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for hours, and so have I. In winter I have seen
places where they have: dug into the ground in
perhaps a dozen places around one tree, and
the fact that these trees were not all fruit-bearing trees leads to the belief that the squirrel
had buried something there and knew just where
to dig for it.
Indeed, the most of the trees
around which I have seen these holes were hol-
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Upon several occasions the bird accompanied
his owner a distance of twenty miles to a neighboring village, keeping within sight of his carriage, but occasionally lighting upon fences by
the wayside, until he arrived at the place of
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always shrouded in mystery, there were good
grounds for the theory that some of his enraged
victims who were employed at my friend’s hotel
killed him in a moment of wrath.
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Although the cause of his death was
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him to, and which he was able to carry away.
At one time wHile Mr. C. was engaged in a
field, the crow espied a vest belonging to one
of the labortrs,:in which was a watch with.a
loose chain.
He flew to the place where the
garment was, possessed: himself of the watch,
and carried it many rods before dropping it.
It was undoubtedly this unfortunate and evil
propensity which ended his brief career as a
domestic bird, for one frosty morning near the
close of his first year of life he came to an un-

timely end.
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was kept in the billiard room a parrot which
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Gelephone 2255 Main
was so tame and such a favorite that it was not
confined to its cage, but was allowed the liberty
of the room, and was often seen perched upon |
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the furniture or wandering about the floor.
one occasion, when the bird was seated in one |
corner of the room, a gentleman, a Mr. B.,
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or a setter we do not know.
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few moments winded the parrot, drew on it, and
Independence, Ailsa, Navahoe, Weetamoe,
Uncle Sam, Effort, Calypso, Flirt, Ariadne, Quissetta, Constance,
finally stood fast. The bird, which had been up
Vergemere, Resolute, Chanticleer, Senta, Snapper, Raider, Little Bestel Sally’ VII, Chloris, and many others.
to this time apparently oblivious of the presence
of the canine, now turned its head slowly and
Is our authorized correspondent
G. R. LILJEGREN, Gothenburg, Sweden, for all European Countries <
in tones expressive of the utmost contempt said,
“Go home, you darned fool.”
The dog started,
looked, and then turning tail, slunk out of the
room.
It is said that although up to this time
the animal had been a splendid hunter, he would
henceforth never point a bird.
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scenting

powers detects the hidden shooter.
This I have
noticed is not the case with the sea ducks, nor
does the goose or brant appear to thus discover
the blind, for they approach the decoy in every
direction, oftentimes in the line of wind, without being alarmed.
The mallard, black duck,
pintail, baldpate, or widgeon and teal, of the list
of “marsh ducks,” all act in this manner, and
it has struck me that this acute sense of smell
is a characteristic of ali ducks which, as a rule,
are not deep divers in feeding and secure their
food mainly in shoal water, where it can be obwithout submerging
tained from the bottom
The deep divers, of which I would
their bodies.
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when stools representing the black duck are
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the latter approaching the decoy may not catch
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wind from the boat or blind, no matter how deceptive it is, will at once “jump” or “climb”
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objects.
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THE list of human casualties and deaths in the
deer hunting districts for the past season is appalling, or would
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be so, had the public not been
growing death lists of recent
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“As soon as the infirmities of old age creep on
them they are given a soothing draught and
wrapped in a fresh antelope
they are carried by members

skin.
Thus attired,
of their family to a

spot some distance from the village, and are
abandoned in the grass close to a native track.
The first native passing by sees what he thinks
is an antelope, and spears it, whereupon the victim’s family emerge from their hhiding place and
express

horror

and

surprise

at

the

unfortunate

trees,
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The bark is a rich brown tone and

birch bark stands out strong, yet so skillfully is
the
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work

background

the

that

realistic.
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PICTURES OF CHEYENNE LIFE.

age of romantic careers has not passed.
Born in
Philadelphia eighty-one years ago, Colonel Jones
went West in 1850, and was placed in command

of plainsmen charged with the duty of protecting
prospectors between Fort Laramie and California. Later, while engaged in taking the United
States census, he was driven by hostile Indians
into the Yosemite Valley, and was reputed to
be the first white man who had ever entered that
wonderland.
Wounded
six times by © arrows
while bearing dispatches to Brigham Young,

with

blend

the
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illustration

Our

figures

and the picture is very life-like and

3,

RAYMOND PREFONTAINE, Canadian Minister of
Marine and Fisheries, died suddenly in Paris on
He had gone to France on business con-

In addition to its many utilities birch bark
lends itself admirably to artistic adaptations. We

harfor the accessories
the colors employed
monize in a most pleasing effect. The silhouetted

THE life of Col. J. Wesley Jones, who died in
this city last week, illustrates the fact that the

nected with the establishment
of a line of
steamers between Marseilles and Canadian ports,
and soon after his arrival in Paris was stricken
with heart disease.
Mr. Prefontaine was appointed Minister of Marine and Fisheries in 1902,
and his services in that important office have
been of great value to the Dominion.
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a moose

his horns, prefer to shed them in the woods to
be gnawed by mice and hedgehogs, or would he
seek fame and commemoration by yielding up his
head to the hunter, that his branching horns
might adorn the wall of the State Dining Room

The picture was made by drawing the
figures of the three men and the canoe on birch
bark and cutting them out and pasting the bark
on a bristol card, then drawing in the landscape

moun-

CHINA.

familiar

example—would

the work of the late J. Henry Phair, of Frederic-

INDIAN SNOWSHOE MAKING,
THe Loc oF A SEA ANGLER.
Tue Brirps oF DEATH VALLEY.
A DANCE AT SAN JUAN.
Skt RUNNING.
A WINTER IN FLoripa.
(In the issue of Feb.

our

The nat-

uralists now most popularly in vogue assure us
that the mental factulties of man and moose are
just about the same; and if we would understand
how a Maine moose would feel about a given
subject, all we have to do is to consider what
4 man would feel. As to a fine set of antlers, for

illustrate

IN LAPLAND.
North Carolina

Major

of them:

sd

man actually different from the moose.

of those who

special subjects to which it is devoted.
The
paper has behind it an enviable record of popularity and good
will and
respect.
Our
programme for the future is to maintain the high

TREES IN WINTER—A

relates

In

1890 Colonel Jones organized the United States
Volunteer Life Saving Corps, which now
has
14,500 members, and which has an honor roll of
having saved thousands of lives.

eral support

ever.

and Adirondack woods had adopted the expedient the natives on the Congo practice, to rid
themselves of their undesirable aged kinsmen.
Powell-Cotton

the vicissitudes of the frontier and the front.

not believed that any departure need be made
from the Forest AND STREAM which has so long
and in such generous measure enjoyed the lib-

than

In the character of the contents there will be
no attempt to initiate any radical change.
It is

will

were

mobbed for making anti-slavery speeches in the
Southwest, wounded in the Civil War and in
hospital for months, this man had his share of

AccorDING to the teachings of the latter day
natural history makers, the wood folk are not,
after all, so far away from human nature as the
world has been imagining these many centuries.
The moose wears hair, while the man wears wool
or cotton or rubber; but clothes don’t make the

Wisconsin twenty-six deer hunters were killed,
and thirty-five more were wounded. In the Adiron-

eleven men

the beginning of the sixty-sixth volume

attractive

standard

dacks

STREAM.

the Forest AND STREAM assumes a new form.
The change will be acceptable to readers old and
new.
The form adopted is more convenient to
handle, is better adapted to illustrations, and is
in keeping with the journalistic fashion of the
day.
The use of illustrations will be more generous than before; and the paper will be more

years, to look for just such statistics as a concomitant of the hunting season.
In Michigan and

number wounded and made cripples for life. The
causes of these casualties were various, but there
was no novelty in any of them.
It was the same
old story of carrying rifles so that the triggers
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In the Lodges of the Blackfeet.
Hunting

the

White

Buffalo.

One evening in the latter part of January there
was much excitement in the three great camps.
Some Piegan hunters, just returned from a few
days’ buffalo chase out on the plains to the north
of the river, had seen a white buffalo.
The news
quickly spread, and from
all quarters
Indians
came in to the post for powder and balls, flints,
percussion
caps,
tobacco
and
various
other
articles.
There was to be an exodus of hunting
parties from the three villages in the morning,
and men were betting with each other as to which
of the tribes would secure the skin of the white
animal, each one, of course, betting on his own
tribe.
By nearly all the tribes of the plains an
albino buffalo was considered as a sacred thing,
the especial property of the sun.
When one was
killed the hide was always beautifully tanned, and
at the next medicine lodge was given to the sun
with great ceremony, hung above all the other
offerings on the center post of the structure, and
there left to gradually shrivel and fall to pieces.
War parties of other tribes, passing the deserted
place, would not touch it for fear of calling down
upon themselves the wrath of the sun.
The man
who killed such an animal was thought to have
received the especial favor of the sun, and not
only he, but the whole tribe of which he was a
member.
A white robe was one thing which was
never offered for sale; none
who
secured one
might keep it any longer than until the time of
the next medicine lodge, the great annual reliMedicine men, however, were
gious ceremony.
permitted to take the strips of trimming, cut to
even the border of the finished robe, and to use
them for wrapping their sacred pipes, or for a
bandage around the head, only to be worn, however, on great occasions.
Of course I began
to make
inquiries about

albino buffalo.

My friend Berry said that in all

his life he had seen but four.
One very
old
Piegan told me that he had seen seven, the last
one, a very large cow
robe, having been purchased by his people from the Mandans for one
hundred and twenty horses,
and, like all the
others, given to the sun.
I further learned from
Berry that these albinos were not snow white, as
is a white blackbird, or a crow, but cream colored.
Well, if possible, I wanted to see the much
talked of animal. see it in life skurry away over
the plains with its dusky mates, so I joined one
of the hunting parties the next morning, going,
as usual, with my friends, Talks-with-the-buffalo
and Weasel Tail.
We planned the hunt in the
lodge of the latter, and as it was thought that we
might be some time away, it was decided to take
one lodge and all its contents, and to ae no
others to crowd in upon us.
“That is,’ Weasel

Tail added,

“that is, we'll do this, and take our

wives along, too, if you think they will not get
to quarreling about the right way to boil water,
or as to the proper place to set an empty kettle.”
His wife threw a moccasin at him, Madame

Talks-with-the-buffalo

pouted

and

exclaimed,

“K’ya!” and we all laughed.
We did not get a very early start, the days
were short, and after covering about twenty miles
made camp in a low, wide coulée.
There were
fifteen lodges of our party, all but ours crowded
with hunters.
We had many visitors of an evening dropping in to smoke and talk, and feast, but
at bedtime we had ample room to spread our
robes and blankets.
We started early the next
morning and never stopped until we arrived at a
willow-bordered stream running
out
from
the

west butte of the Sweetgrass Hills and eventually
disappearing in the dry plain. It was an ideal
camping place, plenty of shelter, plenty of wood
and water.
The big herd in which the albino
buffalo had been seen was met with some fifteen or more miles southeast of our camp, and
had run westward
when
pursued.
Our
party
thought that we had selected the best location
possible in order to scour the country in search
of it. Those who saw it reported that it was a
fair sized animal, and so swift that it had ran up
to the head of the herd at once and remained
there so far from their horses’ best speed, that
they never got to determine whether it was bull
or cow.
We were the extreme western camp of
Other parties, Piegans, Blackfeet and
hunters.
Bloods were encamped east of us along the hills,
and southeast of us out on the plain.
We had
agreed to do no running, to frighten the buffalo
as little as possible until the albino had been

found, or it became

time to return

to the river.

Then, of course, a big run or two would be made
in order to load the pack animals with meat and
hides.
The weather was unfavorable, to say nothing
of the intense cold, a thick haze of glittering frost
flakes filled the air, through which aie sun dimly
shone.
Objects half a mile or less out on the
plain could not be discerned.
We were almost
at the foot of the west butte, but it and its pine
forest had vanished
in the shining
frost fog.
Nevertheless, we rode out daily on our quest,
south, west or northward by one side or the other
of the butte toward the Little (Milk) River. We
saw many buffalo, thousands of them, in bands
of from twenty or thirty to four or five hundred,
but we did not find the particular one.
Other
parties often dropped in at our camp for a bite
and a smoke, or were met out on the plain, and
they had the same report to make: plenty of buffalo, but no albino:
I must
repeat that the
weather
was
intensely
cold.
Antelope
stood
humped up, heads down, in the coulées; on the
south slope of the butte, as we rode by its foot,

we could see deer, and elk, and even big-horn in
the same
our way,

ing.

position.
The latter would get out of
but the others hardly noticed our pass-

Only the buffalo,

the wolves,

coyotes

and

swifts were, as one may say, happy; the former
grazed about as usual, the others trotted around
and feasted on the quarry they had strung and
pulled down, and howled and yelped throughout
the long nights.
No cold could find its way
through their thick, warm coats.

I cannot remember how many days that cold
time lasted, during which we vainly hunted for
the albino buffalo.
The change came about 10
o'clock

one

morning

as

we

were

riding

slowly

around the west side of the butte. We felt suddenly an intermittent tremor of warm air in our
faces; the frost haze vanished instantly
and we
could see the Rockies, partially enveloped in dense
dark clouds.
‘Hah!’ exclaimed a medicine pipe
man.
“Did I not pray for a black wind last

night?
And
strong.”

see,

here

it is; my

sun
“1

power

is

Even as he spoke the Chinook
came
on in
strong, warm gusts and settled into a roaring,
snapping blast.
The thin coat of snow on: the
grass disappeared.
One felt as if summer had

come.
We were several hundred feet above the plain,
on the lower slope of the butte, and in every direction, as far as we could see, there were buffalo, buffalo, and still more buffalo.
They were
a grand sight.
Nature had been good to these

Indians in providing
for their sustenance.
white

man

with

for them such vast herds
Had it not been for the
and

trinkets,

lust for land, the herds

his liquor,

would

be there

day; and so would the
simple and happy life.

red

men,

and

his

to this

leading

their

It seemed about as useless as jooking for the
proverbial needle, as to attempt to locate a single

white animal among all those dark ones.
d:smounted,

searched

and,

adjusting

my

long

We all

telescope,

I

herd after herd until my vision became

blinded, and then I passed the instrument to some
one beside me.
Nearly all of the party tried it,
but the result was the same; no white buffalo

could be found.

It was pleasant sitting there in

the warm wind, with the sun shining brightly
upon us once more.
Pipes were filled and lighted

and we smoked

and talked about the animal we

were after, of course; each one had his opinion
as to where it was at that moment, and they

varied in locality from the Missouri River to the
Saskatchewan, from the Rockies
Paw Mountains.
While we were
appeared a commotion among the
east of us.
I got the telescope to
place and saw that a number of

to the Bear’s
talking there
buffalo southbear upon the
Indians were

chasing a herd of a hundred or more due westward. They were far behind them, more than a
mile, and the buffalo were widening that distance
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rapidly, but still the riders kept on, doggedly, persistently, in a long, straggling line. I passed the
glass to Weasel Tail and told what I had seen.
Everyone sprang to his feet.

more—not a pure albino.
In fact, Berry and I
purchased the tanned robe, which, for want of a
better term, we named the “spotted robe.’ Singu-

“It- must be,” said my friend, “that they have
found the white one, else they would give up the
chase. They are far behind and their horses are
tired; they “lope very weakly. Yes, it is the white
one they follow. I see it! I see it!”

the last of the great herds were in the country
lying between
the Yellowstone
and
Missouri
rivers, and where in two more years they were

We were mounted in a moment and riding out
to intercept the herd; riding at a trot, occasionally broken by a short ‘lope, for the horses must
be kept fresh for the final run.
In less than half
an hour we arrived at a low, long, mound-like
elevation, near which it seemed the herd must
pass. We could see them coming straight toward

it.

So we got behind it and waited, my compan-

ions, as usual, removing their saddles and piling
them in a heap.
It was realized, of course, that
the buffalo might get wind of us and turn long
before they were near enough for us to make a

dash
After

at them,

but we

what-seemed

had to take that chance.

to me

a very

long time,

leader, peering over the top of the mound,
us to be ready; we all mounted.
out’ fot us to come on, and we

rise; the herd

was

still over

first we

stung and maddened

gained

rapidly

on

the

then

At
for a

time kept at about their speed, and finally began

were

1 felt sure that none of us

able to overtake

it, but

because

the others

did, I kept my horse going, too, shamefully quirting him when

he was doing his very best.

It is a trite but true saying that “it is the unexpected

that

always

happens.”

Out

from

a

coulée right in front of the flying herd dashed a
lone horseman, right in among them, scattering
the animals in all directions.
In much less time
than it takes to tell it, he rode up right beside

the albino, we could see him lean over and sink
arrow after arrow into its ribs, and presently it
stopped, wobbled, and fell over on its side. When

we rode up to the place the hunter was standing
over

it, hands

raised,

fervently

praying,

promis-

ing the sun the robe and the tongue of the animal.
It was a_ three-year-old cow, yellowishwhite in color, but with normal colored eyes.
I
had believed that the eyes of all albinos were of
pinkish hue.
The successful hunter was a Pie-

gan, Medicine Weasel

by name.

He was

so ex-

cited he trembled so, that he could not use his
knife, and some of our party took off the hide for
him, and cut out the tongue, he standing over

them all the time and begging them to be careful,
to make no gashes, for they were

doing the work

for the sun.
None of the meat was taken.
It
was considered a sacrilege to eat it; the tongue
was

robe.
party

to be dried

While
we

they were
seem

had

and

given

the animal
seen

Blackfeet

to the

was

chasing

sun

with

being skinned
the

herd

of the north,

and

came

animal

was

also

white,

contrasting

vividly

with

the

beautiful

glossy dark brown of the body of the robe.
The
animal was killed by a young north Blackfoot
between Big Crooked Creek
and: Flat Willow
Creek, both emptying into the lower Musselshell.

the

the
up;

did not

to be very well pleased that the Piegans had

captured the prize; they soon rode away to their
camp, and we went
to ours, accompanied
by
Medicine Weasel, who had left his camp to the
eastward in the morning to hunt up some stray

horses, and had wound up the day‘in a most unexpected manner.
So ended that particular hunt.
Before the buffalo finally disappeared I saw one

rivals!
Each one of them had been so sure that
he was going to get the odd robe.
But then they
were pilgrims; they didn’t “savvy” the Indians.
We got our
4,000 robes that winter, more than
all the rest of them together.
We finally sold
the robe. The fame of it spread up and down the
river, and finally a Montreal, Canada, gentleman,
making a tour of the country, heard of it; and
when the steamboat he was on stopped at our
place he came in and bought it before we knew
where we were at.
We did not wish to sell it,
and named a price that we deemed prohibitive.
To our amazement he laid down two large bills,
threw the robe over his shoulder and hurried
back to the boat.
Berry and I looked at each
other and said things.
WALTER B. ANDERSON,
[TO BE CONTINUED. |

Environment

We had at the time a large post on the Missouri,
a couple of hundred miles below Fort Benton,
and a branch post over on Flat Willow.
Berry
came upon a party of Blackfeet just as they had
concluded a run, and saw the spotted animal be-

to lose distance.
Still we kept on, for we could
all see’ the coveted prize, the albino, running at

the head of the herd.

This

was on his way to visit the latter place when he

distant,

the horses.
herd,

exterminated.

a cow, a large five-year-old.
The hair on its
head, belly, legs and tail was snow white, and
there was a white spot on each flank about eight
inches in diameter.
When the hide was taken off,
by ripping it in the usual manner, there was an
eight or ten-inch border all around it of pure

our

had winded us, and
turned
south.
How
the
whips were plied;-short handled quirts of raw-

hide which

practically

told

Then he called
dashed over the

500 yards

larly enough, this animal was killed in 1881, when

7

fore it was

skinned.

He

went

no

farther

that

day, but accompanied the young hunter to his
father’s lodge where the old man made him welcome.
If there was ever a man on earth who
could coax an Indian to do whatever he wished
that man was Berry.
He pleaded hard for that
hide all the afternoon and far into the night.
It
was against all precedent and tradition to barter
such a skin, belonging as it did to the sun.
It
would be a sacrilege to sell it. The young hunter
got out of the deal by giving it to his father, and,
finally, as the old man knocked the ashes out of
the last pipe before retiring, he sighed, and said
wearily to Berry:
“Well, my son, you shall have
your way; my wife will tan the robe, and some
day I will give it to you.”
It was a beautifully tanned robe, and on the
clean, white leather side the old man painted the
record of his life; the enemies he had killed, the
horses he had taken, the combats he had waged
against the grizzly tribe, and the animals
and
stars of his medicine.
There were other traders
in the same bottom with us on the Missouri. One
day, with his ancient wife, the old man rode in
and duly exhibited to them
all the wonderful
robe, and, of course, they all wanted it. “I am
not ready to sell it,’ the crafty old man said to
each one.
“After a while—well, we'll see; we'll

see.”
Then the traders vied with each other in being
good to the old man.
During the balance of the

winter they kept him supplied with all the whiskey, and tobacco,
other things that
times a week he
down to our place

and

and tea, and sugar and various
he could use.
Two or three
and the old wife would come
loaded with bottles of whiskey

sit before the fire-place in our

living room

and get comfortably full.
I loved to watch and
listen to them, they were so happy, so loving, so
given to recalling the pleasant
days
of their

youth and vigor.

And so it went on for several

months, and finally one
spring day, when
by
chance our rivals happened to be lounging in our
trade room, the old couple
sauntered
in and
tossed the robe over the counter, the old man

saying to Berry:

‘There it is, my son.

I fulfill

my promise.
But put it away clear out of sight,
lest I be tempted to take it back.”

Maybe

we

didn’t

enjoy

the

chagrin

of

our

and

Faces.

I HAveE before me the photograph of a man [|
knew in the South who is now dead.
There is
nothing so striking about his appearance as this
extraordinary resemblance
to that of an
iS
Indian.
And yet the man
I have
reason
to
believe had no Indian blood in his veins.
The
skin is wrinkled
and leathery,
the nose
pronounced, the eyes deep sunken and sombre, the
mouth severe—all being shaded with sadness or
melancholy.
Without
intending any disrespect
to the departed, I say that he only required the
regulation crown of feathers to make a. perfect
Indian of him—in appearance, at least.
I recall a few more interesting cases of this
kind.
Years ago I happened to be in southern
Long Island spending a vacation,
Strolling one
day I came upon a little shack at the edge of the
woods.
I supposed at first it was unoccupied—
some relic of the past—but upon nearer approach
Can it be possible, I asked myI smelled smoke.
For a
self, that I have come upon a hermit?
moment
may be

I paused to observe the structure.
It
briefly described as a crude log cabin,

with here and there patches of tin.
It had the
look of being very old.
At any rate, it was decidedly neglected.
When
I had
satisfied
my
curiosity thus far I approached the door, which
was ajar.
I knocked gently, whereupon a cat
jumped out and began to rub up against my leg;
I then venbut there was no other response.
tured to peep in.
In the gloom
(for the hut
seemed to be unlighted save by the doorway) I
saw two eyes staring out at me rather savagely.
At this I confess my first impulse was to turn
and flee, but, plucking up my courage, I determined to see the end of the adventure, for I
realized that it was going to be something out of
the common.
Knocking again I cried out in a somewhat dole[I am
“Does anyone live here?
ful manner:
glass
a
for
quarter
a
give
will
and
thirst
of
dying
Immediately there was a movemer
of water.’
inside and the door was thrown open.
It was with difficulty I restrained an excl-

tion at the apparition (I can hardly cal
which presented itself before me.
I
gaunt figure, slightly stooped and clad
the face seamed and weather-beaten, |

certain

pride and dignity about

it ai

cidedly suggestive of an Indian chie¢
“Did you say you wanted
a dri
asked in a grave, sepulchral sort of

“If you please,” I said, with the
ence.

FOREST
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The

queer

turned
water

being

regarded

me

a moment,

on his heel and fetched me
from an old barrel.

in truth

I was

not

I drank

thirsty,

and

then

a “tinny” of
it all, though

returned

the

“tinny” with many thanks.
As for the other
part of the payment I confess after a sight of
that eagle visage I experienced a sort of trepidation at the idea of offering
money,
but
the
“tinny” being held at what appeared an expectant angle, I hastily dropped a quarter in it and
remarked:
“It was worth double the money.”
To my relief no war-whoop sounded in my

ears and no tomahawk

was brandished.

Instead

of that I saw the eagle visage don a look of
pleasure, and heard the grave, sepulchral voice
pronounce these words:
“I guess you ain’t one

of them city boarders.”
To be brief, I learned that the hermit had
dwelt there over thirty years—that he regarded
the outside world with aversion, or indifference,

and that it was his full determination to end his
days in solitude.
I also learned that he was of
pure English descent, a statement which I subsequently verified by inquiries of the neighbors.
On another occasion I was at Cape May Point,
N. J. At the end of the little railway which
runs from the town of Cape May the Point extends for some miles toward Delaware Bay. It is
thickly covered with dwarf pine and scrub and is
utterly lonesome and wild.
When I set out to
explore it I confess I had not much desire to
penetrate very deep into it, so I kept along shore
for the most part.
The day was hot and the
walking heavy, and after an hour or so I sat
down to rest.
The grasshoppers “zizzed’’ and
“7ipt’” in the long spear grass, the ocean merrily
lapped the shore, and the’dark pines seemed to

drowse

in the

sultry

air.

All

was

quiet

and

primitive as when the red man reigned.
The influence of the scene was stealing upon me and I
believe I was on the point of dropping to sleep
when I started up at hearing a crackling amid
the jungle.
Presently, about a hundred yards
away, a man appeared.
He was tall and angular
and burned to a coppery tint, while a mass of
shaggy hair hung over his shoulders.
For all
clothing he wore an old gray shirt and a pair of
trousers tucked up to his knees.
His feet were

bare.

Slung across his back was something that

might

easily

the stretch.
wares
desert

have

been

mistaken

for

a bow

on

Had

one of the old tribe of Dela-

taken refuge and haply survived in that
place, assuredly
he could
hardly
have

looked more
individual.
No sooner

to the life than
did he emerge

did this

singular

from covering than

he saw me, but he showed
no
surprise
and
leisurely took his way down shore.
As he passed
me I remarked it was a hot day.
He paused a
moment and answered, “Yes, a little.’
I shall
never forget the face that looked at me.
Striking
as was the face of the Long Island hermit, this

one

was

even

more

so.

Of

perfect

aquiline

mould, the eyes were of fire and the mouth of
iron.
But a shadow hung over it—the shadow
of the wilderness.
I got up and saying I was returning, kept my
“Delaware” (as I secretly dubbed him) company
as he resumed his measured pace.
I offered him
a cigar, which he accepted with great courtesy,
and as he smiled I thought I never saw a handsomer face.
By judicious questioning I got out

of him that he and his family had always
hereabouts—he

supposed

for 200 years.

> his name, which I have now

He

lived
told

forgotten, but it
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exist in the United States to-day.
I shall therefore be suspected of no slur or disparagement
when I proceed to say that in many of them I
discovered reflections of that Indian’s expression.
Yet, these people in the main are direct descendants of men of British blood.
Of a verity one

would never believe it unless history told him so.
The

British

expression

literated—washed

has

away.

been

absolutely

Not a trace

ob-

of it left.

Nor has the British manner
fared any better.
The
high-pitched,
inflectious
voice
has
been
superseded by one of minor and somewhat mon-

but

his

photograph

is

still

“pretty little curio shops in which
‘ds. I noted his lineaments well and
* among the modern Nantucketers.
| of these that a sturdier, an hon-

or

a kindlier

people

does

not

lies between

St. An-

more

mountainous

and

wooded.

The

country

became very picturesque as we proceeded; every
mountain presented a view which was a panorama; every opening in the timber seemed a natural frame for an entrancing picture; the atmosphere so clear and bracing gave fine definition to
objects in view; the winding river rushed fretting and foaming between the rocks in the valley
below; large clumps of spruces clustered upon
the mountain sides, and the rough crags were

River for a considerable distance we at last came
in view of Mt. Leidy, superbly situated between
two rows of mountains on either side of a pleas-

the feelings, the emotions which spring from the

ant valley, at the head of which stands Mt. Leidy.
exigencies of life—all leave their stamp upon the
The ground was covered with a few inches of
features unmistakably.
So subtle, indeed, is the
snow—enough to make good hunting.
We made
influence of environment that a keen observer
an early camp and had plenty of time to get
can tell a Philadelphia face from a New York
everything arranged before it became dark.
The
face.
People who dwell in cities, of course, are
not so apt to undergo radical changes as those - location was an ideal spot for a camp; plenty of
timber nearby; a fine stream of clear, cold water,
who dwell in contact with nature, but even in the
and good grazing for the horses.
It was quite
cities we cannot escape the air.
The
sun
we
important to have a good range for the stock,
manage pretty well to avoid, but the air has a
because there were eleven pack horses and three
way of following us about willy nilly, and a
riding horses—fourteen in all. To take care of
marked characteristic of the American air is that
these required the services of a horse wrangler.
it tends to dry up the skin and give it a certain
I had three men, my regular guide, Edward Shefbloodless tone.
The air of the British isles, on
field, Charles Herdick,
a Wyoming guide, and
the other hand, keeps the skin moist and ruddy.
Marcus Imo, who cooked and turned his hand
Some writers on ethnology predict that eventually Americans will conform

to the facial type of

the aborigines.
But I think this is an extreme
view. For one thing, Americans are of a different race, and for another education and refinement will play their part.
However, we cannot
escape our environment, and it is certain that in
course of time we shall all more or less resemble
the “poor Indian.”
FRANK MOooNnan.

An

Elk

Hunt

in Wyoming.

WHEN I wrote to my old guide, Edward Sheffield, I was somewhat apprehensive about the outlook for sport because I had heard that the best
part of the “Jackson Hole Country” had been
included in the reserve set apart by the State of
Wyoming, where sport with big game had been
entirely interdicted.
I was advised, however, that this was not the
fact, so, yielding to my faith in the judgment

of the guide and a desire to gratify my love for
sport, | made arrangements for a fall hunt.
Before reaching the terminal of the trip by railroad
I chanced to meet some sportsmen who talked
of sport and commented on the conditions existing in Jackson’s Hole. The criticisms were by
no means favorable, and various instances were
cited of parties who had been disappointed in

their

expectations.

only

served

sportsman

to

has
incident

subsequent

convince

become

good guide.
The trip from

without

My

me

St.

the

Anthony

worth

been

well

to

relating,

start.
The pack horses, which,
in town, had fared handsomely

and

sheltered,

experience

how

upon

dependent

services

a

of a

Jackson

except

was

at the

during their stay
on oats and hay

did not

look

forward

to a trip back into the bleak and sterile mountains with the same pleasure that I did; their
refractory
souls
yearned
for the comfortable
quarters they were just leaving with the same

here

the

comparison

ends,

for

they

had

not

a

guide who was meek and gentle like Moses.
About a mile from St. Anthony the whole
bunch turned off on a side road and went back

that had no

further trouble with them.

The journey was a fairly long one, but it became more interesting as we drew away from
civilization and got closer to the place where we
intended to make permanent camp.
After the

first day we passed the wide monotonous

to help

at anything

else

that

had

to

be

at-

tended to.
The day being young when we arrived, I employed it in making a short hunt from camp.
Charles Herdick went with me, and I soon dis-

covered
since

how

I had

I had

lived

much

last

a

my

been

wind

out,

had

for

deteriorated

in the

life of comparative

meantime

ease.

The

general
elevation
in
this
section
ranges
from
8,000 to
10,c00
feet, and
it takes
a
few days to accustom your lungs to the rarified
atmosphere.
When one is not taking any vigor-

to their former quarters.
After some delay they
were finally got in line again, and with the aid of
a couple of Mormons, who, for a consideration,
agreed to help guide them for several miles, we
got the pack train properly started, and after

ago,

which

fluence which environment has on physiognomy.
The sun, the air, the landscape and the thoughts,

1 boat) he wished me good-day, and,
as on a visit to the island of NanI was told that the last Indian died

flats

powdered with snow and sometimes glistening
with rills which coursed down their rugged surfaces.
After traveling along the Gros Ventre

tenacity that the children of Israel in the wilderness “longed for the flesh pots of Egypt,” but

with

brush

otonous keys. And in general there is a decided
disposition to taciturnity.
Now, all this goes to prove the inexorable in-

an English one.
His manner was very red but perfectly civil.
Perhaps—nay, most
ly—it was not so much reserve with him
of silence.
His present errant was to set
for the night, and when he had found
‘iff (which was fashioned more like a
from the shore, paddled away
id grace of a true Indian.

of sage

thony and Victor; after that the landscape grew

stretch

ous exercise the climate feels exhilarating and
inspires one with the feeling that he is able to
perform any kind of stunt; a few minutes of real
strenuous exercise and this delusion is destroyed.
I soon discovered that Herdick was a good hand
at mountain climbing, being wonderfully supple
and possessed of the best pair of lungs of anyone
I ever knew.

We finally caught sight of a small bunch of elk

at a considerable distance.
As they were moying over a crest of a hill, it became necessary to
travel with speed to get near enough for a shot,
if by chance there should be a good head in the
bunch.
The elk had not seen us, but were moying and might get out of range.
Completely exhausted I finally gained the summit of a hill

which

overlooked

the

herd,

which

had

halted.

An old bull stood in the quaking aspens, not over

sixty yards away.

A glance at the head, and I saw

that I had had my pains for nothing.
I watched
the animals for a few moments, and they seemed
to me like old acquaintances,
for it had been

three years since I last hunted this kind of game.
I do not believe

they were

as pleased

to see me

as I was to see them. They soon startd to run
directly from us in the direction of camp, which
was quite near. My guide, Edward Sheffield, told
me

afterward

that

they came

very

near,

and

he

was afraid they would run through camp.
He
gravely warned me against the danger of driving
a large bunch of “Uncle Sam’s cattle” in that direction.

It was a pleasure after this little excitement to
drop into a comfortable

nicely arranged

camp

and find everything

and a good meal provided.

My

quarters were supplied with every convenience
that could be expected traveling with a pack outfit. It may, perhaps, interest those who have had

no practical experience in western hunting to
know what can be furnished.
We had folding

chairs,

a folding

table, two

tents

and

in each

a

portable sheet-iron stove with a couple of lengths
of pipe to take off the smoke; I had a pneumatic
mattress to save my tired flesh from the hard
ground, and whatever else was required which
horses could pack in. When I was tired of, hunt-

ing I could rest a day or so and read novels

in
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a

comfortable

tent,

no

matter

how

cold

AND

STREAM.

the

weather.
This does not seem like roughing it.
The frontiersman of former days would have
thought such comfort with a hunting outfit impossible.

Modern

progress,

however,

has caused

most of the inconveniences of camp life to disappear as if by magic. , Would that its magic influence could repeople the wilderness with the great
herds of wild animals that have vanished.
The

following

day I went

to try my luck.

out

with

the guide

We had not traveled more than

two miles before discovering

a small herd of elk.

We circled around them sufficiently to size them
up, but could find no heads worth picking out.
Our course was then changed, and we hunted toward a high mountain north of Mt. Leidy; from

this point we

obtained

a fine view

of the sur-

rounding country, which I carefully swept with
my Seitz glasses in quest of game.
Far off on a

distant ridge we finally saw some elk slowly moving out of the timber into the open.
Their
brown shapes showed very distinctly against the
snow-covered hills, but, although there was a
considerable number in view, no good antlers
were

visible.

My

strong

glasses

proved

of very

great service to me. With them I could ascertain
plainly what otherwise I would have had to guess
at, and they saved me many a long excursion
over

rough

country

set of antlers.
as myself that

to determine

the value

of a

My guide was quite as anxious
I should not have any trophies

unworthy of a sportsman’s ambition.
The law
allows one only two heads, and it is necessary
to take great pains to avoid making mistakes.
I made up my mind that I would go back empty-

handed sooner than pack out antlers which would
reflect discredit upon my skill. The guide was
particularly anxious that I should obtain specimens which would do no injury to his reputation.
I think I must

upon

guide was

cured

sented

have passed unfavorable

twenty-five or thirty heads—for
my

mainly responsible—before

trophies.

themselves,

Any

some

number
of

judgment

-which the
I finally se-

of bulls

them

quite

pre-

easy

marks, only to be snubbed and turned down.
Paris, in passing judgment upon the goddesses,
to determine which was the most beautiful, could
not have been
than the guide.

more
critical
or discriminating
I doubt if the unsuccessful rivals

_ of the bulls I finally chose as worthy
were seriously disappointed.
To illustrate the ease with which
secured my legal allowance of two

HITTING

specimens

I could have
bulls, to say

Photo

nothing

of cows,

THE

I will cite a few instances

of

the opportunities I had.
On one occasion I was
going through the timber where I heard a num-

ber of elk; the guide

called

my

attention

to a

bull lying on the ground not sixty yards away,
partly concealed by the spruce brush; he was
facing directly toward us, his front feet folded
under his body and his nose close to the ground.
We stood quite still and surveyed him carefully,
sizing up the head, which had twelve points, but
not large nor heavy at the base.
The glasses

were brought into service to make a more critical
examination.
A couple of minutes we stood discussing him, when finally he gave a brief snort,
which sounded like an expression of disgust at
our impertinence, and then jumped up and loped
out of sight.

Shortly
close

afterward

to a very

in the timber.

we

managed

to

large

herd

From

our concealment

approach

of elk, mostly

we

hidden

could

see a number of the animals not over thirty or
forty yards away.
About 150 yards off were a
couple of young bulls exercising their skill by
fencing with their antlers, evidently in sport. We
could hear the frequent clash of the horns and
often got a good view of the contestants.
We
waited in this spot over an hour until despairing

of seeing anything

worth

shooting

at before

it

grew too dark we suddenly rose up in plain view.
The peaceful scene was soon converted into one
of great confusion.
For a moment the elk stared

at us with their beautiful large brown eyes in
astonishment, then a general panic communi-

PACKING.
Photo
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cated itself to the herd, every animal ‘in sight
began moving off; each clump of vegetation that
could conceal a form seemed suddenly animated
by a creature breaking from its hiding place, fleeing for safety; the cows and calves gave vent
to their peculiar bleat of alarm, while the bulls

snorted and rattled their antlers against the trees

in their haste.
For some hundred yards in the
timber, and well up on the mountain side, the
scene became particularly animated.
I hurried
to an opening in the timber, where I could get
a good view of the retreating herd, which had
drawn together into quite a solid moving mass.
The number of elk greatly exceeded my expectations.
Nine-tenths of the herd had been as care-

fully concealed
them.

There

from
must

us
have

as
been

we

had

been

from

at a conservative

estimate not less than 4oo in the herd, and possibly 500.
A sportsman could only admire this
striking and beautiful
spectacle,
because
there
was no head worth securing.
A tooth-hunter or
a butcher with a high power repeating rifle could
have repeated one of those scenes which sickens
every lover of sport.
At another time I came upon a band of elk
quite as numerous, and, although there were a
couple of good heads in view, yet the number of
cow elk was so great that it was practically impossible to get a good shot.
The entire mass
fled straight up the side of a steep mountain covered with quaking aspen and spruce; for some
time we could see them crowding one another in
dense masses in their ascent, but the only shot
attempted was with the camera, but without success.
One more instance which will not only aid
in proving the ease of securing an indifferent
specimen but goes to show that when game 1s too
plentiful it is an actual handicap to the sportsman.
I saw a fine head across a gulch at a considerable distance.
I fired and missed it and the
animal escaped beyond range. I crossed the gulch
to examine the spot where the bull had stood and
followed his tracks
to see if he had _ been
wounded, and, if so, how badly.
Although the

ground was covered with two
could

cussing

discover

the

no

matter

signs

with

“eet of snow, yet I

of.

90d.

While

th

‘uide

we

dis-

became

|
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where

his brisket

had

touched

it, his tracks

led

beyond, and all signs of bleeding had ceased, All
our trouble had been in vain because of an improperly arranged sight.
By this time I had been about ten days in camp
and was growing quite accustomed to the life.
Although the weather was quite cold, at times
going to eight or ten below zero at night, yet it
often grew warm enough during the day to thaw,
but it was dry, light atmosphere and always bracing. Every night for a brief interval we were
treated to a serenade from the coyotes, a ridiculous, wild and unearthly chant, which became a
positive nuisance when the dogs undertook an
accompaniment right at our ears.
Occasionally
a bull elk feeding during the full of the moon
would cause the cold atmosphere to vibrate with
his shrill whistle as he loped past the camp.
In
all other respects we were entirely alone for the
twenty-two days I stayed in camp except one,
when the game warden dropped in to look at my

license, and after a brief stay took his departure.
How

different this was

from most of the hunting

in the East, where the number of
become so great as to render the
as dangerous for the hunter as
Particularly is this the case when
men”

persist in shooting

sportsmen have
pastime almost
it is for game.
“green sports-

at anything

that moves

without first finding out what

it is.

expressed

number

his

surprise

at

the

My

guide

of

acci-

dents which occur every year in the Adirondacks
through gross carelessness.
He remarked that
he believed it would be best if one were hunting

in the Adirondacks

and saw anything moving in

the brush to shoot without waiting to find out
what it was, because the chances are that it

would be a man, and if you did not shoot him
he would shoot you. I was rather amused at this
piece of grim humor, which is a sample of what
GOOD
Photo

conscious

that

we

were

not

unperceived,

GAME

for a

great number
of elk began to move
among
the trees, having evidently
“spotted”
us.
We
made at once for concealment and ran as fast as
we could through the deep snow to an open place
toward which the herd were heading.
Carefully
hidden from view we saw a great brown mass
thunder past, and before it had disappeared from
sight I caught a glimpse of the precious set of
antlers belonging to the bull I shot at carried in
triumph out of sight.
They appeared but for a
moment in the narrow opening in which the intended victim was well.protected by cows, which

formed

a perfect

wall

of flesh which

no

he generally had on tap.
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bullet

alarm. On a previous hunting trip, when the elk
were not nearly so plentiful, I got the heads I
wanted

in less

time.

I cannot

place

the

blame

for the trouble I had in securing my heads on the
cows entirely.
A couple

of days before

the scarlet-letter-day

of my hunt I fired at a fine bull in a gulch quite
a distance

off; he immediately

and was soon out of range.

quickened

his pace

I glanced at my rifle

and I found that the elevation of the sight had
been misplaced, being ranged for fifty yards.
I

think it is best to have the sight of a high power
gun with a very flat trajectory sighted for 100
yards, and to draw a fine or coarse sight on the
object as occasion may require.
We examined
the spot where the bull had been seen when fired

could pierce and speed on to its mark.
We made
another run under concealment in the hope of
being able to come upon the herd again in case

at and discovered a sprinkling of blood along his

it should halt, which it did.

tracks.

Tying

favored

the higher

the

farther

side

of the

the elk at close quarters.

In an open space on

mountain

we

confronted

The rapid traveling in

the trail

on

the

horses

foot.

The

we

course

elevations

the

more

to

bull

than

follow

took

the de-

the deep snow over rough country left me very
much exhausted; the first object that attracted
the attention of the guide and myself was a large
bull of twelve points at very
close
range.
I
thought in the hurry of the moment my vision
perhaps being blurred by nervous strain and exhaustion that it was the same magnificent specimen J had shot at before and was trying to secure, and the animal’s position—turned quartering toward me—aided the decention.
I soon discovered the mistake, however, my attention being
called by the guide to another bull, which proved

pressions,

I brought
on a vital

discharged were some vital spot injured; finally,
after traveling about six miles, the flow of blood

spot, but the bull was immediately blanketed by
several cows running between.
If I could have
had a clear range the shot would have been about

began to lessen.
At length we reached a point
where he entered a tract of thick timber, evidently in a walk; we concluded that it was best
not to pursue him in this retreat, because his

to be the one I so earnestly desired.
my rifle in position to draw a bead

the easiest I ever had, but the faithful cows with
their calves swarmed around their lord and I beheld with disappointment as fine a pair of antlers
as I ever saw borne safely out of sight. The old

bull must have evidently believed that “there is
safety in numbers.”
There is another disadvantage in encountering
= yreat quantity

of game

cure a good trophy;

when

attempting

each animal, however

to se-

poor

a head it may possess, has generally a good pair
of eyes, a keen scent and excellent hearing. Each
addition to a herd is another sentinel, always on
duty and ready at any moment
to sound
the

which was

started

a bad sign; so with grave

misgivings we continued the pursuit.
The increasing signs of blood inspired us with hope;
here and there he occasionally stood, as was evi-

dent from the quantity of blood and the character
of the impression his feet made in the snow.
In
other respects the signs were disappointing; the
tracks showed no indication of weakness, and
frequently led us across high fallen trees and
along steep places, where I followed with diffculty; the blood, although quite plentiful, was a
light red, and not the dark color which would be

slow pace might indicate exhaustion and a
sition to lay down.
The only hope I had
curing him would be in case of his lying
and becoming stiff from his wound and not
able to get up. We concluded
time for this to happen.
The

cuit around
trace

the timber

of his having

and

emerged

The
sun
dawned
auspiciously upon what
proved to’be my luckiest day in camp. For some
days I had hunted diligently without securing
the heads that would satisfy me.
We had not
journeyed

over

three miles

from camp before

we

saw a large bull at quite a distance move into a
thickly wooded valley.
We turned our course
in that direction, keeping out of view as much
as possible, riding along a hill which overlooked
the valley into which the bull had taken refuge.
We came to an open and slightly undulating
country, which was covered with about eighteen
inches of snow, and gave evidence that quite a
number of elk had recently passed that way, and

about

500 yards

heads.

The

off a herd

country

was

up with thick clumps

with

several

quite open,

of spruce

good

but broken

trees here and

there.
To get nearer the herd it became necessary to cross quite an open space, but by a timely

maneuver of the guide we traveled under cover
until we reached a point where a thick clump of
trees standing out in the open space obstructed
the view between us and the elk. We then rode
out in the “open’’ toward the clump of trees,
which concealed us from view.
Having gained
this point, which was about 175 to 200 yards
from

the herd,

I dismounted

and

stepped

out in

the clearing.
The cows again provokingly ran
between me and the largest bull, which I had
marked

as

my

own.

Fortunately,

the cows

ran

ahead and I got a quartering view of the large
bull.
The bright reflection of the sun on the
snow made it somewhat difficult to fully distinguish the body

of the animal

in the dense

mov-

ing mass, but I succeeded in locating it. Drawing a fine sight on my Mauser I fired. The entire herd

disappeared

over

the crest

of the hill.

The guide, who by this time had mounted his
horse, cried, “You have got a bull.”
I asked
him if it was the “big one,” he replied, “I don’t
know.”

In the

confused

and

changing

mass

it

dispoof sedown
being

was indeed difficult to keep track of any particular one. We urged the horses to their utmost
speed; the antlers of the bull continued growing

to allow plenty of
guide made a cir-

with an exclamation of satisfaction, the guide
slipped off his horse and congratulated me upon
the kill, ‘“The largest head in the bunch.”
It
was indeed a fine bull, with a spread just short
of four feet. There were twelve points on the
antlers, six tines on each side. The bullet had
lodged a little back of the shoulder and the animal had dropped without a struggle.
In the

could
from

discover
it.

We

no
then

went back to the horses and rode to camp.
The
succeeding day we returned to the spot, traced
>the steps of the elk to a place where he had lain
down, and saw a slight discoloration

of the snow

larger

to

the

view

as

we

drew

near.

Finally,

COMFORT
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space of fifteen or twenty minutes the carcass
was dressed; the mantle had been stripped off,
and we were ready to return for a couple of pack
horses to bring in the antlers and meat.

We

had hardly mounted

the horses

when

we

saw another bull with a fine head about 250 yards
away.
I slid off my horse and getting the distance from the guide, I drew a coarse sight and
fired as the animal was going over a hill.
We

hurried over to the spot where the bull had been
and saw faint splotches of blood on the snow. As

we descended the hill the guide remarked he
hoped we would not have as long a chase after this
one as we did after the bull we hunted so long
a few days previous.
I replied that I was certain
we would not.
“How do you know?” he asked;

for answer I pointed to a lifeless form just beyond
lying among some spruce trees.
As the guide
stepped alongside of me, where he could get a
view, he expressed his surprise at the luck 1 had
had in getting two such fine heads in so short
an interval.
It was barely half an hour since I
had secured my first trophy, and now I had a

second cne

which

we

both

regarded

as_ better

than the first.
The ball had struck back of the
shoulder a little above the middle of the body.
The spread of this head was a trifle larger than
the first one I had shot, the antlers were more

solid, especially at the base.

My

hard

had been rewarded.
I had obtained
half an hour two heads as handsome

hunting

inside of
and large

as any that it had ever been my good fortune to
secure.
I felt like a school boy about to take a
vacation, for I had hunted faithfully for about
eleven days and I promised myself a rest when
I had won out with the bulls.
For several days I took it easy, a large part
of the time I sat in a comfortable chair in camp
and read novels and played cards.
I also man-

aged to work
my

victims

up quite a small medical

being

Sheffield,

Charles

practice,

Herdick

Marcus Imo, the cook and horse wrangler.
remedies

which

some

people

of

the

Far

and

The
West

prescribe for their ailments are quite original and
simple.
One day when I was starting out on
horseback to hunt in company with Herdick, I
noticed that he had not saddled his horse.
I
asked him the reason.
He replied that he was

not feeling well and wanted exercise.
Anyone
familiar with hunting in Jackson’s Hole knows
‘how often one has to leave the horse to travel
on foot over rough country through snow and
up s:ippery ascents for hundreds of feet.
Herdick evidently thought this was not enough
exercise to keep him in condition.
Another time
Imo had contracted a severe cold which I wanted
to prescribe for. He replied that it had come on
without anything and it would go off without
anything.
After some persuasion he consented
to take a good dose of quinine and a hot drink
before retiring.
The next morning the cold had
about disappeared, but when Imo went out to
round up the horses he had great difficulty in
hearing the bell on account of the quinine buzzing in his ear, which confirmed his bad opinion

of medicine.
After I had tired of loafing I hunted with the
dogs, tracking cougars, bobcats and lynx.
Occasionally I would take a shot at a coyote to pay it
back for some of the unearthly serenades we
had been treated to at night.
One day while fol-

lowing the track of a lynx Herdick

came

across

a No. 5 bear trap.
He discovered it by noticing
some fresh elk meat near it. The trap was carefully concealed, and had he been an inexperienced
hunter or perhaps walking along there at night
he might have discovered it by stepping into it.

It is against the law to bait a trap with elk meat,
and it should be forbidden to set traps around indiscriminately where sportsmen are licensed to
hunt; the permission implying reasonable safety,

which

is not the case when

dangerous

traps are

set without proper safeguards.
We sprung the
trap and went on.
Some men who are acquainted
with the danger arising from this source always
carry a monkeywrench
when hunting or trap-

ping. A steel trap which could hold a silver-tip
would inflict a terrible injury upon anyone who

was

unfortunate

enough

to

become

entrapped,

even if assistance were promptly rendered, and
assistance being remote, might cause a_ painful
lingering death. I knew of a case where a trapper

had

return

set two

No.

5 bear

traps

and

found a large silver-tip in one

Venturing rather close
animal made a sudden

upon

his

of them

to the bear the enraged
lunge at him, which the
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by E. F. Randolph,

man evaded by stepping back hurriedly, in doing
so he accidentally fell and sprung the other trap
with his knee, and was caught in that position.
The man was unable to get to his rifle to dispatch the bear, which was making efforts to reach
him.
Being in uncomfortably close quarters to
the bear and apprehensive of his safety, the trapper devised a clever plan to dispose of his disagreeable neighbor;
fastening his knife to the
end of a long pole he repeatedly stabbed the bear
until death ensued.
His companion, going to examine the traps, found him at length almost dead
with pain and released him.
The end of my outing at length drew near, and
it became necessary to make arrangements
to
break camp.
I had become quite attached to the
beautiful spot. where I had spent such a pleasant
time and had so much luck.
Although I had not
bagged all the game the law allowed me, yet I
felt that I had obtained exceptionally good heads
and was satisfied.
I had also collected a considerable number of photographs, of which Sheffield took the greatest number; in fact, he proved
quite an expert in this line.
The horses seemed
no more anxious to leave than we were, and
occasionally proved refractory and commenced
to buck until something was bound over their
eyes.
The first night of the journey homeward
we camped on the banks of the Gros Ventre; we
put up no tents but slept out in the open, because,
as I said to the guide, I wanted to see how it felt
to rough it. During the day we had descended
into a country where the elevation was considerably lower.
The snow, which we had seen continuously in our former camp, had all disappeared and the temperature was much warmer.
Early the next day we reached Jackson, where
we put up at Nelson’s Hotel.and were very hospitably entertained.
Although remote from the

regular line of travel and the railroad the people
in this locality live remarkably well and in com-

fort, and on reaching this point I felt I was in
touch with the rest of the world. Although it is
100 miles from the railroad, yet it is connected
with St. Anthony by telephone.
A musical entertainment was arranged here for our benefit by
the hospitable inhabitants of the place, which
proved very enjoyable.
E. F. RANDOLPH.
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New

Year Reminisence.

Lost

CHARLESTOWN, N. H., Dec. 29.—Editor Forest
and Stream;
A Happy New Year to you and all
the readers and correspondents of ForREST AND
STREAM, also to the dear old paper itself, in its

new

suit of clothes.

hour,

recalling

the

old

days

of

our

tramps over the hills of central New Hampshire,
among which came prominently to the minds of
both ef us, one bright first day of November,
more than forty years ago, over the foothills at
the Uncanoonuck Mountains, in Goffstown, in the
height of the fall flight of woodcock, when we
made a very successful “mixed bag” of woodcock, ruffed grouse and northern
hares,
com-

monly

called

ScHENECTADY,

rabbits.

We

SE REAVE

in the
N.

Y.,

[JAN. 6, 1906.
ashore

Woods.

Dec.

28.—Editor

Forest

and Stream:
Waving read several very interesting contributions in your paper on getting lost in
the woods I would like to tell of two or three
cases

I do not see how you can improve its contents,
though you may make its external appearance
more attractive!
I have sometimes written you
a rhymed greeting for the New Year, but my
muse has deserted me this year, and no appeal
to “The harp that once in Tara’s halls,’ answers to my spiritings, and the only notes I can
evoke sound more as if they had come from those
which the exiled Hebrews hung on the willows
of Babylon!
The fact is, I am getting old.
I have not wet a line this year, and it is a
dozen at least since I pulled a trigger, and I live
in pleasant reminiscences of the past.
I had a
pleasant surprise a few weeks ago by the appearance at my door of an old shooting friend and
companion of “auld lang syne,” as I was smoking my “post prandial pipe,” and we had a very

pleasant

TVANDE

The

that

most

happened

remarkable

in the

Adirondacks

experience

lately.

recorded

Beaugault was hired by the Adirondack Fish and
Gun Club to guard it from poachers.
In July,
before he had became acquainted with the territory, he took a day off fishing.
He did not return that night and two days later a search was
organized to find him.
The search was continued
for more than five weeks, guides and clubmen
going out daily.
Hope of finding him alive was
given up, but on Aug. 19 searchers saw the missing man staggering aimlessly through the woods.

He was carried to the

club house and there cared for.
He had managed to eke out his subsistence from berries, roots

and birch bark.
fact

that

the

His

season

stout constitution
was

warm

and

allowed

the

him

to

preserve his life for so long a time.
An

experience

as

severe

of

direction

and _ lost

They could have waded ashore if they had known
where they were.
Guides’ say that more men
were lost in the Adirondack woods this year than

ever before.

Bo Pa

Nitwoop,

Ill.,

shorter

Dec.

26.—Editor

Forest

Stream:
I herewith send a clipping
Eveleth Star, of Eveleth, Minn.:
,
“James
and two

Lake,

W. and Edward Falk
nights in the swamps

fully expecting

their way

and

from

the

spent three days
near Bowstring

that they would

not find

out of the dreary location alive.

“While on their way from one homesteader
shack to another they lost their way, soon realizing that their condition was all but hopeless, in
view of the fact that owing to the cloudy days
and nights it was impossible to get their bearings
from the sun, moon or stars.
At almost dawn

on the second

night out James

Falk espied the

north
south

star, and realizing that they were
side of the lake, they made
due

on the
north.

After

a long tramp

to see

Bowstring

though

in the’ wrong

of a

lost man in the Adirondacks in recent years was
that of Guidas Beaugault, of Fall River, Mass.

At their hail he fainted.

went

their lives. Their boat on the stump far out of
their course indicated their fate very plainly.

they were

delighted

Lake.

“What the men suffered in mind and body dur+

had his old painter

Don, who answered perfectly to Mr. Hough’s description of a “meat dog,’ and a young pointer,

which

a friend who

accompanied

us was

break-

ing for me; and I well remember the delight
with which we watched the young dog follow the

lead and take lessons of the old one.
In the conversation which followed, my friend
spoke of having recently met another old friend
who I had not seen for years, but with whom I
was intimately associated in business for a long
time, and my thoughts at once jumped back ten
years further, to the spring of 1851, when I saw vs
both on top of an English stage-coach on our
way across the ridge of hills which
separate
Lancashire from Derbyshire, to visit the celebrated country seat of the Duke of Devonshire,
Chatsworth.
The transition in my mind took but
a second, though years of time and leagues of
distance were compassed in it, and I well remem-

bered our arrival that night at a quiet little inn
in the village of Bakewell, where, after a good
dinner, we smoked our cigars on the old arched
stone bridge over the Derwent, and watched the
play of some large trout in the stream below us.

After a restiul night between “sheets smelling of
lavender’ (see Izaak Walton) my friend D. and

aa,

I set out on foot.over the ridge which separates
the valley ci the Derwent from that of the Wye,

Photo

on which Chatsworth is situated.
A traveling companion, Mr. R., took a carriage
and drove round the course of the two valleys
to meet us, not being an ardent pedestrian.
We
explored the house and grounds of Chatsworth
thoroughly, saw the great greenhouse, which Mr.
Paxton had built for the Victoria Regia, and
which was the prototype of the Crystal Palace,
then being built in Hyde Park; had luncheon at
the inn in the lovely little village of Edensor, in
the edge of the park, and then drove down the
Wye, to the junction of the two rivers, to see the
celebrated old Peacock Inn at Rowsley, renowned
among all English anglers.
After a glass of ale
at the Peacock we drove up the Derwent and
visited Haddon Hall, one of the most renowned
old baronial mansions of England, and saw the
celebrated dancing hall, the floor of which is said
to be all laid with the boards from one oak tree,

and

the true

semi-circle

steps which

lead to it,

to be carved from the roots of the same tree.
We also saw the old stone steps leading to the
garden, down which Dorothy Vernon, the heiress
of the Peak, is said to have eloped with Lord
John Manners, the heir of the Duke of Rutland.
From here we found our way back to Bakewell
and Manchester.
I fear, though, that my old
world reminiscences may not be interesting to
your readers, and much as they delight me, I

must bring them to a close.

Von W.

duration

near

was

that of George

Cranberry

WAR WHOOP
AND TOMAHAWK.
copyright, 1905, by Ernest Harold Baynes.

Fletch,

of Syracuse,

Lake, in the middle

of October.

Fletch and a party of other sportsmen were
ing in the territory between Gull Creek and
River.
Fletch became separated from his
panions and circled. When night came all
tions seemed alike and he was obliged to

beside a little fire he built.

huntInlet
comdirecsleep

Toward morning rain

came down and when day broke a three days’
storm was on.
Fletch managed to shoot a grouse

with his last cartridge

and ate it.

Thinly clad

he wandered all day and the next trying in vain
to find somebody.
Sleet fell and froze to his
coat.
Game, including a moose, eyed him from a
little distance, anparently realizing that he was
no longer a being dangerous to wild life.
At
last, after three frightful nights and days, in the
sleety forest, he came to Inlet River, where he
was found by a party of hunters, cared for and

sent to his home in Syracuse.

On Noy. 7, in a severe snowstorm, Albert Fuller, a Utica sportsman,
and
Charles
Rose,
a
Wheelertown guide, started up North Lake, the

Erie Canal reservoir, in Herkimer

ee

£

county.

They

lost their bearings in the blinding gale and ran
their rowboat up on a stump and upset. © Al-

though they were only a few feet from the bank
they could not see it, and while trying to swim

ing this experience is best told by James Falk,
who said:
:
“When we realized that we were really lost
in the swamps

we started

out to search

for some

landmark.
We traveled and traveled, often stepping in ice cold water up to our knees,
UgItimately we came across
some
measurement showed that we

tracks.
Careful
had made
these

tracks and that we were really traveling in a
circle. It was useless to go any further. Suffering in mind and body we remained largely in one ©
spot
that

for the balance of the time, fully expecting
in the end death would relieve our suffer-

ings.
‘“*Never

before

scale

the

what

I saw

unending

able

highest
did

swamp.

to

growth
no

good.

climb

without
It was

It would

trees,

I could

effort.

But

apparently

be difficult

an

to de-

scribe our feelings under the circumstances.
To
make matters worse, my brother was taken sick
and was barely able to travel.
When the wind
finally scattered the clouds and I was able to

make out the north star we did not dare trust to
our sense of direction.
With a small pocket
knife, the only article with which we could do
cutting, we carefully blazed the direction. This
guided us when daylight finally came.
I was
pretty sure that we were on the south side of the
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lake, and by keeping a due north course we were
able to find the lake and locate our whereabouts.’ ”
The Falk boys, referred to in the article, found
their experience rather unpleasant.
When, if
they had Only read Nessmuk’s injunctions and
kept them well in mind they might have enjoyed
(?) the trip. The main trouble with them was,
they simply made up their minds that they were
lost and would have it no other way; also, they
concluded they were to die there, and only the
sight of the north star changed their minds.
So
sure were they that they were to die that they
even speculated on the likelihood of their bodies
being found.
They even decided that no one
would venture into that awful place. Of course,
they did not know that there are more men in
northern

Minnesota

who

would

trail that swamp

from end to end and know all the time where
they were than those who would hesitate, and
who would do it in the night, if they knew that
any human being was suffering there.
The richest part of the whole thing is, that
James

Falk is the game

warden

for that district,

appointed by the State Fish and Game Commission that indorses the present game law which
permits

a non-resident

to kill a moose

and

pro-

vides for no disposition of it except that it may
be shipped to any point in the State that said
non-resident desires.
ha Ps eB:
Bryn Mawr, Pa., Dec. 24.—Editor Forest and
Stream:
Congratulations on the new Forest
AND STREAM. May it continue to give us the old
substance

in its proposed

the “blanket
Forest

AND

sheet”

new

form.

is past, and

STREAM

has

The

I am

at length

day of

glad that

seen

the way

clear to join the ranks of the periodicals that are
easy to handle, easy to read and easy to file.
The current discussion as to what may or may
not be learned from printed woods lore is an

interesting one.

It divides

into two groups,

as it seems

lovers of the woods
to me—those

whose

good fortune has placed them in a position that
renders printed hints unnecessary because they
have imbibed woods lore naturally from their
environment in or near the woods; and those
who from bad fortune have matured in the cities

and have discovered comparatively late their inborn (atavistic?) fondness for the wilds. There
may be plenty of variations between these two
types,

but

these

are

the

types

that

split on

this

question.
Mr, Hardy belongs, or at any rate
takes sides, with the first type; Mr. Kephart, as
one who has given much good advice to amateurs,

sides

with

the

second.

There

is

much

truth on both sides, but the key to the situation
seems to me to be in the old principle of “the
man

behind

the

gun.”

Doubtless,

many

men

with a real love of the woods exist who would
be incapable of extricating themselves by any
number

of rules

from

the predicament

of being

lost in the woods.
They lack, whether innately
or from insufficient experience, the ability to
profit by what they have heard or read.
What can you do, for example, with a man
who

has

no

sense

of direction

even

in his own

city? Only the other day I had occasion to enter
with a friend one of our large department stores
in Philadelphia, for, at this season, a man will
sometimes
risk the dangers of a battle at the
bargain counter, and when we left the store after
an interval of less than ten minutes and passed

out of a side entrance,
just forty-five degrees.
street

ran

west

instead

might easily happen

my friend was twisted
He thought that the
of south.

Such

to a woodsman

because

the conditions

would

mental

in

or

a thing

in the city,

be strange

to him,

but when it happens to a city man in the city, it
is clear that this man lacks something fundaendowment

power

of

observation

that would make it very dangerous for him to
essay any sort of a trip alone in the woods. On
the other hand, there are many who pick up
woods

lore

with

marvellous

quickness,

whether

practically in the woods from one who knows or
from such truth-telling guides as old Nessmuk.
In the latter case they are often able to go into
the woods and with a very little experience work
out

successfully

the

principles

which

they

have

gained by simple reading.
The case narrated by Mr. Edward French in
your issue of Dec. 23 is an instance of this. In

other

words

AND

good

STREAM.

books—note

the

adjective—

on the woods are certainly of great value to a
large class of men who through no fault of their
own have not had experience in the woods in

their boyhood

and youth.

Of course,

they are

not able in every situation to apply what they
have read, but if they keep cool and have time
to think a problem over, the chances are that

good results will come from their reading.
_ I alluded above to the sense of direction, and
it occurs to me that many of your readers might
be able to throw some light on this peculiar endcwment.
Is it purely an endowment or is it a
faculty for observation, often subconscious, resulting from
environment
and experience?
I
haven't looked
up the psychologists
on
this
point, but they would be forced to gain much of
their data from us lay brethren, anyway.
That
a part of this faculty is born in a man probably

all will admit, but I am of the opinion that personal experience will prove that the orginal element is vastly developed and strengthened by observation.
The problem is: By what mental
processes does a man successfully find his way
through a forest or swamp or, if you will, a city?
Have any of your readers had experiences in
which they could, so to speak, check off the steps

by which they reached their results?
ARTHUR L. WHEELER.

Mississippi Headwaters.
AITKIN,

Minn.,

Dec.

26.—Editor

Forest

and

Stream:
Your correspondent from St. Paul having again brought the lumber trust under the
lime light, I wish to make a few more remarks
in passing.
It is doubtless true that a great
amount of timber was stolen under the dead
and down timber act, but the greater steal came
when certain reservation lands were set aside
for park purposes.
This was the crowning act
of forty years of timber frauds in Minnesota,
and was originated to get at reserve timber,
which
heretofore
had resisted
all encroach-

ments.

The opening of timber lands in Minne-

sota seems to have always been done at signals
from the lumber trusts just when they had their
forces best organized to gobble it all.
To do
this, of course it would seem as if they had to
keep their own men in office.
Having gone to
this expense, why not go a little further and
ease the road to take the logs to the mills. The
same organization can do both works at the
same price.
Result:
A great reservoir system
at the head and along the river.
The specious
plea under which the reservoirs were builded
was that by damming the outlets of the great
lakes and closing the gates in freshet times,
floods could be prevented, and by opening them
later, an even
flow of the rivers could be
maintained.
The reasonableness of this proposition is at once apparent.
Devastating
floods are of common
occurrence along the great river.
With a sufficient
number of reservoirs along all its tributaries,
these floods could be completely
controlled.

The

start was

made

some

thirty years

ago on

the Upper Mississippi; but why does it stop
here?
Why is it not extended to all the other
rivers?
Simply because
there would
be no
graft connected with those other streams; there
would be no private pull connected, and men do
not work as strenuously for the general good

as for a private snap.

The reservoirs to date are grotesquely inadequate to control the floods of the Mississipp1.
The greatest flood ever known just below the
last reservoir would not raise the
river
at
Davenport, Ia., more than one foot, and one or
two inches at New Orleans.
If that is the plan,
and supposing the water supply above to be
channel here
the capacity of the
adequate,
would have to be multiplied by five. Furnishing

water enough from this source to float a shingle

at New Orleans would cause a perpetual flood
The reservoirs are of sufficient capaat Aitkin.
city to completely control floods as far down
as Aitkin, Minn., if they were used for that
The order is compurpose, but they are not.
pletely reversed, and their great capacity 1s used
Fall, winter
in such way as to cause floods.
and spring the reservoirs are collecting water

13
out of the natural flow of the river.

May, June

the banks,

drop

July are the months when the rush of logs are
sent to the mills, and the stored up water is
used to carry them.
That is the the rainy season, too, and floods are inevitable.
Last spring the War Department, at the dictation of the lumbermen, held back water almost
to the limit of their capacity, having been collecting for three years back.
They were expecting a dry season, but the greatest rainfall
since records have been kept came.
The double
dose was too much for the channel of the river,
which nature had provided for a reverse order,
and a disastrous flood followed.
Put the case
fairly before any twelve men of average intelligence and they would assess the damage against
the Government, and if the settlers. should organize and force payment it would cost the
Government $300,000 for this year’s work,
This year the scattered logs were not gathered up and put back in the river until October.
The river kept up until the last log was off

and

then

it began

to

very

rapidly.
In three days it had gone down five
feet.
They were loading up for next year’s
flood.
This rapid fall of the water spoiled a
contemplated canoe trip for ts, as six feet of
slimy bank was scarcely a pleasant adjunct to
the gildings of October.
We had waited all
summer for a favorable time, but the waters
spread through all the wood, and there were no
Then the finish of our
favorable camp sites.
hopes came with the sudden drop of the water
just as conditions began to get right. From this
point heavy rains kept the river at a standstill

for over a month, and then came snow and the
ireeze tip. With the sharp, freezing weather, 20
below zero, the river began to drop rapidly, as
is natural under freezing conditions.
This lasted
tor several days, and then with continued zero
weather and bright sunshine it began to raise
again, until it spread out over the lowland, and

ice formed

around the trees to the thickness of

Then down goes the water, leaveight inches.
ing the ice, which is clinging to the trees—peelHundreds
ing them, too, in a great many cases.
of dead trees next year will testify to this year’s
All this on a river that, with its great
work.
natural reservoirs, should have the most even
flow of any in the world.
Your St. Paul correspondent can hardly condemn the timber thieves too harshly; but let us
abandon the reservoirs, or at least empty them
until such time as river improvement and honest
management
makes them safe.
They will be
abandoned, anyhow, when the lumbermen have
no further use for them, just as the reforested
park plan will drop out now that they have got
what they were after.
Now that the subject is up, there is one more
point I want to call attention to.
In the con-

tinuous

flow of logs down

the river many

be-

come water-soaked and sink.
This would soon
fill up the channel of the river until there would
be no channel, and the water would spread over
the country, and floating logs would come to a
stop.
To guard against this condition, the
Government has a snag boat and crew at work

all the time

taking

out

the snags.

This

is a

very necessary work, of course, but the methods pursued do not seem at all necessary.
To

remove

the snags dynamite is used, and I have

heard a dozen of shots in a day.
What effect
does this wholesale dynamiting have on so important a fishway as the Mississippi River?
It
is not like blasting rock out of a channel, where
the blasting is all done in one place, but the
shots are placed here and there for a hundred
miles up and down the river.
It would seem

the snags might be removed without this.

Add

to this the fact that this crew kept a man in the
woods all summer
in 1904
with
dogs
and
Winchester repeating shotgun in quest of deer,
partridge or any other game that might offer,
and it will be seen that there are quite serious
faults with this part of the service.
All this is
done in the name of the War Department; but
it goes without saying that the Commander-inChief of the Army knows nothing of this needless waste, or it would come to a very sudden

stop. Perhaps Forest AND STREAM might
well to see that it comes to his notice.
E. P. JAQUES.

do
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Blacksnake

down

Stories.

On the platform of the little station of W., on
one of the lines of railroad that traverse western New York, there stood last summer
an
ordinary dry goods box. The front had been removed and a piece of wire screen nailed in its
place.
Within, on a flooring of gravel and
sand, lived a large blacksnake, which was caught
a short distance down the track by some of the
railroad men.
She was a beauty of the brunette
type, to quote the story papers, with a small
head and
a_ glistening,
black,
scale-covered
body, more than five feet long.
Most of the
time she lay coiled up and inert, but when
aroused, she would glide with great rapidity
around the narrow walls of her prison. Three
or four days after she was captured, she laid
twenty-three eggs of a dirty white color and
oblong shape, covered with a thick skin or
membrane.
Under normal conditions, she would
have buried them in a warm sandy spot where
the heat of the sun would incubate them; but,
disheartened, no doubt, by imprisonment, she
left them in a heap in a corner and paid no
more heed to them than to the pebbles that
composed her bed.
Occasionally she made a
frugal meal of a toad or mouse, but would accept no other proffers of good will.
What she
thought of the bustle and stir about her, of the
whizzing trains and curious faces pressed close
to her cage, no one knew.
As far as she could,
she ignored them all, even to the sticks that
were sometimes thrust in to stir her up; only
once did she turn upon a careless tormentor
and leave the print of her fangs in his thumb,
a wound which caused little more discomfort
than the stab of a thorn of similar size.
It was evident that she was not contented,
for, one day, when by accident or design, the
slide in the cage was left open (I think the girl
operator who “has a tender heart for all living
things knows how it happened)
she dropped
through the opening and was not seen again.
The country around W. was formerly noted

for its big blacksnakes.

The

rocks

hereabouts

are of soft, crumbly shale, full of holes and fissures,
and
there
are
many
steep,
wooded
ravines which afforded good hiding places for
the crawlers.
They have nearly all disappeared
now along with the game, but traditions still
survive of snakes of prodigious size.One day, I started an old resident on a train
of reminiscence
concerning
blacksnakes
by
asking if he had ever seen one climb a tree.
“Why, certain!”
was
his
emphatic
reply,
“more than once.
Down there in the hollow
(it’s cut down now) used to stand a big sycamore—smooth
bark, you know,
and
twenty
feet to the limbs.
I happened along one morn-

ing just in time to see a blacksnake

climb

it.

I watched him until he was pretty well up to
the limbs then stoned him out and killed him.”

“Did he hug the trunk and go up spirally?”
asked one of his listeners.

“Not a bit of it. He just crooked himself a
little and went up the side as slick as grease.
Them fellers are dreadful fond of young birds,
and when you see one up a tree, ten to one he’s
hunting that kind of spring chicken.
But they
are likely to pre-empt any kind of a hole that
suits their fancy above ground or below.
I once
killed a pair that were sunning themselves on
a branch of a hollow tree.
From appearances,
I should say that they _had been living in the
hole for some time.
One spring, a man and

his wife that owned

lake, came

a summer

up early to make

some

built a fire in the stove to warm

cottage

repairs.

by the
They

up the place,

and after working a spell, sat down to eat their
lunch.
About that time, a snake crawled out
of a hole in the plastering and started to come

on

AND

STREAM.

and

the table,

that

spiled
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the lunch

party.
Another time, Abe Wilson and me was
cutting bean poles for the garden in a little
gully on his place.
Abe was pulling hard on a

sapling

that

was

tangled

up

in a wild

grape

nor

sence.

out of there on
snake was some

much

He

gave

“Do

on

lit

it before I landed a

his head.”

they

ever

attack

queried.
“Generally

not,

though

were

yell and

the double quick.
Guess the
scart, too, but he didn’t have

time to think about

big rock

one

real sassy.

a

man?”

I’ve

seen

One morning

some

one

a few

that

in haying when

kill him with a pitch-fork.
“The biggest snake I ever killed was when I
was a chunk of a boy going to school.
’Twas
in June, and another feller of my age and three
or four of the girls went into a brush lot below
the school house for wintergreens.
The girls
were on ahead, and when they climbed the fence
next to a little gully, they jumped down onto
a snake.
*Twas the greatest mixup you ever
saw, for them girls fell all over each other and
piled up in a heap getting away.
Jim and me
was bare-footed, but, of course, we went to the
rescue and pulled the girls out and killed the
snake.
He was a black racer and lacked just
a leetle of seven feet.”
We had had some previous discussion about
the power that a snake’s muscles must exert in
holding and crushing his prey, and now I put
the question to the old resident.
“Well,” he said, slowly, “I don’t know much

about that; but give a snake a hole and a good
purchase and no two men can pull him out. Tl
tell you how I know. I was once hauling grain
of a field

along

with

my

son,

and

as

we

came up to the barn with a load, we saw a
snake run into the stones at the side of a little
sluice.

third

We

of the

stopped,

and

snake’s

body

there

was

sticking

about

out

arms

cracked,

but couldn’t

budge

a

of the

hole.
Somehow
he couldn’t
get in
We took hold of the tail and pulled

further.
till our

him.

We'd

left the team standing with the load and so had
to go on, but I wasn’t going to lose that snake.
I took a stout piece of twine and tied the tail
to a tree.
When we came back, the snake was
still there, but we couldn’t get him until I
loosened the stones and poked him out with a

stick.

Then

I tied him to the tail-end

out

of

a

blacksnake,

and

told

dad

tried it, and it eased the pain right away.

of the

to

He

Mebbe

Aunt, Eunice wasn’t the best authority on snakes’
feet,” the old man concluded, and his eyes
twinkled as he shouldered his hoe and slouched

off to the garden, “but she was all right about
the earache, for I’ve never had it sence.”
ME

The
HartTForpD,

I was a young feller, dad sent me down in the
field to turn over some rakings that had got
wet.
It was hot and muggy, and I was settin’
on the top rail of the bars and wishing that
there wa’n’t no such thing as rakings, when I
heard a noise like the old woman’s tea kettle
letting
off steam.
There
right
under
me,
stretched out on the bottom rail, was a snake.
He’d seen me first and was spiling for a fight.
I called the dog and we had some fun.
He’d
make a spring at Tige and then coil up quick
as lightning in the fence corner, where he was
protected.
Tige was great for woodchucks, but
he didn’t care to tackle the snake, and I had to

out

it was

drop a little of it into my ear when it ached.

vine, when down came a blacksnake plump on
to his neck.
There never was such a scart feller

before

see his feet come out. I had the earache bad
by spells, and one time she brought a little
bottle half full of a dark-brown oil. She said

Basilisk

Conn.—The

eye as a means
wild or domestic,

subdued,
and

holds

in the

beliefs

perience

have

the human

belongs

of the human

whereby dangerous animals,
could be intimidated or even

an

in a lesser

Eye.

power

honored

degree,

of the

place in tradition,

holds

a conceded

present.

Time

convinced

me

eye as a means

to the thousand

that

the power

one

myths

of animal

and

place

and

exof

training
which,

by the vagaries of life, are accepted for a time
as truths, become a matter of accepted knowledge, and then pass into the rubbish which follows the acquirement of greater and more ac-

curate knowledge,

and in time forgotten.

Through reading vast stores of literary trash,
chiefly devoted to impossible adventure as expounded by Beadle’s dime novel writers whose

actual experiences undoubtedly were limited to
hall bedrooms and quick lunch counters, I became a firm believer in the subjugating powers
of the human eye.
One needed but to look
sharply, calmly and steadily into the very center
of the eye of lion, tiger, bull, elephant or
mad dog, and victory began at one for the man.
The
formula
required
that the animal
thus
transfixed, should relax, his eyes would slink
and roll, his legs would involuntarily carry him
backward a few steps, after which he would
suddenly turn and scurry away over hill and
dale, in inglorious panic, “with head erect and
tail athwart the sky.”
:
Before exploiting any great dramatic lesson,
which has its hope and hold in sentiment only,

it is well to try it on the dog.

While tarrying

in the south some years ago, I had occasion to
call at a large country mansion oa business.
While walking in a stately tread from the front

gate—quite a distance in that land of ample
lawns—a big, black, cloddy brute of a dog came.
leisurely galloping down the walk to meet me.
His
most
salient
features
were
threatening
growls, barks, teeth and hostility.
“Aha!
I

will transfix thee with mine eye!” I thought.

I

remained calm and comfortable.
I took no
thought of defense other than my trusty, eagle
eye. Thus, saving the powers of the eye and the

immunities conferred by it, I was quite broadly
exposed to attack in a physical way.
I caught the brute’s eye.
It glowed with
nearly all the prismatic colors, in a lovely play
of angry

light.

He

came

on

without

a pause.

“Thou wilt stop shortly and wilt flee,” thought I.
Suddenly the brute lowered his eyes, so that I

wagon and drove lickety-split down a big hill,
thinking he’d be ground fine, scraping over the
stones.
Blamed if he didn’t straighten himself
out stiff and ride through the air like a bird.

knee, and gave a bite which filled my being with
much anguish.
Then he retired a few steps,

some

calmly turned and looked me brazenly in the
eye.
His owner then appeared and called the

I guess

the

business

“There was
used to come

muscles

of that

’long about

snake

that

was

doing

time.

an old woman, an herb doctor,
to dad’s long ago.
She looked

like a witch, and people went

to her for charms

lost his gaze.
He suddenly darted forward,
grabbed a mouthful of my shin just below the

dog off. I told him what his dog had done to
me.
He looked at the dog in a manner which

She told me that if I would ketch a snake out
of his hole after sundown and kill him and hold

implied solicitude concerning whether the dog
had injured himself by over exertion.
He then
quietly remarked that Spartan was sometimes
petulant with strangers.
My faith in the powers
of the human eye as a destroyer was shocked

him

quite a bit.

and to have their
was

superstitious

dreams

told.

Lots

o’ folks

in them

days,

same

as

to the fire just as

he was

dying,

now.

I would
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TREES

IN WINTER.
—I.

AND

STREAM.

wanders along the mountain
trails one constantly sees the slender saplings of this beauti-

SoME one_has well said that the best time to
begin the study of trees is in winter. To one
who thinks of the leaves as the most important

ful little tree springing up beneath the monarchs
of the forest, and occasionally in an open glade
reaching a considerable size.
In summer the striped maple is easily recog-

feature of the trees this may seem a misleading
statement, but it will bear careful consideration

extraordinarily

before it is denied.
For to one who has paid
little attention to the subject it is surprising
what distinctive characteristics even the leafless
twigs of our deciduous trees and shrubs present.
To avery great degree they are as easily recognized

as

are

the

leaves

themselves,

and

they

nized

by the

large

goosefoot-like

thin blades

leaves,

and a most

network of veins and veinlets.
The upper
face is dark yellow-green, while the lower

face is much

with

delicate

lighter, the latter being

sursur-

sparsely

clothed with short rust-red hairs.
The margins
are finely and doubly saw-toothed or serrate, and

have narrow points. About the time they fall
in autumn the leaves change to a bright yellow
color.

In its winter condition the striped maple is
easily recognized by the beautiful striped markings of the

bark,

which

is generally

some

hue

of green or red. The bark is rather smooth and
the buds have short stalks, which are quite
characteristic.
In spring, or early summer, just after the
leaves
have
developed,
the beautiful
yellow
flowers appear, hanging downward along a stem
in a group that the botanists call a raceme.

Like

sO

many

are

variable

ent

cluster

of the
as

bearing flowers.

to

maples,

these

pollen-bearing

blossoms
and _ seed-

For the most part each pend-

consists

of flower,

al-

though clusters of both sorts are commonly

of one

kind

to

be found upon the same tree.
Each small bellshaped flower hangs on a slender stalk and has
yellow petals—the showy parts of the blossom.
The seed-bearing flowers gradually develop into
clusters of maple-keys, or key-fruits, as they are
often called, each pair of keys being united at a
wide angle.
The striped maple is often called the moosewood, because the branches are fed upon by the
moose.
The tree seldom attains a height of

S$

T
R
i
P
3
I

more

than twenty-five

feet.

It is essentially a

northern species, extending from the far north
south to the mountains of Tennessee and the

Carolinas.
The
Reduced

from

Natural

Maple

Family.

In winter the maples are readily distinguished
by

their

opposite

slender

branches.

No one would confuse the twigs for

a moment

with

have

the

other

buds

and

principal

trees

Maple.

The mountain maple is one of the most characteristic trees of the hill regions of northern
New England, where it is found along every

Size.

furnish an admirable opportunity for a raison
d@étre of winter walks, the observation of them
serving to “compose and occupy the mind,” as
Stevenson said of Modestine, his famous donkey.
The

Mountain

that

op-

posite buds—the horse-chestnut and the ashes.
The colors of the buds and branches of the

highway, as well as by the margins of every
trout brook, pond or lake. It is more often a
shrub

than

a

tree,

and

seldom

grows

higher

than twenty-five feet.
The leaves of the mountain maple average a
much smaller size than do those of the striped
species, although they are somewhat similar in
form and texture.
There seem to be more of

them on the twigs, and one soon learns to distinguish them
early summer

downy,

at a glance.
are grayish

but after the leaves

The new twigs in
and more
or less

fall in autumn

the

RACEME

OF

THE

STRIPED

MAPLE,

smaller branches are of a distinct crimson color
which is most characteristic.
Near at hand one
sees that the red bark of these twigs is covered
with fine white hairs, a fact that serves to
identify the mountain maple at any time.
Before

falling in autumn
color.

the leaves turn to a deep red

The blossoms of the mountain maple do not
develop until early in summer, after the leaves
have reached their full size.
These blossoms
are borne on the ends of the new season’s
shoots along a stem from which the stalk of
each flower arises.
The clusters are not so
drooping as is the case with the flowers of most
of the other maples.
The fruits develop very
slowly through the summer, maturing in autumn
and often remaining upon the trees well into
the winter.

maples are beautiful and interesting, and help
greatly in determining the species.
Even the

introduced kinds, like the Norway and the
sycamore maples, may be known by distinctive
characteristics—the former by the milky juice of
the buds and twigs, and the latter by the large
green

Of

buds.

the

native

species

the

abundant

and

familiar sugar maple is known by its acutely
pointed, conical buds on smooth twigs, the bud
scales being downy over the exposed surfaces,
while the red maple and the silvery maple have
the scales downy on the margins only, a fact

that

may

readily

be

determined

by

looking

through a reading glass or other hand-lens.

buds

of these

two

resemble

each

other

The

more

7S
x

Cc

closely than do any of the others, but they may

generally
scales of
those of
brighter

be distinguished by the fact that the
the red maple are deep ruby red, while
the silver maple are of a lighter and
tint.
Moosewood

or

Striped

A
M

0
i

OM<>mr
Tuy

boozmnoox

R

Maple.

The three remaining maples are not so generally known as those already mentioned, and
may well receive a fuller treatment in this connection.
Of these the moosewood or striped
maple is perhaps the most interesting.
In the
more northern States it is one of the most distinctive features of the undergrowth.
As one

><
Ne
=
Di
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Ash-Leaved, Maples.

where

grows

statement,

as a native

species.

It is one

of the most beautiful of the maples in winter on
account of the rich colors of the branches.
These

are

commonly

of a glorious

olive green,

sometimes with a tinge of red.
The broad
buds are densely downy and generally greenish
or brownish in color.
In young trees the bark
of the trunk is likely to be yellowish green, while

on older ones it is dark grayish brown.
The pendent clusters of greenish yellow flowers appear in early spring, generally during the
first half of April.
The pollen-bearing
and
seed-bearing blossoms
are on separate trees.

The

former

are

in

simple

clusters

of long-

stemmed flowers; the latter are on stems along
a central stalk.
The leaves begin to develop
as the blossoms appear, and soon clothe the
tree with a compound foliage of a tender green

color.

Each leaf has from three to seven leaf-

lets, and is of a very

characteristic

ing the early winter months

form.

Dur-

the box-elders

are

often very attractive on account of the presence
of the long pendent clusters of graceful keyfruits.
There are often ten or a dozen fruits

hanging from a single stalk, the distance

from

the base of the stalk to the tip of the terminal
key-fruit being commonly nine or ten inches.
Each pair of fruits is joined at nearly a right
angle, each fruit being slender at the base and
having a rather broad wing.
These key-fruits often remain upon the tree

through

the greater

part

of the winter, being

whipped off one at a time by strong winds that
carry them far and wide and leave behind the

stalks still attached to the twigs.

The Crow
BY

A.

SAMUELS.

No oTHER
bird possesses
the characteristics
which unite in the mental make-up, if such an
expression can be used, as those of the common
crow; for it has all the sagacity of some of the
higher
mammals,
the mischievousness
of the
monkey, the crafty slyness of the fox, and the

ferocity of the wolf.

These and some other traits

are needed by it in its struggle for existence, for
in all animated nature it has not a single friend.
During the three months of winter the crow
generally has a very limited menu; in fact, its
rations are so meager, if it is content to remain
in the neighborhood in which it has passed the
summer that they often approach the starvation
point.
In those months, when the face of the country
is covered with snow, a large majority of the

birds move from the home sections to localities
where food is more abundant, and those that remain. glean a scanty subsistence from seeds of
wild plants, weeds, acorns, apples that have been
left on trees in the orchard and frozen, and it

occasionally captures a field mouse that strays
from its nest in the stubble field or swamp, During this period the expression, “poor as a crow,”
is very

Those

appropriate

to this bird.

that remain

in the home

section

often

prove a great nuisance to the fur trapper by pilfering the bait that he has placed at his traps, and
sometimes pay with their lives for such thieving

propensities. If a dead horse or other animal is
accessible, the bird fairly revels in the abundant
food thus provided,

and

makes

frequent

visits to

the carcass until the bones are thoroughly picked.
But, as I before stated, a large majority of the
birds migrate to more southern latitudes, some-

times covering considerable
flight, for it is of powerful
through the air very rapidly.

distances

in a day’s

wing
and moves
I have often seen

large scattered flocks of them high up in the air
moving

in a southerly direction;

this was

usually

before the advent of a heavy snowstorm, the
barometrical instincts of the bird causing it to
seek a more genial clime.
A considerable number of those who do not
migrate often seek for food in the winter at the
seashore, where the crabs and other crustaceans,
minnows and small fish furnish an abundant sup-

ply.
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it is crushed,

thus affording easy access

the delicious food within.
however,

That the crow

to

The accuracy of this

I cannot

vouch

for.

|

is one of the most omnivorous

of birds has been noted by many
that it is in a measure of benefit

ornithologists,
to the farmer

there is but little doubt, but through a great portion of the year it is injurious

to a’ high

degree.

In my book on the “Birds of New England,” I
devoted considerable space to the habits of the
crow, and from it I will give a brief summary
of the bird’s utility on the farm.
In the winter months, as I have already stated,
it does

no injury to the farmer,

and this is also

true of the month of March.
During the month
of April there is no question about its usefulness,
for it then subsists almost entirely upon injurious
insects, larve, etc., and through the early part of
May its diet is about the same, but during the

It has been stated that the crow,

when it

tions in the newly planted cornfields, pea patches,
etc., the crow is a notorious egg thief, and every

nest that the poultry have stolen in the fields, or
is otherwise accessible, if discovered by the black.
rover is rifled of its contents; the eggs of the
grouse and quail or partridge are also quickly appropriated when found.
Baynes very truthfully observes that when a
crow has once acquired “the habit of bird nesting
he should be shot, if possible, as he can destroy
more song birds than he is worth.
He sometimes
robs larger birds, too, and he has been known to

steal all the,eggs of a turkey by thrusting his bill
through them and flying away with them, one
after another.”
In addition to thé eggs of domestic poultry, the
crow

at every

possible

opportunity

swoops

down

upon young chickens, which, with their mother
hen, have wandered away from the barnyard.
This fact is not generally known, but I have

known of its occurrence on several occasions, and

eggs and young of a great number of beneficial
birds. I have seen a pair of crows in two visits

to my cost, a number of my young Brahmas and
Plymouth Rocks having been caught and carried
off by the sneaking robber. My experience is not
entirely singular in this respect, for in Vol. IL,

to an orchard, within a half hour’s time
the young birds in two robins’ nests.

that he saw a crow pounce down into a barnyard

latter portion of the month

it is injurious

very high degree, for it undoubtedly

destroys

in a
the

devour

During the month of June, and the first half
of July, it is also very injurious, for its young
are possessed of voracious appetites, requiring an
abundance of food to satisfy them, and this food
consists largely of the eggs and young of beneficial birds, such as warblers, sparrows, thrushes,

éte.
Bradley says that a pair of sparrows will destroy 3,360 caterpillars for a week’s family supply. For four weeks, at the lowest estimate, the
young

of our

sparrows

are

fed on this diet; and

the family that the crow destroys would, in that

in Winter.

EDWARD

STREAM.

finds a large, hard-shelled crab, flies with it to a
considerable height and then drops it on a stone,

The ash-leaved maple is commonly called the
box-elder throughout the Middle West, where it
commonly

AND

time, eat at least 13.400 noxious insects; and a
pair of thrushes has been actually seen to carry
over a hundred insects, principally caterpillars,
cut worms, etc., to their young in an hour’s time.
If we suppose that this family be fed for only six
hours inthe day they would eat 600 per diem, at
least while they remain in the nest, which being
three weeks, the amount would be 12,600; and
before they leave us in the fall, allowing only fifty
each per day—a very small number—they would,
in the aggregate, kill 20,000 more.

We

may

readily see, therefore,

that the birds

destroyed by the black marauder would be much
more beneficial to the farmer fhan the crow is the
entire year.
During the last half of July, and through August, and the first half of September, its diet consists of about half insects and mice, and the balance cf berries and small fruits; and it is not

injurious,

otherwise

fruits and grains.

until November

than

From

by

pilfering

the middle

garden

of September

its food loses much

of its fruit

character, and consists of at least two-thirds of
insects, mice and other noxious creatures, and
November and December it is beneficial to about

the same extent that it is in February and March.
As I before observed, the young of the crow
possess ever craving appetites,
and
to satisfy

them the parent birds seek in every direction for
edibles. In a great many places the water in pools,
small

ponds,

ditches,

heat of the summer

etc.,

evaporates

under

the

sun leaving great numbers of

tadpoles, small frogs, etc., to die;
greedily snapped up by the crows
their nestlings.
Small snakes are
tured for food; in fact, nothing

and these are
and carried to
also often capseems to come

amiss in the way of edibles.
Gentry says that the crow is a fish catcher, and

of

American

Naturalist,

after the manner

a

correspondent

states

of a hawk, on a brood of young

chickens and carry one of them off. The act surprised him, although he knew that at that season
(early summer) a great part of this bird’s food
consisted of the eggs and young of small birds,
he had never heard of its capturing its prey in
this manner.

Another correspondent in the same publication
says that he also saw a crow dash down upon a

brood of young chickens and carry one of them
off, and in a second attempt a few days after-

ward, the quasi bird of prey failed to secure its
prize;

but

on

a

third

attempt

it succeeded

in

carrying off its prey.
“The fowls in the early part of the season ap-

peared to look for no harm from these birds, but
later they came to understand the danger, and
uniformly fled to the shelter of the buildings, with
cries of alarm upon the approach of crows, the
same way as Is their habit to do from hawks.”

_ “Another correspondent

in Vol. III. says that

in his neighborhood
(Lancaster county, Pa.) it
1s not an uncommon occurrence in the spring of
the year when the crows have had a winter’s fast
Indeed, we
and hens take their broods abroad.

have known them to venture into barnyards and
carry off young chickens.
We know that the
corvine appetite craves the eggs of other fowls,
and this characteristic is only a further advance
in that direction.”
.
The nest of the crow is a bulky affair; it is
usually placed high in a tall tree, preferably a
pine or other evergreen, and is constructed of
sticks,

twigs,

etc., and

lined

with

the soft outer

bark of cedar, grapevine, etc., and one nest of this
species 1s recorded as having been lined with
hog’s bristles.
The eggs, four or five in number, are of a bluish-green and are spotted and
blotched more or less thickly with different
shades of brown and black; the nestlings are unsightly little creatures, and when half-grown are
seemingly nothing but bunches
of black pinfeathers, to which are attached heads of disproportionately large size.
;
These keep the parent birds busy from dawn
until dark providing food for them, and when the
old ones approach they are greeted with a series
of discordant caws and cries which may sometimes be heard at a distance of half a mile from —
the nest.

the

I suppose there are few country-bred lads who

fish crow.

He states that one of his correspon-

dents has
for hours

observed theee birds amuse themselves
at this occupation:
‘When a luckless

have not been attracted by these vociferations
and climbed the tree in which the nest was built,

as

such

is almost

as

skillful

as

its relative,

gold fish would

rise to the surface of the water

it was

descried

quickly

Other

fishes meet the same

some

instances

the

birds

and

instantly

seized.

inevitable doom.
were

bold

enough

In
to

plunge beneath the watery surface in their endeavors to secure the prey. But ordinarily they
managed the capture so adroitly, the necessity for
unduly wetting their plumage did not often ocCut.

.In addition to the injury done to the farmers
by the killing of beneficial birds and its depreda-

sometimes to the height of fifty or sixty feet. I
have done so repeatedly, and I have a vivid recollection of the greeting I received from the young
birds when my head appeared above the edge
of

the

nest;

four

or

five

scarlet-lined

mouths

opened in expectancy of food, and the
emitted therefrom were almost ear-splitting.
other boys, I have carried one or more of
fledglings home and cared for and reared
as pets, and as such they proved to be very

yells
Like
these
them
inter-

esting.

One particularly interesting bird almost estab-
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lished himself as ruler of the premises. He bullied the cat, stealing from her the choicest morsels of food that were given her, and made the
domestic poultry stand aside while he revelled in
the dough

dish.

He

was

mischievous

They flew across the mud flats about half a
mile to where Mr. Hopkins was posted, and he
was fortunate enough to secure one.
They then
flew back to us and almost within range but
raised and flew south, and when last seen were
still rising.
Upon our return to Aberdeen
Mr. Hopkins

in the ex-

treme, carrying away and hiding a great variety
of small articles, particularly those of a bright or
shining

nature.

brought in the duck

Gentry very truly observes that the tame crow
seemingly delights in mischief, often secreting
It manifests sur. objects of no value to itself.

the

introduction
contempt

of strangers
is

semi-domesticated
species

same

into their

especially

bird

is introduced.

noticeable

of an
On

entirely

the

dislike is manifested

other

when

midst.
when

a

different
hand,

a tame

the

bird is

let loose among a flock of its wild and untamed
brethren, or when it attempts to consort with

them.”

This fact has been noticed on many

casions, the pet often receiving a drubbing

oc-

which

nearly cost him his life.
An old friend of mine who was in his younger
days a hand-line fisherman on the coast of Maine,
near Boothbay, had a pet crow which was his
chum and constant companion.
The bird accompanied him wherever he went, sometimes perch-

ing on his shoulder and as often flying around
him as he moved about.
He had a dislike of

the waters, and rested and sunned

himself

at the

stern of the boat and inspected the flapping fish
as they were hauled up and landed
complacency and seeming approval.

with

great

One day my friend left the house and reached
the fishing grounds without
noticed his departure.
After
most discordant cawings and

and

soon

descried

a flock

the crow
having
a while he heard
complaining notes

of crows

that

were

chasing a single bird, which proved to be his pet;

darting

down

upon

gave him a savage

him
blow

one

after another

each

or peck, and the thrash-

ing he received before he reached the boat nearly
proved fatal. He succeeded in escaping from
them, however,

and dove down

under the seat of

the dory, from which secure place of refuge he
uttered a series of taunting yells which must have
proved highly exasperating to his pursuers.
A curious illustration of the sagacity of the
crow is found in a communication by Mr..A. M.

Frazer, published in the Bulletin of the Nuttall
Club, which states that the bird stood patiently
upon an ant hill and allowed the busy insects to
run all over him, and pick off the parasites

which

infested his body.
That the crow can count has been proved on a
number

of occasions,

but its powers

of enumera-

tion seem limited to five, as has been shown in
the following manner:
A tent was erected near
a cornfield in which

crows

were

committing

great

depredations, and into this four men, armed with
guns, secreted themselves.
After a while three
of them came out and moved away, but the crows,
who
were
evidently keeping a keen
lookout,

would not approach the field until the fourth man
had departed.
Another man was added and the
birds were equally cautious until the fifth man
had gone, but when six men entered the tent and

five had

left it the

crows

in

great

numbers

swarmed upon the cornfield.
The gunner was
thus enabled, greatly to their consternation, to
pour in a deadly fire upon them.
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Antlers.

WEALD Park, Essex, England, Dec. 12.—Editor Forest and Stream:
I have herewith sent
you, per parcels post, the antlers of a Japanese
havier stag.
They are of no value whatever.
I
send them only in order that you may see what
the horns of the havier are like.
The antlers of
fallow deer haviers and also of red deer haviers
are very similar to the Japanese in appearance,
but are of course much larger.
_ I killed this havier yesterday, Dec. 11, which
is just about four months past the usual time of
cleaning off the velvet of entire deer.
You will
see that the velvet is still on these antlers, and,
of course, would always remain as long as the
animal lived.
One horn, as you will see, is shorter than the
other.
It accidentally got broken a few weeks
ago.
H. Hickmorr.
[The horns, which have been received, are interesting.
They are still covered with the “velvet,” or rather with soft, sensitive skin through
which the blood passed up to the time of death.
The fine, short brown hair, which gives the name
“velvet” to this skin and which in an entire deer

covers

it up to the time

when

the horns

grow

hard, the blood ceases to flow into this skin and
the antlers are cleaned, has all been worn off or

in some

way

lost, so that in the present

mens the horn covering
skin which resembles the
the top of the horn pedicel
its horns and before the

speci-

is merely a soft black
black skin that covers
after the stag has shed
new horns have begun

to grow.
We are obliged to our correspondent for his
kindness in sending us these specimens, which
are of interest to any naturalist who has devoted

time to the study of deer.]

Fulvous

Tree

ABERDEEN,

Wash.,

Duck

in Washington.

Dec. 17.—Editor Forest and

Siream:
I have had many inquiries as to the
time, place and circumstances of the killing of a
fulvous tree duck last autumn, and then noticed
in ForEST AND STREAM, and send you the followIn addition to its discordant “caw,” the crow . ing facts:
has a number of other notes, some of which are
I did not kill the duck.
It was killed by Willis
quite musical, one of almost bell-like tone being
G. Hopkins. of Aberdeen, Wash., on Oct. 3, at
particularly so.
It has been stated by ornitholoabout 3 P. M., on what is known as South Bay,

gists that the bird utters some fifty phrases, which

the south

are translatable by them, such as “food,” “good
food,” “abundant food.” “possible danger,” “imminent danger,” “be off at once.”
Many of these
I have heard and understood, but have never been

about

able to detect anything
named,

and, to most

like the number

persons.

the crow

I have

has but a

single note, and he is only known to them “‘as
the bird that never cries without caws.”

asked

me

Puiv.

strangers, and resented any attempt at familiarity
from them, but for the members of the family

displayed great affection.
He usually accompanied the fisherman during his daily labors on

and

what

kind

of a bird it was, saying that no one seemed to
know.
We could not place it. He then asked me
who would be a good firm to send it to for
mounting, and I referred him to Fred. Edwards
& Co., of Tacoma, with which firm I had done
considerable business, and when he found that |
was well known to them he asked me to send it
on in my own name.
I did so, and asked them
to place the bird for me and in this way I received the credit for having taken the bird.
It is beautifully mounted and now in the possession of Mr. Hopkins in this city. There was
nothing peculiar in the flight of the birds, the
only thing to attract particular attention being
that in the sunlight the flock appeared very red,
which at close range does not show, as the specimen mounted
is made
up of most
beautiful
browns shading to almost yellow.

prising intelligence and seems to comprehend and
obey certain orders.
He further adds:
‘That
the common
barnyard fowl thoroughly despise
This

17

arm

seventeen

of Gray’s

Harbor,

miles

this point.

from

Wash.,

and

The flock

S. Locke.

Carry their Young?

UnapittA, N. Y,—Last winter, while staying
at Hunters’
Lodge,
Robeson
county,
N. C.,,
where
I passed several months,
I found
an
abundance of quail and some woodcock.
Late
in the season woodcock were frequently found
with young.
On one occasion an old one that
had been disturbed rose and made a short flight.
Standing near by, I was surprised to see she
had a young one firmly held between her legs,
evidently endeavoring to remove it to a place
of safety.
Turning to my friend and host, Gen.

Bond,

I found

that he also

had

observed

the

peculiar incident.
Neither of us had ever seen
or heard of such a thing.
Together we dismissed it and wondered if any of our fellow
sportsmen had ever had a similar experience.
Have. any of them ever seen woodcock carrying
their young in flight?
Ge TS HAvES:

[The mother

woodcock’s

habit of sometimes

removing her young from danger has long been
known to naturalists.
It is practiced by the
great woodcock of Europe and by his smaller
North American cousin.
In an issue of June,
1880, the Forrest AND STREAM dealt with the
question quite fully, and then it was pointed out
that the habit had been recognized by Lloyd
and written of in his “Field Sports” as long ago
as 1830.
He quotes Mr. Greipf as saying:
“Tf
in shooting you meet with the brood of woodcocks and the young cannot fly, the old bird
takes them
separately between
her feet and
flies from the dogs with a moaning cry.” Abundant testimony from Britain declares that the
habit is common there, and Mr. Chas. St. John,
in his ‘‘Natural History and Sport in Moray,”
says:
“I found out that the old woodcock carries her young even when larger than a snipe,
not in her claws, which seem quite incapable of
holding up any weight, but by clasping the little
bird tightly between her thighs and so holding it
tightly against her own body.”
In Dr. Merriam’s “Review of the Birds of Connecticut”
he quotes Mr. John H. Sage and Mr. W. W.
Coe, both then of Portland, Conn., as having
seen a woodcock pick up and carry away a
young one with its feet. This was in May, 1874.
Mr. Sage is now the secretary of the A. O. U.
Again in Forrest AND STREAM of July 15, 1880,
two correspondents testify to having seen the
same thing in the American woodcock, and in
one case the same bird was seen to carry off
the young one twice from the same place.
We
are glad to have this added observation by Mr.
Hayes, and shall welcome any others in the

same line.]

of ten was first sighted by William E. Boeing, of
Greenwood,

Va., and myself as they flew in from

the Pacific Ocean.

We were

working for a shot

at a flock of geese, so did not
though they were within range.

try the ducks,
We remarked

them at the time, as in the sunlight they appeared
to be red.

Ph. Ploupolulos, a Greek, will introduce spongefishing boats on the Grecian model into Florida
waters.
They will be among the queerest craft
afloat in American waters, and will add to the

picturesqueness

of the Florida

winter.

FOREST

AND

STREAM.
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GATE BAG AND GU
The Ourebi.
Or

the many

different

species

of antelope

in

South Africa, the ourebi of the Colonists and
Kaffirs, and the bleekbok of the Boers excited my

greatest

interest.

Frequenting

the high

rolling

plains of the interior, and being excessively shy
and wonderfully fleet, it always
gave
me
the
greatest satisfaction to capture one.
The ourebi is about two feet in height, dun
color, white underneath, and the strong, keen,
ringed horns of the male made him an ugly cus-

tomer when wounded and brought to bay. One
of my favorite localities for hunting this interesting little animal was in the neighborhood of
Pietermaritzburg.
Natal,
where
I frequently
joined hunting parties, composed principally of
the officers of the regiment
stationed
at that
place.
They kept a fine pack of hounds, which
was enlarged by those owned by several citizens
of sporting proclivities.
On the morning of the
proposed hunt the streets of the town were fairly

alive with the huntsmen,
their
friends
and
throngs of natives in company with the rising
generation of colonists.

every

hill was

For several miles around

occupied

by knots

of interested

spectators, accompanied by swarms of striplings,
whe seemed to be crazed on the subject.
So soon
as the hunters had passed through the suburbs
and were fairly in the open country a profound
silence ensued, which was not broken until the
game was started, and in full flight from the
baying ‘pack of hounds,
when
the resounding
hullabaloo of the striplings would almost deafen

one.

As the country was almost entirely free of

fences the riding was excellent, and the run was
reduced to about race-course similitude, except
for the hills and wet, swampy ground alongside
the numerous little streams which intersected the

country.

Of course, so soon as the pack and fol-

lowing huntsmen passed the outermost groups of
spectators the sport became a test of speed and
horsemanship.
As I was generally mounted on my Basuto
pony, which seemed to enjoy the chase as much

as the hounds and the proprietors, I allowed him
to take his own way, in which he exercised such
a wonderful sagacity in making short cuts that
in a majority of instances I was usually present
at the termination of the run
with the best
mounted of the huntsmen, who had followed immediately after the hounds,
I well remember one
instance in which he made almost a right angle
in his course and we arrived in time to see the
fight between the game
and
his pursuers,
in

which several of the hounds were severely gored

of sight, when he made a sharp turn, which bothered his boisterous pursuers, as they impetuously
ran past the break in the trail, and it took some
little time for them to return and pick it up
again, when they redoubled their efforts to come
up with the game, and were again foiled by a
like procedure.
From the several repetitions of
this dodge I concluded that the entire run could
be viewed from a hill nearby. -I cantered my

pony to its summit, struck a match, lit my pipe,
and enjoyed the run while I smcxed.
After numerous repetitions of the artifice, the members
of the club, like myself, stationed themselves on
the numerous hillocks of the neighborhood and
busied themselves in quickly turning the hounds
whenever the trick was played on them.
This

proceeding was finally successful in bringing the
game

to bay, and after a vigorous

knuckled
the

fight the buck

under without severely injuring any of

pack.

His

shoulders

carcass

was

thrown

across

the

of one of the horses and carried back

into town, to be roasted for one of the club’s
dinners.
In my trips up the country with my wagons I

would occasionally secure an ourebi by leaving
camp at an early hour in the morning and jogging along on one side or the other of the road.
My

Basuto

and

I generally

pony

seemed

gave

him

to know

my

purpose;

free rein while care-

fully inspecting the clumps of grass in expectation of seeing an ourebi spring from one of them.
I always used a shotgun, as I did not wish to use
a rifle on such a small and rapid running animal.
One morning I had scouted for some time and
was about giving up the hunt in disgust, when
suddenly an ourebi sprang up from the grass and
I was fortunate enough to topple him over before
he had gotten out of gun shot.
At the crack of

the gun a Kaffir, with a grunt, sprang up almost
in direct line of my fire, and on examination I
found that the heavy shot with which the gun

into which the run had led
followed

by the

others,

all

of whom gave vent to their displeasure in a multiplicity of oaths, which were heavily duplicated
when it was discovered that one of the hounds
was severely injured.
We slowly wended
our

way

back to Pietermaritzburg,

and it was

some

months before I joined in another chase.
The next hunt was far more interesting and
successful than that just described.
I was passing through town late one afternoon and happened to meet one of the hunting club, who invited me to join in a run, to take place on the

following morning.
invitation

I went

Thanking
to the house

him for his kind
of a friend,

who

belonged to the club, spent the night with him,
and early the next morning took the field with a
large party. It so happened that we had passed
the outermost group of youthful spectators and
their native attendants
before
the game
was
started.
The antelope was a male, with the usual

accompaniment of a pair of fine, sharp horns. He
bounded away and soon left the yelping pack out

me

in the kindest man-

impression on my memory.
We had left camp
very early one morning in order to reach a cer-

tain locality before the sun rose, when my attention was attracted by several Kaffirs who rose up
in the grass on the summits of the neighboring
hills. I very naturally concluded that they were
scouts sent out by the Boers to locate the game.
On speaking to one of them about it he laughed
and denied the imputation, informing me that at
this season—which was the breeding one—the
natives were in the habit of spending the nights
on the tops of the hills in order to capture the
young ourebi which had been brought forth during the night.
If the antelope which appeared
proved to be a female the immediate surroundings were closely inspected, in order to catch the
young one. There was a Colonial law which forbade a native owning a gun, therefore he was
obliged to use the above mentioned artifice in

order to obtain some meat to eat with his staple
diet of Indian meal mush and milk.
FranK J. THOMPSON.

Restoring Hounding.
Minerva,
Stream:

N. Y., Dec. 23.—Editor Forest

and

I inclose the text of an action taken by

the Essex County Board of Supervisors,* which
speaks for itself; with my comments thereon.
We have had a pro-hounding minority in the
Adirondacks

which

in years

past

have

resorted

the sly out

and

we

parted

in a

friendly

manner,

when

I

threw the ourebi across my pony’s shoulder and
jogged off to the wagons with visions of roast
venison for dinner.
I was

lands

once

passing along through

at the foot

of the Drakensberg,

where

I

encountered a party of Boers
on
a hunt
for
ourebi, and on a good-natured invitation joined
in the chase.
They did not use dogs, but depended for success solely on their knowledge of
grass about 100 yards apart, when another of the
party would saunter carelessly along about 100
of concealed huntsmen.
Should he happen to
start a buck he would deflect somewhat from his
course, so as to frighten the animal into passing
between two of his hidden confederates, thus giving one or the other of them an opportunity for
a shot at a range of less than fifty yards.
Under

the directions of one of the party I was duly ensconced

alongside of a dense clump of grass, with

explicit instructions

how

to act in case

a buck

should be started.
I had not long to wait before
one sprang up and was toppled over by a Boer
before it had attained full speed, whereupon the
ambuscade was again formed in a new locality
and the beater had sauntered along but a short
distance before another
antelope
was_
started,

which passed within less than fifty yards of my
place of concealment. giving me
a fair shot,
which was successful, and I received the hearty
congratulations of the party. We then moved to

a third location, where
not

prove

successful,

I had a shot which

but the buck

was

did

dropped

by a Boer, who was ambushed next to me.

of season

and

selling

them

to hotel

men; openly hounding deer to see how far the
practice would be winked at, and sending petitions to the Legislature signed by irresponsible
and non-voting minors in order to get the antihounding law repealed, were freely and faithfully
tried.

They did not all come off scot-free.

the high up-

yards or so, on one side or the other of the line

soon

treated

night wrapped up in his kaross, sleeping off a
thorough case of weariness from his long journey.
A bit of tobacco silenced his mutterings

and slush of a swamp
was

who

to every means to brave or evade the anti-hounding law of 1897; such means as killing deer on

the animal’s habits.
Their mode of procedure
was to conceal themselves in the tall clumps of

He

the hunters,

ne and did everything possible to swell my game
ag.
There was one incident which made a marked

was loaded had passed within a couple of feet of
his head.
He was on a tramp and had passed the

by the sharp, ringed horns of the game. Just as
the game was finally overcome by the yelping
pack the foremost of the hunters made his appearance, completely bespattered with the mud
him.

This wound up the hunt for the day, and we
moved off after the wagons belonging to the
party, and I dispatched a Kaffir to mine with
orders to join the Boer party as soon as possible.
They put in an appearance early in the afternoon, and I spent several very pleasant days with

Supervisor

hounding

I could name

had to come

Even one
to book for

deer, together with his guide, this last

summer.

Many dogs have been killed in this section
while being used in hunting deer, and not alone
by game protectors, but by the citizens as well.
In 1897, when the law first took effect, there were
very

few deer in a radius of ten miles from here,

the game having been practically exterminated by
hounding.
It is not the number of deer actually
killed ahead

of the dogs, for fewer were

actually

taken than in still-hunting, but scores of fawns
were killed and devoured by hounds and other
dogs running in the woods without let or hindrance during the close season,
There was another thing. Many a dry doe has been taken in
hunting, which showed that she had been injured
by being overheated in the chase to that extent
that, though not killed, she was rendered
able of breeding in the future. These two

incapcauses

worked the great mischief of nearly exterminating the deer in this section.
Since the practice of hounding was so largely
stopped

the deer

have

become

so

plenty

that

it

has been common to see them in the open fields
in this section, and they come into orchards
within fifty rods of the residents’ houses to eat
apples during apple time, and this is so common

an

occurrence

that you

cannot

find an orchard

*The Supervisors’ petition for a repeal of the antihounding law, so far as applicable to Essex county, was
printed in our issue of Dec. 16

a

fowl

f

,
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here in season

that many

nightly.,

get so accustomed

They

of them

do not visit
to dodging

us

that they care little about us, only to keep out of
sight at such times.
Some

used to be shot in such places, but very

few, and the men who advocate hounding, angered past patience, have at iast resorted to legal
means to reinstate a condition of things that will
give the hounder everything, the still-hunter almost nothing, until they get the deer thinned out
again almost to the point of extermination, if

successful.
In view of these facts, and the fact that the
men who try to act as nullifiers of the law, are
not the men to obey any law that stands in their
way,

unless

forced

to do so, I think

it very

un-

wise to cater to their tastes or to those of men
misled into trying to help them do what has
proved so disastrous to the deer supply before.
I am now past the age of fifty and have been
right in and familiar with every phase of the
Adirondack deer question for years; having been
initiated

never

into

it uc

the

having been

appreciate

the

out

views

age

of

four

vears,

of it since.

of men

I[ can

who

want

and

weil

evc:vy-

thing for themselves and who hunt illegally
whenever they dare. I want a big deer supply,
which we have now; I want to see a great many
get one

instead

of only a few

getting any,

as it

used to be before; I want to see the “game hog”
forced

to, for the most

part, behave;

as well as

he can be made to, and I ask ycur aid, Mr.
Editor, to help avert the state of thigs that will
obtain here again if any pro-hounding law is
again made effective in the Adirondacks.
RopNey WEST.

A Partridge Hunt in 1905.
I supPOsE many
go partridge (ruffed
the same experience
and what I did on
story to them.

of my fellow readers, who
grouse) shooting, have had
that I met with this season,
this trip will be like an old

However,

it makes

me

laugh

a

little to think of it, and I’ll give you all a
chance to laugh with me. To think that an old
hand should allow himself to be talked into going over a hundred miles from home to “a
place where you can have from forty to fifty
shots at partridge any day,” is enough to make
one laugh, and the laugh is on me.

I have heard of such places being near New
York often, yes, very often; and have gone there
in company and alone, but I have never had
“forty to fifty shots a day,” never!

I have had some very good ruffed grouse
shooting near New York, and have learned a
trick or two about these gentlemen, but I have
yet to find the place where I can get anywhere
near forty to fifty shots a day, even with a good
dog, for that generally

seems

to be the excuse

for failure.
“If I only had a good dog!”
I
have a good one, as good an all-round dog as
I want to hunt over, but he’s going on ten years
old now and is not as fast as he used to be. I
have killed many different kind of game over
his points, and only a few years ago it would
have

taken

a real cracker

to best

him

on

any

AND

STREAM.

shooting well enough, but when it comes to
working hard for it, he is likely to find a resting place and yell out, “Which way now?”
“Ed” is good company nevertheless, and he
soon learned my peculiarities when in the field
or brush—and they are many. ‘Look out where

to hun.
He’s got things pretty well cleaned
out around here; darn his hide. He’s got eigh-

you

Dorger’s swamp hunted to death’; then pointing east, continued, ‘‘and there h’ain’t a bird

point

the

muzzle

of your

gun,”

a remark

either,

it spoils

my

fun. But Ed would crack a joke and try to be
more careful until the next time. He is a man
who can keep
subject, and he
his talks he got
place where he

one interested on almost any
tells a story well.
In one of
me somewhat interested in “the
hunted three years ago,” where,

“if ’'d had a good dog, I’d a had forty to fifty
shots a day at partridges any and every day.”
For a long time I managed

to laugh off Ed’s

persistent efforts to get me to promise to go
there with him for a long while, and had about
made

up

my

mind

to go

alone

to

brought

out

a letter

one

old stamping grounds this year, when
evening

Ed

of my

one fine

just received

from his friend up the State, “where I was three
years

ago.”

This

letter was

very

businesslike;

a few

snipe

before

this fall, “hooked

up,” so to speak,

and we

did

not shoot much together this fall and could not
settle on a date for our usual trip.

_ It was early in March that I chanced to meet
another neighbor while hunting snipe, a good
fellow, but not what I call a hunter. He likes

use

tryin for them

around

here, unless

you

strike further out.” That put a damper on my
happy expectations, for Charley and Bill had
been talking about going through Jim Dorger’s
swamp.
Bill put a box of shells in his pockets, and
when we got outside, I asked him, ‘““Where do we

hunt?” “Oh, we’ll take in Dorger’s swamp!” and
to Dorger’s swamp we went.
I made up my
mind then and there that I’d have to hunt hard
for every shot I might get, and I had to do it!
I worked my way off from the others until I
could no longer hear their conversation, and, in
fact, had to circle back at times to hear their
“whoo-hoo.”’
Once I heard them shoot, this

was just about the time when my old dog was
getting very busy, and he soon drew up to a

added:

“What have you got, old boy?” in answer to
which I got a slight move of his tail and he

plentiful

raised his head slowly, then walked on, but soon

and

he would

“Bring

with

a friend

go

a good

out

dog,

with

for

after

him.

birds

Election

He

are

as

as ever.”
This friend of Ed’s, by the way, had been
described as an extremely good partridge shot,
and after reading his letter, I was favorably
struck with the idea ut going up. I thought it
all over, arranged my affairs so that I could
ea for a few days and told Ed I’d go with
uim.
My wife laughed at me when she saw me
pack 200 shells; but I told her, “If I get onefifth as many shots as these fellows predict, we'll
have our usual game dinner.

Saturday evening I took two very heavy grips

to the depot and had them checked.
Sunday
morning at 9g o'clock the old express train
pulled out of the depot and at about 2 P. M. we

landed

at our

destination.

Then

the

fun

(?)

began.

When we reached Charley’s place Ed went up-

stairs

after

and

about

broke

the

half

news

an

hour,

of our

came

arrival,

down

and

again,

looking blue, and asked me up.
Up we went,
and were soon doing justice to a good old-

fashion
German-cooked
home-made
dinner,
Then came the explanation of Ed’s blue looks.
“Vou see,” said Charley, ‘Bill Jacobs got a lot
of lumber over on his lot and I’ve contracted
to haul it off this week, and I wrote you to that
effect, telling you to come up next week and I'd
go with you.
a man to go

I can’t go this week, but I’ll get
with you.”
Just about this time

a good-looking,

raw-boned

twenty or so, came

how-d-ye
we

were

do stopped
introduced

who said he would

country

into the room

lad, about

and a general

the conversation.
to this young

Later

fellow,

Bill,

go with us in the morning.

I was told that if we had any kind of a dog,
we'd have no trouble getting forty or fifty shots
at partridge and perhaps a shot at a deer. That
was good news for me, and I slept like a brick.
Next morning, after all preparations had been

Gordon

But he, too, got married late

got Jim

point.

up

pretty

to be satisfied with

““He’s

Day,

come

exception to the rule.
My old friend Ernst,
with whom I have hunted many years, branched
off and got married some years ago, and that
put a damper on his hunting for a while at least.
Later I formed the acquaintance of a very congenial fellow, a near neighbor, who enjoyed the
sport of getting up an hour before daybreak on
cold March mornings and who, like myself,
learned

said,

his friend said that he would be pleased to have

were

eating breakfast.

he

Ed

There

was

south,

no

often

an

however,

due

left, hardly, on Bryer’s Hill, so there ain’t hardly

too

every

season,

left hand

like to tell them

made, we drove to Bill’s.
Sitting still in an
open wagon on a cold morning is cold comfort indeed, but we got there and Bill was up,
but he hadn’t had his breakfast. While waiting
for him I busied myself looking the dogs over.

This

teen
birds hanging
up in the cellar now, I
reckon he’ll be taking them in now that you
fellows are here to-day.”
Then pointing his

I often make, and some people do not like to
be told that too often, and then, again, I don’t

game bird, English snipe, quail, partridge or
woodcock, although I have killed comparatively
few of the latter over him. My friends know
that he is a good one, and consequently I have
many opportunities to go hunting in company.
Hunting alone is little pleasure for me, and
I have generally had a so-called shooting partner
season.

ey

three

in

setter,

the

an

house,

Irish

one

setter

a

and

very

his

dam, all worked down to skin and bones, not an
ounce of superfluous flesh on either, but all

stiffened out again.
we

all do

that

A little talking to—I guess

to the

dog

tries to please us—brought

we

love

and

which

the old dog up, and

away he went; took a circle and came to a point,
facing me.
Only the man who knows the tricks of the
partridges and knows his dog thoroughly can
appreciate such work and judgment on the part
of his dog.
He had surrounded “Mr. Pat” and

made

him

gentleman

lie between
was

now

himself

cornered,

and
and

me.

This

he made

no

further attempt to run ahead of the dog; but
what next? I walked up and kicked around, but
no bird flushed.
I spoke to my dog and he
came up, as much puzzled as I was.
I told him
to go on and started to follow him, and had
passed by a hemlock, where I had been kicking about and talking, when out flew the partridge straight over
my
head from_ behind.

Without the slightest warning this bird had left
its hiding place and gone to another in this
tree.. By a little good holding and more good
luck, he flew into my load, and after a little
hunting, the dog pointed at a distance from
where I thought the bird should be.
It was
only wing-broken and covered some ground be-

fore it was overtaken.

This was

of the season for the dog and
not forget what followed.

There

was

the old dog,

the first bird

me,

and I shall

standing

dead

bird,

with his eyes as big as saucers and trembling
from stem to stern with joy and excitement.

“Go fetch!” and of course he didn’t need the
second command.
The bird started again, but
the old dog soon had him, and while he didn’t
“mouth”
him, the feathers
flew as from
a

bursted pillow; he was pounding the bird to the
ground.
Not once only, but he kept it up until
I thought he’d have all the feathers picked off,
and I told him to quit and fetch, which he did,
and then shook himself as though he had enjoyed a good swim.
This bird proved to be an
old cock and certainly a wise one and very
heavy.

We started off again with fresh hopes, and got

within talking distance

he had killed nothing.

of Bill, who told me

Bill and I then

that

“took

up” together and saw some nice dog work, but
got no points, much less a shot at the birds,
I left them again, and soon my dog told me by

his actions

that he had

him which,

after all kinds

a bird running before

bright-eyed and hard as nails.
While thus engaged, in came Bill’s brother.
“Well,” said he, “going to try the birds, or
are you after rabbits?”
Ed said, “Birds.”
I

Time

said, “How about it, got any left? The dogs look
as though you had worked them pretty hard.”

things not fit for print.

“Ves,” he replied, “they've had hard work. I’ve
got a brother-in-law that comes up here every
fall and just hunts them dogs every day, I don’t

dog, also found the birds acting wild.
learned after making a very wide tour

of clever work

on the

dog’s part to make him lay, flushed out of sight.
time

after time

and

again

this same

the

dog

thing

and

happened,

I felt and

and

said

Ed, who was hunting a friend’s young pointer
This I
around

to have a little fun; he

the boys and met them again, this time coming

just knocks off work and hunts the whole season.
He’s a-getting $2.50 a pair for partridge
im the city, and he’s thrown up a good job just

in from behind them and to their left, after hunt-

get no

chance

no

more

ing on their right all the morning.
to me and we held a consultation.

I called them
I asked Bill
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what the chances were of getting “forty or fifty
shots

to-day?’

hunted

the

“Not

best

much!

grounds

We

we’ve

got

have

here.

now

I

know where there’s a bunch of birds keeps; and
if old man
don’t see us come in, we
might get three or four birds before he runs
WSott.
We went there and hunted it, but not a feather
did we see or hear.
I then left the boys, and
going due west, hunted some lovely partridge
cover and started a few birds, but they all acted

alike.

The dog and I were

sick and tired of it,

and I had about made up my mind to go home
the next morning.
I started toward the boys
to tell them so, when I heard them
shoot.
Seeing that I had some good ground to hunt in
their ‘direction and being very hungry, I made
my way toward them and found them together
and “talking it over,” taking it easy and resting.
“We just shot at a partridge here, that went

on in this direction, better try to start that,” said

3ill. I was willing, yes, anxious to see one, so
I told the old dog to go on, and he had not
gone thirty yards, when he came to a very
pretty point.

In answer

came

up.

to my call, ‘“Here’s

‘Get

bird lays close

in position,

a point,”

Bill,’

by the dog.”

Bill

I said, “that

I knew

this be-

cause the dog had passed it going down wind
as he was, and stood doubled up.
It was one
of those points that makes a fellow’s heart beat
fast, and causes the poor dog to shake.
Bill
told me he was in a good place, and I called for
Ed,
I wanted
him
to have
a good
shot,

besides,

I wanted

him

to

enjoy

with

us

this

picture; but Ed did not come, and I told Bill
I would flush.
When I started into the brush,
thick as hairs on a dog’s back, my dog started
to move his head slowly, wagged his tail and
started to “right” himself.
I spoke to him and
to Bill, knowing that the bird had moved, but

the dog held his point so I proceeded
Just as a good

big green

cat brier

to flush.

found

a bed

in my neck, and | was pretty well tied up generally, up got the gentleman
over my head.
By the time I
was not too far away, but I
with both barrels.
Bill did not

and straight back
got untangled, he
missed him clean
shoot.

I did not follow that bird, but sat down

and

ate lunch, giving vent to my opinion of Ed
and “forty to fifty shots” in strong language. I
was provoked through and through, and hungry,
tired and disgusted.
That was ‘the last shot I
had that day; the others fired their guns off

several

times

They said
don’t yet.

From

after that, Lord

at birds,

but

knows

I didn’t

time to time I worked

at what!

believe

it and

my way toward

AND
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was a bunch of birds.
Sure enough, Ed’s
young dog flushed three birds here.
My old
dog was stiff and slow, and the youngster out-

low me, to go down and come up on the other
side, while I would go up and down and meet

hunted

I hardly turned my back on Ed and started to
carry out this plan, than I heard a bird get up
down the hill, as I thought, near Ed. I yelled
to Ed, “Shoot! shoot!” before ever seeing the
bird, and got an answer, ‘‘Oh, he’s too far!”
I could see this bird go over the “cut” straight

him

in the

start,

but

would

not

hold

his birds, which made all hands angry.
We went on toward the river to cross. by a
boat which lay on the other side.
repeated calls, a woman informed

would
walk

not

be back

two

miles

up

till noon,
the

In answer to
us that ‘‘Ike”

so we

railroad

had

tracks

to

to

the

bridge. We struck in on the other side of the
stream to hunt that now famous “forty to fifty
shots a day” ground.
Up the mountain and
down again, across and over through the swales
and thickets until we all three came together
on aroad.
Here I found Charley and Ed wait-

ing for me.

Charley informed

us with an oath

that came up from ‘“‘way down below” that he
hadn’t fed the chickens and had the key for the
house in his pocket.
He was very obviously

angry,

but

while

he was

here

he was

going

to take a look at the quarry just above here.
I struck in again to Charley’s right, and Ed
between us, and I soon came to some very

likely looking spots, and just as I was crossing
a partly fallen

stone

wall, two

birds flushed.

I

got together quickly and had my gun on the
left quarterer, when it struck me that Charley
must be about in line with my gun. I held fire,
waited too long, and missed my shot in the

straight

for

Bill

and

find the wood

roads

that

led in the direction

that we were hunting, for every time I came to
either I found them on a road or in some field
most of the time together.
Ed carried the bottle, but then Bill don’t drink, so I can’t say
that that was the cause.
When we got back to the hotel that night
Ed asked me, “What made you propose to go
over the western hills this morning?”
I told

him that before we started out to hunt we had
been assured by Bill’s brother that the grounds

we hunted had been hunted to death by the
brother-in-law, and it proved to be so!
When
we reached the hotel that night Charley appeared to be very much surprised that we had
only two birds, and Charley promised to go with
us over the river the next day.
He and the
natives assured us that we’d surely have from

“forty to fifty shots” over there.
I was satisfied that Charley would try to show

us some birds, and was glad to have a chance
to hunt with him, so that when morning came
I was ready early for another hard hunt, and I
had it.
We started for a nearby mountain and

hunted

the

swales,

where

Charley

knew

there

Ed

and noticed

that he changed

his

me

no

bigger

than

a sparrow

when

I did

get

a glimpse of him, and did not see him at all
when I shot. Right after I pulled the trigger,
however, Ed yelled to me, “He’s gone-a-light!”
I knew then that this gentleman had been fool
enough to get too close to my load and was
hurt

badly.

be,

shots than shoot a companion.

A little later Ed started one of these birds and
also missed.
Charley by this time had worked
his way

down

the hill to my

right, and I heard

him shoot several times. “Gray squirrel’s nest,”
he told me later.
Up to noon neither of us had killed a bird.
I had another shot at a bird that Charley
flushed, or rather which flushed behind him.
It was nearer to him than to me, but he thought
it too far to shoot.
I missed; but I’ll take a
chance like that every time.

We reached Ike’s yard, and Charley’s chickens
bothered him like
‘‘Old Ned.”
He must go
home

and attend to them.

Ed’s pointer would not stop on birds, much
less honor the old dog’s points, so we decided
to let Charley

take him

home

with him.

Not two hundred yards from where we had
lunch Ed walked up a bird and missed him like
a good fellow. We walked in the direction Ed
thought

Then

he

went,

but

the

dog

put

work,

but

we

were

Ike’s

stamping

did

not

in some
evidently

ground,

start

more

for

now

these

it again.

of his fine
hunting

birds

on

were

joining woods.
Of course, we got no shot at
them.
After that we flushed these same birds
several times with the same result.
I am not very particular where a bird gets up,
nor how far away.
If I can see it, I generally
shoot, but what is the use of shooting when
you can’t see them when they do get up?

went

from

I wanted to kill a few birds, I’d rather miss a
thousand

bird

and

away

course toward the top of the mountain, and I
knew that if he continued in this direction, I
might get a shot, even though it would be at
very long range and through thick saplings.
As I had only my regular target load in my
right barrel, and this a cylinder or modified, I
changed to the left trigger while in the act of
shooting, and sent a load of 3% Schultze, 1340z.
chilled through that little 26in. choked barrel
after him.
I had plenty of time to study this
gentleman’s course, but must say he looked to

open.
That’s what a fellow gets for not pulling
the trigger when he’s on his game, yet, although

educated to the approach of man or dog.
Coming through some scrub oaks, we then
entered a field when a horse bolted at sight of

flushed

there.

Ed having seen the bird go down, stood still,
while I made my way through the cut and
brush and started on the other side to hunt
in the direction where I thought the bird must

them when they shot, and once I had a chance
to shoot a partridge and Bill, too. This was late
in the afternoon and not far from home, the
dog pointed and I called to the boys, when the
turned almost at the point of his nose, then
went straight from him on the outside of that
woods and Bill killed it.
Bill knew this country like a book and knew
every field and road in it, and Ed certainly did

him

us and

started four birds away

off in the ad-

and

fully

forty

yards

from

where

I first

reached the top, my dog started to “make
game’; he roaded for ever so long, and at last
pointed.
I ordered him on, but he did not
budge.
We were now so far away from the
spot where I thought my bird should lie, that I
had reason to expect another bird to jump. I
was, therefore, fully prepared for it, and told
the dog to fetch. He made a jump that would
be a credit to a greyhound, but the partridge
ducked under a fallen tree and this time started
a foot race. The old dog was bent on carrying
out my order to fetch and, tired as he was, won
the race and soon was pounding daylight out
of this gentleman, much as he had done the
previous day, and I didn’t care what he did with
him. He was evidently just as “hot under the
collar” at these partridges as I was and just as
glad to get hold of one.
When he brought it in, I had to kill the bird,
for it was only wing-tipped—a lucky shot! This
was beyond all doubt the longest shot I ever
made, and one that I shall never forget. The
flight from me was a left-quartering, towering,
driver—the

hardest

of all

shots

for

me,

and

a shot that cost me the Grand American Handicap. I have more than one reason to remember
that shot.

After we had finished talking about that
shot, we started to hunt toward home; we
occasion to stop at a spring, took a drink
filled our pipes and rested.
I was tired,
so was my dog, and while Ed didn’t say he
I noticed when he got up he dragged his

pretty well and was

heavy-eyed,

long
had
and
and
was,
legs

too.

Only a short distance from where we had
rested my dog flushed a bird, which I thought

From time to time Ed would tell me he saw
a bird, and we would follow the direction Ed

was excusable,
with the wind

gave; but I found that I could start more birds
b- following my own judgment as to location

were that the bird flushed more on account of
our talking too much than for the dog. I therefore did not administer a licking, but talked
hard, which did just as much good, for he
pointed this same bird a little while later at
almost an incredible distance across another of

and nature
dog, and

crack

of the ground and by following the

I tried every conceivable

at them,

but without

avail.

way

to get a

These

birds

knew their game much better than I did.
These conditions held good for the balance

of the

day.

Ed

did take

my

advice

once

or

twice to shoot, “Shoot if you only get a glimpse
of the bird!” and he blazed away several times.
For the want of something to shoot at, I killed
a little red squirrel.
Neither one of us had

seen hair or hide of a rabbit and didn’t see one
while there.
A short distance from where I
killed the squirrel, we were confronted by a
washout or cut, running down the mountain

side.

It was

and quite deep.

fully thirty yards across

the top,

The fallen trees and brush, etc.,

made it appear to me like bully good cover for
partridges, especially so in cold weather, and I
proposed to Ed that we hunt up and down on
both sides of it, he being on my right and be-

these

for we
on our

were coming down hill
backs, and the chances

cut outs.

I knew the bird could not be on
this cut, and cautioned Ed to look
same time showing him the point
him where I thought the bird must
walked toward that brush, the bird
flew—as

it seemed

to me

my side of
out, at the
and telling
lay. As he
flushed and

for five (?) minutes—

then Ed shot. Too far! Well, I did not follow
that bird, but made a bee-line for the road for
nach and never left it until I stepped into the
ote

Just before getting into town, my dog pointed
from the road in to a hedge adjoining a private
residence, and a partridge got out of there;
neither

one

saw

it, and

it would

have

no good if we had, for our guns were

done

us

empty.
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Thus ended my experience in “the place where
eae have forty or fifty shots at partridges any

ay.
We came home the next morning with three
partridges and a red squirrel, and | about ten
pounds

lighter and a hundred

my troubles.”

pounds

wiser

for

CARL VON LENGERKE.

Newfoundland’s

Caribou

Herds.

sport. One party of four gentlemen from Chicago
went home with their full complement of heads,

intend

Armour,

returning

next

year.

Mr.

I.

A.

the leader ot the party, secured a magni-

ficent set of fifty-two-point antlers, which is possibly the best head ever taken on the island.
‘The
only other known front-piece containing such a

number of points is owned by Mr. R. G, Reid,
Sr., president
Reid Newfoundland
Company.
There were about 200 sets of heads and antlers
shipped to different parts of the continent this
season,
The following news from a correspondent on
the south coast appeared in a local paper to-day:
“The latest reports from the country are surprising as narrated by experienced hunters and trappers.
About ten or fifteen miles inland (from

the coast) they say can be seen numberless herds
of deer grazing peacefully on the scanty herbage.
One experienced trapper who has been annually
working the country for the past twenty years,

says: ‘Every morning upon a visit to my traps I
go through thirty mites of deer. In the body there
are no less than hundreds of thousands. I feel
sure that the day is not far distant when they
will perish by the thousand

through

other

country

in the

world

aggerated

report,

where

such a sight

I believe this is not an ex-

as a guide

we

had

last season

told me that for years he has had a similar experience, and |. know him to be a truthful, reliable

man.

In this same

country

two

years

ago

three thousand deer were killed in one day. The
law has been amended so that such slaughter is
‘impossible in the future.

The Magazine

Munchausens.

Editor Forest and Stream:
That communication from
anent that Munchausen

Shot in the World”
hearty

Hallock

story of the “Best Game

deserves

indorsement.

Charles

Too

a word or two of

much

of such

non-

sense is given currency by prominent or leading
publications, to the discredit of editors and publishers, and to the humiliation and chagrin of
honest and conscientious writers. There is certainly no excuse
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Sit down heavily upon the sensation mongers,
and give truth and sincerity a chance.
Away
with the weird concoctions of absinthe drinkers

and opium smokers!
Into the waste
basket

cribbed

from

the musty

with

tomes

the

“copy”

of the libraries!

and dare; who can recount tales out of their
experience and observation.
That’s the sort of
stuff the public really wants, and not the clever
plagiarisms that are palmed off upon it.
We magazine buyers expect the bona fide,
pure and legitimate; instead we are given fiction
without the label; and’ on the contrary, it is
handed to us as “guaranteed” or “warranted.”
Publishers of fake or bogus articles are no
more honest than is the purveyor who marks his
goods “imported,” when they are of domestic
manufacture; “all wool and a yard wide,’ when
he knows they are half cotton and lack two
inches of being a yard wide; or advertising his
candies “pure,” when they are more than half
glucose; or selling phony jewelry for 18 karat
metal.
Writers whose theatres of exploitation are the
libraries, are prone to illusions and‘ hallucinations, and their stories are apt to be such.
To guard against these, I would commend to
publishers the happy thoughts of Dr. Henry
Maudsley in the Fortnightly Review:
‘“Habitual contact with realities in thought and deed
is a strong defense against illusions of all sorts.”
Mulhattons and Munchausens
are all right
enough in their places, but keep them there—in
the department of fiction.
:

A British Columbia

starvation.’ ”

It will be seen from the foregoing that Newfoundland can still claim undisputed the title of
the “sportsman’s paradise.” ‘There is probably no

could be seen to-day.

STREAM.

Let publishers get their stories of adventure
from the living, and from such ‘‘quick” as do

St. JouNns, Newfoundland.—During the caribou season over 100 foreign sportsmen have
visited the island and all seem to have had good
and

AND

for printing such stories as the

one referred to. It is a flagrant case of deliberate lying, concocted, doubtless, for gain, the
author thereof relying upon the cupidity of the
publisher of the sensational.
It is an insult to
the intelligence of the reading public, and such

Tue

Daily

News-Advertiser,

C., Dec. 6, reports:
Manson

Case.

of Vancouver,

B.

“Further particulars of the

case, to which

week have come to hand.

reference

was

made

last

It is interesting read-

ing, and raises several old points under the Game
Act, which should be remedied during the coming session of the Legislature.
It appears that
Manson contracted with three American gentlemen, Messrs. G. C. W. Low, P. Corning and E.

Corning, all hailing from the Eastern States, to
take them out “bear shooting” in August.
The
party started early in the month, as they hoped
to be away for at least sixty days.
The bearcountry they visited first seems to have been
particularly
unsuitable
to that animal.
For
some reason the hills are too high, and the
berries too scarce.
The Indian witnesses, when
asked if it was a bear country the party visited,

could not resist the broadest of, Siwash smiles.
The result was, that on or about Aug. 8 the
party found themselves in possession of several
head of mountain sheep.
Nobody seems to have
known who shot them.
Manson himself hardly
liked to express an opinion as to how these
heads came
into camp.
A _ special constable
visited Manson’s camp about Aug. 12, but reported that nothing had been killed.
However,
the visit: had the effect of making
Mr.
E.
Corning return
to Lillooet and take out a

“perpetrations” are deserving of the most caustic

license, he being the only member

censure.
There is altogether too much of that
particular class of “yellow journalism,” and all
honest publishers should frown upon it.
‘Time was when we read anything in a maga-

who had not taken out one before leaving.
The
party returned to Lillooet about Sept. 16, with
nine sheep heads.
The return so early after the
season opened with so many good heads aroused
suspicion, and investigation was at once set on
foot.
Unfortunately, it was a long time before
sufficient evidence was obtained to lay an information;
the result
being that the three
months’ time limit for laying a charge had expired so far as the killing out of season was concerned.
Nothing remained therefore but to lay
information as to possession during the close
season.
The case came up at Lillooet on Nov.
24. The Indians with the party gave their evidence in a perfectly straightforward manner,
and all agreed that two rams were killed on or
about Aug. 8. Manson, who gave evidence in

zine we could depend upon its being “so”;
nowadays, it seems as if when you read anything startling in a magazine, you had better
verify it before treasuring it up in your memory

as a valuable bit of information.
There

are

publications

of prominence

whose

editors and “readers of manuscript” give evidence of being wofully ignorant, despite their
“literary” qualifications, or else they are guilty
of running “bluffs” on the reading public, on the

idea that people love
lamented versatile
averred.
Publishers of the
putting a premium
aging

honest

to be humbugged, as the late
Barnum
is said to have
sensational and unreal are
upon ‘faking,’ and discour-

effort.

The

press

is constantly

crying against “graft” and “commercialism,”
but would it not be wellif the press itself would
remove the mote out of its own eye?

of the party

his own behalf, said that he was not present
when either of these rams was killed.
He admitted that he advertised in Outing and that he
took parties out to shoot rams in May and

June. The magistrates found the case proved,
and fined Manson $50 and costs. The case at-

tracted a great deal of attention, not only at
Lillooet, where the Court House could not hold
all the people anxious to hear the case, but all

over the province.
The amount of good this
conviction will do is hard to estimate.
It is a
lesson to all guides and hunters that the Government is determined to protect game, and will
not hesitate at incurring considerable expense
in doing so.
lt will show bona fide sportsmen
that the game of the country is going to be

strictly
season
two

preserved.

The

necessity

of a close

for bear, and the licensing of guides

points

that

are.

once

more

made

are
very

obvious.
But another point which is new, is
that the Summary Convictions Act which imposes a three-months limit in which to lay an
information and only allows seven days for any
adjournment, must be found extremely inconvenient and unworkable
in any prosecutions
under this and other acts.
A suggestion to
the Government to amend the act so as to allow

a six-months’ time limit and eight days for an
adjournment should receive consideration,”

Postgraduate

Quail.

Ir is a matter of wonder and perplexity sometimes how a flock of quail can, in spite of the
keenest-nosed dogs, hide itself and remain undis-

covered.
I have seen the best of dogs condemned for
failing to take up the scent on one or two occasions where the birds were marked down as entering a timber growth.
The last day I was quail
shooting I think I solved the problem.
We were
shooting over ground that undoubtedly had been
well hunted.
‘he birds were wild and the covey
that flushed from the stubble had evidently been
well thinned out.
Away it went toward a timber-covered ridge.
‘The trees were well grown
but thinly scattered.
We lost sight of the birds
the moment they got into the timber tops and

saw

nothing

to indicate

that they had gone

be-

yond.
We were curious, and as we ‘approached the
timber we closely scanned the tree tops, branches
and crotches.
In the crotch of an elm tree the
brown feathers of a crouching
quail could
be
seen.
Unless we had been looking for quail in
the trees we would have passed the bird unseen
a hundred times.
But there
he was,
hugged
close in the crotch and no doubt watching our
every movement.
Fence
corners,
brush
heap,
briers and tall grass, and even swamp cover had
proved no protection to them, so they took to the

trees.
Dislodging the bird with clods of* earth and
stones he flew and we missed him.
We hunted
for the others, studied eyery crook and bend and
crotch, but could see no quail. Yet, we were sat-

isfied they were there.

One elm tree well grown

and many limbed seemed to warrant a belief that
it held quail, but we could not see them.
Remoying a heavy stone, as much as one could lift with
the two hands, it was thrown against the tree
with all the force at my command.
With a whirr
three quail left the upper growth of the tree and
my friend secured a double.
We questioned whether
after all that was
legitimate quail shooting and the effect it was
having upon the dogs.
So we quit and wended
our way along to fresh stubble and cover.
That
quail when much hunted and badly rattled will
tree is, as far as I am concerned, an established

fact.
one

This little incident may explain more
mvsterious

disappearance

ing trips of some
readers,

of the

on

than

the quail hunt-
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Why do bears sleep through the winter?”
asked the boy who is studying natural history.
“Because,” answered his father, “the President
does not go hunting then.
They’ve got to sleep
some time.’’—Washington Star.
a

Housekeeper—Didn’t you see that sign out
there—“Beware
of the
Dog’?
Tramp—No,
mum.
Housekeeper—There is a sign there, and
it is especially intended to warn just such fellows as you, so that you will keep away. Tramp
—I didn’t see no sign, mum.
I only saw the
dog.—New York Weekly.
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ISEA AND RIVER FISTING
Jackfish for Pickerel and Carp Waters.
FisHEs

from the Canadian

hatcheries are dis-

tributed early in the year, and if any one wishes
to make use of my suggestion anent the employment of jackfish as traps, in pickerel and
carp waters, it would be well to place orders
soon.
‘The jackfish (Esox lucius) will probably
thrive wherever the pickerels thrive.
It very

often

reaches

a weight

of twenty

pounds,

and

under favorable circumstances may get to weigh
twice as much.
Two or three years ago while
fishing in Sand Lake in Minnesota I hooked a
jackfish, weighing seven pounds, and while drawing it toward the canoe it was seized by another jackfish, which escaped after tearing long

holes in the first one.
Ever since that time I
have wanted to know something about the dimensions of the big chap who mistook the
seven-pounder for a customary sort of bait.
The

jackfish

is far superior

to

the pickerel

as

a table fish, and a good solid slab from its side,
nicely browned in the camp-fire fry-pan, and
served all hot, juicy and sizzling, with a little
bit of light ash sticking to it here and there, will
make one glad that he came.
It is a good
enough
fighter
to belong
honestly to the game fish list, and there are
always chances of getting hold of a sockdol-

ager.
Its food consists largely of suckers and
of other members of the carp family that lay

themselves liable to arrest in the shallow waters
among the weed beds; but I do not remember
ever to have found a trout of any kind in its

stomach.

Of course,

the jackfish

is no

saint.

His jaw gives him dead away.
During the past twenty-five years I have examined very many jackfish stomachs, from the
Mississippi to Labrador, and from ‘the Rainy
Lakes to Hudson’s Bay.
Sometimes there was
a breakfast of pancakes of sunfish, once in a
while a hot backed bass or pike-perch, and
occasionally something delicate in the way of
whitefish, ciscoes, or lake smelts, but usually
suckers made the chief articles of the menu.
It is a question if the attempt at ridding the

Nipigon River of jackfish was based upon proper
examination of stomach contents, and it may
be that the suckers which are now allowed to
thrive will eat up bushels of trout eggs that
otherwise would have been safe.
The jackfish
might really be chosen, for an heraldic emblem,
with a legend of Ojibway words, “Pehjik niij
nisswe
machad!”’
What more proper for an
emblem
than something
that gets rich and

powerful

by pouncing

else wants?
The jackfish
of that?
My

rampant,

upon

things that nobody

is a fighter, of course, but what
own family emblem is a dove

with

various

gules

and

.gargoyles

which probably signify that my ancestors, not
content with robbing hen roosts, extended ‘their
operations to the dove cote as well.
I have

kept

doves,

and

jackfish

(all but

the

smaller

sizes of the latter), and anybody who has kept
doves knows what sort of peace is loose in the
barnyard on Sunday morning when Old Blue
gets to worrying Spotty until the hens cackle,
the colt kicks the hostler, the Leghorn rooster
pitches into the turkey gobbler, the cow lows,
the rabbit hies, and the geese leave symbols on
the lawn.
To be sure a game fish has to be a
little careful when he is near a jackfish, and the

latter has even

been

known

to play against

a

hand consisting of four of a kind and a thumb
which
was
carelessly
trailing
alongside
the

canoe.
I would not put jackfish into trout waters, if
these waters did not already contain some of the
pickerel, or the European carp, although jack-

fish and trout
Canadian

are found

side by side in many

lakes and rivers to-day.

Adirondack

lakes,

in which

Some

I caught

of the

trout

as

a youth, are now occupied chiefly by the reticulated pickerel, and I would wager a good
deal that if a few trap jackfish were set under
the lilypads of those lakes, the pickerel would
enter the traps sideways, backwards, frontways, and in all sorts of ways so rapidly that
the trout would in a few years abound once more
in their old haunts.
There are hundreds of lakes in Maine which
contain pickerel averaging less than two pounds
in weight, and if jackfish were to be placed in
these lakes they would make a merger of the
pickerel and furnish something worth while.
I

have had jackfish seize hooked trout, lake trout
and ouananiche, but that sort of thing does not
count in the present argument.
It is not fair to
call him
first.

a

thief

just

because

I had

the

fish

Another advantage of introducing jackfish
would be in lessening the number of things that
are called “pike.”
The jackfish is called pike
in many parts of Canada. A little further south
the doré is called the pike. In other places the
fasciated pickerel is a pike; and way down in

magnolia land a “gahfish is a pike, sah. Yessah.”
Just as I finish writing, Forest AND STREAM
for this week arrives, and Mr. Charles Christadoro expresses on page 529 his doubts about the
voracious pickerel holding its own against the

carp in Oregon.
that came
discussed,

into
but

It was jackfish and not pickerel
the
for

question.
pickerel,

Jackfish can be
please elide the

“dis.” In European waters I have often found
jackfish, carp and trout all living together where
the had lived together for centuries, and the
balance of nature was maintained in spite of the
fisherman’s
influence.
In all probability the
jackfish in Oregon would roll up its sleeves and

tackle the carp job in true Oregon style, and we
all know what that means.
Rogsert T. Morris.

other married daughter, both ladies of eulture
and refinement and in addition accomplished
anglers as well as star players in bridge whist.
As the launch was only about fifteen feet long
and a proportional width as well as frailty, I was
satisfied that no party of six could angle in it

with

any

really

degree

made

brought
retreat
fort of
them.

of comfort,

it a dangerous

that

number

experiment.

and

I now

all my diplomatic subtlety to my aid to
in good order from adding to the discomthe ladies, which would ensue if I joined
I therefore in a most courteous manner

stated that nothing would give me greater pleasuse than to accompany them, but that I could not

consistently add to the infelicity of the ladies by
making a crowded condition in: the boat.
“Oh,” spoke up Harry’s wife, who was then on
the

dock,

“we

are

not

going;

it was

really

a

miracle that we safely crossed the river.”
“That being the case,’ I said, “I waive all objections, though ladies always add to the pleasure

of any party, as they are the crown of creation.”
With a smile and thanks for the compliment
from the fair dame I boarded the boat and soon
had it impressed upon me that four in a boat
was just one too many, and that before the day
passed we would have a duplicate of Jerome’s
mirthful adventures of “Three in a Boat,” minus
the aggravating

dog.

Norman, who was a college youth of some
nineteen years, and had the college yell and song
as well as the football depravity and all the other
devilments

electrical

of the college well developed,

engineer,

and

I was

was the

satisfied

that he

could make about as much disaster as any certificated professional.
What he did not know about

the most intricate and minutia of applied electricity would unquestionably harrass any grayhaired veteran who had held the wires when

they

were sending out volts that would destroy the entire Russian army.
However, he was a bright
young man of much promise, and I felt perfectly

Angling in Canada.

safe as long as he held the responsible position.
An electric boat is a fac-simile in many re-

EvaANnsTON,
Ill., Dec. 25.—Editor Forest and
Stream:
Ona bright June morning last summer

spects of an electric automobile.
JI have had
much experience in the latter, and while at
Evanston my host unfortunately had one of them,
and I think he had to have it charged anew
oftener than ycu would take a horse to its oats.
How many miles the poor man had to walk home
from breakdowns or non-electricity would probably encompass the planet. He purchased it at

I was

delightfully

enjoying my

dolce far mente

on the veranda of the noted Rainsmere, at Sea
Gull, Canada, and then felt as if life was worth
living.
As time rolled along the beauty of the

advancing day threw generous
broad and
dale in one

as

sunshine over the

majestic river and
great crimson glow.

if inspired

turned hill and
The buttercups,

by the radiance,

proudly

danced

their golden coronets,
the
swallows
skimmed
swiftly along the tops ‘of the waving grass, while
some breast-tinted robin sang a little tinkling
litany from the branch of an alder.
Here, in this
vernal prodigality, you could
see the ethereal
hummingbird
and the butterfly parading their
lovely tinted robes, while the wild rapture of
thrushes and the laughter of woodpeckers were

heard

from

dawn

till dusk.

It was

a scene

of

wondrous beauty, and from its very essence and
spirit one feels soothed by these outcroppings of
nature, which speaks with celestial force, and
which a Dante or Milton would have worshipped.

I was absorbed with it and drank so deeply of it
as to be entirely oblivious to the world of sordid

a small figure, and now he has some conscience
relative to working it off as a gold brick game
on some innocent purchaser.
I:advised him to

work it off on some insurance man and then he
could sleep without being disturbed by clovenfooted nightmares.
At the dock an example of the unreliability of
the electric launch was made manifest.
Norman
turned on the power, or thought he had, but the
boat

remained

motionless.

with it, and then
and still it moved
of keeping up our
said to his foes:
firm base as soon
I now

noticed

He

tinkered

awhile

made another attempt to start,
not. Then I quoted, by way
courage, what Roderick Dhue
“This rock shall fly from its
as I.”
that

my

reverent

associate

of

I, however, was recalled to it by my ever oblig-

the piscatorial had changed his radiant visage to
one of sober reality and was doubless thinking
of giving expression to some sturdy Saxon at

ing host, who had just returned from the dock
and who gave me the pleasing intelligence that
my old comrade of the north shore was at the

the non-activity of the electricity.
fire’s suppressed rage had to come,

as Norman made his third failure to connect with

dock with his electric launch and desired me to
take an outing with him in pursuit of the finny
breed. It did not take me long, with such delight
in view, to secure my rod and tackle box and pre-

the electrical puzzle he indignantly rose
seat and looking
like an infuriated

reality.

sent myself as ready for the sport.

what

surprised

when

I found

a

I was

party

some-

of

anglers, as I thought, consisting of his son

five
Nor-

man, his son-in-law Harry and his wife, and his

The internal
however, and
from his
avenger,

fiercely exclaimed:
“I'll be d——’
“Pa.” quickly spoke up Harry’s wife, who was
awaiting

our

departure.

And then the Governor

sat down disappointedly with the gentle reproof,
holding his vigorous language in check.
Norman had at last achieved a triumph, for the
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boat suddenly started off with a rocky clatter as
if she was making amends for lost time. Good
nature now prevailed and everything went as
merrily as wedding bells. We speedily went by a
picturesque and wooded shoreland that gave our
vision a rare_and delicious treat. Flames of sun
set fires touched the grassy banks and tree tops
and burnt into the sloping hillsides that were
turned into a mist of gold while the fragrance
and exhilaration in the air was like the tonic of
new wine.
As we neared the promising waters it was unanimously voiced that I should be the Commodore
and the barbaric law of disobedience should absolutely prevail.
I therefore selected as the first
locality at which to anchor a promontory a few
fathoms ahead, and with this announcement rods
and reels were soon ready for the capture of the
finny

spoils.

Reaching

the

desired

position,

AND

STREAM.
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ular spot, with the boat anchored and angling under way.
I was quickly in communication with
one of the dandies of the deep, and, much to the
surprise of all, landed the first fish, a handsome
gold-banded perch of about a pound.
Norman

soon followed

with another and then the Gover-

nor skillfully landed, after a delightful play, a
pound black bass and was
made
exceedingly
happy thereby.
Harry was now growing a little

nervous and restive, but kept quietly on, believing

that

hope

was

no

delusion,

but

the ruddy

morning of joy and that soon its merited reward
would

come

to him.

Norman now cried out that he had a whale, and
we

simultaneously

turned

to see

the college stu-

dent fight his whale to a conclusion.
Of course
he had advisers as to the manner of handling it,

but as the young

own

the

man

had a will and way

instructors

were

relegated

of his

to oblivion.

where a silver streamlet was trickling and twinkling in the hazes of the low lying grass along the

patience, for he went in for a short shift and the

shore, we duly dropped the anchor,

big

and when

boat had steadily settled to the current

the

four ar-

His method
fish

of handling

went

triumphantly

in

won

for

a

the fish was
desperate

his freedom

not

one

struggle,

much

of

and

to the dis-

eeeopewe

and with that he winked his right eye at me and
I gave him my left in response.
“A poetical crow?” said Harry, who had taken

the bait.

“Who

“Yes,”

said

ever heard of such a thing?”

Norman,

is now addressing you.”
“What's

“a poetical

crow,

and

he

he saying?”

And then Norman with a broad smile radiating
his visage at the biter’s innocence, repeated in a
very expressive manner:
Young man!
Young man!
You cannot fish at all;
Reel up! Reel up! I pray, and homeward crawl.
Your rod’s a fright,
Your line a sight,
Your sinker all but right.
Reel up!
Reel up! And not a minute dare delay;
On the water the dragon fly wishes to play,
And the turtle its eggs to lay.

This was received with pleasant merriment, and
on Harry’s recovering his equanimity, inquired
of Norman: “Is that what you learn at college?”
“That, among many other things,” was the

quick retort.
“T think I will have to relate that bear hunt of
yours which made the cold shivers run down
your spine.”
“Go ahead.
I presume you mean the time that
Mr. Townsend, the author of ‘Chimmie Fadden,’
and I sought the bear on Neebish Island?”
Mp seatohin”
“Why, Harry, Mr. Townsend is an old California bear hunter and has the scalp of several
big grizzleys he has killed.
You certainly can’t

reflect on him?”
“Oh, no; not on him, but you.”
“Go ahead then.”
“T will wait till I have a larger audience,” and
that closed the diverting incident of the poetical
crow and the grand bear hunt, and again the
pleasant pursuit of the scaly breed went on.
I
will here state en passant that I met Mr. Townsend at the Rainsmere last summer and found
him a very agreeable and intelligent gentleman.
I saw him also on the evening he returned from
his fruitless bear expedition, but he said nothing
about the exploit in which Norman figured as his
companion. Norman and Harry, however, sought
the same bear that they had seen on Neebish Island, and the Governor, in speaking about it, said
that they keep their boat well in sight and an
open trail to it, and burnt
no bridges behind

them.

We

don’t think Harry will ever tell that

story in open
oa

nies

SM

ae

aE

eS

eet
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ON A CANADIAN SALMON
STREAM.
Picture in birch bark by J. Henry Phair.

dent anglers eager for first blood dropped their
silver shiners into the stream and with hearts of
hope sought the coveted prize.
For fully fifteen minutes not a nibble was had,
though a sea gull floated by and saluted us with
a terrible screetch as he rose and flew away.

The

Governor was now the first to give the gentle art
a black eye by declaring it was not his lucky day
in which
“To welcome little fishes in
With gently smiling jaws,”

and began to whimper over the location. “If you
will take the boat alongside the grass that’s showing its green leaves on the surface over yonder
about fifty feet,’ and pointing as he spoke, “we
will all capture some fish.”
Harry now responded, stating that the Commodore was in command and that he was the one
responsible and authoritative head to dictate all
movements

of the boat, and that suggestions were

somewhat reflective on quallifications.
Feeling
called upon to settle the question of change, I
stated that I thought a movement was desirable,
but that we would hunt gravel instead of grass,
and therefore ordered Norman to advance the
boat about a hundred feet up stream, as I was
satisfied that we were near the quarry, as this
locality had always yielded me ample trophies.
The Governor cheerfully acquiescéd but still kept
his eye on the grass as if it were a precious preserve.
For a wonder the engine this time
promptly responded

to the magnet

and but a mo-

_ ment or two ensued before we were at the partic-

angler as well as our

disap-

“How often have I told you about handling an
impaled fish. You discard the very elements that
bring success, patience, and the result is in nearly
every case an escapement,’ was the lecture the

youth

received

from

his

instructive

parent.

“Pa, did you ever lose a fish?”
“Yes, one last summer, I think.”
This pleasant rejoinder chased away

the dark

clouds and the birds in the branches along the
shore filled the air with songs and rejoicings, and

again the angle was taken up in expectation of a
culminating tragedy.
The fish now commenced
in dead earnest in attacking our silver-coated
shiners, and as a result they came rapidly tumb-

ling over the sides of the boat.
met disappoinments
line, then laid his

Harry, who had

unnumbered,
drew
rod aside saying:

up _ his
“I can’t

capture anything; I am evidently hoodooed.”
“Harry, let me look at your rod and line. There
must certainly be something the matter with your
tackle?”
He passed

it over to me

that his hook was
light.

These

but he will never

[TO BE

may of the youthful
pointment.

crestfallen

court,

and I noticed

too large and

I remedied,

and

on

rest

satis-

fied till honors are even with the poetical student, whose tongue is as sharp as a serpent’s
tooth.
ALEX. STARBUCK.

Te

aria

at once

his sinker too
returning

his

rod advised him to fish about a foot above the
bottom and he would surely make a success of it.
At this juncture a cawing crow which was
crossing the river came near the boat and gave us
a few of his discordant notes. Norman, on taking

in the flight of the ebon-hued bird, turned to
Harry and said, “There goes a poetical crow,”

The Lake
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Champlain

Fishing.

AFTER
a very favorable interview with the
Quebec
Provincial
Minister,
had in Montreal
week before last, the matter of arriving at a
mutual understanding with reference to the fishing in. Lake Champlain was taken up with the
Dominion
Government by the New York and

Vermont commissions last Friday, ex-Governor
Fisk, of Vermont, representing the Vermont authorities,

and

Senator

Allds

Bedell representing New

and

Assemblyman

York.

In the absence of the Dominion Minister of
Marines and Fisheries, Mr. Prefontaine, Sir Wilfred Laurier, the Dominion Premier, took charge
of the matter personally, and a very satisfactory
basis of adjustment seemed to have been reached,
and it was arranged that the final meeting betwen the various commissions and the Province
of Quebec and the Dominion Government should
be had upon the return of the Minister.
The various members of the Commission have

learned with extreme

regret of the sudden death

in Paris of Minister Prefontaine, but, in view of
the interviews already had, they have full confidence that an agreement will be reached.
Until the details are fully agreed upon the New
York representatives do not feel at liberty to give
more detail information than simply to say that
they had been met half way by the Canadian authorities, and entertain the strongest hopes that

the matter will be adjusted
will be entirely satisfactory
upon both sides of the line.

upon a basis which
to the inhabitants
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OUTLOOK,

ciently far ahead*and

have anticipated

nearly all

contingencies,

to-day

a

so

that

so

firm

founda-

tion has been laid.
The
matter

in the
unusual demands
of yachtsmen
of racing craft and the weakness of the

rating rules brought about a reign of terror in
the racing boats that well-nigh wrecked that
branch

of the sport and

brought

it into ill-repute

with more conservative supporters.
Forfunately,
all this is a thing of the past, and a much-needed
reform has taken place.
The adoption of a good
rating rule, sound in principle and reasonably
satisfactory in practice, has done much to bring
about a change, and all the blunders of the past
have been so educational that the ideas of the
yachtsmen themselves have crystallized, until they
know more clearly what they want; and the de-

mand

is for safe and

substantial

boats

the

failure to modify these conditions, so as to pro-

The attitude of the Rochester Y. C. regarding
a challenge from the Royal Canadian Y. C. is inexplicable, and their refusal would hardly be in

duce a better sort of craft, the Manchester Y. C.
made a grave error.
To perpetuate such a type
of boat as the rules of the trophy now produce,
was hardly in direction of progress.
That these
shells are fast there can be no doubt, but that

will

Witu the continued prosperity of the country
and the increasing interest in yachting the sport
will make greater progress during the year 1906
than it has in any twelve months of the past. One
who has noted
the developments
in yachting,
during the last decade, can take no other view of
the situation; for the far-sighted men who represent the vested interests have looked
suffi-

be

matches

improved

accordance
Royal

and

greater

interest

in

will be taken.

with

Canadians

the ethics of good
showed

gressive and enthusiastic

themselves

sportsmen

sport.
to

The
be

ag-

in their dis-

position to challenge on top of a defeat, although
their boat lost in 1905 not because she was slower
than the defender, but because the weather con-

ditions just suited the American.

Such incidents

as these do more than anything else to bring
about dissension and discord.
The Royal St. Lawrence men who so long defended the Seawanhaka Cup against all comers,
were not sorry when
the trophy
returned
to
American shores, for the racing had become too
one-sided.
This is about the only club the Manchester organization, which now holds the cup,
could look to for a challenge under the present

conditions governing the boats that are built. By

is their only recommendation.
Aside

to warrant

committees
problems

that can

foreigners

If he chalof winning

international

trophies,

racing

are

better

that confront

able
them;

to .cope
more

with
ocean

the
races

will be scheduled and better prizes will be put up
for competition; inter-club matches will be fostered and everything in the line of healthy racing
will be encouraged. That is the tendency not only
along the coast from Halifax to New Orleans,
but on the many inland lakes and rivers. What
better conditions could be asked for?
That ‘a few of the Long Island Sound clubs

entering the lists.
Sir Thomas Lipton will, no doubt, be seen in
American waters in 1907 with a challenger that

will be designed under the new rule.
lenges with a schooner, his chances

these

universal rating rule will be brought out after
having been laid up for several seasons; regatta

be put to some other use than mere racing. This
supplies ample work for the naval architects, and
now that they are designing vessels that are permanent monuments of their skill, they will expend their very best energies in the new productions.
American designers are by far the cleverest in
the world, a fact that has been demonstrated
beyond any question in nearly all international
matches in which American boats have participated during the past fifty odd years. However,
the importation of British yachts has been of immeasurable benefit to our owners and designers,
and to-day our own boats ‘compare favorably in
appearance with the imported creations.
Many feel that the racing is the backbone of
the sport, and in a measure this is true; but the
man who thinks yachting on the wane because
the racing has languished in certain localities for
a few years past lacks the ability to see the situation in a broad way.
While yachting would have
enjoyed greater prosperity had the racing not
been in this transitory state, a valuable lesson
has been taught and the outcome is just what
was
desired.
The
three
great
international
trophies, the America’s Cup, the Canada Cup and
the Seawanhaka Cup, are all now in the possession of American clubs.
That challenges have
not been received for the America and Seawanhaka cups is not an altogether bad sign.
Certain
conditions have militated against challenges, and
until these matters are cleaned up interest will

not be sufficiently aroused

from

will thrive during the season of 1906. New boats
are being built, old boats that are favored by the

MORE TROUBLE.
Photo by Walters.
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tN

are in financial straits is no indication of failing
interest in the sport at large, this condition is
due solely to mismanagement, and while yachtsmen are apathetic up to a certain point, when
the time comés and their assistance is really
necessary they seldom fail to give their support.
There are far too many clubs in this country, and
if the yachtsmen in each section concentrated
their efforts there would be fewer but stronger
organizations, and this would have a correspondingly good effect on the sport itself.
It is the individual effort that brings success.
Let every man who belongs to a club do his part
to make that particular organization a successful
one. If a yachtsman does not belong to a club,
he will find it advantageous to join one; if his
means are limited he may readily find a club
where the expenses are small, There’ are many
benefits to be derived and every yachtsman owes
it to himself and the sport to be identified with
some club.
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‘More Trouble.

1905.
CHILDS,

THE most satisfactory test of the new_rating
rule during the past season was given in Class Q

i.

of the Gravesend Bay Association, where four
new boats of different design, rating at the class
limit of 22ft., were raced persistently throughout
the season

in home

waters,

and

on

Long

Islan¢c

Sound during Larchmont race week.
In this class More Trouble, designed by
Charles D. Mower, and owned by Mr. W. H.
Childs, made the best record for the entire sea-

FOR
MOWER,
W,

son’s work, although the racing was very close,
and honors, especially toward the end of the

season, were well divided.
Her record shows
thirteen firsts, seven seconds, eight thirds, three
fourths and four breakdowns, or withdrawals,
making a total of thirty-five races sailed.
This
includes twice winning the Childs
perpetual
challenge trophy, which was finally lost in the
third contest to Ogeemah on time allowance, and

the Larchmont series cup.
During the Larchmont race week the Class
Q boats, and More Trouble in particular, attracted considerable attention by their fine performances,
as they regularly beat the race-

abouts and many of the larger boats. This was
especially remarkable, as the Q boats are of the
most

wholesome

type and of rather

heavy

D.
CHARLES
BY
—DESIGNED

con-

struction, with large displacement and moderate
sail plans.
Later in the season a series of races was
_ sailed on Gravesend Bay between two representative

Long

designed
Messrs.

Island

by

Mr.

Tams,

Sound

raceabouts,

Clinton

Lemoine

H.

& Crane,

Crane,
and

—LINES—

Nora,

of

Cricket,

designed by Mr. B. B. Crowninshield, and More
Trouble and Cockatoo II., of the Gravesend
Bay Class Q. This series resulted in a victory
for the

Class

Q boats,

More

Trouble

winning

the highest score of points, with Cockatoo II.
in second place, and demonstrated the ability,
especially in heavy weather, of the boats built
under the new rule, and it is interesting to note
that these races were sailed without time allowance in spite of the fact that the raceabouts
would rate considerably higher than 22ft.—the
limit of Class Q.
In the races for the Childs trophy, Bellows
cup and Vernon pitcher, it was demonstrated
that the larger boats could not save their time
over the Q boats, and even the Tabasco—one
of the new Herreshoff New York Y. C. onedesign thirties—was regularly beaten by More
Trouble and the others of Class Q.
The design of More Trouble shows a wellturned hull with a sharp bow and fine stern and
clean lines throughout.
She has a graceful
sheer with considerable freeboard and moderate
overhangs, and is in every sense the wholesome
type of boat the rule is intended to produce.
With the forestay going to the stemhead, the
- sail is all well inboard, and the flush deck, with
narrow

cockpit,

arrangement

makes a most

for racing.

TROUBLE

convenient deck

MORE
4 ta

ze

so
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She was built by the Huntington Mfg. Co., of
New Rochelle, and it planked* with cedar over
oak frames, copper fastened throughout.
The
deck is canvas-covered, and the cockpit finish,
companion slide, rails, etc., mahogany, giving
her a handsome
appearance on deck.
More

Trouble was fitted with Pigeon hollow spars.
As several new boats are being built, Class
Q promises to give the keenest racing again
next season, and with some alterations, which
are being made
under the direction
of the
designer, Mr. Childs hopes to be able to keep
More Trouble at the top of the class for another season.
Her dimensions are:
Length—
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Charles

D. Mower,
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N. A.

CHARLES D. Mower, naval architect and yacht
broker, announces that he has opened an office
in the Columbia Building, 29 Broadway, New
York city. A specialty will be made of designing and supervising the construction of yachts
of all classes.
The work which Mr. Mower has in hand at

present includes two new one-design classes and
orders for cruising and racing craft, numbering
in all about twenty boats.

In Class Q on Gravesend

Bay he will have a

new
boat designed for a prominent
Boston
racing man who will be in New York next season.
‘This boat will be an improved
More
Trouble, and with the experience gained in a
season’s racing on the old boat, the new one
should be a dangerous competitor.
A design has also been turned out for a 2Ifooter to compete in the Lipton cup races at

Chicago
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ARCH)

Broadway . New York

next August, and this boat will proba-

bly be built in the East under the designer’s
supervision.
She is an extreme centerboarder,
36ft. over all, 21ft. waterline and i1ft. breadth,
carrying about 1,000 sq. ft. of sail in jib and
mainsail rig.

For the Penataquit

Corinthian

Y. C., of Bay

Shore,
Long
Island, a class
of one-design
knockabouts is to be built.
The design shows
a thoroughly wholesome
type of centerboard
knockabout with outside ballast, and is a boat

suitable

for

comfortable

afternoon

sailing,

ing 335 sq. ft. of sail, and it is expected that a
fleet of ten boats will be built by the Huntington Mfg. Co., of New Rochelle.
A smaller one-design fleet will be built to race
on Lake Placid, in the Adirondacks, owned by

of the Lake Placid Y. C.

are fin-keels,

20ft. 6in. over

line, with 6ft. breadth

These boats

all, 14ft. 6in. water-

and carrying 225 sq. ft.

of sail in knockabout rig.
A cruising sloop of 22ft. waterline and 34{t.
over all length
has been designed
for Mr.
Charles O. Julian, of Vancouver, B. C., and will
be built out on the Pacific coast.
An order for a cruising yawl has been placed

by Mr. P. T. Walden, of New Haven, Conn., the
exact dimensions not yet being decided.
Several
power
boats
have
been
designed,
among them being a 35ft. cabin cruiser for Mr.
J. Walter Reimels, of Woodhaven, Long Island,

and

a 26ft. launch

‘Clifford

S. Fox,

of the Express

of New

York

city.

type for Mr.

DECK

TROUBLE

as

well as for class racing.
The rig is small with
no bowsprit.
The boats are 26ft. over all, 16ft.
waterline, 7ft. 6in. breadth, and 2ft. draft, carry-

members

MORE

Boston

AND

SAIL

PLANS.

open

Letter.

Commodore Edward P. Boynton will be elected
commodore, Commodore B. P. Cheney retiring.
Rear-Commodore Alfred Douglas will be elected
NEw
has

SMALL

designed

CruiIser.—Mr.
a 23ft. waterline

F,. Whiting, of New
ing ‘form,

bilges.

with

She

York.

is 34ft. over

has

as

yet

been

Norman

L. Skene

cruiser

for Dr. J.

The boat is of pleas-

considerable

dead

rise and

slack

all, 8ft. 11in. breadth

and 5ft. draft.
She will have a raceabout rig
with 600 sq. ft. of sail.
For a boat of this size

the accommodation

is considerable.

cabin there are transoms
is also a toilet room and

forward

with

in the cabin

In the main

to sleep three.
there is a good

a large ice-box.

The

head

There
galley

room

He also has an order

launch

New

Small

for a 20ft. fast

D. Mower,

for

Mr.

for use

Samuel

on

Lake

have

an

LauncH

Brothers

By

for W.

SMALL

H.

W.

Childs, 1905.

Howard,

of

Ontario.

BroTHERS.—Messrs.

order

for a 28ft.

hunt-

ing launch for Mr. C. H. Kelley, of Winthrop.
She will have a breadth of 6ft. 5in., and will
have

a

I5

horsepower

engine

of

special

build.

She will be built at Winthrop under Mr. Kelley’s
supervision.
CorRINTHIAN
Y. C. Meetinc.—The
annual
meeting

of the Corinthian

Y. C., of Marblehead,

will be held on Wednesday, Jan. 10, when the
following officers will be voted for:
Com.,
Henry A. Morss; Vice-Com., Harry H. Walker;
Rear-Com., William P. Wharton; Sec., Herbert

S. Goodwin; Treas., Fred. W. Moore; Meas.,
William B. Stearns; Executive Committee—John
O. Shaw and A. K. Simpson; Regatta Committee—Lawrence F. Percival, William L. Carlton
and

Samuel

Percival
Paine

is 5ft. 8™%4in.

Mr. Skene is designing a 33ft. twin-screw
cruising launch for Dr. Vincent Buckley, of San
Francisco.

by Charles

Toronto,

Boston Y. C. Meretinec.—The annual meeting
of the Boston Y. C. will be held Wednesday,
Jan. 31, in the Rowe’s Wharf club house..
Vice-

vice-commodore.
No selection
made for rear-commodore.

Designed

and

Braman;

W.

Pope,

George

Membership

Oliver

W.

P. Hodgdon;

Committee—

Shead,
House

Everett
Commit-

tee—Herbert I. Foster and William H. Joyce.
SoutH Boston Y. C. MeEetinc.—The annual
meeting of the South Boston Y. C. will be held
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in the club house, Columbia Road, on Wednesday
evening, Jan. 13, when officers and committees
for the year will be elected.
It is announced
that the annual ball of the club will be held in
Paul Revere Hall on Wednesday evening, Feb. 7.
New
Burcess & PAcKARD DeEsicns.—Messrs.

Burgess

& Packard

have

received

an

order

to

Lawley’s.

and 46ft. breadth.

27

were

recently purchased

in inspecting coast defenses

YACHTING

NEWS

The upper decks

will contain a perfectly appointed hospital.
A
ventilating system is to supply cool air to all the
wards.
‘The cost of the vessel will be about
$75,000.
The same firm is also designing a 27-

by Mr.

B. KILLEEN,

four men
persons.

NOTES.

C. Field, of Seattle, to be

and her cabins

AuxttAry
NorKA

Col.

W.

ACCEPTED

M.

BY THE

Black,

U.

GOVERNMENT.—Lieut.-

S. A., representing

New

and 4ft. draft, and is fitted with two four-cylinder Standard engines of 25 horsepower.
Norka
will be used throughout the entire year and is
built of wood.
She is lighted by electricity and
heated by hot water.
She will carry a crew of

a New York junk dealer.
Joun

along the upper

England coast. She is 67ft. over all, 14ft. breadth

She will be built at

the Atlantic Works, East Boston.

rater for Mr. Henry

They

E. J. Reise,

This boat will be 170ft. over all, 165ft.

waterline

STREAM.

StrippiInc LEAD Keets.—The
lead has _ been
taken from the keels of the 36ft. cutter King
Philip and the old Burgess designed 30-footer
Tom Boy. Both boats have been hauled out at

design a new floating hospital to replace the one
that has been used for several years about the

harbor.

AND

the

United
States Government,
has
accepted
the
large power boat Norka, built by the Williams &
Whittelsey Company at Steinway, L. I., for usé

will accommodate

RRe
Hostess Sotp.—Mr.

Hollis Burgess

has sold the auxiliary sloop yacht Hostess, owned
by Mr. Robert G. Shaw, of Wellesley, Mass., to
Mr. Augustus P. Loring, of Boston.
Hostess is
a modern auxiliary yacht and is equipped with a

20 horsepower Lozier gasolene engine.

built on the Pacific coast, and a 30ft. cabin launch

for Mr. Vertrees, of Nashville, Tenn., to be used
in Florida.
At their Marblehead yard the keel
and frames are out for a 28-footer
Ross, of East Dennis.

for Mr. J. H.

CotumBia Y. C. Meetinc.—The annual meeting of the Columbia Y. C. will be held in the
club house, Columbia Road, South Boston, on
Wednesday evening, Jan. 3, when officers for the
year will be elected.
Fast Crursinc Launcu.—Mr. Fred. D. Lawley has designed a fast cruising launch for Mr.
William M. Lovering, of Taunton, who owns the
46ft. schooner Mavis.
This boat will be built at

the Lawley yard.
8in.

waterline,

She will be 78ft. over all, 71ft.

11ft.

2in.

breadth

and

aft. draft.

She will be of the scout type with two low cabin
trunks, with steering space on the deck level be-

Naval

Archictects

ARTHUR.

and

Architect

Yacht

Broker,

@ PACKARD,

Naval Architects and Engineers.

Yacht Builders,

131 State St., BOSTON, MASS.
Tel, 4870 Main.
Marblehead Office and Works:
Nashua Street, Marblehead, Massachusetts.
300-Ton Railway.
Modern Building Shops. Two new
Storage Sheds. 10-Ton Steam Shearlegs. 21 feet of water
off our railway. Large Storage Capacity. Ship Chandlery
and Machine Shop. Repair Work of all kinds quickly
handled.

HOLLIS

BURGESS,

Yacht Broker and General Marine Agent. Yachts and Vessels for sale and charter.
Gasoline Engines.
Insurance of all kinds.
Fire, Marine, Life, Liability,
Accident, etc.
Tel. 1905-1 Main.
10 Tremont St.,
~
Branch Office, 131 State Shey
~
Tel. 4870 Main.

BOSTON,

MASS.

LORILLARD & WALKER,
Yacht Brokers,
Telephone 6950 Broad.
C. SHERMAN

41 Wall St., New

Hoyt.

MontGcomery

HOYT

@

York

Winslow

Edward

H.

Forbush

Lite

1. Suburban Life isa Practical Country Life

Mason Building, Kirby Street, BOSTON, MASS.
Cable Address, ‘‘ Designer,’’ Boston.

BURGESS

M.
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Six Reasons Why You Should Subscribe

& BINNEY.)

and

Helen

uburban

Brokers.

BINNEY,

(Formerly Stewart

Naval

Ida D. Bennett

Eben E. Rexford

tween.
There will be good accommodations forward and aft. The crew’s quarters will be in the
engine space.
She will have a Standard engine
of 100 horsepower.

City.

H. CLark.

E. P. Powell

a
3.
A.
5.
6.

Magazine

Suburban Life has secured the Best Country
Life Writers
Suburban Life is Different from any
Country Life Magazine
Suburban Life is a Magazine for both Men
and

Suburban

Women
Life is the Finest product of the

Filibert Roth

printer's art

Suburban Life is the Only $1.00 Country
Life Magazine

@ The only way to size up a magazine is by examining a copy. Sent free on
postal card request. Read the following special holiday offer.
Send us four subscriptions and $4.00, and
we will repay you for your trouble by en-

OPEGIAL OFFER

tering your name, or that of a friend, for a

year’s subscription without additional charge. Friends in a neighborhood may
Send for our prospectus and clubbing list.
take advantage of this offer.

Pof .T Mond AUblishers Suburban Life

CLARK,

16 State

Street,

Boston,

Ex-Gov.

Bachelder

Mass.

L ARCHITECTS
AND
ENGINEERS,
YACHT. BROKERAGE.
High Speed Work;a Specialty.
17 Battery Place, New York.

NORMAN
Yacht

Naval
Broker.

L. SKENE,

Architect

15 Exchange

Engineer.
Marine Insurance.

Street, Boston,

SMALL
NAVAL

and

Mass.

BROS.
YACHT

ARCHITECTS.

BROKERAGE.

No. 112 Water Street, BOSTON, MASS.
Tel. 3556-2 Main.
courers and racing boats a specialty.

STEARNS
Marblehead,

Nava

@

McKAY,

Mass.,

Architects

U. S. A.

and Builders.

Send roc. Stamp for Illustrated Catalogue.

Prof. Charles K. Graham

Robert Cameron
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Rifle Range and Gallery.
Fixtures.
Twenty-two
Mich.—Indoor
Rapids,
12-17.—Grand
Caliber Rifle League of the United States tournament.
Chas. J. Otis, Cor. Sec’y.
indoor
shot
hundred
York.—One
12-17.—New
March
championship.
Feb.

Ohio

Rifle

Notes.

Twenty members took part in the shoot on the new
grounds of the Englewood, O., Rifle Club on Dec. 29.
offhand, al
at 100yds.
each
25 matches,
were
There
shot, possible 10. Prize in each event a chicken. C. W.
230;
possible
of_a
out
173
Matthews was high man, with
T. H. Parks (possible 220) 166; H. M. Mast (220) 156;
Fetter
143;
(280)
Less Leiber (230) 155; H. R. Iddings
(120) 84; Macy (120) 83; Anderson (100) 76; S. Johns
(220) 65; Heck (80) 89; Kerr (60) 37; Jay (40) 25; O. P.
Mast (40) 23; Coppock (60) 17; E. Mast (40) 14; Hoover
(40) 12; Johnson (10) 7. Wheeler and Dickey fired one
Uhler tried his luck
shot each, but failed to score.
Following
in three matches, but did not make a point.
This match
year.
the
for
winners
medal
are the club
is at 100yds. offhand, 4 shots, possible 40: January—Joe.
8,
February—W. Ha Kerr,6;
Hoover, 7, 10, 8, 9-34.
April—Wm.
Leiber, 6, 7, 8, 7—28.
March—Less
6—27.
6—27.
8,
7,
6,
Leiber,
Less
May—
Jay, 9, 7, 8, 6—80.
July—Less Leiber, 9,
Kerr, 7, 10, 7, 9—83.
June—Wm.
Fetter and M. T. Hampton
August—F._
10, 9, 8-86.
on

tied

Fetter,

December—F.

30.

9, 9, 5—33. |

10,

On

April 22, Leiber scored 226 out of a possible 300 in 30
shots, and on July 4, in 25 shots, he scored 188 out of
‘
a possible 250.
The contest for the Phellis trophy, announced to take
The
place on Dec. 27 at Newark, was declared off.
challenged for_the cup, left the
club, which
Dayton
was
and
Club,
selection of a date to the Newark Gun
A Columbus team was
unable to shoot on the day set.
also to have competed for the cup.
The popular trade representative, Del D. Gross, of
West Jefferson, managed a very successful turkey shoot
on Dec. 28. Forty turkeys were given as prizes, and all
Handisurplus cash was divided 50, 30 and 20 per cent.
Shooters were present from Columbus,
cap, 14 to 18yds.
CA. Young,
Urbana, Newark, Dayton and Springfield.
of Springfield, was high gun, with 97 out 100; Jack Smith,
of Columbus, second, with 93.
The turkey shoot given by the Columbus Gun Club on
Dec. 23 was well attended, and shooting was kept up
Visitors from Cincinnati, Newark, Kenton
until dark.
The club house was
and other places were present.
handsomely decorated with Christmas greens anda fine
F. H. Shattuck was high with 183
dinner was served.
out of 220; Fislinger (190) 147; Orr (140) and Taylor (180)
(120) 114; Gross
tied on 124; Fisher (150) 122; Roemick
(120) 81; Donaldson
(110) 93; Johnson
(120) 103; Ketter
Ten others
(110) 78; Wilson (110) 78.
(110) 79; Williams

shot at less than 100 targets each.
The Christmas shoot of the Springfield Gun Club was
attended by over forty shooters, and was one of the most
Among the
successful ever given on the club grounds.
visitors were Ralph Trimble, of Covington, Ky.; Del
and Jett
Batdorf
H.
Wm.
Ohio.;
Jefferson,
Gross, W.
Karnhem, of St. Paris; J. H. Taylor, of Newark; Lou
Jamestown;
of
Strong,
Ben
Lake;
Buckeye
Fisher,
Two sets
Ernest, New Moorefield, and Smith, of Xenia.
10-target
seventeen
were
There
used.
of traps were
events for experts, 50 cents entrance, with a turkey tor
For the amateurs eight 10-target events
prize in each.
were run off, 50 cents entrance, with a turkey for first
and cash for second prize in each.
In the experts, Poole
and Gross each shot through the programme and tied
on 151 for high gun; McConnell (160) and Taylor (150)
tied

for

second

142;

on

133;

Downs

(120)

98:

Batdorf

(80)

100;
71;

Fisher

(150)

Trimble

R.

(90)

Karnhem

136;

(110)
84;

Heikes

(140)

Carr

(150)

102;

Wilson

(10)

10.

Heikes broke 97 out of his first 100. The turkey winners
were:
Poole 1, Taylor 4, McConnell 1, Gross 2, Heikes
Thirty-five men
4, Batdorf 2, Karnhem 2, Wilson 1.
Wink was
shot in one or more of the amateur events.
the only man to shoot through and be scored 54 out of
80; McCulloch
(10) 10; Jack (10) 10; Snyder (20) 18;
Foley (20) 17; Sparrow (60) 44; Goings (60) 42.
The
turkey winners were: McCulloch, Jack, Snyder, Foley,
Sparrow and Goings 1 each; Wink 2. Second prize winners

were:

Batdorf,

Stafford,

Downs,

Wink,

Combs.

In

the fifth event Wade, Strong and Shobe tied on 8 for
second prize.
Ross and Clark tied on 8 for second prize
in the seventh event.
Ross and Connell tied on 7 for
the second prize in the eighth event.
In a_15-target
event, $1 entrance, two moneys, Karnhem and D. Snyder
tied on 14; Poole and Roy 13 each; Wilson 10.
The
21

Poole

each;

event,

was

event

closing

moneys.

Karnhem,

and

25

at

Gross

and

$1.50

Roy

Wilson,

19;

the money

targets,

22 each;

was

Shooting

19.

entrance,

and

Darkness

D.

two

Snyder

ended

this

divided.

Extraordinary.

Dec. 29.—On Dec. 23 and 24 Capt. A. H. Hardy, of
Lincoln, Neb., made a most remarkable score with a
.22 rifle.
Shooting at a distance of 25ft. at 2%in. wood
balls thrown in the air, he hit 5,152 before he missed.
The shooting was done in Mercantile
Hall on the
Nebraska State Fair grounds, and in the presence of
three judges who have made affidavits to the correctness
of the score.
Shooting was begun at 1 P. M. on Dec.
23 and continued until 2,000 shots had been fired, when
it became too dark to continue with safety, and was
resumed again at 11 A. M., on Dec. 24.
After a few
shots had been fired, the Captain seemed to shoot with
the same accuracy and confidence as on the previous day.
His ambition after passing the 4,000 mark was to make
it 5,000, and he went along to that mark, shooting very
accurate and in good time.
At this point, the skylight
in the building was causing a side light, and shooting

AND

STREAM.

was difficult, so it was decided to continue in the open
air.
After an interval of several minutes, in which the
apparatus was being moved out, a start was made on the
next thousand, but the shooter looked worn, his features
were drawn, and it was evident to judges and spectators
that his nerves and muscles had relaxed, and that he
would soon miss.
On his 153d shot on this thousand
the judges stopped him to examine a doubtful ball, and
not finding a bullet mark, they declared the ball missed,
and recorded a continuous run of 5,152 shots for Captain
Hardy.
Only one gun was used during the performance,
which was not cleaned, but was loaded by the shooter
after the cartridges had been placed in the tubes by an
attendant.
Much credit for this performance is due to Bud Bowers,
who threw every ball, and they were as regular and
steady as if thrown by machinery.
In adition to these,
he had thrown from 1,000 to 2,000 balls per day for
several days previous, when Captain was putting himself in condition for this test.
CORRESPONDENT.
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THE regular practice shoot was held Dec. 29 on the
Zettler ranges in West Twenty-third street, New York
city, on the 25-ring target at 75ft. offhand, when these
scores were made:
MUZi0
Seeccrcse 0209 20L
Mastropaolo
...2384 233 225
Contiviceue Rehoate 239 234
De Felice ......234 2380
Realracsc eheses 238 237
Messina
4.0040%%226 216 209
Mandelli
....... 235 229 229
M Mastropaolo .196 193 192

Trapshooting.
If you want your shoot to be announced
send a notice like the following:

here

Fixtures.
5.—Merristown, N. J.—Morris G. C. shoot.
F. A.
Trowbridge, Sec’y.
SIxTy-SEVEN members of this club shot two scores of
Jan. 7.—St. Louis, Mo.—At
Dupont Park, target and
10 shots each on the regular weekly shooting day, Dec.
pigeon shoot. Alec D. Mermod, Mgr.
22, at 75ft. offhand.
George Ludwig was high on the
Jan. 16-19.—Hamilton (Ont.) G. C. annual winter tournaring target with a total of 479 points, but the prize hung
ment.
Ralph C. Ripley, Sec’y.
up
for
the
winner
on
the
bullseye
target
went
to
Jan. 17.—Poughkeepsie (N. Y.) G. C. annual tournament.
William Schaefer, whose shot counted 24% degrees.
The
A. LL. Traver, Capt.
Jan. 25.—Edgewater
N. J.—All-day tournament of the
scores by totals:
Palisade G. C.; $50 added.
A. A. Schoverling, Megr.,
Ring target:
2 Murray street, New York City.
G Ludwig
Ve Elle
yetme
astertes
Jan.
22-27.—Brenham,
Tex.—Sunny
South Handicap; $1,500
J C Bonn
Jor Doscher
added for amateurs.
Alf. Gardiner, Mgr.
A P Fegert
Ge EV XG miee tn oslaiypiciate
Feb.
22.—Edgewater,
N.
J.—Palisade
G. C. all-day shoot,
F Von Ronn
CARGenis wises
Soars
AeA:
Schoverling,
Mer., 2 Murray
street, New
J N F Siebs
Ce Brmvkamatrccieai sets
York.
C Meyer
EP leopoldincascnnetcs
Feb. 22.—Utica,
N. Y.—Riverside G. C. all-day tournaBarney, Zettlér eere-2 ure 464
Fim Gob ber asicsteetesieeie:
ment.
E.
J. Loughlin, Sec’y.
BP Bacompre) seseaenne 462
N C. L Beversten ..... 419
March 14-16.—lowa State Sportsmen’s Association annual
ED Wialhrs Nokettenileem
see's 456
Ti Hesse s adenersene . 419
tournament.
C. W. Budd, Sec’y.
Phil Heidelberger ..... 455
J Jamtzenimarncwesenancies
See ent
(N. Y.) G. C. tournament. B. D. Nobles,
ielteleeeieye EnAcchs tacos 453
BY Bel dhuseticasterciessieca's
ec’y.
C1Grosch ecm
sce civic’ 452
Tr Ouaala
ann vccueteen
May 15-19.—Kansas City, Mo.—Missouri State Game and
G Plump’ pameemterias sae 451
Cy. Wahmann wae. ce
Fish Protective Association twenty-ninth annual tourG Offerman ccccs
vec eel450
J MEM
Ppl weawh es
nament.
R. S. Elliott, Sec’y.
H Dw NMeveraiceccs one 449
i) yParadiesvn wcceaseuut.
Knox & Knapp,
May 16-17.—Auburn, N. Y., tournament.
JiG Dhoel kepetaocscicss 449
Wi Ulrich: siaccnencsess
Mers.
FR oIN ord bruchieenine «1c 448
H Heimecke! (..ciceacaxtees
May 24-25.—Montreal, Can.—Canadian Indians’ first annual
ReOhmseuenaeee
es hehe
W ‘Schacter tewcec trees
tournament.
Thomas A. Duff, High Scribe.
C Sievers
EL WATICOD hteorciselemeteiciere ©
June 12-14.—Fuairmont, W. Va.—Tenth annual tournament
Otto Schwanemann
...447
M L Meinschien
+
of
the
West
Virginia State Sportsmen’s Association,
Wie Dahl) ivorasiesites
crete 447
FA i Behrens \oss
sisteere-e'slore
under the auspices of Fairmont
Gun Club; $1,000
AT Wirtemcke Gir weiss 444
EUMLOEMISCH SYveces
added
to
purses.
E. H. Taylor, Mgr.; Ed. O. Bower,
FURMGyIt Va, csiesieciietcae 444
IND
Haaren) cen.
Sec’y-Treas.
‘
:
Divonydersiiteth wives:+.442
GCeBoesch? sess cmareismeers
:
He G Pamborsticew.s.<- 442,
August Beckmann
....393
Ge Rofimanny a eecmincs441
ELS Ouernianth secemottees 388
H B Michaelsen ....... 439
Muller:
sc35. astm aretitess 383
G H Wehrenberg ..... 439
TN Gre ERGEZelie. arasticten: 373
Di MBIGK en ae tacenisteecens4387
Aug! antzen Mr ecccccers 352
The Olean, N. Y., Gun Club claims May 8 and 9 as
GyMariti tones cate oemateier 436
N plants etiuan venesmantene 364
dates for their tournament.
B. D. Nobles is the SecreHy Hairihorste sess tes 435
FY Gobbery.ia. auecseues
nt 347
tary.
Decker
voc cece ees 433
PiOPrangeey accrossene 339
x
HT
cohden sires state 429
JED) AR Ce
5 Gre 311
ID WPepers reieclemietisems 42
The large number of good shots who survived 1905
is a living refutation of the old adage that the good die
young.
Zettler Rifle Club.

New

York

Schuetzen

Corps.

Jan.

*

Scorrs were not so high as usual at the shoot held
Dec. 26, but a dozen of the faithful ones were on hand.
Owen Smith and W. A. Tewes were high on the ring
target, while Tewes captured the bullseye prize.
The
scores in full, 75ft., offhand:
Ring target:
Opesmith aaa 241 238 244 241 245 244 239 245 244 248—2426
G Schlicht. ....: 244 241 245 242 243 243 246 286 243 235—2418
T H Keller, Jr.231 239 240 287 288 242 233 243 243 244—2390
A Begerow...... 231 281 230 224 235 235 234 231 237 230—2318
Bullseye target:
Wi PAT Gress:
desnits ue peal sais eerneate 244 249 247 244 247—1231
CoG
Zettlenin. -centaemede
cnn actuate 241 243 238 238 245—1205
Lit Ce BiSS Ais o. aehictiical diisaocuarestesiere 235 242 245 235 248—1200
Cy Zettlety si wae ns ptasorear
ecoteros eels 240 236 240 237 235—1188
De Maurer
tava
eccca
240 237 289 231 236—1183
H
«GC. Zettler.
226 228 234 235 287—1160
G SBerniusic=
0.5, Suitcases
cae. tomate 225 228 229 227 224—1133
Bullseye target, degrees:
WUAt-Tewesé:,...2-ne 2114
Ca'GeZettlertscsesns
cir 45
G*Bernius: 6 s.fcer eee
U
eMiaurets
eerie
cas reir 58
ike Busse meses
sco aeaeem 2716
ASBEErOW brie. cenacatts 73
deh (GWAR GOK goog madouT 28
GUScHIicht tues. ce-meiee 85

Cumberland

Valley

Rifle

Association.

CaRLISE, Pa., Dec. 30.—The annual election of officers,
held to-day by the Cumberland Valley Rifle Association,
resulted as follows:
President, H. E. Donson; VicePresident, Charles A. Bender, the Indian pitcher of the
Philadelphia Athletics; Secretary and Treasurer, Warren
G. Hughes; Field Captain, William Minnich; Assistant,
Phillip Six.
Following is a result of the shoot:
Philip Six 36, ohn
Sennett 28, W. G. Hughes 66, Harry Bear 34,
H. A A.
Boyer 46, C. A. Bender 27, William Failor 26, H. E.
Donson 58, E. J. Kennedy 45, Moses Braught 39.
W.
G. Hughes won the gold medal, H. A. Boyer the silver
medal and E. J. Kennedy the bronze medal.

Rifle Notes.
Some revolver matches were shot in the Fourth Regiment Armory, Baltimore, Md., Dec. 30.
The distance
was 40yds. and two handicaps.
The first match was won
by Dr. Dennis from scratch, with a score of 45 out of
50. Mr. Reese won the second from 35yds. with 42 out
of 50. Mr. Rogers won the 40yd. scratch
match with 25
straight.
There were fifteen contestants.

DRIVERS AND TWISTERS.

td

For the shooter who had
gross quantities, cold and raw,
an ideal day.

ad

a yearning for wind in
Saturday of last week was
;

The manager, A. A. Schoverling, writes
all-day shoot of the Palisade Gun Club will
Feb. 22, at Edgewater, N. J.

us that
be held

an
on

td
At the shoot of the Meadow Springs Gun Club, Philadelphia, Dec. 30, Mr. James Coyle made an excellent
club record by breaking 61 straight from a Leggett trap.
2
Messrs. L. J. Squier and Neaf Apgar were visitors at
the S. S. White Gun Club shoot on the grounds of the
Keystone Shooting League, Holmesburg Junction, Pa.,
on Jan. 1. Squier made a total of 163 out of 180 and
was high gun.

¥,

:

The Morris Gun Club, Morristown, N. J., announce
an all-day shoot, beginning at 10 o’clock, Jan. 5. There
will be open shooting.
Mr. W. H. Heer and Mr. Frank
E. Butler are announced as visitors.
Mr. F. A. Trowbridge is the Secretary.
The contest for the championship of Delaware between
Messrs. Richardson (holder) and McHugh (challenger),
the former of Dover, Del., and the latter of Wilmington,
Del., resulted in a victory for Mr. Richardson by a score
of 89 to 85. It took place on Monday of this week.

Ld
E. J. Loughlin, Secretary, writes us that “‘The Christmas Day target tournament of the Riverside Gun Club,
Utica, N. Y., did not occur.
During a destructive wind-.
storm, which occurred on Wednesday night, Dec. 20, the
club house was partially wrecked and made a postponement necessary.
The programme has been transferred to
Washington’s Birthday, when a big midwinter shoot will
be held.”

FOREST
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CORRECTION
to believe that U. M. C. Cartridges are

Some sportsmen seem

We

NOT made for all kinds and calibres of rifles.

wish

every sports-

man to know that whenever any Arms Company brings out a new
weapon, the U. M. C. Company immediately makes a cartridge
especially adapted to it.
VU. M. C. Cartridges for all repeating rifles, all single
shot

rifles,

pistols, revolvers,

old or

netw models, all calibres
¢

BRIDGEPORT,
Agency,

313 Broadway,

New

York

Edward
O’Donnell,
of MLansford,
defeated
Charles
Burke, of Coles, at Mahanoy City, Pa., on Jan. 1, in an
exciting match at 13 birds for $150 a side.
This was a
contest of endurance as well as of skill. About 500 people
were stated to be present.
The scores were:
O’Donnell
9, Burke 7.
»
There was a large attendance at the Point Breeze
Race Track, Philadelphia, to participate in the live-bird
-contests on Dec. 30. The high wind was a serious interference with the shooters’ attempts.
In the main event at
10 birds, sixteen entries, Mr. E. C. Garigus, Jr., was the
only one to score straight.
The December cup of the Crescent Athletic Club was
won finally by Mr. D. C. Bennett, at the weekly shoot
He
‘held at Bay Ridge, L. I., on Saturday of last week.
had as opponents two formidable. contestants,
Messrs.
C. A. Lockwood and O. C. Grinnell, Jr., the victory
“between the three depending on the final contest.

Sd
R. S. Elliott, Secretary, writes us that the Missouri
State Game and Fish Protective Association will hold
their twenty-ninth annual tournament on the Blue River
shooting grounds, Kansas City, Mo., May 15-19.
Pro.
grammes may. be had after April 15, on application to
Secretary Elliott, 807 Delaware street, Kansas City.

Mr. C. W.
the numerous
fiew years ago,
than it is at
New Smyrna,

x
Billings, at one time a regular shooter in
trapshooting contests about New York a
when trapshooting was much more active
present, departed for his winter home at
Fla., in the early part of this week.
Mr.

CONN.
Depot, 86-88

City

Billings has been shooting quite regularly at the traps
of the New York Athletic Club, of which organization
he is a member.
He scored a number of wins, and approached near to his old-time excellence of form.

x,
A new gun club, the Laurel, Md., Game
Association, recently organized, and elected
follows:
President, Harry F. Frost; First
dent,

M.

J.

Tighe;

Second

Vice-President,

Protective
officers as
WVice-PresiP.

C.

Gor-

man;
Secretary
and Treasurer,
Le Page
Cronmiller;
Commiitee
on New
Members,
Herman
G. Odenwald
and John W. Williams.
A large sum of money has
already been subscribed, with which the club will buy
birds in the near future.
The club has nearly forty
members.

x,
The match between Messrs. S. C. Alman and J. McDonald, 25 live birds; 28yds., $25 a side, shot at the
Point Breeze Race Track, Philadelphia, Jan. 1, was won
by Mr. Alman, with a score of 24.to 20. An exhibition
shoot, 27yds., between Miss Ricker, of Lancaster, Pa.,
and Judge James Tonghill, resulted in a tie on 17 out
of

21

birds

shot

at.

Each

missed

CO.

CARTRIDGE

METALLIC

UNION

THE

an

equal

number,

which is not always the case between gentlemen.
Two
sweepstakes, one at 10, the other at 7 birds, were shot
also, but no straight scores were made.
»
Mr. R. O. Heikes, who by his friends everywhere is
often referred to by the endearing term “The Daddy
of "Em All” in recognition of his eminent skill at the
traps, was an honored visitor in New York during a
part of the holiday season.
He was busy a large part
of the time shaking hands with old friends, and it is not
to be presumed that in the short time of a few days he

First Street, San Francisco,

Cal.

met them all at that.
This great performer, whose high
average through past years are in number as the leaves
of the forest, has heen shooting during the past year in
great form, and his clear eye, grand physique and exemplary habits indicate clearly that he will continue to
snuff ’°em out during many years to come.

w,
The Crescent Athletic Club held a New Year’s Day
There were twenty conshoot which was well attended.
testants for the New Year’s cup, which was won by Mr.
F. T. Bedford with a straight score after a shoot-off with
Messrs. H. Kryn, O. C. Grinnell, Jr., and A. G. SouthMr. Bedford also scored
worth, each of whom
scored 23.
Mr. H.
a win on the Stake trophy with a score of 25.
the Ernst trophy, a useful cabinet which
Kryn
won
opened with sweet music and displayed useful bottles
events
and
programine
of thirteen
was
glasses.
<A
finished.

¥,

The following, taken from the Sun, is sad news indeed
to the many friends of the deceased:
‘“‘Memphis, Tenn.,
Dec. 26.—Frank P. Poston, local counsel for the Southern Pacific Railway Corporation, was shot through the
abdomen late yesterday afternoon and died last night.
Poston

was

walking

in

De

Soto

street

on

his

way

home

from a Christmas gathering.
As he came opposite the
mouth of a blind alley, which formed the side entrance
to a negro saloon, a drunken negro fired his pistol toward
the street.
The bullet passed through Poston’s hand
and lodged in his abdomen.
Poston died in the Presbyterian Hospital.
He asserted that the shooting was
accidental.
The negro who did the killing is known to
the police, but has not been caught.
Poston was well
known as an expert shot.”

FOREST

ANDSS

REAM:

to 20, Foord having the misfortune to break
of his gun right at the start of this string.
went

to

Dover

and

tried

to

get

the

cup
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the top-snap
Then Foord

back,

but

Rich-

ardson was too strong, breaking 96 to 89, Ford being
off color, while Richardson
was in grand trim.
The
next match is to be shot between Richardson as holder,
and Banks as challenger,
and is scheduled
for New
Year’s Day.
Skelly, Foord and Luther Squier are all
waiting to get after the winner, so that whoever takes
the cup in this match won’t be able to rest for any
length of time.
Squier’s present form—something after
his old style of breaking
’em nearly all—will make him
a_ hard proposition for any of the Delawareans who aspire to State championship honors.

Springfield,

Mass.,

Shooting

Club.

Curistmas is looked forward to by the shooters of this
vicinity with much interest, and the large number of
shooters

who

turned

out

to

compete

in the

club’s

annual

turkey shoot showed that interest was not lacking.
It was a beautiful day for shooting, especially at this
season of the year, and fairly good scores resulted.
The
boys seemed to be much out of form, due to not having
done any trapshooting for some two months past, while
they have chased the wily grouse and woodcock through
our local covers.
W. H. Snow and Kites tied for high average for the
day, each breaking 118 out of 150 shot at, an average of
78 2-3 per cent.
_The principal event of the day was a 25-target race, the
sixth of the programme.
There were three of Vermont’s

At Oxford.
Oxrorp, Pa.—An all-day shoot at targets and white
fliers was held at Oxford Wednesday, Dec. 27, fifteen
shooters participating.
Mr. Hood Waters, of Baltimore,
Md., was high gun in the target events, scoring 88 out
of 95. Jackson was next, with 81. The scores:
Oxford shoot (morning), Dec. 27:
Events:
1
Targets:
10
SGMUCES oe dakciecciesenete
T
MOoxlOY
iiccce cacce esr
9
Gifford? hiiceaeceneces
8
Waters “S.2.. crac
es 10
Alexander is» sjcwceecten
9
Matson ices enace cicaee
7
McCashteccscroconaee
6
Jackson
Sa avsente rector 8
Jebb: aeaweck
eo oenee
8
Wrallst]%
bic ch ctnstenen
7
Féilés)) tecenie eens
Worthington
scsscee pee
England Of8. sce cdots
Weescotti. ahecedsneaceiees
Blackburn 25 iucesecemste

2
3. 455
os eis
10 10 10 10 15 15 15
8
(8-9:OMse seers
9
(9) SO Gr eee
eee
6. 8
S98b sere
9
09 SOR Sieise tars:
8
“8. 89% nae
soe"
ees
8
$985
oF oer
6 10
"886 2 9peawic
8
$197 10 [iia
4.10/89
8) A3geas
8: 9 eee
cee
ye
o.
(8) 69 5B
sms
ne
7 1474495.
S\1393ar9
S) 10 0 az
9 14 11 12

Totak
80
Be
74
88
ar
76
69
81
7
AS
ae
nF

Luncheon was served at noon by our genial host, Mr.
Herbert Alexander (and a good one it was).
The afternoon
was devoted to $1.00 miss-and-out.
Mr. J. H.
Moxley, from Baltimore, Md., was high
gun.
Waters.
and Jackson tied for second place.
It is always a pleasure to attend Mr. Alexander’s
shoots, for the boys are royally entertained and sure of
a ‘“‘square deal.’’
The scores:
Oxford shoot (afternoon), Dec. 27. White fliers, missand-out:

Events:
Jebb.. <isisiecs cates stan clio erle yaaa
Gifford | =:cauadaases
selene Bae
Alexander.

MR.

EDWARD

BANKS,

Ex-Champion

WILMINGTON.

MecCasht

of Delaware.

of

Lavelle,

shot

a

match

at)

13

birds,

“for

mind

overwrought

about

Delaware

Individual

State Target

an

esteemed

correspondent

following information in respect
of the championship mentioned:

was

first

put

into

have

the

cup,

received

challenged

by

competition

Edward

Banks,

of

emblematic

at

the

first

to
at

semi-

the

same

city,

the

holder of the cup being compelled to defend his title
whenever one of his fellow residents of the State chirped.
The first match resulted in a tie on 94 each, with a further
tie on 22 each in a fast-failing light.
A new race was
shot at 100 targets two weeks later, and Banks won out.
Within a few days he was challenged by Foord, and on
that occasion won rather easily.
No further challenges
coming to the surface, when the time came for the spring
tournament of the Delaware State League, Banks turned
the cup over, as provided for in the deed of gift, to the
Wilmington Gun Club, the club holding the shoot last
April.
A. B. Richardson, of Dover, Del., showed up as
winner in the open competition, and successfully defended
his title to the cup from challenges issued by both
Foord and Banks.
Neither of these contests was a runaway

affair,

for

on

both

occasions

the

parties

to

each

match were a tie at the end of the 75th round.
Richardson held the cup until the fall tournament of the
State League in October last, when
Foord again became the winner, after a tie with J. T. Skelly, of Wilmington, Banks being one behind, with Richardson a few
targets further back.
Conditions were hard, and scores
ruled jow, Foord and Skelly breaking 89 and Banks 838.
On the shoot-off of the tie at 25 targets, Foord won by
24 to 22.
Skelly promptly went after Foord in an individual match, but Foord won by 91 to 90.
Not dismayed,
he repeated
shot in bad weather

resulting.

On

his challenge,
and the
for good
scores, a tie

the shoot-off

Then came Richardson’s
cup down to Dover, but

Foord

again won

turn at Foord,
not until each

and
man

match
on 85

MR.

time

tried

again,

Richardson

and

shot

once

more

in excellent

it was

form

a tie.

was
each

by 22 to 21.
he took the
had shot at

The

and won

A.

third

with 24

B.

ners

“

Die Dia
1

Semere

Socrat

2

4

se

TRAmpP.

Caldwell

Gun

Club.

DOVER.

RICHARDSON,

Champion

of Delaware.

finest turkeys up for three high scores in this event, and
you can bet everybody shot their very best.
Distance
handicap was used, giving each shooter a fair show ot
winning.

McMullen,
of Somerville, by extra fine work landed
21 all by his lonesome, leaving Geo, Chapin, of Brookfield; Henry, of Thompsonville; Snow and Misterly, of
local

club,

all

tied

on

19.

On

the

shoot-off,

Henry

and

Snow won out.
During the day some 2,000 targets were trapped.
Scores
follow:
Events:
Tze
A DG
ties: O10
Shot
Targets:
10 15 20 10 15 25 10 20 15 10
at. Broke.
W
#H
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Snow.....
encicenccs

GOs
61217

99 Va TO
81018

Sis ag
91514
9
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SONG
ees)
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s
Goats” taeeseecas
fw l5) 66:18
86s 9195
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Gd 14 8 910 6 1910) 6
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...... 1016
91221
61410
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49! con
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LOS ae onaer
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AS SMOWie seaen
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soi... cee
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lee eee
ee
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Anes Beret
SMithwes
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Pe
7
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4
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4
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175 targets.
The match resulted in a tie on 91.
The
first string of 25 in the shoot-off was again a tie on 20.

They

cee

Bi

‘vince on seroietelelmemers cs oiler

North

the

annual State shoot of the Delaware State Trapshooters’
Association,
held at Middletown,
Del., in October of
1904.
It was won by W. M. Foord, of Wilmington, who
was

Bh

steciemeilanen
ee aaa

ie

20
15
=
22
20
18
18

WATERS.

The silver cup, which gives the holder the right
dub himself the champion of the State of Delaware
' targets,

eeoraes

Championship.

we

to

at

NortH CAtpweELt., N. J., Dec. 25.—The scores made at
the Christmas shoot were as follows:
Events:
cree
Events:
i A
eke |
Targets:
10 10 10 10
Targets:
10 10 10 10
W Kussmaul...
6 6 7 7
F Kussmaul...
6 3 5 4
Et *Sindle Wars.
ot
@ Fischer sea.
<b
3) 6
eta @er ws:acters 5b
Gmee
T Sanderson.... .. eee W._ Fischer’ 20,6
2h oslo
B Pftzenmayer.-.0.3
S ischer
cc..:
469
6
G Fischer
aren.
Toil, Vcecaeseas
iaaa aie SS
T. A. QUACKENBUSH, Sec’y.

Tuis week
we publish portraits of three renowned
trapshooters who have been particularly identified with
competition.
for the State of Delaware
championship.
From

oo cecd cease

Die.

a

trifles.
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$1,000 purse, so it is alleged.
The match ended in a
disagreement.
A large crowd was present.
Bohr shot
at an unlucky
bird, the 18th, and wounded
it.
His
handler, by some unlucky movement, got tangled with
the bird as it reached the crowd—and the boundary, presumably—thus causing the disagreement, as there were
those who claimed that he caught the bird.
The referee
declared the affair a tie.
What happened to the referee
is not stated, but curiosity in that relation would confess
a
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On the grounds of the Shamokin, Pa., Gun Club, Jan.
1, Mr. Michael
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MR. J. T. SKELLY, WILMINGTON.
shooter and contestant for the Championship
Delaware.
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There was a large attendance at the grounds on Dec.
29, the occasion being the preliminary shoot for the gold
medal given by Mrs. Esther Tittle Crater.
The day was
pleasant, but a gale of wind blowing across the traps
caused the targets to perform all sorts of unexpected
stunts, and kept some of the scores below the usual
mark.
The medal is to be shot for three times, and the
member making highest average in the three contests
becomes the owner.
Each shoot is at 100 targets in five
20-target events, with handicap of added targets.
The
contest is open to amateur members of the club.
Entrance $2, divided 50, 30, 20 per cent.
The sweep is
optional.
The first regular shoot will be held on Feb. 22,
the second on Decoration Day, and the last one on July
4. To-day’s contest was won by Horace Bonser with a
score of 84 actual breaks, his handicap bringing his total
up to 88. Bonser is the youngest member of the club,
being only nineteen years old.
He also has the distinc.
tion of being the heavy-weight
member,
tipping the
scales at 275.
He has not been shooting long, and has
made wonderful progress on the firing line. Bleh, scratch
man, was a close second with 87. Ralph Trimble was high
man in actual breaks with 98, very remarkable work in
such a gale.
Mr. and Mrs. Crater were present, the former taking
part in the sport, and both enjoying thoroughly the hospitality of the club.
Mrs. Crater, known as “Fanchette”
of the “Rollicking Girl,’ is an expert with the rifle,
but does little shooting with the shotgun.
She tried a
few shcts to-day, but soon gave it up and turned spectator.

FACTORY LOADED SHELLS
First for the Sixth Consecutive Year.
Sporting Life’s Trap Shooting Review for 1906 tells the same story,
only in different language, that it has told for the last six years:
That is, that Winchester Factory Loaded Shells stand first in
records, first in popularity, and first in shooting qualities. The two
leaders for 1905, Fred Gilbert and W. R. Crosby, shot Winchester
Factory Loaded Shells exclusively.
The former’s average for the
year was 95.6 per cent. and the latter’s 95.5 per cent., both having
There were forty-five amfired over 16,000 shots during the year.
ateurs and professionals that shot at least 3,000 targets and made
Over 90 per cent. averages, and of this number more used Winchester Factory Loaded Shells than all other makes combined.
Of
the first fifteen leaders, ten used Winchester Factory Loaded
Such an array of facts is indisputable evidence as to which
Shells.
shells are the first choice among shooters, and further is a testimonial by the masters of the art as to the superior shooting qualities
In 1g00, Ig01, 1902, 1903,
of Winchester Factory Loaded Shells.
1904 and 1905, Winchester Factory Loaded Shells won
first average for the year:—an unbroken chain of evidence of merit and popularity that speaks for itself.

/

Sam
Leever,
the well-known
baseball
pitcher,
will
bring a team from Goshen, O., on Jan. 1, and do his
best to do up the Cincinnatians.
In the practice shooting Trimble did the best work, breaking 60 out of 65. A
team race was shot, resulting in a victory for Gambell
with 22, Bonser 22; total 44.
Williams 23, Crater 13;
total 36. The scores:
Esther Tittle-Crater gold medal, 100 targets, handicap
of added targets:
Events:
eae
4"
Targets:
20 20 20 20 20 Broke. Total.
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They are the Only Shells to Shoot.

Vicinity.

St. Louis, Mo., Dec. 27.—During the open season on
quail there has been very little shooting at the traps in
St. Louis, but we believe that more interest will be taken
from now on.
St. Louis has always been devoted to
live-bird shooting, and if the men would only turn out,
we believe that this city could furnish more good pigeon
shots than any other city in the United States; but since
the advent of golf and automobiles, a great many of the
advocates of live-bird shooting have given up this kingly
sport.
The target shooters in St. Louis are few in number, and it is very difficult to get them together at one
time, as the members of the numerous clubs are rather
clannish, and do not like to stir from their own grounds.
Numerous inducements have been offered, and ways and
means discussed whereby the game could be bettered,
but none of these plans seem to be effective.
Several
clubs have tried trapping targets at 1 cent each; others
have added money and merchandise prizes, but in this
immediate
vicinity no improvement
has been
shown
during the past year; in fact, no matter what the inducement offered, St. Louis shooters are very backward,
and do not offer sufficient support to any tournament
held in St. Louis.
An article was published some few days ago, regarding the expert amateur.
This article stated that there
were a number of men classed as amateurs who did
very little else than follow the tournaments, and shut
out the ordinary amateur, who shoots for pleasure.
I
agree with this writer to a very great extent, and believe
that the attendance of this class at tournaments given
throughout the country has a tendency to keep some
others away; but there has always been and always will
be some men who will outclass all others, and a remedy
has not yet been sugested which has proven satisfactory.
There are not enough shooters in this class who attend
a tournament together to shoot for each other’s money,
and it must be remembered that these men have attained their success by constant practice.
There was a
time, it must be remembered, when they put up their
money to be shot for by men who were their superiors.
The writer recalls the time when he attended a shoot
in a small town in Illinois, where a committee of four
waited on the management, requesting that the writer be
barred, stating that he was a professional.
When con| vinced of his amateur standing, one man objected because
the writer shot better than he did, but further questioning produced the fact that this particular man was shooting an 80 per cent. gait, while the majority in attendance
were shooting an average of 75 per cent. The boss kicker
was perfectly willing to shoot withsthese men and take
their money
himself.
The whole proposition resolves
itself into the combination
of a game
of skill and
chance; in plain words, it is a “gamble.”
Statistics show that trapshooting throughout the country is on the increase, and a great many more tournaments are held now than there were some few years
ago.
Say ten years ago, there would be one or two big
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tournaments held a year in each State, and the attendance was large.
Shooters in those days shot for the
pleasure they derived, and took a chance on making expenses; but even if they did not pull down a cent, they
were satisfied to pay for their pleasure at the rate of
about $20 per day, and as mentioned before, there being
only one or two tournaments held yearly, expenses for
trapshooting did not amount to a great deal.
During
the last three years, a dozen or more tournaments have
been held each year in localities available to the same
shooter who a few years ago would attend only two tournaments, consequently this shooter’s yearly expenses at
the

traps

would

amount

to

a great

deal,

and

he

is look-

ing for a remedy, which we do not believe exists.
A gun club in one of our large cities, inaugurated a
system of 1 cent each for targets instead of 2 cents,
which has always been charged.
This club very generously stated that they wished the shooters to have all the
profits.
Now this particular gun club has a great many
active
members,
who
are not only willing to help
financially, but devote a great deal of time toward getting
up a tournament and soliciting advertisements.
Thus
they have been able to pay the expenses of running a
tournament, and reserve a surplus for their treasury.
I say it with regret that the shooters of St. Louis do
not seem to have any pride when it comes to giving a
tournament, and the work and expense is shouldered by
one or two, and as it is impossible to solicit enough ads

from

local

concerns

to

pay

for

programmes

and

running

expenses, it is impossible to conduct a first-class tournament, and charge less than 2 cents per target.
When starting this communication, the writer had no
intention of writing such a lengthy article, but believes
the points covered will not come amiss.
Atec D. MeErRmop.

Narberth

Gun

Club.

NARBERTH,
Pa., Dec. 30.—There
was
a mixed programme of live birds and targets.
A team shoot also
enlivened the competition.
There were five men to a
side, 25 targets per man:
Schmidt’s Team.
Alker’s Team.
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U. S. Government
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Accuracy test of Krag-Jorgensen .30-Caliber Cartridges held
by order of the Ordnance Department, United States Army.
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Jan. 1—Some
twenty-two
men
participated
in the
shoot on. New Year’s morning, some six events being
pat off.
a
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Among the prize winners were
Messrs.
Perley,
Moffett,
Bush, Babcock, Cockefair and Lucas.
Several of the shooters faced the traps for the first time,
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of the Boston

Shooting Association at Wellington, Mass., Dec. 27, was
well attended
target match.

and some good scores made in the 100Dr. Gleason and Eo @y Gritmtiereqeior

first place with 96; Everett
Frank third with 91.
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New Year Resolutions from Note Books of Shooters
Mr. Givsert has resolved that his ‘personal belonging,” the Wilmington,
Del., “goose-egg,”
will be a
“golden egg before ‘many moons.”
Luther Squier has resolved not to feel uncomfortable
when he is taken for a “settled”? married man.
Less German has resolved to shoot for no more gun
‘cabinets with men who let their guns “snap” and get
six shots at one “‘white flier.”
Ed. Banks has at last realized his “pen is mighty,”
and has resolyed to do more writing
for the sporting
papers than he did last year.
Jim Skelly has resolved to send all salesmen, who are
married,

as

far

away

from

home

as

possible

during
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CHARLES DALY
GUN
You will be a Sure Winner.
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Schoverling, Daly
302-304
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The most useful pocket lighter ever invented. Throw away your matches.
The ‘‘ Instanto ’’ produces a steady flame, without matches, by simply removing the cover, as shown in illustrations.
Lights a cigar, gas jet, kindles a
fire, or shows the way in the dark. Useful every day and night
of the year.

The ‘“‘Instanto’’

.
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Epcrwarer, N. J., Dec. 28.—The club’s guarantee of
half the contestant’s losses back worked out nicely and
to every one’s satisfacticn.
We expect to continue this
idea in others of our shoots.
The
sliding handicap
which we always use is proving the only equable handicap, as can be seen by the scores.
Programme totaled
160 targets:
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Gun

Show

Indianapolis, June 27-30,

Won Every oneof the EIGHT PRIZES
(GRAND AMERICAN
HANDICAP, Preliminary Handicap, Consolation Handicap, the Five Men State Team Championship)

scores:

Palisade

HANDICAP,

SMOKELESS

111120

The

COMPANY

Records

AMERICAN

Cottman
2111122
IDAER. on ctocbondeadd
Gqgece ceAG ee Ena een
1220
Sampson
1120
C Malone
1222211
Franklin
1212120
This was followed by a 15-bird race.
A handsome
Flemish oak gun cabinet was the trophy to be won.
Out of eleven contestants, seven men tied with scores
of 13 each.
The contest finally narrowed down to Captain James R. Malone and Mr. Hood Waters.
Malone
missed his 6th, and Waters scored, winning the coveted
cabinet.

POWDER

Official

that at the GRAND

Bartimore, Md.—Hood Waters won gun cabinet TuesThis contest marked the liveliest shoot
day, Dec. 26.
at white fliers ever held at the Baltimore Shooting Association grounds.
The day was bright and beautiful, an
The members
were reinspiration to worthy deeds.
markably prompt, and .even the club’s president, Mr.
on Morgan, graced the occasion.
Many guest were
there.
The sport began with two miss-and-out events.
Malone
surprised the boys with a lot of fast, ‘‘unkillable’” fliers,
and when Less German let a “cork-screw” incomer get
over the boundary line before he could fire his second
barrel, their speed can be imagined.
The score:
German
10
Waters
2222220
DAT
MIA
lel cet ioe oe cioere siaicice econ wos ches

of America

Island City, N. Y., who used

1906.

Association.

Malone

Championship

was won by Mr. J. H. Hendrickson, of Long

Billy Foord has resolved not to mind being taken for
a “kid”; to win back the championship of Delaware and
keep it for life.
Hood Waters has resolved to stop flirting with every
pretty woman he meets, and be true to ‘‘just one girl.”
Mr. Richardson
has resolved not to be shy when
“petticoats” are around, but will face femininity with
the same grace he centers his birds.
Captain J. R. Malone has resolved to get a team strong
enough to beat the Perryman boys, if he has to bring
them from ‘across the pond.”
4
hew, Secretary, of the Baltimore
Shooting
Association, has resolved, the dignity of his position
‘demands that he be notified the next time the Baltimore
Shooting Association have a prize shoot.
Clarence Malone has resolved to retire from business
after five years, with the money he has made on ‘miss
and outs.”
Mr. Moxley has resolved to win all the turkeys in
town and “sandwich” them with great profit.
Dr. Lupus has resolved to help the boys to victory
when they have another team race.
Sampson has resolved to abandon a “snapping” gun
when shooting live birds.
McKelvey
has resolved
to pay
more
attention
to
shooting and less to the hotel business during 1906.
i. H. Storr has resolved to make 100 per cent. during
the new year, shooting Peters shells.
The other shooters have been too busy to “jot” down
their resolutions, but let us hope they will be good ones.
A SocraLt Tramp.
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Pocket Cigar Lighter
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Pat. June
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(IGNITED BY AIR.)
Will not ignite unless exposed to the air. Absolutely safe. Always dependable.
Conveniently carried in the vest pocket.
With ordinary care is

infringements
will be

practically indestructible.

Nickel Plated Lighter, 50 cents; Gun

vigor-

Beemer eers
AGENTS WANTED.
G. L. STEINREICH & CO., Department E, 127 Duane St., NEW YORK.

pie

Handsome

Metal, $1.50; Sterling Silver, $3.50.

Sent postpaid on receipt of stamps or

ously
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targets, $100 added, handicaps 14 to 2lyds., five moneys,
per cent.
plan, class shooting.
In addition to first
money the winner will receive a handsome trophy, value

Smith Hammerless and Ejector 3
Guns; also Hunter One-Trigger |

dio.

Fourth
Day, Jan. 25.—Ten
events at 20 targets, $2
entrance and $25 added to each event, l6yds. rise, four
moneys, Rose system.
The fifth and sixth days’ , programme will be the same
as

on

the

fourth

day—ten

events

at

20

targets

and

$25

added to each event.
Shooters shooting through the entire programme will
receive the following high average moneys:
Professional high average—First, $25; second, $10; third,
$10.
Amateur
high average—First,
fourth, $10; fifth, $5.

WIN

GOLD
At the LEWIS

& CLARKE
Ask

for our
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Waiting for the birds to rise with perfect confidence because he
shoots a
rf772 \6-gauge repeating
shot gun. This gun has all the
advantages of penetration and pattern possessed by a 12-gauge without
the weight, so it can be handled with quickness and precision in all
the
more difficult forms of bird shooting. It is the lightest (614 pounds)and
smallest repeater made, and a mighty good gun to know.
All Harlin

The Ltlatlin Firearms Co,
27 Willow

Street
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Philadelphia

Arms

Company

emblematic of the amateur championship of the Southern
States,
100 targets,
$10 entrance,
trophy
and _ three
moneys, per cent. plan, class shooting.
Second Day, Jan. 23.—Ten events at 20 targets each,
$2 entrance.and $30 added to each event, l6yds- rise, four

and will be ready for circulation any oh
First
Day, Jan. 22.—Five
events
at 20 targets, $2. entrance,
and $10 added
to each
event,
l6yds.
rise, four

Rose system.
moneys,
Third Day, Jan. 24.—Five events at 20 targets. each, $2
entrance,
$30
added
to
each
event,
I6yds.’
‘rise,
four

Rose

system.

The

Houston

Chronicle

trophy,

moneys,.

Rose

system.
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3ENHAM, Texas, Dec. 28.—The following is an advance
of the programme
of the Sunny South Handicap,
to
be held here Jan. 22 to 27, 1906, and which is now in press
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BELLEVUE,
Ky.. Dec. 25.—At the shoot of this club
Dec. 24, held on the club grounds, East Newport Ball
Park, there was a good attendance.
But few took their
guns out of their cases.
The
weather
was
very
cold, consequently
a small
number was shooting.
<A large party of spectators took
their seats on the grand stand, but the cold soon drove
them down to the ‘camp-fire, which tested the deputy
sheriff’s ability in keeping the crowd in the rear of the
shooting line. Otherwise everything went smoothly. The
members
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SHEEPSHEAD Bay, L: I., Dec. 25.—The day was pleasant and the attendance was large.
A bountiful lunch
added to the comforts.
Twelve events were shot.
The
scores follow:
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any, clubs that offered their members as much as the
Baltimore Shooting Association.
Every Saturday afternoon refreshments were served free to club members
and their friends.
Cash prizes were given to the members, and, we are glad to say, there is still a balance in
the treasury.
The annual meeting for election of officers
will be held the first Monday in March, 1906.
I think
the wise thing to do for the coming year, is to re-elect
the present officers who have serwed so faithfully and
well.
A SocraL Tramp.
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HARD

Compare

$15;

for Turkeys.

Shooting Association has
season.
The club books

an

Sheepshead

WORKS
EASY

ever built,

Shoot

ing a total of eighty-five.
The season opened
and since that time 71,955 targets have been

members,

Ready for Delivery

Absolutely the finest and best gun
other and decide for yourself.
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“The Finest Gun in the World”
Is Now

third,

The Baltimore
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guns have the solid top and side ejector features which assure

strencth, keep out water, twigs, etc., and prevent the ejected shells getting into the
line of sigl:t or flying into your face.
Full description on request.
1905 Catalogue and Experience Book of
real hunting stories for 3 stamps postage. Write to-day.

2d,

3ALTIMORE,
Md.—There
was an unusually large attendance at the handicap target shoot for turkeys on
the Baltimore Shooting Association grounds, Saturday
afternoon, Dec. 30. The wind was blowing a gale, and
the targets were cutting all kinds of ‘“‘capers,’” making
flying leaps through the air.
they were everywhere
but the place shot at. The surprised expression on the
shooters’ faces when they missed a target, and the mild
inquiry, “‘How could any one hit that?” was an old
story before darkness came.
The fifteen turkeys shot
for were
pretty evenly
divided,
German,
Chew
and
Waters being the only ones fortunate enough to win
two each.
The scores:

YORK

SO

$25;

Interstate rules will govern.
Shoot open to any amateur.
Professionals invited to shoot for price of targets
and average moneys put up for them.
The Sunny South
Handicap at 100 targets is also open to them.
Five automatic traps will be used, and targets thrown between 45
and 50yds.
Guns, shells, ect., shipped care Alf. Gardiner
will be delivered to the grounds free of charge.
ALF. GARDINER, Mgr.

complained

about

the

cold,

consequently

some

poor scores were made.
Dr. Gould and Mr. Gowling
were high men.
Dr. Hill did some good work with his
new gun.
This club will have a special meeting at their
hall.

other

Wednesday,

Dec.

27, to

business.
Shot at. Broke.
sowling ...... 75
48
Gotld’eg..55% 75
48
Dameron
..... 50
30

take

up

stock

and

transact

Shot at. Broke.
Frost osatisemae 50
26
Riléyvaee aces 50
31
Hillawekicstee 50
40
G. W. F.
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Bounp Brook, N. J., Dec. 25.—A pleasant afternoon
was spent smashing clay
pigeons
here
to-day.
Dr.
Matthews, .of Trenton, made high average.
W. Slater
second and Ackers third. All events were handicap.
Dr.
Beloff, of New Brunswick, won gold medal in event 1.
Dr. Matthews won loving cup in event 2. Event 3, for
gold medal, was won by Slater.
Byron Prugh won cup
in event 4. Event 5 was for ten prizes, high man taking
first pick, etc.
Following are prizes and winners.
Dr.

Beloff,

Mexican

hand-carved

cane;

Hooey,

pin; Mr. Strong, scarfpin; Prugh, picture;
tobacco jar; F. W. M., mounted hawk; W.
of

cigars;

W.

M.

Hobbe,

ink

stand;
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(0 the best shots in the United States and Canada use Lefever Guns?
There must be merit to the advantages claimed for Lefever guns.
Improve your score by shooting a Lefever Gun especially bored for trap,
brush or field use.

3
39
3
mis
36
32
*

Send for Catalogue.
This cut is a reproduction of our handsome 10-color hanger, size 10 x 23%.
As long
as our supply lasts we will furnish these hangers for 8 cents, covering postage.
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Park.
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an impromptu pigeon shoot which took place on Dec. 24
at DuPont Park, St. Louis, Mo.
I wish to announce
through the columns of your paper that we will hold a
combination target and pigeon shoot Jan. 7, 1906.
The
programmes will be mailed as soon as printed:
F Thompson..0020202111— 6
L D Cabanne.1110122120— 8
TRO Neil es. 2220202222— §
J. P Cabanne.2202220212— 8
W_ Thompson.1002022112— 7
A Mermod...
1112—10
Cabanne and Mermod:
J P Cabanne.2220222020—
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PRELIMINARY HANDICAP
GRAND AMERICAN HANDICAP
GRAND CANADIAN HANDICAP
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(4°05
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STREAM.

W. H. M.,
Slater, box

Martin,

Akers, scarfpin; Ranthat, picture.
Mr. Strong did best in extra events:
Events:
Paes,
Targets:
10 10 10

AND

The Marlin Fire Arms Co., New Haven, Conn., will
send full descriptive circular ‘of their new Marlin Baby
Repeating Rifle, .22 caliber, to those who apply for it.

LYMAN’S

The Parker Gun is known as the Gun of QUALITY, anJ
it is the best construction that it is possible to produce.
That the PARKER Gun is UNEQUALED is a matter of
record.
The “OLD RELIABLE”
is better to-day than ever.
If you Want a
gun that you can rely on ALWAYS , you should buy only the tried ;and true
PARKER.
Send for Catalogue.

RAPID FIRING TARGETS
FOR
25
50
The
saw.

Yards,
Yards,

Lyman

RIELES.

price,
price,

15c.
25c.

per
per

dozen.
dozen.

Canoe RipcGeE, Pa.
Targets received.
They are the best I ever
CuHarRLES Kine, Gunsmith.

FOREST AND STREAM PUB. CO., 346 Broadway, New York.

A Convenience

PARKER

|
New

Appreciated

BROTHERS,

No. 31 Cherry

York Salesrooms,
2 Warren St.

St., Meriden, Corrs.
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§4 STRAIGHT
Gold on Cocktails
Delicious Old Blends.

Years we have
and Jewelry.

loaned

in protected
pack.

packages convenient

to

A cut of the Gold Lion marks every

package of the genuine.
Seven

varieties:

Manhattan, Vermouth,
Dry Gin, Whiskey, Tom Gin
Martini and "the American.
To be had in glass only—Large
and small bottles.
At Hotels, Cafés, Drug Stores and wherever liquors
are sold.
THE COOK
& BERNHEIMER
CO.,
*Makers, New York,

g1

Park

on

Guns, Diamonds, Watches

WILLIAM
SIMPSON
mo hgy st=
-

Ready to Serve.

The demand for Gold Lion Cocktails by the Gentleman Sportsman is
such that these goods are now put up

money

Row,

One

block

above

3ro0' lyn

New

York

City

Bridge

Le

£440
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All trap shooters

should

Price $1.00 per pair.

KIRKWOOD
Eastern Agents

use

the ELLIOTT.

EAR

DRUM

PROTECTORS.

Acknowledged by experts to be the best.

BROS., Guns and Sportsmen’s Supplies
23 Elm Street, Boston, Mass.
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BY

JURY!

At the Portland (Oregon) Exposition, 1905, The Peters Cartridge Company

made

an exhibit

of its goods,

including Empty and Loaded Paper Shells, Metallic Cartridges for Rifle, Revolver and Pistol, Gun Wads,
etc.

The Jurymen who judged the exhibit were experts and acknowledged

pass upon the merits of ammunition

GOLD

and firearms.

They

to be thoroughly

granted to the Peters

competent

Cartridge

Company

a

MEDAL——HIGHEST AWARD

This decision was reached after a canvass of past records made with Peters Ammunition; a minute

ation. and an exhaustive test of the goods themselves.
grand

to

achievements,

the Portland

qualities and unsurpassed

award

finish of

Coming
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ad
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thus near the close of a year marked
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examin-
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Peters Shells and Cartridges
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SIXTY

Sixty-three

years

“Bill’

YEARS

twenty years of age, set out from St. Louis, Mo.,

the trapper’s life.

It is full of adventure and ex-_

with

seven

citement,

ship

of old

free trappers

Williams.

under

Seven

then

the leader-

of these

eight men are dead, but Hamilton still lives in
Montana and still sets his traps.
He has written
the story of his early trapping days, and the book
has just been published. “My Sixty Years on the
Plains” tells of trapping, trading, Indian fighting,

hunting,

and

THE

the many and varied incidents of

“Bill”

Hamilton,

ON

all

other

ago

but

the

story

is

told

modestly,

there is nothing in it that is lurid.

Amid

and

much

fighting, there is nothing
that
can
be called
‘blood and thunder,’ but there is much that is
history.
The book has all the charm of the old volumes
telling of early travel in the West; books which

were

no

PLAINS

simple

striving

and

direct, and

It is illustrated

and

one

in which

there

by

a

portrait

of the celebrated

Chief

of

the

the manufacture of a perfect

product. Stewens Rifle Telescopes are
widely popular, and because of their meritorious
properties, are constantly growing in favor.
Send
Catalog,

illustrating

all styles and

models.

Prices, $8.00 to $42.00

J.

Stevens

Arms
P. O.

CHICOPEE

FALLS,
NEW

SsesteaftstaneadanAt

tadUUOEEASIOGPDNALLOL

YORK

:
OFFICE,

and
BOX

98

Tool

Compan

5668

CHAMBERS

-

and

by six drawings of old-time trapper and Indian
life, by Mr. Charles M. Russell, the celebrated
cowboy artist of Great Falls, Mont.
223 pages, cloth, illustrated.
Price, $1.50.
FOREST AND STREAM PUB. CO., NEW YORK.

These Telescopes may be fitted to any. standard
make of rifle, and combine all the desirable features

for Complete

author

Washaki,

STEVENS RIFLE TELESCOPES
that contribute toward

was

for effect.
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Non-Aqua Strictly Waterproof
G

Boot

:

RECTee oe
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usset Waterproof Boots, straps at top,

74-inch

Russet and

mathew

adeiicianec sieees 23

J. CONROY,

Bee p ata

Tan

Agent,

Grain

sole,

Leather,
ea

Catalog

Cor. Nassau St.,
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Pec.-

3

Black Waterproof

81000
8.00

-

Blucher Cut Lace,

7.00

Boots for Women

Guaranteed

28 John Street,

Waterproof

with

strap

tops,

=.

double

>

re

$8.00

mailed Free on Application.
‘Mail Orders
carefully and promptly filled.
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Correct Hunting

Patent Reflecting Lamps

torsand Adjustable

Attachments.

For

UNIVERSAL
LAMP,
t
For Sportsmen’s use.
Combines Head }
Jack (Front and Top), Boat Jack, Fishing,
Camp, Belt and Dash Lamp, Hand Lantern, etc.

EXCELSIOR

“=

There is no boot or shoe that

desire but geeen

Cammeyer’s

FERGUSON'S

THOMAS

.

The Only Truly Water-Tight Leather Boot Made in the World

LER see OMcmisiagsseiscciares
e'ss.<.24
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at any other store.
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delay, and in any size you want, of better quality of material
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MEANS
STANDARD
OF MERIT
HUNTING and SPORTING BOOTS and SHOES of all
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STREAM.

“CAMMEYER”

Travers Istanp, N. Y., Dec. 30.—Shooting was very
difficult, owing to the gale which blew with varying
force across the traps.
Mr.
Gus Grieff won the December cup contest after two shoot-offs, finishing with a 25
straight

AND
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ee
ee
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Sale.

ae,Guail :

BROOK

TROUT

FOR

SALE.

We have constantly on hand
fine supply of Brook Trout, all
sizes for stocking purposes, Al- |
so for table use at 75c.a pound |
OU |
Visitors privilegedtocatchowrn |
ili
trout.
|
PARADISE BROOK
TROUT CO., Parkside, Pa., Henryville Railroad Station.

LAMP,

For Night Driving, Hunting, Fishing, etc.
Is adjustable to any kind of dash or vehicle. Sendstamp for Illustrated Catalogue
and address all orders Lamp Department.

20th St., NEW YORK

REE

.

LIVE

Deere; FerrerSs, Rae
Peacocks,
wil
Yoxes,
eacocks,
rild
| Pheasants,
Swans, Angoras,
Bear. etc., foueet
Catalogue, 250 illustrations,
colored
plates,
25
Stamp

for

reply.

UNITED

Send

Jumbo

STATES

stamp

for

Homers,

80

cents

Ducks,

pricas
cents.

pair.

PHEASANTRY,

Poughkeepsie,N.Y.

a TRAPPER’S

BOOK.

JESSE

BENTLY, Trapper, Arlington, Vt.
—_—_—_—_—_——
|
Sere
a

QUAIL.

Western birds only.
Positively no worthless Southern
migratory ‘birds offered.
Also pheasants, etc.
E. D. WOODWARD,
302 Greenwich St., New York.
LIVE
WILD
WALTER
R.

Eggs,

WHITE
CANADIAN
SOPER, Bucksport, Me.

yearlings

brooks and lakes.

GOOD

thing is usually a tar-

get for imitators.
insist

on

CLUB

FARM,

Be sure to

for

Mass.

BROOK

stocking

t

TROUT

Catalogue—

the ro5th annual issue—now ready.

BETTER
THAN
EVER
Mailed FREE on application.

TROUT

you want the satisfaction that goes

streams.
Brook trout
t 30 or 60 days I
will

aver pries on iyearlings
very low BURNACE BROOK

36 CORTLANDT STREET, NEW YORK

with y a royal

HATCHERY

Kingston,

.
$
‘Aviee
Over a Century in business in New

drink.

if

two-year-olds,

of all ages for stocking lakes and
in thei
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j

COCKTAILS
j

and

Address NEW ENGLAND

Plympton,

cheap.
tf

TROUT. _ |DON’T FAIL tse, ace

BROOK
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:
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same

secret of CLUB
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superiority is the

proportions

used
and
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:
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ageing.
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SO

COCKTAILS

remains the

(E. L. Maglathlin),
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So. Wareham,
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G

buying

guarantee a
Trout
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.
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E
York
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City.

Best

Cut P lug

Smoke

For the Pipe

7Oc. Pound. Large Sample 10c.

\

eggs,
fry or yearlings in any quantity.
safe delivery anywhere.
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theTongue. Sent prepaid postage
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Castle Dome

BROOKDALE TROUT CO., Kingston, Mass.

L. B. HANDY,

G. F. HEUBLEIN & BRO., Sole Proprietors

Hartford
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RICHMOND, VA.
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paper,

bound
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illustrated
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FOREST AND STREAM PUB. CO.
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Hotels for

Sportsmen.

Hotels

PINEHURST
North

From — New

Bagley

The ending Health and Recreation
Resort of the South

Two

INN

Golf

In the
QUAIL
Deer,

Tennis

Courts,

Turkey,

Geese,

Large

areas

for

and

St.

Anthony,

Routes for

Idaho.

References.

Sportsmen.

and

Route

|

fine

Guides.

MECKLENBURG
Chase

MINERAL
City,

Large
place
and

Pine

similar

Carolina.

in the

South

|

Game Preserve.

Grove.
to

Abundance

Aiken,

S.

Carolina.

for a person

seeking

rest,

the

R: E>

PINE

Nos.

and

service

south

LODGE

and

PINE

TOP

Quail,
Deer and
Tarpon
fishing
Cc. & L.

recreation

Season

Tarpon
is now
lasts

Potomac

Quail, Turkey and
comforts provided.

numbers;
Sussex

also

Co.,

Bear.

Virginia.

Fishing

in

in Season

at

MEXICO.
until

May

Ist.

Yarpon

outfits for sale or rent.
Boats and boatmen.
Supe rior
accommodation at Hotel Hidalgo for fishermen
and
their
families.
Over one thousand tarpon caught
last winter.
See photos at Abbey & Imbrie, 18 Vesey
New
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G. M.

York.

HOTEL

HIDALGO,

Tampico,

FOR

Mexico.

HUNTERS’
HOME,
Ocracoke, N. C.
Good duck, brant and goose shooting, guides, live decoys,
etc.
Northern cooking and good accommodations.
For
particulars address W. H. DOXSEE, Prop.
1

THE AIM OF EVERY GUN owner is to keep his
gun faultless—the, finer the gun the harder he
tries. If he uses “3 in One” the easier he tries.

Sale

“3. IN ON®”’®

SALE.

and fishing lodge of 800 acres,
N. Y., five miles from the railroad station of Wawarsing,
containing lake of about six
acres, stocked with trout, and several miles of trout
streams running through virgin forest.
The lodge, overlooking we
lake, contains six bed rooms, living and
dining

rooms,

two

bath

rooms

and

three

servants’

der, prevents

rust on every metal part, cleans and

polishes

stock, contains

the

generous sample—free.
121

WASHINGTON

cabin, for children, adjacent to lodge, has four
one living and dining room, and bath room.
Casino,
on lake bank, has billiard table, etc.
Running
water through all buildings:
Carriage house, etc. Farmhouse with barns, wagon sheds, etc., on property.
For terms
and information, address W. M. SAYER,
JR., 35 Warren St., New York.

And the Tricks of Trapping and Trap Making.
Containing hints on camp shelter, all the tricks and bait
receipts of the trapper, the use of the traps, with instructions for the capture of all fur-bearing animals.
3y W. Hamilton Gibson.
Illustrated.
Cloth, 300 pp.
Price, $1.00.
FOREST
AND. STREAM
PUB. CO.

Write for

LIFE

BLDG.

NEW

YORK

f

Famous
Oil’”’

CLEANS

rooms,

Camp Life in the Woods.

no acid.

G.W.COLE COMPANY

“This
Gun

roms.

Log

bed

oils every action part properly,

cleans out the residue of burnt or smokeless pow-

A gentleman’s shooting
located in Ulster County,

tt

43

Borlandioaseaecv eaten. 24

& CO., General Agents

for

43

saree tteetence 30

ena

19 State Street, New York

Property

16

targets:

sca tocccneastee 22

Borland)

|

VIRGINIA,

IN FLORIDA.

Fish in incredible
a Tampa
Bay.
P.BLOW,
Chub,

Finest
World

CAMP

TAMPICO,

st.,

L

BOND,
North Carolina.

KENNELS,

Thousands
of acres well stocked with
Deer.
Dogs, guides, teams and home

the

of the

ADDRESS:
GENERAL
FRANK
A.
Lumberton,

(6:

TOP

The

C E

2

table

DY

G.

|) WM. P. CLYDE

best

comfort.

Best

Fast Modern Steamships
and Superior Service
THEO.

of Game.

Probably

:

The ‘* Clyde Line”’ is the favorite route between NEW YORK, Boston, PHILADELPHIA,
| and KASTERN PoINTs, and CHARLESTON, 8.
C., and JACKSONVILLE, I'LA., making direct
connection for all points South and Southwest

LODGE,

Health Resort.
Climate

CO.,

Debacheés a gs.centisteselee
is 13
Marble .2..Aeescareaeeete<:. 16

J UN Borland, (Ba. scssneeneen

Debacher,

St. Johns River Service between
Jacksonville, Palatka, De Land,
Sanford, Enterprise, Fia., and Intermediate Landings

Virginia.

HUNTER’S
North

SPRINGS

;
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Event
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Hotel
Modern—steam-heated,
Electric-lighted.
Rooms
ingle or en suite.
Sun
Parlors.
Private
Baths.
Baruch
System
of Medicinal
Baths.
Noted
MINERAL
WATERS.—Mecklenburg,
Lithia
and Chloride Calcium, free to guests.
Splendid Golf course, Bowling, Riding, Driving.
\rite for Booklet
and other descriptive literature.

Ghe

Marbles

Borland,, 6 Hew -ntemmen Poses 23
Billings, “4-%s.censt teats 18
Hibbard, Ovts nah scwers caters 18
Loring S505.
i sacraeee25
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aters20
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Event 2, New Year’s handicap.
This was a surprise,
as every shooter got a prize:

Plentiful

THE MECKLENBURG HOTEL
and GAME PRESERVES.

Excellent

Abesis:eciccctere cross 19

Event

etc:

Sportsman’s

20

19
18

The conditions were unfavorable on New Year’s Day,
a cold wind prevailing.
Mr. Loring won the first prize
in the New Year’s Day handicap.
Capt. J. N. Borland
did fine work and won both the monthly and holiday
trophies.
Scores:

hotel

Address
BOOKLET
DEPARTMENT
Pinehurst General Office
Pinehurst,
North Carolina

The

stone

Billings?

Wrelbrooki

Consumptives absolutely excluded

Guail, Turkey,
Rabbits, Squirrels, Deer.
Kennel
of Fine
Pointers
and Setters.
Foxhounds.

Puibbard
VEheld

Seen
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Fite ring
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Event 7, 25 targets:
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SHEFFIELD,

Outfitter,

F PPO

Bucher,

Virginia.

etc.

Borland,

Dr

GRACE,

EDWARD
Guide

of 9 holes

Shooting Preserve
Quail

Mills, Va.

finest game section of America.
Royal sport,
shooting.
Very plentiful this season.
Also have
Duck,

Vilmar,
Divs\ccceeeeek
eee
Crowe, 0%... 4. cee
22
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25 targets; Dr. Wolfe won:
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LOWEST. Gacesne see

guests.
Competent guides and good dogs.
Modern hotel
and
good
service
for sportsmen
and
their families.
Magee’s
water
served.
Best
reference
from
regular
yearly patrons.
Address HOTEL
GRACE,
Clarksville,
Mecklenburg County, Va.

Courses

35,000 Acres
Never
More

Flibbard, "Sack. aero meses
Dro Held. "63a.
e ee sence

FARM,

Clarksville,

opens Jan. oth
*¢
Jan. 15th

One of 18 and one

Trophy event, 25 targets, handicap allowance:
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cae 24
Dr W olfeis2sees pees 22
Billings, 43.ne.
+
see ile
Bucher, 3 os /avd'ayd eeeeetase
=Cave

Sportsmen.

HOTEL

THE BERKSHIRE
NOW OPEN
The Carolina
The Harvard

[JAN. 6, 1906.

.a Crosse Station S. A. L. Ry.—We guarantee to furnish
more QUAIL, DEER and TURKEY
shooting than can
be found in any other section of the South.
Guides, dogs
and horses furnished.
Good accommodations to sportsmen and ladies.
Apply directly, or R. M. BAGLEY,
444 So. 43d St., Philadelphia, Pa.

York

HOLLY

for

STREAM.

BAGLEY

Carolina

18 Hours

AND

Powder Residue from
keeps bore bright.

PREVENTS

Guns

RUST

and

ON

GUNS.
Write for free sample and test it with
thin oil or any oil you may be using.

6 oz. Can, 2 oz. Bottle,

25 Cents.
10 Cents.

. THE MANY-USE OIL €0.,

TMM

New

York

City.

FOREST?

JAN. 6,. 1906.]
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and lightest crate in use.

A complete assortment

W. V. RUSS,

Kennel

each

week

nished.

TO

CORRESPONDENTS.

C. P.—Please
decide the following controversy:
<A
donated cup and put same in open competition at a
tournament given in April, 1904.
Among the conditions
printed in programme of tournament governing the cup
contest, were the following:
‘‘First, the winner shall
be subject to challenge during the year; second, the
holder delivering said cup at A’s annual tournament,
1905,

will

receive

$100.’

The

annual

tournament

was

not

given, due, A claims, to the fact that dates were claimed
ahead which prevented him; but A will give a tournament in February, 1906, when cup will be redeemed.
B won cup April, 1904, defended it through the year
and was never defeated for it.
B was challenged for
trophy October, 1905, but refused to contest, claiming it
was not subject to challenge after April, 1905.
A claims
cup is subject to challenge until redeemed, February,
18¢6.
Who is correct?
Ans.—B is correct.
However, under the specifications
the calendar year would be understood, so that the right
to

challenge

ceased

on

Dec.

31, 1904.

The

published

con-

ditions govern the competition.
As set forth, there is
no intimation whatever that the cup is subject to challenge till redeemed, nor is there any ambiguity in the
wording.
A written agreement always prevails over a
matter of verbalism.

PUBLISHERS’

DEPARTMENT.

Pocket Cigar Lighter—advertised
in
The ‘“‘Instanto”
another column—should be one of the most useful articles the smoker can carry.
We have all of us been
through

the

sorrows

of

the

matchless

condition,

and

have found ourselves unable to light pipe or cigar just
when we most needed the solace of tobacco.
Matches
carried loose in the pocket are a constant danger, and
in a box of any size are clumsy and in the way.
<A
eigar lighter which
will do what is claimed
for the
“Instanto” is certain of a warm reception by that vast
multitude of men who smoke tobacco.
It seems hard to believe that within three-quarters of
a day of New York city, there should be a place which
offered
hotels

as many attractions as
are beyond
criticism,

does Pinehurst,
the
weather
is

N. C.
Its
such
that

until

March

Address

A.

G.

2ouis
St.Louis

15.

Price,

$25.00.

MINTZ,

Reference

Blacksburg,

Paris

Ne 5.

@

THE

EASTERN-SHORE

SQUAB

Fe
HURSLEY

STOCKTON

STATION

P.

0.,

(MD.),

WORCESTER

P.

R.

CO.,

R.

For

old.

Sale.—Fifteen

Send

Garland,

For

FOX

stamp

for

HOUND

list.

ST
ON
Aha

Manufacture

PUPS,

SNOW

S. C:

2 to

BIRD

ers that are hunted.
Pontiac,
Mich.
Norwegian

BEAGLE

OAKLAND

1

bearhounds,

Irish

Write
dogs,

deer

and

whipping

permitted;

skill

in

training.

PARK GAME
Virginia.

Further

only

apply

Montague,

for

Age,

months.
KING

eight

sale.

Price

$50

each,

ESSEX

Essex

County,

Mailed

POINTERS,

of

sex.

Perfect condition and form.
AND QUEEN’S KENNEL,
Montague, Essex County,

Va.

you

a good

SETTERS
one

at any

GEO.

AND
season

W.

HOUNDS.—Can
of the

Ks

AeKgen .

Lett -PAD

714 S. 4th St., St. Louis, Mo:
) 1324 Valencia St., San Benneisuo:

BOOK

Middleboro,

ON

TO

FREE

to

any

FEED.
address

B.
346

Mass.

YOUR

By

WATERS,

Broadway,

New

York.

BLOODHOUNDS.
I sell pups that are Bloodhounds in character and
They will honor their name in the show-ring
breeding.
‘or on the trail.

DR.

Imperial

KNOX,

Bloodhound

Kennels,

DANBURY,

>

AND

author.

For use in dog training.
Price, $2.00.
mail, $2.10.
Send for circular.

J. KANNOFSKY,
PRACTICAL GLASS BLOWER

ForrEsST

by the

1278 Broadway, New York.

IMPROVED SPIKE COLLAR.

FOR SALE.—PAIR VIRGINIA RABBIT HOUNDS,
EIGHTEEN
MONTHS
OLD, THOROUGHLY
TRAINED.
GUARANTEED.
BOX 135, PRINCE:
TON, N. J.
2

mention

Cal.

DISEASES

furnish

year.

LOVELL,

FISH.
with
practical
management
of

and

}

CHESAPEAKE RETRIEVER PUPPIES ENTITLED
to registry. J. G. MORRIS & SON, Easton, Md.

SAVE

flare pend ALE 7

x00

kenneling

cats.

on

H. CLAY GLOVER, D. V. S.,

Both regisENGLISH

regardless

Culture,”

AND

and

to

BY DICK BELTON
out of My Lady II.
tered winners.
FOUR
BLUE
BELTON
SETTERS

collar

‘Dog

feeding,

chapters

HOW

$8 per month for board
guaranteed except best

particulars

PRESERVE,

force

the

on

DOG

AND QUEEN’S KENNEL
(registered A.K.C.)
undertakes
the training of hunting dogs.
Each
dog
receives individual instruction, and no one except trainer
No

Catalogue,

cat

KING

handles.

also

for

:
(America) Ltd.

hounds.
English bloodhounds, American foxhounds.
4cent stamp for illustrated catalogue.
ROOKWOOD
KENNELS,
Lexington, Ky.

patience in manipulation.
Terms
and a final fee of $25.
Nothing

for

Spratt’s Patent | 45) Market St. Newark, N. J,

Hunt-

KENNELS,

wolfhounds,

foods

BIRDS,

14 months

Hounds,

prepared

PUPPIES,
RABBITS,
POULTRY,
PIGEONS,
GAME,

KENNELS,

BEAGLE
=

*~

Ss

%S

CONN.

AT STUD
Boston Terrier Edgewood

Benny,

by

head

Champion

markings,
White

Butte,

2 years,

disposition,

Plains.

First

17

lbs.

Winner

at

Trenton,

booked

will

10 bitches

Perfect
be

color,

Pittsburg,
bred

at

$5

| each. One of the surest dogs at stud, rarely ever missing.
VINE COTTAGE
KENNELS, West Haven, Conn.

STREAM,

TROPHIES.

Illustrated

Have You a Dog?

Catalogue,

Then

It gives directions for preparing and preserving Skins,
Antlers, etc. Also prices for Heads and Rugs, Birds and
Fish, and all kinds of work in Taxidermy.

Ward’s Natural Science Establishment,
N. Y.

ROWLAND.

ILE Aas

TAXIDERMIST,
A

specialty

in mounting Moose, Elk, Caribou
heads.
Call and examine work.

No. 182 SIXTH
Tel.

4777

Gramercy.

Near

and

Deer

AVENUE,
18th

St.,

NEW

YORK.

let us send

celebrated

“Heads and Horns.”

ROCHESTER,

Jou

specially

DOGS,
CATS,

chapters

English

Write for our

Ler, et

(LTD.)

47

Ave l Jd Fog 20 cer fe
ante

PATENT

AM.

Me.

Sale.—Full-blood

Please

190

1900:

FOX HOUNDS,
RABBIT
HOUNDS,
Coon Hounds,
pasidas Dogs that stay at tree.
B. L. CALL, Dexter,
Maine.

MD.

eo. ed

ae

The best

Dent’s, Johnson’s

Gold Medal & Highest
Awa
Gold Medal & Highest
Award
arene
s

Fair, 1904:

fur-

and Manufacturer of
Artificial eyes for birds, animals and manufacturing purposes a specialty.
Send for prices.
All kinds of skulls for
the fur trade.
369 Canal St., New York.

Co.

World’s

Exposition,

SPRATT’S

™

e

Glover’s,

26 and 28 Vesey St., New York City

Special.

outdoor sports may be indulged in practically all winter
long, and there is a great shooting preserve of 25,000
acres.
It is said that quail were never more plentiful
than this year, and we assume that many of our readers
traveling south in search of rest, amusement or health
will have a try at them this winter.
&

water cup attached,

Serzgeant’s,

Excelsior Wire and Poultry Supply Company, Dept. A. O.

at Reading.

Proprietor
READING, Pa., Dec. 25.—The live-bird shoot of the Independent Gun Club, of this city, held to-day on the
Spring Valley grounds, was fairly well attended by the
sportsmen of this city.
The scores follow:
Event 1, Bernhart introductory, 10 birds, 28yds. rise:
Ads
under
this head
2 cents
a word,
a time
(or
v2
Dillon 4, Hain 7, Wentzel 5, Weidner 8, Lutz 7, Moyer 3. | cents in capitals).
Cash must accompany order.
Event 2, Independent Gun Club stake, 10 birds, 28yds.
rise, high gun:
I will take a few young intelligent dogs to train on quail,
Weidner
Coldren
. .222112*220— 8
to 1etrieve, steady to shot.
I have an unlimited territory
F Wertz
22
Dallon pewerks:s 02229*2021— 7%
and thousands of quail to train on.
I bag from 25 to 5v
Ham
we
e -2a2*021222— §
Wrentzels
ci... )22*020202— 5
birds a day.
Hunt on horseback, which makes fast and
Cole
wee es 0222021222— 8
Moyer
. .22**020*20— 4
wide ranging dogs. Each dog gets two full days’ hunting

ANSWERS

of

and Spratt’s Dog Medicines
Austin’s, Excelsior, Old Grist Mill, Ideal and Spratt’s Dog
and :Puppy Cakes.
Collars, Whips, Leads, Chains, Brushes, Books, etc.
A complete list in
D
our immense 162 page Illustrated Catalogue, mailed free.

—————EE———

Trap

SUPPLIES

Backus Dog Crates, perfectly ventilated, Buffet for feed and

Book

you

Polk

on Dogs;

Miller’s

How

to

Take Care of Them; the eloquent Senator Vest’s masterful Tribute to
a Dog, and“A
Yellew Dog’s Love
for a Nigger’ (famous poem). We wil!
send you all of the above for 10c just to advertise
Sergeant’s
Famous
Dog
Remedies.

DRUG

CO.

Address

859

POLK

MILLER

Main St. Richmond,

|

azine.
Monthly, 50 to 100 pages, its writers
are the most successful Poultrymen
and women inthe United States.
Itis

oy The POULTRY TRIBUNE,

: nicely illustrated, brimful each month
of information on How to Care for

Fowls and Make the Most Money with
them.
In fact so good you can’t afford
to be without
it. Price, 50 cents per year.
Send at once
for free sample and SPECIAL OFFER TO YOU.

R. R. FISHER, Pub., Box 51, Freeport, Ill.

Va.

SNOW-SHOES

All

FINE
Scott,

GUN

Purdey,

Greener,

Other

Per Pair
No.

Youths’ or Missses’ Snow-shoes,

1

4.00
5.00

No.3%
No. 4

Men’s Snow-shoes,
Men’s Snow-shoes,

5.50
6.00

No. 5

Shanty Snow-shoes,

fh

tees

x

14
x 42 inches
16 x 44 inches

16 x 42 inches
:

:

3

:
;

Black

,

;
é

:

:

:

:

‘

:

:

;

"JOHNSON
163-165

Sole

SPORTING

Washington

St,

:

OUR

CO.,

Mass.

to our line of Sportsmen’s Supplies,

Golf Goods, Fine Leather Goods, Athletic Goods,Automobile Horns,Lanterns,
Etc., of our own importation. Base Ball
and

Foot

Ball

which we show

Goods,

at our New

Ave., the most complete
to be seen anywhere.

Cutlery,

Store,

Etc.,

34th

of

assortment

AVENUE

YORK

CITY
Sole U, S. Agents
HENSOLDT’S
Field,
Marine and Opera Binoculars.

Sole U. S. Agents
MAUSER Sporting Rifles,
MAUSER Automatic 10 Shot Pistols.

THE INTERSTATE ASSOCIATION
By an amendment to the By-Laws, (passed after our application for membership), admitting only AMERICAN MANU-

FACTURERS to the Association, BALLISTITE

(foreign),

the best smokeless shot gun powder on earth, was barred
out. Nevertheless, it still leads.

J. H. LAU
Agents for NOBELES

75 Chambers

GRADE GUNS
weights

& Co.,

EXPLOSIVES

CO.,

Street, New York City

just received.

WM. READ @ SONS

Send for List of High-Grade
Second-Hand Guns.

107 Washington

Highest

Established 1826

Quality

Fishing

A NEW

stock

Street, Opp. Waldorf-Astoria
NEW

Etc.
in Trade
Send 6 cents in
stamps for Catalogue and List of
‘Second-Hand

Tackle.

YEAR’S

St., Boston, Mass.
The Old Gun House

GREETING

and

is recommended

above

every

other

shotgun.

We are agents in the United States for the celebrated “‘Regent’’? Knockabout guns.
They are particularly popular from the fact that they offer more
value for’the money than any other medium-priced gun yet produced.
They
are made as light as 6lbs., and are sold at a uniform net price of $65.00.
We are agents in the United States for the celebrated gun cases and
splendid leather novelties of Cross, of London, and carry fitted gun cases in

VON LENGERKE & DEIMOLD,
Cor.

HIGHEST

Louis,

349 Fifth

and up-to-date

349 FIFTH

Taken

We desire to extend to all of our friends who have favored us with their
patronage, a New Years Greeting, and we pledge ourselves to use every
effort in the future to retain that confidence which has been so generously
accorded us.
Emerson
once said that a good advertisement was one that provoked
confidence.
Let us advertise to you a few of our special lines of goods that
must “‘provoke confidence,” as they have stood the test of time and you will
prefer them to your money.
We are agents in the United States for the celebrated Greener gun.
This
gun has won more honors and championships and medals and cups and prizes
and world’s records than any other make, including the Grand Prize at St.

REMOVAL!
We have added

Son,

SPECIALTY :

Some very light

Also

Sole U. S. Agents
KNOCKABOUT
GUN
20, 16, and 12 gauges.

U. S. Agents

FRANCOTTE GUNS
Most celebrated of all imported guns

@

1.25

GOODS

Boston,

MAKES

.50
1.50

:

P

ENGLISH

6.00

;

We sell everything for sports and pebreatior? wholesele and retail.

IVER

Ithaca,
Guns

3.50

Ladies’ Snow-shoes, 11 x 36 inches
Men’s Snow-shoes, 12 x 42 inches

:

Lang

$3.00

10 x 33 inches

No. 2.
No. 3.

Extra thongs, rawhide
Snow-shoe Sandals, Tan

Jos.

Remington,

amusement and tramping in winter.

Boys’ or Girls’ Snow-shoes, 9 x 30 inches

Prominent

AMERICAN

(of London), Parker, Smith, Lefever,

Made from finest split hickory, finished by hand, substantially made, neat
in appearance and made with turn-up toe. Just the thing for healthful outdoor
No. 0

the

and

Ltd.

up

to $100.00

each.

We are agents. in the United States for Lightwood & Co., of London,
makers of the finest gun implements in the world, and carry a complete stock
of these imported gun implements in all gauges, from 4 gauge to 28 gauge.
We also carry a stock of Ely and Kynoch ammunition, both for shotgun
and rifle.
We are agents in the United States for Allcock & Co., of Redditch,
makers of the finest fishing tackle in England, and carry in stock an extensive
line of their specialties.
We are agents in the United States for the celebrated “Triton” splitbamboo rods, and ‘“‘Simplex’”’ German silver nine multiplying and bait-casting
reels.
We are agents in the United States for the famous “Hercules” brand of
enamel lines and ‘“‘Hercules” gut leaders.
We have been agents in New York for nearly a quarter of a century for
Rushton’s pleasure boats and canoes.
We are agents in the United States for Nelson’s patent gun cabinets, and
carry a full line in different sizes, both in antique oak and mahogany.
We are agents in New York for Bancroft’s celebrated tennis rackets.
We are agents in the United States for “McGregor” golf balls and the
famous “Hillside” golf clubs.
We are agents in the United States for Hiatt’s celebrated English handforged steel and brass dog chains.
We are agents in the United States for Cross & Sons’ hand-made English
dog collars.
We
are agents in New
York
for Dent,
Spratt, and Sergeant’s
dog
medicines and the well-known Backus dog crates.
Besides the many specialties for which we have the exclusive sale, we
carry in stock a complete line of American-made shotguns, rifles and revolvers,
American-made
gun
‘cases and sportsmen’s
clothing.
All of the leading
makes of American fishing tackle.
The largest stock in America of pleasure
boats and canoes.
Camping goods in almost infinite variety.
Complete equipment for outdoor sports such as snowshoes, skis, sleds, skates, toboggans,
tennis goods, golf supplies, etc.
In fact, we furnish the true sportsman, whether he be young or old, with
the comforts and necessities of outdoor life.

HENRY C. SQUIRES @ SON,
20 Cortlandt

St.,

NEW

YORK.

A
VOL. LXVI.—No.
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NIGHT

2.

PRICE,

hic ce

OF
TEN

TERROR
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SATURDAY,

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO., 346 Broadway, New York

THE

GIANT

CEIBA

TREE

OF NASSAU—ONE

OF THE

FAMOUS

TREES

OF THE

WORLD.

JANUARY

13, 1906.

UR
EE et Ato

FOREST

42

AND

STREAM.

THE ROBERTS SAFETY LAUNCH AND YACHT BOILER.
THE

ROBERTS

SAFETY

WATER

TUBE

BOILER

[JAN. 13, 1906.

250 pounds of steam.
Handsome catalogue free,
Nearly 1500 in use.
WORKS:
RED
BANK,
New Jersey.
Telephone
Address: 599 Cortlandt.
Cable Address: Bruniva, New York.

COMPANY,

39 and

41 Cortlandt

Street,

the line was
given

with

New

York.

hauled

short, and the death stroke

a lance, and

as handsome

a corbeno

was hauled into the boat as I ever saw. He must
have weighed nearly 40 pounds. I did not suppose

they grew

that even

to such

a size, but was

larger ones

harpoon used was
ment, the wooden

assured

had been captured.

a two-pronged
handle fitting

The

barbed instruinto an iron

socket, and just at the socket the line was attached to the iron. When the blow was delivered the handle became detached and floated
away, the line leading directly to the fish. This
fish was struck immediately behind the pectoral
fins, which is tbe objective point, I believe.
_We are lying about two miles off shore tonight, and just now, while writing this, I was
disturbed by a‘ noise, and for a moment thought
one of the cattle had by some means got over-

In the Canal Zone.
A CORRESPONDENT of the
writes from Panama:
“

a

L

’* "JOURNAL
TRAVEL, NATURE

arypt

If I have not been misinformed,

;

word Panama means

te.”

Sie

a> eae

oe
OF OUTDOOR LIFE?
DY. SHOOTING, FISHING. YACHTING.
¥

STU

we

ag

Forrst

AND

entertainment,

STREAM

and

:

Fancy,
of

between

American
sportsmen.
The editors invite communications on the subjects to which its pages are devoted.
Anonymous
communications will not be regarded. The
editors are not responsible for the views of correspondents.

SUBSCRIPTIONS.
Subscriptions may begin at any time.
single copies, $3 per year, $1.50 for six
for clubs of annual subscribers:

Three Copies,

$7.50.

Five

Terms:
month.

For
Rates

Copies, $12.

Remit by express money-order, registered letter, money
order or draft payable to the Forest and Stream Publishing Company.
The paper may be obtained of newsdealers throughout the United States, Canada and Great
Britain.
Foreign
Subscriptions
and
Sales
Agents—London:
Davies & Co., 1 Finch Lane; Sampson,
Low & Co.;
Paris:
Brentano’s.
Foreign terms:
$4.50
per
year;
$2.25 for six months.

SUBSCRIPTION

ADVERTISEMENTS.
Inside pages, 20 cents per agate line. Special rates for
three, six and twelve months.
Eight words to the line,
fourteen lines to one inch.
Advertisements
should be
received by Saturday previous to issue in which they
are to be inserted.
Transient advertisements must invariably be accompanied by the money, or they will not
be inserted.
Reading
notices, seventy-five
cents per
line.
Only advertisements
of an approved
character
inserted.

Classified

Advertising.

Hotels,
Summer
and Winter
Resorts.
Instruction,
Schools, Colleges, etc.
Railroad and Steamship Time
Tables.
Real Estate, For Sale and To Let.
Seeds and
Shrubs.
Taxidermists.
The Kennel, Dogs, etc.
Wants
and Exchanges.
Per Agate line, per insertion, 15 cents
Three months, 13 times, 10 cents per line.

FOREST
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STREAM

Broadway,

ROWLAND

New

PUB.

CO.,

need

not

be

ashamed

own

to

the

well-baited

to

| make your heart jump, but as they appear just
ready to strike, a slight movement of the tail
| swerves them aside, when they lazily examine
| and investigate; then they quietly sail
ina circle
around the bait, until they feel the line touch
| their backs, and then it is good morning to corbenoes.
You may coax and play sweet on them,
but they graduated some time before you came
into the country.
And what a beautiful fish they are; as red as

a goldfish,

or

dark

brown,

according

whether

they be the red or black variety, and several
| inches across—in fact, they frequently appear dis-

tears).

since.

Mr.

to

be

a very

large

number,

and

reminded

me

of a heard of excited hogs, their blowing sounding very like it.
We are not destined to go without fish because two or three varieties know more than
we

do; for on

yesterday

we

took

not less than

seventy mullets while fishing off the steamer’s
deck.
These fish run in’ schools, and will
average

two

and

a half

pounds

each

in some

schools and in others they are smaller.
Generally they are equal in size throughout the
entire school.
We fish for them with trout
hooks,

baited

with

dough

mixed

with

enough

cotton to toughen it. The fish sucks the bait,
not striking it as in the manner of game fish,
but

they

make

hooked,

an

interesting

for they are

play

extremely

after

being

rapid in their

movements, and a man with a good, light rod
could eke out a pleasant hour or two.
As the

fish

remain

motions

very

very

are

much

near

the

at all times

interested

surface

visible,

and

a person

their
gets

in witnessing the way in

which they hook themselves; and yet it soon
grows tiresome, for the story gets old and excitement cannot be maintained for the average

fisherman.

never

I have

except

seen

corbenoes

by throwing

over

caught,

but

a lot of waste

meat, bread, etc., and casting in their midst.

Slocum Hand Power Motor.
A WONDER

IN BOAT MOTORS.

Greater results than with oars. Greater
speed with less work. Face either direction in operating.
Reverses instantly.
No skill required. Price $25.00.

Write for circular. Patented.

Slocum Hand Power Motor Co., Erie,
Pa.

For some time I had noticed a boat cruis-

ing about in the harbor, which finally stopped,
and while one man attended to holding it steady
by means of the paddle, the other was busily engaged in throwing out something from a bucket.
Soon the mystery was explained.
He was making a “slick,” as the Eastern bluefishermen say;
and after a little 1 saw enough commotion about
his boat to satisfy me the fish had risen.
Care-

to an erect position and

poised a

through

the water,

first to the right,

then to the left, and finally in a circle, gradually
nearing the vessel on which I stood.

Robinson writes of nature with marvélous insight; his is
the ready word, the phrase, to make a bit of landscape, a
scene~ of outdoors,
stand out clear and vivid like a
startling flashing out from the reader’s own memory.
FOREST: AND ‘STREAM PUBS CO:

board, for it sounded exactly like an exhausted
animal puffing and blowing; it proved to be a
large school of porpoises or blackfish, the night
being too dark to distinguish. There appeared

River salmon.
With skip-jacks you can enter the plea of
“sour grapes,’ for they are scarcely worth the
trouble of catching, as they are only good for
chowder.
Should you want fun you would get
plenty, providing, of course, you hooked one, for
they make a hard fight and are game to the last.
Both the corbeno and skip-jack are game fish,
and as ravenous as our northern bluefish.
The natives are generally too tired to fish, although big prices are obtained in the market for
all kinds.
I witnessed a singular scene not long

gyrations

Books.
to

casting your

place they will dart at the hook in a manner

fully he rose

These books have taken their place as classics in the
literature of New England village and woods life.
Mr.
Robinson’s characters are peculiar, quaint and lovable;
one reads of them now with smiles and now with tears
(and

please,

hook in the midst of a dozen or so of magnificent corbenoes,. averaging Io pounds each, with
half a dozen skip-jacks of good size loitering
about on the outside, and witness the manner in
which they receive your attentions.
In the first

| harpoon, the while intently watching the water
just off his port bow.
Suddenly he let loose, and
as suddenly went, reverse side up, into the bottom of the boat, which boat began a series of

York.

E. ROBINSON’S

Danvis

if you

to make a
Of course

proportionately broad. When served on the table
the flesh is white, and as solid as a Columbia

RECEIPTS.

The receipt of the paper with date on the wrapper
address label constitutes a receipt for money sent us for
a new subscription
or a renewal.
The date on the
wrapper tells when your subscription will expire.
Please
note this date and renew at least two weeks before expiration of subscription.

Display

the old Indian

nians are by far the best calculated

medium

information
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“The Place of Many Fish,”

| man curse education in the abstract.
there are the usual exceptions.

is the recognized

instruction

AND

and for once an appropriate name has been given.
Had it embraced the word “educated” perhaps it
would have been better, for of all fish Panama-

CORRESPONDENCE.
The

ForEsST

The

fisherman

had

meanwhile

readjusted

his

equilibrium, and had eyes for nothing but the
motor propelling his boat.
The native who sat
in the stern with the paddle had just all he cared
to contract for to come in on the short turns, and
the way that boat walked through the water was
an interesting lesson
to steam
yachts.
After

traveling

about

the bay for about

ten

minutes,

SPAR.

COATING

A perfect finish for all woodwork, spars and ironwork exposed to excessive changes in weather and
temperature.

EDWARD
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_ One would suppose
in numbers owing to

the fish would diminish
the immense number of

sharks

The

and

pelicans.

latter,

in flocks

of

from a dozen to a hundred, go out to sea each
morning and return just before sundown to their
roosts on the islands in the bay; or, when the
fish are inside the reef, these birds can be seen
gorging themselves
for hours
together.
How
they utilize the numbers eaten would puzzle a
philosopher.
I saw one bird devour twentyseven mullet, by actual count, and it wasn’t a

Qi

like

a

singular

statement,

but

swamp

with

me

after

parrots,
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A Calendar is an
absolute necessity

U will never have one moment of doubt or anxiety about landing your
catch if you use a “*BRISTOL.”
Thousands of users all over the
world testify to its superiority over any other rod.
‘““Once a ‘BRISTOL’ user, always a ‘BRISTOL’ enthusiast.”’
It has
the right amount of snappiness, tenacity and flexibility to make it a perfect
rod for all around fishing. No bamboo or rod of any kind can compare
with it, and the only reason that every fisherman doesn’t use the ‘‘ BRISTOL” is because they haven’t given it a trial.
Write to-day for handsome free booklet *‘A Lucky Strike,’’ telling you all
about the rod and containing many interesting fishing pictures.

the

seek the surface in such

monkeys,

BEST

STEEL
FISHING
ROD

in every home and
office.
Why not
have a_ beautiful
one? Send 10 cents

to-day in silver for

THE HORTON MFG. COMPANY, 84 Horton St., Bristol, Conn,

vast numbers owing to the absence of their
peal enemies, the pelican and the man-of-war
awk.
Should you desire to take a trip into the
toucans, duck, tigers and deer,
modate you in another letter.
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IS

jumping and splashing of the fish about the
vessel during the night quite frequently keep
me awake, the water seeming to be fairly alive
with them.
They evidently come in on the
flood tide, and perhaps

STREAM.
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very good day for pelicans either.
_ It seems

AND

our handsomely
colored calendar for
1906. “@ eZ
2

snipe,

I may accomDin
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2255

Main

Cable,
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Robert Walle’s Deer Shooting.

Wilsails,

W.

SILSBY
MAKERS

V. C,

In the year of grace 1756, and of the reign of
King George II. the twenty-ninth, in Brumfield
parish of the British colony of Virginia, one

We have furnished sails to the following prominent yachts: Constitution, Defender, Volunteer, Jubilee, Colonia,

Robert Walle, a laborer, thinking to make the
pot boil, went out into the woods to sit for

Vergemere, Resolute, Chanticleer, Senta, Snapper,

deer.
His aim was good, his flint-lock true
The bullet sped to the mark.
Robertr Walle
brought down his game.
But it was not a deer.
The record of the shot was written out in
the beautiful copper-plate writing of the court
clerks of the day, and filed away among:the
papers of the Court of Culpeper county. There
it remained.
George II. died and George III.
succeeded to the throne.
The ink had not yet
paled before the colony of Virginia joined with
her sister to throw off the British rule. Through
the strife and turmoil of the seven years’ war
the story of Robert Walle’s shot was. preserved

ROWE’S
Independence,

of FoREST

AND

Weetamoe,

Uncle

A
Sam,

BOSTON,

Effort, Calypso,

MA.SS.

Flirt, Ariadne, Quissetta,

Constance,

Raider, Little Haste, Sally VII, Chloris, and many others.

Gothenburg,

I

i

Sweden, {5,°u) 2uthorized correspondent

KNOCK DOWN BOATS | 88 SIDNEY @SON.WestDePere,Wis.
Canoes and Hunting
boats.

geese:

a

Of all Descriptions.

Launches, row and
sail boats.
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Send for Catalogue,
American

dt

Boat & Machine

St) ee

Builders of fine Pleasure and Hunting Boats, Canoes,
Gasoline Launches, Small Sail Boats. Send for Catalogue.

Co., 3517 S. 2nd St., St. Louis, Mo.
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How To Build a Launch

eae

From

eta

8 at

Plans

With general instructions for the care and running of gas engines. By Chas. G. Davis
With 40 diagrams, 9 folding drawings and 8 full-page plans. Price, postpaid, $1.50
This is a practical and complete manual for the amateur builder of motor launches.
It
is written simply, clearly and understandingly by one who isa practical builder, and whose
instructions are so definite and full that with this manual on hand the amateur may successfully build his own craft.

STREAM

the story of Robert Walle’s deer shooting:

The

At a court held for the County of Culpeper, on Friday
the 4th Day of June 1756, on the Examination of Francis
Walle, charged with the Felonious Slaying one George
Roberts.
PRESENT:
James Pendleton,
aniel Brown &
Francis Slaughter,
William Green,
William Williams Gent.
Francis Walle late of the Parish of Brumfield in this
County Laborer being led to the Bar in the custody of
the sheriff, charged with the Felonious
Slaying one
George Roberts late of the Parish & County aforesaid
and being Demanded
whether he was Guilty or not
Guilty confessed he was Guilty, though it was an Involuntary
Act, for that he accidently
shot the said
George
Roberts, as he was sitting for Deer believing him
to be cne, and as no one was Privy thereto, he went
Immediately & Informed the Father of the said Deceased
what had happened, and helped him Home
with the
Dead body, whereupon John Roberts, Father of the said
George Roberts, who was killed being sworn & Examined as Witness for our Lord the King against the
said Prisoner, declared he believed the Prisoners Confession to be true, and no other Witness appearing
against him It is therefore the opinion of the Court that
the said Francis Walle is Guilty of Chance Medley and
that he ought to be tryed for the said Fact on the sixth
Day of the next General Court and on his Prayer is
admitted to Bail.

second

part of the work

is devoted

to the use

and

care of gas

engines,

and

this

chapter is so specific, complete and helpful that it should be studied by every user of such an
engine.
Mr. Davis has given usa book which should have a vast influence in promoting
the popularity of motor launches.
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THE COMPLETE SPORTSMAN.
By HOWLAND
Cloth,

How the trial ended we have no means of determining; but as Robert Walle had proved him-

self to be such a good shot with his flint-lock
at the ‘‘man target,” it is not at all improbable
that his services were enlisted in the campaigns
of the Revolution.

Ailsa, Navahoe,

A

G. R. LILJEGREN,

intact. The paper grew yellow with a hundred
years.
Virginia was again the theatre of war.
A Massachusetts volunteer picked up the musty
court record and took it to his New England
home. The years went by. The men of Massachusetts and of Virginia forgot that they had
fought as enemies, and joined each other to
celebrate in Virginia the victories
of the
colonies.
Again the years went by. To-day,
while the bunting on Broadway is still flying in
commemoration of another Revolutionary event,
we copy the old Culpeper colonial court record,
and give to the readers
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Tarpon and Florida Tackle
Will be ready about January
receipt

8th,

1906.

Will be sent to anyone

of their name.
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upon
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THREE CATALOGUES
FISHING
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GUN
GOODS
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WINTER
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If interested, should be pleased to have you call and examine our stock.

WILLIAM MILLS @ SON, 21 Park Place, New York
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CAMERAS,
KODAKS
and
PHOTOGRAPHIC
GOODS

_ John Street

in

One or all for the asking.
We

have everything in Guns, Fishing Tackle,
Photographic and Athletic Goods.
SUPERIOR QUALITY,
LowEstT PRIcEs.

SPORTING GOODS EXCLUSIVELY.

VON LENGERKE & ANTOINE

And Dealer in Fishing Tackle.

»

277 and 279 Wabash Avenue,
35, 37 and 39 Van Buren Street,
CHICAGO,
ILL.

Gold Medal Highest Award Buffalo, 1901.

et

Gold Medal Highest Award St. Louis, 1904.

On receipt of 4 cents in United States stamps we will send our 110-page catalogue.

Gold
Gold

Medal,
Medal,

ESTABLISHED 1857
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St. Louis,
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1893

A Patent Fishing Reel, made of hard sheet metal, with an automatic drag,
spool 314 inch diameter holding 200 yds _ of line, winding line as fast as a mult
and has more power. The automatic drag, when fish is running, allows no slack

JULIUS

line.

VOM

Sold for $3.50.

No. 351 South Fifth Street,

All genuine reels bear my name.

We have our own repair shop and do all
repairs to guns and fishing tackle.

WM.

25
50
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No branch store in any city.

Send for catalogue.
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Targets received.
They are the best I ever
CHARLES KincG, Gunsmith.
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When a dealer says that some other Spoon Bait
is as good as G. M. Skinner’s, he acknowledges
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500 Steel Rods, cork grips |

7%, 8%
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feet; Fly

$3.00

$2.75,
Postage,
Also 100 gross

Trout

Flies, six assorted on

card, at 6a per card

318-320 Fulton St.,
CHARLES

Send
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for Tackle

9’ BROOKLYN,

( atalogue.
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SPORTING

GOODS.

Appreciated

Grades:

$.4.50

GUARANTEED
all wool,
close-fitting, but not binding,

10 cents extra.

in

JACKET

Before buying a STEEL ROD.
only.
Bait Rods, 6%,
Rods, 9 and 10 feet.

y

STANDARD.
Dealers

A Convenience

I am clearing out

9

$6.00
seamless, elastic,
comfortable and

| convenient.
Designed especially for duck shooters, trapshooters, etc., but suitable for all outdoor purposes.
Must be seen to be appreciated.
Made only in three colors—Dead Grass, Oxford
Gray and Scarlet.
|
Send for one of our catalogues.

THE UH. . KIFFE C0., 523 Broadway, N. Y.

Gold Liga Cocktails
Delicious Old Blends.
Ready

to Serve.

The demand for Gold Lion Cocktails by the Gentleman Sportsman is
such that these goods are now put up
in protected packages convenient to
pack.

A cut of the Gold Lion marks every

ie

will stop “leading”?
barrels.
Booklet

52P

package of the genuine.

Camp Life in the Woods.
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ea
Dixon’s
Special Graphite No. 635

And the Tricks of Trapping and Trap Making.
Containing hints on camp shelter, all the tricks and _ bait
receipts of the trapper, the use of the traps, with instructions for the capture of all fur-bearing animals.
y W. Hamilton Gibson.
Illustrated.
Cloth, 300 pp.

in shotgun and rifle

and sample on request.

s. Dixon Crucible Co., Jersey City, N. J.
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Martini and the American.
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_ The object of this journal will be to studiously
promote a healthful interest in outdoor recreation, and to cultivate a refined taste for natural
objects.

Announcement in first number of
ForeEsT AND STREAM, Aug. 14, 1873.

NOTICE

TO SUBSCRIBERS.

Beginning with Jan. 1, 1906, the subscription
price of ForEST AND STREAM 1s $3.00 per year;
$1.50 for six months; $1 for four months.
All subscriptions now on our books which
have been paid at the $4.00 rate, and which run
for any period into 1906, will be extended pro
rata to conform to the changed price,
THE
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AND

STREAM.

Tue changed form of the ForEsT AND STREAM
with
unstinted
approval.
has been received
Words of praise and of appreciation have come
thick and fast from friends old and new.
of these expressions of commendation
on another

page.

The

welcome

thus

Some

are printed
accorded

is

extremely gratifying.
The paper is not yet all that its editors hope
that it may be. No paper ever comes up to the
ideal of those who have the making of it; but
the ideal stands as an incentive, as something to
work toward.

In its new

form, with

opportunities, and with the continued
its hosts

of friends—readers

we mean to make Forest AND

and

its larger
support of

contributors—

STREAM

more than

ever the valued companion of intelligent men and
women who are interested in those special outdoor topics which it has made its own.
NATURE’S

DEFENSE

TO HER

Publishing Co.

CHILDREN.

Mr. RAnvotpH’s capital picture of elk on a hillside, printed in last week’s Forest .AND STREAM,
may well enough recall to many a reader things
that he too has seen. This does not necessarily
mean that any very great proportion of hunters

have ever seen elk in such a situation, but most
people who have had the opportunity to be much
out of doors have seen just the things which the
picture suggests.
Here is a group of large animals, feeding in the open, not concealed by underbrush nor by tree trunks through which they are
seen, but standing on the bald hillside in the
fierce glare of the sun; and yet how perfectly
these animals blend with and become a part of the
surrounding landscape.
Of almost each animal
some portion can be distinctly seen, but there is
hardly one in which the outlines of the creature
are not hidden because it stands against a back-

ground from which it cannot be distinguished.
Much has been written about protective coloration, and the subject is a familiar one, yet almost
every man, in his daily life abroad, has seen
examples of it which astonished him.
What is

more

common

than

to see a dog stop in such

fashion that we know the quail is close under his
nose, and then failing to start it or to find it, it
suddenly bursts out from under our very feet,
from a place that we had carefully looked at.
Many a country dweller has searched up and
down a tree trunk or along a limb in search of
the tree frog whose note he had traced to the
very spot and has had his eye pass again and
again over a little gray knot, which at last he dis-

covers to be the animal he was in search of.

s| No.

VOLE

AS GOOQDLY,
THE

giant

LXVI—No.

346 Broadway,

2:

New

York

TREE.

bombax, ceiba or silk cotton tree near

the Government building in Nassau, is one of
the famous trees of the world.’
In size it is a
veritable

prodigy.

into immense

The

buttresses,

aerial

roots

giving

have

grown

strength

to the

trunk in its support of the massive branches, which
in their proportions rival the goodly trunks of
lesser trees. The buttresses radiate forty-five feet
from the center; the great limbs span a circle of
110 feet. The tree is venerable as well as mighty.
It was planted by one John Miller more than two

Almost every country boy has at some time
known where an old ruffed grouse had her nest
centuries ago. An old print of Nassau in 1802
and has frequently gone to look at her.
Those shows the tree as it was at that date; and it was
who have done this know well how difficult it is
then very much as it is now. The extraordinary
to see the bird, even though the precise spot
aerial development of the roots is explained by
where she sits is known.
The watcher stares and
the impenetrableness of the soil.
The Bahamas
stares at the place but cannot make out the out-

lines of the bird, so perfectly

do they and

the

stripes and bars of dark and light color with
which her feathers are marked blend with the
surrounding herbage.
We
recall such a _ nest
where the bird always had to be carefully looked
for before she could be seen; then it always happened that suddenly her form sprang into the

eye’s view

and

it seemed

extraordinary

that it

had not been seen before.
In front of this nest
there were certain crossed weed stems which were
well recognized and behind which it was known
that the bird’s head must be, yet it took always
a long time to see her.

With
stantly.

big game
Many

the same

a man

who

thing happens
has hunted

much

conhas

crept up to a ridge, looked over and studied the
landscape with care, and then having satisfied
himself

that

no

game

was

in sight

has

stepped

out into plain view, seen a deer rise from its bed
or slip out of some little thicket and put itself in
a position of safety without offering opportunity
for a shot.
This seeming invisibility, even when

they are in plain sight, makes the photographing
of wild

animals

a matter

of great

difficulty.

In

another column is quoted an experience illustrating something of this.
We recall as vividly as if it were yesterday
carefully climbing a ridge in Wyoming and studying a sagebrush
basin
which
lay before
us.
Glasses and good eyes were used but absolutely
nothing was seen, and finally we stepped over the
hill, went partly down the open and then stopped

are of coral formation; they are bare
rock, with extremely scanty soil. The

reefs of
roots of

trees cannot penetrate the rock; they must develop
above the surface—a form of growth which has

familiar

illustration

pines and
stices of
selves by
into every
The

in our

own

forests

in the

hemlocks which spring from the interrocks and expand and intrench themconforming to the surface and fitting
point of vantage.

ceiba

of the tropics.

is one

of the most

magnificent

trees

It is indigenous to warm climates

in Asia, Africa and America.
The name of the
genus is Bombax, which is a Greek word meaning cotton.
The name is applied with reference
to the pods of cotton the tree bears.
A common

name

is silk cotton tree. The speciesto which the

Bahama and Cuba ceiba or silk cotton belongs
furnishes a cotton which cannot be spun, but
which has a use for stuffing pillows and other

like purposes,

There is in Mexico

another genus

which produces textile cotton.
The ceiba attains
majestic growth.
There are in Cuba specimens
too feet in height, the trunks rising seventy-five
feet smooth and round without knot or limb,
the great umbrella top spreading out a hundred
feet, and the tree supported and upheld against
the tempests by the great buttresses at the base,

which are everywhere characteristic of the ceibas’
We show among our pictures another
growth.
Nassau ceiba, illustrating this buttressed expan-

and sat down to smoke.
We had had time to
light the pipes and to talk for a while, and as we

sion of the aerial roots in the form of a wooden
wall, which has been utilized by the indolent land
owner to piece out the stone wall of his grounds.
Everywhere forming a conspicuous feature of

sat

the

and

smoked,

with

our

faces

directly

toward

the basin, slowly there grew out of’nothing, feeding quietly where he had been feeding all along,
a mountain sheep, which was the game we were

seeking.
To most of her wild creatures nature has given
a wonderful defense in their adaptation to their
surroundings, and whether it be—as in the picture
referred to—a stately bull elk or a timorous deer,

or a little chief hare sitting on the top of a rock
near

his burrow,

they are all alike—hard

to see.

landscape

and

commanding

admiration, the

ceiba is one of the forms of tropical vegetation
the traveler remembers most vividly, and which
allure him back to the land of forest monarchs.

In Havana is piously cherished a ceiba tree
which is a direct descendant of the original ceiba
under which Velazquez, the founder, celebrated
mass

at the establishment

of the town;

and

San-

tiago has a ceiba of historic interest, as the tree
under which took place the surrender of the
Spanish forces to the Army of the United States.
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In the Lodges of the Blackfeet.
A

Winter

on

the

Marias.

THERE was a little town in northern Montana,
where upon certain days things would run along
as smoothly and monotonously as in a village of
But at certain other times you
this effete East.
would enter the place to find everyone on a high
It seemed to be epidemic; if one man
old tear.

started to get gloriously
joined in—doctor,
sheepman and all.

full everyone

promptly

lawyer, merchant, cattleman,
Well do I remember the last

affair of that kind I witnessed

there.

2 P. M. they got to the champagne
really sparkling cider or something

By about

stage—twas
of that kind

—$5 a bottle, and about fifty men were going
from saloon to store and from store to hotel
treating in turn—$60 a round. I mention this as
a prelude to what I have to say about drinking
among the Indians in the old days. They were
no

worse

them

than

the whites

in that way,

and

Quietly and orderly:a camp would be for days
and days, and then suddenly all the men would
start in on a drinking bout.
Really, I believe
that the Indians at such times, free as they were

True, they frequently quarreled with

there not ensue some fearful scenes? One reads
of the ferocity of Indians when drinking, but
my own experience was that on
were exceedingly good-natured

the whole they
and
jovial
at

such

times,

amusing.

night

that winter

often

my way homeward

on

infinitely

the

Marias

I was

One

wending

from a visit at Sorrel Horse’s

place, where a man and woman came out of the
trade room and staggered along the trail toward

me.
man

I slipped behind a cottonwood tree.
The
was very unsteady on his feet and the

woman,

time was

trying

to

help

giving him

him

a

along,

thorough

at

the

I

heard her say:
“
, and you didn’t look out
for me a bit; there you were in that crowd, just

drinking with one and then another, and never
looking to see how I was getting along.
You
don’t

protect

me

at all; you

don’t

care

frantic

in his efforts

a young

man

who

always

mischievous when he drank. He
and at such times he would
stores of fine pemmican, fancy
needles and awls, and give them

to grasp

became

very

not

be caught;

for me,

or you would not have let me stay in there to be
insulted.”
The man stopped short, and swaying this way
and that gave a roar like a wounded grizzly:
“Don’t care for you; don’t protect you; let you
get insulted,” he spluttered and foamed.
‘‘Who

insulted you? Who? I say. Let me at him! Let
me at him! T’ll fix him with this.”
Right there by the trail was lying a large.

and

was
a

as
huge

of

rye

He

was

ex-

couch upon the smouldering fire, it blazed up
with a sudden roar and burst of flame which
reached the tenderest part of his anatomy; he
gave a loud yell of surprise and pain and leaped
from his perch. When he struck the ground the
women were upon him and I know not how
many lariats they coiled about him before they
bore him inside, amid the jeers and jests of a
spectators

and

laid him

upon

his couch.
But there was another side, and by no means
a pleasant one to this drinking business.
One
night, when there were few Indians about Berry,
one of his traders named T. and I were lingering
by the fire-place in the trade room.
There had
been a crowd there earlier in the evening, and
two remained, both sleeping off the effects of
their carouse in a corner opposite us. Suddenly
Berry shouted: “Look out T.!” at the same time
giving him a fierce shove against me which sent
us both to the floor.

And

he was

none

too soon,

for even as it was, an arrow grazed the skin of
T.’s right side. One of the drunken Indians had
awakened,

it was

never

and came

far as he got.
armful

and

her

so on.

“Bear Chief, he gave me a drink,
Bear Chief, he gave me a ——”’

That

a Blood,

had

embrasure

ceedingly hilarious. The wives held a whispered
consultation, and one of them went inside. Their
tormentor ceased jibing and began a drinking
song:

thrown

also

wife

him

of the lodge poles, and jibed the women for their
them,

was

from

chased

lodge, seated himself in the V-shaped

from

man

The

they

through the camp, out toward the hills, by the
river, back to camp, when, by means of a travoi
leaning against it, he climbed to the top of his

stolen

dead

grass

and thoroughly bind him until he became sober.
he would

and was just about to let fly at T., when Berry
saw him.
Before he could draw another arrow
from his quiver we pounced on him and threw
him outside. Why he did it, if for some fancied
wrong, or if he was still dreaming, we never
knew.
He was a Blood, and they were a very
treacherous tribe.
Another evening Berry unbarred the door to
go out when it suddenly flew open and a tall
Indian, frozen stiff, with an arrow sticking in
his bosom, fell inside. Some one with a grim
humor had leaned the frozen body against the
door with a view of giving us a surprise. The
known who killed him.
°
Out on a hunt one day down on the Missouri,
I killed a buffalo which had what the traders
called a “beaver robe,” because the hair was so
exceedingly fine, thick and of a glossy, silky nature. Beaver robes were rare, and I had skinned
this with horns and hoofs intact. I wished ,to
have it especially well tanned, as I intended it for
a present to an Eastern friend.
The Crow
Woman, good old soul, declared that she would
do the work herself, and promptly stretched the
hide on a frame.
The next morning it was
frozen stiff as a board, and she was standing on
it busily chipping it, when a half-drunk Cree
came along. I happened in sight just as he was
about to pull her off of the hide, and hurrying
over there I struck him with all my power square
in the forehead with my fist. The blow didn’t
even phaze him. It has often been said that it is
nearly impossible to knock an Indian down, and
I believe it. Well, the Cree picked up a broken
lodge pole, the longest and heaviest end of it,

had three wives
steal their little
bead-work, their
to other women.

He was up to his pranks one morning as I happened along, and the women determined to catch

throng of laughing

same

scolding.

home.
I knew

had

each other when in liquor, and a quarrel was
something to be settled only by blood.
But let
a thousand white men get drunk together, would’

and

perfectly

it up and place it on his shoulder.
He danced
from one end to the other of it with increasing
ardor and anger, until he finally fell over it exhausted, and then the patient woman picked him
up—he was a little light fellow—and carried him

poor running qualities, enumerated the articles he

from any restraint, to whom law was an unknown term, were better behaved than would
be a like number of our workingmen in the same

condition.

became

But

with

to be also epidemic.

it seemed

log which
would
have
green,
cottonwood
weighed at least a ton. He bent over it and tried
again and again to lift it, shouting:
“Protect
you!
Insulted!
Who did it? Where is he?
Wait until I pick up this club and let me at him.”
But the club wouldn’t be picked up, and he

deliberately fitted an arrow

to his bow,

for me, and as I was unarmed

I had to

turn and ignominiously run; I was not so swift
aS my pursuer, either.
It is hard to say what
would have happened—probably I would have
been killed had Berry not seen the performance
and hurried to my assistance. The Cree was just
on the point of giving me a blow on the head
when Berry fired, and the Indian fell with a bullet through his shoulder. -Some of his people
came along and packed him home.
Then the
Cree chief and his council came over and we had
a fine pow-wow about the matter.
It ended by
our paying damages.
We did our best always
to get along with as little friction as possible, but
I did hate to pay that Cree for a wound he
richly deserved.
We traded several seasons with the Crees and
North Blackfeet down on the Missouri, they having followed the last of the Saskatchewan buffalo.
herds south into Montana.
There was a certain
young Blackfoot with whom I was especially
friendly, but one day he came in very drunk and
I refused to give him any liquor.
He became
very angry and walked out making dire threats.
I had forgotten all about the incident when, sev-
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animals home, and stand them

up around

Sorrel

Horse’s house.
They were an odd and interesting sight, standing there, heads and tails up, as
if guarding the place;-but one day there came a
chinook wind and they soon toppled over and
were skinned.

So the days went, and then came

spring.

The

river cleared itself of ice in one grand grinding
rush of massive cakes; green grass darkened the
valley
slopes;
geese
and ducks
honked
and

quacked
whites,
ground

in every slough.

We

dream

in quiet contentment.
WALTER
[TO BE

_ “In the Lodges
issue of November

THE

off.

Four

shows

hours

later

his

wife

came

running

in and

said that Took-a-gun-under-the-water (It-su’-yina-mak-an) was coming to kill me. The woman
was terribly frightened and begged me to pity her
and not kill her husband, whom she dearly loved
and who, when sober, would be terribly ashamed
of himself for attempting to hurt me. I went to
the door and saw my quondam friend coming.
He had on no wearing apparel whatever except
his

moccasins,

and

had

painted

his face,

body

and limbs with fantastic stripes of green, yellow
and red; he was brandishing a .44 Winchester
and calling upon the sun to witness how he
would kill me, his worst enemy.
Of course I
didn’t want to kill him any more than his wife
wished

to see

him

killed.

Terror-stricken,

she

ran and hid in a pile of robes, and I took my
stand behind the open door with a Winchester.
On came he of the long name, singing, shouting
the war

song,

and saying repeatedly,

that bad white man?
may

give

him

one

Show

bullet,

“Where

him to me

just

this

is

that I

one

little

bullet?”
With carbine full cocked he strode in, looking
eagerly ahead for a sight of me, and just as he
passed

I gave

him

a smart

blow

on

top of the

head with the barrel of my rifle; down he
dropped senseless to the floor, his carbine going
off and sending the missile intended for me
through a case of tinned tomatoes on a shelf.
The woman ran out from her hiding place at the
sound of the shot, thinking that I had surely
killed him; but her joy was great when she
learned her mistake.
Together we bound him
tightly and got him home to his lodge.
Now,

one

often

reads

that

an

Indian

never

forgives a blow nor an injury of any kind, no
matter how much at fault he may have been.
That is all wrong. The next morning Takes-agun-under-the-water

sent

me

a fine buffalo

At dusk he came in and begged me to
him.
Ever after we were the best of
Whenever I had time for a short hunt
the breaks, or out on the plains, I chose
my companion, and a more faithful and
erate one I never had.

robe.

forgive
friends.
back in
him for
consid-

MAKING,

some

bad

men

among

them,

men

who

de-

lighted in inflicting pain, in seeing blood flow.
have

known

such

to

kill

Indians

but never in a fair, open fight.
cowards, and utterly
sold “whisky” which

cayenne

pepper

Berry and

just

for

I

fun,

They were great

unprincipled.
These men
contained
tobacco
juice,

and

various

I sold weak

other

vile

things.

liquor, it is true, but the

weakness consisted of nothing but pure water—
which was all the better for the consumer.
I
make no excuse for the whisky trade.
It was
wrong, all wrong, and none realized it better than
we when we were dispensing the stuff. It caused

untold suffering, many deaths, great demoralization among those people of the plains.
There
was

but

snowshoes

Indians

are

are
seen

One of the best manufacturers of snowshoes,
either of Canada or the United States, is Chief
Noah La France
(Teronyadase),
of the St.
Regis Indian Reservation, New York.
He is
seated second from the left in the photo.
At
the extreme left and right are two of his ex-

I cannot say that all traders got along so well
with the Indians as did Berry and I. There
were

begun in the
be supplied.

Making.

how

Iroquois

completing the net of gut.

eral

B. ANDERSON,

Snowshoe

illustration

finished

SNOWSHOE

and

CONTINUED. ]

of the Blackfeet’? was
21. Back numbers can

Indian

INDIAN

all, Indians

wished to do nothing but lie out on the
in the warm sunshine, and smoke and

one

redeeming

feature

about

it:

The

trade was at a time when it did not deprive them

pert assistants.

Directly in front and center is

his own

and secretary,

brother

is fairly educated.

Alexander,

who

He is a great help to Chief

Noah, who is without education.
The uppermost snowshoes shown in the illustration are a pair of fancy, but
substantial,
ladies’ snowshoes, the nose of which is decorated with bright-colored wool.
The ones lower

down are the kind worn by the snowshoe racers,
who require long, narrow ones.
The pair that
the men are working on are the substantial,
every-day shoes, which are very popular, and
are sent all over the country
from Hogansburg, N. Y.

The Iroquois

have always been celebrated as

snowshoe makers, and the product
of their
handiwork has always been sought after.
The majority of people consider the art of

snowshoe

making

only

a very

ordinary

and

commonplace sort of work; yet the present-day
method of making these articles by hand is
altered only by a few additions of handier implements. The material used, with the exception

of gut, is practically
Indian methods.

the

same

as

in the

old

of the necessities of life; there was always more
The wood is the choicest of the black ash,
meat, more fur to be had for the killing of it. In _ selected, even grained and unspiraled, and without knots.
A log ten feet long and about ten
comparison to various Government officials and
inches in diameter, will make
only a dozen
rings, who robbed and starved the Indians to
frames.
It is split into small narrow pieces and
death on their reservations after the buffalo diswhittled into the correct thickness preparatory
appeared, we were saints.
to “shape-framing.”
When all the pieces are
prepared, they are put into a box, which is filled
All in all, that was a pleasant winter we passed
with steam, then closed tightly for thirty minon the Marias. Hunting with the Indians, loungutes. They are then quickly taken out, one at a
ing around a lodge fire, or before our own or
time, bent into the proper shape, tied firmly
Sorrel Horse’s fire-place of an evening, the days
All
days.
and hung up to dry for several
fairly flew. Sometimes I would go with Sorrel
draughts are excluded from the room where
When preparing half a gross
these are bent.
Horse to visit his “baits,” and it was a great

sight to see the huge wolves lying stiff and stark
about, and even on them. To make a good bait
a buffalo was killed and cut open on the back,
and into the meat, blood and entrails three vials
of strychnine—three-eighths of an ounce-—were
stirred.
It seemed as if the merest bite of this
deadly mixture was enough to kill, a victim sel-

dom

getting

more

than

200 yards

away

before

the terrible convulsions seized him,
Of course,
great numbers of coyotes and kit foxes were also

poisoned,

but

they

didn’t

count.

The

large,

heavy-furred wolf skins were in great demand in
the East for sleigh and carriage robes, and sold

right at Fort Benton for from $3 to $5 each. I
had a fancy to take some of these stiffly-frozen

of these, a man is covered with perspiration, and

must be careful not to get a chill.
In the meantime the hide is prepared, from
which the gut strings are made for stringing the

netting part of the shoes.

In old times the net-

ting was made from the hides of the deer, or
But since the buckskin has been so
buffalo.
scarce and high-priced, cow hide has taken the
It is considered stronger
place of the others.
and does not sag as the deer skin did.
The cow hide is firstly soaked in water for the
best part of a day. When it is taken out, it Is
put on a so-called “horse,” which is a smooth,
The
long log, with two legs to raise one end.
flesh side is first scraped off very clean, and the
hide is then turned over, the fur side up, and
the fur is shaved off, as shown in the figure on
In place of the old style usage of a
the right.
long cow rib for the purpose a long and curved
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corn

cutter of iron and steel is now

employed.

The sharpened edge side is used to shave off
fur, and the dull or cornered back of the knife
is used to work off the flesh on the other side.

It requires an artist to execute this satisfactorily.
The whole skin is now immersed in a large
trough

full

of

brine

there for several

and

allowed

hours.

to

remain

It is then taken

and as much of the water wrung

out

out as possible.

On a table is a large, smooth board, upon which
the skin is spread evenly.
Strips for snowshoe
netting are then cut by hand in widths of about
three-eighths
of an inch.
From
twelve
to
fifteen strips are cut in one circle around the

edge of skin until all is cut out.
strings are kept in water.
By

this

about
and

time

ready.
holes

begun.

The

the

wooden

Bars

The strips or

show

frames

are fixed within

drilled

into

illustration

places,

the

shows

how

are
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STREAM.
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After getting rigged out in a complete Laplander’s costume—fur coat which pulls over the
head like a sweater, leggings and moccasins, all
of reindeer skin with the fur on—we were ready
to start about 9 o’clock in the evening.
At that

time of the year there is already continuous daylight through the twenty-four hours, and nights
are
generally
chosen
to travel
in as being

cooler for the deer. After a little preliminary
mixup, we started off with the deer on a dead
run,

which,

trot.

however,

soon

slowed

down

to

a

It was a little ticklish in the beginning to

keep

one’s

balance,

but a fellow

soon

gets the

hang of it. We went along on the ice of a river
one after another, and I enjoyed myself im-

mensely until

I commenced

to get a disagreeable

damp feeling on that part of my anatomy which
was

next

to the bottom

of the “pulk,”

and

on

the space
netting

is

the work

goes on.
The shoes are allowed to stand to
dry; and when the gut dries, it draws tight, like
the tennis bat. When thoroughly dry the gut is
transparent and the color of amber.
The Chief does not assume his title, even though
he is in the capacity of a chief, prominently
among his people at St. Regis (Hogansburg),
N. Y.
In conjunction with other chiefs of the
Mohawk band of the Iroquois, he is at present

busy

in conferences

and

communication

with

the Washington authorities for the speedy payment of the Kansas land money appropriated
by Congress.
ID}, IE, Ake

A Trip with

Reindeer

in

In the year ’99 some people
way got the gold fever, through

the Klondike finds, and as there had been known
for years to be gold in the rivers
stock company was formed, and

of Lapland, a
I was chosen

to find the Eldorado.
I was to be accompanied by three Laplanders,
and was to prospect the Bautajok and Anarjok

rivers—the

Anarjok

tween Norway

forms

and Finland.

the

boundary

be-

The start was made

from Christiania in the middle of April, by rail
to Throndhjem, and from there to Hammerfest by steamer.
On the journey, which took
about three days, some of the finest scenery in
the world was passed, and as we were favored
by the best weather, it made a memorable trip.
At Hammerfest, “the furthest north town in
the world,” a local steamer was taken to Bose-

kop, about

half a day's journey.

On

arriving

there, I saw my first specimen of a Lap, and he
was not a bit prepossessing; in fact, it would
be difficult to find a more miserable specimen of

humanity,

for he was

hump-backed,

under five feet in height,

bow-legged,

dried up like a mummy,

as if it had not seen water
once in a while he would
gestively.

“Well,”

I thought,

pigeon-toed

and

while his face looked

for years, and every
scratch himself sug-

“if that 1s the companion

who is going with me, I’ll have a sweet time of
it.” Luckily though, he was the worst specimen
seen on the whole trip, but as he proved to be
my “vappus” or guide who was to take me over

the mountains, I had to stand his company,
admired him from a distance.

but

OUR

REINDEER

OUTFIT.

investigating, found that there was quite a lot
of water on the ice and that the ‘“pulk” was
far fram watertight.
It reminded me of the
times

in the

United

States

when

canoe;

not

pleasant,

but

I had

I used

to go

after ducks early in the spring and had a leaky
bear it.
The river

was

:
followed

for

to

grin

some

and

distance

until we struck a trail that took us up on the
mountain plateau, where the way was marked
every 200 yards or so by tall telegraph poles,

which

toward

the top

had

a board

nailed

on

crosswise, reminding one of a graveyard and
making the landscape look still more lonesome.
This plateau is about the dreariest place imaginable; slightly rolling, not a tree to be seen, only
stones and moss, and in the most sheltered places
a few scrub birches hugging the ground.
Early

next

morning

we

came

to the first mountain

cabin, where we had a couple of hours’ rest.
These cabins, of which there are three, were
put up by the government for the accommodation of travelers; they are not first-class, as there
are two rooms—one
for the Laps—a table, a
couple of chairs and a couple of bedsteads without clothing, but there is always some
one
there to keep them warm, and they have furnished many a half frozen traveler with a haven

of refuge.
They were quite expensive, as the
timber had to be hauled by reindeer some thirty
to forty miles.
About 2 P. M. we came to the middle cabin,
where we intended to stay till next day.
On

the way we

had an amusing

experience

with a

As another party of Laps was also going over
to Karasjok, a Lap settlement some ninety miles
away, we combined our forces, making quite a
little caravan of about a dozen reindeer with
“pulks,”’ a “pulk” being a canoe-shaped sled,

cock ptarmigan who was heard calling his ladylove, and as we were making a short stop at
the time, one of the Laps commenced answering

without runners, which the animal pulls by a
thong of reindeer hide that is fastened to a

snow,

collar and passed between his legs.
Another
thong is fastened to the horns and attached to
the driver’s wrist, so in case of an upset the
animal can’t get away; this is used as a rein, by
throwing it over on the side he is wanted to go.
Traveling by reindeer is very comfortable,
although of course not as much so as a Pullman sleeper, but when a person gets used to it,
a little snooze can be taken now and then; not

of any length, however, as the pulk being round
in the bottom is rather tippy, making it necessary to keep the left foot up on the edge and the

right hand outside to steady it.

veterate card players.

On turning out next morning the sky was
overcast and promised bad weather, but what
was worse, our “vappus’” was drunk, for he had
gotten hold of some alcohol—the Laps’ favorite
tipple—in Bosekop and had been drinking all
night. As it was of no use to kick up a row, I
took the gun and went out to find some ptarmigan, that the boy said were to be found in the
vicinity, and came on them within 200 yards.
They were very wild, however, and I only managed to scratch down one by a long shot. In
the afternoon the “vappus” was getting sobered
“up, but looking as if he was not feeling very
well—a rattling case of headache, probably. He,
however, started out to look for the deer which
had strayed off searching for moss.
They are
very accommodating animals these deer; after
a day’s journey you don’t have to fuss around
getting oats, hay and water, all that is required is to take the harness off.and they rustle
around themselves and find a little moss to eat,
which, together with a few mouthfuls of snow,
is all they need.
About

Lapland.

here in Norreading about

of “red-hot” coffee that thawed us up wonderfully, and after turning the deer lose to rustle
around for something to eat, a big kettle of
water was hung over the fire by the Laps and
some chunks of deer meat dropped in which in
a short time furnished the best of beef tea.
The afternoon was passed in lying around smoking, sleeping and eating—seems as though a
fellow was always hungry—and learning the
mysteries of the game of “Dog,” in which the
Laps got very interested, they all being in-

in her voice, softly, coyly and “lady-like.”’
came

flying

about

immediately

sixty

and

yards

sat

away,

down

as

He

on

he

suspicious on seeing our caravan, and
not come nearer.
The Lap then called
cock, and instantly he came, as he thought
was a rival, settling down within twenty

the

got

would
like a
there
yards,

looking very pretty in his white dress and
scarlet eyebrows.
He sat there a few minutes
and then flew off with a rattling gok-kara-kara-

kara! which probably was a lot of “cuss words”

in the ptarmigan language.
Although the gun
was handy, I thought it too mean a trick to
shoot him after fooling him so.
On arriving at the cabin we were welcomed
by the housekeeper, a young Lap, who was very
happy to get company, and treated us to a cup

7 P. M.

we

were

all ready,

and

after

photographing the outfit, we started off. The
weather did not look promising, as it had already commenced to snow a little, and we had
not proceeded far before the wind started up
right in our faces, and the top of every hill
commenced to “smoke” from the drifting snow.
About midnight the storm was at its worst.
It
was not snowing much, but an. icy sleet was
drifting that cut the face like needles, sifting
through every little opening in the clothes and
freezing the eyes shut.
Snuggling down in my
fur coat I did not attempt to keep the eyes open,
only occasionally would rub the ice out of them,

and then the party ahead could indistinctly be
seen throuch the mass of swirling snow.
When
we came to the last cabin about 3 A. M. it was
with a genuine feeling of relief all around, and
when I pulled out my pocket flask and gave them
a good “three fingers” apiece they smiled happily,
put their hands on their stomach, and_ said:
Voi, voi,’ which, I suppose, means “here’s looking at you,’ or something similar.
After resting a couple of hours the deer being
pretty well tuckered out, we started for the last
part of our journey and came to Karasjok about
7 A. M.; but just before arriving we had a lively

experience

going

down

some

steep

hills.

As

there is nothing in the reindeer’s harness to hold
the “pulk” back from his hindlegs, he will, when

he is going down hill, start on a dead run, and
there is no doubt but he can “git there’ when
he tries to; all I could do was to hang on and
trust to the Lord, and I was
down with whole limbs.

very

happy

to get

Karasjok is a Lap settlement with probably
150 to 200 inhabitants, is situated on the Karas-

jok River, and contains a post office, church and
a hotel, where I intended to stay.
It seemed,

however,

as if they were

all still in dreamland,

as it took about ten minutes’ hard knocking on
the door, before somebody
was
heard
coming

along in slippers, opened the door a little and
through the crack could be seen an old man in
a shirt and nightcap.
On my inquiring if he could accommodate me
he said ‘‘he didn’t know; I’d have to ask his
old woman,’ and was accordinglyLY ushered into

the room where her honor, also in nightcap, laid
in a big bed. On humbly repeating my inquiry
she sized me up—I was probably a pretty hardlooking specimen—and said she didn’t think she
could, as there

the judge
any more

had just been

having
clean

stayed

sheets.

a murder

trial and

there, she didn’t have
y

This was rather tough on a fellow who had
traveled all night and was half-frozen; but the
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vappus

knew

of a Lap who

had

a spare

room,

and with him I stayed five weeks, while waiting
for the river to open, having a very comfortable
time, barring

the fleas, of which

told numbers;
worse.

there

were

un-

but I was glad there was nothing

During

these

five weeks

I had

for once

in my life all the hunting I wished, as the Karasjok valley is one of the main routes for waterfowl, and thousands of ducks and geese were
passing by. while in the woods the mystifying
tones of the capercailzies’ love-songe could be
heard every night.
The hares would also come
from afar down to the river bank, where the

snow had gone away, and in their white coats
furnished shining marks for the Krag-Jorgensen.
Of my journey up in the mountains
I may
send an account later on; as far as the output of

gold is concerned, it was a failure, but it is some
satisfaction to know that no one else has made it

pay.

I stayed up there till the latter part of Sep-

tember

the

and

Laps

was

were

not

not

sorry

the

to

best

get

out

again,

as

of companions,

as

they were not able to talk Norwegian.
I had the pleasure of making the acquaintance
of a .Lap amazon; she was
probably
about
eighteen years old and was the happy owner of
a shotgun, which she used better than any man
in Karasjok, and that summer she landed single-

handed with rod and reel a salmon
kilos, or about

One

weighing 22

44 pounds.

thing will always

remain

in my memory

and that is, the mid-summer nights with the midnight sun low on the northern horizon shedding

its mellow light over the birch-clad hills, with
the river winding along at their feet.
How
many a night I have sat enchanted drinking in
the beauty of the scene, and with a feeling of
being in an

altogether

different

world

from

this

hustling, bustling globe of ours.
- Getting back to Karasjok I rested a few days
and started with a pack horse and one of my
summer companions as guide for Bosekop, which
was reached a couple of days afterward.
It felt
good to come back to civilization, but I made
up my mind that if a good companion could be
secured the trip was going to be made
over

again, not for gold, but sport.

Cur.

G.

Hama, Norway.

Ontario.

ConsuL WAKEFIELD, of Orillia, Ont., writes
that the name “New Ontario” has been applied
to the northern section of the Province of that
name,
This section of Ontario was until quite
It comprises
recently comparatively unknown.
:

portion

Ottawa

Lost in the Woods.
I HAVE

of Ontario

lying west

of the

upper

River and its tributary lakes and north

of Lakes Huron and Superior, with Quebec
eastern and Manitoba the western boundary.

the

I do not

laid down

recently been very much interested in

the series of articles upon the gentle art of getting “‘lost.”
The subject‘is timely.
Every year
hundreds of people who penetrate the great untracked regions of the United States entail a
great deal of suffering upon themselves
and
cause their friends much mental anxiety by inconsiderately going out into the woods
and

forthwith losing themselves.
It is to be regretted
the exact locality sense

Indian.
I have

We

During
been

have

a

large

the hunting

hunted

that we do not possess
of the North American

portion

of

companion

the vast

my

life

of Indians.

mountain

wastes

of

‘North Idaho for weeks together, in all kinds
of weather, and in every season.
During that
time I have never known an Indian to be for
one moment at a loss to locate the direction
of camp.
When the time comes to return, your
savage just throws up his head, takes one glance
around and sets out in the direction of camp.
We have tramped all day elk hunting in the
dense of a mountain snow storm, when my ideas

of locality

were

very

much

confused

indeed,

yet my companion would wheel in the direction
of camp whenever I suggested the advisability
of returning.
Now, how does he do it? Well, in the first
place he never sets out with the idea of getting
lost.
In the second, he never gets “rattled.”
In the last and most important, he never allows one thing to escape him.
He may appear
intent upon the pursuit of game and utterly oblivious of everything else under the sun, but
all the time his sharp black eyes are observant
of every rock, tree, bush, stream, hill, in short,
the make of the entire landscape.
Nay. more,
| not even the smallest animal or bird or even

their tracks

tell you

escape

his ken.

exactly just how

At night he can
brown

squirrels

or bluejays we passed during the day.

many

He can

locate the precise spot where a single deer
crossed the trail.
Constant contact with these
people has made me master in some degree of
this habit of observation.
The man who enters
the woods and expects to not get lost must

cultivate

New

that

FIVE O'CLOCK TEA.

this habit of seeing things.

Next

he

must cultivate the habit of keeping cool under
all circumstances.
The man who allows himself
to get into a state of “funk,” as our British
brethren say, is already lost, though his camp

may be only around the next hill.
There

thing.

are

That

certain

man

people

who

is first cousin

never

see

any-

to the fellow

who leaves camp without matches or a knife.
Both of them should have a good and sufficient
guardian appointed to look after them and then

never get out of hearing of the town clock.

believe

that any

set of rules

to keep certain people

from

can be

getting

lost.
You cannot teach woods lore from the
printed page.
I can write woods signs until
I am black in the face, and there are hundreds
who read them that could not go out into the
timber and pick out one of them if it was as
plain as the New York Post Office.
The good
old reliable method
of setting your compass
and going in a direct line is a perfectly sure
method of getting back into camp, but it is
a mighty slow way of killing game.
It stands

to reason if you go directly north ten miles and
then turn round and go directly south ten miles
you will in all probability get back to camp, unless somebody has moved the camp while you
are away.
You see some game on the tramp,
too, but the chances are against it.
I am going to say a few words about not
getting lost, then a few more about locating
yourself after you are lost.
There are a few
things that will help you very much
in the
timber, and one of them is an accurate map of
the region where you are hunting.
There are
two methods of procuring these.
The Government publishes sectional maps of every locality
in the United States.
These can be had by
writing for them and paying the small fee required.
The Land Department of every State
has topographical survey maps of the entire
State, and you can obtain blue prints of any
particular township or range by writing to the
chief clerk of the Land Board.
Now, before
you ever leave camp take these maps and spread
them out before you and study them carefully.
I do not mean by that simply to glance over
them hastily and fling them aside, but get down
and dig the whole topography of the country
out.
Locate every stream
and its direction.
Spot every mountain and its position with regard to your present location.
Mark carefully
the various monuments placed by the surveyors,
so that in the event you should happen upon
one of them you could instantly form a mental
picture of your whereabouts.
Next I should
advise you to study the cabalistic marks by the

surveyors

upon

the

corner

posts

and

witness

trees.
Once mastered, they give you a key to
Of course, it is only occasionally
your locality.
that you run across these different landmarks,
but then when you do happen across them it
is pretty comfortable to be able to tell just
where you are at by their assistance.
Cultivate a habit of looking upon every object.

that comes

under

your

eye

as possessing

1m-

Note that in certain localities as, for
portance.
instance, the Bitter Root Range, that all the
The reason
undergrowth inclines to the north.
for this is that all the snows and prevailing

winter

winds

are

from

the southwest,

and that
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brush

toward

the

north
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approx-

imately.
This is also true of the growth of
limbs and white fronds of moss on the red
cedar trees.
If you are in a dense cedar and
tamarack swamp you can always trace the points

of the compass
should

chance

in this manner.

If the

to be on the ground,

you

able to find north

by noting that there

little snow at the base
tree upon that side.
grown upon the north

sun

does

not

beat

snow
will be

is but

of some big pine or fir
Rock
cliffs are mossside, from the fact the

down

upon

that side, and

moss grows best in shadow.
This is also true
of swampy places.
The moss will lay deepest
to the northward of any obstruction, as a fallen

log.

If the snow

is falling and it bids fair to

be falling weather with deep snows, the prevailing direction of the deer tracks will be toward the lowlands, where there is less snow.
When there is to be no especial change in the
weather the deer will wander in any direction.

On the other hand, when the storm is
be of long duration, they will take a
for the lower altitudes. The fact that
streams flow into larger ones is only

going to
bee-line
all small
valuable

when you are situated on one of the larger
ones.
You can follow down a small stream
until you come out somewhere, but it is mighty
little comfort to come out some fifteen miles
in a straight line from your camp.
The general
trend of streams and the consequent direction
of their dividing ridges of hill will give you a
fair indication of location with regard to the
situation of your camp.
When you set out from
camp in the morning be careful to note the
general outline of the country as seen from the
camp.
Locate some prominent landmark, of
which there are always many
in a timbered
region.
If you are going to use a compass, set
it and bring the needle to bear upon various
selected points that you have observed.
Keep
the readings of the compass in mind, and should

THE

CEIBA

AT

SANTIAGO

CALLED

THE

SURRENDER

TREE,

you find yourself later in the vicinity of one of
these take out your compass and reverse the
readings and note the general outline of the

country in the locality of the reversed readings.
This will give you an idea of the topography
of your camp from various view-points.
Cultivate a habit of starting directly for camp when
you get ready to go in. Do not hesitate.
The
old saying, ‘He who hesitates is lost,’ may not

have been applied to hunters,

originally, but it

may well be now.
If you have carefully noted
the various objects that have been encountered
in the day’s journey you will have ordinarily
but little difficulty in returning to camp.
People do get lost, however, and a few rules
upon how to proceed may not be amiss at this
point.
In the first place, the man who is lost

is an insane man.
he were

Now,

He is just as crazy as though

already

in a mad

I am

going

to

house.

assume

that

before

leaving camp you have provided yourself with
the few things without which no man should
penetrate
the woods.
A box
of waterproof
matches.
If you don’t know how to waterproof
them, write me, and I’ll tell you.
A good
stout hunting knife with no longer than fourinch blade.
Don’t, for heaven’s sake, suppose
that it is necessary for you to carry a hunting
knife with a blade like a cavalry sabre.
And
one other thing, don’t, when you are traveling
on foot, attempt to carry a revolver.
Of all
the useless incumbrances that were ever devised, I think a six-gun the most useless.
Take
a good supply of cartridges.
They may come
in handy.
I always carry a miner’s tin cup attached to my hunting belt.
It has always been

my habit, learned

from the Indians, to carry a

little “war bag’ with an ounce or two of ground
coffee, some salt and some shreds of. jerked
meat.
This little ‘war bag” takes up but little
room attached to your belt, and is mighty handy
when you are compelled to camp under the
shady side of a tree on some night when the
mercury in the thermometer is toying with the

O mark.
Now, you are fully equipped for going out
and getting yourself most effectually lost.
It
happens.
You get on track of a deer or something else and along when the gloom of evening ‘begins to fall over the landscape you suddenly realize that you are an “unmanned barque

on an uncharted sea, your heart beats the only
chart and log book.”
Every rolling hill and
every gulch and stream look just alike.
That
great pine tree looks exactly like the thousand
other pine trees that you have passed.
Yon
cedar with its dank festoons of moss swaying
in the air is the counterpart of all the other
cedar trees that you have encountered.
Then
that feeling of panic rushes over you in an
overwhelming flood.
You have an insane desire
to run away, you know not whither, just simply
to run and get away from the present scene.
Right here is where you have got to get the
most
solid and tenacious
grip on yourself.
There is just a little primordial instinct left in

the civilized

human

animal.

First impressions

are the result of that instinct.
The first thought
that comes to you in regard to the location of
camp is generally the correct one.
If you will
immediately act upon it the majority of instances, you will come out all right.
Do not
hesitate.
If you have an idea regarding your
whereabouts, act upon it instantly, set out for
camp.
If you have not, and find that you are
really and hopelessly lost, do not rush about
frantically.
Sit down.
Collect your thoughts
and concentrate them upon the route over which
you have traveled.
In a great many cases you
will apparently have paid but little heed, but
upon thinking carefully back you will find that
you have a vague impression of the lay of the
country.
Trace yourself right up until you arrive at yourself sitting on a log, then get up
and go home.
This will work in many cases.
If this fails, locate some high hill if there are

any such and ascend to its summit.

Once you

seen many lost people, but in very few instances
have I ever seen them travel in a circle or in
any other geometric figure for that matter.
The tendency of lost people is simply to ramble

aimlessly.
They cross the old trail at times,
but it is simply chance if they do.
Up

to this point

I have

purposely

said noth-

ing about the use of the compass.
The man
who is lost has but little need for that instrument.
I have known
sensible, well-informed
men when lost contend that the compass was
not pointing north.
Something was wrong with
it, they couldn’t say just what, but the compass was off.
The compass is well enough to
guide you out from camp and back to it again,

but once you are confused it is a delusion and
a snare.
I will assume now that the shades of night
are

falling,

and

that

you

have

been

unable

to

locate camp. Do not, I beg of you, be so foolish
as to attempt to find it in the dark. You needlessly

fatigue

yourself

with

an

almost

infinity

of chances against your accomplishing anything.
Take the thing in much the way of the old
story of the Indian when asked if he were lost,
contemptuously retorted:
“Huh, me no lost.
teepee lost.”
Just assume that the camp is lost

and proceed to make the best of it.
Select a well wooded spot and cut brush and

construct

a lean-to.

Get together enough

wood

to keep a fire all night and don’t build up too
much fire if there is snow on the ground.
If
you

do you

will melt

the snow

all around

and

make it wet and sloppy. Carefully scrape all the
snow from under your shelter before you build
your fire. Then light it right in the front of

have the country spread out at your feet, and
if the air be clear, you may be able to locate the

the

upon you as you lie.

If you are without food,

camp by smoke or by some object with which
you are familiar. Should you be able to do this

heat

the water

you

will

assume

before you attempt to make camp, choose some
guiding object that is directly between you and
camp.
Steer for that, and when you reach it,
select another.
The blasted top of some towering tree is a very good selection.
By doing
this you overcome the tendency to wander.
By
the way, this circle walking that is so popular
among lost people seems to be honored more

cup, without which no man should leave camp.
The hot water will not only quench your thirst,
but will in some degree supply the lack of food.
It is to be hoped, however, that you carried

in the breach

than in the observance.

I have

shelter,

where

the

before

that

you

rays

are

will

drink

reflect
it.

possessed

That

down
is, I

of a tin

along the little ‘war bag’ that I mentioned.
A. cup of hot coffee and a shred of dried meat
will go

a long way

tion when
and sleep.

toward

warding

off starva-_

properly applied.
Now, lie down
Do not allow your mind to dwell
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During this time I wanted more than anything else to accompany one of these hunting
expeditions, but was always relegated to other
duties less to my taste but doubtless more to
the welfare of our ever-hungry party.
On one
or two occasions I had seen an attack upon a
herd of buffalo from afar, but these distant

glimpses

of the sport only made

anxious

One

memorable

forget,

me the more

to participate.
I was

day that I shall never

allowed

as

a special

quite

privilege

to

shoulder my gun and try my skill for the afternoon upon the prairie chickens with which the
plains abounded.
The plains were nearly passed and we were
now

approaching

American

THE

upon

MASSIVELY

BUTTRESSED

the fact that you

are lost.

Banish

such

When

you

awake in the morning try to locate yourself the
first thing while your faculties are not clouded
with fatigue. Very often what seemed dark before will now appear light and you will be able
to move off directly toward camp. If, however,
you still cannot find yourself, choose some
distant landmark and travel toward it all the
time, looking out for something that is familiar.
It is well to choose some smooth barked tree
and inscribe upon its\trunk the day and hour
that you were

there and your condition) of mind

and body.
This will serve as guide to your
friends in the event that they attempt a rescue.
I can add but little to the suggestions

already

made.
I shall expect that you have either already found your own way out or that your
companions have located you before this. There
only remains one little practical suggestion and
I am

done.

That

is, the

sun

always

rises

in

the east and sets in the west. Please bear that
in mind.
It may seem childish to remind you
of this

simple

thousands
sist

that

astronomical

of people who
the

whole

turned clear around.
fact that a lost man

fact, but there

become

system

of

are

lost that in-

solar

affairs

is

That is only proof of the

is insane.

Cuas.

S. Moopy,

M.D.

Tue Thirty-second Congress passed an. act in
1853 authorizing the Secretary of War
to
an expedition for the survey of the
and the location of the most practica-

ble route for a railway connecting the East with
the Pacific coast. This, I believe, was the pioneer
attempt of the Government at a systematic
study of this practically unexplored region.
It
was while with one division of this expedition

that the most
curred,

and

exciting incident

it all came

about

of my

life oc-

through

of sport.
I was young then, daring, without

back-bone

of the

Mountain

sys-

of the unchanging prairie, were not easily resisted by one who had ever been accustomed
to them, and I soon turned my steps thither,
though well knowing that to venture there alone

was not only against the advice, but the positive
orders of my superiors.
My disobedience was
punished with remarkable promptness.
I had barely reached the outskirts of the
forest when I was greeted by a sound that
frightened me beyond measure, quite as much

my

love

HOW

perhaps, from the unexpectedness of such an.
encounter in that place as from the threatened

danger itself. For who would be prepared to
meet an angry buffalo bull alone in the edge of
a forest?
I looked at the majestic form in
silent admiration, for the moment forgetting
my own peril; but the hoarse bellow and lowered
head soon brought me to my senses again.

What

could

I do?

To

retreat

was

suicidal.

That mountain of bone and flesh would be upon
me in a moment.
To fire, with my unpracticed
hand, made more unsteady by excitement, with
that ‘king of the plains looking me in the face
less than ten rods away seemed equally rash.

NATURE

less to say, I occupied a very
tion and was proportionately

sent

and

the

monotony

comrades

after day on the route between

St. Paul

have

a lover
native

Already

the

I did, I fired blindly and then, throwing away
my gun as a useless incumbrance, climbed up
the nearest tree without one look backward and

Would
What

he attempt
a splendid

session

of my

toward the top.
I looked down at my
the tree below me.

to dig it out by the roots?
mark

gun.

if I had

That

only kept pos-

being

now

beyond

my reach, I soon lost interest in the buffalo
other than that which was forced upon me, and
began to figure on the possibility of getting

back to camp. Two possible chances of escape
seemed worthy of consideration.
If I remained
quiet it was probable the angry beast would
leave

me

of his own

accord

ere

to rejoin the herd from which

long

and

seek

disappointing

cality had received warning
destructive

advance,

and

than

once

sight; so it was

sary to make quite extensive
our meat supply.

to

my

rescue.

about

he had strayed.

me.

Still that

Tired

out

had

Day

loour

trips for
THE

HISTORIC

extreme.

After’ what

had quietly laid down

at

stern

sentinel

refused

to

leave.

often neces-

inland

the

taril; in other words,

party caught them driving the herds of buffalo
back from the river along which we were working and out of our

out

the foot of the tree to take things easy.
His
head I could not see and did not care to, as
every glimpse he got of me would only encourage him to stay longer.
Hour after hour went past and still there
came no signal of relief or sign that the siege
was likely to be raised.
Gradually the sun approached the horizon, then sank from sight, as
I could tell by the fading colors on the trees

of the white man’s

more

to come

in

and Ft.

of that

be felt

seemed to me an endless wait, I peeped down
only to discover that he had camped upon my

of the sport could
Indians

party was

would

the sooner if he could not see me, I concealed
myself the best I could among the limbs and
settled down to outstay him.
The result was

Game was supplied in plenty by our hunters,
but the division in which I worked had seen

far less of it than

alarm

ever, for in a moment the bison charged full
upon me and without stopping to consider what

Union we had passed through treeless plains
until the sight of timber was a welcome one.

wish.

until a searching

As no

Hoping my jailor would give up his vigils all

Need-

work

WALL,

bedience and curtail my hunting privileges more
than ever. Besides I could not quite forget the
gauntlet of fun that would await me should my

subordinate posianxious to bring

of routine

WOODEN

until I failed to return at night, and as I was
besides supposed to be tramping about in quite
another direction, I did not enjoy a weary wait,
but my
superiors would
discover
my
diso-

myself to the particular attention
of my
superiors.
Our course for some days lay along Milk
River,

I was

out for me.

the judg-.

already taken the place of the first novelty.

A

Unless this proved to be the case, I would have
to stay where

ment necessary to restrain me from dangerous
risks, and almost wholly ignorant of the great

territory into which we were penetrating.

BUILDS

Ceiba Tree in Nassau.

I did not have a chance to deliberate long, how-

never stopping until well
Once safe from pursuit,
adversary circling about

A Night of Terror.
organize
far West

great

the Rocky

tem.
Already tracts of ‘timber began to show
themselves and my attention was at once attracted to a forest not so very far distant from
our camp.
No buffalo could be expected there,
but the cool woods, after the ceaseless monotony

TRUNK.

visions and get a good night’s sleep.

that

continent,

CEIBA

OF

HAVANA,

and

desperate

I began

to

drop
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my

effects upon

him, hoping to so disturb his

slumbers as to induce him to leave me for more
peaceful neighbors.
My cartridges,: belt; even

my watch and chain were sacrificed, but all without effect.
Last of all I dropped my hunting
knife, and when that, too, failed to induce a
sign of motion in the huge bulk below me, I

felt almost like casting myself upon him, but the
memory

of those cruel eyes and horns restrained

me.
There are people who can sleep under any
conditions,
except,
perhaps,
actual
physical
suffering; to that class I belong.
Gradually,
in spite of my dread and my desire to remain
alert for any signal from my friends I became
so drowsy that it was necessary for me’to provide against a fall. I climbed a little higher up
and, securing myself as well as possible in a
crotch of the tree, soon drifted into slumber.
How long that lasted, I do not know.
I was
awakened by a sound so horrible that I hope
never to hear it duplicated under similar con-

ditions.

Without

really

knowing

what

AND

STREAM.
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What was our surprise to find my sentinel of
the day before still faithful at his post as I had

regularly from the shoulder; we have on occasion tried the experiment of aiming a gun

seen him.
Around him lay my hunting knife,
watch, cartridges and all the rest, but they had
indeed disturbed not his slumbers, for he was
dead.
Killed by my bullet?
No, we found that
lodged in a tree trunk safe enough.
Old age
had done the work.
He had left the herd and

two

retired to that secluded

spot with the instinct

peculiar to his race to die alone.
My approach
had disturbed his last moments and his angry
charge upon me had been the final act of his

career.

Then

all those

weary

hours

after his

to feel those horrible claws sink
but

dreading

tition of that terrible
I could

never

even: more

shriek.

I probably
feet seemed

constant efforts to increase my gain still without
looking

back.

What

was

there

that

to see? I could imagine enough.
But there is a flesh and blood
which

even

desperation

before

long I realized

cannot

with

I wanted

limit beyond

carry

horror

one,

and

that I was

tiring out.
Then for the first time I ventured
to glance over my shoulder and discovered, to
my intense relief, that I was not pursued; but
the next moment,
so wrought
up were my
nerves, when I made a mis-step that threw me,
I let out an involuntary cry that startled even
myself with its own weirdness.

What

was

answering

that

shout;

to

and

my

as

right?

Surely

an

I lay half

dazed

and

wholly unable to rise, I realized that voices
were approaching and rescue at hand. Fright
and exhaustion had together done their work,
and when the searching party came up they
found me helpless and had to carry me back to
camp too weak for a time to even explain the
situation.
When I finally became strong enough
to make them fully understand my story the
night was turning to gray.
Instinctively I saw that I was not believed.
Some awful experience they thought had driven
me insane as, indeed, I think it nearly did. But
later in the day, with strength and confidence
restored, I was able to lead them back to my
involuntary
camping-ground.
Forget
it?
I
could find my way back now, if the place remained the same as then, so indelibly is the location fixed on memory’s tablets.
In an hour’s
time we were near the edge of the woods and
cautiously approaching the tree in which I had
so
recently
been
forced
to
take
refuge;
cautiously, I say, because although it was not
probable
my adversaries
of the day before
were still there, my own horror of the place
was SO apparent to the others that they did not
doubt that they were about to face the evidence
of some awful event.

Sprint

admonished

wrote,

the

manner

wing

to “take them

at the

survivors

yards

from

as

shot

was

on the wing if

character

was

counseled

to

aim

the ground, a little inclining

see their heads stand.”
Some
added as to the right moment
“‘tricker.” The flying shot was
the firing of the ground shot;
of the

usingit afforded

gun

no

and

chance

the

method

of

of correcting

aim; it was practically a case
survivors
would
fly into the

the

of hoping the
-charge
in its

passage “three yards above the ground.”
Our
sporting forefathers, however, were stout fellows, who knew nothing of luxury in shooting;
a true flying shot seems to have been taken occasionally from the shoulder when a suitable
opportunity occurred, but the sportsman who

did this, and did it successfully, stood out from
his fellows; his practice was the subject of remark and he was pointed out as a man who
“shot flying’ to distinguish him from the ruck
who shot sitting.
So much we may justly infer

from

Addison

makes

man

Sir

who,

Roger

friend who

in his

de

Spectator

Coverley

would

refer

papers,

to

a yeo-

be a better neighbor

he did not kill so many

partridges

and

if

“shoots

flying.” This was written in 1711, eleven years
after Sprint gave his readers hints on usin
JOHN

as if

never ran better in my life, but my
weighted with lead, and I made

same

period was only taken when two sportsmen
were out together; the first planted his stake
and “blazed into the brown,” and the second

the

hief Game

and keep my

senses,

time

to the way you
good advice is
for pulling the
to be timed by

a repe-

It seemed

listen to that again

the

fired

Then, from the dark recesses of the very tree
in which I sat there came a shriek so awful
and blood-curdling that I all but lost my head.
There was—there could be no mistaking that
voice.
A panther was beside, almost upon me.
With a cry almost as startling to myself, if
not so loud as his, I sprang rather than climbed
down, my adversary of the afternoon forgotten.
Then with every muscle tense and every nerve
aquiver I rushed away toward camp as rapidly
as fright and my best efforts would take me.
On, on, blindly, desperately, never looking behind to see what pursued and half expecting
flesh

old in the

usually taken in the only possible way; the
gunner planted his stake and “leveled” his
weapon in the direction which his knowledge
of bird habit led him to think they were likely
to fly when they rose. The flying shot at this

“three

silence, save the usual forest voices of the night.

my

years

any escape the shot on the ground,” a hint
which justifies the assumption that the first
man bagged all he could get.
The man who

had

into

At

was

happened to awaken me I felt instinctively that
something awful: was in close proximity and
crouched ‘tremblingly on my perch, the ague
chills of an unfathomable horror chasing up and
down my spine.
There was perhaps five minutes of perfect

every moment

hundred

a modern double-barrel, and the exertion is
great enough to put it outside regular practice.

rugged
had

and

life had

kept

me

B.

Fish

BURNHAM,

Protector

gone

out

prisoner

as

of New

the gun

York.

his ponderous
effectually

as

form
though

it was still enlivened by the spirit that had animated it so many
of the plains.

years
j

while

he was

But what about the panther?
now

claim

monarch

At least I could

full credit for that, the most

part of my

adventure.

But—let

me

terrible

whisper

it

—one night a short time afterward, while lying
safely in camp, I once more heard that awful
shriek, now in the distance, and heard the still
more
startling intelligence from one of our
hunters concerning the diminutive character of
the particular kind of owl that uttered the cry.

XENO

The

Flying

W. PUTNAM.

It would be interesting were some antiquary
sportsman to discover when the first flying shot
was made at game.
We know when the art of
shooting birds on the wing began to come into
vogue, and we can form a very good idea why
it did not obtain acceptance earlier; but we do
not know, and probably we never shall know
who was the man that first brought down a
bird with match or flint-lock.
There can be
little doubt but that the “art of shooting flying,” as that quaint old work Pteriphlegia calls

it, was developed by degrees. A writer named
Sprint in this somewhat rare little book, dated
1700, gives his reader explicit directions as to
the use of his gun.
The fowling piece of that
day can hardly be called a shoulder gun, since
its barrel was 5 feet 6 inches, or 6 feet long

(“all above are unmanageable and tiresome”)
and the sportsman was told that he must carry
with

when

him

a stake

aiming.

on

which

to rest

for it was

his weapon

It is in this little book

that we

flying game.

:

during

the

Eighteenth

Century

that

considerable progress was made in improving
sporting guns which bv degrees became lighter
and handier.
We do not know that more convenient lock mechanism had a great deal to do
with the change in the mode of using the gun.
Sprint says nothing to show that he found it
easier to shoot flying with a flint-lock than a
match-lock, though he wrote at a “period when
the former had largely superseded the latter in
the hands of sportsmen who by 1700 had recognized the superiority of the flint-lock.”
Its
“superiority”

was

purely

relative

as

we

gather

from Colonel Thornton’s remark in his famous
Sporting Tour in Scotland. This trip was made
about

Shot.

on

It would be easy to follow the progress of
the sportsman as a flying shot from this date,

the year

1786, and from

it we

learn

that

one day the Colonel had five misfires in eight
shots, though he put in five fresh flints. Shooting on the ground seems to have gone out of
fashion among regular sportsmen by the time
Colonel Thornton wrote; but we came recently
upon a passage in the old Sporting Magazine
of just a century ago which seems to indicate
that though disapproved, the practice was not
entirely unknown.
The passage to which we

refer is a scale of fines which, says the chronicler,

was

hung

in

the

Sussex shooting lodge.
gunner

or

who

in tree,

shot

or

breakfast

room

of

a

This ordained that the

at a pheasant

at a partridge

on

on

the

ground

the ground

should be fined one guinea; there are other
fines
for
other
shooting
misdemeanors,
as
shooting at unwounded birds at an unsportmanlike distance, but these we need not notice.

This Sussex sportsman’s action in hanging such
a placard in his breakfaast room sufficiently indicates that shooting on the ground was then
not unknown
and was
regarded
as a grave
offense against the accepted canons of sport.

stand up to his game “level” and bring down his
bird with his clumsy weapon; it was too heavy

The guns of 1805, as killing weapons, in handiness and excellence of workmanship left nothing
to desire; however unreliable the flint mechanism they were well balanced and as easy to bring

for

to shoulder

find’ the idea of shooting on the wing first
mooted; the sportsman could hardly hope to
any

man

of only average

strength

to

use

as a modern

gun.
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Frightened

my aunt, which

Animals.

Winturop, Mass., Dec. 9.—Editor Forest and
Stream:
The Natural History department of
Forest AND STREAM is a source of pleasure to
me, and often suggests observations and experiences of my own, as I presume it does to

all lovers of outdoor life.
ened animals it has been

In regard to frightmy experience that,

as a rule, fear only adds to their speed of departure from the cause, but in a few instances

I have seen animals too scared to run. I have
several times seen hares, squatting under a bush
near a camp

path, allow persons

to pass and re-

pass repeatedly within three or four feet without apparently being disturbed, in fact, to be
found day after day in the same place. I have
noticed them under such circumstances wrinkling and working the nose as if in the act of
smelling, and have often wondered what their
powers of scent were.
I have known a person to kill such with a
stone, and I can easily see how a very quick
animal, as a domestic cat, could spring upon
and catch one that was in no way hindered by
fear.’ On the other hand, from observations of

other animals in a state of fear, I have no
doubt that hares are capable of being frightened,
as, for example, in the event of danger rapidly
approaching from two directions at once, so as

to be incapable of any attempt to escape by
flight. It is in this way that I account for the
large number of hares of all sizes caught by a

beagle which I once had, aided by another dog.
In regard to other animals my experiences
have been more direct, and.I will tell a few.
When I was a very small boy rambling in the
The
a chipmunk.
I happened upon
woods

chippie,

apparently

the suddenness

confused

of my

and frightened

arrival,

sprang

up

by

a low

tree (which, I think, is an unusual thing for a
chipmunk to do) and clung to a branch a few
Being in the Indian
I circled and whooped

feet out of my reach.
stage of my existence,

and danced under the tree until, to my surprise,
the squirrel curled up and dropped to the ground

I
at my feet, apparently paralyzed with fear.
picked it up in my bare fingers, handled it and

carried it home in my pocket without its making
the slightest effort to escape.

I have seen red squirrels show the greatest
presence of mind in dodging when trying to
escape from under the feet and jaws of a dog.
But when as a boy, I brought red squirrels into

close proximity with a pet weasel, they were
paralyzed with fear and unable to move. |
But it is not necessary to go to wild animals
alone to find illustrations of excessive fear.
friend of mine was traveling in an automobile
in New Hampshire the last summer but one,
and met a horse that was so frightened that it
After trying
was impossible to get it to move.
to induce the horse to pass the machine now
stationary and at the side of the road, without
even getting the horse to lift a foot, the driver
asked my friend to start up his machine, and
pass if there was room. As the machine started,
the horse trembled violently and then fell to the

ground with legs stiff and muscles quivering.
The next day in an attempt to get the horse
used to the machine the same thing happened
again.
But, if I am not mistaken, humans are subject
to the same thing. At any rate, I shall never

be able to get from my

mind a picture of awful

I
fright of which I was innocently the cause.
was a youth, and in my room in the top of the

‘house

had

been

pouring

over

my

Latin

and

Greek for hours after the noises of the house
When my task was finished and
‘had ceased.
I was prepared for bed, I suddenly remembered
that I had brought from the office a letter for

I knew

she was

anxious to re-

ceive.
I also remembered that she would on
that night be sitting up waiting for the homecoming of her husband, at a very late hour.
So letter in hand, in my night robe, and barefooted, I swiftly, but noiselessly (it seems) descended the carpeted stairs.
It was nearly midnight and my aunt, a young and substantial
matron, had been sitting alone for a couple of
hours at her sewing, and the house had been

painfully still.
What she had been thinking
about, I do not know, but she sat facing the
door which is at the foot of the stairs, and
when I, without warning suddenly appeared in
the doorway of the darkened hall, her work
dropped from her fingers, her eyes opened to
a most
unusual
size, her hands
with bent

fingers were

slowly and stiffly raised, and with

the most horrible expression of fear upon her
face, she fell to the floor in a paroxysm of
fright.
All of which goes to show that the

tendency to get “scared stiff,” to use a colloquial

if not to all of

to many,

is common

expression,

Gy Debs

the higher animals.

Congregations.
STREAM

In a recent issue of the ForEST AND

mention was made of various breeding resorts
Such a place exists only a short disof gulls.
tance from the city of Burlington on four small

rocky islands in Lake Champlain, known as the

These islands are owned by a
Four Brothers.
New York gentleman who has a keen love for
nature, and who is a firm believer in bird proIt was my good fortune to be able to
tection.
visit these islands last season, about June I,
busy with their family
when the gulls were
The nests, composed of dried grasses,
cares.
twigs and water weeds, were everywhere, some
on the sandy beach, some on jutting ledges of
rock and others in nooks and crannies where-

was

room

ever

contained

Some

to be found.

eggs in various stages of incubation, but the
majority held young birds, from downy fledglings to half-grown lusty fellows who greeted

beaks ever hungry for their exAt least 600 gulls are
of fish.

us with open
pected ration

These islands are well
hatched here annually.
posted by the New York Audubon Society, and
are policed by a man who is kept there by the

owner

during the breeding

frequenters

sight,

at

of

least

breakwater

water

the

gulls

200

took

pretty

a

saw

refuge

during

in the harbor

Yesterday

season.

front

on

the

the high wind

and rainstorm that prevailed and remained there
during the greater part of the day.
In the summer of 1904 I visited a swallow
roost, of which for several years I had heard

a great deal.
fifteen

miles

night in

I had been told of an island about
of

north

Burlington,

known

as

a_

perfect

babel

of

twitterings

chirpings.

Later in the evening,

a lantern,

we

could

see

them

and

with the aid of

in rows

sitting

on the limbs of the trees, and while they were
dazzled by the light, we could take those that
roosted within reach in our hands for examination.
We would clap hands or shout, and then
a bedlam would break loose as they rose from
their perches with a roar, so that we could only

carry
was

on

conversation

with

difficulty, so great

the tumult.

At daybreak they left the island in scattered
flocks,

My

to return

time

later in the day.

was

limited, and

I was

obliged

to

leave before the final migration took place;
but I am informed by people who have known
the island for years that this takes place in the

night, about Sept. 1, when they disappear,
be seen no more until the next season.

to

It would be impossible to estimate the number of swallows that congregate on the island,

for the

Bird

Vermont

some of the birds proved that to be the case.
As it grew darker they came thicker and faster
and settled down to roost in the cedars for the

place

is literally

alive

with

them.

I

have been an interested observer of the doings
of wild things all my life, and have seen many
curious things in the course of my observations,
but nothing equal to the sight of these myriads

of swallows

long

mustering

southern

their

forces

trip to the land

sunshine,

for

their

of warmth

and

VERMONTER.

A Query

Concerning

Cats.

Paris, France, Dec. 25.—I have often observed—in fact, I can observe the fact daily if
I care to, merely by arranging circumstances—
that when I spread over a bed or any chair or
aimchair, a certain knitted woolen shawl, now
known at home as “Toth’s shawl,” offering it
as a sleeping place to the said Toth, a much
petted and beloved cat, he never curls himself
on it immediately.
He understands very well
my benevolent intention, but does not lie down
at once.
He begins a long and apparently very
useless pawing and clawing of the shawl, as
if he wanted to make it “fluffy.”
This he never
does with any other fabric.
I could understand
his trying to make the seat of a chair or armchair or a cushion softer by the same process;
but why does he do this only with the very
softest of materials?
The process is a rather
long one, sometimes occupying ten full minutes,
during which time the animal purrs loudly and
seems to enjoy very much the prospect of a

soft and

done

warm

by other

bed.

Is anything

cats, and

a similar manner?
It is well known

do other

of the kind

Felidz

that the turning

act in

round

of

dogs, before lying down, is an ancestral habit,
quite reasonable when dogs were wild animals

Cedar Island, where each year vast numbers
of swallows congregated before departing on
I had heard about it
their southern journey.
from so many sources that I determined to see
for myself, so on Aug. 24 I visited it.
Cedar Island comprises about three acres of

by Toth an ancestral habit?
What was the
use of this habit—or what is its use among wild

land, and, as its name

implies, is densely covered

with

an

cats or Felide?

cedars,

making

ideal

bird

roost.

At

about 3 o’clock on the afternoon of our arrival
the swallows began to appear, first in parties

of two or three, then in small flocks and finally
in

countless

masses.

As

sunset

approached,

and went to sleep in the midst
maintained
call for it.

of grass,

and

under circumstances which do not
Is the pawing and clawing shown

Another fact, which I have observed

only on

one of my cats—the much regretted “Plucky”
—in some sense related to a habit, which, however, is not ancestral, and still persists.
When-

ever I offered Plucky some food he did not like

from every point of the compass, as far as the
eye could reach, came an endless host of birds,
and when they reached the island, they circled
in the air above it until a veritable cloud of
swallows was above us.
As far as I could

generally, or he did not want at that particular
moment, he began scratching energetically the
ground, or the floor, just as cats do always in
order to cover up their excreta.
This meant
very clearly:
“How
can you offer me this

ascertain, they were the common bank swallow
that make their nests by excavating holes along

food?

our

being immediately hidden

streams,

and

subsequent

investigation

of

it.

It is simply dirt, or filth.

It deserves

nothing

more

I won’t have
or

less

from the sight.”

than

Of

FOREST
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the interval

course, on the floor, it was quite impossible to
scrape up dust enough to hide the offending
food; but Plucky always went through the cereHis act was of the symbolic order, and
mony.
could not be more than symbolic, but he never

failed

that some
came back
eating the
he might
disdainful

An
As I was

When a person has
the first thing to do is
the wound to prevent
the venom.
Then an

Exciting

Scene.
Boule-

interest

was

a large

black

dog

mouth).
It fell short but was thrown again.
second time it fell short.
The crowd held

India each year
prevented.

by a huge mournful

risking

your

life!

A
its

“Ah!”

Come

back!’
Here and there
he began
crunching
holes in the ice with the heel of his boot.
At
length he stooped down and took something in
his hand, and lo! he was seen to drag the dog
by the tail through the hole.
Then amid the
plaudits of the crowd he made a dash for the
shore—broke through near the bank, but gal-

true

heroes are made.
I Jearned subsequently that the
dog, through the vigorous efforts of his rescuer

and the other employes, was resuscitated.

Remedy for Snake
Successful
ConsuL

Experiments

Masterson,

Dr. Leonard

of

F. M.

Bite.

Made

in

Aden,

reports

that

longest interval had elapsed before the remedy
The

persons

were

bitten

during

the night and were not treated till the following
day, the interval in one case amounting to eleven
hours and in the other nine hours.
In seven of
the successful cases the snake was killed and
identified; in five cases it was a cobra and in the

other

two

it was

a viper.

In the

remaining

three successful cases the identity of the snake
was not ascertained in two cases and in the

other

case

the reptile was

seen

and

described

as a cobra.

;

Of the two

fatal cases,

one

was

bitten by a

cobra,
the other
by a
identified.
Two of the

snake
that was
not
successful cases were

treated

without

training.

by

Europeans

In three of the successful

any

of Whales.

ber—firstly, whether they respond to the action
of sound-waves; secondly, whether they possess
a voice; and, thirdly, the structure and relative

development
In

the

of their auditory

case

of cetaceans,

apparatus.
their

capacity

for

receiving (and acting upon) sound-waves
is
demonstrated by the practice of shouting on the
part of fishermen when engaged in driving a

the “buckelwal”

of the Germans,

utters during

the breeding season a prolonged scream, comparable to the scream of a steam-siren, and embracing the whole musical scale from base to

treble.
As regards anatomical considerations, it is
true that the external ear is much reduced, the
“pinna” being absent, and the tube, or “meatus,”
of very small caliber.
On the other hand, the
internal auditory organs are developed on the
plan of those of ordinary mammals, but display
certain peculiar modifications (notably the re-

must

India.

Rogers contributed a paper to the

applied.

not be

markable shell-like form of the tympanic bone)
for intensifying and strengthening the soundwaves as they are received from the water.
It
seems, therefore, perfectly evident that whales

Indian Medical
Gazette on the treatment of
snake bite by permanganate of potassium, which
has been
very
widely
discussed
throughout
India, and which is likely to receive general attention from medical men.
Consul Masterson
writes:
“Doctor
Rogers, in this paper, reports of
twelve cases of snake bite in which this new
remedy was put into practice.
In two cases it
failed, but these were the cases in which the
was

bite should

shoal of porpoises or blackfish into shallow
water, for the purpose of frightening their intended victims.
As regards the possession of a
voice by cetaceans, it is stated that one species,

back—come

lantly struggled upward with his charge.
That, thought I, is the stuff of which

snake

The Hearing

The youngest of the three men who had been
attempting the rescue now rushed out on the ice
regardless of the frightened cries of the crowd.

“You're

from

THE question as to what extent the sense of
hearing is developed in whales and dolphins is
discussed in Naturwissenschaftliche Wochenschrift for Dec. 18.
The means of proving
whether animals hear or not are three in num-_

breath.
Preparations were being made
for a
third throw when the poor dog was seen to disappear.
“He’s gone—he’s gone!” was the cry,

accompanied

been bitten by a snake
to apply a ligature above
the rapid absorption of
incision is to be made

this remedy,
or why the great majority of
twenty thousand odd deaths that take place in

which

was trying desperately to regain a footing on the
ice through which he had broken.
Sometimes he
would appear to be on the point of succeeding
but then would fall back.
The interest of the
crowd became intense and at length some one
hurried off for assistance.
While he was gone
the dog continued to struggle but was evidently
growing weaker and weaker.
When he appeared
about ready to give up three employes
of the
Gardens approached on the run.
They had a
coil of rope with them, which they proceeded to
unwind and throw one end toward the dog (in
the hope, I suppose, that he would catch it in his

medical

cases

treat-

ment was beguntat once, in the remaining seven

hear when

in the water.

This

inference

is confirmed by the comparatively small development of the other sense organs.
The eye, for
instance, is very small, and can be of little use
even at the comparatively small depths to which

whales are now believed to descend.

Again, the

sense of smell, judging from the rudimentary
conditions of the olfactory organs, must be in
abeyance; and whales have no sense organs
comparable to the lateral line system of fishes.
Consequently, it would seem that when below

the surface of the water they
chiefly upon the sense of hearing.

must depend
Probably this

sense is so highly developed as to enable the
animals, in the midst of the vibrations made by
the screw-like movements of the tail, or flukes,

to distinguish the sound (or the vibrations)
made by the impact of water against rocks, even
in a dead calm, and,
species, to recognize

in the case of piscivorous
by the pulse in the water

the presence of a shoal of fish. Failing this explanation, it is difficult to imagine how whales
can find their way about in the semi-darkness,
and avoid collisions with rocks and rock-bound
coasts.—London Field.
Boston,

Mass.,

Jan. 6.—The

The

to four

of the permanganate are to be well rubbed on.
Permanganate of potassium is a cheap drug,
obtainable from any druggist.
It keeps indefinitely, and a pound would suffice, at the rate of
10 grains for each case, for between 700 and 800
people.
There seems to be no reason why
every household should not be furnished with

vard on Christmas Day I saw a crowd collected
The object
by a pond in the Zoological Gardens.

of their

hour

over the snake bite with any sharp cutting instrument that is perfectly clean, and a few grains

VARIGNY.

walking along the Southern

half an

efficacious, and a very satisfactory feature is that

has acted in the same way; they merely sniffed
and went off. Was Plucky an exception?
DE

from

[JAN. 13, 1906.

it is so simple, anybody can apply it, and so cheap
that it is within the reach of the poorest.

time later he thought otherwise, and
to the plate, and changed his mind,
contents which he had rejected; but
also come back and go through the
No other cat of mine
gesture again.
HENRY

varied

STREAM.

hours.
These results show that even when all
the doubtful elements have been excluded or
allowed for, this method promises to be most

it happened

Sometimes

it.

to perform

AND

changed

Forest

AND STREAM is much liked and
I have heard many
words of praise and compliment.
Your multitude
of friends here are greatly pleased with the
change.
CENTRAL.

Badger

as

a Chicken

Thief.

Hamar, Norway.—An amusing incident happened on a farm a little ways from town the
other day, which shows that the badger is not
such an innocent fellow as some think.
The farmer, about dawn, hearing a commotion
in the barn, hastily ran out to see what was the
matter, and came across a badger who had taken
a chicken

in which

he seemed

very interested.

As the farmer had nothing handy to hit him
on the head with he grabbed him by the nape of
the neck and down by the rump and carried him
out in the yard, yelling for one of the boys to
bring the kodak and take a snapshot of the outfit, which was accordingly done, and then the
badger, who had all the time hung on to his
chicken,

was

dispatched;

but

even

in death

wouldn’t let go.

The

New

he

Cur. G

Forest

and Stream.

COMMISSIONER

OF FISHERIES AND GAME,
STATE OF INDIANA.
CoLtumBus, Ind., Jan. 6.—Number 1, Volume 66,
of ForEsT AND STREAM has just reached me, and I
desire to congratulate you upon
its handsome
make-up—both
interior and exterior.
It is a
never failing source of information and delight

to all the employees of this office, and I desire in

the beginning of the new year to wish you
happy and prosperous year in your good work.
Z. T. SWEENEY, Com’r.

a

WitmincrTon, Del., Jan. 7.—Just a line to tell
you that I saw Forest AND STREAM in its new
guise for the first time yesterday,

and must

say I

like its new getup very much.
We all like it
very much, and it looks and is up-to-date.
Epwarp BANKS.
LANCASTER,
Pa., Jan. 5.—Editor Forest and
Stream:
I have just looked through the new
ForEST AND

STREAM

and with unbounded

I note the valued change.

pleasure

How pleasant it would

be if those of your readers who have worshipped
at nature’s shrine in many lands and for many
years could be rejuvenated to the same extent.
How young and
sprightly
the old sportsman
would look.
SHONGO.

Dayton,

New
you

O.—Congratulations

York, Jan. 5.—Allow

upon

the new

on your change.
W.

me to congratulate

style of the paper.

Tuomas

J. Conroy.

Morristown, N. J., Jan. 6.—I wish to congratulate you upon the improved form of your publication. The illustrated feature in your magazine is
remarkably attractive, and in other respects your

magazine has been very much improved by your
change of method.
E
RANDOLPH.
Newark, N. J.—I congratulate you on the
changed ForesT AND STREAM. It is handsome and
taking.

Dick

SWIVELLER.

STATE OF NEw York
Forest, Fish AND GAME COMMISSION.
Atpany, N. Y., Jan. 8—The new form of the
old standard sportsmen’s paper is indeed an improvement.
Half a dozen visitors to the office
have testified to this assertion within a few hours.
Joun D. WuisH, Sec’y. NorFo_k, Va., Jan. 8—I am simply delighted
with the change in the make-up of Forest AND
STREAM; familiar features all retained; only a
different and more pleasing expression.
CHARLES HALLOCK.
St. AuGuUSTINE,
AND

STREAM

congratulate
improved

comes

Fla., Jan. 6.—The

new

Forest

to us to-night, and I want

to

you on the change of form, highly

appearance

style you have chosen.

and

attractiveness

of

the

rs

JAN.
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GAM BAG ANID GUIN
Long

Heads.

THE Forest AND STREAM Offers three prizes of
$20, $10 and $5 respectively for the best moose
heads secured in the year 1905 in the hunting
grounds of the United States and Canada.
It offers also three prizes of $15, $10 and $5 respectively for the best white-tail deer heads taken
in the hunting season of 1905 in the United States
or Canada.
The heads will be judged from photographs
submitted to the Forrest AND STREAM.
In estimating their merits the two qualities of size and
symmetry will be taken into consideration. With
the photograph of each head must be sent a memorandum of the place and the time of its taking
and the name of the person taking it. The competition will be open to amateur hunters only;
and with this single restriction it will be open to
the world.
There are no entrance fees.
The
photographs submitted will be the property of
Forest AND STREAM. Entries for the competition
must be made not later than Jan. 15, 1906.

The Revenge
a son

of a Wild

who was

The
geese.
disagreeable

enough to drive him off a duck pass or out of a
goose pit.
It was before the days of restrictive game
numbers

when

unlimited

were

and the
Many was

-cold storage rooms easy of access.
the story the old fellow could tell of the days
and

mallards

when

blackened

geese

the

wheat

stubble and made a noise like thunder when they
took flight. He told of one experience which
all but proved his Waterloo:
“Tt was that early in the morning,” said he,
“that the break of day could be just seen in the
My

east.

were

decoys

along.

Honk!

Island

Your

Duck

Luck
and

Shooting.

within

400 yards,

of it) to Forest

where
night.

the Captain said they would stay till
Two years ago at the same time of the

year

(or Lack
Stream.”

on

they went

this ground

up and

I killed,

Editor Forest and Stream:
Some time ago I saw an editorial in our
paper, apropos of the excellent shooting this
year, the south side of Long Island being mentioned as one of the favored places. As this is

I was in the middle of Little Peconic

Amityville;

The duck shooting on the Great South Bay
has been absolutely the worst this year since
the “wet spring of ’76.” Lest some think I am
a tenderfoot

at the

duck

game,

I would

men-

tion that I have the best bayman of them all;
that he has a complete outfit, decoys, battery,
etc., and if anybody

gets ducks

he does.

Nov. 7, betrayed by the said
town on the evening train for
after a most excellent supper at
turned in early. I was called
Captain

at

4 A. M.

miles, we

were

After

on our

a row

of about

sistently
“firing”

Six
since

ducks

and

friends
gone

two

of mine

down;

geese.

their

two

Last

at

total

bag is five

birds

various

Tuesday

night,

made
desperate by having no ducks in my
larder—the first time such a thing has occurred

in Christmas week in years—I went down again,
spending

shot.

over

two

Weather

southwest.

days,

warm

Thursday

and

did

not

like October,
it was

fire one

wind

so warm,

light

and with

no birds flying, we left the blind, and in sheer
desperation

went

eel

spearing,

four fine ones in two hours.

getting

twenty-

We saw one large

bunch of geese, about three hundred,
as we could count; but the moment

puppies.

They were

about

back to catch

on

the back

going from

them

as nearly
we showed

coming

down

instead

I could

I had

no more than pulled the trigger of my left-hand
barrel than I received a sledge-hammer blow
ing out

of my

of my

neck

hands

that

and

sent

dropped

the gun

me

fly-

like a

lump of lead senseless, in the goose pit. I was
put to sleep and no mistake and knew nothing
for a number of minutes.
When I came to and
straightened out, I found my gun and a goose

in the pit with
another goose
It was evident
dead, hitting it
down head over

Out upon the prairie lay
me.
as dead as the one in the pit.
that on killing the first goose
in the neck and head, it came
heels and gathering momentum

at every foot multiplied its fifteen pounds enough

to put me out of business after it hit me in the
back of the neck. I have often thought if that
goose had been killed a hundreds yards up it
might have broken my neck.”
°
CHARLES CRISTADORO.

QUAIL

Photo

SHOOTING

have

been

of following

fifty yards

me.

and

per-

AT

by courtesy

their

usual line of flight having been driven off shore
—we
have not had one hard easter this fall;
second, to the warm weather, which has allowed
many of the birds to stay north, even as late
as this.
Amid the general gloom there is one
ray of hope, and that is, that the brant shooting
in February and March will probably be good,
and if only they would modifv the Brown duck
law and permit duck shooting till March 1, those
of us who are glad to spend money on our
friends, the baymen, but who won't buy game,
may at least taste one duck of our own shooting.
Henry THORP.

up, and I could see that they were going to fly
over instead of circling around the decoys. And
when I thought they were right, I took a shot
at them, coming toward me.and at once turned
my

teal

“dusted” at night, that there has been
of geese, and that even netting was

see they were beginning to squeal like a basket
of young

and

done at one place, yet I do not think these and

daybreak.

have

ducks

before they were in plain sight, and a beautiful
for

and had

the utter indifference of the game wardens (if
there are any) on the South Side quite account
for such an utter failure of what is one of the
greatest natural duck grounds on this coast.
Personally, I believe it to be due to two conditions: , First, to the persistent west winds, the

The day was a warm one, with a light southwest
wind.
No birds were flying, and not one shot
did I get. I saw about twenty broadbills and one
times

black

what is the reason?
While it is true that ducks

About

editorial, I left
Amityville, and
Capt. J.’s house,
promptly by the

point before

mostly

that might come

I quit honking,

gun,

some redheads, many of the black ducks being
apparently local birds.
Then the warm weather
set in with persistent west winds, and the fowl,
especially broadbills, did not come in.
Now,

‘Honk, honk yourself,’ says
of geese a-coming.
It wasn’t long
I, and back came honks galore.
they were.

own

no battery, they were safe from me.
my own particular stamping ground, and the
As near’as I can get them, the facts about
facts about the shooting this year are so at
the shooting on the South Side are as follows:
variance with the statement referred to, I needs
During the early part of October there was
must rush into the game lest some of us be fair shooting at Eastport, Islip, Babylon and
deceived and waste time and money trying it.

and agin’ the light I could see away off a flock

sight

to my

to sea,

and saw the largest bunch of broadbills it has
ever been my luck to see together.
There were
probably over a thousand in the bunch; but as

came out of the sky,

honk! honk!

out

thirty-six ducks and a goose.
On Oct. I, 2 and 3,1 shot at Southampton

out, and I in the pit all

and ready for anything

snug

“Report

brant.

Goose.

of the old sod once

an inveterate hunter of ducks and
day never was stormy, cold or

laws,

STREAM.

OO

Prizes for Game

I KNEW

AND

PINEHURST,

of Leonard

N.

Tufts.

C.

‘
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the Adirondacks

and

Catskills,

at a low price per acre,

by purchasing

such lands as it seemed

advisable to buy, considering the terms and location, and, also, the comparatively
small
amount of money set aside for that purpose.
I suggest that a large appropriation for this
purpose be made and that land within the parks

be purchased as fast as it can be obtained at a
fair price.
Our State Tree-Nurseries and the
reforesting done under the supervision of the
State Foresters has, and is, attracting widespread attention among persons interested in
the work throughout the United States. Many
visits have been made to this State during the
past year to observe

in its reforesting

the work of the department

operations.

Whether wise or unwise, the constitution prohibits the leasing of cottage sites, or any other

land in the Forest Preserve. In adopting it
the people evidently wanted that provision of
the constitution as it is. But, as a practical
matter, if this Commission, under proper restrictions and regulations, had the right to lease

small

cottage

sites, two

important

things

could

Be pee
oe without any injury to the park
ands.
First—A very large revenue could be obtained, somewhere from two
thousand dollars annually.

Second—Every
a camp, however
interest to protect
a protector of the

QUAIL

SHOOTING

Photo

by courtesy

New York Game, Fish and Forests.
we

take these paragraphs:

In 1904 there were all kinds of fish hatched,
reared and distributed—in round numbers, III,000,000.
In 1905
there
have
been
hatched,
reared and distributed from the State hatcheries,
171,000,000 fish of all kinds.
A large proportion
of this increase over 1904 were game fish, especially trout.
The fines and penalties collected
in the calendar year of 1904 were $23,636.86. The
fines and penalties collected in the calendar year,
1905, were $58,548.08, which shows an increase
of fines and penalties over 1904 of $34,911.22.
The number
of trespassers on State lands
reported in 1904. were few; this year, 1905, there
have been discovered and reported, 85 trespasses
committed, not including about half dozen small
ones, stich as the cutting of fire wood.
Of these,
23 have been disposed of by compelling the payment of at least three times the value of the
timber destroyed.
The balance of the 85 are
under

process

of

settlement

at

the

same

of Leonard

N.

Tufts.

being

committed

period of time as one to ten.
Without discussing the policy of the Commission in relation to trespassing on State lands
prior to my incumbency, suffice it to say that
the present policy is to hold all persons strictly
accountable under a strict construction of the
constitutional provision in relation to the Forest
Preserve.
That is, that the constitution means
what it says, to wit:
“The lands of the State,
now owned or hereafter acquired, constituting
the Forest Preserve as now fixed by law, shall

They shall

in the

Forest

Preserve,

and very little likelihood of any hereafter.
The increase of fines and penalties, the much
larger number of fish distributed, and the decrease in trespasses on State lands—all indicate
an increased activity and closer attention to the
work of the departments and the enforcement

of the law.

This

condition

and

these

results

are very gratifying to the Commission, and I
trust will be equally gratifying to the Honorable, the Legislature and the People of the

State.
During

the

last

calendar

year

796

actions,

civil and criminal, have been commenced.
There
are now 64 cases pending in the hands of the
Attorney-General, and 166 in the hands of other
attorneys.
The Commission has been successful in 536 cases; there were 19 acquittals, juries
disagreed in four cases, and four actions were

discontinued.

Five hundred

and sixty-six cases

were disposed of, in 186 of which attorneys
were engaged.
The balance, 380, were disposed
of without attorneys by the Commission direct.

forms part of this report, will be found a complete, succinct and interesting history of the
forest lands owned by the State, their management, origin of title, the acreage, the work of

and

other

important

facts

and

person building a cottage or
small, would have a property
from fire and would become
forest. Further than that, a

perfection

in

a few

longer time.

The

months,

work

to the State

significance

than it costs,

when compared

the value

been reached.

of this life; that our

a year,

or

the first

much

estab-

There are many things, however,

yet to be accomplished in both.
ment the law should be amended
ened in many respects.

alae moiety

system

In my judgand strength-

to protectors

should

be

discontinued and their salaries increased, based
upon the average of the moieties each now re-

ceives.
made

The assistant chief protectors should be

first, second,

slight difference

The

and

third

assistants,

with

a

in salary in favor

of the first

law preventing the pollution

of streams

assistant.

:

should be strengthened; also that in relation
to
prohibiting dogs in the park lands.

Uniform game laws between the States and
Canadian provinces for the protection of fish
should be enacted, and a legal depart-

ment for this Commission

established by law.

The force of protectors should be increased,
and the right of the State to close inland waters
not navigable, should be clearly defined,
oe

The suggestion of shortening the open season
for deer by cutting off the last fifteen days 1s

also

worthy

of serious

consideration.

JAmeEs S. Wuippte,
Commissioner,

and

No one doubts

the fact that forest timber, shade
are absolutely necessary to the

ment

from

it is of small

with

importance of the State forests.

to comparaaccessible to

lishment of this Commission, together with the
law governing the same, has been in a state of
evolution until fairly good conditions have now

figures.
While the propagation and protection
of fish and game is important and worth much

more

hundred

the masses.
It cannot be said that a business concern as
large as the Forest, Fish and Game Commission
of the State of New York, and the law governing the same, can be brought up to a state of

and game

State Forests.
In the annual report to me of Col. William F.
Fox, Superintendent
of State Forests, which

reforesting,

three
:

public park now only accessible
tively a few people, would become

C.

or

larger figures, or actions have been commenced
and are now pending.
The trespasses committed from May 20, 1905, to Dec. 31, 1905, compare with those previously committed in a like

be forever kept as wild forest lands.

PINEHURST,

pass

From the annual report of Commissioner James
S. Whipple

AT

to

water

and fruit trees
proper enjoy-

supply, to a

large extent, depends upon the preservation and
reproduction of our forests; and that the latter
prevent drought as well as excessive floods.

not be leased, sold or exchanged, or be taken
by any corporation, public or private, nor shall
the
timber
thereon
be _ sold,
removed
or
The commercial value of our forest lands is
destroyed.”
Stating
it in another
way, the
enormous; their usefulness as a health resort is
State cannot through this department, or otherindispensable.
.For these, and many other reawise, scell or dispose of land or timber of any
sons, the money that is being used for the prokind in the Forest Preserve as now fixed by
tection of the forests is well expanded, and the
law.
The provision of the constitution apphes
work that is being done is not too great.
as well to down or burned timber as to green
We have State lands in the Adirondack counor standing timber.
Because of this understandties with an area of 1,347,280 acres; within the
ing of the meaning of the constitution, plainly
Catskill counties, about 92,708 acres; a total
expressed through the policy of this department
State ownership of about 1,439,988 acres.
Durduring the year just closed, it can be truth- ing my incumbency in office the Land Purchasfully said that at this writing there is no tresing Board has been adding to the park lands in

Coronado
, THE

Coronado

Cal., issues

an

Country

Country

attractive

Club,

Club.
of Coronado,

programme

of events

for the year 1906. This is a regularly incorporated club, managed by five directors and with

the various branches of sport which it encourages handled by sub-committees.
It possesses

a racestrack, polo field, golf grounds and tennis

court,

the use

of which

is, of course,

restricted

to the club members. There is a fine club house,
and great comfort is to be had there.
There

will be a regular

programme

of cham-

pionship tournaments to take place, beginning
in January and running through February and
March.
The golf tournament will come early
in February, the tennis tournament later in the
same month, polo tournaments and racing will
occupy March and a clay pigeon tournament

will take place early in April.

°
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In‘ Appreciation

of Major Pond.

Tue Essex County Republican prints this account of a very pleasing action by the game protectors to show their appreciation of Major J.
Warren Pond, their retiring chief:
“George Selkirk, our local game protector, reports that the game laws since the close of the
deer season are being well observed.
He has re-

cently made a long trip through the woods and
finds no evidence of hunting, which shows that
the sentiment for game law observance is growing
among

tke people

chance

to propagate

desire is becoming

and

that

universal

more

to make

the proper season.
Mr.
cutting of the hard wood

and

more

the

to give the deer a
better

hunting

in

Selkirk says that the
in the Adirondacks is

likely to hurt the deer hunting more

than all the

pot-hunting of years gone by, because it removes
the winter shelter which the deer must have.
In
many places where the hard wood has been cut
there is nothing left for shelter.
The game protectors
who
served
under
Major
Pond,
the

former chief, have been considering ever since
his resignation the presentation of some token of
their regard.

The

plan culminated

on

Saturday,

when the Major was the recipient of a beautiful
$125 fur-lined coat and $30 in gold from his old
associates, as a Christmas remembrance and testimonial to their appreciation of his good fellowship and kindness to them while in the service.
The

presentation

was

made

for the protectors

by

Isaiah Vosburgh, of Saranac Lake.”
Mountain View, N. Y., Jan. 6.—Editor Forest
and Stream:
I wish to extend to the game protectors of the State, through your paper, my
heartfelt thanks for the beautiful Christmas gift
in the shape of a fur-lined coat and purse of gold
as a testimonial of the friendly relations hitherto
existing between us.
I appreciate this action on their part many
times more than I could have done if the gift had
been received while in the service, instead of at a
time when

our relations

are so far removed,

one

from the other, and with but little prospect of
ever meeting them again.
Wishing them success in all things through life,
I remain, as ever their friend,
J ..WARREN Ponp.

Massachusetis

Game

Boston, Jan. 6.—Editor Forest and Stream: A
brief summing up of the information gathered
in Massachusetts

the past autumn, concerning observance of the
laws and trout fishing, may be of interest to
your readers.
In answer to the question whether fish and
game laws are generally well observed, 57 per
cent. of the replies are in the affirmative; 28
per cent. of the reports are “fairly well,” while
I5 per cent are decidedly negative answers.
The counties that make the poorest showing in
this

respect

are

Essex

and

Middlesex,

15 reporting

out of a total of 46.
means of raising the
9 correspondents

a good

observance

In their suggestions of
standard of conditions,

in Essex

county

call for more

wardens and 11 in Middlesex.
But one conclusion can be drawn from the reports, viz.:
There is urgent need of measures to raise the
standard

as

regards

the

enforcement

of

the

fish and game laws to a point where they shall
be effective in every community in the State.
Two

exasperating

reports

have

recently

been

made verbally to your correspondent, one by a
Lawrence sportsman, who says he found two
dead grouse

snared

by a string, the other

from

Norfolk county, where an Italian landowner
under the protection of the law which exempts
farmers from the prohibition of snaring has
taken a number of grouse this fall by that
method.
From several localities have come reports

of the extensive

use

of ferrets.

The

late

Captain Collins made an attempt to secure the
passage of a law requiring the registration of
ferrets by their owners.
Our present statute
against the use of ferrets is of little value.

I have already given your

readers

some

re\

57

turns regarding quail and partridges, but I wish
to emphasize the present conditions in Bristol
county, which allows shooting during the first
two weeks of December.
From that county
your correspondent has not one good report

on quail, and but two that are good on ruffed
grouse.
The sportsmen of Bristol would contribute to the welfare of the game in their own
county and greatly simplify the enforcement of
the laws by a change giving them the same
season for shooting as the rest of the State.
In
a recent visit to towns in that county, your
correspondent heard many complaints of the
influx of hunters from Rhode Island, and their
violations of the non-export law.
These com-

good

A Boston gunner of repute, who has been
in Holland and other towns, informs me that

hunters from Providence were in that section,
coming’ in automobiles and remaining several
days, carrying back scores and probably even
hundreds of partridges.
Our wardens did all
they could to get a case against them, but their

efforts were baffled.
The question naturally
arises, What effective remedy is there?
In a recent interview with one of the New
Hampshire commissioners, he said, “Your State
will have to come into line and enact a nonresident license law.”
Perhaps he is right.
At

all events

I am

sure there is a growing

senti-

ment in favor of such legislation.
If sportsmen
coming from other States would show a proper
respect for Massachusetts laws they might by

that means defer for a time the enactment of
hostile legislation.
H. H. Kimpatt.

Maryland
Stockton,

Md., Jan. 3.—At last, after waiting

all through November and December, the wildfowl are coming in on the shoals, and they seem
to be all redheads.
In all the years I have
been here, I have never seen so blank a fall.
Plenty of geese and brant, but no ducks, that
is, deep-water fowl—canvas, redheads and black-

heads.

It has been unusually warm
little blustery

weather,

and

were

on the feeding grounds

here, with

what

would

few fowl

not decoy,

as they could not be broken up in small bunches.
I was out yesterday, and once more it looked

not lay the battery, as it was calm, and I had
gone out more to look than try for shooting.
I think we will have plenty of fowl from now
until April, unless cold weather should set in

and drive them further south.
lessens

the

chance

unless

the

principal

shooting

mean

No

Every week now

their

being

destroyer

everywhere

ance—I
box.

of

should

of

driven

wild

off,

fowl

put

in his appear-

the night shooter,

with his fire-

State seems

Firelighting

to legitimate

Ducks.

sport.

Instances of the most flagrant violation of the
within

the

N. C.

past

three

The

weeks

offenders

in lower

Core

for the most

part

are native market hunters, who ply their nefarious business in utter disregard of law and to the
great detriment of legitimate wildfowl shooting.
On a calm day, these pot-hunters go poling
about the shallow waters of the feeding ground,

locate a raft of ducks

before nightfall, and the

booming and reverberation of their 8-bore guns
and “howitzers”
are heard at intervals from

sundown

An Uniform

Game

until daylight, carrying on this whole-

sale slaughter.
Apparently they make no secret
of it, and often boast of the size of a bag to

their neighbors on the following day. I
nine lights within a radius of ten miles
occasion.
The place in question is an ideal
ground, and if the ducks were permitted

Law.

versal game law that is to do away with many
of our special laws and make a common law
all over the State, so that when a season opens
or closes it is in effect all over the State.
It
would save many people getting in trouble who
break our laws,unintentionally.
It is a pretty
hard thing to determine the county lines when
one is out in the open country or woods hunt-

ing, and

if we

had

such

laws

in effect

there

would not be any excuse for.saying, ‘I did not
know I was over the county line,’ as I have
had them say to me many times in the season
past.
I think you can do lots of missionary

the medium

of your

There has been no open season on partridge
in this county for three years, and the county
is full of birds; in my travels about the county
I see nice coveys in almost every piece of woods
of any size.
A number of quail were put out
four years
ago,
but they
have
disappeared
through either having been killed by the severe
winters, or by hunters.
Our brooks are filled
with trout through the effects of the Schenectady

Fish and Game

Protective Association members

who restock them each year.
More than forty arrests were made by Protector Jackson and myself; we have lost only
one case this year, so there is a pretty healthy

respect for the game laws in this county.
of the arrests were for shooting song

Most
birds,

which was carried on to an alarming extent until

we

punished

two

or

three

of

them

pretty

severely, and it has put a stop to it. I hope
you will try to create a sentiment through your
valuable paper for a universal State law.
FRANK P. VILLE,

State

Photographing

Game

Warden.

Big Game.

In an article written by Mr. W. B. Devereaux
and printed in the first Boone and Crockett Book,
“American Big Game Hunting,” the writer speaks

North Carolina State laws, respecting firelighting have come under my personal observation
Sound,

be absolutely

Scuenectapy, N. Y., Dec. 3.—Editor Forest
and Stream:
I would like to ask the readers of
FOREST AND STREAM, who are residents of New
York State, to help a sentiment, which is gaining ground all over the State for a more uni-

O77 DSPOULKS:

New York, Jan. 2.—Editor Forest and Stream:
The unlawful practice of firelighting ducks in
the sounds of lower North Carolina is in vogue
to such an extent at present as to be a serious
menace

would

makes this impossible.
The ducks simply will
not stay in any locality where the firelighters
have been at work, and when they do venture
back they are wild and restless; so much so, that
they will seldom decoy.
This thing should be stopped, and could be
stopped if one or two arrests and convictions
were made.
It seems to me that the Audubon
Society or others in authority should get after
their local wardens with a few lines from the
riot act, and spur them to the performance of
their respective duties.
READER.

to have a law, or warden,

man enough to stop them.

for everybody

work in this line through
paper.

Ducking.

very

sport

assured when properly pursued, but firelighting

plaints are not wholly confined to that county.

the

former sending out 13 good reports out of 28;
the latter only

STREAM.

like old times, with plenty of fowl in the air,
and beds feeding as far as I could see. We did

Conditions.

from about 300 different towns

AND

of the extraordinary difficulties of photographing
big game as compared with hunting them, and he
notices one point about the animals which, per-

haps, had not previously been observed. He says,
“While trying to photograph the does and fawns,
which were continually jumping up and running
away as we rode along from day to day, I observed a very curious habit which had never attracted my attention before.
Although they would
often stop in the open, yet I shortly found that,
photographically, they were not where they would
make a negative.
After several days it dawned
upon me that they always stopped in the shadow.
Giving special attention to this point I very soon

found, on watching the deer which started up,
that when they stopped for that moment of curi-

osity, as so often happens, it was almost invariably in the long shadows thrown by some trees
across the path or else in some shady part of the
wood, and seldom by any chance where the sun-

counted
on one

light shone directly upon them.
This, while a
matter of indifference to the hunter, is fatal to
photographic success in this brilliant rarified air,
where it is almost impossible to get the details of

feeding
to rest,

oyerdeyeloping the high lights.”

any

objects

in

the

shadow

without

very

much

FOREST

Angling in Canada.
(Concluded

from page

23.)

gan to catch fish, and declared that the gentle
art was something of a science after all.
He
made me laugh heartily when he told me about

his impaling and landing a big black bass off the
Lodge,
impaled

their
summer
the fish every

residence.
one at the

lodge wanted to take his rod and land it. It was,
“Harry, let me have the rod: you will certainly
lose him,” and so on for quality. I just made
them all stand back and give me ample room, and
then when I had the fish reeled in to about the

length of my rod I just lifted him square out of
his element and then arched him over my head
with both hands,

and

when

he struck

terra firma

with a dull thud he was knocked silly and counted
out.” This was before Harry had taken a few
lessons in the gentle art. He now thinks he will
soon

have

his graduation

papers.

After

having

about depopulated our present locality of its scaly
habitués we concluded to seek other promising
waters some
distance below.
The Governor
again wanted to
fident we could
with a gravelly
marble heart.

seek the grass, but as I was concatch larger, better and more fish
bottom, he was again given the
He uttered no complaint, but I

plainly saw that he would never be satisfied until
he had

angled

in the

grass.

I, however, concluded to humor him by attack-

ing the grass as the last stopping place and there
he should have the opportunity of winning all

the victories he deserved

and taking all the big

and little fish as they offered themselves for involuntary sacrifice.
This rejection may appear
like naval dictatorship, but it is the only way you

can run a system when there are four in a boat
and

each

one

wants

to rule or

revolutionize.

It

is severe on the owner, but all things obey fixed
laws.

Norman

promptly

was in luck again, for the engine was
obedient

to his desires.

The

sunshine

now lay mellow and warm upon the waters, while
the blue sky was flecked with beautiful white
clouds, and the lights and shadows changed the
aspect of the hills every few minutes.
The shift-

ing of the helm brought the soft winds abeam
and the bubbles along the sides winked frostily as
they swept past, and the wake of the boat went
far into the dance of waters astern. Again we
anchor

and the four persistent anglers were

soon

courting the attention of the pisces. I certainly
must have had a lucky stone in my vest pocket,
for I again had

the first bite, and

a savage

one,

and then when the fatal strike was made, whizz,
whizz,

whizz

went

the revolving

reel, till at least

fifty feet of braided line had been unrolled and
then I thought it high time to apply the brake
and endeavor to check his onward career. It succeeded
water,

admirably, for he came to the top of the
rolled over, splashed the water with his

tail, and then
knew

disclosed

itself as a big pike.

then that the battle would

I

soon be over, as

the fish is everything but gameful. It is a fierce
dash or two and then an ignoble surrender.
He
made

the

expected

rushes

and

then

came

along

like a whipped cur. On his reaching the side of
the boat Norman reached over, and on spanning
his hand

over

the head

of the impaled

fish with

a finger in each eye he lifted him in without
struggle, but as soon

STREAM.
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the same, and the same lecture again prevail.
Emerson says, “Adopt the pace of nature; her

Harry now having his tackle in good shape be-

dock at Bass
After he had

AND

as he touched the bottom

a
of

the boat he wickedly floundered around for quite
awhile and came
near knocking the minnow
bucket over. A tap on the head with an oar blade
and he instantly fell asleep.
Harry had some luck here, but Norman again
made the mistake of impatience and lost a fine
black bass. The Governor again lectured him on
his one fault, haste, and, as usual, Norman

vowed

he would never be so hasty again; but he will all

secret

is patience.”

This

should

be instilled

into

the ambitious youth, it should really be burnt into
his “bread pan.”
A dead minnow being thrown into the water a
white-winged gull pounced down on it like a
hawk, and then the suggestion came that it would
be a novel plan to capture a few that way, but it
was of so barbaric a nature that it was unanimously voted down. Washington Irving, in writing of the old Alhambra in Spain, describes boys
as fishing from its towering walls for birds with
flies on their small hooks and as being exceedingly expert at it.
The wind, which was rising and fanning the
foliage, brought the lively jingle of a sheep-bell,
the bellow of distant kine and the lonely tingle
of a golden bird upon a golden furze. The air
was perceptibly cooled and the waves began to
indulge in their rhythms, and the fish showed a
more greedy disposition. We were now getting
quite a string of them and it began to look as if
we were dropping into the ranks of the despised
pot-hunter. I thought this an opportune time to
take the Governor to his coveted bed of grass.
where he could exemplify the practice he had
been presenting all the morning.
With this in
view the order went out for weighing the anchor,
and I then resigned my position as Commodore
and turned the command over to the Governor.
“Well,” said he when he was officially crowned,

Harry now hurriedly took the
strenuous exertions to get the
channel; he was pulling against
it was a toss-up if we escaped
the precaution of taking off my
vest,

ready

for

life was

sweet,

about

angling

in the

grass.

otherwise

he

is a very skillful knight of the rod.
Time was now called for dinner and lines
reeled up and rods laid aside.
And right here
the electrical appliances revolutionized and refused to move an inch. The young student now
had some aggravating work on hand and it was
decidedly much harder than studying Greek verbs
or solving mathematical problems, for the perspiration, after he had the work well in hand,
fairly rained from his visage and ran into his
boots sufficiently to bathe his feet. It was fully
fifteen minutes
before he had brought
the

swim,

and

the

rest

indeed.

We were now
Lodge,

just about 200 yards from Bass

and just as soon

as the first boat washed

us with her big waves Norman had got his electric steed in order, and then we ran rapidly and
happily to port.
I was to take dinner at the
Lodge,

and

I knew

that

meant

an

unexception-

able one and a popping of a few corks and good
cheer generally.
On landing we counted our catch and found
thirty perch, three big pike, two black bass and
one immense rock bass. Good enough for a few
hours’ sport, and when we considered the delightful enjoyments, the picturesque scenery, the
exhilarating atmosphere and a grand old talk
with Dame Nature we infinitely felt that we had
been

near

that

fount

of joy that

gates of the angler’s paradise.
ALEX.

leads

to the

STARBUCK.

Fish and Fishing. °

grass we all went, but, sad to relate, the fish were
found much smaller and less in numbers, and

knew

and

oars and made
boat out of the
a head wind, and
disaster. I took
shoes, coat and

hastily did the same.
Norman was already in
undress, all off except pants, as the work compelled it. It was hurry, hurry, hurry, with both
oars and machinery.
Harry fortunately won the
goal, and just in time, and then we all breathed
easier and again made our toilets and thought

“we will try the grass.”
And I told him that
“Barkis is willing.” So down to the big beds of
then the Governor crawfished on his theory and
made grateful apology for his ideas of what he

a dive

13, 1906.

Death
In ForEsT

of Mr.
AND

George

STREAM

E.

Hart.

of Oct. 28, last, there

was an acknowledgment by Mr. Charles Hallock
of the receipt of a beautiful time-keeper from
Mr. George E. Hart, superintendent of the
Waterbury Watch Company, and a reference to
somewhat similar ones, but each designated by
an original sporting design, and presented by
the same

gentleman,

tively, to President
Russell,

at different

Roosevelt,

of Massachusetts,

times,

respec-

to ex-Governor

to Walter

M. Brack-

ett, the artist and salmon fisherman, and to the
present writer. With what sorrow each of the
recipients of one of these beautiful gifts, in common with all who enjoyed the privilege of Mr.
Hart’s acquaintanceship, have learned of the
machine into subjection, and during that time
death of the gentle, generous angler, it is not
the Governor indulged in lurid language and deeasy to express. A lover of the woods from his
clared that as soon as he could
get his old
earliest years, he was a frequent visitor to the
naphtha launch in order he would send this disobedient fraud to the scrap pile. Harry and I Maine wilderness until urged to visit the Lake
St. John country some twelve years ago by his
took in the incidents of the aggravating repair
friend, the late Mr. Chase, president of the
like a couple of lovely cherubs.
We then eagwatch company, whom I had the pleasure of inerly sought the beauties of cloud life, the fascitroducing to the ouananiche fishing of the
nations of shore land, the roundelays of the
Ouiatchouan pool. Mr. Hart brought me a letwoodland warbles, and intently went deep into
ter of introduction from Mr. Chase, and therefloral life. which was in evidence on every side.
after we soon became fast friends. It was imas was the tender flush on nature’s animated
possible to avoid the attractiveness of that genface.
The Governor would fume awhile then
tle soul. There was not a grain of anything that
Norman would hammer awhile, while we whiled
was sordid or selfish in his composition.
His
the time away in studying the outlines that ran
generous sympathy with suffering of every kind
into the horizon with an occasional reference to
was such that he would have given the shirt off
the decadence of the political bosses and the
his back to relieve another’s distress.
While
amazing cheek of our big insurance corporaconfined to his home by his late fatal illness his
tions, which surpass the wonderful fables of
thoughts were still for others’ ills rather than
Midas and Aladdin’s lamp. At last Norman gave
for his own.
It was one of his greatest griefs
a shout of victory and then we were off with
that illness and poverty had fallen to the lot of
the snowy froth rolling from her cutwater and
some of his old Indian guides in the Lake St.
dancing along in beaded revelry.
Everything
John country.
On Oct. 25 last he wrote me a
was going along smoothly till we reached the
characteristic letter in which occurs the followsteamboat channel, and then there was trouble
ing reference to one of his Montagnais guides:
without end, for a breakdown was in evidence
“Poor Peter!
<A letter from Lake Bouchette
and steamboats of heavy tonnage were rapidly
says that Aimée had to bring him to his house
coming both ways, and the ireful Governor rose
from Squaw River, very sick with consumption.
up in grand wrath and flamed like a star-loaded
I wrote Aimée at once to give him all the
skyrocket.
Norman was working for dear life
whisky out of my locker in camp, also a pair of
with the boats nearing us to a danger point.

FOREST
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MR. HART PLAYING

kill him.

Do

you

know

of any

remedy

you can send to Aimée for him? If so, I will be
more than glad to pay all the expense, for I am
awfully sorry for him.
If a fellow only had
Rockefeller’s or Carnegie’s money, what an
amount

of good

he could do among

these poor

people, some with a sick wife and a lot of
children, some husbands killed, leaving a family
with nothing to lie on, and forty or more other
cases that I know of and that are in so much
greater need than are those for all the colleges
and libraries that they are giving away, with
brass band accompaniments.”
He was a true Waltonian, a lover of everything that is beautiful in nature, a skillful angler,
a generous friend and an ideal companion both
in city and in camp. It has been my privilege to
camp with him several times upon the preserves
of

the Triton

and

vicinity of Lake

the

Nonantum

St. John, at Lake

the rear of the Saguenay Cape
name, and by the rippling waters

clubs,

STREAM.

A SALMON.

my blankets, and to take good care of him. He
won't have a doctor, saying that the doctor
would

AND

in the

Eternity in

of the same
of the Gaspé

stream, in which I was proud to have been able
to secure for him his first salmon fishing. Here
he often claimed that he had spent some of the
happiest hours of his life, and here it was that
he occupied himself on one occasion for two and
a half hours—as told by Mr. Hallock in your issue
on Oct. 28 last—in killing a 311%4-pound salmon. I
photographed him while he was playing this
fish, and inclosed the picture for your inspection,
together with one taken when he was out upon
his last camping trip in the Saguenay country,
in July, 1904. This picture shows Mr. Hart with

MR.

Montreal and Ottawa, and all were very much
impressed with the personal interest which the
honorable gentleman manifested in the matter.
He was an enthusiastic angler himself, having a
beautiful

summer

home

at Ste.

Agathe

in the

heart of the splendid trout country to the north
of Montreal.
During the last salmon fishing
season, Mr. Prefontaine was for some days the
guest of Mr. Henri Menier at Anticosti, and
had some excellent sport with the salmon of the
Jupiter River. It is not yet known who will be
his successor in office.
~

Maine

Sportsmen’s

Convention.

Bancor,
Me., Jan. 3.—Editor Forest and
Stream: Yesterday marked the annual gathering
of the Maine Sportsmen’s Fish and Game Association, which holds its meetings alternately
in Augusta and Bangor. The session at Augusta
is usually the one where the most active meas-

ures are undertaken
isting

game

and

in regard to changing ex-

fish

laws

or

creating

new

statutes, as it is held in connection with the
assembling of the legislators at the capital, but
this meeting of the odd year is where the great
movements apparently have their beginning, as
here the trend of thought and action is generally
outlined, with the purpose of accustoming the
minds of the sportsmen to the ideas to be presented

in more

or

less

concrete

form

at

the

in

next session.
Some of the suggestions brought forward at
this meeting, for the consideration of the committee
on legislation,
are certainly radical
enough, but as the Legislature does not meet

from his accustomed haunts, much mourned by
all who knew him, while sympathy in abund-

danger of action being taken on them before
the end of another season.
These
officers
were
elected:
President,
Charles A. Judkins, Kineo; Vice-Presidents, I.
K. Stetson, Bangor; D. M. Parks, Pittsfield; F.

a

gray

or

lake

trout

(namaycush),

caught

Lake Eternity by trolling.
In Canada, George E. Hart will be mourned
by many, many friends, for he made them
wherever he went.
He will be much missed

ance will flow to the loved and bereaved ones
whom he has left behind, and many a fervent
prayer will be offered that the blessing of St.
Peter’s Master may remain for evermore with
the gentle Waterbury angler who has answered
the summons and “gone before,” over the dark
river.
The
Hosts

Late

Canadian

of Canadian

Ministerof Fisheries.
fishermen,

and no

doubt

for

C.
P.
H.
E.

another

President

in the

stoppage of the netting in Missisquoi Bay,
waited upon the Hon. Mr. Prefontaine, both in

and

Secretary,

J.

the

F.

T. Haines, of Waterville.’

The

annual

“square

interested

not

slightest

Sprague,

.of

ville; Harry R. Virgin, of Portland, and Cyrus
N. Blanchard, of Wilton; General Counsel, Wm.

bership.

gentlemen

is

Monson; V. W. MacFarlane, of Greenville; A.
B. Farnham, of Bangor; E. P. Mayo, of Water-

sudden death in Paris on Christmas Day. It is
but comparatively a short time ago that a numof American

there

Barker, Bemis; J. W. Brackett, Phillips; J.
Stevens, Portland; A. H. Shaw, Bath and W.
Newell, Lewiston; Secretary and Treasurer,
C. Farrington, Augusta; Directors, including

many American ones as well, who were acquainted with the Hon. Raymond Prefontaine,
Minister of Fisheries for the
Dominion
of
Canada, were shocked to learn by cable of his
ber

year,

rington

condition
some

reports

showed

the

financially,
Among

that

he

deal,”

presented

association

with

and

be

in the

he advocated

Far-

in fine

an increasing

the suggestions

considered

by Gen.
to

mem-

he made

were

nature

of a

a prohibition

on the carrying of firearms into the wild lands
during

game

close

season,

to

the

detriment

of

the

supply which those who pay for the pro-

HART

ON

LAKE

ETERNITY,

tection of big game have a right to later in the
season.
To quote his exact words:
“I believe
that this Association should take its position in
favor of a ‘square deal’ and put its seal of condemnation

upon

a practice

which

allows

non-

residents or any others to go into the woods
and take their annual deer and moose hunting
during the summer, to the detriment of those
whose

money

pays for what protection the State

is able to give our large game.”
He felt that
the present law providing a license for bird

hunting only up to October
1 should be so
amended that all hunters should pay one license,
whatever he chooses to hunt, large or small.

“If the practice of killing large game is continued during close time, the laws set at defiance,

it needs

day is not

no

prophet

far distant

to foretell

when

that

this privilege

the

to

occupy
the wilderness
for summer
camping
homes will be denied.”
He felt that, with the
fish holding their own and perhaps increasing,

any

changes

in the present

fish laws

are

un-

necessary, but he would recommend the introduction of white perch into the waters of the
State generally, to supply summer fishing at a

time when salmon and trout fishing is least productive.
Resolutions of sympathy and appreciation
were
passed
in honor
of Hon.
Henry
O.
Stanley, of Dixfield, the dean of fish and game

commissioners,

who

was

obliged. by ill health

and advancing years to retire during the past
year, after over thirty years of active service

for the State in this office.
Resolutions

Association’s

of

respect

second

on

the

death

vice-president,

of the

the

late

Hon.
C. A. Marston,
of Skowhegan, were
also passed,
and the meeting
adjourned
to

the evening,
talk

on

when

several

it reassembled
important

for a smoke

questions

affecting

hunting and fishing in this State.,
President
Judkins
presided,
and called on
Chairman L. T. Carleton to present his views
on the several questions.
Mr. Carleton’s remarks were very largely a refutation of remarks

and
statements
Gardner, of the

made
Maine

by Master
Obadiah
State Grange, at its

recent convention, and the reading of two letters on the fish and game question, alleged to
be from a non-resident native of this State, who
advocated radical measures to stamp out sum-

mer

killing, and a decided increase

in the non-

resident license fee, in connection with a nominal
license to be paid by natives, and the pro-

hibiting of carrying of firearms on the wild lands
during close season; while the second was said
to be from a farmer, whose

most

as radical

suggestions were

as the other’s.

Mr.

al-

Carleton

was unprepared to indorse the suggestion of
either writer, but the inference from his remarks

was that they coincided
what ought to be done.

with

his views

as to

FOREST

60
Vice-President

E. P. Mayo,

Stetson,

of Bangor;

of Waterville,

Director

Collector

of Cus-

toms, Wm. W. Sewall, of Houlton; Vice-President D. M. Parks, of Pittsfield; Gen. Farrington, of Augusta; Carl E. Milliken, of Island
Falls; Deputy Secretary of State Brown, of
Augusta; Hon. Parker Spofford, of Bucksport;
Dr. L. S. Chilcott, and Abe Hunt, of Bangor,

were

among

other

who

spoke,

most

of them

indorsing the suggestions and ideas brought out
by the first speakers of the evening.
Secretary
Farrington, in a short speech during the evening, spoke in favor of obliging all persons, resident or otherwise, to obtain a permit to enter
upon the wild lands of the State to camp, canoe

AND

STREAM.
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deer and 216 moose, but do not think the great
increase in deer shipments can be laid to an
increase in the supply of game, and say that

“nobody,

however,

who

is well

informed,

lieves .that the supply will equal
yearly diminution for many years.”

this

begreat

The eight hatcheries of the State are credited
with turning out 1,000,000 fish for stocking the
public waters of the State, of which some have
been liberated, while the balance is being raised
to greater size at the several feeding stations
before being placed in the waters for which they
are destined.
Low water has for two years

greatly hindered this branch of their activity.
HERBERT W. Rowe.

and fish, that they may be known to, and under
the control

of, the fish and game

commission.

Dr. Chilcott was the only one of those called

Cat of the Upper Missouri.

“Kinoe of all food fishes is the channel cat of
the upper Missouri,” said the Colonel dog-

shortening of the open season by removing the

assert it and will maintain it against all comers.

fifteen days in December.
He was inclined to
question, too, the authority of the State to prohibit a United States citizen from carrying arms
(openly) on to the wild lands during any part
of the year.
Commissioner
Carleton assured
him at the close of his remarks that this provision of the United States Constitution applies only to those who “‘bear arms for the com-

Throw

defense.”

matically,

factory, and he deprecated change unless it could
be shown that certain and decided benefit would

a fresh

drew
log

around
on

the

the camp-fire.
blaze

there,

“I

Judge,

and I’ll tell you how I found it out.
“Tt was ’way back in ’69; seven white men and
their nigger cook, Bill, had been left on the
upper Missouri to guard half the cargo of the
Walter H. Stockdale, while the steamer went

on up the river with the other half to Fort
Benton, on discharging which she would come
back

Mr. Milliken, of Island Falls, who was in
the last Legislature when the present laws were
enacted, felt that the laws were about as good
now as they could be, were universally satis-

as we

for

us

and

the

remainder

of the

cargo.

When I tell you that Sitting Bull had just then
begun his harrying of the upper country, and
had

been

hot

on

our

trail

all the way

up

the

river, you can imagine our task was no sinecure.

However, we made a walled fort of the boxes
and bales, stuck green cotton on the water side,
to hide it from war canoes bound up and down

result from such change.
By unanimous vote
it was decided to make Kineo the place of the

the river, and kept regular military watch with

usual midsummer meeting and outing, at a date
to be decided later by the Executive Board of
of the Association.
During the day the Wardens’ Association

sentinels, relieved every six hours, pacing the
ramparts from sunset to sunrise.
One night
I had the second watch from midnight to sun up.
“I had been sitting there perhaps an hour

held its annual meeting, and elected its officers
for the coming year as follows:
Chairman, D.
L. Cummings; Vice-Presidents, F. M. Perkins
and W. T. Pollard; Secretary and Treasurer, E.
M. Blanding; Directors, D. L. Cummings, W.
I. Neal, George E. Cushman, Frank J. Durgin,
C. S. Adams, W. R. Butler and M. C. Morrill.
The wardens voted to have a special button
made, by which members of the Association may
be known, which shall be of celluloid, with the
name of the organization circling the portrait of

Chairman

Carleton

of the commission.

The annual report of the commissioners of
inland fisheries and game has just been presented

to the Governor and Council, and is made public
to-day.

who

It contains

much

go into Maine’s

of interest

recreation

to

those

belt for hunt-

ing, fishing, camping and canoeing.
Among
its most prominent features is a statement of

the amounts
its

several

which
The

received
sources

is the license
total

treasury

amount

during

by the commission
of

revenue,

chief

to non-residents
turned

the year

over

to

is $38,508,

from
among

to hunt.
the

State

of which

the large amount of $31,455.53 is the net product
of the sale of 2,413 non-resident licenses to hunt,
451 being for bird hunting, 147 being extensions

of the bird

hunting

licenses,

while

1,962 were

issued for all hunting after Oct. 1. The balance
of the $38,508 was for other licenses, such as
the 1,970 guides, the dealers in deer skins, the
taxidermists and ornithologists, camp proprietors, marketmen, trappers and sales of seized
game, and fines and penalties for violations of

the law,

a total

of $7,053.47

from

all sources

listening

to

the

wilderness,
my
light
footfalls

pening

to

wild

night

sounds

of

the

ears
strained
to
catch
the
of
.a moccasin,
when _ hap-

glance

down,

I saw

a

small

fish

pole with a short line and minnow hook on the
end with which Eph Horn, one of our men, had
tried to catch some minnows the day before.

It was

baited with a piece of bacon,

without dreaming
water.
In a few
found it was fast.
to pay, for Eph ’Il

of that hook

and

and idly,

of a bite, I let it fall into
moments I jerked on it
‘Well,’ thought I, ‘here’s
make more fuss over the

line than

if it was

the
and
h’ll
loss

silk and

catgut just from Spaldings.’
“I tugged at it this way and that, and, by
Jiminy, the thing moved; then it dawned on me
“He wasn’t making much fuss, so I crept
cautiously down to the water’s edge, drew him
gently in until I could get my fingers in his
gills, and flipped him up on the bank.
It was
a beautiful, blue, forked-tail channel cat, weighing probably eight pounds.
I rushed over and
woke up the boys, and being true sportsmen, in
ten minutes they had rigged up hooks and lines
and soon had half a dozen cat flopping on the
bank, all considerably larger than mine.
“When Bill, our cook, woke up and saw those
fish he was the happiest mortal in the bunch.
He danced round and round and cried out, ‘Say,
men, mebbe we won’t have the best dinnah today evah you flopped yoh lip ovah.
Tse gwine
to make a real fish chuck, I is,’

“We

were

all

interested

in

watching

Bill

prepare that fish chuck.
I don’t know that I
can give all the ingredients
after thirty-five
years, but I remember that several fine fish were

alone.

cut

tions “instituted” as ror, but does not say how
many were successful, at least in the summary
given out for publication.
Seventy-one moose
have been reported as killed illegally, during the
year.
Forty-eight of the 87 licensed dealers in
deer skins have bought 4,053 skins, and 1,680
guides who have reported, have guided 3,642
residents and 8,291 non-residents
(this is for
fishing season, too), an aggregate of 74,651 days.
They quote the American Express Company’s
records of shipment through Bangor, of 4,836

we

had fish chuck every day ~

Reports on

Trout

in Massachusetts.

Barnstable county, all reports poor fishing.
Berkshire, all reports, poor or fair fishing, save
3 good.
Bristol, 15 reports poor, 3 fair, none
good. Dukes, all (4) reports poor.
Essex, 15
poor,

1o fair, none

good.

Franklin,

up

about

the

size

of a hickory

nut

and

thrown into a large camp kettle of boiling water.
To this was added canned corn, canned tomato,
potatoes cut fine, and perhaps other ingredients
which have escaped me, but: I do remember
that when we were ranged along the rude table
and Bill with a big dipper ladled out the fragrant ‘chuck’ an ordinary spoon was far too
small for our use, and words failed to express
our appreciation; but we all agreed that it was
one of the best dishes ‘we had ever flopped our
lips ovah.
From that time on while we stayed

5

reports poor, 6 fair, 3 good.
Hampden, 8 reports poor, 6 fair, 6 good.
Hampshire, 9 reports poor, 3 fair, 6 good.
Middlesex, I9 reports poor, 14 fair, 4 good. Norfolk, 21 reports
poor, 2 fair, none good.
Plymouth, 11 reports
poor, 4 fair, 1 good.
Worcester, 24 reports
poor, 16 fair, 9 good.
This very poor showing is in some degree
due to a bad season.
But for all that, it is
very evident that Massachusetts is not doing as
much as she should for our trout streams.
To the inquiry whether the work done by the

State in. stocking is sufficient to maintain good
fishing, the majority of those reporting from
every

cent.

county

say

it is not.

of all those

who

have

Twenty-five

per

replied answer

in

the affirmative, 75 per cent. in the negative.
Many correspondents emphasize the importance

of planting fingerlings instead of fry in order
to keep up the fishing. Several would shorten
the trout fishing season.

H. H. KimBatt.

Food Qualities of the Carp.
Editor Forest

and Stream:

Referring to your recent articles about the
German carp, or, properly speaking, the European carp, why don’t your writers take the carp
for what it is, namely, a cheap, common food
fish? Do they compare the codfish with the salmon, or run down its codfish because it is not
like the salmon?
No more
sense
is_ there
in decrying the carp because it is not a trout.
As to the eating qualities of the carp, it is as
good as any fish, for every fish tastes different.

To me, for instance, the worst tasting fish is
the black bass. The fact is that the carp is a
prolific cheap food fish for the millions, and in
time will be recognized and appreciated as such.
If it don’t tickle the palate of some super-re-

fined sportsmen,
common

let them

trash, and

leave it aside for us

say no more

about

it.

CARPER.

that I was fast to an almighty big fish.

outside of the non-resident license fund.
The
guides alone paid in $2,236, for their registration

The report gives the number of prosecu-

Reckless

“T may add that on the day the Stockdale relieved us, Sitting Bull’s* band, about four hundred strong, half Sioux and half Blackfeet,
jumped us, but we stood them off and got the
stuff safely on board, and saw it landed at Fort
Benton.”
ALBERT EXETER.

reports

Channel

up by the president, who offered any opposition
to the several plans proposed, and he objected,
in the name of the farmer, to the proposed

mon

at Fort

for dinner.

The

Turtle’s

Flippers.

ACCORDING to a decision just rendered by Judge
Taylor, in South Norwalk, Conn., to pierce the
flippers

of a turtle

is

cruelty

therefore contrary to law.

to

animals

and

As the result of this

decision, Capt. Charles E. Ducross, a market man,
has been fined $5 and costs.

Ducross,

through

his

attorney,

Mr.

Keogh,

took an appeal.
The decision of Judge Taylor in
this case, in which scientists, doctors and old sea

captains have testified, makes

it illegal to pierc

the flipper of a turtle and thus tie it up. —
Mr. Keogh, for the defense, held that if it was
cruel to pierce the cartilage between the toes of

a turtle it was cruel to open a clam or an oyster,
while the person who would broil a live lobster
ought to be hanged.

The

turtle

defense
was

one

also showed

that the brain

five-thousandth

of

the

of a
entire

weight of the body, while the human being’s brain
is one-fortieth of the body. The tortoise’s cerebellum is infinitesimal and has no connection with
the medulla oblongata, he asserted.
It lives
seven months with the brain removed and

twelve days with the head severed.

for
for

The defense

held from this that the brain of a turtle could be
of little use or necessity.

This brought out an interesting contention, and
doctors, lawyers and experts were wrangling

whether

over

it would be cruel to eat a turtle before

the end of the twelve days.

;
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THE

LONDON

YACHTING

CONFERENCE.

THE United States will not be represented by
delegates at the conference on rating rules to be
held at the Langham Hotel, London, on Jan. I5.
The conference was arranged
by the British
Yacht Racing Association, and will be the most

important affair of its kind ever held.

All Euro-

pean countries making even the slightest pretense
of yachting will be represented.
That the United

C., to whom the invitation
way to blame.

was

directed,

is in no

The New York Y. C. on receipt of the invita_ tion, desiring to be perfectly fair to all the yachting interests of the country, referred the matter to
a convention of representative clubs, known as
the Atlantic Coast Yachting Conference, a body
made up of representatives of the various yachting organizations along the seaboard.
At a meeting of the Conference, held on Nov.
20,

the

invitation

was

read

from

the

British

Y. R. A. asking that delegates be sent from this
country to attend the conference in London, After
some discussion the matter was referred to a subcommittee, who were given only limited powers,
and after considering the advisability of sending
delegates to report to the main body. Realizing
the

exigencies

of the

ceeded on their own
gentlemen

to

act

case

the

committees

pro-

initiative and appointed two

as

delegates

to

represent

the

American clubs. It was claimed by the main body
that in this the sub-committee had exceeded their
powers.
When the matter came before the main committee

on

Dec.

finally decided
to England.

21,

The

at
t bie

ee

over

that no

_

a month

delegates

Conference,

es
=
a2
Noes
aed
‘on

Snap

later,

should

however,

it was

be sent
did agree

STREAM.

to draft a letter in which should be set forth the
attitude of the American clubs regarding the socalled

universal

rule, which

had been

adopted

was imperative
been protected

that our interests should have
by competent representatives at

important

London

meeting,

American
BY:

by

the majority of the clubs in America.
All of this is most unsatisfactory. As a yachting country the United States leads the world; it

this most

States is not to be represented is nothing short of
a calamity. .For this situation the New York Y.

AND

but aside

Fe

Coasters.
fa

(ENO:

FEw people, even among those who dwell upon
the coast, and who pass vessels at the dock every
day of their lives, have any idea of the extent
of our coastwise fleet or of the life aboard.
I
am speaking of sailing vessels and on this coast
generally, that means schooners.
Our foreign

fleet has

disappeared;

the tramp

crowded

the American ship from the sea; but on our
own coast in the trade which no foreign vessel

The British Association sent its invitation to all

can enter, is a fleet of sailing vessels unsurpassed in speed, beauty and profit.
The last

yachting countries months ago, and there was,
therefore, abundance of time to arrange all de-

tails.

Immediate

yachtsmen
Italy and

attention

was

given

by

the

of France, Germany, Norway, Austria,
Spain; and they are all to be repre-

sented,
If what the foreign clubs have to offer in the
way of rating formula is better than the rule that
is now in force here, why should we not adopt it?
This, even conceding that an international rating
rule is chimercial.
We think our present rule a
good one; yet it is not perfect, and the only way
we can make progress is to keep abreast with the
yachtsmen of other nations and discuss what they
have to propose.
There are a number of men who might have
been selected to represent the United States at
the British conference; men who are not only
good yachtsmen but who are perfectly well quali-

fied to pass upon

the merits of any rating rule,

and who could be relied upon not to make any
blunders, but to care for the interest of their
country and their sport in a masterly manner, It
is most unfortunate that two such men are not
to represent the yachting organizations of this

country at London.

ten years, yes, the last five years have wrought
great changes in the coasting schooner.
‘The
Kaplan of 1,024 tons was a big schooner when
she was built—beside the five and six-masters
launched last summer
she would look like a
fisherman.
Mast after mast has been added;
length has grown;
beam, draft, and cost as
well, until it is a far cry from the little threemaster which carried most of the coastwise
freight in 1880 to the immense coaster of today.
The little three-master of ’80 might have
measured 400 tons, and could have carried possibly 700 tons of coal; the four-master of ’90
would
have
measured
1,000
tons, and
have
carried 1.700 tons of coal; the five-master of
1900 would measure 2,400 tons, and carry 3,800
or 4,000 tons of coal; the six-master of 1902

measures 2,900 tons, and can carry 5,000 or more
tons of coal; the seven-master measures about
4,500 tons, and can carry almost 8,000 tons of
coal; the eight-master—but we haven’t reached
eight masts yet; they may come. The little threemaster was about 175{t. on top; the seven is
4o1f{t. on top; that is, from knight-heads to taffrail, not including spars, and takes up a lot of

room.
The little three-master cost possibly $10,000;
the seven $250,000, and yet, to most people, a
coal schooner is a coal schooner.
Our yachts
and our navy lead the world, and our coastwise fleet is in the same class.
No other country
has anything like it. Growing with our increasing
commerce
it has almost reached the limit of

——

ina

DIPPING THE MAIN BOOM
shots taken on board Endymion

has

as a

from all this we should have sent delegates
matter of courtesy if for nothing else.

INTO A BIG SEA.
during the transatlantic

WITH

race

of 1905 for the Ocean

Cup

presented

by H.

LEE

I. M.

RAIL

AWASH.

the German

Emperor.
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speed,

seaworthiness,

beauty—nautical

carrying

beauty;

and

capacity

what

the

and

fleet

of

clippers turned out from East Boston and Newburyport and the Kennebec

was

world

four,

of

1850,

the

huge

to the seafaring

five

and

six-

masters turned out of the Maine shipyards are
to-day.
Not fitted to go off-shore they go
along the coast; rigged in the simplest manner
with steam to do the heavy work, they require

but

few

sailors;

a

five-master

of 2,000

tons

would carry but five sailors, possibly six in
winter; a ship of- that size would have twenty or
twenty-five men.
Modeled so as to sail without

ballast “light” as the term is, they go down the
coast with swept holds standing up under the
westerly gales and “‘holding” the coast steamers

all day in friendly brushes.
Protected by the
wise law which prohibits foreign vessels from
participating in the coastwise business they have
no competition outside of their own country
(which is enough) and sometimes pay 15 or 20
per cent. net, and, manned by as hardy and
daring a set of skippers as ever walked, they

brave summer’s heat and winter’s cold from the
Gulf of Maine to the Gulf of Mexico, and
furnish a field which some time may have a
Dana to make it known.
Our ships that used to round the capes and

enter

distant

AND

seas

have

STREAM.
almost

disappeared;

[JAN. 13, 1906.
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few, cut down into barges, are still towed
around by the nose up and down the coast,
until some winter gale catches them off Cape
Cod or the Jersey beaches and
the bottom with their wretched

sends them to
crews; but the

genius which built the fastest clippers in the
world has not gone; the immense coasting
schooners of to-day stand as a testimonial to
the skill which made New England shipyards

famous the world over.
at our docks the maze
which

was

so

No more does one see
of masts and rigging

picturesque

in the square-rigged

days; no longer snowy decks and bright work
and nice work on the rigging which showed the
sailor’s

skill; no more

far-away

climes,

of spices and the odor

logs

of gales

the mystic

cargoes

bringing with them
off

the

of the tropics;

“Horn,”

from

the scent
no more

calms

in

the

doldrums or long glorious runs of weeks without starting sheet or brace, for, far out at the
end of a long unoccupied pier one immense
steamship under a foreign flag represents a
half dozen ships of a generation ago whose

cargo she carries in a third of the time. And in
place of a crew of splicers is a rabble of undersized Coolies, Lascars and Greeks, living on
rice and clad in a shirt. In place of yarns of

seamanship in working ship through thousands
of miles of ocean is the monotonous story of
the thump

RECENTLY

PURCHASED

BY

WILLIAM

E. ISELIN,

so many

revolutions

engineer.

But our coasting schooners have a story of
their own.
Yarns of Cape Cod and the shoals
and Hatteras, the Florida straits and the
Gulf of Mexico, instead of the China Sea and
the South

Pacific,

are

still full of romance

and

peril and adventure. And to handle one of these
big schooners on this coast in all kinds of
weather takes nerve and skill. The list of disasters in the marine columns of the daily papers
tells its story; winter lengthens the list frightfully, and a few lines which never reach the eyes

of the casual reader may tell of a struggle compared with which the scare-head on the first
page is a trifle.
The . American
coasting fleet covers the
ground from Nova Scotia to Central America.
The largest and most costly vessels are engaged in the coal trade between the so-called
“coal ports’ and the northern cities of New

smi,

VIGILANT,

of the engines,

to the mile; and instead of the weatherbeaten,
grizzled, bluff, hearty skipper, to whom you
look as the man that brought her in there, is
a pale, flabby man without a mark of the sea
about him, except the uniform he wears—the

N. Y. Y. C.
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York, Boston and Portland.

AND

STREAM.

Coming deep with

coal, they can return without cargoes

and some-

times make remarkably quick runs with corresponding profit. Loading with the shutes is
a short matter—a few hours suffices to fill the
largest;
Boston

a fair wind then makes the passage to
or Portland a matter of a few days;

quick despatch means a quick return and another
dividend.

On

the

other

hand,

long

delays

on

account of head winds or calms or waiting for
other vessels or delay in the arrival of coal may
mean just the opposite.
Smaller vessels discharging at Boston go down East for ice for
Baltimore or Philadelphia, and thus get a cargo
both ways.
The railroad ties of Georgia, the
phosphate (rock) of Florida, the sugar of Cuba,
the lumber of the South, the molasses of New
Orleans,

the ice and granite

of Maine,
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of Pennsylvania, the plaster of Nova Scotia call
for ships, and our great fleet answers.
But the
largest schooners handle coal and look to that
for their profit, and indeed are too large to
seek the ordinary cargo; neither cargo nor dock
accommodations are suitable for the largest class
of schooners.
The modern coaster is a marvel of marine
architecture. What a revelation to the old-time
skipper of thirty years ago, were he to be transplanted to the deck of one of these monster
craft!
In place of the crowded decks of the
small three-master he knew are wide, spacious
decks, where one could give a ball; instead of

STREET.
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his three masts, five or six; instead of 18 or 2oft.

of beam, 45 or 5soft.; instead of 12oft. in length,
300 or 400, and everything to correspond.
Forward he would find a deck house whose
fore part contains a donkey engine which hoists
sails, handles cargo, warps ship and heats cabin.
Aft he would find cabins fitted in the most
luxurious manner, large and high, with abundant staterooms and every convenience.
Bathroom, pantry, private cabin for the captain,
chart room all finished in natural woods or
painted most tastefully. A telephone at the side
of the captain’s desk communicates with the
engineer, and a word from the cabin can send
steam aft if the rooms are cold, or bring the
steward or mate.
In many vessels a wheel house
of ample size shields Jack from the weather, and

2entaceer
Parnras|
Pind
wa|
Room.
rare

on some bitter night off the coast when the
mercury is well down in the tube he can give

‘all his attention to steering and not divide it
between that and an attempt to keep from freezing to death.

Patent

blocks, steel standing

rig-

ging in the largest vessels, a donkey amidships
for small jobs, speed, seaworthiness and beauty;
in short, a marvel of marine architecture would
make the old skipper hold his breath. Steel is
now being used for the hull, and divers opinions
are expressed as to its fitness. Wood is honest
and elastic and will “give” where necessary;
but as to steel there seems to be doubt. Time
alone will tell. But with all these improvements
sails have not disappeared from the seas; and
let us hope they never will. Until some motive
power less expensive than steam can be found,
sails will still whiten the ocean, and while sails
last, sailors there must

be; and while the coast-

wise ship and sailor are very different from their
predecessors of a half century ago, yet they have
many traits in common, experience similar dangers and adventures, and live a life of which people on shore are strangely ignorant.
From the time the keel of the schooner is
laid in the Maine yard, and the timbers grow
into the finished product, until the wreck is
-hurled on some beach or is towed away to be cut
down into a barge, the story of the craft would
fill a volume; and while the ordinary coasting schooner discharging coal at the dock may
not seem an object of especial interest to the
passerby, could he follow for a week or a
month

the

life abroad,

big coal schooner

he would

is something

learn

more

that

than

a .

a

coal barge with masts, and that swept decks and

mutinous
hairbreadth

crews

and sails torn to ribbons

escapes

are

not confined

and

to fiction;

and while he is reading this, with his feet on the
radiator, better men than he are taking desperate chances in some deeply laden craft just
outside in the bay. For with all the improvement in marine affairs, there seems to be very
little relief ‘for the human element.
Comes a
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labor-saving device—it means less work for the
sailor; but fewer men are carried, and so in
the end Jack has to catch it, while no invention

can eliminate fog and gale and lee shores and
collision and freezing seas.
When once the long narrow hull of the
schooner has been safely launched, the life story
of the
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she

has

been

built,

let us

amount

of gear

that a

new vessel requires.
Six weeks or a month
finds her ready for sea, with a crew aboard, and
she sails, gay with bunting, saluted by all the

;

B\y@a
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Z

begins;

sails and all the endless

Pid ||

=

craft

say at Camden, or on the Kennebec.
In case
she has been launched without her masts, she
is towed to the wharf, where her own donkey
hoists in the heavy spars and gangs of rigging,

tay

>

craft

ia

ala

in port,

and

the

people

on

shore,

mak-

ing a beautiful picture as she moves
off,
glistening in the paint so soon to be covered
with the marks of her calling. Chartered perhaps to load coal at some southern port, the

2
y

ie wees =

|

course

is around

Cape

Cod;

and

once

arrived,

the clean deck and yacht-like appearance of
things soon disappear. The trip down has served
to settle things into place and gear renders more
easily at the end of the passage.
A friend of mine in a new schooner, coming
from Maine in the winter, went out of the
South channel, took a westerly gale, was blown

++
oe
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off for a week across

the Gulf Stream, always on

the starboard tack; and after reaching the latitude of Charleston finally worked back into
Norfolk,

his destination.

But

the

masts

were

“over the side,’ as he said; the port rigging
hung in bights; about half the ratlines on the
starboard side were gone, and she looked like
a wreck.
Being new, of course, nothing had
settled into place, and he had had no chance
to repair damages in the gale.
Our schooner then loads coal for Boston back
to a coal port, Philadelphia or Baltimore, being
chartered for two or more trips at the prevailing rate, which would be anywhere between 60
cents and $1.75 a ton, allowing so many “lay
days” when the vessel can lay awaiting her turn
and still not be on demurrage.
And many are
the suits and trials occasioned by this same
demurrage.
A year or so ago a schooner lay
at Norfolk

for six weeks

on demurrage,

which

amounted to something like $2.500 more than
she would have earned by getting a cargo and
freight money.
The order of arrival determines
the order of loading and often the captain’s own
word is final. We arrived one dark night at
Newport News at about 1 o’clock, and on going to the office found that a vessel which we
passed off the Rip Raps and had beaten into
the anchorage had arrived at 12 o’clock, an hour
before us; the captain had “lied his turn.” Then
comes a charter from Boston to Brunswick to
load ties back to New York at 16 cents; then
light to Port Tampa; rock to Richmond; to
Norfolk to load coal for Vera Cruz; light to
New Orleans; molasses to New York; light to
Philadelphia;

coal

to

Matanzas,

and

sugar

to

New York.
It is a business.. The danger of
the sea is there; and while those who sail its
waters find it a profitable one, the risk is great.

ManuasseT Bay Y. C. Meretinc.—The following officers were elected at the annual meeting
of the Manhasset Bay Y. C., held at the Hotel
Astor, New York city, on the evening of Jan.
2: Com., A. H. Alker, steamer Florence; ViceCom., Ashton C. Clarkson, sloop Chiquita;
Rear-Com., Charles M. Gould, launch Columbine;

Sec’y,

Edward

M.

MacLellan;

Treas.,

Frederick A. Hill; Meas., Francis W. Belknap;
Trustees,

A THIRTY-FOOT

L.W.L,

AUXILIARY

YAWL—

DESIGNED

BY

SMALL

BROS.

FOR

A. H. SMITH.

class

of

1908,

Hazen

L.

Hoyt

and

Clarkson Cowl.
Since moving into the new club house the
organization has been under heavy expenses
and the club has run a little behind. The club
is now practically free from indebtedness, as
the trustees have raised funds to meet all obligations. The yearly dues have been raised from $30
to $50, and with 240 members, the club will have
a sufficient income to meet all expenses.
Now
that the club has been put on so firm a footing,
its future is assured, particularly as its officers
are all such capable men.
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Cruising

ternal space is an all-important feature. Messrs.
Small Brothers have the happy faculty of not
only designing boats admirably suited to cruis-

ing, but they are able to plan the interiors to
the best possible advantage.
The ability to
couple these two important things no doubt accounts in a measure for the success that this
firm has attained.
The writer recalls a boat
known as Monomey, which was designed by the
Small Brothers before they entered the field
as

yacht

designers.

This

STREAM.
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British Letter.

Yawl.

On a cruising boat the disposition of the in-

professional

AND

boat which

YACHTING NEWS

Fiat Times.—Rarely has such a slack period
been found in the annals of yachting in late
years.
There seems to be absolutely nothing
of importance doing at any of the big yards,
no new vessels building or about to be built;
in fact, everything seems to be at a standstill.
This is partly accounted for by the fact that
the shipbuilding yards on the Clyde are very
full with orders for war vessels and big steamers
for the mercantile marine and will not deal with
their yachting contracts until pressure of work

in the

other

directions

is relieved.

There

is

was about 28ft. waterline length was built ior
the two brothers for off-shore work.
Monomey

certainly a dearth of new
work with steam
yachts, and as for racing boats, with only two
more years for the rating rule and in view of

proved herself to be a splendid cruiser and the
amount of room she had below was a revelation
to those who had the good fortune to go aboard
of her.
The craft whose plans are reproduced this
week was designed by Messrs. Small Brothers
for Dr. A. H. Smith, of Rochester, N.“Y.
She

the general

was

cruising yawl built at Fairlie.

was

not a particularly

handsome

built by Messrs.

East
from

She

board

W.

Boothbay,
Maine,
there to her home

is a centerboard
up

just under

craft, but she

I. Adams
and
port.

she

& Son, of
was

boat drawing

sit.

The

board

sailed

with the
does

not

interfere with the cabins in any way as it houses
below the cabin floor.
The
boat has fairly long overhangs, good
breadth and a powerful section.
She carries
her sail well, and she is a dry and comfortable
sea boat.

The mainmast

is placed well forward,

and in

this way a cabin house 2oft. 6in. long was possible.
The cockpit itself is r1oft. long and 7ft.
wide.
The cockpit coaming extends beyond
the cockpit proper and is carried around the
mizzen
mast.
This arrangement
gives good
deck space aft of the wheel, where guests may
lounge
in an out-of-the-way
place which
is

pretty

sure

to

be dry,

even

in the

dirtiest

weather.
The companionway is on the port side and it
opens into a roomy cabin 11ft. 6in. long.
On
each side are two berths and in front there are
transoms.
Forward on each side are buffets.
The motor extends into the cabin, but it is
hidden in an ingenious way by what appears to

be a locker.
On the starboard side forward is a stateroom
6ft. long and opposite is a toilet 3ft. long. Next
comes the galley with full headroom.
In the
forecastle there is one berth for a paid hand.

The

rig is of liberal

size, but it is planned

with a view to easy handling.
A boat is carried
on the davits which are placed on the starboard side.

A

12-horsepower

the motive

the boat

power

Rochester

and in smooth

at a speed of about

miles an hour.
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THE
EnpyMion
PuHotoGRAPHS.—That photograph of Endymion with its tremendous mountain
slope of water is one of the most realistic and
effective sea pictures we have ever seen.
It is a
vision of the deep such as they behold who go
down to the sea in ships.

then

state of uncertainty

happen,

it is not

are shy to build.

as to what

surprising

that

will

owners

A PROBABLE COMPETITOR.—It is good news to
learn that Mr. J. J. Frame, who owned and successfully raced the old 4o-rater Carina on the
Clyde for many years, has purchased the fast

It is possible that

Mr. Frame may race his boat during the Clyde
Fortnight
against
White
Heather
and
Mr.
Young’s new cutter, though she will most likely
not go far from the Clyde, unless she proves
phenomenally successful against the cutters.
White Heather and Mr. Young’s cutter are
going the whole hog in the way of spars.
It
is understood that with the exception of mainmast and bowsprit, every spar will be hollow.
No expense is apparently to be spared in the

equipment

and outfit of either vessel, and they

will be brought up as close to the first class
standard as is possible.
There is no news of
Bona or Kariad changing hands.
The former
would be about the same size as the two cutters,
but would prove too slippery for them, especially if she were put, back into cutter rig.
Taken all round, the prospects for the coming
season are not very good, for with the exception of the big classes and 52-footers, the bulk

of the racing will be done by the local classes.
Things are, however, distinctly looking up for
the near future.
Owners have begun to take
an active interest in their own boats and the
sport generally.
The Y. R. A. has been roused
to action, and everything points to better times.

The day of flimsy construction is doomed, and
it is highly improbable that any more large
racing yachts will be thus built.
The lull in
yacht building so noticeable
now
is only
natural in the face of the great changes which
will shortly take place, and two
will show a revival of racing on
tical lines.

Tue 18-Footers.—The

or three years
far more prac-

Com.,

Gerald

J. Peugrist;

take their little vessels round to the Solent for

and she is seven

O’Shaughnessy;
Rear-Com.,

Green;

Meas.,

R.

the
In

boards

while

of the

enthusiasm

contingent
cellent

and

have

or eight years

best

being

Solent

boats

designers

seamanship

designed
are

of the
the

by

ing of Jan. 4 at the Harlem

sailors

and

Lindeman;
Fleet

Rear-Com.,

Surg.,

T. A.

Chairman

George

Martin,

Race

The fol-

W.

M.D.;

Committee,

tees, Philip J. Fox,
Jacobs, S. J. Martin,
Hyde.
The season just
prosperous in the

ensuing
William

Jarchow;

Meas.,

John

T. B. Bates;

Trus-

F. D. Newton, Joseph
Ie Ge Allensandmye 1:

passed has been the most
club’s history.
The treas-

urer’s report shows

the club to be in splendid

financial

its assets

condition;

exceed

liabilities

by $15,300.
Owing to the fact that the membership has almost reached its limit, the club
voted unanimously in favor of increasing the
initiation fee.

Naval

Archictects

ARTHUR

and

Brokers.

BINNEY,

(Formerly Stewart & BINNEY.)

Naval

Architect

and

Yacht

Broker,

Mason Building, Kirby Street, BOSTON, MASS.
Cable Address, ‘‘ Designer,’’ Boston.

BURGESS

@ PACKARD,

Naval Architects and Engineers.

Yacht Builders,

131 State St.,. BOSTON, MASS.
Tel. 4870 Main.
Marblehead Office and Works :
Nashua Street, Marblehead, Massachusetts.
300-Ton Railway.
Modern Building Shops. Two new
Storage Sheds. 10-Ton Steam Shearlegs
21 feet of water
off our railway. Large Storage Capacity. Ship Chandlery
and Machine Shop.
Repair Work of all kinds quickly

HOLLIS

possess

but

BOSTON,

KELLY.

it will rate lower under the uni-

versal rule now that it is to be shorter over
al], narrower and to have a more compact cross
section.”

MASS.

LORILLARD & WALKER,
Yacht Brokers,
Telephone 6950 Broad.

VAL

HOYT

@

York City.

Montcomery

H. CLark.

CLARK,

ARCHITECTS

Naval
Broker.

Yacht

41 Wall St., New

Hoyt.

NORMAN

few

BURGESS,

Yacht Broker and General Marine Agent. Yachts and Vessels for sale and charter,
Gasoline Engines.
Insurance of all kinds.
Fire, Marine, Life, Liability,
Accident, etc.
Tel. 1905-1 Main.
10 Tremont St.,
Tel. 4870 Main.
Branch Office, 131 State Stes
-

day.

Burnham

letter received at this office from one of our
correspondents:
“I am keen to get home tonight and see ForEsT AND STREAM in its new

I suppose

Com-

Wimmer; Treas., W. S. Sullivan; Fin. Sec’y,
H. B. McAlister; Rec. Sec’y, James F. Proctor;

17 Battery

ForEST AND STREAM’S RATING UNDER THE
New Rute.—We quote the following from a

rig.

Casino.

lowing officers were elected for the
year:
Com.,, F. J. Muhlfeld; Vice-Com.,

from

little to fear, for they are ex-

Corinthian

paid hands.

the

Regatta

HarLEeM Y. C. Orricers:
The annual meeting of the Harlem Y. C. was held on the even-

YACHT BROKERAGE.

owners,

Harrington;

a

scratch
their

J.
Fin.

mittee, L. Ridley, G. J. Dryer, T. Ryan, R. A.
Arms and H. Madden; Law Committee, E.
Schmidt, A. Davis, J. Hibbard and M. Tully.

C. SHERMAN

of them

Ridley;

Sec’y, Harry Dill; Recor. Sec’y, Charles J.
Leach; Cor. Sec’y, J. H. Porters treagmementn.

old.
Repeated
attempts have been made
to
outbuild her, but without success; but it should
be stated that the Burnham fleet are rather a

lot, some

Vice-Com.,

William

handled.

the month of August and try conclusions with
the Solent fleet.
The idea has been heartily
welcomed on the Solent, and arrangements will
be made to give the visitors a good time.
The
meeting of the two classes should prove interesting; but it can hardly be doubted that the
Solent boats will carry off the palm for speed,
seeing that the crack boat at Burnham is My

Dainty,

MANHATTAN IsLtAND Y. C.:
At the annual
meeting of the Manhattan Island Y. C., held on
Jan. 5, the following officers were
elected:

owners of many of the

18-footers, which are stationed at Burnham on
Crouch in Essex, have intimated their desire to

Lady

NOTES.

AND

Place, New

and Engineer.
Marine Insurance.

Street, Boston,

SMALL
NAVAL

Work:a Specialty.

York.

L. SKENE,

Architect

15 Exchange

ENGINEERS,

High Spee

ARCHITECTS.

BROS.
=:

YACHT

No. 112 Water Street, BOSTON,
Fast cruisers and racing boats a specialty.

STEARNS
Marblehead,

Naval

Mass.

@

MASS.
Tel. 3556-2 Main.

McKAY,

Mass.,

Architects

BROKERAGE.

U. S. A.

and Builders.

Send roc. Stamp for Illustrated Catalogue.
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CARTRIDGES
Do

Sou

Remember

The fox hunt, your first rabbit, your scare when

you flushed

the first partridge, and the time you emptied the old shotgun at

ducks 200 yards away ?

VU. M.

C. Cartridges

Were preferred in those good old days, just as they are now.
Boys used to ask for U. 22's. They do now.
Guide and
sportsman still take U. M. C. Big Game Cartridges up North,
V. M.

C. Game

Latws

Free

THE UNION METALLIC CARTRIDGE
BRIDGEPORT,
313

Trapshooting.

DRIVERS

Agency:
Broadway, New

AND

Fixtures.

City

86-88

TWISTERS.

Palisade Gun Club shoots, Edgewater,
nounced for March 22 and April 26.
Jan. 16-19.—Hamilton (Ont.) G. C. annual winter tournament.
Ralph C. Ripley, Sec’y.
Jan. 17.—Poughkeepsie (N. Y.) G. C. annual tournament.
A. UL. Traver,
Capt.
Jan. 25.—Edgewater
N. J.—All-day tournament
of the
Palisade G. C.; $50 added.
A. A. Schoverling, Mgr.,
2 Murray
street, New York City.
Jan, 22-27.—Brenham, Tex.—Sunny South Handicap; $1,500
added for amateurs.
Alf. Gardiner, Mer.
Feb. 7.—Morristown, N. J.—Morris G. C. all-day shoot.
F, A. Trowbridge, Sec’y.
Feb. 12.—North Caldwell (N. J.) G. C. all-day tournament.
L.A; heey
Sec’y.
Feb. 22.—North
Caldwell (N. J.) G. C. all-day tournament.
T. A. Quackenbush, Sec’y.
Feb. 22.—Edgewater, N. J.—Palisade G. C. all-day shoot.
» ig Schoverling, Mgr., 2 Murray
street, New
ork.
Feb. 22.—Utica,
N. Y.—Riverside G. C. all-day tournament.
E. J. Loughlin, Sec’y.
March 22.—Edgewater, N. J.—Palisade G. C. all day shoot.
March 14-16.—Iowa State Sportsmen’s Association annual
tournament.
C. W. Budd, Sec’y.
April 28.—Edgewater, N. J.—Palisade G. C. all day shoot.
eo
cen (N. Y.)
G. C. tournament. B. D. Nobles,
ec’y.
May 15-19.—Kansas City, Mo.—Missouri State Game and
Fish Protective Association twenty-ninth annual tournament.
R. S Elliott, Sec’y.
ere
abuEa, N. Y., tournament.
Knox & Knapp,
gers.
May 24-25.—Montreal, Can.—Canadian Indians’ first annual
tournament.
Thomas A. Duff, High Scribe.
June 12-14.—Fuirmont, W. Va.—Tenth annual tournament
of the West Virginia State Sportsmen’s Association,
under the auspices of Fairmont
Gun Club; $1,000
added to purses.
E. H. Taylor, Mgr.; Ed. O. Bower,
Sec’y-Treas.

York

N.

J., are

an-

x
Secretary F. A. Trowbridge writes us that the
Gun Club, of Morristown, N. J., will hold an
shoot on the first Wednesday in February.
ee

Morris
all-day

Secretary T, A. Quackenbush writes us that the North
Caldwell, N. J., Gun Club, on Feb. 12 and 22, will hold
all-day tournaments.
Prizes will be offered at each.

COMPANY

CONN.
Depot:
First Street, San

Francisco,

Cal.

The Clearview, Pa., Gun Club at its annual meeting
elected officers as follows:
President, D. N. Elwell;
Vice-President,
Elmer
Dyer; Secretary and Treasurer,
Harry B. Fisher;
Scorer
and
.Handicapper,
S. M.
Flaherty;
Captain,
H. M.. Leicht;
‘Lieutenant,
A. J.
Belhartz.

sd
Mr. W. L. Colville, of the Ithaca Arms Co., has been
taking a rest of a few weeks in Newark,
N. J., and
starts out on an extended trip on Monday of this week
.in the interests of his company.
He is enjoying excellent
health, and reports that his success in his business is excellent and gratifying.

bd

ad

State Associations will find matter of material interest
to them
in the communication
of Secretary-Manager
Elmer E. Shaner, published in our trap columns this
week.

Secretary-Manager Shaner writes us as follows:
‘‘Pittsburg, Pa., Jan. 6.—Kindly announce to the readers of
Forest AND STREAM that the Grand American Handicap
target tournament will be held the third or fourth week
in June.
We hope to be able to announce the exact dates
within the next ten days or two weeks.”

Sd

The Florists defeated Lansdale in the League series at
Wissineming,
Pa., Jan. 6, by a score of 178 to 169.
Meadow
Springs defeated Narberth on the grounds of
the latter by a score of 164 to 138. Media defeated North
Camden by a score of 185 to 145.

R
The programme of the Palisade Gun Club shoot, to be
held on Jan, 25, has a programme which totals 150 targets
and

$10.50

Entrance
contestant
one money
may send
water, N.

entrance.

Shooting

will

begin

at

11

o’clock.

in events 4 to 9, $6, for $50 cash prizes.
Each
can enter for total programme, $5; high guns,
for each five entries.
Sliding handicap.
You
guns, etc., prepaid, to Wm.
Benison, EdgeJ.

¥,
O.

R. Dickey, manager, announced that, commencing
on Jan. 18, at Wellington, Mass., the shooters will be
divided into five classes, 50, 60, 70, 80 and 90 per cent.,
and that a suitable prize will be provided for the winner in each class.
The conditions are:
100 targets, unknown angles, the aggregate of each contestants’ best
five

“A

scores

Social

to

count.

Tramp,”

od
>

our

talented

correspondent,

writes:

“Mr. Luther Squier is arranging a State team race, ten
men each, 100 targets per team, between Pennsylvania,
Delaware and Maryland.
The first shoot to be held on or

FOREST
before Jan. 27.
It has not yet been decided whether the
first shoot will be held in Philadelphia, Wilmington or
Baltimore.
Mr. T. H. Keller, who is Eastern manager of
the Peters Cartridge Co., was shaking hands with his
many
friends in Baltimore
Wednesday
and Thursday.
There is always something doing when Tom is in town.”
td
At the New Year’s Day shoot of the Oneida County
Sportsmen’s Association, Utica, N. Y., Mr, H. J. Borden, of J. H. Lau & Co., was’ high professional average,
scoring 101 out of 105 shot at, over 96 per cent.
Mr.
Frank Jenny was high amateur average with 91 out of
105.
The team captained by F. Jenny won over that
captained by Joe Wagner by a score of 249 to 232 out
of a possible 375.
td
The bursting of a large water main on Thirty-fourth
styeet about 7 o’clock P. M. on Jan. 5 flooded the basement of Messrs. Von Lengerke & Detmold’s new store,
at 849 Fifth avenue, causing immense damage to their
stock of goods.
The basement was expensively fitted,
and contained a large quantity of stock.
The actual
damage is estimated at $25,000.
This is a serious calamity at any time, but particularly so at a juncture when
they were about fully ready to start business in their
new

quarters,

Rx
The Coronado Country Club, Coronado Beach, Cal.,
conptemplate a tournament, to be held in April.
The
club has installed automatic traps, etc., and is earnest in
its efforts to have all the appointments complete.
The
competition will be strictly amateur.
The club also will
donate a handsome silver challenge trophy, which will be
shot for each year.
It will become the property of him
who wins it three times.
A duplicate, on a smaller
scale, will be given to each yearly winner.
The VicePresident and Managing Director is W. Clayton.

ad
The following, taken from the Public Ledger,
concerns the test case in respect to the constitutionality of
the anti-bird trapshooting law of New Jersey:
‘Mount
Holly, N. J., Jan. 6.—Pending the decision of the Court
of Errors and Appeals in the case of the State against
Charles W. Davis and Rudolph F. Harned, members of
the Philadelphia Union League, who, as members of the
Riverton Gun Club, violated the, anti-pigeon laws for the
purpose of testing their constitutionality, the accused
men were required to appear before Judge Gaskill this
morning,
after being surrendered
by their bondsman.
They were arraigned the same as others considered on
the criminal list, and they were not released until their
bond had been renewed.”

x
A correspondent was so kind as to send us a clipping
concerning
the renowned
match
between
Messrs.
N.
Bohr, of Uniontown, and John Mowry, of Lavelle, Pa.,
spectators
on
the
Bunker
Hill
which
attracted
700
grounds,” at Shamokin, Pa. The match was at 19 birds,
according to the press report.
The Schuylkill County
Rules enjoin as follows:
‘‘The person recovering a bird
must use his hands alone.
If a bird alight on a tree or
any place, impracticable to be conveniently recovered,
the persons shooting will be allowed five minutes to
If it is not recovered in that time it
gather the bird.
will be scored as a missed bird.’”’
We confess that we
believe it impossible
for a person
to use his hands
“alone” in the presence of 700 people.
If the hands are
understood to be ‘‘alone’’ the matter is still more com.
plicated.
‘The Bohr crowd claimed the retriever had
been pushed on the bird (the 14th) by the crowd, and
that the bird was hit fairly, and they refused to go on
with the match if the bird were not called dead.”
‘‘The
Mowry men claimed Bohr’s ‘catcher’ fell on a bird instead
of handling it solely with the hands, and refused to continue the match.”
And there you are.
BERNARD WATERS.

Gun

Clubs,

Attention!

PittseurG, Pa.—The attention of gun clubs that have
charge of State Association tournaments during the year
1906 is called to the following resolution passed by the
Interstate Association at its recent meeting:
“That the Tournament
Committee
be authorized to
provide for State Association tournaments a trophy to
be contested for in team contests of four men to the
team, and four individual trophies for the members of
the winning team,
The team trophy to become the
permanent property of the club, and the individual trophies
to become
the permanent
property of the individuals
winning same.
The condition of giving the trophies
being that each member of the Interstate Association be
given a page advertisement in the programme
of the
tournament.”
The trophies will be furnished (on application) to State
Associations of established standing.
Ermer E. SHANER, Sec’y-Megr.

AND
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EpcewatTer, N. J., Jan. 6.—Events 8
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Montclair

Gun

Club.

Montcrair, N. J., Jan. 6.—Notwithstanding the cold
weather and high winds prevailing during the afternoon,
some fourteen marksmen showed up at the traps.
Seven
events were run off.
Event No. 4 inaugurated a series of monthly events,
the prize being a year’s subscription to FoRrEsT AND
Stream.
Boxall was the winner.
Events 3 and 4 were for merchandise prizes, Messrs.
Cockefair, Boxall, Bush, Holmes and Batten being the
lucky men.
The other events were for practice.
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Club.

Paterson, N. J., Jan. 6.—A high gale was the most
conspicuous weather feature.
It blew almost
in the
faces of the shooters, with a result that there were
copious, icy tears and blurred vision.
Messrs. Clickner
and Doty, however, seemed to be but little affected by
the adverse weather.
They were valiant performers for
the Jackson
Club.
The
Jackson
team
defeated
the
Mount Pleasant team by a score of 79 to 67.
Morgan
did some of the best shooting of the day.
He got 18
out

of

15,

and

in

two

10-target

test, he got 10 straight and
scores for the team shoot:
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Mr. Kisco, N. Y., Jan. 6.—The Mt. Kisco Gun Club
held its midwinter tournament on New Year’s Day. The
tournament
was a success.
Thirty-nine shooters from
different localities were present. The Ossining Gun Club
sent over eight shooters, who unfortunately could not
connect with our local train, and were not here in time
for the opening of the programme.
.
The weather was raw.
The wind blew sixty miles an
hour.
Occasionally there were a few minutes’ delay on
account of the trap, which was n. g., and between the
high speed of the targets and the high gale of wind, the
targets were too difficult for the shooters.
Tke trade was well represented by W. H. Heer, F. E.
Butler, J. S. Fanning, Sim Glover, Nicoll, Keller, Jr.,
and Harold.
The high professional average was won by W. H. Heer,
169 out of 185; Sim Glover was 163 out of 185; J. Fanning,
157 out of 185.
The amateur average was won by J. Martin, 159; G. H.
Piercy, 142; A. Betti, 140. The scores follow:
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BaLTIMoRE, Md.— The annual New Year’s shoot of
the Baltimore Shooting Association, took
place Monday
afternoon, Jan. 1, and was the largest
held in many
years.
Twenty-two shooters participated, and the usual
holiday crowd—some
prompted
by interest, many
by
curiosity—witnessed the events.
It is gratifying to see
that the members are once more taking active interest
in home shoots, and if the old superstition that ‘‘what
occurs the first day of the year will continue throughout
the year,’ a banner twelve months may be expected.
The first event was a $1 miss-and-out.
Promptly at
2 P. M. Captain Malone called the shooters to the score.
Eleven
men
entered.
Roder,
Sampson
and
Malone
missed their first “‘white flier,’ but put up another $1
and came in again.
Money was divided between Waters,
Roder and Sampson.
;
The New Year’s Handicap at white fliers was next
on the programme.
The annual 20-bird race had to be
cut to 15 on account of so many entries, and it was
quite dark before that was furnished—too late for Messrs.
Hawkins, B. G. Middleton and Dupont, who tied on 15
straight, to shoot it ‘off.
The shoot was for a very
handsome silver loving cup, gold lined, with stag-horn
handles,
given by Captain
. Malone.—quite
the
prettiest cup ever offered at the B. S. A. shoots, and
the men, appreciating its beauty, worked extra hard to
win it. Three tied on 15 straight, and six tied on 14.
Owing to Hawkins’ departure, the day after the shoot
(for two weeks), and Dupont’s leaving the day before
he returns, the shoot-off is postponed until February.
White fliers, miss-and-out, entrance $1; scores:
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Nortu Catpwetr, N. J., Jan. 1—A match between
Messrs. G. Fischer and W. Kussmaul was won by the
latter, with a score of 23 to 16 out of a possible 25. The
scores in the club events follow:
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repeating rifle.
Fred Murphy was the low man in this
event, and secured the sole leather gun case.
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WELLINGTON, Mass., Jan. 3.—At the weekly shoot, on
grounds
of the Boston
Shooting
Association,
J. E.
Burns, of Lowell, was high with 146 breaks out of 150
shot at.
E. C. Griffith second, 145; Everett third, 143;
Kirkwood, fourth, 142.
Following are the scores in 100-bird match:
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Club.

Some of the members wanted to postpone the shoots
of January and February,
the coldest months of the
year; but at the club’s last meeting, Dec. 27, by a vote
their suggestions were lost. It was agreed upon that the
grounds and ammunition would be open any day for the
members
who present their membership
card to the
keeper, so that they can pick a pleasant day without
waiting for the club’s regular shoot,
Gro. W. Frost, Sec’y.
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BELLEVUE, Ky., Dec. 31.—This club held its regular
shoot on its grounds at East Newport Ball Park, Dec.
31. The attendance was far below the average, owing to
the threatening weather.
The members are improving
very rapidly on their scores, especially Geo. Dameron,
on his last round breaking 22 out of 25.
Trimble was
high man:
Shot at. Bk.
Shot at. Bk.
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bl eminence ves. 50
48
IrOstekashmesentes 50
40
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4.0.0.0. 75
- 60
Keostets © Giidssis aoe 50
41
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Consecutive Year.

only in different language, that it has told for the last six years:
That is, that Winchester Factory Loaded Shells stand first in
records, first in popularity, and first in shooting qualities. The two
leaders for 1905, Fred Gilbert and W. R. Crosby, shot Winchester
Factory Loaded Shells exclusively.
The former’s average for the
year was 95.6 per cent. and the latter’s 95.5 per cent., both having
fired over 16,000 shots during the year.
There were forty-five amateurs and professionals that shot at least 3,000 targets and made
Over 90 per cent. averages, and of this number more used Winchester Factory Loaded Shells than all other makes combined.
Of
the first fifteen leaders, ten used Winchester Factory Loaded
Shells.
Such an array of facts is indisputable evidence as to which
shells are the first choice among shooters, and further is a testimonial by the masters of the art as to the superior shooting qualities
of Winchester Factory Loaded Shells.
In 1900, 1901, 1902, 1903,
1904 and 1905, Winchester Factory Loaded Shells won
first average for the year:—an unbroken chain of evidence of merit and popularity that speaks for itself.
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Sporting Life’s Trap Shooting Review for 1906 tells the same story,
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strong wind blew toward the traps from right to
left. The weather was clear. A bountiful lunch was provided, with a proper ratio of wetness.
Capt. Dreyef attended to the commissary department;
F. C. Schneider, who refereed at the last G. A. H. on
Long Island, was referee; John H. W. Fleming (Johnny
Jones) was cashier; Harry Bergen kept the traps working to full capacity.
Howard Gray was squad hustler,
and 4,300 targets were thrown from one set of three expert traps, hand
pull, without a hitch,
Mr.
L. H.
Schortemeier was manager.
Events:
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Bercen
Beacn, L. I., Jan, 1.—The
second
annual
tournament of the Bergen Beach Gun Club was well attended.
There were thirty-two contestants in the main
event, which was at 50 targets, distance handicap.
The
. eight

AND

13
Mane)

Caer

amateur high average for the shoot was made
Jenny, he securing 91 out of a possible 105.
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Club.

THERE
was
a _good
gathering
of members
at the
grounds on Dec. 31, and among the occasional but always
welcome visitors were those two popular trade representatives, Del Gross and C. O. Le Compte.
The
following
scores were shot in the Clements trophy contest:
Maynard, 17...... 22 2446
Sunderbruch,
16. 18 22—40
Le Compte, 16... 28 21—44
eVetrigt 920) ee ctetate siete 19 19—38
Gambell, 20 ..... 20 20—40
GROSS 1G wsiscine cee 15 22—37
Bonsery 20). cereseee 19 21—40
H Sund’rbr’ch,16. 16 13—29
A five-man team match at 50 targets per man followed,
in which Gambell’s team defeated Harig’s by 7 targets:
Gambell’s Team.
Harig’s Team.
Maynard.
cpentenes 25 23—48
A Sunderbruch... 24 2448
BON SET cle
sais sated 25 21—46
Lago yee cmtes cre 23 20—43
Gambelll
a sesteate 21 22—43
erGompteyn acces 22 21—43
Raratie meric ticasst 22 21—43
H Sunderbruch.. 23 19—42
Biletratcsersisctaecleccs 19 28—42
GiosSSmenes encore. 18 21—39
222
215
High individual scores were made by Maynard and
A. Sunderbruch with 48 each.
Bonser, who is coming
to the front fast, was
second
high, with 46, going
praia in the first 25, but dropping badly in the last
round.
To witness the match between teams of the home club
and the Goshen, O., Gun Club, over 200 shooters and
spectators were on hand.
4
Sam Leever, pitcher of the Pittsburg Nationals,
was
captain of the visiting team, and made high individual
score.
Conditions, 50 targets per man in 25-target events,
with optional sweep in each event, $1 entrance.
Cc. O. Le Compte, of Eminence, Ky., D. D. Gross, of
W. Jefferson, O., and Ralph Trimble, of Covington, Ky.,
all well-known experts, were present.
As usual, Del
Gross, when not on the firing line, made himself useful.
The cup race, which was started some months ago,
was settled to-day.
Gambell and Bleh each shot four
scores in this match, making 19, 23, 22, 23 and 22, 19, 23,
21, respectively, but failed to tie the leaders, Harig and
Faran, who each had a straight score of 25, and divided
the value of the cup, $15 each.
The scores:
Cincinnati G. C.
Goshen (O.) G. C.
PATILOES Wicidu's clatsioaalstete(e 48
So Mseever 4 wacwastemen 49
Mayra -.teainies siesta
G Holmes
Wal esanndae sanding:
Binkley
Poli laws Le ceasiasesteac
Donald
POLSEE Beene meio ieee
Craver
Williams
~......
C Leever
MELATIO asterercletarateats
VATU acerecteiseletsiereremiaters
A Sunderbruch
Holaday
Maran ws laceens
T Holmes
Bullecdick Mewcte sna
Molloy
ROL Rese
ate caine
Weise
aecaadeoowses 35—448
Ackley trophy, 50 targets:
Roti DISH 20 Meneses 44
Deke gaetbals AWG GA agdoe acne 3
Ahlers, 20 e.cPeceneees
meee 40
Bullerdicks0l8 gor or ctssreleysere34
BLOCKS. Lime
ats ee neeiee
aces 40
Kieplinger: Gis. ncteiaasias 33
fa IN Kirbya sl Gaeecaeectters 39
Law Bosteatix, eG cemuicatects 30
Randall sol \ecetasiectasialeor37
French 1@iisen cmceiresiste ee 29
Pheffer,: 16 tee reecacce 37
Britt, [16m essaeccenees 20
Pohilar,19) Mseeecatec ate 36
Hitchcock
Gece
sca 15
Stdatd-wiGinnaccnttecew eines 36
Team match, 50 targets:
Williams 44, Gambell 46; total 90.
Gross 44, Le Compte 47; total 91.
The attendance at the regular shoot on Jan. 6 was
larger than for several weeks.
Fifteen scores were shot
to-day in the Ackley trophy contest, R. Trimble being
high with 44.
For .the first time within the memory
of man, no
score was recorded against Supt. Gambell.
He has been
suffering with neuralgia for several days, and simply
couldn’t shoot.
Every one knows Harry N. Kirby, for
a long, long time one of the most popular of the Peters
Arms Co.’s representatives, and many will be surprised
to know that he severed his connection with that company a few days ago.
His friends all wish him good luck
in his next venture.
The Osterfeld brothers and Gus Boeh have gone on a
short hunting trip.
No scores were shot in the Ackley trophy contest on
Dec. 22, owing to the stormy weather.
Saturday, Dec.
23 was partly cloudy and much colder than for several
days, and a very fair crowd assembled at the grounds
and shot their score in the Ackley trophy contest.
A
shifting light and high wind
made
the targets very
difficult,

and

the

scores

were

low

in

consequence.

Maynard and Ahlers, from 20yds., tied for high score
on 42. Williams second with 41.
Maynatds. 20iee le seaiscisieaes42,
Malicia7; tiesccostdeomecien: 37
Ablers.

20 4 cvesteale sitiareaeiete 42

Walliamsie
Pohlarsls

4%)

canteieecrentas 41

weadeces
nee eens 640

Herman: 6 16)

22 cnssmaeniene 37

Grater;

sco nacemonse37

cl6.cin.

RoanOKe a1 Gi screeners 28

Bullerdick, 1G" vii.c cece 40
Meininger? 16\-\).scncdelsemis 24
NES
216 Cw eiclebce waatrsns 39
Ackley, »162: ancecesas
stk sevod
TOMES HL) Seis ceeenes seer 38
Ofiners 1692s
ee soe 15
Dec. 30 was an improvement on the previous day.
It
was clear, and very little wind was blowing to interfere
with the targets.
The attendance was the smallest for a
long time, only seven shooting in the Clements trophy
contest.
Trimble and Ahlers tied for high gun on 45.
Very little practice work was done, and the traps were
deserted before dark.
On Dec. 24 the following scores were shot in the
Ackley trophy contest.
The day was fine, and there
was a large attendance:
Sunderbr’ch, 19.15 14 17—46
Davies, 162.5... 13 10 16—39
Bleh pi 20th ence 14 12 15—41
Panans 1S =one. 12 11 1437
Gambell, 19..... 11 14 16—41
H SunderDrerhs, UG eee 13 12 16—41
bruchy os0... 12 8 14~34
Bonser, 19...... 14 11 14-39
Colonel, 16 ... 3 5 9-17
A team match was shot on the same day at 25 targeis
per man.
Gambell
Dreihs
Bleh aserautetsierateioe noes 22—45
A

AND

STREAM.

To-day’s scores:
Clements trophy, 50 targets:
Ahlers ela nemcessisaco 1 24—45
Williams, 17 .....14 22—36
Trimble, 20 ......23 22—45
Roanoke, 16 ...... 16 16—32
Pohlar, 18 .........21 21—42
Miles, 16 ...... ooee13 18—81
Herman,
18....... 19 2i—40

The

Esther

Tittle

Trophy.

Mr. George E. Crater, of New York, was a visitor and
made friends of all.
Shooting on strange grounds with
such weather conditions as those to-day, his score was
not a bad one.
;
In the Clements trophy contest, four members shot
their scores on Dec. 17, Bonser making
high score for
the week with 24, 25—49 from 1l6yds.; Gambell (16) 23, 25—
48; De Wise (16) 18, 21—39; Randall (17) 18, 20—38. Maynard broke five 28s at practice on the same day.
A
team of the Goshen Gun Club will shoot a match here
on New Year’s Day.
Before leaving the grounds,
Mr. Crater offered to
donate a gold medal, to be shot for on Dec. 28, the conditions to be announced that day.
The design of the
medal is very appropriate, being a gun, from which is
‘suspended a large star.
In the center of the star is a
smaller one, on which is engraved the initials of the
clubs GGG
There is also room for engraving the
name of the winner and date.
Mr. Crater is a member
of several Eastern clubs, and is an enthusiastic trapshooter.
His gift was prompted by his desire to do all
he could to increase interest in the sport.
If this medal
could be held for a length of time and shot for monthly
or once in two weeks, the winner to have possession
until the next shoot, it might have the effect of arousing an interest which now
seems to be failing with
many of the members.
The conditions follow:
In the interest of trapshooting and in appreciation of
the courtesy extended to my husband, Mr. G. E. Crater,
Jr., while a guest of the Cincinnati Gun Club, Cincinnati, O., I offer a solid gold medal, to be contested for
on Friday afternoon, Dec. 29, 1905, at the grounds of the
Cincinnati Gun Club, beginning at 1 o’clock P. M.
The event to be a 100-bird race, and the medal to go to
the amateur making the highest average of the day.
No amateur who has shot in more than three tournaments
outside of Cincinnati
within
the last twelve
months shall be considered an amateur for this event.
All handicaps now in force, or to be hereafter made,
prior to the shoot by the committee of the Cincinnati
Gun Club, shall be operative on Dec. 29 in the shoot for
this medal.
Professionals shall shoot from the 20yd. mark.
Subject to the foregoing conditions and such restrictions as shall hereafter be imposed by Mr. Arthur Gambell, the genial manager of the club, the event shall be
open to all comers.
The medal will be worth the effort, and shall be of
solid 14-K. gold, and made by one of the best medal
houses in New York city, and instructions will be given
to express the same immediately on completion to Mr.
Arthur Gambell, to be presented for_me to the successful competitor and known as the G. E. Crater, Jr.,
trophy.
I should appreciate the courtesy, if the winner
would agree to accept at least one challenge in every
three months from other admirers of trapshooting who
may desire to compete for the medal, and by so doing.
keep up the interest in a sport which is worthy of the
consideration of every gentleman and admirer of the
gun, besides being conceded the best outdoor recreation.
With compliments of the holiday season,
EstTHER TITTLE CRATER,

Ohio

Trap

Notes.

Dr. F. D. Arthur, John Kenney, E. M. Mendenhall
and Chas Schellman, all of Dayton, started on Dec. 31
for a quail hunt in North Carolina.
They took some of
the best field dogs in the city. They are all good shots.
In place of the team shoot for the Phellis trophy at
Newark on Dec. 27 a programme of 50 targets was shot,
twenty shooters taking part. J. R. Taylor was high gun
with 137.
Challenges for the trophy will be received by
the Newark club.
Wm. H. Orth, of Dayton, has just received the head
and antlers
of the big bull moose
he shot in the
Temagami region of Ontario last fall.
The head is a
fine trophy, and has been well set up by Abner Rhoades,
of Perry Township.
There was a big crowd on the grounds of the Rohrer’s
Island Gun Club, Dayton, on Jan. 5, and the club dispensed its usual hospitality to all present.
The main
event was a match between four-man teams, captained
by Oswald and P. Hanauer, 100 targets per man. Hanauer won the match by 11 targets, with a total of 330 to
319. The club will hold its annual banquet and meeting
at the Phillips House, on Tuesday, evening, Jan. 23, at
7:30.
It will cost over $3 a plate, and the whole expense will be paid by the club.
That is surely “‘going
some” for a gun club, and especially after what has
been called a ‘‘bad season.””
The club was never in
better shape financially.
It would seem as though the
club could not do better than to re-elect its present
officers, as affairs have prospered so well under their
management.

The Greenville Gun Club held their annual meeting at
the Hotel Turpen on Jan. 2. The club now has a much
larger membership, and is in better financial condition
than ever before.
The election of officers resulted as
follows:
W. N. Limbert,
President; H. V. Hartzell,
Vice-President;
H. A. McCaughey,
Secretary;
E. R.
Fouts, Treasurer; Ed. Wolf, Captain.
It was decided to
hold the annual spring tournament on May 16 and 17.
Zachariah Taylor, who has been a member of the club
for many years, took the floor and acknowledged that
the officers had done fairly well, especially Secretary
McCaughey.
He wound up by presenting, on behalf of
the club members,
a handsome
rocker
to Mr.
Me:
Caughey.
The remarks preceding the presentation had
somewhat unnerved the genial secretary, but he quickly
recovered and accepted the token of good will in a few
well chosen remarks.
Among the invited guests to the
banquet of the Rohrer’s Island Gun Club, of Dayton, on
Jan. 28, are Arthur Gambell and Ralph Trimble, of the
Cincinnati Gun Club.

[JAN. 13, 1906.
Arrangements
are being made for a tournament
at
Cedar Springs, New Paris, O., at which liberal prizes
in cash and merchandise will be given.
The tournament
of last year was a big success, and those who attended
are sure to go this year, as the memory of the beautiful
grounds and the royal treatment received from the management is still fresh in their minds.
Shooters of eastern
Indiana and western Ohio will be on hand in full force.

Rylands,

Kentucky.

A number of the members of the Cincinnati Gun Club
attended a live-bird shoot on Dec. 28 as
guests of the
Kentucky Hunting and Fishing Club on their grounds at
Rylands, Ky., about fifteen miles from the city.
The weather was very unseasonable, being quite warm
and raining most of the day. The attendance was smaller
than is usually the case, owing to the disagreeable
weather.
The birds were a good lot, as a whole, most of them
being quick to get away, and proving fast and strong
fliers. Some very good shooting was done.
H. Osterfeld
and Herman
going straight in the 20-bird race.
H.
Osterfeld was high gun in the regular events, killing
61 out of 70 and 51 out of the first 60.
Ahlers was
second with 57. Out of the first 60 G. Osterfeld killed 55
and Herman 54.
Roanoke killed 41 out of 61.
These
figures do not include scores made in miss-and-out events,
The sccres:
Event No. 1, 10 birds, $5 entrance, divided 50, 30 and
20 per cent.:
Hf Osterfeld SOc.
ccca’ «is sreice saimrenetete setae «112221122210
Schreckss30ieccemene ate eeas os stelgniceet eaten 2022222222— 9
G Osterfeld, 28 «o.c2c
<5cece nace cmieeleeeteeteattaat 0112121121—9
Ahlers, es0 cess cia6.01a ae glocoie/ereiete niareaaeneneeian . --2011212202—8
RYErimblejeOe weceeccenscerets PO CR IORI OG« » -22222202*2— 8
Herman; 28. is aecces wis co ob 0.becole arealee ae eeetetemerree 2112100121— 8
Boéh, 28.'s.ecsssqceseves PRES
ic cmuraid «.+--1021220120— 7
Roanoke’, 28) ise. weteceneote2 c-cnle'e center ete ereeeantee .0110220012— 6
PayrierU289 vas ccce cect
cement aee aicnmece
wos sate *20*210000— 3
Event No. 8, 19 birds, $5 entrance, divided, 50, 30 and
20 per cent.:
‘
G* Osterteld, 28 5. sce csteiemae ob bacon ateremtate ee 222212112210
Herman, 28: e000. so\s.c.0sis'e clcleleisieleleietete
states etetetate2222111212—10
‘Tirimibles) 30 Wetec oases
oiesiviasreaisleeraiseeieaieere
siete 2220222222— 9
Ahlers 80° sisiscic d'swisteraciere/eateleleicleletetavetet
etait rsteteiarant 212*220222— 8
Schreck, (30) ccisecrisintelsisiotersieieltie
eee etletp clei etiam . .212022*212— 8
Fredericks, 28 <xicc~00s 0s scsslheseincteseete
tents2202201222— 8
H Osterfeld, 29
eevee e2110210242— 7
Roanoke, 28 ...
. ..0212201220— 7
Payne, 28 \ ssve'ss.ciadiese
oo sist cielee sister Meenas *201221021— 7
Boeh, 28) iciccs oectice oo'scsleleis see eenetee setae 1202020220— 6
Event No. 5, 10 birds, $5 entrance, divided 60 and 40
per

cent:

per

cent.

per

cent.:

Ahtlers;* 30) Soares ceicinesien MPRA fcataniction oo222222922210
G Osterfeld >28" haceen «om wis eige smteiten
= aa eee 122221222*— 9
Schreck, 30%...
s:sciewave o/eisle «'eiereceteesielateustst
etetere ema 1222102201— 8
H. Osterfeld; 280. .cocc snes occ
tent ttate 1211002221— 8
Herman, 28) ccc 'esia.c svecietetslersseralsteretstoteete
cesta rstate*,1122022210— 8
Roanoke, 28 .ccpiecseecreseiseciesicinsins smulesieieiieiale 1020021221— 7
Boeh,, BS sass dave s sasen sie solereicle were aster ete tana 2020020110— 5
Fredericks; 28 sic gscuccceccpmettaceementy ... -201*2*0101— 5
Event No. 7, 10 birds, $7 entrance, divided 60 and 40
Ahlets; (S0 tase seciesicre
sare oigts)e\
evea valerate
steteie atest -1111220222—
G Osterfeld,: 28° 0: sca cticcaclosin
teenine eaters 1222121202—
Herman,
.28.0 icc <csiccaewiele
sree tienen iaases 1222102022—
Paynie,. 28) ccatscisee.s oisis'ecsie.tiee
ereaiisireee area . ..201211222*—
Hake, 28 —.ucsccsceessmens
esse seen ie ssa 0211101222—
H Osterfeld, 29) isn... cas ceiscte cleeeneins eee 1*22110002—
Roanoke, (28 22 asec ssrelewis « os istele eierelp ataretetete etateatmia 2021010101—
Event No. 6, 20 birds, $10 entrance, divided, 60 and

9
9
8
§
8
6
6
40

Hy Osterield,, 29 viccwcceesc
oneaaieeeee 12122111122222222121—20
Hierman, 28 -cofecscis
cies en deere eeieteatet 21211121111221222121—20
G, Osterfeldy 28.0 nace oes teem iinieee 11211121121*111*1222—18
ANTEPS, BO. cccicin atectotwiolelsioisveiel
aissieimreteteraiets 22112122021110102212—17
Schreck, 30
. . .22222112212001000001—13
Roanoke, 28
. .-001110101211121210*0—13
Payne; 28% aise ts sacis.oo ticles enentonaiats *22*21001000*22*2122—11
Miss-and-cuts, $1 entrance, birds extra, all at 30yds.:
No. 2.
No. 4.
No. 8
Ablérsy)
Scns sccteantajemnre’s 11222121—8
211220—5
10
-—1
GrOsterteld Gizesoenaneee 21121111—8
1112216
222215
Rss
rim bleak acereciscte cotta 22222222—8
2220 —3
settee
Roanoke Bers sae cen neil ads 1121110 —6
1210 *—3)
eke
Lerman
cosmo ancee tm ate2112110 —6
20
—1
22222-5
Schreck
...
120
—2
0
—)
21220—4
Fredericks
12*
—2
seis
moe
sews
Boehs
Godewsteok scctesars creer 2*
—1
222210—5
120 —2
Pia VIE Meats ctislels simteteatereors 20
—1
0
—0
Oo
--?0
Hi -Osterteld os thoscceucns osvietes
1122126
1120 —3
Events Nos. 9 and 10, 5 birds each, $2 entrance, one
money.
In event No. 10 gun held below elbow until
bird was on wing:
No. 9.
No. 10.
H Osterfeld, 29
11221—5
Schreck, mecSuaseapoede seers
12*124
Ahlers, 28. “iestesactine wehincee
10102—3
Roanoke)

282

cin ieictews0.0icjalsa slaivteisveietss tain

All at 30yds.

in No.

10.

In Other

Places.

From the reports received of the many banquets that
Gilbert has attended while journeying through Pennsylvania, it is a wonder that he shoots his usual scores. _
Now that the game season has passed away in most of
the States, we will hear more from the trapshooters.
At an enthusiastic meeting of the Trapshooters’ League
of the City of Toronto, held at Mr. J. G. Shaw’s office
recently, a full delegation was present from Balmy Beach,
National, Parkdale, Riverdale and Stanley gun clubs.
It
was decided to hold matches same as during the past
season.
Matches to commence Jan. 6 and end on April
7. These are the new 1906 officers:
President, J. G.
meats Vice-President, J. H. Thompson; Secretary, Alex.
ey.
The owners of game preserves in California seem to
have much trouble in keeping others from trespassing,

~
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The proof of the Cartridge is in the shooting.

The United States Army,

by careful tests, have proven the VU. S. Cartridges to be the most

accurate and reliable.
MANUFACTURED

UNITED

STATES
LOWELL,

Agencies:

’

Bob Emslie, the old baseball umpire, who has resided
at St. Thomas, Can., for several years, captained a team
of trapshooters that were victorious on the occasion of
a late meet at the gun club grounds.
A newly organized gun club will hold weekly contests
ae
N. Y., under the name of the Mountain
ides.
The Cumberland Gun Club, Davenport, Ia., at their
annual business meeting elected their officers, viz.: President, Henry Eggers; Vice-President, Thies Wilkin; Secretary, W.
Kroy; Treasurer,
Carl Thode;
Ground
Manager, Harry Kohler; Assistant, James Hilton, Board
of Directors, H. N. Boy, Charles Kessler, Wm. Dunker,
Jack Spiel, Chas. Hagerman,
Harry Martens and Dr.
OMG ROSES.
It is rumored that with seventy-five members, so many
have ceased to take an interest that the last shoot of the
Valley Beagle Gun Club, of Wheeling, W. Va., will likely
be that held on Christmas Day.
*
The ducks are being slaughtered in untold members at
Lake Arthur and other points in Louisiana.
It is very
discouraging to other sportsmen who preserve the game
on its passage through other States, to learn that there
are localities where the professional market-hunter can
get in his destruction.
E. M. Noyes is in the lead for the cup put up by the
Havelock Gun Club, of Lincoln, Neb.
The Rod and Gun Club, of Omaha, Neb., is holding
meetings to prepare amendments to the State game laws.
George H. Mayne, A. S. Hazelton, and Ed. C. Brown
are the legislative committee.
The Cumberland Valley Rifle Association, of Carlisle,
Pa., has now as a member Chas. A. Bender, the famous
baseball pitcher.
:
The Chihuahua, N. M., Gun Club, now has thirty-two
members who are enthusiastic as to target shooting, as

they

meet

each

MASS.,

U.S.

A.

Sunday

afternoon.

114-116 Market St., San Francisco.

The

club

will

be

housed in a large tent.
_ The Illiopolis, Ill., Gun Club has lately been reorganized with Dr. J. W. D. Mayes President; Lee G. Metcalf, Vice-President; Rodney C. Turner, Secretary, and
M. T. Fasett, Captain.
The club have leased Calamus
Lake and the property that adjoins it, and there will be
some tall shooting there when the ducks come north
in the spring. John A. Wheeler, the State Game Warden,
has been made an honorary member.
Jan. 13 will be the date of a team shoot at Media, Pa.
The Wilmington, Del., Gun Club will be the opponent.
Sixty fat geese were disposed of at the shoot held at
Lemars, Ia., during the holidays.
The regular monthly
shoot of the Allentown,
Pa.,
Rod and Gun Club has been set for the second Monday in each month, rather than that of the first day in
each month.
The good news comes from Pence, Ill., that a gun
club has been organized with
F. R. Pance President,
- and Harley James, Secretary.
The Atlantic and the Houghton, Mich., gun clubs are
holding team shoots.
In the first shoot, Houghton Gun
Club was victorious.
‘ E. J. Bowman took a try at the delusive clay target at
Anaconda, Mont., and did some very fair scoring.
This
club is becoming very popular, and the membership is
rapidly

increasing.

COo.,

CARTRIDGE

497-503 Pearl St., 35-43 Park St., New York.

as it would seem from the number of lawsuits arising
in connection therewith.
The Phellis trophy is still going the rounds and keeping up the interest in the Ohio gun clubs.
The last
contest for same was held at Newark, Dec. 27.
President Roosevelt has been appealed to through a
petition signed by four hundred ranchers of the Westminster district, in the county of Orange,
California,
asking him to investigate the dam placed‘ across the
Bolsa Chica Bay, thereby
stopping.
navigation.
The
offenders are said to be the Bolsa Chica Gun Club.
A new hunting club has been organized at Havana,
Ill., the incorporators being C. J. Guderiahn, T. D. Whitney and Henry Schiller.
Mrs. Nellie Bennett, of Denver, is now traveling in the
West.
She was reported to be at Ogden, Utah, and
there held a contest at the traps with such noted shots as
John Browning, Gus Becker, Mat. Browning and Archie
Bigelow.
t the annual meeting of the Sangenois Gun Club, of
Chicago, IIll., the officers elected were:
President, Henry
Bib! Wieeeeireasurer,N. . Hoyt; Secretary, P.. B.
oyt.

BY

Steve Kurtz and John Kates will, on Jan. 18, shoot a
match at Mahanoy City, Pa., for $100 a side and the
gate money.
The rules provide for 2lyds. rise and 60yds,
boundary.
The new Pueblo, Colo., Gun Club has now fifty-one
memnhers, and more are expected to sign the roll at
the first meeting.
Twelve hundred dollars cash will look good to the
shoooters when they arrive at Hamilton,
Canada, on
Jan. 16 for the annual tournament.
McArthur,
Ohio, Gun Club was organized recently.
Drs
(©; “Ss, Cox, President;
Cy EF. Will, Jr, Treasurer; C. O. Ward, Scorer.
Members—M. L. Pearce, Dr.
W. T. Cherry, A. Weisenbarger, C. F. Quick, W. B.
Lyons, T. A. Darst, C. O. Ward, D. McKeever, E. D.
Keek, W. B. Barnhill and J. L. Will.
J. H. Burger, of Adair, Ia., is at home with a broken
arm, caused by being thrown from the steps of a street
car as he was
returning from a shoot held at the
Omaha, Neb., shooting park.
The accident was a very
bad one, and was caused by the carelessness of the conductor, who gave the signal to start before Mr. Burger
had boarded the car.
At the holiday shoot of the Elgin, Ill., Gun Club,
George Wardlow won the club badge; Paul Kilmer, the
gold, and Charles Middleton, the silver badge.
The Pueblo, Colo., Gun Club shoot was a success.
At St. Charles, Mo., the Riverside Shooting Club held
a match Sunday afternoon.
The younger members of the
club were well pleased with their scores while shooting

among themselves,
but when they competed with
shooter known as the “Old Man,” they simply were
in

it.

He

showed

them

several

tricks,

which

made

the
not
them

open their eyes.
It was
reported
that many
of the Arkansas
trapshooters passed through
Pine Bluff on Monday
last,
en route to Stuttgart, where the gun club was to hold a
shoot.
Mr. J. T. Loyd, of Pine Bluff, joined the crowd
at that point.
_ The members of the Greeley, Colo., Gun Club are not
idle these wintry days.
Their last shoot was that of a
team race for an oyster supper.
We are pleased to note that there is evidence of life in
the Niles, Mich., Gun Club, as a shoot was held there
last

week,

at which

much

enthusiasm

was

aroused.

Since Jim Head went on the road as a salesman we do
not hear so much of the trapshooting at Peru, Ind., as
formerly; yet it is stated that the amateur shooters are
planning for the formation of a new gun club at the
“old stand.”
Harry Hess was defeated by a very small margin at
the shoot held by the Scranton, Pa., Rod and Gun Club
on Tuesday last.
There is not half the trapshooting in Illinois that there
was when live-bird shooting was permissible.
That the Springfield, O., Gun Club has grounds fixed
up suitable for the purpose
of trapshooting
can
be
readily understood when the management advertises that
a shoot will be held rain or shine.
Shooting

at

Norristown,

Pa.,

the

members

of the

Penn

Gun Club finished up their six months’ handicap shoot
on Wednesday last. The result of the entire series shows
that the aggregate scores were:
Bean 263, Shambaugh
238, F. Gross 221, Scheetz 174, Nyce 105, Ploor 104, Norwood 59,
The East Connersville, Ind., Gun Club held the first
shoot last week.
During
the day great interest was
manifest by members and
onlookers, and new shooters
are seeking admission.
The Trenton, O., Gun Club held an enthusiastic meet
on Jan. 1. A large crowd was in attendance.
At the shoot held New Year’s Day by the Ebensburg,
Pa., Gun Club, the weather was cold and a heavy snowlimited the attendance.
The highest score at 50 targets
was

Lane,

The

with

Cripple

automatic

trap,

45.

Creek,
and

Colo.,

the

Shotgun

members

are

Club

has

aching

for

a
a

new
team

race with some nearby club.
The secretary of the Pueblo, Colo., Gun Club reports
that the indications are that the new club will have one
hundred members.
on
A shooting match has been arranged between Phillip
Gallagher, of Audenried, and Harry Curry, of Hazelton,
Pa.
They are to shoot at 7 pigeons, for a purse of $50.
The

date

and

place

has

not

been

set,

but

as

both

are

very fine shots the match will attract considerable attention.
Notice has been sent out that a meeting will be held
at which the officers of the Duluth and the Highland

FOREST
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gun clubs, of Minnesota, will attempt ‘a consolidation,
after which officers will be selected.
A large number of pigeons were secured by the management of the Bowling Green, Ky., Gun Club, and the
trapshots were invited to meet with the members on
Wednesday of this week.
There has been something doing during the past two
years

on

the

grounds

of

the

Keystone

Gun

Club,

Lebanon, Pa.
tarting out two years ago, the club was
in debt, but the report at a late annual meeting shows
a balance on hand of $1,200.
The members have just
cause to feel elated.
The newly elected officers are:
Frank M. McAdam,
President;
James Horgan,
VicePresident;
T. Alfred
Miller, "Secretary;
William
H.
Bollman, Treasurer; Monroe Rapp, Captain.
There were trapped 23,050 targets during the shoot held
last July at the Menominee, Mich., Gun Club, and the
club’ has made known their intention to hold another
shoot the coming summer.
This will be welcome news
to all who have heretofore met with the members of this
very enthusiastic club.
There was an interesting live-bird shoot at Knousetown, Pa., during the holidays.
Mr. Bransford proved the most successful in handling
the scatter gun at the shoot on Sunday at Salt Lake
City, Utah.
At least two of the members of the Abilene, Kans.,
Gun Club who were members there twenty years, are
still shooting, viz., Eicholtz and Stevens.
They were
among the number who were out during the holidays.
“Brownie”
St. Clair was the winner at the shoot at
Watseka, Ill., with a score of 48 out of 50.
Another
shoot will be held soon.
When we read of Abilene we should stop and note
whether it be that of Texas or Kansas.
This time it is
Texas, where the gun club held a shoot beginning of the
year.
E. M. Gravett, of Gravett, Ark., spent the first day of
the year at an old time shoot at Callis.
Mr. Gravett is
well known among the trapshooters, as he carried off
honors at some of the State shoots.
Arthur Faber, Sam Rice, Fred Ingalls, Frank Flightner, Fred Fitch, Frank Bennett and Tom Ehrman are
the members of the Corbett Island Gun Club, Toledo,
O., who, wen they meet, shoot at 100 targets each.
The Butte, Mont., Gun Club has started the new year
with a handicap target allowance.
While the scratch
men shoot at 50, others shoot at 65, to make same score.
This should prove a stimulant to the weaker men, and
all the members should feel that they have a show to
win.
The weather was almost perfect for the holiday shoot
at Anaconda, Mont.
Larry Stephenson won the Matthewson
spoon,
Holsby the Twohy
medal, and Burg
the Class A medal.
The contest at Newark,
O., for the Phellis trophy
was declared off, as the Dayton Gun Club could not be
present on that date.
The Columbus team and others
were disappointed.
The Youngstown,
O.. trapshots were out in goodly
numbers at the last shoot.
Ewalt was high with 77 out
of 90.
It was an off day for Seaborn, who had shot a
perfect score at the previous meeting.
The Lonsdale, Pa., Gun Club team, shooting in the
Trapshooters’ League, has won every contest so far.
in
the last contest against Media it made 213 with ten
men
on the side, which
is very good.
Media
men
made J87.
Regarding equal shooting, it is on record that two
teams tied three times in a race for a supper, and then
at the fourth attempt the leaders only won
by one
target.
Two teams, made up of the Harrisburg, Pa., Shooting
Association,
held
a team
race
Tuesday.
The team
captained by Wood won out, and the members will be
banquetted at the expense of Captain Curtis’s team.
The first regular annual shoot of the Dundas
Gun
Club, Hamilton, Can., was held last Monday.
There was
a good turnout ‘of local shots, and some fine scores were
made.
Gray Bibbee won the silver cup with 20. There
will be a final shoot held soon for the disposal of the
cup.
Regular shoot of the Balmy Beach Gun Club was held
at Cruve’s Hotel, Toronto, Ont., last Saturday.

Perryman

Defeats

Prospect

Shooters.

PerryMAN,
Md.—The
invincible Perryman boys have
added another victory to their list of triumphs, and
with
Less
German
high gun
(with 47) defeated
the
Prospect team from Baltimore, Md., in a 50-target race
on home
grounds, Thursday afternoon,
Dec. 4.
The
teams were very evenly matched, as the score, 450 to 447,
shows.

L. R. Mordecai was high gun for the Baltimore team,
with 45; Hood Waters second with 44
Louis Mordecai and McCommons held the interest of
the spectators by making a straight of 25 each in the
last half of the race.
Much
depended on these two
men, as it was such an even race.
Neither felt they
could lose a bird.
Great credit is due these young
shooters for their excellent work; also Less German for
selecting such a fine team.
The Perryman
Club will
send twenty men to Baltimore to shoot a return match
with the Prospect team Monday, Jan. 15.
The scores:
Perryman.
Prospect.
Germanitccosess nce 47
Mord eCatie cn esiiciecsic's 5
McCommons
....... 42
IW atersiiice
ss siceiern 44
DeHaven aesescees =40
Gent® «.SaaWeseeaeclas 40
Ghapman Wiese rsnese: 39
Poehimany
<n 0.0. es'e40
SuthOnweaseesetesaiiate 38
ONGYO Raw
oer cation 38
Baldwins.
nieces eres 38
Saini Sotltesaciearciecieae 38
BY Mitchell tae. kere 36
Clark’) Fis ccccasuccuss 35
TOWER) antes
weiatie st36
Mosley: sgjesisciecie clos 35
R’ EF Mitchell. 02% 35
ST VereKin ours seiner 35
IMORGAtI eS wapicaie
dee cn34
Gorse Ween: -tostetcoses 34
COEGinet
s chee coetsheets
Brebni gs casma cinerea 33
Rawhauser
2.2.00... 31—450
Register Banaecactences 30—447
A Socrat TRAMP.

THE
prevents

rust.

MANY-USE

Lubricates

perfectly;

OIL
6-oz.

can,

25c.—Adv.

AND

Crescent

STREAM.
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Bay Ripvceg, L. I., Dec. 30.—The monthly cup was won
by Mr. D. C. Bennett, who had to defeat Messrs. C. A.
Lockwood and O. C, Grinnell, who also were strong contestants for the cup and had equal opportunities to win.
There was a strong wind, which blew toward the traps,
making the targets fly merrily and queerly.
Mr.
Ww.
Stake scored 14 out of 15 in the first event and was high
gun.

The

two-man

team

contest

Frank Stephenson and O. C.
of 41 out of 50. The Stake
Mr. H. P. Marshall after two
Trophy shoot, 15 targets:
Hale ley, “AME
F Stephenson....0
9
9
A Southworth.... 0 11 11
© Grinnell eee 7200 WS be
Wi eMarstral eee: 2
6
8
C Lockwood...... 110
31
D Bennett ...... 1.8
g
Hi “Marshalls... eet
Lae
Trophy shoot, 15 targets:
F Stephenson.... 0 12 12
A Southworth.... 0 11 i
C Lockwood..... Le
Mr Marshall ccs 2) pO ek
OS Grinnell... 2. ee Oe
Shoot-off, same conditions:
Vanderveer 12.
Trophy shoot, 15 targets:
F Stephenson.... 0 11 11
A Southworth....0
9. 9
GYLockwood)<.... 1 912" 13
W Marshall ...... Jo aie tiles
Dy Bennett wea: nih Sale ont!
EPeiMarshalleennr 2 18 16
ieeter ieeearascs if PR} aet)
December cup, 25 targets:
A Southworth.... 0 19 19
FE Stephenson... 0) 919 519
C Lockwood..... 2 18 20
W Marshall ..... 4 13 17
OsGrinnellgae
ce Zz 21° 23
DS Bennetieessc 2 22 24
ET Marshallese 4 15 19
Team

shoot,

was

won

by

Messrs.

Grinnell, Jr., with a score
trophy event was won by
shoot-offs.
EL Bye
Jie D Oster Gia cteeivels Ly ako eet
H
Vanderveer... 2
8 10
Die tOpkinss. cece th te ally
js Prnsticcces Vine oe
deen
‘A Hendrickson..2
4
6
pParotake™ci.lsierees 3411 514
DP
Ji
H
LL

Bentrett es. te.
Weeterg.s cette.
Vanderveer....
Hopkins ses.

D..C.

1 15 16
OF 90 Bo
2 13 16
Le Shen

Bennett 14, H.

H
Vanderveer...
J Ernst tawtelenets
A Hendrickson..
Stakes
Hie ony der: sees
QO Griniell Sic eeme
J Teeter
L Hopkins
J Adams
J Ernst
A Hendrickson...
Te Stake wec.cascee
Fy onyder gen.csace

B.

2
2
2
Soe
2
i

10 12
2
12 14
tiaete
12 14
Wake all

4
5
4

14
19)
ye
alee
13
12
AT

17
220
als)
aly
1?
17
2h

25 targets:

F Stephenson 0 21 21
C Lockwood. 2 16 18
O Grinnell ... 2 18 20—41
A Hendrickson4
16 20—88
A Southworth 0 23 23
jw Adamsiesacnt 2 14 16
We Marshalll a... 2
See
J Teeter
38 16 19—35
Stake trophy, 25 targets:
A Southworth....
0 21 21
D Bennett ...... 4 22 25
F Stephenson.... 0 23 23
WrAdams ec. nace
a, ES)
W Marshall...... 4 18 22
ID sHopkirise.. aac. 2.138 16
©rGrinnelliiee.s 2 22 24
Ve Ernstes.
son seep
12 16
H Vanderveer.... 4 11 15
A Hendrickson...
4 17 21
Tie Marsiial leet 4 22 26
Ey Ony Cer aeeentiss
22 25
J meVectersa acer
8 22 25
Trophy shoot, 15 targets:
F Stephenson..
12 12
PeMarshalliine.. 2 10 12
A Southworth....
0 12 12
‘je Leeteraian. store 0 12 712
C Lockwood) scatters)
no
Hi Vanderveer....
2 11 13
W Marshall ..... Deel?
9
i Hopkinsit. tt at
ay)
De Bennett asses he BY a)
misnnstisatscesistes 3 10 13
Trophy shoot, 15 targets:
W
“Marshallae. 2 Zest,
ane
A Hendrickson.. 2 10 12
ONGrinnell i445 hy Ais fal
Ty Stakewiecccs vase Se a4
i Hopkins 2.05. 1) 9 210:
i “Marshall tcc. 2
Ga
C Lockwood ..... a
sy ea)
‘J *Réetery ae esce i Peal (ime J
Bay Ripce, L. I., Jan. 6.—The heavy gale disturbed
the flights of the targets seriously and made the shooting correspondingly difficult.
Messrs. Geo. Stephenson,
Henry B. Vanderveer and Louis C. Hopkins tied for the
January cup on a score of 23.
For the Stake trophy
Messrs. G. G. and F. Stephenson tied on 22. The team
race resulted in a tie between Messrs. Southworth and
Marshall, and Messrs. G. Stevenson and Thomas on 39.
In the shootoff, Messrs Stephenson and Thomas won
by a score of 41 to 85. The scores:
Shoot for January cup, 25 targets, handicap:
ELS Beene
Bar
G Stephenson Jr. 2 21 238
Jiu. “Adams Scents 2 16 18
H B Vanderveer. 4 19 23
F B Thomas .... 1 16 .17
lL C” Hopkins... 3) 20°23
DEB Christie ss. ele l6u un
C W Hickling ..6 15 21
i NieLeeterc goes: 3 14 17
G Southworth. 0 21 21
C A Lockwood .2 16 18
F Stephenson.... 0 21 21
Vere Menty esc. CSe MeC3)
LM
Palmer, 'Jr.. 0 18 18
O C Grinnell, Jr. 1 14 15
Dirt Raynor nme 3 15 18
W W Marshall’... 4 7 11
Shoot for Stake trophy, 25 targets, handicap:
Ho Baa
iek dels ahs
G Stephenson, Jr. 2 20 22
J J Adamsir..case 2 15 17
F Stephenson ... 0 22 22
.A G Southworth. 0 16 16
O 2 Grinnell, Jr. 1 20 21
W W Marshall...
4 12 16
H B Vanderveer. 4 17 21
Je tie Benn
yates 4 12 16
in Ceblopkirismccrs |uti
WN el eeter tees 3° 12 16
PP BeThomas-cece 1 118449
LM Palmer; Jr...0 13 13
Dre Raynor. veces 3 16. 19
D BoGhristie:s..e. Le 980
Shoot-off, same conditions—G. G. Stephenson, Jr., 19;
F. B. Stephenson, 13.
Team shoot, 25 targets, handicap:
Southworth .. 0 21 21
Stephenson .. 0 20 20
Marshall
- 4 14 18—89
Grinnell
...... 1 17 18—88
Stephenson .. 2 19 21
Gams
ptacees 2 18. 20
AMKOCHI
SGaAne 1 17 18—89
exter -lnscsce 38 12 15—35
Shoot-off, same conditions—G. G. Stephenson, Jr., 20;
F. B. Thomas, 21; total 41. A. G. Southworth, 20; W.
W. Marshall, 15; total, 365.
Trophy shoot, 15 targets Seared) C. A. Lockwood
(1), 14; H. B. Vanderveer (2),-13;
G. Southworth, 12;
Ce, Hickling (4), 12;
ial, ‘ary (2) 2 ol D. 3B,
Christie, 11;
M
Palmer, Jc oils FF. B. Dhomas,. 11:
F,
: Stephenson, _ 16; W. “WwW. Marshall (aoe
cbr,
Raynor (1), 8; O
. Grinnell, izes
Trophy
shoot, 45° targets, handicap—H.
B. Vanderaw (2); 123, O. 'C. Grinnell Jr:, 123 J.J. panos (ab eakye
sue Southworth, 1s Peay! B. Thomas, La
B. Stephen-

son, 10; C. A: Lockwood (1); 103° CG; W,- Hickling @,
10; Lau Mie Palmers
Ire;
its Raynor (OB ko BR iss
Christie,

10;

W.

Ww.

Marshall

(2), 7.

Shoot-off, same conditions—H. B. beercas
(2), 14;
C.. Grinnell, Jn, 133 Jizy Adams: (1);
Trophy shoot, 15 targets, handicap—F. e ee ape
14a) r Raynor qk 13; J. N. Teeter (), 223
Thomas, 12;
Southworth, 12; C. A. Lockwood (1)
imi Mile M. Aes) Jr 10; H. B. Vanderveer (2), 10;
Os C)-Grinnellye r09
1) J..-Adamis: (Dosw
W.
Marshall (@)s 7c
ae: Hopkins (2) 5.
Trophy shoot, 15 targets, handicap—J. J. Adams @,
SUG
RACs Grinnell, Jr., 12; C. A. Lockwood @), 115 .E:
C.. Hopkins
(2), 11; W. W. Marshall
(2), 7; F.. Bi
Thomas, 6.

New

York

Athletic

Club.

Travers
Isianp, N. Y., Jan. 6.—Shooting was very
difficult, owing to ’an icy gale blowing across the ‘traps.
Dr. Geo. Hamlin showed great improvement in his shooting, and won a handsome loving cup.
Mr. J. W. Hibbard won the January cup event without a _ shoot-off.
Scores:
G EP Gretfige0s ivesner cone 22
PR Robinsons faves: «21
Wi
Hibbardsy0.ceee sae 23
J “Lhompson Trees
seh Lt
Eyl ugeinsal Ssascratees 19
Event 2, Trophy, 25 targets:
Dr Elamittay urs venetianee14
Kuchier, Wore eae
Robinsons ti. os
BE Vilmar,coe.
Huggins, 7
J W Hibbard, Rg
FROMPSON sts oa.screentewteete19.
Greiff,’ 0.2.22).
cen emit co
January cup, 25 targets:
Gretfi,, Oe
ciene oh ectesaetee
Dr Hamlin, Laitinen annees
Thompson, 7 .
Kuchler, :7...
emeccke
Hibbard, 5...
Ruber, fa
20
Robinson, 7
Thomas. ¢ cadens
, 18
TELUS PINS aula
Sete
Dr Wolk, 2) sseenenes Bene 20
Trophy event, 25 targets:
Greitl, iONnevessivientasionseres
Thompson, 7
Wilintaren Oma ee
Dr Hamlin, 7% <...
Dr Wolf, zy
Hibbard,
5 ....
Robinson, tes
Hendricks, 0
Huggins, 7
Thomas, 7 tes
Trophy contest, 25 targets:
DraHamlint Migs eats 20
Huggins, (
ess osaee dence.
Dr Woltl,-Sovcseseseroeree19
Hendricks,
ity ace Selo dt
Hibbard; Sithes sscsecuisee 19
Greiff,
es ceeeeeeeescesmeal
Event

6, 25 targets:

Wr -Hamliute
ecm Ree?
Dr Woltebetceceuetecnece 21
Hendrickss\0.0.
ser cees 20

Middlesex

Hibbard, 5 Nevo salen sOtlee seek
Greiff, 0 icoaees sents yal
Brown, T sue Peace
ae Le

Gun

Club.

Tue Middlesex Gun Club’s shoot on Christmas morning was conducted under ideal weather conditions, at
Lexington, Mass.
There was a little wind, and the ‘five
expert traps threw a strong, steady flight.
Brown made
best average on the programme of 150 shots, with 134
broken, or .893 per cent.
Burnes had 119, Woodruff 101.
None of the others finished the programme.
Mrs. Park
shot at 115 and scored 108, an average of .939 per cent.,
making the only straight score of 25 in the fifth event.
Osborn, of Bangor; Allison, of South Weymouth; Mr.
and Mrs. Park, of Philadelphia, were among the visitors.
The scores follow:
‘
Events:
16253.
495 (68s2-Smgon 107
Targets:
15 10 lo 10 25 15 10 15 10 25
BrOwm.”
s.veiee segs Bua eehtle son nie 13 915 10 23111013
8 22
Mrs: Park? |.t.. cn qencentantotonen 14 916° 9°25 12999 4b e.
Adams. (pwn Coen cence eats 13° 7 10 S320 eee ere wre
Preeman- Sica vi anne cone 12 7 127 Zio 12a.
Burnes |v. sce te ora oe comet 12 8138 72010 9 12°97 21
Wiilliatis
Si, scr ncreie ce oteeeiae 11 710 (6°2005% ioc een =
Parkes. saviscitinesis
tid clo
enene 10:7 = 8 "6.16285 amet
Osborn»
/iscsiess
vivosqotreatenenes 10 812 9 23 14 913.49)..
Woodruff © sue acnasGmtnsa
eaten « 9 8.109 TF 20a
oman.
Hutchinsonaiccs. skeen seen
9-8 3 GUS ae ia.
Burkhardt ©)yu.'0vcuccess
oot eae euet ae
PARA ee
5 5d
AMLISON Ooeis ns ajeces smie-a' alae ciele lap einerate 20 11: 7 1410 21
JOSE~ ‘vineies ecaieiesisreisie cetae sisters sieteleter Rea 195437 teen:
«
Wadsworth ©. osic.0.5. Sacucie screen caine enema IDI
Tees
French | soe 2. caocnts oe cee oe
ce Lh) oko 20)

Poughkeepsie

Gun

Club.

PouGHKEEPSIE,
N. Y., Jan. 2.—Herewith please find
scores made at the annual tournament of the Poughkeepsie Gun Club, at this city, on Jan. 1. The weather
was somewhat squally, and the wind blew quite hard,
but altogether we had a fine day’s sport.
Events:
1°23
4 & 6 of (Oe OO
Targets:
15 15 15 25 15 15 25 16515 25
TLravenge soncetient 12 11 12 18 10 13 2113 13 22
Sandersise
eer eee 14 15 14 23 13 10 221214 25
Shepard
wercudeste 9°11 10:17 10:4 6
Donaldsosunsn... 138 11 813 6 822 91818
Rhodegiemcccactoe 13 10 12 18 12 13 20141017
Hick@ yn. seeeenoc 8111015
614201010..
Wan Name. .25...
412 $13 11 11 14.90 7 1b
Siydér
acter.» 13 13 11 a 13 12 as 151219
IBS Smithers
13 10 151
a earl
Watles themes tiene 7 12 10 18 1011 :.121222
Van WwWVe Actas 10 12 10 .
Be
INoonany te vensces 10 13 13 1618uli. 10...
Wicker
sasecstne = AGS, (Oe
nes i,
AR Smithy aster eee
8 oesiuae taeeo tek oat oe eee
Rikert’ vintaw singe. waikeuneeestceek
LO eyes
Briggs
vsuese.satues
aA
Ber faee),
W R Smith
setae
“cStoaee
Pickenpack caec-enes os
4 918
Palma
te erausrs'e:ocle nicteiatp.emere
BoM Soh at) oi:

Wm.

Mono:
at.
Sek
«180 © «145
180
168
125
83
180
121
180
189
155 = =©104
1s
06
180
145
70
52
155
112
45
32
140
~=103
45
27
15
8
25
15
55
44
15
g
55
31

15
J. Perkins, Sec’y.
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Trap
Norristown,
match

between

Dec.

Around
25.—In

Green

Reading.

what

and

was

Sheetz,

Green
Sheets

DUPONT SMOKELESS

to be a 25-live-bird
both

of

ended at the eighteenth round, the former
killing 17 out of 18, Sheets getting only 9.

Norristown,

winning

by

BROCE SOOO
gee eee vee ed12¥12221222112211—17
Wecaclsteinw clsrays wlsieieldule visio bisteinnse/elave% 111.002**112*200100— 9

Mahanoy
City, Pa., Jan. 1.—Steve
Kurtz and John
Kates, both of town, have signed articles of agreement
to shoot at 13 birds each on Jan. 13, for $100 a side.
Nathan Benner, of town, is out with a challenge to
shoot O’Donnell, of Lansford, for $300 a side.
Pottstown, Pa., Dec. 30.—The Shuler Shooting Club,
of Pottstown, has accepted the challenge of the Boyertown Gun Club to shoot a live-bird match for $50 a side,
and signifies its willingness not to limit the stake to that
amount.
Each club will be represented by a team of six
men.
Lewisburg,
Pa., Dec. 25.—The Lewisburg Gun Club
had a live-bird match to-day.
Peters was high gun, killing 7 out of 8 birds.
The scores:
Festermacher 5, Kline
4, Bartholomew 6, Miller 5, Peters 7, O’Brien 2, Horam 5,
Selinsgrove, Pa., Dec. 25.—H. W. Seigfried was high
gun in a live-bird shoot held by the Selinsgrove Gun
Club here to-day.
Seigfried killed 10 birds straight.
The
scores:
Seigfried 10, Hettick 7, Lumbard 6, Smith 5,
Heifer 5, Keys 4, Rhymestine 6, Schoch 2, J. Schoch 6.
Referee, S. G. Schoch.
Center Square, Pa., Dec. 30.—The opening live-bird
shoot on the grounds of the Center Square Gun Club
proved to be an interesting and successful affair.
Wing
shots from this and surrounding towns recorded good
scores in the several sweepstake events decided on the
miss-and-out plan.
The birds were a swift lot.
First sweepstake:
Momer 6, Phillips 5, Mumbower 5,
Chalk 4, Chew 4, Carney 4, Jamison 3, Harper 3.
Second sweepstake:
Momer 7, Mumbower 7, Phillips
6, Chalk 6, Chew 5, Carney 5, Rapson 4, Reimer 3.
West
Chester, Pa., Dec. 23.—The
deciding monthly
shoot for the year of the West Chester Gun Club took
place this afternoon and was won by Regester, who has
had a big lead all season.
The purse was divided into
five parts.
Regester secured first, Gill second, Eachus
third, Ford fourth, and Dale fifth,
Owing to the inclement weather the attendance at the match was small.
Pottsville, Pa., Dec. 25.—High winds prevailed to-day
at a live-pigeon shooting match held at this place between Charles T. Boehmer, of Pottsville, and Patrick
Flennery, of St. Clair, both wing shots of local prominence.
The stake was $150 a side, and each man was
assigned 13 birds.
On account of the unfavorable conditions, Flannery won with the remarkably low score of
3 kills to his opponent’s 2. Several hundred sportsmen
from all parts of the lower county witnessed ae ee
USTER.

Tietjen’s

OF

The

The calendar for 1906, issued by the Baker Gun &
Forging
Co., Batavia,
N. Y., is composed
with rare
skill.
The
central
figure portrays
a young
lady of
phenomenal sweetness and beauty, clad in a neat and
becoming hunting costume, and armed with a double
shotgun.
The
borders
are
artistically
adorned
with
themes of the woods and waters.

the 17,065 targets he shot at.

DUPONT
;

DEPARTMENT.

The Jos. Dixon Crucible Co. is well known as a manufacturer of graphite in all its forms.
There seems to
be small connection between a lead pencil and a yacht’s
bottom, and between a yacht’s bottom and the inside of
a gun barrel, yet for all these purposes graphite in some
of the forms manufactured by the Jos. Dixon Crucible
Co., of Jersey City, N. J., is used.
Persons who are
interested in any of these forms of graphite will do well
to send to the company for its booklet, which will be
furnished without charge.

show

that:

Mr. Gilbert, of course, used

SMOKELESS

~~ 84 STRAIGHT
Years

and

we

have

loaned

money

on

Guns, Diamonds, Watches

Jewelry.
Park

WILLIAM
-

Row,

One block above

SIMPSON
Brooklyn

New

York

City

Bridge

ARRAAARARAERRALARAALARALAL LARARAARARAAAGRAARALARALALLLALRALRRARA x x » ERERLR

Use

Shells

Loaded

With

WALSRODE
We can now furnish Nitro Club
30, 31 and 32 grains, 1% ounce.

and

Repeater

Factory

Loaded

Shells; 12 gauge,

Schoverling, Daly @ Gales
302-304
Sena

PUBLISHERS’

Records

ship, was won by Mr. Fred Gilbert, who broke 95.6 per cent. of

TRADE.

_ Spratt’s Patent (America), Limited, Newark, N. J., has
issued an illustrated calendar for 1906, which, like those
of previous years, is illustrated, and contains a full list
of their products, a valuable list of reference for theowners and fanciers who desire dog and poultry foods
and medicines.

Official

as Usual

High Average for the year 1903, The Real World’s Champion-

g1

Shoot.

Moonacutg, N. J., Jan. 1.—The weather was raw. The
wind came in blasts.
The shooting was hard.
Three
traps threw the targets at all angles.
A rod, implements, ducks and cash prizes were offered for the competition,
Gille shot well. Dr. Sergeant busied himself generally,
handicapping, etc., and looked after eight very sick dogs.
He arrived early and had the dogs treated, and was
ready
to do the shooting
honors
when
the crowd
arrived.
Scores:
Events:
le
3 4
Events:
ar
or 4
Targets:
15 10 25 25
Targets:
15 10 25 25
C Stephens.....
8 71418
Sy Perri sceness 3) Sn 4B}
v, Hamborst:..
6 718 19
Wile Baioitl yc jsceere
4 19 20
Ay -Gottrells..dc. ash |Pe aly Gal’
Grpjeckiitch)..oseue. 2145
EH Pape. Sr... 10 6.14 19
E Von Lengerke.. .. 19 17
Ne | (Sitzlereatwdas
Se
LT At
KE Malcolmsen.. ..,.. 19 17
I Papey jre... 4. 413 26
(Ga lllewmitcais costae 20 24
H Hainhorst...
4 212 14
Dr Sergeant...
19° e.
C Heilborn....
3 110 28
M Bruning.....«+ UO Kies
W Savaresi ... 1101021
Nos. 1 and 2 were sweepstakes...
No. 3 was for cash
prizes.
No. 4 was for merchandise.

SIDE LIGHTS

In the Lead

Ont

OOR DARD

BROADWAY,
SOCIO

PORLDEISOOLOEESOCOD

SOOO

NEW

YORK.

ASCO ELICOE

All trap shooters should use the ELLIOTT EAR DRUM PROTECTORS.
Price $1.00 per pair. Acknowledged by experts to be the best.

KIRKWOOD
Eastern Agents

BROS., Guns and Sportsmen’s Supplies
23 Elm Street, Boston, Mass.
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ONE-TRIGGER

One-Trigger

is

Absolutely

A Mince

Perfect

The mechanism

is positive in

its action.

Parts are large and strong.
It never balks nor doubles; in
fact, it does just what we say
it will, and does it every time.

HUNTER

SMITH

GUNS

SHOOT
We

N. Y.

WELL

have manufactured

and make First-Class

Fire

Guns

Arms

since

at medium

1853,

prices.

Indianapolis

Grade
We

“B,”’

List Price,

will send our catalogue

N. R. DAVIS

$25.00

to any interested party on request

@ SONS,

Lock Box 707, Assonet, Mass., U. S. A.

“The Finest Gun
Is Now

the World”

Ready for Delivery

WORKS
EASY

SHOOTS
HARD

Dream.

The morning dawned bright and fair,
I went to the gun club—thousands were there—
Gilbert and Crosby, I was shocked to find,
Had to their credit scored ninety-nine;
It seemed impossible for me to beat
Two crackerjack shooters who knew not defeat;
But my blood was on fire, I was determined to win,
To let them have all the trophies seemed a sin.
My name was called. What was a hundred to face
To a man determined to win the race?
I made a run of ninety-eight
(My next shot was a little late);
The referee in sepulchral tones cried ‘‘Lost’’!
My home boys gave me a decided ‘“‘frost.”’
They expected a score of a hundred straight,
And insisted I was no “running mate”
To lose a race that meant to the “bunch”
Glory, reputation and a champagne lunch.
There was just one more bird for me to kill,
This I centered with an indomitable will.
The crowd all cheered, some picked me up,
Said I would take home the “handicap cup’’;
Gilbert and Crosby looked rather “‘sour,”
To shoot it off meant another half hour.
But we took our places and commenced a “run”
That had never been made by a man with a gun;
The trio were well matched and excitement was high,
Until Gilbert and Crosby let a target go by.
I was the winner of fame and glory,
Anxious to get home to tell the story.
The clock struck 3, with a start I awoke,
This dream of glory “‘went up in smoke.”
A SoctaLt TRAMP.

(o's Parent)

SEND FOR CATALOGUE.
ARMS
COMPANY,
Fulton,

Pie

*Twas a shooter young and tall,
To the G. A. H. had had a call;
The Claypool was crowded, and it seemed the fate
Of the many arrivals who came in late
To sleep on cots or rest on chairs their feet;
But I was given an attractive ‘‘suite”
Of the most beautiful rooms that could be found
In Indianapolis, that hustling Western town.
My companions complained the dinner was ‘“‘bum,’
But I was served quart bottles of Mumm,
Went to bed without a “tired feeling,”
And soon sweet sleep was o’er me stealing.

Gun

Club.

INDIANAPOLIS, Ind., Jan. 1—The following scores were
made by members of the Indianapolis Gun Club:
Events:
1) 268
SRA
Geis
Targets:
25 25 25 25 26 25 25 25
Moller ites ccc ese ene dec eie 28 24 23 24 22.23 23. 3.
Morris’ W ocwwicmesectee animes 18 283 18 18 21 18 23) 23
ArimStrong,)
cs cce cledeities
aes 19 16° 20 215 1619
SZ eee.
SoutherGrit sare siciciolscietetwicteie
omteter 21 2 18 ASP Ze SiG Ae
Steel.
so favdaeae cumereae teslenter 16 11 18 16
ice)
ae
Michaelis: tyvascects
ostmun mer. 24: 23" 22)" 2a
aneatee stl
naiate
Moore) sfowenesmac
scab ttabiseeetd 23 23 22
me
Smith)
Sicecceesctes cece
21 .22.2023
16a. ee cens
KanouSel camidcgstis
neler seis 21 23 25 24 23%
ae
Bell Videsseeeesveteee
nana eee 19 24 20
Pr
eer
Cees
Wearnids Mavcas cassie
sinciostaeaata 23" 2217 62d beeen
Aut eA
Naslit Pact sede sucstctcinon
etsttlpierters 20 22 xeon
rears
SMe
MEO rari ciisiciele loin afeletairntetetsts(uierere 20) 20) 18 treet
Re
Douglas wecesies st oeaeeseneeine 1G - seo oe, 0
ee
tt
Shafter reece
sunvaeememametrans 18
Set. Soee
eerie.
Lyon
Weise ceptors leisaieraisin stetonare 147
ees
Sees
ee
Burford?
oe swe cunts cetera 18° 17. 12 O22
pects.
Carpenter Qatsieccs sess oneal 12.12 Tide
aa
Jan. 6, 1906:
Events:
T2228
saab
Events:
eee se
5
Targets:
25 25 25 25 26
Targets:
25 25 25 25 25
Southeren
yea
aliyalyl
Morris ....- - 1113 17 22 25
Armstrong .. 21 16 18 20 21
Smith
21 20 18 22 18
Clark antec 160.5 Sofa ey
ear
ee
4 822-15
5s.
Dagvett nz. 13 10 13 14 ..
Hice
A
Were, ne
‘LEIpD maecane . 18 20 21 18 17
Burford
}..:s 20 19
2am.
Moller .:.... 18 20 23 18 23
Trout. 05% nant 13 16 19 15 17
Wma. ARMSTRONG, Sec’y.

Rifle Range and Gallery.
Fixtures.
Mich.—Indoor
Twenty-two
12-17.—Grand
Rapids,
Caliber Rifle League of the United States tournament.
Chas. J. Otis, Cor. Sec’y.
shot indoor
March
12-17.—New
York.—One
hundred
championship.
Feb.

Absolutely the finest and best gun
other and decide for yourself.
MADE

ever

ONLY|

AY HV FOX

built.

Compare

it with

any

BY

GUNGG®:

Wayne and Bristol Streets, Philadelphia, Pa., U. S. A.
Not

connected

with

Philadelphia

Arms

Company

LOG CABINS AND COTTAGES s°°s, wus Wiexs “race suse
By WILLIAM

S. WICKS.

Price, $1.50.

This work covers the field of building for the woods from the simplest shelters to the most elaborate cottages,
cabins and houses.
The details and directions are very specific and easily comprehended, and the illustrations
are so numerous and so taking that one will be sure to find in them something to his taste.
Sent postpaid by

FOREST

AND

STREAM

PUBLISHING

COMPANY.

New

York

Central

Schuetzen

Corps.

Tue first shoot in the new year was held on the
Radloff Busse
Zettler ranges Jan, 3, at 75ft. offhand.
won the honors on the ring target with a total of 486
out of the possible 500 points, and C. Ottmann captured
the bullseye prize with the good score of 18% degrees.
The result is in full:
Ring target, best two tickets:
Re Busseser. 243 248—486
F Wessel, Jr. 223 223—446
i
r 211 231—442
J> lessee seats 240 243—483
H
G Viemeister. 238 241—479
Von de Leith. 214 225—439
ScHarninghaus 232 245—477
C F Tietjen... 213 223—436
A P Fegert... 238 239—477
H Roffmann.. 210 225—485
H D Muller.. 282 288—470
H A Ficke, Sr. 202 222—424
C Ottmann.... 230 238—468
H Brummer... 200 204—404
FVROMete cnc 228 234—462
C Gennerich.. 199 201—400_
By Brodtiascects 226 235—461
E Wuhrmann. 192 192—384
Chris Gerken.. 228 227—455
G Detloff .... 181 198—379
Bullseye target, degrees:
CrOttmann weeds sipelaciep LOuta
J Von der Lieth......110
G Viemeister ........ 29
HA
Fickeje Sree 118
D Scharninghaus .... 41
R. Busse jcdvwenn ss a bal
HvA Fricke Stine. . 56
EF. Brodt©<ccueucesneaes 151
Chris. Gerken: oi. tiecewe, Wo
A P Fegert (sc... -cc- 196
HD
Mullet ccs swencedl ye
E Rolfesi.cvseabenseeeeea
F W Wessel

FOREST
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Rifle

Notes.

Tue
New Year shoot on the Englewood range, under
the management of Messrs. Iddings and Mast, was a most
successful affair.
The weather was unusually fine for
the time of year, and the sport was enjoyed by all. The
_ shooters were sheltered in the new club house, which
was warmed by a big stove fire.
There were twenty_ five matches shot, all at 100yds., 1 shot, center count 10,
- 10 cents entrance in each event, with prizes of chickens,
turkeys, beef and cash.
A box of cigars was put up as
pee in a preliminary event and was won by Lester
eiber with a center shot, 10, and were distributed by
him among the shooters during the day.
Among the
visiting riflemen were
Matthews,
Parks and Garreth,
from_ Lewisburg and M. T. Hampton, of Dayton.
Jones
and Hampton each fired 25 shots, scoring 184 and 193 out
of a possible 250.
T. E, Garreth
(200 possible) 161;
Mast (220) 158; Parks (200) 150; Matthews
(200) 146;
Kerr (200) 188; Leiber (180) 184; Kline (150) 104; Iddings
(170) 86; Sinks (130) 77; Roth (80) 50; Jay (90) 48;
Newcome (50) 33; Nill (50) 32; Hoover (40) 24; P. Mast
(40) 21; Coppock (40) 20; Fetters (40) 20; West (30) 19;
Heck (40) 13; Smith (10) 7; Clawson (10) 6; Yount (10) 3.
The prize winners were: Mast, four chickens and one
cash prize; Sinks, one cash prize; Jay, two cash prizes;
Jones, two chickens and three cash prizes; Hampton,
five chickens, five cash prizes and 5 pounds of beef;
Roth, two chickens and 5 pounds of beef; Leiber, two
chickens, one turkey and three cash prizes; Nill, one
cash prize; Coppock, one chicken; Garreth, five chickens,
two cash prizes, one turkey and 5 pounds
of beef;
Matthews, four chickens, one cash prize and 5 pounds
of beef; Kerr, two chickens, one cash prize and 7 pounds
of beef; Parks, two chickens, three cash prizes and 8
pounds of beef; Kline, three chickens and two cash
prizes.
Perfect scores of 10 were made by Hampton
three times, and six 9s; Garreth, two and seven 9s;
Jones, two and six 9s; Parks, two and four 9s; Matthews,
one and six 9s; Leiber, one and four 9s; Roth, one;
Kline, one; Mast, six 9s.
The Twin Valley Rifle Club held their last shoot of the
year on Dec. 30.
A strong, cross wind bothered the
shooters considerably.
J. Johnson won the medal with
46 out of a possible 48, and the 20-shot match with 225
out of a possible 240.
All shooting was at 100yds. offhand.
In the medal match, 4 shots, possible 48,
J.
Johnson, 12, 11, 11, 12—46; A. N. Clemmer, 7, 12, 12, 9—40;
G. W. Izor, 11, 12, 12, 6—41; D. McBride, 10, 9, 11, 9—39;
J. W. Lesher, 8, 11, 7, 7—38.
The club shoots for the
medal on the last Saturday of each month and the
record of winners for the year is as follows:
January,
February, May, July, August, October and December,
J. Johnson, 44, 45, 48, 44, 47, 46 and 46; March, April,
September and November, Abner A. Clemmer, 43, 44,
46 and 44; June, C. W. Matthews,
44.
The 20-shot
matches were started at the April shoot, and consist of
five 4-shot events, with a total possible of 240. To-day’s
match was won by Johnson with 46, 41, 48, 44, 46—225;
Lesher, 42, 48, 46, 45, 42—223; Clemmer, 41, 47, 46, 37,
43—214; Izor, 45, 39, 43, 438, 44214; McBride, 38, 46, 30,
42, 44—200.
The winners of this match since it started
are:
April, May, July, August, October, November and
December, J. Johnson, 222, 228, 218, 218, 221, 222, 225;
June, Izor, 222; September, Clemmer, 214.
The closing
event of the year was a 4-shot match with two chickens
as first prize and one as second:
Izor 11, 10, 10, 11—42;
Lesher, 12, 12, 8, 10—42;
McBride,
11, 10, 11, 2~34;
Johnson, 11, 12, 10, 12—45.
Johnson took first.
Lesher,
Clemmer and Izor shot off for the second, the former
winning with 12, 12, 11, 12—47; Izor, 12, 12, 11, 10—45;
Clemmer, 12, 12, 9—33.
Chas. W. Matthews of Euphemia, O., set up a fine
record on Jan. 2, to serve as a pattern for the riflemen
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PRELIMINARY HANDICAP
GRAND AMERICAN HANDICAP | 1905
GRAND CANADIAN HANDICAP
Emblematic

of the Championship
and

Canada,
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won

LEFEVER
WHY

United

States

by the

GUN.

(0 the best shots in the United States and Canada use Lefever Guns?

There must be merit to the advantages claimed for Lefever guns.

Improve your score by shooting a Lefever
brush or field use.

Gun

especially bored

Send for Catalogue.
This cut is a reproduction of our handsome 10-color hanger, size 10x 23%. As
as our supply lasts we will furnish these hangers for 8 cents, covering postage.

LEFEVER
SYRACUSE,
-

ARMS CO.,
.
NEW

YORK.

In Shot Gun
Construction

The Parker Gun is known as the Gun of QUALITY, and
it is the best construction that it is possible to produce.
That the PARKER Gun is UNEQUALED is a matter of
record.
The “OLD RELIABLE” is better to-day than ever.
If you want a
gun that you can rely on ALWAYS, you should buy only the tried and true
PARKER.
Send for Catalogue.

PARKER
Beles ene es
Geant

AOA

No. 31 Cherry St., Meriden, Conn.

SONOA AasEOOI SINOOT AcE LIAS INEDES ECLOT AIOE IASOCLO AION

LAFLIN
HIGH

BROTHERS,

AMATEUR

&

AVERAGE

RAND

BRANDS

in 1905

(for the entire season of 1905 was won by Mr. J. W. Akard,

Fairplay, Mo., who used ** NEW SCHULTZE”

and broke 94 per cent. of all targets shot at

in tournaments.

Laflin @ Rand

Brands, “Infallible,” “New E. C. (Improved)” and ‘New

Schultze”

also won Three out of the First Four High Averages for the season of 1905.

HINTS AND POINTS FOR SPORTSMEN.
Compiled

When

the

Snow

Flies

and biting, frosty air roughens the skin, use Mennen’s—it keeps
the

skin just right,

A positive

relief for

chafing and all skin troubles.
box —be

sure that you getthe genuine.

by mail, 25c.

GERHARD

Sample free.

MENNEN

chapped

hands,

Mennen’s face on every
For sale everywhere

Try Mennen's

or

Violet Talcum.

CoO., Newark, N. J.

by “Seneca.”

Cloth, illustrated, 224pp.

Price, $1.50,

This compilation comprises six hundred and odd hints, helps, kinks, wrinkles,
points and suggestions for the shooter, the fisherman, the dog owner, the yachtsman, the canoeist, the camper, the outer; in short, for the field sportsman in
all the varied phases of his activity. The scope of the information it contains
embraces

a wild field, and “Hints

tically useful works
FOREST

and Points”

has proved

of reference in the sportsman’s
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JURY!

At the Portland (Oregon) Exposition, 1905, The Peters Cartridge Company made an exhibit of its goods,
including Empty and Loaded Paper Shells, Metallic Cartridges for Rifle, Revolver and Pistol, Gun Wads,
The Jurymen who judged the exhibit were experts and acknowledged

etc.

pass upon the merits

of ammunition

and

They

firearms.

to be thoroughly

granted to the Peters Cartridge

GOLD MEDAL=—HIGHEST
Coming

grand

achievements,

qualities and

the Portland

unsurpassed

award

finish of

furnishes

XY

new

XZ

thus

and

mad

near

Company

a minute

the close of a year

convincing
XZ

proof

\g

a

ms

examin-

marked

of the superior

me

to

AWARD

This decision was reached after a canvass of past records made with Peters Ammunition;
ation and an exhaustive test of the goods themselves.

competent

rn

by

shooting
be eo

Peters Shells and Cartridges
MY

SIXTY

YEARS
hunting,

Sixty-three years ago “Bill’ Hamilton,
then
twenty years of age, set out from St. Louis, Mo.,
with seven other free trappers under the leadership of old “Bill” Williams.
Seven of these
eight men are dead, but Hamilton still lives in
Montana and still sets his traps.
He has written
the story of his early trapping days, and the book
has just been published. “My Sixty Years on the
Plains” tells of trapping, trading, Indian fighting,

S

T

and

ON

THE

all the many and varied incidents of

the trapper’s life. It is full of adventure and excitement, but the story is told modestly, and
there is nothing in it that is lurid.
Amid much

fighting,

there

“blood and
history.

is nothing

thunder,’

but

that
there

can

be

is much

called
‘that is

The book has all the charm of the old volumes
telling of early travel

EE

in the West;

V

books

which

PLAINS

were simple and direct, and in which there was
no striving for effect.
It is illustrated by a portrait of the author
and one of the celebrated Chief Washaki, and
by six drawings of old-time trapper and Indian
life, by Mr. Charles M. Russell, the celebrated
cowboy artist of Great Falls, Mont.
223 pages, cloth, illustrated.
Price, $1.50.
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When you shoot you want to Hit what you are aiming at—be it bird, beast or target. Make your shots
count by shooting the STEVENS
—for 41 years Stevens Arms have carried off Premier Honors
for Accuracy.

Our

Line:

RIFLES,

SHOTGUNS,

PISTOLS
SS

Se

A

SS

2

EE

TE

ee

Ask your Dealer—insist on the STEVENS.
If you cannot

obtain,

we

ship

direct,

Express

Prepaid, upon receipt of Catalogue Price.
CEB

Send four cents in stamps for 140-Page Catalogue of complete output.
A valuable book of
ready reference for present and prospecttve
shooters.

STEVENS
FIREARMS
GIVE
UNIVERSAL SATISFACTION

J.

Stevens

Beautiful three-color hanger will be forwarded
for 10 cents in stamps.

Arms
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CHICOPEE
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and
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BOX

Tool

Company
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of the valley.
The score was made on the range of the
Euphemia Rifle Club, 100yds. offhand, 40 shots, possible
480.
First 20 shots with peep sight, and last 20 with
open sights.
Twenty shots, in five 4-shot events: ll,
12, 10, 12—45; 11, 12, 10, 12—45; 10, 12, 11, 12—45; 12, 12,
9, 11—44; 12, 11, 12, 11—46; total, 225.
Second 20 shots,
open sights: 12, 10, 9, 12—48; 12, 10, 11, 9—42; 12, 10, 12,

“CAMMEYER

Grand total, 449, an average of 11 9-10 for the 40 shots.
Mr. Matthews shot on a wager that he would average
10% points in the 40 shots.
Mr. Matthews is an expert
in all relating to the rifle, and has made some remarkable
scores.
The riflemen of the valley attended a shoot on Alf
Etter’s farm, near Dayton, on Jan. 4, and spent the

HUNTING
and
SPORTING
BOOTS
Kinds, Materials
and
Styles for all

12—46;

12, 11, 12, 1347;

11, 12, 11, 12—46:

MEANS

total 224.

afternoon
in a contest
for beef prizes.
Four
were
shot at 100yds. offhand,
4 shots, possible

.22

Caliber

Rifle

Cammeyer’s

equally

suggestive:

The

totals

of

individual

18-inch Knee Boot, IDEAL, 10-inch lace, and
6-inch Moccasin Shoe — have become the
standard of all that is good in

Hunting

foot-gear. Now used
by thousands — no
lady or gentleman
properly equipped
without a pair of
Smith’s Ideal Hunt-

=> SHOES.
The product of fifty years’ shoemaking skill
and the practical suggestions of hundreds of
sportsmen.
Catalogue for the asking.

M. A. SMITH

& SON

Manufacturers Shoe Specialties,
Gymnasium and Sporting Shoes.

and
SHOES
of all
Sports and
Pastimes

Non-Aqua Strictly Waterproof

15-inch Russet Waterproof Boots,

i

Boot

-

;

$10.00
8.00
7.00

10-inch Russet Waterproof Boots, straps at top,
74-inch Russet and Black Waterproof Blucher Cut Lace,

Correct Hunting Boots for Women
Guaranteed

Tan

Grain

sole,

Leather,
-

Catalog

-

Waterproof

with

strap tops, double
-

-

$8.00

-

‘Mail Orders
mailed Free on Application.
carefully and promptly filled.

ALFRED J. CAMMEYER, Sixth Ave., cor. 20th St., NEW YORK
ean
a

For

For

Sale.

BROOK TROUT FOR SALE.
We have constantly on hand
fine supply of Brook Trout, all
r
sizes for stocking purposes. Also for table use at 75c. a pound
Visitors privilegedtocatchown 9 ~“S~4==3
2 SY
trout.
ees
PARADISE BROOK
TROUT CO., Parkside, Pa., Henryville Railroad Station,

{

LIVE

QUAIL.

Western birds only.
Positively no worthless Southern
migratory birds offered.
Also pheasants, etc.
E. D. WOODWARD,
302 Greenwich St., New York.
LIVE
WILD
WALTER
R.

WHITE
CANADIAN
SOPER, Bucksport, Me.

BROOK
fry,
yearlings
and
brooks and lakes.
Address
FARM, Plympton, Mass.

BROOK

Hares

cheap.
tf

TROUT.
two-year-olds,
for
NEW ENGLAND

Send
stamp
for
a TRAPPER’S
BENTLY, Trapper, Arlington, Vt.
FOR
ST.

SALE.—THE
LOUIS

trades.

BROOK

FAIR,

LEONARD

YOUNG

PRIZE

{.,ci5 aad takes. Brook

trout eggs in any quantity, warranted delivered anywhere
in fine condition.
Correspondence solicited.
THE PLYMOUTH
ROCK TROUT CO.
Plymouth, Mass.

3

GREENER

costing

$1,400.

CARLETON,

JESSE

At

a

SHOWN

AT

bargain.

No

Rockford,

Ill.

3
5

The Best Smoke For the Pipe
In America,
Made from Old V2. Sun-Cured
Tobacco.
Money refunded if it bites or burns
os
the Tongue.
Sent prepaid postage
7Oc. Pound. Large Sample 1Oc.
a

TROUT

TROUT.

BOOK.

Castle Dome Cut Plug
JASPER

L. ROWE,

RICHMOND,
VA.
Tistab, 1880,
Ref, Broad Street Bank

stocking
TROUT

It will pay you to correspond with me before buying
eggs, fry or yearlings in any quantity.
I guarantee a
safe delivery anywhere.
Crystal Spring Trout
Farm
L. B. HANDY,
So. Wareham, Mass.
a

Ducks,
prices.

GOLDEN
PHEASANTS
for sale cheap.
J. GOULDING,
So. Suudbury, Mass.

‘\

THE
BROOKDALE
TROUT
CANNOT
BE BEAT
for stocking
ponds and streams.
For the next few
weeks we will make a very low price on young fry and
large fish.
Also fly-fishing.
:
BROOKDALE TROUT CO., Kingston, Mass.

wild
lowest

Catalogue, 250 illustrations,
colored
plates,
25 cents.
Stamp for reply.
Jumbo Homers, 80 cents pair.
UNITED STATES PHEASANTRY, Poughkeepsie,N.Y.

\& ! ¢

FOR
SALE—BROOK
TROUT.—FINE_
HEALTHY
Fish of all sizes.
Eyed eggs in season.
Warranted delivered
anywhere,
as __ represented.
Correspondence
solicited.
BAY SIDE TROUT FARM
(A. B. Savary),
East Wareham, Mass.

Sale.

Quail,
Deer,
Ferrets,
Foxes,
Peacocks,
Pheasants,
Swans,
Angoras,
Bear,
etc.,

BLAIR’S

of all ages for stocking lakes and streams.
Brook trout
eggs in their season.
For the next 30 or 60 days I will
make prices on yearlings very low. FURNACE BROOK
HATCHERY
(E&. L. Maglathlin), Kingston, Mass.

25 & 27 North {3th St., Philadelphia, Pa. BROOK TROUT

Exclusive selling agents of Ideal Hunting Shoes, Von Lengerke
& Detmold for New York City and Brooklyn,
Von Lengerke
& Antoine for Chicago, Ill.
Sporting goods houses are invited to send for price and terms,

MERIT

The Only Truly Water-Tight Leather Boot Made in the World

purses

Smith’s Ideal

OF

STAMPED ON
3 A SHOE 3

Guaranreea

League.

counting from fifth place in each contest, range from
$80 to $250, and from $40 to $50 in the next five rows.
The 100-shot championship match has twenty-five prizes,
from $100 to $10, and will be shot on in. ring target.
Continuous match has forty prizes, from $75 to $2, to be
shot on %in. rings.
Bullseye match has fifty prizes,
from $50 to $1, on plain 4in. carton.
Honor target, three prizes, $25 to $5, on same carton.
Entries to championship will be $10; in each of the other
three contests, 40 cents to $1, with unlimited re-entries.
Non-members of League may enter honorary match for
$5.
The range is being equipped with twenty target
stations equal to the best in the land.
The Michigan
‘National Guard Armory, outside of the shooting room,
has a level floor space, 95x75ft., with all first-class club
house appointments which will be appreciated by all
visitors,
Special railroad rates of one and _one-third fare will be
effective from all points between New York and Cheyenne, Wyoming, including Colorado cities and _all points
south of the Ohio, and east of the Mississippi River.
Guxs= jr Orrs, Sec’y.

99
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Granp Rapips, Mich., Jan. 6.—For publication I wish
to announce the following synopsis of programme for the
coming indoor League tourney, as now ready for printing. Tbe prize list, numbering 118, and ranging in close
scale from $1 to $100 in cash, we think should interest
every rifleman within a day’s journey of the meeting.
For others in more distant localities, following figures
are

ROR

UR Sporting Footwear is noted for superiority and our
prices for inferiority. There is no boot or shoe that
you may desire but you can get it here without waiting or
delay, and in any size you want, of better quality of material
and of higher grade of workmanship and at less price than
at any other store.

matches
48, two

prizes in each.
A,
. Clemmer,
42, 34, 45, 47—168;
J. Unger, 41, 41, 45, 45—172; C. Busch, 41, 33, 25—99; E.
Showalter, 39, 32—71; OQ. Summers, 35, 33, 22—90; C.
Myers, 35, 17—52; W. Simmons, 31, 46, 42, 44-163; J.
Johnson, 38, 40—78; A. Pardoner, 27—27.
The winners
in oder named were:
Clemmer and Unger in the first;
Simmons and Unger in the second; Clemmer and Unger
in the third, and Clemmer and Unger in the fourth.
A
24-pound turkey was put up for a prize and was won by
S.
Simmons
with
45; Johnson,
44;
Clemmer,
42;
Showalter, 41; Unger, 40; Simmons, 35; A. Etter, 21.
In the sixth event J. Johnson won the prize, a 27-pound
turkey, with 48, a perfect score; Unger, 47; W. Simmons,
42; Clemmer, 41; S. Simmons, 41; Myers, 37;
In the
24 shots, possible 288, Unger scored 259; Clemmer, 251;
W. Simmons, 240.
Sixteen shots, possible 192, Johnson,
170.
Twelve shots, possible 144, Showalter, 112; Simmons, 90; Myers, 89.

Indoor

STANDARD

RER

Saie, Sure, Effective.

PILLS
50c. & $1.

DRUGGISTS, or 93 Henry St., Brooklyn, N. ¥.

Manual of the Canvas Canoe.
Many illustrations of
| By F. R. Webb (“Commodore”).
designs and plans of canvas canoes and their parts.
Two large, full-sized working (24x38) drawings in a
pocket in a cover.
Cloth, 115 pages.
Price, $1.26.
This interesting manual of how to build, cruise and live
in a canvas canoe is written by one of the most enthusiastic

of the

older

generation

of canoeists,

who

has

had

| a long experience of cruising on the Shenandoah River,
| and of building the boats best adapted to such river
cruising.
With the help of this volume, aided by its
abundant plans and illustrations, any boy or man who
has a little mechanical skill can turn out for himself at
trifling expense a canoe alike durable and beautiful.
FOREST
AND
STREAM
PUB,
346 Broadway, New York.

CO.

SNOW-SHOES

Our Specialty—Finest Quality—Soft as a Glove.

Made from finest split hickory, finished by hand, substantially made, neat
in appearance and made with turn-up toe. Just the thing for healthful outdoor
amusement and tramping in winter.

No. 0

,
Per Pair

$3.00
3.50
4.00
5.00
5.50
6.00
6.00
90
1.50

Boys’ or Girls’ Snow-shoes, 9 x 30 inches

No. 1 Youths’ or Missses’ Snow-shoes, 10 x 33 inches
No. 2.
Ladies’ Snuw-shoes, 11 x 36 inches
No. 3. Men’s Snow-shoes, 12 x 42 inches
No.334 Men’s Snow-shoes, 14
x 42 inches

No. 4 Meén’s Snow-shoes, 16x 44 inches
No. 5 Shanty Snow-shoes, 16 x 42 inches
Extra thongs, rawhide
:
;
:
‘
Snow-shoe Sandals, Tan
4
:
A
ce

‘é

Black

ce

:

F
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:
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:

1.25

We sell everything for sports and eaevon: aipiesale and retail.

IVER

(JOHNSON
163-165

SPORTING

Washington

St,

GOODS

Boston,

CO.,

Mass.

Sole U. S. Agents
KNOCKABOUT
GUN
20, 16, and 12 gauges.

Sole U.S, Agents
FRANCOTTE GUNS
Most celebrated of all imported guns

REMOVAL!
We have added to our line of Sportsmen’s Supplies,
Golf Goods, Fine Leather Goods, Athletic Goods,Automobile Horns,Lanterns,
Etc., of our own importation. Base Ball
and Foot
Ball
Goods, Cutlery,
Etc., of
which we show at our New Store, 349 Fifth
Ave., the most complete and up-to-date assortment

~ to be seen anywhere.

VON LENGERKE & DETMOLD,
349 FIFTH
Cor.

34th

AVENUE

Street, Opp. Waldorf-Astoria
NEW

YORK

CITY
Sole U. S. Agents
HENSOLDT'S Field,
Marine and Opera Binoculars,

Sole U. S. Agents
MAUSER Sporting Rifles,
MAUSER Automatic 10 Shot Pistols.

NOW FOR 1906 AND PATRIOTISM
Don’t let anyone persuade you to buy inferior powder because it
is patriotic to patronize home industry.
Buy the powder you
get the best results from whether it be foreign or domestic.

TRY

BALLISTITE

The best smokeless shotgun powder onearth that was barred out

of the INTERSTATE ASSOCIATION

J. H. LAU
Agents

for NOBEL’S

because it was foreign.

75 Chambers
Street,
@ CO... 7)
Nor You cus
EXPLOSIVES

CO., Ltd., Glasgow,

Scotland

Swedish Leather Jackets
Now Being Ordered for Fall Shooting
Soft and pliable as kid. A complete protection to sportsmen or
cold.
Worn under the overcoat, they are a handsome garment and
pes jacket for bicycle use, skating and driving. Also automobile
ts" We take the entire product of the manufacturers of above
andafs make cannot be obtained elsewhere in the United States.

any exposed to
much used. A
use.
Finest Jackets,

A-Quality, of the very finest skin, brown grass-color, $18.00
B-Quality, 2d grade, - $15.00
Black Jackets at
$7.00, $8.00 and $10.00
__Send measurement around chest outside vest. If money is sent with order, we
will forward free by mail; and if not satisfactory on receipt, we will return money
on return of Jacket.
Entirely different from any other make.
(= As there are many different makes of Leather Jackets in the market advertised as finest, etc., mostly made here of common skins, we invite those desiring
such to send for one of ours, and if not found superior on examination to any other
it can be returned at our expense, and we will refund money.

WM.
107 Washington
Sole American

READ
Street,

@

SONS
BOSTON,

MASS.

Agents for these Finest Imported Skins.

A NEW YEAR'S

GREETING

Ve desire to extend to all of our friends who have favored us with their
Lack
a New Years Greeting, and we pledge ourselves to use every
effort in the future to retain that confidence which has been so generously
accorded us.
Emerson
once said that a good advertisement was one that provoked
confidence.
Let us advertise to you a few of our special lines of goods that
must ‘“‘provoke confidence,” as they have stood the test of time and you will
prefer them to your money.
We are agents in the United States for the celebrated Greener gun.
This
gun has won more honors and championships and medals and cups and prizes
and world’s records than any other make, including the Grand Prize at St.
Louis, and is recommended above every other shotgun.
We are agents in the United States for the celebrated “Regent” Knockabout guns.
They are particularly popular from the fact that they offer more
value for the money than any other medium‘priced gun yet produced.
They
are made as light as 6lbs., and are sold at a uniform net price of $65.00.
;
We are agents in the United States for the celebrated gun cases and
splendid leather novelties of Cross, of London, and carry fitted gun cases in
stock up to $100.00 each.
We are agents in the United. States for Lightwood & Co., of London,
makers of the finest gun implements in the world, and carry a complete stock
of these imported gun implements in all gauges, from 4 gauge to 28 gauge.
We also carry a stock of Ely and Kynoch ammunition, both for pastas
and rifle.
We are agents in the United States for Allcock & Co., of Redditch,
makers of the finest fishing tackle in England, and carry in stock an extensive
line of their specialties.
We are agents in the United States for the celebrated “Triton” splitbamboo rods, and “Simplex”? German silver nine multiplying and bait-casting
reels,
We are agents in the United States for the famous “Hercules” brand of
enamel lines and “‘Hercules” gut leaders.
We have been agents in New York for nearly a quarter of a eae for
Rushton’s pleasure boats and canoes.
We are agents in the United States for Nelson’s patent gun cabinets, and
carry a full line in different sizes, both in antique oak and mahogany.
We are agents in New York for Bancroft’s celebrated tennis rackets.
We are agents in the United States for “McGregor” golf balls and the
famous ‘‘Hillside” golf clubs.
We are agents in the United States for Hiatt’s celebrated English handforged steel and brass dog chains.
We are agents in the United States for Crees & Sons’ hand-made English
dog collars.
We
are agents in New
York for Dent,
Spratt, and Sergeant’s dog
medicines and the well-known Backus dog crates.
Besides the many specialties for which we have the exclusive sale, we
carry in stock a complete line of American-made shotguns, rifles and revolvers,
American-made
gun cases and sportsmen’s
clothing.
All of the leading
makes of American fishing tackle.
The largest stock in America of pleasure ©
boats and canoes.
Camping goods in almost infinite variety.
Complete equipment for outdoor sports such as snowshoes, skis, sleds, skates, toboggans,
tennis goods, golf supplies, etc.
In fact, we furnish the true sportsman, whether he be young or old, with
the comforts and necessities of outdoor life.

HENRY C. SQUIRES @ SON;

20 Cortlandt

St.,

NEW

YORK.
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THE ROBERTS SAFETY LAUNCH AND YACHT BOILER.
THE

ROBERTS

SAFETY

WATER

TUBE

BOILER

[JAN. 20, 1906.

250 pounds of steam.
Srna catalogue free.
Nearly 1500 in use.
WORKS:
RED
BA NK, New Jers
Bruniva, New York.
Telephone Andree 599 Cortlandt.

Cable Address:

COMPANY,

39 and

41 Cortlandt

Street,

New

York.

The Wonderful

THE ONLY NAPHTHA LAUNCH€
YEARS

IN

USE,

YET

STILL

COMMEND

THEIR

POPULAR

Four business men sat in a Third avenue car
on their way down town yesterday. Looking up
from his newspaper one of them said:
“Here’s an item that says gopher holes make
horseback riding dangerous on the plains. Now,
I'd like to know what a gopher is anyway,”
looking around

5,000

CUSTOMERS

SIMPLICITY

AND

“A gopher

SAFETY,

*

RELIABILITY

~

man

~

Gopher.

inquiringly.

is a striped squirrel,”

said a tall

in a tone of quiet assurance.

“You’re mistaken, sir,’”’ said his neighbor. odiiN
gopher is a land turtle, that burrows.”
“TI shall have to differ from you, gentlemen,”
interposed the fourth man. “A gopher is neither
a striped squirrel nor a turtle. It is a kind of a
rat.”
A man on the opposite seat, who listened to
the conversation

with evident

interest, said:

“Excuse me, gentlemen; but you are all mistaken.
A gopher is a snake.
I’ve killed lots
of ’em, and I know what I’m talking about.”
“Are you willing to back up your opinion?”
asked the gopher-squirrel man, taking a roll of
bills from

his pocket.

“Certainly, sir. Here’s $5 that says a gopher
is a snake.”
The money was put into the hands of the
gentleman

WE

ALCO

BUILD

ALSO

SPEEDWAY GASOLENE ENGINES AND LAUNCHES,
VAPOR LAUNCHES,
STEAM AND SAIL YACHTS
MARINE STEAM ENGINES AND BOILERS
oP

(SP

Gas Engine & Power Co, and Chas. L. Seabury & Co.
CONSOLIDATED
MORRIS
Send

10c.

€

Stamp

HEIGHTS,

for Catalogue

NEW

YORK

1409

started

the discussion.

He

ac-

positive

that

squirrel.

a gopher

was

a gray

burrowing

He had often seen him. ‘A heated discussion
followed, ‘in which the words gopher, snake,
squirrel, rat, and turtle figured prominently.
The money in the stakeholder’s hand soon
amounted to $25. It was agreed that Webster
should
settle the dispute.
The
gentlemen
alighted from the car, went into a hotel, and a
copy of the “Unabridged”

was procured.

“Gol-gop-p-p-p-gopher—here it is,” said the
stakeholder, as he ran, his finger down the page:
“Gopher—An
animal
of
several
species.
The name
was
originally

different
given by

French settlers to many burrowing animals from
their honey-combing the earth. In Canada and
Illinois the name was given to a gray burrowing
squirrel; west of the Mississippi and in Wisconsin to a striped squirrel.
In Missouri, a
common species is a pouched rat of a reddish

or chestnut brown color, with broad, mole-like
forefeet.
In Georgia a snake is called by the

CITY

Chicago Office:

who

cepted it under protest, saying he was

Michigan

Ave.

Member of the National Association of Engine and Boat Manufacturers,

same name, and in Florida a turtle.”
As the stakeholder refunded the money,
said:
“Gentlemen, it appears that we are

right and all wrong.
But
learned something.—Sun.

we

have,

he
all

at least,

TRADE MARK.

FOR THE HIGHEST
QUALITY in VARNISH
FOR HOUSE OR YACHT,
be sure each can bears the above Trade Mark,

which stands for seventy—eight years of high
grade varnish making.

WILLIAMS. WHITTELSEY COMPANY, *
HIGH SPEED AND CRUISING YACHTS AND MOTOR

EDWARD

DESIGNERS
AND
BUILDERS
OF.

Steinway,

Long

Island

City, N. Y.

BOATS

Members of the Nationai Association of Engine and Boat Manufacturers..

Varnish

59

SMITH

@

COMPANY,

Makers and Color Grinders,

Market Street,
Chicago, III.

45 Broadway,
New York.
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Whistling «Wings.

BEAUTIFUL

Nature has a gamut of pleasant sounds for
all her lovers. The rustling of the corn and the
trees is dear to the summer loiterer; the poet
loves

to

waves

hear

the

music

of cascades,

and

THE

BEST

a:

Sane
Is

the

and fields; the lover is fond

of wind in the pines, and the sad voice of the
night-bird high in air, for his happiness reacts
upon his thoughts, and there is a luxury to
even

the man

who

goes

to nature

merely

for rest, and loves her for her restfulness, finds

ae

in the

pon

But

above

drowsy

choirs

all others,

in the sounds

the

of nature.

of

sportsman

He

them all, and loves them
so express it, the true

meadow

and

rejoices

is familiar with

all. He
natural

moods,

he can

be a poet,

and

hear

\
“AN

:

Gelephone

the

Vergemere,

2255

Main

to wonder
of

mine

Senta,

Snapper,

Raider,

Little Haste,

Gothenburg,

MASS.

Sally VII, Chloris, and many

Sweden,

BROTHERS,

others.

Is our authorized correrpcrcens

(oui reese Coupon

162 Commercial St., BOSTON, MASS.
LICENSEE

SILICON

How To Build a Launch
|

COLIC

ICOLIN

iy

instructions

|

Plans

are so definite and

full that with this manual on hand

the amateur may success-

fully build his own craft.
The second part of the work is devoted to the use and care of gas engines, and this
chapter is so specific, complete and helpful that it should be studied by every user of such an
engine.
Mr. Davis has given usa book which should have a vast influence in promoting

the popularity of motor launches.
FOREST

whether
seized

From

This is a practical and complete manual for the amateur builder of motor launches,
It
is written simply, clearly and understandingly by one who isa practical builder, and whose

|

throes on the leafy ground, for his fallen head
and drooping legs show that the line of smoke
leaping from the sportsman’s gun is not in

cease

VU. C,

With general instructions for the care and running of gas engines. By Chas. G. Davis
With 40 diagrams, 9 folding drawings and 8 full-page plans. Price, postpaid, $1.50

the music of those rapid wings.
One of the
noble birds will soon be beating his death

friend

W.

SILSBY

SAIL
MAKERS
A
a
BOSTON,

ROPE

now a friend’s noble

water-coloring, which represents a grouse shooting scene. The dogs seem alive as they stand
in quivering repose.
How plainly I can hear

JI shall never

@

Wilsails,

of

dear reality.
I love to look at a help-pictured sporting
scene, and live over
my
own
experiences
ot
whistling wings, and daring shots and floating

canvas-coated

Resolute, Chanticleer,

MERRIMAN

has a beauty and a charm apart from its mere
technical merits. It calls up the vivid and ever-

that

Cable,

We have ready for shipment 20-foot boats with 150 square feet of sail. Price, complete,
$100. This boat is well built, readily shipped, easily set up, and fast. We build larger boats
to order, and make a specialty of runners, steering gear, blocks, speciai forgings, etc.

the sort gives to every true sportsman!
The
representation may be beautiful in itself, and so
of pleasure to others, but to the sportsman it

vain.

to-day in silver for
our handsomely

ICE BOATS and ICE BOAT PARTS

all the sportsman’s accomplishments, so its attendant circumistances are most enjoyably impressed upon his mind.
Here is a distinct department of literature and of art devoted entirely to the attractiveness of field sports; and
while all he charm of the reality cannot be reproduced,
yet the pleasant experience
is so
vividly suggested as to amount almost to reality.
The romance of shooting on the wing is chiefly
the subject of these pictures of pen and pencil;
and what pleasure a fine painting or engraving

I have in mind

have a_ beautiful
one? Send 10 cents

°

G. R. LILJUEGREN,

ing on the wing is by far the finest, the most
difficult, the most romantic and picturesque of

feathers.

and

not

Why

We have furnished sails to the following prominent yachts: Constitution, Defender, Volunteer, Jubilee, Colonia,
Independence, Ailsa, Navahoe, Weetamoe, Uncle Sam, Effort, Calypso, Flirt, Ariadne, Quissetta, Constance,

rambles by woodland, field and stream as the
sound of whistling wings.
As the art of shoot-

experience

in every home

office.

AF

YACHT
ROWE’S WHARF,

grain, or filled with melancholy gladness at the
soughing of the pines.
But there are certain sounds in nature which
are to the sportsman as a sportsman distinctively
pleasurable.
Among these, none is so characteristic of the enjoyment he derives in his

familiar

2

A Calendar is an
absolute necessity

colored calendar for
1900. SNR
NS

WILSON

to reproduce.
Again, he may be a loiterer, or
a lover, charmed with the music of the nestling

of some

for

1906

Wes

tiny voices which the actual poet alone is able

or description

Calendar

A

<THE HORTON MFG, eae 84 OModBristol, Conn,

is, if we may
cosmopolitan.

His heart is open to all the influences and pleasures which spring from communion with the
great nature-spirit. His out-door life introduces
him to all the different phases of nature.
In
certain

USE

OU will never have one moment of doubt or anxiety about landing your
catch if you use a “*BRISTOL.”
Thousands of users all over the
world testify to its superiority overany other rod.
“Once a ‘BRISTOL’ user, always a ‘BRISTOL’ enthusiast.’’
It has
the right amount of snappiness, tenacity and flexibility to make ita etree
) rod for all around fishing. No bamboo or rod of any kind can compare
with it, and the only reason that every fisherman doesn’t use the ‘t BRISTOL” is because they haven’t given it a trial,
Write to-day for handsome free booklet *‘A Lucky Strike,”’ telling you all
about the rod and containing many interesting fishing pictures.

him in contemplating abstractly mournful things,
and

TO

<Bristol~

1906

STEEL
FISHING
ROD

rippling on the beach, and the thousand

tiny noises of wood

FOR

AND

:
STREAM

PUBLISHING

COMPANY

his

splendid opportunity and made a “double.”
If
so, he is worthy of the artist’s skill and worthy
the admiration

of every true sportsman.

It is noticeable that nearly every game bird
gives warning in some way when it rises from the
ground or the water.
Nearly all produce that

Ann opener ee reer
th te at I
al Dt ATs
Bel SIP
BENET EET a
A aaEI AID
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CANOE HANDLING

thrilling sound, caused by the rapid beating of
the wings, which is so closely associated in the

By- GBs

sportsman’s mind with the delights of the field.

The rest, like the snipe and the plover, utter
a quick, startled cry, or a series of cries.
The
plover, which is a far-flyer, keeps up its plaintive

note

at

giving

intervals

the

until

sportsman

it alights

again,

opportunity

prepare

for it as it comes

success

in the field

to

skimming

thus

see

and

along

the

wide reaches of open beach.
Few sportsmen,
I think, realize how much of their pleasure and
depends

upon

the

sense

BASS
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FOR
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TROUT

Only maker in America who mounts
P. S.—Write

STREAM

OFFICE.

EFLIES

him.

By Louis Wright.
Eight colored plates
illustrations.
Cloth, 311 pages.
Price, $2.

AND

AT THIS

flies on hair loop snells.

and

PUBLISHING

Special“leading”’
Graphite
No. 635
in shotgun and rifle
will stop
barrels.
Booklet

The Practical Poultry Keeper.
FOREST

SALE

DOOOOOOOOOOOOK

JOHN NORMAN, 4502 Ste. Catherine, Montreal, Canada

of

hearing. They realize it in part sometimes when
a heavy wind is blowing, and the grouse, or the
woodcock, or the duck gets upon the wing before they hear the warning whistle of the wings.
PauL PASTNoR.

Vaux C*Dot”)

Price $1.00.
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AND

37 other
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and sample on request.

_ Jos. Dixon Crucible Co., Jersey City, N. JL.
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Tarpon and Florida Tackle
Will be ready about January 8th,
receipt

of their

1906.

Will be sent to anyone

interested

upon

[JAN. 20, 1906.

THREE

FISHING
TACKLE
and
33 SUMMER
SPORTS 3 3

name.

GUN
GOODS
and
WINTER
SPORTS

If interested, should be pleased to have you call and examine our stock.

WILLIAM MILLS @ SON, 21 Park Place, New York

THOS. J. CONROY
= = 28
Manufacturer and Dealer in
John Street
Fine Fishing Tackle &SportingGoods ‘we york
TARPON, TUNA

and ALL SOUTHERN

vo
95

and

TACKLE

mM

97

HO

Fulton

Street,

EsTaBLISHED

x§=E,

New

1867,

:
Celebrated Manufacturer of High
Grade RODS AND REELS

os »

And Dealer in Fishing Tackle.

One or all for the asking.
We

have everything in Guns, Fishing Tackle,
Photographic and Athletic Goods.
SUPERIOR QUALITY.
LoweEsT PRICES.

VON LENGERKE & ANTOINE
277 and 279 Wabash Avenue,
35, 37 and 39 Van Buren Street,
CHICAGO,
ILL.

Gold Medal Highest Award Buffalo, 1901.

ee

Gold Medal Highest Award St. Louis, 1904.

On receipt of 4 cents in United States stamps we will send our 110-page catalogue.

:
Gold
Gold

ESTABLISHED 1857
Highest
Award,
St. Louis,
Highest
Award,
Chicago,

Medal,
Medal,

1904
1893

A Patent Fishing Reel, made of hard sheet metal, with an automatic drag,
spool 3% inch diameter. holding 200 yds. of line, winding line as fast as a mult
and has more power.
The automatic drag, when fish is running, allows no slack
line.

CAMERAS,
KODAKS
and.
PHOTOGRAPHIC
GOODS

SPORTING GOODS EXCLUSIVELY.

York.

@*
om ache

‘ <>

CATALOGUES

We have our own repair shop and do all
repairs to guns and fishing tackle.

WM.

LYMAN’S

RAPID FIRING TARGETS

Sold for $3.50.

JULIUS

VOM

No. 351 South Fifth Street,

HOFE

-

All genuine reels bear my name.

-

Brooklyn,

No preach Stor in any city.

N. Y.

Send for catalogue.

The
saw.

25

Yards,

price,

15c.

per

dozen.

50

Yards,

price,

25c.

per

dozen.

Lyman

Canoe R1ipcGE, Pa.
Targets received.
They are the best I ever
HARLES Kino, Gunsmith.

FOREST AND STREAM PUB. CO., 346 Broadway, New York.
When

a dealer says that some other Spoon

is as good as G. M. Sea

Bait

he Sane

that

G. M. SKINNER’S
IS THE STANDARD.

For

Sale

by

all

Dealers

A Convenience

Bait Rods,

|

$2.75,
Postage,

Io cents

Also 100 gross Trout
card, at 6c. per card.

CHARLES
Send

Three

6%, 7%, 8% feet; Fly|

Rods, 9 and 10 feet.

for Tackle

$3.00

extra,

318-320 Fulton

Catalogue.

RODS

j

Anglers send 4 cents in stamps
for our large Catalogue.

A

Full

Line

of

NEW

wool,

seamless,

Made only in three colors—Dead
Gray and Scarlet.

St.,

BROOKLYN, N. Y.

all

$6.00
elastic,

close-fitting, *but not binding, comfortable and
convenient.
Designed especially for duck shooters, trapshooters, etc., but suitable for all outdoor purposes.
Must be seen to be appreciated.

Send

for one

of our

Grass, Oxford

catalogues.

THE H. H. KIFFE CO., 523 Broadway, N. Y.

REELS

FISHING

and

TACKLE,

Snelled

Hooks,

rs, Minnow Gangs and Flies.
Leade
CATALOGUE (profusely illustrated) of all grades Fishing

Tackle,

Reels, Fish

Hooks,

Silk Worm

Gut, Flies, Artificial

Baits

and ev ery requisite for anglers.

Fly-Tiers’

and

Rod-Makers’

Supplies.

Correspondence with Dealers solicited for Trade Prices.

CHARLES

PLATH

&

GOODS.

Appreciated

Grades:

$.4.50

GUARANTEED

Flies, six assorted on

DISCH,

SPORTING

SHOOTING JACKET

Before nee a. STEEL ROD.
I am clearing out 500 Steel Rods, cork grips

only.

in

SON,

62

Fulton

St., New

York.

Gold Lan Cockle
Delicious Old Blends.

Ready to Serve.

The demand for Gold Lion Cocktails by the Gentleman Sportsman is
such that these goods are now put up
in protected packages convenient to

pack.
A cut of the Gold Lion marks every
package of the genuine.
Seven Vatieticg:

Manhattan, Vermouth, Dry Gin, Whiskey, Tom Gin
Martini and "the American.
To be had in glass only—Large
and small bottles.
At Hoteles Cafés, Drug Stores and wherever liquors
are so
THE COOK
& BERNHEIMER
CO.,
Makers, New York.
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Terms, $3 a Year. 10 Cts. a Copy.
Six Months, $1.50.
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The object of this journal will be to studiously
promote a healthful interest in outdoor recreation, and to cultivate a refined taste for natural
objects.

Announcement in first number of
ForrEsT AND STREAM, Aug. 14, 1873,

NOTICE TO SUBSCRIBERS.
Beginning with Jan. 1, 1906, the subscription
price of Forest AND STREAM ts $3.00 per year;
$1.50 for six months; $1 for four months.
All subscriptions now on our books which
have been paid at the $4.00 rate, and which run
for any period into 1906, will be extended pro
rata to conform to the changed price.
.

NEWSDEALERS’

ADVANCE

ORDERS.

WE have had frequent complaints from readers
of inability to secure copies of the Forest AND
STREAM of the issues of January 6 and 13, at the
news stands. They have been met by the reply that
the supply of these issues was exhausted.
To

obviate this annoyance, purchasers should leave
advance orders with their newsdealers.
Back
numbers may also be supplied by the dealer on
.

WOODS
woods

no

singing

at all seasons

motion

and every twig and branch and weed stem and
grass blade over a vast stretch of country was
cased in ice. It was cold, too, and when the fresh
breeze sprang up and the heavy foliage of the
trees swayed to and fro, and then when the sun
came out and lighted up the marvelous garb in
which nature was for once arrayed, the scene was
one of astonishing splendor and brilliancy.
Beautiful though it was to the eye, one could
not forget that this casing of the world in universal ice meant sorrow and suffering to not a
few of the wild creatures.
Now for a time the
whole food supply was locked up, and quail and

partridge,
barred

birds,

yet

lacking

all these

of the white

bubbles

of air car-

ried down by the water.
A whisper is heard far
in this frosty air. The roar of a rising grouse
would almost shock the hearer.

and hungrily looks at the good things just beyond the transparent pane.
We may hope that
before the pangs of hunger become too severe, a
few hours of genial sunlight or of warm rain
may have opened these locks and again admitted

on

a convenient

log or

stump

to

use

eyes

and

ears.
One listens in vain for the sound of a
passing footfall or the cry of a nearby bird. Yet,
sometimes the scream of a distant hawk may be
heard or the tinkle of a jay’s call far away, or
the dark form of a slow flying crow is seen
against the sky. Sometimes a small detachment
of the winter woods livers may appear, and the
flutter of their wings is heard as they pass from
tree

trunk

to

tree

chickadee, who may
the coldest weather.

trunk—all

sound

silent

except

his cheerful

note

the

in

known

only

in Atlantic

waters,

bass

the

than

this, so

far as

economic

considerations

are

involved, the San Francisco household has much
the advantage of dwellers in New York as to

. fornia

descend

THE STRIPED
BASS.
introduction of the marine striped

California, both commercially and for sport, is
nearly equal to the yield in Atlantic waters. More

brook, frost crystals break noisily under the foot.
It is well to stop on some knoll and sitting down

you

Pacific

coast

condi-

choice bits of rocky coast by angling clubs, some
of which have long been famous.
Records collected by Mr. Daniel B. Fearing for the volume

referred

to,

show

a disheartening

deterioration

of the sport, as indicated by club scores.
The
West Island Club, of West Island, R. I., for example, whose fishing grounds were heralded by

Genio
more

C. Scott, and which
than

forty years,

has kept record

shows

from a yield of 2,406 bass

in

for

such

a dwindling

1874

to

a paltry

eleven in 1904.
The Cuttyhunk Club, of Cuttyhunk Island, Mass., was organized in 1865, and
in that year the members took 1,174 bass.
Of

recent years the catch has deteriorated to such
a discouraging point as the score of two fish taken
in 1902.
The Pasque Island Club, of Pasque

years

the

rustle harshly

when

with

tions of plenty, is the dearth of striped bass in
many Eastern waters where they were once so
abundant as to stimulate the setting apart of

Originally

store-

bass was in 1879 and 1882 carried across the continent by the enterprise of the two commissions
named, and now, as Dr. Bean notes in his chapter
on the striped bass in Mr. Rhead’s new work on
“The Basses,” the yearly catch of striped bass in

the

footsteps
and

not after your com-

pleasure to thousands.
In marked contrast

into the waters of the Pacific and its establishment and development there have already been
noted in these columns
as one of the great
triumphs of the United States Fish Commission
and of the California
State Fish Commission,

THE

through

Your

dry leaves,

are silent—but

in the East; and numerous clubs of bass fishermen have been
formed.
The
fish has given

Island, Mass., shows
a fluctuation
almost
as
great.
In 1868 tHe score was 905, in 1902 it was
forty.
The Monument Club, of Bourne, Mass.,
took 633 bass in 1878, and reports very few fish
killed during the last ten years.
The Beaver
Tail Club, of Conanicut, R. I., recorded 104 fish
for 1890, and practically none in recent seasons.
The Graves Point Club, of Newport—at a point
where the largest striped bass ever taken on rod
and reel was caught—a fish weighing 70 pounds
several hours after its capture by Mr. William
Post—has not thought it worth while of recent

to cross

ing.

woods

as absolutely

seek, as is the little child who. on a winter’s
night stands in front of the confectioner’s shop

price,
thirty
cisco
price

The

rabbit and squirrel were

from the good things that they commonly

of the

things, there is the unspeakable charm of the
silent woods.
In the wet places the black and
gray stems of the alders stand thickly interlaced,
but through them, beyond, rises the brown leafcovered slope, where great forest trees stand
silent and straight and tall. The brook, whose
black quiet waters twist and turn among the tree
trunks, is fringed with ice along its bank, and
when a little bar or ripple occurs, that is frozen
all across and under the ice, is seen the neverending

Eng-

IN: SILVER.

are beautiful

year, but perhaps never more beautiful than in
winter.
Then, it is true, there are no green
leaves, no nodding flowers, no brilliantly colored
fungus,

York and southern New

nature’s hungry children to her bounteous
house.

request.

THE

Jan. 14 in New

land opened with the woods clad in silver and
gems.
During the night a sleety rain had fallen

for while New York is paying twenty to
cents a pound, the price in the San Franmarket is only a few cents, the wholesale
at certain seasons ranging from three-quar-

ters of a cent to a cent and a half a pound.
has

no

fish that may

close

season,

be taken

but

the

size

is restricted;

to keep a record.

The

Southside

Sports-

men’s Club, of Oakdale, Long Island, gives
similar depressing statement for late seasons.

Indeed

the

striped

bass

fishing

on

the

a

New

England coast is a thing of the past.
To this
unhappy condition many causes have contributed,
among them the marketing of vast numbers of
immature fish; the illegal netting in some waters;
the presence
of innumerable
lobster
pots
in
others, seining for menhaden, pollution of waters
by oil and other factory pollution, the firing of
heavy guns
of forts and warships,
and the
diminution of menhaden, shrimp and young fish

which form the food of the bass.

Caliof the

no fish of

Tue American Scenic and Historic Preservation Society, founded by the late Andrew H.

bass, many of them scarcely more than six inches
long, have been marketed.
Such foolish destruction has been a potent factor to diminish the

Green, has issued a report in which is reviewed
its admirable work in a cause which should appeal to every one who is not hopelessly sordid or
whose eyes have not been totally blinded to the
beauty and majesty of the works of nature.
The
purpose of the Society is to mark with permanent
memorials places which are associated with im-

supply, notwithstanding

of a close

portant events in the history and development of

season coincident with the breeding season.
The striped bass has proved as popular with
the anglers of the Pacific as it has always been

mutilation and ruin by vandals natural objects of

less than three pounds may be sold or had in pos-

session—a rule which is in shining contrast with
that which has so long prevailed in Atlantic
coast markets,

where

tens of thousands

the observance

of young

the country;

and

to preserve

beauty and grandeur.

and

defend

from

FOREST

AND

STREAM.
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In the Lodges of the Blackfeet.
I Have

“Wry

a Lodge

don’t you get

abruptly

asked

one

of My

Own.

a woman?”

evening

as

Tail

Talks-with-the-

buffalo and I sat smoking with him in his lodge.
“Yes,”

my

other

friend

put

in.

“Why

not?

You have the right to do so, for you can count
a coup; yes, two of them.
and you took a Cree horse
Hairy Cap.”

You killed a Cree,
in the fight at the

“T took a horse,” I replied, ‘and a good one
he is; but you are mistaken about the Cree;
you will remember that he escaped by running

I

to

start

thought

the

of those who

first fell when

we

all

This was news

to me;

I remember

well hay-

ing shot several times at that particular warrior,
but I never had thought that ’twas my bullet
that ended his career.
I didn’t know whether
to feel. glad or sorry about it, but finally concluded that it was best to feel glad, for he would
have killed me if he could have done so.
I was

turning the matter
every

little

over

incident

of

in my
that

mind,

recalling

memorable

day,

when my host aroused me from my reverie: “I
sdid, Whv don’t you take a woman?
Answer.”
“Oh!” I replied.
“No one would have me.

isn’t that a good reason?”
“Kyai-yo!” exclaimed Madame

Weasel

Tail,

clapping her hand to her mouth, the Blackfoot
way of expressing surprise or wonder.
‘“Kyaiyo!
What a reason!
I well know that there
isn’t a girl in this camp but would like to be his

woman.
Why, if it wasn’t for this lazy one
here”’—giving Weasel Tail’s hand an affectionate squeeze—“if he would only go away somewhere and never come back, I’d make you take
me.
I'd follow you around until you would

have to do so.”
“Mah’-kah-kan-is-tsi!”’

I exclaimed,

a flippant and slangy term, expressing
the speaker’s truthfulness.
“Mah’-kah-kan-is-tsi
yourself,’
she

“Why

which

is

doubt

of

rejoined.

do you think you are asked to all these

Assinaboine dances, where all the young women
wear their best clothes, and try to catch you

with their robes?
on

their best things

with

their

mothers

Why

do you think they put

and go to the trading

or

other

relatives

post

every

chance they got?
What, you don’t know? Well,
I'll tell you: they go, each one, hoping that you

will notice her, and send a friend to her parents
to make a proposal.”

said Weasel

Tail.

laughed,

a

little

and

affectedly,

per-

out

in the

morning.

over the matter

Nevertheless,

a good deal.

I

All the

happy with their women.
Never a cross word,
always the best of good fellowship and open
affection for each other. Seeing all this, I had
several times said to myself:
“It is not good
for man to live alone.” That quotation is from
Anyhow,

one

—

long winter I had rather envied my good friends
Berry and Sorrel Horse, they seemed to be so

“Oh!”
said Talks-with-the-buffalo,
“I don’t
mean that one, we all know he got away, I
fired into them.
That tall one, the man who
wore a badger skin cap; you killed him.
I saw
the bullet wound in his body; no ball from any
of our rifles could have made such a small hole.”

NAN
hPNT dei man

haps, and turned the conversation by asking
about the destination of a war party which was

into the pines on Hairy Cap.

mean

moreDubay

“Yes, the truth,’ Talks-with-the-buffalo
his woman joined in.
Well,

Weasel

Ub unariyt out

——————$ =

“Tt is the truth,”

bes

al

oo

7

-

———e

_

ws omens

Bible,

the

is it not, or is it from

it is true..

same

The

expression:

Shakespeare?

Blackfeet

have

‘“Mat’-ah-kwi

ni-po-ke-mi-o-sin—not

found

much

tam-ap-i

(is)

happiness

without woman.
After that evening I looked more closely at
the various young women I met in the camp or

at the trading post, saying to myself: ‘Now, I
wonder what kind of a woman that would make?
Is she neat, good-tempered,
moral?
time, however, I knew that I had no

All the
right to

take one of them.
I did not intend to remain
long in the west; my people would never forgive me for making an alliance with one.
They
were of old, proud, Puritan stock, and I could

imagine them holding up their hands in horror
at the mere hint of such a thing.
. You will notice that thus far in this part of
my

story

for

I have

wife.

A

substituted

plainsman

the

always

word

woman

said

“my

woman”
when speaking of his Indian better
half; the Blackfoot said the same: “‘Nit-o-kéman,’
my
woman.
None
of the
plainsmen

were

legally

married,

unless

the

Indian

man-

ner in which they took a woman, by giving so
many horses, or so much merchandise for one,
could be considered legal.
In the first place,
there was no one in the country to perform the
marriage service except occasionally a wandering Jesuit priest, and again, these men, almost
without exception, didn’t care a snap what the
law said in regard to the matter.
There was no
law.
Neither did they believe in religion; the
commands of the church were nothing to them.
They took unto themselves Indian women; if
the woman
proved good and true, well and
good; if otherwise, there was a separation.
In
it all there was never a thought of future complications and responsibilities; their creed was:

“Fat,
and

drink

and

to-morrow

be merry,
we

for to-day. we

live

die.”

but

take

a woman,

people.”

This

and

cleaning

in the fall go

is the line

home

to

of conduct

laid out for myself and meant to follow.

But——

I

my

rifle,

preparatory

to

an

antelope

hunt.
A couple of women came by on their
way to the trade room with three or four robes.
One of them was a girl of perhaps sixteen or
seventeen years, not what one might call beautiful, still she was good-looking, fairly tall, and
well formed, and she had fine large, candid, expressive eyes, perfect white, even teeth, and
heavy braided hair which hung almost to the
ground,
All in all, there was something very
attractive about her. ‘Who is that?” I asked
the Crow Woman.
“That girl, I mean.”
“Don’t you know?
She comes here often;
she is a cousin of Berry’s woman.”
I went away on my hunt, but it didn’t prove
to be very interesting.
I was thinking all the
time about the cousin.
That evening I spoke
to Berry

about

her, learned

that her

father

was

dead; that her mother was a medicine lodge
woman, and noted for her unswerving uprightness and goodness of character.
“I'd like to
have the girl,’ I said.
“What do you think
about, it?’
“We'll see,” Berry replied.
“Tll talk with
my old woman.”
A couple of days went by and nothing was
said by either of us about the matter, and then
one afternoon Mrs. Berry told me that I was
to have the girl, providing I would promise to
be always. good and kind to her.
I readily
agreed to that.

“Very well, then,” said Mrs. Berry; “go into
the trade room and select a shawl, some dress
goods, some bleached muslin—no, I’ll select the
outfit, and make

her some

white women’s

dresses

like mine.”
:
“But, hold on!” I exclaimed.
“What am I
to pay?
How many horses, or whatever is
wanted?”

“Her mother says there
that you are to keep your
to her daughter.”
This was quite unusual
ing be given over for a
lot of horses

were

sent

is to be no pay, only
promise to be good
to request that nothdaughter.
Usually a

to

the

parents,

some-

times fifty or more.
Sometimes the father demanded so many head, but if no number was
specified, the suitor gave as many as he could.
Again, it was not unusual for a father to request
some promising youth, good hunter and bold
raider,

“No,” I said to myself time and again; “‘no,
it will not do; hunt, go to war, do anything
your

One morning the Crow Woman and I were
sitting out under a shade she had constructed
of a couple of travois and a robe or-two.
She
was busy as usual, embroidering a moccasin
top with colored quills, and I was thoroughly

to become

his son-in-law.

In that case

he was the one to give horses, and even a lodge
and household goods, with the girl.
Well, I got the girl. It was an embarrassing
time for us both when she came in one evening,
shawl over her face, while we were eating sup-
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DANCE

BY

THE

SAN

JUAN

PUEBLO

Photo

per. Sorrel Horse and his woman were there,
and with Berry and his madame, they made
things interesting for us with their jokes, until
Berry’s mother put a stop to it. We were a
pretty shy couple for a long time, she especially.

“Yes”
get

and

her

to

“no”

were

say.

But

about
my

all that

room

I could

underwent

a

wonderful transformation; everything was kept
so neat and clean, my clothes were so nicely
washed, and my “medicine” was carefully taken
out every day and hung on a ttripod.
I had
purchased a war bonnet, shield and various
other things which the Blackfeet regard as
sacred, and I did not say to any one that I
thought they were not so. I had them handled
with due pomp and ceremony.
As time passed
this
young
woman
_became

more

and

more

of

a

mystery

to

me.

I wondered what she thought of me, and if she
speculated upon what I might think of her. I
had no

fault

to find, she was

always

neat,

al-

ways industrious about our little household affairs, quick to supply my wants.
But that
wasn’t

enough.

thoughts

I wanted

and belief.

to

I wanted

know

her,

her

her to talk and

clean

socks,

INDIANS

AT

SAN

JUAN,

NEW

some

pemmican.

Where

is

my

little brown canvas bag? Where have you put
my gun case? Where——”
‘What are you going to do?”
It was the first question she had ever asked
me.
“Do?
I’m going to war; my friends are going, they asked me to join them——”
I stopped, for she suddenly arose and faced

Berry’s

domicile.

shrink within herself. The change came when
I least expected it. I was down in the Piegan
camp one afternoon and learned that a war

party was being made up to raid the Crows.
_ Talks-with-the-buffalo and Weasel Tail were going, and asked me to go with them. I readily
agreed,

and returned

the trip.
room,

to the post to prepare

“Nat-ah’-ki,”

“give me

for

I said, bursting into our

all the moccasins
‘

I have,

some

suddenly

felt that she had been

over bold and
But I would
not have it that way.
I grasped her hand and
made her sit down by my side, and pointed out
tried to assume

her reserve

again.

I don’t know that I have done right in putting
all this on paper, yet I think that if Nat-ah’-ki
could know what I have written she would

eyes

going to war!”
man,
over

were

very

bright.

she exclaimed.

“You,

“You

are

a white

thought you would be glad. Are not the Crows
your enemies?
I have promised, I must go.”
“It is well for the Indians to do this,’ she
went on, but not for a white man.
You, you
are rich; you have everything you want; those
papers, that yellow hard rock (gold) you carry

will buy anything you want; you should be
ashamed to go sneaking over the plains like a

promise

in Madame

her mother and leave for my own country.
I readily promised not to accompany the war
party, and then, her point gained, Nat-ah’-ki

perhaps kill some poor prairie people.
You
have no shame!’
“Why,” I said, rather faintly, I presume, “I

her

hear

doing

to

are going with a lot of Indians sneaking
the plains at night to steal horses, and

and

laugh with me, and tell stories, as I could often

her

for me, when in a short time I must return her

to her that she was wrong; that to laugh, to
joke, to be good friends and companions was
better than to pass our days in silence, repressing all natural feeling.
After that, the sun
always shone.

me,

coyote.
None of your people ever did that.”
“T must go,’ I reiterated.
“I have given my

Instead of that, when I came around, the laugh
died on her lips, and she seemed to freeze, to

MEXICO.

by A. D. McCandless.

to go.”

Then Nat-ah’-ki began to cry, and she came
nearer and grasped my sleeve.
“Don’t go,”
she pleaded, ‘for if you do, I know you will be

killed, and I love you

so much.”

I was never so surprised, so taken back, as
it were.
All these weeks of silence, then, had
been nothing but her natural shyness, a veil to
cover her feelings.
I was pleased and proud to

know

that she did care for me, but underlying

that thought was another one:
I had done
wrong in taking this girl, in getting her to care

smile

and

say:

“Oh,

yes, tell it all; tell it just:

as it was.”
For as you shall learn, it all came right in
the end, all except the last, the very end.
You
who
have
read
the book
“Blackfoot

Lodge Tales” will remember that it was not
allowable for a Blackfoot to meet his motherin-law.
I fancy that there are many white men
who would rejoice if such a custom prevailed
in civilized society.
Among
the Blackfeet a
man could never visit the lodge of his motherin-law, she could not enter his lodge when he
was at home, both were obliged to go far out
of the way, to endure any discomfort, in order
to avoid meeting at any time and place.
As a

natural

consequence

this. queer

custom

caused

not a few ludicrous scenes.
I once saw a tall
and dignified chief fall backward behind a high
counter as his mother-in-law appeared in the
doorway of the store.
I have seen a man drop
by the side of a trail and cover himself with his
robe; and once I saw one jump off a high cut
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bank, clothes, robes and all, into deep water, as
the mother-in-law
suddenly appeared nearby.
In the case of a white man, however, this custom was somewhat modified; knowing that the
latter paid no attention to it, the mother-in-law
would come into a room or lodge where he was,
but would not speak to him.
I had taken a
fancy to my mother-in-law, and I was glad to

You must bear in mind that it was a religious
ceremony, they did not make a frolic of it. There
was lots of drinking at San Juan, but with all
the crowd there was not the least disorder.
A
gang of white people, drinking as they were, with

have

tend the inaugural

her come

around.

After

a time

the song.
There were a great
present; the priest from Santa

no

Wymnore,

Neb.—Editor

Forest

fights aplenty.

I

I wish you

could be here to at-

ball Jan. 6; that will be the

of the season.

The

dances

all stop at

It is called

the

‘Montechena.’

Montezuma

and

the Twelve Apostles, the wife of Montezuma, and
Satan are the participants.”
Well, we took the little girl by surprise and
we

were

there on the 6th and

ball.

saw

A. D.

The

New

“Forest

the inaugural

McCAnpLess.

and Stream.”

New York, Jan. 10.—ForEST AND STREAM looks
very dainty and attractive in its new dress.
I

Juan.
and

had

sunset.
Sunday they all had to go to the Rio
and bathe in the ice water.
“Tt will be a new dance (to me) on the 6th.

up her daughter to be like her.
The two
thought everything of each other, and Nat-ah’ki never tired of telling how much the good
mother had done for her, what advice she had
given, how many sacrifices she had made for
her child’s sake.
WALTER B. ANDERSON.
[TO BE CONTINUED. ]

A member

have

to have been in the thick of it

there.

last dance

of character and rectitude, and she had brought

at San

wouuld

not want

as I was

I even

succeeded in getting her to talk to me.
She
was a good woman, a woman of great firmness

A Dance

restraint,

would

many spectators
Cruz was there.

think

Stream:

the change

a decided

improvement.

FRANK

of my family. spent last winter in New

Mexico for her health, and my wife and I made
two trips down there to visit her, and we saw a
number of Indian dances, which I have often
thought I would like to describe to readers of
ForEST AND STREAM, but as I doubt my ability
to do the subject justice, I will send you this
from a letter written to us by our little girl describing a dance at San Juan.
The Miss True
mentioned
in
the letter
is the Government
teacher at the Pueblo de Santa Clara.
‘I copy
that part of it relating to the dance literally, as
follows:
“EsSpANOLA,
New
Mexico,
Monday
Evening,
Dec. 28, 1t004—Dear
Papa and all:
Saturday
morning Miss True and I, with an Indian boy
for a driver, went to San Juan, about seven miles
from here.
It was such a beautiful day that we
enjoyed every minute of the drive, even if the
dust was six inches deep.
We forded the Rio
Grande and I thought what a delightful place for
a cold bath, but we did not take one.
Every few
minutes a band of mounted
Indians
in their
paint and gay blankets would pass us on the dead
run.
“They made the air ring with Indian songs.
Their voices are very good and it sounded very
musical.
“At San Juan we went to the dance, which was
the attraction of the day.
We sat in the buggy
all the time, and our driver always got in the
very best places for us to see.
Miss True and
I were the only Americans in evidence.
The
dancers moved from place to place in the plaza—
the plaza is not really a plaza, as the church is
in the middle of it. There were forty-seven men
dancers in the line.
I wish I could make you
see it as I did. They were naked except for loin
cloths and moccasins, and wore bracelets on the
arms above the elbows and tucked evergreen in
them.
On one leg, just below the knee, was
fastened a turtle shell to which was attached a
lot of teeth, so that every time the foot came
down the teeth rattled.
Some of the more fortunate ones had sleigh-bells tied around the other
leg. In each hand was a big branch ot evergreen
and in one hand a rattle-box, such as I sent you.
Can you imagine the forty-seven bare backs and
the ninety-four bare legs?
I forgot their heads.
Each head was adorned with three long feathers,
a twig of evergreen and a large red, yellow or
green rosette.
They sang all the time and kept
perfect time; every’ right foot came up at the
same moment and went down with a dull thud.
They did not lift the other foot very often. They
would all reach the rattle-box out at once and
give it a shake; then they would commence to
turn, and turn just half way.
Each turned just
as the next one was turned.
It looked very
pretty to look up the line and see them turning.
Then another shake and they turned back, and
did it all over again.
The women brought them
presents of meal and bread.
There were two
Indians that seemed to be dancing masters, as
they looked after everything.
There was a great
crowd of Indians from the other pueblos as well

MISS

“YOU

GUESS

Photo

by A.

D.

WHO.”

Erie,

McCandless.

as a lot of Mexicans there; there was hardly
room in the plaza for the dancers.
The roofs of
some of the adobes were covered with gailydecked Indians.
The women
all had on their
brightest dresses and
shawls.
The
horsemen
were thick, as were buggies and wagons.
_
“T could hardly believe
that I was
in the
United States; I did not suppose that such things
were to be seen in this country now.
‘There were
eight clowns to keep the crowd jolly, and they
succeeded admirably.
The clowns were painted
and only wore what
clothes
were
absolutely
necessary. We could not understand their jokes,
but could guess that they were funny.
One old
clown got a lard bucket and a rag and played
that he was a priest; he repeated the prayer,
said the amen, then sprinkled the people, then
he put the rag on a stick and burned it for incense; but I am happy to say that the burning
rag fell on his bare back and he stopped that.
The Mexicans and Indians are all Catholics, but
they thought that fun.
They watched us like

to see that we did not take any pictures,

as they put people out of the pueblo that try to
take pictures, but | worked Miss True’s camera
and think I have a fine picture of the dance, and
it did not hurt them.
“We got back to Espanola about 4, I got my

mail and packages

us to congratulate

you on the change you have made

AND

hawks

Pa., Jan. 11.—Allow

STREAM.

You

are

right

MOooNnan.

on

up

Clara

to be ready

Sunday.

Just a few minutes after sundown

for the

dance

are certainly fine and make a big addition to your
paper.

It is a big improvement over the old.
TRIBUNE TRAP & TARGET Co.,

C. F. HumMMEL,
New
ForEST
ment.

York,
AND
The

Jan.

12.—The

changed

very

weird

dancing

in the twilight

Detroit,

of

Mich., Jan. 9.—I desire to congratu-

late you in the change in form and improved

ap-

pearance of the Forest AND STREAM in its initial
number for 1906. While the old form was always

readable

and

interesting

as

to

matter,

it

was awkward to handle and of an undesirable
size to bind or file. The present size is much
more acceptable. I have been a reader and, for
most of the time since 1876, a subscriber to your
journal, and find it now, as always, the best ex-

ponent of sporting outdoor life that has ever appeared.
N. P. MAnrtTon.

Sat-

and

chanting that weird song.
Sunday they danced
in just that same way at sunrise; we went to see
it, of course, and then went back to breakfast.
After breakfast we went again; this time they
were dressed, or rather undressed, for the ball,
with great wreathes of pine boughs around their
necks. Just imagine jumping around all day with
pine needles flopping up and down on your bare
back and breast?
The Santa Claras wore four
feathers on their heads, two sticking out on each
side. They kept it up nearly all day. Twice they
went in to the Astufi, which is the place of their
secret meetings.
There are no doors or windows
to the Astufi, but you climb a ladder to the roof

and then go down one on the inside.

form

morning, is exceedingly attractive.
We predict
for you great prosperity in the future.
AyrES ADVERTISING AGENCY.

there

It is sure

death to try to get a peep into the Astufi, and
angry looks to question. About three years ago an
Indian woman was caught peeping, and she was
stoned to death right by the school house. There
were two girls in this dance.
They knelt in front
of the dancers and drew a stick across another
notched one.
It was a fitting accompaniment to

Sec’y.

STREAM is a tremendous improvefirst issue, which has arrived this

urday evening we heard the church bell ringing,
so we set out for the pueblo to see the dance.
There were twenty-five men dancing.
They had
dark blankets pinned around their necks, but
were bare beneath them except a narrow cloth
that hung from the waist to the knees.
They

looked

and

reducing the size of your paper has been a great
improvement.
The illustrations you are using

and went on with Miss True

to Santa

the Forest

to date,

CABINO

AND

GRANDMOTHER,

Santa Clara Pueblo,
Photo by A. D. McCandless.
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in England.

after June 15 they do not fetch more than £2
per 100; although as a matter of fact many of
these late eggs hatch out very well, and if the
birds produced from them are not required till
late in the season they come in most usefully
after the more forward ones that were turned
down earlier have been shot.
The keepers go
regularly round the pens every afternoon to collect the eggs that have been laid during the day.
They use a long rod to which a small bit of
linen fastened round a thick wire ring is attached, forming a small sort of landing net, and
with this they fish out each egg that is lying in
the pens and transfer it to the basket.
When
they get back to the egg hut all the eggs are
placed in trays of wood, the bottom of each tray
being covered with a thick layer of bran.
Each
tray holds about 200 eggs and only the normally
colored and shaped eggs are retained.
Many
are laid of a very lightish blue color, but these
produce weakly birds and are not retained, while
any egg malformed is sure to produce either a
cripple or a dead bird, and these also are thrown
away.
The healthy eggs
are
kept
in these
wooden trays until they are ready to be dispatched to their various destinations.
About a

A sHorT time ago a correspondent in Forest
_ AND STREAM remarked that “the hand rearing ot
game
have

birds appears up to the present time not to
made very rapid progress in the United.

- States, although in England it is becoming a big
business.’
In the present article I propose to
‘briefly describe how things are carried on at
one of our big game farms in England, a goodly
number of which are scattered up and down the
‘country, worked all of them more or less upon
the same lines, and where thousands of pheasants’ eggs are produced and sold to various owners of estates and lessees of large shootings, and
where also hundreds of young pheasant poults
are reared for the purpose of turning down on

various
cient

properties

to

friends.
|

where

provide

sport

Many

wealthy

the stock
for

the

is not suffi-

owner

sportsmen

and _ his

in addition

to gathering large numbers of eggs from their
own wild pheasants, buy largely from these game
farms, not only to add to their stock, but also

to change the blood of the birds and make them
-more vigorous.
Many thousand pounds are an-nually spent in pheasant rearing.
What with
food, keepers’ wages, loss from disease and wild

big game
WILD

Photo

PHEASANT

copyright

by

ON

Oxley

farm there are thousands

of eggs;

the

NEST.

Grabham.

impedimenta connected with a game farm is kept.

A

Photo

REARING

copyright

by

HUT.

Oxley

Grabham.

birds and animals, and the hundred

and one in-

cidental expenses, connected with rearing game
on-a large scale, the old
estimate
that every
pheasant which is eventually brought to the gun
represents the sum of one guinea is not far off
the mark. There is an old saying which runs as
follows:
“Up gets a guinea, meaning the pheas-ant, and what he has cost to produce, bang goes
a penny, the price of a cartridge, and down
comes three and six, the market value of the

Near the gates that open into the inclosure are
stationed the watch dogs, on rings at the end of
the chain to which they are fastened, that run
along a length of stout wire, some fifty yards
in each case, so that the dogs can move up and
down in a straight line the whole length of this
wire.
Some are retrievers and others devils to
look at and to tackle when they are roused—
short, thick-set animals, brindled in color and
ferocious in expression, a cross between a bulldog and a mastiff.
In each of the open pens are kept one cock and
five hen pheasants, and during the first month or
two of the egging season thousands of eggs are
collected and dispatched to various parts of the
kingdom and abroad.
Owing to the movable pen
system and the fact that the birds are kept under
conditions as natural as possible, the proprietor
is able to guarantee 95 per cent. of the eggs fertile. During the month of April and up to May
10 £5 per 100 is the price charged for eggs;
then they gradually begin to get less valuable, till

bird when he is dead.”

In starting a game farm, a healthy sheltered
jlocality, where there is plenty of water is an

absolute

necessity,

and where

there

is likely to

be plenty of insect food for the young chicks as
/soon as they are hatched.
The ground covered

by the particular game farm I am about to de“scribe is of very considerable extent, for the pens
containing the birds are moved twice a
that the pheasants are always running
tically fresh ground and thus there is
ably less fear of their being attacked by

ous

week, so
on pracconsiderthe vari-

diseases which are so prevalent among those

always kept upon the
soon becomes tainted

same ground, which
and fouled.
There

very
is a

high, strong inclosure of wire netting all round
the rearing field, and several wooden movable
huts inside for the keepers to sleep in and to

store

and

prepare

the various

foods

which

both

the old and young birds require, where the packing of the eggs

is done

and

where

most

of the

NEST

Photo

AND

EGGS

copyright
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PHEASANT.

Oxley

Grabham.
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PENS,
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Grabham.

light colored ones, and those that are laid too
late to be set that cannot be sold—well,
I do
not know what is done with them at every game
farm, but at the one I am writing of the owner
gives away a great many to his friends for eating purposes, retaining some for the same purpose himself, and speaking from experience I
can only say that when scrambled for breakfast
or eaten hard boiled with salad they are excellent.
Many are reserved for boiling hard and
mixing up with other food for the young poults.
For cooking purposes in many ways the surplus
pheasant eggs come in most useful.
Packing up the eggs is mostly done by women,
and very expert some of the women prove themselves, doing so many thousand a day.
Conical
wicker baskets are used, wider at the top than
at the bottom, holding from 150 to 300 eggs
apiece.
Each egg is carefully wrapped
up in
grass, which is twisted all round.
The eggs thus
wrapped up are placed as tightly together in the
basket as possible, so that they cannot shake
about.
As everyone knows, the shell of a pheasant’s eggs is very hard, and it is seldom that any
get broken in transit, though many have to cross
the sea and must be subjected to a considerable
amount of rough usage.
Besides the eggs, many thousands of which
are bought by game preservers in a season, there
is also the rearing department, the proprietor

setting some

thousands

of his own

eggs,

a cer-

FOREST

g2

tain number of the resulting poults to be turned
down into his own coverts, and the rest to be put
upon the market, for those who have been unsuccessful with their own eggs, to be turned down
of

pheasant

chicks.

They

little things and subject to various

are

The number
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been

started.

OxLrey

GRABHAM,
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TREES

delicate

of sitting hens to be provided

for hatching out the eggs is very considerable,
and often a high price has to be paid for them;
a man goes around to the farms with a cart and
gathers them up.
The sitting boxes are arranged
in long rows with wire runs in front.
The hens
are taken off their eggs
every
morning
and
turned out into the wire runs in front for a short
time to feed and drink; about the fourth day is
the most critical time for the eggs, and at this
period the hens are only allowed off for a very
short time.
When the eggs hatch off, the young
chicks, which are very pretty little things, are

flowers are in stalked clusters that elongate as
the key-fruits mature.
The white ash grows commonly throughout a
vast region bounded by Nova Scotia and Minnesota on the north, and Florida

The

second

IN WINTER.

of a series, of which the first
printed in the issue of Jan. 7.

Il.—The

Ash

chapter

was

rowed surface of the bark of the trunks, by the
opposite buds, and by the characteristic keys,

which

hang on the trees well

into the winter.

Three species of ash are commonly distributed
throughout eastern North America; they are the

white

or American

shade

and

ornamental
The

Family.

THE various species of ash are the most abundant American trees belonging to the olive
family. In general these trees may be recognized
in winter by the characteristic longitudinally furfruits or “seeds”

ash, the red or river ash, and

the black ash, while the green ash, which is con-

Red

leaflets

are

seen

to

be

distinctly

ing from
north,

New

Brunswick

to Dakota

and

black

ash, it is sometimes

white

ash.

such

as

roup,

smooth.

in-

gapes,

etc.,

sequence.

When

the height

of the egg

quently rear a late brood.
As to the pheasants themselves, the present
example is such a nondescript bird that it is
hard

sorts

to say

what

of crosses

he is.

have

been

In different

tried

from

places

all

the pure

large Chinese bird, with the white collar and
light colored plumage, the black-necked or old

English pheasant as it is sometimes

called, with

the maroon colored upper-tail coverts, and the
beautiful
dark
green
Japanese
versicolor, of
which, except where they have been specially kept
distinct, it is almost impossible to find any pure-

bred

bird, so much

have

they interbred

among

By

many

botanists

Black

basal part that contains
POLLEN-BEARING

the brown

ash.

the

green

as to
which
which
twigs
ash

is

Ash.

blue ash occurs in the Mississippi Valley; it may
be recognized by the four-angled character of the
twigs.

The

European

ash tree has been the subject of

many traditions and superstitions which to a certain

extent

have

been

applied

to the

American

sorts.
One of the most curious of these is the
one relating to the antipathy of snakes for the
branches of the trees.
So long ago as Pliny
wrote the superstition apparently was in existence, for that author states
go through fire rather than
of an ash tree.
The

that the serpent will
through the branches

White Ash.

The white ash is distinguished in winter from
the red and the black by its smooth twigs, with
no fine hairs on the bark, and by its slender

paddle-like key-fruits in which the wing projects
from the end of the basal part that contains the
seed, as may be seen from the accompanying

figure.

In summer

it is distinguished by the fact

that the leaflets which make up the compound
leaves have each a short stalk at the base, and
the main leaf stem to which they are attached
is smooth and hairless.
The leaf blades are dis-

pe whiter on the under than the upper surace,
_ The curious blossoms of this tree are sent out
in spring

in advance

of the leaves.

bearing and the seed-bearing
ferent

to

the

trees

other

and

the

by the

pollen

wind.

The

pollen-

flowers are on difis carried

The

the seed.

In summer

it

may be known by the fact that the leaflets do not

FLOWERS.

sidered by some authorities a variety of the red,
is occasionally found in the same regions. The

selling

season is Over many of the penned hen pheasants
are turned down in the adjoining woods.
Many
fall a prey to foxes, dogs, etc., but a certain number follow their maternal instincts—nest, lay a
small clutch of eggs, and by no means infre-

called

In winter the black ash may generally be
known by the black buds upon smooth hairless
twigs, and if any key-fruits are present by their
very broad wings, which surround the flattened.

and it is really almost impossible to doctor birds
of such a tender age.
A gun is generally kept
at hand near one of the huts in case of attack
by various marauding birds and animals.
Rooks
and carrion crows do much damage at times, and
I have seen the usually harmless kestrel hawk
tempted by the sight of being able to procure so
much food for its own hungry young with the
minimum of trouble, actually pounce down upon
and struggle off with a young pheasant poult
three weeks old.
Rats are a great nuisance on
the rearing field, and are usually shot or trapped
whenever opportunity occurs, and sloats also, if
they once get into the wire inclosure will do an
infinity of harm.
Boughs of trees thickly covered
with leaves are cut down and put close up to
each coop to afford the young chicks shelter and
shade from rain and sun and cover to creep under when hawks or any of their other winged
foes are about; but unfortunately they do not
avail themselves of this protection as frequently
as they might, and often pay the penalty in con-

and Florida on the south. Like the

The

ready to attack

cramp,

the
and

classified as a variety of the red. The gist of the
matter seems to have been concisely stated by
Prof, C. S. Sargent, who writes:
“East of the Mississippi River the red and
green ashes grow side by side and retain their
individual character; but in the west they are
connected by intermediate forms which can be
referred to one as well as to the other.”

crease in size, running about like mice among the
tufts of grass and picking up spiders, beetles and
all kinds of insect food.
But a spell of cold
weather seems to shrivel them up.
Then there
birds,

on

on the west,

There has been considerable discussion
the relationship of the red ash and the tree
is commonly called the green ash, a sort
differs chiefly in having the bark of the

patent preparations, all of which are blended together with as much care as a great chef would
take were he preparing for an imperial banquet.
Great quantities of eggs are used.
‘These are
generally Russian, and are packed in boxes containing about 1,400.
The chicks are fed regularly three times a day, morning, mid-day and
afternoon.
If the weather be warm and sunny

weakly

like

It is easily started from seed and has almost as
many claims for landscape planting as has the

of bags containing various

of deadly diseases

to Manitoba

Missouri

to Alabama

are all sorts

stalked,

those of the white ash but differing in that those
stalks as well as the main leaf stems and more
or less of the under surface of the leaves are
covered with fine hairs. In autumn the leaflets
fall to the ground rather early, becoming first
yellowish then brownish.
The key-fruits are similar to those of the
white ash except that the wing instead of being
only on the end extends well down the side of
the basal seed-bearing parts.
The red ash is a rare tree in comparison with
the abundant white ash.
It occurs along river
banks and is found over a wide territory extend-

a separate field, so that
keepers can go around
water regularly.
this kind of work it is
the food preparing hut

how quickly they thrive and

Ash.

The easiest way to recognize the red or river
ash at any season is by the distinct hairiness of
the bark of the young twigs.
In summer the

has hatched them off in
all are together and the
and give them food and
To anyone not used to
a revelation to go into

it is wonderful

on the

tree.

taken away and put in coops with the hen which

and see the numbers

and Texas

south.
It is greatly prized as a timber tree, the
wood being utilized for a great variety of purposes, and it also has many advantages as a

ills and dis-

eases which at times carry them off wholesale.
They are very much dependent upon the weather,
cold, *biting winds and frost nipping them like
flower buds, and in cold, wet seasons great numbers of them die from roup, cramp and gapes.
In very dry seasons again, unless there are heavy
dews at night, they do not thrive well, and in
times of great drought the grass near the coops
has to be sprinkled regularly with a watering

can.

STREAM.

themselves.
Another that will soon be added to
the list is the fine handsome Mongolian pheasant,
a small breeding farm for which has already

in their woods.
Naturally, there is a great deal
of hard work and anxiety connected with the

rearing

AND

from

one

seed-bearing

have short stalks where
the central leaf stem.

they are connected

with

It is perhaps as a timber tree that the black
ash is most famous.
Even before the settlement
of America by the whites this was a favorite tree
with the Indians, who preferred it for the manufacture of baskets.

For this purpose

the wood

is

beaten with mallets until it is so soft as to easily
split into long plaits. One of its chief advantages as a timber tree is that it grows to a great
height

with

it is also

very

little decrease

extraordinarily

free

in diameter,

and

from

and

knots

other blemishes.

The black ash is essentially a tree of swamps
and low lands. It frequently grows along sluggish

streams,

but

is not

so

likely

to be

found

along ordinary river banks as is the white ash
or the red ash. It ranges from the Gulf of St.
Lawrence westward to Manitoba and southward
to Arkansas and Virginia.
Like the other ash trees this species sheds its
foliage rather early in autumn and comes into
leaf rather

late in spring.

The

latter character-

istic they share with the European ash, of which
Tennyson wrote the familiar lines:
“Why lingereth she to clothe her heart with love,
Delaying as the tender ash delays
To clothe itself when all the woods are green?”

The black ash is also often called the swamp
ash and brown ash, and in some localities the
basket ash or hoop ash. It is not so generally
planted as an ornamental tree as is the white
ash, but it may be used to advantage in wet soil
where slender tall trees are desired.
In such |
situations

it appears

rather than singly.

to best advantage
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New York Zoological

Society.

of giving them

Tuesday, Jan. 9, at the Hotel Astor.
Prof.
Henry Fairfield Osborn, Vice-President of the
occupied

the chair.

The report of the Executive Committee was
presented by Mr. Charles T. Barney, the chairman.
During the year attendance at the Aquarium
and

had increased 150,000 over that of last year,
the attendance at the Zoological Park over

100,000.

During the year the attendance

STREAM.

no attention to him until he made

THE twelfth annual meeting of the New York
Zoological Society was held on the evening of

Society,

AND

cow,

his wind, when

by the way,

Prof.

H.

experiences
white goat.

carried

F. Osborn

the experiment

they fled.

The

a long bell.

told

interestingly

of his

last summer
in photographing the
With his companions he came upon

an old “nanny” and kid which were bayed by
the dog and held until a considerable number

1,500 specimens.

birds comprising

Grant

B
ie
A

connecting
Pelham
and so relieve the

Boston road from much of its present traffic and
to keep it chiefly for park uses.
A

resolution

mously

was

offered

and

condemning

the use

of

passed

the

shotgun and requesting the State
enact laws forbidding its use.

C

unani-

automatic

Legislature

Mr, W. T. Hornaday, the Director of the Park,

spoke briefly of the year’s work and announced
that the death rate among the animals had shown
a marked decrease.
Special success had been had

lH

in fighting tuberculosis, the dread disease which
carries off so many captive animals, and especially so many primates.
‘Mr.

Charles

H.

Townsend,

Director

of

the

already there.
The attendance of nearly 5,000
people for each day during the year shows how

heads

were

leave.
The
interest.

visible
pictures

and

which

and

they

would

the talk were

not

of great

Mr. C. H. Townsend spoke briefly about some
is, but there is no way of - radiographs of fishes made for him by Dr. H. G.
Piffard, which he threw on the screen.
These
measuring the good which it does.
showed in a most interesting way the skeletons
Managers to replace the class whose terms expired January,
10906, were elected:
Levi P. of the animals, exhibiting the bones in _ their
proper positions and relations and in no respect
Morton, Andrew Carnegie, Morris K. Jessup,
John L. Cadwalader, Philip Schuyler, John S. distorted, as they so often are in the cleaned and
popular the Aquarium

Barnes,

Madison

Grant,

William

White

Niles,

Samuel Thorne, H. A. C. Taylor, Hugh J. Chisholm and William D. Sloane.
Mr. Charles Sheldon gave an interesting account of his explorations during the past two
seasons in Alaska in search of specimens and
information which would clear up the much-

vexed question concerning the sheep of those
northern mountains.
It is well understood that
Dall’s sheep, Stone’s sheep and Fannin’s sheep
are

all

found

in

this

section,

between

Stikine

River and the ocean, but what their relationships
are

and their

ranges

has

not

been

known.

Mr.

Sheldon’s investigations covered a wide range
mountain country lying between the heads
the Liard and Pelly rivers and covered also
number of rivers about which little as yet

of
of
a
is

known.
The material in the shape of notes and
specimens which he brought back have been sub-

mitted to Dr. C. Hart Merriam, of Washington,
and is certain to throw much light on the relations of the northern sheep. Mr. Sheldon’s talk
was illustrated by about
which gave a wonderfully

seventy lantern slides,
clear idea of the deso-

Among

a most

late mountains over which he followed the sheep.
the pictures

was

interesting

one

of a cow and calf moose, which he was able to
‘approach quite closely and which paid little or

R.

prepared

skeleton.

An

Unwelcome

Bed-Fellow.

IT was my uncovered lot once to have a blacksnake for a bed-fellow, between my chum and
myself, on the tented field. He hid himself down
to sleep all coiled up in a little heap.
I shall

never forget it. It was the night the Army of
the Potomac
rested on the banks
of the
Pamunky. We arrived there late and so fatigued
by a long march that we spread our blankets
at once without the precaution of inspection by
the aid of a lighted candle as was our wont.
It happened

to be near

a dilapidated

old fence,

half stone and half wood. At the sound of the
reveille we arose, and in rolling up our bedding we uncovered an immense blacksnake all
snugly coiled up in his warm nest.
Many a
night after this episode would I waken from the
slumber so sweet to the weary soldier and feel
the

subtle

Morris,

DeForest

Schuyler,

LaFarge,

LaFarge,

K
A
=)

to

Aquarium, said a few words about the collections there. The Aquarium is full of specimens
to overflowing and nothing more could be received without throwing away something that is

Crockett

Club.

Dr;

A.

Wood,

Grant,

J. P. Morgan,
Lambert,

Alden

Dr.

Owen

Jr., C.

W.

Sampson,

Lord

Dr, John

Rogers,
James
S. Watson,
Caspar
Whitney,
David L. Brainard, W. Austin Wadsworth, H. F.
Osborn, H. S. Pritchett, D. M. Barringer, Dr.
C. B. Penrose, Dr. Seward, M. G. Sackendorff,
Ra
a bar Penrose iit, aVit. uae.
botnaday,
Stephen
Peabody,
C. H.
Townsend,
George
Shiras 3d, A. J. Stone and Messrs. Leonard and
Thorndike.
The officers elected for 1906 are:
President,
Major W. Austin Wadsworth, Geneseo, N. Y.;
Vice-Presidents, Charles Deering, Illinois; Walter B. Devereux,
Colorado;
Howard
Melville
Hanna, Ohio; William D. Pickett, Wyoming;
Archibald Rogers, New York; Secretary, Madison Grant, New York citv; Treasurer, C. Grant

judicious

way that the remainder of the Park has been
improved.
The acquisition will enable the city
to construct
a boulevard
Parkway with West Farms

L.

Philip

Smith, J. W.

ninety-nine acres of land east of the Zoological
Park—an addition to Bronx Park. This tract of
land contains many old trees and before long will
same

Dr.

Wister,

Park during the
by the city of

in the

Boone and

ler,

One of the most import-

but

of

don, R. T. Emmett, John Roosevelt, W. A. Chan-

bond issue of $200,000, which will enable the Society to erect a number of new animal houses,

improved,

fusillade

Among
those present were
Messrs.
W.
F.
Whittemore, Madison Grant, John H. Prentice,
James H. Kidder, C. H. DeRham, Charles Shel-

from Mr. Nelson Robinson for the purchase of
a rhinoceros.
It is believed that the Board of
Estimate and Apportionment will authorize a

be greatly

a perfect

ad.

over

a very complete collection of pheasants covering twenty-two species, represented by fifty individuals.
A sum of money has been received

ant benefits to the Zoological
year has been the acquisition

they hurled

Club was held on Saturday evening, Jan. 13, at
the Metropolitan Club, New York city. A large
attendance of. members and a number of guests
were present, and the meeting was one of the
ae successful and interesting that the club has

Mr. Jacob Schiff has presented

which it greatly needs.

impulse,

stones and sticks and whatever came first to
hand at the vile creatures, quite demoralizing
them and the fence in the bargain.
H

THE annual meeting of the Boone and Crockett

at the

visitors.
During the year the new bird house has been
opened, and it is occupied now by a representaof perching

one

of views of them had been taken, when the dog
being called off, the goats descended a cliff and
hid themselves in a niche in it, where only their

Aquarium was over 1,700,000 people and at the
Park over 1,200,000—a total of nearly 3,000,000

tive collection

with the life of reptiles. At a little distance it
looked as if it were veneered with polished
ebony.
Companies of men gazed at the scene
in amazement and then, as if suddenly seized by

movements

of

serpents

underneath

me, something like vibrating bed-cords, and no
sleep would come again to my eyelids till I had
been assured by actual examination that they
existed in fancy rather than in fact. You should
have seen that old fence about an hour after
sunrise that morning.
It was fairly animate

New

York city; Executive

Committee,

the officers, with Messrs. Arnold Hague, Winthrop Chanler, James H. Kidder, John H. Prentice, Lewis R. Morris and A. P. Proctor; Editorial Committee,
George Bird Grinnell,
New
York; Theodore Roosevelt, Washington, D. C.
Following the business meeting came the dinner, and after the dinner some most interesting
talks were given.
Hon. George Shiras, 3d, described the work of photographing wild animals
at night in which he has had such remarkable
success.
His talk was in the nature of running
comment on the pictures shown.
The figures of
deer, moose, porcupines, lynx and other animals
were thrown on the screen in such proportions
as to have the effect of life-size; and one after
another the wonderful flash-light revelations of
the wilderness night were followed with interest
until the generous list of more than one hundred views had been shown.

Prof. Henry Fairfield Osborn spoke interestingly on photographing the white goat. The incidents described and the pictures shown were
these recently made public at the annual meeting
of the New York Zoological Society.
The address was listened to with great interest.
Mr. Charles Sheldon, one of our first field au-

thorities

on

the wild

sheep

of North

America,

showed a most interesting collection of heads of
wild sheep of various species. Among these were
two Dall’s sheep from the upper Stikene River,
one of them, collected by A. J. Stone and belonging to Mr, Madison Grant, being supposed

to be the record head of this species.
was collected
as a guest at
Dall’s sheep
Mountains at

men

of the form known

to be the real Dall’s

as Kenaiensis

sheep, though

der another

name;

white

of the northeast

sheep

The other

by Mr. Leonard, who was present
the meeting.
There were four other
from the main range of the Rocky
the head of Pelly River, one speci-

and

some

supposed

described

specimens

un-

of the

slope of the Rocky

Mountains about the Liard River, say latitude
65 degrees 50 minutes, belonging to Mr. Madison
Grant.
There

This form seems to be as yet undescribed.
was also Mr. Sheldon’s record head of

Ovis mexicanus,

a great head of Ovis canadensis

belonging to Mr, Hornaday, Mr. Madison Grant’s
very large sheep skull from the Rocky Mountains and a specimen of Ovis ammon, the great

sheep of Asia.
forms

Mr.

Sheldon

to the great edification

discussed

all these

of his hearers.
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GAMTE BAG AND GUN
Deer-Sickness.
Tue Indian term “deer-sickness” is in reality
a misnomer, as it is not the deer that is sick
but the party following its tracks..
The idea
of
writing
this article
came
to me
by reading
“Scent Glands of the Deer,’ which appeared in
Forest AND STREAM of May 13, and I remembered how I had had the deer-sickness thirtyeight years ago.
"There are many surprises for a tenderfoot or
greenhorn in the wild, but the name given to
one of these very-much-to-be-pitied
parties in
the bush country from the Labrador to Lake Superior is mangers du lard.
This is the universal
cognomen by which a stranger in the north country is known.
I found by tracing back that this
soubriquet was first given by the French courriers
du bois to a new hand entering the back country for the first time.
It is said that in those early days the French
youths, from which new hands were recruited,
lived at home on very scanty food, and when they
got away working for the fur company, where
pork was, comparatively, in abundance, they let
their young appetites loose and ate the flesh of
swine in prodigious quantities, whereby they became known as mangers du lard, i. e., pork eaters, and this denoted a stranger or greenhorn,
the tenderfoot of the Western prairies.
I was somewhat of a greenhorn myself and
suffered thereby by catching the deer-sickness.
Like a good many other bad knocks that a beginner has to endure, this bit of sickness had
an abiding effect on me and was never repeated.

My experience came about in this wise.

I had

accompanied a family of Indians toa deer battue,
and after the general slaughter was over I was
allotted the duty of following
up a wounded
deer; by the word deer I mean a wood caribou.
This particular buck had been shot at close
quarters, the bali going clear through its stomach.
While the shot had the effect of bowling the deer
over it had not touched a vital spot, and during
the excitement of the other shooting the animal
got up and traveled away unobserved. The snow
was pretty deep, nevertheless the further the deer
went the better he appeared to get along. When
this fact became evident to me, w ho was following his track, literally with my nose to the snow,
I put on a greater spurt to try and end the jig.
The deer by this time had become cognizant of
being followed and he also increased his pace.
I now became aware
of a weakness
in my
limbs, a nauseating smell in my nostrils and a
faint and giddy sensation in my head.
This uncomfortable feeling grew worse, and at last to
save myself from falling I had to lean against a
tree and wipe my brow with a handful of snow.
This had a momentary good effect.
I saw
clearly once more and pushing ahead redoubled
my efforts to come within shooting distance of
my deer.
But I had not gone far before I felt a
relapse coming and in a few moments I was in
worse distress than ever.
The last I remember
was seeing a whirl of trees going around me. It
was the last conscious moment before I fainted
dead away and fell in my tracks in the snow.
Luckily the chief had sent his two boys to follow me up, not that he anticipated this ending,
but for the purpose of skinning and cutting up
the deer.
It was providential he did, for other-

wise I would never have awakened in this world.
As
my

it was, the cold had thoroughly penetrated
body and it was only after drinking a quart

or two

of hot tea that circulation

resumed

its

functions.
After I had come around to the youths’ satisfaction the eldest one started off after the cause
of all my trouble, leaving his younger brother to
replenish the fire and attend to my wants.
The
elder boy returned after an hour or two, having
killed the deer, the proof, the split heart tucked

in his belt.
Darkness was then setting in, but
the bovs made ready to start for camp.
What
had taken me hours of toil to cover, they passed
over in a very short time: in fact, we only saw
my trail once or twice on the way out to the
lake.

That

night after supper

the ‘‘deer-sickness,”

and

sistently following

the chief told me

warned

the trail.

me

He

of

against

per-

continued

and

told how the Indians did and in after years I saw
their mode and practiced it myself. He explained
to me that a pungent odor exuded from the deer’s

hoofs

when

they were

pursued

and it was

this

that caused my weakness and distress.
The Indians in following deer cut the trail
once in a while merely to make sure they are going in the right direction and to ascertain the

freshness of the tracks.

This is done with a two-

fold purpose, first to avoid the
fresh tracks and secondly to run

odor from the
or walk in the

most

Moose,

open

parts of the forest.

caribou

and deer when fleeing from an enemy invariably
pass through the thickest bush, because the snow
is shallower under thick, branchy trees than in
the open, therefore the Indian walks a spell on
the right hand side of the trail, then crosses over
and passes on the left.
From the topography of the country the Indian has a pretty good idea of the trend of the
caribou’s course, and the cutting of the trail from

time to time is only to assure himself that he is

correct in his surmise, and to judge by the tracks
how near he is to the quarry.
He thereby passes
through the clearest country, has the best walking and escapes the nauseous
effluvia
emitted
from the animals’ hoofs.
Martin HUNTER.

Brown’s
THE

annual

Tract

meeting

of

Brown’s

Tract

Guides’ Association, the most interesting and
successful one in the history of the Association,
was held at Old Forge Jan. 11. Guides from all
parts of the wilderness were in attendance.
For-

est, Fish and
Assemblyman

Game Commissioner Whipple and
Merritt, of St. Lawrence county,

were among those present.
The business’ meeting was held at the Masonic Temple, and the
spacious hall was crowded with members of the
Association and invited guests.
A
resolution
was
adopted
that no
person
should be allowed to catch more than twenty-five
brook trout, or more’ than five lake trout in any
one day.
Also that not more than this number
shall be taken out of the Adirondacks by any one
person.
Another resolution was adopted against
the sale in open market of partridges, venison and
fish taken in the Adirondacks.
Richard Crego,
of Boonville, was elected president and A. M.
Church, of the same place, secretary and treas-

urer.
In

his

report

Secretary

Church

said

of the

non-resident license exaction:
“It would be interesting to know how many of these permits
were granted, how
many
residents
of other

States

were

held

up for

their

passports,

how

many
French-Canadian
lumbermen
had _ been
driven to camp by the game protectors, or if any

of these

had

ever

been

asked

to

show

the

forests

and

game,

and

the

statistics

thus

gained a most valuable aid in the preparation of
needed

“The

legislation.

beaver

we

had in keeping

for the Fish

and Game Commission through
the winter
of
1905 were, with one exception, successfully liberated in the spring immediately after the ice had
left the lakes.
One pair were taken to the headwaters of the South Branch of Moose River, and

two

pairs

Andes

were

Creek,

liberated

at the

on

head

the south

of Big

fork

Moose

of

Lake.

Sat information was that they were doing
well.
“T obtained from the Fish and Game Commission

1.600,000

whitefish

fry, which

were

placed

in Fourth and Seventh Lakes; 250,000 lake trout
fry, which were distributed in the Fulton Chain
and Big Moose Lake, and 10,000 brook trout
fingerlings, which were placed in streams tributary to the Ful Iton Chain and Big Moose Lakes.
“Tt is greatly to be regretted that the game law
is not more available for prohibiting fishing in
the smaller streams tributary to the lakes.
It

has come

to be common

practice for camp

ers, not- fishermen, and some others to
annually all little brooks within their
a sample, one man, a guest of the
Hotel, was seen
last season
with

own-

‘clean out’
reach.
As
Eagle Bay
eighty-two

small trout at one time. One active member is
reported as having been discharged for refusing
to shoot deer for his employer to carry home
with

him,

and

another

as

having

been

parently jacking deer Sept. 1, 1905, at
“Deer

were

reported

as

about

seen

ap-

1:10 A.M.

holding

their

own on the average.
Owing to the unusually
favorable weather conditions, the slaughter was

Guides.
the

means with which to employ more protectors
and would be a valuable aid in the protection of

their

license.
Since the close of the hunting season
I have heard of one of these permits.
Its number was 46. I have also heard of parties from
other States who registered as residents of the
State of New York.
Why not require a license
of tesidents also, at a nominal fee, the same as

in the State of Wisconsin, obliging each and
every person who carries a gun for the purpose

of shooting game to apply to a town clerk or
proper officer for such license, paying therefor a
fee of $r and requiring a return of the license
at a certain date, together with an affidavit showing the amount of game killed?
Such an arrangement,
properly conducted,
would
furnish

very heavy.
As usual, the greater part were
killed during the last two weeks of the open season.
Venison was constantly on sale in the city
markets, and instances are cited of Adirondack
hotel proprietors, who cater to the sportsmen .
trade, and to whose hotel live deer are an attraction, transporting carcasses of deer to and

selling them

in these markets.

The

of the sale of partridge,

woodcock

been

excellent

without

doubt

an

prohibiting

and quail has

thing for this

game, and the past season has shown partridges
in greater abundance than in many years.

“That there are those who violate the game
law was demonstrated by the method of the Association in sending out
of securing information.

scouts for the purpose
It is firmly believed

that parties living within a stone’s throw of the
game protector were hunting deer with dogs, and
several dogs were killed about this section. Dogs
were seen running deer at Eighth Lake and on

the

Raquette | Lake

Railway,

near

the Brown’s

Tract ponds.”
The annual report of the treasurer showed the
Association to be in a prosperous financial condition,

Hon.

Garry

A.

Willard,

of Boonville,

toast-

master at the social session, praised the guides.
for their efforts toward preserving the forest and
its game, and said that the support which they
give measures is highly appreciated.

_ Commissioner Whipple said that he was born
in a log house and spent thirty years of his life
in the woods,
commissioner.

and that he ought to make
He reviewed the trouble

a good
he had

at Raquette Lake with people occupying State
land. It was his opinion that it would be a mistake for the State to make them move off in the
winter time.
These people, he said, have built
properties valued at thousands of dollars and
have made for themselves homes, to break up
which would be wrong.
His method of settling
the difficulty would be for the State to rent them
small pieces of land and make forest protectors
of them all.
Commissioner Whipple’s views in
this matter met with hearty approval and he was.
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enthusiastically applauded.
He deprecated the
cutting of timber in the Adirondacks, and said

all back to the feed by laying a line of hay chaff
on top of the snow from the feed to the place

the grand old forest should be maintained in its
pristine glory, a place of recreation and rest for
the people of the State.
Incidentally,
and to
show how the forest is being devastated, he said
that 800.000,000 feet of timber had been taken
out of the Adirondacks the past year.
He urged

where we found them.

grain in the chaff.

We

also sprinkled a little

This plan worked

splendidly,

and when we again visited the birds we found
that they had all followed the line of chaff and
were all using the feed.
We had no more trou-

sis
with the trap door under the edge of the roof of
the feeding box; put a few branches over the
whole so the quail will not fly as soon as they
leave the box; quietly drop the trap door and step
quickly away.
It is better if the birds come out
when no one is in sight; they are more quiet then

and will notice the feed, which is what is wanted.

ward the preservation of the forest, and said that
it was among them game protectors could be

If the liberating box is wanted for use again it
can be secured the following day.
There is no
harm then if the covey is flushed, they have had
a chance to locate the feed and will return to it
again.

Assemblyman Merritt complimented the Association on the work it is doing,
and
said it
should branch out.
He advised the guides to

fed a number

of native coveys.

did the best.

They were stronger and also more

the guides to-support the State in its efforts tofound.

strengthen the organization

as much

In attending to the birds

as possible

your

own

Association

and

multiply

was the keynote of his address.
Harney V. Radford read a paper in which he
reviewed the work being carried on and urged
that all keep at the good work.
Four hundred people partook of the banquet,
which was enjoyed not only by the guides and ~
their visitors, but by their wives and children as
well, and it was a joyous occasion.

forced
they

Jan. 12.

had so many

calls for Mr.

Cyrus

TROUGH

FOR

QUAIL,

A.

Mr. Taft wrote

from Whitinsville, Mass. The box will be found
efficient wherever the birds have to contend with
the snows:
I send two photoes of the winter feeding box
for quail which we have used in this section for
two winters past with considerable success.
One
is shown bare so the construction can be readily
seen, and the other is shown with the covering of

ble on this account, as when the quail once got
the grain fairly located they visited it regularly
thereafter.
We found it of advantage to clear away the
snow after a heavy fall so the sun would melt a
bare place.
The birds seemed to like to get on
this little bare ground and sun themselves.
We

often saw

them

so.

We placed all the boxes so that they would
have a sunny exposure, and we looked for spots

pine boughs as it is set up for the use of the
birds.
This particular one carried through a
covey of seven quail last winter.
We
box.

ering of pine boughs, but we used the limbs of
shrub oak at times when pine was not easy to get,
they should

be placed so that the butts are on the ground, and
these butts should be trimmed
branches so that the birds can

free
have

free access

in and out at all times.

foe should

come

up

on

one

side

of small
easy and

In case

twelve dozen birds.

it is quite

of these feeding boxes

es-

for the

We did all the liberating in

also for his persistent and methodical care of the
various coveys during the rest of the winter.
found

that

week at least.

the

THE

attendance is absolutely necesto get the best results.
We

that in the middle

necessary

feed

of the winter
be

Everything

replenished

feeds

then

so

hungry

they

met

our

efforts

more

it was
once

a

then, bluejays,

sparrows, kinglets, chickadees, squirrels and mice.
Crows take some feed, but they are rather shy of
the closed-up appearance of things. Bluejays are
a pest, as they carry off more grain than they
eat.
We could find no way, however, to stop

their thieving and we had to make good the loss.
The feed we used is what is sold at the poultry
stores as “scratching food.”
It is composed of
a number of grains and seeds of small size and
seemed to fill the needs of the case very nicely.
The second day after liberating we visited
every feeding box and found that one-half of the
coveys were using the shelter and food provided,
the rest were scattered.
We found them, however, close by in every instance and we toled them

also, that

they

can

successfully

be led

The food should be placed in a sheltered location where it will not be covered up with snow
or washed away by rains; it needs to be replenished at times.
When the snow is deep all over

the country more

grain is required

other time.

GYRUG

Are Currituck
Our North

Waters

than at any
UAL ebAIT:

Protected ?

Carolina correspondent,

Mr. F. A.

Inquiry from a variety of sources seems

to indicate that up to Dec. 15 or thereabouts there
was little or no
night shooting in Currituck
Sound, but that from about that time on, night
shooting has been common.
A northern sportsman who spent the last half
of December at one of the club houses on the
Sound declares that he never heard more shooting
at night than during that time.
A resident of Currituck county, living on the
shore, owning ducking land and a gunner of experience, writes us: “I think the game warden
have had enough free gush in the paper.
I don’t
believe one of them dare arrest a man.
I have

one day, and as we had a large extent of country to cover, it made a long job. I want to acknowledge here the very efficient help and advice of Mr. A. F. Wood, of this place, in connection with the putting out of these quail and
in getting those that scattered back to the feed;
This methodical
sary, we believe,

They were

to feeding places by a little study and perseverance,

common,

a

sential there be a free run left for quick egress
on the other.
We had fourteen

into the highway.

Olds, has more than once recently spoken of the
good work done by Mr. John R. Upchurch, the
North Carolina chief game
warden,
who
has
charge of the Currituck Sound district.
According to Mr. Olds’ information the work of protecting the waters of Currituck Sound is excellently performed.
There are others, however, who believe that
this work is not well done, and we have recently
received letters from correspondents north and
south, who declare that infractions of the law are

liberated each lot directly beside a feeding
The feeding box illustrated shows a cov-

and they seemed to do very well.
In covering the boxes with boughs

were

15, 1904;

Taft’s description of a feeding box for quail,
printed in a November issue, that we reprint it
in part for present practical use.

them

sketch which was published in your issue of Oct.
FEEDING

have

also

than half way.
Our experience, so far, leads us to believe that
quail will stand any amount of cold if they can
get something to eat, as pointed out in a former

A Feeding Box for Quail.
We

we

seen and reported and we easily got them to feed;

W. E. Wotcort.

Uarcay N.Y.

bought

The native quail

wary.
Practically all the natives lived after they
found the feed.
We used lines of chaff to tole
these to the feed the same as for the others.
I
have in mind one covey of eleven quail that we
got to feeding the middle of January, 1905, that
apparently came through intact.
We began to look for the native coveys with a
view of feeding them on the first light snows,
and we found three coveys.
Two other native
coveys we found after the snows got deep and

and to form other organizations of the same kind
in other parts of the woods.
Such organizations
would result in a mighty force for the protection
and
preservation
of
the
Adirondacks.

Strengthen

we

TROUGH

COVERED.

where the snow did not naturally lie*as deep as
it did in others.
The south side of a thick pine
tree was as good as any, particularly if the tree
grew on the south bank of a hill. We also tried
to get the feeding boxes near “quick cover,” like
a thick swamp or a brushy hillside, so the birds
could come and go without exposing themselves
very much, and a cover they could drop into
quickly in case an enemy got after them at the
feed.

We liked to have the box near water also, but
this we do not think is so essential as some of
the other

things.

We think the best way to liberate is to provide

as many boxes with cloth top and drop trap door
as there are to be coveys.
Transfer the birds
from the shipping crate
according
to number

wanted.

Place the liberating box on the ground

seen men with decoys shooting on rest days. Even
if they wished to do so, how can the wardens arrest men when they go in a boat that can be seen
and heard half a mile away?”
Here is a letter of like tenor which appeared
recently in the Twice-a-week Virginian Pilot of
Norfolk:
“WATERLILY, N. C., Dec. 27, 1005.—Dear Sir:
In the issue of your paper of the 19th inst., you
publish the substance of a letter from John R.
Upchurch, chief fish and game warden of this
district.
You quote Mr. Upchurch
as stating
that only two guns have been heard fired at night
in the waters of Currituck Sound during the present season.
* * * Permit me to say that Mr.
Upchurch is wrong with reference to the conditions now existing here as regards night shooting.
From Noy. 1 until the present time there have
been guns fired at intervals of fifteen or twenty
minutes between sunset
and
sunrise
in these
waters, to the truthfulness of which assertion any
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or all of our residents would be only too glad to
testify.
Last evening, while returning from my
place of business to my residence, a distance of a
mile, between 7 and 8 o’clock, I heard seven gun

shots
was

in the marshes
not an exception,

tions here.

and

on the Sound.

but a sample

This

of the condi-

My place of residence is only a few

hundred yards from Coinjock Bay, which, were
it properly protected, would be among the best,
if not the best part of Currituck Sound for duck
shooting, as the grass upon which our wild game
feed is very abundant there; but the night shooters begin fire-lighting the ducks in Coinjock Bay
on the first night of the open season and continue

to shoot them

until when the season

is half ad-

vanced all the ducks give that part of the Sound
a wide berth.
I wish to say that we fully realize

the evils of night shooting and its injury to our
interests.

We

game laws
Carolina.

heartily

that

govern

The difficulties
admittedly great,

approve

this

of

is or is not

whether

this

being done.

Camp
BY

TWENTY-ONE

present

of protecting these waters are
but gunners, resident and non-

resident alike, are entitled to know
work

the

section of North
Winton ises,

missed a stroke and the blade of the ax entered
the calf of my right leg. The wound was about
four inches

in length and gaped an inch or more.

As no artery was severed I tied a handkerchief
below the wound and twisted it until the bleeding stopped.

After

stitching

tered it with tar.
obliged

to renew

The

the wound

tar dried

the dressing

career.

times.

The

It will be noticed that my medicine chest contains no internal remedy whatever.
It is a fact
that

I have

no

use

for internal

to do with my

mum of beans and peas.
Five years of newspaper

life in the woods

out so I was

three

gation has proved that the white
blood
corpuscles flock to a wound and engage in the defense against the microbes
of putrefaction
by
killing and devouring the invading germs.
Tar
prevents the microbes from entering the wound
and gives the white cells an easy task.

food have much

HERMIT.

I plas-

wound healed without pain except a twinge now
and then.
I walked to the city every day for
my mail, a good five miles, and did my housework as well.
I suppose the reason why tar aids nature is
because it keeps the microbes of putrefaction
from entering a wound, thus preventing inflammation and the consequent pain. Scientific investi-

food consists of a minimum

of Cape Ann have exposed me to many incidents,
none of which could be called serious.
I have
had narrow escapes in my dooryard from reckless shooting, and many, very many, narrow escapes in the surrounding woods.
One such was
a close call indeed.
I was passing along a hillside in open woods, my head just at the crest of
the hill. A friend on the other side saw something gray moving along and raised his gun to
fire.
I saw the act and shouted.
That shout
saved my life. It did not prevent my friend from
pulling the trigger, but it caused him to give a
jerk that pulled the gun to one side.
The shot,
double Bs, hurtled by just in front of where I
was standing.
My friend was nearly overcome
by the shock and was sitting on a boulder when
I reached him.
He said that when he saw my
head he was positive that it was a raccoon.
I
told him that I was glad he had not taken me
for a skunk, but it was my province to tremble
instead of his, so he would better brace up. The
habit of going bareheaded had nearly ended my

camp

STREAM.

ably owing to my mode of life.

Surgery.

years of camp

AND

remedies,

prob-

Outdoor air and
good

health.

My

of meat and a maxiwork

followed by four

years of bookkeeping while confined to city life
I had reduced my flesh until I became a walking
skeleton.
For two years I was afflicted with
dyspepsia, catarrh and a persistent cough. I had
to select my food with great care, and was obliged to use a douche every morning for catarrh.
Two weeks after I began to camp out my cough
ceased and in a short time dyspepsia and catarrh
disappeared for good.
I would say that my lungs
were not affected at any time.

Time and again I have known

city people with

a seated cough to be cured
or relieved
while
taking an outing.
Usually five days out and the
cough disappears.

Tuis habit the heads of our households—yclept
helpmeets—have
of dispensing
largess in the
shape of our treasured possessions, especially of
comfortable old shoes, hats and clothing carefully
among

on contemplated shooting or
caused much real suffering

the guild.

In relation to camp surgery I must say that I
have been dismayed by the large number of instruments and medicines thought necessary in
camp life. If one should take along all the things
recommended he would be well equipped to practice on the bloody battlefield.
My medicine chest, which has answered
all
purposes for twenty-one years, is a very simple
affair.
It contains just three articles.
A can of

“Why, did you want them?
I thought you
needed the room in your closet for your new suit,

pure tar, one bottle of a strong decoction of hem-

the transaction, for thereby I became the owner
of Lady, the most promising young dog I have

lock bark, and one of sweet fern (Comptoma)
leaves or bark.
The hemlock decoction is used
for chafing, and the sweet fern for ivy poison,
etc.
Needles and silk and an old shirt for bandages are always at hand.
F
Of course, my outfit would fall short in case
of a broken limb, but up to date I have escaped
such a calamity.
As a dressing for flesh wounds
pure pine tar ranks ahead of anything within my
knowledge.
I have had occasion to use it a great
many times but will briefly call attention to three

cases.
A rusty nail split while I was

driving it and

entered the hand at the base of the thumb.
It
tore through the flesh making a ragged wound
about one inch in length and a half inch or more
in depth.
I let the blood run for a while then
washed out the wound with salt water and applied the tar.
The wound healed without pain
and caused me no inconvenience whatever.

A slash, made by a thin knife blade, laid open

the flesh at the base of the forefinger.
Dressed
with tar the wound healed in a few days and did
not prevent me from cutting fire wood.
I used
the hand about my work without thought of the
wound.
Such a wound, under the usual treatment, would have been painful a week or more
and the use of the hand out of the question.
Ten years ago, while cutting
fire wood,
I

and I gave them to the poor man who cut the
grass,” is the innocent explanation made to your
impatient query as to what in the ever-so-manythings has become of your so-and-so and so-on.
It is a great thing to the glad recipient of our
gone-but-not-forgotten-treasures, as I now know

by recently getting for once on the right side of
ever known in many years’ association with man’s
best friend.
I was all but overcome with (spurious) gratitude,

and

the author

of much

high-grade

faceti-

ousness, when the wife of one of my good friends
told me that there was a beautiful litter of puppies down at their country place—offspring of

the famous Verona B. Gladstone, No. 68960—one
of which should be mine, if I really would like
to have it.
This chronicle has nothing to do with the conversation between my friend and his generous
wife, which probably ensued when he first learned
of her promise to me, but good fellow that he is,
he stood by his wife and sent me the puppy.
The small boy of the house raced the maid for

the honor of answering the bell, the day Lady ar-

rived, and as it was the lunch hour, I was on
hand to respond in person to his excited call.
“That’s a nice little pup,” said the expressman, slipping a finger through the slats of the
box to touch her head as he turned to go back to
the wagon.
The poor little thing was worn out
with her trip on the cars
and in the jolting

wagon, and evidently lonesome and homesick. She
was only five months old and had never before
been away from her mother and the other little
ones,

and it all was

so new

She knew me at once for her new master, and
the earnest, anxious gaze with which she regarded me while I pulled the slats from the box
was pathetic.
Free, she raced across the yard to

limber up, and then came to me, laid her head in
my outstretched hand, looked long and earnestly

into my face, and when I called her by the only
name that a man of judgment could give her, we

were

friends.

and

strange.

Unimportant

things like business

suffered neglect that afternoon, and I hurried
home early with collar and chain and wire
to
makea trolley.
'

I sincerely regretted the necessity for the lat-

ter, but living in a no-fence section of the
city,
and being regardful to the point of sensitiveness
of my neighbors’ rights, I determined upon
it.

Collar, chain, trolley and all she took like a little
philosopher, and although unusually spirited, was
yard broken in a week, Some misguided heathen
probably wearing my shoes and clothes having
carried off all my chickens, the hen house
was
given Lady for sleeping quarters, and out of
this

arrangement grew our only serious difficulty.
Domiciled in a house built and
chickens, and knowing
that
a

used only for
thoroughbred

chicken is a “bird,” she promptly concluded
she
was “it,” and acted accordingly.
Each night,

when provided with supper and shut in,
she bolted
her food and burst into song; her clear
operatic

soprano

voice

stood a night

as did

my

pervading

height, and

the

neighborhood.

I

or two ofit without violent protest,

neighbors—their

being due to lack
whereabouts of the
monstrated. Armed
light, I visited the
third night, when

patience

probably

of exact knowledge
of the
disturbance, and then I rewith a switch and carrying a
theater of action about the
the performance was at its

although

I have

seen

artists play difficult roles, I never
better sustained
than
Lady’s
climbed the narrow cleated plank
the roosts some eight to ten feet

some

saw a
bird.
which
above

famous

character
She
had
led up to
the floor

perched herself upon the highest one, and there,
with nose pointed heavenward
Ing, she was joyously caroling.

With

Lady.

laid aside for use
fishing trips, has
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the
my

and

throat

swell-

the aid of a long pole I pushed her off

perch,
arms.

breaking

her

fall by catching

her

in

She seemed wonderfully glad to
me, and not at all put out by the interruption, see
I
thrashed her mildly and retired, and
was glad to
observe that she was intelligent enough to
take
the

hint and cease, for that night, being
a bird.
Several times thereafter she vocaliz
ed, and I
scolded a little and switched a little, but
one even-

ing, when it did not suit my convenience
to respond to her call, she kept up her singing
until
my neighbor on the left knocked me
up and
lodged a violent protest.
There was a rough
house in the “hennery” after his depart
ure, and

Lady has never played bird since, day or
night.
The small boy, who is a chip out of the
very
heart of the old block, in the matter of affecti
on
for

sport and all the accessories thereto,
was the
devoted friend and champion of the
little dog
from the beginning, and was the happie
st little

feliow in the world when promised that he
might

go on the first hunt with Lady.

We got away for the momentous

trial trip one
soon after the season opened, and the
fellows were both as wire-edged as a dollar little
razor.
When all but worn out with hard going
we
walked up a small covery of birds. The
young
ones were both hopelessly entangled in a
bit of

day

very thick cover when they flushed, and
scarcely
knew what was going on,
I gladly noted the fact that the
little dog

showed

only a surprised interest in the report of

the gun, the first she had ever heard.

What was it, Papa,” the boy shouted, and
when I told him “Quail,” he wanted to know
how
many I

had killed, and then why I had killed
none; and then what I had fired my gun for
if
not to kill a bird, etc., etc., as a small boy
will.
The birds flew over on to the neighboring farm
and it being “tabooed” territory I relucta
ntly
turned back and left them there.
_ After wandering about for some time and
eating our lunch, the small boy developed
an acute
attack of thirst—such as always attacks
a boy

when no water is accessible—and

the house of my

friend

on whose

we started for
farm

we

were

hunting. Lining him out on a straight course,
swung around down through a_ likely lookin I
g
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piece of bottom land where the cover looked
good. We had gone but a little way when I heard
him calling in an excited manner, and thinking
that he might have become hopelessly involved
trying to negotiate a bit of blackberry patch, went
to him.

“Oh, Papa!” he exclaimed, “if you had been
here you could have shot a bird.” Thinking he
had flushed a sparrow, I was strongly tempted to
threaten him with a sassafras sprout for giving
me the unnecessary trouble of coming to him.
“What kind of bird,’
I inquired,
not
too
kindly.
‘Quail,’ was the prompt answer.

“No!”

was my positive reply.

“Indeed

‘

I did see one, Papa.”

“How do you know it was a quail?”
“Why it flew this way” (jerking his arms up
and down violently), “and went like this’—
(blowing through his closed lips with a very
imitation of the noise of a quail flushing).

“Where did it fly to?”
“Right up there (pointing)

“Can you show me where

tical yet hopeful.

fair

in the woods.”

it lit?” I asked, scep-

“Yes, Papa,” with assurance.
Straight to the
woods he led me and pointing in to where small
growth stood thick around a lot of tree tops from

recent cutting said:

“Right in there.”

In I went and without giving the little dog a
chance flushed from right where he said it was,

a big, strong-flying quail.
Too

surprised

to shoot

intelligently

I slammed

two loads of shot through the trees in the general direction the bird was taking. The little dog
looked at me as though wondering what it all was
about, and the little boy was triumphant over his
vindication by finding the bird, as he had a right
to be, for any sportsman knows that the accurate
marking down of a bird is a feat not often performed by a not-quite-six-year-old.
Taking the direction of our bird we went after
it again, with the little dog in the lead. I was
all eagerness

would do.
lieve we

to find it, in order to see what

she

After going so far that I began to be-

had passed over it, and as I was

prepar-

ing to turn back, I noticed the dog acting sus-

piciously.
She seemed to have struck scent, and
in a careful manner was creeping steadily forward, and as I watched her she drew on to a
_ bit of small brush around an old stump and, at
a low word of warning from me, came down on
a beautiful point.
I had no more doubt that it

was the bird than I had of my being there, and
wanted to lay my gun down and take the dear
little dog in my arms.
I don’t know how long I watched her there—
standing steady as a veteran, pointing true and
fast on the first bird she had ever scented—or

how much longer I might have stood had not the
boy, who, unobserved, had ranged up alongside
of me and was excitedly looking at her, recalled
me to the business in hand.

“What's the matter with Lady?” was his excited query.
“She has the bird,’ I replied.
“Has it how—has it where?” said he, looking
earnestly for the bird and moving up closer,
And still she stood like a little orange and
white statue—tense and motionless, a wonderful
and beautiful illustration of that law of nature
we call heredity, or attribute we term instinct, of
which we talk so glibly and know so little. Never
so much as quivering when I stepped past her
tense body and outstretched head, she only relaxed when the bird flushed to drop back among
the thick carpet of fallen leaves at the report of

my gun.
And then what a time we three youngsters had,
for it was even enough to make the staid old
veteran a boy again, and how more than rejoiced

I was

that

I did not

first bird Lady ever pointed.

miss

that

bird,

the

I refrained, so far

as a gun and dog crank could, from bragging
about my promising pup, so that the second trial
made with an experienced shooting companion
was only embarrassed by the thought that the
little dog’s first performance might have been
only a happy accident.
We hunted where the going was hard, and
found only two coveys of birds. The first flushed

wild and all got away, scattering in a small patch
of woods with much undergrowth.
The first

trail Lady

AND

struck was

STREAM.

a single, and without

ef
the

least show of uncertainty she closed in and made
her point close on.
When
I walked
by her,
flushed and missed the bird, she circled around
a time or two and calmly came down on another.
This bird we both held on, but shooting a little
slow only succeeded in riddling the bark of a big
tree behind which it swung as we fired. Without
the least excitement Lady moved forward a few
steps and stiffened on another bird, which flushed
and flew behind us, to be stopped neatly by my

friend.

Thinking it well to let the dog know we

really wanted the birds, and were not simply trying to scare them, I took her with me to “seek

dead.”

She seemed wonderfully pleased to find that
we actually had a bird, and after being allowed
to find and pick it up, set to work to search
every inch of the ground where it had lain, evidently hoping that there might be more.
Finally
persuaded that one bird was all we had killed,
she resumed work.
Her work was with such
judgment and her manner so mature that I had
about begun to think she must be an old dog
masquerading as a puppy,
when,
as she was
drawing carefully on a bird, a grasshopper sprang
up from under her nose and flew back over her
head.
With the quickness of a cat she sprang
straight up into the air making a desperate effort
to catch the ’hopper and very nearly doing it. She
fell with a thud on her back, scrambled to’ her
feet, turned around once or twice to get her bearings and, as though no interruption had occurred,
ne ge on a few steps and came down on the

ird.
As well as we could judge she found nearly all
of the covey, although some of the cover was
terrible, and she only flushed one bird, and that
was, in a measure, excusable, as she was in the
act of pointing another bird when she stumbled
on the one that flushed.
When we stopped for
lunch the pup was so tired she seemed to go to
sleep while stretching
out, although
she had

showed no signs of fatigue or lagging back.
When awakened to get her dinner she ate lying

stretched out full length.
We concluded that
she had rather overdone the thing, and ought to
take it easy for the afternoon, but when we resumed our hunt she took the lead and held it
without a break to the end.
:
The second covey was walked up, while the
dog was off to one side and they scattered along
the river bank in light cover,
but where
the
shooting was made difficult by the heavy timber
growth along the water’s edge into which they

immediately bored when

flushed.

Here the little

dog kept up her record, and even
She set bird after bird without
the fact that we were shooting
twice when the bird would not
did she carefully back out, run

improved on it.
a break, despite
very badly, and
lie to her point
around, come in

ahead of it, and bring it down without a flush.
We had been joined by an old gentleman who
was an ardent sportsman, and his praise of the
little dog’s work was
loud.
She
capped
the

climax

by finding a wing-tipped

bird

had about counted lost and handling
skill and care of a born retriever.

When

which

we

it with

the

we finally turned toward home or rather

toward the little station, at which we were to
take the train with all too few birds but a large
load of fatigue, the unanimous
vote was_ that
Lady was the greatest dog of her age and inches

anyone
ten

of us had ever known.

seconds

after

train, but when

we

we

sat

had

She was

down

rested

to wait

asleep
for

the

a little and the

call of a quail was heard nearby she was up and
away at a word from me, and took quite a little
round without a protest, leading all the way.
Lady is orange and white, perfect in shape,
quick as nitro powder and as affectionate and
tractable as a child.

Blessings unnumbered on my friend’s wife and
my friend for the gift of Lady.
May they live
long

and

prosper

greatly.

Lewis

Hopkins.

Notes

new

ment,

Forest
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but will—of

it is a great

necessity—be

a case

proving the box and not the contents,”

being an impossibility.

Lewis

improve-

of “imthe latter

Hopkins.

the

Raccoon.

the pluck and vim to follow in the wake of the
Southern darkeys in their nightly raids through
the Mississippi
swamps.
The ’coon is a good

climber,

and

decidedly

a night walker.

He

is

easily caught in a steel trap, but the most approved method of hunting him is on, either
moonshiny or dark nights, with dog and ax,
and occasionally an old shotgun added.
I can
well remember when a good ’coon dog was
prized higher than any other dog, for the reason they were comparatively few. Any or every
dog could hunt woodchucks,
or could chase
*coons out of a cornfield, but a dog that could
follow a cold track, which might be six or
eight hours old, and find the identical tree where
the ’coon had laid up for the day, and that without missing; such a dog, whether mongrel, cur
or terrier, was considered an important acquisition by any live ’coon hunter.
The ’coon, like the bear, gets very fat when
food is plenty and frequently are very poor
when food is scarce, hence the difference in
weight of individuals, which varies from sixteen to thirty-five pounds.
The ’coon may be
classed among the omnivorous
animals.
Almost an endless variety of food is included in his
diet, such as berries, wild fruits, chestnuts,
acorns,
beechmast,
green
corn,
frogs, lizards,
crabs, snails, small fish, grubs, wasps, bees,
larve, eggs and young birds.
The ’coon lays
up, or hibernates, during the winter, or just so
long as the deep snow prevents his foraging.
Cold weather does not drive him in at all. It

is from the lack of food that he climbs high up

into the hollow trunk of some old tree, where
he rolls himself up like a round ball, with his
nose
curled down
under
his feet, in which

posture

he may

be said to lie squarely on the

top of his own head.
It is not known that he
sleeps the whole time, but the supposition is
There he lies, however, if not
‘that he does.
disturbed, perhaps for,six or eight weeks, or
until the snow thaws and settles enough for
easy traveling, when he is sure to awake and
start out in search of food, frequently traveling
long distances, following up and down small
spring brooks fishing out crabs, snails or any
other small creatures that may be found in such

places.

Sometimes

a little

of the

last year’s

mast: has laid over, which they find on the
wet, bare spots where the snow has melted off.
But the supply at such times is meagre, and however fat they may be at starting out they soon
become lean, and are then only hunted for the
skins, which yield prime fur during the winter
months,

Raccoon

skins have always been a quick sale

at a moderate price, and there never was a
shadow of reason why prime skins have not
valued at a higher figure.
The fur of the
caught in January or
northern ’coon, when
February, equals that of the beaver in strength
and _ properly
haired
when
and
and fineness,
dressed, none but an expert can detect any difference.
I can remember as far back as when very
good beaver hats were manufactured from a mix-

ture of ’coon and muskrat furs.
It is seldom that the ’coon breeds more than

From four to six kits are
once in two years.
produced at one birth, and are littered in March
or April.
The young, if not forcibly separated,
remain with the mother through the first winter,

or until February or March.

Six young ’coons

have been found in one tree with the dam, but
there are not often more than four, which in
My
grown.
two-thirds
are about
February
opinion is that they do not arrive at their full
ANTLER.
growth until near three years old.

Froriwa,
Knoxvitte, Tenn., Jan. 12.—Congratulations on

on

*Coons have been hunted by all classes, from
the sportsman, thoroughbred hunter, and farmers’ boys, down to the ragged urchin, who had

much

more

Jan. 10.—I
convenient

like the new
to

read

and

form.

It is

handle.

think all your subscribers will be pleased as I am.

I

Wishing you a good new year for the good paper.
An old sportsman of over seventy,

W. R. HALLOwELL,

°
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The Anglers’

The Carp.
New

York,

Jan.

6.—Editor

Forest

and

Stream:
The United States Bureau of Fisheries
has just issued a bulletin of 116 pages on “The
German Carp in the United States,” which should

be read by all persons

interested

in the fisheries

and in fishery laws.
It is the result of several
seasons’
careful
study by Mr. Leon J. Cole, under the direction
of the Bureau.
Mr. Cole has earned the right
to be heard on this subject and has probably a
better understanding of it than anyone else in
the land.
The paper may be accepted as an entirely impartial and reliable consideration of the status
of the carp in our waters, its relation to other
species, and to the fishery trade of the country.
Little of the discussion of the subject by anglers and other
correspondents
of sportsmen’s
journals has been helpful.
There has been complaint in abundance, and much useless clamor for

its

extermination.

even

it.

than

The

pretty

Scolding

advice—and

author

we

is cheap—cheaper

have

had

a-plenty

in his final chapter

conclusively

that the carp

points

is here

Club

of New

York.

THE first annual meeting of the Anglers’ Club
of New

York

was

held

at Mouquin’s

Hotel,

in

called to order by President

Robert

River
River,
The
is out

The

catch

from

the

probably

be nearly

twice what

older

catch of carp by non-professional

Edward

Cave, G. M. L. LaBranche, Joseph E. Zdankiewicz,
W. G. Geety, C. G. Levison, Dr. R. J. Held, Edward

B. Rice,

Charles

Stepath,

F. W.

Sumner,

Dr. George W. Blakeslee, Harold DeRaasloff,
H. Chambers,

Milton

John E. Bullwinkle,

H. Smith, James

R.

Division:of

Commercial

I visited certain centers

of them

Fisheries

Office in Washington.

in company

Mr.

of applicants for membership and several guests.
Mr. LaBranche, chairman of the committee on
admission, reported the following list of applicants who had been elected to active membership in the club since the last meeting:
Bernard

Waters,
Henry

James

H. Cruickshank,

S. Hayes,

of the catching

Edward

F.

J. Alden

Todd,

Weir,

Robert

D.

points to the commercial

fishermen in the use of

in the United
them

States.

such a chance

yet had.

By all means

let us give

at the carp as they have

not

This is not an entirely easy matter to

arrange, but it can be done, and ought to be done,
wherever carp are caught
so abundantly
that
fishermen can handle them profitably.

The population of the larger cities of the country is growing and fish dealers can dispose of
more

carp

than

they

now

receive.

Approxi-

mately 8,000,000 pounds are used annually in New
York city.
_ The

more

extensive

the

use

of carp

becomes

in the markets the less will be the drain on our
lakes

and

streams

market purposes.

for the more

gamy

fishes

C. H. Townsenp.

for

for

the

New

Minister.

Whoever may become the new Minister of
Fisheries for the Dominion will find a number of
recommendations

for

changes

in the. laws

re-

specting fisheries awaiting him. These suggestions are the result of the work of the recent
fish and game congress held in Montreal. They
were embodied in the report of the committee
on coarse fish, which was presented and put
through the congress by Mr. C. H. Wilson, of
Falls, New

York.

Of these recommenda-

barbue

or

channel

catfish,

18

inches;

congress,

have

not

yet

seen

publicity

in

titled to that distinction, being of special interest

to every American angler who fishes in Canada.
The committee heartily approved of the decision of the provincial Minister of Fisheries,
Hon.

Mr. Prevost, to issue no more

licenses for

netting in the inland lakes of the Province of
Quebec, and recommended that no netting for
salmon be permitted in the estuaries of rivers,
and that the minimum penalty for the spearing
of salmon be $50; that the weight of the day’s
catch for any fish except salmon be restricted

in the

netting, as will enable them to catch carp as
cheaply and abundantly as possible.
There are over 200,000 professional fishermen

Suggestions

Anglers.

FOREST AND STREAM, and they are certainly en-

In 1899

anti-carp talk—should look up the fish laws in
their respective States, and when such are to be
revised curb their prejudices
and
yield
such

Canadian

same

fisher-

freely.

a similar duty in Brooklyn,

The next meeting will be held on the second
Tuesday in February.

inches;

Cole.

of carp

of

yellow perch, 8 inches, maskinongé, 24 inches.
This reminds me that the recommendations
of the committee on game fish, adopted by the

re-

they have done their share of

one

badge.

Glens

ROBERT

President

State fishery laws should be promptly revised so
Sportsmen—and

on

tions the most important are that the close season for maskinongé, bass and wall-eyed pike or
doré, shall be uniform, and from Jan. 1 to June
15. That the close season for sturgeon shall be
from May 15 to July 20, and that the size limit
shall be 42 inches. That there be a limit to the
size at which the following fish may be taken,
namely, bass, 10 inches; rock bass, 6 inches;
wall-eyed pike or doré, 15 inches; barbotte, 10

The catch of carp by professional and non-professional fishermen could be vastly increased if
a greater use of netting were permitted.
Our
as to permit

contests

D. Smith,

of the carp industry, one

with

casting

asked to perform

Perry D. Frazer, -a number

ing five years’ study of the fisheries while Chief
Fish Commission

to hold

in which is Prospect Park, and Messrs. Conroy
and Levison were delegated to arrange for a club

Poey, R. B. Lawrence,

men in different parts of the country is enormous, as I had ample opportunity to observe durof the

be obtained
was

Gonzalo

Mississippi

show.

a

Messrs.

and tributaries is credited to the Illinois
and that of the Great Lakes to Lake Erie.
data for some of the above named regions
of date and the quantity taken at present

would
ports

$463,677.00

of the

appointed

B. Lawrence with the following members present:

out

igtalywrasacets
oe enaesieeste rs19,097,990

bulk

Poey were

the lakes in Central Park; while Mr. Bullwinkle

was

reducing its numbers.
I have to-day compiled from the latest Government statistics at hand the following figures
relative to the quantity and value of carp annually sent to market:

The

and

meeting

to stay,

Value.
$289,258.00
71,285.00
59,238.00
37,683.00
6,213.00

LaBranche

committee to confer with the Department of
Parks officials and ascertain if permission could

of

Region.
Pounds.
Mississippi and tributaries. .11,868,840
Greats, LakeSaic cases
cate arte 4,237,643
Middle Atlantic States...... 1,159,958
Minor interior waters....... 1,448,217
All other Waters... esses eeees
383,332

Messrs.

Sixth avenue, New York city, the night of Jan.
9. Before the meeting a large number of the
members and their guests dined together.
The

and that the question now is what is the best
thing to be done in the way of utilizing it and

Year.
1899
1903
1991
1896
1899-1902

Among other things it was decided that all applications for membership must be made to the
secretary, whose address is 501 West 164th street.

B.

by law;

LAWRENCE.

of the Anglers’

Club.

Kennedy and Tom M. Jardine; and these associate members: Thomas J. Conroy, of New York
ae Ee Edward F. Payne, of Highland Mills,
Mr. John E. Bullwinkle reported that articles
of incorporation had been filed, bearing the signatures

of the

directors

of the

club,

as

follows:

Robert B. Lawrence, Milton H. Smith, Gonzalo
Poey, Perry D. Frazer, Edward Cave, Chancellor
G. Levison. A few minor changes were made in
the constitution, in order that it could be formally
adopted

by the club

as

a corporation

under

the

laws of the State. Routine business followed and
then came the election of officers to serve during
the fiscal year. The gentlemen selected are named
below:
President,

Robert B. Lawrence;

Vice-President,

Milton H. Smith; Treasurer, Gonzalo Poey; Secretary, Perry D. Frazer; members

from the club-

at-large to serve as directors:
Chancellor G.
Levison, John E. Bullwinkle and Edward Cave;
committee on admissions, G. M. L. LaBranche,
Edward B. Rice, Dr. R. J. Held, James D. Smith
and Charles Stepath.

that

the

minimum

fine

for the illegal

fishing of trout and ouananiche be $10 for the
first offense, $50 for the second and imprisonment without the option of a fine for the third,
with expulsion of any club member violating
the law; that proper measures be taken to assure
the raising of all salmon nets during the times
prescribed by law; that special provision be
made for the enforcement of fish and game laws
in districts in which lumber camps are situated;
that during the close season such districts be
efficiently policed; that owing to their destructive nature, stake nets in the lower St. Lawrence
should not be permitted within one mile of the
mouths of salmon rivers; that the Quebec fisheries act be amended so as to harmonize with
the Federal fisheries law; that it is advisable
that the sale of speckled trout (fontinalis) be
entirely prohibited from Oct. 15 to May 2 of
each year, and that, if not already provided for,
regulations be adopted to prevent the pollution
of fishing waters by mill or other refuse of a deleterious character, such as pulp, sawdust,
bark, etc.

P

So far as the Dominion
eries is concerned,

may

Department of Fish-

it is not known what

be taken upon the suggestions

action

to change

-

FOREST
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STREAM.

the close seasons and to limit the catches of certain varieties of fish, which are entirely within
the province of the Federal authorities.
It is
fully understood, however, that the Hon. Mr.

Prevost will endeavor to act upon the majority
of

the

congress.

other

recommendations

—

Destruction

from

the

made

Lumber

by

the

Camps.

_ Of the different suggestions made to the Minister, none are perhaps of more importance to
the preservation of fish and game than are those
having reference to the destructiveness of the

lumbermen.

Rivers

and lakes which

swarmed

with trout have been completely denuded of
their fish in a season or two by the rapacity of
the owners of lumber camps and the lawlessness
of their employes.
A harrowing tale of this

work of destruction was told at the recent congress

by Dr.

Porter,

of Bridgeport,

the presi-

dent of the Bostonnais Fish and Game Association: “Upon the preserves of this Association,”

said

Dr.

Porter,

“a

pulp

company

been at work for four or five years.

has

According

to the stories told by the woodsmen, they have
found fish from the water and game from the
woods more plentiful and cheaper than meat
from the pork barrel; they have caught fish and
shot game’ in season and out of season; they
have killed fish by set-lines and by dynamite;
nor has this poaching been done only by the
wood choppers.
In open defiance of the law of
the Province of Quebec, they have erected dams
without fishways, and so constructed them that
when their gates were open, the platform of the
apron was so high that no trout could pass up

LAKE

From

stream.
This violation of the law has been
brought to the attention of the company; numerous protests have been lodged with the department, which has repeatedly notified the company, whose officers, however, disregard, if they
do not ridicule these official warnings.”

I can cite many instances of the destruction
wrought by similar companies, and knowing the
difficulty which has been encountered in the
past trom such
couple of years

sources, I threw up, only a
ago, the lease of a beautiful

fishing territory,.as soon
bering operations

there.

I am.glad

were

as I found that lum-

about to be commenced

to be able to say, however,

that better things are now to be expected, since
it is the policy of the new minister to dismiss

every provincial guardian who
formance

fails in the per-

of his duty and in enforcing

the laws

in the district intrusted to his supervision.
That

there

is urgent

need

for reform

in this

direction, in other portions of the province than
that described by Dr. Porter, is evidenced by a
letter which has just corfie. under my notice
from the pen of an accomplished nature lover,
who is one of the masters in the Montreal High
School. Writing to Hon Mr. Prevost’s department, this gentleman says:
“I have for several
years past been spending all my summer in the

Laurentians, and am fairly well acquainted with
the country on both sides of the C. P. R. from
St. Jerome to Labelle, having
been
to Lac
Archambault on the east and to Arundel on the
west, and in not one instance have I seen a

fishway made at the various dams, although I
believe the law requires it. I have, on the contrary, seen the gates closed right on the fish in
the spring runs, and literally hundreds of our
beautiful brook trout crushed to death under
them. Mill after mill can be seen on the North
and

Rouge

rivers,

filling

those

streams

with

sawdust, and a little investigation upon the
many streams entering into the above-named
rivers would show as many more., For the past
three years I have been conducting a camp for
boys on Lac St. Joseph, St. Adolphe de Howard,

and

next

Archambault,

year

county

purpose

Montcalm.

going

to

I have

Lac

been

doing my best with these boys to teach them to
respect the fish and game laws of our province;

but it is very difficult to successfully accomplish
this, when so many of the people around us are
openly violating them. Only this week a friend
tells me of a sackful of trout being taken out of
a lake near St. Adolphe.
The two chief difficulties in the way of enforcing the law seems
to be, first, that the remuneration

of the game

wardens

“The

Basses,

FISHING.

Fresh-Water

is not sufficient to induce them to an-

tagonize

the

people

among

and, second, that the summer
and game

whom

they

live;

residents and fish

clubs owning property

in the vicinity

of these violations of the law are afraid of the
consequences if they prosecute or give evidence
against the permanent residents.”
How

Ontario

Enforces

the

Law.

During the course of the discussion at the
congress upon the necessity of enforcing the
law concerning the erection of fishways, the
Hon.

Mr.

Latchford,

when

obstructed

ex-Minister

of Fisheries,

told of one of the methods employed by his department for providing free passageway for fish
by dams

unprovided

with fish-

ways.
It simply consisted in sending men to
blow up the dam with dynamite.
When the
Government of the Province of Quebec has
blown

up a few dams

with dynamite,

or caused

the imposition of the fines to be made effective,
as provided by law, upon those who fail to comply with the provisions of the statutes for the
erection of fishways, a good stride forward will
have been taken toward the preservation of our
beautiful game fish. I have good reason to believe that there will be something very impor-

tant doing in this matter by Mr. Prevost’s department, immediately after the forthcoming
session of the provincial legislature, and it will
not be a day too soon, either.
:
E. T. D. CHAMBERS,

by fifty members, several of whom had
with them.
President Hinman not being
be present, Hon. George W. Wiggin, a
president, sat in the seat of honor.
The

secretary submitted a brief summary

of the work

of the year, stating that fourteen life members
and 219 annual members had been added to the
list—a record of increased membership that has
never been surpassed in the history of the Association,
The treasurer's report showed that the

sinking fund had been increased by something
more than $400, and that about $1,000 is held in
reserve for the purchase of quail, if they can be
obtained,

herewith

inclosed

was

un-

President—William Brewster.
Vice-Presidents—William S. Hinman, James R. Reed,
George W. Wiggin, Benjamin C. Clark, Benjamin Varnum Howe, Robert S. Gray, Alpheus R, Brown, George
H. Payne, Salem D. Charles, Heber Bishop, J, N. Roberts, Rollin Jones, Frank Fallon, N.C. Nash, A. B. F.
Kinney, Joseph T, Herrick, A. C. Sylvester, Cyrus A.
Taft, Charles E, Stratton, George M. Poland, Arthur L,
Walker, W. C. Woodward, H. A. Estabrook, Maurice H.
Richardson, Charles M. Bryant.
Librarian—Edward W. Branigan.
Secretary-Treasurer—Henry Hastings Kimball.
Executive Committee—Charles
W.
Dimick,
M. A.
Morris, Francis
B. Crowninshield,
Alfred A. Glasier,
Williamy A. Morse, Heman
S. Fay, John E. Thayer,
Edwin
De Merritte, John C. Phillips, Andrew
Gray
Weeks, Paul Butler, William A. Jeffries.
Membership Committee—Thomas H. Hall, Richard V.
Joyce, B. Varnum Howe.
é
Fund
Committee—George
W. Wiggin,
Benjamin
C.
Clark, Adelbert D. Thayer;
:
The officers above-named,
elected Jan. 10, constitute .
the Board of Managément for 1906.

Mt.

William

Lyman

Underwood

delivered

his
lecture
on
“A
Strange
Story
of the
North
Woods,’
with
a
host
of
admirable
illustrations.
During its delivery manifestations

of unqualified approval were frequent, and a
more sympathetic audience would be hard to find.
A vote of thanks
was
returned
the lecturer.
Everyone was greatly delighted with it.
The annual banquet of the Megantic Club will
be held at the Copley Square Hotel on Saturday
evening, the 2oth inst., and among the speakers
announced for the occasion is Mr. J. W. Titcomb, of Washington, D. C., and Commissioner

of Maine.

Association.

Boston, Mass., Jan. 13.—Editor Forest and
Stream:
The annual meeting of the State Association at the Copley Square Hotel was attended
friends
able to
former

Marine.”

The list of officers
animously elected:

Carleton,

Massachusetts

and

H. H.

The
COMPLEMENTING

KiImMBaA tt,

Basses.

his book on the brook

trout,

Mr. Louis Rhead has edited and illustrated a volume devoted to “The Basses.’”*
The species discussed comprise both the fresh water and the
marine, the fresh water basses being treated by
the late William C. Harris and the salt water fish
by Dr. Tarleton H. Bean.
The volume is a compendium of information respecting the life history and habits of the fish, their favorite haunts
and the methods of their capture.
The informa-

tion contained

under

these heads

will be found

very complete and satisfactory.
The two species of black bass, the small-mouth
*The Basses, Fresh-Water and Marine.
By William
C. Harris and Tarleton H. Bean.
Edited and illustrated
by Louis
Rhead.
Frederick
Stokes
Company:
New
York.

FOREST

I0OO
and the large-mouth, are treated at length, and,
of course, the game qualities are discussed.
Mr.
Harris cites, as qualities which make the black
bass such a favorite with anglers, its endowment
of strength and the intelligence or acute instinct
it shows to use its strength to the best advantage;
and its leaping traits, which in the small-mouth
varieties are so pronounced.
The small-mouth,
Mr. Harris declares, do not leap in waters east
of the Alleghanies, but they frequently come into
the air in waters
of the
Northwest,
and
in
Florida they are reported to leap on a slack line.
Incidentally, of course, there is much discussion
of the qualities of the various methods of baitfishing and fly-fishing. Of fly-fishing for the black
bass Mr. Harris writes:
‘‘There are times when
the black bass will take the fly, particularly in
running waters, at all hours of the day—in the
glare of sunlight nearly as fiercely as under a
lowering sky, but these occasions are very widely
apart.
I never fish for them in streams until
dusk, or when the day is very dark, and then I
use a medium-size of fly, what is usually known
as a large trout fly, tied on a No. 6 Sproat hook.
With two of these flies dressed in subdued colors
I whip the head, middle and tail end of pools,
never the rapids, although I have caught many
fish in the eddies on the sides of the very swift
water, and in one instance had a bass jump four
feet across a little rapid at my flies trailing on
the opposite side from where he was lying, perdu.
“As to lakes, it is, I think, a waste of time to
fish broad waters for black bass with a fly, unless
you find shallow ledges of rocks where the water
is not over five or six feet deep; and if less, the
better for your outlook.
True, the bass, lacking

AND

STREAM.

a food supply in such places, will forage near the
shore, particularly around the aquatic vegetation
in the little bays, and, more likely, even than
there, at the mouths of small brooks that flow
into the lake.
Under such conditions get out
your boat, put on your wading trousers, and approach the spot within fifty or sixty feet—black
bass fly-fishing requires long casting.
Let your
flies sink an inch or two, and then draw your cast
slowly in, with the dropper just touching the surface of the water.
Should you see the swirl of

a rise, cast instantly into it and let your flies sink
at once.”

At an
THE

Ontario

Lake.

railway train took us to Athens,

and as

we stepped out unon the platform of the station,
Solon met us.
Athens, Solon, historic combination!
Solcn is the driver of the Cedar Park stage.
Like Solon of antiquity, he was
born
near
Athens, and if a crown had ever been offered
him he would have refused it, as did the Grecian
Solon—such is his native modesty.
Then, too,
Solon of Cedar Park is a philosopher—in his
own original way.
His grave, masculine face,
his deliberate speech, the perfection of skill with
which he smokes his long-stemmed, brown brier
indicates the calm, wise soul, and when he landed
us at the inn among the cedars we felt that we
had a classic introduction to a summer outing.
Charleston Lake, which lay before
us, half
veiled in the thin mist of a summer rain, is one
of the most picturesque of the many fine Ontario

lakes.

Its area is some thirty-five or forty square

STRIPED

A

RUNNING

From

‘The

BASS
FISHING.
Fresh-Water and Marine.”

FIGHT—SEA
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BASS

miles.
Its irregular, cliff-girdled, wooded shores
measure a hundred miles, and as many rockbound islands, covered
with
pines,
oaks
and
beeches are scattered in its clear, deep waters.
So unbroken and continuous is the forest upon
the shores and islands that its appearance is that
of a wilderness lake.
It has long been a favorite
resort for anglers, especially those who have a
love of fine scenery.
Perhaps I should not so
discriminate, for my experience inclines me to
believe that all true anglers are in that category,
even if they are not actively conscious of that
love while intent on their favorite recreation.
The standard game fish of the lake is the smallmouth black bass.
The namaycush,
the gray
trout, called here the “salmon trout,’ is found
in the deep water in summer, and at the surface
in the spring.
There are also the whitefish, the
pickerel of large size, the “moon” fish and the
other usual inhabitants of fresh-water lakes.
The local customary method of fishing conduces to comfort as well as pleasure.
The men
who act as guides are not only good boatmen
with good boats, fitted with easy chair-seats, but
are also good plain cooks, and after the morning’s fishing the lunch at noon on the wooded
islands, sheltered from the sun, isa feature of the
day; lunching, not on dry sandwiches and cold,
hard-boiled eggs, the traditional
lunch
of the
fisherman, but on the freshly-caught fish, broiled
chickens, sweet green corn and all else of the
substantials that hungry
anglers
may
crave—
cooked on the spot at the primitive stone fireplace and served hot on a portable table fur-

nished by the boatman as part of his daily duties.
Luxurious?

FISHING

ON

Comparatively

THE

NEW

so.

ENGLAND

There

are times

COAST,

“The substantially built fishing-stands, resembling the ‘pulpits’
of swordfishing vessels, are a characteristic feature of the club properties on our New
England coasts and islands.
Stout planks and iron railings firmly bolted to
the solid rock enable the angler to maintain his station near his favorite feeding ground, no matter how fiercely winds blow or surf beats against the shore.
Clad in warm and waterproof clothing, and provided with all the needful appliances for capture of his mighty prey, he braves the elements and patiently endures the long struggle for the sake of the highest trophy possible outside of
the salmon regions.”

FOREST
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in the angler’s

experience

when

the call is for

him to be seeking the haunts of the trout in the
profound solitudes, tramping
over
the
rough
portages through old woods, canoeing on unfrequented lakes where the loons call, casting the
fly where perhaps no fly was ever cast before,
and the unsophisticated trout leap to meet it as
it flutters down to the surface of the water, living on plainest fare, sleeping on beds of balsam
boughs in the open air under the stars—and all
this has its own peculiar, indescribable charm;

but then, again,

one will prescribe a less active

regimen for one’s

self—and

this also has its own

compensations.

The

sagacious

crows

seem

to have

of all the mid-day luncheon camps

a schedule

of.the shores

and islands, for wherever the rude tables are
spread and the odor of the broiling fish rises
they gather upon the adjacent trees, keeping up
a lively conversation among themselves, and as
soon as the boats push off the sable wings swoop
down for the remnants of the feast.
For several days in the latter part of August
and early September we had seen toward evening large numbers of them flying, singly and in
flocks, over the lake.
We supposed they were
crossing to high, wooded hills, but passing one

evening

in our

boat, between

two

islands,

each

having a central ridge crowned with pines, we
discovered the nightly
rendezvous
here
upon
these islands in the center of the lake.
Hundreds of the crows were gathered and in riotous
sport, now settling upon the tops of the trees,
then rising simultaneously in the air, tumbling
and plunging down again, headlong and sidewise,
with ludicrous movements and vociferous cawing. Their roosting place was in the thick foliage of the pines, and as the twilight came on
they gradually ceased their antics, became quiet

and their carnival ended, dropped noiselessly, one
by one, from the tree tops down into the heart
of the branches to be safely sheltered until the
dawn.

Leaving the boat for a day, giving the guide an

Opportunity to ride to Athens with Solon and to
absorb some morsels of his wisdom and perhaps
a bottle of beer, we climb up a slope from the

lake through cedars and maples and birches over
a high ridge shaded by old oaks, down across a
brook and up a ravine, and enter a small, grassy
park in the woods—a very suitable place for the
_ weods
folk to sun themselves.
One day two

foxes

walked

out

into

this park,

perhaps

with

expectation of finding a bird or a mouse in the
thick grass.
They did not know or suspect they

were
one

being

of

the

movements

watched

Natural

were

from

the near

History

natural.

One

thicket

by

Bureau.

Their

of them

stopped
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calling, apparently anxious at the exposed position of her offspring, but her efforts failed to
move the sleepy child, and it continued to rest,
undisturbed by the clamor above or the possible
danger below.
It is well said of the porcupine
that it is the most independent of all the inhabitants of the woods, for his food is easily obtained in abundance from the trees, his covering
is ample protection from almost every other animal, excepting man, and he can afford to be
careless and sluggish, and venturesome
in his
wanderings.
The woods furnished one mystery. From some
of the oaks which bore many acorns scores of
the outer ends or tips had been nipped off and
were lying on the ground under the trees, or had
lodged in falling upon the branches of adjoining
_ trees. In every instance, so far as could be ascertained, the severed twigs held empty acorn
cups.
What cut them off?
The black squirrel
might have done it, but why should he?
He
could easily run out on the branches and take the
acorn.
Why should he take the trouble to sever
twigs, as large as a lead pencil and drop them

out of his immediate

reach?

Porcupines were seen on the same trees, but
they are heavy and clumsy and could hardly
reach the ends of the branches.
And do they
eat acorns?
It was suggested by a guide that
it was the work of raccoons.
Many partridges are
seen
and
heard
while
walking quietly on the trails, but they are wild.
Near the head of the lake is Slack’s
farm,
where the amateur acheologist with his stout hoe
can find under the sod evidences of Indian occupation in,remnants of pottery and crumbled
bones of deer.
No doubt the red man fed well
on the ancestors of the fish the white man now
comes to angle for, and on the deer that are no
longer found in their former haunts.
Jae
ae
New

York, Jan 10,

The
THERE

are

Abominable
times

when

one

Evidence.
does

not

care

to

know the truth, times when it is positive pleasure
to cherish a delusion until it seems so real that
truth is not only unwelcome,

disagreeable intruder.

but is resented

as a

Of course there are plenty

of plain matter-of-fact people who will not accept
this proposition, just as there are those who
would reject any declaration whatever.
But the
sportsman, being a lover of the woods and waters,
is not a matter-of-fact person;
in fact, he is

oftener given to matter-of- fancy, and not unfrequently

loves to visit out of the way

spots where

he can imagine himself a discoverer

of a bit of
In his far

and scratched an ear with a hind leg, after the ‘nature unknown to any of his race.
away trips for fish or game, he often comes upon
manner of a dog.
Evidently they were not of
some stream in which he is certain no angler has
the latest modern type, but just plain John Burever wet his line, or upon a valley whose sides he
roughs, red foxes.
They strolled about in the
is confident never echoed to the discharge of a
grass, warily enough as became foxes, but quite
gun before his own had broken the silence. This
at ease, and finally walked, not “loped,’ each by
feeling gives him a sense of proprietorship in the
himself into the covert.
No doubt they were the
spot which, if not rudely dispelled by evidence of
owners of the den found a day or two later by
man’s previous presence, will be cherished.
following the trail of some baying hounds having
This evidence takes different forms at times. It
a hunt on their own account.
From the park
may be the print of a recent foot that alarms you
‘several trails lead into the deeper woods.
in your character of Crusoe, or the blackened log
There are many acorn bearing oaks among the
where a camp fire burned years before, and these,
trees which furnish food for the black squirrels
while they suggest_the presence of man at some
that in late August were eating the yet green,
soft fruit. The black squirrel, like the gray, is time more or less remote, do not always indicate
the style and character of the person who has
shy and quickly hides when approached.
He is
dared to intrude upon your solitude before it beseen best when surprised running on the ground
came your own.
It might have been an Indian,
from tree to tree.
Twenty miles away, near the

St. Lawrence

River, there

is a colony of grays,

but they do not seem to live heré in numbers, although one was seen as he was having a fierce
vocal controversy with a big black on an oak.
Porcupines are numerous.
The first one we
found was stretched at full length upon the limb
of a tree about forty feet from the ground. True
to the porcupine reputation for lazy indifference
he refused to move except to elevate his quills
when the trunk of the tree was rapped sharply

with a club.
We had the like experience when
another
would not budge from his perch on a tall oak,
although the bole was vigorously thwacked.
A
young one was discovered lying on a low limb
of a tree while the mother was walking back

and forth on a higher branch, looking down and

and in that case it does not affect your peace of

mind.
Perhaps it was some adventurous white
trapper, and, if so, you are but little affected..
But
if instead of the recent footprint or the more ancient remains of a camp-fire, the abhorrent sardine box or the tin covering of the pressed corned
beef meets the eye, then the woeful doubt that
perhaps a sportsman tourist has been before you
rises to disturb your dreams of being the Columbus of a miniature new world.
Still, there is a

possibility that the sardine box or the tin wrapper
of the cartilaginous beef may have been part of
the stores of the sinewy trapper, who, intent only
on getting his furs, never stopped to enjoy the
beauties of your solitude, to fish in your streams,

nor to shoot in the valley which you feel to be
yours by right of discovery. The knowledge of

this possibility will, after the first shock is over
and you have recovered from it, soon assume the
position of a wholesome fact and you will have
no doubt of its truth.
While it may thus appear
that some other white man has been before you,

you

are

still the

Columbus

and

he

simply

the

Norseman, whose name is unknown.
He may
have seen the spot, but who was he?
A semimythical adventurer whose very
name
is unknown,
while even your little brothers know
yours!
But, suppose that the proof of man’s previous
presence in your new world should take the shape
of a tomato-can set upon a stump and riddled
with bullet holes?
Your
heart
sinks at the
abominable
evidence.
Fellows
of your
own
stripe have been there before you!
They have
had as little regard for your feelings as you had
for those who might visit your last camp, where
you left the same abominable evidence for all to
see.
You think they might have had the decency
to throw the thing away, if not to bury it, forgetful that you left your well-riddled tomato-can
upon the stump near your last camp-fire, and even
took pains to replace it after the final bullet from
your repeating rifle had knocked it down.
You
think long upon this subject and resolve that if
you do practice upon the insensible tomato can

in the wilderness, you will see in future that the
abominable evidence of your target practice in
places presumed to be “‘untrodden” will never be
obtruded upon the vision of those who are so unfortunate as to be second on the field of your
explorations,
We have seen the trail from Kansas City to
New Mexico, when it was the only way of travel
between those points, so lined with sardine boxes
that if the grass should ever grow over the wagon
road it could be accurately located by them.
We
have seen the tin coverings of occasional dainties
left by the frugal trappers from Hudson’s Bay
to Puget Sound, and have beheld a label from a
can of peaches lying in the bottom of a small
stream in Ontanagon which we thought was unknown to tourists, and may have come from some
Indian trading post; but the riddled tomato-can
ostentatiously mounted upon a stump never allows any play of imagination as to who left it.
It shows the presence of men with more ammunition than they care to take back.
It proves the
presence of holiday tourists, and is, in fact, the
abominable evidence of target shooting in the
sacred domain of solitude.

Graves

Meadow.

Ir is only a small green spot in the woods of
southern Vermont, in the town of Stratton, lying
on the eastern slope of the Green
Mountains.
Perhaps it is forty rods long by fifteen or twenty
in width.
A clear mountain stream runs through
it, fringed part of the way with alders.
Its name
even is known to only a few hundred in that
thinly settled region; but it is to a limited few a
famous place.
For the last half a century or
more, indeed since the days of the early settlers,
it has probably yielded the fishermen more trout
than any other place of its size in all New England.
It has peculiar natural advantages in this
respect.
Above it and below it for half a mile in
either direction are alder swamps, so dense and
tangled as to bid defiance to any but the most
persistent angler.
There the trout lay and breed
in comparative security, and from them the little
meadow is constantly stocked.
In my younger
days, long, long ago, it was no unusual thing to
take a hundred fine trout from this place.
The
supply seemed inexhaustible.
The next day after
being thoroughly fished it would swarm with a
new
lot.
I remember
once taking forty-four
from a small “hole” in half an hour,
They would
probably average over seven inches in length.
Even at this day, when
most
of the trout
streams in that vicinity are depleted by constant
fishing, Graves Meadow is making a heroic effort
to maintain its old reputation.
Last May I took
about thirty trout of legal size (six inches) from
its waters.
Having during a long life enjoyed
many pleasant hours in this beautiful spot, I think
the least I can do is to endeavor to preserve its
memory before the greedy lumbermen shall have

destroyed this old landmark.

Bak.
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International Yacht

SCHOONERS.

Reports from Bristol the past week
the interesting facts that three large

Measurement.

bring out
schooners

For the first time in the history of yachting
an effort is to be made to consummate the desire

are building in the Herreshoff shops.

Two of the

boats

the third

of yachtsmen throughout the world for a universal system of yacht measurement.
Ever since
yacht racing has been firmly established in other

are

for American

owners

for H. I. M. the German
news

should

eign and

infuse

domestic

some

and

Emperor.
vitality

yachting,

and

into

is

This good
both

will no

for-

doubt

bring about the building of other large racing
boats by more conservative sportsmen who wait

for other enthusiasts to take the initiative in the
placing of new

J. Rogers

orders.

Maxwell

is to be the owner

of one

of the boats, and she will rate at the top of the
B class for schooners and meet Elmina II., Invader, Corona and perhaps Ingomar.
Mr. Maxwell has been less active in the racing for the past
year or two and. his son has rather taken his
place.
If the 7o-footer Yankee remains in the
Maxwell family both father and son will have a
chance to try their luck and skill in the most
interesting of the big sloop and schooner classes.

The

smaller

of the schooners

is for Commo-

dore E. Walter Clark, of the Corinthian Y. C.,
of Philadelphia, a capable yachtsman and old
client of the Herreshoffs.
Irolita, the sloop now
owned by Commodore
Clark, has never been
raced to any extent, but it is understood that the
new boat will be seen in all the big events, and
that it is her owner’s intention to make things

interesting for the other boats

in her class.

With both boats designed under the new rule,
which was formulated by the fertile Herreshoft
brain, one may expect wonderful things of these
new productions, particularly as they will not
want for proper handling; the prospective owners
having the faculty of getting all the speed there

is out of a boat.
Particulars of the boat

for the German

Em-

peror are lacking, and everything pertaining to
her is guarded with the greatest secrecy.
However, whatever her size or whatever her type, she
will give our foreign friends some absorbing rac-

ing next season.

Handling has much to do with

the succes of the modern racing boat.
In order
to make as good a showing as Ingomar did in
1904
the
Emperor’s
new
schooner
must
be
handled better than Meteor has been up to the
present time.

CapiTaL

Y. C. ELects

OFFICcERS.—At

a regular

monthly meeting of the Capital Y. C., held at the
club house foot of I street S. W., Washington,
D. C., on the evening of Jan. 11, there was a large
and enthusiastic
attendance
and
officers
were

elected

for the ensuing year and other business

transacted.
The officers elected were:
Com., W.
W. Grier; Vice-Com., L. F. Hewins; Rec. Sec.,
John E. Taylor; Cor. Sec., E. F. Hartley; Treas.,
Royal E. Burnham; Meas., B. C. Tuthill; Asst.
Meas., S. G. Boykin.
The Board of Directors
consists of the officers, with the exception of the
assistant measurer, and the following members
who were elected for that purpose:
George H.
Bright, Frank T. Rawlings and Ralph L. Galt.
Following the election of officers, several measures were discussed and authorized for increasing
the facilities and widening the scope of activity
of the club.

European countries the sport has suffered de-|
plorably from a lack of uniformity.
It is generally understood that it is impossible to obtain
any satisfactory result in international sailing
races while nations employ different systems of
measurement and classification. The system of
measurement

governs

the type

built, and the classification
the vessel.

Thus when

any

attempt

to

be

the size of

the rules of measurement

and the classes for which
diverse

of yacht

defines

to

vessels are built are

arrange

a contest

be-

2

object of framing an international rating rule.
The effect of such a rule should be, as we have
explained, not only to facilitate international
racing, but also, owing to the rule carrying with
it uniform

classification,

to

make

yachts

built

for a class in one country equally suitable and
valuable for racing in the corresponding class in
all other countries, no matter whether they are

little day boats of 18ft. or big vessels with cabins
of 52ft. or 65ft. Already Italy, Norway, Sweden,
Germany,

France,

Switzerland,

Holland

and

Belgium, Austria, and Denmark have cordially
accepted the invitation of the British Yacht
Racing Association to be represented at the
conference; so if a rule is approved by ali the
nations it will be undoubtedly a universal one
for Europe and the British colonies which sail
under

Y.

R. A.

rules.

It is, of course,

some-

tween the opposing types is predestined to fail-

what unfortunate that America

ure.
As an instance of this, it would be very unsatisfactory to try to make a race between a

included among the countries which has agreed
to send delegates to London,
because their
presence might have tended toward the adoption
of a worldwide rule at some future time, even

French 20-tonner, a German yacht of 14 units of
rating by German measurement, and a British
52ft. linear rater. They could not sail on level
terms without a grievous injustice to the one or
the other, because it is obvious they would not
be the same size.
If they are of different sizes,
it is equally clear the largest should concede a

time allowance.

To arrange the allowance under

the French rule would be unfair to the German
and British yachts, neither of which was built
for the purpose of making the best of the French
system
of measurement,
while the case put
conversely would be equally unjust. To add their

tonnages

or ratings

together

and arrange

the

time allowance by an average would, of course,
prove farcical and altogether unworthy of consideration by scientific naval architects or sportsmen.
When rules are different the only way to
arrange international yacht racing is for the defending country to give the race under its own
rule of measurement, and the challenging nation
to build a vessel specially to race under that

rule.

This

is the system

which

has been

em-

ployed in the matches for the America’s Cup.
Valkyrie III. and the Shamrocks L., II., and III.
were specially built for the American rule. Their

construction

proved,

from

the

average

yacht

owner’s point of view for a rule of measurement

altogether different to the British code, they
were of no use for racing if they returned home.
Having sailed the only matches for which they
were intended, there remained but two terminations possible to their brief careers. Had they been
lucky they might have found purchasers in the
country where their rule was in force, and continued to race in the American goft. class. They
were, however, not so fortunate, and the alternative fate—that of being broken up and sold for
old metal—overtook three of their number, and

now

awaits the fourth.

has

come

to

smaller

Much

yachts

the same ending
built

for

inter-

national events of lesser magnitude between the
European nations, and will inevitably attend all
future aspirants to international honors so long
as rating rules differ.
International racing, however, will never be the sport of the majority of
racing yacht owners; but neither is the advantage
which will undoubtedly be gained by this branch
of yachting the greatest or most popular benefit
which will accrue in event of a universal rating

rule being agreed upon. It is believed that the
greatest benefit to the sport will be apparent in
the increased facilities for the purchase and sale
of racing yachts which will be brought about by
the widening of the range of the market for
these vessels.
An international conference has been convened by the Yacht Racing Association, under
the presidency of the Prince of Wales, who has
appointed the vice-presidents of the Y. R. A. to
act for him in his absence,

and the first meeting

will take place in London on Jan. 15, with the

is not at present

although the chance of an immediate agreement
between
urement

if the

America and Europe upon yacht measmay be distinctly obscure.
However,

conference

European

succeeds

in

establishing

rule it will have accomplished

a

a most

valuable work.
So far it is known that a general desire exists for a rule which will not fail
in its tendency to produce

bodied

yacht with

good

There

has

a

been

a wholesome

and full

cabin accommodation.

growing

opinion

among

European yachtsmen that scantling restrictions
should also be insisted upon, so that yachts
should be built upon the principle that they will
be

useful

as

cruisers

after

their

racing

career

is over. The plate-and-bulb keel type of yacht,
and the skimming dish with an immense fin
below,

a huge

sail area

above,

and

an

absence

of cabin space within, has fallen into disfavor
with all countries.
Curiously enough, American
yachting men

are at one

with European

in their wish to abolish the machine
for

a good,

strong,

roomy

boat.

owners

and go in

They

firmly

believe in the modern theory that yacht racing
should test the general efficiency of the yacht as
a useful combination of speed and comfortable
cabin capacity rather than it should gauge speed
alone irrespective of the bulk or weight of hull
propelled by the sails.
For several years rating rules have been in
force, both in the chief European nations and
America, based upon this theory.
The fact is
yachtsmen all over the world have grown
thoroughly tired of useless yachts. The fin keel
machine,

although

a swift and

exhilarating

craft

for a race, is worthless for any other purpose;
and while she is quite expensive as a fullerbodied vessel to build, she is not worth onethird of her value to sell, and the loss of capital
in constructing such a toy is a serious consideration to most sportsmen.
Another point is

the construction or scantling of yachts.

At the

present time builders strive one against the other

to produce the lightest hull, so as to make use
of the weight saved in the hull as lead ballast
on
the keel,
which,
of course,
constitutes

stability and enables the vessel to carry more
sail and so attain greater speed. The result is
that while the owner gets the fast and roomy
boat insured by the rule he also finds himself in
possession of one which leaks through deck and
skin until he is obliged to sit under an umbrella
in the main cabin whenever it rains or spread
mackintosh clothes over the lockers and berths
whenever his yacht gets under way.
In other
words, not only is a good measurement rule required, but certain scantling restrictions are
necessary to support it, because a well-shaped
vessel is of little use unless she is well built also.
While most nations are agreed as to the desirability of these objects, there has been some
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Boston

difference of opinion as to the best way of attaining them. In England and Germany many
cruising yachts are built to the English or German Lloyd’s, but the rules have not so far extended to racing yachts.
In America some local

bodies have similar rules for scantlings, but
there are no such restrictions in the racing
classes of the New York Y. C. With regard to
the details of the rating rules at present in use,
England,
Germany,
Denmark,
some parts of

Norway and Sweeden, and Austria work upon
the principle of taxing the difference between the
chain girth and the skin girth. France places
a premium

upon the area of the midship

section,

AND

CorInNTHIAN
meeting

STREAM.
Letter.

Y. C. Meetinc.—At

of the Corinthian

Braman,

George

Upton

and

F.

G.

Hodgdon;
House Committee—For
Herbert I. Foster; for one year,
Joyce.

of

measurement

can

be

regarded

as

entirely

without blemish, although it may justly be
claimed that very wholesome vessels have been
built under most of the rules. Although American yachtsmen are said to be wedded to their
present rule of measutement, which two years
ago they arrived at after much mature
sideration, probably no European nation

sesses such unbounded

conpos-

confidence in the details

of its own rule that it will refuse to consider
suggested improvements and make concessions.
Each rule has its virtues and its faults, and it

will be the task of the delegates at the conference to.make a selection of the best factors
in each system and combine them in a formula.

In general terms we should say that rules which

measure the displacement or the area of transverse sections have the advantage, theoretically,
of taxing exactly that which should be taxed, but
they have in practice the disadvantage of necessitating most complicated measurements to be
taken

by the measurer.

rules which

On

the other

hand,

the

only attaining the desired

end

deal with the girth and girth dif-

ference, although

by indirect means, have the advantage of requiring only simple measurements.

European

coun-

tries have already cleared the way by sweeping
the path for the new rule to come in, having
agreed

that

all their

existing

nate at the end of the year
- great

hope,

in view

of the

rules

shall

termi-

1907, and there is
similarity

between

their formula, that the forthcoming international
conference will be able to adopt an acceptable
rating rule during 1906.—London Field.
BensonHurst

Y.

C.

ANNUAL

MEeETING.—The

Bensonhurst Y. C. held its annual meeting at the
Assembly,
308 Fulton
street,
Brooklyn,
on
Wednesday evening, Jan. 10. The following were
elected to serve the club for 1906:
Com., W. H.
Childs, sloops Maydie and More Trouble; Vice-

Com., John B. O’Donohue, sloop Tabasco; Rear
Com., R. W. Rummell, sloop Careless; Sec.,, W.
W. W. Roberts; Treas., C. H. Clayton; Meas.,
A. Mackay; Directors—A. C. Bellows, L. H. Hall
and C. E. Allen; House Committee—L. A. McTighe, A. Aspinall and A. V. Fenn; Race Committee—J. R. Brophy, F. McI. Arnold, A. J. Boyd,
J. Brown and G. L. Beston; Nominating Committee—G. B. Waters, W. W. W. Roberts, C. L, Din-

gens, W. J. O’Neil and J. J. Healy; Auditing
Committee—C. H. Hamilton, W. R. Sainsbury
and C. C. V. Voorhees; Delegates to the Gravesend Bay Y. R. AJ. R. Brophy and G.
B.
Waters.
The reports of the several committees
showed the club had made great progress during
the past year.
,

RRP
WASHINGTON Park Y. C. MEETING.—The Washington Park Y. C., of Providence, held its annual meeting last week, when the reports showed
a membership of about 300 and a gratifying financial condition.
Officers were elected for the
ensuing year as follows:
President, Henry D.
Glendenning; Com., W. Louis Frost; Vice-Com.,
Elgin H. Kerr; Rear Com., Manton D. Peck;

last
and

committees
were
elected:
Com.
Henry
A.
Morss;
Vice-Com.,
Harry
H. Walker;
Rear
Com., William P. Wharton;
Sec., Herbert S.
Goodwin;. Treas., Fred. W. Moore; Meas., W.
B.
Stearns;
Executive
Committee—John
O.
Shaw and A. K. Simpson; Regatta Committee—
Lawrence F. Percival, W. L. Carlton,
Samuel

couragement

section, and the

annual

Y. C., of Marblehead,

Jr.;

of a full transverse

the

held at the Boston Athletic Association
Wednesday evening, the following officers

and America places a premium upon displacement.
Each system has for its object the enextent of the support given to this form of yacht
depends upon the value of the co-efficients, and
the prominence given to the various other
factors in the different rules.
Neither system

103

Membership

O. W.

Shead,

Conasset

Macomber,

Committee—Percila

Everett

Paine

W.

and

Pope,

George

P.

three years,
William
H.

Y. C. Mettinc.—The

annual

meet-

ing and banquet of the Cohasset Y. C. were held
on Wednesday, Jan. 10.
The following officers
and committees were elected:
Com., Charles H.

Cousens; Vice-Com., William R. Sears; Sec. and
Treas., George W. Collier; Executive Committee—Lyman D, Willcutt, James A. Bouve, Frank
R. Pegram, Charles W. Gammons and Amos A.
Lawrence; House Committee—George R. Howe,
Ronold S. Osgood and H. B. Chaffee; Regatta
Committee—Alanson
Bigelow,
Jr.,
Ralph
B.

Williams, Harold B. Cousens, Francis J. Moors
and Gilbert S. Tower; Membership Committee—
Joseph N. Willcutt, Stephen R. Nichols, Odin
Towle, Russell B. Tower, Horatio B. Tower,
Samuel C. Bates and Paul J. Bates.
PortsmMoutH Y. C. Orricers.—The following
officers have been
C.: Com., Charles

A.

Hills;

Fleet

elected by the Portsmouth Y.
S. Drowne; Vice-Com., Fred.

Capt.,

Edwin

P.

Hendricks;

Meas., Richard O’Brien; Sec., W.
ough; Treas., Arthur G. Brewster;

H. McDonFleet Surg.,

Dr. A. B. Sherburne;

Field Capt., A. W. Friz-

Treas.,

Frank

and

Lawrence J. Logan.
New LauncHes.—Messrs. Small Bros. have an
order for a soft. hunting cabin launch for Mr.
W. C. Bryant, of Bangor, Me. She will have a
Wolverine engine of 30 horsepower.
They also
have an order for a 28ft. open launch for Mr.
James P. Leighton, of Centre Harbor, N. H.

BuiLpinc In Marine.—The

following yachts are

building at the yard of Messrs. Rice Bros., East
Boothbay, Me.: 45ft. cabin launch, with 18 horsepower Standard engine, for Mr. F. G. Russell, of
Jacksonville, Fla., to be used on Penobscot Bay;

a 38ft. trunk

cabin

launch,

with

12 horsepower

Standard engine, for Mr. A. H. Gilman, of Saco,
Me.,a 24ft. auxiliary raceabout with 7 horsepower
Buffalo engine, for Mr. A. E. Snowman, of Philadelphia, and a 25ft. speed launch for the Booth-

bay Gas Engine Company.
Jinco Sotp.—Mr. George

B. Doane

has

sold

the 25-footer Jingo to Mr. Augustus P. Loring
through the agency of Mr. Hollis Burgess.
ALTERATIONS TO Corona.—The
schooner
Cor-

ona, Mr. A. F. Luke, is at Lawley’s Basin where
extensive alterations are being made, with the
special view of increasing her speed qualities for
the coming season.
She is to have a new deck
and ‘her sail plan will be increased to bring her
up to the limit of the goft. rating class.
Some
Savings in weight will be made and the full alterations are expected to improve her chances greatly.

New

Canvas.—Messrs.

making

a

Phoenix’s

new

suit

auxiliary

Wilson

of

sails

schooner

for Mr. A. R. Train’s
for Mr. A. F. Luke’s

&

for

Silsby

Mr.

Intrepid,

are

Lloyd

mainsail

18-footer Osprey, new suit
schooner Corona, suit for

the new 55ft. schooner Dervish, building at Lawley’s for Commodore H. A. Morss; suit for. the
21-footer Micmac, suit for the 30-footer Wasaka,

and a new
Henry.

set of awnings

Walters’

steam

for Vice-Commodore

yacht

Narada.

visit Boston, where they will be the guests of the
Boston branch of the same Association.
This is
in accordance with a custom of several years’
standing, of members of the two branches visiting One another in alternate years.
In the morn-

Kennebec

Y. C. Orricers.—The

tors—Sanford
Edward

W.

L. Fogg,

Henry W.

Larrabee;

Meas.,

Regatta Committee—W.
Long,

Frank

Howard

Ernest

and

F. Kelley;

W. Meek, Harry W. de

McLellan,

Philip R. Blaisdell.
AMERICAN Y. C.

following offi-

Alonzo

F,

Wildes

OrrFicers.—At

the

and

annual

meeting of the American Y. C., of Newburyport,
held on Monday, Jan. 10, the following officers
and committees were elected:
Com., Herbert S.

Noyes;

Vice-Com.,

DaviaeP,

Sect

and

“Treas.,

Harry

cS.

Noyes; Collector, Greenleaf A. Johnson; Meas.,
Harry S. Moody; Eexecutive Committee—Geo,
F,. Avery, Lemuel W. Rodigrass,
Moody
B.
Noyes

and

George

W.

McKay;

Regatta

Com-

mittee—William C. Thompson, Albert S. Dyer,
Milton S. Thompson, J. F. Williams and Myron
R. Currier; Auditing
Committee—Myron
R.
Currier, Elbridge G. Woodwell and Charles A.
Morse.
SoutH Boston Y. C. Orricers.—The annual
meeting

of the

South

Boston

Wednesday

evening,

the history

of the club, more

being present.

mittees were

ing there will be a bowling contest between teams
of the

members

two

branches

of the New

and

York

in the

afternoon

branch

the”

will be the

guests of the Boston branch at the annual dinner.
In the evening the members of both branches will
attend the ball of Volunteer Harbor 5, of the
American Masters’ and Pilots’ Association, in

Odd Fellows’ Hall.

Joun B. KILieen.

Rudolph Jacoby; Rear Com.,

Pace;

The

Y.

Jan. 3, was

than

C.,

held

200

members

the largest

on

in

following officers and com-

elected:

Com., George M. Hannon;

SEAWANHAKA CorrIntHiAn Y. C. Exects OFrFiCERS.—The annual meeting of the Seawanhaka

Corinthian Y. C. was held at Rear Commodore
Frank S. Hasting’s town house, 15 West Fifteenth street, New York city, on the evening of
Jan. 9 and the following officers were elected:
Com., E. C. Benedict,
steamer
Oneida;
ViceCom., Winslow
S. Pierce, steamer
Gundreda;
Rear Com., Frank S. Hastings,
ketch
Peggy;
Sec., Samuel R. Outerbridge; Treas., Frederic
P. Moore;
Meas.,
C. Sherman
Hoyt;
Asst.
Meas., John C. Work; Trustees—Class of 1909,

W. K. Vanderbilt, Jr., W. J. Matheson and Colgate Hoyt: Race Committee—Henry H. Landon,
Irving Cox, Howard C. Smith, Victor I. Cumnock and C. S. Hoyt; Law Committee—Henry

Vice-Com., Arthur T. Otis; Rear Com., Charles
W. Nodwell; Sec. P. J. McMahon; Treas., Will-

A. W. Stewart; Committee on Lines and Models

iam

—John

H.

French;

Meas.,

Surg., Dr. Elisha
three years, Harry
Pearce;

Regatta

John J. Harland,
McKee

and

Thomas

Harrison;

Fleet

S. Boland;
Trustees—For
S. Haines and William R.
Committee—John

Walter

Howard

H.

E. Knight,

L. Stickney;

Brewer,

Edward

House

J.

Com-

mittee—Harry S. Brown, George P. Field, James
P. Holland, William X, McKee and John J.
Tobin.

Com., H. M. Laurence; Rear Com., A. M. Campbell, Jr.; Sec., Thomas A. Shepard; Treas., A.

Randall;

Leveridge

cers have been elected by the Kennebec Y. C., of
Bath, Me.:
Com.,
Edward
W. Hyde;
ViceCom.,
Jacob
R. Andrews;
Sec., Edward
R.
Wittekindt; Treas., Charles S. Brown;
Direc-

Thurston; Directors—James R. Feeley, Henry M.
Elwell, Arthur L. Almy, Samuel W. Gammons
and Walter R. Richards.

W.

Trustees—For

A. E. Justice, James

years,

GATHERING OF YACHT MAsters.—On Feb. 15
the members of the New York branch of the
Yacht Masters’ and Engineers’ Association will

C.

Howard

Meas., J. R. Young;

three

zell; Club Treas., William E. Storer; Trustees—
For three years, Jackson M. Washburn, Fred S.
Wendell and Delhi Spinney.

CotumBIA Y. C. Orricers.—At the annual
meeting of the Columbia Y. C., held on Wednesday evening, Jan. 3, the following officers were

Sec.,

E. Justice;

elected:

Com.,

Thomas

McCormack;

Vice-

W.

DeForest,

William

Hyslop,

Clinton’

G. Low, Jr., and William
H.

Crane

and

St. John

Smith.
This is the second time that Mr. E. C.
Benedict has served the club in the capacity of
commodore.

the meeting

William
the men

He held that office in 1905.

a dinner was

Before

given to Commodore

K. Vanderbilt at the University Club by
who made up the amateur crew of Vir-

ginia when

she raced Mineola last season.
eRe

Yaw. Atca Sotp.—Dr. Alfred R. Starr has
sold his auxiliary yawl Alga through the agency
of Mr. Stanley M. Seaman to Messrs. L. N.
Chevarier and H. C. Whitehead,
of Trenton,
Naka
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Glenda.
Mr. Fred. D. Lawley has been particularly successful in the designing of power boats of all
types, and particularly those driven by gasolene engines,
and
through
his courtesy
we
are able to reproduce this week one of his more

recent

designs of this type of craft.

This boat

is known as Glenda, and she was designed by Mr.
Lawley for Mr. F. S. Eaton, of Boston, and was

built by the George Lawley & Son Corp. of South
Boston, Mass.
Glenda is a powerful craft with good freeboard
and liberal breadth.
Her deck is flush with the

exception of a low pilot house forward and such
skylights

and

companionway

hatches

as

are

necessary to give ventilation and access below.
The boat is steered from a small bridge and
the pilot house will be used as main saloon.

The

pilot house is entered on the starboard side at the
after end. On the port side aft are a few steps
which lead to the owner’s cabin. The galley is
just forward

ent

level.

of the pilot house

Things

intended

but on

a differ-

for the cabin

table

are handed through a slide by the cook to the
steward.
No time is lost in serving meals and
this convenient arrangement will permit of great
dispatch in the work done by the cook and stew-

ard.

The galley is 6ft. long and is very well ar-

ranged

and

completely

fitted.

Next forward is the forecastle 11ft. 6in. long
and it has comfortable accommodations for four
men.
The dead space under the pilot house floor is
given over to ice-boxes,
space for supplies.

The

SAETTA.

Designed

Saetta’s

Record

by

Henry

J. Gielow.

for 1905.

Editor Forest and Stream:
My attention has been invited to the article,
“More Trouble,” printed on page 25 of Forest
AND STREAM, of Jan. 6, 1906, and I send you
herewith the racing record of Saetta, another
Class Q boat, owned by Mr. George H. Church,
that may be of interest to your readers.
Owing to the owner’s business engagements,
Saetta did not sail as many
races as More
Trouble, but the two boats met in twenty-six

races.
In one of these on the afternoon of Sept. 4,
none of the boats in any of the classes finished,
owing to lack of wind.
Saetta beat More Trouble in sixteen of the
races, but was disqualified in one of these, in
which she finished 5s. ahead, for fouling More
Trouble in crossing the finish line.
In the last
eleven races, from Aug. 5 to Sept. 30, inclusive,
in which
Saetta
met
More
‘Trouble,
Saetta
finished ahead of More Trouble ten times, but
June
June
June;

3.
10.”
15.)

June ll.
junes24,
July
(ie
July > 8.
July.
“4.
July “5.
July= 17.)
July «19.
July. ‘21.
July 22:"
July ©27.
Aug. , 16.)
Aug? 120

Owned

by ,George

was

disqualified

H.

once

for the foul above

races

Saetta

received

where

neither

More Trouble.
jery (Gay
Number

Farsts.

of

races

sailed:

25

SECONdS

aoet teenie

coset

HILO'SP4a

ct tek ote eee

Saetta.
Prt
25

Ssiocce desma tonne edna ess

32

9

36

eso

12

10

40

6

24

hie Serene 8

32

Frounth swiss cnosinasw
pice wae chante 62

8

0

Puifths?s aceasatc
ors neat sites 1
Withdrawals
sscamece
cose cere 3

4
12

0
0

Sept.:23.

“Atlantic

Sept..28."
Sept. 30;.
Sept. 4.

Havens cp INO. 2h.
aisicieis'ajoten's = cjcretere e aaseretetetete ekott oreaster otetatereteeatelereletate stare tetararate 2
Bensonhurst -Yi"G) ‘special Ri caiie Sacre ateete reine c/erelarsloteieelotatee teeta pioaialalelsteiaie sieteetal 3
Morning.
Second Vernon cup race.
(All boats withdrew during second
round owing to entire lack of wind.
Saetta ahead
of More
Trouble at
end of first round, but wind very fluky and full of soft spots.)

C, fall nepattias¢

nor

lows:

More Trouble.
Havens cup No. 1 (time allowance).............
Marine ande Bield Club si. Jc. ec ongeiee meetin: teks bioare ee eionie te aiinercciemiteecr siete 1
Atlantichy. "GC. ‘spring rewatta’. c.0,..hisec sionals oo's crosinee tr etioratieetne stersicte s tien ernie stele al
(More Trouble cut course, but protest withdrawn because instructions to
her were imperfect.)
“Bensonhurst Y. oC. special Prac. ceacmc seme ee ctetens oe ele ierm on arti nero te ieetateren tare siete 3
Atlantic YC. first) Gravesend: championship
rer ssietei cinipsicily aicyoeirieisiei eaters i
Havens jcup AN0. 2...
1 os. Hetlace-« diate bie binreis aintie,ecauelatys a eiche metelerete ates! a/eieiefommaarceicte stots Ww
“Childs trop hryiedy p’ccieisus sioje Sloot elewina:dtyels fe lefkinve te Mie oftaiais cuales sistsiepatalcistocetatsisr aiaterest ietereistela 1
“Atlantic, Yo oCss soins
nceiemis sclera scciionietie sinncta ects ceenicer eisiiards sinuste oan nero. 3
"aarchmont-+Y,:'C. cace- weelkks sarccs.: acgtesc decir
te ntouettenveteetirs aitsheets aiatersate darere ats 1
Larchmont JY; CAsrace sw eelecke
of 2. \Sgie « vite eite cuauele ereatan acetates Bielelerctetevercter sicteteteloterets 1
Larchmont .¥ CG macesweeky. <cc<seeeesweesece
oem
fener ete sinks nice ereere 3
‘Garchmiont: Y..G.) raced: weekiss.
docx cenicces society oils ce vce casters ee creia.clopstelelsloste nie teks 1
Larchmont oYe CC. race& weelka. tects <n raterelet setotets cfouaeetore otealevetotarers steaisicistetetotere ietaratatciare 4
(Saetta far in lead of all at last turn, but dead calm at one-eighth mile from
finish line, while rear boats, holding wind, came up and crossed in bunch.)
Bellows itp: iid. cise ceimoineien « piste apicnscaje coe clemeelinie ce ce ttec emieteele ete aictere nieneiaeeetans 2

Ys

Trouble

The record of the two boats based on the
races in which they sailed together is as fol-

Sept., 2°
Sept: <4.
Sept.<.9.
Sept. 16,

19.
204

More

first prize.

Brooklyn Y. GC. ;ethirdtGravesend ichamiptorshiip eis steelers sielele sietelste’s'e elle gisieieieie tte 5
Havens) cup ANG. ie Sa siemens kecrchiacacueaie conus ste anette tie giatersiere eetnreratiorerits Ww
(More Trouble fouled Vivian and Bobtail.)
Bensonhurst’ Y. C., fourth Gravesend Championships
sects steoolseleele
=eisieieiesicte 3
Vernon pitcher wc 5 stata Saco Mele ciate es ialea aleolsrera stator coves oe ee ae eee i raetetnrs aes elaan ale
(Saetta finished 5s. ahead of More Trouble, but fouled her crossing the finish
line and was disqualified.)
Marine and” Field “Clabilailaicdaectie
sc cicacters o crscore) slertontorstatesmalerte altetereeiecines eer aioe 1
Havens) cupsiNos: Dandi 2 AGnlorming)) sic sista pie bicke «miele ctointofslaeen alee sia sheates sisreir w
iNew: York-CoC; fall regattas soa. swiss semaine tavatem arcteietmere sieraia intamreiniarete 3
Bensonhurst SY 1C.Sspecial cok occ cctecetiae veltsneit eee oletaletatete eietomtaeteteteieteie siesvciereetats 4

Aug.
Sept

men-

tioned, thus giving More Trouble the place.
Saetta met More Trouble in every race in which
she sailed, so that in sailing thirty-five starts,
More
Trouble
sailed eight of her races
in
which she did not meet Saetta.
The large table below shows the relative positions of Saetta and More Trouble in the twentyfive finished races in which both boats started,
showing also who was the winner in each of

those

sacciis.< asiclsral tee erewlorsie. <tatoserettrain eee latest areca erste: stereiats 3

pilot

house

above the deck,

Church.

Henry

J. GIELow.

Pees
3
3
1
3
1
2
2 Cockatoo won.
2
2
2 Quest won.
3
3 Answer
won
on
time allowance;
Quest second.
3 Ogeemah won on
time allowance.
1
1
1
2 Quest won.
2
1
i
2 Ogeemah won on
time allowance.
2 Ogeemah won on
time allowance.
1
2 Cockatoo won.

lockers

and_

is 15ft. long and

The

storage

3ft. high

interior finish is of mahog-

any. Between the entrance stairs and those leading to the owner’s cabin at the after end on the
port side
above.

is a large

The owner’s

room

sideboard

with

a

cabinet

is 12ft. 4in. long and runs

the full width of the boat.

On the starboard side

forward is a space 4ft. long and 6ft. wide set
aside for a private bath. Here is a foot tub, a
set marble basin, a patent closet and a linen
locker.
In the owner’s room, which is finished

in white enamel

with mahogany

trim, is a dou-

ble bed, a large bureau, a desk, a clothes locker
and a tile stove.
A large skylight ventilates both

this cabin and the adjoining bath.
Aft of the owner’s room but separated from it
by a steel bulkhead

is the engine room

12ft. long.

A steel bulkhead at the after end divides the engine space from the guests’ room.
In the engine room there is space

horsepower

for two

100

Standard engines, and on either side

are fuel tanks, each having a capacity of 550 gallons.
A companionway hatch and a ladder gives
access to the engine space and over the engines

is a large skylight.
The guests’ quarters are aft of the engine space

and

they

separated

consist

of two

by a toilet room

guest room is 8ft.
6in. long and it can
as well as from the
aft is also 8ft. long
are

the

same

as

large
and

double

rooms

a steerage.

The

feet long. The toilet is 4ft.
be reached from the steerage
two cabins. The ladies’ cabin
and the equipment and finish

in the owner’s

and

the guests’

rooms.
The steerage is 6ft. long and the extension transom on the starboard side can be turned
into

a berth

at any

time.

All the deck fittings are of teak, and two boats
are carried on davits, a launch and a dinghy.
The small signal mast shown on the drawings is
planted

on

The

the deck

dimensions

and

does

not extend

are as follows:

below.
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YACHTING

NEWS

NOTES.

RAcING SCHOONERS BUILDING AT BrisToL.—Construction has begun on two racing schooners at

the shops

of the Herreshoffs

at Bristol,

which

are expected to prove factors of more than a little interest in the racing of the coming season.
Concerning the larger of these more than a little
secrecy has been observed during the last month
or more, and speculation has been rife as to the
probable owner.
During the past week, however, it was learned that the craft is for Mr.
J. Rogers Maxwell, New York Y. C., who for the

past three years has been prominent in the racing
field with his 7o-footer Yankee.
The schooner
will be 126ft. over all, o1ft. 6in. waterline, 24ft.
breadth and 15ft. draft.
The construction will
be of steel throughout, and the craft will be
fitted with a small centerboard.
The schooner
will
be
constructed
in
the
south
shop,
where the Constitution and Reliance were built,
and the contract calls for completion by June tf.
The lines have been finished and the work on the
scriving board is nearly completed.
A smaller
schooner, which is to be built in the north shop,
is for Commodore E. W. Clark, Corinthian Y. C.,
of Philadelphia.
This boat will have a waterline

length of about 7oft. Three of the sons of Nat
Herreshoff, Nat Jr., Sidney and Griswold, have
been
lines
assist
to be

assisting their father in
of the Maxwell schooner
on the smaller boat.
The
completed about June 30.

had the Irolita last season,

laying down the
and they will also
latter is expected
Commodore Clark

and she is now

laid

up at Bristol.
At present there is about as much
activity in the Herreshoff yard as when a cup defender is under construction.
All three of the
Herreshoff boys, who are assisting their father in
the preliminary work on these two schooners, are
under twenty years of age, and they have shown

more than a little inherited ability in the past few
years in the designing of small boats,
and power, of notable speed qualities.

both

sail

December

the

river

of approximately
be housed.
The

wang

for 1906:
Com., A. G. Rau; Vice-Com., W. H.
Roth; Rear Com., Clarence Langdon; Rec. Sec.,
William McDonald; Cor. Sec., William E. Long;
Treas., James Schuessele; Treas., Victor Clemmons; Trustees—F. L. A. Schwartz, G. S. Card,
F. J. Eardley, A. Spencer and W. J. Waldheim;
Regatta Committee—Adolph
Kling, George H.
Ludgate and William McDonnell.

ZR eR

Walter

Clarke,

sloop

Irolita;

Vice-Com.,

Howard
Clark, Jr., schooner
Savarona;
Com., Charles Longstreth,
.yawl
Circe;

Addison

F. Bancroft;

Treas.,

George

C.
Rear
Sec.,

E. Kirk-

patrick; Meas., George Breed; Race Committee
i
ancroft, George Breed and Henry
S. Jeanes; Committee on Admissions—Alexander
Van Rensselaer, Frank H. Rosengarten, Brereton
Pratt, George C. Carson
and
Robert
Toland;

Trustees—For
Wharton

three

and Henry

years,

Joseph

S. Lovering

becomes

being about 300, not including

boats

may

among

ultimately

the native

free

the Japan-

find an

extensive

market

of important

trade

advances

in this

line, although there is discussion as to the ultimate utility of the motor boat, both for purposes

of pleasure and recreation, as well as for inland
passenger carrying and commerce.”
RRR
DEATH

OF

A FRENCH

DesicNer.—M.

Abel

le

Merchand, who died last week after a short illness, was one of the most poptilar and enthusiastic of French yacht builders.
He was head of
the firm bearing his name at Havre and Cannes,
and from both yards he turned out many yachts
whose names are known beyond French waters.
Mr. Miall Green‘s 77-ton cutter Yolande was of

his design.

At

Cannes

his firm

built

the last

winner of the Coupe de France, Saint Honorat,
and the Duc Decazes’ famous motor yacht Quand

Méme.—The

Yachtsman.
RRR
WiitrAm
FE. IsELIN PuRCHASES VIGILANT.—
Mr. Stephen Peabody, N. Y. Y. C., has sold

his yawl Vigilant through the agency of Messrs.
Tams, Lemoine
& Crane to Mr. William E.

Iselin, N.Y.

Yo Ge

at New

Vicilant is nowrnt

winter

London.

Camping

Privileges.

“Dear Sir—This is to notify your Association
that we no longer allow camping on the islands
or shores of the Croton River.
“Please be so kind as to notify all the clubs
belonging to your Association.

notify

you

this

early

before

S. Van
We

the

misunderstanding and trouble
“Yours respectfully,

quote

Quick’s

season
may

be

CortLanpt, Agt.”

Jan. 2,

the

letter

following

from

Commodore

to us:

“T wrote to Mr. Van Cortlandt to see if there
was not
members
erty, but
which he
to camp

the current of the Liao River at this

port ranges from 3.4 to 7.8 nautical miles per
hour in swiftness, according to the season and
the state of the tide, motor boats will, it is believed, prove useful on it, and a number will
possibly be purchased during the coming year.

Of

Canoes

and

Hunting

all Descriptions.

¢

boats.

;

Send for Catalogue.
American

Boat & Machine

Naval

Co., 3517 S. 2nd St., St. Louis, Mo.

Archictects

ARTHUR

some way in which he would allow
of the A. C. A. to camp on this prophave received a reply from him in
absolutely declines to allow any one
on the river, claiming that he repre-

and

Brokers.

BINNEY,

(Formerly Stewart & BINNEY.)

Naval

Architect

and

Yacht

Broker,

Mason Building, Kirby Street, BOSTON, MASS.
Cable Address, ‘‘ Designer,’’ Boston.

BURGESS

@ PACKARD,

Naval Architects and Engineers.

| Yacht Builders,

131 State St. BOSTON, MASS.
Tel. 4870 Main.
Marblehead Office and Works: Nashua St., Marblehead, Mass.
300-Ton Railway.
Modern Building Shops. Two new
Storage Sheds. 10-Ton Steam Shearlegs. 21 feet of water
off our railway. Large Storage Capacity. Ship Chandlery
and Machine Shop. Repair Work of all kinds quickly
handled.

HOLLIS

BURGESS,

YACHT BROKER— Yachts and Vessels For Sale and Charter.
INSURANCE—of all kinds. Marine, Fire, Lire, Liasirviry,
AccIDENT, Etc. THE BEST YACHT POLICIES.
GENERAL MARINE AGENT for Equipping, Furnishing,
Fitting Out, Etc.
Agent for Purchase and Sale of Gasoline Engines
Main Office, 10 Tremont St.,
Tel. 1905-1 Main.
Branch Office, Board of Trade Bldg.,131 State St.,Tel.4870 Main.

BOSTON,

C. SHERMAN

MASS.

& WALKER,
Brokers,

Telephone 6950 Broad.

fit of the members of the Association:
“Mr. H. Lansing Quick, Commodore, A. C. A.:

“T

Launches, row and

Yacht

ComMMoporE Quick, of the A. C. A., has asked
us to publish the following letter for the bene-

that all
avoided.

KNOCK DOWN BOATS

LORILLARD

Canoeing.
A. C. A. Refused

Canoes,
of fine Pleasure and Hunting Boats.
Launches, Small Sail Boats. Send for Catalogue.

sail boats.

“Port Arthur, Dalny, Harbin and other points

pectations

Builders
Gasoline

population.

41 Wall St., New

York City.

Montcomery

H. CLark.

Hoyt.

HOYT

@

CLARK,

NAVAL
ARCHITECTS
YACHT BROKERAGE.

17 Battery

AND
ENGINEERS,
High Speed Workta Specialty.

Place, New

NORMAN

York.

L. SKENE,

Naval Architect and Engineer.
Yacht Broker.
Marine Insurance.
15 Exchange Street, Boston, Mass.

SMALL

BROS.

NAVAL ARCHITECTS.
YACHT BROKERAGE.
No. 112 Water Street, BOSTON, MASS.
Fast cruisers and racing boatsa

specialty.

STEARNS

@

Marblehead,

Naval

McKAY,

Mass.,

Architects

Tel. 3556-2 Main.

U. S. A.

and Builders.

Send roc. Stamp for Illustrated Catalogue.

Yacht Book Bargain.

sents the owners of all the shore and islands
that are in the lower part of the river.
“I regret very much that this action has be-

We offer a few copies
monumental work

come

published at $12.00, for $9.00, delivery prepaid.
This is a
standard book by a standard author.
Contains a great number of new subjects, and the lines
of many boats never before published, the total number
of plates exceeding 100, beside more than 350 wood cuts
in the text.
Contents:
Selecting a Yacht.
Examination of the Yacht.
Building a Yacht.
Equipment of the
Yacht.
Seamanship.
The Management of Open Boats.
The General Management of a Yacht.
The Rules of the
Yacht Racing Association.
Yacht Racing: Handling of
a Yacht in a Match.
Centerboard Boats.
Centerboard
Boats for Rowing and Sailing.
Sails for Centerboard
Boats.
Small
Centerboard
Yachts.
Mersey
Sailing
Boats.
Clyde
Sailing
Boats.
Belfast
Lough
Boats.
Dublin Bay.
Kingstown
Boats.
Cork Harbor
Boats.
Itchen Boats.
Falmouth Quay Punts.
Thames Bawley
Boats.
Lake Windermere Yachts.
Yachts of the Norfolk
Broads.
Small Yachts and Boats of the Y. R. A. Rating.
Single-handed Cruisers.
‘Types of Sailing Vessels, etc.

necessary,

and

feel

that

it has

not

been

caused by the mis-use of any of the property by
Te MIDeLS Tole Nem wm
mee

G, Bryant.

Utitity oF Motor Boats RECOGNIZED IN MANCHuURIA.—Consul-General
Sammons,
of Niuchwang, China. writes as follows regarding use of
motor boats in Manchuria:

DAN KIDNEY @ SON, West De Pere, Wis.

of

are suited to motor-boat service, but at the present time the limited foreign population and unsettled conditions generally do not warrant ex-

eRe

“Though

and

three months motor boats may
foreign population
of Niuch-

CrotTon-ONnN-Hupson,

PHILADELPHIA
CoRINTHIAN
Y. C. MEETING.—
At the annual meeting of the Corinthian Y. C.,
of Philadelphia, held on Jan. 10, the following
officers and committees were elected:
Com., E.

closes,

ese, the demand for motor-driven boats is not
likely to reach to any great extent, though motors for converting sail and rowboats into power

HorsesHOE Harsor Y. C. OFrricers.—At the an-

WILLIAMSBURG
Y. C. OrFicers.—The
Williamsburg Y. C. has elected the following officers

[JAN. 20, 1906.

ice, as a rule, in March, and during this interval

nual meeting of the Horseshoe Harbor Y. C.,
held at the Holland House, New York city, recently, the following officers were elected:
Com.,

W. A. Marble; Vice-Com., William
Stewart
Allen; Treas, L. A. Winship; Sec., Lewis C.
Spence; Trustee, William Haight.
nee

STREAM.

The river is subject to a heavy tidal rise and fall
and this causes a strong inward and outward current.
About the last of November or early in

quarters

ReRe

AND

A. C. A. Membership.
NEW

Atlantic

MEMBERS

PROPOSED.

Division—Anthony

Phillips,’

Camden,

N. J., by E. T. Keyser; Harry J. Dietrich, New
York city, by J. E. Zdankiewicz;
Charles A.
Knacke, New York city, by A. Von Dohlen.

Central

Division——R.

J. Sloan,

Pittsburg,

Pa.,

by F. C. Demmler.

Eastern
born,

Division.—Adrian

Mass., by G. B. Cheney.

P. Sylvester,

Sher-

* YACHT

FOREST

only

AND

AND

of the

BOAT

STREAM

late Dixon

Kemp’s

SAILING,”

PUB.

CO.

FOREST
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~ EVERY GUN POINTS TO U. M. C.
ss

“ginNled >
cra

=

til
ggit

For every gun in the world we make a U. M. C. Cartridge. These cartridges are tested in the guns for which they are intended, and are only of one
quality—the best. Only the best materials are used—only standard powders
are loaded—only the best results are obtained.

THE

UNION

METALLIC

CARTRIDGE

BRIDGEPORT,
Agency,

"germ

313 Broadway,

rere en

New

York

ARN
May 24-25.—Montreal, Can.—Canadian Indians’ first annual
tournament.
Thomas A. Duff, High Scribe.
June 5-8.—Dayton, O.—Ohio Trapshooters’ League twentieth annual tournament.
Added money, $600.
C. C.
Rayburn,

If you want your shoot to be announced
send a notice like the following:

CONN.

Depot, 86-88 First Street, San Francisco, Cal.

City

ee

Trapshooting.
here

Fixtures.
25.—Edgewater
N. J.—All-day tournament
of the
Palisade G. C.; $50 added.
A. A. Schoverling, Mgr.,
2 Murray
street, New York City.
Jan. 22-27.—Brenham, Tex.—Sunny South Handicap; $1,500
added for amateurs.
Alf. Gardiner, Mgr.
Feb. 1.—Wilmington, Del.—First contest of PhiladelphiaWilmington-Baltimore series.
Luther J. Squier, Mgr.
Feb. 7.—Morristown, N. J.—Morris G. C. all-day shoot.
F. A. Trowbridge, Sec’y.
Feb. 12.—North Caldwell (N. J.) G. C. all-day tournament.
T. A. Quackenbush, Sec’y.
Feb. 12.—Edgewater, N. J.—Palisade G. C. all-day shoot.
A. A. Schoverling, Sec’y.
Feb. 14-15.—Allentown,
Pa.—Duck
Farm
Hotel tournament.
Howard J. Schlichter, Mgr.
Feb. 22.—North Caldwell (N. J.) G. C. all-day tournament.
T, A. Quackenbush, Sec’y.
Feb. 22.—Edgewater, N. J.—Palisade G. C. all-day shoot.
Dig fA Schoverling,
Mer., 2 Murray
street,
New
York.
Feb. 22.—Utica,
N. Y.—Riverside G. C. all-day tournament.
E.
J. Loughlin, Sec’y.
March 21-23.—Omaha
(Neb.) Gun Club spring tournament.
W. D. Townsend, Sec’y.
March 22.—Edgewater, N. J.—Palisade G. C. all day shoot.
March 14-16.—lowa State Sportsmen’s Association annual
fournament.
C. W. Budd, Sec’y.
April 26—Edgewater, N. J.—Palisade G. C._all-day-shoot.
May 8-9.—Olean (N. Y.) G. C. tournament. B. D. Nobles,
Sec’y.
May 15-19.—Kansas City, Mo.—Missouri State Game and
Fish Protective Association twenty-ninth annual tournament.
R. S. Elliott, Sec’y.
Knox & Knapp,
May 16-17.—Auburn, N. Y., tournament.
Megrs.

CO.

Pres.

June 12-14.—Fuairmont, W. Va.—Tenth annual tournament
of the West Virginia State Sportsmen’s Association,
under the auspices of Fairmont
Gun Club; $1,000
added to purses.
E. H. Taylor, Mgr.; Ed. O. Bower,
Sec’y-Treas.

Matches are contemplated in the near future between
the renowned teams of the Boston, Mass., Athletic Association, the Yale Gun Club, of New Haven, and the
Crescent Athletic Club, of New York,
td
At the Point Breeze shoot, held at Philadelphia, Jan.
18, there were twelve contestants in the event at 10 birds,
of whom eight tied on 9. These were Messrs. Muller,
Churchill,

DRIVERS

Jan.

AND

TWISTERS.

The Omaha, Neb., Gun Club has fixed
21-23 for its annual spring tournament.

upon

Bye (een |r

McDonald,

Redman,

Fleshman,

Wingate,

C.

and. sVWilsoits
v

March

At

the

Point

Breeze

Race

Track,

Philadelphia,

two

matches were arranged, to be shot on Saturday of this
week.
The first between Messrs. Aiman and Wilson, 25

¥,
The excellent nitro powders now on the market show
that, where there is fire, there may not be any smoke.

live

birds,

and

McAfee,

$25 a

side;

15 birds,

the

second

between

Messrs.

Aiman

$25 a side.

bd

+d

There are two kinds of weather which adversely affect
the scores of many shooters, namely, bad weather and
good weather.
td

The shooting members of the New York Athletic Club
on Jan. 11, gave a dinner in honor of Mr. Gus E. Greiff,
Chairman of the Shooting Committee.
It is not necessary to enlarge on the fact that it was a combination of

It is announced that the Millvale, Pa., Gun Club will
send a team, captained by Hickey, to contest with the
Sewickley, Pa., Gun Club, on Jan. 20.

elegant

x,
Feb. 12 has been fixed upon as the date of an all-day
shoot by the Palisade Gun Club, at Edgewater, N. J.
A. A. Schoverling, 2 Murray street, New York, is the
Secretary.

+d
Mr.

Howard

two-day

shoot

Feb. 14 and 15.
190 targets.

J. Schlichter

writes

at

Farm

the

The

Duck

programme

us that he will hold
Hotel,

each

Allentown,

a

Pa.,

day has a total of

service

and

successful

performance,

»
In the 100-target contest, held on Jan. 13, at Wellington, Mass., by the Boston Shooting Association, O. R.
Dickey, Manager,
Mr. B. F. Smith was high, with a
total of 91. There were eleven contestants.
A gale of
wind made extremely difficult shooting.
td
Eminent
this week

sportsmen who
are Mr. W. T.

friend

Carlton,

Mr.

of

were visitors in New York
Nash, Indianapolis, and his

Dallas,

Tex.

of Wilmington;
Mr; J. L. D.
Minn., and Capt. Tom Marshall,

Mr.

Edward

Banks,

Morrison, of St. Paul,
of Keithsburg, Ill.

FOREST
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Capt. C. G. Blandford writes us that the Ossining,
N. Y., Gun Club will hold an invitation shoot on Jan.
20, commencing at 2 o’clock.
The programme will consist of five 20-target events, sliding handicap, with special
prizes.
All manufacturers’ agents are invited to compete for targets.

a
President C. C. Rayburn writes us that “The twentieth
annual tournament of the Ohio Trapshooters’
League
will be held at Dayton, O., on the National Cash Register Co. Gun Club grounds, June 5, 6, 7 and 8
Six
hundred dollars added money.
Noon lunch to visiting
shooters and their wives.”

R
In the contest for the Crescent Athletic Club January
cup, Dr. J. N. Teeter scored a win with a total of 23, at
the club shoot on Saturday of last week.
He was high
in actual breaks as well as high with allowance added.
Mr. H. B. Vanderveer scored a win for the Stake gun,
his second in the competition for that prize.

sd
Mr. Emory H. Storr, one of the best wing and target
shots in Maryland, moves to Charlotte, N. C., very soon.
His announcement of his change of residence was reecived with regret by his fellow shooters.
Mr. Storr will
be succeeded in this territory by Mr. T. H. Keller, Jr.,
son of the popular manager of the Peters Cartridge Co.

4

ez
The series of six shoots, to be held monthly, for a
Dupont silver trophy, was held on the grounds of the
South End Gun Club, Camden,
N. J., Jan. 18.
The
results were as follows:
Silvers 18, W. Johnson 18,
Rexon 21, Hineline 23, H. Bartlett 19, C. Bartlett 18,
Eisenhardt 15, Rothel 12, Heydrick 10, Hill 18, Gerhardt
15, Peschmann 20, Dixon 17, Jaggared 19, Madara 11.

#
Secretary T. A. Quackenbush, North Caldwell, N. J.,
writes us that ‘At a meeting of the North Caldwell Gun
Club, Jan. 8, the following officers were elected:
Mr.
Ralph C. Bach, President; Mr. Fred Kussmaul, VicePresident; Mr. Wm. Kussmaul, Treasurer, and Mr. T. A.
Quackenbush, Secretary.
We also beg to report that we
have had a very prosperous year, and hope to continue
so.

;

x,

General
Manager
J. B. Pardoe
writes us that the
Bound Brook, N. J., Gun Club will hold its regular
club shoot on Jan. 20 at 2 o’clock.
The programme consists of five events of 10 targets each, and $2 entrance
for the full programme.
The prizes are four gola medals
and ten other prizes, ranging from a box of cigars to a
tea set.
All events are handicaps.
Shooters are invited
to participate.
+d
Our gracious correspondent, ‘‘A Social Tramp,” writes
us:
“The first of the city target races, to be participated
in by teams known as Philadelphia, Wilmington, and
Baltimore, will be shot at the grounds of the Wawaset
Gun Club, Wilmington, Del., Thursday, Feb. 1. Luther
Squier is in charge of the races, and is confident ‘they
will be featured by much
interest and keen rivalry.’
Each city will be represented by fifteen men, the ten
high scores to count.
Each man will shoot at 100 targets, and the race will doubtless last all day.”

5

THE

MANY-USE

cleans out powder residue.
bottle,

i0c.—Adv.

OIL

Lubricates,

never

gums;

8-oz.
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Club.

Bay R1ipGe,
I., Jan. 18.—A high wind blowing across
the traps ee
the flights of the right-quarterers
and affected the flights of the straightaways and leftDr. J. Teeter, with 22, scored a win on the
quarterers.
January cup.
Mr. H. B. Vandeveer scored a win, the
second one, for the Stake gun. The scores follow:
January cup, 25 targets, handicap:
Nek,
ease
es
Ld Adams.. ae
J N Teeter...8
19
22
enry Kryn 112
ED PETS tecetes 4
15
19
F B Thomas..1
15
16
Paliner,-Jiss0 le 6S
eel
H
Brigham...0
F Stephenson.0
18
18
H Vanderveer.4
12
16
G Stephenson.2
16
12
O Lt a rel eed
eee
A G Gledden..0
17
17
Soe Hopkins. ee
ahbs
ats
W Marshall...4
138
17
L C Hopkins.3
11
14
Dr F Raynor.3
14
17
C Lockwood..2
i111
18
C Hickling....6
UBT 9 LLY
Stake trophy, 25 targets, handicap:
Bepart.
H
Fl
gees
aias
H Brigham.. 0
21
21
H Vanderveer.4
20
24
G Stephenson. 2
Wy
aly
S PP Hopkins?-4
9-319
323
F
B
Thomas..1
W C Damron.4
19
£23
N. Teeter....3
14
17
O Grinnell, Jr.1
22
23
r Raynor ...3
F Stephenson..0
22
22
Dr Adams ....2
Henry Kryn ..2
20
22
L Palmer, jr. 0
L C Hopkins..3
TS)
22
W Marshall...4
CW Hickling.6
14
20
A Gledden....0
Ji EL -Drnstysens
ome,
2o
Team Shoot, 25 targets, handicap:
EB ethomas. Lo lias
A. Gledden..2.0
48 418
W
Marshall...4
12 16—34
G Stephenson.2 18 20—88
L Palmer, Jr..0 19 19
j
F Stephenson.0
20 20
L C Hopkins..3
19 22—41
O Grinnell Jr.1 17
J Ne eeter:. he 13 16
H Brigham....0
22 22
Cc Lockwood..2
16 18—34
ED Reryaveanene 2 20 22—44
shoot,

15 targets;

handicap

ipease

F. Gledden, 14; W. W. Marshall (2),9
.» C. Damron
(2) Ts
B. Thomas, 6.
Trophy shoot, same conditions—C. W. Hickling (4), 15;
1
OR Hopkins C2) Lose
- Pee
14; ra B
Thomas,,

13s)

Dr,

Raynor ee

F. B. Stephenson, 12; A.

JotLavlrnsts

(2),

12s

eeidiey 11; L. M. Palmer,

ice
RE
mGote (1), ty W. W. Marshall (@), elles
C.’ Lockwood GL) eile H OB. Vanderveer Qe alls SP.
Hopkins (2), 10; Henry Kryn (1), 10; W. C. Damron (2),
9; Grinnell,
’Shoot- off, same conditions—L, C. Hopkins (2), 18; €.
W. Hickling (4), 11.
Trophy shoot, same conditions—A. E. Gledden, gE De
B.

Stephenson,

1390)

We

iGay.

Damron)

W2)

0a:

ii. Cc:

Hapidns (2): 123 Ji H. Ernst (2); (ee:
Brigham, ili
F. B. Thomas, 10; L. M. Palmer, Jr., 10; Henry Krys
C102 Wein Marshall (20s. (Co AS Lockwood qd),9
Sie P. Hopkins
@) 9; iC. W.., Browne)
(@) S30
Mott: (2837 Be Vanderveer (2), 6.
Shoot- off, same conditions—F. B. Stephenson, 14; A.
G. Southworth, 9.
Trophy shoot, 15 targets, all scratch—C. A. Lockwood
14.F, B. Thomas 13, W. C..Damronmi2, Ea Ho wote 12.
Dr. Adams 11; W. W. Marshall 10, L. C. Hopkins 10,
J. N. Teeter 10, O. C. Grinnell 9, af HH ebrnst.o) Cais
Browne 7.
Trophy shoot, 15 targets) ie rare
ke (C4 Deaeee (2),
Ee OH ey ee Hopkins Gea
BO. Gs ates pee
Ae aE
He Ernst 2), ID AWE Wi *irooshall Ce) ets
eG Tick:
wood

te

(1),

Dr.

Adams

(1),

5.

Trophy shoo ae conditions—W. C. gee
(2), 12;
ee EO pking (2), das
OoC.) Grinnell: nay Os Cras

Lockwood

(1).

10; W.

Ww. Marshall

(2), 9; Dr. Adams (1), 8.
Shoot- off, sae, conditions—L.
C. Damron (2),4

Northern

Kentucky

C.

(2), 9 : if Mi. Ernst

Hopkins

Gun

(2), 9; W.

Club.

BELLEVUE, Ky., Jan. 7.—At the weekly shoot of the
above-named club, held on the club grounds, East Newport Ball Park, to-day, thére was a fair attendance of
shooters, considering the weather.
Those who did shoot
did so in the drizzling rain and snow, consequently no
record-breaking scores were made.
The members of the club are having a hard time as to
fixing the day on which to hold their live-bird shoot, as
they are very much afraid of being disappointed as to
weather.

As usual, R. Trimble was best man, with Geo. Kosters
next.
Robert Fee did exceedingly well, it being the
first time for him at the traps.
Keep it up, Mr. Fee;
you will make a good shot.
Shot at. Brk.
Shot at. Brk.
16
Trimbleicceesiseks 50
46
Riley Ween soos 25
Gould weenie 75
44
Frostpiscsteaes
eet 50
30
IKRMStETS .shie cia 50
37
Bee Wa vane near nels50
24
Gro. W. Frost.

B. S. A.

There was a large attendance of shooters and visitors
at the contest
of the Passaic
County
Trapshooters’
League, at Paterson, N. J., Jan. 18. It was held on the
grounds of the Northside Gun Club.
The home team
was defeated by the Jackson team by a score of 92 to 73.
The League now has two fine trophies to compete for—
one donated-by the DuPont Co., the other by the Peters
Cartridge Co.
The next contests are:
Jan. 20, Northside vs. Mount Pleasant.
The following Saturday, Mount
Pleasant vs. Jackson Park.
BERNARD WATERS.

STREAM.

Geren Athletic

Trophy

In our columns this week, we take much pleasure in
publishing a portrait of Mr. Rolla O. Heikes, who, besides being a performer of wonderful skill at the traps,
is cne of the most popular gentlemen.
Mr. Heikes is
in the prime of life, the endearing
soubriquet
“The
Daddy of ’Em All” referring to his long and eminent
skill in a trapshooting sense.

AND

Shoot.

BaLtimorE, Md.—The Baltimore Shooting Association
had the first of a series of Maryland winter shoots Saturday, Jan. 18, at 2 P. M., thirteen shooters participating in the 10-bird race,
On the first and third Saturday of each month (until
May) targets will be shot.
On the second and fourth
Saturdays white flyers.
A fine drizzle that resembled a
fog more than rain, commenced about 4 o’clock, and the
weather conditions made it difficult to see the fast, dark
birds.
Captain Malone, without making a selection, had
the swiftest fliers
that have been on the grounds in
some time, and many escaped scot free. There was only
one “sitter”? during the afternoon.
In the white a
races, the shooters were divided in two classes, A and
B,
and were handicapped from 25 to 30yds.; $5 was given
to the first gee second high gun in each class.
In Class A, Sampson was high gun with 10 straight.
Waters and Malone were second with 9.
In Class B, Edwards was high gun with 9, Clarence
Malone and Preston second with 8.

Hood Waters was high gun for the day with 19 out of
0.
The target events will be divided in three classes, A,
B and C.
Money to high gun in each class.
Commencing next week, an oyster roast at the club house
will be a feature of the afternoon’s pleasure, for the
members and their guests.
The first two events were $1 miss-and-outs, money
divided between Malone, Waters and Roder.
Secon
event, money divided between Waters, Roder and Preston. The score:
Class A.
Waters, 30:.... 2221211022—9
Sampson,
222221222210
Malone, 30..... 2102122212—9
ae
98 .0120212122— 8
Moxley, 28....0000202201—4
;
Class B
Mears, 25.....1010010111— 6
Roder, 30.....0200222100— 5
East, 27 .....1001221010— 6
Preston, 28...1101011112— 8
Edwards, 25..1110122221— 9
Biddle,
28....1101011112— 8
Leland, 26....0120121000— 5
Kendall, 26...1101021201— 7
White fliers, two miss-and-outs:
C Maloneayae 111 210
*Preston
.......001 112112
Malone........0
OF
*Edwards .......002 2000
aters becseomess 221 222221
*Leland, “cosas elumece
Roden
ese anasect 122 222221
Malone........0f
Hast Srigeiccs ccrene 001 111210
aMpPsOn Seanesane
OF
*Mears
a eas os 000) Soctacte
Sampson ........107 221220
*Moxley
secwsaen, 220%
J
Malone........207 10
SEbabscfort Aaneen
OF
*Shot for birds only. {Re-entry.
A Socrtat TRAmp.

Passaic

County

League.

Paterson, N. J.—The standing of the contestants in
the five-man team contests of the Passaic County League
up to Dec. 30, is as follows:
Won. Lost. Pr Ct. Broke.
ackson
Park
'8
5
-888
525
At, Pleasant .
satura
1
444
411
Northside: \..«stste.usaisnsrbieietomeate
2
8
-200
525
The following table shows the work done by every
man
who
has participated
in a regularly scheduled
league shoot up to Dec. 23. Each shot at 25 targets in
each event:
No.
Broke. Average.
C Clickner, }orale see o'c.n ansears eRe A
99
19 4.5
BE. Motgan, Uj cacccosemennerne Sinan
94
18 4-5
EE {Van Horn © o)caccssensenaceente AS pias
90
18
H Beckler, N..... sieht
oe eee Capp.
83
16 3-5
Te Dunkeriys:
vets ssercen sartes eRe,
81
16 1-5
ES) Vani pelouten, Mitaaere esertee 5
75
15
C.. Lewis, ?Nusitnens
cee ct cceeeeeiee a)
72
14 2-5
Vi Dory
ets aentene
see ete he f:
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ATGLEN, Pa., Jan. 1—The New Year’s Day shoot resulted as follows:
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FACTORY LOADED SHELLS
First for the Sixth Consecutive Year.
Sporting Life’s Trap Shooting Review for 1906 tells the same story,
only in different language, that it has told for the last six years:
That is, that Winchester Factory Loaded Shells stand first in
records, first in popularity, and first in shooting qualities. The two
leaders for 1905, Fred Gilbert and W. R. Crosby, shot Winchester
Factory Loaded Shells exclusively.
The former’s average for the
year was 95.6 per cent. and the latter’s 95.5 per cent., both having
fired over 16,000 shots during the year.
There were forty-five amateurs and professionals that shot at least 3,000 targets and made
Over go per cent. averages, and of this number more used Winchester Factory Loaded Shells than all other makes combined.
Of
the first fifteen leaders, ten used Winchester Factory Loaded
Shells.
Such an array of facts is indisputable evidence as to which
shells are the first choice among shooters, and further is a testimonial by the masters of the art as to the superior shooting qualities
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Chase won very handily with a straight score and cartied home the handsome cup donated by the DuPont
Powder Co.
The birds were a good lot, with now and then a hummer, though had the weather been better, the birds
would have been faster.
All of the scores were good, considering the short
boundary (20yds.).
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prevents

Factory Loaded

1904 and 1905, Winchester Factory Loaded Shells won
first average for the year:—an unbroken chain of evidence of merit and popularity that speaks for itself.

St. Louis, Mo., Jan. 7.—As every one knows, high
scores are rare at DuPont Park, for two reasons:
The
targets are hard, and the background
is
bad.
So
Spencer and Mermod may well feel proud of finishing
high in their respective classes with so good a score.
*Neil and Cabanne arrived too late to shoot their
target programme.
The others who did not finish are
new
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Paterson, N. J., Jan. 18.—There was a good attendance
at the shoot of the Passaic County Trapshooters’ League
to-day.
The contest was held on the grounds of the
Northside Gun Club.
The team of the Jackson Park
Gun Club was the opponent
of the Northside team,
and defeated the latter by a score of 92 to 73
The weather was unfavorable.
A stiff wind blew across
the traps, interfering materially with the success of the
contestants.
The best score was made by Mr. J. Clickner, who broke 22 targets.
He also is in the lead in the
individual scores of the League contests.
Another handsome trophy, which will go to the winning club, has been donated by the Peters Cartridge
Co. It is a loving cup about 15in. high.
On one side is
engraved, “‘Peters Cartridge Company trophy, 1905-06.”
On another part, “Championship Passaic County TrapShooters‘ League.”
‘‘Won by” is engraved on another
side, space being left for the name of the winning club.
Mr. S. Glover, one of the professional crack shooters
of the country, was present at the shoot and participated
in several of the open events, making good scores.
He
also refereed the league team match,
Another visitor
at the club yesterday was Alderman Warmolts, of the
Third Ward.
After the match yesterday afternoon several interesting
miss-and-out events were held.
When each man missed
his ‘first target he retired from the shooting, and the
man staying the longest without missing was declared
the winner.
J. Spaeth won two out of the three events
of this kind.
In the first one he broke 8 straight, and
in the second, 5 straight.
The next best in this event
was J. Doty, who broke 4 straight.
The third event was at 5 targets, and those tied at the
end shot a miss-and-out.
This was a close race between
J. Doty and E. Planten.
Both broke 5 straight, but on
the miss-and-out Doty won, breaking 4 to Planten’s 3.
Next Saturday afternoon the Northside club will visit
the Mount Pleasants and shoot a league match.
This
means another close match, as these teams are evenly
matched, and their victories have always been won by
small
margins.
The
following
Saturday
the
Mount
Pleasant club will shoot at Jackson Park.
Following
were yesterday’s scores:
Standing of the teams:
Jackson Park.
Northside.
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RocueEstrr, N. Y., Jan. 8.—The contest for the Eastern
cigar cup, held to-day, resulted as follows:
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BercEn Bracu, Brooklyn, L. I., Jan. 9.—The weather
was clear, with a high wind from the north.
Che sbercvena BeachiaGiuns Clap shoots regularly: club.
shoots the second Tuesday of each month in the year.
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G.

Burns

a

close

second

Notes.

with

140.

At

the

close

of

the fifth event Burns was in the lead, with 74 out of 75,
Tryon being 72.
In the next 75 Burns dropped 9 and
Tryon only 6.
Doolittle and Kramer were third with
136 each.
Mack 128, Ells 126, B. K. 125, Payne and
Gault 122 each, Ducommun 117, Allyn 115, Hogen and
Tobey 114 each, Hopkins 111, Tamblyn 109, Hull 93,
Talm 82.
On Jan. 6 the weather was so bad that only
six

of

the

members

had

the

courage

to

go

out

to

the

grounds.
Four events at 15, one at 10 and two at 20
targets were shot.
McMeans was high with 93 out of
110.
Tamblyn 74, Gill 71, Wallace 48 out of 65, Alex
24 out of 30, and Tamblyn, Jr., 9 out of 15.
The Dayton Gun Club holds its annual meeting for
the election of officers at the Phillips House, the evening of Jan. 18.
A smoker will be given in connection
with the meeting, and the boys will have a good time.
The annual meeting of the Cuvier Club, of Cincinnati,
was held at the club house on Jan. 6. The following
were elected officers for the present year:
President, E.
M. Pattison; First Vice-President, Judge Peter F. Swing;
Second Vice-President, P. E. Roach; Third Vice-President, Eugene L. Lewis.
Trustees, Geo: Gerke, C. E.
Moocre and David Cohen.
There was a large attendance
of members, in spite of the fact that there was but one
ticket in the field.
Reports were read by the secretary
and by Prof. John Drury, custodian of the library and
museum.
All reports
showed
great progress
in the
elub, which now has 400 members.
‘The prospects for
largely increasing the membership this year are good.
Numerous consultations have been held lately by the
shooters of Dayton, with the object of organizing a sixman team capable of bringing the Phellis trophy from
Newark to Dayton.
It is a hard proposition, as the
Newark

shooters

are

good

ones;

but
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83. Taylor was high man in the turkey events with 53.
L. Fisher 51, King 50, Goff 44, Burrell 43, Keefe and
Schaller 42 each, F. Burrell 38, Murphy 37, McMullen
26 out of 40.

Tue Cleveland Gun Club held a very successful tournament on New Year’s Day, twenty-two men taking part
and seventeen shooting through the programme, which
consisted of ten 15-target events.
The day was fine, and
some good scores were made.
Tryon was high gun with
141;

AND

still

Dayton

Cincinnati,

0., Gun

Club.

In spite of the drizzling rain quite a bunch of shooters
assembled at the grounds on Jan. 7 and shot their scores
in the Ackley trophy contest.
Gambell (19yds.) was high
gun and made high score for this week, as follows:
Gambell, 19:.... 15 13 19—47
Bonser, 19.%....05 14 12 16—42
Maynard, 19....14 14 18—46
Davies Gr serait 12 12 13—37
Ahlers) 120 mater 14 12 18—44
INGE GI) Aapoood 12 8 15—35
Bletyt 20s mccec 11 14 18—43
GateswlOusteceert 10 5 13—28
Rolla Heikes was a guest of Supt. Gambell on Jan. 11,
and two or three of the boys were out to the grounds
and enjoyed a little sport.
Heikes was high man with
92; Gambell a close second with 91. Shooting at 12 pairs
Heikes

broke

22,

missing

his

second

target

in

the

first

and seventh pairs.
Gambell got 20, Roll 4 and Clark 14.
The day was stormy, starting in with rain and turning
to heavy snow before noon.
In such weather the scores
made were remarkably good.
Targets:
25 25 25 25
Targets:
25 25 25 25
Heikes
..... 23 23 28 28—92
Rolle Gace 19 19 21 14—73
Gambell
....25 23 20 23—91
Clark: maetase.
seoce 22 2446
Jan.
13 was a most disagreeable day.
The abundant
fall of “the beautiful’ with which
we had
this week
had
been
converted
into black

been favored
slush in the

has

more than a baker’s dozen of shooters who can be depended upon for a score away up in the
90s when in
the hottest competition.
What’s the matter with Craig,
Miller, Cain, Watkins, Oswald, Spangler, Rike, Lindemuth, Schwind—and there are others.
The team contest which was to have been held this
week in Dayton between “pumps”? and double barrels
has been
postponed,
owing
to the illness of Harry
Oswald, who has been laid up with rheumatism.
He
was able to leave his room on Jan. 1 for the first time.
As soon as he gets around once more the merits of the
two teams will be decided.
The Rohrer’s Island Gun Club will issue tickets to the
members
in a few days for the annual banquet and
meeting

to

be

held

at

the

Phillips

House,

Dayton,

on

Jan. 28.
A number of prominent out-of-town shooters
will be present as guests of the club.
The Springfield Gun Club is arranging for an afternoon shoot on their grounds, to be followed by a supper.
The affair is gotten up in honor of the Dayton
sportsmen, and in return for the pleasant entertainment
given the Springfielders at the time of their visit to
Dayton last fall.
There

was

something

doing

in the

café

of

Ed.

Altherr,

at Walnut Hill, Cincennati, the other day.
Mr. Altherr
is a well-known shooter, a member of the Cincinnati Gun
Club, and a naturalist of some
prominence.
He re.
ceived from a Kentucky friend a large eagle and a horned
owl, one of the largest ever brought to this city alive.
As the birds were fine specimens, he decided to have
them mounted, to add to his collection.
Edward Mc
Fadden was assigned the task of dispatching the birds
and preparing them for the taxidermist, which he allowed was an easy matter.
The eagle was easily asphyxiated, but the owl was a different proposition, and absolutely refused to be put to sleep by the gas.
He
fluttered about the crate in which he was confined with
such force that he finally escaped into the adjoining
billiard hall, where he created a panic among the players
and was quickly left in sole possession of the room.
McFadden, who is sixty-five years of age, and possesses
a long, white beard of which he is very proud, announced
his intention
of capturing his owlship.
He
armed himself with a poker, climbed through a window
into the hall, and the battle began.
The owl started
hostilities at once, and ended the first round by knocking the poker out of McFadden’s
hands
through
a
window.
The old man jammed his hat down over his
eyes and went for the owl with his fists.
At every
swoop
of the owl he got a clawful
of McFadden’s
whiskers.
Just before the supply of whiskers gave out,
after a hard fight, McFadden got a strangle hold on the
bird and held on until assistance arrived.
Then, while
four men sat on the owl he thrust a hose down the bird’s
throat and administered a dose of gas, which soon ended
the trouble.
Altherr says the owl was the most strenuous specimen he ever collected.
The Columbus Gun Club announces an all-day tournament

for

Feb.

1, with

$25

guaranteed

average

money,

and

as much more added as % cent for each target thrown
will amount to over $25.
The affair will prove interesting, as a large crowd is already assured.
The following
members
of the Columbus
club will shoot through:
Rhoads,
Jennings,
Johnston,
Cumberland,
Webster,
Hinkle, Bassell, H. E. Smith, Fishinger, J. H. Smith,
Wells,

Trade

Weinman,

Shattuck,

representatives

all at I6yds.
events, eight

shoot

and

for

there

will

targets.

No

be

others.

handicaps,

who

find

themselves

stranded

in

the

city

on

that day are invited to attend and take part in the sport.
A few of the Newark Gun Club members attended the
club’s regular shoot on Jan. 4 in spite of the strong
wind and driving snow.
Six 10-target events were shot
for

turkeys,

targets per
team won:

and

Taylor

and,

Keefe

man against King and
Taylor 43, Keefe 43—86.

shot

a

match

at

50

Fisher.
The former
King 43, Fisher 40—

ROLLA
Daddy

O. HEIKES,
of ’Em All.’’)

city, and even in the country it had gone into mourning.
A drizzling rain fell all the afternoon, and the vapor
filled the air until it was almost impossible to see anything 25yds. from the firing line.
But in spite of these
conditions, some good scores were made.
Maynard and
Bonser, the oldest and the youngest member, tied for
high gun in the Clements trophy contest on 47. Bonser
broke his first 85 straight.
Gambell has defeated neuralgia, and we were glad to see him once more with gun
in hand.
Some of the Goshenites were over to-day and
had some talk about the return match with Cincinnati.
No date was set, but it will probably be early in February.
Gambell’s
team of bowlers
defeated the Here
He Goes Gun Club team on the alleys Jan. 12 and will
do it again on the 28th.
The team was composed of
Gambell,
Bleh,
Uhl,
Pohlar,
Pfieffer,
Sunderbruch,
Ahlers, Woerz, Smoke and Davies, are good shots.
Tuttle was on hand to-day for the first time for many
weeks.
John Falk also dropped out for a while to see
that the boys were all right.
Roanoke shot a few and
helped to make
things pleasant in the
club
house.
Pinochle is becoming popular, especially on stormy days.
Clements
Miaynardin

20m

Bonseria20h
Trimble.

trophy,

50

targets,

clelertete neers 47

wnicmeserice
cers 47

handicap:
Holmes,

Tutthes,

(1G

cattails

6g preslces mee

41

ere 40

p20) eeeece
set acters 45

Williaashe OA crereteeteresieere 37

*Gambell 19 Sitroeccseee 42
oeever;, 16ihate
mate sionoe eine %
Pohlar, 13 yiiee scams tomiserets 41
Keplingersi6 sie enseeaee 4
*Did not compete.

French? 16..eessosactece 36
Elernvaay lilies snaecniece 35
liar pack. al Gi warelsisteletetele 33

Team shoot, 50 targets, 20yds.:
Gamibell @eicccec c= 22 2143
Ahlers”
factecccsst 19 23—42
Bonserwiasecssosvee25 19—44
Pohilary voc aarctecriclel 21 20—41

The
programme
will consist
of fourteen
at 15, four at 20 and two at 25 targets, with

entrance at the rate of 10 cents per target in each event.
Dinner will be served in the club house at 12:30.
All
shooters

MR,
(“The

47 40—87
Team
Bonsers

Garabell

match,

50 targets, 16yds.:

veces 15 15 19—49

Ahlers’

lilesies eels15 13 17—45

serine 13 12 18—43

Polilar

. snasess 15 10 17—42

28 27 3792
Team

40 48—83

match,

30 23 34-87

25 targets:

CIMACT]Gite tantabtetee's|<eeicte 21
Keplimgetc amiciasetelefeisrers 17—88

Willian. sivamererehtenitere 23
Pet Chisepietincurentersensate138—36

In Other

Places.

The Denver,» Colo., trapshooters have made known
their intention of going to Cripple Creek, Colo., to
engage with the gun club in a team _ shoot.
Prof. Carson was manager of the shoot held at Farmersville, Mo., on Saturday last.
.
Fred Debrie and Victor Mugire were the enterprising
managers of a shoot held last Tuesday at Hills, la.
The Minneiska, Minn., Gun Club held their annual
meeting Tuesday last, and elected the following
officers:
President,
R.
. ‘Young;
Treasnremesi.
itzgerald;
Captain, F. E. Richmond.
Among other business that
came before the club was that of challenging the Lake
City Club to shoot for the tri-county badge.
The manager of the Sunny South Handicap tournament reports that forty rooms have been engaged by
Northern shooters who are going to spend a week shooting with the Texas lads at the Brenham grounds.
A
six days’ straight shoot is one of the biggest on record—
larger than the G. A. H.
J. J. Lealand is now the owner of the cup that has
been up for competition at the Houghton,
Mich., Gun
Club grounds.
At the final shoot he got but 20 out of
25; but that was a winner.
The Fond du Lac, Wis., Gun Club was organized last
year, and there were several shoots held.
Nearly every
enthusiast in that section who knows the first principle
of handling a shotgun joined the club, and at nearly
every meeting there was a large delegation of shooters
present.
Far out in Kansas, the Lorraine Gun Club is located.
On Wednesday last scores at 25 targets were:
H. D.
Janssen 19, L. E. Bossing 17, R. Lomon 16, John Janssen 17, A. Maloosh 23.
The thirteenth annual meeting of the Lancaster, Pa.,
Gun Club was held on Monday evening.
Members
of the Urbana, O., Gun Club held an informal shoot at the grounds Monday last.
Holding was
high with 24 out of 25. Others made good scores, viz.:
Harvey Kirby, Messrs. Edward Murphy, Ross, Poysell,
John Baillie, George McConnell, John Thompson and
Warren Rock.
A hot time was that of the shooting match at Salem,
O.
James Barber, of New Brighton, won from D. B.
McCune
with 87 to 81.
The bettors’ money changed
hands, as there was about $500 wagered.
|
.
John Maurer won the fat porker at Moslem, Pa., last
Monday.
It tipped the scales at 514lbs.
Tampico, Ill., is to have a gun club.
There was a
tryout the first week of the new year, and L. W. Dennison won high average, with John Cunningham,
of
Deer Grove, second.
The Volo, Ill., shooters are now
boasting of their
new gun club, and will arrange a tournament.
There were two dozen shooters at the last meeting of
the Connorsville, Ind., shoot.
Norris made 24, Steel 24,
Newman 14, Philbaugh 20.
The shooting gathering at Sparland, Ill., was a good
one for opening the year 1906. Seven men
broke sttaight
in one event.
It was fun, though to see and hear two
of the thirty contestants shooting old black powder.
It
is hoped that our old-time friend Frank Barr will get
me shooters fully aroused to the extent of shooting
often.
Ed Ripple won the club badge at the Elgin, Ill., shoot,
held last week.
And
now
comes
Pine River, Minn., with the announcement that a new gun club has been organized
and officers duly elected.
Plans were discussed for the
coming season, and are hopeful for a great success.
The
membership, for a starter, numbers thirty.
At the Duluth, Minn., shooting bee Edward
Kemp
was best, getting four points, while Elmer Stucker and
Bert Simpkins got one each.
An impromptu shooting match was held last Monday
by the good trapshooters of Arthur, II.

New

England

Kennel

Club.

BRAINTREE, Mass., Jan. 13.—The stormy weather was
not of the kind to please the shooters or promote their
aeCEEES, at the shoot of the New England Kennel Club
to-day.

For the weekly club cup Isaac R. Thomas and’ Gardner Perry tied, each getting 23.
In the shoot-off Mr.
Thomas won out.
The leg for the club’s season cup was won by J. C. R.
Peabody.
The scores:
Club cup:
Bays MSIE Gh
i) Ree. HOMAS yee 200
ance
(GaiPerryy picseeace 18 | 5° 23
WE
Bealv.acesre 15°
3) 18
N. E. K. C. season
J C R Peabody...17
i Re Chomas ays 20
Wa
Bealin tect 19

Boston

cup:
7% 24
2 22
3 22

By Bt
J_C R Peabody... 918
1?
Thos Silsby...... 157
10 15
;
G, Petryecctaceeeeee 18
Thos
Silsbee.....21

Shooting Association.

4
0

22
a2

©

WELLINGTON,
Mass.—At the weekly shoot on the B.
S. A. grounds on Jan. 13, B. F. Smith was high.
The
wind blew a gale,.making high scores impossible.
Following are the scores made in the 100-bird match:
Targets:
rariks
ic otters cisiseteusteseraaieiee
sisteis, leiste
Straw: «ck divieatetebeuldeoe
svete tiesoiiette
Smith
\ der todsssceds
aesack een aaa
Cliniax a5 een
nase eee
Edwards.
atnstondtene
derek eee acne
Wrish: Pesewgie epistles
seen nee
Bartlettoi
cass bectseiiask
see vase scines
Brown Ala. cos tee seco
aavade eee.
PP CCINAN w aatesfnetctoeteera:sioieters
eters atetete
Hallam. .ccpeotsascseccepeastouseonee
Flénderson acciteeeie
eas aer erent

20
17.
17
19
19
17
16
9°
18
16°
15
14
O.

20 20 20 20 Tot’l.
16) 14isaG
81
15 18 Js 44
82
17. Vigo
91
18 157 Somers
85
16 19 18 14
84
1b Jeera
81
13-12
sae.
46
15 14 18 18
83
At Asti
83
14 15 44° 32
70
18 14 16 13
75
R. Dickey, Mgr.
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AMMUNITION

The proof of the Cartridge is in the shooting.

The United States Army,

by careful tests, have proven the V. S. Cartridges to be the most
accurate and reliable.
MANUFACTURED

UNITED
Agencies:

IN NEW

STATES
CARTRIDGE
LOWELL, MASS., U.S.A.

497-503 Pearl St., 35-43 Park St., New York.

JERSEY.
Gun

Club.

Monrcratr, N. J., Jan. 18.—Handicaps apply only in
event 3. The main event to-day was the ninth monthly
contest for the Daly gun, Moffett being the winner.
Several of the best men fell down because of too deliberate shooting.
The wind was high and carried the
targets long. distances, and the quick shooter had the
advantage,
Event No. 3, 50 targets, was for the Daly gun.
The
other events were for practice only:
Events:
tet.
45
Targets:
25 25 50 25 25
Boxalle2e. oc. 15 15 50 16 13

Events:
te 23
24-6
Targets:
25 25 50 25 25
Cantield eine oe oto 0uee 6

Moffett,

Winslow,

4.... 22

20 44 16 18

Perley, 0..... 16 19 37 19 15
Cockefair, 0.. 16 14 3215 9
Bush: .Oevieas THRO 29) oe os:0

North

River

4..

19

..

38.

Batten, 2.... 18 12 32 13 10
Dre hoster... 167.
Epwarp

Gun

WINsLow,

Sec’y.

Club.

EpcGewatTer, N. J., Jan. 13.—The first; monthly prize
The high
distance handicap was won by Mr. C. Richter.
wind accounts for the low scores:
Events:
ile SA esa SOMSS
Targets:
TOMOMO IO 10105
A. 2b-25701.
PCR
NO iim setae
areemices =ci toes
oe
LS) etl 15—-26:
CHOLES
ei cise sis'e's's ss Gupiomese ED iirre ece
19 14 15—29
CO Rtn eresteciscie
sees aise Ds
Vana eaDe's
VLGTE TEE Diretee eco. wtis’e's oc. 0
6 2-7 Bans
PVA VEG MyRrrerie tel. si0;00) 3:040:56 fb Gy Tem epee
ee
16 18 17—385
PNUDOCEUi
a resis
sales se cass Spe
Sones
GUPTAAMIY occas
ce sss sacs
S07 b) 6. 6 6
19 12 15—27
PUCECTAITG steeieistalels srsisisip.e,iaiele GO
OG. st atemrete
16 14 14—28
PREM OND Menareis cclekieiniss
csia si» Some lee
16 16 7—23
BUTTONS
wileicivie Sic.csg.siccc ss sue 96° (816
19 17 15—382
IRGCIPEt MEE vets
cc ensessss
ore aad ae
20 21 18—39
BUV TULA TINS IMAa s\yicre)<)6
creo: 6\5:0:010%0 ib G7 "635
PELE MEG Wess ie:e 2 sieae's.0.* ¢iei- Ze
Ss
16 17 16—83
PCE
a Vaye)elsiniocitys
eve «1ssce 6 6: (6; G02
17 14 19—33
MASS OIMECK:
oi .y.scciees
Aoes
16 16 16—32
The 50-target distance foedicey: was Guides into two
25-target races.
A, A. SCHOVERLING.

New

Brunswick,

N. J., Gun

114-116

The first three events were handicaps.
the first event, a very fine picture, was
Van

Montclair

BY

Club.

A very enjoyable shoot was held by the New Brunswick, N. J., Gun Club at their grounds in Highland
Park, cn New Year’s Day.
There were five events, and
the prizes offered drew out a good crowd of shooters
from the surrounding towns, and all had a very pleasant
time, and expressed themselves as being well pleased
with the way in which the shoot was conducted.

Clief,

of

the

Milstone

Gun

The
won

Club,

he

prize for
by Wm.

having

won

out in the shoot-off from Messrs.
McCormick,
Pettit,
Slater, Hulsizer, Carroll, Hoey and Pardoe.
The Premo camera, offered for the second event, was
won by Mr. Remsen, of the Milstone club, after a shootoff witn Messrs. Pardoe, Suydam and Eaton.
The first prize for the fifth event was won by Mr.
Firmen Bissette, with a straight score.
The other three
prizes in this event went to Messrs. Hoagland, Hoey
and Dr. Carroll.
Events:
erase,
tone
SOL
Targets:
10 15 15 10 10
at. ebrk:
Mec @ormick
Qaiteces.
+ usserientess.e 101212
4 4
60
42
eLiitmmeincyaseiertaaine
catlee nario ns LOMO 4 in ate
40
3
LBL OL. “yaniee estete estore ace ee tomte tots 101212
4 6
60
42
LA]
Siz Cran: crssyste asians opsiclottaints
cesis 101213
8 4
g0
4?
Garsollmmsaneeerva
tate ce celts stot LOO Teco es
60
50
Wal! (CHER Bokeciistes
dace vieneshetheseces LO F114 Sie
60
50
EL OB Yai ehs detec ctotate siclag cereacsie tise LOS
es
60
48
PardOGnceciatsciwie
oilshisteccleeiomietan sine im byiky 7° yy
60
52
IREMISEN
sottotitoli
eo ieee eB AS Sit
60
51
TGV ONS: oseieacne
ce sete athlete
SUG
Tees
60
3
CATE) Ketaieve'sierclece
tere ere:sie oe sisiatore ete Mele 4513713 5, oe
40
30
SOLOFE~Siixsccletne
sioyeltiare invyeeeetensterste 9111410
4
60
48
Sudamies.

actaa aioe crew maleieiies

We ulreelay

eye

1s

IBISSE BLE Meaciesicisie.0s
cinisiee cleCebitiec.ss
812 9 $10
GHEY tee ate cejercinsles
masse raters ae 71413
5 4
Baton
rin ne needs
cot etioeeiarss
51513
4 4
CARTER UUrye Y. elect ce. o aetelaperensetetere
el OO
(lomo
BSH! Weeivcaectone
wx cartinee storetteetae sie: ars shee
eeeerae
IETecelay ie eis ctvcince eaidterietrniee
eoinaieicscel tes 5 1
EL Ga S-avthChime apstarcheters aelatateretaleteteieooalelneien.
evs sie ff #8)

60

60
60
60
60
30
20
20

47

48
40
41
28
22
6
16

Shooting

Association.

Oh, the snow, ‘‘the beautiful snow,”
We slip and slide wherever we go.
Battimore,
Md.—The
Prospect Shooting Association
had a turkey shoot at Prospect Park, Tuesday, Jan. 9 at
1 P. M.
There were five events, 15 targets each.
The
earth was wrapped in a mantle of white.
It was a cold,
windy day, and the bright glaring sun on the snow
brought tears to the eyes of the shooters, and their work
was
was

difficult, but a good
high gun, and won

score was made.
the first turkey,

Hood
Waters
tied for three

others, but instead of shooting off for the gobblers, presented them to the hext high gun.
This was a practice
shoot, to get the boys in good trim to compete with
the Perryman team on the 15th.
Mr. Register has issued
a circular letter asking all members of the club to be
present, and urging the crack shots to make up the team.
The Perryman “club has already defeated the Baltimore
Shooting

Association

iin two

Prospect Club in one.
interest to all shooters.

consecutive

‘matches,

The event promises
The scores:

and

to be one

the

of

Market St., San Francisco.

Moxley

12 14
10
8
3
8
9
7
tai)
5 12
14 13
12 10
12
10 12
12 13

Mordecai
Gife
Highland
Brehm
Waters

Boyd
Ruth

Gent

New

York

Athletic

14
13
10
5
by
13
14
10
10
15
12

14
10
12
8
aa
10
13
2
14
8
11

10—64
11—62
11—44
988
—39
98—48
1468
13—47
945
12—57
138—61

Club.

TRAVERS
Istanp,
N.
Y., Jan.
3.—The weather w as
stormy and therefore unfavorable
for a good attendance
or good
scores.
Mr. F. Vilmar scored a win on the
January cup with 23. Seven events were shot, as follows:

January trophy, 25 targets,
Ten Botlande.. wesc 5
22
Dre belduea
cc nei iuecn Gio
Hagia

Ul Tikaseaerayareca
erascherarste Tie

YB}

Dre Ela miliny; ec. ieee {ae
Trophy shoot, 25 targets:
Borland
wens
ve cise es 5
24
AVelGy
Wedaenstens
tees ee,
Walhaseicy wonochemennesod 5
18
ELam litte anne seis sec ha,

handicap allowance:
N Hu ggins
A Barry
i, ave EAD Dad swans2se
5

Huggins
Barry
Hibberd

14

Shoot-off; won by Huggins:
or
lehbhetabelcy MACOS IBOCe toa
i
2b
Eli panda acerca
pe cnt5
Event 38, 25 targets; Hiugens won:
Jahitedestel)

Prospect

COo.,

Spt Raaasoedoe Pes

Fa
tinlity

eters
ee osterest ot 6t

BOrlarid ge ten ta teste 5
21
EX
clde eee amo toracsn
ts 6
IRI DDard esac
cece De ao
WTOAR yas ierie alee
aceetas5
BATTYs Weles stele e .cele elas 0
18
Shoot-oft:
tio enS sta anatcesisclear 7
24
FET Gled Meteratererstoieis
Pete. aarets 6
No. 4, 25 targets; won by Huggins:
1aketo dhe) IA HAR AIAREE Toes
Bate Ya uslcseieeteienmeriate0
BOTAN GME cieinsniersieist 5
622
ES irae lath te aieyerars ste sisif
EV Slama
arettatsrarescie' 6
22
EM bDATGIat...ntaseee
te sO
No. 5, 25 targets; Held won:
BOrlavid, te. parse
aa tee 5
20
RAY IS meattabich culstoe ty «(e0
Nie cle reeiaavarcversiefs eieverctess 6
25
lnlieivebasl) Aagcrinocconoan
lalcbenbtoy Gobo
assoocaus Ul
PRS?
meine
chara ssia i
No.

6, 25

targets

EU aDar
ltetetstals
siei< oeis)e'e's ©sim16
BBanrYW deritine
cis eiaictarererninlerniere 19
No. 7, 25 targets
FAT
MD ATG) Mavelsrsecocae satceave 6 12

Deity shot

Well pia ty rote sta,totais upateretebelsye 13

Bate own sinialeiele
=i ocleieteosision

[SEvaltho™

See

aaro ieGconee 10

lakelepaiece Baar
sade mogcnac
Wallriar’ crisis srsiseite siete nie
Amar

occ oop don
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BY

JURY

At the Portland (Oregon) Exposition, 1905, The Peters Cartridge Company made an exhibit of its goods,
including Empty and Loaded Paper Shells, Metallic Cartridges for Rifle, Revolver and Pistol, Gun Wads,
etc.

The

Jurymen who judged the exhibit were experts and acknowledged

pass upon the merits of ammunition

GOLD

and firearms.

They

to be thoroughly

competent

granted to the Peters Cartridge

MEDAL=—HIGHEST

Company

ation and an exhaustive test of the goods themselves.
achievements,

the Portland

qualities and unsurpassed

award

finish of

Coming

furnishes

Xg

new

XZ

thus

and

a

near

the close of a year

convincing
XZ

proof

XZ

XZ

Ne

examin-

marked

of the superior

Xg

a

AWARD

This decision was reached after a canvass of past records made with Peters Ammunition; a minute
grand

to

by

shooting
\g

\g

Peters Shells and Cartridges
MY

SIAXATY

Sixty-three
twenty years

years

ago

“Bill’

of age, set out from

YEARS

Hamilton,

then

hunting,

St. Louis, Mo.,

and

ON

THE

all the many and varied incidents of

the trapper’s life.

It is full of adventure

and

ex-

were
no

PLAINS

simple and direct, and in which
striving

for

there was

effect.

with seven other free trappers under the leadership of old “Bill” Williams.
Seven of these’

citement, but the story is told modestly, and
there is nothing in it that is lurid. Amid much

It is illustrated by a portrait of the author
and one of the celebrated Chief Washaki, and

eight

fighting,

by six drawings

men

are

dead,

but

Hamilton

still lives

in

there

is nothing

that

can

be

“blood and thunder,’
history.

has just been published. “My Sixty Years on the
Plains” tells of trapping, trading, Indian fighting,

The book has all the charm of the old volumes
telling of early travel in the West; books which

S

but there is much

called

Montana and still sets his traps. He has written
the story of his early trapping days, and the book

that is

of old-time

trapper

and

223 pages, cloth, illustrated.
Price, $1.50.
FOREST AND STREAM PUB. CO., NEW YORK.

oe
THE

STEVENS

WIDESPREAD

RIFLES,

POPULARITY

Ate

OF

el La

SHOTGUNS

emphasizes the degree of perfection embodied in our
sterling
make. “You will find arms
branded°
“Stevens” at all Rifle Ranges and wherever
there is Hunting.
From the **.Stewens-May-

nard, Jr., Rifle’’ of the boy shooter, to the
Stevens “Ideal
Schuetzen
Rifle, 45
equipped with the Stewens-Pope Barrel, of
the experienced, veteran Marksman, the exacting requirements of innumerable hosts of Hunters—Marksmen—Sportsmen the world over, have been invari-

sbyy ist by te
iTS. A CSV ENERO
Guaranteed

essential

firearm

for Quality

and

a phinre tetas

Sold by all Dealers.

STEVENS-MAYNARD, JR., No. 15 Rifle
LIST PRICE, - $3.00

noted for all

properties.

Illustrated catalog mailed

J. Stevens

Arms
P.

Showing Action Open.

and Tool
O.

Indian

life, by Mr. Charles M. Russell, the celebrated
cowboy artist of Great Falls, Mont.

BOX

Company

5668

CHICOPEE FALLS,
MASSACHUSETTS
New York Office: 98 CHAMBERS STREET
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Glenside Gun Club.
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season
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of 1905 was

by

Mr.

SCHULTZE”

J. W.

24

and

Akard,

broke-

Fairplay,

Mo.,

who

used

5
94j per cent. of all targets

“NEW

shot

:

at in

tournaments.
Pp

-

Laflin @ Rand Brands, “ Infallible,” “New E. C. (Improved)”

9 611

and * New Schultze” also won Three out of the First Four High

MS TOF
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°
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LAFLIN

“Jan. 11.~—A very pleasant tournament was held to-day at
Skaneateles Junction, N. Y., under the auspices of Glenside Gun Club. C. S. Cottle was general manager.
J. N.
Knapp, of Auburn was in the office.
The events alternated, first, Jack Rabbit system, then percentage.
Shooters were present from Wolcott, Fulton, Syracuse,
Canandaigua, Newark, Shortsville, Geneva, Seneca Falls,
Auburn,
Elbridge, and the club members.
A fine dinner was served at the Wheeler House, and
at the close of the tournament the genial president of the
elub, Mr.
John Cottle, passed around a box of Optimate
cigars; and we all want to go there again.
cores follow:

vehta’

AND

e

Averages for the season of 1905.

Association.

13.—The

50-target

contest

was

well filled, at the shoot of the Boston Athletic Associa- | :.pgp ppp pepe RR RRERE EEE EEEMY PEPEEEEPEPEPEYPYPY PY YYE YEE PY EP EYYPYYrYY %

tion to-day.
Mr. C. M. Howell was victor.
He made
a
the excellent score of 48 out of 50, which, with his allowA
ance, made a full score..
“!
Sor Hit.
Bayei TD.
x
ELONVER ties sleiiis'e's,<<48
4 52
PAIS EATI Pins aveivielsndioee'e Bt
Ae
lies
BEUASERES larttsiascie’sis
<i0%45
6 51
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ey Qeey aeaG
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The B. A. A. Gun Club is soon to shoot matches with
the Yale Gun Club and the Crescent Club, of New York.
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Rifle Range and Gallery.
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Feb.

12-17.—Grand
Rapids,
Mich.—Indoor
Twenty-two
Caliber Rifle League of the United States tournament.
aaGhas,. J-. Otis, ‘Cor. Sec’y..
March
12-17—New
York.—One
hundred
shot
indoor
championship.

Zettler Rifle

3

Club.

' AFTER a brief absence from meetings, Arthur Hubalek
won the bullseye prize the night of Jan. 9, while Louis
C. Buss has the highest 100-shot score.
The full results
at 75it. offhand follow:
Louis Buss .... 246 244 244 245 246 241 244 246 245 244—2445
Arthur Hubalek 241 245 240 241 246 240 248 247 243 240—2431
George Schlicht 244 240 243 244 243 238 244 245 243 240—2421
A. Begerow .... 233 239 225 235 243 240 234 243 242 239—2373

PUP ce jr. a8 a8 200 28
eller,

Jr. 239

242

=i

236

—1195

Louis Maurer,. 238 238 235 241 240

—1192

C G Zettler .. 237 237 236 239 243

Barney Zettler
232 245 235
George Bernius 225 231 237
HC Zettler.... 229 227 231
TH Keller, Sr. 225 :231 237
Bullseye target, degrees:

240
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236
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ee
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—1192

233
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224
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We can now furnish Nitro Club and Repeater Factory Loaded Shells; 12 gauge,
3°

Ait pag Lactic wsisiciee oa

Phil Heidelberger <.. 984
arles

Phil

a.
FL

5

Loaded

—1185
—1160
—1148
—1096

Back
Rennes Huvalek Riise teisje ba sfepsisiatiers > 244 244 245 244 244 1991
Bullseye target, degrees:
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H Hoenisch ‘.1..2..138 | All trap shooters should use the ELLIOTT EAR DRUM PROTECTORS.
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Cy Brinkama 2207387” | Price $1.00 per pair. Acknowledged by experts to be the best.
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KIRKWOOD BROS., Guns and Sportsmen’s Supplies

dae eae Lone > | Eastern Agents

:

23 Elm Street, Boston, Mass.

FOREST

114

AND

STREAM.

“The Finest Gun in the World”
Is Now

Ready for Delivery
SHOOTS
HARD

WORKS
EASY

Absolutely the finest and best gun
other and decide for yourself.
MADE

ever built,

Compare

it with

any

ONLY}! BY

A. B-FOXxX,

GUNGCS:

Wayne and Bristol Streets, Philadelphia, Pa., U. S. A.
Not connected ‘with Philadelphia Arms
THE

RECOGNIZED

Company

sportsmen and

anglers.

The Brief is complete; it
covers all the States and
Provinces, and gives all
provisions as to seasons
for fish and game, the
“If you are wise”’
limitations as to size or
number, transportation, export, non-resident
licenses, and other restrictions, for the practical guidance of sportsmen and anglers.
to date, and

is correct

and

reliable.
‘If the Brief says so, you may

A standing reward
error in the Brief.

is offered

depend on it.”

for finding an

AND

346

-4ATRAVEL,

JOURNAL OF OU
NATURE

STUDY.

STREAM

Broadway,

New

PUB.

CO.

York

OR

SHOOTING,

LIFE”

FISHING YACHTING.

CORRESPONDENCE.
The Forrest AND STREAM is the recognized medium of
entertainment,
instruction
and
information
between
American
sportsmen.
The editors invite communications on the subjects to which its pages are devoted.
Anonymous
communications will not be regarded. The
editors are not responsible for the views of correspondents.

SUBSCRIPTIONS.
Subscriptions may begin at any time.
single copies, $3 per year, $1.50 for six
for clubs of annual subscribers:

Three Copies,

$7.50.

Five

Terms:
For
month.
Rates

Copies, $12.

Remit by express money-order, registered letter, money
order or draft payable to the Forest and Stream Publishing Company.
The paper may
be obtained of newsdealers throughout the United
States, Canada and Great
Britain.
and
Sales
Agents—London:
Foreign
Subscriptions
Davies & Co., 1 F inch Lane; Sampson, Low & Co.;
Paris:
Brentano’s.
Foreign terms:
$4.50
per
year;
$2.25 for six months.

SUBSCRIPTION

PRIGES5iIGCENTs:

FOREST

RECEIPTS.

The receipt of the paper with date on the wrapper
address label constitutes a receipt for money sent us for
a new subscription
or a renewal.
The date on the
wrapper tells when your subscription will expire. Please
note this date and renew at least two weeks before expiration of subscription.

ADVERTISEMENTS.

HITTING
By S. T. Hammond

vs. MISSING.
(“Shadow”).

Cloth.

Price, $1.

Mr. Hammond enjoys among his field companions the
repute of being an unusually good shot, and one who is
particularly successful in that most difficult branch of
upland shooting, the pursuit of the ruffed grouse or
partridge.
This prompted the suggestion that he should
write down for others an exposition of the methods by
which his skill was acquired.
The result is this original
manual of ‘‘Hitting vs. Missing.”
We term it original,
because, as the chapters will show, the author was selftaught; the expedients
and devices adopted and the
forms of practice followed were his own.
This then may
be termed the Hammond system of shooting; and as it
was successful in his own experience, being here set
forth simply and intelligibly, it will prove not less effective with cthers.

FOREST

AND

STREAM

PUBLISHING

York

Indoor

A Digest of the Statutes
of the United States and
Canada
governing
the
taking of game and fish.
Compiled from original
and official sources for
the practical guidance of

is revised

New

CO.

Inside pages, 20 cents per agate line. Special rates for
three, six and twelve months.
Eight words to the line,
fourteen lines to one inch.
Advertisements should be
received by Saturday previous to issue in which they
are to be inserted.
Transient advertisements must invariably be accompanied by the money, or they will not
be inserted.
Reading
notices,
seventy-five
cents per
line.
Only advertisements
of an approved
character
inserted.

Schuetzen

Corps.

Tue regular shoots of this club close at 11 o’clock P.
M., sharp.
On the night of Jan. 12, at 10 minutes before 11, J. F. R. Ernst was ostensibly the winner of two
fine umbrellas, one a ladies’ and the other a mere man’s
rain roof, on the bullseye target.
At that time, however,
in came John Paradies, and hurying, fired a shot that
was better than Mr. Ernst’s score by 1-32 of an inch and
carried the prize umbrellas home.
A. P. Fegert was high
on the ring target.
The full scores follow:
ASP sWegertt.
sus cess 481
J H Meyer “csepaecutace
Ci Meyers. -..0c. os seit 480
C
Quadt x. debaece te n eraee
George Ludwig
...... 474
H
Kahts?-eoae. Seance ae
h )Facompre Voces ceesies 467
H Decker .incvseneaes
42
JHC eBonrs aes ebenser .. 466
Max Von Dwingelo
Otto Schwanemann..... 464
G -Bainkamaieveraeeeeice
Charles’ Grosch! sees. 463
W *Wirich 7ia.c estes oe» 423
Phil Heidelberger ...... 463
DD. Bicken® years setae. Aa
NOE? Siebsi cesene sec 462
A Doscher .......... 420
Wort Ronit («cts 459
J Behrens .......... 418
Chris, Sievers terns 452
H. Leopold iitenscareanst42c
ERS Meyers
-stee strate 451
W. Schaeter wer ceacs Be 416
George Offermann .... 450
C: Roffmann sce De Ae
ID MIP Ey Scie sv aalels sinless 450
By Hesse ee ree cesee: « 413
Gull Pixsenteccccdeece 446
CU Manin iiscic etaenctesisto« . 412
Rae Oliis Ween
nce eece 446
FY Gobber eepeestemacsa 412
HH nGoDberecnecekeeeeee 445
FE. Schulzesieveasar
css 411
Ge Thomas
Geers. eset Add
HYOQuaal eee pee
S10
Hy Hainhorst) secescee 442
August Jantzen ....... 410
C L Beversten ..... 440
Chris Glandorf .:..... . 409
iH Nordbruchih..teserr 440
Hl Mey ners sige states els 408
Ho Heldhusen iim.cteccct 439
PURrangemeaw
sie ates 406
WrDahl
Wreuanse stance 438
G H Wehrenberg ..... 406
HG
QuentinY soccewscn 438
C, Boesch
qaseerateevcss 400
H B Michaelsen ...... 437
H Winter eccasncccsien 397
ASW: Lemcke: Ss cceoute 436
N Herrmann ........ 386
C Schmitzs
eee eeccncee 436
L Meinschien ...... 382
Ly elaasese rcs alnevacies 433
August Beckmann .... 376
J VLantzen- Va. senaceree 432
IN’ Jantzen ivesene COSSOT 373
A 1G Haimnhorsttee.- acer 432
arr ettieen ecteneaies . 372
J Paradiest:ioesaaccer 431
N. FU Epnstpanencnds » 369
Adolf Beckmann ...... 431
W Haaren Wiccne-sa 365
GG ‘Thoelke wee. -ees 430
HW. Hobring. 0.2.5. 363
Hi Offermanti!....teoete 430
F. G Hetzel ecteccccs. +. O20
D Von der Leith ..... 429
B
Kaminitocssceas ene . 297
CyKoenig: Se esote. ose 429
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.22

Caliber

Rifle

League.

GranpD
Rapips,
Mich.,
Jan. 13.—As
the book programme of the League Tourney may not reach you before going to press, I beg to report the following details in the interest of prospective competitors:
Equipment—Any .22 caliber rifle. Any sights.
Championship
match, twenty-five prizes—Twenty targets of five shots each, 4in. ring target, and $50 medal
to

winner.

Continuous match, forty prizes, %in.. ring target—Entries 50 cents per target of 3 shots each.
Re-entries
unlimited.
Groups of best 4 targets to count in first ten
prizes; groups of best '3 targets to count in next ten
prizes; groups of best 2 targets to count in balance.
Bullseye match, fifty prizes on plain 4in. carton—Entries 40 cents per target of 8 shots; 3 targets, $1. The
best single shot nearest the center by machine measure
to count.
Re-entries unlimited.
Honor target, for members only, three prizes on, 4in.
carton—Entries 50 cents per target of 2 shots.
Nonmembers may shoot for $5 entry.
No re-entries.
Ties in single entry matches will be divided on the
high gun system.
Re-entries divided on single prize.
Low rate tickets will be good going Feb. 8 to 14, inclusive, and will be honored for return trip until
Feb.
21, inclusive.
New England cities are included in these
rates.
All those who have not already applied for programme should send a postal card to the undersigned.
To co-operate with arrangement committee, intendin
competitors should announce themselves on postal nara
enclosed with programmes.
Programmes are only pocket
size,

but

contain

twelve

pages

of tournament

matter.

‘All target stations will be equipped with stationary
telescopes for spotting shots, and programmes
contain
information pertaining to transportation.
Cuas. J. Otis, Cor. Sec’y.

Harlem

Independent

Schuetzen

Corps.

A. P. Frecert was high on the ring target, and F.
Horn on the bullseye target at the regular shoot held on
the Zettler ranges in West Twenty-third street, New York
city, Jan. 10.
The best two targets of each member
follow:
A P Fegert....239 237—476
Martin’eeg eee 203 228—431
G@ Thomas <7... 229 232—461
Kraus 2.5.8 .209 211—420
He Roch
ican. 234 236—460
L Rohkohl ....212 197—409
H Goerke ..... 229 227—456
F Horn ........208 194402
C Thiebauth ..222 232—454
Phil Zugner ...199 201—400
A Muller: 5 aces 216 224—450
Fred Werler ...209 181—390
J Weidmann ...181 180—311
Bruno
Eusner.221 219—440
Bullseye target, degrees:
'
FLOP cscaithaoateeweics
VY
ZURNEL- .o0sce0
ceed cmee Loe
Fe gerts fisdilesacessmicnes 2114
Kock: + sedlateamicgsiesieemenee
Busner ecseorsscsscesecn 3346
Werler.
.cnccecucctacutebauve
Mullerets
acccnecce eres 81
Theibauth. <. 0 .wseseu tau
Kraus aac sereteiete entea'e etOF
Thomas! -j.s0cc8tsweaaueoe
Goerke swtinvcsciecee
cies 107
Rohkohlwesseens Sects wekSO

Display Classified Advertising.

Rifle Notes.

Hotels,
Summer
and Winter
Resorts.
Instruction,
Railroad and Steamship Time
Schools, Colleges, etc.
Tables.
Real Estate, For Sale and To Let.
Seeds and
Shrubs.
‘Taxidermists.
The Kennel, Dogs, etc.
Wants
and Exchanges.
Per Agate line, per insertion, 15 cents.
Three months, 13 times, 10 cents per line.

In the announcement of the Indoor .22 Caliber Rifle
League an error occurred in the following paragraph:
“The prize list, numbering 118 and ranging in close scale
from $1 to $100 in cash, we think should interest every
rifleman within a day’s journey of the meeting.
For
others in more distant localities, following figures are
equally suggestive:
The totals of individual
purses,
counting from fifth place in each contest, range from $80
to $250, and from $40 to $50 in the next five rows.” This
should have been $40 to $60 instead of $40 to $50.

FOREST AND STREAM PUB. CO.,
346 Broadway, New York.

FOREST

JAN. 20, 1906.]
Lady Zettler

Rifle

Club.

Mrs. FENWIRTH again made the best score in the shoot
held Jan. 6, when the following scores were made at 75ft.,
muzzle rest:
Mircea ria henwirth ..c.teseseccses Seeaiectei
wes . 244 248—492
MAEremVANTATIC ULL WIRY \aereticicss
scicicie oesieices csceeees 242 248—490
PESEMUALITLO CIV CIEL scocoa ceuidicsica ciel side cesicit 241 244—485
MRSRAM

TSC

WIGies nelle vibdiieis 0s 0.00cccclccastscces
sas 243 239—482

POUSMPEN TITEL SSCHEUTyrSois sielenes,ore
esancids see 0.eccicieleic'es 228
PUMP TEM RGUESTICTON cis) cjalucicisle’ele cicvicjeeis clc'e ccrcie'e niece 237
SHIM
TAUG cealcroccccecss Marieniaee
wen ae tele cais 221
. The following guests shot offhand:
G Ludwig .....246 247—493
Wigs Vtg
UlCramer cer 236
C Folcke ......242 242—484
H Fenwirth
..231
rm rlattacte se cses 238 244482
A Mamok ..... 230

Ohio

Rifle

241—469
230—467
218—439

AND

STREAM.

Emblematic

244—480
235—466
232—462

dog

about

two

old.

Send

for Catalogue.

This cut is a reproduction of our handsome 10-color hanger, size 10 x 231%4. As
as our supply lasts we will furnish these hangers for 8 cents, covering postage.

LEFEVER
SYRACUSE,
.

ARMS CO.,
:
NEW

I bought

Not knowing his name,
1 called him
I took the dog to my place, and the first

Construction

day he walked into the kitchen and carried away
the roast of beef which was served up for dinner.
I took him out for chastisement, and he
showed fight.
that time he

I subdued
recognized

him, however, and from
me as his master, and

obeyed me in all things.

He took charge of the

YORK.

In Shot Gun

him for $5, the best bargain in dog flesh I ever
made.
Shark.

GUN.

(0 the best shots in the United States and Canada use Lefever Guns’?
There must be merit to the advantages claimed for Lefever guns
Improve your score by shooting a Lefever Gun especially bored
brush or field use.

Dog.

years

States

WHY

MANy years ago, when living near Boston, I
one day visited a horse auction in that city, and
found there for sale a black and white Newfoundland

1905

of the Championship of the United
and Canada, won by the

LEFEVER

Notes.

Orthodox

5

PRELIMINARY HANDICAP
GRAND AMERICAN HANDICAP
GRAND CANADIAN HANDICAP

Rotra Herxes and Ed. Rike started the ball rolling in
Dayton by their challenge to shoot any two riflemen of
that city a match at 200yds.
As the result of several
matches, John F. Beaver and J. C. Hahne now hold
the team record and championship,
but will have to
defend their title in a few days against Chas. W. Sander
and Geo. R. Decker, and the winner of this match will
have to meet Adolph and M. J. Schwind. The sportsmen
in Dayton propose to keep things moving.

An

|

place, allowed no tramps or suspicious looking
people to enter the gates, nor would he permit

any person to cross our fields or get over a fence.
If any attempted it, he would turn them back
with a growl, without touching them, unless they
resisted, in which case he would hold them fast

till relieved.
We had considerable fruit on the farm, and
had been much annoyed by the depredations of
the neighboring boys.

The
tion
1s a
you
and

Parker Gun is known as the Gun of QUALITY, and it is the best constructhat it is possible to produce. That the PARKEER Gun is UNEQUALLED
matter of record.
The ‘‘OLD RELIABLE”
is better to-day than ever.
If
want a gun that you can rely on ALWAYS, you should buy only the tried
true PARKER.
Send for Catalogue.

PARKER

BROTHERS,

31

Cherry

New

Street,

Meriden,

Conn.

York Salesrooms, 32 Warren St.
PR LPR

DUPONT
THE AIM OF EVERY GUN owner is to keep his
gun faultless—the finer the gun the harder he

If he uses “3 in One” the easier he tries.

ai

IN ONE’?

oils every action part properly,

cleans out the residue of burnt or smokeless pow-

der, prevents rust on every metal part, cleans and
polishes the stock, contains no acid.
Write for

generous sample—free.

G.W.COLE

COMPANY

b

BLDG.

NEW

121

WASHINGTON

LiFe

YORK

Patent Reflecting Lamps
J. CONROY,
28 John Street,
Cor. Nassau St.,

New York.
With Silver Plated
Locomotive Reflectorsand Adjustable
Attachments.

Official

as Usual

Records

show

that:

The Real World’s Championship,

was won by Mr. Fred

Gilbert, who broke 95.6 per cent. of the 17,065 targets he shot at. Mr. Gilbert, of course, used

DUPONT

SMOKELESS

j

FERGUSON'S
THOMAS

The

High Average for the year 1905,

SD

SMOKELESS

In the Lead
tries.

OO

EVERY

SMOKER

WANTS

ONE.

The most useful pocket lighter ever invented. Throw away your matches.
The ‘‘ Instanto ’’ produces a steady flame, without matches, by simply removing the cover, as shown in illustrations.
Lights a cigar, gas jet, kindles a
fire, or shows the way in the dark.
Useful every day and night of the year.

The

‘‘Instanto’’

Pocket

(IGNITED

BY

Cigar Lighter

AIR.)

infringements
will be
vigor-

Will not ignite unless exposed to the air. Absolutely safe. Always dependable.
Conveniently carried in the vest pocket.
With ordinary care is
practically indestructible.
Handsome Nickel Plated Lighter, 50 cents; Gun
Metal, $1.50; Sterling Silver, $3.50. Sent postpaid on receipt of stamps or

money order.
G. L. STEINREICH

ously

AGENTS WANTED.
& CO., Department E, 127 Duane St., NEW YORK.

UNIVERSAL
LAMP,
For Sportsmen’s use.
Combines Head }f/|[
Jack (Front and Top), Boat Jack, Fishing,
Camp, Belt and Dash Lamp, Hand Lan-

\

How
.

to

Build

By WILLIAM

and

rose
pated

Furnish

S. WICKS.

Them.

Price, $1.50.

tern, etc.

EXCELSIOR
LAMP,
For Night Driving, Hunting,
Fishing, etc.
Is adjustable to any kind of dash or vehicle. Sendstamp for Illustrated Catalogue
and address all orders Lamp Department.

This work covers the field of building for the woods from the simplest shelters to the most elaborate cottages,
cabins and houses.
The details and directions are very specific and easily comprehended, and the illustrations
are so numerous and so taking that one will be sure to find in them something to his taste.
Sent postpaid by

FOREST

AND

STREAM

PUBLISHING

COMPANY.

-

Bi 8.9:
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STREAM.
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One

Smith Hammerless and Ejector
Guns: also Hunter One-Trigger
At the LEWIS

Ask

NI
AS
SANIT
Sf

for our

HUNTER
FULTON,
PASS
— LPO

LAA

“a

NA

hired man

op
Sp \
Born

shoots

COMPANY

rff72

\6-gauge

repeating

good

VS

perfect
shot

confidence

gun,

By

SALMON

a)

Two Grand

and

killed

this

the
the

The dog evidently thought he was doing right,
his action; but the

done.

in the head by a charge of shot, which endangered his eyes.
We placed him under the care
of an oculist, who saved the dog’s sight, but

he

has all the

after this he was very much afraid of firearms,
and the sight of a gun or the report of one would
drive him in the house for refuge.
He also
seemed

to

associate

the

sound

of

guns

with

thunder storm.
Except these things, he feared
nothing, and would tackle the biggest dog in the
town, who offered him an insult. Of small dogs
he took no notice, but was always ready to fight*
a big bully, and I never saw him whipped,
though

which

New Haven, Conn.

FISHER,

pursued

All this faithful vigilance made the dog some
enemies, and one day he came home wounded

The Lattin Firearms Co,
THE

cats,

doorstep.

been

guns have the solid top and side ejector featutes which assure

Street

with

owner of poor puss was very angry until it was
explained to her, that nothing but justice had

because

This gun

terms

and did not choose to conceal

strength, keep out water, twigs, etc., and prevent the ejected shells getting into the
line of sight or flying into your face.
Full description on request.
1905 Catalogue and Experience Book of
real hunting stories for3 stamps postage.
Write to-day.

27 Willow

to a
eight

depredator, and then carried the body to
house where she belonged, and laid it on

advantages of penetration and pattern possessed by a 12-gauge without
the weight, so it can be handled with quickness and precision in all the
more difficult forms of bird shooting. It is the lightest (614 pounds) and
smallest repeater made, and a mighty good gun to know.
All Harlin

dog
and
help.
time

belonging to the boy, Shark, although usually on

YORK
SAL

for the birds to rise with

a

heard Shark barking furiously in the

years old; he attended the boy to school in the

ASL OS

Waiting

I

tree,

(<M morning and brought him home at night, and
SS
once, when a neighbor’s cat killed some rabbits

aelin
ae

came,

driven off by the dog.
Shark
formed
a_ strong
attachment
younger brother of mine, about
six or

EXPOSITION
NEW

ASAD

Shark

in a cherry

in our neighborhood, I concluded that a horse
thief had been in my pasture, and had been

=

KA

after

prisoners

pasture, and going to the spot, he found the
had driven the horses into a fence corner
was sitting in front of them calling for
Some horses having been stolen about that

catalogue.

ARMS

=

shortly

big boys

go, and neither they nor their companions ever
returned.
We had some horses at pasture in a
field out of sight of the house, and one night our

MEDAL

& CLARKE

two

and the dog guarding them at the foot of the
tree. They were much alarmed, and crying bitterly. I called the dog off and allowed them to

WIN

GOLD

morning

found

ee
oe

Prizes St. Louis Exposition

Charles Hallock.
Cloth, 126 pages.
Price, $1.
FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO.

there was

one bulldog in the village with

Shark had many

drawn

battles, and after

a while a sort of armed neutrality prevailed between them, attended with many protests and
growls.
Shark was a fine swimmer and loved the water,
but owing to gunshyness was useless as a duck-

ing doe.

He

would

attend

and sailed, and I have
boat for half a mile.

seen

me

when

I bathed

him

swim

after my

In our neighborhood were two churches, one
of the Calvinistic persuasion, or, as they call it
in New England, Orthodox; the other Unitarian.
We

had

pews

in each

house,

in turn, and both reverend
us.
Shark would
to the Unitarian

Failure

to secure a copy of our 1906 Catalogue

makes an appreciation

of its merits and artistic ex-
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He would, however,

always come

his

sighs

and

groans

of an Orthodox dog.

proached our house it was with hesitation. This
Shark noticed, and after his doggish kind, suspected and disliked the worthy man, and seeing
him in his church, refused to enter it or listen to
his preaching.
The Orthodox doctor took little or no notice
of the dog, and came boldly in at the gate. So
Shark excepted his visits, and had no objection
to his person

or

doctrines.

The intelligence displayed by this dog was so
great, that since knowing him I have believed

THE MANY-USE OIL CO.,

poor

City.

in

This conduct puzzled me much, but I finally
accounted for it in this way:
The Unitarian divine disliked and feared dogs, and when he ap-

that

York

to our pew

good, strong, Calvinistic doctrines were given
from the pulpit, to signify their approbation by
sighs and groans.
Curiously
enough,
Shark
would do the same. When the old women around

6 oz. Can, - 25 Cents.
2 oz. Bottle,
10 Cents.
New

each

the Orthodox Church, and sleep through the service in a decorous manner.
It was the habit
of certain old women in this church, when any

So he gained the name

“This

attended

follow the carriage on Sunday
Church, but would not enter.

him sighed and groaned,
were responsive.

1802.

Are you going to accept any
chance mixer’s decoction, or order

CLUB

CO.

YORK

and

doctors often visited

dogs

have

sibly immortal

reasoning

souls.

powers,

and

very

pos-

The poet tells us that the

Indian
“thinks, translated to a purer sky,
His faithful dog shall bear his company.”
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Mr. Hammerton in his “Chapters on Animals”
remarks, that if the life of the dog was as long
as that of the man, its intellect might be cultivated

to an extent

of which

at present

we

Reynard’s

Wiles.

“For ways that are dark and tricks that are
vain’ a red fox will compare favorably with
any living creature, not excepting ‘‘Ah Sin” him-

self.

Among

the many

resources

at his com-

mand to outwit his natural enemy, the hound,
Reynard prizes most dearly a rail fence, a road°
and-the frozen surface of a river, and in these
days of deep snows will rarely fail to avail himself of one of these means of safety.
The rail:
raises the line of scent too high for the hound’s

nose, the frozen river and the well-beaten road,
besides the good footing they afford him, retain
not

a particle

of the

the pursuer.
On two occasions
keen-scented

tell-tale

scent

F. and

old hound

so

dear

to

I, as well as my

Jeff, had found

our

fox

vanish into thin air at one particular point, and
though

ground,

and

by it we could see that the fox had come

the snow

into

the road, no
part revealed

after that.

lay deep

on

the

amount of perseverance
to us what had become

on our
of him

In vain we walked up and down the

road in search of the tell-tale track; not a break
in the even surface of the snow could be found,
and we were obliged to return home and own
ourselves outwitted, while Reynard, no doubt,
sat watching us from some safe distance, and
are with Puck, “What fools these mortals

Is a Fine Game-Bird Book.
A picture book of the shooting fields and feathere
of North America.
By Dwight W. St
Gare
We have a small shopworn remainder of this splendid
work, which has been approved by President Roosevelt,
any by many of our best sportsmen, which we will sell
at the following low prices:
Cloth
bindings,
shopworn;
original price, $10.00;

OW Vict achanghisthe SeaMMOM>”. « 5

But every fox, no doubt, as well as every dog,
of ground,

and while

the hills echoed

with

the

mellow voice of the old dog, I saw the fox slip
into the road, follow it for a hundred rods, then
by one high leap land on top of a rail fence
which ran at right angles with the highway, and
bounding along the uppermost
rail nimbly,
reach a piece of plowed ground which the wind
had blown bare of snow, run across the plowed
field to within about ninety yards of me, when,
jumping on a rock, he curled himself up and
deliberately lay down to watch the effect of his
‘little game and enjoy the discomfiture of the
hound. I dare not move, so opening my breechloader I slipped in a long-range thread-wound
cartridge, took careful aim, and sent a charge
ot double B shot through Reynard’s handsome
ur.
' But foxes know more mischievous tricks than
this, and dear to the heart of every old fox 1s
a scamper down the smooth surface of a frozen
river, which, besides offering an opportunity of
escape, often permits him to take dire revenge
on

his

troublesome

Reynard is versed
well the difference
and his pursuer;

enemy

the

hound.

DOMESTICATED

instinct teaches him to a nicety

the exact thickness of ice required to bear his
light fur-covered body, and that on such ice his
more ponderous enemy may not venture safely.
If you doubt all this, stand, as I often do, so as

to look down some swift stream almost frozen
over and covered with light snow, and note how
the trail of the flying fox gracefully curves toward every. hole and invariably skirts the very
edge of every piece of swift open water. Many
a good hound has ended his days by venturing
to follow where his tricky enemy did lead, and I
imagine if foxes ever laugh, and they certainly
look as though they did, Reynard must laugh
as he hears the echo of the hound’s deep bark
suddenly die away and knows his game has been
successful.
But we did not laugh, F. and I,
when all at once silence settled over the hills,

but

a minute

befose

musical

with

the

cheery

notes of old Jeff’s voice, for we knew the dog
was on the treacherous river, and without losing

a second F. hurried toward.a piece of open
water not far distant. On reaching it our fears
were at once realized. Caught in the swift current, benumbed with the cold and exhausted by
the attempts he had made to save himself, old
Jeff lay with his head on the ice, his limbs almost motionless, and whining piteously. There

04.5
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By GEORGE

single

BIRD GRINNELL

gunner,

however

to

About

of Birds.

wide

his experi-

some

noon

distance

and

the body

left

unin-

of the same day I noticed

of perhaps

twenty crows, flying low,

for the carcass. Arrived at the
object of their search lay, they
few times in the air, and then,
fact that all over the land distant

relatives of theirs were

being served at Thanks-

giving dinners, they gathered round the carcass
and banaueted right royally.
This morning I visited the scene of the feast.
The birds had, I found, torn a hole through

the

hide of the abdomen and devoured a portion of
the viscera.
I was surprised to see that the
carcass lay in a shallow creek bed, from which
the land rose gradually, but to a considerable
height, in the direction from which the crows
had been seen to come.
The nearest woods, and
the ones from which the crows undoubtedly
came, are four miles away, andit immediately

occurred to me that at such a distance the bird
or birds must have been at a vast height. if
sight discovered the carcass to them. With the
aid of a stick and a ruler I made a rough calculation, and satisfied myself that even at a distance of only two miles the body of the horse
could not be seen at much less than 1,000 feet
above the earth’s surface.
Of course, crows
sometimes

<)
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No

Senses

heading directly
spot where the
circled about a
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19 State Street, New bial
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bark, and

EVER since reading an account of the experiments of the veteran Audubon regarding the
senses that guide the vulture to its food I had

was

ascend

to

this

height.

I once

saw

one pursue a hawk directly upward till both
birds were almost lost to view; but this was
during

the

breeding

season,

and

every

one

knows that ordinarily this bird is content with
much less lofty flights. Such being the case,
one can hardly doubt that the birds were guided
entirely by the sense

of smell; but how

marvel-

ence, has himself covered the whole broad field
of duck shooting, and none knows so much about

lously delicate must be the organs that could de-

the sport that there

wind, so slight a taint as would

learn.

novel
most

Each

one

is nothing

may

information

acquire

by reading

interesting book.

left for him
a vast

amount

this complete
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with

to
of

and

a por-

trait, every species of duck, goose and swan
known to North America; tells of the various
methods of capturing each, the guns, ammunition,
loads, decoys and boats used in the
gives the best account ever published
trieving Chesapeake Bay dog.
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taken it for granted that sight was the sole agent
used by this or other flesh-eating birds; and my
own observations had strengthened me in the
belief.
An incident that occurred a few days
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La Crosse Station S.
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STREAM

animal

a distance,

even

with

a favorable

arise from an

not in the least decayed!

A few weeks ago, while in Southwestern Minnesota,

I recollect

noticing

an

instance

of this

same bird’s acuteness of perception, which was
probably no less remarkable than that just
narrated. On the open prairie, many miles from
any timber, a crow was seen by the body of a
grouse which lay upon the snow.
As usual, he
had commenced his meal by picking out the
eyes of the “chicken.”
Crows were by no
means abundant (at this season, at any rate) in
the vicinity where this individual was seen; in
fact, I saw only one other while in the State.
It would be useless to attempt to surmise how
far this bird may have seen or scented the frozen

grouse.
The latter doubtless perished during
the recent unprecedented October storm, as did
If the

and, I am

senses

told, even

of the

crow

ducks.

are

wonderfully

acute, those of the hawk are no less so.
It is
to be questioned whether some of these, as the

By Nessmuk.
Cloth, 160 pages.
Illustrated. Price, $1.
A bock written for the instruction and guidance of
those who go for pleasure to the woods.
Its author,
having had a great deal of experience in camp life, has
succeeded admirably in putting the wisdom so acquired
into plain and intelligible English.
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harriers, may not be aided in finding their prey
by the sense of smell, and I am inclined to think
that the ear guides them to many a fine meal.
Who that has hunted waterfowl has not, after
firing into a flock of ducks,

seen

a hawk

hurry-

ing to the spot, evidently attracted by the report,
and intent on securing a bird at the expense of
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the sportsman?

A popular

notion

attributes

AND

KENNEL

to

the larger game birds a sense of smell so delicate

Backus

and
and
and
our

as to warn them of the approach of man or any
enemy at a distance, provided they have the wind

in their favor.

I am inclined to think that this

opinion is not well founded, but certainly no
birds are possessed of better eyes and ears than
the geese and cranes.
The superior height of
the latter gives them a wide range of vision,
and they are, perhaps, the most unapproachable
of all our birds.
Every one who has paid any
attention to the subject must have noticed that
the shyness of birds is somewhat in, proportion
to their size. This is largely, no doubt, the result of experience or of inherited “instinct,”
those birds that have been long persecuted by

man having learned to fear his presence, but
partly I think, more especially in the case of
the very

smallest

species, to defective vision.

I

have known small birds to be killed by flying
against buildings, which of course they must
have seen, but not until it was too late to alter
their

course.

And

I have

seen

a kinglet taken

with the hand, to the great surprise and fright
of the bird itself.
I would by no means be
understood as saying that any bird cannot dis-

tinguish

a house

siderable

or even

or a man

as such, at a con-

a great distance;

the fact that

they sometimes fail to do so is doubtless owing
to a too close attention to business (insect

catching) and to a lack of observation.
The
eye of the small bird is as well adapted to the
work it has to perform as is that of the larger

one;
not

but it may

a telescope,

be called “near-sighted’”—it

but a microscope,

it is all that its possessor
seated

a small fly-catcher

and

could desire.

as

is

such

Observe

on a dead limb in the

shady woods, or a warbler or kinglet darting
about among the branches of an oak or elm;
then see him dart here and there, pursuing in

zig-zag course, and with marvellous rapidity, insects so small that we can scarcely detect their

presence, and we cannot but observe that its
eye is wonderfully acute.
Contrast this tiny
bead with the long-ranged optics of the crow!
Truly,

Dame

The

Dog’s

to

everything

has adapted

Nature

the place which it is destined

to occupy.
He oe WwW:

many

years

ago

Dog Crates,
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seems

to
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of moisture

on

a dog’s

tongue

help

does

Whena dog is at rest he breathes
panting animal.
through his nose; but after violent exercise he
his
air than can pass through
needs more
nostrils, and must therefore breathe through the
This, however, is, on account of the
mouth.
formation of the tongue, possible only if he lets
But why did not
it hang out of the mouth.
wise Nature widen the dog’s nostrils, after the
For this question, too,
fashion of the horse’s?

our professor has an answer. The dog’s principal sense is the sense of smell, which, to be at
its best,

requires

nostrils

given to the dog.—New
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At last a German professor has tackled the
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SNOW-SHOES

FINE GUN
Scott,

Made from finest split hickory, finished by hand, substantially made, neat
in appearance and made with turn-up toe. Just the thing for healthful outdoor
amusement and tramping in winter.
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Other

Per Pair

No. 0

Boys’ or Girls’ Snow-shoes, 9 x 30 inches

No.
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Washington
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St., Boston,

OUR
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Mass.

Without any

WARNING
One of New York’s big water mains burst under Fifth Avenue and the Niagara
Water entered the basement of our new store at 349 Fifth Avenue, opposite
the Waldorf-Astoria, and within a few minutes we had tourteen feet of water

GRADE GUNS

Some very light

weights

in the whole spacious room.

just received.

Snd for List of High-Grad
Second-Hand Guns.
Quality

Fishing

Tackle.

and New Model ‘“Knockabout” Guns, Mauser Rifles and Pistols, as well
as Mannlicher-Shoenauer rifles were upstairs. and the finest and largest stock
of high-grade ** Smith * Guns which is probably carried by any dealer in this
and

Photographic

hours in the basement salesroom

like a canoe

Goods

were

Many other goods down-stairs were being whirled
in Niagara’s

also out of

around for

whirlpool.

Large

shipments of the finest imported English Leather Goods, Luncheon Baskets
and a full stock of the finest Athletic Goods, Tennis Goods, and a fully
equipped Golf Department and many other articles received their baptism in
the new place. Carpenters were at work in the basement and our fixtures here
were almost completed. The force of the water was such that it burst the steel
and cement wall separating us from the Billings basement, and partitions and
wall were forced some sixty feet north. The wreck in these goods is complete,
and we herewith notify our many friends and customers that while our Gun and
business has not been crippled in the least, our Golf, Tennis

and Athletic Goods Departments, which are new additions to our business,
will be put back.some weeks.
Our loss will be more indirect than direct, as we
naturally will be reimbursed for damage done. Our ground floor store, which
to make

the

most

elegant, finest

exclusive

sporting goods

establishment in the world, has not been touched, and in making repairs in
the basement, we expect to make a few changes, which will make this spacious
salesroom even better than it would have been without the bursting of the main.
We hope to see our old friends at our new place, which we will occupy
exclusively in a few weeks.

VON LENGERKE & DETMOLD,
349
Opp.

The

FIFTH

Waldorf-Astoria,

AVENUE
Near

34th

Street,

New

York

NOW FOR 1906 AND PATRIOTISM
Don’t let anyone persuade you to buy inferior powder because it
is patriotic to patronize home industry;
Buy the powder you
get the best results from whether it be foreign or domestic.

TRY

BALLISTITE

The best smokeless shotgun powder on earth that was barred out

of the INTERSTATE

J. H. LAU
Agents

for NOBEL’S

ASSOCIATION

cent of the standard charge
evenly distributed in a 30 inch circle at 40 yards.
So much sought after is this extra close shooting, if coupled
with even distribution, that it is by common consent rated as the
most essential quality in a shotgun and is the hardest to produce.
An interesting example of this quality was shown in a Greener
gun used by the late E. D. Fulford, in which he killed 421 live
pigeons straight with one retrieved dead out of bounds, which is
a record that has never even been approached for closeness and
regularity of shooting.
This special feature is found in all Greener Grand Prize
pigeon guns, and the distinguishing mark of this grade is an
English Blue Rock Pigeon engraved on the rib.
Where this is found it is a guarantee that the gun has been
specially bored for close pattern and even distribution.
Guns
bored this way are equally valuable for live birds, clay targets,
duck shooting, etc. We have a large stock of them in all grades.

because it was foreign.

@ CO.

75

EXPLOSIVES

Ltd.,

CO.,

St., Boston, Mass.
The Old Gun House

Superior shooting qualities
have always been closely
linked in the public mind with
the Greener gun, and since
the invention of the Greener
choke bore in 1875 the distribution of shot at long
range has been much improved.
In fact, it is only
by adopting the Greener
system of choke boring that
scientific distribution of shot
is possible. By this system
the results have remained
regular through long series
of shots with over 80 per
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A Mother Bird’s Stratagem.
WHILE strolling on the banks of French
Creek, near Clayton, one June, in company with
my

wife

and

a friend,

we

started

a woodcock,

which feigned being wounded, and gave utterance to the most plaintive squeaks, from which
we inferred the nest must be near.
A short
search discovered

ground
The

nest

course,
over

it among

small bushes

in a comparatively
contained

did not

three

exposed
eggs,

disturb.

on the

position.

which

Leaving

we,

of

the nest for

an hour, I cautiously returned,

and getting

on my hands and knees crept within ten feet of
it without disturbing the old bird. After watching her for about ten minutes I saw her stand
up

in the

nest

and

with

her bill and

one

foot

change the position of two of the eggs,
| which she settled back on the nest.

after

She then evidently saw me, for she gave a sud-

den twist sidewaws with her head and then
slowly and cautiously stretched out as flat as
| possible, her bill resting flat on the ground.
She remained thus for fully five minutes. Presently I arose from my position and stepped
forward, when the bird quietly sneaked away
from the nest, seeming to crouch as near the
ground as possible, until about twenty feet
away when she arose with the usual cry, but
| immediately fell to the ground, fluttered up and
mes
W
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hundred

| disturbed,

LAUNCHES

Stamp

her back

flut-

from

the

nest,

when

sud-

au revoir, and darted away

Secreting myself some distance
in fourteen minutes I was sur-

it as before
there

she reached

but how

half

a minute

before

her

reappearance

| nest nothing was to be seen or heard.
| a ae

of}
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HEIGHTS,
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yards

like a rocket.
| from the nest,

oped
SPEEDWAY

finally turned

As the

| woods were open I had an excellent opportunity

(Also) Builders
THE

and

tering her wings as if in the last agony, but as
I approached she scrambled away, dragging one
wing on the ground until she had led me fully
| denly she bade me

%
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made.

be
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Cooking a Quail.

f|A of ovat,
as every one knows, is naturally one
the dryest of birds, and it is always a ques-

| tion with cooks how best to preserve its juices.
To take off the skin is to take away the greatest
part of the juices, and such a quail broiled or
roasted would be little better eating than cottonwood chips.
In North Carolina they cook
a quail in the middle

little

receipt

is worth

of a big potatoe. : This

a column

on_

quail.

skinning
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pies
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The Beaver

SO Ohiw.08%4

at his luxurious

city home,

“THE

Calendar
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eAcde

catch if you use a "BRIS, LOLe
Thousands
world testify to its superiority over any other rod.

‘

1906

Ks)

| you will never have one moment of doubt or anxiety about landing your

to destroy

I

“Oncea ‘BRISTOL’ user, alwaysa ‘BRISTOL’ enthusiast.”’

absolute
‘
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Main

@

prominent

not

cur handsomely
colored calendar for
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2255

is an

necessity

in every home and
ae
office.

THE HORTON MFG, COMPANY, 84 Hortonchsh
Bristol, Gonn,

Gelephone

;

A Calendar

of users all over the

the right amount of snappiness, tenacity and flexibility to make it aPaves
rod for all around fishing. No bamboo or rod of any kind can compare
with it, and the only reason that every fisherman doesn’t use the ‘‘ BRISTOL” is because they haven’t given it a trial.
Write to-day for handsome free booklet *‘A Lucky Strike,”’ telling you all
about the rod and containing many interesting fishing pictures.

yachts: Constitution, Defender,

MASS.

Volunteer, Jubilee, Colonia,

Independence, Ailsa, Navahoe, Weetamoe, Uncle Sam, Effort, Calypso, Flirt, Ariadne, Quissetta, Constance,
Vergemere, Resolute, Chanticleer, Senta, Snapper, Raider, Little Haste, Sally VII, Chloris, and many others.

G. R. LILJEGREN,

so unfair as to demand it, let him, under the
direction of competent officials, pay for the relands, where

FOR
1906
TO USE
A

FISHING |

:

beaver lived, in numbers hundreds where now
are but individuals, and they never seriously injured the forestry of the State, the claim brought
against them now when they are really so few,
is absurd, and looks like a trumped-up charge to
give some one an excuse for securing a lot of
beaver pelts.
Let the beaver enjoy its inherent
right to live, and if the selfish land owner can’t
get his pound of flesh in any other way, if he’s
to State

RESOLUTION

BEAUTIFUL

STEEL

State Game Department, that they may not be
entirely killed off before it is too late.
When one considers the centuries in which the

of the beavers

BEST

IS

a few of his precious trees.
If the owners
of timberlands
will see that
scientific principles are followed in the cutting
of the natural increase of their forestry, instead
of leaving the lumberman to follow the dictates
of his own desires by practically destroying the
timber of an entire tract, he will do more for the
continuance of his forest wealth than by the destruction of the busy little animals that have cost
the State so much, and ought to have the protection of the entire official machinery of the

moval

STREAM.

in Maine.

PERSISTENT reports continue to come in, from
sportsmen and guides, of the killing of considerable numbers of beavers in the game belt, according to the law passed at the last session of
the Legislature, and by permission of the commissioners of fish and game.
After years of
effort, and the expenditure of thousands of dollars to enforce the law protecting these valuable
fur animals, it is an outrage to render all that
effort void because some timberland owner imagines they are taking undue advantage of his

absence

AND

Is our authorized correspondent
Gothenburg, Sweden, [ou
prinerized cormespondens

OPO OCPII LORE DEDL TESOL

they

SELENE ECDL

PR DOIECE OSCE ALC OOIC

shall have free privileges of life and activity, and
where they may enjoy freedom
—Maine Sportsman.

from

persecution.

How To Build a Launch

Big Fish, Big Price.
Some ten years ago, in a village not fifty miles
from Brooklyn Bridge, there was considerable
rivalry as to who brought in the finest strings

_ of trout. Among the lot who were striving for
supremacy was my friend Dan C. He could

This is a practical and complete manual for the amateur builder of motor launches,

generally tell of bigger strings and bigger trout
Dan went off trout fishing one day, and just
outside of the village he espied a small Dutch

boy, with a bean pole and a cord for a line,
swishing a very large fish about in the creek.
Dan saw that it was a trout of over three pounds
fast

two

stepping

stones

in the

creek

FOREST

and had struck it on the head with his pole, and
then tied it to his line to have some fun with it.
It did not take Dan

trout

from

many

minutes

the boy with

a ten

to catch that

cent

bait, and

both went off happy.
In a few hours Dan returned, went into the grocery as cool as his excitement would allow, and tried to make it appear an-every-time-I-go-a-fishing
occurrence
to
catch a trout.
The palm was at once awarded
to him, and the fish spread a gleam of truth to
his sitting-on-a-barrel stories.

After the boys had all seen it, he presented it
to the most popular
That night the boys
how

Sree

apt

ORO SONOS

a big boulder,

OLE ALOE

the fish, the rushes

how

it got under

and sulked, then of how he had to get into the
creek up to his middle in water to keep clear
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gentleman in the village.
were in full force in the

he hooked

STREAM

Senne

liberty it made, how he worked it up and down
stream, the narrow escapes he had of losing it
around

AND

|

back part of the grocery, and Dan was reciting
to them

It:

the popularity of motor launches.

The boy told how he had got it stuck

between

Plans

is written simply, clearly and understandingly by one who isa practical builder, and whose
instructions are so definite and full that with this manual on hand the amateur may successfully build his own craft.
The second part of the work is devoted to the use and care of gas engines, and this
chapter is so specific, complete and helpful that it should be studied by every user of such an
engine.
Mr. Davis has given usa book which should have a vast influence in promoting

than the others.

weight.

From

With general instructions for the care and running of gas engines. By Chas. G. Davis
With 40 diagrams, 9 folding drawings and 8 full-page plans. Price, postpaid, $1.50

Royal

Octavo,
PRICE,

FOREST

AND STREAM

GASPER.
17 illustrations.

277 pages,
TWO

DOLLARS.

PUBLISHING

CO.,

NEW

YORK:

of the brush, and finally how he led the prize
to a little sandbank, got behind it, and threw it

out on the bank. He had just finished his glowing description when a big Dutch woman and a
little boy came into the back part of the store.
The boy walked up to Dan, pointed his finger,
and said,
“Him.”
The woman held out the
ten cent bait, and addressed Dan:
“Mishter
C

s, the pig vish jmy poy

catch

vas

ash vorth two tollar,” and she demanded
back or two dollars, or she would make
for him for cheating her little boy. Dan
out the two dollars.
A.

ash pig

the fish
trouble
forked
Mac.
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Handling and Kennel Management.
By B. Waters.
lustrated.
Cloth, 873 pages.
Price, $2.
This treatise is after
training.
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and force systems of
tive description of the
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the modern professional system of
the excellence of both the suasive
education, and contains an exhaususes and abuses of the spike collar.
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PUBLISHING

CO.

Morocco.

POCKET
Price,

KENNEL

RECORD.

50 cents.

The ‘“‘Pocket Kennel Record” is, as its name implies, a
handy book for the immediate record of all events and
transactions which take place away from home, intended
to relieve the owner from the risk of trusting any important matter to his memory.
FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO.
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Tarpon and Florida Tackle
Will be ready about January 8th,
receipt of their name.
If interested,

Will be sent to anyone

1906.

should be pleased to have you call and examine

interested

upon

THOS. J. CONROY
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And Dealer in Fishing Tackle.
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GUN
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WINTER
SPORTS

CAMERAS,
KODAKS
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PHOTOGRAPHIC
GOODS
One or all for the asking.
We

have everything in Guns, Fishing Tackle,
Photographic and Athletic Goods.
SUPERIOR QUALITY.
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A Patent Fishing Reel, made of hard sheet metal, with an automatic drag,
spool 3% inch diameter. holding 200 yds. ofline, winding line as fast as a mult
and has more power.
line.
Sold
for $3.50.

The automatic drag, when fish is running, allows

JULIUS
No. 351

South

Fifth

Street,

All genuine reels bear my name.
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no

slack

We have our own repair shop and do all
repairs to guns and fishing tackle,
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Send for catalogue.

LYMAN’S

RAPID FIRING TARGETS
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No branch store in any city.

EXCLUSIVELY.

277 and 279 Wabash Avenue,
35, 37 and 39 Van Buren Street,
CHICAGO,
ILL.

On receipt of 4 cents in United States stamps we will send our 110-page catalogue.

ESTABLISHED

GOODS

VON LENGERKE & ANTOINE

e
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Gold Medal Highest Award St. Louis, 1904.
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WILLIAM MILLS @ SON, 21 Park Place, New York
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RIELES.

25

Yards,

price,

15c.

per

dozen.

50

Yards,

price,

25c.

per

dozen.

i
The
saw.

Lyman

Canoe RipcEz, Pa.

Targets received.
They are the best I ever
CHARLES Kinc, Gunsmith,

FOREST AND STREAM PUB. CO., 346 Broadway, New York.
When a dealer says that some other Spoon
is as good as G. M. Skinner’s,
that
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he acknowledges
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For
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A Convenience

I am clearing out 500 Steel Rods, cork grips
only.
Bait Rods, 6%, 7%, 8% feet; Fly
Rods, 9 and ro feet.

$2.75,
Postage,

CHARLES DISCH, srooxeyn.’s. ¥.
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AND

JOHN

NORMAN, 4502
P.

Catalogue,

TROUT

Only maker in America who mounts

Grades:

$.4.50

trapshooters,

etc.,

but

suitable

loop snells,

him.

$6.00

for

The Practical Poultry Keeper.
By Louis Wright.
Eight colored plates and
illustrations.
Cloth, 311 pages.
Price,
$2.
FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING

THE H. H. KIFFE CO., 523 Broadway, N. Y.
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87 other
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Made only in three colors—Dead Grass, Oxford
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Gold Lion Cocktails
Q

FLIES

flies on”hair

Ste. Catherine, Montreal, Canada
S.—Write

$3.00

ers,

Flies, six assorted on

Send for Tackle

Three

GUARANTEED
all wool, seamless, elastic,
close-fitting, but not binding, comfortable and
convenient.
Designed especially for duck shoot-

10 cents extra.

Also roo gross Trout
card, at 6c, per card.

SHOOTING JACKET

in

Booklet 52P and sample on request.

y Jos. Dixon Crucible Co., Jersey City, N.J.

Delicious. Old Blends.
Ready

to Serve.

The demand for Gold Lion Cocktails by the Gentleman Sportsman is
such that these goods are now put up
in protected packages convenient to
pack.
A cut of the Gold Lion marks every
package of the genutne.
Seven varieties:
Manhattan, Vermouth, Dry Gin, Whiskey, Tom Gin
Martini and the American.
To be had in glass only—Large and small bottles.
At ees
Cafés, Drug Stores and wherever liquors
are sold.
THE COOK
& BERNHEIMER
CO.,
Makers, New York,
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Terms, $3 a Year. 10 Cts. a Copy.
Six Months, $1.50.

The object of this journal will be to studiously
promote a healthful interest in outdoor recreation, and to cultivate arefined taste for natural
objects.

Announcement
Forest

AND

in first number

of

STREAM, Aug. 14, 1873,

NOTICE TO SUBSCRIBERS.
Beginning with Jan. 1, 1906, the subscription
price of ForEstT AND STREAM 1s $3.00 per year,
$1.50 for six months; $1 for four months.
All subscriptions now on our books which
have been paid at the $4.00 rate, and which run
for any period into 1906, will be extended pro
rata to conform to the changed price,
NEXT

WEEK.

THE issue of ForREST AND

February

STREAM

of next week,

3, will be a special monthly

number, enlarged to fifty-two pages.

magazine

Among

the

contents will be an account of a sportsman’s winter in Florida, and the illustrations of the number will largely be devoted to picturing Florida.
Among the other illustrations will be a wonderful flash-light photograph of wild deer by Hon.
George

Shiras, 3d, whose achievements

with the

camera

on

successes

game

are

the most

notable

in this difficult field.

IN CALIFORNIA

NATIONAL

PARKS.

THE advocates of national parks, game refuges
and game reserves—whether State or National—
have strong arguments in favor of the establishment of such refuges in the fact that they absolutely protect the game within their boundaries
and that the game soon comes to understand perfectly well that certain localities are safe for it
in case of disturbance.
Just as a startled deer
runs up the mountain side, or a flushed bevy of
quail takes to the swamp, so disturbed game
hastens within a game refuge if it can.
In a report from Walter Fry, Park Ranger of
the Sequoia and National Parks in California,
dated Jan. 7, this fact is noted, together with
much other interesting information about these
parks,
It is obvious that until a popular sentiment in
favor of its protection is aroused among the people residing in the neighborhood of such
a refuge,
the abundance of game within its borders furnishes a continual temptation to lawless or
thoughtless hunters to invade it and kill the game.
Then, too, in many of these national refuges, the
winter’s snow drives the game down to the lower

country, and often outside the lines of the refuge,
and hunters understanding this, lie in wait for
and destroy it in great numbers.
This has been
the case in the Sequoia National Park; and in
the Grant National Park, which is of smaller size
and where the snow within the last few months
has fallen to the depth of five feet, all living
things have been driven down into the valleys and

out of the park,so that during
is practically no game there.

the winter

there

Since sheep have been kept out of the Sequoia
Park, grouse and mountain quail have become
much
more plentiful.
There is nothing more
destructive to ground nesting birds than sheep,
which trample the nests, eggs and young birds.

The valley quail, which

live at a lower altitude,

are decreasing in numbers

on account

it.
During the spring and summer they scatter over the outside country, but when the hunting begins they retreat to the park, seeming to

There is a
of bears in

Park.

Of these

four have

died

from

bruises, leaving eighteen which now seem to be
doing well.
They are being carefully watched
by the rangers, who fear that the lions may at-

tack them. This is a real danger, and the lions
should be destroyed.
They add nothing to the
attractions of the park but may do much harm.

good objects.
The founding and endowment of
the Field Columbian Museum of Chicago is the
best-known and the largest of such donations, It

is one thing to give money to found a great institution, but it is quite another thing to select the
man or men who shall have the dispensing of
these large funds. Though a young institution,
in investiga-

tion and in the collection and exhibition of specimens stands very high, and that it has attained
sO great a measure of success is due not less to
Mr. Field’s liberality of donation than to Mr.
Field’s judgment of men.
The same capacity
which enabled him to see that he was well served
in business matters, also enabled him to select
with rare discretion the director and trustees of
his museum,

and

how

excellent

LXVI.—No.

4.

New York.

were the event has proved. The beauty and usefulness of the collections in the museum now
housed in one of the old World’s Fair buildings
in Jackson

Park

are

very

impressive.

Besides this foundation, which will always be
a memorial to Marshall Field and one of constantly increasing importance, he made liberal
donations of land to the Chicago University.
TuaT

Massachusetts

and Rhode

Island should

continue to permit the snaring of ruffed grouse
is one of the anomalies of game protection.
As

Dr. T. S. Palmer well puts it, the license to snare
game birds, while ostensibly for the benefit of the
farmer’s
port of

snares

boy, is, as a matter of fact, all in supthe professional trapper, who sets his

on

farm

lands

with

sion, and sends his birds
would wish to take away

or without

these

selections

permis-

to market.
No one
the privileges of the

boy; if the snaring done by him were the end
of it, there would be no necessity of prohibition;
but the grouse taken by the boy are few compared with those of the market snarer; and the
Massachusetts

has gone

negligible.

so far in the direction

of cutting off the local market

for game,

it would

seem that the Legislature might without great
effort be persuaded to cut off the market snaring.
td

It is a decided satisfaction to record the appointment of Dr. Tarleton H. Bean to the office
of State Fishculturist of New York.
Dr. Bean’s
attainments as an ichthyologist, his long experi-

ence in fishculture and his practical knowledge of
all that

THE FIELD COLUMBIAN MUSEUM.
MarsHALL FIELD, of Chicago, who died last
week, was one of the very few well known rich
men in this country who was never subjected to
criticism, either on account of his wealth or the
means by which it was acquired. He made his
money honestly by hard work, careful living and
great business shrewdness, and notwithstanding
its vastness this wealth never appeared to excite
the envy or hostility of others.
Like many other rich men—who are not so well
thought of as he was—Mr. Field gave liberally to

the work done at the Field Museum

VOL.

interests of the boy are, by comparison,

As noticed some months ago, twenty-two of the
tule elk from the Miller & Lux ranch, were captured last autumn and transferred to the Sequoia

National

(

1 No. 346 Broadway,

of the con-

stant pursuit by man and the destruction of their
eggs by the digger squirrels.
Wild ducks, wild pigeons—the band-tail species—and doves are all abundant in winter in and
near the Sequoia Park.
The larger game, consisting of deer, lions and coyotes, has increased
recently.
Since the season of 1902 deer have
greatly decreased in the territiories without the
park, but they are much more numerous within

recognize that there they are safe.
considerable increase in the number
the park.

27, 1906.

pertains

to fish

and

fishing,

and

fish

breeding and rearing, equip him in a peculiar degree for the work before him. He brings to the
place the qualities

essential

to the administration

of its affairs in an intelligent,
successful

way.

business-like

and

td

SomME months ago we had a spirited discussion
of Kipling’s “Red Gods,” and of the fidelity to
nature of the poet’s characterization in the
famous
With

lines:
the

“Do you know that racing stream,
raw, right-angled log-jam at the end?”

As a reminiscence of the “Red Gods” controversy, Mr. C. E. E. Ussher sends us an excellent photograph, reproduced on the cover, of a
log jam at the notch of the Montreal River, near

Lake Temiscaming,
Pacific Railway.

on the line of the Canadian
od

TuatT under certain conditions trees may serve
as compasses is very strikingly illustrated in the

photographs
Boston,

sent us by Mr.

showing-the

barren

W.

B.

ground

Cabot,

of

country

of

northern Labrador.
The prevailing winds which
sweep over this melancholy waste being from the
northwest,

the

spruce

trees

develop

toward

the

southeast and their branches give infallible indication of direction.
This is a mode of tree
growth familiar in many places near the sea and
in the vicinity of the Great Lakes.

PORES

TAND? SCREAM,

a

i
a

ear

pe!

Towarp

the

Killing

end

of

of a

April

we

Bear.
abandoned

the

to arrive, and moved his family into Fort Benton. ‘Thither also went Sorrel Horse and his out-

The

Bloods

and

Blackfeet

moved

north

to

summer on the Belly and Saskatchewan rivers.
Most of the Piegans trailed over to Milk River
and the Sweet-grass Hills country.
The band
with which I was connected, the Small Robes,
pulled out for the foot of the Rockies, and I went
with them.
I had purchased a lodge, and half a
dozen pack and train animals to transport our
outfit.
We had a Dutch oven, two fry pans, a
couple of small kettles, and some tin and iron
tableware, of which Nat-ah’-ki was very proud.
Our commissary consisted of one sack of flour,
some sugar, salt, beans, coffee, bacon and dried
apples.
I had plenty of tobacco and cartridges.
We were rich; the world was before us.
When
the time came to move I attempted to help pack
our outfit, but Nat-ah’-ki stopped me at once.
“Aren't you ashamed,” she said.
‘This is my
work; go up in front there and ride with the
chiefs.
I'll attend to this.”

I did as I was ordered to do...

men

were

obliged when

speaking of it to call it

Pah’ksi-kwo-yi, sticky mouth.
They, too, were
the only ones who could take any of the skin of

a bear, and then merely a strip for a head band

trading post. Berry intended to resume freighting to the mines as soon as the steamboats began

fit.

Slit
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In the Lodges of the Blackfeet.
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After that I rode

or pipe wrapping.

anyone

It was allowable,

however,

for

to use the bear’s claws for a necklace or

other ornament.
Some of the more adventurous
wore a three or four-row necklace of their own
killing, of which they were very proud.

One morning with Heavy Breast I went up on
the divide between

Cutbank

and Milk

River.

He

said that we could easily ride through the pines
there to the foot of a bare mountain where there
were always more or less sheep.
We wanted
some meat, and at that season the mountain rams
“were even in better order than were the buck antelope on the plains.
We
found
broad
game
trails running through the timber, and soon came
near the inner edge of it. Dismounting and securing our horses, we went on carefully, and in
a few moments could see, through the interlacing
branches of the pines, a good-sized band of bighorn, all rams, trailing across the shell rock at
the foot of a cliff.
I let Heavy Breast have the
first shot. and he missed altogether.
Before he
could reload I managed to get two of the ani-

mals with my Henry.

Both were very large ones

with some little fat on their ribs, and having all
the meat we cared to pack. we loaded our horses
and started homeward.
Passing out of the pines

the timber,

I

finally

by a lucky shot broke his back bone; it was easy
then to finish him with a deliberately aimed bul-

let in the base of the brain.

When it was all over

I suddeniy remembered how ridiculously: Heavy
Breast had appeared soaring on a horseless saddle, and how his eyes bulged as he called upon

me for aid. I began to laugh and it seemed as if
I never could stop. My companion had come up
beside me and stood, very solemn, looking at me
and

the bear.

“Do not laugh, my friend,” he said. ‘Do not
laugh. Rather, pray the good Sun, make sacrifice
to him, that when
you are sometimes hard
pressed

by the enemy,

or such another

one as he

lying here, you may as fortunately escape as did
I. Surely, the Sun listened to my prayer.
I
promised to sacrifice to him, intending to hang up
that fine white blanket I have just bought.
I
will now do better.
I will hang up the blanket
and my otter skin cap.”
The
mined

bear had a fine coat of fur, and I deterto take it and have it tanned.” Heavy

air. We both fired and with a hair-lifting roar
the bear rolled over, biting and clawing at his

in from a hunt she always insisted upon ynpack-

tearing

sod on the bare hillside, in search
or ants’ nest.
“Let us kill him,’ I exclaimed.

dis-

and fled back toward

I kept firing and firing, and

near to the place where we had seen the bear;
then we rode up out of it, and, sure enough, there
was the old fellow not fifty yards away.
He saw
us as quickly as we did him, sat up on _ his
haunches and wiggled his nose as he sniffed the

industriously

yards

about

him.

at times for an apple pie, for some potatoes even.

tant, a large grizzly

or five hundred

sharply

after

“Help me,” I said, after he had smoked.
getting tired.”
“TJ cannot do so,” said he. “It is against my
medicine; my dream forbade me to touch a bear.”
We arrived in camp betimes, and hearing me
ride up beside the lodge, Nat-ah’-ki hurried out.
“Kyai-yo’!”’ she exclaimed, seeing the bear
skin. “Kyai-yo’!” she again exclaimed, and hurried back inside.

lieving that it was really a human being.
It was
commonly called Kyai’-yo, but the medicine pipe

four

“Hai ya’, my friend!” he criéd, pleadingly, as
he soared up in the air, still astride the saddle.
Down they came with a loud thud not two steps
in front of the onrushing bear, and that animal,
with a dismayed and frightened “woof,” turned

we

as a sort of medicine or sacred animal, many be-

some

rawhide

ahead with the big men, or hunted along by the
way, and at evening on arriving at camp there
was our lodge set up, a pile of fuel beside it, a
bright fire within over which the evening meal
was being prepared.
The girl and her mother
had done it all, and when everything was in order
the latter went away to the lodge of her brother,
with whom
she lived.
We had many visitors,
and I was constantly being asked to go and feast
and smoke with this one and that one.
Our store
of provisions did not last long, and we soon were
reduced to a diet of meat straight..
Every one
was contented with that but I; how I did long
I often dreamed that I was the happy possessor
of some candy.
Leaving the abandoned fort we followed up the
Marias, then its most northern tributary, the Cutbank River, until we came to the pines at the foot
of ihe Rockies.
Here was game in vast numbers,
not many buffalo nor antelope just there, but
elk, deer, mountain sheep and moose were even
more plentiful than I had seen them south of the
Missouri.
As for bears, the whole country was
torn up by them.
None of the women would
venture out after fuel or poles for lodge or travois without an escort.
Many of the hunters
never molested a grizzly, the bear being regarded

saw,

the fleeing pony; the cinch, an old worn
band; had~ broken.

up the

of a gopher,

“Ok-yi’,’ (come on) said Heavy Breast,
with an inflection which meant, “All right,

but
but

it’s your proposition, not mine.”
We

rode along in the edge of the timber

under the hill, my companion

down

praying, promising

the Sun an offering, and begging for success.

At

the foot of the hill we turned into a deep coulée
and followed it up until we thought we were quite

Breast took my horse in order to catch his, which
had run out of sight into the valley, and I set
to work. It was no small task, for the bear was
quite fat, and I wanted to get the hide off as clean
as possible.
Long before
friend returned with his

I accomplished it my
animal, dismounted a

little way

filled and

off, sat down,

lighted

his

pipe.
Ba

I thought that rather strange,

for when

ac

I came

flank where a bullet had struck him, and then
springing to his feet he charged us open-mouthed
We both urged our horses off to the north, for it

ing and unsaddling my mount, and leading the
animal over to the lodge of a boy who took care

was not a wise thing to turn back down the hill.

inside; a dish of boiled boss ribs, a bowl

I fired a couple of shots
as I could, but without

were

at the old fellow as fast
effect.
The bear mean-

of my little band.

day’s

After I had done this I went

ready for me.
hunt,

but

when

of soup

As I ate I told about the
I

described

how

Heavy

surprisingly

Breast had sailed through the air and how he

long bounds, and was already quite close to the
heels of my companion’s horse. I fired again and
made another miss, and just then Heavy Breast,

looked when he cried out to me, Nat-ah’-ki did
not laugh with me. I thought that strange, also,

time

had

covered

the ground

with

his saddle and sheep meat parted company

with

for she was
things.

so quick

to see

the comical

side of

FORESEZAND
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“Tt is a fine hide,’ I concluded; “long, thick,
dark hair. I wish you would tan it for me.”
“Ah!” she exclaimed, “I knew you would ask
that as soon as I saw it. Have pity on me, for
I cannot do it. I cannot touch it. Only here and
there

is a-woman,

or even

a man,

who

through

the power of their medicine can handle a bear
skin. To others who attempt it some great misfortune

befalls;

sickness,

even

death.

None

of

us here would dare to tan the skin. There is a
woman
of the Kut-ai’-im-iks
(Do-not-laugh
band) who would do it for you, another in the
Buffalo-chip band; yes, there are several, but they
are all far away.”
I said no more about it, and after a while went
out and stretched the skin, by pegging it to the
ground. Nat-ah’-ki was uneasy, repeatedly coming out to watch me

for a moment,

and then hur-

rying inside again. I kept on at work; there was
still a lot of fat on the skin; try as I would I
could not get it all off. I was pretty greasy and
tired of my job when night came.
I awoke soon after daylight.
Nat-ah’-ki was
already up and out.
I could hear her praying
near the lodge, telling the Sun that she was about

to take the bearskin, flesh and tan it. She begged
her God to have mercy on her; she did not want
to;

she

feared

to

touch

the

unclean

thing,

but

her man wished it to be worked into a soft robe.
“Oh, Sun!” she concluded, “help me, protect
me from the evil power of the shadow (the spirit,
or soul) of this bear. I will sacrifice to you. Let
my good health continue, give us all, my man,
. my mother, my relatives, me, give us all long life,
happiness; let us live to be, old.”
My first thought was to call out and say that
she need not tan the skin, that I really did not
care

for

a bear

robe

after

all; but

I concluded

that it would be well for her to do the work.
she did not learn that

there

was

nothing

If

in the

malevolent influence of the bear’s spirit, she would
at least beget confidence in herself and her medi‘cine. So I lay still for a while, listening to the
quick chuck-chuck of her flesher as it stripped
meat and fat from the skin. After a little she
came

in, and seeing that

for the morning

meal.

I was

As

awake, built a fire

soon

as it began to

burn she washed herself in half a dozen waters,
and then, placing some dried sweet grass on a

few live coals, she bent over its fragrant smoke,
rubbing her hands in it.
“What are you doing?” I asked. “Why burning sweet grass this early?”
“T purify myself,” she replied. “I am fleshing
the bearskin.

I am

going to tan it for you.”

“Now, that is kind,’ I told her. “When we go
to Fort Benton I will get you the prettiest shawl
I can find, and is there any sacrifice to be made?

Tell me, that I may furnish it.’
The little woman was pleased. She smiled happily, and then became very serious. Sitting down
by my side she bent over and whispered:
“T have prayed. I have promised a sacrifice for
you and for me. We must give something good.
You

have

two

short

guns

(revolvers);

can

you

not spare one? and I, I will give imy blue cloth
dress.”
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discharging

all the chambers

would

that.

give

So,

after

at,once.
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Yes,

breakfast

we

I

went

out a little way from camp and hung our offerings in a tree, Nat-ah’-ki praying while I climbed
up and securely fastened
them
to
a sturdy
branch.
All that day women of the camp came
and stared at the tanner of the bearskin, some
begging her to quit the work at once, all prophesying that she would in some way have bad
luck. But she heeded them not, and in the course
of four or five days I had a large, soft bear rug
with which I promptly covered our couch.
But

there it seemed it could not remain if I cared to
have any visitors, for none of my friends would
enter the lodge while it was

inside. I was

obliged

to store it away under a couple of rawhides behind our home,
We remained on the Cutbank River until about
the first of June.
The flies were becoming trou-

blesome and we moved out on the plains where
they were not nearly as plentiful. Swinging over
the ridge we went down the course of Milk
River several days’ journey, finally camping for
a time just north of the east butte of the Sweetgrass Hills, where the rest of the Piegans were
staying.
There was much coming and going of
visitors between the two camps.
We learned that
a great scandal had occurred in the Do-not-laugh
band soon after leaving the Marias.
Yellow Bird
woman, the young and pretty wife of old Looking Back, had run away with a youth named Two
Stars.
It was thought that they had gone north
to the Bloods or Blackfeet, and the husband had
started in pursuit of them.
There was much talk

about the affair, much
would be the end of it.
One

evening

conjecture as to
We soon learned.

Nat-ah’-ki

informed

the guilty couple had arrived
and were in the lodge of

what

me _ that

from the
a young

north,
friend

of theirs.
They had eluded the husband when
he arrived in the Blood camp, and doubled back
south.
He would probably go on to the Blackfoot camp in search of them, and they, mean-

while, were
After

going on to visit the Gros Ventres.

a time

they

hoped

he would

chase, and then, by paying him
they
The
rise,
ing

from

give

up

the

heavy damages,

would be allowed to live together in peace.
very next morning, however, soon after sunOur camp was aroused by a woman’s piercterror-stricken
shrieks.
Everyone
sprang

bed

and

ran

out,

the

men

with

their

weapons, thinking that perhaps some enemy was
attacking us.
But no, ’twas Yellow Bird woman
who shrieked, her husband had found and seized
her as she was going to the stream for water, he
had her by one wrist and was dragging her to
the lodge of our chief, the. woman hanging back,
crying and struggling to get loose.
Breakfast
was prepared in the lodges, but that morning the
camp was very quiet.
There was no singing, no
laughter, no talking, even the children were still.

I remarked

upon it to the little woman.

“Hush,” she said, “she is to be pitied; I think
something dreadful is about to happen.”
Presently we heard the camp crier shouting out
that there was to be a council in Big Lake’s—our
chief’s—lodge, and he called over the names of

The blue cloth dress! her most cherished pos-

those requested to be present; medicine pipe men,

session, seldom worn but often taken from its
parfleche covering, smoothed
out,
folded,
refolded, admired and then put away again. Surely,

mature hunters and warriors, wise old men.
One
by one they went over to the place; a profound
silence settled over the camp.

if she could part with that I could afford to lose
one of my six-shooters. One of them—they were
the old Colt cap and ball affairs—had a trick of

couple of pipes when
heard:
“All women!

We

had

our

breakfast

and

I had

smoked

a

the camp crier was again
all women!” he shouted.

“You are to assemble at once at the lodge of our
chief, where a punishment is about to take place.
A woman has been guilty of infidelity; you are
to witness what happens to one who so disgraces
her husband, her relatives and herself.”
I imagine that few women wanted to go, but
following the camp. crier were the Crazy Dog
band of the All Friend Society, camp police, as
it were, who went from lodge to lodge and ordered the women out.
As one raised the flap of
our doorway Nat-ah’-ki sprang over to me and

grasped me convulsively.
“Come,” said the policeman, looking in. “Come,
hurry! Didn’t you hear the call?”
“She is no longer a Piegan,” I said quietly, although I felt angry enough.
“She is a white
woman now, and she does not go.”
I thought there might be some argument about
the matter, but there was none; the man dropped
the door flap and went away without a word.

We waited in surprise. “What are they going
to do?” I asked. “Kill her or—the other thing?”
Nat-ah’-ki shuddered and did not answer, clinging to me more closely than ever.
Suddenly we
heard again those piercing shrieks; then again

all was silence until a man, our chief, began to
talk.
“Kyi!” he said. “You all here standing, have
witnessed

what

befalls

to her husband.

one

who

proves

untrue

It is a great crime, unfaithful-

ness.
In the long ago our fathers counciled together as to what should be the punishment of a

woman

who

brought

sorrow

and

shame

to the

lodge of her man and her parents.
And as they
decided should be done, so has it been done to
this woman to-day that all you witnessing it may

take warning.
She is marked with a mark
will bear as long as she lives,
Wherever

she
she

goes people will look and laugh and say: ‘Ha, a
cut-nosed woman!
There goes a woman of loose
character; isn’t she pretty!”
Then, one after another, several men made little speeches, each one to the same effect, and

when

they had finished the chief told the people

to disperse.

The

river to wash

woman

in the case

her bleeding

face;

went

to the

her nose

had

been cut off.
From the bridge to the lip it had.
been entirely remdved with one deep concaved
slash.
She was a horrible sight, an animated
human

skull.

The youth?
and

camp

caught.
that we

He had hurried away to his own

lodge

as

the

as

soon

Nothing was

was

woman

said nor done to him.

civilized and uncivilized

In

people are alike.

The woman always suffers but the man goes
free.
\
“You see,’ Nat-ah’-ki told me, “the womar
was

not

Stars, but

to

blame;

had

she

he is very

poor

always

and

loved

her bad

Two

father

made her go to bad old Looking Back, who had
already five women, and is very mean and cruel

to them.

Oh, I pity her.”
WALTER

B.

ANDERSON,

[TO BE CONTINUED. ]

The

Mild

Winter.

Ir is proper that it should be put on record in
ForEST AND STREAM that this winter, so far, has
been the mildest in the memory of man,
I was
in Prospect Park last Sunday and the conditions
there reminded me of a day in spring. The grass
was springing up fresh and green, the buds were
swelling on the trees and the air was actually
balmy.
I looked around to see if there were any
robins in view, and it would not have surprised
me in the least had I heard a song sparrow sing.
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came

the captain

by acclamation—of

one

voice.

Our party was composed as follows:
Messrs.
Marcel Monnier, of the Jura, France; R. Walder,

of Zurich, Switzerland; B. B. Kelley (formerly
of Boston), City of Mexico; H. K. I. Williams,
New

York

city;

Frank

L.

Stott,

of

Stottville,

N. Y., and myself.
On

reaching

Ameca

we

proceeded

to the store

of Don Juan Noriega, who, besides arranging for
the guides and horses, also keeps on sale everything one may require; in fact, he gives all necessary instructions, and what is of paramount importance, he sees that only known thieves go with
you as guides.
To these he gives a few sharp
words of admonition when they start, and you

may thus be sure you will make the trip without
harm, from your own guides at least.
Strangers have been murdered in these mountains, but now such occurrences are rare; besides,
as I have said, only known rascals now go with
you, and these would be exterminated by the
authorities directly anything happened to a party

in their charge.

Don

Juan has lived at Ameca

for thirtv-six years and knows everyone of these
bandits, and he picks out the best only; in fact,
it would be difficult to make the ascent were it
not for the kind offices of the genial Don Juan.
By the arrangements I made for our party of
six, two guides on horseback were employed to
accompany us to the snow and horse limit; four
Indians as guides in the snow ascent, two pack

animals

and

saddle

horses

for

the

party;

the

guides on horseback bringing two Indians to look
after their animals as well as the food for themselves, keeping, however, an eye to the crumbs
of our table.
At I:45 we were in the saddle, and starting at
a six-mile pace we left the valley in about threequarters of an hour and began the tedious ascent
to the rancho, or camping ground, for the night.
The reins were given the horses here and they
slowly picked their way up the toilsome ash beds,

making

L. Z. Joncas.

NOTABLE

QUARTETTE

From the Park I went to Coney Island. There
the sea was shimmering in the golden sunlight
and the smooth, gentle rollers that reached the
shore were suggestive of June rather than January. One felt almost tempted to go in for a swim.
Altogether the day was the most extraordinary
I ever saw for this season of the year.
I should think that the weather prophets must
be feeling pretty bad.
Not a few of them, encouraged by the goings on of Boreas and the Ice
King last winter and the winter before, came out
in November with some dire predictions.
And
for the very day I have been writing about one
of the fraternity, better known
than
the rest,
actually predicted a blizzard.
I repeat they must
be feeling pretty bad.
But why, O why, don’t
they try to strike a law of averages in their predictions?
As a rule,
they are
all for hard
weather.
Perhaps they think they would not be
listened to with so much attention unless they
had something startling to foretell. If so, they are
probably right, for it is an indisputable fact that
men are far more interested in bad or evil report
than good.
Anyhow,
the business of weather
prophecy is a melancholy one.
If occasionally
the prophet hits the mark, men, instead of feeling
grateful to him, rather regard him with resentment, as in some way responsible for the suffering or inconvenience which hard weather entails.
Then when he doesn’t hit the mark (which is at
least nine times out of ten) he is held up to public ridicule and this, together with his own disappointment, must be really a terrible load to
bear.
No wonder weather prophets grow prematurely gray and go about generally with the air
of men who are hardly used by fate and the world
at once.
FRANK MOoNAN.
‘New

York,

Jan.

22.

W. M. Brackett.

G. E. Hart.
A

OF

EB. Tf. D:! Chambers:

Our

business

A Trip to Popocatepetl.
resided in this city four years without

accompanying any one Of at least four expeditions which during that time have ascended to
the historic crater, I was agreeably surprised
when an old hunting chum and another friend
invited me to be one of a party to attempt to
scale the great volcano.
This is no despicable feat at any time, but
now, in mid-winter, it appeared even at a distance to be a hazardous undertaking.
No time

was

to be lost if we

stops

for breath

in the

more

Swiss

friend was

destined

to be the un-

lucky man of the expedition, for in pushing up
the ascent on foot, he came too near the strictly

ANGLERS.

Havinc

frequent

abrupt places.
Steadily we toiled on, frequently
dismounting to rest the weary horses, but finding
this easier to observe in another than to practice.
Not wishing to spoil my projected fun for the
morrow, I returned to the saddle much the wiser
for my short tramp.

wished

to avail

ourselves

of the two feast days which had been selected.
The necessary arrangements were completed by
telegraphing to the little town
of Ameca
for
horses and guides to be in readiness for the
morrow.
We outfitted with canned provisions,
an oilcloth, three
heavy
woolen
blankets,
an
alpenstock with iron hook on one end and a spike
on the other, heavy woolen inner clothing, a pair
of very dark goggles and a green, veil to protect
the face from the cutting wind.
In the morning we met at the San Lazaro
station of the Moreloz Railroad and were off at
8:15 for Ameca.
At this season
of the year
everything is as dry as a powder house, so we
suffered with the dust until our arrival at 11:30.
The expedition had been organized by a Swiss
friend, who was familiar with the work, having
made the ascent with Baron Waldstein, the naturalist, some four years before.
We found, however, that our friend had been suddenly indisposed and very reluctantly had been counselled
to remain behind.
No one in our party having
any knowledge of the trip before us and foursixths of us being ignorant of the Spanish language, I, as the elder of the remaining two, be-

quarter of a mule, and anyone

familiar

with the natural history of this quadruped,
described by: Josh Billings, will at once be
abled to account for the sticking plaster and
puffy appearance on Mr. Walder’s cheek.
Soon after this little incident a shout in
advance warned us that we were nearing
quarters for the night, and at 6:20 P.M. we
rived at the rancho.
This rancho is composed

as
enthe
the
our
arof

two crude board houses, one a plant for treating

the crude sulphur taken out of the crater during
the summer months, while the other is used as a
shelter from the cutting wind and frost.
We at once made an old-fashioned camp fire
in the middle of the hut, and after a hearty meal
prepared our couches on a platform about eight
inches from the ground.
Then organizing a relief guard for the night, we turned in. Here we
began to feel the effects of the great elevation,
3,800 metres above sea level (three feet, three
and six-sixteenths inches to the metre).
Those
who had the strongest lungs suffered most, as
the thinness of the air breathed but imperfectly
filled them.

It is well to note

for the benefit of those de-

siring to make this ascent that they should entirely discard spirits and coffee until the return
from the crater.
Tea, medium strong, is the best
beverage; and it is just as well to eat nothing
but dry bread before going up from the rancho.
Allow one.of the guides to carry a canteen of
cold tea to drink sparingly of during the ascent,
should you become thirsty while on the snow.
Early (6:15) in the morning saw us on horseback on the way up to Las Cruces, the horse
limit.
The spot is so called from a number of
wooden crosses placed on the rocks and emble-
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The

X X indicate

matic of violent deaths which have overtaken the
unwary traveler in his ascent on this side of the
mountain.
Several Indians also have met their

death
on

here through

their

mats

and,

carelessness
unable

to

in riding down
avoid

the

rocks,

being dashed to pieces.
Dismounting from our jaded horses we began
the ascent on foot. In about ten minutes we discarded our overcoats, and, alpenstock in hand,
slowly and carefully placed our feet in the toe
steps made by the alpenstock of the preceding

guides.
Our upward course was zig-zag, as a perpendicular of 60 degrees was frequently overcome.
As our ascent was on the northwestern side, a
misstep here and the loss of foothold would precipitate the climber to the pines in the valley below, a distance of seven miles.
Some time after leaving our horses I noticed
vegetation partly covered with snow and ashes.
Owen, in his map of Mexico, has cited authorities who place the limit of pines at 3,830 metres,
and vegetation at 3,870 metres; but I am very
sure I saw quantities of grass one hour after
leaving the pines 500 metres below.
The authorities cited by Owen must have made the ascent in
April and May, for then the snow comes down
to the rancho and would cover up even part of
the pines.
When about an hour on the foot ascent one of
our party collapsed, and no amount of persuasion would induce him to continue; so we left
him in charge of one of the guides and he returned below as best he could.
The side we chose for our ascent gives the
shortest route, and also the most perilous.
We
only got the guides to take us that way by extra’
persuading.
I have made the ascent of Mont

Blane

in Switzerland,

and the great Chimborazo

in Ecuador, the latter taking five days; but I
have found none so dangerous as this.
No one
realized the danger, as none fell; had anyone
fallen his remains perhaps would have been recovered seven miles
below.
In the
summer,

when

the snow

is soft, this is comparatively

an

easy ascent, as has been proven by the number
of people who have made it. Then a fall would
be difficult and one would only slide two or
three yards before stopping.

horse

The

limit.

day

The

was

lines show

beautifully

vantage at this season—and

routes

of ascent

clear—one

to

great

crater

ad-

in our pauses to re-

cover breath we could look upon the valleys of
Mexico and Puebla spread at our feet like a
panorama, giving us almost a birdseye view.
I was getting very tired, and had I not made
a boast of seeing the tipmost top in all probability I should have deferred my visit to another time.
The view upward gave us a constant
horizon, so we could not tell how far we were
from the crater.
Our guides said we would soon
be there.
At this time two more of our party
were about to give it up.
I shouted to them the
cheering news and they made another effort.
A
few more stops to breathe and I was startled by
a shout above, and glancing upward saw Mr.
Kelley disappear ahead of his guide, then the
guide was lost to view.
I then put on a spurt
and joined them on the verge of the crater.
It
was then 11:30; we had been on the ice from
the time of leaving the horses just three hours;
and there we stood, 17,830 feet above the sea.
The view that spread before us can be seen
but once in a lifetime, and the feeling of exhilaration almost made one feel immortal.
We could
distinctly see the City of Mexico and the suburban villages of Tacubaya, Mixcoac, Santa Anita,
Halpam and Guadalupe, and the lakes of Chalco
and Texcoco; in the valley of Puebla we could
plainly see the city of Puebla. and the pyramid
of Cholula, and toward the northeast Apizaco
on the Mexico & Vera Cruz Railway, was plainly
visible.
In my former mountain ascents we had never
obtained such views of the surrounding country,
for the peaks were always enveloped in mists,
and the same can be said of Papocatepetl nine
months in the year.
Havine with us a photographic apparatus we
proceeded to obtain a view.
For this purpose
set out for the tipmost top with my guide and
there remained while a view looking up from
the crater was taken.
This view, as well as others taken from beyond the rancho, and a group

taken

at it are the first photographs

ever

made

of this historical voleano.
I accompany the view
taken from an eminence looking down at the
rancho and showing the volcano,
The red lines
show where we ascended and the black where we

and

summit.

descended.

Another

view from

the crater to the

top of the volcano.
On our arrival
at the summit
we
had
a
“spread.”
I think it a great mistake to eat anything whatever, as I, for one, paid the penalty
in about half an hour.
I had all the experience
of seasickness, with vomiting; and a persistent
sick headache remained with me until the de-

scent.

;

After two hours passed on the summit we began the descent.
This is pleasant when the snow
is soft, for you simply sit behind a guide who
has brought a mat for the purpose, and you go
down as if you were coasting.
This is not on
the side where the ascent is made, for that 1s
tco steep. but down the side where you see the
tracery in black ink on the photograph.
Now,
however, we were compelled to descend as we
had ascended, very cautiously, and step by step.
In about twenty minutes we came to the lava or
sand beds, when our descent was more rapid, as
each step carried us about eight feet.
The horses were on the way to meet us as we
came to the Cruces, and I joyfully hailed my old
dun who had carried me up in the morning.
Mr.
Kelley preferred to foot it, and did so, beating
us to the rancho by at least twenty minutes. The
whole descent was accomplished in two hours
and a half.
We now had another night at the rancho, and
our troubles being over, we could feast a little;
so Kelley brought forth his double-action gridiron and the tenderloin steak that we had laid
in, with other substantials and delicacies.
We
found that we were not so much fatigued as we
had been on many tramps after hare and grouse.
Our New York friends, though new to “roughing it,’ made a short apprenticeship, and when
they returned to Ameca would readily have been
taken for old prospectors.
Once more the relief guard was arranged, and
we repaired to our couches.
After a much more
pleasant night than the first, we rose about 7
o’clock and set out on our return to the City of
Mexico.
Popocatepetl has erroneously
been
supposed
the highest but one of the American volcanos.
It is in fact the fourth, as the peak of Orizaba,

though

not

officially

recorded,

has

taken

third
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place;
been

Cotopaxi
found

higher

metres
of these

figuring

by my

friend

than

volcanos

are

second.
Dr.

Orizaba

Kaska

Popocatepetl.

to

The

be

has
100

heights

as follows:

Chimborazo, in Ecuador, according to Humboldt, 21,730 feet; Cotopaxi, in Ecuador, accord-

ing to Humboldt,
19,000 feet; Popocatepetl, in
Mexico, according
to Humboldt,
17,830 feet;
Orizaba, in Mexico, according
to Dr.
Kaska,
18,158 feet.
Dr, W. H. Ketter.
City

or
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SUMMIT.

the regiment made was

on a day when the thermometer marked 115°.
Had the humidity been like that of New York,
the men could not have endured it. As it was,
no one was overcome.
The clothing that day
consisted of a hat, blue flannel shirt, Khaki
pants, leggings, shoes and stockings.
Reaching
a small stream, the men laid down their rifles,
took off their canteens
and haversacks.
and

literally rolled into the water with their clothes
on.
Said the Lieutenant:
‘I did it myself, and
allowed the men to do it.”
Then after filling

Mexico.

A Lieutenant

in the Philippines.

AT a recent social gathering
Lieut. Williams, U. S. A., gave

in Brooklyn
informally a

the canteens

the march was

resumed.

There are two seasons in that country—the
wet and the dry—each about six months.
Much
of the marching and fighting was done in the

very interesting talk on his experience in the
Philippines.
His regiment was at Ft. Niagara,
when suddenly ordered to San Francisco.
A
short time there brought the order to embark

wet season, and in the extensive rice-paddy
fields. The product of these fields is the main
diet of the natives, and the cultivation makes
these fields extremely difficult for marching.

for Manila

‘They are cut up into alternate trenches and,
embankments—the
latter about two feet high
and cone foot wide.
During the rainy season
water covers the whole, and does not disappear
until two or three months after the rain ceases.
The first few men marching over one of those
little banks have comparatively good walking,
but all the rest have a hard time.
The Lieutenant said he had often marched

on

Thanksgiving

Day.

“No

man

had Thanksgiving dinner that day.” A short stop
for coal at Honolulu gave the Lieutenant opportunity to see that “paradise of the Pacific.”
“Tt is the finest place I ever saw,” he said,

“and I advise you all to see it if possible.”
A surprise awaited them at Manila Bay.
stead of a narrow, difficult entrance to

Inthe

harbor,
as many
supposed,
they found
two
channels—one
of them a half mile wide, the
other about twelve miles wide.
The bay itself
is about thirty-five miles wide, affording ample
room for naval maneuvers
or fighting.
This
also is different from the popular idea about it.
The first night’s experience on the northern
line of defense afforded considerable
amusement.
Many of the men had never seen active

service

before,

and

to their

vivid

imagination

every waving bush was or concealed a hostile
Filipino.
Accordingly,
the
Krag-Jorgensen
rifles of the sentinels were talking nearly all
night, and about 5,000 cartridges were wasted.
Experience soon improved the situation in that
regard, and the finish was given by the official
announcement that any sentinel firing a shot and
unable to show a dead Filipino for it would have
to march
laden up and down
the company

street a
effective.

given

number

of hours.

This

was

nearly all day in water breast-deep and the soft,
filthy

mud

more

than

knee-deep.

after such an experience

Sometimes

they would come

to a

stream and halt to take off and wash their
clothes, remove the mud caked on their persons,
and then, donning their wet uniforms, continue

the march.
paddy

muzzle
lean

He

fields run

end

on

sinking.

the

first

had

seen

men

in those

their rifles down

about

stock

to

Remembering

the

whole

keep

how

rice-

into the mud

length

themselves

and
from

careful the soldier

is of his rifle, this illustrates his extremity.
The natives preferred to fight from ambush,

and

a death-dealing

shot

was

liable

to come

from a tree at any time.
Once a captain who
had just reached the Philippines with his com-

pany of fifty-eight men attacked a native fortified position. In a short time the captain, one
lieutenant

and twenty-four

right, the other lieutenant

men

were

killed out-

and twenty-two

men

were severely wounded, and only twelve
out of the fifty-eight were left to continue
fight.
Lieutenant W. with his company
sent to their relief.
The lieutenant who
killed had graduated from West Point
three months

men
the.
was
was
only

before.

Another incident was on this wise. Lieutenant W. was leading his men up a long and
difficult hillside. Having ordered a few minutes’
halt for rest, he was sitting on a rock a little
in advance when a sergeant came up and asked:
to speak with
his lieutenant.
Permission
granted, the sergeant said, “This is a queer way
of becoming

a man,

isn’t it?”

The Lieutenant thought the man’s mind was
becoming unbalanced through the tropical heat
and spoke sharply to him,
But, explaining
himself, the sergeant said, “This is my birthday.
I am 21 years old to-day, and I thought I would
like to tell the lieutenant about it.” After a
little sympathetic talk from his officer, the
sergeant returned to his place and the command moved on up the hill. At the top they were
met by a volley, and the sergeant was killed.
Lieutenant Williams said that one reason why

it took the army
surrection was
were enemies

so long to put down

the in-

because they could not tell who
and who were
friends. They

would go out of town some day and have a
fight with hostile natives. At night they would
meet those same natives on the streets of the
town

and

be

unable

to

recognize

them.

The

natives would get back into town first and
change
their clothing—hence
the difficulty.
Often the Lieutenant would, without knowing
it, talk with men at night against whom he had
been fighting that day.
Among the hills of Luzon deer are fairly
plentiful, but they are small, about like our
Carolina deer, and there is little pleasure in
hunting these, for the meat spoils so quickly.
It must always be cooked at once. It will spoil
in twenty-four hours and so is never carried
to camp.
This is hardly like Adirondack deer
hunting, of which the Lieutenant also knows
something

by experience.

His entertaining and instructive talk was
given at an Adirondack
reunion and was
heartily appreciated.
* JUVENAL.
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The Prairie Fires of Early Days.
CoMPARATIVELY

few perhaps of those who may

read this have personally experienced the dangers and often fearful destruction wrought by
the prairie fires of earlier days in the West, and
which
even
now
frequently
sweep
the vast

prairies west

the north.
I was

of the Missouri

and the rivers of

From earliest childhood to manhood

familiar with

this demon

of the prairies,

‘and no recollection of pioneer experiences stands
out so clearly as those connected with these fiery
trials.
From the earliest settlement of this region
down to perhaps 1876 or later, destructive prairie
fires annually visited us in northern Iowa, and
they

were

especially

severe

during

the falls

of

1862 and 1867. None of the old pioneers will
ever forget those terrible fires. During the earlier years the fires were, of course, fiercer and
wilder, but not so destructive for the reason that
the
country
then
was
so- sparsely
settled.

Houses, grain and haystacks, and sometimes
stock and people, were destroyed by these wild
fires. Every fall, and perhaps spring, the vast
prairies

would

be

kept the settlers

swept

by the

in constant

fires,

fear

and

and

they

dread.

-More than once did we come near being burned
out, or having much property destroyed.
After

the first one or two hard frosts in the fall, and
even up until the snow came, the settler looked
for and expected these visitations. All the long
weeks during the fall the air would be hazy with
smoke from the prairie fires either nearby or far
away, and always accompanied by that peculiar

odor of burned wild grass.
There

was

a

sense

of

wildness

and

danger

about all this, that in spite of the anxiety
dread

which

each

one

shared,

lent

and

a charm

to

the scene.
The settler would break a few furrows around his home, hay and grain stacks, and
then a second line of furrows five or ten rods
from the first one, and then during a quiet day
would set fire to the wild grass between these

two strips and burn it off. This was his fire
break. But often the fire would come sweeping
along at a race-horse gait, jump the fire-break
as easily as though it was only an Indian trail,
and destroy everything in its path.
The fire

gathered wind, and when the grass was heavy
and tall, as it was on the lower ground in early
days, it was terrible, and nothing could stand
before it.
The fire always burned and advanced in a
broad V-shaped form, broadening and widening
as

it advanced,

and

would

sometimes

jump

twenty to forty rods, catch, and continue on,
great

prairie fire would

sometimes

advance

STREAM.

A
with

the mad rush of the wind for miles and miles
over the country, when the wind would suddenly shift and blow from a contrary direction,

On

the barren

grounds

of Northern

Labrador.

compelling it to back-fire or burn against the
wind, This was watched day and night by the
settlers, as they knew only too well that any moment the wind might change and the fire come
on again in its mad rush. Well do I remember how night after night we
would

watch

the

distant

fires

ready

at

a

mo-

ment’s notice with bundles of hazel brush, mops
and wet rags to begin back-firing to save ours or
another’s

what
night.
less

property;

fierce

flames,

The

fierce

and

times

sometimes

flames

as

we

distinctly

would

do

have

all day long and

the

would

wind

I

fighting

the

far into the

momentarily

died

recall

down,

become

and

then

breeze up again, and only too often the fire
would spread with renewed fury over the ground
we had gained, and we would all be compelled to
run and await our chance to fight it again.
Inch
by inch we would gain upon it, only to be overwhelmed by it and compelled to retreat again.
The men, women and children had to fight for

dear life.

Sometimes

we

times not.

All were

nearly

would

conquer,

roasted

some-

Beyond the prairies were black and dead, covered with ashes of the burned grass, and whirlwinds passed hither and thither, carrying great
black columns of ashes far up into the sky. The
roar and crackling of the flames as they rushed

the tall grass and the heavy billows of

smoke were indeed appalling, and only by those
accustomed to such wild scenes of danger and

destruction

could they be faced.

In spite of all

efforts, sometimes the settler’s home and all he
possessed on earth would be swept away, and all
he would have left would be the few smoulder-

ing ruins on the prairie.
One day,
one of our

about the
neighbors,

middle
a Mr.

Photo

A

PORTAGE,

by L. S. Quackenbush.

ready at any moment to break out again, providing there was yet more grass to burn.
A prairie fire at night was a wild and grand
sight, and one watching it at a distance of a mile

or two could easily imagine he saw scores of
Indians moving rapidly along the line—an illusion caused by the swiftly changing height of
the flames.

Every spring and fall the evening sky would
be lit up by the lurid glow of innumerable prairie
fires all around, and the air would be loaded
with their smoke.
The fires would
various ways.
Sometimes
people

of October, 18590,
Whitney, had ob-

served a prairie fire a few miles away to the
southeast, and had anxiously watched it, but as
the wind was in the opposite direction and it
was backing against the wind, they did not apprehend much danger from it for a few hours,
so the family sat down to eat.
While they were
at the meal smoke began to pour into :the room,
and on looking out they found they ‘were surrounded by the prairie fire and the east part of
their house was all ablaze.
The wind had sud-

denly veered to the southeast without their noticing it, and the fire had come down on them with
terrible speed.
They were forced to break the
windows and climb out of them to save their
lives.
Everything was destroyed, together with
a pen of hogs and hay and grain stacks standing

near.
These fires would often burn for weeks in the
sloughs where the peat was more or less dry,
and was thus a standing menace to the settler,

be started in
out of pure

cussedness and the desire to see it burn would
start them, while sometimes
they would be
started

by getting

away

from

the

settler

as

he

was attempting to burn a fire-break around his
cabin, hay and grain stacks, and again the Indians would start them,
CLEMENT L. WEBSTER.
CHARLES

and blistered

by the fierce heat and blackened by the dense
smoke.
But home and all we held dear depended upon it, and all must fight—and we did.

through
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AS COMPASSES.

Ciry, Ia.

The

Bison

in Harness.

Jamestown, N. Y., Jan. 13.—Editor Forest
and Stream:
The picture in your issue of Jan.
6, of the

Secretary

of the

American

Bison

So-

ciety driving a pair of buffalo calves, strikes to
my notion a discordant note.
I remember once
seeing in the West a pair of magnificent elk in
the harness, and the spectacle seemed to me a
profitless degradation of a noble wild animal.
Mr. Baynes’ team of six months’
old buffalo
calves chafing in bits and harness strikes me in
the same light and inspires the thought that I
would about as lief have the picturesque old
bison become extinct as to see them preserved
for draft animals and circus-ring outfits.
If the American Bison Society desires to win
popular support, in my opinion, the fewer pictures that are circulated of its officers driving
buffalo in harness the better.

A. BRADSHAW,

Fire
Boston,

Stream:

Hunting

Mass.,

In

the

Jan.

last

Wildfowl.
17.—Editor

number

-Forest

and

of Forest

AND

StrEAM I see Mr. O. D. Foulks, of Stockton,
Md., speaks of the prevalence of night shooting
there.
I wish to say that last December I spent
about ten days in Birdsnest, Va., on Broadwater
Bay, and every night, just after sunset, and until quite late, we would hear the continuous fir-

ing.

At times

the birds could be plainly heard

flying around after the shooting.
The men there said it was done all the time,
and the wardens pay no attention to it. In fact,
one warden told us he could do nothing.
Cannot

someting be done to stop this violation of the
aws!

FOREST

AND

STREAM.

[NATURAL
TREES

IN WINTER.

Mockernut
The

BY

Il.—The

CLARENCE

Walnut

M,

and

in winter

WEED.

Hickory

Family.

Tue walnut family is represented in the eastern region of North America by the black walnut,
the butternut and the hickories, which are so
often called walnuts.
The two named first are
distinguished from the hickories by the hollowchambered pith of the twigs.
The hickory twigs
are solid with no central pith.
The twigs of black walnut and butternut are
quite characteristic and may generally be known
in winter by the fact that on the smaller branches
of the bearing trees there is commonly a large
bud in front of the leaf buds, this bud later developing into the pollen-bearing flowers.
Black

way

BISTORY

Hickory.

to distinguish

is by means

the mockernut

of its’ hairy

twigs,

this

being the only one of our four common hickories
in which the bark of the young shoots is downy.
In summer the species may likewise be readily
known by the hairy leaf-stems and the aromatic
fragrance of the leaves, especially when slightly

bruised.

The

lower

leaf

surface

somewhat hairy. |
The nuts of the mockernut

is

generally

hickory vary greatly

in size and have thick shells, which are commonly

the

sides

of the

ticity the wood
for ax handles
these

buds

form

qualities

qualities.

lightness

and

elas-

has long been
a favorite material
and other implements in which
are necessary.

The shellbark hickory is found as a native tree
over a great region extending from Maine to
Minnesota on the north and from Florida to
Texas

on

the south.

scales

Hickory.

that

distinguish

the

twigs is brown

shellbark.

and rather

The
smooth

for many slightly raised dots of a lighter
The tree is one of the most beautiful of

ance than the other hickories.
The leaf-stems
are hairy and have no aromatic fragrance—the
latter fact distinguishing them at once from
those of the mockernut.
The husk of the fruit
has curious winged projections on its upper half.
The bitternut is often called the swamp hick-

ory and seems to be most commonly a lowland
tree.
It is found from central New England
west

to

Minnesota

Texas.

In Iowa

and

south

to

Florida

it is the commonest

and

species of

hickory.
Pignut

The
often

outline

unusually

Hickory.

of the pignut

graceful

and

slender

tree

attractive

twigs

tracery as seen against
trunk is rather smooth

on

which

in winter

account

give

is

of the

a delicate

the sky. The bark of the
and dark gray, while that

of the young twigs is reddish brown marked with
linear

whitish

spots.

The leaves of the pignut appear
spring and
the blades

surface

the

winter

the outside

for its good

of its toughness,

have small leaflets and
being yellowish-green

and paler on the lower.
they change

brown color.

near

on

is also famous

account

in autumn

twigs

The*large

scales

the hickories, reaching a large size with a comparatively smooth trunk that tapers very gradually from the base.
In summer the bitternut is
remarkable for the smallness of the leaflets, a fact
which gives to the tree a more graceful appear-

wal-

ends.
The latter are
much
less conspicuous,
being borne singly or in groups of two to four
on the ends of young branches.
The butternut leaves are much like those of
the black walnut.
They often reach an enormous

size.

On

ish

Butternut.

on

the wood

bark of young

to every one in regions where the

The fringe of hairs across the outer end of the
leaf-scar is a characteristic feature of the butternut twigs in winter.
It is, however, a very distinctive tree, known to many people at any season and easily recognized by its wide-spreading
mannerof growth, especially when young.
It
ranges from New Brunswick to Delaware at sealevel and extends southward along the mountains
to Georgia and Alabama.
On the west it extends
to Dakota, Nebraska and Missouri.
The bark of the young twigs is of a deep yellow brown color, smooth and shining, and dotted
with many small, round, whitish spots.
The buds
are
very
characteristic,
being
covered
with
densely downy yellowish-brown scales, and forming with the curiously shaped leaf-scars a combination of characters that is easily remembered.
The butternut blossoms early in May, just as
the leaves
are
unfolding.
The
pollen-bearing
and seed-bearing flowers are in separate groups
upon th2 same tree.
The former consist of catkins often five or six inches long which project

broad.

another distinctive character.
The nuts are too
well known to need more than a mention, while

except
color.

fruit of the black

very

blackish

ternut in winter is by means of the large orangeyellow buds having none of the loose outer black-

has been so highly prized for furniture making.

buds

ones

loose

Bitternut

tree grows commonly.
The thick husk is green
in October when the nut ripens, but the husk does
not break apart as do the hickory shells, though
it turns brown after lying on the ground for a
time.
The winter twigs are easily distinguished
from those of the butternut, because the latter
have a fringe of hair across the end of leaf-scars
which are not present on the leaf-scars of the
black walnut.
The bark of the twigs is slightly
hairy and of a brownish or grayish-brown color.
The leaf-scars are somewhat heart-shaped and
the buds are covered with thick, dark brown,
downy scales.
The black walnut blossoms in May, when the
leaves are unfolding.
The compound leaves are
very large, each leaflet having a serrate margin;
they have a distinctly aromatic odor, especially
when bruised.
The black walnut often becomes a very large
tree.
Its northern range extends from central
New England west to Ontario and Minnesota,
while its southern range extends from Florida
west to Mississippi and Texas.
The largest trees
grew in the Ohio Valley, most of them having
long since been cut down for the wood, which

from

outer

with

One of the easiest ways to distinguish the bit-

Walnut.

The large characteristic

nut is known

easiest
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kernels
BLOSSOMS

OF

HICKORY,

four-angled on account
of prominent
vertical
ridges on the outside.
The kernel is sweet and
edible but does not fill the cavity as does the
kernel of the shellbark hickory, a fact that is
supposed to have led to the name mockernut.
The mockernut ranges from central New England west to Ontario on the north, and
from
Florida west to Texas and Nebraska.
It grows
commonly on hillsides in the north rather than in
low lands. Large trees a hundred feet high sometimes occur.
Professor Sargent states that this
is the “only hickory in the southern maritime
pine belt, growing in great abundance on low
sandy hummocks close to the shores of bays and
estuaries along the coast of the South Atlantic

and Gulf States.”

Shellbark

Hickory.

In the case of good-sized trees no hickory is
easier to distinguish at a glance than the familiar
shellbark or shagbark hickory.
The scaly bark
peeling off in great flakes enables one always to
recognize
the species.
The
large leaves and
smooth leaf-stems are also characteristic in summer, there being usually five leaflets, the three

are

rather late in
smooth stems,
on the uppet

Before

to a yellowish

falling

or orange-

The nuts are rather small and the
generally

bitter.

The

species

ranges

from Maine to Michigan and Nebraska and south
to Texas and Florida. In the Ohio Valley trees
120 feet high have been found.

Zoological Society Board Meeting.
THE annual meeting of the Board of Managers of the New York Zoological Society was
held on Tuesday, Jan. 16, at 3 P. M., at the
Down

Town

Club, New

York.

The report of the Executive Committee, which
was read in part at the annual meeting of the
members,

was

gone

into

more

fully

by

the

chairman of the Executive Committee, Mr. Chas.
T. Barney.

It showed

that a very large amount

of construction work had been done during the
year 1905, and that special efforts had been
made to complete the work in and about Baird
Court.
The funds of this society all show satis-

factory

balances,

derived

from

barely

the

except
dues

the account
of

sufficient for present

members,

needs.

which

is.

which

is

Additional

members are greatly needed, and all who
interested in the Park and its development

all friends
can

of the Society should

to secure

new

members

are
and

do what they

for it.

The collections at present in the Zoological
Park are 624 mammals, 787 reptiles, 1,560 birds,

FOREST
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a total of 2,871 specimens comprising 656
species.
At the Aquarium a tank for the storage of
sea water has been built, and before long a constant supply of sea water
will be available,

which

will enable

the

Society

to keep

on

ex-

hibition a collection of invertebrates which cannot now be maintained owing to the diluted

quality of the salt-water

supplied

to the tank.

The Aquarium collections number
over 2,500
specimens, and no aquarium in the world has
such full collections.

Officers, committees
were

just turned

shining

on

AND
end, head

greenish-black

STREAM.
down,

and became

streak.

I

Some

one

think

he

Levi

none is stronger than the faith in the ferocity
of certain wild animals.
Stories of ravening destruction by lions, bears, and wolves are told
to small children as soon as they can understand
spoken words, and are enphasized to them by
books and pictures which give accounts of bear
families large and small, and of “Little Red
Riding Hood’ and the disguised wolf.
When
we have moved a few years further along, we
are regaled by Sunday school tales about the
bears that “tare forty and two” little brats that
emade fun of good old Elijah, and in the time of
Christ by allusions to wolves in sheep’s clothing.
In North America
there are two sorts of
wolves, the big and the little. The big ones are
commonly named from their color, their habits
or the situation in which they are found, and we
call them gray, white, black, red, buffalo, timber,
or wood wolves.
The little wolves which are grouped under the
general name of prairie wolf, coyote and barking wolf, vary less in color than the gray wolves.
They are reddish-gray or sometimes red or even
black, but we have not heard of any that were
white.
There are a dozen or fifteen sorts of
them, all very much alike in appearance.
It has often been pointed out that wolves are
merely wild dogs, and it is believed that the dog
was the first animal to be domesticated.
Originally an animal of high intelligence, association
with man no doubt increased this intelligence

be followed by the eye.
When the mussel struck, the crow was the
next to arrive, and well for him that he was,
and I then understood
why the others had
left a few of them to do the work.
Each crow
now headed for the spot where the prize would
land, but the owner again proved his right to a

and the scientific council

P. Morton;

Vice-Presidents,

Henry
Fairfield
Osborn
and John
L. Cadwalader; Secretary, Madison Grant; Treasurer,
Percy R. Pyne.
Executive
Committee—Charles
T.
Barney,
Chairman;
John S. Barnes,
Philip Schuyler,
Samuel Thorne, Madison Grant, William White

Niles, Henry Fairfield Osborn, and Levi P.
Morton.
Scientific
Council—William
T. Hornaday,
Chairman;

William

J. A.

Allen,

Stratford,

Frank

Charles

M.

Chapman,

L. Bristol,

George

Bird Grinnell, Alfred G. Mayer, Henry Fairfield
Osborn,
Charles
B. Davenport,
Charles
H.

Townsend,

Madison

Grant

and

Charles

T.

Barney.

Aquarium

Committee—Charles

H. Townsend,

Chairman; Charles L. Bristol, Bashford Dean,
Alfred G. Mayer, Charles B. Davenport, Thomas
H. Morgan,
Edmund
B. Wilson, William E.
Damon, and Roswell: Morse Shurtleff.

and broadened its field.
The especially interesting

Crow and Mussel.
Toronto,

Ont.,

Jan.

14.—Editor

Forest

and

Stream:
Being confined to my room by illness
and in a strange country, I took up my Forest
AND STREAM and reread most of the paper until
I came to the “Crow in Winter,” by Edward A.

Samuels.
cription

I was

much

interested

in his des-

I thought

that it might

interest

your

readers

to hear how a crow really gets at the meat of
a clam or mussel such as may be found in our
fresh-water
streams
of New Jersey.
It was
there that I saw one do the trick, and paid the
price for my knowledge.
It was on a clear, frosty morning and I was

on my way to school, and while crossing the
bridge over Mantua Creek, I saw a flock of
crows

walking

falling tide.

on

a

sandbar

There was

left bare

by the

a rush and a fight for

something they had found on the bar, and, boylike, I stopped to see the fight and soon forgot
school and books.
The scrap lasted for some
minutes, when all except a dozen or so of the

crows left the bar and flew to the nearby trees,
where they set up a series of long-drawn caws
that seemed to attract all the crows
in the

neighborhood,

for they came

in singles and by

dozens.

By this time
made

plain,

the ownership

for might

makes

as well as with the Standard
Trust.

rose

A

clean-looking,

of the find was
right with

crows

Oil or the Beef

well-feathered

from the rest with a large mussel

crow

in his

beak, and when about fifty feet from the ground,
he began to bear away toward the shore, and it
looked as if he meant to dine alone; but it was

not to be so.

His two or three hundred fellows

had very different ideas on the subject, for they
began to close in on him, and there was no
place to go but straight up, that being the line

of least resistance as far as crows were concerned.
They did not hurry him much, but a
few kept him rising, while the others kept some
fifty yards out from

the line of flight.

The one holding the prize kept on rising until
he must have been a thousand feet in the air.
Whether he dropped his prize from choice, or
because the others worried him until he could
hold it no longer, I am unable to say; but I
think that I can say, thruthfully, the eyes of
every crow in the air for 100 yards around was
on that mussel,-from the time it started down
until it was crushed on the frozen earth.

Now

WINTER

of the bird, for it is true to nature, and

the law of falling bodies applied to the

mussel, but had nothing to do with that crow.

He

TWIG

OF SHELLBARK

HICKORY.

portion of the spoils, for he seized a piece and
escaped to a tree close by, and there ate it in
peace.
On the ground things were hot.
Every crow
had got there, and they went in like shot at a
target.
It was a sight to remember.
Two or
three would be fighting over a shred or shell,
when half the flock would jump in with beak
and claws. They all seemed out for blood.
I thought at the time the price that I paid for
that show was too high, but after thirty-five

years,

I think that I got it cheap.

On

going

into school forty minutes late the teacher called
me to the front and asked for my excuse, and I
told him what I had seen.
He said tell the
scholars what you have just told me, and I
did so.
Then he took a vote on the story as
to the likelihood of its being true, and the vote

was in the affirmative.
I was happy, but then
he said, ‘William, stand before the desk. You

are forty minutes late.
Divide that by four and
you will see the number of recesses that you
lose.
That is for being late.
Now you will
lose the same number of noons (one hour and
a half) for lying and deceiving the scholars in

this shameful

way.

Don’t

say a word,

and

I

warn you the next time you see a muskrat washing his breakfast at an air hole, or any more
yellow animals sliding down the hill, I will just
skin you alive.”
I am alive yet.
W. H. Tuurtow.
Detroit, Mich., Jan. 12—For nearly a quarter
of a century (to be exact for twenty-four years),
I have been a contributor to and a reader of the
Forest AND STREAM, and as one of the ‘Old

Guard,’

I offer you

my

congratulations

on

the

fine appearance the paper makes in its new form,
and wish you another quarter century’s success;
and may the coming generations take as much
pleasure from the perusal of the tales of the
sportsman’s life as I have.
The new form is a
much better one than the old, as it is more easily
handled; and then again the addition of photographic reproductions as a regular thing, which

I understand
the interest.

is your purpose,
F. F. Frispie

will lend much
(Prairie

Dog).

Wolves.

AMONG the various folk beliefs which have
come down to us from more primitive times,

would have shown twenty feet long with an
ordinary camera.
The fall seemed too fast to

re-elected as follows:

President,

Notes on

to

thing

about

our

wolves, as well as about the dogs of many other
lands, is that they possess a certain power of
organization.
They carry on organized hunts,
which seem to be the result of prearrangement.
As has frequently been pointed out in Forest
AND STREAM, a pack of wolves, large or small,
will pursue an animal, driving it in a circle and
relieving one another, so that there is constantly
at the heels of the victim a fresh pursuer.
The range of the large American wolf is very
extensive, for it is found from the furthest north
down into the hot country of Mexico, and from
ocean to ocean.
In most places it has now been
exterminated, but it is still found in some numbers on the plains and in the mountains of the

further

west,

rarely perhaps

in the Mississippi

Valley, and even in the mountains of western
North Carolina.
In old times the big wolf was
an honest hunter, lived on big game, and pulled
down its prey in fair chase.
Sometimes it does
this still, and on the cattle ranges one or two
wolves will kill a cow or a yearling, without particular trouble, while three are enough to pull
down a full-grown steer.
The coyote group
have a more
southern
range than the big wolves, and on the plains do
not occur much
north
of the Saskatchewan
River.
They also do some hunting, killing deer,
antelope and jack rabbits.
;
Much that is interesting on the subject of
wolves may be found—by any one who cares
to follow the subject up—in one of the volumes
of the Boone and Crockett Club’s publications,
“Trail and Camp Fire,’ in which two articles,

“Wolves and Wolf Nature’ and “On the Little
Missouri,” record observations on wolves and

coyotes, some of which are quite opposed to
one another.
The article “On the Little Missouri,” is from the pen of President Roosevelt,

while

the article on

“Wolves”

was

written

by

Mr. Grinnell.
There have recently come into our hands two
papers on wolves which are of very great interest, and which, not being accessible to the general public may properly be published here.
One of these is by Mr.
R. MacFarlane,
chief
factor of the Hudson’s Bay Co., a veteran who
entered the service of that company in 1852, and
who has sent to the Smithsonian Institute at
Washington,
great numbers
of specimens
of
birds and their eggs, of mammals and of other
natural history objects
from the far North,
where he was long stationed.
The other paper
records the observations of Mr. Vernon Bailey,
trained naturalist and student of mammals, at
almost the other extremity of the wolf’s range,
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that is, in Texas and along the Rio Grande.
We
are glad to be able to give the observations of
two such competent men.
The

Wolves

in

the

North.

As already said, Mr. MacFarlane entered the
service of the Hudson’s Bay
Cotmpany
fiitythree years ago..
The collections which he sent
to Washington came chiefly from the northern
section of the McKenzie River District, a country bounded on the north by the Polar Sea, on
the west by the McKenzie River, on the south
by the 67th parallel of north latitude, and on the
east by the coast of Franklin Bay from Cape
Bathurst to its depth in Langton Harbor.
The
collections and observations. were made from
the beginning of the year 1861 to July, 1866.
Fort Anderson, which is the principal point of
observation, was on the Anderson River, where,
in June, 1862, Mr. MacFarlane performed important services for the Arctic explorations by
recovering and forwarding to Europe the dispatches delivered to the Eskimo by Capt. Robert McClure, of the Arctic Search Expedition

ship Investigator twelve years before.
wolves

of

science.

the

north

bear

Mr. MacFarlane

various

attack.

AND

General

STREAM.
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Greely’s party obtained six ex-

amples at or near their winter quarters at Fort
Conger, in Lady Franklin Bay, and he gives latitude 82° 50’ as the northern limit of this animal, which is there indigenous.
Sir Edward

Parry records its presence on Melville and the
other North Georgian Islands.
“In the sketch of ‘North Western America
(1868),’

Archbishop

Manitoba,

Taché,

recounts

persevering

of

St.

a remarkable

fortitude

exhibited

Boniface,

instance

of

by a large dark

wolf caught in a steel trap at Isle a la Crosse
many

years

ago.

killed

near

Green

with

the

trap

A

month

Lake,

and

afterward,

ninety

connecting

miles

wood

attached to one of its hindlegs.

it was

distant,

block

still

It had evidently

he says:

“The

white

the wolf

is the most

in the far north;

and the black is the rarest.

abundant
next

on the Liard

River,

in

doubtless

have

fallen upon

big wolf

is believed

and eaten

any

large

and

occasionally

six.

Indians

have

some

of their

dogs

have

mated,

and

they

always found that the resulting offspring
not only prolific, but also better and
as beasts of burden.

Caledonia

District,

Note on

the

Parry records

an

one known to him
intercourse with a
It was soon aftersame species.
British

Columbia,

to assist

his

of this kind have been observed and

some captured on many of the large islands to
the north of the American arctic. COasta
it,
Armstrong noticed a number on Baring Island
and elsewhere,
while Sir James
Clark
Ross
states that considerable numbers of them collected on the narrow portion of the Isthmus of
Boothia Felix in order to intercept the reindeer
on their. annual spring migrations.
He also
mentions that a single wolf ‘will go among any
number of Eskimo dogs and carry off one from
among them without the others attempting to

Blacksnake.

length.
They are not hard to catch,
in an open field they can run about as
a man can.
When caught they struggle

desperately until they find there is no opportunity to escape, when they will give up fighting
and may be handled with impunity. Last spring,
while I was walking over the Brandywine hills,
a blacksnake stuck his head out of a hole in an
old apple tree about six feet from the ground.
He dodged back out of sight when he saw me.
Then I lighted a little piece of newspaper and
dropped

JOHN

B.

With

dragged

both

BURNHAM

IN

ALASKA,

gray wolf killed by him.

around

in the

snow

for many

a

mile, during a period of intense cold, and it was
therefore

not

surprising

that

he was

ing skeleton” when finally secured.

a “walk-

“From the statement 1853-1877, inclusive, the
company sold in London as many as 171,770
wolf skins, or an average of nearly 6,871 a year.

I think more
longed

than half of them must

to the smaller

the prairies

and

variety

British

have: be-

(Canis latrans)

Columbia.

The

of

three

best sales were in 1855, with 15,419 (the maximum), 12,659 in 1859, and 12,616 in 1866; the
three lowest, 2,802 in 1872, 2,083 in 1876 and
1,865 (the minimum) in 1877.
In 1902 they sold
1,340 and in 1903, 1,790 skins.
From 1858 to
1884, Athabasca District contributed 2,119 skins
of the woodland (black, gray and white) wolf
to the London sales.
For the outfits of 1885 to
1889, it made a further addition of 339 skins. Be-

tween

1863 and

1884, inclusive,

the district

of

Mackenzie River supplied a total of 1 880 skins
of this animal.
Its quota in 1889 was only fortynine skins.
From 1862 to 1887, Fort Resolution, Great Slave Lake, gave 193, and in 1884
ten skins. The posts of the Upper Peace River,
with its lake stations transferred from Edmon-

ton, sent in forty-eight woodland wolves in 1889.
“The Eskimos use the fur of the different
varieties of wolves for trimming the hood or
other portions of their deer skin capotes or
tunics.”
The Coyote.
“This smaller prairie wolf is not found much
to the north of the northern
branch
of the
Saskatchewan River; but on the west side of
the Rocky Mountains
it is, in sOme seasons,

fairly numerous

as

far as

latitude

it into the hole.

In just about a second

the snake started out again, and just as he poked
his head through the hole my companion grabbed
him around the neck. I took hold of the tail as
it appeared, and we stretched him out to full
length and measured him—five feet and a half.
He did not fight much, but this may have been
caused by his just having shed his skin. He was

it

mate in rearing the offspring.
Copulation of
the sexes takes place during the months of February and March.

“Wolves

attacks

of instances where both kinds of wolves

greater
though
fast as

At a short

currently reported that an elderly native woman
had been killed about that time in the forest at a
distance of several miles from Fort Rae, Great
Slave Lake. Instances have also occurred where
they have carried off dogs from the vicinity of
the posts, and also from the winter night encampments of northern travelers.
“In some seasons, the woodland wolf is more
abundant than usual at certain points throughout the north.
It is naturally more numerous
in sections where reindeer abound.
It breeds
male has from three to five,
and occasionally as many as six at a birth. The
eyes of the young are closed, and they are as
helpless as dog pups for some days after they

male

seldom

I have never seen a blacksnake over seven
feet long, and much doubt if they grow to a

a large buck

and narrowly escaped being bitten, while it was

The

five,

the gray,

“Although the old saying ‘mad as a March
wolf?’ may not apply generally, yet there are
seasons when many of them undoubtedly suffer
from
distemper
similar to that which
some
years attacks Indian and Eskimo dogs, and are
then more or less dangerous.
In the month of
March, 1868, large numbers of northern wolves
were thus affected, and several Indians and one
ot two servants of the company were attacked

born.

to

New

too.

are

wolf

usually sends in from forty to one hundred and
twenty skins annually, fully three- fourths of
which belong to Canis latrans.”
[To BE CONCLUDED. ]

distance, however, we perceived a full-grown
gray wolf, which was at once shot.
It had one
of its hindlegs shattered by a kick from a moose,
which so disabled it that it could scarcely crawl.
Had its companions not been fully gorged, they

would

experienced

than the true woodland wolf.’
‘He further states that the male renders no
assistance whatever to the female in providing
food for the young, which number from three

These wolves yearly

the only. relics left.

and

variety of

comes

where

intelligent
|

instance—the first authentic
—where a setter dog had
female wolf (Canis griseus).
ward killed by a male of the

moose had evidently been surrounded, and no
doubt overpowered, after a most gallant fight
for life, by perhaps a score of ferocious and
cowardly wolves.
A few well-picked bones and

the skull were

prairie

stronger

succeed in killing as prey quite a large number
of reindeer and not a few moose.
On one oc~
casion, while traveling upon the ice between
Forts Liard and Nelson, in the Mackenzie River
district, we came across a patch of hard-packed

snow

“*The

have
were

below speaks of Canis

Of the northern

an

writes:

animal except when led on by a woodland example.
After a time, however, he will learn to
kill domestic sheep without any assistance. They
generally live on mice, gophers, musquash, berries, and carrion.
I think the wood wolf inhabiting the plains country is much smaller
than the kind found further north, and also
lighter in color, and may possibly be a cross
between
both species.
It is more
cowardly

and

albus, and Canis griseus, and may include Canis
pambasileus.
The nomenclature of these wolves

is as yet uncertain.

Moberly,

observer,

known

The big

names

Mr.

55° north.

turned loose and went wriggling off into the
swamp.
Farmers in this part of the country do
not like to have the blacksnakes killed.

One day a few weeks later I was walking
through a laurel thicket and heard a great commotion

in

disturbed

the

leaves.

by the noise

A

blacksnake

I made.

He

had

been

rushed

to-

ward me until he saw me fix my feet to stop
him when he turned and ran off in the other di-

rection
these

into a clump
he climbed

of chestnut

for about

sprouts.

twenty

Up

feet, gliding

from one branch to another, but not at any time
encircling
ward him

the trunk or a limb.
he would go off from

As I went tothe top of one

tree to another, stopping now and then to look
back at me.
I brought his skin home and it
measured just six feet.
I have never found these snakes to be vicious;
they can be handled easily, and their bite is
harmless.
They can squeeze pretty hard if they

get a turn
enough

around

your

waist,

to break a bone.

Woodcock

Carrying

but

not

hard

P. SHARPLES.

its Young.

BuFFa_o, N. Y., Jan. 14.—I wish to congratulate you on the improved appearance of the
ForEST AND STREAM.
In your issue of Jan. 6 you
speak of woodccck
carrying their young.
In
April, 1903, I was shooting snipe near Angola,

N. Y., with Ralph West, of that place.

The dog

made a point in a bunch of popple in one corner
of the snipe ground.
On our going up to him

a woodcock

flushed with a young bird about the

size of a sparrow between its legs and flew about
thirty yards in plain view.
On looking in ahead

of the dog we found a nest with another young
one in it.
Tonebaris

~

FOREST
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|GANTE BAH AND GUN
Massachusetts Association.

The “anomalous” position of Massachusetts in
regard to her quail law the doctor assigns as one

Cephus Dodge’s Two Shots.

Boston,
Mass., Jan. 20.—Editor Forest and
Stream:
‘The first meeting of the new board of

reason for the difficulty she experiences in secur-

OccASIONALLY I see accounts of some notable
shots recorded in Forest AND STREAM, such as
killing two woodcock at one shot, or two grouse
at one shot.
This brings to mind that I once
shot two ruffed grouse with one bullet. It was
not a very remarkable shot, however.
I had
been hunting deer one sunny day in October,
without
even
getting a chance
shot.
They
seemed to be laid up somewhere out of sight;
and as I was somewhat tired, I sat down on the
dry leaves, leaning my back against a long log,
when I heard the queerest of all queer noises.
I couldn’t guess what it was until I looked over
the log; and then I saw about three rods distant
two old cock grouse walking slowly around on
a little circle of two or three feet diameter, each
one keeping opposite and facing the other, all

management of the State Association was held
on Thursday evening, the 18th, at the Copley
Square Hotel, Vice-President Dr. George H.
Payne

occupying

T. S. Palmer,
United
States

the

chair.

A

letter

from

Dr.

in charge of game protection,
Agricultural
Department,
was

read, pointing out some defects and inconsistencies in Massachusetts game laws.
After discus-

sion it was voted that the legislative committee
should be authorized and directed to frame petitions for such changes in existing laws relating
to the sale of quail, pinnated grouse and ducks as
shall render them more in harmony with those
regulating the sale of other game birds.
Ex-Senator William A. Morse was made chairman of the Committee on Legislation, and has today entered the necessary petitions and bills to
cover the above points.
Dr. Palmer refers to the good results which
have followed the enactment of the anti-sale law

on ruffed grouse, as shown by reports of our
Game Commission, but declares that the exemption allowing land owners and members of their
families to snare grouse

during October

and

No-

ing quail
dependent

In illustrating the necessity for co-operation between States Dr. Palmer makes this quotation
from the recent report of'Prof. E. H. Forbush

regarding waterfowl:
remains

market

owner,

may

hunter, who, unknown
be snaring

birds

over

a

considerable area. No such exemption exists in
any other State of New England except Rhode
Island, he says, and “its necessity is not apparent. Snaring or trapping is not compatible with
successful pr tection.”
At present under Massachusetts laws quail may
be sold from Dec. 1 to May 1. Ducks and pin-nated grouse may now be scld by persons dealing
in game or engaged in the cold storage business

at any season if the birds were not taken in this
commonwealth, although pinnated grouse (found
only on Martha’s Vineyard)
any time, and the shooting

from Sept. 1 to March 1.

may not be killed at
season for ducks is

Shore and marsh birds

“When

we have done what

to be done in Massachusetts,

some

influ-

ence must be brought to bear on other States, for
if the birds are shot on their way north
the Southern and Middle States, and

Nova Scotia and Newfoundland,
will have only partial results.”
Dr.

Palmer

charges

through
also in

protection here

Massachusetts

with

offer-

ing little protection to waterfowl on their way
to the breeding grounds, while at the same time,
by holding her markets open throughout the year
she invites their destruction in other States dur-

ing the

spring

until

“their

northern

migration

stops the killing.”
Besides the bills above alluded to several others
have been introduced and I will tell your readers

about them later on.

CENTRAL.

The Megantic

Dinner.

Boston, Mass., Jan. 20.—The annual dinner of
the Megantic Club was held this evening at the

Copley Square Hotel with some 200 members and
guests

present.

It was

the nineteenth

annual

of

the famous organization, and was an event that
will occupy a green spot in the memories of those
who enjoyed it. Among the guests was Gov.
George

H.

Utter,

of Rhode

Island.

After

the

dinner, interspersed with music, in which all were
participants

in some

way,

and a showing

of mov-

ing pictures of a lively character and suited to the
occasion, the President, Dr. George H. Payne,
of Boston, having spoken a few words of welcome, introduced Hon. W. L. Quimby as toast-

master.
intimate

Mr. Quimby, sometimes
friends the “Demosthenes

called by his
of the Green

can be sold only during the shooting season, although they may be held in possession, for storage purposes only, during the time in which the

exhibiting much tact as well as eloquence in the

taking or killing of them is prohibited. What Dr.
Palmer says of the effect of the long-sale period
under our laws is so pertinent I will give it:
“The effect of such an exception (allowing
sale) is far-reaching.
Boston is one of the most
important game markets in the country, and with

His numerous

the present

laws

allowing

long open

seasons

for

the sale of game the quantity required to meet
the demand is enormous.
Theoretically, such
game is taken in the open season for hunting, but
practically it is captured and shipped whenever
the

market

which
have

is open.

the Boston
short

Most

markets

seasons

and

of

the

draw

prohibit

States

their
export

from

supplies
of game,

but the cold storage exemptions in the Massachusetts

law

encourage

place Massachusetts

all manner

of evasions

and

in the position of protecting

its own game, while openly receiving illicit game
from other States.
These shipments often violate

not only the State laws, but also the Federal
law, commonly known as the Lacey Act.”
He speaks of shipments concealed in trunks,
boxes, egg-crates or marked as “dressed poul-

try.” butter or eggs and consigned to fictitious
addresses.
One marked
dressed poultry forwarded from South Dakota to Boston contained
g12 quail and 186 prairie chickens.
In order to
prevent wholesale destruction of their game for
Eastern markets the Western States have been
forced to enact stringent non-export laws, which
are making it more difficult each year to obtain

birds for market

or for propagation.

the
They

time
made

be having

keeping

up

no attempt

a serious

that

low

cawing

noise.

to fight, but appeared

quarrel.

Now,

the

to

most

natural thing to do was to lay the rifle across
the log, and when both necks came into line to
cut both heads off; and this I did.
“Potted,”
did you say? Well, perhaps so.
But I thought
then, and think now, that the birds made a
cleaner broil than if they had been killed on

the wing and filled full of No. 6 shot.

whether the snares discovered by him are set
by the sons of the farmer who owns the land or
to the land

While
to re-

stock her covers “she places a premium on the
destruction of quail in these and other States to
supply her markets.”

vember acts as a serious handicap.
He points
out the fact that a warden is unable to tell
by a professional

for purposes of propagation.
on other States for live birds

Mountain

State,’

proved

equal

to

the

occasion,

presentation of the speakers.
Governor Utter’s
welcome was three rousing cheers, and he must
have realized at once that he was among friends.

pointed anecdotes enlivened an ad-

dress characterized by brilliant
appropriate to the occasion.

and

solid thought

Hon. George W. Titcomb, of the Fisheries Bu-

reau,

Washington,

related

graphically

his experi-

ences in the establishment of a fish hatchery in
South America.
Commissioner L. T. Carleton
told the members how glad the people of Maine
are to welcome them, and that, as an official, he

was desirous of promoting the best interests of
the Club.
The audience manifested great pleasure in listening to Mr. Bliss Perry, editor of the Atlantic
Monthly, and after him came Rev. William J.
Long, of Stamford, Conn., who told about animals he had watched, and recommended hunters

to give more attention to learning the traits and
peculiarities of game animals and less to the killing of them.

CENTRAL.

Quesec, Canada, Jan. 15.—I was agreeably
surprised to receive your first issue of Forest
AND STREAM in its new and handy form, and,
as our mutual friend Hallock says, “with its
familiar features all retained.”
Will you allow
one of your oldest friends to offer his congratulations, for you well deserve them, and his best
wishes for a Happy New Year and many of them

to come.

J. U. Grecory.

I remember many remarkable shots made by
old-time hunters, some of which may be worth
mention now.
Away back there lived a man in
Ashtabula county, O., by the name of Cephus

Dodge.
At that early day the country along
the northern border of the State was sparsely
settled. Deer and wild turkey were plenty, and
Dodge was a noted hunter, and was considered
a dead shot on deer.
He used a heavy rifle

with large bore, as such guns were

thought to

be a prime necessity then and there, where the
face of the country was comparatively level, with
rather open but heavy timber, and mostly clear
from thicket and underbrush; consequently deer
were shot mostly at long range.
It was after a fall of snow in November that
Dodge came out of the woods very late one
night, and said he believed that he had broken
the record of all the remarkable shots that were
ever made.
His story was about as follows:
Early in the
day he started five deer, which kept together
and which he followed a roundabout way during

the day, without

getting a shot within

reason-

able distance.
Toward
night they began to
bunch, as he said, but would start again before
he could get in shooting distance.
It was getting near night, cloudy and stormy withal, and
he concluded to shoot into that bunch when he
should see it again, let it be short or long distance. A half-mile of travel brought him in sight
again.
As he said, he couldn’t tell heads from
points, but he held high and pulled for the
center, when the bunch vanished at once.
On
going up he found one deer which had fallen
dead in its tracks, and, following, in less than

eighty rods he found two more.

Now

it rather

strikes me that had I made such a shot I would
have gathered up the slain and gone home
satisfied.
But Dodge knew well enough that the
two live deer which were left would not go far

without a halt, so he followed the trail until he
saw a dark spot in the distance which he thought
might be the broadside of a deer.
He drew up
and fired, it being so dark that he could barely
see the sights on his gun, and the two deer
started off on a run.
He found spots of blood
on the snow, but night had closed in and it had
grown so dark that he could follow no further,

so he left for home.
The next day the two deer were found; shot
plumb through and near where he had left the
track the night before; those with the others

were

hauled

in with

a team,

and

Dodge

was
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ready to make oath that he had fired his gun
but twice at the five deer.
As might be expected, they proved to be an
old doe and her two fawns and two yearlings,
supposed to be the fawns of the
that were still following the doe.

year before,
In the early

days it was not rare or uncommon

to find one

yearling

and

sometimes

mother

doe irrespective

fawns;

but in later times

two

following

the

of the later family
such families

were

of

gen-

erally broken up and scattered by hounding and
hunting.

Had

those

five

been

a miscellaneous

lot of old deer they would not have kept together ten minutes after being started the second time.

WHEN I came to this State three years ago,
being fond of sport and having been born with
a rod and gun in my hand, and accustomed to
handle both on all legitimate occasions whereever sport was to be had, I lost no time in
making inquiry as to where I could find some

I was then in Sacramento.

Having

been directed to the tules, about forty miles
from the city, but in what direction I do not
choose to say at present, and, being accompanied
by a friend, I took up quarters at a hotel in the
neighborhood and proceeded to prospect.
A
goodly number of hangers on were there, hoodlums, ranchers, etc., who, finding out that we
were strangers in quest of sport, volunteered

a prodigious amount of information as to the
rendezvous of myriads of geese, ducks, etc.
(this was in December).
Perhaps we looked
a little verdant; at all events,
took it for granted that we
ventured to try some “tricks

like Shandy
be

of old.

a professional

our new friends
were, and soon
upon travelers,”

A fellow
hunter

who

claimed

inquired

if we

to

ever

hunted snipe. Giving my companion a wink, I
replied in the negative, whereupon it was declared on all sides that the best snipe ground
in the State was to be found within six miles.
We

expressed a wish to take a hand

in, and the

“boys” told us to be ready about dark the next
evening.

The night came and so did the “boys,” and
my friend and self went off with them. As we
were informed no guns were needed, and one
of the boys,’carrying a lantern and a net we

knew

something

was

up,

and

lay low.

After

traveling about six miles we came to a slough,
across which we rowed in a flat-bottomed boat,
and went on through tules and mud a mile or
two further.
Here on an open grassy spot a

halt

was

called

and

our

companions,

four

in

number, told us to squat down and hold the net,
while they proceeded to beat the ground for the
birds, which we were informed would be at-

tracted and bewildered
fall

an

easy

prey

to

by the light and would
the

net.

We

promised

obedience and expressed at the same time much
curiosity to see how the affair would culminate.
As soon as our friends disappeared, Tom and
ourself held a brief and hurried consultation, the
result of which was that the lantern was fastened
to a pole and we made “tall time” for the boat.
Sculling ourselves across the slough we lay low
again for developments.
Soon we heard our
friends coming, although it was too dark to see
ten paces.
They were laughing and chuckling

in

high

glee

at

the

trick

played

upon

the

“greenies.”
The absence of the boat caused
them a good deal of conjecture, as the lantern
being up they supposed we were still holding the

net.

Being too far off to hear

clearly or see

their movements, but knowing well that they
would have a good eight miles to go around ere
they got on the home trail, we left, and before
10 o'clock were snug in bed.
_ When we came down to breakfast next morn-

ing, the landlord

expressed

his intention

to do

the treating while we remained, and the barroom habitués treated us with marked respect,

but no further

advice was volunteered.

About a week after, just before leaving, we
learned that the fellows got back about 3 A. M.,

wet, dirty and

witted.

full of profanity

Game

STREAM.

at being

out-
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they have

in Vermont.

SHELDON,
Vt., Jan. 16—Editor Forest and
Stream:
All we lovers of fish and game protection here in Vermont are congratulating ourselves that State Fish and Game Commissioner
H. G. Thomas has during the past year made
some of our poaching pot-hunters feel, where it
hurts, the truth of the old adage that verily “the
way of transgressors is hard.”
During the past

year the fines and costs collected in this State
against this class of persons have amounted to
over

$1,500, and

a number

of cases

are

pending,

some of them important, where the decisions are
sure to go in favor of the State.
We hardly think that during the year there
have been more violations against the
game laws than in the past years.
The

The Snipe Hunting Trick.

shooting.

AND

fish and
increase

of convictions comes from the fact that Commissioner Thomas has succeeded in instilling into
his assistants some of his own personal energy
and

enthusiasm,

and

we

may

for still greater improvement

reasonably

look

in this line during

the present year, for Mr. Thomas

is weeding

out

from his wardens all dead wood, and is, if possible, determined to have none but active game

addition

long been
to

the

an

abundant

Vancouver

and welcome

Island

sportsmen’s

list of game birds. It should be a matter of local
pride with every British Columbia sportsman to
do everything in his power to protect these foreign grouse which the Fish and Game Club is to
introduce. It may well be imagined that at first
these great birds will offer a strong tempation to
the thoughtless gunner, but he must remember

that carelessness
cause

or selfishness

the absolute

failure

on his part may

of a most

interesting

experiment, which, if successful, will be a great
boon to the Province.

A Greenwing

Teal

Tue day among the
unsatisfactory one. It
all day, and the ducks
sloughs on the prairie
it were.

We

had

Coming

Down

Wind.

ducks had been a most
had “blowed great guns”
selecting small sheltered
remained under cover as

practically

nothing

to

show

in the way of a bag by 4 o’clock, when we decided to hitch up and drive back to town.
We
were

all pretty well chilled through, and a warm

supper

near

a warmer

fire was

a great

tempta-

tion to us.

protectors to fill those offices.
He has, we understand, only reappointed four of the old county

The horses hitched, we had all climbed into the
rig, our guns stowed away in the cases, with the

wardens—Chase,
of Bennington;
Newton,
Windsor; Stevens, of Lamoille, and Leach,

exception of one of the party on the front seat.
Looking to the left far in the distance a

of
of

Franklin county.
One of the Commissioner’s
laws has, we believe, saved several human lives.

That is the one makingit illegal to shoot a deer
with horns less than three inches long.
This
causes many hunters to wait until they can see

the deer’s horns before they shoot; if it happens
to be a human

being,

know it.
The lumbermen

instead

of

a

deer,

report deer numerous

they

back in

the larger woods in the mountains, the continual
fusilade during the open season down in the lake

towns without doubt caused the survivors to take
to the mountains for safety.
While civilization is clearing up and encroach-

ing on the breeding grounds and covers of our
game, thousands of new guns are coming into

the State and going into the hands of young fellows, who want to kill something.
This means
that to save our game

seasons
number

we must have shorter open

and more stringént laws
that may be killed.

European Grouse

regulating the
STANSTEAD.

for British Columbia.

Tue British Columbia Fish and Game Club,
through its secretary, Mr. Musgrave, announces
the practical completion of arrangements for the
importation to British Columbia of a number of
European grouse.
These birds, when received,

are to be distributed equally on Vancouver
and and the mainland.

in the

front

the shooting of which have from time to time
appeared in Forest AND
STREAM.
This great
grouse, which is as large as a turkey, weighing
from ten to fourteen pounds, formerly inhabited
the whole of northern Europe but was exterminated in Britain toward the close of the eigh-

It was formerly abundant in Ire-

seat

hastily

threw

in a couple

of

shells, pointed his gun well to the left, threw it
seemingly in a line with the flight of the duck
forty feet ahead and pulled the trigger, the
horses, prancing high in the air, the load of shot
having passed between their heads, as a greenwing teal fell stone dead upon the prairie twenty

feet to our right. I don’t think I ever saw a
duck fly so rapidly before in my life, and I
don’t think I ever saw a duck given such an
allowance.
It was an example of instantaneous
shooting, if I may so call it, such as I have never

seen the like before.

It has always been a mystery to me

horses’
bird

heads were

pitched

the right was

at an

how those

not filled full of shot.
angle,

because

beyond

The
us to

a slough for which the duck was

making with all haste.

It was just another illustration of the rule
that when through with your shooting, before
getting into the rig, it is safe and proper to
stow away your guns. We certainly were very
close to either a disastrous runaway or a pair
of maimed
and useless horses, had not the

choke in the gun carried the shot en masse
harmlessly between the heads of the horses.

Isl-

Among the species to be imported are some
capercailzie, the largest of grouse, accounts of

teenth century.

solitary duck was espied coming down wind
straight for us. Catching sight of it, the party

The

Deer’s

Vision.

Morcantown,
W. Va.—Editor
Forest and
Stream: The quotation in Jan. 13 issue from the
article of Mr. W. B. Devereaux in “Big Game
Hunting,” concerning the photographing of big
game, is instructive and assists in making some

conclusions

regarding

deer.

From

observations

of many deer I have felt quite certain that when
they are standing in the bright glare of the sun
their vision is very defective, but I never gave it

land and its bones have been found in Yorkshire
and Devonshire, in England, in Denmark and in

much thought until reading the notes referred to.
Now, that I come to recall many instances I

Aquitaine—as far south as Bordeaux—in France.
About 1838 it was reintroduced at Taymouth
Park, Perthshire, Scotland, and is reported as

can distinctly remember

now

plentiful in that neighborhood.

Attempts

to

reintroduce it in Ireland have failed.
This is not the first a'tempt made to acclimatize
the capercailzie in America.
More than a dozen
years

ago

Thomas,

through

the

efforts

of Hon.

then Minister to Norway

W.

W.

and Sweden,

a number of birds were sent over to be set free
in Maine, and much more recently a still larger

shipment was imported by the Dominion of Canada to stock the Algonquin Park. We have not
heard anything definite from either of these attempts, and it may be feared that the first one at
least failed entirely.
Singular success attended the introduction and
preservation of the ring-necked pheasant in Vancouver Island.
The conditions there seemed to
be precisely what the bird needed, and a long,
close season resulted in so great an increase that

how

common

it has been

for deer to stop in some shadow, while they
take a look; and I wonder why I had never

noticed

Taken
parent

it.

'

in connection
inability

to see

with the fact of their apclearly

while

standing

in

the bright sunlight, it would be reasonable to
conclude that they instinctively stop in the shade
that they may be able to see more distinctly, as
well as being themselves less conspicuous in the
shade than in the sunlight, which fact their instinct no doubt teaches them.

EMERSON

NASHVILLE,
congratulations

Tenn., Jan. 15.—Though
on

the new

dress

CARNEY.

tardy my

of Forest

AND

STREAM are no less sincere. FOREST AND STREAM
has long been a source of information and comfort to the sportsmen throughout the entire
country, and in its new dress it is especially
pleasing and attractive.
Irsy BENNETT.

FOREST
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Fishes that Fly, Leap and Run.
THERE

is a peculiar attraction

the deck of a vessel

in standing

in the waters

ders,” which
on

of the warmer

latitudes and watching the bright bits of animated color that rise quickly from the surface
of the great ocean

and

dart hurriedly

silvery sides shimmering
their gauzy

There

appendages

in

the

away, their

sunshine

radiating

and

iridescent

is an interest in the scene

light,

that seems

to

be continually renewed; familiarity with it does
not divest it of its attractiveness nor breed in-

difference to it. Those who witness it for the
first time are invariably charmed, while even
those to whom, by virtue of their calling, it is a
most common sight, cannot disregard it.
For centuries the flying-fish has been the object of curious admiration, af animated discussion and ‘of great sympathy.
Of admiration be-

cause

of its remarkable

habit

of emulating

the

AND

they may

inflate upon leaving
flate when returning

Though

still

STREAM.

have the power

the water
to it.

denied

and

by some

to fully

partially

de-

observers,

the

power of propulsion through the air by means
of its fin-wings is generally accorded the flying-

fish.

During

writer

and

months

has almost

studied

at sea

in the tropics

daily watched

the

the flying-fishes

their flight through

the air.

Even

as these lines are written they are about him,
for Le is on a ship returning northward from a

cruise

to the equatorial

regions

of

the

mid-

Pacific, and just now approaching the latitude
of the Hawaiian Islands—though still between
700 and 800 miles to the westward of that group.
The difficulties of assuring one’s self that the
flying-fish moves
its wings during
its flight
through the air are well understood, and also the
fact that these difficulties are generally removed
when opportunity is afforded to observe the flight

facilitate its progress in the air but, on the contrary, may even retard it. That by this means it
may vary somewhat the direction of its flight

through

the air, is granted;

but that it cannot

otherwise voluntarily do so, is not so readily admitted, especially as one watches two or more flying-fishes leave the water at practically the same
moment, start out in the same general direction,
and then, while each individual is apparently
being influenced in a similar manner by atmospheric conditions,
diverge or separate,
either
quickly or gradually—and without immersing the
caudal fin—and re-enter
the water
at widely
separated points.
It is by no means impossible

that flying-fishes
air—for

“soar”

as well as

“fly” in the

even birds do this, and, doing so, change

the direction of their flight at will.

The aerial excursions of the flying-fish, as observed by the writer, vary in extent from a mere
skip out of the water to a few hundred yards—

birds and because of its brilliance when, wet with
the waters of the sea, it reflects the sunshine;

of discussion, because

quite different views con-

cerning its method and power
been held; and of sympathy,

most

unceasing

pursuit

by dolphin, bonito,
of the deep.

The

of flight have long
because of the al-

of the fin-winged

albacore

and

family of flying-fishes,

other

flyer

denizens

Exocetide,

com-

prises about sixty-five species and five genera.
Representatives are found
in all warm_
seas.
They are mostly pelagic, commonly swim near
the surface, and are remarkable for leaving the
water and flying, or sailing, through the air, oft-

times for considerable distances.
mon

species

United

found

States is Parexocatus

which sometimes
mer as the coast
curs in both the
- the waters of the

distributed
volitans,

coast

of the

mesogaster

Bloch,

wanders as far north in sumof Rhode Island.
It also ocEast and West Indies and in
Hawaiian Islands.
As widely

is the common
described

The most com-

off the Atlantic

and

flying-fish

classified

Exocetus

by

the

great

Linnzus in 1758. This species inhabits all warm
seas, passing as far north along the Atlantic coast
in summer

as

Newfoundland

and

the

shores

of

England.
It is also a species of the Hawaiian
Islands.
The coast of Florida has furnished
three more species, Exonautes exsiliens Miller,

Exonautes rondeletti Cuvier and Valenciennes,
and Cypsilurus heterurus Rafinesque.
The only

flying-fish occurring on the Pacific coast of the
United States is the California flying-fish, Cypsilurus californicus Cooper, also called the “great
flying-fish.”
This species, which is the largest
flying-fish known, attains a length of eighteen
inches and its power of flight is proportionately
great.
It occurs in great shoals among the Santa
Barbara
Islands, and is highly esteemed
for
food.

“SHIMMERING

IN

of certain of the larger species under favorable
conditions.
That flying-fishes use their “wings”
after the manner of birds, at least upon emerging
from the water, can hardly be denied, since from
the fo’c’s’le-head of a ship plying the waters of

the lower latitudes, this wide, bird-like motion of
the fin-wings may be readily observed as the

While the entire family Exocetide are essentially marine, the little West African fish de-

larger flying-fishes

scribed

wings is not, however, long maintained, but, as
soon as the fish is well started in the air, appar-

by

Peters

as

Pantodon

buchholzi,

and

which is apparently the unique representative of
the family Pantodontide, is mentioned by M. de
Brazza, who has observed it, as a type of freshwater flying-fish.
The flying-fish supports itself in the air by
means of its wing-like pectoral fins, which are
wonderfully

developed—often

extending quite the

length of the body, from head to caudal fin, and
having, when
expanded, a width considerably
greater than that of the body of the fish. These
fin-wings

are

not

unlike

gauzy

fans,

and

when

the fish is in the water fold closely to the sides
of the body—which is, indeed, near the bases of
the fins, slightly grooved to receive them—and
in no wise impede their possessors in swimming.
In some

species

the ventral

fins are

also

highly

developed and add not a little to the general wing
expanse of the voyageur dans l’air. Some flyingfishes are provided with extra large “air blad-

vessel’s bow.
netly passes
pendages,

break

water

This “flapping”

almost

motion

under

the

of the fin-

into a vibratory motion

of the ap-

so rapid as to be almost beyond human

visual perception.
The power flying-fishes possess,
constantly employ, of varying their

horizontally

and

vertically,

and

and almost
course, both

the

long

dis-

tances often covered in a single flight, are rather
good evidences of propulsive power beyond that
executed in the leap from the water.
Obviously,

THE

SUNSHINE,”

say a quarter of a mile—and with an elevation
varying from a few inches to a dozen feet, though
they are credited with accomplishing double the

distance

here

and

with

mentioned.

soaring

The

to twice

the height

limit to the distance

trav-

eled through the air at a single flight is usually
said to be due to the drying of the fin-wings
which, when

dry, it is asserted, would

be torn

to

shreds by the rapid vibration.
Sometimes a single flying-fish is seen to rise
out of the water and go sailing away, while at
others large shoals, startled by the appearance of
a vessel in their midst or by the approach of an
enemy, hurriedly leave the water and scatter in
many directions.
A large shoal of flying-fishes
appearing suddenly above the water on a bright
day and scintillating in the sunlight as they dart
quickly away is indeed a pretty sight.
But the

flying-fish does not ordinarily fly for pleasure.
It usually leaves the water to escape from an

the course does not depend upon the direction of
the wind, for they fly with almost equal facility

enemy or when startled by the
ship.
Flying-fishes are excellent

with

state-

particularly enjoyed by dolphins, albacores, boni-

is well
by ac-

tos and skip-jacks, which consume great numbers of them.
But, as can often be observed, the

it ahead,

quartering,

or behind.

This

ment is made advisedly, for the writer
aware of contrary assertions, recorded
cepted

authorities.

The flying-fish not infrequently dips its caudal
fin in the water as it flies above it, though observation shows that this act cannot materially

approach of a
food, and are

flying-fish does not always find safety in flight,
for it is sometimes caught when emerging from
the water

its pursuer

and often falls into the very mouth

upon

returning

to it.

But

of

there is

FOREST
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said sometimes
of New

to stray northward

to the coast

Jersey.

Not all of the family Belonide “run” with
equal facility though, as already suggested, many
of them are noted “jumpers.”
This habit of
clearing the water and leaping into the air is
more or less observable in most fishes that swim
near the surface—from
the fresh-water
trout,
and even minnow, that “breaks water’ in rushing
upon insects on the surface, to the mighty skate
that clears the water with remarkable force, to

fall back

again

with

loud

report.

The

“skip-

jack,’ bonito and others of the mackerel tribe,
are famous jumpers—describing graceful curves
of considerable elevation as they swiftly pursue

their prey. The salmon, shooting high in the air
and clearing at a single bound waterfalls en-

countered in its journey up fresh-water streams,
is a remarkable instance of this peculiar leaping
power among fishes.
Dr. J. Hoparr EGBeErt.
CARNEGIE ExpeEpITION, Brig Galilee.
North Pacific Ocean, Oct. 28, 1905.

Fish and
A

FLYING-FISH

OF

HAWAIIAN

The

SEAS.

danger above as well as below, for the hovering
sea-birds frequently pounce down upon the hapless victim and bear it away, perhaps robbing a
bonito, albacore or dolphin of its already assured

But strange as it is to see a fish rise from the
bosom of the deep and literally take flight in the
air, it is quite as curious to see even larger fishes

prize.

face for long distances on the ends of their tails.
Such is the habit of certain species of Belonide,
or “needle-fishes’—also denizens of tropical and

But the sympathy

granted the bright and

interesting flying-fish for this merciless prey upon
it is greatly lessened by the knowledge of its own
cannibalistic propensities.
They are mostly carnivorous feeders and do not hesitate to devour
their own kind—perhaps
their
own
progeny.
Fortunately for the general
demand
upon
the
tribe they are remarkably prolific.
In Atlantic
waters the famous Saragasso Sea is a notable

breeding

haunt

of these, as of other, fishes.

While flying-fishes are obviously inhabitants of
warm seas, it is also true that they are not always

seen

in

greatest

numbers

at

or

very

near

the equator. During the present voyage, in going
to the south the equator was crossed in longitude 161 degrees 37 minutes W. (Oct. 16) and,
returning northward, recrossed in longitude 164
degrees 8 minutes W (Oct. 18), and in both re-

terized

by

seas.
rather

The needle-fishes
slender

bodies

about

fifty

species,

of

They

are

American.

.

which

the

voracious,

majority

are

carnivorous

feeders, and frequently inhabit bays, lagoons and
straits.
Their bones have a greenish color and
they are not, in most localities, in much demand
for the table, though their flesh, like that of the
flying-fish, is wholesome and usually of excellent

flavor. Those species that run, by a rotary or
lateral motion of their tails, almost upright over
the water, have the caudal fin well developed.
The slender bodies and long, sharp, pointed

Book.
your
A.

printed in London in 1828, says, ‘“The author’s
name is not given, he subscribing himself simply

as “An Angler.”
It is a very well

and _ long,

.

Angling

of Dec. 30-last
Mr.
Edward

Samuels,
author
of “With
Fly
Rod
and
Camera,” referring to one of his most cherished
books, “Salmonia, or Days of Fly-fishing,”

are charac-

pointed snouts.
Of the family Belonide there
are four genera, two of which are American, and

of a Well-Known

In Forest AND STREAM
pleasing
correspondent,

rise from the water and go running over the sur-

semi-tropical

Author

Fishing.

-

established

favorité

book

is from

scientist

and

discoverer,

the

pen

fact that
of the

this

famous

Sir Humphrey

Davy,

who: wrote it “during some weeks of severe and
dangerous illness, when he was wholly incapable

of attending to more serious studies, or of following more serious pursuits. They constituted
his amusement in many hours which otherwise
would

*

*

have

*

been

The

unoccupied

conversational.

and_

manner

tedious.

and

dis-

cursive style were chosen as best suited to the
state of health of the author, who was incapable
of considerable efforts and long-continued ex-

ertion.”
The first three editions of the work
were published anonymously.
The compilers
of Bibliotheca Piscatoria only mention the first
and second editions
have also before me

in this connection, but I
as I write, a copy of the

third edition, published in 1832, which was also
issued anonymously.
Subsequent editions bore
the author’s name,

and the fourth edition, issued

in 1851, was enlarged by Dr. John Davy, brother
of the author and himself the writer of a couple
of interesting fishing books, namely,
“The
Angler and His Friends, or Piscatory Colloquies
and Fishing Excursions” and “The Angler in The
Lake

District.”

Sir Walter

‘Salmonia”’

Scott

was

reviewed

in 1826 in the Quarterly

by

Re-

view, and the illustrations were from the author’s

own

drawings.

who

enlarged

Sir Humphrey’s
his work,

was

brother, John,

also the author

of

his Memoirs, and those acquainted with these
latter will recognize that the Salmonia
is
largely the result of Sir Humphrey’s own experiences, when

NEEDLE-FISH—HOUND-FISH.

gions

flying-fishes

appeared

WEST

INDIES,

to be comparatively

scarce.
The few observed were all of rather
small species and sustained themselves in the air
but
short
distances.
Numerous
flying-fishes
were, however, encountered between 12 and 20
degrees N. latitude.
The temperature of the surface water of the ocean was not highest at the
equator but in latitude
between
5 degrees
30

minutes

N. and 6 degrees

30 minutes

N.—mean

longitude 155 degrees 45 minutes W.—where the
water temperature throughout
the twenty-four
hours was 29.2 degrees C., and between latitudes
6 and 7 degrees N., in longitude 163 degrees 50
minutes W., when the average water temperature for the twenty-four hours reached 29.3 de-

grees C.
surface

At the equator the temperature
water

was

28 degrees
,

C.

of the

OCCASIONAL

snouts

NORTHWARD

TO

of the Belonide

BUZZARD'S

BAY.

early led the people

of

Spanish-America to apply to the individuals of
this family the general term pez aguja (‘‘needle-

in search of health he wandered

alone among the glorious scenery of the rivers
he loved so well both in England and also upon
the continent of Europe.
' In these degenerate days, when medical men
and others babble freely of the alleged propriety of assisting the departure of suffering
humanity by the administering of drugs, as is

done in the case of the brute creation, it is refish”). They, moreover, credit them with sometimes piercing the nude bodies of fishermen, and -freshing to read the following passage in Sir
Humphrey’s Journal:
‘‘As I have so often aleven with passing completely through portions of
luded to the possibility of my dying suddenly, I
their bodies.
Among the more familiar American species of think it right to mention that I am too intense
Belonide may be mentioned Tylosurus notatus,
or
common
needle-fish;
Tylosurus
marinus,
sometimes called “bill-fish’; and Tylosurus raphidoma, the “hound-fish” or agujon.
The latter

species—called

agujon

(“great

needle’)

in the

West Indies—reaches a length of about five feet
and is a vigorous, active fish, truly dangerous in
its leaps from the water, and much dreaded by

the fishermen.

The

young

of this species

a believer in the Supreme

Intelligence

and have

too strong a faith in the optimism of the system of the universe, ever to accelerate my dissolution.”
Practical

Hints.

One of the features of Salmonia which has
always recommended it to me is the excellence
are ’ of many of its practical hints. It contains much,
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too, upon the praise and the excellencies of.
angling, but though its style is a rather poor

imitation of Walton’s, there is much of it that
is, as Mr. Samuels has intimated, quite quotable.
The author was a keen observer, and his hints
as to the avoidance of shadows cast upon the
water by the sun, etc., are of considerable interest to anglers.
Fly-Casting

In common
recent

at the Sportsmen’s

with

Sportsmen’s

all angling
Show

Show.

visitors

in Boston,

to the

I was

very

much interested in the daily exhibits of fly-casting over the artificial pond.
Unfortunately,
however, this feature of the exhibition was very
far from being. what it might have been owing
to the limited size of the pond.
Messrs. R. C.

Leonard

and

Ed.

Mills

came

over

from

New

York purposely to enter in the long-distance
fly-casting competition, and upon their arrival

AND

STREAM.

Winter Fishing on the Jersey Coast.
Aspury Park, N. J.. Jan. 13—Nct in many
years has winter fishing been equal to the present along the New Jersey coast.
The remarkably mild weather of late autumn held the weakfish until well along in November;
and as a
curious incident, they were still here in limited
numbers when the early run of cod and other
winter varieties made their appearance.
While

the whiting have been fairly plentiful, and good
catches have been made periodically, still they
have not been with us in such prodigious numbers as the cod and haddock.
The fishermen
have reaped a rich reward.
It has been my good fortune to pay many
visits to the favorite grounds and watch with
deep interest the setting and lifting of the trawl
lines, each one holding anywhere from 500 to
1,500 hooks, each hook baited with a clam.
The

artificial lure I hereby affirm.

Recalling

some

of the stories of gold watches, lamp burners and
other more or less valuable junk recovered from
their stomachs, I bethought me of a common

bluefish

squid

and

the

brightest

of vermilion

paint; and the combination is a success.
Two
coats of paint and one of varnish on the squid
appears to be the proper thing to save all baiting, which is a not very pleasant duty on a
bitterly cold day in a small open boat, where

no shelter can be had.

There

was considerable

merriment on board the launch Raven the morning I first displayed my innovation; but when I

had taken five codfish and five haddock before
either of those using bait had secured a strike,
incredulity changed to admiration.
My lure has
continued to take at least two fish to each one

taken by.bait since that time.

It is much

more

comfortable and rapid than baiting, as one can
use gloves and keep the hands warm.
The cod-

found that the total length of the trout pond
was one of 100 feet, while each of the would-be

fish and haddock being bottom feeders, it is only

contestants just mentioned

then keep the squid in motion by sharply twitch-

128 feet.

to do
rather

It was

necessary to let the squid run until it strikes the
bottom; then reel up, say three or four feet,

have records of some

therefore

impossible for them

ing the rod precisely as in jigging for weakfish, when, if cod or haddock are about, the reward will be early.
LEeonArD HUuL_IT.

themselves justice in this class.
I was
surprised at the youthful appearance of

Mr. Mills, notwithstanding the fact that I was
familiar with his appearance as depicted in the
English sporting papers last year, when he won
a number

of prizes for America

in the

Told on

London

fly-casting competitions.
The fly-casting exhibitions of Mr. Lou. Darling interested a large
number

of

teresting

spectators.

events

Perhaps

in the

the

various

most

at which Dr. F. M.
Bishop were judges.
It was

quite

Johnson

in-

competitions,

amusing

to

and

notice

Dr.
the

Heber
freedom

east of here.”

with which the captive trout in the pond would
rise at times to the casters’ flies. Once or twice
Mr.

on

Darling’s casts were

spoiled by the holding

of the fish to the fly while

drawing

his

line

from

the

he was

water.

Of

withcourse

whenever a fly was used at all upon the end of
the line, the point of the hook was broken away,
so that no fish which rose should be retained,

but even

so, some

bravely to
trout were

the

the
no

of the trout

on

quite

barbless hook and fly.
Those
more prevented from rising at

fly by the visible presence

people
salmon

held

of hundreds

of

around the pond than are the captive
in the retaining ponds at Tadoussac, but

what was rather surprising to me was the readiness with which the fish rose as well under the
electric lights at night as in the daytime.
E. T. D. CHAMBERS.

Z. Joncas, Geo.: E. Hart, Walter M. Brackett
and E. T. D. Chambers.

Editor Forest and Stream:
1 send this interesting photograph
anglers, Joncas, Hart, Brackett and

of notable
Chambers.

Two of the four have passed away.
Walter
Brackett “skips the gutter’ at eighty-two. Perhaps I have given him a year too much, but it
won’t take long for him to catch up. He and his
brother, E. A. Brackett, of Winchester, Mass.,
who is still State Fish Commissioner after a service of thirty-six years, are remarkable examples
of lusty longevity.
Walter, wielding the heavy
salmon rod by the hour at eighty-one, and the
elder writing and publishing essays and poems at
eighty-four.
He is now eighty-six.
We did not anticipate so immediate a call for
Mr. Hart, though his correspondence has been

done in pencil strokes for months.
Vale! amici.
CHARLES HALLOCK.
NorFo.ix,

Va.,

Jan.

13.

DR.

State

STREAM
every

Mont.,

:

in its new
reader

of

that

Jan.

form

16.—FoREST

cannot

favorite

AND

fail to please

journal.

In

its

new dress and make-up it is equal to the best
journals of the day. The big tree on the front
page

of the last issue is extremely

H.

BEAN,

of New

York.

spot where the line is first anchored
is marked

by a buoy,

on

top

to pay out

of which

a flag

deeply respected as the ensigns
of nations.
Then on, at intervals, other buoys and flags
are placed, so that the exact course of each
trawl may be seen, and so the fishermen may
avoid other lines being laid across them.
It
has been the custom in former years to set the
trawl one day and lift them the next.
It has
not been necessary the present season to do so.

After a wait of two or three hours, the lifting
is begun, and it is usually long enough to have

a fish to each hook

While

interesting.

J.A. HENSHALL.

in most

or else the bait gone.

winters

it has been necessary

to go from four to seven miles to sea for successful cod fishing, the fish have worked so

close

in shore

that

heavy

catches

have

“Well, if that’s yer lay, I can give yer. a lift
if yer’ll git up airly and don’t object to riding
on a road cart, but yer must roust out afore 8
o’clock, as I mean to start at 6 sure.”
“Thanks, my dear sir, that will suit my complexion to a dot and match my walking apparatus
to a charm.
As for the road cart, if it is not one
of my make I’ll chance it.”
Five minutes past 6 the next morning we were
on the road. The old man was a trifle criss-cross
at first, the mare was a bit frisky, his brierwood
a trifle stubborn.
However, the sandy road soon
dampened the ardor of one and a 10-pound suction drew the obstructions from the stem of the
other, then the old man’s face beamed; he was
himself again.
“See that house over yonder jest agin that
bunch of pines?”
“If you mean that one where half of the chimney top is gone, I do certainly.”
“Well, the meanest man I ever heard tell on
used to live thare.
Folks said he was so condensed mean that shingles on his roof: wouldn’t
shed rain and his one winder let in no light. He
used to go to meeting up in the village and to
git rid of paying anything he’d make his folks
sit in the wagon, or, if it was cold or stormy,
make ’em stand up in the entry during the whole
sarvice.
Never went into a pew for years.
Why,
blast him, he used to water and skim the sour
milk he fed to his hogs.

“The

man

that jined farms

with

him

on

the

east lost a barn and a lot of grain and feed, barn
was struck by lightning and all burned up.
The

been

hull neighborhood turned out and helped him git

made within one mile of the beach.
The best
grounds, however, are now about three miles

out new timber.
Raising day we all went to help.
Somehow or other that air cuss was there.
He
ate three good meals and carried home his pockets full of grub, then the very next day put in a
bill dollar and a half for his work.
“He’d a lot of bees onct.
Somehow he got it
into his leetle head that they didn’t work hours
enough, so he’d git up afore it were daylight, take
a club and pound on the hives to wake ’em up
and make ’em git out and git to work.
He got

at sea on the mussel beds.
While it requires a considerable amount of
courage to leave a warm bed on a winter morn-

ing while the stars are yet aglow, and put to
sea in an 18-foot powerboat, seats and all exposed parts aglitter with frost, yet the bracing
freedom

ledger
BozEMAN,

TARLETON

Fishculturist

is attached to a 3-foot staff, each fishing crew
having their own particular flag, which is as

A Notable Quartette of Anglers.

the Way.

A VENERABLE but chance acquaintance and |
had been
coloring
our
corncobs
and_ silently
watching the swift-moving, fleecy clouds drift
over the full round silvery moon, but the tobacco got low, my friend thumped his pipe on
his boot and asked, “Which way are you tramping in the morning?”
“Thought I would try that little stream off

however, were the contests for delicacy and
accuracy in fly-casting on Friday night, Jan. 5,

.

14!

then
men,

it brings

columns

to

and

the

mind

tired

pay

rolls

is great.

out

with

And

the happy abandon of the crew of sturdy
each rigidly observing the rights of others,

yet chaffing each other in robust terms at every
opportunity, is relaxing.
I do not want to be misunderstood.
I am
not going to try to make of the codfish a game

fish in the sense that he will rise to a coachman or brown-hackle; but that he will take an

‘em larnt arter awhile so as he didn’t have to
wake ’em up; then the leetle cuss weren’t satisfied; darned ef he didn’t try to cross ’em with a
lightning bug so as they’d work nights.
See that
air cow-path over that little rise?
That leads

into an old

loggin’

road

and

that road

crosses

yer stream “bout half a mile from here.
Hope
you'll have good luck. Git up, Maria.”
A. W.
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7 Design for an Auxiliary Schooner.

The dimensions
Length—

THE plans of the 38ft.
waterline
schooner,
which we reproduce in this issue, were made by
Mr. B. B. Crowninshield.
The boat will be used
in connection with the United States Biological
Station at Woods Hole, Mass., and the vessel
has been designed soley to meet the requirements

of the work to which she will be put.
The yacht designer of to-day is called upon

to

negotiate many problems and a number of those
in the profession are as well able to turn out a
profitable commercial vessel as a successful rac-

ing or cruising yacht.
Mr. Crowninshield has
been designing vessels for commercial uses for a
number of years
his productions
fitable is that he
volume of work
Although this

Woods

Hole

past, and the best evidence that
have been successful and _ procontinues to command a large
of this character.
vessel's headquarters will be at

the work

of collecting

sft.

This

will

enable

.her to

reach

the

most

out of the way places in Buzzard’s Bay, where
much of the research work will be carried on.

While

the boat is intended

for a most

serious

work the design shows her to have all the beauty
and refinement of form that would enter into a
carefully planned
cruising yacht.
The clipper
bow, :the short but clean overhang aft, the liberal freeboard and the snug rig at once creates
a favorable and lasting impression in the minds

of those who

admire

a substantial

as

miles from the light and another when the light
is abeam and receive in each case, at the finish,

follows:

Overpalliutp
on. circ
eee
Ta WEL. Gefen
eed cee eee
Overhang—
Forward Saeco
ATES
too
ee hee
Breadth—

meme
ee

GStty
38it.

ills

SAbile

Extreme iy saps ren oe sng angrier
Te Wald oe se eee ae toate

14ft.
13ft.

6in.

Forwatd-

Bore=staysailie
he

areas

5ft. Yin

area

lower

Trans-Pacific
Hawaii

eee 142 sq. ft

eee eee
eel ioan oe 177 sq. ft

Total

Tue

hone

sails. ....1,338

Yacht

sq. ft.

Territory

of

Hawaii, offers a handsome
solid silver $500
trophy for a yacht race from San Francisco to
Honolulu to take place May 5. Provided three
yachts enter there will be a second prize offered.

in which

seats

end

are

folding

aft

is the

wheel box.
The companionway is just off the center line
on the port side. This gives access to a cabin
where the marine specimens are handled.
On
either side there is one pipe berth.
On the starboard side aft is a door leading to the engine

room and toilet.
Forward

8ft. 6in.

of

long.

the

The

main

mast

centerboard

is

the

trunk

saloon

divides

extends

the

width of the boat.
On the port side is a large
ice-chest and a roomy locker.
On the starboard
side is a coal stove, a sink, folding table, lockers,

etc.

In the forecastle are quarters for two men.

to any

parlor.

schooner

rig and

is a fast

runner,

and

of tropical

ever

sailed.

them

and

waters,

They
they

will prove

the grandest

have no fogs or ice to

will

send

over

the

blue

Forest

Y.

DELMAR.

C. Meeting.

and Stream:

The resolution below was unanimously adopted
at an informal
but thoroughly
representative
meeting of Lake Michigan yachtsmen, held at the ©

Chicago Athletic Association, on Jan. 7, at which
the following were present:
E.

P.» Warner,

Chicago

YY.)

Gimchaimmanmior

meeting; U. J. Herrmann, Columbiasy
HAWAII

YACHT

For the trans-Pacific

TROPHY

Ocean

ried, number
navigators.
The usual

of

crew,

race.

rules

professional

of the

road

will

sousome
than

sailors
govern

caror
the

race,
Time allowance will be computed as follows:
One hour per foot of length for the entire disLength to be the L.W.L.

overhang.
provisions

Measurement
are

aboard

and

plus one-half the

to be made
the

yacht

when

all

ready

for

The race to start from Meigg’s Wharf, San
Francisco. Saturday, May 5, at 3 P. M.
The
start will be the usual “one gun’ start, the time
of all yachts taken then.
The finish of the race

The vessel’s construction is of the most substantial sort, and she is well able to meet the

will be off Diamond

bad weather and hard usage to which she will be
subjected.

by displaying private flag. In case of arrival at
night yacht must burn Coston signal when five

lighthouse

must

Head Light, Honolulu.

be abeam

Geers

Balcom, Columbia Y. C.; J. R. Brunnick, Jackson
Park Y. C.; A. A. Bennett, Jr., Jackson Park Y.

All yachts participating will receive a silver
venir.
Yachts entering must belong to
recognized yacht club, and must not be less
4oft. over all.
There will be no restrictions as to, sails

sea.

and

ornament

Lake Michigan

ward.

long

a handsome

. The Honolulu schooner yacht La Paloma has~
entered the race and will be sailed up in the
spring to compete. She is a vessel of 24 tons and came to Hawaii some six years ago. She has a

Editor

tance.

6ft.

will make

ALBERT

this cabin, and on either side are folding tables.
Transoms extend along either side and behind
these are folding pipe berths.
The galley is for-

It is nearly

of the
It is

off this point that the yacht race will finish. On
the reverse side of the cup will be a picture of
the winning yacht and inscription.
This trophy

will

either side at the
and

considerable
enthusiasm.
The silver calabash
will be I5in. in diamater and gold lined. On one
side will be an engraving of Diamond Head,

Pacific with a following wind the entire distance.

THE

forward

Trophy.

Hawaii, and from present indications the yachtsmen of the Pacific coast are going after it with

harass

on board.

On

Hawaii

of the choice island wood.
The trophy is fashioned after the Royal Hawaiian calabash, the receptacle for the “poi,’ which is the Hawaiian’s
staff of life. It is a very appropriate trophy for

race

_ The cabin house is about 2oft. long and there
is a water way 2ft. gin. wide along the sides.

The cockpit is 8ft. long.

be

handsome, massive solid silver bowl resting on
a wooden pedestal, the latter to be made of some

miles

notbe delayed, for she is fitted with a gasolene
engine of sufficient horsepower
to drive
her
along at a smart clip.
The engine will enable
her to enter harbors with narrow entrances or
eects channels, and to poke her nose into
the
1
various
places
which
would be _inaccessible had she to depend upon sails.
Aside from
these
considerations
the
engine
is intended
mainly for use in connection with a small winch
placed on the narrow tranverse deck just aft of
the cabin house.
This winch is used for hoisting

heavy specimens

will

to time

it is believed she will prove able to capture the
prize with the handicap she will receive. There
will probably be at least six yachts at the starting
line May 5, and the race to Hawaii, across 2,100

and comfort-

she is engaged

watchman

at the station

lations.
All expense of pilotage, towing, harbor dues
and fresh water will be borne by the Hawaii Y.C.

modern

able cruising boat.
The breadth of 14ft. is generous, and with
her small sail plan she should stand up to her
work admirably. _ Prolonged
periods
of calm
weather are rarities along. the coast where she
is to be used, but even though these may occur,

the scientific work

A

night

showing the grim old crater, which is one
most famous land marks in the Pacific.

Race.

Y. C., of Honolulu,

station.

THE Hawaii Trophy for the Trans-Pacific
yacht race, which takes place in May, is a very

Leasticseeccrtimace
ate se. eee
3ft. in
"ATEN
y's Cre
cee Reiter sec eee
3ft. 6in.
Sail Area—
Maina tl Mra
.pena. semen 607 sq. ft
Foresail’
eee
oe ones SH} ow
Jibs

the

day and

The

sit.
roft.

tae seekeee

from

hand

arrivals.
Yachts may then proceed to harbor, observing the usual United States quarantine regu-

Sit.
Gaim

eae
eee

a reply

on

nrT
Oe

Draft—
EUXtrem 6 ae
acer
Boardadowntactcers.
Freeboard—

specimens

of marine life will necessitate long cruises all
along the New England coast in all seasons, and
for that reason she was designed to withstand
heavy weather.
In order that she might have
access to all harbors the draft was kept down to

are

<_<)

and yacht must

The
signal

C.; Frank D. McGuire, White Lake Y. C.; John
A. Kruse, White Lake Y. C.; Charles Scates,
Macatawa Bay Y.C., secretary of meeting; Com‘modore

W. L. Baum,

Chicago Y. C.; Commodore

H. P. Simonton, Jackson Park and Chicago Y.
C’s; William H. Quinlan, chairman Regatta
Committee

Columbia

Y.

C.;

C.

E.

Soule,

Jr.,

Chicago Y. C., and John B. Keogh, Chicago Y.C.
“Tt is the sense of this meeting, and the proposition

is hereby

made,

that

the

Lake

Michigan

Yachting Association will rejoin the Yacht Racing Union provided the Union agrees to recognize the 21ft. cabin and the 21ft. raceabout class
of the Lake Michigan Yachting Association.
“This meeting. pledges its hearty support to the
furtherance of the interests of the new 20, 18 and
16ft. classes, should they be adopted, and all other
classes of the Union in the event of the Lake
Michigan Yachting Association
rejoining the
Union.
“This meeting believes that the scantling restrictions of all the Yacht Racing Union classes,
when adopted, should stand without alteration
for a period of five years.”
CHARLES SCATES, Sec’y.

JAN.
27, 1906.]
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The International Yachting Conference
Adopts a Rule.
Tue

delegates

representing

all European

tries interested in yachting
Yachting Conference met at
in London, on Monday, Jan.
dent of the conference said

coun-

at the International
the Hotel Langham,
15. The vice-presiat luncheon on the

first day of the session that he greatly regretted
that the United States was not represented, as

they would like to have had some one fully familiar with the American formula set forth its advantages,

particularly

as the rule seemed

to pro-

duce the kind of boat for which all were aiming.
In order that the American formula might be
fully understood and that a discussion of the
formula might take place, Vice-President Manning

in the

mended

absence

of any

its adoption

Americans,

by the

recom-

Conference.

The

German and Danish delegates opposed any such
move, and stated that they felt that the American
rule was
unreliable
and impracticable.
Other

members of the Conference
did not feel as
strongly on the subject as the German and Danish
representatives, but yet were
tion.

opposed to its adop-

The French modifications of the American formula that had been submitted on Tuesday were
rejected unanimously on Wednesday.
The interEuropean formula, a compromise’ between the
British, Scandinavian and German rules, which
had betn recommended, was thought well of and
it was adopted on Thursday.
On Friday the Conference

and in
of the
report
which

ended

its

session,

the evening the delagtes were the guests
Royal London Y. C. The delegates will
back to the organizations or associations
they represented, and if those bodies ac-

cept the rule as adopted by the delegates, who
will meet again in about two months’ time, it
DESIGNED
CROWNINSHIELD.
B.
BY
will be adopted by the Conference and will re-

main in force until 1910.
The new rule as adopted is length plus beam,
plus one-half the girth, plus three times the difference between the skin and chain girth, plus
one-third the square root of the sail area, minus

the freeboard.
The sum of these is divided by
two. The formula is thus:
L+B+4%G+3d+1-3
V sa—F.,
=R—

hy
|

Ell
tres
foe

2
CONSTRUCTION
PLAN

te
pee
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Watson

Boats

in a recent

issue

on

Yachtsman

the

rapid

disap-

pearance of the Watson designed boats from the
Clyde, and points out that in the list of Clyde
winners

for 1905 only four of the famous

design-

er’s boats were to be found. The name of Watson as the most successful British designer of
his day is held very dear in Great Britain, and
at the first- blush it seems astonishing that,
though he has been gone little more than a year,
he should be so poorly represented on the Clyde,
but the fact is, as indeed the Yachtsman plainly
states, the great designer was so fully occupied
with plans for large steam yachts that for many
years he had practically given up designing sailing boats,
SCHOONER
AUXILIARY
88-FOOT

os

VANISHING.—The
comments

and

in the small

classes

on

the Clyde

Fife and Mylne have long been the leading lights.
Curiously énough the most successful of the four

Watson boats was the old 23-footer Majel.
This
remarkable boat is thirteen years old, but at the

‘beginning of 109004 she was purchased
George Edward, in whose able hands
pears

to have

taken

a fresh

by Mr.
she ap-

lease of life, as un-

der his guidance she has in the last two seasons
eclipsed all the previous performances of her
youthful days by winning thirty-eight prizes in
fifty-seven races, of which twenty-two are firsts.
A WownDERFUL VETERAN.—Watson had the rare
gift of occasionally turning out a boat which
never

appeared

to

age

or

lose

her

form,

and

there have been many instances of his yachts rac-

ing year after year with astounding success because of their thoroughly good all-round quali-

ties. One of the most remarkable examples is
the old 4o-rater Creole, which last year completed
her sixteenth season.
She has been in commission every year since she was built, and has never
changed ownership.
Col. Villiers Bagot, for

FOREST
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whom

she

was

built,

has

raced

her

most

AND

STREAM.

con-

-sistently; she has started 388 times and won 103
first prizes, 83 second prizes and 27 thirds, a
grand total of 213. This works out at an average
of fourteen prizes a year, and her record for the
last three seasons averages exactly fourteen, so
-she is keeping up her reputation well.
The three
-chief reasons for Creole’s phenomenal
success
are successful design, sound
construction
and

liberal upkeep. She is a wonderful boat to windward, but good on any point of sailing; she has
always

had

a clever

skipper

and

a willing

and

-eficient crew, while her owner keeps her absolutely up to concert pitch. Besides being a boat
of beautiful design she was most substantially
and cleverly put together by Forrest, of Wivenhoe,

strengthened

by

steel

straps

wherever

un-

-due strain was likely to come.
So well has she
stood the stress and strain of a hard life of racing that she is as

fair now

THE

‘built, and is as tight as a bottle, both above water
and below.

thoroughly
‘below

and

She is almost

comfortable
as snug

HOME

OF

THE

AMERICAN

Boston

a perfect cruiser-racer,

in her

as possible

accommodations
in the cabins,

matter how hard the day’s racing has been.

no

WintuHrop
meeting

Y.

of the

C.

Letter.

Orricers.—At

Winthrop

Y.

the

C., held

annual
Tuesday,

Jan. 16, the following officers and committees
were elected:
Comin. C. cL." Haskell: “Vice-

Tue LivoniA.—As an instance of how substanComo.
Goudy:
Sec., Charles
ety Bird;
tially our racing yachts were built years ago it Treas., Edgar H. Whitney; Meas., C. O. Whithas just transpired that the schooner Livonia,
ney; Directors; W. D. Allen, C. A. Rouillard,
which sailed unsuccessfully for the America’s
W. H. Stimpson and G. J. Buchanan;
House
up in 1871 under Ashbury’s colors, has, after
Committee—E. H. Whitney, C. A. Rouillard and
thirty-five years’ service as a yacht, been sold for
G. J. Buchanan, F. L. Slade, Frank P. Gilmore,
trading purposes. This is somewhat a sharp con- Shame alco Liam bem ocates ae) honias eb au:
trast to the fate of the modern cup challengers,
Albert Partridge, Joseph J. Devereaux, F. H.
which, in spite of their enormous cost, are only
Byrne, F. H. Beckler, Milton C. Rogers, George
‘it for the scrap heap after a few months.
W. Roberts, Horace S. Ridley, A. E. Wright and
A. E. Chipman. Steam heat has been installed in
NEw CLAss FoR THE CLypE.—The success which
the new club house and it has been decided to
thas attended the 3oft. restricted rating class since
hold both the annual dinner and the annual ball
its inception two years ago has been so great
in the club house. Both events will take place in
that it has been decided this season to start a
February.
24it. class on somewhat similar lines. There is
New LauNncHES BY SMALL Bros.—Mr. W. E.
to be a minimum to draft, beam and freeboard,
C. Eustis has placed an order with Messrs. Small
and there are other restrictions to be enforced
Bros. for a 36ft. launch for use in Florida rivers.
with a view to keeping down the cost of construcThis boat will be of the tunnel type and will
tion and fittings.
So far, only two owners have
draw only toin. of water.
Another power boat
definitely promised to build. Many others would
of the same design is now building at the yard
join them but for the fact that they already posof the O. Sheldon Company at Neponset for Mr.
sess boats in the other classes, which they would
W. C. Bryant, of Bangor, Me.
She is laid out
no doubt like to get rid of first. The idea of
the same as Davy Jones, designed for Mr. Richforming a 24ft. class was started last year, but
ard Hutchison, but will be longer.
She will be
was allowed to drop; however, there is but little
soft. long and will have an engine of 30 horsedoubt that the coming season will find the new
class
:

seeking

more

than

Y.

C.

AT

MILTON

POINT,

RYE.

as the day she was

a suggestion.
Bee SISELLY.

power.
Messrs.

The 21-footer, which was
Small Bros. for a Toledo

designed
syndicate

by
to

race for the Lipton Cup,
White,
of Manchester.

launched by May
NEw
65-FooT

is now
building
This boat
is to

1.
ScHooner.—A _ O65ft.

by
be

cruising

schooner has been designed by Mr. Fred D. Lawley and is to be built for a prominent member of
the Eastern and Boston Y. C.’s, who wishes his

name
that

withheld
the

5o9ft.

for the present.
waterline,
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signed,

and

the new

of that one.

It was

recently

of Dec.

for him

illustrated

30, 1905,

design is to take

was

in

de-

the place

The layout is very similar, with the

exception that the bath room has been dispensed
with, while a large chart locker has been added,
and all the cabins are larger.
There is also con-

siderably more
tate between

lateral plane.

The new boat will

62 and 63ft., and is the only one, so

ae to be designed this winter for the 65-rating
class.
HINGHAM 15-FooTErS BurLpinc.—The work of
construction in the fleet of one- design 15-footers
from

way.

lines by Messrs.

Small

Bros., is now

under

The boats are being built by the O. Shel-

don Company at Neponset.
They are for members of the Hingham Y. C
SomME
New
Power
Boats.—Messrs. Swasey,
Raymond & Page have an order for a 55ft. cabin
cruiser for a member of the Boston Y. C. They
have designed a 45ft. cruiser for a Boston yachtsman to be used at Islesboro, Me. They have also
completed the design of a tooft. high speed
cruiser for river and coast cruising.
JoHN B. KILLEEN.

YACHTING
AMERICAN

NEWS

Y. C, ANNUAL

NOTES.
ELEcTION.—The

an-

nual meeting of the American Y. C. was held at
the Hotel Astor, New York city, on the evening
of Jan. 16, and the following
were
elected
to
office:
Com., Trenor
L. Park, sloop Mimosa

IIl.; Vice-Com., Oliver Harriman,

sloop Carlita;

Rear Com., Richard
T. Wainwright,
auxiliary
schooner Crusader; Sec.-Treas., William Porter
Allen; Trustees—Trenor
L. Park, Richard
T.
Wainwright, Oliver Harriman, H. de Berkeléy
Parsons, J. Howard Wainwright, E. H. Weatherbee, William
H. Parsons,
William
H. Beers,
Howard Willets, Henry W. Eaton, William Porter Allen and Benjamin F. Watkins.

RRR
New York Y. C.’s GENERAL MEETING.—The
first general meeting of the New York Y. C. was
held at the club house, West Forty-fourth street,
New York. city, on Thursday evening,
Jan. 18.
Commodore Cornelius Vanderbilt presided.
Be-

sides the reports read by the various officers and
committees forty-two new members were elected.
The club now has 2,350 members and the fleet
consists of 436 vessels, of which number sixtytwo are schooners with a gross tonnage of 5,-

057.89.

The remainder

of the fleet is divided as

follows: Fifty sloops, tonnage 4,051.35 tons, and
324 steamers, auxiliaries and power craft, tonnage

61,217.41, making a grand total of 70,326.65 tons.
Ree
LauNcH FoR H. C. FLetcHEer.—At Hansen’s
yard, South Brooklyn, N. Y., there is building
38-FOOT

AUXILIARY

SCHOONER—SAIL

PLAN—DESIGNED

BY

B. B. CROWNINSHIELD.

from designs
launch.

by

Mr.

H.

C.

Fletcher

a

35ft.
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NEw ScHOONER For L. J. CALLANAN.—Mr. L.
J. Callanan, New York Y..C., is having a cruising schooner built at Bishop’s yard, Gloucester,
Mass., from designs by McManus,
of Boston,
who has planned
so
many
successful
fishing
schooners.
Mr. Callanan’s new boat will be built

of wood, and her construction will be heavy. She
will be about 85ft. over all, 62ft. waterline, 1oft.
breadth and 12ft. draft.
The schooner will be
known as Eclipse.

Ree
Cart, GEorGE CoLtty Dirs.—Capt.

George Coley

died at his home in Red Bank, N. J., on
He was sailing master of the steam yacht
tula. Captain Coley had commanded the
ers Clytie and Seafox and the steam yacht

Jan. 19.
TaranschoonRadha.

He was fifty-nine years of age.
RRE
for Mr. Cooper Hewitt.
Tams,

CHALLENGE

FOR

25ft. speed
City Island,

The boat was

Lemoine

designed

& Crane.

RR eE
GOLD Cup.—The

Chippewa

Y.

RRe
DEFENDER FOR THE COUPE DE FRANCE.—Messrs.
Bonnin & Barre, of Bordeaux, France, will build

for the

signs by M.

Guedon.

Coupe

de France

from

de-

RRs
Lipton Cur Deep oF Girr AMENDED.—In order
to increase the number of boats participating in
the annual races for the Lipton
Cup
for 21footers the deed of gift governing the matches
has been amended.
This was done with the consent of Sir Thomas Lipton. Section 5 of the deed,
which provides that only yachts belonging to an
association which is a member of the Yacht Racing Union of the Great Lakes shall compete, has
been amended to read as follows:
“Any yacht of the 2rft. class regularly enrolled
in a bona fide yacht club of the Great Lakes or
their tributaries shall have the right to compete
without time allowance, provided notice of entry
shall be filed with the secretary of the Columbia
Y. C., of Chicago, ten days before the date set

for the first race.”
Ree
SMALL CRAFT TO RAcE TO BERMUDA.—Another
ocean race for small craft will be given next May
under the auspices of the Brooklyn Y. C. for a
$500 cup offered by Sir Thomas Lipton.
The
course will be from Sandy Hook to Bermuda,
and the start will be made on Saturday, May 26.
An early date was selected so that the boats competing would have ample time to return and refit
and be able to enter the race for the Brooklyn
Y. C. Challenge Cup, which will take place early
in July.
Boats of soft. over
all length
and
under are eligible, provided they conform to the

Brooklyn

Y.

C.’s restrictions

regarding

interior

room.
A crew of eight men can be carried, but
all must be amateurs.
The time allowance will
be figured on the basis of 2h. 30m. per foot over
all length for the entire course.
Boats competing
must be provided with water and stores for thirty
days.
No restrictions are placed on rigs or the
kind and size of sails carried.
Three boats have already been entered, and
they are as
follows:
Yawl
Tamerlane,
Mr.
Frank Mair, owner; yawl Lila, Mr. R. D. Floyd,
owner, and the sloop Gauntlet, Mr. L. D. Huntington, Jr., owner.
Three other boats are building which will participate.
The Huntington Mfg.
Co, will build a yawl for Mr. Walter Beiling,
Messrs. Small Bros. have designed a yawl for a
Boston yachtsman, and Mr. Frank McCullough
is having a boat built at Norfolk.
In 1904 the Brooklyn Y. C. gave a race from

Gravesend.
won.
from
yawl

Bay

to

FoR

BRooKLYN

Y. 7. CHALLENGE

Marblehead.

Little

Rhody

Last year the Brooklyn Y. C.’s race was
Gravesend Bay to Hampton Roads, and the
Tamerlane came in a winner.

[JAN. 27, 1906.

DAN KIDNEY @ SON, West De Pere, Wis,

Cup.—Preliminary arrangements have been made
by the New Rochelle Y. C., the present holder

of the Brooklyn

Y. C. Challenge

Cup for the

third race for that trophy.
Messrs. James D.
Sparkman, G. Granbery and L. D. Huntington,
Jr., have been appointed a committee to complete
the details of the race.
The race will be started
off New Rochelle on July 7. The course is from
New
Rochelle to and around Montauk
Point,
thence to and around Northeast End Light vessel off Cape May and back to the Brooklyn Y. C.
anchorage
in Gravesend
Bay.
The conditions
governing the trophy may be changed so that
boats 20ft. long may participate in the match.
The yachts Tamerlane, Lila, Mopsa and Gauntlet
have already entered.

GILBERT’s

BAR

Y. C. OrrFicers.—The

Gilbert’s

Builders
Gasoline

of fine Pleasure and Hunting Boats,
Canoes,
Launches, Small Sail Boats. Send for Catalogue.

KNOCK DOWN BOATS

Jennings;

Fleet

Capt., Jerome

Twichell;

Meas.,

in the movement
of refuge
benefit to
Florida.

to make

Santa

for vessels, which
commerce
on the

and

Ree

CorINTHIAN

Y. R. U.

OrrFicers.—The

Corin-

thian Yacht Racing Union held its annual meeting on the evening of Jan. 19 and elected the following officers:
Pres., George Harrison, Metropolitan Y. C.; Vice-Pres., E. F. DeLevante, Morrisania Y. C.; Sec., William E. Long, Williamsburg Y. C.; Treas., William C. Cartwright, StuyVesant, Yo Ga Micasen Pan
sebsrett etm Vlo tetova ne
Directors—Emil Miller, Met. Y. C.; C. T. Hendrick, Morrisania
Y.
C.;
Christian
Weiland,

Williamsburg Y. C.; C. S. Ogden,

Stuyvesant Y.

Cys PAC, Pfiettens\lornis: WaC.
Belonging to the Corinthian Y. R. U. are the
Metropolitan,
Morrisania,
Morris,
Stuvvesant

and Williamsburg

Y. C.’s.

All these clubs have

their anchorages either on the East River or at
City Island.
At the annual meeting the Manhattan Y. C., which had applied for membership to
the Union, was admitted.

InpIAN

HaArzpor

RR PE
Y. C. OFFicers.—The

boats.

American

Boat & Machine

Naval

annual

ing of Jan. 19. The following officers were elected:
Com., George Lauder, Jr., schooner Endymion;
Vice-Com., William Ross Proctor, cutter Mineola; Rear Com., E. Burton Hart, cutter Kestral;
Sec.; Lorenzo D. Armstrong;
Treas.,
Richard
Outwater;
Meas., Morgan
Barney; DVirectors—
Term expiring 1908, Frank Bowne Jones; term
expiring
1909. Edmund
C. Converse;
Regatta
Committee—Frank
Bowne
Jones,
Charles
E.

Simms,

Charles F. Kirby.

The club’s constitution has been amended so that
the Regatta Committee is now made up of three
members instead of five, as has been the custom.
From now on the club will have three instead of
two meetings each year.
The following amendments to the constitution were also passed:

“Section 2, article 16, amended

to read as fol-

lows:
‘The vice commodore’s pennant shall be
the same design as for commodore, substituting
a red field, a white diamond and two red stars.’
“Section 3, article 16, amended to read as follows:
‘The rear commodore’s pennant shall be
the same design as for commodore, substituting
a white field, a red diamond and one white star.’ ”’

RR,
ONEKAMA SAILING CLup MeetInc.—The annual
meeting of the Onekama Sailing Club was held
at Manistee, Mich., on the evening of Jan. 8, and
the following officers were elected:
Com., Clinton C. Webb; Sec., Emery Jarvis; Fleet Capt.
and Chairman of Race Committee, Harry Gephart; Board of Directors, Emery Jarvis and J.
W. Dempsey.
The headquarters of the Onekama
Sailing Club is at Portage Lake, and it is quite
possible that the Chicago Y. C. will make that
place the terminus of their annual cruising race
for the smaller classes.
The larger boats will,
as usual, make the run to Mackinac Island.

Co., 3517 S. 2nd St., St. Louis, Mo.

Archictects

ARTHUR

and

Naval

Brokers.

BINNEY,

(Formerly Stewart

Architect

& BINNEY.)

and

Yacht

Broker,

Mason Building, Kirby Street, BOSTON, MASS.
Cable Address, ‘‘ Designer,’’ Boston.

BURGESS

@ PACKARD,

Naval Architects and Engineers.

Yacht Builders,

131 State St., BOSTON, MASS.
Tel. 4870 Main.
Marblehead Office and Works: Nashua St., Marblehead, Mass.
300-Ton Railway.
Modern Building Shops. Two new
Storage Sheds. 10-Ton Steam Shearlegs. 21 feet of water
off our railway. Large Storage Capacity. Ship Chandlery
and Machine Shop. Repair Work of all kinds quickly
handled.

HOLLIS

BURGESS,

YACHT BROKER— Yachts and Vessels For Sale and Charter.
INSURANCE—of all kinds. Marine, Fire, Lire, Liasiziry,
ACCIDENT,

Etc.

THE

BEST YACHT

POLICIES.

‘

GENERAL MARINE AGENT for Equipping, Furnishing,
Fitting Out, Etc.
Agent for Purchase and Sale of Gasoline Engines Main Office. 10 Tremont St.,
|Tel. 1905-I Main.
Branch Office, Board of Trade Bldg.,131 State St.,Tel.4870 Main.

BOSTON,

MASS.

LORILLARD & WALKER,
Yacht Brokers,
Telephone 6950 Broad.
C. SHERMAN

meeting of the Indian Harbor Y. C. was held in
the club house at Greenwich, Conn., on the even-

all Descriptions.

Hunting

Send for Catalogue.

Lucia a harbor

will be a _ great
eastern
coast
of

Of

Launches, row and
sail boats,

Canoes

Bar Y. C. has elected the following officers for
1906: Com., Henry E. Sewell; Vice-Com., Harry
Hubert W. Bessey; Sec. and Treas., Chartes S.
Schuyler.
The club is taking an active interest

C. has received a challenge from the Riverton
Y. C., of Riverton, N. J., for the gold Challenge
Cup put up for competition by the American
Power Boat Association.
August next is the
time set for the races, and they will take place at
Chippewa Bay, Thousand Islands.

a defender

RAcE

STREAM.
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LAUNCH
FOR CooPpeR Hewitt.—A
launch is building at Wood’s yard,

by Messrs.

THIRD

AND

NAVAL
YACHT

41 Wall St., New

York City.

Montcomery

H. CLark.

Hoyt.

HOYT

@

CLARK,

ARCHITECTS

BROKERAGE.
17 Battery

AND

ENGINEERS,

High Speed Workia Specialty.
Place, New York.
)

NORMAN

L. SKENE,

Naval Architect and Engineer.
Yacht Broker.
Marine Insurance.
15 Exchange Street, Boston, Mass.

SMALL
NAVAL

BROS.

ARCHITECTS.

YACHT

BROKERAGE.

No. 112 Water Street, BOSTON,
Fast cruisers and racing boats a specialty.

STEARNS

@

Marblehead,

Naval

McKAY,

Mass.,

Architects

MASS.
Tel. 3556-2 Main.

VU. S. A.

and Builders.

Send roc. Stamp for Illustrated Catalogue.

Yacht Book Bargain.
We offer a few copies
monumental work

* YACHT

only

AND

of the

BOAT

late

Dixon

Kemp’s

SAILING,”

published at $12.00, for $9.00, delivery prepaid.
This is a
standard book by a standard author.
Contains a great number of new subjects, and the lines
of many boats never before published, the total number
of plates exceeding 100, beside more than 350 wood cuts
in the text.
Contents:
Selecting a Yacht.
Examination of the Yacht.
Building a Yacht.
Equipment of the
Yacht.
Seamanship.
The Management of Open Boats.
The General Management of a Yacht.
The Rules of the
Yacht Racing Association.
Yacht Racing: Handling of
a Yacht in a Match.
Centerboard Boats.
Centerboard
Boats for Rowing and Sailing.
Sails for Centerboard
Boats.
Small
Centerboard
Yachts.
Mersey
Sailing
Boats.
Clyde
Sailing
Boats.
Belfast
Lough
Boats.
Dublin Bay.
Kingstown
Boats.
Cork Harbor
Boats.
Itchen Boats.
Falmouth Quay Punts.
Thames Bawley
Boats.
Lake Windermere Yachts.
Yachts of the Norfolk
Broads.
Small Yachts and Boats of the Y. R. A. Rating.
Single-handed Cruisers.
Types of Sailing Vessels, etc.
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ran MAKES 6
For every gun in the world we make a U. M. C. Cartridge. These cart-

ridges are tested in the guns for which the are intended, and are only of one
quality—the best. Only the best materials are used—only standard powders
are loaded—only the best results are obtained.

THE

UNION

METALLIC

CARTRIDGE

BRIDGEPORT,
Agency, 313 Broadway, New York City

"Rennes

ET

If you want your shoot to be announced
send a notice like the following:

CONN.

Depot, 86-88 First Street, San Francisco, Cal.

TTT

Trapshooting.

I

LPS

May

here

Fixtures.
Jan. 22-27.—Brenham, Tex.—Sunny South Handicap; $1,500
added for amateurs.
Alf. Gardiner, Mgr.
Feb. 1.—Wilmington, Del.—First contest of PhiladelphiaWilmington-Baltimore series.
‘Luther J. Squier, Mgr.
Feb. 7.—Morristown, N. J.—Morris G. C. all-day shoot.
F. A. Trowbridge, Sec’y.
Feb. 12.—North Caldwell (N. J.) G. C. all-day tournament.
T. A. Quackenbush, Sec’y.
Feb. 12.—Edgewater, N. J.—Palisade G. C. all-day shoot.
A. A. Schoverling, Sec’y.
Feb. 14-15.—Allentown, Pa.—Duck
Farm Hotel tournament.
Howard J. Schlichter, Mgr.
Feb. 22.—North Caldwell (N. J.) G. C. all-day tournament.
T. A. Quackenbush, Sec’y.
Feb. 22.—Edgewater, N. J.—Palisade G. C. all-day shoot.
- oe Schoverling,
Mer., 2 Murray
street,
New
ork.
Feb. 22.—Utica,
N. Y.—Riverside G. C. all-day tournament.
E. ri Loughlin, Sec’y.
Feb. 22.—Cssining, N. Y., G. C., President’s shoot.
C.
G. Blandford, Capt.
Feb. 22.—Mechanicsville, (N. Y.) Game Protective Association all-day target shoot.
Geo. Slingerland, Sec’y.
March 21-23—Omaha
(Neb.) Gun Club spring tournament.
W. D. Townsend, Sec’y.
March 22.—Edgewater, N. J.—Palisade G. C. all day shoot.
March 14-16.—Iowa State Sportsmen’s Association annual
tournament.
C. W. Budd, Sec’y.
April 26.—Edgewater, N. J.—Palisade G. C. all-day-shoot.
May 2-3.—Syracuse, N. Y.—People’s G. C. tournament.
Fred. G. Willard, Mer.
,
May 7-8.—Vicksburg, Miss.—Mississippi
Delta
League
second amateur tournament.
J. J. Bradfield, Sec’y.
hag afc
ames (N. Y.) G. C. tournament. B. D. Nobles,
ec’y.

15-19.—Kansas City, Mo.—Missouri State Game and
Fish Protective Association twenty-ninth annual tournament.
R,. S. Elliott, Sec’y.
May 16-17.—Auburn, N. Y., tournament.
Knox & Knapp,
gers.
May 15-17.—Nashville,
Tenn.—The
Interstate
Association’s
Southern
Handicap
tournament,
under
the
auspices of the Cumberland Park G. C.; $1,000 added
money.
Charles L. Eastman, Sec’y, Nashville, Tenn.
May 24-25.—Montreal, Can.—Canadian Indians’ first annual
tournament.
Thomas A. Duff, High Scribe.
May 30.—Mechanicsville (N. Y.) Game Protective Association second annual tournament.
Geo. Slingerland,
Sec’y.
C.
May 30.—Ossining, N. Y., G. C. merchandise shoot.
G. Blandford, Capt.
June 6-8.—Baltimore, Md.—Maryland
County shoot.
J.
Mowell Hawkins, Megr., 1630 John St., Baltimore.
June 5-7.—Lincoln,
Neb.—Nebraska
State
Sportsman’s
Association’s thirtieth annual tournament.
Geo. L.
Carter, Pres.
June 5-8.—Dayton, O.—Ohio Trapshooters’ League twentieth annual tournament.
Added money, $600.
C. C.
Rayburn, Pres.
June 12-14.—Fairmont, W. Va.—Tenth annual tournament
of the West Virginia State Sportsmen’s Association,
under the auspices of Fairmont
Gun Club; _ $1,000
added to purses.
E. H. Taylor, Mgr.; Ed. O. Bower,
Sec’y-Treas.
June 19-22.—Indianapolis,
Ind.—The
Interstate Association’s

Grand

American

$1,000

added

money.

Pittsburg,

Handicap

Elmer

E.

target

Shaner,

tournament;

Sec’y-Megr.,

Pa.

DRIVERS
Manager
Gun Club
N. Y., on

CO.

June 6-8 are the dates fixed upon for the Maryland
County
shoot, at Prospect
Park, Baltimore,
Md.
J.
Mowell Hawkins, 1680 John St., Baltimore, is the manager.
td
Mr. J. J. Bradfield writes us that the second amateur
target tournament of the Mississippi Delta League will
be held at Vicksburg, on May 7 and 8, and that $200 cash
will be added.
td
President Geo. L. Carter writes us that the dates for
the Nebraska
State Sportsman’s Association’s thirtieth
annual tournament will be held on June 5, 6 and 7, in
Lincoln.

td
In the Philadelphia League series Clearview defeated
Media by a score of 210 to 504 on the Clearview grounds.
The Florists defeated Camden by a score of 210 to 175.
The
S. S. White
defeated
Merchantville
by a
team
score of 175 to 160,
:4
Mr. Frank Class, famous as a trapshooter of rare skill,
died on Thursday of last week.
He had been ill during
He was proprietor of Lake Denmark
many months past.
Hotel,
in Morris
county,
N. J.
A widow
and five
children survive him.

%,

AND

TWISTERS.

Fred G. Willard writes us that the People’s
will hold a two-day tournament at Syracuse,
May 2 and-3.
3
Mr. Edgar Harding informs us that the Mountain View
Gun Club, of Pen Argyl, Pa., will hold its second annual
tournament on [Teb. 13 and 14.

Secretary-Manager
Elmer
E.
Shaner
writes
us
as
follows:
‘‘Please announce
to the readers
of Forest
AND SrreAmM that the Grand American Handicap will be
held at Indianapolis, Ind., June 19, 20, 21 and 22, on
Also
ans
the grounds of the Indianapolis Gun Club.
nounce that the Interstate Association’s Southern Handicap

will

be

held

at

Nashville,

Tenn.,

May

15,

16

and

17,

under the auspices of the Cumberland Park Gun Club.
One thousand dollars added money at each tournament.”

PORES
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Capt.. C. G. Blandford, of the Ossining, N. Y., Gun
Club, writes us as follows:
‘‘We have two special shoots
scheduled.
The annual president’s shoot, for members,
Feb. 22, and our annual Decoration Day merchandise
shoot, open to all amateurs end to experts for targets
only.’”’
td
Mr. ands Mrs. Hood Waters went to Washington Sunday to attend the funeral of Capt. Frank
De Witt
Ramsey.
Captain Ramsey was a member of the staff of
General Adna R. Chaffee, and was one of the best rifle
shots in the Army, leading his regiment, the 9th, for
many years.

bad
“A Social Tramp” writes as follows:
“Mr. T. Haze
Keller, from New York, who succeeded Mr. Storr in this
territory, was
at the Baltimore
Shooting
Association
shoot Saturday, being introduced to the members and
making
many
friends.
Good luck to you, Haze,
in
your new field.”
td
The two live-bird matches shot by Mr. S. C. Aiman at
the Point Breeze track, Philadelphia, Jan. 20, the first
with Mr. D. Wilson, 25 birds, the second with H. McAfee,
15 birds, were won by him.
The scores in the first match
Aiman 19, Wilson 16. The scores in the second
were:
Aiman 18, McAfee 10.
match were:
td
Mr. A. W. King writes us that the East Canonsburg,
Pa., Gun Club has been organized, and that it has
erected a club house.
The officers are as follows:
President, Chas. Richards; Vice-President, George Hardys;
Secretary-Treasurer, Harry King; Property Man, Irwin
Block.
The club starts with a membership of 20.
A
shoot will be held on Feb. 3.

Re
The team of the Haddonfield,
N. J., Gun Club defeated that of the South End Gun Club, of Camden, in a
target match
by -5 targets.
The members
and their
scores were:
Haddonfield—W. Holloway 12, Bennett 20,
F. Holloway 21, Everett 14, Shreve 19, Peacock 19, C.
Holloway 18, Stafford 11, G. Rexon 15, C. Vaughan 18,
Eyster 17; total 184.
South End—Johnson 15, Hincline
19, Ratelle 15, Dixon 18, Jaggards 24, Peake 18, Peschmann 17, T. Rexon 19, Green 16, Hill 8, Simpkins 10;
total 179.

a
Treasurer A. J. Harvey writes us as follows:
‘Please
make mention under your trap notes that this Association will hold an all-day target shoot on the Mechanicsville Game Protective Association grounds at Mechanicsville, N. Y., on Feb. 22.
Open sweepstakes for amateurs.
Everybody welcome to shoot for price of targets.
Also that the second annual tournament of the club will
be held on Memorial Day, May 30, at which event valuable merchandise prizes will be given.”
4d
At a meeting of the Sheepshead Bay, L. I., Gun Club,
Jan. 18, officers were elected as follows:
President, J. J.
Pillion; Vice-President, Ira McKane; Secretary, H. Williamson; Treasurer, H. J. Montanus; Captain, E. Voorhies; Steward, Hans Kromika; Trustee, D. J. Heffner.
New members
elected were F. Thier, Frank Creamer
and Dr. Weiskotten.
Eugene Carolan won the McKane
yearly prize, and also donated a prize for the next regular shoot, to be held on Feb. 15. <A vote of thanks was
tendered to the officers. The treasury is in a satisfactory
condition of fullness.

J
Our criticism has been invited concerning the holding
of a team contest with fifteen or more men to each team,
the ten best scores of the respective team members to
count.
In our opinion, those conditions are admirable.
They meet many necessities of team competition.
They
were devised by some one who possessed a profound and
comprehensive knowledge of trapshooting matters.
Let
us briefly examine the difficulties which a club captain
encounters in selecting a team.
He has as a rule only
two or three high class performers on whom he can rely,
bothin the matter of skill and attendance.
The others
shoot “in and out’; that is to say,
they may shoot
almost perfect in one event and make a very poor score
in the next.
Or a shooter may perform very well on
his own club grounds and poorly elsewhere; or he may
perform well in commonplace competition and lose his
nerve in a competition of special importance.
By selecting a team as aforementioned, the real power of the
club is more equitably brought into club representation;
the annoying crippling consequent to absentees is eliminated;
more
club members
have an opportunity
to
engage
in capturing honors for the club, and as the
conditions apply alike to all, they are equally fair for all.
BERNARD WATERS.

FAWND saGREAM:

WESTERN
Cincinnati,
Jan. 20 was a summer
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day in the middle of winter.

A

big crowd took advantage of it to visit the grounds,
‘wenty-three men took part in the Ackley trophy event,
Trimble being high with 46. Ahlers and Leever tied on
45 for second.
A lot of the Goshen shoaters were on
hand, and entered into the sport.
Le Compte was here
and showed up well in the practice events.
Jan. 14 was a rainy, disagreeable day, but, nevertheless,
quite a number of the boys got out to visit with Supt.
Gambell, and while at the grounds shot their scores in
the Clements trophy contest.
No one made scores which
approached the high guns of the day previous.
H Sunderbruch,16..23 17—40
IDEn mich Gs coidnaancc 16 22—38
Cady,’ 10 acteters.s/-1s/eror 22 18—40
Miles, 16
Gambell and Bonser (the Boy Wonder). had a little
mixup, which resulted in the boy ‘getting the best of the
Superintendent, as follows:
Bonsersestechiices 22 25—4T
GamDbellgees
oeaes oe21 25—46
Ackley trophy, 50 targets
Trimble; 20% «acdsee
seis oe
INGESS flGitereisrerctetaroraiate seco
Ahlers al ORs. saiclletteesteettte
Molly; Ot a otmrcteicees
Teeevers 16. acids esse seers
Dreths, 219)0 teciacieatremctes
Bonsery oD ace wasyacte sions
Williams, 20
Pohlar 218) rete
Herman, 16
Randall 190 ance
Frazer,"
6i cette ase:
F Holmes, 16
Johnson, 16
ROU 16 ok otnactaies
deere
NOMES.. ML Giuristeiere
ateaisle.etetd aoe
GP HolmesiiG ce eeteedeees
IMeimunger: 116) va. «sercoees 24
Pall, (16m cesossea.c section
Radclitie 16 Gicscas nines tices 23
Maynard, 20
Team race, 50 targets:
Ganibellis
ce cscsnese
Poblar gente cenesaenses 24
IBONSErs sinmncletedoercets 25—49
Trimble tia. caste sens 24—48

Ohio

Trap

Notes.

Mist and rain on the afternoon of Jan. 13 made very
disagreeable conditions for shooting, but over a dozen
members of the Columbus Gun Club were on the grounds
and enjoyed good sport.
H. E. Smith was first in the
contest for the Sporting Goods Co.’s trophy with 45 out
of 50; Webb 43, Togo 387, Treat 31, Sprague 30. Wellman
was high gun for the day with 93 out of 110, Togo 80,
E. M. Treat 80, H. E. Smith 76 out of 95, Sprague 68
out of 100, Loar 67 out of 80, Denison 60 out of 75, Meyer
58 out of 85, Donaldson 56 out of 80, Williamson 50 out
of 65, Wells 48 out of 65, Shattuck 48 out of 55.
The
prospects for a large attendance at the tournament on
Feb
1 are good.
Shooters from Newark, Dayton, Urbana and several other places have announced their intention of being present.
Ten men took part in the regular weekly shoot of the
Cleveland Gun Club on Jan. 13.
The contest for the
Northern Ohio championship cup was won by Doolittle
with 89 out of 100.
This cup has been shot for seven
times, and Doolittle has won six of the contests.
In this
‘shoot Mack scored 84, Hogen 78, Boardman 71, Wallace
63, Tamblyn 638, Ong 63.
J. Taylor was a visitor and
headed the list of course, breaking 27 out of his first 30
and 95 out of his last 100, finishing with 122 out of 130.
Doolittle 114, Mack 109, Hogen 102, Boardman 93, Wallace and Tamblyn 87 each, Mean 93, Ong 85. The club
will hold a holiday tournament on Feb. 22, which is
bound to be a big success.
An interesting programme
will be provided, and a good time is assured.
George
Haswell, of Circleville, who used to be an
enthusiast at trapshooting a few years ago, was in Cincinnati this week attending the dog and poultry show.
He

still

retains

his

interest

in

the

sport,

but

has

been

obliged to drop out of active participation owing to
business.
E. M. Stout, another Circleville man, who
was among the topnotchers, in this section, and who attended

about

all

the

tournaments,

is

in

the

South,

over

the

reports

of

the

secretary

and

treasurer,

which showed a marked improvement in affairs of the
club, financially and otherwise.
Considerable additional
stock was subscribed at this meeting.
The following officers were elected:
Charles W. Sander. President; A.
F. Kempert, Vice-President; John M. Curphey, Secretary-Trcasurer;
Executive Committee, Zenas A. Craig,
H. M. Carr, Isaac Brandenberg.
A shoot for the cham.
piouship cup of the county will be held on the club
grounds on Friday afternoon, Jan. 26, 50 targets per
man,

$3 entrance.

This

cup

is emblematic

of the

cham-

pionship of Montgomery county, was presented to the
club by Michael J. Schmid and is shot for annually. The
contest is open to every shooter of the county.
This will
be the opening contest of the year, and a large crowd is
expected, should the weather prove favorable.
This club
begins the new year in fine shape, and proposes to have
something doing on their grounds this season.

At Toledo.
Toledo, O., Jan. 17.—The annual shoot given by the
Consolidated Gun Club was held yesterday.
Considering
that this is the winter time, the weather was fine for
out-doer

sport,

and

this

stimulated

the

members,

so

Licking

that

a full attendance was the outcome,
In all 170 targets
were shot at as follows:
Events:
TIS PUA Ha esisfomiyy WG Goat) aided k abe]
Targets:
25 25 25 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 15
Wlarties
ee setes saececues 1S 2121
A008 S 198 SOS SROs
Grove: Reeasan
tie alae cote
8S
See TO
ars 81
Crab Patrtteeieciinat eiecenters 1.622)sce Ou Ol ste Omicin cuneiece
Rott Mies ccsscedeeober 14-45. 13°07 24415 04a Gy Cain.
Moller
Soiasac
ost ajestenistets . 238 21 2310 § ¥ 910 810 918
Mic Cartymenciina sceme stent
en etaes LOM GAM
e seen
2G) oO lG
GIOSSERL Msecrs vader
ane sen cote cis Bike
Sul
Owe ae
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Club.

Newark, O., Jan, 15.—With targets towering against a
wind that was blowing a gale, and so dark that the flying
saucers were almcst indistinguishable, the Licking Gun
Club held a shoot of six events on yesterday.
After these events then can the two-man team shoot,
which was very interesting.
It was a sort of King-Fisher
combination, as King and Fisher were on one side with
Taylor and Keefe as contestants.
The scores are given
herewith, and show well, considering the almost blinding
snow:
Events:
2
3a
oy 6
Targets:
10 10 10 10 10 Brk.
Burrell p.osc cee ccsvelocsveceler
B
69 bie BGO
38
Schaller
7: “ese
ies 6
42
W Murphy
ete
gts teh) ce)
37
Burrell‘). Sosesaneenes abnn0
105
aT RO CeOr 517.
43
King Wisict dae cn ecient
G, 78 GLOW
Eos 10
50
Ficher bit sccsmonaeeenbeats
CY
ne it een
51
GrOLES
cnt neni enicloetnanieteeine
ag
Ye rR)
44
McMillen .
Pat
ge ki RSS
26
Keefe ...
3, SSeS
42
Taylor Sl Sisecencss sone
8
8 10 10
9
53
Two-man shoot:
Git Orea re tecelelnieterse others 43
Laylor acseecuneacnc . 43
ishenw jects parsers . 40—83
Keefe ....0.cccsccees043—00
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At Anaconda
Anaconda, Mont., Jan. 14.—The shoot held here Sunday
was one of the best in many moons.
There were many
present from Butte.
Mr. Pat. Allen won the handicap
medal with 49 out of 50, and this was the big event, outside of the 100-target event.
Confarr won the medal given
by himself, and a score was shot for the powder trophy.
The trophy won by Mr. Allen is an interesting feature,
as it comes up only annually, and is the absolute property of the winner without any ‘‘ifs’? or ‘‘ans.”
In all,
there were forty shooters present.
The scores:
Events:
Le2eome
Events:
123
4
Targets:
25 25 25 25
Targets:
25 25 25 25
Matthews....... 23 23 25 19
Nickey.
curete 23 25 25 22
Neil ®och ovscce ene corde alo
CoH Smith
.. 23 23 22 24
Bungee
seneceee 23 25 24 25
SCOtt
enced
. 22 25 18 24
Hasley ssecsenace 20 24 20 25
Morley ....... «+ 20 25 21 24
Le GaSmithe es 18 20 25 25
Walken
tasesse 19 28 20 25
Peckoyer)
dusece 20 25 21 24
Goddard iwaceres 25 21 22 25
Sullivan
#eecnse 25 25 21 24
eff
yb. Caos eeee 20 24 19 23
Coyne
Mamsscsme 15 24 25 23
Willoughby ..... 20 23 17 21
Mahan!
00 sic 21 21 20 25
McGivern ..... . 25 24 21 25
Drumgoole
.... 16 21 16 23
P A Allenoccecs 20 25 25 25
PtephensSunce. cess 16 16 22 20
Hogan ......... 25 21 22 24
Confarr ........ 20 25 22 25
W._ Allen’. .2..2. 25 25 21 24
Belige ee sasccestes 22 21 22 22
©’ Brien
eee . 16 22 21 24
Paxsomucneesests 22, 23 18 23
Collins)
J2..2e leek, 20;a3
Burnett ae.caeeee 21 21 20 22
For the handicap medal, 50 targets, Pat Allen scored
49, Hasley 48, Confarr 47, Sullivan 46, Nickey 45, Burg
45, Goddard 45, Walt Allen 45, L. G. Smith 45, McGivern
44, Matthews 44, C. H. Smith 43, Walker 42, Mahan 42,
Peckover 42, Hogan 41, Morley 41, Bell 41, Coyne 41,
Scott 40, Nell 40 Neff 39, Paxscn 37, Stephens 36, Burnett 36, Drumgoole 35, Willobhy 36.
In the shoot for the Confarr medal, 25 targets, Confarr

22, Walker 22, McGivern 21, Sullivan 21, L. G. Smith 19,
Borg 19, C. H. Smith 19, Goddard
Nell 18, Matthews 18, Stevens 18.

In Other

and

has given up the sport for a while.
The club at Circle_ville still holds regular shoots during the season, but
there is not the enthusiasm among the members that
there was when Haswell and Stout were pushing things.
The annual meeting of the Dayton Gun Club was held
at the Phillips House on Thursday evening, Jan. 18.
There was a large attendance and much enthusiasm was
shown
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Drumgoole

18,

Places.

news item from Eddyville, Ill., states that members
of the gun club were quite enthusiastic during the holidays, and that there was. prospect of same continuing
throughout the year.
With the consolidation of the Highland and the Central gun clubs, of Duluth, Minn., comes the information
that another trap will be placed on the new grounds and
that a tournament will be held during the summer of 1906
on a larger scale than any heretofore attempted at :the
head of the Great Lakes.
Members of the Paducah, Ky., Rifle and Target Co.
have a rule that there shall be no shooting on their
grounds on Sunday, and they wish same enforced.
The Aughwick Rod and Gun Club, Altoona, Pa., held
their annual election and selected the 1906 officers, as follows:
President, Robert Cresswell; Secretary, G. Brown;
Treasurer, J. Wilson.
Joseph Rodgers, Frank and Joseph Joseph, and Frank
F. Santon have formed a_ gun club at Petaluma, Cal.,
and anticipate great sport during the coming year,
It is to regretted that the enthusiasm displayed by
those who own shotguns and shoot at the trap during
holidays cannot be displayed the year round.
One of
‘these shoots was held at Chapman,
Kans., at which
Pleasant Whitehair came away winner.
There was a good crowd at the Delta, Ia., Shooting
Club matches, at which J. Morrow was high gun.
While there has been a few irregular periods since the
last season closed, most of the shooters connected with
the Rohrer’s Island Gun Club, Dayton, O., will be muc
handicapped when spring opens.
.
When the Somers, Ia., Gun Club met last week, an
enjoyablé time was the result.
It is said of Tommy
Moore, that he can tell you who missed the most targets.
Tuesday last the shooters of Body, Ia., were encouraged
by the presence of some of the crack shots from West
Bend,
Rodman,
Brodgate,
Rutland
and other places.
Sam Swenson was high man with 28, Orrin Gullixson 22,
Al. Williamson 18.
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A friendly match is “on tap” between the gun clubs
of St. Edwards and Albion, Neb.
J. G. McKernan, Sr., made the highest score at the
shoot held by the Stanwood, Ia., Gun Club last Monday.
Considerable interest is being manifested by the members,
and there will be many new names added to the list. It
is- hoped that many reports of good scores will be reported
during the summer.
F. S. Douglas, W. H. Reno, and H. M. Reno, won
the team contest at the Phcenix, Ariz., Gun Club shoot
at the territorial fair.
The Douglas and Tucson clubs
tied for second place.
Messrs. Douglas and Reno were
best in the individual contests, taking many first and
second prizes.
Tuesday of this week was the day set apart by the
members of the Rohrer’s Island Gun Club, Dayton, O.,
for the election of officers and their annual banquet.
The secretary writes that a handsome menu card was
provided, and that nothing would be omitted that would
add to the pleasure of the occasion.
The Cripple Creek, Colo., Gun Club have arranged to
build a comfortable club house, in order that the members might be comfortable during the cold weather.
The
team
shoot between this club and that of Colorado

FACTORY LOADED SHELLS
First for the Sixth Consecutive Year.
Sporting Life’s Trap Shooting Review for 1906 tells the same story,

Springs has been changed until a date subsequent to the

completion of the club house.
Monday last an interesting shoot was held by the
Billings, Okla., Gun Club.
In the 25-target event Huddleston broke 13, Corson 16, Wilkinson 6, McCluskey 15,
Gilpin 7. There will be another shoot on the coming
Monday, and it is thought that there will be a noticeable improvement in the scores made at that time.
Just like getting
news from home, to read of a shoot
at Cottonwood
Falls.
The
writer shot there twentyfive years ago, but the names of the shooters there now
are not familiar.
Shooting at 35 targets Tuesday, Wm.
Bonigh 18, J. B. Smith 17, John McGee 18, Wm. McNee 28, Bruce Johnson 28, James Gloyd 16, Bert Allen
238, Geo. McNee 15, Walt West 16, Dr. Harmore 22, Frank
West 16, Claud Heck 14, Earl Johnston 16.
The Hills Gun Club, Riverside, Ia., held a shoot on
last Monday.
Several of the men who own and use shotguns were
out in the suburbs of the town of Harris, Ia., and
Tuesday last and some of them brought home feathers
to show their success,
J. G. Nicolet, of Champaign, IIl., is authority for the
prospect of organizing a gun club at that city, but claims
that he is not ready to give out the plans yet which are
not fully prepared.
A shoot was held last Friday at Millensport, O. Chas.
Bright, Rex Gill and Lou Fisher were the managers.
“Daniel Boon,” better known as a prominent doctor
in the town of Columbus, Junction, Ia., was one of the
lucky ones at the last shoot there, as he was seen lugging home four ducks and one goose,
P. A. Allen, of Butte, Mont., was on Sunday last a
visitor at the Anaconda Rod and Gun Club.
At a target shoot at Reading, Pa., Dan Flick made a
score of 19 out of 25. Will Flick made 13, Chas. Baum
18, Chas. Bossby 12, and Howard Adams 10,
Jerry Flick is offering for sale the 2,000-pound bull
that he won at the late shooting match.
The Anaconda, Mont. Gun Club has now a new automatic trap. This late equipment gives this club as many
traps and equipments as any club in the West.
The
club house will be enlarged, which will give more room,
this being found necessary to accommodate the increasing membership, and the out-of-town shooters who visit
the traps.
‘Fred Ragles, won the shoot held by the Catlin, IIl.,
Gun Club with Ike Squires second, and William Jones
third.
At one time during the day Squires broke 29
targets straight.
T. O. Bushong, Robert Walker and Hosea Douglas, of
Catlin, Ill., were hunting rabbits last week.
They bagged
forty-two and then reported that they had seen more than
one hundred.
John Hanerwass won for the third time at the shoot of
Los Angeles Gun Club last Sunday morning.
He only
made two points over Joe Singer, but that entitles him
to the medal and the championship.
The scores:
John
Hanerwass 210, Joe Singer 208, Wm.
Frick 203, R. J.
Frazer 197, A. Maas 196, M. H. Tuesdale, H. H. Lockard, John Von Briton, O. H. Wescott, Frank Heubsch
and Claude D. Black were also contestants.
It is claimed that the Hill Rod and Gun Club, of
Chester, Pa., is one of the leading clubs of that great
State, as its membership comprises shooters from many
parts of the State.
On Saturday evening there was a
meeting at the club’s headquarters at which the reports
of the officers showed the club to be in excellent conditicn.
The newly elected officers are:
President, Isaac
Mitchell; Vice-President, Charles Birney; Sectetary, Wm.
t; McDowell; Captain, Chas. Birney; Assistant Captain,
ames Miller; Handicapper, Oscar Urian; Scorer, Henry
Cullis, Jr.
The shooters who think of being too old to shoot any
longer should take courage from ‘Harp’? Wilson, the
veteran of the Audubon,
Ia, Gun Club.
At the last
shoot, though sixty-two years old and shooting from the
1l6yd.

mark,

he

made

the

high

score

for

the

medal,

there

being seventeen shooters.
At 25 targets, W. W. Wilson
broke 28, Dave Hart 22, Tom Anderson 20, F. Vermilyea
20, C. Petty 22, T. Campbell 22, A. L. Brooks 19, A.
Quimby 21, R. Talbctt 19, J. S. Sherman 17, C. Rules 17,
Rules 17, N. Olsen 15, J. A. Cozin 14, Mr. La Foy
18, H. Northrup 27, T. Boers 17.
An informal shoot was held at the Iolo, Kans., Gun
Club grounds last Thursday.
It would appear that one
of J. A. R.’s brothers had dropped in and there was a
shoct arranged.
Sccres:
Dave Elliott 21 out of 25,
Paul
Klein 16, Mark
Hillis 17, Carl Williamson
19,
Edgerton 12.
Tkere has been another great rabbit shoot at Payette,
Idaho; 764 scalps were brought in. Of that number W. |

only in different language, that it has told for the last six years:
That is, that Winchester Factory Loaded Shells stand first in
records, first in popularity, and first in shooting qualities. The two

f

leaders for 1905, Fred Gilbert

; /

and W.

R. Crosby, shot Winchester

The former’s average for the
Factory Loaded Shells exclusively.
95.5 per cent., both having
latter’s
the
and
cent.
per
95.6
year was
There were forty-five amfired over 16,000 shots during the year.
ateurs and professionals that shot at least 3,000 targets and made
over go per cent. averages, and of this number more used WinOf
chester Factory Loaded Shells than all other makes combined.
the first fifteen leaders, ten used Winchester Factory Loaded
Such an array of facts is indisputable evidence as to which
Shells.
shells are the first choice among shooters, and further is a testimonial by the masters of the art as to the superior shooting qualities
In Ig00, Ig0I, 1902, 1903,
of Winchester Factory Loaded Shells.
1904 and 1905, Winchester Factory Loaded Shells won
first average for the year:—an unbroken chain of evidence of merit and popularity that speaks for itself.

They are the Only Shells to Shoot.
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E. Bobbitt led the score with 146, and A. W.
One unlucky fellow brought in only five.
The

Fremont,

O.,

Gun

Club

lately

shot

a

Briggs
team

97.

match

with one of the Sandusky township clubs and came out
winner,
Hammond
Pasture, near the town
of Atlantic, Ia.,
was the scene of a shooting tournament on Monday last.
There were a number of prizes up for competition, and all
present report the time of their life.
The
Marietta,
O., Gun
Club
held a meeting
Thursday
evening,
at which
important
business
transacted.
The good news
Sterling, Ill., was
eee

there

would

last
was

Harry

has reached us that the Gun Club at
beginning to take on signs of life, and
be

plenty

of

target

shooting

during

1906,
Tuesday evening the Paducah, Ky., Gun Club got together and held a love feast, and the election of officers
was also held, viz.: Hal Walters, President; James M.
Long,
Vice-President;
John
Weillee,
Secretary;
Dick
Rudy,
Treasurer;
Ambrose
Mercer,
Captain;
Haskell
Hughes, Referee.
It was the opinion of those present
that the club house should be improved and put in best
shape,

and

that

there

will

be

two

tournaments

ing 1906.
Paducah is noted for the hospitality
generous manner of conducting a shoot.

held

and

Here is something that should hold the attention
of all
gun
clubs.
‘the Columbus,
O., Gun
Club
has divided

its members
into teams, and there wiil be some
‘tall
shooting, as ithe championship will not rest easy with
any one team.
The teams
are, viz.:
No. 1—R.
5S.
Rhoads, James Ward, George Buchanan, S. S. Wilcox,
. Y. Bassell and J. A. Van Fossen.
No. 2—William
Webster, H. E. Smith, L. W. Cumberland, W. N. Weinman, J. H. Smith, Fred Shattuck.
No. 3—C. B. Wolf,
Frank Hall, J. W. Mackie, Frank Subert, William Hopkins, Louis Fink.
No: 4—W.. H. Darby, G. M. Smith,
QO. V. Shelling, C. E. Lacy, J. A. Conrad and J. M.
Garard.
No. 5—D. D. Gross, A. C. Wolf, J. T. Wells,

dur-

the

Allen,

E.

M.

Treat

and

Harry

Selbach.

Fred Stone, the well-known trapshot and Scarecrow in
“The Wizard of Oz,” has donated to the shooters of
Chicago a very fine silver cup.
At a meeting of the Watson Park Gyn Club, Chicago,
Ill., Dr. C. W. Carson
Parker,
Vice-President;

Willard and Samuel
of Directors.
Shooting at Elyria,

was
F.

Young

elected president, J. Grafton
H. Teeple,
Secretary,
L. C.

are

O., Thursday

members

of the

at 25 targets,

Board

Sorridge

broke
22, Connors
8,
Smith
10, Kuhn
Blanchard 16, Dumas 10, Traxler 11, Olson

19, Lyons
12,
14, Malcomson

ib?
Favorable

enough

weather,

a clear

sky and

just

crisp~

FOREST

150
ness in the air to put the shooters on their mettle, together with a large attendance of spectators, who thoroughly enjoyed the sport, which was of high order, combined to make the Kinsley, Kans., Gun Club shoot last
week a great success, and reflected credit on that organization for the perfect manner in which the affair
was managed.
There were twenty-five present, and the
match at 100 targets between Miller Oliphant and Philip
Moleton was changed to 50, the former winning, 41 to 36.
Shooting at 80 targets, Oliphant broke 71, Davin 70,
Brelsford 67, Whitney 65, Moletor 64, Quasebarth 64,
Prutens 62, Draut 61, Gregory 61, Heath 59, Bond 48,
A. Sine 43, Leonard 41, Bishop 39.
The South Wichita, Kans., Gun Club is a new club,
which held a shoot on Saturday last.
The Ohio shooters have in prospect the best annual
shoot ever held, as business men of Dayton have offered $500 for additional prize money. Then the N. C. R.
Gun Club, having charge of the shoot, will entertain the
visiting marksmen and their wives during the three days
of the meet.
With this for an incentive, the Buckeye
trapshots will rally en masse to the town where “‘Pop”
Heikes
and
many
other
shooters
have their homes.
This.club felt their ability to entertain when the offer
was made to hold the next G. A. H. on their grounds.
The Akron, O., Gun Club is pushing a movement to
organize many of the clubs into a league.
The clubs to
be considered as eligible, being Barberton, Canton, Massillon, New Berlin, Kent, Ravana, and Akron.
The plan
most popular among the local sportsmen is to have the
league shoots last throughout the summer, with a shoot
every month or twice a month by each team.
Then there
would be a substantial trophy to be awarded the team
having made the highest score for the year.
If the
shoots were started in the spring, having six clubs, each
team could shoot a match with the others, one at home
and one on each of the other club’s grounds.
The shoot held by the Ross County Outing Gun Club,
Chillicothe, O., on Tuesday afternoon was brought to
a stop at about the middle of the afternoon, owing to
the breakdown of the trap.
In the try for the medal
at 10 targets, there was a tie on 9 between Dr. O. P.
Totman, Sheriff Latta Morrison and Dr. C. W. Mills,
each making 9. The shoot-off was postponed until another time, when the trap would be in running order.
Many of the shooters of Chicago on last Thursday
night composed a box party that honored Mr. Fred A.
Stone, the Scarecrow of the ‘“‘Wizard of Oz.”’
It was the
happy occasion for the presentation of flowers and compliments to the gentleman, who is much interested in
trapshooting.
.
There was a match shot at Lyons, Kans., Monday, at
which T. A. Bavington was first prize winner, Stoor
Middlekaugh second and Roy Middlekaugh third.
Dan Bonor, of Highland, was the winner at the shoot
held at Verona last Tuesday.
He was five points to the
good,

Crescent

Athletic

Club.

Bay Riper, L. I., Jan. 20.—The weekly shoot of the
Crescent Athletic
Club had a good attendance.
The
~veather was mild, though the light was dull.
Mr. H. B.
Vanderveer scored another win on the January cup, and
now is in the lead for it. Mr. J. H. Ernst scored a leg
on the T. W. Stake trophy.
In the contest for the twoman
team
cup,
Messrs.
Henry
Kryn
and
Henry B.
Brigham were the winners.
The scores:
January cup, 25 targets, handicap:
Ie debe AL
Jel 12), Ply
H B Vanderveer. 4 21 25
Hi Keryniieeteenis IS PAY Pal
L7G Hopkinssiasele
ot
C W Hickling.... 6 15 21
S Pe opkingse.. 4 19 23
iL Palmer; Jirss.a. 0 20 20
F B Stephenson. 0 22 22
Ny) Agar sS oc ecics ray
SG)
G G Stephenson. 2 20 22
W W Marshall... 4 12 16
H B Brigham... 0 22 22
J. AN PeGter crac 3 12 15
et Easy eee ie 4 18 22
Stake trophy, 25 targets, handicap:
ke
(haste. 4 21 2
C W_ Hickling... 6 15 21
» P
Hopkins-<.. 420) 24
F B Stephenson.. 0 20 20
O Grinnell, Jr.....1 22°28
H B Brigham.... 0 20 20
ic C Hopkins
.. poston on
eNe@e Lecter... a 3 17 20
H B Vanderveer. 4 19 23
IP (GOR aynoree s.a 3 14 Alt
Ise Gaile noncreinee 1 21 22
Nie eeNGams tesa 2 14 16
G G Stephenson..2
20 22
W W Marshall... 4 11 15
ee aera
et Q 21 21
Team

shoot,

25

targets.

Fi kcryni toeesurae 1 23
i Be Brigham:..., Oe

handicap:

24
od

45
Ty Paluners reves OV2se20
UeGs Hopkins»...
AS aoe

Je) SAdams? scene
oC ARayn Ors.css

2
3

21
13

23
16

F B Stephenson... 0
© Grinnell; Jr.... 1

23
14

38
23
15

44
38
Trophy shoot, 15 targets, handicap:
L. C. Hopkins (2)
1b; ES Ge Raynor (a4)
vipa
Be almetiw jie denice tc:
Hopkins (2) 18, C. W. Hickling (4) 12, O. C. Grinnell,
Jr. 18, Henry Kryn (1) 13, F. B. Stephenson 12, H. B.
Vanderveer (2) 12. W. W. Marshall () 9.
Trophy shoot, 15 targets, handicap:
Henry Kryn (1)
15,0.) Bo Stephertison 14, ih. sMee Palmers
dey Le Ge:
Hopkins

(2)

12,

C.

W.

Brown

(4) 9, O.

C.

Grinnell,

C. Hopkins
9.

(2) 11,

Trophy shoot, 15 targets, all scratch:
F. B. Stephenson 14, H. B. Brigham 14, H.
Vanderveer 13, J. }.
Adams 13, O. C, Grinnell, Jr., 12, G. G. Stephenson 12,
L. M. Palmer, Jr., 11, W. W. Marshall 11, J. N. Teeter
10, Henry Kryn 9, L.C. Hopkins 8, C. W. Brown 6.
_ Shoot-off, same conditions:
H. B. Brigham 14, F. B.
Stephenson

STREAM.

H. B. Brigham 22, Henry Kryn (1) 20, S. P. Hopkins (4)
18, O. C. Grinnell, Jr. (1) 12, W. W. Marshall. (4) 10,
William Sherer, Jr. (4) 10.
:
Shoot-off, same conditions:
Henry B. Vanderveer (4)
zy
2, J. HH. Ernst) (4)" 20, Tae N2 Deetern (8) 620; J. J. Adams
(2

b

Trophy shoot, 15 targets, handicap: J. N. Teeter (1) 15,
H. B. Brigham 14, L. C. Hopkins (2) 14, J. J. Adams (1)
14, F. B. Stephenson 13, J. H. Ernst (2) 13, F. C. Raynor
(1). 13; -O. C.\ Grinnell} iin, 12, W. Ws Marshall (@) 1,
Henry Kryn 10,
The following records of the contestants for the January cup show that Mr. H. B. Vanderveer is in the lead
by the narrow margin of one target.
There are several
others who have a chance to win, and the next and final
contest
should
therefore
be keenly
interesting.
The
records of the three January contests follow:
Jan. 6 Jan. 13 Jan. 20. To’l.
FIRB: Vanderveer, cian nes- antic Sgakers' 6 ek
16
25
64
G@ iG Stephenson, Jiteereduenssecee 23
18
22
63
Ee Ce Hopkins sce We ele MDicrere oRoers 23
14
24
61
EB. BreStephenson sec. caace epioseiesiaee 21
18
22
61
C. W Wickling 22 ejecsencrecteae 21
era
Pit
59
Te aM aRalinery res co tea eters 18
18
20
56
Ty WEL CEPnSt. Secs s;s oc mteciteeieeind
vee <15
19
22
56
yi IN, “Teeter niy.is. sheers cece now css 17
22
15
54
Dr IKGY.ES icc aasthaeursiatceonmeeisios
cise 18
16
19
58
W: 'W Marshall jctchccs
eneve sieveniee «11
17
16°
«44
Ay Gas OUtltwor
thicas sictmcsieniece
sine re21
17
a
38
HE MeBrighain’ cacmer ssc wenecsmice
cite
16
22
3
SUPP Hopkins 6 te ocanenicetes terest
15
23
38
Henrys Kh ryns wrcmeateavieteoshicceelcs
aes
16
21
37
Dr Raynor
wacecdaceee acceeewsies 18
17
ne
385
FE ET Bedford, 4) tenwelarerateieren eiaieoereierere 17
16
ie
33
CVA. Lockwood fan acessies
Metre nese 18
13
ie
31
OL Grinnell Araasececisttet aye 15
15
Ae
30
DraG Bennetts tan cotierises
stees tee ce17
os
17
The event which holds close interest with the cup contests is the T.. W. Stake trophy, for which there have
been sixteen contests.
Those who have scored two legs
in competition for it are Dr. F. C. Raynor and Messrs.
Frank Stephenson, H. B. Vanderveer, F. T. Bedford, Jr.
Those who have scored one leg each are Dr. Keyes and
Messrs. J. N. Teeter, A. G. Southworth, O. C. Grinnell,
Jr., Lewis C. Hopkins, H. P. Marshall, George G. Stephenson, Jr., and J. H. Ernst.

13.

Trophy shoot, 25 targets, haridicap:
J. J. Adams (2)
23, J. N. Teeter (3) 23, J. Hs Ernst. (4) 235eHe By Vander:
véer (4) 23; F. B. Stephenson 22; L. M- Palmer, Jr:, 22)
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Prospect—Perryman.
“The day was cold and dark and dreary,”
The Perryman boys went home quite weary,
For the Prospect team let only a few targets slide,
And exhibited the winning score with pride.
;
Battimore, Md.—Jan. 15 was the day of the muchtalked-of Perryman
team shoot.
Lester German
with
fifteen men reached Prospect Park at 11 A. M.
In the
weather we were disappointed.
The morning dawned
dark, gloomy and cloudy.
The air was penetrating and
cold, and it was apparent we were in for a wet day. By
10 o’clock a fine drizzle, more like a London fog than
rain. commenced, and there was everything to discourage
the visiting team.
One of the men (at the last moment)
was called to New York.
Another had a more important
call—matrimony.
A third had to buckle down to business, while his brother went hunting, and with Billy
Foord quail shooting in the “sunny South,” it is not to
be wondered the usually victorious Perryman team was
“out of commission.”
The traps were not working well, but
the
targets
thrown were about 48yds.
With the exception of a few
high guns, the shooting was not up to the standard.
Less German was high gun for the Perryman team with
48.
Hawkins
for the Prospect boys with 46, Moxley
second, 44. The scores:
.
Prospect.
Perryman.
Cart Tachi dutsterteeiete ABE
Lester German ......48
Bovdiaue
cas teicerieetance 27
Cord
Seen eee sexe 700
Moxley
a. - ccscereecte 44
Mitchell) oeseamene esos
SamMpsom yosciemes tere 35
Dehaveny <<... pneisvejep sO0
Rif
Ryo ee ierelscioeate
aie25
“EUrilehe sae ae ale Acrecil
Berryman
Sutton ~.Qoacmeeectes :37
“LEACey et sante
Li Towner (cesses
ae. -30
Poehlman
Scherling .....
ROSS
Becker
5 ees. sce oe
Chapmati (<.e5te sense 39
OG
Jatin
cu ourecees
R: Towner en sceetices 35
Waters
2i%.sccmeseteee
Gilbert. ances Saasteoesl
Storr?
29.2 estes
OSS.
‘sown eleleis s31
Hawkins.
Emmond’
i. ge.0 sas eo.
Silvers Kino gy.eeeecne 32
McCormick
acsac.n 36
IMiordeécaiite
te oscnente 35—544
Baldwirr
ficeeeseeee: 31—511
Average, 72% per cent.
Average 68.1 per cent.
A Soctat TRAMP.

Ossining

B. S. A. Shoot.
BaLtimoreE, Md.—The Baltimore Shooting Association
has made a fine beginning at their winter target shoots.
Thirty-one members participated in the shoot Saturday
afternoon, Jan. 20. An oyster roast is evidently a great
inducement.
The trap was out of order, and caused much
delay, and inconvenience to the shooters.
I have never
seen
such
unsatisfactory
targets
thrown.
They were
enough to ruin the disposition of a saint, and as few
shooters have reached the angelic stage, the air reeked
with language more expressive than eloquent.
Captain
Malone is usually able to adjust all difficulties, but failed
to get the trap in good working order, and as Bulwer
once wrote, “‘patience ceased to be a virtue’? with many
of the men.
“Darkness fell from the wings of night’? before the
last squad» was called.
If these shoots are to be continued indefinitely until 6 o’clock, I would suggest that
some energetic and enterprising firm manufacture electric
targets, so the shooters could see them when _ flying
through the air. The flash of the gun was all that I could
distinguish, and it was entirely a question of strong
eyes and not skill that gave some of the men in the last
squad a good score.
Tracy had the advantage of Moxley in a shoot-off.
Moxley could not see his targets at all. Tracy now and
then was able to locate one.
After each shot they moved
up several yards, and their last three targets were fired
at from the trap.
The referee could not with certainty
tell whether it was hit or miss.
;
The weather was cloudy, but the air as exhilarating as
champagne, and gave one a keen appetite for the oysters
A large oven, about five feet
_ Daly roasted so well.
square, was made of stones near the club house, and
covered with sheet iron, the oysters put on top, and
when roasted served steaming hot, with the usual accompaniments, to the members and their friends.
Hawkins was high gun with a straight of 25.
The
scores:
Events:
1 2
Events:
Lee
Ildexksisimememsetste
cles orete 13 17
Pl aw kines
vies «sees stains 25 25
Waters acmicie
nies ticeleseae 18 21
Walkers
Ses.ccterrcmrassievee 19 21
Teast: icetraets
cape stetees 14 17
Malone
tcc ccrcss.0e.¢ 15.
KReell esta tam cnterasiatateits 17 15
ABE
eglen Rann adanUer
5 8
PraAnGewseies vegies bg alat
Tian Nuss ciestenteaccisls 11 10
Coteel
te aree.acmens
9.12
"DLAC Wen ciec/efretem merce 14 18
Bowen mocrcnme® secemer 20 15
BerryOiant acres <item eee 19 16
FRAWKGt tetcrersieivera steer 4 24 16
Rheimbhardtenesteacareee 9 10
Bradys siaete’noes eters 18 19
ELoward/scuiteas deserve 10 10
THOMPSGM Mets seer 16 18
TH ormansSoneues
«treats 17 21
Pad Geto cece aera 17 16
Rod gets wee esas
14 15
Woodyedr

en en.eron

17 16

Mears
we one sapien 12 14
Mordecal
vacncustecaaters
3.18
Dixon erate sees
14 20
Mosley dacan sniaicct
ice 19 18

alli irctrereoreerctentere

16 13

Roberts Voc sen aateeaiee
Brows. cetaceans
Biddleswawacuties seers

Keer

19 17
hee
16 18

A

Jr.

8, W. W. Marshall (2) 6.
.
Trophy shoot, 15 targets, handicap: L. M. Palmer, Jr.,
15, C. W. Hickling (4) 14, Henry Kryn 13, H. B. Brigham
13, S. P. Hopkins (2) 12, H. B. Vanderveer (2) 12, F: B.
Stephenson 11, F. C. Raynor (1) 11, L.
W. W. Marshall (2) 9, O. C. Grinnell
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Watertown
Watertown,
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TRAMP.

The

was

totals

the

of the

win-

pro-

follow:

Shot at.
Hartshorn
“ivan 85
Buck 4. saemctans 85
Philbtook
tees. 75
Parle
ae
85
Roya
came
60
Comer
eugene 100
iseeler
Huse 100
Carter.
etter 100
Willard. secretes 20

Brk.
46
45
62
56
48
87
3
71
11

Shot at.
Bradieye
events. 85
Jordan, “stesesiees= 100
Eoote! iivkrec esis 75
Molliter
= s,sne. 100
Hebbardane.cee 100
Leon’
tener.are 35
Woodbury
..... 25
Bick as-Picerteicien 25

Brk.
46
81
44
63
86
24
4
10

Gun

Club.

Ossintnc, N. Y., Jan. 20.—Scores herewith were made
at the club shoot of the Ossining Gun Club to-day.
The
main event was at 100 targets, divided in five 20-target
events, sliding handicap.
All stood at 16yds., in the first
20 event, and at the yard mark corresponding -to the
nuniberof targets broken in succeeding events.
There
were prizes in each event as well as $1 optional sweeps.
After the 100-target race, five of the members shot for
the Weskora cup, conditions, two barrels allowed, 25
targets, distance handicap.
E. H. Moulton, of Minneapolis, Minn., was high with 21, Hyland being a close
second with 20.
;
Targets were thrown 55yds., and higher than some of
those present were used to shooting at.
Mr.
:
Hendrickson, who lately won the amateur championship
of the United States, and A. Betti, of Mt. Kisco, were
the guests of the club.
Mr. Hendrickson was high with
82 per cent.:
Events:
1. 2°38 (455
Extras.
Targets: —
20 20 20 20 20 Total.
15 10 25
Jogel silendricksonmsecsecuer 16 16 17 18 15
ore
Tres
Sy
BE
Moulton) Jin sscees 18:16 13 1216
Ata
Av Bettiokia
sagen eee
17 15°11 1514
72
145 ee
C.GeBlandtordsase: ones 17 12) 121814
ees
8 817
SeRY MoDonaldineasescees 1419 13: 1617
379
NPR ee
A. Bedell s2tecersasesee 17181381714
79
An ieee
WeScSmithh sescceeoeoceeee 14-4 Oiwiee
nh
ae ce
Jel wiylandeseeeece neem 16 12°12 13 127"
65
Se he
Wie Hv Colemaniene-e Jocc0 LS Ams elav ty
80
At San oP
JEG WBarlow® ...i. ass snes teen
13 11
ar
seit ete
WS: Haight, ......02seetcss, eee
2
te he

At Point

Breeze.

PHILADELPHIA, Jan. 20.—Two matches and two sweepstakes drew a large attendance at the Philadelphia Driving Park to-day.
The main sweepstake was at 10 birds,
$5 entrance, handicap.
It had fourteen entries, of whom
two made a full score.
Three scored straight in the
handicap at 5 birds, $8 entrance.
The scores:
Open
sweepstake,
handicap
rise, 10 live
birds, $5
entrance:
Churchill, 30. .2222222222—10
McDonald, 28.222*222*21— 8
Charlton, 28...2222222222—10
Redman, 28. ..0222**2212— 7
Muller, 30... .2222222022— 9
Dougherty, 28.2222*02*22— 7
Witeleges VAs ose 2202221222— 9
Sanford, 30...22211**02*— 6
C E G, Jr, 28.2*22222222— 9
Boddy, 26..... 020020*21*— 4
Lamkin, 28...22*1222221— 9
Harrison, 28..0000**2222— 4
Lees sd0naseniae 22222*2222— 9
Martin, 26....2021*0*10*— 4
Open
sweepstake,
5 live
birds,
handicap
rise, $3
entrance:

Miuller eguesterowin Asiatarese 22222—5
Redmantsa.ceeeeeent 22110—4
Srtth™ Serger
wetei 221225
McAfee Vi.hiicss eater 22012—4
Dougherty... -s.0ce- 22222—D
, Lee: sueceensdenbater *0)220—2
Churchill
eee 22022—4
Gregor i.ccemaneee 20002—2
McDonaldemn acres... 20111—4
In the two: special matches, Mr. S. C. Aiman defeated
D. Wilson by the score of 19 to 16 in a match at 25yds.,
and defeated H. McAfee by the score of 13 to 10 in a
15-bird match.
Match shoot, 25 birds, for $25 a side, 28yds. rise:
AIIMAt © oe cae neat acter
WASON
sevice sicwsieee cine cece owes

Match

220200202022221 221022229219
ULZ0e ZO Z0cee ieee

shoot, 15 birds, for $15 a side:

:

Aiman,
a0 ote catenins tearate tae
ee
enone 011220222222222—13
MGA £06527
occ
ce ciobactace ecavetnaislc claeinen 202222000210222—10
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1

2

3

4

5

25 25 25 25 25

Mohler
...... 23 92919221
Faucet ...:.. 22 24 23 22.20

Burford ..... 1717161818
Armstrong .. 18 22 20 25..,
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Gun

the

club

assets

cost

are

of

$1,400.

received

114-116

$440.

all

$817.38,

while

the

expenses,

to

nearly

$600.

amounted
A

very

conservative

ammunition

used

during

in-

The

estimate

this

places

time

Sportsmenassume
who are
familiar with gun club affairs, will
there is something exceptional about

probably

and especially to the retiring captain, Irwin R. Miller.

30

-

Club.

the

winter

season

shoot en Thanksgiving

with

a very

WELLINGTON,

Shooting
:

Mass.—The

Association.
oye

Day, and are shooting twice a

month
regularly.
We
have
some
Ge plbede
,
b
dana
ew members
are
eine addec

We

Spring

are

receiving

tournament.

poultry

inquiries

We

expect

DEALT

already
to

eCUPS

for our

duplicate

second

shoot

for

prizes

was

held on the grounds of the Boston Shooting Association,
@©60at:~ Wellington,
Saturday afternoon, :Jan. 20.
Although
=
.
the air was full of snow, there was a good attendance.
Kirkwood’s
score of 98 out
of 100 was
good
work.
a Sraaaie Sg falapps atin iy
“a
=
=
E
vents 3, 4, 5, 6 and 7 were the 100-bird match; the
totals on right are scores made in the prize athe
The next shoot will be on Saturday afternoon, Jan. 27.
:
*
eae Ns ies

Targets:

Berane’

.:,. ccrsisjetcbela.cxsintetovsstesiacsie

tournament, which was the best ALitMAT Mest wOrT any
in the State, Outside of the state shoot last year.

last

eneld
WE

Fe liieaiy

will announce the date next week.
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10 13 18 18 15 19 18 2
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...........0ccsee0es

|
ens Semen
Ss
..-.<.cccoscrcicccece

elected

new

officers

for

the

ensuing

year

Vice-President,
Scherrer;
Geo.
President,
as follows:
Joshua Breisch; Secretary, Robert J. Young; Assistant
Secretary, Edward F. Markley; Treasurer, Jacob Young ;
Wm. H.
Captain,
Seals; Assistant
Captain, Raymond
Scorer,
Assistant
Singleton
Crabtree;
Raub;
Scorer,
Jacob Young.
The secretary’s report for the year just ended shows
the club to be in-a very flourishing condition, and the
are significant ot
following items extracted therefrom,
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BY JURY!

At the Portland (Oregon) Exposition, 1905, The Peters Cartridge Company made an exhibit of its goods,
including Empty and Loaded Paper Shells, Metallic Cartridges for Rifle, Revolver and Pistol, Gun Wads,
etc.

The

Jurymen who judged the exhibit were experts and acknowledged

pass upon the merits

GOLD

of ammunition

and

firearms.

They

granted

to be thoroughly

to the Peters

MEDAL=—HIGHEST

ation and an exhaustive test of the goods themselves.
achievements,

the Portland

qualities and unsurpassed

award

finish of

Coming

furnishes

XZ

new

\g

thus

and

\g

near

Company

a

AWARD
a minute

the close of a year

convincing
\g

to

Cartridge

This decision was reached after a canvass of past records made with Peters Ammunition;
grand

competent

proof

\g

marked

of the superior

\g

ood

\g

examinby

shooting
4

\g

Peters Shells and Cartridges
MY

SIXTY

Sixty-three

years

ago

“Bill’

YEARS

Hamilton,

then

hunting,

and

ON

THE

all the many and varied incidents of

were

PLAINS

simple and direct, and in which

there was

twenty years of age, set out from St. Louis, Mo.,
with seven other free trappers under the leadership of old “Bill” Williams.
Seven of these

the trapper’s life. It is full of adventure and excitement, but the story is told modestly, and
there is nothing in it that is lurid.
Amid much

no

eight men are dead, but Hamilton still lives in
Montana and still sets his traps. He has written
the story of his early trapping days, and the book
has just been published. “My Sixty Years on the
Plains” tells of trapping, trading, Indian fighting,

fighting, there is nothing that can be called
“blood and thunder,” but there is much that is
history.
The book has all the charm of the old volumes
telling of early travel in the West; books which

by six drawings of old-time trapper and Indian
life, by Mr. Charles M. Russell, the celebrated
cowboy artist of Great Falls, Mont.
223 pages, cloth, illustrated.
Price, $1.50.
FOREST AND STREAM PUB. CO., NEW YORK.

NII

™

striving for effect.
It is illustrated by a portrait of the author
and one of the celebrated Chief Washaki, and

er)
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STEVENS IDEAL” Ne. ares

———

=

eas

No. 044:

RIFLE

IDEAL

STEVENS

|

HIS rifle is built on lines

;

similar

to those

of the

regular Stevens Ideal 44%.
Has a drop-forged and case-

ENGLISH

MODEL

hardened

breech block action, oiled walnut stock and forearm, English shotgun butt.
F
sights; adapted for all standard ammunition.
26-inch barrel for center-fire cartridges, 6
for hunting and field purposes
:
:

Weight, with 24-inch barrel for rim-fire cartridges, 534 pounds; with
pounds.
Specially suitable
:
:
,
:
;
:
List Price, $12. 00

|
Illustrated catalogue of i40 pages mailed for 4c.to
shooting

Ask

Your

and ammunition,

containing all recent

postage.

CHICOPEE

It is a book

ARMS

AND

FALLS,

.
New

O.

York

Office,

ee

BOX

.
98

replete

with

information

about

|

to our output.

There

P.

Se

cover

notable additions

Dealer

J. STEVENS

frame, half-octagon

tapered barrel, new sliding
Fitted with bead front and sporting rear

are no substitutes for STEVENS

TOOL

cai)

COMPANY

5668

Chambers

Street

MASSACHUSETTS
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Boston

Athletic

made

52.

‘The, latter

figure

was

scored

also

by Mr. Clark and Austin.
This is an absurd manner of
scoring, since, if a scratch man broke every target, he
even then had no chance of winning.
No score should
exceed the limit of possible actual breaks.
Scores:
Vek oil i he
Jey ARIE tbs
GOCE
Micsiig
s.0.0.0aioeBoi
be
LSVbbake Lat aoaresage 89
6 45
MNES NesIeveratevers.cis's0 47
6 52
LER
DyATS
ewe ooee 30 18 43
WARASEITN Nevecesais,e10i50.»44
8 52
ip MiGOLre' ns gece. 29 11 40
(2
le
42 10 52
Wdmands cssencc, 27
13° 40
BSAPIIED
alae ciec vin:EROS Reta
Tall Letters naretctsa> 80.
*0) 35
PACLAMIIG helishalsie
ee 0:45
56 bv

‘Rifle Range and Gallery.
Fixtures.
Feb.

12-17.—Grand
Rapids,
Mich.—Indoor
Twenty-two
Caliber Rifle League of the United States tournament.
Chass). Otis; Cor. Sec’y.
March
12-17.—New
York.—One
hundred
shot
indoor
championship.

Ohio

Rifle

Notes.

The Englewood Rifle Club held their first medal shoot
of the year on Jan. 16. Besides the medal contest, which
was 4 shots, with a possible 40, there were twenty-three
1-shot matches, with chickens, ducks and cash as prizes,
and a special 2-shot match
with chicken
prize.
All
matches were offhand, at 100yds.
Eighteen shooters took
part in the sport.
The medal contest was won by M.
T.

Hampton

with

82,

and

he

STREAM.

I

ono>)

Association.

RiversipE, Mass., Jan. 20.—Eleven men contested for
the special medal at the shoot of the Boston Athletic
Association to-day.
Capt. F. H. Owen won with a total
of 46 breaks out of 50, which with his handicap added
made a score of 50. Dr. Ellis broke 47, which with his

allowance

AND

was

awarded

a

DUPONT SMOKELESS
In the Lead
The

Official

as Usual

Records

show

that:

High Average for the year 1905, The Real World’s Championship, was won by Mr. Fred Gilbert, who broke 95.6 per cent. of
the 17,065 targets he shot at.

DUPONT

Mr. Gilbert, of course, used

SMOKELESS

chicken.

W. H. Kerr 31, F. Roth 31, F. Fetters 29,.-Dr. Smith 29,
H. R. Eddings 25, Less Leiber 24, H. Mast 24, W. Jay 23,
C, Kline 22, E. Hoover.20, J, Hoover 15, D. Mengus 14,
G. Method 3.
In the 2-shot match for chickens, H.
Mast won in a shoot-off with Dr.
Smith:
Mast 17, Dr.
Smith 17, Roth 14, Iddings 12, Fetters 10, Leiber 9. The
closing event was one shot for a chicken.
Mast won
with 8, Iddings 5, Leiber 4, Smith 0, Roth 0. In the
twenty-three 1-shot matches M. T. Hampton was high
man with 184 out of a possible 230, Pearson (possible 200)
155, Kerr (80) 63, Leiber (220) 155, Hover (90) 45, Mangus
(30) 10, Roth (120) 74, Method (80) 17, Iddings (200) 140,
Most (140) 100, Jay (90) 51, Miller (80) 17, Fetters (110)
68, Sinks (10)
3, Coppock (30) 7.
The.
prize
winners
were:
Pearson,
four
chickens
and: one _ cash;
Hampton, six chickens, one cash and three ducks; Iddings, three chickens, two cash and two ducks; Leiber,
two chickens, two cash and one duck; Mast, two cash;
Roth,
one cash; Jay, one cash;
Fetters, one
duck;
Miller, one duck.
The Jackson Township Rifle Club had a dark, rainy
day on Jan. 18, for their first monthly medal shoot of
_ the year.
There was a very fair attendance, and they all
stayed in the sport to the finish.
Conditions, 100yds.,
offhand, 4 shots, possible 48. Jacob W. Lesher won with
a score of 47, V. Stiver 46, J. Johnson 44, I. Stiver 43, C.
Busch 42, G. W. Izor 41, R. Fortney 32, B. Fortney 21,
The 20-shot match, in five events of 4 shots, each, 100yds.,
offhand, possible total 240, was won by Jesse. Johnson
with 238, G. W. Izor 220, J. W. Lesher 206, C. Busch
201, V. Stiver 199, I. M. Stiver 194, R. Fortney 183, B.
Fortney 181.
The best of conditions prevailed on the Dayton Sharpshooters’ range, Jan. 12. The targets showed up clear in
the strong light across the snow.
The club house was
made comfortable with a roaring fire of pine knots in the
big fireplace.
All shooting was at 200yds.
Jn.a single
practice shot, Heikes scored 24, Rike 23, Schwind 21,
Kette 21. This was the first shot Kette had ever fired,
and ‘in his second shot he scored the same.
Wm.
Clark, of New Paris, is an expert with the shotgun, but
is a new hand with the rifle; he scored a 22 and a 23.
John F. Beaver fired four shots, scoring 19, 19, 24, 21—83
out of a possible 100.
The event of the day was a 10shot match at 200yds., muzzle rest, center. counts 25,
possible 250... Entrance 50 cents, two moneys.
Clark
won
first with 208, Heikes 207, Kette 195, Rike 191,
Schwind 110.
At the end of the first half. Heikes was
ahead with 102 out of a possible 125, Kette 97, Rike 95,
Clark 93, Schwind 55.
Clark improved steadily in the
last half.
The only center shot of the day was made
by Rike on his fourth shot.
This match was followed
by one at 200yds., offhand, 5 shots, possible 125, entrance
50 cents, two moneys.
Kette won first with 78, Schwind
58, Heikes 55, Rike 31, Clark 29.
The first monthly medal contest of the West Elkton
Rifle Club for the season of 1906 was held on Jan. 11.
The attendance was small.
The conditions were good.
The match was offhand, 100yds., 4 shots, possible 48.
E. W. Davies won with 44, C. E. Kenworthy 88, C. Imhoff 38, H. Holaday 32.
The Gratis Rifle Club held the first medal shoot of the
season on Jan. 13, under bad weather conditions, a high
wind making high scores almost impossible.
Messrs,
Pence and G. W. Izor tied for the medal, and the former
won the shoot-off.
All shooting was at 100yds., offhand,
4 shots, possible 48. M. Pence 31, G. W. Izor 31, G. O.
Chrismer 26. Second match, same conditions:
Pence 35,
Izor 38, Chrismer 38.
In a third match Chrismer and
Izor scored 388 each.
Pence 35.
Next came a 24-shot
match in six 4-shot events, possible 48 in each, possible
total 288:
Chrismer 2. , C. Gaze 245, Pence 251, F. M.
‘Chrismer 238, C. J. Chrismer 2138.
The Somers’ Township Rifle Club Shoot, in spite of
wind. rain or shine, although they have no club house
for shelter on their range, was a success.
In the medal
contest on Jan. 12, at 100yds., offhand, 4 shots, A. Campbell won with 47, W. E. May 44.
Campbell has set a
good pattern for the others to follow this season.
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Genuine Swedish
Skin Coats
$18.00
Vests, $10.00
These are made of the finest imported

soft kid skins,

suitable for hunting and automobiling.

Furnished in

all sizes.

Schoverling, Daly @ Gales
302-304

BROADWAY,

-

NEW

YORK.

All trap shooters should use the ELLIOTT EAR DRUM PROTECTORS.
Price $1.00 per pair. Acknowledged by experts to be the best.

KIRKWOOD BROS., Guns and Sportsmen’s Supplies
Eastern Agents

23 Elm Street, Boston, Mass.
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“The Finest Gun in the World”
Is Now

Ready for Delivery
SHOOTS
HARD

WORKS
EASY

Absolutely the finest and best gun
other and decide for yourself.
MADE

ever built.

ONLY|

Compare

it with

any

RECOGNIZED

with Philadelphia

Arms

Company

are wise”’

i | 5

CORRESPONDENCE.
The Forrest AND STREAM is the recognized medium of
entertainment,
instruction
and information
between
American
sportsmen.
The editors invite communications on the subjects to which its pages are devoted.,
Anonymous communications will not be regarded. The
editors are not responsible for the views of correspondents.

SUBSCRIPTIONS.
Subscriptions may begin at any time.
single copies, $3 per year, $1.50 for six
for clubs of annual subscribers:

Three Copies, $7.50.

is revised

to date, and

is correct

Five

Terms:
For
month.
Rates

Copies, $12.

Remit by express money-order, registered letter, money
order or
draft payable to the Forest and Stream Publishing Company.
The paper may
be obtained of newseae: throughout the United
States, Canada and Great

and

reliable.

ritain,

Foreign
mubsrr pees
and
Sales
Agents—London:
Davies & Co., 1
Finch Lane; Sampson, Low & Co.;
Paris:
Brentano’s.
Foreign terms:
$4.50
per
year;
$2.25 for six months,

“If the Brief says so, you may depend on it.”

A standing reward
error in the Brief.

is offered

for finding an

SUBSCRIPTION

PRIGHe25* GENTS:
FOREST

AND

346

STREAM

Broadway,

New

PUB.

RECEIPTS.

The receipt of the paper with date on the wrapper
address label constitutes a receipt for money sent us for
a new subscription or a renewal.
The date on the
wrapper tells when your subscription will expire. Please
note this date and renew at least two weeks before expiration of subscription.

CO.

York

ADVERTISEMENTS.

HITTING
By S. T. Hammond

Inside pages, 20 cents per agate line. Special rates for
three, six and twelve months.
Eight words to the line,
fourteen lines to one inch.
Advertisements should be
received by Saturday previous to issue in which they
are to be inserted.
Transient advertisements must invariably be accompanied by the money, or they will not
be inserted.
Reading
notices,
seventy-five cents per
line.
Only advertisements
of an approved
character
inserted.

vs. MISSING.
(“Shadow’’).

Cloth.

Price, $1.

Mr. Hammond enjoys among his field companions the
repute of being an unusually good shot, and one who is
particularly successful in that most difficult branch of
upland shooting, the pursuit of the ruffed
grouse or
partridge.
This prompted the suggestion that
he should
write down for others an exposition of the methods by
which his skill was acquired.
The result is this original
manual of “Hitting vs. Missing.’”’
We term it original,
because, as the chapters will show, the author was selftaught; the expedients
and devices adopted and the
forms of practice followed were his own.
This then may
be termed the Hammond system of shooting; and as it
“was successful in his own experience, being here set
forth simply and intelligibly, it will prove not less effective with cthers.

FOREST

AND

STREAM

PUBLISHING

CO.

Display Classified Advertising.
Resorts.
Instruction,
Hotels,
Summer
and
Winter
Railroad and Steamship Time
Schools, Colleges, etc.
Tables.
Real Estate, For Sale and To Let.
Seeds and
Shrubs.
‘Taxidermists.
The Kennel, Dogs, etc. * Wants
and Exchanges.
Per Agate line, per insertion, 15 cents.
Three months, 13 times, 10 cents per line.
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W A Tewes..... 248 246 245 248 248 248 248 247 246 246—2469
H D Muller....237 281 237 236 243 240 238 233 248 2838—2376
A P Fegert..... 229 226 231 228 235 227 236 233 236 240—2321
Te Hie Kellerees.. 229 228 226 229 230 226 228 226 239 227—2283
Fifty-shot match:
Te
BUSS soscctee
ba 6 plus teers 244 245 242 243 247—1221
Cir Zettler, OJ risus. cb ose emas caterers 243 244 241 243 243—1214
O ‘Smith ec aice ccs aciscuclea
cence een 241 240 239 242 2441206
L, Maurer sncassccss oclovieaweeeuena 236 241 241 237 235—1190
CG. Zettler -.wicgen
su aseeneeneemen 242 236 239 231 229—1177
FE Cr Zettler. wis occ ciee slleentee memreten 236 237 236 231 234—1174
B Zettler icccdec ws oe cos thoes aaereiee 240 236 223 236 228—1163
Gt Bernius®. accceecnt
ce oceatet ewlobes 228 233 231 282 234—1158
Bullseye target, degrees:
EL Zettler aan ccuseecertee 25
G’ Bernius cessor
We AP Tewes tn sescles carr 30
Ts-C Bass aceanwasisnte
10906
OsSmith
sans Sloat 37146
A Pi Fegertccsecmsseneen0

New

tical guidance of sportsmen and anglers.
It

i:

RAVEL, NATURE STUDY. SHOOTI

number, transportation, export, non-resident
licenses, and other restrictions, for the prac-

Association.

One hundred shot match:

GAME LAWS IN BRIEF

“If you

Revolver

Zettler Rifle

AUTHORITY

A Digest of the Statutes
of the United States and
Canada
governing the
taking of game and fish.
Compiled from original
and official sources for
the practical guidance of
sportsmen and anglers.
The Brief is complete; it
covers all the States and
Provinces, and gives all
provisions as to seasons
for fish and game, the
imitations as to size or

States

AN even dozen members attended the shoot held Jan.
16, when Secretary Tewes was high man in 100 shots.
Lous Buss had the best 50-shot total, and Henry C.
Zettler won the bullseye prize.
The scores follow:

Wayne and Bristol Streets, Philadelphia, Pa., U. S. A.
THE

United

At the sixth annual meeting of the United States. Revolver Association, held at the Arena, 39 and 41 West:
Thirty-first street, New York city, Jan. 15, the following
officers were elected for the ensuing year:
President,
A. L. A. Himmelwright; Vice-President, Paul A. Becker,
of San Francisco; Secretary-Treasurer, J. B. Crabtree, of
Springfield, Mass.; additional members of the Executive
Committee, William G. Krieg, of Chicago; Lieut. R. H.
Sayre, of New York.
The meeting also fixed the week ending March 24 as
the time for holding the annual contest for the indoor
championship of the United States, and medals emblematic of State championship honors will be awarded those
making the highest scores in the different States and yet
falling short of national honors.
The issue of a new publication was also authorized, it
to contain a concise history of the Association from its
inception to the present time, the names of all members
in good standing, the names of the winners, with their
scores in the National
and State championships,
together with the names and scores of those who had won
medals of honor in the said contests.
The history will
include the records of the international matches and the
names of the holders of medals offered for competition by
the Association.
It is expected to include data concerning weapons and
ammunition shooters have used, either in the championship contests, the medal
competitions,
or in making
record scores.
The publication promises to be of unusual value to all interested in the sport.

BY

A. By FOX? GUINECS:
Not connected
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York

City

Schuetzen

Corps.

Capt. STOVER and twenty-two of his fellow members
attended the regular shoot on the Zettler ranges the night
of Jan. 18, Radloff Busse being high man with the best
two scores.
The results at 75ft., offhand, follow:
R” Busse’ cease 237 244—481
H Ruppe ......212 221433
A P Fegert....233 241—474
R Bendler ....223 229—432
Bugera secsw 229 2383—462
J Wilking .....212 220—432
Schwaneman.228 233—461
E Stein
Schwaneman.232 228—460
H Kuhlmann ..203 217—420
Schroeder... .224 234458
W H Leonard. .202 214416
Facklamm....227 228—455
A Reilsheim....201 210—411
Kronsberg...222 229—451
E Held ........202 202—404
Radloff......225 225—450
t>4A0
A Wilz ........184 185—369
Keller .......216 223—439
G Seger .......139 187—326
Schwaz.......222 213—435
C Stover .......149 165—314
L Gleichmann.220 214—434

Independent

New

York

Schuetzen.

Gus ZIMMERMANN, this club’s captain, was high
the last regular shoot, held on the Zettler ranges,
The members’ shoot at 75ft., offhand, best two
Scores follow:
:
strings to count.
G Zimmerman..231
G Zimmermann243 245—488
W Soll ........2382
A Begerow ....240 238—478
J Facklamm...225
F Liegibel......241 284475
A Mamok .....215
A P Fegert....236 235—471
H I Behrens...210
F A Young..... 235 235—470
H Koch .,......285 234469
F C Halbe.....207

Italian

Rifle

man in
Jan. 19.
10-shot
236—467
232—464
227—452
215—430
207—417
201—408.

Association.

TuE members of the Italian Rifle Association held a
shoot Jan. 15, on the Zettler ranges, West Twenty-third
New
York city, at T5ft., offhand, on the ring
street,
target, making scores as follows:
Dr Castelli .....220 219-489
Realivcanse. sescte 237 239—476
Castellucci .....216 215—431
«238 236—474
eeeeee
Cassetti ........225 206—431
«225 225—450
Rossotti
.
IBGLrOnt meee ns «+219 221—440

Rifle Notes.
Sec’y-Treas. J. B. Crabtree writes us that “At the
annual meeting of the United States Revolver Association, held at New Jork, Jan. 15, the secretary-treasurer
was instructed to extend the thanks of the Association
to Forrest AND STREAM
for courtesies shown by that
paper during the past year.”

PUBLISHERS’ DEPARTMENT.
The W.
H. Mullins
Company,
of Salem,
O., will
exhibit their Pressed Steel Motor Boats at the Motor
Boat Show at Madison Square Garden, Feb. 21 to March
8, and at the Boston Show, March 10 to 17. They will
show their 16, 18 and 22ft. motor boats.
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Dogs

and

Men.

In Lovell’s “Panzodlogicomineralogia”’
are
enumerated all the rare medicinal properties attributed by the ancients to dogs. It would require

a

more

extensive

work,

and

one,

too,

which should
be no less formidable in title, to
detail the various physical, mental and moral
qualities ascribed to the dog by ancients and
moderns.
An ancient Latin couplet, quoted by one of the
story tellers of the Gesta Romanorum—that
curious collection of moral tales told by the
medieval monks—avers that: “In a dog there
are four things: a medicinal tongue, a distinguishing nose, unshaken fidelity and unremitting
watchfulness.”
In the quaint homily based on the story we
are told that priests ought diligently to cultivate
these four canine qualities, first—that their
tongue possess the power of a physician in healing the sick in heart; second—as a dog by keenness of scent distinguishes

a fox from

AND

STREAM.

PRELIMINARY HANDICAP
GRAND AMERICAN HANDICAP
GRAND CANADIAN HANDICAP
Emblematic

third—as

a dog

Canada,

“Divine

Songs

for

the

Use

of the United

won

States

by the

LEFEVER

GUN.
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and ready in defense of his master, so priests
should show themselves staunch advocates of
the faith; and fourth—as a dog by barking betrays the approach of thieves, so the faithful
priest is the watchdog of the great King.
It is to be said for this monkish preacher of
the Middle Ages, that he had quite as true an
insight into dog nature and discovered in canine
qualities material for precepts fully as edifying
and instructive, as did the English clergyman
who some hundreds of years later wrote in his
well known lines:
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is the most

of the Championship
and

priest by the quickness of his perception in
auricular disclosures should discover their true
character;
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For God hath made them so,
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men,
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of dogs is like the nature
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Watts

of

teaches

we should learn in infancy to shun the bickering ways of quarrelsome dogs, it is none the
less true that we have not yet outgrown the

time when

we

may

readily

discover,

monk, some other canine qualities
well worthy human emulation.
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MANY years it had been there no one
Perhaps it was only one of the minor de-

pressions left in the surface of the earth after
the passage of the great glacier that swept over
the land that is now ours when the race was
young.
Then our ancestors dwelt in caverns—
true troglodytes—and slew the reindeer and the
hairy mammoth and the horse, and perhaps now

in

Parts are large and strong.
It never balks

Old Swamp.

in

fact, it does just what we say

and then had fierce conflicts with the huge cave

it will, and does it every time.

bear, which they conquered by their courage and
their numbers, rather than by the excellence of
their rude stone weapons.

Or it may have been once a broad valley, down
which hurried a sparkling brooklet, which twisted
and turned winding from one side to the other
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grassy banks, where its soft murmur alone told
of its presence; or again making some sudden
crook and digging out for itself a deep, quiet
pool, where the trout used to lie in summer, and
a meal.
Then, perhaps, a little family of beavers
passed that way, and seeing the brook and its
possibilities determined that they would make it
their home. So they began, by cutting down some
of the trees that grew by the brookside, to build
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with

like teeth clipped off the willows and alders, and
cut them into lengths, and their patient and unremitting industry finished the dam by the end of
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This interesting little volume is a practical guide for the
cruising canoeist—the
man
who wishes to start away
from the city and for a short time to make his canoe
his home.
With this in view, Mr, Frazer, who regards
canoeing as a healthful and economical method of passing away leisure hours, has written briefly, but attractively, of canoes, camping outfits, clothing, firearms and
ammunition, fishing tackle, photography, and in general
of cruising, camping and all that pertains to this phase
of outdoor life.
Contents:
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remained

here,

always

becoming

more

numerous.
Sometimes. ‘they moved up or down
the stream, and every few years they built new
dams, and overflowed more
of the low land.
Those that they had first, deserted had long ago
rotted and broken down, and the ground which
had first been grassy meadow, and then the bottom of the pond, was now a wet marsh, in which
erew young alders and willows and _ bilberries,

soft maples, cypress and tamarack, and a hundred
other moisture-loving trees, while the foot of the
passing deer sank deep into the spongy sphagnum
or crushed the showy yellow lady-slipper and the
delicate pink arethusa. As the years went by the
forest growth increased in size, while the smaller
shrubs beneath formed a tangled mass, impenetrable save to the wild creatures which made
their home among the luxuriant vegetation.
However it was
formed,
such was
the old

swamp.
Here

during

the

summer,

before

the berries

were ripe, the black bear dug roots, and tore up
the rotten logs or turned over great stones, for
the ants, worms and bugs on which he lives. The

deer browsed on the water grasses and in winter
nipped the tender shoots of the willows.
The
raccoon hunted frogs in the wet places, and at
the approach of autumn grew fat on the thickgrowing clusters of fox grapes, made sweet by
the early frosts.
All the other denizens of the
forest found here a safe retreat, from which they
made excursions out into the surrounding hills.

So it was with the old swamp when our fathers first took possession of the soil. Game’was
plenty then, and a man, when he needed meat,
had to go but a short distance from his own door
to kill a deer or a turkey. . But as time went by,

fire and the ax cleared away the timber from the
surrounding hills. The hunter gave place to the
husbandman.
The sickle supplanted
the rifle.
Now the game had become less plenty.
Birds
there were, it is true, but the larger game had disappeared
from
the land,
except
in the old

swamp.
That was as it had always been. The
settlers had been busy, and it was the clearing of
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the land, rather than the actual destruction of ani-

mal life, that had driven off the game.

Now and

then a hunter had penetrated the tangle of the
swamp in pursuit of a wounded animal, but its
interior was still a mysterious unknown to:all.

Within its gloomy recesses there was not much
change.

Here

the bear was

still to be: found

the deer fed there almost unmolested.

and

The tur-
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among
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of old

the

and
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ruffed

trees

with

majestic

still gathered

here

to roost,

stream and caught
paths in the swamp
A few more years
The ax had been at

the trout. One began to find
that were not game trails.
passed by with rapid changes.
work. Now all the timber had

been cut away,

but there was

growth.

and

Deer

STREAM.

DOMESTICATED

TROUT.

How to breed and grow them.

and the thunder of their wing beats at morning
and at evening was like the rushing of a mighty
wind through a ship’s rigging.

It was to the old swamp that the hunters resorted now for game, and often the sharp crack
of the rifle rang among the trees or the roar of
the shotgun awoke its once silent echoes.
The
angler pushed his way down the course of the
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still left the under-

bear and

and

wild

pigeons had disappeared, but there were
grouse left, and the quail, when startled

turkey

some
from
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the stubble fields about its borders, still sought
safety in the old swamp.
The closing change in

Nursing

the old swamp was yet to come.
dug through the swamp.
The

A Treatise on the Care of Dogs in Health and Disease.
yale Hammond (‘“Shadow”’), author of ‘Training
se Breaking.”
161 pages.
Cloth.
Price, $1.00,
This work, from the pen of “Shadow,” will have a hearty
welcome.
It comes
from one who
writes from full
knowledge.
‘The results of more than fifty years of
experience are here given,”
writes the author, “and I
assure the reader that no course of conduct is advised,
no treatment recommended, no remedy prescribed, that
has not been thoroughly tried and tested by the writer,
and is. believed to be entirely trustworthy in every respect.”
Sent postpaid on receipt of price, $1.00.

down

and

burned.

The

Trenches were
brush
was cut

brook

dried

up.

The

plow passed over the land, and the next year a
crop of sod corn was
grown
where
once
the
beaver had their homes.
Such is the history of

many an old swamp.
All this is progress—the march of improvement. It is also the reason why our streams are
drying

up,

and

why

the

farmer

complains

vs.

Dosing.
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one is a misfortune to our people, and the aggre-

gate of such misfortunes

means

a loss of material

wealth that can scarcely be computed.
is widely distributed,

and

is not

but it increases year by year.

This loss

felt as it comes,

The farmer knows

that his land becomes each season a little less productive, but he does not know why.
Perhaps he
thinks that it is worn out, and strives by the use

of us has

seen

the work

neighborhood,

go-

has witnessed

the disappearance of the native fauna and flora,
ne drying up of the streams.
What will be the
end?

This interesting manual of how to build, cruise and live
in a canvas canoe is written by one of the most enthusiastic of the older generation of canoeists, who has had
a long experience of cruising on the Shenandoah River,
and of building the boats best adapted to such river
cruising.
With the help of this volume, aided by its
abundant plans and illustrations, any boy or man who
has a little mechanical skill can turn out for himself at
trifling expense a canoe alike durable and beautiful.
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calf rushed frantically by,

and had scarcely disappeared in the bushes before the Doctor ran up and inquired if the Captain had seen the deer, which he was sure was
mortally

wounded,

Doctor,” exclaimed

pass

that

way.

“Why,

the Captain, ‘‘is it possible

that you took that calf for a deer?”
- The Doctor’s countenance lengthened;

and

then “a light on his visage spread,” and he replied:
“I was not certain whether it was a calf
or a deer, and I therefore aimed so that I would

hit if a deer, or miss if it turned
calf.”
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A FEW years since, a friend informed me he
shot a sheldrake flying from the lake to his nest.
On throwing him into his boat two live pickerel,
about

four inches
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Dr. S. prided himself upon his skill as a
woodsman and rifle shot; but his merit in this
regard was not recognized by an uncharitable
world.
One day he and Captain B. went out
deer hunting.
They separated, and soon the
Captain heard his companion shoot. A moment
later a terror-stricken
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Manual of Instructions for Capturing all Kinds of
Fur-Bearing Animals, and Curing their Skins; with
observations on the fur trade, hints on life in the
woods,
narratives of trapping and hunting excursions.
By
S. Newhouse
and other trappers
and
sportsmen.
Ninth
edition.
Cloth.
Illustrated.
Price, $1.
This is the best book on trapping ever written.
It
gives full descriptions
of all the animals
which the
American trapper is likely to meet with, tells how they
live, how to trap them and how to care for and cure
their pelts.
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This shows how pickerel may be transported
accidentally to waters where they are not wanted.
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By F. R. Webb (‘‘Commodore’’).
Many illustrations of
designs and plans of canvas canoes and their parts.
Two large, full-sized working (24x38) drawings in a
pocket in a cover.
Cloth, 115 pages.
Price, $1.25.
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each year there is less rain, and it is a harder
matter to grow crops.
It explains why our rivers
are gradually becoming more and more shallow,
why the water-power that turned a hundred mills,
now turns none and is replaced by steam.
It is
something that is taking place all over our country.
The clearing up of each swamp like this

BROOK TROUT FOR SALE.
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fine supply of Brook Trout, all
sizes for stocking purposes. "Al

Livingston Stone.
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How to Build

a Motor Launch from Plans

With General Instructions for the Care and Running of
Gas eS.
By Charles G. Davis.
166 pages, 40
diagrams, 9 folding drawings, and 8 full-page plates.
Price, $1.50.
“How to Build a Launch from Plans” is a new book,
written by Charles G. Davis for the benefit of power
yachtsmen who wish to build their own boats, or who
wish to know whether or not they are being built in a
proper and workmanlike manner.
The great and widespread interest now being taken in
the building and running of power boats has created a
demand for a really good work on the subject, and in
writing his book Mr. Davis has covered the matter in a
thorough and lucid way.
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Practical Dog Training; or, Training vs. Breaking.
By
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To which is added a chapter on training pet dogs, by an amateur.
Cloth, 165 pages. Price, $1.
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By Fred Mather.
A handsome volume, printed
paper, bound in green and gold, and illustrated
new portrait of Mr. Mather, and with portraits
“men” of whom he writes so delightfully.
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Books.

These books have taken their place as classics in the
literature of New England village and woods life.
Mr.
Robinson’s characters are peculiar, quaint and lovable;
one reads of them now with smiles and now with tears
(and need not be ashamed to own to the tears).
Mr.
Robinson writes of nature with marvélous insight; his is
the ready word, the phrase, to make a bit of landscape, a
scene of outdoors, stand out clear and vivid like a
startling flashing out from the reader’s own memory.
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444 So. 43d St., Philadelphia, Pa.

The Finest Tarpon Fishing in
the World is now in Season at

TAMPICO,
Season

lasts

MEXICO.
until

May

larger

animals

had

and

other

all retired

ani-

before

desolate solitudes.

THEO.

G.

Ist.

Tarpon outfits for sale or rent.
Boats and boatmen.
Superior accommodation at Hotel Hidalgo for fishermen
and their families.
Over one thousand
tarpon caught
last winter.
See photos at Abbey & Imbrie, 18 Vesey
St., New York.
Address HOTEL HIDALGO, Tampico, Mexico.

EGER,

Another

From

her

outlook

on

the

hill

who

lived

under

the

shadow

of her

incident will show

have

one

for

the solicitude that

another.

In

northwestern

Maine there lives an old man who has become
an expert trapper.
One of his chief delights is
to distance any other man in the number of foxes
captured.
While on a vacation
last season
I

chanced one day to fall in with this famous trap-

G. M.

& CO., General Avedtat!

per, and had from his lips the following:
came satisfied years ago that foxes often

ee 19 State Street, New ae
SY

her.

friend,

foxes

Fast Modern Steamships
and Superior Service
i WM. P. CLYDE

about

the theft would be charged upon her and her life
would be sought.
Whatever her mental processes, she was never
known to molest the farmyards nearest her retreat, but would often go miles from her home
and there make havoc at the expense of some
poor farmer.
Her cunning enabled her to surely
retain her home and prolong her days.

The ‘‘ Clyde Line”’ is the favorite route between NEW YORK, BosToN, PHILADELPHIA,
and EASTERN POINTS, and CHARLESTON, 8.
C., and JACKSONVILLE, FLA., making direct
connection for all points South and Southwest

their fellows out of trouble.

——————————

out

as

usual

“I behelped

Not long ago I went

in late autumn

and

set some

traps

for foxes. Sickness called me away from home,
so that I did not get an opportunity to visit my

“AMERICAN DUCK SHOOTING”
By GEORGE

HUNTER’S

The

our

St. Johns River Service between
Jacksonville, Palatka, De Land,
Sanford, Enterprise, Fla., and Intermediate Landings

Paradise.

MECKLENBURG
MINERAL
SPRINGS
Chase City, Virginia.

mals.

fissures and small caves, oc-

days by bears

home, but her cunning (or reason shall I call it?)
would not allow the thought of molesting them.
She seemed to well understand that she and her
young could be seen by the family, hence she
reasoned that if fowl disappeared from the yard

Jacksonville, Fla,

THE MECKLENBURG
HOTEL
and GAME PRESERVES.

Ghe

in earlier

she could plainly discern the fowl in the yard of

(NNew York, Boston ana
Charleston, S. 6,

Plentiful

etc.

Address
BOOKLET
DEPARTMENT
Pinehurst General Office
Pinehurst,
~
North Carolina

Sportsman’s

cupied

boled
Direct
All-Water Route
Between

Consumptives absolutely excluded

The

old col-

rock near the summit she would remain for
hours planning her campaign and nightly raids
on neighboring farmyards, while her young gam-

Shooting Preserve
Tennis

of my

One old fox seemed to hold undisputed sway of
the wily throne.
On a smooth surface of the

Golf Courses
35,000 Acres
Never
More

of one

the tide of civilization to more

One of 18 and one of 9 holes

Quail

home

lege professors there was a high hill. Its rocky
sides were covered with small trees and bushes.

and Recreation

Two

THE term “cunning as a fox” is by no means
an ill-jointed figure of speech. Those who know
best the habits of the fox are the most ready to
accord to him the well-earned epithet “wily reynard.” Not only is he careful of his own, reputation and life, but he has a sort of a Masonic
solicitude for all of his craft. Two incidents, as
related by eye-witnesses, will serve well to illustrate this.

BIRD GRINNELL

No single gunner, however wide his experience, has himself covered the whole broad field
of duck shooting, and none knows so much about

the sport that there
learn.

Each

one

may

is nothing
acquire

left for him
a vast

amount

to
of

novel information by reading this complete and
most interesting book. It describes, with a portrait, every species of duck, goose
and
swan
known to North America; tells of the various
methods of capturing each, the guns, ammunition,

loads, decoys and boats used in the sport, and
gives the best account ever published of the retrieving Chesapeake Bay dog.
About 600 pages, 58 portraits of fowl, 8 fullpage plates, and many vignette head and tailpieces by Wilmot Townsend.
Price, edition de luxe on hand made paper,
bound in buckram, plates on India tint paper,
each copy numbered and signed by author, $5.00.
Price library edition, $3.50.
FOREST

AND

STREAM

346 Broadway,

New

PUB.

CO.

STREAM

than

a week.

meantime

where it had been, taking a wider and wider
sweep every time. At length, about a quarter of
a mile distant from where it had been placed, in
a dense piece of woods, I found my missing trap
and a fox in it, fast by the leg. The old fellow
was

remarkably

fresh

and

active,

had been in the trap apparently
The snow

about him was

although

for some

well trodden

he

days.

down, and

lying all around him, within his reach, were an
abundance of dead mice.
If his fox friends
could not release the captive they were determined that he should not starve.”
B. S. RipEout.

A Bit of Unnatural

History.

It was a sultry afternoon in July. No rain had
fallen for weeks and the dead leaves of last year’s
‘growth gave loud response to the lightest touch.
Seated
Weoka

near each other on
the banks
of
Creek were Dr. Rawls and myself

leaps toward

sued by a blacksnake.

PUBLISHING

In the

out to see what the sport was.
My traps were
all unmolested except one, that was nowhere to
be found.
I began to circulate around the place

ing desperate

By Nessmuk.
Cloth, 160 pages.
Illustrated. Price, $1.
A book written for the instruction and guidance of
those who go for pleasure to the woods.
Its author,
having had a great deal of experience in camp life, has
succeeded admirably in putting
the wisdom so acquired
into plain and intelligible English:

AND

for more

the
at-

tempting to fish, but too languid to even strike
at a “bite.’
Suddenly, to our right and rear,
we heard an animated rustling of the dry leaves,
and quickly looking around beheld a trout mak-

York.

WOODCRAFT.

FOREST

traps

there had been a light fall of snow. When I had
a leisure half day I shouldered my gun and went

CO.

race,

and

so

the creek,

It was

closely contested

hotly pur-

a most
that

exciting

it was

quite

uncertain whether the trout would reach water
and safety or the snake win a dinner of fresh
meat.

Finally

by

one

mighty

effort

the

trout

leaped into the creek, and the snake halting on
the bank, with head elevated, peered over, the
very picture of blank dismay.
WATOOLA.

FORESTOAND

JAN. 27, 1906.]

The Death

stock

they took

of provisions

sick with

was

malarial

nearly

exhausted

fever, and by the

time they were recovering they had nothing to
eat, and worse still, no ammunition in camp. One

of them, a Scotchman, named
who had just recovered and
the others, saw a large grizzly
quite near the camp.
He told
said he intended to try to kill
endeavored

to dissuade

him

Donald McTavish,
felt stronger than
bear one morning
his comrades and
the animal.
They

from

the dangerous

act, and represented to him that the bear would
tear him in pieces.
He replied that he would
as soon be killed suddenly as die of starvation.
He then cut a heavy green wood bludgeon and
started

toward

the monster.

The

bear

came

on

to meet him, and when at close quarters, reared
on his hindlegs. The bold Highlander swung his
heavy club with both hands and by strange good
luck it struck him a terrible blow across the nose,
and down he went as if stricken by a flash of
lightning.
The animal was completely stunned,
and a few thrusts of a long-bladed knife finished

the business.
Those skilled in ursine lore are
well aware of the fact that the nose is the most
vulnerable part
concentration in
sation from the
range, with an

of a bear, in consequence of the
that organ of the nerves of senbrain.
At close, hand to hand
ounce and a half of No. 3 shot

and five drams of good strong powder behind it,
I am of opinion that the largest grizzly in
America can be killed more suddenly than a 250grain bullet can do the work, even if it passed
through the center of the heart.
I think no man
with a No. 10 double breechloader, thus charged,

need be one bit afraid of the grizzly, if he only

keeps

cool

and

remembers

that

the

nose

is the

seat of death. I don’t mean to advocate the shotgun for grizzly hunting. I only state my belief.
ALGONQUIN.

Back in buffalo days and Indian military posts
West,

there

was

at

one

of the

posts

French half-breed guide and interpreter
Battiste.
One day Battiste went down
sutler’s

store and

invested

in a new

a

named
to the

Winchester

rifle and a flask of. fluid. The latter purchase
having its usual effect, Battiste returned to the
post feeling very happy.
Not far off he saw a
pig belonging to the Major; and thinking to try
his new rifle, fired at it and mortally wounded
it. ‘The next day the Major said to him:
“Battiste, you killed my pig. I shall charge
you $1o for it.”
“Him dead?” inquired Battiste.
“Yes.”
“Well, give him to me

SUPPLIES

Backus Dog Crates, perfectly ventilated, Buffet for feed and water cup attached.
The best
and lightest crate in use. A complete assortment of Sergeant’s, Glover’s, Dent’s, Johnson’s
and Spratt’s Dog Medicines
Austin’s, Excelsior, Old Grist Mill, Ideal and Spratt’s Dog
and Puppy Cakes.
Collars, Whips, Leads, Chains, Brushes, Books, etc. A complete list in
our immense 162 page Illustrated Catalogue, mailed free.

Excelsior Wire and Poultry Supply Company, Dept. A. O.
W. V. RUSS,

Kennel
Ads under this
cents in capitals).

Proprietor

26 and 28 Vesey St., New York City

St.Louis World’s Fair, 1904:
Paris Exposition, 1900:

Special.

head 2 cents a word, a time
Cash must accompany order.

(or

Manufacture

DOG TRAINING IN SOUTH
CAROLINA.
I want to handle a few young dogs on quail. I bag from
25 to 40 birds a day, with experienced dogs. I train
according to B, Waters’ methods of handling, and prefer
to handle dogs for experienced sportsmen.
I have had
twenty years’ experience in the Southern quail grounds.
I also train dogs to horseback hunting.
All correspondence
promptly. answered.
My
prices are $8 per
month up till April 15. A. G. MINTZ, Blacksburg, S.C.
4
FOX HOUNDS,
RABBIT
HOUNDS,
Partridge Dogs that stay at tree. B. L.
aine.
For Sale.—Fifteen
old.
Send stamp
Garland, Me.

Spratt’s Patent
(America)

For Sale.—Full-blood English BEAGLE Hounds, Hunters that are hunted.
OAKLAND BEAGLE KENNELS,
Poutiac, Mich.

Mailed

*

;

3

ON

Mo.

Francisco,

Cal.

DISEASES

FREE

TO

FEED.

to any address

by the author.

1278 Broadway, New York.

B.

By

WATERS,

Broadway,

New

York.

BLOODHOUNDS.
I seli
pups
S

breeding.
|

thatt are

Bloodhounds

in

chara cter

and
They will honor their name in the Show-ring

or on the trail.

D

R.

K

N

O

Imperial
Kennels,

X,

DANBURY,

CONN.

Bloodhound
*~
*%
%

AT STUD
Terrier Edgewood

Boston

Benny,

by Champion Butte, 2 years, 17 lbs.
Perfect head color,
markings,
disposition.
Winner at Trenton, Pittsburg,
White Plains.
First 10 bitches booked will be bred at $5
each. One of the surest dogs at stud, rarely ever missing.
VINE COTTAGE KENNELS, West Haven, Conn.

then, I eat him.”

Have You a Dog?

4

“I no eat him.I no. pay you,” said Battiste.
“T-have charged you $10 on the book,” said the
‘Major, “and you will have to pay it.”
Whereat |
' Battiste.went
off highly incensed, muttering, .“By
gar! I-no eat’him, I no pay him. I fix him.”
'
In the: winter-the Major and Battiste were run- ning buffalo, and the Major’s horse jumped into
-.a deep coulée which ‘was’ filled with ‘snow, and
‘in the struggle:to
get out, the Major was buried
under the horse, only -his head being visible.
' “Battiste, help!” cried the Major.
“Yes,” said Battiste, advancing to the edge of
the coulée, “I help you, you scratch out him
Detramee
a
“Yes, yes,’ cried the Major, “I’ll scratch him
out.”
_ “Ver good,” said Battiste, “the old woman, you
buy him dress?”
“Ves,” said the Major, “come, hurry up.”
“Yes, I help: you,” said Battiste, and he proceeded-to extricate the Major from his unenviable position.
ea Waeo:

BOOK

346

For Sale——Whitman
Kennels, breeders of fine Boston
Terriers.
Puppies and old dogs can be registered,
EDWIN WHITE, East Whitman, Mass,
4

BLOWER

Louis,

St., San

For use in dog training. Price, $2.00.
mail, $2.10. Send for circular,

English Setter pups for sale at once.
Ozark Bell Tel. Co., Springfield, Mo.
4

J. KANNOFSKY,

RABBITS,

IMPROVED SPIKE COLLAR.

Ferrets,

Taxidermists.

St., St.

H. CLAY GLOVER, D. V. S.,

BY DICK BELTON
out of My Lady II.
Both registered winners.
FOUR
BLUE BELTON
ENGLISH
SETTERS for sale.
Price $50 each, regardless of sex.
Age, eight months.
Perfect condition and form.
KING AND QUEEN’S KENNEL,
Montague, Essex County, Va.

of well broken

for

PUPPIES,

AND

AND QUEEN’S KENNEL
(registered A.K.C.)
undertakes the training of hunting dogs.
Each dog
receives individual instruction, and no one except trainer
handles.
No whipping permitted; only force collar and
patience in manipulation.
Terms $8 per month for board
and a final fee of $25.
Nothing guaranteed except best
skill in training.
Further eauealass apply
to ESSEX
PARK GAME PRESERVE,
Montague, aces County,
Virginia.

have a number

foods

1324 Valencia

HOW

KING

SALE.—I

714 S. 4th

Ltd.

DOG

Norwegian bearhounds,
Irish wolfhounds, deer and cat
hounds.
English bloodhounds, American foxhounds.
4cent stamp for illustrated catalogue.
ROOKWOOD
KENNELS,
Lexington,’
Ky.

CLEARANCE

prepared

Write for Catalogue1e, “Dog Culture,”;
ctical
with
chapters on the feeding, kenneling and aiaeaeenipracti
ent of
dogs, also chapters on cats.
450 Market St., Newark, N, J.

FOX HOUND PUPS, 2 to 14 months
for list
SNOW
BIRD KENNELS,

dogs in pointers, setters and hounds that I will sell
cheap rather than carry them over.
GEO. W. LOVELL,
Middleboro, Mass.

specially

POULTRY,
PIGEONS,
GAME,
BIRDS,
FISH.

P “Oh!” -replied the Major, “I had him for breakast.”

PATENT
(LTD.)

DOGS,
CATS,

Coon Hounds,
CALL, Dexter,

Sporting
and Pet Dogs
for sale.
Pigeons,
Belgian Hares and Swine.
Stamp
for reply.
LLOYDT, Athens, Bradford, Co., Pa,

Gold Medal & Highest Award
Gold Medal & Highest Award

SPRATT’S

3

AM.

Two registered
F. LATHROP,

in the

159

KENNEL

of the Grizzly.

Editor Forest and Stream:
It may not be amiss in these days of crying out
for rifles of greater power for the slaughter of
big and dangerous game, to tell a little true story
of how simple a thing it is to kill the most formidable monster of America.
Many years ago, during the heat of the gold
fever, three miners were in camp in British Columbia digging for gold. Just at a time when
their

SIEREAM.

i

and Manufacturer of
Artificial eyes for birds, animals and manufacturing purposes a specialty.
Send for prices. All kinds of skulls for
the fur trade.
369 Canal St., New York.
Please mention Forest -AND STREAM.

SAVE
Write

YOUR TROPHIES.
for our Illustrated Catalogue,

“Heads and Horns.”
It gives directions for preparing and preserving Skins,
Antlers, etc. Also prices for Heads and Rugs, Birds and
Fish, and all kinds of work in Taxidermy.

Ward’s Natural Science Establishment,
ROCHESTER,

N. Y.

Then let us send you Polk Miller’s
celebrated Book on Dogs; How to
Take Care of Them; the eloquent Sen-

ator Vest’s masterful Tribute to
INH a Dog, and“A Yellew Dog’s Love
YW for a Nigger” (famous poem). Wewill
send you all of the above for 10c just to advertise
Sergeant’s
Famous
Dog
Remedies.
Address POLK
MILLER
DRUG CO. 859 Main St. Richmond, Va.

When writing
AND STREAM,

say you

saw

the ad.

in Forest

~ ROWLAND.

TAXIDERMIST,
A specialty

| No.

in mounting Moose, Elk, Caribou
heads,
Call and examine work,

182 SIXTH

Tel. 4205 Chelsea.

Near

18th

and

Deer

AVENUE,
St.,

NEW

YORK.

Our Specialty—Finest Quality—Soft as a Glove.

!

| Swedish Leather Jackets
Now Being Ordered for Fall Shooting
Dog

Soft and pliable as kid. A complete protection to sportsmen or any exposed to
cold. Worn under the overcoat, they are a handsome garment and much used. A
capital jacket for bicycle use, skating and driving. Also automobile use.

Sweaters

Made of crimson color Shaker yarn, closely knit and shaped. Very warm.
suited for Boston terriers, fox terriers and other smooth-coated dogs.
No. 10%.
Suitable for Boston terrier, 12 to 15 lbs. weight.
No.
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No. 16%.
ve
‘* ‘pull dogs
Price on any of above sizes -
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35

“

35 to 50 “
us
Each $2.00

Carried in stock in crimson color. Made to order in
white, blue, dark green, dark brown, black, etc.

Dog
Made of bottle green felt cloth.

2.50
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8" We take the entire product of the manufacturers
this make
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2.50

GOODS
-

COMPANY
Boston, Mass.

any

WARNING
One of New York’s big water mains burst under Fifth Avenue and the Niagara
Water entered the basement of our new store at 349 Fifth Avenue, opposite
the Waldorf-Astoria, and within a few minutes we had fourteen feet of water

in the whole spacious room. We had almost finished our new costly mahogany
fixtures on the ground floor, and our incomparable stock cf fine Francotte guns
and New Model ‘“Knockabout” Guns, Mauser Rifles and Pistols, as well
as Mannlicher-Shoenauer rifles were upstairs. and the finest and largest stock
of high-grade ** Smith” Guns which is probably carried by any dealer in this
Country, Fine Fishing Tackle and Photographic Goods were also out of
harm’s way.
Many other goods down-stairs were being whirled around for

hours in the basement salesroom like a canoe in Niagara’s whirlpool.
Large
shipments of the finest imported English Leather Goods, Luncheon Baskets
and a full stock of the finest Athletic Goods, Tennis Goods, and a fully
equipped Golf Department and many other articles received their baptism in
the new place.
Carpenters were at work in the basement and our fixtures here
were almost completed.
‘he force of the water was such that it burst the steel

and cement wall separating us from the Billings basement, and partitions and

wall were forced some sixty feet north.
The wreck in these goods is complete,
and we herewith notify our many friends and customers that while our Gun and

Ammunition business has not been crippled in the least, our Golf, Tennis
and Athletic Goods Departments, which are new additions to our business,
will be put backsome weeks.
Our loss will be more indirect than direct, as we
naturally will be reimbursed for damage done. Our ground floor store, which
we endeavor

to make

the

most

elegant, finest

exclusive

sporting goods

establishment in the world, has not been touched, and in making repairs in
the basement, we expect to make a few changes, which will make this spacious

salesroom even better than it would have been without the bursting of the main.
We hope to see our old friends at our new place, which we will occupy
exclusively in a few weeks.

VON LENGERKE & DEIMOLD,
349
Opp.

FIFTH

The Waldorf-Astoria,

AVENUE
Near

34th

Street, New

York

BALLISTITE
The

best shotgun

smokeless

powder

on earth, but barred

of the INTERSTATE ASSOCIATION
is

going

because

to make some marvelous scores during
SUI

Ce

SENR

WATCH

LOME

IOLA

THIS

SE MUIR

out

it is foreign,

1906.
Seen

SPACE

BALLISTITE

107 Washington
Sole

for NOBEL’S

EXPLOSIVES

elsewhere

of above Finest Jackets,

in the United

States.

CO., Ltd., Glasgow,

Scotland

American

READ
Street,
Agents

@

SONS
BOSTON,

for these

Finest

Imported

MASS. .
Skins.

AT THE SIGN OF
THE BLUE ROCK
Superior shooting qualities
have always been closely
linked in the public mind with
the Greener gun, and since
the invention of the Greener
choke bore in 1875 the distribution of shot at long
range has been much improved.
In fact, it is only
by adopting the Greener
system of choke boring that
scientific distribution of shot
is possible. By this system
the results have remained
regular through long series
of
shots with over 80 per.
VS):
QV.
Nee)
Waintans
cent. of the standard charge
evenly distributed in a 30 inch circle at 40 yards.
So much sought after is this extra close shooting, if coupled
with even distribution, that it is by common consent rated as the
most essential quality in a shotgun and is the hardest to produce.
An interesting example of this quality was shown in a Greener.
gun used by the late E. D. Fulford, in which he killed 421 live
pigeons straight with one retrieved dead out of bounds, which is
a record that has never even been approached for closeness and
regularity of shooting.
This special feature is found in all Greener Grand Prize
pigeon guns, and the distinguishing mark of this grade is an
English Blue Rock Pigeon engraved on the rib.
Where this is found it is a guarantee that the gun has been
specially bored for close pattern and even distribution.
Guns
bored this way are equally valuable for live birds, clay targets,
duck shooting, etc. We have a large stock of them in all grades.

J. H. LAU @ CO, 7% ctpter sire
Sole Agents

be obtained

2.00

Send for free book of ‘“‘doggy”’ goods.

IVER JOHNSON
SPORTING
163-165 Washington Street,
~

cannot

Send measurement around chest outside vest.
If money is sent with order, we
will forward free by mail; and if not satisfactory on receipt, we will return money
on return of Jacket.
Entirely different from any other make.
=" As there are many different makes of Leather Jackets in the market advertised as finest, etc., mostly made here of common skins, we invite those desiring
such to send for one of ours, and if not found superior on examination to any other
it can be returned at our expense, and we will refund money.

Blankets

10 inches long (length of back)

and

A-Quality, of the very finest skin, brown grass-color, $18.00
B-Quality, 2d grade, - $15.00
Black Jackets at
$7.00, $8.00 and $10.00

“ec

No.

15

Especially

20

HENRY C. SQUIRES @ SON,
Cortlandt St.,
NEW YORK.
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THE ROBERTS SAFETY LAUNCH AND YACHT BOILER.
THE

ROBERTS

SAFETY

WATER

TUBE

BOILER

[FEB. 3, 1906.
250 pounds of steam.
§
Lp ega
catalugue free.
ORKS:
hee BANK,
New Jerse
Bruniva, New Y
Telephone Rdaread 599 Cortlandt.

Nearly 1500 in use.
Cable Address:

COMPANY,

39 and

41 Cortlandt

Street,

New

York.

Was Cowper a Wing Shot?
Cowper, although a most beautiful writer, evidences in his poem, “The Symptoms of Love,”
that he could not have been—using the hackneyed
term—a true sportsman.
In the second verse of
the poem he says:
“Let her guess what I muse on when rambling alone,
I stride o’er the stubble each day with my gun,
Never ready to shoot till the covey is flown.”

Now, did Cowper expect to pot
Could he shoot flying?
We think

the covey?
not.
What

an abominable condition he must have fallen into
not to have had his love reveries completely
broken up by the whirr of the startled birds. We

cannot

think

he uses

the poet was
of the quail

WILLIAMS.
MS-WHITTELSEY COMPANY, *
Ane een Ty
SPEED AND CRUISING YACHTS AND MOTOR BOATS
DESIGNERS

HIGH

tw Steinway,

Long

Island

City, N. Y.

AND

Members of the National Association of Engine and Boat Manufacturers.

ICE BOATS and ICE BOAT PARTS
We have ready for shipment 20-foot boats with 150 square feet of sail. Price, complete,
$1oo.
This boat is well built, readily shipped, easily set up, and fast. We build larger boats
to order, and make a specialty of runners, st2eringgear, blocks, speciai forgings, etc.

MERRIMAN

BROTHERS,

162 Commercial St, BOSTON MASS.
We

Want

to Teil

You

‘‘WHY’?

Mullins
are the fastest boats built—the

safest

boats

indesign,

built,

the

most

elegant

tion—why they are “‘neiseless’?
The ideal boat for summer resorts.

finish

why

and

they

ease of opera-

“‘Can’t

Sink.’

Boats,

Row

Boats, Hunting and

The

fastest

boat

of its

size

and

power

built,

length, 22 feet—6 and 10 H. P., Mullins Reversible

Engine—Speed, 11-14 miles an hour. *°Fast—Safe
—Noiseless,
The lowest priced ‘‘ Good’’
motor
boat built.

31-2 and 6
H.P. Singl

Sea

Watkins
>

hae

boats

for

Pressed
families,

are absolutely
The W.H.
(Member

Steel

semmer

Mullins

Pleasure
resorts,

safe.

boat

Boats
liveries,

Co., 126 Franklin

are the ideal
etc.

St., Salem, O.

National Ass’n of Engine and Boat Manufacturers.)

going power, reliability, economy

Our

Marine

=

and attractive

Gasoline

appearance

is utterly

ruined

by

Homo.

Was ‘It a Dream?
I was attached to the Eighth U. S. Cavalry,
Col. Shafter commanding, stationed at that time

at Fort Clark, in Texas, near the Rio Grande
River. It was often my duty to carry dispatches
to the adjacent posts.
On one occasion of the
incident which I am about ‘to relate I was on
my way to Lieut. Van Vleet, in command of a

my

lap ready

for an

Apache

or

anything

approaching

me.

I

seemed

powerless

to

suddenly I awoke and sprung up into a sitting
position, grasped my carbine and put a bullet
through the brain of a very large panther not

Engines of Quality
-

of Love”

move or defend myself.
Thus I ‘lay on my
back until he was within a few feet of me, when

catalogue in the hands of every ’ yacht owner who desires to better'the

ngine

Symptoms

this one tell-tale stanza.

Was

They

WE want to place our brand new, handsomely illustrated and complete

lhefo

“The

else.
It was nearly 11 P. M. when I fell fast
asleep.
I must have slept soundly two hours,
when I commenced dreaming (?) that a panther

Fishing Boats,

which illustrates and describes our complete line of craft.

Mullins

poetic license, does it not detract from the romance in reading such otherwise beautiful verses
to suspect for one moment
Cowper should be
guilty of such a detestable act as he intimates.

across

Write Today for Our Free Catalog of
Motor

flown,” or was very “slow on the trigger.’ Such
lines sound harsh to a wing-shot.
Granting the

my horse, eaten my H. T. and coffee, lain down
with my saddle and blanket, no shelter but the
starry canopy above, with my carbine lying

boats built—the most durable

and

fear

small post on the Frio River, about seventyfive miles distant.
It was on my return trip
and I rode late to get to water; had picketed

Noiseless Steel Motor Boats
|

a poetic license, and

either unacquainted with the habits
he hoped to see “before they had

of his craft.

more than fifteen feet distant and in exactly the
place where I dreamed(?) he was.
No more
sleep for me that night, and as the gray of dawn
was

appearing

in the

east.

I was

with his skin to carry into camp.

on

my way
Sam.

Engines,

from2 to 12 horse power, represent no obsolete styles, but the very newest
patterns, of assured efficiency and strength—weight only where weight is required. Built under the direction of manufacturers of years of experience in
ae
a model gas and gasoline engine plant, trom the very highest

f=

THE

FRANK

grade of material, machined by skilled and careful workmen. Every
engine carefully ‘tested, from five to ten hours unde: full load,
before shipment. Fully’ guaranteed. Write to-day for catalog and
prices which are bound to interest you
M. WATKINS MANUFACTURING CO., 526 Baymiller St., Cincinnati, O

THE COMPLETE SPORTSMAN.
By HOWLAND
Cloth, Royal Octavo,
PRICE,

FOREST

AND

STREAM

GASPER.

277 pages,
TWO

CO.,
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NEW

TRADE MARK.

FOR THE HIGHEST
QUALITY in VARNISH
FOR

17 illustrations.

HOUSE

OR

YACHT,

be sure each can bears the above Trade Mark,
which stands for seventy—-eight years of high
grade varnish making.

DOLLARS.

PUBLISHING

/|\\

YORK.

EDWARD

SMITH

@

COMPANY,

Varnish Makers and Color Grinders,
59 Market Street,
45 Broadway,
Chicago, Il.
New York.
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Patience

and

AN DiS IR ESAM.

Give
Where

or throwing

a fly.

Leave

such

toward

wise-

been

without

Rod

is Supreme

tang-

It’s free.

.

Our Rods are the origzvad Steel Fishing Rods.
We have been making them for over 15 years, Look
for our name and trade-mark “‘ BRISTOL”
on every reel seat. They are absolutely guaranteed to
be free from defects in material or workmanship.

And if the fish is not finally

if the long vigil has

Steel

the fisherman.

beautiful Catalogue telling more.

come the reward.
Perseverance
virtue.
Hope springs eternal in

the angler’s breast.
creeled,

<@ Tistol-

Take

What the “* BRISTOL” Rod is to the ordinary wood rod, our Combination Reel and Handle is to
the ordinary reel. The reel is placed in the center of the handle, forming a part of same, securing a
perfect balance of the whole.
:
These are only two of the desirable features of the ‘‘BRISTOL”’ Steel Fishing Rods.
Send for our

acres to their conceit. The patient angler is wiser
than they. He knows that after all the waiting
there may yet
is his cardinal

the

and

They give just enough when the fish strikes, the delicate spring of the rod hooking him instantly and
securely.
S:
They ¢ake up the slack line promptly, thus preventing the fish from shaking loose when he rushes

might well better give his time to than dangling
a bait-line

Steel Fishing Rods

Hope.

OnE of the most mysterious features of angling, to one who has not the gift, is the patience
with which a man will sit at the end of his rod,
hour after hour, and half a day or a day at a
time, though never a nibble nor a rise gives him
encouragement.
The uninitiated
are
wont
to
scoff at such perseverance; they are always ready
with a dozen or two other things that a man

165

ible fruition, yet is he not without compensation,
for has he not all day long been indulging in the

THE

pleasures of hope?
To-morrow, perhaps, he will
prove again not only the joys of anticipation, but
the satisfaction of basketing a fish as well; and

HORTON

A CALENDAR

MFG. CO., 84 Horton Street, Bristol, Conn.

:

is an absolute necessity in every home and office. Why not have
to-day in silver for our handsomely colored calendar for 1906.

a beautiful

one?

Send 10 cents

so to-morrow you will find him once more at his
post.

Two Grand

Prizes St. Louis Exposition

A Pioneer Incident.
In the early days of the Western
Reserve,
when wolves were more numerous than settlements, a man by the name of Guild, living not a
thousand miles from Geauga county, had occasion to go to mill, some four miles distant—the
only road being a trail through the woods—and
not being the fortunate owner of a horse, had to

pack his own grist.

Returning late in the after-

noon he had got within about half a mile of home
when, on happening to look back, he saw two

wolves

some

twenty

rods

away,

following

little rise of ground

near

the source

noise, the sight that met their
soon to be forgotten.
There

bareheaded,

with

arms

of all this

eyes was one not
the fellow
was

and

legs

tight

clasped

around a tree, sitting flat on the ground and the
wolves squatted on their haunches some ten rods
away evidently enjoying the sport.
TAMARACK.

Wild
“Ir doesn’t
in a letter,

quite fair,” my

“to shoot turkeys

wife wrote

at night on their

roosts.”
I had something this same idea myself when I first tried it. Between me and the

full moon

a great

turkey

was

crouching

close

Before

guide

through

roost, and if ever
chicken thief I did.

the

woods

toward

next moment? and as I saw him majestically sail
through

went

a sudden

the

treetops

revolution.

my

feelings

under-

At that moment

I

realized that it was a case of misplaced sentiment.
I determined the next time a wild turkey

came my way to throw sentiment to the winds
and take with thankfulness any unfair advantage
fate might offer.
Tob. B:

It Sometimes

Every now

and then he would

raise his

head to be sure that his prey was still there, and
then another rod of wallowing through the salt

mud. At last he comes to an “aim,” and raises
to his knee—only to find that he had been stalking the flagstaff and pennant of a sloop in Beach
Thoroughfare,

three miles

a

STEEL

| |can in any way compare with this—our
cessive annual edition.
| | Mailed

ROD.

FREE

Send

on application.

105th suc—
for it NOW.

MODERN

CHARLES
Send

318-320 Fulton

DISCH,

This treatise is after
It combines
training.
and force systems of
tive description of the

St.,

srooxtyn. sy.

for Tackle

TRAINING.

By B. Waters.
Handling and Kennel Management.
lustrated.
Cloth, 373 pages.
Price, $2.

FOREST

Catalogue.

the modern professional system of
the excellence of both the suasive
education, and contains an exhaususes and abuses of the spike collar.

PUBLISHING

STREAM

AND

II-

CO.

When writing say you saw the ad. in “Forest and Stream.”
Gelephone

2255

Main

Cable,

WILSON

@

Wilsails,

prominent

We have furnished sails to the following

UC.

SILSBY

MAKERS
SAIL
BOSTON,
aA
aA

YACHT
ROWE’S WHARF,

W.

MASS.

yachts: Constitution, Defender, Volunteer, Jubilee, Colonia,

Independence, Ailsa, Navahoe, Weetamoe, Uncle Sam, Effort, Calypso, Flirt, Ariadne, Quissetta, Constance,
Vergemere, Resolute, Chanticleer, Senta, Snapper, Raider, Little Haste, Sally VII, Chloris, and many others.

G. R. LILJEGREN,

i

Gothenburg, Sweden, {5,°Siifurepesn Countries

d

Happens So.

Capt, “BriLL” ELpripcE was just pulling his boat
ashore after a duck hunt one day, when a glance
across the Absecom meadow showed him the long
head and neck of a blue heron.
‘“That’s my bluejimmy,” said the Captain as he threw himself on
his stomach and began to wriggle toward the

game.

Se

$2.75,

the

an honest man felt like a
But just at that moment the

turkey straightened out his long neck, and by
the “moonshine” I saw that he was perfectly
aware of our presence.
He showed his exact
knowledge of shotgun range by taking wing the
away

buying

sre

I am clearing out 500 Steel Rods, cork grips |J.M.
@ CO.
THORBURN
36 CORTLANDT STREET, NEW YORK
é
Established 1802.
only.
Bait Rods, 6%, 7%, 8% feet; Fly|
Rods, 9 and ro feet.

to the limb of a tree and I was just out of gunshot.
I had stolen along cautiously with my
darky

to secure a copy of our 1906 Catalogue

makes an appreciation of its merits and artistic exceilence Impossible. No garden annual published

Postage, 10 cents extra.
Also 100 gross Trout Flies, six assorted on
card, at 6c. per card.

Turkeys by Night.
seem

Failure

his

track.
Off went the grist and up a tree he
started, calling for help till he made the woods
ring. His father and brother, who were working
near the house, hearing the cry, each taking a
gun hastened to the rescue.
As they came up a

away!

Fact.

A.

EVERY

SMOKER

WANTS

ONE.

The most useful pocket lighter ever invented. Throw away your matches.
The ‘‘Instanto ’’ produces a steady flame, without matches, by simply removing the cover,

as shown

in illustrations,

fire, or shows the way in the dark.

The ‘‘Instanto’’

99

Lights

a cigar, gas

jet, kindles

G. L. STEINREICH

i

a

Useful every day and night of the year.

Pocket Cigar Lighter
2

AGENTS WANTED.

& CO., Department E, 127 Duane St., NEW YORK.

.-27
Bean
ea |

ct

!

.

(IGNITED BY AIR.)
Will not ignite unless exposed to the air, Absolutely safe. Always dea
With ordinary care Is
Conveniently carried in the vest pocket.
pendable.
Handsome Nickel Plated Lighter, 50 cents; Gun
practically indestructible.
Metal, $1.50; Sterling Silver, $3.50. Sent postpaid on receipt of stamps or

anne y DEES.

Pat. June
R. 27, 70S.
f

q
8
_

infringements
will be
vigorously
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Tarpon and Florida Tackle
upon

Will be ready about January 8th, 1906. Will be sent to anyone interested
receipt of their name.
If interested, should be pleased to have you call and examine our stock.

WILLIAM MILLS @ SON, 21 Park Place, New York
Manufacturer

and Dealer

mae

28

|

J. CONROY

THOS.

in

and ALL SOUTHERN

Ee.

TACKLE

VOM
95

and

97

HoOorF

Fulton

Street,

EsTABLISHED

ae

New

rE,

York.

1867,

Celebrated Manufacturer of High Grade RODS AND REELS
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THREE CATALOGUES
FISHING

CAMERAS,
KODAKS
and
PHOTOGRAPHIC
GOODS
One or all for the asking.
We

have everything in Guns, Fishing Tackle,
Photographic and Athletic Goods.
SUPERIOR QUALITY.
Lowest PRIcEs.

SPORTING

VON LENGERKE & ANTOINE

1901.
1904.

ESTABLISHED 1857
Highest
Award,
St. Louis,
Highest
Award,
Chicago,

Medal,
Medal,

and has more power.

We have our own repair shop and do all
repairs to guns and fishing tackle.

1904
1893

A Patent Fishing Reel, made of hard sheet metal, with an automatic drag,
spool 334 inch diameter. holding 200 yds. of line, winding line as fast as a mult

line.

The automatic drag, when fish is running, allows no slack

WM.

VOM

No. 351 South Fifth Street,

HOFE

-

All genuine reels bear my name.

FOR RIELES.

a

+

No branch store in any city.

The
saw.

Always

on

BASS

AND

TROUT

JOHN NORMAN, 4502

FLIES

Free for the Asking

S.—Write

|

———

Special

him.
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STREAM
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'

37 other

A

CHARLES

Full

for our large Catalogue.

Line

of

NEW

and

TACKLE,

Hooks,

Leaders, Minnow Gangs and Flies.
CATALOGUE

(profusely illustrated)

Tackle, Reels, Fish Hooks, Silk Worm
and every requisite for anglers.

Fly-Tiers’

Snelled

and

Rod-Makers’

of all grades

Fishing

Gut, Flies, Artificial Baits

Supplies.

Correspondence with Dealers solicited for Trade Prices.

PLATH

&

Yards,

price, 25c.

per

dozen.

Lyman

CANOE RIDGE, Pa.
Targets received.
They are the best I ever
CHARLES KincG, Gunsmith.

is as good as G. M. Skinner’s,
that
ace

Bait

he acknowledges

THE
Sale

by

all

STANDARD.
Dealers

A Convenience

in

SPORTING

GOODS.

Appreciated

Gold LionCockiniie

Booklet 52P and sample on request.
_ Jos. Dixon Crucible Co., Jersey City, N.J.

CO.

RO DS,

50

No. 635

in shotgun and rifle

barrels.

REELS
,
Anglers send 4 cents
in stamps

dozen.

When a dealer says that some other Spoon

For

It’s because the Talbot is absolutely noiseless,
responsive to the touch, perfect in action and
balance.
You can make casts of any length
. desired without over-run,
All Talbot reels are
quadruple multiplying and_ have spiral gears
which prevent lost motion.
The degree of accuracy in each part is one thousandth of a centimeter,
Talbot
material and workmanship is of the best and so guaranteed by us.
If you angle for game
Money refunded if not found precisely as advertised.
fish write us for our illustrated catalogue giring prices and testimonials of foremost
sportsmen, sent free on request.
COMPLIMENTARY:
With each reel sold this season we give
“Bait Casting,’’ ‘‘Care of Reel,’’ and General Tournament Rules.
W.H. TALBOT
REEL CO.,
2
Dept.16, NEVADA,
MO.

FIS H NG

per

Dixon’s

Graphite

will stop ‘‘ leading”

The Practical Poultry Keeper.
By Louis Wright.
Eight colored plates
illustrations.
Cloth, 311 pages.
Price, $2

15c.

|

flies on hair loop snells.

Ste. Catherine, Montreal, Canada

P.

price,

FOREST AND STREAM PUB. CO., 346 Broadway, New York.

IS

H. H. KIFFE CoO., 523 Broadway, N.Y.
Only maker in America who mounts

Yards,

G. M. SKINNER’S

Hand

Send for Our Illustrated Catalogue

_

25

Send for catalogue.

Tarpon and Florida Tackle

LYMAN’S

RAPID FIRING TARGETS

Sold for $3.50.

JULIUS

GOODS EXCLUSIVELY.

277 and 279 Wabash Avenue,
35, 37 and 39 Van Buren Street,
CHICAGO,
ILL.

On receipt of 4 cents in United States stamps we will send our 110-page catalogue.

Gold
Gold

and

SPORTS 3 3

GUN
GOODS
and
WINTER
SPORTS

And Dealer in Fishing Tackle.
Gold Medal Highest Award Buffalo,
Gold Medal Highest Award St. Louis,

TACKLE

33 SUMMER

| John Street

Fine Fishing Tackle & Sporting
Goods © Nour orL
TARPON, TUNA

~

SON,

62

Fulton

St., New}jYork.

Delicious Old Blends,
Ready to Serve.

The demand for Gold Lion Cocktails by the Gentleman Sportsman is
such that these goods are now put up
in protected packages convenient to
pack.
A cut of the Gold Lion marks every
package of the genutne.
even

varieties:

Manhattan, Vermouth, Dry Gin, Whiskey, Tom Gin
Martini and the American.
To be had in glass only—Large and small bottles.
At ee
Cafés, Drug Stores and wherever liquors
are sold.
THE COOK
& BERNHEIMER
CO.,
akers, New York.

Forest. and Stream
Copyright, 1906, by Forest and Stream Publishing Co.

LEN, VORK

Terms, $3 a Year. 10 Cts. a Copy. t
Six Months, ge

The object of this journal will be to studiously

promote a healthful interest in outdoor recreation, and to cultivate a refined taste for natural
objects.

Announcement in first number of
ForEsST AND STREAM, Aug. 14, 1878.

NOTICE

TO SUBSCRIBERS.

Beginning with Jan. 1, 1906, the subscription
price of Forest AND STREAM ts $3.00 per year;
$1.50 for six months; $1 for four months.
All subscriptions now on our books which
have been paid at the $4.00 rate, and which run
for any period into 1906, will be extended pro
rata to conform to the changed price.

oA LURDAY,

German
much

East

truth

The

MONTHLY

NUMBER.

Tus week the Forest AND STREAM

Shiras

pictures

one of twelve such enlarged monthly numbers

have

absoflash of light

real

by sudden

in the

absolute

darkness.

This

ural, unconscious,

unstudied,

tude of the game,
camera,

fixed

increases

our

The group

to

a generous

of doe and

stocked

gun

GAME.

WE take great pleasure in announcing a series
flashlight

photographs of wild game by Hon. George Shiras,
The first one

follow

in our

bers.
These
realm

vented

succeeding

pictures
of

is given

to-day;

special

others

monthly

will
num-

are altogether unique in the
Mr. Shiras himself in-

photography.

the instrument

necessary

for the work;

and to his quest of photographs of the wild creatures in their haunts he has devoted weeks and
months

of arduous

The

work.

results

secured have been most gratifying.
lights of wild game

wherever

he has

These flash-

seen have excited

the greatest interest and compelled unstinted admiration, both for the skill which secured them and
for their value as revelations
the artistic qualities which

of nature

have

followed

and for

characterize them.

As we have said, the photographs
Others

Shiras

Mr.

of African

game;

but

game

of Mr.

Shiras.

in Schillings’

As to this it may

be

said, perhaps, that the difference lies in the subjects; the American

ture

than

composes

an

deer is a more

African

with more

graceful crea-

lion, a Minnesota

of the

beauty

posed

are largely
Florida in

fields and

visiting

on whose

moose

grace than a rhinoceros

of

sportsmen

their

winter

the

the group

hints

of the

devoted to
whose well
prolific

from

the

pleasure.
not

opportunities

but

Minnie

for

Mr.

only

and

Brown’s

illustrates

sport

many

waters

North

with

novel

rod

things

the
and

which

Moore-Willson

writes

engagingly

of the

Seminoles in their homes; in his portrait of the
snake bird Mr. Lutz pictures one of the most
interesting of Florida birds; and there is an illustrated

description

fishes which

of most

make

those waters.

of

the

Florida

up the rich game

For

more

than

sea

fish list of

a quarter-century

Florida has been the winter playground of an increasing host of visitors; her native resources of
field

and

water

afforded

are

gratification

so

generous
for

that

very

there

diverse

is

tastes.

With a better appreciation—which is growing
surely and steadily, if slowly—of the wisdom and
necessity of more

adequate

tion,

of the

the

Florida

. to provide
fond

for a growing

of the outdoor

are unique.

work one misses the artistic quality which marks
the work

of

attract the interest of the observing person; Mrs,

future
army

THE

present

caribou
autumn
quently
they are

killed
from

growing fewer and before long will be extinct.
Even in Newfoundland there is a wide difference of opinion as to the number
of caribou
there; and estimates run all the way from half a
million down to fifty thousand.
The animals are
much on the move, and it is very difficult to get

data on which a just

estimate

can

be

based.

Nevertheless,
conservative
residents
of Newfoundland declare that there are probably 100,000
caribou on the island.
That the number of caribou has been reduced
in recent years can hardly be doubted.
While
their numbers are large and there are still caribou enough for every one, it is altogether probable that there are
not nearly
so many
as
formerly.
Good authorities are disposed to believe that
the statements of deer slaughters along the southern shores of the island during the winter are
somewhat exaggerated, and that this is not having a very serious effect in reducing the num-

bers of the deer.

The opinion has been expressed

that 500 deer would be an outside estimate of
those killed in this way in an average year and
that usually there would not be so many.
These views are encouraging, but it must be
remembered that they are only opinions, for exact
data cannot be had.
On the other hand, they are
the opinions of persons who are on the ground.
It is easily within the memory of many men

that it used to be said of the buffalo and of the
wild pigeons that
exterminated; and
very vears when
to return again.

their millions could never be
this was said almost up to the
these species disappeared, not
We do not conceive that the

numbers of caribou seen at any one time or place
during the migration really mean
very
much
One or two hundred feeding animals scattered
over a considerable territory give the impression
of vast multitudes and may furnish very slight
evidence as to the actual numbers of the beasts.

steamers

on

should

abominable, because cruel and useless, warfare
was waged until the supply of victims for the
brutality was nearly exhausted.
The development of the Florida railway system, by which
the tide of travel has been diverted from the

of those

continue
who

are

CARIBOU.

during

Newfoundland

Sotne

caribou are so numerous that they can never be
exterminated, others declare that they are swiftly

and fish protec-

water

of the deer, of the way in which

by thousands.

York:

the common

the

season,

telling

of

come
vast

herds of deer, driven by the weather to the southern shore of the island where the natives kill
them

5.

New

and alligators

and then usually at least once in the winter
dispatches

LXVI.—No.

once

of the Newfoundland

by sportsmen

VOL,

346 Broadway,

birds

and the reports of their destruction in
and winter are matters that come up freand are always of interest.
We hear of

the multitudes

,1 No.

Ir was

life.

abundance

3, 1906.

to shoot

game

NEWFOUNDLAND

in the same

field, notably the German collector, Schillings,
who has embodied in a portly volume numerous
flashlights

atti-

magic

FLORIDA.

of his experiences
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In the Lodges of the Blackfeet.
Ir was

after

Kutenai’s

breakfast.

Story.

Nat-ah’;ki

recombed

and rebraided her hair, binding it with a bright
blue ribbon, donned her best dress, put on her
prettiest pair of moccasins.
“What now?” I asked.
“Why all this finery?”
“This morning Lone Elk takes out his sacred
pipe, carrying it about through the camp.
We
follow him.
Will you not come?”
Of course I would go, and I also put on my
finery, a pair of fringed buckskin trousers, with
bright beaded vine-work running along the outer
seams; a fringed and beaded buckskin shirt, a
pair of gorgeous moccasins.
I fancy that I must
have

been

rather

picturesque

in

that

costume,

with my hair so long that it rippled down over
my shoulders.
The Indians hated to see hair
worn cropped short.
Many a time, in speaking
of the old days, the various factors and other
prominent men of the American Fur Company,
I have heard them say:
“Yes, so and so was a
chief; he wore long hair.
There are no more
white chiefs; all those we now meet are sheared.”
We were late. There was such a crowd in and
around the lodge of the medicine man that we
could not get near it, but the lodge skin was
raised all around and we could see what was
going on.
With hands purified by the smoke of
burning sweet grass, Lone Elk was removing the
wrappings of the pipe, or, to be exact, the pipestem; singing, he and those seated in the lodge,
the appropriate song for each wrap.
There was
the song of the an‘elcpe, of the wolf, the bear,
the buffalo, the last very slow, deep, solemn.
At
last the long stem, eagle-plumed,
fur-wrapped,
gorgeous with tufts of brilliant feathers, lay exposed, and reverently lifting it he held it up toward the sun, down toward the earth, pointed it
to the north, south, east and west as he prayed
for health, happiness, long life for all of us. Then,
rising, and holding the stem extended in front of
him, he danced slowly, deliberately out of the
lodge, the men, I too, falling in one by one behind him.
So did the women and the children,
until there were several hundred of us in the
long, snake-like procession, dancing along, weaving in and out around the lodges of the camp,

singing the various
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songs

of the medicine

pipe.

A song finished, we rested a little before another
one was started, and in the interval the people
talked and laughed.
They were happy; not one
there but believed in the efficacy of their prayers
and devotion; that the Sun was pleased to see
them there, dressed in their very best, dancing
in his honor.
Thus we went on and on, and
around and around, until the whole circuit of the
camp had been made and our leader came to the
doorway of his lodge; there he dismissed us and
we wended our several ways homeward to re-

h

Old

Sah’-aw-ko-kin-ap-i,

Back-in-sight,

the

sume our every-day clothing and occupations.
“Kyi!” said Nat-ah’-ki.
‘‘Wasn’t it a happy

Ku-te-nai

dance?

And how fine the people looked dressed

men some little time in advance of the main body,

in their good clothes.”
“Ai,” I replied, “it was-a joy dance, and the
people looked fine. There was one girl I noticed,
prettiest and best dressed of all.”

and ere our chief Big Lake was aware that the
expected visitors were anywhere near, the doorflap of his lodge was raised and the Kutenais
entered.
Taken thus’ by surprise it was custom-

“Who

was

it?

Tell me

quick!”

lives in this
“Why,-the white woman
who
lodge, of course.”’
Nat-ah’-ki said nothing, turning away from me
in fact, but I caught the expression of her eyes;
she was pleased but too shy to let me know it.

The

June

days

were

long,

but

to

me _ they

seemed to fly. To hunt, to sit in the shade of the
lodges and idly watch the people at their various
work, to listen to the old men’s stories was all
very interesting.
One day there came
to our
camp three Kut-te-nai Indians, bringing to Big
Lake some tobacco from their chief and the proposal of a visit of his tribe to the Piegans. They
had come straight to us from their country across
the Rockies, up through the dense forests of the
western slope, over the glacier-capped heights of
the great mountains, down the deep cafion of
Cutbank Stream, and then straight to our camp,
a hundred miles out in the vast plain. How knew
they whence to shape their course with such certainty, to go straight to the only camp in all that

immense stretch of mountain and butte-sentineled
rolling plain?
Perhaps it was partly instinct.
They may have struck the trail of some homing
war party, some marauding party of their own
people may have given them the location of those
they sought.
Anyhow, straight to us they came
from the headwaters of the Columbia, and our
chiefs took the tobacco they brought, smoked it
in council, and pronounced it good.
Some there
were who having lost relatives in war against
the mountain tribe, objected
to making
peace

with them, and talked earnestly against it.

But

chief, came

on with a few of his head

arty for the host to make the visitor a present,
and by the end of the first smoke the Kutenai
chief

was

five

horses

richer

than

when

he

en-

tered the camp.
The

Kutenais

pitched their lodges close by our

camp, and ere the women fairly got them up and
fires burning, visiting and feasting and exchanging presents between the two tribes was in full
swing.
The Kutenais brought with them large
quantities

of arrowroot

ter a yellow,

sweet,

and dried camas,

sticky,

roasted

the lat-

bulb which

tasted good to one who had not seen a vegetable
of any kind for months.
The Piegans were exceedingly pleased to get these, and in return gave
the Kutenai wives
much
of their
stores
of

choice pemmican

and dried meats, and they bar-

tered buffalo leather and parfleche for the tanned
skins of sheep and moose, and other mountain

animals.

Of course the young men of both tribes

went courting.
In the Kutenai camp were the
Piegan youths, and vice versa, standing around
in silent stateliness, decked out in all their gorgeous finery, their faces strikingly painted, their
long hair neatly braided.
The more fortunate of

them carried suspended by a thong from their
left wrist a small mirror which kept turning and
flashing in the bright sunlight; sometimes the
mirror was set into a rude wooden frame carved
by the owner and brightly painted.
Of course
these gallants of the plains never spoke to any
of the maidens about, nor could one be sure, from

observation, that they even looked at them. They
stood here, there, by the hour, apparently gazing
away off at some far distant object, but on the

the majority were against them, and the messengers departed with word to their chief that the
Piegans would be glad to have a long visit from
him and his people.
In due time they came, not many of them, no
more than seven hundred all told, which, I understood, was the larger part of the tribe. They were
very different physically from the Piegans, no
taller, perhaps, but
much
heavier
built, with
larger hands and feet.
This was naturally the
result of their mountain life; they were great
big-horn and goat hunters, and constant climbing had developed their leg muscles almost ab-

it, and how, in secret, they ridiculed and laughed
at some vain-glorious swain who did not please
them, but who himself thought that he was the

normally.

only perfect and charming

life;
not
ever
and

then,

they
ride
did
pack

The

Blackfeet

disdained

that sort of

would not hunt that which they could
to or near, and the hardest work they
was to butcher the animals they killed
the meat on their horses.
No wonder,

that their hands

and

feet were

delicately fashioned,
the former
smooth as those of a woman.

as

sly they were really watching the girls, and knew
intimately every feature of each one’s face, every

little trait of action and

repose,

and the maids,

oh, they were, apparently, wholly unaware
there were any young men in the camp.

never

that
You

caught one looking at them, but they did

all the same,

and

then

they

would

get together

and discuss the looks of this one and that one,
and his valor, and temper, just as do white girls.
I am

sure of this, for Nat-ah’-ki told me all about

There

was

much

racing,

beau

of the camp.

much

gambling

and

dancing by the younger men of the two camps.
Their elders looked on at it all in quiet approval,
and talked of their hunts, and battles, and the

small

and

strange

soft

and

of this talk was in signs, but there were a few
Kutenais, both men and women, who could speak

places

and things they had seen.

Most
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or

opening by the shore of a lake or river, or where

upon the occasion of a long sojourn in the tribe,

a fire has cleared a small space.
We did not like
that great wood we traveled through.
Our food
gave out, and were it not for a few fish we shot
with our arrows we must have starved.
We grew

Blackfoot,
Indeed,

having

there

learned

was

no

it when

captives,

surrounding

tribe

which

had not one or two Blackfoot-speaking members.
None of the Blackfeet, however, spoke any language other than their own, and the sign language;
i
|

PeAND

they held all other people as inferiors and

poor

in flesh

and

in spirits,

sitting

about

our

evening fires in silence, except to question if
there were any end to the timber, and if it were

regarded it as beneath their dignity to learn any
other tongue.
One Blackfoot-speaking Kutenai,
a very aged but still fairly active man, was.a frequent visitor to my lodge. He must have felt that

kept silent.

he was welcome there, that a bowl of food and
plenty to smoke were always ready for him.
In

except that we hated to give up what we had
set out to do, for fear it would bring us bad luck

return for my hospitality and frequent gifts of a
cut of tobacco, he told me stories of his travels
and adventures.
He had been a great wanderer
in his time, an ethnologist in a way, for he had
been among many tribes in various parts of the

in the future.

country, from the Blackfoot
and south as far as the Great

land to the coast,
Salt Lake, and had

made a study of their language and customs. One
evening he told us what he called his’ “Story of
the Fish-eaters,’

which

Nat-ah’-ki

and

I thought

interesting.
“This happened long ago in my youthful days,”
he said. “We were four, all single, close friends
to one another.
We had been on several raids
which were successful, and we were acquiring
each a nice band of horses and things for the time
when we should take women and have lodges of
our own.
There were many who wished to join

us On our

expeditions,

have

for we

them,

but we

thought

four

did not care to
the lucky

ber, one for each direction of the world.

num-

Indeed,

among ourselves we did not call each other by
our proper names, but by the different directions;
thus one was named North, another South, another East; I was West.
Twice we had been

out raiding on the plains; once we went south;
this time we started westward, having heard that
away down on a big river lived a people rich in
horses.
It was early in the summer when we
started, and we had made up our minds to travel

on and on until we found these fine herds of
horses, even if they were two or three moons’
journey away.
We carried besides our weapons
and lariats and extra moccasins some awls and

sinew thread so that we could make for ourselves
new clothing, new footwear, if that we had should
wear out.
Flatheads,
them, and

We went down by the lake of the
camping and resting two days with
thence we traveled on to the lake of

not better to turn and take our back trail. Even
East,

who

was

always

talking

and

joking,

now

We would have turned back, I think,

Little did we

think that worse

than bad luck lay in wait for us ahead.
Yet, I
believe we had the warning in a way, for I felt
uneasy, afraid, but of what I could not say. The
others felt as I did, but none of them would give

in any more
that

than I.

feeling!

starting

on

three

Afterward
times

a raid, and

I took heed of

I turned

on

one

back

after

of the times

I

know I did what was wise, for my companions,
who laughed at me and kept on, never again saw
their lodges.

“After many

days we came at last to an open

country.
There were bunches of timber here and
there, but for the most part the land was prairie,
with many ledges and buttes and boulders of dark
brown bare rock.
The river had grown wider,
deeper, and its current was strong.
Here there
were elk, plenty of them, and deer, many black

bears, many grouse, and once more we heard the
little birds singing. We killed a young bull elk
.and feasted upon it, and felt good. There was
no sign of people anywhere
about;
no horse
trails, no smoke of camp fires.
We thought it
safe to build a fire even then in the middle of
the day, and we lay about it until the next morning, resting, eating, sleeping.
With the sunrise
we were off once more, traveling very cautiously,
climbing every butte and ridge to see what was
ahead.
That day there was no sign of men, but
on the next one we.saw smoke away down the
river, and keeping within the fringe of timber
which bordered the stream, we went on until we

could see that it was rising on the opposite side.
Away down there somewhere near the place of
encampment, we could hear a roaring sound as
of a big rapid, and even where we were the cur-

rent was

strong.

Now

here

was

something

to

the Pend d’Oreilles, through a great forest where

talk over, and right there we considered it. If
we crossed over and took some horses, was there
a trail on that side by which we could hurry them

often there were

in a homeward

the game.

no

trails

except

those

made

by

At the lake, near the north end of it,

we saw the smoke of the Pend d’Oreilles’ fires, and
several of their boats away out on the water. But
we did not go near their camp.
They had good
herds, from which we might have taken our pick
if we had wished to, but we pressed on; we were

bent on discovery; we wanted to see the far land
and its people. The forest grew denser, darker, as
we

went

on;

the trees

had seen before.

were

larger

than

any

we

There was little game; the ani-

mals and birds seemed

never

to have lived in it;

it was too dark and cheerless in there. Animals
and birds, as well as men, love the sun. The deer
and the moose may seek thick cover when they
wish to rest, but they never go far from some
open place where they can stand in the warm sunshine and see the blue above them. And it is the
same with men. Those poor and horseless tribes,
whose stingy gods gave them only a forest for
their hunting ground, do not stay in its dark and
silent belly, but pitch their mean lodges on some

direction; and if none, how were

we to get them across the wide, swift river and
on to the trail over which we had come.
At last

he whom we had named South said:
“We are wasting time talking about this now,
when we have not yet seen the far side, nor the
horses, nor even the people and their camp.
Let
us cross over, see what is to be seen, and then

decide what is best to do.’
“His words were wise, and

we

took

There was plenty of drift wood, and near
down we rolled a piece of it, a short, dry
down into the water, lashine another,
a
small one, to it so that it would not turn

and over.

We

decided

them.
sunlog,
very
over

not to wait until night

to cross, for the river was wide and swift, and
we wanted to see our course.
In one way it was
not wise to start then, for some of the people of

the camp might see us and give the alarm.

Still,

we had to take some chances; no one had yet
appeared from the camp below, and we hoped to
get across into the brush unobserved.
Heaping

our clothes and weapons on top of our raft, we
pushed out into the stream, and all went well
until we were part way across; there we struck
very swift water, a low place into which the
water from the sides of the river seemed to be
_ running and sinking. Try as we would we could

not get out of it, for it was like going up hill to
push for the far shore, or the one from which we
had started, and all the time we were drifting
faster and faster down toward the roar of the
rapids, down toward the camp of strange people.
“Let us leave the raft,’ said
North,
‘and

swim back to our shore.’
“We tried to do so, but we could no more leave
that swift, sucking, down-pulling middle current
than we had been so many helpless dead leaves

adrift. One by one we turned back and hung on
to our raft.
“This is our only chance,’ said South.
‘We
can hang on to this and perhaps pass the rapid
and the camp without being seen.’
“We now turned a bend in the river, and before
us saw a fearful thing that we were rushing into;

the stream

narrowed

between

two high walls of

rock, and the green water leaped foaming along
in great waves and whirls over and around huge
black rocks.
“Hold hard;
cried South.

“I grabbed
but my

ing.

hold

on

with

the smaller

strength

was

all your

log harder

nothing

strength,’

than

ever,

in that place, noth-

Suddenly we went down, raft and all, down

under the crazy, green, bubbling water; our logs
struck a rock and I was pulled away from them

and went whirling and rolling on.

I was pushed

up to the surface, went over the top of a big
wave, and then was again drawn under, down,
down, I knew not how far; my left foot caught
in between two rocks, the water pushed me, and
my leg broke just here above the ankle.
For a
little I hung there, then the water heaved back
the other way, pulled me loose, pushed me up,

and again I got a few breaths of air.

Once more

I went down, this time for so long that I was
sure I would never rise. I had been praying, but
now I stopped; ‘it is no use,’ I said to myself, ‘I
now die.” But I did roll up on top again; I was
in smooth but swift water, a boat was above me,
a short, stout, dark man was leaning over the
side.
I noticed that his hair looked as if it had
never been cared for, that his face was very wide,
his mouth very large.
I felt him grasp my hair,

and then I died (fainted).
“When I came to life I found that I was in a
small, old and torn elkskin lodge.
I was lying
on a couch, a robe of beaver skins thrown over
me.
An old gray-haired man was putting sticks
on my broken leg and binding them, all the time

singing a strange song.
The man

I had seen

boat sat nearby.

I knew he was a doctor.

leaning over

the side of the

There were three women

there

also, one quite young and good looking.
When I
looked at her she turned her head away, but the
others just sat and stared at me.
Other men
came in; they were all short and broad, with big
muscles; they were also very dark colored, very
homely, and, worst of all, there was hair growing
on their lip and chin.
They looked much at me
as they talked, and their talk was very strange;
it seemed to come from down in their belly, and
break out of their throat with the sound of bark
being torn from a tree by jerks,
I thought that
I could never learn to speak such a language as
that. The old doctor hurt me considerably as he

bandaged

my

leg, but I kept very

still.

I was
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wondering if any of my friends had come through
that terrible rapid alive and had escaped or been

picked up as I was.
gods

had

claimed

ever returned

I learned later that the water
them,

at least,

to the Kutenai

none

of them

country.

“T thought that these strangers were very kind
to drag me from the river and care for me.
I
tried to make them understand how I felt, but it
was impossible; they did not understand the sign

language, not a bit of it, which was very strange.
“After

the doctor

had

fixed my

leg they gave

me food, some fish, a piece of a large fat kind of
trout.

Fish,

I found,

was

what

they lived

upon,

spearing them in great numbers at the foot of the
rapids, and drying them for winter use.
It was
a country of game,
queer men seldom

elk, deer, black bear, yet these
hunted, being content to live

upon fish and berries.

Before I got well I suf-

AND

One night he said to me:
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‘Ask the girl; she likes

the deep timber and felt that we were safe; any

you, will help you.’
“When I awoke in the morning I looked across
the lodge at her; she was looking at me and her
eyes were kind; she smiled.
It was a good sign.

pursuers

I said that I would go hunting, and after eating
I picked up the fish-eater’s weapons and went out.
But I did not hunt; I went back in the timber
a little way and hid. She would be after wood
some time in the day, and if alone, I could speak
with her. When I went out I had given her a
strong look, which she seemed to understand, for

from the north.
It was a beautiful stream,
and quite swift, and everywhefe its shores

she came

almost

at once,

and

picking up a piece of wood

seeing

me,

began

here, a piece there,

but all the time coming nearer, often looking back
toward camp.
I slipped behind the roots of an
overturned tree, and she soon come around too

could

neither

see

our

boat

nor

us, nor

even suspect that we might be hiding there.
“Thus for three nights we went up that great
river, and then turned into a small one flowing

tracked with game.

Half a day we traveled up

it, then. cached

our

narrow

into high hills.

stream

deer, my woman

clear
were

boat

and

walked

up a

little

There I killed a

made a little lodge of poles and

brush.
We built a small fire and feasted. We
were in a safe place now. Here we were to stay
until spring. I would hunt and get many skins,
she would build a good lodge. That is what my
woman said. And I, for the first time in many
moons, I was happy.
I had some one to care

and we stood side by side, watching through the

for, one who cared

fered for want of meat.
I was obliged to lie
quite still in the lodge for a time, and then I
hobbled out, a little farther each day, until I
could go to the river and watch the fishing. Then

little roots

we would travel together to my people and live
happily. Oh, yes, I was happy; I would sing all
day, except when I was hunting.
At night we

I found work to do. I was given a pile of the
fish, and a knife, and shown how to prepare them

shoulder,

for drying.
All at once I knew why I had been
dragged from the river and cared for; I was a
slave.
I had heard that there was a people who

made captives of their enemy instead of killing
them, and made them work hard. I had found
them, I, a Kutenai, broken-legged and unable to
escape, was the slave of hairy-faced fish-eaters;

I felt very sad.

It was the women

of these peo-

ple, the women of the man who had captured me;
that gave me work, showed me what to do. Not
the young woman, his daughter, but the others.

The girl never was anything but kind, sorry for

as we

talked.

I was

afraid to begin;

I could talk but little of her language,

so little.

I tried for the right words, but they would not
come.
She looked up at me, put a hand on my

and

said:

‘You

people?’
“ ‘Ves,’ I told her.

wish

to go to your

‘Yes, I want

to go, but the

big river—don’t understand boat.’
“She laughed a little, looked carefully to see if
anyone was coming, and then said in little words
I could understand:
‘I know boat—I take you—
you be good to me—I like you.’
“*Ves,’ I said, ‘I will be good to you. I make
you my woman.
I give you everything, many
horses, good lodge, pretty things to wear.’
“She laughed low, a happy laugh. ‘To-night,
when all sleep, we go.’
“I

stopped

her.

‘It is far,

much

snow,

must wait until leaves come.’
“She gave me a little shake, and went on:

we

me; when she could she did what had been given
me to do, and when her mother objected, there
was a quarrel, but the girl was never afraid.
““When my leg is sound,’ I kept saying to my-

you go with me to-night; I take everything; when

self, ‘I will escape.

I will steal the weapons

ready I call you, so.’

this

my

man

and

make

way

once

more

to

of
the

Backbone-of-the-world.’
“But the
again walk

everything
fish, the

and

we

break healed slowly, before I could
well my plan was broken; one day

was
lodges,

packed

up, the bundles

everything

all set out down

placed

of dried

in the boats,

the river.

Down

we

went, on and on, oh, very far, the river ever
widening, passing great black forests, until at
last we came almost to a great lake which had
no other side, which was nearly all the time mad
with great waves, and lost in thick fog.
It was
a dreadful place.
There we made camp with
many more of these same fish-eaters, and besides
fish we now ate the flesh of water devils, which
could swim faster than an otter.
It tasted very
bad.

“Now,

little by little I became

able to speak

some of this hard language, to make myself understood.
After a time I was allowed to take a
bow and arrows and hunt, and I killed many deer,
a few black bears, some
elk.
But I was not
happy; winter was coming on, there was no use
in trying to start for my country until spring.
When I did start, how was I, who could not manage a heavy, long boat, to get back up this great
river, to cross others that we had passed?
True,
there was this shore we were camped upon.
I
could follow it back to the place of the terrible
rapids and cross away above them, but the route
was long, through
deep
forests,
down-timber,
thick brush.
It was very bad, but I should have

to try it,
“It was

|
my

dream

that

showed

me

the

way.

said

to-night;

“T sneaked

I know

away,

where

to go,

She pulled my

but soon

what

‘T

to do,

arm a little.

walked

around

to

camp, said I was sick and could not hunt.
One
of the old women gave me some medicine.
She
was afraid her slave would not be able to work,

and hunt, and bring in skins. I had to drink the
medicine, and it tasted very bad. I should have
told some other lie, I thought night would never
come, but when it was time the sun went down,
we had our supper and lay down.
The fire went

out, and it was very dark in the lodge.

After a

while the fish-eater and his woman
began
to
snore, and at last I felt the little pull on my arm,
for which I had been waiting.
I arose very

slowly, picked

up the bow

and

arrows

and the

knife, which I had laid carelessly by my couch
when I-came in from hunting, and stole noiselessly out of the lodge.
The girl took my hanJ
and led me down to the river, to a small boat
which belonged to another family.
Already she
had placed in it some robes, some little food, a
skin of good water, for the water of that dreadful lake was salt, and every little while it fought
with the great river and beat back its water from
the snows and springs.
We got into the boat,

for me.

When

summer

came

used to sit by our little fire and feast, and I would
teach her my language, which she quickly learned,
and I would tell her about my people and my
country, the plains, the mountains and the game.
“I was no longer impatient for summer to
come, the days went fast and every one of them
was a happy day. But soon the leaves began to
show on the willows, the grass to grow, and one
evening we got out our boat and floated down
into the big river, traveling up it by night until
we came to the terrible rapids. There we sunk
our

boat, that none

might

know

we

had

passed

that way, and started on the long trail over which
I had come with my lost friends. The wide forest did not now seem so gloomy, nor the way so —
long. At last we came to the lake of the Pend
d’Oreilles. ‘From here on,’ I said, ‘we will ride;
I am going to take some horses from these peo-

ple.’
“My little woman

objected to this, but I would

have my way. She was tired out from our long
walk, more tired I could see every day. I felt
that I must take at least one horse for her. I
could see the camp and plenty of horses near it.
After the people slept, although it was bright
moonlight, I went right in among the lodges,
stole a woman’s saddle and cut out two of the
best horses I could find and led them to where I
had left my woman.
She was terribly scared, for
she had never ridden a horse.
I saddled one, got
on him and rode around a little; he was gentle.

So I fixed the saddle good, put her
shortened the stirrup straps and showed
to hang to the saddle. Then I mounted
horse, and leading hers, we started over
I knew

so well.

“We had not gone very far when
The little woman cried out, her horse
me and began bucking around.
By
had run back there she was dead.
cinch

up in it,
her how
the other
the trail

had

parted,

she had

fallen,

kicked or-trampled her.
“At first I could not believe it.

it happened.
broke from
the time I
The saddle

her

horse

had

I took her in

my arms, called to her, felt her all over, and then

many small rocks, with which we loaded the boat

at last I found the place; the top of her head was
crushed. I must have gone crazy for a time. I
jumped up and killed her horse; and then killed
mine. I prayed to her gods and to mine, to bring
her to life, but it was no use, no use. Morning
came, I carried her to a place a little way off the
trail and buried her as best I could.
I looked
back to the west, toward the country where [I
had suffered so, had lost my companions, been

until

made

I in front, the girl behind, pushed off without
making the least sound, and she paddled us out
into the darkness and stillness of the wide deep
stream.
After awhile she gave me a paddle, and
I pawed the water with it, making much noise,
but noise no longer mattered.
On we went, and
on, speaking no word, until day began to break;
then we went ashore at a place where there were
it sank

out

of sight.

Then

we

went

into

a slave, had

found

a loving woman

only to
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lose her, and I cried in anger and sorrow; then,
alone, I tore myself away from where she lay and
started

am

once

more

on

the trail to my

people.

I

an old man now, but many winters have not

buried

my

sorrow.

I

still mourn

for

her,

I shall do so as long as I live.”
Nat-ah’-ki often reverted to this story
old man.
“Kyai,-yo!” she would exclaim.
poor, how sad.”
“Who—what?” I would ask.
“Why, the Kutenai’s young woman, of
Only think, to die just as she had found
ness;

never

to

see

again

the

sunshine,

and

of the
“How

course.
happi-

and

mountains, and these beautiful plains.’
“She never saw these plains,’ I said
when we were talking about the story.

the

once,
Hers

was a country of forests and great rivers, of rains

and fogs.”
Nat-ah’-ki shivered. “I do not wish to see that
country!” she exclaimed.
“I hate the rain; always I want to live on these sunshine plains.
How good Old Man* was to give us this rich
country.”
WALTER B. ANDERSON.
[TO BE CONTINUED. |
*The

Blackfoot

Romancing.
THERE is an ancient story that ought to be told
occasionally—for the benefit of those who strain
at a gnat and swallow a camel—of an old lady
whose boy ran away to sea, returning after many
years’ wandering, and who wept over the awful
mendacity of the boy when he told her of a monster of the deep, sixty feet long, that wrecked
boats and killed men by a blow from its tail; of
great

sharks

that attacked

and

devoured

unwary

swimmers and of flying-fish, but who embraced
him and forgave him for all these awful lies
when he told her of their pulling up a wheel off
of one

of

Pharaoh’s

anchor in the Red

chariots

Sea.

We

on

who

their

ship’s

write of the

incidents that come under our observation, and
occasionally embellish them, often have our pure

fiction accepted as fact, and our wunvarnished
truths branded as fiction, and so unwittingly
prove that truth is stranger than fiction—to
people.

some

A kindly disposed friend will occasionally call
your attention to the ease with which he separates
the wheat of truth from the chaff of fiction, in
something you have written, and often will have
the former in the fuel heap and the latter in the
grain bin, but if you love him, let it go at that
and thereby keep your friend.
That an incident
tecounted is out of the ordinary is no argument
affecting its truthfulness.
If not unusual and

strange in some

particular, why tell it, with the

hope that it will interest or entertain the reader?
Many men eat fish for dinner in the city every
day, which fact interests no one saving and excepting the fish dealer.
But one prominent, pros-

perous and well known citizen gets a bone of his
fish fast in his throat one

day, which chokes

him
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one day a very large sheepshead was brought in
by a lucky fisherman.
When all had seen and ad-

mired the fish it was turned over to Bill, the exside, leaving the big head

laid carefully on a tray

to

be

carried

to

the

kitchen, the frame, with its big head and bright
eyes, cast as far out into the water as Bill’s strong
arm could throw it, and as the diplomats say,
considered the incident closed.
The next morning several of us were fishing off
a point of rocks near the wharf when a new
arrival appeared and began casting out with a
heavy hand line.
The second
cast he hooked
something, and although it made little resistance,
he was novice enough: to grow much excited and
hauled in hand over hand as though he were
landing a record fish.
We
were all watching,
mildly interested, when, with a final jerk, he
landed his catch, ‘which proved to be the frame of
the big sheepshead above referred to, and which
was fairly hooked (by accident I admit) in the

mouth.

To say that we were

surprised is to mildly ex-

press our condition, but the lucky
was

a little more

than

this.

He

(?) fisherman

was

profoundly

astonished, and genuinely frightened.

At first it

‘though he would faint, and then as he
the big open mouth, with its double row
teeth, and gruesome skeleton body, he
run.
We soon explained matters and

quieted his fears, but he fished no more that day.
Now, this is an example of the unusual and
unexpected happening, but if I told this story, as
I positively

decline

to

do,

some

fellow

would

write to know if my real name was Munchausen.
Or this incident, told by a native of Florida, a

of which we allow to remain
the doubter.

And

yet I am

untold for fear of

sure that most

of us,

when disseminating hot air products, use due diligence to see that the output is duly branded,
while molten, to the eye of the fair and reasonable reader.
I often think of an amusing out of the ordinary incident that came under my observation in

Florida last winter.
Halifax

River

where

We were at an hotel on the
the fishing

was

good,

and

an’ may be two

You might live a few

dis as good as dead.

or three days, but you

is

Ain’ nobody goin’ git well

But the doubter will git you if you don’t watch
out.

Lewis

A Florida
THE

Hopkins.

Winter.

winter of 1903-4 was

severe

in the Ver-

mont woods.
For months the mercury lingered
affectionately around zero, went down to 42 degrees below and curled up in the bulb.
The
Madam and I made a vow right then that when
Old Winter again got his icy grip on forest and
stream we would follow the last of the migrants

toward

the Southland.

And we did it. When the brilliant autumnal
days had fled before the fierce old man, and the
silent brown woods and ice-locked streams gave
mute token of the coming winter, we began a diligent study of maps, routes and various books
and pamphlets containing much misinformation

on the subject of Florida.
We chose Florida first, because nowhere else
could we get so great a climatic change for the
same number of days travel, secondly because no
one place offered so great a variety of shooting
and fishing combined with a mild winter.

We went via the Seaboard Air Line; and from
every officer and employee we were the recipients
of courteous,
thoughtful
attention.
Sportsmen
going to Florida via the Seaboard Air Line may
count on the very best of attention for them-

selves, dogs and outfits.

young man of character and standing:
“Accompanied by a negro man I was looking
for a cow that had strayed off in the woods when

Through
an
advertisement
in ForEST
AND
STREAM we learned of the Jolly Palms, a sportsmen’s resort at Mohawk,
in the mountains
of

selves with sticks of safe length we attacked and
quickly dispatched it. The skin of such large
snakes having ready sale, I determined to secure
this one, expecting my companion to do the skinning, as I had never even seen such an operation
performed.
But there I had another guess coming, for my man positively refused to even as-

in the southern
part of Lake county,
central
Florida, about twelve miles long, from north to
south and six miles wide.
They are from 100 to
200 feet high, covered but in rather open order

we discovered

a lusty rattlesnake.

Arming

our-

sist me,
“*Naw, suh!’ he said, ‘I wouldn’t tech dat reptile. dead nor live, for all de money you could
stuff in de hide, big as he is.’
“It was up to me, so pulling off my coat and
turning up my shirt sleeves I prepared to wade

in.

In order to avoid all possibility of accident I

persuaded the man to stand on a heavy stick laid
across the snake’s neck while I cut off the head.
which I threw away a safe distance.
Then as

the body writhed

and twisted in the usual man-

ner of a dying snake, I reached in among the
coils trying to grasp the tail to cut off the rattles.

When I finally got hold of it the snake’s

body

had assumed the position which the rattler invariably takes when about to strike.
“Intent upon securing the rattles unbroken, I
was stooping over carefully drawing them from
the coil with my left hand and advancing the
other in which IJ held the knife, the negro man
a little further away, but leaning forward watchforward, the end of its bloody neck striking me
with great force on the bare arm, just below my
upturned sleeve, knocking
the knife from
my
hand and causing me—more
from
fright than

happened.
So even so insignificant a thing as a small fish
bone can change an incident from trivial to tragic,
and many will read and believe though they see
not the bone nor be acquainted with the man.
We all know many incidents
great and small,
that are out of the ordinary, and of interest, some

to pro-

when bit by a live snake, let alone a dead one.’
“T didn’t skin that snake, nor have I ever tried
to skin once since.”

slicing off each

ing with interest, when suddenly the snake sprang

papers, with full and detailed accounts of how it

is a goner, suh!

was

and

and frame, including back fin and tail, intact.
I watched the two great slices of white flesh

dent, the bone, the table and the waiter are one
and all portrayed upon the front page of the daily

and thereupon

“You

breath

houahs,

the victim of the acci-

to death,

use he made of his recovered
nounce my doom.

pert fish cleaner, for preparation for the table.
This Bill accomplished by removing the scales

looked as
surveyed
of white
tried to

world maker.

AND

force of the blow—to pitch over backward.
“T have had narrow escapes before and

since

that time, but never before nor since have I suffered anything like the awful horror I felt on

Florida.

These “mountains”

are a chain of hills

with the long-leafed or pitch pine of the South.

More or less thickly scattered between the pines
is the scrub oak or black jack.
The sandy soil
is sparsely covered with wire grass, patches of
saw palmetto, and an occasional thicket of rosemary.
Nestling among these hills are numberless
small, shallow,
clear-water
lakes with grassy
shores and nearly always partly bordered
by

hammocks—densely

wooded

tracts

of live

oak,

hickory, bay, magnolia and other hard-wood trees,
from whose branches
the beautiful
gray moss
hangs in great profusion and beneath which the
saw palmetto grows rankly, forming a safe retreat for wild cats, foxes, ’coons (rac), oppos-

sums, rabbits and cat squirrels, while on the hills
are deer, fox, squirrels, doves and quail.
The
lakes are well stocked
with fish—bass,
bream,
pickerel, and perch, and in their season alligators, otter, turtles, ducks, snipe and waterfowl
of many kinds make the list of wild life of the
country a long one.
This hill and lake region is very sparsely settled and is practically unknown to the tourist,
but more about that later.
Mohawk is a metropolis of three houses.
The T. & G. R. R. (humorously dubbed
the Turtle
and
Gopher)
runs
through Mohawk, connecting at Tavares, twenty
miles “distant, with the Seaboard Line from Jacksonville.
There is a daily mail and only one and
a half miles distant is a telegraph office, drug
store, doctor and general store.

The Jolly Palms

is the home

of

Mr.

C.

H.

Stokes,
a photographer
by
profession.
The
that occasion when bitten by a dead snake. I “Doctor,” as his friends call him, has a small
fairly writhed in agony for a few minutes, trying . comfortable home built on the shores of Lake
Juanita, and accommodates about a dozen guests
all the time to gain my self-control and realize
every winter.
A small grove of orange and grape
that I was frightened and not hurt.

“T do not know that I was noisy, but may have

been, for my companion was
air with
shrieks
of terror

fairly splitting the
that would
have

drowned the braying of a fog horn.

He had been

fruit supplies the table with an abundance of fruit,
and two Jersey cows furnish rich cream to which
our northern palates are accustomed but which
is so rare in Florida.
Other important features
of the doctor’s equipment are three horses, several pointers, two boats and a camp outfit.
Each

close to me, and the sudden and wholly unexpected attack of the dead and headless snake, acting upon his emotional and superstitious tempera-

guest is allowed a reasonable use of these without

ment, frightened him nearly to death.

extra

The first

charge.
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of History.

When the old man Harden, cousin to Abe Lincoln and father of George, the best guide around
Mohawk, having had a slight difference of opin-

ion

with

the

sheriff,

and

having

proven

very

handy with his long Kentucky rifle, came and settled near Lake Apopka, this country was pretty
near a wilderness.
Deer were everywhere, bears
too thick for comfort and all kinds of small game
abundant.
A half dozen deer could be jumped
from the saw palmetto around any. little lake.
A
band of twenty-eight came down to drink at Lake

Juanita

of an

evening.

A certain

hide

hunter,

when he could not longer get five a day, thought
they were getting scarce and left.
And of bear
stories I heard a “right smart” number, but as I
have no permit from Allen Kelley and SetonThompson I will keep them to tell around the
camp fire.
Later came the settlers and truck farmers, and
then followed the few years of great prosperity;
men doubled, trebled and quadrupled their money
raising tomatoes, string beans,
lettuce,
celery.
Whiz! price of land went sky high—bang! the

freeze

of 1904

and

down

like the rocket

stick.

The people thought it would never freeze in these
sand hills, and everywhere one sees the evidence
of their misplaced
confidence—old
fields now
grown up to scrub oak, abandoned houses and

orange

But the raising of fruit and vegetables is coming back slowly, safely, reasonably, and within a
short distance of Mohawk are splendid groves
of orange and grape fruit, and around the shores
of Apopka and other lakes the rich black ham-

mock

FLORIDA

groves.

land is again yielding early vegetables

the most

superior

of

quality.

Florida

Cowboys.

I will venture to say that very few if any of
you have ever thought of Florida as a cattle
country.
But the cattle business is big, very big.
Remember, first, that the country is practically
unfenced, the cattle roam at will.
The ownership is mostly in the hands of a few men who
have grown rich at the business.
Marvelous
tales are told of men
buying a few cows and
growing rich in a few years.
There are no ranch buildings to maintain, no
herding, no taxes, no enemies,
either man
or
beast, no cold. It is said the cattle men are solid
with the Legislature; there are stringent laws

for their protection.

There

is harmony

between

the cattle owners and the turpentine and hog men.
The original stock, a rather “scrubby” lot, came
from Cuba and south.
It was thought northern
cattle could not thrive there, but now blooded
bulls are being brought here and the stock is be-

ing improved.

There are two round-ups, the spring round-up,
when the calves are branded and the cattle driven
to the “flat woods” for summer; and the fall
round-up, when the fat steers are cut out and
driven to market and the rest are driven to the
hills for winter.
The Florida cowboy lacks the picturesque garb
of his Western cousin, but he rides a small horse
equally as tough and equally as uncertain in disposition; he finds his way through the untracked
woods in as wonderful a way as the Westerner
crosses the prairie, and it is worth the trip to
hear the native Florida cowman give the “cow
call.”
This call is indescribable, but when well
done is the sweetest melody that I ever heard
from a human throat.
It can be heard a marvelous distance.
I know Northerners who have
practiced faithfully for three years and couldn’t
touch it. It is the Florida cracker’s birthright.
These cowmen carry a short handled whip, with
lash twelve to eighteen feet trailing behind, and
which they can crack like a .30-30.
Commencing about the first of March, a few
riders go through the woods
slowly, dropping
here and there lighted matches in the dry grass.
The whole country is thus burned over in the
course of a couple of months.
The fresh green
grass which springs up after the fire is fine feed;
if the grass is not burned it becomes tall and wiry
and unfit for cattle and then a fire would be a
serious matter.
The cattle are all branded and ear-marked and
an experienced rider knows them all as a monk

WATERWAYS,

knows his litany.
Most of the steers are butchered in Tampa, some going to Cuba.
During the
Spanish war there was a big trade with the island.
The

Razorback..

The razorback hog is the pest of the small
farmer and is cordially hated by nearly all the
residents who are not owners.
The owners are
many, however.
The pure razorback is not a
beauty; he will go through anything but woven

(the county. seat) he would tell her something.
She went and that worthy spoke in about this
language:
“If you shoot your neighbor’s hogs I
will have to send you up; but if you shoot him
I will see that you get off.”
They say the hogs are not as numerous nor of
so good quality as formerly, although there was
“a plenty’ and many of them showed good blood
and were in good condition.
The Turpentine

wire; he is afraid of nothing, yet he is shy and

gradually

it, and run at large.

this business.

is a “long-distance,”

of the residents

The “hog law” of Florida
high power

stand in awe

affair and

most

of it, though it is

said that around many of the better places hog
graves are numerous.
The law prescribes how
fences shall be built, and the truck gardener must
fence the hogs out, the owner is not required to
fence them in. I have an idea, however, that the
vengeance of the hog owners is more dreaded
than the law.
They tell a good story of a woman
who tried raising turkeys; her neighbot’s hogs
broke up the nests and ate the eggs.
The sutferer wrote the county judge asking if she would
be within her rights to shoot the intruding hogs
on her own grounds.
The magistrate replied that
she would not; but that if she would come to T.

OUR

Industry.

Lake county, like most of the State, is a turpentine county; the long-leaf pitch pine grows everywhere and the turpentine
camps .are
working

will always run unless molested.
Our ‘pointers
occasionally got mixed up with a sow and young,
and then there was “‘something doing.’
These
hogs are all ear-marked, or cropped, as they call

right,

southward.

some

Much

money

is made

If possible the land is bought

from

northern

owners

who

in
out-

have

never seen it. Some is bid in for taxes, sometimes the price is 50 cents an acre, sometimes
much ‘more.
Sometimes the trees only are bought,
and occasionally the turpentine rights only. The
lumbermen follow the stills, and when
it no
longer pays to work the trees for turpentine, they
go for lumber; 10,000 “boxes,” one to four boxes
on a tree, according to size, usually about 7,500
trees, form what is called a “crop.”
;
The choppers who do the boxing must be expert ax men.
The ax is nine inches long, weighs

seven pounds and has a chisel edge. With this
tool a notch about four to six inches deep is cut
on

CAMP,

one,

two,

three

or

four

sides

of the tree, ac-
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service-worn Winchester over his shoulder, and
well scattered on each side of him six big black

fellows with their chipping knives at work chipping boxes. We stopped and said “Evening.” (It

é

is always “evening” after 12 M.)
“What would
you do,” said Madam, “if all those men came at
you at once with their knives?”
A faint smile
played around the corners of his mouth and with
that slow musical drawl he replied:
‘“O, I’d git
one or two of ’em.”
And
he would, perhaps
more.
Most of these prisoners are a happy-golucky lot, few try to escape.
Those Florida boys
shoot straight and their hounds run true.

nee

The

Florida

Alligator.

Before I went to Florida my ideas of the saurian and his ways were somewhat hazy. I fully
expected to shoot several, and like the bear hunter in La Fontaine’s fables, I had already disposed
of the skins.
I hunted faithfully, saw lots of
“gators” and did not score.
The Madam, however, got two, but then the Madam is a better
rifle shot than I am.
Qur method of hunting was to take a team and
drive across country to some of the many lakes.
When
near
a lake
where
we
had
already
“marked” a ’gator, we would hitch the pony and
approach the game on foot as warily as possible.

I believe the alligator is the peer of the white-

FEBRUARY

cording to its size.

BASS

Most of the trees are boxed

on two sides only.
Into this cavity the resinous
sap runs and collects.
Once a week these trees

are chipped, i. e., a strip about
freshly cut in the shape of a
above the “box”; this causes
freshly and continuously.
The

one inch wide is
broad V directly
the pitch to flow
pitch is collected

FISHING.

per retort is set over a brick arch.
To this place
the collected pitch is drawn in barrels by fine
mule teams.
Under the action of the fire in the
arch the turpentine vaporizes and passes into a
Jong coil of copper pipe leading from the retort,
and there it is cooled and condensed by cold
water pumped from a nearby lake to the large
tank surrounding the copper coil.
The turpentine and water are drawn off, the turpentine being the lighter, is dipped off into the commercial

once a month from the “boxes.”
This is called
“dipping.”
As the “chipping” mounts higher and
higher some of the pitch remains on the exposed
surface of the tree.
This is removed twice a
year by “scraping.”
The trees are “chipped” and

Latrel with which we are all familiar. The residue left in the retort is drawn off and strained

the pitch collected as long as it pays.

thrcugh

Trees are

wire

screens

and cotton

to casks,

where

sometimes chipped to a height of twenty feet, but
after it gets too high the pitch accumulates so

it cools and hardens and becomes the resin and
pitch of commerce. This is of many grades, from

slowly that the “crop”
ing of these handsome
ment to the beauty of
see that the boxing in
the tree, but it exposes

pure white through many shades of amber to almost black.
There are two kinds of turpentine camps—free
and convict.
Florida is a provident State.
She
lets her convicts out at so much per head to the
still-man, who guards, clothes and feeds them.
These convicts (colored—I saw only one white
one)
are kept in the stockade
at night
and
through the day work in the woods under armed
guards.
I well remember how one bright afternoon, when we were driving to a lake to watch

cattle men

burn

is abandoned.
This boxtrees is a great disfigurethe country. I could not
itself affected the life of
them to the fire when the

off the grass

every

spring,

and,

although the turpentime men clean away the grass
and dry pine needles from every tree for a circle
six or eight feet in diameter, yet every year many
trees catch fire, burn off and fall.

The stills are simple affairs consisting of an
open building under which a twenty-barrel cop-

for alligators, we met a beardless

youth with a

tailed deer in seeing, smelling or hearing; and
he can disappear like the wizard in a fairy story.
With small ones, a little patient waiting behind a
natural or artificial screen will give you a second
or even a third shot; but I have sat motionless
for four hours for a chance at a big one, and then
missed—yes, I did, clean, too.
But the eye of an
alligator floating on the water at fifty yards is a

mark for the best of you; if you don’t believe me,
try it:

But we had lots of sport.

Some

of those ’ga-

tors I believe got to know me, and if I didn’t
come around and throw a little lead at them occasionally I imagined they felt slighted.
Mr. L., of
Philadelphia, who spent the winter at Mohawk,
shot a ’gator from a boat on take Apopka. This
monster measured 10 feet 334 inches.
George
Harting, our guide, killed one
a year before

twelve feet long, and we heard of one taken on
the St. John River that measured eighteen feet
and was sent to the Atlanta Exposition.
The natives hunt them for their skins, the bellies only being saved.
They are easily taken by

shooting with a heavy charge from a shotgun, at

night with a boat and jack; in this manner one
can approach near enough to touch them with an
oar and sometimes a large ’gator will give the

hunter

a lively ten minutes

patched.

their

Formerly

teeth

alone.

before

alligators

The

fad

were

he

is 'dis-

hunted

for alligator

for

skin

goods has passed, but there is a steady demand
for the hides.
But the saurian is so sly and so
hard to kill, that it will be many a year before

there will be any danger of the supply

running

short.
Quail

Shooting.

This is the sport at Mohawk.
nishes

team

and

dogs

and

Mrs,

lunch basket with good things.

The Doctor furStokes

fills the

Somebody

went

almost every day.
There was always plenty of
the plump little fellows for the table.
We ate
our thirty quail in thirty days, and then some
more.
We mourned when
the season
closed.

They can cook quail down there.
Your outfit should consist of a strong, fastwalking horse, wagon
with
broad
tires, with
which you can drive anywhere across country
over the sand hills and around the lakes,
For
dogs—pointers.
There are no springs or streams

and sometimes you are away from the lakes. The
warmth of the weather
would
also
mitigate
against the setter, and it is easier to keep the
ticks off your pointer with his short coat.
For
yourself a canvas suit, high shoes or boots with
bellows tongue; boots are preferable, but don’t

have them waterproof and have them light. Light

WHERE

THE

BIG

BASS

LURK.

wool flannels and a good warm sweater.
A I6gauge is the most sportsmanlike and really the
most efficient arm; No. Io shot and no spreaders.
Our method of hunting was not strenuous. We
would start off in the morning about 8 o’clock and
drive till the dogs made game or pointed, when
we would jump out, quickly tie the horse to the
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nearest tree—there is always one near—and
up the covey and then follow up the singles.

AND

STREAM.

[FEB. 3, 1906.
entitle the man with the .22 cal. rifle to wear an

walk
Un-

less well marked down we found it difficult to
find many singles. Make a note of this; if you

eagle feather in his head gear.
In the hammocks live the so-called cat squirrels.
I shot one and saw a few others.
They

don’t mark your birds down, you won’t find them.

are in every way

When

we

had worked

out the ground

well we

would get into the hunting
Five to ten coveys with two

wagon and repeat.
dogs from 8 A. M.

to 4 P. M. are the average.

How

many

north,

snow

covered

hills

and

the

you get

thoughts fly back to the Southland

trees,

The Gray

ing,

my

disappears and in its place is yellow sand with
brown bunches of wiry grass, and the erstwhile
leafless trees are covered with long green pine
needles; and right over there is the white form
of Rex with his nose just around the butt of that
fallen pine—rigid.
And I know that right the
other side of that log are fifteen or twenty small
gray-brown birds with bright black eyes, also
motionless.
I can’t see them, but I know they
are there, and—What did you say, my dear?—

“The

house

is cold, and will I please touch
Snipe

They told a good story at the Jolly Palms last
winter.
If you have ever been snipe shooting
you will appreciate it.
Two friends were returning after a rather unsuccessful day in the marsh and met an old snipe
hunter. with a very respectable bag.
“How in

Be-

Fox.

for

was

I not

once

torn

limb

from

limb

They are

of all sizes, colors

and shapes; but, as

a rule, they knew their business, and, considering the rather difficult trailing owing to the
scent
PINE

up

Shooting.

smaller.

in the columns of this paper for innocently relating a Vermont fox hunt?
Sure, it was fox
shooting, and this is how:
A pony and wagon, a native or two and a
small pack of fox hounds; these latter not exactly of the type of the Meadowbrook Hunt.

and the snow

that furnace?”

much

After the quail season closed we had considerable sport fox hunting.
I beg pardon,
Messieurs of the Red Coat; I mean fox shoot-

to-day on the

leafless

like our gray squirrel of the

in size, being

ing a bump on a log is the only way to get
them, and they will not command much of your
attention.

depends on how you shoot.
Our best record last
winter was forty-five birds to two guns and two
dogs in four hours.
I have had word
from
Mohawk that the quail are abundant this winter;

and as I look out of my window

except

TREE

BOXED

FOR

“Well, they don’t fly fifteen feet in any one direction.”
And the first time I went I had my own opin-

“hammock,”

and bagged

seven

snipe.

when

But, say, it is royal sport!

It is with

Three miles from

(the

lots

you

second largest body of water in Florida), lies a
marsh several miles in extent.
Here you will
find snipe all winter, any day and every day and
of them.

A

dog

is a nuisance

unless

he

he would

circle a while and

for the sand

left the

cover

hills, and it was

that we

got

our

shot,

if we were fortunate enough to agree with him
as to the proper place for a fox to break
cover. If he got by the guns he either got away
or was treed in a scrub oak in the sand hills.
At our approach he usually jumped and was
caught by the dogs.
And they do tree; they are wonderful climbers.
Don’t misunderstand me; they don’t go up bearfashion; but if there are any limbs they will get
well up. On these hunts we picked up many

considerable pride that I add that the last seven
birds I shot in that same marsh were brought to
bag with nine shells.
the Doctor’s, on the shores of Lake Apopka

where

then lead away

ion of the veracity of the veteran snipe hunter.
If I remember rightly, I shot in two hours sixty-

five shells

not lying well in the dry, sandy soil, they

do creditable work.
Good hounds from. the
north would be better.
We always started our quarry in a thick

TURPENTINE.,

have a retriever that will stay at heel till ordered on. You just go in and walk them up and
there won’t be a dull moment.
Two or three
hours

will

Don’t

go alone—ever.

be

enough.

The

Have

walking

is

a guide

hard.

the first

time, Or some one who has been there before.
There are places in that marsh where you can

“float your hat.” I know—I floated mine. The
most of the marsh is covered with a marsh grass
coming up to your knees, with many large open
places where

it will come

to your ankles only.

is here you will find the most birds.

It

The surface

is soft and spongy, and if you are very heavy, you
may get enough in an hour or so. It is much like

breaking
or

trail in damp

sluggish

streams,

snow.
the

‘There are canals

surface

of

which

are

covered with a rank growth of water plant life.
It may look all right; it will till you learn to
differentiate.
They told me about these places,
but I went several times and had no trouble, and
then one day I was walking along and the bottom

*

dropped out. My companion approached warily
—very warily, gave me a hand and I crawled out
on the grass.
I lay on my back and let the water
run out of my hip boots and trousers, unwound
the lily stems from my neck, and finished the

hunt, but I missed a lot.
nerve

Duxbak
got

A

FLORIDA

to

the world do you do it,” said one of the amateurs; “I think if I had a gun with a flexible
barrel and bell-muzzle, shooting three ounces of

clothing is waterproof, all right.

empty

“T’ll tell you,’ said the veteran, solemnly,
shoot fifteen feet ahead of them and let them

“TI
fly

Suddenly

the searcher after knowledge turned to his companion and said:
“Do you know, I believe that
“Why

is a liar.”
ras

the

water

from

one

did I think this was the cream,
must be well browned and with

I for-

of my

coat

and then—they
griddled sweets

and a delicious cup of coffee with Jersey cream.

shot I might get one once in a while.”

old man

spoiled my
By the way,

pockets; it was there when I got home.
Snipe
hunting is great sport. Only when they tell you
to look out in the marshes believe them. I didn’t.
This is one of the best snipe marshes in the
country. It is so large it is practically inexhaustible. We never failed to find the birds and made
many good bags, our best being twenty-six birds
out of thirty shells. Of all the shooting I ever

LARGE-MOUTH.

up against it.”
Our friends walked on thoughtfully.

Something

for the rest of the afternoon.

Squirrel
In the pitch pines

on

Shooting.
the sand

A

cottontail

rabbits.

in the woods,

they

make

a very

acceptable

to the

menu.
These
squirrels
are
hunted
by the
native, and a bag of half a dozen in a day would

are lots of raccoons.

did not

disturb

them.

A

wildcat hunt was about the only thing we didn’t
get; but this was not the fault of the cats, for
they were there, waiting.

hills lives the

addition

RATTLER,

There

but we

Dove

fox squirrel; and the good shot with a cur dog
that will bark at tree may still get a fair bag.
They are large, their flesh is light in color, and

SIZABLE

Across

on
into

from

a small
the

the

point

water.

Shooting.

Jolly

Palms

of land
Just

after

is a hammock

extending
sunset

well

hundreds

out
of

doves come like rockets across the lake and
dive into the thicket of trees to roost for the

FOREST

AND

SSS

INDIAN

From

the

drawing

by Jaques

night.
Occasionally—not too often—we took
a boat and rowed leisurely across just before
sunset, took our positions on the point at the
edge of the trees, and with pockets well filled
with shells awaited the charge.
_ The sun, a glorious red ball, sinks down be-

all dry sand.

hind the pines, and almost

We

at once

the darkness

commences; there is no twilight in Florida.
But here they come—two, four, ten, a dozen;
and can they fly? Well, some.
Five birds with
twenty-five shells was the best I could ever
do.
But it was furious.
The dim light, the
rocket-like flight combined to tax your skill to
the limit.
In fifteen minutes it is all over, except the
gastronomic part.
Temptingly served, these
birds will make a vegetarian forget his vows.
The

Deer

Hunting.

The Florida deer, while undoubtedly the same
as his cousin in Maine or the Adirondacks, is
very small; a full-grown buck weighing
150
pounds is the limit.
There are two methods of hunting, and both
are uncertain.
I am speaking of Lake county.
There are doubtless other places where one

would be more sure of success. Still-hunting in
the sand hills requires the acme of skill as a
tracker and still-hunter.
The country is open, and the chances of approaching the game unobserved is rather slight.

The

deer in small

bands

may

be found

in the

dry hollows of what were once small ponds.
The
trailing
of them,
however,
requires
a
| thorough knowledge
of the country,
of the
| habits of the deer and infinite skill and patience.

Our guide, George Harding, possessed all these

MODE

Le

STREAM.

SESS

OF

KILLING

Moyne,

:

ALLIGATORS.

in De

Bry’s

qualities and was the most wonderful
have ever seen.
Remember the soil

Brevis

Narratio,

tracker I
is almost

down

to Green

Swamp

camping

and

put in a few days at it. George has a yellow
dog that would trail without giving tongue.

With this dog he would go into the almost 1mpenetrable bay heads, swampy
coves covered
with a thick growth of trees and in which saw
palmetto, brambles and briers grow in a tangled
mass; and would jump the deer, and we took
our chances of a shot on the outside when the
game
broke cover.
We
started and saw a
number of deer.
The results were not such as
to warrant my recommending sportsmen going

down for this sport alone, but there is always
a chance that you will score, and it adds one
more

to the endless variety of Florida

shooting.

Camping.

It is an ideal camping country, dry and not
too cold. Wood everywhere, and such wood!
The dry resinous pine will light with a match
without the aid of fine stuff, and it makes a hot
fire and lasts well.
They say that natives whe
go away always come back as they won’t stay
where there is no ‘“fat-wood” or “light-wood.”
Those of you who have struggled to get your
camp-fire to burn in the north would appreciate

this fuel. Everything in the south is conducive
to an easy, lazy life.
The long, gray Spanish moss makes a good
bed.
Clear soft water is always at hand, fish

and game

don’t fail to take at least one trip to Green
Swamp or some other equally interesting place

in this semi-tropical

Some of the guests at the Jolly Palms got a
few shots in this way.
The other method which
I tried is less strenuous and more interesting.

went

1563.

are plentiful.

If you go to Mohawk,

country.

Bass

Fishing.

Most of the Florida waters abound in largemouth black bass, and Lake county is as good
as any place in the State.
He isn’t quite the
equal in gameness of his small-mouthed relative,

but he will give you lots of sport.
Equipment:
A boat of any kind,

a

bait-

casting rod 4% or 5 feet long, a reel with
spooler, 150 feet light, strong, black line (not
oil silk) and a surface bait for the dark-colored
or cypress waters, and under-water baits for the
clear waters.
A gaff or net, stringer and—weil,

you

fishermen

know.

This

isn’t very

explicit,

but I am more a hunter than a fisherman, and
I am going to turn you over to Billy Bass for

all detailed

information.

It was at Mohawk we met Billy Bass and his
charming little wife, who is almost his equal as
a fisherman, and Billy is the best there is. A
Cracker once saw him in a boat on a lake something less than a quarter of a mile wide, and
afterward sifted into Mineola and reported, ‘1

just seen a young fellah with a short rod with
a windlass on’t an’ a line no bigger’n a spider’s
webb; and he could stand in a boat in that
yere

Jake

could.”

and

And

cast

to

either

Billy Bass
owns
a small
and if you are lucky enough
quaintance and he takes you

through

shore—he

shore

I half believe the Cracker.

the chain

gasolene
launch
to make his acfor a trip down

of lakes and

the river you

will see some charming waterways and get all
the fishing you want; for as they say down there
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“there
belongs
to be’ a bass under
every
cypress root.
Get in touch with Billy Bass;
he can “put you wise” on Florida bass fishing
A

In looking

over

my

notes

I find a host

of

and

are

do not demand

scattered

size of their bank

account.

to whom

Coast

the

to be amused

everywhere

East

with

according

Class

and

to the

C—Society,

its array

of fine

hotels is a winter playground.
If you do not belong to one of these classes, I

will lay ‘a wager you will find it dull.

As most

of you who read this belong to Class A, you
can count on a most delightful winter if you
make a pilgrimage to the Jolly Palms or some
other equally attractive sportsmen’s resort.
It really will give me pleasure to answer any
inquiries or give any further information about
the subjects touched on in this sketch.
They
say down
there, that once a man
gets the
Florida sand in his shoes, he will always come
back.
It is a charm that never fails, and I am

under

the spell.

The

“call of the wild”

is on

me, and I have but to give my imagination free
rein, and I am lounging on the veranda of our
cozy cottage gazing over the tranquil waters
of Lake Juanita toward
the west, where
a
gorgeous southern sun sinks slowly behind the
pines, flooding the water with crimson and gold.
With flash of wings a wood dove and his mate.
cross the fire path of the sun and disappear

in the safe shadows

of the hammock.

A

scat-

tered covey of quail are calling softly out there
at the edge of the wood, and away across the
lake some returning cowboy, whose heart swells

with the mere joy of living, raises his voice in

that marvelous
call whose.
beautiful
melody
floats clear and sweet
through
the evening
silence and dies away among the distant echoing
hills.
W. W. Brown.

In Camp

in Florida.

Mr. H. H. Powett writes from his new camp
at Drifton, Fla., under date of January 23, that
he finds quail, wild ducks and wild turkeys abunéliant.

THE
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Indian Feast Days.

DANcE

in a Seminole

camp!

race,

as they observe

the

chief, played
_ revelry
What

of centuries past are kept alive by this

brown-skinned

Resume.

interesting things on which I have not had
space to touch.
‘There are three classes of
people who like to winter in Florida:
Class A
—Sportsmen who go down for either shooting
or fishing, and go either to the small interior
towns or the -coast, depending upon whether
their chief interest is in gun or rod.
Class B—
Those who go to escape the rigorous northern

winter

A Huntine

memories

from A to Z

who

Seminole

OF

STREAM.

ancient

tainly played

years

With an invitation
from
the old chieftain,
Tallahassee, who is patriarch of the tribe, to attend the Hunting Dance or Harvest Feast, the
temptation was too great to resist.
This festival
occurs only in cycles—once every four years—
and the character of its observance is known to
but few, if any white people.
The Indian camps
are so inaccessible that it takes nerve and muscle

coaching

of Indians would be on hand in gala spirits and
gorgeous attire, and knowing too that it was an
opportunity that might come but once in a life-

time, the question of “‘to go or not to go,” was
soon settled,
journey were

The

and preparations
under way.

Seminole

makes

for

his home

the

in

irksome

some

se-

cluded spot or fertile islands, where the immediate environment is a watery prarie.
By train
ride of 160 miles we reached a little Florida

hour

the joyous

to hour.

The afternoon of our arrival was devoted to
a ball game.
An aboriginal ball game!
Cer-

feast days of an aboriginal people.

to réach them; but knowing that the entire band

like children, keeping

up from

old,

by a code

where
had

no

of rules more

curved

entered,

but

balls

where

than

nor

150

Yale

swelled

and

echoed the glad free trump of joy as the game
went on with scientific strokes and measured
tread, with now and then a “rush” as the ball
missed its target and bounded out of its circle.
Both men and women participated in the game,

the women being as adept as the men.
The
game is unique and might be practiced with
much pleasure by our American boys.
Within a circle whose circumference is about
thirty feet is erected a pole, which serves as a
goal.. The players take sides, or in country
school parlance, “choose up.” The object of
the game is to strike the pole with the ball,
which is knocked with a racket or stick, which
is made of hickory, with a netted pocket made
of deer thongs.
The ball is tossed up and caught in the netted
pocket,

and

then

hurled

at the pole.

The

op-

hamlet, where a teamster with a creaking wagon

posing side endeavor

and a pair of lean, cadaverous-looking horses
was secured.
Then followed a drive of thirty
miles through ponds, swamp, prairie flats, slush
and water, with sand-flies whirring and buzzing
in our
ears
as they seemed
to offer their
orchestral escort through the dismal, funereal
Allapata flats. The journey was nearing its end.
The sun, shining with a July fierceness, glinted
the wigwams
of the Seminoles.
Tired and

touching the post.
Sometimes the ball strikes
the ground away beyond the line of play, and

hungry

we

approached

the village.

Here

the

to prevent

then a scamper for it is a moment
citement.

Men,

women

and

the ball from
for great ex-

children

make

a

rush for the ball, the victor having the next
play. A scorekeeper stands by the pole, keeping a record of the play.
As the twilight falls the players end the game,
and the feast begins.

The edibles are distributed

trusive manner a fine saddle of venison was pre-

into three parts, the men taking their portion
and going to a selected spot, the women likewise to a point designated for them, and the
children to a third location. This peculiar arrangement is not indulged in at any other time,
but has same ancient significance and is followed at this festival.
When the feast was over, which consisted af

sented.
The Indians were bubbling over with excitement, for it was a time for rejoicing— a carni-

the fruits of the chase and the best products of
the little
palmetto-fenced gardens, the band assembled
for the grand hunting dance.
Camp-

signs of the festival were everywhere apparent.
With the inborn courtesy, that is ever present
with these untutored Seminoles in the presence
of a friend, they met us with royal grace.
A
wigwam was placed at our disposal, our bag-.
gage was unloaded, and in a quiet and unob-

val, when men, women

and children all joined in

the merriment.
As our visit always means presents for the
Indians, expectant faces from the little toddling
children, as well as from the older members of
the camp, reminded us that it was time to distribute tobacco, pipes, red handerchiefs, trinkets

for the women, candy
ones.
Happiness pervaded
The

and

nuts

for the little

the

Everglade

older Indians, with the exception

village.
of the old

fires burned all around the dancing square, and
as the dusky forms emerged from the shadows
of the great live oaks, clad as they were in most
fantastic

attire, the scene

was

most

picturesque.

Women, men and children gathered at the
council lodge.
Yards and yards of brightlycolored ribbons floated from the head, neck and
shoulders of the women, with beads of various

hues and many pounds in quantity around their
necks, while beaten silver ornaments fastened on
their

wrists,

added

to

the

decoration.

The
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men,

likewise,

enormous

were

turbans,

in

brilliant

with

coats

leggings

ana

gracetully

adorned with the fringe of the doe skin and
moccasins
fresh and new.
Nor
had _ the
children been neglected, for, with swirling ribbons and bright red dresses that reached to
their slim ankles, they came bubbling with joy
and laughter, ready to take their places in the
dance circle.
Now the dancers are ready.
In the center
of the square, the fire, the Sacred Fire, flashes

and flickers.
At each corner of the square
stands a pole.
The leader, who on this occasion

is Chief

Bill Stewart,

waits

at the

door

of the lodge.
He starts a weird melody, and
the band lock hands, marking time as they take
‘up the chant. The chief leads off with the entire band in the procession, making as picturesque a figure as was ever witnessed in a New
York cotillion.
If the reader will follow the lines of the accompanying

left, he

as they

pass

coming

The

and going, sometimes three and four abreast,
but all in such symmetrical motion that the

to-day

poles,

from

clusters

appears

to

be

of the shells of the highland

terrapin,

partly filled with pebbles; these shells are concealed by the long dress skirt, and as they
dance, singing the long cadenced song of their
fathers, they make melodious
music.
<A _ remarkable feature in the perfecttion of the dance
is that as the women move off not a sound 1s
heard, that bunch of shells is as silent as the
tomb; and yet it would be practically impossible
for one to move the shells by hand without
causing them to rattle.

the

the

tracing

LINEAGE.

and dig potatoes, and the very small children
“hunt” water and bring in sticks of wood.
To
their white friends, they said, “Dance to-night?”
This was intended for an invitation, and was an
honor rarely accorded; but with that stern, unwritten law before them, they explained, “White
friends must hunt, hunt, hunt.
All same Indian.
No hunt, no dance.”
Another very picturesque game is the dancrng
around the festal pole. In this dance, the women
enter from one side and the men from another.
Around the ankles of the women are strapped

will see that the long line of dancers,
around

diagram,

ANCIENT

STREAM.

iestivals
show

observed

teachings

the peculiarities

among

the Seminoles

centuries

old,

blending

of different races—the

carnival

of the Romans with the Jewish feasts of those
days, and the mystic link of the Aztec Jubilee.
There is so much that is elevating and puri-

fying

in the conduct

of these

people,

that

it

would be hard to describe the scenes, the love
and
good
humor
that flashes
between
the

moments
feasts

of the time spent in the council, at the

and

the

dances.

KisstmMMEg,

Fla.

Minnie

Moore-WIttson,

SACRED

a

Adirondack

EIRE

Preservation.

Tue Trustees of the Association for the Protection of the Adirondacks gave an informal dinner

on

Game

Monday,

Jan.

Commissioner

22,

to

Forest,

Whipple,

Fish

and

ent besides the guests were Hon. Henry E. Howland, president of the Association; Hon. Warren

COUNCIL
HOUSE >
THE

HUNTING

Higley, John G. Agar, Henry Phipps, David McClure,

of singing

strangely

DANCE.

sweet.

The various dances of these people show how
close they live to nature. As they move to the
rhythmical cadence of the owl song, we
“Waugh-ho-o00-whoo-whoo,”’
of
the

horned

owl;

then

the penewa,

dance, with its notes

so on with many
A

feature

be commended,
work
every

or hunt.
member

or wild

of the gobbling

hear,
great

turkey

bird;

and

others.

of the

dance,

is that those
Each
of the

one

who

F. Underwood,

W.

G.

Ver

Planck,

manner.
He expressed the absorbing interest of
the Association in its work and its great desire
to back up the State officials in the performance
of their duty. Addresses were made by Commissioner Whipple, Colonel Fox, Attorney-General
Mayer and Mr. Burnham.
The policy of the Commissioner and his asso-

ciates is that of strict enforcement of the law and
punishment

that

might

dance

must

morning of the festival
camp, down to the wee

child, must hunt, leaving the camp by daybreak
and ‘hunting till 12 o’clock noon.
The men
hunt large game; the boys go for rabbits, birds
and squirrels; while the women hunt the hogs

of offenders.

If the law is not wise,

the best way to have it altered is to enforce
Mr.

and

Geo.

Alfred L. White, E. B. Whitney, Charles P.
Swenson and Messrs. Walker and Grinnell.
Judge Howland presided in his own inimitable

dance is very beautiful, coupled with the grace
and modesty of innocence, with an accompaniment

Among those pres-

George

F.

Underwood

spoke

it.

interestingly

and at length from the standpoint of the lumbermen, while Mr. David McClure took the side
of
the strictest forest protectionist.
The closing
speech by Mr. Agar pointed out very forcibly the
absolute necessity of preserving the forests which

remain and of restocking the barren lands of the
Adirondacks,

ploited.

which

have

been

so wastefully

ex-

Century

the artist De Bry, who

Alligators.

visited Florida

of
by

with the

French expedition of 1563, and to whom we owe
many pictures of the land and the people as he
found them—and sometimes, perhaps, as here, as
he did not find them.
If the Florida alligator
was of such prodigious size as De Bry represented him, it is manifest that the creature has
dwindled preceptibly since then; but the more
reasonable theory is that De Bry shared the
proneness of those who returned from America
in those days to excite the marvel of home-staying Europe by magnifying the wonders of the
New World; and so added a few cubits to the
measure of his “crocodiles.”

The description in the Brevis Narratio

runs:

“They wage war on the crocodiles in this manner:
By the bank of the river they build a little

hut full of chinks and holes, in which

is stationed

a sentinel who can hear and see the crocodiles a
great way of. Pressed by hunger they come up
out of the water in search of prey, failing to find
which they give forth a horrible roar that may be

heard

for half a mile.

Then

the sentinel

calls

the others who are ready; and ten or twelve of
them, bearing a huge pole, hurry to intercept the
gigantic monster (his jaws expanded to seize and
swallow some one of them), and with great agility, holding the sharp end of the pole as high as

possible, they plunge it into his maw,

whence be-

cause of its roughness and the scaly bark he cannot eject it. Then turning the crocodile over on
his back, they belabor his belly, which is softer,
with clubs, and shoot arrows into it and open it;
the back is impenetrable because
of the hard
scales, the more so if it be an old one.
This is
the Indians’ way of hunting crocodiles, to whom
they are such inveterate foes that night and day
they are on the watch for them, not less than we
for our most hostile enemies.”

Superintendent

Fox, Attorney-General Julius Mayer and Chief
Game Protector John B. Burnham, at the Uni-

versity Club, New York city.

Sixteenth

THE illustration depicting the Indian mode
alligator hunting in the old days, was drawn

Coachwhip
GLENCOE,

Fla.—A

and Rattler.

large coachwhip

snake over

six feet long was seen in a fierce combat with a
young rattlesnake here the other day.
The rattlesnake was probably about two years old, and
was eighteen inches long. The coachwhip nearly
killed his adversary, when a charge of shot put
an end to both.
The coachwhip snake is a great
chicken eater.
We never heard before, nor have
we been able to find any one who has, of this
snake being an enemy of the rattlesnake.
It is
well known that the blacksnake kills every rattlesnake he meets, and that where the former is
common the latter are rarely seen.
I also killed
to-day, and preserved the skin of a very large
gopher snake seven feet and one inch in length,
and nine inches in circumference in the largest
part.
I don’t want the readers of ForEsT AND

StrEAM

to infer by the above

that

snakes

are

abundant here, for they are not.
This rattlesnake was the second one I have seen in two
years, and I believe I am in the woods as much

as anyone
engaged

in this section

of the country,

in surveying and hunting.

W.

A picturE by one of the old Chinese
now on exhibition at Tokio, establishes

that

reels

were

used

than 800 years ago.

by Chinese

being

masters,
the fact

anglers

more
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Something About Florida?Snakes.
THERE

some

is a lot of snake-talk

snakes.

fire many an
to me, most
have been a
universally

normal.
“nerves,”

Around

the

in Florida,

cheerful

with

pitch-pine

evening was passed discussing this,
attractive subject.
From a boy I
friend and student of this almost
despised
reptile,
and
yet
I am

Only some people say
for which Dieu merci.

I have

no

This little sketch does not pretend to be
scientifically accurate or complete, but may give
the readers of ForREST AND STREAM a few practical points, which, I hope, will prove of value
to visiting sportsmen.
The list of snakes to be found in Florida would
doubtless be a long one.
I couldn’t give it to
you.
Most
of them
are perfectly harmless.
Among

the most

common

are

the gopher

snake,

of a beautiful dark metallic blue, and which attains a length of seven feet sure, for I held one
a few moments last winter which measured that.

This

snake

lives

in the

holes

made

by the

gopher, as the large land turtle is called, hence
the. name given him by the natives, who attribute to him a wonderful capacity for ex-

terminating rattlesnakes, which I doubt.
The coachwhip is another variety, the

flash

of whose
long, slender body will become
a
familiar sight to you.
He reaches six feet, too,
but is slender and a racer.
_His head and neck
are a beautiful shade of brown, and the rest of

his body

is covered

with

brown

lines

exactly

water I never could find out, but I know for
a considerable time. I imagine he is much like
a frog in this respect. Not many are bitten by
him, for he is shy and would rather avoid trouble

if possible.

His bite is about on a par with the

rattlesnake’s,
employed.
I knew a

and

the

man

same

down

remedies

there

who

are

to be

was

once

standing on the shore of one of the many small
lakes, in soft mud, when
he felt something
moving under his foot; he looked down and saw
a good-sized moccasin struggling to escape; and

he let him. The diamondback. Ah! here we have
the villian.
Treacherous, vicious, deadly, a
blackguard.
But he sounds his warning, you
I have

seen

them when you couldn’t make them rattle.

say.

Yes,

sometimes,

not always.

He

may be anywhere, he may warn you, and he
may not.
Florida is just right for him, hot, dry

and

sunny,

hammocks

with

thick

wherein

palmettos

he may

hide.

and

dense

Fortunately,

he is not in evidence during the winter, and no
sportsman
need hesitate to go afield up to
March 1.
If you feel nervous, carry a hypodermic.
It will ease your mind; and while there
is not one chance in a hundred that you will
need it, yet it covers that one.
After March 1,
when you go in the hammocks, look where you
are going to step.
If you want skins as I did,
get a native with a small pack of fox hounds.

Most of these dogs have had more or less experience with rattlers, and if they find one they

ap-

will bark in a peculiar way and they will keep
watch on that snake till you arrive, when you
can shoot him in the head with a small rifle,

Still another harmless snake is the king snake,

or take him with a wire snare on the end of a
pole.
I got several good skins, the largest

as if it had

makes

been

the name

braided,

and

the leather

of coachwhip

particularly

color

propriate.
also

pilot.

called

But

chicken

with

snake

these

and _ rattlesnake’s

innocents

we

are

not

measuring

6 feet

6 inches

inches in circumference.

long

and

Some

nearly

12

of these I had

concerned, although if one runs over your boot
quick at the moment
you are standing with
nerves a trifle tense, waiting for the covey of

tanned (in the natural color—not brown); the
others I cured myself by stretching on a board,
fleshing, drying and then applying vaseline for

quail to jump

a week, the residue being finally removed

into

the air, it is just possible

you may be considerably concerned—just for an
instant.
There are three venomous snakes in Florida
—the diamond-backed
rattlesnake, the cotton-

mouthed moccasin, the harlequin or coral snake.
The last-named is really attractive with his
bands of brilliant black, red and orange, a small
fellow, two or three feet long and slender.
It
was in March that I saw the first ones.
In
plowing among the trees of an orange grove

three

had

been

turned

up

by the

plowshare.

They were then very slow and apparently just
aroused from an all-winter sleep.
The venom
of these snakes is entirely different from that
of the two first named, the same antidotes not
seeming to produce at all the same results;
but the little fellow is so peaceful that he has

to be provoked into striking, and would always
rather run than fight.
A lad of eight years; son of the proprietor of
the place where I wintered, was playing out
doors early one
bright morning
before
the
household was afoot.
He found one of these
snakes, repaired to the kitchen, where he secured an old case knife, with which he removed

the head of his victim and brought the body in
triumph to his father.
So much for their

temper.

They simply don’t count.

The cotton-mouth or water moccasin is not
so “easy,” and although not distinctly vicious,
is still worthy of our respect.
Like the costermonger, “he loves to lie a basking in the sun,”
and if you will go to the swamps in the warm

months you will find him lying at length on the
roots and low limbs of the cypress trees, from
which he will slide quickly into the water on
your approach.
He is a dirty color, a brown
with dull markings, his mouth a snowy white,

whence

his name.

How

long he can live under

soft

cotton.

Skins

preserved

in

this

with

manner

retain a very natural appearance, but are affected by the dryness or dampness of the atmosphere and curl some.
It is said that after a
year or two the scales come off. This I cannot vouch for. Doubtless tanning is the most
permanent

method

ini Ah

the skin

of preserving

the

of a diamondback

beautiful

is beau-

titu

There is probably no subject on which opinion
varies to a greater extent than on the results
of a rattlesnake bite. There is no question that
it is serious—always.
Results are in proportion
to the amount of venom introduced into the
circulation.
Hence the bite of a large snake
is more dangerous than that of a small one.
Much depends on the location of the bite on

the body of the victim.

If the fang should in-

ject the poison directly into a large vein, it is
much more serious than if it is in some thick
muscle or in fat.
The depth of the incision
made by the fang also plays an important part.
The fangs of the rattlesnake, of which there
are two in the front upper jaw, normally lie
back against the roof of the mouth and are
thrown forward when the snake strikes, which

it does with a forward and downward blow.
These two teeth, for they are of the same bony
formation, contain a canal leading from the
poison sac to just back of the point, and in a
large snake would pierce a rubber and even
leather boot.
However, a good high leather
boot is surely a protection and to be recom-

mended to Florida shooters.
To illustrate the rarity of snake

bites there

I might add that I only heard of two cases.

One

was told by a commercial traveler as happening
to himself.
Now those who know the propensities of members of the profession will take

this one with a large saline chaser.
He was
quail shooting—jumped from the wagon on the

snake, was bitten, rode ten miles for assistance,
was very sick, but recovered fully.
The other was a case which the fool-killer
missed when he made his rounds. A man down
there caught a large rattler alive and kept him

as a pet in a box covered with fine wire screening. He used to amuse hims-lf by scraping his

finger tips across the screen
tive into striking.
One day
fair on the end of a finger.
medical aid. His estate was
relatives.

to provoke the capthe snake hit him
He had no proper
divided among his
Brown.

The Snake Bird.
THE snake bird is one of the great family of
the totipalmate swimmers, to which’ belong also
the gannets, cormorants

and pelicans, and its sys-

tematic place is between the gannets and the cormorants.
It is a bird of the warm country; in
America not being found north of North Carolina, where however a few breed, but being most
at home

in the swamps

and

among

the lakes

of

Florida, Louisiana, Alabama and Mississippi.
It
is one of the oddest of birds, with a very long
neck, small

head and sharp-pointed

bill, and

also

with a long flat tail, the two middle feathers of
which

are

curiously

crimped

or

fluted,

on

their

outer webs, at right angles to the shaft of the
feather. The base of the upper mandible is bare
of feathers, and the skin of the throat is bare
and capable of much dilatation, like that of the
cormorants. Species of Plotus are found in India,
Africa and Australia.
This is a bird of many names, of which the
most common are, snake bird and water turkey;
yet, the French creoles about New Orleans and
on the Mississippi River call it bec a lancette,
from its sharp pointed bill, while at the mouth
of the Mississippi it is called water crow; in
southern partsof Florida, Grecian lady; in Georcia

and

South

Carolina,

cormorant,

and

in the.

hooks
anhinga and_ black-bellied darter,
the
latter name applying strictly onlv to the male, for
the under plumage of the female is light in color.
The

water

turkey

is a bird of the inland,

and

delights most in little lakes, pools and bayous surrounded by dense forests. Yet they are said very
seldom to fly through the trees, but if startled, to
pass along up or down the stream; and they
rarely select for their homes ponds or lakes which
are not large enough to enable them, if frightened, to rise above the trees before flying away.
Although it sometimes breeds not far from the
sea coast, the favorite nesting place of this species is in some tall cypress growing out of stagnant water.
Often a nest is built in a tall tree,
but by no means
always, for sometimes low
bushes not more than eight or ten feet above
the water may be chosen.
Sometimes these nests
are placed in the same tree with the nests of
other birds, and formerly

rear its young
the larger

the snake

bird used to

in the midst of the rookeries

herons.

The

nest

is flattened

of

and re-

sembles that of the Florida cormorant. It is made
of sticks of considerable size and is a solid and
compact structure. Here the four eggs are laid
and

here

the young

are hatched

and

reared,

not

leaving the nest until they are fully fledged, when
their parents drive them from the nest to the
water below and proceed to rear a second brood.
The snake bird is readily tamed. when taken

young.
Once when staying at Pointe Coupee,
nearly opposite the mouth of Bayou Sara, in the
State of Mississippi, Audubon saw some young
which had been tamed.
He says, “One day en-

tering the house of an humble settler close to the
western bank of the Mississippi, I observed two
young anhingas that had been taken out of a nest
containing

four,

that

had

been

built ‘on

a high
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the shore as soon as possible, as if dreading the
element in which it was by nature destined to
live. When thrown into the pond it usually dived
at once, but the next instant rose to the surface
and swam with all the buoyancy of a common
duck.
It is a fearless bird, keeping at bay the
hens and turkeys in the yard, and never sparing
any dog that chanced to pass by it, dealing blows
right and left with its sharp pointed bill, and
occasionally posting itself at the trough where
they are fed, to prevent them from taking a morsel of food until he has tantalized them
sufficiently, then he leaves them to share whatever he
does not himself relish.
It was not until my bird
was fully fledged that I found
it willing or
anxious to go to the water, and then, whenever
it Saw me going toward the pond it accompanied
me as far as the gate, seeming to say, ‘Pray let
me go.’ On my opening this gate it at once followed me, waddling like a duck, and no sooner

ee

SWALLOWING
Ae lori

was

it in sight of its favorite

element

than

it

immediately let itself in, not with a plunge or a
dive, but by dropping from
a plank into the
stream, where for a while it would swim like a
duck, then dipping its long neck, it would dive
for the purpose of procuring fish.
The water
was clear enough to enable me to see all of its
movements, and after many various windings, it
would emerge at a distance of forty or fifty yards.

“This bird sleeps in open air, and during warm
nights perches on the house or the bars of the

fence, with its head under its wings, placed there
from above its back, and in rainy weather it
often sits in that same place for nearly the whole
day.
It appears to be very susceptible of cold,
retreating to the kitchen, and near the fire, battling with the dogs or the cooks for the most desirable place on the hearth.
Whenever the sun

shines

it spreads

it wings

and

tail, rustles

its

feathers and seems delighted with our warmest
sunny days.
While walking or sometimes hopping, it does not support itself by the tail, as cormorants sometimes do.
When fish is presented
to it it seizes and swallows them greedily, but
when these cannot be procured we are forced to
feed it on meat, when it opens its mouth and received the food placed init.
* * *

“Once

it made its escape and flew off about a

quarter ‘of a mile into the pond.
Some boys happened to be there in a canoe. The bird approached
them with open mouth, for it was hungry.
* *
* When they saw such a strange creature pur-

suing them
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* * * When it first observes an enemy it immediately sinks its body deeper, in the manner
BIRD— Drawing from life by Edwin Lutz.

cypress on a lake on the easterly side of the
river. They were perfectly tame and gentle and
much attached to their foster parents, the man
and woman of the house, whom they followed
wherever they went.
They fed with equal willon

shrimp

could be had,

and

contented

fish,

and

when

themselves

Indian corn, of which they caught
ease the grains as they were thrown

with

neither

boiled

with great
one by one

to them.
I was afterward informed that when
a year old they were allowed to go to the river
and fish for themselves on ponds on either side,
and that they regularly returned toward night,
for the purpose of roosting on the top of the
house.
Both birds were males and they fought

again seen by the person who related this curious
aitaiien
The Rev. John Bachman reared some of these
birds and wrote his friend Audubon about them.

Of one of them, he says:
“My pet was tame
from the beginning of its captivity and followed
me about the house, the yard and garden, until
I thought it quite troublesome, in consequence of
its peculiar attachment to me.
The one given to
our friend was fed on fish and raw beef, but although it grew to its full size, never seemed
to

thrive as well as the one I had, and finally died
of an affection causing spasms.
This was a female, and although less bright in color than the
adult

of the same

sex,

the two

middle

feathers

hard battles, but at last each met with a female,

of her tail were partially crimped and her mark-

which

ings were

it enticed

like that of

ways swims with its body sunk beneath the surface and showing only its head and a part of its
tail, but this, Audubon declares, is quite incorrect, “For it is so only when in sight of an enemy
and when under any apprehension of danger..
It
is as buoyant as any other diving bird, such as
a cormorant, a merganser, a grebe or a diver.

cc ae

THE

ingness

somewhat

Tt is generally believed that the snake bird al-

ieee

eS

with a head

a snake, they took alarm and paddled to the
shore, but my bird followed in their wake, and
landed as soon as they did.
They now fled to
the house, where the anhinga also arrived and
was recognized by some members of the family
who sent it back to me.”

to the

roost

on

the house

top,

where all four slept at night for a while. Soon
after, the females having probably laid their eggs
in the woods, they all disappeared and were never

the same.

While

in the young

state I

frequently carried it to a pond, believing that it
would relish the water
health; but I invariably

and would improve
found it to scramble

in
to

of the birds just mentioned, and when the danger
approaches, the more does it sink until at last
it swims off with the head and neck only above
the surface, when these parts, from their form
and peculiar sinuous motion, somewhat resemble
the head and part of the body of a snake.
It is
from this circumstance that the anhinga has received the name of snake bird.
* * *
“When fishing in a state of security it acts pre-

cisely like a cormorant,

returning to the surface

as soon as it has procured a fish or other article
of food, shakes it, if it is not too large, throws
it into the air and receiving it conveniently, swal-

lows it and recommences its search.”
The food of the snake bird consists almost entirely of fishes, and as its digestion is rapid, it
requires a great amount of food.
Audubon tells
that he and Dr. Bachman gave to one of these
birds, about seven months old, a blackfish 914
inches long by two inches in diameter.
The bird
swallowed the fish entire, head foremost.
Later,

at a single
succession

meal,
nine

this same

fishes

7%

bird

inches

swallowed
long,

and

in
an

ordinary meal might consist of forty or more fish
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about 3% inches long.

Notwithstanding this vor-

acity, the snake bird can go for a long time without food and apparently without any great suffering, although those starved in captivity became
very troublesome to the people who had them in
charge.
Besides the fish which they eat, they devour, no doubt, many sorts of aquatic insects,
crayfish, leeches, shrimps, tadpoles, salamanders
and such young reptiles as they may come across.
The general color of the male is glossy greenish black, but the long loose feathers of the neck
are pale gray or purplish white.
There are some
small white patches and streaks on the feathers
and scapulas.
The tail is black.
The female is
much paler than the male.
She has only a few of
the elongated feathers on the neck.
The head
and hind neck are pale brown, while the foreneck
and breast are pale reddish-brown, and there is
a band of deep chestnut across the lower breast.
The upper parts are large, as in the male, but
much paler and duller.
William Bartram, the Quaker traveler and naturalist, who visited Florida in 1773, wrote of the
snake bird:
“Here is in this river and in the waters all over
Florida, a very curious and handsome species of
birds; the people call them snake birds; I think
[ have seen paintings of them on the Chinese
screens and other Indian pictures; they seem to
be a species of cormorant or loon (Colymbus
cauda elongata), but far more beautiful and delicately formed than any other species that I have
ever seen.
* * * They delight to sit in little
peaceable communities, on the dry limbs of trees,
hanging over the still waters, with their wings
and tails expanded, I suppose to cool and air
themselves, when at the same time they behold
their images in the watery mirror.
At such times
when we approach them, they drop off the limbs
into the water as if dead, and for a minute or two
are not to be seen; when on a sudden, at a vast
distance, their long, slender heads and neck only
appear, and have very much the appearance of a
snake, and no other part of them is to be seen
when swimming in the water, except sometimes

the tip end of their tail.

In the heat of the day

miles

north

of there,

on the higher plains, in

1901, excited special comment and raised the
question whether or not the range of the gray
wolf is being extended southward.
The

Big

county,

Wolf.

also been

on exhibition specimens in the New York Zoological Society’s Park in the Bronx, several of
these birds being confined in a large cage with
a tank in which they may swim.

Some

Notes on

(Concluded

Wolves

Wolves.

from page

of the

136.)

South.

Very different in character from the observations of Mr. MacFarlane are those made by
Mr. Vernon Bailey, chief field naturalist of the
Biological Survey, and as different is the country in which these observations
were
made.
This is Texas, on the border of the tropics, yet
aay we have a gray wolf, a black wolf and a red
WoOlt.

The big gray wolf, commonly called lobo,
for
lovo, loafer—lobo being the Spanish word
wolf—is still common over most of the plain
and mountain country of western Texas, but
chiefly west of the tooth meridian.
Such ma-

terial as Mr. Bailey was able to get in the way
of specimens and descriptions by the ranchmen

over this region apply in every instance to a
large light gray wolf, while along the southern
edge of the plain almost all of the ranchmen
distinguish between the red wolf or big coyote
of the rough country and the larger, lighter-colAt Comored “loafer” of the plains to the north.
stock, where bounties are paid by sheep owners
for the coyote and the common red wolf, the
“loafer” is unknown.
A specimen killed twenty

cattle

have

recently

been

greater intelligence in the wild state and a better

and

River.

Guadalupe
Whether

mountains
they

are

and

over

residents

in

the Pecos Valley or merely wanderers between
the plains and the mountains is not easily determined, but I have no record of their breeding in the low part of the valley, while they are
known to breed commonly in the high country

on both sides. The present abundance of the
species is not easily determined, as inferences
are mainly drawn from the numbers killed,
rather

than

the

numbers

alive.

Personally,

I

have known of six or eight that were killed in
1901 and 1902 in the Davis Mountains, and a few
in the Guadalupe Mountains and on the Staked
Plains that were poisoned or dug out of their
burrows.
While my own observations have
been limited, they aid in determining the accuracy of numerous other reports from resident
hunters and ranchmen.
‘These reports indicate
that the wolves are not decreasing in numbers

rapidly, if at all, in spite of those killed by ranchmen and by professional wolf hunters.
On
many

$10,
wolf
bine
paid
a

of the large

ranches

a special

bounty

of

$20, or sometimes $50, is paid for every
killed. Several small ranchers often comto offer a large bounty in addition to that
by the county, so that wolf hunting becomes

profitable

business.

In

such

cases

there

is

a strong temptation for the hunters to save the
breeding females and dig out the young each
year for the bounty, thus making their business not only profitable, but permanent.
The
hunters also bring. wolves from a distance to
the ranch paying the highest bounty.
The
bounty system offers dangerous temptations and
has never proved effectual or even highly beneficial over any large area.
“To protect themselves from fraud and their

parently for the pleasure of killing.

have

few

Pecos

Davis

delphia

There

a

the Staked Plains and open country east of the

“These wolves are most abundant in and about
the

kills sheep,

Park.

and

killed
“In
from
ance

they are seen in great numbers, sailing very high
in the air, over lakes and rivers.
“T doubt not but if this bird had been an inhabitant of the Tiber in Ovid’s days, it would have
furnished him with a subject for some beautiful
and entertaining metmorphoses.
I believe it feeds
entirely on fish, for its flesh smells and tastes
intolerably strong of it; it is scarcely to be eaten
unless constrained by insufferable hunger.”
The drawing is from a specimen in the Phila-

Zoological

poisoned baits, even disdaining to touch any
meat not freshly killed by himself.’
“From Lipscomb, July, 1903, Howell reports:
‘Gray wolves occur in small numbers in this

stock

from

wolves

owners employ
pay them well

noxious

many

of the

wolf hunters
to keep the

animals

from

large

by the
wolves

their

ranch

month and
and other

range.

On

the

whole, when skilled hunters can be procured,
this seems by far the most economical and satisfactory method.

“When opportunity offers, the ‘loafer’ not only
but

often

kills a large

number,

ap-

His regu-

lar and most serious depredations, however, are
on the scattered and unguarded cattle of the
range.
Two or three wolves usually hunt together and sometimes pull down a steer, but
most of their meat is procured from yearlings

or cows.
Occasionally a colt is killed, but not
often. Where two or three wolves take up their
residence on a ranch and kill one or mofe head
of cattle almost every day, the ranchmen

become

so seriously alarmed that they frequently offer
a reward of $50 or $100 apiece for the scalps.
In his report from Monahans, Merritt Cary
writes:
““T secured a skull of a very large female
lobo wolf, which was killed on Hawkins’s
ranch

in March,

skin when

1902, by Hugh

stretched

on

Campbell.

The

the side of the house

is said to have measured 8 feet 4 inches from
nose to end of tail, and was turned in to the

Stockman’s
$50 bounty

Association, which paid Campbell
on the animal.
This female wolf

was
the mate to “Big Foot,’ a famous wolf
throughout the region, whose track is always
recognized by an extremely large right fore-

by them.’
disposition the ‘loafer’ is quite different
the coyote, lacking its cunning and assurin the vicinity of man, and showing

disposition when tamed.
A _ half-grown ‘loafer’
that I found playing about the hotel at Portales,
a little town on the edge of the Staked Plains,
was like a big, good-natured puppy, full of fun
and play, but became fighting angry if roughly
handled. Although running at liberty over the
town, he had never tried his puppy

teeth on the

chickens and pigs around him. He was the only
survivor of a litter of seven, dug out of a burrow before their eyes were open.
The others
died, but ‘Sampson’ was nursed on a bottle for
seventeen days—until his eyes opened. When I
saw him in June he already gave promise of
becoming a good-sized ‘loafer.
He had a
powerful voice and always responded to music
with a doleful howl.
“The black wolf is reported from a few localities in the timbered region of eastern Texas,
but in most cases as ‘common years ago, now
very rare or quite extinct.
The more numerous reports of a ‘large gray wolf’ or ‘timber
wolf in the same region merely indicate variation in color, and show that only a minority of
the individuals are entirely black.
Presumably
they are all of the same species.
Apparently
there is not extant a Texas skin or skull of this
wolf to show whether or not it is the same
species as the one in Florida, and it is greatly
to be hoped that specimens will find their way
to the National Museum before the species becomes entirely extinct.”
Audubon,

who had more

experience with these

wolves in their wild state and original abundance
than any naturalist will ever have again, considered the black wolf of eastern Texas, Louisiana, southern Missouri, Kentucky, North Carolina, and Florida, as one species, and carefully
distinguished it from the “red wolf” of southern
Texas and the white or gray wolf of the plains.
“Since his work on the coyotes in 1897, Doctor
Merriam has made special effort to procure
specimens of the large coyote or small wolf of
southern Texas. As a result there are at the
present time fourteen skulls and four skins of
‘this wolf in the Survey collection from Columbus,
Corpus
Christi,
O’Connorport,
Port
Lavaca, Kerr County, Edwards county, and
Laredo, in addition to two skulls in the National
Museum,
one from
Fort Richardson, Jack
county,
Texas,
and one
from
Matamoras,
Mexico.
Based on these specimens and the
field reports of the Biological Survey a definite
range can be assigned the species, covering the
whole of southern Texas north to the mouth
of the Pecos and the mouth of the Colorado,
and still further north along the strip of mesquite country east of the plains, approximately
covering the semi-arid part of the Lower
Sofioran
to show

more

zone.
As yet there are no specimens
whether these wolves extend into the

arid

apparently

region

west

nowhere

of the

Pecos.

overlapping

the

While:
range

of

the larger, lighter-colored ‘lobo’ or ‘loafer’ of
the plains, they take its place to the south and
east as soon as the plains break down and the
scrub oak and mesquite country begins, but

their
The

whole range is shared with the coyote.
ranchmen
invariably
distinguished
be-

tween them and coyotes, and with good reason,
for the wolves kill young cattle, goats and colts

foot.
On the ‘second day of my stay at
Hawkins’s ranch Campbell and I got on the

with as much regularity as the coyotes kill
sheep. While paying a bounty of $1 or $2 for

trail of “Big Foot”

coyotes,

and another

wolf, which

had

the

ranchmen

crossed our own trail within two hours.
AIlthough on the trail for four hours, we got no
sight of them, nor did we find where they had
killed any calves. There is a standing reward

for red wolves.”

of $75 for “Big Foot” by the Stockmen’s Association;
but
although
persistently
hunted
and

much

trapped for half a dozen years, and thoroughly
known to every cowboy in the region, the wily
old wolf still retains his freedom, spurning

Coyotes
If the various

north

certainly abound

of the

forms

of the

usually

pay

$10

or

$20

South.

of coyotes

Saskatchewan

about the Rio

are not found

River,

Grande,

they

at least

four forms being found in Texas.
Mr. Bailey
says:
“The Texas coyote is more or less common
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fires.
At El Paso in 1859 I jumped one from
under a creosote bush, where
it was
sleeping
at mid-day, within rifle shot of the town, and
at another time saw four on the mesa half a
mile from the railroad station.
At Fort Hancock Gordon Donald reported them in 1902 as
very abundant and said:
‘I heard them calling
in the evening, and the Mexicans had several
young ones that they had caught in the vicinity.
A ranchman told me that in the low foothills
where his ranch was situated he saw two or
three coyotes every day.’ ”

Blacksnakes.
Lockport,

N. Y., Jan. 26.—Editor

Forest

and

Stream:
The articles in late numbers of Forest
AND STREAM about blacksnakes, reminds me of
an incident,

When I was

twelve years old I was following

two miners with a forked stick spreading the
new-mown grass, when the forward man, a redheaded Irish-Canadian, gave a yell and jumped
back nearly against the scythe of the man following him.
This was a Yankee and knew all
about blacksnakes, the cause of the Irishman’s
outcry.
The Yankee promptly cut the snake’s

head off with his scythe.

The snake was between

four and five feet long and had a whiie
ring
around its neck,
I have seen but one other snake of that species,
and that I saw last summer, just sixty years after
I saw the first one, and about half a mile from
the place.
The last specimen was only sixteen
inches long, and the ring was a light yellow, as

was also the under part of the body.

THE

COYOTE—

Drawing

over at least middle and southern Texas, and
apparently eastward on strips of prairie as far
as Gainesville and Richmond.
There are vague
reports of a small wolf occuring further east
on the coast prairie even to the border of Louisiana, but specimens are needed before these reports can be associated with definite species.
East of the semi-arid mesquite region coyotes
-are rare and probably mere stragglers.
True
to their name of prairie wolf, they do not enter
the timbered country to any extent, although
at home in the scrub oak, juniper, mesquite, and
chaparral, as well as over the open prairie of the
southern part of the State.
In the extreme
southern part of the State their range is slightly
overlapped by that of the little microdon, and
in the extreme

western

part by that of mearnsi,

while specimens from the northern Pan Handle
country and Staked Plains are nearer to mebracensis.
“In spite of the enmity of man, in spite of
traps,

poison,

gun

and

dogs,

the

coyote

over

most of his old range fairly holds his own.
Combining with the cunning and suspicion of the
fox a speed and endurance that almost insures
his safety from ordinary hounds, he has little
to fear except an occasional long-range shot. or
the traps and poison of the professional coyote
hunter.
“On many of the large ranches men are employed by the month to kill the coyotes, lobos
and panthers, and some of these men have attained such skill as to be able almost to extirpate the coyotes over a considerable area. But
the coyotes

are wanderers,

and while

they soon

gather where food is abundant and easily procured, they quickly leave an inhospitable region
for better hunting grounds.
Civilization has
little terror for them. I have heard them howling near

many

of the little towns

and

ranches,

where they were attracted by the smell of
freshly killed beef or by carcasses that were far
from
many

fresh, and near a ranch corral have found
dead coyotes poisoned at the carcass of a

cow.
After dark they show little fear of the
ranch dogs, and sometimes seem even to invite
chase. In fact, they not infrequently cross with
ranch dogs and produce hybrids with erect ears
and wolfish appearance.
I have seen several
of these hybrids with characters that sub-

by Ernest

Thompson

Seton.

stantiate the statement
coyote.
At San Pedro

that they were half
Park, San Antonio, I

was shown a six-months-old cross between a
coyote
and shepherd
dog, bred and born in
the zoo.
Except for being nearly black, it had
the general appearance of a coyote.
It was
kept chained in the open and was on friendly

terms with the keeper.
“About our camps the coyotes

on

rare

in it, though

usually

after dark.
Sometimes the
morning gets a glimpse of
or on rare occasions gets
easy range.
Except during
when they are quiet, their

paying

sheets

of the coyote

their visits

first man up in the
one sneaking away
a good shot within
the breeding season,
frequent serenades

are our regular camp music.
“Within certain limits the

credit

and

are well balanced.

debit
On the

one hand, he kills many sheep and a few goats,
some poultry, and considerable game.
On the
other hand, the bulk of his food the year round

consists

of rabbits, prairie dogs, ground

rels, gophers,

wood

squir-

rats, mice, and all the small

rodents that come in his way. An unusual increase of jack rabbits in any region is always
followed by a corresponding influx of coyotes,
which probably accounts in part for the often

observed fact that in the years following their
maximum abundance jack rabbits are unusually
scarce.
“At

times

the

food

of

the

coyote

juniper,

and

forestiera

berries,

per-

simmons, and the sugary pods of the mesquite;
but in times of scarcity a piece of rawhide
garnished with a few horned toads, lizards, and
some horse manure suffice for a meal.
“Coyotes
are common
throughout
the extremely arid valleys of western Texas, including the Pecos and Rio Grande valleys south to
their ‘junction.
Distance from water seems to
have no effect on their abundance, although
they can hardly find a spot more than an easy
night’s journey, 20 or 30 miles, from open water.

We find their tracks along every road and trail,
and often see one of the animals loping across
the valley or watching us from a ridge, and
frequently

hear

them

from

our

evening

J. L. Davison.
(Zamentis constrictor)

in which is found much color variation, the body
color ranging from deep lustrous
pitch black
through dark and light slate color, dark olive,
olive green and greenish; rarely specimens are
seen which are speckled; some of the scales being
yellow. Common names are “whipsnake,” “pilot,”

“black,” “green” or “blue racer.’’|

Wild Dogs
MippLEtown,

camp-

N.

of the
Y.,

Jan.

Catskills.
12.—Editor

Forest

and Stream:
On a visit to Ellenville, N. Y., yesterday I was told of a pack of wild dogs which
inhabit the foothills of the Catskill Mountains
there.
My informant, Mr.
F. J. Burhans,
of
Ellenville, a shooter and fisherman well known
through this section, told me that a dog owned
by some one in the mountains some years ago
took to the woods with her young, and from them
have grown a pack that are the terror of the
mountain farmers, who are working hard to get
rid of them.

One day this week, Mr. Burhans said, a farmer

came

into his gun

store

to get a repeating

rifle

to kill some of the wild dogs which he reported
had killed a calf and two good dogs for him.
E. H. KNISKERN.
This is the first time that I ever got any authentic
information about any wild dogs.

The

consists

largely of fruit, including that of several species
of cactus,

harmless?
{This is the blacksnake

oc-

casions are surprisingly familiar, coming close
to the camp wagon, especially if there is fresh

meat

The snake

had a wound about an inch from the end of tail,
and made no effort to get away.
I picked it up
and took it to the house and put it in a glass jar,
intending to preserve it, but neglected to do so.
Can you give the name of this species, and is it

Antidote.

Pusiic attention
is weekly
called by some
startling example to the pernicious effects of the
diabolical police gazette and five-cent flash storypaper
literature
that is corrupting the young
folks of the land.
State Legislatures are enacting
laws to suppress this monstrous evil by making
the sale of such papers to minors a misdemeanor.
This is as it should be. Another wise course is
to supply wholesome literature to the boys. Give

them

healthy

reading—the

Forrest

AND

STREAM

for instance.
Let them inhale the odor of the
balsams, then they will not have a taste for the
reeking atmosphere of the five-cent novel scenes.
Equip them with fishing-rods and shotguns, then
they will not transform themselves into arsenals
of bowie knives and bulldog pistols to exterminate Indians, parents and schoolmasters.

FOREST

AND

STREAM.
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GAMll Ta\ ANID GWIN
Federal

Protection

There was an attempt made to pass an act of

of Game.

Congress

PHILADELPHIA,
Pa.,
Jan. 25.—Editor Forest
and Stream:
Last year I endeavored to call the
attention of sportsmen and naturalists to the
necessity of having the national Government at
Washington take charge of the preservation of

certain

species

of game,

especially

the migra-

tory birds, wild ducks, plover, snipe and curlew
which do not belong to a particular State like
the quail, but are, so to speak, inter-State birds.
Some would like the national Government to
take charge of all kinds of game.
But let us
confine ourselves
for the present to the wild-

fowl.
We

all know

that

the attempts

thus

far to

preserve or prevent final extermination of the
wild ducks are complete failures.
The laws are
not enforced except that clause of them which
requires the payment of a $10 license by nonresidents.
If the money were used to protect
the birds, I, for one, would not begrudge it;
but it is not.
Night shooting, market shooting
and shipping to market go on without let or
hindrance.
A game warden on the coast of
Virginia, who is most diligent in collecting the

$10 non-resident
winter

that

he

license,
could

not

frankly
stop

admitted
night

and that there was no use in trying.

this

shooting,

We heard

the heavy guns booming every night. He and his
colleagues make not the slightest attempt to stop
shipping to market; and, of course, those of
us who are familiar with such places know the
feeling.
They do not want to interfere with
neighbors and old friends who have long made
a profit in this sort of thing.

In North Carolina there is no law forbidding
shooting

for

market

and

shipping

to

market;

and it is well known that the market shooting
influence is so strong that the Audubon Society
of that State cannot secure the passage ot any
laws to stop this sort of extermination.
The
people are determined to get what money they

can out of the birds during the few years they
will last and let posterity take care of itself.
In fact, the laws of Currituck Sound favor tne
market duck shooter and restrict the sports-

men.

Maine,

no

doubt,

has succeeded

in increasing

the number of its deer and reaping a rich harvest in money return.
But although it has been
proved over and over again by figures that
game preservation is far more profitable than
game
extermination,
the larger majority
o1

States in the Union will never look at it in that

light in our time, and after that it will be too
late. Most of them are unable to preserve their

quail;

and

a dozen

or

fifteen

would

have

to

pass uniform laws and have, what is impossible,
uniform enforcement of them in order to have

any

substantial

supply

effect

on

the rapidly

lessening

of wildfowl.

But the Government at Washington, if given
authority by the Constitution, could pass a law
which would apply to the whole Union and be
enforced uniformly as the internal revenue
are enforced, by marshals and detectives,

laws
who

know no fear or favor in county or State politics, or in neighborhoods.
Under such a system, the Government

could stop all duck shoot-

ing in the United States for a period of two or
three years, which would vastly increase the wildfowl. After that, with market shooting and night
shooting stopped,
three would keep

time they would

a closed year once in every
the game increasing until in

be as numerous

as they were

sixty years ago, and then market shooting might
be allowed again, under certain restrictions.

migratory

care of the Department
Department
given good

birds

under

of Agriculture,

the

but the

in that case could merely
advice to the States or to

have
indi-

viduals.
It would have had no power to enforce a law and fine and imprison people for
breaking

the

law.

Every

lawyer

and

judge

knows that an act of Congress forbidding night
shooting,

declaring

a close

year

or making

any

other regulation about game in Chesapeake Bay,
say,

or

Currituck

Sound

or

anywhere,

except

in the District of Columbia or some National
Park, would be unconstitutional and void, and
the first man and every man arrested under it
would be discharged by the courts.
There is no use in fooling away time with
half-way measures.

Nothing

but an amendment

to the Constitution can give Congress the power
to save the birds. Nothing but the full govern
mental power of fine and imprisonment without
fear or favor, nothing but rigid enforcement, as
the revenue and tariff acts are enforced, by ‘the
methodical and systematic action of numerous
officials backed by the wealth and power of the
national Government, can accomplish any satis-

factory

result.

Anything

short

of that

is a

mere waste of words and energy.
To amend the Constitution is a serious undertaking.
But
fifteen amendments
have
been
added to it; and a sixteenth which will save ior
our people the charms and delights of health-

giving nature

will be worth

all it costs.

The

sportsmen, the naturalists, the nature lovers, the
health seekers and the good citizens must be

organized in one great association or in a number of associations

to be federalized

effort.

for united

SypDNEY G. FISHER.

North
THE

American

sixth

American
week,

annual

Association.

convention

Fish and Game

in Boston

on

Jan.

Wednesday

24

and

25.

of

the

North

Association was
and

Thursday

held

of last

Vice-President

F.

S.

Hodges, of Boston, presided.
Secretary E. T.
D. Chambers reported that during the year there

were

I said last year that nothing short of an
amendment to the Constitution, giving Congress
the power to pass legislation for the protection
of game will save the game of this country,
especially
migratory
birds,
like
the
ducks.

putting

were

acquired

fourteen

four resignations

G. H. Richards,
Club,

presented

new

manager
the

members.

and two
report

There

deaths.

of the Long
of

Pond

Massachusetts.

He said that the State commissioners are engaged in a careful investigation of the fecundity
of the common clam, and hope to devise some
system acceptable to the public that will save
this valuable shell fish from the rapid destruction which threatens it.
Dr.

E. G. Smith,

of Chatham,

Superintendent

of Fisheries,

N. B., said there had been an in-

crease of game, large and small, in
this has been the case several years.

1905,

and

Dr. Bishop said he had been to New Brunswick several times and considered its license law
the best in the world.
Dr. Phinney, of Quebec, spoke of the abuse of
cold storage, and characterized the moral effect

bad of selling game and fish out of season.
At the afternoon session the Hon. L.

T.

Carleton,

of

Inland

of

Augusta,

Fisheries

Me.,

and Game,

Commissioner

said that game

Maine was more plentiful than ever,
exception of caribou, which seem to
entirely for some reason.

with
have

in

the
left

Former Governor Nelson W. Fisk, of Fisk,
Vt., told of the growth of the Vermont Association.

by the Hon. Jean Prevost, who has shown
marvelous activity and energy in acquiring a
complete

knowledge

of

his

Bishop,

of

Boston;

Charles

Conn.;

George

Smith,

Fish

H. Richards,

Commissioner

D. C;; C. \E.
Pacific Railway,

was

op

etheveuanmedian

discussed, ‘but was

not voted upon, reading:

“That the sense of this Association is that the
carrying of firearms, other than small arms with
barrels

not exceeding

six inches

in length,

into

the wild lands of the States or provinces in the

close season, is not conducive to the protection
of game.
Therefore, this Association recom-

mends the passage of legislation to prevent the
carrying of firearms other than small firearms,
into the wild lands.”
Ernest Harold Baynes, of Newport, N. H.,
gave a talk on the preservation of the American
bison. The lecture was profusely illustrated on
the screen from photographs taken of the dozen
largest herds now extant.
Mr. Baynes is secretary of the American Bison Society.
The
speaker said all but one or two of the herds now
in existence are for sale to the butcher or
tanner if money enough be offered, and that
the immediate extinction of the animal is imminent unless steps were taken to
herd under governmental ownership.

The

following

dent, Hon.

officers

Jean Provost;

were

place

elected:

the

Presi-

Vice-Presidents,

Hon.

L. ‘T: Carleton, of Maine; Honii, )).aeem
Sweeney, of New Brunswick; A Kelly Evans,

Ontario; John Chamberlain,

of

succeeded

D. G.

Brunswick;

At the Thursday session Commissioner Carleton, of Maine, introduced a resolution which

and

as Minister

of Boston;

E. Ussher,=
Montreal.

retired

has been

of

Hon. H. G. Thomas, Fish and Game Commissioner of Vermont; John W. Titcomb, Chief
Fishculturist of United States at Washington,

Forest

He

Burhans,

of New

Parent

his position

F.

Fisk, of Vermont; Maj. William W. Henry, U.
S. Consul at Quebec; Robert E. Plumm, of Detroit; Dr. George
L. Porter, of Bridgeport,

The new Executive
Burhans, of New

from

The

Glens Falls, N. Y.; Gen. F. G. Butterfield, of
Derby Line, ibe Hon. Leroy T. Carleton, of
Augusta, Me.;
T. D. Chambers, of Quebec;
Direlohnede Baaies president of ‘Quebec Fish
and Game
Protective Association; A. Kelly
Evans, secretary of Ontario Fish and Game
Protective Association;
ex-Gov.
Nelson
W.

Dr. John T. Phinney, the vice-president of the
Quebec Association, said that there has been a
great awakening in connection with the fish and
game protection in the province.
Much good
has been accomplished since the Hon. S. N.
Fisheries.

department.

present game act is to be amended to include
the tag system as adopted by Ontario, and the
licensed guide as in the State of Maine.
The
present system of deputy wardens will be entirely done away with, and instead a few good
wardens will be appointed at a good salary.
L. O. Armstrong, colonization agent of the
Canadian Pacific Railroad, said he believed caribou had left Maine because of the woodsmen
and had gone north ‘to New Brunswick and
Labrador.
The lumbermen interfered with the
feed of the caribou, and after the caribou had
left the moose took their place, but on the approach of the settler the moose left and the deer
took the place of the latter.
He said that wolves were the greatest menace
to the game on land, as were “suckers,” such as
carp, to the game fish in all waters, such as»
salmon and trout. Wolves were on the increase
in Canada especially, and he urged a resolution
favoring the passage of laws which should offer
a bounty of $25 for all wolves. He believed that
every means should be taken to kill off carp,
and he said these carp made good feed for
cows and hogs under proper conditions.
Among those present from the various States
and provinces were:
Ivers W. Adams, of Boston; L. O. Armstrong, of Montreal; Dr. Heber

of Ontario; Dr. George C. Parker, of Connecticut, and last year’s Board of Vice-Presidents.

Committee comprises C. F.
York;
Oliver Adams, of
of Connecticut,

C. E. E. Ussher, of Montreal.

and

Fes.

3;

FOREST

1906. ]

{Massachusetts

Association

Dinner.

and Game

Upwarp of 200 members of the Massachusetts
Fish and Game Protective Association had a
jovial time on the evening of Thursday, Jan. 25,
and incidentally afforded a lot of pleasure to a
liberal list of invited guests, sportsmen

like them-

AND

League;

the Hon. John W. Titcomb,

of the United States Fish Commission, and the
Hon. A. Kelly Evans, president of the Ontario

Fish and Game Protective Association. ‘We are
educating public sentiment,’ he said, “which we

believe is the surest source of good game laws.”
The Hon. L. T. Carleton, chairman
of the

selves, as well as officers and members of the
North American Fish and Game Protective Association.
The guests were Hon. Nelson W. Fisk, exGovernor of Vermont; Hon. F. J. Sweeney, Surveyor-General of New Brunswick, who lives in
St. John; E. T. D. Chambers, of Quebec, Secretary of the Fish and Game Protective Association
of that Province; Hon. Charles S. Hamlin, exAssistant Secretary of the Treasury of the United

Maine Fish and Game
cluding speaker.

States;

included

Hon.

W.

A.

Morse,

commander

of the

STREAM.

Commission,

was the con-

Tue

Wardens

third

Association

annual

of Game

in Convention.

meeting

and

of

Fish

the

National

Wardens

and

Commissioners convened in St. Paul on Thursday of last week, Jan. 25, President W. F. Scott
in the chair.
The list of delegates in attendance

W.

F. Scott,

chief

game

warden

of

Montana; C. E. Brewster, Grand Rapids, Mich.,
game and fish warden of Michigan and secretary

Fish and Game Commission;
Frank L. Fish,
president of the Vermont Fish and Game League;

Fish Commission; O, K. Johnson, president, and
Henry K. Smith, treasurer of the same; J
:
Rodes, Missouri State game and fish warden;
George L. Carter, Nebraska chief game warden;

Protective Association; Charles H. Wilson, vicepresident of the North American Fish and Game
Protective Association; Charles F. Burhans, of

O’Brien, superintendent of fisheries of that State;
T. G. Pierson, secretary of the State Audubon
Society of North Carolina, and of the National
Audubon Society; William F. McKean and F. F.
Schlechter, North Dakota State game wardens;
Hale, former game warden of North Dakota; J.
C. Porterfield, Ohio State game
warden; Col.
Joseph H. Acklen, Tennessee game warden of the
Department of Game, Fish and Forestry; Jonas
Swenholt, Wisconsin State game and fish warden;

the St. Bernard Fish and Game Club, Warrensburg, N. Y.; Dr. George L. Porter, of Bridgeport,

Conn.;

The

R. E. Plumb,

decorations

Detroit.

of the dining

Mich.

room

were

of

felicitous design, consisting of a profuse application of national flags and festoons of bunting to

the walls, a quantity
evergreen

of small

trees all around

white birch

the room

and

and

souven-

irs from the forests, in the form of oak and other
autumn leaves.
Owing to the unavoidable absence of Prof.
William Brewster, president of the Massachusetts Association, George W. Wiggin, of Franklin, officiated as toastmaster, and he did it with
a grace that left nothing to be desired, notwithstanding that he had but a few hours’ warning
of the responsibility laid upon him.
A toast to President Roosevelt was drunk
standing, and, later, when it came the turn of Mr.
Sweeney, of New Brunswick, to speak, he ‘was
preceded

by the drinking

of a toast,

King Edward VII.
Ex-President George W. Wiggin
history

of the organization,

standing,

reviewed

contrasting

to

the

the defi-

cient game protective conditions obtaining in 1874
when the sportsmen organized, with the highly developed legislation of to-day.
He recounted the
successful efforts of the Association

in restocking

the State with quail, pinnated grouse and a few
other species, showing less happy results.
Former Assistant Secretary of the Treasury
Charles S. Hamlin described the beneficial effects
of protecting Buzzard’s Bay and the Columbia
River, and the destruction he found on an official
visit to Alaska, urging American and Canadian
sportsmen

to get together

and

settle bad

condi-

tions on the Great Lakes.
The Hon. Frank J. Sweeney, Surveyor-General
of New Brunswick, after a brief resumé of the
work of the North American Fish and Game
Association, concluded by saying:
‘‘Wherever
else we may need to come together as nations,
there is certainly need of reciprocity in this mat-

_ ter_of game protection.”
Ex-Gov.

Nelson

W.

Fisk,

of Vermont,

spoke

of the association; William Stevens, Idaho fish
and game warden; A. C. Hantz and G. W. Clark,

Illinois game wardens ; Charles K. Hoyt, Michigan chief deputy game warden; S. F. Fullerton,

executive

H.

agent

D.- Pierson,

Maj. John

of the

"deputy

G. Pitcher,

Minnesotae

of

the

acting

Game

same;

and

W.

superintendent

of

Yellowstone Park; Dr. T. S. Palmer, in charge
of the game preservation and biological survey
department at Washington, D. C.; G. W. Shields,
of New York, representing the League of Ameri-

can

Sportsmen;

Z. T. Sweeney,

game

commis-

sioner of Indiana; George A. Lincoln, game commissioner of Iowa; C. H. Chapman, game commissioner of Michigan.
The principal address at Saturday’s session was
by Charles Joslyn, of Michigan, who discussed
the proposition of uniform laws governing fishing
on the Great Lakes.
Mr. Joslyn devoted
the
greater part of his address to an exposition of
the rights and powers of the State and Federal
governments in the waters of the Great Lakes.
He said it is by no means certain that the Federal Government does not possess the power to
control these fisheries.
Much has been accomplished by co-operation
between the State Government of Michigan and
the Federal Government in the way of propagat-

ing and distributing whitefish along the Michigan
shores.
The arrangement had
operation of the fish hatcheries

to do. with the
at the Soo and

Detroit by which the Government got twenty-five
per cent. of the fry and the remainder were deposited in State waters.
Mr. Joslyn referred to
the complications and inconveniences occasioned
by the lack of uniformity
among
the several
States concerned, but believed the better policy

lay in education

and co-operation

with the Gen-

eral Government rather than in Federal legislation at present.
A law passed by Congress to control these interests would have to be tested in the Supreme
Court, he said, and even if upheld would excite
some animosity.
Personally, he believed the National Government has as much right to control
the fisheries on the Great Lakes as it has to con-

briefly on the advantages of uniformity in fish and
game laws. especially between the States and
- trol the steamships that carry grain from Duluth
Canadian Provinces.
President J. S. Phinney of the Fish and Game
Protective Association of the Province of Quebec, told of the ups and downs of his organization during its forty-eight years of existence,

which he said was almost certain to culminate
within a few weeks in legislation in Quebec that
would be on a par with any code’ of game laws
in the world.
Addresses in congratulation and in lighter vein
were made by Capt. William A. Morse, of the
Ancient and Honorable Artillery Company; the
Hon, Frank L. Fish, president of Vermont Fish

ment

the whitefish

to Buffalo.
The fisheries of these waters are
something in which the entire country is inter-

ested.

They are an important source of food sup-

ply which should be conserved in the interest of
the whole people.
Speaking of educational work, Mr. Joslyn said:
“We must learn to control ourselves before we

can control others.
themselves

I have known men who called

sportsmen

to go

out

and

shoot

150

ducks in one trip. People who witness this
wholesale slaughter naturally have no faith in the
professions of such sportsmen.”

are

with the Federal
increasing

of

Govern-

in the Detroit

River and along the Michigan shore.
Secretary Brewster, of Grand Rapids, Mich.,
opened an interesting discussion on “Game Laws

and Politics.”

He said:

‘Game

and fish laws,

unless supported by public sentiment, are the most
difficult of all laws to enforce.
I believe the sys-

tem

Game

Ancients; Hon. John W. Titcomb, Chief Fishculturist at "Washington, Dei
Hon. Henry
Thomas, Fish and Game Commissioner of Vermont; Hon. D. G. Smith, Fisheries Commissioner
of New Brunswick ; Hon. L. S. Carleton, chairman
of the Maine Fish and Game Commission ; Hon.
George W. Field, chairman of the Massachusetts

A. Kelley Evans, secretary of the Ontario Fish
and Game Protective Association; Dr. John S.
Phinney, president of the Quebec Fish and Game

He said that as a result of the co-operation

the State of Michigan

that is the least affected by politics is that

of a responsible commission having appointive
power and to which all deputies are answerable.
The department should be placed under civil service regulations.”
Executive Agent S. F, Fullerton, of Minnesota,
said:
“I am a politician and I believe in politics,
but I also believe that the best way to get good
results in politics, as in everything else, is by
doing good work.
In this State the commissioners have left the appointment of the wardens en-

tirely in my hands.

I do not consider politics in

making appointments.
If I were asked to make
appointments on political grounds I should decline to do so, even if I had to resign my office.
We start our men at $50 a month and advance
them as they become proficient.
We pay none
more than $100 a month.
A daily report is required from all deputies, and no man is kept in
the service who does not earn his salary.”
. C. Hentz, of Illinois, read a’paper by his
chief, John A. Wheeler, on, the condition of
game and game laws in Illinois, from which it
appeared that the game officers are not the most
popular in the rural districts of that State.

Owing to their diligence, however, it is claimed
that the quail are

southern

parts

increasing

in the central

and

of the State.

Major Pitcher, Superintendent of the Yellowstone National
Park, said that the fictitious
value placed on elks’ teeth is one of the greatest
obstacles in the way of saving that noble animal
from extinction.
As high as $50 and $60 is
often paid for an elk’s tooth.
He said he had
called the matter to the attention of the Order
of Elks, but that the resolutions which they had
adopted had not diminished the demand
for
teeth.
Judge W. B. Douglas addressed the convention on “Cold Storage and Game Preservation.”

He

said that the wholesale

slaughter

of game

birds for cold storage had been one of the most
potent factors in the destruction of game birds.
Quail and prairie chickens had rapidly disap-

peared before the demands

of the Chicago cold

storage houses.
He hoped Minnesota
never
would abandon its policy of restricting the cold
storage of .game by prohibiting the sale and
transportation of game within the State.
Dr. T. S. Palmer, of Washington, D. C., asked

the co-operation

of the association

in securing

the passage of a bill now in Congress, known
as House Bill No. 7019, which authorizes the

President of the United States to set apart portions

game.

of the

forest

reserve

as

refuges

for wild

A similar bill is in the Senate, known

as

Senate Bill No. 2966.
A pleasant incident of the session was the
presentation of a set of silver knives and forks
to the President
of the Association, W.
F.
Scott, in recognition of his services to the Association.
Mr. Scott, who has served the As-

sociation as its president for two years.

and was

elected to a third term, was recentiy married,
and was the only delegate who brought his wife
to the convention.
Mrs. Scott was present at
the presentation and received the gift from Dr.
T. S. Palmer, of Washington, D. C., who made
the presentation speech.
It was voted to leave the place and date of
the next meeting to the Executive Committee.
with power to act.
An amended constitution
was adopted, and the following officers were
elected:
President, W. S. Scott, of Montana;
First Vice-President, J. H. Rhodes, Missouri;
Second Vice-President, J. C. Porterfield, Ohio;
Secretary, George L. Carter, Nebraska; Treasurer, H. C. Smith, Minneapolis; General Councilman, Col. J. H. Acklen, Tennessee; Directors, T. G. Pierson, North Carolina, and Major
Pitcher, Yellowstone
National
Park.
Dr.
T.

S. Palmer, Washington,
being made

an honorary

D. C., was honored
life member.

by
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SEA AND RIVER FISHING
Some

Florida Fishes.

WE describe here some of the chief game fishes
of Florida.
The notes on fishing have been contributed by Dr. James A: Henshall, whose rich
store of knowledge has been gained by long experience on Florida waters.
THE SPANISH MACKEREL (Scomberomorus maculatus.)—This handsome and active fish is sometimes styled mackerel and bay mackerel.
It 1s
found in summer,as far, north as. Cape
Cod.
Southward it extends to the Gulf of Mexico.
It
has been recorded in the West Indies and on the
coast of Brazil.
Silas Stearns mentions. specimens measuring forty inches, but these large fish
were generally solitary; twenty-four. inches is a
fair average size.
“The Spanish mackerel is one of the best food
fishes as well as one of the most beautiful in form
and coloration.
It swims in schools and is a
surface feeder.
I have.seen it as early as January in Florida.
The leaping of a Spanish mackerel while feeding on a bright day is a beautiful
sight, but the fish are shy and difficult to approach in a boat for rod-fishing; therefore, on
open waters, trolling -with a long line is more
successful, for which small pearl or bright metal
squids, or the pilchard, anchovy or small mullets
may be used.
“The most successful rod-fishing is from the
points of inlets and passes, and from the end of
long piers in the tide-ways.
Ordinary black bass
tackle may be used, as the inshore schools do not
often run above two or three pounds in weight.
For baits any of the small fishes just named are
suitable.
The mode of fishing is by making as
long casts as possible, and slowly reeling in the
bait, no sinker being used.

“The

#AgN'D

Spanish

mackerel

takes the artificial

:
THE

SPANISH

MACKEREL.
;

fly

pretty well.
Grayish or yellowish fli¢s on No. 2
Sproat hooks, and rods and other tackle made
for black bass fly-fishing, are all that are needed
for this, the most enjoyable and most sportsman-

like method

of angling for the Spanish mackerel.

And it is a fish worthy of the fly-fisher’s highest
regard, being very gamy and exceedingly beautiful.
Its manner of fighting when
fast to the
angler’s hook is principally on the surface of the
water—darting
here and
there
with
dazzling
rapidity, in straight or curving lines, and leaping
into the air—its bright form shining resplendent
in the sunlight—like an animated silver arrow.”
THE
CERO
(Scomberomorus
regalis).—King
cero, spotted cero, sierra and pintado, are the
names for this species.
The cero abounds in the
West Indies, and has been recorded from Brazil
On the east coast it migrates northward occasionally as far as Cape Cod.
About the Florida
keys it is very commonly associated with other
species of the genus.
The
species
reaches
a
length of five or six feet, and weighs up to 20 or
30 pounds.
It resembles the Spanish mackerel]
in a general way, but may be immediately distinguished by the narrow stripes along its sides,
which are not present in any of the other American species.
“Its spots are dark, where those of the Spanish mackerel are yellowish-bronze.
The cero is
caught in company with the kingfish by trolling
along the Florida kevs from-Cape Florida to Key
West, and they form the principal supply of food
fishes in the Key West market, where both species are sold under the name of ‘kingfish.’
“The
cero
is sometimes
caught
from
the
wharves and piers of the Florida keys, or from
anchored vessels by still-fishing, or rather by
casting pilchard bait; but the usual’ and most
successful method of fishing is by trolling with
hand-line from a sailing vessel, using a small codfish hook baited with a strip of pork-rind cut in

the semblance

of a small

necessary on account
teeth of these fishes.

fish.

A wire snell is

of the sharp, lancet-shaped
A bright metal, or a pearl

THE

:
COBIA.
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or bone squid answers just as well for trolling
as the pork-rind, but is neither so cheap nor convenient. for the ‘conch’ fisherman of Key West.”
THe
KincrisH
(Scomberomorus
cavalla).—This is also the silver cero. The kingfish abounds
in the West Indies and ranges southward to Brazil.
It is very common abou the Florida keys.
On the east coast individuals are occasionally
taken as far north as Cape Cod.
The species is
a powerful and swift forager at sea in company
with the cero and Spanish mackerel.
It preys
on other fishes and is caught in great numbers at
the surface by trolling.
This is the largest species of its genus, attaining a weight of 25 pounds.
“As has just been mentioned, this is a larger
species than the others of the Spanish mackerel
group, and is nearly as good for food.
It is
caught by trolling along the Florida keys with

ee
Soar
YY

STREAM.

es

eal

hand-line

THE

SEA

TROUT

OR

WEAKFISH.

Ca

THE

WHITING

OR

KINGFISH.
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and

pork-rind

bait, as

mentioned

in

fishing for cero.
A large fleet of fishing smacks
is engaged in its capture, but the angling for this
fish by regular and orthodox methods, with rod
and reel, is yet to be developed, as I have no
doubt it will be in the near future, for some piscatorial Alexander, sighing for new worlds to
conquer, will be sure to find it.
“As a game fish the kingfish is second to none,
being built for extraordinary bursts of speed, and
leaps higher than any other fish, I believe, that
swims.
Its graceful form is spindle-shaped, very
regular in outline, with small, conical head and
wide mouth—a slender, keeled caudal peduncle,
and a large, powerful, crescentic caudal fin—just
the shape for quick and agile movements.
I have
frequently seen it leap fully ten feet above the
water.
It is even better built for speed and leaping than the salmon, and among other fishes is as
a cup defender among a fleet of oyster boats.
“IT have taken several on the rod, off the keys
near Bahia Honda, with pilchard bait, and venture the prediction that when its habits become
better known it will some day rank higher as a
game fish, than all other coast fishes in Florida.

I have no doubt that it will rise to the artificial

fly, though I have never tried it, but I once took
one on the bunch of feathers usually attached to
a trolling spoon, by trolling with it after the

spoon had been broken off.”
THE
CavaLtt
some and active

ing on locality.

(Caranx Iippos)—This handfish has various names, depend-

About Cape Cod. it is confounded

with a related species, the yellow mackerel.
The
best known name is crevallé; other appellations
are
horse
crevallé
and cavalla.
The
cavalli
abounds in the Gulf of Mexico and east Florida.
It occurs throughout the West Indies.
North-

ward

its range includes Cape Cod, and rarely it

is extended still further.
Jordan records it as
common in Lake Pontchartrain.
The same form
is credited to the Pacific coast from Panama to
the Gulf of California.
The cavalli is a fish of

prey, and one of the swiftest, moving in schools

THE

SEA

BASS.

near the surface.
It feeds in shallow water near
the shore.
There is a migration northward in
summer, and the young especially move along frequently to Cape Cod in moderately large numbers.
Great Egg Harbor is a favorite resort for
small individuals in summer.
The size is large,
individuals weighing 30 pounds being reported;
such a fish would measure three feet or more.
The young of about a pound are considered very
fine for the table; large ones are dark and insipid.
. “The cavalli and its allied forms are good game
fishes, and respond eagerly to the angler’s lures,

whether artificial fly, bait, trolling-spoon, or a bit
of white or red rag. It makes a very strong and
determined resistance when hooked, and always
fights to the last gasp.
It is, moreover, an exceedingly beautiful
and
gracefully-formed
fish,
but being so common and so easily captured, its
merits are often overlooked.

“For

striped

bait-fishing,

bass

rods

are

heavy

black

all suitable,

bass

or

with

multiply-

light

ing reel, E line, Sproat hooks, 2-0, and sinkers
adapted to the strength of the tidal currents, or
if in sheltered, quiet waters, the lightest sinker

THE

DRUM,

should be used,
“Any small fish makes a good bait, or shrimp
may be used—fishing from the sand spits and
shores of inlets on the flood tide or from an
anchored boat:
Trolling with the spoon, bright
squid, pork-rind or bit of white rag is more succussful than sportsman-like.
The cavalli will rise
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satisfactorily

to

a medium-sized,

gay-tinted
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fly of

almost any color, and it is by all odds the fittest
and most desirable method
of fishing for the
cavalli and its kindred.
In bait-fishing or flyfishing for cavalli near the inlets and passes the
angler will often take the ‘lady,’ or ‘bonefish,’
and the ‘ten-pounder,’ both of which are game to
the backbone, and fight.as well in the air as in
the water.
They are long, slender and round,
spindle-shaped fishes, belonging to the herring

family,

and

are

as gracefully

formed

and

as

bright and silvery in appearance, and when fast
to the angler’s hook fly through the air and water
like animated silver shuttles.
They run from one
to three pounds usually.
I consider the ‘ladyfish’

oy)
hoy)

to be the gamiest fish of salt water in proportion
to its size.”

THE

Pompano

(Trachynotus

carolinus).—The

name of this delicious species is corrupted into
pompynose on some parts of the Gulf coast. The
Cubans style it palometa. The common pompano
is found at the Bermudas, in the West Indies,
northward in summer on our coast to Cape Cod,
southward to the Gulf of Mexico at least. It has
been reported in the Gulf of California by Prof.
C. H. Gilbert.
In Florida, according to Dr. Henshall, “it is very aboundant on the west coast,
about Charlotte Harbor, and on the east coast at

THE

REDFISH.

Jupiter Inlet and Lake Worth.”

The species is migratory, and the number on
our northern coast fluctuates greatly.
Its favorite feeding grounds are holes and gullies in sandy
beaches, where it finds shells and sand flies. Dr.
Henshall writes concerning it as follows:
“It
feeds principally on the ‘pompano shell,’ a very
small and beautiful bivalve that is very abundant

on the sea beaches of the localities named.

2 z2
oS
$49
wow
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eae

It is

fond also of beach fleas.”
Stearns mentions the sea beach from Tampa
Bay to Charlotte Harbor as probably the favorite
ground for pompano, because of the abundance

of eet Lake The pompano is soa sities
a length of 19% inches and a weight
o
%
pounds, but the average size is much smaller.
“The pompano is the very best fish that swims
for the table, and is a fine game fish as well if
we are so fortunate as to get the hook fast to
one, which does not often happen.
It has quite
a small mouth and is seldom known to take the
hook.
It runs to a pound
or two
in weight,
usually.
I have taken several with clam-bait and
mussel on the flood tide, near the inlets, as they
were coming in to feed, but I have had more
pompano jump in my boat of their own accord
than I ever caught by angling—more’s the pity.”

THE

DorpHiIn

(Coryphena

ROME

PALTRY

hippurus).—The

dolphin, or dorado, is a pelagic fish, found most
abundantly on the high seas.
It is said to be
common, also, in the Gulf of Mexico.
Our species is believed to occur as well in the Mediterranean, the Atlantic, the Indian Ocean and the
Pacific.

This

powerful

swimmer

eagerly

pursues

the

flying-fishes and other surface species.
Sailors
prize its flesh very highly, and everyone becomes
more or less enthusiastic over its changing hues
while dying.
The fish is not well known to the

angler, chiefly because

of its inaccessibility. Silas

THE

STRIPED BASS.

Stearns has secured a moderately large number
of individuals in the Gulf of Mexico.
Dr. Henshall has “seen several taken on heavy trolling
lines at sea near the Gulf Stream.”

Tue SEA Trout or WEAKFISH

culatum).—Popular
spotted

trout,

sea

trout,

shad

weakfish

names

salt-water

trout,

(Cynoscion ma-

of this

salmon

trout,

trout,

fish

gray

include

trout,

speckled

sun

trout,

and spotted weakfish.

The spotted weakfish is found occasionally as
far north as Long Island, and is common south-

ward,
runs

extending
up

Florida

into

the

the tidal creeks

the

species

Gulf

after

is very

of Mexico.
its food.

abundant,

It

In east

and

also

in the Gulf, where it .ranks next to the channel
bass in importance.
In the Halifax River it is
plentiful in March.
It takes the bait with a rush,
fights hard, and is difficult to bring to net because of its tender mouth.
In some parts of
Florida this fish varies in weight from 1 to 5
pounds.
In the Gulf it sometimes reaches Io
pounds, and measures two feet.

“The

Florida,

abundant

‘spotted

weakfish,

or,

as it is called

spotted trout, or salt-water

in

trout, is very

on both the east and west coasts, and

THE RED GROUPER.
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not less than nine or ten ounces is preferable to
a lighter rod, for there is no knowing what fish
may take a fancy to the angler’s fly, it not being
unusual for a ravallia or tarpon of 20 pounds to
snap up the feathery lure. The line should be of
enameled silk, size E, and the fly tied on a 3-0
Sproat hook.
Almost any style or color of fly
may be used, but one with some red or brown in
it is best.
If the tide serves right about sundown or later the fly-fisher will not be disappointed in the ‘trout’ of Florida.”
THE WHITING or KinGFIsH (Menticirrus americanus).—Among the popular names of this fish
are:
Carolina whiting, ground mullet, barb and
kingfish.
The whiting is found on the’ south
Atlantic coast from New Jersey to Florida, and

in the Gulf of Mexico.

It frequents the deep channels and rarely approaches the shores.
It prefers sandy bottoms.
The whiting subsists upon crustaceans, including
crabs and shrimp. It seizes the bait with a strong
rush and fights hard for liberty.
In Florida the
average weight, according to Goode,
is about
three-quarters of a pound; Clarke states it to be
one pound.
The maximum is recorded as about
1% pounds.
“The whiting, or barb kingfish, is more com-

mon

on the east coast than on the Gulf coast of

Florida, though I have never found it abundant
anywhere in that State, and it is rare about the
Florida keys—it is rather a brackish water fish
of the bays and estuaries.
The whiting is quite
palatable when perfectly fresh, and is a fair game
fish, giving considerable play, and weighs from 1
to 5 pounds, though usually about 2 pounds in
weight.
It has a small, tough mouth and holds
the hook well.
Black bass, or similar tackle, is
quite suitable for this fish.
“In all coast fishing the weight of the sinker
must be adapted to the strength and swiftness of
the tidal currents, and may vary from the smallest size to one weighing four ounces or more for
rod and reel fishing.
Small Sproat hooks, not
larger than No. 1, are best, and the bait may be
crab, fiddler or clam.
On the Jersey and Long
Island shores the kingfish is of more importance,
being
found
in greater
abundance
than
in

,

Florida.”
THe
Drum

act
a vie

ie
Sdageean

of Mexico.
THE

(Pogonias

chromis).—Common

names of this species are black drum (adult),
banded drum,
striped
drum
and
little
drum
(young).
The name is derived from the sound
produced by the fish in some uncertain way.
The drum is found along the east coast from
Cape Cod to Florida, and is abundant in the Gulf

The

young

ascend

rivers

for short

distances.
In the St. Johns, Goode records them
at Jacksonville and Doctor’s Lake. North of New
Jersey the drum is a comparatively rare fish, and
none but adults are seen.
The drum migrates in
schools along the coast, but its northern limit in
winter is not recorded; it does not arrive on the
New England shores until July.
It lives on the
bottom, where it passes
a _ sluggish
existence

YELLOWTAIL.

among the oysters, crabs and shrimps upon which
it feeds. The chin is provided with sensitive barbels, which are supposed to aid the fish in its
search for food.
In the pharynx are series of
large molar teeth, which enable the fish to crush
oysters and other shellfish with great ease. Some
naturalists believe that the drumming is caused
by clapping together the pavement-like teeth of
the pharynx; others think it due to some action
of the air bladder; some ignorantly attribute it

to the fishes beating the tail against the bottom of
the vessel,

to

rid themselves

ing that region of the body.
THE

DOLPHIN.

withal is a better and gamier fish than its northern brother.
The ‘trout’ is usually taken of 2
or 3 pounds in weight, and occasionally of 6 or
8 pounds.
It is a bold biter and gives considerable play, and being a surface

feeder rises well

to the artificial fly. It is found not only in the
bays and about the inlets, but it runs up the
streams to fresh water, where it is frequently
taken with bait and fly.
“The Henshall black bass rod of 8-ounce is
just

the

tool

for

bait-fishing.

A

medium-sized

multiplying reel and a braided E line, linen or
silk, with Sproat hook, 3-0 to 4-0, on gimp snell,

constitute the tackle
Florida coasts.

for

‘trout’

fishing

on

the

“The bait should be pilchard, an anchovy or a
small mullet, all of which swarm in great schools

in Florida waters.
lent

bait, and

the

The shrimp is also an excelartificial

rubber

minnow

may

be used if kept in constant motion. The anglers
of Tampa have great sport in taking the ‘trout’
from the piers at Port Tampa in March and
April, when they appear in schools on the. flood
ues following the swarms of pilchard and other
ry.
“For fly-fishing a heavy black bass fly-rod of

of parasites

infest-

The sound is heard

more especially in the breeding season, and is
sometimes regarded as a signal between mates.
The drum is generally considered very destructive to oysters.
The drum is one of the largest game fishes on
our coast.
It is said that individuals have been
taken exceeding 100 pounds in weight and measuring four feet in length.
The usual size is far
below this; examples weighing 20 pounds are mature.
The bands are said to continue in specimens of I0 or 12 pounds, and such fish are preferred to larger.ones.
Its food, as already stated,
is hard-shelled invertebrates, and especially oysters, mussels, clams and crabs.
Scallops have
been given to it in aquaria.
The male is larger
than the female and more noisy. The young are
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banded.
They grow very fast and become “black
drum,” according to Mr. A. W. Roberts, at the
age of about three years.
“The drum is found
everywhere
in Florida
where there are oyster banks and mangrove roots
laden with coon oysters.
Their ‘drumming’ is
constantly heard, especially at night, when one
is anchored in the tideways and in the bays. The
largest ones, of 20 to 60 pounds, are taken near
the inlets, and those of smaller size further up
the bays, and the character of the tackle to be

used will depend on the locality to be fished.
“For the ‘Jumbos’ heavy striped bass tools are
required, while that recommended for the spotted
weakfish is more suitable for those weighing less

than 10 pounds.

They are often taken while fish-

ing for sheepshead, and the smaller
ones
are
barred in a similar manner.
It feeds on mollusks
mostly, and the best baits are clam and fiddler.
The drum, unless of large size, is not much of a
game fish, though it pulls and tugs strongly and
bores toward the bottom like the sheepshead,
being also a bottom fish.”
THE ReprisH
(Sciena ocellata).—Drum,
red
drum, bass, red bass, spotted bass, channel bass,
spot, red horse, poisson rouge, pez colorado, bull
aie
are some of the names of this valuable

is remarkable
range.

AND

STREAM.

in a species

The

sheepshead

having

is not

such

a wide

known

to occur

north of Cape Cod, and is rarely found that far
north.

yond

The

sheepshead

ascends

the limits of brackish

certain

water.

rivers be-

The species

frequents the bottom in the shelter of high banks
or the vicinity of submerged logs, wrecks, etc.,
in moderate depths.
On the Florida coast it delights in the vicinity of mangrove roots on which
barnacles are growing.
From the peculiar structure of its teeth, which are adapted for crushing
clams, oysters and other shellfish, we would naturally infer its occurrence in localities where such
food can be easily obtained.
The young hide under sod banks and in the shelter of leafy seaweeds.
The natural food of the sheepshead includes
barnacles, oysters, crabs, clams and mussels.
It
is particularly destructive to the oyster and may
be attracted to a locality by placing crushed oysters on the bottom.
The sheepshead is greatly

the most

abundant

For

and

is

mense

springs, fifty to seventy-five feet deep and

an acre or more in extent.
The water of these
rivers—the Homosassa, Crystal, Pithlachesticootie, Withlacoochie, Weckawachee, etc., are per-

fectly fresh, pure and transparent, and sheepshead
can be seen in them

entire course,

and

in great numbers

even

along their

at the bottom

large springs.

“At the fishing ranches

of these

of the west coast im-

mense numbers of sheepshead are taken in the
seines and salted with the mullet, and the settlers
take them with the cast-net whenever they need
them.
The angler can
hardly go astray
for
sheepshead anywhere in Florida waters, except,
as I said before, about the keys near Key West,
the waters there being, -I think, too salty, and

Rassa.

(I do

not

mention

this

as

a

meritorious ‘performance, or a feat to be emulated, but to show the abundance of this fish in
Florida. )

“The

Florida

sheepshead,

however,

is smaller

than on the Jersey coast, running usually from a
pound to five pounds in weight.
At the lighthouse wharf on Sanibel Island, opposite Punta
Rassa, they run larger than at the cattle wharf,
and at Little Gasparilla, some thirty miles above,

they are still larger.

At any

of

the

inlets

or

passes of the east or west coast, on the deepwater side, under the mangroves, sheepshead can
be taken ad libitum with fiddler bait, which can

be scooped

up by the peck on the inside beaches

of the inlets and bays.

“For sheepshead fishing a short, stiffish rod is

best, as this fish does not give much play, but
pulls hard and bores constantly toward the bottom.
A black bass rod, or a very light striped
bass rod are just the tools. An impromptu rod,

and one that answers pretty well, can be made in
a few minutes from the leaf-stem or mid-rib of
a large palmetto leaf, to which the line is to be
tied, as a reel, of course, could not be used with

such a rod—and, moreover, there is but little use
for a reel in ‘sheepsheading’ in Florida.
“The

the hook

line should

be strong,

about

size E, and

should be of the best quality to with-

stand the sharp incisor teeth of the fish; it should
have, moreover, a long shank, or else a wire snell
should be used for the same reason.
There is a
special hook called ‘blackfish hook’ that answers
a good purpose for sheepshead if the thick barb
is kept sharp by a file, otherwise it is useless.
I

aits.

bait use pilchard, anchovies or cut mullet, fiddlers
or crabs.
“The smaller bass will also rise pretty well to
the artificial. fly, with predominating tints of red,
brown or yellow.
The best location for fly-fishing is under the mangroves on the deep-water
side of channels and streams, the angler’s boat
being anchored thirty or forty feet away.”
THE SHEEPSHEAD (Archosargus probatocephalusQ.—This is one of the few common fishes of
our coast which has only one popular name.
It

fish in Florida,

water.
Between Cedar Key and Anclote, on the
west coast, are several rivers that issue from the
base of a high sand ridge in the form of im-

at’ Punta

This is one of the most important fishes of the
Gulf of Mexico, and extends northward in summer to the Chesapeake, and possibly to New Jersey. It is more abundant on the Texas coast than
anywhere else, exceeding in number all the other
food fishes.
The
species
is carnivorous,
subsisting
on
shrimp, crabs and small fish.
It is said to root
among the grasses and sea weeds with its head
obliquely downward, in search
of crustaceans,
and to pursue schools of small fishes at the surface, when it sometimes breaches out of water.
Specimens taken in the rivers and inlets in the
spring range from 5 to 10 pounds in weight, but
adults reach a weight of 60 pounds, when they are
known in the Gulf of Mexico
as bull redfish.
Large individuals are not as well liked for eating as moderate sized ones.
“The channel bass, or redfish, is abundant in
all Florida waters except along the southern keys
from Cape Florida to Key West.
It grows to
40 or 50 pounds in weight, and is then a difficult
fish to handle on the rod.
It is a good game fish
and pretty fair for the table.
When hooked it
gives good play, and does not bore toward the
bottom like the drum, but will test the angler’s
skill and tackle by frantic rushes and long runs,
varied by energetic tugs and jerks. It has a large
mouth and feeds on small fishes, crustaceans and
ee
mollusks, all of which are good for
“For the largest redfish, heavy striped bass
tackle is just right, for it is not very unlike that
fish in its way of taking a bait and its mode of
fighting after being hooked, though it is not so
active and succumbs sooner,
The largest redfish are caught near the inlets and passes, and
the smaller ones further up the bays and in the
streams emptying into them.
“The mode of fishing for the large fish is by
casting mullet bait, exactly as in striped bass
fishing, though there is no necessity
for long
casts in Florida waters.
Most of the 4o-pounder,
however, are taken on hand lines.
I once killed
one of 35 pounds on an eight-ounce Henshall
rod and black bass tackle in twenty minutes; and
with a rod of 11 ounces I have killed them up to
40 pounds, also drum and tarpon of as great a
weight with the same rod, but a stout, well-made
striped bass rod is the proper tool for such work.
“For the smaller (2 to 10 pounds)
channel
bass of the streams and coves, light striped bass
tackle, braided line, size E, and 3-0 Sproat or

game

found not only in salt and brackish water, but
runs up the streams to fresh water, where I have
frequently taken it ten or twelve miles above tide-

their food is not abundant.
About the piles of
old wharves sheepshead can be taken as fast as
the angler can bait his hooks. I know of a man
taking 400 on a single tide at the old cattle wharf

sh.

O’Shaughnessy hook will answer admirably.
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A

CAESAR

CREEK

affected by the condition of the tide.
time for fishing is usually
of the flood.

have found the Sproat hook all-sufficient and
strong enough even for sheepshead, and prefer it

TARPON,

during

The best

the latter half

In fishing for sheephead the bait should lie on

the bottom and must be held down, of course, by
a sinker varying in weight with the strength of
the tide.
Special hooks are made for this fish because of the wonderful strength of its jaws and
grinding power of its teeth.
Clarke recommends
the tautog hook used at Newport.
The short

shank hook in use in Great Egg Harbor

Bay is

one of the best we have been able to find.
The
line should be light but strong and very free from
liability to kink; a 12-thread Cuttyhunk is recommended.
For baits there is nothing better than the clam,
which may be used either raw or boiled.
Small
soft-shell clams
are
very
successful,
shedder
crabs and hermit crabs are particularly effective,
and fiddler crabs, shrimp and conchs are also
used.

“The

sheepshead

is as

ubiquitous

in Florida

waters as the catfish.
It is very abundant on both
the east and west coasts, though rare about Key
West.
Wherever there are oyster beds, or barnacle-covered posts or piles, or mangrove roots
laden with coon-oysters, the sheepshead will be

found, its food being principally mollusks.

It is

to any other;
gimp snell.

the size should

be 3-0 to 5-0, with

“The best bait in Florida is the fiddler, and is

very

easily

obtained;

it is taken

by the fish

readily as clam or crab bait. A whole
(Continued on page 205.)

Tarpon
New

York,

Stream:

The

one

as

is

at Caesar Creek.
Jan.

26—Editor

photograph

is one

Forest
taken

and

of my-

self on board the yacht Privateer, which I chartered from Ball Brothers, of Miami, for a cruise
around the entire coast of Florida, during the
season of 1808.
The tarpon in the picture was
killed at Cesar Creek, below Miami, and was
one of the first fish of this species taken with rod
and reel on the east coast of Florida.
This fish
and two others were taken on the same day, and
were taken back to the hotel at Miami and there
placed on exhibition, where they aroused a great
deal of curiosity; as stated previously, the tarpon
was comparatively unknown on the east coast up
to that time.
Last season, 1905, during the
months of April and May, a party of three of us
succeeded in landing sixty-three tarpon in this
same locality, breaking the record for that coast.
Epwarp vom HOFE.
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The Houseboat Conchiglia.
BY

GEORGE

PORTER

suggested the Italian name,

most satisfactory.

FERNALD.

providing it
easily as one
space can be
lines of this
graceful but

SEVERAL summers of constant residence on a
houseboat, with all the attendant home comforts,
quite solves the problem, in my mind, of how to
live during the hot summer months.
This novel way of living can be made as convenient as you like, with as many luxuries surrounding you as will be found in any well-appointed flat.
Fitting up one of these abodes is

very much

or

your

saloon

divan

and

catch

fish from the open window, or breakfast under a
spreading awning with a feast of pale yellow
nasturtiums spilling against the green depths of
the calm water background.
A houseboat decorated with flowers is to develop the art of win-

dow boxes to its highest perfection.
If you

are

contemplating

building

is large enough, can be handled as
smaller, and oftentimes this extra
used to the utmost advantage.
The
old flat-bottomed hull were always
rather a scarce article to find nowa-

the picturesque Piscataqua for more than two
centuries, where they joined in one flock and
skimmed along this shallow river carrying the
famous Dover River birds on their backs.
The
railroads, and later the power boats, have startled
this famous flock from its favorite haunts, and
seldom is the warning hoot of the conch shell,
echoing between the green hills, heard by the
draw tender at the bridge.
The capture of a gundalo, complete with yards,
white-wings, ropes, poles, pump, windlass, anchor
and endless chain, a flush deck and hatches opening below and our houseboat is well under way.
This excellent foundation, sweet and clean, only
stained by the pink brick dust of her last cargo,
measured 13ft. breadth by 6o0ft. long, with 5ft. in
the hatchway.
These dimensions cannot be improved upon.
Many movements were made in

like arranging the interior of a small

sit on

a houseboat

economically, secure the hull of some old-flat-bottomed boat, with all the rigging that goes with
it, as these accessories work in to the greatest
advantage.
The hull of a gundalo (a corruption
of the word gondola) furnished the foundation

making sketches and plan, which would give a
maximum amount of room for the minimum out-

for

lay of money.

the

Conchiglia,

and

her

old

and dry on the ways, where every seam and crack
could be well looked into, as there is no comfort
in
insecure
foundations.
The
seams
were
crammed full of gum and the remaining space
filled with Portland cement, then you are ready
for the house.
The most practical solution of the planning
was to place a gangway straight across the center of the boat, cutting her house in two equal
parts.
Here are steps at either side for embarking, weather permitting, stairs to the roof, a cool
place under for the ice-box and a corner amidships for the pump, with doors opening to the

days.
The gundaloes, with their high-pointed
Latin wings, have been an interesting feature of

house or flat.
Space is an important consideration.
A houseboat, in fact, is an ideal combination of house, bungalow, roof garden and ship,
with plenty of running water. Youcan dig in your

garden

which have all proved

The length, within 5 or 1oft.,

“conch-shell”’

The

hull

was

then

hauled

staterooms

and

saloon.

This last room, I2xIoft., with 7ft. 3in. head
room, is a very generous size, as-it should be
when the space is required for a dining room,
sitting room, music, living room and bedroom.
Added to this is a 5ft. overhang at the bow,
which furnishes the saloon with a piazza, close
to the water’s surface.
Here, under a spreading
awning, we have our morning coffee, or choose
a corresponding piazza on the stern, if the wind
is annoying.
Sliding door and windows are easy
to handle and quite out of the way.
Our windows are placed high on the walls for a circulation of air at the top of the rooms, and also for
the seclusion and wall space they afford.
On the floor is a large Japanese cotton rug, at
one side, in the central space, is a double iron
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bed entirely draped in a green striped covering,
with heaps of cushions to disguise anything but
the effect of a luxurious divan.
A Mayflower
grate, gay in brass balls and andirons furnishes
the room with an open fire, which, with the large
hanging lamp, give sufficient heat for the chilliest November days.
A mahogany eight-legged
table for dining or’books stands in the center of
the room, surrounded by a side table for candlesticks and serving;
two
bureaus,
a bookcase,
writing table and six rush-bottomed chairs, with
a well-appointed smoking table near the head of
the divan quite furnish the saloon.
All walls and
ceiling are painted white, with no pictures; at the
windows are brilliant chintz shades made on rollers.
The decorations of the walls and ceiling are
fresh every few days, being vines brought from

the

woods,

standing

in large

Gruby

jars

and

tacked to the walls and ceiling.
In the gangway, amid great branches of the
fragrant barberry, we hear. the bells of the ship’s
clock, the thermometer and barometer are keeping it company; here also is a large mirror which
reflects the water and trees or any approaching
boat.
At either side of this little hallway are
drawn green awning curtains for protection from
sun and rain.
We now pass ‘aft through the passageway to the galley.
This generous kitchen occupies the end space
with two windows and door, and hatch in the
floor for storage below.
Shelves and cupboards
surround an enameled sink, with hooks and racks

for dishes.

White

cotton

curtains

bordered

in

turkey red are run on a rod about the dishes, and
two gas pipe berths opposite, these are pulled
across these folded berths by day; a yacht stove
with the funnel running above the awning on the
roof, a tip table, folding stepladder chair, earthen
water tank and clothes hamper quite furnish this
galley.
The stern piazza holds the two big green
water barrels and cleat for stem moorings, an

iron table and wicker chairs.
On

the

either

side of the passageway

gangway

are

toilet and

returning

staterooms.

to

The

blind-slatted doors opening into the rooms give
ventilation and are easily folded back; a single
white iron bed, bureau, mirror, chair, table de
nuit, and a space for hanging
curtained
by a
white drapery bordered in turkey red, are all
these rooms require and are very neat, all in
white paint, and a large map on the plain wall
space.
In fact, the entire house inside and out
is painted white, with the exception of the hull,
blinds and grass of the roof garden, which are

green.
We

find

the saloon

useful

only on

rainy

days,

STREAM.
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Boston

as the roof garden is the delight of a houseboat,
and there you spend many a restful hour, sur-

rounded

by a parapet

of blooming

things

nias, marigolds, mignonette and heliotrope bloom
in profusion. At the bow end of the roof garden
are two huge riding lights.
For festival occasions bunches of barberry evergreen trees are
brought from the woods, soon transforming this

roof promenade into a most luxuriant bower.
A Venetian night, entertainment is one of the
possible features to add to the novel way of entertaining

on

the

houseboat.

Many

lanterns

Letter.

Want KeeL_ Boats ror SEAWANHAKA

and

trailing vines.
Morning glories twine about the
awning frame, myrtle and nasturtiums fringe the
cornice line, while the hedge of geraniums, petu-

conference

was

inthian

C. and

a committee
Y.

Manchester

held

in Boston

representing

Cup.—A

recently

the

between

Seawanhaka

a committee

conditions
Challenge

of the deed of gift of the Seawanhaka
Cup, now held by the Manchester Y.

C. The proposal of the committee from the Seawanhaka Y. C. was to so change the deed of gift
that keel boats will be favored in future contests
of the cup.
The committee of the Manchester
Y. C. took the matter under consideration, but,
although no decision has yet been announced, it

is considered

tions will be changed.
While the majority of
Manchester yachtsmen favor keel boats for racing, they believe that it would be unfair to practically bar a type of boat which has been so nicely

There

is a great charm

in learning

this new

haven, with the fresh breeze laden with the perfume of buttercups and wild strawberries wafted
on the salt breeze over your decks and through
every window of your boat.
You catch up the

earthen

pitcher,

jump

into

the

canoe,

romp

the sun is high and hot, then is the time for the
houseboat.
Take a plunge from the gangway steps; after
this cool salt water bath, the shade of the big

green striped awning of the roof garden is the
alluring spot. A book or siesta until the twilight
hour calls forth the many lights of yachts and an
endless string of brilliants along the shore.
All
is quiet but the regular click of the oars of some

passing boat, or the distant sound of the mandolin
and some one singing make these hours the most
precious and enchanting.
Several half-tone reproductions of the interior
and exterior of -Conchiglia will be found on another page.

and

ALBERT

improbable

that the condi-

developed by the Canadians and with which they
successfully

defended

the cup for so many

AND

in such a manner that the Manchester Y. C. considered proposed changes in the deed of gift of
the Quincy Challenge Cup.
After the cup had
been won by the Manchester Y. C. and successfully defended against the club formerly holding
it, the Quincy Y. C. proposed changes in the deed
of gift so that a more wholesome type might be
produced.
The Manchester yachtsmen had no
more love than others for the flimsy, impossible
boats which were produced to race for the Quincy

Cup; but they felt that as the Quincy Y. C. had
formed
chester

the rules and that under them the ManY. C. had won and defended the cup, it

changed
desire.
Work

in any
AT

way

the Quincy

MANCHESTER.—At

Y.

White’s

C.

yard

building at this yard for Mr.

F. M. Crosby,

signed by Mr. E. A. Boardman for Mr. George
Lee is nearly finished.
At the same yard four
18-footers are being built from Boardman designs

HUNT
devoted to a new outdoor field which has
for its purpose three objects:
make

known

the

opportunities

American

waters

properly

present

the development which house-

THIRD—To set forth the advantages and pleasures of houseboating in so truthful a manner that others may become
interested in the pastime.
The book contains forty specially prepared articles by owners and designers of well-known houseboats, and is beautifully illustrated with nearly
200 line and halftone reproductions of plans and exteriors and interiors.
A most interesting chapter is devoted to houseboating in England.

The book has been carefully prepared by Mr. Albert Bradlee Hunt.

The work is printed on extra heavy coated paper, and is bound in

olive green buckram.

PUBLISHING

COMPANY

bei

of

Boston.
One is a 15-footer and the other a 22ft.
power boat to be fitted with an 8 horsepower engine.
An auxiliary 15-footer is also being built
for Mr. Thomas Goff, of Cincinnati, which will
have a 2 horsepower engine.
At Fenton’s Manchester yard the 22-footer de-

boating has attained in this country.

STREAM

the

a Toledo syndicate to race for the Lipton Cup,
will be laid down this week.
Two boats are

afford for enjoyment of houseboating life.
SECOND—To

might

21-footer designed by Messrs. Small Brothers for

STREAM.

FIRST—To

years.

They also feel that it would be unfair to favor a
type of boat which would carry too much draft
to be successfully raced off Point Claire. It was

Houseboating

BRADLEE

Editor of FOREST

highly

was up to the Quincy Y. C. to win the cup back
under the same rules, when the. deed could be

through the waving grass to the spring and on
to the woods, over the hills and far away until

A volume

AND

the

Y. C., with a view to changing the

the river about the boat, with bunches of green
and lanterns, with your canoes and boats floating about, guitars and mandolins playing, make
the delusion quite complete.
Select a charming spot in the norrowest part of
some salt river, where you can secure the hawsers to firm boulders on the shore, with good
ground tackle for the off-stream mooring, near
a good spring and within easy access to transportation, then you are ready to call the tugboat
into commission.
If one selects the proper place
for mooring, the houseboat is likely to remain the
entire season, and often returning to the same
place for many seasons.
Conchiglia has two boat poles for her tender
and canoe.
There is also a sailing canoe added
to the outfit.

Yachting

FOREST

Cor-

representing

draped about with poles pushed in the bottom of

Houseboats
BY

AND

The price is $3.00 net.

346

(Postage 34 cents.)

Broadway,

New

York

FOREST
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for racing at Bar Harbor.
They will be flushdecked boats, similar to Bat. Four cabin 18footers, also of Boardman design, are being built
to race in Narragansett Bay.
Burtpinc

At

of Neponset,

NEPONSET.—The

is building

O.

the

Sheldon

following

Co.,

boats:

35ft. launch, 16 horsepower, for Mr. W. J. Ham,
of Boston; 3o0ft. launch, 10 horsepower, for Mr.
C. S. Purinton; 32ft. launch, with 20 horsepower
engine, for Mr. W. R. Sears; 28ft. launch and
18ft. launch for Baron Schollay; 3oft. launch,

AND

STREAM.

IQ!

Letter Sent to the British Conference.
WHEN the members of the Atlantic Coast
Yachting Conference agreed that it would not be
advisable to have the American clubs represented
by delegates at the British Conference it was decided that a letter should be forwarded which

would not only serve as an acknowledgment of
the very courteous invitation to confer with the
delegates of other countries but to also set forth
the reasons why the Americans could not at that

with 16 horsepower engine, for Mr. Millis; 64ft.

time participate in any conference.

cabin launch, 100 horsepower, for Mr.
Palmer; 65ft. twin-screw cruiser, for Dr.

The letter sent was a strong one, and its contents made clear the reasons why it was impos-

Griggs;

twin-screw

engines,

for

Two

Prof.

cruiser, with
C. H.

Morse,

é
C.

E.

15 horsepower

sible for the American clubs to take part in so im-

of Cambridge.

por ent a discussion.

launches are building for the long distance

race of the Knickerbocker

No. 37 West

Y. C. One is 4oft. long

with 40 horsepower engine, for Commodore A. L.
Lincoln, Hingham Y. C. The other is 38ft. long,
with 30 horsepower engine, for Mr. Hunt.
At MarsLEHEAD YArRDS.—Messrs.
Stearns &
McKay are building two 28ft. cabin launches
from the same molds.
One of these is for Mr.

W. O. Taylor, of Boston, to be fitted with a 7

BrRooKE

The Wearde,
Dear Siy—Your

stated,

Meitz

& Weiss

engine,

for Boston

parties, and

a

power tender for Mr. E. H. Clapp. They have an
order for a 22ft. waterline cruising sloop, designed
by Mr. B. B. Crowninshield, for Mr. Francis
Drake, of Chicago.
At the Burgess & Packard yard the cabin work
is going on on the to3ft. passenger
boat for
Southern waters.
It is reported that Mr. A. A.

Packard is quite ill at his home in Salem.

New Satis For ELMINA AND OTHERS.—Messrs.
Wilson & Silsby report the following orders for

new

suits of sails:

Schooner

Neola,

J.

Elmina,

Berre

F.

King;

F.

Brewster;

sloop

Weetamoe,

H. F. Lippitt; new sloop designed by

sloop

H. J. Gielow, for Neola-Weetamoe class, F. M.
Smith; 21-footer Joshua Crane; 18-footer, Henri
Monnot, France; 22-footer, J. K. Kackmann, Wi-

borg, Finland; 85ft. auxiliary schooner designed
by Mr. Arthur Binney, for Mr. C. H. Clark, Jr.;
18-footer

designedby Messrs.

Burgess

&

Pack-

_ ard; 21ft. raceabout, S. C. Hopkins; a2r1ft. raceabout designed by Messrs. Tams. Lemoine &

Street,

Rye, England:
very courteous

communication

to the New York Y. C. in reference to the proposed conference to be held for the purpose of

gine and to carry an electric lighting plant.

on a 35ft. cruising
Standard engine, for
used at Beverly; a
with 10 horsepower

Forty-fourth

New York, Jan. I1, 1906.
SmiTH, Eso.,

HECKSTALL

bringing

same builders are at work
launch, with 12 horsepower
Dr. Franklin Dexter, to be
3oft. turtle-back dory launch,

letter in full is as fol-

Secretary Yacht Racing Association,

horsepower engine. The other is for Mr. Nimick,
of Pittsburg, to be fitted with 10 horsepower enThe

The

OWS:

about

the

rating rule was
because

adoption

addressed
there

of an

international

to that club, as you

is in the United

States

no

central body similar to the Yacht Racing Association and other like organizations in other
countries,

and

with the view

that the New

York

Y. C. would deal with the question in whatever
way it might consider advantageous to American

yachtsmen,
In order

was

thus

to*carry

out

intrusted,

the

the duty

New

with

York

which

Y.

it

C. ap-

pointed a committee to consider the matter and
to confer with other yacht clubs in this country,
and the following clubs were requested to send

representatives to meet the New York Y. C. committee in conference:
Atalanticay Ge basterney. ©.) learchmont) Ys
C., Corinthian Y. C. (Marblehead, Mass.), Corinthian Y. C. (Philadelphia), Seawanhaka Corin-

thian Y. C., Boston Y. C., Yacht Racing Assn. of
L. I. S., representing a number of clubs, and the
Yacht

Racing

Assn.

ing a number

of Massachusetts,

represent-

of clubs.

All of these bodies sent representatives to the
conference, and the subject was most carefully

considered,

in committee

and otherwise.

The question of measurement

has been the sub-

ject of much discussion among yachtsmen in this

Messrs. Murray & Tregurtha are building a 45ft.

country during recent years.
Many different systems have been proposed, and their respective
merits have engaged the attention of those most
interested in the sport, aided by the technical
knowledge of designers and other experts.
Our conditions are such as to make the adop-

launch, 25 horsepower, for Mr. Frank E. Dickerman; 28ft. speed launch, 10 horsepower, for Mr.

There

Crane;

30-footer

Neola

II., G. M.

Pynchon,

and

two suits for 21-footers to compete for the Lipton
Cup.
LAUNCHES

BUILDING

AT

SouTH

Boston.—

tion

of a common
are

Atlantic

rule practically

a great number

coast,

from

of clubs

Philadelphia

a necessity.
all along the

to Maine.

It

Carroll A Moore, of Bellows Falls, Vt.; 33ft.
cabin launch, 10 horsepower, for Mr. Edward R.
Walsh, of Boston.
At Lawley’s a 25ft. speed launch for Mr. F. B.
McQuesten, to have a Lawley engine of 18 horsepower, is about completed; a 25ft. launch is building for Mr. E. B. Davies; 21ft. launch, 7% horsepower, for Mr. H. E. Converse; 32ft. launch, 20

of them, and races are constantly held in which
the vessels of one club meet those belonging to
another. From this circumstance, as well as from
the fact that varying rules of rating distinctly

horsepower,

in force

for Mr.

Foss.

New Ones at Savin Hitt.—Mr. H. H. Linnell, of Savin Hill, Dorchester, is building a 4oft.
hunting cabin launch to have an 18 horsepower
Standard engine, for Mr. Norman H. White, of
Brookline.
He is also building .a_ 52ft. cabin
launch from designs of Mr. Isaac B. Mills, for
Mr. J. B. Eustis, and from his own plans a 33ft.
autoboat to have a 24 horsepower engine.
Joun B. KILLEEN.

is customary for a yacht to belong to two or more

discour-ge

among

Lipton

Cup

Boat

OrbERED.—Messrs.

and Morgan

Barney will

Charles

collaborate in

designing a 21-footer for the races for the Lipton
Cup, to be held on Lake Michigan
on Aug. 18, 20 and 21.
The races

off Chicago,
will be held

under the auspices of the Columbia Y. C. Messrs.
F. H. Price and George R. Peare have been consulting

with

Eastern

designers

for over

a week,

and it was only after mature deliberation that
these gentlemen, who represent a Chicago Y. C.
syndicate,

placed

and Barney.

the order

with

Messrs.

Mower

The boat will be built in the East.

or common
all these

vessels,

it results

rule of measurement
clubs

is not

only: most

desirable, but practically a necessary condition to
the progress

and development

of the sport.

In the attempt to bring about the adoption of
such a uniform rule no effort has been spared.
Committees have been appointed, a great num-

take

part

in

your

movement

except

at

the

cost

of undoing a great part of what we have already
accomplished.
The conference of representatives of the various yacht clubs called by the New Yark Y. C.,
as above stated, has instructed us, who acted respectively as its chairman and secretary, to explain to you why it is that, with however great
reluctance, they have been compelled to this conclusion,
If the American yachtsmen should take part in
the movement to bring about a uniform international rule of rating it would necessarily be with
a view of the adoption either of the rule which
has already been adopted unanimously in this
country or some other and different rule.
Their
first duty is, of course, to the interests of yachting in their own country, and it was the unanimous sentiment of the conference that it would be
most unwise and very disadvantageous to those
interests to reopen at the present time the question of measurement, which we have only just
succeeded, after so great effort, in procuring to
be settled here.
Naturally we could not for a moment insist
that the question to be determined by your conference was whether it would adopt our rule or
not.
Such a position would not be courteous,
nor would it be participating in your conference
in the spirit in which we are asked to do so. The
only question which we could properly discuss
with the representatives of other countries would
be what rule, upon the whole, would be to the
general interest of all countries to adopt.
The
very nature of such a conference would require
those taking part in it to come with open minds
ready to receive as well as to make suggestions.
This, however, is unfortunately just what our
present conditions will not allow us to do. The
tule which we have adopted can be of no value
unless it have a certain degree of permanence.
Vessels have been built and others are now projected upon the basis and faith of its continued
existence.
Should the question now be reopened

by our

joining

in an

effort to bring about

an

international rule, the result would be not only
unfairness to those who have already built or
contracted to build under our rule, but the creation of doubts as to its permanence and continuance, which would deprive us of all the benefits
which were designed to be secured by its adop-

ber of conferences held, expert advice has been
obtained and a most earnest effort made -to sink

tion,

all individual preferences and to bring about an
agreement upon such a rule as under all the cir-

we could not, in justice to the interests of our
own yachting, agree to be bound by any international rule of rating, even though the one proposed should be that already adopted here.
In
the negotiations between the different interests in
this country which resulted in the adoption of the
present rule, there were, as we have said, numerous conflicting interests to be reconciled and mutual concessions to be made.
Some were unquali-

cumstances
D. Mower

the building of new

that a uniform

through a number of years, and you will easily
understand that the task has been a difficult one.
Whether the rule finally evolved is the best
rule that could be framed time and experience
alone can determine.
Some ‘vessels have, however, already been built under it and others are
building, and the general opinion is that the rule
promises to work satisfactorily. and marks, in
any view, a very great advance over the conditions which existed before its adoption.
We have in mind, of course, the possibility that
further experience may demonstrate the advisability of some modification in one or another detail, but the main principles of the rule have thus
far worked to the entire satisfaction of all.
_We have been at pains thus to explain the conditions which existed among us at the time when
your communication to the New York Y. C. was
received, in order that you and the members of
the conference to be held in England may fully
understand that it is through no lack of interest
in the subject nor any failure to appreciate either
the importance of the object which you have in
view or the courtesy of your invitation to us to

the common
As

seemed

best

calculated

to

work

for

good.

is natural

in any

such

attempt,

flicting views had to be reconciled,
instances concessions made by
interest, but finally our efforts

many

con-

and in some

one or another
were successful

and resulted in the adoption of a uniform

rating

rule by many of the clubs concerned.
From time
to time it has been adopted by others, and last

spring the unanimous assent of all of the remaining principal clubs interested in yachting on
the Atlantic coast was secured.
The agitation of the question and the efforts to
effect an agreement
upon
it have extended

Our conference was further of the opinion that

fiedly in favor of the rule as a matter

of prin-

ciple.
Others were in favor of adopting it exexperimentally, with an opportunity of making

later such modifications, if any, as experience
might prove to be necessary.
There was no
agreement between the clubs establishing the rule
to remain

in force

for any

given

period.

Each

FOREST
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club adopted it separately and independently.
Nevertheless it was understood in fact, though
perhaps not through official action, that the several clubs would fairly consider
any modifications that might be proposed in the light of actual
experience.
While we have seen as yet no reason to change our views as to the correctness of
the rule in principle and its satisfactory operation, we do not lose sight of the fact that experience may teach us that some modifications in
detail may be desirable, and we deem it essential
that we should be able to make such changes if
they should be found advisable.
It was in view of these considerations that the
conference felt that it would be unwise for the
American clubs to participate in the formulation
and
adoption
of an
international
rule, even
though that should be the one which they had
already adopted, because of the extreme difficulty of making any modification in a rule entered into through agreement with other nations,
whose consent to each such change would have
to be sought.
We beg you to believe that we appreciate very

highly your courtesy in asking us to take part in
your deliberations, and that we regret extremely
that it should have come at a time when it is impossible for us to accept it without endangering
the interests of the sport in our own waters, but
we think that you will agree with us that this
would be the result of any action that we might
take at the present time and under our existing
conditions.
We beg to assure you of our interest in the
object which you have in view and to express the
hope that your meetings will prove most successful.
We remain, dear sir, faithfully yours,
(Signed)
W. B. Duncan, Jr,

Chairman.
G. A. CORMACK,

(Signed)

Secretary.

Long Distance Race for Cruising
Power Boats.
THE conditions governing the Knickerbocker
Y. C’s
race
for cruising power
boats
from
Marblehead, Mass., to College Point, L. I., are
as follows:
Prizes:
The Knickerbocker Y. C. offers first, second,
third and fourth prizes for a long-distance race for cruising power boats from Marblehead,
Mass., to College
Point, N.
Y.
Start:
June 28, 1906, at 6 P. M., or such later time as
the

Regatta

Committee

Conditions:
than

30ft.

The

waterline

race

may

consider

best.

is for cruising

length,

not

boats

exceeding

in

of not less
the

greatest

length 40ft.. and with a waterline breadth of not less than
one-fifth of the waterline length.
A cruising boat is one built and used for cruising;
must have trunk cabin house and self-bailing cockpit.
Cabin must contain sleeping, cooking and general living
accommodations for crew.
Propelling
Power:
An explosive engine or engines
operated either by gasolene or kerosene.
Propellers:
To be eligible for this race boats must be
provided with solid propellers, as the use of adjustable or
reversing propellers will not be allowed.
Crew:
The crew, which shall not be changed during the
race, must consist of not less than four persons, one of
whom may be a paid hand.
In the event of the owner
not

being

on

board

during

the

race

he

must

be

repre-

sented by a member of a recognized club. No paid navigators or pilots will be allowed, and each owner or his
representative will be required to deliver to the committee, before the start of the race, a list giving the names
and vocations of all the members of his crew.
Equipment:
Boats must carry an optional amount of
fuel, all of which must be in fixed tank or tanks, permanently piped and connected.
Each boat must carry
on deck or tow, a tender at least 10ft. long; must carry
two anchors and rodes, side and other lights required by
Federal regulations, a life preserver for each member of
crew, compass, charts, lead line, buckets, and at least two
fire extinguishers.
Rating and Allowance:
Will be calculated under the
1905 rules of the American Power Boat Association, except that time allowance will be figured as 60 per cent.
of the tables, and the constant used in figuring H. P. of
two-stroke engines shall be 850 instead of 750.
Measurements:
Shall be made by disinterested person
or persons appointed by the Regatta Committee, and a
measurement

receipt
tificates

of

fee

of

$10

measurement

must

be

at

shall

be

paid

certificate.

Marblehead,

by

Boats

ready

for

the

entrant

without

on

cer-

measurement,

before 9 A. M., June 27, 1906.
Measurements will be
posted as soon after that hour as practicable, and all
protests as to eligibility or rating must be lodged with
the Regatta Committee before noon, June 28, 1906.
If requested, any owner, or his representative, shall be
required to furnish a certificate stating that no changes
to hull, propeller or machinery, have been made after the
boat has been measured.
Course:
Which will be figured as 280 nautical miles,
will be from line between black spar buoy No. 3, off
Marblehead
Light and committee
boat to finish line,

AND

STREAM.

between two stakeboats anchored off the Knickerbocker
Y. C. station at College Point.
Finishing:
In finishing, boats will approach the inner
stakeboat, and captain must give name and number, and
also take their own finishing time for comparison, and
must not leave such stakeboat until certain that boat’s
name and her time have been recorded.
Anchoring:
Racers may enter any port and anchor it
necessary through stress of weather, but must enter and
leave under their own power.
Towing:
Any racer accepting a tow will be disqualified.
Abandoning Race:
Captains are requested to at once
notify the Committee if they have abandoned the race,
communicating with the Knickerbocker Y. C., College
Point,

No

Ys

Fuel and Supplies:
Any boat using kerosene will be
allowed two gallons of gasolene in cans for use in starting the engine, and shall be allowed five gallons of
gasolene in sealed can for use in an emergency; but seal
and can must be intact at finish, or boat will be disqualified.
Energine, picric acid, ether, or any other ingredient to
inercase the power of the fuel, will not be allowed; and
no gasolene lighter than commercial 76 degrees Beaume,
steve gasolene, will be allowed.
Racers may renew their fuel supplies, but all fuel must
be put into tank or tanks before leaving the supply
station.
Arrangements will be made for a supply of gasolene
and kerosene to be kept ready at Cottage City Harbor,
Mass.
Entrance to harbor is through a jettied passage
lighted with a green and red light.
Pass between these
lights tc dock at head of harbor.
Entrance is about one
mile south of East Chop Light.
3
Log:
Each captain must keep a log, giving the approximate time of passing prominent objects, direction
and strength of wind, and condition of sea.
This must
be handed to the committee within twelve hours after
finishing.
;
Protest:
Protest must be made in writing within fortye‘ght hours after first boat finishes.
F
Inspection:
Boats must report to the committee at
Marblehead for final inspection twenty-four hours before

start of the race.

Le.

Sails: Boats carrying sails of any description must have
them sealed by the committee before the start; and seals
must be intact at the finish of the race.
Entries:
All boats must be measured and rated before
starting.
No unrated boat will be allowed to start, and
entries must be made in writing before noon, June 16,
1906.
A full description of the boat should be sent with
the entry.
All entries will be accepted subject to inspection by the committee.
:
:
Rejecticn:
The committee reserve the right to reject
any entry, if in their judgment the boat is not a bonafide
seaworthy cruising. craft.
x
2
Application for entry blanks and information should be
made to J. O. Sinkinson, Secretary Regatta Committee,
P. O. Box 1700 New York City.
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YACHT

fine vessel.
breadth

The

“Tue AMERICAN

NOTES.

YACHTSMAN,”—A

new weekly

journal known as the American Yachtsman, has
made its appearance, the first issue being dated
Jan..20.
Mr. Charles P. Tower is the editor and
publisher.
Mr, Tower is now chairman of the
Race Committee of the Larchmont Y. C., and for

many years has been identified with yachting in-

terests in this country.
He has also had a thorough newspaper training and is well equipped for
the work he has undertaken.
‘Devoted to the in-

terests of those who seek pleasure and recreation
on the water by
boats and steam
pears on the front
man, and it gives

means of sailing yachts, motor
yachts,” is the legend that apcover of the American Yachtsan idea of the plan and scope of

boat

Curry.—Mr.

is 8oft.

and 3ft. 6in. draft.

Mar-

The

over

all,

15ft.

engines are two

25 horsepower Standards, which will drive the
yacht at a speed of 12 miles per hour. Northumberland Strait, where this yacht will be used, is
much like an inland sea, the water having a high
temperature Owing to its shallowness.
There is
but 6ft. of water

available

anywhere.

nner

Boats Berne StriPpep—At
Marine

Construction

the yard

Company,

of the

Mariner’s

Har-

bor, Staten Island, the following boats have been
stripped of their lead: The famous old Gossoon,

a 40-footer, designed by the late Edward Bur.gess; Zinita, 20-rater, designed by William Fife,
Jr., has been stripped and an iron keel substituted; she is to be put in commission next summer after certain alterations and repairs are carried out; Carlotta, schooner, designed by Mr. A.

Cary

Smith,

keel fitted.
one of the

is being

stripped

and

a new

iron

It is reported that the yawl Caress,
late G. L. Watson’s creations, is to

share the same fate, and it is indeed regrettable
that such a fine ship should be passing.
RRR
_ SPECIAL HANpICAP CLASS FoR 1906.—With the
idea of providing satisfactory racing for boats
which, under the present universal rating have
little or no chance to win in the regular open

classes, it is proposed to form a special handicap
class.
are

There are many

aS

anxious

to

such boats whose

race

as

in

past

owners

seasons,

pro-

vided each could have a reasonable chance to win,

and

there

would

only the modern

YACHTING NEWS

For Nat.

tin C, Erismann, naval architect, Port Richmond,
Staten Island, has just completed drawings and
specifications for a cruising yacht for Mr. Nathaniel Curry, of Amherst, Nova Scotia, where the
yacht will be built.
We have had the pleasure
of seeing these drawings and they are beautifully
executed, and we congratulate Mr. Curry on his

come

to the starting

boats which

line not

under the new

rat-

ing have been relegated to the class of “has
beens,” but also the older models of cruising
craft.
Prizes for such a class would be gladly
offered by nearly all of the clubs on Long Island
Sound when three or more entries were received.
The primary object of this proposition is to provide competition on an equitable basis for boats
which raced in classes N and P previous to the
year 1905.
Any boats of similar size launched
previous to Jan. 1 of that year would be eligible.
If the number of boats warranted two or more

divisions could be made.
A handicap system
could be arranged, based on the actual performance of the boats which might be found satisfactory. It is proposed to hold a meeting of boat
Owners

at an

ganizing

early

date

for the purpose

this special handicap

system of rules

for handicap

of or-

class, adopting

and

such minor

a
re-

the paper. The American Yachtsman contains 20
pages, 9%4in. by 13in. in size. Numerous illustrations appear in the journal, which
is well

strictionsas may be deemed advisable. With the
co-operation and support of those interested in

printed on super paper.
The first issue
great promise and we wish Mr. Tower

success

success

with the American

gives
every

Yachtsman.

RR ER
SAcHEM’s

HEAp

Y. C. Orricers.—The Sachem’s

Head Y. C. have elected the following officers to
serve the club for the year of 1906:
Com., Robert C. Mitchell, of New York; Vice-Com., John
J. Phelps, of Hackensack, N. J.; Fleet Capt., Edmund Q. Trowbridge, of New York, and Secretary and Treasurer, Charles F. Treadway, of New
Haven, Conn,

ene

New
Firm
oF YACHT
BurILpERS.—Messrs.
Purdy & Collison have taken over the Robbins
yard at City Island, foot of Fordham
are both men of wide experience,

street. They
Mr. Purdy

forming

such

a class

for the

is assured.

coming

season

its

nd

Book oF THE SOUTHERN GuLF Coast Y. A—
We are indebted to Mr. L. D. Sampsell, Secretary
of the Southern Y. C., for a copy of the pamphlet
which contains the By-laws, Classification and
Measurement and Racing Rules of the Southern
Gulf Coast Yachting Association.
The following

clubs

belong

Waveland

(Miss.)

to

the

S. G.

C. Y.

Y. C., Biloxi

A.:

(Miss.)

Bay

Y. C.,

Gulfport (Miss.) Y. C., Memphis (Tenn.) Y. C..
Mobile (Ala.) Y. C., Pass Christian (Miss.) Y.

C., Pascagoula
(Lacy. Yar:
YAwL
Indian

Berry
Harbor

(Miss.)

Y. C. and the Southern

Rn

ye

Soitp.—Mr.

J. S. Tanner,

of the

Y. C., has sold his yawl Betty, ex

having spent some time at sea and has been employed on some of the finest yacht work done in

Fanshawe, to Mr. Ruene Martin, of New York,
through the office of Mr. Stanley M. Seaman.
Betty was built in 1902 by the Huntington Mfg.

this country in recent years.
Mr. Collison is also
a man of practical experience, having fitted the

Co., for Mr. Frank Maier.

joiner work
prepared

in yachts

to carry

out

from plans submitted.

like Atlantic.

all classes

They

of yacht

are

work

ing tyne and
having

won

She is strictly a cruis-

is distinguished

the Agassiz

from

the fact of
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sible from the pilot house. Steering is done either
from the bridge or pilot house,
Cylindrical gasolene tanks are used to minimize
the chances of leakage. The capacity of 120 gallons allows a run of about 300 miles on one
filling.
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BARR TO BE RAINBOW’S SKIPPER.—Capt. Charles
Barr has been engaged by Commodore Cornelius
Vanderbilt, New York Y. C., to sail the 70-footer
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engine space, only a small gelley being provided,
as the boat is intended for short cruises only.
Over the engine room is the raised bridge, acces-
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we reproduce in this issue, was
designed
by
Messrs. Fraser & Clark, of Boston.
The boat
was built in the Middle West and was designed
as an able and economical cruiser of moderate

speed but good accommodations.
The owner’s requirements called
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“DAN KIDNEY @ SON, West De Pere, Wis.

Builders % fine Pisere ana Hunting Boats, Canoes,
Gasoline Launches, Small Sail Boats. Send for Catalogue.
Sa
ee

KNOCK DOWN BOATS
Launches, row and
sail boats.
Canoes and Hunting

Of

boats.

/

Send for Catalogue.
American

all Descriptions.

P

PSS

Boat & Machine Co., 3517 S. 2nd St., St. Louis, Mo.

Naval

Far ohictere

ARTHUR

ae

BINNEY,

(Formerly STEWART

Naval

Brokers.

Architect

& BINNEY.)

and

Yacht

Broker,

Mason Building, Kirby Street, BOSTON, MASS.
Cable Address,

‘‘ Designer,’’?

BURGESS

Boston.

@ PACKARD,

Naval Architects and Engineers.

Yacht Builders. }

131 State St., BOSTON, MASS.
Tel. 4870 Main.
Marblehead Office and Works: Nashua St., Marblehead, Mass.
300-Ton Railway.
Modern Building Shops. Two new
Storage Sheds. 10-Ton Steam Shearlegs. 21 feet of water
off our railway. Large Storage Capacity. Ship Chandlery
and Machine Shop.
Repair Work of all kinds quickly
handled.

HOLLIS

BURGESS,

YACHT BROKER— Yachts and Vessels For Sale and Charter.
INSURANCE—of all kinds. Marine, Fire, Lire, Liasitity,
ACCIDENT,

Etc.

THE

BEST YACHT

POLICIES.

GENERAL MARINE AGENT for Equipping, Furnishing,
Fitting Out, Etc.
Agent for Purchase and Sale of Gasoline Engines
Main Office. 10 Tremont St.,
Tel. 1905-I Main.
Branch Office, Board of Trade Bldg.,131 State St.,Tel.4870 Main,

BOSTON,

MASS.

LORILLARD & WALKER,
Yacht Brokers,
Telephone 6950 Broad.
C. SHERMAN

@

ARCHITECTS

BROKERAGE.

NO

need neither umbrella nor rubbers nor snow-shoes, if you enter through this gateway.

The

Price

is $1.00

a year

Sample

Copy

on

Request,

Suburban Life is **The Gateway to the Country”
The February number contains 52 pages with 70 illustrations and cover
10 cents, on news-stands everywhere.
Address all correspondence to

P ublishers
16

.

ENGINEERS,
York.

RMAN
L.
SKENE,
Naval Architect and Engineer.

Marine

Street,

SMALL
ARCHITECTS.
;

NAVAL

Free

No. 112 Water

Boston,

in colors.

Insurance.

Mass.

BROS.
YACHT BROKERAGE.

Street, BOSTON,

MASS.

Fast cruisers and racing boatsa specialty.

Tel. 3556-2 Main.

Price
STEARNS
Marblehead,

Naval

|

@
McKAY
Mass., U. S. A.

Architects

’

and Builders.

Send 1oc. Stamp for Illustrated Catalogue.

ee

=

Mass.

Boston,

-

-

Street

State

AND

Place, New

15 Exchange

Life

Suburban

CLARK,

Yacht Broker.

What more pleasant combination on a winter evening than the open fireplace, with its blazing
backlog, the easy chair drawn invitingly in front of it, and the last issue of Suburban Life in hand,
with its foretaste of Spring, and flowers and fruits, and all the joys and pleasures of a new season.
Will you join us?

City.

H. CLark.

High Speed Workia Specialty.

17 Battery
You may enter the country in a most delightful manner twelve times a year through the gateway
of Suburban Life.
No matter if it’s rainy or muddy, or if the snow drifts mountains high—you’ll

York

Montcomery

HOYT

NAVAL
YACHT

41 Wall St., New

Hoyt.

Yacht Book Bargain.
A. C.
64, M.

A.

pees City9,8037, a iBs a eeN oan Bea
A.
illips,
Camden, N. J.; 50
5038,
eS

Membership.

NEW LIFE MEMBERS,Pa.;

D. Wilt, Philadelphia,

65, J. Mc-

Donald Mowat, Kingston, Canada.
No. 66 (c. 903) John T. Mott, Oswego,
NEW

MEMBERS

Davis, Will-

iamsport, Pa.; 5022, H. E. McCormick,
city;

5023,

J.-C.

Miner,

Jr.,

New

Saratoga

Springs, N. Y.; 5024, N. Smith, Arlington, N. J.;
5025, N. O. Ward, South Orange,
R. T. Badgley, New
York city;
W.
5028,
city;
York
Lenox, New
OS
ton, xN. J.;We 5029,

OCU

N. J.; 5026,
5027, D. H.
.

ae
tee
W. A.Ceara
Coley, on
New
York

wana

city;

5030, E. C. Becroft, New York city; 5031, W. H.
Gleaves, Trenton, N. J.; 5032, T. L. Pryor, New

ont
Ahlers,

E.

W.

Division—5o41,

A. P. Sylvester,

born, Mass.

“YACHT

only

AND

of the

BOAT

late

Dixon

SAILING,”

ies caatordof newsaesu bee

Tea

Kemp’s

Alle- | Contains a great number

and the lines

the total number
Oakmont, | of-many boats never before published,
a ea ame ee Rae bee a
pla a

gheny, Pa.; 5036, C. Taber Johnston,
Pa.; 5040, R. J. Sloan, Pittsburg, Pa.
Eastern

ELECTED.

Atlantic Division—so2z1, A. McA.

York

N. Y.

Knacks,
New York city
Central Division.—s5o035,

We offer a few copies
monumental work

Sher- | tion of the Yacht.

Equipment of the

Building a Yacht.

Seamanship.

Yacht,

;

of Open Boats.

The Management

Yacht Racing: Handlingof
Western Division—so33, A. E. McKinnon, De- | acne RecingAsseeiation.

= ttoit, Mich.;
=

M. Lundgren,

Hebron,

MEMBERS
NEW
arie
ci

PROPOSED.
°

a Yacht

Ky.

ee

A

ina

Match.

Centerboard

for) Rewing S00 Sy

Boats.

a°

Centerboard

Hpk

tates
1

Belfast Lousk nates
Clyde Sailing Boats.
Western Division.—C. F. Rich and W. S. Rey- | Boats.
nolds, both of Detroit, Mich., and both by W. C. | Dublin Bay.
Kingstown Boats.
Cork Harbor Boats.
Falmouth Quay Punts. Thames Bawley
Itchen Boats.
;
.
W:
-

Jupp;

Yardley.W.

H.

ab

Piggott,

pe

Chicago,

Western Division —George
Ind., by Perry D. Frazer.

Ill,

Steely,

by

W.

H.

Lafayette,

Boats.

Broads.

Lake Windermere

Yachts.

Yachts

of the Norfolk

Small Yachts and Boats of the Y. R. A. Rating.

| Single-handed Cruisers.
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GUN POINTS TO U. M. C.

MD
aoe

ii
oyn

For every gun in the world we make a U. M. C. Cartridge. These cart-

ridges are tested in the guns for which they are intended, and are only of one
quality—the best. Only the best materials are used—only standard powders
are loaded—only the best results are obtained.

THE

UNION

METALLIC
BRIDGEPORT,

Agency, 313 Broadway,

New

Trapshooting.
If you want your shoot to be announced
send a notice like the following:

here

Fixtures.
Feb. op
cikenagt Stet Del.—First contest of PhiladelphiaWilmington-Baltimore series.
Luther J. Squier,
Mgr.
Feb. 7.—Morristown, N. J.—Morris G. C. all-day shoot.
F. A. Trowbridge, Sec’y.
Feb. 12.—North Caldwell (N.
J.) G. C. all-day tournament.
T. A. Quackenbush,
Sec’y.
Feb. 12.—Edgewater, N. J.—Palisade G. C. all-day shoot.
A. A. Schoverling, Sec’y.
Feb. 12-17.—Detroit, Mich.—Automobile and Sportsman’s
shew tournament.
Feb. 15-16.—Allentown, Pa.—Duck
Farm
Hotel tournament.
Howard J. Schlichter, Mgr.
Feb. 19.—Paterson, N. J.—Jackson Park Gun Club target
tournament.
Wm. Dutcher, Mgr.
Feb. 22.—North Caldwell (N. J.) G. C. all-day tournament. T. A. Quackenbush, Sec’y.
Feb. 22.—Edgewater, N. J.—Palisade G. C. all-day shoot.
oF og Schoverling, Mgr., 2 Murray
street, New
ork.
Feb. 22.—Utica,
N. Y.—Riverside G. C. all-day tournament.
E. ié Loughlin, Sec’y.
Feb. 22.—Ossining,
N. Y., G. C., President’s shoot.
C.
Feb,

G. Blandford, Capt.

22.—Mechanicsville, (N. Y.) Game Protective Association all-day target shoot.
Geo. Slingerland, Sec’y.
Feb. 22.—Harrisburg (Pa.) Sportsmen’s Association.
J.
B. Singer, Sec’y.
Feb. 22.—Cleveland
(O.) G.
C.
tournament.
F. H.
Wallace, Sec’y.
March 19-21.—Pinehurst (N. C.) G. C. tournament.
~ March 21-23—Omaha
(Neb.) Gun Club spring tournament.
W. D. Townsend, Sec’y.
March 22.—Edgewater, N. J.—Palisade G. C. all day shoot.
March 14-16.—Iowa State Sportsmen’s Association annual
tournament.
C. W. Budd, Sec’y.

York City

CARTRIDGE
CONN.

Depot, 86-88 First Street,fSan Francisco, Cal.

April 12-13.—Toronto Junction (Ont.) G. C. target tournament.
P. Wakefield, Sec’y.
March 14-16.—Des Moines, Ia.—Iowa State Sportsmen's
Association.
C. W. Budd, Sec’y.
April
18-20.—Great
Bend
(Kans.)
G. C.
shoot.
B.
McMullen, Sec’y.
April 24-26.—Fort Wayne,
Ind.—Corner R. and G, C.
tournament.
John W. Linder, Sec’y.
April 26.—Edgewater, N. J.—Palisade G. C. all-day-shoot.
May 1-3.—Oklahoma and Indian Territory State shoot.
May 2-3.—Syracuse, N. Y.—People’s G. C. tournament.
Fred. G. Willard, Mgr.
May 7-8.—Vicksburg, Miss.—Mississippi
Delta
League
second amateur tournament.
J. J. Bradfield, Sec’y.
may ee
cee (N. Y.) G. C. tournament. B. D. Nobles,
c’y.
May 38-10.—New London (Ia.) G. C. shoot.
Dr. C. E.
Cook, Sec’y.
May 8-10.—Columbus (O.) G. C. tournament.
F. Shattuck, Sec’y.
May 15-19.—Kansas City, Mo.—Missouri State Game and
Fish Protective Association twenty-ninth annual tournament.
R. S. Elliott, Sec’y.
hay eM
ab erD N. Y., tournament.
Knox & Knapp,
grs.
May 16-17.—Nashville,
Tenn.—The
Interstate
Association’s
Southern
Handicap
tournament,
under
the
auspices of the Cumberland Park G. C.; $1,000 added
money.
Elmer E. Shaner, Sec’y-Mgr., Pittsburg, Pa.
May 20.—Montpelier (Vt.) G. C. tournament.
Dr. C. H.
Burr,

Sec’y.

CO.

May 24-25.—Montreal, Can.—Canadian Indians’ first annual
tournament.
Thomas A. Duff, High Scribe.
‘
May 30.—Mechanicsville (N. Y.) Game Protective Association second annual tournament.
Geo. Slingerland,
ec’y.
May 30.—Ossining, N. Y., G. C. merchandise shoot.
C.
G. Blandford, Capt.
June 6-8.—Baltimore, Md.—Maryland
County shoot.
J.
Mowell Hawkins, Megr., 1630 John St., Baltimore.
June 5-7.—Lincoln,
Neb.—Nebraska
State
Sportsman’s
Association’s thirtieth annual tournament.
Geo. L.
Carter, Pres.
June 5-8.—Dayton, O.—Ohio Trapshooters’ League twentieth annual tournament.
Added money, $600.
C. C.
Rayburn, Pres.

June 12-14.—Fairmont, W. Va.—Tenth annual tournament
of the West Virginia State Sportsmen’s Association,
under the auspices of Fairmont
Gun Club; $1,000
added to purses.
E. H. Taylor, Mgr.; Ed. O. Bower,
Sec’y-Treas.
June 12-15.—Warm Springs (Ga.) G. C. tournament.
June 19-22.—Indianapolis,
Ind.—The
Interstate Association’s Grand American Handicap target tournament;
$1,000 added money.
Elmer E. Shaner, Sec’y-Mgr.,
Pittsburg, Pa.
July 17-19.—Philadelphia,
Pa.—The
Interstate
Association’s Eastern Handicap tournament, under the auspices of the Florists’ Gun Club; $500 added money.
Elmer E. Shaner, Sec’y-Mgr., Pittsburg, Pa.

DRIVERS

AND

TWISTERS.

Mr. J. W. Hibbard captured
New York Athletic Club.

the

January

cup

of the

The Montpelier, Vt., Gun Club has decided to hold a
tournament on May 20.
Dr. C. H.-Burr is the Secretary.

ad

We are informed by Mr. Frank Butler that Billy Heer
made a new ground record at the Annapolis, Md., Gun
Club to-day, Jan. 28, breaking 123 out of 125 in a strong
wind.”
x
The series of ten-man team races between Cincinnati,
Dayton,
and
Columbus,
have
dates
as follows:
At
Dayton, March 21; at Cincinnati, April 18; at Columbus,
May 7.

x

P. Wakefield,
tion

that

the

hold a target
amateurs,

Secretary-Treasurer,
Toronto

tournament

Junction,

on

requests
Ont.,

Gun

us

to menClub

April 12 and 13, open

will

to all
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In the weekly club handicap of the Meadow Springs
Gun Club, Philadelphia, Jan. 27, Messrs. Buckwalter and
Latshaw, scratch men, tied on 24 out of 25 targets.
In
the shoot-off Latshaw took the prize with a score of 12
TOM LL,
&
Secretary-Manager Elmer E. Shaner writes:
announce to the readers of Forrest AND STREAM
Interstate Association’s Eastern Handicap will
at Philadelphia, Pa., July 17, 18 and 19, under
pices of the Florists’ Gun Club.
Five hundred
added money.”
Ld

‘Please
that the
be held
the ausdollars

The January cup of the Crescent Athletic Club was
won by Mr. H. B. Vanderveer.
His three winning scores
totaled 72 out of 75. Mr. O. C. Grinnell, Jr., scored a
win for the Stake trophy at the club shoot last Saturday, and Mr. Frank B. Stephenson made an excellent
average by scoring 199 out of 210.

R
The programme of the target tournament, to be held
at the Duck Farm Hotel, Allentown, Pa., Feb. 15 and 16,
provides twelve events, one at 25, the remainder at 15
targets, $1 and $1.50 entrance.
Shooting will begin at
10:30.
Targets, 1% cent.
Amateur high averages: First,
$3;

second,

$2.

Dinner

served

at hotel.

x
The energetic Secretary-Manager of the Interstate Association, Elmer E. Shaner, was a visitor in the East
last week.
He arranged for the Interstate Association
‘Eastern Handicap, to be held under the auspices of the
Florists’ Gun: Club, at Wissinoming,
Pa., July 17-19.
Thus two of the subsidiary handicaps are already arranged.
There are only two more to arrange, the Western and the Pacific Slope.
td
Invitations to the wedding of Mr. A. C. Barrell are out.
The fortunate young
lady is Miss Etta Lucy Smith,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Wellington Smith, of Lee,
Mass.
The date is Feb. 18.
Mr. Barrell has held an
important position in the New York office of the U. M.
4. Co. during several years past, and has filled it with
signal ability.
We heartily wish him and his fiancée
happiness, long life and prosperity.
td
In a team race between teams of the Media (Pa.) and
Wilmington (Del.) gun clubs, at Media, Jan. 27, Media
won by a total of 404 to 402, There were twenty men on
the Media team and fifteen on the Wilmington team, but
the ten high scores of each were to count.
The second
match will be held at Wilmington, on Feb. 24.
The
third match will be on neutral ground.
This manner of
.club representation in team contests should become very
popular.

:

On the grounds of the Duck Farm Hotel, Allentown,
Pa., Jan. 27, the first of a three-match series was shot
between
the Allentown
Rod and Gun
Club and the
Florists Gun Club of Philadelphia.
Allentown won, 190
to 185.
Each man shot at 25 targets.
The individual
scores were:
Allentown team—Wm. Maurer 17, Heil 19,
Hi. Schlicher 20, A. Deach 17, C. Schlicher 17, Pleiss
19, Markley 20, J. Maurer 20, Kramlich 17, Hausman 22.
Florists team—E. Coleman 19, Hottenloch 19, Lansey 18,
sell 20, Shew 17, White 18, Sanford 18, Anderson 21,
Frank 20, Landis 18.
td
The data of the Boston Gun Club spring prize series,
to be shot at Wellington, Mass., are as follows:
‘‘Shooting dates:
Feb. 7, 14, 28; March 7, 14, 21, 28; April 4,
11, 25; May 2, 9, 16. Shooting on programme commences
upon the arrival of the 1:48 train.
All shooting under
the Boston
Gun
Club
rules.
All shooters welcome.
Loaded shells for sale on the grounds.
No sweeps.
Conditions:
Entrance free, open to all shooters.
Distance
handicap, six best scores out of the thirteen to count.
Score each day to consist of thirty unknown from Leggett trap.
Practice afforded
before and after match.
Targets 1144 cent each.”

ad
Mr.
in

his

Wm.

Dutcher,

habitual

and

who

is promoting

successful

shooting

manner,

matters

informs

us

that “the Jackson Gun Club is scheduled for a grand
shoot on Feb. 10.
It will start promptly at 12 o’clock.
Every comfort will be arranged for those who attend.
1
will try and give you fuller particulars next week.”
Following are the dates for the team series up to March
3:
Feb. 3, Mt. Pleasant at Northside; Feb. 10, Northside at Jackson Park; Feb. 17, Jackson at Mt. Pleasant;
Feb. 24, Northside at Mt. Pleasant; March 3, Mt. Pleas-

AND

STREAM.
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ant at Jackson; March 10, Jackson at Northside; March
17, Mt. Pleasant at Northside; March 24, Northside at
Jackson; March 31, Jackson Park at Mt. Pleasant.

sd
The Morris Gun Club, of Morristown, N. J., has provided a programme of ten events for the all-day shoot of
Feb. 7. The totals are:
Targets, 150; entrance, $13.20.
Added
money
for the three high
amateur
averages.
Shooting will commence at 10 o’clock.
The programme
states that “$10 will be given by the club for three high
amateur averages, providing there are ten entries through
the entire programme.
The division will be 5, 3 and 2.
Any standard load for sale on the grounds; also hot or
cold lunch.
Moneys divided 40, 30, 20 and 10 per cent.

We

have

had

communication

with

a number

of clubs

regarding this shoot, and from the general interest shown
we are safe in saying that there will be fifteen entries at
the very least.”
td
The programme
of the shoot to be
held
on
the
Wawaset Gun Club grounds, Wilmington, Del., on Feb.
1, provides four events, two at 15, two at 20 targets, 75
cents and $1 entrance, and the team shoot between Philadelphia, Baltimore and Wilmington.
‘‘The race will be a
ten-man team race, 100 targets per man, but each city
will be permitted to enter as many as fifteen men, and
the scores of the ten high men to count.
The 100 targets
will be shct in five events of 20 targets each; entrance
for targets only, $1.25, or optional sweeps $5 for the five
events, targets included.
One-quarter of a cent for each
target thrown in each team race will be set aside as a
purse, to be divided between the five high guns in the
three races, 300 targets.
This will be divided 30, 25, 20,
15 and 10 per cent., high guns.
We will have an all-day
shoct.
Come early and get some practice for the team
race.
The team race will start promptly at 1 P. M.
Targets will not be thrown over 50yds.
Sweepstakes are
optional.
You can shoot for targets only at 1% cent
each.
Money divided Rose system, 5, 3, 2, 1.”
BERNARD WATERS.

WESTERN
Cincinnati,

TRAP.

O., Gun

Club.

Jan. 21 was a very pleasant day.
Ten members shot
their scores in the Ackley trophy event, and fourteen men
in all took part in the practice shooting.
Among the
occasional visitors was Charles Dreihs, who is at home
for a short stay, and C. O. Le Compte, of Eminence, Ky.,
both well-known trade representatives, and very popular with the shooters.
In the trophy event to-day, Maynard was high with 45,
standing at 20yds.
Scores:
Maynard, 20....14 13 18—45
Williamson, 16.10 14 14—38
Bleh 20 sseceee: 12 13 18—43
Dickie l Osment 13 12 11—36
Gambell, 20..... 12 14 16—42
Wan Za Ose eee. 10 5 12—27
Barker 16. cers 12 11 18—41
Middleton, 16.. 4 8 8—20
Dubley, 16...... 13 11 15—39
Ofiner, wl6r aces 5 6 9-20
In a three-man team race, Bonser, who is becoming
better known as the ‘‘Boy Wonder,” broke 50 straight.
He has been going a lively clip the past few weeks, and
if he has, or develops the nerve necessary to carry
through a hot, close competition, ought to take a top
place at any big tournament.
Team race, 50 targets per man, low team pays for
targets:

Bonser 50, Barker 46, Gambell 42; total 138.
Bleh 47, Le Compte 42, Dreihs $8; tefl 127.
‘The attendance on Jan. 27 was fair.
The air was like
spring.
In the Clements trophy contest, Dal, a visitor from
Maysville, Ky., was high man with 48; Bonser, from
20yds., dropped into second with 46; Pohlar and Le
Compte were 45 each.
Mrs. Frances Altherr was out
to-day after a rest of several weeks.
Her score was not
quite up to her best mark, and she showed her lack
of practice.
In a two-man team race, Gambell-Bonser vs. Pohlareu, shot on Jan. 26,-Pohlar was high with 89, Bonser
i.

Gambell, Rhoads and some of the Dayton shooters got
together at the Rohrer’s Island banquet on Jan. 23 and
fixed up matters in regard to the tri-city team matches,
The result of their efforts is given* below in the following rules and conditions governing races between Cincinnati, Dayton and Columbus:
Teams to be composed of ten men, who take part at
least twice a month in the regular contests of the club
of which they are a member.
{
Each team shall post an entrance for the three races
of

$70

at

the

first

contest.

Each contest will be at 100 targets per man, shot in
strings of 20.
The team having the highest average at the final contest will be declared the winner, and receive all the
TIZESy

PTareets shall be thrown between 45 and 50yds., and at
regulation height.
In addition to the regular team race, a shoot will be
given consisting of five events at 20 targets each.
Money
to be divided 35, 80, 20 and 15 per cent.
Should there
be less than twenty entries, money will be divided 50,
30 and 20 per cent.
Each event in the team race will be
an optional sweep, entrance $2 in each, money divided
as

above.

Two

cents

will

be

charged

for

targets,

one

cent

of

which will be used as follows:
$35 for the entertainment
of the guests and participants in these shoots.
The
balance will be used to purchase suitable trophies for each
member of the winning team.
The races will be held on these dates unless otherwise
mutually agreed:
First contest at Dayton, March 21,
second at Cincinnati, April 18; third at Columbus, May
7, which is previous to the opening of their first annual
tournament,

Messrs. Gambell, of Cincinnati; Cain, of Dayton, and
Rhoads, of Columbus, have been appointed ‘a committee
to act on all rules, etc. Their decision will be final.
These matches cannot fail to reawaken the interest in
trapshooting in this section, to say nothing of the aavantage there will be in bringing the shooters from the
different cities together socially.
Clements trophy, 50 targets, handicap:
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Blue

Mound

Tournament.

Blue Mound, IIl., Jan. 25.—During the past two days
a tournament has been on at the grounds of the Blue
Mound
Gun
Club.
Considering that this is a town
with less than 1,000 inhabitants,
the gun club is a
splendid one, composed of business men, who are enthusiastic shooters.
The officers and active members are:
President, W. H.
Snell; Vice-President, C. W. Herman; Secretary, C. W.
Whittington; Treasurer, T. L. Bankson, together with
F. Armstrong, G. L. Robbins and J. W. Robbins, all of
whom
are shooters.
To show their progressive spirit
for this shoot, a good club house was erected, having
every convenience, and a new automatic trap was placed
on a very convenient tract of ground near town.
The snow covered the ground, and the sun shone
brightly, causing a reflection that puzzzled most of the
contestants.
Everybody made poor scores, mostly on this
account,

The traveling men were W. Tramp Irwin, John Boa,
W. H. Vietmeyer and W. D. Stannard.
Others were
J. W. Robbins, W. H. Snell, George Robbins, C, Herman, C. Whittington and A, Herman, Blue Mound; A.
S. Wyckoff,
. Manning, J. Allen and O. Pope,
Morrisonville; T. W. Long, E. E, Harner, J. P. and
W. E. Keller, Taylorville, and G. W. Rupert, Decatur.
On the first day, W. D. Stannard was
high with 130
out of 140, with John Boa second, 128.
Of the amateurs
Mr. J. W. Robbins and W. E. Fuller were high with 114,
with W. J. Manning next with 113.
As the programme was short, there were many extras
shot, among them being doubles, at which John Boa was
the star performer, making clean scores.
The second day the number of shooters fell away, but
the scores were higher, partially attributed to the fact
that the sky was overcast during the forenoon.
Scores:

Jan.
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Targets:

24,
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Mr. Keller won the prize for the longest run; alse the
high average for both days.

Scarecrow

Trophy.

Every Saturday and Sunday during the entire year
there is shooting at Watson’s Park, near Burnside, but
on Sunday, Jan. 21 there was a special race for a fine
silver cup, generously donated by Mr. Fred Stone, the
shocting man and the “Scarecrow” for the Wizard of
Oz.
As he was in the city on a business trip, he
stirred up the shooters by offering a cup, open to all,
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handicap, at 100 targets.
It was a good day to stay by
a warm fire.
There were rain and fog and darkness,
calculated to hold down scores to the lowest.
It was
therefore a surprise to see fifty shooters ready to’ face
the traps.
‘The only way to account for this was the
chance to win a cup, no entrance money and targets
one cent each.
A mistake was made in starting the
shoot at 2 o’clock, as only twenty-one shot through.
When
Mr.
Willard
made
the excellent
score
of 94,
there was little use of those finishing who had missed
six or more.
Mr. Boa shot a great race from the 2lyd.
line,

making

92.

A.

E.

Ruple,

though

shooting

was a good third, with 91. W. D. Stannard, after
a lead
at the 75th target, fell away at the last
and finished with but 88,
Stone, surely stirred a commotion
among
the
boys and their friends, and at the close of the

shoot

was

warmly

received

by

the

participants,

1906

and

Extra Light Weight .22 Caliber Repeating Rifle |

‘The announcement has been made that the Knox, Ind.,
Gun Club will hold a tournament May 15 and 16.
An
up-to-date automatic trap will be installed, and a good
club house will be built.
The officers for this year are:
President, C. M. Fuller; Secretary,
Townsend;
Treasurer,
H. D.‘Baker;
Field
Captain,
Charles
A.
Brown.
This will come a month ahead of the Grand
American Handicap, and will afford good practice.
Simon Wheland was declared champion as a result of
a shoot held last Monday at Ashland, Ill., at the home
of Mr. W. W. Crum.
Dick Knight, of Canon City, Colo., now holds the gun
club trophy, but he will have a hard time holding un,
as there are sixty-three members who are after the same
thing.
Some of them will be lucky ere long.
Charley Budd and Fred Gilbert have got the shooting
habit so strongly imbedded in the minds of the average
Hawkeye that even the members of the band at Kermich, la., are holding target tournaments.
The Beaver Crossing Gun Club, at Seward, Neb., was
successful as to entries, but the scores, owing to the
inclement weather, were not the best.
All present join
a a statement that they were much pleased with’ the
shoot.,
The Riverside Gun Club, Glenolden,
Pa., has been
organized, and a shooting park has been secured.
The
officers
elected are:
President,
Joseph
Cross;
VicePresident, Dr. Harry W. Buckmaster; Secretary, John
R. Jones;
Treasurer,
Emmett
Simon;
Trustees,
J.
Gregg, Edward Dale, Thomas Flanagan; Captain, Warren Stewart.
It is agreeable to note that Marquette, Kans., is still
“on the map” as a shooting town.
The Fremont boys
were very successful at their shoot, held last Thursday.
Although the Princeton, Il]., Gun Club has done very
little shooting the past year, the members did not fail
to meet and hold their annual banquet.
All were willing to wager that Thursday night last was the best ever
spent at a feast.
Another new gun club for Minnesota.
At Brainerd,
the Pine River Gun Club was organized, and the newly
elected officers are:
F. L. Hill, President; George A.
Wagner,
Vice-President;
C. E.
Webber,
George
J.
Silk and Charles Kline, Trustees; J. J. Allen, Secretary
and Treasurer.
There is plenty of room for more clubs
in Minnesota, so we would be pleased to note that other
towns have followed Brainerd.
The gun club at Worthington, Minn., held a shoot
on Tuesday, at which A. F. Dahn and O. Fuqua, of
Round Lake, were visitors.
There was a medium-sized
crowd present, and yet no phenomenal scores were made.
Watseka,
Ill, Gun
Club
has chosen
1906 officers:
President, S. B. Dooley; Clerk, F. Bard; Captain, .Dick
Keene; Treasurer, Chris Mans.
The members meet every
Thursday for practice at the traps.
Monday last there was a shoot at Sparland, IIl., at
which A, Baggs and Joe Frye won the honors,

Notes.

On Jan. 20 twelve men took part in the shooting on
the Cleveland Gun Club’s grounds.
Two events at 15,
two at 25, one at 10, and one at 20 targets, were on the
programme, eight men shooting through.
King led the
bunch with 95 out of 110, Hopkins 91, W. Tamblyn $85,
Board 80, Ong 77, Wallace (100) 76, Hogen
(110) 72,
Korner (110) 71, Freeman (110) 72, Herbert (60) 46, F.
(60) 42, Libby (60) 38.
Out of his last 50, King broke
43, the best. work of the day, his score in the last 10v
being 86. Hopkins got 41 out of the last 50, and 83 out
of the last 100.
The Springfield Gun Club will hold a big shoot on
Washington’s
Birthday, and will entertain the Dayton
Gun Club at dinner at one of the hotels after the shoot.
The. Springfield men have been twice cordially treated
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The Winchester Model 1906 is a compact, light weight, take-down rifle,
handling .22 Short Rim Fire Cartridges only. It is attractive in appearance and
outline, and in accuracy, reliability of operation and finish

it is fully up to the

The repeating and take-down systems used
in this rifle are simple, positive and thoroughly tried, having always given entire
established Winchester standard.

tery.

Trap
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WINCHESTER

responded with the football song.
Mr. Stone took part,
shooting at 50 targets and scoring 40.
Mr. Teeple, the
park manager,
was the handicapper.
All were fairly
well satisfied.
There is evidence now that the circuit of big shoots
held last year during the month of March, will be duplicated this year.
W. D. Townsend, of Omaha, is authority for the statement that the Omaha club will hold one
of their famous shoots March 20, 21 and 22, which in
turn will be followed by Kansas City.
J> W. Haughawout, Fort Dodge, Ia., is not slow this
time.
He claims through the sporting press June 7 and
8, and incidentally announces
that there will be $200
cash added.
This will be well received by all the Iowa
and Western shooters, as June is a lovely month for
shooting, especially in the State of Iowa.
Feb. 4 will be the date of the second shoot for the
Ballistite cup.
P. Peters was the lucky man at the last
shoot, it being a very stormy day. He won from scratch
with 43 out of 50.
There is a very excellent gun club at Dubuque, Ia.,
and many high class tournaments have been held there.
The annual meeting was in the nature of a love feast,
and arrangements were made for a renewal of the great
sport of trapshooting during 1906 season.
The new otficers are:
President,
Wm.
Bonson,
Vice-President,
Walter Cox; Secretary, F.
. Yeager; Field Captain,
Joseph O’Brien; Assistant Field Captain, W. P. Slat-

Ohio

STREAM.
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Repeating
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by the Dayton Club, and will take this way of returning
the compliment.
A good shoot is assured, as the Springfield Club has many good shoots among its members,
and is well-known in this locality for its hospitality.
The annual meeting and the second annual banquet
of

the

Rohrer’s

Island

Gun

Club,

of

Dayton,

was

hela

on Tuesday evening, Jan. 23, at the Phillips House.
lt
was a grand success, and will be long remembered by
over a hundred officers, members and guests. The meeting

was

called

to

order

for

the

business

session

at

7:30 P. M., President Hodapp presiding.
He referred
with pleasure to the success attending the regular weekly
shoots during the past year, and to the popularity of
each of the special tournaments and outings.
He also
spoke of the prosperity of the club, the increase in membership and better financial standing, as shown by the
reports of Secretary Kette and Treasurer Miller.
The
club cwes not a cent, and has a nice little sum in the
treasury to start the new season.
The election resulted
as follows:
Gus A. Hodapp, President (his re-election
was

unanimous);

Wm.

C.

Oldt,

Vice-President;

Mark

K. Huffman, Treasurer; Charles F. Miller, Secretary, in
place of Will E. Kette, who positively declined to serve;
James Gemin, Assistant Secretary; Harry Oswald, Field
Captain;

Trustees,

Charles

Smyth,

Ed

John

Cain,

L.

Phil.

Sapp.

Hanauer,

The

John

following

describing these new

Schaerf,

gentle-

Co., New

men

were

appointed

a substitute
EK,

PD.

for

Rike,

the

M.

J.

goods.

Haven, Conn.
a

committee

medal

prize

Schwind,

Ed.

to

offer

in

the

something

weekly

Cain,

John

as

shoots:
W.

Ger-

laugh.
The committee will confer with the trustees as to
the merits of the certificate prize system.
At the conclusion of the business session the members and guests
formed

in line,

with

the

officers

at the

head,

and

marched

W.

F.

into the banquet hall. The following were seated at the
tables:
John Schaerf, M. Ford, Chas. L. Snyder, Will
E. Kette, O. Gemin, Z. A. Craig, Joseph Hohm, Wm.
Kuntz, T. Cook, James A. Achey, A. Rosenkrantz, A. J.
Fiorini,

Chas.

F,

Miller,

M.

K.

Huffman,

Brei-

denbach, C. Smyth, E. Spohr, C. Lins, Phil Hanauer,
J. Brown, C. W. Alday, P. Wentz, Jr., J. R. Kenney,
F. Tietjan, C. E. Ballman, J. W. Gerlaugh, W. F. MeCullough, A. Balsewicz,
M. Troup, W. J. Kernan, J.
Donohue, J. Lukey, Ed. Keller, G. Donohue, Jos. Storm,
E. D: Rike, J. L. Sapp; W. H:. Starke, J. T. Strecklein,
N. Thomas, L. Law, E. J. Bundenthal, H. Oswald, J.
Kershner,

B.

Westbrock,

Homer

Hules,

I.

Ballman,.

John Pease, J. W. Prince, G. A. Sigritz, L. Lang, G. E.
Decker, H. Engle, A. Makley, W. H. Ashton, G. McWilliams, J. Sirran, C. W. Barr, W. C. Oldt, Frank
Morris, M. J. Schwind, John Rose, J. Lawrence, Jos.
Kuntz, Jr., L. L. Whitacre,
Ed. Albert, D. Morrey,.
G. A. Hodapp, M. Bauman, Wm. Dennick, Ed. Dowling,
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in

two

colors,

and

formed

a

beautiful

souvenir

of the banquet.
One
page was
arranged
for
the
autographs of alJl present, and on another was a large
photograph over these words:
“Rolla O. Heikes, the
Daddy of Us All.”
A musical prograinme of popular
seiections helped to make things lively and enjoyable.
A unique feature of the menu card was that the initia?
letters of each line formed the name Rohrer’s Island
Gun Club.
There was quite a good attendance
at the regular
shoot of the Columbus
Gun
Club on Jan. 20.
The
members are taking great interest in the coming tournament on Feb. 1. In the sporting goods trophy contest
to-day Webber broke 48, his handicap of 5 giving him a
total of 48; Rhoads (0) 46, H. E. Smith (2) 45, Gross
(3) 44, Fishinger (0) 48. Rhoads was high man for the
day

with

157 out

of 175,

Gross

(175)

136,

Webber

(100)

Extra

8%,

H. E. Smith (100) 87, Holman (105) 85, Baker (115) 83,
Holl (105) 78, Fishinger (95) 72, Lacey (80) 56, Whisner
(80) 55, Wagner (80) 51.
;
Watch out for the team shoot at Cincinnati in April.
Teams from Dayton and Columbus will compete, and
there will surely be a hot time.
The day before the opening of the first annual tournament of the Columbus Gun Club, May 7, a ten-man team
match will be shot on their grounds, between teams ot
the home club and Dayton and Cincinnati shooters.

IN NEW

JERSEY.

Montclair

Gun

Club.

Monrcrair,
N. J., Jan. 20.—Eleven
marksmen
were
present to-day at the weekly shoot of the club, some nine
events being run off. Events 7 and 8 were prize events;
the balance for practice.
Holmes
was the winner of
event 7, a box of cigars, and Cockefair of event 8, a
year’s subscription to ForEsST AND STREAM.
On the 27th the eleventh monthly contest for the silver
cup takes place, and a large attendance is expected.
Events:
1
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Jan. 27._Sixteen men were present to-day at the regular monthly
shoot for the silver cup, this being the
eleventh contest.
Four other events for silver prizes
were run off,
.
In events 1 and 2, Messrs. Colquitt and Allen tied
for first place, Colquitt winning out in event 3, thus
winning out on the ties also.
Events 4 and 5, a total of 50 targets, handicap, for the
cup,

Messrs.

Holloway,

Colquitt

and

Holloway

scored

41 apiece, but on the shoot-off in event 6, Moffett came
in a winner, and thus gets his name on the cup for
January.
The first prize in this event was won by Brown, with a
score of 23, Moffett, Allan and Winslow tying for second
place.
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Handicaps as indicated apply in events 4, 5 and 6 only.
Epwarp WINSLow, Sec’y.

Bound
Bounp Brook, N.
afternoon to-day with
pigeons.
There were
list.
Mr. Welles did
class, i21 out of 125,
R. N. Nicol was a
high

amateur

Brook

Gun

Club.

J., Jan. 20.—We
spent a pleasant
a number of visitors smashing clay
just twenty-four shooters on the
the best work in the professional
96 per cent., with 57 straight.
Mr.
close second.
Mr. Rochette won

average.
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C, Butler, Barry S. Murphy, Fred Wagner, J. Gemin,
C. E. Hager, Ed. Cain, Geo. Wagner,
O. Ellerman,
John Shinner, Delano Giles, C. Muldren, J. D. McConnell, O. E. Shaffer, Arthur Gambell, Cincinnati, C. O.
Le Compte, Eminence, Ky.; Fred Shattuck, Columbus;
Ralph Trimble, Covington, Ky.
Barry S. Murphy was
toastmaster.
The regular toasts of the evening and those
who responded
to them follow:
“Sports We
Love,”
C. O. Le Compte; “Shooting Holes in the Air,” Wm.
F. Breidenbach; “A Few Minutes’ Shop Talk,’ Arthur
Gambell,
Superintendent
Cincinnati
Gun
Club; ‘Our
Club,” J. Ed. Cain; ‘‘The Club House and the Gun
Club,” Fred Shattuck; ‘‘A Good Story,’’ John Gerlaugh;
“Just a Few
Remarks,”
G. E. Decker;
‘“Sociability
Among Trapshooters,” Ralph Trimble.
The menu was
printed
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The winners of gold medals were Messrs. A. J. Blackwell, A. E. Barry, Phillips, Maltby.
Winners of merchandise prizes were:
Messrs, R. H.
Nicol, J. B. Hunt, G. Crater, Rochette, Hobbs, W. H.
Hovey, Mollison, Barry, Phillips, W. H. M., F. Hone,
Dr. Lucky, Bidwell, Blackwell.

Passaic

County

League.

Paterson, N. J., Jan. 27.—Pleasant weather made the
conditions pleasant for the shoot of the Passaic County
Trapshcoters’ League.
The Jackson Park Gun Club had
the Mount Pleasant team as guests and opponents in the
team race.
The home team was victorious by a score of
99 to 79.
One of the Mount Pleasant team’s regular
men was absent, and as Mr. J. Raupp, who took his
place, shot for the first time this season, he made a poor
score.
Messrs. J. S. Fanning and R. H. Nichols were the
present.
Mr.
J. Fanning
refereed
the
professionals
team race,
J. Doty made 23 in the team race and was high individual performer.
Scores:
Jackson Park.
Mt. Pleasant.
BeClickner te den cence’ 21
TaDunkerleyay
csr
C Lenone
ceo
I, Van: Houtens....... 19
Jie DOty eee
23
Wa Wilson ..........12
ip texeoYol oaaoe
eae Lt
J) Moshier sien vepennncc
Ee VanPElornicce nese 17—99
IRAUDDMN eacumiele snes .. 6—79
Open events:
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465
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ee Se)
Targets:
10 15 25 25 25
Targets:
10 15 25 25 25
R A Nichols 9 12 21 17 19
B Clickner...
914 21 20 9
E Morgan
(aliraliy Se 5c
iT Dunkerleysi0 ie owas
Gi Batrysecsce
DSi owe
ches
EF Van Houten 7 43) fee 2s
iE eVane Horn
ailelopc.
Wa Wilson.. .. 10 18 11 14
C Lenone
413 20 15 15
TO DOty nescencece 9 23 19 18
JaeNLoshier
jacmno oceetiemmers
Wate Wanklereccm smo
enous
J Fanning...
9 14 23 23 21
RaUppiuceescoms ccm lous emtere
In a shoot at 25 double targets Clickner got 14, Fanning 15 and Nichols 17.
The standing of the teams are now as follows:
Won. Lost. Per Ct.
Jackson *Park
ote ccissctnistetintec
noe scene11
a
917
Mts Pleasant
tecnncasteve
esctertsts’s inserts ciate 5
7
ALT
INGOT
th sid OF siecsercsrsecesidiaternyersrsin
oreovisigteseater 2
10
-167
On Jan. 20 the team race, held on the Mt. Pleasant
grounds, resulted as follows:
Northside.
Mt. Pleasant.
A. Veensttal caccecens 16
Tee Dunkerley,nseeten 20
E Planten
1G,
J Van Houten.
12
J Helms
soilth
J. Moshier
18
J Spaeth
18
F Bredder ..
13
W Banta
3—71
Wid wWalsSone cmcsrencns 9—72
On Feb. 10, on the Jackson Park Club’s grounds, Billy
. Dutcher is preparing to hold the largest shoot ever conducted in Passaic county.
In addition to the regular
team match in the league ‘series between the Jacksons
and Northsides, the Mt. Pleasant Club’s men will be
present, as will a number of the best target breakers in
the country.
Thé shoot will be conducted as a formal
farewell to Billy Heer, who has been in the Eastern
States for some time, and is now about to return to his
home in the West.
Other renowned shooters who will
attend are Sim
Glover,
Frank
E. Butler, J.
Elliott, Neaf Apgar.

Palisade

Gun

Club.

THE sixth regular tournament
of the Palisade Gun
Club, of Edgewater, N. J., was held on Jan. 25, at club
grounds overlooking Hudson River.
A beautiful clear
and crisp day brought a large crowd of both the regulars and a number of new members.
The shooting was
particularly hard, owing to a stiff wind across the traps,
which kept the average down.
Mullerite Schoverling was
the only one who got a straight from the limit, 20yds.,
and he was warmly congratulated.
The traps worked
without a hitch, except a slight
breakdown, which only delayed a few minutes while another trap was being installed.
Squad hustling was done by Messrs. Schoverling and
Fessenden,
and the latter was
the usual
competent
referee.
The cashiering and compiling of scores was
looked after by H. S. Welles.
The programme was completed without a hitch by 5:15, enabling the finish to
be shot in good light.
We are expecting a good crowd for the special shoots
to be held on Lincoln’s Birthday, Feb. 12, and Washington’s Birthday, Feb, 22. An attractive added money programme will be the feature.
Scores:
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North

River

Gun

Club.

Edgewater, N. J., Jan. 27—Mr. Fred Truax was the
winner in the 50-target, distance handicap, scoring 41
from the 19yd. mark.
The other winners for January in
this event are Messrs. C. Richter and A. A. Schoverling.
The handicaps after the names apply to event 8 only.
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Media

vs.

Wilmington. .

WitmincTon,
Del., Jan. 27.—In the team race shot
to-day between teams representing the Media Gun Club
and the Wilmington Gun Club, the former club came
out victorious after a very close race, the score standing
at the close 404 for Media and 402 for Wilmington.
‘The
race was shot at Media, and was the first of a series of
three which were scheduled to take place between these
two clubs.
The second match is to be held on the
Wilmington grounds, and the third match will be decided on grounds selected by the toss of a coin.
The
conditions were almost similar to those which will govern
the tri-city team race, to be decided on the Wawaset
Gun Club’s grounds in this city on Thursday of next
week, Feb. 1; that is to say, each club was entitled to
have twenty men at the score, but only the ten best
scores to count for team score.
In -the tri-city match
each team can have fifteen men at the score, and select
their ten best scores.
To-day Wilmington went to Media
short-handed, being able to muster only fifteen men, and
probably suffered in consequence.
It may be that the
tables will be turned when the Media men come to this
city on Feb. 24, the date selected for the return match.
So close and exciting was the match that it was not decided until the last man had fired his last shot.
In the
last squad were five Media men, and when their scores
were turned in, it was found that W. H. Haines and
F. Nolan had combined totals of 76, as against 69 for
the two previous next best scores ‘on the Media side.
Up to that time the ten best scores of Media’s fifteen
men that had shot were 397 against Wilmington’s 402,
but Messrs.
Haines and Nolan handed them 7 more
breaks, making
their total as above—404 against 402.
The scores were as follows:
Media.
Wilmington.
Targets:
25 25
Targets:
25 25
G Beatty ........ 22 22—44
J T Skelly....... 23 24—47
BH pHowartd) sn.5-0 22 21—43
Ed Banks ........ 24 22—46
E Pennington.... 19 22—41
J A McKelvey.... 21 23--44
G Dick eases 21 20—41
A “Fi *Lobbvereeas 20 21—41
NUS WeChey ae erteres 21 20—41
L, Jo Squier sears 20 21—41
CM eer ateneccts «.- 20 21—41
M
OSEY. cicteietetae 19 21—40
ili Gal liters ceter 23 18—41
J B McHugh.... 21 18—39
W H Haines.... 20 20—40
C H Simon...... . 18 20—38
G Reynolds ...... 20 16—36
C Spritiversces-ns 18 18—36
Ee Nolaniiucnicsamae 17 19—36
H J eStidhamns- 19 11—30
404
402
The scores of the extra men were:
Media.—G. Williamson 35, W. C. Rigby 35, Dr. Manges
34, H. Eachus 34, L. Little 33, F. Fields 31, E. Smedley
30, A. Evans 30, J. Rogers 29 and G. Gale 26.
;
Wilmington.—F. Kendall 28, L. Evans 28, W. H. Hartlove 26, W. Cox 25, and E. Hageney 19.
By Hee:
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Less German
wins a victory with greater ease and
stands defeat better than any of the shooters.
But he is
so seldom defeated, why shouldn’t he?
Hood Waters is doing splendid work with his Smith
gun, and the other boys better look to their laurels when
this year’s average is counted.
Emory Storr has had his heart insured against Cupid’s
darts,- since going to Charlotte to live.
He knows the
een of the soft-voiced, bright-eyed, dimpled Southern
girls.
Hawkins had more than fifty invitations to Christmas
Day shoots, but ‘‘turned them down,” believing all men
should dine at home once a year.
If J. H. Moxley continues to improve in his shooting
as he has during the past three months, the B. S. A. wilt
have only one Class A man this season.
What will you
do with all the prizes, Moxley?
J. W. Chew, secretary of the Baltimore Shooting Association, will be a millionaire if he wins his suit against
the United States Express Company for a broken gun
stock.
It was
Chew’s pet and
pride, a high-priced
beauty, and can’t be replaced.
Harry Ducker is called “the emergency man.”’ -Whenever a train is in a “tight place’’ he is the ‘‘man behind
the gun” to be relied on.
Captain Malone’s white fliers this year have been thoroughbreds, and their speed can only be equaled by shooting stars.
Dr. Lupus is one of the best amateur photographers
in Baltimore.
Perhaps he stays home to develop while
the midwinter shoots are in progress.
Bowen,

whose

business

is to

contribute

the

Billy Foord

is never

too

busy

with

his gun

to-be

our

boys

to

win

posted

current topics, and reads all the up-to-date fiction.
Jim Elliott’s hospitality is frequently enjoyed by sad
hearts away from home, and there’s no kinder or better
host in all the world than Jim.

114-116

the

State

team

race

in

Wilmington,

Del., Feb. 1. This shows Medinger’s heart is in the
right place.
Louis Mordecai’s mail has been so voluminous since
his fine shooting in Perryman, it is necessary to employ
a stenographer to decline the many invitations he receives to shoot on teams.
Walters Harvey made a fine score at the Baltimore
Shooting Association Jan. 20.
He beat all the professionals but one, and that is something to be proud or.
Gilbert

can

attend

more

banquets

(in

Penn.)

and

kill

more birds of great speed and tenacity of life than any
shooter in America.
Mr. and Mrs. J. Mowell Hawkins spent Thursday and
Friday in Wilmington, the guests of Mr, and Mrs. Wm.
M. Foord, $09 Tatnall street.
A Socrat TRAMP.

B. S. A.

Shoot.

“Rain, rain, go away,
’
Come again another day.’
Just once I would like
To write up a shoot and say,
The weather was beautiful,
And not dark and gray.
BaLtimorE,
when

Saturday,

Md.—If
the

there

day

of

are
the

clear
B.

S.

skies
A.

interest

-~was

taken

in

the

first

team
race, Capt.
Malone
and his son
Waters and O. R. M.
Captain Malone
Clarence 4. Hood Waters 5, but A. R.
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The 10-bird club race was the most interesting event of
the
afternoon.
Sixteen
shooters
participated.
Hood
Waters was high gun in Class A with a straight of 10.
J. Mowell Hawkins was next with 8. In Class B Howard
and Gent tied with 9.
The chief topic of conversation among the shooters at
present

is

the

State

team

race

at

Wilmington,

Del.,

Feb. 1.
Our men realize they have some crackerjack
shooters to beat, and I fear it will take professionals to
do it. The scores:
.
Class A.
9
H Waters, 30.2
C Malone, 28.1211101100—7
8
Hawkinsins ..J Malone, 30. .2002212222— 8
:

Glace

A RM,
Walker,
Moxley,
Biddle,

29....22121*2*12— 8
27....1022222*
28....0202201211— 7
27....0110221101— 7

Brown,

27....2111221100—

8

25... .2200022110— 6

New
all

shoot,

event,

Market St., San

his shooting and let his last 3 white fliers escape.
Consequently Malone’s team won.
After A, R. M.’s first
defeat, he braced up and did excellent work the rest of
the afternoon,
The next events were $1 miss-and-outs.
In the first
C. Malone and A. R. M. divided the money.
In the
second C, Malone and Moxley.
The scores:
GeNlaloneryoSar
eres aos cae oscltmeiculs ice vnedeiweaoan
211112
Wi alice ee 2S we Se sie ern a lure elerstere sitiainja ccatiaie see este 2120
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Meares,

the weather invariably does stunts.
Jan. 27 was not an
excepticn.
A fine drizzle lasted all the afternoon, and
prevented the usual number of shooters from going to
the club.
The white fliers seemed to understand the
elements were against them, so putting on a bold front,
with a flip and shake, they darted from the traps, skimming low to the ground, and off like a breeze in all
directions, and with their speed and tenacity of life, some
were lucky enough to escape, while many fell by the
roadside, just beyond the boundary, to the disgust of a
few ambitious shooters, whdé were anxious to make a good
score, and put a few dollars in their “inside pockets.”
Much

Co.,

U.S.A.

Tom Marshall will be obliged to have a parlor shotgun made, to keep some Chicago youth from stealing his
pretty and accomplished daughter.
Walter Huff is giving the maids and matrons in the
wilds of Texas a few disquieting moments.
‘It is excellent to have a lion’s strength,” etc.
Jack Fanning’s keen observation has given him the
reputation of being the best posted man on travels in
the profession.
He has been to all remote corners of
the globe.
George Medinger, one of Baltimore’s best shots, has
decided to leave his very profitable business and help

sweets

of life, didn’t find much sugar-coating to the days he
was laid up with a broken rib.
Charles France is always willing to help make a good
score, and doesn’t mind a railroad journey if a shoot is
at the other end of the line.
T. Haze Keller thought it would be less expensive
doing the “‘society act” in Baltimore than in New York.
Just wait, young
man, you haven’t been _here_
long
ensugh to buy more than one 5lb. box of Huyler’s and
two bunches of violets a day.
Ed. Banks has a wonderful charm for the fair sex,
and with his bright smile and keen wit makes friends
wherever he goes.
Jim Skelly is one of the most popular managers in the
powder business.
His earnestness of purpose and loyalty
to his friends make him “‘yours to count on.”
Luther
Squier has wonderful
executive
ability, and
when it comes to arranging tri-State team shoots, he 1s
the “best ever.”
on

MASS.,

497-503 Pearl St., 35-43 Park St., New York.

It is Said

Ed.
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by careful tests made by the

England
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Woody’r, 25..2210022001— 6
Kendall, 26....2220200001— 5
Mudge, 26....0110
Howard, 26...2211122021— 9
Geno,

28

Spencer,
A

Kennel

.....1202221222—

9

27...0110
SoctaL TRAMP.

Club.

and
attendance
good
BRAINTREE, Mass., Jan. 27.—A
The club
pleasant weather gave zest to the competition.
28.
of
cup was won by J. C. R. Peabody witha score
The leg for the season cup was won by William F. Beal.
fhe scores follow:
Club

cup:

18, dab dle
8 28
1 Ge Peabody... 2
4 22
HN Richards....18
Wisin Gal mene. i = Sre0
“oma0
Dei Baxter threes is.
(Gt Perry ence +316
4 20
IN. Es
§Coeseason ‘cup:
Wi be Beal-e.
ses
coumacet
3 23
J C Peabody.....20
GaPétryitnecntcn: 18°
4.22

Bake
Le Siishee re. amenpie 19 0
E H Eldredge... 5 10
oe.p ll a2
TR’ Thomas:
9
A Blanchard..... 2

abs
19
15
s
12

EH Eldredge....11
T Silsbee ........20
(Teh Baxtercse sas 17

10
0
3

21
20
20

H

A

9

JI9

N

Richards...18

Te Re Dhomass.sc- 19

4

22

2

21

Blanchard

10
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At the Portland (Oregon) Exposition, 1905, The Peters Cartridge Company made an exhibit of its goods,
including Empty and Loaded Paper Shells, Metallic Cartridges for Rifle, Revolver and Pistol, Gun Wads,
The Jurymen who judged the exhibit were experts and acknowledged

etc.
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They
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This decision was reached after a canvass of past records made with Peters Ammunition; a minute
ation and an exhaustive test of the goods themselves.
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Peters Shells and Cartridges
MY

SIATY

YEARS

Sixty-three years ago “Bill’ Hamilton, then
twenty years of age, set out from St. Louis, Mo.,
with seven other free trappers under the leadership of old “Bill” Williams.
.Seven of these
eight men are dead, but Hamilton still lives in

Montana

and still sets his traps.

He has written

the story of his early trapping days, and the book

has just been published. “My Sixty Years on the
Plains” tells of trapping, trading, Indian fighting,

hunting,

and

ON

THE

all the many and varied incidents of

the trapper’s life.

It is full of adventure

and

were

ex-

no

PLAINS

r
simple
and direct, and in which
striving

for

there was

effect.

citement, but the story is told modestly, and
there is nothing in it that is lurid. Amid much
fighting, there is nothing that can be called
“blood and thunder,” but there is much that is

It is illustrated by a portrait of the author
and one of the celebrated Chief Washaki, and
by six drawings of old-time trapper and Indian

history.
The book has all the charm

cowboy artist of Great Falls,
223 pages, cloth, illustrated.

life, by Mr.

of the old volumes

telling of early travel in the West; books which
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Mont.
Price, $1.50.
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feature, which

is an additional property of merit embodied in the deservedly popular
Stevens products. This is especially desirable in a small arm, that by
taking down can be carried ina Trunk, Grip or small package. Stevens
Rifles,
since

Leading

Dealers Handle

Pistols

and

1864.

Shotguns
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Our Goods

Ask

Our Illustrated Catalog should be in the hands of every sportsman.

J. STEVENS
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York

Athletic

W.

Browne

(4) 10, W.

W.

Marshall

Crescent

Athletic

Club.

TrAvERS
Istanp,
N. Y., Jan: 27.—Mr.
Gus
Greiff
scored a leg for the Jamuary cup by breaking 25 straight.
Mr. J. W. Hibbard won the cup, however, because he
had the most wins in the weekly contests of the month.
Scores:
Trophy shoot, 25 targets: F. Loring 25, W. Roland 25,
J. Hibbard 24, Captain Boland 24, William Pelham 24,
= ag cata 23, G. Greiff 22, F. Vilmar 21, Dr. Hamin
18.
Trophy shoot, 25 targets:
F. Loring 25, G. Greiff 23,
Captain Boland 23, R. Robinson 23, W. Boland 23, J.
W. Hibbard 22, F. Vilmar 22, G. Thompson 22, J. Peiham 21, Dr. Hamlin 15.
January cup, 25 targets:
G. Greiff 25, Captain Boland
95, W. Pelham 25, F. Loring 25,-R. Robinson 25, J.
Hibbard 23, W. Boland 23, Dr. Hamlin 19, F. Vilmar 1s,
T. Thompson 17.
Trophy
shoot,
25 targets:
Captain
Boland
25, F.
Loring 25, W. Boland 25, J. Hibbard 23, G. Greiff 22,
R. Robinson 19, F. Vilmar 19, W. Thompson 19, Dr.
Hamlin 13.
;
Trophy
shoot, 25 targets:
J. Hibbard
25, Captain
Boland 25, W. Pelham 24, F. Loring 23, G. Greiff 23, F.
Robinson 20, W. Boland 19, F. Vilmar 19, Dr. Hamlin 16.
Shoot-off,
same
conditions:
Captain
Boland
25, J.
Hibbard 24.
f
Trophy shoot, 25 targets:
G. Greiff 25, Captain Boland
23, W. Boland 18, F. Loring 19, Dr. Hamlin 17.

Indianapolis

Gun

INDIANAPOLIS,
Ind., Jan. 27.—The
aand warm.
Events:
Targets:
Ry
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THE
prevents

rust.

MANY-USE

Lubricates

perfectly;

in

20I

1905

HIGH AMATEUR AVERAGE for the entire season of 1905 was
won by Mr. J. W. Akard, Fairplay, Mo., who used “NEW
SCHULTZE” and broke 94 per cent. of all targets shot at in

(2) 8.

Trophy, 15 targets:
C. W. Hickling
(4) 15, A. G.
Southworth (scratch) 14, F. B. Stephenson (scratch) 14,
T,, M. Palmer (scratch) 18, J. H. Ernst (2) 13, W. W.
Marshall (2) 11.
Trophy, 15 targets:
C. W. Hickling
(4) 15, F. B.
Stephenson (0) 15, L. C. Hopkins (2) 14, H. B. Vander.
veer (2) 14, H. G. Southworth (0) 138, L. M. Palmer (0)
13, O. C. Grinnell (0) 10, W. W. Marshall (2) 8.
Shoot-off, same conditions:
F. B. Stephenson 15, C.
W. Hickling 13
Trophy, 15 targets:
C. W. Hickling (4) 14, L. M.
Palmer (0) 14, 0. C. Grinnell (0) 14, L. C. Hopkins (2)
14; i. J. Adams (1) 13, A. G. Southworth (0) 12, F. B.
Stephenson (0) 12, W. W. Marshall (2) 12.
Shoot-off, same conditions:
C. W. Hickling 15, O. C.
Grinnell 14, L. M. Palmer 13, L. C. Hopkins 138.
Stake trophy, 25 targets:
O. C. Grinnell (1) 25, E. W.
Snyder (4) 25, H. B. Vanderveer (4) 24, F. C. Raynor
(4) 24, G. G. Stephenson (2) 24, F. B. Stephenson 22,
Moa
balimer 22, 1. CC. Hopkins (3) 22, H. Kryn (1) 22,
C. W. Hickling (6) 21, J. H. Ernst (4) 21, H. G. Southworth 20, J. J. Adams (2) 18, W. W. Marshall (4) 17.
Shoot-off, same conditions:
O. C. Grinnell 25, E. W.
Snyder 20.
Team shoot, 25 targets:
L. M. Palmer 23, L. C. Hopkins (3) 28; total 46. F. B. Stephenson 24, O. C. Grinmell (1) 21; total 45. A. G. Southworth 18, W. W. Marshall (4) 10; total 37. F.C. Raynor (4) 19, J. J. Adams
(2) 17; total 36.
Trophy,
15 targets:
F. B. Stephenson
15, L. M.
Palmer 14, H. B. Vanderveer (2) 11, W. W. Marshall (2)
10, A. G. Southworth 10.
Scratch special, 15 targets:
O. C. Grinnell, Jr., 15, G.
G. Stephenson 15, F. B. Stephenson 15, L. C. Hopkins
14, W. W. Marshall 13, L. M. Palmer 12, H. Kryn 12,
‘C. W. Hickling 11, H. B. Vanderveer 9.
Shoot-off, same conditions:
F. B. Stephenson 14, O.
C. Grinnell 13, G. G. Stephensom 12.
Trophy, 15 targets:
C. W. Hickling (4) 15, J. H.
Ernst (2) 14, F. B. Stephenson 14, L. M. Palmer 18, H.
Kryn 12, W. W. Marshall (2) 10, O. C. Grinnell, Jr., 9.

STREAM.

LAFLIN & RAND BRANDS

Club.

Bav Rivce, N. Y., Jan. 27.—The excellent shooting displayed by Mr. Frank B. Stephenson was a feature of the
Crescent Athletic Club weekly shoot.
From. scratch he
scored 199 out ‘of 210 targets.
The January cup was won
by Mr. H. B. Vanderveer, his best three scorest'totaling
72. For the Stake trophy Messrs. O. C. Grinnell, Jr., and
E. W. Snyder tied on 25, and shooting off the tie, Grinnell won.
Messrs. Lewis C. Hopkins and Lowell M.
Palmer, Jr., scored a win for the two-man team trophy.
Scores:
January cup, 25 targets, handicap:
F B_ Stephenson, 0...... 25
G-G Stephenson, 2......22
WPL Say
Odie ae slarnye.s
vicccss25
i Bel Ernst 4s heise 21
H B Vanderveer, 4..... 24
WRIA datniss Piette peice 21
TM
Palmer,” 0. 066.000. 22
CeWietiickiino esOunces. 19
W W Marshall, 4....... 22
EPO ELop kinsnsc.aitesniees 19
Trophy, 15 targets:
F. B. Stephenson
(scratch) 14,
L. M. Palmer (scratch) 13, A. G. Southworth (scratch)
10, C.

AND

tournaments.

Laflin @ Rand Brands, ‘“Infallible,” ‘New E. C. (Improved)”
and “ New Schultze” also won Three out of the First Four High
Averages for the season of 1905.
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Genuine Swedish
Skin Coats
$18.00

Vests, $10.00
These are made of the finest imported

soft kid skins,

suitable for hunting and automobiling

Furnished in

all sizes.
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All trap shooters should use the ELLIOTT EAR DRUM PROTECTORS.
Price $1.00 per pair. Acknowledged by experts to be the best.

KIRKWOOD BROS., Guns and Sportsmen’s Supplies
Eastern Agents

23 Elm Street, Boston, Mass.
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“THE FINEST GUN IN THE WORLD”
SHOOTS
HARD

[FEB, 3, 1906.
At Point

Breeze.

PHILADELPHIA, Pa., Jan. 23.—There were twenty contestants in the open live-bird shoot at the Point Breeze
track to-day.
The main event was at 15 birds, handicap,
$5 entrance, birds extra, Rose system.
A number of the
contestants were men of known skill. The birds were a
selected lot, and were good flyers.
The weather conditions
were
favorable.
David
Sanford
and Stephen
Hothersall, of the Keystone Shooting League, succeeded
in making straight scores, as follows:

Sanford, 30 Visdeecen
doe aan seen 221122212912222—15
Hothersall,. °30.. d.sas fet nenceese
ste eee 12212112122299115
Wilson, 28 si..ciscleck's echoed oleae 221 222222291290—14
McDonald,. 30 i. ciesesedenacosagevenaneme 999.9999999922*2
14
Muller, 80 scsecescvsaces
ciseielee aman « « . 22*222220222222—13
Free, 28 |scsusecdeass
ocsiacacl une een 121012210222129—13
Francotté,

(28) vii: css altee we po cles cree iments 110222221211101—13

Lamb, 20...
Cramer,

0:ss0dsc 20045500 0

011221022122222—13

30: -sosssasjocie's
pevieele Aenitaeateteteteniees 121211112111*02—13

Fisher, “30 sscess30cesees
tape neeeenaen 99*229999992022—13
122022112120112—13
TM (C.. 285) oe ea eee
Harrison, 28 .2..o:0s0:s
ned eoyee eee 121110*11110211—12
Budd, 86 occ... s0.cdssedees
gene eeemeeane 102212220202222—12
Le Fevre,) 30 \<Siccetncseec
tee ocean 22290229922202*—12
Mallory, 28). Jas.sssoseadeheneeneee eee 20*022222002222—10
Redman, 28 ss: ,:-s+1+0t!s ape 92122*002022202—10
Haines. 28> cs cscceskecdeneeeh
Gotan neeaeaee 02202022*202112—10
Charlton, 28 ..cs.cvas obe.0n'es
eee ean 9222*2,0222202*—10

Part,” 28 asda sok cotats,dine etscere ereea ane 21122*221122220—13

Compare

it with any

the rest.

Sold on its merits, not its reputation.

other—the gun will do

MADE ONLY BY

A. H. FOX

GUN

CO., Philadelphia, Pa., U.S. A.
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with

Philadelphia

Arms

Company

AUTHORITY

GAME LAWS IN BRIEF
A Digest of the Statutes
of the United States and
Canada
governing
the
taking of game and fish.
Compiled from original
and official sources for
the practical guidance of |
sportsmen and anglers.
lhe Brief is complete; it
covers all the States and
Provinces,

and

provisions
“If you

are

for

wise”’

fish

all |

game,

the

as to size or

export,

non-resident

licenses, and other restrictions, for the practical guidance of sportsmen and anglers.
It

is revised

to date, and

is correct

and

reliable.
“Hf the Brief says so, you may depend on it.”

A standing reward
error in the Brief.

is offered

for finding an
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Subscriptions may begin at any time.
single copies, $3 per year, $1.50 for six
for clubs of annual subscribers:

Three Copies,

$7.50.

STREAM

Broadway,

New

PUB.

CO.

Copies, $12.

RECEIPTS.

The receipt of the paper with date on the wrapper
address label constitutes a receipt for money sent us for
a new subscription or a renewal.
The date on the
wrapper tells when your subscription will expire. Please

note this date and renew
piration

York

Five

Terms:
For
month.
Rates

Remit by express money-order, registered letter, money
order or
draft payable to the Forest and Stream Publishing Company.
The paper may
be obtained of newsdealers throughout the United
States, Canada and Great
Britain.
Foreign
Sebi esas Hh
and
Sales
Agents—London:
Davies & Co., 1
inch Lane; Sampson, Low & Co.;
Paris:
Brentano’s.
Foreign terms:
$4.50
per
year;
$2.25 for six months,

SUBSCRIPTION

PRICE 25 CENTS,
FOREST

SUBSCRIPTIONS.

as to seasons
and

imitations

number, transportation,

gives

CORRESPONDENCE.
The Forrest AND STREAM is the recognized medium of
entertainment,
instruction
and
information
between
American
sportsmen.
The editors invite communications on the subjects to which its pages are devoted.
Anonymous
communications will not be regarded. The
editors are not responsible for the views of correspondents.

at least two weeks

before ex-

of subscription.

ADVERTISEMENTS.

HITTING

vs. MISSING.

By S. T. Hammond

(“Shadow’’).

Cloth.

Price, $1.

Mr. Hammond enjoys among his field companions the
repute of being an unusually
good shot, and one who is
particularly successful in that most difficult branch of
upland shooting, the pursuit of the ruffed
grouse or
partridge.
This prompted the suggestion that
he should
write down for others an exposition of the methods by
which his skill was acquired.
The result is this original
manual of ‘‘Hitting vs. Missing.’”’
We term it origina),
because, as the chapters will show, the author was selftaught; the expedients
and devices adopted and the
forms of practice followed were his own.
This then may
be termed
the Hammond system of shooting; and as it
was successful in his own experience, being here set
forth simply and intelligibly, it will prove not less effective with cthers.
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AND

STREAM

THE,RPOCKET
Morocco.

Price,

PUBLISHING

“KENNELS

matter

FOREST

REGORD:

50 cents.

to

his

AND

memory.

STREAM

PUBLISHING

Display Classified Advertising.
Hotels,
Summer
and Winter
Resorts.
Instruction,
Railroad and Steamship Time
Schools, Colleges, etc.
Tables.
Real Estate, For Sale and To Let.
Seeds and
Shrubs.
‘Taxidermists.
The,Kennel, Dogs, etc.
Wants
and Exchanges.
Per Agate line, per insertion, 15 cents.
Three months, 13 times, 10 cents per line.

FOREST

CO.

The ‘‘Pocket Kennel Record” is, as its name implies, a
handy book for the immediate record of all events and
transactions which take place away from home, intended
to relieve the owner from the risk of trusting any important

Inside pages, 20 cents per agate line. Special rates for
three, six and twelve months.
Eight words to the line,
fourteen lines to one inch.
Advertisements should be
received by Saturday previous to issue in which they
are to be inserted.
Transient advertisements must invariably be accompanied by the money, or they will not
be inserted.
Reading
notices,
seventy-five cents per
line.
Only advertisements
of an approved
character
inserted.

CO.
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STREAM

Broadway,

I HAVE

New

FISHED

PUB.

CO.,

York.

WITH.

By Fred Mather.
A handsome volume, printed on laid
paper, bound in green and gold, and illustrated with a
new
portrait of Mr. Mather, and with portraits of the
“men”
of whom he writes so delightfully.
272 pages.
Postpaid, $2.
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CO.

Pattlson,

28

css seiojs 0 0i0io%pleieleleeielesiaiarets . »-222*20*22122020—10

On Saturday, Jan. 27, at Point Breeze, the two events
In the 10-bird event, $5, handicap,
had large entries.
there were twenty entries, of whom three, Kelly, Free
and C. E. G., Jr., scored the limit.
The birds were a
good lot.
The scores:
Smithy 20 ve ots 2022222022— 8
Kelly, 26......2122211222—10
Judge, 26..... *1*2211222— 8
CEG, Jr, 28.2222222222—10
Mardin, 26....2202*2*122— 7
Free; 28 waswac222222121210
Greener, 28...2201012*01— 6
Bender, 28....22212122*2— 9
V’nderslice,27.0020211*01— ‘6
Francotte, 28.2221122120— 9
S03tsc0- 22*2*12*0*— 5
Felix,
9
Fleishm’n, 28.2022222112—
Muller, 30....22022222*2— 9
Wingate, 27...0002201*12— 5
Morris, 28....1222120102— 8
Carces, 28....0022*20*21— 5
Boddy, 26..... 10*022*10*— 4
McDonald,227.22*1222202— 8
Aiman, 27... .:.2222201022— 8
2becec 2002100002— 4
Hogg
Five-bird sweepstake, $3 entrance:
RHI
oar oLesaoucr 22222—5
Browit.catesuienttese 02212—4
Aiman,
..ec0secesss20e2u—O
Free: sccisposseieeetes 02201—3
Uhl
deemache 222225
Morris’ vaceesevatante 20201—3
Smith sch sacswierseee222225
Vanderslice ........ 201*1—3
Felixt caeccrenscbnee 02222—4
Mardin’ iieecencement20*21—3
Francotte |... essess 022224
McDonald va..ancee. 0202*—2

Boston

Shooting

Association.

WELLINGTON, Mass., Jan. 27.—The third shoot in the
prize series on the grounds of the Boston Shooting Association was held this afternoon, twenty-four shooters
taking part in the different events.
The weather conditions were perfect.
Good scores were made.
Kirk- ,
wood again led with 98 out of 100. The last five events
are the 100-bird match.
The next shoot will be Saturday, Feb. 3. Following are scores:
Events:
1. 2°85 Seba Geetes is 0
Targets:
10 15 10 15 25 20 20 20 20 20
Franke
sidieceunicee settee tata
9 15 10 15 25 18 18 19 18 18
Everett. wate cease onic catesrcdeente
914 915 2419 19 20 18 18
Climax.
0iicssctenromesnge
ene eee 10 12 10 15 24 18 17 16 19 19
Hebbard
915... 15 20 19 19 20
Straw Greats
914 .. 19 2019 19 20
Worthing
$13 20181819... ..
Brown
915 .. 20 20 18 20 16
Keeler ...
913 .. 18 17 19 16 20
Gilmore
Sulb
an dopeemet te ats
Trish,
apscotioe tence a eee eae
8 91917 18 16 18 13
Kirkwood > ids coe. ccicivs- ost sieeieeteer i 24 19 20 20 19 20
Griffith © ccjcjeicsie'eis oe oie-¥s 0 eitide
23 19 17 19 20 18
Smith
aneisisisie eosie.e sc eioieve-culale's arecane ae earn 24 20 16 18 20 20
W hited oissasacsaceastumene o-0. 5
baie ees 19 16 14 16 18 12
Norton ©isieie ocos0i0s tee oreccale sles cite een 15.11 16 9.14 11
Hallam
seis eccrine ssiicjslsse c'slels Siete ean
20 18 14 14 16 11
Wheeler
fee cece seecei ssi cvicis ninth Semen ames 21 19 17 20 16 16°
Fay
cis ecle's a sciseisie’ o'sa'sx civicsacle ten emremnES 18 17 14 15 16 19
Hreeman! Bees cicecieeere s}idelsrale
sce eae
ee 19 18 14 18 15 13
SW
wc siscies vias 0 6!0,0:0 ehnals) rei
ae ae
be dh bo ee
Corner
oe ceectees ods cee se clce ennai
Ee aes 17 19 19 17 18
Curtis.
aisssce sicacele oes aevele.dieiei creteitis ein annem 11 16 13 14 14
Bartlett - cases. s:coclecust om fuee + + Gane enna
15 14 16 12 15
NYE." e's:0 0:0010ie:0is/0ibia’o'e, 0106/6 o1e08/0 = 9/5 eat ae
clink Tees.
O. R. Dickey, Mgr.

Northern

Kentucky

BELLEVUE, Ky., Jan. 20.—We
and oniy fair scores were made

Gun

Club.

held an interesting shoot
on account of high wind.

Shot at. Brk.
Shot at. Brk.
50
40
35
Karnahan
Loehr
Siasedesties 50
Gowling
58
Walkera... sce 25
16
Dameron
41
Steinfelt.
ue. cmee 25
20
Hill otiiaensavs
42
E. ‘Trimble @ee.ce 75
55
Fee) conus
38
R Trimble Wossnnwo
63
Schreck
47
Gould
:
Pees
29
Frost”
adenine’
21 + Keefer sn sasumeune
33
During the shoot a rabbit ran across the grounds, and
the boys on the line failed to shoot at it.
The Northern Kentucky Gun Club, of Newport, Ky.,
will hold their first live-bird shoot at their grounds,
East Newport Park, Sunday, Jan. 28. It is our intention
to have monthly live-bird ahoot in the future.
This will be a treat for the gunners of Cincinnati and
vicinity, as it is several years since live-bird shooting
was indulged in in this neighborhood.
This club, although only three months old, is progressing at a rapid
rate, and bids fair to attain a great membership.
;
Gro. Frost, Sec’y.

FOREST

FEB, 3, 1906.]
Hell

Gate

Gun

Club.

Jan. 22.—The Hell Gate Gun Club to-day shot three
monthly matches, namely, November, 1905, and January
and February, 1906.
The birds were all blue and very
fast.
The entire contests were shot in five and one-half
hours.
The weather was cloudy, with an occasional
drizzle.
The wind blew from the shooter to the traps.
A good dinner and plenty of it was served.
There was
no kicking, owing to Mr. H. P. Fessenden, a referee of
experience, officiating,
Preliminary matches were shot, as follows:
SSHIGOLVan Ui ialacaeie viajes o/e.e.0 oie0 ese011*1122211121112*1111221—22
PERL CLET MOU Uo eet sic is sisie olcicele vec 010222122022*211*21112202—19
VHISORIMIOU EE elisfors sibs tiedciss
nee os2021011211101122112211001—20
WETS, 801 288 RR CRCR COO
ania 22121202222221*2002222111—21
Supplementary, 21 birds per man, 30yds.:
VS a
Een sos science sisie vevelbecdces 12000*010102201210212—12
ERLE PAE
ites pit'sicfelsio e's ola'e'e sis,0.00 112022010211*1*220102—14
I IE PRI Sale lorele clcie'e"ai0]0 6:01 0/0%.0)0, 0:08.«0 0122110*2122012102220—15
Col. J. H. Voss made two straights, one for November,
the other for February, scoring a total of 28 out of the 30
birds, and was high average for the day in the club
events.
He shot from the 30yd. mark.
November.
January. February. Tot’l.
W C Wilson, 28..... 0100112101 22201220*2 0222122122
22
A Belden, 28...... 1210120000 1020222101 0222020211
19
} PECs ia0~ atevicn = 0021010100 12111120*1 1011100211
19
C Lange, 28 ......... 20010221*2 0211*02111 0111001210
19
P Baudendistel, 28..2101022**1 1*11110211 1011120221
22
L H Schorty, 30..... 2222221120 0022121020 1222010201
22
P Albert, 28 .......4. 2220012211 2221*22122 2100212101
24
(LST
OAUG-Saopaeomon 0121110200 112010*100 0020002000
18
IPT rOstelgaZSes). ccs. 1120210011 0110012101 0211202211
21
W ochlicht, 28........ 1210000011 112*201122 0211211422
21
P Garms, 28 ......... 1022010000 1101122211 02112*1111
21
P Brennan, 26....... 1102012111 1121120120 1210120122
24
J H Voss, 30....... 2211111111 1*11101211 1121111212
28
J P Dannefelser, 28..0021121020 2221*11222 0211112212
24
Hi Foster, 28........ 0121111222 212211111* *110121100
24
16
GeWeber 28) ...23.51011002100 011012*000 2110012012

Rochester

Rod

and

Gun

The Best Smoke For the Pipe
In America,
Made from Old Vez. Sun-Cured
Tobacco.
Money refunded if it bites or burns
Fax
the Tongue. Sent prepaid postage
A
7Oc. Pound. Large Sample 10c.

L. ROWE,

RICHMOND,
VA.
stab, 1880,
Ref, Broad Street Bank

FERGUSON'S

Patent Reflecting Lamps
J. CONROY,
28 John Street,
Cor. Nassau St.,

New York.
With Silver Plated
Locomotive Reflectorsand Adjustable
Attachments.

UNIVERSAL
LAMP,
For Sportsmen’s use.
Combines Head
Jack (Front and Top), Boat Jack, Fishing,
Camp, Belt and Dash Lamp, Hand Lantern, etc.
EXCELSIOR
LAMP,
For Night Driving, Hunting,
Fishing, etc.
Is adjustable to any kind of dash or vehicle. Sendstamp for Illustrated Catalogue
and address all orders Lamp Department.

to

PRELIMINARY HANDICAP)
GRAND AMERICAN HANDICAP
GRAND CANADIAN HANDICAP
Emblematic

of the Championship
and

Canada,

of the
won

Oo ios)

1905

United

States

by the

LEFEVER

GUN.

WHY

(0 the best shots in the United States and Canada use Lefever Guns ?
There must be merit to the advantages claimed for Lefever guns
Improve your score by shooting a Lefever Gun especially bored
brush or field use.

Send
This cut is a reproduction

for Catalogue.

of our handsome

10-color hanger, size 10 x 23%.

As long

as our supply lasts we will furnish these hangers for 8 cents, covering postage.

_LEFEVER
SYRACUSE,
-

ARMS CO.,
NEW

First, Second and Third
High Amateur Averages

THE

YORK.

Won by
PARKER GUN

Grand Canadian Handicap live bird event won by the Parker Gun in the hands of Thos.
Upton, witha score of 34 out of 35.
In the amateur class the three high averages at
targets were carried off by C. E. Doolittle, Jay D. Green and H. D. Kirkover, Jr., all

using the Parker Gun.

The Parker was much in evidence at the Hamilton, Ont., shoot,

January 16 to 19. The Parker Gun is always in evidence, and if you would improve
The only absolutely reliable gun in the world.

PARKER

BROTHERS,

your score, you should shoot no other.

31

Cherry

New

York Salesrooms, 32 Warren St.

Street,

Meriden,

Conn.

liebe
a iligd HEREC RR A

DUPONT

SMOKELESS

In the Lead

Castle Dome Cut Plug

THOMAS

STREAM.

Club.

Rocuester, N. Y.—The Easter Cigar cup was the object of competition at the weekly shoot of the Rochester
The scores:
Rod and Gun Club.
Ree tts, Le
B. Hi y
cw oeres 20
Sleutitia: sveke
....... 15 10 25
STotspike
Zea)
Wey
ies.
yas.
Sioddard
18
6
12
Porat. Meriantele cles’
4-26
Aler aw ereresiovse.0 ©22
PLP
2 24
wclsl cscs. 22
WV ALSONG
ae
esse
neuer
Stevenciene
eo
2.0.3... TOemt
Coughlin
Bt@Wartl Goss) cea: “Alo
coaieya
Back scores:
MILOUSPIKe |....5-'- 15 10 25
Stoddardies. cea. 19 4 23
BEWARE fuse cse. ss Za
1 +24
Stoddardiete. sts «16alge
val
STEM GTEK GoAUeedE laee
ly 22
SST cutes tladis wins 21
4 25
BSEQVELIS We disicesivaiv'e 20°
2 21
Sicttte misses
sist ores2
4 24 :
SLO VETIS) sisciccie ciesBie
Ls 22
Sitter eietidnaeiccss 19
4 28
MLEVENG Nisa ssse ss 22,
1 23
MS Koide uate s siatete
oie'h22)
4 26
STEVEN wer. cscs 0. 23.1. 24
iraleyee eases 22
4 26
toddard: (.3is. 18
4 22
Iraley mates tiers e701.19
4 23
SEOGOATC
ye cess's 18
4 22
ral yanasasce hws 18
4 22
Dtoddard s,s... 6r.. co,
18
ralevardeiacaa
ces 19
4 28
Re-entry scores:
NV SESOT Tess flees: 19
2 21
Watson ........-. 20
2 22
WV AES OTN frets
o.00ci615 22
2 24
Coughlin ........ 16y
023
DVGESOT Fore cietosea 20
2 22
*Coughlin
......- Lee
20,
NAREESON si. vise since 20), 2.22
*Wins point for cup.

JASPER

AND

The

Official

as Usual

Records

show

that:

High Average for the year 1905, The Real World’s Championship,

was won by Mr. Fred

Gilbert, who broke 95.6 per cent. of the 17,065 targets he shot at. Mr. Gilbert, of course, used

DUPONT
WILDFOWL

SMOKELESS
Camp Life in the Woods.

SHOOTING.

Containing
Scientific
and
Practical
Descriptions
of
Wildfowl; Their Resorts, Habits, Flights, and the Most
Successful Method of Hunting Them.
Treating of the
selection of guns for wildfowl shooting, how to load, aim
and to use them; decoys, and the proper manner of
using them; blinds, how and where to construct them;
boats, how to use and build them
scientifically; retrievers, their characteristics, how to select and train
them.
By William Bruce Leffingwell.
Illustrated, 373
pages.
Price, in cloth, $2.50; half morocco, $3.50,

FOREST

AND

STREAM

PUBLISHING

CO.

|

And the Tricks of Trapping and Trap Making.
Containing hints on camp shelter, all the tricks and bait
receipts of the trapper, the use of the traps, with instructions for the capture of all fur-bearing animals.
By W. Hamilton Gibson.
Illustrated.
Cloth, 300 pp.
Price, $1.00.
FOREST
AND
STREAM
PUB. CO.

Shooting on Upland, Marsh and Stream.
|

By William Bruce
pages.
Price, $3.50.
FOREST AND

LOG CABINS AND COTTAGES;

How
By

to

Leffingwell.
STREAM

Build

WILLIAM

Illustrated.

Cloth,

PUBLISHING

CO.

and

Furnish

S. WICKS.

Price,

473

Them.
$1.50.

This work covers the field of building for the woods from the simplest shelters to the most elaborate cottages,
cabins and houses.
The details and directions are very specific and easily comprehended, and the illustrations
are so numerous and so taking that one will be sure to find in them something to his taste.
Sent postpaid by

FOREST

AND

STREAM

PUBLISHING

COMPANY.

Sa
:

EY Ghee ik AND STREAM.
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[FEB,
New Jersey

GOLD MEDAL
At the LEWIS & CLARKE EXPOSITION

ie

HUNTER

FULTON,

-

Fixtures.
Feb.

12-17.—Grand
Rapids,
Mich.—Indoor
Twenty-two
ate Rifle League of the United States tournament.
as. J. Otis, Cor. Sec’y
March 12-17.—New
VorkcOne
hundred
shot
indoor
championship.

catalogue.

ARMS

~S*

COMPANY

-

NEW

YORK

The cream of winter sport is fox hunting with hound and

you will get but one good chance at Mr, Fox.

e Marlin .25 isa ville of perfect accuracy and sureness
of fire, and has every Marv7 feature not found in any other
gun.
This rifle is specially adapted to settled districts where
as coon, badgers, fox, woodchuck, etc., abound, and

will afford many pleasant hours when no other gunning can be
legitimately indulged in.
Have you our “‘Experience Book’”—it’s chock full of real hunting stories.
Free, with 130-page Catalogue, for 3 stamps postage.
Write to-day,

lhe Marlin Firearms CQ,
27 Willow Street

New

York

Schuetzen

New Haven, Conn.

J H

Doscher...210

2083—413

TH Nordbruch..211 200-41.

When
AND

writing say you

saw

the ad. in Forest

STREAM.

Canoe Cruising and Camping.
By Perry
$1.00.

D.

Frazer.

Illustrated.

Cloth, 95 pages.

Price

This interesting little volume is a practical guide for the
cruising canoeist—the man
who wishes to start away
from the city and for a short time to make his canoe
his home.
With this in view, Mr. Frazer, who regards
canoeing as a healthful and economical method of passing away leisure hours, has written briefly, but attractively, of canoes, camping outfits, clothing, firearms and
ammunition, fishing tackle, photography, and in general
of cruising, camping and all that pertains to this phase
of outdoor life.

‘TO the man behind the bar a cocktail is a mixed
more.
With us,

CLUB

drink—nothing
the making of

COCKTAILS

is as im-

portant a task as producing a fine
wine.
Our formula calls for such

exact proportions of liquors that
the flavor, taste and strength of
CLUB
COCKTAILS
are preserved
to a uniform
standard.
Thorough ageing makes them per-

fect beyond compare.

G. F. HEUBLEIN & BRO., Sole Proprietors
New York

Food;

What

Tackle;

FOREST

to

Wear;

Camera;

AND

Firearms

How

to

and

Cruise.

STREAM

Ammunition;

PUBLISHING

“This

London

Fish-

CO.

Famous

Gun

Oil’”’

CLEANS
owder Residue from
a)
eeps bore bright.

PREVENTS

Seven kinds—Manhattan, Martini, Vermouth, Whiskey, Holland
Gin, Tom Gin and York.
Hartford

Contents:
Pleasures and Advantages of Canoes; Materials of Construction; Paddles; Air Tanks; Sails; Steering Gear; Fittings and Duffle; Camping Outfits; Tents
Without Poles; Recipes for Waterproofing; Sleeping Bag;
Camp Axe; Duffle Bag; A Portable Range; Selecting
ing

Guns

RUST

and

ON

GUNS.
Write for free sample and test it with
thin oil or any oil you may be using.

6 oz. Can, 2 oz. Bottle,

25 Cents.
10 Cents.

THE MANY-USE OIL CO.,
New

York

City.

Corps.

SIxTy-EIGHT members took part in the last shoot, held
Jan. 26, on the Zettler ranges.
The competition was
keenest on the bullseye target, for there was a prize consisting of more than 100 pieces of china.
H. D. Meyer
was the lucky man, his single shot counting 14 degrees,
the center of the bullet hole being 7-16 of an inch from
the center of the bullseye.
J. C. Bonn was high on the
ring target.
The results in full, at 75ft., offhand:
jeCe Bont. cee 236 248—479
F Feldhusen...221 222—443
AY Py hegert.
3 238—471
M Meinshien...220 222—442
CeiMevierie wer 236 235—471
G Konitetn eee 218 223—441
F Von Ronn..235 236—471
G Thomassen. 229 210—439
J N F Siebs...230 237—46?
C Roffmann..,.211 228—439
C Plump ......233 288—466
W Dahl ieeecmies 214 225—439
1D) Peper ssesces 232 231—463
H Quaaltereee 215 223—438
J H Hainhorst.231 232—463
A W Lemcke..210 226—436
‘B Zettler ..... 237 231—46s
He Gobber geecen 218 218—436
P Heideiberger.236 226—462
H Winter Si. 208 225—433
H D Meyer....2386 225—461
W
Schaefer:...215 21s—433
GiSievers: sess. 230 230—460
HH Kablirs* see. 214 219—433
F Facompre...229 230—45y
H Hoenisch....212 219—431
H
Heinecke...227 231—458
H Dicker vets 214 216—43u0
G Offermann...228 229—457
C Boesch 3. .ees 206 219—425
C Brinkama.. » 225 230—455
J Jantzemesesas 220 205—425
EL Haase) ee. ses220 232—452
Von de Lieth..230 195—425
R Ohms .......220 229—44y
G Wehrenberg.206 219—425
H Michaelsen. .229 220—449
DY) Ricken=eseeer 200 219—425
C Grosch.......220 229—449
A Jantzen ..... 212 209—421
E Schmitz...ane 227 221—448
J G Thoelke...215 206—421
HC
Hainhorst.227 221—448
C (Quadt eae 210 211—421
H Leopold..... 224 220—444
F Gobberjarcse. 193 209—402
A Beckmann.. .225 219—444
Ho Hesse Vises 194 197—391
G H Fixsen....222 197—443
C Glandorf ....189 200—389
J H Meyers....206 218—419
F G Hetzel....173 211—384
IE Schulzeeeesa: 209 207—416
N W Haaren...182 197—379
EL Meynt eieascs 213 201—414
FC) Bonyjes-een 196 182—378

rifle. When the dog brings the yellow fellow around to your
stand at last, itis well to be able to thoroughly trust your nifle, for

such game

Association.

‘Rifle Range and Gallery.

WIN

for our

Sportsmen’s

Newark, N. J.—The New Jersey State Sportsmen’s Association requests your valuable paper to say that the
dates claimed for the annual tournament of 1906 will be
June 5, 6, 7, and. if necessary, an overflow on June 8.
A special meeting will be held at 842 Broad street,
Newark, at 2 P. M. on Monday, Feb. 19, and delegates
are requested to ‘be prc as well as members of clubs
as yet unaifiliated.
W. R. Hopart,
‘Sec’y.
440 Sumner avenue.

smith Hammerless and Ejector
ger
Guns: also Hunter Jne-Trig
Ask

State

3, 1906.

© Manne. 200 210—410
J F R Ernst...208 201—409
N C Beversten.209 197—406
D Brinkmann.
.208 194—402
Bullseye target, degrees:
Ered Muller Socmecnse 14144
FS Mie ya ieice nce
arn sere 29%
Wi (Dahl tra cencsmmianrals 52
PimOuaalmn
acca seas 5716
H B Michaelsen...... 574%
Ge Rofimanti tec sects 6914
Chris: Koniew jinesced 70
Henry Winter ....... Tt
INP
Me wert. actnece
ot 74
A J Brinkama........ 75
[aah

IWSpapocGoadséc

78

HDY
Gobbetencccs enc 78
Charles Meyer ....... 82
Ei Offermann Yeeson- 8814
GES
Pixsenenae.cees 99
W Schaefer <..
2. 9914
G Thomas
100%
H Leopold
..
10614
Charles Plump ..
.106%
iS chiulziesteaa ceases 107
Von Dwingelo ....... 109
Eo Gablatinotstacectast 109
i] i Selainhorstaee-rt 109
(ING ESSiebS.c6 seco 112
D Picken! Sowers oes cic112%

H

Von

Offermann...190

190—380

Dwingelo.179 179—358

H W Kohring.157
F Muller si.ie. 156
J Haare: cage 176
BR Kummer. 161

193—350
163—349
161—337
161—322

G H Wehrenberg..... 115%
Von de sLietiaees: oc. 116
D J Pepers acs ceeescc 118
F Von\ Ronny.c:.4-.: 126
Charles Boesch ,...:. -129%
HD
Kahrateneesencs 131
F Feldhusen ...... «145
J G Thoelke-.3..... va L460
Charles Sievers ...... 148
Hs Hoeniscbiiines cnn 149
H.

Hesse:

setcerccccues 150

H Haase Sineeias
tes se 150%
A W Lemcke.. 2.30... 146%
BE’ J betzelins semen: 162
D H Brinkmann... 178
H Heinecke
.....2... 19314
Chris Glandorf.......: 195%
Adolf Beckmann ..... 199
M L Meinschien...... 201
Charles| Opsdt@ey. sa: 20415
; Gobber isc aseewess 210
NW
‘Kohringi.ee-. 232
August Jantzen ....... 241
August Beckmann....247
:

Zettler Rifle

Club.

In the regular shoot, held Jan, 23, Arthur Hubalek had
the best 190-shot score, W. A. Tewes was high for 50
shots, and Hubalek carried off the bullseye prize.
The
full scores at 75ft., offhand, follow:
A Hubalek......242 240 247 246 242 248 243 245 246 2472446
L P Hansen....242 248 287 240 244 244 240 243 244 238—2415
A
Begerow.....229 230 230 222 229 236 231 237 242 2432329
Fifty-shot scores:
W (A. Me wesid sac. stg deidennceesteeee 247 245 245 242 2471226
Tir GP" Busais clacisacacdne
Se. ncn 244 244 247 246 2441225
©) (Snaithieee
ces we es iiss sraselniore tecsieretars 243 243 245 239 2441214
CG Lettler sealoweisiscwiessiare teenies 242 237 237 236 244—1196
Bs Zettlers nies qoces svowuismelt citeatcents 241. 230 230 241 241—1183
Ase Po Peg ert iecnneuasceecneccenecoeen 236 234 233 238 236—1177
Ge Bernids oot von aan ces ncaa 236 231 234 233 225—1159
Back

scores:

Ieee beansens #.cuieaae
sea eee 246 242 247 245 246—1226
A Hubalek
2... ....ccsecccseccveeceen40 242 242 247 2431919
Bullseye target, degrees:
A Hubalelke ot eiw.osiccke 35
A> Begéerow 2 sscneeneee 8214
W Amhewesien.<
ssc sees 58
B Zéttler seoaccssseneme 8
G Bernius sideescccees 60
A P Fewertyccccsesnee 110
SABA AOE 70
| L P Hansen

FOREST

FEB. 3, 1906.]
Harlem

Independent

Schuetzen

Hotels

Corps.

Rifle

Association.

OF

TRADE.

The Winchester
Repeating Arms
Co., New
Haven,
Conn., call attention to the supplemental chamber (list
price, 60 cents) for the use of pistol cartridges in highpower rifles of all calibers, and to the Winchester model
1906 extra light-weight .22cal. repeating rifle, list price
$10.50.
Circulars, describing
the Winchester
producrs
will be sent to all applicants.

Parker Brothers write us that ‘“‘At the Grand Canadian
Handicap, held at Hamilton, Ont., Jan. 16 to 19, the
old reliable Parker gun was much in evidence.
Thos.
Upton, winner of the live-bird event, with a score of 34
out of 35, is an exceptional record at live birds, and
reflects credit upon the Parker gun.
The first, secona
and third amateur averages at targets were carried off by
Parker guns in the hands of C. E. Doolittle, of Cleveland; Jay D. Green, Avon, N. Y., and H. D. Kirkover,
Jr., of Buffalo, respectively.”

Sportsmen

The

Sportsman’s

MECKLENBURG
MINERAL
SPRINGS
Chase City, Virginia.

HUNTER’S
-

North
Health Resort.

(and but one

hook

used), passing it completely through
of the body.
Hook the fish—if you

BAGLEY
Bagley

FARM,
Mills, Va.

La Crosse Station S. A. L. Ry.—We guarantee to furnish
more QUAIL, DEER and TURKEY shooting than can
be found in any other section of the South.
Guides, dogs
and horses furnished.
Good accommodations to sportsmen and ladies.
Apply directly, or R. M. BAGLEY,
444 So. 48d St., Philadelphia, Pa.

The Finest

Tarpon

the World

is now

should

be

the slightest nibble being felt, otherwise you may
lose your bait—and you will lose a good many
despite

every

precaution—but

then

you

will

be

able to take all the sheepshead you need in any
event.”
Tue Costa (Elacate canada).—This striking

fish has received many local names, among them
crab-eater, bonito, coalfish, sergeant fish, snooks
and ling. One of the largest and most predaceous
of the salt-water inhabitants, resembling an overgrown pike in appearance and manners, it is a
conspicuous object of the angler’s search, and is
capable of satisfying completely his ambition for

a trial of skill.

It reaches

a length of five feet

and a weight of 20 pounds.
’ “The cobia is hardly common enough to rank
as a game fish of Florida, while the snook is very
abundant, and is a gamy, hard-fighting fish on
the hook.
The name ‘sergeant fish’ has been applied to both fishes on account of the black stripes
along their sides, and this name has led to most
of the confusion of the two fishes by anglers.
“The cobia can be taken with mullet or crab
bait by casting under the mangroves
in rather
deep water, near the inlets.
Striped bass tackle
should be used, as it runs up to 20 or 30 pounds
in weight, and is a very voracious, strong and

active fish.
“The snook or ravallia is taken in both brackish and fresh water almost anywhere along the
coasts, in the bays, sounds and lower parts of
streams with mullet, crab or fiddler bait, or with
the trolling spoon.
It is a vigorous, hard fighter,
and good tackle is required for its capture.
A

light striped bass rod, multiplying reel, braided
E line, and 3-0 to 6-0 Sproat hooks, with gimp
snell, are

about

right

for the

snook

up

to

15

Fishing in
in

Season

at

MEXICO.

lasts

trout,

PARADISE
TROUT
|

until

May

BROOK
CO., Parkside, Pa., Henryville Railroad Station.

LIVE

Ist.

Tarpon outfits for sale or rent.
Boats and boatmen.
Superior accommodation at Hotel Hidalgo for fishermen
and their families.
Over one thousand tarpon caught
last winter.
See photos at Abbey & Imbrie, 18 Vesey
St., New York.
Address HOTEL HIDALGO, Tampico, Mexico.

WHITE
CANADIAN
SOPER, Bucksport, Me.

BROOK

Beach,

Mass.

NEWFOUNDLAND

Guide

and

Outfitter,

SHEFFIELD,
St.

Anthony,

Idaho.

References.

and

BROOK TROUT.
BROOK

TROU
of
all
ages
for
stocking
brooks
and __ lakes.
Brook
trout eggs in any quantity, warranted delivered anywhere
in fine condition.
Correspondence solicited.
THE PLYMOUTH
ROCK TROUT. CO.
Plymouth, Mass.
Quail,

Deer,

Ferrets,

WANTED
Man who thoroughly understands raising and handling
trout for farm in Southern Michigan.
Address F. R.
Perkins, 112 Dearborn St., Chicago, Ill.
5

FISHING

TRAINING

for the
Stream

coming

vs. BREAKING.

Practical Dog Training; or, Training vs. Breaking.
By
S. T. Hammond.
To which is added a chapter on training pet dogs, by an amateur.
Cloth, 165 pages. Price, $1,

FOREST

AND

STREAM

PUBLISHING

Foxes,

Peacocks,

wild

Ducks,

Pheasants,
Swans, Angoras,
Bear, etc., lowest prices.
Catalogue, 250 illustrations,
colored
plates,
25 cents.
Stamp for reply.
Jumbo Homers, 80 cents pair.
UNITED STATES PHEASANTRY, Poughkeepsie,N.Y.
YOUNG

GOLDEN
PHEASANTS
for sale cheap.
J. GOULDING, So. Suudbury, Mass.

Property

for

5

Sale.

SALMON FISHING
Several good salmon rivers, on the North Shore of the
St. Lawrence, offered for short or long lease.
For particulars apply to the LABRADOR
COMPANY,
Room
19, 40 Hospital St., Montreal, Canada.

SALMON

FISHING

For Sale or Lease.—One of the finest salmon
tributary,. on the North
Shore of the St.
Room

for

four

other

camping

been

caught

rods.

Comfortable

material,
in one

Apply

Over

season

by

40 Hospital

Camp,

two

two

hundred

two

rods;

St.,

rivers and
Lawrence.
canoes

salmon

average

Room

and

have
weight

19, Montreal,

Canada.

Exchanges.

salmon fishing wanted
G. P., care Forest and

|

It will pay you to correspond with me before buying
eggs, fry or yearlings in any quantity.
I guarantee a
safe delivery anywhere.
Crystal Spring Trout
Farm
L. B. HANDY,
So. Wareham, Mass.

BEAUTIFUL

SALMON

TROUT

TILE
BROOKDALE
TROUT
CANNOT
BE BEAT
for stocking
ponds and streams.
For the next few
weeks we will make a very low price on young fry and
large fish.
Also fly-fishing.
BROOKDALE TROUT CO., Kingston, Mass.

Rocky

Some first-class
season.
Answer

stocking
TROUT

FOR
SALE—BROOK
,TROUT.—FINE
HEALTHY
Fish of all sizes.
Eyed eggs in season.
Warranted delivered|
anywhere,
as__
represented.
Correspondence
solicited.
BAY SIDE TROUT FARM
(A. B. Savary),
East Wareham, Mass.

14 pounds.

Wants

two-year-olds,
for
NEW ENGLAND

BROOK

Ex-ellent Salmon and Trout fishing. Tents, guides, boats
provided
Write BUNGALOW,
Grand Lake, Newfoundand.

EDWARD

cheap.
tf

of all ages for stocking lakes and streams.
Brook trout
eggs in their season.
For the next 30 or 60 days I will
make prices on yearlings very low. FURNACE BROOK
HATCHERY
(E. L. Maglathlin), Kingston, Mass.

Bay, Mass.

WELL
STOCKED
TROUT;
ideal
Club
House
on
BUZZARD’S
BAY, Mass., to lease; ample game preserves; pond and sea fishing.
For illustrated booklet of
particulars,
address
BROOKSIDE
CLUB,
Monument

Hares

TROUT.

fry,
yearlings
and
brooks and
lakes.
Address
FARM, Plympton, Mass.

Brookside Club House
Buzzard’s

QUAIL.

Western birds only.
Positively no worthless Southern
migratory birds offered.
Also pheasants, etc.
E. D. WOODWARD,
302 Greenwich St., New York,

LODGE,

Carolina.
Game Preserve.

Sale.

BROOK TROUT FOR SALE.

LIVE
WILD
WALTER
R.

Large Pine Grove.
Abundance of Game.
Climate similar to Aiken, S. Carolina.
Probably the best
place in the South for a person seeking rest, recreation
and comfort.
Best table and service south of the Potomac.
ADDRESS:
GENERAL
FRANK
A. BOND,
RED. No: 6
Lumberton, North Carolina.

Season

the center
can—upon

CO.,

For

We have constantly on hand
fine supply of Brook Trout, all
sizes for stocking purposes. Also for table use at 75c. a pound
Visitors privileged to catch owr

Paradise.

Quail, Turkey, Rabbits, Squirrels, Deer.
Kennel of Fine Pointers and Setters.
Kennel of fine
Foxhounds.
Excellent Livery and Guides.
_Hotel Modern—steam-heated,
Electric-lighted.
Rooms
single or en suite.
Sun Parlors.
Private Baths.
Baruch System of Medicinal Baths.
Noted
MINERAL
WATERS.—Mecklenburg,
Lithia
and Chloride Calcium, free to guests.
Splendid Golf course, Bowling, Riding, Driving.
Write for Booklet and other descriptive literature.

TAMPICO,
SOME FLORIDA FISHES.
(Continued from page 188.)
put on the hook

205

THE MECKLENBURG
HOTEL
and GAME PRESERVES.

Ghe

Tue regular shoot was held on the Zettler ranges, in
West Twenty-third street, New York city, Jan. 22, at-75ft.,
effhand.
Members are improving steadily in their scores,
which are as follows:
GODU
Pet cis cc 239 241—480
Castellucci..... 210 213—423
Rossotti
j....... 235 228—463
Stellomenus.
issale220 203—423
De Felice .....224 238—462
Baer arOzZ4! rieeeles 203 214—417
Mantel
fi... 227 231—458
Clementi
...... 186 208—394
GCaSSEEEilers sic.cca 232 223—455
PAGAIMICCH wareslees 182 190—372
Messino: s.02%%0.224 229—453
PRGaNI aEestcujefereiiate
omstern ale235
E Orsenigo..... 220 219—439
WitiztOwrentastiee aalelsicio ues 233

SIDE LIGHTS

for

STREAM.
|
|

Tue second shoot for the month was held Jan. 24 on
the Zettler ranges in West Twenty-third street.
Henry
Koch and Arthur Fegert tied for best scores on the ring
target, and J. H. Blumenberg
captured
the bullseye
pe with the good score of 16 degrees.
The scores folow:
H Koch .......232 234466
EVV UL Gs Geics.ce «208 215—423
A P Fegert....234 232—466
E Modersohn.
.208 208—416
H. Goerke ..... 224 227—451
RP eELOrit 0c -205 189—394
J Blumenberg..216 219—435
J Wiedmann...193 189—38z
L Rekkohl..... 217 208—425
be KR ratisue sss 195 184—379
Bullseye target; degrees:
J H Blumenberg...... 16
PD COG Marl: acta
ste viele131
LN PE
ES OR nad ciciseele 27
FU PELOLN Mon cattle erineele 154
Waedmant. 0. cn.
tase 43
Capt Baumann ....... 165
GEOETICE ashes
ales cfmates 57
TePRGHKODIN tec cctecrtes 166
IBY IUVIGIIET Moe's a cic.c.sieteie's 100%
I. Modersohn: ...c25... 18814

Italian

AND

CO.

Point,

on

CANADIAN
Lake

SUMMER

Temiskaming;

202

HOME.

acres.

Luxuri-

ously furnished house.
Bath, hot and cold water, cottage
for servants and guides.
Three porches; tool shop; yacht
house containing 35-foot cabin yacht and fourteen boats
and canoes.
Fine hunting and fishing. Admirably adapted
for a club house or school camp.
Situated 300 miles
north of Toronto.
One-half hour from railroad station.
W. C. NEWELL, 409 Chestnut St., Philadelphia, Pa. 7

WOODCRAFT.
By Nessmuk.
Cloth, 160 pages.
Illustrated. Price, $1.
A -bock written for the instruction and guidance of
those who go for pleasure to the woods.
Its author,
having had a great deal of experience in camp life, has
succeeded admirably in putting the wisdom so acquired
into plain and intelligible English.

FOREST

AND

STREAM

PUBLISHING

CO.

FOREST

|

sa

AND

STREAM.

Good Shooting in Florida

(tlt

et

POWELL’S

SHOOTING

DRIFTON,

CAMP,

FLORIDA,

Located at

on

the

Seaboard Air Line Railway
Good tents with board floors, King heaters, comfortable

beds

and

excellent

guides and well-trained

Competent

cooks.

dogs.

Twenty to fifty coveys of quail flushed in a day.
Turkeys
hunts

in

abundance.

‘Possum

Representative

|

Tarpon

(Megalops

atlanticus).—This

re-

nowned fish is known also as tarpum,
tarpun,
grande écaille, grandacoy, silver fish, silver king,
sabalo, sevanilla and jewfish.
This is pre-eminently a predaceous species and
very active in its movements.
It preys
upon
smaller fishes, following them far up the river
into fresh water.
The young are said to enter
fresh waters very freely.
One of the most striking traits of the tarpon is its leaping high into the
air. On this account it is difficult to handle and
plays havoc when surrounded by a seine by breaking the net and sometimes maiming or even kill-

ing the fishermen.

A fish of heroic size and en-

durance and of surpassing brilliance in its mail
of burnished silver, it plays tantalizingly in the
shallows, where it tempts the angler to come and
match his skill and armor against its strength and
energy.
“The largest tarpons I have seen in Florida—
and I have seen thousands—were at Indian River
Inlet, in the Fort Pierce channel
(where
Mr.
Jones killed his big fish), and were from six to
eight feet long—a large school of them—rolling
out on the surface like porpoises, and within a
few feet of my boat.
I have never fished for the
largest tarpon with rod and reel (I once took
one, on a shark line, weighing about 125 pounds),

as I do not fancy, particularly, the sport.
“The rod for large tarpon should be a heavy
striped bass rod, about eight feet long, of natural cane of split-bamboo, the first, for so large a
fish, being preferable on account
of lightness.
Most tarpon fishers, however, use a very short,

Drifton, Fla.

Portsmouth,

stiff and heavy rod, from five to seven feet long,
more like a billiard cue than a rod, it being used
more for the purpose of casting the bait and holding the reel than playing the fish.
“The tackle consists of a large, perfectly-made,
freely-running multiplying reel, capable of holding 600 feet of 12 to 18-thread striped bass line,
and knobbed 8-0 Sproat or O’Shaughnessy hooks,

with braided linen snells, two or three feet long
and
one-eighth of an inch in diameter—the

braided linen snell is better than wire or chain,
which are often used.
“The bait is cut from a mullet and fastened to
the hook as the menhaden bait in striped bass
fishing, and is cast in the same way, but suffered
to lie on the bottom, as the fishing is done in com-

paratively shallow bays and coves where there is
no

current.

“The angler proceeds to such places in his boat,

accompanied by his boatman.
After casting his
bait, preferably on a clear sandy bottom, but near
to mossy

bottom,

he reels

or write

CHARLES B. RYAN, G. P. A.

H. H. POWELL,

THe

Coon

features.

Consult Seaboard

pounds.
It also rises well to an artificial fly of
large size, composed mostly of red and yellow
feathers, though, in fact, to almost any gay-colored fly. A heavy black bass fly-rod is needed
for this fish, as its first rush, when hooked, is
somewhat
demoralizing to a timid angler and
very trying to his tackle.
It is not a bad fish for
the table, being better, I think, than either the
channel bass or drum.”

and«

off a quantity

of line,

ten or fifteen yards, in the boat, so that the fish
can take the bait, move off with it, and swallow
it, without resistance; and when it swims away
quietly and the slack is all taken up the angler
hooks it in the throat or gullet, when it is only a

holding

Va.

the hook,

so that it is a rare

occurrence

to safely play and land a large one so hooked, as
the fish in its extraordinary and wonderful leaps
and violent shaking of its head and jaws is pretty
sure to free itself.
“Tarpon of from 10 to 40 pounds run up the
streams to brackish and fresh water, where I
have had grand sport taking them with a large,

gaudily-colored

artificial fly and a heavy fly-rod.

It does not matter

about the color or the pattern

of the fly if it is gay and attractive
ance.

in appear-

Of course, but one fish in a dozen or more

hooked, is landed, but it is fine sport all the same.
On the St. Sebastian and St. Lucie rivers on the
east coast, and the Caloosahatchie and Mayakka
on the Gulf coast, and on Biscayne Bay, I have
had such sport with tarpon of these weights that

the hooking in the gullet of the giants of the bays
pales before it as the morning stars before the
rising sun.
I say this in no captious spirit of
comparison, for it is indeed a feat to be proud of,
and to boast of, to hook, play and land a fish of
150 pounds with rod and reel, but as I said beone I do not particularly fancy that kind of anging.”

THE

YELLOWTAIL

yellowtail

is an

(Ocyurus

elegant

species

chrysurus).—The
inhabiting

the

question of time, if the angler is level-headed and

West

the tackle holds, before the colossal fish exhausts
itself in its grand and terrific leaps and vain efforts to dislodge the hook or smash the tackle,
while towing the boat and its occupants.
The

Sea and ranges southward to the coast of Brazil.
It is found in moderate depths and is sufficiently
voracious to take almost any fresh bait.

angler

ately large mouth and a good appetite.
“It is
common in the waters of southern Florida, and

when

holds

the rod

necessary,

and

the grand

ing out, sometimes

gives

and

takes

fish, meanwhile,

line
leap-

to a height of six feet, and

Indies, the Gulf of Mexico, the Caribbean

The yellow tail is a bottom fish with a moder-

is taken about

Key West

with sea-crawfish

bait

may be for a dozen or more times, until finally it
lies on the surface utterly exhausted, when it is
either gaffed or towed ashore.
“The tarpon’s mouth opens vertically and its
jaws close like a pair of shears, and are nearly
as sharp, hence the necessity for using a chain,
wire or braided snell.
Its mouth is quite bony,

along with the grunts, porgies, porkfish and other

with but little flesh or loose skin

is common.

about

it for

pan fish. The same tackle recommended for the
red grouper, and the same baits will do for the
yellowtail.”
THe SEA Bass (Centropristis striatus) —This
is the blackfish of Florida and the black will of

South Carolina.
The

On the east coast of Florida it
sea

bass

is a voracious

feeder

FEB, 3, 1906.]
and one of the most persistent biters known.

KENNEL

The

young are found in the channels of shallow bays

SUPPLIE

Backus Dog Crates, perfectly ventilated, Buffet for feed and water cup attached.
The best
and lightest crate in use. A complete assortment of Sergeant’s, Glover’s, Dent’s, Johnson’s
and Spratt’s Dog Medicines.
Austin’s, Excelsior, Old Grist Mill, Ideal and Spratt’s Dog
and !Puppy Cakes.
Collars, Whips, Leads, Chains, Brushes, Books, etc. A complete list in
our immense 162 page Illustrated Catalogue, mailed free.

and around the piles of wharves and landings.
The large fish frequent deeper waters of the offshore banks where they hide under stones or in
rock crevices.
It is not necessary as a rule to
locate the sea bass; the angler’s fervent desire
generally is to loacte where he is “conspicuous by

Excelsior Wire and Poultry Supply Company, Dept. A. O.
W. V. RUSS,

Proprietor

26 and 28 Vesey St., New York City

his absence.’’_
The food of this fish includes shrimp and crabs,
squids, sea worms, small fishes and all other ani-

mals of suitable size. The species is a bottom
feeder.
The size of the Florida sea bass is much below
that

of its Northern

twelve

or fourteen

pound

relative,

inches,

seldom

with

exceeding

a weight

of a

or less.

“T have seldom taken the sea bass on the Gulf
coast of Florida with rod and line, though I have
found it more common on the east coast, on Indian River.
It is not much of a game fish, and
is usually but of a pound or two in weight.

“Ordinary black bass tackle will answer very
well for the sea bass, but as it is usually met
with in the tideways,
where a rather heavy

in rocky situations,
sinker
is required,

and
the

‘Little Giant’ rod is more suitable.
For baits—
shrimp, fiddler and clam are all good.”
THe
Rep Grouper
(Cerna morio).—Other

names of this important fish are brown snapper,
red snapper,
red-bellied
snapper,
groper,
red
groper, Cherna, Cherna americana and Cherna
de vivero,
The red grouper is one of the commonest fishes
of the Gulf of Mexico, and occurs
in less abun-

dance in the West
the red snapper

Indies.

It is associated with

on the offshore banks, where

in-

vertebrated animals are plentiful.

Grouper banks

are

of Clearwater

located

Harbor.

eight

Along

miles

the

due

west

Florida

Keys

small-sized

grouper are the rule.
This is decidedly a bottom fish in moderate
depths, but comes into the bays and inlets to

spawn, and the young are most abundant

in the

inlets.
At Mosquito Inlet small fish of I to 3
pounds are common.
Indian River Inlet contains
examples of 10 to 12 pounds, and in the Gulf very
large specimens are plentiful.
The red grouper
is a voracious destroyer of small fishes, and is
very-fond of crabs and other crustaceans.
It is
said to be wary in taking the hook, but we have
never experienced any difficulty in catching even
more than we needed when fishing for red snapper.
We have caught many individuals weighing
30 pounds or more on the red snapper banks, and
Silas Stearns has recorded a maximum weight of

Kennel
Ads under this
cents in capitals).

St.Louis World’s Fair, 1904:
Paris Exposition, 1900:

Special.

head 2 cents a word,
Cash must accompany

a time
order.

(or

SPRATT’S

3

Manufacture

bass

size E, and

rod,

multiplying

Sproat

hook,

reel,

3-0 on

braided

a gimp

CATS,

RABBITS,
GAME,
FISH.

Write for Catalogue, “Dog Culture,” with practical
chapters on the feeding, kenneling and management of
dogs, also chapters on cats.

Spratt's Patent! ait Slit tset'se Tours, Mo”

KING

AND QUEEN’S KENNEL
(registered A.K.C.)
undertakes the training of hunting dogs.
Each dog
receives individual instruction, and no one except trainer
handles.
No whipping permitted; only force collar and
patience in manipulation.
Terms $8 per month for board
and a final fee of $25. Nothing guaranteed except best
skill in training.
Further eecuars apply to ESSEX
PARK GAME PRESERVE,
Montague,
Essex County,
Virginia.

(America) Ltd.

} 1324 Valencia

St., San

BOOK

DOG

Francisco,

ON

AND
Mailed

TO

FREE

FEED.

to any address

H. CLAY GLOVER, D. V. S.,

by the author.

1278 Broadway, New York.

IMPROVED SPIKE COLLAR.

Ferrets,
C. G.

For use in dog training. Price, $2.00.
mail, $2.10. Send for circular.

CLEARANCE SALE.—I have a number of well broken
dogs in pointers, setters and hounds that I will sell
cheap rather than carry them over. GEO. W. LOVELL,
Middleboro, Mass.

B.

Dogs for Sale.—25 thoroughbred Foxhounds, Beagles,
Coon dogs, Pointers and Setters, all ages.
Farm-raised;
Broken and unbroken dogs at a bargain.
THOMAS
C.
MILHOUS,
Kennett Square, Pennsylvania.
5

346

WATERS,

Broadway,

New

DR.

Imperial
Kennels,

KNOX,

DANBURY,

Bloodhound
*
*%
&

CONN.

AT STUD
Boston Terrier Edgewood
and Manufacturer of
Artificial eyes for birds, animals and manufacturing purposes a specialty. Send for prices, All kinds of skulls for
the fur trade.
369 Canal St., New York.
Please mention ForREST AND STREAM.

PUBLISHERS’ DEPARTMENT.

Have You a Dog?

Write for our Illustrated Catalogue,
ms

“Heads and Horns.”

vertise

tan
;

TAXIDERMIST,
No. 182 SIXTH
Tel. 4205 Chelsea.

Near

NEW YORK.

me

Address

Famous

POLK

The POULTRY TRIBUNE,

nicely illustrated, brimful each month
of information on How to Care for

Fowls and Make the Most Money with

|

to

Dog

MILLER

CO. 859 Main St. Richmond,

Monthly, 50 to 100 pages, its writers
‘are the most successful Poultrymen
and women in the United States. Itis

*
-*¢

Deer

AVENUE,

13th St.,

Tribute

Poultry Magazine,

ROWLAND,

and

masterful

Sergeant’s

Remedies.

N. Y.

in mounting Moose, Elk, Caribou
heads.
Call and examine work.

Vest’s

a Dog, and“A Yellew Doz’s Love
for a Nigger” (famous poem). We will
send you all of the above for 10c just to adDRUG

Ward’s Natural Science Establishment,

specialty

Then let us send you Polk Miller’s
celebrated Book on Dogs; How to
Take Care of Them; the eloquent Sen-

-: ator

.

It gives directions for preparing and preserving Skins,
Antlers, etc. Also prices for Heads and Rugs, Birds and
Fish, and all kinds of work in Taxidermy.

A

Benny,

by Champion Butte, 2 years, 17 lbs.
Perfect head color,
markings,
disposition.
Winner at Trenton, Pittsburg,
White Plains.
First 10 bitches booked will be bred at $5
| each. One of the surest dogs at stud, rarely ever missing.
VINE COTTAGE KENNELS, West Haven, Conn.

TROPHIES.

ROCHESTER,

York.

I seli pups that are Bloodhounds in character and
breeding.
They will honor their name in the show-ring
or on the trail.

J. KANNOFSKY,

YOUR

By

BLOODHOUNDS.

Taxidermists.

SAVE

Cal.

DISEASES

HOW

BY DICK BELTON out of My Lady II.
Both ie
tered winners.
FOUR
BLUE
BELTON
ENGLISH
SETTERS for sale.
Price $50 each, regardless of sex.
Age, eight months.
Perfect condition and form.
KING AND QUEEN’S KENNEL,
ontague, Essex County, Va.

with sinker adapted to the tide, constitute the
best tackle. For bait may be employed sea crawfish, shrimp, fiddler or clam.
In the channels

Few things are more astonishing than the rise, development and universal employment of the power boat, and
the gasolene engine which propels it.
These are but
marvelous in their
ingenuity,
simplicity,
ability and
economy.
The Watkins Marine Gasoline Engines, made
_ by the Frank M. Watkins Mfg. Co., of Cincinnati, present
the very uewest patterns.
They are made from the
best material and by skilled and careful workmen, and
appeal to yacht owners who desire the very best.
Persons interested in power boats should send for catalogue
to Frank M. Watkins Mfg. Co., 526 Bay Miller street,
Cincinnati, O.

for

PUPPIES,

BIRDS,

Norwegian bearhounds,
Irish wolfhounds, deer and cat
hounds.
English bloodhounds, American foxhounds.
4cent stamp for illustrated catalogue.
ROOKWOOD
KENNELS,
Lexington, Ky.

Sporting
and Pet Dogs
for sale.
Pigeons,
Belgian Hares and Swine.
Stamp
for reply.
LLOYDT, Athens, Bradford, Co., Pa.

foods

POULTRY,

line,

The forty-third edition of John Wisden’s Cricketers’
Almanac, that for 1906, contains full scores and bowling
analyses of all the important matches played in England
in 1905. There is in the volume much matter of interest
to cricketers, and among this photographs of the five
cricketers of the year, J. Vine, L. G, Wright, D. Denton, W. Lees, and G. J. Thompson.
It is edited by
Sydney H. Pardon, and is sent by John Wisden & Co.,
of Cranbourne street, London, England, post paid for
1s. 4d., or bound in cloth for 2s, 4d.

prepared

DOGS,

For Sale.—Full-blood English BEAGLE Hounds, Hunters that are hunted.
OAKLAND BEAGLE KENNELS,
Poutiac, Mich.

snell,

near Key West it is taken along with grunts, porgies, snappers, hogfish, etc., and with the same
baits.”
[TO BE CONCLUDED NEXT WEEK. ]

specially

FOX HOUND PUPS, 2 to 14 months
for list
SNOW
BIRD KENNELS,

40 pounds for this species.
“This is a pretty fair game fish with light
tackle, and tries to keep near the bottom. A light
striped

PATENT

AM, (LTD.)

FOX HOUNDS,
RABBIT
HOUNDS,
Coon Hounds,
alee Dogs that stay at tree. B. L. CALL, Dexter,
aine.
For Sale.—Fifteen
old.
Send stamp
Garland, Me.

Gold Medal & Highest Award
Gold Medal & Highest Award

;
them.
In fact so good you can’t afford
to be withoutit. Price,50 cents per year. Send at once
for free sample and SPECIAL OFFER TO YOU,

R. R. FISHER, Pub., Box 51, Freeport, Ill.

Vi.

FINE GUN
Scott,

All

Other

Dog
12.

ve

“ec

ee

No.

13%.

“c

vc

a

sa

20 to 25

*

“c

No.

15

ins

ae

oe

ae

o5

ee

oe

35 to'50

**

se

-

Each $2.00

No. 16%.

“ce

us

‘*

15

bull dogs

Price on any of above sizes
Carried

-

in stock in crimson

-

color.

Made

to

BW

to

“se

85

-

Dog
12

“

oe

a

ve

ae

“ee

et

“

ia

ue

16

ae

ae

ae

“

ic

ac

i

ic

2.50

OUR

Each $2.00

e

2.00
=

SPECIALTY :

HIGHEST GRADE GUNS

2

ue

Some very light

SPORTING
Street,

GOODS

-

Without

-

COMPANY

-

Boston,

weights

just received.

Send for List of High-Grade
Second-Hand Guns.

Mass.

any

WARNING
One of New York’s big water mains burst under Fifth Avenue and the Niagara
Water entered the basement of our new store at 349 Fifth Avenue, opposite
the Waldorf-Astoria, and within a few minutes we had tourteen feet of water

in the whole spacious room.

Also

Highest

Quality

Fishing

Tackle.

as Mannlicher-Shoenauer rifles were upstairs. and the finest and largest stock
of high-grade ** Smith * Guns which is probably carried by any dealer in. this
Country, Fine Fishing Tackle and Photographic Goods were also out of
harm’s way.
Many other goods down-stairs were being whirled around for
hours in the basement salesroom like a canoe in Niagara’s whirlpool.
Large

shipments of the finest imported English Leather Goods, Luncheon Baskets
and a full stock of the finest Athletic Goods, Tennis Goods, and a fully
equipped Golf Department and many other articles received their baptism in

wall were forced some sixty feet north.

The

wreck in these goods is complete,

and we herewith notify our many friends and customers that while our Gun and
Ammunition business has not been crippled in the least, our Golf, Tennis
and Athletic Goods Departments, which are new additions to our business,

will be put back some weeks.
Our loss will be more indirect than direct, as we
naturally will be reimbursed for damage done. Our ground floor store, which
we endeavor to make the most elegant, finest exclusive sporting goods
establishment in the world, has not been touched, and in making repairs in

the basement, we expect to make a few changes, which will make this spacious
salesroom even better than it would have been without the bursting of the main.
We hope to see our old friends at our new place, which we will occupy
exclusively in a few weeks.

VON LENGERKE & DEIMOLD,
349 FIFTH
The

Waldorf-Astoria,

AVENUE
Near

34th

Street, New

York

BALLISTITE
The

best shotgun

smokeless

pewder

on earth, but barred

of the INTERSTATE ASSOCIATION

because

out

it is foreign,

is going to make some marvelous scores during 19c6,

WATCH

THIS

SPACE

BALLISTITE

J. H. LAU @° C0, 7 .ceyeenes
Sole Agents

for

NOBEL’S

EXPLOSIVES

CO., Lid., Glasgow,

Scotland

St., Boston, Mass.

Established 1826

The Old Gun House

Superior shooting qualities
have always been closely
linked in the public mind with:
the Greener gun, and since
the invention of the Greener
choke bore in 1875 the distribution of shot at long
range has been much im-

We had almost finished our new costly mahogany

the new place. Carpenters were at work in the basement and our fixtures here
were almost completed. ‘The force of the water was such that it burst the steel
and cement wall separating us from the Billings basement, and partitions and

WM. READ @ SONS
107 Washington

AT THE SIGN OF
THE BLUE ROCK

fixtures on the ground floor, and our incomparable stock cf fine Francotte guns
and New Model ‘‘Knockabout’’ Guns, Mauser Rifles and Pistols, as well

Opp.

in Trade
Send 6 cents in
stamps for Catalogue and List of
Second-Hand

Blankets

14

Washington

Taken

Especially

Send for free book of ‘“‘doggy”’ goods.

163-165

Guns

to order in

Made of bottle green felt cloth. Trimmed with leather.
10 inches long (length of back)
-~
-

JOHNSON

ENGLISH

“ee

white, blue, dark green, dark brown, black, etc.

IVER

Prominent

Sweaters

Made of crimson color Shaker yarn, closely knit and shaped. Very warm.
suited for Boston terriers, fox terriers and other smooth-coated dogs.
No. 10%.
Suitable for Boston-terrier, 12 to 15 lbs. weight.
No.

the

and
AMERICAN
MAKES
Purdey,
Jos. Lang
@
Son,
Greener,
(of London), Parker, Smith, Lefever,
Remington, Ithaca, Etc.

proved.

In fact, it is only

by adopting the Greener
system of choke boring that
scientific distribution of shot
is possible. By this system
the results have remained
regular through long series
of shots with over 80 per
cent. of the standard charge
evenly distributed in a 30 inch circle at 40 yards.
So much sought after is this extra close shooting, if coupled
with even distribution, that it is by common consent rated as the
most essential quality in a shotgun and is the hardest to produce.
An interesting example of this quality was shown in a Greener
gun used by the late E. D. Fulford, in which he killedi.421 live
pigeons straight with one retrieved dead out of bounds, which is
a record that has never even been approached for closeness and
regularity of shooting.
x
This special feature is found. in all Greener Grand Prize
pigeon guns, and the distinguishing mark of this grade is an
English Blue Rock Pigeon engraved on the rib.
Where this is found it is a guarantee that the gun has been
specially bored for close pattern and even distribution.
Guns
bored this way are equally valuable for live birds, clay targets,
duck shooting, etc. We have a large stock of them in all grades.

HENRY C. SQUIRES @ SON,
20 Cortlandt

St.,

NEW

YORK.

AN

INDIAN

VOL. LXVI.—No. 6.

PRICE,

HORSE
TEN

RACE

CENTS

SATURDAY,

FEBRUARY

10, 1906.

URE STUDY, SHO OTING, FISHING,
ee

Oe ohinc ce

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO., 346 Broadway, New York

THE

WHITE

FLAG——DRAWING

BY

CARL

RUNGIUS

Siar
conte Chie Mate

FOREST

210

AND

STREAM.

THE ROBERTS SAFETY LAUNCH AND YACHT BOILER.
THE

ROBERTS

SAFETY

WATER
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Sedalia

are

two

notable mounds about a half mile apart.
In an
early day, some forty or fifty years ago, Uncle
settled upon the summit of one.
Uncle ——
is a staid and venerable
patriarch,
highly
respected, but not given to telling stories, and particularly averse to sensational yarns.
Not long
since quite a crowd was gathered in a certain
store, and the young bloods were telling of their

great exploits and how they could “lametuem” at
100 yards with the modern B. L. and No. 10 shot,

Mullins
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|| ‘‘THE
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Manual
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of the Canvas

PUB

A

Canoe.

This interesting manual of how to build, cruise
and live in a canvas canoe is written by one of the
most enthusiastic of the older generation of canoeists, who has had a long exnerience of cruising
on the Shenandoah River, and of building the
boats best adapted to such river cruising.
With
the help of this volume, aided by its abundant
plans and illustrations, any boy or man who has a
little mechanical skill can turn out for himself at
ee
expense a canoe alike durable and beauContents:
Practical Construction.
Cost.
Specifications,
Working Plans and Patterns.
Putting on the Canvas.
Painting.
Finishing.
Camp
Equipment.
Hints on Cruising and Camping.
Hints on Camp Cooking.

STREAM

boats.

Engines and Launches.
Principles,
Grain.

PUB.

CO.

Types

and

123 pages.

Management.

Price,
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broadside

to the sun, and at least a half a mile

from where I stood.
I concluded to try him anyway, so I went into the house and got down my
old Kentucky ‘flint-lock, which had seen a good
deal of service, but which had always proved reliable, and taking a dead rest from the railing
of the porch, I drew a bead on the top of his

shoulder and fired.”

Uncle
, resting his chin upon the top of his
cane, stopped short, and seemed to be in a deep
study, and from the gravity of his countenance
it was not unreasonable to suppose that some sad
reminiscence of the long ago was flitting before
him, when the reverie
was
disturbed
by the
modern
B. L. champion calling out:
‘Well,
Uncle
, did you kill him?” The reply was
”
short and sharp: “No, sir.
OcCIDENT.

CO.

An old darky fishing on a warm
day had
caught quite a large catfish, which he laid aside
on the bank; rebaiting his hook for another

bite.

Not

meeting

with

presently fell asleep.

immediate

Another

success

darky came

he

along

with a much smaller catfish, and observing that

complete manual of practical Boat and Small Yacht
Building.
With two complete designs and numerous
diagrams and details.
By Linton Hope.
177 pages.
Cloth.
Price, $3.

his

brother

of

the

rod. was

sound

asleep,

he

quietly exchanged fish and wended his way
stealthily from the scene.
When darky No. 1
awakened, and looked about him for his catfish, he espied the little one where he had deposited the big fellow, and with horror depicted
on. his sable countenance
exclaimed, “Gor a
mity! how dat fish am shrunk!”
PED:

FOREST AND*STREAM PUBLISHING CO.

Building Motor Boats and
Managing Gasolene Engines
are

discussed

in the book

~ HOW TO BUILD A LAUNCH FROM PLANS”
A

titul.

&

and fishing

The author has taken two designs for practical demonstration, one of a centerboard boat 19 ft. waterline, and
the other a cruising cutter of 22ft. waterline.
Both designs show fine little boats which are fully adapted to
American requirements.
Full instructions, even to- the
minutest detail, are given for the building of both these
boats.
The information is not confined to these yachts
alone; they are merely taken’ as examples; but what is
said applies to. all wooden yacht -building according to
the best and most approved methods.

EGO:

By F. R. Webb (“Commodore”).
Many illustrations of designs and plans of canvas canoes
and their parts.
Two large, full-sized working (24x38) drawings in a pocket in a cover.
Cloth.
115 pages.
Price, $1.25.

FOREST

;

Small Yacht Construction
and Rigging.

and Boat Building.

A Complete Manual for Amateurs.
Containing plain and comprehensive directions for the
construction of Canoes, Rowing and Sailing Boats
and Hunting Craft.
By W. P. Stephens.
Cloth.
Seventh and enlarged edition.
264 pages.
Numerous illustrations, and fifty plates in envelope.
Price; $2.00.
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Canoe

when
Uncle
cleared
his
throat—which
caused all eyes to be turned upon him, for it was
well known that any incident in his long and
varied
experience
must
certainly
interest
the
present generation—and began:
“About forty years ago, when I lived on the top
of the knob, I got up one frosty morning and
went out on the porch to wash, when I happened
to look over to the opposite knob, and there stood
a very large buck on the very top of the knob, his

Sink

Here is a pocket manual indispensable to every man
who uses a motor-boat.
It deals in simple .untechnical
fashion with the running of the marine gas engine, and
with the difficulties that the marine gas engineer is likely
to meet with.
These engines are described, some pages
are devoted to launches in general, with practical advice
to the man who contemplates purchasing a power boat.
The main feature of the book, however, is a clear description of the difficulties met with in running a gas engine,
their causes and how to remedy them.
In this discussion
all technicalities are avoided, and the author has boiled
down a vast amount of practical knowledge into small
space and into every-day language.
The amateur power
boat man needs this book, for it will save him much time
and trouble, and probably not a little money.

matter.

& STREAM

motor

Gas

Canoe: History, Uses, Limitations and Varieties, Practical Management and Care, and
Relative Facts. By C. Bowyer Vaux (“Dot”).
Illustrated.
Cloth, 168 pages.
Price, $1.00.
New and
edition,
with
additional
revised

FOREST

Can’t

The W.H.Mullins Co.,126 Franklin St., Salem,0.

Handling and Sailing.

A complete manual for the
canoe.
Everything
is made
veriest novice, and Mr. Vaux
of those successful instructors
their own enthusiasm to their

Boats

of pressed steel, with air chambers in each end like a lifeboat.
Every
Can’t leak—crack—dry out or sink—last a lifetime.
The ideal boat for families—summer
boat guaranteed.
resorts—parks, boat liveries, etc.
Strong—Safe—
speedy. Write to-day for our large catalog of row

plete with s pr. oars,$35

Canoe

Steel

complete
boats and
motors.
9 folding
postpaid,
The

tation.
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author
All

illustrated work on the building of motor
thé installing, care and running of gasolene
By Charles G. Davis.
With 40 diagrams,
drawings
and § full-page plans.
Price,
$1.50.
is a builder
the

and

instruction

designer
given

is

of national
definite

and

prehensive, 40 diagrams, 9 folding drawings and
page plans.
That portion of the boat devoted to
and care of gas engines should be most carefully
by every individual who operates one.
The book
worth the price asked for it.
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is well
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COATING

A perfect finish for all woodwork, spars and ironwork exposed to excessive changes in weather and

EDWARD
Varnish
59

SMITH
Makers

Market Street,
Chicago, III.
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COMPANY,

Color Grinders,
45

Broadway,
New York.
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A Memory of the Gulf Coast.

ae

MANY, many years ago, I was a youngster and
semi-attached to a command
of our country’s
brave defenders, who did duty along the Florida
Gulf coast.
I was fond of a gun, as what boy is
not?
Upon one occasion a small detachment of
our command was encamped upon a small grassy
island off the coast of Texas.
It was plentifully
stocked with deer, and the easiest way to get
them was for the hunter to bury himself in the
sand and wait for them to come within range.

toward

“blind” by some tufts of grass I had plucked for

THE

A CALENDAR

I dropped

just going down

asleep.

When
and

I awoke,

deer

were

IS

Steel Fishing Rods
Give

get

two

or

three

upon

putting up my

deer,

and

the

HORTON

I found

is an absolute necessity in every home and office. Why not have
to-day in silver for our handsomely coiored calendar for 1906,

waited

for

CHEW

a

it was

my

way

a beautiful one?

Send 10 cents

to where

GENUINE

De

ee

ae

ae: SPRUCE

AMERICAN
DUCK SHOOTING

caused

picked up a piece of gun barrel about eighteen
inches long and split open through most of its
making

is Supreme

It aids digesticn.
For 25 cents silver we will send postpaid one ounce just as it comes from the trees in lumps,
Reference:
People’s National Bank.
G. A. QUIMBY
& CO., Druggists, Laconia, N. H

long deep gash in my forehead.
Under my hand.
lay the butt of the gun stock.
I dug myself out
of the sand and feeling around in the grass, I
Wearily

Rod

feeding

by a thick covering of blood that flowed from a

length.

Steel

MFG. CO., 84 Horton Street, Bristol, Conn.

string of them to get in line. At length a splendid buck and two does came in range and I cut
loose.
When I again awoke the stars were shining.
There was a peculiar feeling about my face, and
hand

and Take

<Biristol

the fisherman.

all around me at short range. Cautiously taking
up the gun which lay in front of me, I got ready
for a shot. Then I concluded that I might as
well

the

What the ** BRISTOL” Rod is to the ordinary wood rod, our Combination Reel and Handle is to
the ordinary reel. The reel is placed in the center of the handle, forming a part of same, securing a
perfect balance of the whole.
Send for our
These are only two of the desirable Heathen of the ‘‘ BRISTOL”
Steel Fishing Rods.
beautiful Catalogue telling more.
t’s free.
We have been making them for over 15 years. Look
Our Rods are the origznad Steel Fishing Rods.
(
on every reel seat.
for our name and trade-mark
‘‘ BRIST OL”
They are absolutely guaranteed to
be free from defects in material or workmanship.

the purpose.
The deer were feeding quietly but
approached my hiding place very slowly.
The
sand was warm and comfortable, and without a
was

>

They give just enough when the fish strikes, the delicate spring of the rod hooking him instantly and
securely.
They take up the slack line promptly, thus preventing the fish from shaking loose when he rushes

ing about three miles I sighted the game, picketed
my horse, crept up as near as I could safely,
scooped out a hole in the sand and covered myself up, all except head and arms, completing the

thought

2

Fay Jo

Where

One day LI borrowed a gun from the engineer,
and set out on a deer hunt by myself. Proceed-

sun

STREAM.

By GEORGE

the

BIRD GRINNELL

horse had been left I found him gone and continued

the pilgrimage

The next morning

on

foot to the camp.

engineer with the remark,

“Mr.

, here’s your

gun—two of them I might say.”
“Yes, yes, but what’s the matter with it?”
yeaa

like to know,”

I re-

plied.
He looked it over again and then asked:

“Did

you

just what

No

I laid the relics before the

I would

$2.75,

load it?”

it was.”
An ebony

chattel

be-

longing to him and of about my own age
sponded. “Sam, did you load my gun?”

re-

“Ye-yes-yes, massa, me load ’m.”
“How did you load it?”
“T-J-I jes’ put in a heapin’ handful

Postage, 10 cents extra.
Also 100 gross Trout Flies, six assorted on
card, at 6c. per card.

CHARLES

of powder,

Send

massa.”
“Then what?’
“Then I jes put in four big bullets an’ pounded

|

em down with a iron ramrod as far as they'd go,
but they wouldn’t go clean down.”
Then I went back to the scene of the hunt to
gather up the slaughtered deer, but none were
to be seen, nor was there either blood or hair to
susgest a tragedy except around the sand hole
where I had taken my nap, and they had never

belonged to a deer.
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easterly side of Egmont
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Vergemere, Resolute, Chanticleer, Senta, Snapper,
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Raider, Little Haste, Sally VII, Chloris, and many

Gothenburg,
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Pressed
Easier

Sweden,
Steel

Sink

Can’t

Boats

to Row—Absolutely

Safe

air chambers at each end like a lifeboat.
Every
The
ideal boat for families—summer
guaranteed.
resorts—parks—boat liveries, etc. Strong—Safe—
speedy.
Write to-day for our large catalog of row

(S an’t leak—crack—dry out or sink—last a lifetime.

boat
QUEEN’’

ROW

15 ft.

BOAT,

as

| illustrated.
Complete
with one pair oars, $29.

boats,

motor

hoats,

others.

Is our authorized correspondent
for all European Countries
<&

Made of pressed steel, with

|

V.

Colonia,
We have furnished sails to the following prominent yachts: Constitution, Defender, Volunteer, Jubilee,
9
Constance,
Independence, Ailsa, Navahoe, Weetamoe, Uncle Sam, Effort, Calypso, Flirt, Ariadne, Quissetta,

a squid or

other movable bait.
Fly-fishing can be enjoyed
in the capture of cavalli and sea trout.
Ifthe
sea is calm (which is usually the case) fishermen
can pass out of the inlet of Lake North, and capture sea fish on the reefs off, but near, the
shore.
ALE.

pieces by Wilmot Townsend.
Price, edition de luxe on

PILLS

G. R. LILJEGREN,

A notable fishing resort has, to a great extent,
been overlooked.
I refer to Lake North. south
of Jupiter Inlet, on the eastern coast of Florida.
During the winter months bluefish from 2 to 7
pounds, are found in the lake in countless num-

bers.

his experi-

most interesting book.
It describes, with a portrait, every species of duck,
goose
and
swan
| known to North America; tells of the various
methods of capturing each, the guns, ammunition,
loads, decoys and boats used in the sport, and
gives the best account ever published of the retrieving Chesapeake Bay dog.
About 600 pages, 58 portraits of fowl, 8 fullpage plates, and many vignette head and tail-

WILSON @
SAIL
YACHT

ROWE’S

is

Keys and on the

wide

DRUGGISTS, or 93 Henry St., Brooklyn, N. ¥

from two to six fathoms in depth with a rocky
bottom, this excellent fish can be captured in
great numbers.

however

| bound in buckram, plates on India tint paper,
each copy numbered and signed by author, $5.00.
Price library edition, $3.50.

& RHEUMATISM

Saie, Sure, Effective.

DopcEr.

coast,

srooxtyn.'s. ¥.

Catalogue.

lUsethe Great English Remedy

Florida Fishing.
along

318-320 Fulton St.,

DISCH,

for Tackle

Grouper fishing is exciting sport and seldom
engaged in by visitors to Florida. At almost any
point

gunner,

I am clearing out 500 Steel Rods, cork grips
Bait Rods; 634,.734, 8)2 feet; Fly |
| only.
novel information by reading this complete and
Rods, g and ro feet.

“No, sir; I supposed it was loaded when I bor-

rowed it, and I still think
Then he called “Sam.”

single

ence, has himself covered the whole broad field
of duck shooting, and none knows so much about
the sport that there is nothing left for him to
learn.
Each one may acauire a vast amount of

hunting

and

fishing

The W.H.Mullins Co.,126 Franklin

boats.

St.,Salem,0.
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for Repairs THREE CATALOGUES

Send Rods Now
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and
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SPORTS 3 3

Tackle for Southern Fishing a Specialty
WILLIAM MILLS @ SON, 21 Park Place, New York

THOS. J. CONROY
Manufacturer

and Dealer

L835
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Street, New

,

York.

Oo "celebrated Manufacturer of High Grate RODS AND REELS
EsTaBLISHED

1867,

And Dealer in Fishing Tackle.
Gold Medal Highest Award Buffalo,
Gold Medal Highest Award St. Louis,

Gold
Gold

Medal,
Medal,

Highest
Highest

A Patent Fishing Reel, made

of hard

sheet

St. Louis,
Chicago,

metal, with an

1904
1893

automatic

drag,

spool 34 inch diameter. holding 200 yds. of line, winding line as fast as a mult
and has more power.
The automatic drag, when fish is running, allows no slack
line. Sold for $3.50.
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No.

351

South

Fifth

Street,

All genuine reels bear my name.

VOM

HOFE _

=

We

have everything in Guns, Fishing Tackle,
Photographic and Athletic Goods.
SUPERIOR QUALITY.
LowEstT PRICcEs.

SPORTING

VON LENGERKE & ANTOINE
We have our own repair shop and do all
repairs to guns and fishing tackle.

WM.

25
50

Yards,
Yards,

Send for catalogue.
The Lyman
saw.

Tarpon and Florida Tackle
Always

on

H. H. KIFFE
BASS

AND

JOHN NORMAN, 4502

S.—Write

a
Special

him.

Louis

Wright.

illustrations.
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and

Dixon’s
Graphite

will stop “‘leading”’

The Practical Poultry Keeper.
By

per
per

dozen.
dozen.

:
CANOE RipGE, Pa.
Targets received.
They are the best I ever
CHARLES Kinc, Gunsmith.

When

a dealer says that some other Spoon

Bait

is aS good as G. M. Skinner’s, he acknowledges
that
o%s

For

THE
Sale

by

all

STANDARD.
Dealers

in

A Convenience

SPORTING

GOODS.

Appreciated

FLIES

flies on hair loop snells.

Ste. Catherine, Montreal, Canada

P.

15c.
25c.

FOREST AND STREAM PUB. CO., 346 Broadway, New York.

IS

Free for the Asking

CoO., 523 Broadway, N. Y.

TROUT

Only maker in America who mounts

price,
price,

G. M. SKINNER’S

Hand

Send for Our Illustrated Catalogue

LYMAN’S

RAPID FOR
FIRING
TARGETS
RIELES.

=

No branch store in any city.

GOODS EXCLUSIVELY.

277 and 279 Wabash Avenue,
35, 37 and 39 Van Buren Street,
CHICAGO,
ILL.

1857

Award,
Award,

One or all for the asking.

1901.
1904.

On receipt of 4 cents in United States stamps we will send our 110-page catalogue.
ESTABLISHED

CAMERAS,
KODAKS
and
PHOTOGRAPHIC
GOODS

John Street

in

Fine FishingTackle &SportingGoods
MARK.

GUN
GOODS
and
WINTER
SPORTS

barrels.
Booklet

387 other
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,

in shotgun and rifle

Gold Livit Cocktails

and sample on request.

i. Jos. Dixon Crucible Co., Jersey City, N. J.

Price,

PUBLISHING

CO.

THE KELSO

Rea

Something New in
Automatic

It cannot get out of order, as it has friction relief at both ends of spring.
Capacity 100 yards, H Line.
Will take in about 150 feet of Line without rewinding.
Case of Aluminum, Satin Finished; Steel Bearings; only 6%4 ounces.
It is both the lightest and strongest Automatic Reel made, and with ordinary care
it should last a lifetime. The spool is fiited with an automatic tension, allowing
the Line to unreel, even though the spring is wound up ccmpletely.
Can use on
rod either above or below hand.
Guaranteed.

Ask

your dealer

for the ‘“‘KELSO”

If he cannot supply you, send the order to us.
Price $4.00.
Express paid.
The
“KELSO”
brand LINES, REELS, RODS, LEADERS, FLIES, and HOOKS are
as good as can be made.
Catalogues to trade only.
Manufactured by

H. J. FROST & CO.

90

Chambers

Sireet,

-

-

New

Zan

CHT Ss

No. 635

York

Delicious Old Blends.
Ready to Serve.

The demand for Gold Lion Cocktails by the Gentleman Sportsman is
such that these goods are now put up
in protected packages convenient to
pack.

A cut of the Gold Lion marks every
package of the genuine.
Seven varieties:
Manhattan, Vermouth, Dry Gin, Whiskey, Tom Gin
Martini and the American.
To be had in glass only—Large and small bottles.
At ae
Cafés, Drug Stores and wherever liquors
are sold.
THE COOK
& BERNHEIMER
CO.,
Makers, New York.
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The object of this journal will be to studiously
promote a healthful interest in outdoor recreation, and to cultivate a refined taste for natural
objects.

Announcement in first number of
Forest AND STREAM, Aug. 14, 1873.

THE

AUDUBON

SOCIETIES.

Tue National Asscciation of Audubon Societies is an incorporated body constituted ofthirtysix State societies, which have combined
for
united effort in the field of bird protection.
The
purpose of the Association is one which has attracted cordial support.
This support will be

more

generous

as the character of the work

un-

dertaken and the methods of accomplishing it
shall become better known.
‘The control of the
Association is such as to command public confidence in it. The movement had its origin largely
in sentiment, but the objects sought and the means
employed to attain them are practical and business-like, as evidenced by the annual report of
President William Dutcher, summarizing the record for the year 1905, which was the Association’s
first year of work.
The Association maintains headquarters at No.
141 Broadway, New York, where a growing cor-

respondence is conducted and an enormous volume of printed matter is sent out relating to the
protection of birds, and comprising also educational leaflets devoted to the life histories of useful birds and to the promotion of an intelligent
interest in them.
The Association concerns itself with bird and
game legislation wherever Legislatures are in session. The Audubon model law for the protection
of birds not game has been pushed by the constituent Audubon Societies until now it is in force
in thirty-four States, five of these having been
added in 1905.
The Audubon’s agency in the
establishment of bird reservations
has already
been alluded to in these columns.
The reservations consist of islands and groups of islands and
the surrounding waters, which are the breeding
grounds of sea birds and game birds.
Through
the Audubon four new reservations were established by executive order of President Roosevelt in 1905 as preserves and breeding grounds for

. native

birds.

These

comprise

islands

belonging

to the Federal Government in South Lake, North
Dakota, used by gulls, terns, ducks and snipe;
Passage Key, near the mouth
of Tampa
Bay,
Florida, used by terns, herons and several varieties of shore birds which breed there, while all the
sea birds in the locality and ground doves resort
to it nightly to roost; the unsurveyed islands of
the Huron Island group and the Siskiwit, or
Menagerie group, in Lake Superior, occupied by
large colonies of herring gulls, with a few ducks.
In addition to these territories in Federal possession and so available for such reservation by
the President,
six other
reservations
or bird
refuges have been secured by the Audubon Societies by purchase or lease, and negotiations are in
progress for the establishment of others.
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The Association has in its employ a large number of wardens to protect the reservations and
other breeding grounds, and the system will be
extended as rapidly as the needs of different sections may be ascertained and the funds may be
provided for meeting the expense.
“The magnificent result that has been obtained on the coasts
of Maine, Massachusetts, New York, Virginia,
North Carolina, Florida, Louisiana and Oregon
and in the interior in New York and Michigan,”
says Mr. Dutcher, “make
the directors
of the
Association feel fully warranted in enlarging this
valuable means of bird protection.”
It is proposed, as opportunity may offer, to provide for additional protection on the coasts of

long, wavy water moss, the roots of the pond lily,
the leaves lying among the moss, green as they°
will be when they reach the surface, and here and
there a flower-stalk with a bud upon it standing
up from the bottom,
as we may
imagine
the
crinoids stood in the ancient seas.
There is no
motion and there is no animation here, tor the
pond has no current and the fishes and all the
other animal life of the pond are indulging the
long winter sleep; nevertheless, the view 1s worth
studying, for it is a glimpse of hidden things

South

THE proposal of Hon. Jean Prevost, Minister
of Fisheries of Ontario, that the Province should
levy a hunting tax of $25 on non-resident members of game
with
clubs has been
received
genuine consternation by the class affected.
We
print to-day a letter addressed to the Minister by
Mr. W. R. White, K. C., of Pembroke, in which
is set out in cogent lines of argument the manifest injustice of such a tax as being in direct violation of the contract which was entered into by
the Crown when the lease of club territory was
made.
A club member so held up by the demand
for $25, before he could enjoy the rights which
he had paid for and which the Crown
in taking
the lease mone
had guaranteed to him, could
not but feel outraged at the demand.
in large
Another consideration is this, that
number the Americans who resort to Canada for
their summer and autumn outings are of a class
which can ill afford such an added expense. They
are persons often who, even under present conditions, are obliged to consider ways and means, and
to economize carefully that they may bear the
expense of the outing.
It may not be appreciated
by the Canadian officials, but it is a fact nevertheless, that just this new tax of $25 added to the
expenses already involved in the Canadian visit,
would be sufficient to deter many from visiting the
Provinces.
In behalf of this contingent of American sportsmen, we express the hope that the proposed tax may not be levied.

Carolina,

Georgia,

parts

of Florida,

and

especially the Gulf coast from west of the mouth
of the Mississippi River to the Rio Grande.
The very substantial results accomplished by
the National Association of Audubon
Societies
must be credited in generous measure to President
William Dutcher.
Mr. Dutcher has devoted himself to the work with enthusiasm,
intelligence
and perseverance.
What he has done and what
the Association has done, is deserving
of the
highest praise because it is altogether unselfish
and for the common good.
We shall hereafter allude in detail to some of
the phases of the Audubon Societies’ work in the
several States.

THROUGH

AN

ICE

WINDOW.

EveN though it be the close season, the outdoor
man still wishes to be out of doors.
If winter
has fairly set in and the law bars him from the
pursuit of upland game, if the streams and lakes
are locked in ice and the rod and line are useless,
he can still take long walks
over
bare brown
fields, through silent winter woods, or through
swamps where the ice crushes noisily under his
feet and the twigs which brush against his face

sting sharply in the cold air.
Perhaps near his home is some wide, shallow
pond, where in spring broad lily pads cover the
surface of the water, varied later by the sweet
white blooms, where in summer bullheads may be
caught in great numbers by him who knows their
favorite haunts, and where giant snapping turtles

sometimes

raise their moss-covered

backs

to the

heat of the sun.
If a time of still, bitter cold, following mild
weather, freezes the surface of this pond, the outdoor man enjoys to cover its glassy surface on
skates,
It is curious to note how plainly things
at the bottom are revealed through the black,
clear ice.
It is like looking through a pane of
glass, through one of those water telescopes of
which people tell us who have lived on the shores
of tropic seas.
They describe to us the waving
water grass, the sea fans, the anemones busy at
their work, and among them varicolored fishes
of great beauty passing to and fro; so through

this clear ice the skater sees at the bottom of this
muddy

pond a vegetation

quite unknown

to him;

which

it is given to few men

(42S,

to see,

JPIROVAO SIERO) KORN IAEA ON JOT SS

Times change and men and ways change with
them.
The files of the Forest AND STREAM for

the past thirty years yield an instructive

exposi-

tion of the change of sentiment respecting different phases of sport.
In 1879 a correspondent who
was a northern man visiting Florida, wrote of the
Gulf coast:
“On the islands, or keys as they are
called, countless numbers of pelican, ibis, heron,
crane, cormorant, gulls, etc., are to be found, and
one can shoot the same until he tires of the
sport.’
No one would think of writing just that
now, not for print at least; nor
would
it be
printed.
The years which have intervened between that date and this have wrought an entire
change, if not in the practice of useless bird killing, in public sentiment regarding it.
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In the Lodges of the Blackfeet.

Kutenai

eee

of the women

a

in which

the shrill cries

played no unimportant

part.

We

at

the post could not tell which of the horses was
XII.—The

Great

Race.

THE visit of the Kutenais to our people wound
up as several previous visits had done, in a fine
row, which for a time threatened to be serious.
It began also as another one had, over a horse
race.
The Kutenais owned a large, clean-limbed
and very swift black mare which, with one horse
after another, the Piegans
had endeavored
to
beat. Race after race had been run and each time
the black had been victorious.
The Piegans had

ahead, as they came toward us with quick, long
leaps; they seemed to be running side by side.
Now, as they neared the goal, a sudden silence
fell upon the crowd.
Everyone held his breath;
we could hear the broad thongs of the riders’
rapidly plied quirts thwack against the straining
sides of the racers.
And now here they were; a
few leaps more and they crossed the furrow almost
neck
and
neck,
the Kutenai
horse,
I
thought, a few inches in the lead.
Immediately

lost heavily—guns,

finery of all

a great clamor of tongues arose and there was a

descriptions—and were getting desperate.
They
claimed, for one thing, that the winners had managed secretly to rub something on their several
horses which reduced the speed of the animals.
In their extremity it was decided to send over to
the Bloods for a certain horse which was known
to be very fast, and to guard him night and day
until
the
race
was
run.
After
a time
the
deputation sent to the Bloods returned with the
horse, which was certainly a fine animal, a well
blooded
American
bay which had - undoubtedly
been taken from some unfortunate traveler on
the Overland trail far away to the south.
He
was to have a rest of four days, and then the
great race was to be run in which the Piegans
expected to recoup their losses.
During this
time there is no question but what the horse was
guarded.
By day there were half a dozen young
men with him out on the plain, where he grazed
upon the richest grass that could be found, and

general rush for the stakes,
“We win!’ the Piegans shouted, “We win!”
and I presume that is what the Kutenais were
saying in their unintelligible and angry words.
What a scene ensued, Men seized upon the stakes
and pulled and pushed each other for the possession of them.
A Kutenai in the midst of a strugeling group pulled an ancient flint-lock pistol and

at night he was

horses, blankets,

fairly surrounded

by interested

watchers,
At last the great day came, and everyone in
both camps, even the women and children, went
out to the place where the race was to be run—
a level stretch about 500 yards long.
The betting
was furious, and such a lot of stuff as was set
out here and there on the plain I never saw before nor since.
Specimens of everything the two
tribes had for use or adornment were to be found
in one or another of the heaps, and the many
horses which had been staked upon the result
were also there, their ropes held by some non-betting youth or boy.
Even the women were betting; here you would see a brass kettle wagered

against a beaded dress, there a parfleche of dried
buffalo meat against a tanned elkskin, a yard of
red cloth against a couple of copper bracelets.
I
stood with a crowd of others at the finishing
point, where a furrow had been scraped across
the dusty course.
It was to be a standing start;
we could see the two youthful riders, naked except for the inevitable breech clout, guide their
excited

and

prancing

mounts

up

to

the

starting

point, some 500 yards distant.
They started; the
spectators lining the course began to shout, encouraging the riders to do their utmost, an increasing confusion and clamor of Blackfoot and

aimed it at his opponent, but some one knocked it

Than me a gun,” said Big Lake, peremptorily.
“Some one loan me a gun.”
When it was handed him he stepped out in
front of us and there was a look of grim determination on his fine old face, an angry light in

his eyes.

‘Behind us,

with rustle of lodge skin

and rattle of poles the lodges were being hurriedly taken down, the baggage packed by anxious

and much scared women, and near us the Kutenai
men were gathering, preparing to defend themselves and theirs. They were no match for the
Piegans

they well knew;

were

toward

us.

I had taken

a strong

time.

He

had

a mean,

cruel

ging their crying children after them.

mercifully with those whom

Each

bettor seemed

to take that which

was

his,

without protest and hurry away to his lodge.
In
a moment or two the race ground was deserted
save by the Kutenai and Piegan chiefs, a few of
their leading men, Nat-ah’-ki and I. The latter
was grasping my arm and there was real terror in
her eyes as she begged me go with her at once.
“There is going to be a big fight,’ she said.
“Come, let us saddle our horses and ride away

from it.”
“The fight wili not concern me,” I told her. “I
am a white man.
“Yes,” she cried, “you are a white man, and
you are also a Piegan; the Kuténais will shoot
at you as quickly as at anyone else.”
I motioned her to keep silent, for I wanted to

hear what was being decided upon by the chiefs.
Big Lake sent his camp crier home.
“Tell them,” he said, “that
I go now to the camp of my
sight; whoever would fight
fight me and these here with
The camp
crier hurried

turned to me.

these are my words;
good friend Back-inthe Kutenais must
me.”
away
and then he

“Come,” he said, “you also are for

peace; come with us.”
I went with them over to the Kutenai camp.
Nat-ah’-ki, sorely troubled, closely following. We

had barely arrived there when

we

saw

an ever-

increasing throng of shouting and excited riders
bearing down upon us from the other camp.

face,

pitiless

and

treacherous, with shifty eyes. The most of this
angry crowd of our people, we learned later, had
not

headed Piegan youths and men began to call out
to each other:
“Get your weapons!
Let’s kill
off these Kutenai cheats.”
There was no more struggling over the things
which had been staked upon the result of the race.

dislike to him,

for I felt that he hated me. I had some serious
trouble with him later on, as will appear in due

upward in the nick of time, and the bullet went
wide of its mark.
At the sound of the shot the
women fled in terror to their several lodges, drag-

The hot-

far outnumbered;

but one had only to look at their attitude of preparedness, their steady eyes and compressed lips,
to be satisfied that they would do their best.
A young warrior named Little Deer was at the
head of the Piegans as they came riding fast

heard

confusion

the camp

or had

crier in the excitement

left before

them, and here they were,
their

enemies.

Big

Lake

he arrived

determined

and

among

to deal un-

they now considered
hastened

out

to

meet

them, shouting to them, and making the sign for
them to stop. But as they paid no heed to him he
ran on still farther, and leveling his gun at Little
Deer,

exclaimed:

“If

you

dont.

Stomueueart

shoot.”
The latter unwillingly checked his horse and
said:
“Why do you stop me?
These Kutenai
dogs have robbed us, cheated us; we are going to

have revenge.”
He

started to go on, calling out to his follow-

ers, and again Big Lake

raised his gun:

then at me,” he cried, “I am now

“Aim

a Kutenai. Aim,

shoot; I give you a chance.”
Little Deer did not raise his gun; he just sat
there on his horse and glared at the chief, then
turned in his saddie and looking at the crowd

which

had

ridden

up

them to follow him.
ers were now among

coaxing them

behind

him,

called

upon

But the other Piegan leadthem, by turns threatening,

to return to their camp.

None of

them came forward; on the other hand, some
started back toward their lodges.
Little Deer
worked himself into a fine rage, alternately point-

ing at them and at the Kutenais, calling them all
the evil names

he could think of.

But in spite of

his anger and defiance he made no attempt to
advance; the chief’s pointed gun, the steady cold,
clear stare of his eyes wholly disconcerted him;
muttering something or other in an unintelligible
tone, he finally turned his horse and moodily

rode

back to camp in the wake of those who but a few
moments before he had so eagerly led. The chiefs
gave a long sigh of relief; so did I, so did Natah’-ki, again close by my side.
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hill of the Two Medicine River, near the old
Inn River—Belly River trail.
It is a red mottled
quartz—the red itself a “medicine’’
or sacred
color—a boulder of several tons weight lies on a
very steep sandy slope exposed to the southwest
winds.
The wind gradually moving the sand undermines the rock, and as the fine sand and soil
is blown away it settles little by little, moving
farther and farther down the hill. But although
the Blackfeet are well aware of the cause of this
movement, to them the rock ts a sacred object.
Passing it, they stop a moment and place on it
a bracelet, a necklace, some beads or other offering, and beg it to take pity on them, to guard
them from all evil things and grant them long life
and happiness.
The last time I passed this rock
there was at least a bushel of various small offerings lying upon, or around it. And there most
likely they are to this day unless the white settlers have picked them up.
Years after I last
rode by the rock, Nat-ah’-ki and I crossed the bottom on a train of the new railway.
We sat out
on the platform of the rear sleeper, whence we
could get a good view of the country.
Oh, the
dreariness and desolation of it all.
Gone were
the rich grasses, even the sages, which once grew
thickly on flat and hillside.
Gone, too, were the
grand old cottonwoods, the clusters of willow,

“af
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and cherry, and sarvis berry thickets which bordered the river. Nat-ah’-ki silently pressed my
hand, and
ing, asked

I saw tears in her eyes.
I said nothno question; well I knew of what she
was thinking, and I came near crying, too. What
a—to us—terrible change had taken place; gone
were our friends, extinct the herds of game; even
Do you
the face of the country was changed.
wonder

that

we

felt sad?
WALTER
[TO BE

B. ANDERSON.
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Lost in the Woods.
AN

From photo by Judge

Nicholas

“What hard heads these young men
Lake

remarked.

“How

difficult

ARKANSAS

Longworth.

have,” Big

it is to manage

them.”
“You speak truth,’
it not for you, your

said Back-in-sight.
“Were
strong words, many dead

would now be lying on this plain. We go now
back to the mountains, it may be long ere we meet
again.”
“Yes,” agreed the Piegan, “it is best that we
part. But the anger of our young men will soon
die away.
Next summer, somewhere hereabouts,
let us meet again.”
This was agreed upon, and with final handshakes all around, we left them.
Arrived at our
own camp.
Big Lake gave orders that camp be
struck at once, and the lodges began to come
down in a hurry.
He also instructed the Ai-in-

as-kik-waks—seizers, holders—a band of the All
Friends’ Societv which were, as one may say, police, te allow none
under any pretext

of the young men to leave us
whatever.
He feared that if

they did go from us they would yet attack the
Kutenais, who were already stringing out in a
long column, westward over the rolling plain. A
little later we too pulled out, heading south; on
.the afternoon of the second day we went into
camp on the Marias River at the lower end of

Medicine

Rock

bottom.

right opposite

the

spot

where, later, Fort Conrad was built, and where
to-day the Great Falls & Canada Railroad crosses
the stream.

CYPRESS

By

TREE.

courtesy

of Dr.

James

A.

ReApinG the admirable series of articles on the

Henshall.

above

At the extreme lower end of this bottom, about
100 yards from the river, and near the foot of the
rising hill, unless the railroad vandals have taken
them for construction work, lies a circle of large

boulders partially embedded in the soil. The circle is about sixty-five feet in diameter; some of
the boulders will weigh at least a ton.
Who
placed them there, and why, I could never learn.
The Blackfeet have no tradition concerning them,
saying merely that ’twas “done by the ancient

ones,’ ahk’-kai-tup-pi.

This, by the way,

is an

interesting word; as it stands, with the accent
on the first syllable, its exact meaning is longago-people; but if the second instead of the first
syllable is accented it means many people.
However, in the first instance the word for time, sumoh’, is entirely omitted, most likely for the sake
of euphony.
But if the Blackfeet know nothing of the boulder circle, they have much to say regarding the
medicine rock.
This lies by the side of the old
travois trail about three miles above, near the
top of the hill at the extreme upper end of the
bottom. In the “Blackfoot Lodge Tales” is given
the story of a rock, which, to avenge an insult,
chased Old Man, and but for the timely interference of a bull bat would have crushed him flat.
To a certain extent the Blackfeet are pantheists, |
attributing life to, and worshipping many inanimate objects.
This rock is one of several to
which they sacrifice and pray, another one lying

subject

to me some

reminds

me

of an incident

related

ys

time ago.

Incidentally I incline to the opinion, that some
men are born with the ‘‘sense of direction,
like others with the poetic instinct, or a talent
keen
very
A
gifts.
or kindred
for music,
woodsman, who had spent the best part of his
this
life in the woods, told me, in discussing

same

question,

that

he

wouldn't

fear being

find
dropped into any unknown country; he'd
his own experience,
He instances
his way out.
when the railway was being located in this
in a
island; he was carried by train up north
went
locality he had never before been 1n, and
difahead on the line, and brought mail from
quest
ferent sea ports, ranged the territory in
y in
of meat, and never had the least difficult

finding his way about.
He also told me several

aia
incidents

that

curred within his own knowledge, of men
One was,
sessing or lacking this sense.

ocposthat

coming across the Peninsula of Avalon, on onea
in
occasion, he came upon a flock of ducks

When he
small pond he had never seen before.
One
arrived home he was telling of the trip.
a_ great
of his auditors, a teacher who was
He told
woods lover, asked him for directions.
and
him the pond was about ten miles away,
There were no
described the route to him.
very
trails in this direction, as it was a country
The teacher
little used by the inhabitants.
evenstarted next morning at dawn, and in the
which
ing arrived back with a fine bag of ducks,
s
he got where the guide saw them the previou
When telling me about it, he was lost in
day.
beadmiration of the teacher, and said that he
lieved there was not another man in the place
who could have found the ducks from the direc{ions given and then got back again.
Another instance he cited just to the con-
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trary of the above.
It was of a well-known and
able railway engineer,
who
located
miles
of
road, but on several occasions got off the line
without
any instruments,
and got lost each
time.
But to get back to our muttons.
This same
woodsman
used
to tell about
the time
that
“Skipper Tommy”
lost himself and the Goyernor;
he had the story from the old man
himself.

Sir Thomas

Blank,

Governor

of the island,

accompanied by an English nobleman, his guest
at Government House, a captain of a British
man o’ war, and his private secretary started in

deer hunting.

for guide and
well equipped,

They took along Skipper Tommy

general factotum.
They were
the Secretary especially had a

large leather-covered flask of the “ardent” hung

“LIKE A GREAT

over

his shoulder.

Tom

thought

SEA

Tommy
soon

assuring

strike

the

them
trail.

constantly
The

whole

that

they’d

party

were

completely jaded and were growing very discontented.
Presently Tommy spied a “bald
rock” that was as well-known to him as the
Statue of Liberty sis known to New Yorkers.
He stopped suddenly, took off his old cap,
scratched his head, and with a vacant look in
his eye, said to the Governor:
“Be the mortial,
your Honor, I must confess to me shame, that

I’m a
and I
blows
The
at the

lost man.
I’m lost this two hours past,
don’t think I’ll find meself till this fog
away.”
wl
Governor and company were disgusted
prospect of spending the night on ‘the

barrens,

especially

as

they

had calculated

on

staying at the village hostelry that night, where
extensive preparations had been made for their

SERPENT.”

he ought to

have been more generous and took a dislike to
the Secretary.
Whether this had had any effect
on the Skipper, or whether a heavy fog, which
had settled down about 2 o’clock in the afternoon, obliterating all the landmarks, was the
cause, he never would say, but the fact was,
Tom realized that he was hopelessly lost, had
not the remotest idea where he was, or how
to get out of it. He kept his counsel to himself and tramped on with the cavalcade string-

ing out behind him.
By and by they rested
and the Governor
hinted to Tommy,
that they appeared to be
covering more ground getting out, than they
had traversed going in, and he put it squarely
to Tommy, and asked him if they were really
astray.
Tommy assured them with oaths that
they were not lost, and started on again.
They
tramped
on till nearly
six in the evening,

A

CIGAR-SHAPED

reception.

To add to their misery, it looked like

growled,
so

they

the
had

Gowernor
a light

took

lunch,

it in good

which

they

part,

OF LOGS.”

up another handful of moss, smelled it, and an
eager look came into his eye. He then smelled
it again, looked confused and disappointed, and
then deliberately put some in his mouth and
tasted it. Suddenly a look of intelligence came
,into his eyes,

and a broad

grin spread over

his

face, and he shouted, “Come on, your Honor!
I’m found all right. Sure, I knows be the taste
of it just where we are.”
In fifteen minutes
they struck a trail that was as familiar to Tommy
as Broadway is to the postman, and in another
.-hour or so, just as the rain commenced to descend freely, they were all snugly ensconced

around the open fire-place® at the hospitable
hostelry of S——, discussing a good warm supper.
The Governor in after days used to cite the
circumstances, as an instance of the marvelous
instinct of some Newfoundland guides, while

AS

as if it would rain good and hard before very
long.
However, while the rest of the party
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IT

STRUCK

THE

WATER.

Tommy used to regale his cronies over a glass
of “St. Peters” with an account of the time he
“codded”

the Governor

and the nobility.

NEWFOUNDLAND.

W.

J. CARROLL.

washed

down with the medicine out of the big flask.
The Governor handed the flask to Tom and told
him to take a darn and see would it help him.
Tom took a long pull and a strong pull, and
praised the brand and the maker.
While they
were discussing what was best to be done, Tom
strolled over to the big rock, while the rest of
the party looked on with undisguised curiosity.
He took a handful of moss, cocked one eye,

and put the moss to his nose, and took two or
three audible sniffs at it. Meanwhile curiosity
in the watchers ran high, and they eyed him intently, wondering if the medicine had deprived
him of the few grains of sense he had originally
possessed.
He went a few steps further, took

Kalamazoo

Casters

Tue Kalamazoo
Kalamazoo,

cers

for the

Shutts;

Mich.,

Plan a Tournament.

Fly and Bait-Casting Club, of
has elected

ensuing

vice-president,

year:
Dr.

the following offi-

President,
N.

B.

Hall;

B.

L.

corre-

sponding secretary, Harry W. Bush; recording >
secretary, T. L. Fenker; treasurer, J. A. Pitkin;
captain, E. R. Owen; advisory committee, David
Osborne, William E. Kidder and Dr. M. Westbrook. The club is making arrangements looking
to the holding during next August of an international fly and bait-casting tournament in Kalamazoo, with prizes in all events, which will be
numerous, varied and attractive.
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A Day at Joggins.
Up to the time of this narrative I had never
heard of Joggins, much less knew of its location;
it might have been a man or a country, so far as
any information that I had was concerned; the

gazetteers ignored it, and as for finding it on the
map, where should one look?
We had been spending our summer vacation
among

the

trout

streams

of

New

Brunswick,

which find their outlet into the Bay of Fundy.
The speckléd beauties had crowded our creels almost

unsolicited,

and

the sport

had

palled

in a

measure, the odor of the pine forest mingled with
the bracing salt breezes from the bay, had proved

an elixir for “that tired feeling,’ and, like Alexander of old, we sighed for more worlds to conquer.
One day there came a rumor from somewhere,
how I do not know, that “two days hence the
great

This
kind
had
had
were

timber

raft would

be launched

at Joggins.

was enough; I had heard of a venture of this
made the previous vear of a great raft which
been sent out from somewhere, and which
met with an untimely fate, and whose bones
even then floating on the broad Atlantic, a

menace to the swift ocean liners, as well as to
slow going merchantmen, and now we were al-

most within hailing distance of its home.
The following day found us at the little seaport
where we chartered two staunch boats which carried us across the arm of the bay that separates

Joggins from civilization.
Joggins proved to be a lumberman’s camp amid
the great pine forest which had hitherto escaped
the woodman’s ax; now the fell destroyer had
set upon it and the huge trunks lying prone upon
the ground gave evidence that its time, too, had

come,
With no thought how or where we should dispose of ourselves

for the night, we

pre-empted

a

lumberman’s shack, where a hastily improvised
déjeuner a la fourchette satisfied our inner cravings, after which we inspected the raft, which
was not a raft at all but a great cigar-shaped

ship

of logs, built

feet

from

the

upon

ways

several

hundred

This was the conception
tractor who

of

a New

As intimated,

the scheme had been tried the previous year, but
during a severe storm the raft was broken in
pieces and the logs scattered to all parts where-

the currents

might

take

them,

and

which

afterward proved most dangerous derelicts.
The present raft contained about 25,000 logs
from ten to fifteen inches in diameter; these were
strongly bound together by coils of wire cable
tightly drawn by steam power, the whole making
a cigar-shaped mass of timber about 300 feet long

and thirty feet in diameter.
Viewed from a distance it looked

sea monster,

like an old

the Silver Lake sea serpent stranded

upon unknown

shores, but which on a closer in-

spection resolved itself into a structure
less as a Chinese dragon.

as harm-

How the members of our party passed the night
will forever remain a mystery; the writer well
remembers his experience upon the soft side of a
pine floor in the loft of a rude shack, while below
stairs the loggers were entertained by a wandering blind minstrel, who in some way had drifted

hither, and whose

a minor

doleful and pathetic songs

key seemed

to be more

thoroughly

in

en-

AT

MUD

Longworth.

courageous than prudent, and despite our suggestions that perhaps “to-morrow would be better,’ decided to-make the venture.
To be out on the Bay of Fundy in an open boat
in a storm was not what we most desired, but it
was:

an ideal day for a launching—the day, too, of the

.

Ours
Ours
Ours

not to make reply,
not to reason why,
but to do—

repaid us for the hardships endured.
It was with real regret that we broke our camp
amid swaying pines and hemlock boughs to seek
“fresh fields and pastures green,” which we found
in beautiful Prince Edward Island, and along the
quaint and historic shores of Cape Breton, where
we lingered until a sense of duty called us from
“refreshment to labor,” in our far away homes.
Our summer outing had brought us a little
nearer nature’s heart, and with a better understanding of the hospitable people of the Provinces than we had hitherto possessed.
B. M. Haraer.

Col. Livingston’s Prairie Fire.
OmaHA,

Jan.

29.—Editor

Forest

and

Stream:

and preparations were

Clement L. Webster’s account of prairie fires
in Iowa in the early days, printed in Forest AND
STREAM, Jan. 27, reminds me of Col. Livingston’s big fire, on the Overland Stage Route in

huge mass began slipping toward
slowly, then with increasing speed
smoked and seemed to be on fire,
plunge and the tugs lying in wait

fall, 1864. All summer the Cheyennes and their
allies had been “jumping” the coaches and
ranches in the Platte valley, and the small bodies
of Nebraska and Iowa cavalry stationed on the

highest tide of the summer,

hastily completed.
The ways had been thoroughly doped with
grease and at 12 o’clock the last shore was cut

seized their victim and the event was over.
The next day it was started in tow of powerful
steamers for New York, where it eventually ar-

rived in safety.

The

wind

having

risen during

road utterly failed to protect anything except
the ground they stood on.
The raiding-parties

would watch behind the sand hills and bluffs
which border the broad valley until the “pony-

the afternoon the prospects for the return voyage of our little party were not very encourag-

soldiers”

ing, our

coach,

skippers

seemed

LAKE,

By

ARKANSAS,

courtesy

of Dr.

to us landsmen,

more

ride

out

were

from

out of sight, and then they would

their

a wagon-train

lurking-places,
or a ranch

their villages
Platte.
Col:

James

A.

Henshall.

and

attack

a

retreat

to

in the wilderness

Livingston,

Cavalry,

who

First

then

south

Nebraska

commanded

the

of the

Volunteer

troops

on

the road in the District of Nebraska, was at
his wit’s end.
The people of Colorado were
yelling lustily about their supplies being cut

off,

And take the chances,
That we reached land
safely, is evidenced by this article, and the satisfaction derived from the novel expedition fully

joyed by these hardy toilers, than Faust at $4 a
ticket at the Academy of Music.
The morning dawned bright and clear and was

away, and the
the bay, first
until the ways
then the final

TREES

Nicholas

York con-

evolved the idea of bringing the logs

to market in their original shape.

ever

CYPRESS

From photo by Judge

shore.

California

was

mourning

for

her

mails,

which had been looted by the hostiles, and Ben.
Holladay. was paying frequent visits to the War
Department, to demand the removal of officers
who could not protect his coaches.
At last,
early in the fall, Col. Livingston hit upon an
ingenious scheme for protecting the road.
He
would fire the prairie and burn the hostiles out.
Accordingly, in October, he ordered his troops
to fire the grass on the first day when there

should

be a favorable

wind

to blow

the blaze

southward.
The soldiers were stationed along
the road in small posts and at the stage-stations
—Craig’s, Platte Station, Plum Creek, Willow
Island Station, Mullahla’s, Midway Station, Dan
Smith’s Ranch, Gillman’s, Dan Trout’s, Fort
Cottonwood (the largest post west of Kearney
and east of Laramie), Box Elder Station, Jack
Marrow’s place, commonly termed “Fort Marrow,”
Bishop’s
Ranch,
Fremont’s
Springs,
O’Fallon’s Bluffs Station, Elkhorn, Alkali Lake
(nearest wood 70 miles away, buffalo-chips and
sage used as fuel), Sand Hill Station, Diamond
Springs, Beauvais Station (sod houses, stables
and log stockade owned by Beauvais, an old
Indian trader), Elbow Station, Butte Station.
Julesburg, Colorado (also termed Fort Rankin,

where

the

shelter

tents;

troops

lived

nearest

in pits covered

wood

75

miles

with

distant).

I have named these stations and posts at length,
as they have all disappeared along with the stage
company which gave them birth and the troopers

who
places

guarded
can

them.

be found

Not
on

a trace

a modern

of these

old

map.

The troops from each station went out in
detachments and fired the grass to the south of
the Platte, all the way from Fort Kearney in
Nebraska to Julesburg, Colorado—a line of fire
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over 150 miles long.
The Colonel received the
reports of his subordinates
and waited with
deep satisfaction for further developments.
The
fire would be sure to force the Indians out of
the
country
south
of the
road,
reasoned
Livingston, for even if the blaze did not scorch
the hostiles it would drive the buffalo away and
the Indians would be forced to follow the herds.
The fire was kindled and swept south toward
the mysterious Indian country where no white
man dared venture, and here the story ends.

What

became

of that prairie-fire is an unsolved

problem to this day.
When a friend of the
writer’s recently spoke of this matter to certain
Dog Soldiers and other old Cheyennes who were
in the hostile villages south of the Platte in
sixty-four, they were much surprised and said
they had never heard of the fire.
The troops
certainly started the blaze on its way south, but
, somewhere
in the barren-lands lying between
the Platte and the Republican
the fire must

have

‘‘petered

out.”

The

grass

in that region

it must be remembered would not burn like
the long grass in Iowa.
It was short buffalograss, which is well known to make poor material for a prairie-fire, and never produces a
really dangerous blaze.
At any rate, Livingston’s plan for driving the
Indians away failed.
The Cheyennes and Brules
continued to raid west of Kearney for some

time; then Chivington slaughtered Black Kettle’s
people at Sand Creek and the hostiles moved
north to join Red Cloud on the Powder, stopping on their way to “‘clean out” all the ranches
and stations on the road between Jules and
Denver and to fight all the soldiers who dared
show their nose outside their stockaded posts.
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The Game

GrEoRGE Hype,

e

Wardens’

(Concluded

from

page

shell into the camp

Convention.
183.)

It was like throwing a bomb

of the game

wardens,

who al-

most without exception favor a closed market.
Mr. Acklen said in substance: “To protect the
game

sary.

adequately

a considerable

Shall this revenue

revenue

is neces-

be raised by a general

tax on the people of the State, or should it be
derived solely. from those who enjoy the pleasure
of the chase? I believe the latter method is based

on sound principles of taxation.
“One of the leading cases in this country
the question

of game

protection

on

is Geer vs. Con-

necticut, 161 U. S., 519, in which the court says:
‘The wild game within a State belongs to the
people in their collective sovereign capacity.
We
take it to be correct doctrine in this country that
the ownership of wild animals, so far as they are
capable of ownership, is in the State, not as proprietors but in its sovereign capacity as the representative of and for the benefit of all its people
in common.’
Now, but a small percentage of the
people have either leisure or means for hunting.
It is evident, therefore, that the only way in
which the people as a body can profit by their
rights in the game is by the imposition
of a
license fee upon those who enjoy the pleasure.
“What licenses should be granted is a matter
to be determined by the Legislature of the State
in view of local conditions.
It should depend
somewhat upon the attractions the State offers
to sportsmen.
What might be a wise law in one
Stete would not necessarily be so in another. The
nou-resident license in a State which has marked
attractions to sportsmen is an economical, proper
and legitimate method of raising this revenue.
There is this exception, however; it has been
decided by the Supreme
Court of the United
States that a non-resident license law will not
compel a non-resident to take out a license to
hunt on his own land within the State.

_ “A direct tax is always resisted more

officers

and

an

inculcation

AND

of living mink.

of the

true

spirit of

than an

indirect tax.
In this country every one has an
instinctive feeling that he has an inherent right to
go out with a gun and shoot something.
This is
an inheritance from our ancestors.
Hence the
necessity of stringent laws and vigilance of game

“The other licenses that should be required are
the dealers’ or market license and the market
hunters’ license.
In closing the market you raise
a specter that will give you trouble.
You say to
the citizen if you don’t shoot game you shall not
eat it. Can you reconcile that with the proposition that the game of the State belongs to all the
people?
Such a law, which gives a monopoly to
the few, will do more harm than all the attempts
at game preservation can repair.
About five per
cent. of the people are sportsmen.
Shall you say

to the other ninety-five per cent. ‘you shall eat
game,
Is this due recognition of the rights
all in the game, or is it class legislation?
“If you have an open market you can place
tax where it belongs, upon those who profit

no
of
the
by

the business; that is upon the dealer, the restaurant and hotelkeepers, the men who pay ten cents
for a quail and sell it for seventy-five cents upon
a piece of toast.
You will find that these men
gladly will pay for the license and bear all the
burden of taxation for game preservation.
They
will see that it is to their interest to do so. They
will want to see the source of their profits protected. The same will be true of the market hun-

ter.

SHY.

By George

sportsmanship.

At the session Friday afternoon, Col. J. H.
Acklen, of Nashville,
State Game
Warden
of
Tennessee, read a paper on the “License System
in Game Laws,” in which he succinctly stated the
arguments against the Minnesota
policy of a

closed game market.

SLY

Pheto

I have seen how it works in my own

State.

S. Raymond.

D. C. Nowlin, of Wyoming,

also spoke against

the sale of game.

Dr. T. S. Palmer,
game

of Washington,

said that

should not be sold except for propagation.

Replying to Mr. Acklen, he said:
“I do not
believe that only 5 per cent. of the people are
interested in the preservation of the game.
There

is the farmer,

valuable

to whom

game

as insect destroyers.

birds

are

Then there is a

large and increasing class of people who want
the game preserved for observation.
When you

compute the sum total of these classes you have
far more

you

than 5 per cent. of the people.

condemn

laws

that deprive

pleasure

of eating

slaughter of game for market will just

surely

deprive

you

them

should

When

of the

that the
as

game

people

remember

of this pleasure

sooner

or later. With woodcock at 75 cents each and
quail at $15 a dozen, the bulk of the people are
already prohibited by economic law from eating
game.
This is a question that each State will
consider from its peculiar viewpoint.
What
would

be good

policy

in Tennessee,

would

not

perhaps be good policy in New Jersey, with a
great city at each end, affording two great game
markets.”
Dr. Palmer,

of the Department

of Agriculture,

enforces iself.”
Mr. Acklen explained later that he would welcome the time when public sentiment will demand
the prohibition of all traffic in game, but thought

gave a report on a digest of the game laws and
decided cases which is being prepared for the
benefit of game officers. The work wil] contain
a digest of 200 leading cases, State and Federal.
The digest will include every game bird case
that has been decided in a court of record.
It
also will contain all the license cases since
1800.
It considers the enforcement and con-

the views outlined
present conditions.

non-resident licenses, interstate commerce

There the licensed hunters watch the non-licensed
hunter with a jealousy that is born of personal
interest.
Not only that; they watch each other to

see that none

overreaches.

by him

The

law practically

are best adapted

to

S. F. Fullerton, Executive Agent of the State
Game and Fish Commission, spoke in defense of
the Minnesota policy of a closed market.
He said
in part:
“It has been that it is not right to
say to a man you shall have no game on your
table unless you shoot it. Is it fair, I ask, to
allow a lot of pot-hunters to go out and slaughter

all the game

that they may

sell it?

Under

such

conditions the game of Minnesota would not last
ten years.
Licensing pot-hunters is not the way
to protect the game.
It is a sure way to exterminate it. To close the market is the only way to
save the game.”

A. C. Hentz,

of Illinois, said:

“I believe the

people of Illinois would approve of Mr. Acklen’s
views.
They like to eat game, but they have not
the interest of the game at heart.
We hope to
educate them up to the point where they will ap-

prove of the closed market.”

struction
and

the

of laws, procedure,
importation

of

search

birds

and

and seizure,
eggs

cases,
from

foreign countries.
At the request of Mr.
Palmer, the following committee was appointed
to make suggestions for the work:
Col. J. H.
Acklen, Secretary Brewster and D. C. Nowlin.
D. C. Nowlin,

of Wyoming,

read an interest-

ing paper on “The Big Game of Wyoming,” and
was

followed

by Supt.

Pitcher,

of Yellowstone

National Park, who was introduced as “The
Czar of Wonderland.”
He said that the beaver,
which are rapidly becoming extinct in other
parts of the country, are increasing in the park,
and that with the consent of the Department of

the Interior they may

be taken

from the park

to restock other favorable breeding places.
Judge Quinn, of Fairmont, spoke on “The

Enforcement

of Game

Laws.”

He said that a

wholesome
public sentiment should
be cultivated to back up the game officers in their work.
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INA\ FRAIL ETSTORY
Weasels.

white weasel in winter in an everereen trees has
no idea what the word “arboreal” means: Neither

WHILE afew years ago the United States had
a book written on hawks and owls urging their
protection as friends of the farmer and the State
of Maine has passed a law protecting that noted

red nor gray squirrels can handle themselves in
a tree as a weasel can.
A _ squirrel stands no
chance if pursued by one.
I knew of one chasing
a chipmunk up a tree; the weasel was so close
that the chipmunk ran out on a limb and dropped
and dodged into a stone wall; but the weasel
dropped also, and a squeak in the wall the next
moment ended the story without the word finis.

pirate, the bald eagle, no one ever speaks a word
in favor

of the

weasel,

and

everyone

seems

to

think he has done the world a service when he
has killed one. Only last spring I knew of two
being killed by farmers at houses but half a mile
apart, and one of those was in the act of killing
a rat when murdered.
Neither of those
men
realized that he was killing one
of his best
friends.
I have studied weasels a great many years and
am convinced that there is no animal which needs

protection more

than the weasel.

If there were

a perpetual close time on them and a heavy fine
for killing one it would do more to rid the country of mice and chipmunks in a year than all the
hawks and owls would do in a century.

While weasels are said sometimes

try 1 have never known
think that a large part

Mrs. Jane G. Swisshelm once wrote of a tame
weasel whieh she had, which was a very interesting pet, and I particularly remember of her telling
of his loving to roll on a piece of wet cloth,

which

with him took the place of a bath.

She

also mentions what I have never known any naturalist to speak of, that when pleased he would

purr just like a kitten, only not so loud.

I can

corroborate this from personal observation.
In
the fall of 1859 my partner and I built a camp
near the head of Caucomgomoc Lake for a fall

to kill poul-

an authentic instance.
of what is charged

I
to

weasels is done by mink, and I know that not one
man in ten could tell a mink from a weasel when
the latter is in summer dress, as one rarely gets
a fair sight of either.
I have known of several
instances where mink have been killed in the act

of killing hens a long distance

from

any water.

Had they not been killed the blame would probablv have been laid on weasels.
As to the weasel’s killing game birds or birds
of any kind, I think the cases must be extremely
rare.
It is safe to say that I have employed ten
men for an average of a hundred days each year
working in the woods for the last fifty years,
making an aggregate of 50,000 days.
I have been
around among them a large part of the time and
I have never known one of my men finding either

of

fruit

in short order.

trees

being

girdled

the trees; but the weasel will search every nook
and cranny of the stone walls and brush heaps,

and few mice can escape him, as he will follow
a track by scent just as a hound

does.

hile a weasel can climb trees as well or better than a squirrel, I have never known of one’s
touching either young birds or the eggs, though
I have known of many instances of squirrels doing it, and have myself seen them in the act.
It
would be far more excusable in the weasel, as he

lives entirely on meat
plenty of other food.
One

great complaint

he is “bloodthirsty”;

while

the squirrel

has a

against the weasel

is that

but really how much

more

so is he than the average
The weasel hunts for a
leaves a home where he
for the sake of killing
need, and often kills to

sportsman or fisherman?
living; the sportsman
has food in plenty just
something he does not
waste.
I think that, if

the case could be tried before a fair-minded jury,
the verdict

would

be in favor

of the weasel

to either bloodthirstiness or cruelty.

as

I have had

a good many weasels get into traps set for other
animals anda have never known one weasel to eat
another, either when in the trap or when thrown
behind it after being taken out; but a red or a

flying squirrel will eat his relatives whenever he
can find them.
Weasels are as much at home in trees as sables
(pine

marten),

and

one

who

has

never

A

mice.

Now few hawks or owls ever visit orchards in
winter, which is the season when the mice damage

seen

a

beaver which lay near our canoe landing had been
hauled into the water by a mink; I went up to
the camp, which was fifty yards from the water,
for a trap, but had hardly begun to set it in the
spur of a large spruce when the weasel peered out
at me, first from one side and then from the other

so fast that it seemed

as if he were on all sides

of the tree at once.
As I was kneeling down to
set the trap he was within two feet of my face a
large part of the time.
Feeling sure that as soon
as I left the trap he would be running over it, I
set it so hard that his weight could not spring
it and found the mink in it when I next looked
in. I feel sure that in this case the weasel had
followed me.
It seemed singular that in all the
time we were there he never in any instance
touched partridges, which we often had in the
camp, or gnawed any kind of meat.
We were
greatly attached to him and were careful not to
set any trap so as to catch him.
When we left
the camp for good we left a large supply of meat
for him in the camp.
There is an old wives’ story which has been
handed down for ages of the body of a woman’
being found in some part of England or Scotland
which had been somewhat eaten by weasels, and
from this has come the idea that the woman was

weasel or a mink,

Farmers
by

we hung the saddle of a

While

it

is

possible

that

weasels, finding a dead body, might eat from it,
I do not think that a weasel would ever attack
any person.
I have known of many cases where
rats have attacked persons and have bitten children when in bed, but I would much rather have
a weasel for a camp-mate than a red squirrel.
Few people have any idea-of the strength of a

rats.
A weasel can go into any hole that a rat
or chipmunk can enter. and as he devotes his
whole time ‘to killing mice, moles, rats and chipmunks, he must kill a very large number.
When
a weasel visits farm buildings or camps he clears
complain

when

killed by weasels.

a grouse or a rabbit killed by a weasel, while I
have known of their killing many mice, moles and

the premises of vermin

on one occasion

bear: close beside«the door; he came out between
the roofs and patted the meat with his fore paws,
and as I was standing close to it, I could distinctly hear him purr.
I think that. sometimes
he followed us, unseen by us.
Once, on coming home, I found that half a

From

WEASEL

‘“‘The

HUNTING.

Gamekeeper

at

Home.’’

fur haunt.
‘Shortly after getting it finished aweasel came to us and as we treated him well
stayed with us while we were there, some eight
weeks. When he first came he was brown above,
but this soon changed to maltese, and in a short
time to pure white.
One of our standard natural
history books tells us that a weasel never changes
as far south as the United States, but every one
in Maine who knows a weasel, knows that one
is pure white, except the black tip of the tail,
from the first of November until April.
Our camp

had a second

roof of cedar

splits,

leaving a space between of about six inches, and
this space was the favorite resort of the weasel.
At night he would often haul the bodies of sable
around over our heads just as a rat will drag ears
of corn in a garret.
We had put these bodies be-

tween the roofs to keep them

from

Canada jays,

as we wished them for bait. We were gone several days of the week and always felt safe about
mice injuring our furs or hard bread when we
had the weasel for camp-keeper.
Usually, on return, we would not be chopping camp wood long
before our weasel would glide out from some
brush pile, and we would see his head peer out
from between the roofs. He became quite tame
and would often put his head up through a knothole in the floor right between my feet and stare

at me

with his black

seemed

pleased when

beady

eyes.

we brought home

He

always

meat, and

Either of them will easily drag

along at least eight times his own weight.
I have
seen a weasel drag the whole hind half of one
of our large northern hares.
Hawks quite frequently catch weasels and usually find that they
have “caught a Tartar,’ as the weasel will twist
around so as to disable them and sometimes to
kill them..
I once found a pigeon hawk (Falco
columbarius)
which was unable to fly, and on
skinning it found that the cords of the wing had
been cut by the sharp teeth of a weasel.
Last
year my son, by a curious happening, found where
a weasel had killed a hawk.
He had shot a Bartram’s plover and had placed it under the floor of
an old hay barn while he hunted for more.
On
coming back for his plover it was gone, and when
he reached under the barn he drew out a sparrow
hawk
(Falco sparverius).
On tearing up the
barn floor he found his plover some distance from
where he had placed it. The hawk showed that
it had been killed by a weasel, which it must first
have caught.
Just why the weasel saw fit to ex-

‘change game is still among

the things which are

unknown.

I find on examining

encyclopedias

and natural

history books that naturalists divide the weasel
into the “little weasel” and the “least weasel.”

The

only difference

that

I can

find claimed

is

that the little weasel is from eight to nine inches,
exclusive of the tail, which is five inches, while
the least weasel is said to be eight inches on an

average,

with tail three to four inches.

Having

handled from 100 to 200 of skins of weasels and
having taken in traps set for other animals at
least forty more—(the apparent disproportion being explained by the weasel never having had any
commercial value, so that hunters rarely skinned

them)—I

feel sure that there is but one weasel

in Maine and New Brunswick.
I have caught
some weasels in winter when all should be fully
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grown,

were

which

average weasel.

nearly

twice the size of the

I do not think the slight varia-

g, as
tion in length of the tail counts for anythin
than
I have taken some with tails much longer
I have always regarded this as merely
others.

individual variation.

larger

To show how much

who
some animals are than the average, anyone
which
has killed ’coons will agree that a ‘coon
weighs from fifteen to twenty pounds is a large
‘coon, yet I have had the skins of two which
weighed thirty-six pounds each, and two years
ago one was taken near here which, after having
two
the entire entrails removed, weighed thirty-

pounds.

IJ think there is a great deal more sense

in separating men into varieties by their size than
:
there is in doing the same by weasels.
Weasels usually hunt separately and I think
it extremely rare for them to be found near each
a
or when
other except at the mating season
I once saw two tomother is with her young.
gether in the fall, but in the winter have never
seen tracks where two had traveled in company,
though I have often found where two sable had
been traveling in company and have seen three
adult mink together, which, indeed, in the spring
often travel in pairs.
Farmers generally do not know to what extent
they are indebted to weasels for protection from
Very lately I was at a house siturats and mice.
ated at least a fourth of a mile from any other
house and since spring they had lost over 200

chickens by rats which had suddenly come
no

one

where

knows

and

which

from

could

they

not

get rid of by poison or cats. Ina few days a
single weasel would have cleared the premises

of rats, and yet if one should happen to visit
them the average farmer would shoot the weasel
I like to see a square deal among anion sight.
mals as among men, and I know of no bird or
mammal which does as much good to farmers or
Just let one be seen about
is more misjudged.
farm buildings and the cry is to kill him or he

will kill our hens. The fact is, that it is the rats
and mice he is after and not the hens, and when

he has cleaned up the premises he will not stay
MaAnty Harpy.
to trouble the poultry.
The

entirely

of the

hatred

many

weasel—in

unreasoning—may

perhaps

respects

have

come

down to us from our English ancestors, who reThe belief
gard it as most destructive to game.
probably arises largely from his pursuit of the
rabbit, of which many tales are told. English
emwith
declare
writers on game preserving
phasis that the thirst of the weasel for blood is
insatiable—certainly not a remarkable characteristic when we realize that the weasel is carnivorous and hunts and kills his own prey.
In a rabbit warren it is said that a weasel will
take up the trail of a single rabbit and follow this
through the winding subterranean galleries of the
burrow up and down, in and out, never leaving
the trail.
The rabbit may abandon the burrow
and hide in a hedge, or may come out and reenter another hole, but the weasel—which follows
altogether by scent and not very rapidly—seems
never to lose the trail.
During the pursuit he
may pass a dozen other rabbits, but they pay little

or no
them,

attention
and

to him

at last the

and

rabbit,

he wholly
worn

out,

ignores
is over-

taken and killed by a bite in the neck behind the
ear.
In that interesting volume, “The Game Keeper
at Home,” it is stated that in England weasels
hunt in company:
“Weasels frequently hunt in couples and sometimes more than two will work together.
I once
saw five and heard of eight. The five I saw were
working with sandy bank drilled with holes from
which the rabbits, in wild alarm, were darting in
all directions. The weasels raced from hole to hole
and along the sides of the bank exactly like a
pack of hounds and seemed intensely excited.
Their manner of hunting resembles the motions
of ants; these insects run a little way very swiftly
then stop, turn to the right or the left, make a
short detour, and afterward on again in a straight

line.

So the pack of

stopped, went
yard or two
their reddish
the holes then

weasels

darted

forward,

from side to side, and then on a
and repeated the process.
To see
heads thrust every moment from
withdrawn to reappear up another

AND

STREAM.
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TREES

would have been amusing had it not been for the
reflection that their frisky tricks would assuredly
end

in death.

They

ran

their

quarry

out of the

BY

bank and into a wood, where I lost sight of them.
The pack of eight were seen by a laborer returning down a woodland lane from work one afternoon.
He told me he got into the ditch half from
curiosity to watch .them and half from fear—
laughable as that may seem—for he had heard the
old people tell stories of men in the days when
the corn was kept for years and years in barns
and so bred hundreds of rats, being attacked by
those vicious brutes.
He said they made a noise
crying to each other in short, sharp, snappy
sounds; but the pack of five I myself saw hunted

IN WINTER.

CLARENCE
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No FAMILY
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WEED.

Birches.

of trees is more

beautiful or more

characteristic in: winter than that of the birches.
The outer bark of the trunks and larger branches
of each of our native species is distinctive and
attractive, while the smaller branches
and the
twigs lend a peculiar charm to our winter land-

scapes. The various sorts are easily distinguished
from each other in winter when we can refer to

in silence.”

the whole tree, and even the small branches of
nearly all the species may readily be determined.
In addition to the birches the birch family in-

Tus story of the weasel’s way with a squirrel
is told by our contributor, J. Quay:
One fine
afternoon, near evening, I saw what appeared to

cludes

be two

red squirrels

having

a chase

up a tree.

The chase was an eager one, however, and attracted my attention; and as they ascended to the
topmost limb and followed out to its extremity, I
saw that my foremost was a poor chipmunk, and

the other a weasel with a black tipped tail. I felt
great apprehension and wonder as to what would

the hornbeam,

hop-hornbeam,

alders

and

hazelnuts.
Gray Birch.

The gray birch, which is also called at times
the small white birch, poplar birch, poverty birch.
and

Oldfield

birch,

is one

of the most

abundant

seeds have been left by the wind.

In win-

trees in northern fields and woods. It springs up
in great abundance in sandy’ lands where the
small

be the result at the limb’s extremity, not thinking
but that the finale was’ there to come.
But this

was not so.

With but slight hesitation, and with

a sharp weak cry, the chipmunk sprang from the
limb into the air, his legs wide extended, and fell

a distance

of some

forty feet

to

the

ground.

Bravo!
I saw that he was apparently unhurt, and
that he made directly to another tree nearby, and
then turned to see if the weasel was to follow.
No, not by the aerial route, but quick as possible,

and

without

around

a moment’s

and ran down

this time

hesitation,

he

turned

the tree to the ground.

the chipmunk

was

nestled

on

By

a limb

about half way up the second tree, and provided
the weasel had trouble to find him, I thought the
outlook not so bad for the pursued, if he could

stand such leaps, and the other would

not take

them.
But the weasel followed to the correct
tree, notwithstanding there were numerous others
about, as readily as a hound would follow a

scented fox.

The poor fellow realized his danger

quickly, and with notes of alarm ran again to
the topmost limb’s extremity, the pursuer close
behind.
Again was the leap taken, this time into
a clump of bushes, but the flyer was again unhurt
and made for a third tree not far off, which he
ascended.
There the first operations were gone
through with, with the variation of a slip and a
fall, in his eagerness, by the weasel from a height

of about twenty feet. No time was lost in consequence of this mishap, as he had at once reascended, tireless of fate, and apparently bound up soul
and body in his murderous pursuit.
How eager

is this chase for life, and this flight from death!
What
where

tragic interest centers in such a contest
there is but one ending if might but gets

the right, or the opportunity.
I watched with increasing interest the result of this search for a
victim’s

blood;

and

as

the

scene

shifted

to

a

stone wall, in which the chipmunk hid and along
which the weasel searched and craned his long
neck very like a snake, in and out among the
stones, in a vain effort to find his victim.
I had
hopes that an escape from his pursuit might yet
occur.
It was not long, however, before a slight
rustling could be heard among the leaves over

the wall, which

was

significant

although

it was

attended by no cry or other noise; and soon
thereafter appeared the successful hunter upon the
wall, bearing high by the nape of the neck his
victim, which he carried in difficult leaps down

the wall and over the grass

to his hidden

nest.

Fishing Spiders.
ProFessor

BeErG, in Buenos

Ayres, has discov-

ered a spider which at times practices fishing. In
shallow places it spins between
stones a twowinged conical net, on which it runs in the water
and captures small fish, tadpoles, etc.
That it
understands its trade well is shown by the numerous shrivelled skins of the little eel pouts

which lie about on the web of the net.—Deutsche
Fischerei

Zeitung.

*

Twig

of Gray

Birch

in Spring.

Showing blossoming pollen-bearing catkin at tip; blossoming seed-bearing catkin projecting upward; and two
last year’s fruiting catkins projecting downward.

ter the tree is distinguished by the slender dark
brown or blackish branches and the chalk-white ©
trunk with the bark of the latter not easily peeled
off, as it is in the case of the canoe or paper-white
birch. At the junction of the branches with the
trunk there are heavy black markings running
downward in a way to suggest an inverted V. In
summer the tree is easily known by its characteristic leaves, which are in the shape of a long triangle with the tip long and slender.

The gray birch is justly a favorite with the artists who delight to paint it and the poets who
delight to sing its praises.

leaf and
from

branch

with

the varnished

Its delicate grace

of

the bright light reflected

surface

of the foliage render

it one of the most pleasing features of our summer landscapes. It was this tree of which James
Russell

Lowell

wrote:

“Thy shadow scarce seems shade, thy pattering leaflets
Sprinkle their gathered sunshine o’er my senses,
And Nature gives me all her summer confidences.”

Canoe

Birch.

“The great triumphs of the birch,” wrote John
Burroughs in one of his most delightful paragraphs, “is the bark canoe. The design of a savage, it yet looks like the thought of a poet, and
its grace and fitness haunt the imagination.”
No
one needs to be told that the paper-white birch with its beautiful bark made possible this triumph
of primitive handicraft. And no hunter needs to
be told of the manifold uses to which the bark
is put in the exigencies of life in the woods, or
that the beauty of the trees forms one of the most
important elements of the landscape pictures
along northern lakes and rivers.
A group of
young

trees

growing

slenderly

erect

along

the

border of the forest is sure to call to mind Coleridge’s well known phrase regarding the English
birch, which he called “the lady of the woods.”
In addition to the loosely-peeling, glistening
white bark the-paper birch may be known by the
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STREAM.

broadly oval leaves, less narrowly pointed than
those of the gray birch, with short stout stems
which are nct hairy.
The

Red or River

Birch.

The red birch is a more southern tree than the
canoe birch, occurring along river banks from
southern New Hampshire southward along the

Atlantic coast to Florida and westward along the
Gulf coast to Texas.
Its ragged bark is a distinctive characteristic as well as the hairy twigs
and leaf-stems and the broadly
wedge-shaped
bases of the leaves.
The polien-bearing flowers
appear in early spring as long festoons from the

tips of the more

the catkins

thrifty twigs, two or three of

generally

hanging

side by side.

The

catkins of the seed-bearing flowers are short and
broad and stand erect along the sides of the twigs.
The seed from these develops in early summer,
long before that of the other Lirches ripens.
The
_

Black

Birch.

The sweet or black birch, which is also called
the cherry birch, is one of those trees well known

to the woodsman because of the aromatic taste of
the bark. It is a widely distributed species, occurring from Newfoundland and Ontario south

THE

Arkansas

Showing

Winter Twigs of Gray
undeveloped pollen-bearing

Birch.
catkins

to Illinois, Indiana and Tennessee.

at the

tips.

The bark of

the young twigs is of a shinine reddish brown
color with long, slender, acutely pointed leaf buds.

The blossoms in spring are very conspicuous, the

Giant

TAME

WILD

DUCKS

Cypresses.

Our picture of the ceiba tree of Nassau (issue
of Jan. 13) prompted Dr. James A. Henshall to
send us the photographs of cypress trees, reproduced on pages 217 and 210.
The tree shown-on page 217 is the largest of a
group of four cypréss trees on the shore of Mud
Lake, near St. Francis River, above Cow Bayou,
in Arkansas.
The figure is Dr. Henshall.
The
knees of the cypress are shown just outside of
the buttresses.
This tree was sixty-three feet in
circumference three feet above the ground.
The
other three trees were not quite so large, but
none were less than forty feet in circumference.
The picture on page 219 shows two of the
group, but one looks smaller than it really is on
account of being in the rear.
The figures are a
number of sportsmen from Cincinnati on a hunting and fishing outing, with the pleasure steamboat C. O., belonging to the late Judge Nicholas

long pollen-bearing catkins hanging from the ends

Longworth,

woods

Longworth. In the picture Judge Longworth is on
the extreme left in foreground, and Dr. Henshall
on the extreme right. The figure on the extreme

of the twigs in great numbers and forming one
of the most graceful sights to be found in the
in early spring.

The

leaves are very simi-

lar to those of the yellow birch, having commonly, however, the base distinctly heart-shaped.
The

bark of the tree is quite different

of the yellow birch, being blackish
loosely peeling.
:
The Yellow

from

and

not

that

so

of those

trees

whose

trunk

is so dis-

tinctive that it is easily recognized even by the
novice in woodcraft. It is one of the most abundant trees in the hard-wood forests of New England and is very largely used for fuel, lumber and
paper pulp. The bark of the twigs has much less
of the characteristic

strongly

aromatic

flavor

of

that of the black birch and the fruits, which mature

in autumn,

are

more

ovate

in

the

yellow

birch and more cylindrical in
i the black birch.

of

left in the background

Representative

is Capt. Wesley

Nicholas

Doss, an

old and well known Mississippi pilot who lost his
life a few years ago at the burning of a steamboat.

Another

Birch.

The yellow birch is known to every woodsman,
being one

father

Tame

Crow.

A TAME crow was owned by a family in a village one and a half miles from my residence.
This family ran a hack several times a day to the
railroad station, one mile distant.
For several
weeks this young crow attempted to accompany
the hack to the station but was invariably attacked at the outskirts of the village by some
kingbirds, who quickly drove him back to the
house in which he at once took refuge.
This
crow became such an inveterate thief that the
family gave him away to a young lawyer in the

neighborhood.

He kept him confined in his office

OF

WEST

PALM

BEACH.

till he became attached to his new home, when
he allowed him to fly about the neighborhood.
Although this young lawyer was fairly itching
for business he soon had more “petty larceny”
cases than he could attend to and was compelled
to dispose of his crow, which soon went where
all bad crows go.
Mie P

The

Wiles

of a Mother

Teal.

LAKE KosHKONONG, Wis.—While we were going up to the slough after pike, late one July
afternoon, we saw a striking illustration of pa-

rental protection

among

our

feathered

friends.

We were rowing leisurely along, when all of a
sudden out of the weeds on the river bank fluttered a female bluewing teal.
We stopped, supposing that the bird was hurt, for she acted as
though her left wing was broken.
She continued

to flutter in this way until she reached the middle of the river, when she stopped, righted herself, and gave a peculiar call, which, to our surprise, was answered in a few seconds by eight
young teal, who, while
the mother
had
been
maneuvering, had gained a distance of six or
eight rods up the river. As soon as the call was
answered, the old bird flew to them and hastened
them along, talking to them as they swam, until
they had gained a considerable distance further
up.
Then she swam
across
the stream
with

them, the young ones following in her wake.

All

this happened in a very short time and we were
astonished at the skill and seeming reason which

she displayed.

REx.

White-Breasted inenis:
I once

had an

old hunter

in Florida

tell me

that a bear with a white spot on the breast was
the most dangerous of all the wild animals on the

peninsula, the panther not excepted.
heard this belief spoken
parts of New Jersey.

of among

I have also
old hunters

in

FOREST

a22

of the
grown, which were nearly twice the size
I do not think the slight variaaverage weasel.
g, as
tion in length of the tail counts for anythin
than
I have taken some with tails much longer
I have always regarded this as merely
others.
To show how much larger
individual variation.
who
some animals are than the average, anyone
which
has killed ’coons will agree that a ‘coon
large
weighs from fifteen to twenty pounds is a
‘coon, yet I have had the skins of two which
years
weighed thirty-six pounds each, and two
ago one was taken near here which, after having
two
the entire entrails removed, weighed thirtyJ think there is a great deal more sense
pounds.
than
in separating men into varieties by their size
there is in doing the same by weasels.
Weasels usually hunt separately and I think
it extremely rare for them to be found near each
a
or when
other except at the mating season
I once saw two tomother is with her young.
gether in the fall, but in the winter have never
seen tracks where two had traveled in company,
though I have often found where two sable had
been traveling in company and have seen three

adult mink together, which, indeed, in the spring

often travel in pairs.
Farmers generally do not know to what extent
they are indebted to weasels for protection from
Very lately I was at a house siturats and mice.
ated at least a fourth of a mile from any other
house and since spring they had lost over 200
chickens by rats which had suddenly come from
no one knows where and which they could not
In a few days a
get rid of by poison or cats.

single

weasel

would

have

cleared

the premises

of rats, and yet if one should happen to visit
them the average farmer would shoot the weasel
I like to see a square deal among anion sight.
mals as among men, and I know of no bird or
mammal which does as much good to farmers or
Just let one be seen about
is more misjudged.
farm buildings and the cry is to kill him or he
The fact is, that it is the rats
will kill our hens.
and mice he is after and not the hens, and when
he has cleaned up the premises he will not stay
Manty Harpy.
to trouble the poultry.
The hatred of the weasel—in many respects
come
have
perhaps
entirely unreasoning—may
down to us from our English ancestors, who reThe belief
gard it as most destructive to game.
probably arises largely from his pursuit of the
rabbit, of which many tales are told. English
with
writers on game preserving
declare
emphasis that the thirst of the weasel for blood is
insatiable—certainly not a remarkable characteristic when we realize that the weasel is carnivorous and hunts and kills his own prey.
In a rabbit warren it is said that a weasel will
take up the trail of a single rabbit and follow this
through the winding subterranean galleries of the
burrow up and down, in and out, never leaving
the trail.
The rabbit may abandon the burrow
and hide in a hedge, or may come out and reenter another hole, but the weasel—which follows
altogether by scent and not very rapidly—seems
never to lose the trail.
During the pursuit he
may pass a dozen other rabbits, but they pay little
or no attention to him and he wholly ignores
them, and at last the rabbit, worn out, is overtaken and killed by a bite in the neck behind the

ear.
In that interesting volume, “The Game Keeper
at Home,” it is stated that in England weasels
hunt in company:
“Weasels frequently hunt in couples and sometimes more than two will work together.
I once
saw five and heard of eight. The five I saw were
working with sandy bank drilled with holes from
which the rabbits, in wild alarm, were darting in
all directions. The weasels raced from hole to hole
and along the sides of the bank exactly like a
pack of hounds and seemed intensely excited.
Their manner of hunting resembles the motions
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noon.

He told me he got into the ditch half from

curiosity

to

watch .them

and

half

from

fear—

laughable as that may seem—for he had heard the
old people

tell stories

of men

in the

days

when

the corn was kept for years and years in barns
and so bred hundreds of rats, being attacked by
those vicious brutes.
He said they made a noise
crying to each other in short, sharp, snappy
sounds; but the pack of five I myself saw hunted

in silence.”
Tus story of the weasel’s way with a squirrel
is told by our contributor, J. Quay:
One fine
afternoon, near evening, 1 saw what appeared to
be two red squirrels having a chase up a tree.
The chase was an eager one, however, and attracted my attention; and as they ascended to the

topmost limb and followed out to its extremity, I
saw that my foremost was a poor chipmunk, and
the other a weasel with a black tipped tail. I felt
great apprehension and wonder as to what would
be the result
but that the
was not so.
a sharp weak
limb into the

a distance

at the limb’s extremity, not
finale was’ there to come.
With but slight hesitation,
cry, the chipmunk sprang
air, his legs wide extended,

stopped, went
yard or two
their reddish
the holes then

forward,

from side to side, and then on a
and repeated the process.
To see
heads thrust every moment from
withdrawn to reappear up another

M,.

of some

forty feet

to

WEED.

Birches.

of trees is more beautiful or more
in: winter than that of the birches.

The outer bark of the trunks

and larger branches

of each of our native species is distinctive
attractive, while the smaller branches and
twigs

lend a peculiar

scapes.

charm

to our

winter

and
the
land-

The various sorts are easily distinguished

from each
the whole

other in winter when we can refer to
tree, and even the small branches of

cludes

readily be determined.

to the birches

the hornbeam,

the birch

hop-hornbeam,

family in-

alders

and

hazelnuts.
Gray Birch.

The gray birch, which is also called at times
the small white birch, poplar birch, poverty birch.
and

Oldfield

birch,

is one

of the most

abundant

trees in northern fields and woods. It springs up
in great abundance in sandy’ lands where the
small

seeds have been left by the wind.

In win-

thinking
But this
and with
from the
and fell

the

ground.

Bravo!
I saw that he was apparently unhurt, and
that he made directly to another tree nearby, and
then turned to see if the weasel was to follow.
No, not by the aerial route, but quick as possible,
and without a moment’s
hesitation,
he turned
around and ran down the tree to the ground.
By

this time

the chipmunk

was

nestled

on

a limb

about half way up the second tree, and provided
the weasel had trouble to find him, I thought the
outlook not so bad for the pursued, if he could

stand such leaps, and the other would not take
them.
But the weasel followed to the correct

tree, notwithstanding there were
about, as readily as a hound

scented fox.

numerous others
would follow a

The poor fellow realized his danger

quickly, and with notes of alarm ran again to
the topmost limb’s extremity, the pursuer close
behind.
Again was the leap taken, this time into
a clump of bushes, but the flyer was again unhurt
and made for a third tree not far off, which he
ascended.
There the first operations were gone
through with, with the variation of a slip and a
fall, in his eagerness, by the weasel from a height
of about twenty feet. No time was lost in conse-

quence of this mishap, as he had at once reascended, tireless of fate, and apparently bound up soul
and body in his murderous pursuit.
How eager

is this chase for life, and this flight from death!
What

tragic

interest

centers

in

such

a

contest

where there is but one ending if might but gets
the right, or the opportunity.

creasing

I watched

with in-

interest the result of this search

for a

victim’s blood; and as the scene shifted to a
stone wall, in which the chipmunk hid and along
which the weasel searched and craned his long

neck

very

like a snake,

in and out

among

the

stones, in a vain effort to find his victim.
I had
hopes that an escape from his pursuit might yet
occur.
It was not long, however, before a slight
rustling could be heard among the leaves over

the wall, which

was

significant

although

it was

attended by no cry or other noise; and soon
thereafter appeared the successful hunter upon the
wall, bearing high by the nape of the neck his
victim, which he carried in difficult leaps down

the wall and over the grass

to his hidden

nest.

Fishing Spiders.

winged conical net, on which it runs in the water

darted
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characteristic

In addition

then stop, turn to the right or the left, make a
short detour, and afterward on again in a straight

weasels

IN WINTER.

nearly all the species may

of ants; these insects run a little way very swiftly
So the pack of

BY

bank and into a wood, where I lost sight of them.
The pack of eight were seen by a laborer returning down a woodland lane from work one after-

ProFessor Berc, in Buenos Ayres, has discovered a spider which at times practices fishing. In

line.

TREES

would have been amusing had it not been for the
reflection that their frisky tricks would assuredly
end in death. They ran their quarry out of the

shallow

places

it spins

between

stones

a _ two-

and captures small fish, tadpoles, etc.
That it
understands its trade well is shown by the nu-

merous shrivelled skins of the little eel pouts
which lie about on the web of the net.—Deutsche
Fischerei Zeitung.

Twig

of Gray

Birch

in Spring.

Showing blossoming pollen-bearing catkin at tip; blossoming seed-bearing catkin projecting upward; and two
last year’s fruiting catkins projecting downward.

ter the tree is distinguished by the slender dark
brown or blackish branches and the chalk-white ©
trunk with the bark of the latter not easily peeled
off, as it is in the case of the canoe or paper-white
birch. At the junction of the branches with the
trunk there are heavy black markings running
downward in a way to suggest an inverted V. In
summer the tree is easily known by its character-

istic leaves, which are in the shape of a long triangle with the tip long and slender.

The gray birch is justly a favorite with the artists who delight to paint it and the poets who
delight to sing its praises. Its delicate grace of
leaf and branch with the bright light reflected
from

the varnished

surface

of the foliage render

it one of the most pleasing features of our summer landscapes. It was this tree of which James
Russell

Lowell

wrote:

“Thy shadow scarce seems shade, thy pattering leaflets
Sprinkle their gathered sunshine o’er my senses,
And Nature gives me all her summer confidences.”

Canoe

Birch.

“The great triumphs of the birch,’ wrote John
Burroughs in one of his most delightful paragraphs, “is the bark canoe. The design of a savage, it yet looks like the thought of a poet, and
its grace and fitness haunt the imagination.”
No
one

needs

to be told that the paper-white

birch

with its beautiful bark made possible this triumph
of primitive handicraft. And no hunter needs to
be told of the manifold uses to which the bark
is put in the exigencies of life in the woods, or
that the beauty of the trees forms one of the most
important elements of the landscape pictures
along northern lakes and rivers.
A group of
young

trees

growing

slenderly

erect

along

the

border of the forest is sure to call to mind Coleridge’s well known phrase regarding the English
birch, which he called “the lady of the woods.”
In addition to the loosely-peeling, glistening
white bark the-paper birch may be known by the
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oval

leaves, less

narrowly

pointed
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to

to

oe)

than

those of the gray birch, with short stout stems
which are nct hairy.
The

Red or River

Birch.

The red birch is a more southern tree than the
canoe birch, occurring along river banks from
southern New Hampshire southward along the
Atlantic coast to Florida and westward along the

Gulf coast to Texas.
tinctive characteristic
and

leaf-stems

bases

Its ragged bark is a disas well as the hairy twigs

and

the

of the leaves.

broadly

wedge-shaped

The polien-bearing

flowers

No
in early spring as long festoons from the
tips of the more thrifty twigs, two or three of
the catkins generally hanging side by side.
The

catkins of the seed-bearing flowers are short and
broad and stand erect along the sides of the twigs.

The

seed from these develops

long before

The
_

in early summer,

that of the other Lirches
Black

ripens.

Birch.

The sweet or black birch, which is also called
the cherry birch, is one of those trees well known

to the woodsman because of the aromatic taste of
the bark. It is a widely distributed species, occurring from Newfoundland and Ontario south
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The figure is Dr. Henshall.

The

color with long, slender, acutely pointed leaf buds.

knees of the cypress are shown just outside of
the buttresses.
This tree was sixty-three feet in
circumference three feet above the ground.
The
other three trees were not quite so large, but
none were less than forty feet in circumference.
The picture on page 219 shows two of the
group, but one looks smaller than it really is on
account of being in the rear.
The figures are a
number of sportsmen from Cincinnati on a hunting and fishing outing, with the pleasure steam-

The blossoms in spring are very conspicuous, the
long pollen-bearing catkins hanging from the ends

boat C. O., belonging to the late Judge Nicholas
Longworth, father of Representative Nicholas

Showing

Winter Twigs of Gray
undeveloped pollen-bearing

Birch.
catkins

to Illinois, Indiana and Tennessee.
the young

twigs

is of a shining

at the

tips.

The bark of
reddish

brown

of the twigs in great numbers and forming one
of the most graceful sights to be found in the
woods

in early spring.

lar to those of the
monly, however, the
The bark of the tree
of the yellow birch,
loosely peeling.

The leaves are very simi-

yellow birch, having combase distinctly heart-shaped.
is quite different from that
being blackish and not so
:

The Yellow Birch.
The yellow birch is known to every woodsman,
being one of those trees whose trunk is so dis-

tinctive that it is easily recognized
novice in woodcraft.

even

by the

It is one of the most

abun-

dant trees in the hard-wood forests of New England and is very largely used for fuel, lumber and
paper pulp. The bark of the twigs has much less
of the characteristic

strongly

aromatic

flavor

of

that of the black birch and the fruits, which mature

in autumn,

are

more

ovate

in

the

yellow

birch and more cylindrical in the black birch.

Longworth. In the picture Judge Longworth is on
the extreme left in foreground, and Dr. Henshall
on the extreme right. The figure on the extreme

left in the background

is Capt. Wesley Doss, an

old and well known Mississippi pilot who lost his
life a few years ago at the burning of a steamboat.

Another
A TAME

Tame

Crow.

crow was owned by a family in a vil-

lage one and a half miles from my residence.
This family ran a hack several times a day to the
railroad station, one mile distant.
For several
weeks this young crow attempted to accompany
the hack to the station but was invariably attacked at the outskirts of the village by some
kingbirds, who quickly drove him back to the
house in which he at once took refuge.
This
crow became such an inveterate thief that the

family gave him away to a young lawyer in the

neighborhood.

WEST

PALM

BEACH,

till he became

Cypresses.

Our picture of the ceiba tree of Nassau (issue
of Jan. 13) prompted Dr. James A. Henshall to
send us the photographs of cypress trees, reproduced on pages 217 and 2109.
The tree shown-on page 217 is the largest of a
group of four cypréss trees on the shore of Mud
Lake, near St. Francis River, above Cow Bayou,

in Arkansas.

OF

He kept him confined in his office

attached

to his new

home,

when

he allowed him to fly about the neighborhood.
Although this young lawyer was fairly itching
for business he soon had more “petty larceny”
cases than he could attend to and was compelled
to dispose of his crow, which soon went where
all bad crows go.
M. P

The

Wiles

of a Mother

Teal.

LAKE KosHKONONG, Wis.—While we were going up to the slough after pike, late one July
afternoon, we saw a striking illustration of parental protection among
our feathered
friends.
We were rowing leisurely along, when all of a
sudden out of the weeds on the river bank fluttered a female bluewing teal.
We stopped, supposing that the bird was hurt, for she acted as
though her left wing was broken.
She continued
to flutter in this way until she reached the middle of the river, when she stopped, righted herself, and gave a peculiar call, which, to our surprise, was answered in a few seconds by eight
young teal, who, while the mother
had
been
maneuvering, had gained a distance of six or

eight rods up the river. As soon as the call was
answered, the old bird flew to them and hastened
them along, talking to them as they swam, until
they had gained a considerable distance further
up.
Then she swam
across
the stream
with
them, the young ones following in her wake.
All
this happened in a very short time and we were

astonished at the skill and seeming reason which
she displayed.
REx.

White-Breasted
I oncE

had an

old hunter

Bears.
in Florida

tell me

that a bear with a white spot on the breast was
the most dangerous of all the wild animals on the
peninsula, the panther not excepted.
I have also
heard this belief spoken of among old hunters in
parts of New Jersey.
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GAMIE RAG AND GUN
Feeding Quail in Winter.
Editor Forest and Stream:
In the interest of Bob White,

who

has

had

rather more than his share of tribulations during the past two severe winters, I venture to
make an addition to the excellent article by Mr.
Cyrus A. Taft on the subject of feeding quail
in winter.
Every article on the subject, which the writer

has thus far seen, deals with the food problem
alone, and overlooks another matter quite as
important, namely, the providing of free sand
or fine gravel, which is essential to the bird’s
digestion.
Indeed, after following the birds for
some years, more as a naturalist than a hunter,
I am convinced that more birds perish from the
lack of gravel than from the lack of food.
The

conclusion will probably be questioned, and so
I give the reasons which lead to it, hoping that
other
their

sportsmen
mites and

and
aid

naturalists will contribute
in the preservation of a

splendid bird in which we are all interested.
It is generally known, I think, that sand or
gravel is absolutely necessary to the quail in
order to crush the hard and slippery seeds upon
which
he feeds, which
unless the shells are
crushed, would mostly pass through the alimentary tract unchanged and so afford no nourishment.
Now free gravel is harder for the birds
to obtain in winter than food.
A heavy snow,
or a sleet storm, will seal the ground so hard
that often the birds, with all their searching,
cannot find a single free pebble; in which case,
I am convinced, many birds suffer and die, no
matter how well fed, unless sand is provided
or unless a thaw comes speedily to help them.
If soft food is provided they can, of course,
digest it without trouble; but for the ordinary
diet of hard seeds the gravel is essential.
Two
years ago I found a small covey of quail dead
in a fence corner.
I opened them, and to my
surprise found plenty of food to sustain life,
but not a particle of sand or gravel.
In the past
two severe winters I have examined perhaps a
dozen other quail found dead in the snow, and
in only two cases were the birds entirely without food.
These certainly were not cases of
freezing, for Bob White does not apparently
suffer from cold when he is sufficiently nourished, and in all the cases I have referred to
the birds had already passed through
much
colder weather than that which prevailed at the
time they perished.

As a boy, when

I followed the tracks of Bob

White eagerly after every soft snow, there was
one spot where I was almost sure of finding a

flock of the birds at some

time during the day.

That was an overhanging bank, facing the south,
under which could always be found some bare
ground, no matter how deep the snow was lying
all around.
Many times I tracked the birds
from their feeding ground to this bank, and one
winter three flocks resorted to it almost daily.
I used to think that they went here for shelter,
but soon noticed that it was only in deep snow
or severe cold that they came here.
Then I
watched more carefully, and found them often
engaged in picking up the gravel.

in a way somewhat
different from his own.
He says:
‘‘We found it of advantage to clear
away the snow after a heavy fall, so the sun
would melt a bare place.
The birds seemed to
like to get on this little bare ground and sun
themselves.
We often saw them so.”
From

my own

observations

I would say without hesi-

tation that the birds sought this little bare spot,
not so much to sun themselves, as to find gravel,
which elsewhere was covered up by the deep

snow.
My suggestion, therefore, to those who are
engaged in the good work of protecting quail
in winter would be either to keep one spot of
ground always bare near their feeding boxes,
or better still to place near the boxes a shallow
pan of sand or fine gravel.
Except in the

severest weather quail will manage

to find some

food for themselves; but to find gravel under
the snow is a much more difficult matter.
I shall welcome any further observations on
this point, and am sure that naturalists and
sportsmen generally will welcome any suggestions which will help them intelligently to care
for a bird that needs some protection besides
the law, if he is to survive our severe New
England winters.
WiLiiaM J. Lone.
STAMFORD,

Conn,

Jan, 81.

Ontario Non-Resident

Tax.

AT the meeting of the Ontario Fish and Game
Commission held on Jan. 10, the subject of nonresident lessees of hunting and fishing privileges
in the Province of Quebec was discussed in the
presence of Hon. Jean Prevost, Minister of Colonization, Mines and Fisheries of that Province,
who there announced his adherence to the policy,
with certain unimportant modifications, of levying
upon such lessees a license fee of $25 for hunting
deer upon their leased territory.
Mr. W. R.
White, K. C., of Pembroke, thereupon made a
verbal protest against this proposal as being a
breach of contract.
He also obtained the Minister’s consent to publish a memorial which he had
written, setting forth his view of the case,
This

statement is as follows:
“PEMBROKE,
vost, Minister

Quebec,

December, 1905.—Hon. Jean PreColonization, Mines and Fisheries,

Que.:

Sir—I

had the honor

of an in-

vitation from you to attend, and did attend, the
Fish and Game Congress at the Windsor Hotel
on the 13th and 14th inst., at which you so ably
presided.
I was much pleased to hear you state
in your opening remarks that your Government
intended to respect the contracts and leases at
present existing between the Province and the

various

clubs

and

individuals

with

whom

these

contracts and leases had been made.
“I was much surprised, however, on the second
day of the Congress, to hear you express your-

self as favorable

to the recommendation

of the

Committee on Big Game—that the members of
clubs and individual lessees of hunting territory

who

did not reside in the

Province

should

be

compelled to pay a license fee of $25 each for
hunting deer upon their leased territory.
As you
were kind enough to invite discussion I took the

liberty of protesting viva voce, as strongly and as

on its daily round, and find that, after the morning feed, they generally head for the nearest spot
where they can find a bit of ground which the
wind or an overhanding bank has left free of
snow and ice.
One day I tracked a flock to
the nearest railroad embankment, and saw them
all busy between the rails.
I went and flushed
them, after a time, and found not a particle of
food, but only scattered cinders from the engine.
No gravel was to be obtained, and they were

fully as I could against this proposition.
But, as
you are well aware, the discussion was of a somewhat irregular character, and unless I wished to
make myself specially obnoxious, which I had no
desire to do, I could not fully place before you
all the arguments that occurred to me at the
time as being germane to the question.
“I therefore
take the liberty, with your permission, of placing myself upon record as most

evidently

$25 and to lay before you as briefly as possible
some of the reasons why the imposition of such
a license fee would be against law, equity and

using these cinders

as a substitute.

In Mr. Taft’s excellent article there is one
suggestive paragraph which I would interpret

strongly opposed

to the proposed

license

fee of

and

derogatory

to

the

honor

of

“The club, of which I am president, holds from
the crown,

during the period and under

the con-

ditions therein mentioned, a certain tract of land
for the sole purpose of enjoying the hunting and
shooting rights thereon; and for this the club
pays annually the rental demanded by your department; and I assume that this is the same as
other leases to other clubs and persons.
Assuming that the rent is paid and the conditions complied with, the club and its members have the

right to hunt and

shoot over

the tract of land

leased until the expiration of the term fixed in the
lease.
What then would be the effect of the imposition of the proposed license fee?
It can have
no other logical effect than this: I and the other
members of my club would have no right to the

enjoyment

of the

hunting

and

shooting

rights

solemnly granted to us by the crown, upon payment of a specific annual rental, unless we go

further and each pay to the crown $25 before we
can enjoy these rights. I most respectfully sub-

mit that the imposition of such a license fee
would be a breach of faith on the part of the
crown for which no parallel can be found anywhere in the world, where the rights of the subject are respected, and where responsible governMENTE

followed a flock

Since then I have sometimes

natural justice
the crown.

(Exists.

:

“During the discussion, you pointed out that
the lease is subject to a compliance on the part
of the lessees with rules and regulations that

might thereafter be made by the Lieutenant-Govy-

ernor in council in relation to the hunting and
shooting rights, and you argued therefrom that
the proposed imposition of the license fee was
intra vires of the Government of the Province.
With all possible respect, I beg to dissent from

such a view.

Rules or regulations may be made

by the Government as to the manner in which
and the seasons when game may be hunted, or
taken, or disposed of when taken.
But when you
say that unless we pay to the crown the sum of
$25 each we cannot exercise the right the crown
has already agreed to give, and has given us for
another valuable consideration or annual payment,
you strike at once at the root of the contract,
which has been entered into in the most formal

manner

between

the crown

and the lessees, and

practically annul the contract.
You give with the
one hand and take away with the other.
“I do not know the modern term applicable to
this course of proceeding.
The old English writers used to call it spoliation or confiscation.
“You stated at the Congress that even if these
regulations could not be made legally effective,
the Legislature could pass an act which could be
enforced.
I then stated in reply, and now repeat,
that I concede the supremacy of Parliament and
its rights to pass an act vesting your property in
But never, since the subject
me, Or mine in you.
obtained his freedom and the right to legislate for
himself, through his representatives in Parliament, has any Parliament attempted to exercise

such a right. Certainly, not in Britain or any of
its self-governing dependencies. I venture to express

the Legislature

the hope that

of the Prov-

ince of Quebec will not be the first in the civilized
such

to pass

world

tion,

“Have

you,

an

act

sir, considered

of legalized

confisca-

the effect of such

a

departure from the crown’s solemn contract with
its lessees?

Take any club such as ours

is our

position?

crown

keeping

pended

Relying
faith

with

several thousands
hunting

our

club,

of dollars;

the

it has

ex-

has built a

house,

boat
three
tian
best

houses, docks, etc., and
has constructed
and one-half miles of road over the LaurenHills. with seven
bridges,
admittedly
the
road in the township.
Assuming that our

guardian’s

lodges,

upon

club

buildings,

two

and what

absolutely

residence,

stables

and

out

ice house, seven

lease had expired, and some other club or person

Fes.
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was willing to take up our holding upon payment
for the permanent improvements above mentioned, would not the value of these improvements be greatly diminished by the fact that the
new lessee might at any time have additional
burdens

placed upon

him during the pendency

of

the new lease? For there would be no warrant
that this Government, having violated its written

contract

with us, another

Government

in the

same Province might not do even worse with our
successors.
“T can understand and appreciate fully that the
Province of Quebec is not receiving from the
areas

leased

anything

like

an

adequate

revenue.

But I most respectfully submit that, because improvident bargains have been made by your predecessors and principalities leased to a favored
few for a few dollars per annum, you will not be
adopting a just or fair remedy by penalizing all

non-residents,
sition

members

of the proposed

of clubs,

license

“Is not the true remedy this?
all lessees

until

their

leases

by the impo-

fee.

Keep faith with

expire,

and

then

AND

STREAM.

he has leased, there is the question of principle
involved.
Can you take from us the rights you
have

sold us and that we

paying

for?

sistent

with

If you

have paid for, and are

have the power,

the eternal

principles

is it con-

of justice

equity that you should do so?
“In closing, permit me to hope that you

and

game;

will

Game

take no umbrage at anything set out in this paper.
It is intended only as a friendly remonstrance

against injustice, by one affected by the injustice.
I have endeavored to couch my
as they are, in respectful and

But,

Mr. Minister,

you

arguments, such
friendly
words.

know

the English

lan-

guage is a harsh one, and lacks the polish of your
native tongue, and I can only hope that you will

find nothing offensive in this letter. Should you
do so, I hope you will attribute it to my awkward
handling

of an awkward

“T intended

language.

publishing this in the form of an

open letter to you, but have thought it due to you
to first ask your permission.
Should you give
me such reasonable assurances
as the circum-

stances

permit that you do not intend

imposing

proper examination of all leased country having
been made in the meantime, when the lease falls
in put the rental up to such a reasonable figure

this

as it is worth, giving to the retiring lessee the
right to renew at the new rental, or, failing that,
lease to some other club or person.
This strikes
me as an eminently fair and reasonable course to
pursue, and one that is open to no objection by

Many of the incorporated clubs in the Ottawa
Valley, especially, one composed
of members,
some residents of the Province, and some nonresidents, each member pays his equal share, both
on capital account, and on maintenance account,

anyone.
“The gradual extinction of the old leases must
be only a matter of a few months, and I may be
pardoned if I cannot see the necessity of such a
drastic remedy for the deficiency in revenue as

that proposed. I am led to this latter conclusion
by a careful examination of the departmental report for 1904—the last I have.
revenue derived by the Province

I find that the
of Quebec from

hunting territories leased is as follows:
Rental of hunting territories.......... $11,655.25
Less salaries paid game and fish overseers
AI ATIGOMTOVEIUUIC.

“Your fishing leases were even more profitable,
as the following statement shows:
Total revenue from fishing leases...... $46,558.00
Less salaries paid fishery overseers..
4,501.00
PARE

OMPCVCMUC..

26... ns. owes wee $42,057.00

“So that, as appears by the report referred to,
the Province received $50,662.25 revenue
from
fish and game leases over and above the salaries

paid to outside
ministration

officials.

of the

means of judging.

What

the cost of ad-

department

is,

I

have

no

You must also remember that

the many lessees of hunting territory have expended and will expend many thousands of dol-,

lars annually in protecting the game upon their
respective holdings.
And as game is not to be
confined

within

invisible

lines.

it

is

beyond

a

doubt that it is the lessees who are protecting the
game, and not the Province, and that the Province derives
tion.

enormous

benefit

from

that

protec-

“Many members outside of the Province, who
like myself, are members of clubs, or personally
lease territory, have only a few days wrung from
a busy life in which to hunt deer. The chances
are 100 to I that after paying the license fee of
$25, we get no venison.
extract

a greater

a regulation

that

If you are determined

revenue

each

from

person

us, why

taking

not

to

make

the carcass

of a deer out of the Province should pay, say, $2
or $3 for doing so? This tax, although perhaps,
not strictly a just one. has something to recommend it. A great deal has been said about ‘no
sportsman objecting to pay this license fee.’
I
fancy I am as good a sportsman, and perhaps as

good an all- "round sport as we breed in this
country, and I met dozens of others at the Congress of the same type, and I say to you now,
sir, on behalf of myself and of every club member or lessee I spoke to there or since, that, one

and all, decidedly objected to this license fee.

It

is not to the millionaire, a question of amount
but, to him, as well as to the ordinary toiler,

either with brain or hands
recreation

in fishing

lakes,

who
or

seeks

hunting

rest and
on

lands

fee, of course

the

question

of pub-

lishing this need not be considered.
Just before
closing, one other idea suggests itself ito (mie,

yet by the operation

of

the

proposed

tax

the

members resident in the Province
could
hunt
without restriction, and the non-resident members
would have to pay for the privilege.
Is there

any precedent
made

for such a class distinction being

between

the

members

of any

other

joint

stock company?
“Hoping

that you

will be good enough

to con-

sider this matter carefully and favorably and give
me your assurance that this tax will not be imposed, I have the honor to be, sir, your most

dient servant.

obe-

W. R. Waite.”

ALBANY,

N.

Y.,

Feb.

5.—Editor

Forest

and

Siream:
For the purpose of restoring the game
to the covers and the fish to the waters of Albany
county, a fish and game club was organized there

in the fall of 1903.

The club at once became in-

corporated and secured membership in the State
Fish, Game and Forest League.
It now has a
membership of 485 earnest and aggressive sportsmen,

and

every

section

of

the

county

is repre-

sented. At the regular quartely meeting held on
Friday evening last, action was taken to secure
the federation of the nine other incorporated fish

and game
bordering

clubs in the six counties
on Albany,

immediately

for the purpose

of uniform

action on all matters of common interest. It is
proposed to have a Federation Council to consist
of two delegates from each club, to meet
call of any of the clubs in the Federation,

on

such

matters

as may

arise.

This

“Resolved,

at the
to act

plan will

give a membership of more than 3,000 sportsmen
in the proposed local combination
for mutual
benefit, and the first motion will be to secure uniform laws for all the counties represented.

Important action was taken also by the club at
its meeting to relieve the political leaders of the
county from the importunities of those who are
caught violating the fish and game law and who
endeavor too often to secure immunity from the
punishment they so richly deserve.
To secure
this end the club unanimously adopted the following resolution:

“Whereas, Citizens and taxpayers of the county

The

time has come

when

the only

That

the

Albany

County

Fish

Club hereby petitions the chairman

and

of the

Republican County and
City Committees,
the
chairman of the Democratic
County and City
Committees, the Senator and the Members of Assembly from this county to co-operate with the
Club in the protection of fish and game, and in
the strict enforcement of the laws relative thereto.
“Resolved, That a copy of this preamble and
resolution be sent by the secretary, under the seal
of the Club, to each of those mentioned in the
resolution, and that copies be given to each newspaper in the county.”

Massachusetts
AN

Association.

interesting review of the work of the Mas-

sachusetts Fish and Game Protective Association
was given in the address of ex-President George
W. Wiggin
at the Association
banquet.
Mr.
Wiggin said:
For the thirty-second time the members of this
Association
are assembled
around
the festive
board.
On occasions like this it has been customary

for our
measure

president to review the past and in a
forecast the future work of the Asso-

ciation, but as our president is unavoidably absent, and since I am here only temporarily to take
his place, it can hardly be expected that I shall

occupy very much of your time.

Tn the first place, in behalf of the Association,
I tender to our invited guests a most cordial welcome and our welcome is all the more hearty because we fully appreciate the fact that you are
engaged in a work kindred to our own, and are
fully alive to the necessity of carrytng on that

work

Albany Fish and Game Club.

$8,605.25

« «oo oe vos esle s weiee s

license

“Whereas,

thing necessary to secure the successful outcome
of the labors of the Club is to have a faithful execution of the laws for the protection of fish and

in the future.

We have come to a full realization of the fact
that when the struggle for further and better
legislation is On we can implicitly rely upon your
aid in securing it.
It has been said, and truthfully so, that ours

is one

of the pioneer

associations

in the great

work of preserving fish and game.
Its first charter was approved March 18, 1874.
The name of the corporation was the “Massachusetts Anglers’ Association.”
Its purpose was: that “of securing and enforcing proper restrictions upon the taking and killing of fish, shellfish and bivalves, the promotion
of fishculture and the introduction of new species
and varieties of fish, and to disseminate information relating thereto.”
Three years later the charter was amended by
adding the care of “game’”’ to its objects, and by

changing the title of the Association to that under
which it operates at the present time.
From the very beginning of its existence the
Association entered vigorously upon the work for
which it was chartered; and our records show
that the work was begun none too soon.

A single quotation from those records will show
the condition existing at that time. It is as fol-

lows:
“But the most important phase of the subject
relates to the future supply of fish.
Last year
(1874) we were nearly deprived of smelt; fullgrown lobsters are now almost unknown; while
trout and salmon have hardly yet, under the influence of stringent protective laws for several
years, recovered from the effects of their almost
total
annihilation by .being
caught
while
in

of Anbany to the number of 450 or more have incorporated under the laws of the State of New

spawn.”
Our path has been

York as the Albany County Fish and Game Club,
having for their object to secure the return of

were beset on all sides by vigilant, active and
powerful antagonists, who, as is usual, were actuated mainly by their own selfish interests.
The first efforts of the Association were almost
wholly directed to the securing and enforcing of
wholesome restrictive laws and in those efforts
it has had to encounter the active opposition of
the fishermen, the marketmen, the farmers and

the game to the woods and fields of the county
and the fish to its waters, thus restoring to the
people a valuable pronerty which has long been
neglected and almost destroyed; and

“Whereas, The work of the Club has received

the approval and the indorsement of the residents
of the county, as is shown by the marked interest
taken in its doings and by the number of those

who have voluntarily joined its ranks
parts of the county; and

from

all

truly a thorny

the poachers, and sometimes,
the opnosition of sportsmen.
Smelts

were

I am

taken by the boatload

one.

We

sorry to say,
with

seines;

trout were caught with nets and set lines; short

¢
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lobsters

were

snared

taken

by thousands;

in their. covers,

and

grouse

all found

were

a ready

market in our principal cities; and in our efforts
to secure restrictive legislation all the forces behind these practices were arrayed in solid phalanx
against us.
But while in the past we have had to encounter
all these forces, we have had with us, at the same
time, the judiciary and the chief executive of the
commonwealth.

On more than one occasion our chief executive

has prevented, by the exercise of his veto power,
the passing of pernicious legislation, which had
been lobbied and log-rolled through
the two
houses of our Legislature; and our courts have

invariably

sustained

have

been

able

some

laws.

to

such

remedial

secure.

But

laws

we

as

have

we

not

stopped with the securing and enforcing of wholeWhile

our

efforts

have

always

been

along the line of protection, of late we have taken
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understand, that the indiscriminate destruction of
our

fish

and

struction

game

means,

of a portion

once this fact comes

in the

of their

end,

profits.

the

de-

When

to be fully realized by them,

they too will be found on our side instead of in
the opposing ranks.
“To gather up all these forces, to marshal them
on the side of right, and to lead them on to vic-

tory, is the work of this Association.
“These suggestions did not bear fruit until 1899
when, in response to our invitation, sixty clubs

in the State sent delegates to a convention

held

at the Copley Square Hotel, Boston, Dec. 14, 1890.

The results of that convention have far exceeded
our most sanguine expectation.
From that time
to the present our efforts have been harmonious.
Each club, or association, preserves its own identity, but all are working in the common cause,
and through a central committee.

up the other purposes for which we were chartered and organized, namely, education and pro-

“The result of this united action is that when
we go to the Legislature, either for needed legislation or to prevent the enactment of some perni-

pagation.

cious

Fifteen

years

ago this Association

took

subject of restocking the State with game

up the

birds

and animals, and from that time to this we have
carried on the work with good success in the

main.

The

varieties

of

birds

which

we

have

brought into the State and liberated have been
pinnated grouse, sharptail grouse, Southern quail,
Arizona quail and Oregon quail.
We have also
put out about roo white northern hares.
Our greatest success has been with the different
varieties of quail.
Of quail, we have thus far
liberated about 5,000 birds at an exnense of about
$5,000.
Of pinnated and sharntail grouse about
500 birds at an expense of about $1,000.
The
quail were liberated in various places throughout
the commonwealth,
and our reports show that
they have at once proceeded to multiply and re-

plenish the earth. Of the pinnated grouse liberated less favorable reports have been received.
Some

of them

broods
but

are

known

the first year

generally

to have

brought

after they were

they are believed to have

out

gone

West.

What the Association will do in the matter of
restocking in the future is somewhat problematical. We are now confronted with the difficul-

go with

a constituency

behind

in a prosperous condition.
Our laws are stringent without being severe or oppressive, and are
being well enforced by our State officials.

With few exceptions the supply of our fish and
game

is, we

believe,

steadily on the increase,

ply will equal the demand so long as the number
of hunters and fishermen go on increasing in the
ratio noted during the last decade.
In closing allow me to say that while we have
been only a factor in bringing about such results
yet in all the work which has produced those re-

sults we have

ous

and

always taken an active, conspicu-

honorable

A Florida
SPORTSMEN

part.

Shooting

at large,

and

Camp.

especially

that con-

siderable class who go South to spend some part
of the cold weather, will be interested in the new

project of the Seaboard
good

shooting

and

Air Line

fishing found

to make

serious

tivity.
future
of our

If this be so, it may be that in the near
we may be forced to establish hatcheries
own.

I cannot let this occasion pass without a brief

reference to the co-operation and support which
we have received from other clubs and associations having kindred interests
with
our
own.
Three times in our history we have attempted to
form a union of the different fish and game or-

ganizations
were
made

of the State.

Our

first two

efforts

almost abortive, but the third, which
in 1899, has proved a decided success.

we

In my annual address in 1892 will be found the
following

“The

local

fish and

game

associations

nate slaughter of birds and animals—a most barbarous and unhallowed sport; but those associations whose aims and purposes lie in the same
direction as our own.
These organizations deserve, and ought to receive,
our
heartiest cooperation.

“Put half a dozen of these local associations in
every county throughout the Sfate and interest
them in our work and we can bid defiance to all
the hostile, selfish opposition that can be arrayed
against us.
“There is another class of men who ought to

be with us, and in the future I believe will be with

us, and they are the marketmen.
They ought to
understand, and I believe they are beginning to

Mr. Powell

re-

ports that on his way to the camp
his dogs
pointed a good many bevies of quail along the
road, and he quotes Mr. McKenzie as having

found twenty-one bevies of quail between noon
on Saturday and night. Within a mile from the
camp is a large lake in which there are thousands
of duck, while turkeys and deer are found in considerable numbers near at hand.
Mr. Powell writes that they have fine fishing,
are prepared to hunt anything from a ’coon to a
bear, and are provided with expert hunters with
trained dogs for each kind of game.
This project of making sport easy, which we are inclined

Instead of the diminution of numbers, the deer
and moose in the “Highlands of Ontario” and
New Ontario are increasing, the woods are full
of them and the game laws are so well put in
force by the Ontario Government that good hunting in that territory is assured for years to come.

The Ontario

Tue hunting season in the “Highlands of On-’
tario” during the year 1905 was probably the most
successful

that has been

experienced,

both

as re-

gards the number of hunters and the results secured.
The information to hand shows that 6,425
licenses were issued, including 422 non-resident
licenses, 203 resident moose licenses and 5,800

resident deer licenses. It is estimated that 12,000
deer were killed-during the fifteen days of the
open season, between Nov. 1 and 15. Of the
moose, some 150, heads were taken out, mostly
from the Temagami district, about 100 of which

were taken from that territory. This is a large
increase in comparison with the season of 1904,
when

only twenty- -two heads

were secured in that

locality. This large increase is accounted for by
the fact that the country was made easy of access
last year via the Grand Trunk Railway system
and Temiskaming & Northern Ontario Railway,

Adirondacks.

and will give a pledge that they will be protected

after liberation, a herd of twenty-five elk, all wild
forest bred and in splendid condition; such organization

or

individual

to assume

the

expense

of transportation and liberation, which would be
about $200 or $300.
The best time to ship these elk to the Adirondacks and liberate them is early in May. They
will not need any feeding or care after liberation,
and will be amply able to shift for themselves in
the wild state, as they have always lived wild in
the forest. The elk which have been liberated in
the Adirondacks during the past five years have
done well, and the State Forest, Fish and Game
Commission in their last report place the number
of wild elk in the Adirondacks at 200, as against
twenty-two in 1901. I expect during the next
few years to receive additional gifts of elk from
public-spirited persons who are interested in the
experiment of reintroducing the elk, as well as
the moose

and beaver,

into their former home

in

the Adirondacks; so that there will always be
ample infusion of new blood into the Adirondack
herds to prevent inbreeding.
The experience of
the past few winters has shown that the elk withstand deep snow and severe cold even better than
the Adirondack deer.
I shall be glad to hear from any friend of. the
Adirondacks who would feel disposed to bear the
expense, or a part of the expense, of transporting
these elk to the Adirondacks and of liberating
them.
Prompt aid is requested, as there are a
number of details to be attended to.
Harry
212 East 105th St., New

Stream:

Mass.,
I

am

RADFORD.

Protection.

Jan.
glad

V.

York.

Currituck
Boston,

Season.

in the

Editor Forest and Stream:
A wealthy friend of the Adirondacks and of
the cause of large game propagation has authorized me to offer to any responsible organization
or individual who will liberate them on unfenced
land in the Adirondacks (public or private lands)

to believe is original with the Seaboard Air Line,
will be watched with interest by sportsmen.

which

which side can out-do the other in the indiscrimi-

of effort.

A new Powell Camp has recently been established near Drifton, Fla., and the reports coming

paragraphs:

are springing up all around us are another powerful agency in our behalf.
I do not mean those
associations whose members on a given day array
themselves in opposing forces and start out to see

the

along their line

from there are very interesting.

is no

but

there is not the remotest possibility that the sup-

ing States are seriously handicapping us in securthat there

food in the woods and many are transported by
other means than the transportation companies.

Elk

accessible to the public with a minimum

difficulty in the matter of breeding quail in cap-

made from Burk’s Falls, the
the Maganetawan River re-

gion; Huntsville, Lake of Bays district; Muskoka
Wharf, Muskoka Lakes district ; Powassan and
Scotia Junction, the diverging point for territory
contiguous to the Ottawa Division of the Grand
Trunk Railway system. The number carried by
all express companies’ was 3,310 deer.
This
amount, of course, does not give any idea of the
number killed, as many of the deer are used for’

Results.

ties of procuring a supply of quail.
It is not
merely the matter of increased price for the quail,
but the non-exportation laws of the quail-producing our supply.
It is claimed by some

us

To the careful observer I think it is apparent
that the fish and game interests of the State are

the

advice of Horace Greeley to young men, and have

we

est shipments were
starting point for

which is bound to command respect.”

liberated.
taken

law,

whereas the difficulties in former years of reaching the hunting grounds debarred many from
making the attempt. The Canadian Express Co.
alone carried 2,796 deer weighing 306,395 pounds,
an increase over 1904 of 244 carcasses. The larg-

24.—Editor
to

see

in

Forest
ForEsT

and
AND

STREAM of the 20th inst., that the complacent, Audubon Society of North Carolina is receiving
some

attention

on

the subject

of night

shooting

in Currituck Sound. When a State charges nonresidents a fee for the privilege of shooting it
owes them the common decency of enforcing its
game laws. Nothing else is a square deal.
A letter from a member of the Currituck Sound
Shooting Club received yesterday says:
“The
game warden at Knott’s Island is worse than useless. Night shooting is going on all the time.”
How many arrests for night shooting in Currituck Sound have been made? | Non-RESIDENT.
THE “Off-Season” may be very profitably employed. If an angler, one may practice fly-casting. The ice is a capital place for this. That is
where some of the most successful tournament
fly-casters found their training.
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SEA ANID RIVER FISHING
A Comical Side Also.

Now,

A FRIEND said to me a few days ago: “I suppose that you enjoy your angling days immensely; I can imagine that every hour you
spend in that way must be a sweet memory.”
I replied:
“Yes, that is true, as a rule; but
there is at times another side to the pleasures
of angling, as there is to everything else.”
A fishing incident afterward came to my mind
that

would

have

made

me

add,

“There

is oc-

casionally a comical side also.”
It was years ago, just how many years I cannot undertake to say, for with those of us who
have begun to reckon more from what is left
than from what has gone before, time does not
seem to linger.
I had arranged with my friend, Will B., that
he should join me in a day’s trout fishing in a
pretty

many

brook

times

day came,

out

at

Sharon,

previously
and when

found

we

fifteen-mile drive it was
daylight.

On

our

way

took

where

good

we

had

sport.

the road

The

for that

yet a full hour before
out, as we

neared

Great

Blue Hill, Will touched my arm and said: “Say,
there’s a hobo just ahead of us. I saw him come
out of that yard on

the left.

He

if I should

track,

has a bag on

his shoulders. Been stealing something as sure
as you’re a foot high. Let’s follow him up a bit.”
I touched up the ponies, and when we came
up with the man I understood the conditions at

once.
I whispered to Will: “That’s the very
man we want to see.
He is the Blue Hill
Weather Sharp, and is on his way to his station at the top of the hill. His instruments are
in that bag you saw. Ask him as to the weather
prospects.”
Addressing the man, Will asked, in his most
insinuating tones, if there was any impropriety
in the request for a little advanced information
on the weather question, adding that we were
out for a day’s fishing; were in doubt about the

be at all inclined

for the moment,

monplace

thoughts,

my

own

to side-

train

and to borrow

an expres- °

“The saffron morn with early blushes spread,
Now rose refulgent from Tithonus’ bed.”

Aurora’s grief for her long-lost Memnon
in profuse evidence that morning;

I cut that all out.

was

etc., etc.

But

I prefer to state the simple

fact that there had been an unusually heavy dew

that morning, and to observe that this has always been considered a sign of coming fair
weather.
It was then broad daylight, an ideal day, but
rather

too bright

for our

sport;

that is to say,

it was an ideal day up to about mid-afternoon,
when

some

heavy

clouds

came

into

the

west,

followed very soon by a slight sprinkle that
brought a few peculiar remarks
from Will.
Soon

thereafter

there

came

a

perfect

deluge.

For two mortal hours it came in one unbroken
sheet.
While it lasted, nothing since the time
of Noah could have been much worse. We were
then a long way from any shelter, and we
‘stumbled along in the bed of the swollen and
discolored brook with more
rain water than
fish in our creels; our pockets, and even our
boots, were filled with it.
Will was just ahead of me, and from what I

overheard from time to time it seemed to me
that the “Queen’s English’ was being pretty
roughly handled—handled as only Will can do
it when there is occasion.
Finally
mis-step and fell full length into

he made a
the brook.

When

a study.

he got up again his face was

I said, “See here, if you don’t watch out you'll
get wet.”
Then came the explosion.
His remarks could have been heard half a mile away.

“Get wet!” he roared.

“I got into the brook

to dry myself!

“See here,’ he continued, “for the last two
hours I have been kicking myself to think what

looked at me with a queer smile and said, “Why,
that’s a colored man.
A good joke on us.

a consummate ass I made of myself this morning with my platitudes, my sentimental gush, yes
my unmitigated rot about the advancement and
the elevation of the ‘colored man and brother.’
It just galls me to think how I slobbered over
that ordinary, ignorant, upstart of a nigger!
‘Knows his own business,’ does he? He doesn’t
know as much as a yellow dog!”
I draw the veil. There was a lot more to it,

What does he know about meteorology and
such deep sciences?”
I replied, “That’s the observer—the man himseli—and he knows his business.”
Will was silent for a moment, and he seemed
to have something on his mind.
Finally he
said:
“This is a revelation to me!
What an
age we live in! Who would have dared to say
forty years ago that we should live to see a
colored man with such deeply scientific attainments?
That man is an ornament to society.
It is an honor to know such a man.
His race
must feel great pride in him; and he seemed so
gentlemanly and so modest, too.
He does not
appear to be at all conceited over his important
and responsible station in life, etc., etc.” There
was a lot more to it—high-flown and flowery

expressions of praise and admiration—that I
will not attempt. Will’s vocabulary is immense.
He is never luke-warm; and whether in praise
or in censure, there’s no chance to misunder-

stand him.
Arrived at our

destination,

we

got out

capes in the wagon.
have assurance

We don’t need them.

of fair weather

authority in the State.
business’ (quoting me).

‘That

We

from the highest

man

knows

and it was worse; but never mind.
Finally he
wound up with this:
“Why don’t you say

something?”
When I saw that the safety valve had ceased
to work, I ventured something like this:
“I
very much fear that you are showing an un-

charitable

his

spirit.

Is it not written,

‘A prophet

is not without honor except in his own country,’
and further, that ‘it is not given to man to know
the future’
?”
Will smiled a very sickly smile, and he said,
“Ves, I suppose that’s so. , Give us some more

of that scripture, I feel the need of it.”
For the sake of the crude moral that the
story carries with it, if for nothing else, we may
be excused for the relation.
It was
Hosea
Biglow who so wisely believed in the safety of

his ‘Grand’ther’s rule’:
onless ye know.”
Boston.

‘Don’t never prophesy
JoHN Fort ter, JR.

Mass.

An Ormond

our

fishing tackle and left the team in safe hands.
Will remarked,
“We
will leave our
rubber

With

sion or two, I might find that right here is my

Notes

opportunity to say something after this fashion:

weather and hoped it would not rain.
The observer turned toward us and very courteously

said that all the signs -indicated a fair day
throughout; that he felt safe in promising us an
unusually fair day; that he was most happy to
be of service, etc. We thanked him, and he
went his way up the hill.
As I said before, it was then very early in the
morning, just the dull gray of dawn.
Will

Florida Game Fishes.

of com-

Fishing Water.

THE picture of an Ormond fishing water on
the cover of the last issue was from a photo-

graph by Mr. N. L. Stebbins, of Boston, whose
excellent work in yacht photography has long
been

familiar to the readers

of this journal.

by Dr. James

(Concluded from

A. Henshall.

last

week.

THe BiuerisH (Pomatomus
saltatrix).—Popular names of this widespread species are horse
mackerel,
mackerel,
snap-mackerel,
snapping
mackerel, snapper, blue snapper, skip mackerel,
whitefish, tailor, greenfish, skip-jack, salt-water
jack and bluefish.
In Florida the species is best known by small
examples, but schools of adults occur at certain
seasons.
Two or three pounds is a fair average
weight.
Further north large individuals are common; specimens weighing 40 or 50 pounds and
measuring five feet are recorded, but the average

weight now

is under 10 pounds.

are very thin, but
plumpness.

The best known

the

old

The young fish

increase

method

greatly

of taking bluefish

in

is

by trolling at the surface with a squid of metal
or bone, to which is attached a piece of white rag

or part of an eel skin.

In tide rips with a mod-

erate breeze, this is very effective and

citement.

full of ex-

Heaving and hauling in the surf, par-

ticularly near the mouths of small streams, into
which alewives are passing, is a favorite pastime.
At Indian River Inlet, according to Dr. Kenworthy, “small bluefish congregate in numbers
during the winter months and at times will not
refuse a fly.”
Artificial minnows are used with
a light rod where schools of the young are seen
feeding near the surface, and shrimp make a good
bait under similar conditions.
“The bluefish is abundant on the east coast of
Florida.
At Jupiter Inlet and Lake Worth I have
had fine sport bluefishing.
The usual way of fish-

ing for them

is by trolling

with

the hand-line

from a sailboat with a pearl, bone or metal squid,
trolling spoon, or even a bit of pork-rind or a

white rag affixed to a hook,

this manner

up to 10 pounds

They are taken in

weight,

usually run from 3 to 6 pounds.
“The hand-line for trolling

though they

should

be fifty

yards of No, 1 braided linen or cotton line, or
even a larger size, to prevent cutting the hands.
The hook should be a Sproat of O’Shaughnessy

— 4-0 to 6-0 is large eonugh.
“But the preferable and sportsmanlike method
of angling for the bluefish, or for any other fish
A light
for that matter, is with rod and reel.
striped bass rod or a heavy black bass rod can
be utilized, but a rod that I originally devised
for the black bass fishing of Lake Erie (where
a very heavy sinker is used) is just the tool for
bait-fishing for bluefish and most of the coast
fishes that run up to 10 or 15 pounds in weight,
and where a heavy bait or sinker is cast from

the reel.
“This rod is in two pieces
feet long and weighs about
made of ash and lancewood

good

multiplying

reel of

F
(one joint), is 7%

nine ounces, and
or split-bamboo.

medium

size

and

is
A

a

braided linen or silk line No. 3 or size E and
Sproat hook 4-0 to 5-0, with gimp snell to withstand the lancet-shaped teeth, are the other neces-

sary articles of tackle for bluefishing.

“For bait, a small mullet or other small fish,
three to six inches long, is best, which is to be
cast from the reel as in striped bass or black bass
A sinker should not be used, except a
fishing.
The fishing should be pracsmall brass swivel.
boat in the _tideways,
ticed from an anchored
though in Florida the shores of some of the narsport of the
The
row inlets answer as well.
angler will be more assured if he will employ
‘chumming’ as for striped bass by chopping up
of the
the mullet and throwing on the surface
The bluefish is very
water to attract the fish.
gamy on the rod, frequently leaping from the
water when hooked like the black bass, and will
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do his best to smash the angler’s tackle.”
THe
ANGELFISH
(Chetodipterus faber) —On
the St. Johns and Indian rivers and in most other
parts of Florida and north to South Carolina this
fine food fish is known by the name at the head
of this sketch.
It is the spadefish of the western
part of the Gulf of Mexico.
At Beaufort it is
called porgee.
Names said to have been used by
New York fishermen are three-tailed porgee and
three-tailed sheepshead.
We have heard it styled
the triple-tail
also.
Moonfish
is still another
name for the species.

able commercial

where it is an occasional visitor, to Brazil.
It is
known in the West Indies and is common in the
Gulf of Mexico,
In the warm portions of the
Pacific it is recorded as far north at San Diego,
but it is too rare in California to figure as an important food fish.
Owing to the fact that the
young is banded and the adult unicolor, two species were until recently credited to our coast. A
striking peculiarity of the skull of old specimens
of the angelfish is the globular bony mass formed

son.
Off Pensacola, we are informed by the records of Silas Stearns, it appears to move inshore
in the fall. It consumes an almost endless number of bottom fishes, including many forms that

The angelfish appears to range from Cape Cod,

fishes, likewise, being the prin-

cipal objects of pursuit at the fishing ranches,
where they are split, cleaned and salted.”
THE Rep SNAPPER
(Lutjanus
blackfordii).—

The pargo colorado of the Cuban fishermen in
the Gulf of Mexico is the famous red snapper of
Americans.
The favorite grounds of this brillant fish are in the Gulf of Mexico and the Caribbean Sea.
Northward on our coast its range extends almost to Cape Cod.
The red snapper
lives among
the rocks in
depths varying from five to forty-five fathoms,

changing

its locations

Florida,

the

‘angelfish,

coasts, but is a much

for the angler.

is

abundant

on

both

better fish for the table than

It is one of the best fish for the

frying pan of the camper, but it has a very small
mouth and is seldom taken with the hook.
It
grows to several pounds
in weight,
about
6
pounds, being the heaviest I have seen, though it
is oftener taken of but a pound in the seines of

the fishermen,

capture.”

THe

Srtver

Light

tackle

Mutrer

is needed

for

its

(Mugil curema).—This

well known and abundant fish has the additional
names, jumping mullet, white
mullet, blueback
mullet, big-eyed mullet and liza.
It is not included here because of its game qualities, but on
account of its universal application as a bait fish
and its excellence for food.
“Neither the silver mullet nor the striped mullet are game fishes. I once took one of the latter
on a small artificial gray fly, as an experiment,
but although it was hooked in the mouth, I think
it was an accident, for I never succeeded in taking another.
The mullets swarm
in countless
myriads in all the shallow waters in Florida, both
salt and fresh. They furnish food for fishes, reptiles, birds and man.
They are important to the
angler only as bait-fishes, and because so easily
captured with the cast-net are important as food
fishes to the settlers of Florida.
They are valu-

with

are never seen except in its interior.
prawns

also

form

a part

the sea-

Crabs and

of its food.

There

is

not a more showy species known to us in Florida
waters nor a more palatable one.
Red snapper fishing is a favorite pastime on the
banks near Jacksonville.
Off Egmont Key is a

THE

by the enlargement of some of the bones of the
top of the head.
As a curiosity this ranks as
high as the molar-bearing pharyngeal bones of
the drum.
The food of the angelfish is crustaceans.
The
fish reaches a length of two feet. The spawning
season is early summer, according to Stearns, and
the young remain until October.
“The moonfish, or as it is universally called in

somewhat

COMMON

sp.)

for bait.

Almost

any kind

colored fresh fish will answer.
they will sometimes bite at a white

of bright-

Goode says
rag. The line

must have a sinker and be strong enough to withstand the weight and brief strugeles of a large
fish, or of a pair of large fish, for it is not uncommon to haul up two of a kind.

Tue

Brack

Bass

(Micropterus

salmoides).—

Large-mouthed black bass, known also as the
green bass, Oswego bass, bayou bass, jumper,
moss bass, chub, Welshman and trout, is one of
the best known and most widely distributed of
our fresh-water fishes.
It extends to the northwest as far as Manitoba and is common in all

the Gulf States.

In Florida, writes Dr. Henshall,

“it is abundant in all fresh-water lakes, ponds and
streams, and even in the brackish water at the

mouths

of rivers.”

In the Forest
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office is the mounted head of a black bass caught
in Florida, which weighed 23% pounds.
“In running waters it is as gamy as in the
North, and is a much better food fish.
It rises

well to the artificial fly of the conventional

pat-

terns and colors, and can be taken by any of the
usual baits, or by trolling with the spoon, or even
a bit of white rag.

. “In
North,

view

of its greater

a somewhat

heavier

from eight to ten ounces,

for inch and pound for pound, it is the gamest
fish that swims.”
THE SEA CatFisH (Galeichthys felis).—Welcome

or

unwelcome,

this

is one

of the

angler’s

fishes in Florida, and must come into the array
with more desired forms. Blue cat and salt-water
catfish are names applied to this species.
“The marine
catfish is omnipresent
on the
coasts of Florida, rather more so than the angler

desires, and often to his extreme

disgust;

takes

both

for

same,

when

bait

and

fly intended

for it

other

and

more desirable species—though it is more readily
taken toward dusk or after dark.
Anything in
the way of bait will answer for the catfish, as it
is not at all choice or fastidious in its tastes and
desires, and will grunt its satisfaction just the
in the

angler’s

possession,

whether

chewing up his best fly or a bit of white rag.
“T have never known it to be eaten. I tried it
once as a matter of experiment, and, although my
curiosity was satisfied, my palate was
so out-

raged and disgusted that I have ever since been
almost ashamed to look one in the face. And

POMPANO.

famous place for the species.
We have seen the
deck of the Fish Commission steamer Albatross
covered with red snappers
on
the Pensacola
grounds in a very short time.
The areas covered by the fish are usually small, and vessels
often drift away from the feeding place in a few
minutes.
We used groupers and porgies (Cala-

mus

10, 1906.

weight
rod

than

should

at the
be used,

both for bait and fly-

rods, otherwise, the same tackle is employed; and
it will be found in Florida, as elsewhere, that inch

really I have no gastronomic use for a fish that
makes a cradle of its mouth by carrying its eggs
and young

“There

in it.

are several

fresh-water

species, any of

which can be taken with any kind of bait and almost any kind of tackle; the only difficulty with
the angler is to avoid taking them.”

THE

JewrisH

(Promicrops

itaiara).—The

gcuasa of the West Indies, changed into warsaw

at

tus), and

it

Pensacola, and known also as jewfish and black
grouper, is the largest scaled fish of Atlantic
waters.
Professor Poey records the maximum
weight of this leviathan as 600 pounds. It should
be mentioned also that the jewfish is quite distinct from the black grouper (Epinephelus nigrimay

be at once

distinguished

from

by comparing the very low spinous dorsal of the
first with the high triangular first dorsal of the
black

grouper:

“The jewfish is a fair game fish, and the smaller
ones can be caught in the deep portions of inlets

and passes, where there are holes among
the
rocks, or on the sides of channels that are being
washed away by the tide, leaving the banks per-

pendicular and the water deep, especially if the
bank or shore is well wooded and the roots are
exposed

by the washing

away

of the soil.

They

are taken in such localities from 5 to 20 pounds,
generally with the hand line and mullet or crab
bait. Light striped bass tackle answers well for
the jewfish of these weights, and it gives good
sport, being a strong and active fish.
“The jewfish grows to an enormous size, however, and passes in and out of the inlets with the
tide when

of great

weight.

I helped

to capture

one on a shark line at Jupiter Lighthouse that
weighed on the steelyard 340 pounds. Col. Matt.
S. Quay, of Philadelphia, was a witness to the

FOREST
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taking and weighing of this immense fish.
ing the same winter I helped capture
a shark line at Little
Gasparilla

weighed

fully

300

pounds.

These

Dur-

another on
Inlet
that

fishes

were

seven feet long and of about the same girth at
the pectoral fin.
“One of the best places I know of for jewfish
of moderate weights is at Gordon’s Pass, three
miles below Naples, on the south shore of the

THE

RED

pass, where the bank is steep and rocky and the
water deepest.
A similar situation, though on

the northern

side of the inlet, is at Little Gas-

parilla, and other good points for jewfish are on
the south shores of Bocilla and Stump Passes,
where the banks are wooded and steep and the

water deep.”
THe
Strep

Bass

(Roccus

lineatus).—The

striped bass is known on the southern coast of
the United States, from New Jersey southward,
as rock or rockfish.
The striped bass ranges

STREAM.

229

The portions of the menhaden left, after cutting
off the baits, are chopped up and thrown into
the water to ‘chum’ the bass by the oily ‘slick’ it
occasions on the surface of the water, which is
quite attractive to the fish.

“The

bait is then

cast

from

the

shore

or

‘stands’ from 50 to 100 yards out into the surf,
which
procedure
can be followed
exactly
in
Florida, wherever the bass may be found in suffi-

came with no uncertain force.
Hand over hand
the line was taken in, the great voracious fish
plunging from right to left until, with a final
haul, he came floundering into the boat.
Great was the luck that day, for if I remember
correctly, no cast was fruitless.
It must have

been my

good fortune

to have

CHARLES

cient numbers, except that mullet bait can be
substituted for menhaden.
“Striped bass weighing from 2 to 1o pounds
are taken in the estuaries and lower parts of
streams with such baits as shrimps, sand worms,
shedder
or ‘peeler’
crabs,
squids,
soft clams,
young eels, etc., and much lighter rods and tackle
can be employed.
‘The bass will also rise to a

gaudy fly in such situations.”

A Surfeit of Bluefishing.
_ SOME

fallen in with a

school.
I know that the sport soon began to take
on the aspect to physical labor.
The bluefish line
began to cut my hands, my arms and back began
to feel the continuous strain, and yet the flapping
fish around the bottom of the boat showed that
my emotions were not in vain.
But enough of
anything is enough, even of bluefishing, and the
time came when I told the boatman that I thought
it only fair to leave a few fish for the next one
and to row in.
Our boat, because of the many fish, rested lower
in the water and seemed less buoyant than when
we started out, and I was somewhat solicitous as
to whether we would make the shore through the
surf or capsize and lose our fish and have to swim
for it. But the landing of the boat was up to the
oarsman, and he succeeded in as safely riding the
wave inward as he had outward, and we made
the beach without mishap.
I have often thought that I would have liked
to have had a rod and line on that particular day.
The fish were plentiful and in a hungry mood,
and no doubt I would have had the rod and line
taxed to the utmost.
It was a good day for bluefish, that I can testify to.

SNAPPER.

along the entire Atlantic coast from the St. Lawrence to the Gulf of Mexico, everywhere entering rivers.
“The methods of fishing for the striped bass
vary with its size. The ‘Jumbos’ of from 20 to 60

AND

years

ago

I visited

Siasconsett,

on

the

island of Nantucket.
I had not started out on a
fishing trip so took no tackle of any kind with me.

CRISTADORO.

A Tough Shark.
THIS incident of fishing from the ocean pier at
Palm Beach is related by a correspondent of the
Florida Times-Union:
“One need not go beyond the pier for excitement, as was recently proved.
One of the most
interesting episodes of the season occurred there
on Thursday last.
Both Mr. Pullman and the
superintendent of the pier had drawn in goodsized amberjacks, one of which was rehooked and
allowed to play in the waters beneath the pier
as a decoy to other fish.
Presently, from out of

the briny depths, there appeared a giant hammerhead shark, fully thirteen feet long.
He was on
conquest bent, evidently, being possessed
of a
good appetite and thinking a fine dinner was
awaiting his acceptance.
Imagine his surprise as
he was about to grasp his prey to see it disappear into the blue ether above, at the same time
he received a rude shock in the form of a harpoon
in his back.
He fled, drawing the long line after
him.
When he had reached its limit he tugged
so vigorously that he freed himself from the iron
grasp.
One would naturally think this experience

would have satisfied Mr. Shark.
Far from it.
He immediately returned to his prospective din-

THE

pounds are taken on the New

England

SEA

coast from

Gay Head to Montauk Point with menhaden bait.
This is the top notch

quiring

strong

and

of striped bass

excellent

tools.

fishing,

re-

The

rod

should be eight or nine feet long, of ash and
lancewood, natural bamboo or split-bamboo, and
should weigh from 10 to 16 ounces, according to
the material of construction.
The reel should be
a multiplyer of Jarge size and excellent workmanship; the best, in fact, that can be purchased, capable of holding 600 feet of 12 to 15-thread line.
The best hook is the knobbed Sproat or knobbed

O’Shaughnessy, from 6-0 to 8-0.
The hook is
affixed to the line by two or three half hitches.
The bait is cut from the posterior half of a menhaden and doubled around the shank of the hook,

fleshy side out, witha half-hitch or two of the line
around

its upper

portion

to

retain

it in place.

ning fairly well, but by deft management the dory

ner, only to have it vanish in the former tantalizing manner.
This time he was caught by a double-pronged gaff, which held him while a 36-caliber revolver was discharged six times into his
head. Again he tore himself away, only to return
to his point of attack.
This was repeated fully a
dozen times.
At each recurrence the huge creature: received a wound
sufficient to daunt the
courage of a less plucky fellow.
“In the meantime a crowd of over 200 people
had collected to watch the sport.
Whether the
shark was convinced that the amberjack was the
cause of all his troubles, and he was determined
to ‘have it out’ with him
at all hazards,
or
whether the fish appetite is so abnormally fierce
as to surmount all other sensations, the fact remains that the monster seemed almost oblivious
to his injuries and was moved from his purpose
only by the disappearance of the object of his de-

was thrust into a receding wave and with some
quick work at the oars we were out of harm’s
way into smoother waters where we anchored.

was the case, he philosophically turned his attention to lesser but more attainable joys, in the

CATFISH.

The diversions of ’Sconsett were limited to bathing and three meals a day until I decided to spend
a few hours with one of the local fishermen.
I arranged with him to take me out in his boat
and let me try the bluefish.
The surf was run-

| had never thrown

a squid before, but after a

sires.

When

he had

form of bait on Mr.

satisfied

himself

Cauldwell’s

line.

that

this

This re-

trial or two found that I could do so fairly well,
anyway vood enough for all practical purposes, as
far as the fish were concerned.
So swinging the
eelskin-swathed lure around my-head I let fly as

doubtable fisherman had recently had a victory
over a nine-foot shark, and exulted in the possibility of adding to his laurels.
The fates, how-

one would when throwing a lariat; and when the

self to be ‘played with’ until exhaustion would
seem the only result, he again broke away and
disappeared, this time not to return, although
lines are still awaiting that possibility.”

lure struck the water I at once began to recover
the line, hand over hand.
Rarely had more than
a few feet of line been drawn in before the strike

ever,

decreed

otherwise,

as, after allowing

him-

FOREST
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British Letter.
INTERNATIONAL

RATING

RULE.—The

great event

of the past fortnight has been, of course, the international conference on the subject of a universal rule of rating, which has just been held
in London.
The conference convened its sittings
on Jan. 15, at the Lang!am Hotel, under the auspices and at the instance of the British Yacht
Racing Association, the following countries being
represented
by delegates:
Austria,
Denmark,
England, France, Germany, Holland and Belgium,
Italy, Norway,
Sweden and Switzerland.
The
following naval architects and experts were also
present:
Messrs. Fife, Mylne, Soper, Nicholson,
Anderson
(Sweden) and Ljungberg (Sweden).

On Nov. 1 of last year Mr. B. Heckstall Smith,
secretary of the Yacht Racing Association, addressed a letter to each of the above mentioned
countries, inviting them to send in particulars of
their rating rule, their experiences of its work-

ing, and their ideas as :o the desirability of framing an international rating rule and also as to the
type of yacht which they con-idered ought to be
encouraged.

most
rule.

The

replies

on

the

whole

were

al-

unanimously in favor of an international
From the very first a spirit of unanimity of

purpose and amiability was apparent at the sittings of the conference, which lasted until Jan.
19, when the following
rule was
unanimously
agreed to:

breadth.

is measured

in the

following

That the British and German

Bureau

Veritas

manner:

freeboard measured at the bow for flare, plus the
freeboard measured at the stern for flare, the sum

The passing of the rule

appeared to give great satisfaction to all present,
and so sanguine did the members seem to be as
to its efficacy that upon the motion of Mr. W. P.
Burton, seconded by Mr. Anker, the Norwegian
delegate, it was unanimously resolved that the

rule be established

for ten years.

It will there-

fore be in force till Dec. 31, 1917.
THe INTERNATIONAL CLASSES.—It

ural

that

should

the

be

metric

desired

delegates.

system

by the

of

creat

Mr. R. E. Froude

was

only na-

classification

majority

of the

said that England

had no objectién to this and would adopt corresponding classes in the English feet. After some
discussion Professor Busley (Germany) and Mr.
Anker (Norway) proposed and seconded that the
f_llowing classes be adopted:
A class, above 25
pase and these ten with their English equivaents:

Metric

measurement.

English

feet.

25 IMGLEES ..)esioileekt.s
cieke cheettnom on ee OMT E et
20,
tthe etm ate snes geen crea 65.7
15
Tn
tere teeter
sree se A92
12
WET ER
EEO D ee ee ee owen eee 38.4
10
ETRE
SEEDS Ete ee eee eeeeeee 32.8
ERR
heer ech: tipo ee 20.5
cS
PORE REBecl™ crlgagey 0 ‘eh Leo 202
“
7
p
AM EAA ta Bee omnes neler adie23.0
Gdns
eo een (tae
RO eR
TO
5.5
Ae
esky
war
Ri aerate
ch cue oO
é

This motion

was

carried

without

invited

to consult

together

with a view to coming to an agreement

on a uni-

form rule for the scantling classification of sailing yachts.

(2.)
sult

That the above societies be asked to con-

the other

countries

represented

at the con-

ference on the question of the materials

used in

the construction of yachts.
(3.)
That it is necessary that all yachts
classed according to the societies’ rules.

be

A sub-committee was appointed to consider the
question of cabin dimensions, specifications and
fittings, but they were unable to decide the matters

rs
©
ts

“ce

“

meee
oe
©
mies

a dissenting

voice.
Centerboards and centerboard boats were
then dealt with and the number of persons allowed on board in the various classes was fixed.
ScCANTLING
Restrictions,—Mr.
Burton
pro-

posed, during the sitting of Jan. 16, that there
should be scantling restrictions for racing yachts

ward to take the chair.
He again invited the
members of the club to be his guests at Five Islands, Me., on the annual

cruise.

policy briefly and

the co-operation

the members

asked

He laid out his

of the club in furthering

of all

the inter-

ests of the organization.
Committee

reports

showed

flourishing condition,

the club to be in a

The report of the secretary

showed

a membership

yachts.

A number of amendments to the by-laws

were

referred

of 655 and

a fleet of 302

to the April meeting.

The

follow-

ing is a full list of the officers and committees
elected:

Com., Edward P. Boynton, schooner Magnolia ;
Vice-Com., Alfred Douglass, schooner Shiyessa;

Rear

Com., J. Fred

Brown,

Sec.-Treas.,. Walter Burgess;

schooner

Mariette;

Executive

Commit-

ar-

tee—B. P. Cheney, C. D. Lanning, H. S. Potter
and Elmer F. Smith; Membership Committee—
Walter C. Lewis, chairman, Hollis Burgess, Law-

ranged that the matters be left to England, Germany and Denmark to arrange, these countries to

rence F, Percival and Charles E. Lauriat, Jr.;
Regatta Committee—Sumner
H. Foster, chair-

submitted

to them, as the members

cient data before

them.

It

was

had not suffi-

therefore

consult with the neighboring countries sufficiently
to be sure

they are

with their own.

meeting

their

views

equally

It was decided that the old boats

should be allowed to race under special conditions
until the end of 1909.
The new rule will come
into force on Jan. 1, 1908.

CLOSE

OF THE

CONFERENCE.—Mr.

A. Manning

(vice-president) concluded the proceedings with
a brief speech congratulating the members on the

debate.

He

also thanked

valuable

assistance.

the exnerts

Votes

dered to the chairman

of thanks

(Mr. Manning)

for their
were

ten-

and to the

secretary,

Mr. B. Heckstall

Smith, and these hav-

ing been
journed.

suitably replied

to,

Twice the freeboard at the girth station plus the
to be divided by four.

be

Lloyds and

cially singled out the French delegates for the
generous manner in which they had met the whole

G = skin girth.
d= difference betwec.: chain and skin girth.
S== sail sarea:
F = freeboard.
For the purpose of discouraging great flare the
freeboard

(1.)

success which had attended their efforts.
He
thanked the delegates for their courtesy and spe-

R=L+B+4%G+3d+1-3VS—F
2
Where L—length on load waterline.
B = greatest

in all countries.
This was seconded by Mr.
Anker and carried.
After a lengthy debate on
the scantling question the following resolutions
were carried unanimously:

a aw

Boston

the meeting ad1D dehy oii,

Wharf

club house

Letter.

on Wednesday

one of the hardest

evening,

Commodore

workers

most popular members

Jan.

Boynton is

as well as one

of the

of the club, and his elec-

tion as senior flag officer was hailed with much
enthusiasm.
The thanks of the members were
extended to Commodore Cheney for his labor in
the interest of the club while he was at its head,
and it was voted that the Executive Committee
be requested to present to him a suitable trophy

in appreciation of his efforts.

Just previous to the election of officers, Commodore Boynton was presented by the members
with a magnificent ship’s clock in bronze, the casing being surrounded
with a ship’s wheel
in

bronze.

Upon the base of the clock the following

inscription

is engraved:
To Our Vice-Commodore,
EDWARD
P. BOYNTON.

For
For

every
every

minute
second,

Rogers;

—For

on

my

come,

face,

too,

A grateful mem’ry takes it place
Of minutes spent with you.
“A

good time,’’ you, as host, did give,
With generous hands and free,
“A good time’’—while you let me live—
My hands shall give to thee.

Commodore Boynton was also’ presented with
a beautiful bunch of roses when he stepped for-

elected

the

following

officers

for

Sec.-Treas.,

Ernest

M.

Tribou;

three years, F. J. Stewart;

mittee—William

A.

Johnson,

Trustee

Regatta Com-

Howard

Gannett,

Walter S. Flanders and Leverett H. Brown.
LAUNCH WLTH TRIPLE ScrEWws.—A 32ft. hunting cabin launch with triple screws is now being

built at Melrose from designs by Mr. Norman L.
Skene for Mr. R. H. Curry. This boat will probably be entered in the long distance race of the
Knickerbocker Y. C. from Marblehead to New
York.
She is being built by the owner and his
two sons.
She is 32ft. over all, 30ft. waterline,
7ft. 7in. breadth and 2ft. 6in. draft.
The central

engine

will be of the four-stroke
7 horsepower.

be two-stroke,

The

other

developing

type and will

2%

two

engines

horsepower

each.

Capin LAUNCH By SMALL Bros.—Messrs. Small
Bros. have received an order for a 36ft. cabin
launch for Mr. E. H. Tarbell, of Boston.
She
will be of 7ft. 6in. breadth and 2ft. 6in, draft. She
will have a Standard engine of 12 horsepower.

Lipton Cup RaAcer.—Mr. B. B. Crowninshield
has received an order for a 21-footer for the
Country Club yachtsmen of Detroit.
She will
race at Detroit and, if successful. may be sent to
Chicago to race for the Lipton Cup. The same
designer has an order for an 18-footer for the
Great Lakes class for a Chicago syndicate.
TWENTY-TWO-FOoTER

FOR LARCHMONT.—Messrs.

Stearns & McKay, of Marblehead, are building a
22ft. waterline sloop from designs of Mr. B. B.
Crowninshield for Mr. Frank Drake, of Chicago.
She will be used at Larchmont.
Joun B. KILveen.
RECENT
been

Five Islands’ guests have bid me
As but an humble token,
To pay, in part, their larger sum
Of gratitude unspoken.

has

1906:
Com., Charles M. Bryant; Vice-Com.,
George F. Sawyer, Jr.; Rear Com., George V.

will

Former Vice-Commodore Edward P. Boynwas elected commodore, Commodore Benja-

min P. Cheney retiring.

Quincy,

develop

Boston Y. C. Orricers.—The annual meeting
of the Boston Y. C., one of the largest meetings
in the history of the club, was held in the Rowe’s
31.
ton

man; Edgar G. Fisher, George B. Doane and
Bryan S. Permar.
Sguantum Y. C.—The Squantum Y. C., of

SALES.—The

sold by Mr.

Parke

sloop yacht Banshee
G. Sedley

to Mr.

has

G. N.

Meyer, of New York city, through the agency of
Messrs. Macconnell & Cook, which firm will
change her to an auxiliary by the installation of
two gasolene engines. The same agency has sold
the launch Water Lily, owned by Mr. Frank Seaman, to a Stamford vachtsman; also the soft.
launch owned by Mr. H. J. Showell, of Harrison,
N. J., to Mr. Frank A. Eagan, which boat will be
given a new motor, and the auxiliary yawl Hulda
for Mr. B. F. Conway to Mr. R. H. Swartout.
RRP
Priny
Fisk
PurcHASES
RAMBLER—Messrs.
Tams, Lemoine & Crane have sold the steam
yacht Rambler, ex Dreamer, owned by Mr. Lewis

Cass Ledyard, to Mr. Pliny Fisk.
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A Wholesome

AND

STREAM.

eae

Cruiser.

THE design given in this issue from the board
of Mr. Charles D. Mower shows a thoroughly
wholesome small cruiser and it is very gratifying
to note that this designer is turning out a type so

well suited fo the requirements
cruising yachtsman,
In a general way

of the practical

this boat resembles

the 25ft.

knockabouts built by Lawley some years ago, but
a decidedly improved appearance is gained by a
refinement of the lines, especially in the overhangs both forward and aft. This boat is somewhat smaller than the Lawley knockabouts, being
only 23ft. on the waterline and about 35ft. on
deck, as the owner required a boat which should
be practically a single-hander, so that the paid
hand could be dispensed with. With her small
rig she will be at her best in strong winds, and
reefing will seldom be necessary.
The sail is
well inboard, with a short bowsprit for convenience in handling the anchors.
The cabin house is made low, so that her appearance is not spoiled by the ungainly superstructure

so often seen, and

City
NY
Broadway
2]
—=
Naval
Mower
DD
Architect
rles
———— oot
Office
the
[rom
of
——

NoSG
Canin
ELevation

Cra
—
Scale
|uch

a large, comfortable

cockpit is shown.
Entrance to the cabin is unobstructed by any
arrangement of bridge deck, and the amount of
room below is unusual for a boat of the dimensions.

The

usual

merous

lockers.

wide

transoms

are

on

either

side with hanging lockers at the aft end of the
cabin and a convenient arrangement of sideboards
and shelves at the forward end. Ample storage
space is provided under the transoms, and in nuThe head room

is sft. gin. under

the beams, with over 6ft. under the skylight and
companion. The galley has head room under the
fore end of the house and is equipped with the
usual dish lockers, ice-chest, etc. The toilet room
is on the starboard

side, with a door arranged

shut it off from the main cabin.

is room

A
3

to

z

Forward there

'

for a pipe frame berth in case one is ever

required.

The

cabin

is very

simply finished

in

the aim was

to

white pine with hardwood trimmings.
In drawing

the specifications

DESIGN
FOR
MOWER
D.
C.
R.
BY
J.
M.D.
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wherever

it could

be

done

without

a

sacrifice of strength or durability, and as a result
the

estimates

on

her

cost

of construction

were

unusually moderate.
The contract was placed with Mr. Frederick S.
Nock, of East Greenwich,

R. I., and the boat is

owned

Whiting,

now under course of construction.
by Dr.

meee

James

R.

She will be

Jr., of New
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F. M. Smirn’s New Boat NAMEp.—The bronze
racing sloop now building at the Jacob yard, City

Island, from designs by Mr. Henry J. Gielow, for
Mr. F. M. Smith, will be named Effort.
Mr.
Smith has had two smaller craft of the same name
and both have been successful in the racing.

RR RE
RoyaL Arcanum Y. C. Orricers.—The Royal
Arcanum Y. C., of Brooklyn, has elected the following officers to serve

the club

for 1906:

E. E. Bogart; Vice-Com., C. H. Phillips;
Com., Oscar Miller ; Sec., "E. G. Nathan.

Com.,
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DAN KIDNEY @ SON, West De Pere, Wis.

RKigeing Supperted

‘

Bandwith eye
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Builders of fine Pleasure and Hunting Boats, Canoes,
Gasoline Launches, Small Sail Boats. Send for Catalogue.
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KNOCK DOWN

Cleatte Subpert Funner
and lift blicko
alos threet block pennant.

Launches, row and

Single with Coleman took

Of

BOATS

all

Descriptions.

sail boats.

Canoes

and

Hunting

boats.

Send for Catalogue.

American

ee

Boat & Machine

Naval

i

Archictects

ARTHUR

and

ie

Brokers.

BINNEY,

(Formerly Stewart

Naval

ee

=

Co., 3517 S. 2nd St., St. Louis, Mo.

Architect

E

& Binney.)

and

Yacht

Broker,

Mason Building, Kirby Street, BOSTON, MASS.
Cable Address, ‘‘ Designer,’’? Boston.

hems

ee
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SSeS

BURGESS @ PACKARD,
Naval Architects and Engineers. ©Yacht Builders,

[

le
Weck
Wract
Shoulden
28-6

Tel. 4870 Main.
131 State St., BOSTON, MASS.
Marblehead Office and Works: Nashua St., Marblehead, Mass.
300-Ton Railway.
Modern Building Shops. Two new
Storage Sheds. 10-Ton Steam Shearlegs. 21 feet of water
off our railway. Large Storage Capacity. Ship Chandlery
and Machine Shop. Repair Work of all kinds quickly
handled.

Poms

HOLLIS

BURGESS,

YACHT BROKER— Yachts and Vessels For Sale and Charter.
INSURANCE—of all kinds. Marine, Fire, Lire, LiaBiLity,
ACCIDENT,
FT
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Novel Arctertect

C. SHERMAN

YACHT

41 Wall St., New

Hoyr.

York

MontTcGomery
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HOYT

NAVAL

WALKER,

Brokers,

Telephone 6950 Broad.

of

24 Broadway NY Gity
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56
CABIN
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ee
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_Charles D

POLICIES

Bldg. ,131 State St.,Tel.4870 Main,

BOSTON,

—

YACHT

GENERAL MARINE AGENT for Equipping,
Furnishing,
Fitting Out, Ete.
i
Agent for Purchase and Sale of Gasoline Engines
Main Office. 10 Tremont St.,
Tel. 1905-I Main,

City.

H. CLark,

CLARK,

ARCHITECTS
AND
ENGINEERS,
High Speed Workta Specialty.
BROKERAGE.
17 Battery Place, New York.

NORMAN

L. SKENE,

Naval Architect and Engineer.
| Yacht Broker.
Marine Insurance.
15 Exchange Street, Boston, Mass.

SMALL
| NAVAL

BROS.

ARCHITECTS.

YACHT BROKERAGE.
No. 112 Water Street, BOSTON, MASS.
Fast cruisers and racing boats a specialty.
Tel. 3556-2 Main.

STEARNS

@

Marblehead,

Naval

McKAY,

Mass.,

Architects

U. S. A.

and Builders.

Send roc. Stamp for Illustrated Catalogue.

Yachtht Book
Book Bargain.
TWENTY-THREE

Motor

FOOT
WATERLINE
SLOOP—— SECTIONS AND
Designed by C. D. Mower for J. R. Whiting, M.D.

Boat Carnival.

THE annual motor boat regatta on Lake Worth
came to an end on Feb. 2, says the Brooklyn
Eagle. H. L. Bowden’s Mercedes, U. S. A., again
showed excellent speed, and carried off the honors of the day, winning two of the four races de-

cided, including a leg on the new Sir Thomas R.
Dewar shield for the best mile of the meet in
competition. This trophy has to be won twice in
succession by the same owner for permanent possession. Mr. Bowden is already laying plans for
returning

south

in 1907

with

he can possibly have built.

the

speediest

craft

SAIL

We offer a few copies
monumental work

PLAN.

“YACHT

Competition for the Dewar trophy was in twomile heats, the best time for the distance being
placed to the credit of each contestant.
The tests

were made against both a strong wind and tide,
which accounts for the slow time of 3:05 2-5, to
the credit of Mercedes.
The record for Lake
Worth
strong

is held by the Challenge, which, with a
tide helping her, covered the distance last

year in 2m. 6s.
Mercedes carried off three
Next to her the honors go
built at Rockledge, Fla., for
which made excellent time

:
firsts during the meet.
to “23,” a local flyer
Mr. George Gingras,
over the course, al-

though carrying off but one prize.

Allon,

a New

AND

only

of the

BOAT

late

Dixon

Kemp’s

SAILING,”

published at $12.00, for $9.00, delivery prepaid.
This is a
standard book by a standard author.
Contains a great number of new subjects, and the lines
of many boats never before published, the total number
of plates exceeding 100, beside more than 350 wood cuts
in the text.
Contents:
Selecting a Yacht.
Examination of the Yacht.
Building a Yacht.
Equipment of the
Yacht.
Seamanship.
The Management of Open Boats.
The General Management of a Yacht.
The Rules of the
Yacht Racing Association.
Yacht Racing: Handling of
a Yacht in a Match.
Centerboard Boats.
Centerboard
Boats for Rowing and Sailing.
Sails for Centerboard
Boats.
Small
Centerboard
Yachts.
Mersey
Sailing
Boats.
Clyde
Sailing Boats.
Belfast
Lough
Boats.
Dublin Bay.
Kingstown Boats.
Cork Harbor Boats.
Itchen Boats.
Falmouth Quay Punts.
Thames Bawley
Boats.
Lake Windermere Yachts.
Yachts of the Norfolk
Broads.
Small Yachts and Boats of the Y. R. A. Rating.
Single-handed Cruisers.
Types of Sailing Vessels, etc.
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for all work. Of the other victories Topsy, Carita,
Comet, Twentieth Century, Shadow and Blanche
got one each.
Six-Shooter, the Oldsmobile boat,

owned

by Mr. Georee D. Chapin, had hard luck

during the races, and at no time showed her best
form.
Possum, a craft designed by Lieut. H. L.
Willoughby, is deserving of mention.
Although
taking no firsts she showed herself to be along the
right lines for speed purposes.
This boat was
launched only on the day of the first race, and
consequently was not in the best of trim for fast
work.
Beside the mile trials for the Dewar shield,
there was decided a class event, which was run
because the handicaps of the first attempt were
based on a course longer than that finally laid
out.
Shadow, scratch boat, won easily from Mera
and Allon, both the latter two breaking down during the contest.
Mera managed
to finish, but
Alion did not.
A consolation race for boats that had won no
prizes went to Mr. C. S. Coggins’ Blanche, the

owner and captain of which is eighty years of
age.
Mercedes, U. S. A., captured the closing
tace of the meet.
To one who has never seen a Southern boat
meet, this year’s event demonstrates the fact that
in the shallow tropical waters power driven craft
are making
great
strides of progress.
Yacht
clubs, which a few years ago depended for pleasuse on sailing vessels built to suit the shallow
conditions are now devoting almost their entire
attention to motor boats.
The result of such a
course cannot be otherwise than to soon give to
the Southerners a decided advantage over their
Northern brothers in the matter of power creation.
The Lake Worth meet of 1907 is already
being planned and is expected to eclipse all others
in point of entries and quality of sport.
It will
probably last only three days, as the four days of
this year were considered by many a trifle long.

The

Halifax

River Y. C., located at Daytona,

Fla., is anxious to offer a cup for a long distance
race from Palm Beach to their club station, a distance of nearly 200 miles.
The route lies wholly
inland and the Halifax Club would gladly furnish
local pilots to contestants not acquainted with the
waters.
The proposed journey would take the
boats through the Lake Worth canal to Jupiter
Narrows and through Hobe Sound by Gilbert’s
Bar into the Indian River. From there the route
leads through Haulover Canal to Mosquito Lagoon and thence northward up the Halifax River
to Daytona.
There is also talk of next year arranging a championship contest in which the best
boats of the South will be ready to meet those
of the North.
The names of the competing boats,
their owners and particulars, follow:
No.
Boat & owner.
L.a 1 AreaM.S.
OS
Ee ie Rice perenne
enn wm
2.61
15. Carita, John Chatice/7.39°78
3.00
9. Allon, ‘Tyler Morse....29.12
3.15
12. Baby B., G, Pattison. .25.98
1.98
16. Dorothy, F. M. Sperry.34.75
2.82
20. Mera, W. Huffstetler..29.375
2.80
1. Shadow, phar
fer
3.45
ie Blanche, C. S. Coggin.26.44
2.42
4, Simplex Tir J. King.31.12
2.26
Lis “Posstitis (r- Will’ ghby.24.19
1.70
2. Topsy, H. P. Sutphen.34.89
4.12
11. 20th Century, L. Pettie.36.93
3.20
14. Limit, H. Thompson..30.35
2.82
13.¢;Westrell, Cs, L. Hills.26:58 7 88"
8: Mercedes, H. Bowden.31. es
2.66
6.. “23,"Geo. Gingras. >... 30.1
2.26
8. Parsee td = Collins. .36. it
2.26
Sas} be Shooter, R. Chapin.34.66
2.94
1%: Bruiser, io K: "Clarke..39.44
1.25
U9 .b Leary Acs inmecine ccs
oe

H.P.
8.388
18.91
31.80
21.2
27.54
39.26
42.4
31.8
31.80
28.37
56.54
43.295
4.8
S180
48.60
43.29
43.29
71.25
37.38

Rating.
39.20
52.28
60.64
60.7
61.92
62.25
64.9
65.12
68.4
68.50
69.0
69.1
68.28
SAEs
70.04
76.36
75.36
83.6
91.57

STREAM.
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York built boat owned by Mr. Tyler Morse, got
two firsts, one through the disqualification of a
winner on a technical breach of the rules.
Allon
is, however, of fine model, and a satisfactory type
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NOTES.

line, 20ft. 6in. breadth

HINGHAM Y. C. TaLtx.—On Wednesday evening, Jan. 31, Mr. James B. Connolly told the

members of the Hingham

Y. C. of his trip on the

Fleur de Lis in the trans-Atlantic race
summer, and told also many interesting
ences of the Gloucester and T Wharf
fleets.
One bit of information was that

doubtable

of last
experifishing
the re-

Captain Bohlin never reefs a mainsail,

believing that if a schooner
cannot
carry
her
whole mainsail she had best be under her trysail.

Mr. Connolly explained that the only reason

for

taking the mainsail off the Fleur de Lis, the one
time it was lowered during the race, was because
some of the crew
became
so nervous
at the
height of the following seas that they would luff

out for them, throwing the mainboom into the
water, sometimes 4oft of it, thus threatening the
loss not only of the boom but of the mainmast as
well.
The many instances of the endurance and
fortitude of the fishermen and the almost superhuman instinct of position possessed by the best

skippers were of striking interest. Mr. Connolly
scored an easy win with the members of the club
and all look forward with renewed anticipation of
pleasure for the next instalment of his tales of
the sea.
eee
LURLINE
ENTERED
IN TRANS-PaciFIc RACE.—
The schooner Lurline has been entered by Commodore H. H. Sinclair, South Coast Y. C., in the
2,100-mile race from San Francisco to Honolulu,
which will start on May 5 next.
Lurline was designed and built by Mr. Matthew Turner, of San
Francisco.
She is 8oft. 5in. over all, 72ft. 7in.
waterline, 21ft. breadth and toft. 2in. draft.
Ree
SEAWANHAKA
CorINTHIAN Y. C. RAcE ComMITTEE.—The Race Committee of the Seawanhaka

Corinthian Y. C. for 1906 is made up of the following

gentlemen:

Henry

H. Landon

chairman,

Victor I. Cumnock secretary and Irving Cox, C.
Sherman Hoyt and Howard C. Smith.
Ree
G. H. Frazier CHaArTERS May.—The
steam
yacht May, owned by Commodore Alexander Van
Rensselaer, Philadelphia Corinthian Y. C., has

been chartered to Mr. George H. Frazier, of the
same

club, for

a West

Indian cruise.

The

yacht

is being overhauled at Philadelphia and will start
South

on

Feb.

15.

eRe
LAuNCH
FOR
COMMODORE
VANDERBILT.—The
Electric Launch Co., Bayonne, N. J., is building
a high speed launch from designs by Messrs.
Tams, Lemoine & Crane which will be used as a
tender to the steam yacht North Star, owned by

Commodore

Cornelius

Vanderbilt.

She

is 35ft.

over all, 32ft. gin. waterline and 7ft. breadth. Her
motive power consists of a four-cylinder engine
of 60 horsepower.

Ree
New RocuHeLte Y. C. Orricers.—The annual
meeting of the New Rochelle Y. C. was held at
the Arena, New York city, on Saturday evening,
Feb.

3, and

the

following

officers

were

elected:

Com., F. H. Waldorf; Vice-Com., E. M. Gill;
Rear Com., Frank Maier; Sec., R. L. Forbes;
Treas., D. Edmond

Trustees—For
Brigg,

F.

W.

Dealy;

Meas.,

R. N. Bavier;

three years, W. H. Wilde, T. W.
Isenbarth;

Regatta

Committee—

G. P: Granbery, J. D. Sparkman, L. D. Huntington, Jr.; Law Committee—J. F. Lambden, E.
R. Newell.
The constitution and by-laws were
so amended

as to make

the annual

dues $40 per

year and the initiation fee $25.
eee
Lapy ELpRIDGE AND CoyA SoLp.—The yaw! Lady
Eldridge has been sold to Dr. Hall, of Oyster
Bay, through the agency of Mr. W. T. Douglass.

InpDIAN Harzsor Y. C.’s ONE-DESIGN CLASS.—
Mr. Murgan Barney has completed plans for a
new class of one- -design catboats which will be
The same agency has sold the sloop Coya to Mr.
built at the Greenwich Yacht Yard.
The boats
S. H. Rosenblath, of New York city.
are 20ft. 1oin. over all, 16ft. waterline, 7ft. 2in.
breadth and tft. 6in. draft.
They will carry 340
eRe
sq. ft. of sail and each boat will have 450 lbs. of ©
Cox & STEVENS’ NEw Orpers.—Messrs. Cox &
inside ballast.
The owners of the eight boats
Stevens now have on the boards a number of

already ordered are as follows: Messrs. A. Gardiner Cooper, George F. Gilmore, C. W. Allen,
W. H. Truesdale. H. W. Paret, G. D. Cooper,
hibeat Gilmore

Wills.

and

former

Commodore

C.

T.

good-sized power yachts. The largest is a steam
yacht, which boat is building at the yard of the
George Lawley & Son Corp., South Boston. This
boat is of steel construction and will be known
as Kewaydin.
She is rsoft. over all, 120ft. water-

and 8ft. draft.

Her engines

will be of about 700 horsepower and she will be
fitted with Almy boilers.
The next largest boat is building at the yard of
Messrs. Purdy & Collison, City Island. This boat
is 65ft. over all, 1oft. 6in: breadth and 3ft. gin.
draft.
She is a good looking launch with a clipper bow and long after overhang.
The mahogany

cabin house is rather high and has the regulation
square windows. The boat is fitted with a funnel
and two pole masts. Two 50 horsepower Stand-

ard engines will furnish the motive power.
The third boat is building at Mr. W.

_

P. Kirk’s

yard, Tom’s River, N. J. She is a light draft
houseboat intended for use in Southern waters.
The boat is 65ft. over all, 17ft. 6in breadth and
2ft. draft. A 25 horsepower Standard engine will
give the boat a speed of about 7 miles. The propeller works in a tunnel. The plans of this boat
will appear in these columns at an early day.
Messrs. Cox & Stevens have sold the Herreshoff 30-footer Tobasco for Mr. J. B. O’Donahue
o Mr. W. B. Henry, of Philadelphia, Pa,
Ree
ANOTHER CHALLENGE FROM Sir THOMAS.—We
are enabled to state that Sir Thomas Lipton is
once more taking seriously consideration of the
question of issuing another challenge for the
America’s

Cup.

Matters

as yet are quite in the

preliminary stage, but that Shammrock

IV. will

be seen in American waters in 1907 may be taken
for granted.—Yachting World.

Canoeing.
Red Dragon

C. C.

THE Red Dragon Canoe Club held its annual
mess at the Hotel Hanover, Philadelphia, Pa.,
Saturday evening, Jan. 20. Thirty-four members
and guests assembled around the U-shaped table in the Turkish room.
The decorations were of
the club colois, totems, flags and paddles around
-the

room,

and

the flowers

and

miniature

canoes

on the inner edge of the table made a beautiful
appearance,

original

The

design

souvenir

menu

by the club’s

Theodore Quasebart,
piece of work.

and

card

talented

was

a highly

was

an

member,
artistic

Among the guests were H. Lansing Quick, of
Yonkers, N. Y., Commodore of the A. C. A. Mr.
Quick was permitted to make a few remarks on
the coming meet at Sugar Island.
James K.
Hand and “Woolsey Carmalt, of New York, made
brief speeches.

The

mess

was

the most

success-

ful one ever given by the club, and great credit
is due to the committee—A. L. Belfield, chairman; A. S. Fenimore, J. E. Murray, F. W. Noyes
and H. W. Fleischman. A list of those present
follows:

H. Lansing Quick, Commodore A. C. A., Yonkers, N. Y.; Woolsey Carmalt, James K. Hand
and Theodore Quasebart, New York; Clifton T.
Mitchell, Commodore R. D. C. C.; W. H. Logan,
Jr., A. D. Shaw, Will K. Park, W. Overington,
Jr., J. Austin Page, Omar Shallcross, S. J. Woodhouse, A. C. McElroy, Jr., Joseph E. Murray,
E. C. Pennington, F.
A. Hookey, Fred.
:
Noyes, E. W. Crittenden, A. S. Fenimore,J. Gerhong, A. L. Belfield, John Hamilton, M. D. Wilt,
T

McGinley,

W.

Bachmann,

igh Bachmann,

W.

H. Wolstencroft, W. J. Scott, Raymond Roth,
Charles G. Kushline, Harry E. Davis, W. CM
Thompson, Harry E. Blumner, Harry Fleischman.

A. C. A. Membership.
DECEASED.
Jan. 28 (A. 2695), Marshall L. Bacon.
NEW LIFE MEMBER.
ee 67 (A. 1702) Harry S. McKeag, Mee York
it

4
Eastern

NEW MEMBER PROPOSED,
Division—L. Scott Woods,

ster, Mass., by Marcus

Leomin-

Butler.

MEMBERS TRANSFERRED.
2724, Clarence P. Moser, from Central Divison
to Atlantic Division; 4900, Julius Schmitz, from
Atlantic

Division

to Eastern Division.

i
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GUN POINTS TO

For every gun in the world we make a U. M. C. Cartridge. These cartridges are tested in the guns for which they are intended, and are only of one
quality—the best. Only the best materials are used—only standard powders

are loaded—only the best results are obtained.

THE

UNION

METALLIC
BRIDGEPORT,

Agency, 313 Broadway, New York City

sername

ve

Trapshooting.
If you want your shoot to be announced
send a notice like the following:

here

Fixtures.’
Feb.

7.—Morristown, N. J.—Morris G. C. all-day shoot.
F. A. Trowbridge, Sec’y.
Feb. 12.—North Caldwell (N. J.) G. C. all-day tournament.
T. A. Quackenbush, Sec’y.
Feb. 12.—Edgewater, N. J.—Palisade G. C. all-day shoot.
A. A. Schoverling, Sec’y.
Feb. 12-17.—Detroit, Mich.—Automobile and Sportsman’s
shew tournament.
Feb. 14-16.—Detroit,
Mich.—Third
annual
international
shooting tournament.
Frank H. Patton and Wm.
Gordon, Megrs., 80 Cleron St.
Feb. 15-16.—Allentown, Pa.—Duck
Farm Hotel tournament.
Howard
J. Schlichter, Mer.
Feb. 19.—Paterson,
N. J.—Jackson Park Gun Club target
tournament.
Wm. Dutcher, Mer.
Feb. 12.—Wissinoming, Pa.—Tri-State team contest.
Feb. 17.—Bound Brook, N. J., prize shoot.
Feb. 22.—North Caldwell (N. J.) G. C. all-day tournament. T. A. Quackenbush, Sec’y.
Feb. 22.—Edgewater, N. J.—Palisade G. C. all-day shoot.
a a Schoverling,
Megr., 2 Murray
street, New
ork.
Feb. 22.—Utica, N. Y.—Riverside G. C. all-day tournament.
E. J. Loughlin, Sec’y.
‘
Feb. 22.—Ossining (N. Y.) G. C. President’s shoot.
C.
G. Blandford, Capt.
é
Feb. 22.—Mechanicsville (N. Y) Game Protective Association all-day target shoot.
Geo. Slingerland, Sec’y.
Feb. 22.Harrisburg, (Pa.) Sportsmen’s Association.
J.
B. Singer, Sec’y.
Feb. 22.—Cleveland
(O.) G. C. tournament.
i,
Tak
Wallace, Sec’y.

CARTRIDGE
CONN.

Depot, 86-88

First Street, San Francisco,

TER

March 19-21.—Pinehurst (N. C.) G. C. tournament.
March 21-23.—Qmaha
(Neb.) Gun Club ‘spring tournament.
W. D. Townsend, Sec’y.
March 22.—Edgewater, N. J.—Palisade G. C. all-day shoot.
April 12-13.—Toronto Junction (Ont.) G. C. target tournament.
P. Wakefield, Sec’y.
March 14-16.—Des Moines, Ia.—Iowa State Sportsmen's
Association.
C. W. Budd, Sec’y.
April i8.—Piedmont (W. Va.) G. C. F. A. Ricker, Sec’y.
April
18-20.—Great
Bend
(Kans.)
G. C._
shoot.
By
McMullen, Sec’y.
April 19.—Springfield
(Mass.)
Shooting Club’s Patriot
Day tournament.
C. L. Kites, Sec’y.
April 24-26.—Fort
Wayne,
Ind.—Corner
R. and G. C.
tournament.

John

W.

Linder,

CO.

Sec’y.

April 26.—Edgewater, N. J.—Palisade G. C. all-day-shoot,
May 1-8.—Oklahoma and Indian Territory State shoot.
May 2-3.—Syracuse, N. Y.—People’s G. C. tournament.
Fred. G. Willard, Mer.
May 7-8.—Vicksburg, Miss.—Mississippi
Delta
League
second amateur tournament.
J. J. Bradfield, Sec’y.
ee
aa
(N. Y.) G. C. tournament. B. D. Nobles,
ec’y.
:
May 8-10.—New London (Ia.) G. C. shoot.
Dr. C. E.
Cook, Sec’y.
May 8-10.—Columbus (O.) G. C. tournament.
F. Shattuck, Sec’y.
May 9-10.—Wilmington, Del.—Annual spring tournament
Delaware
State Trapshooters’
League,
under
the
auspices of the Wawaset Gun Club.
W. M. Foord,
ec’y.
May 15-18.—Milton, Pa.—Pennsylvania State Sportsmen’s
’ Association tournament.
May 15-19.—Kansas City, Mo.—Missouri State Game and
Fish Protective Association twenty-ninth annual tournament.
R. S. Elliott, Sec’y.
Knox & Knapp,
May 16-17.—Auburn, N. Y., tournament.
Mers.
AssociaMay 16-17.—Nashville,
Tenn.—The
Interstate
under
the’
tion’s
Southern
Handicap
tournament,
auspices’ of the Cumberland Park G. C.; $1,000 added
money.
Elmer E. Shaner, Sec’y-Mgr., Pittsburg, Pa.
May 20.—Montpelier (Vt.) G. C. tournament.
Dr. C. H
Burr, Sec’y.
May 24.—Edgewater, N. J.—Palisade G. C.

EINE

BREA

Cal.

HCN

May 24-25.—Montreal, Can.—Canadian Indians’ first annual
tournament.
Thomas A. Duff, High Scribe.
May 30.—Mechanicsville (N. Y.) Game Protective AssociANE

second

annual

tournament.

Geo.

Slingerland,

ec’y.
30.—Ossining, N. Y., G. C. merchandise shoot.
C.
G. Blandford, Capt.
May 30.—McKeesport, Pa.—Enterprise G. C. tournament.
Geo. W. Mains, Sec’y.
May 30.—Edgewater, N. J.—Palisade G. C.
June 5-7.—Lincoln,
Neb.—Nebraska
State Sportsman’s
Association’s thirtieth annual tournament.
Geo. L.
Carter, Pres.
June 5-8.—Dayton, O.—Ohio Trapshooters’ League twentieth annual tournament.
Added money, $600. C. C.
May

Rayburn,

Pres.

June 12-14.—Fairmont, W. Va.—Tenth annual tournament
of the West Virginia State Sportsmen’s Association,
under the auspices of Fairmont
Gun Club; $1,000
added to purses.
E. H. Taylor, Mgr.; Ed. O. Bower,
Sec’y-Treas.
June 12-15.—Warm Springs (Ga.) G. C. tournament.
June 12-15.—Baltimore, Md.—Maryland County shoot.
J.
Mowell Hawkins, Mgr., 1630 John St., Baltimore.
June 13-14—Fargo, N. D.—North Dakota State Sportsmen’s Association’s twelfth annual tournament.
Robbins & Bailey, Mgrs.
June 19-22,—Indianapolis,
Ind.—The
Interstate Association’s Grand American Handicap target tournament;
$1,000 added money.
Elmer E. Shaner, Sec’y-Mgr.,
Pittsburg, Pa.
June 28.—Edgewater, N. J.—Palisade G. C.
July 4.—Edgewater, N. J.—Palisade G. C.
July 17-19.—Philadelphia,
Pa.—The
Interstate
Association’s Eastern Handicap tournament, under the auspices of the Florists’ Gun Club; $500 added money.
Elmer E. Shaner, Sec’y-Mgr., Pittsburg, Pa.
July
26.—Edgewater,
J.—Palisade
G.
A, A.
Schoverling, Sec’y.

DRIVERS

AND TWISTERS.

The Bound Brook, N. J., Gun Club will hold its next
prize shoot on Feb. 17, commencing at 2 o'clock.
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Secretary C. L. Kites announces that the Springfield,
Mass., Shooting Club will hold a tournament on Patriots’
Day, April 19.
td
Secretary F. A. Ricker, Piedmont,
that the Piedmont,
W. Va., Gun
annual bluerock shoot on April 18.

W. Va., announces
Club will hold its

x

t
As Monday of next week is a holiday, we will be
favored if our correspondents will send in their reports
at their earliest possible convenience.
td
Secretary A. A. Schoverling announces dates for allday shoots of the Palisade Gun Club, at Edgewater,
N. J., as follows:
May 24 and 30, June 28, July 4 and 26.

z
On Feb. 22 the Northside Gun Club, of Paterson, N.
J., will hold a shoot on their grounds at Columbus
Heights to decide the individual championship of Passaic
and Bergen counties.
td
The next shoot of the Interstate series, between teams
of Delaware, Maryland and Eastern Pennsylvania, will
be shot on the grounds of the Florists’ Gun Club, at
Wissinoming, Pa., Feb. 12.
R
President Chas. E. Robbins writes us that the twelfth
annual tournament of the North Dakota State Sportsmen’s Association will be held at Fargo, on June 13-14,
and that Robbins and Bailey are managers.
td
The shooting dates of the Fairview, N. J., Gun Club
for 1906 are as follows:
Feb. 3, 17; March 3, 17, 31;
April 14, 28; May 12, 26; June 9, 23; July 14, 28; Aug.
11, 25; September 8, 22; Oct. 18, 27; Nov. 10, 24; Dec.
15, 29.
ze
Mr. A. C. Chase, one of the oldest and most popular
sporting goods dealers in Baltimore, is ill with tonsilitis,
to the regret of his many
friends, who wish him a
speedy recovery.
So we are informed by “A Social
Tramp.”
On Wednesday
of this week, the trophy emblematic
of the championship of Delaware will again be stormtossed, for Mr. Edward Banks, of Wilmington, will contest with the holder, Mr. A. B. Richardson, of Dover,
concerning who is who.
td
At

New

contest,

50

Haven,

Conn.,

targets,

between

on
the

Feb.

8,

Yale

the
Gun

Boston Athletic Association
resulted
in
Yale by the score of 231 to 228. A return
shot at Boston on Saturday of this week.

six-man
Club

and

team
the

a victory for
match will be

ze
Mr. J. M. Hawkins writes us that “The change of
dates for the races of the Prospect Park Racing Association will necessitate the change of dates for the Maryland county shoot, which you have advertised in your
columns for June 6, 7 and § to June 12, 13, 14 and 15.”

¥,
The Mud Hen Rod and Gun Club will hold its first
all-day shoot at the club house, Old Mill Landing,
Twenty-sixth Ward, Brooklyn, Feb. 11.
Shooting will
begin at 11 A. M.
Take City Line Elevated train to
Crescent street station; thence via bus to the grounds.

z®
Three
25-bird,
grounds of the
urday last.
The
E. G., Jr., 28, A.
22, Francotte 21.

$25
matches
were
shot
on
the
Point Breeze Track, Philadelphia, Satfirst. at 30vds., resulted as follows:
C.
A. Felix 20. Second match, McDonald
Third match, 28yds., Fox 15, Parker 14.
td

In the Philadelphia Trapshooters’ League series, Feb.
3, the Florists’ defeated Media, 194 to 185.
Meadow
Springs defeated Merchantville, 195 to 142.
S. S. White
defeated Narberth, 185 to 168.
Highland defeated Lansdale 204 to 195.
Clearview defeated North Camden, 193
to

183.

x
Mr. W. R. Crosby added the Sunny South Handicap
cup to his belongings, with the modest score of 98 out
of 100, and this from the back mark, 2lyds.
He tied
with Mr. Maxwell, who shot from the standard mark,
lfyds.
In the shoot-off at 25 targets, he scored 22 to his
opponent’s 21, and won.
By the way, Mr. Crosby must
now have cups, trophies and high averages to load a
coal

barge.

There are ten target events on the programme of the
West Virginia Gun Club, of Sistersville, for the shoot
to be held on Feb. 14.
The totals are 200 targets, $20
entrance.
The programme has the following gentle hint:
“In the event that you can’t possibly be present in
person, send the money by express.”
The tournament of the Pennsylvania State Sportsmen’s
Association will be held on May 15-18, at Milton, under
the auspices of the Milton Gun Club.
This was decided
upon at a recent meeting of the Association directors,
“on account of the West Branch Rod and Gun Club, of
Williamsport,
forfeiting its right to hold the annual
State shoot.”

ad
The two-man team race, Feb. 5, at Gloucester City,
N. J., between Messrs. Sam Merchant and Sam Powell,
of the Woodbury Club, and Mesrs. James McQuade and
Benjamin
Martell, of the Gloucester
Gun
Club, was
won by the latter team.
The conditions were 10 targets
per man, $25 a side.
The scores were:
McQuade
8,
Martell 5; total 18. Merchant 6, Powell 6; total 12. A
return match will be shot.

+d
The first of the series of three contests, between teams
of Maryland,
Delaware and Eastern Pennsylvania, resulted in a victory for Delaware by the large lead of 68
targets over the nearest competitor.
Sometimes a brick
house shows which way the wind blows.
Mr. Luther J.
Squier managed the shoot, captained his team and attended to the joys and sorrows of the cashier’s office, and
scored 91 out of 100 in the team race, a performance well
worthy of notice.

a

Mr. Wm. Dutcher, of Paterson, writes us:
“I have
had so many responses to my newspaper ads., which
have been given to the Jackson Park Club for this shoot,
and the number of inquiries from the large crowd of
shooters at Saturday’s shoot, that I feel much gratified
at the prospects for the shoot of Feb. 10. If signs don’t
fail and the weather is anything as we hope to be, I
can, without fail, predict the largest shoot ever pulled
off in these parts.
This prediction is for local shooters
only. We know of many Passaic and other shooters who
intend to be on hand.
We expect the Caldwell Gun
Club also among the others.”

R
The teams of the Passaic County League, which will
contest on the grounds of the Jackson Park Gun Club
on Saturday of this week are those of the Jackson Park
and Northside
gun clubs.
In addition to the other
features of the great shoot fixed to be held on that
day by the Jackson Park Gun Club, Mr. Wm. Dutcher,
the energetic manager,
will arrange
a five-man
team
match, between the visiting professionals and members
of the home club.

The programme of the third annual international shooting tournament,
to be held at Jacob Klein’s Rusch
House
grounds,
Detroit,
Mich.,
Feb. 14-16, provides
competition at both live birds and targets.
On Feb. 14
and 15 the live-bird events are as follows:
Event 1, 10
live birds, $7 entrance.
Event 2, the Gillman & Barnes
international live-bird trophy, value $125; 25 birds, entrance $25; handicaps 26 to 33yds.; $100 added.
High guns
in the live-bird events.
On the third day ten 20-target
events, $2 entrance each, are provided; moneys divided
Rose system.
Target handicaps 16 to 2lyds.
Grounds
open for practice on Feb. 18. Ship shells to J. A. Marks,
93 Woodward avenue, Detroit, Mich.
Two sets of livebird and two sets of target traps.
Messrs, Frank H.
Patton and Wm. Gordon are the managers.
BERNARD WATERS:
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The first club championship
series of four contests
held by the Crescent Athletic Club, of Brooklyn, was
won by Mr. H. M. Brigham.
He scored 109 out of 125.
Mr. Henry Kryn was second with 103. Mr. O. C. Grinnell was third with 100.
The four contests total 500
targets, 125 to each contest.
Dr. S. P. Hopkins and
Mr. A. E. Hendrickson tied for the February cup, each
scoring 25.
The totals of the best three scores of the
month determine the winner.
Mr. G. G. Stephenson, Jr.,
scored a leg on the Stake trophy.

County

Fae. 3.—The weather was clear and cold, with a light
wind.
The League team contest was held on the grounds of
the North Side Gun
Club to-day, and resulted in a
victory for the home club, over their opponents, the
Mount Pleasant team, this being their third
win in the
League contest.
The standing of the teams now is:
Won. Lost Per Ct.
Jacksou “Park. ....Jun.ceucn
Soe eee 11
3 917
1
Mount Pleasant) 73.00. ses eee ee eee 5
8
-385
Northside «os assis vckc es 2a eee
3
10
201
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HARRISBURG,
Jan. 31—A
meeting of the Board of
Directors of the Pennsylvania State Sportsmen’s Association was held at the office of H. M. F. Worden, the
president of the Association, to-day.
There were present
H. M. F. Worden, Harrisburg, president; Hon. Fred A.
Godcharles, Milton; Mr. C. M. Kramlich, Allentown,
and two proxies for Mr. J. O’H. Denny and Mr. F. M.
Eames, same being represented by H. M. F. Worden
and Hon. Fred Godcharles respectively.
This meeting was called on account of the West Branch
Rod and Gun Club of Williamsport forfeiting its right
to hold the annual State shoot at Williamsport.
Upon
an appeal of Mr. Godcharles to the Board of Directors,
it was unanimously decided to hold the tournament at
Milton under the auspices of the Milton Rod and Gun
Club, on May 15, 16, 17 and 18. The shoot will be held
on the grounds of the Milton Driving Park and Fair
Association, and both targets and live birds will be shot
in a four days’ programme.
:
The Milton Rod and Gun Club is preparing to make
this tournament one of the most interesting and attraetive annual shoots held for years past.
Mr. Godcharles
states that it is an admirable place to hold the annual
State shoot, it having every facility for the accommodation and comfort of the delegates, as well as being
cen{rally located in the State.
It is expected that this will
be one of the largest turnouts in the history of shooting,
it being the first time that Milton has had the opportunity of holding a State tournament; and no efforts will
be spared to make the affair a success.

Secretary Geo. W. Mains informs us that “At a meeting of the Enterprise Gun Club, of McKeesport, Pa.,
held Monday, Jan. 20, the following officers were elected
for the year 1906:
M. W.
Good, President; Wesley
Hale, Vice-President; Geo. W. Mains, Secretary; J. F.
Calhoun, Treasurer; H. P. McFarland, Captain; Executive Board, M. W. Good, Geo. W. Mains, H. P. Mcefarland, L. D. Davis, E. M. Lynch, D. K. Irwin, Robert
Knight.
The eleventh annual tournament will be held
on May 30.

BRAINTREE, Mass., Feb. 3.—In both events high honors
were won by Mr. Wm. F. Beal.
Scores:
Club cup:
isig dee lle
PS Bee
Wiese
cenns Lieeow 2
E H Eldredge... 8 10 18
J C Peabody.:..16
6 21
N. E. K. C. season cup:
We Ee Bealteieean22
oteeD
C Peabody.....10
5 15
A He Whites 2.22. 14s
a7 21
N Richards... 7 4 11
E H Eldredge....11 10 21

ad
Feb. 14-17 are the dates of the second annual Interstate shooting tournament, to be given by the R. S. EIliott Arms Co., ,at Blue River Shooting Park, Kansas
City, Mo.
The‘features of the shoot are $200 added to
target programme, three $1(0 cups, each redeemable at
$100 at the next annual shoot, and $250 challenge team
cup.
Six target events are provided each day, with one
or more live-bird events and special target events additional.
Shells delivered on the grounds free of charge
if shipped care R. S. Elliott Arms Co.
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day, but cold, with a strong
shot in the Ackley trophy
high

man

with

48. "Trimble

was second with 45,
On Feb. 2 quite a number were at the grounds to witness the match between Pohlar and Bonser at 100 targets
each, $50 a side, the latter allowing Pohlar a handicap
of 5 targets.
Bonser made the most actual breaks, but
not enough to overcome Pohlar’s handicap, and was defeated, 88 to 85.
Bonser did not shoot in his usual
form, and will require more practice in match shooting
in order to get his nerves under control,
In a match, shot the same day, with nothing at stake,
he broke 97 out of 100, 74 out of the last 75, and made a
run of 67. C. O, Le Compte, of Eminence, Ky., has
been making quite a stop in the vicinity, and the boys
were all sorry to learn that he would leave for Lexington, Ky., on the 4th.
On Feb, 22 the Geo. E. Crater trophy will be up for
competition.
Bonser is the present holder, and he will
fight hard to keep it.
On March 13, 14 and 15 there will be a live-bird shoot
at Rylands, Ky., under the auspices of the Kentucky
Hunting and Fishing Club.
The Cincinnati Club will send a team to Dayton on
March 21 to take part in the first of the tri-city team
matches.
<A glance at the blackboard in the club house
shows that the Cincinnatians are going to be busy away
up to July 4, when they will have ‘‘doings’” on their own
grounds.
Williams got back into the game to-day, and
finished third, in spite of the fact that they had him
away back at 20yds.
The scores:
Feb. 2.—Match, Bonser vs. Young, 100 targets:
EXOMIGG HME Oar adits oisrsioine
ss «97
OUD SMe aigan sac ecGietearce 89
Team race, 25 targets per man:
Garbell
yaccdeucdsse. 23
Bomsenimrecs
sce cece. 22
MOUNGaswasc
cscs ness «22—45
ROllaeeenaut woastsstase vs 21—43
Ackley

50 targets:
Yds; Bri.
Le Compte ...... 16
48
Miriam De® vines.20
45
AV SES
Process 2
43
RTOTIOY Dnt healelascie's 16
41
PAINTS aes
ee ces 520
40
LOUISE SSecade ese’ « 19
39
Herinast ).ce.065316
38

This most important trap shooting event of the South,
the winning of which is coveted by all Southern sportsmen, was won by W. R. Crosby from a large field of
contestants.
Mr. Crosby also won high professional
average for the entire shoot, which was held at Brenham,
Texas, January 22-27.
He used, as usual

WINCHESTER
Factory

trophy,

Ohio

Yds.
BGC K serene ters ack 17
Pf OUere weetareictelest16
MITES Reals cceitoe ac 16
ISVAIMLEDIN lociee steletre 16
Otting ios ccetsleets16
Hulvershorn
....16
D B Holding....16

Trap

Brk
37
2;
2
28
27
23
15

Notes.

moneys;

all at l6yds.

Ed

Rike

was

the

winner

of

the championship, the handsome trophy and first money,
with a score of 47. Rike got first money, $10.20. Watkins
and Brandenberg divided second, $4.25 each; Craig and
Lindenmuth divided third, $3.40 each; Miller and Cain
fourth, $1.70 each; Oliver fifth, $2.75; Curphey
sixth,
$1.70; Carr seventh.
Isaac Brandenberg won the trophy
last year with 38, in a heavy snowstorm. °
The Cleveland Gun Club has just started a series of
twenty contests at 50 targets, entrance, including targets,
65 cents, for ten handsome
prizes.
First is a _ silver
loving cup, donated by the DuPont Powder Co., for the
contestant making the greatest number of points.
Second, is a solid charm, value $50, donated by the Hunter
Arms Co.
This is a special event, at 50 targets, use ot
both barrels, and will be given to the shooter winning
it the greatest number of times in the series.
Every
member will be classed at the first contest, and his handicap thereafter will be fixed by his percentage in the
last contest in which he took part; but at no time shall
it be less than his original handicap.
Ties will be shot
off under same conditions as regular events.
A club known as the Glen Airy Gun Club was organized a short time ago in Cincinnati.
At a shoot held
last month, twelve members took part.
Three 25-targer
events were
shot, Hofle being high with 61.
In an
event for the Pickering trophy, at 25 targets, La Borteaux was high with 21,
At the annual meeting of the Cleveland Gun Club the
following officers were elected:
F. G. Hogen, President;
W..C. Talmadge, Vice-President; A. M. Allyn, Secretary; F. H. Wallace, Financial Secretary and Manager;
S. C. Payne, Treasurer; R. E. Sheldon, Captain; Directors, the officers and R. S. Hopkins and Geo. B. McMillan.
The board of officers this year is the same as
last, with the exception of Geo. B. McMillan, who was
elected in place of F. W. Judd, the latter gentleman
being unable to serve another year.
The reports of the
officers showed that the club was in a very prosperous
condition.
It is proposed to make an issue of preferred
stock to the amount of about $5,000, to be expended on
improvements.
A determined effort will be made to increase the club’s membership and bring it nearer to the
limit of 500.
At present there are a few over one-halt
this number on the roll.
The winners of the prizes
offered last year were C. E. Doolittle, George Burns, F.
H. Wallace, R. C. Hopkins and W. C. Ong.
Ed Rike has set the pace this year for the Dayton
shooters—95 out of 100 will not be beaten every shooting
ay.
The Rohrer’s Island Gun Club approved the proposition to protect quail in Ohio for five years.
The reso.
lutions were adoptel unanimously, and a copy sent to
Senator Mack and each of the representatives at Columbus.
The Greenville Gun Club announce May 16 and 17 as
the dates for their spring tournament.
?
:
The Rohrer’s Island Gun Club will give a big dinner
at the formal opening of the season next month.
On
this occasion some of the boys think it would be a fine
thing to have a
of Rohrer’s, and

50-target match
Lutie Gambell,

The Advance Gun
the coming season.
yet.

between
Carl Hanauer,
of the Cincinnati
Club.

Club, of Dayton, is in fine shape fot
The dates have not been announced

Loaded

Shells

The high amateur average for the entire shoot was also
won with Winchester Factory Loaded Shells. Thus the
shells that have been first in records and averages for
In
the last six years start another year with victories.
Canada also Winchester Factory Loaded Shells have
been winning, as with these shells Jno. R. Taylor and
J. A. R. Elliott won first and second professional aver-

The annual contest for the Dayton Gun Club’s trophy
for the championship of Montgomery county was held
on Jan. 26. The contest was at 50 targets, $3 entrance,
seven

STREAM.

TRAP.

O., Gun

Fes. 3 was a bright, sunny
wind.
Fifteen scores were

AND

ages and C. E. Doolittle and George Burns won
and second amateur averages for the entire target
gram, (January 16-19), and for the live bird
nos ke baylor Meebo Pietcher and Dre Greene

first
proevent
won

first, second and third averages respectively at the big
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Ed. Stuck has just returned from a two months’ trip
in North Carolina.
He and John Lambing went out
several days each week and had great sport with the
quail.
On one day they bagged seventy-five, and didn’t
get all they shot at.

In Other

Places.

At Des Moines, Ia., the local gunners are commencing
to get in line for the coming State tournament.
This
March shoot promises to be the largest held by any
Western
State in recent years.
Many
shooters
have
promised to attend.
JIowa will be represented by all the
best of Budd’s and Gilbert’s pupils.
At the shoot held at Millnot Hotel, Reading,
Pa.,
Saturday, the prize, a double-barreled shotgun, was won
by

Walter

Kline.

Arrangements
boro,

Pa.,

Gun

have
Club

been
will

completed
hold

a

whereby
tournament

the GoldsFeb.

22.

Most all the local shooters will take part, and there will
no
doubt
be a few of the traveling representatives
present.

Bruce Thompson,
Allerton, Ill, and J. F. Neal, of
Palermo, were the champions at the Allerton shoot held
last Saturday, as they won the first prizes.
The Rochester, Ind., Gun Club will push preparations
for their tournament, June 8 and 9.
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Park

it was

on

thought

to be the proper time to organize a gun club at Casey,
so the following men met and perfected an organization:
L. B. Russell, C. F. Rinard, F. L. Gray, Cecil Spain,
Chas.

Hanson,

E.

E.

Jefferson,

Spain, Jas. Kite, Carlos Spain,
Mattanch,
John
Rowe,
Homer
Shuck.
Members

of

the

Trenton,

O.,

E.

N.

Robinson,

M.

E.

P. S. Corrigan,
Geo.
Alloway
and
A. W.
Gun

Club

met

Saturday

and shot at 50 targets.
Chas Keer broke 48, Chas. Clark
40.
The Modale, Ia., Gun Club held their shoot Friday at
Vanderholm’s Shooting Park, with the following results
at 70 targets:
E. A. Drake 55, Rosco Day 49, C. M.
Myers 48, Chas. Barnes 44, Ralph Beckley 438, Ralph
Hodson 41, Fred Day 40, Ray Whited 465.
The members of the Lemont, IIll., Gun Club have announced that they will hold a tournament during February, although the exact dates are not set as yet.
It is
expected that many of the Joliet and Chicago shooters
will be present, as the towns
are all connected
by
electric street cars.
Fred

Schuck,

Joliet,

Ill.,

won

the

club

medal

for

the
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second time on Sunday last with 23 out of 25. Robert
Bruce was awarded the club’s trophy for the contest at
200 targets.
P. Pell came second with 13 les than the
winner.
Temporary
grounds
for the winter
at the
rine
NCO
near the State penitentiary have been
secured.
The newly elected officers of the Florence, Colo., Rifle
Club are:
Alfred Blunt, President; A. N. Parnall, VicePresident;
G. F. Walker,
Secretary;
Willett
Barton,
Treasurer.

There was a large crowd of shooters at the clay target
shoot, held at Lacon, IIll., last Thursday.
The high score
was made by Charley Sowards.
Announcement is made that a new gun club was formed
at Fredericksburg,
Va., the object being to improve
marksmanship, shooting at clay targets.
K. Nelson is
President; F. M. Aldridge, Vice-President; Mason Willis,
Secretary.
There are already some thirty members, and
as the enthusiasm is growing, there will be others added.
The Albion, Mich., Gun Club held a shoot Monday
afternoon, with Fred Gernich high man, 22 out of 25;
Mont. Chub second with 21.
J. M. Killin and E. G, Gallowing were placed on the
handicap committee by the Pueblo Gun Club.
Additional plans are being made for the Washington’s Birthday shoot, and invitations have been issued to all the
Arkansas Valley gun clubs to be present.
When the North Allentown, Pa., Gun Club met Saturday, at 75 targets Borger broke 50, Eschenbach 36,
Hallman 34, Buhrby 30.
Since the annua! meeting of the Spokane, Wash., Gun
Club there has been an awakening of the old members,
and there are many young men lately enlisted as members, some of whom object to shooting on Sunday, and
the dates will be changed to Wednesday.
When the new
trap

arrives

there

will

be

much‘practice

going

on,

as

the State Sportsmen’s Association will meet May 24,
25 and 26.
Invitations were issued to the Washington,
Oregon,
Seattle and Portland gun clubs, to participate in a big
rabbit drive at Blodack Island in the Columbia River,
on Feb. 9. Dr.*N. G. Blalock will carry the shooters to
the island on his steam launch, and the O. R. & N.
Railway will make reduced rates.
At a_rousing meeting held by the Greenville, O., Shot
Gun Club the following officers were elected:
President, M. W. Limbert; Vice-President, H. V. Hartwell;
Treasurer,

E.

R.

Fouts;

Captain,

Ed.

Wolf.

The

old

secretary, Mr. McCaughey, was presented with a handsome rocker.
é
From the enthusiasm now shown by the Great Bend,
Kans., shooters regarding the coming State tournament,
it will be a corker.
Ed. Chapman was elected as secretary and T. S. Mayhem president.
A new gun club has been formed at Marion, IIl., and
400 acres of marshland has been leased.
A club house
has been built, which, with other improvements,
will
afford the members comfortable quarters when looking
for recreation.
The officers of the Cleveland, O., Gun Club are:
F. G.
Hogan,
President;
W.
C. Talmadge,
Vice-President;
A. M. Allyn, Secretary; F. M. Wallace, Secretary; S. C.
Payne, Treasurer; R. E. Sheldon, Captain; R. S. Hopkins and George B. McMillan, Directors.
This is a very
prosperous club, with assests amounting fo over $12,000.
There

are

now

over

227 members,

and

it will

be the

busi-

ness of the members to put the grand total up to 500
by the close of this year.
At the business meeting Saturday last the Belleville,
Gun Club elected cfficers as follows:
President, Thos.
Wright;
Vice-President, Joseph Franz; Secretary, Phil
Mackey; Treasurer, John Wright.
The newly elected officers of the Empire Gun Club,
Oakland,
Colo.,
are:
President,
James
P. Sweeney;
Vice-President,

Dr.

George

G.

Gore;

Secretary,

J.

B.

Hauer; Captain, A. J. Webb; Lieutenant, W. O. Cullen.
There will be many
improvements
made at the club
grounds during the coming year.
The well-known Jim Head was present last week at a
shoot given by the Pueblo, Colo., Gun Club.
During the visit of Wm.
Heer to the Carlisle, Pa.,
Indian School, he was trying to show the bucks how to
shoot.
It was noticed, however, that Charles A. Bender,
the famous ball pitcher, made a run of 29 straight.
The
weather was bad, but Messrs. Tritt and Shorer each
killed 14 out of 15 live birds.
3
Many
years
ago
there
were
many
good
_live-bird
shooters at Jefferson City, Mo., and it is a pleasure to
mention that reports from that city are to the effect that
there are about eighteen members there yet, and there is
prospect for a tournament being held in the near future.
The

club,
and

sportsmen

having

at

Echo,

a membership

clay targets

and

Orc.,

have

of about

a shooting

ground

formed

twenty-five.
will

a

gun

Traps

be purchased.

There has been an awakening at Rock Island, Ill., and
now Davenport, Ia., will not have the only gun club in
the two cities.
The South Park Gun Club is the organization, and the first shoot was held last week.
The

scores,

at 25 targets:

John

Manheim

15, M.

H.

Schil-

linger 15, E. Moeller 20, Gilbert McCarty 10, John Williams 22, Fred Kuschman 7, George Long 16, H. Spitsnas
15, Ed. Paridos 14, James Price 12, Lee Robinson 17, H.
Schoening 20.
Shooting at Canon City, Thursday last, I. L. Plummer
tied R. J. Knight in the 25-target event, though shooting
from 25yds. handicap.
Others were:
Moore 20, Ball 20,
Payne 19, Ashley 18, Carrier 16, Harding 17, Parker 15.
There will be a meeting of the Stanhope, Ia., Gun
Club Monday evening of next week, when important business will be transacted.
There is a prospect of a team shoot between the clubs
located at Mechanicsville, and Stanhope, lJ].
It would
be a good thing for both clubs, as an interchange would
bring about more friendly feelings and better all- around
understanding.
Last Friday afternoon the Albion, Mich., Gun Club
held their regular target shoot.
In the 25-target event,
James McGuire broke 18, C. 17, C. Drake 15, H. Davis
5, F.. Stancroff 10, Mogel 12. In a 10-target race Harry
“Gale with 7 beat Al. Wolfinger, who only collided with 6.
St. Charles, Mo., may well be proud of a gun club
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such as the Riverside, which keeps up its practice shoots
during the winter months.
The Cripple Creek, Colo., Gun Club report that the
club house has been completed at the Mineral Mill Park.
This will add much to the convenience of the members.
At the Groton, O., Gun Club announcement is made
that there is a fair “‘shake’’ for all who attend their
meets to carry away the prizes.
:
Reports have it that ducks are very numerous on the
Laguna section of Mexico, and hunters are taking advantage of same, as there are no game laws in that
country.
C. E. Middleton was elected President, and W. M.
Andrews Secretary of the Elgin, Ill., Gun Club at their
annual election held last week.
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Shoot.

The cold wind from the north comes down—
It’s bracing and it’s nice;
But goodness gracious don’t it make
A trigger finger cold as ice.

Bartimorr, Md.—The weekly shoot of the Baltimore
Shooting Association, Saturday, Feb. 3, as usual, was
well attended.
It was zero weather, but Baltimore was
flooded with glorious sunshine, and twenty-six shooters
faced the traps (and the oyster roast). The day was too
cold for out-door sports, but the men made a brave
effort to keep their hands from getting numb, though
it was impossible to be away
from the fire even a few
There, was_a little shooting match last week at the
minutes, without suffering with the cold; and the scores
Chillicothe, Ill., Ball Park.
Wm.
Fonda and Bennett
were affected by the icy air. There were six events, 25
brothers
contributed
prizes.
The
highest
score was
targets each, but only two men shot the last.
Near the
made by a Sparland shooter, but the well-known Bert
oven, where the oysters were roasted, was the popular
Bacon was a close second.
lounging place for the shooters.
One shivering
expert
Edward
Jones and William
Benny, both prominent
expressed the wish to be an oyster, protected
from the °
shooters of West Hazelton, Pa., have signed articles for
cold by a snug little shell, with plenty of ‘liquid’ rea shoot to take place Feb. 22.
The score:
They will each put up . freshments inside.
100
Events:
20 AL bb
Several members
of the S ringfield, O., Gun Club
CATS | Wis
oidisinve.0.e:ale
0.0/aieraiecs.n 6 ele
15 16 15
8
spent about three hours Saturday at the Southside range
Waters)
02 5 .osaoieeceeacolee eee
TEU.
20
shooting over the traps.
FraniGe.
wee ctsvcs od are otane See
Ce Oe 20er
6
Chel os icssieis'e dele sinve ctstwacasete a see eee
ae
eae
Moxley (22. ince sinenee cuneate
eee
18 18 19 16
Rochester Rod and Gun Club.
Haigley
lak sed
cot pres
Ridgely ck swieoebises
spies chee teenies
Rint.
Gn
Son
Rocuester, N. Y., Jan. 31.—The Eastern cigar cup conCoffee i. sis nehey sees niclehee enna
ge
ks
ee
test attracted a large field of contestants at the shoot of
Sampson
il
(a
eh
Rae
HBS
the Rochester Rod and Gun Club. Sim
Glover, the
W oodyear
Ae Pe Ree
famous shot, was a visitor.
Mordecai
oats
tale cat
Beaticaees
iif dni D
DIXON, saatejostt -steresece.s, 90 ae oh ee
DOS 20) e024
Gloveraics
code oe 19 1 20
*Kershneri jess 20 2-25
Schalb: 00: <tuzitcme
snes seco ee eee
aS 214 ee
An Greeh 2oecee 24 1 26
*Clark
25
Elawkins 322:4%, 01sec
ee non aeeeetee
7 A
ee
*Borstys. steerer 20 6 26
Watson
19
Harker ia. scaevicasten
os anon eee
LE IS ot icha hey
Coughlin’ Sen eenere 15 7 22
Stewart
25
Watkins: Sie scciiattee
sco se ee ane eee
YP ROE es
Adkine
span 19) 2521
Baskerville.
cc iecsccs
eee
ed
ae ene
Flormison™.
.icca. soak same cae eae
eras 20 18
é
oa
Malone: asc. sagecee anne eastesie
eee 23 22 .
5
Browme ic cisislseeie creer oes, « oaee ieee eee ple ral
Ape
et
:
1 20
J" Grbeen, ¥s.queeieie 21 1 22
Spencer (icc). swe eee taleee eee eee 1
ee
%
1 24
VoGreenscaiaeceeree 19 1 20
Atkinson 260.026 sealer
LOY
niece
“
1 20
Je Green Sessa PAL al “Pye
1 23
*Bor'st. eens 19 6 25
The tie for the New Year’s Day
cup, between Middle2 24
Bonbrights ceo. 19 221
town, Hawkins, Dupont and Roder, will be shot off on
2 20
Bonbrightia. sccm 22 2 24
Wednesday, Feb. 7, at 1:30 P. M.
Following this a 25Pde Al
*Bonbrighte cere. 24 2 26
target race, open to all, $10 entrance, three moneys, 50,
2 2!
Bonbright.- sare 22 2 24
30 and 20 per cent.; high guns,
;
*Kershner
2 26
2
BattTimore, Md.—A preliminary target shoot was held
Stewart
2 23
iL
at the Baltimore Shooting Association, Tuesday, Jan. 31,
Re-entry scores:
at 1:30 P. M.
Hood Waters sent out a special notice to
Conghling ears: 16 ines
Watson neue lereen rs21 20°28.
the fifteen men who were to shoot on the tri-State team
*Coughitieenteeeas 2 1.28
Watson tence een 21 2° 23
in Wilmington, Thursday, Feb. 1, to be on hand. All
Watsons ges
eee. 19° 2 21
WVatiSOnt sro enone 18 2 20
local shooters and members of the club were invited.
Twenty-six men participated, and were given long disFeb. 22 will be the date on which the series ends.
tance
targets to test their skill. The targets were thrown
*Wins point for cup.
from 60 to 85yds., which kept down the scores; but good
marks were made, considering the conditions.
The most
interesting event of the afternoon was a 60-target race
At Muncie.
between teams selected by J. Mowell Hawkins and Lester
Muncriez, Ind., Feb. 2.—As
a sort of evidence that
German,
whose
amateur work is well known
to the
spring was indeed “sprung,” some of the local shooters
sporting world.
There were twelve men_to a team.
have been indulging in quite a lot of talk recently.
This
Hawkins’ selection were the winners, with Hawkins high
finally resulted in a team shoot being arranged, A. C.
gun, 45. Waters second, 42. German was high gun for
Spencer and H. A. Shumack being paired against James
his team with 48. The day was bright and beautiful, with
R. Johnson and G. G. Williamson in a race at 100 bluea frosty crispness in the air that made man gladshe was
rocks per man.
We have been having a large part of
living, and could shoot.
The scores:
;
:
our weather here of a decidedly spring-like sort, and as
Hawkins’ Team,
German’s Tsene,
another evidence of the fact that “delays are dangerous,”’
Hawkins
German siicisan cence
the frequent postponing of the shoot let it finally fall on
Waters
Malone OX cnc eseeeee
“ground hog day,”’ which at this place proved one of the
Moxley
Bowen cs: aentoastserts
coldest days of the entire winter.
In spite of the low
Mordecai
De Haven
temperature and snow gusts, a few of the faithful jourDunn
Génie etss ere
neyed to the gun club grounds to see the game played.
Marley
Sampson
The race was shot down in strings of 25 targets, and
ASE) Madonsetrce
snes te
France ss xcunten cet
when the end was reached, it was found that the winning
IRODINSOn
preteen Oo
Leland’
fesme
the Johnson-Williamson
pair.
was
combination
The
Mears os dn lect
oat 22
Lutz’ cst aceite
eee
scores will best explain:
Wroodyear! wanes. 22
Hall -. 2%. .e sees
Johnson &1, Williamson 96; total 177.
Dixon’) iSassescncoees 32
Kesler'«
28 scereet
ars
Shumack 76, Spencer 80; total 156.
CLTACY
wreaelerclaeanetaas 33—381
Berryman
At the conclusion of the race Spencer and Shumack
The
long
distance
practice
events,
at
25
targets
each,
challenged for a return match, but the winners advised
resulted as follows:
them that they would first have to “get a reputation”
Woodyear
........- pb
dake
Mears Amcsmnianiecins 13 16 11
before they could be given any more attention.
The
€rman kiene cence 21 20 22
Sampson vice. eae 13 18 13
targets were thrown 55yds. by a Blackbird trap, and
De Havens nesses 21 19 20
Malone vecieeees 16 00
with the contending wind the shooting conditions were
Waters 4 Sienna 17 18 19
Haigiey acces cnee
5 00
far from easy.
Williamson broke his first 71 targets, the
ON ss seieeaceenies 11 17 16
Hawkins’ tn enmenmne 24 24...
72d was dusted.
HOoostrerr.
Dunne acecncewecs 2016 ..
Leland
®2:2.meeeee
8 00
RO Dinisar ese
ee ee 13elseee
Lutz” sma wetneaineate 1214..
Bast assceee eaten oe 12 17 15
Carroll)
ea eee
Gicsndte
North River Gun Club.
Mixeven ereeenerne 16 17 22
Rheinhardt) wye-eee 10 Cees
Enecewater, N. J., Feb. 3—Mr.
Geo. Piercy was the
Bowen's saecrauve
sere 16 19 20
winner in the weekly distance 50-target handicap. Scores:
A Socirat Tramp.
Ky Akers? .cisesceeLl
eos
Di hee” Sesnasceee 16
389636
© McClane iene ees 16
25
Be Bickhor
success 18
33
Ossining Gun Club.
Dr Hunter te. ne. 16
18
Miss Horneck ..... 16
35
Pred Truaxteaces 3.0 20
8636
FLW Bissitioin. ccc: ies
al
Osstninc, N. Y., Feb. 8.—Am sending herewith the
Ge Richter mene. Pail
33
I gid hoy emnceeec 18
39
result of the regular bi-monthly shoot of the Ossinin
A A Schoverling...22
20
GaPierey incase: 19
46
Gun Club.
While the scores do not appear to good adFred Vosselman ...18
24
A Schramnai gaeeen16
25
vantage, they are fair, considering the speed of the targets
Events:
iE PAs
og: 5}
Events:
LL 23334
5
and the job lot of shells we were obliged to use up.
3
A Albert.....
1
aa
te
G
Eickhoffaer
bl
meee
Event No. 3 was for the Weskora cup, use of two barPA Kerse- ae
aon dO 07 seems
Miss Horneck 7 9 8.. ..
rels.
Figures after names denote handicap of distance.
Chas McClane.5
5 8 917
EL Bissing2) 10.092 9e
2015
Ccl. Brandreth announces
that there will be seven
W Townsend
911 8....
He Edeviwee
6: ASuLLee
ee
prizes.
As this is to be a handicap and class shooting,
Dr Eimtersaromo
4 65 ee
IM Winters
kl saGuan mee
everybody has a show. The return cards show that there
BE ciriax 2. biome
ue al
G Piercy. 2212, 14
eels
will be about twenty members cut on that day.
;
C Richter.;.,
8 813... ;.
GC Lrenish
epee clones.
en
shoot for the Weskora cup will be held on the
Schoverling.. 1110 .. . 22
Go lienish,
Jr 404 Pee 10
th inst.
Vosselman .. 7 6 618 ..
Ay Schramiiz
(Greiner
Events:
12 3 4 5 6 seane
D, Lee) Syce..ORL
a ae
Dr) Grimshawereeeese
10
Targets:
10 15 25 10 25 25 25 25 25 25
CaG- Blandford s.20. me een
9 8.15. 6 10 1655
A. A, ScHOVERLING, Sec’y.
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U. S. Government
Ammunition
Accuracy test of Krag-Jorgensen .30-Caliber Cartridges held
by order of the Ordnance Department, United States Army.
TESTED—Ammunition

CONDITIONS—1o0

of all the American

RESULT

U.

S.

esiot

targets,

and

OFFICIAL

STATES
LOWELL,

Agencies:

Armory

Manufacturers.

-tixed

rest.

REPORT:

excelled

MANUFACTURED

2

Springfield

yards.

Cartridges

UNITED

at

and 20 shot targets, muzzle rest.

TOmaiemoo

DISTANCE—1,000

Test.

all

others.

BY

COo.,

CARTRIDGE
MASS.,

U. S. A.

497-503 Pearl St., 35-43 Park St., New York.

114-116 Market

St., San

Francisco.
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Delaware—Maryland—Pennsylvania.
WitMincTon,
Del., Feb. 1.—The series of three contests between teams of Eastern Pennsylvania, Maryland
and Delaware was commenced to-day on the grounds of
the Wawaset
Gun
Club.
The contest evoked
much
interest, as was shown by the large number of shooters
and spectators who congregated on the grounds.
The
Delaware
team was victorious, with a big lead over
Maryland and Pennsylvania, as the subjoined scores will
show.
Still the winning score was far below the winning team’s usual good form, as several of the 90 to 100
per cent. men fell far below their averages.
The total
of the winning team averaged 86.9 per cent., 869 targets
out of 1,000.
In addition to the team race, four 15-target events
were shot, with a total of 52 entries.
In the team race,
4,509 targets were shot at, while in the events prior to
the race, 3,500 more were thrown, making a total of 8,000
targets thrown during the day.
The conditions cf the race were:
The captain of each
team was allowed to send to the score fifteen men, and
from the scores made by those fifteen men he could
select the ten highest as his team’s total.
Each man
shot at 100 targets.
The weather was unfavorable for shooting, which explains in a measure the low scores.
A northwesterly
wind of the morning changed to a southwesterly in the
afternoon, and the clear sky became clouded as the day
wore on.
Besides the local newsgatherers, reporters were
present from Philadelphia and Baltimore, and the Western Union ran a wire to the club house specially for
this event.
This of itself shows that it was a matter far
transcending local interest.
The Evening Journal of Wilmington stated: To Luther
J. Squier, one of Wilmington’s most expert shooters,
belongs the honor of carrying out the shoot to a successful issue.
He was aided in this by Huttenlock, the
Eastern Pennsylvania’s captain, and by Hood
Waters
and J.
Hawkins, who together organized the Maryland team.
But Squier had also the management of the
shoot, and the duties of the cashier’s office upon his
shoulders, so that his score of 91 out of 100 in the team
race must be considered as really high class work.
While
averages of 90 per cent. or better were common enough
in the practice or preliminary, events, they were exceedingly scarce when it came down to the real thing.
Only
five men out of the forty-five engaged in the race were
entitled to a place in the ranks of that class of “90 per
cent. or better,’ and four out of the five were Delawareans.
These were Eugene E. DuPont, to whom belongs the honor of being high man, with a total of
93, scoring 76 out of his last 80; L. J. Squier, 91, and J.
T. Skelly and George Burroughs with 90 each. J.
Mowell
Hawkins, of Baltimore, was the only other shooter to
score over 90; his total was 91. W. M. Foord, of Wilmington, came next with 89, losing his 100th target and
his place in the 90 per cent. ranks at the same time.
Then two targets behind came Edward Banks, of Delaware;
C. E. Mink and Landis, of Philadelphia, and

Lester German, of Aberdeen, Md., with 87 each.
A. B.
Richardson, the present holder of the Delaware
State
championship, had a bad quarter hour.
Three clean scores of 20 in the race were made only
by Messrs. E. E. DuPont, Hood Waters and McCarty.
A number
of professionals were
in attendance
and
participated in the preliminaries.
_ Three of the Wilmington Gun Club heavy-weights were
in attendance and held the grounds steadily in place.
They

were

Jim Jester.
The team
hood, and
months to
who weigh
The team

Messrs.

Harry

Hartlove,

Delaware

Koerner

and

Team.
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Two of the heavy-weight team were absent.
totals over 1,500 pounds of aggressive manstand and have fearlessly stood ready during
contest any five-man team of any club, and
1,500 pounds or more net.
scores follow:
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90
87
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81
69
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93
84
{83
90

14

73
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ale
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84

249 255 2386 248 244
1227
The scores of the ten high men:
Skelly 90, Banks 87,
Squier 91, Foord 89, Richardson 81, Terry 80, E. E. Dufoe 93, R. Miller 84, Burroughs 90, Melchoir 84; total
69.
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The scores of the ten high men: German 87, Worthington 83, Sparks 75, France 70, Bowen 78, Hawkins 91,

Moxley

76,

Waters
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Newcomb
78, Anderson
77,
Wilbur 69, Landis 87; total

in the sweepstake
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BY

JURY!

At the Portland (Oregon) Exposition, 1905, The Peters Cartridge Company
including Empty and Loaded Paper Shells, Metallic Cartridges
etc.

for Rifle, Revolver

The Jurymen who judged the exhibit were experts and acknowledged

pass upon the merits

GOLD

of ammunition

and

firearms.

They

made an exhibit of its goods,

granted

and Pistol, Gun

to be thoroughly

to the Peters

competent

Cartridge

MEDAL——HIGHEST

Company

ation and an exhaustive test of the goods themselves.

achievements, the Portland

qualities and

unsurpassed

award

finish of

Coming

furnishes

XZ

new

XZ

thus

near

to
a

AWARD

This decision was reached after a canvass of past records made with Peters Ammunition; a minute

grand

Wads,

the close of a year

examin-

marked

by

and convincing proof of the superior shooting

XZ

\g

\g

\g

m4

\g

\g

Peters Shells and Cartridges
MY

SIXTY

Sixty-three

years

ago

“Bill’

YEARS

Hamilton,

then

twenty years of age, set out from St. Louis, Mo.,
with seven other free trappers under the leadership of old “Bill” Williams.
Seven of these

eight men are dead, but Hamilton still lives in
Montana and still sets his traps. He has written
the story of his early trapping days, and the book

has just been published. “My Sixty Years on the
Plaine’
Plains” telle
tells of
of trapping,
trapping, trading,
trading, Indian
Indian fighting,
ALR

ALAR

ALND

ALOR

ON

THE

hunting, and all the many and varied incidents of
the trapper’s life. It is full of adventure and ex-

were simple and direct, and in which there was
no striving for effect.
It is illustrated by a portrait of the author
citement, but the story is told modestly, and
and one of the celebrated Chief Washaki, and
there is nothing in it that is lurid. Amid much
by six drawings of old-time trapper and Indian
fighting, there is nothing that can be called
“blood and thunder,’ but there is much that is life, by Mr. Charles M. Russell, the celebrated
history.
cowboy artist of Great Falls, Mont.
The book has all the charm of the old volumes
223 pages, cloth, illustrated.
Price, $1.50.
"telling
travel an
Wests (poche
telling of
of carly
early travel
in the)
the West;
books yy
whichte
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STEVENS

APO

not

EXPRESS

sold

by

local

Merchants, we ship
upon receipt of

PREPAID,

Catalog Price.

J. STEVENS

Our attractive three
will be sent to any
stamps,

ARMS

color ATuaMneee Hanger
applicant for 10 cents in

AND
P.

CHICOPEE FALLS.

eee)

are

made

in

styles

and

O.

BOX

TOOL

Send for Catalog 51; a 140 Page Book of Ready
Reference for present and prospective Shooters.
Profusely illustrated and replete with firearm information.
Mailed for 4 cents in stamps.

COMPANY

5668

MASSACHUSETTS
New

ASP
SID OSS
SOS

IPO L A SOLASOP

models suitable to every requirement of the shooter. Our Rifles
and Shotguns also possess the
‘“Take Down”
feature, which
means that the STEVENS can be
carried in a trunk, grip or small
package.

Crack Shot Rifle.
No. 16, $4.00
direct,

LA

If you intend to camp or go on a
Vacation trip, remember that the
accurate and reliable STEVENS
RIFLES, PISTOLS and SHOTGUNS

Where

PLAINS

York

Office,

98

Chambers

SSF

Street

~)
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In the Lead
The

Official

as Usual

Records

show

that:

High Average for the year 1905, The Real World’s Championship, was won by Mr. Fred Gilbert, who broke 95.6 per cent. of
the 17,065 targets he shot at.

Mr. Gilbert, of course, used
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No. 8 was for chair.
No. 4 for badge.
Tue fourth shoot in the prize series on the grounds of
the Boston Shooting Association at Wilmington, Mass.,
was held Saturday, Feb. 3. Following are the scores:
Events:
PER
A
ber Oe les
Targets:
25 25 25 20 20 20 20 20
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The third event was for special prize, put up by G. N.
Wheeler,
;
;
Events 4, 5, 6, 7 and 8 were 100-bird match for prize,
Next shoot Saturday afternoon, Feb. 10.
O. R. Dickey, Mgr.
R

Calyer Gun
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Club.

Burrato, N. Y.—The Buffalo Audubon Club is holding
shoots the first and third Saturdays of each month.
The
club shooters are divided into four classes, A, B, C and
D, and trophies are given in each class; also on the last
shoot in each month a sterling silver cup of a value of
about $15 is shot for under handicap conditions, added
birds system.
The shooters have from 25 to 31 targets to shoot at,
according to the class in which they are in. At the last
shoot in January,
twenty-five men
took part, and in
the Feb. 8 shoot, nineteen shooters entered.
Some good scores have been made, especially under the
conditiens, as we throw hard birds, and still days in
Buffalo are not common.
Some of the boys are so full of shoot that they can’t
wait for the regular days, and go out the off days and
shoot for practice.
A number of young shooters have joined the club in
the past year, and it is in a flourishing condition.
Mr. Harry Stevens was out on the club grounds the
other day and showed the boys how to shoot by getting
130 out of 135. Our two Leggett traps are working well.
Scores of Feb. 3 follow:
Events:
CO
ee BercOe LOM
eS: 9

AND

Club.

Brooxtyn, N. Y., Jan. 27.—There was a west wind and
fair weather.
Scores:
First event, 20 targets:
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All trap shooters should use the ELLIOTT EAR DRUM PROTECTORS.
Price $1.00 per pair. Acknowledged by experts to be the best.

KIRKWOOD BROS., Guns and Sportsmen’s Supplies
Eastern Agents

23 Elm Street, Boston, Mass.
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“THE FINEST GUN IN THE WORLD”
SHOOTS
HARD

Compare

it with any other—the gun will do

the rest.

Sold on its merits,
not its reputation.

MADE ONLY BY

A. H. FOX

GUN
Not

CO.,
connected

with

Philadelphia, Pa., U.S. A.
Philadelphia

GAME LAWS IN BRIEF
THE

RECOGNIZED

AUTHORITY

are

| American

fish

and

game,

the

imitations as to size or
number, transportation, export, non-resident
licenses, and other restrictions, for the practical guidance of sportsmen and anglers.
It

is revised

to date, and

is correct

and

reliable.
“If the Brief says so, you may depend on it.”

A standing reward
error in the Brief.

is offered
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OUTDOOR LIFE*

SHOOTING,

FISHING. YACHTING.

vs. MISSING.

By S. T. Hammond

(“Shadow”).

Cloth.

Price, $1.

Mr. Hammond enjoys among his field companions the
repute of being an unusually good shot, and one who is
particularly successful in that most difficult branch of
upland shooting, the pursuit of the ruffed grouse or
partridge.
This prompted the suggestion that he should
write down for others an exposition of the methods by
which his skill was acquired.
The result is this original
manual of “‘Hitting vs. Missing.’”’
We term it original,
because, as the chapters will show, the author was selftaught; the expedients and devices adopted and the
forms of practice followed were his own.
This then may
be termed
the Hammond system of shooting; and as it
was successful in his own experience, being here set
forth simply and intelligibly, it will prove not less effective with cthers.
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POCKET,
Price,

PUBLISHING

_Subscriptions may begin at any time.
single copies, $3 per year, $1.50 for six
for clubs of annual subscribers:

$7.50.

Five

Terms:
For
month.
Rates

Copies, $12.

Remit by express money-order, registered letter, money
order or
draft payable to the Forest and Stream Publishing Company.
The paper may
be obtained of newsdealers throughout the United States. Canada and Great
Britain.
Foreign
Subscriptions
and
Sales
Agents—London:
Davies & Co., 1
Finch Lane; Sampson, Low & Co.;
Paris:
Brentano’s.
Foreign terms:
$4.50
per
year;
$2.25 for six months.

RECEIPTS.

The receipt of the paper with date on the wrapper
address label constitutes a receipt for money sent us for
a new subscription
or a renewal.
The date on the
wrapper tells when your subscription will expire. Please
note this date and renew at least two weeks before expiration of subscription.

KENNEL

REGORD;

The ‘‘Pocket Kennel Record” is, as its name implies, a
handy book for the immediate record of all events and
transactions which take place away from home, intended
to relieve the owner from the risk of trusting any important matter to his memory.
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PUBLISHING

Display Classified Advertising.
Hotels,
Summer
and Winter
Resorts.
Instruction,
Railroad and Steamship Time
Schools, Colleges, etc.
Tables.
Real Estate, For Sale and To Let.
Seeds and
Shrubs.
‘Taxidermists.
The Kennel, Dogs, etc.
Wants
and Exchanges.
Per Agate line, per insertion, 15 cents
Three months, 13 times, 10 cents per line.
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WITH.

By Fred Mather.
A handsome volume, printed on laid
paper, bound in green and gold, and illustrated with a
new portrait of Mr. Mather, and with
portraits of the
“men” of whom he writes so deliabecnie
272 pages.
Postpaid, $2.
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DrvAdams

J
16
16
15
14
14
14
14

G

Stephenson,

Jr..25

C

A.

Lockwood...... rape

F T Bedford, Jr.....22—4i
A E Hendrickson...17—39
I Me Brishana pce: 24
Dr ‘Adams
ieeeewes 14
enry: Kryny ence sneer 21—45
Dr (Raynor ets 14—28
Shoot-off, same conditions:
F B Stephenson..... 23
G G Stephenson, Jr.21
© C Grinnelljyjcese 17—40
FUP Bedtord, Jrssces 23—44
Trophy
shoot, 25 targets, handicaps in parentheses:
Brigham 24, Ernst (4) 23, L. C. Hopkins (8) 28, Kryn (1)
Vanderveer
(3) 21,
(1) 18, Meeker (4)

18, F. B. Stephenson 18, Hendrickson (4) 16, Browne (6)
15.
Trophy shoot, 15 targets, handicap:
L. C. Hopkins
(2) 14, Teeter (1) 18, Hendrickson (2) 18, F. B. Stephenson 13, Meeker (2) 11, Lockwood (1) 11, Kryn 9, Grinnell 9, Browne (4) 9, Brigham 8, Marshall (2) 7, Foster
7, Southworth 5.
Trophy
shoot,
same
conditions:
Hickling
(4) 14,
Hendrickson (2) 12, Teeter (1) 12, Dr. Hopkins () 12,
Brigham
14, Marshall
(2) 12, L. C. Hopkins
(2) J,
Lockwood
(1) 11, Bedford 10, Dr. Raynor (1) 10, Dr,
Adams (1) 9, J.-S: Losee (@) 7.
Trophy shoot, same conditions:
Losee (2) 13, Teeter
(1) 18, Lockwood (1) 11, Dr. Adams (1) 10, L. C. Hopkine

(2) 10, Browne

(4) 5, Hendrickson

(2) 7.

:

Shoot-off, same conditions:
Teeter (1) 10, Losee (2) 8.
Trophy shoot, same conditions:
L. C, Hopkins (1) 14,
Teeter
(1) 10, Hendrickson
(2) 10, Lockwood
(1) 9,
Losee

(2) 8.

P

Trophy shoot, 15 targets, all
scratch:
Grinnell
15,
Brigham 12, G. G. Stephenson, Jr., 11, F. B. Stephenson
11, Bedford 10, Foster 9, Teeter 9, Hendrickson 9, Lockwood 9, Kryn 9, L. C. Hopkins 8, Adams 8, Browne 7,
Marshall 7, Ernst 6, Losee 5.

Trap

Inside pages, 20 cents pes agate line. Special rates for
three, six and twelve months.
Eight words to the line,
fourteen lines to one inch.
Advertisements should be
received by Saturday previous to issue in which they
are to be inserted.
Transient advertisements must invariably be accompanied by the money, or they will not
be inserted.
Reading
notices,
seventy-five
cents per
line.
Only advertisements
of an approved
character
inserted.

CO.

50 cents.

3 18 21

22, Lockwood
(2) 22, Marshall
(4) 21,
Southworth
20, Grinnell (1) 19, Foster

SUBSCRIPTIONS.

Three Copies,

KRiryie

ADVERTISEMENTS.
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The Forrest AND STREAM is the recognized medium of
entertainment,
instruction
and
information
between
sportsmen.
The editors invite communications on the subjects to which its pages are devoted.
Anonymous
communications will not be regarded. The
editors are not responsible for the views of correspondents.
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Stake trophy, 25 targets, handicap:
Dr Raynor fe-cee.
G Stephenson, Jr 2 19 21
Marshall..
W_W
F B Stephenson. 0 20 20
A Hendrickson...
LC Hopkins‘... 3 17 20
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H M Brigham... 0 19 19
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Crescent

10,

Bay Ripce, L. I., Feb. 3.—The weekly shoot of the
Crescent
Athletic
Club
was
well
attended,
notwithstanding that the temperature was cold.
The weather
was clear and bright.
The first of the series of four contests for the club championship was well patronized, eight
of the club’s best shooters participating.
The seasoned
expert Mr. H. M. Brigham was high with the score of
109 out of the 125 shot at.
The four contests total 500
targets, and he who makes the best total in the four
’
;
shoots will be victor.
The first shoot for the February cup resulted in a tie
between Dr. Silas P. Hopkins and Mr, A. E. Hendricksen, each scoring 25. Mr. G. G. Stephenson, Jr., scored
a leg on the Stake trophy.
Scores:
Championship match, 125 targets, scratch:
1st 25. 2d 25. 3d 25. 4th 25. 5th 25. Total.
24
21
24
19
109
fe Me Brigham) yee. 177
103
20
24
21
21
Elenty, Krynl aoc 17
100
19
21
23
19
© © Grinnell) jr... =18
99
18
22
18
21
F B Stephenson..... 20
99
18
22
22
20
CYELT Vhostet sc cir 17
94
V7
19
19
21
H B Vanderveer ...18
86
22
ae
18
43
A G Southworth..... 16
(2
18
12
EG ieee ks
G R Meeker......... 14
February cup, 25 targets, handicap:
rake
18
3
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25
22
4
A Hendrickson...
Dr F Raynor... 4 16 20
Dr S Hopkins.... 4 22 25
F T Bedford..... i y19) 20
G Stephenson, Jr. 2 21 23
ko
Dr J. Adams, ..>.. Pee
Pru Lottie. 2 2h 423
Stephenson ... 0 18 18
F
23
© Grinnell, Jr.... 1 22
LC Hopkinsies- 3 18 16
lee UGapy 5 gona s08e 1 22 23
9 16
C W Browne..... 6
Mo Brigham cence 0 23 23
12 14
C A Lockwood..2
A Southworth.... 0 22 22
9 13
4
......
W Marshall
4 18 22
eee Bins tereece

H Vanderveer....
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A Digest of the Statutes
of the United States and
Canada
governing the
taking of game and fish.
Compiled from original
and official sources for
the practical guidance of
Ihe Brief
covers all
Provinces,
provisions
“If you
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Reading.

PorrTsviLLE, Pa., Jan. 27.—The live-bird shooting match
between Joseph Henninger, of St. Nicholas, and William
Lloyd, of Clio, has been scheduled for Feb, 22, each
man to shoot at 17 birds for $150 a side, ‘each party depositing a forfeit of $50 with Stakeholder Christ.
E
Feb. 2.—Charles Horitz, of Orwin, and E. Kimmel, of
Donaldson, are matched for a live-bird shooting match
for a stake of $150 a side.
The match will take place at
Reiner City, Feb. 10. Each man will shoot at 17 birds.
A series of two shooting matches at live birds for a stake
of $75 a side has been arranged between William Unger,
of Muir, and Philip Fetterhoff, of Orwin.
The first
match will be shot at Orwin on Feb. 17, and the second
at Muir on Feb. 22. Each will shoot at 11 birds. |
Ambler, Pa., Jan. 27.—A special shoot at 10 birds on
the grounds of the Fort Washington Gun Club was held
Saturday
between
Gore,
Wilkinson
and Almer.
The
former two tied by killing 9 out of 10, but in the shootoff Wilkinson won.
Scores:
Gore, DO 29 ©2 sate ngsdia acd0'smielone disse:5,diaieie sola Teer ee 999#299999__
eae 22222
Wrilkktnsomsy 29) felscise ctscisiels ovetersn <nttee ae ateateteteterae 2*22222222— 9
ree eae*422242222—
a 222
Almer, DQ29 Srna time winareSielahieescshelote siecheoles
8
Shoot-off :
P
Wilkinson, 29...... 222222—6
Gore, .29n mena 222220—5
Pittstown,

Pa.,

Jan.

27.—The

live-bird

team

shoot

held

here to-day between Pittston and the Hudson gun clubs
resulted in favor of the former team by a margin of 2
bird.
The scores, teams of two men, 8 live birds per
man:
Hudson Team.
Pittston Team.
Dixon
......12221011—7
Martin ......22221211—8
Judiger csc. 11120221—7—14
Malia ginttaer 11120122—7—15
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Send for Catalogue.
As long
This cut is a reproduction of our handsome 10-color hanger, size 10 x 23%.
as our supply lasts we will furnish these hangers for 8 cents, covering postage.
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Won

First, Second and Third
High Amateur Averages

THE PARKER

by

GUN

Grand Canadian Handicap live bird event won by the Parker Gun in the hands of Thos.
Upton, with a score of 34 out of 35.
In the amateur class the three high averages at
targets were carried off by C. E. Doolittle, Jay D. Green and H. D. Kirkover, Jr., all
using the Parker Gun.
The Parker was much in evidence at the Hamilton, Ont., shoot,
January 16 to 19. The Parker Gun is always in evidence, and if you would improve your score, you should shoot no other.
The only absolutely reliable gun in the world.

PARKER

aes

ee
jects
ter

TRADE.

The Savage Arms Co., Utica, N. Y., has issued circulars descriptive of that company’s
single-shot
rifle,
model 1905, style C, which they will send to applicants.
This new rifle possesses the same excellent features as
the regular target rifle, but is fitted with a shotgun butt,
adjustable rear sight, has 22in. barrel and weighs about
434]bs,

BROTHERS,

LAFLIN
HIGH

AMATEUR

&

AVERAGE

*

31

Cherry

New

Street,

Meriden,

Conn.

York Salesrooms, 32 Warren St.

RAND
in 1905

BRANDS

for the entire season of 1905 was won by Mr. J. W. Akard,

Fairplay, Mo., who used “NEW SCHULTZE”

and broke 94 per cent. of all targets shot at

in tournaments.
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Mownsend
“sce<s.. 18
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Wade Vicon onsnes 18
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sieorcicsi« 17
Riehl ce. sacar cae 20
Dunn elle seccc. 618
tilling! sees can ne 16
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PRELIMINARY HANDICAP
GRAND AMERICAN HANDICAP

Handicap.

BrenuHAM, Tex.—The fifth annual Sunny South Handicap was held at Brenham, Tex., Jan. 22 to 27, inclusive,
under the management of the energetic manager, Alf.
Gardiner.
The first event each day was practice, and
had no added money.
The Sunny South Handicap was shot on Jan. 24, and
had conditions as follows:
Open to all, handicaps 14 to
2lyds., targets 45 to 50yds.
The result of the competition in this event was a tie
between the hero of many contests, Mr. W. R. Crosby,
and Mr. Maxwell, each scoring 98. The tie was shot off
at 25 targets, and Crosby won with the score of 22 from
the 2lyd. mark.
Maxwell, 1l6yds., scored 21. Scores:
Yds.
BEava teenage
clan ois16
Schroeder’
....... 16
Maxwell) “cicse ees 16
WCAC Mater osie aces 17
IQS.
Baa eOraan 17
ROUTER
Sor aaeopon 20
FELUAE Wiatelcictoiaeae oes: 18
NEGCTAT Miele ce slese’e16
CSOSDYN orbs
oor «621
POWEES
« sisisice sale’ 20:

AND

also won

Brands, “Infallible,” “New

E. C. (Improved)” and “New

Schultze”

Three out of the First Four High Averages for the season of 1905.

WILDFOWL

ROWLAND

SHOOTING.

Containing
Scientific
and
Practical
Descriptions of
Wildfowl; Their Resorts, Habits, Flights, and the Most
Successful Method of Hunting Them.
Treating of the
selection of guns for wildfowl shooting, how to load, aim
and to use them; decoys, and the proper manner of
using them; blinds, how and where to construct them;
boats, how to use and build them scientifically; retrievers, their characteristics, how to select and train
them.
By William Bruce Leffingwell.
Illustrated, 373
pages.
Price, in cloth, $1.50; half morocco, $2.50.
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Danvis

ROBINSON’S

Books.

These books have taken their place as classics in the
literature of New England village and woods life.
Mr.
Robinson’s characters are peculiar, quaint and lovable;
one reads of them now with smiles and now with tears
(and need not be ashamed to own to the tears). Mr.
Robinson writes of nature with marvélous insight; his is
the ready word, the phrase, to make a bit of landscape, a
scene of outdoors, stand out clear and vivid like a
startling flashing out from the reader’s own memory.
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LOG CABINS AND COTTAGES;

How

to
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STREAM

Build

By WILLIAM

and

PUB.

CO.

Furnish

S. WICKS.

Them.

Price, $1.50.

‘
'
simplest ; shelters to the most elaborate
cottages,
t
This work covers the field of building for the woods from the
The details and directions are very specific and easily comprehended, and the illustrations
cabins and houses.
Sent postpaid by
are so numerous and so taking that one will be sure to find in them something to his taste.
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Monrcratr, N. J., Feb. 3.—Some three prize events and
four practice events were run off to-day.
Event 3, for
a silver prize, was won by Moffett, when in event 4,
Messrs. Winslow and Parke tied for first place.
Event
5, handicap, for one year’s subscription to FOREST AND
STREAM, was tied for by Ayres and Winslow, Winslow
winning out on the shoot-off in both cases.
The tenth
monthly contest for the Daly gun will occur on the 10th.
Events:
1
2
3 -4Ay
755
6
T
Targets:
10, 15 10 Heth
26 25 26
Moffett...
. anenonseserieennne
7 11)
SS eee
a0 ee
Batten wre osnclsis/ oie aaioe 67
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eli 0...
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Winslow? “2 tase oneoa
gti cae 9
7A
Ose
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yo.
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A
BiG TOE
Bepcuese |a
Soverel
Bi Bi li
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8
Parke
Syeeyoaise
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Lire h(a
aes
Waite
< SA
eS
8 16
Simmons
16

Fairview
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Club.

Ahi cistec ccc ciestojetcleteyletenemete

Montclair

N.

GUNS

HIGH-GRADE
MATERIAL

Gun

Stelle. .cSee at cchicte ercieaye o oanere aera ane ee
oe
eo. AG
Plainfieldy)
2 s)ccstcctelee
amide cielete rears
fas Ager
3e
List of winners:
Alec Crater, C. Fisher,
B. Prugh,
Martin, Pardoe, Crater, Fisher, Prugh, Martin, Stelle,
Brod Head, Pardoe, Fisher, Martin.
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SHOOT

GUNS

SMITH

|

Brook

Bounp Brook, N. J., Feb. 3.—The club held another
free shoot for its members to-day.
Both prizes and targets were free, with all.events handicaps.
The members
who did not get out certainly missed it.
The shoot was gotten up by J. B. Pardoe, and the
members voted they would like more just like it.
Several
miss-and-out
events
were
shot, and Martin
did the best work.
The regular club shoot will be held Feb. 17 at 2 P.M.,
to which all are invited.
Events:
LY =DiaBy
ea
te
Targets:
10.10 10 10 26 10 25
Altec Craters
cctks cosccve cleo
PIR
iret: Sak bs) 0)1 A
a
GC) Fisher oii. ctiewaecclcita,
ceisle erecta Db Sh
oe
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Dr Pardoe iiss
ss'eiseie cers acter aren 10:7 10
OeeaZs.
823

The mechanism is positive in
its action.

WW,

JERSEY.

Gun

Club.

Fairview,
N. J., Feb. 3.—The scores made at the
club shoot to-day are appended:
Events:
1.2 3 46-6)
1s
Sii10meShor
Targets:
25 25 25 25 25 25 25 24 24 24
at. Brk.
Geo
Sauer:.:.... 15 14 16 15 17 17 18 13 16 11
247
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Con’ Sedote-7...- 13 18... L019, 5 13: 16 stoere
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Geéos.Dodsieeeeecers IT 15> 26: Sal Sus ae
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96
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8
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Gro. E. Dops,’ Fin. Sec’y.
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By Perry
$1.00,
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D.

Frazer.

Illustrated.

Cloth, 95 pages.

This interesting little volume is a practical guide for the
cruising canoeist—the man
who wishes to start away
from the city and for a short time to make his canoe
his home.
With this in view, Mr. Frazer, who regards
canoeing as a healthful and economical method of passing away leisure hours, has written briefly, but attractively, of canoes, camping outfits, clothing, firearms and
ammunition, fishing tackle, photography, and in general
of cruising, camping and all that pertains to this phase
| of outdoor life.

BORATED

Contents:
Pleasures and Advantages of Canoes; Materials of Construction; Paddles; Air Tanks; Sails; Steering Gear; Fittings and Duffle; Camping Outfits; Tents
Without Poles; Recipes for Waterproofing; Sleeping Bag;
Camp Axe; Duffle Bag; A Portable Range; Selecting
Food; What to Wear; Firearms and Ammunition; Fish| ing Tackle; Camera; How to Cruise.
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EYE

every time. ““3in One’’ gun oil
lubricates the most sensitive action
point perfectly, cleans out all residue

of burnt and smokeless powder.
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aesAder
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lead 5 ,

tiate

Pings

els

CnEe

and tarnish. Write for special gun booklet and
trial sample—both free.
G. W. COLE CO.
121 Washington Life Building, New York.

K. Park.

Unper date of Feb. 4, Mr. C. D. Park telegraphed us
words fraught with sadness, as follows:
“Will K. Park
died at 1 o’clock to-day.”
The cause of death was a
severe attack of pneumonia,
from which he stffered
about a week at his home in Frankford, Pa.
He was
in his fortieth year.
Thus in the prime of life passed
away a manly man, universally beloved for his sterling
integrity
and
winsome
personality.
Throughout
the
United States he had a vast number of admiring acquaintances,
particularly with the men
who are fond
of sport on land and water; for, besides being a devotee
of the shotgun, he was an enthusiastic canoeist.
He was a true sportsman, a lover of sport and of
nature for their own sakes.
He delighted in canoe trips
into the wilderness, or in hunting trips far away from
the turmoil of workaday life, and not the least of his
pleasures was in photographing pleasing bits of nature
or artistic scenes of dog and gun, or rod and reel.
He was the shooting editor of Sporting Life and
secretary of the Sporting
Life Publishing
Company.
during many years past, positions which he filled ably
and honorably.
A national recognition as an authority was conceded
to him on all subjects pertaining to shooting.
He was
a member of several Philadelphia clubs, the most active
being the Florists’ Gun Club, at whose team contests
and tournaments he actively participated.
He is survived by a widow, Mrs. Margaret Park, a
lady of phenomenal skill with the shotgun, and also a
member of the Florists’ Gun Club.
Many of our readers will remember her as Mrs. Margaret Kirkwood, of
Boston, who shot with rare skill and wrote with rare
grace, her shooting and pen name being “Miskay.”

G.

C.—Boston

A.

A.

New Haven, Conn., Feb. 3.—The six-man team contest, between the Yale Gun Club and the Boston Athletic
Asscciation, shot on the Yale field to-day had a cold wind
as a weather condition.
Each man shot at 50 targets.
Adams,
of the Boston
Athletic Association, broke 47
and made high individual score:
Yale G. C.
Boston A. A.
Borden mene cemeacseere 34
Howell .....5..6-056 42
(ThontpsOny spemercmsre: 36
Clarke gas-o,ccte eect 28
UG
PAboasoedonone 35
WOUMIS)
line oaeresto terete 38
Niokset(ord .Sasagngeecds 45
iPowelli ic cnwemedseiees 30
Pugsley> at cacewetmeos41
Plallett Wawc-cstectcots 43
Mlaniere avec ecicisletseere 40—231
A dams’ ...\s,0sssiineistestele 47—228
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FOREST

Explanation for a Burst Barrel.
Ir has been remarked on several previous occasions
that an open verdict must be pronounced in the case of
most of the burst guns which are sent to this office for
post-mortem
examination.
Two
very
interesting
exceptions to the tule have lately come to our notice.
One of them was duly dealt with on the page devoted
to answers to correspondents, and the second will be
considered here.
The previous case presented the usual
features of a flap
of metal blown open some 6in. or so
forward of the bestch-that is to say, at a point corresponding very nearly with the front of the fore-end.
The character of the burst was of the kind which we
inveriably associate with the presence of a weighty obstruction in the region of the burst.
So overwhelming
is the evidence usually adduced against the presence of
an obstruction introduced by way of the muzzle that
the sole remaining explanation is that the charge of
shot from the previous cartridge remained stuck in the
barrel.
Singular as it may seem, the shooter is only
too prone to ignore the serious consequences entailed
by disregarding the warning signal conveyed by a slight
click, unaccompanied by the usual sensations incidental
to the proper firing of a cartridge.
In the haste of
shooting the sportsman seems inclined to assume a weak
cartridge, and on finding the empty case extract in the
usual manner he inserts a fresh cartridge.
Everything
behaves in the ordinary way until the second charge of
shot comes
into contact with the obstruction in the
barrel.
There is a sudden check in its forward motion,
and ihe power of the gases, instead of being exerted for
propulsion
purposes,
produces
the local effect of a
violent burst.
otwithstanding the blocking of the passageway by the second obstructing charge of shot, there
is apparently sufficient available momentum
to provide
for the expulsion of the two charges from the muzzle
of the gun.
The difficulty in such cases is to find evidence clearly demonstrating the previous existence of
a charge of shot in the barrel.
The circumstances of
the accident already referred to bore evidence of an obstruction in the form of a neat imprint on the turnover mouth of the second cartridge of a series of unburnt powder grains, one of which actually adhered to
the paper.
This clearly showed that the powder charge
had failed to ignite, thereby demonstrating the presence
of a shot charge in the barrel.
An examination of the
batch of cartridges in use at the time of the accident
showed that the condition of the powder charge had deteriorated by reason of the deposit of a quantity of soda
crystals among the grains.
The origin of this foreign
matter is not of present importance.
Suffice it, therefore, to say that the circumstances directly indicated
an absence of proper ignition.
Turning now to the case before us, the evidence is
singularly complete concerning the presence of a shot
charge obstruction in the barrel; but it is not possible
to determine exactly why the charge failed to leave the
barrel.
The correspondent who has supplied the particulars, together with permission to make full use of
the same, has sent us a detailed report, showing
the
circumstances of the accident.
It seems that his fiend
was out covert shooting one day last autumn, and fired
both barrels in quick succession.
He noticed that the
second cartridge did not properly explode, but made only
a slight clicking noise.
On the breech being opened
both cartridge cases were found to be empty, and the
shooter
naturally concluded that both cartridges had
been fired.
He inserted two fresh cartridges, which on
being discharged burst a hole in the right-hand barrel,
starting
at 7in. from the breech and extending 314in. beyond that point.
The fracture evidently commenced on
the thinnest portion
,of the circumference, viz., where
the two barrels adjoin one another.
The gas accordingly
escaped in the space between the ribs, and not only
blew them bodily out of position, but separated the barrels from a point 6in. in front of the breech right up
to the muzzle.
There is nothing of a remarkable character in the
circumstances so far related, but it seems that exactly
a month later the same gentleman was again out covert
shooting,
having obtained
the loan of his brother’s
gun.
A few cartridges were discharged without incident,
but subsequently the old click was again heard in place
of the usual discharge.
The gun was opened, and the
cartridge case was again found empty.
This cartridge
case lies before us, as also another from the same batch
which had gone off properly.
The satisfactory cartridge
is comparatively clean inside, the turnover has been
fully opened
and
pressed
against
the walls of the
chamber, and the cartridge head bears the usual signs
of having been subjected to a full pressure discharge.
On turning to the cartridge which went off with a
click, its interior is found to be deposited with a bluishblack material, having the color which is usually associated with the firing of a cartridge cap.
The turnover has not been properly opened out, and
it is stained
on the outside with the same unusual black deposit.
The cap, instead of being flattened out against the face
of the action, has the appearance which usually follows
from snapping an empty case.
It is accordingly quite
certain that the contents
of this cartridge
did not
properly explode.
Reverting to our correspondent’s account of the accident, the user of the gun was suspicious,
and he opened the gun for the purpose of looking
through the barrels, when to his dismay he found one
of them blocked.
On further examination it was discovered that the contents of the cartridge were lodged
about 8in. beyond the breech.
This obstruction was not
interfered with in any way, and the barrel containing
it was forwarded to this office in order that a thorough
investigation might be made.
The question upon which
our corespondent asks for information is as to the cause
of the charge lodging in the barrel instead of going out
in the usual manner.
Our correspondent was fortunately able to send us a
comparatively large number of the cartridges which were
in use at the time of the accident.
It seems that the
batch originally consisted of 200 rounds.
Of these two
gave the defective results above described, which gives
a proportion: of 1 in 74. The remainder, viz., fifty-two,
were forwarded to this office, and four of them were
fired in the proof barrel under the usual conditions of
test, with the following result:
;
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Hotels

STREAM.

bo

for Sportsmen.

For

Sportsman’s

We have constantly on hand
fine supply of Brook Trout, all
sizes for stocking purposes. Also for table use at 75c. a pound
Visitors privileged to catch own

Paradise.

Seay Turkey, Rabbits, Squirrels, Deer.
ennel of Fine Pointers and Setters.
Kennel of fine
Foxhounds.
Excellent Livery and Guides.
_Hotel Modern—steam-heated,
Electric-lighted.
Rooms
single or en suite. Sun Parlors.
Private Baths.
Baruch System of Medicinal Baths.
Noted
MINERAL
WATERS.—Mecklenburg,
Lithia
and Chloride Calcium, free to guests.
Splendid Golf course, Bowling, Riding, Driving.
Write for Booklet and other descriptive literature.

Ghe

MECKLENBURG
Chase

MINERAL
City,

SPRINGS

CO.,

LODGE,

Large Pine Grove.
Abundance of Game.
Climate similar to Aiken, S. Carolina.
Probably the best
place in the South for a person seeking rest, recreation
and comfort.
Best table and service south of the Potomac.
ADDRESS:
GENERAL
FRANK
A. BOND,
R.F.D. No. 6.
Lumberton, North Carolina.

the World

Tarpon
is now

TAMPICO,
Season

Fishing

in

Season

at

in

MEXICO.

lasts

until

May

Brookside Club House
Bay, Mass.

WELL
STOCKED
TROUT;
ideal Club
House
on
BUZZARD’S
BAY, Mass., to lease; ample game preserves; pond and sea fishing.
For illustrated booklet of
particulars, address BROOKSIDE
CLUB,
Monument
Beach, Mass.

NEWFOUNDLAND
Excellent Salmon and Trout fishing. Tents, guides, boats
provided: Write BUNGALOW, Grand Lake, Newfoundand.

EDWARD
Guide

and

Outfitter,

Wants

Anthony,

and

SALMON
Some first-class
season.
Answer

LIVE

Idaho.

LIVE
WILD
WHITE
CANADIAN
WALTER
R. SOPER, Bucksport, Me.

Eggs,
fry,
yearlings
and
brooks and lakes.
Address
FARM, Plympton, Mass.

EIGHT-BORE
SHOTGUN
SCRIPTION
AND
PRICE
STREAM.

cheap.
ti

TROUT.
two-year-olds,
for
NEW ENGLAND

BROOK

stocking
TROUT

TROUT

FOR
SALE—BROOK
TROUT.—FINE
HEALTHY
Fish of all sizes.
Eyed eggs in season.
Warranted delivered
anywhere,
as
represented.
Correspondence
solicited.
BAY SIDE TROUT FARM
(A. B. Savary),
East Wareham, Mass.
THE
BROOKDALE
TROUT
CANNOT
BE BEAT
for stocking ponds and streams.
For the next few
weeks we will make a very low price on young fry and
large fish.
Also fly-fishing.
BROOKDALE TROUT CO., Kingston, Mass.

TROUT.

It will pay you to correspond with me before buying
eggs, fry or yearlings in any quantity.
I guarantee a
safe delivery anywhere.
Crystal
Spring Trout
Farm
L. B. HANDY,
So. Wareham, Mass.
BROOK

TROU
of
all
ages
for
stocking
brooks
and _ lakes.
Brook
trout eggs in any quantity, warranted delivered anywhere
in fine condition.
Correspondence solicited.
THE PLYMOUTH
ROCK TROUT CO.
Plymouth, Mass,

Quail,
Deer,
Ferrets,
Foxes,
Peacocks,
wild
Ducks,
Pheasants,
Swans, Angoras,
Bear, etc., lowest prices.
250 illustrations,
colored
plates,
25 cents.
Jumbo Homers, 80 cents pair.
UNITED STATES PHEASANTRY, Poughkeepsie,N.Y.

Live Quail Colorado Top Knots
A few thousand for February, March and April delivery.
Please order quickly.
E. B. WOODWARD, 302 Greenwich St., New York.

Property

for

Sale.

SALMON FISHING—
Several good salmon rivers, on the North Shore
St. Lawrence, offered for short or long lease.
ticulars
19, 40 Hospital St., Montreal, Canada,

FISHING ©
for the
Stream

Hares

of all ages for stocking lakes and streams.
Brook trout
eggs in their season.
For the next 30 or 60 days I will
make prices on yearlings very low. FURNACE BROOK
HATCHERY
(E. L. Maglathlin), Kingston, Mass.

References.

Exchanges.

salmon fishing wanted
G. P., care Forest and

QUAIL

Western birds only.
Positively no worthless Southern
migratory birds offered.
Also pheasants, etc.
E. B. WOODWARD, 302 Greenwich St., New York.

SHEFFIELD,
St.

BROOK
CO., Parkside, Pa., Henryville Railroad Station.

BROOK

Ist.

Tarpon outfits for sale or rent.
Boats and boatmen.
Superior accommodation at Hotel Hidalgo for fishermen
and their families.
Over one thousand tarpon caught
last winter.
See photos at Abbey & Imbrie, 18 Vesey
St., New York.
Address HOTEL HIDALGO, Tampico, Mexico.

Buzzard’s

PARADISE
TROUT

BROOK

North Carolina.
Health Resort.
Game Preserve.

The Finest

trout,

Virginia.

HUNTER’S

Sale.

BROOK TROUT FOR SALE.

THE MECKLENBURG
HOTEL
and GAME PRESERVES.
The

Se On

SALMON

coming

of the

FISHING

For
i

WANTED.
SEND
DETO W., FOREST
AND
6

“IN TIME OF PEACE
PREPARE
FOR WAR.”
Have you ever been unable to get bait for trolling or
casting just at the time you most wanted it? Why not
be prepared.
For 25 cents silver we will deliver enough
of our “‘Preservo” Liquid to keep 100 shiners 10 years, if
necessary. Guaranteed to keep shiners, smelts or frogs in
perfect condition
until needed.
Reference:
People’s
National Bank.
G. A. QUIMBY
& CO., Druggists,
Laconia, N. H.

Sale or Lease.—One of the finest salmon rivers and
on the North
Shore of the St. Lawrence.
Comfortable Camp, two canoes and
other camping material.
Over two hundred salmon have
been caught in one season by two rods; average weight
14 pounds.
Apply 40 Hospital St., Room 19, Montreal,
Canada.

SALMON

FISHING

FOR

RENT

for the season of 1906.
One of the best Salmon rivers in
Canada.
Good fishing guaranteed.
For further particulars address ALFRED
A. ADAMS,
96 FRANKLIN
St.,. NEW YORK.
7

WOODCRAFT.
TRAINING

By Nessmuk.

vs. BREAKING.

A

bock

Cloth, 160 pages.

written

for

the

Practical Dog Training; or, Training vs. Breaking.
By
S. T. Hammond.
To which is added a chapter on training pet dogs, by an amateur.
Cloth, 165 pages. Price, $1.

FOREST

AND

STREAM

PUBLISHING

CO.

FOREST

AND

Illustrated.

instruction

STREAM

and

Price, $1.
guidance of
Its author,

PUBLISHING

CO.

FOREST

246

Smith’s Ideal
e

9

:

Hunting
foot-gear. Now used
by thousands — no
lady or gentleman
properly equipped
without a pair of
Smith’s Ideal Hunt-

SHOES.
The product of fifty years’ shoemaking skill
and the practical suggestions of hundreds of
sportsmen.
Catalogue for the asking.

Manufacturers

Sportsmen;

Castle Dome Cut Plug
The Best Smoke For the Pipe
In America,
Made from Old Va. Sun-Cured
Tobacco.
Money refunded if it bites or burns
ig:=
the Tongue.
Sent prepaid postage
7Oc. Pound. Large Sample 10c.

JASPER

THESURAPPER’S

GUIDE;

$1.

This is the best book on trapping ever written.
It
gives full descriptions of all the animals
which the
American trapper is likely to meet with, tells how they
live, how to trap them and how to care for and cure
their pelts.

FOREST

AND

STREAM

DISEASES
Nursing

vs.

PUBLISHING

OF

Habits
of

STREAM

PUB.

of

Game

Cloth, 444

Price, $2.00.

is a book of

instruction, and of that best of all instruction,
where the teacher draws from his own rich experience, incident, anecdote and moral to illustrate
and emphasize his teaching.
The scope of the
book—a work of nearly 500 pages—is shown by
this list of chapters:

Guns and Their Proper Charges.
Pinnated
Grouse Shooting.
Late Pinnated Grouse Shooting.

Quail Shooting in the West.

Shooting.

Ruffed

Shooting the Woodcock.

The

Grouse

Snipe

and Snipe Shooting.
Golden Plover, Curlew and
Gray Plover.
Wild Ducks and Western Duck
Shooting.
Wild Geese, Cranes and Swans.
Wild
Turkey and Deer Shooting.
The Art of Shooting
on the Wing.
Shooting
Dogs—Breeding
and
Breaking.
Pigeon Shooting—Trap-Shooting.

FOREST

&

STREAM

PUB.

CO.

Sam

Lovel’s Boy.

By Royland

Sam

E. Robinson.

Lovel’s

Price, $1.25.

Boy is the fifth of the series of

Danvis books.
No one has pictured the New
Englander with so much insight as has Mr. Robinson.
Sam Lovel and Huldah are two of the
characters of the earlier books in the series, and
the boy is young Sam, their son, who grows up
under the tuition of the coterie of friends that we
know so well, becomes a man just at the time of
the Civil War and carries a musket in defense of
what he believes to be the right.

& STREAM

PUB. CO.

Bears I Have Met—And

Others.

By Allen Kelly. Paper, 209 pages.

Price, 60 cents.

After some years of peaceful
slumber,
Mr.
Kelly’s most excellent book of bear stories was
roused to life by a recent criticism of Mr. Seton,
the question being where Mr. Seton got his material for his bear stories, for a number of people
suggested that it was taken
from
Mr.
Kelly’s
book.
With the merits of this controversy “ourselves have naught to do,” but the matter in Mr.
Kelly’s book is excellent, interesting and worthy
of pretty much any author.

FOREST

& STREAM

PUB.

CO.

Six

CO.

Pressure in tons per sq.in.
——,
At lin
At 6in.
Le oeeisn 3.10
1.47
72 ie
3.54
1.41
Oaleieiesien 3.42
1.47
eeeoma aR 3.34
1.59

papers
reprinted
from
the
Forest
AND
STREAM.
Paper, 45 pages.
Price, 15 cents.
Contents:
J. Haunts and Habits; Where the
Bay Birds Live and What They Do at Home.
II.
Range and Migration; Where They Go to Breed
and Where to Spend the Winter.
JIJ. A Morn-

ing Without

the Birds;

An

Episode

of

‘& STREAM:

Time up
barrel.
ec,
-0036
0039
-0030
-0034

Velocity over
20yds. inft.
per sec.
1085
1041
1039
1100

-0035

1066

1.49

It will be seen that the pressure was distinctly high
for the time of year, and that the velocity varied between the wide extremes of 1039 and 1100 f.s. There is,
however, nothing in the above results which is suggestive of deficiency of power.
It accordingly became apparent that the most probable explanation for the two
cartridges which went wrong as above was the omission
to insert during the loading process the full charge of
powder.
Experiments have shown that the cap alone is,
as a rule, insufficiently strong to force open the turnover and push the shot into the barrel; but a few grains
of added powder—say, five on the average—will so far
supplement the strength of the cap as to deliver the
| charge into the barrel, leaving it a varying number of
inches in front of the chamber.
Some experiments re| cently conducted by Messrs Holland and Holland covering this very point were forwarded to this office for
filing among our general information.
The experiments
in question fully confirmed the above assumption as to
the number of grains which will produce the result in
question, and we believe that other tests, conducted by
Mr. Griffith, indorse the same view.
The forty-eight cartridges which remained
after the
above
proof tests were carefully analyzed with a view to
ascertaining the nature of their contents.
Regarding
the shot charge, four contained exactly 140z., and
the
remainder
a few grains more
or less.
The extreme
regularity of the shot charges showed that the machine
in use was performing in a most satisfactory manner.
Of
forty-three
measurements
which
were
carefully
analyzed in tabulated form, there were nineteen with an
aggregate of 99grs. above the nominal charge, and twenty
with li6grs. below, this giving the extremely small mean
deviation of about two pellets per charge.
Applying the
same process of examination to the powder charges, the
results were not by any means so satisfactory.
We give
herewith in descending order of magnitude the fortyeight powder charges which were recovered from the
cartridges in question:
Analysis of the powder contained in forty-eight cartridges, the charges being in descending order:
Grs.
44.0
44.0
44.0
43.9
43.5
43.3
43.2
43.1

Grs.
°

43.0
42.8
42.5
42.5
42.5
42.4
42.4
42.2

Grs.

Grs.

42.1
42.1
42.0
42.0
42.0
42.0
42.0
41.8

41.8
41.8
41.8
41.7
41.6
41.6
41.6
41.5

Grs.

Grs.

41.5
41.5
41.5
41.5
- 41.3
41.2
40.9
40.8

40.7
40.5
40.5
40.2
40.0
39.5
39.5
36.4

Although no single cartridge contained a charge running down to anything approaching the smallness of
weight which would cause the shot to remain in the
barrel, there is evidence of an amount of variation which
cannot but be regarded as giving evidence of incompetent loading.
There is a difference of 7.6grs. between
the highest and the lowest charge, and when such differences exist it is impossible to say what further variations might be found from examining a larger number
of cartridges.
A loading machine of approved type, and
adjusted with ordinary care, should repeat the nominal
charge with a maximum
variation of %4%gr. each way.
The best-equipped loading establishments aim at, and
regularly achieve, a uniformity of charge represented
by plus and minus limits of 1-5 gr. Here, however, any
series of five cartridges picked out haphazard
might
easily contain, as the five we first examined did contain, the following extraordinary series of charges: 43.9,
40.8, 41.5, 40.9, 39.5; average, 41.3.
Highest charge
gives
plus 2.6grs., lowest charge gives minus 1.8grs.
uch
loading easily explains the velocity variations noticed in
the above proof gun results.
The chance of finding a
cartridge containing a mere pinch of powder being about
1 in 47, the odds were slightly against finding another
in the fifty-two rounds submitted by our correspondent.
To this extent positive evidence of a cartridge containing only a few grains of powder does not exist, except in regard to the fact that one barrel was burst
and another only missed the same fate by the _ providential care of the shooter.
However, one safe rule may
be adopted in all inquiries of this character, viz., that
when the cartridge is under suspicion a finding of not
guilty cannot be given so long as there is sufficient evidence of bad workmanship to show that the requisite
minimum of care in the process of loading has not been
exercised.—_The Field (London).

Shore

Shooting.
IV.’ Nomenclature;
A List of Our
American Species of Limicole, with a Description
of Each Species.
V. Localities; Where to Go to
Shoot Them.
VI. Blinds afd Decoys; How to
Shoot
Them
After
You
Have
Reached
the
Grounds.
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Waterfowl;

Shore Birds.

DOGS.

Dosing.

AND

* pages,

CO.

A Treatise on the Care of Dogs in Health and Disease.
By S. T. Hammond (‘‘Shadow’’), author of “‘Training
vs. Breaking.”
161 pages.
Cloth.
Price, $1.00.
This work, from the pen of “‘Shadow,”’ will have a hearty
welcome.
It comes
from one who
writes from full
knowledge.
‘‘The results of more than fifty years of
experience are here given,’’ writes the author, ‘“‘and I
assure the reader that no course of conduct is advised,
no treatment recommended, no remedy prescribed, that
has not been thoroughly tried and tested by the writer,
and is believed to be entirely trustworthy in every respect.’
Sent postpaid on receipt of price, $1.00.
FOREST

and
Resorts

“Field, Cover and Trap-Shooting”

FOREST

Manual of Instructions for Capturing all Kinds of
Fur-Bearing Animals, and Curing their Skins; with
observations on the fur trade, hints on life in the
woods, narratives of trapping and hunting excursions.
By S. Newhouse
and other trappers and
sportsmen.
Ninth
edition.
Cloth.
Illustrated.
Price;

and

Breeding and Breaking of Dogs.

L. ROWE,

RICHMOND,
VA.
Tistab, 1880,
Ref, Broad Street Bank

And

Haunts

Flight

Shoe Specialties,

and Sporting Shoes.

Exclusive selling agents of Ideal Hunting Shoes, Von Lengerke
& Detmold for New York City and Brooklyn.
Von Lengerke
& Antoine for Chicago, IU.
Sporting goods houses are invited to send for price and terms.

t ?

Birds;
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25 & 27 North (3th St., Philadelphia, Pa.
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By Captain Adam H. Bogardus, Champion Wing
Shot of the World.
Embracing
Hints
for
Skilled Marksmen;
Instruction
for Young

standard of all that is good in

Gymnasium

STREAM.

Field, Cover and Trap Shooting.

18-inch Knee Boot, IDEAL, to-inch lace, and
6-inch Moccasin Shoe — have become the

M. A. SMITH

AND

PUBI.CO:

Rifle Range and Gallery.
Fixtures.
Feb.

12-17—Grand
Rapids,
Mich.—Indoor
Twenty-two
Caliber Rifle League of the United States tournament.
Chas. J.) Otis) Cor. ‘Sec’y.

March

12-17—New

York.—One

hundred

shot

indoor

championship.

MODERN

TRAINING.

Handling and Kennel Management.
By B. Waters.
lustrated.
Cloth, 378 pages.
Price, $2.
This treatise is after
training.
It combines
and force systems of
tive description of the

FOREST

AND

II-

the modern professional system of
the excellence of both the suasive
education, and contains an exhaususes and abuses of the spike collar.

STREAM

PUBLISHING

CO.

Rifle Notes.

Camp Life in the Woods.
And the Tricks of Trapping and Trap Making.
Containing hints on camp shelter, all the tricks and bait
receipts of the trapper, the use of the traps, with instructions for the capture of all fur-bearing animals.
By W. Hamilton Gibson.
Illustrated.
Cloth, 300 pp.
Price, $1.00.
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Last
week
Barney
Zettler,
who, with his brother
Charles G., founded the old Zcttler Rifle Club of this
city, and his wife, celebrated their fortieth wedding anniversary at their home in Brooklyn.
The Lady Zettler Rifle Club held its regular meeting
at headquarters, 159 West Twenty-third street, this city,
the evening of Jan. 27, but instead of shooting, as usual,
the members held a formal reception, which was well
attended by its friends of both sexes.

FEB.

FOREST

IO, ae
New

York

Central

Schuetzen

AND

KENNEL “SUPPLIES

Corps.

Backus Dog Crates, perfectly ventilated, Buffet for feed and water cup attached.
The best
and lightest crate in use. A complete assortment of Sergeant's, Glover's, Dent’s, Johnson’s
and Spratt’s Dog Medicines
Austin’s, Excelsior, Old Grist Mill, Ideal ‘and Soratt’s Dog
and Puppy Cakes.
Collars, Whips, Leads, Chains, Brushes, Books, BUC. A complete list in
our immense 162 page Illustrated Catalogue, mailed free.

Bullseye Muller sustained
his reputation by capturing the bullseye prize at the shoot held Jan. 31, on the
good score of 15% degrees.
Jacob Hess was high for
best two scores.
"All shooting was at 75ft. offhand, on
the Zettler ranges, 159 West Twenty-third street.
"The
scores:
A
RUT BUSSE! sies0.001241 244—485
IBELGOSy eitenls s5> 242 244—486

H
H

Scharninghaus
241 240—481
BING OIED Sion. cie.t> 240 240—480

H_ Roffmann...214 216—4380
J beotiard.e.,.7. 210 218—428

H Muller .:.... 240
G Viemeister .239
ce Gerken: s;.+ 239
F Schroder ....229
CeOldmait....> +231
BY ORGUMES i. o/cson «232
BS) PEISTREE 61.«sie 228
Von der Lieth.216

F Wessel, Jr..214
H Von der
Teth’ sesecess218
H Brummer ...212
PieScannudt..:.. 207
Ge Detlofi) .2.. 180
C Gennerich...191

238—478
236—475,
227—466
236—461
229—460
227—459
224—432
224—440

Bullseye target, degrees:
PieeOe Minaller.s.. 0c. 1514
D Scharninghaus .... 41
Ce eOtimann
(tia ss, 47
BEMIS APS DIEDS atosreaie
oo 49
ioe OE
I eee
67
Bruno Eusner ....... 671%
ARPES
TIG WE merecereidinie'< sierets' 77
FaAGOb! ELESS iscesies
0 82

Cincinnati

Ficke,
Ficke,

Excelsior Wire and Poultry Supply Company, Dept. A. O.

Jr....220 214—434
Sr...214 218—432

W. V. RUSS,

210—424
205—423
208—420
209—416
209—389
195—386

HIB Rolfes t..2t.cie tape cec
Wie CA Etc kee Sivas
G A Vremeister......
AR Ey Be Sent he. a eieicee
My beomardy).. wc...
ED Rot matte. eae Oe
Povon der Licth (.0..
et AW Bickes Jr.) a0:

Rifle

92
92
9614
106
108
111
130
156

Association.

TueE following scores were made in regular competition
by members of this Association at Four-Mile
House,
Reading road, Jan. 28.
Conditions, 200yds., offhand, at
the Standard’ American target.
Roberts was champion
for the day with the good score of 90. He was also high
man on the honor target, with 29 points:
Roberts
..... 90 87 83 83 82
Freitag Ges +.» 84 80 78 75 74
Payne wea tve~ 86 85 84 81 81
Gindele
..... 831 Ta.
Odell noe.6 s84 82 82 81 80
Floterg ice. cs 80 79 77 74 73

Kennel
Ads under this
cents in capitals).

Rifle

York

Schuetzen

score

with

John

Facklamm,

A Kronsberg...2387
J Facklamm...237
A Fegert...... 232
R Busse
238
B Eusner
.235
R Bendler
226
J Fuger
“38
rio Nipnllexss,.. se 229
G Schrader... "994
H Bruggie.....225
A

Stertivic.

secs

each

238—475
238—475
240—472
231—469
235—470
234—470
226—470
228—457
298 459
222—44?

229 218—447

IE Radlot: nc. 222 222444
J_ Keller. ....... 220 219—439
G Hanisch..... 218 221—439

Independent

best

total

for

New

two

Gus Zimmermann
..... 490
George Ludwig ........ 484
in MAL
aioily oe pasdondan 476
August
Wil ram

Begerow
...... 474
{Dall “Feces
ems ss471

EA sey OUND wrelvineie
alo/oeieie 465
John Facklamm ....... 464
Brung) GUSHeT alesse. 463

THE
prevents

rust,

475.

in full:

Seeger ...... 219
Wilkeny
.-216
Schmitz-..-.. 218
Schwanem’n.222
Schwartz ....217
dueonard.....- 212
Schulze......204
WEESNS Boaane 205
Kuhlmann. .198
NISALWA ore rtnge 190

220—439
219—435
218—436
211—433
217—434
214426
204—408
203—408
216—414
218—403

L

Gleichmann..218

185—403

York
winter

Captain

ten-shot

Schuetzen.
series

Gus

was

held

on

Zimmermann

scores. | Full

results

perfectly;

OIL
6-oz.

can,

25c.—Adv.

specially

prepared

foods

DOGS,

for

PUPPIES,

CATS,
RABBITS,
POULTRY,
PIGEONS,
GAME,
BIRDS,
FISH.
Write oe Catalomue, hie Culture,” with practical
chapters on the feeding, kenneling and management of
dogs, also chapters on cats.
450 Market St., Newark, N.

Ferrets,
Ge G:

Spratt’ S Patent |

(America) Ltd.

714 S. 4th

St., St. Louis,

1324 Valencia

St., San

Mon:

Francisco,

BLOODHOUNDS.
or on the trail.

DR.

Imperial
Kennels,

KNOX,

DANBURY,
SETTERS—POINTERS—BEAGLES
All our dogs are from registered sires and dams.
They
are kept and worked at Pinehurst, North Carolina, from
October 15th to May 1sth; the
balance of the year they are in
New
Hampshire
and
thus
avoid the hot summer and
keep in better condition for
the hunting season.

CONN.

Then let us send you Polk Miller’s
celebrated Book on Dogs; How to
Take Care of Them: the eloquent
Senator Vest’s masterful Tribute to

a Dog,

and“A

Yellew Dog’s Love

for a Nigger” (famous poem), We will
send you all of the above for 10c just to advertise
Sergeant’s
Famous
Dog
Remedies.

DRUG

American
bred
pointer
bitches. A beautiful imported
liver and white pointer.
His
sire a champion on the bench
and in the field,and was called
the best pointer in England.
Weight 50 pounds. Pedigree,
photo
and
full
particulars

CO.

Address

POLK

MILLER

859 Main St. Richmond,

Va.

Tacidermists.

HANS

J. KANNOFSKY,
CE GLASS BLOWER

request.

SETTERS

forced retrievers.
Also a lot of unbroken
best hunting stock there is in the country.

Bloodhound
*~
*%
%

Have You a Dog?

All the dogs have a great
deal of bird work
SCOTLAND BRAGG
t Stud
(Ch. Faskally Bragg—
Lax of Faskally.)
A
distinct
outcross
for

upon

Cal.

I seli pups that are Bloodhounds in character and
breeding.
They will honor their name in the show- -ring

ir)

setters

setter

which are all |

puppies

from

the

BEAGLES
have a number of beagles, both
Write your wants to the

old dogs

KENNELS, Pinehurst,
BOOK

DOG

and

puppies, for

North

Carolina

ON

DISEASES
AND

HOW
Mailed

TO

FREE

FEED.

to any address

H. CLAY GLOVER, D. V. S.,

and Manufacturer of
Artificial eyes for birds, animals and manufacturing purposes a specialty.
Send for prices. All kinds of skulls for
the fur trade.
369 Canal St., New York.
Please mention Forest AND STREAM.

SAVE

by the author.

YOUR

TROPHIES.

Write for our Illustrated Catalogue,

1278 Broadway, New York.

IMPROVED SPIKE COLLAR, “Heads and Horns.

For use in dog training. Price, $2.00.
mail, $2.10. Send for circular.

laoatae Uke
Bepeanconoc 461
Henry J Behrens....... 450
Geo L Zimmermann ...445
We IL Afotgsbhs oo faaaeconpo 442
PAC aE ttre koa eaie eferevole <iaereicts 435
BGs HalbGPeyastsaccetacne 419
Henry
(Zunnier
%.\..... 377

MANY-USE

Lubricates

The

G* Stover pus. 199 202—401
BE Held! Wola 193 200—393

THE seventh shoot of the
the Zettler ranges, Feb. 2.
had the
follow:

results

G
J
G
R
F
i
L
IL
H
ToS,

PATENT
(LTD.)

HIGH CLASS POINTER, exceptional quail dog.
Sacrifice price, $200. Room 801, 35 West 21st St., New York.

PINEHURST

Corps.

AM.

CLEARANCE SALE.—I have a number of well broken
dogs in pointers, setters and hounds that I will sell
cheap rather than carry them over.
GEO. W. LOVELL,
Middleboro, Mass.

We

City

Gold Medal & Highest Award
Gold Medal & Highest Award

SPRATT’S

3

Coon Hounds,
. CALL, Dexter,

Sporting
and Pet Dogs
for sale.
Pigeons,
Belgian Hares and Swine.
cs
for reply.
LLOYDT, Athens, Bradford, Co.,
Pa.

sale.

New

(or

Norwegian bearhounds,
Irish wolfhounds, deer and cat
hounds.
English boodnounde) American foxhounds.
4cent stamp for illustrated catalogue.
ROOKWOOD
KENNELS,
Lexington, Ky.

243—2423
242—2413
249—1228
246—1228
240—1223
2441199
239—1193
232—1184
237—1182
238—1172
236—1167
234—1164

On Feb. 1 this club held its regular shoot at 159 West
Twenty-third street.
August
Kronsberg
tied for high

a time
order.

For Sale.—Full-blood English BEAGLE Hounds, Hunters that are hunted.
OAKLAND BEAGLE KENNELS,
Pontiac, Mich.

Club.

GaG 7 ettlers arte case an 48
Louis Maurer ¥...%.... 67

St.Louis World’s Fair, 1904:
Paris Exposition, 1900:

head 2 cents a word,
Cash must accompany

We have at all times anumberof broken

Bullseye target, degrees:
George Schlicht ....... 25
D7 CORDS MISBE Shek secic>:« 5: 2216
August Begerow
..... 39

26 and 28 Vesey St., New York City

Special.

FOX HOUNDS.
RABBIT
ph
ese
Dogs that stay at tree.
aine

Scorrs made at the weekly shoot, held Jan. 30, 75ft.
offhand.
Louis C. Busse won the cash bullseye target
prize for the best single shot at the 4in. black:
Ring target:
L P Hansen....239 242 240 242 240 240 248 241 248
G Schlicht
....240 244 242 248 241 237 243 289 242
DG, ARS Gao po nneo Ueno U Cee 244 245 245 245
MOV WORM eeOTMNE Hi rire cicicacre
niece he<<0245 246 246 245
Gharles
Zettlety |Nr dines ccc. 245 246 245 247
< G Zettler
:
240 238 241
M C Zettler
y
287 240 237
H D Muller
y
238 2386 240
TEOULS MU AUIGED EA ie talecis/<l00)2'0
os,-240 232 2387 236
iar neyeeGeLblen rede -ctas\cte
saleste<> 239 239 236 235
August Begerow ............... 226 232 289 234
George Bernius ...............- 237 232 229 232

Proprietor

Manufacture

Mr. Gindele, on arriving at the range, discovered that
he had no bullets on hand, so he was accommodated by
Mr. Hofer, who permitted him to use his rifle.
His
scores show how one is usually handicapped when not
using his own “shootin’ iron.
Mr. R. W. Seitz was a visitor at the range, and has
tendered his application for membership.
He has won
distinction as a rifleman in the ‘‘old country,’’ and we
hope he will win a like mark in America.
We shall
welcome him into our midst.

Zettler

247

STREAM.

A

B.
346

Ward's Natural Science Establishment,

WATERS,

Broadway,

AT STUD
Boston Terrier Edgewood

New

It gives directions for preparing and preserving Skins,
Antlers, etc. Also prices for Heads and Rugs, Birds and
Fish, and all kinds of work in Taxidermy.

ROCHESTER,

York.

N. Y.

ROWLAND.

Benny,

by Champion Butte, 2 years, 17 lbs.
Perfect head color,
markings,
disposition.
Winner at Trenton,
Pittsburg,
White Plains.
First 10 bitches booked will be bred at $5
each. One of the surest dogs at stud, rarely ever missing.
VINE COTTAGE KENNELS, West Haven, Conn.

TAXIDERMIST,
A

specialty

in mounting Moose, Elk, Caribou
heads.
Call and examine work.

No. 182 SIXTH
| Tel. 4205

Chelsea.

and

aii

AVENUE,

Near 13th St.,

NEW

YORK.

We Have Them
The Model 1906, Extra Light Weight, .22
Caliber Winchester Repeating Rifle. Price $8.50
The

Winchester

Model

1906

is a compact,

light weight,

take

down

specifications.
We recom—
Smokeless,
Greaseless, or

Winchester .22 Short black powder cartridges in this rifle.

IVER

JOHNSON
163-165

SPORTING

Washington

GOODS

St., Boston,

Swedish Leather Jackets
Now Being Ordered for Fall Shooting

nifle,

handling .22 Short Rim Fire Cartridges only. It is attractive in appearance
and outline, and in accuracy, reliability of operation and finish it is fully up to
the established Winchester standard. The repeating and
used in this rifle are simple, positive and thoroughly tried, h
entire satisfaction. This rifle is made with a 20-inch round,
sporting front sight and an adjustable open rear sight. It
over all and weighs about 5 pounds; has a handsome straight g
inches long, with a drop at comb of 15¢ inches and at heel 23g inches, finis
with a rubber butt plate. The magazine holds 15 cartridges. Model 1906
rifles can be furnished only according to the above
mend the use of Winchester .22 Caliber Short

_ Our Specialty—Finest Quality—Soft as a Glove.

CO.,

Mass.

Soft and pliable as kid. A complete protection to sportsmen or
cold. Worn under the overcoat, they are a handsome garment and
capital jacket for bicycle use, skating and driving. Also automobile
2" We take the entire product of the manufacturers of above
and this make cannot be obtained elsewhere in the United States.

-Quality, of the very finest skin, brown grass-color,

-Quality, 2d grade,
Black Jackets at
Send

WARNING

©

One of New York’s big water mains burst under Fifth Avenue and the Niagara
Water entered the basement of our new store at 349 Fifth Avenue, opposite
the Waldorf-Astoria, and within a few minutes we had fourteen feet of water
in the whole spacious room. We had almost finished our new costly mahogany
fixtures on the ground floor, and our incomparable stock of fine Francotte guns

-

-

-

-

$7.00, $8.00 and $10.00

_ As

WM.
107 Washington

READ
Street,
Agents

Ammunition business has not been crippled in the least, our Golf, Tennis
and Athletic Goods Departments, which are new additions to our business,
most

elegant, finest

exclusive

sporting goods

VON LENGERKE & DETMOLD,
349
Opp.

The

FIFTH

Waldorf-Astoria,

AVENUE
Near

34th

Street, New

York

JUST TO SHOW YOU; WE MEAN: “WATCH THIS SPACE”

BALLISTITE

The best shotgun smokeless powder on earth, WINS: The Stone Handicap
Trophy with Mr. Lem. Willard’s score, 94 ex 100, 19 yards, at Chicago, Iil.,
January 21st, 1906: also got third with Mr. C. C. Hess’ score, 91 ex 100, the
first time he ever shot Ballistite, weather foggy and targets hard to find.
We

are

going

to

TRY

show

you

more

H
e
Sole

LAU
e

Agents

®,
.

for

the

year

is over

BALLISTITE

The best shotgun smokeless powder on
Interstate Association because it is foreign.
J

before

NOBEL’S

Send

earth, that

CO

75
9

EXPLOSIVES

for

‘‘Shooting

CO.,

was

barred

Chambers
New
York
Ltd.,

Facts”’

Glasgow,

out

of the

Street,
City
Scotland

SONS
BOSTON,

for these

Finest Imported

MASS.
Skins.

is possible. By this system
the results have remained

will be put back some weeks.
Our loss will be more indirect than direct, as we
naturally will be reimbursed for damage done. Our ground floor store, which
the

@

Superior shooting qualities
have always been closely
linked in the public mind with
the Greener gun, and since
the invention of the Greener
choke bore in 1875 the distribution of shot at long
range has been much improved.
In fact, it is only
by adopting the Greener
system of choke boring that
scientific distribution of shot

equipped Golf Department and many other articles received their baptism in
the new place. Carpenters were at work in the basement.and our fixtures here
were almost completed. The force of the water was such that it burst the steel
and cement wall separating us from the Billings basement, and partitions and
wall were forced some sixty feet north. The wreck in these goods is complete,
and we herewith notify our many friends and customers that while our Gun and

to make

money

AT THE SIGN OF
THE BLUE ROCK

were being whirled’ around for

establishment in the world, has not been touched, and in making repairs in
the basement, we expect to make a few changes, which will make this spacious
salesroom even better than it would have been without the bursting of the main.
We hope to see our old friends at our new place, which we will occupy
exclusively in a few weeks.

If money is sent with order, we

there are many different makes of Leather Jackets in the market adver-

hours in the basement salesroom like a canoe in Niagara’s whirlpool.
Large
shipments of the finest imported English Leather Goods, Luncheon Baskets
and a full stock of the finest Athletic Goods, Tennis Goods, and a fully

we endeavor

- $15.00

tised as finest, etc., mostly made here of common skins, we invite those desiring
such to send for one of ours, and if not found superior on examination to any other
it can be returned at our expense, and we will refund money.

of high-grade ‘* Smith * Guns which is probably carried by any dealer in this
Country, Fine Fishing Tackle and Photographic Goods were also out of

Many other goods down-stairs

-

ill forward free by mail; and if not satisfactory on receipt, we will return
on return of Jacket.
Entirely different from any other make.

and New Model ‘“Knockabout” Guns, Mauser Rifles and Pistols, as well
as Mannlicher-Shoenauer rifles were upstairs. and the finest and largest stock
harm’s way.

-

$18.00

-

measurement around chest outside vest.

Sole American

Without any

any exposed to
much used. A
use.
Finest Jackets,

regular through long series
of shots with over 80 per
cent. of the standard charge
evenly distributed in a 30 inch circle at 40 yards.
So much sought after is this extra close shooting, if coupled
with even distribution, that it is by common consent rated as the
most essential quality in a shotgun and is the hardest to produce.
An interesting example of this quality was shown in a Greener
gun used by the late E. D. Fulford, in which he killed 421 live
pigeons straight with one retrieved dead out of bounds, which is
a record that has never even been approached for closeness and
regularity of shooting.
This special feature is found in all Greener Grand Prize
pigeon guns, and the distinguishing mark of this grade is an
English Blue Rock Pigeon engraved on the rib.
Where this is found it is a guarantee that the gun has been
specially bored for close pattern and even distribution,
Guns
bored this way are equally valuable for live birds, clay targets,
duck shooting, etc. We have a large stock of them in all grades,

HENRY C. SQUIRES @ SON,
20 Cortlandt

St.,

NEW

YORK.

:
VOL. Vic-2No.

|
7:

FISHING

AT

PRICE,

NASSAU

TEN

CENTS

SATURDAY,

FEBRUARY

17, 1906.

% \
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W:
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1qQ
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FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO., 346 Broadway, New York

MIRRORED

PALMS

OF

ORMOND,

FLORIDA

pcs seed New ore pce

250

FORRES DAN D. S@REANM:

THE ROBERTS SAFETY LAUNCH AND YACHT BOILER.
THE

ROBERTS

Te

SAFETY

WATER

TUBE

BOILER

[FeB. 17, 1906.

“Nearly 1500 in use.
Cable Address:

COMPANY,

250 pounds of steam.
"Handsome
ORKS:
RED
BANK,
New Jersey.

Bruniva,

New

York.

39 and 41 Cortlandt

Telephone

Street,

New

catalogue free.
599 Cortlandt.

Address:

York.

Yachting News Notes.
Work

At Morrts

HercHts.—Considerable

new

work is under way at the yards of the Gas Engine
& Power Co. and Charles L. Seabury Co., Cons.,

at Morris

Heights.

is a steam

yacht

The

for Mr.

largest vessel
E. L. Ford,

building

of Detroit,

Mich.
She is rgoft. long and will be known as
Galatea.
The hull is entirely plated, the joiner
work

well

ing set

under

way,

and

the machinery

is be-

up.

Two

yachts

are

being

built

from

designs

by

Mr. Henry J. Gielow. One is named The Limited
and is a fast boat for Mr. A. C, Bostwick. This
boat is being built of wood

like the Niagara

We

Want

to Teil

You

“‘wHY’’

Mullins

miles an hour.
second
Mr.

cabin

they are ““ noiseless’? and why they ‘*Can’t Sink.”

Write Today for Our Free Catalog of
which illustrates and describes our complete line of craft.

The

fastest

length,

boat

of its

22 feet—6 and

size and

Engine—Speed, 11-14 miles an hour.

—Noiseless,

The

Baas nauk

power

10 H. P., Mullins

lowest

3 1-2and 6
H.P. Single

Cylinder

priced

boats

built,

are

Reversible

Fast—Safe

‘* Good’’

(Member

Steel

summer
<

Mullins

Pieasure
resorts,

safe

y

Boats

boat

are the ideal

liveries,

Co., 126 Franklin

etc.

They

St., Salem, O.

e

Quality

going power, reliability, economy

Our

Marine

and attractive

appearance

Gasoline

from 2 to 12 horse power, represent

THE

FRANK

by Mr.

of his craft.

very

MANUFACTURING

AUTO-BOATS—Fastest

in

the

The

BUILDERS

Steinway,

Manual

Long

Island

City,

of the Canvas

N. Y.

Canoe.

This interesting manual of how to build, cruise
and live in a canvas-canoe is written by one of the
most enthusiastic of the older generation of canoeists, who has had a long exnerience of cruising
on the Shenandoah River, and of building the
boats best adapted to such river cruising.
With
the help of this volume, aided by its abundant
plans and illustrations, any boy or man who has a
little mechanical skill can turn out for himself at
trifling expense a canoe alike durable and beautiful

:

:

_Contents : Practical Construction.
Cost.
cifications,
Working Plans and Patterns.

ting on the Canvas,

Painting.’

Equipment.

on

:

.

Hints

pps

Finishing,

Cruising

and

AND

STREAM

PUBLISHING

and

the

AND
OF

yacht

Editha,

Mr.

J. H.

C. L. Weber.

.The

and

plan provides

able cruiser,

with

for a

excellent

It will be fitted with a four-

Department.

new

steamer

for the Health

Department

building at Croton, will be equipped with a compound engine 7xI4xtoin. stroke, and a watertube boiler.

. .

BOATS

Building Motor Boats and
Managing Gasolene Engines

SpePut-

are

discussed

i

|
| HOW T0 BUILD A LAUNCH FROM PLANS
|
| A complete illustrated work on the building of motor
boats and the installing,

|
|
|
|

:

care and running

of gasolene

motors.
By Charles G. Davis.
With 40 diagrams,
9 folding drawings and § full-page plans.
Price,
postpaid, $1.50.

CO.

TRADE MARK.

FOR THE HIGHEST
QUALITY in VARNISH
FOR

The

author

tation.

All

is a builder
the

and designer

instruction

given

is

of national
definite

repu-

and

by every

individual

who

eee

ee

operates

| Worth the price askedsfor it.

one.

ee
The

book

FOREST

AND

STREAM

EDWARD

is well

Varnish

PUBLISHING

CO.

HOUSE

OR

YACHT,

be sure each can bears the above Trade Mark,
which stands for seventy-eight years of high
grade varnish making.

com-

| prehensive, 40 diagrams, 9 folding drawings and 8 full
| ane pans, That pene Aes boat devel ea 4 the Bx

‘Camp || 39° 3% Ot aaa

Camping.

in the book

|7

Hints on Camp Cooking.
FOREST

a 42ft. hunting

planked

Members of the National Association of Engine and Boat Manufacturers.

By F. R. Webb (“Commodore”).
Many illustrations of designs and plans of canvas canoes
and their parts..
Two large, full-sized working (24x38) drawings in a pocket in a cover.
Cloth.
115 pages.
Price, $1.25.

ass

all

Mr. W. L. Porter is having a light draft gasolene speed launch for lake service.
It will be
fitted with a four-cylinder Speedway motor of 15
horsepower.
A new 2tft. yacht tender launch of mahogany
construction throughout has been ordered by Mr.
Alfred Marshall for the steam yacht Levanter.

Cruisers.

DESIGNERS

steam

comfortable

Engineers’

CO., 526 Baymiller St., Cincinnati, 0.

WILLIAMS.VWHITTELSEY COMPANY,
HIGH SPEED AND CRUISING YACHTS AND MOTOR

is having

It is

cylinder Speedway motor of 28-32 horsepower, and
will be ready for delivery on May 15. An order
for a 25ft. Speedway special has been placed by
a New York yachtsman for use on the Sound,
and an order for a 25ft. naphtha launch of special design has been booked for the United States

no obsolete styles, but the very newest

world—Also

and

accommodations.

Engines,

Built under the direction of manufacturers of years of cxpenence in
a model gas and gasoline engine plant, trom the very highest
om grade of material, machined by skilled and careful workmen. Every
engine carefully ‘tested, from five to ten hours under full load,
before shipment. Fully ‘guaranteed. Write to-day for catalog and
prices which are bound to interest you.

M. WATKINS

built.

A contract for a gasolene houseboat about 7oft.
long has been placed with the Seabury Company

patterns, of assured efficiency and strength—weight only where weight is required.
7.

Both boats are well advanced.
T. Shaw

engine department.

E want to place our brand new, handsomiely illustrated and complete
catalogue in the hands of every yacht owner who desires to better the

Engine

The

craft for Mr.

Hanan, are, both having improvements made. The
large steam yacht American, Mr. Archibald Watt,
is having numerous improvements made in the

e

ot

launch

is 89ft. long.

boat is a goft. power

Samuel

Bremer,

Naticnal Ass’n of Engine and Boat Manufacturers. )

Engines

ki

Two
yee

Pressed

families,

The W.H.

motor

atkins

W

for

absolutely

Scout and

joiner work is being put in.
A 4oft. light draft steam launch was recently
shipped to Brazil; a gasolene launch with Speedway motor to Paris, and a naphtha launch to
Chili
The steam yacht Nanita, Mr Cy Vo Brokaw,
is having alterations made in the owner’s quarters.
The steam yacht Velthra, Mr. J. Parker

resorts.

Motor Beats, Row Boats, Hunting and Fishing Boats,
Mullins

The Limited

Gielow

E. R. Connett.

are the fastest boats built—the safest boats built—the most durable
boats built, the most elegant indesign, finish and ease of operaThe ideal boat for summer

Mirage,

Mermaid in type and will be used by Mr. Bostwick running to and from his house at Mamaroneck and the city.
It is to make better than 20

Noiseless Steel Motor Boats
tion—why

and will be somewhat

IV., Vixen,

59

SMITH
Makers

Market Street,
Chicago, III,

and

@
Color

COMPANY,
Grinders,

45 Broadway,
New York.

FEB.

FOREST

17, 1906.]

AND

STREAM.

Steel Fishing Rods

Up a Tree.
WHEN

the

little

party

of United

States

Give

Fish

Commission explorers, on their return from Karluk Lake, wére resting their tired limbs in the
genial company of Captain Larsen, in Uyak Bay,
they found themselves temporarily storm-bound
behind a little island which makes a good lee for
the salmon fleet in westerly winds.
The steamers Haytien Republic, Bertha and Aleut and the
bark Coryphene were anchored in this snug harben when Captain Larsen’s Ella Rohlfss dropped
anchor in their company.
Our natives speedily
paddled themselves away
to the barabaras
of
their friends, and we joined a sociable gathering
in the cabin of Captain Brown, of the Haytien
Republic.
Here Captain Anderson, commanding
the Bertha, related one of his celebrated bear
stories in language somewhat as follows:

An

exceptionally

brave

man

of Kadiak

was

noted for his intimate acquaintance with all the
appliances for killing big game, and particularly
bear.
There was apparently nothing about the

Where

the

securely.

to the bear, took him by the ear and said: “What

are you doin’ here, you young scamp.
Come
home and let the gent come down outen that
tree.”
Ws ele 18%

AN honest old Pennsylvania
on

his premises

he wanted

cut

farmer hada
down,

but

tree
being

weak

in his back, and having a dull ax, he hit

upon

the following

plan.

Knowing

the passion

the ordinary

reel.

The reel is placed

in the center of the handle,

forming

a part of same,

A CALENDAR

is an absolute necessity in every bome and office. Why not have
to-day in silver for our handsomely colored calendar for 1906,

a beautiful one?

DIRECT TO THE

ACTUAL MAKERS
HIGH-GRADE

LEADERS

9s. and 2s. 6d.

SELECTED

=

| ~FLIES
|

GUT

Dozen.

“AJAX” GOLD MEDAL WATERPROOF LINES
E. 4s., F. 3s. 6d. per 20 yards.
Catalogues Post Free.

Send Money Order for Samples.

WYERS FRERES, Continental Works
I am clearing out 500 Steel Rods, cork grips
only.
Bait Rods, 6%, 7%, 8% feet; Fly
Rods, g and ro feet.

a. DAY fe
Postage,
Also 100 gross

Flies, six assorted on

card, at 6c. per card.

CHARLES
Send

eee

318-320

DISCH,

Fulton

Gelephone

say

2255

you

the ad.

in Forest

HAMPSHIRE SPRUCE
*

.

the

shotguns,

anticipated

haul

The party also brought

and

were

of fat ’coons.

finally fell, but nary ’coon was

Germantown

in ecstacies

Telegraph.

The

over

tree

seen to “drap.”—

d

.
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Wilsails,

post-

VU. ©.

W.

SILSBY

@

MAKERS
SAIL
BOSTON,
A
aA

MASS.

eee
We have furnished sails to the following prominent yachts: Constitution, Defender, Volunteer, auplce
Independence, Ailsa, Navahoe, Weetamoe, Uncle Sam, Effort, Calypso, Flirt, Ariadne, Phase manyge0 ye :
Chloris, and
Vergemere, Resolute, Chanticleer, Senta, Snapper, Raider, Little Haste, Sally VII,

“A
G. R. LILJEGREN, Gothenburg, Sweden, {5.Si'Evronean Counties
ized

EVERY

SMOKER

WANTS

ONE.

(IGNITED BY AIR.)
Will not ignite unless exposed to the air. Absolutely safe. Always deWith ordinary care is
Conveniently carried in the vest pocket.
pendable.
Handsome Nickel Plated Lighter, 50 cents; Gun
practically indestructible.
Metal, $1.50; Sterling Silver, $3.50. Sent postpaid on receipt of stamps or

and

CO.

For 25 cents silver we will sen
ds digesticn.
the trees in ay
sien Site panee just as it comes from
Q
G.
People’s National Bank.
Reference:
Nove:
,
Laconia
& CO., Druggists,
.
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for Tackle

eee ee

By Nessmuk.

10 cents extra.

Trout

REDDITCH,

short time half a dozen fellows with sharp axes
dogs

Send 10 cents

MAIL YOUR TACKLE ORDERS

The most useful pocket lighter ever invented. Throw away your matches.
removThe ‘Instanto ’’? produces a steady flame, without matches, by simply
ing the cover, as shown in illustrations.
Lights a cigar, gas Jet, kindles a
fire, or shows the way in the dark. Useful every day and night of the year.

ing their regular turn.

a

THE HORTON MFG. CO., 84 Horton Street, Bristol, Conn.

to imprint numerous tracks in the snow to and
up the tree.
When all ready he informed his
neighbors that the tree must
be filled with
’coons, pointing to the external evidence made
with his ’coon’s foot.
The bait took, and in a
chopping at the base of the tree, each tak-

securing

perfect balance of the whole.
Send for our
These are only two of the desirable features of the ‘‘ BRISTOL ”’ Steel Fishing Rods,
beautiful Catalogue telling more.
It’s free.
Our Rods are the origzna/ Steel Fishing Rods.
We have been making them for over 15 years, Look
for our name and trade-mark ‘‘ BRISTOL”
on every reel seat.
They are absolutely guaranteed to
be free from defects in material or workmanship

among his neighbors for ’coon hunting, he made
a ’coon’s foot out of a potatoe, and proceeded

were

is Supreme

%

mighty man of the gun.

Time passed and it was growing late and the hunter was becoming cold, hungry and verv red in
the face.
Presently a small boy appeared in the
distance, and the prisoner was horrified to see him
coming in the direction of the bear. He shouted
at the top of his voice, “Boy, run for your life!
Danger!
Bear!’
Apparently the boy did not
realize the dreadful state of affairs, for he came
straight on.
“Boy!
Danger! Go away!
Run
fer your life!’ again shrieked the frantic hunter.
But the boy heeded him not. Right into the jaws
of death he marched.
He deliberately walked up

Rod

They ¢ake up the slack line promptly, thus preventing the fish from shaking loose when he rushes
toward the fisherman.
}
What the ‘‘ BRISTOL”
Rod is to the ordinary wood rod, our Combination Reel and Handle is to

combination of parts in shells that this man did
not know to the tips of his fingers.
The vulnerable points of a bear were open as day to this

felt comfortable with his new toy, and, not being
in a hurry, lay down to wait for its agile owner.

Steel

< sristol-

They give just enough when the fish strikes, the delicate spring of the rod hooking him instantly and

pattern and caliber of rifles, size, shape and proper

A short time ago this bear slayer went forth
heavily armed to search for his favorite quarry.
He stepped briskly and confidently into a densely
wooded glen, through which a salmon stream
tumbled and sparkled on its way to the sea.
A
sudden noise startled him and, looking for the
cause, he was astonished, grieved and finally terrified in beholding a bear which looked totally different from the one he was gunning for.
The
bear was not in the least disconcerted by the unexpected meeting; he welcomed the intruder and
acted altogether unlike the conventional bear of
our hunter’s experience.
What did the hero do
then?
I blush to say it, but he promptly and unmistakably ran toward a convenient tree, and the
shameless brute came lumbering after.
It was a
tremendous dilemma, with a bare chance of escape
from both horns, if the odds in climbing turned
in favor of the man.
The precious rifle fell from
the nervous grasp of the climber, whose sole ac_tivity (both soles in fact), was concentrated in
the effort to get up higher.
The bear had not seen a gun of that pattern
before and he sat down to look it over, while the
hero barked his shins in agony overhead.
Bruin

and Take

The

“Instanto’’

Pocket

Pat. June
27,705.
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THREE CATALOGUES
FISHING - TACKLE
and
33 SUMMER
SPORTS 3 3

Tackle for Southern Fishing a Specialty

GUN
GOODS
and
WINTER
SPORTS

WILLIAM MILLS @ SON, 21 Park Place, New York
THOS. J. CONROY
28
Manufacturer

and

Dealer

in

_ John Street

Fine FishingTackle &SportingGoods
TARPON, TUNA

and ALL SOUTHERN

Ee.

and

97

HOE

Fulton

Street,

EsTABLISHED

One or all for the asking.

“yo. York

TACKLE

VOM
95

CAMERAS,
KODAKS
and
PHOTOGRAPHIC
GOODS

New

We

have everything in Guns, Fishing Tackle,
Photographic and Athletic Goods.
SUPERIOR QUALITY.
Lowest PRICES.

=E,

SPORTING

York.

1867.

VON LENGERKE & ANTOINE

Celebrated Manufacturer of High Grade RODS AND REELS
And Dealer in Fishing Tackle.

f ee
oe
>

Gold Medal Highest Award Buffalo,
Gold Medal Highest Award St. Louis,

277 and 279 Wabash Avenue,
35, 37 and 39 Van Buren Street,
CHICAGO,
ILL.

1901.
1904,

On receipt of 4 cents in United States stamps we will send our 110-page catalogue.
ESTABLISHED

Gold
Gold

Medal,
Medal,

Highest
Highest

We have our own repair shop and do all
repairs to guns and fishing tackle.

1857

Award,
Award,

St. Louis,
Chicago,

1904
1893|

A Patent Fishing Reel, made of hard sheet metal, with an automatic drag,
spool 314 inch diameter. holding 200 yds. ofline, winding line as fast as a mult
and has more power.
The automatic drag, when fish is running, allows no slack
line. Sold for $3.50.

JULIUS

VOM

No. 351 South Fifth Street,

All genuine reels bear my name.
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AND

S.—Write

By Louis Wright.
Eight colored plates and
illustrations.
Cloth, 311 pages.
Price, $2.
FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING

Free for the Asking

will stop
barrels.
Booklet

“leading”
52P

RODS

tad

Sale

by

all

Dealers

in

SPORTING

GOODS.

Appreciated

Delicious Old Blends,
Ready to Serve.

in each

part is one thousandth

of a centimeter.

The demand for Gold Lion Cocktails by the Gentleman Sportsman is
such that these goods are now put up
in protected packages convenient to
pack.

Talbot

of

Bey CATALOGUE

&

(profusely illustrated) of all grades Fishing

ackle, Reels, Fish Hooks, Silk Worm
nae every requisite for anglers.

Fly-Tiers’

Correspondence

A cut of the Gold Lion marks every
package of the genuine.

REELS
and TACKLE, Snelled Hooks,
Leaders, Minnow Gangs and Flies.

4

PLATH

Bait

Gold Liga Cocktails

ae Jos. Dixon Crucible Co., Jersey pe N.J.

387 other
CO.

Anglers send4 centsin stamps for our large Catalogue.

CHARLES

he pe

in shotgun and rifle

and sample on request.

material and workmanship is of the best and so guaranteed by us.
Money refunded if not found precisely as advertised.
If you angle for game
fish write us for our illustrated catalogue giving prices and testimonials of foremost
sportsmen, sent free on request. COMPLIMENTARY: With each reel sold this season we give
**Bait Casting,”’ ‘‘Care of Reel,’’ and General Tournament Rules.
W.H. TALBOT
REEL CO.,
Dept.16, NEVADA, MO.

Line

as G. M. Baten

Special Graphite No. 635

racy

Full

Lyman

A Convenience

It’s because the Talbot is absolutely noiseless,
responsive to the touch, perfect in action and
balance.
You can make casts of any length
desired without over-run,
AJ)! Talbot reels are
quadruple
multiplying and have spiral gears
which prevent lost motion.
The degree of accu-

A

dozen.

Canoe RipGE, Pa.
Targets received.
They are the best I ever
CHARLES KincG, Gunsmith.
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The Practical Poultry Keeper.

FISHING

dozen.

per

FLIES

flies on hair loop snells.

JOHN NORMAN, 4502 Ste. Catherine, Montreal, Canada |
P.

per

25c.

G. M. SKINNER’S
IS THE STANDARD.

CoO., 523 Broadway, N. Y.

TROUT

Only maker in America who mounts

15c.

price,

is as good
that

For

H. H. KIFFE

price,

Yards,

When a dealer says that some other Spoon

Hand

Send for Our Illustrated Catalogue

Yards,

50

FOREST AND STREAM PUB. CO., 346 Broadway, New York.

Tarpon and Florida Tackle
on

25

Send for catalogue.
The
saw.

Always

LYMAN’S

RAPID FOR
FIRING
TARGETS
RIFLES.

Brooklyn, N. Y.

No pranch store in any city.

GOODS EXCLUSIVELY.

and

Rod-Makers’

with Dealers solicited for Trade Prices.

SON,

62

Fulton

Gut, Flies, Artificial

Baits

Supplies.

St., New

York.

|

even

varieties:

Manhattan, Vermouth, Dry Gin, Whiskey, Tom Gin
Martini and ‘the American.
To be had in glass only—Large and small bottles.
At piotele: Cafés, Drug Stores and wherever liquors
are so
THE COOK
& BERNHEIMER
CO.,
Makers, New York.
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The object of this journal will be to studiously
promote a healthful interest in outdoor recreation, and to cultivate a refined taste for natural
objects.

Announcement in first number of
FoREST AND STREAM, Aug. 14, 1873.

COLD STORAGE
Tue Butchers’
the cold storage

AND GAME.

Advocate, which is an organ of
game dealing interests of New

York and Chicago, reports an interview which a
representative

Fish and Game

of the Advocate

had

Commissioner

James

relative to the enforcement

the sale of game.

One

with

Forest,

S, Whipple

of the laws governing

complaint

was

that the

protector did not attempt to get evidence of violation of the law until near the close of the open
season, thus failing to make examples of offenders early in the season to serve as warnings to
other law violators.
The Advocate man thought
that earlier prosecutions should be made, in order
that the trade might be warned in time.
Another protest was against the fee system,
which makes the remuneration of the protectors
depend in a measure upon the amount of fines
imposed for violations, the moities going to the
protectors.
This is a subject concerning which
much may be said on both sides.
The hope of
financial reward is a potent and valuable stimu_ lant to enterprise on the part of the protector; it
supplements his salary, gives him something to

work

for, and promotes

no question of this.

activity.

There

can be

a case is in court the counsel for the defense is
likely to influence the jury against the prosecution by urging that the suit is brought by the

protector for his own

pecuniary benefit, and that

therefore he is not an unbiased witness; and
sometimes this argument is so plausible as to defeat
the ends of justice.
We have known protectors
who recognized this obstacle to securing convictions, and who have expressed a desire to have
the law so modified as to take away their moieties.
It is doubtful, however, if on the whole
the plan of making the protectors’ remuneration
dependent in a degree on their securing convic-

tions is not the most advantageous

system.

The result of the Albany
interview
demonstration by Commissioner Whipple

was
a
that all

the actions

of had

of the protector

complained

been strictly within the law, and the Butchers’
Advocate expresses the conviction that “the only
relief from this, to say the least, unpleasant
application of the law must come from an attack

on the law itself.”
able

that

the

the present

trade

time, and without restriction.
As the law now
stands they are compelled to conduct a clandestine and illicit trade.
For example, when the
item of quail appears on the ménu of the Royal
Poinciana at Palm Beach, it means that a thousand quail must be provided for the thousand
guests.
These birds are shipped from New York
city, they are picked by night and hustled off by
night to Florida.
They are not manufactured in
New
York
city.
They
come
from _ outside
sources.
For the most part—such are the nonexport laws of the several States—they have been
shipped into New York
unlawfully
and _ clandestinely; they are forbidden articles of commerce, traded in by men
who
are willing to
become law violators for the sake of what there
is in it. Jf the law were changed to give them
more jatitude they would still violate it.
The
more the law allows them the more they will
take.
In dealing with the cold storage game
interests we are dealing with a class of whom
a certain number will take every possible opportunity to sell game in the close time and in contravention of the law.
The statute must be kept
as it stands, or modified, if necessary, with a view
to curbing the practice of these dishonest game
traders.
What the situation calls for is not a
concession to their demands, but a more stringent law, and a more vigorous enforcement of it.

THE

On the other hand, as Com-

missioner Whipple suggested the other day, when

It thinks that it is inconceivwill

condition,

combine for an effort
the business interests

continue

to rest

and dealers
to modify
of those

are

under

urged

to

the law to suit
who
traffic in

game,
It is quite natural that the game

dealers should

be dissatisfied. They want nothing less than the
right to sell all the game they can get, at any

FEBRUARY

.DOG

IN

AMERICA.

In the matter of good dogs and plenty of them
the advancement
from little to great has been
rapid indeed
during
the
past
few
years
in
America.
Time was, not so many years ago,
when an American dog fancier might talk with
assurance in the positive degree, but in the comparative he was properly humble, so far as England was concerned.
To that land was conceded
full leadership in matters of accurate knowledge,
preponderance
of numbers and uniform excellence, all these as they relate to the different
breeds of dogs in general and particular.
In the
main, English canine standards
were and are
recognized as the true ones for all American
fanciers to emulate.
In all else, we are in a fair
way to be self-supporting in dog breeding.
The American canine interests of to-day are
well out of their swaddling clothes.
They show
many signs of confidence, of strength, of independence.
The Westminster Kennel Club show, taking
place this week in Madison Square Garden, New
York, is a comforting
index of American
advancement in many important canine ways, and
in none is its progress more significant than as to
foreign judges.
None were engaged to act at
this show.
Independence
of imported
judges
may reasonably be considered as achieved. Heretofore, through many years, it has been
a practice
of the Westminster Kennel Club to secure one

or more

of the English judges to officiate at its

i,

?

I

go

6

5

)| No.

VOL.

LXVI.—No.

346 Broadway,

’

New

7.
York.-

shows.
‘This set the pace for many other clubs
throughout the United States in what was considered the correct thing in American judging
interests.
The foreign judging was supposed to
confer an atmosphere of doggy wisdom, an overthe-sea prestige, a mysterious accuracy of award
without which the great American show would
lose the interest if not the confidence of large
numbers of unnamed fanciers.
The judges’ list
this year is confined exclusively to home talent.
The result is a record breaking entry of 3,013,
the total number of dogs being 1,951, as against
2,713 entries last year, with a total number of
1,752 dogs.
and
Thus the fallacy of the foreign judge
calamity in his absence has collapsed. Thus also
is demonstrated that besides being independent of
imported wisdom, the United States is in a fair
way soon to be in the leadership in the matter
of canine quantity.
In the matter of quality the
average is high as a whole.
Indeed, were it not
so, there would be nothing to justify the expenSive importations from Europe through past years.
All this beneficence in the conditions of the dog
world was not the result of chance.
Intelligent
care, foresight, skill and money were all combined to effect the ultimate result of the formation and activity of the special clubs that have
been a great contributing cause to improvement
of the breeds which they safeguarded and cherished.
They encouraged
the
improvement
of
neglected breeds, they disseminated
knowledge
of true standards and the sources of pure supply,
and prizes and honors were incentives to competition and effort.
The trend was for betterment everywhere.
Over all, during the years of
progress, was the beneficent guardianship
and
initiative of the
American
Kennel
Club.
Its
powers,
prestige
and
benefits
were
national.
Whatever may have been its errors there is no
question that its purposes and acts have been for
the general good of the dog world; and the great
advancement in the American canine world, as
exemplified at the great dog show of the Westminster Kennel Club, is an index
of its still
greater

growth

and

fame.

Tue remarkably mild winter in this latitude,
with climatic conditions suggestive of Louisiana
and Mississippi and an unusually light snowfall,
has been extremely favorable to the well-being of
feathered game.
In the northern limits of the
range of the quail severe winters are recognized
to be the chief agency of destruction, and conversely when we have a season of such exceptional mildness as this, we look for an increased
supply of birds to follow.
With covers bare of
snow the quail have not been deprived of food;
whatever may be in store for them in the few
remaining weeks before spring shall be here, no
prolonged stress of weather is to be expected,
and the birds will begin the breeding season in
vigorous physical condition.
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In the Lodges of the Blackfeet,
XIII.—The
At

the lower

end

of the Medicine

Snake

Woman.

of the bottom

Rock,

the

Dry

opposite

Fork

of

that

the

Marias joins the greater stream.
At times in
spring it is a raging, muddy torrent, but for the
larger part of the year is a shallow, sometimes
dry stream, the water standing in deep holes or
where it has been backed up by the industrious
beaver—Why, why do I persist in writing in the
present tense? as if there were any beaver there
now!
But I'll not change the line—The day
after we went into camp on the river there was
to be a buffalo run out on the flat beyond the
medicine rock, where an immense herd of buffalo
had been located.
Weasel Tail and I, however,
chose to go up the Dry Fork on discovery.
In
our lodges were many a parfleche of dried meat;
we wanted no summer skins of the buffalo, and,
of course, we could kill what fresh meat was
needed at almost any time and place. We crcssed
the river and rode through the bottom, then followed a broad, deep game trail running up the
rather narrow valley of the Dry Fork, crossing
and recrossing the stream.
We passed a great
many beaver dams and saw several of the animals swimming around in their ponds.
Here and
there were narrow
strips of willow along the
bank out of which an occasional white-tail deer
would break for the hills, scared
by our
approach.
There
were
sciiiary
cottonwoods,
stunted, many of them dead, their trunks worn
by the
rubbing
quite smooth
buffalo
against
them.
Rattlesnakes were numerous; every little
while we would be startled
by one _ suddenly
sounding his warning near the trail, and we killed
all we saw save one or two which managed to
escape into a nearby hole.
As we ascended the
valley, antelope became more and more numerous.
The plain lying between the Dry Fork and
the next water
to the south,
Pend
d’Oreille
was
feeding
coulée,
one
of
their
favorite
grounds in that part of the country.
If possible,
when we Saw a herd
of antelope
or buffalo
ahead, we would ride up a coulée on to the plain
and go around them, for we liked not to have
the game stampedinge from us, betraying our
presence and probable route to any chance enemy
thereabouts.
It was at least 8 or 9 o’clock when we left
camp, long after the departure of the buffalo runners, and by noontime we were well up the Dry
Fork, twelve or fourteen miles from camp.
Off
to our right was a long ridge running east and
west, the nearer point of it broken by sandstone
cliffs.
Thither we wended our way, riding up a
coulée which headed there.
Arrived at the foot

of the ridge we picketed our horses and climbing
up,

sat

down

on

its crest

to get

a view

of the

AND

STREAM.

I had brought some broiled antelope
ribs, and, opening the little bag, laid them upon
a convenient rock.
“Take part of them,” I said.
Weasel Tail shook his head.
‘‘What,” I asked,
“you will not eat?
Take half; I brought them
country.

for you.”
“Tt is not wise,” he replied, “to eat when out
on discovery, on the hunt, or when traveling
anywhere
away
from
camp.
You
should
eat
plenty after you arise in the morning, eat very
much.
Then you saddle up and strike out.
You
feel strong; you ride, and ride, and ride.
You
may be hunting, you are unlucky perhaps, but
you are not discouraged; you go on, and on, with
strong faith that the luck will change, that you
will socn find a band of antelope or buffalo, or
game of some kind.
The sun mounts up, and
up, arrives at the middle, starts downward to his
lodge beyond the edge (edge of the world). You
have food tied to your saddle, and you say to
yourself, ‘I am hungry; I will stop and eat.’
“On the crest of some ridge or butte you dismount, and, half lying on the restful ground,
you begin to eat, meanwhile your clear, strong
eyes search plain and valley or brush and mountainside for life of some kind.
You are very
hungry, of course; the food tastes good in your
mouth, your stomach keeps crying for its fill, and
you keep on eating until the last morsel has disappeared.
Then, Hai-ya! what a change comes
over you!
Your flesh suddenly becomes soft,
your eyes no longer seek to pierce the far distance, the lids close upon them.
The ground
feels so good; it is a soft couch.
You become
sleepy; it is only by great effort that you keep
awake.
You lie there and the sun goes on, and
on, down toward his lodge.
You know that you
ought to arise, that you ought to mount and ride
until you can see what is beyond that high, long
ridge, but the food has done its work and you
lie to yourself, saying:
‘Oh, I don’t believe that
I would find any game over there; I’ll rest here
for a time, and then start homeward.
I am sure
to kill something on the back trail
So you
recline there, as lazy and sleepy as a full-gorged
bear, and toward evening you arise and go homeward, finding no game whatever by the way. You
arrive at your lodge, the people see that you
bring neither
meat
nor
skins.
Your
women
quietly unsaddle your horse; you go inside and
sit down upon your couch, much ashamed, and
begin to lie, telling how very far you have ridden, how barren the country is, wonder where all
the game can be,
“No, friend, no ribs for me.
You eat, if you
will. Loan me your glass and I will have a look
at the country.”
What Weasel Tail said was all very true. Had
I not time and again experienced the lassitude,
the sleepiness caused by my midday lunch?
I
resolved never again to take food with me when
going for a day’s ride.
But this time need not
,
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I ate most of the ribs, joined my friend

in a smoke,

and

fell asleep.

Weasel Tail poked me in the ribs several times
before he succeeded in awakening me.
I sat up
and
was

rubbed my eyes.
My throat felt dry; there
a fuzzy taste in my mouth all caused by my

midday
was

lunch

midway

of the

and nap.
down

Rockies.

I noticed

toward

I had

that the sun

the distant blue peaks

slept long.

My

friend

was looking steadily through the glass at something to the westward of us and muttering to
himself.
‘“‘What do you see?” I asked, yawning
lazily, reaching for his pipe and tobacco pouch.
“It does not seem possible,” he replied, “that
I see that which I see; yet, I am sure neither

my eyes nor this glass deceive.

I see

a woman;

a lone woman, a woman on foot walking along
the crest of the ridge yonder and coming straight
toward us.
“Let me look,” I exclaimed, dropping the pipe

and taking the glass.
‘“‘Are you sure that you
are awake?”
“See for yourself,” he replied. “She is on the
third

rise from

here.”

I brought the glass to bear on the slope indicated, and, sure enough,
there was
a woman
striding easily down
the grassy
incline.
She
stopped, turned, and shading her eyes with her
hand, looked away to the south,
then to the
north, and lastly back whence she had come.
I
noticed that she carried a small pack on her back,
that she stood erect and was of slender figure. A
young woman undoubtedly.
But why, why was
she there, and afoot, on that great plain whose
vastness and silence must be appalling to one so
alone and so defenseless.
“What do you think of this?” I asked.

“T don’t think anything,’

Weasel

Tail replied.

“Tt is useless to try to account for so strange a
thing.
She comes this way; we will meet, and
she wiil tell us the reason of it all.”

The woman

passed out of sight into the hollow

back of the second rise of the ridge, but soon
appeared on its crest and kept on down into the

next low place.
the slope

stopped

on

and

Wher

which

she arrived at the top of

we

hesitated

sat, she

for an

saw

us

instant

at once,

and

then

came on with her natural, easy, graceful stride.
I am afraid that we both rudely and coldly stared
at her, but there was neither fear nor diffidence
in her manner, as she walked steadily up to us.

My

first impression

was

that she had beautiful

eyes; large, clear, kindly, honest eyes, and my
next was that her face was exceedingly comely,
her long hair glossy and neatly braided, her figure all that one expects a woman’s form to be.

She came on, quite up to us, and said:

“How?”

“How, how?” We answered.
She unslung her pack, sat down and began to
talk in a language unintelligible to us.
By signs
we interrupted and said that we did not understand her talk.

Fes.
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“She is a Snake woman,” said Weasel Tail.
“By the cut and pattern of her moccasins I know
that she is one of that tribe.”
Who was he, I wonder, of what tribe and time,
who conceived the idea of the sign language, by
means of Which all the tribes of the plains from
the Saskatchewan to Mexico are able to converse
with each other and tell all that their tongues
may not utter.
Here were we, unable to understand ene word of this woman’s language, yet by
means of this wonderfui invention of some ancient one, language mattered not.
“Who are you?’ Weasel
Tail
asked,
“and

whence come

you?”

“I am a Snake,’ the woman
signed, “and I
come from the camp of my people far to the
south.”
She paused, and we signified that we

understood.
ing, brow

For a moment
wrinkled,

or two she sat think-

lips pursed,

and

then

tinued :

con-

,

“Three
man.
.He
hearted.
happy.”
down her

winters ago I became Two Bears’ wowas very handsome, very brave, kindI loved him, he loved
me,
we
were
Again she paused,
and
tears
rolled
cheeks.
She brushed them away re-

peatedly,’ and

with

much

effort

resumed

her

story:
“We were very happy for he never got
angry; no one ever heard cross words in our
lodge.
It was a Icdge of feasts, and song, and
laughter.
Daily we prayed to the Sun, asking
him to continue our happiness, to let us live long.
“Tt was three moons ago, two before this one
which is almost ended.
Winter had gone, the
grass and leaves were coming out.
I awoke one
mornine and found that I was alone in the lodge.
My chief had arisen while I slept and gone out;
he had taken his gun, his saddle and rope, so I
knew that he had started on a hunt.
I was glad.
‘He will bring home meat,’ I said, ‘fat meat of

some kind, and we will give a feast.’
wood,

I got water,

his return.

and then

I gathered

I sat’ down

to await

All day I sat in the lodge waiting

for him, sewing moccasins, listening for the footfalls of his hunting horse.
The sun went down,
and I built a good fire, ‘He will come soon now,’

I said.
“But no, he didn’t come, and I began to feel
uneasy.
Far into the night I sat waiting, and
fear pressed harder and harder
on my _ heart.
Soon the people of the village went to bed.
I

arose
not

and went

to my

father’s

lodge, but I did

sleep.

“When morning came the men rode eut to look
for my chief; all day they hunted through the
little prairies, through
the forests, along the
river, but they did not find him, nor any signs

of him, nor of his horse.

For three

days they

rode the country in all directions, and then gave
up.
‘He is dead,’ they said, ‘he has drowned, or
a bear or some enemy has killed him.
It must
have been an enemy, else his horse would have

returned

to its mates.’

“My own thought was that he lived; I could
not believe him dead.
My mother told me to cut
off my hair, but I would not do it. I said to her:
‘He is alive.
When he returns should he find my

long hair gone he will be angry,
Many

a time he has himself

for he loves it.

combed

and braided

ite
“The days passed and
watched for him to come.

I waited, waited and
I began to think that

he might be dead, and then one night my dream
gave me hope.
The next night and the next it

was the same, and then on the fourth night, when
my dream again came and told me I knew that

AND STREAM.

it was true, that he lived.
‘Far away to the
north,’ said my dream, ‘on a river of the plains,
your chief lies wounded and ill in a camp of the
prairie people.
Go find him, and help him to get
well. He is sad and lonely, he cries for you.’
“So I got ready and, Gne
evening
after all
were asleep, I started; it was the only way.
Had
they known what I was about to do, my father
and mother would have stopped me..
I carried
some food, my awl and sinews, plenty of moccasin leather.
When my food was gone I snared
squirrels, rabbits, dug roots, so | was never hungry.
But the way was long, very, very long, and
I feared the bears prowling and snuffing around
in the night.
They did not harm me; my dream
person must have kept them
from
doing
me
wrong.
The camp, my dream said, was in sight
of the mountains.
After many days I came to
the Big River, and for many more days I followed it down, until I came in sight of the white
men’s houses, but I found no camp of those I
sought.
I turned north, and coming to the next
stream, followed it up to the mountains; still I
found no people.
Then I went north again until
I came to this little creek and now I meet you.
TReliimes 1s my chief in your camp?”

‘Eos
busied myself with my food.
The litthe woman
fled to the other side of the lodge, covered her
head with her shawl, and began to cry.
Somehow, although I had thought I was hungry, my
food did not taste good.
I nervously ate a little
oi it and then went out and over
to Weasel
Tail’s.
“Send your mother over to my lodge,” sata.
“and have her tell Nat-ah’-ki all about it.”
“Ah hal’ he laughed, “the young ones have
quarreled, have they?
The little one is jealous?
Well, we'll soon fix it out,’ and he bade his
mother go over.
An hour or two later, when
I went
home,
Nat-ah’-ki was all smiles and welcomed me joyously, insisted that I should have another supper, and gave me a pair of gorgeous moccasins
which she had been surreptitiously making for
my

adornment.
“Oh, that poor Snake woman,” she said, just
before we fell asleep, ‘how I pity her.
To-morrow I shall make her a present of a horse.”
WALTER B. ANDERSON.
[TO BE CONTINUED. |

The

Passing

of a Sultan.

BETWEEN camps ten and eleven the trail from
Crazy, say you?
Well, that depends upon the
Malabang to Camp Vicars runs through the forpoint of view.
Some there are who believe in
est and is as crooked as the proverbial streets of
“a prophet’s paradise to come.”
Some, for inBoston, which, as all the world knows, turn and
stance, have faith in the revelations said to have
twist so that a stranger who once started from
his hotel to go to the railroad station met himbeen made to a certain Joseph Smith; some beself coming back.
lieve in Allah; others in Christian Science; still
Along this trail one morning in July, two or
others in divers creeds and faiths.
If they are
three years ago, a party of recruits was plodcrazy then indeed was this Indian woman also,
ding on its way from Malabang to replenish the
ranks of the companies at “the lake, ” which three
for she had faith in a dream, doubted not for
solid months of fighting and exposure had sadly
one instant that by following its instructions she
depleted.
would find her loved,
lost man.
Dreams, to
To one who has never before met with the
most Indians, are a reality.
They believe that
experience it is difficult to realize when you are
dumped on the beach of Moro land that the
they really do commune
with
spirits in their
safety of civilization has been left behind and
sleep, that their shadows—souls—temporarily reyou are now ina country where a different order
leased from the body, then travel far and meet
of things prevails and “it’s up to you” to keep
with strange adventures.
If a Blackfoot, for ineyes and ears open, and to allow no man whose
color is different from your own, to come within
stance, dreams of seeing green grass he is absostriking distance unless your rifle or revolver
lutely certain that he will live to see another seais ready to hand.
son of spring.
So it was with these recruits who, fresh from
We were, of course, obliged to tell the wantheir New England farms and the ‘security of
the great white transport
on which
they had
derer that her lost one was not in our camp.
spent such a restful six weeks, had no realization
Weasel Tail also informed her that some North
of the fact that they were in a land where death
Blackfeet and some Bloods were visiting us, and
in many forms stalks along the trails and lies
advised her to accompany us and question them.
hidden in the sunlit depths of the forest.
And they were little to be blamed, for surely
She readily consented to that, and we started
a more peaceful scene would be difficult to imhomeward.
My friend was riding a vicious little
agine than that which unfolded itself as they
mare which would not carry double, so I was
tramped leisurely along the dusty road on this
obliged to take the woman
up behind me, and
morning of which I write.
The sun shone as
brightly ; the birds sang as sweetly, and the faint
we created a big sensation when we rode into
breeze stirring the foliage was as cool and recamp about sundown.
Weasel Tail had agreed
freshing as in the far off western
land
from
to give her a place in his lodge, and I had hoped
which they came.
No thought of danger entered
to drop her near it unobserved by the mistress
their heads, and what was there in the calm
silence of the forest to awaken it?
of a ceriain home a little farther along.
But no
To be sure, at Malabang, while waiting to be
I espied Nat-ah’-ki from afar standsuch luck.
sent to the front, their ears had been filled with
ing and gazing at us, at the handsome young
tales of sudden attacks by and the treachery of
woman
perched behind
me,
her arms_
tightly
the natives.
But they hadn’t paid much attention to them or taken them at all seriously, for
clasped about my waist.
But when I rode up
they knew the delicht an old soldier has in gettc my own lodge there was no one to greet me,
ting a raise out of a rookey, and classed these
and for the first time I was permitted to unsaddle
tales with the advice they from time to time remy animal.
I went inside and sat down.
Natceived to go to the top sergeant and get their
butter checks, or to do something else quite as
ah’-ki was roasting some meat and neither spoke
absurd: which, when followed, invariably led to
nor looked up.
Still in silence she brought me
much hilarity at their expense on the part of
water, soap, a towel and comb.
After I had
their (tor)mentors.
washed she set before me a bowl of soup, some
Of course they had seen one or two men about
camp with their arms in slings or their heads
meat and then what a sad, reproachful look she
swathed in bandages who, said the old soldiers,
gave me.
I grinned foolishly, vacuously, and,
“had been jumped along the trail and swiped with
although [ had been guilty of no wrong, somea bolo.”
“But that all happened weeks ago. before these road camps were established,” said the
how I could net return her gaze and quickly
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non-com. in charge, who being new to the business and quite as incredulous as his men, had
permitted them to fall into that most pernicious
of all practices—especially in an enemy’s country—straggling.
This little party then tramped along by twos
and threes strung out for nearly a mile, pipes in
mouth, hands in pockets, whistling and singing
as they went and worse, with their rifles, which
should have been in their hands ready for use,
slung over their backs, a position from which it
takes at least a minute or two to remove them
when encumbered with haversack, canteen and
blanket roll; and in Moroland much, very much,
may happen in a minute or two.
Three of these recruits
had just reached
a
point in the road from which the smoke of Camp
Ten could be seen over the tops of the trees,
when rounding the next bend above and coming
toward them they saw a party of twelve
or
fourteen Moros.
To an old hand the appearance of these natives
would have been a signal
to turn
down
the
safety-latch of his rifle and prepare
to repel
boarders; but to these three the fact that there

‘STREAM:

men had really only paid the penalty of their
own carelessness and that would have most likely
been the end of it were it not for the fact that
the Moros had secured two good rifles and 400
rounds of ammunition, which lent a very different color to the affair.
The commanding officer at Camp Ten, having
duly reported the occurrence, things began to
happen.
The district commander over the telephone desired to be informed as to this, and the department commander
wanted to know about that,
while the general commanding
the division at
Manila kept the wires hot, to the exclusion of
all other business, trying to find out the other,
the upshot of it all being that the commanding
officer at Camp Vicars was directed to make an
investigation and take such
steps
as,
in _ his
opinion, were necessary to recover the rifles and
punish the offenders.
When
Pershing received the dispatch ordering him to act in the matter he swore softly to
himelf and sent for his second in command, who,
having reported and been told the news, proceeded—over
a
glass
of
warm
water and
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The

next

thing to do was

to have an inter-

view with the Sultan, and, if possible, induce him
to return the rifles and deliver the hostile Datto

‘to us that he might be punished.
A letter was accordingly dispatched requesting
his highness the Sultan of Binadyan, Father of
the Sun, Moon and Stars, Ruler of the World,
Light of the Universe, etc., to meet his brother,
the American commander, on Binadyan Hill the
next morning to discuss matters of importance.
In due time an answer came back saying that

the Sultan

would be most happy to confer with

the illustrious commander
of the Americans—
upon whom it was hoped Allah would shower
all good things—at the time and place appointed.
So next morning Pershing and I, with a troop of
cavalry as escort, set out for the place of con-

ference,

which

was

on

the top of a high hill

midway between our camp and the rancheria of
the Sultan, known as Binadyan Hill, from the

of the people

of that

Sultanate had once stood there.
After waiting an hour or more—Moro

fact that the stronghold

custom

demanding that the dignity of the Sultan be accentuated by keeping us waiting—the natives arrived, presents were exchanged, speeches of welcome made and everything under the sun talked
about but the one subject we had met to discuss.
For of such is the way of the Moro, and I have
known them to visit our camp and spend two

whole days in speechmaking and the discussion
of trivial matters before coming to the real object of their visit.
Well,

we

finally arrived

at the matter

in hand

and the Sultan expressed himself as being greatly
hurt to learn that his brother could for a second
think that any of the Binadyan people would do

such a thing. No, indeed, he and his people loved
their American neighbors and would never dream
of harming them. It was utterly impossible that:
Ahmi
crime

Benanning could have been guilty of the
charged against him—by some one jealous

of the friendship between the Americans

and the

people of Binadyan
evidently—because
all the
day on which the attack was made he had been

at his (the Sultan’s)
can commander

was

house.

Surely, the Ameri-

mistaken

and his informants

liars and sons of liars. The Sultan had heard
of the affair, of course, as who had not? News

RUINS

OF

FORT

BINADYAN,

WHERE

were
no small boys nor produce-laden ponies
with them and that every man had a kris in his
hand or a campilan over his shoulder had no
significance.
They only saw an apparently peaceful band of traders to whom they paid no attention other than to gaze curiously at them, for
they were the first wild Lake Moros they had seen.
On came the Moros and on went the recruits
until they were abreast of each other but on
opposite sides of the road.
Then a sharp command from the leader of the natives, a flash of
knives and two of the recruits were stretched
on the ground cut in a dozen places, while the
third—ripped from shoulder to hip—was speeding up the trail pursued by several natives who,
however,
abandoned
the
chase
before
they
reached the turn in the road around which camp
could be seen, and disappeared in the jungle.
The
wounded
man,
nearly exhausted
from
pain, fright and loss of blood, staggered into
camp, which immediately became the scene of
the greatest excitement.
Companies
rushed to
arins, working parties were recalled, guards reenforced, and almost before the surgeons had
had time to remove the bloody outer clothing of
the survivor, atleast 200 men were at the scene
of the attack, or scouring the jungle for some
sign of the natives who had made it. But beyond
a few foot prints in the dust of the road and the
bodies of the two unfortunates—minus their rifles
and cartridge belts—no trace could be found, the
Moros having vanished as completely as though
the earth had opened and swallowed them.
Now the loss of two recruits, while greatly
to be deplored, of course, was of no very great
consequence from a military point of view in a
land where such things happened almost daily.
To be sure attacks on
troops
along the trail
could not be regarded with equanimity and were
to be resented on general principles.
But these

THE

MEETING

TOOK

PLACE,

of such an outrage travels fast and he knew positively that it was some Moros from Bacolod, on
the other side of the lake, who were the guilty
ones, and if we didn’t believe him, he was ready
to prove it by any number of witnesses.

whisky—to join his chief in damning both Moros
and recruits in chunks.
For weeks Pershing had been working on and
perfecting the details of an elaborately thoughtout plan to bring Said y Ducimen, the high priest
of Bayang, and one of the most rabidly hostile
of all the natives, into the fold; and now, just
as success was all but his, these fool recruits had
to go and get themselves chopped up, and to him
was assigned the task of recovering the rifles
they had lost and punishing the offenders, which
meant the utter demolition of all his cherished
plans.
For every Moro in the vicinity would instantly assume a position of either armed neutrality or become actively hostile, the moment it
was known that punitive
expedition
had
left

Pershing stood pat, however, and finally succeeded in inducing the old villain to promise that

Oh, well, such is life in the tropics, so Pershing took another pull at the warm water and
whisky—our only consolation in time of trouble
—and sent out runners for his secret service men,
for “orders is orders,’ and must be obeyed, no
matter what happens.
That Pershing had a well organized and efficient force of spies we all knew, but who they
were or how he had prevailed upon them to act
none of us could learn.
I knew two or three of
them simply because I was occasionally, during
Pershing’s absence, in temporary command
of
camp, and they had come to me to make their
reports, but outside of these they were known
only to himself.
No one was very much surprised, therefore,
when two or three days after the receipt of the
order to act in the matter, Pershing told us that
he had not only located the rifles but found out
who had led the party that made the attack. This
proved to be a Datto named Ahmi Benanning,
owing allegiance to our nearest neighbor, the

this promise we had to content ourselves and return to camp convinced that if we waited for
Binadyan to produce our man we would never
get him. but still hopeful.
The allotted week passed, and then ten days,
and then two weeks went by without a word
from the Moros; then, as “the powers that’ be”
were getting impatent and asking why something
hadn’t been done, another letter was sent, but this
time instead of being couched in polite terms it
was a peremptory demand for the surrender of
Ahmi Benanning the next morning at our former
meeting place, and pretty strongly intimated that
unless our demand was complied with without
further delay there would he “something doing”

our camp.

Sultan

of Binadyan.

he would produce the man we wanted with the
understanding
that
if the
surviving
soldier
couldn’t identify him by picking him out from a
number of other Moros he was to be set free and

indemnified

for the loss of his time.

Then

we

went home to await developments.
A week passed and no news having come from
the Sultan once more a letter was sent requesting
an interview on Binadyan Hill, and once more
we met and talked in circles, the only satisfac-

tion we could obtain being that Ahmi

Benanning

had gone on a visit to some relatives and would
be brought to our camp as soon as he returned.
The Sultan promised, however, that he would

surely be surrendered

within

a week,

and

with

in the vicinity of the Sultanate of Binadyan which
would

stir things

up considerably.

The next morning

when

we left camp

for the

meeting place we were accompanied by two companies of infantry and a mountain gun, for we
expected trouble, and before the day was over we
got

As

it.

we

expected,

when

we

reached

the

place
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appointed not a Moro was visible, but instead,
over the Sultan’s cotta—about half a mile away
—flew his battle flag; a challenge to us to go
ahead and crack our whip if we wanted to. Wishing to avoid a conflict if possible we sat down
and waited,-but hour after hour passed with no
sign from the Moros, save an occasional flash
as the sun’s rays caught on spearhead or kris in
the bamboos surrounding the fort. Finally growing tired of waiting, Pershing ordered the artillery to drop a shell close to the cotta, which being
done brought results
immediately.
As
if by
magic the battle flag came down and a white
one was raised in its place, followed a few minutes later by the appearance of the Sultan and

his retinue.
As soon as he reached us the old man began to
put

the

up

day

a big bluff

appointed

about

for

having

the

misunderstood

meeting

and

spoke

“T will not,” replied the Sultan.
,
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“All right,” said Pershing, “we'll just take you
along instead, and when your people bring him
in we'll turn you loose, and not before.”

Quick as a flash the Sultan’s hand went to his

turban, from which he snatched a small poniard
and made a jab at Pershing,
which,
had
it
reached him, would have created a vacancy in
the list of captains of cavalry
right then and
there; but again the Moro didn’t know Pershing,
who jumped to one side, caught the old rascal by
the scruff of the neck, twisted him around and
with a whole-souled kick placed where it would
do the most good, sent the “brother of the sun,
moon and stars, ruler of the world, his supreme
highness, the Sultan of Binadyan,” sprawling and
spluttering into the arms of two husky infantrymen, by whom he was quickly disarmed, while
their comrades, hurriedly deployed to meet the
attack of the Moros, seeing what had occurred,

CAMP

feelingly of his surprise
that his dear
friend
should fire at his fort, but it wouldn’t work with
Pershing, who insisted that Ahmi Benanning be
produced instanter.
Finding further delay impossible the Sultan
jabbered a few words to one of his men, who
started off on a run toward the cotta, and then
turned and told us he had sent for our man, who
had only returned
from
a long journey
that
morning and was resting at his (the Sultan’s)
house prior to surrendering next day.
The messenger came back presently bringing
with him a little dried-up Moro, so old he could
hardly walk and almost scared to death, whom
the Sultan took by the hand and presented to
us as Ahmi Benanning, the noted warrior.
Unfortunately for the success of Binadyan’s
little game there were a lot of us present who
recognized this ancient person as a slave, who
often came to camp with chickens and eggs to
sell in the market, and we so informed Pershing,
who refused to accept him as the man we were
looking for.
His bluff called, and recognizing that he “was
up against it,’ Binadyan dropped his air of injured innocence and showing his teeth like a cornered rat, flatly refused to produce Ahmi Benanning, and asked Pershing what he was going
to do about it. But he didn’t know Pershing.
“You say you won’t surrender Ahmi Benanning?” said Pershing.

AND

TEN,

METALING

FALLS,

MINDANAO,
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strongest cotta, and sent his defiance, not only
to his feudal lord, but us as well, which latter
we didn’t hear of until weeks afterward.
As
the Sultan could only muster about half as many
men as his vassal he naturally didn’t feel much
like tackling the job, nor did he want us to go
over and fight it out for fear that Ahmi Benanning’s people would be revenged on him later,
One afternoon, about a week
after we
had
taken the Sultan prisoner, the sergeant of the
guard came running in from the outposts and
reported that there were about 200 natives out
there who wanted to see the commanding officer
and that they had forty or fifty rifles among
them.
I happened to be present when the sergeant made his report, and ordering our horses,
Pershing and I galloped out to see who it was.
and found Ahmi Mannibeling, the Datto Per-

shing visited when

he first went

up to the lake,

I.

first made a firing, scattering volley and then
charging.
They changed their minds, though, as
soon as the Krags began to crack and took to
their heels in short order, leaving their chief to
his fate.
The Moros disposed of, we put the Sultan on
a horse and took him back to camp, where a tent
was pitched for him and he was made as comfortable as the circumstances would permit and
given to understand that we intended him no
harm but were determined to keep him a prisoner
until his people brought in the man we were
after.
His sons were allowed to visit him daily,
and twice a day his women brought him food, as
he could not eat that which we provided because
of his religion.
It soon developed that in taking the old chap
prisoner we had builded better than we knew,
for he was one of the most highly-born Moros
in Mindanao and related by either birth or marriage to nearly every family of importance in
Moroland, who were ready to go to almost any
extreme to obtain his freedom.
We also learned that it was not wholly his
fault that he hadn’t kept his promise to turn
Ahmi Benanning over to us, as that Datto was
one of the most powerful in the country and
noted, even in that warlike community, for his
courage.
It seemed that the Sultan had made
his original promise in good
faith, but Ahmi
Benanning, getting wind of what was going on,
had gathered his men, intrenched himself in his

who had come all the way from Marahui to return the visit.
Of course Pershing was glad to see him, but
at the same time in something of a quandary as
to what to do with him and his men, for it was
a risky proposition to let 200 Moros enter camp,
armed as these were, and under circumstances
which utterly prohibited our taking the precautions usual in such cases.
There was just one thing to do and Pershing

—being

Pershing—did

it.

Ahmi

Mannibeling

and his men were invited to enter, tents were
put up for them, and they were told to make
themselves perfectly at home.
A council tent
was erected and by 3 o'clock that afternoon a
full-fledged pow-wow was in progress.
Pershing,
myself and our two interpreters sat on one side
of the tent, Ahmi Mannibeling and some of his
principal Dattos on the other, while the space
between was packed as tight as it could be with
members of Ahmi Mannibeling’s escort, who occupied every available inch of room in the tent
and overflowed outside.
Cigarettes were passed and lighted, betel nut
was offered and chewed,
and
we
talked
and
talked and talked late that night.
After the other
Moros had rolled themselves in the sarongs and
gone to sleep, which they did about 8 o’clock,
Pershing and Ahmi Mannibeling adjourned to
his tent and continued the conversation, but not
one word did the wily old chieftain let fall as to
the object of his visit.
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“I know he wants something,’ said Pershing
to me later when he came in for a good night
smoke, “but what it is the Lord only knows, and
I can’t guess.
The only thing that he has said,
so far, which amounts to anything is to make a
complain
about
Bullard’s
outfit”—which
was
building a road from the coast to Marahui on the
other side of the island—‘but that’s all talk and
not what he is here for, and I can’t figure out
what it is.”
All the next day the Moros talked and smoked
and chewed betel nut but never a word did they
say as to the real object of their visit, and we
had about come to the conclusion that their presence really was only due to the desire of Ahmi
Mannibeling to make a social call on his old
friend when, on the afternoon of the second day,
like lightning from a clear sky, Ahmi Mannibeling said:
“Pershing, which would you rather have, this
tent filled with gold or the friendship of every
Moro around Lake Lanao?” and Pershing knew
the time had come.
Without hesitating a second, which would have
been ruinous, he answered:
“l would rather have the friendship and be at
peace with the Malanaos than to have every tent
in this camp filled with gold.
It is the dearest
wish of my heart.”
“Mopiar! Mopiar!” cried the Moros, laughing
and clapping their hands and nodding to one another.
“Then,” said Ahmi Mannibeling, “set the Sultan of Binadyan free, return the arms you captured at Fort Pandapatan, and pay a hundred
pesos apiece for the rifles we now have of yours,
and every Sultan and Datto about the lake will
come here and visit you and take the oath of
blood brotherhood
to the Americans
on _ the
Koran.”
The proposition was tempting, of course, very
tempting, for it offered a solution to the whole
problem, but at too great a loss of prestige, and
was not to be entertained for a minute.
Pershing explained to them that it would be
impossible to return the arms taken at Fort Pandapatan for the reason that they had already
been
destroyed
or
sent
to
Manila.
“These
arms,” said he, “were taken in fair fight. What
is the Moro law in such cases?
Do not the arms,
prisoners and other things taken in battle belong
to the victors?
The rifles you have of ours were
not taken in battle but were obtained treacherously by your people, who, pretending to be our
friends, attacked us and secured them in that
way.
While it is the desire nearest my heart, as
I have said, to see the Lanao Valley once more
at peace, and the Americans
and
the Moros
bound to each other by ties of friendship founded
on that respect all brave men feel for each other,
still I cannot accept your terms, much as I desire
peace, because they are too humiliating.
“For every man you have we have hundreds,
and for every rifle of yours we have thousands;
why then should we return the arms we have
taken in fair fight, and which, according to your
own laws, are ours, and pay you for the return
of those you have taken from us by treachery ?
No, a thousand time no.
But I will do this. You
return the two rifles and the cartridges Ahmi
Benanning took from the men on the trail and
have the Sultans and Dattos come here and visit
me and swear friendship on the Koran, and I
will release the Sultan of Binadyan and allow
Ahmi Benanning to go scatheless.
More than
this I cannot do.”
_ But the Moros wouldn’t agree to this proposition and that afternoon took their departure.
Another week went by during which scarcely
a day passed but some Moro of distinction came
in with a proposition for a compromise looking
to the release of the Sultan, but Pershing was
firm and nothing but the production of Ahmi
Benanning and the return of the rifles would do.
Things drifted along in this way for a couple
of weeks more during which the Moros never
ceased their efforts to obtain their chief's freedom, and then one morning the Rajah Muda, of
Banadyan, appeared with the rifles and the information that they had waylaid Ahmi Benanning the night before when he was returning
from a visit to one of his wives and had captured him after a fierce fight in which he had
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that he died a few hours

“His body,” said the Rajah Muda,

“is now on

its way here, and it is hoped that the American
commander will be graciously pleased to release
the Sultan.”
“All right,’ Pershing answered, “I'll release
him when the body gets here, if it turns out to
be the man we want.”
Sure enough, about an hour afterward four
Moros came in sight carrying something that
looked like the carcass of a pig slung on a bamboo, but which, on closer inspection through our
glasses, proved to be the body of a man.
Staggering under their load the bearers came
grunting up to Pershing’s tent and dropped their
burden on the ground in front of it, whereupon
the burden very promptly
sat up and
called
weakly for Leon, one of our interpreters.
At this unexpected
and
most
disconcerting
proceeding on the part of the supposed dead man
the eyes of the Moros started from their sockets,
as if they had seen a ghost, and then the Rajah
Muda and the four bearers took to their heels
and simply burned holes in the air until they
reached the high grass, into which they dove
head first, and, so far as I know, through which
they may be running yet, for we never saw them
again.
The story the victim told was a gruesome one,
indeed.
It seemed that the night before he was
returning to his home in Genassi, after having
carried a note from his master, the Sultan of that
place, to Said y Ducimen at Bayang.
His way
took him through Binadyan, which lies between
the two places, and when about half way across
he was set upon by some of the Banadyan people
and made a prisoner.
His captors took him to
the cotta of the Sultan, where he was bound to
a post and left without food or water until noon,
when the Rajah Muda had come to him and
asked if he would accompany them to the Ameri-

can camp and say that he was Ahmi

Benanning,

promising him a large reward if he would do so.
He told them that he was known to a number of
people in our camp, and that it would be useless
for him to try and pass himself off for so great
a chief as Ahmi Benanning, for he was sure to
be recognized by his friends among us, whereupon they fell on him with their knives, and after
receiving a few blows he lost consciousness and
did not come to until the bearers had entered the
limits of our camp.
Guessing that they believed
him dead and were taking him to Pershing, he
remained quiet until they dumped him on the

ground,

when

he called

for

Leon,

as has been

told, who he was sure would recognize him.
“And now would the commander of the Americans please give him something to eat, as he was
very hungry, having
eaten
nothing
since the
morning before.”
The poor fellow was the most horribly mutilated human being I think I have ever seen, nor

would

I have believed

it possible for a man

to

survive so many and such frightful wounds had
I not seen it for myself.
I shall not go into details, as they would be too revolting; sufficient
to say that he had fourteen wounds, any one of
which would have probably killed a white man
instantly.
One of these wounds the surgeons
pronounced unique in surgical history.
This was
in the back of the neck where he had been struck
with a waved kris in such a way that the spinal
column had been cut partly through without injuring the spinal cord.
In slinging him to the
pole to carry him to camp his head had been
fastened so that his weight had broken the already weakened spinal column, leaving the cord
still intact; and this was only one of the wounds
he had received.
He was quickly sent to the
hospital, where three surgeons spent an hour and
a half sewing him up, and everything possible
done to save his life and then, as he still complained of being hungry,
he was
given
some
boiled rice. which he ate with apparent relish,
afterward falling asleep.
About 8:30 that evening he waked and asked
to be placed on the ground so he could roll from
side to side, as is the custom with the Moros
when about to die.
His request being granted
he lay there, his head covered with his sarong,
rolling first one way and then the other, occasionally uttering a plaintive “Ai, Ai,” for about

fifteen minutes,

when

he

turned

on

his

back,

folded his hands and his soul passed out of his
poor wrecked body and went to meet its Maker.
The Moros, having once more failed in their
attempts to release the Sultan by trickery, again
resorted to diplomacy, and Pershing, seeing that
it was hopeless to try to get Ahmi Benanning,
who we learned had permanently left the country
and taken refuge in a stronghold in the mountains, and having recovered the rifles, which was
really our main object, agreed to meet them half
way.
A treaty was drawn up in which we made

certain

concessions

and

promises

in return

for

certain others on their part, the principal items
being the release of the Sultan by us and the
submission of the hostile Moros by. them.
A number of copies of the treaty were prepared and sent by runners to the various Sultans
and Dattos affected and arrangements made for
a meeting at our camp to formally ratify the
treaty before a Pandita and our chaplain, and to
swear on the Bible and Koran to keep the conditions thereof.
:
One evening, a day or two before this meeting
was to take place, Pershing and I sat in his tent
having a quiet little celebration over the happy
and successful termination of his plans, for we

had

obtained

the

consent

of the Moros

to al-

most everything we had been anxious to bring
about.
If I remember rightly, it was over our
second bottle of warm champagne—the occasion
was a very joyous one indeed—that I remarked:
“Good Lord, old man, suppose anything should
happen to Binadyan between now and the day
after to-morrow.
Nothing in the world would
convince the Moros we hadn’t done it on pur-

pose.”
“T know

it,’ said Pershing,

“and

it’s keeping

me awake nights thinking about it. But what
can happen?
The old man knows he is going to
be turned loose in a couple of days, and therefore
isn’t very likely to try to escape, and I don’t see
how anything else can happen.”
But alas! the next day the guard tents were
moved a few feet to let the ground on which
they had stood dry out—a very important matter in the tropics where you can’t be too careful
about sanitary measures.
The Sultan was asleep
when it came time to move his tent and the sentinel, instead of speaking to him and arousing

him that way, prodded him with the butt of his
gun, for to a great many of the enlisted men,
and, I am ashamed to confess it, not a few of
the officers, a Moro, be he Sultan or slave, was
nothing but a nigger, which greatly incensed his
highness.
This happened early in the morning,
and later, when his breakfast arrived, he refused

to touch it—an ominous sign had we but known
it. That afternoon the Sultan appeared in the
door

of his tent

hills toward
sentinel

on

had incurred

and

stood

his home,
post

looking

as

he

at the time

his anger

was

out

often
the

over

the

did.

The

same

who

in the morning.

While

the old man stood there another member of the
guard in passing made some remark to the sentry, who turned his head to reply, taking his eyes
off his prisoner for a second, but it was enough.
Quick as thought a club, which the old man had

obtained
been

by pulling

holding

his bed

concealed

to pieces

behind

stood in the door, crashed

his

and

back

as

had
he

on the sentry’s head,

felling him like an ox, and before anyone could
interfere, the rifle, which had fallen from his
nerveless hands, was in the possession of the
Moro, who pointed it at the nearest soldier and
pulled the
trigger,
but
no
revort
followed.
Through
some
fortunate mischance the safety
latch was up and the bolt locked, and in another

instant the Sultan was lying on the ground
pierced by a dozen balls, and our chance for the
immediate pacification of the Lake Moros had
taken

unto

itself

wings

and

vanished

into

thin

air.
Everything was done that could be to save the
old man, but it was
least half a dozen

hopeless from the first. At
Krag
bullets
had
passed

through his body, and that night, about 9 o'clock,
he died.

Word was sent to his sons, who arrived before

the end and listened to his dying declaration, in
which he said he had gone “jura mentado” be-

cause of the hurt his pride had sustained at being
prodded

by the sentinel.

©
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the three companions of McCarty and hunted the
surrounding country for days.
At last the three
men found the body in a cafion, one and a half
miles from camp, in a badly decomposed state.
Nearby it was the equally decomposed carcass
of a black bear. On the body of the man was the
medal and badge-decorated canvas coat.
Nearby
lay the shotgun, the right barrel bursted.
The
entire lower jaw of the man was missing.
The body was taken into Phcenix and buried
by the Masons.
Then the widow
put in her
claim for the insurance.
‘‘Prove,”’ said the company, “that deceased was McCarty.”
“Tf the lower jaw were not missing,’ said a
dentist, “I could determine
the identity if it
were McCarty, as I did some work on his lower

teeth.”

MORO

CARRIERS—TRANSPORTATION

Pershing did ail he could to convince the people of Binadyan and the other Moros that the
affair was not deliberate, and was brought about
by the action ot the Sultan himself.
He donated
a hundred pesos toward paying the funeral expenses, and the next morning, when the escort
came to carry the body to its last resting place,
he had the Mountain battery accompany it to the

edge of camp

and

there

fire a salute

of three

guns. But it was all useless, and every warrior in
Binadyan took an oath that day over the body
of his dead ruler that he would never sleep until Pershing and Leon, who through some process
of reasoning known
only to themselves,
they
blamed for the Sultan’s death, had been killed.
And for many nights afterward it seemed as if
all Hades had broken loose about Camp Vicars.

AHMI

COMMISSARIO.

In Arizona.
_

Prima
Stream:

ReEseErvATIOoN, Ariz.—Editor Forest and
The Gambel’s partridge is more abun-

dant here than I thought that game birds could
be anywhere, nor are they at all wild, often feed-

ing within too yards of the Indians’

houses.

In

two er three hours’ tramping one can flush a half
dozen or more flocks, and some of these will
number at least 500 birds.
They do not lie well
to the dog, but that doesn’t much matter, as an
ordinary shot will bag the legal limit of twentyfive birds in a couple of hours.
Pheenix and Tucson are crowded with healthseeking tourists, mainly consumptives I believe,

and from what I have seen of them I think that

time hangs rather heavily on their hands.
They
ought to get out of the towns and travel around
in this wonderfully
interesting
country,
with
either pack and saddle, or wagon camping outfit.
The climate is perfect, the temperature ranging
from about 80 degrees in the daytime to 4o degrees at night.
Open air with more or less exercise is better for invalids, and for the sound
also, than a hotel varanda chair.
I have made some inquiries here regarding the
Gila monster.
A friend informs
me
that he
picked the feathers from a chicken’s thigh, tied
the bird to a stick and succeeded in getting one
of these lizards to bite it in the bared place.

Upon

being released,

water

soon

began to drop

from the bird’s mouth and eyes, it made three
or four circles and dropped dead.
No one here
seems to know of an authentic case of a person
dying from the bite of a Gila monster.
Dr.

O’Connor,

of Phcenix,

two cases, both persons

says

that he has treated

having been bitten

in the

hand, but outside of a slight swelling of the arm
the patients suffered little and soon recovered,

There is a small lizard here, color bright vellow
with black bands, locally named child of death

and

Apache

baby.

Will Forest AND
poisonous reptiles

It is said

to be found in Arizona
The

mesquite

to be venomous.

STREAM kindly tell us what
other than the rattlesnake are

thickets

and northern
and

Mexico?

cottonwood

groves

OF

THE

SICK.

along the Gila shelter large numbers of wildcats
and ’coons.
Messrs. Haynes and O’Brien, two
employes of the Government school, have a pack
of five hounds and every night they go out with
them.
They get game, sometimes two or three
wildcats, in a few hours, and they never go more
than two miles away.
I have examined both the
‘coons and cats they bring in, both animals have
very dingy thin fur.
Not long ago John Asher and son were travel-

ing over the Hidden

Water

trail to their mining

claim in the Four
Peaks,
about
eighty miles
northeast of Phcenix.
The boy was in the lead,
riding a mare, which was followed by her young
colt.
In the middle were two packed mules, and
lastly came Mr. Asher, riding a mule.
At a
point where the trail runs along the top of a
very steep slide it bends around a large boulder.
Glancing up the boy saw a cougar couching on
top of the big rock and called out, “Pa, see the
big cat!’
Just then the animal sprang down
upon the colt, and was immediately tackled by
the shepherd dog. The cougar at once let go of
the colt and it and the dog rolled in a fighting,
clawing, snarling, yelping ball down the slide out
of sight.
In the meantime Mr. Asher was having a mixup with his mule.
When he jumped off
of it and started to draw his rifle from the scabbard the beast began to buck and also went down
the slide a hundred yards or more.
He finally
got the mule back on the trail, and his rifle out,
but by that time the dog could be heard no longer
and it was thought that it was dead.
Moving on
with the outfit not 200 yards farther another
cougar was sighted, and Mr. Asher killed it. He
found that it was the one which they had first
seen, for it was bleeding in several places where
the dog had bitten it. The animal seemed bound
to dine on colt meat regardless of dog and men.
This is the story of a hunter and an insurance
company.
Some time ago “Jack ” McCarty, hunter, guide and collector of curios, outfitted for a
trip in the Mogcollon Range and started out with
three companions, Burns, Gavitt and Day.
Before leaving Phoenix he took éut a life insurance
policy for $35,000.
He had been married about
six months before, and said that in case anything
happened to him he would at least leave his wife
in comfortable circumstances.
About a month after the party left, the three
companions ‘returned and said that McCarty was
missing, and that after a thorough search they
had failed to find any trace of him.
One afternoon they related one of them had taken a snap-

shot photo of him in his hunting costume.

He

had been a member of a number of societies and
orders, and had pinned the various emblems of
these across the breast of his canvas coat.
Toward sundown of that day he had gone out from
camp with his shotgun to secure, he told them,
specimens of a rare pigeon which he knew was
breeding nearby.
They had not heard him shoot,
and had never seen him again.
The Masons of Phenix organized a search

party, which went out to the camping place with

“But,” said the companions, “it could be no
other than our friend.
Who else could wear the
badge-decorated coat?”
“Tf you do not pay, I shall sue you,’ the widow
declared.
“Very well, madam,” said the insurance company, “sue if you wish to; when you do, we will
produce McCarty.
We can get him any time we
wish to.”
No suit has been brought.
The three companions are all dead, and thus ends the story.
I had thought to find myriads of waterfowl
down in this sunny land.
Spoonbills and shovellers, widgeon and teal are plentiful.
There are
a few mallards and sprigs, but no geese of any
kind.
I saw literally millions of the latter in
the San Joaquim Valley in California last winter.
Perhaps they do not winter much south of
that locality.
WANDERER.
[Except for the various species of rattlesnakes
found in Arizona, the Gila monster (Heloderma
suspectum) and the little coral snake (Elops euryavanthus) are the only venomous reptiles there
known.
The
small,
bright-yellow
lizard
with
black bands, whatever species may be meant, is

certainly harmless.

It is either a Callisaurus or

a Holbrookia; only an expert could tell the two
apart.
The local names given for it by Wanderer would appear to indicate the belief among
the residents that the animal
was
venomous.
This, however, does not mean much, for many
quite innocent reptiles have very evil reputations
in different parts of the country.]

Mr Nichoson’s
A RECENT

Buck

Ride.

account, in the reckless style of the

newspapers of the “Rockies” whose yarns are
usually in accord with the size of their mountains, relates how an old hunter was involuntarily
treated to an elk ride, “forty miles, if it was one,”
which forsooth was a most invigorating shake up
for the old chap—if true.
However that may be,

the incident
true

of Nichoson’s

occurrence,

is herewith

Mr. Nichoson

buck

ride, a strictly

presented.

was residing in Naples, Ontario

county, N. Y., some
forty odd years
ago—a
period in which there was yet existing in western
New York a large extent of forest and a corre-

sponding

fair share

of wild game.

One

winter

day while engaged in drawing
wood,
a large
buck, pursued by hounds over hard crusted snow,
was run-down by them in the road only a short
distance from Nichoson, who hastened to secure
the creature, and straddled its neck with intent

to cut his throat.

While

reaching

down

to get

out his knife the buck suddenly arose, leaving
Nichoson’s legs firmly secured under his antlers—

then

with

his hoofs

he clawed

into shreds

the

back part of his rider’s pants and split down his
boot legs. The buck, finding he could not get rid
of his rider, then treated him to a vigorous good-

sized buck trot of nearly a quarter of a mile, and,

perhaps like the famous cork leg of Mynheer Von
Waldegg, would be running yet, had not Rob
managed to stop the wild career of the antlered
steed by cutting his jugular with a knife.

The effects of the “hoof raking” and this rough

ride was a lameness unfitting him for work for
several days. Mr. Nichoson has long been famed
throughout this region as the veteran fox hunter,
and, although a cosmopolite of leisure and well
along

in

years,

is yet

an

inveterate

sportsman,

pursuing the glorious pastime with rifle and
hound at frequently occurring intervals. Piper.
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ATURAL EISTO
Jim’s
The

Biography

of

Story.
a Common

Crow.

Ir we had known, even a few weeks ago, what
our intercourse with Jim has since taught us, we
could never have broken up his home, slain his
brothers and sisters and brought such calamitous
Yet, of all these offenses
sorrow to his parents.
At that time we were no
we stand convicted.
more enlightened than the majority of mankind,
and entertained for the crow the common prejudices that forbid the possibility of his harboring
He was the
aught but wickedness in his nature.
cunning and elusive thief who stole our corn,
killed our young chickens, robbed song birds’
nests and preyed in general to a most damaging
We knew
and annoying extent upon mankind.
full well also that he was ordinarily too clever
to be overtaken by gun or trap, and to be so
often outwitted and outdone by a creature of his
size and complexion neither flattered our human
vanity nor tended in any way to remind us of
weighing the
the bare duty of justice, when
merits and demerits of his race.
In this state
of
mind, therefore, we had no scruples in getting
the better of him by whatever means, fair or
foul.
An unmistakable fagotty tuft in the uppermost
branches of a tall red maple tree that stands in
the meadow was thought to be too close to the
house for the good of the fowls.
The effrontery
in selecting a site for their nest from which the
old crows might overlook the poultry yard and
keep account of the hatching time of the setting
hens was not to be tolerated; and, besides all
that, we had need of a young crow for sake of
variety.
Many kinds of pets we had reared and
known in the course of previous years; squirrels,
hares, muskrats, coons, foxes, hawks and sundry
other wild things from the woods and bushes and
streams, but never a crow.
Here was our chance,
so, with quite easy consciences, we went to the
tall maple tree late one afternoon just in time to
see the old mother bird fly away to the brook on
her last foraging trip of the day.
The nest was
too far out to be reached by hand, but by the aid
of a long stick it was loosened and tilted from
its place among the branches, and four of the five
haif-naked young birds came flopping to earth
after clinging bravely for a time with beak and
nails to the ragged edge of their ruined home.
Then the nest came down; a bunch of roughlywoven sticks in the midst of which was a felt-like
mat of roots and grass, and all as clean as a
Dutch house.
One of the young birds was killed outright by
the fall; one escaped serious injury by landing
in the bushes; two were so badly hurt as to make
it an act of mercy to put them to death, and-the
fifth was caught and passed intact from hand to
hand down the tree.
The
two
unharmed
we
brought home and made as comfortable as we

could

in a nest

of excelsior

with a soft woolen

rag to act as a brooder by night.
There was no
trouble in getting them to take food.
Whenever
the hand approached
they
opened
their
red,
abysmal mouths until the vocal chords could be
plainly seen, all the while fluttering their nearly
featherless flippers and uttering repeatedly ah!
ah! ah!
In a very few days they were able to
take the sun and air on the lower limb of a pine
tree near the house, where they might be kept
in sight and shielded from cats, dogs, fowls, and
especially from the fierce assaults of mockingbirds and woodpeckers.
Dinah was a pathetic
little creature, possessed of many winsome, feminine tricks and ways, but was delicate and much
smaller than her brother Jim.
The fall from the
tree, or perhaps a blow from a malicious old hen
brought about a paralytic condition. which our
best care and nursing failed to relieve; and when
at last her case seemed quite hopeless, when she

had become bedridden, emaciated and suffering,
she was humanely guillotined at the woodpile.
Her poor little black head fell away from her
suffering body without a gasp or a struggle, and
the brieht purple eyes closed with the same stoic
calmness that marked the latter days of her helpless illness.
She was decently and tenderly laid
to rest under an apple tree in the orchard.
Jim, it is to be feared, was not much grieved
by his little sister’s death.
He had no more to
await his turn in the distribution of food to fill
his impatient maw.
He grew apace and was soon
clothed in a sleek coat of lustrous black feathers.
In climbing about the pine tree he would sometimes lose his footing, but soon learned the use
of his short, stubby wings.
In a few days he
was making his way easily over all parts of the
tree by means of a mixed locomotion of leaping

and flying and, at last, by efforts of pure
Hitherto

his

food

had

consisted

of

flight.
raw

or

our

from

aid.

He

would

his parents,

have

and we

learned

this, no

wished

doubt,

him to be as

well versed in the wild arts as he would have
been had he remained subject to their tutelage.
His requirements, moreover, were becoming a
trifle exacting of time, energy and even of patience, and, as an independent hunter, he would
not only become his own purveyor but would find

many half hours of diversion during which we
ourselves might hope to do a little gardening or
out-of-deor

reading

without

the incessant

inter-

ruptions of his mischievous pranks and the repeated summons to rescue some one’s cravat pin,
a saltspoon or a half-written letter.
The lessons were very simple and accomplished
their purpose in a little while.
We would mark
the spot at which
a large grasshopper
would
alight, approach it cautiously with Jim in hand,
and as the grasshopper arose Jim was encouraged by word and a gentle motion of the hand to
pursue it. After a few successful chases
he
needed no further instruction, and at the present

writing we go daily “a-hawking”’
in fields and woods.
Sometimes

when

on

these

for his game

tramps

we

flush

a

lark or other bird which Jim pursues with all his
might

but never

turns.to

catches.

Then

he invariably

re-

my hand panting and boasting as if to

say that at least

he had made

a good

given the bird a terrible scare.

flight and

He is never

so

entertaining or indeed so lovable as when on
these field excursions.
There are too many dis-

tractions round about the house, in his judgment;

nor does he like many people, even of those he
frequently sees, and a stranger cannot be tolerated.
To some of these his aversion goes so far
as to lead him to watch his chance, and in the

course of a rapid flight deliver a right vicious
peck on the top of the head; but in the field,
when we have had a long ramble and stop for a
rest under the trees, he is at peace and plays

with all manner

JIM.
cooked beef, mutton, chicken,
fish, frogs
and
sometimes a squab or an English sparrow, together with eggs, wheat,
potatoes,
bread
and
sundry kinds of fruit. Some of these were not
suited to Jim’s young digestion, and once, when
evincing unmistakable symptoms of dyspepsia, a
strict diet of grasshoppers quickly restored him
to health and happiness.
But to catch the agile grasshopper with paddle

or hat proved an irksome occupation.
then make Jim capture his own food?

Why not
This we

did.
With a butterfly net in one hand and Jim
perched on the other, or on my hat or shoulder,
we went afield.
After every few sweeps of the
net over the grass he was invited to stand on the

rim while the bottom

of the net was

raised so

as to bring the prey within his reach.
Jim found
this an easy method of getting a good meal and
needed but a single lesson to interpret our purpose whenever the net was taken from its place.
He would then promptly come, alighting on my
shoulder, always with the gentle greeting of a
soft-toned “Ah!”
and wait for the sweeping
process to begin.
He seemed to prefer small to
large grasshoppers, but beetles, bugs, flies, moths,
all were fish to his net except the stinging and
malodorous
kinds which
were
usually
flitted
away with a gesture of impatience but not, however, until they had been cut or crushed to death

in his wonderful
The

next

scissors-like beak.

step

him to do his own

in his

education

was

to teach

hunting quite independent of

of objects round

about—sticks,

stones, leaves, insects and the like.
Having exhausted his researches in these lines
he is apt to perch on my shoulder, tug at my
glasses, pull my
mustache,
peck at my teeth,
thrust his beak through every buttonhole and
test the strength of every button within reach,
all he while uttering caressing little sounds,
variations upon Ah! and Eh!—unmistakable expressions of affection and perfect contentment.
My helmet falls so low as to cover the frame
of my glasses, for which he has a great liking;
so, with the coolest deliberation and astonishing

strength he tilts the hat to the opposite side of
my head and out of the way of his experiments
with these curious objects of man’s attire. Sometimes he flies off and catches a number of grasshoppers which he stores in a pelican-like sack
under his lower mandible, and comes back. so full
as scarcely to be able to speak.
He then proceeds tu empty them all out on my knee or my
sleeve, looks them over as a gunner might count

the birds from his game bag, and goes to hiding
them in every accessible nook about my person—
the folds of my clothing, in my partially closed
fist, or even in my nose or mouth, if allowed to
do so.
But the hiding place most favored is the
space under my arm, and, if after being well

packed

in this region

with mutilated

grasshop-

pers and mashed pokeberries, I dare to raise my
arm and let them fall to the ground, Jim quickly

follows them and emits a series of harsh sounds
of evident discontent, if not rebuke, for my

heedlessness.
Wisdom is so

much

a matter

of accumulated

experience that there is no doubt Jim will be
wise.
Investigation is his strong point—investigation of the most original and ingenious kind.
He learns of the top and of the bottom of things,
the inside and the outside, the temperature, taste,

texture and any other quality of objects that his
sharp senses may be expected to discover with

Fez.
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the aid of his marvelous bill—an instrument as
sensitive as a tooth though hard as a nail, that
clips like shears, and, as a probe, is unapproachable by the surgeon’s best tool.
It is true that
he sometimes takes account of things hot through
the medium of his feet, as when once he flew into
the kitchen, alighted on the range, and then

went hurriedly out at the window with melancholy cawing; but with one more item of wisdom
to his credit.

Holes, holes, holes; these are the objects of
his deepest and most constant inquiries.
Is it a
hole in a stump, the mouth of a bottle, a rent in
a handkerchief, a buttonhole, a fissure in a rock,
a crack in the earth, his owner’s nostrils or ear
orifices.
Any solution of continuity in the face
of nature is enough to suggest hidden mysteries

that Jim must discover, else he may be noting
these crannies in provident moments and days of
plenty as suitable places for storage against biting times of scarcity and want. A handkerchief
with a hole in it spread upon the ground will
furnish him long and serious employment in pulling bits of grass, stones or roots through the

hole, and each piece he will hold up for a moment with a grave and satisfied air of “how is
this for a successful find.”
Of

some

of the

holes

that

he

has

explored

round about the premises he makes frequent use
for hiding the treasures that come in his way;
and I may add that as a collector, he is not a
specialist. In a stump in the back yard hé stored
the following objects:

A bit of white china, sev-

eral pieces of colored glass, a horse’s tooth, a
gumbo fruit, a white necktie, bits of paper and
a butter ball.
about in secret

Single articles are often stuck
places apparently for the purpose

of affording him pleasant surprises upon refinding them. Jim and I were once standing on a
large rock near the house when

I espied a safety

pin that he had doubtless stolen and carried to
the spot. He saw me pick it up and at once flew
to my hand, seized the pin and with a very guilty
air hastily passed it into his pouch out of sight.
He then tried to hide it in several different
cracks in the rock, moving away a few steps each
time only to return and try a new place, and, as
no crack was to be found quite to his liking, he
carried it off to a tuft of weeds
nearby into

which

he thrust it deep down

and then tearing

off mouthfuls of grass, leaves and small sticks,
covered it all over and returned to my hand contented and ready for new diversions.

B. W.
[TO BE CONCLUDED. |

Natural
WHAT

is a natural

Barton.

Enemies.
enemy?

Is the hawk

the

natural enemy of the sparrow?
A _ philosopher
might say no, since the hawk desires to eat the
sparrow and that shows love; moreover, that it
is good for the sparrow to be eaten.
This would certainly be a specious defense of
the alleged cruelty which prevails so generally in
the realm of nature. However, it is pretty certain
that the motive of the so called natural enmity
among birds and animals is nothing more than a
lust of appetite.
But there is at least one notori-

ous exception.
cat.

Now

It is the case of the dog and the

the dog does not desire to eat the cat

and yet he cannot behold her without immediately
going on the warpath. Can anyone explain this?
Some people, perhaps, will say that it is because
the nature of the dog is so radically different

from that of the cat; in other words, because the
honesty

and

faithfulness of the one is so antipa-

thetic to the slyness and fickleness of the other.
But this will not do, for we cannot suppose the
dog, with all his intelligence, to be a reader of
character.
Other people, perhaps, will say that because of
the extra attention which is shown to the cat in
the domestic circle the dog has grown jealous.
There is, indeed, no doubt that the cat is the recipient of favor to which the dog is a stranger.
A
seat by the fireside, to mention nothing else, is
ever open to the one, while the other is only too
familiar with the inhospitable injunction “Get

out!”

(Such

is the advantage

of being

on

the

right side of the women).
Here again, however,
we must demur
We do not believe that the dog

is jealous of the cat.

SEREAM.
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A dog may be jealous of a

dog but never of acat. Finally, people of a scientific turn of mind, who have read Darwin, may
say that the natural enmity of the dog for the cat
is only the survival of a primitive congenital condition, or that being by instinct a hunter he sees
something to hunt about the house and hunts it.
But he doesn’t hunt the goat, nor the pig, nor
the calf when these happen to be about the house,
too. And if not, why not?
The fact seems to be this.
The dog is the
enemy of the cat because the latter can escape
from him so easily. -It is not at all certain that

before their domestication they were enemies, for
what dog that could feast on a nice fat buck or
rabbit would care to eat a cat? No, but of course
there was no love lost between them, and when
chance brought them together in the human habitation their lack of sympathy displayed itself. If
then, however, the cat had been unable to escape
when pursued, the dog doubtless after his goodnatured fashion would have made friends with
her and all would have been peace between them
thenceforward.
But as according to the Spanish
proverb the ant has wings to its sorrow, so the
cat has a capacity for climbing which
has secured for her the perpetual enmity of the dog. It
exasperates him to the highest pitch to find that
his quarry can elude him so easily and effectually
by running up a tree or a wall.
If the quarry
then were invisible, like a rabbit that takes to a
hole, the dog’s rage would not be near so great.
But there sits the cat in full view, perfectly assured of her security.
However loud or violent
the demonstrations made against her, she moves

not, but merely spits and makes faces, exhibiting

contempt if ever an animal did.
We can understand the dog’s feelings.
Nay, we can even sympathize with him and say that here surely enmity
is a most natural thing.
FRANK Moonan.,

The

Woodcock

Carrying

its Young.

Editor Forest and Stream:
I have been much
interested in reading in
ForEST AND STREAM about the carrying of their
young by woodcock.
This brings to mind that
eight years ago, as I was kneeling down in the
woods a couple of miles from Raleigh to drink
water from a stream, 1 saw what seemed like a
lightwood knot on the ground move a little bit,
and then holding myself very still saw it was a
woodcock, which, with a rather quick motion,
after having turned its head right and left, so
that the light fairly glinted upon its protuberant
eyeballs, gathered a youngster between its thighs
and went down the branch, probably fifty yards,
though perhaps not
quite
so
far, and _ then
dropped.
I watched the whole proceeding with
a great deal of interest.
Thé bird flew slowly
and was, at the time of starting, certainly not
over twelve feet from me, so that I could see the
whole proceedings.
The little bird was like a
little ball of fluff and of a rather different color
from its mother.
It understood how to obey orders and to be carried without making a_ kick,
which is a good deal more than a lot of human
youngsters know how to do.
I would not trouble the mother bird by going up to the _ spot
where she had alighted, and so saw her no more.
Frep. A. OLDs.

Ways
New
Stream;
servation

York,
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Feb.

Weasel.

10—Editor

Forest

and

May I contribute almost my only obon the weasel to the interesting notes

on this animal which you are printing?
A good many years ago I resided in the town
of Milford, Conn., and often having business in
New Haven, frequently rode over on horseback.
Trolley cars had not then been invented.
One afternoon in summer, while riding westward, I saw a half-grown rabbit cross the dusty
road ahead of me and disappear in the bushes
on the other side.
This was almost at once followed by a weasel, which, after running part way
across the road stopped and turned, running first

in one direction and then in another, as if uncer-

tain what to do, or as if looking fot a trail, as
he undoubtedly was.
By this time I was quite
close to the animal, and realizing that he was

hunting the rabbit that had just passed, I stopped
a moment to watch him.
The weasel did not waste much time trying to
puzzle out the trail on the light dry dust, but—
just as a hound would have done—made several
casts about the point where he had lost the trail,
each one being a wider circle than the one before.
Finally he disappeared on the side of the road to
which the rabbit had gone, and almost at once I
heard a rustling in the grass and the rabbit
darted out and recrossed the road.
I watched it,
and it seemed to me that it had gone only eight
or ten feet into the bushes when it stopped.
AImost at once the weasel reappeared at the edge
of the road and again huntd for the trail, as he
had done before, again found it, and presently
I heard and saw the rabbit
start off, but, of
course, pursuer and pursued were almost at once
lost to sight and hearing.
Whatever small point there may be to this tale
of mine lies in its confirmation
of the already
generally acknowledged fact that weasels follow
their prey by scent. If the weasels do this, why
not all the other members of the weasel family?
MILForp,

Conjugal

Fidelity of the Moose.

Editor Forest and Stream:
In Mr. E. T. Seton’s excellent and fascinating
article on “The Moose and his Antlers’ in this
month’s Scribner’s, which is full of information
but wisely avoids dogmatic pronouncements, he
SAVS toe ely moose that is mated will rarely reply
to a calling cow,’
It is possible that this statement, taken broadly, is correct, but I would like
to say that I know a number of well authenticated instances where the bull not only answered
a cow-call but came to it followed by his “old
lady” and one or both of her spring calves.
One
of these instances took place last October near
Milford, in Annapolis county, Nova Scotia.
Sam
Glode, a Micmac, was calling for his party in the
evening when a bull answered and came to the
call. It was rather dark when the sportsmen saw
a moose entering the water some sixty yards off
and opened fire on it. Simultaneously they heard
the renewed answer of a bull behind them, that
went crashing off to one side.
The first animal
felleasait left the water on the other side of an
arm of the lake and proved, to the disgust of the
huntsmen, to be a cow, while the bull had circled slightly and thus avoided death, the cow having come straight down to the shore and not following her lord when he turned.
It was evidently a case of a harum-scarum young husband
running off after another girl, while. the “old
cae followed, either from habit or to defend her
rights,

“Although I have heard of several such cases I
am unfortunately not able to say what happened,
or would happen, at the meeting of the bull and
the two cows, but my confidence in the marital
fidelity of Alces americanus is somewhat shaken.
EpWArp BrEcK.
Boston, Mass., Feb. 4.

Was

it a Wolf?

Mito... Jan. 27. —Editor Forest and Stream:
In your Jan. 27 number is a picture of a gray
wolf killed in Alaska, that reminds me of something that happened when I was a boy of seventeen years.
My brother and a youngster named Jennings
came home with what they said was a dog, leading him by a stout twine.
Young Jenning rs kept
that dog, as he called it, for two or three weeks
tied in a coal shed.
He was a gray animal and
his upper jaw protruded about one and one-half
inches over his lower jaw, if I rightly remember.
I never heard the animal bark, but he would
fight a dog and go after him without any other
noise than a fierce sort of a growl.
I know this,
as we boys tried to get him to fight any dog we
saw.
Some he would fight and others he would
have nothing to do with.
He got away one night and a few days after he
was shot by a man by the name of Hunt, who
said it was a gray wolf.
I understand it was
skinned and mounted.
This picture reminded me
of that animal, and I thought I would tell you
about it.
Wake
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GAME RAG AND GUN

True Stories of the Old Days.
In early days in Michigan a stray dog came to
my father’s house, and as he appeared to be intelligent and a fine looking animal my father
promptly took him in. ’Coon hunting being one
of mv
father’s favorite sports, which a young
man named Bacon shared enthusiastically with
him, a few evenings later they started out to try
the new dog.
A full moon
shed a mild radiance over the
forest and enabled them to note the. actions of
the dog, and in a very short time he had an antmal of some kind up a big tree which stood alone
in an opening in the woods, and as Bacon was a
famous climber, up the tree he went and soon
made ou the dark figure among the limbs above
him, but as he approached the creature it climbed
higher and higher until, at the very top, it turned
and greeted its pursuer
with a deep warning
growl.
Dan stopped climbing, and in a tone of
voice which trembled
in spite of himself,
he
called out:
“It is a wildcat, Mr. Belknap.”
“Well, cut a club and knock him off,’ replied
my father.
Cutting and trimming a limb of the tree to
make a suitable weapon, Dan slowly crawled up
toward the brute, which finally took refuge in
the very topmost tuft of branches, and slowly and
carefully raising the club above the limbs above
his head, where he could have full sweep for the
blow, he struck with all his might, and—never

touched

AND

him.

Right out into the air the cat sprang as it saw
the club coming, and so powerful was its jump
that the limbs of the tree were cleared entirely,
and with
a resounding
thump
it struck
the
ground at quite a distance from the foot of the
tree, and to my father’s amazement sprang to its
feet and ran like a blue streak for another tree.
The dog happened to be at the other side of
the tree, and the cat was enabled to get quite a
start in its new race, but so swift was the dog’s
pursuit that the cat was overtaken before the tree
was reached, when, whirling suddenly, the brute
sat up and with open paws outstretched waited
the onset.
Knowing nothing of the dog’s fighting qualities my father instantly concluded to let
him entirely alone and note the result.
Coming
with a rush, and
barking
furiously,
the dog
dashed almost into the cat’s face, but stopping
just short of the cat’s grasp, as its paws snapped
together like the jaws of a steel trap, backed
away a few steps and repeated the threatening
maneuver.
Again the cat’s paws snapped together just in
front of the dog’s nose.
Again and again was
this repeated until the cat appeared to think that
the dog was not really in earnest and omitted to
slap it paws together.
Again the dog backed
away, and this time the jump was in earnest.
Once inside the guard of the wildcat he seized it
across the chest, and that cat was dead in ten
seconds, and that dog could not then have been
bought: for money.
In Jong ago days, in western
Iowa,
my
old
friend Jim Files found a stray dog at his door
one morning, and as he ‘was what Jim called
“sech an ornery lookin’ brute.” Jim deliberated
quite a while before finally accepting him.
It was in the fall of the year, and as Jim went
for his cows down in the bottom land below the
house, the dog followed at his heels, and reaching the edge of what had been a shallow pond in
the spring, a small rattlesnake coiled suddenly in
front of them, in a dried-up pit where a cow had
some time stepped in the mud, leaving a depression five or six inches deep.
Its coil was completely hidden, leaving the head and a few inches
of the neck raised threateningly above the surface, while it rattled a warning defiance against
all comers.
The dog sprang forward to attack, and though

it was apparent that the snake had every advantage, Jim stocd quietly watching, as he afterward
said, ‘jest to see what the little cuss would do.”
Approaching within a few feet the dog stopped,
and cocking his small head to one side for a moment,
studied
the
problem.
Walking
slowly
around he now circled the snake, just beyond his
rcach, but so close as to engage all the reptile’s
attention, and as it strove to be in continuous
readiness for the dog’s attack, and as round and
round the dog continued to walk, in a short time

the snake

seemed

to grow

dizzy,

and

its head

began to wobble from side to side, when, quick
as a flash, the dog jumped in and inserting a
paw into the hole flung the rattlesnake into the
air, catching him in his mouth as he came down,
shook him to death without receiving a scratch.
At another time Jim was the owner of two
dogs.
One was of medium size, active and ferocious, and a good hunter, and the other a great
overgrown good-natured brute, could hardly be
made to lay hold of anything.
Whenever
he
could be induced to seize hold of another animal
he always shut his eyes just as he took hold and
kept them tightly shut until he let go.
Jim was hunting along the bank of the river
one day with both dogs along, when he saw an
otter swimming in the river, and promptly put
a rifle ball into him, aiming at the head.
The otter was hard hit, and though it struggled and swam awkwardly around, it soon became apparent that it was trying to swim down
around a bend of the stream, where a pile of
drift wood offered a refuge.
The smaller dog was easily sent in to attack
the otter, but though badly wounded the otter
could still prevent the dog from swimming with
him to the bank, and it began to look as though
he would
eventually tire the dog out.
After
mitch persuasion the big dog was finally induced
to swim in to his assistance.
Swimming up to the fighting pair the big brute
shut his eyes tightly and made a grab for the
otter, when at that instant, the other dog’s head
coming in the way, he seized him by the side of
the head and turning his course started towing
the whole outfit to shore like a steam propéller.
Jim said it was now only a question of the
small dog’s endurance of the pain.
He still kept
fast hold of his game, but before the bank was
reached the pain became unendurable, when letting go of the otter he turned to fight the big dog
loose, and in the confusion the otter made good
his escape.

was heard.
The younger members of the group
were for rushing right out into the night, and it
required all the influence of the older hunters to
check them, as it was explained to them that the
falling mist had shrunken the line, and that the

gun was
Quiet

lantern

finally

restored

in readiness

and

with

again they waited.

a lighted

Finally,

near midnight, the roar of the big gun filled the
silent woods.
Rushing out into the night the
larger party carrying the lantern ran into the
cornfield, while two others ran down the cow
path, which circled the little field on the outside.
A tremendous commotion was heard among the
cornstalks in front, and the little party of excited
hunters ran down the corn rows in hope, by the
oe of the lighted lantern, to get a shot at the

ear.

The mortally wounded animal, which afterward
proved to be a monster in size, ran for the fence
to climb over into the woods.
Outside the fence
the two men could see nothing distinctly, but
hearing the riot of smashing cornstalks and ex-

cited yells, the one in front sprang

for the fence

to climb over, at the very point where the tumult
seemed culminating, and just as he was reaching
for a hand hold of the top rail the bear sprang
over the fence directly in front of him, and tumbling down from the top of the fence knocked the
hunter flat upon his back and fell all over him,

when the stricken brute crawled off a short distance into the darkness and died.
Yells of pain and anguish now rose from the
prostrate hunter, so unexpectedly flattened by the
fleeing bear.
Climbing over the fence the pursu-

ing party now brought the light of the lantern to

bear on his prostrate

form, and were

horrified to

see that the poor fellow was covered with blood
and

apparently

mortally

hurt.

In a faint tone of voice he begged to be taken
to the house, explaining that the ferocious brute
had torn his entrails entirely out of him, and
when the open bosom of his buckskin hunting
shirt was opened more widely, to the horror of

his friends

out

rolled a pile of bloody

The fainting man
house, his clothes

entrails.

was tenderly carried to the
removed and body washed—

and the skin wasn’t broken on him.

The dying bear, dragging his entrails after him,
had deposited part of his bloody burden in the

open bosom

of the hunter’s shirt, as the rails of

the fence had torn them loose.
The mortally
wounded hunter recovered quickly from his hurt,
but not for many a day from the jeering merri-

ment
When my father was a young man he lived in
central Ohio, where a handful of settlers were,
for a time, quite isolated in the big woods.
The
work of clearing the heavy forest was very great,
and as the first small fields were
-fenced and
planted to corn the pioneers were very much annoyed by the depredations of black bears, which
clambered over the rail fences in the night time
and went for the roasting ears in a style that
was exasperating.
Finally a hunt was planned and the half dozen
settlers gathered at the cabin of the one whose
field was harried the worst and where the bears
entered the field, proceeded
to set two
guns,
heavily loaded, and with strings attached to the
triggers in such a manner as to have the thieves
prove their own
executioners.
Getting everything arranged before nightfall all repaired to
the cabin to watch in silence and darkness the
result of their well-laid plan.
The guns were set in different places, one on
each side of the little field. One was but a small
rifle while the other was a tremendous affair, one
of the largest guns ever brought into that part
of the country.
Both were heavily loaded and
two big bullets were rammed down the throat
of the larger one.
As darkness set in a fine mist began falling,
and in a short time the report of the little gun

fired in this manner.

was

of his friends.

Orin

Vermont

BELKNAP.

Notes.

BuRLINGTON, Vt.—Editor Forest and Stream:
The shooting season of 1905 was a red-letter one
for the local hunter.
Thanks to the protective
measures on the statute books and the hard and
painstaking
work
of the game
commissioner,
the game supply that but a few years ago seemed
to be almost on the point of complete extermination, is now steadily on the increase.

Deer are plenty in most

sections of the State,

and the short open season, with the fact that the
deer are protected at all times, gives them a

chance to multiply.

If wise legislation shall con-

tinue to prevail, with swift and severe punishment io violators of the law, it may safely be
predicted that in a few years’ time Vermont will
furnish as good a field for the deer hunter as

the Maine woods or the Adirondacks. Of course
some deer are killed illegally, but I think the
number is proportionally small and in many cases
convictions have closely followed, and the heavy

penalties that the offenders have been obliged to

pay serve

as good object lessons to others.

Taking into consideration the number of hunters that went out for deer during the open season
it is a wonder that any bucks were left at all.

FOREST
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STREAM.
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Here in Burlington it is very gratifying to see
the native birds on the increase.
Gray squirrels
are very common and they are in frequent evidence all about the city, and it is no uncommon
sight to see two or three of them feeding from
the hand of a passerby.
Last summer was remarkable for the unusual number of birds that
visited the city, particularly birds whose occurrence in town is so rare as to occasion comment.
The white-throated sparrow, a bird usually associated with woods and streams remote from
towns, was with us in May in considerable numbers, and in the early morning, its song, that to
my ear is one of the choicest bits of bird-music
in the woodland category, was often heard. Catbirds, hermit thrushes, scarlet tanagers and many
of the wood-warblers were frequently seen, all
of which goes to show that bird protection pays.
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The

freedom

from persecution

that the squirrels

and birds enjoy here in our city is largely due to
the growing interest in the beautiful in nature
that is fostered in the public schools.
Ernest
Thompson
Seton:
while
here
some
months since remarked on the number of birds
and squirrels that he saw about the city and ascribed the circumstance to the interest taken in
the schools and in the homes in the beauties of
nature.
Surely we cannot have too many birds
or squirrels with us, as they go to make up the
beauty and charm of the city as well as do the
beds of bright flowers and the foliage of beautiful shrubbery in our public parks.
VERMONTER.

In North

Carolina.

RateicH,
N. C., Feb. 5.—Editor Forest and
Stream:
I have been for nearly a month on a
tour of eastern North Carolina, being alongside
or upon the water much of the time.
It was the
warmest January weather to be continuous I can
recall, and the shooting of the larger wildfowl
was for that reason quite poor.
I made a good

many

THEY RE HERE!
A Picture from

For

days previous

to the opening

Pinehurst.

Photo

the sporting

goods stores did a thriving business in guns and
ammunition;
and many dealers, although they
had put in a larger line than ever, could not begin to supply the demand.
During
the brief
time that the season lasted it seemed as if about
every one who could carry a gun was in the
woods.
_ About the usual number of deer were brought

in and

of course

mourned

here

and

there

the

farmer

the loss of a fine yearling or promising

colt. Only two fatalities were reported,
ing into consideration the promiscuous
of modern high-power rifles, in most
youthful or inexperienced hands, it is

able that the list was not larger.

and takshooting
cases in
remark-

In the sparsely settled sections of the State
bears have been quite numerous this fall and several

large

specimens

were

shot

or

trapped.

It

was reported that a timber wolf was killed in the
eastern side of the State, but I am not able to
verify the report. Bay lynx and Canada lynx are
of not

infrequent

occurrence;

named

variety having been killed very near

city within the past year.
Foxes are fairly numerous;

two
one

has killed six in the past two weeks.
a trapper

from

an

adjoining

town

of the
local

first-

the

hunter

Last week
brought

in a

fine silver gray fox, the value of which was variously estimated as being from $100 to $200.
Much sport was had with the ’coons here last
fall, and

though

like their humble

many

hunt

them

each

season,

brother, the skunk, they seem

by courtesy

of Leonard

inquiries

as to violations

of the law

and

was told that in the waters around Roanoke Island some fire-lighting for geese, ducks, brant,
etc., was being done.
The people who do this
are known.
Some of their friends claim that
they go out to kill enough for themselves only,
and maybe a few over, but this seems to be a
very shallow statement indeed.
Game Warden
Upchurch, up on Currituck, has had a large territory to cover, but the people on Roanoke declared
there was
very
little
shooting
on
Currituck
Sound but that the Currituck people went down
their way and on Pamlico Sound and shot by
night.
As to the truth of this I cannot say.
Some months ago, directly after the shooting
season opened, I ventured to say in the Forest
AND STREAM that very good shooting would be
found on the Seaboard Air Line Railway in sev-

Tufts.

and the succeeding years

eral counties in this State, and I had some inter-

witness no diminution of their numbers.
Few
animals offer better sport than the ’coon, for
like his larger relative, the bear, he is a game
fighter, as the scarred sides and tattered ears
of many a hound attest.
Then, too, a ’coon properly baked is a most toothsome dish worthy to
grace the table of an epicure.
Rabbits are very plentful, as is generally the
case, and afford good sport.
Gray squirrels were
more than usually abundant.
A hunter may only,

esting letters from Mr. Arthur L. Walker, of
Brookline, Mass., on this question, as a result of
which he went to Robeson county and writes me
as follows:
“Having just returned from a visit
to Gen. F. A. Bond’s, at Hunters’ Lodge, Moss
Neck, Robeson county, I hasten to thank you for

to thrive on adversity,

kill four of these little animals per day, whereas
in past years the slaughter had no limit and few
squirrels annually survived.
Partridge were very numerous and many good
bags were secured.
Woodcock, snipe and plover

fairly so.

Duck

shooting

this past fall for the

most part was a failure.
The unusually high
water in the lake, where most of the shooting
is done, flooded the marshes and made feeding

grounds that were hard to get at until their freezing obliged them to seek open water.
The English pheasants that were introduced here some
years ago have thrived well in spite of the extreme
cold of our northern winters, but the fact that
they are not the wary wood-haunting bird like
the partridge and are easier birds to shoot has so
reduced their numbers that the last Legislature
did a wise thing in prohibiting their capture until

1909.

Their showy plumage and large size makes

them a welcome

addition to our list of birds, and

sportsmen are glad to see them
of increase.

given a chance

having put me
tleman.

in communication

It is certainly

what

with that gen-

you

describe

as

a

‘bonanza.’ ”
I found the people on Roanoke Island devoting
themselves very largely to the shooting of robins,
which are there in great numbers and which |
observe on my return to Raleigh
to be rather
numerous here.
Robins are now but little shot in
this section of the State.
Sportsmen hereabouts say that they really think
the February shooting of partridges to be the
best.
Some of the best shots I know hold this
view.
One thing is very certain in this section
and that is that the birds are getting “wise.”
They have learned many things and the mother
birds are telling their little ones when they hear
a gun fire to take to the trees, and the youngsters
are heeding mama’s advice.
There is considerable shooting of snipe along
the coast.
It is noticeable that more and more
attention is paid each year to the shooting of
snipe around Raleigh and perhaps around other
points in the interior by the town sportsmen.
Country people, who are, by the way, very clever
shots, do not trouble the snipe.

Frep,

A. OLps.
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From

Adirondack

Cottage

the Jamestown

(N. Y.) Morning

Sites.
Post, Feb. 5.

THE second annual banquet of the Campfire
Club of Big Game Hunters was held Saturday
afternoon and evening in G. A. R. Hall, and it
was an exceptionally
enjoyable
and_
pleasing
affair to the members and invited guests present.
The club consists of forty-two members, all of
whom have hunted and killed big game, many of
the members having valuable
trophies
in the
shape of heads and skins of wild animals
of
North America.
The club was fortunate in haying as its guest Hon. James Spencer Whipple,
State Forest, Game and Fish Commissioner.
Mr.
Whipple has taken a deep interest in matters pertaining to the sportsmen’s life since he became a
member of the State Commission, and his visit
to Jamestown at this time was much enjoyed.
After the banquet was over the meeting was
called to order by Judge Woodbury, after which
the report of the last banquet was given by W.
A. Bradshaw.
His report was humorously written and created much laughter.
The old officers
were then re-elected as follows:
President, Hon.
E. E. Woodbury; Vice-President, Martin L. Fenton; Secretary, W. A. Bradshaw; Treasurer, Edward J. Green.
President Woodbury
then
congratulated
the
club upon having Mr. Whipple as a guest.
Mr.
Whipple was introduced and for half an hour he
spoke very entertainingly about his work.
He
said the position sought him, for he was reluctant
to leave his work as Clerk of the State Senate,
which he very much enjoyed.
“Nevertheless I
enjoy my new duties,” he said, ‘and I want the
co-operation of such men as you, who love to fish
and hunt and who believe in a fair enforcement
of the laws of the State.
The State’s preserves
in the Adirondack and Catskill mountains are
beautiful and the sport of hunting and fishing
there is something which I wish every man in the
State could enjoy, instead of a few.
The preserving of the hunting and fishing is a mere
bagatelle as compared with the preserving of the
forests themselves, which the State has undertaken.
If they are not preserved we soon will be
without any hunting or fishing.
The State is
very large and
the people
very
many.
The
streams, “ponds and lakes in New York are numerous and there are only fifty men to enforce
the
laws
governing
these
lakes,
ponds
and
streams.
In order to do it, we must have your
co-operation, and without your aid it will be a
hopeless task,
“The importance of this work is not exceeded

AND

STREAM.

now is, a greater part of the Adirondacks
is
fenced in to the general public, the high prices
charged by the hotels
and
summer _ boarding
houses, practically prohibiting the poor man from

enjoying

his vacation

in the mountains

of the

State,
“T believe in standing a little for the common
people,” said Mr. Whipple, “for these mountains
are a common
heritage.
I believe
the
State
should appropriate more money than it does for
the purchase of additional timber
land
in the
Adirondack region, and if need be, I would advocate the issuance of bonds to the extent of $50,000,000, so that the entire timber land of that
region might be preserved by the State.
I do
not believe it pays to buy in little dabs.
The land
purchased this way costs too much.
If Governor
Black never did anything else to entitle him to
credit when he was Governor, what he did toward preserving the State forests entitles him to
everlasting commendation.
If he had remained
Governor we would have
more
land than
at
present.”
Mr. Whipple said that during the last year
there was 800,000,000 board feet of timber taken
from the Adirondack Mountains, more than was
imported from Canada.
In his opinion it would
be better for the State to get as much of the timber land as possible as quickly as possible.
After
the timber is off the little soil left on the rocks
soon washes away and it is practically impossible to grow trees again.
At
the conclusion
of Mr.
Whipple’s
talk
Eleazer Green moved that the club extend a vote

of thanks

and

Mr.

Bradshaw

moved

that it be

the sense of the club that resolutions be adopted
in favor of the amendment to the law, regarding
the granting of leases in the Adirondacks so that
the poorer people might take advantage of the
pleasures offered.
Both motions were carried
unanimously.

Fire-Lighting

Convictions in North
Carolina.

GREENSBORO, N. C., Feb. 6.—Editor Forest and
Stream: As many of your readers annually shoot
in the waters of eastern North Carolina, it may
be of interest to them to know something of the
efforts which are being made to enforce the game
laws in that region.
Here, where the territory is very extensive and
game abundant, the matter of enforcing game
laws is a difficult one.
For example, in Currituck
Sound almost any man may easily violate the
law of firing a gun at night, as it is impossible
in any department of the State. It is more than
for the force of five wardens, or fifty for that
merely a question of commercial value to the
matter, to be in every creek and on every marsh
State.
It means the health and pleasure of the
of the Sound at all hours of the night.
people and the protection of the fish and game,
The general game laws in that county seem
as well as the watershed of the State.
I do not
to be well observed, with the exception of shootthink I am wrong in stating that the State preing at night, which it is claimed by many people
serves in the Adirondacks and Catskills exceed
makes far more noise than it does harm, the
in beauty and health-giving properties any in
shooting sometimes being done apparently with
the world.
The high altitude, the beautiful lakes
no other object than to annoy the club men.
and streams in close proximity to the center of
The local wardens have
this year
been
in
population, and the curative properties of the air
charge of an exceedingly courageous and capable
bears me out in this assertion.”
Mr. Whipple said that during the year preman from Raleigh, Mr. John Upchurch.
He has
ceding his appointment to the office of Commishad at his disposal a launch with which to move
sioner I11,000,000 fish fry had been placed in the
from place to place, but which he would leave
and advance in a small rowboat when in the
waters of the State, while during his administraneighborhood
of night shooters.
tion, since May 1, 1905, there had been 171,000,000
Several cases have been tried in the courts
placed.
Since he took the office there have been
706 cases commenced against people who have
during the past year, one man being convicted
and fined for shooting on
lay day.
In Core
violated the game law.
He spoke of the shellfish
Sound,
where fire-lighting has been frequently
industry in New York Harbor and said it was a
reported, wardens, after many unsuccessful atvery good thing.
In speaking of the forestry exhibits - made at the St. Louis
Exposition
Mr.
tempts, have recently indicted four men.
N. L.
Whipple said that the one made by Colonel Fox,
Fulcher and Iredell Rose, both of Harker’s Islof this State, exceeded all others and was pracand, were each fined $20 and costs; T. M. Guthtically the only one which was a success.
rie, of Harker’s Island, was fined $10 and costs,
“The places in the Adirondacks equal in beauty : and took an appeal.
Venice in her palmiest
days,’
continued
Mr.
The
Audubon
Society
of North
Carolina,
Whipple, and he mentioned St. Regis Lake as
which acts as the legal State Game Commission
an example of the beauty to be found in the
in this State, is sometimes
criticised
by well
mountains.
He referred to the recommendation
meaning but partially informed people coming
made to the Legislature in his annual report refrom the north, for not stopping illegal night
garding an amendment to the game laws, allowshooting.
ing the State Commission to lease camping sites
There are ninety-seven counties in this State,
in the State preserves, so the man with limited
all of which have just claims to have something
means might take advantage of the beauties of
done for the protection of their game.
The enthat region.
He said that under the law as it tire income at the disposal of the Audubon So-
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ciety is less than $10,000, which is less than onetenth the amount of some of the States in the
Union.
The income is derived from the fees of

the members

and

the money

collected

from

the

sale of licenses to non-resident hunters.
Owing to the fact that many northern men who
come here annually to shoot persistently evade
the hunters’ license, a large amount of the warden’s time is necessarily consumed in collecting
these licenses.
While many of the gentlemen
belonging to the eastern clubs cheerfully comply

with the law and procure their license promptly
in proper form, it 1s a fact that some of the people of the north who cry out most loudly against
the natives of North Carolina for violating the
laws, do not themselves obey the law by taking
out their license, unless forced to do so by the
game warden who may be so fortunate as to find
them before they succeed in slipping back to the
north, after having enjoyed their days of shoot-

ing among the wealth of game in North.Carolina.
T.

Secretary

Gr_pertT

PEARSON,

State Audubon

Society.

‘

Make Refuges

for Game

Birds.

IN my opinion there is no one thing that protects our game birds from extinction so much as
the preserves
of wealthy
people.
There
no
poacher or pot-hunter has any right; and there,

owing

to the vigilance of employes and fear of

the law governing the trespassing on such property, they hardly ever disturb game.
The owners themselves, hunting only in the

season prescribed by State laws, the birds are not
disturbed

in their

nesting

season

by

dogs

and

law-breakers.
They are allowed to nest, hatch
their young and increase.
vs
From

these preserves

they scatter over the sur-

rounding country seeking food.
may lose some of their number,

If hunted they
but the rest es-

cape to their home, the preserve.
They are safe.
If they had no such home they would be followed
by hunter and hounded until possibly annihilated.

Why not make
every

county,

and

State preserves for the birds in

choosing

protection;

the

suitable

State

places for cover

Legislature

enacting

laws so binding that State’s prison or heavy

or both,

will be the penalty

fine,

for trespassing

on

such properties.
Let parties in such localities be
appointed to see to such preserves.
Inclose them
with woven wire so that no dogs can enter, and

post the surrounding territory forbidding trespassing; thus making a double safeguard.
There the birds would nest in peace and rear
their young,

and if hunted

where

any would

nat-

urally return home where they knew they would
not be molested.
The hunter would get a shot
at them,

possibly

have

success

in securing

some,

but he would not be able to follow up and. possibly clean out the whole flock. I believe such
preserves

would

than anything

do

more

else.

to protect

Joun

game

birds

G,. Roperts.

Feeding Quail.
PINEHURST,

N..C., Feb. 11.—Editor Forest and

Stream:
I note the article by Mr. William J.
Long in regard to providing gravel for quail for

winter
am

feeding

glad

that

to this detail.
made

and consider
he

has

called

it as important.
particular

I

attention

In the work that we have we have

it a point to place grit in the feeding boxes

as well as grain.
poultry

dealers

The

call

grit we

“pigeon”

use is what

size, and

the

it seems

to be taken readily by the birds. Our quail in
Massachusetts are doing finely so far this winter.
We

expect

excellent

results

from

planting,
St.

this

Cyrus

BEernarp,

O., Feb.

season’s

A. Tart.

3.—Editor

Forest

and

Stream:
Although a little slow about it, I must
heartily congratulate you on the new style of the

paper.
you

It is certainly “a beauty bright.”

all the success

is a great deal.

THE
cleans out powder
bottle, 10c.—Adv.

you

are

entitled

ARTHUR

MANY-USE

residue.

Lubricates,

I wish

to, and

that

GAMBELL.

OIL
never

gums;

3-oz.

.
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A.AND RIVER FISHING
An Angler’s Reminiscences.

pickerel

CHARLESTOWN, N. H., Jan. 31.—Editor Forest
and Stream:
Let me add my congratulation to
those of your many other correspondents, on the
improved appearance
of the new
version
of
Forest AND STREAM.
I wish that the photo of the log jam had been

available at the time of the “Red

Gods”

contro-

versy two years ago.
It shows
the rushing
stream and the log jam at right angles with it to
perfection.
We had such a jam here last summer, when the annual log drive of the Connecti-

cut River Lumber
of

Cheshire

Company

Bridge,

a

caught on the piers

mile

above

here,

which

reached an eighth of a mile up the river, and
took the “drivers” a fortnight to break out.
Your

readers

well

know

that

I am

nothing

in the winter

in our ponds

and

rivers,

and cod and haddock off the New England coast,
I have never had the pleasure in any other fishing that I have had
in sauntering
along
the
mountain
trout brooks of Vermont
and New
Hampshire, not to mention more or less angling
in Maine and Massachusetts.
I say sauntering,
for the successful trout fisherman must “take it
easy.”
It does not answer to go tearing along
a brook, as if you were bound to fish as many
miles. of water as possible in a day; but the
stream must be followed quietly and cautiously,.
keeping the sun in your face, if possible, to avoid
throwing your shadow on the water, and keeping yourself out of sight, as far as possible, for
it is sight and not sound that scares the fish, although they are quite sensitive to any jar of the

if

not critical at times, and I have a good-natured
shot to fire to-day.
The quotation from ‘The
Lady of the Lake” by our eloquent old friend,
Mr. Starbuck, is misplaced. The words he quotes
were not uttered by Roderick Dhu, but by FitzJames, alias James IV. of Scotland, when surprised by the rebellious Clan-Alpine, in the gorge
of the Trosachs.
The remarks of Roderick on
the occasion were, “These are Clan-Alpine’s warriors true; and, Saxon, I am Roderick Dhu!” to

which Fitz-James

replied as quoted.

After Rod-

erjek had ordered his clan back into concealment,
and escorted his guest to the end of the defile, at
Coilantogle Ford, the fatal duel occurred, the
result of which such of your readers as are not
familiar with Scott’s poems, may foretell from

the following lines:
“Til fared it then with Roderick Dhu,
That on the field his targe he threw,
Whose brazen studs and tough bull-hide
Had

death

so often

dashed

aside;

For, trained abroad his arms to wield,
Fitz-James’s blade was sword and shield.”

If. any of them have not read the poem, let
them read it, for the sake of the description of
the stag-hunt, in the First Canto.
And now for my other shot.
I want to protest against the suggestion of another correspon-

dent, to change the name of the “pike” to the
‘“Sackfish.” The fish in question is often called
“jack” in the east of England, and was a “lac”
in the west in the time of Shakespeare, but to

call him

a “‘jackfish”

is a tautology,

as bad

as

that of calling our national emblem an “eaglebird,” indulged in by rustic poets and orators.
There is no doubt of his being a fish, why repeat

it? It is certain that he is neither a jacksnipe
nor a jackass, and his ancient cognomen of pike
should not be taken from him, because some ignorant fisherman has seen fit to call a long-nosed
perch a wall-eyed pike.
The same fish is also a
“Susquehanna
salmon,’ while his huge thorny
dorsal fin shows that he is in no way related to

either pike or

salmon.

Abolish

the misnomers

and let the genuine pike alone.
If pike-perch is
too long a name, call that fish a “doré,” as in
Canada, or a “sauger,’ as on the continent of
Enrope.
I well remember my wonderment sixty years
ago in reading in the memoir
of Charles
W.

Webber,

the author

of “Old

Hicks,

the Guide”

and sundry other sporting sketches, the account
of his escaping punishment
for truancy
from
school, by presenting the schoolmaster with an
11-pound trout. I knew that there were no such
trout in the Southern States, and was inclined
to treat the story as a fiction until, years after-

ward, I discovered that trout, in the South, meant

a large-mouthed black bass.
Now, let me turn back to the last number of
the last volume, and say how much I enjoyed

Mr.

Samuels’

letter on

“Brook

Trout

Fishing.”

This fishing has been the great enjoyment of my
life, and although I have cast the fly on our
northern lakes, caught perch in the summer and

MR. UMBSTAETTER’S
AND

THREE KINGFISH

OF 50, 41

38 POUNDS.

water from nearby footsteps.
Many a time have
I fished a brook with an impatient companion,
who would come out at the end of the day with
more fingerlings than I had, while my catch,
though fewer in number, would outweigh his.
But the enjoyment is not all in the size of the
basket; it is in the physical delight of the exercise, on a lovely day in May or June, now following the brook down some steep wooded ravine, jumping from stone to stone; now through
some open hill pasture, with swift rapids, and
miniature waterfalls,
or through
some
grassy
meadow, where the brook, now narrow and deep,
zigzags from side to side, till you can sometimes
stand on some little promontory and take fish
on three sides of you
without
changing
your
footing.
It is the fashion of many fly-fishermen to sneer
at the bait-fisher, and the humble and squirming
angleworm, but I can tell them that it requires
as much skill and experience to fish a mountain
brook successfully with a worm as it does to cast
a fly in open water.
The fact is, that fly-fishing

is impossible

waters,

in most

the brooks

are

of

our

usually

New

England

so overhung

with

alders and willows as to make it impracticable
to cast a fly, or so crooked and narrow in the
meadows
as to make
it very difficult, if the
water is open; while in the woods there are too
many branches to ensnare your back-cast, so that
bait-fishing becomes a necessity.
Then, as I have
said, experience has something to do with it.
The much laughed at country boy with his
“beanpole and coarse line’ owes much of his success to his knowledge of the waters.
He knows
where the favorite haunts of the trout are, under
what bank or root, or behind what stone they
are pretty sure to be lying in wait, and from
what side to approach them unseen.
Like most
other country boys, I began
in the primitive
manner, starting out with my line in one pocket
and my bait-box in the other, and cutting an
alder or birch pole on my way to the brook, and
when I had done fishing, breaking off the top of
the pole and winding up my line on it, with the
hook stuck in the pith in the center of the stick,
pocket it for the next day’s fun.
My father, who had been. an angler in his
youth, taught me how to snell my hooks before
I ever saw silkworm gut, with a snell made of
double and twisted sewing silk, which was much
finer than the usual line, and which was attached
to the hook with a series of clove-hitches, the
flatted end of the shank of the old-fashioned
hook
keeping
it from
slipping off, and
this
was tied to the line and a piece of tea-lead wound
round for a sinker.
I soon found that the trout
would often strike at the sinker, and discarded
this for a split buckshot, which, in the course of
time, I found was too heavy and reduced it to a
single No. 2 shot.
Then I began with very small
hooks, but caught too many fingerlings, and finally
discovered that any trout worth catching had a
mouth big enough to take a No. 1 or 1-0 hook
with plenty of bait on it, and came down to that
as a finality.
Then my first fish were “strung”
on a willow or alder twig, and used to get fearfully dried up before I got home, but I heard of
creels, and begged a big old workbasket of one
of my aunts, to which I fitted a cover, cut from
a broad shingle with a slot in it to drop the fish
through, and I was all right so far.
When I
was twelve or thirteen vears old an uncle gave
me a slender bamboo tip, about nine feet long,
and to the tip of this I tied a bone eyelet, such
as were used in corsets, and put on three more
down the length of the rod, drilled a hole into
the butt, and put in a wire, on which a big thread
spool was placed, which would hold six or eight
feet of line, and I was fairly equipped.

The reel (?) was not to play the fish with, but

to enable me to let out line enough to throw
across the stream in a broad shallow where the
fish were sunning in early spring, or to shorten
up to two or three feet, to poke through a hole
in alders.
So I came to be an angler, and got
the reputation of being able to “catch trout out
of a stone wall,” as an old friend, an ex-Governor and Senator of our State once expressed it.
Enough of my early experiences.
Von W.

Three Kingfish.
Ir was the morning of the last day of January.
A brisk northerly breeze was sending big turquoise rollers over the bar of Nassau Harbor
and barring with white the deep purple sea outside.
The New York steamer lay at anchor in
the roadstead,. and the stout pilotboat Kestrel
tacked back and forth between the steamer and
the white lighthouse
on
Hog
Island
Point,
swinging over the long seas and scattering spray
Over her
as she met one higher than ordinary.
quarters protruded two stiff rods, each carrying
two hundred yards of 24-thread linen line, tipped
with four feet of piano wire, armed with a hook
across
measuring an inch and three-quarters
the bend, baited with seven-inch goggle-eyes,
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and held respectively by Mr. Umbstaetter

Black

Cat, and myself.

We

of the

had patiently see-

sawed back and forth for nearly two hours, covering the ground where the refuse cast from the
ship is likely to gather fish together, but had
taken nothing but an eight-pound yellowjack
and a couple of snaky and lancet-fanged barracuda, which latter we had grown to think
vermin, strong and bold fighters though they

are.

At last there was

a violent surge

on my

rod, a furious scream of the reel, as the line
tore away, and the boat began to swing up into

the wind to ease the strain, when a wild shriek

AMBERJACK

OF

29

about

up hope

STREAM.

of more,

I had

another

furious strike and battle, finally conquering a
third kingfish, larger than either of the first two.
These three fish were carefully weighed in the
presence of a good part of the population of
the island, perhaps two hours after they were
taken, and scaled
thirty-eight,
forty-one
and
fifty pounds full measure, my own catch being
the larger two.
They are generally said to be
the largest kingfish taken at Nassau for many
years, if they were ever exceeded;
certainly I

have never before taken, seen or known of any
approaching the largest or exceeding the small-

POUNDS.

came from the other reel. There we were, tossing in a heavy sea and driven by a fresh wind,
with a big fish fast on each side of the boat at
the same time, so that the quarry had every advantage.
Repeatedly a fierce rush would exhaust our lines down to the last few coils, in
spite of the utmost pressure of the pad brakes,
and we would painfully retrieve a few yards,
Luckily
only to have it snatched away again.
each fish kept on his own side of the boat until
their first fury was somewhat quelled; but then
they circled and twisted our lines together.
It
looked pretty hopeless, but in a momentary lull
Captain John caught my rod, ran clear aft,
passed it twice round my friend’s line, and got
it into my hands again with a few turns still
on the spool.
This crucial point passed, the
rest of the battle was less strenuous, and we
finally reeled in, gaffed and boated two kingfish
of such size that it seemed absurd that our
slight lines should have held them.
With these two blue and silver iridescent
beauties on board, we again swung back and
forth over the same ground, and just as we had

given
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MR.

NEWBERRY’S

50-POUND

no

credit

except

for ordinary

certainly had luck of the finest.
photographs show respectively

with Mr. Umbstaetter,

skill, but

The enclosed
the three fish

the fifty pounder

in my

interested

to hear the

particulars.

The play of these big fish consists of tremendous runs and dashes of most. startling
violence, with intervals of comparative quiescence, during which much needed line can be
regained.
At the very last, and when the fish
first sees the boat, there is apt to be a sudden
and furious rush, which is very likely to take the

fisherman off his guard.

was manifestly a very big fish. My two fish
completely wore out a new rubber pad brake.
Large amberjack, yellowjack, muttonfish and
barracuda

abound

here,

An inexperienced guest

and

Spanish

are also often taken on the troll.
colors

and strange

shapes

mackerel

The brilliant

of the great variety of

smaller fish make the bottom fishing also full
of interest.
Nassau is properly famed for its picturesque-

ness and delicious climate,
can, who wants to escape

KINGFISH

own hands, and a 30-pounder taken a week before with one of my boat’s crew, and a 29-pound
amberjack
with
her captain.
Should
any
of
your readers know of kingfish surpassing these

in size I shall be much

of mine recently had his 24-thread line broken
like a single thread by such a final dash of what

KINGFISH.

est, and my skipper, a boatman and fisherman
among these islands as boy and man, says the
same thing.
I have very diligently fished these
grounds for the past two months, and taken
no kingfish over
ten
pounds,
except
one
of
thirty, which
was
considered
very large.
I

claim
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and the tired Ameriour cruel winter and

30 POUNDS.

get some good fishing at the time when his
home waters are ice-bound, cannot do better.

than come

here.

Protect

A. St. J. NEWBERRY.

the

Striped

Bass.

Brooxtyn, N. Y., Jan. 27.—Editor Forest and
Stream:
In the issue of Jan. 20 it is a pleasure
to read your editorial protest of the wanton destruction of that splendid game fish, the striped
bass.
The time is not far distant when we shall
have to be content to eat striped bass six or eight
days after being caught, and, like the salmon,

sent

over

thousands

of miles

to

our

markets,

thereby unfit to eat.

Could

not something be done through
valued

journal,

by some

the in-

fluence

of your

readers

to get together a petition to the United

of its

States Fish Commission to use their efforts and
make it unlawful to sell or have in possession any

striped bass under 3 pounds weight, similar to the
California law?
I believe this would soon change the conditions to the benefit of the market men and the

FEs.
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angler.
The dearth of striped bass in Eastern
waters, mentioned by Dr. Bean, is also caused by
lobster pots, water pollution and netting—these
evils cannot be remedied so easily as a weight
limit.
What you say I know is true.
‘Our fish
markets expose for sale tens of thousands
of
young bass, many of them scarcely more than six
inches long.”
If these were left but for a year
they would produce double or treble the income,
if allowed to grow.
There can be no excuse raised that young fish
are better eating, they are not so good or firm
eating as larger fish.
The real facts are: Grab
all and the devil take the rest. Had not the lob-

ster and the brook trout a size limit both would

have been extinct, and it seems to me that striped
bass will soon be a thing of the past, at least on
this coast, unless some restriction is put upon the
greed and rapacity of those who catch, buy and
sell immature fish,
I am sure, among your many readers, there are
some bass fishermen who would join together to
this end, and stop at once wanton destruction of
so noble game, so toothsome a dish.
Louis RHEAD.

HARBOR—THE

SCENE

Return
From

the

OF

MR,

NEWBERRY’S

FISHING,

of Fish.

Seattle

Post-Intelligencer.

“WHAT is believed to be the best evidence of
the efficiency of artificial propagation of salmon
that has ever been secured was recently obtained
by Fish Commissioner Kershaw relative to the
operation of hatcheries on the Columbia River,”
said Deputy Fish Commissioner Perry Baker yesterday.
‘Mr. Kershaw received tails and fins of
100 salmon from a single trap owner on the Corencey River that were plainly marked hatchery

sh.
“When the hatcheries were placed in operation
on the Columbia River a system of marking was
adopted for the purpose of ascertaining if any of
the salmon turned out of the river returned to
their native spawning ground, and in what length
of ‘time.
“The marked fins and tails received by Mr.

Kershaw

were

found

to be

salmon

that

were

turned out of the Kalama and Chinook hatcheries
four years ago.
The spawn of these fish were

taken in 1900 and the young
in 1901.

The fish were

leaves no doubt

of this fact.

in the

cut

fins

were

salmon turned

out

in a manner

that

marked

down

and

The

small

a hole

bones

punched

in the tail.
The cutting of the bones in the fin
is just the same as a man losing a part of his
finger—it never grows out again.
“The

Columbia

River

was

practically

depleted

when the artificial propagation of salmon was
commenced on that stream, and the past several
years has demonstrated that it has been restocked
by some means.
“While only a part of the fish were marked
when released from the hatcheries, the fact that
one trap owner on the river found at least 100
of these salmon during the past season is conclusive evidence that artificial propagation is the
only solution of the problem to prevent the depletion of the salmon fisheries.
“Mr. Kershaw asked a number of the Columbia River
cannerymen
and trap operators
to
watch for the marked salmon, but during the
rush of the season it was apparently overlooked,
as only one response has been received.
“The experiments
with the sockeye
salmon
that are being conducted at the Bellingham station will be continued all winter, and a large

number
sack and

of sockeye
Skagit

salmon

rivers.”

placed

in the Nook-
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VACHTING
Report

of Time

Allowance

Inquiry.

WE publish herewith the report of the subcommittee appointed by the Atlantic Coast Yachting Conference on time allowance.
‘The report,
which is most interesting and complete, was prepared by Mr. Henry J. Gielow, as were the diagrams which accompany
it.
The report is as
follows:
In studying
the time
allowance
question
a
limited amount of material was available, consisting chiefly of the report of the Regatta Committee of the New York Y. C. for 1905 and reports
of the results of the races of the Larchmont, Manhasset Bay, New Rochelle, Indian Harbor, Harlem, Horseshoe Harbor and Northport Y. C.’s.
It is to be regretted that we were unable to get
the results of races held by the clubs forming the

Y. R. ‘Ay of Gravesend
and clubs

on

Bay, the, Eastern

Massachusetts

Bay.

Y.-C

In all, the results of some

34 race days, includ-

ing upward of 730 finishes were examined.

Some

material was discarded at the outset as being
worthless, either on account of the extreme slowness of the sailing or because there was a lack of
sufficient data, but such discarded material is
noted on the diagrams. Five hundred and twentyseven finishes were actually used in the preparation of this report.
After considerable deliberation it was deemed
advisable to use a graphic method presenting the

results, as it would

show

all the factors in the

problem at a glance and would be readily understood. Exactness is, from the nature of the problem, an absolute impossibility.
The best that can
be hoped for is an approximation of the average
conditions which prevailed, and this is most readily arrived at by graphic methods.
The method pursued consisted of, first, the

drawing of a curve of time allowance, on the 70

| |g
per cent. basis, as given in the standard

tables,

and

allow-

also a curve

of the full 100 per cent.

ance; second, the plotting of the data and draw-

ing curves; third, comparison of the curves so
drawn with the 100 per cent. curve; fourth, comparison of the curves with one another; and, finally, the deduction of conclusions.

The

standard

time allowance

knots per hour converted
and
give

plotted
a curve

into seconds

VX
which Y is the number of seconds
a vessel of X rating to go one mile.
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” Rote Heater ement.

per knot

on
the
accompanying
diagrams
whose equation is Y = 3,600, it

TIME ALLOWANCE CURVES.
LONG ISLAND SOUND RACES

indicates

tables are based

on the assumption that speed of a well formed
vessel in knots is equal to the square root of the
waterline length in feet or what has been currently accepted as the same thing, the square root
of the rating measurement.
‘These
speeds
in

that it takes
Such curves

FOREST
are

shown

as broken

heavy

black

lines.

It is

obvious that the difference in length of any two
‘ordinates of the curve is the difference in seconds
that the two corresponding vessels take to go one
nautical mile, and is, therefore, the number of
seconds for such distance that the larger vessel
should allow to the smaller in order that the
larger vessel should have no advantage due solely
to her size.- In practice this allowance would
seldom be correct because there are several modifying factors; yachts seldom get an opportunity
of showing their full speed in a race and the
actual distance sailed is a quantity which is independent of the stated length of the course.
To
cover these uncertainties the present time allowance tables have been calculated at various percentages at different times, the present tables being calculated at 70 per cent. of the full theoretical allowance.
In constructing the time allowance tables a vessel of 150 rating was taken as standard.
The
time per mile corresponding to this rating is
203.9s. If now we take a line through 293.9s. per
mile as base, the ordinates measured from it to
the broken heavy black line will represent the full
100 per cent. allowance
that vessels of corresponding rating should receive from a vessel of
150 R. M., and 7o per cent. of these ordinates
will represent the allowance as set forth in the
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STREAM.
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standard tables.
The full heavy black line in the
diagrams represents this 70 per cent. curve. Taking Y as the ordinate of this curve to the 293.9
base we have for the equation of the curve
Y=

Fe(Y — 2030)

7 (3,600— 293.9)
VX
or referred

to the o base

each race day, as shown on the accompanying
diagrams.
To avoid confusion of lines the material has
been grouped on two sheets; one devoted exclusively to the New York Y. C. races
and _ the
other to the races of the Long
Island
Sound
organization.
Where there were but two spots
for any day, they were not deemed worthy of
much consideration and, the character
of the
curve being indeterminate, the two spots were

Y” 293.9 + Y’

joined by a straight line.

= 293.9 + .7 (3,600 — 293.9)

The coefficient of the curve was then obtained
for each race day.
This coefficient is the difference in the ordinates of any two points of its arc
divided by the difference of the corresponding
abcissa.
The corresponding coefficient for the
standard 100 per cent. curve was also obtained,
and the ratio of these coefficients taken.
This
ratio shows
the proportionate
amount
of the
standard 100 per cent. allowance that would have
put boats of the different sizes upon an equal
basis.
If the two curves were of similar character any
two points could be taken.
But inspection shows
that the curves are only similar in a very general
way so that two points at about the center of the
length of the curves were chosen as best approximating the general character of the curve. These
ratios are shown tabulated on the diagrams.

Woe
= .3 x 203.9 + .7 x 3600
cy

XxX

= 88.17 + 2520

Veg
The diagrams show the actual conditions for
1905, the boats are taken in classes as far as possible, reduced to an average rating and to an
average elapsed time over the course.
For the
sake of uniformity this average elapsed time is
reduced to seconds per mile.
These seconds per
mile are plotted for the average of each class on
each day and fair curves passing as nearly as
possible through the spots have been drawn for

-
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The average for the New York Y. C. series is
73 per cent., while that for the L. I. S. series
is 119 per cent., and the average for all 1s 95 per
cent. of the full time allowance, indicating that
the allowance under the present 70 per cent.
tables is too small.
The large difference between the New York
Y. C. series and the L. I. S. series is very noticeable.
In explanation of this attention is called
to the Indian Harbor curve (Sept. 21). The coefficient of this curve, as tabulated, is 112 per
cent., while the coefficient for its upper part is
134 per cent., and for its lower part 97 per cent.

Taking the 70’s and the New York Y. C. 30’s independent of the curve it would be 90 per cent.
These figures, taken in conjunction with the fact
that while the New York Y. C. 30-footers are the
top points in the New York Y. C. series they are
frequently the bottom points in ihe Long Island
Sound series, show that no coefficient based on
the present method of calculating time allowance
can be fair to all classes. The Long Island Sound
series would be much more valuable had there
been more boats of classes from H to N, and the
New York Y. C. curves would have been better
for the presence of boats of classes P, O and R.
There were but four occasions when all boats
sailed as one class.
These were the New York
Y. C. races of June 15, Aug. 11, 12 and 14. On
two of these days (Aug. II and 12) there was a
fair wind and tide and the races were finished in
remarkably quick time with the order of finish
on corrected time almost directly as the rating
measurement with the small boats first, showing
that the large boats had to give a great deal too
much allowance for these conditions.
Of the others, one (that of June 15) was a triangular course when the order of finish on corrected time was directly as the rating measurement with the large boat first; and the other
(Aug. 14) was a dead beat to windward, with the
boats well mixed on corrected time, and while
there was a difference of over an hour on corrected time in the finishes there was a difference
of almost 50m. in the finishes of the one-design
class of 30-footers.
"WHITE PINE-7-%Q@.
eS

SSS

CANVAS

AND

STREAM.

As these two conditions are more nearly those
that the time allowance table was designed to
cover it will be well to consider them.
The aggregate corrected time for the first four boats
for these two races was:
Yankeetinn
sec ererenio. «ste. ce see 7 17 OO
Mineola ee ache eee: 3c a ree. cee 7h IE 20)
Cata Vila eee ee eee.
seen ee
Opens? 1)
Ibis \ Seb etes coer
ees ©. sees ea eee 7 20 40
This shows a remarkably
close finish for a
total distance of 5914 miles.
Noting and allowing
for the fact that there was a favorable tide in
the straight course race, which would unduly aid
the small boat, we arrive at the conclusion that
the time allowance, as given in the 7o per cent.
tables, is insufficient, which also agrees with the
average ratios derived from the curves.
The 70s and
30's
were
raced
persistently
throughout
the season and although they are
boats of dissimilar form and some of the races
were sailed over similar but not the same courses,
still the table below, showing their performances
on all days when both classes were represented,
is of interest:
Seconds Per Mile.
Race.
30-Foot.
70-Foot.
New. York Y. G....May
30°
652
388
New. York sY;9C. se) une 15) 5 747
465
Larchmont cys" C2 yune 17,
500
409
Earchmontes
en Gare July
4
843
A479
New Yorkoy. (ee July’ “S”
7684
515
Larchmont -VYeeGerr. July, 1s
625
430
Larchmont Yo C..2..July 19
715
470
Larchmont ey) Coen uly? 22.
1876
549
New: York “Y. Cia Augrto’
“616
463
New York
YoeGoer
aA us ir
468
356

ee Aur. a2)

“4e6

347

New “Yorke yoy Cree Aug. 14)
Indian Harbor Y. en Sept2r

New

ork]

YoeG.

4096
653

432
401

8,555

5,704

AVELAP CR ne te eee.

ee

eee

658
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ness

of the

percentage

indicated

by the curve

ratios.

Ideally, time allowance for any one race should
be based on the speed of the fastest boat and on
the shortest actual distance sailed.
In practice
this is impossible, as neither of the quantities is
measurable, and if they were, a lengthy calculation would be needed for each race.
It is obvious
that no rule can be formulated which will cover
boats of all sizes for all sailing conditions.
The
remedy is to avoid racing all boats as one class,
and your committee desires especially to emphasize this point.

In

conclusion

recommends

for

your

committee

adoption

that

respectfully

the

80 per

cent.

tables in force in the New York Y. C. and Eastern

Y. C. in 1904 be re-established.

DAN KIDNEY @ SON, West De Pere, Wis.

Builders PE firie.Picaaere eat Hunting Boats, Canoes,
Gasoline Launches, Small Sail Boats. Send for Catalogue.

KNOCK DOWN
Launches, row and
sail boats.

Canoes

and

Hunting

BOATS

Of all Descriptions.
€g

boats.

Send

for Catalogue.

American

:

Boat & Machine

Naval

Co., 3517 S. 2nd St.,, St. Louis, Mo.

Archictects

and

Brokers.

439

This shows a difference in average time of 210s.
per mile, while the tabular 70 per cent. allowance
is but 196s., thus further confirming the correct-

ARTHUR

BINNEY,

(Formerly STEWART

Naval

Architect

& BINNEY.)

and

Yacht

Broker,

Mason Building, Kirby Street, BOSTON, MASS.
Cable Address, ‘‘ Designer,’’ Boston.
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A Shallow

Draft

Houseboat.

WE publish herewith the plans of the shallowdraft houseboat that is being built at the yard of
W. P. Kirk, of Toms River, N. J., from designs
by Messrs.

Cox

& Stevens.

The

boat

is about

65ft. over all, 17ft.-6in. breadth, and will draw
2ft. of water with all stores on board. The mo-

tive power will be a25 horsepower Standard gasolene engine and a speed of 7 miles an hour is
expected.
The propeller works in a tunnel, the

top of which

is considerably

above

water,

and

by means of a hatch in this tunnel the wheel can
be reached and grass or other obstructions re-

moved

without docking the boat.

The owner’s quarters are forward and consist
of a large living room, extending the full width
of the boat. aft of which comes a large stateroom
on each side of the vessel, one having a bathroom
adjoining and the other a toilet room.
The galley, pantry and crew’s space are aft. The whole
upper deck is covered by an awning and forms
a comfortable lounging space.
The finish of the
interior is simple and homelike, but particular
attention has been paid to utilizing every spare
corner, so that there will be ample stowage space.

The boat has large oil and water supply and is
well suited for making extended trips.
In this boat the designers were limited as to

price, and succeeded

in getting up a form

of hull

AND

STREAM.

and method of construction that saved the owner
probably 30 per cent. on the cost without lessening the usefulness of the boat for the intended
purpose.
The bottom of the boat is flat with a
slight dead rise amidships, which increases toward the stem; the sides, however, from the rail
down to the knuckle are of ordinary sections, so
that as far as one can see the boat is of the
usual round-bottom type.
The lines have been
well worked out and the resistance of the hull
as built will not be excessive.
Great attention
has been paid to the details of construction, and
every unnecessary
item of expense
has been
omitted.
The boat can be built by people of very
moderate means, and it would make a safe, comfortable and economiical home for anyone fond
of the water.

to

Boston

NIGo

Letter.

AN Act To REGULATE Power Boats —About a
week ago a hearing was held on a bill proposed
in the State Legislature for the regulation of
power boats, which, if passed, is likely to cause
considerable trouble.
Although the passing of
such a bill is of paramount interest to yachtsmen,
its proposed introduction
was
not
known
to
them and, consequently, nobody appeared at the
hearing to oppose it. The dangerous character
of the proposed act was discovered by the New
Bedford Y. C., and now the clubs in Massachusetts Bay are joining in opposition to it, and
yachtsmen are being requested to enlist the votes
of their Senators and Representatives against it.
The bill is as follows:
AN

BerceN BeacH
Y. C. Orricers.—The annual
meeting of the Bergen Beach Y. C. was held on
the evening of Feb. 6 at Keeny’s Hall, Brooklyn,
and the following officers were elected:
Com.,
George C. Sutton; Vice-Com.,
John
A. Still;
Rear Com., George Hopper; Treas., E. A. Chapman; Sec., F. H. Eagle; Fin. Sec., R. H. Whipple; Meas., C. H. Green; Members of the Board

of Directors—For

two

years,

H. A. Lachicotte,

W. H. Pitt; for one year, C. H. Fitzmaurice; A.
L. Fuller and James H. Green hold over as mem-

bers of the board.

ACT to authorize cities and towns to regulate the
use of powerboats.
Be it enacted by the Senate and
house, etc., as follows:
Section 1. Cities and towns are hereby authorized to
require that all power boats owned or used therein shall
be registered and licensed, and to make and enforce
regulations concerning the same, and to provide penalties for the violation of such regulations, and to require the payment of a reasonable license or registering
fee. Power boats, within the meaning of this act, shall
mean all boats propelled by means of steam, gasolene,
gas, electricity or other artificial power, which are not
required to be registered under the existing laws of this
Commonwealth, or of the United States.

It is understood that this bill comes from Gloucester, where the authorities have had consider-
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able difficulty in locating power boats for the purpose of taxation.
The yachtsmen do not object
to the cities and towns getting all the revenue
that is coming to them, but it seems a poor way
to catch the tax-dodgers by giving cities and
towns arbitrary power to make regulations which
should have the uniformity of only national issue,
and which, in many instances, would most likely
conflict with laws already made and provided.
There would also be the possibility of continuous
assessment for license and registration of cruis-

ings

cwners

who

ports

during

the season.

PossIBLE

might

CHALLENGE

desire

FOR

to visit

Quincy

several

Cup.—Con-

ferences between the Manchester Y. C. and the
Quincy Y. C. have been held relative to changing
the deed of gift of the Quincy Cup, so that a race
may be arranged between keel boats.
This matter has been considered before, but the Manchester Y. C., the present holder of the cup, felt
that it was up to the Quincy Y. C. to recapture
the cup under the conditions it was won, and
then the Quincy Y. C. might change the deed in
any way it desired, although the Manchester Y.
C. deplored the freak boats, which were built to
compete for the trophy, as much as any other
club.
There does not appear to be the slightest
possibility of a challenge with a more freakish
lookout by the Quincy or any other yacht club,
so there is every hope that the two clubs will
get together and change the deed of gift so that
only boats of rational dimensions may compete
for the cup.
Hon. Charles Francis Adams, 2d, has stated
that if the conditions are changed he will build
a challenger for the cup, which will sail under
the colors of the Quincy Y. C.
-He will also
enter this boat in the match for the GermanAmerican
trophy, provided the conditions are
such that the boat may be used for both events.

GERMAN-AMERICAN

MatcH.—At

present

there

does not appear to be much likelihood that the
initial German-American
match,
between
the
Eastern Y. C. and the Kaiserlicher Y. C. will be
sailed off Marblehead this season.
It is now very
late to complete negotiations for a challenge, and
the matter of conditions has not yet been finally
settled.
The Eastern Y. C. has agreed to the
material changes as suggested by the Kaiserlicher
Y. GC. and has written the German, Y-! ©: to that
effect.
A reply is now awaited.
It was the intention of the Germans to build three boats to
race at Marblehead late in the summer, but they
feel that it is now too late to do that, so unless
arrangements
are completed
immediately
it is
likely that the first match will not be held until

1907.
Cup For 22-RATERS.—It is said that a. cup valued at $500 will soon be offered for open competition between 22-raters of Massachusetts Bay.
Strong efforts have been made to develop this
class, but as yet only one class Q boat, from designs of Messrs. Burgess & Packard, is known to
have been ordered.
It is expected that the offer
of a valuable cup will stimulate interest and that

several boats for the class may be ready
the racing season opens.
Power Boat RAcE To PorttAnp.—The

when
Port-

land Power Boat Association has invited the Boston Y. C. to participate in a race from Boston to

Portland

on

the occasion

of the Boston

Y. C.

cruise.
A silver trophy will be offered.
Work AT MARBLEHEAD.—Messrs.
Burgess
&
Packard ‘have an order for a 38-footer for Mr.
T. K. Lothrop, Jr., to be built under the new
rating rule.
She will probably rate in class N.
The lead keel has been taken off the old 40-footer
Gorilla and she will be used as a cruising launch.
At Messrs. Stearns & McKay’s a speed launch
fOr eMitjeA baaWiatson seOte BUtaloymiNe Verena
been finished.
The twin-screw launch for Mr.
W. H. Nimick, of Pittsburg, Pa., is receiving her
cabin work and the twin-screw cruiser for Mr.
W. O. Taylor is planked.
They have an. order
for a is5-footer
for Mr. W.
H.
Stewart,
of
Swampscott, and also for a 27ft. cabin launch for
Mr. R. Walter Starr, of Philadelphia, Pa.
JoHN B. KiLreen.
CRESCENT,

HUE’S

NAME

Boat.—Mr.

SELECTED

FoR

J. B.

J. B. O’Donohue’s

O’DoNo-

new

class

P boat building from designs by Mr. Henry J.
Gielow at the Milton Point Shipyard, Rye, N. Y.,
will be named Crescent.

NEWS

STREAM.
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ATLANTIC

Frank B. Woods’ Yard, City Island, for Messrs.
Hendon Chubb and W. A. Barston; from designs by Messrs. Tams, Lemoine & Crane, there
is under construction a cruising sloop for Mr.
A. H. Morris.
She was designed by Mr. William
Gardner
and is 4oft. waterline, 13ft. 6in.
breadth and 8ft. draft.
The boat will have a
small rig.

Ree

New
Boats BuiLtpinc AT Bristot.—Six
new
boats are under construction at the Herreshoff
shops at Bristol, R. I. The largest is the schooner
foreVinee le Rogers Maxwell.
This boat is quite
unlike Ingomar and she is a remarkably beautiful
and clean vessel.
She is a centerboard boat and
has an unusually large amount of room below.
The boat building for Commodore E. Walter
Clark, Philadelphias Corinthian ¥Y2.\@2 uismto be
rigged as a sloop and not as a schooner, as was

She is a keel boat with a

waterline length of 65ft.
A high speed steamer gsft. long of the Mermaid, Mirage and Scout type, is building for Mr.
Nathan Strauss, of New York, for use on the St.
Lawrence
River.
She will have a guaranteed
speed of 23 miles for a one hour run.
The other three boats are being built from the
same moulds.
They are launches about 4oft. long
intended for day use on Long Island Sound. One
of these boats is for Mr. W. Butler Duncan, Jr.,
and the other is for Mr. Maxwell.
The third
boat was built on speculation.
These six boats include all the work now in
hand at the Herreshoff shops.
The report that
this firm was building a schooner for the Ger-

man

Emperor

was erroneous.
Ree

Royau St. LAwrENcE Y. C.—The
Royal
St.
Lawrence Y. C. at its annual
meeting
at the
Windsor Hotel, in Montreal, elected C. H. Routh
Commodore.
In his address the new senior flag
officer spoke of the Seawanhaka
Cup and the
honor achieved by the Dorval Y. C. in holding
it for eight successive years.
He also announced
that Mr. A. J. C. Robertson had in hand plans
for a new Seawanhaka challenger that would be
put into the water this year.—Brooklyn Eagle.

_ Crescent

RRR
A. C’s Yacutinc

Dept.—The

Y.

C.

MEETING.—The

ing of the Atlantic

Work At Woops’ Yarn, City IsLanp.—In addition to the two class Q boats that are building at

originally announced.
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Cres-

cent A. C. of Brooklyn, has followed the example
set by the New York A. C. and has established
a yachting
department.
The
Crescent
Athletic Club will hold a regatta next summer for a
$100 cup offered by Mr. John B. O’Donohue. The
Crescent Athletic Club is without an anchorage
at Bay Ridge and until one is secured on the
lower bay this organization
will not join the
Gravesend Bay Y. R. A

RRe
Unirorm Racine RuLes.—At a meeting of the
Atlantic Coast Yachting Conference, held at the
New York Y. C., West Forty-fourth street, New
York city, on Thursday evening, Feb. 8, delegates from the following clubs and associations
were present:
New York Y. C., Massachusetts
You
AS Hasterrimey 1c.) COnmntnianmm
ee Gono
Marblehead; Y. R. A. of Long Island Sound,
Tarchmont ey Ge moecawatinalca seopinthianmy ames

annual

meet-

Y. C., held at the Waldorf-

Astoria, New York city, on the evening of Monday, Feb. 12, was unusually well attended.
Mr.
Alfred W. Booth presided.
The following off-

cers were elected: Com., Daniel G. Reid, steamer
Rheclair;. Vice-Com.,
Frank
Tilford,
steamer
Norman;
Rear
Com.,
Edwin
Havens,
schooner Quickstep;
Sec,
E. H. M. Roehr;
Treas., Bartow S. Weeks; Meas., H. J. Gielow;
Trustees—To
serve for three years, Ernest E.
Malcolm, Calvin Tomkins; Regatta Committee—
Theodore D. Wells, Fred. Vilmar,
Orient
C.

Pinckney;

Membership

Committee—G.

D.

Pro-

vost, F. J. Havens,
W.
L. Pettibone; Library
Committee—Alfred H. Post, W.
A. Barstow;
Entertainment
Committee—John
L.
Golden,
Henry
Smith, Joseph
S. House;
Nominating

Committee—J.

D.

Probst,

F. J. Havens,

E. F.

Luckenbach, Thomas H. Troy, . Erastus T. Teftt,
R. W. Bartram.
The reports of the various committees show the club to be in an _ unusually

flourishing condition and this year bids fair to be
the most

successful

Hartrorp

Y.

in its history.

C.

RRR
Orricers.—At

meeting of the Hartford
Conn., on Feb. 8, the

elected:

the annual

Y. C., held at Hartford,
following
officers were

Com., Charles A. Goodwin;

Vice-Com.,

Charles N, Flagg; Rear Com., Morgan G. Bulkeley, Jr.; Sec, Frank W. Theis; Treas 2 Hart
Fenn; Meas., Harry D. Olmsted; Fleet Stir a.
et. Axtelle, M.D.; Trustees—Louis F. Heublein,
Herbert M. Luther : Race
Committee—J.
W.

Tyroll, chairman;
Francis, Albert

Delegates

Harry D. Olmsted,

Brooks,

to Y.

Morgan

R. A.

Charles D.

G. Bulkeley, Jr.;

of) ExgiaesS——Harsya

aD:

Olmsted, chairman;
Marcus A. Potter, Gerald
W. Hart; Delegates to American Power Boat
Assn.—Harry D. Olmsted, chairman; Charles D.
Holmes, Fred. A. Law.

Renee
STAMForRD Y. C. EtLecrs OrrFicers.—At the
annual meeting of the Stamford Y. C., of Stamford, Conn., the following officers were elected
for the year:
Com., Walton Ferguson; ViceCom., James S. Herrman; Rear Com., Richard
H. Gillespie; Sec.-Treas., Herbert Lawton; Fleet
Surg., Dr. George Sherrill, Jr.; Meas., Dr. Alfred H. Scofield; Chap., Rev. Louis F. Berry;

Directors—Wallace D. Barkley, George C. Blickensderfer, Alfred W. Dater, James S. Jenkins,
John Le Boutillier, Charles H. Leeds, Charles
W. Minor, Lewis B. Moore, Alfred S. Pitt, Ed-

ward Sawyer, Dr. Alfred H. Scofield and James
D. Smith.
The club now
has 210 members.
RRP
ConsTITUTION MaAy BE ALTERED AND RERIGGED.
—Mr. August Belmont has been in consultation

with the Herreshoffs

in regard to the advisabil-

ity of altering the hull of the sloop Constitution
and rerigging her as a schooner,
so that she
might compete in the big schooner class with
some chance of success.
In order that the vessel
would not be penalized for her excessive draft it
was recommended that her lead be removed and
the draft reduced to bring her within the limit.
A centerboard
would
also
be fitted
and a
schooner rig be substituted
for the sloop rig

which

she now

has.

Constitution

is fairly fine

forward and she would not be greatly
the quarter beam length.

taxed

on

Atlantic Y. C. and the Corinthian Y. C. of Phila-

ReREe

delphia.
The reports of the sub-committees appointed to revise the racing rules and time allowance scales were heard.
After being amended
slightly and revised racing rules were adopted.
This report will be published in full as soon as
it is given out.
The time allowance scale was
also adopted after some discussion, and it is published elsewhere in these solumns.

To BE RAcep AT Kret.—Mr. Charles F. Herreshoff has completed the design of a racing boat

New

Launcu

ene
For F, NicHotits.—The

twin-

screw cruising launch designed by Mr. Henry J.
Gielow for Mr. Frederic Nicholls, of Toronto, is
to be built by the Williams-Whittelsey Co., Steinway, L. I. She will be 76ft. 2in. over all,. 68ft.
4in. waterline, 12ft. 6in. breadth
and a2ft. 5in.
draft.
The boat will be fitted with two 35 horsepower motors, which will drive the boat at a
speed of 12 miles.
The yacht will be completed

on May 15.

She will be used on Lake Simcoe.

which will be used in German waters.
She is
24ft. waterline, 7ft. 6in. breadth and 5it. draft.
The boat will have I,000 sq. ft. of sail and there
is 4,800 lbs. of ballast cutside.

BritisH

STEAMER

Ree
For F. H.

StTEvens.—There

is building at the Ramage & Ferguson
plant,
Leith, Scotland, a large steam
yacht
for Mr.
Frederic H. Stevens, New York Y. C. The boat
was designed by Messrs. Cox & King, of London.

She is 200ft. over all, 170 ft. waterline, 25ft.
breadth and 13ft. draft. A speed of 14 knots is
expected.

Ree

:

See pages 250, 284 and 285 for other yachting
news

notes.
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TEXAS

SHOTS

Every year Texas crams the month of January full of important shooting
events:
Many of the best known Northern shooters yearly ‘go South’ to
measure the skill of the Southern marksmen. The final scores of the 1906 Texas

circuit show that Mr. F. C. Riehl, of Alton, Ill., during the last six days of the

Sunny South Handicap, had an average of nearly 97 per cent. At Bay City,
January 31st-February 1st, he completely out-shot the leading shooters of the
country, breaking 432 out of 440—08.2 per cent., winning the combination
High Average for the Bay City and Sunny South Handicap Tournaments.
Messrs: KOO. Heikes and T. E. Hubby, at Bay City, also made 934 and
96 per cent. respectively.
Messrs. F. A. Weatherhead, Harry Taylor, George
Maxwell and C. E. Binyon, are some of the amateurs also shooting U. M. C.
shells, who made scores nearly as high as those of the professionals, and justifying their long trips.
f

VU. M.

C. Arrow

than

THE

"emcee

their share

UNION

cece

If you want your shoot to be announced
send a notice like the following:

Nitro

Club

Shelis

of Sunny

South

METALLIC

LOATH

Trapshooting.
here

Fixtures.
Feb.

and

15-16.—Allentown, Pa.—Duck
Farm Hotel tournament.
Howard
J. Schlichter, Mer.
Feb. 19.—Paterson,
N. J.—Jackson Park Gun Club target
tournament.
Wm. Dutcher, Mgr.
Feb. 12.—Wissinoming, Pa.—Tri-State team contest.
Feb. 17.—Bound Brook, N. J., prize shoot.
Feb. 22.—North Caldwell (N. J.) G. C. all-day tournament. T. A. Quackenbush, Sec’y.
Feb. 22.—Edgewater, N. J.—Palisade G. C. all-day shoot.
as fy Schoverling, Mgr., 2 Murray
street,
New
ork.
Feb. 22.—Utica, N. Y.—Riverside G. C. all-day tournament.
FE. J. Loughlin, Sec’y.
Feb. 22.—Ossining (N. Y.) G. C. President’s shoot.
C.
G. Blandford, Capt.
Feb. 22.—Mechanicsville (N. Y) Game Protective Association all-day target shoot.
Geo. Slingerland, Sec’y.
Feb, 22.—Harrisburg, (Pa.) Sportsmen’s Association.
J.
B. Singer, Sec’y.
Feb. 22.—Cleveland
(O.) G. C. tournament.
i
lek
Wallace, Sec’y.
March 19-21.—Pinehurst (N. C.) G. C. tournament.
March 21-23.—Omaha
(Neb.) Gun Club spring tournament.
W. D. Townsend, Sec’y.
March 22.—Edgewater, N. J.—Palisade G. C. all-day shoot.
April 12-13.—Toronto Junction (Ont.) G. C. target tournament.
P, Wakefield, Sec’y.
March 14-16.—Des Moines, Ia.—Iowa State Sportsmen's
Association.
C. W. Budd, Sec’y.
April i8.—Piedmont (W. Va.) G. C. F. A. Ricker, Sec’y.
April
18-20.—Great
Bend
(Kans.)
G. C._
shoot.
McMullen, Sec’y.
;
April 19.—Springfield
(Mass.) Shooting Club’s Patriot
Day tournament.
L. Kites, Sec’y.

have

won

more

Handicaps

CARTRIDGE

DRE RECS

April 21.—Easton, Pa.—Independent G. C. third annual
tournament.
Edward F. Markley, Cor. Sec’y.
April 24-26.—Fort Wayne,
Ind.—Corner
R. and G. C.
tournament.
John W. Linder, Sec’y.
April 26.—Edgewater, N. J.—Palisade G. C. all-day-shoot.
May 1-3.—Oklahoma and Indian Territory State shoot.
May 2-3.—Syracuse, N. Y.—People’s G. C. tournament.
Fred. G. Willard, Mgr.
May 7-8.—Vicksburg, Miss.—Mississippi
Delta
League
second amateur tournament.
J. J. Bradfield, Sec’y.
aaSy 2 SFrOlean (N. Y.) G. C. tournament. B. D. Nobles,
ec’y.
May 8-10.—New London (Ia.) G. C. shoot.
Dr. C. E.
Cook, Sec’y.
May 8-10.—Columbus (O.) G. C. tournament.
F. Shattuck, Sec’y.
May 9-10.—Wilmington, Del.—Annual spring tournament
Delaware
State Trapshooters’
League,
under
the
auspices of the Wawaset Gun Club.
W. M. Foord,
ec’y.
May 15-18.—Milton, Pa.—Pennsylvania State Sportsmen’s
Association tournament.
May 15-19.—Kansas City, Mo.—Missouri State Game and
Fish Protective Association twenty-ninth annual tournament.
R. S. Elliott, Sec’y.
Aa
oberg
et N. Y., tournament.
Knox & Knapp,
grs.
May 16-17.—Nashville,
Tenn.—The
Interstate
Association’s
Southern
Handicap
tournament,
under
the
auspices of the Cumberland Park G. C.; $1,000 added
money.
Elmer E. Shaner, Sec’y-Mgr., Pittsburg, Pa.
May 20.—Montpelier (Vt.) G. C. tournament.
Dr. C. H.
Burr, Sec’y.
May 24.—Edgewater, N. J.—Palisade G. C.
May
2425.—Owensbcro,
Ky.—Kentucky
Trapshooters’
League fourth annual target tournament, under auspices of Davies County G. C. James Lewis, Sec’y,
Owensboro, Ky.
F. Pragoff, Sec’y Ky. T. S
P
May 24-25.—Montreal, Can.—Canadian Indians’ first annual
tournament.
Thomas A. Duff, High Scribe.
May 30.—Mechanicsville (N. Y.) Game Protective Associeae second annual tournament.
Geo. Slingerland,
ec’y.
May 30.—Ossining, N. Y., G. C. merchandise shoot,
C.
G. Blandford, Capt.
May 30.—Edgewater, N. J.—Palisade G. C.

ERIE

CO.

IT

May 30.—McKeesport, Pa.—Enterprise G. C. tournament.
Geo. W. Mains, Sec’y.
June 5-7.—Lincoln,
Neb.—Nebraska
State
Sportsman’s
Association’s thirtieth annual tournament.
Geo. L.
Carter, Pres.
June 5-8.—Dayton, O.—Ohio Trapshooters’ League twentieth annual tournament.
Added money, $600.
C. C.
Rayburn,

Pres.

June 12-14.—Fairmont, W. Va.—Tenth annual tournament
of the West Virginia State Sportsmen’s Association,
under the auspices of Fairmont
Gun Club; $1,000
added to purses.
E. H. Taylor, Mgr.; Ed. O. Bower,
Sec’y-Treas.
June 12-15.—Warm Springs (Ga.) G. C. tournament.
June 12-15.—Baltimore, Md.—Maryland County shoot.
J.
Mowell Hawkins, Megr., 1630 John St., Baltimore.
June 13-14.—Fargo, N. D.—North Dakota State Sportsmen’s Association’s twelfth annual tournament.
Robbins & Bailey, Mgrs.
June 19-22.—Indianapolis,
Ind.—The
Interstate Association’s Grand American Handicap target tournament;
$1,000 added money.
Elmer E. Shaner, Sec’y-Megr.,
Pittsburg, Pa.
June 28.—Edgewater, N. J.—Palisade G. C.
July 4.—Edgewater, N. J.—Palisade G. C.
July 17-19.—Philadelphia,
Pa.—The
Interstate
Association’s Eastern Handicap tournament, under the auspices of the Florists’ Gun* Club; $500 added money.
Elmer E. Shaner, Sec’y-Mgr., Pittsburg, Pa.
July
26.—Edgewater,
N.
J.—Palisade
G. C.
A. A.
Schoverling, Sec’y.

DRIVERS
The

match

between

AND

TWISTERS.

Messrs.

H.

E.

Buckwalter

and

F

Muller, at 100 live birds each, was won by Buckwalter
with a score of 87 to 85. The event took place at Holmesburg Junction, Pa., on Feb. 6.
8
Secretary
Edward
F. Markley
announces
the third
annual tournament
of the Independent
Gun
Club,
Easton, Pa., to be held on April 21, the full particulars
of which

will

be

announced

later.
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The next contest of the Passaic County,
will be held on the grounds of the Mt.
Club,

Feb.

17.

N. J., League
Pleasant Gun

z

The Jackson Park Gun Club officers, Paterson, N. J.,
are preparing an attractive programme for their afternoon

shoot

between

on

club

Washington’s

members

will

Birthday.

A

team

match

be a feature.

Z
Notice

of the

Kentucky

fourth

annual

Trapshcoters’

target

League

tournament

have

been

sent

out

by

bd
Dr. S. H. Moore, at Indianapolis, Ind., Feb. 10, was
victor in the fourth contest for the English Hotel cup,
by a
Southern,
Mr. Thomas
defeating his opponent,
score of 79 to 67. Mr. W. T. Nash, former president of
the Indianapolis Gun Club, challenged the victor, the
challenge was accepted, and the match fixed for Feb. 1G
2 o’clock.
Geo.

Capt.

2
with

who

Bartiett,

E.

marbles,

hits

rifle,

a

walnuts, pennies, etc., thrown in the air, by way of demonstrating the products of the Peters Cartridge Cosis
at present giving shooting exhibitions in western Texas.
There,

in a section

unlimited

famous

wonderment

by

the rifle.

fine

for

his

he

marksmen,

phenomenal

matches
track,

were

shot

excites

skill

with

x

cup brought
contest for the February
The second
forth a tie between Messrs. Frank B. Stephenson and
However, in the total of the two
Henry B. Vanderveer.
shoots, Dr. Silas P. Hopkins is in the lead with a total
of 46 out of a possible 50.
Dr. Frank C. Raynor shot
off a tie with Mr. Harry M. Brigham for the Stake
trophy, but in the shoot-off, Brigham won.

at

Philadelphia,

STREAM.
live

on

birds,

Feb.

12,

on

the

each

at
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Point
25

live

birds, $25 a side. The first was between Murphy, 30yds.,
and McDonald, 28yds.
Murphy won by a score of 23 to
22,
The second match was between Toughill, 27yds.,
and Aiman,
30yds.
Toughill
won,
scoring 238 to 22.
Murphy also scored 10 straight in the 10-bird sweepstake, ten entries.
Muller, Churchill, Deist and Toughill
tied on a full score in the 5-bird sweepstake.

sad

of the

the Secretary, Frank Pragoff, Louisville, Ky.
It will be
given on May 24-25, under the auspices of Davies County
Gun Club, of Owensbcro, Ky., James Lewis, Secretary.

at

Two
Breeze

AND

Mr. A. Ballantine, at Philadelphia, Feb. 10, defended
his title to the trophy presented by the Highland Land
Association, to the Highland Gun Club.
The first contest for it was a club shoot, after which it became a
challenge trophy.
His opponent was Mr. Wayne, who
took the place of the challenger, Mr. Newcomb, of the
S. S. White Club, who was ill. The conditions are 100
targets, and five consecutive wins confers title to the
trophy.
In default of five wins, the contestant winning
it the most times by Jan. 1, 1907, becomes the owner.
3allantime made the excellent score of 92; his opponent
scored 72.
On Feb. 22 Ballantine will defend his title
against Mr. Pflegar.
~
Tuesday of this week was fixed upon for a ‘‘Veterans’
Day” shoot at the Point Breeze track, Philadelphia.
The
main

event

was

at

15 birds,

Rhode

Island

rules.

Those

rules, by the way, are excellently devised to win the
official attention of the S. P. C. A., and add more possible pleas for hostile legislation.
Those who had signified an intention to participate are Miles L. Johnson,
George Shreeves and Charles Husted, of Trenton; William Greenwood and Theo Muchener, of Germantown;
John L. Brewer, of Newtonville; Henry Phill, George
kival, Thomas B. Iovatt, Joseph T, Thorn, Daniel Kitlian, A, Felix, Thomas Waddington,
F. Colbridge and
Judge Toughill, of Philadelphia; John B. Lovatt, of Pittsburg; and Frank E. Butler, of Nutley, N. J.
BERNARD WATERS.
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The

shoot

Paterson,

N.

given
J.,

by

the

Jackson

Feb.,

10,

in

honor

Park
of

Gun
the

Club,

at

phenomenal

trapshooter, Wm. Heer, of Concordia, Kans., was a great
success.
Mr. Heer performed up to his high reputation,
breaking 154 out of 155.
A large crowd was present to
witness the snooting.
Other famous professionals present
were Messrs.
J. A. R. Elliott, Frank E. Butler and H.
S. Welles.

td

“Sporting Life’s Trapshooting Review for 1906” is a
work of forty-eight pages, containing an infinity of detail concerning the doings of the great shooters in the
matches and tournaments of 1905.
The records of the
jeading professionals and amateurs for the year are given,
and also a condensed summary of the year’s trapshooting.
It will be sent by Sporting Life, Philadelphia, to apphccants who send five cents in stamps.

bd
Secretary Geo. Frost, Bellevue, Ky., writes us that
“The Northern Kentucky Gun Club will give a live-bird
tournament on Feb. 22 at their grounds, East Newport
Ball Park.
An especially fast lot of old birds has been
secured.
A good time is promised to all that attend.
Programmes can be obtained from the Secretary.
Direct
trip on Fort Thomas car line, fifteen minutes’ ride from
Fountain Square, Cincinnati, O.”
bd
The

second

contest

of

the

ten-man

team

series,

be-

tween Pennsylvania, Maryland and Delaware, was held
on the grounds of the Florists’ Gun Club, Wissinoming,
2a., on Monday of this week.
Philadelphia won with a
score of 895 out of a possible 1,000.
Wilmington was
second with a score of 882.
Baltimore was third with
844.
Mr. Charles E. Mink made an extraordinary run ot
100 straight for the Philadelphia team.
It is now Baltimore’s turn to take a trick.

Bd
The Delaware championship contest between Mr. Alden
B. Richardson, holder of the trophy, and Mr. Edwara
Banks, challenger, which took place at Dover, De'., on
Feb. 7, was well contested, both principals scoring high.
The scores were:
Mr. Richardson 93, Mr. Banks 90.
Thus the trophy still rests calmly in Mr. Richardson’s
possession.
Mr. Banks was suffering from a severe cold,
which undoubtedly had more or less of an effect on his
scores, though in the total of 175 fer the day, he was
only one less than Mr. Richardson.
The weather conditions were not of the best, though at the same time
far from the worst.
A three-man team race, 50 targets
per man, between the Dover and Wawaset gun clubs
was won by the Wawaset, with scores of 132 to 125.

Crescent

Athletic

Club.

Bay Ripce, L. I., Feb. 10.—The attendance was large,
as usual.
The light was good, though a bright glare from
the snow was a source of more or less strain to the
eyes.
There was no wind of consequence, and the temperature was not uncomfortable.
For the February cup, Messrs. Frank B. Stephenson
and Henry B. Vanderveer tied for first on scores of 23,
thus leading the fourteen other contestants in this event.
Mr. F. B. Thomas scored 22, while eight scored 21, ot
whom one was Dr. Silas P. Hopkins, who has scored 46
out of 50 in the two February shoots, and is in the lead
for the February cup.
For the T. W. Stake trophy, there
was a tie between Dr. Frank C. Raynor and Mr. H. M.
Brigham on 22.
In the shoot-off Brigham won by a
score of 20 to 17, he shooting from scratch, while his
opponent had an allowance of 4. Messrs. F. B. Stephenson and O. C. Grinnell, Jr., scored a leg in the
man
team race, each breaking 21 targets.
Scores:

February

cup, 25 targets,

two-

handicap:

F Stephenson..... 0 23 23
W
Marshall
ee Nenderverteys
20 23
O
Grinnell,
Fy Thomash neuen
21 22
IohBaliaersain. ate 0) 21-21
Coblieklingcen. sede Gu lomaL
G Stephenson, Jr.1 19 20
Jee He Droste iced. 4 17 21
HUBrigham veneer. OF 19 9
DreRaynoris.nwace A lf 21
© Lockwood “s..- Pegg 1G)
Drebiopkins een Eee
Spal
A Southworth ....0 19 1%
ios Hopkinsarncasee 3 18222
J. Meeter dtiaecccens 3 15 18
Stake trophy, 25 targets, handicap:
He Brigham” 3.-3..
22. 22
TS
Bissing.. ere 2elSeZ20
DreRayner, cteeees 4 18 22
Dr Hopkinste--.. 4 16 Ww
Biptephenson cnc. 0 21 21
CG Hicklingseeenas.: ah ale eh
G Stephenson, Jr.1 20 21
FE) Thomas
Po... ae lo lg,
W “Marshall es... 5 16 21
C Lockwood ..... Zor
19
Ly Hopkins nies.
18 21
JN
-Deeter<ac. sn 3B) Gs
O Grinnell, Jr....1 19 20
‘| SH lenny ances 4 13 17
A Southworth..... 0 20 20
J? J Adamaiss. vce 2 12 14
Shoot-off, same conditions:
H. M. Brigham 20, Dr.
Raynor 17.
Team shoot, 25 targets, handicap:
F. B. Stephenson 21, O. C. Grinnell, Jr., 21; total 42.
A. G. Southworth 21, W. W. Marshall 20; total 41.
G. G. Stephenson, Jr., 19, F. B. Thomas 21; total 40.
L. M. Palmer; Jraei8)e, GCG. Hopkins is stotalaiss:;
Trophy shoot, 15 targets, handicaps in parentheses:
F. B. Stephenson 15, C. E. T. Foster 14, C, W. Hickling
(4) 13> Jo He Ernst) (2)laey.GN. diecter aC) elon Ge
Hopkins (2) 18, C, A. Lockwood (1) 12, L. M. Palmer,
Tr) 10; “A. “M.. Brighamegl0j Dr. Raynor s(2)l0s0 EL.
Bissing (1) 9, F. B. Thomas 8, W. W. Marshall (8) 7.
Trophy shoot, same conditions:
J. H. Ernst (2) 15,
Ci
Grimfeth, Tr, byes
1C Erookins@ (24
eens
Stephenson 14, Cc. E. T. Foster 13, C. A. Lockwood (1)
12, W. W. Marshall (8) 12, C. W. Hickling (4) 11, J. N.
Teeter (1) 11, F. B. Thomas 10, Dr. Raynor (2) 10, H. M.
Brigham

9.

same

Shoot-off,
Ernst

(2)

conditions:

©.

Cy

Grinnell

i2

tao.

8.

Trophy shoot, same conditions:
O. C. Grinnell, Jr., 15,
F. B. Stephenson 13, A. G. Southworth 13, H. M. Brigham

13,

F.

a Hopkins

B.

Thomas

138,

H.

(2) 18, J. N. Teeter

B.

Vanderveer

(1) 10, Dr.

(2)

13,

Hopkins

L.

(38)

Trophy shoot, same conditions:
F. B. Stephenson 13,
L..M. (Palmex, Jr:7 135
O01 GC. Grinnelle Jraalos FeeM.
Brigham 13, C. W. Hickling (4) 11, J. J. Adams 10, Dr.

Hopkins (2) 10, F. B. Thomas 10, L. C. Hopkins (2) 8.
Snoot-oh, same conditions:
F B. Stephenson 14, O.
C. Grinnell, Jr., 14, H. M. Brigham 13, L. M. Palmer,
jr, 10;
Trophy shoot, same conditions:
H. M. Brigham 15,
L. C. Hopkins (2) 15, J. H. Ernst @) 14, Dr.. Hopkins
(3) 14, H. B. Vanderveer (2) 14, F. B. Thomas 14, F. B.
Stephenson

13;

L.

‘M.

Palmer,

Jr., 11, C.

BE. Wo

Poster

aie

H. S. Bissing (1) 11, C. W. Hickling (4) 11, J. N. Teeter
(1) 11, O.-C. Grinnell, Jr., 11, A. G. Southworth 10.
Shoot-off, same conditions:
H. M. Brigham 15, L. C.
Hopkins

(2)

14.

Trophy shoot, 15 targets, all scratch:
F. B. Stephenson 13, F. B. Thomas 13, O. C. “Gmnnellitic. don aes
Brigham 12, L. M. Palmer, Jr., 12, G. G. Stephenson, Jr.,
11, A. G. Southworth 10, H: B. Vanderveer 10, L. C.
Hopkins 8, C. W. Browne 6, J. N. Teeter 6.
Shoot-ofl, same conditions:
Stephenson 13, Thomas 13,
Grinnell 13.
Shoot-off, same conditions:
Stephenson 13, ‘Grinnell 13.
Bedford withdrew.
Shoot-off,

same

conditions:

Stephenson 14, Grinnell 14.

Shoot-oft,

same

conditions:

Grinnell

Boston

Gun

13, Stephenson

12.

Club.

WELLINGTON, Mass., Feb. 7.—The initial shoot on the
1906 series of the Boston Gun Club was held at Wellington to-day amid a zero thermometer and a slight snowstorm, which was persistent in coming up at various
intervals and then
giving way to the sun, making the
conditions different for every event.
Twelve enthusiasts braved the poor weather conditions,
however, and inaugurated the season in true trapshooters’
style, though the shooting was considerably less than
expected as to averages.
Gus Greiff, shooting a $600 grade which took the eyes
of all present, secured the only straight of the afternoon,
and but for an unlucky last 25, with a strange load,
would have carried off the: honors in average line.
Carver’s consistent work landed him the high match
score and high average, and if this is any criterion of
coming events it will not be long before the handicapper’s ax will get in its deadly work.
Of the long-mark men, Frank easily led in the prize
match, though in the nine events, he evened up with
Dies whose shooting combination was a trifle out ot
orm.
Dr. Weld, just fresh from a duck shooting trip, could
not quite get the gun steered in the usual 90 per cent.
gait, but another shoot or two will show a different tune.
Probably it was because of his not having to shoot
alongside of his last year’s competitor for honors—Dr.
Gleason, who at present is convalescing after an attack
of pneumonia.
Scores:
Events:
1 2.3 4°56
ieee
Targets:
15 10 15 10 15 15 10 10 25
Av.
Branko 19 ace eeteee enon 13 812 711 13. Seas
- 768
Buftaloy? 19a
taoseceee
12.409
“TAO
Sega
112
Wield eto inecctnetersinee smarts 1? 9°10 78:10
eee
137
Dickey, ole gaelic seats 12 812 71010
9 8 20
-768
Gamay iererly PAW canecnonepnc 11 810 7.8138 8.8 20
744
Greitiy 16ers teenie 11.1013
91313
8 (953
192
Blinw jG 3h tec eee
12 813 9.8 14:76 Sis
.680
iPeabodyaulo saasteneenetas ll 56 8.8 9 Di sp eras
.640
Garver Gries
sone seeenheoe 18 712 81413
8 918
-816
Willard wclGstacsulce caetrcent
6 12% 712 12
eee
(39
Lawlorm Lo teseees
scocstniee ll 6.13, 6 1 6 See
640
Hiéld 1G Gini. th pene cee oe
8 67
+512 Te Geers
-600
Merchandise match, distance handicap:
Carver; 16) iekeeckinenter 27
Buffalo; -19 aiaeaeeceerae21
Greéift, 1G entestaneneecs 26
Hrank.) 19 Siticcsesmishteer 24
Wiallard SalGe eee. eemcceene 24
Fields 21 Go stasielecseyesite.e
aici£620
Blinny 162i
saesven csc o2e

Sheepshead

Bay

Gun

Club.

THE first column below shows the percentage for the
year.
The second column shows the allowance added in
25-target events, at the shoots of the Sheepshead Bay
Gun Club:
PerCrnidp:
Per Ct. Hdp.
IE
Allensccnee 25
H, Knuth aie 40
DPB ail
eyeeianc 70
8
C abner eee 25
19
Bailey, teBat nioecwaels
ce
J} Lubchete. over 60
10
Ws Brand! Geren 50
13
EF oundiye eee 50
LS
W) Boyles sce 40
15
M andy
ieee 56
13
We (Browtieceeeos 30
18
F Laurence.... 50
13
ASBuscheanaees 25
19
G Morrts tees 80
5
Hy Boberg*enans 70
8
W McKane .... 50
13
FE) Coopertin cane 25
19
Tl) MeKanews. 76
6
G'Gooper* sactes 65
9
Montanus, oe 80
5
ap Clb
sees 70
8
Montanus,
Sr
25
19
DP Gullims see. 65
9
P May <ceeaenee 76
6
Em GCarolanien. de 60
10
J Mobiroy eer. ome
ae
Ji Garrodiseeatees 25
19
J Pillionteeeaee 55
12
Ee Cruseneacsce< 55
12
J Rauscherse.ace 25
19
F Creamer ..... 80
5
M Rauscher
. 50
13
De Dederae:.tecs 40
15
P Suss’ an oeeeee 40
15
W H Dreyer... 60
10
Suss
Phileae eee 55
12
A Fransiola .... 55
12
Schortemeier ... 90
3
H Freyler ...... 40
15
Wi «Seaton tee ree 25
19
Finkbeinder .... 40
15
R Schneider.... 92
2
By Brukentin..cc 40
15
A. Skinner .....
15
D Goubeaud.... 50
13
G Thibault
fa. eo.
19
JE) ‘Garrison.a.. 76
6
G ‘Tappat "a7 25
19
RGewert™.i20.. 65
9
E. Tylersv.. cease 72
T
Drwrill eee tee 50
13
E ‘Thier )7.ccaes 76
6
Dy Heffner... 40
15
E Voorhees .... 80
5
H Kracke ...... 50
13
H Voorhees .... 25
19
i Wkochss een
60
10
S Voorhees ..... 25
19
Kronickaee.e see 40
15
EH Voege «ace
A
W Vaupelt ..... 76
2G
S Wisehard..... 80
5
H Williamson.. 76
6
A Woods
S-iea« 80
5
PAW RoE
Bo soe 50
13
Dr Weiskotten.. 60
10
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Club.

BELLEVvE, Ky., Jan. 28.—The Northern Kentucky Gun
Club held a very successful live-bird shoot on Jan. 27.
This club hopes that the visitors appreciated the free
lunch, cigars, refreshments, etc., donated by the club
for the visitors only.
This club will have another tournament

AND

the

meses: 22122—5
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“i0css. 02022—3
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money.

birds, 30yds.,

entrance
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The Winchester Model 1906 is a compact, light weight, take-down rifle,
handling .22 Short Rim Fire Cartridges only. It is attractive in appearance and
outline, and in accuracy, reliability of operation and finish it is fully up to the
established Winchester standard.
The repeating and take-down systems used
in this rifle are simple, positive and thoroughly tried, having always given entire

Dameron.
-s.-. 100
Be Ovicccios aareaie.s 100

90
61

CP Kilinenace sees 100
Peer
ce cthie ec. ae 50

86
39

satisfaction. This rifle is made with a 20-inch round barrel fitted with a sportirg

POESEMED Vacs ines 100
TILGeDe. i. siaslae'sss100
SHEECK: jon ncccn.e 100

81
87
89

StaCyaencoee ewigee 50
3/
FRKOStCES® oiceiess,0s02 fi
61
DDO W:Saie cater «che 75
54
Geo. W. Frost, Sec’y.
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ceatis anes 100

Gowling

Miss

87

ae

B. S. A.

Shot at. Brk.
.... 75
61

Alther

Boteaux

a... = 100

87

front sight and an adjustable open rear sight. It measures 3534 inches over all
and weighs about 5 pounds; has a handsome straight grip stock 1276 inches
long, with a drop at comb of 154 inches and at heel 234 inches, finished with a
rubber butt plate. The magazine holds 15 cartridges. Model 1906 rifles can
We recommend the
be furnished only according to the above specifications.

Shoot.

Barttimore, Md.—At the Baltimore Shooting Association grounds, Wednesday, Feb. 7, the New Year’s cup
given by Capt. J. R. Malone, and tied for by Middleton, Hawkins,
DuPont and Roder, was won by Mr.
Middleton.
Roder, the youngest of the shooters, was in
New York, and could not be present at the shoot-off.
The tie was at 5 white fliers each.
DuPont lost his
first
two
shots,
Hawkins
and
Middleton
got
five
straight.
Hawkins withdrew, and the cup was presented
to Middleton.
After the cup shoot-off there was a race
at 25
Pont,

white
who

Waters
A.

R.

fliers, $10 entrance.
scored
24;
Hawkins

22.
M.,

withdrew

German
B.

after

G.

M.,

22,

C.

Jas.

R.
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by Dusecond
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23,

22,
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Sampson
H.
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19.
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misses.

Rowboats would have been very useful, and comfortable to carry the gun men to the practice target shoot
at

the

Baltimore

Shooting

Association

Friday

afternoon,

Feb. 9. The heavy snow Thursday night, followed by
rain and warmer
weather
Friday
morning,
and the
beaming sun overhead, made walking almost impossible.
Through three blocks of water and slush twenty undaunted
shooters waded, called out by their captain,
Hood Waters, to get in shape for the team race at Wissinoming,
Pa.,
Monday,
Feb.
12.
There
were
six
events, 25 targets each.
J. Mowell Hawkins was high
gun, 109, J. H. Moxley second, 103.
The scores:
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Baltimore, Md.—This week’s white flier shoot at the
B. S. A., Saturday, Feb. 10, had a small attendance.
The
snow and slush made the club grounds almost inaccessible, and after the experience of wading through bog
to the practice target shoot
Friday
afternoon,
only
thirteen shooters ventured out.
The trap ground was
covered with snow, and the light birds could not be seen
after they fluttered to the ground.
Most of the men
fired their second barrel from force of habit.
Good
scores were made.
The first event was a special 25-bird race between Mr.
Robby and Mr, East, and was watched with much interest, as both men are new shooters, and were evenly
matched.
The race resulted in a tie on 17 each.
Mr.
Robby thought he was the winner, but after his departure
it was discovered a mistake had been made in keeping

Made for .30 Winchester, .30 Army, .303 Savage, .303 British, .32 Winchester
Special, .32-40, .35 Winchester and .405 Winchester caliber rifles.
FREE.

Send

Winchester

for circulars

Repeating

Arms

the score.
The first figure was put down in the handicap column, and 26 birds were shot at.
Mr. East lost
his 26th bird, which Robby thought had given him the
race, but when the sccre was footed up it was found
they

had

tied

on

their

25th

shoot off the tie, which
‘hes scores:
RGD DY

bird.

was

It was

postponed

then

until

too

next

late

to

week.

esis ds ere iacsc acetate
toe ous0222221011211101001001011—17

ASEM
Oe cite a sed ah ean eebtos sis s 1212220022201101000011111—17
The next events were $1 miss-and-outs:
First event:
Waters and
Clarence
Malone,
5 each; Hawkins
and
Moxley 4; J. Malone 3. Second event: Hawkins, Malone
and Waters 4; Moxley 3; J. Malone 1.
Then
followed
the 10-bird club race.
In Class A
Captain Malone and Clarence Malone were high guns
with 10 straight.
In Class B, Biddle was high gun with
9. The scores:
Class:

describing these new

A;

Co., New

goods.

Haven, Conn.

At Rising
:
Risinc
Sun,
and England’s
Monday,

Feb.

Sun.

Md.—Twelve
shooters attended
Gifford
white flier shoot at Rising Sun, Md.,
5.

The

day

was

bitter

cold,

and

snow

and

rain added to the discomfort of the shooters.
The traps
were set in an open field, and the luxury of club house
and

fire

was

to

comfort,

he

wanted

unknown.

had
to

shooters

out

stove

warm

An

to

all-day

Herb.

a hack

thaw

with

it was

Alexander,

an

of the four-wheeler
his

shoot

with

oil stove

necessary

to

in

dump

to get near

an

it.
a

eye

When

bunch

enough

of

the

hands.

had

been

planned,

but

the

supply

of

white fliers (on hand) was exhausted about 2 P. M., and
for some
unknown
reason
those
ordered
were
not delivered by the express company until next day.
As there
was nothing to shoot, the boys took the first train for
home and the warmth
of their
own fireside.
;
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Tue following members shot their score in the Ackley
trophy on Feb. 4. The day was pleasant, and a good
crowd was at the grounds.
Faran was high with 48.
Warn iG) aa tite nivale’. oltre 48
LB Stelfo wills BAn cae smaarices.: 36
ONSET
Genny cae as omeets 45
Meyers, (10 Gea... octaves 36
MATIC
ETSOT, AG ele cee s'ess ater45
ELowe, LOiencn desreicans
ast 27
Mianmard: 20%. < cist «ste 41
WVaISOnTeLG hci creleters stetorotte 25
Saturday, Feb. 10, was clear and cold, with enough
breeze to affect the targets somewhat,
and the boys
found them
more difficult to hit than usual, as the
scores show.
A number of practice events and several
team and individual matches were shot.
In the Pohlar
vs. Gambell match the first 50 targets were shot from
16yds., and the last 50 from 18yds.
Shooting at doubles
on Feb. 9, Gambell broke 28 out of 25 pairs, Ahlers 31
out of 22 pairs, Williams 16, and Pohlar 13 out of 12
pairs each.
In the first eight shots of the Ackley trophy
series, Maynard and Bleh have scored 351 and 352 respectively out of 400. The return match between Bonser
and Pohlar, for $50 a side, will be shot on Friday, Feb.
16. It is said that whenever a good shot develops in the
club he is immediately claimed by the captain as a
partner.
Consequently Mesrs. Baker and Bonser have
challenged the world for a two-man team race for from
$5 to $100.
It is possible they could be induced to come
down on earth and accept a challenge from two of our
local members.
The Geo. E. Crater, Jr., trophy will be shot for in two
contests on Feb. 22 and July 4. The conditions will be
150 targets per man, I6yds., $3 entrance at each contest.
The member having the highest average without handicap in the 300 targets will be declared the final winner
of the trophy.
The first contest will commence promptly
at

1

o’clock,

so

that

it

can

be

shot

over

No.

1

set

of

traps.
Those who come late will finish late; there will
be no catching up for late comers.
Only a few members
shot in the Clements
trophy
series to-day.
Pohlar was high with 47.
In the Gambell-Williams
by ithe latter,

Clements

match
at
1 to 0.

trophy,

doubles,

50 targets,

the

shoot-off

distance,

was

won

handicap:

Pohilar, s1S caches icswetesiet 47
Nati ble, 2208 temnisictersiine
ere44

PheileriG.c
seve essen cot
EVA ye eG arardtesietne
ee usinaiets 34

Bierman? U8 "ins scntecw seracle 39
Roll, 16. cic ote caves
eae 3
Team match, 50 targets:
Gambell'ec% ciate 45
Pollar ey onto
eas sents 40—85

Ev allce, WG: ins)Sisis.avs
See, efersbeter29
CO Cbiniee 1 Bert iets ciamitenidecle14

Match,

100

Whilers) tanwawens saeteen 41
Williams” Sites
omc es oes 43—84

targets:

(Gam belles tei ketones 90
Team match, 25 targets:
Gambell
fash cacccslete 23
EO Hately
sSaree inks 20—43
Team

race,

50

Pohlary

srctixt clecstisteass 90

Williams
<2 .-..cen-n« 22
Pfevlera ecw
merece + 18—40

targets:

Plerman ere aver cc 19 15—34
RG]
cietca's heen 19 18—32

FLAKE 2 citetislstecatesss 15 183—28
lakbom'e ban oqraueode 24 12—36

38 2866
Matches.

No.

1:

No.

2:

12

doubles

Gambell

39 25—64

each:

17, Williams

Gambell

14,

Ahlers

10, Ahlers

16.
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Columbus,
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Club

on Feb. 1. The
when everything

were

present,

and

held

its

first

midwinter

scores made were remarkis considered.
Thirty-one

sixteen

shot

in

every

event.

John Taylor was high professional and also high gun
for the day, with 224. R. Trimble and C. O. Le Compte
tied for second place on 220.
D. D. Gross was thira
high professional with 201.
Geo. Burns, of Cleveland,
was high amateur and tied with Trimble and Le Compte
for second place with 220.
Stan Rhoads was second
high amateur and third high gun with 218. John Keefe,
of Newark, 215; F. D. Alkire, of Williamsport, 214; H. E.
Smith, of Columbus, 211; Cromley, 210; Doolittle, 208;
Shattuck, 202; Hulshizer, 198, Hall, 194; Carr, 189; J. H.
Smith 152.
At noon a fish dinner and clam chowder
was served in the club house, which gave the boys courage to face the elements for the afternoon.
On Feb. 1 the St. Martin’s, O., Gun Club held a shoot
for a gold medal given by Col. Jones, of St. Martins.
W. H. Bailey, of Midland, won with 47.
3randenberg and Schwind vs. Craig and Cain was the
lineup at the Dayton Gun Club’s grounds on Feb. 2.
Each man shot at 100 targets, the losing team to pay
for theatre tickets.
Brandenberg broke 84 and Schwind
83, a total of 167, defeating their opponents by 10 targets.
Craig 86, Cain 71; total 157.
The Kentucky Fishing and Shooting Club will hold a
three days’ live-bird tournament
at Ryland,
Ky., on
March 18, 14 and 15. Ryland is fourteen miles from
Cincinnati,
on
the Kentucky
Central
Railroad.
The
club

is well

haying
at the

able

to

care

for

the comfort

of the

shooters,

a roomy club house, besides a large shooting box
pigeon grounds, with shelter all the way to the

score,

Tri-County

BOrters

scene cn tee teeters <5 seeeeer

(eiaeork

Shoot.

New London, Ta., EBFeb, 6.—The shooting tournament
held here yesterday was of the old style, successful order,
as there were
nineteen
shooters
present.
.The team
rac was the interesting feature, being won by the home
team.
:
In the championship race, 50 targets, Dr. G. J. Andrews
was high with 45, yet there were three 44s.
One of the

ee

aA

aint Pictee
5413)
O10 axa

i

Bok

me

Bete

33

21
18
3

At Pueblo.
Pueblo, Colo., Feb. 6.—Yesterday was a big day at the
new gun club grounds near this city, as there were
thirty-eight shooters on the firing line.
The club has a
large membership, and there was a number of visitors
from other cities present.
They were Mrs. Nellie Bennett and A. E. McKenzie, of Denver; Joseph Ball, president of the Canyon City Gun Club.
Each took part in
most of the events.
During an intermission Mr. McKenzie made a speech,
speaking briefly of the trap sport in the State, and
showed his gratification that the town of Pueblo has
such a flourishing club.
He also spoke of the part that
Colorado spertsmen had taken in the upbuilding of the
sport.
He was quite sanguine that the largest shoot
ever held in America would come to this State inside of
two years.
He was much surprised to find such a large club, and
more

to

learn

that

it was

all

the

growth

of

a

month’s

time. The following scores were made at the preliminary
shoot of 10 targets:
Ball 8, McKenzie 8, Wallick 4,
Cook 7, Holmes 9, Collins 8, Hughes 6, L. Eynor 7,
Crof 8, Falker 5, C. Eymen 8, Mrs. Bennett 9, Gray 4,
Galloway 7, Stone 7, O. B. S. 8, F. Rainey 8, Killen 10,
M. Pheters 8, Roy 9, W. Rainey 5, Berry 6, Klein 4,
Karrick 7, Patterson 8, Murphy 7, Kissilring 5, Graham 9,
Kennedy 6, Reynolds 7, Reger 8, Jenner 5, Knight 5,
Spincer 9, Price 8, Carter 5, B. Killen 4, and Kingsly 5.
In the trophy shoot, 25 targets:
L. L. Gray 17, Stone
13, Graham 17, Herrick 15, Price 9, A. K. Pheters 15,
Rhodes 16, Murphy 17, Craft 17, Kisserling 1, Cook 12,
Carter 15, Galloway 21, Klein 6, Reynolds 13, Killen 20,
Hughes 17, R. Rainey 16, C. M. Eyman 15, Miller 16,
O. B. S. 22, R. Killen 8, Kingsley 13.

In Other

At the Glen Airy Gun Club shoot, Cincinnati, Feb.
4. eleven members took part.
In the Pickering trophy
shoot, at 25 targets, Hoefle and McGuire tied for first
on 20, For the day La Boiteaux was high gun with 58
out of 100.
tournament
ably zood,

ABs

P MeDonald)ncsc.tsmemens
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17.

No. 3: Williams 12, Gambell 12.
Ten pairs:
Herman 10, Harry 6.

Ohio

new men, Knickerbocker, would have tied, but he missed
his last target.
Team scores, each man 26 targets:
New London.
All-Farmers’ Team.
Dr Andrews “i... es. 24
Hales. <tsnessccweces
Knickerbocker ..... 23
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Places.

C. C. Franciscus was the promoter of a live-bird shoot
at Duffy’s meadow, Marietta, Pa., on Saturday last. Mr.
Brennan was the lucky man with a straight.
In the second match A. Rieker was very effective with the first
barrel.
In the miss-and-out, Graff and Wright divided
the purse.
The day was an ideal one for trapshooting
and the birds were a lively lot.
There will be a shoot at Bennington, Ill, Feb. 22.
Many shooters from adjoining towns will be present.
One of the strange things about this winter season is
that the Texas climate is colder than it is in Illinois,
and the tournaments held in that sunny clime have been
greatly handicapped.
The Texas men do not take kindly
to shooting with gloves on their hands.
The number of shooters who left the Brenham shoot
before its close will be warning for the future that a sixday tournament with 1,220 shots, is too long for any save
the traveling man, or such amateurs as those who shoot
almost constantly.
=
Washington’s Birthday will be celebrated by the Duluth
and Highland gun clubs of Minnesota.
One of the enjoyable features will be a luncheon at the Commercial
Club, which will be at the expense of the losing side.
As the above-mentioned clubs have lately consolidated,
the biggest shoot of the kind will be the result.
J. M. Roustadt had his shooting eye with him on
Thursday last, and to prove it carried away both prizes
at the Tucson, Ariz., Gun Club shoot, eighteen being
present.

Ye shooters of the North will envy the travelers who
are shooting snipe and duck at Bay City, and other
places, in connection with the tournament now being
held in southern Texas.
At the Interstate shoot, held at Deming, N. M., the
home team won from E] Paso and Silver City. Deming
scored 192 out of 250, while for some unexpected cause
El Paso, with Hitt, Shelton, Rand, Burdick and Boliver,
fell to 178. Deming had ten men in the day’s programme
and they won most of the sweeps.
The Seneca, Ill., Gun Club held a dance last Thursday evening, and though a snowstorm raged without,
there was a happy time within the hall. All present pronounced the dance a success, and they were glad that
the interurban cars were running to convey them home.
The gun club at Anaconda, Mont., is composed of men
who are generous and kind.
For instance, the members
selected James Drumgoole, the crack shot of the club,
and presented him with a fine double-barreled shotgun,
the same being an exact counterpart of the one with
which he has made such high scores.
Oysters were the go at the meeting of the Pleasant
Vailey, Kans., Gun Club, held at their club house on
Thursday night last.

The members of the Elgin, Ill., Gun Club are just now
engaged in a series of shoots for some handsome prizes.
Some of them have decided that although the snow would
afford good rabbit hunting, that it is, in fact, too late
in the season.
The Chester, Pa., Gun Club has not yet arranged a
date for the return match with the Atglen Club, but ir
will come off in the near future.
At this time of the year trapshooting is about the only
outdoor sport the club members can take
part in, and this
will be the reason for special efforts at the traps.
With
several tournaments
in prospect,
enthusiasm
may be
worked up to the proper pitch.
Friday afternoon the Massillon, O., Gun Club met at
Yingling Hill, where the feature was the high score of
22, made by Duncan Merrill.
County Attorney Hungate won the trophy offered by
the Topeka, Kans., Gun Club, by defeating on Thursday last, L. Briscoe by a score of 20 to 19.
‘4 gun club has been organized at Casey, Ia. A member vouches that when they get their nerves steady and
cap keep from shutting both eyes when the trigger is
pulled, a tournament wil] be in order, when all the big
guns of Iowa will be invited to participate.
At a meeting of quite a number of the local sportsmen
of Sparta, Wis., held Friday night, it was decided to
reorganize the old rod and gun club.
Constitution and
by-laws were adopted, and in accordance therewith, Ray
B. Graves was elected President, H. D. Baldwin, Secretary, and Treasurer.
A large membership was secured
that evening, and many more will be enrolled.
Part of
the business of the officers will be to secure for Sparta
the State fish hatchery.
Night Sergeant Monroe Rapp, with a score of 23 out
of 25, won the medal at the Keystone Gun Club shoot,
held at Lebanon, Pa., on Saturday.
At the monthly shoot for the club members at the
Excelsior Rod and Gun Club grounds, Columbia, Pa.,
Saturday last, the gold badge was awarded to Taylor
Crowninshield for the test* score. He won the silver
medal also, but must win it three times in succession to
hold it for good.
At the weekly shcot of the Bradford, Pa., Gun Club
George D. Russell won the loving cup.
He won out in
this event over J. P. Wright by a score of 23 out of 25
to White’s 17.
There is a good prospect that there will be a gun
club formed at Florence, Colo.
Local enthusiasts have
been taking interest in the prospects of holding shoots
with the Canon and the Pueblo teams.
The scores made by members of the Abilene, Kans.,
Gun Club is very encouraging indeed.
John R. Taylor is abroad in the land of Ohio, and in
his shooting capacity at Youngstown he made himself
known at the traps.
He and Mr. Hippard made 25
straight, and then a team match was proposed.
Osborn
and White on one side at 50 targets each, scored 95,
while Taylor and Osborn made 84.
The tournament scheduled on last Friday by the Cripple Creek, Colo., District Gun
Club was postponed,
owing to the death of Mrs. W. E. Dingman, wife cf a
club member.
:
The Ross
County Gun Club held a shoot at the
grounds at Chillicothe, O., which was not productive of
good scores owing to a very high wind.
James I. Vanse
was in good form, as he made 71 out of 75. There is a
new trap now in working order, and the way
it sent out
the targets was quite a puzzle to most of those present.
At the next shoot there will be an award of the medal
for the past season.
There are two things that: should at all times work
for each other’s interests.
These are gun clubs and the
owners of the street car lines, especially the interurbans.
At the last meeting of the Albion, Mich., Rod and Gun
Club the proposition of moving to a better location was
discussed, and a committee arranged for consulting with
the traction people.
The club starts out with renewed
interest for the coming year.
The election of officers resulted as follows:
Jay Denoring,
President;
George
McGuire, Vice-President; Charles Bliss, Treasurer, and
W. H. Burns, Secretary.
There is a new gun club at Duluth, Minn., viz., the
Steel Works.
At their last shoot there was a large turnout.

Annual meeting of the Springwood Gun Club, London, Canada, showed the club to be in good financial
condition.
The officers elected for the coming year are
well-known trapshots, and under their guidance the club
will undoubtedly enjoy a prosperous year.
The officers
are: President, D. A. Breckon; Secretary, B. W. Glover;
Treasurer, E. G. Simcox; Committee on Arrangements,
A. Tillman, S. M. Screaton, R. P. E. Day, E. Crow: and
R. H. Avery.
That $500 hung up by the Great Bend, Kans., Gun
Club for added money during the Kansas State shoot
will look well to the Sunflower shots.
When the Arkansas Valley shooters meet at Pueblo,
Feb. 22, they will find a special committee who look to
their welfare.
Two new traps have been put up, and no
doubt that everything possible will be done for the betterment of the great sport of trapshooting.
‘
At the farm of Henry Barnshener, on last Wednesday
there was a gathering of Henry, IIl., shooters.
Though
the weather was very bad there was a goodly crowd
present.

The Macksville, Kans.,
shoot last Tuesday.
W.
Garten

were

the

Gun Club held its first annual
B. Wolf, A. R. Prose, E. E.

managers.

Members of the new Central Gun Club, of Duluth,
Minn., are now casting votes in order to select the best
shooting park that is available.
The Audubon, Ia., Gun Club has issued an invitation
to all the clubs of the county to meet with it at their
monthly shoots.
So on last Wednesday shooters were
present from Ross, Extra and Brayton.
A shoot will be
held soon at Brayton.
Dave Hart, H. W. Wilson, C. E.
Petty and F. Vermilyea tied on a score of 28, and when
shooting off the tie Petty broke out straight and won.
At a meeting called to get action by the members of
the Smith Center, Kans., Gun Club Wednesday evening,
it was decided to hold clay target contests just as often
-as the shooters desired.
J. O. Smith was selected Prestdent;
Asa Patrick, Vice-President,
and L.
Sage,
The club now has fifteen memSecretary and Treasurer.
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The sweepstake programme will have ten events,
targets, and a total entrance of $8.80.
Four moneys.

130
A

Gun

Club.

Monrcrair, N. J., Feb. 10.—Event 4 was for a silver
prize, and was won by Cockefair.
Events 7 and 8 combined 50 targets, and gives in detail the score of the
tenth contest for the Daly gun, Moffett being the winner with 45 breaks to his credit, with Perley a close
second.
This makes the third win for Moffett for the
puts

winner yet, as
to their credit.

town
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of the club.
Mr. Wampler presented the club with a
handsome gold medal to be shot for on the sliding scale
handicap.
In addition to the members of the club present, were
the

handicap,

Morris

at Irwin.

Grub Worms
Recks.
Chilled Shot
Three-in-One Oil
Gun Wads
Majuba
Hill
Greener
DuPont Smokeless
Pigeons
Irwin Gun Club Beverage
the

a

of Irwin, Pa., the well-known
manufacturer, entertained thirty

summer.

Blue

Morris,

event,

merchandise,

Morristown,
N. J., Feb. 7.—The visiting professionals were Messrs. Heer, Welles, Butler, Elliott, Nichols
and Fanning.
The scores follow:

coming

interested

as several invited guests, at his residence on Walnut
street, Irwin, Pa., on Thursday evening, Feb. 8.
The dwelling was beautifully decorated with holly and
greens, in which were hidden myriads of electric lights
in various colors.
Over the porch there was suspended
a network, size 12 x 24 of electric bulbs in the shape of
and to represent an American flag in correct colors and
effects.
The dining room was artistically decorated in white
and green, covers being laid for forty guests at two
tables. The menu follows:

Dr.

special
other

PERN ERENSNNANAN

the

the

Entertainment

members

NES

U. S. A.

The final event for the city championship will be shot
off among qualified members of the club.
This contest
will also decide permanent
possession of the Hunter
Arms
Co. silver cup and Mullerite Powder
Co, gold
medal.
The programme will commence at 10 A. M.
E, J. Lovexutin, Sec’y.

Michiganders
should feel
success of the enterprise.

Mr. J. E. Wampter,
trapshooter and furnace

<a

BY

Odessa, won the powder cup, with 22 from the l16yd.
line.
Following this came a team race.
The club captained by Mr. Harrington came first with 406 to Odessa’s
392. The next regular shoot will be held Feb. 25.
It is proposed by the Houghton, Mich., Gun Club to
hold the largest tournament ever pulled off in the North-

a

class of young men who wish to learn the art of trapshooting.
Thus an opportunity will be offered to those
desiring» to learn the fascinating art to become
proficient when the best shots are not present.
The regular monthly shoot of the Lincoln
County,
Wash., Sportsmen’s Association was held at Harrington,
Sunday last..
Attendance fair, but the weather was _unfavorable.
The county medal shoot, a 100-target affair,
was won by Ellis, of Harrington, with a score of 91.
Others well up were: Brown, of Harrington, 88; Holmes,
83;

others.
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ANNAN
INNING

Club

Thursday
at Ames,
Ia.
Mr.
Al.
Wieseman,
Spokane,

all

CARTRIDGE

LOWELL,

clay targets Tuesday at their home grounds.
Some good
scores were made, so “‘they say,’’ and the attendance was
good, several Pequods being among those present.
Albion, Mich., Gun Club held a very successful business meeting on Friday last.
The secretary reports that
thirteen new members were added to the list.
Last Saturday the Dallas, Pa., Gun Club met at Machell
avenue.
‘The trophy, which was the big event of the
day, was won by C. D. Wall, who broke 93 out of 100,
There were twelve entries in this event, but all did not
finish.
The race was for a time a hot one between Mr.
Wall and Mr. Shaner.
Shaner made a great spurt in the
first half, 49 to 45 for Wall; but after that Wall took a
brace and lost but 2, while Mr. Shaner went to the bad
with only 36 in the game sack.
Scores:
Wall 93, Shaner
82, Cull 79, Norris 74, Strayle 70, Cools 37, Hess 31,
Hart 32, Raub 4).
Two 10-target events were shot, in
which. Messrs. Wall and Strater went straight.
During the last two weeks there have been many birds
shot in Texas, as the season is nearing the closing
time.
It is noticed that the Texas shooters take advantage of the first of the open season, and that then there
is a lay-off until the season is about over, when the
activity is renewed.
Game
has
been
plentiful,
and
sportsmen have had much enjoyment in the field.
The Lincoln, Neb., Rifle Club will soon be located in
a home of their own, where the same will be fully
equipped with club room and gallery.
Not since the club was organized has there been such
a jarge attendance as that of the Tuesday gathering ot
the Indian Lake, Minn., Gun Club.
The shooting was
close, and Emil Erickson won out with only 1 to the
good, with 40 out of 50.
There will be a discussion at the business meeting of
the Hutchinson,
Kans., Gun Club regarding the club
joining the Missouri and Kansas League of Trapshooters.
Mr. Billy Allen is President, and he is anxious that some
hot old-timers at the trap may be the result of the
summer’s outing.
Following scores were made at a shoot held at Martic
Forge, Pa., Thursday, the main event being 100 targets:
Ressler 85, Barr 83, Lemon 82, Phillips 75.
Twenty or more shooters shivered in the cold wind and
tried to hit ’em at the shoot held on a cold and cloudy

Odessa,

REPORT:

497-505 Pearl St., 35-43 Park St., New York.

Gun

Manufacturers.

excelled

STATES

bers, and with new blood being added, there will be a
club worthy of the name, the same becoming a permanent fixture.
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5152 STRAIGHT
Capt. A. H. Hardy, expert Rifle Shot, has for some time
been convinced that with PETERS CARTRIDGES, he
could surpass all previous records in wooden disc or wooden
ball shooting.
Business engagements prevented his making
the attempt until late in December, when he had a day or
two at his disposal, and determined to prove his conviction.
How well he succeeded is shown by the following affidavit:
STATE OF NEBRASKA,
County OF LANCASTER.

]/
§

We, the undersigned, being duly swurn, upon our oath say:

That on December 23rd and 24th, 1905, Capt. A. H. Hardy, of Lincoln, Nebraska, hit
without a miss FIVE THOUSAND ONE HUNDRED AND FIFTY-TWO consecutive
wooden balls, thrown into the air to a height of about twenty feet:
That said balls were two and one half inches in diameter:

That
That
That
without a
That

Subscribed and sworn to before me this 26th day of December,

Capt. Hardy making his wonderful record of 5152 straight.

THIS MARVELOUS

SHOOTING

MY
seven

ship

of old

SIXTY
other

free trappers

“Bill”

under

Williams.

HAVE

YEARS
the leader-

Seven

BEEN

IMPOSSIBLE

HaveLock, Nes.

1905.

Notary

Pub’ic.

WITH ANY OTHER

THAN

CARTRIDGES.

Sixty-three years ago “Bill’ Hamilton, then
twenty years of age, set out from St. Louis, Mo.,
with

F. L. SUMPTER,

WOULD

PETERS

said bails were thrown at a twenty-five foot rise:
but one rifle was used and it was not cleaned during the entire performance:
Peters .22 Short Semi-Smokeless Cartridges were used throughout
single misfire:
we were present during the entire performance.
J. F. SIMPSON,
C.F, SERERZ
E.)]
SORIBERDR,

of these

eight men are dead, but Hamilton still lives in
Montana and still sets his traps.
He has written
the story of his early trapping days, and the book
has just been published. “My Sixty Years on the

Plains” tells of trapping, trading, Indian fighting,

ON

THE

hunting, and all the many and varied incidents of
the trapper’s life. It is. full of adventure and excitement,

but

the

story

is told

modestly,

and

PLAINS

were simple and direct, and in which there was
no striving for effect.
It is illustrated by a portrait of the author

there is nothing in it that is lurid. Amid much
fighting, there is nothing that can be called
“blood and thunder,” but there is much that is

and

history.

cowboy artist of Great Falls,
223 pages, cloth, illustrated.

The book has all the charm of the old volumes
telling of early travel in the West; books which

STEVENS

one

of

the

by six drawings
life, by Mr.
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Charles

AND
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of old-time
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STREAM

Russell,
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Washaki,
the

celebrated

Mont.
Price, $1.50.
CO.,

NEW

YORK.

SHOOT OR NOT TO
SHOOT—THAT IS THE
QUESTION

There is a tremendous difference
between HITTING and MISSING
— as all Shooters know.
GET
A STEVENS
and
have the assurance that our reliable

arms shoot where you hold them.

Unerring

been

the

“IDEAL”
FOR
The

Finest

56

No.
LADIES’
Rifle

in

RIFLE

has

character-

istic of the STEVENS

for alimost

We Manufacture

RIFLES, PISTOLS, SHOTGUNS,
RIFLE TELESCOPES, ETC.

USE
Its

Accuracy

predominant

fifty years..

Class

Where not sold by-local merchants, we ship
direct, EXPRESS
PREPAID, upon receipt
of price.

J. STEVENS

ARMS
P.

CHICOPEE

AND
O.

BOX

TOOL

5668

FALLS,
New

York

COMPANY

Office,

98

Chambers

|
Send 4 cents in stamps for 140 Page Illustrated
Catalog.
A handy book of ready reference
for all who shoot, or are going to.
EIS
S OR DT
SSE.

MASSACHUSETTS

and

trapper and Indian

Our attractive 3-color Aluminum Hanger will
be mailed anywhere for 10 cents in stamps.

Street
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LAFLIN & RAND BRANDS

PHILADELPHIA,
Feb, 12.—The second of the tri-State
contests was held on the grounds of the Florists’ Gun
Club at Wissinoming, on Lincoln’s Birthday.
The shooting

was

the

of

a

high

phenomenal

order,

run

Mr.

Chas

of 100 straight

E.

Mink

for the

making

Philadelphia

team.

The condition of the match provided that there should
be teams of 15 men, the ten high scores of whom should
count as the team performance.
The Philadelphia team
was

a

strong

“aggregation,

and

won

the

contest

by

in

a

score
of 895, averaging
89% per cent.
Wilmington
scored 882, 881% per cent.
Baltimore scored 844, 84 2-5
per cent.
Mr. A. B. Richardson made high individual
score, 97 for the Wilmington
team, and Mr.
Lester
German made high individual score, 96, for the Baltimore team.
The event was shot in strings of 20 targets each.
Philadelphia,
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and broke 94 per cent. of all targets shot at in

Averages for the season of 1905.
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Association.

WELLINGTON,
Mass., Feb. 10.—The fifth shoot in the
prize series was held on the above date, on the grounds
of the Boston Shooting Association at Wellington, Mass.
Following are the scores:
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of the Tuckahoe
won,
119 to 171.
Inclosed

Vernon.
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and

afternoon,
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Feb.
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Gun

12,

on

The Best Hand-Made Guns
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aa) "Prides: $125.00

to $1,000
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Events Nos. 3, 4, 5, 6, and 7 were the 100-bird ate:
Event No. 8 was the W heel handicap.
Next shoot, Saturday, Feb. 17, 1906.
O. R. Dickey, Mer.

Club

the

Gun
Club.
The
latter team
are the scores
and shooters.

Suburban Gun Club—G. Wylie 27, Wintjer 23, Flournay 32, W. Wylie 18, Morgan 7, Shipman 12; total 119.
Tuckahoe Gun Club—Hodgman 36, R. L. Packard 35,
bseA
38, Conlin 37, Lindwell 6, C. Packard 19; total
its
L. B. TREADWELL, ore Capt: 2: aes

Schoverling, Daly
302-304
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REPAIRING

Special work on Guns and Rifles effected by skilled workmen.

KIRKWOOD

BROS.,

Guns

and _ Sportsmen’s

23 Elm Street, Boston,

Mass.

Supplies
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“THE FINEST GUN IN THE WORLD”
SHOOTS
HARD

[FrEB.
Indianapolis

Gun
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it with any other—the gun will do

the rest.

Sold on its merits, not its reputation.
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*C@OSrPhiladelphia, sPamUaowa-
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Philadelphia

Arms

Company

AUTHORITY

number, transportation,

export,

non-resident

licenses, and other restrictions, for the practical guidance of sportsmen and anglers,
It is revised

to date, and

is correct

and

reliable.
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vs. MISSING.

By S. T. Hammond

(“Shadow”).

Cloth.

Price, $1.

Mr. Hammond enjoys among his field companions the
repute of being an unusually good shot, and one who is
particularly successful in that most difficult branch of
upland shooting, the pursuit of the ruffed grouse or
partridge.
This prompted the suggestion that he should
write down for others an exposition of the methods by
which his skill was acquired.
The result is this original
manual of “Hitting vs. Missing.’”’
We term it original,
because, as the chapters will show, the author was selftaught; the expedients and devices adopted and the
forms of practice followed were his own.
This then may
be termed the Hammond system of shooting; and as it
was successful in his own experience, being here set
forth simply and intelligibly, it will prove not less effective with cthers.
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THEIPOCKET
Morocco.

Price,

PUBLISHING

RENNER

50 cents.

The ‘Pocket Kennel Record” is, as its name implies, a
handy book for the immediate record of all eyents and
transactions which take place away from home, intended
to relieve the owner from the risk of trusting any important matter to his memory.
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CORRESPONDENCE.
The Forest AND STREAM is the recognized medium of
entertainment,
instruction
and
information
between
American
sportsmen.
The editors invite communications on the subjects to which its pages are devoted.
Anonymous
communications will not be regarded. The
editors are not responsible for the views of correspondents.

Three Copies,

$7.50.

Five

Terms:
For
month.
Rates

Copies, $12.

Remit by express money-order, registered letter, money
order or
draft payable to the Forest and Stream Publishing Company.
The paper may
be obtained of newseryeele throughout the United
States, Canada and Great
ritain.
Foreign
Saeed
a
and
Sales
Agents—London:
Davies & Co., 1
Finch Lane; Sampson,
Low & Co.;
Paris:
Brentano’s.
Foreign terms:
$4.50
per
year;
$2.25 for six months.

RECEIPTS.

The receipt of the paper with date on the wrapper
address label constitutes a receipt for money sent us for
a new subscription or a renewal.
The date on the
wrapper tells when your subscription will expire. Please
note this date and renew at least two weeks before expiration of subscription.

Inside pages, 20 cents per agate line. Special rates for
three, six and twelve months.
Eight words to the line,
fourteen lines to one inch.
Advertisements should be
received by Saturday previous to issue in which they
are to be inserted.
Transient advertisements must invariably be accompanied by the money, or they will not
be inserted.
Reading
notices,
seventy-five
cents per
Only advertisements
of an approved
character
| line.
inserted.

Display Classified Advertising.
Hotels,
Summer
and Winter
Resorts.
Instruction,
Schools, Colleges, etc.
Railroad and Steamship Time
Tables.
Real
Estate, For Sale and To Let.
Seeds and
Shrubs.
‘Taxidermists.
The Kennel, Dogs, etc.
Wants
and Exchanges.
Per Agate line, per insertion, 15 cents
Three months, 18 times, 10 cents per line.

FOREST AND STREAM PUB. CO.,
346 Broadway, New York.
MEN

I HAVE

FISHED

WITH.

By Fred Mather.
A handsome volume, printed on laid
paper, bound in green and gold, and illustrated with a
new portrait of Mr. Mather, and with portraits of the
“men” of whom he writes so delightfully.
272 pages.
Postpaid, $2:
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Dr. S. H. Moore defeated Mr. Thomas Southern in
the fourth contest for the English Hotel cup by the
Moore 79, Southern 67.
following score:
Dr. Moore was
Both contestants shot in poor form.
challenged by Mr. W. T. Nash, former president of the
the date of the
accepted;
was
The challenge
club.
contest is Feb. 17 at 2 P. M.
Visitors were Mr. Fred Foster, and Mr. Henry 5S.
Mr. Craft secured the only
city.
York
Craft, New
The weather was clear and
straight of the afternoon.

raged

A Digest of the Statutes
of the United States and
Canada
governing the
taking of game and fish.
Compiled from original
and official sources for
the practical guidance of
sportsmen and anglers.
The Brief is complete; it
covers all the States and
Provinces, and gives all
provisions as to seasons
for fish and game, the|
imitations as to size or

are wise”’
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“If you

Club.

INDIANAFOLIS, Ind., Feb. 3.—In the third contest for
the English Hotel cup between Dr. S
Moore and
S. B. McCrory, Dr. Moore was the winner.
Scores as
follows:
Moore
....- 24 21 19 20—84
McCrory
.. 19 21 18 24—82
The winner was challenged by Mr. Thomas Southern.
The challenge was accepted and Feb. 10 at 2 P. M.,
selected for the contest, of 100 targets each.
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Championship.

On the grounds of the Dover, Del., Gun Club, on
Feb. 7, Mr. Alden B. Richardson, holder of the trophy
emblematic of the championship of Delaware, defended
his title successfully
against another
renowned
trapshooter, Mr. Edward Banks, of Wilmington, Del.
The
scores were up to true championship form, Mr. Richardson scoring 93 to Mrs. Banks’ 90. Mr. Banks was suffering from a severe cold, which no doubt had some hampering effect on his shooting.
The contest evoked keen
interest on the part of the Delaware shooters.
The weather conditions were slightly unfavorable.
The 100 targets were shot in strings of 25, In the first
round each broke 23.
In the second round Mr, Richardson broke 22 against 21 for Mr. Banks.
In the third
round he broke 23 against 22 for his opponent, and in the
last round he make 25 straight.
The scores:
A B Richardson.
sce os «secoeeee
ener 23° 22-238) 26
93
Edward /Banks) ccc s cece
eee enti
23° 21 22) 24
90
It is likely that the next championship race will be
between Mr. Richardson and C. L. Terry, of Camden, as
the latter is anxious for a chance at the title.
‘
A team race between Wawaset and Dover was an intereslting added feature.
The Dover shooters were those
who shot on the Wilmington team in the recent tri-city
contest.
There were three men on each team, 50 targets
per man, and these scores were made:
Wawaset—Squire 45, McHugh 40, Banks 47; total 182.
Dover—Terry 37, Reed 42, Richardson 46; total 125.

Northern

Kentucky

Gun

Club.

BELLEVUE, Ky., Feb. 3.—At the weekly shoot of the
Northern Kentucky Gun Club to-day there was a fair
attendance.
The day was dark, with a stiff breeze blowing, which interfered with the flight of targets and made
shocting difficult.
It was a case of shake right to hit.
Tournament and live-bird shoot, Feb. 22.
Shot at. Brk.
Gold Tres aaislalee
Miles arene
50
11
1S RUE PA Gdesagonac 75
3
Willinger ....s. 50
24
Walia Sites stewie 75
28
Flanigan! @e.ine6 50
3
Gowling eis
75
42
Cunningham ..... 25
13
Hye Wiatiere
reine cietalatets 50
22
Bluh* cy
eee 25
16
Frosty eiicntacaait 50
23
Sache... necsnteeun 25
17
Gro. W. Frost, Sec’y.

PUBLISHERS’

DEPARTMENT.

The famous fluted spoon baits manufactured by G. M.
Skinner, of Ciayton, N. Y., are known all along our
Northern waters, and in many parts of the world besides.
For example, they have taken a medal at the Industrial
Exhibition at Bergen, Norway, in 1898. From very small
beginnings the manufacture of these lures has increased,
until now a number of different sorts of bait are made,
not only for trolling, but for casting, fly-fishing and
other purposes.
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17, 1900.|
Emerald

Gun

Club.

Fes. 7.—The Emerald
Gun Club shoots for August,
September and October, 1905, are appended.
Mr. L. H.
Schortemeier was high; he scored 28 out of the total of
30

shot

at.

The weather was very cold.
It was cloudy in the
morning and clear in the afternoon.
A strong rightquartering wind blew from about 8 o’clock.
The birds
were a very fast lot. A good chicken dinner was served.
August scores:
Schov’rling,30.0020*22221—
A Barry, 30...0202022200—
Dreyer, 25....0000010211—
G Hudson, 28.112111*220—

T Short, 28...2102022012— 7
M Riers’n, 28.1211112122—10

H

30.1220222112—

9

Sch’t’m’i’r, 31.1021211222—
H Koegel,230.*2212*1010—

9
6

W

Koegel,
Catton,

P

September scores:
T Short, 28...2221221201—
M Riers’n, 28.*011111100—
Sch’t’m’i’r, 31.*212121222—
W Catton, 28..1*11012011—

May,

28....10222*0110—

J Fischer,

28.0211221111— 9
9
6
9
7

28.110211010*—

28..1012022222—

8
7
8
5

W

J Fischer,

7

6

Schov’rling,30.2222222220— 9

Rod

and

Gun

Buckwalter — Muller.
THE match at 100 live birds each at Holmesburg Junction, Feb. 6, resulted in a victory for Mr. H. E. Buckwalter.
He defeated his opponent, Mr. Fred Muller, by
the score of 8&7 to 85. The weather was cold, and the
birds were a superior lot.
The match was closely contested from start to finish.
The scores:
PEDPREVIRCK Wall Or yrsrerclsyc.n10:s
00'sod2222*2222122222202222*022—21
0222*22222222222222*21222—22
0222202022222202222222222—21
22.22222022222222222202222—23—87
DR PAVE SUG teateiicls crpiciclo e's(s.s'0 + 2 22.2022222222022222*222222—22
222.22022202*2222222222222—22
2222002220222222222220202—20
22.22222022222022020222222—21—85

{ Because of the interruption
scores have been deferred.

Yacht

of Lincoln’s

Birthday

many

Construction

and Rigging.
A

complete manual of practical Boat and Small Yacht
Building.
With two complete designs and numerous
diagrams and details.
By Linton Hope.
177 pages.
Cloth.
Price, $3.

The author has taken two designs for practical demonstration, one of a centerboard boat 19 ft. waterline, and
the other a cruising cutter of 22ft. waterline.
Both designs show fine little boats which are fully adapted to
American requirements.
Full instructions, even to the
minutest detail, are given for the building of both these
boats.
The information is not confined to these yachts
alone; they are merely taken as examples; but what is
said applies to all wooden yacht building according to
the best and most approved methods.
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This cut is a reproduction of our handsome 10-color hanger, size 10 x 23%. As long
as our supply lasts we will furnish these hangers for 8 cents, covering postage.
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First, Second and Third
High Amateur Averages

YORK.

Won by
PARKER GUN

THE

Club.

Rocuester, N. Y., Feb. 7.—The scores of the Eastern
Cigar trophy contest are appended.
On Feb. 22 the
final shoot for it will take place.
On Feb. 14, in addition
to the regular cup contest, R. C. Kershner, the holder of
the Monroe
county
diamond
medal, will defend the
trophy in a 100-target match.
The challenger is Mr. T.
F. Adkin.
The match will be open to all residents of
Monroe county.
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25
Clap eisaisei yA i
a3
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...... LO e
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AIRE Faccnie's. o's 22
2 . 24
Kershner
....... ay
Ap eA
Back scores:
*Bonbright ..... 257
(2) 27
IAAT ‘smsrsiels «isis 22
2
24
EAT
Ciiereitis,
«iesisi 20.
2° 22
Bonbright
22
2
24
yi all shales FAR Cees eA
a
23
iBonbrights....s 22
2
24
PAIN watlatiem eniterse
2
22
isterets) Agereee 18.6,
24
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2) 24
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20
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sewn: 20
2
22
Glare sp cwcdecacs 20°72
22
Bonbright
...-<.22)
2
24
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GUN.

(0 the best shots in the United States and Canada use Letever Guns ?
There must be merit to the advantages claimed for Lefever guns
Improve your score by shooting a Lefever Gun especially bored

-

Totals:
Tom Short
M Rierson
BCR GER Cl rate cisiss v's:s.025
LH
Schortemeier....... 28
WERE
AE Orem cert erewere nies s 22
A A Schoverling........ 24

Rochester

28. .1022222*01—

States

WHY

9

A Barry, 30...1111021021—
Dreyer, 25....2110112010—
G Hudson, 28.22211*2*21—
P May, 28....2100001021—

1905

of the Championship of the United
and Canada, won by the

LEFEVER

6

6

October scores:
T Short, 28..11221021*0— 8
M Riers’n, 28.0110*1*112— 4
H Koegel, 30.2212222222—10
Sch’t’m’i’r, 31.1222212222—10
28..1011*01201—

Emblematic

6
5
4
8

P May, 28....2210101112— 8

J Fischer,

STREAM.

PRELIMINARY HANDICAP
GRAND AMERICAN HANDICAP
GRAND CANADIAN HANDICAP

A Barry, 30...1201102001— 6
Dreyer, 25....1212022001— 7
G Hudson,.28.1111120111— 9

Schov’rling,30.2221202222— 9

Catton,

AND

PUBLISHING

CO.

Grand Canadian Handicap live bird event won by the Parker Gun in the hands of Thos.
Upton, with a score of 34 out of 35.
In the amateur class the three high averages at
and H. D. Kirkover, Jr., all
using the Parker Gun.
The Parker was much in evidence at the Hamilton, Ont., shoot,
January 16 to 19. The Parker Gun is always in evidence, and if you would improve your score, you should shoot no other.
The only absolutely reliable gun in the world.

targets were carried off by C. E. Doolittle, Jay D. Green

PARKER

BROTHERS,

“

31

Cherry

New

Street,

Meriden,

Conn.

York Salesrooms, 32 Warren St.
PLP
DNGRRE LIES AN

DUPONT

SMOKELESS

In the Lead
The

Official

as Usual

Records

show

that:

High Average for the year 1905, The Real World’s Championship,

was won by Mr. Fred

Gilbert, who broke 95.6 per cent. of the 17,065 targets he shot at. Mr. Gilbert, of course, used

DUPONT
WILDFOWL

SMOKELESS
ROWLAND

SHOOTING.

Containing
Scientific
and
Practical
Descriptions
of
Wildfowl; Their Resorts, Habits, Flights, and the Most
Successful Method of Hunting Them.
Treating of the
selection of guns for wildfowl shooting, how to load, aim
and to use them; decoys, and the proper manner of
using them; blinds, how and where to construct them;
boats, how to use and build them scientifically; retrievers, their characteristics, how to select and train
them.
By William Bruce Leffingwell.
Illustrated, 373
pages.
Price, in cloth, $1.50; half morocco, $2.50.

FOREST

AND

STREAM

PUBLISHING

CO.

E.

Danvis

ROBINSON’S ©

Books.

These books have taken their place as classics in the
literature of New England village and woods life.
Mr.
Robinson’s characters are peculiar, quaint and lovable;
one reads of them now with smiles and now with tears
(and need not be ashamed to own to the tears). Mr.
| Robinson writes of nature with marvélous insight; his is
the
ready word, the phrase, to make a bit of landscape, a
|
scene of outdoors, stand out clear and vivid like a
startling flashing out from the reader’s own memory.
|

FOREST

LOG CABINS AND COTTAGES;

How
By

to

AND

STREAM

Build

WILLIAM

and

PUB.

CO.

Furnish

S. WICKS.

Price,

Them.
$1.50.

This work covers the field of building for the woods from the simplest shelters to the most elaborate cottages,
The details and directions are very specific and easily comprehended, and the illustrations
cabins and houses.
Sent postpaid by
are so numerous and so taking that one will be sure to find in them something to his taste.

FOREST
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STREAM

PUBLISHING

COMPANY.
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Yachting News

Smith Hammerless and Ejector

SCHOONER
of

CELEST

Brooklyn,

Notes.

So_p.—Mr.

N.

Y.,

has

Alfred

sold

Richards,

the

auxiliary

schooner Celest to Mr. D. N. Seely, of Pittsburg,
Pa., through the agency of Mr. Frank Bowne
Jones, of New York city. Celest is 85ft. over all,
65ft. waterline, 18ft. 6in, breadth and sit. draft.

Guns: also Hunter One-Trigger

She was built in Norfolk, Va. in 1892. Mr.
Seely will use the yacht along the coast in the

summer

and

in Florida

waters

in the winter.

RRR

GOLD
At the LEWIS

MEDAL

& CLARKE
Ask

Yr’)
e_omeroesrn

for our

HUNTER

New
Ratsey

sails in their City Island loft for the British-built
cutter

EXPOSITION
NEW

owned

by Rear

Commodore

Y. C.

Fred-

The sails are

being made from some material specially woven
It is beautiful cloth
AS
ALPS
ALND
LL
LP? for Mr. William Gardner.
and said to be much finer in wearing and speed
qualities than anything yet produced, either here
or abroad.
Isolde will receive new wire rigging
throughout.
Capt. John Barr, Isolde’s skipper, is
now overhauling the boat’s gear and she will be
in finer condition next season than she has ever
wh
ALS
been.
Ree

COMPANY

FULTON,

Isolde,

erick M. Hoyt, Larchmont

catalogue.

ARMS

SAILs AND RicGcING For ISOLDE..—Messts.
& Lapthorne are making a new suit of

YORK

INS
PAL
OF
a

YALE CorRINTHIAN Y. C.’s Racine SCHEDULE.—
Regatta Committee of the Yale Corinthian Y. C.
has arranged for the following
April 4—First race for David

April 7—Second
April 21—First

The cream of winter sport is fox hunting with hound and

will get but one

April
May
May
May

good chance at Mr. Fox.

he Marlin .25 isa rifle of perfectaccuracy and sureness
of fire, and hasevery JMarr/7r feature not found in any other
gun. This rifle is specially adapted to settled districts where
such game

as coon, badgers, fox, woodchuck, etc., abound, and

will afford many pleasant hours when no other gunning can be
legitimately indulged in.

Lamps

| By Perry D. Frazer.

New York.
With Silver Plated
Locomotive Reflectorsand Adjustable
Attachments.

UNIVERSAL
LAMP,
|
For Sportsmen’s use.
Combines Head}
Jack (Front and Top), Boat Jack, Fishing
Camp, Belt and Dash Lamp, Hand Lantern, etc.
EXCELSIOR
LAMP,
For Night Driving, Hunting, Fishing, etc.
Is adjustable to any kind of dash or vehicle. Sendstamp for Illustrated Catalogue
and address all orders Lamp Department.

“This
Gun

Illustrated.

Cloth, 95 pages.

Price

Two Grand Prizes St. Doe

Exposition
9

Famous
Oil”

Powder
keeps

Residue

bore

from

Guns

RUST

ON

GUNS.
25 Cents.
10 Cents.

J THE MANY-USE OIL C0., |
New

York

City.

Cup.

Memorial

Day race.

race for Graduates’

Cup.

City Y. C.’s house.—Philadelphia
RR E
CRUISER

JANE

So_p.—The

Ledger.

56ft. auxiliary yawl

rigged cruiser Jane, ex Coon, has been sold by
| Commodore Wm. M. Goodbar, of the Memphis
Boat Club, to Messrs. T. C. Hicks, M. Gerf and
A. R. Bartlett, also of Memphis, Tenn., who are
now on a criuse in New Orleans waters with the
vessel.
Jane was built by William Kirk at Toms
Commodore Goodbar is
Rivera eNiae lie in 1899.
now in the market for a 1I25ft. steam yacht, and

Galloway,

who

took

the boat

south

in

boat built by the
Rochelle.
Yacht-

ing is certainly enjoying a healthy growth in the

and

N Write for free sample and test it with
thin oil or any oil you may be using.

6 oz. Can, 2 oz. Bottle,

30—Special

1904, is having a 1ooft. power
| Huntington Mfg. Co. at New

bright.

PREVENTS

|

Robert

CLEANS

N

for Special

RRR

This interesting little volume is a practical guide for the
cruising canoeist—the
man
who wishes to start away
from the city and for a short time to make his canoe
his home.
With this in view, Mr, Frazer, who regards
canoeing as a healthful and economical method of passing away leisure hours, has written briefly, but attractively, of canoes, camping outfits, clothing, firearms and
ammunition, fishing tackle, photography, and in general
| of cruising, camping and all that pertains to this phase
of outdoor life.
Contents:
Pleasures and Advantages of Canoes; Materials of Construction; Paddles; Air Tanks; Sails; Steering Gear; Fittings and Duffle; Camping Outfits; Tents
Without Poles; Recipes for Waterproofing; Sleeping Bag;
Camp Axe; Duffle Bag; A Portable Range; Selecting
Food; W hat to Wear; Firearms and Ammunition; Fishing Tackle; Camera; How to Cruise.
FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO.

28 John Street,
N
S
Cor.
Nassau St.,

race

16—Fourth

NortH Witpwoop
Y. C.—The
North
Wildwood Y. C., of Cape May, N. J., including a
number of prominent Wildwood
residents, will
obtain a charter this week, and it is the intention
to erect a club house as handsome and commodious as any on the coast.
It will be located on
Delaware avenue, at the head
of an artificial
canal, 25ft. deep, which
occupies
the vacated
Seventeenth street, which is tooft. wide and connects with the main channel in the Sound, and
this location will place the house within four or
five blocks of the hotels and business
centers.
The committee has partially decided to plan the
house on the same model as that of the Atlantic

$1.00.

J. CONROY,

race for Officers’ Cup.

May

June 6—Sixth race for Special Cup.
June 9—Fourth race for Graduates’ Cup.
June 13—Special race for Commodore’s Cup.

New Haven, Conn.

Canoe Cruising and Camping,

Reflecting

THOMAS

28—Second race for Officers’ Cup.
2—Second race for Special Cup.
5—Third race for Officers’ Cup.
9—Third race for Special Cup.

June 2—third
>

Patent

Cup.

May 12—Fourth

Mav

The Marlin Firearms Ca,
FERGUSON'S

for Officers’

May 19¢—First race for Graduates’ Cup.
May 23—Fifth race for Special Cup.
May 25—Second race for Graduates’ Cup.

Have you our “Experience Book ”’—it’s chock full of real hunting stories.
Free, with 130-page Catalogue, for 3 stamps postage.
Write to-day.

27 Willow Street

race for David Boies Cup.
race

April 25—First race for Special Cup.

rifle. When the dog brings the yellow fellow around to your
stand at last, it is well to be able to thoroughly trust your rifle, for
you

events:
Boies Cup.

In addition to our extentive and descriptive list of
high class Grass Seeds in our new catologue,
will be found the Clovers, Forage and Economic Seeds, and all other farm and garden
seeds In greatest variety.
Send

for

J.M.

our

1906

Catalogue.
MAILED
application.

THORBURN

36 CORTLANDT

STREET,

Established

1802.

FREE

@
NEW

on

CO.

YORK

South, and it is a good market
of medium size.
eee

for cruising yachts

Wuite LAKE Y. C. Joins L. M. Y. A—The
White Lake Y. C., of White Lake, Mich., organized last year, has joined the Lake
Michigan
Yachting Association.
The White Lake Y. C.

was the sixth club to join the Lake Michigan Y.
A.

Of

the yachting

clubs

on

the

eastern

shore

of the lake the White Lake Y. C. is the most
northerly.
A $5.000 club house is now being
erected for the White Lake Y. C
‘

FEB.

FOREST

17, 1906.]

STEAMER FOR ROSWELL
ExpripGe.—The
114ft.
waterline steamer building at the yard of the
George Lawley & Son
Corp., from designs by
Messrs. Cox & Stevens, is for Mr. Roswell E!dridge, New York Y. C.
Mr. Francis G. Bel-

knap,

who

Stevens,

tion.

is associated

with

is superintending

‘Yachts’

the

Messrs.
vessel’s

Cox

Names.

ago. He had acquired a little combination row
and sailboat, and in its highly varnished state no
seemed

adequate.

came

His wife, a lady of liter-

down

with the disease

at

the same time.
‘Their condition was _ pitiable.
Friends who were immune tried in vain to alleviate their woes.
The worst phase of the disease
was experienced when they tried to use the dictionary as a pharmacopeeia.
The result was the
choice of Sprite.
It left a scar that remains to
this day.
And when Ariel would have spelled

complete

relief.

Too

bad.

More recently I watched the progress of the
disease in its very worst form.
The craft was so
beloved—as every good craft should be—that no
name would suffice.
Or, perhaps, the owner was
secretly deferring a choice until circumstances
should permit the use of a young lady’s name.
This is an equally severe form, according to expert diagnosticians.
He was threatened that the
yacht would be named by others if not by himself. In this age it is too wasteful of time to say
repeatedly “Johnson’s boat” or “Smith’s sloop.”

His punishment for indecision came when, in an
evil moment, this yacht was dubbed Lydia Pinkham, and to-day it is a question whether she will
ever escape the enduring odor of the vegetable
compound.
Naming a boat is not to be done perforce.
One
must be in a receptive mood and wait for the
breath of inspiration.
An instance of this occurred when .I assisted in the adoption of the
name Royal Flush.
It has the great disadvantage
of brimming with braggadocio.
That would ordi-

narily be sufficient condemnation,

stance there were five builders and owners, and
the boat was small enough to bear her name in
a spirit of levity. I suggested Flush, and a chum
added the prefix. It is free from the objection of
being too long, because the last word alone is
used commonly.
The name survives on the transom of a successor, and legitimately, because she
was not laid down until the first Flush had gone
to the marine catacombs.
It is only in such cases
that it is allowable to use a name twice.
In this
case there was the further excuse of keeping
alive the memory of a quite remarkable little
craft, around which cluster a world of pleasant

associations.

It is not hard to name a boat that is so small
as to make no claims to dignity, say under 25ft.

waterline, or above it in the case of open boats.

breathe

for half a generation.

About Club Cocktails
I sometimes

and will
care
to

The lists are al-

ready full. but the supply of good names seems
inexhaustible.
I do not know that Peewee has
ever been used.
Probably Pickaninny has been.
Tonic would do for a doctor’s little racer, or
Item for a newspaper man’s.
Fiddle or Banjo
might suit some owners.
Nugget would be better than Cameo, or some of the other names suggested by precious stones.
Then there’s Blarney,

a brand new one. I think, and it suggests Shindy,
Fracas and the like.
Gimerack was a hit in her day. Why not now
Thingumbob, Trinket or Knickknack, or Bauble,
or Gewgaw, or Gilguy?

drink

a cocktail;

in

fact,

I like

a

Hotels

|
|
|
|
|
|
|

blein

must

make

in

a

“‘batch,’’

led

me

to

this

sort

the

Club

Cocktails

are

made

at

a mixing,

each

article

is

accurately weighed or measured, and the compound is
following an exact formula.
This insures that each and
every cocktail or bottle of cocktails put up shall be precisely correct in its composition.
Again, recalling the
fact that age is necessary to the proper blending of all
liquors, it occurred to me that these bottled cocktails, by
the time they are used by the consumer may have already
been months or even years in bottle, hence that the blending must be perfect.
Reasoning thus, I feel constrained
to

tell

my

readers

about

it, as

I

know

that

a

goodly

number of them enjoy a perfect cocktail.
I have found
the several brands prepared by the Heublein Brothers,
Manhattan, Martini, Whiskey, Gin, Vermouth and York,
all excellent.

The

may

acquire

left for him
a vast

loads, decoys and boats used in the
gives the best account ever published

AND

amount

to
of
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New
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CO.

York.

TRAINING.

Ist.

sea

address

fishing.

Mass.

ideal
lease;
For

Club
ample

House
game

illustrated

BROOKSIDE

booklet

CLUB,

on
preof

Monument

Mass.

Salmon and Trout fishing. Tents, guides, boats
Write BUNGALOW, Grand Lake, Newfound-

and

Outfitter,

SHEFFIELD,
St.

Anthony,

and

Idaho.

References.

Exchanges.

FISHING

salmon fishing wanted
G. P., care Forest and

for the
Stream

coming
7

STREAM

PUBLISHING

“IN TIME OF PEACE
PREPARE
FOR WAR.”
Have you ever been unable to get bait for trolling or
casting just at the time you most wanted it? Why not
be prepared.
For 25 cents silver we will deliver enough
of our ‘“‘Preservo” Liquid to keep 100 shiners 10 years, if
necessary. Guaranteed to keep shiners, smelts or frogs in
perfect condition
until needed.
Reference: _ People’s
National
Bank.
G. A. QUIMBY
& CO., Druggists,
Laconia. N. H.

SALMON

FISHING

For Sale or Lease.—One of the finest salmon
tributary, on the North
Shore of the St.
Room

for

four

rods.

Comfortable

Camp,

two

rivers and
Lawrence.
canoes

and

other camping material.
Over two hundred salmon have
been caught in one season by two rods; average weight
14 pounds.
Apply W. SCOTT, 40 Hospital St., Room 19,
Montreal, Canada.

Canoe
The

Handling and Sailing.

Canoe: History, Uses, Limitations and Varieties, Practical Management and Care, and
Relative Facts. By C. Bowyer Vaux (“Dot”).
Illustrated.
Cloth, 168 pages.
Price, $1.00.
New and
revised
edition,
with
additional
matter.

I)

This treatise is after the modern professional system
of
training.
It combines the excellence of both the suasive
and force systems of education, and contains an exhaus
tive description of the uses and abuses of the spike collar

AND

and

Bay,

TROUT;
Mass., to

SALMON

sport, and
of the re-

Handling and Kennel Management.
By B. Waters.
lustrated.
Cloth,.373 pages.
Price, $2.

FOREST

pond

Some first-class
season.
Answer

and signed by author, $5.00

346 Broadway,

MODERN

’

Buzzard’s

Wants

Price library edition, $3.50.
FOREST

May

Brookside Club House

EDWARD

trieving Chesapeake Bay dog.
About 600 pages, 58 portraits of fowl, 8 full
page plates. and many vignette head and tail
pieces by Wilmot Townsend.
Price, edition de luxe on hand made paper
bound in buckram, plates on India tint paper
copy numbered

until

Tarpon outfits for sale or rent.
Boats and boatmen.
Superior accommodation at Hotel Hidalgo for fishermen
and their families.
Over one thousand tarpon caught
last winter.
See photos at Abbey & Imbrie, 18 Vesey
St., New York.
Address HOTEL HIDALGO, Tampico, Mexico.

Guide

novel information by reading this complete and
most interesting book. It describes, with a portrait, every species of duck, goose and swan
known to North America; tells of the various
methods of capturing each, the guns, ammunition.

each

MEXICO.

lasts

BIRD GRINNELL

the sport that there is nothing
one

Season

NEWFOUNDLAND

No single gunner, however wide his experi
ence, has himself covered the whole broad field
of duck shooting, and none knows so much about
Each

TAMPICO,

Ex-ellent
provided.
land.

AMERICAN |
DUCK SHOOTING
learn.

CO.,

The Finest Tarpon Fishing in
the World is now in Season at

Beach,

RICHMOND.
VA.
Tistab, 1880.
Ref, Broad Street Bank

By GEORGE

Paradise.

MECKLENBURG
MINERAL
SPRINGS
Chase City, Virginia.

particulars,

The Best Smoke For the Pipe

\

Ghe
|

serves;

In America,
Made from Old Vz. Sun-Cured
‘lobacco.
Money refunded if it bites or burns
lo
ai
the Tongue.
Sent prepaid postage
a
7Oc. Pound. Large Sample 10c.
a
JASPER L. ROWE,

Sportsmen

Sportsman’s

WELL
STOCKED
BUZZARD’S
BAY,

Castle Dome Cut Plug

on

Quail, Turkey, Rabbits, Squirrels, Deer.
Kennel of Fine Pointers and Setters.
Kennel of fine
Foxhounds.
Excellent Livery and Guides.
Hotel Modern—steam-heated,
Electric-lighted.
Rooms
single or en suite.
Sun Parlors.
Private Baths.
Baruch System of Medicinal Baths.
Noted
MINERAL
WATERS.—Mecklenburg,
Lithia
and Chloride Calcium, free to guests.
’
Splendid Golf course, Bowling, Riding, Driving.
Write for Booklet and other descriptive literature.

of

reasoning.
Barkeepers, and even one’s self, in mixing
cocktails, necessarily cannot have a uniform and exact
quantity of ingredients in each one.
A few drops more
or less of either ingredient greatly changes the nature of
the product.
In a great laboratory where quantities like

for

OS

THE MECKLENBURG
HOTEL
and GAME
PRESERVES.

cocktail

when toward evening the fatigues of the day begin to
tell on me.
Some people like a cocktail as an appetizer,
but. everybody who likes a cocktail likes a good one.
For a good while I have kept in my house, whether in
the country or in town, the Heublein Club Cocktails in
bottles, more for convenience than anything else. I knew
they were good and I liked them, but just why they
were so good did not occur to me until some one, speaking of the vast quantities of these that the Messrs. Heu-

but in this in-

These craft are more or less ephemeral,
stand for names that one
would
not

tO

What a Famous Editor Says’

construc-

form, and are able to attend to the ordinary and
less important affairs of life.
With others it is
a struggle that leaves them enervated for months,
if indeed it does not weaken their constitutions
forever.
Seeing the struggles of my friends I
have debated on the propriety of opening a little
shop for the sale of genuine hand-made yachts’
names, mail orders to receive special attention.
It might not succeed.
I ask myself whether it
is possible to have the measles for another person.
Perhaps not, but I would rather than to
see a friend suffer as one of them did some years

ary proclivities,

STREAM.

&

NAMING a boat is like measles. It comes some
time to every one of us. Some have it in a mild

name

AND

CO.

A complete

canoe,

manual

Everything

for the management

is made

intelligible

of the

to

the

veriest novice, and Mr. Vaux proves himself one
of those successful instructors who communicate
their own enthusiasm to their pupils.
FOREST

AND

STREAM

PUBLISHING

CO.

FOREST
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STREAM.
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For

Sale.

Field, Cover and Trap Shooting.

BROOK TROUT FOR SALE.

By Captain Adam H. Bogardus, Champion Wing
Shot of the World.
Embracing Hints for
Skilled Marksmen; Instruction for Young
Sportsmen; Haunts and Habits of Game
Birds; Flight and Resorts of Waterfowl;
Breeding and Breaking of Dogs.
Cloth, 444
pages. Price, $2.00.

We have constantly on hand
fine supply of Brook Trout, all
sizes for stocking purposes, Also for table use at 75c. a pound
Visitors privileged to catch own
trout.
PARADISE BROOK
TROUT CO., Parkside, Pa., Henryville Railroad Station.

LIVE

“Field, Cover and Trap-Shooting” is a book of
instruction, and of that best of all instruction,
where the teacher draws from his own rich experience, incident, anecdote and moral to illustrate
and emphasize his teaching.
The scope of the

QUAIL

Western birds only.
Positively no worthless Southern
migratory birds offered.
Also pheasants, etc.
E. B.
WOODWARD, 302 Greenwich St., New York.
LIVE
WILD
WHITE
CANADIAN
WALTER
R. SOPER, Bucksport, Me.

BROOK
fry

seernge

two-year-olds,

for

Address NEW ENGLAND

FARM,

Mass.

BROOK

stocking

TROUT

Turkey and Deer Shooting. The Art of Shooting
Shooting Dogs—Breeding and
on the Wing.
Pigeon Shooting—Trap-Shooting.
Breaking.

FOREST

It will
eggs,

pay
fry

Sam

Mass.

you

or

to

in

any

with

me

quantity.

Sam

Lovel

and

before

Huldah

safe delivery anywhere.
Crystal Spring
L. B. HANDY, So. Wareham, Mass.

Trout

are

two

of the

in the series, and

the boy is young Sam, their son, who grows
under the tuition of the coterie of friends that
know so well, becomes a man just at the time
the Civil War and carries a musket in defense
what he believes to be the right.

buying

guarantee

a

Farm

for

BROOK
TROUT
eu
and _ lakes.
trout eggs in any quantity, warranted delivered anywhere
in fine condition.
Correspondence solicited.
THE PLYMOUTH
ROCK TROUT CO.
Plymouth, Mass.

FOREST

&7 STREAM

By Allen Kelly. Paper, 209 pages.

Price, 60 cents.

roused to life by a recent criticism of Mr. Seton,

of pretty much any author.
FOREST

RENT

for the season of 1906.
One of the best Salmon rivers in
Canada.
Good fishing guaranteed.
For further particulars address ALFRED
A. ADAMS,
96 FRANKLIN
St... NEW YORK.
if

$10,000.

plenty

body of water
puter kitchen,
$20,000.
250

acres,

of

fruit

150

papers
STREAM.
Contents:

trees,

three

running

streams

with

large

and

beautiful

B.

BR OADWAY.

CO.

ACKERLY.

reprinted
from
the
ForEsT
AND
Paper, 45 pages.
Price, 15 cents.
J. Haunts and Habits; Where the

and Migration;

Where

They

II.

Go to Breed

|

FOREST

&

STREAM

PUB.

CO.

tender.
Names

fall into classes

Camp Life in the Woods.

_ or Slouch,

AND

like yachts

STREAM

PUB.

CO.

themselves.

or Mecca,

or even

Nicotine.

Hashish

is an attenuation. Wink or Whiff would do for a
little rater, but would ridicule a seagoing ketch.
Many a good name has been drawn from the

Gust,

this

it depends

Fluke,

supply

on.

Un-

is limited, but the vein
Windward was
| still holds rewards for delvers.
a fine thing in its day. Four Winds is even better.
But why not Fair Wind?
Then there’s
Catspaw

and

Williewaw.

This: lat-

ter has a better derivation than one thinks at first.
Of nouns there is likewise a scarcity. But have
we had a Lance?
Other weapons will be sug-

These need no professional guide.
that

such

stupid

names

It

are chosen,

limitless

field offered

by nature.

force, and they have afforded the best list of
names ever carved or painted.
One thinks at
once of Reliance.
The British navy has borrowed

thunder from this source. There’s room here for
the owner to fit himself as well as his boat. Wayward and Wilfull are suggested, and Winsome,
to keep near the end of the alphatbet.
Omega
itself would be modest enough for anyone.

Some
Zigzag,

names Suggest the uses
for instance.
Fol-de-rol

of the craft—
wouldn’t look

bad on an arch board, or screwed to a pilot house’

So far we haven’t dipped into foreign language,
but it is permissible
Mariposa.
Spanish

any word

if you have no
French comes
little.
There’s
rich mine, and
ore.
And this

if you pluck such a posy as
and Italian are best.
Al-

from

these

tongues

will suffice,

pride to deter you from thieving.
next, and even German helps a
Gltick. Japanese has proved a
will continue to yield high grade
brings us to Indian nomenclature.

It’s all right within bounds.
Hiawatha is a little overworked, though Nahma shines undeniably. Indian filtered through locality has been responsible for successes, as witness Genessee.
only blaze a tree here and there.
The South

I
is

rich in Creole and Indian and Spanish names.
And Arcadia, taken as a frame of mind, was a
good one for the steel yawl that bears it.
The catboat can have a nomenclature of her
own.

Pussy

has

so

many

characteristics

that

afford suggestions.
Grimalkin is a new one.
Singe-cat has been used. Yowler would do for
a catboat owner who abhors cats.
The yawl,
too, can have something appropriate, and the
motor boat.
For the latter why not Spunk, or
boarder

And the Tricks of Trapping and- Trap Making.
Containing hints on camp shelter, all the tricks and bait
receipts of the trapper, the use of the traps, with inpopenons for the capture of all fur-bearing animals.
By W. Hamilton Gibson.
Illustrated.
Cloth, 300 pp.
Price, $1.00.

FOREST

a diversion, and

Coupon could be
is desired for a

What suits a Cape cat may be rank for a cruising
Even houseboats deserve peculiar
| motor boat.
consideration.
Siesta is a suggestion for an ark,

Hysterics?
launch, and

YORK.

BEAUTIFUL
CANADIAN
SUMMER
HOME.
Rocky Point, on Lake Temiskaming; 202 acres.
Luxuriously furnished house.
Bath, hot and cold water, cottage
for servants and guides. Three porches; tool shop; yacht
house containing 35-foot cabin yacht and fourteen boats
and canoes.
Fine hunting and fishing. Admirably adapted
for a club house or school camp.
Situated 300 miles
Se of Toronto.
One-half hour from railroad station.
. C.NEWELL, 409 Chestnut St., Philadelphia, Pa. 7

Deficit would create

it has an opposite—Dividend.
used in case a separate name

most

of Each Species.
V. Localities; Where to Go to
Shoot Them.
VI. Blinds and Decoys; How to
Shoot
Them
After
You
Have
Reached
the
Grounds.

and

South
front
on
orchard and ele-

NEW

PUB.

‘and Where to Spend the Winter.
III. A Morn| ing Without the Birds; An Episode of Shore
Shooting.
IV. Nomenclature; A List of Our
American Species of Limicole, with a Description

that covers 100 acres, house 6 rooms and
barns, sheds, all in good order.
Price,

Country Road, cleared land, woodland,
gant trout stream.
Price $100 per acre.

O.

Six

Range

About 140 acres, Suffolk County.
Railroad Station %4
mile.
About 10 acres under cultivation, 30 acres woodland,

STREAM

Bay Birds Live and What They Do at Home.

S0 acres of land, including over 2,000 feet of the finest
Trout Stream on Long Island, with Fisherman’s camp.
Price

&

Shore Birds.

SALE.

FISHING PRESERVES
On Long Island

With the merits of this controversy “our-

selves have naught to do,” but the matter in Mr.
Kelly’s book is excellent, interesting and worthy

everal good salmon rivers, on the North Shore of the
St. Lawrence, offered for short or long lease.
For pariculars apply to the LABRADOR
COMPANY,
Room
io)
Loaf?
ee
3, 40 Hospital St., Montreal, Canada.

FOR

Mr.
was

the question being where Mr. Seton got his material for his bear stories, for a number of people
suggested that it was taken
from
Mr.
Kelly’s

_ SALMON FISHING

once.

Then there are the nouns having an adjectival

A few thousand for February, March and April delivery.
Please order quickly.
E. B.
WOODWARD, 302 Greenwich 'St., New York.

book.

boat

and there is so much borrowing when you think

Others.

FOR

Bumblebee.

is wonderful

Bears I Have Met—And

FISHING

for a motor

The limit of this sort of nonsense would be
reached by Name.
For longer names there is Roustabout and

the stars.

*PUBMCO:

After some years of peaceful
slumber,
Kelly’s most excellent book of bear stories

At least

gested—Derringer, Cutlass, Bullet and so forth.
up
Six-Shooter has been used effectively.
But not
we | 41) the names of this kind have been shot off yet.
of | Then, without resorting to mythology, there is
of
an immense field among the flowers, the birds and

Live Quail Colorado Top Knots

SALMON

used

of the almost

Proverte: yon ‘Salam

don’t wear.

not unless they are inspired by such genius as is
illustrated by Woodpile.
That was a masterly
stroke, and I expect to see it followed by Dustpan, Makin’s, Pantalets, Shoestring, Wastebasket,
Crate and a raft of other inferior imitations.
—
Here are some suggestions for better ones:
Thirst—wouldn’t that hit off some yachts, not to
say owners?
Or Three Sheets, or Prosit? Foolish might be worth the derision it would excite.
Silly would follow that. How’s Wart, or Thing?
Now and This are suggested, and It. Also What.
Then there’s Tub and Cub.
I think Kid was

fortunately

Englander with so much insight as has Mr. Robinson.

names

sport itself, and the elements

Lovel’s Boy.

characters of the earlier books
I

ages

PUB. CO.

By Royland E. Robinson.
Price, $1.25.
Sam Lovel’s Boy is the fifth of the series of
Danvis books.
No one has pictured the New

TROUT.

correspond

yearlings

& STREAM

a

THE
BROOKDALE
TROUT
CANNOT
BE BEAT
for stocking ponds and streams.
For the next few
weeks we will make fyne. low price on young fry and
large fish.
Also fly-fi
BROOKDALE "TROUT CO., Kingston, Mass.

BROOK

by

and Snipe Shooting.
Golden Plover, Curlew and
Gray Plover.
Wild Ducks and Western Duck
Shooting.
Wild Geese, Cranes and Swans.
Wild

TROUT

FOR
SALE—BROOK
TROUT.—FINE
HEALTHY
Fish of all sizes. sabe eggs in season.
Warranted delivered
anywhere,
represented.
Correspondence
solicited.
BAY SIDE. TROUT FARM
(A. B. Savary),
Wareham,

shown

Guns and Their Proper Charges.
Pinnated
Grouse Shooting.
Late Pinnated Grouse Shooting. Quail Shooting in the West. Ruffed Grouse
Shooting.
Shooting the Woodcock.
The Snipe

of all ages for stocking lakes and streams.
Brook trout
eggs in their season.
For the next_30 or 60 days I will
make prices on yearlings very low. FURNACE BROOK
HATCHERY
(E. L. Maglathlin), Kingston, Mass.

East

work of nearly 500 pages—is

this list of chapters:

tf

TROUT. |

and

brooks and lakes.

Plympton,

book—a

cheap.

Hares

Frankly, humorous

cases,

what

Rah-rah
for a

better

would do for a coaching
flat, round-bowed
center-

than

Slapstick?

as a fleet of one-design

In

some

boats, there

could

be similarity throughout. A pair could be called
Chills and Fever.
And now we come to the confessedly most
difficult

class—the

sentimental.

spair of certain minds.

This

is the

de-

This the reef they bring

FEB.

17,

FORESS

1900.]

AND

he called Distant Shore.

seeker?

Lone-of-Soul

suggestion.

all the others to be obof blood-thirsty fiction.

Yeoman would befit a 2,000-ton steam yacht. Just
over the border is irony, and we have completed
the circle.
Here we have Black Care, and a host

of names

from Ibsen and Hauptmann.

owning

a boat, I should

on

The water’s fine!

in!

like to name

Next

her.

to

Come

ELECTED.

Western Division.—so42, Charles F. Rich, Detroit, Mich., 5043, Will
S. Reynolds,
Detroit,

Mich,;

5044, Wallace
NEW

H. Piggott, Chicago,

MEMBERS

Ill.

PROPOSED.

Atlantic Division—J. W. Brouner and Henry
C. Hauser, both of Balitmore, Md., and both by

W. N. Fox; Henry C. Beauchamp,

Brooklyn,

Robert

C. Eddy, Milwaukee,

Wis., by W.

H. Yardley; Winfred Esch, Milton Miessner, W.
C. Rohde and Stanley Thatcher, all of Milwaukee, Wis., and all by A. W. Friese.

PRESIDENT

ROOSEVELT

of the A. C. A.:

JAN.

19, 1900.

My Dear Mr. Crosby:
I accept
the honorary
membership
in the
American Canoe Association with great pleasure,
and I wish to thank you not ony for the compliment but for.the letter you sent me notifying me
of my election.
With all good wishes, believe me,
Sincerely yours,
THEODORE ROOSEVELT.
(Signed)

Mr.

WILLIAM W. Crospy,
Secretary American Canoe
86

Passaic

“YACHT

AND

only

of the

BOAT

late

Passaic,

N. J.

Dixon

Kemp’s

SAILING,”

published at $12.00, for $9.00, delivery
standard book by a standard author.

prepaid.

This

is a

Contains a great number of new subjects, and the lines
of many boats never before published, the total number
of plates exceeding 100, beside more than 350 wood cuts
in the text.
Contents:
Selecting a Yacht.
Examination of the Yacht.
Building a Yacht.
Equipment of the
Yacht.
Seamanship.
The Management of Open Boats.
The General Management of a Yacht.
The Rules of the
Yacht Racing Association.
Yacht Racing: Handling of
a Yacht in a Match.
Centerboard Boats.
Centerboard
Boats for Rowing and Sailing.
Sails for Centerboard
Boats.
Small
Centerboard
Yachts.
Mersey
Sailing
Boats.
Clyde Sailing Boats.
Belfast
Lough
Boats.
Dublin Bay.
Kingstown Boats.
Cork Harbor Boats.
Itchen Boats.
Falmouth Quay Punts.
Thames Bawley
Boats.
Lake Windermere Yachts.
Yachts of the Norfolk
Broads.
Small Yachts and Boats of the Y. R. A. Rating.
Single-handed Cruisers.
Types of Sailing Vessels, etc.

FOREST

AND

STREAM

a time
order.

(or

FOX

HOUNDS,

Partridge
Maine.

Dogs

RABBIT

HOUNDS,

that stay at tree.

Coon

PUB.

CO.

Gold Medal & Highest Award
Gold Medal & Highest Award

SPRATT’S

3

AM.
Manufacture

PATENT
(LTD.)

specially

Hounds,

B. L. CALL,

Dexter,

Ferrets,
Anh eS

DOG

BLOODHOUNDS.
I seli pups that are Bloodhounds in character and
breeding.
They will honor their name in the show-ring
or on the trail.

ON

DR.

Mailed

FREE

DANBURY,

FEED.

to any address

H. CLAY GLOVER, D. V. S.,

IMPROVED SPIKE COLLAR,

~

:
WA
/
~'¢f

For use in dog training. Price, $2.00.
mail, $2.10. Send for circular.
B.

Bloodhound
*%
“
%&

CONN.

Have Youa Dog?

by the author.

1278 Broadway, New York.
Sw

346

Imperial
Kennels,

KNOX,

AND

TO

for

PUPPIES,

CATS,
RABBITS,
POULTRY,
PIGEONS,
GAME,
BIRDS,
FISH.

Cae

DISEASES

HOW

foods

Write an Catalogue, ae
Culture,”’ with practical
chapters on the feeding, kenneling and management of
dogs, also chapters on cats.
450Market St., N
Keo Neds
Spratt’ 8 Patent ( 714 S. 4th St. ok naic: Mon
(America) Ltd.
1324 Valencia St., San Francisco, Cal.

CLEARANCE SALE.—I have a number of well broken
dogs in pointers, setters and hounds that I will sell
cheap rather than carry them over.
GEO. W. LOVELL,
Middleboro, Mass.

BOOK

prepared

DOGS,

For Sale.—Full-blood English BEAGLE Hounds, Hunters that are hunted.
OAKLAND BEAGLE KENNELS,
Pouatiac, Mich.

AM
<8

Then let us send you Polk Miller’s
celebrated Book on Dogs; How to
Take Care of Them: the eloquent Senator Vest’s masterful Tribute to
a Dog, and mos Yellew Dog’s Love
' for a Nigger” (famous poem). We will
send you allof the above for 10c just to advertise
Sergeant’s
Famous
Dog
Remedies.
Address
POLK
MILLER
DRUG
CO. 859 Main St. Richmond,
Va.

WATERS,

Broadway,

New

AT STUD
Boston Terrier Edgewood

Tacidermists.

York.

Benny,

UY

ETE

J. KANNOFSKY,
ee GLASS BLOWER

Perfect head color,
by Champion Butte, 2 years, 17 lbs.
markings,
disposition.
Winner
at Trenton, Pittsburg,
White Plains.
First 10 bitches’ booked will be bred at $5
each. One of the surest dogs at stud, rarely ever missing.
VINE COTTAGE KENNELS, West Haven, Conn.

HORSE
By

Association,

Ave.,

Yacht Book Bargain.
We offer a few copies
rtionumental work

St.Louis World’s Fair, 1904:
Paris Exposition, 1900:

Special.

head 2 cents a word,
Cash must accompany

has been elected an hon-

orary member of the American Canoe Association.
The following letter
of acceptance
has
been received from President Roosevelt by the

Secretary

Ads under this
cents in capitals).

N.

Y., by F. C. Moore; Harry F. Noah, New York
city, by H. J. Dietrich.
Western Division—W. W. Hinkley, Chicago,
by A. W. Friese; F. W. Hansen and Robert J.
Souci, both of Chicago and both by W. H. Pig-

gott;

Kennel

26 and 28 Vesey St., New York City

Proprietor

Pigeons,
Sporting
and Pet Dogs
for _ sale.
Stamp
for reply.
Be ian Hares and Swine.
YDT, Athens, Bradford, Co., Pa.

A. C. A. Membership.
MEMBERS

Excelsior Wire and Poultry Supply Company, Dept. A. O.
W. V. RUSS,

Norwegian bearhounds,
Irish wolfhounds, deer and cat
hounds.
English ploodneuuda. American foxhounds.
4cent stamp for illustrated catalogue.
ROOKWOOD
KENNELS,
Lexington, Ky.

Canoeing.
NEW

Backus Dog Crates, perfectly ventilated, Buffet for feed and water cup attached.
The best
and lightest crate in use. A complete assortment of Sergeant’s, Glover’s, Dent’s, Johnson’s
Austin’s, Excelsior, Old Grist Mill, Ideal ‘and Spratt’ s Dog
and Spratt’s Dog Medicines.
and Puppy Cakes.
Collars, Whips, Leads, Chains, Brushes, Books, etc: A complete list in
our immense 162 page Illustrated Catalogue, mailed free.

This is from memory,

is an extreme

There’s Derringdo and
tained from a perusal

287

KENNEL “SUPPLIES

up on all standing.
A success here is a success
indeed.
I am reminded of Mr. Rose’s English
yacht, built, it was said at the time, to challenge
for the America’s Cup after Dunraven.
Rose
was from Australia, and had won on a horse that
but I think I have it right. The names applied to
his yacht was a coup.
You like it better the
longer you know it, the real test of sufficiency
in a name.
:
What can we do for the sentimental owner?
Mr.
Rose’s
success
prompts
Whither.
Then
would
not
Lang
Syne
suit
some
distressed

STREAM.

AND HOUND

Roger D. Williams,
Hunt Club; Keeper
National

Foxhunters’

Master of Foxhounds,
Foxhound Stud Book;
Association;

Iroquois
Director

Official

Judge,

Brunswick Hunt Club.
“Horse and Hound”
is encyclopedic in all that_pertains to foxhunting.
It has chapters as follows:
Hunting.
The
Hunter.
Schooling
of
Hunters.
CrossCountry
Riding,
Falls.
Women
in the Field.
The
Hound.
History and Origin of the American Hound.
Breeding

and

Raising

Horses.

The

Kennel.

Scent.

The

Fox.
Tricks and Habits of the Fox.
In the Field.
Hunt Clubs.
The style is clear and crisp, and every
chapter abounds with hunting information.
The work is
profusely illustrated.
Price, $2. 50.
FOREST

AND

STREAM

PUBLISHING

CO.

Poultry Magazine,
Monthly, 50 to 100 pages, its writers
are the most successful ‘Poultrymen
and women inthe United States.
Itis

. The POULTRY TRIBUNE,

+ nicely illustrated, brimful each month
« of information on How to Care for
Fowls and Make the Most Money with
them.
In fact so good you can’t afford
to be without it. Price,50 cents per year. Send at once
for freesample and SPECIAL OFFER TO YOU.

R. R. FISHER, Pub., Box 51, Freeport, lil.

and Manufacturer of
Artificial eyes for birds, animals and manufacturing purposes a specialty.
Send for prices. All kinds of skulls for
the fur trade.
369 Canal St., New York.
Please mention Roase AND STREAM.

SAVE

YOUR

TROPHIES.

Write for our Illustrated Catalogue,

“Heads and Horns.
It gives directions for preparing and preserving Skins,
Antlers, etc. Also prices for Heads and Rugs, Birds and
Fish, and all kinds of work in Taxidermy.

‘Ward's Natural Science Establishment,
ROCHESTER, N. Y.
ROWLAND.

TAXIDERMIST,
A

specialty

in mounting Moose, Elk, Caribou
heads.
Call and examine work.

No. 182 SIXTH
Tel.

4205 Chelsea.

Near

13th

and

Th

AVENUE,
St.,

NEW

YORK.

4

We

Have

FINE GUNS

Them

Scott,

The Model 1906, Extra Light Weight, .22
Caliber Winchester Repeating Rifle. Price $8.50

Greener,

All the Prominent ENGLISH
and AMERICAN MAKES

Purdey,
Jos. Lang @
Son,
(of London), Parker, Smith, Lefever,
Remington, Ithaca, Etc.
Other

The Winchester Model 1906.is a compact, light weight, take down rifle,
handling .22 Short Rim Fire Cartridges only.
It is attractive in appearance

Guns

Taken

and outline, and in accuracy, reliability of operation and finish it is fully up to
the established Winchester standard. The repeating and take-down systems
used in this rifle are simple, positive and thoroughly

entire satisfaction.
sporting front sight
over all and weighs
inches long, with a

tried, having always

the use

given

This rifle is made with a 20-inch round barrel fitted with a
and an adjustable open rear sight. It measures 3534 inches
about 5 pounds; has a handsome straight grip stock 12%
drop at comb of 15¢ inches and at heel 23¢ inches, finished

witn a rubber butt plate.
The magazine holds 15 cartridges.
lifles can be furnished only according to the above specifications.

mend

of Winchester

.22

Caliber

Short

: SS

Smokeless,

Greaseless,

or

OUR

SPECIALTY :

163-165

SPORTING

Washington

GOODS

St., Boston,

CO.,

Mass.
Also

Without

any

WARNING
One of New York’s big water mains burst under Fifth Avenue and the Niagara
Water entered the basement of our new store at 349 Fifth Avenue, opposite
the Waldorf-Astoria, and within a few minutes we had tourteen feet of water
in the whole spacious room. We had almost finished our new costly mahogany
fixtures on the ground floor, and our incomparable stock «f fine Francotte guns

and New Model

‘Knockabout’”’ Guns, Mauser

as Mannlicher-Shoenauer

‘

HIGHEST GRADE GUNS
Some very light

JOHNSON

=

SSS

Model 19c6
We recom—

Winchester .22 Short black powder cartridges in this rifle.

IVER

©

in Trade
Send 6 cents in
stamps for Catalogue and List of
Second-Hand

Rifles and Pistols, as well

rifles were upstairs. and the finest and largest steck

of high-grade ** Smith ” Guns which is probably carried by any dealer in this

Country, Fine Fishing Tackle and Photographic Goods were also out of
harm’s way.
Many other goods down-stairs were being whirled around for
hours in the basement salesroom like a canoe in Niagara’s whirlpool.
Large

shipments of the finest imported English Leather Goods, Luncheon Baskets
and a full stock of the finest Athletic Goods, Tennis Goods, and a fully
equipped Golf Department and many other articles received their baptism in
the new place.
Carpenters were at work in the basement and our fixtures here
were almost completed.
‘The force of the water was such that it burst the steel

and cement wall separating us from the Billings basement, and partitions and
wall were forced some sixty feet north. The wreck in these goods is complete,
and we herewith notify our many friends and customers that while our Gun and
Ammunition business has not been crippled in the least, our Golf, Tennis

weights

just received.

WM. READ @ SONS

Send for List of High-Grade
Second-Hand Guns.

107 Washington

Highest

Established 1826

Quality

Fishing

Tackle.

St., Boston, Mass.
The Old Gun House

SECOND-HAND TRUNK
SHAPED GUN CASES
Each year there accumulates through the purchase of second-hand guns, a number of first-rate trunk-shaped gun cases that we can offer at special bargains.
Each one is worth more than the money asked, and the price will largely
determine its approximate age, condition and style.
_No. 1.
Best English leather-covered oak case, solid brass corners, red flannel
lined, with full spacing for implements.
Measurements:
3344 in. long, 10in. wide,
344 in, deep, for 30-in. barrels.
Best stitched handle, best English spring lock, full
set

of

Pricer

straps,

round

Fors this,

brass

name-plate.

New

cases

like

it we

sell

for

$35.00

Ox) ie o/s0poie eve.els oscin cw pieierolelele se Wlavoigl eh aretoleresale alee telane anne ciate

Net

$10.00

No.
2. English leather-covered oak case, made by Jas. Purdy & Son, of
London.
Full brass corners, heavy stitched handle, spring lock.
Red cloth-lined,
full spacing for implements.
Measurements:
33 in. long, 9144in. wide, 4in. deep,
for 30-in. barrels.
Purdy charges $35.00 for these cases new.
We will sell this
OME

TOT

aviceccco

op ieisia's ce. 6 vele-e/eis wieteleiain access o(eie.o niea /itietetete Iota ote

eta areata

a

$9.00

No. 8. English canvas-covered trunk case, leather-bound, heavy stitched handle,
brass lock. Green cloth-lined, spaced for implements.
Measurements:
32 in. long,
8 in. wide, 84%in. deep. Such cases we sell new for $10.00. Price of this one...$4.00
No. 4. Same case exactly as No. 3, except 324%in. x 8%in. x 3in. outside
measurements for 30-in. barrels, and leather: binding not in quite so good conCcbho
(0)»DR ago(<1 arma
ny Sur nenee
nr ME 8 AE
aan abisccc cc
$3.50

and Athletic Goods Departments, which are new additions to our business,
will be put back some weeks.
Our loss will be more indirect than direct, as we
naturally will be reimbursed for damage done. Our ground floor store, which

No. 5. Solid leather, hand-sewed
English trunk case.
Solid brass corners,
heavy stitched handle, brass lock, green cloth lining; spaced for implements.
Measurements:
32in. long, 84% in. wide, 34 in. deep for 30-in. barrels.
New cases
of ‘this ‘style cost $20.00. ,Price <.i0¢..c' asic esp sve cosletle secstelcetsle ah aralenie ation annarnmmnn $7.00

we endeavor

“No. 6. Solid leather 8-bore trunk case, hand-sewed, heavy brass lock, with
straps, red cloth lined.
Measurements:
37% in. long, 944in. wide, 4in. deep, for
36-in. heavy barrels.
Such a case new would cost $20.00.
Price................ $8.00

to make

the

most

elegant, finest

exclusive

sporting goods

establishment in the world, has not been touched, and in making repairs in
the basement, we expect to make a tew changes, which will make this spacious

salesrcom even better than it would have been without the bursting of the main.
We hope to see our old friends at our new place, which we will occupy
exclusively in a few weeks.

No. 7. Solid leather hand-sewed trunk case for one stock and two sets of
barrels. Green cloth-lined and in fairly good condition.
Measurements:
34 in.
long, 10 in. wide, 4.in. deep, for 32-in. barrels.
Such acase new would cost $15.00, but
it.is.an_odd.,size,.and we. will sell it“for. oo... -c.c0 esl ochdcus 5 lee seieie tele
$3.00

VON LENGERKE & DEIMOLD,

green

349
Opp.

The

FIFTH

Waldorf-Astoria,

MORE

AVENUE
Near

34th

new

Street, New

MARVELS

York

WITH

BALLISTITE
The

best

Shotgun

Smokeless

Powder

No.

on

earth

8

English

cloth-lined,

leather-covered
leather

straps,

oak

trunk

round,

case,

brass

stitched

handle,

name-plate.

spring

Measurements

lock,
382 in.

long, 94 in. wide, 34%4in. deep, dor 30-in. barrels.
A sound, serviceable oak case
that cost new at least $20.00, and is in fair second-hand condition.
Price...... $3.00
No. 9. Solid black leather trunk case, heavy stitched handle, brass lock, red
cloth-lined.
Fully partitioned for implements, ete.
A good sound case that cost
ties sci sleecieeie sales

$3.00

No. 10. Solid leather trunk case, heavy stitched handle, round name-plate,
lock.
Green cloth-lined.
Partitioned for implements.
Measurements:
32 in.
8% in. wide, 3in. deep for 30-in. barrels.
A good, serviceable case, that cost
$15.00. In good second-hand condition.
Without key. Pricé..................-

$12; or $15, and

an very)

fair condition:

Price...

2...

brass
long,
new
$3.00

No. 11.—Solid leather trunk case, reinforced leather corners, stitched handle,
heavy brass lock, dark green cloth lining, extra compartment in lid of case for
several hundred shells. Measurements:
3lin. long, 7 in. wide, 6 in. deep, for 30-in.
barrels.
A serviceable case in excellent condition.
Cost new $15.00 or $18.00.
Price » «ic Se-viecisie aie os 6.0 ye reise fe nivale dalalg oiephe Malta s\atesh ote’ GPs 6,<gctefahece ater ace atcnalw nee
$5.00
No. 12. Solid leather, hand-sewed trunk case, stitched handle, brass lock, dark
green cloth lining, extra compartment in lid for several shells.
Measurements:
33% in. long, Tin. wide, 34%in. deep, for 30-in. barrels.
A good case in very fair
condition.
~Cost- new, $12.00 or.$15.00: 1Price ssad fics.
steolacoco ue crane detaieteiaeraees $4.00

Mr. M. R. McKinnon wins the BALLISTITE Trophy at Watson Park,
Chicago, Ill., February 3d. 1906. This is the sixth successive time this trophy
has been won with BALLISTITE (that was barred out of the Interstate

No. 13. Black English leather-bound trunk case, strap fastening, lock in good
condition, but hasp is gone.
Measurements:
32in. long, Tin. wide, £in. deep,
canvas-lined, and the case in fairly good condition.
Must have cost $6.00 or $8.00
in England.
First one who sends us $1.00 gets it.

Association, because it is foreign).an

Any of the above cases shipped C. O.
receipt of $1.00 to guarantee the charges.

ny other powder equal this?

J. H. LAU@ CO, 7? mer
Agents

for

Send

NOBEL’S

EXPLOSIVES

for ‘‘ Shooting

Facts;’’

CO.,

75

Chambers

Lid.,

Glasgow,

it will interest

Street,

with

privilege

of examination,

on

HENRY C. SQUIRES @ SON,

Scotland

you.

D.,

No.

20

Cortlandt

St...

New

York

City.

CLIMBING
VOL

MT.

KATAHDIN

LXVik-—No. 8.

PHOTOS

PRICE,

TEN

CENTS

OF

WILD

SATURDAY,

FEBRUARY

GAME
24, 1906.

ISHING,
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CATALINA——THE
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CO., 346 Broadway,

SOUTHERN

CALIFORNIA

New York
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AND

STREAM.

THE ROBERTS SAFETY LAUNCH AND YACHT BOILER.
THE

ROBERTS

SAFETY

WATER

TUBE

BOILER

[FEB. 24, 1906.

Nearly 1500 in use.
250 pounds of steam,
Handsome catalugue free.
WORKS:
RED
BANK,
New Jersey.
Cable Address: Bruniva, New York.
Telephone Address: 599 Cortlandt.

COMPANY,

39 and741

Cortlandt

Street,

New

York.

Massachusetts
Boston,
Stream:

Mass.,

Mullins

Steel Boats

Motor Boats, Row Boats, Hunting and Fishing Boats
builtof steel with air chambers in each end like a life boat,
Faster, more buoyant, practically indestructible, don't leak,

dry outand are absolutely safe, They can’t sink. No calking,
no bailing, no trouble.
Every boat is guaranteed.
Highly
endorsed by sportsmen.
The ideal boats for pleasure or sport.
Catalogue describing our complete line of craft sent free on

request.
The W. H. Mullins Co.,

Manual

of the Canvas

Canoe.

By F. R. Webb (“Commodore”).
Many illustrations of designs and plans of canvas canoes
and

their parts.

Two

large,

full-sized

Building Motor Boats and
Managing Gasolene Engines

work-

ing (24x38) drawings in a pocket in a cover.
Cloth. 115 pages. Price, $1.25.
This interesting manual of how to build, cruise
and live in a canvas canoe is written by one of the
most enthusiastic of the older generation of canoeists, who has had a long exnerience of cruising
on the Shenandoah River, and of building the

boats best adapted to such river cruising.

With

the help of this volume, aided by its abundant
plans and illustrations, any boy or man who has a
little mechanical skill can turn out for himself at

trifling expense a canoe alike durable and beautiful.
Contents:
Practical Construction. Cost. Specifications.

Working

ting on the Canvas.
Equipment.
Hints
Hints on Camp
FOREST

Plans

and

126 Franklin Street, Salem, Ohio.

Patterns.

Put-

Painting. Finishing. Camp
on Cruising and Camping.

are discussed

STREAM

PUBLISHING

CO.

“HOW TO BUILD A LAUNCH FROM PLANS”
complete
boats and
motors.
9 folding
postpaid,

illustrated work on the building of motor
the installing, care and running of gasolene
By Charles G. Davis.
With 40 diagrams,
drawings
and 8 full-page plans.
Price,
$1.50.

The author is a builder and designer of national reputation.
All the instruction given is definite and comprehensive, 40 diagrams, 9 folding drawings and .8 fullpage plans. That portion of the boat devoted to the use
and care of gas engines should be most carefully perused
by every individual who operates one.
The book is well
worth the price asked for it.

FOREST

AND

STREAM

PUBLISHING

CO.

A

We offer a few copies
monumental work

Gas

STREAM

PUBLISHING*’CO.

Engines and Launches.

Their Principles, Types
K. Grain. 123 pages.

and

Management.

Price,

By

Francis

$1.25.

Here is a pocket manual indispensable to every man
who uses a motor-boat.
It deals in simple untechnical
fashion with the running of the marine gas engine, and
with the difficulties that the marine gas engineer is likely
to meet with.
These engines are described, some pages
are devoted to launches in general, with practical advice
to the man who contemplates purchasing a power boat.
The

main

feature

of the

book,

however,

tion of the difficulties met with
their causes and how to remedy
all

technicalities

down
space

are

avoided,

is a clear

descrip-

in running a gas engine,
them.
In this discussion

and

the

author

has

boiled

a vast amount of practical knowledge into small
and into every-day language.
The amateur power

boat

man

needs

and

trouble,

FOREST

this

and

book,

probably

AND

for it will

not

STREAM

save

him

much

a little money.

PUBLISHING

CO.

time

and

account of the various hearings on

At the suggestion

of Senator

Chapple, who pre-

sided, Mr. Poland volunteered to prepare a new
draft of the bill. The committee has not yet reported their action.

before the Com-

mittee on Fisheries and Game on House bill 374
and House bill 600, for licensing non-resident
hunters.
The first of these bills provides that a
non-resident hunting in Massachusetts should pay
scribes for a similar privilege, while House bill
600 provides for a fixed fee of $10. This bill, pre-

pared by Mr. Poland, had the indorsement of the
Sportsmen’s

“YACHT

only

AND

of the

BOAT

late
;

Dixon

Kemp’s

prepaid.

of

Eastern

its enforcement.
It appeared in testimony given
that in several sections of the State there are
hunters

from

Connecticut

coming

into the covers

New

and

Hampshire,

New

York,

not

of Massa-

Rhode

Island,

to mention

casional visitors from States more distant.
President Brewster said that while he

oc-

had

never looked with much favor upon the licensing
of hunters, he thought, in view of the fact that
Continued

This

Association

and the Central
Committee.
Mr.
Poland,
in
opening, pointed out the fact that under the firstnamed bill there would be no protection as against
hunters from Rhode Island, where there is no
non-resident license, and that his bill would be
simpler and less confusing to officers in charge of

SAILING,”

published at $12.00, for $9.00, delivery
standard book by a standard author.

Protective

Massachusetts as well as of the State Association

many

Yacht Book Bargain.

FOREST AND

Forest

have been look-

such a sum for the privilege as his own State preA

Small Yacht Construction
and Rigging.

The author has taken two designs for practical demonstration, one of a centerboard boat 19 ft. waterline, and
the other a cruising cutter of 22ft. waterline.
Both designs show fine little boats which are fully adapted to
American requirements.
Full instructions, even to the
minutest detail, are given for the building of both these
boats.
The information is not confined to these yachts
alone; they are merely taken as examples; but what is
said applies to all wooden yacht building according to
the best and most approved methods.

readers

bills that directly or indirectly interest sportsmen.
The first which the writer attended was held by
the Committee on Probate and Chancery on Senate bill 98, for prohibition of the use and sale of
automatic firearms.
Chairman
Poland,
of the
Central Committee, in opening the case for the
petitioners, stated to the committee that he was
willing the bill should be so changed as to make
it apply only to its use in shooting game.
He explained the use of the gun and gave reasons why,
in his opinion, its use by hunters should be forbidden.
He said, with such a weapon, a flock of
partridges or of ducks under certain conditions
might be all killed by a single sportsman.
He
dwelt somewhat upon the scarcity of game in the
State as compared with conditions a quarter of a
century ago, and the vast increase in the number
of hunters.
Several others spoke in support of
the bill, and representatives of the manufacturers
and one or two others spoke forcibly against any
legislation discouraging to the ingenuity of those
engaged in developing improvements in firearms.

chusetts

complete manual of practical Boat and Small Yacht
Building.
With two complete designs and numerous
diagrams and details.
By Linton Hope.
177 pages.
Cloth.
Price, $3.

19.—Editor

your

On Feb. 9 a hearing occurred

in the book

Cooking.

AND

Feb.

Doubtless

ing for some

Legislation.

on

page

293.

is a

Contains a great number of new subjects, and the lines
of many boats never before published, the total number
| of plates exceeding 100, beside more than 350 wood cuts
in the text.
Contents:
Selecting a Yacht.
Examination of the Yacht.
Building a Yacht.
Equipment of the
Yacht.
Seamanship.
The Management of Open Boats.
The General Management of a Yacht.
The Rules of the
Yacht Racing Association.
Yacht Racing: Handling of
Centerboard Boats.
Centerboard
| a Yacht in a Match.
Boats for Rowing and Sailing.
Sails for Centerboard
Boats.
Small
Centerboard
Yachts.
Mersey
Sailing
Boats.
Clyde
Sailing
Boats.
Belfast
Lough
Boats.
Dublin Bay.
Kingstown
Boats.
Cork Harbor Boats.
Itchen Boats.
Falmouth Quay Punts.
Thames Bawley
Boats.
Lake Windermere Yachts.
Yachts of the Norfolk
Broads.
Small Yachts and Boats of the Y. R. A. Rating.
Single-handed Cruisers.
Types of Sailing Vessels, etc.

FOREST

AND

STREAM

.PUB.

CO.

SPAR.

CAnvotandaBemabiildine
A Complete Manual for Amateurs.
Containing plain and comprehensive directions for the
construction of Canoes, Rowing and Sailing Boats

and Hunting Craft.

By W. P. Stephens.

FOREST

AND

STREAM

PUBLISHING

temperature.

Cloth.

Seventh and enlarged edition.
264 pages.
Numerous illustrations, and fifty plates in envelope.
Price, $2.00.
CO.

COATING

A perfect finish for all woodwork, spars and ironwork exposed to excessive changes in weather and
MANUFACTURED

EDWARD
Varnish
59

SMITH
Makers

Market Street,
Chicago, Il.

@

BY

COMPANY,

and Color Grinders,
45 Broadway,
New York.

FORESTVAND
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Steel Fishing :

most of the States impose a license fee on nonresident hunters, it has become almost a necessity
for Massachusetts to take that method of further
protecting her game.
Mr. A. B. F, Kinney, of Worcester, and several others spoke in favor of the bill, and no one
appeared in remonstrance.
It seems probable that
the committee will, in due time, render a favor-

Give
Where

the

and Take

<Bristol

Steel

Rod

is Supreme

They g7ve just enough when the fish strikes, the delicate spring of the rod hooking him instantly and
securely.

able report on the bill.
On the same day a hearing was given on Sen-

They ¢ae up the slack line promptly,
toward the fisherman.

ate bill 184, accompanying petition of Mr. Bayard
Thayer and others
that
persons
propagating
pheasants may shoot them on their own premises.
The bill amends section 16 of chapter 92 of the
Revised Laws by adding this proviso, viz., that
any person may, between Oct. 15 and Nov. 30,
both inclusive, upon lands owned or controlled by
him, and subject to the approval of the Board of
Commissioners for Fisheries and Game, shoot, or

the ordinary reel. The reel is placed in the center of the handle, forming a part of same, securing a
perfect balance of the whole.
These are only two of the desirable features of the ‘‘ BRISTOL” Steel Fishing Rods.
Send for our
beautiful Catalogue telling more.
It’s free.
:
Our Rods are the orzgznzad Steel Fishing Rods.
We have been making them for over 15 years. Look
for our name and trade-mark ‘* BRISTOL”
on every reel seat. They are absolutely guaranteed to
be free from defects in material or workmanship

permit to be shot any of said birds which have

been procured, bred or propagated

at his own cost

or expense and liberated on said premises.
Attorney-General Herbert Parker appeared for
the petitioner.
It appeared in evidence that the

What

THE

the ‘‘ BRISTOL”

HORTON

A CALENDAR

thus preventing

Rod is to the ordinary

ance

with a request

from

the writer

the

further

snaring grouse,

Owners

now

have

Commissioners
to grouse

hares

only,

and

on

rabbits

their own

which

land

premises.

The

had put in a similar bill applying
but

at the

hearing

on

the

14th

the chairman said they would prefer the Association bill. No one appeared in remonstrance and
a favorable

On

report is not improbable.

Wednesday,

Feb.

sure

WATERPROOF

LINES

Catalogues Post Free.

I am clearing out 500 Steel Rods, cork grips
only.
Bait Rods, 6%, 7%, 8% feet; Fly
Rods, g and to feet.

$2.75,
Postage,

10 cents

Also 100 gross Trout
card, at 6c. per card.

CHARLES
Send

When writing say you
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is morally
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powers to Commissioners and their deputies will
be heard, and one giving them a right to search
the person of the man afield under certain conditions.
It would seem that a deputy seeing a
perhaps
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WYERS FRERES, Continental Works

hearing was postponed to Feb. 28 in order that
Dr. Palmer may be heard upon them.
On that
date it is expected the cold storage and market
interests will marshal their forces.
House bill 825, presented by the State Association, provides for taking away the privilege of

is to

E. 4s., F. 3s. 6d. per 20 yards.

session of the former owner or possessor and give

Mr. A. B. F. Kinney and others, and in compli-

Handle
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Dozen.

“AJAX” GOLD

continued to Feb. 28.

tion, aims to close or at least greatly restrict the
marketing of ducks and pinnated grouse.
House
bill 853, by the Association, makes the sale season for quail the same as the shooting season.
These bills were urged by Mr. George Mackey,
C. H. Nowell, of the Eastern Massachusetts Club;

rushes

LEADERS

2s. and 2s. 6d.

ported by the State Association, our president being much interested in it. The hearing has been

than $10 for each ferret in possession.
The bill
was favored by all who appeared and the hearing
closed.
House bill 851, presented by the State Associa-
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FLIES

‘This bill is sup-

the name of the person into whose possession the
ferret passes, otherwise they are liable to Gonfiscation and the possessor to a fine of not more

and

he

ACTUAL MAKERS

House bill 850 puts a close season on wood or
summer duck,
That bill was strongly advocated

in writthe pos-

Reel

when

DIRECT TO THE

bill is anticipated.

they must als notify the Commissioners
ing on the day a ferret or ferrets leave

loose

MAIL YOUR TACKLE ORDERS

off those birds the present year, in the opinion of

hunting which now prevails in some parts of the
State. Should the bill become a law owners of
ferrets must register them with the Commission,

Combination

is an absolute necessity in every home and office. Why not have
to-day in silver for our handsomely colored calendar for 1906.

the writer, there would be little opposition, if any,
from our sportsmen.
A favorable report on this

Senate bill 117, on possession of ferrets, put in
by the Commissioners, is designed to put a stop
to the extensive use of those animals in rabbit

rod, our

shaking

MFG. CO., 84 Horton Street, Bristol, Conn.

Thayers have bred pheasants in large numbers
and that these birds have spread over the adjacent
country, some having gone a distance of a dozen
miles:or more.
The fact that the pheasant is not
looked upon with much favor as a game bird by
sportsmen generally may, in part, account for the
fact that no one appeared in remonstrance; and
if a proposition were put forward to take the law

by several persons on the 14th.
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A Treatise on the Care of Dogs in Health and Disease.
By S. T. Hammond (‘“‘Shadow’’), author of “Training
vs. Breaking.”
161 pages.
Cloth.
Price, $1.00.
This work, from the pen of ‘‘Shadow,” will have a hearty
welcome.
It comes
from one who
writes from full
knowledge.
‘‘The results of more than fifty years of
experience are here given,’ writes the author, “and I
assure the reader that no course of conduct is advised,
no treatment recommended, no remedy prescribed, that
has not been thoroughly tried and tested by the writer,
and
is believed
to be on
entirely
in every respect.”
Sent postpaid
receipttrustworthy
of price, $1.00.
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pack.
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The object of this journal will be to studiously
promote a healthful interest in outdoor recreation, and to cultivate a refined taste for natural
objects.

Announcement in first number of
Forrest AND STREAM, Aug. 14, 1873.

NEXT

notable

WEEK.

of the models,

accompanied

by the

report of the special Model Committee relating
to the collection.
Other illustrations in this number will include
a full-page reproduction of a flashlight of deer
by Hon. George Shiras, 3d, and a series of photographs illustrating the Indian method of tanning
a skin, as practiced by the Cheyennes. The issue
will be a special number enlarged to forty-eight
pages.
NON-RESIDENT

on

the citizen

shooter

follows

application,

save

as

to

land

owners

shooting on their own lands; the resident tax is
merely nominal, a dollar or less, and the non-resident requirement a fee of $10 for small game and
$25 or $50 for big game. One great advantage of
the universal system is that it affords a means of
enforcing
more
strictly the non-resident
law.
Every man who is in pursuit of game must be

equipped with a shooting license; only by collusion of local officials may he show a resident
license

if, in fact, he hails from another

In the New

York

Legislature

Gates has introduced a measure,

accompany game in transportation; but non-residents who pay their $25 do not thereby acquire the

privilege of taking their game home; the section
forbidding the export of game still holds.
Under conditions prevailing near the larger
cities, factory

railroad

towns

and

in the neighborhood

building and other work

in which

of

for-

State.

Assemblyman

A. Int. 96, which

provides that all non-resident shooters must take
out a license for shooting deer, bear and birds.

family—lions, tigers, etc.,
be relied upon with them.

and by no means to
Hope of success de-

pends upon the fact that the members.of the
cat family are not to any extent fighting animals; they do not hunt in packs and quarrel
over their prey; they very rarely quarrel with

each other over

the females

at mating season,

and in striking their prey they never attack in
front.
It is a beautiful provision of nature that
the lion, the tiger, the panther, the leopards, and

the

whole

irresistible

family

of Felide,

instinct

to seize

are

prompted

their prey

from

by
be-

hind, springing on it with their whole weight,
closing their powerful jaws on the neck of their

eigners are employed, the rule should be that
every man abroad with a gun must give an ac-

victim, and dislocating it with one wrench, while

count of himself by the production of a license
certificate showing who and what he is. Such a

paralyze

system

grown buffalo or a timid fawn.
The slender
doe, with her fawn at her heels, goes into cover
for her mid-day siesta, and confronts the lurking
tiger; she barks, stamps her foot, and endeavors

would

make

possible

the Italian bird shooters
nuisance.

the

who

suppression

are

now

of

such

a

It is a nuisance that cannot be remedied

until some

such system

put into operation.

of registration

Only last week

shall be

in the Court

of Special Sessions in New York city four Italian
killers of song birds came up for trial for offenses
committed last autumn in the vicinity of the New

and sentenced to ten days in jail, while a fourth
was fined $25 and given ten days in jail. If at the
time of their apprehension by the detectives these
lawless

gunners

could

have

been

promptly

pun-

their

fierce

claws

penetrate

the muscular

powers.

the

flesh

The

tiger pur-

to

bounce

hers,

him;

crawls

a

the
little

tiger

fixing

nearer;

his eyes

paralyzed

terror the poor beast is incapable of flight, but

like jaws, and the victim dies without

the tiger declines it, but if hungry he will take
to get at the tail end of the buffalo

HUMAN

It is a popular
formulated,

that

there

or less loosely

is something

so

terrible

and majestic in the human eye that man has
only to fix his gaze on the most terrific denizens
of the forest to inspire them
with awe.
Numerous instances and some well authenticated
are on record of unarmed men, who have met
the lion or the tiger in his native jungles, fixed
their eyes on his and compelled him to turn
tail. There is then some foundation for the
popular belief, but if a man having unquestioned
faith in the awe-inspiring power of the human
eye proposes to put it to the test in his own
person, considerable discretion is to be recommended, not only in the selection of his beast,
but also in the selection of his locality.
For
example, he should not make his first experiment with a rampagious bull in a ten-acre inclosure,

at any

considerable

distance

from

the

fence; nor would we strongly recommend a trip
to the Rocky Mountains, with the object of experimenting with a full-grown grizzly, for both
bulls

and

bears

are

fighting

animals,

make

of what

cover

there

is and maneuver

and

then

his fatal spring.

With civilized men the tiger is more wary,
for he stands in more awe of their appliances
than of the brute strength of the buffalo. Many

EYE.

belief, more

a pang.

If the tiger comes unexpectedly on a powerful
animal like a wild buffalo and it offers battle,

punishment would have
been much
more
exemplary, and the task of the officers would have

THE

on
with

unable to sustain the basilisk glance any longer,
she turns, as if to essay retreat.
At that instant
the tiger springs, grasps her neck in his vise-

advantage

been greatly simplified.

and

sues the same method whether his prey is a full

ished for failure to produce a shooting license the

naturally

when once by reason of the non-resident tax the
public mind has been familiarized with the license
idea. From the first crude notion that the man
who belongs in another State should be made to
pay something for the privilege of shooting when
he goes across the boundaries of his own commonwealth, has come the larger view that if the
non-resident ought to pay the resident, too, should
be made to bear his share of the burden of game
protection.
Many States now have systems of
universal

game birds only.
Residents also are required to
take out a license for killing deer and bear, the
fee for which is seventy-five cents.
No resident

York Zoological Park; and after an expensive
trial were punished, three of them being fined $50

LICENSES.

THERE are now few States in which the nonresident shooting license system is not in operation, and with each succeeding gathering of the
legislatures the number is steadily decreasing.
Bills to provide for taxing the visiting shooter
are now under consideration at Boston and
Albany.
In Massachusetts the proposition is to
levy a tax of ten dollars on the stranger; the New
York bill applies to visitors and residents as well.
A tax

The fees fixed are $25 for a license covering deer,

bear and game birds; or $10 for a license covering

license is required for shooting birds. The customary regulations are provided as to coupons to

From the inception of the New York Yacht
Club to the present the members have contributed
models of the yachts built for them. The collection of half and full-rigged models has grown
with the years until it is now the most complete
and most valuable collection of its kind in the
world. Our next issue, the number of March 3,
will contain five full pages of illustrations of the
most

SUNG

os:
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New York.

No. 346 Broadway,

1906.
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Ree

and

have

the habit of meeting their foes face to face.
The measure is successful only with the cat

a hunter going through the jungles has passed
within an easy spring of the tiger lying in wait
for him, and before he has gone another 200

yards the same tiger has again been in position,
and yet has wanted the courage

to spring;

even

a man-eating tiger, if familiar with firearms,
might hesitate to spring on a man that had the
to

courage

confront

him.

In

the

jungle

he

would not attempt it; if brought face to face
with a man he would crouch, and if the man did
not turn to flee the tiger would disappear as
suddenly as if the earth had swallowed him,
few

minutes

cured the desired
his fatal spring.

vantage

but

in a very

This

is not

because

nor because the human

the

have

he would

ground
tiger

and

is a

se-

made

coward,

eye is capable of domi-

nating him.
When it becomes
a question offighting there is no sign of quailing in lion or tiger,
but when it is a mere question of taking their
prey, the destructive instinct is a purely pleasurable one, the enjoyment of which would be

marred

if they attacked in front, and provoked

their prey
vision
of

tendency.

to battle; and it is a merciful
nature
that
they
show
no_

prosuch
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In the Lodges of the Blackfeet.

Nat-ah’-ki went inside and made known the
request to one of the women of the lodge, and
the latter, as soon

XIV.—The

Snake

Woman’s

Quest.

they liked to sit out on the plain or hills

for hours at a time to be among them and
gloat over them
as they cropped
the rich
grass.
When a man died, the bulk of his property was
divided
among
the male
relatives,
and they were so numerous that it was rare for
one to inherit any number of animals.
He who

could

count

his horses

by the

hundred,

as there

was

a break

in the

conversation, repeated it to Big Lake.
All
heard her, of course, and one of the visitors

NatT-AH’-KI was the proud owner of a little
band of horses, some of which had sprung from
mares given her by relatives at various times.
She loved to talk about them, to describe the
color, age and peculiarities of each one.
A
Blackfoot who was horseless was an object of
reproach
and pity.
Horses
were
the tribal
wealth, and one who owned a large herd of
them held a position only to be compared to
that of our multi-millionaires.
There were individuals who owned from one hundred to three
and four hundred.
Were the owners sonless; they
employed some orphan boy to herd them, to
drive them twice
and thrice daily to water.

And

STREAM.

had

spoke up:
“The pinto is mine,” he said, “my
taking.”
“Bring the woman in!” Big Lake ordered, and
he told his guests about our finding her alone
on the plain, about her dream and her quest.
She came
inside all eagerness,
the inbred
diffidence
of a woman
facing a number
of
chiefs and men of distinction forgotten.
‘Who,

who,”

she quickly

signed,

“is the rider of the

pinto horse?”

“T am,” the Blood signed.

“What

about it?”

“Tt is my horse—my man’s horse, the one he
rode away one morning three moons ago.
And
what of my man?
Did you see him?
How

came

you by his horse?”

they ever abuse or desert
affection of parents for
pride

in them,

their

their offspring. The
their children, their

sacrifices

for

them,

were

practically limitless.

And such also was the re-

gard

young

in which

the

held

their

elders.

Family ties were something sacred.
I have often heard the Blackfeet speak of
various white men as utterly heartless, because
they had left their parents and their youthful
home to wander and seek adventure in a strange
land. They could not comprehend how one with
right feeling might absent himself from father

Ground-of-many-gifts,*

with some reason.

ing,
and

at daylight

one

morn-

a man riding the pinto horse surprised us,
I killed him.
I took the animal for my

own.”

As he gestured
pointing

broken,

claw

to it, she

gasping

She went
edge

a bear’s

the woman

sob,

gave

and

sat down,

with her robe, and began
who was dead.

of the

feelings

he

a fearful,

fled from

the

crying through the camp,

of the timber

pressive

necklace

sud-

Did you, reader, ever hear a woman of the
plains mourn for a lost loved one, calling his
or her name heart-brokenly, despairingly, over
and over again for hours at a time?
Nothing
else in all this world is so mournful, so ex-

and

noticed

his answer,

Fish Robe, who
When they were

Snake woman, excited, trembling, pointed at
one of the horses they rode, a black and white
pinto, and signed: “I know it; my chief’s horse.
Ask the man where he got it.”

fore mentioned—was there a separation except
for adultery, and that was rare indeed; nor did

and mother, as we do, for months and years.
“Hard hearts,” ‘‘stone hearts,” they call us, and

denly

our discovery of the Snake woman, she selected
a fat, pot-bellied roan, begged an old woman’s
saddle from an aunt, placea it in position and
led the animal
over to Weasel Tail’s lodge.
She handed the end of the lariat to the Snake
woman; at first the stranger did not comprehend the meaning of the act; but when Natah’-ki signed that the horse was to be hers, was
a gift, her joy was pleasant to witness.
The two
women became great friends, and she lived a
part of the time with us.
“I am resting,” she
said, “and questioning arriving visitors from
other tribes.
If I do not soon hear of my
chief, I shall again set forth in quest of him.”
But that was not to be.
One day when she
and Nat-ah’-ki were gathering wood, a party of
Bloods passed by on their way to our camp,
and she ran after them as fast as she could,
Nat-ah’-ki following and wondering if the poor
woman
had lost her wits.
The visitors dismounted and entered our chief’s lodge.
The

boast of affection, of constancy, for he can take
lessons from the despised red men. + Never, with
the Indians—I speak only of the two tribes be-

The Blood hesitated for a moment, and then
replied:
“We went to war.
Away south of the

gained them by a strenuous life, by many a long
raid against bordering tribes, by stealing into
their camps at night, by hand to hand conflict
with them on many a field.
No wonder then,
that he was proud of them, and of himself, and
that the people honored him.
Nat-ah’-ki’s band was herded by her uncle,

himself had a large herd.
driven in the morning after

posit choice food, and to talk to the skulls of
their dear ones, just as if they were alive and
in the flesh.
It is not for the Anglo-Saxon to

wore,

heartlodge.

and at the

covered

her head

to wail for the one

of one

whom

death

has

The

Snake

cut

the morrow.

That

is certainly not true of the

Blackfeet,
nor of the Mandans.
Often
and
often I have heard many of the Blackfeet mourn
for one dead long years’ since.
The Mandans
used to care for the bones of their departed

ones.

Those

of each

family were

placed

little circle on the burying ground, and
the survivors would repair frequently

in a

thither
to de-

off her

hair,

Ah-kwo’
Much

to-kwitit-si
giving

sak-6m.
ground.

to

mourn,

scarified

her

ankles,

ate

little,

did not understand my dream.
I thought that
I was told to seek my chief in the flesh.
Instead, it was meant that my shadow should look
for his shadow. I see it plainly now, and in a

few nights I start.
I know that I shall find
him.”
And start she did.
She died on the fourth
day

of her

illness,

and

the

women

buried

her

decently, respectfully in a not far distant tree.
[TO BE

WALTER B. ANDERSON.
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The Linnaean Society of New York.
A MEETING of the Society will be held in Eastern Assembly Room on the ground floor of the

American
seventh

Museum

street

and

of Natural
Eighth

History,

avenue,

on

Seventy-

‘Tuesday

evening, Feb. 27, at 8:15 o’clock. A paper will be
read by Dr. William C. Braislin, entitled “The
Birds of Prospect

Park, Brooklyn.”

In addition to its regular meetings, the Linnzan
Society has arranged to hold the following course
of public lectures on general natural history, illustrated by stereopticon views, to be given in the

large lecture
*The country
in the vicinity of Helena,
Montana,
which city, by the way, the Blackfeet have given the
same name.
It was a land rich in game and berries,
hence the appellation:

continued

grew thin and listless; and finally a day came
when she remained on her couch instead of
arising with the others in Weasel Tail’s lodge.
“T am to die,” she signed, “and I am glad. I

bereaved of a dear child, relative, companion.
I can liken but one thing to it, and that is the
ery of the mourning dove.
It embodies all the
feelings, the thoughts, of one utterly desolate,
forsaken.
Somewhere
I have read, or heard,
that an Indian’s loss of to-day is forgotten on

woman

passing the greater part of the time up on the
hill, or at the edge of the timber, wailing. She

hall of the American

Museum

of

Natural History on Wednesday evenings at 8:15
o’clock:
March 7, “New Zealand Bird Life,” by
Edgar T. Stead, of Christchurch, New Zealand;
March 14, “A Naturalist’s Camping Trip to Hudson Bay,” by Robert T. Morris, M.D., of New
York city; March
21, “Bird
Hunting
with a

Camera,” by Clinton G. Abbott, of New York city.
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Yumas
In

my

AND

STREAM.

and Mariopas.

thirty-four

years

of

territorial

life

have seen many things to be remembered

I

as well

as things to be forgotten,
First it was the naked
frontier with its Indian troubles, then the brawling mining camps, and later that peace and safety
of life and property incident to the westward
march of law and order.
It is not of these things
I care to write.
Cabio Blanco has exploited his
frontier experiences most entertainingly.
Many
others have furrowed the same field.
Largely

this has been of white man against Indian and
Indian against white man, but the following little
story is of a scrap between
fought somewhere near the

Pima-Maricopa

villages,

the reds.
west
end

about

175

It was
of the

miles,

in a

direct line, east of here, and much further if following the various windings of the Gila along
which the attacking party marched.

In 1854, when

the California

gold

fever

was

at white heat, the Government established Fort
Yuma, the first post of its kind in the Southwest.

It was located on an igneous bluff overlooking
the Colorado River.
It was built for the suppression

It was
the

of lawlessness

at that

particular

at this point the old Yuma

river.

Robbery

mon occurrence.

and

murder

place.

trail crossed
were

of com-

In this work the hostile Indian

had but little advantage over some of his white
brethren who infested*the crossing of the Colorado,
Life was held lightly in those days by the
men who rough-hewed the way civilization was
to follow in the Southwest.
Shortly after the
location of the post an effort was made to chastise the Indians and thus put an end to their

continuous

deviltry.

The post is on the Califor-

nia side of the river and

ished were

the Indians

in Arizona—then

New

to be pun-

Mexico.

The

- troops crossed the river and made a campaign of
five days without seeing so much as a hostile
Indian, but no sooner had they returned to quarters than the Indians showed up on the opposite
side of the river and went into camp in full view
of their would-be pursuers.
It was later learned
that the hostiles had fallen in behind the troops,
marched when they marched and camped when
they camped without the soldiers being aware of

it. The principal rancheria of the Yuma
then,

as: now,

river, about

was

on

the

Arizona

Indians,

side

of the

100 miles to the north of the post.

As depredations continued to go on it became
necessary to teach them a salutary lesson in good

manners.

This was

done at the upper

rancheria

in the way of burned villages, wasted crops and
dead Indians.
It was hitting them where they
lived and was too much for paint and feathers.
A peace with the white man was made and never

broken.
At the time when the post was established the
Yuma Indians—sometimes known as Cuchans—
were under the command of a noted war chief
known as Caballo y Pelo (Horse and Hair). He
is said to have been one of the greatest war

chiefs the Yumas ever had.
was succeeded by Pasqual.

He died in 1856 and

Then as now the Indians
on the Colorado
burned their dead, and with the body all personal
belongings of the dead and such articles in the
way of weapons, food and finery as friends and
relatives contributed to comfort the departed one

in his fateful journey to the spirit land.

Horses

were stolen from the whites and sacrificed over
the ashes of the dead chief, then roasted and
With much feasting, loud lamentations”
eaten.

and wild outbursts of wild barbaric grief the
assembled people recalled his parting admonition
to the head men of his tribe to “never make
peace with the Maricopas.”
The upper river men were their friends, but
the men of the desert were their enemies, and

among them the Maricopas were never to be
trusted.
The dead chief had been a man of much
authority in his day and his parting injunction
sank deep into the hearts of the fighting men of
his tribe.
Councils of war were held and it was
decided to destroy the Maricopas.
To this end
assistance was asked of the Chimehuevas, Mo-

javes and Yavapais,

friendly tribes livine to the

north and northeast of the Yumas.
The two
former were river Indians, but the Yavapais were

one of the hill tribes that did much to make the
name of Arizona a synonym for blood and mur-

~

CHIMNEY

POND,

SOUTH

der. The most noted fighting men of these tribes
offered themselves for the occasion, and to this
force of several hundred men, the pick and pride
of these several peoples, was assigned the de-

struction

of the Maricopas.

They

rendezvoused

at the junction of the Gila and Colorado rivers,
within the limits of the present town of Yuma.
From that point they began their fateful march
against the Maricopas.
The Pima and Maricopa Indians lived in scattered villages along the Gila River, the nearest
village being distant about 175 miles east of the
place of rendezvous.
To the south and southeast
of them lived the Papagos, a tribe of desert Indians to whom they were closely allied by blood
and marriage.
Collectively the three tribes could
gather together a fighting force of about 1,000
men, but the Yumas and their allies had
no
thought of meeting such combination, The PimaMaricopas were to be surprised and slaughtered
in full settlement of centuries of accumulated
grievances.
Bie with expectation of easy victory
the allies left the Colorado and followed the Gila
till they reached the first Maricopa village.
This
is believed to have been near where the Phoenix
& Maricopa Railroad now crosses the river.

BASIN,

MT.

KATAHDIN.

in the gray dawn of early morning they struck
the west end of the village with terrible shock.
To their surprise they found
only a few old
squaws
whom
they ruthlessly
butchered,
and
still a few others a little further in, an additional
whet to their thirst
for blood.
Suddenly
in
front and on both sides the allies were attacked
by an overwhelming force.
With terrific yells
they closed in on the invaders and then began
one of the most desperate and bloody battles ever
fought by Indians in the Southwest.
Finding
themselves trapped, the allies faced about and
heroically struggled to extricate themselves.
The
overlapping flanks of the Maricopas and their
allies, the Pimas and Papagos, darkened the way
with flights of arrows, spears and stones, but in
the agony of desperation the Colorado Indians
succeeded in breaking through only to be clubbed,
speared or shot in the running fight that fol-

lowed. This is known to have continued for
forty miles. Of all that left the Colorado River
with such high hopes, but few lived to return,
and those to die of exhaustion and wounds. They
had pvt up a hard fight. but went down under
the weight of numbers.
The fatal trap had been
barbarously baited with a few old squaws.
‘The
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invaders unsuspectingly entered it and their doom
was sealed.
Quarter was neither asked nor given
and the brains of the wounded and exhausted
were beaten out by the savage women that’ followed in the line of pursuit.
Never in the lives of the allied tribes had they

lost so many

of their best men. ' In anticipation

of easy victory and consequent plunder many of
their squaws had gone far to meet them.
They
were frenzied with grief over the unexpected results.
It is said that their wailings and lamenAmong the
tations could be heard for miles.
noted Yumas killed was Francisco, a chief well
known to the few whites then living in the country. It was through his influence that the famous
Olive Oatman had been given. her liberty by the
Mojaves, she having been glee ee by them
from the Apaches.

For a time it was

emboldened

Yumas

by their

feared

that the Maricopas,

successes,

on the Colorado,

would

attack

and all available

the

war-

riors were held in readiness to meet them.
The
women and children were sent to the “rancheria
on the California side of the river, and numerous
rafts were prepared for the crossing’ ef the warriors in case they were again beaten, but the
victors were satisfied to let well enough alone.
Beyond an occasional meeting
of a’ few bold

spirits this

battle

ended

hostilities

between

the

two tribes, and animosities have so far been forgotten that inter-marriages have taken place between them.
This has been due mostly to the
schools at which the young people of the different
tribes are in attendance.
The Maricopas had been advised of the proposed raid of the Yumas by the Cocopahs. These
were also river Indians, but residents of Lower

California, From “all time,” they say, they have
been at enmity with the Yumas. A strip of land
twenty-five miles along the river, between the
two tribes, was considered neutral ground, but
between
the Cocopahs and Maricopas
friendly
intercourse had long been kept.
Cocopahs were
employed on the steamers that occasionally found
their way up the river with Government freight.
These the Yumas invariably killed if they were
indiscreet enough to leave the protection of the
white man’s boat.
It was while so employed that
the Cocopahs learned of the intentions of the
Yumas to raid and massacre the Maricopas. Certain it is that Maricopa scouts had kept their
people informed of every move made by the invaders, for at least two days before they reached
the villages, where they were impatiently awaited
in overpowering numbers.
HERBERT Brown.
Yuma,

Ariz.,

Feb.

7

Katahdin.
On

Aug.

3, at 5:30 in the morning,

set out from

Houlton,

the party

with their faces toward

Mt. Katahdin, sixty miles to the westward.
The
personnel was as follows:
The philosopher,
the energetic young collegian (the factotum on
whom the success of the party depended), the
boys Charlie and Allie, the scribe, and Frank
and Harry—two very intelligent Hambletonians,
by whose nimble steps long distances were miade
short.

Our

plan

was

to

go

out

fifty miles

from

Houlton
and spend the night
at
Burgoin’s
Farm, six miles in the woods, proceeding the
next day to the veritable wilderness.
The morning was delightful, and our party
was in the best of spirits.
Our journey lay
over a rolling country, with here and there
sharp hills, a new region to us, beautiful in its
summer verdure, with an atmosphere wonder-

fully

invigorating.

By

noon

we

reached

the

hospitable home of Mrs. Norton, an old friend
of our manager.
Her generous heart made
ours glad, as we sat about her richly laden
table, dispensing her bounties to us as if she
had not on that very morning provided for
nineteen happy mortals who had gone out on
the lake to sail.
To go into the wilds of Maine without at
least seeing a bear we considered inglorious,
so we drove up to a house where a fine black
bear was in captivity, chained to a stake and
quite willing to be fed with ginger-bread and
apples.
Satisfied in having met our bear under
such favorable circumstances we drove on, soon
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coming to a high hill overlooking the top of
the forest, through which we must pass, stretching out like a great sea in extent.

quaintance

only

deepened.

At first sight, in-

stinctively, we stood as if commanded.
degrees we entered this vast amphitheatre,

By
so

deter the ordi-

great as to make all distances deceptive and the

nary traveler must now be encountered for the
next six miles before we could gain our night’s
rest at the farm—so rough, indeed, that one
much
preferred
walking.
When
half
way
through these woods, it became apparent that
we must halt, untackle, bait our horses, build
a fire and take our first gipsey-like supper by
the way.
The darkness falling upon us, there
remained two anxious hours of travel in a dark
forest, over a road that to a sailor would suggest a heavy sea, though the surface was less

size of a man half way up its slope as that of an
insect.
In a brief space of time, as if refusing
our companionship, we were awe-stricken with
terrific claps of thunder and vivid flashes ot
lightning, and we remembered that the moun-

A rough

passage

that would

tain itself was the child of the tempest and the

furnace of fire.

not

have

grandeur

This supreme

missed,
to

Glancing

the

moment

lending

as

it

we would

did

added

scene.

at the very high peak northeast

ot

yielding, being composed of corduroy roads,
stumps and ledges, with one or two steep hills.

Katahdin, near the northeast end of the ridge,
we recalled that Dr. Hitchcock, in his scientific
survey of 1860, had named it Mount Pomola,

At. 8:30 P. M. we: found ourselves at Burgoin’s Farm.
Here we visited the two baby
moose, which, of their own accord, in their

from the name of the Indian Deity of the mounPomola

would be very angry if any person at-

motherless

tempted

to climb

condition,

the farmhouse.
In the evening

had found

we

set

out,

their way

all our

to

luggage

being repacked on a very strong buckboard, to
encounter even a more difficult road than the
one of the evening before.
Crossing the east
branch of the Penobscot, we started on a tenmile tramp
through
a _ beautiful
hardwood
growth.
Glints of bright sunlight found their
passage through the leafy canopy, giving that
peculiar, softened light so pleasing to the eye,
making the day one of great enjoyment in the

fragrant

woods,

and merry

with

songsters.
After a journey
reached Dacy’s Dam, where

the notes

of

of four miles we
a fly was thrown,

to which a good-sized trout responded.

tains.

The

Indians

formerly

supposed

the mountain;

that

hence, like Mt.

Washington, the top of Katahdin was considered sacred.
Here we found a_ substantial
log camp, which had been built for the Appalachian

Club, but it required a new top covering

of freshly peeled hemlock bark to render it a
desirable quartering in a heavy shower or rain-

storm.
We were accordingly ill-prepared for
this sudden tempest, and suffered some discomfort for an hour.
Before night, however, all

preparations

were

made,

and

we

were

again

camping before our cheerful fire. In the morning, starting out from our camp near the Chimney Pond, in the basin, we struck into the valley
of a mountain stream, which at the present sea-

A mile

and a half further on, while resting our horses
on the bridge, a fine string was caught.
The line of march was again taken up along

the east

bank

of the

Wassataquoick

until we

reached a signboard, placed in 1887 by the Appalachian Mountain Club, of Boston, indicating

that here we were to ford the river, and noting
that the basin was nine and.a half, and the summit eleven and a half miles distant.
The horse
was dismissed, to be returned by a special
driver.
The luggage was again repacked
in
sacks, and each man strapping his pack to his

back, in. Indian

file, we

woods,

and

soon

came

wilds.

The memory

started
to our

again into the

first home

in the

of the beautiful night, with

its bright summer stars, our roaring camp-fire
sending high heavenward its sparks, the jolly,
good-natured party, our first vain attempts to
sleep, the gradual quiet that stole over one and
then another until silence prevailed, will ever be
a pleasing one to recall in future days.
Our
camps are known by woodsmen as shakedowns,
being constructed in such a manner as to be open
in front and kept warm by a large camp-fire

built a few feet in front of the camp.
About

1

Katahdin
of water

o’clock

the

next

day

son
we

reached

Lake, a beautiful forest-girt expanse
three or four miles in extent, near

Turner Mountain.
Here we obtained a grand
view of Mt. Katahdin, six and one-half miles
distant.
At the lake we found a substantial log
camp, built for the Appalachian Club. The club
had caused the camp to be built and the paths
cut for them in advance.
We found the camps
in good condition, but the paths had become

overgrown

in many

places, rendering our pas-~

sage somewhat difficult.
The
following
morning

through
wood

urely,

a most

growth,

arriving

beautiful
through

about

our

journey

piece of thick

which

3

we

o’clock

traveled

at

lay

hardleis-

Roaring

Brook, a most delightful mountain stream of
ice-blue water.
The brook, “loud with noisy
waterfalls,’ certainly deserves its name;
and

here, for rest and recreation, we had great sport,
catching in a brief time
our supply of mountain brook trout.
Completing the day’s tramp,
came to a small lake near the foot of the Basin.

The location was

a somewhat

THE

unpromising

one

BABY

contains

mense

MOOSE

no

OF

water,

boulders.

We

BURGOIN’S

but

FARM.

is filled

followed

this

with

im-

bed

for

nearly a mile, and then were put to the test of
rugged mountain climbing.
The mountain, according to best barometric
observations,
is

5,385 feet above the ocean, or a little more than
a mile high.
The general course of the ridge composing the
top of Mt. Katahdin, as seen from the summit,
is that

of nearly

a complete

broken on one side.

circle,

which

is

The interior of this arc is

what has already been spoken of
and is a beautiful hollow, 3,000 feet
side of which is a pond, just below
and for this reason, called Chimney

as the basin,
deep, on one
the chimney,
Pond.

The ridge and the basin together resemble a
vast crater, yet there is no indication of the
former existence of a volcano.
There are seyeral very prominent peaks, the highest of which
is Katahdin.
Our party, I think, is the first to
mention the presence of the sacred cow, a distinct form of which may be seen in a reclining
position in a deep recess of the mountain to the
extreme left of the ridge and near the summit;
it is best seen as one stands on the bank of the

for the establishment of a camp, but the difficulties were, after a time, overcome, and our
usual roaring camp-fire comfort was maintained.

Chimney Pond. The top of the mountain is a
plateau about three miles in length, gradually
rising from the top of the west spur to the

This

summit.
Here one notices most hardy
yet we were pleased to find the delicate

camp

proved to be within

a mile of the

basin, which we reached the following morning.
The Basin was a great revelation to us. There
it stood, a mighty barrier, solitary and somber,

awakening at a distance

awe, which further ac-

borealis
The

with

and

lower

th:

the white
portions

mossy

violet

of the

lichen

in perfect

plateau

Cladonia

are

plants,
Linnea

flower.
covered

rangiferina,
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among

which

the Alsine

greenlandica,

and

Soli-

dago virga aurea, variety Alpina, was sparingly
growing.
The cowberry and alpine bearberries
were noticeable in patches on certain parts.
Lecidea geographica
all over the upper

was abundant on the rocks
portions of the mountain.

The botanical features seem to be identical with
those of the same altitude at Mt. Washington.
The view- from the summit is beyond de-

scription.

One

looks

3,000 feet into Chimney

down

draws

back

with

awe

precipices too steep to be descended.

as

Pond,

he
over

It is said

by one who has witnessed both, that there is
here a striking resemblance to the peaks and
ridges of the Andes.
Far to the north and

AND

STREAM.

the lips of the preacher, and so we bade goodby to the mountain, disfigured by the passion
which had agitated its youth, the violence of

which had not been tempered with old age, but
only held in a certain sullen reserve.

the night

at Katahdin

Lake,

We

spent

leaving the next

morning for a tramp over the roughest trail to
Wizard’s
Camp,
about
three
miles
distant,
where we took dinner and rested a couple of
hours.
The camera was sent forward and our

pictures

were

secured

as we

forded

the Was~

sattaquoick with our packs upon our backs. In
the afternoon
a five-mile
tramp
was
made,
bringing us to Robar’s Camp at Dacy’s Dam,
the host being a very interesting Frenchman

him up the bank.
There was a cry all along the
line of fifty or more fishermen of Bon, bon, trés
joli,
Several laid down their rods and gathered
around the basket, lined with leaves, in which
the fish was carefully placed.
He was a monster, nearly six inches
long,
and
must
have
weighed about four ounces.
Then all went at it
again with renewed hope and courage.
Presently a cab drove up, and there descended
from it a dude in an elaborate sporting costume
—eye-glasses and a broad-brimmed hat. Walking
leisurely to the bank, a man who had evidently
been sent ahead to secure a position, vacated.
A
servant brought from the cab a folding stool and
placed it on the bank; returning to the cab he
produced a delicate rod and satchel.
The rod
was put together; the satchel was opened and a
small silver bait box, a towel, a piece of soap
ane a bowl were placed on another stool along-

side.

The servant opened an umbrella and held it
over the fisherman’s head to screen him from
the sun, and the fishing began.
It was a long

wait for a bite.

Finally there was a nibble and

a miss; several more nibbles and misses, and
presently there was a fish, sure enough.
The
excitement all along the bank was intense. With
the aid of the landing net the fish was secured.
The servant essayed to take it off the hook;

but the fisherman anticipated him, and held it
up intriumph. But this operation wet the dude’s
gloves, and he took them off and threw them
away.
Things were getting interesting and exciting, and blank the expense.
Presently another fish, which being secured, the servant
dipped up water from the river and handed the
dude the soap and towel; and he washed his
hands.
This was repeated every time he caught

a fish.

KATAHDIN’S

south and west, the eye rests upon a broad expanse filled with forests and mountains, lakes
and streams, mingled with surpassing loveliness.
The mountain is composed largely of granite,

that on the top of the mountain being red. The
northwest slope and the ridge were covered
with the fragmentary plates of rock loosened
by the frost. The red granite caps the whitecolored rock, very much as one sedimentary
rock upon a conical peak caps another of ditferent composition.
Standing at this point,
there is revealed at once the grand and the
beautiful, with peculiarities not to be found elsewhere.

Late in the afternoon we made our way, with

some

difficulty, into the basin, where we

camped

for the night at Chimney Pond.
The next day was Sunday, but having

been

delayed a day in the ascent of the mountain, we
were compelled to take up our tramp, for we
had consumed our provisions and were six miles
and a half in a rugged forest from our first
camp, where we had left a supply for our return trip.

We can never forget the glory of the mountain as on this morning of departure the rising
sun

shone

from

the

eastern

gorge

into

the

basin, crowning the western ridge and slope
with a golden light, bringing out in minutest
details both form and color; the eastern half in
dark shadow, the lake a burnished mirror, reflecting everything as distinctly as if it were the
object itself.
We had seen the old mountain in its varying

moods, at first angry at our approach, flashing
with terrific lightning and dreadful with the

roar of thunder reverberating from side to side
in this grand and matchless basin.
Again from
the summits came rolling in the curling mists
of purest whiteness, spreading over all its soft
canopy.
now
with
benignant
face,
radiant

Katahdin

seems

to give us a parting blessing,

and instinctively this Sabbath morning we listened to the message more eloquent than from

SUMMIT.
who lives in these woods summer and winter.
Here we enjoyed his camp-fire, listening to his
stories of wild adventure, and watching in this

favoring

place

the

meteoric

display

of

the

evening of Aug. 10. Two days more of uneventful travel brought us again to those whom we
loved, from whom and the world we had been
isolated for ten days without possibility of mes-

sage.

Fishing a la Mode.
I sAwW

in some

tion of a dude

newspaper

sportsman,

recently

gunner

a descrip-

or fisherman,

I forgot which, and “that reminds me” of a fellow I saw one day last summer, just outside of

Paris, fishing in the Seine.
To prelude, the laws are very strict over there
in regard to fishing and shooting.
The seasons
open and shut like a jack-knife with a snap, and

woe

to the transgressor,

On

a certain

day in

July, I think, the season opens, and long before
daylight of the day the banks of the river all
along the Bois de Boulogne are lined with fisher-

men

sitting

side by side and

almost

elbow.
I strolled down to the river
witnessed the sport.
Taking out a
a woman two sous for a chair, and
get a wrinkle in French fishing.
hour all sat in silence, with not
Presently one fellow had a nibble.

elbow

to

one day and
cigar I paid
sat down to
For half an
a movement.
Immediately

every eye was turned on the little red float on his

line.
with

The
every

float moved perceptibly.
nerve strained and eyes

The man,
riveted on

the float, breathless with excitement, watched.
The float dipped again. The man pulled, the cork
came

to the surface,

but no

fish.

All along

the

line of fishermen there was an ejaculation of Ah!

The disappointed fisherman put on a fresh bait
and waited.
Presently the fish took hold again;
and this time he had him.
Carefully he worked
him in to the bank; and an attendant slipped a
delicate landing net under the fish and carried

All this time

a gen

d’arme

had

been

walking up and down;
and approaching
the
lucky fisherman,
there followed an animated
conversation,
with much
gesticulating,
seemingly a protest
against
such
indiscriminate
slaughter.
The dude waxed indignant and quit.
The servant unjointed the rod, gathered up the
stools, umbrella and fish basket, and placed
them in the cab which had been waiting.
The
dude entered and was driven off with his catch,
numbering about six, the aggregate weight of
which might have been two pounds—an immense
success.
I have no doubt this great catch made

an item in next morning’s paper, with the usual
lie about the weight of the string and the big
one

that was

I had

lost.

learned

how

the

French

do it.

Evi-

dently a little fishing goes a long way with a
Frenchman.
No doubt my little man
went
home, took a rose water bath, and lay down for
a rest
after
such a fatiguing
and exciting
episode.
I thought to myself, how I would like
to get that chap out in the Rockies on a thorn
brush creek, of a hot day, and make him wade
the stream, with an occasional stumble over a
slippery boulder and a souse under.
What a
power of good it would do him, and what fun
for me!
ae
The last number of the Journal of American Folklore
contains the third of Phillips Barry’s papers on the
“Traditional Ballads in New England.”
Mr. Barry gives
several variations of ‘Lord Lovell” and other old ballads
which have been preserved in this country; but of more
curious interest is the song of “Springfield Mountain,’
which “enjoys the distinction of being the only traditional ballad based upon an American incident.”
We
give one of the variants as it was sung halfacentury ago:
On Springfield Mountain there did dwell
A likely youth as I’ve heerd tell,
A likely youth of twenty-one,
Leftenant Curtis’ onlie son,
Onlie son,
Leftenant Curtis’ onlie son.
On Monday morning he did go
Down.to the meadow for to mow.
He mowed around till he did feel
Some pizen sarpent bite his heel.
He laid his scythe
And with his eyes
To see if he could
To carry him home,

down on the ground,
he looked around
anyone spy |
‘
where he might die.

This young man soon gin up the ghost,
And away from this carnal world did post,
Crying all the way, as on he went,
“Cru-el, cru-el, cru-el sarpent.”
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Biography

other

of

mained

a Common

(Concluded

from page

sensitive

and

is subject to moods.

putting him into a cage,

Story.

When

custodian’s

Crow.

263.)

reflective

beings,

Jim.

playful and gay he

flies restlessly from tree to tree or roof to roof,
now rising high in the air over the lawn and
fields, now
swooping and darting through all
manner of curves as if his steering gear had got
awry, or the ‘bare pleasure of living was too
much for his reason.
At other times a sullen fit
seizes him and he sits with humped shoulders
and ruffled feathers, brooding, perhaps, over the
mischance of being a crow but more probably repenting some article of his very miscellaneous
diet.
Again, the demon of mischief possesses
him, and this is the most prevalent of all his
moods, since he spends much
time in doing
things he ought not to do; tearing books and
papers, dropping cups and vases or other fragile
articles of bric-a-brac from mantles or shelves,
and swallowing sundry small objects not meant
for crow food.
One day the mistress of the house found him
in her room from which she hied him with a certain emphasis of gesture and ejaculation.
Following him to the veranda he was found sitting
unconcernedly on the back of a chair from which
point he restored to her without objection or ado
and by the simplest act of emesis the following
articles: Six pearl buttons, four hooks and eyes
and one silver collar button.
But such acts as
these are only by the way or incidental to the
love of research and not of mischief prepense.
The real purposive tricks of deviltry, teasing and
“pure cussedness,” are just as recognizable as
are those of the traditional bad. boy, who breaks
his neighbor’s window panes, ties a tin can to
his pet cat, or stones his chickens to death.
Having been reproved for tearing the paper
from the wall, Jim finds that to be the act most
promising of a sensation, therefore he slips in at
the front door, hops up the stairway and tears
off strips of the wall paper with which he flies
away laughing, one would say, as soon as detected.
He goes into the flower garden from
which he has been driven again and again, and
tears the bloom from plant after plant with useless and riotous wantonness.
When surprised in
the act he scurries away to a high tree or to the
house top, settles his wings two or three times,
wipes. his bill and evidently thinks it a fine joke
and one worthy to be repeated with the first opportunity.
Once he sat by my side on the fence
watching, and, I hoped, admiring with me the
wonderful
beauty
of a new
brood
of little
guineas.
My attention being diverted for a moment, Jim swooped down, pierced the skull of
one of the little ones by a single stroke of his
bill and flew off to the kitchen roof, followed this
time by a fusillade of sticks, stones and maledictions.
He was not hungry and had no use for
the little guinea any more than has the boy for
the neighbors’ cats.
He was impelled to the act
partly because the crow instinct had not been
overcome by the moral and esthetic suiasion that
his education had aimed to apply but chiefly by

pure mischief,
On another occasion

the pantry

door

was

in-

cautiously left standing wide open.
On a table
within were long rows of jars just filled with
newly-made jellies and jams nearly ready to be
sealed.
No one was within sight and everything
was propitious for a raid. The mucky tracks and
traces discovered a few minutes later, showed
that Jim must have waded through the stiffening
jelly and splashed into the jam of nearly every
jar on the table.
Then the maid came in and he

flew into the dining

the backs
-when his

of the
master

room,

chairs and
was called

where

of

he besmeared

the tablecloth, and
to punish him by

the

he wiped off what

well-mixed

coat

front

preserves

and

sleeves.

upon

This

rehis

per-

formance might have been accredited to his everyearning spirit of research but for the evidence
of his having pranced back and forth over those
jars and the wide wake of stickiness over tables,

napkins and chairs plainly proving that the work
was inspired by the reckless
that possessed him.

and

sportive

demon

Among Jim’s companions are four dogs—a
collie, a cocker spaniel, a fox terrier and an Irish
terrier—as different in character and in their response to impressions as in physical traits. The

fox terrier is a bit headstrong or perhaps somewhat “spoiled,” but they are all good
fellows
however—intelligent, amiable and well-mannered.

Now, from the first these dogs were warned to
treat Jim Crow with the consideration due a
helpless little foundling come into the family
group; not to run over him or hustle him off the
porch or steal his food.
The injunctions were
strictly and most commendably heeded, and for
a time there prevailed a state of almost disdainful indifference between them.
The dogs ignored

Jim’s presence

and Jim concerned

-himself with

them only occasionally when he suppressed some
act of undue familiarity by ruffling his feathers,
dropping his wings like a turkey cock and aud-

ibly snapping

his beak.

But as his wings

grew

stronger Jim discovered that with prudence, having always an eye to a safe line of retreat, he
could count upon endless fun in teasing the dogs.
The old collie is, lying asleep on the porch.
Jim lightly drops down beside him and tugs at
separate hairs of his tail.
Usually no account
is taken of this.
Then he tips along behind him
and, leaning well forward, gently pulls the hairs
of his ears or tickles his nose.
To this the dog
responds by a sleepy motion of his paw, as if
brushing away a fly, then after several feints Jim
gives him a sharp dig and is off and away before
the dog can rise to his feet with a futile snarl
and snap, and moves off grumbling to look for a
place more promising of an undisturbed siesta.
The fox terrier is more irascible, more alert
and more active than the others,
and Jim is

therefore apt to have his sport with this dog during the time of our walks abroad, when he will
sweep by from the rear and deliver one agegravating little peck in passing.
The dog hotly pursues and springs high in the air after him, but
Jim’s clever estimates of speed and distance have
always saved him.
Five minutes after such episodes the crow and the dogs may be seen familiarly grouped about some object of common
interest, a hare’s burrow. a mouse’s nest, or a
land terrapin, and all ill-feeling or vindictive-

ness, if any existed, will have vanished.

Indeed, it would seem that Jim regards the
dogs as his natural and most cherished companions, and takes the liveliest interest in their pastimes.
When they start a hare which they pursue with much excitement
and noisy yelping,
Jim has learned to recognize the signal, no matter from what distance it may come—a half-mile
or a mile away—and instantly drops any occupation of the moment, hurries off to the scene of
action and joins in the chase, flying along over
the heads of the dogs until the bunny is caught

or run to earth.

common

Luckily the latter is the more

event.

large

to their belts they insisted that Jim was the best
dog of the pack.
Jim treats the cats

in much

the

same

manner

I have seen him tweak the tail of

Maltese

tommy

who

could

have

made

short work of him, but that he regards him in
the light of a harmless joker. The pigeons, too,
are subjects upon which Jim frequently vents his
deviltry. He dashes into their midst in quite a
hawk-like fashion as they sit sunning themselves
on the roof, scattering and pursuing them in their
flight with no other intent than that of the tease
and

the bully. He

excites

the hens

to a cackling

fury by pretending to carry off their chicks, and
of a certain brown pullet he makes life wretched
by swooping down upon her whenever she comes
within sight, and hovering over her head with
fluttering wings and dangling legs, until the poor
fowl makes a break for the bushes with feathers
all on end and a vociferous clatter of anger and
fear,

Indeed along this line of conduct the list of
Jim’s deeds might be extended to’ rival the exploits of Gargantua, both as to number and ingenuity of device; but to make this little history
more true to nature and to Jim, mention must
be made of certain acts of a different character
in his daily life and about which there may be
room to question the correctness of interpretation. He seems to be distinctly imitative. When
I go into the flower garden and engage in handweeding the beds and borders Jim goes earnestly
to

work

at

the

the distinction

same

business.

of weed

Unfortunately,

and cultivated

plant

is

too trifling for his discrimination, and as a consequence he has more than once undone in a few

minutes the work of weeks, by uprooting valuable seedlings or by heedless meddling with appliances used in connection with plant experiments. Again, when I kneel on the lawn in order
to cut
passer,

out a plantain or other troublsome tresJim comes and begins the same operation

nearby and often waddles over to the scene of
my digging and lays hold of my knife with his
beak. I should not like to assert that he wishes
to borrow it for the job that he has found too
much

for

irresistible
driving

his

implement,

when

but

the

suggestion

the act is witnessed.

a nail, he

comes

alongside

is

If I be

and

follows

the hammer by a bobbing motion of his head and
even incautiously seizes the nail as if he would
direct it.
Of certain objects he lives in a state of grave
suspicion
or positive fear.
He shuns all large
cattle, such as horses or cows, and seems to con-

sider vehicles or machinery of any sort as possible traps.
He goes with me to within a few
feet of the stable, but no proffer of food or caress
can induce him to enter.
The lawn mower is a
fussy abomination, and he for a long time declined to follow me when mounted on my bicycle.

To guns, however, he pays little attention and
sits on my shoulder with little apparent concern
other than meddlesome

fire a rifle.
barrow

with

curiosity while I load and

He has also learned that the wheel-

is not

object

only

which

free

from

danger

is associated

but

is an

fat grubs

and

juicy earth worms, so that now he rides on the
barrow
with childish excitement and pleasure,

and is apt to give forth a challenging caw to anyone

passing

lest his performance

noticed,
More

recently

mistrust

of wheels

Jim

has

so

go

un-

far overcome

his

that he started

should

off to-day and

followed me on a spin of eight or ten miles over

roads

A few days ago, however, the unregenerate
boys of the house went off with guns, and having wounded a hare, Jim is said to have outsped
the dogs and, landing several times
upon
the
hare, turned it away from the stone wall for
which it was making, and so secured its capture.
When the boys returned with four hares hanging

as the dogs,

a

entirely new

to him

and

through a village

where we met many dreaded animals as well as
many astonished and demonstrative villagers.
Jim’s performances had evidently been heralded
about the country, for the people crowded
in
doorways and on street corners much as if his
coming had been duly announced by the blazing

posters
Earth.’

telling of “The
Greatest
Show
on
I was even permitted to experience for

a few short minutes the bliss I had so often
coveted as a boy of being actually a figure in the

procession,
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Jim’s mode of progress during our trip was
by short flights from pole to pole of the telephone line or fence posts, trees and the roofs of
houses by the roadside.
On several occasions he
also landed on my hat, where he doubtless enjoyed the free ride and at the same time reassured himself of his master’s identity which the

meeting

of so many

strangers

seemed

at times

to make doubtful.
One old gentleman whom we
met on the road
was
so astonished
by such
strange conduct in a crow that he begged for a
short account of his life, and in the end kindly
shared his luncheon with Jim.
Pleasant relations with me being thus established led to an
interchange of cards, and as he gave his name he
added “it may interest you to know that I am the
last of the living jurors
who
passed _ sentence
upon John Brown.” That, through Jim Crow,
should have been led to meet one so closely associated with John Brown seemed a coincidence
worth noting.
If such reading of Jim’s acts
and motives
should seem to be a surrender to the latter-day

propensity to over-humanize,
psychological

should

phenomena

be borne

in mind

in dealing with the

in the lower

animals,

it

that his little life of

three months length has been spent almost entirely in close companionship with man by whom

he has been fondled, chided, fed and been shel-

tered from weather and the dangers of enemies,
both natural and assumed.
This, too, has all
been done according to human methods and it
is hardly a matter of wonder that Jim should, at
least in a measure, react in kind.
I am quite
sure that no crow ever evinced its affection for
one of its own race after the fashion of Jim’s

demonstrations

of love for his man

master.

His

bewitching deviltry and his clean, glossy black
head having compelled the bestowal of frequent
so-called kisses, it no longer strikes me as remarkable that he should so often perch upon my
arm, insert the tip of his beak between my lips
and sit motionless for minutes at a time whisper-

ing the most

endearing

epithets

his limited vocabulary affords.
As to crows in general, Jim

no

doubt

scorns

and will have little to do with them.

the

that
race

He some-
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than he, too, gave them his most lively attention.
He would waddle or hop or fly from one
to another, tear them
to pieces, gobble great
chunks, and when quite full would cast them up
and begin all over again.
His aversion for his kind leads him to engage
in furious bouts with his own image. ‘ When a
mirror is placed before him’or more frequently
when he alights on the sill of a closed window
and catches sight of his reflected body he attacks it with ruffled feathers and every evidence
of enmity until he finds that no impression is to
be made and the fight becomes stale and unprofitable,
He is quick and ready in his deductions.
One
of the delights of his uncaged hours is to come
into my room, which is in the wing of the house
and has opposite windows
on the north
and
south sides.
As his presence there means unremitting attention to guard against the destruction
of books and papers or the theft and concealment of objects of value, I was driven a few
days ago to exclude him by closing the south
window, the side of the house that he mostly
frequents.
He arrived after a little while, as
was anticipated, and landing on the sill looked
steadily in for a moment, then flew hurriedly
around to the opposite window, which he saw
from his first position, was still open.
When we are off on an outing together his

familiarity

is without

bounds.

He

walks

and

climbs over all parts of my body in absolute confidence and fearlessness; but when we return to
the near surroundings of the house and the time
arrives for him to be put to bed in his cage, he
becomes as shy and as sly as a hawk and must

be tempted

indoors

and caught,

else allowed

to

fast until willing to exchange his liberty for beef
or bread.
Some of Jim’s actions are no more to be pre-

dicted than are the caprices

of any other

well-

organized and complex intelligence.
He was one
day given a large crayfish, the first and only one
he had ever seen, so far as we knew.
It was
placed before him on a large flat stone, and as
is the habit of its kind, it raised on high its two
large front defensive legs and moved off backward by means of the other locomotive members.
Jim at once recognized danger in the big open
nippers and skillfully avoiding them he clipped
off, one after the other, all the walking legs and
seized the body in his claws, as if about to make
a dainty meal of it; but he had not allowed for
the multiplex motion of the nippers, in one of
which Jim’s toe was caught and must have been

times joins a passing flock but only for the purpose of attacking them, and hurries back to his
master when they turn upon him in squads or
even battalions, as they are
apt to do. One
morning he went with us to gather mushrooms
in a large sod field, and great was the confusion
that he caused among
his wild brothers
that
swerved from their course and flew round and
pinched with painful force, for he shook his
round, as if to find out what there could be so
good to eat as to lead a crow to brave the so- ‘vigorously and escaped in pain and disgust
stone nearby. Here he lifted the wounded
ciety of human being and dogs.
Jim found the
and examined it with the gravest solicitude
mushrooms much to his taste. He no sooner disinterest’
for
some
minutes.
Apparently
covered that they were the object of our search

foot
to a
foot
and
per-

suaded at last that no very serious injury had befallen him, he put this foot down and made an
equally careful examination of the other one, to
which nothing had happened.
So again I have been unable to fathom Jim’s
conduct on the occasion of the frequent tragedies
of the back yard, when the cook takes a chicken
from the coop and wrings its neck or chops off
its head, the cries of the chicken arouse in Jim
a state of wild and noisiest protestation.
He flies
and flutters round about the cook, cawing and
apparently pleading as if for his own life.
During the period of incoordinate hops and skips of
the headless chicken Jim steps lightly about the
scene of execution with an air of mixed awe and
curiosity,
Finally, when
all is quiet, he approaches with stealthy and cautious steps and
gently pecks at the bit of fresh, red neck of the
victim or perhaps sips a few drops of his still
warm blood and then departs for new fields.
Although addicted to probing many things and
places that we should rather see him pass unnoticed, Jim is none the less, as regards his person, neat and cleanly.
He is perfectly free from
vermin, and when confined to his cage passes
much of his time in righting the small accidents
to his plumage made by snags and briers in the
course of his flight through
the bushes
and
trees.
He combs the feathers of his head with
his feet and in order to bring these distant parts
together he lowers the wing slightly and passes
the leg and foot from the rear over and above
the shoulder; a most ungainly movement that always provokes an exclamation of wonder and
amusement from those who witness it. He takes
his bath with great regularity and going to the
pump plainly asks for it if it is not provided. He

wades

into the shallow

pan, dips his head, rolls

the water over his back, then squats with expanded wings and tail and with a great splutter
throws the water all over himself and often over
his too curious spectators as well. With heavy,
wet wings he then flies to some
neighboring
sunny tree or roof and goes to preening until
quite dry and comfortable.
Jim’s sense of taste is fairly acute.
He stops
to try the flavor of every sort of berry or other
fruit that comes in our way.
Some he finds to
be good and savory, while others he discards as
of indifferent quality or positively unpleasant;
but of all fruits the pokeberry most rejoice his
heart and more than in metaphor makes of earth
a rosy sphere to live upon.
It was observed that
from fifteen to twenty minutes sufficed for the
coloring matter of this fruit to pass the entire
length of the digestive tract.
He rejected the sumac berry as unfit for food, and it was curious to
observe that he obtained
a knowledge
of the
qualities of this fruit without swallowing but by

simply crushing it at the end of his bill, and as
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far as could be seen without contact with the
tongue or soft parts of the mouth.
He is very
partial to the tomato, but the bright yellow berries of another member of the same family, the
horse nettle, which is said to have distinctly poisonous properties, he seems careful not to break
in his beak, although by reason
of its bright
color and convenient form he makes free use of
it as a plaything.
Between sugar and salt he
shows no decided mark of preference.
Being
presented a small heap of each of these substances side by side, he pecked first at one and
then at the other several times, then wiped his
bill and turned away, as if neither offered any
attraction other than being white.
What he may
decide as to the qualities of quinine remains to
be tested.

Alas! since writing the above Jim has flown on

his last long flight, from which no master’s summons can bring him back.
Some time, perhaps,
the story of his last days may be told; but the
time is not now.
He lies sleeping among the
hollyhocks in the flower garden and under a
stone on which is roughly carved an open wing
and just “Jim.”
B. W. BARTON.

with

their recurved

is up.

when

his dander

Few other creatures show such fury when

irritated, and a snapper seems to be nearly always
in a passion when waked up.
Perhaps this is because nearly everybody who meets a snapping
turtle tries to get a rise out of it by teasing it
with a stick. It is human nature to tease irascible
creatures. Who would think of teasing a rabbit,
for instance?
Teasing a snapper is genuine fun,
however, because he shows fight. He hoists himself on tiptoes with legs as rigid as those of a
footstool and his vicious looking eyes fairly blaze
with anger as he snaps at an offending boot or
stick, It is safer to use the stick when indulging
in the questionable sport of irritating a big snapper who can break a broomstick with his powerful jaws, but why should anybody desire to annoy one of these homely and retiring creatures?
Satanic as the snapper appears, he is not as
black as he is painted.
Chelydra serpentina he is
named
in the scientific catalogues.
Isn’t that
enough to condemn him?
Serpentina for snakelike, and then they add “fierce and voracious,” but

this is ameliorated in a degree by Dr. C. C. Abbott and others declaring, “they have no habits
that make them obnoxious to farmers.”
Who,
however, would dream of domesticating a snapping turtle.
He is scarcely handsome enough to
invite petting, and he has the worst kind of a
reputation, but it has been proven to my knowledge that Chy is capable of appreciating human
kindness and returning it by curbing his fierce
nature; in fact, becoming far safer to handle and

less destructive than a bull terrier pup.
A living example

in Main

street,

to prove this statement

East Orange, five doors

exists

west of

the Newark line on Orange street, and he weighs
22% pounds.
He isa well behaved, good-natured,

Mr. Miller made a pet of the big fellow all last
summer

by keeping

of his store.

it in a, box

in the back

part

It could easily climb out of its box

and make excursions out into the street,
but
never went further than the gutter, and invariably
climbed the curb, crossed the sidewalk and re-

entered the
hearing the
Orange and
Recently

store, seeking its box when tired of
hammering of the flat wheels of the
Newark trolley cars.
Mr. Miller took his strange pet up-

stairs and he has the freedom

of the kitchen now.

If he gets in the way

Miller

Mrs.

aside with her foot and he shows

or she calls upon one of
in his box. All of the
snakes are kept in neat
made.
He makes cages
in his idle moments.

ing a story by

pushes

him

no resentment,

the children to put him
other turtles and a few
cages which Mr. Miller
for other snake-fanciers

This is not a case of prov-

showing

the

hole

the

turtle

crawled into, but the tame turtle is in evidence,
and anybody who takes enough interest can see
him any day in the week.
HARRIMAC.

lovers.
They suggest that the line of action
sometimes adopted by our feathered friends under
a new environment may be dictated by something
closely akin to what we are pleased to call reason

as opposed

to instinct.

My

family

of Virginia

quail (four in number) occupy a coop about 6x20
feet in ground space and six feet in height, the
netted front facing the south.
All the remaining
sides and roof are of ordinary inch boards, and
several low bushes growing within the inclosure furnish a natural shelter.
Everyone familiar with our quail is aware of the fact that they
spend the night upon the ground; but these birds,
having been sometimes disturbed by marauding
cats, evidently determined that it was advisable
to-“roost high,” and they accordingly selected a
place on a ledge that ran across the back of the

coop some five feet above the ground.

With the

idea of humoring their wishes, I nailed on this
ledge in one corner of the coop a box about
twelve inches square, open at the top and front.
This the quail promptly occupied at night during
the mild weather of January.
But during the re-

cent cold snap, and on windy nights they seek a
roosting place on the ground as usual, evidently
adapting the night’s lodging, as a matter of

choice, to the varying conditions

of the weather.

Would it not seem that an intelligence which
is capable of making a selection, first as a consideration of safety, and afterward modifies that

selection as a matter of comfort, is to be classed
as something beyond and above so-called instinct ?
JAY BEEBE.
To.epo,

O., Feb. 10.

Weasels

and

East WAREHAM, Mass., Feb. 10.—Editor Forest and Stream: In Forest AND STREAM received
to-day

your

interesting

that he knows

contributor,

fifteen

chickens

1888.

authentic

Mr.

Hardy,

weasel destroying poultry.
I have had one
perience of a weasel’s destructiveness.
This

curred in August,

no

instance

of a
exoc-

I had placed a hen with

in a building

with

loose

stone

foundation, i. e., not pointed with mortar. Coming home in the evening I heard the hen in great

distress

and

one

chicken

peeping.

Opening

the

door I could see the hen all ruffled up running
about in an excited manner, the single chick in
great fright was dodging her feet and peeping its
loudest.
Knowing that
there
was
something
wrong I first secured the hen and chick and then

the others all show a mildness of disposition
which is amazing to all observers. They all take

began

their meals

and pulled out three dead chicks, each with a bite
in the base of their skulls. A careful search failed

without
to be

the greedy
characteristic

snapping

which

of

snappers.

Miller’s

hand

is supposed
In

fact,

they

belie their names, and eat with little exhibition of
voracity, not gulping their food but holding down

weasel,

to look
I felt

for

the

in the

missing.

cracks

in another.

so also is his larger

cousin the mink.
That same summer I had an
experience with the latter. Our house stood on
a bluff just above
ducks had a coop

the salt water and our decoy
at the foot where .the tide at

high water would almost run into it.
I was

awakened

ducks.

Knowing

chamber

by a great

time was

window

the coop

among

the

precious I raised our

and pointing

over the coop, then
down there.
The
floor and ducks as
tracks in the wet
plainly. Procuring

One night

outcry
my

gun out, fired

—

got into my clothes and went
water was nearly up to the
yet unharmed.
Some little
sand _ spelled mink pretty
a steel trap I placed it near

and returned

to bed.

In the morning

I

found a small mink fast. The sequel to this was
not quite as I planned. Thinking there might be
more minks following the shores, I kept the trap
set nights. For several days nothing happened,
then we had a shower sometime in the small
hours;

this wet

the pan

which

springs

the trap.

We know how a duck like to dibble where there
is any moisture.
My very best decoy managed
to reach that pan.

Suspecting

between

Beaked Whale from Kiska Island, Alaska.
THE monster dolphin, 18% feet long, which
was mentioned in Forest AND STREAM for Dec.
2, 1905, as having grounded on the beach in
Kiska Harbor, Alaska, proves, on examination of
photographs obtained by Dr. Egbert, to be one
of the beaked whales, or ziphioid whales, belonging to the same family as the sperm whale, or

the Physeteride, but to a separate sub-family
known as the Ziphiine. They resemble the dolphins

in general

appearance,

but

differ

in many

important particulars, the most obvious of which
externally

are

the

small

number

of

teeth

im-

planted in the jaws—never more than two or four
—and

fin.

the absence

For

which

Head

of a slit in the flukes,

the identification

and

for

or tail

the

notes

follow we are indebted to Mr. F. W. True,

Curator,

National

The

Department

of

Biology,

of

the

Museum:

species

probably

represented

the one

in the illustration

discovered

at Bering

Island

is
in

1887 by Dr. Leonhard Stejneger and named by
him Ziphius grebnitzkii, in honor of the Governor of the Commander Islands. This species is
known

only

from

skulls

and

bones,

and

as

no

part of the skeleton of the Kiska specimen was
preserved, a positive identification cannot be
made.
It is highly probable, however, that the
external form of this species is now first made
known through the photograph here reproduced.

The North Atlantic species, Ziphius cavirostris, has been taken several times on the east
coast

of the

United

States,

and

has

long

been

known on the coast of Europe, but Dr. Stejneger
was the first to make known the presence of
beaked whales in the North Pacific.
Singularly
enough, within the last two or three years five
instances have become known of the stranding
of different species of this group at points on the

Poultry.

him without fear or danger.
Mr. Miller is a newsdealer and has a little cigar
and news store opposite the car barns on the line
between East Orange and Newark.
He is likewise a naturalist with a strong trend toward reptilia, giving most of his study to frogs, toads,
snakes and turtles, and having a large collection
of each from time to time.
He has now thirtythree turtles of various kinds, among them four
domesticated snappers
weighing
respectively
2,
2%, 10 and 22% pounds.
Singularly enough, the
oldest and heaviest is the most tractable, although
Mr.

and hindleg

is rare,

Lodging.

Editor Forest and Stream:
Your recent notes in regard to changes in the
habits of birds resulting from their association
with man are of especial interest to all bird-

says

beef from

a foreleg in one
us the weasel

WaAL_TER B, SAVARY.

docility that Mr. Miller or his children can handle

of raw

them,
With

to stretch her neck far enough

or rather amiable chelonian of advanced years, as
his weight must indicate, and was captured in a
swamp last year by Charles F. Miller, who began
and accomplished the creature’s education in a
few months, reducing him to a condition of such

[FEB. 24, 1906.

claws while they tear off a

A Night’s

THE snapping turtle is generally regarded to be
of malevolence

STREAM.

dainty mouthful.

Snapping Turtles as Pets.
the incarnation

AND

the

a

stones

to reveal more.
I next set three steel traps in as
many cracks in the wall and left them over night.
The next morning the weasel was fast in two of

coasts of California, Oregon and Alaska, and the
specimens in two instances were the largest
beaked whales recorded from any part of the
world. The largest of these was about forty-two
feet long, or considerably

of adults
whale,

Zibhius

of the smallest

Batenoptera

thus

of the length

species

of whalebone

acuto-rostrata.

far recorded

Zealand,

which

Tue

following

twenty-nine feet.

Minister

in excess

was

said

story

at Washington:

was

to

have

is told
“There

The

one

from

a

New

length

by the
was

largest
of

Chinese

a Chinese

who had three dogs. When he came home one
evening he found them asleep on his couch of
teakwood and marble.
He whipped them and
drove them forth. The next night, when he came |
home, the dogs were lying on the floor.
But he

placed his hand on the couch and found it warm

from their bodies.
Therefore he gave them another whipping.
The third night, returning earlier than usual, he found the dogs sitting before

the couch, blowing on it to cool it.’—New
leans Times-Democrat.

Or-

FOREST
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Practical

Game

Refuges.

Directions

for Making

Them.

Many of the men who are willing to lend a
hand in the interest of the birds in winter
neglect to put up game refuges for the reason
that they do not carry in mind any one definite
and concise plan.
Here is my own, briefly and
concisely, and it can be followed with variations
where conditions are different:

1. Pull out a section of stone wall in the brush
lot or woods.
:

2. Rebuild the wall by laying up the stone with
cement in the form of a rough arch, leaving an
open space beneath three feet high and five feet
long.
3. Arrange two circles of stones under the
arch.
One circle is to hold a peck of buckwheat;

the other is to hold a similar quantity of sand and
gravel,

4.

Set about

I00 young

white

spruce

trees

thickly about the refuge,
break, a warm cover and to
ing under the arch.
Any
nish 250 white spruces for

to serve for a windkeep snow from driftnurseryman will furabout $10.
I get my

seedlings

from

and transplants

Thomas

Meehan

& Sons, Germantown, Pa.
Set the young spruces
from six to twelve feet apart. Trim the tops from
time to time in order to get thick lateral branches.

Other conifers
white
very
hedge
haps

will make

spruce, or the
many kinds of
purposes very
preferable, but

thing excepting

good cover,

but the

Norway spruce, are hardy in
soil and lend themselves to
well. Norway spruce is perI have an aversion to any-

American

trees

upon

my

farm.

If one is not a crank and has no aversions he is
apt to fare better on the whole, perhaps.
I made a mistake by beginning with hemiocks.

Hemlocks make a mighty fine cover and they are
as hardy and thrifty as hedge trees, but, like the
arbor vite, they grow very slowly.
It is best to
have two or more refuges a quarter of a mile
apart, for foxes and other predatory animals find
where the birds congregate, and the birds, when
driven from one refuge, fly to the other.
Perhaps foxes could be kept away by hanging pieces
of tin from the cover trees.
I have intended at
times to do this, but a combination of laziness,
lack of tin at the psychological moment, and a
growing conviction that foxes do not make much
trouble after all, have resulted in letting things
go.
Tracks of various predatory animals are
found about the refuges, but 1 would not affirm,
or even swear on the Bible, that anything ever
actually drove the birds away from the refuge
excepting “me and my dog.” The birds certainly
have nothing to fear from
raccoons,
skunks,
minks, weasels
or hawks
when
protected
by

spruce cover.
Wneh the refuge is first established,

sprinkle

buckwheat all about and leading toward the arch.
If there are groups of rocks or stumps about and
in such form as to make natural hiding places,
set some of the spruces about them and the birds
will often sleep there at night.
There are three
or four places where I can put my hand ona
ruffed grouse at almost any time, if he will hold
still; and as to quail, they are naturally home
lovers, and like to find cosy nooks where they can
snuggle together and admire each other’s beauty
every day.
The quail can be depended upon to
feed at the table of any hospitable host every day,
and fuffed grouse sometimes seem to be very glad
to get at the buckwheat, but they are independent
fellows, and even in the hardest weather sometimes prefer a diet of buds of willow, maple, birch,
poplar and other trees.
Even when sleeping in

trouble themselves very little to begin breakfast
with grain, if tattle-tale new snow bears true witness.
Sometimes the tracks of a single grouse
lead from the sleeping bed to the grain, while the
tracks of his companions go straignt away from
it. Bluejays.take some toll from the storehouse,
but they pay for it with a flash of gay color

against

the gray landscape,

and the laugh

of a

merry hoyden, at a time of the year when tones
are inclined to be sad.
Mice and squirrels take
a whole lot of the grain, but it does not cost much,
and the man who grumbles at that sort of loss
would refuse to let the boys hitch on behind.
It
is necessary to look after the matter of replenishing the grain occasionally, but a peck of sand
will withstand many pecks for years.
If one cares to feed smaller birds in order to
get them about the house, a very good way is to
tie a piece of beef suet on either end of a string
a couple of feet long and then toss the whole
contrivance into a tree.
One must not be misled by his experience with fish lines. and expect
it to hang every time, but after tossing it up from
one to five times—depending upon how soon the
train starts—the string will finally wind about a
branch
(Women need to use a pole or to call the
hired man.)
Chickadees, nut-hatches, creepers,
woodpeckers and many other winter birds soon
find the suet.
There is some question if feeding

the smaller birds is a very, very wise plan, for the

idea that they are really hungry is a sentimental
one.
Birds do not hunt so assiduously for the
eggs and larve of noxious insects that the agricultural bulletins tell us all about, if they can find
easy living without labor.
The pretty things
are almost human.
Rosert T. Morris.
New

York,

Feb.

16.

Deer Clubbers

the refuge at night ruffed grouse will sometimes
Editor

Forest

Inclosed

find

Punished.

and Stream:

story

of deer

killing

from

the

Gloucester Daily Times:
“In the District
Court
this morning
before
Judge York, George Bragg and George Nurse,
two of the crew of the schooner Dictator, of this
port, pleaded guilty to violating the game laws
of Massachusetts in killing a deer, and were each
fined $100, which they paid.
The killing of the
deer occurred in the outer harbor Dec. 31 of last
year, and created considerable attention, as witnesses of the occurrence claimed that unnecessary
cruelty was practiced in disposing of the animal.
Deputy William W. Nixon, of the Massachu-

setts Fish and Game

Commission,

in calling the

attention of the court to the case, stated that it
was a shame that these peaceful animals could
not be let alone.
They are seen quite frequently
Swimming across the harbor, or in the waters of
Essex River and Ipswich Bay.
He considered
that this case should be treated in such a manner
that it would serve as a warning to others who
‘might be inclined to do the same thing. Mr.
Nixon further said that he understood these men,
on seeing the deer swimming in the harbor, put
out from their vessel in a dory, into which they
took the animal, then beat it to death with an oar,
and then used a gaff on the animal, after which
they took it aboard the vessel and cooked it.
“Judge York said under the circumstances it
was out of the question to think of placing these
cases on file, and it was
really a case
where
cruelty to animals
might
have
been’ brought

against the men. When

sentence was passed upon

the two men the skipper of the vessel promptly
laid down the amount necessary to release them
from custody.
Both Bragg and Nurse considered
themselves fortunate in getting out of the matter
so easily.”

Deputy Nixon is a hustler.
dogs

that

drove

their owners.
IN

THE
*

ADIRONDACKS.

Photo

by Joseph

C. Grew.

the deer

He has located the

overboard

and

warned

The pathetic part of this case is

the fact that the doe, the mate

to the deer killed,
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is searching everywhere for her companion. Three
times

in the night

I have

heard

her calling piti-

fully, and nearly every night she haunts the State
Park, where she can look out on the outer harbor, anxiously hoping for the return of her mate.
It is so human, so characteristic of Gloucester,
where many a weary watch has been vainly kept
for loved ones that never return.
“The wife looks out on the tempest,
When the waves are flecked with foam;
And a prayer sends up for the safety
Of the husband that never comes home,”

Work of the Biological Survey.

the year

390 permits

and Birds.

were

issued

for

the importation of 200 mammals, 250,000 canaries,
and 37,000 miscellaneous birds, and five for the
entry of 2,270 eggs of pheasants, a considerable
increase in number as compared with last year.
Practically all of the cage birds and many of
the game birds were imported through New York,
and ninety-five consignments, embracing all but
a small proportion of the total number, were inspected by the Department inspectors there.
Besides these entries there were imported 300 mammals, 3,350 canaries, 12,000 miscellaneous birds,
and 200 reptiles (chiefly turtles and snakes) which
did not require the issue of permits.
Most of the birds brought in were cage birds,
but a large number of game birds were imported
for aviaries and a few for stocking covers. These
included 1,000 pheasants, 300 quail, 450 partridges,
300 ducks and’ 600 miscellaneous
game _ birds.
Twenty thousand pigeons and doves were im-

ported, chiefiy domesticated
purposes.

species

for breeding

No injurious species have been reported for
entry, and, so far as is known, no attempt has
been made to introduce any into the country sur-

reptitiously.
CAPERCAILZIE.—The
game
birds imported include more than
100 capercailzie
destined
for
liberation on Grand Island, Mich.
‘The capercailzie is found in northern Europe, and is the
largest member of the grouse family, full-grown
males weighing ten to twelve pounds.
The bird

is non-migratory, is extremely hardy, and its flesh
is excellent.
The results of its introduction into
Michigan will be carefully watched.
A number
brought from Sweden and liberated in Algonquin

Park, Ontario, last year, as mentioned

in the re-

port of the Biological Survey for 1904, have wintered successfully and appear to be thriving.
PARTRIDGE Eccs.—Investigation of the importation of partridge
eggs
for stocking
purposes,
mentioned in the report for 1904, developed the
fact that less than fifty per cent. hatched.
Further inquiry showed the probable cause of this
partial failure to be largely injury from the long
ocean voyage, and partly the inferior quality of

the eggs imported.

The second cause particularly

attaches to Hungarion partridge eggs, which are
said to be carelessly collected by peasants and
subsequently negligently handled by dealers.
In

the present

condition

of the trade and

facilities

for transportation it is doubtful if this method
of introducing partridges will justify the expense
involved.
Interstate

Commerce

in Game.

The number of cases of illegal shipments of
game from one State to another is considerably
larger than the previous year.
The records of

1904-5

show

twenty-three

cases

involving

the

shipment of 1,608 birds and fifty-two rabbits, as
against ten cases involving the shipment of 700
birds and thirty-six rabbits in 1903-4.
Eleven
convictions and several indictments were secured
during the year, making a total of fifty-three convictions in cases passing through the Department
since the passage of the Lacey Act in 1900.
Of
these, five were secured in Federal courts and six

in State courts.

[FEB. 24, 1906.

Special mention should be made
of the cooperation in this work of the State authorities of
Illinois, Iowa, North
Carolina,
Nebraska
and
Minnesota.
As in former years, a number
of

cases in Jowa

have been prosecuted

in the State

courts bv the warden, who secured in one instance
a 0G of $400 on account of the shipment of 248
1rds,

Fretp

Work.—Examination

was

continued

of

illegal transportation of game at St. Louis, which,

TuHeE following summary of the work of the
Biological Survey for the year 1905 is taken from
the Report of the United States Department of
Agriculture just issued:

During

STREAM.

the extent and character of illegal shipments of
game and of the methods used by State officials
to suppress it in Illinois, Iowa, Missouri,
Nebraska and Wisconsin.
Personal inspection was
made of the conditions prevailing in these States,
and North Carolina also was
visited with the
same object.
Particular attention was given to

HERMIT.

Importation of Foreign Mammals

AND

from its geographic position, offers special opportunities for violations of the non-export
laws.
Examination of the methods of freight traffic led
to the belief that game was carried by hand or
by wagon across a certain bridge to East St.
Louis and there reshipped.
A number of deputy
wardens were detailed by the game commissioner
of Illinois to watch this bridge, and arrests immediately followed.
Eight cases have thus far
been presented to the courts, in one of which a
penalty of $200 and costs was imposed.
WILDFOowL
PRorecTION
IN TEXAS.—Wherever
possible, organizations and individuals have been
aided in attempts to establish or maintain adequate protection of game.
Mention may be made
of the results attained in Texas, where a strong
effort was begun to nullify the law enacted in

1903, prohibiting export
State.

This

law

was

of waterfowl
an

important

from
step

that

in the

preservation of wild ducks, and it is gratifying to
be able to report the success of the effort to maintain and enforce it.

THANKSGIVING GAME.—As
gation

was

made

last year, an investi-

of the amount

market and the prevalent

of game

prices therefor

on

the

imme-

diately preceding Thanksgiving Day.
The detailed results of the investigations of the two
years will be published
shortly.
A
growing

scarcity

of game

in the

markets

is

indicated,

mainly due to the increase of restrictive laws and
more
effective enforcement.
Venison
was
entirely absent from
the markets
west
of the
Mississippi, and was scarce at several Eastern
points.
Prairie chickens were scarce everywhere,
especially in 1904.
Quail were scarcer in 1904
than in 1903 in every place except St. Louis,
where they glutted the market, probably from
an oversupply to meet the demands caused by the
Exposition.
_ With a growing scarcity of native game there
1s a tendency to supply the market with imported

game, mainly different species of grouse.

Prices

for these foreign supplies were
not noticeably
high, while from 1903 to 1904 the prices of native
game showed a tendency to rise.
Reservations.

PELIcAN

IsLtAND

RESERVATION.—As a result of

protection afforded the birds on Pelican Island,
in Indian River, Florida, the colony is thriving.
On Novy. 23, 1904, pelicans were reported by the
warden to be more numerous than ever before at
that date.
The nesting season extended from the
The
middle of November, 1904, to May 1, 1905.
birds returned this season to the main island, artiving in numbers about Nov. 1 and beginning to
lay on Noy. 18. Young birds made their appearance a month later, and by Jan. 3 were numerous.
Breton
IsLANnD RESERVATION.—Three
islands,
known as Breton, Old Harbor and Freemason

islands,

lying off the

coast

of

Louisiana

just

north of the Delta of the Mississippi River, for
years have been frequented
by thousands
of
ducks, gulls, terns, pelicans, man-o’-war birds,
and shore birds, the ducks wintering, the others
breeding.
Owing to plans for the practical extermination of the ducks by market hunters during the winter, an Executive order was issued by
the President on Oct. 4, 1904, making the group
of islands a bird reservation, to be known as the
“Breton Island Reservation,’ and placing them
under the supervision of the Department of AgriA warden was appointed, to be mainculture.
of the Pelican
tained, like the warden
Island
Reservation, by the co-operation of the Depart-

ment and the National Association of Audubon
Societies, and trespass warnings were posted on

the islands.

The ducks, which have wintered in

their usual immense
numbers,
have not been
molested, so far as is known,
‘The warden reports that mallards, baldpates, pintails and red-

heads begin to leave the reservation Feb. 1 and all
are gone

by Feb.

20, while with black

ducks

the

period of departure is April 10 to 20.
Stump

LAKE

RESERVATION.—A

tion, the Stump

Lake

third

Reservation,

was

reserva-

created

by the President on March 9, 1905.
Thousands
of ducks and other waterfowl breed on four small
islands in Stump Lake, near the center of North

Dakota, the total area of which is 27.39 acres.

In

order to afford adequate protection to the birds
during the nesting season an Executive order was
issued placing the islands on the same footing as
the Pelican Island and Breton Island reservations.

Wicuita GAME REFUGE.—On Jan. 24, 1905, Congress passed an act authorizing the President “to
designate such areas in the Wichita Forest Reserve as should, in his opinion, be set aside for

the protection of game animals and birds and be
recognized as a breeding place therefor,” and prohibiting hunting, trapping, killing or capturing all
game animals and birds within such areas, except
under such regulations as the Secretary of Agriculture should prescribe.
Pursuant to the author-

ity conferred by this act, the President

on June

2, 1905, issued a proclamation announcing the
establishment
of this
National
game
refuge.
Upon this tract, which is in the Wichita Mountains, Oklahoma, quail are especially abundant,
and the principal value of the measure will prob-

ably consist in affording a breeding

ground

for

these birds.
Protection

The

most

of Game

important

of Alaska game—the
been fully maintained

in Alaska.

feature

of the protection

regulation of export—has
throughout the year, and

there appears to have been no resumption of the
trade

in skins

and

trophies.

The

bill introduced

into the last Congress, in which radical modifications in the present system were made, failed to
become a law. While it was pending, the issue of
permits for shipment of trophies was suspended.
Hence the number of such permits granted dur-

ing the year is comparatively small. New regulations were issued in June limiting shipment of
trophies to (1) residents of Alaska and (2) persons desiring to export trophies secured prior to

1905. The total number of export permits issued
during the year was ten for specimens and twelve
for trophies.
Six shipments reached Seattle
without

permit.

One,

consisting

of a deer

head

which arrived in bad condition, was destroyed by
direction of the customs
two—two caribou heads

pounds of ivory—owing
were released.
Transfer

officials at Seattle;
from
Nome
and

and
400

to special circumstances,
of Elk.

As stated in the annual report of last year, the
preparations for transporting the elk, offered to
the Department by Miller & Lux, from Kern
county, Cal., to Kaweah Park were completed.
Owing to unforeseen difficulties and delays, the
ttempt to corral the animals was not made till
Nov. 12. The animals, however, proved to be so

intractable that the effort to drive them

into a

corral had to be abandoned and several were
roped.
As a result of their excessive exertion
and the rough usage to which they were neces-

sarily subjected only two reached Kaweah Park
alive. Owing to this exnerience another method
has been devised, and Miller & Lux have promised to secure a sufficient number. of young and

yearlings to insure the success of the experiment.

Home-Made

Hunting

Suit.

A suit of the proper color (for ducks) can be
made of cheap material from coffee sacks, which
are just the right color.
I think the poor success of some duck hunters is undue movement on

the approach of a flock, and too small time allowance ahead, for cross shots and over, for ducks
rising from the water.
Hakwia

FOREST
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The Netting

IN JACKSON’S

of Ducks.

THE work done by Game Protector J. E. Overton, who has charge of New York city and Long
Island, brought into the State during the twelve
months ending Dec. 31, 1905, a very respectable
sum of money.
The number of cases in the
various
months
run
from
one
in January to

fifteen in December; the least amount paid into
the State in any month was $160 on three cases;
the greatest

amount

The total amount
by Protector

was

$2,588

on

fifteen cases.

paid to the State in penalties

Overton

during

the twelve

months

was $11,243.

the game warden and to bring
him to the Governor of New
could have been more gratifying
than this. A hearing took place
Fish and Game Commissioner J.

S. Whipple, the various charges were brought up
and discussed, and the,Butchers’ Advocate, which
reported the case and which up to that. time had
been abusing the game warden, acknowledged that
he has merely enforced the law.
It heads its re-

port of the inquiry “The Law at Fault,” and calls
upon

game

Whether

dealers to see

the Legislature

that the law is altered.

of the

State

of

New

York will amend the law as the Butchers’ Advocate desires it to be amended may seriously be

doubted,
Among the subjects which Mr. Overton has had
to consider this fall is the netting of ducks on
Long Island.
‘This has been practiced for very
many years and sportsmen have long complained
about it, but to no purpose.
Mr. Overton found
a case where 250 netted ducks had been shipped
by one man, another where 104 had been shipped
by a single person within a few days, another
where sixty-two redheads had been sent by one

Elk

on

feeding

Memory

Butchers’ Advocate, their weekly organ, very indignant.
They have not hesitated to say bitter
against
against
Nothing
Overton
Forest,

STREAM.

a hillside.

Photo

shipper, and still another where seventy redheads
had been shipped by one-man.
It is safe to say
that thousands of ducks are taken in nets and
shipped to the New York market.
Under present conditions it seems hopeless to
convict duck netters unless two or three witnesses
see the men taking the ducks out of the nets. The
law specificaily provides that it is illegal to set
nets for the purpose of taking ducks, and even
prima facie case cannot be had unless the netter
is seen in the act of removing the birds.
We do
not doubt that many thousands of ducks have
been so netted this fall and there is no prospect
of relief.

Mr. Overton’s activity in bringing violators of
the law to book makes these violators and the
things
charges
York.
‘to Mr.
before

HOLE.

AND

Number

FripaAy

night

Pictures.
One.

in the winter

time;

a tracking

snow.on the ground and rabbit tracks in the
orchard.
The “best rabbit dog in the world”
asleep in the barn.
In the old farm house a roaring fire in the big old fire-place.
Father, mother,
two older boys, two girls and David, the baby; a
home which death has as yet not entered; the
unbroken family sit in a semi-circle before the
fire; there is a peck basket of winter apples, a
basket of shellbark hickory nuts, and a glass
pitcher of rich cider, just sharp
enough
to
scratch the throat as it goes down, and there are
in these latter days no apples like those, nor nuts
with the exquisite flavor that those nuts had, and
there is no cider, for that was forty years ago
and the apple trees are dead of age, and the
hickories have been cut down years ago.
The
father tells of the times when he was a boy, and
the boys listen to him and are thinking of tomorrow, when there will be excitement and sport
with the dog and those
rabbit tracks
in the
orchard.

Tt is an old picture.

canvas,

but hundreds

It is not to be seen

of those who

on

read this will

by S. N.

Leek.

bear witness that they have seen it, and that they
often see it, and that it is dearer to them than
any picture hat hanks on the walls of their homes.
O. H. HAmpToN.

Ticonderoga

Gun

Club

Dinner.

Tue Ticonderoga Gun Club, a local division of
the K. W. Y. A. A. (Know What You Aim At),
organized several years ago to prevent the reckless killing of hunters by each other in the Adirondacks, and interested in teaching young hunters the principles of care in the use of firearms,
will hold its annual dinner at Rollino’s, 62 West
Ninth street, New York, Friday evening, March
2. The feast will be purely Italian in character,
served by a chef who was formerly a lieutenant
and decorated sharpshooter in a famous Italian
regiment at Rome, and who will, naturally, take

great delight in serving a body of American

rifle-

men and gunners.
The speeches will be on subjects lately discussed and of interest to sportsmen.
A Brooklyn
doctor will tell how the deer were so harried by
hounds in Warren and Essex counties last fall
that he had to remove his Lares and Penates to
the Raquette region before he could get a shot
at one still-hunting.
Another member from Wall
street will try to show that the .25-35 is too small

a caliber

for killing

the

big

bucks

in

Essex

county, N. Y., and give his experience to prove
same.
A member will talk about what to do with
the short trout that get hooked,
and another
brother will dilate upon the departed glories of
hounding deer in the woods. A guide from Ticonderoga will relate how he became a snap-shot
rifleman by the continuous use of a .25-20 Stevens
“Tick-tack,’” which he carried over his back during all his farm work for several seasons taking
wing shots at birds.
PETER FLINT.
For

report

see page 290.

of

Massachusetts

game

legislation
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SEA AND RAVER FISHIINC
What Fish are Best Adapted to New
England Waters ?
Stower,

Vt.—Editor

Forest

and Stream:

The

foundation of my opinion is based on the conditions in Vermont,
assuming that the same
conditions exist in portions of the other New

England States.
In the early history of New England, and long
before,

the square-tailed

speckled

native

of

and

our

streams

trout

inland

was

lakes

the

and

ponds.
They were here dictated by nature, approved by reason.
They inhabited our waters
innumerable, and any person who can remember
forty or fifty years back can tell you it did not
require the expert angler to secure at any time
all the trout required for family sustenance. In

waters

for domestic

use; we know

the spawning

beds are destroyed; we know at times epidemics,
seemingly unaccounted for, destroy millions of
fish, and

until such

laws are

enacted

to prevent

the pollution of our public waters, the best efforts of the Fish and Game Commissioners to
restock such waters will be handicapped, and one

of the prime objects of American, National, and
State fish and game organizations, collectively,
should

be

to

bring

about

a

more

wholesome

condition for the public safety. With this object in view and carried to a successful issue,
we have
ure,
to

restored these waters in a large meastheir
natural
conditions.
Assisting

nature in this way,
numerous,

and

restocking

more

spawning

by

natural

beds will become

propagation

rapidly

than

we

by wholly

are

arti-

sped on and the country became more densely
populated, the people discovered that our trout
streams and ponds had become depleted.
The
people not forming a just estimate
of this
beautiful native. of their waters, imprudently
planted in many of the ponds, pickerel, perch

and

other

The

coarser

this,

fish.

which

people

knew

There

was

a

was

no

of

scientific

the

same

waters;

that

inhabited
from

years

ago by the depletion

of waters,

deserved

in waters

of our
and

being

Many
have the confirmed
impression
that
brook trout in order to thrive, must inhabit

cold

waters,

well

shaded.

Such

environments

are most natural, but not necessary.
In pure
water, well aerated, they will thrive and grow

more rapidly than trout inhabiting waters of low
temperature.
These conditions are conclusively
illustrated in my own State, and under conditions which I have mentioned.
I would exclude
from
such waters,
steelhead,
rainbow,
brown, or any other not indigenous, and persistently continue planting our native brook

trout (Salvelinus fontinalis).
The

sawdust

nuisance,

sewerage

and

refuse

from pulp mills, which is allowed and tolerated
to

be dumped

into

our

public

waters,

has

be-

come a serious menace to the increase of fish
by natural production in such waters.
The
source of typhoid fever is not always readily
traced, but usually to contaminated waters. We
know that ice crops are harvested from these

and

laws

will

become

Commissioner.
Forest and Stream:

tribute

paid

to

glad to see a well

Vermont’s

Commis-

fields for fish and game

in the

Union, and that the time has come when stringent laws must be enacted and enforced if the fish
and game are to be preserved. .The last Legislature took the first decisive step.
The most im-

portant measure

it enacted was to have a single

commissioner, clothed with nearly plenary powers.
For this office we believe no better man could
have been found in all New-England than Henry

HENRY

Commissioner

J.

G. Thomas, of Stowe. Only those who have been
close to the commissioner and worked with him
are fully aware of his ability, honesty of purpose

THOMAS,

of Fisheries

and

Game,

and

Vermont.

ficial plants, as well as restoring our stock to a
more

hardy

Those
to

condition.

who

would

persistently

coincide

continue

to

in the suggestion
plant

our

common

brook trout under the most favorable conditions,
might be prevailed upon or induced under the
less favorable to restock with other varieties
of trout. I think this has been done in all our
England States.
In my State this change has
been a detriment:
There are too many in every
State that have a hobby, usually very unreason-

able.
from

Within the last month I received a letter
a man

in the

for information;
for him

State

where

to locate

of New

would

in Vermont;

York,

asking

be a good place
he wished

to go

into the fishculture business, propagate yellow
perch, pickerel and eels, to sell to farmers cheap,
to restock trout streams.
If it is conceded that plenty of good fishing
and hunting in our New England States and
Provinces

are

valuable

assets,

it becomes

our

duty to not only protect these assets, but to give
to your

State

and

non-resident

sportsmen

sincere

espouses.

inhabited

other conditions being favorable, both
far superior to the others mentioned.

game,

I think three months open sea-

Vt.—Editor

the best natural

but the day of

by the coarser varieties, and restock with the
better varieties.
I think even in ponds inhabited
by pickerel, pike, perch or bass, providing the
water
has good depth, that the saibling or
Mackinaw
trout would
do exceedingly
well,

for

sioner of Fisheries and Game, H. G. Thomas.
The people of Vermont are slowly but surely
awakening to the fact that their State is one of

of fishculture, that fish and game protective associations throughout our New England States,
with stringent laws rigidly enforced, will in a
few years regain what we have imprudently lost.
Not that pickerel and other coarse fish will be
eliminated, but stringent laws preventing any
citizen from stocking either public or private
waters with undesirable fish, which will partially

conditions

and

In your issue of Dec. 23 I was

I am encouraged to believe that the knowledge

present

fish

Vermont’s

trout

the passing of the brook trout has not come,

remedy

protect

more stringent.

BENNINGTON,

by trout.

forest and pollution

through

recommen-

H. G. Tuomas,

Without being pessimistic, we may admit that
at this time the conditions
are somewhat
changed

and

Commissioner of Fisheries and Game.

disappeared and the pickerel and perch hold
full sway of waters, which by right should have
been

usually

and forests well stocked with fish and game

fish-

the

game;

sportsmen

recreation. We may expect, as time goes on, that
the general Assembly will continue to further

law to

time that pickerel and trout were not congenial
in

of true

dations of the fish and game commissioners,
who appreciate the benefits which will accrue
to their respective State by keeping their waters

public misfortune.

nothing

of fish and

pound, stands in the front rank and recognized
by epicureans to be equal and superior to the
majority of all food fishes.
:

culture, and this branch of industry was not
taken up until compelled to do so by reason of
the scarcity of fish in our public waters.
They
knew a fish was a fish, and the larger it was the
better it satisfied their curiosity, but learned in
habitants

protection

the influence

son for brook trout long enugh.
Limit the
catch, stand pat on the merits of our native
trout, eliminate
the species
heretofore
mentioned, and we certainly have
committed
no
error, it being conceded by sportsmen that our
native brook trout as a game fish, pound for

those days there was no closed season, no limit
to the catch, and no limit to the size. As time

prevent

until converted by negative evidence that we can
improve on the native brook trout (Salvelinus
fontinalis), by introducing
other varieties
of
trout not indigenous to New England waters.
We note that at every session of our Legislatures new laws are enacted, others repealed
or amended, and are usually made in the further

and

tourists the best for his money.
The experimental state of propagation has
passed and in a fair position to estimate results,
and I believe it is better to hold fast to that
which has been tried and not found wanting,

interest

He

in

the

has accomplished

cause

which

wonders

he

when

we consider what he has done and the numerous
handicaps he has overcome.
His first move was to secure honest and competent county wardens.
He now has quite a num-

ber who have given good accounts of themselves.
These Mr. Thomas has caused to “imbibe some
of his enthusiasm,” and he has supported and encouraged them through thick and thin. He gives
his wardens

to understand

that if they will “get

out and hustle’ and enforce the laws without
fear or favor, they will find in him a friend and
supporter,

but

if they

given no quarter,
of Vermont

the

don’t

What
fish and

so act

they

is the result?
game

laws

are

will be

In parts
as well

enforced as in any place in America, while Commissioner Thomas is constantly striving to make
this condition general.
In many counties the leading sportsmen are
forming protective associations to aid the ward-

ens, and enthusiasm for the cause is being aroused
all over the State.
At this rate the old Green
Mountain State is destined to become one of the
leading resorts in the East for sportsmen and
summer

visitors.

All this has been accomplished

by Commissioner Thomas in one year.
There
yet remains much to be done. If the next Legislature will give him a liberal appropriation and
follow his recommendations Mr. Thomas is fully
competent to bring Vermont to the front.
VERMONTER.

FOREST
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Yellowtail

Tue California yellowtail, while not by any
means the gamiest of west coast fishes, combines in one the best food fish of its size to be

had in the South
light ability—one,
pays

Pacific, and a fighter of no
in short, that not alone re-

for the trouble.of

cellent appearance

catching

at the board,

him

by his ex-

but who

up a long and ingenious

struggle

until

in his green-gold

puts

for his liberty

from the time the barb takes hold upon his jaw
the

gaff is buried

Alive in the water, the yellowtail is among

side.

the

most active of fish, its long green back being
the only part visible to the fisherman in the
boat above, it seems to move without the use of
tail or fins, but in fact, most of this fish’s swimming is done by means of the tail, the fins adding little to the propelling power.
As may be
judged from the name, the tail is of a trans-

parent golden color, and the skin of the lower

parts seems to have much of the same tinge,
causing the appearance of a sort of amber halo

surrounding the fish as it swims rapidly.
The yellowtail attains to a length of three

feet, and extreme weights of fifty-two pounds
have been known, though by far the greater
number of fish taken are of half that weight.
When obtainable, small yellowtail of a three or
four pound size are best for table use; but these
run rarely off the southern
California coast,
though many are caught annually by lower Cali-

fornia fishermen.

Now

and then a school

be-

comes entangled in a net, and as a result they
are offered for sale next day in the Los Angeles
markets.
One should not, however, confuse this

fish with the “yellowtail”
eastern

coast

uniformly

of the

of the extreme

United

smaller

States,

fish—seldom

south-

which

attaining

is a

-a

|

FLYING

FISH

OF

CALIFORNIA

ists and other casual visitors to southern California beaches, for the reason that they are for:
ever in evidence, either on the end of some:

one’s line or hanging in the market.

Being the

weight of more than ten or twelve pounds, and
having few of the gamy qualities of the California fish.
Of the family to which the yellowtail belongs there are some two hundred varieties, divided, if my school days’ memory still
serves me, into some twenty-five or thirty genera, and nearly all of which are of use as food
fishes in some part of the world.
To it belong

beautiful and symmetrical fish which they are,
comparable only with the salmon in my mind, they
attract universal attention wherever seen, and
constitute one of the strongest attractions to
inshore fishermen and women of all the finned
game along the coast.
:

the rapacious

Methods of taking them are legion, but the
one productive of the most sport, and which
at the same time results in the capture of goodly
“bags” of these great trout of the sea, is with a

as

the

wolves

jacks,

which more

and

of inshore

the

later.

waters

luscious

known

pompanos,

of

Most of them are “surface”

fish, i. e., their food demands and their general
habits keep them within a few feet of the surface
for the greater part of the time, though this is

no indication
fully

in

yellowtail

that they are

shallow

water;

is distinctively

on

found
the

most

plenti-

contrary,

the

a fish of the deepest

of inshore waters, though I have no reason to
believe that they are frequenters of the deep sea
or that they ever wander more than a hundred

miles

or so from

land.

They

are

fish of ex-

tremely limited distribution, being recorded, so
far as I am able to learn, only from the southern
tip of Baja, California, to the more northerly of
the islands which dot the Santa Barbara Channel.
Sportsmen who frequent either Coronado

or Avalon (Catalina Island) will have unrivalled
opportunities

ance

for making

of this famous

the intimate

fish, and,

acquaint-

if their exper:-

ence is the same as mine, will find it the peer
of any game fish in the world when taken from
a small boat on a light rod and reel.
Other
methods are those of the hog everywhere, and
in all lines of sport, so that the handline manipulator and the man who fishes with a telegraph
pole and a bit of cable have come to be placed
in about the same class at either of the resorts

mentioned, as well
along this coast.
Frequently—and

Catalina—these

as

at other

fishing points

this is especially

fish run

in great

the case

schools,

at

but

far the greater number of them appear by ones
and twos, coming in from the large bands, in
which they have come up from their spawning
grounds.
Such schools are frequently met with
by market fishermen, and considerable has been

written concerning them; but so far this is all
that is known for a surety about their habits
during the spawning season; even the place to
which they retire for the production of the
young is unknown, though their food and gen-

eral inshore habits are quite an open book. In
fact they are the most commonly seen of tour-

light pole and line, about a four-foot leader and
either a live smelt for bait, or, if trolling, a bone
jig.
If the yellowtail are not biting, which is
frequently the case, even when they are to be

seen in numbers all about the boat, there is little
use to cast out for them, and still less will result from attempts to lure other fish within
reach of the gaff, for a band of yellowtail keep
the waters in their immediate vicinity pretty
well cleaned up of all smaller fish.
I remember
very well one September afternoon off Newport (a small village on the mainland coast of
southern California), in which the habits and

gaminess

of these

yellow

fellows

were

amply

demonstrated.
Mackerel of a large size had
been running close inshore for several days, and
a boatman with whom I was on friendly terms
proposed that we go out and catch a few of the
cornfeds with flies. This may sound somewhat

unusual

to those not used to the habits of the

mackerel or who have seen it taken with huge
gobs of clam or with bits of the flesh of its own
kind—which latter is far and away the best bait
ever devised for these fish—and so, in a later
paper, I will describe the method employed in
catching these salt-water swimmers with a fly.
However, to return to our boatman, we soon
had the little launch puffing away from the buoy
and headed directly toward the dark bulk of one
of the coastwise islands looming up on the western horizon thirty miles away.
But we were
not bound on any such long journey as this.
Two miles out we threw over the drag in forty
fathoms of water, and got out the light poles

for the mackerel.
When we put over the lead
and iron combination that was to hold us fast

to this one position, there were schools of the
fish we sought, passing and repassing in leisurely wandering beneath the boat, and I had

scarcely drawn my fly in half the length of the
cast, when

a three-pounder

and after a brief fight, was

took

it with

a rush,

landed in the boat.

WATERS.

The boatman, who had been attending his en
gine, did not get out as soon as I, and when he
did, not a mackerel was in the sea, nor did we
catch any more, though we fished in the same
manner for fully an hour longer.
By this time we were pretty well out of
patience, and both of us took a look over the
side of the boat, getting down as close to the
water as possible in the hope of seeing what was
going on below.
And we saw.
Down about
thirty feet, possibly less, was the cause of the
sudden disappearance of our game.
In solid
ranks they swam, and they were yellowtail, some
of them huge fellows of a length of three feet

and more,

with thick green

backs

and driving

amber tails. They were headed north, and there
were millions of them, judging by all compart-

sons of the size of their individual bodies and
the area covered by the moving mass.
The
width of the stream, as far as we could tell by
moving the boat over them, was some hundred
yards or more; in the center were gathered the
small fish, and on every side swam solitary in-

dividuals

whose

purpose

must

have

been

as

scouts warning the main body of such dangers
as sharks, shoal water, etc., and always maintaining a considerable distance to right or leit
of the oncoming school.
To all kinds of bait,
from tempting foot-long smelt to a dancing
Wilson spoon, they turned tail, not even deign-

ing to look

at it, and

the youngsters

did ex-

actly as the larger fish, so there was nothing to
be gained by angling for them, though they
would have been infinitely preferable, both for
my table and for the boatman’s customers, had
we been able to take them.
Nor, so long as we
stayed in this one spot, which was until sunset,
did this running of the yellowtail cease and the
smaller fish come back to the feeding ground
they had so plentifully overrun when we first
went out.
Within the night, however, the run
was finished, and when we went out the next day
there was not a yellowtail in the open sea, but
over near the kelp beds, always the best place
for yellowtail fishing, they were taking the bait
as if nothing had happened, and we took home
a nice catch.
Inside of three or four days the
report came in from all the up-coast beaches
that “the yellowtail had come,” and there was a
corresponding migration of local anglers to the
nearest wharves and rocky points in search of
popular
and most
greatest
this, California’s
game fish.
Harry H. DuNN.
“Yes,” remarked the professor, “I rather pride myself
the discovery of another hypothesis.”
“Indeed,” replied Mrs. Cumrox, a little doubtfully.
“T had an idea they were quite extinct.”

on
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Fish Chat.
BY

EDWARD

Early
ALTHOUGH

the

laws, which
fish

Salmon
clause

provides

for, catch

A.

and

Fishing.

salmon

known

Canadian

fishery

with

a rod

as fly surface fishing,

number of fish which ascend those streams before
the ice leaves them is exceedingly small, and I
have been unable to learn that anglers have improved their opportunity
in any of the noble

which

flow from

those two

Provinces.

From the rivers on the southeastern coast of
Nova Scotia comes a different story, for in most
of them the salmon make their appearance in

January or early February and fly-fishing at the
opening of the season is not only practicable but
it is done, and it meets
sults, too.

with very satisfactory

re-

Medway

River

by an

Indian,

who

sold

at the high price of $1 per pound, and I am

it

in-

formed that the fishing of this season in the above
named rivers started in with no little éclat, several fine salmon having been brought to gaff during the first week of the month.
Among these rivers the Indian, which empties
into Margaret’s Bay; the Ingram, Port Medway,
Liverpool, East and Clyde are most noted for

their early runs of fish, and in either of these the
angler whose enthusiasm is greater than his fear
of discomforts may find really acceptable sport.

Of all these streams

the Port Medway is one

of the choicest; it is an ideal salmon river in
many ways, and if it were properly protected
from poachers it would be the best of all Nova

Scotia rivers.

Formerly it was rather difficult of

access, but the new line of railroad makes it very
approachable, and in consequence of the extreme
mildness of the season it will be visited by more

than the usual number

of anglers.

In describing

this noble river the Liverpool Advance of recent
date says:
“We wonder if its equal can be found in the
Province, where they are caught so early and in
such quantities.
For reasons best known to themselves, the salmon just love the rippling Medway.
Now, as we write, they are slowly moving along
up stream, for they take their time when the
water is cold, and are waiting and ready to snap
at the first fly that lights on the river. And from
the tide to Greenfield is one succession of sal-

mon

pools,

scores

of places where

the river is

just suited to fly-fishing, ripples and eddies where
salmon love to linger and where the skillful and
patient angler is sure to be rewarded..
We be-

lieve that if the Medway River was protected and
patrolled as it ought to be the salmon fishing
would soon become a source of wealth to the people along its shores.”
It is several years since I had the pleasure of
casting the fly on the Port Medway.
I had hoped
to be able to once again visit it this spring, but
failing health forbids and nothing is left me but
pleasant

reminiscences

of sport

upon

its rushing

waters and deep and foam-flecked pools.
I have occasional opportunities,
however,
to
learn of what is being done with fly-rod and reel,
and the information I thus obtain concerning this
and other early Nova Scotia
streams
is often
valuable and interesting in a high degree.
On

the

Doctor,

Port

Fish and

Popham

Objections

Raised

the ruff of a golden

to Early

Angling.

That the opening of the season
for salmon

on Feb. 1 is not.an

for fly-fishing

unmixed

blessing

is the opinion held by many sportsmen, they believing that the few salmon which come into the
rivers at that early date should be permitted to
ascend the streams unmolested, and thus give a
greater number opportunities for carrying on the
work of reproduction; they also claim that the
privilege thus accorded is often abused, not only

by the use of gill nets but by the capture of trout
which are moving

up and down

the river at that

time of the year, and not only this, but they also
assert that in such an inclement season as early
February the taking of the salmon is not followed
so much as a sport as ‘it is as a pursuit for profit,

and that it would be very much better if the time
was set back from Feb. 1 to April 1 to conform
with the opening of the season for angling for
trout.

In Forest AND STREAM of a year ago I recorded the capture of an 18-pound salmon in the
Port

Silver

yellow hackle, wings from
pheasant.”

to
and

between the Ist day of February and the 15th day
of August in each year,’ was not intended in a
Pickwickian sense, it certainly, so far as the early
date named is concerned, has but little bearing on
the Quebec and New Brunswick rivers, for the

rivers

ranger,
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fishing, and smaller ones as the season advances.
We natives manufacture our own early fly; the
body is orange in color with silver tinsel and a

SAMUELS.

in the

Durham

STREAM.

and a few others, all of large size for the early

“that it shall be lawful
kill

line in the manner

Scott,

AND

Medway.

Concerning the Port Medway, Dr. H. H. Mack,
of Mill Village, Queens county, writes me:
“The
first run of salmon enters our river in January,

the law allows us to fish for them with fly Feb. 1,
and from twelve to twenty are taken in about two
weeks; the second run gets here about the middle
of March, and both runs seem eager for the fly.
“The standard flies are, for this river, Jock

In reply to all of which it is said that the fish
taken in February and March are few in number
compared with those which ascend the rivers during the entire season; that the capture of the socalled sea trout in salmon rivers at any season is
something to be commended
rather than condemned, for the reason that they destroy not only

immense

numbers

of the young salmon

but also

devour great quantities of the spawn before the
fry are hatched, even seizing it as it is exuding
from the parent fish, and that though there are
anglers who are so effeminate as to be unwilling
to make the effort to withstand the rigors of the
season, there are enthusiasts in plenty who can

thoroughly
weather

enjoy the sport, no matter

may

what the

be.

It is probable that the privilege accorded by the
early opening of the season
is but very little
abused, although we may readily see that it might

be done,

and

if unscrupulous

poachers

had

the

opportunity to put out their nets when ostensibly
engaged in fly-fishing, particularly in a season like
the present one, in which the rivers are free from
moving ice, the high price of $1 per pound, which
is obtained for these early salmon, would prove
a great incentive for them to carry on the work,
the capture of three or four 15 to 18-pound salmon a day meaning the receipt of $50 or more,
which would be no inconsiderable sum for such
persons, but it is very doubtful if this line of
poaching is carried on, and the fish that are taken
are brought to gaff on the fly-rod.
Not a

New

New

System

Fishing.

of Fish and Game
In Quebec.

Inspection

THE’ Hon. Mr. Prevost, Minister of Colonization, Mines and Fisheries of the Province of
Quebec, has prepared his new legislation for improving the system of fish and game protection in
that Province. His bill provides for the division
oi the Province into six districts for purposes of
inspection.
They are to be named respectively
Saguenay, Metapedia, Quebec, Sherbrooke, Mon-

treal

and,Ottawa.

include

The

Saguenay

the counties of Chicoutimi,

district
Lake

will

St. John

and Saguenay. Metapedia will take in the Gaspé
peninsula and the country as far west as Kamouraska.
Sherbrooke includes the whole eastern
townships. Quebec extends from Saguenay to the
dividing line between the counties of Berthier and
Maskinongé.
From that line westward to the
Ontario border are the districts of Ottawa to the
north and Montreal to the south. Each of these
districts will be looked after by a fish and game
inspector, with a number of fish and game guardians

under

him,

for whose

conduct

he will be

responsible, while a chief fish and game inspector
will superintend the entire system.
The inspectors will have their traveling expenses paid in
addition to their salaries, and will be changed
every year or two from one district to another.
Salmon

Poachers

go to Jail.

Justice has at length triumphed over the poachers convicted

of dynamiting

pedia River.

It will be remembered by the read-

salmon

in the Meta-

ers of this column that a clever conspiracy was
entered into by some of these offenders last autumn for the purpose
of escaping the conse-

quences of their crimes.
Information had been
obtained by the Ristigouche Riparian Association
against four poachers, who immediately set about
evading the law by informing, one against the
other, the law providing that the fine imposed
goes to the informer.
The result aimed at was
simply to swap fines. While Judge Chauveau was actually on his way down from Quebec to try the
accused, the latter hurried one another before a

local

magistrate

at Causapscal

and

were

con-

demned to nominal fines. Then, while they were
rearrested under the warrants taken out by Mr.

Mowat for the Riparian Association, they pleaded
that they had already been condemned and could
not be a second time condemned for the same
offense.
Mr. John Hall Kelly, M.L.A., who had been

retained

for the prosecution

the Riparian Association,

by the members

answered

of

the accuseds’

plea by stating that the first convictions had been
abieined

through

fraud

and

collusion,

and

that

the accused had resorted to these first convictions
in order to prevent the Riparian Association from

Departure.

Now the early coming of these fish to Nova
Scotia rivers is not peculiar to those streams, for
the Atlantic salmon, as is well known, begins to
ascend the rivers of Norway, which enter the sea,
at the more southerly portions of the west coast,
and those of Scotland, such as the Thurso and the
Naver, late in December or early in January, and

having

was

them

condemned

as they deserved.

the first time that such

a

plea

This

had

been

brought up in the Province of Quebec at a preliminary examination of the prisoners, and the
result was several adjournments
of the cases,
while Judge Chauveau, who is also professor of

the north

criminal law at Laval University, Quebec, after
taking the case under consideration, ordered a
rehearing on the points of law involved.
The
cases were accordingly argued anew and judgment has just been rendered.
Counsel for the

wind doth blow and we shall have snow,” there
is a considerable number who are as enthusiastic
and hardy as was the English angler who, in de-

against them, asked permission to withdraw their
former plea, and filed one of guilty. Upon this

by the middle
be had.
While

of January

our anglers may

ious to obtain

good

fly-fishing is to

not, as a rule, be anx-

their fly-fishing “when

scribing his winter fly-fishing, says:
oy found
the feathers of the fly stiff and hard, the wings
being a mass of ice. In fact, several times that
day I had to put the fly I was using in my mouth

to thaw it.” This occurred on a cold morning
early in February “when many of the pools were
covered with ice, and a bitter ‘norther’ was blow-

ing, which made it a matter of no small difficulty
to keep warm.”
And yet, notwithstanding the
discomforts in which his work was done, his kill

on that day was six fish, ranging from
pounds

13 to 16

each.

A GREAT auk’s egg was sold at auction in London last month for $1,000.

poachers,

seeing

plea they were

that

the

judgment

all four condemned.and

to both imprisonment

and fines.

must

be

sentenced

The Judge re-

primanded the accused very severely, telling them
they deserved no mercy from the courts, and had

rendered

themselves

liable to long terms

of im-

prisonment.
He insisted upon the injury that
would be caused the entire population of that part

of the country

by such

nefarious

practices

as

would destroy the salmon rivers and put an end
to the enormous
expenditure
of the wealthy
American anglers who frequent the Ristigouche,
the Metapedia and adjoining rivers in the sum-

mer season,
Mr. Kelly showed that dynamiting
and other practices destructive of spawn and
spawning beds must result in the ruin of the sal-

FOREST
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mon net fishermen as well as of the pools of the
visiting anglers.
The poachers who went to jail
in connection with these cases, were Frank Beau-

rivage and J. N. Tremblay, if Levis; Alfred
Cote, of Trois Pistoles, and Ernest Labrie, of St.
Eloi.

There

Antoine

were

also

Fortin and

fished for salmon

two

other

Ludger

cases

against

Tremblay for having

out of season

on the Metapedia

River. They were both condemned to a fine of
$20 and the costs of the cases, which were very
heavy.

Several

other

convictions

were

by Mr. Mowat during the season

obtained

against poach-

ers on the Metapedia River, and it is believed that
such a lesson has been taught them as they are

not soon likely to forget.
Fishing
Looking

Tackle

over

an

in

old

Old
copy

New

York.

of the

New

York

Herald, printed more than sixty years ago and
bearing the date April 24, 1845, my attention was
directed to the cut of a fish at the head of one
of the advertising columns. An inspection of the
illustration soon showed, however, that it had
nothing to do with either fish or fishing, but
simply marked the advertisement of a gentleman’s
furnishing store at 271 Broadway,
corner
of
Chambers street. The advertisement bore the fol-

lowing “N. B.” at its foot: “The Golden Fish will
swim from 271 to 297 on the Ist of May.”
John Conroy, of 52 Fulton street, and John J.
Brown & Co., of the same thoroughfare, were
among the fishing-tackle advertisers in the same
column of this old newspaper.
Mr. Conroy announced for sale “a large assortment of Eastern-

AND

STREAM.

399

our lines and alongside of us stood the most experienced boy with the scoop net.
It required
gentleness and patience to land the crabs, a hasty
or clumsy move resulting in the immediate disappearance of the crab.
And
as the tide advanced the numbers of the crabs seemed to increase until at times it seemed as if every line
was being tugged at one and the same time. And
then the boy with the net had his hands full, as
he went up and down the line.
We were often

barefooted

and

many

were

the

mishaps

from

wandering crabs, some of which crabs were, I am
inclined to confess, set wandering purposely with
malice prepense.

But those were great days, and we boys enjoyed them to the limit. And when our crabbing
was over we would take a swim to end up the
fun.

Loading

the wagon

our

we

catch,

would

securely

harness

covered,

into

up and drive

for

home, each one taking what he thought he could
use of the crabs, there being plenty to go around.
We saw the great pot of boiling water made
ready on the range and watched the blue crustaceans turn red under the influence of the boiling
water.
And then at table we fought our battles
over again and told how we did it in our boyish
enthusiasm to the delight of the admiring family

& Rio

tail-fin,

CHARLES

Fish in Colorado
For a number
Grande

and Utah Waters.

of years

now

Railroad,

75,000

silkworm

John

J.

Brown

&

Co.’s

advertisement

headed, “The fishing season has commenced,”
lowed by the couplet:

was

fol-

“Tet those now fish that never fished before,
And those that always fished, now fish the more.”’

“Trout

tackle

for

the

tackle for all seasons.and
were the chief attractions
the Brown advertisement.

present

season;

also

all kinds of fishing,”
offered to anglers in

The lapse of sixty years still finds the heart
of the angling supply business in pretty much the

same quarter of New

York city.
E. T. D. CHAMBERS.

~ Newtown

Creek

in the Olden Time.

RUNNING out from Flatbush on toward Maspeth a wooden bridge crossed Newtown Creek.
In those days
was unknown

from

the sludge’ from the oil factories
and the water ebbed and flowed

the East River

surrounded

The

into the salt marshes

the creek

that

uncontaminated.

fishing in the creek, except

in Colorado

Crabs were abundant.
It was a great sight when the little bluefish
were running to see the bridge lined with men
and boys with hand lines taking advantage of
the incoming tide.
Every man and boy seemed
to crowd on his line as many hooks as it would
stand, one man I remember using half a dozen,
and it was a common thing to see each hook
affixed to a struggling fish as the line was drawn
out.
While it lasted the fun was fast and furi-

ous, but when the tide was full and about to ebb
fish

with

one

accord

ceased

to

bite.

The

fishing was over for the day.
Great was the sport we boys had crabbing in
the creek from a stone dock below the bridge in
the salt meadows.
We would find out about the
tide and

come

to make

a day of it, cooking

dinner on the shore and enjoying

ourselves

our

im-

mensely.
A sheepshead secured
at the butcher’s
and
chopped into convenient pieces served as our bait.
To each morsel a stout cotton line was tied’ and
we were ready for the sport.
The moment the
tide turned inward we cast over our lines, having between us a dozen in the water at a time.

The

bait

would

sink

and

Gunnison

Arkansas

River

ANG,

in

great

and

Utah,

numbers.

The

COLORADO.
River and tributaries...:... 1,106,000
thIDiUtarviesS.2..ciecistemouae
news 1,525,000

Tributaries of the Grand, near Glenwood.........
687,0:
MALES RIV. EL Us, ole lactate emera't cie'cs setae stdcmte stored 437,000
RigeGrandes and
ceipUtariesmiccrc ccos deja. scene asice 1,068,000
South Arkansas west of oalidas.
.ccotesaccccte
255,0
Doloresmaridl® tributaries ceases
«con ecderciaccae ste
286,000
Uncompahgre and tributaries.................
204,000
San) tansand triputariest share. os os suing csc aicte
572,000
SA MIINA Gerace tame ccelne a Unisietes aiatalonnrs sctoucieweanenicce
235,000
Grands Mesawliakces Werth tocelct cs was qelmes semrtcarere 550,000
Chatrar Riv endea gowns sate tice tote ces oe cnaneeetccddes 145,000
INLESCELTATIOOUIS Ine Gertie Vaciee te ale oieltis sisoe stueatiewieaisteate 145,000
UTAH.
!
Provo River and various Utah streams............. 454,000
Total

SAICBD CagOO TAC

On AOI OT

ROOMS

OnCOO Coopancd 7,669,000

for eels and

small bluefish (they called them) weighing perhaps half a pound each, did not amount to much.

the

Headwaters,

increasing

fish in the moun-

United States Government and State hatcheries
are each year planting a hundred times more fish
(trout) than are taken out of the streams by hook
and line.
Prior to 1904 the annual planting was
between 2,000,000 and 3,000,000.
In 1904 the number reached 6,326,000, and in 1905 7,669,000.
It is
expected that even this astonishing record will
be exceeded in 1906, This continuous fish propagation insures the angler first-class sport for years
to come.
The 1905 distribution in detail was as
follows:

and

been

CRISTADORO.

turers’

bamboos

remain

stationary

upon the bottom, the slightest movement of the
line always indicating the presence of a crab.
Hand over hand, slowly and gently we drew in

Problem.

tain streams contiguous to the line of the Denver

circle.

have

prices, 400

The Flying-Fish

Two PAPERS on the eternal flying-fish problem
have appeared almost simultaneously, and express
widely diverse views.
In the one published in
the Jahrbuch of the Austrian Geological Survey,
Dr. Abel, after describing the various kinds of
fossil flying- fish, concludes that neither the typical
flying-fish or the flying-gurnards ever use their
pectoral fins as active organs of flight.
On the
contrary, the initial impetus by means of which
these fishes are launched into the air is due entirely to powerful screw-like movements of the

made flax fishing lines, all sizes, at the manufacgut of various qualities.”

For the next few minutes, it is declared by
eye-witnesses, there was quite a lively time in the
little boat, for the fish was game, and the sharp
points of the harpoons pricked his vanity.
Never
was there an autoboat that could have kept pace
with the little fishing smack as it tore through
the water, while the angered whip-ray was tiring
himself, and it was by far the most exciting experience Mrs. Forbes has ever enjoyed.
The fish is similar in appearance to a sting-ray,
and is attracting much attention from those who
have seen it. The whip-ray, or giant ray, is the
largest of flying-fishes, bearing about the same
relation to the ordinary flying-fish as does the
big balloon with which men strive to cross continents to the inflated pink toys with which children amuse themselves.
The whip-ray is found
in many parts of the world, but nowhere else so
large as in the Caribbean.

Mrs. Forbes
From

Mrs.

A.W.

the

and the

Havana

Forbes,

Whip-Ray.

Telegraph,

wife

Feb.

of the

3.

genial

prietor of the Playa baths, in company

pro-

with her

husband and a fisherman named Pancho, have
the best “fish story” that has been told around
these parts for many days.
But what is more
to the point, they have the goods to prove it.
The proof is an enormous whip-ray, weighing
more than 1,000 pounds which is lying on the
beach at the playa, where it is being viewed by
scores of their admiring friends.
The catch was made at early noon yesterday
morning, when Mrs. Forbes, with her husband
and the fisherman, were out in a small
boat
searching for the fish.
The creature had been
seen several times during the past few days and
there was great strife among the fishermen to
capture it.
Consequently many fishing parties
have been out and it required the combined ef-

forts of three of these to tow the fish ashore.

Mrs. Forbes was the first to spy the fish as it
rose up out of the water, and crying to her husband and the fisherman she directed the boat in
the direction of the prize.
When close upon the
whip-ray she threw her harpoon with great skill

and dexterity and caught the fish fair in the side.
It remained then only for her husband and
fisherman to cast their harpoons and secure
victim.

the
the

them
acting
flight
when

and

this.impetus

is sufficient

to carry

to the end of their journey, the “wings”
merely as parachutes.
In other words, the
is precisely similar to that of a flat stone
thrown up so as to ricochet from the points

where it touches the water till it finally falls.

In

the second paper, published in the January number of the Annals and Magazine of Natural History, the author, Lieut-Col.
C. D. Durnford,
takes precisely the opposite view, maintaining, on
mechanical grounds, that the aeroplane theory, as
the above may be called, is an absolute physical
impossibility, owing to the fact that the wingsurface is far too small in proportion to the size
and weight of the body to sustain the fish during
its long flight. This being admitted, the only alternative is to suppose
that the “wings’’
are
moved with an exceedingly rapid vibratory motion throughout the whole flight, and are thus,
after the first initial impetus,
the propelling
power.
The author further maintains that the
wing-movements
which
many
observers
have
noticed when a flying-fish touches a wave are not
movements de novo, but merely such a slowing
down of the continuous rapid vibrations as to
render them visible to the eye.
If Colonel Durnford’s mechanical data are trustworthy—as they
seem to be—his case appears to be proved. The
next point, however, to ascertain is whether the
muscles which work the pectoral fins of flyingfish are really capable of imparting to them the
power of maintaining these rapid and continuous
vibrations, which are the essential part of the new
theory.—London Field, Jan. 21.

Canadian Camp

Dinner.

THE members of the Canadian Camp will be
pleased to learn that Mr. Charles Hallock, the
veteran sportsman, naturalist, editor and author,
will be the guest of honor at the fourth annual
dinner at the Hotel Astor, New York city, on

Feb. 26.
Other guests and speakers
will include
Rev.
Allan MacRossie, D:D. (toastmaster) ; Maj. W.
Austin Wadsworth, President of the Boone and
Crockett Club; A. A. Anderson, President of the
Camp-Fire Club; the Hon. Dr. Reaume, Minister
of Fisheries of the Province of Ontario; Col. C.
J. (Buffalo) Jones, L. F. Brown, Hon. John S.
Wise, Rev. Leander T. Chamberlain, D.D.; W.
M. Hays, Assistant Secretary
of Agriculture;
Alfred M. Dunham, Game Warden of Alaska; the
Hon. Jean Prevost,
Minister
of Colonization,
Mines and Fisheries of the Province of Quebec;
Caspar Whitney, John Achorn (“Woodser’).
An abundant supply of rare game has been donated by members, including a species never be-

fore served in public.

HArry

V. RAprorp,

Sec’y.
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British Letter.

mud, and in all probability the anchor from its
small and compact shape had not got its flukes

ANCHORS FOR SMALL YACHTS.—The subject of
ground tackle is one to which owners are often

deep enough to get hold of the stiffer stuff underneath the surface.
In such a case it is easy
to see that an ordinary fisherman’s anchor, with
a good long shank and large sharp flukes, would
be the most trustworthy friend.
It is the simple
shape of the stockless
anchor, the absence of

Ton Cruising Sloop.

THERE is now building at Messrs. George Lawley &

AND

30ft. waterline cruising sloop.

apt to devote too little thought, although it is one

This vessel was designed for a yachtsman, who
will use her in American waters, by Messrs. Linton Hope & Co., of London, England.
The vessel was specially intended for keeping the sea
in bad weather, and to be easily handled by the
owner and one man.
Strength and seaworthiness
were the principal considerations in view in getting out this design, although in strong winds
there is no doubt the boat would have a very fair
turn of speed.
She was in no way designed for
the
ordinary
requirements
of
the
American
yachtsman, but for much heavier sea-going cruising than the average yacht generally meets with
on the American coast.
In fact, the type is really
much more in accordance with British requirements, where cruises are usually made in bad
seas and fairly continuous hard weather.
One of the owner’s requirements was that the
boat should be flush decked, with the exception

of the most important parts of a yacht’s equipment.
Indeed, the very safety of a boat frequently depends upon the holding power of her
anchors and the strength of her cable, as many
men have found to their cost; and it is only after
they have got into a mess once or twice that they
begin to wake up to the fact that ground tackle
is something more than a mere appendage to the
list of fittings. The subject of anchors for yachts
has been recently brought
up in the British

of a long skylight

to give

the

necessary

head

room in the saloon.
As the head room is quite
unnecessary, except over the floor of the saloon,
this skylight has been kept fairly narrow, giving
plenty of clear deck space on either side.
Considering that the head room in the saloon
is 6ft. 7in. under the center of the skylight, the
draft of 5ft. is extremely moderate.
The whole body of the vessel is very round,
with great structural strength,
not only from
heavy scantling, but from her compact form.
A novelty in American waters will be the roller
reef gear, fitted to mainsail and headsail.
This
has been in use for many years in British waters,
where sudden squalls and constant reefing are
common.
The use of this gear enables the vessel
to be worked with a very small crew, and at
the same time a reef rolled up in this manner is
a much better and neater job than the ordinary
method of reefing.
The wire throat halliard being wound round the fore end of the boom, the
act of turning a worm gear winch on the boom
end, revolves the boom, rolling up the sail and
slacking out the throat halliard as required.
The
peak halliard must, of course, be tended if a large
amount of sail is to be reefed, but this will not
be required if a small reef is taken in.
It will be interesting to see how a vessel of this
type compares as a sea boat and general cruiser
with the normal type of American
cruiser
of
much shallower body and greater beam.
The dimensions are as follows:

papers,

owing chiefly to the leaning which

some

have toward the stockless anchor; but as this type
is to be met with but rarely people are naturally
desirous of having the experience of others before investing in them.
Opinions as to the efficacy of the holding power of the stockless anchor
appear to differ widely.
One man considers it
has the grip of two ordinary anchors, while another small yacht owner, who isa man of considerable experience, says that he has found it
unsatisfactory, as have others
who
keep their
boats in the same locality.
This would seem to
indicate that a good deal depends upon the nature of the holding ground.
In the former case
this was not stated, but in the latter it was soft

stock which is often such a nuisance when on
deck, and its easy stowage capacity that makes it
appeal to many;

but, of course,
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small craft

little doubt

probably the best proportion of shank to stock is
as two to one. These anchors are never made so
long unless specially ordered, but can always be
lengthened after they are bought. Their advan-
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highly tried patterns until the subject has been
thoroughly flogged out.
Canoe men use it and
find it efficacious, but their experience is not of
much value to yachtsmen, for a canoe is such a
light craft that any form of anchor will hold her,
and when the weather is really bad the canoe has
to seek the shelter of the shore.
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shaped—so there is less liability for the chain to
foul.
An anchor of this type is not much more
than half the weight of a Trotman and is much
more reliable.
Small craft specially require good
tackle because they so often are stationed in tidal
estuaries where the current is strong and the
anchorage crowded and where it is necessary to
bring up in a short space.
For this purpose the
anchor just described can be relied on.
TROTMAN’S
PATENT
ANCHOR.—This
type has
some advantages and some drawbacks.
The chief
point about it is that the flukes are hinged to the
end of the shank, so that when the anchor is in
the ground the lower fluke has a deeper hold, and
the upper one lies flat on the shank, thus obviating fouling by the chain.
As a rule, however,
this anchor is too clumsily made, far too short in
the shank, unduly heavy and blunt at the flukes,
which make it untrustworthy in bringing up in
a crowded anchorage, because it does not always
bite at once.
I have been shipmates with a Trotman which was about the worst anchor I ever
saw for holding, but it was abnormally short in
the shank and heav y, most thoroughly clumsy and
inefficient.
The Trotman could, however, by a
few judicious improvements, such as lengthening
the shank, sharpening the flukes and reducing
the weight, be converted
into a really
good
anchor.
It should be remembered, however, that
no matter how good the anchor, every yacht must
have an equally good kedge, for no vessel can be
considered properly moored
that has not two
anchors down.
Tue Kariap.—The only really important item

of news

in connection

with the racing classes is

that Sir James Pender, owner of Brynhild, has
bought the first-class cutter
Kariad
from
Mr.
Kenneth Clark.
Kariad will be raced against
White Heather and the new cutter building at
Gosport, and will be a welcome addition to the
big class, though she will probably be too many
guns for the others on Y. R. A. time allowance.
ia lial, JAGstepene:
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Editor

I was

Forest

Interesting

and

very much

Stream:

interested

Craft.
some

time ago in

reading an article by Mr. John Hyslop in your
columns
entitled
“A
Very
Ancient
Egyptian
Boat,” which brought out some of the very 1nteresting points in the design of small craft.
In
these days when so much is said about the performance of launches and working boats fitted
with the well-nigh universal internal combustion
engine, it goes to show how boats of past times
were very well adapted to the needs of to-day.
Indeed, in naval architecture
there
is just as
much ,history as in any other line of activity, but
it appears that the records are scanty if compiled
at all and that the expense of the production of
books on that most fascinating art have been prohibitive.
The books of value have been out of
print for a long time and are never likely to be
published again.
The historical side of the profession is quite as vital to a clear understanding
and intelligent use of the knowledge
of past
generations, and to-day we are facing a retrogression when a deeper knowledge of the art
from its inception would have insured at least
improvement.
In this country, with a movement
afoot to restore the merchant marine to its proper

place, an incentive will be furnished, and the people will then realize that the magnificent coast
line and waterways exist, and the uses to which
they may be put for either business or recreation.
Of the boats, drawings of which I take pleasure in sending, I may say that the Mediterran-

ean boat I did not take off, it was redrawn

from

a very small drawing which appeared in a French
pamphlet on yachts many years ago, and I re-

eret that neither scantlings or sail plan was available,

the

form,

however,

is interesting

and

has

that unmistakable look of boats that have been in
use for local purposes where one generation has
handed it to the next, and that the form is preserved in the mind rather than
on
drawings.

These boats are used very extensively for fishing
and carrying about the Mediterranean ports of
France and those of western Italy, though these
last have felt the influence of and have gradually
embodied
features
derived
directly
from
the

AND

STREAM.
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Adriatic.
The stem extending so far above the
sheer strake is to steady the boat at a landing
stage and is more convenient
than
the timehonored boat hook.
The second boat is a Norwegian pram, taken
off by the writer.
This boat was lashed to the
boat skids of a sailing ship, built in Scotland, sold
to an Italian firm, subsequently wrecked in the

south,

and

after being

salved,

brought

to New

York where the ship was converted into a barge.
The pram had survived many vicissitudes and
though there were marks of rough treatment and
the corresponding patches the boat was as good
as ever.
The taking off was very carefully done
and the drawing shows well the form of these
wonderful boats.
I have seen them in a great

many

harbors

on

all kinds

and

nationalities

of

ships, and there is always a great demand for
them, as their reputation for handiness and carrying capacity is unexcelled.
These boats have
in many cases saved the lives of men in dire
peril.
I heard of a case some years ago, along
the Long Island coast; a ship had come ashore
and the Merrit-Chapman Company of wreckers

were

standing

by hoping to get near

enough

to

pick the men off, and after many fruitless attempts by the tugs, the crew of the disabled ship
launched a pram and came through the heavy

surf to shore safely. A modification of this boat
would undoubtedly, if fitted with a small engine,
would

equal

the power dory of the Gloucester fishermen.

be very

efficient

and

in many

ways

The

principal gain would be in the pounds per inch of
immersion, which in the pram for the same draft,
is very much in excess of that of the dory. These
boats are indigenuous to Norwegian and contiguous waters, and are built of the local pine,

DAN KIDNEY @ SON, West De Pere, Wis.

3uilders of fine Dede
and Eaneaee Boats! Canoes,
Gasoline Launches, Small Sail Boats. Send for Catalogue.

KNOCK DOWN
Launches, row and

Of

BOATS

all Descriptions.

sail boats.

Canoes

and

Hunting

boats.

Send for Catalogue.
American

a

Boat & Machine

ee

Coarse

Co., 3517 S. 2nd St., St. Louis, Mo,

Yacht Sails and Supplies
Spray Hoods. Tents and Camp Outfits. Canvas,
Silk and Khaki Waterproof Tents. Aluminum and
Steel Cooking Utensils Folding Cots, etc. Motor
Boat Fittings of every description, Lanterns, Flags,

Propeller Wheels, Chocks, Cleats. Polished Brass
Auto Steerer.$10. 00, 12 inch Polished Brass Steering Wheel, $3.00, galvanized, $2.50. Work Eze

Bilge Pump, $3.00.

Chimes Air Whistle. $5.00.

Yacht Tenders, Boats, Canoes.
Send

for complete

catalog.

JOHN C. HOPKINS @ COMPANY
119 Chambers Street, New York

which is rather different from our American pine,
either white or yellow, being harder than the
former and less pitchy than the latter.
The fastenings are of iron throughout.
The construction is one extremely well adapted
to cheap construction and giving at the same time
good strength.
There is no keel whatever, the
keel strake being placed outside and the next on
either side being made inside strakes, and from
there up to the gunwale being in and out, as is
usual in lap strake boats.
The frames are sawed

Naval

ARTHUR

The third boat is a home

product and is a di-

rect outcome of the boats brought over here soon
after the country was settled, there is a resemblance, and a striking one, between these oyster
skiffs and boats seen in the Naval Gallery in
Paris and those also of the same period as drawn
in Admiral Frederico Henry Chapman’s “Architectura Navalis Mercatoria,’ published in 1768.
This wonderful
book
is very ‘rare and con-

tains

examples

of all classes

of wooden

ves-

sels, and to-day there is no finer monument to
the devotion, knowledge, patience and art of this
wonderful Admiral.. These oyster skiffs are renowned for their ease of handling and capacity
for oysters, also like some of the famous luggers
of France of past days, that smuggled Hollands

and

silks;

they are

used

such as the surreptitious
They are very good boats

for

illegal

purposes,

transference of coal.
to “tong” from, how-

ever; tonging being the method of picking up
oysters from the bottom, but this is passing away
and gasolene or steam propelled boats do the
work more thoroughly and quickly than a whole
fleet of tonguers with two men
in each crew.
They are very steady and are, even when deeply
loaded, not apt to be swamped.
They are frequently fitted with a narrow dagger centerboard
and a small sprit sail, and are very fair sailers.
Now, however, many are equipped with motors.
The scantlings are fairly shown.
It is interesting to note that the second strake of plank is
doubled and certainly, im connection with a rising
and covering piece, goes
far to increase the
strength of the boat.
The covering piece being
fitted to the top of ceiling, allows no dirt to wash

into the bottom.
though

inquiries

They are built in various sizes,
in numerous

places

and

from

and

Brokers.

BINNEY,

(Formerly StTEwarT & BINNEY.)

Naval

Architect

and

Yacht

Broker,

Mason Building, Kirby Street, BOSTON, MASS.
Cable Address, ‘‘ Designer,’’ Boston.

out of crooks and located to the number of seven,

as shown by the nicks on the border.
A small
skeg is often fitted to steady the boat.
I regret that anent the history I can give no
details except that perhaps even in Norway they
would say that they had always been in use and
had no history.
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oe
different persons, getting their living in boats and
on the beaches, has failed to reveal the fact of
the existence of any drawings, and they are built
entirely by eye.

In the drawings of these boats it is of interest

to note the curves of areas, showing how each
one is to be loaded.
The sections of the pram
and oyster skiff are also strikingly similar.
It
has been a pleasure to obtain these drawings, and
more so to add them to the already large collection that has appeared in your valuable paper.

;

Port

Ricumonp,

MarTIN

C. ERISMANN.

S. I., Jan. 22,

From an Old
June 7.—This day began
last six, for that matter.

Diary.

sick of these “horse latitudes,” as Capt. Hinckley calls them, and would that we might escape
them.
Seven days of tropical heat, seven nights

as hot as the days.

Only once has a faint breeze

set all hands to wetting canvas in the hope of
escaping—futile hope.
This evening I ventured among the men on
the forecastle deck, and heard the boatswain,
a queer old grizzly, tell one of his many experiences—they all seem to turn on some superstition.

“Back

in ‘forty-five,’

said he, “I was

on ‘the

topsail schooner Martha Ann, whalin’ out of
New
Bedford, and we were hung up somewhere’s near here for two weeks.
One night
Jim Phinney, a big fellow an’ afraid of nothin’
but goin’ to the devil, he an’ I were on watch.
Everybody else on both watches was below,
tryin’ to sleep.
Long about seven bells, Jim
hollered loud as thunder, an’ I looked aft to see
fire spoutin’ up through the main hatch.
Well,
we called all hands, but it warn’t no use, an’ we
had to man the boats.
“Just as we shoved off, the foremast fell on
us, smashed every boat to bits, an’ laid out every

man

Jack of us but Jim an’ me.

We

managed

to scramble ’round an’ make a little raft an’
paddled clear of the Martha Anna.
She certainly was a sight—all over fire, with flames
lickin’ up the jibboom.
All night she burned,
but when daybreak came, there was no Martha
Ann, no hulk, no breeze, no clouds—nothing
but Jim ’n’ me ’n’ the raft, ’n’ that ain’t sayin’
much.
We were in a tight hole an’ we knew it,
for all we had was a breaker of water an’ one
little box of hard tack—an’ weevils.
“All day long the sun shone on us, an’ the
raft was as hot as the hinges.
We tried getting
overboard, just keepin’ our heads out by hangin’ on to the raft.
Lord! the water seemed
boilin’; I slipped once an’ swallowed a mouthful.
After that I stayed on the raft.
When night
came, it wasn’t any cooler.
You fellows know
how it.is. Seems as if it ought to be, but good
Lord! it ain’t.
There was a full moon
that
night, an’ it seemed to laugh at us. Jim swore
he could see it laugh, so he cursed it.
“About eight bells Jim touched my shoulders
an’ pointed at the moon.
His face was as white
as a lady passenger, an’ he couldn’t speak.
I

knew why, when I saw what he was pointin’ at.
There was a little violet cloud that made a cross

were

both

of us scared most

to death,

though, the Lord knows, we expected to be with
Davy Jones ’most as soon as that any way.
What made it bad was that we had always heard
as how it meant hell sure for him as died.
“All night Jim an’ I sat and watched each
other.
He was white as a new royal, an’ I felt
like it. When mornin’ came we just kept on sittin’ an’ watchin’ each other.
Jim’s eyes began
to get red.
He said mine were red, too.
Anyhow they felt like it.
Once we drank some
water.
We didn’t dare to drink much. there was
so little.
The sun was hot; I never knew it so
hot. My tongue began to swell an’ felt all puffy.
My head got all dizzy.
I didn’t talk, but Jim
was always cursin’ the sun.
I never heard him

curse so before.
the

water

and

All the time the sun shone on
was

reflected

By an’ by I thought

devils

dancin’

in

front

I saw
of

up

into

our

eyes.

they

fired

hundreds

me,

an’

of little

[FEB. 24, 1900.

me, an’ cursed me for not dyin’.
“After a long time night came, an’ we still sat
an’ watched each other.
Lord! how I wished
he’d die. I was scared I’d have to go first an’
burn in hell instead of him.
He tried to take a
drink, but I drew my sheath knife an’ wouldn’t

let him for fear he’d live longer.

A hot, damp

breeze began to blow from the south.
sort of choky, an’ only made us worse.

It was
I got

to thinkin’ of home, an’ I guess I cursed Jim
an’ the moon an’ God, an’ everything; anyhow
I felt like it.
“The time began to be most gone, an’ Jim was
as

live

afraid.

as

me.

Lord!

So was Jim.

mates,

but

I could see it.

I was

Then

he

begged me to die, ’cause I had no wife or family.
That made me madder than ever, for he hadn’t

any wife or family himself.
“The moon got way up an’ started down.

I

knew it was near time for one of us.
I thought
of my knife an’ looked sideways at Jim.
I felt
of the handle, but I was so weak I could hardly
hold on.
Lord knows how I could sit up. Jim
asked me would I draw for it, but I wouldn't.

I wouldn’t trust him to hold the white an’ black
buttons he suggested usin’. It would ’a’ been
too easy to juggle them.
“Finally I got terrible weak, an’ could hardly
see to look at Jim, who kept cursing away, just

like a baby talks to itself.

dry I couldn’t
Then I heard

himself.

My mouth

was

so

speak to curse, but I felt like it.
him mumblin’ over and over to

‘T’ll fix it—I’ll

fix it,

I

dassent

go

myself, ’'d burn an’ burn forever.
I'll fix it,
He kept on mumblin’ an’ drew his knife, while
his hand shook so he could scarcely hold it.
Then he got to his knees, one at a time, an’ I
could see what he meant to do. I tried to talk

to him reasonable

like, an’ tell him what good

mates we had always been; but I couldn’t make
a sound.
I could just sit an’ watch him while
he crawled toward me an inch at a time.
I

couldn’t even shut my eyes, but just sat stupid
an’ stared at him.
even breathe.

“When

he was

It seemed

as

close to me—he

of the Brooklyn Y. C. was held at the club house
on the evening of Feb. 14 and the following officers were elected:
Com., Bird S. Coler; ViceCom., David E. Austin; Rear Com., John Lewis;
Treas., William Graham;
ford; Meas., William H.

Sec., Frank W. BradGriffin; Trustees—For

three years, William M. Campbell, Dr. James A.
Voorhees and A. C. Soper; for one year, Samuel
S. Fontaine and Frank Maier; Regatta Committee—Dr. J. E. De Mond, George E. Reiners and
Arthur

T. Wells;

Membership

Committee—N.

T.

Cory, M. W. Hall and James Moffatt; Delegates
to Y. R. A. of Gravesend Bay—Dr. J. E. DeMond
and George E. Reiners; Delegate to American
Power Boat Association—E, W. Graef.
RRR
ANOTHER
LARGE
RACING
AND
CRUISING
SCHOONER.—Messrs.
A. Cary Smith & Ferris
have prepared tentative plans for a 93ft. waterline racing and cruising schooner.
The boat is.
said to be for Mr. William E. Iselin, who re-

cently purchased
been

received

the yawl

from

Vigilant.

Boston

built at the George

Word

has

that the yacht will be

Lawley

& Son

and that work
in March.

will be commenced

of

city.

Corp. yards
on

her

early

RR eR
AUXILIARY YAWL For G. B. Hopxrns.—The fine
cruising yawl which is now being planked at the
Jacob yard, City Island, is for Mr. G. B. Hopkins,
New

York

She

was

designed

by Mr.

Henry J. Gielow and is 94ft. 6in. over

all, 64ft.

8in. waterline, 2o0ft. breadth and oft. gin. draft.
The yacht’s sails will be made by Messrs. Ratsey

& Lapthorne and she will be fitted with a 4o
horsepower Standard engine. The yacht will be
named

Sieglinde.

ReReEe
CARNARSIE Y. C. OFrricers.—The annual meeting of the Carnarsie Y. C. was held on Feb. 11

and the following officers were elected:
C. A. Martin;
Vice-Com.,
Joseph
B.

Treas.,

J. K. Alexander;

Fin.

Com.,
Acker;

Sec., George

E.

if I couldn’t

Winters; Rec. Sec., P. L. Rollings; Meas., J. A.
Cass; Board of Trustees—Louis Heckler, D. J.

hadn’t far to

Rinsley;

come, but it felt like hours—I thought it was all
over.
He didn’t look at me, an’ he was talkin’
to himself; but he fairly yelled, ‘Yes, by God,
[ll fix it? an’ he made a feeble lunge at me with
his knife.
Lord! he was near as weak as I, an’
his knife just brushed out of his hand when it
struck me.
As for him he just fell across my
legs, an’ his head fetched up on the edge of the

J. P. Start, C. M. WynchWandee

wee:

Patterson.

Ree
Bay Sipe Y. C. Orricers.—The

following offi-

that

cers were elected at the annual meeting of the
Bay Side Y. C.:
Com., G. Waldo Smith; ViceCom., G. Howland Leavitt; Rear Com., W. W.
Cole; Treas., Hugh L. Weber; Sec., William H.
Johns; Meas., D. H. Van Name; Members of
Board of Governors—Charles E. Coleman, Edwin
Andrews, Jr. Commodore Smith announced the

comin’ down on me.
I couldn’t call to them or
wave, but they saw me an’ lowered away a boat.

following appointments:
Fleet Capt., John H.
Taylor; Fleet Surg., Dr. Charles B. Story; Legal
Adviser, Elmer G. Story; Regatta Committee—

rait.

“T

don’t

the breeze

remember

much

kept prickin’

on,

more,

except

an’ I saw a brig

Jim was dead when they reached us.

They said

afterward that he had a bruise on his forehead
where he struck when he fell—a broad mark,

that their mate said ‘looked like a burn.’ ”
When McFarland had finished, we sat very
quiet, and then, with one accord, all looked,
up

at the moon.
But its cold, round face had no
more to add to the tale than have I,
WitLttAM LAMBERT BARNARD.

against the iace of the moon.
You know what
it means.
One of them what see it will die
within a day.

“We

STREAM.

arrows an’ spears into my eyes. I could hardly
see, but I sat an’ watched Jim. He was watchin’

still

like the last, like the
I am, in truth, very

AND

YACHTING NEWS

for San Diego, Cal., on Dec. 13.
RR E
AUXILIARY SCHOONER For E. B. DANE.—Messrs.
Palmer

&

Son,

of

Noank,

Charles L. Willard, William

W.

Knapp, W. W. Knowles, Charles H. Roberts.
RRR
Morss SCHOONER TO BE NAMED DeErvisH.—The
schooner building at the yard of the George Law-

ley & Son Corp. from designs by Messrs. Tams,
Lemoine & Crane for Mr. Henry A. Morss will
be named

Dervish.

Rene

NOTES.

ANEMONE ENTERED IN HonoLutu RAce—Mr.
C. L. Tutt has entered his ketch Anemone in the
2,100-mile race from San Francisco to Honolulu,
which starts on May 5. Mr. Tutt is a member of
the New York Y. C. and the South Coast Y. C.,
of Terminal Island, Cal. Anemone left New York

Robert

A. D. R. Brown,

Conn.,

are

BALTIMORE
Y. C. Orricers.—At the annual
meeting of the Baltimore Y. C. the following officers were elected:

Com., Daniel
Emerson;

Com., Henry

B. Banks;

House

Rear

B. Gilpin; Vice-’

Com.,

Isaac

Committee—Baker

Waters,

Arthur Hale, Frank C. Bolton, J. Austin Dinning
and William E. Dibbell; Regatta Committee—
Walter Ancker, Robert Ramsay and Dudley Williams; Treas., William

Dinning;
and

Board

James

A.

of

E. Dibbell;

Smyser;

Savage.

Sec., J. Austin

Governors—Walter
Meas.,

eRe
EpitH

Ancker

Frederick

A.

building from their own designs a large auxiliary
schooner for Mr. E. B. Dane, of Boston. She is
135ft. over all, 1o6ft. waterline, 26ft. 6in, breadth
and 14ft. draft. The yacht’s auxiliary power will

by Mr. C. D. Wainwright, of Marblehead, Mass.,

consist

to

of a Murray

horsepower.

& Tregurtha

motor

of 125

She will be known as Cone.
ReReEP
Brookityn Y. C. OFrricers.—The annual meeting

AuUxtLiARY

YAcHT

Soitp.—Mr.

Hollis

Burgess has sold the auxiliary yacht Edith, owned
Mr.

Rodman

Paul

Snelling,

of

Needham,

Mass. Mr. Burgess has also sold the sloop yacht
Squeteague, owned by the George Lawley & Son
ons

oston.

of South

Boston,

to Mr.

C. F. Allen,

of

FOREST
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TEXAS

SHOTS

Every year Texas crams the month of January full of important shooting
events.
Many of the best known Northern shooters yearly ‘go South” to
measure the skill of the Southern marksmen. The final scores of the 1906 Texas

circuit show that Mr. F. C. Riehl, of Alton, Ill., during the last six days of the

Sunny South Handicap, had an average of nearly 97 per cent. At Bay City,
January 31st-February tst, he completely out-shot the leading shooters of the
country, breaking 432 out of 440—98.2 per cent., winning the combination
High Average for the Bay City and Sunny South Handicap Tournaments.
Niessen mOmlrictkestand lle ubby, ataBay City, also made 93% and
g6 per cent. respectively.
Messrs. F. A. Weatherhead, Harry Taylor, George

Maxwell and C. E. Binyon, are some of the amateurs also shooting U. M. C.

shells, who made scores nearly as high as those of the professionals, and justi-

fying their long trips.
VU. M.

C. Arrow

than

THE

their share

UNION

If you want your shoot to be announced
send a notice like the following:

Club

Shells

of Sunny

South

METALLIC

have

here

22.—North Caldwell (N. J.) G. C. all-day tournament.
T,.
Quackenbush, Sec’y.
22.—Edgewater, N. J.—Palisade G. C. all-day shoot.
A. A
Schoverling, Mgr., 2 Murray
street, New
York.
Feb. 22.—Utica, N. Y.—Riverside G. C. all-day tournament.
E. J. Loughlin, Sec’y.
Feb. 22.—Ossining (N. Y.) G. C. President’s shoot.
C.
G. Blandford, Capt.
Feb, 22.—Mechanicsville (N. Y) Game Protective Association all-day target shoot.
Geo. Slingerland, Sec’y.
Feb, 22.—Harrisburg, (Pa.) Sportsmen’s Association.
J.
B. Singer, Sec’y.
Feb. 22.—Cleveland
(O.) G. C. tournament.
F.
H.
Wallace, Sec’y.
March 19-21.—Pinehurst (N. C.) G. C. tournament.
March 21-23——Omaha (Neb.) Gun Club spring tournament.
W. D. Townsend, Sec’y.
March 22.—Edgewater, N. J.—Palisade G. C. all-day shoot.
April 12-13.—Toronto Junction (Ont.) G. C. target tournament.
P, Wakefield, Sec’y.
March 14-16.—Des Moines, Ia.—Iowa State Sportsmen's
Association.
C. W. Budd, Sec’y.
April i8.—Piedmont (W. Va.) G. C. F. A. Ricker, Sec’y.
April
18-20.—Great
Bend (Kans.)
G. C.
shoot.
B.
McMullen, Sec’y.
April 19.—Springfield
(Mass.) Shooting Club’s Patriot
Day tournament.
ites, Sec’y.
April 21.—Easton, Pa.—Independent G. C. third annual
tournament:
Edward F. Markley, Cor. Sec’y.
April 24-26.—Fort Wayne, Ind.—Corner R. and G. C.
tournament.
John W. Linder, Sec’y,
April 26.—Edgewater, N.
J.—Palisade G. C. all-day-shoot.
May 1-3—Oklahoma and
Indian Territory State shoot.

R. S. Elliott, Sec’y.

more

CARTRIDGE

2-3.—Syracuse, N. Y.—People’s G. C. tournament.
Fred. G, Willard, Mer.
17-8.—Vicksburg, Miss.—Mississippi
Delta
League
second amateur tournament.
J. J. Bradfield, Sec’y.
ee
(N. Y.) G. C. tournament. B. D. Nobles,
ec’y.
May 8-10.—New London (Ia.) G. C. shoot.
Dr. C. E.
Cook, Sec’y.
May 8-10.—Columbus (O.) G. C. tournament.
F. Shattuck, Sec’y.
May 9-10.—Wilmington, Del.—Annual spring tournament
Delaware
State Trapshooters’
League,
under
the
auspices of the Wawaset Gun Club.
W. M. Foord,
ec’y.
May 15-18.—Milton, Pa.—Pennsylvania State Sportsmen’s
Association tournament.
May 15-19.—Kansas City, Mo.—Missouri State Game and
Fish Protective Association twenty-ninth annual tour-

nament.

won

Handicaps

May

Fixtures.
Feb.

Nitro

May

Trapshooting.

Feb.

and

Knox & Knapp,
May 16-17.—Auburn, N. Y., tournament.
Mgrs.
May 16-17.—Nashville,
Tenn.—The
Interstate
Association’s
Southern
Handicap
tournament,
under
the
auspices of the Cumberland Park G. C.; $1,000 added
money.
Elmer E. Shaner, Sec’y-Mgr., Pittsburg, Pa.
May 20.—Montpelier (Vt.) G. C. tournament.
Dr. C. H.
Burr,
Sec’y.
May 24.—Edgewater, N. J.—Palisade G. C.
May
24-25.—Owensboro,
Ky.—Kentucky
Trapshooters’
League fourth annual target tournament, under auspices of Davies County
James Lewis, Sec’y,
Owensboro, Ky.
F. Pragoff, peciy Keys (Sandee
May 24-25.—Montreal, Can.—Canadian
Indians’ first annual
tournament.
Thomas A. Duff, High Scribe.
May 30.—Mechanicsville (N. Y.) Game Protective Association second annual tournament.
Geo. Slingerland,
ec’y.
May 30.—Ossining, N. Y., G. C. merchandise shoot.
C.
G. Blandford, Capt.
May 30.—Edgewater, N. J.—Palisade G. C.
May 30.—McKeesport, Pa.—Enterprise G. C. tournament.
Geo. W. Mains, Sec’y.
June 5-7.—Lincoln,
Neb.—Nebraska
State Sportsman’s
Association’s thirtieth annual tournament.
Geo. L
Carter, Pres.
June 5-8.—Dayton, O.—Ohio Trapshooters’ League twen-

CO.

tieth annual tournament.
Added money, $600. C. C.
Rayburn, Pres.
June 12-14.—Fairmont, W. Va.—Tenth annual tournament
of the West Virginia State Sportsmen’s Association,
under the auspices of Fairmont
Gun Club; $1,000
added to purses.
E. H. Taylor, Mgr.; Ed. O. Bower,
Sec’y-Treas.
June 12-15.—Warm Springs (Ga.) G. C. tournament.
June 12-15.—Baltimore, Md.—Maryland County shoot.
J.
Mowell

Hawkins,

Mgr.,

1630

John

St.,

Baltimore.

June 13-14—Fargo, N. D.—North Dakota State Sportsmen’s Association’s twelfth annual tournament.
Robbins & Bailey, Mgrs.
June 19-22.—Indianapolis,
Ind.—The
Interstate Association’s Grand American Handicap target tournament;

$1,000 added

money.

Elmer

E. Shaner,

Sec’y-Megr.,

Pittsburg, Pa.
June 28.—Edgewater, N. J.—Palisade G. C.
July 4.—Edgewater, N. J.—Palisade G. C.
July 17-19.—Philadelphia,
Pa.—The
Interstate
Association’s Eastern Handicap tournament, under the auspices of the Florists’ Gun Club; $500 added money.
Elmer E. Shaner, Sec’y-Mgr., Pittsburg, Pa.
July
26.—Edgewater,
J.Palisade
G. C.
A. A.
Schoverling, Sec’y.
Aug. 8-10.—Hamilton, Ont.—Dominion
of Canada Trapshooting Association’s sixth annual tournament.
W.
P. Thompson, Sec’y-Treas.

DRIVERS

AND

TWISTERS.

The Sheepshead
Bay, L. I., Gun Club will
special shoot on Feb, 22.
A new set of traps
installed on the club grounds soon.

hold a
will be

ad
The Easton, Md., Gun Club nine-man team defeated
the Salisbury Gun Club nine-man team by a score of
325. to 313, recently, at Easton.
Each member shot at
50 targets.

FOREST

316
The Peoples Gun Club, of Syracuse, Ni Y., we are informed by Mr. Fred G. Millard, will add $100 in cash
beside a great merchandise event.
+d
At Haddonfield, N. J., Feb. 17, the home ten-man team
defeated the South End ten-man team by a score of 14?
to 133.
Each man shot at 25 targets.

,
The Dominion of Canada Trapshooting Association has
fixed on Aug. 8-10 for its sixth annual tournament to be
held at Hamilton, Ont.
The Secretary-Treasurer is W.
P. Thompson.

ZR

At the weekly shoot of the New England Kennel Club,
‘at Braintree, Mass., Feb. 17, Mr. W. O. Gay scored 25,
of which ten was allowance, in the club cup event.
Mr.
Richard Storey scored 24 in the contest for the Season
‘cup.

x
The second 125 of the 500 targets constituting the
championship contest of the Crescent Athletic Club, will
be shot at Bay Ridge, Brooklyn, on Saturday of this
week.
This is a scratch event, divided into four parts on
account of its extreme length.

2
We learn that Mr. Fred Gilbert, wizard of the shotgun, is suffering from a grievous attack of rheumatism
at his home in Spirit Lake, Ia., and that he may be incapacitated from following his profession during some
weeks.
May he speedily recover.

ZR
Manager E. J. Snyder, New Paltz, N. Y., informs us
that ‘the third annual tournament of the Awosting Gun
Club,

New

Paltz,

N.

Y.,

will

be

held

on

Thursday,

April 26; $50 average money and $200 merchandise
For particulars, address Mr. Snyder.”

prizes.

2
On Tuesday of last week the New York Athletic Club
elected a shooting committee
with a membership
as
follows:
Gus E. Greiff (Chairman), J. N. Borland, J.
\W.

Hibbard,

Mr.

Greiff’s

Fred

third

Vilmar

year

and

Dr.

DeWolfe.

This

is

in the office of chairman.

td
In the Trapshooters’ League
man team defeated that of the
210

to

200.

Narberth

defeated

Merchantville defeated Media,
feated S. S. Whites, 200 to 194.
North Camden, 193 to 171.

series, the Florists’ tenHighlands by a score of
Clearview,

216

to

18s.

198 to 195.
Lansdale de.
Meadow Springs defeated

td
At Detroit, on Feb. 15, Mr. John R. Taylor, of Newark,
©O., won the Gillman & Barnes trophy, with a straight
score of 25. He stood at the back mark of the contest,
slyds.

Mr.

Tolsma,

of Detroit,

was

second

with

24.

Mr.

H. D. Bates, who had scored two wins on this trophy in
past contests, scored 22. Messrs. Springborn, McWhorter,
McRitchie and Scane scored 23 each.

2
The

third

race

of the

series

Delaware,

Eastern

Pennsylvania and Maryland, to take place at Baltimore
on Feb. 26, is looked forward to with keen interest, particularly by the shooters of the territory as defined.
The

race

will

take

place

at

Baltimore

and,

as

each

of

the other sections have scored a win, all good shooters
will offer up’ a prayer for the success of the home
gladiators.
e
The club house of the Fairview, N. J., Gun Club is
open to members and their friends on the afternoons ot
the following dates:
March 3, 17, 31; April 14, 28; May
12, 26; June 9, 23; August 11, 25; Sept. 8, 22; Oct. 18, 27;
Nov. 10, 24; Dec. 15, 29.
Regular shoot for club cup,
members only, 50 birds, handicap allowance: March 3,
June 9, Sept. 8, Dee. 15. Shells for sale at Club house.

x,
_

In the first 100 targets

Boston

The Sporting Life, issue of Feb. 17, announces that
Mrs. Margaret K. Park.has been engaged as its editor, and
wil! assume
the duties of that position on March 3.
Also thereby she will confer an honor on the guild.
She
possesses rare skill in the practical use of the shotgun,
besides a thorough knowledge
of the technicalities ot
trapshooting.
As a writer of worth
in the intricate
macters of trapshooting, her ability has been firmly established in recent years, for she has written much and
well.
Personally, to have the honor of her acquaintance
is to esteem and respect her. We know that each of the
little band of martyrs, yclept gun editors, will extend to
her a good luck greeting and a hearty welcome.

Athletic

STREAM.

of 300-target

Association,

event,

held

shot at Riverside,

[FEB. 24, 1906.

by the

Feb. 17,

Dr. S. A. Ellis was high with a score of 91. Other scores
were as follows:
E. F. Gleason 89, F. H. Owen 71, D.
FE. Hallett 76, T. C. Adams 78, C. M. Howell 86, J.
H.. Daggett 75; S..B. Clarks77,.W- lL. Hill 725°C, Grompton 67, H. Moore 57, W. B. Farmer 74, L. Ballou 80, R.
LL... Warner 67, W:.. Liteomb 83, M.. L.. Pratt 58) °L27B:
Powell 74, R. Hutchinson 56, John Paine 86, G. L. Hunter
69, D. E. Gould 43, Calvin Austin 66.
td
The weekly shoot of the Crescent Athletic Club, held
on Feb. 17, was favored with pleasant weather and a
good attendance.
Mr. O. C. Grinnell, Jr., registered a leg
on the February cup, and is now leading man in the
February series for it, his total for the month being 6%
out of a possible 75.
Mr. H. M. Brigham, a scratch
man, is within hailing distance, being second in the totals
with 65. Mr. J. N. Teeter led in the Stake trophy contest with a score of 24.
In the two-man team contest,
Messrs. Lowell M. Palmer, Jr., and L. C. Hopkins were
victors, scoring 22 and 24 respectively, a team total of 46.
BERNARD WATERS.

Boston

Gun

Club.

Boston, Mass.—Eighteen shooters were present at the
second weekly Boston Gun Club shoot, held at Wellington to-day, and after a two and a half hours’ matinee
with some of the most elusive targets ever thrown from
a trap, were somewhat on the fence as to whether their
mission had been a success or not.
Just one participant had an 80 per cent. average, and
the majority just skinned into the 70 per cent. class,
which most assuredly was discouraging, to say the least,
in view of the good averages made during the entire
1905 series.
Four straight scores were made, all from the l6yd.
line, and the long distance men were simply out of it,
with one exception, which was Frank’s high score in the
match, a pretty piece of shooting to witness, as the
targets were centered in each instance with the precision
of a Gilbert or‘a Crosby.
Willard’s first 15 in the prize match was the first
straight of the day, and he was warmly congratulated for
his efforts.
But for an unlucky 15, which was somewhat due to having to change squads, another high man
might have been recorded.
Carver kept up his good match work
started last
week, and now has two good scores to help along for
the final; but Carver promises more than this with his
new gun, which, from style and appearance, is a hard
cne

to

beat.

Silsbee, Weld and Fenno, the New England Kennel
Club representatives, were vieing with each other for
honors, Fenno
having just a slight advantage,
with
Silsbee a nose ahead of the Doctor.
This, however, is
not the last shoot, and the Doctor will continue to saw
wood, and hopes to regain the old-time skill before many
weeks have passed by.
One of the new recruits, Freeman, held his own in
fine style, and with another few weks’ experience will
make

all

the

regulars

hustle

for

honors.

A

new

gun,

built on the latest trap lines and a few suggestions from
Capt. Dickey, has worked wonders in this particular case,
and we are all wondering whether the same kind of
treatment would effect a change similar.
;
Events:
ee
<o2-42 D.VO8 Caro
ol
Targets:
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Gee
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suke eee

1006711

12°
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eenee
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Geeerel

Peabody. 16) essmete
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Atel L2eesr soeipees.
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eee
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6 711 41011
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Fentoninil6 seerscas SPO
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Merchandise match, distance handicap, 30 targets:
Yds. Brk.
Yd
Prank
esc tscinssa. 19
26
reemat jie. -s0 sss 16
25
Carver ie... ahien male 16
25
Wit thy hearers
mre peters16
24
Worthing erecrnissoclsts 17
24
Will aie) errr mertonte 16
23
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Diekeyae ie. sicceees 21
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Florists Gun

Av.
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Club.

WISSINOMING, Pa., Feb. 13.—There was a small gathering of the Florists’ Gun Club members at the monthly
shoot to-day.
The 100-target event had five contestants.
Scores:
Club shoot: ys
Terry wecraveces --.-18 22—40
PATI OTN isstece aocictentm
piers19 12—31
Wreestcott «cccec eae 18 17—35
lam line sorcas 14 16—30
Son ard) hive
ce coe oe19 15—34
100-Target event:
Westcott
...20 19 18 17—74
Allen ...... 16 17 19 1264
Terry
aieaeas 16 12 18 22—68
Hamlin. .<s 15 15 14 16—60
Leonard ....15 19 19 15—68

Detroit Tournament.
Tue third annual international shooting tournament,
held on the Rusch
Hourse
grounds,
Detroit, Mich.,
Feb. 14 to 16, was attended by a number of shooters of
rare skill.
On Feb. 14, events were shot as follows:
First event, entrance $7, 10-bird race:
Tiefer; 920.0 3. 0110102222— 7
Taylor, 30....2222222222—10
Vietmeyer, 29.0210202202— 6
Tolsma, 30....2222222222—10
ATVIS, 12s acres 0122022211— 8
Ones.) 2iceess 2220212222— 9
arks,) olen cs 2022221002— 7
Springborn,28 2022022202— 7

Kittelb’g’r, 26.1222202202— 8
Bates, 31 ....1121202022— 8
Fisher, 28 ...000220
—2
Simmons, 30..2212211212—10
Chapman, 29..2222222222—10
L H Reid, 29.2202120022— 7
Reid, 30....2122002210— 7
hellis, 29... .0221222222— 9

Second event, extra, sweepstakes, 10-bird race:
Reid, 29....0122202011— 7
Chapman, 30. .2222220222— 9
pringborn,27 2200222222— 8
Tiefer, 26 ....0100121212— 7
Marks, 29..... 222222222210
L H Reid, 29.2222212212—10
Phellis, 29 ...0222220212— 8
C Scane, 29...1101210122— 8
Tolsma, 31....2222222222—10
Kittelb’g’r, 26.0222012221— 8
Jarvis, 26..... 1020111022— 7
Simmons, 31. .2002122200— 6
Jones, 27 ....0210202222— 7
Peltier,
.» -2022021122— 8
Bates polls sess 2021112221— 9
HOrds 2s. eee 2022002202— 6
McRitchie, 28.2202122222— 9
McMillian, 27.0222002020— 5
Taylor, 31... .2222202222— 9
McWalters,27 2010202111— 7
Vietmeyer, 28.0222202222— 8
Third event, special, 5 birds:
Pond a2 Succ,agaeremen 22001— 3
MeWalters,
McMillan, 27.......02100— 2
On the
live-bird
John R.
25.
Mr,
second.
$100

27....12121— 5

second day the Gillman & Barnes international
trophy event was finished.
It was won by Mr.
Taylor, of Newark, O., with a straight score of
Alex Tolsma, of Detroit, scored 24 and was
The conditions were 25 live birds, $25 entrance,

aded.

Tolsma

for the trophy
The scores:

took

only, he not

first

money,

entering

as

Taylor

shot

in the sweepstakes.

Phellis,. 20.) ccateaanaet
even gaat 2222220222222222222200220—21
Bates# Oi.
eheen sec caret 2222.222222200222222012222—22
Marks,
20% stone sc cneeecietiiesmstite 122202220201.0221122222122—21
Spring borns ©25.
eacce tener 2222.202222222022229222222—23
Taylor 310 less.< atisne eee 2222.22222.2222222222222202—25
Vihitmore =Als cele
eee ee arte1120222220101020222022221—19
Molsma, Slvgeeecuacce
see eee 222222.2222.222222222202222—24
Vietmevyer,. 28) Sonateauties sea 2221002122122202222100222—20
LEH Reid s (28 £8.3.00 ssocemacee 2000200112201002222201000—13
Kittelberg ere ain osc aseeoeeneate2.222202221020120221022202—19
JeiReid, 28% gaecsae.
aee ener 0220221222111222022012221—21
MeWihortery
26Fdrenuiesscs
eee 1222201112120112221111211—23
MGRIfCHIE) AU isteisasisternac seen 2.2222.22222222222220222220—23
CyScanes 2803 or. tate eee oleocca ae 222.2222022210121212121122—23
Peltlet syAwa
an oe qocie cee eeaere 0211211201100222211102112—20
Chapman; S00 s.c. csc cenee
tsane 2.202020222222202212212211+-21
Simmons, 31 ................-+!2022221021221121201022121—21
On the third day the 50-bird race was concluded.
It
was won by Mr. H. D. Bates, of Ridgetown, Ont., with
a score of 47.
:
Bates ae.7.insist vrsict teem ciate mtete 2222220222221222222222222—24
2222222020222222222222222—23
47
Phellisiac-tejeseteee
aa sors1111200210221122112221122—22
2012122221222122021101202—21—43
TAV1OK Visa ssn senna tornaters 2211122110222144222220020—21
0022221222222220222222222—22
43
Blue rocks, 20 targets:
Events:
Togies 24 25)
Oi
ogee TAT 1G LL
Vietmeyer
5. 15 16 10 14
Schuman
... 14 15 16 12 15
INOLtOn
meee L414
eet
Webber ..... 14 11 18 16 15
Phellign eens AGHIOS LSS See
Felger™ sess 18 17 19 14 13
MaviGne wieee te LS AAS Lise
Je Reid ee. ace LGR LASS cee

Events:
ZnB)
Ae
LH Reid Soa deisidee.
McMackon .. 15 18 19 15 17
Renick cece
9 AD eNine se0
Fishet yeaeect 15 18 16 18 ..
Stanley Rueee 17 #4 14 16 18
Hawthorne).
13 09) 85.
Baxter 23,fo. eee
9.8
Shaw
aon

First special:
Belzer: sfocs scant ostemeices 24
Taylor Wee calpespipaicteniel’ . 24
Phellis wivegassenccnine
tae 24

Norton.
.ic¥eendegemhie
tte 23
Renick |..saveseasunere antemel

Second special:
Wietmeyeri Gass scstisctsiagls 22
Baxter
cca asqduvastanoeme 22
McMackon's
si. .ise0s wee lee

L -HosReid
J. Reid:

Allentown

fone, seers Sane nce
er os mele

Shoot.

Ar Allentown, Pa., the two-day shoot, given by Mr.
H. J. Schlicher, at the Duck
Farm Hotel, was unfortunate in the matter of weather on Feb. 15 and 16,
the severe cold lessening the attendance.
Brey was high
gun on the second day, leading Heil by one target, and
Kramlich by three targets.
The wind and severe cold
were handicaps, and caused scores to drop below the
usual averages.
Kramlich was shooting below his usual
form, while using a new gun, but, taking his old gun,
he broke 100 out of 115 in the last seven events.
Brey 173, Heil 172, Kramlich 170, Welles 169, Pierce
169, Hopkins 165, Bissett 165, Stever 164, Hausman 154,
Miller 180.
From the above it will be readily seen that the local
man shot away above the averages made by the professional and manufacturers’ agents.
In scheduled events, Jones missed 25 out of 130, Keiser
30 out of 90, and V. Miller 28 out of 55. ©
Following the scheduled
events, several sweepstakes
were held, which resulted as follows:First event, 15 targets—Welles 14, Heil 12, Piercy 11,
Hopkins 11, Hausman 10.
Second event, 15 targets—Brey 15, Welles 15, Heil 14,
Hopkins 13, Bissett 13, Kramlich 13, Piercy 12,
Hausman 11.
Third event, 25 targets—W. B. F. 20, V. Miller 19,
Jones 18, C. Schlicher 16, Stettler 16, Grammes 7.
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WESTERN
Cincinnati,

AND

STREAM.

TRAP.

O0., Gun

Club.

Fes.
good.

11 was a pleasant day, and the attendance was
Clements trophy scores:
wigipp Arab
idsamt bls
Walia s),sea
siccee 520
44
Warativarccts
sine ces: 16
39
Bonsetec fosecctscs 20
43
(GOCEZ) =seis crsereaictelies 16
2
Gamble.
yc ceccc' 20
42
Milesa ikstdes ness 16
27
Alers
ois cccen's
sis20
43
RID OIG: Mima dajeexaien 16
25
In

this

contest,

up

to

Feb.

10,

Maynard

was

in

the

lead with 89 per cent., Bonser a close second with 88.7.
Saturday, Feb. 17 was a cloudy, gloomy day, with a
chill in the air. Fifteen scores were shot in the Ackley
trophy contest, Trimble and Bleh tying for high gun
on 47, both standing at 20yds.
Leever was second with
45, and Ahlers from 20yds., broke 43. Bonser this week
in practice, shot at 215 and missed only 9. The challenge of Barker and Bonser has been accepted by Leever
and Trimble, and we may expect a hot contest before
long. A number of the Goshen Gun Club members were
visitors to-day, and enjoyed the shooting.
Gambell has
his team for Dayton very nearly
selected, and there are
ten good ones, with a reserve of six or seven to draw on
if necessary.
Wds...
1
Vidco be
Telialee toake clears <.e20
47
PHEWer” scjeeet cis.0.0:s 16
ty
elie creciiensisteindce 20
47
BY Piolnies? ome se16
37
MRSS VCE aa vic hee oe ois,16
45
ROANOKE.
siccuie
sices16
34
RG LSE de civiate
cs cceers 20
43
MAL Tarr
Storwremtsssvaleole16
33
(Retire
was ivecis,s'ore.s 16
43
TAY WOU Soe wicigiaass 16
31
Niayitatd. .jaccsee.s 20
42
Gr ETOlMES Wesco ler 16
27
PRO EIUAU cas ae iesisnce. 16
40
ASIN
Dalsieets o ctorela
dere w16
23
TROL
ir screecine16
40
Team

match,

25 targets:

Randalls Gescdccases
tees 23
Gambew
sic
ecere es 23
Petitleet we side ee sc 22—45
Blois
at one utedalecws 23—46
In the Ackley trophy contest up to’ Feb. 10, Bleh
heads the list with 88, Maynard 87.

At

Cleveland.

The eighth*contest for the Greater Cleveland amateur
championship of northern Ohio was held on the grounds
of the Cleveland Gun Club, on Feb. 10.
Only seven
contestants took part, and the cup was won by J. Rk.
Blakeslee, Jr., with a score of 91 out of 100.

In Other

Places.

The Brayton, Ia., Gun Club held one of the regular
shoots recently.
Ingvaard Bird was the good shot who
landed the trophy with a score of 68 out of 75 targets.
The club members are very desirous of improving their
scores, as they look forward to the time when they will
be enabled to shoot with the other nearby clubs.
A number of the crack wing shots of Chester, Pa.,
gathered at the Luken’s farm on Wednesday, and for a
couple of hours the popping of the shotgun was continuous.
Jim Cluelow and Bris Land have begun to
“feel their oats” to the extent that they challenge any
two men for a match.
The sport of trapshooting is having an awakening at
Upland, Pa., and there is much talk of organizing a gun
club.
There are already a sufficient number of “trap
artists’ who shoot with other clubs, and the proposition
is that of keeping the boys and sport at home.
With the closing of the ice harvest at Pekin and
Peoria, Ill., the Twin City Gun Club will, when the
grass is green, resume their former activity.
There is a prospect of something at the town of Elburn, Ill., in the shooting line, as there has been a new
gun club formed there.
On Saturday last there was a
shoot held at Ponce, Ind.
A number of shooters were
present from Rossville, Ill., and they report having a
fine afternoon’s sport.
Without going into any details
as

to

the

scores,

these

same

shooters

wish
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already it has been found necessary to change the handicaps of the members, so fast has been the improvement
in the scores.
Wednesday last was the day set apart for the dance
held by the Calumet and Hecla Rod and Gun Club.
The home talent furnished the music, and as there was
a big crowd present, all pronounced the dance a success.
Although the winter has been a mild one throughout
the Central States, most of the Northern States have been
visited with some severe snows.
For instance, the storm
was so great on last Sunday at Houghton, Mich., thar
the shoot was postponed.
The Macksville, Kans., Gun Club held its first annual
shoot last week.
The contestants were quite interested
in the prizes, as there were eighteen all told.
Informality was the rule, and there was much merrtiment on the occasion of the annual gathering of the
members of the Green Bay, Wis., Gun Club, which met
last Tuesday evening at Maccabee Hall.
The old Crawfordsville, Ind., Gun Club lately held a
shoot that should appeal to other clubs.
The entrance
in

as

Repeating

it understood

growth,

shooting

sportsmen

sport,

that they will gladly welcome another opportunity to
meet the Ponce boys.
Col. Veach, George Roy and Curtis Redden are the
good shots of Rossville,
Ill., who
occasionally
visit
other towns and participate in trapshooting contests.
When the Arkansas Valley shooters meet at Pueblo
they will be offered the opportunity to shoot at doubles.
A three-man team event will be interesting to the club in
the

duck

remind

GUNS

and

the money division was on the Jack Rabbit system.
The town of Milton is the smallest town that has had
the distinction of giving the Pennsylvania State shoot,
nevertheless, there is much get-up in the club.
There
will be three days of target shooting and one of live
birds.
It is expected that on May 15, 16, 17 and 18,
there will be 300 shooters present.
The Center Square Gun Club, Norristown, Pa., held a
. shoot, with perfect weather and a good attendance, Saturday last.
The secretary for the Chicago Heights, I]'., Gun Club

ey

Ma

a

reports the following scores made on their range Sunday
last:'
Minicus 32 out of 50, Caston 387, Anderson 40,
Teetz 83, Trefz 27, Worthy 48, Durig 22, Spindler 25.
At the next meeting they are looking forward to a good
time, anticipating many Chicago shooters to swell the
crowd,
R. D. Kline. president, and Guy C. Lakin, secretary,
of the Streator, Ill., Gun Club are arranging a series of
shoots for the club prizes for the coming summer.
D. C. Beggs & Co., Columbus, O., are now showing a
handsome aluminum and silver cigar case presented to
the gun club by an old shotgun firm,
This will be one
of the prizes for the shoot to be held May 10.
The gun clubs from Aurora, Giltner and Central City
met

at

county

Marquette,

trophy.

occasion.

affair,
Last

of the
good

It

as his
scores

C.

school,
made

to

Young

now

brother

Sunday

old

Neb.,

F. D.
has

won

A.

contest

was

become

14 out

for

the

best

Hamilton

man
of

on
a

this

family

previously.

Tuttle,

shot

the

somewhat

of

in fine

Anaconda,

form,

of 15, reverse

and
pulls.

Mont.,

among

one

other
f

With a handicap of four and shooting under difficulties,
Peter Hughes broke 21 targets on Sunday and won the
trophy at the Pueblo, Colo., meeting.
Hughes is a new
man, and on January he started out with 4 out of 25.
One of the oldest gun clubs in Kansas is still doing
business at Abilene.
You have heard of the days when
Wild Bill was marshal? Well, Bill Eicholtz is still shoot-

ing there, though he never was wild, as he is an
taker.
At 50 targets last Friday, Bill scored 37.
One of the
will be given

tournament,

under:

Interstate Association
tournament
trophies
to the best man at the North Dakota State

to

be

held

at

Robbins, one of the oldest
he will
steer
it straight.
Team
shoot
at
Ottawa,

Fargo,

June

shooters,
Ill.,

13.

is at

on

the

Mr.

the

C.

helm,

and

Rainmakers’

grounds, at 25 targets each:
Gilmer 17, Kneussell 28,
Hilton 15, Boisserim 19, Loring 21, Hadley 15; total 110,
Aubrey

19,

Wallingford

20,

Stilwell

18,

Gentlemen

19,

Chandler 19, Kawn 14; total 109.
:
Another shoot was held Tuesday at Stanwood, Ia., in
which Ernest Baughman carried off the honors with 24
out of 25 targets.
The first shoot of the Canon City, Colo., trap club was
held last Sunday for the gold medal.
The attendance
was

not

so good

as

expected,

owing

to high

wind, though

fair scores were made.
Joseph Ball won, with20 out of
25.
He will be handicapped when he shoots in March.
The conditions are that the one winning the most times
during the year shall be the owner.
Scores:
Fred
Moore 19, Whort Pegg 19, Dr. Ashley 17, W._B. Waldo
17, A. A. Parker 15, W. F. Payne 15, T. M. Harding 15,
W. K. Karterman 15, R. J. Knight 14, W. Anthony 138,
Lou Beecher 12.
The

target

shoot

as the shooters

from

at

Lemont,

Chicago,

IIl.,

Joliet,

was

a

great

Lockport

success,

and

other
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towns were present.
W. D. Stannard was high professional, and Alex.
Anderson
for the amateurs.
The
purses were divided on the Jack Rabbit plan, and gave
good satisfaction.
It is proposed to build a club house
and improve the grounds during the spring, and hold
large tournaments.
Scores, 100 targets:
W.
. Stannard 83, R. J. Bruce 69, John Pitts 68, A. H. Ganis 65,
Fred Sheek 52, Alex. Anderson
78, John Stetson 59.
Other

scores

were:

A.

Smith

(42)

20,

E.

Giffert

(20)

9,

J. Kittering (50) 21, C. Ford (20) 10, H. Graham (40) 29,
M. S. New (61) 40, H. Clark (40) 16, J. Lewis (60) 32,
R. S. Lannon (50) 35, W. Pitts (10) 4, H. Fiedt (70) 388,
W. A. Clay (80) 15, C. Stoll (20) 8.
The shooters at Lower City, Pa., are getting excited
over two.matches
that will come
off between
Wm.
Lemke
and Joseph
Schlottman,
of Donaldson.
Each
will be at 15 birds, $100 a side. ©
We believe they called it “hit and miss’ when the
Lincoln and Missouri clubs met at Walnut, Ia., and
held a match.
We leave the reader to judge as to scores.
Here they are, 25 targets each:
Lincoln Club—James
Carr 16, Chas.
Brown
16, Rollin Wilson 16, Andrew
Schuttloffel 18, Andy Schuttloffel, Sr., 18, Willie Frederickson 25. Missouri Gun Club—Fred Hansen 14, Emil
Reimer 13, Rudolph Stamp 12, Wm.
Reimer 12, John
Thompson 11, Hugo Newman 7.
,
1906 trapshooting was to open the coming Sunday at
the grounds of the Badger Gun Club, near Janesville,
Wis., but it is possible the big snow was a hindrance.
The club will endeavor to hold weekly shoots until the
“‘snow flies’ again. A business meeting will be held, and
the necessary enthusiasm will be infused.
It is thought that there will be something done in the
shooting line this year in the town of Moline, Ill.- If
Charley Stevens will take it up there will be a go surely.
Secretary of the Hamilton, Can., Gun Club reports a
large attendance at the last business meeting.
A new
quick-set trap will be placed on the park and all are
anxious to test the same.
There is to be a match with
the Toronto Club.
Audubon,
Ia., was the scene of a trap shoot last
Wednesday.
Shooters were present from Brayton, Exira,
and Gray; Vermilyea,
Hart.
Petley and Wilson tied
on 23 and 25. Mr. Petty won on shoot-off.
Shooting at
65 targets, Vermilyea broke 61, Hart 59, Anderson 58,
Petty 57, Brooks 55, C. Talbot 54, Wilson 58, Knox 52,
Riley 51, Ross 50, Van Gorder 48, Smith 31, Hoegh 46,
Frederickson

41,

Adams

41,

Larson

40,

Boik

31,

R.

Tal-

bott 31, Ruhs 32, Olsen 23, Brockway 15, Acheltree 11.
Trapshooting will begin about the first of March at
Fresno, Cal.
It is said that nothing definite concerning
arrangements for the seasen will be known until the
club hoids their first meeting.
The Anaconda, Mont., shooters—Matthewson,
Hasley,
Drumgoole,
Stevens, Nell and Sullivan—went to Butte
on Sunday and were beaten in a team shoot by two
targets.
Confarr won his own medal and Smith won the
Twohy medal.
Oscar Brandt, a local shot at Salem, Ore., surprised all
his friends by making a score of 24 out of 25 on a trial,
when the boys met on last Sunday.
This rather beats
the amateur records for that part of the country.
Instead of “Casey at the bat,” it will be boys to the
score at Casey, Ia., as a new gun club has been organized
at that town.
At Lake Park, Ia., the shooters are getting in line and
holding shoots regularly.
The fourth monthly shoot held by the shooters of
Butte and Anaconda, Mont., was a good one,
as
to
weather
and
attendance.
At 100 singles,
Drumgoole
broke 25, 23, 28, 23; Matthewson
23, 23, 22, 19; Nell
21, 25, 22, 22> Confarr 23, 25, 25, 21; Cowan 25, 24; 25,221;
Goddard 24, 25, 25, 25; Wetmore 25, 25, 24, 24, C. Wetmore 25, 23, 25, 25; Sullivan 24, 24, 20, 25; Hogan 25, 25,
20, 23; Killen 28, 24, 25, 28; Morley 24, 25, 22, 21; Smith
25, 25, 25, 25.
Twohy
medal:
Smith
25, Confarr 23,
Drumgoole 21, Cowan 21, Morley 20, Walker 21, Nickey
20, Sullivan 17.

Well-Known
Mr. and

MR.

HOOD

WATERS.

“The early history of the Waters family of England,
Maryland and Virginia is traced back to the little town
of Middleham,
Yorkshire,
England,
noted chiefly for
Middleham
Castle, called
‘the fairest castle of Richmondshire,’ where the white roses of the York faction
nodded defiance to the red roses of Lancaster during the
historic war of the Roses.
“The fortress-castle was built by Robert Fitz-Ralph,
upon whom all Wensleydale was béstowed by Conan le
Petit, Earl of Brittany and Richmond.
It was afterward the seat of the Earl of Salisbury, father of the

Trapshooters.

Mrs.

Hood fWaters.

In this issue of Forest AND STREAM we take much
pleasure in presenting excellent portraits of Mr. and
Mrs.
Hood
Waters,
of Baltimore,
Md.
As
is well
known, Mr. Hood Waters is one of the most famous,
skillful and popular shooters of America.
Through a
mumber of years past he has ably represented the Laflin
& Rand Powder Co., his itinerary taking him to and
fro in the land betimes, as far West as the Pacific Coast,
betimes

North

or

South,

successfully

exploiting

‘“In-

back

into

far

centuries,

as

At Wilmington.
WILMINGTON,
Del.—The Norristown and Wilmington
Elks shot a 12-man team race on the grounds of the
Wawaset Gun Club Feb. 14. The visitors won by a score
of 360 to 282.
Each man shot at 50 targets.
Some of
the Wilmington team had never shot before, therefore
their performances were fully up to what should be
anticipated.
The contest was of special interest, because
of its uncertainties.
A dinner at the Wilmington Hotel,
after the race, was more evenly divided as to averages.
A bowling match, five men on a team, was also won by
the visitors.
The scores:
Norristown Elks.
Wilmington Elks.
Events:
2 Sethe
Events:
Teron ltl.
Targets:
15 15 20
Targets:
15 15 20
Simi Chien sce 13 10 17—40
Foord®. eee . 14 15 18-47
Parker vavscesse 138 13 18—44
Squier
........ 14 14 17—45
Sheetss nee
10 7 11—28
Melchoir
..... 11 6 12—29
Krause
tac seer 7 10 12—29
McKelvey
.... 12 8 18—388
Devaney ......
8 11 18—37
Townsend
.... 11 10 15—36°
Eisenburg
7 6 13—26
Dockstader ... 11 7 12-30
Pialimiantee ete
8 3 5-16
Holt 32.0
eee
03
4-7
Heavner ...... 10 4 3—17
Allen Seti .. 2 38 3—8
Longacher ....
8 8 8—24
Kane
Pee
0d ded
Sullivan
9 10 11—30
McKayeeescer
0 117—18
Halmenrsee iets
9 6 823
Blaities Gare
3 2 6—11
Rittenhouse
.. 13 15 18—46
Simmons ......
1 3 7—I1

Totals sas sate ties ee sieous 5 sieiaie see ees
Wilmington.
Stewart jrucwrdcasicssdilew
seule cient scant eee
Cannon:
2. nase signe casei os viele ater
Snellen bury
56 sie/eic opal « aieiale evolves Contam
Ol tie sare hoa canatete Srttetonsres Steen hich
SimMons
ovclat's ccs vierpeeiss.5 niesieotacsislsieoteteteletele
Totals

MRS.

MARGARET

WATERS.

282
;
453
503
581
467
511

846 737 882—2465
;
161 179 193— 533
150 144 152— 446
121 196 129— 446
159 153 119— 431
178 153 166—- 497

Romdenancnancecsdsodenone sa.6 00% 769 825 759—2353
Mud

follows:

““Arms—Sable,
on a fesse wavy, ar., between
three
swans of the second; two bars wavy, az.
“Crest—A
demi-talbot, ar.; in the mouth an arrow,
gules.
;
*“Motto—Toujours fidéle.
“These are the arms, crest and motto borne by the
Waters family that included the York herald at the time
of Richard II.

great Earl of Warwick.
In 1467 King Edward IV. was
committed to this castle by the Earl of Warwick, whence
the King had the good fortune to escape.
He was allowed, though a prisoner, the privilege of hunting, and
a fleet horse carried him, while on a hunting expedition,
to York and thence to Lancaster, where he resumed
the reins of government.
King Richard III. frequently
resided here, and in this fortress his son Edward was
born.
Falconbridge is said to have been beheaded in
the castle in 1741.
“James Methold Waters is said to have married the
granddaughter of Edward III. of England, and John
Waters, grandson of James Methold Waters, was the
York herald at the court of Richard II., and the family
is said to have continued in royal favor until the reign
of Charles II.
’
“The first family of Waters to emigrate to Virginia,
and whose descendants are now prominent in Maryland,
were two brothers—Edward and John Waters.
Edward
Waters is mentioned in the list of early immigrants to
Virginia, and the ships upon which they reached the
colony.
Under the heading of “Mr. Edward Waters,
His Muster,’ it is stated that Edward Waters, aged forty,
arrived in the ship Patience in 1608.
Grace Waters, aged
twenty-one, came to Virginia in the Diana in 1618. She
was the wife of Edward Waters, and their two children
—William Waters and Margaret Waters—are spoken of as
having been born in Virginia.”
From the foregoing introduction, the enumeration of the
descendants, dates, etc., continues to the Waters families
of the present time, in Maryland and Virginia.
Could
there be any nobler motto than ‘‘Toujours fidéle’’?
Mrs. Margaret Waters, his wife, is a lady of high
culture, a charming conversationalist, and, in the world
of letters, where the failures are in number infinitely
greater than the successes, she has achieved a firm place
and renown.
Her pen is versatile, whether applied to
magazine
stories—she
has written acceptably
for the
great magazines—or to longer flights in the realm of literature, as evidenced by her recent successful book, issued
by one of New York’s greatest publishing houses.
We
will reveal that to her our trap readers are indebted for the
interesting and valued reports of the Baltimore shoots
with which Forrest AND STREAM has been favored in
weeks past, and which have been written over the antithetical nom de plume ‘‘A Social Tramp.”
Being of a
sunny,
vivacious
temperament,
her writings
of trapshoots, while showing a keen recognition of the salient
features, are gentle and kindly, in pleasing contrast to
the writings of the average man, who is more prone to
gibe and jeer at the ill performance of a contestant, even
though the heart of the latter may be silently pumping
ichorous tears, than he is to present the pleasing thought
that every cloud has a silver lining.

‘Totaleet
secs castes +212e000
Total
“Wiscsateelecee aes
The scores for the bowling games follow:
Norristown.
Saylor’ ois.cissetae
clepiesiele sxeleeetesirs sears 151 136 166—
Lawless
sisi sisiereje sw Scssisje sett os nueoh See
154 169 180—
Hallman
secon cee nutes cuts erence snaitete eee 214 149 168—
Famous oo sea cots ss can asecce cebnoee eens 148 139 180—
Simithiseeecte ciesSed esata eceyeueras @ oopae eT
tee . 179 144 188—

fallible.”’
Thus his list of friends and acquaintances is
continental in its scope.
Mr. Waters is of symmetrical, athletic build, and, indeed, is an accomplished athlete in fact as well as in
appearance, though gentle in nature, with the grace of
speech and urbanity
of manner
characteristic
of the
Southern
gentleman
everywhere.
The
Waters
family
of Maryland and Virginie is of the first families, holding
high place, past and present, in matters military, professional, governmental
and social, with a genealogy
extending far back into past centuries, to the times of
the fierce struggle between the houses of York and
Lancaster,
historically
known
as “The
War
of the
Roses.”’
Recently, we happened to come across some
articles in the Baltimore Sun, by Emily Emerson Lantz,
entitled “Maryland Heraldry,” in which was succinctly
traced the branches of the family, from feudal times
down to the present day.
Though tersely written, the
genealogy fills between four and five columns of space,
all interesting, but of it we present only an excerpt, which
harks
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Hen

Rod

and

Gun

Club.

Brooxtyn,
N. Y., Feb. 10.—An all-day merchandise
shoot will be held by the Mud Hen Rod and Gun Club
on Feb. 22, at David S. Van Winkel’s Old Mill Landing, 26th Ward, East New York.
Take City Line train,
Fulton St. L, to Crescent St. Station, Brooklyn.
Events:
12
S84
Events:
1 AOt Bae
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10 10 10 10
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AMMUNITION

The proof of the Cartridge is in the shooting.

taal
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_

The United States Army,

by careful tests, have proven the VU. S. Cartridges to be the most
accurate and reliable.
MANUFACTURED

UNITED

STATES

CARTRIDGE

LOWELL,
Agencies:

Crescent

Athletic

Club.

11, H.

B.

Vanderveer

(1) 11, J. N.

Teeter

(1) 11.

Trophy shoot, same conditions:
L. C. Hopkins (2)
avi.
Palmer, jJr:, 13,
G. Southworth
11, F.
Stephenson 9,
Trophy shoot, same conditions:
L. M. Palmer,
, A. G. Southworth 12, F. B. Stephenson 12, L.
Hopkins (2) 12.
Trophy shoot, same conditions:
F. B. Stephenson
L. C. Hopkins (2) 12, A. G. Southworth 7.
Trophy shoot, same conditions:
F. T. Bedford,
14, H. M. Brigham 14, F. B. Stephenson 11, A.
Southworth 11, Dr. Raynor (2) 10, L. C. Hopkins (2)

15,
B.
Jr.,
C.
14,
Jr.,
G.
8.

114-116 Market St., San Francisco.

Shoot-off, same conditions:
Brigham 13, Bedford 12.
Trophy shoot, 25 targets, handicap:
M. Palmer, Jr.,
24, A. G. Southworth 21, F. B. Stephenson 20, J. N.
Teeter (3) 20, H. M. Brigham 19, L. C. Hopkins (8) 19,
i Geren (4) 18, F. B. Thomas (1) 17, C. W. Browne
0

>

Trophy

shoot, 15 targets,

14, A. G.

Southworth

13,

handicap:
L.

C.

L. M.

Hopkins

Palmer,

(2)

18,

Jr.,

C.

W.

Hinckling (4) 13, F. B. Stephenson 12, H. B, Vanderveer
(1) 12, Dr. Raynor (2) 9, J. N. Teeter (1) 9.
_Trophy shoot, 25 targets, handicap:
L. C, Hopkins (1)
25, J. H. Ernst (4) 24, C. J. McDermott (6) 24, L. M.
Palmer, Jr., 23, F. B. Stephenson 2, F. T. Bedford, Jr.,
22,J. N. Teeter (8) 22, C. W. Hickling (6) 22, H. M.
Brigham 21, Dr. Raynor (4) 20, H. C. Werleman (6) 20,
Dr.

Hopkins

(4)

19,

H.

B.

Vanderveer

(8)

18,

A.

G.

Southworth 18, Dr. J. J. Adams (2) 16, C. A. Sykes (8) 16.
Trophy shoot, 15 targets, all scratch:
Stephenson 14,
Grinnell 12, Brigham 10, L. C. Hopkins 10, Bedford 9,
Browne 7, Sykes 6, Southworth 6.

The

Sheepshead
SHEEPSHEAD Bay,
ex-Judge
Voorhies
silver

and

buck

horn

Bay

carving

shoot,

Williamson

25 targets:
iw lay, Ae
..... 15
6 21

Bobergiaeacs steelers x et 2S

BS)

VO OTIS Beye erare 195i
42
Gew Erte cicisiscisicicie LOU
919
(Dreyers.an- ane ec 138 10 23
Defoe Parkeri cs to ih ss 74
EN Shier#..ca< <0 1b
6 2
Prize shoot, 50 targets:
Williamson
.... 27 12 39
BODES
wee entice 23 16 39
E’ Voorhies ..... 39 10 49
Gewert
Sisicaswieesie 24 18 42
Dreyer “sacne secs 30 20 50
DriePaArkere pecs 15 15 30
*Guests.
Extras—Parker 8, Gewert

set,

who

and

Club.

Buffalo

in

also

the

for the

shoot-off,

Events:
OPN Gh 7 als
Targets:
10 10 15 15 1
Scotto.
Moteanitn sate tie See
mW ter. teareeee tee ooo 8) sis
revere.
seas ccs
411 9
Schoverling
....
3.. 10
WreParketieee.: cies oO. 0) 18
Garolatie ue
wees
tes oC

Montanus
Hl

Voorhies

......
....

Barbet)
15
5 20
8

18

26

Bye Carolaty soi. 22 10 32
*Bergen
....00- ntact
eaeiy
BO COLL
fate disiewiele = ise tas
*F Schoverling .15
.. 15
RY Dhte rs vestsrc.alele/s
Montanus
......
H Voorhies ....
+B ercetiwuswts
ss «ss
FS COULD Maes. siete
*F Schoverling .
18.

President

of the

Montreal

Gun

Club

has

R.

Elliott

(Chief

Brook

Trout),

Thomas

Marshall

84 12
20 10
15 38
36...
Shae
26 ..

46
3
53
36
OL
26

of

Universal

Jolliers)

for

the

U.

M.

C.

Co.,

and

Mr. F. Foster.
As I have not had the pleasure of meeting this gentleman, I cannot give him a name, but he
will be Chief Cashier.
Montreal is a very interesting city to visit.. Reduced
rates will be secured on all Canadian railroads, and some
pleasant trips through the rapids of the St. Lawrence
and up the Ottawa River are being arranged for the
entertainment of all competitors and their friends.
Headquarters will be established at one of the leading hotels,
and a thoroughly enjoyable time will no doubt be the
result.
All are hoping for favorable weather.

Awosting

Gun

Club.

New Pattz, N. Y., Feb. 12.—The following scores were
made at the last shoot of the Awosting Gun Club:
The sixth shoot for the Laflin & Rand and Peters
trophies, held Feb. 1, resulted as follows:
Laflin &
Rand trophy, 20 targets—Traver 18, Snyder 18, Cassady
13,

Johnson

DuBois 16.
18, Cassady
Moore

17,

15,

Loytan

18,

Hasbrouck

17,

Moore

16,

Peters trophy, 20 targets—Snyder 20, Traver
14, Johnston 16, Layton 14, Hasbrouck 16,
Dubois

17.

Traver

shot

from

18yds.

in

both

events; Snyder from 16 and i18yds.
Only one target
separates Traver and Sndyer for the second trophy, and
both are shooting a great clip for the distance.
SECRETARY.

THE
cleans

8, Dreyer

Ham).

kindly donated a sterling silver trophy.
It is expected
that $25 will be added to each purse, or else twenty high
average prizes of $25 each given.
Quite a number of American Indians are expected to
be in attendance, those already promised being Messrs.

Prince

he tied

won

Indians.

(Chief Long Talk), and John S. Boa (Chief Canuck).
We
will also have with us Messrs J. H. Cameron
(Chief

L, I.,Feb. 15.—The 15-year-old son of
won
the special
prize, a_ sterling

club medal with Carolan,
Scores:
Events:
Le
ea 4e.0
Targets:
10 10 15 15 15
Montanus
69,7 SiO ss
Williamson
0 ane
One.
Bergen
.....
Sweety i) abl
BODEES
week e £3
Gr 100.
Gewert
.....
(ep a Le
AWNISe Aaceeoc,ae Bi Rel aa AA
Ee Vioorhies. weshr
GnLan =
Club

Gun

Canadian

Mr. Tuomas A. Durr (Chief King Pin), Toronto; High
Scribe and Chief of Wampum, of the Canadian Indians,
informs us as follows:
Everything is progressing nicely
for a splendid gathering of the members of the tribe
with their squaws and papooses,
as well as of their
friends, to whom a cordial invitation has been extended,
at the first annual tournament in Montreal on May 24
and 25. The programme is being prepared, and will be
framed in the form of a souvenir.
There will be ten
20-target events each day open to all competitors, and
one of 25 targets each day open to Indians in full costume, for which Walter H. Ewing, Esq. (Chief Long

J. A.

_

COo.,

U.S. A.

MASS.,

497-505 Pearl St., 35-45 Park St., New York.

Bay Riper, L. I., Feb. 17.—Twelve «contested for the
February cup, and of these, good performance brought
victory to Mr. O. C. Grinnell, Jr., who broke 23 and
with one allowance scored 24 and the leg in this contest.
Messrs. A. G. Southworth and H. M. Brigham, scratch
men, also scored 23 actual breaks, and Mr. L. C. Hopkins scored a like number with his allowance added.
Mr. Grinnell is in the lead for the cup, having a total
of 68 out of a possible 75, with Mr. Brigham close up
with 65.
Fifteen contestants participated in the T. W.
Stake trophy event, and Mr. J. N. Teeter scored 24, and
registered a win in the series for this trophy.
Two
teams entered in the two-man team contest, and of these
Messrs. L. M. Palmer, Jr., and L. C. Hopkins won, with
a score of 46. A number of other trophy contests engaged the attention of the shooters during the afternoon.
The weather was
fine, and about 2,000 targets were
thrown.
On Saturday of this week, the second 125 targets of the club championship, a 500-target event, will
take place.
February cup, 25 targets, handicap:
lok, 13 be
Nek, Way Abs
O Grinnell, Jr... 1 23 24
Dr J Adams..... 2 20 22
A Southworth.... 0 23 23
F Bedford, Jr.... 1 20 21
HE Brigham. ..... 0 23 23
Ga iiciclin ere cai 4 17 21
ie tlopkins;...... 8 20 23
eebie Ponstesenne: 4017. 21
Pe Palmern, Jl ds. 0 22 22
H Vanderveer.... 3 16 19
F Stephenson.... 0 22 22
DreSsHopkins...0 4) 2) 16
Shoot for Stake trophy, 25 targets, handicap:
WON: Deetercs.. 3. 3 21 24
Dr*® Rayrior.<..... 4 14 18
F Bedford, Jr....1 20 21
A Southworth... 0 17 17
Wie Brizham....... 0 21 2
L C Hopkins.... 4 12 16
ie Palmery Jr..... 0 20 20
Uk” delve Bosacsaoc 4 11 15
F Stephenson.... 0 20 20
H Werleman ....6
9 15
ine Hopkins..... 3:17 20
TOreA dats 2.5.56 pa elas ass
Geriicklings.....- 6 13 19
H Vanderveer ... 3 10 18
OeGringell, Jr.... 117
18
Team shoot, 25 targets, handicap:
L Palmer, Jr..0 22 22
F Stephenson..0 22 22
L Hopkins....3
21 2446
O Grinnell, Jr.1 20 21—43
Trophy shoot, 15 targets, handicaps in parentheses:
H. M. Brigham 15, L. C. Hopkins (2) 14, L. M. Palmer,
Jr., 14, F. B. Stephenson 12, C. W. Browne (4) 12, F. B.
Thomas
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SWEEP!

The annual tournament of the Indoor .22 Cal. Rifle League of the United States, held at Grand Rapids, Mich., Feb. 12-17, 1906, was especially remarkable
and second, the renewed and undisputed proof of the absolute superiority of PETERS AMMUNITION,
First, the establishing of a new record;
consisted of FOUR
SEPARATE
matches, in every one of which the winners and most of the other contestants used

PETERS

for two reasons:
The programme

CARTRIDGES

Jersey City; Ne J., won a decisive victory, leading his nearest competitor by 28 points, and exceeding the world’s record
by 18 points.
This is ‘the NINTH
CONsECULIVE YEAR that the championship has been won with PETERS
CARTRIDGES.
Mr. Tewes is a marksman of rare
ability, possessing both steady nerve and excellent judgment.
He is as proficient in military shooting with .30 caliber ammunition as in the use of the smaller caliber i
and at the meeting of the National Rifle Association, Sea Girt, N. J., Aug. 24 to Sept. 9, 1905, he won not only the Wimbledon Cup—the most important single event 0
the meeting—but also the Grand L. & R. Aggregate, carrying with it the Military Championship.
He is the first man in the history
of rifle shooting in the United
:
With any other but Peters .22
States who ever held both the Military and the .22 cal. Championships, and both of these great honors were won with Peters Ammunition.
Short SEMI-SMOKELESS, Mr. Tewes would never have made in the Grand Rapids Tournament his almost incredible score of
In

the

100-shot

match,

Mr.

W.

A.

Tewes,

2,481

OUT

OF

A

POSSIBLE

2,500

In this match Mr. Tewes made a consecutive run of twenty-five 25’s.
Messrs Ittel, Ross, Smith, Heubner, Stilman and Buss won the second, third, fourth, fifth,
sixth and seventh places, all using Peters Cartridges.
The Continuous Match was won by Messrs. Ittel, Stillman, Buss and Tewes tied with a perfect score of 300. Huebner fifth place, all using Peters Ammunition.
In the Honor Match all winners used Peters rotiea fal the first man being Mr. Huebner with a score of 6% degrees, Stillman second, Tewes third.
The Builseye Match was won by Mr. Le Py Lttel with 434 degrees.
If there ever was the slightest doubt in any mind as to the superiority of Peters Cartridges of all calibers, that doubt has been dispelled for all time by the
results of the Sea Girt and Grand Rapids tournaments.
The various winnings and high scores were not the result of accident, but may be credited to good holding
and absolutely perfect ammunition.
The inevitable conclusion is that if Peters Cartridges, of either large or small caliber, are equal to these most crucial tests, they
are the best to use in any kind of shooting, either for Target Practice, Hunting, Police or Military purposes.

THE

PETERS

CARTRIDGE
NEW

MY

YORK,

SIATY

with seven other free trappers under the leadership of old “Bill” Williams.
Seven of these
eight men are dead, but Hamilton still lives in

He has written

the story of his early trapping days, and the book
has just been published. “My Sixty Years on the

Plains” tells of trapping, trading, Indian fighting,

hunting,

and

A Crack

Street,

T.

H.

Keller,

ON

THE

It is full of adventure

and ex-

citement, but the story is told modestly, and
there is nothing in it that is lurid. Amid much
fighting, there is nothing that can be called
“blood and thunder,’ but there is much that is
history.

The book has all the charm of the old volumes
telling of early travel in the West; books which

were
no

World’s

PLAINS

simple and direct, and in which

striving

for

there was

effect.

It is illustrated by a portrait of the author
and one of the celebrated Chief Washaki, and
by six drawings of old-time trapper and Indian
life, by Mr. Charles M. Russell, the celebrated
cowboy artist of Great Falls, Mont.
223 pages, cloth, illustrated.
Price, $1.50.
FOREST

TARGET

the

Cincinnati, O.

Manager

all the many and varied incidents of

the trapper’s life.

STEVENS
Are

COMPANY,

Chambers

YEARS

Sixty-three years ago “Bill’ Hamilton, then
twenty years of age, set out from St. Louis, Mo.,

Montana and still sets his traps.
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RIFLES

Standard!

Shot, with a STEVENS

RIFLE, is invincible

At .22 Calibre Indoor Rifle League National Tournament, which just closed at Grand Rapids, Mich.,
W. A. Tewes broke ALL RECORDS with a STEVENS RIFLE. Score 2481, out of a possible

2500.

L. P. Steel, also equipped with a STEVENS, scored 2453 points.

FOR
Ask

Sour

PERFECT

RESULTS,

You Must Have a STEVENS

Dealer

Send for

J. STEVENS
CHICOPEE

ARMS
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Park

Gun

comfortable.

The

big shoot

was

a

conditions above
house
good and

great

success.

Every-

thing worked
to perfection, even
the famous
magautrap, which has been in constant use for several years,
was on its best behavior.
After many failures on the
part of the secretary to induce the company to replace
the machine with a new one, or one of the latest model,
the club gave orders for a complete overhauling, with
the above result, and I must say that there were no
complaints heard during the afternoon.
The old war
horse, as we call it, ground them out with the aid of
that hard-working ground keeper, Arthur Crooks, who
has had charge of the machine
since its arrival in
Paterson, to the tune of over 2,500, and had plenty of
time for several hundred
more
before dark.
Owing
to the heavy conditions of the roads last week, Mr. G.
A. Hopper was unable to deliver more at the grounus,
and as a consequence we ran short of targets with an
entry list calling for 500 more, which was declared off
at about 4:45 with everybody
well satisfied with the
afternoon’s
sport,
which
was
of a very
high class,
especially that of the professionals, Messrs. Heer, Butler,
Elliott, Fanning and Welles.
The bright and particular star among them was Wm.
Heer, who seemed to fall right in love with the attractive grounds, and as soon as guns could be got
ready among
the first arrivals, the ball was started,
and from the way Heer smashed the first 10, and then
15, it was seen that there was a great treat in store
for those to come.
They certainly did come, for it was
the largest crowd ever in attendance at a target shoot
before.
There were at least thirty shooters there during
the shooting after 3 o’clock who did not bring their
guns out with them, and were satisfied to witness the
work of the professionals, which was of the finest they
ever saw before, and they one and all lavished praise on
those who have worked for the success of this shoot,
Messrs. Morgan, Hopper and Dutcher, who were busy
entertaining and loaning their guns to any one who
wanted to shoot.
Dutcher had things moving
with very little delay
during the afternoon, taking entries, squad hustling and,
in fact, was everywhere during the shoot.
Mr. J. J. Powers refereed during most of the shoot.
Messrs. Radcliff and the Sindle boys, Harry and Fred,
looked after the scoring.
Mr. Jack Fanning refereed the team match between
the North Sides and Jacksons, which was fought to a
finish, the Jacksons winning, 91 to 88.
The light of the sun on the snow had a bad effect
on a good many of the shooters, especially in the team
contest.
Most of the old shooters were agreeably surprised
during the early shooting by the appearance
in the
club house of the once famous shooter, Capt. Albert
Money, and a Mr. Porter with their guns and shells,
and after congratulations all around, were soon ready
to shoot, and were with us to the end, holding their
own with the best of them.
Passaic was represented by Count Lenone, Clickner,
Van Tassel.
Hackensack was represented by four gentlemen whose
names I cannot recall, and were well pleased.
North Caldwell Club was represented by several of its
members.
The Mount Pleasant Club had out several members
who took part in the shooting.
The North Side had
out a large number of members who came out to witness
the team contest and the work of the expert men and
seemed well pleased.
Everybody seemed to have come out to see that great
expert, Wm.
Heer, who gave a wonderful
exhibition
of ease and graceful
shooting during the afternoon,
succeeding in eclipsing anything ever seen here before.
He broke 154 out of 155 targets.
Harry Welles, J. A.
R. Elliott and Jack Fanning were doing great execution
also during the afternoon, demonstrating their guns and
ammunition
to plenty of attentive spectators.
Frank
Butler was on the go all the afternoon, trying to shoot
and answering a thousand and one different questions.
The team was as follows:
Jackson.
North Side.
‘Clickner
A Howard
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The Official Records show that:
High Average for the year 1905, The Real World’s Championship, was won by Mr. Fred Gilbert, who broke 95.6 per cent. of
the 17,065 targets he shot at.
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Palisade

Compare
the rest.

it with any other—the gun will do
Sold on its merits,
not its reputation.

MADE ONLY BY

A. H. FOX

GUN

CO.,

Not connected

THE

RECOGNIZED

Philadelphia, Pa., U. S. A.

with Philadelphia

Arms

Company

AUTHORITY

GAME LAWS IN BRIEF
A Digest of the Statutes
of the United States and
Canada
governing the
taking of game and fish.
Compiled from original
and official sources for
the practical guidance of
sportsmen and anglers.
The Brief is complete; it
covers all the States and
Provinces, and gives all
provisions as to seasons
“If you

for

are wise”’

fish

and

game,

the

imitations as to size or
number, transportation, export, non-resident
licenses, and other restrictions, for the practical guidance of sportsmen and anglers.
It

is revised

to date, and

is correct

and

reliable.
“If the Brief says so, you may depend on it.”

A standing reward
error in the Brief.
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TRAVEL, NATURE STUDY. SHOOTING, FISHING

YACHTING

CORRESPONDENCE,
The Forest AND STREAM is the recognized medium of
entertainment,
instruction
and
information
between
American
sportsmen.
The editors invite communications on the subjects to which its pages are devoted.
Anonymous
communications will not be regarded. The
editors are not responsible for the views of correspondents.

SUBSCRIPTIONS.
Subscriptions may begin at any time.
single copies, $3 per year, $1.50 for six
for clubs of annual subscribers:

Three Copies,

$7.50.

Five

Terms:
For
month.
Rates

Copies, $12.

Remit by express money-order, registered letter, money
order or
draft payable to the Forest and Stream Publishing Company.
he paper may
be obtained of newsdealers throughout the United
States, Canada and Great
Britain.

Foreign

saber ee so i

and

Sales

Agents—London:

Davies & Co., 1
Finch Lane; Sampson, Low & Co.;
Paris:
Brentano’s.
Foreign terms:
$4.50
per
year;
$2.25 for six months.

SUBSCRIPTION

PRICE

FOREST

for finding an

a

RECEIPTS.

The receipt of the paper with date on the wrapper
address label constitutes a receipt for money sent us for
a new subscription or a renewal.
The date on the
wrapper tells when your subscription will expire. Please
note this date and renew at least two weeks before expiration of subscription.

ADVERTISEMENTS.

HITTING

vs. MISSING.

By S. T. Hammond

(‘‘Shadow’’).

Cloth.

Price,

$1.

Mr. Hammond enjoys among his field companions the
repute of being an unusually good shot, and one who is
particularly successful in that most difficult branch of
upland shooting, the pursuit of the ruffed grouse or
partridge.
This prompted the suggestion that he should
write down for others an exposition of the methods by
which his skill was acquired.
The result is this original
manual of “Hitting vs. Missing.’”’
We term it original,
because, as the chapters will show, the author was selftaught;
the expedients
and devices
adopted and the
forms of practice followed were his own.
This then may
be termed the Hammond system of shooting; and as it
was successful in his own experience, being here set
forth simply and intelligibly, it will prove not less effective with others.
FOREST

THE
Morocco.

AND

STREAM

PUBLISHING

Display Classified Advertising.
Hotels,
Summer
and Winter
Resorts.
Instruction,
Schools, Colleges, etc.
Railroad and Steamship Time
Tables.
Real
Estate, For Sale and To Let.
Seeds and
Shrubs.
‘Taxidermists.
The Kennel, Dogs, etc.
Wants
and Exchanges.
Per Agate line, per insertion, 15 cents.
Three months, 13 times, 10 cents per line.

FOREST AND STREAM PUB. CO.,
346 Broadway, New York.

CO.

POCKEPAKENNELSREGORD:
Price,

Inside pages, 20 cents per agate line. Special rates for
three, six and twelve months.
Eight words to the line,
fourteen lines to one inch.
Advertisements should be
received by Saturday previous to issue in which they
are to be inserted.
Transient advertisements must invariably be accompanied by the money, or they will not
be inserted.
Reading notices,
seventy-five cents per
line.
Only advertisements
of an approved
character
inserted.

50 cents.

The “Pocket Kennel Record” is, as its name implies, a
handy book for the immediate record of all events and
transactions which take place away from home, intended
to relieve the owner from the risk of trusting any important matter to his memory.
FOREST
AND
STREAM
PUBLISHING
CO.

MEN

I HAVE

FISHED

WITH.

By Fred Mather.
A handsome volume, printed on laid
paper, bound in green and gold, and illustrated with a
new portrait of Mr. Mather, and with portraits of the
ss
” of whom he writes so delightfully.
272 pages.
Postpaid, $2.
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Gun

Club.

THE seventh tournament of the Palisade Gun Club is
now history, and a most successful meet it was.
The day was cold and slightly overcast
with hardly
any wind, consequently higher averages chan usual were
made.
What helped conditions also was the small bay
which is shot over was frozen; this did away with the
background of moving water, which puzzles many.
The programme was not finished until dark, on account of the large entry, which ran over thirty-three in
some
events.
High average
was
won
by Mr.
Geo.
Piercey with 152 out of 160, an average of 95 per cent,
and he was heartily congratulated
besides being the
highest winner of the day.
The club’s method
of running tournaments—sliding
handicap with added money and half your losses back—
is proving generally satisfactory
as the constantly increasing attendance shows; and we expect a still larger
attendance on Feb. 22 and March 22, at which $23 will
be added to each day’s programme,
The boys expressed great sympathy for our absent
secretary, on account of a sudden death in his family,
and we trust that he will be with us shortly.
The programme being finished at 5:30, the cashier’s
department was ready to pay off inside of ten minutes
to the many winners.
Mr. H. P. Fessenden was referee,
Mr. Chas. Stroub scorer and Mr. H. S. Welles cashier,
Mr. F. A. Cass kindly assisted in the cashier’s office.
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"A SHooter.

North

River

Gun

Club.

EpcewatTer, N. J., Feb. 10.—The weekly distance target handicap, 50 targets, was won by Mr. Fred Truax
with a score of 41 from the 20yds. mark.
The distances
allotted are in the sixth column, and the scores of the
handicap are in the seventh column, as follows:
Events:
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Peerless

Rod

and

Gun

Club.

Paterson,
N. J., Feb. 13.—The scores made at the
club shoot to-day, in the 25-target event, follow:
Gwe Hermann
oi.s.r0ees 15
G
Lot2Z vasensocdeceeee 12
G HOtZ
pares tdaccereess 10
Bs Greer fa: cease inoue Ar
ek,
TaiDorrhotertiessscsescat 15
EF Lud wigsecccssssutemene
ea Wigd cone «sen amisianes 13
fee Schmidt. :conderenaweo
G Hermann ....... Peo
ohn Jackson Vee. .meeome

North

Caldwell

Gun

Club.

Nortu
Carpwettr, N. J., Feb. 14.—Herewith
find the scores of our shoot, held on Feb. 12. We

please
would
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also like you to mention the fact that Mr. H. Nicol,
of the Laflin & Rand Co., and Mr. H. L. Brown and
Mr. J. F. Murphy, of the Smith Gun Club of Newark,
were with us.
Events:
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PRELIMINARY HANDICAP
;
GRAND AMERICAN HANDICAP
GRAND

CANADIAN
Emblematic

Gun

Club.

Veteran

SIDE LIGHTS OF TRADE.
THE

MANY-USE

Lubricates

brush or field use.

for Catalogue D.

This cut is a reproduction of our handsome 10-color hanger, size 10 x 23%. As long
as our supply lasts we will furnish these hangers for 8 cents, covering postage.

LEFEVER
SYRACUSE,
:
First, Second

and

ARMS CO.,
d
NEW

Won by
PARKER GUN

Third

High Amateur Averages

YORK.

THE

Day.

We are informed that the Peters Ammunition
clean sweep of the important wins at the Indoor
iber Rifle League, of the United States, at Grand
Mich., Feb. 12-17.
,

rust.

GUN.

(0 the best shots in the United States and Canada use Lefever Guns ?
There must be merit to the advantages claimed for Lefever guns,
Improve your score by shooting a Lefever Gun especially bored for trap,.

Send

PHILADELPHIA,
Feb. 13.—Several youngsters, between
whom and their majority several hard winters intervene,
regaled themselves with a live-bird shoot, at the- Philadelphia Driving Park, to-day.
They were all men of
skill in the use of the shotgun, besides being also men
of great renown’ therewith at different periods in the
- past and present century, some of them part of the time,
some all the time, and all of them all of the time at
the present time.
The event which caused this foregathering of veterans
was ten birds, known to fame as the Veteran’s Handicap, and to be governed by the antique Rhode Island
rules, which
enjoin that the shooters
shall stand at
2lyds., use by agreement one barrel, all of which was
in consonance with the formative days of black powder,
cylinder bores, juvenile skill and the general beginning
of things.
Capt. J. Brierly, of Philadelphia,
a_ stripling of 83
summers, distinguished himself by scoring 8 out of 10.
Jack Brewer,
who
was at one time the. leader of
them all, judging him on shooting form apart from
legerdemain, was won from his hermitage in New Jersey
to participate.
He succeeded in making a tie and high
score with J. Frank Kleinz, each scoring 9. Thus in
the years their skill has been largely retained as shown
by only this one irrelevance out of ten in pointing their
guns.
The event as a whole consumed 180 birds, and of these
only 65 escaped the deadly aim of the veterans.
In a sweepstake, W. Greenwood was high with 6.
A double bird event, for display of skill only, was also
appropriated by Greenwood
with two perfect doubles.
Brewer, Kleinz and Toughill scored 3; Douglas, 2.
After the shoot, as the guests of Mr. Hugh McAnan,
a banquet was enjoyed, at which there were speeches,
reminiscence, music and also song.
It was thought wise to make the Veteran Handicap
an annual happening, and, indeed, it has much to commend it as an incentive for the mature captains of the
shooting world to reunite, to rivet old friendships, to
sniff the air of battle, and to appropriate a few hours
for collective enjoyment.
The scores:
EPSPS Zeta cites chic saves e dosvcveesesccesves 1011111111—9
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LS) UEUNEUSGTE” .ootnoanMona
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lb techciaiai)slelcve wis\e eis¢.0ia nisieielelaibe.e ee 0100101110—5
PUY
ETA TOSD Merci cinis aiesicie e sicretlelasie ied ee bia.tisie.e a: 1110000001—4
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Monrcrair, N. J., Feb. 12.—The Lincoln’s Birthday
shoot of the club brought out but eleven men to-day,
ten events being run off.
Events 2 to 7 were for silver
prizes, the others for practice.
Among the winners of
first
prizes were Messrs. Allan, Bush, Cockefair, Winslow
and
Holloway.
Winners of first prizes in events 2 to 6
were penalized 2 targets in event No. 7, the event therefore going to Halloway.
All the other events were
scratch.
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Montclair

HANDICAP

Oo
|

perfectly;

made a
.22 CalRapids,

OIL
6-oz.

can,

25c.—Adv.

Grand Canadian Handicap live bird event won by the Parker Gun in the hands of Thos.
Upton, witha score of aout of 35. In the amateur class the three high averages at
y C. E. Doolittle, Jay D..Green and H. D. Kirkover, Jr., all
using the Parker Gun.
The Parker was much in evidence at the Hamilton, Ont., shoot,
January 16 to 19. The Parker Gun is always in evidence, and if you would improve your score, you should shoot no other.
The only absolutely reliable gun in the world.

targets were carried off

PARKER

31 Cherry Street, Meriden, Conn.
ple New York Salesrooms, 32 Warren St.

BROTHERS,

LAFLIN

\& RAND

BRANDS

in 1905
HIGH AMATEUR

AVERAGE
Prior the entire season of 1905 was won by Mr. J. W. Akard,.

Fairplay, Mo., who used

‘NEW SCHULTZE”

and broke 94 per cent. of all targets

shot at

in tournaments.

Laflin @ Rand
also won

Brands, “Infallible.” “New

E. C. (Improved)” and “New

Schultze”

Three out of the First Four High Averages for the season of 1905.

WILDFOWL

ROWLAND

SHOOTING.

Containing
Scientific
and
Practical
Descriptions
of
Wildfowl; Their Resorts, Habits, Flights, and the Most
Successful Method of Hunting Them.
Treating of the
selection of guns for wildfowl shooting, how to load, aim
and to use them; decoys, and the proper manner of
using them; blinds, how and where to construct them;
boats, how to use and build them scientifically; retrievers, their characteristics, how to select and train
them.
By William Bruce Leffingwell.
Illustrated, 373
pages.
Price, in cloth, $1.50; half morocco, $2.50.
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PUBLISHING

E.

Danvis

ROBINSON’S

Books.

These books have taken their place as classics in the
literature of New England village and woods life.
Mr.
Robinson’s characters are peculiar, quaint and lovable;
one reads of them now with smiles and now with tears
(and need not be ashamed to own to the tears). Mr.
Robinson writes of nature with marvélous insight; his is
the ready word, the phrase, to make a bit of landscape, a
scene of outdoors, stand out clear and vivid like a
’ startling flashing out from the reader’s own memory.

CO.

FOREST

LOG CABINS AND COTTAGES;

How

to

AND

STREAM

Build

By WILLIAM

and

PUB.

CO.

Furnish

S. WICKS.

Them.

Price, $1.50.

This work covers the field of building for the woods from the simplest shelters to the most elaborate cottages,
The details and directions are very specific and easily comprehended, and the illustrations.
cabins and houses.
are so numerous and so taking that one will be sure to find in them something to his taste.
Sent postpaid by

FOREST
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PUBLISHING

COMPANY.
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A Prediction.
BaLtTimoreE, Md.—Anna Eva Fay, the mind reader, says
the Baltimore team will win, Feb. 26.
There has been
so much uncertainty attached to the shooting of the
Baltimore men at the Tri-State team shoots, with Delaware and Pennsylvania, the occult was appealed to, and
at the Maryland Theatre, Saturday, Miss Fay was asked
by the wife of an expert shooter, “‘Will the Baltimore
team win at the Tri-State team shoot on the 26th. If not,
which team will be successful?’’?
The question was written on a piece of paper, and tucked in the glove of a
smartly gowned woman.
After numerous questions had
been answered, Anna Eva Fay, who was sitting on the
stage with a sheet over her, said, ‘“‘M. has asked about
a Baltimore team
s-h-o-o-t [slowly spelling the word
shoot].
The Baltimore team will win, Feb. 26.” Joy was
depicted on the face of the shooter’s wife, who takes a
keen interest in sports, and the audience turned round
to gaze at this bit of femininity, who wrote the question,
which they evidently thought out of her sphere, but she
is calmly expecting victory for the home team, aind believes
the men will prove the truth of Miss Fay’s statement, and
win the race.
Home ground has its advantages, and
there’s no reason, with such good shots on the team,
why Baltimore should not win laurels.
Look at our
representative shooters, German(y), France, England and
“Moxie” (all products of this country, too).
Baltimore has many fine shots, but they are hard to

in

Parts are large and strong.
It never balks

nor

doubles;

in

fact, it does just what we say
it will, and does it every time.
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Canoe Cruising and Camping.
By Perry D. Frazer.

9

half a century.

Catalogue

Lock Box 707, Assonet,

* GOUT & RHEUMATISM
BLAIR’S

Our

O © GN

Illustrated.

Cloth, 95 pages.

Price

$1.00.
This interesting little volume is a practical guide for the
cruising canoeist—the
man who wishes to start away
from the city and for a short time to make his canoe
his home.
With this in view, Mr. Frazer, who regards
canoeing as a healthful and economical method of passing away leisure hours, has written briefly, but attractively, of canoes, camping outfits, clothing, firearms and
ammunition, fishing tackle, photography, and in general
of cruising, camping and all that pertains to this phase
of outdoor life.
Contents:
Pleasures and Advantages of Canoes; Materials of Construction; Paddles; Air Tanks; Sails; Steering Gear; Fittings and Duffle; Camping Outfits; Tents
Without Poles; Recipes for Waterproofing; Sleeping Bag;
Camp Axe; Duffle Bag; A Portable Range; Selecting
Food; What to Wear; Firearms and Ammunition; Fishing Tackle; Camera; How to Cruise.
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and biting, frosty air roughens the skin, use Mennen’s—it keeps
the skin just right, A positive relief for chapped hands,
chafing and all skin troubles.
box —be sure that you getthe genuine.
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One” gun oil

lubricates the most sensitive action
point perfectly, cleans out all residue

of burnt and moos) eas powder,
oe:
chert OHE
and tarnish. Write
trial sample—both

ee

positively prevents leading and pitting, also rust
for special gun booklet and
free.
G. W. COLE CO.

121 Washington Life Building, New York.

CO.

and

it seems

almost

1m-

possible to persuade them to go away from home on a
team shoot.
They will show the troublesome ‘‘Minks”
and ‘‘Foxes” from Philadelphia what they can do, and
will make a score to be proud of. Baltimore has a right
to complain of the monotony of losing two out of three
races, but will certainly be victorious on the 26th.
Baltimoreans are wondering how Mr. Ike Budd, of
Pemberton, N. J., got on the Philadelphia team at the
Tri-State shoot.
We find no official record of his change
of residence.
Perhaps Forrest AND STREAM can solve the
perplexing question.
Mr. Tom Hunter, of the Hunter Arms Co., Fulton, N.
Y., spent Friday in Baltimore looking after the interest
of the Smith gun.
Mr. T. Haze Keller has returned from a Southern trip
and taken apartments at the Reade for the season.
A SocraLt TRAMP.

Gun

Club.

Ossininc, N. Y., Feb. 12.—While there was no shoot
scheduled here for Lincoln’s Day, some of the boys got
together for a little practice, the result of, which
is
herewith given:
Event No. 5 was from the 18yds. mark,
and No. 6 from 20yds.
Birds were thrown full 55yds.
The
club
shoot
called
for Washington’s
Birthday
promises to be like old times when the boys came out
to shoot live pigeons.
Twenty-five members have sent
notice that they will be on hand to shoot for the eight
handsome
prizes given by the club’s President,
Col.
Franklin Brandreth, for that shoot.
Events:
1/2
(3 Soe
Or
Targets:
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A Bedell 2 ich inakawous. sae
F
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JNrr Se.
Ossining, N. Y., Feb. 17.—The scores herewith were
made at the regular bi-monthly shoot of the Ossining
Gun Club to-day.
Hyland, from the 20yd. mark, got
another win for the Weskora cup, with the good score
of 21 out of 25, in event No. 3, use of both barrels
allowed.
Scores:
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ee
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Shoot.

BALTIMORE, Md.—The glorious sunshine Saturday, Feb.
17, was doubtless a tribute to Miss Alice Roosevelt’s
wedding day, but was thoroughly enjoyed by twenty
Baltimore ehaoters: who faced the traps, and an oldfashioned oyster roast at the club.
The sky was “Alice
blue,” there was a breath of spring in the air, and all
Hs a keen exhilaration and appreciation of the perfect
ay.
The shoot.commenced at 2 P. M., and lasted until 6.
There were five events, 25 targets each.
Hood Waters
was high gun, 98, France second, 92. The scores:
Dixon. ccs: 17 16 17 12 20
Rheinhardt.. 15 111116..
Mears’
sean 16 13 10 14 16
C- Malone: .%..ck7) Pieeenes
Coffee’ socse. TAMOSIGE Re tae
Watkins
- 15 16 20:23 ..
Waters)
=.c% 24 21 18 16 20
Snyder
aces 12° i140.
oye
Kellers rete 17-14 A313.
Ruth
*seeneee 15 12)
eee
‘Thompsonscen ta 19010" 0 se
Edwards* 5.20 16) 160 oem
Prance
“ce. 19 16 15 20 22
Biddle ...... b
Lge
eth
Oe
Howardueess: ISForisieease
Bowen ...... 16 AST woes
Moxley “eens 22 13 18 18 15
L, Becker”
dncole) wares Room
Kessler
tee lh OmGaoe.
Kendall: so.a0 geeneeen
ome
Elderkin@as 120 10511718."
Another series of shoots is being arranged between
Baltimcre and Philadelphia.
A 25-bird contest, ten men
each, date not yet decided.
The friendly rivalry between
these clubs is marked, and if Philadelphia makes the
record at white fliers, made at the Tri-State team shoot,
our boys will have some crackerjack scores to beat.
Mr. August Fenneman,
proprietor of the Suburban
Hotel, well known to Baltimoreans as ‘‘Halstead’s,”’ has
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presented the Baltimore
Shooting Association with a
handsdme sterling silver cup, to be shot for Feb. 22
in a 20-bird white flier race.
The cup to be owned by
the shooter making the best two out of three.
There
will be optional sweepstakes of $5. Great taste has been
displayed in selecting this pretty cup, and it is well wortn
a

shooters’

shot

best

for at the

effort,

B.

S.

being

the

A.

handsomest

A

New

England

Kennel

cup

Socrat

ever

Tramp.

Smith's Ideal
18-inch Knee Boot, IDEAL, to-inch lace, and
6-inch Moccasin Shoe — have become the

Hunting

Club.

DEPARTMENT.

As the fishing season approaches
around for a place where they may
days.
For those fond of bass and
Mr.

A.

with

G.

Irwin’s

its new

many

Camp

building

men begin to look
spend the vacation
muskalonge fishing

Recreation

and

beautiful

at

Dorset,

surroundings,

Minn.,

offer

foot-gear.

SHOES.
M. A. SMITH

25 & 21 North (3th St., Philadelphia, Pa.
Exclusive selling agents of Ideal Hunting Shoes, Von Lengerke
& Detmold for New York City and Brooklyn. Von Lengerke
& Antoine for Chicago, Il.
Sporting goods houses are invited to send for price and terms.

Fixtures.
Feb.

12-17.—Grand
Rapids,
Mich.—Indoor
Twenty-two
Caliber Rifle League of the United States tournament.
Chas. J. Otis, Cor. Sec’y.
March
12-17.—New
York.—One
hundred
shot
indoor
championship.

Harlem

Independent

Schuetzen

Corps.

ARTHUR P, FEGERT, who shoots as much as any man
connected with the rifle clubs of New York city, if not
more, was high in the St. Valentine’s day shoot on the
Zettler ranges.
Henry Kraus captured the bullseye prize
on the low score of 8 degrees.
The best two scores of
each member present, at 75ft. offhand, follow:
Ring target:
A P Fegert... 238 246—484
Jie Martine ena. 224 218—442
Henry Koch . 239 229—468
E Modersohn
2381 203—434
AS Muller... 228 226—454
G Thomas
... 218 215—433
H Goerke
... 227 225—452
BU eWeil) fe. an. 218 213—431
L Rokohle ... 225 224449
Capt Baumann 218 204—422
J Blumenberg 227 221—448
H Kraus
.... 209 207416
C Thiebauth . 225 222—447
Py ori... cae 214 193—407
ME Ott *Scio. 223 220—443
J Wiedmann
. 166 144—310
P Zugner
. 222 220—442
Bullseye target—degrees.

HUST ALIS Sees sisces <>

8

DMD AOhn: Oad eae
ean
EG OCEICE ermsiy osiaisis’s «
iy UF TRG aAeganone
Charles Thiebauth....
LX (NUGUGS aeo aaaeee
earings.
cce. occ...
TROUGH
2 essences

53
57
58
58
7216
83
90

Pe MOGErsohinn

ewes

90

Ga Chomasal. ycccratics 91
es Wiel let
ett tvart cts oi
PitleeZAl ONE teia. tenes 138
Capt Baumann ....... 205 *
J H Blumenberg......221
iblenrye Kochis. cheers: 224

The Best Smoke For the Pipe
In America,
Made from Old Vz. Sun-Cured
Tobacco.
Money
refunded if it bites or burns
:
theTongue.
Sent prepaid postage
7Oc. Pound. Large Sample 10c.

JASPER

America;

_Capt.
tice

Gus

shoot

ZIMMERMANN

held

Feb.

York
was

16, when

member

in the

prac-

present

fired

two scores for record at 75ft. offhand, as follows:
Gus Zimmermann
..... 490
Renry. eIcOChula .eiceiicn 468
MVE
MOWIS
oes, decses 487
Walia Wiolll eoane
ne sce460
August

Begerow

...... 481

BSMEESRLIG PELE coicisie
acisis'cle 478
Lr VEGroUTSs 6 hce Bemceeen 475
Jacob _ Bittschier
°...... 472
beer eOUNG ©. sackie.. 471
GPEAISGOL ins Kas ocleess470

John

various

loads, decoys and boats used in the sport, and
gives the best account ever published of the retrieving Chesapeake Bay dog.

About 600 pages, 58 portraits of fowl, 8 fullpage plates, and many vignette head and tailpieces by Wilmot Townsend.
Price, edition de luxe on hand made paper
bound in buckram, plates on India tint paper
each

copy numbered

and signed by author, $5.00

Price library edition, $3.50.
AND

STREAM
New

PUB.

Facklamm

....... 453

G T Zimmermann
451
IVES Mens wit: yjscciee ses 451
Bey SBebrenserr stan
s)ce429
UN SINVIES pao) ed Se Beette 428
Or Gre Falbet sien
ees oe.409

TAMPICO,
Season

CO.

York.

AND

I)-

the modern professional system of
the excellence of both the suasive
education, and contains an exhaususes and abuses of the spike collar.

STREAM

PUBLISHING

until

May

Ist.

Bay, Mass.

and

Outfitter,

SHEFFIELD,
St.

Anthony,

Idaho.

References.

and

Exchanges.

“IN TIME OF PEACE
PREPARE
FOR WAR.”
Have you ever been unable to get bait for trolling or
casting just at the time you most wanted it? Why not
be prepared.
For 25 cents silver we will deliver enough
of our “‘Preservo” Liquid to keep 100 shiners 10 years, if
necessary. Guaranteed to keep shiners, smelts or frogs in
perfect condition
until meeded.
Reference:
People’s
National Bank.
G. A. QUIMBY
& CO., Druggists,
Taconia. N. H.

SALMON

FISHING

For Sale or Lease.—One of the finest salmon rivers and
tributary, on the North
Shore of the St. Lawrence.
Room for four rods.
Comfortable Camp, two canoes and
other camping material.
Over two hundred salmon have
been caught in one season by two rods; average weight
14 pounds.
Apply W.. SCOTT, 40 Hospital St., Room 13,
Montreal, Canada.

Canoe Handling and Sailing.
The

Canoe: History, Uses, Limitations and Varieties, Practical Management and Care, and
Relative Facts. By C. Bowyer Vaux (“Dot”).
and

Cloth,
revised

168 pages.
edition,

with

Price, $1.00.
additional

matter.

Handling and Kennel Management.
By B. Waters.
lustrated.
Cloth, 378 pages.
Price, $2.

FOREST

at

MEXICO.

lasts

Buzzard’s

Illustrated.

TRAINING.

This treatise is after
training.
It combines
and force systems of
tive description of the

in

Brookside Club House

New

MODERN

Fishing
in Season

Tarpon outfits for sale or rent.
Boats and boatmen.
Superior accommodation at Hotel Hidalgo for fishermen
and their families.
Over one thousand tarpon caught
last winter.
See photos at Abbey & Imbrie, 18 Vesey
St., New York.
Address HOTEL HIDALGO, Tampico, Mexico.

Wants

Schuetzen.

top-notcher
each

of the

Tarpon

the World is now

CO.,

COME
TO CAMP
RECREATION
for good muskallonge and black bass fishing.
New log camp, beautiful
lakes.
Send for circular.
A. G. IRWIN, Dorset, Minnesota.

methods of capturing each, the guns, ammunition,

FOREST

New

tells

MECKLENBURG
MINERAL
SPRINGS
Chase City, Virginia.

EDWARD

the sport that there is nothing left for him to
learn. Each one may acquire a vast amount of
novel information by reading this complete and
most interesting book. It describes, with a portrait, every species of duck, goose and swan
North

Ghe

Guide

BIRD GRINNELL

346 Broadway,

Independent

L. ROWE,

No single gtinner, however wide his experience, has himself covered the whole broad field
of duck shooting, and none knows so much about

to

Paradise.

NEWFOUNDLAND

AMERICAN
DUCK SHOOTING
known

Sportsman’s

Exzellent Salmon and Trout fishing. Tents, guides, boats
prpsided. Write BUNGALOW, Grand Lake, Newfoundand.

RICHMOND,
VA.
Estab, 1880,
Ref, Broad Street Bank

By GEORGE

The

WELL STOCKED TROUT BROOK; ideal Club House
on BUZZARD’S BAY, Mass., to lease; ample game proserves; pond and sea fishing.
For illustrated booklet of
particulars, address
BROOKSIDE
CLUB,
Monument
Beach, Mass.

Castle Dome Cut Plug

There are few things necessary to the comfort of the
outdoor man that cannot be procured at the store of the
J. C. Hopkins Company, 119 Chambers street, New York
city.
The yachtsman
or motor-boat man
will find a
great variety of articles which he needs, while the camper
can provide himself with tents, cooking utensils and
many other articles, indispensable for his trip.
It is
worth the while of every sportsman to drop in at 119
Chambers street and see the goods that are there displayed.

Rifle Range and Gallery.

& SON

Manufacturers Shoe Specialties,
Gymnasium and Sporting Shoes.

for Sportsmen

puail, Turkey, Rabbits, Squirrels, Deer.
ennel of Fine Pointers and Setters.
Kennel
of fine
Foxhounds.
Excellent Livery and Guides.
Hotel Modern—steam-heated,
Electric-lighted.
Rooms
single or en suite.
Sun Parlors.
Private Baths.
Baruch System of Medicinal Baths.
Noted
MINERAL
WATERS.—Mecklenburg,
Lithia
and Chloride Calcium, free to guests.
Splendid Golf course, Bowling, Riding, Driving.
Write for Booklet and other descriptive literature.

The Finest

The product of fifty years’ shoemaking skill
and the practical suggestions of hundreds of
sportsmen.
Catalogue for the asking.

attractions.

The number of American anglers who now commonly
send to England for their fishing tackle is extraordinarily
large, and that it is constantly growing indicates the increasing numbers of the angling fraternity.
Redditch is
perhaps the greatest British center for the manufacture
of anglers’ supplies, and it is there that Wyers Fréres
have their great factory, from which annually they send
out a tremendous product, a good part of which comes
to America.
Wyers Fréres, of Redditch,
England, are
glad to send their catalogues post free to American applicants.

Now used

by thousands — no
lady or gentleman
properly equipped
without a pair of
Smith's Ideal Hunting

Nn

THE MECKLENBURG
HOTEL
and GAME PRESERVES.

standard of all that is good in

BRAINTREE, Mass., Feb. 17.—The weekly events were
closely contested
at the shoot of the New
England
Kennel Club to-day.
Scores:
Club cup:
Bei. 7.
134s a (Sas he
Wi cOe Gay. s3c. 15 10 25
WeeBebimeryice to)
9) 22
ae Motley 56025. 15
9 2
RO
Harding .1Li)
4 21
We doreeal ea... 21
2 23
H N Richards... 14
4 18
Restoreye .....-5 13. 10 23
As Bilanchard.;,.
9) 9°18
Season cup:
i
Bi 91S eel he
By dae ae
RA SSUOT
EV Etaes << 15
9 24
REO tiardine .calsmecol ial
MN ORE WIG. ta... Lies
2s
Wil ei Beale. 20
0P 20
Wier Oe Gray. s.. 14
8 22
H N Richards.. 14
4 18
PeeBlanchard
...13
9 22

PUBLISHERS’

Hotels

ie)

CO.

A complete manual for the
canoe.
Everything is made
veriest novice, and Mr. Vaux
of those successful instructors
their own enthusiasm to their
FOREST

AND

STREAM

management of the
intelligible to the
proves himself one
who communicate
pupils.

PUBLISHING

CO.
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For

Field, Cover and Trap Shooting.

Sale.

BROOK TROUT FOR SALE.

By Captain Adam
Shot

We have constantly on hand
fine supply of Brook Trout, all
sizes for stocking purposes. Al‘so for table use at 75c. a pound
Visitors privileged to catch own
BROOK
CO., Parkside, Pa., Henryville Railroad Station.

LIVE

QUAIL

WHITE
CANADIAN
SOPER, Bucksport, Me.

BROOK

TROUT.

Eggs,
fry,
yearlings
and
brooks and lakes.
Address
FARM, Plympton, Mass.

two-year-olds,
for
NEW ENGLAND

BROOK

this list of chapters:

Guns and Their Proper Charges.
Pinnated
Grouse Shooting.
Late Pinnated Grouse ShootQuail Shooting in the West.

THE
BROOKDALE
TROUT
CANNOT
BE BEAT
for stocking ponds and streams.
For the next few
weeks we will make a very low price on young fry and
large fish.
Also fly-fishing.
Y
BROOKDALE TROUT CO., Kingston, Mass.

TROUT.

It will pay you to correspond with me before buying
eggs, fry or yearlings in any quantity.
I guarantee a
safe delivery anywhere.
Crystal Spring Trout
Farm

Mass.

BROOK TROUT {100 28° iis. “SHE

FOREST

&@STREAM

PUBS

inson.
Sam Lovel and Huldah are two of the
characters of the earlier books in the series, and

the boy is young

Sam, their son, who grows

S ALMON FISHING

Kelly’s

& STREAM

PUB.

HORACE
West

Thirtieth

NEW

HORSE
By

Street

YORK

8

AND HOUND

Roger D. Williams, Master of Foxhounds, Iroquois
Hunt Club; Keeper Foxhound Stud Book; Director
National
Foxhunters’
Association;
Official
Judge,
Brunswick Hunt Club.

“Horse and Hound”
is encyclopedic in all that pertains to foxhunting.
It has chapters as follows:
Hunting.
The Hunter.
Schooling
of
Hunters.
CrossCountry
Riding.
Falls.
Women
in the Field.
The
Hound.
History and Origin of the American Hound.
Breeding and Raising Horses.
The Kennel.
Scent.
The
Fox.
Tricks and Habits of the Fox.
In the Field.
Hunt Clubs.
The style is clear and crisp, and every
chapter abounds with hunting information.
The work is
profusely illustrated.
Price, $2.50,

AND

STREAM

PUBLISHING

Others.

book

of bear

stories

terial for his bear stories, for a number

was

CO.

any author.

PUB.

CO.

Shore Birds.
Six

papers reprinted from the Forest AND
STREAM.
Paper, 45 pages. Price, 15 cents.
Contents:
I. Haunts and Habits; Where the
Bay Birds Live and What They Do at Home. II.
Range and Migration; Where They Go to Breed
and Where to Spend the Winter.
III. A Morning Without the Birds; An Episode of Shore
Shooting.
IV. Nomenclature;
A List of Our

American Species of Limicole, with a Description
of Each Species. V. Localities; Where to Go to
Shoot Them.
VI. Blinds and Decoys; How to
Shoot Them After You Have Reached the
Grounds.

FOREST

&

STREAM

PUB.

CO.

Camp Life in the Woods.
And the Tricks of Trapping and Trap Making.
Containing hints on camp shelter, all the tricks and bait
receipts of the trapper, the use of the traps, with instructions for the capture of all fur-bearing animals.
By
W.
Hamilton
Gibson..
Illustrated.
Cloth, 300 pages.
$1.00.

FOREST

AND

STREAM

had the
the best
bullseye
2472445
2442405
229—2351
—1241
—1219
—1216
—1177
—1173
—1165
—1141

Bullseye target, degrees—Owen Smith 16, C. G. Zettler
38, L. C. Buss 50, A. P. Fegert 60, W. A. Tewes 61.
The absence of several members who were taking part
in the Indoor Rifle League shoot at Grand Rapids cut
down the club attendance at the shoot held Feb. 13, and
only one 100-shot score was finished.
George Schlicht
took the bullseye prize.
The totals follow:
Ring target:

G Schlicht

.... 248 240 241 239 244 244 244 240 242 244—2421

C
Ibe
H
C
B
A
Ga

Zettler, Jr... 240 244 242
Manrertrse.. 238 237 242
C Zettler... 236 239 236
G Zettler.... 231 237 237
Zettler ..... 226 238 239
P Fegert ... 231 238 235
Bernttisiae ee 224 219 224
Bullseye target—degrees.
G PSChiicht encase 5514
GG Zettleri ee acrcshics 6514

York

244
239
239
241
288
236
219

City

244
241
243
243
239
233
223
HC

—1214
—1197
—1193
—1189
—1180
—1173
—1109
Zettler

Schuetzen

i. .aresse

6914

Corps.

AuGust KronsperG made the best two scores at the
shoot held Feb. 15. The attandence was good, twentyseven members taking part.
The first two scores of
each member, at 75ft. offhand, follow:

..August’ Kronsbergs...- cena
.
RIEB USSG
seteceeteets
.
Charles Wagner
WE Ugerne neces
.
John Facklamm
.
W H Leonard
.
G Schroeder .
e sBenz Hee.
ASP Beverttcc.acaee
Otto Schwanemann
Bop steiny Seccrcr cet
.
H Ruppe st...
.
R Schwanemann
.
Bruno Eusner ..
Ty’ Schalzestes-e
.
George Seeger
.
L Gleichmann ....
IT Reilsben
0.02050 ccvece becuse eenicieeiecteeeeens
H C Radlof€ (..ccccccoes
caster ee veineee lees
H Kuhlmann © 0). csicesicies wells coisa stete eter
Joseph Keller (gs scsiesies cleo side esieeete iis aanenen
J> Wilking 2k. 5. <ascareanee mere cis
ete cineatee
E. |Beeld scec c'so.v'as os sec cecinieisinic esate eetereeeteeiael
G Boel o.ceciec ues nicsscict gajeate ane eee ieee
Ae Wile) wiisccce ccc ctv ses's 0.2cesta
eters
enone
G Schmitz: i200 bicccceeveseanemenre Koleos
FE Schwarz con 6 sive ocuslo-cis c'ecsjete.cfe'5ic sal ereteeeee ee
New
GrorGE

243 243—486
242 240—482
234 234468
228
228
230
223
227
229
225
221
228

2386—464
234462
224454
230—453
225—452
2833—462
225—450
229—450
221—449

220
217
207
212
212
213
207
193
214
203
197
205
183

215—435
221—433
223—430
214426
212424
211—424
214—421
218—411
197—411
203—406
194—391
182—387
204—387

224 221—445
212 226—438

PUBLISHING

CO.

York
A.

Central

Schuetzen

VIEMEISTER_was

high

man

Corps.
on

the ring

target in the shoot held Feb. 7, and Arthur P. Fegert
made the best bullseye.
The full scores follow, at 75ft.
offhand:
Ring

& STREAM

Club.

of people

suggested that it was taken from Mr. Kelly’s
book. With the merits of this controversy “ourselves have naught to do,” but the matter in Mr.
Kelly’s book is excellent, interesting and worthy

Price,

FOREST

excellent

FOREST

All modern im-_
etc.
Full com-

21 Liberty

most

of pretty much

S.ELY @ CO.
Street

CO.

roused to life by a recent criticism of Mr. Seton,
the question being where Mr. Seton got his ma-

IN ST. LAWRENCE RIVER
FOR SALE

27

up

under the tuition of the coterie of friends that we
know so well, becomes a man just at the time of
the Civil War and carries a musket in defense of
what he believes to be the right.

Rifle

In the shoot held Feb. 6, Arthur Hubalek
highest 100-shot total; Secretary Tewes made
50-shot
score, and
Owen
Smith
landed
the
prize. The scores at 75ft. offhand follow:
Ring target:
A Hubalek .... 243 246 246 242 245 244 247 244 241
L P Hansen ... 241 233 246 240 240 241 236 244 240
A P Fegert.... 236 240 235 236 285 235 285 239 230
W A Tewes... 246 248 250 247 250
LC
Bussisan. cats 240 242 248 243 246
Owen Smith .. 242 246 243 242 248
C A Zettler.... 237 285 285 234 236
Barney Zettler. 222 229 238 242 242
A Begerow
... 233 237 230 237 328
G Bernius <.... 229 229 226 233 224

New

By Allen Kelly. Paper, 209 pages. Price, 60 cents.
After some years of peaceful slumber, Mr.

Several good salmon rivers, on the North Shore of the
St. Lawrence, offered for short or long lease.
For particulars apply to the LABRADOR
COMPANY,
Room
19, 40 Hospital St., Montreal, Canada.

mission to brokers.

CO:

By Royland E. Robinson.
Price, $1.25.
Sam Lovel’s Boy is the fifth of the series of
Danvis books.
No one has pictured the New
Englander with so much insight as has Mr. Rob-

FOREST

Sale.

3 Acre Island, with thirty room house.
provements; furniture, boats, launch,

Snipe

Sam Lovel’s Boy.

Bears I Have Met—And
for

The

Turkey and Deer Shooting. The Art of Shooting
on the Wing.
Shooting Dogs—Breeding and
Breaking.
Pigeon Shooting—Trap-Shooting.

trout eggs in any quantity, warranted delivered anywhere
in fine condition.
Correspondence solicited.
THE PLYMOUTH
ROCK TROUT CO.
Plymouth, Mass.

Property

Ruffed Grouse

Shooting the Woodcock.

and Snipe Shooting.
Golden Plover, Curlew and
Gray Plover.
Wild Ducks and Western Duck
Shooting.
Wild Geese, Cranes and Swans.
Wild

stocking
TROUT

FOR
SALE—BROOK
TROUT.—FINE
HEALTHY
Fish of all sizes.
Eyed eggs in season.
Warranted delivered
anywhere,
as _ represented.
Correspondence
solicited.
BAY SIDE TROUT FARM
(A. B. Savary),
East Wareham, Mass.

So. Wareham,

for

“Field, Cover and Trap-Shooting” is a book of
instruction, and of that best of all instruction,

Shooting.

of all ages for stocking lakes and streams.
Brook trout
eggs in their season.
For the next 30 or 60 days I will
make prices on yearlings very low. FURNACE BROOK
HATCHERY
(E. L. Maglathlin), Kingston, Mass.

L. B. HANDY,

Hints

Birds; Flight and
Resorts
of Waterfowl;
Breeding and Breaking of Dogs.
Cloth, 444
pages,
Price, $2.00.

ing.

TROUT

BROOK

Embracing

Instruction for Young
and Habits of Game

and emphasize his teaching.
The scope of the
book—a work of nearly 500 pages—is shown by

cheap.
tf

Hares

Champion Wing

where the teacher draws from his own rich experience, incident, anecdote and moral to illustrate

Western birds only.
Positively no worthless Southern
migratory birds offered.
Also pheasants, etc.
E. B. WOODWARD, 302 Greenwich St., New York.
LIVE
WILD
WALTER
R.

World.

Skilled Marksmen;
Sportsmen; Haunts

trout.

PARADISE
TROUT

of the

H. Bogardus,

Zettler

Target:

G Viemeister .
Tibi ess tence.
C Ottmann ...
R Busse !i.cece
H D Muller...
Chris Gerken .
F Schroeder .
EyeBrodt seca
A P Fegert...
B Eusner .....
F Wessel, Jr..

245
236
236
237
234
237
229
227
237
221
220

243—488
245—481
241-477
239—476
241—475
237—474
231—460
233—460
220—457
230—451
226—446

W J Daniel .. 221
C F Tietjen.. 224
J VonderLieth 222
a Ficke, Jr... 204
Roffmann . 217
H Vonder Lieth 193
H Brummer .,. 213
D Wuhrmann..205
M Leonard . 217
A Ficke.... 206
George Detloff 188

228444
216—440
210—438
232—436
218—435
237—430
216—429
225—430
212—429
214420
195—383

Bullseye target, degrees—A. P. Fegert 24, Jacob Hess
30%, W. J. Daniel 36, R. Busse 41144, H. D. Muller 48,
G. A. Viemeister 438, C. Ottman 61, H. Roffmann 79,
B. Eusner 86, Chris. Gerken 105, F. W. Wessel, Jr., 120,
H. Brummer 124, F. Schroeder 132, J. Von der Lieth 142,
H. Von der Lieth 229%.

Lady Zettler

Rifle

Club.

Miss Anna Lupwic had the best two scores in the
shoot held Feb. 3, while her brother made one perfect
score and the highest total in the men’s match.
The
full results of the shoot follow:.
;
Members:
Miss Anna sDLudwig? c. ics. 0scscce cme
248 247—495
Miss’ Fannie’ Muller <.o..2:ccua
sce cesistoneneeae 243 249—492
Mrs. Hi
Fenwirth Gii5.2..20-cies connie 238 248—486
Miss \ B Ludwig oo nicwass cece coetcoce
eee emee 245 240—485
Miss Ci Krans iisansteccie
xs cette aie econ ceemetenee 241 241482
Miss Anna Scheu os. scenes oescevemeece
coeeene 236 241—477
Miss) Te Husnen 77. cvithe cisterns cnunteets teceeeeeeiae 237 235—472
Mrs, Lie gibel rac cisscseccislelswnis.sw
baste slemicias eee 233 237—470
Honorary members:
GW Ludwig.. 246 250—496
V Muller ...... 238 230—468
Girolckemas. 244 247—491
H Fenwirth .. 227 231458
A Mamok
... 242 238—480
A Fenwirth .. 183 205—388

FORESiaeaunD
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No “J
| Oo

Indoor

.22 Caliber

ee

PE CR ILESDUIEGEsclsccracccsicec
cece cccccinecesccess 2453

i.) CG. Ross, Chicopee Falls, Mass!..........0.002+ss000 2452
Mem aMGH eMELODOKENS ING) Jie ccc cece csiccnccieviecrccesncns 2448
Arye
Shembrner, PiattSburg. oe. secicc sccm cceseccsccoccss 2446
DoemAe otiilman, woyracise, No Y....2..ccccesssereceeee 2443
eNO
PIN EEN OL Mt aa c.clc-eicialn alcoreo cis:oisie,cisieie
citi nesie 2442
H. M. Thomas, New Haven, Conn...............-++++ 2437
J. W. Dearborn,
New Haven..................ssseee- 2428
A. Sorrenson, Chicago eae
eran reietainsicinsisisiasistele 2424
Peer ilstermenochester, Ns Y .ccccc ce csssccceccesoee 2421
J WGEOL CE COIICACO say esccle loc cleviele ceeccc vices cess 2420
ACME
ISOE MOT EG NICADO rccicgic.c vise cow ccicicinie Stace dsleaivee ac 2420
J. Loudensack, New Haven............-.+..+sseseeeus 2417
J. H. Springsguth, Chicago.........-.ssssseseeeeeeees 2412
PiemMosboueher)
Pittsburg. 2... cc sccceccccecececess 2404
2386
W. C. Kreig, Chicago
See ET ate CICAROM cs ceeeiscisinetciscos
cease cicnseeciceces
K. W. Zoeller, Pittsburg.
H. Schurz, Chicago........
:
:
M. Waltonhouse, Davidson Station, Mich...... rents 2264
In the continuance match, four, Messrs. Ittel, Tewes,
Stillman and Buss tied on perfect scores of 300.
The
scores:
PERRET PE TLES
UL Diets clei s cld'sieisis «ceclovnnciewievelssivesesics 300
W. Al Dewes, Jersey City....@....ccccecccccsccccnescers 300
ea SRM MO RUIYOLIC cteleicieta.e:n aiapare lc.djvinicie vicie cle'sis sle'Sie.e je esis 300
CRASHES
TACTISE wines, ojc.0iviele sieso bisis wieviearcane asicle.cte 300
AD Yn Heubner, Pittsburg...
: -. ccc. sccccceccs
seve cecanes 299
PigiMemromasmINGWo ELAVETI ccc cc arcsec cpiecectescenecs 299
Py iG Ross eC MtCOpeerPallss io. focccccsccscsecccee
cee cise 298
Mi) Res
GUOKGM yy sete es rnisie cc iisecscicccecncdacees
ssc 297
J. W. Dearborn, New Haven..............-.-sseeeeeees 29K
J: Loudensack, New Hlaven.........c0..scsecessosecess 297
T. Mosbougher, Pittsburg..............--ssseeeeee
ences 292
Vo iemopmapsmuth, |CHICALO. 6.6 oo cec acess ceeccveese 290
Aram eGC TE NC HI CACO
tas see teits cclebecicceccccsens
ee ae 290
Jo Rim Pulsifer, Rochester... ....0-.sssccsssecessoceeoes 287
A. Sorrenson, Chicago ........0...seseecesceeseeseeeees 285
SUSE
UTe ye MOHICACOM sc clciccs ce cinde odeceecenccese 283
Pe MGeorme, Chicago...
oo. ecw sce c cece edece cee cescecesees
T. H. Keller, New York.............sscceeeesseeseeeees
Meyer, Grand Rapids......
Doe Johnson, New York.....
eet
Oa CGMICAGO ot aces cence Tee oclse nse seetaedicecans
The bullseye match was won by L. P. Ittel, with a
performance of 4% degrees.
Doc Johnson made a performance of 5 degrees and was second.
F. C. Ross and
W. C. Greig tied on third with 54% degrees.
The scores
‘in the bullseye match were as follows:
We DERGeLes wasters
alate sj0:cf0:s 434
AL
mireubner” cacacincs 121%
Doc fohnson >.......5
Kaa WeeZocller tec esties 14%
By CamINGSB Mitelasians e336 514
J H Springsguth ..... 14%
We GiKtreie aiess cise sles 514
ASE SOSTENSON Ss ceeeinncs 17
OM WEAEDOLI Ss vacc see 654
H Mosbougher
...... 19
TES BIG a dalicisele
ss 9:5 7
Spocbinniphreye.. acc 1914,
SH BOd ereavieeresn
e+e
GEOLLEW ides vsineccesls 1914
7 Loudensack
Gen McGurrin ....... 21
Cc 1, Ses Peres oie"o'sie
MUS THOMAS wore dferaecic 30
“Ae
CSNGre nyticsieietes
aM SIte tematic scare 301%
A Rieckhoff ..
HIST asters sevelete sisters 2 35
© Smith eeeensis,<
INLEVE hae .tecite netieete 42
A A. Stillman ..
JetHebbard@s.. css
55
W ALT Eewesisic casos
Maj Stewarte ws cosscse 59
A J Heubner
Honor target match—degrees:
‘AS Je meubner .)...s2-.
634
WeeA Tewes: 5. ccccev
ess 18
ASARStllimanis,
6. ....26 171%

Italian

Rifle

KENNEL

Rifle League.

Tue
Indoor 22-Caliber Rifle League of the United
States tournament, held at Grand Rapids, Mich., Feb.
12 to 17, resulted in a shifting of places in championship matters, and in some’ wonderful scores.
;
Capt. W. A. Tewes, of Jersey City, N. J., in the
championship match,
made the wonderful score of 2;481
out of a possible 2,500. On Thursday, he shot 50 of his
100 shots, scoring 1,242, only 8 points less than perfection.
He scored 1,239 on Friday, winning the match
and breaking the record of 2,468, held by Mr. L. P.
Ittel, of Pittsburg, and made at the Zettler tournament
last year.
Capt. Tewes
has been shooting in great
form in months past, and his great success was not
unanticipated.
Mr. L. P. Ittel was second with a total
of 2,453, and Mr. F. C. Ross, of Chicopee Falls, Mass.,
was third with a total of 2,452. The prizes ranged from
$100 (won by Capt. Tewes, in addition to the gold medal)
down to $10, twenty-five prizes in all. The scores in the
championship match follow:
TERE EWESMULETSEY 'GItVvenccescesscenccvcccccceccase 2481

Association.

Scores made on the Zettler ranges, 159 West Seventythird street, New York City, Feb. 5, at 75ft. offhand on
the 25-ring target:
Dre Castelli ..s. cc 217 226
Veal snietislcs Soecene D228 ace
E Orsenigo ........ 227 230
Silvestriee cweoscs
ces 207 211
Cassetttegs.
ce cev sats 214 223
Dir Mondini 2. s.ea. 203 212
MitiziGr aes seenasiiscs,s 227 234
Clementine essen 190 213
Wersonitieccsrs sca. 211 197
Got ConttGencrs ee. 23D. “hes
(Castel lucet
mensions 229 ..
StellOpenss
sere eeesy 222 218
This club shows improvement through practice every
week.
Shoots are held on the Zettler ranges, and the
standard ring target is used on the 25yd. range.
Totals
follow for the shoot held Feb. 15:
Alpteri.
(20.0055 232 248—475
De Silvestri . 198 170—368
WGSSaAtie a.
226 230—456
SCOttliamenaaioares 135 145—280
Gazzolat teeonses 221 229—450
Mantelli~ o..2.. 239
E Orsenigo .. 222 226—448
Reali
Ane Eye
Bagarozzi
.... 211 219—430
Muzio
233
PSeINGISE: ec ccies 203 214—417
Stella
226
Personini
.... 209 205—414
CASSEttt arta. =< 225
Pagliuchi
.... 207 202—409
Gastelitici <7... 222
Glementiv...... 204 191—395
“Tommy,
can you tell me anything about Helen of
Troy?”
Tommy—Sure.
She lived in Troy, on de Hudson River, and supported her widowed mudder an’ little
pore by workin’ in a collar factory.”—Chicago Daily
ews.

SUPPLIE

Backus Dog Crates, perfectly ventilated, Buffet for feed and water cup attached.
The best
and lightest crate in use. A complete assortment of Sergeant’s, Glover’s, Dent’s, Johnson’s
and Spratt’s Dog Medicines
Austin’s, Excelsior, Old Grist Mill, Ideal and Spratt’s Dog
Collars, Whips, Leads, Chains, Brushes, Books, etc. A complete list in
and Puppy Cakes.
our immense 162 page Illustrated Catalogue, mailed free.

Excelsior Wire and Poultry Supply Company, Dept. A. O.
W. V. RUSS,

Kennel
Ads under this
cents in capitals).

Proprietor

26 and 28 Vesey St., New York City

BLOODHOUNDS.

Special.

head 2 cents a word
Cash must accompany

a time
order.

(or

3

I sell pups

breeding.

that

are

Bloodhounds

They will honor their name

in

character

and

in the show-ring

or on the trail.

For Sale.—Full-blood English BEAGLE Hounds, Hunters that are hunted.
OAKLAND BEAGLE KENNELS,
Pontiac, Mich.

DR.

DANBURY,

Norwegian bearhounds,
Irish wolfhounds, deer and cat
hounds.
English bloodhounds, American foxhounds.
4
cent stamp for illustrated catalogue.
ROOKWOOD
KENNELS,
Lexington, Ky.
Pigeons,
Sporting
and Pet Dogs for sale.
Belgian Hares and Swine.
Stamp
for reply.
LLOYDT, Athens, Bradford, Co., Pa.

Ferrets,
ij}
mM
\
Wm
Mi

specially

prepared

foods

for

DOGS,

PUPPIES,

CATS,

RABBITS,

CONN.

Then let us send you Polk Miller’s
celebrated Book on Dogs; How to
Take Care of Them: the eloquent Sen-

ator

Vest’s

Remedies.

OO.

Address

BIRDS,

Spratt’s Patent! tis Sth tse tse Tous, Mod
‘ 1324 Valencia

BOOK

DOG

St., San Francisco,

Cal.

ON

Mailed

FREE

J. KANNOFSKY,
PRACTICAL GLASS BLOWER
ip Ry

H. CLAY GLOVER, D. V. S.,

by the author.

1278 Broadway, New York.

IMPROVED SPIKE COLLAR,
For use in dog training. Price, $2.00.
mail, $2.10. Send for circular.
B.
346

AT STUD
Boston Terrier Edgewood

and Manufacturer of
Artificial eyes for birds, animals and manufacturing purposes a specialty.
Send for prices. All kinds of skulls for
the fur trade.
369 Canal St., New York.
Please mention Forest anp STREAM.

New

York.

It gives directions for preparing and preserving Skins,
Antlers, etc. Also prices for Heads and Rugs, Birds and
Fish, and all kinds of work in Taxidermy.

Ward's Natural Science Establishment,
ROCHESTER,

feature; not the ‘‘only original,’

For information

Benny,

vs. DOSING.

A Treatise on the Care of Dogs in Health and Disease.
By S. T. Hammond (“Shadow’’) author of “Training
vs. Breaking.”
161 pages.
Cloth.
Price, $1.
Mr. Hammond believes that more dogs are killed by
injudicious doctoring than by disease, and the present
work is a protest against the too free use of medicine
when dogs are sick.
The author has given especial attention to many of the troubles which especially afflict
small dogs kept in the house, and likely to suffer from
lack of exercise, and from over-feeding; and boys and
girls owning dogs—as well as children of larger growth—
may profitably study and ponder this volume.

AND

STREAM

N. Y.

TAXIDERMY and ZOOLOGICAL COLLECTING taught
scientifically and thoroughly and learned easily and quickly
from my Correspondence Course.
Fifteen extra lessons in
the Advanced or Uncommon branches of the art, for the accommodation of every taste. The only course with this
but the

only revised, up-to-

PUBLISHING

CO.

address

CLARENCE BIRDSEYE, Jr.,42 Broadway, New York City

ROWLAND,

TAXIDERMIST,
A specialty

FOREST

TROPHIES.

date, complete and scientific’’ course in existence.
Only
other three times as costly. 25% toallagents. Price of Regular
Course only $5.00.
Extra Lessons from lic. to 75c. each,

by Champion Butte, 2 years, 17 lbs. Perfect head color,
markings, disposition.
Winner at Trenton, Pittsburg,
White Plains.
First 10 bitches booked will be bred at $5
each. One of the surest dogs at stud, rarely ever missing.
VINE COTTAGE KENNELS, West Haven, Conn.

NURSING

YOUR

By

WATERS,

Broadway,

Vo

“Heads and Horns.”

FEED.

to any address

Va.

Write for our Illustrated Catalogue,

AND

TO

MILLER

Richmend,

Tacidermists.

SAVE

DISEASES

HOW

to

FISH.

Write for Catalogue, “Dog Culture,” with practical
chapters on the feeding, kenneling and management of
dogs, also chapters on cats.
’
450 Market St., Newark, N.
J.
(America) Ltd.

Tribute

POLK

859 MainSt.

POULTRY,
PIGEONS,
GAME,

.

masterful

a Dog, and“A Yellew Dog’s Love
for a Nigger’ (famous poem). Wewi!|
send you allof the above for 10c just to advertise
Sergeant’s
Famous
Dog
DRUG

PATENT

AM. (LTD.)
Manufacture

\

Gold Medal & Highest Award
Gold Medal & Highest Award

SPRATT’S

Bloodhound
~*~
“*%
™%

Have You a Dog?

CLEARANCE SALE.—I have a number of well broken
dogs in pointers, setters and: hounds that I will sell
cheap rather than carry them over. GEO. W. LOVELL,
Middleboro, Mass.
St.Louis World’s Fair, 1904:
Paris Exposition, 1900:

Imperial
Kennels,

KNOX,

in mounting Moose, Elk, Caribou
heads.
Call and examine work.

No. 182 SIXTH
Tel. 4205 Chelsea.

Near

13th

and

Deer

AVENUE,
St.,

NEW

YORK.

WOODCRAFT.
By

Nessmuk.

Cloth,

160 pages.

Illustrated.

Price

$1.

A book written for the instruction and guidance of
those who go for pleasure to the woods.
Its author,
having had a great deal of experience in camp life, has
succeeded admirably in putting the wisdom so acquired
into plain and intelligible English.
FOREST

AND

STREAM

PUBLISHING

CO.

We

Have

The

Model

1906,

Some Good Purchases in High-Grade Guns

Them

Extra

Light

Weight,

.22

Caliber Winchester Repeating Rifle. Price $8.50
The

Winchester

handling

.22

Model

Short

1906 is a compact,

Rim

light weight,

Fire Cartridges only.

take down

It is attractive

nifle,

in appearance

and outline, and in accuracy, reliability of operation and finish it is fully up to
the established Winchester

used in this rifle are
entire satisfaction.
sporting front sight
over all and weighs
inches long, with a
witty a rubber

standard.

The

repeating

and

take-down

systems

simple, positive and thoroughly tried, having always given
This rifle is made with a 20-inch round barrel fitted with a
and an adjustable open rear sight. It measures 3534 inches
about 5 pounds; has a handsome straight grip stock 127%
drop at comb of 15¢ inches and at heel 23¢ inches, finished

butt plate.

The

magazine

holds

15 cartridges.

rifles can be furnished only according to the above
mend the use of Winchester .22 Caliber Short

Model

1906

specifications. We recom—
Smokeless, Greaseless, or

Winchester .22 Short black powder cartridges in this rifle.

IVER

JOHNSON
163-165

SPORTING

Washington

GOODS

St., Boston,

CO.,

Mass.

1 Genuine JAMES PURDEY & SON, London, High Grade Hammer Gun,
top snap action, finest Damascus, beautifully engraved, straight stock,
Silver recoil pad, in English leather covered oak case.
Gun is in nice,
refinished condition, and original cost was over $400. 381in., 12 bore, 744lbs,$1C€0.00
1 Special W. W. GREENER Hammerless, Grade F. 3, wrought steel barrels,
straight stock, finely engraved, especially built locks cocking the gun in
closing, making it very easy to break open.
30in., 12 bore, 8lbs.
This
gun is nearly new, in excellent condition and cost over $250 within a
SHOLE CIMIS NT io 005oe eieisie into e shine 6/9 aaa SicRls Wroteinieleelb elaoe iaaleele Daieel oiethene iat
1
1 Genuine STEPHEN
GRANT, 67 St. James Street, London, hammerless,
Whitworth steel barrels, straight, not pistol grip.
In perfect order and
good second-hand condition.
30in., 12 bore., 6%lbs.
This is one of
Grant’s Best Guns and cost 58 pounds sterling in London, equivalent to
$894.40) here” o..c sicleis sore. 0.'bie s eraleleteie algo sole Glece e cheleid oun'e:sheterbOc Ud crassa teen = eiannnnau 150.00
1 ditto,
Damascus, % p.g., used but a few times. 27in., 20 bore, 510/16 lbs. 75.00
1 ditto.
Modified Stock, Damascus barrels.
27in., 12 bore, 6%lbs..........
95.00
1 SCOTT
Monte Carlo Hammerless, special steel barrels, modified style
stock, crystal apertures and all latest improvements, has Silver’s recoil
pad, in nice condition, regular net price $160.
28in., 12 bore, 7%4lbs.
This.gun is nearly new and’ quite: a ‘bargain. ....7. 5.1. 1. weecdesee
neuen 100.00
1 Fine SCOTT, Premier quality, Hammer Gun, Damascus barrels, % p. g.,
finely engraved, fine refinished condition.
This gun cost $300, and is one
of the old Scott Premier guns... 30in.,.10. bore, 834lbs..........:..sedecease ;
1 GREENER,
latest style, fine Hammer Gun, for trap or field shooting,
wrought steel barrels, Greener cross bolt, straight stock, with Lyman
sights.
Cost $125 only recently and is an extra bargain at the price.
B0ins;| 12 ‘bore, SYIDS. o:.65. vee tieae eineie vicislane siéc eeieelse olelate steleetean aaa
anna
75.00
1 SCOTT Hammer Gun, extra quality engraving, Damascus.barrels, 1% p. g.
One of Scott’s high cost Hammer Guns, in nice, refinished condition.
30in.,, .10° bore, "S541
bS.cc aces Seiieu es can aasiearenen teen ticks Jeibateaeeees
45.00
1 HENRY W. EGG No. 1, Piccadilly, London, fine Hammer gun, side snap
action, laminated steel, straight stock, B. A. rebounding locks, in leather
trunk case.
Gun is practically in new condition, and is.a genuine “Egg”
make, and has the special London proof mark on barrels.
Cost originally
over ‘$200 in’ gold.
28in.,| 12° bore, .644lbs....
10.000. cs suerte
nea
45.00
ALSO

WM.
Sole U. S. Agents
KNOCKABOUT
GUNS
With or without Automatic Ejector

Sole U. S. Agents
FRANCOTTE
GUNS
Most celebrated of all imported guns

NOTICE!
We

have added

to our line of Sportsmen’s

MANY

READ

OTHERS.

@

SEND

SONS,

FOR

107

OUR

LIST

OF

SECOND-HANDS.

Washington

SECOND-HAND
SHAPED GUN

Street,

Boston

TRUNK
CASES

Each year there accumulates through the purchase of second-hand guns, a number of first-rate trunk-shaped gun cases that we can offer at special bargains.
Each one is worth more than the money asked, and the price will largely
determine its approximate age, condition and style.
_No. 1. Best English leather-covered oak case, solid brass corners, red flannel
lined, with full spacing for implements.
Measurements:
3314 in. long, 10 in. wide,
3% in. deep, for 30-in. barrels.
Best stitched handle, best English spring lock, full
set of straps, round brass name-plate.
New cases like it we sell for $35.00
Net
Price: for this O16. si.e ses sw elercwioeiovhac.cvcbd oeler egicmen clos cancer
ean
$10.00

Supplies,

Golf Goods, Fine Leather Goods, Athletic Goods, Automobile Horns, Lamps,
Etc., of our own importation.
Base Ball
and Foot Ball Goods, Cutlery, Etc., of
which we show at our New Store, 349 Fifth
Ave., the most complete and up-to-date assortment
to be seen anywhere.

No.
2. English leather-covered oak case, made by Jas. Purdy & Son, of
London.
Full brass corners, heavy stitched handle, spring lock.
Red cloth-lined,
full spacing for implements.
Measurements:
383 in. long, 91%4in. wide, 4in. deep,
for 30-in. barrels.
Purdy charges $35.00 for these cases new.
We will sell this
OME FOL fons kieie's vias siaeiercie’s pocate cosa ctas Dues ag ag ning eles slay bs 5 See Meier e ene
$9.00
No. 3. English canvas-covered trunk case, leather-bound, heavy stitched handle,
brass lock. Green cloth-lined, spaced for implements.
Measurements:
32 in. long,
8 in. wide, 3144in. deep. Such cases we sell new for $10.00 Price of this one...$4.00
No. 4. Same case exactly as No. 3, except 3244in. x 84in, x 3in. outside
measurements for 30-in. barrels, and leather binding not in quite so good conition,
Price 210 ccisissc accede cleucisceecicle &¢ a bdutersiwisld olealtel oe eatee see a
ene
$3.50

VON LENGERKE & DEIMOLD,
349
Cor. 34th

FIFTH

AVENUE

YORK

CITY

Sole U. S. Agents
HENSOLDT’S Field,
Marine and Opera Binoculars.

Sole U. S. Agents
MAUSER
Sporting Rifles.
MAUSER
Automatic 10 Shot Pistols.

MORE

No. 6. Solid leather 8-bore trunk case, hand-sewed, heavy brass lock, with
straps, red cloth lined.
Measurements:
387% in. long, 9144in. wide, 4in. deep, for
36-in. heavy barrels.
Such a case new would cost $20.00. Price...............- $8.00

Street, Opp. Waldorf-Astoria
NEW

MARVELS

WITH

BALLISTITE
The

best

Shotgun

Smokeless

Powder

on

earth

Mr. M. R. McKinnon wins the BALLISTITE Trophy at Watson Park,
Chicago, Ill., February 3d. 1906. This is the sixth successive time this trophy
has been won with BALLISTITE (that was barred out of the Interstate
Association, because it is foreign).
Can any other powder equal this?

J. H. LAU@ CO.
Agents

for

Send

NOBEL’S

EXPLOSIVES

for ‘‘ Shooting

75
CQ.,

Ltd.,

No. 5. Solid leather, hand-sewed
English trunk case.
Solid brass corners,
heavy stitched handle, brass lock, green cloth lining; spaced for implements.
Measurements:
382in. long, 844 in. wide, 344 in. deep for 30-in. barrels.
New cases
of this ‘style cost’$20.00.
“Price: .i.30i<s.ecce clscc clccelcbie cesta cnes tate eh eee =—nnaemne $7.00

Chambers
New
York
Glasgow,

Street,
City

Scotland

Facts;” it will interest you.

No. 7. Solid leather hand-sewed trunk case for one stock and two sets of
barrels.
Green cloth-lined and in fairly good condition.
Measurements:
34 in.
long, 10 in. wide, 4 in. deep, for 32-in. barrels.
Such acase new would cost $15.00, but
it is an odd size, and we will sell it for: <<3..022.-¢-.
ese one
Sib eedtieeaeenee $3.00
No. 8. English leather-covered oak trunk case, stitched handle, spring lock,
green cloth-lined, leather straps, round,. brass name-plate.
Measurements
32 in.
long, 9%4,in. wide, 344in. deep, for 30-in. barrels.
A sound, serviceable oak case
that cost new at least $20.00, and is in fair second-hand.condition.
Price...... $3.00
No. 9. Solid black leather trunk-case, heavy stitched handle, brass: lock, red
cloth-lined.
Fully partitioned for implements, etc.
A good sound case that cost
new $12 or $15, and in very fair condition,
Price.
/.....0ssesenreniisiee eens $3.00
No. 10. Solid leather trunk case, heavy stitched handle, round name-plate, brass
lock.
Green cloth-lined.
Partitioned for implements.
Measurements:
32 in. long,
8% in. wide, 3in. deep for 30-in. barrels.
A good, serviceable case, that cost new
$15.00. In good second-hand condition.
Without key. Price.................-- $3.00
No.° 11.—Solid leather trunk case, reinforced leather corners, stitched handle,
heavy brass lock, dark green cloth lining, extra compartment in lid of case for
several hundred shells. Measurements:
381 in. long, 7in. wide, 6in. deep, for 30-in.
barrels.
A serviceable case in excellent condition.
Cost new $15.00 or $18.00.
Pric
beds dee viele de Teed abdde elected seces 00 o00 osiecvecoeteie cleleietsletielee Otani
aaa $5.00
No. 12. Solid leather, hand-sewed trunk case, stitched handle, brass lock, dark
green cloth lining, extra compartment in lid for several shells.
Measurements:
3344 in, long, Tin. wide, 3% in. deep, for 30-in. barrels.
A good case in very fair
condition.
Cost. new, $12.00 or $16,005.
Price. vi...c.0</500
0s ere tiannigege einen $4.00
No. 13. Black English leather-bound trunk case, strap fastening, lock in good
condition, but hasp is gone.
Measurements:
382in. long, Tin. wide, 4in. deep,
canvas-lined, and the case in fairly good condition.
Must have cost $6.00 or $8.00
in England.
First one who sends us $1.00 gets it.
:
Any of the above cases shipped C. O.
receipt of $1.00 to guarantee the charges.

D., with

privilege

of examination,

on

HENRY C. SQUIRES @ SON,
No.

20

Cortlandt

St..

New

York

City.

FLASHLIGHT OF WILD DEER———INDIAN WOMAN’S WORK———N. Y. YACHT CLUB MODELS
VOL.WUXVIe=No.

03

PRICE,

TEN

CENTS

SATURDAY,

MARCH

3, 1906.

AND:
PAPALOTT GPS
L021

safe bY

TAG

it obean Poblishing Co

Oe) (ALYPF

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO., 546 Broadway, New York

GOSSIPS

OF

THE

PRAIRIE——PHOTO

BY

ELIZABETH

C.

GRINNELL

Ottice asSecond Clase Matter,

FOREST

22

JO

AND

STREAM.

THE ROBERTS SAFETY LAUNCH AND YACHT BOILER.
THE

ROBERTS

SAFETY

WATER

TUBE

BOILER

[Marcu

Nearly 1500 in use.

250 pounds

Cable Address:

New

COMPANY,

39

WORKS:

Bruniva,

and“41

RED

Cortlandt

Street,

—=——

Mullins
Pressed SteelBoaats |
The Fastest—Safest—Best Boats Made
Built of smooth pressed steel plates, with air chambers in each end like a
life boat. They are buoyant, fast, durable and absolutely safe. They can’t

fastest

boat

of its

size and

power

10 H. P., Mullins

built»

Reversible

boat

Motor

Boats, Row

Boats, Hunting

and Fishing Boats

which illustrates and describes our complete line of craft.

The W.H. Mullins Co. 126 Franklin St., Salem, Ohio.
(Member National Association of Engine and Boat Manufacturers.)

built.

3, 1906.

Handsome

catalugue free.

Address:

599 Cortlandt.

Jersey.

York.

Florida Pets.

TARPON SprinGs, Fla.—Down here in Florida
we have lots of outdoor pets, and although there
is no severe cold weather here, yet it is cool
enough in a norther to make them seek for shelter.
We have three little fellows in particular,
who often come to the house for shelter and protection, they are about the size of a wren and of
dusky brown color.
The first we noticed them was one day when it
was blowing furiously, and there was a driving
rain.
They came
under
the veranda,
taking
refuge under an old rubber blanket, which hung
over a chair.
There they remained all night, and
in the morning,
after
a hearty
breakfast
of
crumbs, they merrily flew away.
The next cold rain they came again, and failing
to find any shelter on the veranda, they came to
the window.
This being opened they entered
without any hesitation and remained all night as
before. They have now become so tame, they will

come at our call, and will hop about within three
}}
|

crack—leak—dry out or sink—are elegant in design and finish.
The ideal
pleasure boats for family use, summer
resorts, parks, etc.—endorsed by
sportsmen, and every boat is absolutely guaranteed.
Write To-day for Our Large Catalogue of
The

New

Telephone

New

Some

rer %

Engine—Speed, 11-14 miles an hour.
Fast—Safe
—Noiseless,
The lowest priced ‘‘ Good’’ motor’

BANK,

York.

SO.BOSTON

length, 22 feet—6 and

of steam.

|

feet of us to get the crumbs we throw them.
Not long since, while eating breakfast, a fluttering was heard, and in at the open door came
one of our little friends, closely followed by a
small hawk.
The hawk finding his prey was beyond his reach for the present, retreated in good
order to a tree nearby, where he sat with great
gravity until a charge of shot knocked him over.

I set him up and he now sits perched on my inkstand

watching

me

write.

_We have two more pets which were very cun-

3 1-2and 6
H.P. Single
Cylinder
Two
Cycle
Engine

Watkins

Engines of Quality

E want to place our brand new, handsomely illustrated and complete
catalogue in the hands of every yacht owner who desires to better the
going power, reliability, economy and attractive appearance of his craft.

Our

Marine

Gasoline

from 2 to 12 horse power, represent

no obsolete styles, but the very newest

THE

Fully guaranteed.

Write to-day for catalog and

prices which are bound to interest you.
M. WATKINS MANUFACTURING CO., 526 Baymiller St., Cincinnati, O.

FRANK

AUTO-BOATS—Fastest

in

the

world—Also

for a while,

too familiar.

but they are becoming

near it stands a large live oak.
Last fall, when
the acorns were full-grown, we noticed two crows
coming every day for acorns.
When they found
they were not molested
they became
perfectly

pick

and

shell

the

acorns

while we sat on the veranda watching them, occasionally throwing them bits of bread, meat, etc.,
until now they will come on the veranda, stalk

about

with

great

dignity,

come

into the house,

and if no strangers are here, will go on the table,
helping themselves to whatever they can get.
A
crow will steal anything he can carry, whether it
be food or not.
As I said before, they are be-

coming too familiar. I don’t like to kill them, for
I have coaxed them to be friends, but something
must be done, as they will turn us out of house
and home,
We have

Cruisers.

entirely

On one side of the house and quite

fearless, and would

Engines,

patterns, of assured efficiency and strength—weight only where weight is required. Built under the direction of manufacturers of years of cxpenence in
a model gas and gasoline engine plant, trom the very highest
| grade of material, machined by skilled and careful workmen. Every
| engine carefully tested, from five to ten hours under full load,
before shipment.

ning

mockingbirds

here

which

will hardly

get out of our way they are so tame. Two black
squirrels live in a tree near the house, and are

HIGH

WILLIAMS-WHITTELSEY COMPANY,
SPEED

Steinway,

Long

AND

Island

City,

so fearless that they are perfectly at ease within
ten feet of us, and will sit and munch a nut with
all the coolness imaginable..
TARPON.
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Members of the National Association of Engine and Boat Manufacturers,

Building Motor Boats and
Managing Gasolene Engines
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discussed
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“HOW TO BUILD A LAUNCH FROM PLANS”

OLD TOWN
15 and 16 ft.
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Paddles,
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WOODCRAFT.
By Nessmuk,
Cloth, 160 pages.
Illustrated.
Price $1.
A book written for the instruction and guidance of
those who go for pleasure to the woods.
Its author,
having had a great deal of experience in camp life, has
succeeded admirably in putting the wisdom so acquired
into plain and intelligible English.
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STREAM
PUBLISHING
CO.

A

complete illustrated work on the building of motor
boats and the installing, care and running of gasolene
motors.

By

Charles

9 folding drawings
postpaid, $1.50.
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and

Davis.
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40
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be sure each can bears the above Trade Mark,
which stands for seventy-eight years of high
grade varnish making.

The author is a builder and designer of national reputation.
All the instruction given is definite and comprehensive, 40 diagrams, 9 folding drawings and 8 full.
page plans.
That portion of the boat devoted to the use
and care of gas engines should -be most carefully perused
by every individual who operates one.
The book is well
worth the price asked for it.
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The

Hawk

Drivinc

down

and

the Squirrel.

the gentle

“BRISTOL”

slopes of Sonoma

Mountain—the mountain is 2,340 feet high—we
observed a very large hawk—the largest of the
hawks, a large brown-spotted fellow, perhaps
rightly an eagle—perched on the fence by the
roadside.
As we approached, he flew quarter-

ing toward us, dove down at the foot of a
rocky hill and arose in the air carrying a fullgrown gray ground squirrel in his talons.
This
squirrel is nearly the size of the timber gray
squirrel of the east, and looks very much like
it, except that it usually has several light-colored

bars

on

its sides, and

old specimens

are

of a

lighter earthy gray.
It lives in holes in the
ground, usually in dry, rocky places.
The hawk flew about 50 yards, when the
squirrel reached up and bit him on the leg.
This squirrel has a very tough hide, sharp,
strong teeth, and is a fighter from away back.
The hawk at once released his talons, but the
squirrel hung on with his teeth quite a little
time, and then dropped
to the ground and
started for his rocky home.
The hawk flew

down

100

yards

further

and

alighted

on

333
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LUCK

means invariably good luck. Of course you
can’t catch fish if there are none in the pool, and
you can't persuade them to bite always, but our
kind of good luck will be yours if you use a
“ BRISTOL ” Steel Fishing Rod, which will in-

sure you against bad luck in the way of broken
tackle and lost fish. ‘“ BRISTOL” Rods last longer and give better service
than any other rod costing three times as much.
Send for beautiful

’

THE

Catalogue

through

the

air.

The

hawk

had

flown

was

now

get
the

under
fence.

showing Rods for all fishing, and

HORTON

MFG. CO., 84 Horton Street, Bristol, Conn.
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Small Profits
Quick Sales

SILK

For

cover.
The hawk again perched on
The squirrel had reached within a

when

for him again.
This time
well nigh helpless squirrel

the hawk

started

his head

and

neck

away

back

out

of

danger, and so held his victim until his struggles
were over, and then he flew up on an old tree
to enjoy his dinner; and the show was over.

CALIFORNIA.

A Tame

Snipe.

Editor Forest and Stream:
A domesticated surf snipe your readers may
say is impossible, and yet it is an undisputed fact.
Every shooter who goes to the sand dunes of the

Great South Bay during the summer months, to
sit for hours at the time in the broiling sun, lying
in wait for the restless snipe, has probably seen
the beautiful turnstone
(Strepsilas
interpres),
commonly called the horse-foot snipe, coursing
the sands alone or in company with one or two

of its own species.
One of these
plumed birds fell a victim to my

handsomely
12-bore, or

rather was made a captive last July while crouching behind a few highly-scented empty barrels
thirty yards away from my stools, out on Rockaway Beach, better known as the “Point.”
The
bird appeared to be stunned, and was but very
slightly injured on the tip of the right wing.
I caught it after a brief chase, and, being struck

by its extraordinary
home

and

beauty,

try to keep

resolved

it alive.

My

to take it
friends

as-

sured me that my experiment would prove a dismal failure, as the snipe would not feed in captivity, and furthermore, it would be very difficult
to find out just what kind of food to offer it.
Our noble turnstone was very reluctant the
first three or four days to partake of any of the
tempting morsels put before it—boiled rice, the
white of a boiled egg, mockingbird food and meal
worms; all these remained untouched.
Then I
tried an oyster on the half shell.
The bird fairly
pounced upon the bivalve as soon as placed within

his reach, and devoured it in short order.
Oysters, mockingbird food and an occasional
meal worm form its regular bill of fare now.
It
seems to thrive on it, is growing fat and plump,
and has become thoroughly tamed; it takes its
food from my hand, and leaves and re-enters its

cage whenever so inclined.

Wo.

ScuHort.

Trial—Send

Us

15c. Regular price 24 cate” Quality A Flies

he seized the now
securely with both

feet and sat down on his tail—the hawk’s tail—
stretched out his legs to their fullest extent and
stretched

BODY

g Trout Flies

only

bit him
squirrel

badly used up, but he did his best to

few feet of its burrow
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our Combination Reel and Handle, which is an excellent feature.

fence.
The squirrel was injured somewhat, but
made very good time back.
The hawk waited
until he was within a few yards of home, when
he darted for him again and arose with him.
This last flight of the hawk showed with what
wonderful velocity the great bird could pass
two or three rods when the squirrel
again, and he dropped it. The poor
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We have furnished sails to the following prominent yachts: Constitution, Defender, Volunteer, Jubilee, Colonia,
Independence, Ailsa, Navahoe, Weetamoe, Uncle Sam, Effort, Calypso, Flirt, Ariadne, Quissetta, Constance,
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The most useful pocket lighter ever invented. Throw away your matches.
The ‘‘ Instanto ’’ produces a steady flame, without matches, by simply removing the cover, as shown in illustrations.
Lights a cigar, gas jet, kindles a
fire, or shows the way in the dark. Useful every day and night of the year.

The ‘‘Instanto’’

99

Pocket Cigar Lighter
e

e

(IGNITED BY AIR.)
Will not ignite unless exposed to the air. Absolutely safe. Always dependable.
Conveniently carried in the vest pocket.
With ordinary care is
practically indestructible.
Handsome Nickel Plated Lighter, 50 cents; Gun
Metal, $1.50; Sterling Silver, $3.50. Sent postpaid on receipt of stamps or
money order.
AGENTS WANTED.
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A Patent Fishing Reel, made of hard sheet metal, with an automatic drag
spool 3% inch diameter. holding 200 yds. of line, winding line as fast as a mult
and has more power.
The automatic drag, when fish is running, allows no slack
line. Sold for $3.50.
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It’s because the Talbot is absolutely noiseless,
responsive to the touch, perfect in action and
balance.
You can make casts of any length
. desired without over-run,
A1l) Talbot reels are
quadruple multiplying and have spiral gears
which prevent lost motion.
The degree of accuracy

in each

part is one thousandth

of a centimeter,

Talbot

material and workmanship is of the best and so guaranteed by us.
Money refunded if not found precisely as advertised.
If you angle for game
fish write us for our illustrated catalogue giving prices and testimonials of foremost
sportsmen, sent free on request.
COMPLIMENTARY: With each reel sold this season we give
“Bait Oasting,”’ ‘‘Care of Reel,’’ and General Tournament Rules.
Dept.!6, NEVADA; MO.
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Delicious Old Blends.
Ready to Serve.

The demand for Gold Lion Cocktails by the Gentleman Sportsman is
such that these goods are now put up
in protected packages convenient to
pack.
A cut of the Gold Lion marks every
package of the genutne.
even varieties:
Manhattan, Vermouth,
Dry Gin, Whiskey, Tom Gin
Martini and the American.
To be had in glass only—Large and small bottles.
At Biotest Cafés, Drug Stores and wherever liquors
are so
THE COOK & BERNHEIMER CO.,
Makers, New York.
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is the abolition over a large part of the con-

pages,

tinent of the spring shooting of wildfowl, which,

is given an extremely valuable and interesting
series of illustrations of the yacht and ship models
in the possession of the New York Yacht Club.

by shortening the season, has preserved many
breeding birds, and by leaving them undisturbed
when they reached their breeding ground has
tended to the rearing of large broods of young.

Wirt

this issue, enlarged

to forty-eight

Here are many divergent types, picturing the development of yacht building in America.

Other illustrations are of the ways of the primitive American hunter, from photographs
are notable because they picture methods

have

been

followed

in the West

from

which
which

the old

days.
The metal scraper used by the Cheyennes
of to-day is essentially
the scraper
of stone
laboriously fashioned by the hunter of the stone
age; and the ways of using it are unchanged.
The curing of skins, the woman’s work of to-day,
was the woman’s work of the old times, when

the buffalo gave
The

photo

sustenance

of deer

THE

to the tribes.

is the second

of wonderful flashlights
George Shiras, 3d.

of the

of wild game

WILDFOWL

series

by Hon.

SEASON.

WirH the first days of March ends for most
of the States of the Union the wildfowl shooting
season, It is true that there are few States which
still permit the slaughter of ducks so long as the
birds remain in their waters. But over practically
all of

Canada

and

over

most

of the

Northern

States a wiser policy has supplanted that of killing the mated and breeding birds.
Reports from all over the country indicate that
the past winter

has been

one

of wildfowl

and one in which comparatively

plenty,

few ducks have

been killed.
Weather of unexampled mildness
north and south and the absence of severe storms
tended greatly toward the preservation of the

birds, which along the sea coast sat day after day
in large rafts, paying no attention whatever to
decoys, and so were safe from the gunner.

It was

not until mid-winter or after that the fowl were
driven from the Middle
south to their accustomed

The other cause which has made birds abundant is the passage in a number of States of the
law prohibiting
the sale of game.
This has
worked wonders everywhere, in the Southwest
with special effect; and no such vast quantities of
birds have been sent from Texas as used to be
shipped from that State a few years ago.
The
non-sale Jaw in Illinois has had an excellent
effect, and has unquestionably
brought
down
market gunning to a point where there is little
profit in it.
Time passes so fast, blotting out memory of
things past, we think it worth while to recur
again to the conditions which prevailed when in
1894 there was printed in these columns
the
declaration from that time to be known as the

Forest AND STREAM Platform Plank—“The sale
of game should be forbidden at all seasons,’
When this solution of the game problem was proposed, so universal was the sale of game that the
idea of stopping it was received with derision by
the market interests, and with well wishes combined with incredulity by those concerned
for
the preservation, The Forest AND STREAM Plank,
it was said, was a dream, something to be dismissed as desirable but unattainable.
Few, indeed, believed that any general prohibition of the
sale of game could be achieved within their own

northern waters came another period of warm

The conditions

of summer

fusing to fly—or

weather,

sometimes

the birds

in stormy

re-

weather

i

going out to sea—have

;

son.
Few or none of the gunning clubs along
some of the most famous wildfowl grounds in
the South have done well, and most of them are

made a poor shooting sea-

far behind their record of the last few years.
The abundance of the fowl has been very encouraging.
Many notes have been printed in

Forest AND STREAM showing that on the Great
South Bay, on the broad waters of Virginia, on
the southern borders of the Great Lakes and in
the sounds of the South Atlantic coast birds
have been extraordinarily abundant.
No doubt
two

causes

have

contributed

to

this

abundance.

loads if game was suddenly sighted; and when, as
sometimes happened in those days of wild animal
abundance, buffalo or deer or rabbits ran through
the column of the marching
camp,
the patient
dogs, which had been wearily tugging and straining at the travois or staggering under the packs,
forgot their fatigue and started in pursuit of the

game, scattering their loads far and wide over the
prairie.
In temperate

zones—as

has

been

intimated—

the dog hauled the travois and carried the pack.
These dogs were not like those that we see to-day
in Indian camps, but were big and strong and
able to carry a good load. The most ancient men,
whose memories go back to the early part of the
last century, describe these animals as being as
large as wolves, long cast, of many colors, white,
black, yellow or spotted, and as often having
crooked legs and turned out feet, something like
those of the dachshund
or the bench-legged
beagle of to-day.
With the passing out of existence of America’s
primitive people, the use of dogs as burden bear-

ers has almost ceased.

Over a vast range of this

continent the horse has taken his place, and the
old breeds that so well performed the labor of

transportation have become

extinct.

Only in the

farthest north the huskie remains, used by the
Eskimo, by the Alaska miner in winter, and by
the Indians on the border of the barren ground.
Even these are growing scarcer, though in the

Eskimo camps of the Far North one may still
see splendid specimens of the sturdy breed, and
as he walks through the camp will often be in
danger

of stumbling

already

being trained

But the idea had force.
It appealed to the
sense of the people. It made headway.
First one
State and then another adopted
it in part, in
whole.
To-day the Forest AND STREAM Platform
Plank is the rule; the State which permits the

ened to some stake driven into the frozen ground.
It is but a few years since Maj. H. M. Robin-

sale of game

and
Northern
States
wintering ground, and

weather, and the birds came back again. In the
South, on the broad waters of Virginia and North
and South Carolina the story has been the same.
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experience.

is the exception.

over

a brace

of tiny

to the harness,

and

pups

fast-

son, whose familiarity with the great lone land
of the Far North is so well known, told in
ForEST AND STREAM the story of the passing of
the sledge

dog.

He

gave

an

interesting

picture

of the sledge dog and of sledge travel, and one
THE

almost immediately after the cold spell that closed
the

\

and

DOG.

THE dog was
man.

hunting
beast

the first animal

Originally
of burden,

domesticated

merely a companion

assistant

who

QESLA ES NORTH.

he came
and

such

and

by

later a

at last to be also
he

was

over

a

a great

reads

the

old

books

of Arctic

exploration

and of Arctic life will find this story often retold.
It is the old tale of the change from primitive
methods

of life to those which

are more

complex,

and such changes never fail to possess an interest.

part of northern North Ametrica at the time when
the white faces of Spaniard
first seen on these shores.

Even

and Englishman

after he had become

ComMMISSIONER
a beast of burden,

the dog’s function as a hunting helper did not
cease.
Even to-day the wild Eskimo and hardly

less wild

Dog

Ribs

BIRD

were

of the Arctic

regions

turn

loose their dogs when a bear or a herd of musk
ox is seen, and man and his four-footed companion compete in a wild race toward the game,
the man depending on the dogs to hold the quarry
until he shall come near enough to kill it. In the

same way in ancient days when the dogs carried
burdens and hauled loads for the Indians of the
plains, the animals were often freed from their

FIGURES.

J. A. WHEELER,

of Illinois, has

completed a census of the game birds. At his request the wardens in the several counties have
prepared an estimate of the numbers
of quail,
prairie chickens and other birds in each county,
and the figures have been tabulated in the impressive aggregate of “between 200,000 and 300,000

game birds, largely quail.”

Estimates of the game

supply in a locality are notoriously inaccurate,
when actual figures are concerned, and the total
given, with a leeway of 100,000, is to be accepted

only as indicating the
Illinois has a generous

belief

of

observers

supply of game.

that
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In the Lodges of the Blackfeet.
XV.—I

Return

to My People.

The long summer
days went one by one,
lingeringly, peacefully, happily.
No war parties
attacked us, and the young men who went out
to war upon other tribes returned spoil-laden,
without loss to their numbers.
Perhaps in those
times I was not much given to thinking about
things; but I knew when I was content, was
fully satisfied with the returns of each day and
hour and looked not to the future nor what it
might have in store for me.
But one thing
troubled me, the insistent letters from home,
commanding me to return.
They were several
months old when I got them, as were my New
York Tribunes and other papers.
I ceased reading any more than the headlines of the papers;
they had no more interest to me, but I could not
help worrying about the contents of ther letters.
There were grave reasons why I should heed
them, should go home on or before the date
that I became of age.
Many an unpleasant half
hour I passed after breaking their seals, and
then, consigning them to the flames of the
lodge fire.
I would go out with Nat-ah’-ki for
a ride, or to some feast or social gathering.
It
was interesting to note the extreme care with
which my mail was handled.
It was securely
bunched up by my Fort Benton friends, and
then those to whom it was intrusted re-wrapped
and rebound it in various coverings.
The Blackfeet ever regarded the art of writing and reading
as the greatest of accomplishments.
Some of
them would sit for hours inspecting the pictures
in my magazine and papers, and although they
persisted in holding them sideways, or even up
side down, they seemed, nevertheless, to grasp
their
significance.
Nat-ah’-ki
was
wont
to
spread out my letters and endeavor to learn
what they told, although, of course, she knew
not even a letter of the alphabet.
She early
came to know
my
mother’s
handwriting,
and
when I received letters from others written in
characteristically
feminine
style,
she
would
watch me closely as I read them and then question me as to the writers.
‘Oh,’ I would carelessly answer, “they are from relatives, women
of our house, just telling me the news and
asking if IT am well and happy.”
And then she would shake her head doubtfully, and exclaimed:
“Relatives! Oh, yes, relatives!
Tell me truly how many
sweethearts
you have in the land from whence you came?”

Then

I would

truthfully answer,

swearing

by

the Sun, calling upon him to bear witness that
I had but the one sweetheart, she there present,
and she would be content—until I received another bundle of letters.
As the summer wore
on these letters became more frequent, and I
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realized with ever-increasing regret that my days
of happy, irresponsible wandering were about
over, that I must go home and begin the career
which was expected of me.
We leit the Marias not long after the death
of the Snake woman, moved south by the way
of the Pend d’Oreille Coulée and the Knees, and
camped on the Teton River, the stream whicn
Lewis V. Clark named the Tansy, and which

We

were

place.

sitting

in

a

corner

of

Keno

Bill’s

I jumped up from my chair, hurried out,

and mounting my horse, rode
hill to camp.
We ate our evening meal:

swiftly
dried

over
meat

the
and

black fat (o-sak’i), stewed dried apples—how
good they were—and yeast powder bread.
In
due timé we went to bed, and for hours I rolled
and tossed uneasily on my couch.
“Nat-ah’-ki,”

are ever of a milky color. Late in August we
moved to a point on this stream only three
miles north of Fort Benton, and every day or

I finally asked, “are you awake?”
“Ah!”
“IT want to tell you something:
I must go
away for a time; my people call me.”
“That is not news to me. I have long known

so

that you would

the Blackfeet rightly call Un’-i-kis-is i-si-sak-ta,
Milk

River,

I used

for

to

its waters

ride

in there

by Nat-ah’-ki, whose

in its lower

often

course

accompanied

desire for various bright-

colored prints, ribbons, shawls and beads, was
well night insatiable.
There we found Berry

and

his good

wife,

his mother

and

the Crow

woman, the two latter recently returned from
a sojourn with the Mandans.
And thither, one

day, came
Berry

Sorrel Horse and his outfit.

were

trade.

making

I was

preparations

beginning

He and

for the winter

to feel pretty blue.

I

showed them my letters, told them what was
expected of me, and declared that I must return east.
They both laughed long, loudly, uproariously, and slapped each other on the back.

and I gazed solemnly, reproachfully at them.
I could not see that I had joked or said anything funny.
“He’s goin’ home,” said Sorrel Horse,
he’s goin’ to be a good, quiet little boy

“ee

“and

go.”

“How did you know?” I asked.
‘Tetold” no
one,”
“Have I not seen you read the little writings?
Have I not watched your face?
I could see
what the writing told you.
I know that you are
going to leave me.
I have always known that
you would.
You are no different from other

white men.
They are all unfaithful,
They marry for but a day.”
She

began

to

cry;

not

loud,

just

heartless.
low,

des-

pairing, heart-broken sobs.
Oh, how I hated
myself.
How I did hate myself.
But I had
opened the subject. I felt that I must carry it
through, and I began to lie to her, hating myself more and more every moment.
I told her
that I was now twenty-one,
white youth becomes a man.

at which time a
‘That there were

ever

papers about the property which my father had
left, that I must go home to sign. “But,” I

“And go to church,” said Berry.
“And walk
the straight
and
narrer
path,
world without end, and so forth,’ Sorrel Horse
concluded.
“Well, you see how it is,” I said. “I’ve got to
go—much as I would like to remain here with

said, and
I called on the Sun to witness my
words, “I will return; I will come back in a few

you; I simply must go.”

fear and

“Yes,” Berry acquiesced; “you have to go
all right—but you'll come back.
Oh, yes! you'll
come back, and sooner than you think.
These
plains and mountains, the free life have you,

But there was no sleep for me. In the morning
I again rode in to the Fort and talked long with
Berry. He agreed to look after the girl and her
mother and keep them supplied with all necessary food and clothing, until such a time, I explained, “as Nat-ah’-ki will forget me and become some other man’s woman.”
I nearly
choked when I said it.

antiere

and they'll never let go. I’ve known others to
return to the States from here, but unless they
died back there right quick, they soon came
back.
The couldn’t help it.
Mind you, I’ve
been back there myself; went to school there,
and all the time old Montana kept calling me,
and I never felt right until I saw the sun

shining on her bare plains once
Rockies

looming

up

sharp

and

more
clear

and the
in

the

distance.”
“And then,’ Sorrel Horse put in, speaking
Blackfoot, which was as easy to him as English,
“and then, what about Nat-ah’-ki?
Can you for-

moons, and we will once more be happy.

While

I am away Berry will look out for you and your
good mother.
You shall want for nothing.”

And thus, explaining, lying,

Berry

another
only too

sorrow,

laughed

and

I drove away her

she fell peacefully

asleep.

quietly.

“She will never be
he said.
“You will be
I shall see you again
glad to return.

man’s woman,”

inside of six months.”
The last steamboat of the season was discharging freight at the levee, and was to leave
for St. Louis in the morning.
I went back to
camp and prepared to leave on it. There was
not much to do, merely to pack up a few native

get her, do you think?”

things I wished to take home.

Nat-ah’-ki rode

He had, indeed, touched the sore spot.
That
was what was worrying me.
I couldn’t answer,

back

the

with

me,

and

Berry and his family.

we

passed

night

with

It was not a festive time

Marcu
to me.
woman,
the
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Berry’s mother, the faithful old Crow
both lectured me long and earnestly on

duty

of man

to

woman,

on

faithfulness—

and what they said hurt, for I was about to do
that which they so strongly condemned.
And

so,

in

the

morning,

Nat-ah’-ki

and

I

parted, and I shook hands with every one and
went on board.
The boat swung out into the
stream, turned around, and we went flying down
the swift current, over the Shoukin Bar and
around the bend. The old Fort, the happy days
of the past year were now but a memory.
There were a number of passengers aboard,
mostly miners from Helena and Virginia City,

ode

But even to them I said nothing about a certain other tie which bound me to that land of
sunshine.

There

was

not

a

moment

of

my

waking hours in which I did not think of Natah’-ki

and

the

wrong

I had

done

her.

Across

the several thousand miles which separated us,
I could see her in my mind’s eye, helping her
mother in the various occupations of the lodge,
and her manner was listless; no more her hearty
infectious laughter rang out, and in her eyes
there was an expression which was far from

happy.

Thus I pictured her by day, and in my

dreams

at night, awakening

ing

Blackfoot

to

her,

to find myself

and

trying

to

explain

returning to the States with more or less dust.
They gambled, and drank, and in a vain effort

away my faithlessness.
me in deadly monotony,

to get rid of my thoughts, I joined in their
madness. I remember that I lost three hundred

I am

dollars at one sitting, and that the bad liquor
made me very ill. Also, I nearly fell overboard
near Cow Island.
We had run into a large

sympathized with me.
But there were uncles
and aunts, and others, old friends of my long
dead father, all well meaning, of course, who

herd of buffalo swimming the river, and I tried

thought

to rope

vise me,

a huge

old

bull

from

the

bow

of the

boat.
The loop settled fairly over his head,
but we had not counted on such a shock as I
and the three others helping me got when the
rope tightened.
In an instant it was jerked
from our hands. I lost my balance, and would
have followed

it into the water

had not the next

man behind happened to catch me by the collar
- and drag me back.
We

tied

up

to

the

shore

each

night;

there

were constant head winds after we entered
Dacotah, and when early in October we arrived
at Council Bluffs, I was glad to leave the boat
and board a train of the Union Pacific. In due
time I arrived in the
where was my home.

little

New

England

town,

was

a pretty place, but it was

for a year
fences

I had

were

lived

unknown.

strife with my relatives.
thankful

that

all fenced up, and

in the beyond,
The

people

where

were

good

people, but, oh! how narrow-minded.
Their
ways were as prim and conventional as were
the hideous fences which marked the bounds
of their farms.
And this is the way most of

to say.

it was

passed for
in constant

Not with my mother,
I think

incumbent

and shape my

future.

that

on

she

rather

them

And

to ad-

from

the

a harmless

glass of beer with some

trapper or

guide from the North Woods.
There was more
real human kindliness, more broad-mindedness
in one of those simple men of the woods, than

in the hearts of all my persecutors.

Diagonally across
good old Methodist.

the way from us lived a
It was his habit to ascend

to the attic of a Sunday and pray.

On a sum-

mer day, when windows were open, one could
hear him for hours at a time, entreating his
God to forgive his many and grievous sins—he

had never

committed

one—and

to grant him an

humble place in the life hereafter.
He
came and besought me to change my ways.

also
To

No;

word.

To only two men in the whole place: could
I tell anything of what I had seen or done, for

daylight clinked glasses with them.
These were
not, in my estimation, sins.
But, deep down in

they were the only ones who could understand.

my heart, there lay a heavy load. One wrong
thing I had done, a grievous one.
What of
Nat-ah’-ki?

he lived in constant

What
tain

had I done?
black

sheep

fear of a jealous

God.

I had been friendly to cerwho

longed

for

a

pleasant

I had entered the hotel bar and in broad

of

There came a certain night when all the wellmeaning ones were gathered at our home. They

them were fox and partridge hunters, and loved
the ways of the wild.
Night after night I would

had decided that I should buy out a retiring
merchant, who, in the course of forty or fifty

sit with them

years, has acquired a modest competency.
That
was the last straw.
I arose in my wrath, and
tried to tell them what I thought of the nar-

other

was

a grocer.

by the grocery

Both

stove, long after

the staid villagers had retired, and talk of the
great plains and the mountains, of the game
and the red people. And in their excitement, as
their minds pictured that wonderful land and
its freedom, they would get up and pace the
floor, and sigh, and rub their hands. She wanted

to see it all, to experience
they

were

“bound

to the

it all as I had, but
wheel.”

It was

im-

possible for them to leave home, and wife, and
children. I felt very sorry for them.

and

mountains

so

I should return to them.

well,

it was

row

life they led; but

seizing

my

words

hat, I fled from

past midnight when

failed

the house.

me,

and,

It was

I returned, but my mother

was waiting for me.

We sat down by the fire

and talked the matter out. I reminded her that
from earliest youth I had preferred the forests
and

streams,

rifle and

rod, to the so-called

at-

tractions of society, and that I felt I could not

best

that

I said nothing about

Nat-ah’-ki.
Some
time
in the future,
I determined, when I had done the right thing, she

should
I went
later I
in St.
of the

learn all. For the first time in weeks
to bed with a light heart.
Two days
boarded a train, and in due time arriving
Louis, put up with genial Ben Stickney
Planters’ Hotel.
There I fell in touch

with things once more.
I met men from Texas
and Arizona, from Wyoming and Montana, and
we talked of the fenceless land, of the Indians
and the buffalo trade, of cattle and miners and
We
various adventures we had experienced.
would congregate in the lobby of an evening

and

talking

sit there

smoking

aud

out

go

chance, at the top of our voices.

I no longer believed

scalped. Those Indians are terrible bad people,
so I’ve heard.
Wall, you’ve had your fling; I
suppose you'll steady down now and go into
business of some kind.”

The

plains

straight and narrow path.

that. My year with old Mother
Nature, and
ample time to think, had taught me many things.
Not a day passed but what I got a lecture from
some of them, because, for instance, I played

change my ways!
What had I done, I wondered, that made all these people so anxious
about me.
Was this man’s life a happy one?

daylight.

attempt anything of the kind.
And she also
admitted that, since I had come to love the

were a trifle hilarious, the police were

them greeted me:
“Ah! my boy, so you've
come home, have you.
Been a hull year in the
Indian
country.
It’s a wonder
you wasn’t

One was an humble painter, ostracised by all
good people because he never went to church,
and would occasionally enter a saloon in broad

or city, nor undertake a

start we were antagonistic.
They brought me
to task for refusing to attend church.
To attend church!
To listen to a sermon, forsooth,
upon predestination, and the actual hell of fire
and brimstone awaiting all who lapsed from the

there was

I saw the place and the people with new
eyes; I cared for neither of them any more.
It

The days
and I was

talk-

bear to live in a town

civilized occupation of any kind, especially one
which would keep me confined in a store or
office.
And she, wise woman, agreed that as
my heart was not in it, it would be useless to

after

midnight,

or

looked

sombreroed

would

in true western

and see the town
kindly

we

the

crowd

other
tramped

long

in a body

style.

If we

good, and

when

our

singing

per-

way
by,

until

I bought anAlso, I did not forget Nat-ah’-ki.
other trunk, and prowling around among the
stores picked up various washable things of

quaint and pretty pattern, strings of beads, a
pair of serpent bracelets, a gold necklace, and
various other articles dear to the feminine heart.

At last the trunk was so full that I could barely
lock it, and then, gathering up my things, I
We
Wyoming.
for Corinne,
boarded a train
were, I believe, four days and nights en route.
From there by stage to Helena a week, and on
My first into Fort Benton two days more.
He was down at the
quiry was for Berry.
with
mouth of the Marias, the trader told me,
and the Crow
the Piegans, but his mother
and,
woman were living in the little cabin above,
believed
with a knowing wink, he added that he
named Nat-ah’-ki was
a certain young woman

with them.
It was very early in the morning.
A
out and up the dusty trail.
beginning to arise from the

little

cabin.

I pushed

open

;
I hurried

faint smoke was
chimney of the

the

door

and

the
before
Nat-ah’-ki was kneeling
entered.
“Ah,”
flame.
fire-place blowing the reluctant
g to me, ‘he
she cried, springing up and runnin

She threw her
has come! My man has come!”
me, and in
kissed
and
neck
my
arms around
room cry
another instant she was in the next

ed!
“Awake, arise; my man has return
ing out:
, hurried out
Berry’s mother, the Crow woman
me, and we all
and also embraced and kissed
hanging to my
h’-ki
Nat-a
once,
at
talk
to
tried
eyes.
ming
brim
with
me
at
arm and gazing
“they kept telling
over,
and
over
said,
she
“Ah,”
but I knew
me that you would not come back,
that you would
knew
I
.
wrong
were
they
that
not forget me.”

ed
Truly, these were my people. I had return
never
vowed
I
might,
Come what
to my own.

woman
to even think of leaving the little

Kept it, say I—I
and I kept my word.
anything else.
do
to
wish
nor
cause
had

again,

never

That was a queer breakfast Nat-ah’-ki and I
had; in fact, no breakfast at all.
We gave up

FOREST
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attempting

to

eat,

and

she

recounted

all that

had happened during my absence.
Then she
questioned me: What had I been doing all this
time? What had I seen? Was my good mother
well?
I had nothingto relate.
I wanted to

Sorrel

Horse,

AND
with

their

STREAM.
women.

How

was to see them all again. ‘You
that I would return?” I hazarded.

[MarcH

glad

I

didn’t think

They laughed.
‘“Didn’t I tell you
would,” said Berry.
“I only wonder

that
that

you
you

hear her talk, to watch her happiness, and in
that I was happy too.
In due time my trunks

didn’t come sooner.”

were brought over, and handing her the key of

chattering in another room.
We went to bed.
“Little woman,” I said, taking her hand, “pity
your man; he is not so good as he might be;

one, I said that it and its contents were

What

exclamations

there were

various

of surprise,

as she unwrapped

things

and

there

on

threw

the necklace

table

spread

and

on the bracelets,

and

them

couch

on

ran over

unfolded

out

and

over

all hers.

of admiration
the

here

and

chairs.

her head,

and gave

She

clasped

me a silent

kiss, and then laid them away.
“They are too
nice, too good,” she said.
“I am not handsome

enough

Then

to wear

she came

and

whispered:

Berry and the Crow

woman.

for them,

and

I said that they would

propriate

gifts for women

be ap-

of advanced

age.

How happy she was as she picked them up and
presented them to the faithful friends.
I look
back upon that morning
of my life.

After
Keno

was

a while

I strolled

Bill’s place.

no

snow

as the pleasantest

It was

out

and

down

December,

on the ground.

The

one

to

but there

sun

shone

warm, a gentle chinook was blowing.
I thought
of the far-away New England village shrouded
in three feet of snow, and shivered.

I found the usual crowd in Keno’s place.
Judge D., a brilliant lawyer and an ex-commander

in

Marshal

a game

the

Fenian

war,

of seven

was

up

playing

for the

the

drinks.

Some bull whackers and mule skinners were
bucking faro.
A couple of buckskin clad, kit-

fox-capped, moccasined trappers were arguing
on the best way to set a beaver trap in an icecovered

dam.

They

were

all glad

to

see

me,

and I.was
promptly
escorted to the bar.
Several asked, casually, what was new in the
States?
Not that they cared anything about
them;

they

spoke

of them

and foreign country.
“Hm!” said Judge
there

long, did you,

“No,”
enough

I replied,

D.,
my

as

until

late,
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Dog.

No story of the far north is complete without
an account of the dogs which in winter there
haul the sledges and make possible journeyings
from place to place. They carry. food for. the
traveler and for themselves and such other scant

supplies as he may take with him.
a good

dog

can

haul

haul about 400 pounds.
On the crust or on a
hard road the average rate of travel is often as
much as four miles an hour, but if the snow was
soft and deep it is very much less.
In a country where dogs furnish the only.
means of winter transportation they are valuable, so that a good dog may be worth from
$25 to $30, and in old times a good team of four

dogs readily brought $100. The dogs are commonly fed on frozen or dried fish, which is a
part of their daily load, and each dog commonly

received two fish—about seven pounds—at night
after the day’s work was done.
Perhaps no living man has had a greater experience with the Eskimo dog (Canis familiaris
borealis, Desmarest)
than Mr. R. Macfarlane,

whose

notes on the species we give below:

The Eskimos make use of this indispensable
animal for traveling during the winter season,

and in summer it renders much assistance in
tracking their boats (umiaks) upstream, on the
Mackenzie,
Peel, Anderson,
and
other
arctic
rivers. These boats are manned by women, and
are always steered by an elderly man.
When
tracking on the beach, the woman is attached
to the cord hauling line next to the bow of the
umiak,
then
follow
at
intervals,
similarly
harnessed thereto, from four to six dogs, who
ing dogs used by the company at Fort Anderson
were obtained from the Eskimos.
Early in the month of February, 1864, a very

Montana

is good

virulent and fatal form

of distemper

thirst, and one

kind fortune
Of all men,

by one,

is left,

until

all are

buffalo

robe

couch

and

a pipe,

and

the

to my liking.

At sundown, who should roll in but Berry and

on the lookout

to purchase

as many

dogs as could be spared by visiting Indians and
Eskimos,

to

replace

our

heavy

weekly

losses.

The distemper did not much abate until May,
when it ceased almost as suddenly as it had
appeared; but during the three and one-half
months of its prevalence, the company lost no
less than sixty-five sleigh dogs at Fort Anderson,

while

the

total

native

losses

must

have

been very considerable.
It was remarkable at
the time that bloodless fights between healthy
and affected animals resulted in no injury to the
former, but when the fight was hard and bloody
the disease was thereby communicated and the
bitten dog soon fell a victim to it. Comparatively few ever recovered. Most of the attacked
animals

became

very

quarrelsome

distance

of from

5 to 15 miles.

and

some

quite ferocious, while a few fled and died quietly
in the neighboring woods, or after traveling a
Im course

of a

residence of over thirty years in the districts of
Mackenzie River and Athabasca, I have known
distemper to occur on different occasions at
several trading posts in both, and always with
fatal results to the dogs, but this Anderson
epidemic was, I think, one of the very worst
ever experienced in the far north.
I find that
Sir George Nares, when on his polar expedition
of 1875-76,

long after the foregoing

was

written,

lost quite a number of his Eskimo dogs by distemper in his winter quarters in latitude 82° north.
He writes that the “first observed symptoms thereof in an animal was his falling to the ground in
a fit, soon followed by a rushing about in a
frantic manner as if wholly deprived of all sense
of feeling. On some occasions one would rush
into the water and get drowned. At other times
a few would wander away from the ship and be
seen no more.
Sometimes
their sufferings
would terminate in death. Several appeared to
suffer so very much that they were shot to relieve the poor things from their pain.” Markham also remarks “that nearly all arctic expeditions have experienced the same kind of disease and mortality among their dogs, and for
which there has hitherto
been
no
remedy.
Hydrophobia is unknown among the Eskimo or
Indian dogs, as no one bitten by a diseased animal has ever suffered permanent injury therePGOtiea

i

Most of the true breed of Eskimo dog are
more or less wolfish in appearance, while others
facially resemble the common fox.
Many of
them are very playful and affectionate, but some
others are bad tempered, sulky, and vicious
in disposition.
McClintock mentions one or
two

notable

favorite

after

open fire and Nat-ah’-ki’s cheerful presence, were
more

for the spring and

characteristics.

dog in Commander

while

on the Fox

‘Chummie,”

Hobson’s

the

Eskimo

pack-

in her celebrated

attention

to

a

hearty

meal,

then

rubbed

himself up against his own particular associates,

half seas over. Judge D.—peace to his ashes—
started it; by 4 o’clock in the afternoon things
were pretty lively. I left the crowd and went
The

constantly

first

and by

hilarious,

of the fort hunter

use of the establishment, we had to be

ice drift, disappeared and was supposed to be
lost; but “after an absence of six days he returned decidedly hungry, although he could not
have been without food all the time, and evinced
He devoted his
great delight at getting back.

twos, and threes, and fours, the rest join in,
merchants, lawyers, doctors and all, until not a

home.

broke out

summer

team,

we are most favored of the Gods.”
We all cheered the toast—and drank.
It happened to be one of the frontier towns.
One man begins in the morning to assuage a

man

150 pounds,

and on short journeys a team of four dogs could

didn’t .remain

buffalo; and to those of us whom
has given a life within her bounds.

sober

On a beaten

about

for me.”

acquired

women

B. ANDERSON.

“Montana!” cried the Judge, lifting his glass.
“Here’s to her and her sun-kissed plains.
Here’s to her noble mountains; her Indians and

sudden

the

CONTINUED. |

The Eskimo

track

among the post and native dogs, and, in a short
time, it carried off about three-fourths of their
number; but as there was still much work to be
done in the way of transport of outfit and returns between the Anderson and Fort Good
Hope, besides the hauling of fresh venison from
the camp

fire

with their leader go forward or halt at the call
of their driver mistress. Nearly all of the haul-

boy?”

“I didn’t;

the

far-off

of some

“you

by

to do so.”

“But

In the lot there were several quiet dress patterns, a couple of shawls, which I had intended

sat

there are bad places in his heart
*
“Stop!”
she exclaimed.
“Stop!
You
are
good, all good.
I would not have you different
from what you are.
You have come back to me.
I cannot tell how happy I am—I have not power

them.”

back

all these are too many for me.
May I give
some of them to my grandmothers?’—meaning

Mrs.

We

3, 1906.

ESKIMO

DOG

OF

ALASKA,

which

he

sought

out

and

attacked

the

weakest of his enemies, and, soothed by their
angry howlings, lay down and coiled himself up
for a long sleep.”
Like domestic and Indian dogs, the female of
the species under review reproduces at various
seasons, but as a rule most frequently during
the warmer months of the year. The litter of
pups seldom exceeds five in number, sometimes
less and occasionally more, and there is no
apparent difference in other relative dog characteristics. The full-grown female, however, is
generally smaller in size than the male.
Arctic explorers and other voyagers of experience have written much and spoken highly
of the capacity, the fortitude, and the endurance of the North American hauling dog. After
half a century’s residence in northwestern Can-
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ada the writer of these notes would be able to
fill many pages with dog lore, but he has no
desire

to

may peruse
that a few
interest in
formances
dog

of

thus

tax

the

patience

of those

who

them. At the same time he thinks
readers might possibly take a little
certain traits, as well as in the perof a small and rather short-legged

Eskimo

breed,

born

tailless,

place

on

Feb.

22,

1870.

We

we

accom-

panied the old Hudson Bay winter packet, due
to leave Fort Simpson annually on Dec. 1, Fort

averaged

more

than

40

miles

a

day,

a

record probably never before or since attained

which

formed one of the train or team of a Hudson
Bay sled of dogs conducted by himself on a
winter journéy of fully 2,000 miles, from Fort
Simpson on the Mackenzie to Oak Point near
the southern end of Lake Manitoba.
We left
the former point on Nov. 30, 1869, and reached
the latter

can not at this late date give details, but I
firmly believe that the time actually consumed
in traveling was less than seven out of the
twelve weeks spent thereon (except at the last
we always rested on Sundays), and for that time

-

by the same dogs on a trip of equal extent.
Four of the five haulers were of Eskimo breed,
and they were engaged thereon from the start
to finish,
A spare dog who lingered behind
our second day out from Fort Simpson was
killed by a band of wolves not far from our
night encampment.
Another of the team, which
suffered severely from sore paws, was replaced

at Chipewyan.
With the exception of one or
two of the last of the many trade posts between

SLEDGING

From

IN

THE

“Hunting

Fort

variably arrived at a rattling fast pace.
It was
the custom in those days, as it still is in some
parts of the great interior, for winter voyagers
to stop for a short time within a few miles of
a post in order to make themselves presentable
to the inmates.
The dogs were also dressed

early

in Febru-

ary; but by rapid traveling the party managed
to arrive at Chipewyan nine or ten days ahead
of time. After a rest of several days we started
with my
own
and
another
team
of
fresh

dogs carrying our baggage and provisions.

No

time was lost on the march; in fact, we got over

the ground between the different company’s
posts at a very rapid gait, and always had fresh
baggage, men, and dogs, while the packet was
dispatched independently on the usual dates
from Fort Chipewyan, post to post, to Carlton.
By this means I was enabled to give frequent
rests, exclusive of Sundays, to my own team
and personal servant, and also spend about a

month

in the

quaintances
packet; on

aggregate

on the way.
the contrary,

took its bearers,

our

with

friends

and

ac-

We never delayed the
when we finally over-

fourth and their seventh

day out Carlton, the united party made better
progress, and but for the first Red River re-

bellion of Louis Riel it would have arrived at
Fort Garry, if not earlier, certainly not later,
than the usual date. When we reached the company’s post at Touchwood Hills, there were
orders for the packet to report at Fort Pelly
instead of proceeding by the direct route by
way of Fort Ellice. This necessitated the adoption of a much longer and more tedious course
by way of Forts Qu’appelle and Pelly, Shoal
Lake, Waterhen River, Manitoba House, Oak
Point,

and White

Horse

Plains

to Fort

Garry,

which was reached on Feb. 25, 1870. Having
long lost the brief itinerary of this journey I

with worsted

and

Oak

Point,

the

team

in-

or silk-fringed tapis of fine cloth,

richly beaded or embroidered, and banded with
brass
or silver-plated
round bells.
Ribbon-

adorned iron branched stands of small open
bells screwed on top of their harness collars,
having three or four of a larger size stitched to
the lower part thereof, made a fine display,
while the jingling of the bells emitted sounds

of a musical and agreeable nature.
From
previous experience, the dogs knew that they
were approaching a haven of food, plenty, and
temporary

rest,

In

of

and

once

started,

they lost

no

time in cantering over the intervening distances.
course

upward

of forty

years’

personal

knowledge and experience of hauling
various
breeds
in arctic America,

dogs of
British

Columbia, and the Northwest Territories, the
already-alluded-to smallest dog in my own team,

Keskayoo

(Cree for tailless dog), was,

size, the very

best all-round

woman

I bought

at Fort

her from

an elderly Eskimo

Anderson,

where

she eventu-

ally developed into a small, but compactly built,
creature.
Her first litter of pups consisted of
three males (one died of distemper months afterward) and one female, who subsequently became
the mother of the unfortunate dog eaten up by
the wolves on Dec. 1, 1869.
(The two survivors

made

the long winter

casion

the mother

pain

journey.)

appeared

in endeavoring

On

to suffer

to bring

this ocagonizing

forth

her

first-

born pup, but the administration of a dessertspoon full of tincture of lavender acted like a

charm.

The relief given was immediate, and all

Lands.”

Chipewyan Jan. 2, Isle a4 la Crosse Jan. 20, and
Saskatchewan,

old when

NORTH.

in Many

Carlton

House,

Simpson

FAR

portunities of witnessing the admirable qualities of that fine animal.
The mother of Keskayoo was barely a month

hauler

drove,

or heard

of in the country.

nearest

approach

to him in endurance

for his

I ever

The

met,

very

and other

good qualities was Cerf-volant, so highly and
justly commended by Colonel (now General)
Sir William F. Butler, K. C. B., in his Wild
North Land.
During the winter of 1872-73,
we traveled together from Carlton House to
Fort Chipewyan, and I had, therefore, ample op-

four pups were born without delay.*
confinement,

seven months

later, was

Her next
apparently

easy. There was but one male (Keskayoo) and
two females.
A more devoted and affectionate family of
dogs

I never

knew.

view

I would

mention

litter

was

within

brought

the

fort

In corroboration

a few traits:

forth

stockades,

in

of this

The

a wooden

during

last

kennel

the

season

when
Indians
and
Eskimos
were
frequent
visitors, and some of their hungry dogs would
have
no
hesitation
in devouring
any
stray
puppies; but for months after their birth one
or more of the first litter kept guard with the

mother

in protecting

this

any

never

or

left

other

alone

the young

danger.

during

a

puppies

In fact,

period

from

they

of

were

several

weeks, but were always carefully watched.
I
can not remember any instances of quarreling
among themselves.
On the contrary, they never
failed to stand by each other when attached by
strange dogs or when they themselves became
aggressive.
At times, long after he became a_ hauler,
Keskayoo seemed to delight in beginning a fight
with other dogs.
He was himself a living em-

bodiment
capable

of daring,

of coping

energy,

successfully

and

with

pluck,

many

quite

of a

much larger size, knowing, as he did, that his
brothers would rally to his assistance in the
event of his tackling a more powerful antagon*I may here remark that I have personally
several cases in which this medical preparation
aided both human and canine mothers under
circumstances,

known
greatly
similar
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ist, or in a general scrimmage.
It was sometimes amusing to watch Keskayoo while being
fed, both at Forth Simpson and at the various
posts on the above-described
journey.
A _ big
“bully” among visiting teams at the former (the
fort dogs let him severely alone) or the “cock

of the walk” at some one of the
him by his small size, would
along and attempt to rob him
meat, but almost in a twinkling
assailant

would

be

latter, judging
brazenly come
of his fish or
of the eye the

sprawling

on

his_

back,

severely bitten, retiring afterward quite crestfallen, with his tail between his legs. The un-

AND
Hare
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Dog.

Canis lagopus (Richardson).
This animal is more or less typical of the indigenous Indian dog of the far north of Canada.
It is not so stout or strong

as the Eskimo

dog,

but many individuals can endure a vast amount
of hardship in the shape of heavy sleigh and
packing work with but little to eat. It 1s even
more necessary for the Indians, especially the
so-called ‘‘caribou eaters” (as the latter move
and travel about in ‘winter following the reindeer)

than

is the case

with their brethren

who

expected suddenness and strength of the attack
seemed to completely disconcert the would-be
robber.
It was seldom, indeed, that a second
attempt of this kind was made at the same place.

subsist chiefly on fish, rabbits, beaver, and
moose.
The Eskimos, with the exception of
roving traders from the west and Alaskan coast
of North America, do not make any very ex-

son, early in July, 1866, it frequently surprised
me to witness the joyful greeting which took

there are no material

Previous to the abandonment

of Fort Ander-

place between the mother and surviving offspring of both litters when they met after days
or weeks of necessary separation.
Indeed, they
were
constantly
together
whenever
possible.
Two of the later litter died of distemper and

the old mother herself perished a couple of
months after giving birth to four beautiful pups
in her third and final confinement.
Unfortunately, they were accidentally frozen to death
in December, 1865.
Keskayoo was exceedingly quick and active
in moments of attack or defense, while the pro-

tensive excursions
during the winter season.
In birth, traits, habits and liability to epidemics
Canis

with

familiaris

the

rather

differences between

borealis,

mongrel

nor,

breed

for

or

that

it and
matter.

introduced

varieties of hauling dogs used by the company,
missionaries, and the “freemen” of the interior.

I might also mention

that I have heard of one

or two instances of English
appeared among inland dogs.

Woman’s

distemper

having

Work.

.long-

haired
and
densely
thick
fur
skin-covering
rendered it almost impossible for any dog’s

meat had been coming into the camp, piled be-

afforded

by his own

remarkable

teeth to meet

in any vulnerable

body.

Keskayoo

Poor

died

portion of his

during

brief visit to the old land in 1870.

my

He

first

was

a

wonderful little animal; he never seemed tired
or weary; he was always ready and willing to
follow the track beater, or the sled ahead of

him; for three-fourths

of the entire journey he

acted as foregoer or leader of his own team.
Years of association with these dogs naturally
brings about an almost human regard or affec-

tion for them, and their death frequently seems
a personal loss.
Although much more of an interesting nature
might be related of this and other northern
hauling dogs, the writer will conclude with a
few remarks regarding the appearance of what,
from the perceptible symptoms, must have been
English dog distemper.
In summer it was usual
to send the Fort Simpson dogs to Big Island at

the west end of Great Slave Lake, where fish
are more or less abundant all the year round,
to be well fed until the autumn.
Early in
October, 1869; my team of dogs arrived with the
first fish boat from that point; but, to my deep
regret, I found that two of the best had been
ill for over a week and utterly unable to walk

or even

stand up, and they had

to be carried

from the river to a picketed yard adjoining the
officers’ residence.
Their hinder parts seemed
to be entirely paralyzed.
As they were strong
and tried animals, I naturally desired to have

them with me on my then contemplated trip to
Fort Garry (now Winnipeg City).
Knowing
that there were several boxes of Holloway’s
celebrated pills among the post’s store of medicines, I determined to test their vaunted virtues
by ascertaining if they were equally efficient in
canine, as they claimed to be in human ills. I
began by giving them each a dose of five pills,

round,

and

all through

the

afternoon

loads

of

hind the hunters on their untiring horses; or on
the backs of the pack ponies, led by the women.
The children followed their mothers who led the
pack horses, and after the children trotted the
dogs, round and swollen from having gorged
themselves
on
the carcasses.
Many
of the
women were smeared with blood and grease to
their elbows, and their clothing was soiled by
the work of butchering.
Even the dresses of
the most careful young girls were spattered here

and there with blood.
As each horse stopped before its owner’s
lodge, the women
went
about
it, untied
the
ropes, and the load fell to the ground with a dull
sound.
Then
the horse was
unsaddled
and
turned loose.
The meat was piled up close to
the lodge, and covered with the hide, on the
edges of which were placed logs and stones, to
hold it down.
There was no danger that the

dogs, after their full feed, would
this night.

disturb it for

All in the camp were weary with the labors
performed during the day; and all were hungry,
too.
While the men rested, after their long
ride and the work of the killing the buffalo, the
women began to cook; and soon all the people
in the camp were eating. A little later the sun
went down.
To-night there would be no dancing, no gambling; all longed for rest.
So weary
was the camp, so sound its sleep on such a
night that, should enemies come to the camp,

there would be slight danger of their being detected; they might take all the best horses.
Early
in the
morning
the
women
were

astir.

and the dressed hide constituted the sheet
worn in summer, or was made into leggings,
or women’s dresses; or, sewn together with a
number of other hides, made the covering for
the conical lodges, which were the, dwellings of
the nomadic tribes. The dressing of the hide
was done largely by the older women.
Their
larger expérience enabled them to do the work
better than those who were younger; and each
was anxious to have her work done well, precisely as the civilized housewife wishes to have
her house and her clothing as good as those of
any

of

her

neighbors.

No

doubt,

too,

each

old woman worked at this labor from force of
habit, and, from long use had come to take so:
much

interest

in the

work,

that

she

found

a

pleasure in it.
Although to the civilized eye all hides looked
substantially alike, the practiced hide dresser
knew

and

them.

recognized

Sometimes

great

differences

among

a hide would be rejected for

some fault which would not be apparent to a
man; but when a woman
found a hide that
suited her, she spread it out on the ground, and

looked it over with care.
livid

white

where

the

On the inside it was

skin

could

be

seen,

but

clinging to it were much blood and many strips
of flesh that had been left on it in the haste of
skinning.
The woman dragged the hide to a
place of smooth level ground, near the lodge,

THE chase was over.
It had been a good
hunt. Many fat cows had been killed in the sur-

tection
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No sooner was the first meal under way

and spread

it out, flesh side up.

Then,

return-

ing to her lodge, she felt about under the bed
until she found the heavy stone maul, which in
ancient times served equally the purpose of ax
and hammer, but which in later years was used

chiefly to drive into the ground the pins which
held down

the lodge

covering,

to smash

in the

skull of the buffalo, to get at the brains, or to
break the large bones to secure the precious

marrow.
Somewhere under the bed, or behind
it, or beneath the back-rest at its head or foot,
was a parfleche, one of those oblong, raw-

hide cases, shaped and made somewhat like the
envelopes in which we send our letters; this was.
dragged forth, the raw-hide lacing loosened,
and the woman drew out from it twenty stout
wooden pins, of birch or willow, sharpened at
one end, and a foot or more long.
She now
returned to the hide, and threw these things

down by it, and, seating herself, drew her knife
from its sheath and began to make holes in the
hide, close to its border,

The

holes

them,

made,

and

drove

all around

she passed
each

the margin.

the pins through

pin

into

the

ground,

stretching out the hide to its fullest extent, yet
keeping it of the same shape that it had had
before the pins were introduced.
It was thus
longer from head to tail than from side to side.
Often after the hide was thus stretched it would
be necessary

to move

a half dozen

of the pins,

so as to make the pull equal all over the hide,

so

that

it should

dry evenly.

The

work

took

time, and was more or less laborious.
It involved much getting up and sitting down, much
pulling of the hide, and hammering of the pins
into hard earth.
When all had been done to

her satisfaction, she rose with a sigh of relief,
stood for a moment looking at the hide, and
then returned to the lodge.
No doubt there

were

other

people

in it, perhaps

the men

who

than they began the labor of caring for the
provisions that had been brought in the day
before.
Seated in front of the lodges, with
sharp knives and whetstones, they divided the

to-day had not gone out to hunt, and certainly
the woman of the lodge, and a number of

course

meat into thin flakes, and spread it on the poles

I reduced the number to three, and at the end
of the fortnight there was a perceptible improvement, which became more marked and assuring as the weeks went by. About the middle
of November I began to harness and drive them
slowly around.
The two convalescents
stag-

of the drying scaffolds, to cure and harden in
the sun and the dry wind.
After the meat had
been disposed of, the bones were broken, and
the fragments were placed in pots to boil, and
.as they boiled, the grease which rose from them
was skimmed off, and put away in bladders for
future use.
The more perishable parts of the
animal being thus disposed of, the hides must be
looked after.
This was woman’s work, a part of

without delay.
From
some
other
nook or
cranny, under or behind her bed, she drew out

night

and

morning.

After

one

week’s

gered a great deal, and this continued for some

days; but a short time prior to our departure,
on Novy. 30, 1869, they had nearly recovered and

were

able, with

the others,

to make

daily runs

of several miles at a very good pace.
The improvement continued, and I think they became
almost as strong and untiring as ever.
Some
of the fort residents all along asserted that they
could
not
recover
‘fully or stand
the long
journey; but I, who had much previous knowledge of their staying powers, was of a different
opinion, and the result proved that I was right.

her share in the life of the old plains.
The skins were used, according to season, fora
variety of purposes.
The winter hide, tanned
and softened with the hair on, formed
the
warmest possible covering against the winter’s
cold, and served as quilt or bedding to sleep on.
In summer, when the hair was thin and robes
could not be made, the same process of tanning
was gone through, but the hair was taken off,

children.
The old woman was too busy to stop
with them and gossip; her mind was now on

her hide, and she felt that she must work at it
a flesher made from the hock bone of the buffalo, beveled down below to a thin edge, and
there notched; or possibly made of an old gun
barrel, split for five or six inches of its length,
hammered out flat, and then notched with a
file, its border toothed.
With this, and a kettle
of water, and a piece of parfleche, she returned

to the hide.

Already

in some

places its sur-

face had become seared by the heat of the sun,
and it was necessary that these dry spots should

be moistened
water

from

again.

the kettle,

Filling
she

her

spurted

mouth
it over

with
the

hide in various places, and rubbed the water in
with her hand until all these dry surfaces had
become wet. Then, kneeling down and grasping
the flesher in the right hand, she began to strike
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the pounded liver, and the gall of the buffalo,
smeared thickly over the hide, after it had been

thinned down.

It was allowed to soak into the

hide for a little while, and then, the pins being
removed, the hide was folded together and laid
away for twenty-four hours, to permit the mixture to thoroughly penetrate it.
After this, the woman looked at it, and if it
were ready, she spread it out on the ground
again, the flesh side up, and scraped it again
with a dull blade, squeezing from it all the

moisture

possible.

It was

now

ready

to

be

softened, and leaving it in the sun to dry, she
took from the parfleche a strong rope, braided,
of buffalo sinew, and attaching one end of this
to a tree, or a pole set in the ground, fastened

the other to a pin, which

she drove firmly into

the earth a foot or more from the post.
Thus
the rope ran diagonally from a point about
six feet above the ground on the post, down to
the pin.
Seating herself on the ground before

the rope, she passed the hide around behind it,
the flesh side resting against the rope,

began to pull it backward

SOFTENING

THE

TANNED

HIDE.

it on the hide, drawing it toward her at each
stroke, and making the strokes parallel, so that
each one cleared of flesh and blood, or tissue,
a space six or eight inches long and an inch

wide.
She worked fast, and as she separated
the attached tissue from the hide she picked it
up with her left hand and threw it behind her.
Perhaps some favorite dog had accompanied

her, and stood there ready to devour the scraps
that

she

From

further

over

threw

away.

time to time
around

which

the

she

she moved
hide,

had

and

been

along, a little

left

the

working,

surface

clean

and

white.
After she had been once about the hide,
she began again, a little toward the middle, and

thus working around and around it, at last had
the entire flesh side of the skin clean and white,
exposed to the sun. Always as she worked she
kept the surface of the hide moist, so that

when she had finished it was nowhere
this work

on the hide had not gone

dry.

All

and forward

and then

against

the rope, at each pull covering the surtace of
perhaps two feet.
This broke up the fibre of
the hide and made it soft; and after one portion
had been softened, the hide was moved along
a little further, and another part of the skin
treated; and so the position of the hide was
constantly shifted, until at length it had all been
gone over.
When-this had been done the robe
was again spread out, and carefully gone over
with the hands, to find if there was any portion
that required further softening.
If not, the skin
was laid out in the sun to dry, and sometimes,
if it was not of even thickness, nor éverywhere
equally soft, it was rubbed with a rough stone,
or sometimes with the rough surface formed by
the cancellous tissue of the head of the buffalo’s
humerus, cut off so as to leave only the smooth
articular surface to be held in the hand.
The robe was now spread out in the sun to

dry thoroughly,

and

when

it was

dry it was

ready for use, being, when in this condition,
the ordinary bed or robe used by the Indians.
Often, however, the work on the robe continued much
longer.
An old woman
might
wish to make an especially attractive robe for
her husband, or for her son-in-law; or some
girl whose young lover was off on the war-

path might devote a portion of the time of his
absence to preparing a token of her affection
for him against his return.
The adornment of .
the robe consisted usually of the embroidery of
the flesh side of the robe with porcupine quills.
Sometimes this embroidery was quite elaborate,
and covered much of the robe.
Or again it
was more simple, and consisted merely of narrow strips of quill work applied for the whole
length of the robe, at greater or less distances
apart.
Each strip of quills might be interrupted
at greater or. less distances
by attaching a
bunch of the hoof-sheaths of deer or antelope
or buffalo calves, at different points along the
line; or sometimes, besides the quill embroidery,
bunches of such hoof-sheaths are attached to the
robe all about its border.
The work of ornamenting robes or dressed
hides in this manner could not be performed at
haphazard by any woman.
Among the Cheyennes it was a ceremonial, and to some extent
a sacred operation, and no woman could perform it until she had been taught by some one
who knew how; in other words, until she had

joined the quilling society—mi-i-nu’?

operation

was

all the pins once

pine, which,
native dyes,

she

dearly

Her little

loved,

had

came

and

come to the place when she was working, and
talked with her; or perhaps some neighbor of
her own age, whose lodge had no hides to be
dressed,

or

whose

work

was

done,

sat down

with her, and gossiped

or

friend,

some

in

passing,

for a while;

might

stop,

and

standing by her, describe some event that had
taken place, giving her a bit of interesting news.
It did not take long for the hot sun and dry
wind to remove all the moisture from_ the
tightly stretched hide.
And now very likely
another operation had to be performed.
If the
hide was too
woman, after

thick to make a good
it was dried, attacked

new instrument; this was
an elk-horn, bent at right
with a chisel-like plate of
stood upon the hide, and
away

thin

flakes

from

robe, the
it with a

a little adz, made of
angles, and furnished
steel, with which she
bending over chipped

the

flesh

side,

until

had been reduced to the proper thickness.
was

hard

work,

involving

her body

to an

erect

a stooping

it

This

position,

with repeated blows of the adz, yet the woman
worked at it for hours at a time, scarcely looking up, except occasionally, when she raised
position,

swept

from

her

face the hair that had overspread it, and bending back with hands on the loins, relieved her
tired muscles.
After the hide had been reduced to the proper
thickness came the application of the tanning
mixture.
This was a compound of the brains,

RETURN

OF

THE

was

the

dyed in various colors with their
were the varied and most showy

of ormentation

more, for when

all day long.

as

tribes used also a flat black water-grass,

haps now it was time for the evening meal, or
if not that, at least time to rest.
She had not
whom

serious

some

the hide was permitted to dry it must be
stretched tightly, so that the drying would be
even.
Very likely all this work had taken a
full day’s time, and the woman was tired. Per-

grandchildren,

as

forms

on without

been without company

almost

operation of making shields for the men.
It
was something that was undertaken with great
deliberation, and after much thought, and once
undertaken was not given up until completed.
At the meetings of the quilling society it used
to be common,
before the food was served,
for one old woman after another to stand up
and tell of the robes she had quilled, just as on
certain ceremonial occasions a warrior might
tell of the brave deeds that he had performed.
In ancient times, besides the quills of the porcu-

stretching it more or less; and now it was necessary to remove

The candi-

date for admission to this society, when received into it, gave a feast to the members, and’
perhaps a larger present to some poor person;
and the initiation, which occupied considerable
time, was accompanied by much ceremonial of
prayer and instruction.
It was considered that
a woman who had quilled thirty robes, or the
equivalent of thirty robes, had secured good
fortune for herself throughout
her age, and
would live to be old.
For the women
this

WOOD

GATHERERS.

possessed

by the Indians,
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sometimes

dyed

in different

colors.

This

was

applied with a fine sinew thread.
In later times it was not unusual to see the
flesh side of the robe ornamented with beads
of various colors, applied with sinew.
The ornamentation already described

of it done

by women;

was

but in old times

all

robes

ornamented with pictographs of various kinds
were common.
The paintings were made by
men, sometimes by old men, representing the

more

startling events

of their lives, and some-

times by young men, who acted as artists under
the instruction of the old men whose deeds
they
were
recording.
Such_
pictographs
might
represent
fights
in which
the
man
whose deeds were represented had been successful; perhaps he had struck, or ridden down
an enemy, or had killed-a grizzly bear, or had
seen

some

strange

water

monsters,

whose

por-

trait he gave; or he might have taken a horse,
or a gun, or a scalp; and if he had done this,
the fact that he had taken it into his possession

was always indicated by the representation
the hand grasping the captured object.
- The

making

of the robe

was

of

less laborious

than the preparing the skins for lodges, for in
this case it was necessary to remove the hair

as

well.

This

was

done

sometimes

with

the

little adz, used in thinning down the hide, or
sometimes by the application of a lye, which
loosened the epidermis, and enabled the tanner
to scrape off the hair with far less labor.
But

for a lodge, from

eleven

to twenty

skins must

be prepared; and after all were tanned, the skins
must be cut and sewn together, so as to form a

perfectly

fitting

cover

for

the: conical

lodge

poles which supported it.
While the woman
laboriously tanned the skins which her husband
had collected, and prepared great bundles of
thread, made from the sinew of the buffalo, she

made

the lodge herself, but always invited her

neighbors

to assist in its construction.

Of these

neighbors, one was always the superintendent
of the whole operation. She arranged the skins,
marked

them

where

fit, sometimes
ners

they

needed

of sinew;

ready, told the other women
around,

each

The

to

tacked them together at the cor-

by a thread

and
her
work.

to be cut

provided

bundle

of

with

and

who

her

thread,

when

were

awl,

to

all was

sitting

her

knife,

begin

the

who

was

making

the lodge had

had sewn

it took

part in its erection;

so

that with their own eyes they could see that
the work was well done.
If by any chance a
mistake had been made, it would be corrected
by the lodge owner the next time the lodge

was
and

pulled down.
There were certain beliefs
ceremonies connected with the making of

the lodge; it was necessary that she who sewed
on the strings or straps, at the back of the
lodge near the smoke hole, should be a kindly,
good-natured woman.
If the mistake was made
of letting a jealous,
wrangling,
fault-finding
woman
do this work, the lodge would never
draw well, but would always be smoky.
After

a lodge was erected it could not at once be put
to general use.
In many tribes some ceremony
had to be performed before it could be oc-

cupied.
making

While the women who took part in
it could go in and out, in setting it

the

lodge,

STREAM.

followed

by

a
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number

of

other old or brave men; and to them, sitting
in a circle around the fire, the women brought
food, and they had a feast.
The lodges were variously ornamented in the

different tribes. The varied designs, all of which
symbolized some event, were figures of animals,
or of people, or sometimes the sun, the moon,
the stars, or the rainbow.
Each animal, and
often each man, painted on the lodge showed a

triangular, or arrow-shaped figure, in the fore
part of the body, which represented the life, or
the heart; and commonly a dotted line ran from
this life to the mouth, or the head of the animal.

With the passing of the buffalo, which

furn-

ished to the wild tribes of the West their food,
their clothing, and their shelter, which was their
chief support, and which for that reason they
reverenced, and prayed to, passed away also

the old wild life. When this food supply became no longer available, their wanderings
ceased perforce, and they changed from people
who were free and independent, even if much
pursued, to paupers, whose support came to
them from those who had conquered the soil

from which they sprang.
the

older

Indians,

It is not strange that

living

to-day,

look

gretfully to the days of the buffalo.

back

re-

G. B. G.

About a Very Old Friend.
Ir does not appear that any tribe has ever been
found which possessed no knowledge of fire.
Even the most brutish inhabitants of Australia
possessed

and

it, as

other

fire was
more

recorded

explorers.

inevitable

to reason

by Spencer

Indeed,

to man

and

Gillen

the discovery

the moment

of

he began

at all about the forces of nature, and

especially

to experiment

in the making

of

implements,
And, of course, the discovery was
made in ways as different as tribes, or localities.
Some of these ways are indicated by comparatively recent practice. For instance, the Indians
made

fire by rubbing

sticks

together

(and

some

of their devices for creating friction were very
skillful) ; the Alaskans, by rubbing two pieces of
quartz smeared with native sulphur, and the
Eskimos by striking together vigorously a piece
of quartz and iron pyrite. The flame, or spark in
each case was
of dried grass

seems

woman

made a feast for her guests, and they had partaken of this early in the morning; and as soon
as the skins were cut and prepared for the sewing, they fell to, and worked busily on toward
the night.
The hostess, or her relations, prepared food from time to time, and the women,
as the fancy took them, rested from their work,
ate and talked.
Usually, however, the lodge
was finished before night, and often the women

who

entered

AND

to have been

has practically
Even

the»invention

superseded

among

of

that

these primitive

the remotest

meth-

tribes to-day the

invented

the

average

man

and

hanged

if I know!”

match?

Ask

he will probably

which

goes

that

of the

answer,

“I’m

to show

a sense

of well-being

takes

possession

the woods.

After

a search

of many

days he was

found sitting by a fire, emaciated and half crazed.
When his rescuers attempted to bring him away
he fought desperately against it, saying he would
never leave his best friend, at the same time pointing-to the fire. This story may or may not be
true, but at any rate it has a perfect vraisemblance. For can we imagine a truer friend than
a fire is to a poor lost wanderer in the woods?
Undoubtedly in this climate the stove and the
radiator are necessary, but in every house of any
pretension there ought to be at least one room
with an open fireplace. Nothing assuredly would
give such an atmosphere of home, nor could there
be a greater

counter-magnet

against

the

attrac-

tions of the club and other anti-domestic institutions.
Those glowing coals, how they would
appeal to a man to sit down and be comfortable.
In company they would stimulate conversation
and kindly feeling; alone they would soothe the
mind to pleasant reverie. In exerting the latter
influence they are especially potent and therefore
no sportsman at any rate ought to be without an
open fire. To him it would recall many a scene,
or episode which he must delight to see, or live
over again, and above all that evening scene when
the chase

was

over

and

he sat taking

his

ease

amid the glow and fascination of the camp.
Frank Moonan.,

Anglers’

how

Club

of New

York.

At the regular monthly meeting of this club,
held the night of Feb. 13, appropriate resolutions
on

the

death

of Will

K.

Park,

of Philadelphia,

were offered.
Mr. Park was well known to a
number of the members and had been a contestant
with them in the tournaments held during the
past years in Madison Square Garden. The news
of his sudden death, after only a few days’ illness from pneumonia was a sad blow.

mindful we are of our benefactors.
However, in
this case there is some excuse for the popular .
Several applications for membership were preignorance, for to no one man belongs the honor
sented and other routine business transacted.
of having invented the match.
It has been a
Committees appointed for the purpose will enmatter of evolution; but the first really practical
deavor to secure from the Park Department of
friction match was made in England in 1827 by
the city during the early spring the privilege of
John Walker, a druggist of Stockton-on-Tees.
holding fly and bait-casting contests on one of the
The phosphorous friction match of the present
lakes in Central or Prospect Park. The plan is
day was first introduced on a commercial scale
not to secure exclusive privileges, entitling memin 1833, and it appears to have been made almost
bers only to cast, which would be seriously ob-

simultaneously

in several

different

places.

The

name most prominently connected with the invention, however, is that of Preschel, of Vienna.
It is curious to: note the influence of fire in

times past on the human mind.
ing, it was

regarded

Generally speak-

as a deity, or possessed

of

divine qualities or principles.
Even so civilized
peoples as the Greeks. and Romans held it in
superstitious awe.
Athens,
a shining light to the world

we are told, became
only when the twelve

up and preparing it for use, the male members
of the family were not permitted to enter it
until it had been dedicated.
Among the Cheyennes this ceremony consisted in the counting
of a coup, at the door of the lodge, by a man
who had performed some particularly brave act;

tribes
brand
could
united

standing in front of the lodge, he struck it with

or private business had to cease immediately.
Coming down to the middle ages, while fire, ex-

a small stick, at the side of the door, and then
in a loud voice recounted the adventure which
gave him the right to perform this ceremony.
After he had ceased speaking, he bent down and

out

in-

use.

Who

thaw

of him—the asperities of his lot are softened and
life seems not entirely joyless.
The writer once read of a man who was lost in

The match, of course,

Swedish or British match is in more or less general

home and a sacred place, or place of asylum.
This character it has not entirely lost in the old
countries, but here we have quite divested our
minds of any superstition in its regard, and after
our practical fashion regard it simply as something to cook with or warm ourselves by. At
least this is so in the cities, where we seldom see
an open fire, but it is different in rural parts, and
especially in the woods. Ah, yes. There the fire
is still, if not sacred, an object of sentimental
regard, like a very dear friend and protector.
Picture the poor trapper or lumberman out all
day plodding through the snow and assailed by
savage blasts—what a comfort, what a blessing
it is for him to get back to camp and sit before
a roaring log fire! There he sits, and as his bones

deftly communicated to a heap
or feathers.
The burning glass

genious people the Chinese.
ods.

3, 1900.

of Attica, led by Theseus, brought each its
to the altar of Athene Polias. And Rome
not become powerful until the three curiz
their fires into one. Moreover, if by acci-

dent the fire in the Roman temple of Vesta was
extinguished, all tribunal, all authority, all public

cept

among

savage

tribes,

was

no

longer

wor-

shipped, it continued to be held in especial reverence.

Hence,

the

hearth

became

the

center

of

jected to, but to persuade the Park Department
to erect

a simple

little platform

along the shore

of one of the more secluded lakes, and to permit
any citizen of New York city, as well as visitors
or members of casting clubs, to try their skill

over the water.
It will be pointed out that no
hooks are to be used on any of the casting devices
employed, that these will be either simple artificial flies with the hook broken off, or wooden
or rubber weights; that the desire of members is
to cast from the proposed
platform
as nearly

parallel with the shore line as possible, and not
from

the

shore

outward,

hence

injuries

to per-

sons in the park would be too remote to consider.
There are numerous anglers in the city who
would hail with pleasure the announcement that.
they were to be permitted to try practice casting
on one of the lakes, and they, as: well as members

of the Anglers’ Club, will look forward with a
good deal of impatience to the outcome of the request for a place to cast.
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JIRAUL LEUISTORAY
TREES IN WINTER.
V.—The

Locust

and other insects.
As a result, the trees seldom
flourish as they ought to do and are very likely
to be disfigured and unsightly.

Family.

THE locust and the honey locust are the two
most common trees belonging to the pulse family,
or the family of leguminous plants of which the
garden pea is a typical representative.
The. red
bud, the Kentucky coffee tree and the yellowwood
also belong to this group, but these are not so

The
The

honey

Honey

locust may

Locust.
always

be known

by its

array of barbed thorns upon branches and trunk.
No other tree is protected by such formidable
means of defense.
In winter the tree is also not-

widely distributed and generally known as are
’ the two species first mentioned.
Although orginally native to a comparatively
small

area

Mountains

along

the

sides

in Pennsylvania,

of

the

and

Allegheny

Georgia,

the

common locust is now probably the best known
and most generally’ distributed tree form of this
great family.
For very many years it has been
widely planted as a shade tree, and in most in-

stances

it has spread by means

Judas hanged himself.
Two other trees of rather limited distribution
belong to this family. One of these is the Ken-

of underground

tucky coffee tree and the other is the yellowwood.
The former has gigantic, doubly compound leaves
which are very characteristic.
In its winter appearance the coffee tree is not attractive on account of the absence of small branches and apparently
even
of the
buds
upon
the
large
branches.
These buds, like those of our common

stems, so that the original tree is often represented by thickets or groves of large or small
trees that occupy considerable areas.

There are many characteristics that serve to
distinguish the common locust.
In winter the
peculiar paired spines with the bud hidden between

them

in the midst

of the broad,

rounded

locust, are

leai-scar serve at once to identify the branches.
In spring and

throughout

the summer

brown branches.
These flowers show that the
trees belong to the great family of legumes, each
having essentially the structure of a pea or bean
blossom and each being succeeded by a fruit pod
which also shows the family relationship of the
tree.
These pods generally remain upon the tree
until early in winter.
_In its habit of growth the red bud has well been
likened to the apple tree. The foliage is clean and
attractive, and during the blossoming period the
tree is likely to be the most conspicuous feature
of the landscape.
This species is often called the
Judas tree, a term which appears to be due to the
supposed
resemblance
to
the
European
and
Asiatic species, to which this name was given because of the tradition that the blossoming tree
was blushing for having been the tree upon which

almost

hidden

beneath

the bark.

It

seems a marvel that the gigantic leaves can come
from such inconspicuous objects.
The leaves are
not sent out until late and the flowers do not

the beau-

tiful compound leaves are sufficiently distinctive.
In early summer the glorious bunches of fragrant
white flowers attract universal attention from the
world of insects as well as from that of man.
Even after the leaves have fallen in autumn the
hundreds of clustered pods give a distinctive

appear until June.
cies
BLOSSOMS

OF

THE

HONEY

is due

The common name of the spe-

to the fact that

the early

settlers

in

LOCUST.

able for the fact that the bark of the latest season’s shoots is strikingly different from that of

the season before, the former being deep, shining,
reddish-brown,

light gray

while

color.

the

The

latter

buds

is of a

are

shining

inconspicuous,

being largely hidden in the twig with that part
which is visible, rounded
and
projecting only
slightly above the surface.
The honey locust is
a native tree to a great region, extending from
Pennsylvania to Nebraska and south to Georgia
and Texas, but it has been introduced over a
much wider territory through the agency of man.
The leaves ‘of the honey locust are of especial

interest because
pound,

there

many

of them

being very

few

are doubly com-

of our

native

trees

of which this is true.
When growing in its favorite position in a rich
intervale this tree assumes a broadly open form
more or less flattened at the tip. In such situations it may reach a height of more than a hundred feet and a trunk diameter of four or five
feet.
The outer bark is grayish black, hard in
texture, with vertical furrows more or less numerous, the bark between
the
furrows
being
somewhat scaly.
On younger trees the bark is
smooth and beautiful and of a dark gray color.
The greenish blossoms come out with the young
leaves in June in small clusters, the pollen-bearing
and the seed-bearing flowers being generally on
different trees or different branches of the same
tree. The great seed pods begin to fall early in
autumn and have inside of them flattened chocolate brown seeds which are arranged in indistinct
cells in the upper half of the pod, the lower third
of which has between the two walls a curious
juicy greenish yellow pulp rather sweet in taste.
character to the tree as far as it can be seen.

The

bark of the trunk is dark brown, often with a
slightly reddish tinge more or less vertically furrowed, sometimes covered with squarish scales.
This locust is more subject to attack by insects
than almost any other tree which is commonly
planted
for ornamental
purposes.
The
trunk
serves as a breeding place of the beautiful beetle
called the locust borer, while the leaves serve a
similar purpose for several sorts of leaf miners

The

Red

Bud.

The red bud is of interest for many reasons,
one of the most important of which is that, while

it is indigenous
hardy
a tree
of the
period
of its

only inthe Southern States, it is

when planted in the north.
It is
of the underwoods, thriving in
forest and giving to it during
of blossoming a striking beauty
myriads of pink blossoms upon
4

especially
the shade
the brief
by means
the bare

Kentucky utilized the seeds in place of the coffee
berry, but they did not prove a satisfactory substitute and the practice was soon abandoned.
Of all the trees of the eastern region of North
America the yellowwood seems to be the rarest
and most local in its distribution.
Were it not
that it has been frequently planted as an ornamental tree in parks and private grounds it would be
a species which comparatively few people would
ever see.
It is native in a comparatively limited
region in Tennessee, Alabama and North Carolina.
CLARENCE M. WEED,
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and the other least weasel.

Weasels.

in 1885 and

Harrispurc, Pa., Feb. 24.—Editor Forest and
Stream:
I notice in your issue of Feb.: Io an
article
entitled “Weasels.’
It seems
to
me
strange that anyone should attempt to make state-

ments so easily refuted or to say, “This is my
opinion after a study of the weasel for a great
many years.”
Where the writer of this article
studied weasels or how thoroughly he studied
their habits I am at a loss to understand.
He
says: “While weasels are said sometimes to kill
poultry, I have never known of an authentic 1nstance’; also, “as to the weasel
killing game
birds or birds of any kind I think the cases must
be extremely rare.”
Surely the writer of this
article did not study the habits of the animal I
know as the weasel, or he studied it in a country
where there were no poultry or game or birds.
I
have never made a particular study of the weasel,
yet, I know of at least three instances where
chickens were killed by weasels, for they were
my own chickens and I killed the weasel in each
instance.
I know a weasel from a mink and have
killed no less than thirty of these animals in my
lifetime.
Some five or six years ago several gentlemen of

this city secured

quail for propagating

purposes

from Kansas.
I was present
when
the cloth
cover was cut for the purpose of releasing said
quail.
The gentlemen there
present,
four
in
number, stepped back perhaps twenty feet from
the box that had been placed in a clump of brush
and briers, when all-at once without a moment’s
warning the entire bunch left the box.
Every
bird was gone, leaving perhaps
a handful
of
feathers.
While we stood discussing the strange
actions of the birds, which we could not under-

stand, one of the gentlemen, pointing with his
finger, said, “Look there.’ We looked and saw

In one place he says,

1886 thirty-seven

weasels

on which

bounty had been paid in Chester county were
examined.
All were found to be the ermine or
common weasel.
I cite this simply to show that
we know what the weasel is in Pennsylvania and
that we are not mistaking him for anything else.
Dr. Warren cites the experience of A. W.
Rhoads, of Wilkesbarre, Pa., as follows:
“The
weasel, I am sure, after years of personal experience and observation and careful study is the
worst enemy that the quail and pheasant have.
I have repeatedly tracked a weasel that had followed the track of a quail and pheasant in the

snow
on

and at last come

One

occasion

pheasant’s

came

eggs about

upon

the dead birds.

upon

a

nest

to be hatched

I

of thirteen

and on re-

turning in an hour found that eleven of them had
been destroyed by a weasel
which I saw
and

killed.

He also cited a report of C. P. Mott, of

Milford, Pa., who after giving his positive experience says:
“I consider that the weasel has
no equal as an enemy of game.”
Arthur Martin,
ot Shady Lake, Pa., says:
“We have the weasel.
They destroy poultry to a great extent.
Sometimes have killed for us whole broods, but at the
same time are great hunters of mice, rabbits and
small game.”
:

Hugh Malloy, of Freeland, Pa., is also cited at
length by Dr. Warren in Mr, Rhoads’ book. Mr.
Malloy during the last ‘twenty-five years has personally killed more than 1,700 weasels.
He is an
authority on the subject and in addition to his
statement in the book of Dr. Warren has written
me under date of Feb. 21, 1906, as follows:
“I

will give you facts on this little terrible destroyer
of life and sucker of blood. I cannot understand
why anyone who has even attempted to investigate the life work of a weasel should attempt
his defense.
I know that nothing can be.said in

standing within ten feet of the box a weasel with
one of the hen quails in his mouth.
This animal

favor of the weasel. I collected at one time more
than 100 affidavits from farmers in this part of the

was shot as it stood with the quail in its mouth,
and I know it was a weasel.

country.
Each one
poultry by weasels.

C. K. Sober, one of the game commissioners
of this State, has a mounted specimen of a ruffed
grouse with a weasel hanging to its throat, or

rather to its shoulder.

Mr. Sober killed the bird

and weasel at one shot, in the position in which
they are mounted.
J. W. Worden,
also a game
commissioner,
has told me of numerous
instances
of where
poultry were killed by weasels.
One instance I
will cite.
A relative of Mr. Worden’s built a

chicken coop, boring one and a quarter-inch holes
through the side, into which he proposed to in-

troduce the end of sticks intended for perches.
One of these holes was out of line, so another
hole was bored and the first named hole left open.
Some weeks after the building of the coop the
owner thereof and Mr. Worden went out in the
morning to feed the chickens.
The snow was
scraped away in front of the coop,
the door
opened and the chickens
called.
Not
one
appeared.
Investigation showed that every chicken,
something more than a dozen in number, was
dead upon the floor.
Some
animal
had gone
through the auger holes and killed every fowl by

biting them

either in the side of the neck just

back of the ear or under the wing.
Tracks from
this auger hole led to a tree some yards away.
The tree was cut down and the weasel killed.
Dr. Warren, ex-Zoologist of this State, in his
werk on the diseases and enemies
of poultry
among other things published a table containing

a condensed

report of 100 observers

in Pennsyl-

vania relative to the food of weascls.
Each report is authentic, each report cited the killing of
poultry, many of them game or birds, by weasels,
and each report contained
the statement
that
weasels were very destructive to poultry.
They
killed such a number of chickens for me in one
night.
They killed all kinds of poultry and much
game,
Common and very destructive to young
chickens.
Destroyed brooding hens.
They were
common and great destroyers, especially of rabbits and pheasants.
Have known many cases of
their depredations.
They destroyed many small
birds.
They were great enemies of poultry, game
and small birds, or some other expression of this
kind, will be found in each report.
Dr. Warren
says we have two species of weasel in this State.
One of which he terms ermine or common weasel

of them-cited the kitling of
The number ranged from 1

to 100 killed in one night.

In 1903 one weasel

killed for Mathias Schwobe, 3d, Freeland, Pa., in
one night nineteen full-grown Leghorn chickens. I
took the chickens home and cooked them, the
weasel having drawn every particle of blood from
each body.
Some were sucked in the neck and
others under the wing.
Thomas
Roberts,
of
Freeland, made affidavit that one weasel killed
thirteen chickens and one duck for him and nine
chickens for his next door neighbor in one night.
The weasel was killed in the act of killing the

last one of these chickens.

Bernard

and he ran to get his gun.
let the weasel
about weasels

His wife insisted that
alone, as she had read
killing rats, and a rat

was in the barn. Next morning Mr. McGlaughlin and his wife saw the rat from their bedroom
window.

When

found the weasel
and

touched

they

went

to

the

stable

they

had killed nine large chickens

nothing

else.

I can

get you

twenty

or more cases of this kind from this immediate
neighborhood.
Surely no man will defend the
weasel that knows anything about him.
“Now, I will give you some facts on game birds,
and small birds, as you have not asked me to say
anything about game animals.
One day, while
fishing in the Nescopec I heard a robin making

considerable

noise and apparently

in trouble.

I

went to where she was, saw a weasel in the nest
where it had already
killed
the four
young
robins.
I tracked a covey of quail into a wind-

fall. I saw where a weasel had also entered the
windfall during the night. I took a stick, reached
under and pulled out eight dead quail, apparently
uninjured so far as mutilation was concerned, but
each one a little behind the eye and along the

neck bearing the mark

of the weasel’s

teeth.

I

once found thirteen young pheasants out of a
brood of fourteen killed by a weasel.
I had been

watching the nest. The birds were one day old
when killed. I killed the weasel. If you wish any
more upon this subject let me know.”
I think, with Mr. Malloy, that the statements
herein made prove conclusively that the weasel is

very destructive to poultry and wild birds of all
kinds.
weasel

defending this animal
when
other

I would not attempt to deny that the
kills rats and mice, when he has the op-

in this for

or to give him protection

we know of the great damage he does in
directions.
I could furnish you with hun-

dreds of affidavits upon this subject, if necessary.
Affidavits made by people who know what a
weasel

is, that had

their chickens

try killed by weasels
in the

act

or

or other

poul-

and that killed the weasel

immediately

afterward.

So

there

can be no question about the responsibility.
I think, therefore, it would be well for the gentleman writing the article in your issue of Feb.
Io to investigate

attempting

a little more

to defend

gest that he make

thoroughly

the weasel.

before

I would

his investigation

sug-

in a country

where the weasel will have a chance to kill game
or

poultry,

and

I would

like to hear

from

him

after such investigation is ended.
JOSEPH KALBFUS,
Secretary of the Game Commission.

Adirondack

Winter Notes.

SCHENEcTADY, N. Y., Feb. 21.—Editor Forest
and Stream: A friend at Tupper Lake writes me
that two young men shot a wild boar at Axbow,
on Raquette

River, last week.

The animal

is one

of several that escaped from Litchfield Park.
They were brought here by Mr. Litchfield from
Germany. The one shot weighs about 225 pounds
and

the

others

seen

with

it were

much

larger.

When cornered a wild boar is very savage, and
this one, when killed, was charging on the boys
when a lucky shot in the head brought him down
only a few feet from them. This is the first wild
boar ever shot in the Adirondacks.
It was
brought to Malone and the people have been

paying

fifteen cents

per head

to see the animal’s

carcass.
I saw three robins last Sunday, the first this
year.
The poor things looked as if they were
half frozen. There are about 150 shelldrakes and
whistler ducks at a place called the Aqueduct,
about three miles below the city, and they make
a pretty sight on the river and are very tame.

This is the third year they have spent the winter
at this place.
It is a shallow place on the river
and they find lots of feed.

Last week’s

yet.

Those

Forest AND

fine pictures

make one wish he was

STREAM

was

the best

of 29 and 50-pound

down

fish

there to enjoy the

sport. The season will soon open for trout. They
may not be so much for size, but when you come

Dorp.

to the eating part, oh my.

McGlaugh-

lin, of Freeland, some time ago lived on a farm.
He says a weasel entered his barn one evening
he should
something

portunity, but can hardly see a reason

3, 1906.

Early Spring in New

England.

New Lonpon, Conn., Feb. 21.—Editor Forest
and Stream:
Yesterday in this vicinity were
seen five meadowlarks.

early spring

or were

- weather?
[The appearance
son in Connecticut

Is this a sure sign of an

the birds deceived

by the

R. M
of meadowlarks at this seadoes not necessarily portend

an early spring.
The records show that this
species is found in that State every month in the

year,

though

it is certainly

not

very

in winter.
Nevertheless, we venture
that the spring will be early.]
WHITNEYSVILLE,

often

seen

to believe

Conn., Feb. 23.—Editor

Forest

I inclose a few buds of trailing arand Stream:
butus, picked by my daughter on Connecticut
hillsides yesterday—Washington’s Birthday. This
is phenomenal, as the Mayflower of the Pilgrims
is rarely found in this State before April. But if
it is extraordinary to find trailing arbutus in
Connecticut in the month of February, what are
we to think when we hear young frogs peeping

lustily in January?
My family and I listened to
quite a concert in the pond back of our barn on

the evening
canny.

of Jan.

24.

It really sounded unWo. H. Avis.

Flight of Wild

Geese.

PorTLanp, Ind., Feb. 23.—Editor Forest and
Stream:
An unusual sight was a large flock of
geese which

passed over our

little city this after-

noon going southeast.
There were more than
fifty of them strung out in V-shape. Where did
they come from and why going southeast at this
season

of the year?

G. W.

CUNNINGHAM.

Marcu

3, 1906.]
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6 BAG AND GUN |
Do You Eat Your Game?
Charles

A. Shriner

in Paterson

of my

(N. J.) Chronicle.

is out of range.

I have seen men

table

instance

of that

kind

about

twelve

a good

years

ago.

I had a friend who had done considerable hunting, but he had never seen an English pheasant
on the wing. Like all such mortals he was willing to sacrifice a week’s income or almost anything else to get a shot at an English pheasant.
So one day I took him along, posting him on
the way on some of the characteristics of the
bird, telling him that he should not spare his
powder too long, for although the birds generally lie close they can carry a great deal of
shot and consequently ought to be blazed away
at at the first chance.

We

had been in the field

about twenty minutes when up sprang a glorious
cock within ten feet of where
standing with his gun.
It may

my friend was
be unconscious

cerebration for a gunner to raise his gun to his
shoulder when he hears or sees a bird flush, but
it goes no further.
My friend raised his gun
quickly, properly covered the bird and then de-

liberately permitted it to get out of range.
he put his gun down and looked around
with an expression
terrogation mark.
such things before.

Then
at us

which contained a large inOf course, we had all seen
To-day I am glad that my

friend had buck fever and did not shoot at that
bird, for he would

have

been more

mortified

if

the bird had kept on its course after he had discharged a couple of barrels

not shooting at it at all.

at it than he was

I feel confident

that bird was the one I had
table the other morning, and

in

that

on the breakfast
I do not believe.

no hand in killing it I thought I might like
the table. How it ever came to its death
mystery to me, for if its internal economy
as tough as its carcass it certainly would
lived forever,

barring

such

accidents

it on
is a
was
have

as drown-

ing or asphyxiation.”
“You apparently do not like to eat birds you
had a hand in killing?” was the question propounded by one of those present.
“Of course, I do not, and that is a characteristic of a great many sportsmen.
I could never
-eat the game I brought home from a day’s hunt,
even if birds were selected I had never seen
until after they had been killed. I may carry this
further than some, but I could never eat a
chicken out of my own chicken yard.
the bird was placed on the table I could

When
see its

spirit stalking about

at me

the room,

looking

with reproving eyes.
It is a part of a savage
streak in us, I presume, partly obliterated by

civilization, or it is just the opposite,
ment

find it in a great many
ing dogs will eat game.
experiments

in this

setter once,

had

thing.

but

every

pheasant,

gunner

I had a Gordon

a very intelligent animal.

English

you

dogs? Very few huntI have tried numerous

direction

will tell you the same
we

a refine-

of stupid sensibility, but do you know

some

One

pheasants

to eat.

day

of the edible

kind, on the table, and some chicken, the latter
having been added for my benefit, on account

to fool

not work.

him

several

times,

I certainly could have
I presume

it is a sixth

sense dogs have of which we have no conception.
But this does not apply to hunting
dogs

my

exclusively.

I remember

one

friend, Captain John J. Bowes,

sent me

a hunk

of venison.

We

time

when

of Passaic,

had it for din-

ner, together with some steak. I had a Great
Dane, and I tried to feed him venison, but he
would not touch it. I handed him a piece of
stéak, and it disappeared with the usual alacrity.
I tried to fool that dog, but it would not work.

How he could tell the difference between venison and beef, both cooked alike, is more than I
can even guess at.”

Game Club

Constitution.

Tue Massachusetts Fish and Game Protective
Association has issued the following circular:
“Many clubs or organizations have been formed
during the past few years in different parts ‘of
Massachusetts for the purpose of assisting in the
work of protection and propagation of game, and
we are glad to notice the excellent accomplishments of many of them.
Such organizations are
having good moral effect on the pot-hunters in

their vicinities and bringing about a better feeling between the farmers and sportsmen, besides
doing much in the line of game law enforcement.
We

are

anxious

the formation

to assist

in every

of such associations

way

possible

and welcome

their co-operation and assistance in the work so
necessary to our fish and game.
As we have received many requests for suggestions regarding
suitable by-laws, we have had
prepared
and
printed a set. The form of constitution and by-

laws is as follows:
CO

that shot was ever made that would have penetrated the skin of that bird. Tough! That bird
missed its vocation; it should have been a football, for as such it would have been perfection,
elastic and indestructible, and not even malleable. I bought it after it was dead and as I had

I tried

been fooled in that way.

for hours without getting a shot and then when
I saw

cloth.

but it would

hunt

an opportunity presented itself to get a bird fail

to fire in time or to fire at all.

to English

piece of pheasant and he would no more eat
it than he would have if I had offered him the

“T HAD an English pheasant on the breakfast
table the other morning,” said a resident of
Paterson who is fond of sport with dog and
gun, likewise of good things to eat, “and thereby hangs a story. Perhaps you do not know the
ailment known as buck fever. It is that unaccountable failure to pull the trigger until after
the game

objection

I handed my setter a piece of chicken and he
disposed of it quickly.
Then I passed him a

det tk

LCN.

NAME.
Miniserxssooiationy

SiallmwexknOw?

AS’ “wees aeeesirse
eas ucere

OBJECTS.
The objects of this Association shall be to promote the
protection, preservation and propagation of birds, game
animals and fish.

OFFICERS.
The officers of the Association shall be a President,
Vice-President,
Secretary, Treasurer and an Executive
Committee of five members.
The offices of Secretary and
Treasurer may be held by the same person.
The President,

Vice-President

the Executive
specified.

and

Secretary

shall

Committee

in addition

ELECTION

OF OFFICERS.

be

members

to the

five

above

The officers of the Association
shall be chosen
ballot at the annual meeting, and shall hold office
one year or until their successors are chosen.

DUTIES

of

by
for

OF OFFICERS.

1. THE
PRESIDENT
shall preside at the meetings
of the Association.
2. THE
VICE-PRESIDENT
shall act as presiding
officer in the absence of the President.
3. THE TREASURER
shall collect all bills and assessments and shall pay from the funds of the Association all bills approved by the President.
4. THE
SECRETARY
shall keep a careful record
of the proceedings of each meeting of the Association
and of the Executive
Committee
in a book for that
purpose and shall send all notices of meetings.
In addition to the duties above specified the officers
shall perform
the duties usually pertaining to their
respective offices in similar societies.

DUTIES
The
of

the

OF

Executive
affairs

and

THE

EXECUTIVE

Committee
property

appoint such committees
members shall constitute

ELECTION
New members may
Association provided

shall
of

the

COMMITTEE.
have

as they deem
a quorum.

OF

general

Association

charge

and

necessary.

may

Three

MEMBERS.

be elected at any meeting of the
the application of each candidate

is approved

by

two

members

of

the

Executive

Com-

mittee.

In the election of candidates for membership the votes
of three-fourths of the members present and voting shall
be necessary to elect.

AMENDING
This
any

CONSTITUTION

Constitution

meeting

of

the

and

By-Laws

Association

amendment is specified
to each member.

AND

BY-LAWS.

may

be

provided

amended
the

at

proposed

in the notice of the meeting

sent

BY-LAWS.
1. THE
ANNUAL
MEETING
of the
SMA EDGMHGLA OL Mele rate ee tee sana ee anes dcnay
Other meetings may be called by direction
ecutive Committee but notice thereof shall
all members.
The fee for membership in the ............
shall be
The Annual Dues
special meeting of the Association shall be
the written request of five members.

ORDER

Association
eee ale nee us
of the Exbe sent to
Association
called

upon

OF BUSINESS.

At meetings of the Association the following order
business shall be observed:
Reading of the records of preceding meeting,
Reports of officers.
Reports of Committees.
Election of new members.
Election of officers.
SOS
Miscellaneous Business.

of

Quorum.
_ Seven members shall constitute
ing of the Association.

a quorum

Prospecting and

at any

meet-

Hunting.

OROVILLE, Cal., Feb. 14.—Geese have been flying northward in big skeins for the past two
weeks, day and night, except the night of the
moon’s eclipse, it being too cloudy, and it looks
as if there were to be an early spring in the
Arctic regions, though groundhog day conditions
did not warrant such a prognostication locally.

Aquatic

hunting

this

past

season

in

the

tule

basins of the Sacramento Valley was not entirely
satisfactory—the drought cut into the season too
far, and then when the rains did come the storms
and flood were too strenuous for enjoyable sport.
Mountain
quail have been very
(unusually)
plentiful this winter in the foothills of the Sierra
Nevada mountains in Sierra and Butte counties,
but the birds seem to have been preternaturally
shy, and whoever got any of the plumed little
knights of the sugar-pine forests, earned them.
Big bags were seldom heard of.
During my wanderings this past fall as a prospector I had a dish or two or venison, some b’ar
meat on one or two occasions, and more recently,

while on a tributary of the Yuba
the last run,

had

a liberal

supply

River,

during

of salmon

that

had been taken with a gaff at night by the light
of a bonfire.
The Western Pacific Railroad, now under construction across the Sierra Nevada Mountains,
goes
through
a fine big-game
country—bear
(grizzly, black and cinnamon) and deer (‘white
flags’’)—that will be directly accessible by the

tourist from

the East as soon as he enters Cali-

fornia.
Noble
trout,
eel and salmon-running
streams abound in the region.
Recently I did a little hunting of rabbits in the

black oak belt off the plains of the Rocky Hon-

cut, taking refuge, when a storm or night came
on, in a German colony of fruit raisers, their
horticultural
products
including oranges,
figs,
peaches and strawberries.
They made an excellent wine there which sold at from forty to seventy-five cents per gallon.
Choice was had of
claret (zinfandel), mission, angelica, port and
gutedel.
He who believes in heeding the admonition to take a little wine for the stomach’s
sake, and “thine oft infirmities,’ would have been
satisfied with the card, methinks.
But think of a hunt that culminated with a
haasenpfeffer and linsengericht, or a pigeon pie
and a celeraic salad, with a quantum sufficient
of chilled gutedel or mulled claret!
Or quail on

toast and
ruby port!

panned
More

sauerkraut,
anon.

with

Wo.

a bumper

FITZMUGGINS.

of

FOREST

340
Middlesex

Sportsman’s

Club.

‘

30ston,
Mass.,
Feb. 24—Editor Forest and
Stream: On Monday evening, Feb. 19, the Middlesex Sportsmen’s Club held its annual banquet
in the Town Hall, Lexington.
There were 275
members gathered about the tables when President A. S. Mitchell asked Rev. F. A. McDonald
to say grace.
The chairman of the refreshment
committee, ex-President N. J. Hardy, of Arling-

ton, had

furnished

an

abundance

of

tempting

viands.
A troupe of colored minstrels enlivened
the evening with music and won frequent cheers
from the audience.
Reports of the secretary and

treasurer were

read.

The election of officers for

the ensuing year resulted in the unanimous choice
of E. S. Barker, of Winchester, for president; O.

W.

Whittemore,

of Arlington,

first

vice-presi-

dent; R. N. Burns, of Cambridge, second vicepresident; E. S. Farmer,
of Arlington,
third
vice-president, and Dr. F. M. Lowe, of Winchester, fourth vice-president; J. R. Mann, treasurer;

the hub of a tip-cart, one of the spokes serving
as the handle.
Through the numerous holes of
the hub had been knotted ribbons displaying the
national colors.
Among the speakers were Dr.
G. W. Fields, chairman of the State Commission
on Fisheries and Game; Mr. S. L. Noyes, of
Somerville, and N. J. Hardy, of Arlington.

A procession was formed and headed by a fife

and drum corps marched to Historic Hall, where
the third exhibition of the club was opened. The
display of trophies was more extensive and more
artistically arranged than either of those the club
has previously given. All the articles in the exhibition were the result of the skill of the members.
One of the collections is composed of twelve
robins, two thrushes and a cuckoo shot by an
Italian poacher near Monatomy Rocks Park. The
officers of the Association
were the means
of
causing his arrest and the culprit was sentenced
to five months’
imprisonment.
The exhibit of
R. N.. Burns, of Cambridge. was one of the best.
Mr. Mitchell, Mr. E. S. Farmer and his niece,
Miss Locke, E. C. Stevens and C. A. Currier, of
Lexington, and many members
from Belmont,
Winchester,
Concord and other towns showed
fine specimens of skins, deer and moose heads
and game birds, and many other things of interest
to sportsmen and students
of natural
history.
Among the curiosities was a night hawk caught
bys
ry ladniton:
The club is in a flourishing condition and doing
its full, share in all the lines of work connected
with the preservation and propagation of game
and fish, due in no small degree to the faithful

and

enthusiastic

labors

of its efficient

corps

of

officers.
On Wednesday next will occur one of the most
important hearings ever held by the legislative
Committee on Fisheries and Game.
The bills to
be considered affect not only the sale season of
game birds but the shooting season for black and
wood ducks. It is proposed to protect wood ducks
for a series of years or permanently and further
to limit the season for shooting black ducks; to
reduce the time allowed for killing gray squirrels,

hares

and

rabbits;

the

sale

season

for prairie

chickens and quail.
It is expected
that Dr.
Palmer, who is coming from Washington for the
purpose, will be heard on all these measures.

H. H. Kimpatt.

Lack of Luck

and Why.

Editor Forest and Stream:
_ Uhave just had the pleasure of reading in your
issue of Jan. 13 last an account of Dr. Thorp’s
experience and his “lack of luck” in duck shoot-

ing last

fall in the waters

of the Great

South

Bay, L. I. Having been there myself I can vouch
for the truth of his statements, both as to the
scarcity of ducks and game wardens.
The few
ducks that wished to locate in the bay were
driven out of there at once by parties “dusk-

ing” thém after sunset and at night.

This prac-

STREAM.

[Marcu

tice was carried on openly without fear (I will
not say) and without favor, in the vicinity the
Doctor mentions.
I think that there is more
cause to complain of in the night shooting than
there is of the Brown duck law.
He also writes of the Peconic Bays.
Knowing
him to be both an enthusiastic and lucky fisherman I would like to see him wielding his able
pen in showing up and trying to stop the out-

rage of allowing the pirate bunker
the fishing in those beautiful bays.
ten of these boats

the same

time.

fishing in those

Anybody

who

small

knows

duck law.

actually

Farr PLAy.

been

animals now
out.

?

The occupant

of a boat on the river was calling

and gesticulating to me, but all that could be un-

derstood was “Roy’s Point.” My.wife was after
me with a broomstick, and like the boy with his

pants on hind part in front, I didn’t know
whether to go or come.
When I looked around the turkeys had lifted
their wings and flown across on the other side

of the creek.

They

ran across

the lawn

N.

Y., Feb.

Stream: Assemblyman
Legislature providing
open season for ducks
16, under the pretense
protection to the fish
river during the winter
destructive to fish life.
son for trying to get

boat with a gun, evidently intent on getting the
first shot.

the shore

Under

cover

of the fodder

I crept within

a

safe

stack near

distance

and

waited for them to flush.
Bang went the other
fellow’s gun, while the turkeys were still sitting,
and when about twenty-five feet high, I reckon, I
raised one foot, opened my mouth, shut both eyes
and fired at the bunch with the result that a fine
hen weighing about fifteen pounds came tumbling
down.
I found that one leg and a wing had been

broken,

and

the excitement

had just begun,

as

that turkey could then jump ten feet every clip
around the fodder stack.
I finally hit it on the
head with the barrel of my gun‘and killed it.
The other fellow, who was said to be a pretty
good claimer, as expected, claimed it as his game,
but evidences were so clear his protests were not
considered, and the roast was much enjoyed for
Thanksgiving.
It was
afterward
learned
that
these wild turkeys were the remnant of a very
large flock which had been seen during the early
fall, and they flew across from Roy’s Point in
search of food, or being pressed by sportsmen
in that locality.
Roy’s Point is considered to be the regular
haunt for wildfowl and deer, and a good many
deer have been caught in attempting to cross the
river here.
C. Foster,
CARDINAL,

Va

Newfoundland

Caribou.

St. Jouns,
Newfoundland,
Feb.
16.—Editor
Forest and Stream:
I think that there has been
no serious diminution in deer notwithstanding
the reports of slaughter which you have seen
reported in the newspapers.
There are several
places where an enormous slaughter took place
some years ago, where practically no deer are
killed now, and this offsets to a considerable extent the loss of animals which through huntsmen
and other causes has otherwise increased.
For instance; on the Humber River and Lake
there used to be an enormous
number killed,
probably 1,000, and probably 500 to 1,000 killed
annually about the Exploits River, and a very
large quantity were killed on the Gander Lake

and river. This lake and river killing is practically stopped now.

think

14.—Editor

Forest

and

Quinn has a bill in the
for an extension of the
in this vicinity to March
that we should not give
ducks, which are on the
months, as they are very
This would be one reasuch a bill passed if any

to enforce the laws as they now

against the illegal methods

of taking fish

practiced along the river.
They are dynamited
and netted in every way contrary to law, and
the restrictions brought to bear on the poachers
amount to nothing.
If more were done to pro-

tect the fish in the way of getting after violators
of the fish laws some faith might be put in the
honest purpose of Assemblyman Quinn’s bill, but
it looks like a local, selfish measure

to give local

shooters special privileges, and the bill should be
defeated. It is bad enough to have different laws
in different States affecting wildfowl, but much
worse to have anything but uniform State laws.
DIxMontT.

Union Sportsmen’s Club.

of my

neighbor’s, and about 500 yards to the side of the
river in the bushes and stopped.
No time was
lost in going after them.
A boat was approaching the shore and.a man was in the bow of the

not

Ducks, Fish and Dynamite.
BuFFato,

stand

“Don’t you shoot my turkeys, boy,’ my wife
said as I grabbed the first gun in reach, which
was an old single-barrel shotgun.
There had just
rested on the lawn seven strange looking turkeys,
and for the moment I hesitated to consider lest
I might make a mistake and shoot our own fowl.

I do

in the country will not be very far
St. JoHNs.

effort were made

A Chesapeake Wild Turkey.

increasing.

apparent from traveling through the deer country.
Probably the estimate given of 100,000 to 150,000

bays at

State, and I would like to see the Doctor advocating the passage of a law to stop the bunker boat
pirates in place of wishing a repeal of as good a

law as the Brown

have

this myself.
I think from my observation there
has been a small increase, but so far it is not very

anything

practice is allowed in any inclosed waters of this

3, 1906.

It is the opinion of some who are well qualified
to form an opinion that in recent years the deer

boat ruining
I have seen

about fishing knows that such a condition means
plenty of fishing for the rod and line fisherman,
but no fish. I have often been surprised that this

Dr. J. W. Bailey, secretary; A. S. Mitchell, C. A.
Currier, Dr:-H. L. Shepherd, C. A. Lane, S. L.
Noyes and N. J. Hardy as the Executive Committee.
Mr. Mitchell, the retiring president, escorted
the president-elect to the chair, and there was
brought in a formidable looking gavel made from

AND

Tue Union Sportsmen’s Club, of Bath Beach,
N. Y., one of the oldest organizations of its kind
in the State, celebrated its twentieth annual birthday on Wednesday evening, Feb. 21, by a grand
dinner and banquet at the club house. “The club

was founded in the year 1886 by Mr. William E.
Tufts, its president.
The object of the club is
camping, exploring and canoeing, and it boasts
of one

of the finest camping

the country.

The

club owns

and canoe

outfits in

hunting privileges

Over some 12,000 acres
in Pike and
Sullivan
counties and the members spend from two weeks
to three months at camp during the summer.
The annual dinner is always looked forward to
each year, and heretofore
has
been
held
in
Manhattan, the Imperial, Hotel Astor and Café

Martin being the most recent.
twentieth year the management

This being the
decided on their

own club house.
The dinner was a novel affair,
the members all wearing the camp uniforms and
the ladies dressed in red and white, the club
colors.

The menu contained everything from bluepoints
to bear steaks.
After the dinner Mr. James
Harper,
Charles

treasurer,
acted as
Lodge, vice-president,

toastmaster.
opened the

Mr.
cere-

monies and was followed by Mr. William E.
Dalton, the secretary. Mr. Dalton, after his opening address, presented, in behalf of the club, a
beautiful rifle to Mr. William E. Tufts, the president,

as

a token

of appreciation

and

esteem

in

which the members hold their president.
Mr.
Tufts was taken somewhat by surprise, but managed to make some very grateful remarks.
Tufts has been president of the club ever

Mr.
since

it was organized. Dancing followed the banquet.
The members of the Union Sportsmen’s Club
present were: Messrs. Charles H. Nammack,R.
W.

Palmer,

George

M.

Cowenhoven,

Louis

W.

Dumont, William J. Ostermayer,
Charles
E.
Lodge, James Harper, William E. Dalton and
William

E. Tufts.

The

invited

guests

were

Mr.

Harry V. Radford, Secretary Canadian Campfire Club; Commodore William R. Lamsburg,
Bensonhurst Y. C.; Mr. J. Frank Case, President
Tanawadeh Club, and Mr. James Lathrop, President Niagara Gun Club.
The ladies were Mrs. William E. Tufts, Mrs. ~
W. J. Ostermayer, Mrs. Charles E. Lodge, Miss ~
Violette Cox. Miss Marion
Cox, Mrs.
W.
R.
Lamsburg, Miss Brilliant Kriel, Miss Helen Cox,

Miss Florence

Gorman

and Miss Alice Cox.
SECRETARY.
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SEA AND RIVER FISHING
Two Big Fish.

twenty-five

Editor Forest and Stream:
In my letter entitled “Three Kingfish’ the
fifty-pounder therein described was claimed to
be the largest ever taken in Nassau, and it was
at least suggested as possible that no larger one
had been caught anywhere.
These claims may
have been extravagant and due to over enthusiasm and inexperience; at any rate it has
since been proved that here was at least one

larger kingfish in these waters,

and the future

or more.

As one

big fish is worth

a hundred small ones, from the view point of
sport, the superiority of Nassau is manifest.
Beside the barracuda, kingfish and amberjack,
one also takes in trolling groupers, rockfish and
the beautiful and succulent mutton fish, all often
of large size.
The latter are taken in shoal
water and near the reefs and seem to bite best
when
a considerable surf is rolling in.
To
handle a sailboat in such a place, practically in

the outer

edge

of the breakers,

takes

skill of

may again elevate my standard, even if others
of your readers have not already surpassed me.
On Feb. 8 I took, after a most strenuous

battle, a kingfish measuring fifty-seven inches in
length and weighing fifty-five pounds
over for good measure.
He put up
fight, first making long runs with the
fury characteristic of his noble race,

ward

resisting

quaintance,

all invitation

with

the

to

heavy

deep

and

so

before,

after

much

soon

forget

him.

As

a final

so with the kingfish, which,

of

mackerel

the

family,

second bait is thrown
weary

and

likely

to

close

be

is

like most

gregarious.

If

out when the first fish is

to

the

taken

by

boat,

one

it is more

of

his

put in several

days with small

than

agitated

satellites.
The fishing here is gloriously uncertain.

can

a

One

results

and

ever

about

ten

AMBERJACK

AND

KINGFISH.

a high class in the crew.
My own outfit, from
Eleuthera, one of the outer islands, are a capital
lot of men,
and the way
they brought
the
Kestrel back and forth over the spot where a
big grouper had got me fast in a rock-hole, so
that I saved rig and fish, in a heavy surf and in
such shoal water that our centerboard scraped
once or twice, was the very greatest credit to
their seamanship.

My crew dried and salted the big amberjack
then the same ground will suddenly yield an .
abundant and astonishing harvest.
The fish, at
and with others, at different times and places,
Every partaker was very ill,
ate freely of it.
least those that will bite, appear to be much
within
a few hours,
vomiting
and purging
fewer than on the Florida reef, so one’s string
violently, and next day my two men appeared
is smaller in number, but the individuals are
with their eyes so swollen and inflamed as to
likely to be of greatly superior size.
On the
be almost closed. This is a well authenticated
Miami grounds the kingfish swarm so that one’s
case of the poisoning from eating fish which the
catch is often limited only by his sense of propriety,

but

pounds

each and very rarely exceed

Here

the

fish

I have never

will

taken

average

more

twenty-five.

than five king-

fish in one day, and many days have been blank
or nearly so; but those landed have run from
five to fifty-five pounds
and have averaged

exceeded

that.

With

a power

boat cap-

hooked,

leaving

anguish

and

desolation

behind.

after having my line so cut half a dozen times,

notably

The

heavy sail boat, playing him from the reel alone,

rush carrying the bait up on the line, and the
almost certain cutting of the latter by the strike
of another fish.
I devised this arrangement
his
and
the
and

and the

another

this was certainly impossible.
So vanished into space the largest fish I have

at right
the first

and it has proved a complete safeguard.
The struggles of a hooked fish excite all
neighbors, and they will follow him closely
strike at anything they see nearby.
This is
case even with barracuda and amberjack,

that

fishing, we might have saved him; but from our

result

both my forearms were painfully sore and lame
to-night and the fishes were spared any further
“annoyance from me for a couple of days.
A
photograph
of these
two
fish is enclosed.
Tackle used was a 6'4-foot, 24-ounce rod, 200
yards of 24-thread linen line, piano wire leader
and tarpon hook. The wire leader was cut 1n two,
and the ends again wound together, leaving half

an inch or more of each projecting
angles with the line. This prevents

so

able of quickly following, or with a rowboat
that could be towed, after the manner of tarpon

Of course such an amberjack is not considered
very large, but the captor of a fish of this size

not

hoop,

Neither myself nor my boatmen were to blame
for this disastrous result; all of us did everything possible, but the fish was
simply too
huge and strong for us.
From the character
of this strike and movements
he was pretty
certainly an amberjack, and his weight could
not be less than a hundred pounds and probably

a struggle from which I was only partly rested.
will

motion;

sailed off with the whole line towing after him.

jack, 51 inches long and weighing 52% pounds,
or

into a

irresistible

on the brake

follow, and they tried their best to do it.

series of rushes that brought my heart well up
in my throat, with a cold chill every time the
line grazed the keel.
This splendid fellow was greatly helped in
the contest by the fact that my largest amberhour

bent

but

hard

sails slowly filled and the boat swung a little
toward the rigid line; but all was useless.
The
coil ran down and down, the bright spindle
showed itself, the last turns slipped away, there
was a Sharp snap, and I was left with an empty
reel and a_ broken heart, while
the monster

neither the fish nor myself had any rest during
the whole of that time. Sometimes the fish took
charge and sometimes I did, while my crew of
three were kept busy trimming sail to help keep
him clear of the boat, under which he made a

only an

rod

a steady

pressed

pound would have brdken it. Yard by yard the
line was dragged away and the coil left grew
smaller and smaller.
JI hung on desperately,
calling to my crew to get the boat round and

dared put on my stout tarpon tackle it took
at least half an hour to bring him to gaff, and

captured

began

stout

bulldog resistance more often displayed by the
amberjack.
In spite of the greatest strain I

was

The last took the troll meant for better

fish and put up a really fine fight, dashing to
and fro like a kingfish, which he was supposed
to be until the very last. Finally I struck something very heavy, the boat swung up into the
wind at my hail, and the fish paused a moment.
both thumbs

ac-

surges

shark.

Then

and a little
a splendid
speed and
and after-

a nearer

ous, yet I have repeatedly eaten them, finding
them excellent and harmless, and my men and
their families have consumed fifty or more of
my catching here this winter, without any bad
result, though
several
of these
were
large.
twenty-five pounds or over.
My catch of the twelfth was a varied one;
three
Spanish
mackerel, two
rockfish, a fine
Nassau grouper, four barracuda and a four-foot

natives

dread

so

much,

and

the first instance

which has come within my own observation.
Large amberjack had better be omitted from
one’s bill of fare; fortunately they are so hard
and tough as to be little temptation.

The barracuda

is also widely believed

poison-

On the 14th inst. I trolled diligently all the
morning with absolutely no results, and the
other boats, of which several were out, gave it
up and went home.
In the afternoon, for some
unknown reason, the fish began to take, and I
brought in five barracuda, a kingfish of twentytwo pounds and one of four, an amberjack of
thirty-five pounds and a Spanish mackerel of
twelve.
This last is much the largest I have
taken or seen, and equal to the maximum size
assigned to this fish by Mr. Goode, but my crew
say that at Governor’s Harbor these fish are
caught up to twenty-five pounds, and a kingfish
up to seventy.
So I have decided to go there
and see and will report results later.

St. J. NEWBERRY.
Nassau,

Feb. 14.

The Flying-Fish

Problem.

THE point which I think solves the problem
is that the fish with its modified form of tail intentionally gains fresh impetus by lowering the
latter half of its body into the water and rapidly
vibrating the tail, without, however, immersing
or even folding the pectorals.
The point seemed
so obvious to me that I can only feel surprised
that it should have escaped any accurate observer.
The motion of the fins seen when he fish touches
the water is merely an wunsteadiness caused by
the convulsive movements of the tail.
Probably
the length of each clear flight is influenced by
force and direction of wind, but I have seen
them go for quite 100 yards without tcenching
the surface—J. Lawrence Sowerby, in London
Field.

BORE Sas AND STREAM.
Lassoing a Man-Eater.
I spent

a February

in Nassau,

the mast and quickly made a noose in the other.
I noticed that a number of the sharks came at

New

Provi-

dence, with two most congenial companions.
While I am not much
given to keeping an
elaborate diary, still I could not refrain on this

occasion from making a few notes of the events

of each day.
The following is just as it was
written at the time and is merely a note book
jotting:

“Johnson,

us and
caught

what

the
my

waves.
“That,

is that

dark

lighthouse?”
eye bobbing

object

I asked
up and

sir, is a dead cow,

between

as something
down on the

sir; they towed

it

out from Nassau this morning, sir, and it won't
be long before the sharks have it eaten up, too,

sir.’
Sure enough, scartely ny
were the words out of
our skipper’s mouth before I saw a black fin
slowly glide around the floating carcass, then a
flap of a great tail out of water, and we could

see the man-eater at his breakfast.
“Quick!

Nearer

Johnson.

we

Steer

came,

for

it.”

and standing on the boat’s

thwart, I counted seven sharks, some feeding,
some circling about and others fighting; at least
they seemed to be quarreling over the choice
morsel that had fallen into their jaws.
Oh, for
a gun, revolver, or even a large hook of some
kind.
Here was a chance to gratify a longcherished wish.
How many times the Judge
had said:
‘I don’t take any stock in this fishing for salt-water fish with a long hand line
over the side of a boat, but I would like to catch
a shark.”
Now here was just the opportunity
and we had nary a thing to make the capture
with.
By this time we had made the carcass

fast to the boat’s
the

anchor

had

stern
been

with

a light line, and

dropped

to

prevent

our

being carried out by the tide.
We sat in
silence and watched these tigers of the deep for
perhaps an hour.
By that time they had eaten
the

entire

head

and

a. large

part

of the

body.

They seemed to care not a bit for us, now rubbing against the frail boat’s sides, again dashing
with head out of water clear on top of the cow.
Some of them were monsters fully fourteen feet

long, others were not more than one-half that
length.
The little fellows would watch their
chance, when the big ones had taken their bite
and

retired,

to rush

in, make

a grab and

scoot,

and all this time we sat and looked on and could
do nothing.
Once the Judge remarked:
“Billy, you have the reputation of always being loaded, or at least carrying a shooting-iron.
Now I am sorry to be disappointed in you.”
“Frequently
a man
has a tough reputation,

Judge,”

I replied, “but he is the victim of cir-

cumstances.
Now I will admit I look hard and
tough, but I am not the cowboy in every sense

of the word, though I get the discredit of it.”
At first we were rather afraid of the great
jaws and wicked
eyes,
but the old saying,
“familiarity breeds contempt,’ was again. illustrated.
I picked up a small sponge hook such
- as the sponge hookers of these islands use in
bringing up sponges from the bottom.
‘The staff
was broken, so it was only four or five feet
long, but it was strong enough to hit one a
smart rap on the head with, and after rapping
a few of them I had the monsters well stirred

up.

e

ie

the lasso, and the thought

a good speed, and as they neared the cutter they
would turn nearly belly up, and grab a chunk

came

in
to

to mie

quently would lift the entire
from the water.

they catch

tackle the outside hold.

Some

ing that

I knew

got a gun or spear, and returned
boat with sharks.
But, of course,

and filled the
the wind had

found

upon

failed us, besides we would in all likelihood have
turn.

the cow

I took

the

very
main

much
sheet,

wasted
fastened

one

our
end

reto

meant

I saw one com-

business.

There

was

a

sort of a ten-pounds-of-round-steak-and-give-itto-me-quick expression about his countenance
that I particularly liked.
He was not as large

as some

of them,

but would

do for a starter.

On he came, with no bashfulness or diffidence
noticeable, and dropped his jaw or else raised
his head and left the lower jaw where it was, I
cannot say which, as I was becoming just a
trifle excited.
At any rate, about the time he
had his head nearly two feet out of water and
had made up his mind to grab right then, the
rope was thrown and, as good luck would have

it, struck in the proper place, and his head was
well in it as I straightened it out with a good
strong

jerk;

the

noose

tightened

eight

or

impertinent

ques-

and. dragged

him

We

easily found

forth.

“Jack,” said the Judge, “what kind of fish do
here?’

Without

tion he named the same

a moment’s

hesita-

old string that we had

heard from every darkey on the island trom
one to six times.
‘‘Margate fish, hamlet fish,
mutton
fish, yellow
snapper,
runner,
grunt,
hind,” and ended as ever, “dar be de grouper.”
“Well, so’ I have.understood,”
replied his
Honor,
“come
up here, we
have
caught a
grouper.”
The story was gone over again,

and we had a jelly cocoanut with Jack.
So
much for one of the most enjoyable of the many
happy days at Nassau.
I have now against the wall of my den the
backbone and tail, also the polished jaws with
their six rows of serrated teeth of the maneater, and they bring back to memory
the

sunny island with its white city set in verdure,
its

clean

blue-green

waters

and

coral

reefs,

fruits and darkies, and plants, and there comes
over me a wish to catch another shark ere I
grow

too

old.

Wm.

B. MeErsHoN,

ten

inches behind his gills and then the fun commenced, also the excitement.
Just imagine you

Fishing on the Halifax.

were there.
I yelled as the rope fetched up with
a savage yank that seemed about to take tne

WE started in a light skiff, S., P. and I, one
fine morning in February, from the Coquina

mast out of the craft, but it did the business, as

it tightened

it so that

Mr.

Shark

had

no

other

wind than that tied up in him.
He pitched,
tugged, plunged, twisted, reared, snorted and
squirmed.
He didn’t skip a note, and after he
had

finished

all

of

these

commonplace

neuvers, he put in a few on his own

ma-

hook

(this

is not a pun).
Though the rope was fastened
to the mast near the center of the boat, the
terrific exertions of the choking shark sent us

whirling

in every

direction.

After

awhile

he

began to show signs of having enough of everything except stale air and strength, and as he

quieted down we pulled him alongside and belabored his head with a club and I out with my
knife and stuck it into him where I thought it
would do the most good. He gave up completely.

I think the life was choked out of him. With a
strong pull and a pull all together we brought
him over the side and into the boat. We did

landing

on

Halifax

River

for

a

day’s

fishing.

S. and I had bass rods, but P. used a hand line;
like most of the Floridians, he thought a rod
and reel were too slow. Mercury at 8 A. M. 66
degrees,

with

wind

from

the

southwest.

We

start early, taking advantage of the ebb-tide to
carry us toward the inlet, and so also to have
the flood to return.with, which, as we used oars,
was very important.
P. takes the oars amid-

ships, S. the stern, and I the bow of our skiff,
and we run swiftly down the west shore, till we
arrive at a large creek, into which we turn, and
P. runs her nose on a sand-bank, then, throwing
the anchor ashore, he goes off with his casting

net to get mullet for bait. The creek came in
from the west, and was about fifty yards wide,
at this

time

of tide

sand-banks.

showing

long

On these flocks

stretches

of

of wading birds,

curlew, willets and plover, with gulls of various
species, were feeding. A flock of brown pelicans

not care to be on too familiar terms with him
at first, as he might have been playing possum
and come to, and one swish of that tail would
have taken us off our pins.

were sitting on the sand, apparently asleep, their

After the deed was done, we shook hands, the

sat a pair of white herons, their snowy plumage

Judge

and

I, and

thought

how

we

could

crow

large

All

bills and

appeared

pouches

tame,

On the mangrove

as

resting

on

if not

often

trees which

the

ground.

molested.

fringed the shore

relieved against the green foliage.
P. rolls up his trousers, throws off his shoes,

over Jack, who, as usual, was afraid it was going to blow and had us put him ashore that
morning after we had started. Our next move

mullet.

was

with great dexterity, is a circle of netting some

for shore,

to glory

over

our

fellow

men.

“Now, Johnson, let go that bovine remnant, up
anchor

and for Nassau.

This

beats

‘groupers.’

No such fishing have they had here this winter.”

The light breeze slowly fills the sail, and we
glide toward the town, and all impatience, whistle
for a stronger puff, but whistling don’t always

bring it, so we had to wait. It seemed as though
we would never reach the stone steps marked
by

the

flagstaff

in

the

distance,

manwv more tacks we are there.
is sent

after

but

without

Jumping ashore,

a donkey

cart,

and

the

loungers always found in the wharf lend a willing
hand—accepting

the

pennies,

of course—to

the captive ashore and onto the cart.

eleven

so near and yet so far, and

clear

I had not long to wait.

ten or fifteen rods away

under tolerably fair headway,
a noose around a shark?

sailed to the town

nearly

I knew it would be no use to try one of these
under-handed chaps, but waited for one to

triumphal

The wind had nearly died out. Nassau lay two
or three miles to the southward, as sunny and
white as always.
Had there been breeze enough
we would have anchored the defunct bossy and

body

and no

ing his “skin from cracking.”
him

that I might rope a shark.
They had no horns
certainly to throw the rope over, but I once
could pick up a steer’s foot when said steer was

and why not get

verify his statement

3, 1906.

tions are asked.
But where is Jack? The Judge
intimated that he is probably in the shade keep-

from the under side. If it was readily detached
they would grab again for a fresh hold and fre-

a darkey

I had spent a winter on a cattle ranch
Texas some years ‘before and there learned

throw

[Marcu

march

begins.

haul

Then the

It is led by the Judge

and myself, arm in arm, followed by the sleepy
burro, drawing the cart, on which was laid the
feet

and

eight

inches

of shark;

and

as

the papers say, “citizens on foot brought up the
said citizens consisting of a string ot

SEL Gats.

twenty or thirty negroes in usual Nassau winter
costumes, i. e., pants, part of a shirt and a hat.

We

proceeded

up the narrow

street

into

the

hotel yard, and halt at the doorway of the Royal
Victoria, unload the freight on the greensward
beneath the “gumber limber tree, sah.”
We are the heroes
of the season,
as we
modestly related the story of the shark.
I let
the Judge tell it, his reputation for truth being
better than mine.
Johnson and the dead fish

and wades slowly out into the creek looking for
The casting-net, which

these people use

eight or ten feet in diameter, loaded with lead
at the circumference, and rigged with cords
which draw it into a bag. With a circular sweep

the fisherman casts it as far as possible; it opens
on the water, and sinking rapidly, incloses whatever fish may be beneath. These are secured in
pockets of netting around
Much practice and some

the edge of the net.
strength of arm is

needed to cast the net, but it is a most efficient
weapon, and absolutely necessary to the Florida
fisherman, as the mullet—the common
bait—
cannot be taken with the hook.
Also, it requires sharp eyes to see the fish before casting,

they being generally

near

the bottom.

At the

first cast P. gets five or six mullets, which, taking out of the pockets, he throws on shore.
At

the second
small bass.
of

a little

nothing.
At the third he gets a
Wading further along at the mouth
slough,

he

captures

a

mullets, and returns to the boat.
enough

for all day,”

he says,

dozen

gooa

‘“There’s bait

as he pushes

off.

The mullet is the most valuable of the coast
fishes here.
In the summer it is preferred to
any other species as food; in the winter it is
poor and flavorless, comparatively.
There
several species in these waters, and they

are
are

found in immense shoals, almost blackening the
surface.

Most

other

fowl and mankind,
inoffensive

creatures,

fishes,

prey on

as

these

well

as

water

helpless and

which are only saved from

Ss
>
hiras,
ex
)3
2d
Sras,
nro
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OF THE CHEYENNES
by Elizabeth

C. Grinnell
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AMERICA
Presented

by N. Y. State Commission

METEOR

CORONA

(1851)
to the Paris Exposition,

1900

Presented

Ex CoLonia (1893)
by Lewis Cass Ledyard,

(1902)

Presented by H. I. M. The German Emperor,

1904.
SACHEM
Presented

MAGIC

Esq., 1903

(1869)

Presented by Robert Goelet, Esq., 1905.

by Mrs.

Arnold

in memory

SAPPHO

(1886)
of the late William

Arnold, Esq., 1901.

(1868)

Presented by William P. Douglas, Esq., 1878.
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STREAM.

CAMBRIA

(1868)

Presented by Robert Goelet, Esq., 1905

GALATEA
Presented

by James

(1885)
B. Ford,

Esq.,

1905

Sati

VIGILANT (1893)
Presented by C. Oliver Iselin, Esq., 1894

FREELANCE (1895)
Presented by F. Augustus Schermerhorn,

SHEMARA
Presented

Esq. 1904

(1899)

by Le Droict L. Barber,

MAYFLOWER

Presented

Esq., 1905

KANAWHA (1899)
by John P. Duncan, Esq., 1900

.
Esq., 1905

(1886)

Presented by E. D. Morgan,

VIRGINIA
Presented

(1899)

by Isaac Stern, Esq., 1901

FOREST

AND

STREAM.
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AMORITA
Presented

by W.

(1895)

Gould

Presented

Brokaw,

Esq.,

MOHAWK
(1875)
by Estate of Wm. T. Garner, Esq., 1876

1900

WM,

|

NORSEMAN
Presented

Presented

by Robert

(1881)

Goelet,

Esq.,

YAMPA
1900

INTREPID (1878)
by Lloyd Phoenix Esq., 1900

Presented

Presented

by Richard

(1887)

S. Palmer,

Esq., 18096

INTREPID (1893)
by Lloyd Phoenix, Esq., 1905

BORESISAND

DEFENDER
Presented

by W.

SRREAM.

(1895)

K. Vanderbilt, Esq., E. D.
C. Oliver Iselin, Esq., 1901

Morgan,

Esq.,

and
COLUMBIA

(1899)

Presented by J. Pierpont Morgan,

Esq., 1904

ENCHANTRESS
(1874)
Presented by J. F. Loubat, Esq., 1896
DELAWARE
Presented

Ex Marta (1896)
by Commodore F. G. Bourne,

1905.
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GENESTA (1884)
Presented by James B. Ford, Esq., 1905

MISCHIEF (1879)
Presented by Miss Busk in memory of the late Joseph R. Busk, Esq., 1905
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349
boats up the creek now.
We'll try under this
bank for a snapper.”
We anchored close to the bank in the channel,
and baiting with mullet, cast up the creek by
P.’s direction, as far as possible.
I soon felt
something at my hook, which I could not catch,
but which kept taking ‘off my bait.
P.—“They. are small snappers, they are hard
to hook, but. we'll hitch a big one directly.
There’s one!” and he hauled in a _ red-sided
brilliant fish, shaped something like a black
bass, of about five pounds weight, which came
in reluctantly, and snapped its teeth viciously

when

in the boat.

one

P.—‘That’s a fine snapper;
will make your reel hum!”

S.—‘And

I have got one—that

of that

size

is, if he don’t

get under the bank.
There, what shall I do
now, he is under that quay with my line?”
There was nothing to do but to break the line,
the fish being too strong to be hauled out of his
hole.
Just then I- hooked a snapper of about two
pounds, which I was able to keep away from

the bank and kill in open water.
one of four. pounds, and S. found
to another,

this was

which

he

saved

a five-pounder.

after

After

pers declined our offers, and
we proceeded up the creek
mouth of a slough for bass.
my hook fast to the bottom,
after pulling on it, it moved

Then I got
himself tast
a hard

fight;

this the

snap-

after taking lunch
and fished at the
Presently I found
as I thought, but,
slowly away.
I

tried to check the fish, but it was too strong and
increased its speed.
P.—‘‘Ah! Mr. C., you’ve
Trout

extinction
prolific.

taken

by their
The

on

“THAT'S

A THREE-POUNDER

Chippewa

River,

numbers,

common

being

size is about

North

IF IT WEIGHS

Shore

and baiting our hooks for bass (Cuttyhunk pat-

whirling his bait round his head, he cast it seaward about forty yards.
S.—“This is a pretty place to fish, bottom
clean, with open water to play your fish.”

skillful blow on their edge with a heavy knife.
“Now,” says he, “bait your hooks and fish near
the bank.”
Our rig is two Virginia hooks,
with a 4-ounce sinker.
We drop to the bottom in about ten feet of water. In half a minute
each feels a tug. We each reel in sheepshead,
and bear downward with
is a four-pounder, which,

with some difficulty, I persuaded to come to the
surface, and P. lifts him into the boat with the
S. seems to have a heavier one,
near the bottom.
After
some

minutes’ play it is brought to the surface, and
proves to be a pair, one of which escapes in the
final struggle, taking with him the hook; the one
saved weighs about five pounds.
So we kept on for an hour, during which time
we got twenty-five sheepshead, average three
pounds; six pig-fish, of one pound each; four
small

species

here, perhaps

a

had a check to it. After running about thirty
yards seaward it turned for the shore. In the
meantime P. had hauled in his fish hand over
hand, which proved to be an eight-pound bass,
which he slapped over the side without ceremony, and then took the gaff and secured my

bass, which was a five-pounder.
Just as he. did
this S. hooked one.
C.—‘“‘There seems to be a school of them
around the boat.”
P.—“Yes, they generally run that way—get
out your line and keep the school.”
Which I
did, and directly fastened a heavy one which
got away

other

after a short

before

the school

run,

but I soon

left, which

had an-

seemed

to

the last two being

be caused

half a pound

took P.’s bait, and after some play, bit off the
line and escaped.
P.—“I see more of the brutes coming, ‘and we

each,

but excellent pan fish. The pig-fish I: consider
the best of the common coast fishes, and only
inferior to the pompano.
Then the fish stopped biting, and we left,
keeping down the channel toward the inlet till
We came to a long sandbank, which lies between the Halifax and Hillsboro rivers.
On the

north side of the bank is the main channel, but
on the east the water
is- shoal.
Here
we
anchored in three feet of water.
The tide having -turned to flood, our boat swung seaward,

got

a stingray,

and

Some fifty yards of line were taken

out, when the fish stopped.
I tried to recover
my line, when the creature rose to the surface
and thrashed
about
with his whip-like
tail.
After many runs back and forth it went to the
bottom, and there it stuck.
We got up the
anchor and: put the boat over the fish; then P.

stirred

up the brute

with

an

oar.

He

started

at once and ran off toward the inlet, and taking
out my whole line of 100 yards, it parted near
the hook.
“Anda good riddance,” said P.; “but
that ray gave you plenty of sport.”
P.—‘We ought to get some bass here if the
“More like hard work than sport,’ said I.
sharks will let us alone.
They are very plenty
“Why,
what’s
the odds
between
bass
and
here sometimes.”
stingray, as long as you have the fun of playing
We sat quietly with our lines out, in the warm
them.
Now, here’s a big shark coming after that
sunshine, fanned by the gentle breeze.
Our
tray; he thought the ray was in trouble and he
fellow fishermen, the pelicans, were at work
could get a bite out ot it; very fond of a ray is
near the inlet, diving for mullet.
A couple of
a shark.
Well, we might as well go, for that
ospreys were doing likewise, but as usual were
shark will scare all the bass.”
much annoyed by a pair of predatory eagles,We went up the creek a mile, and then turned
which from their watchtower on a lofty pine on
north into another, which led into a labyrinth
the mainland were looking out for prizes, and
of sea islands and creeks, the islands low and
seldom missed a robbery of the painstaking fishcovered with salt grass and mangroves.
P. anhawk.
As we were observing one of these
chored the boat in a deep hole, where he said
chases, suddenly P. began to haul in his line, and
if we got a bass.it would be a big one.
We
at the end we saw a large red fish struggling at
fished about half an hour without anything showthe surface.
Before it was secured I felt a tug,
ing itself; then I felt a heavy surge-at my bait,
and my line was whizzing off the reel, which
and found myself fast to a big fish. It ran off thirty

channel runs close to the banks; and at the
mouth of the creek, where there is a deep hole
and strong eddy.
P. tosses the anchor ashore
and begins to open the large round clams by a

and six whiting,

by F. F. Frisbie.

tern) we cast as far as possible toward the inlet,
leaving the bait on the bottom.
P.—‘I think I will try for a bass, too,’ and,

relish.
S.—“Where are you going??”
P.—‘T think I will try at the mouth of the
creek for sheepshead till the tide begins to make
and bring in the bass.
The boys put some
clams in the boat.”
S.—‘Wouldn’t fiddlers be better bait?”
P.—“Well, I reckon you can get all you want
with clams.”
We keep along the west shore, where a deep

blackfish

Photo

extremely

very fat in summer, when they are pickled, and
make a good substitute for mackerel.
The roe
of the mullet, when smoked, makes a delicious

landing net.
which keeps

Michigan.

a big one.”

OUNCE.”

that of the

herring, though they grow, when unmolested,
to the weight of four or five pounds. They are

which struggle hard
short rushes.
Mine

of Lake

AN

had better

We
after

by the appearance

be off, no

more

of a shark,

which

fun here.”

turned round the point of the bank, and
going

a mile

up

the

other

river,

entered

the mouth of a wide, deep creek coming
the west,
S.—‘What is there here?”

from

P.—“This is a good creek for bass, sheepshead and snappers, or would be if those Smyrna

fellows would leave it alone.

I see two of their

yards without a check, then turned and made
for the boat, faster than I could reel in my line.
When within a few yards of the boat the fish
took another run, and showed a tail about a
foot wide above the surface.
After I had been
playing him about twenty minutes S. hooked
another big one, and there we fought those fish,
I at the bow and S. at the stern, for twenty
minutes more, when my bass turned over and
gave up the battle.
P. gaffed and brought him
into the boat, the largest bass I had ever taken.

S. secured his in about half an hour or so, and
the pair made a great show when we got back
to the landing.
Mine weighed thirty pounds,
and my companion’s twenty-nine, and we had
taken in all nearly 200 pounds of fish.
(x

Canadian

Camp.

THE special item on the menu of the Canadian
Camp banquet in New
York
city on Monday
evening of this week
was
meat
called catalo,
being the flesh of the cross between buffalo and
domestic
cattle.
The
dish
was
provided
by
“Buffalo” Jones, and found appreciation with the
300 diners.
The speakers at the banquet were
John S. Wise, Charles Hallock and others.
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York Y. C., which has for so many
the lead in
in yachting,

its Model

everything that stands
has recently published,

Committee,

a report showing

what the club has accomplished in forming what
is undoubtedly
the finest
collection
of yacht
models in existence.
Some years ago a resolution
was adopted requiring
the owners
of racing
yachts to file a model with the club before becoming eligible for a prize, and thus gave impetus to the then struggling collection.
Realizing the importance of the matter, many nonracing members have availed themselves of the
same privilege, with the result that at the present
time there are over 550 half-models hanging on
In addition to
the walls of the model room.
these there are many beautifully executed fullrigged models, representing the highest type of
the modelmaker’s art.
The aim has been to secure exact miniature reproductions of the yachts
they represent, and no detail is too small to receive attention.
Many an hour might profitably be spent in this
fascinating collection, tracing the development of
yachting, not only in cruising craft, but also in
the racing vessels, including the Cup defenders
and challengers whose prowess awakened the in-

terest of two continents.
It would be well if the policy adopted by the
New York Y. C. were followed by all the organizations
in the country.
A collection
of
models starting from ever so modest a_beginning, would soon become a valuable acquisition.

At the meeting Feb. 18, 1846, at the Astor
House, the following was adopted:
“Resolved, That Edwin A. Stevens and A. Fos-

ter be a committee

of Model

Committee

of New -

York Y. C., 1905.

the Measurement

foundation for our collection.
These models were not deposited

Committee

with a view

of making a collection, but for the purposes of
measurement; for at the club meeting June 17,
1845, held at the Astor House, we find in the
minutes the following:
“Resolved, That Edwin A. Stevens, George L.
Schuyler and J. H. Graham be a committee to
measure the models of the yachts entering for
the regatta.””
Also
“Resolved, That all models be sent immediately
to No. 35 Barclay street to be measured by the
committee appointed for the purpose.”

to the club.

The model rule remained practically the same
until 1882, when a scale for models
was _ first

adopted, viz., 34” equals 1ft. for all yachts over
Soft. load waterline; 14” equals rft. for all yachts

up to 8oft. load waterline. The present scale was’
adopted at the March meeting, 1904.
CHAPTER XVI. OF THE BY-LAWS.

For all yachts over 300ft.. L.W.L., %in. to the
foot; for all yachts over 2o0o0ft..L.W.L., 3-16in. to
the foot; for all yachts over rooft. L.W.L., 4in.
to the foot; for all yachts
tooft. and under
L.W.L., 34in. to the foot.
Half models to show the starboard side and to
be painted to correspond with the color of the
yacht.
But this rule shall not necessarily apply
to any model in the possession of the club at the
time of the passage of this by-law.

The

idea was

to make

the models

of sailing

vessels all on one scale, and with very few exceptions this object was accomplished.
At this time, the collection having reached large
proportions, the club, in order that the models
might have proper care, amended the constitution
at the December meeting, 1903, intrusting them to

a committee.
in January,

The amendment, as finally adopted
1905, is as

follows:

ARTICLE X. OF THE CONSTITUTION.
“The

Model Commuttee.
Committee shall consist

Model

of three

They shall have the care and control

of the models and lines belonging to the club.
They may obtain, from time to time, such models

and lines as they consider

THE subjoined report was read at the last annual meeting of the New York Y. C. The report
was subsequently published and distributed among
the members of the club.
We publish the report
in full and a number of pictures of models in the
collection.
With the possible exception of the
America Cup the collection of models is the New
York Y. C.’s most valuable asset, and we consider this matter of great interest and value.
The
report is as follows:
At the first meeting of the club, on board the
schooner yacht Gimcrack, anchored off the Battery, on July 30, 1844, a committee was appointed
to report rules and regulations for its government.
The report of this committee, adopted
March 17, 1845, at a meeting of the club held at
Windurst’s Tavern, contained the following:
“Rule 18.
The model of each yacht shall be
deposited with the recording secretary before she
can enter for the regatta.
The model shall be
the property of the club.”
This rule laid the

made

of all yachts now belonging to the club, and at
its expense, the models to be the property of the
club, and that whenever a yacht is hauled out of
water the owner shall give four days’ previous
notice to the commodore, in writing, in order
that the model may be obtained.”
The method of measuring models of yachts for
the purpose of time allowance was undoubtedly
unsatisfactory, and the models were returned by

members.

Report

to have correct models

desirable additions to

the collection, and they shall make and keep a
detailed record of such models and lines, and all
additions thereto, and report to the club at each
general meeting.”
The committee met for organization on Jan. 9,
and it was unanimously decided to dispense with
officers and work together on a plane of equity.
On coming into office the committee found it

necessary to renumber

the entire collection. This

was

book created, and the col-

done, an accession

lection tabulated

therein.

c

The half-models were upon back-boards and
placed on the wall, more with the view of fitting
these
back-boards
together
than
placing
the
models in any consecutive order; it was almost
impossible to find any particular model, and many
models had been accepted without regard to the
scale as laid down in the by-law.
Owing to our limited wall space, and in order
that the models might be shown to greater ad-

vantage, it was decided to remove them from the
back-boards
and place them
directly and
in
chronological order on the walls.
This was done,
and any model may now be readily found, and all

are

against

a

uniform

background

painted a neutral green.
It was decided to reduce

models

of vessels

built

of

to the club

in 1885 and

canvas

scale the

thereafter,

and to adopt a scheme of color, so that the construction of the vessel is shown by the color on
the underwater body of the model, viz.:
Color of Underwater Body.
Varnished wood or Green.
Gold

or

Bronze.

Cream or Gray.
Pink, Vermillion,

Construction of Vessel.
ood.

The

model

room

walls

under

Section

> contains

“ec

Cc

“ec

DY.

“ec

“cc

E

“ec

“ec

F

“ec

“cc

(e

“ce

models

“c

of vessels

“ec

Composite.
Iron or Steel.

are

di-

built se to 1855.
1870.

“ec

“e

“ec

1871

“ee

“ce

“cc

«e

ee

1878

“ee

1884,

“ee

“c

ce

“ec

1885

“ce

1890.

“ee

“

“e

“ee

1891

“ce

1900

“<c

“e

ee

“ec

1901

“ee

1877.

H available for the future.

Section

A was

submitted

with this system

of

installation and was approved at a meeting of the
club.
Owing to the expense made necessary by the

work of the new committee, and the providing of
tables

and glass cases

which’ already

for the full-rigged models,

belonged

to the club, we

hardly

-expected to rehang more than three sections of
the model room during the year; but with the
loyal support, generosity and almost unanimous
encouragement of the members, we have not only
been able to install. nearly. the entire collection
of half-models, but have added thereto seventyeight accessions.

The liberality with which members

and others

have either cut down or substituted models of
their yachts to conform to the club scale has been
most complimentary and gratifying to us, and we
wish to assure them of our appreciation.

MODELS OF UNITED
It was

the purpose

STATES

NAVAL VESSELS.

of the

committee

to place

in the panels under the balcony, in chronological
order, models of the different types of United
States
States

warships to show the evolution
naval vessels.
We
have had

in United
presented

during the year for this exhibit models of the
Mayflower, Eagle and Plunger, in addition to the
Potomac and New York, already belonging to

the club.

MODELS OF CONTESTANTS FOR AMERICA CUP,
A further purpose was to arrange in pairs
around the ‘room
full-rigged models
of all
America Cup challengers and defenders, with descriptions of the yachts and records of the Cup
Traces.

On

Jan.

1 we

had

the

full-rigged

models

of

America, 1851; Sappho, 1870; Vigilant (hull
only), 1893; Defender, 1895, and Columbia, 189919OI.
During the year there have been presented for
this exhibit:
Cambria

Schooner

Magic
*Columbia
Mischief
Genesta
Galatea
Mayflower (hull)
*V olunteer
*Shamrock
a)
*Shamrock II.
*Shamrock IIT.
*Reliance

1870

s
3
Sloop

1870
1871
1881

Cutter
3
Sloop
se
As:
<
‘“
se

1885
1886
1886
1887
1899
1901.
1908
1903

*Building.

To complete

Presented by

Robert Goelet Esq.

Robert. Goelet Esq.
W. Gould Brokaw, Esq.
Mrs, Busk, in memory of
her husband,
the late
Joseph R. Busk, Esq.
James B. Ford, Esq.
ase B. Ford, Esq.
EF, D. Morgan, Esq.
General Charles J. Paine
Sir Thomas J. Lipton, Bart
Sir Thomas J. Lipton, Bart
Sir Thomas J. Lipton, Bart
Rear-Com. Cornelius Vanderbilt, et al.
7

this exhibit there should be built:

Livonia, 1871; Countess of Dufferin, 1876; Madeleine, 1876; Atalanta, 1881; Puritan, 1885; Thistle,
1887; Valkyrie II., 1893, and Valkyrie III., 1895.
There

have

also

full-rigged models:

been

TRANSATLANTIC
*Henrietta (winner)
*Fleetwing
*Vesta

Schooner
i
e

TRANSATLANTIC
*Coronet (winner)
*Dauntless
2

Schooner
gs

TRANSATLANTIC

presented
RACE

the

following

OF 1866.

Presented by
Jas. Gordon Bennett,
Jas. Gordon Bennett,
Jas. Gordon Bennett,

Esq.
Esq.
Esq.

RACE OF 1887.
Presented by
Arthur Curtiss James, Esq.
Mrs. Samuel Colt, in memory
of her son, ex-Vice-Com.
Caldwell H. Colt.
RACE

Bronze.

or Crimson.

gallery

vided into eight sections

*Atlantic (winner) Aux. schooner
*Endymion (4th prize)
Schooner

OF

1905.

Presented by
Wilson Marshall, Esq.
Geo. Lauder, Jr., Esq,

MARCH

OTHER

Intrepid (1893)
Delaware

Shemara
Lorena

FULL-RIGGED

Steamer

required

Amzi L. Barber, Esq.

models

considerable

we

have

research

for

their lines, rigging and sail plans; and we are indebted to Commander John A. H. Nickels, U. S.
Navy,

for having

drawings

of Magic

secured

for

us

accurate

and Madeleine,

STREAM.

Cambria.
We wish to thank Mr. W. P. Stephens for the
lines on 3in. scale of Shadow, and Mr. James

LeDroict L. Barber, Esq.

all of the full-rigged

built

AND

models, and for his advice, which has materially
assisted us in building and rigging the model of

MODELS,

Presented b
Lloyd Phoenix,
Esq.
Com. F. G. Bourne.

Aux. schooner
Steamer
Turbinia

Nearly
had

FOREST
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detail

these yachts

Poillon for offsets of the original Sappho, 1867,
from which a model can be readily made, and the
designers, Mr. William Gardner, Messrs. Tams,
Lemoine & Crane, Mr. Henry J. Gielow, Messrs.

Wintringham & Wells, Mr. Arthur Binney, Mr.
B. B. Crowninshield and Mr. W. B. Stearns for

having been sold to trade in Florida, and were
there at a time when Commander Nickels was
stationed at Key West.
We wish to thank Mr. A. Cary Smith for the
lines and detail plans of Countess of Dufferin and
Atalanta, challengers for the America Cup 1876
and 1881, which he has been good enough to
make for the club from data obtained by us and
that in his own possession,

their assistance, and to assure them that we fully
appreciate the time and trouble they have so gen-

Toronto, Canada, for photographs of these vessels, which will materially assist in the construction of their full-rigged models.
The data necessary for the building of all the
models of America Cup challengers and defenders is now complete.

for the information of the Model Committee of
the New York Y. C. that so far I have been
unable to identify the ship which your fine model

We

We

are indebted

thank

the detail

to Mr. J. Wilton

Mr. J. Beavor-Webb,

plans of Genesta

his personal

supervision

and

of the

Morse,

not

Galatea,

work

of

only for
but

on

for.

their

erously given to this work.
With a view to identify and name our “Old
Ship” model, the subject of our frontispiece, we
wrote the Admiralty Library, London, inclosing
photographs of her.
In answer, we received a
letter from the librarian, Ferdinand Brand, Esq.,
from which we quote the following:
“With reference to your letter 1 beg to state,

represents, either by means of plates or prints in
books or paintings of ships.
“Tt has afforded me much interest and pleasure
to investigate the matter, and it is with much regret that I am only able to say, after careful examination of the photographs of the model, that

35!
it probably represents the original design of an
English ship of the latter half of the seventeenth
century,
“My
assistant
has
carefully
compared
the
photographs with the models of the period at the
Royal United
Service
Institution
and at the
Naval College Museum at Greenwich,
but has
been unable to find any corresponding model, and
we can only conclude that your model
is one
which escaped retention in England at the time
when, by order of His Majesty William IV., the
models at Kensington Palace were transferred, in
1830, to the Naval College at Greenwich.
“The photographs will be retained, and if at
any future time the ship represented can be iden-

tified you will be informed.”
We have prepared a card catalogue in duplicate
of half-models, giving name, location by section,
number, scale and source
of model,
designer,
builder, type, construction, dimensions and year
launched of yacht, and her history whenever
attainable.
Through the courtesy of the Treasurer we were
enabled to reduce to scale and build half-models
for the members and to have the cost charged to
their account.
This saved considerable trouble
and greatly facilitated the work of the committee.
It was deemed inadvisable to reduce to the club
scale any models of yachts built prior to 1885, except when such models were of extraordinary

im

Showing

NEW YORK Y. C. MODEL COLLECTION.
how models are hung
on the walls without backboards.

e
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size, but all models hung in sections E, F and G
conform to the club scale.
reduced
to the club
Number of half-models
scale, I12.
Number of half-models yet to be reduced, 51.
The new arrangement of models without backboard, and their reduction to the club scale, allows
the sections to contain 65 to 80 per cent. more
models than formerly.
The
financial
statement
will appear
in the
Treasurer's report.
There is appended to this report:

List of full-rigged models.
List of accessions of half-models.
List of half-models reduced to club scale.
List of half-models to be reduced to club scale.
List of models wanted.
In the study of the evolution of the yacht the
advantage to be derived from the chronological
arrangement which the committee
has adopted
cannot be overestimated.

Thus the Model

Committee turns the collection

over to its successors,
216 Lines (sets of)
494 half-models.

44 full-rigged

consisting of:

models,

of which

America
Cup
challengers
whole being chronologically

in detail, entered

seventeen

are

and
defenders,
the
arranged, fully listed

in an accession book and in a

card catalogue, by which the fullest possible information about any model or the yacht which it
represents may readily be obtained.

Respectfully submitted,
JoHn

R.

BUCHAN,

Ropert GOELET,
THEO, .C. ZEREGA.

.

H. C. PouNDSTONE,
Comdr. U. S. Navy (Retired), Associate.
CommMoporE F. G. Bourne,
New York Y. C., Ex-officio.

The

present

Model

Committee

is composed

of

James D. Sparkman, Paul Eve Stevenson, Albert
Bradlee Hunt, Orton P. Jackson, Lieut. U. S.
Navy, Associate; Commodore Cornelius Vanderbilt, New York Y. C., ex-officio.
Although the first Model Committee made re-

markable

progress

in

completing,

rearranging

and systematizing the collection, much remains
to be done.
The collection has now become so
large that the work of protecting and caring for
the models requires considerable time and means
great expense.
New half and full-rigged models
are constantly being received and these must be
hung or placed in glass cases.
It will be some
time before the collection is completed, but the
model room has already become-so crowded with
full-rigged models that it has been necessary to
take another room in the club house in which
steam yachts alone will be displayed.

A Shoal Draft Cruising Launch.
THE
Martin

accompanying plans were drawn by Mr.
C. Erismann, Naval Architect, Port Rich-

mond,

Staten

Island,

Esq., of Amherst,

N. Y., for Mr.

Nova

N. Curry,

Scotia.

The yacht is similar to Nokomis, designed by
Mr. Erismann in 1902 for Mr. W. S. Van Clief,
which
proved
such
an
able
and
serviceable
boat.
It was Mr. Curry’s intention to purchase
Nokomis, but owing to the high tariff incident to

importing the boat,
Nova Scotia.

it was

decided

to build

in

Mr. Curry during the summer of 1905 spent one
day aboard Nokomis in. New York Bay, and upon
his decision to build placed the order with Mr.
Erismann with a memoranda of the changes he
desired, which included a foot more breadth, a
central passageway amidships forward, and the
raising of the pilot house floor 12in.
‘It seems to
be the ideal way in which to design a vessel-of
any type, and instead of attempting a new proposition in its entirety to develop a successful boat
further; and, indeed, from the plans we see a
great improvement over Nokomis.
The outboard profile shows a greater length
over all, with ends carried out beatitifully and
fairly, and with .perfect: balance.
The boat,’ in
fact, shows the’ designer-to be a close studentof
the Clyde daughtsmen that, we may regretfully
say, have been lessened by one, by the death of
George Lenox Watson.

AND

STREAM.

It is regrettable that with a boat of this type
something cannot be done to absorb the prominence of the trunk, but
it seems
impossible,

eee

3, 1906.

DAN KIDNEYY@ SON, West De Pere, Wis.

though when built it will not be as high nor seem
as objectionable as in the drawings.
Its dark
color minimizes its proportion and the white topside and gilt moulding effectually hold the eye.
The spars and stack are well placed, and the
yacht, when in motion or at anchor, will have a

particularly pleasing appearance.

The yacht is, as called for in the specification
in connection with the plans, complete in every
detail, and is to be built in the best manner and
with the best materials obtainable.
The keel is to
be of oak as well as the framing, deck beams,
stem, sternpost, etc.
The longitudinals, such as
clamps, stringers, keelsons, etc., are of yellow

pine, and the planking of British Columbia cedar.
The yacht is to be fastened throughout with
copper bolts, nails and brass screws.
Great care has been taken to insure the gasolene tank installation against leakage or damage.
As the service of the yacht is to be in the waters
of Northumberland Strait, a beautiful sheet of

water about 200 miles long, with the only objection of being shallow and causing the yacht to
take the ground at certain stages of the tide on
the anchorage, the construction was made slightly
heavier than otherwise.

The

accommodation

saloon is 6ft. 6in. long by 12ft. wide and is fitted
with convenient lockers, silver, glass and wine
closets, and a large dining table to seat ten persons will be carried.

Forward of the main saloon will be situated the
if which will be fitted two Standard

25 horsepower

motors,

which,

under

favorable

conditions, will drive the boat at a speed of 12
miles an hour, a truly wonderful result for the
work of 50 horsepower driving a boat over Soft.
long.
The engines are located well under the
floor and will be out of the way; the cylinders
and reversing lever only protruding above.
On
either side of the engines are located transoms,

one

of which

will contain

the batteries

for the

plant, and the other will be the tool locker.

hanging closets will give sufficient room

Two

for the

stowage of the crew’s clothes.
Forward of the engine reom on‘starboard
is located the crew’s toilet and wash room,

immediately

forward

of this the owner’s

side
and

Forward of the engine room on the port side is
located the galley, fitted with coal or wood-burning stove, sink, pump from -water. tank, and an
ice-box of 300 pounds capacaity.
Dish racks and

folding tables are fitted, and there is ample elbow
room

for the cook

to

the same

with

berths,

two

Launches, row and
sail boats.

Canoes

and Hunting

Of

;

Send for Catalogue.
American

BOATS

all Descriptions.

4

boats.
+

Boat & Machine

a
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Co., 3517 S. 2nd St., St. Louis, Mo.

DO YOU WANTA CANOE?
Let us book your order for future delivery. Variety of
models, wide range of prices. May wesend our catalogue?

OLD

TOWN
9

Middle

work.

Forward

side is located

suitable

clothes.

Naval

CANOE
Street,

COMPANY

Old

Archictects

ARTHUR

Town,

Me.

Naval

of’ the

a stateroom
lockers,

and

privacy is insured for two guests, which, in such
a.yacht, is not often assured.
Forward of the owner’s and guests’ stateroom
is sitttated a saloon, which at night can make up
two’ berths, with two serving tables against the

bulkhead aft. This room could be converted into
a breakfast room by the fitting of a small folding
table. Forward of the saloon or breakfast room

and

Brokers.

BINNEY,

(Formerly StEwart

Architect

& Binney.)

and

Yacht

Broker,

Mason Building, Kirby Street, BOSTON, MASS.
Cable Address, ‘‘ Designer,’’ Boston.

BURGESS

@ PACKARD,

Naval Architects and Engineers,

Yacht Builders,

131 State St., BOSTON, MASS.
Tel. 4870 Main. ~
Marblehead Office and Works: Nashua St., Marblehead, Mass.
300-Ton Railway.
Modern Building ‘Shaan Two new
Storage Sheds. 10-Ton Steam Shearlegs. 21 feet of water
off our railway. Large Storage Capacity. Ship Chandlery
and Machine Shop. Repair Work of all kinds quickly
handled.

HOLLIS

BURGESS,

YACHT BROKER—Yachts and Vessels For Sale and Charter.
INSURANCE—of all kinds. Marine, Fire, Lire, Liasiiity,
AccIDENT, Etc. THE BEST YACHT POLICIES
GENERAL MARINE AGENT for Equipping, Furnishing,
:
Fitting Out, Etc.
Agent for Purchase and Sale of Gasoline Engines
Main Office. 10 Tremont St.,
Tel. 1905-I Main.
Branch Office, Board of Trade Bldg. »131 State St.,Tel.4870 Main,

BOSTON,

toilet.

Unlike Nokomis, this yacht will not be fitted with
a bath tub, as in summer the shallow waters of
the Strait are quite warm and the bottom white
sand, and it is very seldom that one cannot go
overboard.
The arrangement of plumbing simplifies the piping and brings it all to one point, and
it can be reasonably kept in good order.
A door
from the owner’s toilet opens directly into the
passageway, and also a door into the owner’s
stateroom, situated immediately forward on the
starboard side.
This stateroom is fitted with a
double berth, drawers under, and a dressing table.

galley on

KNOCK DOWN

of the yacht will, for a

boat of her type, be ample and convenient.
The
joiner work below is to be of mahogany paneling
throughout.
The deck aft is about
16ft. long
from which and through the main companionway
one lands in the main saloon.
The transoms on
the sides may be converted
into berths.
~The

engine room,

Builders of fine Pleasure and Hunting Boats,
Canoes,
Gasoline Launches, Small Sail Boats. Send for Cativere

LORILLARD

& WAGER:

Nacht

Brokers,
41 Wall St., New

Telephone 6950 Broad.
C. SHERMAN

MASS.

Hoyt.

MontTcomery

HOYT
VAL

@

ARCHITECTS

YACHT. BROKERAGE.
17 Battery

York City.
H. CLarx.

CLARK,
AND

ENGINEERS,

High Speed Workta Specialty.
Place, New York.

NORMAN

L. SKENE,

Naval Architect and Engineer.
Yacht Broker.
Marine Insurance.
15 Exchange Street, Boston, Mass.

SMALL

BROS.

NAVAL ARCHITECTS.
YACHT BROKERAGE.
No. 112 Water Street, BOSTON, MASS.
Fast ccuisers and racing boats a specialty.
Tel. 3556-2 Main.

STEARNS

‘Marblehead,

@ McKiAY,

Mass.,

Naval Architects

U. S. A.

and Builders.

Send 1oc. Stamp for Illustrated Catalogue.

Camp Life in the Woods.

is the pilot house, .fitted with sofas on each side
Conand lockers underneath.
At the forward:end is | And the Tricks of Trapping and Trap Making.
taining hints on camp shelter, all the tricks and bait
located the steering gear, call bells, etc., to the
receipts of the. trapper, the use of the traps, with instructions for the capture of all fur-bearing animals.
By
engine room.
Under the deck forward of the
W.
Hamilton
Gibson.
Illustrated.
Cloth, 300 pages.
pilot house and separated from it by a water-tight
Price, $1.00.
bulkhead is the gasolene tank, to drain overboard.
FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO.
The deck above to be removable for inspection
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SHALLOW

and removal

of tank when

The peak

stated, Hon. Charles Francis Adams, 2d, one of
the cleverest amateurs
in the country,
stands
ready to build, and it is understood that among
the others are some of the best small-boat sailors in Massachusetts Bay, although no names
may be officially announced now.
Another feature of the match, which is unusual in international or other yachting contests,
is that the races are to be sailed under the rules
of the challenging club.
It is believed that the

hatches in the cabin floor, a large water tank is
located, and there will be ample room for the
stowage of stores and baggage, which always take
up so much room in a cabin.
The spars fitted are to serve as flag-poles and
improve the appearance of the yacht.
The boat’s
equipment will consist of a I2ft. dinghy and a
14ft. gig.
The stack is to be fitted with a trap
door and will
furnish
good
ventilation.
The

for the yacht

have

been

received

by the

prospective owner, who has expressed himself as
very much pleased with them,
The boat will be
built at once, and is expected to be in commission by June 1. We-have no hesitation in saying

that this craft will be one of the handsomest
Canadian waters.
The dimensions are as follows:

in
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Germans will send over boats of the Sonderklasse
in which

Uncle

Crowninshield,

Sam,
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6ft.

3in.
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moderate

dimensions

placement

than

the

Boston Letter.
GERMAN-AMERICAN
MatcH.—Most
important
to New England yachtsmen,
as well as to all
Americans interested in the sport, is the announcement made last Thursday that the Kaiserlicher Y. C. is prepared to challenge the Eastern
Y. C, in time to have a series of races arranged
to be sailed off Marblehead this season.
The trophy to be contested for will be offered
by the Eastern Y. C. and will be known as the
Roosevelt Cup, the President having consented

for it.

by

Mr.

and of somewhat

21ft.

B.

B.

less dis-

knockabouts,

area between the maximums

with

sail

of knockabouts

and

32ft.

It is by no means

This will no doubt as-

sure the maximum
of interest among challengers and prospective defenders alike.
It is announced that all American clubs are
welcome to send boats to compete in the trials
to select defenders (for the match will be one
of team races, with three boats on each side) and
the owners of the boats selected may sail their
own boats, regardless of the clubs from which
they may hail.
This spirit on the part of the
Eastern Y. C. is most liberal, for it is understood that several members
of the challenged
club stand ready to build and sail boats for the
defense.
It is, however, quite consistent with
the policy of the club for some years.
As before

compulsory

build a 21-footer under the rule, but
of about that waterline length that

found

to be most

placement

effective.

The

is fixed at 4,035 lbs.

to

it is boats
have been

minimum

Planking

dis-

may

be

of cedar, or heavier woods, S4in. thick and copper
fastened; and the deck must be of wood, of the
same thickness as the body planking.
Diagonal
planking is not allowed.
The sail area cannot exceed 550 sq. ft., but as the German rule measures
the whole of the fofward triangle, the actual

sail area becomes

about 500 sq. ft.

The cockpit

must be 8ft. long.
Boats FOR THE GERMAN-AMERICAN
MAtTCH.—
Although only a week has passed since the notice

of formal challenge

to stand sponsor

designed

took all the honors at Kiel a few

seasons ago,
Boats of this class are of about the
same type as our
knockabouts,
of necessarily

equals

Harward Ween os:te alee eereeieltenauies Sft. 3in.
(A Ths eee Bae coon hleneee eee T2its3th,
Breadth—
ESXt rem Gieeere cee aiclers es eetetoneral
etree 15ft.

a We

MARTIN

raceabouts.
The formula for rating is length on
the waterline, plus greatest beam, plus draft

Length—

Overvalli
LeWilla...
Overhang—

BY

[MarcH

LAUNCH—SECTION——DESIGNED

locker will have racks fitted for chains, etc.
In the hold, access to which is gained through

plans

STREAM.

CRUISING

DRAFT

laying up.

AND

from the Kaiserlicher

Y. C.

has been received by the Eastern Y. C., seven
yachts to compete in the trial races have been ordered by local yachtsmen.
Hon. Charles Francis
Adams, 2d, Mr. C. H. W. Foster and Dr. John

L. Bremer

have

Boardman.

Dr.

placed

orders

Morton

Prince

with
has

Mr.

E. A.

placed

an

order with Mr. B. B. Crowninshield. Mr. Crowninshield

owner

has

another

is withheld.

order,

Mr.

but

the name

Lawrence

of the

F. Percival

has placed an order with
Messrs.
Burgess
&
Packard, and it is reported that these designers
also have an order
from
Mr.
Caleb
Loring.
Messrs. Stearns & McKay are said to be at work
on a set of lines.
In addition to these boats it is
stated that Mr. Charles D. Mower, of New York,
will sail a boat in the trial races under the colors
of the Manhasset Bay Y. C., and it is also ex-

pected that the New

York

LipTON

OFFERS
Lipton

CUP

has offered

FOR

22-RATERS.—Sir

a cup valued

at $500

for the 22-rating class of the Y. R. A. of Massa-

chusetts,

the

trophy

FOR

N. CURRY.

the Sir Thomas Lipton Cup for Massachusetts
Bay and is to be awarded the owner who shall
first take two championships in the 22-rating class
in the open

races

of the Y. R. A. of Massachu-

setts.
The cup has been accepted and the following committee has been appointed by the Boston Y. C. to draw up a formal deed of gift: Louis
M. Clark, Sumner H. Foster and Charles D.
Lanning,

and

Winfield

to be held

in trust

by the

Boston Y. C. The reason for placing the cup in
the custody of the Boston Y. C. is because it is
a chartered body, while the Y. R. A. of Massachusetts is not. The trophy is to be known as

M.

Thompson

represent-

ing Sir Thomas Lipton.
EASTERN Y. C, Report.—The
report of the
Eastern Y. C. Regatta Committee for 1905 has
been

issued

showing

that there

were

137 entries

in the sailing races and 86 entries in power boat
races.

JoHN

B. KILLEEN.

_—_.

YACHTING NEWS

NOTES.

Torepo Y. C. Lone Distance RAce.—On Saturday, July 7, the Toledo Y. C. will hold a long
distance race for power and sail yachts.
The
course will be from Red Can off Toledo Y. C. to
and around. Detroit River Bar Point Light, then
to and around boat anchored off Cedar Point Resort, Sandusky, then to point of starting, distance
11934 miles. The Rudder Cup has been presented
as a prize for power boats, winner to keep cup.
Other trophies for sail and power boats and full

details will be announced

later.

The

race will

Le open to all boats on the Great Lakes and tribu-

taries and will be one of the greatest events ever
conducted on fresh water.
RRR
LarcHMont Y. C. OFFIcERS.—The annual meeting of the Larchmont Y. C. was held at Delmonico’s on Wednesday evening, Feb. 21.
As
none of the flag officers were present Justice John
Proctor Clarke presided.
The following officers

were

elected:

schooner

Hoyt,

Com., Wilson

Atlantic;

cutter

Isolde;

Marshall,

auxiliary

Vice-Com.,

Frederick

Rear

Howard

Com.,

M.

Wil-

lets, sloop Minx; Sec., A. Bryan Alley; Treas.,
William Murray; Trustees—to serve two years,
A. Jackson Stone; to serve three years, Rudolph

J. Schaefer and R. A. C. Smith.

The report of

the secretary showed that there are 734 members
in the club and a fleet of 372 vessels, divided as
follows:
Schooners, 29; auxiliary schooners, 12;
sloops, cutters and yawls, 164; mainsail boats, 16;

steamers, 93; launches, 58.

RR Ee

Y. C. will be repre-

sented.
Thomas

C, ERISMANN

3, 1906.

EFFort’s
SKIPPER
Howell will act as
bronze

sloop

City Island,
low for Mr.
tain Howell
In 1900, was
cutter Queen
schooner

Effort

APPOINTED.—Capt.
S. B.
sailing master of the new
building

at the Jacob

yard,

from designs by Mr. Henry J. GieF. M. Smith, New York Y. C. Capwas in charge of the cutter Hester
on the sloop Altair in 1901-2, in the
Mab in 1903-4 and in the auxiliary

Witoco

last season.

MARCH
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old sportsman writes: “I own several guns and rifles of
different make, gauge and calibre. Some days I prefer one for a
An

particular branch of hunting, and some

days another.

In all my

shooting I prefer and use either U. M. C. Shot Shells or Cartridges.”
Every

rifle

THE

does

better

UNION

shooting

METALLIC

313

Broadway,

New

Trapshooting.
lf you want your shoot to be announced
send a notice like the following:

York

V.

Fixtures.

ies
March 3.—Bound Brook (N. J.) Gun Club shoot.
Pardoe, Gen’! Mer.
March 18.—Sheepshead Bay Gun Club shoot.
March 19-21.—Pinehurst (N. C.) G. C. tournament.
March 20-22.—Omaha, (Neb.) Gun Club tournament.
W.
D. Townsend, Mer.
:
March 21-23.—Omaha
(Neb.) Gun Club spring tournament.
W. D. Townsend, Sec’y.
March 22.—Edgewater, N. J.—Palisade G. C. all-day shoot.
April 10-11.—Kansas City, Mo.—The Missouri and Kansas
League of Trapshooters’ tournament.
April 12-13.—Toronto Junction (Ont.) G. C. target tournament.
P. Wakefield, Sec’y.
’
;
March 15.—Atglen, Pa.—Christiana-Atglen G. C. live-bird
shoot.
Wm. R. Fieles, Sec’y.
April 19——New Paltz (N. Y.) Gun Club shoot.
E. J.
Snyder, Mer.
March 14-16.—Des Moines, Ia.—Iowa State Sportsmen's
Association.
C. W. Budd, Sec’y.
:
April 18.—Piedmont (W. Va.) G. C. F. A. Ricker, Sec’y.
April
18-20.—Great
Bend (Kans.)
G. C.
shoot.
B.
McMullen, Sec’y.
;
‘
April 19.—Springfield
(Mass.) Shooting Club’s Patriot
Day tournament.
Kites, Sec’y.
:
April 21.—Easton, Pa.—Independent G. C. third annual
tournament.
Edward F. Markley, Cor. Sec’y.
April 23-25.—Austin, Tex.—Texas State shoot.
April 24.—Wolcott,
N. Y.—Catchpole
G. C.
E. A.
Wadsworth, Sec’y.
April 24-26.—Fort Wayne,
Ind.—Corner R. and G. C.
tournament.
John W. Linder, Sec’y,
April 26.—Edgewater, N.
J.—Palisade G. C. all-day-shoot.
May 1-3.—Oklahoma and
Indian Territory State shoot.
May 2-3.—Syracuse, N. Y.—People’s G. C. tournament.
May 2-3.—Rensselaer, Ind., G. C.

Cartridges

COMPANY

City

May

2-3.—Syracuse, N. Y.—People’s G. C. tournament.
Fred G. Millard, Mgr.
17-8.—Vicksburg, Miss.—Mississippi
Delta
League
second amateur tournament.
J. J. Bradfield, Sec’y.
May 8-9.—Olean (N. Y.) G. C. tournament. B. D. Nobles,

ec’y.

May

C.

CONN.

May

here

M.

CARTRIDGE

BRIDGEPORT,
Agency,

with

8-10.—New London (Ia.) G. C. shoot.
Dr. C. E.
Cook, Sec’y.
May 8-10.—Columbus (O.) G. C. tournament.
F. Shattuck, Sec’y.
May
9-10.—Coffeyville,
Kans.—Missouai
and
Kansas
League
of Trapshooters’
tournament.
Dr.
4
Clapp, Sec’y, Moberly, Mo.
May 9-10.—Indianapolis, Ind.—State League shoot, under
auspices of Limited G. C.
May 9-10.—Wilmington, Del.—Annual spring tournament
Delaware
State Trapshooters’
League,
under
the
red
of the Wawaset Gun Club.
W. M. Foord,
ec’y.
May 15-18.—Milton, Pa.—Pennsylvania State Sportsmen’s
Association tournament.
May 15-19.—Kansas City, Mo.—Missouri State Game and
Fish Protective Association twenty-ninth annual tournament.
R. S. Elliott, Sec’y.
May 16-17.—Greenville (O.) Gun Club tournament.
JH.
A. McCaughey, Sec’y.
Knox & Knapp,
May 16-17.—Auburn, N. Y., tournament.
Mgrs.
May 16-17.—Nashville,
Tenn.—The
[Interstate
Association’s
Southern
Handicap
tournament,
under
the
auspices of the Cumberland Park G. C.; $1,000 added
money.
Elmer E. Shaner, Sec’y-Mgr., Pittsburg, Pa.
May 20.—Montpelier (Vt.) G. C. tournament.
Dr. C. H.
Burr, Sec’y.
Carolina TrapshootMay 22-23.—Wilson,
N. C.—North
tournament.
Selby
ers’ Association
third
annual
Anderson, Sec’y.
May 23-25.—Bloomington, Ill.—Illinois State shoot.
May 24.—Edgewater, N. J.—Palisade G. C.
May
24-25—Owensbcro,
Ky.—Kentucky
Trapshooters’
League fourth annual target tournament, under auspices of Davies County G. C. James Lewis, Sec’y,
Owensboro, Ky.
F. Pragoff, Sec’y Ky. T. S. L.
May 24-25.—Montreal, Can.—Canadian Indians’ first annual
tournament.
Thomas A. Duff, High Scribe.
May 24-26.—Spokane, Wash.—Washington
State Sportsmen’s Association tournament.
G,. C. Beck, Mgr.

May
May

29-30.—Rochester G. C.
30.—Newport, R. I.—Aquidneck Gun Club tournament.
May 30-31.—Monte Ne, Ark., target tournament.
May 30.—Mechanicsville (N. Y.) Game Protective Association second annual tournament.
G, Singerland, Sec’y.
May 30.—Ossining, N. Y., G. C. merchandise shoot.
‘C.
G. Blandford, Capt.
May 30.—Edgewater, N. J.—Palisade G. C.
May 30.—McKeesport, Pa.—Enterprise G. C. tournament.
Geo. W. Mains, Sec’y.
June 5-7.—Newark, N. J.—New Jersey State Sportsmen’s
Association tournament.
W. R. Hobart, Sec’y.
June 6-7.—Lincoln,
Neb.—Nebraska
State Sportsman’s
Association’s thirtieth annual tournament.
Geo. L.
Carter, Pres.
June 5-8.—Dayton, O.—Ohio Trapshooters’ League twentieth annual tournament.
Added money, $600.
C. C.
Rayburn, Pres.
June 12-14.—Fairmont, W. Va.—Tenth annual tournament
of the West Virginia State Sportsmen’s Association,
under the auspices of Fairmont
Gun Club; $1,006
added to purses.
E. H. Taylor, Mgr.; Ed. O. Bower,
Sec’y-Treas.
June 12-15.—Warm Springs (Ga.) G. C. tournament.
June 12-15.—Baltimore, Md.—Maryland County shoot.
J.
Mowell Hawkins, Mgr., 1630
John St., Baltimore.
June 13-14——Fargo, N. D.—North Dakota State Sportsmen’s Association’s twelfth annual tournament.
Robbins & Bailey, Mgrs.
June 19-22.—Indianapolis,
Ind.—The
Interstate Association’s

Grand

American

Handicap

target

tournament;

$1,000 added money.
Elmer E. Shaner, Sec’y-Megr.,
Pittsburg, Pa.
June 28.—Edgewater, N. J.—Palisade G. C.
July 4.—Edgewater, N. J.—Palisade G. C.
July 10-11.—Carthage,
Mo.—The
Missouri and
Kansas
League of Trapshooters’ tournament.
July 17-19.—Philadelphia,
Pa.—The
Interstate
Association’s Eastern Handicap tournament, under the auspices of the Florists’ Gun Club; $500 added money.
Elmer E. Shaner, Sec’y-Mgr., Pittsburg, Pa.
July
26.—Edgewater,
N.
J.—Palisade
G. C.
A. A.
Schoverling, Sec’y.
Aug. 8-10.—Hamilton, Ont.—Dominion
of Canada _ Trapshooting Association’s sixth annual tournament.
W.
P. Thompson, Sec’y-Treas.

FOREST
DRIVERS

AND

TWISTERS.

The Aquidneck Gun Club of Newport, R. I., has fixed
upon May 30 as the date for its tournament.
td
Manager E. J. Snyder informs us that the date of the
New Paltz Gun Club shoot has been changed to April 19.
bd
The Catchpole
Gun
Club, Wolcott,
N. Y., has arranged to hold a tournament on April 24. E. A. Wadsworth is the Secretary.
Messrs. Muller, Johnson,
10 in the 10-bird handicap,
Park weekly shoot on Feb.

Murphy and Morris
at the Philadelphia
24

tied on
Driving

2
The next contest for the Fred Stone cup, given by the
Sheepshead Bay, L. I., Gun Club, will be held on March
13.
Every one is welcome to attend.

R
The

members

celebrated

on
79.

of the

the

New

thirtieth

Haven,

anniversary

Conn.,
of

its

Gun

Club

organization

Thursday of last week.
The membership
Mr. H. A. Lines is the Secretary.

numbers

bd
Fred Muller, of Philadelphia, and Ed Johnson, of Atlantic City, arranged a contest at 100 live birds,
$250 a side, to take place at the Philadelphia Driving
Park, Point Breeze, on Tuesday of this week.
Messrs.

td
Yale was victorious in a five-man team race with the
New Haven, Conn., Gun Club, on Feb. 22.
The competition

and

was

close,

Hepburn,

204

of New

to

203.

Haven,

Messrs.

were

Borden,

high

with

of

Yale,

45 each.

td
Manager
added,

and

Fred

G. Millard

merchandise

offered for competition
the People’s Gun Club
cuse,
N. Y., May 2-3:

;

informs
prizes

to

us

that

the

$100 will

value

of

be
$300

as a part of the programme of
tournament, to’ be held at Syra2

We are informed by R. T. Gowan, Secretary of the
Raleigh Gun Club, that the North Carolina Trapshooters’
Association will hold its third annual tournament
on
May 22-23, and that $100 will be added each day.
President, W. W. Simms; Secretary, Selby Anderson.

R
On Feb. 23 the Trapshooters’ League of Indiana, Gus
Habich, Sec’y-Treas., sanctioned tournaments as follows:
Limited
Gun Club, Indianapolis
State League shoot,
May 9-10; Corner Rod and Gun Club, Ft. Wayne, April
24-25; Rensselaer Gun Club, May 2-8; Rochester Gun
Club, May 29-30.
e
The

live-bird match between
Messrs.
Walter Buckand Fred Muller, at the Philadelphia Driving
Park, on Monday of last week, was won by Buckwalter
with a score of 94 to 87. Each stood at 30yds.
Muller
seemed to have hard luck, inasmuch as eight of his
birds died out of bounds.
walter

In a miss-and-out re-entry contest at Narberth, Pa.,
Feb. 24, for two prizes donated by Mr. Harry Buckwalter, Weinert of Royersford, Pa., won
first with a
score 90f 26, while second went to Coyle, of the Meadow
Springs Gun Club, with a score of 25. Frank E. Butler,
champion of New Jersey, pushed the leaders closely in
the competition.

x
In the second match of the home-and-home series between the Wilmington, Del., and the Media, Pa., gun
clubs’ ten-man teams the Wilmington team won by a
score of 483 to 412. The contest took place on the Wilmington Gun Club’s grounds, Feb. 24. The’match now
stands hoss and hoss.
A second series was arranged to
commence on March 24.
td
Secretary
Wm.
R. Fieles outlines
the forthcoming
tournament
as follows:
‘The
Christiana-Atglen
Gun
Club will give an all-day live-bird shoot on their grounds
at Atglen, Pa., Thursday, March 15. We will have over
500 extra good birds for this match, and have the finest
live-bird grounds in the country.
Shooting will start
promptly at 9:30.
There will be two 7 and one 10-bird
events, and the balance to suit the shooters.
Money
divided, 50, 30, 20..
Birds, 20 cents each, to be taken
from the entrance.
Dead birds reserved.
Dinner served
free to shooters.
Good train
service
morning
and
-evening.”’

AND

STREAM.

Secretary-Manager
Elmer
E. Shaner writes us:
“I
have been instructed by the President, Mr. J. A. Haskell,
to advise you that a special meeting of the stockholders
ef the Interstate Association will be held on Friday,
March 2, at 10 A. M., at 170 Broadway (Room 1410), New
York city, to consider matters of importance in connec:
tion with the year’s work.”

RB
The third of the Tri-State series of trapshooting contests, between Eastern Pennsylvania, Maryland and Delaware was won by Delaware.
This, with the prior win,
establishes Delaware’s victory in the series.
The scores
were:
Delaware 814, Pennsylvania 805, Maryland 779.
Mr. Edward Banks was high gun with 91. The teams
had fifteen men each, the ten highest scores to count.
td
The Bound Brook, N. J., Gun Club has issued
gramme for ‘‘Heer’s shoot,” to be held on March
sisting of six events, of which five are at 15, and
25 targets, a total entrance of $7.50.
There are
prizes, of which the first five are a tea set (three
a berry set, an ice cream set, a water set, and
set.
The fifteenth is a box of cigars.
Money
50, 30 and 20.
Targets, 2 cents.
Amateur and
sional high averages.
td

a pro3, conone at
fifteen
pieces),
a wine
divided
profes-

J. T. Skelly, manager shotgun smokeless division of the
E. I. duPont Co., Wilmington, Del., has favored us with
some advance proofs of score sheets, to be issued in
pad form, and sent to all gun club secretaries and gun
clubs that apply for them.
The names and addresses of
the leading sportsmen’s journals are printed on each,
with the following sapient legend, ‘‘Keep your club to
the front and help the sport along by mailing reports of
your tournaments and club shoots to the sportsmen’s
papers.”
td
To the Chief Scribe Frank Riehl (Chief Piasa) we are
indebted for a copy of a neat booklet, entitled ‘‘The Indians,’’ and which sets forth that it gives “A brief history and statement of the aims and tenets of the organization, with its constitution, by-laws, roster, records and
memorials to departed chiefs.””’ The limit of membership
is seventy-five, and the nine vacancies will be filled at
the next annual meeting.
The roster contains the names
of most of the bright and shining lights of the shooting
world.
The officers are High Chief, Tom A. Marshall
(Chief Long Talk); Vice-Chief, Will R. Crosby (Chief
Kinnekinnic);
Chief Scribe, Frank C. Riehl; Chief of
Wampum, Chas. W. Budd (Chief Dago).

R
In the contest for the English Hotel cup, on Feb. 17,
Mr. W. T. Nash made the excellent score of 93 to Mr.
H. O. Moore’s score of 88, and this 98 was the second
highest score ever made on the grounds of the Indianapolis, Ind., Gun Club grounds for this trophy.
On
Feb. 24 he successfully defended it against Mr. H. A.
Comstock, the challenger.
The scores were 88 to 81 out
of the 100 targets of the match.
The rainy weather was
unfavorable for high scores.
We are informed that Mr.
Nash is wearing a horseshoe and a rabbit foot, which
logically should forthwith put him in the class with Mr.
Fred Gilbert, Mr. W. R. Crosby and other like invincibles.
Mr. Nash was challenged by Mr. H. B. Sayles
to defend
the cup,
and cheerful
arrangements
were
made to contest for it on Saturday of this week.

e
The programme of the Iowa State twenty-ninth annual
tournament, to be held under the auspices of the Iowa
State Sportsmen’s Association, at Des Moines, March
14-16, provides like competition for each day, namely,
eight events at 15 and four at 20 targets, $1.50 and $2
entrance.
Class shooting.
Also on the second day there
will be the Ottumwa diamond badge handicap, and on
the third day the amateur
championship.
There are
twenty-three moneys provided for amateur averages, and
three $10 averages for experts.
Three prizes will be given
to representatives who shoot through the programme, one
each to class, making 94 per cent. or better, 90 to 94
per cent., and under 90 per cent.
Shooting begins at
9 o’clock.
Guns and ammunition shipped care of Hopkins Bros. & Co., prepaid, will be delivered on the
grounds free.
The Association meeting is to be held on
March 15.
ez
Charles Hunt Turner, a long-time resident of St. Louis,
Mo., died in the Waldorf, New York, on Feb. 22. His
death was caused by gastritis.
About twenty-five years
ago, he held a conspicuous place in matters of sportsmanship, both in trap and field shooting.
He was secretary of the St. Louis Kennel Club, an organization of |
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wealthy sportsmen, which established a large kennel and
shooting grounds in the suburbs of St. Louis.
He was
one of the members who were active in the improved
breeding of field dogs, in consequence of which the club
purchased the pointers champion Bow and Faust, the
latter at that time being secured at a record price of
dog purchases in America.
In the world of business
and finance, he was best known as the president of the
Commonwealth Trust Co., and of the Suburban Railroad,
though identified with many other business interests of
St. Louis.
It was through his revelations that the great
boodling scandals of St. Louis came to the knowledge of
the then Circuit Attorney Folk, now Governor of Missouri, with the consequent vacancies in high places.
BERNARD WATERS.

The

Grand

Prix Du

Casino.

Tuurspay,
Feb. 8.—The
thirty-fifth Grand Prix, the
shooting for which began on Monday, was brought’ toa
conclusion to-day.
There were 170 competitors,
compared with 152 last year.
The weather throughout was
favorable, with little or no wind to assist the birds, which
by the bye, were of the best.
The favorite at the start
was the Australian, Mackintosh, who, however, began
unpromisingly by missing his first bird.
On Wednesday,
at the close of shooting, it was decided not to call up
those who had missed twice; and on the fouauass day
there were forty-one left in, "of whom eight had brought
down all their seven birds, namely, Gicaoe Vaccani,
Count Chiericati, Signor Mono and Signor Marconcini
(Italy), M. Moncorgé (France), Mr. Merton (Australia),
Dom iLuro (Brazil), and Mr. Cave (England).
Signor
Grasselli, the eventual winner, had a score of 6 out of 7.
The first incident noted in the finishing rounds was the
retirement of Signor Marconcini, who divided the first
and second money last year with Signor Grasselli, but
was beaten for the trophy.
He was now unfortunate
with his twelfth bird, which, though hit with both barrels,
managed to struggle outside.
The finale arrived when
Signor Grasselli, Signor Bordoni, and Dom Luro were
left for the three chief prizes, in which order they finished.
This was Signor Grasselli’s third success, the
first having been in 1902. With seventy-five of the shooters Italians, it would have been strange had they not
shown a bold front, and it will be observed that, with
the exception of Dom -Luro (Brazil), who was. third,
they secured all the. money prizes.
Signor Grasselli’s
second

consecutive

victory

was,

it goes

without

saying,

highly popular.
Below are the final results:
rand Prix du Casino of 800 sovs. and trophy, added to
a sweepstakes of 8 sovs. each, second 160 sovs. and 25
per cent., third 80 sovs. and 20 per cent., fourth 40 sovs.
and 15 per cent.; the balance of the entries to the winner; 12 birds, 3 at 26 and 9 at 27 metres; 170 subs.:
me at, rie
Signor Grasselli (first of £1100 and Hopmy y=
Signor Bordoni (second of £500).............
ig
Dom, Luro (third 2360) > sic ccmitstect teiteeteeetae 18
16
Count Chiericati (divided fourth of £250)...... 16
15
Signor Schianini )(ditto)
s,m eects
eee 16
15
Count. Lazzana (ditto)! Wo. nec cement 16
15
The winners of the Grand Prix since its foundation in
1872 have been as under:
1872 es
Mr. G; (L... Lorillard.
een eee WAS.
ISTBice ony eee Mr. J. Jee, VG.) @. Beep peer England
1874. egies Sir .William’ Call. 22. +. <0. ene England
UST Se creeereers Capt. Aubrey Patton...<.-<:i.....s.engeland
AST Ossie Capt. Aubrey Pattonsee- cesses England
1877
4 ae Arundel Yeousssccissaicemee Eng lead
STS crstetelooyere
1879..
1880
1881
Z
1882
Count de St., Quintings-ceses mater
IS88s 2h aloes Mr. Hl “Roberts..\0. emer
..-...- England
S84 Bemrentaet Count de. Caserta cecnte ceeeniee see ektaly:
SSB WsakewweelM I. -de. Dorlodotinwanesntcaiee ...Belgium
USk6s.
oc aeeiss Signor Guidicini
.......... sewer swe Italy
TORT ce sccetenet Gount
Salina
We.o<-aceerae sescvecengbtaly
IRR Re eae Mr GC Seatons..cseeme DI
England
ASBO eae \ntars Mr Valentine Dicks.......... joove england
TSO Neos shee Signor Guidicinis... cesses esis ...Ltaly
189 ee ees Count I; Gajoli..c..ereueseeee
eee Italy
1892 Maar cite Count Trauttmansdorff .............Austria
1898 veieicreseraters Signor Guidicini
........ aeigeciomateratries
B94 Sear
+-Count <G Zichyiearees
.. Austria
1895.
-Signor Benvenuti .....2. 0.000
. Italy
1896. serge
He Journiccsss
stue
.. France
ASOT veciepea ere. Signor G Grasselli:...eoee-e
eee sees Mealy:
S98 rae eee Mr’ Curling: :.32ts2aieemeeeetiert
am England

eh ocpsscocee M

R Moncorgeé-.2.. Scessenets o++eeekrance

1900... Reese Count O’Brien) Jocpeacenceese ....opain
1 SOL MerecneatsM Guyot \..ccc0 scenes
eee nena France
DGO2Fiee wets ae Signor Grasselli........ wekrd
pan titoeieetsItaly
1903 seen mace Mr Pellier-Johnsond.cnscecte-non
eee vousad
1904 Sy. antes Signor Schlannini.... ie. eseelse eens Italy
1905 ch mveciteerte Signor H. Grassellis.. cc. 4sch ese Italy
T90G IE... veins Signor* H.) Grassellicsveeecceemanienen Italy
The prize has now been won twelve times by an Englishman, twelve times by an Italian, four times by a
Frenchman, three times by an Austro-Hungarian, twice
by a Belgian,
and once each by a Spaniard and an
American.—Field (London).

Calyer

Gun

Club.

Brooxtyn,
N. Y., Feb. 28.—The two events of the
Calyer Gun ‘Club today follow:
Event No.
1: W. Guhring 17, Johnnie 12, Frank 20,
Roger 14, C. Gatace 28, Lewis 17; abs Guhring 15, Nick
15, Simpson 2B Sylvester 14.
Event No. 3: W. Guhring 17,
Johnnie 17, Frank 18,
Roger 16, C. Guhring 24, Lewis "15, iG Guhring 15, Nick
14, Simpson 13) Sylvester 15.

Victor

La

Baur,

Sec’y.

MarcH

WINCHESTER

FOREST
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IN NEW
Bound

JERSEY.

Brook

Gun

Club.

Bounp Brook, N. J., Feb. 17.—Herewith find scores of
our regular monthly club shoot.
Mr. Sim Glover missed
only three targets, making high average, 47 out of 50.
Mr. A. D. Tunis made 42 out of 50, which was high
amateur average, besides winning two gold medals.
He
also won the glass punch bowl, and made the only
straight score in programme events by an amateur.
J. B.
Pardoe made second average, 37 out of 50, while Mr.
Murphy and W. Slater tied for third on 35. Mr. Murphy
won the berry set; Mr. A. C. Crater, gold medal; Mr.
Brown, bureau set; W. Slater, sugar and cream set;
H. Raffelea, tea ee a: Doubty, box cigars; Mr. Lutzel,
chocolate pot; Den
Gavin, a figure on a pedestal; Mr.
Brown, gold medal; Mr. Bishop, chocolate pot.
The club will have a shoot on Saturday, March 38, in
which Mr. Heer, the expert of the U. M. C. Co. is expected to take part.
All are invited.
A programme will
be issued in a few days.
Events:
Lee
ee OO
Targets:
10 10 10 10 10 50
CSTE
sce cars vistocceeee
Git ee Oe
oO
Med GMM UR CRONE
occ 1c;grag s\eiaisieys's e010 oreois BUS aa Beran
a9 7 O4
PVIIANS ETO MM ttae crete etsaieclases cis vcs) cicjecls ve GGG)
OS ae os 3b:
Ren
ET
cetera cress ess co's vysieceye siniioe esis 10919) LO
OF 47
K Kelley
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Letzelter
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(e607
Ole logos
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se
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Diy [EtieakeS.
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Gee Sie OL aa iO. es
Meee
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50 Lae
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une
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BD. ts
UT
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ee ces siaisiowielts sive ceeds oe
Ba Jey.
DOU DO Memacnnis cee viccleine ccc cicwcicedeise.0s
a
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Ui
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a
Extra events:
Targets:
10 15 10 15
Targets:
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......
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Pleasant

Gun

by BBE!
ael6.24

Club.

Paterson, N. J., Feb. 24.—The scores made at the team
shoot between the North Side Gun Club and the Mount
Pleasant Gun Club were as follows:
The referee was Mr. W. Dutcher.
North Side.
Mount Pleasant.
MSPACT ON y:coscinje,s
o'er sic18
F S Van Houten....15
PAWISEEESISITS 6 cco
3 o's 17
Ne @ockerer
re cireersncnre =20
TADETOWALG acts ceed 3 23
Pte MGShiete 2 vies sia02 23

Factory

proof

to give

and

loaded

You

WEN WATOS?

o'see cenit 17

Wie

VVTSOTSI

cceisys(ocattse
tie<13

I

CCKIOL Eo ec ce aie a se 16—91
MamiDanikcerly
ste. evs 22—93
Mr. Harry Welles was a visitor, and shot in good form.
The Mount Pleasants will shoot at Jackson Park on
March 3, and Jacksons at North Side March 10.

North
Paterson, N.
which
strained
match
for the
Bergen

the

counties

Jackson

Side

Gun

was

the

Gun

star

event.

Mr.

Club

was

victor,

of &4 out of 100.
Championship shoot:
Je Doty... Patersone cascade 84
A F Porter, Oakland...
.82
A C Ackerman, Oradell.78
T W Winters, Oradell...77
E Van Houten, Paterson.77
Howard,
Planten,

Paterson....69
Paterson..,...69

Sweepstake
events:
Targets:
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Die
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Pie Beck ler stectaceveciceenits
fie IbFODELLE.
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E

Planten

J Spaeth
A W _ Money..

Club.

J., Feb. 22.—There was an_ attendance
club house
room
to the limit.
The
amateur championship
of Passaic and

Park
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Feb. 24.—Column 9 denotes distance handicap for the
50-target prize handicap event, the scores of which are
shown in column 10.
Mr. Geo. Piercy was the winner
with a score of 39.
Events:
1.2.3). 4.65 6. 1 8-9
Targets:
15 15 15 15.15 25 25 25 H. 50
IO MES CEO
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Mnecelanditasaieeiwes ali
ae
Slateresaaastaccerlars ier 11
J. B. Parpor, Gen’l Mgr.

Farrview, N.
J., Feb. 17.—Poor scores were made on
account of the
day being too fine.
Poor powder, poor
gun—when the gun was pointed one way the bird was
pointing another.
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17.—Events

miss-and-out,

ay
efi

Club.
1, 2 and

for

a

silver

3 were

for

prize,

was

of cigars,

was

Boxall.
targets,

handicap,

for

a

box

tied for by Cockefair and Boxall, who decided to divide
the honors.
Event 6, all sharp right-quarterers, was won by Moffett.

FOREST

358
Events 7 and 8, miss-and-out, for a box of shells, went
Boxall and Moffett.
:
Event 9, all short left-quarterers, went to Moffett.
Handicaps as indicated apply in event 5 only.
Scores:
Events:
L263)
4b
E6) Fe8 910
Targets:
10 10 10
25 10
10 25
BGxalls Wie trcts tea Se
bcsastingh? AO
tao Or Om amis ra
Bushy Ome se
9290 6r0 dre bOeOm
oe
Mo tiettc06 wen scitorma
ne teen
OMS ee
LO eye soko ak
Dr Avi ese Gin. vacates. eerie
dae 87 004,03 Olea
Park: 7 6.) cates s eaten dnetns
Ue RN gins
leaks ( sale trp aya ly)
sCockeldine Se rcectcntc
acne oareaenes
6-8 J523.2 88 OO
RaG
Winslow? 4. Go, se octane
t= 8. 620417 "O26 24a 4
CEA
pS" Whee a eisai 5 de sen eeie ee e DAS M5225 3) 04 Oe
eCanfield iG. tet cieteciec
sloctcs sconces
5 119°"3, 0; 2 0b
Simmntoris; 16 veces tonite
tee ue
6 014 20
0 418
INorths 657 aan este cdcines on net win ewe eee L6q oacOled: jouer
Feb. 24.—Some five merchandise events were run o
on the morning of the 22d, with Messrs. P. Cockefair, Al.
Cockefair, Babcock, Boxall and Parke winners of first
prizes.
Scores herewith.
This afternoon was the day for the final monthly shoot
for the large sterling silver cup or trophy of 1905. F. W.
Moffett broke 21 in the first string and 24 in the second;
this with his handicap of 4, gave him a score of 49 and
the event for the month.
This was his third win on the
cup event, and ties him with G. W. Boxall, who already
has three wins to his credit, and necessitates the shooting off of the tie next month.
Scores of Feb. 22:
Events:
dpa ee 2400
Events:
2.
co 4 aD
Targets:
10 10 10 10 10
Targets:
10 10 10 10 10
Boxall) sveees
TitSeO SMS
Simmons
44010084
6
P Cockefair. 10 9 9 5 7
Holmes
1 ere
a
Parke: sed ase 7 810 610
Allantiseceess
bes 10 6 eb
A Cockefair.
510 7 6 6
Flalloway...se.
89-00 66280 oo
Bashi teste.
6b 107605
Wallace .....
3282916
5S
Bapeock
sorties
LUG
Dr Gardiner.
6 610 410
“Hartshorne...
4 410 2 6
Winslow ....
8 610 7 6
Benson
.....
5 810.7
4
POST pictetates
402:
Ae
Scores of Feb. 24:
to

Events:

123

4

Events:

Targets:
10 10 50 10
Allan tates cite 97935
7
Bashy wOsacee
61041
5
Crane, Acticet eens 3 38 7
Hartshorne, 10. .. .. 33 4
Moffett, 4......
9..49
9
Holloway, 6....
8 .. 43 7
Winslow,

4.....

1

1Gi850

152

ome

Targets:
10 10 50 10
Simmons,
10... .. 334 4
MBOXAll: See ste ee Kh ileae 6
Doremus, 10..... 6 .. 35. 6
Cockefairs "005, oa “743 ~=6
North, pio. aescues
3.23%.
Gampbell
0.
tsetse, SOUR

6

Handicaps
as indicated
apply in event 3 only, as
added targets.
Events 1, 2 and 83 were for practice.
Event 3 for the silver cup.
Epwarp WINsLow, Sec’y.

Buffalo

Audubon

Gun

Club.

BurraLo, N. Y.—The Buffalo Audubon Gun Club held
a very successful shoot on the club grounds on Saturday,
the 17th, twenty-one men taking part in the contests.
Some very good scores were made; in fact, the best that
have ever been recorded since the club has moved to its
present location.
In Class A, C. S. Sidway won the badge
with a straight score of 25; Ed. Cox got 23 in Class B,
and Dr. Cummings 24 in Class C, dropping his last target.
In the shoot for the sterling silver cup, under handicap conditions, added birds, Reinecke, who shot at 26,
Savage and Cox, who shot at 27, White 27, and Dr. Cummings,

29,

all

tied

with

25

each,

and

in

the

shoot-off

under the same conditions, Cox, Savage and Cummings
tied again, each scoring 24.
In the last shoot-off Cummings got 24 again and won out over Savage and Cox,
In

the

shoot

for

the

chair

(this

is

a

100-bird

race,

added bird system, four shots on different days) Cox
broke all his 27 and M. C. Arthur his 26, and Dr. Cummings 28 out of 29.
Cox is high, so far, in this event,
with 72 in three shoots.
The scores of the 17th foilow:
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2. HO eka Oo (Omer:
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No. 3 was the badge shoot; No. 4 the cup shoot; No. 5
shoot for chair. No. 6 was shoot-off; No. 7 was shoot-off
of second tie.
Feb. 22.—The Buffalo Audubon Club held its matinée
shoot to-day, _The programme called for 100 targets, but 20
more were added, making 120 in all.
The well-known
experts, W. H. Heer and H. H. Stevens, were on hand;
also the Canadian shooters Upton, Thompson,
Crooks
and Dunk, while Kelsey, of East Aurora; Hammond, of
Springville, and Covert, of La Salle, took part. Stevens
was high man, beating out Heer, who was not in his
‘best form by 2 birds.
In the 25-bird
event
C. S. Burkhardt,
Kelsey,
G.
Dietzer and Stevens made straight scores.
In all forty“one shooters took part, and nearly 4,000 birds were sent
out of the two Leggett traps.
Dr. W. C. Wootton, of
‘sInojeue oy} Jo URW YSIy sem qn[Dg Uoqnpny ay}
The club members are well pleased with result of the
shoot, as all who took part seemed well satisfied.
The

AND

STREAM.

money was divided by the Rose system, $20 being added
to the events by the club. The scores follow:
Events:
Top eet 6 6. TSS
7EShot
Per
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Gun

Club.

Syracuse,
N. Y., Feb. 22.—There was a record attendance, and the shoot was a gratifying success.
Forty
sportsmen participated.
Dr. H. J. Fleming made high
average.
Thirty men took part
in the
main event,
No. 6.
Charlie Dalley, of Baldwinsville, with the only score of
20 straight, captured the prize.
F
In order to give the visitors plenty of shooting the deciding contest
for the local championship
and club
trophies was postponed until Friday, March 9.
The tournament was in charge of Messrs. Windsor
Martin, John McEwaine, D. and E. J. Loughlin.
The
scores:
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Tuckahoe— Suburban.
TuckaAHoEk, N. Y., Feb. 24——Herewith find scores of
return match with the Suburban Gun Club, of Mount
Vernon, Feb. 22, on the latter’s grounds.
The Tuckahoe
Gun Club would like to arrange matches with some of
the other clubs in the vicinity. The scores follow:
Tuckahoe G. C
Suburban G, C.
Warster
-pasaennnees 38
G Wylietsenesenee 29
Mickieande
sere cestn 25
Winjen wo asscencsaee 33
Re
Packard eee 38
Flournoyoenaceesens 23
DVCrPackard trace 32
WaWwylie™t teen: ieouren
‘Tread wellamaeeestine 28—161
Shipman
meseeeneeee 32—140
By winning this second match, the home team wins
the series.
L. B. TREADWELL, Jr., Capt.

[Marcu

3, 1906.

Maryland—Delaware—Pennsylvania.
Battimore, Md., Feb. 16.—The third and final shoot of
the Tri-State team match, between Delaware, Maryland
and Pennsylvania, was won by Delaware, and as this was
the second win for Delaware, that State wins the series.
The first was held at Wilmington, Del., Feb. 1, and
resulted:
Delaware 869, Pennsylvania 801, Maryland 796.
The second was shot in Philadelphia, Feb. 12, and
resulted:
Pennsylvania 895, Delaware 882, Maryland 844.
Totals of the ten high scores in the three shoots were:
Delaware 2,565; Pennsylvania, 2,501; Maryland, 2,419.
The third contest had scores as follows: Delaware 814,
Pennsylvania 805, Maryland 779,
The attendance was large. A strong wind added to the
difficulty of good scoring.
The scores:
Delaware.
Richardson «.a, «cine vaisceuiscesnuninete HLOLLY Ais o,sic.0 ovine o\s,0 opie cra eaten operates
Skelleye i F.s cess oc sicleweneeteteeenae .
McKelvey ©... +. «saasieniteneatedern
eae EEVATIS: wae siecle So's « Slaterectite chal renee CHUGW iy caisecaneiess
cotnecin serene -Bord
‘atstaens sieralen.n cicSteieas tee eeerae .
Banks
Squiers
Burroughs) (oc. vices ssw. ceeis cee meae .
Other scores:
Armstrong 65.

J. Huber

Huttonlock

Other
scores:
England
France 59, Sampson 67.
Several sweepstakes were
began.

53,

Shooting

19
21
19
21
25
20
24
18
20
24

68,

19—78
22—82
18—79
21—86
22—90
14-75
20—90
18—74
18—74
20—77—805

71, Bell 65, Budd

21
238 24
17 19
21 17
19 17
21 17
21 16
17 16
22 16
16 24

Gifford

shot

19—82
21—86
22-87
19—77
16—71
21—80
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22—91
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14—80—814
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70, Pratt 64.

21
21 22
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19 18
20 18
22 18
238 22
18 17
22 21

before

23
23
21
20
21
19
19
20
23
22

23—90
22—92
20—77
13—71
15—72
15—72
18—74
15—68
19—80
21—83—779

66,

Bowen

the

team

31,
race

Association.

WELLINGTON, Mass., Feb. 17.—The sixth shoot in the
prize series was held on above date, on grounds of the
Boston Shooting Association at Wellington, Mass.
The
weather conditions were fine for good scores, and Mr.
Kirkwood took advantage of it and broke 148 out of 150
shot at, with Climax 178 out of 185. Following are scores:
Events:
12°38
4 5 6°97 8 9o0 tisuor
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Events 6, 7, 8, 9 and 10, was a 100-target match; event
11 was Wheeler handicap.
Next shoot Saturday afternoon, Feb. 24.
Feb. 24.—The shoot on the grounds of the Boston
Shooting Association at Wellington, Mass. to-day, had
scores as follows:
Events:
Targets
Sin
thane
Reed.
cigendecse
Worth Giantess
Climax
eo.
Trish, wea tones
Hranikee eases

12°38
4
20 20 20 20
18 18:18 18
19 18 17 17
18 1211-17
19 19 20 19
15 15 16 12
19 19 20 18

Wheeler
Hialiasiver

17 1719519 19 21 24 28°93
14°15 15.13. 13:19 20°230ee0

Freeman
Hebbard:

......
oes

5-6. 7-600 Destro
20 25 25 25 25 2525
at.
Brk.
18 22 22 22 2423 22
250
225
15 19 19 21 22 23»,
225 © 190
11 20°20: 1948 175.
e2eo
es
19 24 25 25 23 21 ..
225
=—(«214
19 21 18:22 18 25 ..
5 225
18h
18 23 2418 20....
200
184
See
eee

..... 14°14 15-18 14-19... Ge reece
hes Se Ses Jena 20 24 21) 2S
ee

200
175

181
132

eee
89
120 ee 10

In the 100-bird match, Climax 96, Frank 94, Smith 90,
Wheeler 90, Reed 86, Irish 77, Freeman 70, Hallam 70,
Worth 64,
Wheeler handicap, 25 targets:
Climax 25, Hebbard 24,
Frank 23, Wheeler 238, Smith 22, Irish 22, Worth 20,
Reed 19, Hallam 19.
Next shoot, Saturday, March 3.
Q. R. Dickey, Mgr.
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The proof of the Cartridge is in the shooting.

The United States Army,

by careful tests, have proven the VU. S. Cartridges to be the most
accurate and reliable.
MANUFACTURED

UNITED

STATES
LOWELL,

Agencies:

Northern

BY

CARTRIDGE
MASS.,

U.S.

A.

497-503 Pearl St., 35-43 Park St, New York.

Kentucky

Gun

Club.

BeLLevueE, Ky., Feb. 22.—The live-bird shoot to-day
was well attended, considering
the short notice.
The
weather was ideal.
The retrieving was a feature.
Mr.
Altheer’s year-old dog was a revelation to old shooters.
Messrs Fuhrman and Fee were efficient in the capacity
of cashier and hustler.
Dr. L. C. Hill came to life toward the finish, and did
some good work with his new Winchester.
Mr, Farrell, of Muncie, Ind., was a welcome visitor,
and from the size of his wallet when he left, there was
no danger of his walking home, as he was in the money
in nearly every event.
Mr. V. L. Emerson and son, V. F., were on hand and
enjoyed themselves thoroughly.
marked
improvement
Miss Alteer (Frances)
showed
over her shooting here on Jan. 28.
Mr. Barney Forsner, the Cincinnati Boniface, was on
hand with a genial smile for everybody.
Since joining
the club, Barney talks shoot all day, and his wite says
half the night.
George Kosters, of Covington, is certainly a hustler.
He kept the boys moving.
:
George Dameron,
president of the club, swears his
shells were all blank.
Ed. Trimble acted as referee, and his decisions were
fair to all.
Wm. Jones, of Columbus, O., was unlucky, as half
his birds fell dead out of bounds.
Another shoot will
be held in the near future.
Event No. 1, 5 birds, 30yds., entrance $2:
PEREATH pre's «'c/sis-e'00,< 00021—2
(Ezoye
etaOS apenerrasar 02020—2
Goel
aah
ae re 21221—5
MATEH CED eins cece es 211*0—3
PES WHET RS eic'eic.c.ayerers
8.020000—1L
Carriviaciecc snen cack Oe
IE ATICES SE lajpslececsis'<es ©10200—2
Event No. 2, miss-and-out, 28yds, entrance $1, birds

Event No. 4, miss-and-out,
Koster svi tisatvos. sees 0
EicamGes Bocce
ss oct cre 10
APH Ceiier. tecisa
csecre ahs
Harrell (ac .ieicces neetee ners22
Emerson
ee tnrniecietefilees te 0
HOrsner joe.. one seo ncents 0
Farrell

and

Event No.
LE UDyectetenl

Thoms

114-116

money.

5, 5 birds, 30yd's. entrance $2:
Gaosaae 02102—3
Francés: ©Jottiecsicas 20012—3

ASC AMLE? See cfacics eis
BORSHET
econ:
SDUNLERG wretote
ieareltlerefenier
Howe
BiXs cia’she homens

02212—4
00000—O
10000—1
*0200—1

Stuard
cae
ns cece. 111024
(Al theer
akiactsceniees 11122—5
AH OnIS s Mamenads c.cte.s 22020—3
Marrelle
Siac. stes cies 20202—3

MGOt!
TR cctoranteeran 11200—3
ELI], He eee
00121—3
Althéer, first; Kramer and Stuard divided second.
Event No. 6, 10 birds, 20yds.:
Wiavertoceec.. 002*022220— 5
V Emerson ..0220022020— 5
iL homSaetastaie5 12*00222**—
Marvell
ecetacc 20220*2122—
Kramers
..2.hc 1110121222—

5
7
9

Frances.
.....2002220021—
SEUANC
ele sete 2221002201—
Nelson
“fvdses 1002200020—

6
7
4

FESTUS Miletsrelsiate
swieielsieiiece 0
PA TRHGOID Peele nspctcte-ciceieie's32
USGI SCOT Ureiadivecie
ss c.ccls. «212
ENG
cnonsapodacenpogee
ELD CSictsitaate siasleicle s,s26 0
IW) Sones
tuk ness cacee
BVACCGH Ot vearechieis
esisicuie's s10
Teh Maes velo cestecs cscs
MROTIGs
sed cccasicacleisicy» 10
TN, IGE a Rn Saascen
ade
VER EDITIEPSON tei.
+ccc e's010
Cunnsitiebam'
pee tesco
Pe
ITICL SON s/s vice eae 111
Koster and Emerson divided.
Event No. 3, 15 birds, entrance $5, 30yds.:

Altheer ...... 0121100212— 7
Kramer got first money; Stuard, Altheer and Farrell
divided second.
;
Event No. 8, miss-and-out, 30yds., entrance $1, birds
extra:
SEH OMS Be. Salorete
waco cis 0
Parrell Meese emiteiececs 22222
ITAMET Mecies woe edeeen ¢210
Stuard eet
oct eee se seokU.
FLIMI Rtas tcineitainee cree 22222
Hill and Farrell divided money.
Event No. 8, miss-and-out, entrance $1, 28yds.:
RITOSiS We gisele
sole atale0
Gold
gukentsenaeseuks 10
Wartell (em Sdecacnts
Ses ace1s
Stwardl soileph
see sees 20
WAS Gopdebhtopoadaadsce 20
TAI Ger me alncittresie
nieclea*
UNOS CGI etarelalsteniecteleteiereicte 20
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Smith ay sees
eee essen 0:
HPrances™)
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esis owed 10
Pe Paterson t.cccss
se. toe
Stuard won.
Event No. 9, miss-and-out, 30yds., entrance $1:
Thoms
122)
Gomld Minette
cece ss10
EDU eistirsc ene areisie anoint s
ST ATC
Wanyalstatelerelefsid
<'nvs' 0
Farrell
BSPATICES Memac cisisine cesleeis 0
Stuard
Farrell and Stuard divided money.
Event No. 10, miss-and-out, entrance $2, 30yds.:

MAN Uff oki) i As
aaa,
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02**20*00*1*010— 4
SUsNEH MMPs
ishan tees e oreSleseitisien'e ewlersee nes 202202200020220— 8
PALE
OL MIS Rite seed cocaine oes cool coletiaaleviac 02211210212*022—11

WATE.
ances ceiteere oe 2
On account of darkness

extra:

PDRODISE sa's airs atesisleraletets 2

Keramerecna

ses ets ce sed 0

Sttiard “cecwinrees cntlaw: 0
money divided.
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ARBRE ASG a UCnA Ee? ee eee reer 00022002020*100—

first;

Kramer,

second.

3
7
8
1
5

Market St., San Francisco.

Pennsylvania

entrance $1, 30yds.:
Simithiaenie
civic taltedie0
EAT)
eee ere eave avatars. 0
Goshotn.oWexiiessecaess 0
IK pamier mance tinssislere-sioaie ¢0
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The second quarter of the Crescent
Athletic
Club
championship contest at 500 targets, shot at Bay Ridge
last Saturday, resulted in a score of 107 out of 125 for F.
B. Stephenson.
Out of the 250 targets shot at, Mr. H.
M. Brigham is in the lead with 211 out of 250.

State

Shoot.

CoNCcERNING the Milton, Pa., Gun Club and the State
shoot, which will be held under its auspices, Secretary
Fred A. Godcharles announces that “‘Milton is in the
center of the State, easily reached from all points by
both the Pennsylvania
and P. & R. railroads,
is a
hustling, up-to-date town of 7,500 inhabitants and boasts
of two fine gun clubs.
The Milton Rod and Gun Club
has held the most successful single and two-day tournaments of any town of its size, and we know of none
better

anywhere.

We

have

never

asked

a

manufacturer

or merchant outside of Milton to contribute one cent’s
worth of anything or take any advertising space on a
programme of any description.
Now, we need your help.
We are not holding this tournament for profit, and intend to donate as much as we could hope to clear to a
special purse, which we think will be of sufficient size to
reimburse
every
amateur
shooting
through
the programme to to cover his losses.
Our programme will contain more items of interest than any yet published; it
will have a history of every trophy and its winners; the
date and place of each annual tournament of the Association; list of the champions; copy of the new constitution and by-laws, rules, etc.
A copy will be mailed
to every shooter in the State, whose address we can get.
It will Le well worth saving.”
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100 STRAIGHT

A. B. Richardson, of Dover, Del., was second, with 97 out of 100; Lester S.
All of these
German, of Aberdeen, Md., was third, with 96 out of 100.
gentlemen are AMATEURS, and of course each one used

DUPONT
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SMOKELESS
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Ten
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Del.
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York
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Club.

Armonk, N. Y., Feb. 17.—The midwinter tournament
of the Armonk
Gun Club was. well attended, twenty
shooters participated in the day’s programme.
G. E.
Sutton, A Betti, R. Gorham, from the Mt. Kisco Gun:
Club; M. H. Dyckman, from the Ossining Gun Club;
Krepps, Faile, Shirmer and Griffen, from White Plains
club.
G. E. Sutton broke 104 out of a possible 120 of theprogramme, and A. Betti was scene! high average for theday on 101.
The professional dena was W. Height, and much.
credit he deserves for the fine score, considering that it
is the first time he has shot at targets. We hope that he
will be one of the best shooters in future.
The programme called for 120 targets.
Following are the scores.
Events:
“1 2°33), 4556s
Goan
Targets:
10 10 15 10 10 15 10 10 20 10 Brk.
Gs EWSuttonitiv cccssae
915
8
1110 918 8
104:
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In the Philadelphia-Baltimore-Wilmington X-Team Race, shot at Wissinoming, Pa., February 12, Charles E. Mink, of Philadelphia,

BROKE

Gun

Hill.

BaycnHester, N. Y., Feb. 22.—A team match at 25 targets per man, between twelve-man teams of the Melrose
Gun Club and Sugar Hill Gun Club, was held here today. The scores:
Melrose.
Sugar Hill.
Allen
eect
DiuncanBeccaycemniccss 9
Kansas
..
Piuase) (hips aemeeeranaers g
IKinby sec
Sp Milleniis secrsmtarcterte 9
Geck
Wiegand)
arenes 15
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Koehler’ (a.2 eaten: I
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Lawlor ta. ,eeeeeeee 21
EOP
“Millestoceuses:4
Colder rany tnsicenntes 9
Brennaw gaceemecaee 16
MeKay- ©. .ictossiemrettaes 13
Henderson
.......< 5—136
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At Bradford, Pa., on Feb. 22, the
fessional trapshooters, Messrs. Heer

Bridge

3, 1906.

.....-.

8

two, renowned proand Stevens, were
were: Heer 192,
class, was high

present, and out of 200 targets, the totals
ad
Bd
&
Stevens 185. Mr. Bozard, in the amateur
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artistic and beautiful creations that have
appeared for a long time. These signs are ornamented with
very
neat and attractive frames.
“Just the (thing% to decorate the Aral: of your den or club
Send
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10 cents in stamps for Sreenn
Hanger, Now.
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A Clean Sweep!
The annual tournament of the Indoor .22 Caliber Rifle League of the United States, held at Grand

Rapids,

Mich., February 12-17, 1906, was especially remarkable for two reasons: First, the establishing of a
NEW RECORD, and Second, the renewed and undisputed proof of the ABSOLUTE SUPERIORITY of

PETERS

AMMUNITION.

The program

consisted of FOUR

SEPARATE

matches, in every one of

which the winners and most of the other contestants used

eters

Cartridges

In the 100-shot match Mr. W. A. Tewes, of Jersey City, N. J., won a decisive victory, leading his nearest
competitor by 28
TIVE YEAR that
marksman of rare
military shooting

points, and exceeding the world’s record by 13 points. This is the NINTH CONSECUthe CHAMPIONSHIP has been won with PETERS CARTRIDGES.
Mr. Tewes is a
ability, possessing both steady nerve and excellent judgment.
He is as proficient in
with .30 caliber ammunition as in the use of the smaller caliber rifle, and at the meeting

of the National Rifle Association, Sea Girt, N. J., August 24 to September 9, 1905, he won
Wimbledon

Cup

at 1000

not only the

y ards—the most important long range event of the meeting—but also the

Grand Laflin (Q. Rand Aggregate for highest total of scores in all principal military matches.
With any other but PETERS .22 Short SEMI-SMOKELESS, Mr. Tewes would never have made in the
Grand Rapids Tournament, his almost

In this match Mr. Tewes
Huebner, Stillman and Buss
Peters Cartridges.

incredible score of

made a consecutive run of twenty-five 25’s.
Messrs. Ittel, Ross, Smith,
won the second, third, fourth, fifth, sixth and seventh places, all using

The Continuous Match was won

by Messrs.

Ittel, Stillman,

Buss

score of 300.
In the Honor Match all winners used Peters Cartridges, the first man
a score of 6 3-4 degrees.
The Bullseye Match was won by Mr. L. P. Ittel, with 4 3-4 degrees.

and

Tewes, tied with

a perfect

being Mr. A. J. Huebner, with |

If there ever was the slightest doubt in any mind as to the superiority of Peters Cartridges of all calibers, that doubt has been dispelled
for all time by the results of the Sea Girt and Grand Rapids tournaments.

The various winnings and high scores were not the result of acci-

dent, but may be credited to good holding and absolutely perfect ammunition.

The inevitable conclusion is that if Peters Cartridges,

of either large or small caliber, are equal to these most crucial tests, tney are the best to use in any kind of shooting, either for Target Practice,

Hunting,

Police or Military purposes.

THE PETERS CARTRIDGE CO., CINCINNATI, OHIO
NEW

YORK:

98

Chambers

Street,

T. H. Keller,

Manager
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“THE FINEST GUN IN THE WORLD”
SHOOTS
HARD

Compare
the rest.

it with any other—the gun will do
Sold on its merits, not its reputation.
MADE

ONLY

A. H. FOX

BY

GUN

CO.,

Not connected

with

Philadelphia, Pa., U. S. A.

Philadelphia

Arms

Company

[MarcH
Indianapolis

Gun

3, 1906.

Club.

TuHDIANAPOLIS, Ind., Feb. 17.—Mr. W. T. Nash wom
the fifth contest for the English Hotel cup.
Scores are
as follows:
SOE 21 23 19 20—83NaSEDM sco)cyerere 23 25 21 24—93
Moore
Mr. Nash’s score was the second highest ever made on.
these grounds in an individual contest for this trophy.
Mr. Nash was immediately challenged by Mr. H. A.
Comstock.
Challenge was accepted and date of contest
fixed for Feb. 25, 2 P. M.
Weather cloudy and snow.
High guns for the afternoon: Nash, Michaelis and Tripp.
Events:
1° 2 8 <4.°be Gearon Lue
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25 25 25 25 25 25 25 25 26 26.
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Feb.
22.—The attendance was good, with quite a numTripp secured the only
ber of Eas present.
Mr.
Weather
straight that was made during the afternoon.
clear, with a slight wind from the southwest.
Events:
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These High-Grade Machine Made Guns are increasing
in popularity

every

day.

Ask

your

dealer

or write

Schoverling, Daly
302-304

BROADWAY,

@ Gales

-

NEW

Feb. 24.—Mr. W. T. Nash defeated Mr. H. A. Comstock in the sixth contest for the English Hotel cup.
Scores:
Nash”
hi. aateneestie
oa aed
Comstock:
scceseeeoeen 81

YORK.
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HIGH-CLASS

REPAIRING

Special work on Guns and Rifles effected by skilled workmen.

KIRKWOOD

When

BROS.,

Guns

and _ Sportsmen’s

23 Elm

Street,

Boston,

Supplies

Mass.

writing say you saw the ad. in “Forest and Stream.”

THE KELSO

Rea

Something New in
Automatic

It cannot get out of order, as it has friction relief at both ends of spring.
Capacity 100 yards, H Line.
Will take in about 150 feet of Line without rewinding.
Case of Aluminum, Satin Finished; Steel Bearings; only 6% ounces.
It is both the lightest and strongest Automatic Reel made, and with ordinary care
it should last a lifetime. The spool is fitted witlm an automatic tension, allowing
the Line to unreel, even though the spring is wound up ccmpletely.
Can use on
rod either above or below hand.
Guaranteed.

Ask

your dealer

for the ‘* KELSO”

If he cannot supply you, send the order to us.
Price $4.00.
Express paid
The
“KELSO” brand LINES, REELS, RODS, LEADERS, FLIES, and HOOKS are
as good as can be made,
Catalogues to trade only.
Manufactured by

H. J. ER
90

Chambers

Street,

oe S& CoO.
-

=

New

York

Mr. Nash was challenged by H. B. Sayles, and Saturday, March 8, was the date set for contest, at 100 targets.
Anderson and Sayles secured the only straights made
during the afternoon.
Tripp was high gun.
Events:
2
3) 450
ab
Targets:
25 25 25 25 25.
Anderson
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22 18 21 20
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1b 13
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eee
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ae
12/7 16~
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Dougherty
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aaa
Wm. ARMSTRONG, Sec’y.

At Monte

Ne,

Ark.

Monre
Ne, Ark., Feb. 24.—There
will be a claypigeon
trapshooting tournament here
May 30 and 31
next, open to the world.
The programme will be sent
you ‘as soon as out.
Interstate rules will govern.
Shooting on the first day will begin at 1 P. M.; the second
day at 9 A. M._
Rose system of division, 5, 3, 2; handicaps 14 to 20yds.
Trade representatives shoot for targets only.
Seventeen events in all; $10 added money in
each event.
This meeting will be well attended from Arkansas,
Missouri, Kansas, Indian Territory and Texas, but is
open to the world.
Monte Ne is on the Frisco System,
in Benton county, Northwest Arkansas, and round trip
tickets are for sale at all stations on the Frisco System.
W. H. Harvey.

>
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B. S. A. Shoot.
Backward,
O, birds
Die in the
And not

turn backward,
in your flight,
boundary,
out of sight.

I think I have broken
Your frail little wings,
When you are off like a breeze,
You swift-flying things.

AND

STREAM.

PRELIMINARY HANDICAP
GRAND AMERICAN HANDICAP
GRAND

CANADIAN
Emblematic

Come, O, come back,
And add to my score,
Don’t be like the raven,
And quoth “Nevermore.”

Shoot-off of tie:
MOTTO eaescrccc cases s 21210—4

Gent ae wacaan neces 20120—3

BaLtimorE, Md.—There was a practice target shoot at
the Baltimore Shooting Association Saturday, Feb. 24, to
try the new traps put in for the tri-state team shoot between Delaware, Pennsylvania and Maryland, Monday.
Twenty shooters participated.
There were six events,
25 targets each.
J. Mowell Hawkins was high gun, 119.
D. H. Geni second, 118. Targets were thrown 50yds.
It
took some time to get the traps adjusted, but before the
shoot was over, they were in good working order.
The
scores:
Events:
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Awosting

Gun

Club.

New Pattz, N. Y., Feb. 22.—The Awosting Gun Club
shoot to-day was for members only.
There were several
prize events in addition to the Peters and L, & R.
trophy contest.
Twenty members shot the programme through.
Slater
won first prize and Johnston second prize in Class A.
Cassady first, H. Hasbrouck second and Sullivan third
prize in Class B.
Schoonmaker first, and Zimmerman
second in Class D.
Special match, 25 targets each, H. Hasbrouck
and
E. Harp vs. L. Hasbrouck
and J. Oakley; won
by
former.
Snyder and Traver still lead for the trophies.
The boys are getting on edge for our tournament Thursday, April 19.
ieee
as)
We are advised by the Secretary, Joseph Le Compte,
that the Bradford, Pa., Gun Club will hold a summer
tournament on June 26 and 27, with $250 added each day,
a total of $500 for the tournament.
The comfort and _convenience of the shooters will be a first care.
A large
attendance is expected.

Canada,

of the

won

QR
|

United

States

by the

LEFEVER
WHY

GUN.

40 the best shots in the United States and Canada use Lefever Guns ?
There must be merit to the advantages

claimed

for Lefever guns,

Improve your score by shooting a Lefever Gun especially bored

for trap,

brush or field use.

Send

for Catalogue D.

This cut is a reproduction of our handsome 10-color hanger, size 10 x 23%. As long
as our supply lasts we will furnish these hangers for 8 cents, covering postage.

LEFEVER
SYRACUSE,

the score goes.

The Fenneman cup is sterling silver, and rests on an
ebony base.
It is a trophy well worth shooting for, and
must be won by the same shooter twice to become his
personal property.
Lester German, who was unfortunate
enough to make two misses in his 20 score, offered to put
up a good money consideration to shoot for the cup with
the eventual winner, at 100 fliers.
As the cup is such a
desirable one, it is not likely German will get a chance
of this kind.
He has, however, many friends who believe he will win by being high gun at the second shoot
for this trophy.
Dupont, while a fine shot, was fortunate
in getting easy birds.
German and Waters drew some
of the unkillable kind.
They centered several fliers with
both barrels, then the birds were inconsiderate enough
‘to die outside the boundary.
Moxley had a run of il
straight, drew several twisting drivers (that are killed by
accident and not by skill), then realizing he had no
chance to win the cup, withdrew.
The scores:
:
PE SETICATI MMYAM aratn tyes c)s\a\<\o\e1s\0.s,cfe%e
00.0ooo 22021222202222221212
18
METECUSMEG IMG Laitie(e c.cie's'sisisicrsisle
sievceccces 02220222022020221121—15
RPTESSTIDMGIME
eiaiaie ie lc e'cig’s's/s cisvc aseeses 12012211121122211221—19
RIPEN Me cha siclsicla\ee'sisiec'pccecescsces 22222201222121221122—19
SIEMENS
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cictyacisisintele’c’s
sisvis'ee sicecdicvees 01001220121110w
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MERA VE ( Uaclaiciovicivicciccsiccescccecees 122222221220010w
MMOIVEDE AOU
AG Secigiccisccctsesesecses 00101102000w
MT OTIEMOU MET siaielare ciste <clss s sve'e.e.se
09002012222221111221110—17
PITS MES ac iiec isis scsi ecdcesseces 22202221202212221222—18
PALES MELO estes sie'ieltincapvicisicieccecceve 00101200211w
BERESAT ETM
ee ei clsivis.civics iss tecciscsens 00w
TR Tere INU t a alelsic 6'scie'visie.cccecises 22222021 202212122222 18

of the Championship
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HANDICAP
and

Battimorer, Md.—At the Baltimore Shooting Association grounds, Feb. 22, there were fourteen contestants
for the beautiful silver cup given by
Mr. Fenneman.
Each man shot at 20 white fliers.
Dapnat and Gent
.seored 19.
In the shoot-off
(5 white fliers), Dupont
scored 4, Gent 38. Gent’s gun was out of order, and
gave him much trouble during the early afternoon.
He
tried Dupont’s, but lost one flier, so decided to take
chances with his Winchester again.
It was quite late
when
Mr. Gent’s last “pull’? was heard, and he was
‘handicapped by having a flier the color of the woods, a
swift darter, that could not be seen, consequently was
“lost to sight and memory dear’’—at least lost so far as

Go

First, Second

and

ARMS CO.,
NEW

Third

High Amateur Averages

YORK.

Won by
PARKER GUN

THE

Grand Canadian Handicap live bird event won by the Parker Gun in the hands of Thos.
Upton, witha
score
of 34 out of 35.
c
In the amateur class the three high averages at
targets were carried off by C. E. Doolittle, Jay D. Green and H. D. Kirkover, Jr., all
using the Parker Gun.
The Parker was much in evidence at the Hamilton, Ont., shoot,
January 16 to 19. The Parker Gun is always in evidence, and if you would improve your score, you should shoot no other.
The only absolutely reliable gun in the world.

PARKER

31

BROTHERS,

LAFLIN

&

Cherry

Street,

Meriden,

Conn.

*° New York Salesrooms, 32 Warren St.

RAND
in 1905

BRANDS

HIGH*AMATEUR AVERAGE for the entire season of 1905 was won by Mr. J. W. Akard,
Fairplay, Mo., who used *NEW SCHULTZE”
and broke 94 per cent. of all targets shot at
in tournaments.

Laflin @ Rand
also won

Brands, “Infallible,” ‘“‘New E. C. (Improved)” and “New

Schultze”

Three out of the First Four High Averages for the season of 1905.

WILDFOWL

ROWLAND

SHOOTING.

Containing
Scientific
and
Practical
Descriptions
of
Wildfowl; Their Resorts, Habits, Flights, and the Most
Successful Method of Hunting Them.
Treating of the
selection of guns for wildfowl shooting, how to load, aim
and to use them; decoys, and the proper manner of
using them; blinds, how and where to construct them;
boats, how to use and build them scientifically; retrievers, their characteristics, how to select and train
them.
By William Bruce Leffingwell.
Illustrated, 373
pages.
Price, in cloth, $1.50; half morocco, $2.50.

FOREST

AND

STREAM

PUBLISHING

E.

Danvis

ROBINSON’S

Books.

These books have taken their place as classics in the
literature of New England village and woods life.
Mr.
Robinson’s characters are peculiar, quaint and lovable;
one reads of them now with smiles and now with tears
(and need not be ashamed to own to the tears).
Mr.
Robinson writes of nature with marvélous insight; his is
the ready word, the phrase, to make a bit of landscape, a
scene of outdoors, stand out clear and vivid like a
startling flashing out from the reader’s own memory.

CO.

FOREST

LOG CABINS AND COTTAGES;

How

to

AND

STREAM

Build

By WILLIAM

and

PUB.

CO.

Furnish

S. WICKS.

Them.

Price, $1.50.

This work covers the field of building for the woods from the simplest shelters to the most elaborate cottages,
The details and directions are very specific and easily comprehended, and the illustrations
cabins and houses.
Sent postpaid by
are so numerous and so taking that one will be sure to find in them something to his taste.

FOREST

AND

STREAM

PUBLISHING

COMPANY.

Smith Hammerless and Fiector :
| Guns: also Hunter One-Trigger

[MarcH

Media,

Pa.,

WitmiInctTon,
Media, Pa., Gun

vs.

Wilmington.

3, 190t
Del.

Del.,
Feb.
24.—The
members
of the
Club visited the Wilmington Gun Club’s

grounds
to-day,
the occasion
being
the second
of
series of home-and-home
matches
arranged
between

:

shot

GOLD

MEDAL

& CLARKE

team

EXPOSITION

Ask for our catalogue.

HUNTER
FULTON,

<

ARMS
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L
W
C
J
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Baby

Feather-Weight

3 pounds,

Repeater

10 oz., only

Here is a real years-ahead advance.
A rifle, new from muzzle to butt-plate; refined two or three pounds
from old standards, yet complete in every detail and will do its work to your entire satisfaction.

It uses the .22 calibre shorts, and with the extra
carrier, the .22 long rifle cartridges, giving

TWO
Everything of the best
in.a .22 calibre repeater.
Easiest to clean.

every one who enjoys firearms.

WILLOW

RIFLES

IN ONE

quality, and QUALITY
COUNTS
To see it is to be charmed.
We recommend

this rifle to

Send 3 stamps for 136-page illustrated catalog of arms, etc., to

DISEASES
Nursing

vs.

OF

DOGS.

A Treatise on the Care of Dogs in Health and Disease.
By S. T. Hammond (“Shadow’’), author of ‘‘Training
vs. Breaking.’”’
161 pages.
Cloth.
Price, $1.00.
This work, from the pen of “Shadow,” will have a hearty
welcome.
It comes
from one who writes from full
knowledge.
‘The results of more than fifty years of
experience are here given,’ writes the author, “and
assure the reader that no course of conduct is advised,
no treatment recommended, no remedy prescribed, that
has not been thoroughly tried and tested by the writer,
and is believed to be entirely trustworthy in every respect.’””
Sent postpaid on receipt of price, $1.00.

FOREST

AND

STREAM

PUB. CO.

FERGUSON'S

Patent Reflecting Lamps
THOMAS

J. CONROY,
28 John Street,
New York.

use.

Combines

Camp, Belt and Dash Lamp, Hand
tern, etc.

EXCELSIOR
LAMP,
For Night Driving, Hunting, Fishing, etc.
Is adjustable to any kind of dash or vehicle. Sendstamp for Illustrated Catalogue
and address all orders Lamp Department.

Illustrated.

Cloth, 95 pages.

Price

This interesting little volume is a practical guide for the
cruising canoeist—the man
who wishes to start away
from the city and for a short time to make his canoe
his home.
With this in view, Mr. Frazer, who regards
canoeing as a healthful and economical method of passing away leisure hours, has written briefly, but attractively, of canoes, camping outfits, clothing, firearms and
ammunition, fishing tackle, photography, and in general
of cruising, camping and all that pertains to this phase
of outdoor life.
Contents:
Pleasures and Advantages of Canoes; Materials of Construction; Paddles; Air Tanks; Sails; Steering Gear; Fittings and Duffle; Camping Outfits; Tents
Without Poles; Recipes for Waterproofing; Sleeping Bag;
Camp Axe; Duffle Bag; A Portable Range; Selecting
Food; What to Wear; Firearms and Ammunition; Fishing Tackle; Camera; How to Cruise.

FOREST

AND

STREAM

PUBLISHING

PREVENTS

CO.

Guns

RUST

and

ON

GUNS.

Head|
Lan-

Frazer.

CLEANS

LAMP,

Jack(Front and Top), Boat Jack, Fishing,

D.

Powder Residue from
keeps bore bright.

With Silver Plated
Locomotive Reflectorsand Adjustable
Attachments.

For Sportsmen’s

CONN.

“This
Famous
Gun
Oil’’

Cor, Nassau St.,

UNIVERSAL

HAVEN,

Canoe Cruising and Camping,
By Ae

Dosing.

|

races

same

conditions,

and

Mediz

Write for free sample and test it with
thin oil or any oil you may be using.

6 oz. Can, 2 oz. Bottle,

25 Cents.
10 Cents.

THE MANY-USE OIL €O.,
New

York

City.

between

clubs.

were:

Edmunson.22

Media Gun
Pennington...24
G Beatty..... 23
Copple * .cnse. 24
H Howard...23
P) Dick Geet. 22
T Sweeney....19

20—42

J

Club.
21—45
22—45
20—44
19—42
20—42
21—40

Little sees 19 21—40

JT McKelvey. .23 18—41
Dr Manges...16 24—40
E Simon ....19 21—40
G Williamsonl7 20—37
Ce Pahttessse21 19—40—433
S Smedley...21 16—37—41°
Other scores:
Wilmington:
J. T. Skelly 39, H. J. Stidham 39, George
Burroughs 38, C. Springer 38, J. Huber 38, K. Frank 37,
FE Steele 34, J. Jones 32, Boulden 30, and E. L. Haganey
Media:
F. Fields 37, Leedom 36, E. Smedley 34, W.
H. Haines 34, F. Nolan 33, W. C. Rigby 30, Reilly 28,
and Spackmann 26.
After the above match was over, it was decided to
shoot another series between the two clubs, the first of
the new series being set for March 24 on the grounds of
the Media Gun Club.
The date for the return match on
the Wilmington Gun Club’s grounds will Pe — oo

G.

P. Association.

At the Washington’s
Birthday shoot
held
by the
Mechanicville, N. Y., Game Protective Association, fifteen
shooters participated in the regular events, and thirtyone in the special event.
The feature of the day’s shoot
ing was the tie-off shoot by J. B. Saunders and H. H
Valentine.
Their scores in the first six events on the
regular programme decided this contest, which was won
by Mr. Saunders, who broke 90 out of 100, and Mr. Val
entine broke 84 out of 100.
The following are the percentages in the regular events
shooting

NEW

STREET,

the

Mechanicville

The Marlin Firearms Co,
27

under

Wilmington Gun Club.
Banks.....24 24 25—49
J Squier...23 24—47
M_ Foord.23 283—46
H Simon...24 20—44
McHugh...22 20—42
Buck a... 19 23—42

W

THE 1906 NOVELTY
Marlin

was

The weather was pleasant, and everything really in
favor of good scores, but Wilmington’s total of 483 out
of 500, a team average of 86.6 per cent., is one to be
proud of. Media’s total was 8 higher than on the home
grounds, being 412, a team average of 82.4 per cent.,
victory resting with the home team by 21 targets.
Scores

NEW

=

PPV
ORS OCD WO
ORI

to-day,

managed to put in eighteen men, while the home tea1
sent to the score just twenty men.
At Media Wilmington could only rake up fifteen men to Media’s twenty
but both races have been productive of much sport anc
interest, and this new system seems well adapted for

WIN

At the LEWIS

The

the
the

two clubs.
In the first match, shot at Media, on Jan.
27, the home team was victorious, but by the narrow mar
gin of two targets only, the scores standing 404 to 40.
The match was shot under original conditions:
Each
club was permitted as many as twenty members at the
score, but only the ten highest totals were allowed to be
counted as the club’s team total.
The return match.

at 175

targets:

Broke.
Av.
Broke.
Av
Eyecoinithie.aenatene 136
oun
J: Novelties 139)
794
Hie Saunders... 0. 137
782
i Js Ferritlasaaae1360777
H H Valentine..149
853
Winstone
....129
= 737
J B Saunders....156
891
A J Harvey...... 122.
«691
These gentlemen shot through the entire programme.
Other percentages in the regular events are the following:

Shot at.
Geo « W ESE. jicieie a dies ces erect 150
HR
Sweny.).caunseseesmonteeee 125
FL

‘Gallenshittz

cjaceen

HM = Livingstone.
M L Welling
J

D

terete

Broke.
73
99

Percentage.
480
790

50

36

cs 8...eseeeene 125

99
64

790
581

30

854

Miller trois
ore one tee

720

B Bs Fallot
h ese haee tac
13
836
Mr. J. B. Saunders won first high average, which was
$3, and H. H. Valentine second high average, $2
Mr. Heath was present.
Mr. Heer expected to be
present, but was unexpectedly called to Buffalo.
The committee is working hard to make the Decoration
Day shoot a success, and hope to attract a larger number
of shooters than they did last Decoration Day.
The new trap was tried out at this shoot and worked
very nicely. About 8200 targets were thrown, with a very
small percentage of breaks from the trap.
There will probably be two large merchandise events
at our Decoration
Day shoot, beside a lot of added
money.
We do not think anybody will make a mistake
in coming to Mechanicville on Decoration Day.
|
The expert shooters who have been on our grounds
say that we have the finest laid out ground in the State,
and a nice cozy club house and a bunch of fellows who
are always there with the glad hand.
Any information concerning the shoot or Mechanicville will be furnished by
:
Gro. SLINGERLAND, Sec’y.

Missouri

and

Kansas

League

of Trapsbooters.

Moserty, Mo., Feb. 20.—Editor Forest and Stream: The
following are the places and dates of the Missouri and
Kansas League tournament for the year:
The first tournament
of the Missouri
and
Kansas
League will be held at
Schmelzer’s
Shooting
Park,
Kansas City, Mo., April 10 and 11.
The second tournament
will be held at Coffeyville,
Kans., May 9 and 10.
The third tournament will be held at Carthage, Mo.,
July 10 and 11.
The fourth
tournament
will be held at Scammon,
Kans., Sept. 11 and 12.
The fifth tournament wil! be held at Blue River Shooting Park, Elliott’s ground, Kansas City, Mo., Nov. 6
and 7.
Dr. C.) B:. Crappy sec’y.

i)
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SIDE LIGHTS

AND

STREAM.
Hotels

OF TRADE.

The Marlin Fire Arms Co., New Haven, Conn., in
fjaddition to their other excellent products, call special
attention to their Marlin Baby repeating rifle, a .22 re[}peater of the very best quality and lowest possible
yrice.
The barrels are made of the first quality open|}2earth steel, carefully worked, and in boring, finish, etc.,
Ware up to the highest standard.
Catalogue list price,
j912.50.
Circulars minutely descriptive of this arm will
‘be sent to those who apply.

THE MECKLENBURG
HOTEL
and GAME PRESERVES.
The

factory,

where

Daly

guns

have

been

made

ex-

HE best guesser often makes
the poorest cocktail
— because

clusively during the past thirty-five years.
The Sauer
fhammerless shotguns, Sauer Mauser rifles, Charles Daly
)ithree-barrel hammer and hammerless guns and combined
aed do and rifle are all made in the factory of Messrs.
iJ. P. Sauer & Son, Suhl, Germany.

the proper mixing of the various
liquors

Rifle Range and Gallery.
Indoor

.22 Caliber

Rifle

always

CLUBYC

has him

OGM

Ghe

guessing.

ATIZS

The
the

in perfect proportions.
CLUB
COCKTAILS is the only brand

| | This week we present some scores made in the Continuous Match, and a composite score of Capt. W. A.
| Tewes, winner of the championship
contest with the

subjected

to ageing

bottled.

Specify

before

CLUB

Seven

Season

Mar-

Holland

New York

Beach,

W.

A.

TEWES,

at Grand

Rapids,

Mich.

record-breaking score of 2481, at the tournament
Indoor
.22 Caliber
Rifle League
tournament,
Rapids,

This

Mich.,

target

Feb.

of the
Grand

12-17.

is wonderful

in its significance

as to steady

and

SHEFFIELD,

Outfitter,

St.

Anthony,

Idaho.

References.

Come to Round Mountain Lake Camps
For

good trout

fishing and

ticulars address

DION

bear

hunting.

For further par-

O. BLACKWELL,

New York Office, 335 Broadway,

Eustis,

Me.

Room 29.

COME
TO CAMP
RECREATION
for good muskallonge and black bass fishing.
New log camp, beautiful
lakes.
Send for circular.
A.

LEADERS

ar

Wants

G.

IRWIN,

and

Dorset,

Minnesota.

Exchanges.

SELECTED

2s. and 2s. 6d.

“IN TIME
OF PEACE
PREPARE
FOR WAR.”
Have you ever been unable to get bait for trolling or
casting just at the time you most wanted it? Why not
be prepared.
For 25 cents silver we will deliver enough
of our “‘Preservo” Liquid to keep 100 shiners 10 years, if
necessary. Guaranteed to keep shiners, smelts or frogs in
perfect
condition
until needed.
Reference: _ People’s
National Bank.
G. A. QUIMBY
& CO., Druggists,
Laconia, N. H.

GUT

Dozen.

“AJAX” GOLD .MEDAL

WATERPROOF

LINES

E. 4s., F. 3s. 6d. per 20 yards.
Send Money Order for Samples.

WYERS

Bay, Mass.

Salmon and Trout fishing. Tents, guides, boats
Write BUNGALOW, Grand Lake, Newfound-

EDWARD
Guide

TO THE

FLIES

Ist.

land.

L. ROWE,

HIGH-GRADE

May

NEWFOUNDLAND

MAIL YOUR TACKLE ORDERS
ACTUAL MAKERS
CAPT.

until

Mass.

Excellent
provided.

RICHMOND,
VA.
Tistab, 1880.
Ref. Broad Street Bank

of Championship

at

MEXICO.

lasts

Buzzard’s

The Best Smoke For the Pipe

Winner

in

Season

WELL STOCKED TROUT BROOK; ideal Club House
on BUZZARD’S BAY, Mass., to lease; ample game proserves; pond and sea fishing.
For illustrated booklet of
particulars, address
BROOKSIDE
CLUB,
Monument

In America,
Made from Old V2. Sun-Cured
Tobacco.
Money refunded if it bites or burns
ae
the Tongue. Sent prepaid postage
7Oc. Pound. Large Sample 10c.

DIRECT

Fishing
in

Brookside Club House

London

ORT
Castle Dome Cut Plug
JASPER

CO.,

Tarpon outfits for sale or rent.
Boats and boatmem.
Superior accommodation at Hotel Hidalgo for fishermen
and their families.
Over one thousand tarpon caught
last winter.
See photos at Abbey & Imbrie, 18 Vesey
St., New York.
Address HOTEL HIDALGO, Tampico, Mexico.

G. F. HEUBLEIN & BRO., Sole Proprietors
Hartford

Tarpon
is now

TAMPICO,

if you

kinds—Manhattan,

Gin, Tom Gin and York.

as

Finest
World

being

want the origimal and best.
tini, Vermouth, Whiskey,

Paradise.

MECKLENBURG
MINERAL
SPRINGS
Chase City, Virginia.

sthe

original bottled cocktail, are made
after a scientific formula:
the
choicest of old liquors are blended

League.

Sportsman’s

pee Turkey, Rabbits, Squirrels, Deer.
Kennel of fine
ennel of Fine Pointers and Setters.
Foxhounds.
Excellent Livery and Guides,
Hotel Modern—steam-heated,
Electric-lighted.
Rooms
single or en suite.
Sun Parlors.
Private Baths.
Baruch System of Medicinal Baths.
Noted
MINERAL
\VATERS.—Mecklenburg,
Lithia
and Chloride Calcium, free to guests.
Splendid Golf course, Bowling, Riding, Driving.
Write for Booklet and other descriptive literature.

‘
|; To correct some misapprehensions as to who are the
See
of the Daly and Sauer guns, they desire
¥to inform the public that the Charles Daly hammerless
shotguns are a high-grade hand-made gun, made in_their

Suhl

for Sportsmen

Catalogues Post Free.

FRERES, Continental Works
REDDITCH,

SALMON

ENGLAND

FISHING

For Sale or Lease.—One of the finest salmon rivers and
tributary,
on the North
Shore of the St. Lawrence.
Room for four rods.
Comfortable Camp, two canoes and
other camping material.
Over two hundred salmon have
been

Canoe Handling and Sailing.
The

Canoe:

History,

Uses,

Limitations

and

Va-

rieties, Practical Management and Care, and
Relative Facts. By C. Bowyer Vaux (“Dot”).
;

Composite

A

RECORD-BREA

Target

KER—SCORE

2481.

of 100 Shots in Championship
by W. A. Tewes.

Match,

nerve and clear eye, pluck and stamina; perfect rifle
and equally perfect ammunition.
The portrait of Capt. Tewes, published in this column,
shows him as he was arrayed and equipped
in this
competition,

Mr. W. W. Christianson, of Chicago, was omitted in
the report of the Championship match forwarded to us
last week.
He scored 2402. Also, in the Bullseye match,
O. Smith tied with Doc Johnson on 5 degrees.

Illustrated.
Cloth,
New and
revised

168 pages.
Price, $1.00.
edition,
with
additional

matter.

in one

their own enthusiasm to their pupils.
AND

STREAM

PUBLISHING

season

CO.

by

two

SCOTT,

rods;

average

40 Hospital

weight

St., Room

WANTED
RABBITS—As
near to the common
rabbit as possible, for stocking.
CHAS. BADER,
River, N. Y.

New

England

BROCKEL,

19,

wild
Pearl

3

1903, 1904, 1905 of Forrest AND STREAM
A collection of eggs of
per volume.

Volumes of years
well bound, $1.50

birds,

Main

MODERN

A complete manual for the management of the
canoe.
Everything is made
intelligible to the
veriest novice, and Mr. Vaux proves himself one
of those successful instructors who communicate
FOREST

caught

14 pounds.
Apply W.
Montreal, Canada.

classified,

St., Danbury,

$15.

Conn.

(CEPA RAGES: ? Fe

10

TRAINING.

IlHandling and Kennel Management.
By B. Waters.
lustrated.
Cloth, 373 pages.
Price, $2.
This treatise is after the modern professional system of
training.
It combines the excellence of both the suasiveand force systems of education, and contains an exhaustive description of the uses and abuses of the spike collar, _

FOREST

AND
Ad

STREAM

PUBLISHING

CO.

FOREST

AND

STREAM.

[MarcH

3, 19006.

SPORTSMEN’S CLOTHING
Sheds Water Like a Duck’s

Back

Combines the advantage of perfect tailoring with protection against rain.
Waterproofed by a patent process, permitting
thorough ventilation, yet rain does not
penetrate in any ordinary storm.
Soft and
pliable; sightly and durable; no rubber or
paraffine.
Fit,
finish
and
waterproof
qualities guaranteed.
Coat lined throughout the entire body
with same rain-proof material as outside.
Patent bellows under arms give extra ventilation and freedom of movement with
paddle, rod or gun.
Pockets for everything.
reinforced
front and
large
Trousers
doule seat.
Give loose breast measure over garments
to be worn with coat. Waist and leg measure

for trousers.

Made in two colors, light tan and dead
grass green.
Coat, $5.00; trousers, $3.00; hat, $1.00.
Express prepaid.
FOR
LADIES’
WEAR
Neatly tailored coat and skirt.
Gives
absolute
protection on_any outing trip.
Suitable for gunning, fishing, tramping,
boating, climbing. Coat, $s.003 skirt, $4.00.
Express prepaid.
Booklet, with samples
of material and directions for self-measurement

sent

free.

Special

discount

BIRD, JONES
3 Blandina

to dealers

@ KENYON

St.,

For

Utica,

N. Y.

Property

Sale.

We have constantly on hand
fine supply of Brook ‘Trout, all

Several

sizes for stocking purposes. "Al-

so for table use at 75c. a pound
ee privileged to catchown

St.

QUAIL

WHITE
CANADIAN
SOPER, Bucksport, Me.

BROOK
fry,

yearlings

brooks and lakes.
FARM,

cheap.
tf

Hares

two-year-olds,

Address NEW

Plympton,

for

ENGLAND

stockin

TROU

Mass.

BROOK

TROUT

of all ages for stocking lakes and streams.
Brook trout
eggs in their season.
For the next_30 or 60 days I will
make prices on eal te very low. FURNACE BROOK
HATCHERY
(E. L. Maglathlin), Kingston, Mass.
FOR
SALE—BROOK
TROUT.—FINE
HEALTHY
Fish of all sizes.
Eyed eggs in season.
Warranted delivered
anywhere,
as_
represented.
Correspondence
solicited.
BAY SIDE TROUT FARM
(A. B. Savary),
East Wareham, Mass.
THE
BROOKDALE
TROUT
CANNOT
BE BEAT
for stocking ponds and streams.
For the next few
weeks we will make a very low price on young fry and
large fish.
Also fly-fishing
BROOKDALE TROUT CO., Kingston, Mass.

BROOK
It will
eggs,

pay
fry

or

you

to

TROUT.

correspond

yearlings

in

any

with

me

quantity.

safe delivery anywhere.
Crystal Spring
L. B. HANDY,
So. Wareham, Mass.

before
I

buying

guarantee

Trout

a

Farm

ages
for
BROOK
TROU
Tete
and
lakes.
trout eggs in any quantity, warranted delivered anywhere
in fine condition.
Correspondence solicited.
THE PLYMOUTH
ROCK TROUT CO.
Plymouth, Mass.

TRAINING vs. BREAKING.
Practical Dog Training; or, Training vs. Breaking.
By
S. T. Hammond.
To which is added a chapter on training pet dogs, by an amateur.
Cloth, 165 pages. Price, $1.
FOREST

AND

rivers,

offered

for

on

the

short or

North
long

phere of the

lease.

For

STREAM

PUBLISHING

CO.

par-

Room

TRITON
CLUB
For Sale—A share in the Triton Club, the most desirable
club in the Province
of Quebec.
H. R. BRYAN,
Hudson, N. Y.

buildings.

TROUT.
and

salmon

EIGHTY-ACRE
FARM,
HEAD
OF
SOUND.
Fish, oysters, clams and game.

Western birds only.
Positively no worthless Southern
migratory birds offered.
Also pheasants, etc.
E. B. WOODWARD, 302 Greenwich St., New York.
LIVE
WILD
WALTER
R.

good

Lawrence,

ticulars apply to the LABRADOR
COMPANY,
19, 40 Hospital St., Montreal, Canada.

BROOK
CO., Parkside, Pa., Henryville Railroad Station.

LIVE

e.

SALMON FISHING

BROOK TROUT FOR SALE.

PoA RADISE
TROUT

forf.Sale.

Box

27,

Shelltown,

CAMP:
on

Lake
of

Lock

Box

rooms,

and

Md.

9

WANTED

in the Woods.

ment

POCOMOKE
Good land and

Give price, size of plot, arrange-

all

particulars

426, Bayshore,

N.

in

detail.

W.

R

;

Y.

9

AMERICAN
DUCK SHOOTING
By GEORGE

No

single

gunner,

BIRD GRINNELL

however

wide

his experi-

ence, has himself covered the whole broad field
of duck shooting, and none knows so much about

the sport that there

is nothing

left for him

to

learn.
Each one may acquire a vast amount of
novel information by reading this complete and
most interesting book.
It describes, with a portrait, every species of duck,
goose
and
swan
known to North America; tells of the various

Score of 75, by L. C. Buss.
Scores made in the Continuous Match of the Indoor .22
Cal. Rifle League at Grand Rapids, Feb. 12-17, 1906.

methods of capturing each, the guns, ammunition,
loads,

decoys

and

boats

gives the best account

used

in the

ever published

trieving Chesapeake Bay dog.
About 600 pages, 58 portraits

page
| pieces

plates.

and

by Wilmot

Price,

edition

many

vignette

Townsend.

de luxe

on

sport,

and

of the re-

of fowl, 8 full-

head

hand

and

made

_tailpaper,

bound in buckram, plates on India tint paper,
each copy numbered and signed by author, $5.00.
Price library edition, $3.50.
FOREST
AND
STREAM
PUB.
346 Broadway, New York.

CO.

Rifle Notes.
In the advertisement of the J. Stevens Arms & Tool
Co.,
in Forrest AND STREAM
last week, an error Occurred in respect to the name of L. P. Ittel, which was
given as L. P. Steel.
However, in our reading columns
last week
our report
of the Indoor
22-Caliber Rifle
League tournament gave Mr. Ittel full credit.
Mr. Ittel
used a Stevens rifle, as did the champion, Capt. Tewes.
More particulars concerning the users are given under
the caption, “Side Lights of Trade.”
The Peters Cartridge Co., in
this week, sets forth in detail
concerning
the performances
winners, the ammunition which

our advertising columns
much interesting matter
of the most
important
they used, etc.

MArcH

FOREST

3, 1900.]

New

York

Central

Schuetzen

Club.

TuE good showing made by their members
in the
big league shoot at Grand Rapids was the principal
topic of conversation at the club shoot held Feb. 20.
Louis Buss made the high score of 2,461 points in 100
sshots, and Charles Zettler, Jr., took the cash bullseye
prize. The scores follow:
Ring target:
;
EL, CoBuss'iscc-- 246 246 249 247 248 247 246 244 245 247—2461
A Hubalek
... 239 245 244 247 246 247 242 241 243 245—2439
L P Hansen... 243 243 244 243 244 243 246 246 246 238—2436
A Begerow
... 232 233 233 231 224 234 236 228 241 235—2327
C Zettler, Jr... 2388 241 241 242 241
—1206
Louis Maurer . 2384 237 240 245 241
—1197
B ‘Zettler’ ace. 232 239 240 235 240
—1186
C G Zettler ... 2388 237 241 232 237
—1184
A P Fegert.... 235 231 234 233 231
—1164
H C Zettler.... 232 239 232 229 229
—1161
T H Keller ... 236 234 227 232 214
—1141
'G Bernius ..... 228 227 219 228 233
—1130
Bullseye pe eeeericeseee:
’
‘Charles Zettler, FS
14
Barney Zettler ....... 411%
AP! Begerines «sex
, 27
August Begerow ..... 4616
George
Bernius ...... 30

Cincinnati

Rifle Association.

THE following scores were made in regular competition by members
of this Association
at Four-Mile
House, Reading Road, Feb. 11. Conditions were 200yds.
offhand, at the standard American target.
Roberts was
again champion for. the day with a score of 90. Payne
was high man on the honor target with 28 points.
Mr.
R. W. Hans Seitz was duly elected to membership and
seems quite enthusiastic.
His scores are quite favorable
for a beginner with a strange rifle. The scores:
Roberts ..... 90 86 82 82 81
Sr Ofer eee. ee 82 79 78 76 75
ayne ........ 88 87 86 84 838
Gindele..<... 80 79.
Odell
.......86 86 85 85 82
Seitzin ns.
73 70 ob6250
Freitag .....
85 83 77 76 72
Drube
......
67 64
Mr. Odell’s scores deserve especial mention, eine to
their steadiness.
He only fired 50 shots and succeeded in
making a record for himself, \making an average of 85,
all but one-fifth of a point. "He is one of our youngest
members.

PUBLISHERS’ DEPARTMENT.
Proctor’s Fifth

Avenue

STREAM.
KENNEL

Corps.

TWENTY-THREE members took part in the shoot held
the night of Feb. 21.
Radlof Busse was high on the
wing target, and Charles Ottmann won the bullseye prize.
All shooting was at 25yds. offhand, with .22 caliber rifles.
The scores:
Ring target:
R -Busseme.ccse 243 236—479
H Fick, Jr..... 227 224—451
‘W J Daniel ... 243 235—478
F Wessel, Jr.. 228 220—448
We
Hess aleciese 288 236—474
Bi busner sa... 219 217—436
C Gerken
...._241 232—473
H Roffman ... 222 2183—485
H D Miller
. 287 284—471
H Von der
J N F Siebs.. 285 235—470
Liteth ~~... est 219 213—432
‘G Vremeister . 286 2383—469
J_M Leonard... 217 210—427
‘Scharninghaus
236 233—469
H D Schmidt.. 218 208—426
A P Feégert... 233 233—466
C F Tietjen... 211 202—413
C Ottmann.... 237 223—460
H Brunner ... 213 200—413
F Schroeder .. 283 226—459
H A Ficke, Sr. 211 201—412
J Von der
G .Detloff ..... 213 196—409
Lieth tate ccs 227 227—454
Bullseye target—degrees
CG Ottmantevecss.. ssc.
IRMEISUSSE testis ciievsis es 95144
JON PaSichose..<tsc.) OS
Waele Daniel Sac scoters
3
Be TOR Miailen aac
ccs arcs 60
Jevonl der Lieth sc... 114%
D Scharninghaus ..... 75%
BES ChiradGrae sitet 18
BoHisnetireearce chee es 7914
H Von der Lieth....130
A PBC gett iis
cic a's 80
(Gh 1d Wetays Nasties..168
EUyBruniert.o.ce <<. 8416
PAW OMIDANTE ae cc.ccmeos179
G A Vremeister ...... 8516
HEED eSchimidt. socece: 182
Jacob Tessie acccne --- 86%
By Wiessele. JT... cisicc ceva 21214

Zettler Rifle

AND

Theatre.

In a few weeks Mr. Proctor will produce at his popuJar Broadway Theatre—the Fifth Avenue—that very successful play, “The Prisoner of Zenda,’ which up to this
time has never been presented at popular prices.
Every
care will be taken to make the production rank with
those notable among this season’s memorable revivals.
Every season Mr. Proctor presents a new play at intervals with his All-Star Players at the Fifth Avenue
Theatre, and the week of Feb. 26, he has selected for
production Mrs. De Mille’s ‘“‘The Missourians,’ which
will at that time be given its first presentation on the
stage.
A great deal is expected of it, as it is a_companion piece to two popular plays, “The Squaw Man”
and “Arizona.”
There is nothing so important to the sportsman as the
clothing that he wears.
The outdoor man
cares not
greatly how he looks, but he does want to be warm and
dry, and to have his clothes fit him easily.
These advantages are claimed for the Duxbak Sportsman’s Clothing, one of the uses of which is implied in its name.
This clothing, made for men and women alike, is guaranteed as to its fit, its finish and its waterproof. qualities.
Booklet, with samples of material, is sent free on application to Bird, Jones & Kenyon,
3 Blandina
street,
Utica: Nz 1Y.
Stevens rifles were much in evidence with the victories
recorded at the Indoor .22 Caliber Rifle League tournament, at Grand Rapids, Mich., a report of which was
published in Forst anp Stream of Feb. 24. The championship winner, Capt. W. A. Tewes, and F. C. Ross
used a No. 52 Stevens Ideal; L. P. Ittel, A J. Heubner
and A. A. Stillman used Stevens- Pope.
Stevens rifle
telescopes
were
used in the
various
championship
matches.

“SUPPLIES.

Backus Dog Crates, perfectly ventilated, Buffet for feed and water cup attached.
The best
and lightest crate in use. A complete assortment of Sergeant’s, Glover’s, Dent’s, Johnson’s
and Spratt’s Dog Medicines
Austin’s, Excelsior, Old Grist Mill, Ideal ‘and Spratt’s Dog
and Puppy Cakes.
Collars, Whips, Leads, Chains, Brushes, Books, etc, A complete list in
our immense 162 page Illustrated Catalogue, mailed free.

Excelsior Wire and Poultry Supply Company, Dept. A. O.
W. V. RUSS,

Kennel
Ads under this
cents in capitals).

Proprietor

26 and 28 Vesey St., New York City

Special.

head 2 cents a word a time
Cash must accompany order.

(or

BLOODHOUNDS.

3

I seli pups that are Bloodhounds in character and
breeding.
They will honor their name in the show-ring

For Sale.—Full-blood English BEAGLE Hounds, Hunters that are hunted.
OAKLAND BEAGLE KENNELS,
Pontiac, Mich.

or on the trail.

DR.

Norwegian bearhounds,
Irish wolfhounds, deer and cat
hounds.
English bloodhoutids, American foxhounds.
4
cent Joan for illustrated catalogue.
ROOKWOOD
KENNELS,
Lexington, Ky.
Sporting and Pet Dogs for sale.
Pigeons,
Belgian Hares and Swine.
aa
for reply.
LLOYDT, Athens, Bradford, Co., Pa.

DANBURY,

EIT

CONN.

SE

AT OIE

RS FEL

ET

DE

LIS

SP

Hy

Then let us send you Polk Miller’s
celebrated Book on Dogs; How to
Take Care of Them; the eloquent
Senator Vest’s masterful Tribute to

a Dog,

and“A

Yellew Dog’s Love

for a Nigger” (famous poem), We will
send you all of the above for 10c just to advertise
Sergeant’s
Famous
Dog

TWENTY
YOUNG
DOGS
and Puppies,
by Tony’s
Count
and
Guy
Gladstone.
FRANK
FORESTER
KENNEL, Warwick, N. Y.
11

Remedies.

DRUG

Gold Medal & Highest Award
Gold Medal & Highest Award

SPRATT’S

Bloodhound
~*~
“*
™%&

Ferrets,

CLEARANCE SALE.—I have a number of well broken
dogs in pointers, setters and hounds eae I will sell
cheap rather than carry them over. GEO.
W. LOVELL,
Middleboro, Mass.

St. Louis World’s Fair, 1904;
Paris Exposition, 1900:

Imperial
Kennels,

KNOX,

OO.

Address

POLK

859 MainSt.

MILLER

Richmond,

Va.

Tacidermists.

PATENT

AM. (LTD.)
Manufacture

specially

prepared

foods

DOGS,

J.

for

KANNOFSKY,

PRACTICAL

PUPPIES,

GLASS

beta

CATS,

RABBITS,
POULTRY,
PIGEONS,
GAME,
BIRDS,
FISH.

Write fae Catalogue, tae Culture,” with practical
chapters on the feeding, kenneling and management of
dogs, also chapters on cats.

Spratt’s‘ Patents i ee
(America) Ltd.

DOG

and Manufacturer of
Artificial eyes for birds, animals and manufacturing purposes a specialty.
Send for prices. All kinds of skulls for
the fur trade.
369 Canal St., New York.
Please mention Forest anp STREAM,

oe a a

1324 Valencia

, St. Louis, Mo.
St., San Francisco,

BOOK

ON

Cal.

SAVE

DISEASES
AND

HOW
Mailed

FREE

TO

H. CLAY GLOVER, D. V.S.,

by the author.

It gives directions for preparing and preserving Skins,
Antlers, etc. Also prices for Heads and Rugs, Birds and
Fish, and all kinds of work in Taxidermy.

1278 Broadway, New York.

IMPROVED SPIKE COLLAR,

Ward's Natural Science Establishment,

For use in dog training. Price, $2.00.
mail, $2.10. Send for circular,
B.
346

ROCHESTER,

AT STUD
Boston Terrier Edgewood

New

TAXIDERMIST,

York.

A

Tel. 4205

IF

Chelsea.

Near

13th

and

a fe

AVENUE,
St.,

NEW

YOU are interested in Forest
Stream, you must be interested

YORK.

and
in

A Correspondence Course is the Only Satisfactory
Way in which to learn Taxidermy, and Mine is the
Only Up-to-Date, Scientific Course in Existence.
Fifteen Special Lessons in uncommon branches. Ilustrations; Personal Instruction.
To prove this | will
send the first lesson Free.
Recommended by the best

Monthly, 50 to 100 pages, its writers
are the most successful 'Poultrymen

Itis

The POULTRY TRIBUNE,

*

nicely illustrated, brimful each month
of information on How to Care for
Fowls and Make the Most Money with
them.
In fact so good you can’t afford
to be withoutit. Price,50 cents per year. Send at once
for free sample and SPECIAL OFFER TO YOU.

R. R. FISHER, Pub., Box 51, Freeport, Ill.

in mounting Moose, Elk, Caribou
heads.
Call and examine work.

TAXIDERMY AND
ZOOLOGICAL COLLECTING

Poultry Magazine,
S it

specialty

No. 182 SIXTH

Benny,

Perfect head color,
by Champion Butte, 2 years, 17 lbs.
markings,
disposition.
Winner at Trenton, Pittsburg,
White Plains.
First 10 bitches booked will be bred at $5
each. One of the surest dogs at stud, rarely ever missing.
VINE COTTAGE KENNELS, West Haven, Conn.

and women inthe United States.

N. Y.

ROWLAND,

WATERS,

Broadway,

TROPHIES.

“Heads and Horns.’

FEED.

to any address

YOUR

Write for our Illustrated Catalogue,

sporting magazines.

CLARENCE
J

42

For information address

BIRDSEYE,

Broadway,

New

York

City

Jr.

BARGAINS

IN-

| MILITARY AND SPORTING RIFLES
We recently purchased from the United States Government
a quantity of up-to-date BREECH-LOADING RIFLES, and
offer the following at extremely low prices.
“SPRINGFIELD”

OFFICERS’

MODEL—.45-70

caliber,

with

26-inch

barrel,

extra light weight, pistol grip stock, with stock and fore-arm finely checkered,
target sight, including graduated rear sight, buckhorn wind-gauge middle sight
for

1200

yards,

and

Beach

combination

front

sight,

checked

trigger,

cleaning

rod under barrel, silver mounted, all metal parts finely engraved, and each rifle
absolutely new.
Altogether an extra fine rifle for sporting or target use, and
thoroughly ‘up? tovdate:s
*Bacht.
i... 422.5. es vvieeislelse ¥neisiele sisiuienya sieonm tse sie$12.00
“SPRINGFIELD”
ROD
BAYONET
RIFLES—.45-70
caliber,
breechloading,
latest’

model).

allyperiéctly

news,

TEACh’.

225.1

cmsmnae owe ceinics veelsiee uisteisisisinelelts $6.00

“SPRINGFIELD”
MODEL
73 BREECHLOADING
RIFLES—.45-70
caliber,
All perfectly tries
ach oom e clates:c crete orelsin'ei telcferers tyeiarusebiaeraver? intarens] a ele teenie $4.50
“WINCHESTER”
LATEST
MODEL
9% BOX
MAGAZINE.
MILITARY
RIFLES—54-shot repeating, using the regular .30-40 United States smokeless
cartridges (either soft point or full metal patched), fitted with adjustable rear
sight, and in a first-class second-hand condition.
Every rifle guaranteed
serviceable and absolutely reliable.
Especially adapted to large game shooting
and

long-range

target

work,

Above rifles were used in the late Philippine war.
Price
Same with bayonet and scabbard.
Price on application.

IVER

JOHNSON
163-165

SPORTING

Washington

on

application.

GOODS

St., Boston,

CO.,

Mass.

NOTICE!
We

have

Golf

added

to our line of Sportsmen’s

Goods,

Fine

Leather

Supplies,

NEW

AVENUE

CITY

attractive

Joseph

Has

Sole U. S. Agents
HENSOLDT’S Field,
Marine and Opera Binoculars.

MARVELS

WITH

BALLISTITE
The

best

Shotgun

Smokeless

Powder

Mr. M. R. McKinnon wins the BALLISTITE

on

Agents

for

NOBEL’S

EXPLOSIVES

75
C@.,

Ltd.,

earth

Trophy at Watson Park,

Glasgow,

fluid

steel

barrels,

magnificent

Best

English

Damascus

barrels,

146. in. drop,

5425.

dark

Italian

walnut

stock,

extra

fine

dark

walnut

finest

13 1-B:ink

Greener
Damascus

Crown

stock.

Price,

quality

mets ..2..i/vo«s
ses se eee ener

$125.00

barrels,

ejector.

flat level

Cost $425, and

rib,

half

pistol

in perfect

grip,

left

barrel

condition.
modified,

right improved cylinder, -Dimensions:
12-ga., 28-in. barrels, 744 lbs. weight, 2%4-in.
drop,: 1444-in. ‘stock: A bargain At: 3s ..2505.25secsce
oe oselevaice olealstelneree aati $225.00
No. 4042: Greener Crown
quality pigeon ejector.
Cost $425.
Best English
Damascus
barrels, full choked,
elaborate
engraving,
vege er, marked, ©halt
pistol grip stock.
Dimensions:
12-ga., 30-in. barrels, 74% lbs. weig t, drop 2% in.,
stock 1446. in. Av bargain: ath iirecls.c bso «cists whale cles pee galerie etek tea
$250.00
No. 1570. Greener Grand Prize pigeon gun, without ejector.
List $200.
Has
Greener’s wrought steel barrels, handsome half pistol grip stock, full choke both
barrels.
Dimensions:
12-ga., 32-in. barrels, 7 lbs. 6 oz, weight, drop 2% in.,
stock 14% in. The gun is slightly shopworn, but has never been shot. Price, $125.00

weighs

6 lbs.;

3%

in.

drop,

and

of Greener’s wrought steel barrels.
the field barrels the gun measures

shoots

cylinder

and

improved

cylinder.

With the other set the dimensions are:
12-ga., 28 in. 6% lbs. With both barrels
choked.
It makes an ideal gun for almost any purpose.
Can be bought for $350.00
No. 4095. Greener Crown quality Grand Prize pigeon gun, without ejector, with
Sir Joseph Whitworth fluid steel barrels.
Cost $435.
Both barrels full choke.
Handsome straight grip stock, with Silver’s recoil pad. A splendid shooter, and in
perfect condition.
Dimensions:
12-ga., 30-in. barrels, 7 lbs. weight, 2% in. drop,
14% in. stocks
wPrices . oo ii0.0.s biesatemtasteilensteaiyrein ne elterase fiewsia'e Miemcatels aieSiheen ene $275.00

HENRY C. SQUIRES @ SON,

Street,
City

Scotland

Send for ‘‘ Shooting Facts;’’ it will interest you.

or three dollars to

Circassian

No. 1996. Greener ejector, with two sets
Cost $450, and has never been shot.
With

Chambers
New
York

Second-Hand Guns at

Any gun will be sent C. O. D, with

prices.

Whitworth

shooter.

26 in. and

Chicago, Ill., February 3d. 1906.
This is the sixth successive time this trophy
has been won with BALLISTITE (that was barred out of the Interstate
Association, because it is foreign).
Can any other powder equal this?

J. H. LAU@ CO.

a few High-Class

stock, elaborately engraved, in perfect condition.
Complete in leather-covered
oak trunk case and full set of English implements.
Dimensions:
12-ga., 30-in.
barrels, 744 Ibs. weight, 2 9-16 in. drop, 14% -in. stocks Price......c.
ccc. ieee. $150.00
No. 2428. Greener Grand Prize pigeon gun.
Cost $175, and is practically new.
Has dark English walnut half pistol grip stock, nicely engraved.
Damascus barrels and a strong powerful shooter.
Dimensions:
12-ga., 30-in. barrels, 7 Ibs.
No.

MORE

Boston

solid gold name plate, gold-plated triggers and lever, elaborately engraved and
carved ivy leaf fence, and practically brand new.
Cost $600 only a short time ago.
Dimensions:
12-ga., 30-in. barrels, 744 lbs. weight, 234 in. drop, 14 in. stock. These
guns rarely come to the market second hand, and this one is a great bargain.
Complete in best quality English leather-covered
oak case, with implements,
extra plungers, €te. © Price sib). 5..joisie:0its «0,00 grnse'sveiere wie+16bnyeralcheiatels tare lati t eae
$350.00
No. 1111. W. W. Greener $350 grade hammer pigeon gun.
One of: the most
attractive looking Greener hammer guns we have ever seen, and a most mag-

8 0z.,

Sole U. S. Agents
MAUSER Sporting Rifles.
MAUSER Automatic 10 Shot Pistols.

will be found

nificent

Waldorf-Astoria

YORK

Street,

No. 2429. Ithaca No. 6 Ejector.
Cost $210.00, and practically new.
Very fine
figured English walnut stock, full pistol grip, gold-plated triggers, elaborate engraving, steel barrels.
Dimensions:
12-ga., 28-in. barrels, 7144 lbs. weight, 3 in.
drop, ‘14. in.’ stock. —Price, net... sje .\cje.eis ancl ere neivieite, delelv sweats Eee nee ee
$110.00
No. 3023. Stephen Grant & Sons’ highest quality automatic ejector, fitted with

assortment

VON LENGERKE & DEIMOLD,
Street, Opp.

Washington

No. 3022,
Highest quality Westley Richards feather-weight single trigger, with
automatic ejector.
Magnificent dark mottled Circassian walnut full. pistol grip
stock.
W. R. special steel barrels, elaborately engraved and hand-carved fence.
Gun is practically new and of very recent manufacture.
Dimensions: 16-ga., 26-in.
barrels, 6 lbs. weight.
2 13-16 in. drop, 181% in. stock.
Price, net............ $300.00

Sir

Cor. 34th

107

guarantee the express charges

Ath-

to be seen anywhere.

FIFTH

SONS,

privilege of examination, cn receipt of two

and Foot Ball Goods, Cutlery, Etce., of
which we show at our New Store, 349 Fifth

349

@

A FEW MORE
SECOND-HAND GUNS
most

Goods,

and up-to-date

READ

Below

letic Goods, Automobile
Horns, Lamps,
Etc., of our own importation.
Base Ball

Ave., the most complete

1 Genuine JAMES PURDEY & SON, London, High Grade Hammer Gun,
top snap action, finest Damascus, beautifully engraved, straight stock,
‘ Silver recoil pad, in English leather covered oak case.
Gun is in nice,
refinished condition, and original cost was over $400. 3lin., 12 bore, 744lbs,$100.00
1 Special W. W. GREENER Hammerless, Grade F. 3, wrought steel barrels,
straight stock, finely engraved, especially built locks cocking the gun in
closing, making it very easy to break open.
30in., 12 bore, 8lbs.
This
gun is nearly new, in excellent condition and cost over $250 within a
short, tite. covet ues os cireips dete daaivce ss aa atalamens eaietale tolerate ersislGha a stasemnane aetna 150.00
1 Genuine STEPHEN
GRANT, 67 St. James Street, London, hammerless,
Whitworth steel barrels, straight, not pistol grip.
In perfect order and
good second-hand condition.
30in., 12 bore., 6%lbs.
This is one of
Grant’s Best Guns and cost 58 pounds sterling in London, equivalent to
$394;40 here ac sec sies'ersis se/he Severe sais Livlole eyessloracerese cia melerme aielela.) aeteiete aie
150.00
1 ditto. Damascus, % p.g., used but a few times. 27in., 20 bore,
510/16 lbs. 75.00
1 ditto.
Modified Stock, Damascus barrels.
27in., 12 bore, 6%4lbs..........
95.00
1 SCOTT
Monte Carlo Hammerless, special steel barrels, modified style
stock, crystal apertures and all latest improvements, has Silver’s recoil
pad, in nice condition, regular net price $160.
28in., 12 bore, 7%4lbs.
This gun is nearly new and) quite. a’ bargain... \. cess colscs sss ose paren
100.00
1 Fine SCOTT, Premier quality, Hammer Gun, Damascus barrels, % p. g.,
finely engraved, fine refinished condition.
This gun cost $800, and is one
of the old Scott Premier guns.
30in., 10 bore, 834lbsi.¢........c-.cecse
cue
1 GREENER,
latest style, fine Hammer Gun, for trap or ‘field shooting,
wrought steel barrels, Greener cross bolt, straight stock, with Lyman
sights.
Cost $125 only recently and is an extra bargain at the price.
30in., 12° bore, SIZIDS\..,.«
«/<'o013/0/s ovsis\s's/8/4)/0jessie. trols olenalatelaledatel sicteiea teat ann ann 75.00
1 SCOTT Hammer Gun, extra quality engraving, Damascus barrels, % p. g.
One of Scott’s high cost Hammer Guns, in nice, refinished condition.
30in.,” 10. bore; “S841DS.. oi cs sc veces e cise s 6s:¢ sip oe geitdee nee neiiee a= een
45.00
1 HENRY W. EGG No. 1, Piccadilly, London, fine Hammer gun, side snap
action, laminated steel, straight stock, B. A. rebounding locks, in leather
trunk case.
Gun is practically in new condition, and is a genuine “Egg”
make, and has the special London proof mark on barrels.
Cost originally
over $200‘in* gold:
~28in.,, 12 bore, Gols). 22 cx ecnyecls tres creeterneeenn ean
45.00
ALSO MANY OTHERS.
SEND FOR OUR LIST OF SECOND-HANDS.

WM.

Sole U. S. Agents
KNOCKABOUT
GUNS
With or without Automatic Ejector

Sole U. S. Agents
FRANCOTTE
GUNS
Most celebrated of all imported guns

Some Good Purchases in High-Grade Guns

No.

20

Cortlandt

St..

New

York

City.

HUGH MONROE, FREE TRAPPER
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THE ROBERTS SAFETY LAUNCH AND YACHT BOILER.
THE

ROBERTS

SAFETY

WATER

TUBE

BOILER

[MarcH

Nearly 1500 in use.

250 pounds of steam.

Cable Address:

New

COMPANY,

WORKS:

Bruniva,

39 and ‘41 Cortlandt

RED

York.

BANK,

Street,

New

Telephone

New

I0, 1906.

Handsome

catalogue free.

Address:

599 Cortlandt.

Jersey.

York.

Massachusetts

Game

Sale.

Boston, Mass., March 3.—Editor Forest and
Stream:
The Massachusetts Fish and Game Protective Association has in the Legislature House
bill No. 851, which prohibits the sale of pinnated
grouse (prairie chickens) and ducks during the
time in which the killing of them is prohibited
by law.
Also House bill No. 853, which prohibits the sale of quail except during the shooting
season.
At the hearing on these bills before the
legislative committee on
Feb.
28, Dr.
T. S.
Palmer, in charge of Game Preservation in the

United States Department of Agriculture, said:

ullins Pressed Steel Boats Can’t Sink
Easier

to

Row—Absolutely

Made

of pressed steel,

with air chambers

Can't leak—crack—dry
Queen”

15 foot row boat, as
illustrated. Complete
pair oars

Safe

in each

end like a life boat,

or sink—lasta

lifetime.

Every

boat guaranteed,
The idea! boat for families—summer
resorts—parks—boat
liveries,
etc.
Strong—safe—
speedy.
Write to-day for our large catalog of row

**The

with one

out

boats, motor boats, hunting
and fishing boats.
The W. H. Mullins Co., 126 Franklin St., Salem, 0.

29.00

F OUTDOOR LIFE.
OOTING,

FISHING YACHTING.

CORRESPONDENCE.

Springs—No

PROOF:

Cams—ABSOL

does its work better, at less cost per running

in
hour, has none of the uncertainty of other motors
HAS
its makeup, and costs little to buy— Why?
/)
EnGasoline
ine
We are building 10,000 Auto-Mar
but manucines this year,not merely assembling parts,
ND
user—A
to
foundry
from
facturing complete
GUARANTEE EVERY ENGINE WE MAKE,
$33 15, Engine Only.
uit
go
wit
11-2 H. P.

/)

4 H.P. 49.00,
3H.P. Will develop
describing 1 to 20 1BIR ASE
Write

for catalog

Three Copies,

$7.50.

Five

Terms:
For
month.
Rates

Copies, $12.

Remit by express money-order, registered letter, money
order or
draft payable to the Forest and Stream Publishing Company.
The paper may
be obtained of newspeslets throughout the United
States, Canada and Great
ritain.

y)

Motors.

ARINE COMPANY
DETROIT AUTO-MSt.,
Detroit, Mich.

San
DONS
SS
49 E, Congress

The only builders of Auto-Marine
in the world.

Subscriptions may begin at any time.
single copies, $3 per year, $1.50 for six
for clubs of annual subscribers:

Foreign
Subscriptions
and
Sales
Agents—London:
Davies & Co., 1 Finch Lane; Sampson, Low & Co.;
Paris:
Brentano’s.
Foreign terms:
$4.50
per
year;
$2.25 for six months.

Engines

SUBSCRIPTION

SN

in their possession

up to a certain date.
At the time these statutes
were enacted the conditions as to game in this
State were very different from what they are

to-day.

It is impossible to receive from the West

a single prairie chicken or quail which has not
been taken in violation of law, State or National.
The only State from which such game could
come is Mississippi.
“If it were generally known that the State of
Massachusetts afforded opportunities for the disposition of stolen goods of any kind, how long*
do you suppose the statute protecting that sort of
trafic would stay on your statute books?
This
game to which I have referred and which is sold
in Boston is virtually stolen goods, stolen from

the States from which it is shipped.
legitimately.

LAUNCH

imple
—No Gears—
e Nothing a get out of order—No Valves
FOOLUTELY

buy from them to have game

It does not

belong to the man who ships it, or the man who
buys it in those States, because he never got it

The Forest AND STREAM is the recognized medium of
entertainment,
instruction
and
information
between
American
sportsmen.
The editors invite communicaH
UN
tions
on
the
subjects
to
which
its
pages
are
devoted.
IT
DETRO
The
New
Anonymous
communications will not be regarded. The
MOTOR,
MARINE
}) editors are not responsible for the views of correspondModel 1906, is the easiest con- ’)
ents.
trolled marine motor made, so
to operate a child can run it.
SUBSCRIPTIONS.
4

No

“The questions involved in these bills are narrowed down to amendments to three sections of
the revised laws, viz., for the protection of quail,
of pinnated grouse and of ducks.
The statute
to-day allows dealers in game and persons who

The

game

bird is the property

of

the State.
The only reason that the dealers are
not liable to severe penalties for selling it is because the links of evidence have been broken.
I
submit it is not fair that any State in this Union
should by legislative enactment or otherwise make
it possible for other States to be regularly and
systematically pillaged, nor is it fair and just that
the dealers or market men should offer inducements to persons elsewhere to ship goods here for

which they are liable to heavy penalties.”
The

Doctor

tected
which

said the wood

parts

of the Union,

can it be saved.
shortening

ducks.
tion

duck should be pro-

throughout the year because it is a bird
is on the verge of extermination in many
to

and

only by such

legislation

He also favored the House bill
Jan.

1 the close

season

on

black

He declared it to be in line with legisla-

in other

States.

“These various bills,’ he said, “suggest amend-

RECEIPTS.

The receipt of the paper with date on the wrapper
address label constitutes a receipt for money sent us for
a new subscription or a renewal.
The date on the
wrapper tells when your subscription will expire. Please
note this date and renew at least two weeks before expiration of subscription.

:

(Continued

on page 373.)

ADVERTISEMENTS.
Inside pages, 20 cents per agate line. Special rates for
three, six and twelve months.
Eight words to the line,
fourteen lines to one inch.
Advertisements should be
received by Saturday previous to issue in which they
are to be inserted.
Transient advertisements must invariably be accompanied by the money, or they will not
be inserted.
Reading
notices, seventy-five cents per
line.
Only advertisements
of an approved
character
inserted.

OLD

TOWN

15 and

Display Classified Advertising.

16 ft.

25.00

CANOES

Paddles,

$1.00 Each

H. H. KIFFE C0., 523 Broadway, New York
MODERN

FOREST

AND

Management.
By B. Waters.
Il873 pages.
Price, $2.00.
the modern professional system of
the excellence of both the suasive
education, and contains an exhaususes and abuses of the spike collar.
STREAM

PUBLISHING

AND

346

TRAINING.

Handling and Kennel
lustrated.
Cloth,
This treatise is after
training.
It combines
and force systems of
tive description of the
FOREST

Instruction,
Hotels,
Summer
and Winter
Resorts.
Railroad and Steamship Time
Schools, Colleges, etc.
Tables.
Real Estate, For Sale and To Let.
Seeds and
Shrubs.
‘Taxidermists.
The Kennel, Dogs, etc.
Wants
and Exchanges.
Per Agate line, per insertion, 15 cents.
Three months, 13 times, 10 cents per line.

CO.

MEN

STREAM

Broadway,

I HAVE

New

FISHED

PUB.

CO.,

York.

AND

STREAM

PUBLISHING

SPAR.

COATING

A perfect finish for all woodwork, spars and ironwork exposed to excessive changes in weather and
temperature.

WITH.

By Fred Mather.
A handsome volume, printed on laid
paper, bound in green and gold, and illustrated with a
new portrait of Mr. Mather, and with portraits of the
“men”? of whom he writes so delightfully.
272 pages.
Postpaid, $2.

FOREST

TRADE MARK.

CO.

EDWARD
Varnish
59

MANUFACTURED BY
SMITH
@ COMPANY,
Makers

Market Street,
Chicago, Il.

and Color Grinders,
45

Broadway,

New

York.

MarcH

FOREST
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ments to the revised laws in three sections; first,
in the interest of greater protection in this State;
second, in the interest of a ‘square deal’ to all
citizens; third, in the interest of comity toward
other States in not allowing provisions under the
Massachusetts law which encourages and directly

incites

violations

of the laws

of

the

Western

States and Territories, and particularly of the
Federal law with the enforcement of which I am
charged
*”
Dr. Palmer submitted to the committee affidavits from United States Deputy Marshals in Chicago as to shipments of game to Boston in violation of the laws, and enumerated fines from $100

to $400 that had been imposed on the shippers.
“That

is what

your

in,’ said the Doctor.

market

exemption

of illegal shipments

“BRISTOL”

LUCK

“ BRISTOL”

Steel Fishing Rod, which will in-

sure you against bad luck in the way of broken
tackle and lost fish. “BRISTOL” Rods last longer and give better service
than any other rod costing three times as much.

results

of game

STREAM.

means invariably good luck. Of course you
can’t catch fish if there are none in the pool, and
you can't persuade them to bite always, but our
kind of good luck will be yours if you use a

Send for beautiful

“These violations react on

Massachusetts, as in severe winters the quail in
the State are depleted.
It is a question of the
greatest good to the greatest number, and the in- |
terest of the dealers should not be allowed to
sacrifice the game of the country.”

Of the cases

AND

Catalogue

showing Rods for all fishing, and

our Combination Reel and Handle, which is an excellent feature.

THE

HORTON

in |

MFG. CO., 84 Horton Street, Bristol, Conn.

MILAM

Chicago that have been investigated by the Department, Dr. Palmer declared that a large per-

centage was for the game in transit to the Boston
market.
Mr. C. T. Chapin said that the game dealers

THE FRANKFORT, KENTUCKY REEL: 2CMILAMason,
IS HAND MADE,STANDARD
SINCE 1839. 2445£0 .70.SEWO CATALOGUE

PFLUEGER’S|

had not supposed they were breaking any laws
in receiving game from Chicago and Oklahoma.
It is clear that if Mr. Chapin’s statement is true
of the dealers generally, Dr. Palmer’s testimony
must have been to them a revelation, and they
should be glad of such changes in Massachusetts
statutes as will prevent them from unwittingly

CELEBRATED

FISHING
TACKLE

aiding or inciting the violation of law anywhere,
either State or National.
The
old Bay State
should not longer be stigmatized as an accessory
to crime by openly legalizing in her statutes prac-

tices which directly or indirectly offer a premium
on the violation of game laws.
;

SS
Nona
hh

I wish to give your readers a bit of interesting
testimony by one of the dealers—we will call him

Smith,
realize
storage
here.
dinner

Said Mr. Smith:

“You

perhaps do not

the immense advantage this sale of cold
game is in helping keep the law enforced
As an illustration, a man wants to give a
party. He comes to us and says, ‘We want

some partridges.’ We say ‘the law is on; we can’t
sell you any. You know partridges have to be
carved.
them on

Quail
sale.’

can be served whole, we have
He will say, ‘Very well, we will

Before buying a STEEL ROD.

and

placed

in cold

storage,

the customer

would go to his dealer who supplies him poultry
-and provisions and the chances are ninety in a
hundred the man would say to him, ‘I want some
partridges, and he would get them.
I know lots

of cases of that kind.

And you say, ‘Where

did

you get the partridges?’? The answer will be, ‘We
shot them.’
As a matter of fact, they had been
bought and very likely the seller never fired a

gun in his life.

I think to stop the sale of quail

would

harm

do

setts birds.”

more

than

good

to

limited, met

with

no

from anyone and was granted.
tinued to Friday, March 9.

Send

and

objection

Hearing

Gelephone

con-

A target

of the pond or stream.

is set up on

the edge

Two lines are drawn on

the ice, one ten yards above the target, the other
ten yards below.
The contestants, at given dis-

tances, skate across the ice, and when between the
two lines, while skating at full speed, aim and
fire at the target.

interest

in

certain

This novelty has excited great

ice-bound

districts.

It

is

hardly necessary to call attention to the extreme
caution which should be exercised in setting up

a target of this kind. Firing is apt to be wild,
and when a bullet has once left the muzzle there
is no device yet discovered by which it may be
recalled,

even

farmhouse.

though

speeding

a

century,

hooks,

lines,

leaders,

LUMINOUS

If unable to secure our goods‘from your dealer, let us
know, and we will send you some interesting information.

THE ENTERPRISE MANUFACTURING CO.
AKRON, OHIO, U.S. A.

Catalogue.

straight

for

a

2255

writing

say you

saw

the ad.

in Forest

Main

YACHT
WHARF,

AND

STREAM.

Cable,

WILSON
ROWE’S

Rifles.

THE latest thing in target shooting is the skating rifle match.

DISCH, BROOKLYN, N. Y.

When

H. H. KIMBALL.

Skates

PFLUEGER’S

10 cents extra,

for Tackle

test

a

reels, and a number of
patented specialties that anglers need. If you wish the
most kiijling artificial bait, spoon, fly or spinner, insist on
having

Also 100 gross Trout Flies, six assorted on |
card, at 6c. per card.
318-320 Fulton St.,

CHARLES

the

of

Massachu-

The above was the testimony of a dealer at the
hearing, almost word for word.
The dealers asked a continuance,
which,
as

their time was

Postage,

stood

quarter

We make all sorts of
baits, spoons, flies, snell

$2.75,

have quail.’ Now, if you had a law prohibiting
us from selling quail that we have purchased
legally

has

I am clearing out 500 Steel Rods, cork grips
only.
Bait Rods, 6%, 7%, 8% feet; Fly
Rods, g and to feet.

@

Wilsails,

W.

V. C,

SILSBY

SAIL
MAKERS
a
aA
BOSTON,

MASS.

We have furnished sails to the following prominent yachts: Constitution, Defender, Volunteer, Jubilee, Colonia,
Independence, Ailsa, Navahoe, Weetamoe, Uncle Sam, Effort, Calypso, Flirt, Ariadne, Quissetta, Constance,
Vergemere, Resolute, Chanticleer, Senta, Snapper, Raider, Little Haste, Sally VII, Chloris, and many others.

G. R. LILJEGREN,

Gothenburg,

Sweden,

Mullins

Is our authorized correspondent
for all European Countries

Steel

Boats

Motor Boats, Row Boats, Hunting and Fishing Boats
built of steel with air chambers in each end like a life boat.
Faster,
more buoyant, practically indestructible, don’t leak, dry out and are
absolutely safe.
They
can’t sink.
No calking, no bailing, no

trouble.

Every boatis

guaranteed.

‘Theideal boats for pleasure or sport.
plete line of craft sent free on request.

The W. H. Mullins

Highly

endorsed

Catalogue

Co., 126 Franklin

by sportsmen.

describing

Street,

our

Salem,

com-

Ohio.

,

FOREST

374

AND

STREAM.

LEGAL TO GATCH TROUT ON AND AFTER
| in Connecticut.

April Ist,
April 15th,
April 16th,
Send

for our

Trout

Park

CAMERAS,
KODAKS
and
PHOTOGRAPHIC
GOODS

$6

One or all for the asking.
We

Free to any

MILLS
Place.

New

one

wishing it.

U.

S.

in

TELEGRAM
PUNTA
EpwarpD

Vom

First

Hore,

Tarpon

97 Fulton

this year

Street,

New

in Florida

oa
York

February 28, 1906.

GORDA,

six feet four, one

A Patent Fishing Reel, made of hard sheet metal, with an automatic drag
spool 334 inch diameter. holding 200 yds. of line, winding line as fast as a mult

The automatic drag, when fish is running, allows no slack

Sold for $3.50.

VOM

Small

Profits

Quick Sales

SILK

BODY

Trout Flies
é

For

Trial—Send

15c. Apteunrpantirnie shay

We. PRecaiar
price, 60cents. Quality BFlies
60c.

for an assorted sample dozen.
Regular price, 85 cents.

Quality C Flies

65c, re ior ted ost cents, Bass Flies
BASS

AND

TROUT

Only maker in America who mounts

JOHN NORMAN, 4502
P.

-

STEEL
Try our

new

Braided

METAL

THE

SPORTSMEN’S
IRD, JONES

@ KENYON,

CENTER
No.

5, 4%c.

per

Size

No.

4, 5%c.

per

yard

Speci Graphite No. 635
“‘leading”’

in shotgun and rifle

Booklet 52P and sample on request.
Jos. Dixon Crucible Co., Jersey City, N. J.

3 Blandina St., Utica, N. Y.

When writing say you saw the ad. in

dozen.

price,

25c.

per

dozen.

Lyman

CANOE RipGE, PA.
Targets received.
They are the best I ever
CHARLES KincG, Gunsmith.

FOREST AND STREAM PUB. CO., 346 Broadway, New York.
When a dealer says that some other Spoon
is as good as G. M. nt
that

: he pints

Bait
a

G. M. SKINNER’S
IS THE STANDARD.
For

Sale

by all

Dealers

A Convenience

in

SPORTING

GOODS.

Appreciated

“Forest and Stream.”

Gold aca Cockinils
Delicious Old Blends.

yards lengths

Dixon’s

&

per

Yards,

LINE
yard

FLIES

CLOTHING

15c.

50

Waterproof

H. H. KIFFE CO.

flies on hair loop snells.

Just the thing for gunning, fishing,
Booklet with samples of material free.

price,

Bait

Silk Enameled

Size

will stop
barrels.
DUXBAK
amping, boating, climbing.

Send for catalogue.

523 BROADWAY,
NEW YORK
TACKLE CATALOGUE FREE ON APPLICATION

him.

Yards,

$2.75

Put up in 20-30-40-50-100

Ste. Catherine, Montreal, Canada
S.—Write

RODS

3 piece, cork grip
10 foot Fly and 81-2 foot

The
saw.

RIFLES.

25

Brooklyn, N. Y.

No Bench tore in any city.

Us

Quality A Flies

HOFE

-

All genuine reels bear my name.

EXCLUSIVELY.

RAPID FIRING TARGETS

hundred

‘NOW
IS THE TIME
Call on us and we will tell you when, where, how, and supply the tackle that will
enable you to get your share of the season’s catch. Catalogue, 4c.
ESTABLISHED 1857
Gold
Medal,
Highest
Award,
St. Louis, 1904
Gold
Medal,
Highest
Award,
Chicago,
1893

JULIUS

PRICES.

LYMAN’S

FOR

yesterday;

No. 351 South Fifth Street,

GOODS

WM.

. W. SHERMAN.

line.

LoweEsT

We have our own repair shop and do all
repairs to guns and fishing tackle,

York.

caught

twenty-one pounds.

and has more power.

QUALITY,

277 and 279 Wabash Avenue,
35, 37 and 39 Van Buren Street,
CHICAGO,
ILL.

A.

|
| ie
Fine Fishing
Tackle &Sporting Goods | New
TARPON, TUNA and ALL SOUTHERN TACKLE
and Dealer

SUPERIOR

SON VON LENGERKE & ANTOINE

THOS. J. CONROY
Manufacturer

have everything in Guns, Fishing Tackle,
Photographic and Athletic Goods.

SPORTING

&

York.

CATALOGUES

GUN
GOODS
and
WINTER
SPORTS

‘ New Jersey.
Pennsylvania.
New York.

Booklet.

WILLIAM
21

THREE

10, 1906.

FISHING
TACKLE
and
33 SUMMER
SPORTS 3 3

March 31st, on Long Island, N. Y.
April Jst,
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Ready to Serve.

The demand for Gold Lion Cocktails by the Gentleman Sportsman is
such that these goods are now put up
in protected packages Conse ee to
pack.

A cut of the Gold Lion marks every
package of the genutne.
Seven varieties :
Manhattan, Vermouth,
Dry Gin, Whiskey, Tom Gin
Ears and ‘the ‘American.
be had in glass only—Large and small bottles.
At npn
Cafés, Drug Stores and wherever liquors
are so
THE COOK & BERNHEIMER CO.,
Makers, New York.

Forest

and

Stream

Copyright, 1906, by Forest and Stream Publishing Co.

Terms, $3 4 Year.

THEN
HALF

a century

NEW

10 Cts. a Copy. l

Six Months, $1.50.

)

AND

YORK, SATURDAY,

NOW.

is but a short

stretch

of time

in the history of the world, or indeed in the history of some

men.

However,

in matters

of sport

the limitations of fifty years have been important
and many. This is best realized by delving into
the sporting literature of fifty years ago.
It was

our

pleasing

privilege

recently

to

year 1854. It held a high place in the esteem of
horsemen and sportsmen; and, indeed, the sound
of its name even now is sufficient to make some
of the old-timers fall prostrate, figuratively, in

adoration and chant endless

chatter in praise of

the “good old days” when “the tall son of York”
was the only sporting oracle and accomplished

bibber.

The

old files truly show

that

he pos-

sessed good gray matter and a long pair of shears.
An examination of the old Spirit pages shows
that human nature in those old days was much
the same as the human nature of the present time.
The literature of the Spirit, at that time, was distinctly amateurish, affected, stilty, and not a little

of it pitched in a key which at the present time
would be called bombastic.
And yet it is not
dificult to understand that those writers, identified with the early, formative stages of American

sportsmanship, should have attained high fame,
for in their field they were the only and therefore
the highest exponents.

In a realm

where

only a

few had any accurate knowledge, the few could
be highly oracular and diffuse without any fear
of hostile criticism.
As a matter of fact, the
Spirit literature of the old days, as we read it
now, does not compare at all with the literature of
the present time, either in respect to technical

knowledge or the genius and literary excellence
of the writers. But to return.
As showing the vast strides between 1854 and
1906, the intermediate gradations being ignored,
some

advertisements

of

the

sporting

“the good old days” are taken
of the Times as follows:

from

goods

of

the Spirit

Removal—Sportsmen’s Warehouse—Henry Tomes & Co,
Importer of Guns, Rifles and Pistols, and all articles of
sporting ware and ammunition.
Have removed to a new and commodious
store, in
their old location, 203 Broadway, where they invite the
attention of sportsmen and dealers in sporting articles
to their stock,
comprising
Ely’s
Caps—Patent
Wire
Cartridges—Best White Cloth and Concave Felt Wadding—Cloth Wadding in Sheets—Baldwin’s Paper Wadding—Walker’s Caps—Cox’s
Caps—Powder Flasks—Shot
Belts—Game Bags—Dram Flasks—Saloon Pistols—Bowie
Knives—Sporting Knives.
Marston’s
Fire-Arms
Co., store 205 Broadway,
offer
for sale
* * * breechloading and self-cleaning rifles,
shotguns, pistols, etc.
These are the best guns in the
world—can be loaded and fired ten times a minute.
To sportsmen and country gun makers:
B. J. Hart,
manufacturer and importer of guns and materials, solicits
the attention of Sportsmen to his assortment of fine guns,
made
by Smith,
King and other celebrated
makers
* * * He would particularly call the attention of sportsmen to Bently & Son’s central-fire guns for sale, of
which he is the sole agent in the United States.
In
speaking of these guns, Mr. Johnson, the author of ‘‘The
Gun and How to Use It,” says:
‘‘Many attempts have,

to, 1906.

from time to time, been made to discharge the percussing gun by a central-fire from the primage.
The most
successful of these attempts is that made by Bently &
Son, of Liverpool; those who have tried it speak highly
of its merits; there is no doubt whatever that the nearer
the priming can be brought to the gun powder to be
exploded, the more instantaneous and rapid must be the
discharge.”

ex-

amine a file of the old Spirit of the Times of the

MARCH

DR. BEAN

Dr. TarLeToN H. BEAN, the newly-appointed
State Fishculturist of New York, has just received a decoration from the Emperor of Japan
in recognition

of his courtesies

to the Japanese

at which

Dr. Bean was chief of the Departments of Forestry and Fish and Game.
The decoration is in
the shape of a badge of gold and ivory, repre-

senting a sunburst, in the center

of which

is a

large ruby. The whole is suspended from a ribbon and inclosed in a handsome lacquered box.
Commissioner Whipple, on examining the decoration, declared that it was one of the handsomest
he had yet seen, and congratulated Dr. Bean on

the preferment.

At former expositions Dr, Bean

received from the German Emperor the decoration of Knight of the Imperial Order of the Red
Eagle, and from the republic of France the decoration of Knight of the Legion of Honor. These
were each conferred for distinguished services in

connection

with

the official management

Departments of Forestry and
expositions
at which
these

made admirable displays. Dr. Bean also is a foreign member of the Danish Fisheries Society, and
of a number of other organizations both in this
country and abroad to which his recognized
abilities as a scientific man and an ichthyologist
have recommended

A VICTORY

him.

FOR

GAME

PROTECTION.

THE opinion of the New York Court of Appeals
in the cases of Hill and Silz, under prosecution
for having in possession game in close season, is
a distinct and notable victory for the cause of
game protection.
The opinion is clean cut, concise and conclusive.
It clears
away
the fogs
which have obscured the principles of protection,
The court holds (1) that the statute forbidding
the possession of foreign game does not contravene the constitution because depriving the possessor of his property without due process of law;
(2) that the prohibition of the possession and
sale of foreign game is within the police power of
the State; and it recognizes and affirms the propo-

sition

opinion

goes

far to

(3) that the necessity of such prohibition

has long been embodied and established in the
statutes of the United States and Europe.
Nothing could be more explicit than the court’s
ruling, as to the Silz contention that the grouse

simplify

the

task

of

JULIANA.

THE first English book on angling was written
four hundred years ago by a woman.
It was the
“Treatyse on Fysshynge with an Angle,’ by Dame
Juliana Berners, printed by Wynken de Worde
in the “Boke of St. Albans” in 1496. Next week
in our fishing columns two pages of the original
edition of the “Treatyse”’ will be reproduced in

fac-simile.

It might perhaps be thought

a fishing authority the Dame

was now

There are certainly few women

that as

out of date.

writing to-day on

any subject, of whose work it may be surmised
that people will care much about it four hundred years hence.
But Dame Juliana is as fresh
to-day as ever; her fishing philosophy age cannot
wither nor custom stale; her praise of the gentle
recreation still finds responsive appreciation; and
every angler to whom the reproduction of the
quaint black letter text shall come next week
will be grateful, we are sure, for such a peep
into the old book.

FOOLISH

NATURE

STORIES.

THE school of nature fictionists who began to
write so freely a few years ago have been often
criticised, and of late there has been a distinct

lull in the outpouring of the products of their
imagination.
That they are still hard at work,
however, is made evident by the occasional appearance in a reputable periodical of some article
which causes the naturalist who reads it either
to frown with indignation or to chuckle with
laughter, according to his temperament, or the
mood he happens to be in. The unnatural natural
history of the daily press is not greatly to be
wondered at, but when
a leader of light and
learning, such as the Century Magazine, gives

space to an article like the one on the antelope,
criticised by Mr. Arthur Erwin Brown, we may
all of us feel sad rather than indignant.
It is
true that this imaginary natural history is popular and sells many copies, but a periodical like

the Century cannot be supposed to be influenced
by this consideration. It might be imagined that
when an article is received dealing with a matter
about which editors must know they are entirely
ignorant, they would take some little pains to’ go
to some one who possessed a knowledge of the
subject.
Editors are not supposed to know the
technicalities of all subjects, but they are sup-

posed to know—and

it may

fairly be demanded

of them that they should know—where
find somebody who does know.

in question were of foreign origin, that the law

to go to

t

THE

sale question

is again

to

the

clearly applied to these birds, even though of a
variety of grouse not native to New York nor

Massachusetts.

found in a wild state in New

ing of last week is given on page 370.

York.

10.

New York.

If the defendants shall carry the case to the
United States Supreme Court, the result there
may be awaited with perfect confidence. The full
text of the opinion is given in other pages.

of the

Fish and Game at
governments
had

LXVI.—No.

game protection in New York.

DAME

DECORATED.

delegation at the St. Louis Exposition,

The
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In the Lodges of the Blackfeet.
XVI.—The

Story

of Rising

ail

settle here and tear up the sod of our valleys in
order to plant the things they feed upon.’ ”
I attended many a feast that night, no sooner

finishing a visit at one lodge than I was

Wolf.

WueEN Berry and Sorrel Horse returned to the
mouth of the Marias, Nat-ah’-ki and I, of course,
went with them.
Word of our coming had preceded us, and when we arrived in the great camp
at dusk there we found our lodge set up between
those of Talks-with-the-buffalo and Weasel Tail.
Beside it was a pile of fire wood; within a wellbuilt fire was burning cheerfully; at the back our
couch of soft robes and warm
blankets
was
spread, guest seats with the comfortable backrests arranged, and in their proper place were our
parfleches and cooking utensils, the former well
filled with dried berries and choice dried meats
and tongues and pemmican.
All this had been
done by Nat-ah’-ki’s good mother, who greeted
her daughter with a hearty hug and kiss and me
with a shy but sincere welcome.
She was a good
woman; I may say a noble woman.
Yes, a noble,
high-minded, self-sacrificing woman, always doing
something to alleviate the suffering of the sick

invited

to another one.
It was late when I finally returned home and lay down to rest, the song and
laughter of the great camp, the howling of the
wolves and coyotes lulling me to sleep. I thought
of the far-away New England village buried in
deep snow, and of its dreary monotony.
“Thrice
blest am I by propitious gods,” I murmured.
Nat-ah’'-ki nudged
me.
“You
talk in your
sleep,’

she

said.

“T was not asleep; I was thinking aloud.”
“And what thought you?”
“The gods pity me,” I .replied.
“They have
been kind to me and given me much happiness.”
“Ail” she acquiesced;
“they
are good;
we
could ask of them nothing that they have not
given us. To-morrow we will sacrifice to them.”
And while she prayed I fell asleep, having deter-

mined

that, save perhaps

for an occasional

visit,

Thev told me briefly of the happenings during
my absence, and then asked for the story of my
trip. While Nat-ah’-ki prepared a little feast, and
they smoked, I gave it to them as well as I could,
giving the number of days that I had traveled on
the steamboat, and then on the train, in order to

the East should know me no more.
The following day the chiefs and leading men
held a council and decided that we should move
out to the foot of the Bear’s Paw Mountains.
Thither we went across
the wide, brown
and
buffalo-covered
plain,
encamping
on
a_ little
stream running down from a pine-clad coulée, remaining there for several days.
There were vast
numbers of elk and deer and bighorn here, and
in our morning’s hunt Wolverine and I killed
four fat ewes, choosing the females instead of
the rams, as the rutting season of the sheep was
nearly over.
So numerous were the bands of
these now scarce animals that I doubt not we
could have slaughtered twenty or more of them
had we been so minded; but we took no more
than our horses could carry.
When I returned to camp I found Nat-ah’-ki

reach

busily chipping the hide of a cow

and the sorrow of the bereaved.
I had no sooner got down from the wagon and
gone inside, leaving Nat-ah’-ki and her mother
to bring in our possessions, than my friends began to arrive, and right glad they seemed to be
to see me again, as pleased as I was to meet them
and hear them say, as they heartily grasped my

hand:
has

‘“Ah’-ko-two

ki-tuk’-ah-an-on’’—our

friend

returned.

my

home,

10, 1906.

a distance in all of 100 nights’

buffalo I had

sleep were one to travel it on horseback.
I had
to repeat the story several times that night, once
in the chief's lodge. When I had finished the old
man inquired particularly about the railroad and
its trains, fire wagons—is-tsi’ an’-e-kas-im—as he
called them.
He wanted to know if any of them

killed.
She had laced it to a frame of four lodge
poles and frozen it, in which condition the surplus thickness of the hide was most easily re-

were

that I would be pleased if she would cease doing

heading for his country.

“No,” I replied, “none are coming this way;
there is but the one, that which runs east and
west far south of here, through the land of the
Wolf People and the Sheep Eaters.”
“Ai!” he said, thoughtfully striking his chin,
“Ai! that one many of us have seen on our raids
to the south.
Yes, we have seen it, the wagons,
crowded with people, roaring across the plain,
killing and scaring the buffalo.
Some day you
write to our Grandfather (the President) and tell
him that we will not allow one to enter our country. Yes, tell him that I, Big Lake, send him this
word:
‘The white men shall neither put a firewagon trail across the country of my people, nor

moved

with

the

‘short elkhorn,

steel-tipped

hoe

used for the purpose.
But even then it was exceedingly hard, back-breaking labor, and I said
that kind of work.
I had said something about
it on a previous occasion, and this iime, nerhaps,
I spoke a trifle too peremptorily.
She turned
away from me, but not before I saw the tears

begin to roll down

her cheeks.

“T did not mean
“What have I done?” I asked.
to make you cry.”
’
“Am I to do nothing,” she in turn queried, “but

sit in the lodge in idleness?

You hunt and pro-

vide the meat; you buy,from the traders the various foods we eat.
You buy my
clothes
and
everything else I wear and use.
I also want to
do something toward our support.”
“But you do. You cook and wash the dishes,

you even

provide the fire wood.

You make my

moccasins and warm
mittens; you
wash
my
clothes; when we travel it is you who takes down
and sets up the lodge, who packs and unpacks
the horses.”
“Vet am I idle most of the time,” she said

brokenly, ‘‘and the women

jest and laugh at me,

and call me proud and lazy, lazy! Too proud and’
too lazy to work!”
Thereupon I kissed her and dried her tears,
and told her to tan as many robes as she wanted
to, taking care not to work too hard nor too long
at a time.
And immediately she was all smiles
and danced out of the lodge; presently I heard
the monotonous chuck, chuck, chuck of the hoe

tip against the stiff hide.
One night a dimly luminous

ring

was

seen

around
the moon,
and the next morning
a
brighter ring encircled the sun, while on either
side of it was a large sun dog.
The rings por-

tended the arrival of a furious storm at no distant
tain

date; the rainbow-hued sundogs gave cerwarning that the enemy, perhaps a large

war party, was approaching our camp.

This was

a bad

called

combination,

and

a council

was

to

consider it. The tribe was not afraid to meet
any enemy that might do battle with them, but it
was certain that in the night of a severe storm a
party could approach unseen and unheard, steal
many horses, and that the driving, drifting snow
would effectually blot out their trail, so that they
could not be followed and overtaken.
It was
decided to break camp at once and move to the
mouth of Creek-in-the-middle, on the Missouri.

If much

snow

in there would

fell and
be better

severe

cold weather

set

shelter in the deep val-

ley of the river; the horses could be fed the rich
bark of the cottonwood and kept in prime condition; by moving camp the certainly approaching
enemy would probably never run across our trail,
especially if the promised storm came soon.
By
to o’clock the last lodge was down and packed,
and we strung out east by south for our destination.
At noon snow began to fall. We camped
that night on Creek-in-the-middle, so named be-

cause it has its source midway between the Bear’s
Paw and Little Rocky Mountains.
The early
voyageurs named it Cow Creek.
Snow was still lightly falling the next morning

and

it was

much

colder;

nevertheless,

we

again broke camp and moved on, arriving at the
river before dusk.
Here we intended to remain
for some

time, and the hunters

rode far and near

on both sides of the valley and out on the plains
setting deadfalls for wolves. Strychnine had not
then come into general use. These deadfalls were
merely a few six to eight feet poles set up at an
angle of about forty-five degrees and supported

by a two-stick trigger.
several

hundred

weight

They were covered with
of

large

stones;

when

the wolf seized the bait at the back end of the
fall, down

came

the heavy roof and crushed

him.

BOREBSITTAND
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Berry and Sorrel Horse did all they could to en-

of the Yellowstone,

courage

vast territory claimed by the Blackfeet as their
hunting ground. The company feared their com-

the trapping

demand
States,
robes.

had sprung
where
Prime

they
skins

of the animals,

up for their

as

skins

a large

in

the

were converted into sleigh
were selling in Fort Benton

at from $4 to $5 each.
The storm did not amount to much, and in a
few days a-warm chinook again set in. Nor did
the expected war party appear.
My friends, the
traders, were doing such a good business that

they were
two

obliged to go after more

or three weeks,

or whenever

goods every

they could join

a party bound on a visit to Fort Benton.
I had
heard much of a certain white man named Hugh
Monroe, or, in Blackfoot, Rising Wolf—Mahkwo-i-pwo-ahts.
One afternoon I was told that
he had arrived in camp with his numerous family, and a little later met him at a feast given by
Big Lake. In the evening I invited him over to
my lodge and had a long talk with him while we
ate bread

and

meat

and

beans

and

smoked

nu-

merous pipefuls of tobacco.
We eventually became firm friends,
Even in his old age, Rising

about

the eastern

line of the

petition; Monroe was to do his best to prevent it.
“At last the day came for our departure,” Monroe told me, “and I set out with the chiefs and
medicine men at the head of the long procession.
There were 800 lodges of the Piegans there,
about 8,000 souls.
They owned thousands of
horses..
Oh, but it was a grand sight to see that
long column of riders, and travoi, and pack animals, and loose horses trooping over the plains.
Yes, twas a erand, an inspiring sight. We trav-

eled on and on southward
about

an

hour

or

two

all the long day, and

before

sundown

came

to

the rim of a valley through which flowed a fine
cottonwood bordered stream.
We dismounted at
the top of the hill, spread our robes. intending to
sit there until the procession passed by into the
bottom and put up the lodges.
A medicine man
produced a large stone pipe, filled it and at-

tempted to light it with flint and steel and a bit

of punk, but somehow he could get no spark.
I motioned him to hand it to me, and, drawing
Wolf was about the quickest, most active man I
my sunglass from my pocket
I got the proper
ever saw. He was about five feet six in height,
fair haired, blue eyed, and his firm, square chin
focus and set the tobacco afire, drawing several
mouthfuls of smoke through the long stem.
As
and rather prominent nose betokened what he
one man all those sitting round about sprang to
was, a man of courage and determination.
His
father, Hugh Monroe, was a colonel in the Brittheir feet and rushed toward me, shouting and
ish army, his mother a member of the La Roches,
gesticulating as if they had gone crazy.
I also
a noble family of French emigrés, bankers of jumped up, terribly frightened, for I thought they
were going to do me harm, perhaps kill me; but
Montreal, and large land owners in that vicinity.
Hugh, Jr., was born on the family estate at Three
for what I could not imagine.
The pipe was
Rivers, and attended the parish school just long
wrenched out of my grasp by the chief himself,
enough to learn to read and write.
All of his
who eagerly began to smoke and pray.
He had
drawn but a whiff or two, however, when anvacations, and many truant days from the class
other seized it. and from him it was taken by still
room, were spent in the great forest surrounding
another.
Others turned and harangued the passhis home.
The love of nature, of adventure and
ing column; men and women sprang from their
. wild life was born in him. He first saw the light
herses and joined the group, mothers pressing
in July, 1798.
In 1813, when but fifteen years
close and rubbing their babes against me, praying
of age, he persuaded his parents to allow him to
enter the service of the Hudson’s Bay Company
earnestly meanwhile.
I recognized a word that
I had already learned—natos—Sun; and suddenly
and started westward with
a flotilla of their
the meaning of the commotion became clear; they
canoes that spring.
His father gave him a fine
thought that I was great medicine; that I had
English smooth-bore, his mother a pair of the
called upon the Sun to himself light the pipe, and
famous La Roche duelling pistols and a prayerbook. The family priest gave him a rosary and
that he had done so.
The mere act of holding
my hand up above the pipe was a supplication to
cross, and enjoined
him
to pray
frequently.
Traveling all summer they arrived at Lake Wintheir God.. They had perhaps not noticed the
glass, or if they did, had thought it*some secret
nipeg in the autumn and wintered there.
As soon
charm or amulet.
At all events, I had suddenly
as the ice went out in the spring the journey was
continued, and one afternoon in July, Monroe
-become a great personage, and from then on the
beheld Mountain Fort, a new post of the comutmost consideration and kindness was accorded
pany, built on the south bank of the Saskatcheme.
wan River, not far from the foot of the Rockies.
“When I entered
Lone Walker’s
lodge that
evening—he was the chief, and my host—I was
Around about it were encamped thousands of the
Blackfeet waiting to trade for the goods the flogreeted by deep growls from either side of the
tilla had brought up, and to obtain on credit amdoorway, and was horrified to see two nearly
munition, fukes, traps and tobacco
sufficient to
grown grizzly bears acting as if about to spring
last them through the coming season.
As yet the
upon me.
I stopped and stood quite still, but I
company
had
no
Blackfeet
interpreter,
their
believe that my hair was raising; I know that
speech having first to be translated into Cree, and
my flesh felt to be shrinking.
I was not kept in
then into English.
Many of the Blackfeet proper,
suspense.
Lone Walker spoke to his pets and
the North Blackfeet, spoke good Cree, but the
they immediately laid down, nose between their
more southern tribes of the confederacy,
the
paws, and I passed on to the place pointed out
to me, the first couch at the chief’s left hand.
It
Bloods and Piegans. did not understand it. The
factor, no doubt perceiving that Monroe was a
was some time before I became accustomed to the
youth of more than ordinary intelligence, at once
bears, but we finally came to a sort of underdetailed him to live and travel with the Piegans
standing with one another.
They ceased growling at me as I passed in and out of the lodge, but
and learn the language, also to see that they re- turned to Mountain Fort with their furs the sucwould never allow me to touch them, bristling up
and preparing to fight if I attempted to do so.
ceeding summer.
Word had been received that,

following the course of Lewis and Clark, Ameri-

In

can traders were yearly pushing farther and farther westward, and had even reached the mouth

night and were never seen again.
Lone Walker
was disconsolate; he went about for days hunting

the

following

spring

they

disappeared

and calling them, but in vain.
It has been said
that a grizzly cannot be tamed; those two at least
appeared to be tame enough, seemed to have a
real liking for their master, who alone fed them,
they were never tied up and followed the travois
of his family along with the dogs when we moved
camp, always sleeping where I first saw them on
either side of the doorway.”
Is there one of us latter-day hunters, amateur
explorers, who does not rejoice when he finds,

far hidden

in some

deep forest a lakelet, or in

the remote fastnesses of the mountains a glacier,
which he is certain no white man has ever seen
before, or who climbs some hitherto unclimbed
and unnamed peak, and himself names it as his

fancy wills,

a name

which is afterward

accepted

and printed on the maps of the Government surThink then how the youth Rising Wolf
vey?
must have felt as he journeyed southward over
the vast plains, and under the shadow of the
giant mountains_which lie between the Saskatchewan and the Missouri, for he knew that he was
And to enthe first of his race to behold them.
hance his pleasure, he was traveling with an absolutely primitive people; a people many of whom
still used flint arrow and spear points, and flint
knives; a people whose language and customs no
white man understood, but which he was to learn
Would that we could have had that
in due time.
We were born a little too late!
privilege, brother.
Monroe often referred to that first trip with
the Piegans as the happiest time of his life. Journeying by easy stages, sometimes skirting the foot
of the mountains, and again traversing the broad
them,
plains forty or fifty miles to the eastward of
to the
they came, at the season of falling leaves,
Pile of Rocks River (Sun River, as the whites
named it), and there they remained for three
on
months, passing the remainder of the winter
They had crossed
the Yellow River (the Judith).
Lewis and Clark’s trail, and here again was a vast
.
region which no white man had ever traversed
When spring came, they went still further south
e
to the Musselshell, down that to its confluenc
with the Missouri, and crossing the great river,
the
they wandered westward along the foot of
Little Rockies, and thence by the Bear’s Paw
It
Mountains to the Marias and its tributaries.
not
has been long since decided that they would
sumreturn to Mountain Fort until the following
Rifle and pistol were now useless, as the
mer.
last rounds of powder and ball had been fired.
bows
But what mattered that? Had they not their
had
what
all,
After
arrows?
of
sheafs
and great

the white trader in his stores absolutely necessary

Nothing; not
to their welfare and happiness?
even tobacco, for in the spring they had planted
on the banks of the Judith a large patch of their
own Nah-wak’-o-sis*, which they would harvest
in due time.
ts
One by one young Rising Wolf's garmen
the
of
women
The
aside.
cast
and
were worn out
lodge tanned skins of deer and bighorn, and from
them Lone Walker himself cut and sewed shirts
and leggins, which he wore in their place. It was
not permitted for women to make men’s clothing. So ere long he was dressed in full Indian
costume, even to the belt and breech clout, and

his hair grew so that it fell in rippling waves
down over his shoulders. He began to think of
braiding it.
of the chief,

Ap’-ah-ki, the shy young daughter
made his footwear—thin, parfleche-

one
*See
narcotic
planting

“Blackfoot
weed, and
of it.

Lodge
the

Tales”
quaint

for an account of this

ceremonies

attending

the
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soled moccasins
for summer,
beautifully
embroidered with colored porcupine quills; thick,
soft, warm ones of buffalo robe for winter. Once,
and once only, he told me the story of this girl’s
and his little romance.
He was a temperate man
in all things, but on this particular New Year’s
night
he had
taken
enough
good _ hot-spiced

Scotch to make him bare his innermost thoughts,
and I doubt not that those thoughts were mostly
of the loved one who was dead and gone.
“T could not help but notice her,” he said, “on
the first night I stayed in her father’s lodge.
She
was some three years younger than J, yet already
a woman.
Of good height and slender, but weli
formed figure, comely face and beautiful eyes,
jong-haired, quick and graceful in all her movements, she was indeed good to see.
I fell into the
habit of looking at her when I thought no one
was observing me, and before long I found that
it suited me better to stay in the lodge where I
could at least be near her than it did to go hunting or on discovery with the men.
I was always
increasingly glad when night came, and I could
take my place in the lodge opposite her. Thus the
days and weeks and months went by. I learned
the language easily, quickly; yet I never spoke to
her, nor she to me, for, as you know, the Blackfeet think it unseemly for youths and maidens to
do so.
“One evening a man came into the lodge and
began to praise a certain youth with whom I had
often hunted; he spoke of his bravery, his kindness, his wealth, and ended by saying that the
young fellow presented to Lone Walker thirvy
horses, and wished, with Ap’-ah-ki, to set up a
lodge of his own.
I glanced at the girl and
caught her looking at me; such a look! expressing at once fear, despair and something else which
I dared not believe I interpreted aright.
The
chief spoke:
‘Tell your friend, he said, ‘that all
you have spoken of him is true; I know that he
is a real man, a good, kind, brave, generous
young man, yet for all that I cannot give him my
daughter.’
“Again I looked at Ap’ah-ki, and she at me.
Now she was smiling, and there was happiness in
her eyes, along with that same peculiar expression which I had before noticed.
But if she
smiled, I could not, for Lone Walker’s words had
killed any hope I might have had of getting her
some day for my own.
I had heard him refuse
thirty head of horses.
What hope had I then,
who did not own even the horse I rode?
I who

received

for my

services only £20 a year,

from

which must be deducted the various articles I
bought.
Surely the girl was not for me.
And to
make it worse, there was that peculiar expression
in her eyes when she looked into mine which,
even young and inexperienced in the ways of
women as I was, I decided meant that she cared
for me, even as I did for her.
I suffered.
“After that night Ap’-ah-ki no longer cast down
her eyes when I caught her looking at me, but
returned
my gaze openly, fearlessly,
lovingly.
We now knew that we loved each other.
Time
passed.
Going out one evening, she came in just
as I reached the doorway, and as we passed our
hands met—and clasped.
For
an
instant
we
stood there, gently but firmly retaining our grasp.
I trembled.
I could feel her muscles also quivering.
Then some one called out, ‘Shut the doorway; the lodge fills with smoke.’
I staggered
out and sat down on the ground.
For hours I
sat there trying to think of some way to accomplish my desire, but I could find no feasible plan,

AND

STREAM.

and went miserably to bed.
It Was a little later,
perhaps a couple of weeks, that I met her in the
trail bringing home a bundle of firewood.
We

stopped and looked at each other in silence for a
moment, and then I spoke her name. Crash went
the fuel on the ground, and we embraced and
kissed, regardless of those who might be looking.
“7 can stand this’no longer, I said at last:
‘Come with me now, now, to your father, and I
will speak to him.’
“ Ves,’ she whispered. ‘Yes; let us take courage, and go to him.
He has always been good

to me, and perhaps he will be generous now.’
“So, forgetting the bundle of wood, we went
hand in hand and stood before Lone Walker,
where he sat smoking his long pipe, out on the

shady

side

of the

lodge.

‘I have

not

thirty

horses, I said, ‘nor even one, but I love your
daughter, and she loves me.
I ask you to give
her to me.’

“The chief smiled.

‘Why think you, did I re-

fuse the thirty horses?’ he asked, and before I
could answer he continued, ‘Because I wanted
you for my son-in-law; wanted a white man because he is more cunning, much wiser than the
Indian, and I need a counselor.
We have not
been blind, neither I nor my women.
We have
long seen that this day was coming—have waited
for you to speak the word.
You have spoken;
there is nothing more to say except this:
Be

good to her.’
“That very day they set up a small lodge for
us and stored it with robes and parfleches of
dried meat and berries, gave us one of their two
brass kettles, tanned skins, pack saddles, ropes—
all that a lodge should contain.
And, not least,

Lone

Walker

told

me

to

choose

thirty

horses

from his large herd.
In the evening we took possession of our house and were happy.”
The old man paused and sat silent, thinking
of the old days.
“T know how you felt,’ I said, “for we are experiencing the same thing.”
“T know it,’ he continued, “seeing the peace
and contentment and happiness in this lodge, I
could not help telling you about my own youthful days.”
After he had gone I told Nat-ah’-ki all that he
had said.
It affected her deeply, for when I had
ended I saw tears in her eyes, and she said over
and over again, “Oh, how I pity him!
Oh, how

lonely he is.”
The next evening when he had come in and
taken his accustomed seat. Nat-ah’-ki went over
and kissed him, kissed him twice.
“That,” she

said, brokenly, “is because my man has told me
all that you told him last night; because’——
but she could say no more.
Rising Wolf bent his head and I could see his
bosom heave, the tears dropping down his smooth
shaven cheeks.
Perhaps there was a queer lump
in my throat.
Presently he straightened
up,
gently laid his hands

and

said, “I pray

on

God

the little woman’s

that you

may

head

live long,

and that you may always be as happy as you
are now.”
Morroe remained in the service of the Hudson’s Bay Company a number of years, raising a
large family of boys and girls, most of whom are
alive to-day.
The eldest, John, is about seventyfive years of age, but still young enough to go up
in the Rockies near his home every autumn and
kill a few bighorn and elk, and trap a few
beavers. The old man never revisited his home;
never saw his parents after the day they parted

[Marcu
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with him at the Montreal docks. He intended to
return to them for a brief visit some time, but
kept deferring it, and then came letters, two years
old, saying that they were both dead. Came also
a letter from an attorney, saying that they had
bequeathed him a considerable property, that he
must go to Montreal and sign certain papers in

order to take possession

of it.

At the time the

factor of Mountain Fort, Hardesty by name, was
going to England on leave of absence; to him
Monroe gave power of attorney in the matter.

Hardesty never returned, and by virtue of the
papers he had signed, the frontiersman lost his
inheritance.
But that was a matter of little
moment

to him

then.

Had

he not

a lodge

and

family, good horses and a vast domain wherein
to wander, actually teeming with game—what
more could one possibly want?
But the day
came, as you shall later learn—days of want and
distress to most of us, when the loss of his
estate was bitterly deplored, and Hardesty’s soul

consigned to the lowest depths of hell.
Leaving the Hudson’s Bay Company,

Monroe

sometimes worked for the American Fur Company, but mostly as a “free trapper,’’ wandered
from the Saskatchewan to the Yellowstone, and

from the Rockies to Lake Winnipeg.
The headwaters of the South Saskatchewan were one of
his favorite hunting grounds.
Thither in the
early ’50s he guided the noted Jesuit Father De
Smet, and at the foot of the beautiful lakes lying
just south of Chief Mountain they erected a huge
wooden cross, and named the two bodies of water
St. Mary’s Lakes.
One winter after his sons,
John and Francois, had married, they were camping there for the season, the three lodges of the
family, when one night a large war party of Assinaboines attacked them.
The daughters, Lizzie,

Amelia and Mary, had been taught to shoot, and
together

they

made

a

brave

resistance,

driving

the Indians away just before daylight with the
loss of five of their number, Lizzie killing one of.
them as he was about to let down the bars of the
horse corral.
Besides other furs, beaver, fisher, martin and
wolverines, they killed more than three hundred

wolves

that winter,

by a device

so unique

yet

simple, that it is well worth recording.
By the
banks of the outlet of the lakes they built a log
pen twelve by sixteen feet at the base, and sloping sharply inward and upward to a height of
seven feet; the top of the pyramid was an open-

ing about

two

and

one-half

feet wide

by eight

in length.
Whole deer, quarters of buffalo, any
kind of meat handy, was thrown into the pen, and
the wolves, scenting the flesh and blood, seeing
it plainly through the four to six inch spaces between the logs, would eventually climb to the top
and jump down through the opening.
But they
could not jump out, and there morning would
find them uneasily pacing around and around in
utter
bewilderment.
Powder
and
ball
were
precious commodities in those days, so the trappers killed the wolves with bow and arrows, and
opening a door at one end, they allowed the

coyotes

to escape.

wolves

The

carcasses

of the

slain

were always thrown into the river as soon

as skinned, so that there should be nothing of a
suspicious

Dear

nature

about.

old Rising

moaning

Wolf!

the decadence

gans in particular.
in the long ago,”

He

of the

“You

curse.

There

are

always

bePie-

should have seen them

he would

say,

and brave people they were.
their

was

Indians—the
“Such

a proud

But now, whisky is
no

longer

any

great
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Fig. 1.

The stick-and-groove

method,

Sea Islands.

chiefs, the medicine men
You

will

Catholic.

remember

the

old

man

Yet I know that he had much

was

a

faith in

believed in the effiprayers and myster-

He used often to speak of the terrible power

possessed by a man named
one,” he would say, “who

gods,

and

power.

was

given

Sometimes

some

Old Sun.
“There was
surely talked with the

of their mysterious

of a dark night, he would

in-

vite a few of us to his lodge, when all was calm
and still. After all were seated his wives would
bank the fire with ashes so that it was as dark
within as without, and he would begin to pray.
First to the Sun, chief ruler, then to Ai-so-pwomstan, the wind-maker, then to Sis-tse-kom,
the
thunder, and Puh-pom’, the lightning.
As _ he
prayed, entreating them to come and do his will,
first the lodge ears would begin to quiver with
the first breath of a coming breeze, which gradually grew stronger and stronger until the lodge
bent to the blasts, and the lodge poles strained
and creaked.. Then thunder began to boom, faint
and far away, and lightning to dimly blaze, and
they came nearer and nearer until they seemed
to be just overhead; the crashes deafened us, the
flashes blinded us, and all were terror-stricken.
Then this wonderful man would pray them to go,
and the wind would die out, and the thunder and

lightning go on rumbling and flashing into the
far distance until we heard and saw them no
more.”
All this the old man firmly believed that he
had heard and seen.
I cannot account for it, nor
can you, except—if there be such a thing—the
wily old magician hypnotized his audiences.

WALTER
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Fig. 2._ The fire drill of America,
India, Africa and elsewhere.

B. ANDERSON.

CONTINUED. |

Australia,

Tasmania,

Fire Making.

have lost their power.”

that

the Blackfoot religion, and
cacy of the medicine men’s

ies.

used in the South

Fig. 4.

Another

kind of fire drill, used by the Gauchos.

on a log weaving

him,

Editor Forest and Stream:
Starting a fire by friction with sticks—

he said, “Me

a basket.

make

5.

Eskimo

lighting

fire

by

means

of

the

thong

to

medicine.

to-

Me cure him soon.”
Taking a basket, a hatchet and a hunting
knife, he started for the woods and I followed
after.
He dug up a root in one place, peeled

gether, or how many are there that ever heard
of its being done?
And yet it was the way the
Indians started fires long before flint, steel and
tinder came into use for that purpose; for the
red man knew nothing of steel until after the
advent of the pale-face.
Well do I recollect the first time I ever saw

other, and gathered some leaves in another.
What the rest of these ingredients were I am
now unable to say, but one I well recollect was
the soft pithy ends of the twigs near the terminal
buds of vigorous young sassafras. sprouts.
Coming back to the hut, he washed the roots in the

How

seen

many

persons

a fire started

there

that

have

by rubbing

are

two

sticks

ever

some

bark

in another,

cut

some

twigs

in an-

brook that ran by his door, cut them, as well as
the barks and twigs, into very small pieces, and
putting the whole business into a large kettle
nearby filled with water, he hung it upon a
horizontal stick laid in two crutches over a bed
of ashes; then taking a stick he poked among
the ashes to see if there was any fire, and find-

ing none, he said:
some.”
“Got

‘Fire all gone.

any matches?”

Mus’ make

said I.

“No,” he grunted.
“How

are

matches?”
Fig. 8. Reproduction of an ancient
showing man using the fire drill.

Mexican

painting,

it done, and that was by an Indian when I was
a boy.
Afterward I was taught to do it, and
many a time after that I did it during my youthful days.
Perhaps the following story about it
might be of interest to the readers of FOREST
AND STREAM.
When I was a lad about ten years of age, I
went to call on a playmate who was very sick
‘with the dysentery, and while there his mother

handed

me

a 50-cent

piece

and

a large

black

bottle and asked me would I go about two miles
away to an Indian who had a hut near Mascraft
Brook, and get him to fix up some medicine for
her boy, as that Indian had the reputation of
being a very skillful doctor in the aboriginal
way with roots, barks and leaves.
When I arrived at the hut I found him seated

you

going

to

Fig. 6. The bow drill, used by Atlantic Coast
and according to Schoolcraft by the Sioux and
dians of Canada.

Indians
the In-

start

a fire without

I asked.

“Boy don’t know; Injun does,” was his laconic
reply.
He then went into the hut and brought out
three sticks; one some two feet in length and

about

as wide

and

thick

as

one’s

hand,

with

notches cut along both sides; another stick also
some two feet in length, and about as large or
perhaps a trifle larger round than a broom
handle, six-cornered and pointed at both ends;

the third stick was a trifle crooked and between
two

and

three

feet in length.

Taking

a leather

thong that resembled a whiplash, he made a bow
of the crooked stick, and placing the flat one
upon the ground with a piece of birch bark under
one of the notches, he wound
the whiplash
once around the six-cornered one, and set it
vertically upon the flat stick with the point near
the angle of one of the notches, and, taking a

knotty chip in his left hand with which to hold

the vertical stick, he commenced see-sawing
bow back and forth, and in a short time

PT

ee
rill.

Stating the case

heap good

the
the

alee

_ Fig. 7. The pump drill employed
in southwestern America.

by the Iroquois,

and
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point where the two sticks came in contact began to smoke like fury.
Quickly putting some
scrapings of wood near the notch upon the birch
bark, where a sort of brown dust caused by the
friction had gathered, he gently blew it with his
breath, and soon had a fire blazing under the

kettle.

He then prepared

the medicine,

and

I

took it to the little boy’s mother; and here let
me
say that
the old redskin’s
“heap
good
medicine’ cured my little playmate in a very
short time.

gives

me,

Beecher, who with his family was

life; but

I learned

to start

a fire Indian

fashion—for Old Jim taught me thoroughly—
which I then thought more than compensated
for the licking.
Early that morning, which was a cloudy one,
I found him digging bait out behind the barn

and I said to him: Goin’ fishin’?”
“Mm,” he grunted.
Want go ’long?”’

Now Mascraft Brook was then, and is now,
the best trout stream in that part of Connecticut,
and nothing pleased me better than to go there
fishing, and especially with Old Jim Injun.
So
off we both went, and he had good luck, having
caught that morning as handsome a string of
trout as one ever saw.
Later om tne weather became clear and hot, so tne fish stopped: biting,
and we both lay under a tree near the stream.
About noon Jim said: . “’Bout dinner time.
Me hungry.
You be?
We roast fish.”
He
then cleaned some
of the trout, and by his

orders, I gathered several small, thin, flat stones
from

the bed of the stream.

fish, he said:

After

“Mus’ make some fire.

cleaning the

Now show

you how with sticks.”
Then going into the
woods, and I following, he took his small belt
ax—which he always carried when either fishing
or hunting—and selecting a small dead standing
bass-wood tree, he cut it down.
Cutting off a
suitable piece he fashioned two sticks of about
the proportions of those the other Indian used.
He also cut a crooked green stick for a bow,
and having adjusted the three sticks and thong
each as the other did, and with a knot in his
left hand, he see-sawed away and soon started

a fire which

all

It
over

to start a fire Injun fashion

of two

sticks,

and

thought

that

that

much more than compensated for the
whaling that came afterward.

By the way,
or

I then

by the friction

let me

he could

here say before closing,

tell the time

the shadows,

or even

of day by the

by other

sun,

signs;

he at first fed with fine slivers of

dry wood.
He told me that his people sometimes used swamp cedar, when it could be had,
instead of bass-wood, and sometimes, though
rarely, used savin or upland or red‘cedar in
place of the others.

After the fire had burned awhile, thus making
a good thick bed of live coals, he took the flat
stones one by one and, placing a fish upon
each with a sprinkling of salt, he carefully laid
them upon the bed of coals.
When the trout
were browned nicely he pulled them off the hot

embers with a forked stick. Then what a feast
we had!
I don’t think I ever tasted anything
since that day as good as those fishes were.
Late in the afternoon he caught several more,
and then we left for home.
They say that every pleasure has a sting, and
I am sure that that day’s pleasure had; for that
night I got stung badly when my old uncle applied the gad.
“The idea of your going off fishing on the
Sabbath day with Jim Injun,” said he (whack!
whack!
whack!
“Boo-hoo-hoo’’),
‘and being
gone all day, and we expecting you to go to
church with us, and Mr. Beecher there (whack!
whack! whack!
‘‘Boo-hoo-hoo”), you good-fornothing wicked boy you.
I'll learn you better
than to do that again.”
(Whack! whack! whack!
“Boo-hoo-hoo.
Oh, don’t, I won’t never do it

revolving stick in place is held in the mouth

ship he taught

me

much

about

The simplest form of bow drill is that where
the upright stick is revolved a single turn of the
bow string about it, being held in place by a
piece of wood in the left hand while the right
hand saws the bow back and forth. Higher yet
is the pump drill in which the loose bow string
makes

many

the flora; and also taught

me

lessons

Mituurst,

N.

The

and

in wood-
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how

from

as

is the

it came

which

fire

was

originally

origin

of life.

to be known

Guesses

to man

as to

have

been

many.
Myths tell how some demigod snatched
fire from the sky, or of how it was stolen from
a being who possessed it but hid it from all

others, by some animal who distributed it abroad
for

the

benefit

of humanity.

Legends

tell

us

alight. It has been conjectured that it was produced by the friction of the dry branches of trees
rubbing together; but whatever the means by
which it was discovered by man, we know that
this discovery took place long, long ago.
Almost the earliest evidences of human occupancy
in this and other lands show that the people who
dwelt in caves, who made the shell heaps, who

split the bones

of wild animals

for their mar-

row, or gathered the oysters, clams and scallops
along the shore for their food were familiar
with fire.

The oldest method of making fire of which we
have any knowledge is by various methods of
friction, some of which have been practiced in
America, in Africa and in the south seas within

the

memory

simplest

of men

still living.

One

of the

of these is by rubbing rapidly back and

forth a sharp

stick in a groove

cut in a piece

of soft, dry wood placed on the ground.
This
method which Tylor calls the “stick and groove”

method was practiced in the south seas at Tahiti
Tonga,

Zealand.

Samoa,

the

Sandwich

Islands

and

New

The fire drill—or, as we call them in this
country, fire sticks—is more familiar and has
been practiced up to within forty or fifty years
by the dwellers on the plains, as earlier 1t was

over most of North America.. An upright stick
is twirled between the two palms, its lower point

resting in a hole in a piece of soft wood on the
ground.
This primitive method is also prac-

ticed in Australia, Sumatra, Caroline Islands,
Kamtchatka, China and Africa, and to-day is in
use in central India.
The ancient figure copied
from Tylor is a reproduction of an ancient
Mexican painting.
The work of kindling a fire in this way was
long, slow and tiresome, and under unfavorable
circumstances we have seen two men relieving

each

other,

countenances

until

the sweat

before

rolled

they kindled

down

their

the spark.

The Gauchos, a pastoral and half savage people

who

inhabit

the high plains

of South

America,

used a modification of this drill where the upright stick was held against the breast or
shoulder, and being bent a little was

a rotary

motion

revolved by

of the single hand.

As time

went on, however, the work of fire making was
made more easy and the twirling came to be
done by a thong or string applied to the up-

right revolving
the

hands,

spondent

the

extremity

drill

furnishing

moving.

As

upright,

near

a momentum

the

bow

which

its lower

to keep

is moved

up

the

and

down the string untwists and winds up again and

the movement
work

of the drill is continuous and the

easy.

Martin’s Bear Story.
Detroit, Mich.—Editor
Forest
and Stream:
Some years ago I entered a numberof photoSTREAM, for amateurs, and
while
I was
not
fortunate enough to get a prize, one of the pic-

drawn is absolutely hidden from us—as much so,
almost,

about

graphs in a competition held by the Forest AND

J.

source

turns

latter is supplied with a weight

and

the fauna

craft that I have never forgotten.

of|

the fire maker.

the points of the compass by methods peculiar
to his own people, and during our companion-

that a forest was fired by a bolt of lightning
and that men finding the burning wood and appreciating. the grateful warmth, kept the fires

“Where?”

“Mascraf.

of this.

feelings

spend-

ing his vacation in the village near my home,
occupied the pulpit in the church, and the other,
that I got the worst lambasting I ever got in

my

enough

creepy

but as I have already said, I learned that day
how

that

Ward

now,

on Sunday with old Jim Injun—not once again
until I had grown too big to get a licking. After
that Jim and I put in many a Sunday on that
as well as other brooks and lakes around home;

“Old Jim Injun,” as he was always called—how
the other one had made a fire with sticks, and
he said:
‘He know how.
Me know how; but

show me how to do it, and also tell me what
kind of wood to use, and he said:
“Me show
you some time.”
And he did on one Sunday
during the latter part of the following June.
I well remember that day on account of two
events that took place.
One was that Henry

even
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when I think of that whipping.
It was a long time before I went fishing again

knowledge
unmerciful

Then I asked him if he would

STREAM.

again, boo-hoo-hoo!”)—but

That night when I arrived home I told an
old Indian who made his home at our house—

pale-face don’t.”

AND

stick, sometimes

sometimes

by a

bow.

A. L. L. has described

directly from
Our

one

corre-

of these

methods, and we figure here a simple form of the

thong drill as practiced by the Eskimo where
the piece of wood which braces the upright

tures was considered worthy a reproduction, and
with a short descriptive article was published in
the Forest AND STREAM.
Slight mention
was
made in that article, that the subject of the photograph had performed a feat that was out of the

ordinary. having unaided killed a- grizzly bear
wih a club and butcher knife.
As I do not think any account of this struggle
has

ever

been

published,

except

locally,

it might

prove of interest if you would reproduce the
picture and print a short account of the affair.
The photograph, as was stated before, was not
a fancy

sketch

posed

just

for the occasion,

but

was a “real thing” picture, taken just as the prospector lived and as it were, impromptu.
The individual in question was a Hessian, born
in Hesse and coming to this country after he
Martin Hickman was one of the
‘became a man.
strongest men I have ever met; not a large man,

standing only about five feet nine or ten inches,
and

weighing

not

over

170

pounds;

but

every

pound was bone, sinew and muscle.
He was
naturally a strong man, though his life for many
years in the open, had no doubt added to the
natural gifts he had been blessed with.
Martin worked for me in prospecting and mining all one summer, and we became very well acquainted; but it was not for a long time that I
was able to get him to tell me the bear story,
though I had heard others give a second-hand account of it. He had to be pressed to give his

version of the affair, for as he expressed it, he
did not want anyone to think “he vas a tam fool,”
and therefore did not go about telling of the feat.
We will try to tell the story as he told it, not
trying, however, to give the dialect, which added
a good deal to the original account, for Martin
was that rare thing among Germans, witty, and
his side remarks were sometimes very humorous.

“Tt was

in November

and I was

over

in the

Lost River country and had
a hittle team
of
cayuse horses with a box wagon.
I wanted to get
over to the Rocky Bar country, and as there were
some more miners who wanted to go also, they

hired me

to take them over.

So I kill me

two

birds mit one stone.
I agree mit them.
started early one morning, before daylight,

We
as it

was a long drive to get to our first stopping
place, and the outfit took the road while it was
dark and very cold.
The poys had made a night
of it and I had taken a few mineself; and between the frequent potations and the cold we were

a sleepy crowd.

tention
dozing

to me
most

The rest did not pay much

at-

as I drove along; in fact; they were
of the time, only awakening -long

enough to take another drink, or grumble
cause I was not driving fast enough.

be-

“We had gone along several miles and the gray
of the fall morning was just showing over the
high mountains back of the lava fields when my
ponies stopped short and balked. I was much sur-

prised at this, for they were
never

balked

before.

I tried

very true and had
to urge

them

with whip and a little cussing, but no go.
seemed to see or smell something and
dently frightened.
I then got down

on

They

were evifrom the

wagon and walked up the wagon track for a
short distance, looking from side to side to see
what it was that the horses had discovered.
I
had gone about sixty yards or so from the wagon
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HOW A PROSPECTOR
LIVES.
Photo by Frank F. Frisbie.

and made a short turn to the right about a small
clump of bushes that stood by the roadside, when
I saw through the morning haze a big bear sit-

ting up on his haunches

waving

side

down

to side and

the team,

looking

As J] was

unarmed,

his head

the

road

I went

from

toward

back

to-

ward the wagon and made better time than I
had in going.
The crowd were all about asleep
and huddled together in the back part of the
wagon, and on my excited requests for a gun and
the statement that there was a bear up the road,
told me to go to a much warmer place and drive
along, I ‘only saw bears in my mind.’
At last I
found out that the only shooting iron in the
whole outfit was a shotgun, and no one had any
cartridges for that.
As I said, I had taken several drinks, and when one of the chaps handed
out his black bottle and said ‘Here, Martin, take
a drink and forget the bear,’ I took the drink but
did not forget the bear.
“Having imbibed some more Dutch courage, I
began to think I could make that bear get out

of the way, for all my experience with bears before had been that they would not stand but
would always run away from a man unless badly
wounded, or unless it was an old she with cubs.
So I looked in my jockey box and found I had
an old butcher knife, what would be called a

sticking knife.
I took that out and_ started
up the road again. As I walked along I picked
up a piece of quaking asp, about four
or
five feet long, and as thick as my wrist,
lay by the road. -Some camper had cut

firewood;

it was

partly dry and

made

which
it for

a good

strong club,

I don’t suppose I expected to use it,

but in my condition I was ready for anything.
“The bear was still sitting up in the same place,
as he had evidently not made up his mind what
it was that was coming down the road and the
wind had not carried the scent of the humans to
him, or if it had he did not care.
As I approached him he turned his head toward me and
did not make any move to get away, so I vas
mad, and made a rush at him and struck with the
club.
Now, generally, a bear is no slouch at
boxing, and how I got through his guard and hit
him fair on the head at the butt of the ear is a
mystery.
But you know ‘a fool for luck,’ I did
hit him and down he went.
I made a jump and
landed on top of him, grabbing him by the fur
and ear, making a thrust with my butcher knife.
Now, you know a bear is something like a hog
in build, and by good luck I plunged my knife
in the ‘sticking place’ and the point of it must
have reached the heart.
The touch of the cold
steel revived him and I felt the mighty muscles
rise under me and then, you bet, I vas sober.
I
realized then what I had done, and the way I
hung on to that bear’s ear was a caution.
He

tried his best to turn his head so as to bite me,
but I keep on thrusting with the knife. With all
my strength and weight I could not hold that
bear down.
He just rose up mit me like I vas a
paby.
However, I held on and he could not bite
me unless he could throw me off; and after what
seemed an age, but was a very short time, I felt
those great muscles relax a little and it seemed

as if he was sinking down; the blood gushed out

freely and I was covered with it from head to
foct.
I felt encouraged to hold on, and as I was
ncw in possession of my wits, I knew I had given
him a fatal thrust.
It takes a long time to tell
this, but it was not long, you bet. The great loss
of blood had weakened the bear and he was soon
done for, he ceased to struggle.
I got up without
a scratch but covered with blood.
“T then walked back to the wagon and as it
was now light enough to see well, found some of
the boys awake and
looking
for
me.
They
wanted to know how I had hurt myself, so as to
get so bloody.
I told them I was all right but
had killed the bear.
They would not believe me
and soon had the whole crowd awake cussing me
for a crazy Dutchman and telling me I had better
go on, if I ever expected to get to Bellevue.
At
last I sot some of them to go up the road, and
there we found the bear. We managed to get the
team un the road and proceeded to skin the bear.
It was a silver tip, and weighed between 300 and
400 pounds; I thought he weighed a ton when I

was

trying to hold him.

We

took the hide and

drove on to Bellevue, where we sold it to the
brewery man and proceeded to have a glorious
old time on the $18 he gave us.
““After we had sobered up we went on to Rocky
Bar. but I never told the story myself; there was
no need, for those chaps told everybody, and as
there were so many of them I did not have to.
And anyway, if I had been alone and then had
told about it.no one would have believed me, and
you bet I would have peen a crazy Dutchman for

sure.”

FRANK

F, FRISBIE.

FOREST

AND

STREAM.
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NATURAL UISTOLN
sible claim

Bird Key.
WasHINGTON, D. C., Feb. 20.—Editor Forest
Stream:
An island in Tampa Bay, Florida, commonly known as “Bird Key,” but which appears
upon the plot of T. 32 S., R. 16 E. in the General
Land Office as “Indian Key,” was reserved as a
preserve and breeding ground for native birds
by President Roosevelt in Executive Order dated
Feb. 10, 1906.
The reservation of this island is
a matter for congratulation on the part of all
who are endeavoring to protect American birds.
It is an ancient breeding
ground
for brown
pelicans,
comorants,
white
egrets,
Louisiana
herons and other species of water fowl in abundance, the number of birds in the aggregate reaching many thousands of pairs.
More than ordinary

interest

attaches

to

this

reservation

on

ac-

count of the efforts heretofore made to secure
the island for private purposes—probably for exploiting the birds and their eggs or possibly the
guano beds, if the same should prove sufficiently
extensive to warrant their development.
More
than a year ago the
National
Association
of
Audubon Societies inaugurated steps to secure its
reservation,
but found, on examination of the
records of the General Land
Office, that the
island had been entered as a homestead in 1900.
Since that investigation, however, the Commissioner has held the entry for cancellation because of the failure of the entryman to comply
with the law and regulations relating to homestead entries.
On learning of this cancellation,
the Audubon Societies renewed their effort to reserve the island, with the gratifying result noted
above.
The reserve contains but one: island, is
called the Indian Key Reservation, and contains
ninety acres of land.
It lies about ‘eleven miles
north by east of the Passage Key Reservation in
Tampa Bay, created by Executive Order dated
O€t.*10, 1905.
FRANK BOonp.

The Mother Antelope and the Cactus.
Editor Forest and Stream:
More than one recent writer of popular natural
history has taken honors in ignorance and credulity, but the palm of real genius goes to the artistauthor of a romance on the protective methods
of the prong-horned antelope toward its young
contained in the March number of the Century
Magazine.
The peg upon which this comedy
of errors
hangs is the writer’s allegation that when the
female prong-horn is about to give birth she takes
a flying leap high into air and lands near to the
mathematical center of a patch of prickly pear,
where she tramples a clear and unobstructed space
upon which she deposits her progeny, there to
find asylum through childhood, while dejected
coyotes gaze wistfully across the prickly waste
that divides them from their prey.
In witness
there are pictures graphic in detail, but on examination doubtful of authority, for whereas the
artist part of this double personality might be
excused for never having seen a prickly pear outside of a botanic garden, the author ~art should
have advised him that where the prickly pear
(Opuntia) meets antelope in portions of its range
where alone it grows flat enough to serve the purpose depicted, it is far too small in diameter, while
south, in Texas for example, where it is large
enough in area, it grows as high as a good-sized
shack, and in no way resembles the picture—without bothering over the mere detail that no sane
animal save a box tortoise or an armadillo would
tackle it,
Perhaps this is hypercritical, but the observation that the fawns shown
in the second
and
third pictures don’t belong to their alleged parent
is not.
She is a sure enough antelope, but they,

by reason of their spotted coat, might have a pos-

to be the abandoned

waifs

of some

perverted blacktail or whitetail mother, were it
not that other anomalies hopelessly obscure the
whole question of their origin.
The one certainty is that only an embryological miracle could
have got them into that prickly pear in the manner implied by picture No. 1.
If the excellent
scrivener had but taken thought to ask any cowpuncher who rode the plains in antelope days, he

would

have

learned

that prickly pear

does

not

grow that way, and prong-horns
do not bear
spotted young.
;
Among other novelties
in this remarkable
paper, noteworthy alike to botanists, zoologists,
toxicologists and ‘hunters, which may be enu-

merated but not enlarged upon, is the discovery
that the stickers of prickly pear are poisonous,
but the prong-horn, to his good fortune among
mammals, is immune.
Game preservers are set

straight in that the antelope is really not in any
danger of extinction, but simply does not congregate as he used to, “and ranges over a much
larger extent of country.”
Philosophers have an interesting case of analogous evolution of an instinct presented to

them in the “curlew” which, like the prong-horn,

has adopted the prickly pear habit for nursery
purposes and there, in a wonderfully constructed
nest, deposits four “blue” eggs.
Certain confusion of ideas concerning “Scotch
staghounds” is there, and a greater degree of
obscurity on the subject of antelope horns, their

structure

and

their

shedding—but

space

lacks

for further details.
Truly, for such like obliquity of statement one
needs go back to Cuvier’s reply to his student
who defined the crab as a little red fish that
walks backward:
“Excellent, excellent, only it
is not red, it is not a fish, and it does not walk
backward.”
Seriously, one wonders which is the more to
be condemned, the irresponsibility of the compiler, who fails to acquire the elementary facts
of his subject, or that of the editor whose critical
judgment accepts such stuff for publication.
ARTHUR Erwin Brown.
Tue

ZOOLOGICAL

GARDENS,

Philadelphia

Pa.

Some Things About Moose.
In

his

article

on

moose

in

the

Scribner, Mr. Ernest Thompson
speaking of the bell of the moose

the “tassel” by our Indians):

February

Seton says in
(usually called

“According to my

experience it is found on all moose, male or
female, at all ages, is largest in young bulls,
smallest in very young and the very old.”
From
the time I can first remember
my
father was the largest buyer of moose hides in
Maine.
We had them come in by the hundred
nearly every spring.
A large part were brought

in frozen in March
was warm

enough,

or early April and, when
the hair was

a knife and the hides were

shaved

it

off with

stretched and dried.

These hides usually had the whole skins of the
head entire except the nose, so that one had a
chance to see the bell if there was one.

The spring I was fourteen years old, the Indian
who

shaved

hides

for

my

father,

thinking

that

no one else could do the work, struck for higher

pay and, at the expense of several severe cuts,
I learned the trade and shaved over sixtv modse
hides that spring, and many
after that.
In
shaving the hides we always shaved the hair
from the bells, or tassels, so that I took particular notice of them.
After my father’s death,
I myself bought some thousands of hides, so
that I have had some experience in the matter.
In all I have seen of the hides of moose, dead
or living, I have never seen a trace of a bell,
or tassel, on any female moose, neither have I
ever heard any hunter tell of ever seeing one.

The tassel is always considered among hunters
as a distinguishing mark of the male, just like
the tassel of a cock-turkey or the beard of a
man.
I think cases of a tassel on a female
moose fully as rare as a long beard on a woman
or a long tassel, or brush, on a hen-turkey.
The
largest tassel I ever saw was on a bull having
nine points on each horn.
I have measured a

good many, and ten to twelve inches is the
usual length, although some are longer.
Mr.
Seton says:
““No one has ever yet given
any
satisfactory
explanation
of this curious
dangler.”
The explanation is the same as that
of a man’s beard or.a cock-turkey’s brush; it

is simply

an

ornament

given

to

distinguish

the male.
Some may be interested to know how a moose

hide is shaved.

The hide is hung from a slant-

ing pole, placed so that the upper part is some
four feet from the ground.
The hide hangs
perfectly loose and clear from the pole.
The
operator draws the hide toward him with his

left hand and with a very sharp knife in his
right, shaves downward with long strokes, the
hair rolling down like a fleece. The hide must
be ‘perfectly soft, as if there are

or*a:chip

any dry places,

or one’s finger is against the under

side, ‘the knife

instantly

cuts

through.

An

ex-

pert operator, if he has good hides, free from
ticks, can:shave an average of two hides to the
hour, shaving them nearly as clean’as one’s
face.
When a boy I once shaved fourteen in
a day of seven or eight hours.
Several: times,
when I have had the knives sharpened for me,
I have shaved a-picked hide clean in fifteen
minutes.
The bulk of.the hair could be taken
off in five minutes, but most of the time was
eae in shaving the shanks and edges of the

hide

There

is one

thing which

I have never

known

any one to write of, and that is the tick which
is peculiar to the moose.
I have never seen
ticks on moose in summer or fall; but after the
hair grows
long some
moose
have literally

thousands of them.
They are in two forms.
The immature one is about the size of a woodtick, such as in summer are found upon the
ears of the deer and northern hares, only they
are not round, but oval and of a lighter blue
color. The adults are about the size of a potato
bug. but flatter and having quite a hard shell,
the color dark gray.
They are so firmly attached that they cannot be removed unless considerable force is used.
Where a moose is in-

fested with them every stroke of the knife cuts
off the heads of scores, or more accurately, of
hundreds, and they are so hard as soon to take
the edge off from a knife.
After the weather is
warm and the hair is dried, those which have
escaped the knife, sometimes get on persons
packing the hair and inflict painful wounds, as

they will bury their heads in the flesh, and if
a part breaks off in removing them, it makes a
sore which takes a long time to heal, as I know
by several personal experiences.
Full-grown, long-haired moose average eight
pounds of dry hair to the skin, and it used to
be in demand by carriage and harness makers
for stuffing cushions, collars and saddles, as it
was more springy than goat’s hair and more
lasting than moss or excelsior.
Every fall for the last fifteen or twenty years
our Maine papers have had notices of several

moose

being killed, each

of which was said to

be the largest moose
ever killed in Maine.
While these notices do no harm and are flatter-

ing to the vanity of the hunter, yet I think the
chance is very small for moose ever to be killed
in Maine as large as some which were killed
many years ago.
Having weighed hundreds of
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hides, I find that a large winter hide, when
shaved and trimmed, weighs from ten to twelve
pounds,

if perfectly

dry

and

clean

from

meat.

Extra large weigh from thirteen to sixteen
pounds.
Fall-killed hides are thicker and weigh
more; but it takes a very large fall hide, when
shaved and
perfectly
But I once
pounds.

moose

Rollins,

dry, to weigh twenty
weighed the hide of a

shét at West
of

Seboois

Brownville,

by Ben

Maine,

and Joe

which

was

as

clean as parchment and closely trimmed of neck
and shanks,
It was not
short, four
to make for
hide I ever

which weighed thirty-seven pounds.
shaved, but as the hair was very
pounds would be a large deduction
the hair. This is the largest moose
saw in many thousands, and I doubt

if its match is ever found.
The nearest approach to it which I ever saw, was one cleanshaved and
dry,
which
weighed
twenty-six
pounds, and there is not one in a thousand, if
as clean, to duplicate this.
MAN Ly HaArpy.

[At the annual meeting of the New York
Zoological
Society, held Jan. 9, 1906, Mr.
Charles Sheldon showed among many interest-
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New Jersey Beaver.
WE have received from Mr. J. Von Lengerke,
of Von Lengerke & Detmold, and have on exhibition at this office a beautiful beaver cutting that
is worth inspection
by everyone
interested
in
nature.
This is a large black ash tree trunk cut
is the same block that Mr. von Lengerke has had
for some time at his store in New York city.
Mr. Von Lengerke tells us that during last fall
he has secured
some
very fine specimens
of
beaver work including trees some fifty inches in
circumference.
Another tree trunk, eight or nine
inches through and 4%
feet long, has been
gnawed in three or four places and almost severed in each.
From all signs the beaver are doing well and
steadily increasing.
A number of new houses and
dams have been built and beaver signs are found
everywhere along a stretch
of low ground
a
couple of miles long.
Mr. Von Lengerke says that he has not heard
of one beaver having been killed, although some

which we Ike to call the “spring feel” venturing

feeling

that

virtue

devours

has

In these latitudes,

been

then,

it with

the

proud

rewarded.

it may

be

doubted

whether the bluebird is more a migrant than the
song sparrow or even the meadowlark.
‘There is
another bird which certainly does not remain

with us during the season of snow

and cold and

yet which often makes its appearance long before
ice and blizzard have been forgotten—often in
early March, sometimes even late February. This
is the phcebe bird—no songster it is true, but a
close friend of man
and an architect of neat
homes of mud and moss which it places on the
rafters of the barn, on the ledges of piazza pillars, on shelves left over doors of outhouses.
As a fly-catcher the phoebe is dependent on insect life, and for the most part on insects that fly,
and so does not
belong here
in the coldest
weather.
Yet, often it braves the rigors of the
New England climate before the calendar winter
has ended.
MHardy, self-reliant and on the best
of terms with its neighbor, man, it is not strange
that a phoebe is one of the most popular of our

birds.

Is not he the real harbinger of spring?

Trenton, N. J., Feb 26.

Robins in the

NEW

JERSEY.

South.

_ West Pornt, Miss., Feb. 16.—The weather here
is fine; I have planted my garden, and plowing is
pretty general all over the South.
I notice that
the robins are with us on their way north.
It
distresses me to see the wanton slaughter of the
innocents that always begins in the South with
their arrival.
Everyone is out after them.
I saw
a boy Saturday with twenty-two, and from the
banging I heard on every side I think they must
have killed a thousand, for they never miss one,
always shooting them sitting.
Wve Wie 4h,

protection

whole

of the

work

of

the

Biological Survey, which is by no means the fact.

Rhinoceros
A

HIGHLY

interesting

birds is on exhibition

Hornbill.
and

remarkable

in the National

case

of

Museum

at Washington.
The group represents a breeding pair of Bornean rhinoceros hornbills (Buceros rhinoceroides), and shows in addition to
the birds themselves a section of a large tree,
in a cavity of which the female has her nest.

The female is on her nest, with only the tips of

her bill exposed.to view, having been. plastered
in by the male, according to the universal and
altogether peculiar habit of members
of this
family of birds.
The male is perched upon a
branch slightly above the level of the entrance
to the nest and is in the attitude of reaching
down to the female with a fruit in his beak with

which to feed her.

The accessories to the birds

are

maché

made

stated

Certainly he is one of the earliest birds

and

the

in papier

in very

exact

imita-

above

this remarkable

habit

is entirely

peculiar to the hornbills.
The reason for it is
not certainly known; some observers state that
the plastering is done by the male, others maintain that the female incarcerates herself.
If the
male does it, his object is doubtless to prevent
the female from leaving her nest before the
eggs are hatched.
If the female does it, it is
probably that protection from enemies is her
object.
The female is fed by her mate during
her incarceration, and should anything happen
to him during her imprisonment her life would
necessarily be sacrificed.

to appear, yet it is by no means certain that he is
not—in these Middle States, say in the latitude’
of New Jersey—a permanent resident, keeping
himself
hidden
during
much
of the coldest
weather, but when the sun shines warm and the
ground softens and the air has that balmy touch

a twig

of game

as

age; and the group is upon the whole a very
striking and interesting one.
The species represented is with one exception perhaps the largest and most conspicuous of the family.
As

WE are accustomed to speak
of the azurecoated red-vested bird, which the poet happily
speaks of as shifting his load of song from post
to post along the fence, as the “harbinger
of

against

Survey

tion of a forest tree trunk with vines and foli-

What Bird is Spring’s Harbinger?

out from the retreats in which he has concealed
himself and now perching on the topmost boughs
of the gnarled oid apple trees in the orchard, and
from such vantage ground he may now and then
pitch down into the tangle of bushes that grows
over the old rail fence, and drawing from some
crevice or cranny a half-frozen insect with which
he returns to his perch where he pounds the prey

look on the division

Biclogical

by the wild beavers of Sussex county, N. J., and

ing Alaska photographs one of a cow moose
accompanied by a calf, and the cow carried a
distinctly shown bell, or tassel.
Attention was
called to this photograph in Forest AND STREAM
of Jan. 20, page 93.
The animal wearing the
bell was not killed, but it was a hornless moose,
in autumn and accompanied by a calf.]

spring.”

and the work relating to game protection is only
one of the four divisions of the Survey work. In
some quarters there seems to be a tendency to

Death

Black

Ash

cut

by Beavers

in 1903

in Sussex

From J. Von Lengerke.

Co.,

N.

J.

houses have been opened and dams destroyed, the
latter sometimes being done in self-defense.
The beavers about which Mr. Von Lengerke
has told us in Forest AND STREAM are believed to
have escaped from the preserve of Mr. Rutherford Stuyvesant, at Allamuchy, N. J., and there
are other Iccalities in Sussex county where they
are found.
A correspondent has written:
“We have been
told that originally two beavers lived near Two
Bridges, N. J., but one died some years ago, the
other stayed there.
In the winter he made trips
to other lakes supposedly in search of company,
and on one of these trins he was killed.
“He had his house on the east side of Lake
Losee, now called Beaver Lake; we have rowed
over to it several times, but never could find him

at home.

He went

out

for his food chiefly at

night, but has been seen during the day. We saw
the large limbs of trees he had sawed off to make
his house.
They were laid criss-cross, and on
these limbs grass and weeds were growing.
It
was quite a large mound on the edge of the lake.
“There was a penalty of $100 for anyone who
should kill or injure the beaver, but the train did
it. The beaver was killed by a Susquehanna train
at night at Two Bridges, some time. in February,
1905.”

Biological

Survey.

THERE was printed in Forest AND STREAM of
Feb. 24 an extract from the last annual report of
the Biological Survey relating to the subject of
game
protection.
The introductory
paragraph
spoke of this extract as a “summary of the work
of the Biological Survey for the year 1905.” This
may have been misleading.
The extract was a
summary of that portion of the work of the Bio-

logical Survey which

relates to game

protection,

of John

T. Irving.

On Tuesday, Feb. 7, John Treat
Irving,
a
nephew of Washington Irving, died at his home
in New York.
He was born in the year 1812, and
had a successful career.
For the readers of Forest AND STREAM, the
passing away of Mr. Irving has a peculiar interest in the fact that he was one of the very early
travelers in the trans-Missouri west.
In the year
1835 there appeared from his pen “Sketches of
an Expedition to the Pawnee Tribes,” a work in
two volumes giving an account of his trip to the
Pawnee country the year before.
The work is
simply and attractively written, gives a most
interesting account of the manners and customs
of the Pawnees, and is a valuable contribution
alike to literature, to history and to ethnology.
It was published in this country and in England.
The following year he published a romance entitled ‘‘Hawk Chief,” the scene of which was laid
among the Pawnees.
Mr. Irving was a lawyer of distinction,
but
amused himself by writing these and a number of
other works.
In his long and busy life, he did
much good.

The Pointing

Instinct.

Editor Forest and Stream:
I am the possessor of a dachshund which was
imported last summer from the celebrated kennel
of the Duke ot Saxe-Coburg, in Germany, said
to be the finest strain of black and tan dachshunds in that country.
I am told in olden times
they were used for birds as well as rabbits, badgers, foxes, etc.
The dachshund this last fall
came across a bevy of quail and stood them as
staunch as any old setter or pointer.
Is it in the
blood or an exception?
YORICK.
[It is not uncommon for individuals of many
of the different breeds of sporting dogs to imitate the point of the setter and pointer.
We have
shot a ruffed
grouse
over
a foxhound,
who
pointed it as staunchly as a setter.
We have also
seen a half-bred rough-haired terrier frequently
point sparrows in the street, remaining perfectly
rigid until the bird flew.]

FOREST

AND

STREAM.
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| GANTE RAG AND GUN
The Game’ Law
The

validity of a statute of that State was upheld, not

Upheld.

Prohibition of the Possession of Imported
Game is Constitutional.

\

against

of

oes

People of the State of New York ex rel
August Silz, Respondent.
against
the
Henry
Hesterberg,
Sheriff
of
County of Kings, Appellant.

or

Appeal in each case from an order of the Appellate
Division reversing an order of the Special Term which
remanded the relator to custody and discharging said
relator.
“
ulius M. Mayer, Attorney General, for Appellant.
Edward Lauterbach and John L. Hill for respondents.

CULLEN

Chain

The relators were arrested on warrants charging them with a violation of the game law. They
sought discharge from their arrest by writs of
habeas corpus.
On the return to those writs
they were remanded to custody.
On appeal to

the Appellate Division,

the orders of the Special

Term were reversed, and the relators discharged
from custody.
From those orders these appeals
are taken.
As the affidavits on which the warrants for the arrest of the relators were issued
differ materially in their statements of facts, we
will first consider the one made in the Hill case.
The affidavit avers that on the third day of March
said John Hill did have in his possession in the
Clarendon Hotel, in the Borough of Brooklyn,
one dead body of a bird known as a golden
plover, and one dead body of a fowl called a
grouse; that as the affiant was informed and believed the said plover and grouse were taken
without the State of New York, to wit: from
England and Russia, and thence brought into the
Borough of Brooklyn.
The forest, fish and game law (Chap. 20, Laws
of 1900; amended Chap. 317, Laws of 1902; Chap.
588, Laws of 1904), by Sections 106 and 108, enacts that grouse shall not be taken or possessed
from Jan. 1 to Oct. 31, nor plover from Jan. I to
July 15.
By Section 140 of said act, grouse is
defined to include ruffed grouse, partridge and
every member of the grouse family.
By Section
141 the inhibition enacted by the other sections of
the statute are made to apply to fish, game and
flesh coming from without the State, as well as
to that taken within the State.
By Section 119
any one violating the provisions of the statute
hereinbefore recited is guilty of a misdemeanor
and liable to a fine of $25 for each bird taken or
possessed in violation thereof.
The relator was
in possession of the birds during the prohibited
period, and hence was guilty of a misdemeanor,
unless he is relieved from the penalties prescribed by the statute by the fact that the birds
were imported from foreign countries.
We shall
not discuss at any length the claim of the relator that the statute contravenes the constitution
of this State as depriving the relator of his property without due process of law.
That question
has been settled adversely to that claim by the
decision of this court in Phelps vs. Racey (60
N. Y. 10) and People vs. Bootman (180 N. Y., 1)

in which

it was

held

within

the power

of the

Legislature, in order to effect the preservation
of game within the State, to enact not only a
close season during which the possession of such
game should be unlawful. but further to enact
that the possession in the State, during such sea-

son of game

taken

without

valid exercise

of the police power

of the State.

To the argument that the exclusion of foreign
game in no way tends to the preservation of
domestic game, it is sufficient to say that substantially the uniform belief of the Legislature
and people is to the contrary, and that both in
England and many of the States in this country
legislation prohibiting the possession of foreign
game during the close season has been upheld as
being necessary to the protection of domestic
game, on the ground that without such inhibition

COURT
OF APPRALS:
People of the State of New York ex rel
John Hill, Respondent,
|
Henry
Hesterberg,
Sheriff
County of Kings, Appellant.

only on the ground that the original ownership of
wild game is in the State, but on the further
ground that the preservation of such game is a

the State should be

equally unlawful.
The Phelps case is cited by
the Supreme Court of the United States in Geer
vs. Connecticut (161 U. S., 519), in which the

restriction

any

law

for

the

protection

of

domestic
game could
be successfully
evaded
(Whitehead vs. Smithers, 2 Common Pleas Div.,
553; ex-parte Mayer, 103 Cal., 4761; Magner vs.
People, 99 Ill., 371; Missouri vs. Randolph, 1
Mo., 151; Stevens vs. State, 89 Md., 669; Roth
vs. State, 51 Ohio State, 356; Commonwealth vs.
Savage, 155 Mass., 378).
The case of Phelps vs.
Racey (Supra) has never been overruled by this
court.
In the opinion delivered in People vs.
Buffalo Fish Co. (164 N. Y., 93), Judge O’Brien

took

two

positions;

first, that the exclusion

of

fish taken without the State was invalid, as interfering with the power of Congress to regulate
foreign and interstate commerce;
and_ second,

that under a proper construction of the game law
as it then stood, the statute was applicable only
to fish taken within the State.
It was this second
ground alone which commanded the assent of the
majority of judges, and on which the decision in
the case proceeded.
This ground has been removed by the amendment of the statute already
cited, which makes it applicable to game taken
without the State.
People vs. Bootman (Supra)
reaffirms the doctrine of Phelps vs. Racey, and
the validity of the legislation before us, at least
so far as the constitution of this State is involved.
In that case, while we affirmed the decision below because the offenses for which the
defendant was prosecuted were committed before

the amendment to the statute, we felt called upon
to express

Our

opinion

on

the whole

subject,

so

that the citizen must not be misled by the opinion rendered in the court below and thus unwittingly submit himself to severe penalties.
If,
as is now claimed, the views then expressed by
the court on the subject now before us were

obiter and not necessary to the decision made,

it

is sufficient to say we adhere to them, not on the
ground of stare decisis, but because they command
our approval.
Therefore, if the act of
Congress, passed May 25, 1900, commonly termed
the “Lacey act,’ empowered the State to enact
the legislation before us, it is unnecessary for us
to enter into any examination upon the question
of interference with foreign and interstate commerce. discussed, but not decided in People vs.

Buffalo

Fish Company.

‘That Congress can authorize an exercise of the
police power by a State, which, without such.
authority, would
be an unconstitutional
interference with commerce, has been expressly decided by the Supreme Court of the United States
in matter of Rohrer (140 U. S., 545). The question before us is merely the interpretation of the
Lacey act, which the learned counsel for the
respondents contend applies solely to interstate
shipments, and not to importations from foreign
countries.
The act is entitled:
‘An act to enlarge the powers of the Department of Agriculture, prohibit the transportation
by interstate
commerce of game killed in violation of local
laws, and for other purposes.”
The first section relates to the Department of
Agriculture, the second prohibits the importation
of any foreign wild animal or birds except under
special permit from that Department, providing

that it shall not restrict the importation

of nat-

ural history specimens nor caged birds, such as
domesticated canaries, parrots and the like.
It
then forbids absolutely the importation of mongoose, flying foxes, the English sparrow and such
other birds as the Secretary of Agriculture may
deem injurious to the interests of agriculture or

horticulture.

The

third

section

forbids the de-

livery to a common carrier for shipment from
one State to another of any wild animals or birds

killed in the State in violation of its laws.

The

fitth section deals with the transportation into
any State of animals killed without the State.
It

is as follows:
“That all dead bodies or parts thereof, or any foreign
game animals, or game or song birds, the importation
of which is prohibited, or the dead bodies or parts thereof,
of any wild game animals or game or song birds transported into any State or Territory, or remaining therein
for use, consumption, sale or storage therein, shall upon
arrival in such State or Territory be subject to the

operation

and effect of the lawsof such State or Terri-

tory enacted in the exercise of its police powers to the
same extent and in the same manner as though such
animals or birds had been produced in such State or
Territory, and shall not be exempt therefrom by reason
of being introduced therein in original packages or otherwise. This act shall not prevent the importation, transportation or sale of birds or bird plumage manufactured
from the feathers of barnyard fowl.”

It is contended that the title of the statute
tends to show that the operation of Section 5 is
confined

to shipment

from

other

States,

and

not

to importation from foreign countries.
If the
title of an act could limit its effect, which it cannot (Potter's Swarris on Statutes, p. 102), still
this claim is without foundation.
The first two
sections

of the act deal with

the

Department

of

Agriculture, and the reference thereto in the title
is appropriate.
The third and fourth sections
deal with interstate transportation of game killed
in violation of local laws, and the reference in
the title “prohibit the transportation by interstate
commerce of game killed in violation of local

laws”

is equally

appropriate.

The

fifth section,

which is the one before us, deals with an entirely
different matter—transportation into a State, not
out of a State—and is embraced in the title of
the statute only under the designation “and for

other

purposes.”

As

to this subject,

therefore,

the title in no respect tends to limit the effect of
the act.
It is difficult to see any reason why
Congress should have sought to discriminate be-

tween the bodies of game, song birds or wild
animals brought into a State from other States
and

those

brought

from

foreign

countries.

The

object of the legislation was to enable the States
by their local law to exercise a power over the
subject of the preservation of game and song
birds, which, without that legislation, they could

not exert. Every consideration that led Congress
to think it wise to confer on the State of New
York, as well as on other States, a power (which
is practically that of prohibition during the close
season, at least for the purpose of sale) over the
importation of partridges from New Jersey, Pennsylvania or Connecticut is equally applicable to

the importation of such birds from Canada.

The

obstacle to the successful enforcement of the game
laws of the State would be as great in the one
case as the other, and as Canada borders on the
United States for a distance of three thousand
miles, the practical danger would be as great in
one case as in the other, whatever it might be in
the case of an importation from Europe.
But it is said Congress permits the importation
of foreign game and collects the duty thereon,
and it cannot have intended to allow property

thus imported to be confiscated.

The proposition

that Congress allows the importation of foreign
game is true only in a restricted sense.
By the
“Lacey act’ Congress determined
to aid
the
States in the enforcement of their game laws, but
did not deem it wise to enact a game law of its

own, and this for the very obvious reason that
the game laws of the different
States vary
greatly, a variation justified in no small degree
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by varying

climatic

conditions.

It would

be un-

wise to entirely prohibit the importation of game
into the country

during a part of the year, when

in some of the States the taking and consumption
of such game-is lawful.
So it is said practically
to the citizen:
We do not prohibit the importation of foreign game, but subject it to the local
laws, and you must see to it at your risk that you

do

not

ported”

violate

those

is used

in the

laws.

The

Wilson

relative to intoxicating

term

act

liquors

“trans-

of Congress

(enacted

Aug. 8,

1890), as in the present act.
Yet, it seems
credible that Congress intended
to suffer

State of Maine
ages

when

when

to seize liquor in original pack-

brought

brought

words

from

from

State

Massachusetts,

Canada

or

before

us

of the section

comprehensive
the

inthe

to include

from

Europe.

are

all game

whatever

place,

but not

The

sufficiently

brought

and

we

do

into
not

think it profitable to enter into a verbal analysis,

AND

shape and color from

STREAM.

native birds.

It was

355
for

the Legislature to determine in the protection of
native game, how far it was necessary or wise to
include within the penal provisions of the statute
birds of the same family and of a similar char-

acter,

though

differing

in

some

respects.

Of

course, this statement is made within limits.
To
protect pigeons, turkeys could not be excluded.
In the present case, however, we are clear that
the Legislature has acted within its power.
The order of the Appellate Division should be
reversed, that of the Special Term affirmed, and
the relator remanded to custody.

Don Esteban’s Eleventh Hour.
THE morning of the last day in camp came
all too soon, as is the way of last days.
The
gray dawn stole through the square windows at

the side and end of the log camp

the leaky skylight,

and through

pledged his health when he staggered home
under what they at first sight thought was a
rabbit, but which
upon
examination
proved
really to be a deer.
They hung the animal securely to the projecting end of a roof timber

that he might not be blown away and vigilantly
guarded

him

from

the

onslaught

of

whiskey

jacks—the thieving Canada jays—lest they carry
him off bodily. But for themselves, no! It was
entirely proper and in order to slay a deer or
two while in the deer woods, and they did bring

in a choice

specimen

for friends at home.

or two

for camp

But Fernaldus

use or

was touched

with ursimania.
He would become an ursicide.
The notion of possessing a bearskin rug pleased
his fancy, and over the hill, in a dense tangle
beside the brook, he had come across fresh signs
of a monster Bruin.
How carefully those three
plotted against the life and liberty of that plantigrade of the glossy black coat as they, in a cosy

dimly disclosing the familiar

shapeless masses of garments dangling from the
dusky ridgepole, dried over night it was to be
hoped. The monotonous drip of melting snow
kept accompaniment to Tenderfoot’s peaceful

“Esteban

would never have any but the heavier
Photo by Dr. S. C. Crittenden.

loads.”

save in one respect.
It is urged that the concluding section of the sentence, “This act shall

snore, but all else was silent save for the gentle
breathing of Fernaldus and Esteban and that of
four-footed Buster.
At length, with a rattle
of his chain, Buster shook himself awake with a
sleepy yawn—like that of a school boy awakened
too early to the stern call of book and bell.
Fernaldus rolled over, opened one eye tentatively, then the other, with a shiver reached for
his crimson
sweater
and was
quickly astir,
skillfully dodging the low rafters.
With heroic
self-sacrifice he picked his chilly way over the
well-ventilated puncheon floor to the cold stove
and kindled a fire.
Soon limped forth Esteban
from his warm blankets and, perching upon a
rude bench, removed the woolen swathings from
his swollen knee.
Tenderfoot snored on until
the warm breath of the cheery fire reached his

not prevent the importation, transportation or
sale of birds or bird plumage manufactured from
the feathers of barnyard fowl,” excludes all birds
from its operation. We think not. The qualification

yard

“manufactured

fowl’

plumage.

applies
Birds

from

feathers

mentioned

as

to bird

in this

sentence

are

Term

affirmed,

and

plainly artificial birds, and so the Treasury Department of the United States has ruled.
The order of the Appellate Division should be
reversed,

that of the Special

the relator remanded to custody.
’ The case of Silz is somewhat different.
The
affidavit on which the warrant in this case was
issued

creates

a strong

suspicion

that the prose-

cution was instituted by collusion.
It states not
only that the defendant had in his possession the
prohibited game, but also almost every fact by
which the defendant’s counsel hoped to relieve
his client from the penalties of the law; facts

guided

Brown

edge.
For that reason, we should be inclined to
refuse to entertain the cause had not the Attorney

intervened

Substantially

and

prosecuted

all the questions

the

raised

by the aff-

davit, save one, are disposed of by the views we
have already expressed.
The exception is the
statement in the affidavit “That said imported
golden plover and imported grouse are different

if the birds, the possession

of which

is

charged against the relator, are not grouse or
birds of the grouse family, then no crime is
stated in the affidavit, and the relator should be
discharged.
But, in view of the express allega-

tion at the commencement
defendant

we

was

possessed

are inclined

of the affidavit that the
of one

to the view

imported

grouse,

that the statement

quoted should be construed as meaning not that
the bird so possessed was not a grouse, but that
it was a different variety of grouse from that

which is native to the State of New
construed,

this

fact

constitutes

no

York.

So

defense,

nor

does the allegation that they are different in form,

burned

their even-

How Bruin kept his
use, however, in spite

his fiery chariot

across

a clear blue

sky.

October gave crisp days, the clean cold

earthly pet, Rex Cervorum,

varieties of game birds from the game birds
known as plover and grouse in the State of New
York and from any birds native to America.

course,

bunk,

air deliberately tinctured
with the flavor
of
balsam and cedar.
And every night the great
hunter Orion, with his favorite dog Sirius at
his heels, winked jokingly down upon the frosty
camp, and the two bears‘with Lepus, the hare,
and Leo, and even the celestial hunting dogs
twinkled in great glee about the pole! For their

appeal.

They are different in form, shape, size, color and
marking from the game birds known as plover
and grouse in the State of New York.”
Of

along the browse

ing incense of Havana!
glossy coat for his own

occiput.
But to obtain this head seemed not to be his
fortune on this trip. Nine days had Phoebus

which it is difficult, if not impossible, to see how
they could have been within the affiant’s knowlGeneral

row

of the covetous Fernaldus and his co-conspirators, pertains not to this tale.
But Esteban, he of the steady nerve, had become a head-hunter.
He stood ready to aid and
abet Fernaldus in his raids into Bruin’s stronghold; he was
glad to help Tenderfoot drag
homeward his fawns; but upon his wall at home
was a space just suited to an antlered head—
not a spike-horn, neither a head of two or three
points, but that of an old hero of a hundred
battles and risky amours, thick in the neck,
grizzly with vigor, topped by antlers stout of
beam and polished as Achille’s spear at its tips.
Other heads he had, but not the head—that of
the monarch
of the deepest swamps,
battlescarred, breathing defiance from his red nostrils
and bearing pride enthroned upon his antlered

of the barn-

as well to birds

“They hung the animal securely.”
Photo by Dr. S. C. Crittenden,

one, was

service

his strenuous

comrades.

at the trencher .along

The situation was worthy of remark.

had not disdained this camp.
largess

number.

of

deer

But

had

with

Fortune

Not at all!

certainly

Fernaldus

deep in

his sanctuary.
The open beech parks were
ankle-deep with dry brown leaves that under
the most cautious step of even Esteban cried

REX,

to do yeoman

the mighty antlered

perfectly safe in such weather,

and

not

Her

lacked

Esteban

in

were

aloud, “Look out!
Here I come, and I seek
the great Rex!”
And Rex heard and kept aloof,

In vain did Esteban steal into the beech clearings and become a gray stub upon some fallen
giant of the forest, practicing for hours the

high art of sitting upon

a log.

In vain did he

work

borders

of the swamp,

through

the

thick

corner and the sound and savory odors of the
morning sacrifice greeted his senses.
Then he,
too, stretched out his length, thumping his head,
as usual, against the low rafter, and after an
ablution in the snow-embanked brook was ready

the hollow.
He was abroad at peep o’ day, and
until the stars began to wink at him through the
treetops he sat motionless in a thicket that com-

cervicides of long and crimson records.
With
gentle humor they regarded the zeal of Tenderfoot to whom the frisky fawn, hardly out of his
spots, was noble game. With huge delight they

knew they were

and seek at dusk the outlying birch flat above

manded a thoroughfare.
In vain!
Guileless
does would saunter through the spruces and
fawns

gamboled

across

safe.

the

Now

ridges,

but

they

and again in some
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far vista of the gray woods an antlered head
would thrust out of a thicket and insultingly
wag its ears as it faded from sight.
Or on some
distant knoll a lusty buck would leisurely stir
about the dry leaves, searching for beechnuts,

or browse among the young evergreens, and as
leisurely stroll out of sight twitching his white
tail irritatingly.
In his silent watches a blowing whistle from
the dense cedar tangle would stir his blood, but
it would become more and more faint and fade
away without cracking of twig or movement of
bush, as if the whistle were of
‘

As dreams

‘such

stuff

are made on.”

Here upon a sunny mound
Rex had but a
moment
ago been lying, his bed clearly outlined in the frosty herbage.
But always he was
just beyond—just out of sight. To any but a
patient Esteban it was disheartening.
Then came a change.
How they cheered up
when
one evening became
overcast!
Not a
star twinkled and there was the feel of snow in
the air.
And with snow what a change
of
fortune!
“Now,” said they, “we will find the
elusive Rex!’—and they burned their evening
incense with deep joy and turned in to sleep
the sleep of content while Tenderfoot snored
sweetly.
But, alas! Jupiter Pluvius started in to
shake his snowy blankets over these woods and
the hoary old villain kept shaking them without intermission until now it was the fourth

day.

And

Notus,

the

wind,

south

in

pushed

upon the scene so that every great flake was
just ready to resolve itself into water and every
branch of every tree was dripping all day long.
In the night and early dawn Rex and his court
strolled sportively up and down the hills, writing
the tale of their doings in the revealing snow
and retiring to their marshy sanctuary by day.
Now, also, came a little devil called Arthritis
and perched himself upon Esteban’s left knee,
pinching it and mauling it until the poor member was in a very sad way.

Still in snow

and slush Esteban,

the indomit-

able, pushed his search.
Through marsh and
wild tangle, over ridge and through swale he
cautiously traced the wanderings of the amorous
Rex in his nightly revels.
But for it all he had
only a wetting.
The damp snow was as noisy
as the dry leaves.
So now, this last morning, the hour had come
to be doing.
Seated upon the rude split-log
bench that served as furniture, dishpan in hand,
Esteban announced his resignation.
Rex must
grow a year older before his head adorned that
wall.
He would then be much more grizzly,
his antlers braver, his eye even more savage.
And this day’s labor promised much hardship.
All the duffle and the game must be toted half
a mile to the river, then paddled two miles to
the end of the buckboard road.
The snow was
a foot deep and wet, and the swamp next the
river entirely open.
He would not venture into
the woods to hunt but would stay behind and
clean up the dishes and stow them away, pack
his duffle and leisurely tote it to the river.
If
possible he would photograph the beaver house
and dam near the mouth of the brook.

This

was

wise.

Fernaldus

and

Tenderfoot

commended Esteban’s wisdom.
But who is ever
ready to break camp without just one more little
excursion?
They would go out just for an
hour or so.
Fernaldus knew of some spruces
on the hill where a few grouse might be found.
Tenderfoot
thought it more
wet toward the

swamp and thither he would go, also for grouse.
But Esteban should not strain that knee.
By
all means, ran the parting injunction—by all
means must he leave the heavier burdens.
This
was entirely to salve their consciences beforehand, for Esteban would never have any but
the heavier loads for his share.
So they were off in the early morn. | Left
behind Esteban packed away all the dishes to
await next October’s return, with thrifty foresight laid up a cold lunch for the journey out
of the woods, and gathered his outing Lares and
Penates into his tote-bag and duffle-pack.
Then

he contrived
pack

animal,

a harness
seized

his

and made
rifle

and

limped off down the river path.

sweater

STREAM.
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Rain is often quite wet, but an over-grown,
bushy path after three days of a wet, clinging

snow is the wettest thing imaginable.

The snow

lav a foot deep, heavy and slumpy underneath.
Every bush and branch was bent low under its
wet burden, hanging ready, like the spring of
a trap, to drop its load at the least touch upon
the victim beneath. Thick snow was falling from

heaven.
into

The first plunge from the little clearing

the path

was

like the sudden

jet of a cold

shower bath.
Helpless with his burdens the
unwelcome gifts from bush and branch sought
every

unprotected

spot

on

Esteban’s

person.

Water—ice-water—trickled down his back beneath his collar.
Snow found its way up his
sleeves.
The path, buried under a_ leveling
mantle,
possessed
at unheard-of
number of
stones and stubs and slippery logs.
After a
weary quarter of a mile of this kind of wet he
entered the marsh—watery, muddy, sticky.
But
the brush was less overbearing and Esteban
splashed ahead, lame, hot and weary, and at

last, at last reached the river.

Under the shelter

of a dense spruce he deposited his packs and
gun.
Under the shelter of another he dried

himself as well as he could and speculated upon
the unaccountable actions of natural man.
But inactivity never
rods down stream was

suited Esteban.
A few
the mouth of the brook,

and nearby the beaver colony.

Drawing on his

heavy gray sweater he made his way down the
path and spent half an hour trying time exposures in the falling snow.
Then there was

still much

to be transported

river, and he made

from camp

ready to return.

take his rifle back?

to the

Should

he

Surely one would see noth-

ing on such a day and at this hour along the
open path.
Why carry the arm back to camp
simply to have its extra burden upon the return?
And a gun is very awkward when one’s
hands are full.
Still, only the other morning
Fernaldus,
returning from
a river
trip, had

heard

three

the brush

be-

side the path. And the gun was not heavy.
would take it, for should he by any chance

He
see

deer

dash

through

forgive himself.
Wise man!
How reasonable
seems the reasoning of a clear head!

With a cheerful limp he started back to bear
some
of TVenderfoot’s and Fernaldus’
burden
to the
river.
But
this free-handed,
lightshouldered trip was play beside his journey
down.
Here
and there was
the nearly ob-

literated
where

trail

he

had

of

some

night-wandering

crossed

the

path

or

deer,

followed

it

for a little. One track seemed but an hour or
two old.
Safely he waded the swamp—how

lucky that he
he got
over
bordered the
camp through
to a scrubby

had his long rubber boots!
Safely
the
dilapidated
corduroy
that
deepest wet. and squared away for
firmer footing.
And here he came
clearing of some long ago logging

work, rimmed with tall cedars.
eye

and

slower

morning

tracks.

pace

Here the deer lived.

he

With searching

approached,

To this swamp

But

nothing

all alert.

led all the

appeared

as

far

as his eye could sweep and he ventured along
slowly around a slight bend of the path when
he saw—shades of the mighty Nimrod! there
stood Rex himself!—Rex the elusive, Rex the
proud, Rex the unconquered!
Stout of body,
thick in neck and grizzly, the long-sought king
stood, or
rather
crouched
beside
the path,
breast-deep in the snow-buried brush, sniffing
at his enemy’s track!

But his good eye was
other
The
path
in a

toward

Esteban.

The

he had lost in a fray over some love affair.
sudden though slight movement down the
caught his quick attention and he was up
flash, erect, grand, beautiful as Actzeon in

the woods of Helicon as he turned his antlered
head toward the sound of his own _ beloved
hounds upon his trail.
The occasion and the
man were met.
The call for swift judgment,

instant

action,

accurate

execution

sent

its ap-

peal to the level head, the quick eye, the steady

nerve.

All the endeavor of the strenuous weeks,

all the watchfulness, the careful maneuverings,
the early and late toil over hill and through
tangle focused in that one second while Esteban

a

gazed

upon

tween

two

the vainly-sought
winks

of an

eye

the

one,

caught

beautiful

bepose,

countéd the smooth points of the proudly curv-
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ing antlers. It was over in a second. One shot
—just one.
There was no time for more, but
it was not for nothing that Esteban knew speed
and accuracy with his rifle. And the conditions
were just right—open sky, mediuin range, clear

field and ideal pose.
One shot, short, sharp
and Rex plunged out of sight across the path—
and

plunged,

plunged,

plunged

through

the

thick young growth and snowy underbrush—
and all was still. It was the moment of a lifetime.
Hot after him followed Esteban, lame
knee, wet tangle, all else forgot.
Here was the
wild trail—great scoops in the deep wet snow

and a crimson splash in each scoop.
The
stricken king went to his breast with each des-

perate

jump.

Cautiously

Esteban

followed

until

it seemed that Rex had reached the higher
timber, then he left the trail and made a wide
circle.
But he found no track beyond, so he
worked back and came upon the fallen monarch
just beyond the point from which he had circled.
There lay the great head, nose buried deeply
in the snow by the last dying plunge.
A crim-

son stain dyed his white bed at his breast and
another

Ah!

behind

there

his right

is ever

shoulder.

a pitiful element

in fallen

majesty, but the majesty still abides.
Rex was
regal when he gazed down the path at his un-

conquered

foe.

In spite

of the destroyer,

he

was regal still, a noble ruin!
He had died as
strenuously as he had lived.
With appreciative
hand Esteban performed the last honors.
In

the eleventh hour .he had come into his own.
What divinity is she who presides over this
eleventh

hour?

Who

touch of her favor?

does

Who

not

know

the

rosy

does not recall some

lucky shot in the gathering dusk after a disappointing day, or that last despairing cast over
an unresponsive pool and the boiling surge of
the
never-to-be-forgotten
rise?
She
is a

gracious

goddess

this

golden-haired

daughter

of Fortune, and for her pledge—nothing
than the most fragrant Havana, nothing
than the oldest, the mellowest vintage.

anything and be without his rifle he would never

and

of himself

AND

less
less

The Ticonderoga Club Dianne
THE

Gun

fourth

Club,

annual

K. W.

dinner

of the Ticonderoga

Y. A. A. (Know

what

you

aim at), was given at 62 W. oth street, Manhattan, March 2, and was the most enthusiastic and

successful of its famous dinners, all having previously been given
an ex-sharpshooter

at the Yale Club.
Rollino,
in a Roman regiment, pre-

pared the menus, and his fine Italian hand puzzled
some

of the

brethren

of the

them to raise their peep

forest

and

forced

sights one notch.

W.

Bradford Smith, an Orange, N. J., attorney, and
one of the pioneer campers on Eagle Lake,
Ticonderoga,
where
many
members
live and
hunt each season, arose and called upon Peter
Flint, the secretary, who said in part:

“A word about the central idea of our organization.
We try to make all hunters careful
with their rifles when in the woods after game.
We believe that it is far better to let one or two
deer escape than to wound a human being.
No
brown spots or moving leaves form targets for

K. W. Y. A. A. men.

I predict that soon

few

will fire until a large pair of antlers appears.
At this happy time we shall have no men clamor-

ing for the hounds

because

they are afraid to

hunt without them, owing to the present carelessness of young sportsmen.
Better, however,
than a return
to the
exterminative
method
whereby many deer are heated and chased to
icy ponds, whence they escape only to die from
colds contracted, is our idea of individual marks-

manship
man’s

and

and

business

that

responsibility,
to see

he himself

making

that no

draws

one

no

it every

aims

fine

at him

hesitating

beads on moving leaves, spots, etc., thinking
that they may be deer.
One of our number was
saved from pulling on a guide this very summer
by our sentiment coming into. his mind just in

time. Many a deer is missed by haste in aiming
before the game shows a proper outline.
It
will be better for the deer hunter to restrain this
first wild madness to blaze away without per-

fecting his aim. When he arrives he will be a
marksman, and no one will fear to shoot with
him in the forest.
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A DOUBLE.ON
“The

Legislature

should

restrict

the kind

of

rifle used in the people’s pleasure grounds, the
Adirondacks.
The high power military weapon

is not

needed

in densely

timbered

and

bushy

districts, where a shot of more than 100 yards
is unusual:
A good large bore rifle that will
hold up pretty well on a buck at I50 yards,
using black or smokeless powder, will have to
satisfy the Adirondack hunter in the near future.
Personally, I do not think that a man who has
never fired even an air gun should be allowed at

large with

STREAM.

any

large caliber

rifle until he has

learned at least the practical use of the same,
and has shown some degree of intelligence in
rifle practice.
I am also in favor of having all
sportsmen licensed who invade the deer hunt-

ing forests of this State.
“Let us all feel that we

are shareholders

in

a great preserve, the poor man’s Adirondack
refuge, where he can go to recover his health
and give his wife and children their much needed
change of environment.
Let each of us think
of the comfort of his brother and not try to exterminate the game or take every good fish from
a brook or lake. Let sportsmanlike conduct and
not the mere quantity of wild things killed become the golden mean
for which we strive.

ANTELOPE.

fight.”
He goes on:
“Those fellows having
sung their swan song, are now doing like a big
foolish dog I used.to know, running round and
round chasing their tails, at least that is what
it seems like.
They got a severe moral drubbing administered by the whole State of New
York.
May they long remember
it.
I saw
twenty-three deer on Election Day here on less
than forty acres of land, where in 1897 there was
not a deer nor sign of one.
Paris Russell spoke most earnestly in favor
of the lost cause of deer hounding, claiming that
he did not care to shoot a tame deer, but preferred to get them ahead of the dogs. He compared still-hunting
for partridges
without
a
setter to the uninteresting sport of sneaking up
on a buck and shooting him while lying down
like a bird on a drumming log.
He also gave
it as his opinion that the .25-30 cartridge has
not sufficient shocking power to stop the great
deer of Essex county which often dress more

than 250 pounds.
He was opposed by Mr. Boyce, who is a
most confirmed still-hunter, and who told how
hounding in a section totally spoiled a stillhunter’s luck, and that the two forms were not
good together.
He said that in certain sections

Obey the new laws and make the other fellow
do so, too. The deer hounding men say that a

of Warren

rich man can now afford to pay a fine when
caught and that they cannot.
Make the fine
prohibitive for the rich man and prohibit further
hunting of deer by law-breakers for a term of
years.
That will stop this itching to violate the
game laws.
There will then be a risk of something more than a few dollars—the mere value

warden

game

and

protection

Hamilton
was

counties

extremely

last fall the

weak

and

the

afraid to assert himself.

Mr. Tolhurst related his first experience deer
hunting with a party where the guide tried to
imitate the baying of a deer hound, but without

success.

He told of a kill of seven

ducks once

“We expect, with the aid of the commission,
to have the waters of Eagle Lake stocked with

with a single shot from a twelve-gauge.
Mr.
Catlin, Mr. Pettit and others gave some admirable dialect selections and Mr. Alvany, the
Alderman of the district, spoke with much feeling on the subject of hounding, which he hoped

black

to see return.

of the deer carcass itself sometimes.
bass, which

were

formerly

so

abundant

there.
Many lake, rainbow and speckled trout
have been lately introduced, and it is hoped to
return this water to the trout column, and a

scarcity of pike and bass indicated the best pos-

Dr.

sible time for the change.”
A letter was read from

R.

Rodney

West,

an

efficient Game Protector from Minerva, N. Y.,
thanking the club for “the way in which you
have helped me out in this last anti-hounding

He

related many

anecdotes

garding Adirondack characters whom
met under Mt. Marcy.
Among those present were Wm. W.

Spencer
Baldwin,

C. Hamilton,
Charles

White,

Herbert
C. D.

he

rehad

Rutter,

Smith,

M.

Newell,

Jr.,

A. G. Oakley, Frank Houghwout, Daniel
Orange, N. J.; Charles T. Catlin, Drs.
Laing, Rubert S. Royce and James P.
Horatio F. Taylor, LL.G., Benedict

Dugan,
W. W.
Becker,
Harold

Benedict,
Brooklyn;
Henry Addison
Hickok,
Dyebe Petite oVracuses mVVics kk. Larry. Win vote
John, Henry Hooper, F. G. Wright and Ethelbert Penny.

A Statement

by Commissioner

Whipple

Forest, FISH AND GAME COMMISSIONER JAMES
S. WHIPPLE has issued the following statement
concerning the recent decision of the Court of
Appeals, which is of the greatest interest, not
only to sportsmen generally, but also to every
dealer in fish and game in New York State:
“The
decision
lately handed
down
by the
Court of Appeals in the case of the People vs.
John Hill, and the People vs. August Silz—
opinion by Chief Justice Cullen—is of so much
public interest that it seems proper that this
department should call attention to the same in
order that those who deal in. and use foreign
game birds may not violate the law without
knowledge.
This decision reverses the order
of the Appellate Division of the First Department, and fixes and establishes the law so that
no one need be mistaken about its meaning.
“The Forest, Fish and Game Law, Chapter 20,
Laws of 1900, as amended—Sections 106 and 108
—states that grouse shall not be taken or possessed from Jan. I to Oct. 31, nor plover from
Jan. 1 to July 15.
Section 140 of said Act defines grouse to include ruffed grouse, partridge
and every member of the grouse family.
By
Section 141 the inhibition enacted by the other
sections of the statute are made to apply to

fish,

game

or

flesh

coming

from

without

the

State, as well as to that taken within the State.
Section 119 provides that any one violating the
provisions of the statute herein recited is guilty
of a misdemeanor and liable to a fine, etc. These
sections of the law cited and this decision make
it plain that foreign
game
birds
cannot
be
possessed, sold or used during the close season
in this State any more than domestic birds.
“Public attention is called to this decision and
the law by this department for the sole purpose
that all may be aware of the law as it now
stands, to the end that all may observe the law,

and this department
itg4

may

be aided in enforcing

FOREST
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D RIVE FISIN \2
A\ANINID
The Long and Short of It.
My friend, Jim L., might truthfully be termed
an all-around sportsman.
As instructor and
trainer of college athletes he has a national
reputation.
In my estimation he is one of the
best bait anglers, for trout, in New England.
But it is as coon hunter that Jim will be longest
and most favorably known.
Many people who
never knew him as physical instructor nor trout
angler, are intimate with him as coon hunter,

and I haven’t the least doubt but what if he
had put the same amount of money into land
(and poor land at that) that he has into alleged
coon dogs he might possess one of the best
farms in the State to-day.
I have enjoyed

swinging

a lantern

behind

him

many a night,

came out, met hers, no shaking. A few minutes
sufficed to care for the horse, then we proceeded to adjust our rods for business.
My

you had been favored with a little more room.
For, Jim, the chances are that a baited hook
une ordinary conditions would not tempt that
sh.”
“Pooh!” he says, “you come down to Con-

necticut

with

me

and

take

your

fly-rod

and

flies, and I will put you on water wherein
are plenty, and good ones, too, and my
for it you won’t take a fish.”

That
in my

week

was

the bold

leaving

assertion

Worcester

one

rod

the last

later
and
was

like way

Jim
and

saying,

them, in fact. ‘‘However,”
get some trout.”

willows,

ring-tail,

and

I have

been

in at the

and certainly

my

way

death

it is sport.

But it is not as coon

hunter

through

of many

that I wish

a

to

present him
now,
but just’ a “simon
pure”
Nutmeg State angler.
I suppose it would be
just as impossible for us to meet (no matter
how sad or serious the occasion) and yet not
discuss trout fishing as it would be to live
without air, consequently we have some very
animated arguments, but they are entirely free
from rancor.
No
two
anglers
adopt
exactly
the same
methods, though whipping the same water and
perhaps using the same lure.
This, I believe,
applies equally to fly or bait fishing, and this
difference of method and opinion is largely re-

sponsible

for the

is produced

almost

perfect

tackle

which

to-day.

Now I have reached that stage in my angling
experience where I am willing
great deal for personal comfort.

to sacrifice a
I have no use

for a creel the size of a clothes hamper,
am

content

with

a 9 or

10 foot

cline to the fly at all seasons,
the

brooks,

even

in

April,

rod,

and no

finds

and I

and

me

I in-

day on

without

leader and flies, for I dearly love to bring the
rascals to the surface, even
if they fail to
strike.
Not so Jim.
Nothing short of a 20foot rod for him, while bait fishing.
“You have
the tremendous
advantage
of keeping’ away,
your movements impart no jar to the banks and
no vibration to the water, consequently you do
not disturb the fish, which you are bound to do
with a short rod,’ he argues.
“It’s all well
enough to talk of your 10-foot, 5-ounce rod,
but, given the regulation meadow brook, and
you after trout, why the 20-foot rod and the

barnyard-hackle
+ Yes,
in more

jim,
senses

at both ends.

are

the killing

outfit.”

reply.)
elt is alallmosoutht
than your plea implies; it kills

It is a back-breaking proposition,

and its exercise reduces what ought to be a
pleasant, invigorating outing to downright hard
work; and even if you get more
trout the
pleasure of the day is dulled at night by severe
muscular fatigue.
Now I rather take a light
rod and cover the water only where I can use

a fly, and if my efforts are rewarded with even
a few trout, I am content.
But if I manage to
raise one good, old, wary brooker, hook him
and play him for just one fleeting ‘minute and
then have him rush under the bank and free
himself, there would be more genuine pleasure
in that for me, than there would be to hook
a dozen ordinary trout with a worm and creel
every one of them.
For I have had the satisfaction of coaxing a wiley old veteran out of

his habitual

caution,

struck

him

at the

right

instant and felt the blood tingle in my veins
and every nerve vibrate in response
to his
frantic struggles.
And then the enjoyment of
speculating on what might have happened if

he says,

“we

will

An early breakfast, a generous basket of lunch
and
this parting
injunction
from
Mrs.
L.,
“There will be a hot beefsteak dinner served on

premises at 6:30 P. M.; please do not keep me
waiting,’

and

we

were away.

Had

the

level meadows it looked like a heavy frost. Numberless birds were attending to their morning
devotions and at intervals Bob White’s welcome call rose clear and sweet above the
feathered choir.
In fact, every animated creature seemed to be glad it was alive.
I think we
of the angle partook freely of the inspiration,
and I expressed my pleasure to Jim that we
had been vouchsafed such favorable indications.

of possessing

no current; but the water was wholly from
springs, clear and cold.
In the early season
this
stream
managed
to generate
sufficient
energy to deposit its surplus water into a small

which,

leave the team.
pond I became
perfume in the

mentor

he informed

me,

we

should

and guide if “we were tackling a typical

nutmeg smell,” and he complacently replied:
“Yes, at this season of the year and in this

vicinity.’
A moment later I exclaimed, “It’s
pond
lilies!” and again the imperturbable
“Yes.”
The nearer
the pond we got the
stronger and more pungent became the odor,
and I am free to confess I never experienced

anything like it. The moist, dew-laden air was
heavy with it, ’twas almost tangible.
I could
fairly taste it, and I expressed my wonder and
few when
I did

I saw the pond.

reach

for them—and

me not to exhaust
I might reach for a

And

he was

found

them

simply gazed, and Jim, fearing I was

right.
not.

I

about to

throw an ecstatic fit, lightly touched the old
horse and the danger was partially averted; but
I was troubled and weak, and Jim solicitously
remarked,
“You
need stimulants,’
which he

reached

“There

but it did

to me

that J. Alden

he tossed me

Weir,

Every-—

the basket

(?),

is the

pool

of willows.”

and

to

the

right

in front

of

JI looked and saw the

right

of them

a clump

of

alders, and lower down more alders, but the
only indication of a pool meeting my eyes was
a slight depression between the tall meadow
grass in front of me and the bunch of willows.
a few steps toward the

could see no water, and began to have doubts.
Making two or three preliminary casts to get
out the proper length of line, I turned and let

the

brown-hackle

gently.

No

and

response;

came.
“Now,”

small

for and found.

We
pulled
up
before
a farmhouse,
Jim
handed me the reins, alighted, went to the door
and knocked.
His summons was answered by
a lady in marked contrast to the lilies, and I
imagined from the way he drew back, the odor
also.
The interview was short and apparently
satisfactory.
Jim’s hand
sought his pocket,

professor

settle

I tried again, but nothing

says Jim, “we will step up and take

which

water

we

clear

stood

as

was

crystal.

There was a pool
and near the bank

two
No

or three

water

was

feet of
entering

the pool and none leaving it. To all appearances it was a spring hole, yet it was a part of
the

stream.

Reeds

and

grass

choked

the

en-

trance and exit then, but in the early season

it

was probably well enough defined.
“I always count this pool good for two or
three good trout,” says Jim; “but they do not

seem to be hungry this morning. We will now
get out on to higher ground, for the next pool
is quite a bit above.”
I followed his lead,

parallel

Long before we reached this
conscious of a subtle, delicate
air, and I jokingly asked my

admiration.
Jim cautioned
my stock of adjectives, for

he confided

that bunch

on

enlighten me somewhat on the character of the
brook we
were
to fish.
According
to his
description it wasn’t much of a stream at that
time of the year, but consisted of isolated pools

pond, near

mercy;

a look.”
I was surprised.
five feet wide and ten long,

And he quietly remarked that it was “a typical
Connecticut morning.”
Then he proceeded to

in the sense

and a
nearly

alders on my right, so that I might get more
of a diagonal cast into the depression, for I

not have been finer.
The grass and every leaf
hung heavy with a wondrous dew, and across the

dead

it was a rod
and weighing

without

I said nothing but moved

morn-

ing been created expressly to our order, it could

of dead water,

a

Jim’s?

saying, “You carry that, it will just balance
your rod, and we will go down here just above
the head of the pond first, for there is a pool
I wish you to drop your flies upon.” I followed
his lead into the meadow.
Arriving at what
he considered the proper spot, he stepped aside.

good day’s sport, except lack of water.
The
streams were very low, scarcely any water in

forcing

him

thing in readiness,

to the musical voices of his Trank and Drive,
and Ranger and Major, and Fife and Brady,

and

just

the artist, dubbed it the “family tree.”

assured me that all details had been attended
to and that nothing stood between me and a

swamps

of bull-briers and scrub

it was

weapon.

As he settled together, joint after

I chaffed

oaks, listening

wading

tangles

mention,

5-ounce

not jar him in the least, and in a simple, child-

evening

stepping
from the train at Willimantic
getting a hearty handshake from Jim, who
there to meet me.
During the three- ee drive to his place,
opened up the schedule for the morrow,

special

9%-foot,

3% pounds.
joint,

resulted

hours

no

Well his was not a rod,
quarter, 20 feet in length

trout
word

which

in June of last year and two

needs

comfortable

with

the water

and

we

struck

course

and

tance from it, where the walking was
a few minutes we turned in again,

barbed-wire
tree.

There

what after
best pool
ditions it
trout.
If

a course

some

dis-

better. In
climbed a

fence and halted under a big maple
my

guide

delivered

himself

some-

this fashion:
“This, I consider the
on the brook.
Under ordinary conis good for from seven to ten fine
it is raining just right, I get from

eight to fifteen every visit.

You

just step down

and try your short rod and flies.”
During this discourse I had used my eyes,
and this is what confronted me:
From the
big maple the bank sloped a few feet, and then
came black mud and bunches of luxurious
skunk cabbage for a space of a dozen feet, then
an almost impenetrable barrier of scrub maples,
alders and swamp bushes—not a trace of the
pool could I discover.
“James,” I replied, “I
don’t know just how far it may be to this pool
you refer to, but, judging from appearances, you
couldn’t get a fly into water from where I stand

with a Winchester rifle. I have no ambition to
distinguish myself in this immediate locality,
and I am all anxiety to see you exemplify the
workings of the derrick.”
He made no comments, but proceeded at once

to gratify

my

desires.

From

selected a No. 4 snelled sneck-bend

his

book

hook.

he
With

the loop of the snell between his teeth he
pulled the snell taut with his left hand, and
then, with the gut between

the thumb

and fore-

Marcu
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finger of his right, he moved his hand backward
and forward,
to burning.

so rapidly that it heated
Instantly
he stopped,

Canadian

it almost
the. gut

equal

to.a

Frankfort

sausage,

but it was

longer and about the same color.
This he
festooned beautifully to the sneck-bend, then
he pulled

the

line through

loop of the snell was
derrick

and

the

rings

of surplus

between his left hand and the rod.
moved carefully down through the
black

mud

to within

until the

up to the ring tip of the

clasping,
the coils
fifteen

line

Then he
foot-deep

feet of the bushes,

skillfully pushed the tip through and over them.
moved a step nearer, so as to be sure the
“critter” was over the water and then released
the coils he held in his hand.
The weight of
the sausage (about 15 to the pound, I should
say) carried it to the water, which it no sooner
reached than I heard
very significant look

a splash, Jim turned a
to me, let go another

coil of line, which gave the fish a chance to
move off a bit while he gorged the bait. He
did not strike until the fish had got the hook

so

far inside that the loop in the snell tickled his
gills, then he struck and all uncertainty was
eliminated as far as that fish was concerned.
He very deliberately worked the reel until snell
loop and ring tip met, then he slowly started

back. I halted him by exclaiming, ‘ ‘Don’t move
out of your tracks, I will come and lend you a
hand!”
“All right,” he replies, “only be careful.”
Thus admonished, I worked down until I
could

reach

the

extended

butt,

then

I slowly

receded, drawing the rod through his hands
until he held the tip and a half-pound trout.
He removed the hook, snapped his head two
or three times, threw him back on to the bank,
rebaited, and I shoved the rod forward until

and

in the

when

same

we

nearly 5 o'clock.
Recalling the remark

methodical

toward

pool

it was

with which

Mrs.

L. had

that “hot beefsteak

dinner.”

He

sug-

gestive of irritation, and he just hammered
those pools back until just at dusk we stood
above the pool above the pond where I had
tried my flies in the morning.
The same flies
were on my leader, and I had not moistened

them during the day.
“Now,” Jim says, “try that
know there are trout in it.”
I knew

the upper
pool.

the situation

alders

and

pool

again,

the leaders

on

the

Quick as a flash there was a rise, I struck

and kept him coming,

at one

except

the speakers

decorated

woodsy

with

and

somewhat

side of the room.

profusely

All the tables
evergreens

ornamentation,

with

before I had the fifth and last trout in the grass,
and not a strike missed and every one on the
brown-hackle.
Smilingly I turned to him and said:
“Jim,
I’m satisfied.”
He replied:
“It was worth a
year’s work just to see you do it.”

were

and

other

sprinklings

of

adian pine.
At the guests’ table, presiding, was Dr. G.
Lenox Curtis, President of the Camp; the Rev.

Dr.
Allan. MacRossie,
toastmaster;
Charles
Hallock, the guest of honor; the Hon. Dr.
Rheaume, Commissioner of Fish and Game of
the Province of Ontario; the Hon. Jean Prevost,

Minister

of Colonization,

of the Province

Mines

of Quebec;

ore News vork; ColiGay.

Hon.

and

Fisheries

John

S. Wise,

(Buttalo)i jones? L. F.

Brown; G. M. Bosworth, President of the Canadian Pacific Railroad; A. A. Anderson, President
of the
Camp-fire
Club;
John
Achron
(“Woodser”);
Rev. Leander T. Chamberlain,
D.D.; Harry V. Radford; W. M. Hays, Assistant Secretary of Agriculture; Alfred H. Dunham, Game Warden of Alaska; Rey. J. C. Allen;
James W. Husted; L. O. Armstrong; James A.

and

souvenir

Henry
menus

(Dr.

H.

Wellington

supplied

T. Galpin

which

Wack,

by the

and

Dinner

Harry

V.

those prothe Camp.
At the top
catalo, the

supplied the piece de résistance

of

the meal.
There was a border of forest trees,
among which appeared, in miniature, the Hotel
Astor and the log structure of the Canadian
Camp
Club,
at
Minnessinaguah
Lake,
Ont.
There
were
also reproductions
in tint from
photographs.
of camp
scenes
taken
by Dr.
Galpin along the Mississaga River.
At the bottom, styled “Antiquities,” were effigies of three
famous
dishes which
have
appeared
in the
Camp’s .bill of fare at former dinners—‘‘Prince
Henry Rhino,” “Grover’s Bear,” and “Peary’s

Polar Mice.”

The menu

follows:

Escapoppes of Black Sea Bass
by Rear-Admiral Robley D. Evans, Wash.,
From

Provided

Provided

by Hon.

(Served
by Col.

D. C.

Bear

;

Banff, Alberta.

F. R. Latchford,
French Peas.

Toronto,

Ont.

On the way home Jim says:
think

of the

derrick

Well, what do

now?”

Imported

I answered:

“Your handling of that lamming pole has been,
in many ways, a revelation to me.
For skillful,
persistent work with a most unwieldly weapon,

it was

the best exhibition

I ever witnessed.

I

doff my hat to you.
We deserve—and
cold
beefsteak for not getting home when we agreed
to.

to

But as 9:30 two very tired fishermen sat down
hot beefsteak and onions.
The catch was

forty-two trout,

weighing

nearly

15 pounds.
Jc WeeBi

Roast Japanese Okito Duck
for the occasion by
Dr. Wm. J. Long, Stamford,
Salade de Saison
Wild

Pound

Animal

Cake
Lumber

Ice

Cream
Assorted

est affection

by the sportsmen

of both

Canada

and the United States.
Mr. Hallock, in alluding
to the presence of the ladies, said:
“IT am glad that there are women in the Canadian Camp.
Their presence brings good cheer;
while it inspires circumspection
and promotes
sobriety.
Any club or organization which can
promote healthful social intercourse without infringing upon the prerogatives of home is worthy
of encouragement.

“The first time I remember to have been with
ladies in camp—for I had been trained in a
rougher school—was in 1859, when the Rev. G.
C. Fletcher, who had been United States Secretary of Legation to Dom Pedro of Brazil, headed
a party of thirteen couples, with guides and
luxurious camp appointments, made up at Houlton, Me., in the Aroostook country, and went
down to the Grand Lake Stream near Rev. Dr.
Bethune’s favorite camp at the outlet, to fish for
landlocked salmon.
It was during the era of
hoop skirts, and when the ladies discarded these
contraptions upon retiring at night and hung
them up in the moonlight at the front of our
long, open-faced tilt, they looked like monster
spiderwebs.
The first woman adept with the gun
that I ever knew was a sister of Gurdon Trumbull, the artist, of Hartford.
She was the wife
of William C. Prime, and with her noted husband was abroad shooting pigeons on the Egyptian Nile from the deck of a dahabeyah in 1848.
A Swiss lady, the wife of Fayette S. Giles, who
was the first president of the Blooming Grove
Park Association in 1870-71, together with the
wives of other members, used to make up the
female contingent at the Park hostelry in those
| days; but they seemed out of place then in a
boys’ game.
Adirondack Murray encouraged the
presence of women in the open woods until it
was charged that the whole New York wilderness

was

littered

the jetsam

Mr.

with

parasols

of ladies

Hallock

was

and

bits of lingerie,

‘going in.’ ”

followed

by

genial

L.

F.

Brown, whose entertaining remarks upon “Campfires and their Environments,’ were introduced
by a dozen colored lantern slides made from
photographs gathered by him in as many corners
Hon.

Ariz.

Conn.

,
Fruit

Camp Cheese
Café Noir

By 8:30 the tables were cleared and President
Curtis rose to introduce the toastmaster.
Before
doing so he read a letter from
Lord
Minto,
Viceroy of India, in which the latter said, writing
from Calcutta:
“I have not yet been able to ob-

tain any animal of sufficient rarity to satisfy the

Dr.

His

Rheaume

theme

spoke in a more

was

“The

prac-

Protection

of

Game.”
He told what was being done by his
Government in this important field, and extended
a hearty welcome to his American friends to visit
the sporting resorts of Ontario.
“Buffalo” Jones, naturally, told about the catalo
and how he had, after many years of experimenting, succeeded in producing an animal, half buffalo and half domestic cattle, which was in all
practical points superior to either.
He also told

tales—which

Roast Catalo
for the first time in public)
C. J. (Buffalo) Jones, Fredonia,
Baked Potatoes
Sorbet Diana

you

for the Camp.

Dr. MacRossie, as toastmaster, was witty and
eloquent, and succeeded in putting all in a frolicsome frame of mind from the start.
There was a storm of applause as Charles Hallock, the venerable guest of honor and dean of
American sportsmen, rose to respond to the sentiment, “American Sportsmanship,” and it was evident
that
this
distinguished
author,
editor,
naturalist and traveler still is held in the warm-

The

Purée of Labrador Mink
by Dillon Wallace—Present address,
Somewhere in Ungava
Olives
Radishes
Celery
Pine Nuts

Filet of Cinnamon

game

tical vein.

Provided

Caught

appetites of the members of the Canadian Camp.”
However, Dr. Curtis expressed
the hope that
Lord Minto, who was searching India, would be
able by the next dinner to provide some very rare

of the continent.

Oak Island Oysters
Guaranteed thoroughly Authodox

and he fell in the grass

at Jim’s feet, a good half-pounder.
He removed
him, and again I cast another good fish, and I
honestly believe it was not over five minutes

guests,
elevated,

American Beauty roses as a compliment to the
ladies.
In each place was a boutonniére of Can-

I

then, so I got alongside

laid

tables;

occupied a long table,

animal

manner,

the upper

made no audible reply, but his looks were

round
who

Radford) were quite different from
vided at any preceding
dinner
of
They were printed in four colors.
of the card appeared the figure of a

dismissed us early in the morning, I suggested,
in a very indifferent way, that we better be
moving

present, including about seventy-five ladies. The
diners were seated, in groups of eight, at small

Committee

pool.

careful,

reached

Dinner.

escorted to the hotel by Harry V. Radford,
Secretary of the Camp.
It was the largest dinner in the history of
the Camp, about 350 members and guests being

The

I will not weary any reader with a further
description of his methods, but he fished every
pool

Camp
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day, Feb. 26. For a half hour preceding the
dinner a reception was given to the guests and
speakers in the parlors adjoining.
Mr. Charles
Hallock, the guest of honor, who had come up
from Norfolk, Wiaka tO attend the dinner, was

Cruikshank,

he could control it, and the act was repeated;
in fact, repeated until nine handsome trout were

taken from that same

STREAM.

Tue fourth annual dinner of the Canadian
Camp was held in the grand ballroom of the
Hotel Astor, New York city, at 6 P. M. Mon-

cooled, and it was straight as a kniting needle.
Then he took from his bait-box what he called
a night-crawler, the diameter of which was not
quite

AND

he

called

“Wild

West

Reminis-

cences’’—of his early experiences on the plains,
of his capture of buffalo and musk ox calves, and
of his work as Government game warden in the
Yellowstone Park. His address was supplemented
by an excellent series of moving pictures of wild
animals taken by him in the Park.
The Hon. Jean Prevost told of the value of

“Canadian

Game

and

Game

Fishes.”

He

said

that it was his intention to stop the seining of
fish in that portion of Lake Champlain contained within the Province of Quebec, and expressed the opinion that his province offered the
best attractions to the sportsman of any portion
of the continent.
W. M. Hays, Assistant Secretary of Agriculture, and Dr. John Achron (‘““Woodser’’) also
spoke.
The fourth semi-annual dinner of the Camp

will be given next November.

FOREST

TAS

INTERNATIONAL

RATING

RULE.

THE
work attempted by the Conference
on
International Rating Rules, held in London on
Jan. 15, progressed with harmony and dispatch.
Only four days were required for the delegates
representing the various foreign countries to arrive at definite conclusions.
The results seemed
satisfactory, and it was generally thought that
the clubs of the different countries represented
would ratify the actions of their delegates.
The first discordant note has been sounded,
however, by France.
A letter from one of the

French

delegates,

M.

Louis

Dyévre,

which

was

published in the Yachtsman of Feb. 15, states
that the Y. C. F is not ready to adopt the rule
as accepted by the Conference.
In so far as England is concerned the French connections are of
the greatest consequence, and an affiliation of interests between these countries is of far greater

importance than any British and German amalgamation might be.
All this would indicate that a well conceived
and carefully directed plan which would be of immeasurable benefit to British and continental interests is not to be consummated for some time
at least.
That such a scheme is desirable there
is no question, and that it will eventually be accomplished there is no doubt.
As a matter of
fact the Conference made great headway, considering the fact that so much had to be reconciled, even though all were anxious of attaining the same result.
Should this Conference have failed entirely in
its efforts, the various countries interested would
still be more desirous than ever to bring about a
universal rule, for the benefits to be derived are
all the more apparent now than ever before.
All the reports that appeared in the British
papers and those cabled to our own press referred
to the absence of American delegates at the Conference, and all were good enough to say that the
United States not being represented was a source
of regret.
At that time we felt and stated that
the absence of American delegates was unfortunate, although we fully realized that an international rule was chimerical and not to the best
interests of the sport of both sides of the Atlantic.
The conditions governing
the racing
are
too
widely different to ever fairly measure boats of
both countries under one formula, unless it were
most elastic, and then it might be lacking in other
practical respects.
Some of the later echoes of the Conference that
have been reprinted in the American papers have
stated that had the United States been represented, some definite information regarding the
New
York Y. C.’s attitude in relation to the
America’s Cup and future challenges might have
been obtained.
We hardly think the Conference
would have digressed from its original purpose,
the
consideration
of measurement
alone,
to
the questioning of delegates from America as to
the attitude of the New York Y. C. in the matter of conditions relating to future challenges for
the America’s Cup, for it is perfectly clear to all
that had delegates been sent to the Conference

AND

STREAM.

they would not have been competent to discuss
this subject. in any form whatever, as the treatment of this matter rests entirely with the New
York Y. C.. the present holders of the trophy, and
such conditions have no bearing on a conference
called for the purpose of endeavoring to establish
an international rating rule of measurement.

Boston

Letter.

IMPROVEMENTS FOR CAPE ANN.—Yachtsmen who
enjoy the annual racing carnivals of the Annisquam Y. C. may be pleased to know that the
deepening of the Annisquam River is now assured, $50,000 having been appropriated for the
purpose.
A bridge also is to be built over the
cut leading
from
Gloucester
harbor
into the
Annisquam River. Heretofore only boats of shoal
draft could get through the cut and upper Annisquam, and the change will be welcomed by those
who have been obliged to take the much longer
trip around the Cape after the Gloucester races.

Cape

Cat Men

Meet.—The

annual

dinner of

the Cape Catboat Association was held at the
Hotel Essex on Friday evening, March 2, eighteen
members being present.
It was voted to adopt an
association flag, the design to be a black cat, with
back arched
and tail distended,
upon
a _ red
ground.
The membership now consists of 25 boat

owners

and three non-owners.

First YACHT Our.—tThe first boat of the season has appeared in Dorchester Bay.
She is the
knockabout Simple Life, owned by Mr. Dwight
N. Foster, of the Boston Y. C.
She is moored
off the club station at City Point.
Another yacht
out in Dorchester Bay is the 18ft. knockabout
Aspenquid, owned by Mr. Channing Foster, of
the Boston Y. C.
MANCHESTER
ONE-DESIGN
Boats
TO RACE.—
The races of the Manchester Y. C. for the r4it.
one-design sailing tenders from lines by Mr, A.
E. Boardman, which were successful last season,
are to be continued during the season of 1906.
Eight boats raced last year and it is expected that
new boats will be added this season.
New Designs By SMALL Bros.—Messrs. Small
3ros. have an order to design a 2oft. waterline
sloop for Mr. R. W. Everest, of the Rochester Y.
C. They also have an order for a 32ft. cruising
launch for Mr. J. K. Lanning, of Fall River. This
boat will have the double cabin trunks seen on
larger boats, with a steering bridge between.
GERM AN-AMERICAN® MatcH.—The circular has
been issued giving the rules of the GermanAmerican match for the Roosevelt Cup, to be
sailed off Marblehead in September.
There will
be five, and, if necessary, six races, three yachts
competing on each side.
The cup will go to the
owner of the yacht which first wins three races,
or wins the fifth race of the series.
In case the
deciding race is the thrid, the winner will not be
allowed to compete in the: further races.
If the
deciding race is the fourth, the winner is excluded from the fifth.. Should the first four races
not have resulted in a decision only the winners
of these four races can take part in the fifth race.
Should a decision not be reached in the fifth
race, owing to two yachts each having won two
races, then a sixth and deciding race shall be
sailed between these two yachts.
The Eastern Y. C. will give prizes for each
race, one for one to three yachts starting, and two
for four to six yachts starting.
Entries for the American trial .races will close
on Monday, July 16, at 6 P. M., and must be forwarded to the German-American
‘race committee
of the Eastern Y. C.
Entries must be restricted
to boats completed and launched.
It is quite
probable that more than a dozen boats will compete in these trial races, which are open to yachts

of any organized

American

yacht club.

[MArcH
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Frxtures.—The

Regatta.

Committee of the Corinthian Y. C., of Marblehead has announced the following fixtures for
1900 :
June 9, Saturday.—Club race.
June 23, Saturday.—Club race, afternoon.
June 23, Saturday.—Start
of ocean
race to
Isles of Shoals, evening.

July 4, Wednesday.—Open

race, morning.

July 7, Saturday.—Club race.
July 21, Saturday.—Club race.
Aug. 8, Wednesday.—Midsummer series.
Aug. 9, Thursday.—Midsummer series.
Aug. 10, Friday—Midsummer series.
Aug. 11, Saturday.—Open race.
;

Aug. 25, Saturday.—Club race.
Sept.

1, Saturday.—Club

race.

Sept. 3, Monday.—Grand

handicap.

Boats To BE Bur_t FRoM

E. Gerry Emmons

Mower

Corp.

Desians.—The

has received

an order

to build six one-design boats from designs of Mr.
Charles D. Mower for Lake Placid, in the Adirondacks.
They will be fin keels, 20ft. over all,
16ft. watherline and 6ft. beam, and will have 220
sq. ft. of sail.
At the Lawley yard a 22-footer,

by the same
ton man

NEw

designer,

is to be built for a Bos-

for use in Gravesend

Satts

By

Bay.

Cousens

&

Pratt.—Messrs.

,

Cousens & Pratt report the following orders for
new suits of sails:
Schooner
Shiyessa,
ViceCommodore. Alfred Douglass; 57ft. yawl, J. H.
Cromwell; 30ft. sloop Barracuda, Vice-Commodore H. H. Walker; 30ft. yawl Magaleep, 4oft.

schooner for New York, 3o0ft. sloop Camilla, 3oft.
yawl
yawl

Tanager, yawl Diamond, yawl Wawenoc,
Keturah, 25footer Jingo, 22-footer designed

by C. F. Herreshoff

for Germany;

22-footer de-

signed by B. B. Crowninshield for Larchmont ; 21footer designed by Tams, Lemoine & Crane; 21-

footer Polly, Mr. Leland T. Powers; 21-footer
for Mr. Frank Paine, 21-footer for Mr. Charles
Burgess, 21-footer designed by Small Bros., four
18-footers

footers

designed

Arrow,

by Mr.

Dorchin,

E. A. Boardman;

Hugi,

Osprey

18-

and

Eclipse; 18-footer for Stockholm, Sweden; 18footer for Mr. E. D. Gooderham, of Toronto;
fourteen one-design 15-footers, Hingham Y. C.;
15-footer Avalon, Cape cat Sheila, Seawanhaka

Cup

defender

Alexandra,

cat

for

Mr.

G

H.

Murray, cat for Mr. John L. Smith, boat for class
A and boat for class B, White Bear Lake; cat
for Mr. J. H. Ross, challenger for 21ft. class,
South Africa Interport Y. C.
ReEcENT SALES.—Messrs. MacConnell Brothers
report the following sales:
5oft. yawl Vidofner,
owned by Mr. C. A. Welch, Jr., to Mr. Frank R.
Neal; 4oft. power boat Hope, to Dr. H. C. Beck,
of Newport, R. I., 6o0ft. cabin launch Tidy Adly

to Mr.

F.

H.

Curbuck,

Gorilla, owned by
Daniel C. Roberts.

Mr,

of

Onset;

Joseph

Joun
CruIsING LAUNCH

Battles,

40-footer
to

Mr.

B. KILreen.

For W. C, LANE.—The

New

York Yacht, Launch & Engine Co., of Morris
Heights, have been commissioned
to build for
Mr. W. C. Lane, New York, Ye Gr eastcriisme
launch,
The plans show a boat g2ft. over all,|

Soft. waterline,

13ft. breadth and 4ft. draft.

She

will be a single screw boat of wooden construction.
Her motive power consists of a 105 horse-

power six-cylinder motor.

Two power boats will

be carried on the davits.

RRR
SKIPPER FOR MAXWELL

SCHOONER.—Mr.

J. Rog-

ers Maxwell has appointed Capt. John Hansen
as skipper for his new
schooner
Queen,
now
building at the Herreshoff shops.
Captain Hansen’s last command was the auxiliary schooner
Resolute.
He
was
formerly
in the
famous

schooner

Iroquois.
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The Hingham Y. C.
Were I to tell you that the Hingham Y. C. is
pre-eminent among all of its kind in Massachu~ setts Bay you would undoubtedly raise your eyebrows and graciously remark, not, I hope, until
I had turned away, “He lies.”
But first remove
the main beam from thine own eye ere thou attemptest to cast out the mote from mine.

The club was first organized in the fall of 1805
by a number

mer

of young

residents

college men,

of Hingham.

chiefly sum-

They

elected

the

usual officers with great solemnity, adopted an
elaborate constitution and by-laws (which they
speedily lost but managed to do without) and
gave every member a place on one committee or
another.
Only, I say unto you, that the member
who was not on at least two committees was a
scurvy chap. The chief object of the club was to
provide racing for the members’
small
boats
which were not fitted either by age, race or previous condition of servitude for competition in
open events.
These races were sporty little affairs, the only reward of the winner being h’s
own satisfaction and a club pennant—these had
been purchased in large quantities for that purpose.
I believe the secretary’s records disclose
the following formal entry on that point:
“Met George on the street to-day and we voted
to appropriate $25 to purchase club pennants for

prizes.
Memo.—Be sure and borrow $5 from
George for this, as the funds are low.”

Whenever a member desired a new pennant he
called a race and thus justified the club’s exist-

ence.

.

There was no club house, no grounds and no
float, merely a handful of enthusiasts who revived the sport summer after summer for some
seven years.
And then—the flags gave out.
Ah,
those were perilous times, indeed.
The club,
however, continues to exist in the various yacht
registers, but only an eagle-eyed sleuth would
have been able to prove it.
The spring of 1905 saw a great change for the
better.
There suddenly dawned upon Hingham’s

boating population the need of a general
vous,

a place

for

lockers,

a float

with

rendezproper

landing facilities and the other paraphernalia

of

the club house.
Willing hands thrust pens to
paper to pledge support and a band of thirty
yachtsmen calmly elected themselves to member-

ship in the old club, informing
bers that they might

continue

rendering their assets—the

the prior mem-

as such

club name,

upon

sur-

its recog-

nized pennant and such money as the secretarytreasurer had borrowed of George and neglected
to return.
This bold action was highly successful and the club was straightaway incorporated
with a membership limit of 75. This grew rapidly,
by the exemption of boat owners, to 85, and at
the annual meeting in January last it was voted
to raise the limit to roo.
At the present writing

the membership

burns

fiercely

the Committee
The

TtHk

HOME
OF THE
HINGHAM
Photo by E. Woodside.

tended, although
only
club
events,
and_
the
shores of the harbor were fringed with spectators for the distance of a mile.
On the occasions
of these events the club kept open house, where
the little boys, while their elders watched the
races, devoured. the cakes and made way with
the fruit punch, thus proving the existence of
good material for a future rocking-chair fleet.
The new club house, a modest affair, entirely
given over to locker and toilet accommodations,
is located on the beach at Bare Cove, at the head
of the harbor.
Here are the local boat shops, the
yacht railway and
the open
land where
the
boats haul out for the winter.
A broad piazza
fronts the harbor and the floats reach the channel
so that tenders can get in and out at all stages
of the tide, something heretofore unknown
in
Hingham, as the harbor goes completely dry at
low water, save for this channel.
It is a favorite
jest in the club that at low tide the harbor mas-

Y¥.

¢C.

ter does not know whether he is harbor master
or street commissioner.
This condition of affairs
will always prevent Hingham from becoming a
yachting center, and, despite its relative proximity to Hull and Quincy, renders it in a sense
isolated.
This isolation makes it an ideal spot for a
one-design class, which of a type suitable to local
conditions, would be hopelessly lost in open competitions.
Through the activity of the vice-commodore, A. L, Lincoln, such a class was organized last fall and fourteen monotype 15ft. knockabouts are now being built for the club members
by the O. Sheldon Company at Neponset, Mass.
The design, by Messrs. Small Brothers, shows a

carefully planned

hull with moderate

is full and a waiting list of 12

in the

pocket

of the chairman

of

on Admissions.

club is, I reassert,

pre-eminent

among

its

neighbors. This is due to several of its by-laws,
chief among which is the provision as to dues.

The entrance fee is but $5, the annual dues are
$5. Despite this scanty pittance the club is prosperous, it has no debt and has already acquired
ownership of a third interest in its building, with
every prospect that each succeeding year will see
the purchase of another fractional interest until
the whole is paid for without incurring a dollar
of debt or passing the hat for donations.
Add
to this financial record the by-law that provides
that “no malt, alcoholic
or other
intoxicating
liquors shall be sold, drunk or kept upon the
premises,” and you will understand why I accord the Hingham Y. C. pre-eminence among its

fellow organizations.

This last by-law is not an

expression of ‘“goody-goody-goodness,” but conforms with the sentiment of the community and
recognizes the fact that the club house, again
unlike many others, is constantly open to the

wives and children of the members.
excessive

natural

modesty

can

Not even my

deter

me

remarking that the club offers a generous

from

hospi-

tality to all comers, and you will observe that
‘the by-law does not extend to the boats.
The first season of regalvanized interest was
a marked success, three regattas being well at-

overhangs,

moderate beam, very shoal draft and good freeboard.
The sheer is strikingly like that of the
Herreshoff 15-footers for the Beverly Y. C., but
they have no outside ballast and but 250ft. of sail.

MILDRED
II. WINS.
The Bay on a race day from the Hingham
Photo by E. Woodside.
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Co., 3517 S. 2nd St., St. Louis, Mo.

Yacht Sails and Supplies

I

i

Spray Hoods. Tents and Camp Outfits. Canvas,
Silk and Khaki Waterproof Tents. Aluminum and
Steel Cooking Utensils Folding Cots, etc, Motor
Boat Fittings of every description, Lanterns, Flags,
Propeller Wheels, Chocks, Cleats. Polished Brass

‘
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ie

Boat & Machine

ee

\
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3

SSS

Auto Steerer,$10.00, 12 inch Polished Brass Steer-

ing Wheel,$3.00, galvanized,$2.50. ‘Work Eze”
Bilge Pump, $3.00. Chimes Air Whistle, $5.00.
Yacht Tenders, Boats, Canoes.
Send

for complete

catalogue.

JOHN C. HOPKINS @ COMPANY
119 Chambers Street, New York

Naval

Archictects

ARTHUR
HINGHAM

Y.

C.

ONE-DESIGN

CLASS——SAIL

These boats are now all in process of construction and well along.
Plainly finished but well
built and supplied with Cousens & Platt sails
their cost is but $175 each, almost unbelievably
cheap.
A schedule of races promises them a contest
every Saturday throughout the coming summer,
and handicap events for the older boats
and
power craft provide plenty of sport for the hundred odd members and 51 boats on the rolls of
the club.
The whole idea of this club is well typified by
the statement of its Executive Committee: “We
wish to boom the sport but have no desire to
rate high as a mere social club.”
The principal dimensions
of the one-design
class boats follow:
Length—
Overs

all.

ees ee

een 15 it.

Overhang—
30w

Segit. TEIN:

Stern Sere. chee

eet aecee aateee ait

Breadth—

FXtrenieye:
tes ee
aera
De WoL tats crease oe Pee once eeepte ee

Draft—
Toptabbet ee aac ance ace

Extrénteti<2.

so

rim:

6ft.
5ft.

7in.
6in.

oe mites oft.

7in.

a eee ee

Tit

weeoutle

Freeboard—
BOW? oc oes Seek Beet cree
ahi,
-Sibey
Least =< ae
ee Sate
eee
Tft. 3in.
Stern yale. wae sreicey sera create erate 2it.
Sail Area—
Mainsail
..208 sq. ft.

Vib

rea

eee are ee eno eas AI sq. ft.

Total

ANEMONE

ReporteD.—The

on 2AONsd

British

built

BY SMALL

BINNEY,

(Formerly STEWART

BROS.

Naval

Architect

Brokers.

and

& BINNEY.)

Yacht

Broker,

Mason Building, Kirby Street, BOSTON, MASS.
Cable Address, ‘‘ Designer,’’ Boston.

British Letter.
DuRABILITY
OF IRON YAcHTS.—The
prejudice
which many people have against sailing yachts
built of iron should receive a rude blow after
reading the account of the strange adventures of
an old British schooner yacht during the gales in
the early part of February.
The Isidora, 89 tons,

built as fargback as 1852, was on her way

from

BURGESS

@ PACKARD,

Naval Architects and Engineers.

i
|
|

131 State St. BOSTON,

MASS.

Yacht Builders,

Tel. 4870 Main.

Marblehead Office and Works: Nashua St., Marblehead, Mass.
300-Ton Railway.
Modern Building Shops. Two new
Storage Sheds. 10-Ton Steam Shearlegs. 21 feet of water
off our railway. Large Storage Capacity. Ship Chandlery
and Machine Shop.
Repair Work of all kinds quickly
handled.
HOLLIS
BURGESS,
YacHT BrokEer—Yachts and Vessels For Sale and Charter.
InsuRANCE—Of all kinds. Marine, Fire, Life, Liability, Acci-

Wivenhoe to Plymouth when on the night of Feb.
9 she was driven on to the North Goodwin sands
in a strong westerly gale. Her crew took to the
boat, and after battling with wind and sea for ten |
dent, Etc. The best Yacht Policies. GENERAL MARINE AGENT
hours managed to reach Margate.
The yacht, by
for Equipping, Furnishing, Fitting Out, Etc.
Agent for Pursome extraordinary means,
freed herself from
chaseand Sale of Gasoline Engines. Main Office, io Tremont St.
Tel. 1905-1 Main. Branch Office, Board of Trade Building,
the sands and, although she had lost some of her
131 State St., Telephone 4870 Main.
BOSTON, MASS.
spars and most of her sails, blew across
the
Buxey Sands and went ashore on the Essex coast
off Clacton-on-Sea.
Here the crew of the lifeboat took charge of her and took her to Harwich.
She had lost her topmasts, mainboom, mainsail
and tiller, but was making no water and her hull
Telephone 6950 Broad.
41 Wall St., New York City.
appeared to be absolutely uninjured.
Considering
Isidora draws 13ft. of water it seems almost inC. SHERMAN Hoyr.
Montcomery H. CLrark.
conceivable how she cleared all the shallows and
HOYT
@ CLARK,

LORILLARD & WALKER,
Yacht Brokers,

Lee asco
eee ae 22ft.

Tos Ws ae ae oe

PLAN-—DESIGNED

and

eat.

ketch

Anemone, owned by Mr. Charles L. Tutt, New
York Y. C., which boat sailed from New York
on Dec. 14 for San Diego, Cal., reached Punta
Arenas, Chili, on Feb. 22.
Punta Arenas is on
the Straits of Magellan.
The yacht has covered
about 6,400 miles in about 7o days.

sandbanks on her journey

from the Goodwins

to

Clacton,
Iron or steel have never been in high
favor as materials for the hulls of racing yachts,
though there have been instances every now and
again of vessels so constructed.
Three of the
late G. L. Watson’s big boats were built of steel

and iron or steel alone, viz., Vanduara,

Wendur

and Thistle.
Galatea, which, like Thistle, was
an unsuccessful challenger for the America Cup,
was also built of steel, and all these vessels are
as sound to-day as when they were built, although
the youngest is 20 years old.
Kartapv.—The purchase of the first class cutter
Kariad by Sir James Pender, who has raced the
fine yawl Brynhild for some years in the big handicap class, is the talk of the moment.
Kariad is
to be taken in hand as soon as possible, and was
to have gone south to Gosport to have some
cabin alterations, etc., made by Messrs. Camper
& Nicholson,
As it happens, however, she is not
likely to be liberated from Port Glasgow, where

she has been lying, before the middle of March,

NAVAL ARCHITECTS AND ENGINEERS,
YACHT BROKERAGE.
High Speed Work:a Specialty.
17

Battery

Place,

NORMAN

New

York.

L. SKENE,

Naval Architect and Engineer.
Yacht Broker.
Marine Insurance.
15 Exchange Street, Boston, Mass.

SMALL
NAVAL

ARCHITECTS.

BROS.
YACHT

No. 112 Water Street, BOSTON,
Fast ccuisers and racing boats a specialty.

BROKERAGE.

MASS.
Tel. 3556-2 Main.

Camp Life in the Woods.
And the Tricks of Trapping and Trap Making.
Containing hints on camp shelter, all the tricks and bait
receipts of the trapper, the use of the traps, with instructions for the capture of all fur-bearing animals.
By
W.
Hamilton
Gibson.
Illustrated.
Cloth, 300 pages.
Price, $1.00.
:
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ONE-DESIGN

as the slip on which she is is now blocked by a
large steamer whose repairs will not be completed
till then. An effort was made to launch the yacht
before the stamer was taken up, but the day
proved to be boisterous that it was deemed unsafe to attempt it.
In the meantime the crew
came up from the south of England to take the
yacht away and have been standing by her, but

Hard

CLASS—-LINES

fast cruisers,

AND

CONSTRUCTION

There is, however,

one other boat

the famous

Watson

yawl Bona.

This vessel

enough for any company.
be an invaluable

She would most surely

addition to the new

class. Nego-

regard

time

will be lost. As the yacht has to start her season
on the Clyde on June 2 it would appear desirable
to get the

necessary

work

done in

Scotland,

such an arrangement can be arrived at.
is a particularly

fast boat

and

if

Kariad

will doubtless

be

far too many guns for White Heather and the
new Nicholson cutter, which, after all, are only

is

one of the famous designer’s masterpieces, and in
spite of her ten summers, she still seems fast

where,\she

of valuable

PLAN——DESIGNED

which, if introduced into the class, would make
it quite an interesting one.
That is, of course,

tiations have been going on for some

so a month

2”

C/PBErS

F276

AGN

24 LAPCKCL

7x22" hard Frame

OV OY TIMBEXS
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Fixe
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SQW

to her purchase,

but

so

time with

far without

suc-

cess, as her owner is asking more than the would-

be purchaser

is inclined

to give, and there seems

but little prospect of a sale being effected.

Still,

negotiations

even

have

not been

broken

off, and

should this matter fall through somebody else
may come along. Bona is far too good a boat to
lie idle long, and she is the only one that is likely

BY SMALL

BROS

©

to give Kariad a run for her money, so it is to be
hoped that she will appear again this season.
Tue Yacut Racine AssociATion.—The annual
general meeting of this body was held at the
Langham Hotel, London, on Feb. 14. The most
important matter brought up for discussion was
the proposal by Mr. W. P. Burton, “that in races
in the classes of 65 1. r. and under a yacht may
compete under her class number if she does not
exceed or miss that number by more than 3 per
cent. of her original rating, receiving time according to a scale when below the rating, but giving double time allowance when over the rating.
Some amendments were subsequently suggested,
but finally amendments and proposal were lost
and yachts will continue to race without time

allowance as heretofore,

EeeH
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YACHTING NEWS

NOTES.

Recent
SALEsS.—The
following transfers and
items are recorded through the office of Mr. Stan-

ley M. Seaman, New York city:

Mr. Charles H.

Taylor, Jr., of Boston, Mass., has sold his Herreshoff 30-footer Notos to Mr. Robert C. Mitchell,
commodore-elect of the Sachem’s Head Y. C. Mr.
Louis Bacon, of Boston,
Mass.,
has sold his
Herreshoff 30-footer Gamecock
to Mr.
E. Q.
Trowbridge, of the same club.
The same agency
has sold the auxiliary yawl Possum for Mr. Albert L. Pope, Hartford,
Conn., to Mr. E. F.
Noyes, Hamilton, Ont. She is expected to leave
for Lake Ontario as soon as the Erie Canal opens.
Also the 6oft. cruising launch Graydon for Mr.
Arthur S. Gray, Hudson, N. Y., to Mr. Fred B.
Morse, of Madison, Wis.
She is to be used for

cruising

on

Long

Island

Sound.

The

auxilary

yawl Umbrina has been sold by Mr. John P. EIton, Waterbury, Conn., to Mr. John E. Wayland.
Umbrina is a cruising boat built at Marblehead,
Mass., in 1903.
She is laid up at Marblehead, her
owner contemplating cruising
to the coast
of
Maine before bringing her to Long Island Sound.

HincHam

eee
Y. C. Lecrure.—The

series of yachting talks was

of Feb. 28 by Mr.

Winfield

second

of the

given on the evening

M. Thompson.

He

spoke delightfully on the subject of “Historic
American Yachts,” beginning with the romantic
and picturesque sides of the sport, passing on to
a description of Cleopatra’s barge, the Northern
Light, the North River sloops and other famous
boats of the early days.
Then followed a resumé
of the America’s Cup contests, passing through
the Steers, Smith, Burgess and Herreshoff periods
and finally closing with a brief account of the
ocean race for the German
Emperor's
trophy.
Among four-score interesting stereopticon slides
the most striking were a very spirited one of the
sloop Halaia in half a gale of wind and a rare
picture of the American schooner yacht Sappho.
This latter was made from the only extant photograph of that vessel taken in England in the days
before marine photography was practiced in this
country and when the subjects were moored bow
and stern to get a time exposure.
Other interest-

ing pictures were

likenesses

of Col. Stevens, the

father of American yachting and founder of the
New York Y. C., Colonel Winchester and his
loving cup, the first of which there is a record
in this country, and a picture of the Puritan in
lower New York Harbor.

Ree
DEATH OF ERNEST STAPLES.—Ernest Staples, a
well known yachtsman and club man, died at
Larchmont of pneumonia after a short illness on
Monday, Feb. 26.
Mr. Staples was one of the
amateur crew on Fleetwing in the famous ocean
race of 1866.
He joined the New York Y. C. in
1877 and has been active in the affairs of that
club ever since.
Mr. Staples belonged to the
Larchmont Y. C. and a number of other yachting
and social organizations.

RRR
British
STEAMER
FoR
C, W.
HARKNESS.—
Messrs. Ramage & Ferguson are building at their
yards in Leith, Scotland, a 20o0ft. cruising steam
yacht for Mr. Charles
W.
Harkness,
of New
York city, from designs by Messrs. Cox & King.

RRs
EIGHTEEN-FooT R. M. ONneE-Design CLass.—A
special committee of individual members of various clubs affiliated with the Y. R. A. of Long
Island Sound, which undertook the promotion of
an open one-design class, has adopted the plans
for a class of boats to rate at 18ft. under the new
measurement rule.
The plans are by Messrs.
Hoyt & Clark, of New York city, and show a
boat of a wholesome type of sound construction,
and vet one which should give a good account of
itself as far as speed is concerned, especially in a
good breeze.
It was desired to produce a boat as large as
feasible to rate at 18ft. and which would be fast
and easily handled under average sound conditions.
The design chosen calls for a boat which
approximates the raceabout type, it having been
decided that this would give the best all around
satisfaction for the work required of a day-sailing
and racing craft. The boat has, moreover, a fairly

[MaArcH

good cabin for this type, and has better cruising
accommodation than the average raceabout of the
past few years, or the boat of any one-design class

of about 2oft. waterline.
The construction is to be fairly heavy, there
being no necessity to save weight, since the displacement is quite generous for the moderate sail
plan, and the ratio of lead to total displacement
of .44 is ample to insure a very stiff little craft.
The keel and framing are to be of oak, with cedar
planking, brass screw fastened.
The deck is to
be canvas covered, and the trunk cabin will be of
oak and pine, with mahogany
trimming.
The
deck general dimensions are as follows: Length,
over all, 31ft. 6in; waterline, 21ft.; breadth, ex-

treme, 7ft. 6in; draft, extreme, 5ft. 3in.; sail area,
510 sq. ft.; rating, 17ft. 8in.
It is expected that from ten to fifteen boats will

be built, and the price, with Ratsey sails and the
usual outfit, will be $1,250. The hulls will be constructed by the Racine Boat, Mfg. Co. at its large
plant at Muskegon, Mich., and will be shipped to
their branch at Bayonne, N. J., where they will
be rigged and finished for delivery for the openae of the yachting season, about the middle of

May.

Cox

&

Stevens’

NEw

Worx.—At

Lawley’s

yard, South Boston, work is being pushed rapidly
on the 150ft. steam yacht for Mr. Roswell EIdridge, from the designs
of Messrs.
Cox
&
Stevens.
It is expected that the vessel will be
turned over to her owner in July. Messrs. Purdy

& Collison, of City Island, have laid the keel of
a 67ft. trunk cabin gasolene launch from designs
by Messrs. Cox & Stevens, and they expect to
make delivery by May 1. This vessel will have
a 50 horsepower Standard motor and will be very
handsomely finished.
She will be used on the
Maine coast.
The Nilson Yacht Building Co., of
Baltimore, Md., have commenced work on the
83ft. steam houseboat designed by Messrs. Cox
& Stevens.
This craft is designed for Southern
waters and will be delivered to the owner in the
fall.
She will have two triple expansion engines,
water-tube boiler and will make about 11 miles

an hour.

Mr. William

P. Kirk, of Toms

River,

N. J., has commenced to plank the 65ft. houseboat he is building from designs by Messrs. Cox
& Stevens and will make delivery by the middle
of April.
The motor power will be a 25 horsepower
Standard
engine.
This boat will only
draw 24in., and can go in any harbor or river
along the coast.

Ree
SUNSHINE Sotp.—Mr.

ScHOONER

Hollis

Bur-

cess has sold the schooner yacht Sunshine, owned
by Dr. John Bryant, of Cohasset, Mass., to Mr.
Frederick L. Gay, of Brookline, Mass.
Sunshine
is 64ft. over all, 50ft. waterline and 2oft. breadth.
She was designed by Mr. Henry Bryant and built

by Hodgdon at East Boothbay, Me., in 1901.
Gay, who

and

is a prominent

Boston

making

Tue

Y.

C.’s, will

Marblehead

Motor

Boat

member

use

his home

her

Mr.

of the Eastern

for cruising,

port.

Ree
AND SPORTSMEN’S

SHOW.—

On Tuesday evening, Feb. 20, the Motor Boat and
Sportsmen’s Show was opened at Madison Square
Garden for a run of two weeks.
To the casual
observer the interior of the Garden looks very
much the same as it did last year.
The artificial
lake, which occupies the center portion of the
main floor, is rather larger than it was at the
other shows.
The present one contains nearly a
million gallons of water.
In the center of the
lake is a long narrow island which is reached by
bridges located at the west and east ends of the
building,
A number of firms have their exhibits
on the island.
The island is much better arranged than it has been hitherto, and the exhibits

there

in about the same places as they were last year,
and the space allotted to them is about the same.
The standard of the boats exhibited as well as
the engines is much higher, and great progress
has been made in both hulls and engines during
the past twelve months.

It is mainly an exhibit of motor boats and gasolene engines.
However, the gun and rod side of
the show has not been entirely lost, for on the
Fourth avenue side are camps, tents and forest

effects, and there are found
Several
supply
The
Indians

show

up to better

advantage.

of the tank are lined with motor
sizes, kinds and types.

The

sides

boats of various

The large exhibitors of motor boats are located

guides and Indians.

gun and rod makers and a few firms who
campers have attractive exhibits.
Concert Hall is again given over to the
and there are found almost every example

of the work of their craftsmen.
Wild birds and animals are located on the
north and south ends of the third galleries.
The display of boats used by the bay men and
sportsmen on Great South Bay have attracted
considerable interest. A scooter is displayed, and
this remarkable little craft makes the exhibit

most

popular.

In the basement
gasolene

are a number

engines.

Altogether
the show

These boats will presumably race as a special
class in the events on Long Island Sound and
are not to be confined to any one club. Any ont
interested in these boats may secure any further
information by addressing Mr. F. G. Stewart,
chairman of the special committee, at 76 William
street, New York,
or the designers,
at their
office at 17 Battery Oper
ee Yachtsman.

Io, 1908.

of exhibits

of

is far better than it has

been in previous years.
The exhibits have been
arranged with more care and the building has

been rather better decorated.

The attendance has been excellent and the exhibitors almost without exception claim to have
done a good business and to have booked nu-

merous

orders.

RRe

RoyaL CANADIAN Y. C, RaActnc SCHEDULE.—
The Race Committee of the Royal Canadian Y.
C. has arranged for the following racing events:
Thursday, May 24.—30ft. and 14ft. dinghy classes.
Saturday, May 26.—20ft. class.
Saturday, June 2,—First class, 30ft. class.
Peet
June 9.—25ft. and 16ft. Classes; 14ft. dinghy
class.
Saturday, June 16.—30ft. class.
Saturday, June 23.—First, 20ft., 16ft., and 14ft. dinghy
classes.
Saturday, June 30.—380ft. class.
Monday, July 1.—Over 40ft., Queen’s cup and L.S.S.A.
Saturday, July 7.—25 and 16ft. classes.
Saturday, July 14.—30ft. class, 14ft. dinghy class.
Saturday, ‘July 21.—First, 20ft. and 16ft. classes.
Saturday, July 28.—30, 25 and 14ft. dinghy classes.
Saturday, Aug. 4.—l6ft. class and L. Y. R. A.
Saturday, Aug. 11.—14ft. dinghy class and L. Y. R. A.
Saturday, Aug. 18.—16ft. class and L. Y. R. A.
Saturday, Aug. 25.—14ft. dinghy class.
Saturday, Sept. 1.—First class.
Labor Day, Sept. 3.—30, 25 and 20ft. classes.
Saturday, Sept. 8.—All classes, Prince of Wales cup.
CUPS:
Over 40ft.—Queen’s cup.
First class (35ft. and over).—Lansdowne & Lorne cups.
Pellatt trophy.
All Classes.—Prince of Wales cup.
30ft. Class.—Murray, Beaver and R, A. Smith cups.
25ft. Class.—McGaw cup.
20ft. Class.—Cosgrave cup.
16ft. Knockabout Class.—Gooderham cup.
14ft. Dinghy Class.—Harman cup.

FLAGS.
First

Class.—R.

C. Y. C. champion

flag.

A champion flag will be given to the “yacht
making the best average in her own class.
RRs
PHILADELPHIA Y, C. OrFrrFicers.—The Philadelphia Y. C. held its thirtieth annual meeting at the
club house at Essington on the evening of Feb.
14.
The following officers were elected:
Com.,
Abraham L. English; Vice-Com., Philip H. Johnson: Rear Com., J. Anderson Ross; Rec. Sec.,
F. W. Abbott;
Fin.
Sec.,
C, -Carroliigeuc.
Treas., Samuel B. S. Barth; Fleet Surg., F. W.
Hearer,
M.D.;
Harbor
Master,
Lloyd Titus;
Meas., George T. Williams; Regatta Committee
—F. W. Abbott, Robert C. Clarkson, C. Carroll
Cook; Trustees—S. W. Bookhammer, Fred. T.
Chandler, William Christy, Charles J. Eisenlohr,
George D. Gideon, J. William Good, Robert P.
Thompson.
.
,a

Newrort

Y. C.’s New

Site.—Some

time

ago

the Newport Y. C. appointed a special committee
composed of Messrs. Louis L. Lorillard, George

H. Draper

and Charles

S. Plummer

to select a

site for a sub station.
On March 2 the committee
reported in favor of Dyers Island, located nine
miles up the bay from Newport.
Dyers Island
is owned by Mr. Bradford Norman, who has

offered

it to the club for its exclusive

club house

will be built there.

use.

A

MARcH

FOREST

10, 1906.]

AND

STREAM.

Shot Shells
The points behind Arrow Shells are of interest to every shooter who points
a gun. We mention the following:
FACTORY EXPERTS:
Famous for their inventions and accepted as authority on all shot shell questions.

WORKMANSHIP:

Skillful hands and the finest machinery

make

the

highest grade of material procurable in U. M. C.
Ammunition.

FACTORY INSPECTION:

So thorough that practically perfect goods are produced.

The Inspection Department connected with

loaded shells numbers several hundred.

FACTORY

TESTS:

Every lot of U. M.C. Shells put through the factory
is repeatedly tested.
Unless up to the high factory
standard, they are not put on the market.

Ghere

THE

is

UNION

reason

a

for

METALLIC

V.

‘Orgran antamenamnER
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Broadway,

here

May

8-10.—New

13.—Brooklyn,

L. I.—Bergen
(N.

C.)

G.

Beach
C.

G. C.

tournament.

March 20-22.—Omaha (Neb.) G. C. Tournament.
W. D.
‘Townsend, Mer.
March 22.—Edgewater, N. J.—Palisade G. C. all-day shoot.
April 10-11.—Kansas City, Mo.—The Missouri and Kansas
League of Trapshooters’ tournament,
April 12-13.—Toronto Junction (Ont.) G. C. target tournament.
P. Wakefield, Sec’y.
March 15.—Atglen, Pa.—Christiana-Atglen G. C. live-bird
shoot.
Wm. R. Fieles, Sec’y.
April 19.—New Paltz (N. Y.) Gun Club shoot.
E. J.
Snyder, Mer.
March 14-16.—Des Moines, Ia.—Iowa State Sportsmen’s
Association.
C. W. Budd, Sec’y.
March 17.—Freehold (N. J.) G. C. R. A. Ellis, Sec’y.
March 17.—Milburn (N. J.) G. C. C. Wittkop, Sec’y.
April

18.—Piedmont

(W.

Va.)

G.

J. J.

London

(O.)

(Ia.)

G.

G.

C.

C.

tournament.

C.

F.

A.

Ricker,

Sec’y.

April 18-20.—Great Bend (Kans.) G. C. shoot.
B. McMullen, Sec’y.
:
April 19.—Springfield
(Mass.)
Shooting Club’s Patriot
Day tournament.
C. L. Kites, Sec’y.
April 21.—Easton, Pa.—Independent G, C. third annual
tournament.
Edward F. Markley, Cor. Sec’y.
April 23-25.—Austin, Tex.—Texas State shoot.
April 24.—Wolcott,
N. Y.—Catchpole
G.
C.
E. A.
Wadsworth, Sec’y.
April 24-26.—Fort Wayne,
Ind.—Corner
R. and G. C.
tournament.
John W. Linder, Sec’y.
April 26.—Edgewater, N. J.—Palisade G. C. all-day shoot.
May 1-3.—Oklahoma and Indian Territory State shoot.
May 2-3.—Syracuse, N. Y.—People’s G. C. tournament.
May 2-3.—Rensselaer (Ind.) G. C.

May

itial
men’s

Delta

League

Bradfield,

(N. Y.) G. C. tournament.

Cook, Sec’y.
9-11.—Columbus
tuck,

tournament.

C.

Sec’y.

shoot.

tournament.

Dr.

C.

E.

fF, Shat-

Sec’y.

9-10.—Coffeyville,
Kans.—Missouri
and
Kansas
League
of ‘Trapshooters’
tournament.
Dr.
C. B.
Clapp, Sec’y, Moberly, Mo.
May 9-10.—Indianapolis, Ind.—State League shoot, under
auspices of Limited G. C.
May 9-10.—Wilmington, Del.—Annual spring tournament
Delaware
State
Trapshooters’
League
under
the
auspices of the Wawaset Gun Club.
W. M. Foord,

May

29-30.—Grand

May

15-19.—Kansas

City,

Mo.—Missouri

State

ation

May

3urr,

second

Association

June
June

State

Game

shoot,
under
Association.

Sports-

Beck

or

an

Mich.—Michigan

annual

gertea

State

auspices

tournament.

tournament.

5-7.—Lincoln,

Trap-

Consoli:

of

G. Singerland,

Carter, Pres.
5-8.—Dayton,

\W.

R.

Hobart,

Neb.—Nebraska

thirtieth

annual

O.—Ohio

tieth annual tournament.
Rayburn,
Pres.

and

Sec’y.

Sec’y,

State

Sportsman’s

tournament.

Trapshooters’
Added

Geo,

League

money

$600.

L.

twenC.

C.

:

June 12-14.—Fairmont, W. Va.—Tenth annual tournament
of the West Virginia State Sportsmen’s Association,
under

the

auspices

added to purses.
Sec’y-Treas.

of

Fairmont

E. H. Taylor,

Gun

Mgr.;

Club;

Ed.

O.

$1,000

Bower,

June 12-15.—Warm
Springs (Ga.) G. C. tournament.
June 12-15.—Baltimore,
Md.—Maryland
County shoot.
J.
Mowell
Hawkins,
Megr., 1630 John St., Baltimore.
~
June 13-14.—Fargo,
N.
D.—North
Dakota
State
Sportsmen’s
Association’s
twelfth
annual
tournament.

Robbins

Sec’y.

Carolina Trapshoot22-23.—Wilson,
N. C.—North
ers’ Association
third
annual
tournament.
Selby
Anderson, Sec’y.
May 23-25.—Bloomington, Il].—Illinois State shoot.
May 24.—Edgewater, N. J.—Palisade G. C
May 24-25.—Owensboro,
Ky.—Kentucky
Trapshooters’
League fourth annual target tournament, under auspices of Davies County G.
C.
James Lewis, Sec’y,
Owensboro, Ky.; F. Pragoff, Sec’y Ky. T. S. L.
May 24-25.—Montreal, Can.—Canadian Indians’ first annual
tournament.
Thomas A. Duff, High Scribe.

Rapids,

State

C.

ay

May _ 30.—Ossining
(N. Y.) G. C. merchandise
shoot.
CG.
Blandford. Capt.
May 30.—Edgewater, N. J.—Palisade G. C.
May 30.—McKeesport, Pa.—Enterprise G. C. tournament,
Geo. W. Mains, Sec’y.
June 5-7.—Newark, N. J.—New Jersey State Sportsmen’s

Sportsmen’s

Fish Protective Association twenty-ninth annual tournament.
RS) Elliott, Séec’y.
May 16-17.—Greenville (O.) Gun Club tournament.
H.
A. McCaughey, Sec’y.
Knox & Knapp,
May 16-17.—Auburn, N. Y., tournament.
Mgrs.
May 16-17.—Nashville, Tenn.—The
Interstate
Association’s
Southern
Handicap
tournament,
under
the
auspices of the Cumberland Park G. C.; $1,000 added
money.
Elmer E. Shaner, Sec’y-Mgr., Pittsburg, Pa.
May 17.—Montpelier (Vt.) G. C. tournament.
Dr. C
-

G.

May 30.— Newport, R. I.—Aquidneck G. C. tournament.
May 30-31.— Monte Ne, Ark., target tournament.
May 30.—Mechanicsville (N. Y.) Game Protective Associ-

Association’s

15-18.—Milton, Pa.—Pennsylvania
Association tournament.

Wash.—Washington
tournament.

G. C.

shooters’
League
dated Sportsman’s

mec y.

May

igen a

Association

May 29-30.—Rochester

B. D. Nobles,

May

Fixtures.
19-21.—Pinehurst

amateur

May 8-9.—Olean
Sec’y.
May

City

A

2-3.—Syracuse, N. Y.—People’s G,
Fred G. Millard, Mgr.
May 7-8.—Vicksburg,
Miss.—Mississippi

If you want your shoot to be announced
send a notice like the following:

March

York

May

second

March

New

COMPANY

CONN.

RR

Trapshooting.

C. quality

CARTRIDGE

BRIDGEPORT,
Agency,

M.

June

&

Bailey,

Mgrs.

19-22.—Indianapolis,

Ind.—The

Interstate

Associa-

tion’s Grand American
Handicap target tournament;
$1,000 added money.
Elmer E. Shaner, Sec’y-Megr.,
Pittsburg, Pa.
June 26-27.—Bradford (Pa.) G. C. tournament.
Joseph Le
Compte, Sec’y.
June 28.—Edgewater, N. J.—Palisade G. C.
July 4.—Edgewater, N. J.—Palisade G. C.
July

July

10-11.—Carthage,

Mo.—The

Missouri

and

League of Trapshooters’ tournament.
17-19.—Philadelphia,
Pa.—The
Interstate

Kansas

Associa-

sar)

FOREST

tion’s Eastern Handicap tournament, under the auspices of the Florists’ Gun Club; $500 added money.
Elmer E. Shaner, Sec’y-Mgr., Pittsburg, Pa.
July 26.—Edgewater,
N.
J.—Palisade
G. C.
A. A.
Schoverling, Sec’y.
Aug. 8-10.—Hamilton, Ont.—Dominion of Canada Trapshooting Association’s sixth annual tournament.
W.
P. Thompson,
Sec’y-Treas.
Sept. 11-12.—Scammon, Kans.—The Missouri and Kansas
League
of Trapshooters’
tournament.
Dr.
C. B.
Clapp, Sec’y, Moberly, Mo.

DRIVERS

AND

TWISTERS.

In the
contest
of the
Philadelphia
Trapshooters’
League, held on Saturday of last week, Lansdale defeated
Narberth, 208 to 206.
S. S White defeated North Camden, 186 to 1388.
Meadowsprings defeated Clearview, 199
to 191. Media defeated Highland, 197 to 189.

R
Dr. J. B Pardoe, under date of March 3, writes us
that, ‘“‘We have postponed our shoot of to-day on account of rain, to Saturday, March 10, at 1 o’clock sharp.
Thirty merchandise prizes will be in event 6. The first
five events are sweepstakes.
Three medals for amateur
averages, and professional average.”

sd
Concerning the
Ed. Banks
was
erage.
He scored
more, scored 92
strates that at a
the majestic size

final shoot of the tri-State series, Mr.
erroneously accredited
with high av91. Mr. J. Mowell Hawkins, of Baltiand was high average.
This demoncertain juncture, one target may have
of a Ferris wheel.

bd
The Bergen Beach Gun Club will hold a shoot on Feb.
3. In our fixtures it was erroneously credited to the
Sheepshead Bay Gun Club.
The regular shoot of the
Sheepshead Bay Gun Club is to be held on March 15.
The shoot of the Bergen Beach Gun Club on the 18th
inst., has forecasts of being well attended.

d
The third quarter of the 500-target championship contest of the Crescent Athletic Club will take place on
the club’s grounds at Bay Ridge, on Saturday of this
week.
In the club shoot last Saturday Messrs. Frank
B. Stephenson and H. M. Brigham, scratch men, tied in
the contest for the March cup with scores of 23.

sd
A home-and-home contest has been arranged between
teams of the Crescent Athletic Club and the Boston
Athletic

Association,

the

first

of which

is to

be

held

at

Bay Ridge, L. I., on March 24.
The return match is
fixed to be held at Boston on April 14.
Each team of
the contestants will have five men, each of whom will
shoot at-100 targets.

Philadelphia,

resulted

in

a

tie

on

92.

The

weather

R
“The all-day shoot of the Milburn, N. J., Gun Club is
one that should attract shooters.
It has an attractive
150-target programme, and the grounds are but one minute’s walk from station at Vaux Hall Inn Hotel grounds.
Let a word to the wise suffice: Shells and lunch.”
So
writes Secretary Chas.
Wittkop, concerning his club’s
shoot, fixed to be held on March 17, St. Patrick’s Day.
td
The
March

annual
17,

shoot

has

a

of the

Freehold,

programme

of

20 targets, the greater number
based en five cents per target.
team race, 25 targets per man,
tea

service,

value

$55.

Event

eight

N.

J., Gun

events,

10,

Club,
15

and

of which have an entry
Event 3 is the three-man
$5 entrance, for a silver
6 is

a

handicap,

open

to

all, for a loving cup, value $25. Targets, 14% cent.
Shells
sent by express, prepaid, care Freehold Gun Club, will
be delivered cn the grounds free.
R. A. Ellis is the
Secretary.

ad
In the contest for the English
Hotel cup, on the
grounds of the Indianapolis, Ind., Gun Club, March 3,
Mr. W. T. Nash, by virtue of a rabbit foot, successfully
defended his title, defeating the challenger, Mr. H. B.
Sayles by a score of 79 to 76.
The weather was cold,
with a stiff wind blowing across the traps, which had its
time-honored
effect on the scores.
Mr. H. Comstock
challenged
the holder,
challenge
was
accepted,
and
March 10 fixed as the date of the contest.
Things seem
to be sudden in relation to that cup.

[MarcH

Richmond

Gun

Club.

CSE PE Utz, cn tte caemarente 23 23 22 22 21 22 22 21
W
A’ Hammond s.s..c) se.
20 24 2325 21eon

200
150

176
134

W S MaclLelland...... Z0G20 25) None: coe
OD ORL ZS
Se janowski
79s acer US520 20 <2 22s ed eee OO nL LS
Je AwAndersoovenue 2a? 21 fy enema)
125
109
Win (Boyd causes ees»
ste 20 21 20 22:18 © 125
101
Hy Browny.s keener ee ey sys:ee oie PAA 8
100
90
G Robinson. <5. cieweec: PAY) APA
PA ST
ce,
100
ik
S) Taylor once ssw Coenen:
© eeieae 18 16 20...
75
54
Chalkley 75.5 Sivicccteenine
és 2a 13) salsa.
53
54
Mattin ¥.tccene caueecree PPE
Aneer eSB. ok
50
46
Dr Hillsmmanweeessaneee LOSS. crtenene =oem
50
43
Hechler i, escccccserhe
emer LT “SR 1G coe eee
50
SR
Dayholt
225
RAPE
Cris. 07 SER
8 BENa gr oD eC
8
;
J. A. ANDERSON, Sec’y.

Kentucky

Gun

Club.

APPENDED find scores made to-day at the regular weekly
shoot of the Northern Kentucky Gun Club.
There were several automobile parties out to-day to
witness the shooting, which was not quite up to the
standard.
>everal ladies have joined the club and will have their
shoots on Saturday afternoon’s in the near future.
F. L. Emerson, wife and sons Victor and Ed., came
out to-day, and the feature of the shooting was the
work done by Ed., a twelve-year-old boy, shooting at
l4dyds., with a 28-gauge, breaking 20 out of 85. We consider this remarkable, as the boy has only been shooting
three months.
Our
Secretary,
Geo.
Frost, after serving long and
faithfully, has seen fit to tender his resignation, which
was

has

accepted

been

under

protest,

appointed.

Scores:

Shot at.

Dreams 150
Darmieror cesses 125
IKiGSter Majasticteiees 100
PEG0 iter
we vise 75
Gowling
cesses 100
Emerson,
Sr....175
Emerson,
Jr....17)
Gould esa weenie. 75
Bd SErimbile--d 100

and

a

temporary

secretary

Brk.

100
67
61
31
72
102
110
52
og

Columbus

Stward
eeselec
Woehtionn pesanes
Rodgers |slwess lee
Bley se srciteeaes
Mangetarccncicecisis
Brost \.ccusiecne
Finnerman
.....
Huhey> aewucennes
Ed Emerson....

iD)
25
75
25
25
25
15
10
35

18
19
19
9
13
7
6
20

Johnson—Muller.
Tue match at 100 live birds, $250 a side, 30yds. rise,
between Messrs. Ed. Johnson, Atlantic City, and Fred
Muiler, of Philadelphia,
shot on the grounds of the
Philadelphia
Driving Park, on Tuesday of last week,
was closely contested, and resulted in a tie on 92.
A
return match was arranged to take place on Tuesday of
this week.
A gale of wind prevailed during the match, and snow
during the latter part of it added to the unfavorable
weather conditions.
Eid) Jo hrisom )Serctereste ctemetereisie’: 2222202220222222222222202—22
22222002999 9.9.9.222222222 —25
2202222222022222222222022—22
22222222222.02222222222022—23—92
Fréd Mullerisnma« sleet 22288022 22.02222222200—23
222000992 9.9.99.9.2229.222022—24
i
222.2222222222202220220222—22
2220222222202222222222222—23—92
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Club.

CoLtumsus,
O.—The
shooting interests in Columbus
are quite on the increase.
New
members
are being
added daily to the Columbus Gun Club, and the members
who have taken up rifle shooting have stirred up considerable enthusiasm among the rifle shooters; and the
fact that the club will begin grading and building the
new rifle and revolver ranges just as early as the ground
can be worked, has added much to this popular sport.
A 200yds., 100yds., 50yds, 25yds. and pistol ranges will
be put in, and a longer range than 200yds. will be taken
up at a meeting of the directors in the near future.
Winter
shooting has continued without interruption.
With the increased facilities and the pleasure of a winter
afternoon at the traps with pleasant surroundings, such
as the old log fire, comfortable chairs, good car service,
makes it possible for a great many busy men to get a
little healthful relaxation from the cares of business.
There is much interest in the big tournament to be held
here May 9, 10 and 11, 1906.
Scores made on March 3 follow:
Events:
Ll 2S?
A222
0
lees
Targets:
15 15: 1b “20625 S25 2b
Trimble.
jared .aennean eee
13 WC e
eee eee
ees
Tessec Smith passed cean nee 12. TLS
eee Seem
eae
Hi VE Smithyvcsesctsmed
nen 14 “de 14
ed
eae
Weeirich ¢:f:. Sioned nearreente 12. 1
a eet
ee
Wériier san wacko uns seeeeeee

12°

Rhoads swan aememerees
Meat oe terates So er eianne
dec
Ford. s aites
caecep sreochee
eee
Wells: i..:Saisinssae
teaae came

13: 12,9
pal
11.12
17, 10)

PPishingerage ce de nentea enemas
Willie oieene calesee
cies conan

12-42
22717
12... 13°14

1310

S14

SS
S
Fee

ol

eo.

come
ogg ot a
ee
eee
eee

oie

bes
ee
are
geod

Fes
ei

ee 22
oat

Shilling ics
ceaeaenecneerene
Wea s iio ik ihe es
Shattuck
ices scses teasicceneiane
oi, “sat CISPR
eet
ete
Columbus
Sporting Goods
Co. L. C. Smith trophy
shoot:
boyy Belee te
Bash 4d:
Res

RicuMonp, Va., Feb. 24.—The weather was delightfully
pleasant.
Some superior scores were made.
Mr. W, A.
Hammond had a run of 47 and lost but 3 in a string of
75.
He was trying his new 34in. Parker gun, one of the first
in length ever seen here.
Judging from his score, the
gun fits him perfectly.
Johnny Martin used a new L. C. Smith, and had the
score keeper chalk up 25 straight to his credit.
‘‘Mac”
also got in a straight.
Fultz, Brown and Dr. Hillsman
shot a good, even gait.
At a very early date the Richmond
and West End
clubs will rebuild their club house, and the shoots of the
season will be held as last year.
Events:
ney. 2. 3) 94-05
728s.
Shot
Targets:
25 25 25 25 25 25 25 25
at. Br:

Northern

conditions were exceedingly unfavorable, a gale of wind
prevailing at the time.
Messrs. Brewer and Buckwalter
arranged to shoot a match on March 8.

STREAM.

On the serious question of whether to shoot or not to
shoot, which has been a source of much distress and
litigation to the members
of the famous
Hurlingham
Gun Club, of England, a termination was reached as
follows, as published in the Field (London) of Feb. 24:
“No further evidence was called, and on Wednesday,
after Mr. Danckwerts had said that he was quite willing
to concede that the resolution prohibiting pigeon shooting was properly carried according to the rules of the club,
although he still maintained that even the majority could
not alter the fundamental
principles of the club, his
lordship said he would reserve judgment.
This was delivered on Thursday, and, as was expected would be the
case after the admission of Mr. Danckwerts respecting
his withdrawal
of objection to the procedure of the
voting at the now historic meeting, it was in favor of
the club.
He did not think that the trustees held the
grounds for either pigeon shooting or any other fundamental principle, and as times, like men and opinions,
had changed, they were justified in discontinuing the
practice of shooting pigeons from a trap.
He was not
there to give an opinion as to its legality, but there
certainly seemed to be an idea abroad that it was now
old-fashioned and might be dropped without the club
losing any attractive feature.
He dismissed the action,
and ordered the plaintiffs to pay their own costs, those
of the defendants to be paid out of the funds of the club.
BERNARD WATERS.

R
The match at 100 live birds, $250 a side, shot at the
Philadelphia
Driving
Park,
Point
Breeze,
between
Messrs. Ed. Johnson, of Atlantic City, and Fred Muller,
of
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Fair weather, but with heavy wind during the afternoon, made a hard flight of targets.
Rhoads was high
score in Columbus Sporting Goods Co. trophy shoot.
Part of the team that goes to Dayton on March 21
were out and did fine work.
The full team will be out
Saturday,
March
10.
The rifle team’s practice shoot
Wednesday evening, March 7. All rifle shooters of th
club are expected.
Indoor range.
Frep SHATTUCK, Sec’y.

Indianapolis

Gun

Club.

INDIANAPOLIS, Ind., March 38.—Mr. W. T. Nash defeated Mr. H. B. Sayles in the seventh contest for the
English Hotel cup.
Scores: Nash 79, Sayles 76.
Mr. Nash received the second challenge from Mr. H.
Comstock, which was accepted; date of contest, March 10.
The weather was cold, with a good stiff wind blowing
across the traps from the northwest.
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Michigan

State

Trapshooters’

League.

Tue
Secretary-Treasurer,
Charles M. Greenway,
announces information as follows:
;
“The Greatest Michigan Shoot.—By reason of holding
the Michigan State shoot at Grand Rapids this year, the
Michigan Trapshooters’ League has insured for itself the
most successful shoot ever held in the history of the
League.
The Consolidated Sportsman’s Association of
Grand Rapids, who will manage the shoot is certainly one
of the best organized clubs in the United States, and
anything they have ever attempted in the way of a
tournament has been a success from every standpoint.
Grand Rapids is a city of rare accommodations, and the
club’s appointments are in ‘every way practical.
A decided innovation in the way of tower shooting is promised, and it is expected that Grand Rapids will hold one
of the largest shoots held outside of the Grand American
Handicap during 1906.
A liberal amount has been added for average money,
and, being the only State shoot held in Michigan this
year, will certainly help to make it a winner.

Consolidated

Gun

Club

Association.

SoutH MANCHESTER, Conn., Feb. 26.—Editor Forest and
Stream:
The Consolidated Gun Club Association of the
State of Connecticut have decided to hold three grand
tournaments,
all at Hartford,
during the summer
of
1906.
These tournaments will probably take place during
the: months of May, July and September.
They already
have eleven clubs entered, and there is every prospect of
these shoots being the largest of any held in New
England, for a number of years at least. The committee
of arrangements consists of H. J. Mills, President; Dr.
Wm.
J. McElligott, Vice-President; D.
Moore, |
Secretary: H. R. Edgarton, I. P. Taft. Executive Committee.
All communications
should
be addressed to
De C..Y-oMoore, Sec’y.
D. C.\ Y./ Moor peciy:
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O., Gun

Club.

Cincinnati, O.,. March 3.—Owing to the bad weather
which prevailed here very few shooters came out to the
club.
The weather was threatening and a perfect gale
blew during the whole day, hence the poor scores.
Maynard’s score, shooting from the 20yd. mark, is deserving
of a great deal of credit, considering all, Maynard being
the oldest member of the club.
The boys are all practicing for the coming team races
between Columbus, Dayton and Cincinnati gun clubs.
A good time is anticipated by all.
Ashley trophy shoot, 50 targets:
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The following scores were shot in the Clements trophy
contest on Feb. 25. The day was pleasant and there was
quite a good attendance:
.
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Notes.

The Lewisburg Gun Club held its regular cup shoot
on Feb, 22, at 25 targets.
The attendance was good.
C. W. Matthews and R. Tice tied for first on 22, and
Tice won the shoot-off.
R. Ruff was second with 21.
The club is planning a tournament for July 13, and
will put in a lot of practice before that date.
Thirteen members attended the last shoot of the Glen
Airy Gun Club. The scores were hardly up to the usual
mark.
La Boiteaux headed the list with 70 out of 100.
The holiday shoot of the Cleveland Gun Club turned
out to be of tournament proportions, forty-nine shooters
taking part, many of whom were from out of town.
The
trade was well represented by Messrs. J. R. Taylor,
D. D. Gross and R. O. Heikes.
The programme called
for 150 targets, and thirteen shot through.
Blakeslee and
Taylor broke 189 each, 92.6 per cent.; Heikes 138, Gross
185, R. Joseph 132, Tamblyn 125, Chamberlin 122, Hopkins 115, Ledgett 112, Hull 108, Ellis 107, C. Drake 105,
G. Drake 97, Stanley and Bailey got 91 each out of 100.
The others shot at 100 or less, their scores running from
81 per cent. to 50 per cent.
A report from Bloomington, IIll., says the ducks are
flying a month earlier than usual, on account of the
mild weather.
The season promises to be the best for
many years.
Some good shooting was done at the holiday shoot of
the Columbus Gun Club.
In the holiday event at 100
targets eleven men took part.
Dutch was high with
93.
Losh, of St. Paris, 90.
Buchanan was high in the
regular events with 86 out of 100.
Twenty men took
part, half of them shooting through.
Saturday, Feb. 24,
was a delightful day for shooting, but the attendance
was not large.
In the contest for the Sporting Goods
Co. trophy, Rhoads was high with 47 out of 50. In the
other events he was high man with 153 out of 165.
*
The Crescent Rod and Gun Club, of Columbus, which
was organized in 1876, took a day at the trap on Feb. 22,
on the grounds of the Columbus Gun Club, and though
some of the members have shot at the trap for a number
of years, very fair scores were made.’
Eighteen members
and friends shot at 50 targets each, Cain and Wentz
tying for high on 41. Selbach was a close second with
40, and Weinman and Pancake tied on 39 for third place.
Lacey got 37.
The Greenville Gun Club will hold shoots on the first
and third Mondays in March and April, and on every
Monday thereafter until the close of the season.
The
club expects a good attendance at its tournament
in
May, as a liberal amount of added money will be offered.
_ The first of a series of tri-city team shoots will be held
on the Rohrer’s Island Gun Club grounds, Dayton, on
March 21.
The Rohrer’s Islanders will provide their
usual generous entertainment for the shooters and their
friends.
There are to be thirty weekly shoots on the programme
of the Rohrer’s Island Gun Club, beginning April 4 and
closing on Oct. 24.
The club medal will be shot for
on the first Wednesday of each month, the winner to
hold the medal and title of club champion until the first
Wednesday of the next month.
Handicap same as last
year,

extra

targets

to

shoot

at.

The

members

are

to

be classified according to their averages in the club
contests.
Three certificates will be issued each week,
calling for 50 cents each and payable by the club treasurer.
One of these certificates will be given to the high
gun in each of the three classes, A, B, and C, in the
club contest, which will be the first event each Wednesday, 25 targets, with handicap of extra targets.
It is
expected that this system will work well and increase
the interest of the members.
Many of the older shooters
will remember that the certificate plan worked to the
satisfaction of the members
of the old Buckeye Gun
Club, when they had grounds north of Grand avenue,
in Dayton View.
McConnell, of Osborne, a well-known trapshooter, and
one of the topnotchers in this locality, starts on a trip
to Oklahoma, but he says he’ll sure be back for the
team shoot at Dayton on March 21,
A meeting of the Dayton Gun Club has been called
by
President C. W. Sander, to consider the question
a building a club house on the grounds south of the
city.
It is contemplated to erect a handsome two-story
building,
arranged
to promote
the
comfort
of the
shooters,

In Other
There will be a new
Burnside, Ill., on May

Places.

trophy shoot at Watson’s Park,
18. This will be on 100 targets,

32 and .35 Caliber Self-Loading Rifles
The Winchester
complicated

and

Model 1905 Self-Loading Rifle is not cumbersome,
unsightly like most other self-loading firearms,

but a simple, handsome, well-balanced gun.
The Winchester selfloading system permits rapid shooting with great accuracy and
on account of the novelty and ease of its operation adds much
to the pleasure of rifle shooting either at target or game.
For

certain

kinds

the run, the
adapted.
handles

of hunting

quarry

is generally

shot

1905

of the

penetration
Send

W!NCHESTER

name

Self-Loading Rifle is particularly
.35 caliber cartridges that the Model
modern
smokeless powder type and

give
effect on animal tissue.

and great shocking

and address
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REPEATING
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catalogue

describing
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all our guns.

HAVEN, CONN. |

shooters handicapped.
Full particulars can be obtained
by addressing Mr.
F. H. Teeple, Burnside, Ill.
It is
understood that the shoot will start at 10 A. M., and not

lenge

to

with

the

at

The Commercial
Club will assist
Gun Club in their efforts to entertain
during the State tournament, to he
Sixty automobiles will be offered
there will be fancy rifle shooting

2

P.

M.,

like

unto

the

on
well

are

FREE:

the

.32 and

The

excellent

where

Winchester

late

shoot

for

the

Scarecrow

trophy, which
was
not finished,
owing
to darkness.
Shooters from all parts of the State should take notice
and make it their pleasure to be present.
The J. T. Lloyd Company, Pine Bluff, Ark., announce
a live-bird shoot March 15.
Netar Gun Club is a new one at Chicago.
The starters
are Nick Bartice, William M. Satow and C. B. Clark.
We hope to hear often from this new organization, and
we wish it success.
The new officers of the Elwood, Ind., Gun Club are:
President, W. G. Curtis; Vice-President, T. A. Palmer;
Secretary, A. Chauness; Field Captain, F. M. Curtis.
Officers of the Chicago Trapshooters’ Association for
the coming year:
President, L. C. Willard; Vice-President, F. W. Myrick; Secretary, F. H. Teeple.
J. W.
Cookley and C. C. Hess are the other members of the
Board of Directors.
The recent annual meeting of the Chicago Gun Club
was very harmonious.
The newly elected officers are:
President,
C. P. Zacher;
Vice-President,
George
L.
Franklin; Secretary, Chas. A. Tracy. If this club should
succeed as well as it did last year, it will set a pattern
for others.
:
;
Mr. C. I. Morton, of Flora, Ind., is out with a chal-

any

Indiana

rifle.

marksman

Nobody

for

string

barred.

measure

Who

will

shoot

be

the

acceptor?

while

in

motion.

Dan

Bray

will

as he will have attended thirty
skip.
Mr. Bray is now the only
It
trap

the Lincoln, Neb.,
the visiting shooters
held June 5, 6 and 7.
as conveyances, and
from the automobile

be

a

prominent

person,

State meets without a
living charter member.

is announced
that Wallace
Miller, the well-known
shot,
will
manage
the
Texas
Stat
shoot,
which

will be held at Austin, Texas, April 23, 24 and 25. There
is generally something doing in the good Lone Star
State,

as

there

will

be

$500

Club,

the

added

to

club

was

the

purse.

:

James H. Cochran, of Anaconda, Mont., is authority
for the statement that the State tournament,
May 18,
19 and 20, will be largely attended by the shooters living
in the Northwest.
During the banquet held by the members of the Jackson,

Tenn.,

Gun

fully

reorganized,

and the:following gentlemen will officiate for 1906:
President, T. C. Gaston;
Vice-President,
Samuel
Frazier;
Secretary, Fond Dawson; Treasurer, David McKinney;
Coach, Arthur Rauscher.
:
Pond Creek, Okla., is now sporting a gun club.
A
start was made with twenty members, and shoots are

FOREST

398
held
every
Friday.
Officers
are:
Walling; Secretary, J. L. McClelland;
S.

President,
F.
Field Captain,

C.
C.

Watson.

After many delays, caused by the failure of the base
ball magnates to fix their schedule, the announcement
has been made that the Illinois State tournament will
be held at Bloomington, May 23, 24 and 25. The business men will assist the club and the citizens generally
will take active part in the success of the annual gathering. Hotel accommodations are of the best.
The Watson Park, Chicago, Gun Club will make the
dues of its members this year $3 each, and will use the
money to buy prizes.
The summer
season will open
May 5. Dr. C. W. Carson is president and Mr. P. H.
Teeple is secretary.
April 19 is the date selected by the Ohio Valley League
for their opening shoot.
This will be about two months
ahead of the State shoot, and Mr. H. S. West, Secretary,
McMechen,
W. Va., will furnish programmes and _ information desired.
\ gun club has been organized at Claflin, Kan., with
Frank Bloom, President; Dr. E. S. Hass, Secretary and
Treasurer.

The Omro, Wis., Gun Club has been incorporated with
the following gentlemen as organizers:
F. H. Charlesworth, John Sheeror and E. D. Calhoon.
Medal
shoot will start at the Seattle, Wash., Club
grounds March 14. The new club starts with a membership of 15, and will hold shoots
semi-weekly.
The
officers are:
President, A. L. Mottinger; Vice-President,
George L. Abbee; Secretary, A. L. Hall; Directors, W.
A. Hardy, William Stewart; Field Captain, E, E. Ellis.
Some of the best shots of University Place, Lincoln,
Neb., have organized a gun club for competition
at
blue rocks.
The officers are:
President, William Butts;
Vice-President, William Beach; Secretary, Frank Detar;
Treasurer,

O.

B. S. A.

Shoot.

3ALTIMORE, Md.—The third and final shoot of the triState contests was held at the Baltimore Shooting Association grounds, Monday, Feb. 26, and was won by the
Delaware team.
This, with the prior win, establishes
Delaware’s victory in the series.
The scores were:
Delaware $14, Pennsylvania 805, Maryland 779.
While Monday’s score was not as high as that made
at the first shoot in Wilmington,
Feb. 1,-good work
was done, considering the conditions.
The wind was
high, the targets were not rotating well, and the traps
had on ‘‘their company manners,” causing frequent delay in the squad’s shooting.
One would have to be
Argus-eyed to keep up with the targets broken, and a
“three-ring circus’ was easy compared to it.
Six barrels of targets failed to arrive at the grounds
on time, and a number of old targets which had been
thrown, were used.
Much
interest was taken in this
shoot, and it was largely attended.
Besides, the crack
shots, many ladies were present.
It was seen from the
start (next to Maryland), the Delaware team was the
favorite with the fair sex, and never was a finer looking
set

of

men
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to all shooters residing within 150
miles of Wilmington.
This will give shooters from as
far as New
York or Washington
a chance to enter.
The trophy is to be a challenge affair. After the opening
shoot for it, there will be twenty-two individual challenge
shocts.
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won the trophy once or oftener, is to shoot in a final
race for the coveted prize on the Wawaset club grounds.
In the challenge shoots the holder of the cup will designate on what grounds he will defend it. We predict the
trophy will never leave the State of Delaware.
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Fatt River, Mass., Feb. 26.—The gunners assembled
on Feb. 22 at Great Island Gun Club shoot were favored
by good weather; although there was a stiff wind blowing, the club held a very successful clay pigeon tournament.
It was the first shoot of the season, and attracted
competition from New
Bedford, Providence and other
places, besides members of the Great Island Club.
E. G. Bullard,
secretary of the Paskamansett
Gun
Club, of New Bedford, was high man with a score of 126
out of a possible 150, shooting at 19yds.
W. A. Dring,
of Newport, second, with 124 at 19yds.
All the rest of
the shooters stood at l6yds.
President Chas. Letendre, of the Great Island Club,
scored 113, and the secretary, Philip Letendre, made 105.
The scores are as follows:
E. G. Bullard 126, W. A.
Dring 124, Mason
117,
Eggers
114,
Bowler
114,
C.
Letendre 113, Murray 108, P. Letendre 105, Thomas 102,
Peckham 98, Simmons 93, Knowles 90, A. Niles 88, M.
Shea 84, Menard 84, Austin 78, Slade 73, J. Audet 67,
L. Giroux 60, E. Suprenaut 60, L. Letendre 50, Joseph
Beauregard 57.
Suitable prizes were awarded to the twelve men having
the highest scores.
PuHitip LETENDRE, Sec’y.
_‘Doctor, my eyes are out of order.
time.”
‘How long have you been
the gas company ?’’—Judge.

I see double all the
reading meters for

Club.

Remington

Gun

Club.

Port Cuester, N. Y., March 2.—The Remington Gun
Club shoot on Feb. 22 was a success considering the unfavorable condition of the wind, which made shooting
very difficult.
The shoot was well attended by visitors
from Ossining, White Plains and other places.
The prizes in the merchandise event were won as_follows:
First prize, shell case, by Geo. Kapp, from Port
Chester; second, I. J. revolver, by Mr. Betti, from Mt.
Kisco; third, box of cigars, by Geo. Clark, from Port
Chester.
Ray Hendricks won the high average prize, silk umbrella.
Scores as follows:
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OsstnincG, N. Y., Feb. 22.—On Washington’s Birthday
the Ossining Gun Club held one of the most successful
shoots in its history.
The President of the club, Col.
Franklin Brandreth, has the faculty of getting the boys
out when he wants them.
-Once each year for the past
few years he has given a President’s shoot, and now the
mere mention of it and the date is all that is necessary
to set the boys planning to connect with the gun club
range on that day.
One hundred dollars wrapped up in
nine handsome prizes is indeed something to make you
get your shooting clothes on, and the members were
there twenty-two strong to shoot through the programme.
The announcement in one of the papers devoted to trapshooting without the mention of its being strictly a club
affair, brought out fourteen requests for programmes,
which of course had to be turned down, for the events
which started at 2 P. M. and ended at 5:30, called for
about 3,000 targets.
Four non-members of the club shot
through.
Mr. Robt. B. Lawrence, of New York city,
was the guest of honor of Col. Brandreth.
Mr. H.
Manchester, of Pascoag, R. I., and Messrs. R. Ruhlenden
and E. Wagner, also of New York city, who are shortly
to become members.
Targets were thrown 60yds., which,
with a heavy wind, made high scores impossible.
Winners in Class A, scratch, were as follows:
W. H.
Coleman won first, a silver-lined copper chafing dish, on
a tie shoot-off with A. Traver, of Poughkeepsie; E. A
Staples, second, a silver and copper loving cup; C. G.
Blandford won third, a silver fruit dish; A. Bedell captured fourth, a stag-handled pitcher, and G. B. Hubbell
sawed off a tie for fifth with S. R. MacDonald, of Yonkers and won a silver cake dish.
In Class B, misses as breaks, handicap, Wm. Fisher
won first, a chafing dish; J. Fred Hahn got second, a
silver loving cup;
. Smith was third, winning a
chocolate set; Capt. B. B. McAlpin got the last, but
not the least handsome prize, an ebony-handled silver
pitcher.
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The next shoot of interest to be held in the East will
be at the Wawaset Gun Club grounds, Wilmington, Del.,
May 9 and 10, when the Delaware State championship
is to be decided.
The event will be 100 targets per man.
A trophy of plate or bronze will be put in play by the
club,
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Hell Gate Gun Club.
New Yorx.—The results of the Hell Gate Gun Club
shoots of 1905 are appended herewith.
In the rules of
the club, the high average man must shoot in eight out
of the ten contests.
His prize is third, and no better
at any finish of the year.
It so happened that L. H.
Schortemeier won high average, but finished third in
position, so that there was no argument.
T i! I
COCO
OINN
F

Mowell

Lester

was second for the home squad with 90, and Ed. Banks
was high gun for Delaware with 91.
H. E. B. Buckwalter and Mink, of Pennsylvania, each scored 90.
There were four sweepstake events, 25 targets each,
before the tri-State shoot.
The scores:

ie. ee
.....<.

STREAM.

Chinese jugglers would have been put to shame at the
way high balls were going at the shoot.
Not a one
went to the ground, either.
Jim Skelly’s apple cheeks and pearly teeth were the
envy and admiration of all the pretty girls on the club
house piazza.
Ed. Banks lost a target to give an admirer a smile,
b&t his chivalry prompted him to say, ‘It was worth it.”
He had no regrets.
More maps of Pennsylvania have been sold since the
26th than ever before.
All want to know when New
Jersey was annexed (?).
Many
men
were
offering weak
apologies for their
strong breath at the shoot.
Perhaps in the re-incarnation there will be some good
shots mustered out, for the Baltimore team races.
SoctaL TRAMP.

Shares.

The New Athens, Ill., Gun Club lately took a day
off and met in the Okaw bottoms and built a house
for the use of its members.
This is the second house
to go up, and the cry is for more.
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Rocuester,
N. Y., March
28.—The
series for the
Eastern cigar trophy, held by the Rochester Rod and
Gun Club was concluded to-day.
The rigorous weather
cut down the attendance to two shooters, Messrs. Borst
and Coughlin.
The scores follow, one of which was a
back score by Mr. Borst, and which enabled him to win
second place:
BorstiWaanesstae seed
BOZO:
Coughlin’ 2. seees alk Steak
Back score:
Ors tetaan eases cvelsive PAS Tie 74
The cup contest was started in December.
A summary
of the points scored follows:
Coughlin 10, Borst
6,
Watson 5, Lotspike 4, Skutt 2, Fraley 2, Bonbright 2,
Adkin 1, Stewart 1, Clark 1.
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River
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Club.

Epcewater, N. J., March 3.—Mr. G. W. Allison, president of the club, won a leg on the trophy, with F. Truax
a close second.
These were remarkable scores, owing to
the fact that they were shot in a great northeast storm,
and oh, didn’t it rain and blow!
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Montclair

Gun

Club.

j ot Montclair, N. J., Gun Club announcements for 1906
ollow:
Club Trophy of 1906—Members’ Silver Loving Cup.—
Sterling silver cup, valued at $60.
Fifty targets, handicap; handicaps as arranged by handicapping committee.
Every fourth Saturday, March to December,
inclusive,
except that the July contest will be shot in June, and the
August contest in September—rain or shine.
No entrance fee.
Ties to be shot in following event, at 25
targets.
Winners of monthly event to have name engraved on the cup.
Winner of greatest number of contests to become the owner of the cup.
Contest limited to
members.
To be
Sauer
Gun
Contest.—Gun
valued at $125, list.
shot the second
Saturday of every month,
March
to
December, inclusive, except that the July contest shall
be shot in June, and the August contest in September—
rain or shine.
Twenty-five targets, with the privilege of
another entry immediately after the original entry, the
best score to count; $5 entrance, this to include all reentries,

or

50

cents

entrance

MASS.,

each

month,

and

25

cents

for the re-entry.
Handicaps as arranged by handicapping
committee.
A new scale of handicaps prevails, changing
from month to month.
Walsrode powder to be used in
this event.
Ties to be shot off in following event.
Gun
to be the property of the man with the greatest number
of wins.
Contest limited to members,
President’s Cup.—A handsome sterling silver cup.
For
the member who shows the highest net percentage in
either the Sauer gun contest or Members’ trophy event.
To qualify, members must have shot in not less than ten
contests in either or both the foregoing events.
Cemmittee
on President’s cup:
George F. Howard,
Ward B. Perley, Edward Winslow.
Committee on prize
events:
Ward B. Perley, Edward Winslow.
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difficult,

as

not

to

speak of the sliding distance handicap, 16 to %0yds., which
lowered many scores, and not a straight was made during
the day, with some of the best amateur shots around
New York competing.
High average was again won by Mr. Geo. Piercy, who
seems to have gotten these grounds down as well as
“lead” for the sliding handicaps.
The
petent

management
was in the hands of our usual
staff, and many extras were shot before and

the programme.
Our next regular tournament
$23 will be added to the purses,
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distinguished

citizen

had

returned

from

a

trip

abroad.
“Did the Old W orld give you the glad hand?”
they asked him.
“Oh, yes,” he said, ‘‘or, rather, it gave
me the expectant hand.
It wasn’t the glad hand until
IT had put.the tip into it.”—Chicago Tribune.
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competition,

Messrs. Frank B. Stephenson and H. M. Brigham tied
in the contest for the March cup on 23.
Both are scratch
men.
Mr. J. N. Teeter was high with a straight score
in the contest for the Stake trophy.
The leg on the twoman team match was won by Messrs. Frank B. Stephenson,

and

O.

C.

Grinnell,

Jr.,

defeating

their

nearest

op-

ponents,
Messrs.
Low ell| M. Palmer,
Jr., and
Lewis
C. Hopkins by a score of 44 to 43. Scores:
March cup, 25 targets, handicap:
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G Stephenson, Jr. 2 19 21
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League

PitrspurG,
Pa., Feb. 26.—Editor
The near approach of the opening
season
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and Stream:
trapshooting
that

it might

to again form a Trapshooters’
League in the
end of our State.
With that object in view a
of the different gun clubs in western Pennsylbeen

called

to

Tuesday,

March

6, at

1 P.

M.,

at the Spertsmen’s
Supply Co., 623 Smithfield
street,
Pittsburg, Pa., to discuss ways and means for forming a
league on such lines as may be agreeable to all clubs
represented,
All clubs in western Pennsylvania are invited to have
a representative present and become
members of the
league.
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Market St., San Francisco.

Club.

EpcGewaTer,
N. J.—The eighth regular shoot of the
Palisade Gun Club was held on W ashington’s Birthday
with the smallest attendance ever had.
This we account
for in part by the many other shoots scheduled for that
day and the desire of many to shoot at their home clubs
for

Co.,

U. S. A.

497-503 Pearl St., 35-43 Park St, New York.
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Otherwise

| perfect for February.
Last year our club used 62,000 targets, and
reach the 100,000. mark this season—having
| 50,000 in storage.
The club now numbers
and a major portion of them are shooters.
will be improved by placing the traps closer
| the erection of a large pavilion back of
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Guns

High

Ten

the

of

all afternoon.

prevailed

j
1
97 out of 100; . Lester S.
of Dover, Del., was second, with
A. B. Richardson,

German, of Aberdeen, Md., was third, with 96 out of too.
gentlemen are AMATEURS, and of course each one used

Gun Club.

WASHINGTON, D. C., Feb. 23.—The Analostan Gun Club,
of this city, got busy, yesterday and celebrated W ashington’s
Birthday
by holding an afternoon shoot.
Very
little trapshooting is done here after the reed bird shooting opens in September; but the boys will get, out on
holidays to shoot a little. Yesterday twenty-four ‘showed

many were out of practice, fair scores
although
_ up,” and
considering the strong north wind, which
made,

at WissinoRace, shot
ingtone X-Team
In : the Philadelphia-Baltimore-Wilm
.
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regular monthly
New
Haven,
Conn., Feb. A 15.—The
x
| shoot of the New Haven Gun Club is held on the second

Del.

| Wednesday

of each month.

At the last shoot,

Feb. 14,

the following scores were made on a team race of 50
| birds per man:
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RIFLES,

SHOTGUNS,

PISTOLS

Ask your
cannot

Dealer—insist

obtain, we

on the

ship direct,

receipt of Catalogue Price.

STEVENS.

Express

Prepaid,

If you
upon

Send four cents in stamps for 140-Page Catalogue of complete output.
A valuable book of ready reference for
present and prospective shooters.

Stevens “Little Krag” Rifle and Telescope

J. STEVENS

Sight

ARMS

CHICOPEE

FALLS,

New

Beautiful three-color Aluminum
for 10 cents in stamps,

AND
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Office,
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often
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one

one de brakeman threw me off at Palm Beach,—Puck.

When you shoot, you want to Hit what you are aiming at—be it bird, beast or target. Make your shots
count by shooting the STEVENS—for 41 years Stevens Arms have carried off Premier
Honors
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A Clean Sweep!
The annual tournament of the Indoor .22 Caliber Rifle League of the United States, held at Grand Rapids,
Mich., February 12-17, 1906, was especially remarkable for two reasons: First, the establishing of a
NEW RECORD, and Second, the renewed and undisputed proof of the ABSOLUTE SUPERIORITY
PETERS AMMUNITION.
The program consisted of FOUR SEPARATE matches, in every one
which the winners and most of the other contestants used

eters

of
of

Cartridges

In. the 100-shot match Mr. W. A. Tewes, of Jersey City, N. J., won a decisive victory, leading his nearest
competitor by 28 points, and exceeding the world’s record by 13 points. This is the NINTH CONSECUTIVE YEAR that the CHAMPIONSHIP has been won with PETERS CARTRIDGES.
Mr. Tewes is a
marksman of rare ability, possessing both steady nerve and excellent judgment.
He is as proficient in
military shooting with .30 caliber ammunition as in the use of the smaller caliber rifle, and at the meeting
of the National Rifle Association, Sea Girt, N. J., August 24 to September 9, 1905, he won not only the

Wimbledon Cup at 1000 y ards—the most important long range event of the meeting—but also the
Grand Laflin (2 Rand Aggregate for highest total of scores in all principal military matches.
With any other but PETERS

.22 Short SEMI-SMOKELESS,

Mr. Tewes

would

never have

made

in the

Grand Rapids Tournament, his almost incredible score of

In this match Mr. Tewes made a consecutive run of twenty-five 25’s.
Messrs. Ittel, Ross, Smith,
Huebner, Stillman and Buss won the second, third, fourth, fifth, sixth and seventh places, all using
Peters Cartridges.
The Continuous Match was won by Messrs. Ittel, Stillman, Buss and Tewes, tied with a perfect
score of 300.
In the Honor Match all winners used Peters Cartridges, the first man being Mr. A. J. Huebner, with
a score of 6 3-4 degrees.
The Bullseye Match was won by Mr. L. P. Ittel, with 4 3-4 degrees.
If there ever was the slightest doubt in any mind as to the superiority of Peters Cartridges of all calibers, that doubt
for all time by the results of the Sea Girt and Grand Rapids tournaments.

has been dispelled

The various winnings and high scores were not the result of acci-

dent, but may be credited to good holding and absolutely perfect ammunition.

The inevitable conclusion is that if Peters Cartridges,

of either large or small caliber, are equal to these most crucial tests, tney are the best to use in any kind of shooting, either for Target Practice,

Hunting,

Police or Military purposes.

_ THE PETERS CARTRIDGE CO., CINCINNATI, OHIO
NEW

YORK:

98 Chambers

Street, T. H. Keller, Manager
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Sheepshead

Shoot-off,

it with any other—the gun will do
Sold on its merits,
not its reputation.
MADE

ONLY

A. H. FOX

BY

GUN

CO., Philadelphia, Pa.,

Not connected

with

Philadelphia

4

Arms

Company

ee

27

SAUER

Your Trap Gun,
Made by

The best fitted, best balanced

Machine-Made

Gun

Schoverling, Daly
&

know

of

@ Gales

——"-NEW YORK.

~~~"302-304 BROADWAY,

LAFLIN

we

RAND

BRANDS

in 1905
HIGH

AMATEUR

AVERAGE

Fairplay, Mo., who used ‘NEW
in tournaments.

Laflin @ Rand
also won

Brands,

for the entire season of 1905 was won by Mr. J. W. Akard,
SCHULTZE

“Infallible,”

” and broke 94 per cent. of all targets

‘‘New

E. C. (Improved)” and “New

shot at

Schultze”

Three out of the First Four High Averages for the season of 1905.

HIGH-CLASS

REPAIRING

Special work on Guns and Rifles effected by skilled workmen.

KIRKWOOD

BROS.,
23

Elm

Guns
Street,

WOODCRAFT.
By

Nessmuk.

Cloth, 160 pages.

Illustrated.

Price

$1.

AND

STREAM

PUBLISHING

CO.

Sportsmen’s

Boston,

THE

A book written for the instruction and guidance of
those who go for pleasure to the woods.
Its author,
having had a great deal of experience in camp life, has
succeeded admirably in putting the wisdom so acquired
into plain and intelligible English.

FOREST

and

Morocco.

Supplies

Mass.

POCKET
Price,

KENNEL

RECORD.

50 cents.

The ‘Pocket Kennel Record” is, as its name implies, a
handy book for the immediate record of all events and
transactions which take place away from home, intended
to relieve the owner from the risk of trusting any important matter to his memory.

FOREST

AND

STREAM

PUBLISHING

Gun

Club.

SHEEPSHEAD Bay, L. I., Feb. 22.—The day was perfect.
A large crowd attended.
An excellent chowder was provided and was soon out of sight.
The main prize was
from the gardens of Mr. H. J. Montanus.
The next
The number of targets thrown was 2810.
shoot will be held on March 15.
The ham prize, one of the best of Armour’s products,
was won by Capt. Dreyer and Mr. H. Bergen, who
divided.
Scores:
MeL:
B. Hote
Montanus ......-.
5 22
E Carolanitice..ce 14
8 22
Pransioli cy eecesne
12 23
Morris’
Weescms
ses12
6 if
Williamson .
6 24
McGlynn
17
<6 2%
Weiskotten ......
9 26
Capt Dreyer .
19 10 29
Cooper eserre ccs es
10 29
S Voorhies
7 15 22
E Voorhies ...... 11.
ong
Hitchcock .
12
8 20
H Bergen. cee 19
6 25
Mohrman
11 10 21
Je VOOGKIES Eemnscre 13)
bis
Kelly Gis. cevcceven
UO (2a
Relyan. attccitetratate pphe
Wh” Wes;
J Voorhies
.....20
0 20
Kowenhoven
....18
6 24
E Voorhies ...... 20
0 20

HARD

Compare
the rest.

Bay

Io, 1906.

CO.

25

targets:

Weiskotten ...... 5 14 19
H Bergen ........8 19 22
Cooper +.cev. tenes 5 14519
Capt Dreyer ..... 5 17 22
Special for McKane prize:
ily ah
Bele
Oe be
Goelappane scsaene 5 19 24
R Williamson....17 17 34
AS Buschl eae scne 8 19 27
P: Suss’ .. cseememee 16 15 31
H Montanus ..... 7 19 26
S Voorhies
9 19 28
AS Bransioliccs. sae 18 12 30
Shoot-off :
AS Biusehl..aiacen's 4
6 10
R Williamson ...6
4 10
H Montanus ....8
6 14
P» Suss \paecmeesae 6
4 10:
A Fransioli .2.7. he ALY:
S* Voorhiest@iscsu.ce
/6 10
Feb. 183.—The Fred Stone cup runs for five monthly
shoots at 50 targets, distance handicap and point system.
Everybody welcome.
The cay was perfect, with a fair N.W. wind in the first
half.
Best three in five shoots to count.
Handicapping
was done by Schorty, Capt. Dreyer and H. Bergen.
H. Gray was official referee.
The date of the next shoot is March 13, rain or snow.
The first column
denotes the number
broken;
the
second the number of points; the third the handicaps.
allotted for the next shoot. March 13.
ScHortys va0seseees 42
19
Dr Parker, 16.... 24
Capt Dreyer, 16.. 27
16
Flans, (16: agiseeests 39
17
BY Thier ei6.assee 33
16
T Short, (6secne: 33
16.
May 1 Ot en,ecient 42
a
Montanus, 16..... 45
21
E Voorhies, 16... 43
20
Hitchcock, 16.... 30
boae
ary2
G Remsen,
16.... 45
H Bergen, 16..... 42
Suydam. a6 eeeses 41
18
Dods,
doieesecss . 45
21
Mater, (16 sacleavieoe 38
16
Rothros, 46 vs.ses 36
16,
Kelly 420! Wraseeonte 37
16
Dr Morris, 16..°. 17%
16.
PRR
ER
OHH
DyJones\ 1072s .ee 23 WOOoRH
16
J Voorhies, 16....39 NWHRHOAR
17
Professionals, for targets only:
Fanning (20yds.) 46,
Schneider (20) 35, Welles (20) 42, Glover (16) 48.

Interstate

Association

Meeting.

A SPECIAL meeting of the stockholders of the Interstate
Association was held in the offices of the Laflin & Rand
Powder Co., 170 Broadway, New York city, on Friday,
March 2.
The meeting was called to order at 10 A. M., with
President J. A. Haskell in the chair.
The roll call showed the following members present:
Union Metallic Cartridge Co., by A. C. Barrell; Winchester Repeating Arms Co., by S. G. Lewis; Parker Bros.,
by W. F. Parker; E. I. duPont Co., by J. T. Skelly;
Laflin & Rand
Powder
Co., by J. A. Haskell; The
Peters Cartridge Co., by T. H. Keller, and the Lefever
Arms Co., by A. H. Durston.
The Remington Arms
Co. was represented by A. C. Barrell, by proxy.
A. W.
Higgins, of the Laflin & Rand Powder Co.; W. R. Clark,
of the Winchester
Repeating
Arms
Co., and L. C.
Parker,
of Parker
Bros., were also present, as-~- was
Elmer E. Shaner, secretary-manager of the Association.
The minutes of the annual meeting, held at Oakland,
N. J., Dec. 14, 1905, and those of the adjourned annual
meeting, held in New York city, Dec. 14 and 15, 1905,
were read and approved.
The Association reiterated its resolution to add $500 to
each of the subsidiary tournaments, and expects that
each of the clubs holding the subsidiary tournaments
will add $500 also, making a total of $1,000 added to each.
On reconsideration, the motion made at the,annual
meeting of 1905, covering programme advertising at fixed
rates was annulled.
7
Mr. W. P. Markle tendered his resignation as a member of the tournament committee, and his resignation was
accepted.
He had severed his connection with the Hoyt
Metal Co., and therefore was no longer in a business
way interested in Association matters.
Mr. Harvey McMurchy,
of the Hunter Arms
Co., was unanimously
elected to fill the tournament committee vacancy.
Mr. L. B. Fleming was elected to fill the vacancy
on
the handicap committee consequent to the death of the
lamented Will K. Park.
It was decided that the entrance fee to the Grand
American Handicap championship events shall be $15.
The following resolutions were unamiously adopted:
“Whereas, in view of the loss we have sustained by
the decease of our friend and associate, Mr. Will K.
Park, and of the still heavier loss sustained by those who
were nearest and dearest to him; therefore be it
“Resolved, That it is but a just tribute to the memory
of the departed to say that in regretting his removal
from our midst we mourn for one who was, in every
way, worthy of our respect and regard.
“Resolved, That we sincerely condole with the family
of the deceased on the dispensation with which it has.
pleased Divine Providence to afflict them, and we commend them for consolation to Him who orders ail things
for the best, and whose chastisements are meant in mercy.
“Resolved, That this heartfelt testimonial of our sympathy and sorrow be forwarded to the wife of our departed friend by the secretary of this meeting.”
Many other business matters of routine importance
were attended to fully. Ermer E. SHaAneErR, Sec’y-Mgr.

Marcu
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Urica, N. Y., Feb. 28.—The Oneida County Sportsmen’s Association shoot on Feb. 22 had an attendance of
twenty-seven shooters.
The sixth event was merchandise.
Notwithstanding the high wind, good scores were
made.
The tenth event was an individual shoot between
Joe Wagner, Chapin and Tom Davidson.
Davidson won
easily.
The new Leggett traps which the club recently
purchased worked finely. There were 2,235 targets thrown
without a break.
Among the out-of-town guests present
were Fred Holmes, of West Winfield; L. B. Chapin,
of Bridgewater,
and C, Johnson,
of Canastota.
The
scores were as follows:
Events:
Perc
See
O26.
oo:
SO VVCILCT: Rigs cists o.c's e156 0.0101s:0 Tee ou Oe Oo Di Loe
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Ws na
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by Aye
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eee
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Springfield,

Mass.,

Shooting

Club.

Twenty shooters attended the practice shoot of this
club held on their grounds at Red House Crossing on
the afternoon of Washington’s Birthday.
It was a very
unfavorable day for shooting, being cold and very windy,
and the scores ran very low.
W. H. Snow succeeded in
breaking 80 out of 100, a remarkably fine score, considering the conditions.
McMullen,
of the Somerville,
Conn., club, was on hand to try his new stock on his
favorite Remington,
and shot fairly well.
Scores by
events follow:
Events:
Peo omee0
16.829)
vShot
Targets:
10 10 10 10 10 15 10 15 10
ate Brice
SSGWrers case ciuelbew
vies 660009 1051359 12; 9
100
80
McMullen
..........
Beerenos Oe 6.15)
11> 6. | 1100
69
CURR Kitegscese caress
Amou4
Tt, 628-69
9
100
59
TMEVECS Peciias Selcai ss I sine:
Obi ay ey Gite
75
35
TORNTISHELLY: coe
cnccs 5s dow Ae ae iS.
6 9
75
31
Abel took: Ce fd ee
Zeon
4. Dk
ko
70
25
Pee MING EER YinG 06 vice'esie cee
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a.
65
21
ist ee
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(hy PAR
Os SA eee
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9
TP VGENGLINIATD Fccsciseise
sa tein a Grecian
ee ows
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Re OI OSE teiciaueie
ois ee oieWs ADRS Tis Git Gilara urs: 0:0) <c
40
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PASEOTMM
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10) .9
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-.......
(se A eae a
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PLA WES aes oisins cticse(ajas Geet...
Diode
6
40
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PESTENE tare .c'esslsie! <'s ee: eed = teI
ae
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{é
CCUM
wc
ocbar ss) sch ve LL G6 4%) Se
25
iy
MR Witsterlyy
devtassc) sso
Oercisie) So vee, oe
25
8
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isis cle kee we ee 0e, Dae. 4
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9
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9
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7
J Misterly
3
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PRELIMINARY HANDICAP
|
GRAND AMERICAN HANDICAP - 1905
GRAND CANADIAN HANDICAP
Emblematic

of the Championship of the United
and Canada, won by the

LEFEVER
WHY

States

GUN.

10 the best shots in the United States and Canada use Lefever Guns ?

There must be merit to the advantages claimed for Lefever guns,
Improve
your score by shooting a Lefever Gun especially bored for trap,
brush or field use.

Send for Catalogue D.
This cut is a reproduction of our handsome 10-color hanger, size 10 x 23%. As long
as our supply lasts we will furnish these hangers for 8 cents, covering postage,

LEFEVER
SYRACUSE,
.

The “OLD RELIABLE”

ARMS CO.,
NEW
“The

Only

Ease?

Absolutely

.
conames, Reliable”

Best that can be made

Has none

YORK.

PY

453.03
reed

ke

.
its equal

Fred Coleman’s score of 47 straight at live birdsin England. as well as 24 out of
25 at 31 yards, shows how the Parker Gun shoots.
See another column in this
paper showing his marvelous records.

PARKER

BROTHERS,

© 31, Sherry Street, Meriden. Conn.
FRR AOL RRR

SLA

Association.

Boston, Mass.—The eighth shoot in the prize series
on the grounds of the Boston Shooting Association,
Wellington, Mass., was held on March 3. It rained in
torrents.
Fifteen shooters took part.
Kirkwood
was
high.
Events 7, 8, 9, 10 and 11 were 100-bird match.
Event 12, Wheeler handicap.
Events:
tego
4b
6 7°89 10 11 12:13
Targets:
10 15 10 15 10 15 20 20 20 20 20 25 25 ~Brk.
Keelet ccccccses
OMamO Oss
cs LSID ATL? Lio. s.
114
Branko ise .ccsscs
618 10 12 91519181819 20.. ..
159
Wheeler .......
$10) 812-9141718 161717... ..
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Cotner icc sei
Pols POM Webs ede 201 17 16 3.8 a6
130
Bartleteyecjcs ates eles 1e's Groep sby GRO 68.0500.
50
Brocmaneeeekue.
ete. cao
417181415615... ..
88
Kirkwood
70°15 20/19 19:18 19...
120
@Chimax!.<?:
6 141619 181918 22 22
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Trisha.
aGIOrl216.13.96 13/09 179)
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epee
ter seer 14°17 19,18 17-19 23.22
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F
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a
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Owen

AND

Gun

BULK

POWDER
FOR
SHOT CUNS.

AMERIC ay

Club.

Owen Sounp, Ont., Can., Feb. 27.—The Owen Sound
Gun Club held their annual meeting on the evening of
Feb. 26, with a large attendance of members.
The following officers were elected:
Hon.
President, Angus
Cameron;
President,
A. W.
Manley;
Vice-President,
W. P. Telford, Jr.; Captain and Manager, Jas. Oatt;
Secretary and Treasurer, W. M. Morrison;
Managing
Committee, Jas. Harrison, W. Lewis, Chas. Harris, R.
J. Hurry, W. Pitts, W. B. Oatt, T. W. Douglas.
;
It was decided to hold their annual tournament on
Thursday and Friday, May 10 and 11.
The club will
give $100 in cash to the high average winners, besides a
number of valuable prizes and trophies.
Programmes
will be issued and sent out in good time to all shooters
before the public.
W. M. Morrison, Sec’y-Treas.

Dead Shot Smokeless, thoroughly meets the requirements of discriminating sportsmen. Branded with the name of a house whose goods are most favorably known, it will
always be the powder of a “known quantity,” unsurpassed in any particular.
Clean Shooting, makes a perfect pattern, high velocity, safe, is unaffected by climate.
Have your shells loaded with “ Dead Shot Smokeless.”
Your dealer will gladly
supply it. If you are in doubt write to us. Write to us any way for booklet.

AMERICAN
ST. LOUIS,

MO.

POWDER

MILLS, Boston, Mass., U.S.A.
CHICAGO,

ILL.

IRO GS

ONE-TRIGGER

HUNTER
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One-Trigger

Providence,

It never balks nor doubles; in
fact, it does just what we say
it will, and does it every time.

<S
N. Y.

SEND FOR CATALOGUE.
Fulton,
COMPANY,
ARMS

Ss G

SHOOT

GUNS

SMITH

DAV I

WELL

UNS

PRINCIPLE OF OPERATION
SIMPLE AND RELIABLE

HIGH-GRADE
MATERIAL

joel

Ks) © =>)
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Rifle Range and Gallery.

Perfect

is Absolutely

The mechanism is positive in
its action.
Parts are large and strong.

HUNTER
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R. I. Revolver

Club.

Very little regular club
work
has
been
done
for
several weeks past, but a few of the members have succeeded in shooting an occasional string on the outdoor
ranges, good scores being made when the leisure time
came with good weather, and low scores with the expected rough weather at this time of the year.
Our new inclosed range, with three galleries for 20
and 25yd. practice is all completed, with the exception
of the connections for electric lights.
Up to last Saturday, Feb. 17, we have not been able to shoot in the
new quarters, but on that evening rigged some temporary lights and undertook to recover
from the rustiness
of no practice.
The scores were low, but within a week
we expect to be in full blast again, with a very com‘plete range for indoor or outdoor shooting day time
or evening throughout the year, which will prove attractive to all our members.
We believe we have the best quarters in this vicinity
and will gladly welcome
any shooter who desires to
practice.
Membership in our club is very economical
and a man can shoot now almost any time at his convenience.
We are also affiliated with the National Rifle Association and expect to do some military rifle shooting this
coming spring and summer
season.
Our range house was visited by prowlers recently, but
no damage done excepting to the door, for which we
were duly thankful.
“hey were evidently looking for
guns, but those very choice articles are looked after
carefully by their owners.
Targets and general shooting paraphernalia were apparently of no attraction, but
mixed ammunition
and a few souvenirs
were
appropriated.
Visitors are always welcome and application
blanks ready for those desiring the privileges of the
range, and we hope in the future those who desire to
get in will do so through the proper channels.
Revolver, 50yds. (Standard):
William Almy ....... 1010 91010
81010 9 7-93
(.88 officers
model 1010 810101010
9 8 7—92
50 shots)
10 7 910 910 8 910 991
10 9 9 9 7.910 10,9 9—91
7 910 81010 10 10 10 10—94—461
W. H. Freeman
(.38
officer’s model, 100
Bhots)s:¢cscosenoasen 94 89 91 93 88 87 92 85 93 89
—901

Maj. Wm.

F. Eddy, .88 military, 79, 71, 75, 75, 73, 81.

Rifle, 50yds. (Standard), .22 calibers—H. Powell, 90, 83,
82, 78, 82, 78, Tl, Tl, 73, 72, 72, Ta; FE. A.

Coggeshall,

78,

73, 66, 71, 67; William Almy, 77, 63, 68, 74, 60; H. Powell,

GRADE
We

have

made

“DAVIS

GUNS”
Send

N. R. DAVIS
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half a century.
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Canoe Cruising and Camping,
By Sys! D. Frazer.

Illustrated.

Cloth, 95 pages.

Price
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Winds

Blow

bles.

Mennen’s face on

every box. See that you
getthe Genuine.
Forsale
everywhere, or by mail, 25
cents.
Sample free,

Try Mennen’s Violet Talcum.

J
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shining gold pieces

you discover the

L cluded in the “3-in-One”

/
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PUBLISHING

>
best new practical use for
**3-in-One” Oil. Your use must not be
)) medicinal but can be for lubricating
cleaning, polishing, preventing
rust, or any other purpose not in-

#

F

STREAM

| A|
You get
{
fifty dollars in
/

March

and outdoor life roughens
the skin, use Mennen’s~—
it keeps the skin soft and
the complexion clear. A
positive relief for Chaps
ped Hands, Chafing,
and all Skin
Trou.

Beach, 215*; A. B. Coulters, 182, 194, 189, 184, 169.

Saturday, the 24th, being an almost perfect day for
target shooting, several of the members appeared at the
range and enjoyed a regular old-fashioned last summer’s
shoot.
The enforced rest did some good to two at
least:
Mr. Luther raising our range record for .22 rifles
at 50yds (standard) to 92 out of a possible 100, all ten
shots being in the 2in. bullseye, and Major Eddy securing the high score for the day, a 90, with revolver.
In the evening we managed to have two indoor ranges
in use by borrowing sundry kerosene lamps, and those
present secured a little practice in arranging sights and
trying the change to artificial light.
The scores were
low,

This interesting little volume is a practical guide for the
cruising canoeist—the
man
who wishes to start away
from the city and for a short time to make his canoe
his home.
With this in view, Mr. Frazer, who regards
canoeing as a healthful and economical method of passing away leisure hours, has written briefly, but attractively, of canoes, camping outfits, clothing, firearms and
ammunition, fishing tackle, photography, and in general
of cruising, camping and all that pertains to this phase
of outdoor life.
Contents:
Pleasures and Advantages of Canoes; Materials of Construction; Paddles; Air Tanks; Sails; Steering Gear; Fittings and Duffle; Camping Outfits; Tents
Without Poles; Recipes for Waterproofing; Sleeping Bag;
Camp Axe; Duffle Bag; A Portable Range; Selecting
Food; What to Wear; Firearms and Ammunition; Fishing Tackle; Camera; How to Cruise.

When

Jr., 72; A. E. Borden, 74, 71, 68, 65, 64.
Rifle,
25yds.
(ring target),
.22 calibers—Sterry
K.
Luther, 241, 244, 241, 243; A. C. Wright, 234, 238; William
Almy, 238, 287, 237, 235, 2384; H. Powell, 237, 235, 235;
A. B. Coulters, 231; W. B. Gardiner, 228.
Revolver, 20yds. (Standard), .38 calibers—Wm. F. Eddy,
75, 75, 77; Edw. C. Parkhurst, 76; A. C. Hurlburt, 74.
Rifle, 200yds.
(German
ring), .32-40 calibers—C.
L,

oil book- ,

" let. Send to-day for booklet and/f
\) dz00d sample of oil—no cost—G.W. 9&

\Y\ COLE CO., 311 Washington
) Life Bldg.,
New York
<=
City. All dealers
sell “3-in-One” {4
—two

sizes.

.
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—~

Jem "RR

ER

~

~
.
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and

our

secretary

was

unable

to

secure

figures.

Every one was well pleased with the new quarters and
look forward to increased interest.
Revolver, 50yds., (Standard), possible 100—Major Wm.
F. Eddy, .38 military, 80, 80, 76, 90; Arno Argus, .38
officer’s model, 77, 81; A. C. Hurlburt, .38 officer’s model,
80; Edw. C. Parkhurst, .38 officer’s model, 75.
Revolver,
50yds.
(Creedmoor),
possible 50—-Wm.
F,
Eddy, 48, 47, 45, 50; Arno Argus, 45, 46; A. C. Hurlburt,
42, 45; Edw.
C. Parkhurst, 48, 41, 44, 42, 43; H. D,
Lovell, 40.
Rifle, 50yds. (Standard)—Sterry K. Luther, .22, with
ptr
86, 80, 82, 76, 83, 88, 88, 88, 92; €. L.. Beach,
.22, 16.

Revolver, 20yds.—Hurlburt, 70.
Rifle, 25yds.—Hurlburt, 224.
Saturday’s storm prevented much practice on the 50yd.
range, although one regular managed to work in a few
strings between’ drops and scored well under difficulties.
By dark the wind increased to a gale, and it was hardly
a night to look for many, no matter how enthusiastic,
to appear for the indoor shoot, especially as connections
for the electric lights have not yet been obtained.
Several of the cranks, however, straggled out to the shooting
house, one with a couple of large lamps, which put
the third gallery into operation, and one from Bristol
with a new gun to sight in.
A very pleasant evening
was spent, and the scores show. steady improvement, as
the men become more accustomed to the .mysteries of
artificial light.
A. B. Coulters devoted considerable time to work with
the military Krag, using a reduced load and Creedmoor
target, reduced for 25yds.
His scores show good holding.
Regular shoots will be held from now on every Saturday afternoon and evening, and it is probable every
Tuesday evening will find a number of the members
practicing.

The following scores were made Saturday, March 3:
Revolver, 50yds., Standard target:
Wm. F. Eddy (.38)
77, 74, 80, 82.
Rifle, 25yds.,
Creedmoor
target, possible 50 points:
A. B. Coulters (.30 Krag, reduced load), 41, 39, 40.
Rifle, 25yds., German ring target, possible 250 points:
A. B. Coulters (.22) 240, 240, 222, 237; W. B. Gardiner

.

*Ties

range

record.

MARcH

FOREST
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(.22) 2389, 287, 286, 282, 235, 234, 235; C. L. Beach (.22),
235, 224, 226, 220.
Revolver, 20yds., Standard target:
A. C. Hurlburt (.38)
68, 72, 75, 76, 78; W. B. Gardiner (.388) 76; .22 pistol: 70, 76;
H. C. Miller (.38) 64, 70; A. B. Coulters (.38) 49.

New

York

City

Schuetzen

Corps.

SEVENTY-ONE members took part in the regular shoot
held the night of Feb. 28, and the competition, especially
on the bullseye target, was keen.
On this target the
prize offhand Was a tea set, composed of 100 pieces, and
when the bullseyes were measured it was found that J.
Siebs was the fortunate man, his single shot being
only 26% degrees off the center.
George Ludwig was
high man on the ring target. The scores at 75ft. otfhand
follow:
Ring target:
G Ludwig .... 238 244—482
G Jantzen .... 215 219—434
Be Zettler |... . 237 236—473
J H Meyer .. 225 207—432
C Meyer.....:. 236 235—471
W _ Ulrich..... 207 224—431
ji Ce Bonn... 229 241—470
C Schmitz .... 215 215—430
A P Fegert.... 229 239—468
W J Behrens. .215 215—430
J N F Siebs.. 227 241—468
GH
Fixsen... 226 204—430
CG Grosch \.... 231 235—466
© Konigiws 3... 210 219—429
He iaase oy. ... 228 237—465
H C Hainhorst 208 220—428
G Offermann .234 230—464
€ Boesch ..... 228 199—427
F Von Ronn.. 231 232—463
GaiManrn eee 215 212—427
H D Meyer .. 228 230—458
@ Ouadt 25: 211 215—426

C Roffmann

.. 220 237-457

4H OQuaal

Drbicken! 7.,.0
Von Dwingelo,
H Gobber
...
F G Hetzel
..
He Meyn ....<<
J _H Doscher..
Ee eDickers.. 7.
W
Schaefer...
D Brinkmann.
H Offermann..
C Glandorf ...
F C Barjes
a Terre” oc54oe
H Leopold ...
IN Jautzen -...:
J G Thoelke...
H W Kohring
G Wehrenberg
B2R Ernst: ;
N W Haaren..
F Muller .....
A: Jantzen ....
BS) CUS ee

GEOnadt imicnsaccst
N C L Beversten ...
Charles Meyer
......
Gr Otermanst 35.56as

VWieejo pennens cs
(Ce NSilonankey Weetea ieee
August Jantzen

Independent

75

85
90%
93
93

New

201
210
220
209
208
202
204
222
207
204
194

222—423
210—420
199—419
210—419
209—417
210—412
207—411
189—411
202—409
204408
212—406
—398
—396
—394
—376
—374
—372
—364
—363
—358
—354
—302
—228

M Von Dwingelo .... 93
WD) 2sPeper)
scans bctls 10014
M L Meinschien ....102%
GAO RASH. a= sate
cles 104
G W Offermann...... 107
FE iVorne Ronnie.) 1. 108
William Dahitnecee..o.112
CAG anon
sckeios. fie. 116
BN eUGODDEru
anigaesen/ae
y
BE Feldhusen;
2.0.2.
Charles Sievers .......
Adolf Beckmann
joledl Gt haskee Gen
eee omer
De Ricken paienescteece
Hi Heinecke~<...::

D H Brinkmann

York

..

Schuetzen.

Cart. Gus ZIMMERMANN is still highly pleased over the
results of the last shoot, held March 2, when he made a
full score of ten perfect shots, and a total of 495 out of
the possible 500 points, thus proving that he is not a
eens a in the shooting world.
The results, at 75ft.,
offhand:
G Zim’rmann..250 245—495
Facklamm...235 220—455
G Ludwig...... 245 246—491
Buasner® ti...«< 224 225—449
A Begerow ....240 241—481
F C Halbe....231 214445
F A Young....236 235—471
Geo Zim’rm’n,..216 220—436
ISOC
ee oc css 234 237—471
Poe amiOlk eae oa. 221 211—432
Wise.
conic 231 231—462

The

Zettler

Eagle

Shoot.

TWENTY-TWO
members of the Zettler Rifle Club and
the Lady Zettler Rifle Club took part in the annual
Eagle shoot on Feb. 24, and all declared that they had
more fun than at a circus, trying to clip off the numerous
appendages of the wooden eagle suspended at a distance
of 75ft.
The results follow:
Arthur Hubalek, center crown; J. Young, right crown;
H. Scheu, right neck; Owen
Smith, left neck; Mrs.
Bernius, left claw;C. Falcke, right flag; H. D. Muller,
left flag; G. Hecking, left apple; G. Bernius, left leg;
George Ludwig, left limb; Mrs. Fenwirth, left wing;
Miss Fannie Muller, right wing; Miss Ludwig,
tail;
Miss Engenholm, body (king).

Lady Zettler

Rifle

Club.

In the shoot held Feb. 24 Mrs. Fenwirth
had the
highest score among the members, and Mr. Falcke led
the men.
The best ten scores at 75ft. follow:
Members’ match:
EM
SPEIER
CTE WINCH seapse <tr ett aires oe eles eGitices o 248 248—496
Mitesmiatinie: Muller yeeros. tac ve ker accsdeic
seas 246 243—489
NarersMn Esmee WS UES nsw tncelelciigenics
nc? scclthecnce 245 242487
Wits IIIa POCHEUM tera ods s ccs foie ioe ove Ge aes 228 241—469
MATRON
MC TIAUS he sisiiee calle eae lee ceed ccwsdettclees 225 2385—460
Honorary members:
C Falcke ......247 243—490
A Fenwirth....212 282—444
V Muller ...... 235 247—482
W Volckner....210 280—440
G Ludwig......231 244475

STREAM.

Smith's Ideal

Hotels

THE

18-inch Knee Boot, IDEAL, 10-inch lace, and
6-inch Moccasin Shoe — have become the
standard of all that is good in

SHOES
Manufacturers

Shoe

& SON
Specialties,

25 & 27 North (3th St., Philadelphia, Pa.
Exclusive selling agents of Ideal Hunting Shoes, Von Lengerke
& Detmold for New York City and Brooklyn.
Von Lengerke
& Antoine for Chicago, Ill.
Sporting goods houses are invited to send for price and terms.

PILLS

Saie, Sure, Effective.

jpn)
>,"

LINES

Catalogues Post Free.

WYERS FRERES, Continental Works
ENGLAND

FILE YOUR FOREST AND STREAM
We have provided a cloth file binder to hold
26 numbers of FoREST AND STREAM.
It is simple,
convenient,
strong, durable,
satisfactory,
The
successive issues thus bound make a handsome

volume, constantly growing in interest and value.
FOREST

will
AND

be

sent

postpaid

and

sea

address

on

receipt

STREAM PUBLISHING
346 Broadway.

fishing.

For

illustrated

BROOKSIDE

booklet

CLUB,

of

Monument

Mass.

Tents, guides, boats
Salmon and Trout fishing.
Write BUNGALOW,
Grand Lake, Newfound-

SHEFFIELD,
St.

Outfitter,

Anthony,

For

good

trout

fishing and
DION

Idaho.

York

bear hunting.

References.

For further par-

O. BLACKWELL,

Office, 335 Broadway,

Wants

and

Eustis,

Room

Me.

29.

Exchanges.

Pa.

10

SALMON

E. 4s., F. 3s. 6d. per 20 yards.

REDDITCH,

pond

and

gheny,

GUT

Send Money Order for Samples.

Mass.

Wanted.—Position as cook to accompany party of surveyors, landlookers or scientific explorers.
Handy with
boat or canoe.
Can preserve specimens for mounting.
Address J. F. SLAPNICK,
825 South Canal St., Alle-

ere:
WATERPROOF

Bay,

Come to Round Mountain Lake Camps

SELECTED

“AJAX” GOLD’ MEDAL

The binder
dollar.

’

Buzzard’s

COME
TO CAMP
RECREATION
for good muskallonge and black bass fishing.
New log camp, beautiful
lakes.
Send for circular.
A. G. IRWIN, Dorset, Minnesota.

LEADERS

Dozen.

Ist.

Brookside Club House

New

ACTUAL MAKERS
2s. and 2s. 6d.

May

Mexico.

:

ae
TRIFISH

until

or rent.
Boats and_ boatmen.
at Hotel
Hidalgo for fisher| men and their families.
See photos at Abbey & Imbrie’s
| and
Edward
Vom
Hofe.
For
particulars,
address
HOTEL
HIDALGO
or THE
SOUTHERN,
Tampico,

50c. & $1.

3

in

Tarpon outfits for sale
Superior accommodation

ticulars address

MAIL YOUR TACKLE ORDERS
FLIES

Fishing

MEXICO.

lasts

EDWARD

DRUGGISTS,
or93Henry St., Brooklyn, N. ¥.

HIGH-GRADE

Season

| Guide

DIRECT TO THE

CO.,

NEWFOUNDLAND

L. ROWE,

&

Tarpon

TAMPICO,

| Exsellent
provided.
| land.

® GOUT & RHEUMATISM
BLAIR’S

Finest

Beach,

RICHMOND,
VA.
stab, 1880,
Ref, Broad Street Bank

Usethe Great English Remedy

MECKLENBURG
MINERAL
SPRINGS
Chase City, Virginia.

particulars,

The Best Smoke For the Pipe

JASPER

Ghe

serves;

In America,
Made from Old Vz. Sun-Cured
Tobacco.
Money refunded if it bites or burns
b <=
theTongue.
Sent prepaid postage
7Oc. Pound. Large Sampie 10c.
4
&

Paradise.

WELL STOCKED TROUT BROOK; ideal Club House
on BUZZARD’S BAY, Mass., to lease; ample game pro-

Castle Dome Cut Plug

\

Sportsman’s

poss Turkey, Rabbits, Squirrels, Deer.
ennel of Fine Pointers and Setters.
Kennel of fine
Foxhounds.
Excellent Livery and Guides.
Hotel Modern—steam-heated,
Electric-lighted.
Rooms
single or en suite. Sun Parlors.
Private Baths.
Baruch System of Medicinal Baths.
Noted
MINERAL
WATERS.—Mecklenburg,
Lithia
and Chloride Calcium, free to guests.
Splendid Golf course, Bowling, Riding, Driving.
Write for Booklet and other descriptive literature.

The

Gymnasium and Sporting Shoes.

\¢ ¢

HOTEL

PRESERVES.

* the World is now in Season at

The product of fifty years’ shoemaking skill |
and the practical suggestions of hundreds of |
sportsmen.
Catalogue for the asking.

M. A. SMITH

GAME

The

foot-gear. Now used
by thousands — no
lady or gentleman
properly equipped
without a pair of |
Smith’s Ideal Hunt-

for Sportsmen.

MECKLENBURG

and

Hunting

..... 210 216—426

Schwanemann
233 224—457
G.Sievets ones: 225 231—456
H Michaelsen. 225 228—453
F Feldhusen.. 225 227—452
Weta’
3.
222 225—447
A W Lemcke. 225 222—447
C Brinkama... 224 221—445
P Heidelberger 225 220—445
G Thomas..... 220 225—445
F Facompre.. 282 212—444
Von der Lieth 228 216—444
H Winter .... 216 228—444
C Plump ..... 218 224—442
N Beversten.. 212 229—441
A Beckmann.. 226 215—441
H C Quintin. 219 221—440
H_ Nordbruch. 209 230—439
J H Hainhorst 218 220—438
H Heinecke .. 219 219—438
Ke (Ohms) #225. 224 213—437
Fe eFtesse: f...52'2 222 215—437
F sebultz... o.. 213 223—436
F Gobber ...... 220 214—434
Bullseye target—degrees.
NMED OLDS mice sisiris.< es 261%
Ge Boescn
cosasso. 34
Henry “Quadl 6 ec.s.a 38
a SCHEIEZ neta teled.cs 2. 40
AO
uemekes........ 4214
GReBOT Tie, atc sic's eo e's 4316
obert: Ohms.....:.55. 4716
eprimkania si. nese 52
TAM {COMET Sag sicldec
cc's os 52
PHeary Mey (23. ..53+ 6014
HM Ouentin’ 73.0... 57
UVM
CIDR ee iias thesiasece 59
AR PR BIGET’ Wastin.
sic. a3 64
GEM BISsen. 5.2.06 6814
}
—Hainhorst....... 69

1 -G) Bainhorst:.....+.

AND

of one

FISHING

For Sale or Lease.—One of the finest salmon rivers and
tributary, on the North
Shore of the St. Lawrence.
Room for four rods.
Comfortable Camp, two canoes and
other camping material.
Over two hundred salmon have
been caught in one season by two rods; average weight
14 pounds.
Apply W. SCOTT, 40 Hospital St., Room 19,
Montreal, Canada.
Volumes of years 1903,
well bound, $1.50 per
New
England birds,
BROCKEL, Main St.,

1904, 1905 of Forest anD STREAM
volume.
A collection of eggs of
classified,
$15.
CHARLES
F.
Danbury, Conn.
10

LOG CABINS AND COTTAGES
How

to Build and Furnish
Price, $1.50.

Them.

By William

S. Wicks.

This work covers the field of building for the woods
from the simplest shelters to the most elaborate cottages,
cabins

and

houses.

The

details

and

directions

are

very

specific and easily comprehended, and the illustrations
are sO numerous and so taking that one will be sure to
find in them something to his taste.
Sent postpaid by

CO.
FOREST

AND

STREAM

PUBLISHING

CO.

FOREST

406
For

Property

Sale.

We have constantly on hand
fine supply of Brook Trout, all
‘sizes for stocking purposes. Also for table use at 75c. a pound
Visitors privileged to catchown
‘trout.
PARADISE BROOK
TROUT CO., Parkside, Pa., Henryville Railroad Station.
LIVE
WILD
WHITE
CANADIAN
WALTER R. SOPER, Bucksport, Me.

HARES

cheap.

to

send

IN

their

Vine

REPTILES,

trade

Price

FISH,

Lists

are

ETC.,

requested

to

L.
CURA & SON, Naturalist.
St., Clerkenwell, London, E.C., England.

1 i]

For Sale.—A flint-lock rifle—kind used by Davy Crockett.
Is in splendid condition; has been fired over a thousand
times.
Very handsome piece.
Hair trigger.
Can be seen
at the gun exhibit held next week at the Newark Free
Public Library, Newark, N. J. HENRY
H. MUNDY,
near South St. Station, Newark, N. J.
10
For Sale.—Baker H. grade Single Trigger Ejector Trap
gun; cost $250.
Been used only four months.
Price
$100. Address R. G. WHEELER, Manlius, N. Y.
ib
BEAUTIFUL
INDIAN
BASKETS
sold direct from
field.
M. GILL, Missionary, National Indian Association, McDowell, Arizona.
FOR SALE.—ENGLISH
FIELD GUN, made by Wm.
‘Cashmore,
Birmingham,
England;
hammerless
ejector,
12-gauge, 28-inch barrels; right barrel cylinder, left modi‘fied choke.
Whitworth
fluid compressed steel barrels.
Fancy walnut stock, straight grip; drop of stock2 inches.
Action and locks beautifully engraved.
In perfect condition; cost $435.00.
Price $275.00.
Address H. M. C.,
146

Franklin

St., New

A

FIRST-CLASS

new,

at

much

and

Stream.

less

York.
cost.

ROD
and Reel,
Address ‘‘X,” care

almost
Heten

FOUR PAIR OF REEVE’S PHEASANTS—1905 birds,
$18.00 per pair. J. M. TYLER, Smithtown Branch, N.Y.
= i)

BROOK

TROUT.

and
Eggs, fry, yearlings
brooks and lakes.
Address
FARM, Plympton, Mass.

two-year-olds,
for
NEW ENGLAND

BROOK

FOR

FOR
Fish

(E.

L.

of

all

sizes.

Maglathlin),

Eyed

Kingston,

TROUT.—FINE
eggs

in

Mass.

HEALTHY

season.

livered
anywhere,
as
represented.
solicited.
BAY SIDE TROUT FARM
East Wareham, Mass.

Warranted

de-

Correspondence
(A. B. Savary),

THE
BROOKDALE
TROUT
CANNOT
BE
BEAT
for stocking
ponds and streams.
For the next few
weeks we will make a very low price on young fry and
large fish.
Also fly- fishing.
BROOKDALE
TROUT CO., Kingston, Mass.

BROOK
It
L.

pay you to correspond with me before buying
fry or yearlings in any quantity.
I guarantee a
delivery anywhere.
Crystal
Spring Trout Farm.
B. HANDY,
So. Wareham, Mass.

trout eggs
in

TROUT.

will

‘BROOK
fine

TROUT
in any

‘Small

Correspondence

‘CO:

SHOOTING TO LEASE.
Four hours from Boston.
Land projecting into Great
Pond, Eastham,
Cape Cod.
Excellent site for camps.
Wildfowl in great numbers and variety alight in Pond.
Wild geese taken.
Deep
water for boating; fishing.
Extensive salt marshes nearby.
House to lease suitable
for club use.
Address: A. C. CHIPMAN, 308 Congress
Street, Boston, Mass.
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AMERICAN
DUCK SHOOTING
By GEORGE
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BIRD GRINNELL

gunner,

however

wide

his experi-

ence, has himself covered the whole broad field
of duck shooting, and none knows so much about

the sport that there is nothing
learn.
novel

left for him

RRR

Owen

Smith
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most interesting book.

to

gives the best account
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Chesapeake

Bay

About

600 pages,

58 portraits of fowl, 8 full-
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CO.

AND STREAM PUBLISHING
346 Broadway, New York.
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Barningaceceees

illustrated work on the building of motor
the installing, care and running of gasolene
By Charles G. Davis.
With 40 diagrams,
drawings and 8 full-page plans.
Price,
$1.50.

AND

e

eS
et

CO.

The author is a builder and designer of national reputation.
All the instruction given is definite and comprehensive, 40 diagrams, 9 folding drawings and 8 fullpage plans.
That portion of the boat devoted to the use
and care of gas engines should be most carefully perused
by every individual who operates one.
The book is well
worth the price asked for it.

FOREST

=

e

dog.

“HOW TO BUILD A LAUNCH FROM PLANS”
complete
boats and
motors.
9 folding
postpaid,

as

e

page plates, and many vignette head and tail
pieces by Wilmot ‘Townsend.
Price, edition de luxe on hand made paper,
bound in buckram, plates on India tint paper,
each copy numbered and signed by author, $5.00.
Price library edition, $3.50.

are

Bee

eoe

ever published of the re-

trieving

FOREST

—

It describes, with a por-

trait, every species of duck,
goose and swan
known to North America; tells of the various
methods of capturing each, the guns, ammunition,
loads, decoys and boats used in the sport, and

A

ee

Fok

eee

Each one may acquire a vast amount of
information by reading this complete and

Managing

Construction

‘boats.
alone; they are merely taken as examples; but what is
said applies to all wooden yacht building according to
xthe best and most approved methods.
AND

in

The finest fishing and shooting grounds in Canada, 800
square miles, in Province of Quebec.
One of the most
exclusive and best conducted clubs in Canada.
Address
FISHERMAN, care of N. W. Keane, 301 Bennett Building, New York.
10

Building

The author has taken two designs for practical demon-stration, one of a centerboard boat 19 ft. waterline, and
‘the other a cruising cutter of 22ft. waterline.
Both designs show fine little boats which are fully adapted to

FOREST

Stock

a

complete manual of practical Boat and Small Yacht
Building.
With two complete designs and numerous
diagrams and details.
By Linton Hope.
177 pages.
Cloth.
Price, $3.

American
requirements.
minutest detail,
i

of
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Plymouth, Mass.
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SALE

Share

Match.

TweELtveE riflemen took part in the second American
Record Match, 100 shots, Standard American target, at
Armbrusters’ Park, Greenville, N. J., on Feb. 22.
The
ee
of this event was raised six points.
Last year,
Dr. W. G. Hudson won with a score of 885; this year
the winner, Mr. W. H. French, scored 891, and Mr. A.
Hubalek, second, scored 888.
To the winner a silver cup, appropriately inscribed,
was awarded.
The highest ten-shot score, 94, was made by Mr. Chas.
Bischoff, and he received the Armbruster prize, a gold
watch fob. Scores:
W H French
9S 10S
ipod 0—T75
910 710 8 9—8
ok
010 8 8 7 991
0 9 910 8 10—88
it
1010 9 8 10—89
pH
Be
10 9 9 9 10—92
10101010
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1010 8 9 9
89
e
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910 9 10—96
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10 9 10 10—94—891
A Hubalek
10 10 10 10—92

LAURENTIAN SHOOTING AND FISHING CLUB

ot eet

and Rigging.
_A

One

ages
for
stocking
and
lakes.
Brook
quantity, warranted delivered anywhere

condition.

THE

FOR

No

TROUT

SALE—BROOK

SALE

Desirable lots, finely situated on
Lake
Ammadamast,
Enfield, Me.
Fine salmon and lake trout fishing.
Good
hunting section.
On Maine Central Railroad, 30 miles
east of “Bangor. Shore property rapidly taken. "A few lots
will be sold at low prices.
For particulars, write E. C.
FARRINGTON, Augusta, Me.
12

Record

I0, 1906.

_

lakes and streams.
For the next 30 or 60 days I
prices on yearlings very low. FURNACE BROOK

HATCHERY

American

TRITON
CLUB
For Sale—A share in the Triton Club, the most desirable
club in the Province
of Quebec.
H. R. BRYAN,
Hudson, N. Y.
;

stocking
TROUT

of all ages for stocking
make

Sale.

ibh

SALMON
than

for

[MarcH

Several good salmon rivers on the aes Shore of the
St. Lawrence, offered for short or long lease.
For particulars apply to the LABRADOR
COMPANY,
Room
19, 40 Hospital St., Montreal, Canada.

WANTED—SWANS
I desire to purchase a number of American Swans, both
Whistlers and Trumpeters.
G. D. TILLEY, Darien, Ct.

STREAM.

SALMON FISHING

BROOK TROUT FOR SALE.
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AND

KENNEL
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="

7—63—687
J Wilkinson

Capt. TEWES made one perfect score of 250 in the shoot
held Feb. 27, and the highest 100-shot score.
Charles
Zettler, Jr., captured the bullseye prize.
The scores
follow:
Ring target:
:
W A Tewes..... 245 247 248 248 250 243 246 247 248 243—2465
BOYS SMOLIN cooce.01050.0246 241 245 246 248 248 245 243 247 246—2455
L P Hansen....243 242 246 242 242 243 244 240 243 237—2422

Geo Schlicht ...244 243 236 246 238 244 241 240 241 244—2417
Fifty-shot scores:
MAL CAS IMME
alviale cleVsia/sic's:s)e'e
csslersie sjece243 240 241 246 242—1212
MORSE AIGINICES: UDciccde
sce. sce cctceee 239 240 240 241 247—1207
MEME
EHIGIS Soo teacess ccc sccceces e200 201 209 239 243-—1198
PIECE T clalgccletcsslets's's
o:c/e'elo aanleiee ses 229 241 237 236 228—1171

JA USEC
Sas ba GOS ep ono e IS 238 232 233 226 241—1170
1 YORI
oocle Ais aRee raga eee 237 243 240 233 227—1180
Volek?

AST AGS Sct Eee

Oe eae

232 220 226 226 230—1134

MeLETE eEURINAS cate te visto <tc nei wees) soe os 226 219 225 282 225—1127
Bullseye target, degrees:
ROWETREOIOCH:
ccs esis 21
Sh 18) ASSIS
ohanoacse 54
Charles Zettler, Jr....14
Barney Zettler
....... 59
AEsCURT SMES TISE | oieferacciaarossac491%
August Begerow..
...72
George Schlicht ...... 54

Harlem

Independent

Schuetzen

Corps.

Scores shot on Feb. 28, at 75ft., offhand, on the ring
and bullseye targets:
Ring target:
A P Fegert...242 237-479
i Blumenberg..231 220—451
C Thiebauth...233 235—468
P Zugner .....218 202—420
H Goerke
....227 227—454
IN MOE Varese 201 201—402
™ Weiler :....... 221 218—439
J Weidmann...165 126—291
Bullseye target:
I
ULCUICY ae aaa sano oeeee 39
TA PME CRELE, jcescieisees 110
MATE SAUMATT “e002 60
Chas Thiebauth ...... 111%
PW
SZUgNeH ‘seis
6+ 5 7214
J) H Blumenberg..... 201
Mee VLC LLGI Cbislcletectsicis/sis.+.« 93
IPTG
O CL ICG: Bapciea/sleipfelstiscr
20

New

York

Schuetzen

OF

PUBLISHERS’ DEPARTMENT.

also

flies,

snell

hooks,

leaders,

reels

and

lines,

together with many other things that anglers require.
All fishing tackle dealers have these goods, but if the
reader should chance to meet with one who does not
carry them, a request to the Enterprise Mfg. Co., at
Akron, O., will bring him information about them.

26 and 28 Vesey St., New York City

Special.
(or

BLOODHOUNDS.

3

I seli pups that are Bloodhounds in character and
breeding.
They will honor their name in the show-ring

For Sale.—Full-blood English BEAGLE
Hounds, Hunters that are hunted.
OAKLAND BEAGLE KENNELS,
Pontiac, Mich.

or on the trail.

DR.

Norwegian bearhounds, Irish wolfhounds, deer and cat
hounds.
English
bloodhounds,
American
foxhounds,
Four-cent stamp for illustrated catalogue.
ROOKWOOD
KENNELS,
Lexington, Ky.
Dogs, Hogs, Pigeons, Ferrets, Belgian Hares,
all kinds.
8 cents
for 44 page catalogue.
ELOY DI
Sayree Pa.

DANBURY,

L—

for sale,
G:
A

World’s

Fair, 1904:

Exposition,

Gold

1900:

Medal

& Highest

Award

Gold Medal & Highest Award

SPRATT’S

PATENT

CONN.

Then let us send you Polk Miller’s
celebrated Book on Dogs; How to
Take Care of Them: the eloquent Senator Vest’s masterful Tribute to

a Dog,
Ai

and“A

Yellew Dog’s Love

for a Nigger” (famous poem). We wil!
7 send you all of the above for 10c just to advertise
Sergeant’s
Famous
Dog
Remedies.

DRUG

TWENTY
YOUNG
DOGS
and Puppies,
by Tony’s
Count
and
Guy
Gladstone.
FRANK
FORESTER
KENNEL, Warwick, N. Y.
11

Paris

Address

specially

=

foods

J. KANNOFSKY,
PRACTICAL GLASS BLOWER

for

PIGEONS,
zs

dogs;

GAME,

BIRDS,

Aa ge

FISH.

for Catalogue,
“Dog
Culture,” with practical
on the feeding, kenneling and management of

also

chapters

on

cats.

>

BOOK

Cal.

HOW
FREE

TO

FEED.
1278 Broadway, New York.

IMPROVED SPIKE COLLAR.
For use in dog training. Price, $2.00.
mail, $2.10. Send for circular.
B.
346

By

Broadway,

New

York.

Benny,

SHOOTING.

Scientific
Resorts,

and

Practical

Habits,

Descriptions

Flights,

ROCHESTER,

and

the

of

Most

Successful Method of Hunting Them.
Treating of the
selection of guns for wildfowl shooting, how to load, aim
and to use them; decoys, and the proper manner of
using them; blinds, how
and where to construct them;
boats,
how
to
use
and
build
them
scientifically;
retrievers,
their
characteristics,
how
to select
and
train
them.
By William
Bruce
Leffingwell.
Illustrated,
373

pages.
Price, in cloth, $1.50; half morocco, $2.50.
FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO.

N. Y.

Did you know that you could mount anything, from
a Butterfly to a Wolf, a Humming-Bird or an Eagle,
a Mouse, Bat or Moose-Head? You can if you will
take My Scientific Correspondence Course in Taxidermy and Zoological Collecting. Every branch

Any one can learn.

Makes your

most expensive trips pay for themselves.
If you
want only the latest and best methods known
to
science you can learn them from my course alone.

This

by Champion Butte, 2 years, 17 lbs. Perfect head color,
markings, disposition.
Winner
at Trenton,
Pittsburg,
White Plains.
First 10 bitches booked will be bred at $5
each. One of the surest dogs at stud, rarely ever missing,
VINE COTTAGE KENNELS, West Haven, Conn.

Their

Ward's Natural Science Establishment,

of the art covered.

WATERS,

AT STUD
Boston Terrier Edgewood

Containing

TROPHIES.

t gives directions for preparing and preserving Skins,
Antlers, etc. Also prices for Heads and Rugs, Birds and
Fish, and all kinds of work in Taxidermy.

to any address by the author.

H. CLAY GLOVER, D. V. S.,

YOUR

Write for our Illustrated Catalogue,

“Heads and Horns.”

ON

AND

Mailed

and Manufacturer of
Artificial eyes for birds, animals and manufacturing purposes a specialty.
Send for prices. All kinds of skulls for
the fur trade.
369 Canal St., New York.
Please mention Forrest AND STREAM.

SAVE

Spratt’s
Patent 1324
Tid Valencia
S athSie’St
Tous, Mor
(America) Ltd.
St., San Francisco,

Wildfowl;

Va.

DOGS,
PUPPIES,
CATS,
RABBITS,
POULTRY,

Ses.
Write
chapters

MILLER

Richmond,

Taxidermists.

LZ

prepared

POLK

CO. 859 MainSt.

AM. (LTD.)
Manufacture

Bloodhound
~*~
“~*
%&®

Have
You a Dog?

CLEARANCE
SALE.—I have a number of well broken
dogs in pointers, setters and hounds that I will sell
cheap rather than carry them over.
GEO. W. LOVELL,
Middleboro, Mass.

St. Louis

Imperial
Kennels,

KNOX,

For Sale.—Lemon and white Pointer dog, 4 years old,
thoroughly trained on grouse, quail and woodcock; nice
retriever.
Write to OTTO A. MAYER, Towanda, Pa. 11

WILDFOWL

Pflueger’s celebrated fishing tackle has been known to
anglers for a long time, and the sign of the big downward directed bass is well remembered by him who scans
the advertising columns of the anglers’ journals.
The
manufacturers of this fishing tackle do not confine themselves to baits and spoons, as is sometimes thought, but

Proprietor

head 2 cents a word a time
Cash must accompany order.

TRADE.

Parker Brothers write us that Fred Coleman, of Philadelphia, has been across the water the past few months.
Up to Jan. 28, Fred had shot in 25 sweeps, and either
divided or won every one.
He has shot under the name
of Alfred Daniels, and uses only the old reliable Parker
gun.
At Leeds, Jan. 12 (at Lightcliffe Gun Club), in a
match with W. Pickles, acknowledged
champion
shot
north of England, Fred Coleman scored 45 out of 51, at
B3lyds., and W. Pickles, 44 out of 51 at 28yds. rise. At Kirkheaton
Cricket, Dec. 11, in a match with J. Sykes,
grounds near Manchester, at bluerocks, Fred Coleman
scored 15 out of 18 to Sykes’ 7 out of 18 at 30yds. rise.
On Dec. 15, in a match with J. Iddon (at Lightcliffe
Gun Club), Fred Coleman scored 37 out of 48, at 3lyds.
rise, to Iddon’s 32 out of 47 at 30yds. rise.
At Leeds,
Nov. 28, 24 out of 25 at 3lyds; 25th bird dead out of
bounds.
At Manchester,
Nov. 27, 28 out of 25.
At
Meythoioyd, Nov. 26, 8 straight, one barrel.
At Leeds,
Noy. 29, 19 out of 20, at 28yds. rise. At Leeds, Nov. 29,
19 out of 21. At Audenshaw, Dec. 19, 37 out of 40, at
30yds. rise (near Manchester).
At Gisbumoe, Dec. 28,
47 straight, at 29yds. rise.
During week Nov. 26, Mr.
Coleman shot at 105, scored 100; 5 dead out of bounds.
During week of Dec. 22, shot at 100, scored 90; 7 dead
out of bounds, 3 missed, at 30 to 3lyds. rise. At Barnsley, Jan. 3, 14 out of 15; one dead out of bounds.
At
Barnsley, Jan. 3, 24 out of 25, at 29yds. rise. At Heckenwick, Dec. 5, 11 straight, with one barrel.
At snipe,
near Manchester, 47 out of 50, which is the best score
ever seen in north of England, at these fast birds.
At
Grayson, Jan. 25, at bluerocks, 28 out of 30, at 3lyds. rise.

make

Ads under this
cents in capitals).

Corps.

Aucust KronsperG was high man in the shoot held
March 1, when nineteen members took part, their best
scores being as follows:
A Kronsberg...242 238—480
Ids eile econo. 223 217—440
RSE SSEb eiclsis/e.s6 241 236—477
isl Usaceeeholou agace 223 211—434
C Wagner ..... 240 233—473
L Benz
.......222 211—433
R Bendler °....237 234—471
13}, (OGRE
AZ dec 216 215—431
O Schwanem’n.235 235—470
°©L Schulze
..212 211—423
A P Fegert...234 234468
PAL VV Itz acewee 216 203—419
EF Schwarz..... 232 228—460
L Gleichmann..217 204421
H C Radiloff...226 226—452
CeStover. ter 190 210—400
J Facklamm...226 224—450
G Heinisch
...178 193—3871
ae
Cin. des: /<230 218—448

SIDE LIGHTS

Excelsior Wire and Poultry Supply Company, Dept. A. O.
W. V. RUSS,

Kennel

Club.

SUPPLIES

Backus Dog Crates, perfectly ventilated, Buffet for feed and water cup attached.
The best
and lightest crate in use. A complete assortment of Sergeant’s, Glover’s, Dent’s, Johnson’s
and Spratt’s Dog Medicines
Austin’s, Excelsior, Old Grist Mill, Ideal and Spratt’s Dog
and )Puppy Cakes. Collars, Whips, Leads, Chains, Brushes, Books, etc. A complete list in
our immense 162 page Illustrated Catalogue, mailed free.

6—67
6—56
6—69
8—61
6—72
ee
5—69
6—70
5—69
an
an
6—76
—
7—72—681
IAN
ASDAAHOCALAIA
BDAANMNMSHOMMDOOC
|OOM]
MPAND
NOHO
MOQynIragqn
AOWaJIM
AWMOROAIWDHDWANAS
WAPOT
COW
NA]
WOO
WOM
WIM
Co
DMMROAINAVUOP
ON:
ADONOAIAYWE
CON

Zettler Rifle

407

STREAM.

course

would

not be recommended

by

the

leading sporting publications unless all that | claim for
it were true.
Many unique features.
To prove its

worth | will send you the First Lesson FREE.

Don’t

waste your time and money on books—they are
worthless. What you need is individual instruction.
I furnish subscribers with stamped envelopes and
postals free, so that they won’t hesitate to ask for
help and explanation.
For full particulars address

CLARENCE

BIRDSEYE, Jr., 42 Broadway,

New York City

ROWLAND,

TAXIDERMIST,
A

specialty

in mounting Moose, Elk, Caribou
heads.
Call and examine work.

No. 182 SIXTH
Tel. 4205 Chelsea.

Near

13th

and

Deer

AVENUE,
St.,

NEW

YORK.

ON THE ROAD T0 FAME
We are already famous as Carrying a truly wonderful stock
of canine outfitting, embracing
things for the dog under any
and all conditions; a stock that

.

leaves no requirement unsatisfied. Collars in “no end of
styles.”” Leads and Leashes,

;

Blankets

and

Clothing,

Muzzles, Chains, Whips, Bells, Brushes,

Soaps, Foods and Medicines and Shipping Crates.
Everything
to decorate the dutiful dog, or to discipline the derelict one,
will be found in our stock.
goods will be mailed on
A veritable encyclopedia of ‘* Doggy
application.
”

IVER

JOHNSON

SPORTING

163 Washington

GOODS

CO.

Some Good Purchases in High-Grade Guns
1 Genuine JAMES PURDEY & SON, London, High Grade Hammer Gun,
top snap action, finest Damascus, beautifully engraved, straight stock,
Silver recoil pad, in English leather covered oak case.
Gun is in nice,

refinished condition, and original cost was over $400.

trunk case.
ALSO

WM.

VON LENGERKE & DETMOLD,
349 FIFTH
Opposite

The

Near

NEW

Dealers,

Importers

HIGH-GRADE

AVENUE

SPORTSMEN’S SUPPLIES
Golf
Tennis
Cameras

Cutlery

Archery

Fishing

Tackle

Fine Leather Goods
Automobile Sundries
Foot Ball Goods
Base Ball Goods
Croquet
Ammunition

MORE

MARVELS

WITH

BALLISTITE
The

best

Shotgun

Smokeless

Powder

Mr. M. R. McKinnon wins the BALLISTITE

on

earth

Trophy at Watson Park,

Chicago, Ill., February 3d. 1906.
This is the sixth successive time this trophy
has been won with BALLISTITE (that was barred out of the Interstate
Association, because it is foreign).
Can any other powder equal this?

J. H. LAU@ CO.
Agents

for NOBEL’S

Send

EXPLOSIVES

SONS,

FOR

107

<n cscs

OUR

LIST

Cost originally

se ciety terete

OF

Washington

eee

45.00

SECOND-HANDS.

Street,

Boston

will be found
attractive

prices.

a few High-Class
Any gun will

Second-Hand

Guns at

be sent C. O. D, with
or three dollars to

guarantee the express charges

Manufacturers of

Guns
Rifles
Revolvers

@

SEND

privilege of examination, cn receipt of two

YORK

and

proof mark on barrels.

28in:, 12 bore, GU4IDSi.5

OTHERS.

A FEW MORE
SECOND-HAND GUNS
most

Street

MANY

READ

Below

Waldorf-Astoria

34th

Gun is practically in new condition, and is a genuine “Egg”

make, and has the special London

over $200 in’ gold.”

Street, Boston, Mass.

3lin., 12 bore, 7¥lbs,$100.00

1 Special W. W. GREENER Hammerless, Grade F, 3, wrought steel barrels,
straight stock, finely engraved, especially built locks cocking the gun in
closing, making it very easy to break open.
30in., 12 bore, 8lbs. This
gun is nearly new, in excellent condition and cost over §250 within a
SHOrt tire ee
oe ola alsc'e« bolero ar ne windiwchelate’ sitg detwie ota’ s plesiveta elereliant anna 150.00
1 Genuine STEPHEN GRANT, 67 St. James Street, London, hammerless,
Whitworth steel barrels, straight, not pistol grip.
In perfect order and
good second-hand condition.
30in., 12 bore., 634lbs.
This is one of
Grant’s Best Guns and cost 58 pounds sterling in London, equivalent to
$394.40 Where siitees ace cise seeae cieitrneiects s ecg ecomias Soars ‘sSiena
a.e'oarate) niatee ete Rana 150.00
1 ditto. Damascus, % p.g., used but a few times. 27in., 20 bore,
510/16 lbs. 75.00
1 ditto. Modified Stock, Damascus barrels.
27in., 12 bore, 64lbs..........
-00
1 SCOTT Monte Carlo Hammerless, special steel barrels, modified style
stock, crystal apertures and all latest improvements, has Silver’s recoil
pad, in nice condition, regular net price $160.
28in., 12 bore, 7%4lbs.
This
gun is nearly new and quite a bargain.................00- er AL«-+- 100.00
1 Fine SCOTT, Premier quality, Hammer Gun, Damascus barrels, % p. g.,
finely engraved, fine refinished condition.
This gun cost $300, and is one
of the old Scott Premier guns.
30in., 10 bore, 834lbs............cecccssese
1 GREENER,
latest style, fine Hammer Gun, for trap or field shooting,
wrought steel barrels, Greener cross bolt, straight stock, with Lyman
sights.
Cost $125 only recently and is an extra bargain at the price.
30in.,; 12. bore, SI4IDS.....\. <ccosresivinssaivave
svice ciseneiie cele sees ete aera wettest
75.00
1 SCOTT Hammer Gun, extra quality engraving, Damascus barrels, % p. g.
One of Scott’s high cost Hammer Guns, in nice, refinished condition.
30in:, 10) bore, 884105... teceeieeosag 6 09.4.0 919:0,0'0 wieiessieieie'@'s olvieelec)eine ne ate a teen
45.00
1 HENRY W. EGG No. 1, Piccadilly, London, fine Hammer gun, side snap
action, laminated steel, straight stock, B. A. rebounding locks, in leather

75

Chambers
New
York

CO., Ltd., Glasgow,

No. 4042. Greener Crown quality pigeon ejector.
Cost $425.
Best English
Damascus
barrels, full choked,
elaborate engraving,
beautifully
marked,
halt
pistol grip stock.
Dimensions:
12-ga., 30-in. barrels, 744 lbs. weiann drop 2% in.,
stock 1446 in. <A. bargain at.0s..
tenes ince ine eee o5.0 9
Sepnahe team
inees «+ 2$200.00
No. 1570. Greener Grand Prize pigeon gun, without ejector.
List $200.
Has
Greener’s wrought steel barrels, handsome half pistol grip stock, full choke both
barrels.
Dimensions:
12-ga., 32-in. barrels, 7 Ibs. 6 oz. weight, drop
2% in.,
stock 14% in. The gun is slightly shopworn, but has never been shot. Price, $125.00
No. 1996. Greener ejector, with two sets of Greener’s wrought steel barrels.
Cost $450, and has never been shot.
With the field barrels the gun measures
26 in. and weighs 6 lbs.; 3% in. drop, and shoots cylinder and improved cylinder.
With the other set the dimensions are:
.12-ga., 28 in. 64% lbs. With both. barrels
choked.
It makes an ideal gun for almost any purpose.
Can be bought for $350.00
No. 4095. Greener Crown quality Grand Prize pigeon gun, without ejector, with
Sir Joseph Whitworth fluid steel barrels.
Cost $485.
Both barrels full choke.
Handsome straight grip stock, with Silver’s recoil pad. A splendid shooter, and in
perfect condition. Dimensions:
12-ga., 30-in. barrels, 7 lbs. weight, 244 in. drop,
14%, iny estock.¢
Prices iswailes os « tiea sive mieis’e piptinieiem sistscals eet aietaltiets a side bigStalite Sperocrete“$275.00

HENRY C. SQUIRES @ SON,

Street,
City

Scotland

for ‘‘ Shooting Facts;’’ it will interest you.

No. 3022. Highest quality Westley Richards feather-weight single trigger, with
automatic ejector. Magnificent dark mottled Circassian walnut full pistol grip
stock.
W. R. special steel barrels, elaborately engraved and hand-carved fence.
Gun is practically new and of very recent manufacture.
Dimensions: 16-ga., 26-in.
barrels, 6 lbs. weight.
2 18-16 in. drop, 1844 in. stock.
Price, net............ $300.00
No. 2429. Ithaca No. 6 Ejector.
Cost $210.00, and practically new.
Very fine
figured English walnut stock, full pistol grip, gold-plated triggers, elaborate engraving, steel barrels.
Dimensions:
12-ga., 28-in. barrels, 744 lbs. weight, 3 in.
drop, 14 ‘in. stock.
Price, (mets o.oo... oiscis vos » 0.00/0:0iere ejsiosolelniaiele eerie ieStaten $110.00
No. 3023. Stephen Grant & Sons’ highest quality automatic ejector, fitted with
Sir Joseph Whitworth fluid steel barrels, magnificent dark Italian walnut stock,
solid gold name plate, gold-plated triggers and lever, elaborately engraved and
carved ivy leaf fence, and practically brand new.
Cost $600 only a short time ago.
Dimensions:
12-ga., 80-in. barrels, 744 lbs. weight, 234 in. drop, 14 in. stock. . These
guns rarely come to the market second hand, and this-one is a great bargain.
Complete in best quality English leather-covered oak case, with implements,
extra plungérs, etc:
Price). <0. 1.00... cise scleew'eleet os cle celouts selene tinea itananane $350.00
No. 1111. W. W. Greener $350 grade hammer pigeon gun.
One of the most
attractive looking Greener hammer guns we have ever seen, and a most magnificent shooter.
Best English Damascus barrels, extra fine dark Circassian walnut
stock, elaborately engraved, in perfect condition.
Complete in leather-covered
oak trunk case and full set of English implements.
Dimensions:
12-ga., 30-in.
barrels, 714 lbs. weight, 2 9-16 in. drop, 14% -in. stock. Price.............+0-- $150.00
No. 2428. Greener Grand Prize pigeon gun.
Cost $175, and is practically new.
Has dark English walnut half pistol grip stock, nicely engraved.
Damascus barrels and a strong powerful shooter..
Dimensions:
12-ga., 30-in. barrels, 7 Ibs.
8 oz., 14% "in, drop, 13 1-3-ins stock.” Price, net.te.
ses: 016 sees meee Coen $125.00
No. 5425. Greener Crown quality ejector.
Cost $425, and in perfect condition.
Has finest Damascus barrels, flat level rib, half pistol grip, left barrel modified,
right improved cylinder.
Dimensions:
12-ga., 28-in. barrels, 744 lbs, weight, 234-in.
drop, 144-ins-stock."
Ay bargain ats.
st. sycsiies ccslemete sien ee tienes Sebiawtere $a009220,00

No.

20
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SHEEP

IN

THE
Photo

YELLOWSTONE
by

I.

L.
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NATIONAL

PARK
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FOREST

AND

STREAM.

THE ROBERTS SAFETY LAUNCH AND YACHT BOILER.
THE

ROBERTS

SAFETY

WATER

TUBE

BOILER

[Marcu

17, 1906.

Nearly 1500 in use.
- Cable

250 pounds of steam.
dorec
catalugue free.
ORKS:
RED
BANK,
New Jers
Bruniva, New York.
Telephone Rance 599 Cortlandt.

Address:

COMPANY,

39 and ‘41 Cortlandt

Street,

New

York.

The Camp Cook.
Five of us went into camp in the Indian Territory, and we drew lots to see who should begin
to cook.
Dr. B. drew the black bean and cooked
a very decent supper an hour after we located
camp.
Sitting around the fire before bed time
arranging plans for the coming three weeks of
camp life, and swapping such glorious shooting
and fishing lies as only honest sportsmen know
how, the happy thought struck me (what would

our
lives
thought?)
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Engines,

25.00
$1.00 Each

H. H. KIFFE CO., 523 Broadway, New York
Slocum Hand Power Motor.¥

Engines and Launches.
Principles,

K.

Paddles,

Gasoline

from 2 to 12 horse power, represent no obsolete styles, but the very newest
patterns, of assured efficiency and strength—weight only where weight is required. Built under the direction of manufacturers of years of experience in
cn
a model gas and gasoline engine plant, from the very highest
P| grade of material, machined by skilled and careful workmen. Every
engine carefully ‘tested, from five to ten hours under full load,
before shipment. Fully ‘guaranteed. Write to-day for catalog and
prices which are bound to interest you.
M. WATKINS MANUFACTURING CO., 526 Baymiller St., Cincinnati, O.

Gas

OLD TOWN
15 and 16 ft.
CANOES
"*

Grain.

Types

123 pages.

and

Management.

Price,

By

Francis

$1.25.

Here is a pocket manual indispensable to every man
who uses a motor-boat.
It deals in simple untechnical
fashion with the running of the marine gas engine, and
with the difficulties that the marine gas engineer is likely
to meet with.
These engines are described, some pages
are devoted to launches in general, with practical advice
to the man who contemplates purchasing a power boat.
The main feature of the book, however, is a clear description of the difficulties met with in running a gas engine,
their causes and how to remedy them.
In this discussion
all technicalities are avoided, and the author has boiled
down a vast amount of practical knowledge into small
space and into every-day language.
The amateur power
boat man needs this book, for it will save him much time
and trouble, and probably not a little money.
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A

handsome

WITH.
volume,

printed
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paper, bound in green and gold, and illustrated with a
new portrait of Mr. Mather, and with portraits of the
“men” of whom
he writes so delightfully.
272 pages.
Postpaid,

$2.
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management of the
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PUBLISHING

bird

and

all intervening

objects.

Again, if he aims with one eye at a bird coming
overhead, the shot will pass under and behind
the bird; and this must be so, because the line

of fire and the line of flight are in opposite directions.
Obviously
chance, to hit a
aim in front, and
curacy with both
see who will try

true of cross

then, the only way, except by
bird as he flies head on is to
this can only be done with aceyes open, as anybody may
the experiment.
This is also

shots.

VIRGINIA.

TRADE MARK.

Canoe: History, Uses, Limitations and Varieties, Practical Management and Care, and
Relative Facts. By C. Bowyer Vaux (“Dot”).
Illustrated.
Cloth, 168 pages.
Price, $1.00.
New and
revised
edition,
with
additional

A complete manual for the
canoe.
Everything
is made
veriest novice, and Mr. Vaux
of those successful instructors
their own enthusiasm to their

Shooting.

Editor Forest and Stream:
I have no fine-spun memories on the subject
of one-eyed and two-eyed shooting, but for myself, I wish I had never heard of sighting down
the barrel.
Any one shooting in the woods who shuts one
eye is liable to put the whole load in a limb or
a sapling that he didn’t see when he pulled
trigger; whereas, with both eyes open he would

CO.

matter.
By

gleam in his eye. Judge M. was the first man to
help himself, and as he swallowed a piece of Dr.
Bas bait he heaved two or three times, and yelled
out, ‘“Je-ru-sa-lem crickets! that bread is salt;
but, Doctor, it’s good, don’t you forget it.”

Canoe Handling and Sailing.

A WONDER IN BOAT MOTORS.
Greater results than with oars. Greater
speed with less work. Face either direction in operating.
Reverses instantly.
No skill required. ‘Price $25.00.
Write for circular. Patented.

MEN

he sat back to watch the effect, with a diabolical

e

e

E want to place our brand new, handsomely illustrated and complete
catalogue in the hands of every yacht owner who desires to better the
going power, reliability, economy and attractive appearance of his craft.

ngine

|

other fellow found fault, and then the faultfinder
should cook till he in turn was found fault with.
When I proposed it everybody consented, none
more cheerfully than Dr. B., who knew too well
what an abominable cook he was and felt sure of
being relieved soon.
Day after day passed and
no word of complaint came
from any of us,
though the Doctor seemed to take a fiendish delight in serving up such fearful mixtures as made
us leave camp sorrowing.
Finally, getting desperate at the prospect of spending the rest of his
days over. the pots and kettles, and believing we
had secretly banded together to keep him there
till camp life ended, he dumped a quart of salt
into the dough for the breakfast bread one morning, and when it came on the table smoking hot

Engines of Quality

e

Two
sds

boat

elegant

Motor Boats, Row Boats, Hunting and Fishing Boats

Watkins

H.P. Single

or sink—are

be without the dear old “happy
that one man should cook till some

CO.

FOR THE HIGHEST
QUALITY in VARNISH
FOR

HOUSE

OR

YACHT,

be sure each can bears the above Trade Mark,
which stands for seventy—eight years of high
grade varnish making.
EDWARD

SMITH

Varnish Makers
59 Market Street,
Chicago, Il.

@

COMPANY,

and Color Grinders,
‘
45 Broadway,
New York.
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Down

An Idaho Snow Slide.

Ir is seldom in the career of a reporter that he
is enabled to chronicle a more thrilling adven‘ture or fortunate escape, than that which befel
‘the well known foreman in charge of the Bona-

parte Company’s mines.
Having occasion recently to visit the prospecting camp of Gray &
Marly,

some

two

miles

distant

from

the

Bona-

-parte, Mr. McK. mounted his snow shoes and be-gan the ascent of the bleak ridge dividing the two
places.

Albeit

the snow

was

as

nearly

slush

as

would conveniently lie, on the mountain side, he
determined on reaching the summit to have a ride
down the mountain, and accordingly turned his

“BRISTOL”

from

the incumbrance

‘dint of much
‘managed

of his snow

kicking,

to keep on

shoes, and

struggling

and

rush

to

the

cafion

below,

which

was

Catalogue

showing Rods for all fishing, and

our Combination Reel and Handle, which is an excellent feature.

THE

HORTON

by

MFG. CO., 84 Horton Street, Bristol, Conn.

THE FRANKFORT, KENTUCKY REEL: 8<MiLanason

MILA

was

twisting and splintering gigantic trees in its fearful

LUCK

Send for beautiful

rolling,

top of the slide, which

-

means invariably good luck. Of course you
can’t catch fish if there are none in the pool, and
you can't persuade them to bite always, but our
kind of good luck will be yours if you use a
“* BRISTOL” Steel Fishing Rod, which will insure you against bad luck in the way of broken
tackle and lost fish. “BRISTOL” Rods last longer and give better service
than any other rod costing three times as much.

shoes down a steep and precipitous ridge leading
into Snake Creek Cafion and while descending
with the speed of an arrow, he suddenly felt his

footing give way and instantly discovered that
‘tthe entire mountain had slid and that he was in
the midst of an enormous snow slide. With great
‘presence of mind he hastily disengaged himself

STREAM.

IS HAND MADE,STANDARD

filled

many feet deep with the frozen element, which
hhad by this time reached nearly the solidity of

PFLUEGER’S

ice, and swept away everything movable in the
shape of trees and rocks.from the mountain side

above.

Yet when the tremendous

was

still, Mr.

and

with

and

a

McK.

found

the exception

sense

mass

himself

of a few

of suffocation,

FISHING
TACKLE
CELEBRATED

of snow

still on

top,

slight bruises

unhurt,

and

KFORT.KY.

SINCE 1839. 2445£0 70.SEWO CATALOLUE

a

few

minutes later was exultingly relating his fearful
snow slide in a place of safety—Wood River
News- Miner.

Color of the Sea.
‘A PARAGRAPH has been going the rounds of the
newspapers stating that Dr. J. J. Wild, F.R.G.S.,
claims that he has discovered the cause of the
various colors of the sea, and that they are due

to the greater or less proportion of salt held in
solution.

How does Dr. Wild account for the fact that
large and deep bodies of fresh water exhibit
colors similar to those of the ocean?
The
waters
of the
creat
American
lakes,
Superior, Huron and Michigan, in their deepest
parts, say from 500 to 1,000 feet, ate, under cer-

tain

conditions

of sky

and

atmosphere,

salt and fresh water depend on similar conditions,
some of whith are:
Depth and
The state

transparency.
of the
sky

and

atmosphere,

whether clear or clouded.
3. The course of the wind, north and west
winds producing a clear and deep blue, and east
or south winds light blue, blue green, or lead
color.
4. The point of view of the observer, whether

from

$2.75,
10 cents

of a

deep blue color, like those of the Atlantic,
Pacific or Indian: oceans, the blue, however, is
not so intense, the depth of water being much
less in these inland seas than in the ocean, some
of the deeper portions of which show color like
that of a solution of indigo.
;
In the shallower parts of both salt and fresh
water, where the depth is from twenty to fifty
feet, various shades of green occur, more or less
opaque as the water is-turbid or transparent.
I am inclined to believe that the colors of both
1.
2.

has

Postage,
Also t00

gross

Trout

Send

MODERN
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Catalogue.
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The Bait
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That

saw

SILVER

SOLDIER

BAIT

Catches

the Fish.
Made

in three sizes, single and treble

hooks.

For sale by Schoverling, Daly & Gales and Abbie & Imbrie,
New York. H. A. Whittemore & Co. and Wm. Read
& Sons,
Boston. Edw. K. Tryon, Philadelphia, Pa.

CO.

writing say you

LUMINOUS

THE ENTERPRISE MANUFACTURING CO.

St.,

DISCH, BROOKLYN, N. Y.

Handling and Kennel Management.
By B. Waters.
Illustrated.
Cloth, 878 pages.
Price, $2.00.
This treatise is after the modern professional system of
training.
It combines the excellence of both the suasive
and force systems of education, and contains an exhaustive description of the uses and abuses of the spike collar.
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If unable to secure our goods ‘from your dealer, let us
know, and we will send you some interesting information.

Flies, six assorted on

for Tackle

test

century.

patented specialties that anglers need. If you wish the
most killing artificial bait, spoon, fly or spinner, insist on
having

PFLUEGER’S
Fulton
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hooks,
lines,
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reels, and a number of

ze

extra.

318-320
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We make all sorts of
baits, spoons, flies, snell

card, at 6c. per card.

CHARLES

stood

quarter

I am clearing out 500 Steel Rods, cork grips
only.
Bait Rods, 6%, 7%, 8% feet; Fly
Rods, g and ro feet.

the ad. in ForesT

AND

STREAM.

5. In shallow water, the nature of the bottom,
whether covered with rocks, sand, or alge.
C.

Gelephone

Fly-Rods

In ten years’ bass fishing I have found that a
rod of sixteen feet would catch more fish than
one

of eleven

or

twelve

feet;

it has

proved

so

with both rods in the same boat, the long rod in
stern, casting on same

side of the boat, and con-

sequently fishing over water partly worked,

also

in following boats using short rods.
Therefore I
am in favor of long rods, and would be pleased
if your readers having two-handed rods would

give weight,

dimensions

and timber,

at ferules and also between joints.

dimensions

R. H. Drxon.

2255
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Main

Wilsails,
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WILSON @ SILSBY
YACHT
SAIL
MAKERS

Long vs. Short.

ROWE’S

WHARF,

aA

aA

BOSTON,

MASS.

We have furnished sails to the following prominent yachts: Constitution, Defender, Volunteer, Jubilee, Colonia,
Independence, Ailsa, Navahoe,

Weetamoe,

Uncle

Sam,

Effort, Calypso,

Flirt, Ariadne, Quissetta,

Constance,

Vergemere, Resolute, Chanticleer, Senta, Snapper, Raider, Little Haste, Sally VII, Chloris, and many

G. R. LILJEGREN,

Gothenburg, Sweden,

others.
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for all European Countries
&
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And Dealer in Fishing Tackle.
Gold Medal Highest Award

LYMAN’S

RAPID FIRING TARGETS.

1867,

Celebrated Manufacturer of High Grate RODS AND REELS

4

Guns,

We have our own repair shop and do all
repairs to guns and fishing tackle,

York

x BOs
3

in

277 and 279 Wabash Avenue,
35, 37 and 39 Van Buren Street,
CHICAGO,
ILL.

FineFishingTackle &SportingGoods 70m Street
and Dealer

everything

Photographic and Athletic Goods.
SUPERIOR QUALITY,
Lowest PRIces.

GA SON VON LENGERKE & ANTOINE

J. CONROY

Manufacturer
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SPORTING
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Place.

CATALOGUES

One or all for the asking.

Free to any

Booklet.

THREE
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FISHING
TACKLE
and
33 SUMMER
SPORTS 3 3

March 31st, on Long Island, N. Y.
in Connecticut.
April 1st,
April Ist,
New Jersey.

April 15th,
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Yards,
Yards,

Lyman

RIELES.

price, 15c.
price, 25c.

Targets received.

per
per

dozen.
dozen.

CaNoE RIpGE, Pa.
They are the best I ever
HARLES KinG, Gunsmith.

FOREST AND STREAM PUB. CO., 346 Broadway, New York.

On receipt of 4 cents in United States stamps we will send our 110-page catalogue.
When a dealer says that some other Spoon

Gold
Gold

ESTABLISHED 1857
Highest
Award,
St. Louis,
Highest
Award,
Chicago,

Medal,
Medal,

1904
1893

A Patent Fishing Reel, made of hard sheet metal, with an automatic drag
spool 334 inch diameter holding 200 yds. of line, winding line as fast as a mult
and has more power.
The automatic drag, when fish is running, allows no slack
line.

Sold for $3.50.

JULIUS

VOM

No. 351 South Fifth Street,
All genuine reels bear my name.
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Supplies.

St., New

Gold lina Cocktame
Ready to Serve.

NEW CATALOGUE (profusely illustrated) of all grades Fishing
Tackle, Reels, Fish Hooks, Silk Worm Gut, Flies, Artificial Baits
and every requisite for anglers.

Fly-Tiers’

by all Dealers

Delicious Old Blends.

REELS
and TACKLE, Snelled Hooks,
Leaders, Minnow Gangs and Flies.

Correspondence with Dealers solicited for Trade Prices.

For Sale

Waterproof

yards lengths

H. H. KIFFE

523 BROADWAY,

G. M. SKINNER’S
IS THE STANDARD.

2

Silk Enameled

Put up in 20-30-40-50-100
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TACKLE CATALOGUE FREE ON APPLICATION
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new
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pees Quality A Flies
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price, 84
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No geet store in any city.

is as good as G. M. ae
that

York.

The demand for Gold Lion Cocktails by the Gentleman Sportsman is
such that these goods are now put up
in protected packages convenient to
pack.
A cut of the Gold Lion marks every
package of the genuzne.
Seven

varieties:

Manhattan, Vermouth, Dry Gin, Whiskey, Tom Gin
Martini and ‘the American.
o be had in glass only—Large and small bottles.
At HiGselss Cafés, Drug Stores and wherever liquors
are so
THE COOK & BERNHEIMER CO.,
Makers, New York.
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Copyright, 1906, by Forest and Stream Publishing Co.
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Terms, $3 a Year. 10 Cts. a Copy. ‘
Six Months, $1.50.

GAME
in

FOREIGN

REFUGES.

Brits have been introduced in Congress—both
the Senate and the House—authorizing the

President of the United
areas

in the public

his opinion,

States to designate such

forest

be set aside

reserves

should,

in

for the protection

as

of

game, or of other animals, birds or fish, which
areas shall be recognized as breeding places for
these animals, and the pursuit, capture or killing

GAME

IMPORTATION.

THE decision of the New York
peals in the Hill and Silz game
in our last issue, has assumed
portance because of the course of
by the defendant game dealers.
cided not to carry the case to the

of the United

States.

17, 1906.

Court of Apcases, reported
increased imaction adopted
They have deSupreme Court

This means that there will

work for the passage of this law, and should do
everything in their power to urge their representatives in Congress to push it forward.
As has often been pointed out, the Yellowstone Park has long shown and continues to show

be no endeavor to overthrow the result.
The
statute will be accepted as constitutional and
binding.
And the reputable game dealers declare
that they will abide by it and obey it.
On the result of the Hill and Silz cases depended the disposition of a very large number of
other prosecutions, the settlement of which had
been deferred awaiting the outcome of these two
test actions.
Now that the law has been upheld,
all the defendants are arranging to pay their several penalties.
The authorities have adopted a
schedule of settlements, and the entire list will
speedily be cleared up.
While all concerned have thus conceded the
wisdom of gracefully acquiescing in the finding
of the Hill and Silz cases, it is contended by the
reputable dealers, and with perfectly good reason,
that they should have the privilege of commerce

how rapidly game will increase when it is absolutely protected, and how readily certain species
of wild animals which we are accustomed to re-

tion in any way affect unfavorably the supply of
domestic game nor serve as a cloak to traffic in

of game or fish on them be made unlawful.
This game refuge project, first suggested years
ago by Forest AND STREAM and afterward taken
up by various protective associations,
is thus
once more before Congress.
It has been up be-

fore but was

defeated, but it is certain to make

its way, and sooner or later to become the law
of the land.
It appeals to the plain, hard common sense of the people at large, who have made

up their minds that these wild things are worth
preserving.

All persons

tion of wild game

who

desire the preserva-

and song birds may

properly

gard as most shy, come to look upon man as a
familiar object, no more dangerous to them than
a horse or a cow.
In the Yellowstone Park at

certain

seasons

deer

and

mountain

sheep

feed

close to the road, wholly regardless of the passerby, while the shy antelope is almost as tame, and
the parade ground of Fort Yellowstone is a win-

ter lounging
animals,

place

for

various

sorts

of

wild

The bills introduced in Congress giving this
authority to the President are intended for the
protection

of

useful,native

animals.

They

are

not intended to protect such birds and animals as
are, or may hereafter be declared injurious by the
laws of the State or Territory in which such preserves are situated. The purpose of the act is to
protect

from

trespass

the

public

lands

of

the

United States and the animals, birds and fish
which may be on these lands, and not to interfere
with

the

operation

of

the

local

game

laws

as

affecting State or Territorial lands.
The passage of such a law and the subsequent
setting aside by the President of certain forest
refuges would not only be most useful in protecting and increasing in numbers various native
animals

and birds, but it would

also tend greatly

to reduce the destruction of our Western forests
by fires. A very large proportion of the forest
fires of the Western
mountains
are started
through

carelessness

of irresponsible

hunters.

By

such carelessness millions of dollars’ worth of
timber is often destroyed, with indirect damage
to the neighboring country far greater than is
generally believed.

in such foreign game as may

American

birds.

not in its importa-

To this the authorities are dis-

posed to assent.
The subject was discussed at a
hearing of the Assembly
Game
Committee
at
Albany last week, at which the game authorities,
sportsmen and dealers were represented; and as
a result of the discussion then had, it was agreed
that a bill should be introduced embodying the
principles
outlined.
As
drafted
the measure
provides:
Blackcock, rebhuener, redleg, lapwing, Egyptian quail
and hazel hens, if imported from a European country,
may be possessed and sold under regulations as herein
contained and not otherwise.
No person shall possess,
sell, or offer for sale, any of such birds except with the
feathered head and feet on, nor until he shall have given
a bond to the people of the State of New York, as provided in this section.
The bond shall be for a specified
time, and shall continue in force during that time unless
sooner disproved by the Commissioner of Forest, Fish
and Game
for breach of its condition
or failure of
sureties.
Such bond must be approved by the Com:
missioner as to its sufficiency and form, and be filed in
the office of the Forest, Fish and Game Commission,
and shall be conditioned that the birds intended to be
possessed have in fact been imported from a European
country; that the person bonded shall not possess, sell
or offer for sale such hirds or either or any of them
except with the feathered heads and feet on; that he will
not violate any provision of the Forest, Fish and Game
law, and it shall contain such other conditions as to the
inspection of books, papers, and premises
and of the
production of evidence by way bill, bill of lading or
otherwise, as the Commissioner may require.
A breach
of any provision or condition of the bond shall, in
addition to other penalties, work a forfeiture to the
people of the State of New York of the amount named
therein as the penalty thereof, which said sum shall be
considered as liquidated damages, and the privilege of
giving any other bond under this section, may at the
option of the Commissioner, be denied to the person so
bonded.
The burden of proving that the birds are pos-

1No. 346Broadway, New York.
VOL.

LXVI.—No.

11.

sessed within the meaning and provisions of this section,
shall be upon the possessor, and no presumption that
sucn birds are possessed lawfully within this State shal¥
arise in any proceeding before the Gourt, magistrate o2
justice, until it affirmatively appears that the provisions
of this section have been complied with.

The species named are such as may readily be
distinguished from American birds, provided the
marks of identification, the feathered head and
the feet, are retained; and we may be confident

that

the

upon

a strict compliance

game

protective

authorities

will

insist

with the law.

WE are told that during the earlier half of the
last century there used to be fair woodcock shooting about the Collect Pond, where the New York
Tombs now stands, and good snipe shooting on
the Lispenard Meadows,
now
for many years
covered with tall office and manufacturing buildings.
A good deal later—in the latter half of
the last century—there was an occasional woodcock to be shot, and there was a rookery where
the herons annually reared their broods, in a
great swamp which lay between about 160th and
175th street and Amsterdam and Audubon avenues in New York.
To old New Yorkers memories of those ancient conditions will be called up
by the article in our natural history columns on
“Wild Birds Nesting in New York,” which is full
of interest for all nature lovers, and may well
excite the curiosity of the most casual reader.
The fashion in which birds so shy as members
of the rail family carry on their ordinary domestic operations in the midst of the noisy bustle of
a busy transportation line only shows—what has
been demonstrated many times before—that wild
creatures are ready to adapt themselves to almost any Surroundings, and will live their lives
in close proximity to man, provided they are not
disturbed by him.
Bird lovers are to be congratulated
on the
patience and keenness
of observation
of the
correspondent who contributes this article to us.
It is of exceeding interest.
Tue late George W. Van Siclen once wrote
that having a shelf of choice angling books he
of
a copy
fancied that he would add to them
Dame Juliana Berners’ “Treatyse on Fysshynge
wyth an Angle,” and set about procuring ftae ele
found that it would cost from $2,500 to $3,000.
This was in the early seventies; probably the
cost to-day would very greatly exceed the figure
named. , The “Boke” has taken its place among
the rarities of literature to be possessed only by
those who have the longest of purses.
Any reproduction by modern processes of an ancient
work must lack the peculiar charm which invests
the actual original, and yet there is much satisfaction in looking on the two
pages
of the
“Treatyse’ here printed to-day, and thus gaining
some notion of what manner of book it was the
angler of the fifteenth century had for his guidance in the art of fishing and in the principles
of the true sportsmanship of his day.
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“Thi TORT TAN TOURIST
In the Lodges of the Blackfeet.
XVII.—A
In
were

FriendJy

Visit

from

the

the days of which I write the
not, as they are now, cursed

different forms of tuberculosis.

had

Crows.
Blackfeet
with the

Yet there were

of course occasional cases.
The wife of Four
Horns, a young man of the Small Robe band
had it, and was growing steadily worse.
As the
lodge of the young couple was quite near ours,
we naturally saw much of them.
Four Horns
was
an exceedingly tall, well-built, pleasantfeatured man of twenty-eight or thirty, and his
wife was also good looking, neat in person and

habits, but the disease

had sadly shrunken

her

once fine form.
The man was a famous raider,
a tireless hunter, and with what he had taken
from the enemy, and by careful breeding, had
acquired a large band of horses.
In his lodge
were always bundles of fine robes and furs,
ready to be bartered for anything that was
needed or which took his wife’s fancy.
Nothing
was too good for his woman; he thought the
world of her, and she of him.
When
the disease appeared
a doctor was
called in, and given a fee of three horses.
His
medicines and prayers did no good, however,
and another one was tried, fee, five horses, but
with like results.
In succession the doctors of
the whole tribe attended the patient, and now
the end was near.
The fine herd of horses had
shrunk to less than a dozen head.
Robes, furs,
costly blankets and finery had also been given
Late one evening a messenger
to the doctors.
hurriedly entered our lodge:
‘You are called,”
he said, “by Four Horns; he bids you, both of
you, make haste.”
We found the poor woman gasping for breath.
Four Horns was sitting on the couch beside her,
his face buried in his hands.
An old woman,
robe thrown over her head, was feeding the
fire.
I poured out a large drink of whiskey,
added some
sugar and hot water to it, and
Nat-ah’-ki gave it to the sufferer.
It revived
her; she soon breathed more easily, and then
said to me, speaking very slowly and interruptedly:
“Never in all my life have I done a
wrong thing.
I have never lied, nor stolen, nor
done that which brings shame upon a woman's
parents and upon her.
Yet our gods have for-

saken

me

and I am

near

to death.

You

something

have

gods as well as we.
I have heard of them.
The
Maker, His Son, the Mother of the Son.
Pray
to them, I beg you; perhaps they will take pity
and make me well.”
I cannot explain, I fear, how I felt upon hearing that simple request.
I wished that I could
grant it, and knew that I could not.
How was
it possible for one to pray who had no faith?
I cast about in my mind for some excuse; for

to say, for some

way

to explain

my

inability to do it. I looked up and found Natah’ki earnestly, expectantly gazing at me.
We
talked

about

ligion, several

religion,

the

white

times, and she knew

man’s

re-

that I had

no faith in it. Nevertheless, I could see that
she expected me do what the dying woman had
requested.
I made the sign of negation; no.
She moved at once to the side of the sufferer
and said:
“I will pray to those gods for you.
Long ago, when I was a little girl, a Black-

robe and my uncle taught me the way,” and she
began:
“Ap’-ai-stu-to-ki, kin’-ah-an-on, etc.”
*Twas

the Lord’s

prayer!

Some

zealous

Jesuit,

perhaps Father De Smet himself, had translated
it into Blackfoot, and good Blackfoot, too.
But even as the prayer ended, a dark stream
flowed from the woman’s mouth, the last and
fatal hemorrhage.
“That
which
kills you,”
cried Four Horns, “shall kill me.
I follow you
soon to the Sandhills.’
And bending over he

drank of the blood flowing from his loved one’s
lips. With one last effort she clasped her thin
arms around his neck, and died. It was a dreadful scene.

©

“Come,”
“Come

I said presently,

with

me

to my

gently lifting him.

lodge;

the women

now

have their work to do.”
With one
lowed me.

handed

last, long look, he arose and
I gave him the guest couch,

him

a cupful

quickly

swallowed.

another

cupful;

of whiskey

After

worn

out

a

foland

which

time

he

I gave

him

with long watching,

overcome by the strong liquor, he laid down and
I covered him with a robe.
He slept soundly
until after noon the next day; by that time

Nat-ah’-ki

and

others

had

bound

the body

in

robes and blankets and lashed it in a tree somewhere down the river.
I know not whether
Four Horns had long since contracted the disease, or if he was infected there at the woman’s
death bed.
He died of the same dread scourge
some six weeks later.
If there is a Sandhills,
let us hope that his shadow found hers, and that
together the dreariness of that abode of shadows
became lightened.

you, that which

the Blackrobes

is?” I asked in turn.
“Surely,” she said,

can neither speak
Blackrobes’ sacred
able to do so, you
“In that very

and others tell

“if I can

believe,

I who

your language nor read the
writings, then you should be
who can understand it all.”
writing,” I explained, “the

Maker says that we shall have no other god than

Him, and that if you pray to others than Him,
He

will

punish

you

in

some

fearful

manner.

Therefore, if you do pray to Him, you must no
longer pray to the Sun, to Old Man, or to anything

else whatever.”

“Nevertheless,” said Nat-ah’-ki, decidedly, “I
shall pray to Him, and to our gods also. That
writing

was

not

meant

for

us;

only

for

white people. We are poor; we are like a
person feeling his way along high cliffs; we
the help of all the gods we can find.”
“Right you are,’ I told her. “We do
help; pray to them all; and since I cannot,
pray for me.”

the

blind
need
need
why,

“Ah!” she sighed. “As if I did not always do
so! There is the Sun; you can see him every
day. How good he is, giving us light and heat.
Can you

not believe

in him?

“Yes,” I replied, ‘I do believe in him, he is
the life of this earth.”
That pleased her, and she went about her
work

happily

singing.

In February we were visited by a deputation
from the Crows, who were wintering on Tongue
River, away to the south of us. They came with
tobacco and other presents from their chief to
ours, and the message that their people offered
to make a lasting treaty of peace with the
Piegans.

Their

leader

was

one

half Crow and half Blackfoot.

Rock

Eater,

His mother had

been captured by the former tribe when a young
girl, and in due time became the wife of her
captor’s son.
Rock
Eater, of course, spoke

both languages perfectly. The envoys were well
received, and became guests of the more prominent men.
Their proposition was one which
required mature
deliberation,
and while
the
chiefs and head warriors were discussing it,
they were feasted and given the best of every-

The uncle Nat-ah’-ki had mentioned was a
French creole, one of the earliest employees of
the American Fur Company.
He had married

thing in the camp.
Rock Eater himself became
my guest, and many an interesting talk I had

the

with

sister

of her

kind to his
passed two

mother,

various
winters

and

had

been

very

relatives.
Nat-ah’-ki
in his quarters
at

had
Fort

him

by the evening

fire.

“Is your mother happy with the Crows?” I
asked him one night. “And how do you your-

Benton, and much time in his lodge when he
traveled with the tribe. A devout Catholic him-

self feel—that
bothe”

self, he had tried to spread the doctrine among
his adopted people.
I would have said nothing

loves

about the prayer she had made, but she opened

ways been kind to us.

the

subject

me

why I had not done what her dying friend

happy; but there are times, when a party returns with Piegan scalps, or horses taken from
them, boasting loudly of their victory, calling

asked

an

evening

or

two

later

by asking

of me.

“How

could

I, not believing, as I have told

“It is this
my

you

way,’

are
”

father, and

the Piegans

cowardly

Piegan,

he replied.
I love

or

Crow,

“My

or

mother

him, for he has al-

Generally, we are quite

dogs.

Ah!

then we

feel

Marcu
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very sad. And often the proud young Crows
have made fun of me, and joked about me,
calling me bad names.
Oh! yes, we are very
miserable at times.
Long ago my mother began to urge my father to talk with the chiefs
and urge them to make peace with her people.
I have also long been saying what I could to
help the plan- But always the most of the people
would object.
One chief would arise and say,
‘The Piegans killed my son; I want revenge, not
peace.
Others would speak, crying out that
they had lost a brother,

or father, or uncle,

or

nephew in war with the Piegans, and that they
could not think of making peace. Not long ago
my father again called a council to consider this
question, and as ever, he was opposed by many
of the leading men.
The last speaker said this
to him: ‘We are tired of being asked to talk
about making peace with the Piegans.
If you
are so anxious to be friendly with them, why go
and live with them; become a Piegan yourself.’
“So I will,’ cried my father in anger. ‘So I
will. I will become a Piegan, and fight with
them against all their enemies.’ And so saying,
he arose and went home, I following him.
“Now, my father is a chief himself; a fearless
man in war, so kindly and generous that he is
loved by all but a few who are jealous of his
position. When it was learned what he had said
in the council, the people came to him and
begged him to take back his words; also they
went to the other chiefs and insisted that peace
should be declared, provided the Piegans would
agree to it. ‘We have had enough of this war,’
' they said. ‘See the widows and orphans it has
made.

We have our own

great country, covered

with buffalo, the Piegans theirs; the two tribes
can live without killing one another.’ So, after
all, my father had his way, and we were sent to
you. I hope that we will carry Piegan tobacco
back with us.”
Rock

Eater

was

called

to a feast,

and

soon

after Rising Wolf came in to smoke a pipe
with me.
I asked him to tell me something
about the wars between the two tribes. “Ha!”
he said, grimly laughing; “I was in one of the
fights, and a sad day it was to us. But to begin:
The Blackfeet are a northern people. They once
lived in the Slave Lake country... The Crees
named those lakes after them, because they made
slaves of the enemies they captured.
Gradually
they began to journey southward and came to
these great plains abounding in game,

where the

winters are mild.
There they found different
tribes, Crows,
Snakes,
Assinnaboines,
Shoshones, various mountain tribes, the Kutenais,
Pend d’Oreilles, Stonies, and drove all before

them, taking possession of their country. There
were times of peace between them and these
tribes, but mostly they waged war upon them.
In 1832 the Blackfeet made a treaty of peace
with the Crows, at Fort Union, which lasted

only two years.
the

Judith

Again, in 1855, at the mouth of

River,

at

Stevens

treaty between

various

tribes,

the

what

Blackfeet,

hunting ground.

The

old feud,

move

over

on

the

was designated as the boundary separating
Blackfeet from Crow territory. In the summer
of 1857 the Crows broke this agreement by
raiding a camp of the Bloods, killing two men
and running off a large number of horses. That

Blackfeet
proper,

follow

were

behind,

a way

to the east

came to the
Our column

and west,

skin-

ning buffalo and other game they had killed;
ahead of us a mile or so rode our scouts, some
thirty or forty men.
It was a warm day; the
horses

felt lazy as well as their

riders,

and the

big camp moved slowly along the trail, widely
scattered as I have said. The scouts, far ahead,
gave no sign that they had seen anything to
make them suspicious.
The old people dozed
in their saddles; young men here and there
were singing a war, or drinking song; mothers
crooned to the babe at their breast; all were
happy.
The scouts passed out of view down
the south slope of the gap, and the head of our
column was nearing the summit, when out from
a large pine grove on our right dashed at least
two hundred mounted Crows, and fell upon us.
Back turned the people, the women and old
men
madly urging their horses, scattering
travois and lodge poles along the way, shrieking for help, calling on the gods to preserve
them.
Such fighting men as there were along
this part of the line did their utmost to check
the rush

of the

the weak

Crows,

to cover

and defenseless.

the retreat

Hearing

shots

of

and

shouts, back came the scouts, and from the rear
came charging more men to the front.
But in

spite of stubborn resistance the Crows swept
all before them for a distance of at least two
miles, strewing the trail with our dead and dying
people—men,

women,

children,

even

babies.

They took not one captive, but shot and struck,
and lanced to kill, scalping many of their
victims. But at last the Piegans bunched up in
some

sort

of order,

and

the

Crows

drew

off

and rode away to the south, singing their songs
of victory, taunting us by waiving in triumph the
scalps they had taken. So badly had our people
been stampeded, so stunned were they by the
terrible calamity that had befallen them, that
they simply stood and stared at the retreating
enemy, instead of following them and seeking
revenge.
“Right there in the gap the lodges were pitched,
and search ior the dead and missing begun. By
night all the bodies had been recovered and
buried.

On

every

hand,

in nearly

by their

every

lodge,

unexpected

and

were

well-nigh powerless

rear

came

were

killed.

up.

More

fierce

assault,

that we

until our men

than

half

I got an arrow

in the

of the

scouts

in the left thigh.

In all, one hundred and thirteen
killed, while we shot down but

Piegans were
seven of the

enemy.

it down

was loosely scattered along four or five miles
of the trail that day, and most of the hunters

“After

this’ happened,

you

may

be

sure

that

most of the war parties leaving the Piegan camp
headed for the Crow country, and from the
north came parties of their brothers, the Blackfeet and Bloods to harass the common enemy.
In the course

enough

off sufficient

more
cre

of two

members

or three

years

of the Crow

numbers

they killed

tribe, and drove

of their

horse

herds,

to

than offset their own losses in the massaand in later fights—for,

of course,

our

war

parties were not always victorious,
“In the spring of 1867 the Gros Ventres—then
at war with the Blackfeet tribes—concluded a
treaty with the Crows, and there was a great
gathering of them all on lower Milk River, to
celebrate the event.
A party of young Gros
Ventres returning from a raid against the Crees
brovght word that they had seen the Piegan
camp in the Divided—or, as the whites called
them, Cypress—Hills.
This was great news.
The Crows had a long score to settle with
their old-time enemy.
So also felt the Gros
Ventres.
Although they had for a very long
time been under the protection of the Black-

feet, who

fought

protected them

their

battles

for

them,

and

from their bitter foes, the Assin-

naboines and Yanktonais, they had no gratitude
in their make

up, and

had

quarreled

with

their

benefactors over a trivial cause.
And now for
revenge!
What could the Piegans do against
their combined forces?
Nothing.
They would
kill off the men, capture the women, seize the
rich and varied property of the camp.
So sure

were they of success, that they had their women
accompany them to sort out and care for the
prospective plunder.
“From a distant butte the war party had seen
the Piegan camp, but had not discovered that
just’ over a hill to the west of it, not half a

mile

further,

force,

some

about

one

the
five

Bloods

were

thousand

thousand

encamped

of them,

fighting

men.

hadn’t seen that, and so one morning

and

Gros

Ventres

came

or

in

in

No,

all

they

the Crows

trailing leisurely over

the plain toward the Piegan camp all decked out
in their war costumes, the plumes of their war

bonnets and the eagle feather fringe of their
shields fluttering gaily in the wind.
And with
them came their women happily chattering, already rejoicing over the vast store of plunder
they were going to possess that day. An early

hunter
woman

from the Piegan camp, going with his
after some meat he had killed the pre-

there were mourners cutting their hair, gashing
their lower limbs, crying and wailing, calling

vious day, discovered the enemy while they were
still a mile and more away, and hurried back to
give the alarm, sending one of his women on to

call out the Bloods.

over

River

Musselshell,

About noon of the second day we
divide separating the two streams.

of the loved ones

Musselshell

three
Blackfeet

by easy stages, and return to the Missouri by
way of the east slope of the Snowy Mountains.

the
Gros

and

making common cause against the enemy.
In
the fall of 1858 I joined the Piegans with my
family at Fort Benton, and we went south of
the Missouri to winter. We camped for a time
on, the Judith River, and then determined to

and

Crows,

417

STREAM.
the

Piegans

as

Ventres, Pend d’Oreilles, the Kutenais, Nez
Percés and others agreed to cease warring
against one another, and intruding upon another’s

the

Bloods,

States

is known

the United

reopened
tribes,

AND

camp
when

and

over

again

by

the

hour

they had lost.

the

names

Yes, it was

of mourning.
For weeks and
evening
came,
the
wailing

a

months,
of
the

mourners, sitting out in the darkness just beyond the circle of the lodges, was pitiful to hear.
It was a very long time before singing and
laughter, and the call of the feast giver were
again heard. I happened to be with the scouts
that day, and when we charged back did my best

with them to check the Crows.
outnumbered

But they so far

us, had so demoralized

the people

There

was

a great

rush

for horses, for weapons; some even managed
to put on a war shirt or war bonnet.
Luckily
it was early in the morning and most of the
horse herds, having been driven in to water,

were feeding nearby.
see

his

own

first good

band,

animal

If a man
he

roped

he came

did not at once
and

mounted

to.

And

thus

the

it

happened that when the attacking party came
tearing over the little rise of ground just east
of the camp they were met by such an overwhelming force of determined and well mounted
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men that they turned and fled, firing but few
shots.
They were utterly panic-stricken; their
only thought was to escape.
Better mounted
than their women, they left these defenseless

it was passed back and forth around the circle.
Three Suns opened the subject for consideration

are

by saying that he and his band, the Lone Eaters,

ones

old

Fort Benton in the sarvis berry moon, and
there make friends.
I have said.
Go you
forth.”
We went our several ways; I to my lodge,
where I found Rock Eater talking with Natah’-ki. I saw at once that she was excited about

to the mercy

of the enemy,

seeking only

to escape themselves.
“From the point of meeting a fearful slaughter
began.
Big Lake, Little Dog, Three Suns and

other chiefs kept shouting to their men to spare
the women, but a few were killed before they
could make their commands known.
There was
no mercy shown to the fleeing men, however;
they were overtaken and shot, or brained with

war clubs.
So sudden had been the call that
many men had found no time to select a swift
horse, mounting anything they could rope, and
these soon dropped out of the race; but the
othtrs kept on and on, mile after mile, killing all
the men they overtook until their horses could
run no more and their club arms were well-nigh
paralyzed from striking so long and frequently.
Few of the fleeing party made any resistance
whatever, never turned to look backward, but
bent forward in the saddle and plied the quirt
until they were shot or clubbed from their seats.

For

miles

the trail was

strewn

with the dead

and dying, through which fled their women,
shrieking with terror—the
women
they
had
brought to care for the plunder.
‘Let them
go!’ cried Big Lake, laughingly.
‘Let them
go! We will do as did Old Man with the rabbits, leave a few for to breed, so that their kind
may not become wholly extinct.’

“A count was made of the dead.
Only five
of the Blackfeet had lost their lives, and a few
been wounded.
But along the trail over which
they had so confidently marched that morning
three hundred and sixty Crows and Gros Ventres
lay dead.
Many of them
were
never
touched, for the victors had become tired of

cutting and

scalping.

Their arms

were

taken,

however, and in many cases their war costumes
and ornaments, and then the two camps moved
westward a ways, leaving the battlefield to the
wolf and coyote.
“As you know, the Gros Ventres asked for
peace, and are again under the protection of
our people.
And now come these messengers
from the Crows.
Well, we will see what we will
see.”
And bidding us sleep well, Rising Woli—
I never could call him Monroe—went home.
When Berry was in camp, or anywhere within
a reasonable distance of it, the Piegans did no
business without consulting him, and they always took his advice.
He was really their
leader; their chiefs deferred to him, relied upon
him, and he never failed to advise that which
was for their best interests.
So, now he was

called

to

attend

Crow proposal,

as it were.

the

council

and I went,

to

consider

the

too, under his wing

I wanted to hear the speeches.

The

Crow delegation, of course, was not present.
Big Lake’s lodge was well filled with the chiefs

and leading men of the tribe, including the
younger heads of the different bands of the All
Friends

Society.

Among

them

I noticed

mine

enemy, Little Deer, who scowled at me when
I entered.
He was beginning to get on my
nerves.
To tell the truth, I impatiently looked
forward to the day when we would have it out,
being possessed
of
a _ sort
of
unreasoning
belief that I was fated some day to send his

shadow to the Sand Hills.
Big Lake filled his big stone pipe, a medicine
man

lighted

it, made

a short

prayer,

and

then

favored the making of a peace treaty with their
enemy.

Little
He

Deer

should

older

He

had

began
have

and men

no

an

been

sooner

finished

impassioned
one

of higher

than

harangue.

of the last to speak,

position

having pre-

cedence over the younger; but he thrust himself forward.
Nevertheless, he was listened to
in silence. The Blackfeet are ever dignified, and
pass over without remark any breach of tribal
manners and etiquette.
In the end, however,
the transgressor is made in many ways to pay

the penalty

for his bad

conduct.

Little

Deer

said that he represented the Raven Carrier band
of the great society, and that they wanted no

peace

with

the Crows.

Who

were

the

Crows

but murderers of their fathers and brothers;
stealers of their herds?
As soon as green grass
came, he concluded, he and his friends would
start on a raid against the people of the Elk
River (Yellowstone), and that raid would be
repeated again and again while summer lasted.
One
after another each one had his say,
many declaring for a peace treaty, a few—and
generally
the
younger
men—voicing
Little

Deer’s

sentiments.

I remember

especially

the

speech of an ancient blind white-haired
old
medicine man.
“Oh, my children!’ he began.
“Oh, my children! Hear me; listen understandingly.
When I was young like some of you

here, I was happiest when raiding the enemy,
killing them, driving off their horses. I became

far out-numbered.

messengers

that

we

I shall
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will

meet

tell the
their

Crow

people

at

something, and as soon as I had told our friend
the decision of the council, she began:
“See

what we have discovered.
His mother,” pointing at Rock Eater, “is my mother’s cousin, my
relative;

he

is my

he came into our
cover that he is
family! And you
Crows when the

relative.

How

queer

it is;

lodge a stranger, and we disof our blood, our very own
say that we are to meet the
sarvis berries ripen.
Oh, I

am glad; glad!
How pleased my mother will
be to see her whom we thought was dead. ‘Oh,

we will be good to her. We will make her forget all that she has suffered.”
I reached over and shook hands with Rock
Eater.
‘Friend and relative,” I said, “I am glad
to hear this news.”
‘
And indeed I was glad. I had taken a strong

liking to the young man, who in his plain and
simple way had told us of his sufferings and
humiliations among a partly alien—one may say
wholly alien—people, for, after all, the mother’s
kin, and not the father’s, are almost invariably

the chosen

kin of the offspring of a marriage

between members of different tribes or nations.
The All Friends
Society gave a dance in
honor of the visitors, a Parted Hair, or Sioux

rich.
My women bore me four fine sons; my
lodge was always filled with good food, fine
furs.
My boys grew up, and oh, how proud of
them I was.
They were so strong, so active,
such good riders and good shots.
Yes, and
they were so kind to me and to their mothers.
‘You shall hunt no more,’ they commanded.
“You grow old; sit you here by the lodge fire
and smoke and dream, and we will provide for
you.
I was happy, grateful.
I looked forward
to many pleasant winters as I aged.
Hai-ya!
One after another my handsome sons went forth
to war, and one after another they failed to return.
Two of my women were also killed by
the enemy; another died, and she who remains
is old and feeble.
I am blind and helpless; we

dance, which was indeed a grand and spectacular performance. Not to be outdone, the Crows
decided to give one of their own peculiar dances,

are both dependent

dog, well-nigh toothless, purblind and furred
like a wolf.
The Crows led it down into the

on our friends for what we

eat and wear, and for a place by the lodge fire.
This is truly a most unhappy condition.
But if
there had been no war—ai!
If there had been
no war, then this day I would be in my own
lodge with my children and grandchildren, and
my women, all of us happy and content. What
has happened will happen again. You who have
talked against peace, think hard and take back
your words.
What war has done to me, it surely
will do to some of you.”
When the old man finished, nearly every one

in the lodge cried “Ah!”

“Ah!”

in approval

of

his speech.
Big Lake then spoke a few words:
“IT was going to make a talk for peace,” he
said, “but our blind friend has spoken better
than I could; his words are my words.
Let us

hear from our friend the trader chief.”
“T say with you,” Berry agreed, “that the old
man’s talk is my talk.
Better the camp of

peace and plenty than the mourning
and orphans out in the darkness
fires.
Let us make peace.”

“Tt shall be peace!”
six of you

here have

said

talked

of widows
beyond

Big Lake.
against

the

“Only

it, and you

one called, I believe, the Dog Feast dance.

at the very mention
lost

all interest.

But

of it, the Piegans suddenly

Not

but

that

they

wanted

to

see the dance; they were anxious to see it. The
hitch was about the dog.
To them it was a
sacred animal, never to be killed, nor worse
still, to be used as an article of food.
None of

them dared even, dreading the wrath of the
gods, to give the visitors one, knowing that it
would be killed and eaten. I solved the problem by buying one of an old woman, pretending
that I wanted it for a watch dog, and then giving it to the Crows.
’Twas a large, fat, ancient

timber

by the

river,

and

when

next

I saw

it,

it was hanging in a tree, dressed and scraped,
its skin as white and shiny as that of a newly
butchered pig.
The next day they wanted a
kettle

in which

to

dared

loan

for such a purpose.

went

one

to the rescue,

gallon

alcohol

them.

In these

stew

the

dog,

“borrowed”

cans

from

the

dog

and

two

Berry
meat

no

one

Again

I

empty five-

and

was

donated

cooked

to

perfection.
These Crows had about the handsomest war
costumes I ever saw.
Every eagle tail feather
of their headdresses

ing part
heels.

of them

Their

shirts

was

perfect, and the hang-

swept

the

and

leggins

ground
were

at their
elegantly

fringed with weasel skins, scalp locks and buck
skin, and embroidered, as were their belts and
moccasins, with complex designs in perfectly
laid porcupine quills of gorgeous colors.
The
steaming cans of dog meat were carried to a
level, open place between the camp and the
river, and placed by a freshly built fire. Two
of the Crows began to beat a drum, and the

—
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A MAINE

dance

began,

an

immense

crowd

LOG

having

“TUMBLED

Blackfeet sing, but the dance step, a forward
spring on one foot and then the other, body
slightly inclined forward, was like that of the
Parted Hairs.
Forth and back they danced,
now to the right, again to the left, every little
while circling completely around the fire and
the cans, arms and hands extended, as if they
were blessing the food.
After
dancing
the
circle there was a rest, during which a pipe was
smoked, and then the dance was repeated.
The
performance lasted about an hour, and then the
party removed the cans from the fire and pre‘pared to feast on their contents.
In less than
two minutes the last Piegan had left the vicinity, some of the women badly nauseated at the
thought of eating such proscribed food.
After remaining with us a couple of days
longer, the Crows
prepared
to depart,
and
many a present was given them for themselves
and for their chiefs.
They carried about ten

token that the Piegans

accepted their overtures of peace, also a handsome
black stone pipe, a present from
Big
Lake to their head chief. Then they were given
a number of horses, fine blankets, parfleches of

and skins
little herd

of pemmican.
run in.
“My

horses are your horses,” she said to me.
‘‘Give
Rock Eater that four-year-old black.”
I did so.
Then
she got together some
things for his
mother—a new four-point blanket, a blue trade
cloth dress, various paints and trinkets, and
lastly a lot of food for the traveler.
Rock
Eater could hardly speak when he was leaving.
Finally he managed to say, “These days here

with

you

have

from

you know the blackened timber—do you know that
racing stream?
With the raw, right-angled log-jam at the end;
And the bar of sun-warmed shingle, where a man may
bask and dream,
To the click of shod canoe-pole round the bend?’’

To the objector there wasn’t the least savor of
truth or poetry in any of this.
Log jams were
never “raw” and never in any sense or by any
possibility “right-angled.” A “bar of sun-warmed
shingle’ was to him an absurd idea, and canoe
poles were never, never “shod,” and to prove this
last point he was to send out exploring parties to
the ends of the earth—including
the Amazon
River—and other and even more remote resorts
of men who pole canoes for a living, to bring
back such incontestable proof as should confound
the poetaster Kipling and all who professed to
find pleasure in his misconceived and meretricious

verse.
Well, as you know, we had it out till editorial
patience was exhausted or editorial sense of proportion prevailed and the discussion was called
off. Your correspondents complied with the editorial rules despite the fact that interest to denounce or defend still ran high, and everybody
seemed still to have shots in his magazine.
But a few weeks ago you yourself made editorial reference to the subject, and apropos of a
large and pleasant photograph of the log jam
which you reproduced on your front page.
Being away from home I did not chance to see
it till recently.
Instantly I remarked the fact
that it represented a log jam with the “jam” element reduced to lowest terms, and that, though
showing indeed traces of rawness
and_
rightangledness, it was not by any means a typical
log jam—one of the tumbled and piled-up and
rip-roaring sort with which frequenters of driv-

my good and generous relatives, only to meet
you soon with my mother.
She will cry with
joy when she hears the words you send her
and receives these fine presents.”
And so they
rode away across the bottom and over the ice-

mind when he wrote his lines.
It was, as I recall it, mainly a jam produced in
a quiet way, the logs coming down a comparatively quiet stream, meeting some barrier and
arranging themselves largely side by side and

we

I go

“Do

ing rivers are familiar and which Kipling had in

and

happy.

Boston,
Mass.—Hditor
Forest
and Stream:
Many moons ago—but not so many that it is forgotten—we had a great
“shindy.’
It was
all
along of the “red gods” of the poet Kipling.
Some person—I have forgotten his name but not
his enormity—took umbrage at that superb poem,
“The Feet of the Young Men,’ and especially
was his wrath excited by the lines:

you,

bound river,
affairs.

been

A Maine Log Jam.

gath-

As I remember it through all these years, the
dance song was very different from any the

choice
dried meat
Nat-ah’-ki had her

STREAM.

JAM.

ered around in a great circle to see it. No one
cared to go near the cans of forbidden food.

pounds of tobacco asa

AND

turned to our every-day
WALTER B, ANDERSON,
[TO BE CONTINUED. ]

being

stranded

in that

formation

by the subsi-

dence of the water.
I send you two small photographs of a Maine
log jam of the real “raw” and “right-angled” sort

which

I hope you may

be willing to reproduce.

AND

PILED

UP.”

I wish they were much larger but think a multitude of your readers will recognize their.character as familiar to them, and that all will agree
that right-angledness could not be better represented.
While I am about it let me inclose to you the
call to the third annual dinner of the Ends of the
Earth Club, of which most enjoyable organization
of good fellows I have the honor to be a member.
You will note the way in which the club
honors the poet Kipling, and of all his poems
this particular one, “The Feet of the Young Men,”
in which the “red gods’ make their irresistible
call. I am not sure that I have a right to ask its
complete reproduction, but think it worthy of
hoorable mention and feel sure that a legion of
your readers would be found, upon test, to speak
the language.
C. H. AMEs.

Unc’ Jim’s
[It

is

a

superstition

’Speyunce.

among

the

older

negroes

around

here, that if one sees a nighthawk (or ha’nt-bird, as they
call it) sitting on a fence, and does not make it fly, some
misfortune is sure to happen to him.]
Seen a
Stidder

Some

ha’nt-bird on de
scarin’ um offen

fool

niggers

got

fence;
hence—

no sense!
Luff um stay.

Gwine home my ole mule slip,
Trowed me ober her head kerflip!
Bus’

mer

nose,

’n’ cut

mer lip,
Dat same

day.

Nex’ day, mer gyarden gate onlatch;
Hawgs git in mer tater patch—
Mek um look ez ef Ole Scratch
Hed bin dar.
Went er huntin’ in de bawg—
Saw er rabbit ’hind er lawg—
Done shoot at um—killed mer dawg
Stedder ole har’.
Den, m’ ole ’oman—bone o’ mer bone—
She tuk up wild Passon Jone—
Went libbin’ wid him, ’n’ luff me alone—
Mean ole rip!
’N’ dat young
Wat

I dun

huzzy—’ Mazen

’suade

to took

her

Grace—
place—

Stay jest er week—den slap mer face—
’N’ she done skip
Den dat triflin? Cunnel Briggs—
Jes’ caze I borrid one er his pigs,
Ter holp mer save mer crap er figs,
W’at wuz rottin’—

$

He swore I stole um—den an’ dar—
Hed me up before the Squar—
Sent me ter jail fur mos’ a y’ar—
Jes’ for nottin.
Dass why I says it—pintedly—
’F you see ha’nt-bird, ’n’ don’ mek um
Bad luck is er comin’ mighty nigh
Somebuddy’s doo’,

fly,

Er ef he holler in de night—
Holler free times, ’n’ den stay quiet—
Somebuddy gwine die ’fore mawnin’ light,
Sartin sho’,
LOUISIANA.

He
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NATURAL EISTORY
Wild Birds Nesting in New York.
Notes on the Nesting of the American Coot, the
Florida Gallinule, the Virginia Rail, the
Sora Rail, etc., in and About
Long Island City.

A susy bustling railroad yard in the center of
a thickly built-up district, almost entirely surrounded by factories, dwellings and public buildings, with
noisy,
clanging
trolleys,
puffing,
screeching locomotives, and swearing, shouting
teamsters passing to and fro every minute of the
day, would hardly appeal to the naturalist or

lover of birds as a suitable field for the pursuit
of his favorite

pastime;

still

I know

of one such

spot close to the heart of our city that will repay
a visit of the ornithologist.

In Long

mile from
definitely,

Thomson

Island

about half a

Thirty-fourth Street Ferry—or more
at Fourth street—and extending to

avenue

shore passenger
the Long Island

cession

City, beginning

of small

on

both

sides

of the

north

and the main freight lines of
Railroad Company, are a suc-

ponds

formed

by

filling in

streets and avenues across a salt marsh.
These
ponds in size are about two hundred feet wide
by two to three hundred feet long, and originally were very brackish, but gradually the rains
have washed out the salt, so that at the present
time, and for a number of years past, they are
quite fresh, and now support a luxuriant growth
of cattails, reeds and many other kinds of freshwater plants.
In my boyhood days, before the mud had become entirely hidden by dense growths of weeds,
these ponds were famous places for yellowlegs,
plover and almost every variety of bay bird and
snipe; also for many kinds of wild ducks; and to
this day plover and several kinds of ducks are
killed in and about them.
As the water freshened, many aquatic plants
appeared, furnishing an abundant supply of food
and good shelter for birds that love to frequent
such places, and these latter were not long in
taking advantage of it.

The

first birds

I can

recollect

nesting

here

were the song sparrow (Melospiza fasciata),
the
red-winged blackbird (Agelaius phaniceus), and
the long-billed marsh wren
(Cistothorus palustris). Then one summer, or to be more exact,
in the month of July, 1889, my attention was attracted several nights by a full rounded note or

call, clear and distinct, which a couple of friends
insisted must

but which

be the call of some

kind of a frog,

I believed to be the note

of a bird.

So one morning to try to solve the mystery I
called my old hound—which, by the way, I could
make trail anything from a mouse to a horse—
and taking my gun, I went to the pond where
I had heard this calling and, making myself
comfortable on a high bank overlooking the
pond, I ordered the old hound in. The water
was quite deep, probably three feet or a little
more, and the cattails grew to a height of five
or six feet.from the surface, so that the hound
was soon lost to sight, and I could only occasionally locate him by the movement of the
cattails.
I waited about ten minutes or so and
was beginning to think that my friends might
be right in their contention that it was a frog
that made the noise, when suddenly the old
dog opened and I was on my feet in an instant.
At first uncertain, his voice gradually became
more confident until I knew he was in close
pursuit of something, and I was soon rewarded
by seeing a bird flush from the cattails just

ahead

of him

and

I cut it down

with

a quick

snap-shot.
Wading out to where the bird had
fallen, I picked up a sora rail (Porzana carolina)
in summer plumage, and, returning to the bank,

I again ordered the hound in and shortly killed

another

sora

rail, which

proved to be somewhat

larger and of richer color than the first.

before.

This

was the 17th day of July, 1889. That afternoon,
on removing the skins, I opened the birds to determine their sex, and found the first one shot

was

a female

egg, which,

and

contained

no doubt, would

a fully developed

have been dropped

that day had I not killed the bird, besides others
not so fully developed; and the second one was
a male.
Next morning I again donned my old
togs and made a careful search of the pond
where I killed the soras, and succeeded in locating the nest which contained but one egg, which
I now have in my possession, as also I have
the egg before mentioned as having been found

in the bird.

I still have the skins of both birds.

Thinking

there

might

be other

this rail breeding hereabouts

specimens

of

I hunted this and

other ponds carefully, but, while finding several
nests of the Virginia rail (Rallus virginianus),
found no more soras.
A season or two after the above incident my
attention was attracted by a cooing sound, something similar to that of a dove, and, having in
mind my experience with the rails, I started to

investigate and soon

learned that the source

of

the cooing was
a number
of least bitterns
(Botaurus exilis), which were breeding in these
ponds.
I found half a dozen or more nests con-

taining eggs,

a couple of sets of which

I took

and now have in my collection.
Wishing to
learn what else these ponds might shelter, I explored several more of them, with the result

that I found
recollection

dozen

one

large nest containing

serves

mottled

me

eggs

right)

about

about

(if my

ten

or

a

the size of a small

hen egg.
I did not disturb these as I was never
able to see the birds clearly enough to identify

the species, but I felt quite positive it was a
Florida gallinule’s (Gallinula galeata) nest, for I
had often seen and shot specimens of this bird

in these ponds previous to finding this nest.
A season or two later American coots (Fulica

americana), or mud hens, as they are called in
many places, made their appearance in these
ponds and I shot several specimens, the skins

and,

when

I pointed

out

to

them

the

ponds, I could tell by the expressions on their
faces that they doubted me very much, for men
and teams were passing back and forth on the
filled-in banks surrounding the ponds, and there

was the usual noise and confusion incident to a
big railroad yard. On.this day neither one of
these gentlemen was prepared to explore these
ponds, for they had with them only long rubber
boots, and they did not relish the idea of wading
around almost to their shoulders in the dirty
water and muck I showed them. Telling them
of another swamp nearby where the water and
mud were not so deep and where I thought we
could probably find nests of the Virginia rail,
the long-billed marsh wren and the least bittern,
we went there, and had gone only a hundred
feet or

so, when

I discovered

nest with five eggs in
Thinking we might
complete set, we left
our search. We found
nests, which the young
was

about

the

it.
find
this
five
had

middle

a Virginia

rail’s

a nest with a more
one and continued
more Virginia rails’
already left, as this

of July

and

rather

late

in the season to find nests with their eggs or
young birds.
We also found numerous nests
of the red-winged blackbird and the long-billed
marsh wren.
Some
but the former were

of the latter had eggs in,
all empty.
We, however,

could

several

Mr.

have

caught

Drake

saw

one

young

least

blackbirds.

bittern,

but

we

abandoned our search before finding any of their
nests.
Returning to the rail’s nest containing
the five eggs, the old bird, as is the custom with
this species, skulked back and forth just out of
sight and kept up a continual scolding.
Dr.
Braislin took the nest and eggs for his collection.
The

following

of June,

Dr.

season,

Braislin

1905,

in the early part

and another

gentleman,

whose name I cannot recall just now, but who
was, I believe,
an
assistant curator
in the

Museum of Natural History, New York city.
called on me, but b.asiness prevented my going
with them until late in the afternoon,
showed them the ponds to hunt and left.

so I
Later

have in my collection, but about

on rejoining them, they reported that they had

this period business so engaged my attention
that I could devote very little time to the study

seen a large bird, which disappeared in the
cattails so quickly they were unable to identify

of natural history, and a number of years slipped
by before I could again explore these ponds.
In the meantime, however, I knew that speci-

it, but had found no nests. Wading in, I first
searched the fringe of cattails which grew

of which

mens
tion

I now

of all of the above birds, with the ‘excep-

of

during

the

sora

the summer

rail,

inhabited

season,

familiar with their notes

these

for I had

holes

become

and calls and, as I had

to pass the ponds daily, I regularly heard and
was thus able to identify the different species.
From

time to time I also saw specimens

different birds and know

of these

that they remained

and about these pond holes all through
spring and summer,
and only left with

advent

of cold weather in October.

in

the
the

In regard

to the sora rails, in an adjacent swamp early in
the fall I have killed several adult soras which
still retained their summer plumage, and I be-

lieve they were birds that had nested there.

Of late years so numerous
have the coots
and gallinules become, especially the latter, that
several men and boys have made it a practice
to hunt them in the fall, and it is a common
sight to see a man with a gun perched on the
roof of a freight car watching one of these
ponds, and they sometimes ‘kill three or four of
a morning.

The fact that these birds bred here in Long
Island

City having become

known

to naturalists,

about the middle of July, 1904, Dr. Braislin, of
Brooklyn,

well-known

and

Mr.

Drake,

ornithologists,

requested me to show
I had never met the

of New

York,

called upon

them the ponds.
Doctor nor Mr.

both

me

and

Well,
Drake

around the border ‘of the pond and, finding noth-

ing there,

I worked my way out toa couple of

bunches of cattails which grew near the center
of the pond.
I found the water more than waist-

deep and covered with such a thick, stringy
vegetable growth that it was with difficulty I
was able to move about.
Crossing this scum
or growth

from

different

parts of the pond and

apparently converging at one of the above mentioned patches

of cattails, were

several paths or

lanes—such as muskrats might make—so I worked my way over to the cattails and soon located

what appeared to be an old nest. Further search
revealed a much fresher looking one, and I

called to the Doctor to mark the place, so that
he could go to it later on without delay.
Making

stood

on

my

way

the

bank,

out

to

while

where

the

talking

to

Doctor

him,

I

heard a Virginia rail calling in the next pond
hole and went to search for its nest, which I

found without difficulty, but it was empty, apparently having only just been finished. Working my way out to the pond in the center of
the

cattails,

the pond

I searched

and, when

the

about

latter

as

half way

I circled

around,

heard a gallinule scolding and remained

I

motion-

less so as to try and locate it. Soon it made its

appearance

on an old muskrat

house

across

the

pond and kept skulking back and forth scolding
me in loud tones. Telling the Doctor, who was
standing on the bank overlooking the pond, that

MArcH
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I could plainly see a gallinule, he asked me to
shoot

it for him,

which

I did, and

be in exceptionally fine feather.
reported to me a few days later
female containing eggs, which he
not be fully developed for another
As the Doctor and his friend
to get home,

we

discontinued

found

it to

The Doctor
that it was a
judged would
ten days.
were anxious

the search,

and

I

did not again enter these ponds, but several
weeks later the Doctor and another friend again
visited the ponds and, on looking at the large
nest I referred to above, they found the young
had left and there remained only some pieces
of

shells

and

one

unbroken

egg,

which

the

Doctor subsequently examined and found to
contain the fully developed embryo of a gallinule.
They found no new nests and this is the last
search that I know of.
During the past summer, 1905, every time I
crossed the Hunters Point Avenue Bridge over
the railroad tracks I saw one or more Florida
gallinules feeding in plain sight in the ponds
immediately to the north and east.
Many
there would be a gang of a dozen or

times
more

supplied

AND

by the waste

STREAM.

corn

of the

cab

420
present

stands.

They are, however, protected by the police and
magistrates,

the

latter

having

ished persons capturing them.
frequent

the

green

grass

repeatedly

pun-

These birds also

spots

which

occur

time

numbers

of gulls are to be seen

flying over the Thames in London.
These are
frequently fed by passengers on the bridges,
and have now become so common
as not to
excite remark.
This is a habit acquired in comparatively recent years.
In my youth the occurrence of gulls in London was only a very
rare incident, but finding a considerable quantity of food, they have become inland residents
for a considerable part of the year, and their
sleeping places must, of course, be well known

in

the metropolis, and may be seen in such localities as the parks, Lincoln’s Inn Fields, Temple
Gardens, etc., accompanied by a smaller number
of specimens of the wild woodpigeon (Columba

palumbus), which may be readily distinguished
by its larger size and patch of creamy white on
each side of the neck.

to many waterside residents.——W.

B. Tegetmeier,

The woodpigeon, or ring dove, is usually regarded as one of the wildest of English birds,
and numerous
articles have appeared in the
Field as to the best method of approaching it

in London

by sportsmen.

WE have had much to say in the past about
the desirability, from the point of view of the
sportsman and the naturalist, of domesticating—
at least so far as to rear them in confinement—the
game birds of this continent and of foreign lands;
and while not very much is published of the experiments that are going on in this direction,
nevertheless
these
experiments
are
constantly

At the present

Reeves’

time it has be-

come a resident in London, making its nests,
which are always arboreal, in the trees of the

various

parks

and

squares,

and

may

be

seen

feeding within a few yards of the observer—not,
however, in the streets and among the cab ranks,
like its congener, but on the grass plots that

remain

in the metropolis.

This change

Field.

in the

Pheasant.

chattering Italian laborers working on the tracks
within fifteen or twenty feet of these birds, with
nothing but a fringe of cattails intervening, and
the birds would continue feeding as serenely as
though they were miles away from any human
beings.

On several occasions

I have seen brake-

men on passing freight trains hurl chunks of
coal and other missiles at them, and they would
simply swim, or half fly and run to the nearest
cattails, where they would skulk back and forth

inside

the

edge,

often

scolding

at the

inter-

ruption.

In regard to the nesting of the American coot,
these

birds

manner
eggs,

in their general

appearance,

habits,

of building nests, size and coloring
etc,

so

closely

resemble

the

of

Florida

gallinule that at a glance it is difficult to distinguish between
them, and at the present
moment I cannot state postively that they nest
in these ponds, but I have shot several specimens here in the summer season and for years
past

have

frequently

observed

others

through-

out the entire summer and well into the fall, so
that I believe they nest here also.
The coots used to frequent several ponds
directly behind
the Queens
County
Court
House, where there is more open water and
less

cattails

and

reeds

than

in the

others,

but

last spring a contractor left a number of beams
and planks close by, which the
neighborhood
turned into rafts

boys of
and for

the
the

entire summer they made things so lively around
these ponds that the coots must have been
driven away, for I did not see a single specimen
where formerly we could see them almost daily.
In conclusion I will state that since the breeding season last summer several of the ponds
frequently by these birds have been filled in
and are now used for railroad purposes, while

many of the remaining ones will. undoubtedly
be filled im or entirely wiped out this coming
summer,

for

the much

talked

Pennsylvania

Railroad

through

and they are now

them

Co.

of tunnel

will

pass

of the

directly

rapidly pushing

the work on it.

Else Ee

Variation in the Habits of Birds.
A GENERAL impression appears to prevail that
the habits of any particular species of bird or
other animal are permanent and peculiar to the

species.

This certainly is not the case in the

Columbe,

which

change

the habits

according’to

the conditions in which they live. At the present time there are two species of the genus now

existing in a wild state in London, namely, the
birds descended from the wild blue rock dove

(Columba livia), the undoubted origin of all the
varieties of our domestic pigeon, with occasional
specimens of the pure, unchanged bird which
has escaped unharmed from the pigeon shooting
matches.
These birds now exist in great numbers in a practically wild condition in London,

nesting in all the large buildings, such as the
British Museum, Courts of Justice, Houses of

Parliament, etc., where,
have become a somewhat

have

no

owners,
‘

in many cases,
serious nuisance;

and their food

they
they

is practically

REEVES

PHEASANT.

habits of these birds in this country is remarkable. In France, on the contrary, they have long
been familiar, and in the old gardens of the
Tuileries many may recollect the tame cushats
that would come down and take food out of the
hands of those persons who were in their confidence from their constant
habit of feeding
them.
Even in the wild habits of the woodpigeon changes seem to have occurred.
Macgillivray,
whose
description of this bird
is
minute,
does not allude to the large flocks
which now occasionally come over from the
Continent and do vast damage to the turnip
crops of the farmer.
But the most remarkable
circumstance is from being very wild birds, they
have become quite tame in the parks of London, not even choosing retired places for nesting, but building in the most conspicuous situation, one illustration of which I may mention.
In the tree by the roadside opposite Sir
Walter Gilbey’s, in the Regent’s Park, within

150 yards of Portland road railway station, and
over a footpath along which hundreds of people
pass daily, was a well-used nest, which existed
for a couple of years, although it has since been
deserted, the birds being apparently perfectly

undisturbed by the busy traffic beneath them. _
Other birds have changed their habits within
the

memory

of

persons

now

living.

At

the

being made,

For example in last week’s issue of

Forest AND STREAM there were advertised as for
sale several pairs of Reeves’ pheasants, a splendid
species referred to as long ago as the thirteenth
century by the great traveler Marco Polo, who
spoke of them as possessing “‘tayles of eyght, 9,
and tenne spannes long’? and as being found in

the “Kingdom

of Erguyl or Arguill the W. side

of Tartary.”
The adult male has a tail six feet
in length and is brilliant with a white hood, a
black face, a broad ring of white around the neck
and a back of black and gold. Reeves’ pheasants

is a bird of northern

Asia, and has been

intro-

duced in Britain, but is wild and shy, so much
so that it has been spoken of as not a very desirable bird from the sportsman’s point of view.
They breed wild in England and southern Scotland, and the eminent artist, Mr. J. G. Millais, is
most enthusiastic about its possibilities as a bird
for sport.)
Ele says:
“There is no game bird, I think, in the world
which, if introduced into suitable localities, would
give greater pleasure to both the sportsman and
the naturalist than this grand pheasant; for grand
he certainly is, both to the eye as well as the
object of aim to the expectant shooter.
We all
know, when a cock Reeves’ pheasant attains his
full beauty and length of tail, what a splendid
bird he is, as he struts about in his gorgeous trap-
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pings and shows himself off for the benefit of his
lady love, but when the same bird is launched in
the air and dashes along above the highest trees
of a wild Scotch landscape, leaving poor old Colchicus to scurry at what seems but a slow pace
behind him, I can assure your readers that both
the dignity and the pace are alike, wonderful and
a sight not easily to be forgotten.
“Until the year 1890 I had seen and shot several Reeves’ pheasants, and under ordinary conditions of covert shooting was content to consider the bird hardly a success from a gunner’s
point of view.
During that autumn, however, I
went to the annual covert shoot at Guisachan,
Lord Twadsmouth’s beautiful seat, near Beauly,
in Ross-shire and it was there, amidst the wildest
and shaggiest of Scotch scenery—in a country
which must to a great extent resemble the true
home of the bird in question—that I had cause
to alter my opinion.
“Tn one high wood of old Scotch firs on a steep
and broken hillside above the waterfall the sight
of these birds comine along only just within
gunshot in company with common pheasants and
black cocks I shall never forget.
I say, ‘in company with, but as a matter of fact as soon as
one of the long tail skyrockets cleared the trees
‘he left the others far behind and came forward
at a pace which was little short of terrific.”

Dark Foxes.
BREWER,

Maine,

March

1.—Editor

Forest and

Stream:
A short time ago I wrote an article
on dark foxes, stating my belief that all dark
foxes were only sports from the original red.
This was in opposition to Chief Factor MacFarlane, of the H. B. Co.,-who stated that they
were a separate species.
I inclose clipping from
the Bangor Commercial of Feb. 28, which seems
to conclusively prove that my belief is well
founded.
Mr. Norton is, as far as I know, the
only man in the United States who has bred
dark foxes in confinement.
They have sometimes been raised from pups taken when young,
but not by breeding.
I know certainly that a
pair put on Outer Duck Island, Maine, never,
so far as known, bred anything better than cross
grays and degenerated into reds.
M. Harpy.
The Commercial article referred to reads:
“Breeding foxes
in confinement
for their
pelts,” said Elijah Norton of Foxcroft, “is like
shaking dice—you never know what is going to
turn up.
I have been in the business for seven

Photo

by F. W.

more money.
“It is a mistake to believe that foxes in confinement require the same kind of food that
wild foxes eat.
I tried it and nearly lost all the
animals I had. They became sullen and quarrelsome, flying into fits and uncontrollable passion,
sulking and mooning about the yards, and finally
dying from fever.
For the last five years I have fed foxes on
the same kind of food one would give his dog—

STREAM.

Jenkins,
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johnny cake, bread and milk, dog biscuit and
lean scraps.
By using them ‘kindly and keeping strangers away from the yards I am finding
no difficulty in domesticating the animals or in
getting them to breed.

“My greatest

hopes lie in my beautiful

silver

grays.
Though there is no certainty that offspring from silver gray parents will be silver
gray, as all variations from the original red are
sports which may jump back at any time, I have
now bred silver grays so long that more than
half of the offspring follow the color of their
parents.

“Last spring I reared a litter of six pups from
silver gray parents, and five of them were true
to color, and even the sixth was as much gray
as red.
I hope to rear a race of silver grays

that will show no indication of atavism.
“Tf so, my fortune

is made, for I can get from

$500 to $800 a pair for all the silver grays I may
have for sale.
With good luck I hope to rear
a dozen or more silver gray pups next summer,
and in another year I can sell all my reds and
devote myself to breeding the animals which
produce furs that bring high prices.”

years, starting with a pair of reds and increasing
my stock until now I have fourteen pairs of
reds and two pairs of silver grays.
I am unable
to make any estimate as to the profits in the
business.
If I counted my time at half the
price of day’s wages I should have lost money.
I believe there is a fair profit in rearing young
foxes and killing them for what their skins will
bring from the fur dealers, though I do not kill
mine.
I can get more money by selling the
living foxes to men who wish to start in the
business of breeding foxes on their own account.
I am getting $15 a pair for all the red
foxes I can supply, whereas if I sold the pelts
I Wwould not receive more than $9 for a pair.
“Before you can rear foxes in confinement
you must learn how to handle them.
More than
one-half the fox pups caught running wild in
the woods will not breed at all if confined inside of wire inclosure, no matter how well you
use them.
“No fox running wild in a state of nature is
a polygamist, though I have two healthy males
bred in my yards which have consented to accept two or more wives.
I believe I shall develop a race of polygamous foxes, though I am
not sure as yet.
If I succeed I can make much
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Hawk
ROLLING

Fork,

and Stream:

and

Miss.,

I have

Weasel.
March

6.—Editor

Forest

read the articles in issues

of Feb. to and March 3 on weasels.
Mr. Kalbfus is right about them.
There are usually two
or more, sometimes six or seven together. They
will take up their abode in wood piles, out
houses or barns, etc., and if not gotten rid of
will clear out a poultry yard very quickly, often
killing ten to twenty chicks and the old hen in
a night.
On one day, when I was hunting for quail
about ten miles southwest of Jackson, Miss., I
saw a very peculiar fight between a weasel and a
large hawk
(here called hen hawk).
In this
locality we have small creeks, or branches as they
are called, along the edges of which
grow
cane, sedge, grass and briers, with here and
there a patch
of beggar
lice
weeds.
Quail
are very fond of their seeds.
I had noticed the
hawk for some time, and could see that it was

watching

some

object in the short grass.

For

one moment the hawk poised itself and then
shot straight for its prey with a rapidity that
to me was astonishing.
It seemed to strike with
certainty and steadily rose on wing with some
black object, at the distance I could not say
what, and slowly began to circle higher and
higher until about thirty to forty feet from the
ground, and then with a scream and violent
fluttering to go faster and faster, higher and
higher, with feathers drifting through the air
as they were torn off the under part of the
hawk’s body.
The hawk continued to rise in
circles, until possibly three hundred yards or
more, and then began to settle slowly and finally

CARIBOU.

dropped to the ground. ‘With a call to
pointers, I rode over to where the hawk
fallen, and found that it was a weasel that
hawk had pounced on, striking it through
hips

and

not

causing

death

at once,

as

my
had
the
the

would

have been the case if it had struck back of the
shoulder

blade.

The

made his fight and
hawk.
Both were
reached

weasel,

wounded

to death,

literally disemboweled the
practically dead when I

them.

I know of only a few worse enemies to game

birds than the weasel and mink, and
the common tomcat, allowed to roam

they are
at large

half wild, and the pointer or setter dog allowed
the same privilege and raiding over
during nesting time until the quail

grown.

the farm
is nearly

We have no weasels and very few mink

in the Delta country.
I suppose the overtlow
has something to do with this, although both
are good swimmers.
SILENT.

Tuat

the widespread

extraordinary

conditions

of winter mildness do not hold everywhere in
the north, but that on the contrary in some
quarters there should be heard expressions of
concern because of the extremely hard winter, is
suggestive of the generous extent of our country.
While New England
shooters
are
felicitating
themselves upon the outlook, the sportsmen of

the

Northwest

are

complaining

of the

unusual

fall of snow which there menaces the birds.
quail is an imported species in Washington,

The
and

the close time on them will not expire until 1908.
A correspondent of the Spokesman-Review,
of
Spokane,’ reports:
‘‘We have had no winter like
the present since 1889-90, and the snow is so deep
that the birds are likely to starve.
I am feeding

a flock of twenty-five or thirty quail at my

farm

on the Little Spokane, and hear of some farmers
who are doing the same at their farms.
Every
pair that lives through the long winter means
an increase of from eight to twelve young birds
next summer, and it would be bad to allow them
to starve.”

I HAVE heard the following story, which, I believe, has never appeared in print.
A gentleman
who was visiting a certain part of Newfoundland
where, a few years before, a giant squid had been

captured, was much impressed with the rugged,
broken character of the region. He thought this
was possibly due to some seismic disturbance,
and asked a fisherman if there had ever been an
earthquake there.
The native had never heard

of an earthquake before, but feeling that it must
be something very remarkable, and knowing of
no other incident which had created so much local
interest as
exclaimed:

the capture of the big devil fish, he
‘‘Yas, sar. skipper Garge catched one

on ’em. up to der bottom
net.”

of de bay, sar, in his
ave

Gs
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GATE RAG
Quebec Non-Resident

Tax.

THERE was published in our issue of Feb. Io a
letter written by Mr. W. R. White, K. C., of

Pembroke,

addressed

to Minister

Jean

Prevost,

relative to the proposal to impose a non-resident
license tax upon members
of clubs and other

lessees of hunting territory in the Province of
Quebec.
To that letter the Minister making no
reply, Mr. White wrote him again on Feb. 18. In
the Montreal Star of Feb. to was printed an interview with the Minister, to which Mr. White made
reply in a letter dated Feb. 22.
Both of these
communications, Feb. 18 and 22, follow:
PEMBROKE,

Minister

Feb.

1, 1906.—Hon.

Colonization,

Mines

Jean

Prevost,

and _ Fisheries,

Quebec:
Sir—As I have had no reply to my letter addressed to you early in December last, or to
the strong protest therein contained, against your
proposed imposition of a license fee upon nonresident club members and other lessees of hunting territory in your Province, I have, pursuant

to your permission

given to me

verbally in Ot-

tawa, caused my letter to be published in the
Ottawa Citizen, and now send you a copy under
separate

cover.

Your failure to reply forces me to one of two
conclusions:
Either you have found my arguments unanswerable, or you have determined to
ignore them, and proceed to legislate our rights
out of existence.
I sincerely hope that the first
of these suppositions is the correct one.
But, lest
the latter should be the course you have determined to adopt, I again take the very great liberty of addressing to you an open letter on the
subject, in the hope that you may yet be brought
to see the injustice of the contemplated interference with the vested rights of the Crown’s lessees

in your

Province,

In doing so I shall be brief as possible, and
avoid, in so far as I can, repeating any of the
arguments used in my former letter.
_ I submit most respectfully that in the case of
an incorporated club, incorporated under the laws
of the Province, we have no existence outside of
the Province of Quebec and you have created the
members,
whether
resident or non-resident,
a
corporate entity or individual, having its domicile
only.in the Province.
This incorporated body holds the lease, and I
cannot see how you can now disintegrate that
corporate body and say that certain members of
it reside outside of the Province, and therefore
are non-residents.
Especially when it was officially known.to the Crown, where the individual
members of the club resided at the time of its
incorporation; the residences of each individual

being stated in the application.
I further suggest for your consideration that,
even if the Provincial Legislature can, technically,
legislate to the injury or destruction of vested
rights, the Federal Government
has uniformly
disallowed such legislation, and in more than one
notable instance has solemnly affirmed that disallowance of such legislation was not only the

right, but the bounden
thorities.

duty of the Federal

au-

Let me quote in full the words of the lease indicating the object of the lessee in getting the
lease and the Crown in granting it. The words
are: “The Minister of Colonization, Mines and

Fisheries

hereby

leases

for the sole purpose

of

enjoyment of the hunting and shooting rights per-

taining thereto unto the said
club hereof accepting by their president and the secretary for
and during the period, and on the conditions hereinafter mentioned, a certain tract of land measur-

ing —— square miles, etc.”
How can you justify yourself in asking the
Legislature to pass an act which will interfere
with

“the enjoyment

shooting rights?”

of these

same

hunting

and

And how can the Legislature

GUN

pass such a measure without violating all the
principles that safeguard the rights and liberties
of the individual?
For the sake of the good
name of your Province—leaving personal consideration entirely out of the question—let me urge
you in the strongest possible manner to refrain
from pressing this matter further.

Your

his

Provincial

budget

speech,

over $100,000.

Treasurer
and

has just delivered

announces

a

surplus

of

Of this sum it is safe to say, as I

pointed out in my former letter, that over onehalf is derived from. the rentals obtained from
hunting and fishing leases.
You are, therefore,
deprived of the argument of necessity which, I
respectfully submit, never was an argument which
should have been used by a responsible Minister

of the Crown.
Your proposal to divide the annual rental by
the number of members of the club, and reduce
the $25 license fee by the amount of the quotient,
is not meeting the question on either a fair or
statesman-like basis.
If it is just and equitable,
and within your rights, to impose any fee; then,
the question of amount does not enter into the
argument at all.

Neither does the question as to what is done in

other States

or Provinces.

tion put by the chairman

In answer

to a ques-

of the Ontario

Game

Commission at Ottawa,
I then expressed
the
opinion that the charge made by that Province of
a license fee to a certain member of a club in
Ontario for shooting over lands held in fee simple by the club, was an outrage, and I still hold
that opinion.
There is, however, no parallel between this
case—which is the only one I know of—and your
proposal, as | shall try to point out to you.
Assuming that under the English common law
the owner of lands in fee simple may be compelled to pay a license fee for shooting his own
game on his own lands:
That I respectfully sub-

mit is not the position of a lessee in Quebec.

In

Quebec, a lease, which in itself is the most absolute and strongest
form of license, is bargained for and granted by the Crown for ten
years for the hunting and shooting rights alone.
The lessee has no other rights in the land.
The
lumberman’s
license is contemporary
with the
lease, and in many cases for a longer or shorter
period interferes with the hunting and shooting.
The public can travel over the lands, sail over the
waters, and exercise all the common law or statutory rights of the subject.
The enjoyment of the hunting and shooting
rights only is reserved to the lessee.
It is for
these, and these only, the lessee pays, and to these
the lessee is fully entitled.
Anything which prevents him in any degree from enjoying these
rights is a breach of contract, which as between
individuals the courts would restrain by injunction or, for which, would grant damages to the
party aggrieved.
There is another point of view which I submit
is worthy of your most serious consideration. Can
you treat the citizens of a sister Province, which
forms part of the great confederation, as if they
were aliens; can you discriminate against them
in this matter?
You cannot do so in ordinary

municipal taxation, nor in the interchange of the
products. of the several Provinces, nor in the matter of labor.
Thousands of workmen from the
Province of Quebec are annually employed in the

lumber camps

of Ontario.

Would

it be just or

administration, would forbid such a breach of
contract with the citizens of a foreign but friendly
State.
In conclusion, Mr. Minister, let me say that if
my arguments appear to you conclusive, then,,do
not be persuaded to submit this measure to your
Legislature.
If they are not conclusive,
then
surely I am entitled to your views as to wherein
they fail. I am warned by friends that by thus
addressing you I may arouse your personal animosity. I have no such fear. A gentleman occupying your high position at the bar, and in the
councils of your Province must be open to listen
to argument on the part of those who may consider that your public acts are likely to injure
their interests, or deprive them of their rights.
And if these arguments are strong enough to appeal to your reason and your sense of justice, then
I have full confidence that you will act upon your
convictions, and that I personally shall not suffer
in your good opinion.
I shall delay publication
of this letter for a week with the expectation .f
hearing from you.
I have the honor to be, yorr
most obedient servant,
W. R. WGSITE.
PEMBROKE, Ont., Feb. 22.—To the Editor of thv
Montreal Star, Montreal, Que.:
Dear Sir—My
attention has been to-day directed to your issue
of the roth inst., containing a reported interview
with Hon. Jean Prevost, Minister of Colonization,
Mines and Fisheries for Quebec, in which he replies to my criticisms upon his proposed action in
the above matter.
As the honorable gentleman has not done me
the honor of replying to two letters which I have
addressed to him upon this subject, I presume the
only course open to me is to appeal to that forum
of public opinion which even Ministers of the
Crown cannot afford to despise.
As you have already published part of my first
letter to the Minister, I now inclose herewith my
second letter to him, and ask its publication in
your widely read columns.
I also ask you to
print this letter in answer to the position taken
by the Minister as reported in the above mentioned interview.
I shall not occupy your space in answering his
denials of breach of faith and spoliation.
My
former letters deal fully with this phase of the
question, and if the Hon. Minister can convince
himself that the lessee of hunting territory (under his nroposed new regulations) has anything
left of his lease, except the paper on which it is
printed, then he is an adept at the art of selfdeception.
I venture the opinion that he will deceive nobody else. Assuming the honorable gentleman’s statement of the law to be correct, is it
not remarkable that it should have remained a
dead letter until the order in council of 1901 was
passed for the purpose of wholly eliminating it
from the regulations. Former Ministers, recognizing the injustice of granting the subject rights
and then preventing
him
exercising
the very
rights granted him, passed this order in council.
The Hon. Mr. Prevost is the first to discover
that this order in council is illegal, and forthwith

proceeds

to wipe it out of existence.

Wherein,

pray, is it illegal?
The
honorable
gentleman
concedes
that the Ministers
may
reduce
the
license fee, but says they cannot abolish it altogether.
In effect an order in council may be
passed reducing the fee to $0.001, but not to zero.

So says the Minister.

Truly,

a nice legal dis-

was really aimed at citizens of the United States

tinction without a common sense difference.
But all this is mere legal quibbling.
Does the
Minister presume to say that any club or person
leasing territory was ever informed of the state
of the law as he puts it, or that any lease granted
heretofore contained the remotest reference to a

who held leases. This I cannot believe; for, however you might break faith with the citizens of
your own country, public honor, the honor of the
Crown, of the Province of Quebec, and of the

club or person knew of its existence, and what
does he propose to do with licenses granted since
the passage of the order in council of 1901? Legal

right, or even courteous, for the Ontario Legislature to exclude such labor or impose an individual tax or license fee upon the laborers—assuming that such an act was intra vires?
It was suggested privately that the proposed
license
fee

non-resident license fee?

Will he assert that any
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or illegal, do not all such leases come under that
order,

and

is it not

spoliation

in its worst

form

for the present Minister to take advantage of the
illegal

act

of his predecessors,

to

deprive

the

Crown’s grantees of their rights? I do not desire to say anything harsh, but I feel I am quite
within my rights in saying that the Minister who
does so is not too careful of the honor of the
Crown he represents, or the dignity of the high
position he occupies.
Let us hope that his colleagues in the Government may not agree with
his views.
I am not familiar with the laws of Quebec, but
in every other Province of the Dominion a mistake in fact can be cured, and money paid thereunder can be recovered back, but a mistake in law

cannot.

The law may be different in Quebec, but

the eternal principles of right and justice are the
same among all civilized people.
Let me in conclusion ask the Hon. Minister
why, if he is so certain of his legal position, that
on 21] leases now being renewed he inserts a
clause making them subject to the imposition of
this license fee?
One so positive in his statement

of the law would hardly weaken
inserting

a provision

so

utterly

his position by
unnecessary.

Wo.

Indians
DuRING

Are

a residence

R. WHITE.

Poor

Shots.

of many

years

among

four different tribes of Indians, I found, with
very few exceptions,
they were
poor
shots,
either with the gun or rifle.
When one considers that from young boyhood they have been in the habit of using a gun
almost daily, and their very living depends, in
a great manner,
on accurate shooting, their

AND

happened

STREAM.

nearly forty years

[MarcH

ago, when

powder sold, at that inland post, at a dollar a
pound; shot, thirty-three cents, and gun caps at

half a cent each, so the reader can readily see
that loon meat,
expensive.

We

read

under

of and

that way

are

told

of hunting,

about

the

was

great

slaughter the Indians used to make among the
buffalo in the good old days; but this success

was not to be attributed to their good marksmanship, because they killed these noble beasts
with their guns almost “boute touchant.”
One thing about their mode of loading and
firing

might

be

interesting

to

readers

of

the

present day, inasmuch as a generation has been
born and has grown up since the last buffalo
roamed the plains.
The Indians and half-breeds who went on
these periodical round-ups
were armed
with

and preferred the old nor’west muzzleloading
flint-lock.
‘They could load and fire with such
rapidity that one would almost fancy they carried a repeating
right arm by a

gun.
deer

Suspended
thong, was

under their
a common

cow’s horn of powder, and in a pouch at their
belt a handful or two of bullets.
As the horse galloped up to the herd, the
Indian would pour a charge of powder into his
left hand, transfer it into the barrel of the
gun, give the butt a pound on the saddle, and
out of his mouth drop on top a bullet.
As the
lead rolled down the barrel it carried in its
wet state particles of powder that stuck on the
sides, and settled on top of the powder charge.
No rod or ramming was used.
The gun was carried muzzle up, resting on the
hollow of left arm until such time as the In-

dian desired to fire.

The quarry being so close

poor marksmanship is to be wondered at, never-

no

theless such is the
a rarity among the
The Montagnais
Shore of the Gulf

the trigger was pulled before the ball had time

ception, and
the wildfowl

case.
A good wing shot is
Indians.
of the Labrador and North
of St. Lawrence, are no ex-

this in a country
are killed flying.

where most of
It is admitted

they kill wild geese’and ducks while on their
passage north and south, but this is only possible from the immense numbers of birds and a
lavish expenditure of ammunition.

It is a common

thing for an Indian

about 20 per cent. more caps than are necessary
to fire the powder, as they explain, to make up
for what they drop.
The Indians are very partial to loon; but, as a
rule, it is the most expensive food they eat. A
great number alight on Lake Ka-ke-bon-ga on
their way north in the spring.
This happens
about the time the Indians arrive at the Post
to trade their winter catch of furs.

a poor

unfortunate

loon

would

settle

on the lake it was the signal for ten or twenty
canoes to put off and shoot or drown him to
death.
Far more frequently, I fancy, the poor

bird expired from want or air than weight
of shot.
To watch these loon hunts from the gallery

of our house was picturesque in the extreme,
the canoes going, some in one direction as fast
as the paddlers could drive them, and then all
of a sudden the cry would ascend that the loon
had broken water in quite the opposite place
from where they were confident he would. Then
in a moment, the canoes would be whirled about
like tops, and off again in the new direction,
possibly to again find they are at fault.
The wonder to me was there were no casualties, as almost incessant firing was kept up, with
canoes going in several directions at once, and
all on the same level; and when the loon would
emerge, bang! would go several guns, regardless where pointed, in the excitement.

I call to memory

one

day in particular.

At

the call of “loon!” I took a seat on the gallery,
with the fixed resolve to count how many shots

would be fired, and this is the result of my tab.
Twelve canoes put off from the camps, four
hours consumed in the killing, and ninety-six
shots were fired.

was

required.

On

deflecting

the barrel

to roll clear of the powder.
The Indians saw that their buffalo guns had
very large touch-holes, thereby assuring the pan
being primed.
When all the balls were fired a
few others were chucked into the mouth, and

merrily went the game.
No! The Indians are not good shots.
Martin HUNTER.

getting

his spring outfit to go among the islands to
take from the trader one hundred pounds of
shot, a keg of twenty-five pounds of powder
and two thousand five hundred percussion caps
(they use muzzleloaders).
They always take

When

aim

Your

Forest

note

on

wildfowl

is in good

time.
The shooting season has closed, and the
open season-for bad legislation is at hand. Will
you permit me to restate the situation on spring
shooting in New York?
The present law prohibiting spring shooting was passed in 1903.
To pass it every protective force in the State
was enlisted, and every condition, interest and
desire were given the fullest hearings and consideration by the Legislature.
At least 90 per

cent. of the members

of the Senate and Assem-

bly were then personally inclined to favor the
reform.
Still its passage was, up to the last
moment, in doubt, owing to the opposition of
Suffolk county.
Her Senator and Assemblyman devoted the winter to opposition through
personal
appeals, and
largely
on _ personal
grounds.
Why this opposition of Suffolk?
Solely the
profit from visiting sportsmen and from the
sale of birds.
This activity of Suffolk did not
end with the passage of the bill. All during the
session of 1904, 1905 and 1906, the same campaign is being waged, and personal appeals made
to every member of the Legislature to modify
the law out of favor to the Suffolk members.

If it were not both wrong and fatal to the public
interests involved, I should be affected by this
never-ending solicitation.
The only danger lies

opinion.

in

a

dormant

public

Preservation of bird life is no longer a

subject for debate, but for action.
The action
is too often halting, and as debate has ceased,
the good-natured yielding of thoughtless and
uninformed officials is the sheet anchor of the
Suffolk men.
There is no money in hand in
keeping the present law intact.
It is nothing

but a sentiment—and
at that—from

broader

only a higher

the average

business

interest

point

is

sentiment

of view.

left

natural game refuges of wildfowl
the Atlantic Coast, the other two

in winter on
being Chesa-

peake and Currituck.
What an absurdity to
extend the season in a ‘refuge,’ and keep it
closed in the rest of the State.
Third—The extension of anti-spring shooting
laws is notable throughout North America.
It
has prevailed in the Provinces of Quebec and
Ontario for years—the nesting grounds—and
extends throughout New England, except Connecticut.

Fourth—Local breeding of a number of varieties of duck has noticeably increased since
spring shooting ceased.
Connecticut and New
Jersey could not be fairly asked to take this
step unless New York did. For them to sit idly
by while the birds were slaughtered in spring in
Great South Bay would be a trifle more than
could be expected

of human

nature.

Allowing for the slowness of legislatures, and
the constant movement from Suffolk for a repeal,

delay

States

up

may

to

not

the

present

indicate

time

undue

in

those

backwardness.

As New York possesses this great refuge, and
Connecticut and New Jersey represent only a

sort of overflow, they are entitled to know that
we

have

sufficiently

realized

how

our

interests

are united with sound principles before they
make the fight against their pot-hunters to aid
in the general

movement.

‘ Eton
Marcu
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In Western Pennsylvania.
SayReE, Pa.—Many of the visible manifestations
of spring are to be seen in the course of a
walk

about

moving

and Stream:

editorial

Only the immediate business interest in Suffolk
is considered.
Conscious of saying old things to the point of
boredom, I must yet call attention to some of
the main reasons why the law should not be disturbed.
First—It is prodigal waste to kill fowl as the
nesting season approaches, or to prolong an
open season above two months.
Second—Great South Bay is one of the three

town,

or

better

still, a long

walk

in the country. Robins, bluebirds, ground sparrows and blackbirds have arrived. Wildfowl are

Long Island Duck Shooting.
Editor

17, 1906.

The

unnoticed.

northward

in easy flight, and the clatter

of the crow ashe circles about in quest of a
choice morsel presages the advent, at a near
date, of nature’s annual transformation.
Game birds have wintered in splendid condition,

owing

to

the

mild

weather

which

the most part has prevailed in this section.
some

unaccountable

reason

ruffed

grouse

for

For
were

exceedingly scarce last season.
From the, old
covers, which for years have yielded a pretty
generous supply of grouse, gunners came out
confirming

one

another

in the observation

that

grouse were very scarce.
Reports following upon the close of the last
hatching season were all to the effect that birds
might be expected in plenty, but such prospects
failed to make good. Indeed, the supply of all
kinds of game may be described as limited for
the season of 1905, with the possible exception,
perhaps, of rabbits, and even in case of these

prolific little beasts, the supply was exceedingly
uneven, running large in some localities and
dwindling to a mere remnant in others.
Quail
are hardly worth while considering in an estimate of the game resources of this part of
Pennsylvania, although I am told that a few
really nice bevies are quartering within a few
miles of Sayre. The replenishing process, however, proceeds slowly and under existing conditions

must

be measured

as a matter

of years.

In addition to the natural enemies of the quail—
of all birds, in fact—must be reckoned that intrepid anl lawless forager, the Italian, to whom
all is grist that comes to the hopper. Here, as
elsewhere, he is over-running suburban districts
eae crack of his blunderbuss echoes on every
and.
Fortunately, there are the local branches of
the Audubon Society co-operating with game
law officials and others for the suppression of
violators

of the statutes, and the effects of such

united effort is being felt.

Marcu
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The local branch of the above society, which
fairly made every school child of reasonable age
an

individual

vigilance

last year

a membership

than

thousand

one

committee,

carried

of considerably

big

and

little

for

more

folk.

It is

evident that such agencies must enforce a wholesome respect for what we sometimes joyfully
term

the

majesty

of

the

law.

Not

that

the

members of the Audubon, Society here or elsewhere will-be able to reach out and directly
throttle the grouse
or
quail exterminators,
Italian or otherwise, but they individually and
collectively touch a line of influence that radiates
into
ever-widening
circles
until
even
the

lethargic intellect of the outlaw must comprehend.
Along the waters of the Susquehanna and
abroad the Central New York Lakes wild ducks
have loitered to a greater or less extent during
the winter; but the shooting, for the most part,
has been light.
M. CHILL.

The Boston

Market.

Boston, Mass., March 10.—Editor Forest and
Stream:
On Friday, March 9, hearings before
the Fish and Game Committee were scheduled on
eight different bills, several of them relating to
shell fish. Some fishermen of Swansea interested
in taking clams and quahougs, it seems from testimony given, seek relief from the exactions of
oystermen, and the nature of the bill they wish
to become a law has aroused much opposition
from those engaged in the oyster industry all
along the Cape and Buzzard’s Bay shores.
So
much time was taken up by the numerous witnesses on this bill that the bird bills were not
reached, and our anti-sale bills have been postponed to Monday next, after the adjournment of
the Legislature.
Some additional notes from the last hearing
may be of interest. While Mr. Chapin was before
the committee Dr. Field asked him if he would
give some details as to the States from which he
obtained quail, remarking that as he understood
it the cold storage people would not object to the

bill if they were allowed to sell quail in Massachusetts

not

illegally

taken

and

shipped

from

other States. Mr. Chapin named Illinois, Oklahoma and Indian Territory.
He stated that in
Illinois they have to the first of February for sale
of quail, and he did not ship from that State later
than that date. “The law, as it is, is a good one.
We

do not

violate

the law

State we know of.”
In reply to Senator

in this State

Morse,

Mr.

or

Chapin

“We

want

required

them

later, by a slight

the present

reading

of the law

(chapter

276):

from

game,

and

the

would

include with the quail the prairie chicken.”

Senator Morse explained that the object aimed

at by the Association

in bringing

forward

these

bills is to eliminate from the Massachusetts laws
the special privileges now granted to “persons,
firms or corporations dealing in game or engaged
in the cold storage business.”
He then presented
Dr, Palmer, who, he said, could state better than -

he could the reasons for the changes proposed.
Dr. Palmer stated that, as far as he was aware,
the special provisions under which dealers have
been selling game

from other States first appeared

in the statutes of 1877.

This related to quail and

two

prairie chicker

400.

led dealers to take great risk to get the game into

first

day

of

May,

and

native

grouse,

wild

not taken in Massachusetts contrary to this act.’
This, he declared, was “class legislation of the
strongest kind.”
By an addition a little later the
class was enlarged a little bit by making it apply
to any person who should buy from such person,
firm, etc. The privilege of holding game between
certain dates now allowed does not apply to the
farmer,
By the language of the statute the privilege is allowed only to dealers and persons who
buy of them.
He spoke of the changed conditions since the
enactment of the present law, saying that at that
time there were no non-export laws in other

States, except in Minnesota, and then the law
was in the interest of the straightforward game
dealers’ business in Massachusetts.
Since then
there

have

been

great

of Massachusetts.
up around

Massachusetts”

possible for any
mately from any
statement

changes

in States

outside

“The other States have grown
so that now

it is im-

dealer to receive quail legitiState except Mississippi.
The

of Mr.

Chapin

about

shipments

from

Chicago, he declared, were correct. By a provision of the law in Illinois shipments may be made
up to the first of February, but no quail taken in
that State can be shipped out. The birds shipped
out of Chicago have been shipped from other
Western States in violation of law. He declared
it impossible to receive from the West a prairie
chicken without violating some local law, usually
more than one—the law of the State wherein the

bird is shot, the law forbidding shipment out of
that State, and the Federal

law, the Lacey act.

At this point the Doctor unrolled before the
committee a map of the United States showing
by ocular demonstration that the State of Mississippi, shown white on the map, was the only one
having no non-export law. He also showed other
maps elucidating conditions in the various States,
and declared that there are now but few States
which retain provisions allowing dealers to receive game and place it in cold storage, among
them Massachusetts and Illinois, while a very

hand.

Illinois

brings

it to

allows

the

allows thirty-one
chusetts

154

on

first

forty-two

of

days, New
quail,

days,

February;

and

New

Jersey
on

which
York

156, Massa-

black

and

other

ducks 184 days.
At this point the Doctor unrolled a map showing by the length of heavy black lines the relative
length of time allowed by various States, pertinently remarking that the paper was not long
enough

to show the time in Massachusetts

in full,

the line terminating at the edge of the paper.
The Massachusetts law is not a “square deal.”
The reasons prairie chickens
are
commonly

shipped via Chicago were because if the game
could be got into Chicago they can ship and
break the chain of evidence, and again the heavy

by the Lacey act—the shipper’s name and address

out

and

the

pigeons, shore birds and ducks at any season, if

State

in turning

204 quail

lowa, in 1905, 196 quail and 156 prairie npiytem
in December, 1905, twenty-nine quail and 102
prairie chickens, for which the shipper was;fined

in possession quail from the 15th of October (at
that time the beginning of the open season) to

as they should be marked. . The marking required

Association

ket;

The shipments brought to the notice of the Department, he declared, were not a drop in the
bucket, scarcely one-tenth of one per cent. ofall
the shipment.
The long period of sale, he said,

Illinois. °
In speaking for the bills 851 and 853, President
Brewster dwelt especially on the work of the
great interest its members feel in their protection.
“We heartily favor this bill (853), he said, “and

#25

“Provided, however, that any person, firm or corporation dealing in game may buy, sell or have

said

the law to re-

to export

years

few simply allow the putting of it into cold stor-

main as it is, allowing us to sell to the first of
May.”
Another dealer said he thought “the men who
bring in quail here do it legally.” He did not
think a hundred pair of grouse had been brought
to Boston this year. “Those that are here,’ he
said, “are what have been here two or three
years.”
Mr. George H. Mackey called attention to the
law in Oklahoma prohibiting export of quail, and
said a license was

Two

change, it was enacted that any person might buy
or sell or have in possession quail during January,
February and March.
In 1886, he said, we get

age.
Colorado, Nebraska and Iowa allow five
days’ exemption after the season closes for marketmen to dispose of any game they have on

would not say the boxes are marked anything. I
went West last fall and had no trouble in getting
I wanted.

prairie chickens.

any

some shipments come by freight and some by express, usually by express, billed and marked as
game.
The birds come billed as game, but I
all the quail

AND STREAM.

wholesale dealers are in Chicago.
As a matter
of fact very few shipments are marked “game,”
and a complete statement of contents of the package—is not found on game shipments as a rule,

for the reason that they would not move ten
miles if they did appear.
Some of the packages
are marked butter, household goods, and in some
cases electrical goods.
To such an extent do the market exemptions
in this State invite violations of game laws that
about

twenty

per cent.

of the cases

under

inves-

tigation in Chicago by the Department
were
billed for Boston. The effect of these exemptions

results in regular and systematic violation
of
game laws in other States.
Some of these ship-

ments were, in 1901, 1,256 quail from Indian
Territory; another, 3,000 quail for Boston mar-

the
Boston.
market.
The
Doctor
explained
lucidly how this reacts against Massachusetts.
The quail States of the South and West prohibit
shipments, and if you go to them for shipments
for propagation they answer, ‘No, if you make
an exemption on live birds they will be shipped
alive and their necks wrung and the birds will
be put on the market.”
The people in Oklahoma,
he said, would be glad to allow the shipment of
live game to this State for purposes of propagation if they could stop the shipment of dead game,

but failing in that they will stop all shipments if
they

The

can.

question

in a nutshell

is, “whether

the

dealers, the commission men, the market men, the
cold storage interests or the people of Massachusetts are to be consulted.”

Dr. Palmer explained that Professor Brewster
had shown that the heath hen of Martha’s Vineyard is different from the Western bird, the pinnated grouse, and, he said, if the definition is
restricted, the Western bird will come here and
the same old question will come up of receiving
a kind of game from the West which is not allowed to be sold here.
As regards the wood
duck the Doctor remarked that instead of offer-

ing a bounty on foxes he would offer one of
$1 to every boy who would raise a wood duck.
On the gull bill (Senate 115) Dr. Palmer said
that the privilege now allowed of taking the
black-backed and herring gulls between the first
of November and May of the following year
should be stricken out so that they would be on
the same footing as other gulls, that clause having been inserted originally as a compromise, it
being urged that those gulls were used as food.
To-day, he said, gulls are protected on the Atlantic seaboard throughout the year from Maine
to Florida, and to allow an open season on them
is to put a premium on their destruction, and
render nugatory the efforts of the various agencies which are expending large sums of money

for the protection

of the breeding

colonies.

In

speaking of the good results of the law making
the sale and shooting seasons on shore birds identical the Doctor said he had been informed by a

man

in authority

in North

Carolina

that

the °

Massachusetts law had done more for the protection of shore birds than al] the other legisla-

tion that has been enacted.
In reply to a question

as to the reason

for his

presence at the hearing the Doctor said that the
National law rests on the local or State law and
the protection of game was the object of each.
He also commented on the increased number of
hunters until now it is out of all proportion to
the amount of game.
Two years ago there were
over a million hunters in ten States; at present

there are probably two or three times that number.
H. H. KimMBA tt.

A

Skunk

in the Trail.

In the Big Hole Basin, Mont., last fall I was
riding a sleepy little cayuse through a creek bottom in the foothills, when I saw a skunk in the
trail about twenty yards ahead.
I supposed the
cayuse saw him too and paid no attention to him.
It seems, however, that he had not, for when we
came within about four feet of the skunk, he
suddenly realized that we were there, got his

back up like an indignant Maria cat, whisked his
big bushy tail up over spine and the cayuse made
one of the allfiredest jumps that ever a scared
horse made, I reckon.
He went about twenty
feet square sideways, and when he did strike the
earth he drove my spine clear up into my hat.

Fortunately

I was

prepared

for some

little dis-

turbance and had a good seat, so he didn’t get
out from under me, but after that when I saw a
skunk ahead of me I always rode round through

the next school
not see him.

district

that the

cayuse

might
Cocoa,
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Sea and River Fishing.
When

the

Ichthyophagous

Dines.

THE eating of strange and fearsome dishes by
the Canadian Camp Club at its dinner in New
York city the other day, recalls the deeds of the
Ichthyophagous Club, which flourished in New
York in the last century.
The club’s specialty
was the testing of the edible qualities or possibilities of uncanny water creatures not commonly
reckoned as food but looked upon with disgust
and loathing.
In their day and generation the

Ichthyophagi

were

a jolly crowd,

actually failed to increase the
ply by enlarging the list of
might be sent to market, it
that the literature of dining

and

if they

country’s food supsea products which
is not to be denied
and of fishing was

notably enriched by the poem “When the Ichthyophagous Dines,” which was written by Fred
Mather for one of the last of the Ichthyophagian
banquets. Mr. Mather found an artist of sympathetic imagination who drew a series of illustrations for the verses.
The drawings, which have
never before been printed, having come into the

possession

of the ForEST AND

given to accompany
When the
There’ll
Of things
And not
Steaks of
Salmi

of

STREAM,

are here

a reprint of the famous poem.
THE

Ichthyophagous dines
be many a curious dish
ne’er caught with lines,
at all like fish—
porpoise and ribs of whales,
muskrat

and

beaver

All

things

that

tails,

eats

live in the

WILL

WALK

Tke cei and the sturgeon will come,
And the lamprey with his nine eyes,
The swordfish and croaking drum,
And the sculpin with look of surprise,
The gurnard will walk arm-in-arm with the dab,
The horsefoot will waltz with the great spider crab,
The sullen-eyed angler will ogle the sprat,
And the devilfish twine the shrimps round his hat
When the Ichthyophagous dines.

Aspic of jellyfish, octopus stew,
Shark-fin soup and gurry gur-roo,
When the Ichthyophagous dines.

For the Ichthyophagous

GURNARD

sea—

The fiddler crabs will fiddle
To the crowd so strange and weird,
And the prawns dance down the middle,
While the mussel strokes his beard;
The oysters will swim in cuttlefish ink,
The starfish will tip the soft clam a wink;
Periwinkles served in skilly go lee,
A sight worth footing it miles to see,
When the Ichthyophagus dines.

Slimy crawlers instead of meats,
Unusual to you and me.
Menobranchus from out the lakes,
Mud puppies, turtles and water snakes,
Devilled hell-bender with sauce hellgramite,
Garfish older than tribolite,
When the Ichthyophagous dines.

When the Ichthyophagous dines
There’ll be queer prog to eat;
The usual thing in the way of wines
And a single course of meat;
The lobster will come in his coat of mail;
Weak stomachs will shrink from eating the snail,
But the brave ones will sample every dish,
Whether water-snake, muskrat, snail or fish,
When the Ichthyophagous dines.

There will come to this ichthyic feast
Things that crawl or swim or squirm;
The fish, the scaphiopus beast,
And the arenarious worm,
The garrulous frog and the frisky skate,
The batrachian toadfish with flattened pate,
The flying-fish with hyaline wing,
Will come with sea nettles, which prick and sting,
When the Ichthyophagous dines.

ARM-IN-ARM

WITH

Dame

THE

DAB,

Juliana

Berners.

THE first English book on angling was the
“Treatyse of Fysshynge wyth an Angle,” by
Dame Juliana Berners, printed in 1496. It is
now in the original one of the rarest works in
angling literature; and extremely few are they
who may have the privilege of looking upon
the black letter pages printed by Wynkyn de
Worde.
In 1880 a fac simile reproduction was
published by Elliot Stock, of London, with an
introduction by Rev. M. G. Watkins.
From
that edition we have reproduced the accompany-

ing two pages; and we quote from Mr. Watkins’
appreciative chronicle of the “Treatyse’’:
The book is of extreme interest for several
reasons, not the least curious being that it has
served

as

a

literary

quarry

to

ceeding writers on fishing, who
dained to adapt the authoress’s
their own

for

use,

word

and

even

without

himself

was

earliest

account

so

many

to borrow

them

acknowledgment.

evidently

familiar

suc-

have not dissentiments to

with

word

Walton

in, and

has

clearly taken his “jury of flies” from its “xij
flyes wyth whyche ye shall angle to ye trought
& grayllyng;’ while Burton, that universal
plunderer, has extracted her eloquent eulogy on
the secondary pleasures of angling for incorporation with the patchwork structure of his “Anatomy of Melancholy.”
Besides giving the
of the art

of fishing,

the esti-

mate which the authoress torms of the moral
value of the craft is not only very high, but
has served to strike the keynote for all subsequent followers of the art both in their praises
and their practice of it. To this little treatise
more than to any other belongs the credit of
having assigned in popular estimation to the
angler his meditative and gentle nature. Many
pure and noble intellects have kindled into lasting devotion to angling on reading her eloquent
commendation
of it.
Such men as Donne,
Wotton, and Herbert, Paley, Bell, and Davy,
together with many
another
excellent and
simple disposition, have caught enthusiasm from
her

lofty

sentiments,

and

found

that not

their

bodily health only, but also their morals, were
improved by angling.
It became a school of
virtues,

a quiet pastime in which, while looking

into their own hearts, they learnt lessons of the
highest wisdom, reverence, resignation, and love
—love of their fellow-men, of the lower creatures, and of their Creator.
Nothing definite is known of the reputed
authoress,

“HE

GARRULOUS

FROG

AND

THE

FRISKY

SKATE.

Dame

Julian

Barnes

or

Berners.

‘She is said to have been a daughter of Sir
James Berners of Roding Berners in the count
of Essex, a favorite of King Richard the Second,
who was beheaded in 1388 as an evil counsellor
to the king and an enemy to the public weal.
She was celebrated for her extreme beauty and
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see
Then follow directions how to dye and make
lines and hooks.
There
were
evidently
no
manufacturers of hooks in the fifteenth century:
each angler
made his own.
The casting
of
plummets and forming of floats succeed.
The
six methods of angling and the mode of playing
a fish are next treated, and the latter alone
shows that Dame Juliana must herself have been
a proficient
in the craft.
No
one
but a
thoroughly good fisher could have summed up
the art of playing a fish in the words—“kepe
hym euer vnder the rodde, and euermore holde
hym streyghte: soo that your lyne may susteyne
and beere his lepys and his plungys wyth the
helpe of your croppe & of your honde.”’
The
place, the time of day, and the weather in which
to fish, are next particularly described after the

exactitude

peculiar

to fishing

manuals

of the

olden time.
These paragraphs are well worth
the consideration of a modern angler, especially
the charge, “yf the wynde be in the Eest, that is
worste For comynly neyther wynter nor somer
ye fysshe woll not byte thenne.”
The following part of the treatise, with what
baits and how to angle for each kind of fish,
together with a brief description of each, certainly furnished Walton with a model for some
of his chapters.
This portion of her book is
regarded by the authoress as most necessary to
be known, and proficiency in carrying out her

rules “‘is all the effecte of the crafte.’’

THE

FIDDLER

CRABS

great learning, and is reported to have held the
office of prioress of the Benedictine Nunnery

of Sopwell in Hertfordshire, a cell to the Abbey
of St. Alban, but of this no documentary evidence exists.
The first edition of her “Book of
St. Alban’s,”
printed
by the
schoolmasterprinter of St. Alban’s in 1486, treats of hawking,
hunting and coat-armour.
In the next edition,
“Enprynted at Westmestre by Wynkynthe Worde
the
yere
of
thyncarnacon
of
our
_lorde.

M.CCCC.Ixxxxvi,”

among

the other

“‘treatyses

perteynynge to hawkynge & huntynge with other
dyures
playsaunt
materes
belongynge
vnto

noblesse,” appeared the present treatise on
angling.
An edition of it as a distinct treatise appears
to have been issued by Wynkyn de Worde soon
after that of 1496, with the title, “Here begynnyth

a treatyse of fysshynge

wyth an Angle”

over the curious woodcut of the man fishing
which is on the first page of the present facsimile, but only one copy of it is known to be in
existence.
At least ten more editions appeared
before the year 1600.
This shows the great
popularity

of the book

WILL

FIDDLE.

to take

in and

oute

youre

croppe.”

The

line

is then to be wound round the crop and tied
fast with a bow at the top.
The reader will
note that there is no mention of a reel; it was
only used, seemingly until the beginning of this
century, for large salmon and pike.
An angler

who

hooked

a fish

when

armed

with

this

ponderous rod (which must from its description
have been nearly eighteen feet long, as large
as a modern salmon rod), would act as Izaak
Walton would have done in the like predica-

ment—throw

the rod in to the fish and recover

it when he could.
But the lady is wonderfully
pleased with this mighty rod, and thus concludes
-——“Thus shall ye make you a rodde soo preuy
that ye maye walke therwyth: and there shall
noo man wyte where abowte ye goo. It woll be
lyghte & full nymbyll to fysshe wyth at your
luste.
And for the more redynesse loo here a

fygure,”’ and she adds the curious woodcut which
the reader may see reproduced

at page 5.

it iS beste.”
Just as the authoress rises to eloquence at the
beginning of the treatise when comparing the
fisher’s happy life with the toils and troubles
which too often fall to the lot of the hunter,
hawker, and fowler, so the end of these rules
once more
recalls her enthusiasm.
The last
two pages of the book give us a portrait of her
conception of the perfect angler, and it is no
presumption
to say that a nobler and truer
picture has never been limned.
Simplicity of
disposition,
forbearance
to
our
neighbors’
rights, and
consideration
for the
poor,
are
strongly inculcated.
All covetousness in fishing
or employment
of its gentle art to increase

wordly gain and fill the larder

at the time of its publi-

anglers, affords a sufficient reason for the strong
antiquarian delight which all literary anglers of
the present century have felt in the book.

After the eloquent pleading for angling with
the treatise opens,

what

resembles,

the lady at once

pro-

ceeds to teach the making of the “harnays” of
it. The rod she orders to be constructed somemodern

save

walking-stick

in

its

rod.

larger

A hazel

size,

the

wand,

or

failing it, one of willow or mountain ash, is to
be procured, as thick as the arm and nine feet

in length.

This

is to form

the butt, and it is

to be hollowed out by means of divers red-hot
irons into a tapering hole, which is to receive
the ‘“‘croppe,” or top, as we now call it, when
not in use.
This “croppe” is to be made of a
yard of hazel, joined to a length of blackthorn,
crab, medlar, or “‘jenypre.”
All these are to be
cut between
Michaelmas
and Candlemas, the
lady giving very particular directions as to their
drying and the like. When the two portions of
the “crop” are “fretted together,’ the whole

rod is to be shaved
the

staff encircled

into a shapely taper form;

with

long

hoops

of iron

or

latten at both ends, and finished with a “pyke in
the nether ende fastnyd wyth a rennynge vyce:

THE

HORSEFOOT

WILL

is equally con-

demned.
She holds the highest view of angling;
that it is to serve a man for solace, and to cause
the health of his body, but especially of his soul.
So she would have him pursue his craft alone

cation, and considering how human nature remains the same, and the charms of angling are
equally grateful to every fresh generation of

which

She adds

amusingly, “for ye can not brynge an hoke in
to a fyssh mouth wythout a bayte.”
A few of
the quaint receipts of her age succeed; how to
keep live baits, to make pastes and the like,
ending with a rule which is often given to
fly-fishers for trout at the present day: ‘“‘Whan
ye haue take a grete fysshe: vndo the mawe, &
what ye fynde therin make that your bayte: for

WALTZ
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SPIDER
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for the most part, when his mind can rise to
high and holy things, and he may serve God
devoutly by saying from his heart his customary
prayer.
Nor should
a man
ever carry
his
amusement

to

excess,

and

catch

too

much
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at

one time; this is to destroy his future pleasure
and to interfere with that of his neighbors.
A
good sportsman, too, she adds, will busy himself in nourishing the game and destroying all
vermin.
So will what Walton calls “the civil,
well-governed angler” escape the vices which
spring from idleness, and enjoy the full delights
of an elevating and noble recreation.
“And all
those that done after this rule shall haue the
blessynge of god & saynt Petyr, whyche he
theym graunte that wyth his precyous blood vs
boughte.”
“And therefore to al you that ben vertuous:
gentyll: and free borne I wryte & make this
symple treatyse folowynge: by whyche ye may
haue the full crafte of anglynge to dysport you
at your luste: to the entent that your aege maye
the more floure and the more lenger to endure.”

M. G. W.
[From

the first pages

of the “Treatyse,”

in

which is celebrated the sport of angling, we take
the following
paragraphs,
in some of them

rendering the ancient speech into modern

Eng-

lish, and
again
retaining
the
style
of
the
original. |
Solomon in his parables saith that a good
spirit maketh a flourishing age, that is, a fair
age and a long one, and since it is so, I ask this
question, which are the means and causes that
induce a man into a merry spirit. Truly to my
best discretion
it seemeth
good
sports and
honest games in whom a man joyeth without
any repentance after.
Then followeth it that
good sports and honest games
are cause of
man’s fair age and long life. And therefore now
will I choose of four sports and honest games,
that is, to wit; of hunting, hawking, fishing and
fowling, the best to my simple discretion, which
is fishing, called angling with a rod and a line
and a hook; and thereof treat as my simple wit
may suffice, both for the said reason of Solomon,

and also for the reason

that physic

maketh

as I think to describe of it and of all the other.
For hunting, as to my intent, is too laborious,
for the hunter must always run and follow his
hounds, traveling and sweating full score.
He
bloweth till his lips blister, and when he thinks
it to be an hare full off it is an hedgehog.
Thus
chaseth and wot not what.
He cometh home
at evening rain-beaten, pricked, and his clothes
torn, wet shot, all miry.
Some hounds lost,

some broken down.

Such griefs and many other

happened unto the hunter, which for displeasure
of them that love it I dare not report.
Thus
truly me seemeth that this is not the best sport
and game of the said four.

The sport and game

of hawking

is laborious

and annoying also as me seemeth.
For often
the falconer loseth his hawks as the hunter his
hounds.
Then is his game and his sport gone.
Full often crieth he and wistleth till he be right

evil athirst.

Alamoy in his parablps fapth that a goon fpprpte

in

this wise. “If a man lack leech or medicine, he
shall make three things his leech and medicine,
and he shall need never no more.
‘The first
of them is a merry thought.
The second is
labor not outrageous.
The third is diet measurable.
First that if a man will ever more be
in merry thought and have a glad spirit, he must
-eschew all contrarious company and all places
of debate where he might have any occasion to
melancholy.
And if he will have a labor not
outrageous he must then order him to his heart’s
ease and pleasure, without study, pensiveness or
travail, a merry occupation which may rejoice
his heart and in which his spirit may have a
merry delight.
And if he will be dieted measurably, he must eschew all places of riot, which is
cause of surfeit and sickness, and he must draw
him to places of sweet air and hungry, and eat
nourishable meats and digestible food also.
Now then I will describe the said sports and
games to find the best of them as verily as I
can.
Albeit that the right noble and full worthy
prince, the Duke of York, late called master of
game, hath described the mirth of hunting like

His hawk taketh a bowe and lists

sates a flourp
aeges that is a fapre aege ea
o e.nd {pth it ts [o0:9| athe this queftpovs.\ht

che bey the meanea @ the caufes that enducea may

in to. a me2p {pprpte.:Ceulp to mp bette oplrecsy

it femeth good opfporres @ honeft gamps ty Whom a may Jlop

repentannce after. bhenne fololopth itpgo =
be opiportes ¢ honeft games ben canfe of mannps Fapt aege.e
eth \opthout

longe life. And therfore mold Woll 3] chofe of foure good difpo2

tes ehonefte gamps} that isto \pte:of huntpnge:balbkpnge:

fpfihpnge:¢ foulpnge. Che befke to rap {fpmple oplerecoy tobp

ngeano alpne.
Wpth arovde:
the is fpitypnge :callpo 2Anglp
FAC-SIMILE OF THE FIRST PAGE OF THE “TREATYSE”
not once on his reward.

When

he would have

her for to fly; then will she bathe; with misfeeding she shall have the frenzy, the rye, the
cray, and many other signatures that bring them
to the pickle.

Thus by proof this is not the best sport and
game of the said four.
The sport and game
most simple.
For in
fowler speedeth not but
coldest weather, which
he will go to his gins he
a gin and many a snare

of fowling to me seems
the winter season the
in the most hardest and
is grievous.
For when
may not for cold. Many
he maketh.
Yet sorely

doth he fare. A morn tide in the dew he is
wet shot unto his tail.
Many other such I
could tell, but dread of disgust maketh me for
the leave.
Thus me seemeth that hunting and hawking
and also fowling are so laborious and grievous
that none of them may perform nor be the

means that induce a man to a merry sport, which

PRINTED IN 1496.

is cause of his long life according unto the said
parable

of Solomon.

Doubtless then followeth it that it must needs

be the sport

other

manner

of fishing with

is also

which may many
great imfirmities.

cold, nor
cautious

any

angle.

and

times hath been seen
But the angler may

disease

himself.

an

laborious

For

nor

anger,

he may

not

For

all

grievous,
cause of
have no

but if he be
lose

at the

most but a line or a hook, of which he may have
store plenty of his own making as this simple
treatise shall teach him.
So then his loss is
not grievous
and other
griefs may
he not
have, saving but if any fish break away after that
it is taken on the hook, or else that he catch
naught which is not grievous.

JFor yf he dooth as this treatyse techyth, but

yf there be nought in the water, and yette atte
the leest he hath his holsome walke and mery,
at his ease; a swete ayre of the swete sauoure
of the meede floures, that makyth hym hungry.

MArcH
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iye2e fololvpth the over nave to all thofe \ohiche tall

end straight from you, but keep him ever under
the rod and evermore hold him straight, so that
your line may be sustained and bear his leaps

chepndeaitonopiige ofthis foxlapde neatpfe e vfe ic fo3 on

and his plunges with the help of your crop and
of your

:

[We

€ thar cay angle ¢ tale fpihe
to pour plefures asthis

whiche

other neceffarp thpnges to kepe Epithe iyopthour bis Ipcence

@ good pill. @[fo2 that pe vfe nor to breke noo mannps gpn-

nps Ipenge in rhepe \weares @ iy ober places due vnto thepry.

fRe ta take the fpfthe albape that is cahey iy thepm.fo after a
fpithe is tahey ig a mannps gpnne pf the gpnnebe laped in the
ne prope goodes, And pf pe take it alvape pe robbe hpm:\ohp-

enpll de

afpped ¢ ta:

hey.Ano alfo pf pe doo in phe manere as this teeatite (helopth

ou:pe fhalhaue no nede to take of other mefips:\obiles pe thal

aue pnough of pour alone fakipng pf pe lpfte to labour therfo

re. \bhpche fallbe to pou a ve2p pleafure to fe the fapr brpghr
(hpnpnge fealpa fpfhes opfecpued bp pour aaftp meanes anv
Alf that pe breke noo mannps heggps
pralvey vpoy londe.@
ip gopnige abolbte pour opf{po2tes:ne oppy noo mannes gates
but that pe fhptte thepm agapy. @ Alto pe Chall not vle this for
fapd eaftp ppfpete for no couctpfenes to thenrealpnge efpa
rpnge of pour monep bontpibue yepneppallp for pour folace @
co caufe the helthe of pour bodp.and {pecpallp of pau foule.
fPo2 \Whanne pe purpoos to goo on pour dilportes iy fpiihpng
pe oll not defpre gretlp manp peofones \ptly pou.\obiche mp
ghtelette pou of pom game.And thenne pe mape ferue god de
uolbtlp iy fapenge affectuoullp poure cuftumable paper. And
thus dopnge pe fall efcheWwe e vopve manp vices.ae popines

He hereth the melodyous armony of foules. He
seeth the yonge
swannes:
heerons:
duckes:
cotes, and many other foules wyth theyr brodes:
whyche me semyth better than alle of noyse
of houndys: the blastes of hornys and the crye
of foulis that hunters, faukeners and foulers can
make.
And yf the angler take fysshe: surely thenne
is there noo man
merier than he is in his
spyryte.

Also who soo woll vse the game of anglynge:
he must ryese erly, whiche thyng is prouffytable
to man in this wyse.
That is to wyte: moost
to the heele of his soule, for it shall cause him
to be holy; and to the heele of his body, for it
shall cause him to be hole.
Also to the increase

of his goodys,

for it shall make

him riche.

As

the olde englyshe prouerbe sayth {| who soo
woll ryse erly shall be holy, helthy, and zely.

And

for

the

first

and

principal

point

in

dysportes:

of this

ne

heggys in goynge abowte

opyn

noo

mannes

gates

but

as at that tyme.

{[Also

Florida Fishing.

angling, keep thee ever from the water from the
sight of the fish, other far on the land or else
behind a bush, that the fish see you not, for if
they do they will not bite.
Also look that you shadow not the water as

For it is that thing that will

soon frighten the fish, and if a fish be afraid he
will not bite long after.
The third good point is when the fish biteth
that ye be not too hasty to smite nor too late,
for ye must abide till ye suppose that the bait
is far in the mouth of the fish and then abide
no longer.
And if by fortune you do smite a great fish
with a small harness, then ye must lead him to

the water and belabor him there till he
drowned and overcome.
Then take him

vnderstondynge

ye shall besye yourselfe to nourysh the game in
all that ye maye: & to destroye all such thynges
as ben devourers of it. And all those that done
after this rule shall haue the blessynge of God
saynt Petyr: whyche he theym graunte that
wyth his precyous blood vs boughte.

“TREATYSE.”

much as you may.

the

sholdc coveyte nomore

fertt teeatple Chelopth pou wy euerp popnt.vohpche tholoe Ipght
OF THE

haue

that ye shytte theym agayn.
f{/Also ye shall not
vse
this
forsayd
crafty
dysporte
for
no
covetysenes
to thencreasvnge
& sparynge
of
your money oonly: but pryncypally for your
solace & to cause the helthe of your body, and
specyally of youre soule.
For whan ye purpoos
to goo on your dysportes in fysshynge, ye woll
not desyre gretly many
persones
wyth you,
whyche myghte lette vou of your game.
And
thenne ye maye serue God devowtly in sayenge
affectuously your custumable prayer.
And thus
doynge ye shall eschewe & voyde many vices, as
idylness, whyche is pryncypall cause to enduce
man to many other vyces, as it is ryght well
knowen.
Also ye shall not be to rauenous in takyng
of your sayd game as to moche at one tyme:
whiche ye maye lyghtly doo yf ye doo in euery
poynt as this present treatyse shewyth you in
euery poynt: whyche lyghtly be occasyon to
dystroye your owne dysporte & other mennys
also.
As whan ye haue<suffycyent
mese ye

che pe mape Ipghtlp doo pf pe doa iy euerp popnt as this pee
FULL-PAGE

shall

ye breke noo mannys
your

Whpche is prpneppall caufe to enduce may co manp other vp 2
ces.as it is epght ell knolwey.@ Allo pe fhall not be to raueno
us iy takpng of pour fapd game as to mocle ac one tpme: Wohi

LAST

of

layed in the comyn waters: or else in suche
waters as he herith, it is his owne
proper
goodes: and yf ye take it awaye, ye robbe hym:
whyche is a ryght shamefull dede to ony noble
man to do yt that thevys & brybours done:
whyche are punysshed for theys evyll dedes by
the necke
& otherwyse what they maye
be
aspyed & taken.
And also yf ye doo in lyke
manere as this treatyse shewyth you: ye shall
haue no nede to take of other menys: whiles
ye shal haue ynough of your owne takynge yf
ye lyste to labour therefore: whyche shall be
to you a very pleasure to se the fayr bryght
shynynge
scalyd
fysshes
dyseeyved
by your
crafty meanes & drawn vpon londe.
{Also that

che is axpgye (bamfull bede to onp noble may tooo Fthatthe

OF THE

rendering

that is taken in theym.
For after a fysshe
is taken in a mannys gynne yf the gynne be

compy \Waters:02 elles in fuche Waters as he birechit is his ot
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type

forsayed treatyse & vse it for theyr pleasures.
Ye that can angle & take fysshe to your
pleasures as this forsayd treatyse techyth &
shewyth you: I charge & requyre you in the
name of alle noble men that ye fysshe not in
noo poore mannes seuerall water: as his ponde:
stewe: or
other
necessary
thynges
to kepe
fysshe in, wythout his lycence & good wy/ll.
{Nor that ye vse not to breke noo mannys
gynnys lyenge in theyr weares & in other places
due vnto theym.
Ne to take the fysshe awaye

not fg noo poowe mannes fene2all water:as his ponde:felbe:o2

pes bp the neche ¢ other\vple hay thep mape be

this modern

the page which is here reproduced, together
with the concluding paragraphs of the Treatyse.]
[Here followyth the order made to all those

foofapn teeatpie tethprh @ arene pou: Jj charge eres
qupre pou iy the nante of alle noble mey chat pe fpithe

ups ¢ brpbours done:\bhpehe ace punpihed fo2 thepe

hand.

append

be
as

well as ye can or may, and ever beware that ye
hold not over the strength of your line; and
as ye may, let him not come out of your line’s

Miami,
Fla.
Feb.
16.—Editor
Forest
and
Stream:
I have been interested in the communication from A. F. under title of “Florida
Fishing” in your issue of 1oth inst. I have probably visited Jupiter Inlet forty to fifty times since
1885, but have never known of any “Lake North”

in the vicinity.

I conclude

it must

be a mis-

print of Lake Worth,
eleven
miles
south
of
Jupiter, by canal or the Atlantic Ocean.
Many
years ago I have caught many bluefish trolling
and still-fishing, but during the past five years
have caught but few.
I have tried it on my
cruising south in November, and my return cruise
in latter part of April.
Lake Worth is fished
heavily by the market men, so the angler has poor
success usually. -Quite a number of pompano are
caught in the lake late in the fall and early in
April and sometimes up to May 1.

I am also interested in the article “Florida
Game Fishes” in same number of my paper, espe-

FOREST

Bans
cially in the description and nomenclature

of the

angelfish.
It may be well to compare these descriptions with Bulletin 47, Jordan and Evermann.
During the past ten years or more
I have
stopped at Lake Worth on my cruises south in
November and north in April, and fished off the
pier in the Atlantic for pompano, and have caught
from one or two to fourteen during an afternoon,
fishing say two or three hours.
;

W.

H. Grece,

Sr.

AND

STREAM.
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more efficient protection of fish and game.
There is considerable anxiety as to the outcome

Mr. W. B. Jordan, of Miles City, Mont., caught
one of six feet and eight inches.

of the pressure being brought to bear upon the
Quebec Government to issue licenses for the netting of pike-perch in Missisquoi Bay.
Only a

south

few days ago I received
the Hon. H. G. Thomas,

a communication from
State Commissioner of

Fish and Game for Vermont, saying that
Burlington Free Press of March 3 contained

statement that seining was begun on March

the
the

1 by

Canadian fishermen in Missisquoi Bay.
In the
temporary absence of Mr. Prevost from his office

Fish and

I sent the letter of Mr. Thomas over to the office
of the Fish and Game Superintendent, Mr. Hec-

Fishing.

Mr. F. M. CHALpEcoTT, solicitor, of Vancouver,
and the first British Columbia member of the
North American Fish and Game Protective Association, is one of the best known and most active
workers in the cause of fish and game protection
in the Pacific Province.
He edits a weekly col-

umn

in one of the local newspapers

in the inter-

est of the cause which he has so much at heart.
In a recent number of this paper I find mention
of very early salmon fishing in the vicinity of
Vancouver, which recalls
the extremely
early

fishing for Salmo

salar

in Nova

Scotia

waters

recently reported in ForEsT AND STREAM.
As
early at Jan. 27 last it is said that Mr. J.S. Has-

tor Caron, through whose hands

all licenses must

pass. His reply is as follows: “No licenses have
been given and most probably none will be. If
seining is going on in Missisquoi

Bay it is being

done illegally, and we will attend to the matter.”
I have the best personal reasons for knowing
that the Hon.

Mr.

Prevost

is determined,

so far

as ever it may be possible for him, to resist all
the influences now being brought to bear upon
him

to compel

the issue

of the

to the Missisquoi Bay netters.
that

he

will

succeed,

but

netting

licenses

I have every hope

the

fight

against

the

political friends of the fishermen is a hard one.
E. T. D. CHAMBERS.

well and a friend spent the afternoon trolling for
They hooked
salmon in the inlet at Vancouver.
and played for some time, but finally lost a fine
spring fish, although as some reward for their
work they got a good cod.
The fish trolled for was doubtless the sockeye
salmon, for the other varieties only arrive about
the coast at a considerably later period.
The
sockeyes, on the other hand, are often plentiful
as early as November, and afford good sport
when hooked.
The fact that the salmon of the
Pacific slope do not, as a rule, rise to the angler’s
surface lures gave rise to the fiction that gained
credence for a time, that the British commissioners appointed in connection with the determination of the northwest boundary between Canada
and the United States, gave up the States of
Washington and Oregon without a struggle at
all, and as not worth contending for, because the
salmon in the Columbia
River
could
not
be
tempted by the wiles of the sportsman,
Many of the well known contributors to Forest
AND STREAM have reason to mourn the death of
Dr. George Stewart, of Quebec, which occurred
suddenly a few days ago, and within nine weeks
of the death of his wife.
Mr. Charles Hallock
and the Old Angler were not only among the oldest living friends of the journalist, but contrib-

uted many

of their earlier writings on fish and

fishing to Stewart’s Quarterly, which he published
forty years ago in St. John, New Brunswick.
Clever to an unusual degree, in the use of both

tongue

and

pen,

Stewart

has often

been

called

the Mark Twain of Canada.
‘The last time that
he and Hallock met and exchanged their reminiscences of so many years before was in my home,
and I shall not soon forget the brilliancy of the
conversation.
I have before me one of his letters written on July 27, 1903, in acknowledgment
of a salmon from the Moisie, which conveys a
fair idea of his epistolary style.
“The lordly
fish,” he says, “arrived safely Saturday morning,
and Sunday we had him served for dinner.
If

you got as much

pleasure

in ‘lifting’ him as my

family did in eating him the millennium is not far
off. Thank you very much for this human document, which testifies so eloquently the powers of
your unerring rod and reel, to say nothing of the
line.”
Walter
Brackett, the artist-angler, and
Lieut.-Col. Andrew Haggard, D.S.O., the authorangler, were also among his intimate friends.

The

Legislature

of the

Province

of Ontario

has just appointed a special committee of the
House on Fish and Game, the object of which is
to be the securing of information and the making
of suggestions based thereon to the Government.
Those interested in the matter of fish and game
preservation will be able to appear before this
committee, give evidence and make representa-

tions.

Following the action of the Quebec

Min-

ister, the Hon. Jean Prevost, in summoning the
recent fish and game convention in Montreal, that
of the Ontario Legislature emphasizes the growing desire of those in authority to study, as far

as practicable,

what

requires to be done

for the

17, 1906.

A

large

number

people

start

Tampico.

fishing is now

This

;
on

quaint

in good

old

Mexican

earnest

in

town

is

alive with enthusiastic sportsmen from all points
of the United States.
Their headquarters is the
Hotel Hidalgo, whose genial and gentlemanly
manager, Mr. A. M. Poindexter, provides boats,
boatmen, and when desired, tarpon tackle, and

looks after their comfort
Almost

generally.

every one here has landed

his tarpon,

and all without exception have been fast for a
few brief but thrilling moments, to this king of
game

fishes,

nothing

which,

when

else in the world

hooked,

but

in the

lagoons

City

to this sportsman’s

dise for a week’s hunting.

para-

Captain Curtis, of the

steamer Seneca, Ward Line, running between this
port and New York, brought in over 100 fine

ducks shot in one day last week in Lagoona
Tamiahuawa.
A jaguar skin ‘that measured over
nine feet was brought in last Monday from
Osylwama,

on

the

readily sold for $25.
sideration, as

shores

of the

lake,

and

was

Taking everything into con-

a sportsman’s winter resort Tampico

is on the boom.

California Anglers’

Association.

San Francisco, Cal., Feb. 27.—Editor Forest
and Stream:
Every man who loves outdoor life
and desires to see that the natural heritages of
man be preserved and protected for the present

and future generations, will be pleased to know
that out on the Pacific coast an organization has
successfully

passed

propagation

and

the

experimental

stages

that the California Anglers’ Association
forth as an earnest and active advocate
protection

of

the

and

stands
of the,

game

fishes

so plentiful in this great State.

The Association was organized a year ago and
its mission and usefulness has become recognized

at Tampico.

Editor Forest and Stream:
Tarpon

are

and a party of Mexico

to-morrow

that are now

Tarpon

of ducks

of Tampico,

acts _like

“chained

light-

ning.”

The record fish so far this season was taken
by Mr. St. Clair Boyd, of California. It meas-

by all right thinking people as one of great importance

to

the

State.

The

Association

has

magnificent quarters in San Francisco, and its
membership, which is increasing rapidly, has
reached the 200 mark and comprises the best
citizenship to be found in the Golden State. The
organization has become by reason of its environments quasi-public in its sphere of usefulness. It

is not local in its application but is as great as
the State itself.

of a want

It came

of proper

into existence by reason

understanding

on the part

of the people generally as to the dangers that
threaten a total annihilation of our game fishes
by reason of a non-observance of the laws enacted

for their protection. The Association has actively
prosecuted offenders who have violated the laws

ured 7 feet 1 inch, and weighed 198 pounds.
Every day tarpon from 5 to 7 feet are landed.

and has done much toward protecting the salmon,
striped bass, steelhead
trout
and
other
game
fishes.

tarpon at this season, on their way to spawn
its upper waters, and from now until April

rectors in whom all property rights are vested
and who have the sole management arid control

The

Panuco

River is literally swarming

with
in
15

The Association is managed by a Board of Di-

the fishing will be at its best.

of its affairs.

Tampico, Mexico, March 4.—Editor Forest and
Stream:
The tarpon fishing here has been ex-

meeting

The board

ceptionally good so far, taking into consideration
the fact that we have had a succession of cold

of the Association

ond Vice-President; W.
Western National Bank,

been landed since the beginning of the season, and
some very large fish have been brought to me to
be prepared for the taxidermist.
I have at the

Directors—C.

time

ready

for

shipment

to the

States

and England, also several for Canada, fifty-eight
tarpon ranging from five feet and a half to six
feet and ten inches.
We are discouraging sportsmen from bringing in any except those that are
to be mounted for either their homes or club
houses, and therefore the chances of the fine fishing in the Panuco being exhausted are eliminated.
March and April will see some
large
scores, as there are now thousands of tarpon in
the river, and with advices of rooms and boats to
be engaged with the large number of sportsmen
already here, the resources of the Hidalgo, now
known as the Southern, are and will be taxed to
the utmost of its capacity.
A party of fourteen

from

Chicago

reached

here

on

the

14th

ult.,

headed by E. H. Brown and W. H. Dilg, who
each caught twenty-five tarpon during their ten
days’ stay in March of last year.
The Reau Campbell party, which has just left,
and for whom Mr. M. A. Rice engaged the entire fishing outfits and boats of the Southern,
caught thirteen tarpon on Thursday last, and on
Friday following eleven of these gamy fish were

brought in, besides a great many yellowtails, with
which the river abounds.
of Chicago, captured two

Mr. F. H. Stephenson,
fine tarpon to-day, and

and

hold

office

for

two years.
The present Board of Directors and
officers are as follows:
James Watt, President;
D. M. Sachs, Vice-President; Achille Roos, Sec-

northers, which is very unusual in this vicinity
at this time of the year. Over 300 tarpon have

present

consists of ten mem-

bers, five of whom go out of office every year.
The directors are elected by ballot at the annual

EK. M.

R. Eaton,
Treasurer;

Secretary;
Board of

J. Ashlin, John Butler, R. C. Haas,

Pomroy,

J. S. Swan,

Wm.

F. Hillegass,

C. R. Overholtzer, John H. Sammi, Samuel A.
Wells, George A. Wentworth; Finance Commit-

tee—Joseph

Pincus, L. V. Merle, L. Levy.
Gi A.W.
The

From

“New

Contented

Collected

Angler.

Rhymes”

of Andrew

Lang.

The Angler hath a jolly life
Who by the rail runs down,
P
And leaves his business and his wife,
And all the din of town.
The wind down stream is blowing straight,
And nowhere cast can he;
Then lo, he doth but sit and wait
In kindly company
The miller turns the water off,
Or folk be cutting weed,
While he doth at misfortune scoff,
From every trouble freed;
Or else he waiteth for a rise,
And ne’er a rise may see;
For why, there are not any flies
To bear him company,
Or, if he mark a rising trout,
He straightway is caught up,
And then he takes his flask out,
And

drinks

a rousing

cup.

Or, if a trout he chance to hook,
Weeded and broke is he,
And then he finds a godly book
Instructive company.
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The Motor Boat for Naval
A

Purposes.

paper read by Mr. M. M. Whitaker, at the annual
meeting of the National Association of Engine and
Boat Manufacturers.

In considering

the possibilities of the motor

boat for naval purposes, it would probably be
better to go over the ground already covered,
and get some account of the work that has been

done in this line, and also that projected.
In

March,

London,

1904,

John

E.

Thornycroft,

of

read a paper before the Institution of

Naval Architects which brought the possibilities

of the internal combustion

motor

officially be-

fore the society.
His paper was wide in its
scope, covering broadly the different points of

internal combustion motors which could be used
in torpedo

deal.

boats,

He

divided

with

which

his paper

the possibilities

had

into

to

three.

1. Engines which drew their combustible mixture at atmospheric pressure; in other words,
gasolene.
2. Engines
which
vaporized
their

mixture through heat or spray; in other words,
kerosene

engines.

3. Engines

furnished with gas from producers.

and

heavy

oil

In his paper

he used for comparison a first-class torpedo boat
and a boat of smaller dimensions and power,

but with

internal

combustion

motor.

In dia-

grams accompanying the paper he showed the
motor torpedo boat driven by four six-cylinder
gasolene motors actuating two propellers.
The
saving in space occupied about 20 per cent.—
that is, the space devoted to machinery in the

ordinary torpedo boat is about 50 per cent.,
while the gasolene engines with their reverse
gear would take up about 50 per cent.
Mr.
Thornycroft’s paper only went into the subject

tentatively, and showed possibilities without advocating any specific motor or system.
He
seemed inclined, however, to favor either the
gasolene engine or the producer gas engine.
His firm last year constructed a 4oft. open boat

with an engine working on kerosene.

This boat

was called the Dragon Fly, and was fitted with
torpedo dropping gear, and attained a speed of

about

18 knots

placed

forward,

per

hour.

under

a

The

hood,

engine
with

an

was
open

cockpit just abaft it. This was followed by the
tank for fuel, and the torpedo was carried on
the after deck.
It would seem that boats of
this type are too small for the service intended.
and as they are open, are liable to be swamped

when going in any kind of a sea.
The firm of Yarrow & Co. have just produced
a 6oft. Vidette boat equipped with triple screws,
the

two

outside

being

cylinder, 61%4 x 6 motors,

driven

by

two

four-

coupled direct to the

shaft. The center screw is driven by one motor
of similar dimensions,
equipped with reverse
gear.
These motors are of light, high speed

variety, running at about 1,000 revolutions per
minute, and the form of the boat is similar to
that of Napier II., that is, very shallow draft,
and having a truncated bow and flat bottom.
The forward compartment is covered with a
hood, and is intended to shelter the crew.
The
second compartment contains the motors and
is also covered by a-hood.
The gasolene tank
is located on the deck aft, the deck being
dropped, and the tank fills out the form of the

hull, so that its presence would hardly be
noticed. At the same time any leak would drain
directly
torpedo

overboard.
It is intended
tube on the after deck, and

to mount a
as the boat

complete will only weigh about 13 tons, it will be
possible to carry a number of them on the deck
of a warship, to be launched, of course, at a
suitable time. The boat has attained a speed
of over 30 miles an hour, but the brief objections

to her seem
bottom,

which

to be her shallow
would make

draft and flat

her a bad boat in a

seaway, the opening of the engine room afford-

ing inadequate

protection

for the motors.

The

type also being of high speed variety, would
seem to be unsuitable.
Mr. S. F. Edge, selling agent of the Napier
motors, a couple of years ago placed the Napier
Minor, a 35-footer, at the disposal of the Admiralty for experiments, and she was used in

the fleet maneuvers

of that season

in carrying

messages between ships and the shore.
For
this service she seemed to be well suited, and it
is to a certain extent on her success that the
other experiments have been carried out.
The French government have just issued conditions for a competition for naval service boats
propelled by internal combustion engines. They
have laid down a series of rules governing the

competition, and restricting the class of boat in
many ways.
The boats under the competition
must be in the neighborhood of 6o0ft. long decked
over which gives adequaate protection for the
motor, quarters for officers and crew, must carry
anchors, gear and several small rapid firing
guns, with other ammunition.
The speed must
be at least 12 knots per hour, and the engines
of the kerosene type, are to be supplied by the
French government.
They are of the heavy,
slow speed variety, and under the conditions as
outlined, very little room is left for the designer

to exercise any discretion.
The

Russian

government

have probably

more

internal combustion engine boats than any other,
several, as is well known, having been built in
the United States, of the same type as Gregory,
a go-footer, equipped with two 300-horsepower
motors.
They also have several built by Belgian
and French firms for light dispatch service, as
for instance, one 40-footer fitted with Germaine

motor, and several built in Germany.
Our own government has not gone into the
matter very deep up to the present, although

they made

experiments

at one

time

with

the

Standard, and have since placed orders with a
number of firms for motors of different classes.
One branch of the naval service, however, in

which the gasolene motor has already made such
headway is in submarine boats, those
land and our own government being

of Engsupplied

with this form of power for use on the surface.
I would refer to another type of motor which,
while it has not been as yet in naval service, is
interesting as showing the possibilities for lightness in motors.

That is the motor

of Antoinette

III., an eight-cylinder, 5.9 x 5.9, made in V form,

and giving on the brake somewhere between
100 and 120 horse-power at a thousand revolu-

tions.
these

Antoinette III. is equipped with two of
motors, having a total weight of only

750 pounds, and has shown a speed of over 30
miles an hour over long distances.
This motor

is remarkable for its light weight, and throughout a season’s hard racing on the continent has
never failed to function properly except on one

occasion, at the last race of the season,
the

latter part

of December.

that it failed to go because
had not been made

This covers

Here

proper

held in

it is said

provisions

for the cold weather.

about all that has been done

so

far in fitting gasolene motors
service, but I believe that the

for the naval
future will see

their adoption in larger numbers

and for more

varied

in the

uses.

Taking

these

uses

order

of their probable adoption, I should say that
the first form in which it would be generally
adopted would be for the ship’s working boats.
There

are

many

motors

suitable for this work,
give no more
launch
with

equipped.

on

the

trouble than the
which warships

From

market

to-day

and they certainly can

personal

ordinary steam
are
generally

experience

I know

that these are constantly giving trouble and are
a sore point with the officers of the engineer’s

staff.

For boats of this class it will require a

motor
motor

of medium
speed and weight,
must have adequate protection.

the particular

point

where

all the

but the
This is

racers

and

high speed boats have proved weak.
In other
words, the motor must be fitted in a compart-

ment that is water-tight.

I do not think that a

boat of the small, high speed type can ever be
used as a torpedo boat.
In the first place, in
order to get the requisite speed in so small a
hull, it is necessary that the weight of hull and
machinery both should be cut to the limit in
order to provide carrying capacity for the weight
of a torpedo and its launching gear. This seems

to have been entirely forgotten
tions

of those

who

have

in the calcula-

dreamed

of this class

of boat, but aside from this, the light weight of
the machinery and hull makes it unsuitable for
the hard usage which it must undergo in the
naval service.
The next class in order of probable adoption
would be the Vidette torpedo boat, ranging in
length from 60 to ooft., and having motors of
medium weight, medium speed variety of from

300 to 600 or 700 horsepower.

In this class it is

possible to arrange weights on a practical basis
and make a boat which would be useful and in
many respects more economical than a similar
boat propelled by steam, while its cost would not
be high and a large fleet to operate from a base
on shore or one or two carried by each vessel of
a fleet, would make a formidable array for any
enemy to meet.
The form, however, must be that
of a torpedo boat, strong and yet high, and freaky
features must be cut out. The probability of carrying internal combustion motors up to the torpedo boat class would seem to be possible only
through the use of either heavy oil or alcohol
motors or motors of the suction gas type, and for
this reason:
That the fuel consumption of the
gasolene motor of large sizes becomes so large
and extensive as to render its use improbable. Of
course the Government can afford to do most
anything it wants to, but, like the private individual, it does not want to go into any unnecessary expense.
With the increased use of gasolene in multitudes of small motors, the price will
undoubtedly advance to limits which will make
its use almost impossible.
Anyway, the naval
service of this and other countries seems to have
a prejudice against the fuel as dangerous.
They
seem to forget that they carry all the time explosives which are a thousand times more dangerous than gasolene could ever be, and experiences of the Government with it so far certainly
do not justify their fear of it, as it is used in
submarine boats, and the only instances of explosion have been through gross carelessness on the
part of those handling it. If the handlers of the
explosives had been as careless as those who had
charge of the gasolene, the results would have
been still worse.

For torpedo boat service requiring powers well

up in the thousands, it would seem that there
are difficulties to be encountered with the use of
gasolene as fuel, or with any internal combustion motor in fact, that will require engineering
ability of high order to overcome.
Still, they are
by no means insurmountable, and if the same
thought is given to those problems that has been
given to the development of steam, I believe that
there is no doubt that they can be successfully
overcome. The use of internal combustion motors
has so many advantages‘in the way of economy,
saving of weight and hence increased speed, etc.,
that such difficulties as reversibility and ease of
starting should not be considered.
These can

undoubtedly be overcome,

in either case by the

use of compressed air. As I stated a little while
ago, the saving of space is about 20 per cent., and
the saving in weight, even allowing that the propelling motors themselves would weigh the same
as a steam engine, is a big item, as the weight of

the boiler is saved. -
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Now;

as to some

idea

motor will probably be.
probably

of what

the

motor,

having

water

cooled pistons, and, I believe on a two-cycle principle. The weight should be kept down to at least
25-50 pounds per horsepower by the use of good

engineering and suitable materials, and might
even be less. I should say that a piston speed of
a thousand feet a minute would not be out of the
way, and that the probable revolutions would not
be over

should

600.

In

fact, this

be closely

smallest

adhered

figure

to

is one

except

which

for

the

class of tenders.

I regret that a greater time has not been given
me for preparation on this subject, and that I am
only able to
me to be an

LAUNCH——DESIGNED

give an outline of what seems to
important field of development for

the gasolene motor and one in which it is bound
to take a premier position within the next ten or
fifteen years.

WE
open

reproduce herewith
launch

L. Skene

which

for Mr.

Y. C.—The

annual

meeting

of the

Lakewood
Y. C. was held on Friday evening,
March 9, and the following officers were elected:
Com., W. J. Brodie; Vice-Com., R. L. Fuller;

Rear

Com.,

Treasurer,

J. F.
A.

Cunningham;

J. Prentice;

Baker;

Fleet

Surg.,

F. W.

Radcliffe;

Secretary

Fleet

Capt.,

Dr. H. A. Becker;

Asst.

Meas.,

George

W.

and
C.

Meas.,
Gerlach;

Chap., W. A. Dietrick; Delegate to I. L. Y. A.,
M. B. Vorce; Directors—W. J. Brodie, G. H.
Gardner, G. Q. Hall.
.

Launch.
the

were

made

Samuel

L. SKENE

H.

plans

of a 2oft.

by Mr.

Norman

Howard,

of To-

ronto, for use on Lake Ontario.
The boat was designed as a roomy, comfortable launch and is built on the ribband carvel

system, of medium scantlings. The engine is to
be a 15 horsepower Buffalo, which will drive the
boat about 11 miles per hour. Dimensions follow:
Length—
Overall
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AMERICAN

Power

Boat

Assn.—The

annual

meeting of the American Power Boat Assn. was
held at the Arena, West Thirty-first street, New
York, on the evening of March 7. The follow-

ing officers were

elected:

President,

J. Norris

Oliphant, Thousand
Islands Y. C.; Secretary,
Anson B. Cole, Manhasset Bay Y. C.; Treasurer,

J. H. Wainwright,

American Y. C.; Measurer,

FOR

Pee 28 1905

S. H. HOWARD.

Henry J. Gielow, Atlantic Y. C.; Executive Committee—John H. McIntosh, Columbia Y. C.; J. G.

Knap, Chippewa Y. C.; Harold Brown, Swampscott Y. C.,, and H. J. Mitchell, Riverton Y. C.
Forty-six clubs now belong to the A. P. B. A.
and five more have applied for membership.
The matches for the Gold Cup will take place
on Aug. 21, 22 and 23 over a 30-mile course on
Chippewa Bay under the auspices of the Chippewa Y. C. On the motion of Mr. James N. Oliphant, of the Thousand Islands Y. C., the declaration of trust governing the Gold Cup was so
amended that challenging clubs could substitute
another boat than that which they challenged
within ten days before the race.
Mr. Edward M. MacLellan, chairman of the
Committee on Legislation, stated that the present
bill before Congress did not apply to power boats
intended

for

pleasure

but

to boats

that. carried

passengers or freight. Mr. MacLellan said, however. that it was important that a bill be framed
which would insure proper legislation for the
pleasure

power

boats

so that owners

and

manu-

facturers would be protected from inexperienced
and incompetent pilots.
A resolution was offered by Mr. W. H. Ketchum to the effect that the Committee on Legislation should confer with other organizations in
order to secure such legislation which might be
considered

necessary..

This

bill will be referred

to the Executive Committee for approval
they will bring it before Congress.

and
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The Hydrographic
BY

WILLIAM

LAMBERT

Boston

Surveyors.
BARNARD,

I don’t claim to be much of a poet,
I’ve never been versed in the arts;
But I must sing the praise of the lad who surveys,
And his fellows who make all the charts.

committee’ and accepted by the Executive Committee of the Boston Y. C., are as follows:

der the laws of the commonwealth

of Massachu-

setts, a silver cup, delivered herewith to the said
club; now, therefore, it is hereby declared and
agreed by and between the parties hereto that the

said cup

is to be held and

Boston Y. C. upon
ditions:

“1,

This

cup

transferred

by said

the following trusts and con-

shall

be

known

as

the

Sir

Thomas J. Lipton Cup for Massachusetts Bay.
“2. It shall become the property of the yacht
owner in the 22-rating class (class Q) of the

Yacht Racing Association of Massachusetts,

who

shall first take two annual championships in the
said class, under the requirements of the so-called
universal rule of measurement and in accordance
with the racing rules and regulations of the Y.
R. A. of Massachusetts.
“3. The said Boston Y. C. shall deliver this
cup to the yacht owner thus winning two annual
championships on presentation of satisfactory evi-

They study the tides an’ each gale besides,
To find how the waters flow;
And note the rips where the bottom dips,
Or the sands shift to an’ fro.
They’ll find a rock the size of a block
If you'll only give ’em time,
No matter how deep the surges sweep
Over the rockweed slime.
With never a swerve they follow the curve
Of the twenty-fathom lines,
From No Man’s Land to the Grand Manan,
And on to the Bay of Mines.

dence of the winning of such championships;

and

Builders of fine Pleasure and Hunting Boats,
Canoes,
Gasoline Launches, Small Sail Boats. Send for Catalogue.

KNOCK DOWN
Launches, row and
Canoes

and

There’s never a rock, a bar, nor spit,
Never a one-horse shoal,
Like the ‘‘Lommydoo,” but what they knew
An’ measured its little whole.
The ‘Stelwagen Bank, where the Portland sank,
The ragged coast of Maine,
The thousand lights that guide us nights,
They’ve plotted right and plain.
The largest ship and the smallest yacht—
Tt’s not a matter of size—
But keep your head and use your lead
An’ follow the chart, me b’yes.

under the terms

of this deed.”

Secretary A. T. Bliss, of the Y. R. A. of
Massachusetts, has issued a circular to the 26
clubs which form the Association, asking cooperation of all yachtsmen interested in the Association in building boats for the new class.
It
is understood that several yachtsmen are now
considering plans for 22-raters.
It is quite probable that several boats will be built for the class
this season, but it is likely that the greatest development will be shown in 1907.

There’s never an island, gulf, nor creek,
From here to the River James,
But what they’ve found an’ sounded round
An’ given their proper names.
You can call it luck, you can call it pluck—
Whatever they have to do—
Like markin’ a place where overfalls race—
They do it, an’ ship-shape, too;
So, wherever you goes, just follow your nose,
An’ take their warnings to heart;
Just mind the draught you carry aft,
And blindly follow the chart.

ANNUAL

:
maps

nual

MEETING oF Y. R. A. or M.—The

meeting

of the

Y.

R. A.

an-

of Massachusetts

will be held at Young’s Hotel on Thursday evening, March 15. All or part of the racing dates
for the season may be taken at this meeting. The
adoption of racing rules agreed upon at the re-

cent

Atlantic

Coast

Conference

will be consid-

ered.
It is proposed to amend the by-laws so
that the Executive Committee will be composed
cf five members instead of eight. Officers for the

year will be elected.
Work at Lawtey’s.—At
easclene

yacht Elkhorn

Lawley’s

for Mr.

the

1o3ft.

H. F. Hanson

is

finished, with the exception of installing the en-

gine, which will be a Standard of 300 horsepower.
The 55-rating schooner Dervish for Commodore
H. A. Morss, of the Corinthian Y. C., is receiving her cabin work.
Inside joiner work is going
in the 78ft. power cruiser for Mr. W. M. Lovering, of Taunton.
The keel is set up for the 22rater designed by Mr. Charles D. Mower.
The
cruising cutter designed by Mr. Linton Hope for
a Philadelphia yachtsman is nearly finished.
It is
rumored that this boat is intended to be a com-

Hunting
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Co., 3517 S. 2nd St., St. Louis, Mo..

CHARTER
FOR CRUISE
FLORIDA, WEST INDIES, and TARPON
FISHING
in the Gulf.
AUXILIARY
SCHOONER
YACHT, 100
feet., 100 h. p. motor; nine miles under power; electric
lights; FIVE large STATEROOMS,
BATH, TOILET
rooms.
LARGE SALOON;; seats 14 at table; very handsome,
completely
furnished.
Photo,
particulars,
223
Walnut St., Philadelphia, Pa.
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which he shall give a satisfactory receipt.
“4. Pending the final disposition of this cup
by the Boston Y. C. in the manner herein provided, the name of each yacht taking an annual
championship in the said 22-rating class of the
Y. R. A. of Massachusetts, together with the
name of her owner and the year, shall be engraved on this cup.
S5e) Suouldm them yee.
AL) ote Massachusetts
cease to exist, or the 22-rating class of the Association cease to engage in its championship races
before this cup is won, then the Executive Committee of the said Boston Y. C., exercising an authority hereby conferred for the purpose of dealing with such contingencies, shall provide for the
disposition of this cup in such a manner as shall
appear to the club best calculated to carry out
the wishes of the donor of the cup, and at the
same time conserve whatever interests any yacht
Owner or owners may have secured in the cup

Of

sail boats,

with the cup the said yacht owner shall be given
a copy of this deed; and such delivery shall vest
in him a clear and complete title to said cup, for

From Lurcher’s Shoal to Quicks’s Hole,
Past Montauk southwest steer,
From Hatteras to Christi Pass,
The sea to them reads clear.
They know the color and kind of sand
You'll find on the Rose and Crown,
And they can tell the sort of shell
That marks the Middle Ground.
If they say ‘“‘clay,’”’ you can bet your pay
No mud on the flukes will stand,
And their R d P means pebbles red—
It don’t mean coarse white sand.

Oh, it’s easy enough to write the stuff
That pours from poets’ hearts;
But the wisest men—an’ the poorest paid—
Are those who make our charts.

Letter.

Deep oF Girt oF Lipton Cup.—The terms of
the deed of gift of the Sir Thomas J. Lipton Cup
for Massachusetts Bay, as decided by the special

feeling existing between himself and the yachtsmen of the New England coast, and also in recognition of the skill, patience and daring in yacht
racing which have long characterized them, has
presented to the Boston Y. C., a corporation un-

A couple of flags on a handy hill,
A monument built of sticks,
Is all they ask to guide their task
As they stand their endless tricks;
A lead an’ line, an’ maybe a log,
An’ a spirit compass, too,
Is all they use in the work they choose,
In the work they choose to do.
No cove’s too small, no sea’s too wide,
For them to lay it bare;
They prod each reach an’ shelvin’ beach
With equal skill an’ care.

An’ one of these days when the airship craze
Has finished our ocean flights,
They’ll make old Castor and Pollux act
The part of the Cape Ann Lights;
They’ll buoy the stars from here to Mars,
An’ give you the course in full;
They’ll have red sectors on Saturn’s rings
An’ a whistler off the Bull;
They’ll sound the voids of the Asteroids,
An’ issue every noon
‘The table of tides that an airship rides,
When anchoring on the Moon.

STREAM.

“Whereas, Sir Thomas J. Lipton, of Osage,
Southgate, England, in recognition of the friendly

There isn’t much glory for those chaps,
An’ only a bit for pay;
But they'll risk their necks to get some specks
From tnder the rollin’ bay.
They sound and sound for miles around,
An’ sample the ocean’s floor,
Making their notes in open boats,
An’ postin’ ’em up ashore.
They never shirk the hardest work,
They’re out in rain and sleet,
In tumblin’ seas they seem at ease,
An’ gales with pleasure meet.

You can sail offshore, a week or more,
Ten hundred miles from the Hook,
But you’ll find those chaps with their bloomin’
An’ little soundings book—
Workin’ away with might and main—
They never seem to tire
Gettin’ the bottom three miles below
With a bit of piano wire.
I don’t know the how, nor even the why,
The reason I can’t explain,
But I’ll bet my pay, an’ thé old man’s lay,
Their work is not in vain,
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Canoe and Boat Building.
A Complete Manual for Amateurs.
Containing plain and comprehensive directions for the,
construction of Canoes, Rowing and Sailing Boats
and Hunting Craft.
By W. P. Stephens.
Cloth.
Seventh and enlarged edition.
264 pages.
Numerous illustrations, and fifty plates in envelope.
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petitor in the Lipton Cup ocean race to Bermuda.
The keel of the 65ft 54-rating schooner for a
prominent member of the Boston and Eastern Y.C.’s is set up.
She will be called Taormina.
In
the west shop the 8sft. auxiliary schooner for Mr.
C. H. Clark, Jr., of Philadelphia, is plated and
the deck has been laid.
The frames are out for
the 122ft. steel steam yacht designed by Messrs.
Cox & Stevens for Mr. Roswell Eldridge.
In the
boat shop a number of launches are in various
stages of completion.
The 24ft. racer designed
by Mr. C. F. Herreshoff is planked.
A 21-footer
for the Lipton Cup on the Great Lakes, designed
by Messrs. Small Brothers for a Cleveland syndicate, will be built at Lawley’s.
A 17ft. auxiliary knockabout is to be built for Dr. F. 1.
Proctor.

Sr—EAM YACHT FOR BROOKLINE Man.—At
the
yard of the O. Sheldon Co., Neponset, a steain
yacht is being built from Mr. Arthur Binney’s design for Mr. William J. Sullivan, of Brookline.
She will be 112ft. over all, 9oft. waterline and
1sft. breadth.
Her construction is quite heavy
and her 300 horsepower engine is expected to give
her 14 knots.
She is a neatly turned boat with
exceptionally good accommodations.
She will be
flush decked, save for the forward deckhouse, to
be used as a dining saloon, and will be schooner
rigged.
The owner’s quarters consist of a saloon
and four staterooms.
There is a roomy galley
and forecastle.
GERMAN-AMERICAN
MatcH
Boats.—Three
of
the American boats for the German-American
match have been ordered built at Marblehead.
One of these will be built by Messrs. Burgess &
Packard, another by Messrs. Stearns & McKay,
and the third by Graves.
Fast AuTospoat.—Messrs. Swasey, Raymond &
Page have received an order for a 4oft. automobile launch for Mr. James Pratt, of Brooklyn.
She will have a 70 horsepower engine and is to
make 24 miles an hour.
The same firm has orders for a 27{t. cabin launch for Mr. J. S. Poyen,
of Amesbury, Mass.; a 30ft. cabin launch for a
Southern man, and two 6oft. cruisine launches
for New York parties.
Joun B. KILieen.

Sailing on

the Thames.

ONE of the pleasantest amusements open to
Londoners is that which is provided by sailing
on the Thames.
It is a less expensive sport
than yachting, but it has all the charm of that
fascinating occupation.
The boats used cost,
on an average, from £100 to £200, according
to the size, and it is usual for them to be sailed
by their owners.
The Thames Sailing Club has
arranged
many
competitions,
and receives a

good

deal

of encouragement

from

outside.

In

the spring of 1904 the Crown Prince of Portugal
gave a cup, to be called the Bragancga Cup, to
be sailed for by first-class boats.
It was decided to make this gift a challenge cup, to be
held by the first-class boat making the best average in the five open matches sailed at Tedding-

ton

during

Easter

week.

This

gave

unusual

interest to the races.
The owners of smal! boats
assembled in great form and in considerable
numbers at Teddington in Easter week, where
the talk was all about designs for new boats and
the improvement and upkeep of the older ones.
The majority had an eye on the much-coveted
Queen’s Cup, which is the chief prize at the
June meeting.
It would be difficult to imagine
a prettier sight than a dozen of the well-found
raters that sail under S. B. A. rules gybing and
tacking about during the interval between the
first and second guns, and with the sound of the
last lufing or bearing away for the imaginary
line that stretches from the flag ashore, through
the starting buoy, to the mark on the opposite
bank.
Across this line no parts of the boats or
gear may be apparent to the officer of the day
before the sound
of the last gun
has died
away.
Skill with the helm is the first essential
to success with these boats, and never does it
come in more usefully than in making a welljudged start.
In nine cases out of ten it gives

the fortunate

boat a clear course

to deal with

as she pleases, while her rivals are blanketing
one another for half the length of the reach.
‘So keen is the racing, and so well matched are

AND

STREAM:

[Marcu

the boats and their owners, that a gain of even
a second or two is of the utmost value. There
is no lack of cups and prizes to encourage the
competitors.
In addition to the cup given by
the Crown Prince of Portugal, there are the

Duke of Connaught’s Cup and the Queen’s Cup.
There are also the Muir Cup, the Dumage Cup,
and the Houston Bowl.
The Thames Valley
Sailing Club owns the Yeves Plate, the Hampton Bowl, and the Silver Burgee, a quaint if

somewhat
Despite

useless looking prize.
all these inducements

to join

in a

sport at once honest, healthful and charming,
the number of sailing boats of first-class character is smaller than it was ten years ago. Why
is not quite clear. The age is an indolent one in
its pleasures, perhaps, and small-boat sailing requires perseverance, skill and some pluck.
The
latter qualification there is no doubt about; but
it is to be feared that modern young men have
not

the

perseverance

to

acquire

the

necessary

skill.
They join the clubs in fair numbers, get
a boat, and then, finding they do not immediately win prizes, drift away into the mazes of

golf, the wild career of the motor car, or, worse

still, the chug-chuging power boats; otherwise,
bridge holds them fast and sailing knows them
no more for the time being.
It is a pity, be-

cause when means and disposition in after years
incline them toward yachting proper, they will
miss the quickness of eye, hand and judgment

that upriver sailing teaches.

There is no better

school.

Canoeing.
THE twentieth annual dinner of the Rochester
interest displayed concerning plans for the coming season.
In the absence of our captain, Hiram
H.
Rogers, Mr. Nevin, our mate, acted as host,
and Mr. Gibson took charge of the commissary,
displaying ‘“‘heap big knowledge”
in culinary
skill.
He must believe ‘‘the way to reach a
man’s heart is through his stomach,’ for he
certainly won our hearts, and we parted with
our coin with a readiness that surprised him.
Early in the afternoon the boys started coming, to take advantage of the excellent weather
and fine ice for ice-boating, which taken in large
doses is conducive to large appetites, a fact
which few overlooked.
As the evening
shadows
gathered,
encompassing the night, only to heighten the brilliancy
of the myriads of stars dotting the heavens; the
waters of the bay bound in icy fetters, fringed
on either side by dark green pines; the old
club house sitting in a niche, as it were, bright
with many colored lanterns,
could
any
more

fitting place be found, where, with the recollec-

tions of the past summer, we should gather to
plan for the future.
There were assembled a goodly number, not
in evening clothes, but in the picturesque toggery of the canoe man.
The color scheme for

white,

with

the ceiling

decorated in green.
The centerpiece was the old
Canoe Club cannon, banked amid carnations and
smilax.
It was a sight for old eyes; what memories
of A. C. A. camps it recalled, where it spoke its
little piece at sunrise and sunset, started many
a canoe, and announced the victor; of how it
proudly graced the deck of the old war canoe

“Huff? under the skillful guidance of Harry M.
Stewart

she

cleared

for ports unknown.

away

And

under

how

doings.”

there were

General,

Otis,

Mr.

merry

made

his

with

stories in the old German brougue, which, by the
way, fits his face. One, in particular will remain,

long in the memory

of those who heard it, his

story of the “Catching of the Cheese Fishes.’
Of how he and his friend Fritz went down by
Charlottenberg and bored
auger
holes
in the
waters, set pieces of cheese by the holes and
snecked them as they came up.
Other stories
and talks followed, ending with a friendly ex-

hibition of the manly art of self defense by
Messrs. Booth and Stillman, otherwise known as
It was
the “social secretary,’ and the “count.”
great for those looking on, but the count declared the secretary gave him too much lip.
After this we all adjourned to the reception

above,

room

where

the writer

had prepared

roaring log fire; gathering about its warmth,

a

we

1 i
drew nearer as friends.
Catching the strains of Mr. Boller’s violin,
an
unexpected pleasure, we all joined in singing
“He’s a Jolly Good Fellow.”
‘
With the songs and music blending with the
crackle of the wood tre,
and vowed never to part.

we

lived

and

loved

A. C. A. Membership.
NEW LIFE MEMBER.
68, William Ovenington, Jr., Frankford, Pa.
NEW MEMBERS PROPOSED.
Eastern
Division—W. _ Starling
Burgess,
Marblehead, Mass., by H. D. Murphy.
Hastings, Minn., all proposed by W. H. Yardley;

C. C. was held at the club house on Irondequoit
Bay, Feb. 17.
The event was marked by the

red and

the

as

known

Western Division—J. E. Dixon, Chicago, IIl.;
A. M. Peabody, St. Paul, Minn.; Denis Follett,

Rochester C. C. Dinner.

the table was

when

the “times

17, 1906.

sealed

orders

joyful were

our

feelings when the old cannon announced port was
in sight, and some one was going to buy
Those days linger sweet in memory.
After a toast to our absent captain, H. M.
Rogers, and one old-time
and never absent
friend, Fred Wolters, who is now touring California, we all fell to.
Mr. George McTaggart,
of New York city, one of the old-timers, was the

guest of the evening, and it was with much
pleasure that we listened to his reminisence of

J. W. Simpson, Riverside, Ill., by A. W. Friese;
W. H. S. Wright and W. S. Shirwood, both of
St. Paul, Minn., and both by W. H. Yardley; F.

W.

Friedland,

Chicago,

Ill, by W. H. Piggott.

Central Division—H.
V.
Baxter
and
A.
B.
McVay, both of Pittsburg, Pa., and both by
P. W. Shephard; J. P. Rigsby, Wilkinsburg,
Pa., and G. B. Rosenblatt, Butte, Mont., both

by A. W. Allyn.
Atlantic Division—Elwood B. Jordy, Trenton,
NN. js bye We ou. Ale:
Atlantic Division—H. McCaughey, New York
city, by H. S. McKeag.

Western

Division—A.

M.

Callman,

A.

P.

Houston, Jr., and R. Lockerbie, all of Chicago,
Ill., and all by W. H. Piggott; A. E. Nielson,
J. P. Norton, J. P. Elmer, H. D. Smalley and S.
C. Cook, all of St. Paul, Minn., and all by W. H.
Yardley.

NEW MEMBERS ELECTED.
Atlantic Division—s5047, J. W. Bronner, Baltimore, Md.; 5048, H. C. Beauchamp, Brooklyn,
N. Y.; 50490, H. C. Hauser,
soso, H. F. Noah, New York

Eastern

minster,

Division—so46,

Baltimore:
city.

L. S. Woods,

ids

Leo-

Mass.

Western Division—5o045, G. Steely, Lafayette,
Ind.; 5051, W. W. Hinkley, Chicago, IIl.; 5052,
F, W. Hansen, Chicago, Ill.; 5053, R. C. Eddy,
Milwaukee, Wis.; 5054, W. Esch, Milwaukee,

Wis.; 5055, M. Messner, Milwaukee, Wis.; 5056,
W. C. Rhode, Milwaukee,
Wis.; 5057, R. J.
Sonei, Chicago, IIl.; 5058, S. Thatcher, Mil-

waukee, Wis.
Atlantic Division.—5065, Elmer B. Jordy, TrentON,

EN a

Central

Division—so63,

H. M.

burg, Pa., 5064, A. B. McVay,
Eastern Division.—sos9, W.
blehead, Mass.

Baxter,

Pitts-

Pittsburg, Pa.
S. Burgess, Mar-

Western Division.—5060, J. E. Dixon, Chicago,
Ill.; 5061, A. M. Peabody. St. Paul, Minn.; 5062,
Denis

Follett,

Hastings,

Minn.

Parson—Good morning, Mrs. Stubbins.
Is your husband at home?
Mrs. Stubbins (hanging recently patched
trousers on clothes line)—’E’s ’ome, sir; but ’e’s a-bed.
Parson—How is it he didn’t come to church on Sunday?
You know, we must have our hearts in the right
place.
Mrs. Stubbins—Lor’, sir, ’is ’eart’s all right. It’s
is trouziz.’’—Punch.
:
“Will

you
y;

come

into my

parlor?”

said the spider to the

“T am getting up a programme and to you I apply
To advertise therein, at ’steen dollars per ad.,
And I’ll stand by you through thick and thin, through
good luck or bad.”
Quoth the Raven:
“Nevermore.”

MARCH
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Shot Shells
The points behind Arrow Shells are of interest to every shooter who points
We mention the following:
Famous for their inventions and accepted as authorFACTORY EXPERTS:
ity on all shot shell questions.
a

gun.

WORKMANSHIP:

Skillful hands and the finest machinery

make

the

highest grade of material procurable in U. M. C.
Ammunition.

FACTORY INSPECTION:
FACTORY

TESTS:

So thorough that practically perfect goods are produced. The Inspection Department connected with
loaded shells numbers several hundred.
Every lot of U. M.C. Shells put through the factory

is repeatedly tested.

Unless up to the high factory

standard, they are not put on the market.
Ghere

THE
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UNION

a

reason

for
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Trapshooting.
If you

want

your

New

shoot

to be announced

M.

C. quality

CARTRIDGE

BRIDGEPORT,
Agency,

V.

York

City

EE GARRET

May
May
May
May

here

send a notice like the following:
Fixtures.
March 19-21.—Pinehurst (N. C.) G. C. tournament.
March 20-22.—Omaha (Neb.) G. C. Tournament.
W. D.
Townsend, Mgr.
March 22.—Edgewater, N. J.—Palisade G. C. all-day shoot.
April 10-11.—Kansas City, Mo.—The Missouri and Kansas
League of Trapshooters’ tournament.
April 12-13.—Toronto Junction (Ont.) G. C. target tournament.
P. Wakefield, Sec’y.
March 15.—Atglen, Pa.—Christiana-Atglen G. C. live-bird
shoot.
Wm. R. Fieles, Sec’y.
April 19.—New Paltz (N. Y.) Gun Club shoot.
E. J.
Snyder, Mer.
March 14-16.—Des Moines, Ia.—Iowa State Sportsmen’s
Association.
C. W. Budd, Sec’y.
March 17.—Freehold (N. J.) G. C. R. A. Ellis, Sec’y.
March 17.—Milburn (N. J.) G. C.. C. Wittkop, Sec’y.
April 12.—Wilmington (Del.) G. C. shoot.
April 18.—Piedmont (W. Va.) G. C. F. A. Ricker, Sec’y.
April 18-20.—Great Bend (Kans.) G. C. shoot.
B. McMullen, Sec’y.
April 19.—Muncie, Ind.—Magic City G. C. tournament.
F. L. Wachtel, Sec’y.
April 19.—Haverhill (Mass.) G. C. Patriots’ Day shoot.
S. G. Miller, Sec’y.
April 19.—Springfield
(Mass.)
Shooting Club’s Patriot
Day tournament.
C. L. Kites, Sec’y.
April 21.—Easton, Pa.—Independent G. C. third annual
tournament.
Edward F. Markley, Cor. Sec’y.
April 23-25.—Austin, Tex.—Texas State shoot.
April 24.—Wolcott,
N. Y.—Catchpole
G.
C.
E. A.
Wadsworth, Sec’y.
April 24-26.—Fort Wayne,
Ind.—Corner
R. and G. C.
tournament.
John W. Linder, Sec’y.
April 26.—Edgewater, N. J.—Palisade G. C. all-day shoot.

1-3.—Oklahoma and Indian Territory State shoot.
2-3.—Syracuse, N. Y.—People’s G. C. tournament.
2-3.—Rensselaer (Ind.) G. C.
2-3.—Syracuse, N. Y.—People’s G. C. tournament.
Fred G. Millard, Mer.
May 17-8.—Vicksburg; Miss.—Mississippi
Delta
League
second amateur tournament.
J. J. Bradfield, Sec’y.
hd ahaa
(N. Y.) G. C. tournament. B. D. Nobles,
ec’y.
May 8-10.—New London (Ia.) G. C. shoot.
Dr. C. E.
Cook, Sec’y.
May 9-11.—Columbus (O.) G. C. tournament.
TF, ShatMay

tuck,

Sec’y.

COMPANY

CONN.

9-10.—Coffeyville,
Kans.—Missouri
and
Kansas
League
of Trapshooters’
tournament.
Dr. C. B.
Clapp, Sec’y, Moberly, Mo.
May 9-10.—Indianapolis, Ind.—State League shoot, under
auspices of Limited
Cc.
May 9-10.—Wilmington, Del.—Annual spring tournament
Delaware
State Trapshooters’
League
under
the
euspices of the Wawaset Gun Club.
W. M. Foord,
ec’y.
May 15-18.—Milton, Pa.—Pennsylvania State Sportsmen’s
Association tournament.
May 15-19.—Kansas City, Mo.—Missouri State Game and
Fish Protective Association twenty-ninth annual tournament.
R. S. Elliott, Sec’y.
May 16-17.—Greenville (O.) Gun Club tournament.
H.
A. McCaughey, Sec’y.
Knox & Knapp,
May 16-17.—Auburn, N. Y., tournament.
Mgrs.
.
May 16-17.—Nashville, Tenn.—The
Interstate
Association’s Southern
Handicap
tournament,
under
the
auspices of the Cumberland Park G. C.; $1,000 added
money.
Elmer E. Shaner, Sec’y-Mgr., Pittsburg, Pa.
May 17.—Montpelier (Vt.) G. C. tournament.
Dr. C. H.
Burr,
Sec’y.
Carolina
TrapshootMay 22-23.—Wilson,
N. C.—North
tournament.
Selby
ers’ Association
third
annual
Anderson, Sec’y.
Jrgt
May 23-25.—Bloomington, Ill.—Illinois State shoot.
May 24.—Edgewater, N. J.—Palisade G. C
s
May 24-25—Owensboro,
Ky.—Kentucky
Trapshooters
League fourth annual target tournament, under auspices of Davies County G. C, James Lewis, Sec’y,
Owensboro, Ky.; F. Pragoff, Sec’y Ky. T. S. L.

May 24-25.—Montreal, Can.—Canadian Indians’ first annual
tournament.
Thomas A. Duff, High Scribe.
May 24-26.—Spokane,
Wash.—Washington
State Sportsmen’s Association tournament.
G. C. Beck, Mgr.
May 29-30.—Rochester G. C.
May 29-30.—Grand Rapids, Mich.—Michigan State Trapshooters’

League

shoot,

under

auspices

of

Consoli-

dated Sportsman’s Association.
May 30.—Newport, R. I.—Aquidneck G. C. tournament.
May 30-31.—Monte Ne, Ark., target tournament.
May

30.—Mechanicsville

ation
May

(N.

Y.)

Game

second annual tournament.

30.—Ossining

(N.

Y.)

C.

Protective

Associ-

G,. Singerland, Sec’y.
merchandise

shoot.

C2 iG. Blandford» ‘Capt:
May 30.—Edgewater, N. J.—Palisade G. C.
May 30.—McKeesport, Pa.—Enterprise G, C. tournament.
Geo. W. Mains, Sec’y.
June 5-7.—Newark, N. J.—New Jersey State Sportsmen’s
Association tournament.
W. R. Hobart, Sec’y.
June 5-7.—Lincoln,
Neb.—Nebraska
State Sportsman’s
Association’s thirtieth annual tournament.
Geo. L.
Carter,

Pres.

June 5-8.—Dayton, O.—Ohio Trapshooters’ League twentieth annual tournament.
Added money $600.
C. C.
Rayburn, Pres.
June 12-14.—Fairmont, W. Va.—Tenth annual tournament
of the West Virginia State Sportsmen’s Association,
under the auspices of Fairmont
Gun Club; $1,000
added to purses.
E. H. Taylor, Mgr.; Ed. O. Bower,
Sec’y-Treas.
June 12-15.—Warm Springs (Ga.) G. C. tournament.
June 12-15.—Baltimore, Md.—Maryland County shoot.
J.
Mowell Hawkins, Mer., 1620 John St., Baltimore.
June
12-16.—Buffalo.—New
York
State
shoot,
under
auspices
of Infallible Gun
Club.
E. J. McLeod,
Sec’y.
June 13-14.—Fargo, N. D.—North Dakota State Sportsmen’s
Association’s
twelfth
annual
tournament.
Robbins & Bailey, Mgrs.
June 19-22.—Indianapolis,
Ind.—The Interstate Association’s Grand American Handicap target tournament;
$1,000 added money.
Elmer E. Shaner, Sec’y-Mgr.,
Pittsburg, Pa.
June 26-27.—Bradford (Pa.) G. C. tournament.
Joseph Le
Compte, Sec’y.
i
June 28.—Edgewater, N. J.—Palisade G. C.
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July 4.—Edgewater, N. J.—Palisade G. C.
and
Kansas
July 10-11.—Carthage, Mo.—The
Missouri
League of Trapshooters’ tournament.
3
July 17-19.—Philadelphia,
Pa.—The
Interstate
Association’s Eastern Handicap
tournament, under the auspices of the Florists’
Gun Club; $500 added money.
Elmer E. Shaner, Sec’y-Mgr., Pittsburg, oe eer
July 26.—Edgewater,
J.—Palisade
G.
Schoverling, Sec’y.
Aug. 8-10.—Hamilton, Ont.—Dominion of Canada Trapshooting Association’s sixth annual tournament.
W.
P. Thompson,
Sec’y-Treas.
Sept. 11-12.—Scammon, Kans.—The Missouri and Kansas
League
of Trapshooters’
tournament.
Dr.
Clapp, Sec’y, Moberly, Mo.

DRIVERS

AND

TWISTERS.

The Haverhill, Mass., Gun Club announces a tournament to be held on Patriot’s Day, April 19. S. G. Miller
is the Secretary.
t
The match at 50 live birds, between Messrs. J. L.
Brewer and W. Buckwalter, at the Philadelphia Driving
Park, on March 8, was won by Brewer.
The scores were
46 to 45.

On
ton,

March
of

6, at Little

Ashville,

was

Rock,
victor

Ark.,
in

Mr.

the

J. M.
contest

Pemberfor

the

Peters
trophy,
emblematic
of the
championship
of
Arkansas.
He scored 23 out of 25 birds, from the 30yd.
mark.
Messrs. Paul R. Litzke, W. B. Powell, J. T.
Lloyd, J. P. Thomason and R. W. Larkan tied on 19
and divided second.
Mr. Litzke distinguished himself
by being in the money in every event, the miss-andouts, of which there were four, being particularly subject to his skill.
td
A correspondent writes us that ‘““‘The Wilmington Gun
Club, of Wilmington, Del., will hold an all-day shoot
on its grounds, Front and Union streets, that city, on
April 12 next.
The programme will be issued shortly,
and some special attractions are promised.
Among the
number will be a merchandise race with a goodly list of
prizes to be competed for.
This club last year held the
annual spring tournament of the Delaware State Trapshooters’ League on its grounds, and had ninety-seven
entries the first day and seventy-seven on the second
day. A Legget trap and a set of three expert traps will
be used on April 11, so that everybody will get plenty
of shooting.”
td
Mr. A. B. Richardson,
of Dover,
successfully
defended his title to the State championship of Delaware
in a contest with Mr. James T. Skelly (challenger), of
Wilmington, on Saturday of last week.
The day was
exceedingly unfavorable for good scores, a northwest
gale prevailing.
Mr. Richardson won by a score of 83
to 72. A two-man team race at 100 targets was also a
feature, as follows:
A. B. Richardson and C. L. Terry,
of Dover, 178; Luther J. Squier and W. H. Reed, 156;
Ed. Banks and J. T. Skelly, 154.
An excellent report
of this contest is published elsewhere in our trap columns.
Mr. Terry, it is understood, will next challenge for the
Delaware State championship trophy.
od
Four contested in the third quarter of the 500-target
championship contest of the Crescent Athletic Club, at
Bay Ridge, L. I., on Saturday of last week.
The weather
was stormy, a strong, fluky wind being a decidedly unfavorable condition either for comfort or good scores.
The result of the contest placed Mr. Frank B. Stephenson in the lead. He scored 109 out of the 125, his nearest
competitor, Mr. H. M. Brigham, scoring 101. The total
scores of these two leaders at the three-quarter distance
are:
Stephenson 315, Brigham 312.
Mr. F. T. Bedford,
Jr., scored a leg on the March cup, with a score of 24
out of 25.
He, with Mr. G. G. Stephenson, Jr., were
high in the two-man team contest with 45 out of 50.
Messrs. E. H. Lott and F. T. Bedford, Jr., tied on 24
in the Stake trophy contest.
BERNARD WATERS.

Ossining

Gun

Club.

Ossininc, N. Y., March 10.—The scores herewith were
made at the regular bi-monthly shoot of the Ossining
Gun
Club.
Conditions
were bad for high scores.
A

STREAM.

[MARcH

high blustery wind, accompanied by snow, caused gooseeggs to appear thick and fast on the score sheets.
Event
4 was the Weskora cup shoot at 25 targets, use of two
barrels
allowed.
Coleman was the lucky one, negotiating 23 from the 18yd. mark, in which he used his second
barrel but once effectively.
The cup must be won three
times by a shooter to be finally won.
This was Coleman’s first win.
Hyland has two wins, Moulton one and
Blandford one.
As each shooter must go back two
yards for each win, the event will end up in a battle
royal from the 20yd. mark.
The next contest for the
Weskora cup will be held on March 24.
Figures after
names signify yards handicap in fourth event.
Events:
2)
S| A OP Oey a Oem LD
Targets:
10 10 10 25 10 10 15 10 15 15 15
DT) Washburn,y 18. veces
4 4b. 6 (605 (38 \ LOsAe Ss
A PLANT APES |sale siete!olnatetieierats SVM
AIDO ETC AAS Sa. Ais) cha) Ae
Wi SCOL tae. «cisiaceieie eee
MSH
as Go sdahs
Go
on we
DVO’ Cennor,
1Gsscen.eutee
ABS 55. AMES a soeeromceeeetmer
tend
i ae i ylasdye20 sa. cecercette BGs AO nt cL Orson outa
ao
CG G Biandtord) 20 rset
97 20
8 AZ Olan.
WePlColeman, 018) acmnierecetiacn
9.9 23-6 7 A989 12-12) 12,
GE Hubbell wise veccmestesrure
8 17 1S
Sloe oleae:
Te “TTaviSh one sacle Salelocenytaa
same PAE
Pe. right, sine Se 2
ff Brandreth, 10mcvcs.qteee seinen
Sy Ae 7 A 7k OY itlee 4)
WS
Smithy S16 ceases
menema ta: TAS a Dist tacuclaten tee
TL, Sturgis’ sije steacre coniewiseineieare PEEP OEM iy iS adhe bc
Ao Simith Bs Uni alae ce ciererctotcmenredtets
yy) Mace areca» 4,
Sy
Dae
CrG.B,

R
The contest for the English Hotel cup, on Saturday
of last week, on the grounds of the Indianapolis, Ind.,
Gun Club, was between the holder, Mr. W. T. Nash
and Mr. Burford, the challenger, Mr. H. A. Comstock,
being unable to contest because of the death of a close
friend.
Mr. Nash won by a score of 86 to 8.
On
March 17 the contest originally arranged between Messrs.
Nash and Comstock will take place.
4

AND

New

York

City

Cup.

WitmincTon, Del., March 9.—Editor Forest and Stream:
I have only recently seen and read a copy of the constitution and by-laws of the New
York State Sportsman’s Association, which, I understand, were adopted
at the State shoot held in Utica, June, 1905.
I don’t know how the other donors of the New York
City trephy feel about the way in which that trophy is
disposed of in the constitution, but it does seem to me
as if a trophy that actually cost $125 in good money, and
that is emblematic of the individual championship of the
State at targets, ought to have some sort of standing.
It seems, however, that no bond is to be given for its
safekeeping or return to the State Association.
The old
conditions under which it was donated to the Association, and which were accepted by the Association, were
that the holder should give a bond for its return and
safekeeping.
Furthermore,
the conditions
were
overlooked or disregarded to such an extent last year that
the cup was given as special prize to be competed for in
a single event.
The original conditions called for it to
be won and held by the man making the highest average
in ell the State events on the programme, with the exception of team races.
Another condition was that the
club holding the State shoot should donate to the winner
of the trophy, a prize to be commemorative of his win
of the State championship—the New York city trophy
being only held by him for one year, and not won outright.
This condition has never been lived up to, although such a course seems to me an eminently proper
one, even if it be no more than a ten or five dollar gold
piece.
Down here in the little Diamond State the winner
of the individual championship in the open competitions
at the State shoots gets a five dollar gold piece, and
holds the cup until the next State shoot, or as long as
he can, subject to challenge.
There is one other feature in the constitution which
makes me feel a little sad, and that is the clause which
forbids any body who is not a resident of the State
from taking part in the annual gathering at the traps.
Until last year I never missed a New York State shoot
since the one held in 1905, and have many friends and
acquaintances among the old guard, whom I would like
to.meet at least once a year.
But T am barred out now,
although as a manufacturers’ agent I would never have
been allowed to shoot for any of the purses.
The money
for my targets would, however, have been just so much
in the coffers of the club holding the shoot.
And my
case is, I believe, only one out of a large number.
Not
being present at last year’s meeting, I do not know, and
cannot imagine, what arguments were adduced in favor
of inserting such a clause, but no doubt you, who have
your files to refer to, can enlighten me upon that point.
The
whole thing is surprising to me, for I always
thought that manufacturers’ agents at least were considered as desirable guests at tournaments.
I do know that
during the last eight years I have received and answered
many hundreds of letters asking that the company that
I have had the honor to represent see to it that a certain tournament

be not

overlooked,

but

that

one

or

other

of its representatives be on hand to take part.
And in
lots of instances two or more are asked for.
If your opinion is that either of the above points are
worthy of consideration, or if you think that I am not
alone in my impression of things as they exist, and that
therefore some further light on these subjects would be
desirable, won’t you kindly diffuse that light in your
own kindly manner.
Epwarp BANKs.
[The foregoing comments of Mr. Banks are exceedingly
apropos at the present juncture.
The beautiful State
championship
cup, representing
much
intrinsic value,
besides the good will of the distinguished donors, was
accepted with a degree of flippancy and indifference in
1899 by what was then known as the New York State
Sportsmen’s Association for the Protection of Fish and
Game, that to express it mildly was rudely discourteous.
So far as we have any knowledge, the anemic Association never expressed any thanks for the magnificent gift.
The conditions under which it was entrusted to the
State Association,
published
in Forrest AND
STREAM
of June 7, 1899, were as follows:
‘‘That the shooter making the highest score in the first three days’ programme
—that is, the highest average—should be the winner, the
competition to be open to all residents of New York
State, professional and amateur.
The winner of the cup
to

execute

a

bond

in

the

sum

of $200

to

the

State

As-

sociation as a guarantee for the return of the cup.”
Thus the trusteeship was a qualified one.
This beautiful cup, significant of the important honors
of a State championship, was an unconsidered trifle at a
New York State shoot, and the winner was accorded no
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more honors officially than if he had won a pumpkin.
It is a matter of doubt whether any three shooters in
the State of New York can now declare offhand who is
the State champion, and it is a greater matter of doubt
whether one shooter in the State can enumerate offhand the winners of the cup since it was donated.
This
was a natural result when the old Association, or, rather,
the myth called the New York State Association for the
Protection of Game and Fish, pursued trapshooting as
an industry instead of as a sport.
A good fat merchandise event, the
proceeds of which accrued to the
treasury of the local
club holding the so-called State
shoot, was incomparably more important to it than all
the State trophies on earth.
This points out how trapshooting as an industry may smother it as a sport.
The present by-laws of the Association safeguard the
Dean Richmond trophy by enjoining that it shall be insured in the sum of $1,000.
The New York city cup is
not safeguarded in any way by any requirement of the
by-laws.
Even the qualification concerning a bond is,
ignored,
However, to write of the New York State Association
is to become involved in an interminable and unpleasant
tangle of its muddled affairs.
The present Association
has no legal existence whatever, nor has any State shoot,
since 1901, had any legal existence.
The reason for this
is simple and incontrovertible,
namely,
at Interstate
Park, at the annual convention of 1901, a new constitution and by-laws were formally presented by an Association committee, of which Mr. H. L. Gates was chairman,
and were formally adopted by the Association.
At the following convention in 1902, the new constitution and by-laws, books, etc., of the Association were
not at hand, a not uncommon occurrence at New York
State Association conventions.
The report in Forest
AND STREAM of the convention that year had this comment:
“The president being absent, Dr. J. L. Weller,
the vice-president, took the chair.
The meeting, being
called to order, it was found that it was practically inoperative.
There were no minutes of the previous meeting for the information of delegates; there were no reports of officers; there was no treasurer’s report, nor,
so far as could be learned, was there any treasury to
report upon.”
The by-laws of 1898 were recognizezd.
It is obvious
without argument that, recognizing the constitution and
by-laws of 1898 without any repeal of the new constitution and by-laws, was illegal, and that the shoot was
also illegal and void, as has been every convention and
State shoot since.
The 1905 constitution and by-laws,
therefore, are illegal also.
The proper procedure is to
repeal the constitution and by-laws adopted in 1901; at the
next convention legitimatize the State shoots since 1901,
and then, thus purified, adopt the new constitution and
by-laws by a legal body.
To point out circumstantially all the illegality would
add nothing to the efficacy of the matter.
However,
things in sight at the moment
in past years always
transcended Association interests as a whole.
Hence it
is not to be expected that the Association will bother
itself about such a trivial matter as its non-existence
from a legal or equitable standpoint.
For the good of
sport, however, as distinguished from an industry, the
permanency and peace of the Association would be much
enhanced by following a legal course.
courteous
|.
Concerning
the New
York
city
cup, a
acknowledgment of it and a vote of thanks officially
would be out of date, but an observance of the conditions imposed by the donors, the recognition of it and
the competition for it as an important part of the State
shoot, and some official recognition of the State champion when the cup is won, should not strain the capacity of the State Association when the polite and
proper course is minutely and amiably pointed out to it.}

Keystone

Shooting

League.

HoLMeEsBuRG JuncTIoNn, Pa., March 8.—The live-bird
shoot held to-day had nine contestants in the cup, 20bird, event, of whom Messrs. Frank and Harrison tied
on 18.
In the shoot-off at 15 birds, Harrison killed
straight and won, Frank unfortunately losing one dead
out.
The birds were good and fast.
Cup event, 20 live birds:
Budd; 30 h:. fons e sects eneeemereetets *222.022222*222222*22
16
Prantl; 2%" jonisreperenet sireisieeinicte stareotek222222222*22*2222222
18
Vandegritt,\
20 tisnicjece
satin toietrnnre #2222222022222*20222—16
Beatty,
(200 ithaecincwtatisitroeiaetanre
tereters*2202*2222*222202222
15
McDonald, 28" kicnew sateceee restr 02222*220022*2220222—14
Plarrisoti,, (260 aarsietsss
sieovjeloeinesinets Patats222121 0222122221*222
18
Steinbach. 2st aecwene sAeelleg one iade *0.222*22222220222*22—i5
TaAWrence, 2S pecw cals avissinere erations 22*0*22222222202*2*2
14
Terry, 28iews
Soipanebaee cacaudonem eee 22*222222*2222222220_17
Tie for cup:
Harrison) 26) iesreterajeienietelslelsietelel
etter letters oo LLL22222222222915,
FBrratik, 29/1 (sn Siac aldecrsvelpactae <isveisterspatee tae 22222222222229*
14
Sweepstakes, 5 birds:
"LOLry wihied avatars 212225
Beatty | scaseemenenmens 11121—5
Budd
siveuiscretsnietece
sieve12121—5
Harrison tc aceen ee 112115
Birankk, sacareke aman. 2222*—4
McDonald jarmasent #11224
Warrdizer
sonnets. 22122—5
Twenty-five targets:
Budd 22, Beatty 15, Steinbach
20, Terry 21, Frank 21, Lawrence 18, Harrison 20, McDonald 20.

Brewer — Buckwalter.
PHILADELPHIA,
Pa.—The
match between
Messrs.
J.
L. Brewer and W. Buckwalter, at 50 birds, shot on the
Philadelphia Driving Park grounds, was won by Brewer
with a score of 46 to 45, as follows:
Brewer,080 © esisteste siniate:siels/sisiersis.clsse 22020122222*2222229222222
2220122222222222292292922-—
46
Buckwalter,” 30, sciecismatesiseeisitis’c 2222222220222222202222222
22.2222222222222222222*220—45
Sweepstake, 5 birds, $5 entrance:
Muller; 4805.5... amae. 22222—5
Felix, ‘8002, tess 22202—4
Murphy, 30 ....... 21212—5
Pratt; 30 Wicsseswues 02010—2
lekeboey io) vogontgosece 12222 —5
Plastings; ou een 12022—4
Butlers o0ssae aaa 20200—2
McFalls; S0.cs seve 00200—1
Buckwalter, 30 ..... 02202—3
Motris,) S00.
a saccters 22110—4
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Boston

Gun

Club.

Boston,
Mass.,
March
7.—What
proved to be the
nicest afternoon shoot held in this section for some
time was held at Wellington to-day on the grounds of
the Boston Gun Club, twenty-six shooters taking part,
representing all the prominent trapshooting clubs in Boston and vicinity.
The weather conditions being exceedingly good for this season of the year, gave the fullfledged trappist just the chance he has been waiting for
to secure good scores, high average for the afternoon
being an even 90 per cent.
The
prize match
scores were
worthy of particular
mention.
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The Winchester Model 1905 Self-Loading Rifle is not cumbersome,
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Magic

nine

entries, was won by Litzke on the tenth round.
The
third was divided by Litzke and Lloyd on 3 kills, Powell
and Bragg won the fourth on 7 kills.
The four high
guns of the shoot were as follows:
Litzke
(70) 61,
Pemberton
(66) 56, Powell
(75) 62, Lloyd
(57) 48.
Litzke made one run of 24 straight, and killed 47 out
of the last 50, losing most of his birds in the early part
of the medal race.
This is the second time Pemberton
has won
this
trophy in open competition, having won it a year ago on
the

with

of its operation
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next four high guns, and this went to Litzke, Lloyd,
Larkan,
Powell
and young
J. P. Thomason,
all of
whom scored 19.
Dr. Lenow won the special prize, a
handsome souvenir.
The birds were a good active lot,
and the cold, raw weather made them fly vigorously.
After the main event was finished, a number of sweeps
and miss-and-outs followed.
In these Paul R. Litzke
showed to best advantage, winning or dividing first in
all but one.
The following are the scores in the championship race, and the two sweeps that followed.
The
shooting was under Interstate rules, and every one shot
from the 30yd. mark:
PE NUMEETERIAICTUOT .1olo/alcis
ciate cisie)s ««6222222*222222222222202222—23
PRESB UIE ZO coaielale vicicin c's)oie's|0/s «o/s20*22220202022222222*2222—19
VES
TOWEL iriqialalers
«cle/solcld'© aisleine *2*22.22222200222220022222—19
LOY Choraretace siaicisteiaie
vievsjeis, ove2222222220222020202100221—19
Vi Ep
OMASOM 5. cc's csie cnjaicis
ole0202222222222221112220000—19
Hem Mieeeaticarict sty vccccsies
essde«0220022022222222222222200—19
. -2002222020121011210222022—18
Dr Lenow
J J Cherry
.1010222020022222220022022—17
E D Morris
0021022202202000002222222—15
ELM NG HOMASOIMs steistere/cs'ec'os
(ticle2000010100000220000202200— 8
Sweeps 1 and 2, 15 and 10 birds, entrance $5, birds
extra, two moneys, high guns:
No. 1.
No. 2.
NGTEZECE Alte eeiscayearecls.1eie's\\e 220222222222*22—13
222222222210
POME]US
Sidiiastestaicae
oe 222222202222220—13
2222002222— 8
ELOVGia ch iaicus sig:esiavaerensis.s 202102202020220—10
~=sét.....
.ss
IPemDerton. (.nccss cso PPP PARUPPLIVAN,
CWA asO
2a Py at
RE ee sinivg visas mies soles 221222201202100—11
221221222210
SMe tae pets ctele kiese yes. PAL OLOLOLOOZWs Le beGRE tee isle axeie's
PECs iCea hee ote roe baniarrsa netthsan Side wus oneb alecauate’ose
0000102020— 3
There
were
four miss-and-outs.
The first had_ six
entries, and on the fourth round this was divided by

unsightly like most

but a simple, handsome, well-balanced gun.
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32 and .35 Caliber Self-Loading Rifles

Littte Rocx, Ark., March 7.—The annual contest for
the live-bird championship of Arkansas, and the Peters
Cartridge Co. trophy, emblematic thereof, was held on
the Little Rock Gun Club grounds yesterday, under adverse weather conditions.
In a field of ten, John M.
Pemberton,
of Ashvale, again showed
his superiority
by capturing the trophy with the good score of 23 out of
There

ry

Pere.
."v Xs

the run, the

25.

ia
4
arnt

ae

Il6yds.,

“‘making hay while the sun shines’’ to the tune of only
one miss, Gleason, Carver and Powers finishing hard
with one less break.
Roy’s 27 also was good shooting,
the last 15 being an example of an expert at the longer
distance marks.
Cavicchi’s high average shooting was easily the feature of all, a 90 per cent. average on these grounds being
a coveted honor by all shooters far and near, and it
being the first one of the season, gives it an additional
honor in the club blue book.
The second average fell to Dr. Gleason, the varying
distances and recent illness bothering not a little; but a
few more shoots will put the Doctor back in last season’s
form, and then it’s all up with the targets, without regard to distance.
Powers’ 96 per cent. on 50 targets, after a two years’
absence from the traps, shows no loss of cunning, and if
scores of this quality are steady diet, we are in hopes of
more frequent visits in the future.
Other scores:
Targets:
15 10 15 10 15 15 10 10 25 25
Av.
Frank, 19
6 018 81415
81015 21
+193
NODE ES tecensaicsae
Peeters 105-50 SO
oe BP
.590
Smith, 19
10 811 813 9 7 8 24 20
786
MGIGOSOTyOION ects
cise ois O12
96 13s St 20 23
846
TAs)
ANE Se Banaras 11 614101214
7 7 24 20
833
PCCP LG atse essicicie's vieis.0is 11 914101413
7 71617
786
GAR very iG ii caienae
cs es OMS Lie
elarlog, orlOles ite
820
WEHHOGY) LG seccccs ss. Soe Dealt 14h. Grea
.670
WOnthINg, 17 Se ctsesdc Oe Gta TIS TAO
Tee.
770
Wioadritt. Livi ...0..... ie Tols SS Ari! 6 100.
770
lartshorm: 16°. 3...03<
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the Stuttgart Gun Club redeemed it and put it up in
open competition, where W. B. Powell won it. Powell
has challenged Pemberton to an individual contest for it,
and the race will be shot within the next thirty days,
as the rules provide.
This should prove a battle royal,
as Pemberton at one ‘time last year held the Peters
championship trophy, the Lloyd challenge medal at live
birds and also the individual flying target championship.
W. B. Powell is a game match shooter, and has won the
Peters trophy twice in open competition and several
times in individual contests.
‘
P. Thomason was the juvenile present.
This youth
of fifteen years, who had never seen a pigeon trapped,
made a run of 18 straight with a strange gun that punished him badly, and ultimately caused him to flinch.
Papa Thomason was among the also rans.

HAVEN, CONN.

City Gun

Club.

Muncie, Ind., March 5.—At the annual meeting of the
Magic City Gun Club, of Muncie, Ind., the following
officers were re-elected for the ensuing year:
J. W.
Farrell, President;
G. G. Williamson,
Vice-President;
F. L. Wachtel,
Secretary
and
Treasurer.
Secretary
Wachtel’s report shows the club to be in a healthy and
prosperous condition.
The club has declared a 25 per
cent. dividend, something that few clubs in the State
can surpass
or possibly few can
equal.
Our tournaments have always been well patronized.
We will hold
our annual spring tournament on Thursday, April 19.
We

have

a

large,

commodious

prepared to handle any kind of a
on any kind of a day, no matter,
In the snow or in the rain,
The shooting match will come
So if it is a shooting match you
to Muncie on April 19, and you
modated.
F,
The dates
June 12-16.
Tnfallible

J. McLeod,
retary.

claimed
It will

Gun

Club,
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club

Saratoga
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avenue,
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will shoot

off just the same.
are hunting for, come
surely will be accomL. WacuTeEL, Sec’y.

for the New York
be held under the
of

house,

crowd,

of

State shoot are
auspices of the

which

Buffalo,

Dr.

Edward

is the

Sec-
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438
WESTERN
Cincinnati,
Quite a crowd
good scores were
were not of the

Club.

was at the grounds on March 5, and
made, although the weather conditions
best.
In the Ackley contest Gambell

Hamilton,

and Bonser scored 48 each, from l6yds., and not for competition.
In a team match, Gambell made another 48, or

96 out of 100. He can surely shoot when he puts his mind
to it. The following scores were made:
Ackley trophy, 50 targets:
Gatmbelh® oa stecc oprenie
dose so 48
Bleh
Seas ccsie: see <eetettes 40
Boner i wasnt carers cree: 48
French iP -orcics cseses orn s 40
Barker Wap ccna
sacieaeeste 45
Mallen iarcce siete saataeiers
et es39
DICKS
ales sat ee eatesmere44
Maxbill
Wet ccc rtehetercntrers 34
Buller dick wewsnacveses
ses 42,
Team match, 50 targets:
Gambell
“is.wiesisiannies 48
Maynard.
eacusentearis 46
SOMGCI™ bie stalae
elec ects45
Bar leer. aiicrcaelsmiatcetste 44
Dicky
Sete snceeuestes 44137
Biuilerdick sae samesr 40—130
March 10 was pleasant, but a rather strong, chilly wind
made shooting conditions so disagreeable that only a few
membeis were present.
So far this week only four scores
have been shot in the Clements trophy contest, Ahlers
heading the
the weather

list with
is at all

44, and Pfeiffer second with 40.
pleasant on the 11th, a number

It
of

the members will be on hand and shoot their trophy event
score.
‘There was considerable practice shooting, Ahlers
breaking 147 out of 160, Williams 1388 out of 190, Maynard
120 out of 150. The following members are requested to
be present on March 18 to practice and to make final
arrangements for the trip to Dayton, to take part in the
first of the tri-city team shoots:
Messrs. Ahlers, Barker,
Bonser, Bleh, Randall, Trimble, Pohlar, Faran, Harig,
Maynard

and

Williams.

As

substitutes:

Gambell,

Dick,

Bullerdick, Peters and Sunderbruch.
Some of the team
will go to Dayton
in autos, making
an early start.
Ackley is slowly improving,
and with the advent of
warmer weather, he will be able to get out. This is news
which will please his host of friends, and they all wish
for his speedy and complete recovery.
Several members will put in three days at Rylands this
week, at the live-bird tournament.
John Coleman
(‘‘Williams’’?) was treated to a most
pleasing surprise on March 8, when a few of his friends
tendered him a farewell supper at Schuler’s.
Williams is
about to leave the Queen City, and will probably locate
in the northern part of the State.
In the few years he
has been here he has made a host of friends, all of whom
will be sorry to hear of his departure.
Gambell did little
shocting to-day, resting up for next week, likely. Charlie
Dreihs was here to-day, being home for a few days.
He
shot in the practice events and got 41 out of 50. Ahlers
made a grand start, losing only 2 out of 50, and shot a
92 per cent. gait for the day. He will do his part to win
a victory for the team at Dayton.

Ohio

Trap

Notes.

The Greenville Gun Club opened the season of 1906
on March 5, nine members participating.
Several members were out of the city or the attendance would have
been larger.
Ed. McKeon was high gun with a perfect
score of 50, including a handicap of 1.
)
A squad of the Dayton shooters visited Springfield on
March 3 and shot a return match with a ten-man team ot
the shooters of that place.
After the shoot the Springfielders entertained their visitors at a banquet given in
the Bookwalter Hotel.
Covers were laid for twenty-five.
William Poole presided, and toasts were responded to by
Heikes, Cord, Rike, Rayburn, E. C. Watkins and Del
Gross.
The Dayton boys were victorious by 2 targets.
Following is the committee having charge of the plans
for a new club house on the Dayton Gun Club grounds:
Messrs. C. H. Cord, A. Kempert, C. J. Hahne, W. C.
Kette and E, J. Bundenthall.
The committee will act
with the executive committee of the club, viz.: J. M.
Curphy, Chas. Sander, H. M. Carr, Z. Craig and J.
Brandenberg.
The season will be opened in April.
Ten members
of the Rohrer’s Island Gun Club, of
Dayton, visited their grounds on March 8, and had an
afternoon of practice in preparation for the big team
contest.
The weather was decidedly Marchy, and none
of the boys shot up to their average.
After a warming-up
event

at

10 targets,

in which

Cain

was

the

leader

with

9

breaks, a match at 100 targets in four 25-target events,
with three prizes, was shot.
Cain first, with 85; Craig

and

Carr

Hanauer

81

each;

Buck

and

74 each; Hodapp

Oldt

Monongahela,

recently

with

Pa.,

several

of

each;

Mack

and

71; Smyth 66; Schaerf 62.

In Other
The

78

Places.

Gun
the

Club

Club

well-known

was
local

organized
marksmen

as members.
The folowing were the choice for officers:
President,
James
McGregor;
Vice-President,
Carl
E,
Gibson; Secretary, Albert Buck; Captain, Alonzo McKee.
The Great Bend, Kans., Gun Club held a meeting last
Thursday night and discussed the plans for the coming
State

tournament.

tractions
lady

many

The

and

purses

interesting,

will

among

be

large,

them

the

that

at-

of a

shooter.

The

contest

between

the

Florists,

of

Philadelphia,

and

the Allentown Rod and Gun Club was postponed until
March 27. This will be anniversary day, and a reunion
of the club will take place that day.
The Willow Creek Gun Club, West Point, Neb., composed cf shooters of Garfield, Sherman and Cunning
townships,
heid their first bluerock shoot on Sunday
afternoon
last.
The
organization
seems
to be in a
flourishing condition.
Such

good

shots

as

Chas.

E.

Hauer,

of York,

Pa.,

and

Sam_ Trafford, of Lebanon, participated at a shoot held
at Harrisburg last week.
There was much talk of a
match between these gentlemen at 100 live birds and a
neat side bet.
Marksmen generally would be greatly interested
in a match
between
are recognized as two of the

State

of Pennsylvania.

STREAM.
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Some of the business men of El Paso, Tex., take advantage of all holidays for a try at the target game, as
they cannot spare the time on any other of the working
days.
There is some concern among the members of the

TRAP.

0., Gun

AND

these
gentlemen,
as they
best live-bird shots in the

O.,

Gun

Club

as

to

what

the

season

will

bring forth. There are 4,000 targets on hand, the grounds
and traps are all in shape, and yet the shooting has
not been inaugurated.
Some of the boys want to know
what is going to be done.
Ten

members

of

the

Massillon,

O.,

Gun

Club

are

looking forward to a visit in the near future from the
powder representatives who are traveling in the State.
Albert

Olsen

will

manage

a

shoot

at

Cedar

Bluffs,

Ia.,

March 19 and 20, at which some of the best shots of the
Staie will compete.
The regular meeting of the Steel Works
Gun Club
was held last Sunday at Joliet, Ill., and many partictpated.
Boys at Cottonwood Falls, Kans., were out in full force
on Iriday, and made fair scores.
J. C. Hudleston, of Trinidad, Colo., attended the shoot
at Pueblo, and will now proceed to burn up his prize
which he won—not that it was no good; well, it was a
box of cigars.
A team shoot was held Thursday at Lancaster, Pa., and
Pequea team won over the Christiana-Atglen by 6 targets.
‘There was a banquet after the shoot, at which Dr,
A. E. Leaman was toastmaster.
There were speeches
and other entertainments.
The scores, each shooting at
25 targets:
Atglen 25, Jebbs 18, Wilson 20, Benner 20,
Filles 19, Minker 20, D. Martin 12, Williams 19, Mattson
22, Lewis 17, Ludwick
14; total 181..
Pequea
Club—
Pequea 25, Ressler 22, Bornham 17, Anderson 20, Grube
22, Phillips 16, Leaman 17, Barr 18, Cable 18, Dougherty
23, Miller 14; total 187.
John Price, Cripple Creek, Colo, won the high average
at the Pueblo shoot with 170 out of 200.
The weather
conditions were very bad for outdoor sport.
The Omzha, Neb., Rod and Gun Club held a meeting
Friday night and conferred as to place for holding their
meetings for 1905.
A committee was instructed to confer with the management of Courtland Beach grounds,
and if no good accommodations can be found there, to
seek grounds elsewhere.
The North Gun Club, Appleton, Wis., met Sunday
for the annual election of officers, with the following
result:
President, L. C. Wolf; Vice-President, A. G,
Koch; Secretary, J. H. Dietzler; Treasurer, Frank Wienkauf; Captain, J. C. Malone; Assistant Captain, Peter
Rausch.
When the tournament season opens at Wheeling, W.
Va., April 19, under the auspices of the McMechen Gun
Club, there will be many valuable trophies for the victors.
It is announced that such well-known shots as
Sim Glover, Lee Davenport and Rolla Heikes will be
present.
The McMechen
Club have the reputation of
being the best club in the State, and besides, have the
best furnished grounds.
The Pastime Gun Club, Scranton, Pa., held a meet
Thursday, at the new driving park.
Thomas J. Murray
made best score, George Freund winning second honors.
The next shoot of any consequence will be held on
Decoration Day.
An application was lately made for a charter for the
Cold Spring Rod and Gun Club, of Wilkesbarre, Pa.
The object is to propagate, protect and take game and
fish upon the private property of the corporation.
There were many interesting events shot during the
afternoon

Pa.,

at the meet

Friday

amounting

last.
to

of the

At

$50,

will

the
be

Penn

next

Gun

shoot

awarded

Club,

the

the

Norristown,

club’s

eight

prizes,

high

men,

At the annual meeting of the Michigan Trapshooters’
League, held Monday night at Battle Creek, Mich., it
was decided to hold the State shoot at Grand Rapids,
Mich., as that club proved to be the highest bidder.
Officers:
President, Ralph Widdicomb; Vice-President,
W. B. Jarvis; Secretary, Charles Greenway; Classification
Committee, C. P. Wood, Detroit; William Watts, Grass
Lake; Ben Scott, Jackson.
Henry Anderson, of Salina, Kans., after a retirement
for some time from the shooting game, when at Hoisington last Thursday won all in sight.
He made one
run of J18 straight.
Anderson was formerly a visitor at
most all the tournaments held in the Western and Cenral States.
In the match shoot held by members of the Central
Gun

Club,

Duluth,

Minn.,

Webb’s

side

defeated

Nelson

with 221 to 192.
the Commercial
were in order.

The victors were dined by the losers at
Club, where speeches, songs and stories
At 25 targets, Webb, captain, broke 20;

Clark

22,

25,

Berry

Abbott

28,

Freetham

14,

Hogan

13,

Adams 20, Travers 12, Abell 14, Alex 19, Holmberg 20,
Byer 19. Nelson, captain, 23; Wong 24, Lock 12, Porter
17, Hoople 13, Coons 18, Frecker 17, McCollam 14, O}son 17, Lounsberry 8, Bradberry 17, Bloomstrandt 12.
Mr. Mark Hillis, of the Iola, Kans., Gun Club, has
been informed by Dave Elliott, president of the Missouri-Kansas League, that a shoot will be held at his
town the first week in August.
It is expected that ar
least seventy-five of the best shots of the West will
participate.
With the coming of the robins there is the awakening
of the desire to “pull the trigger,’’ so it is not surprising
to learn that the members
of the Lead, S. D., Gun
Club are very anxious to begin the summer campaign.
Members of the Fairhaven, O., Gun Club met twice
for practice last week.
R. S. Simpson took the honors
in the first, and George Geise in the second shoot.
The Haviland, Kans., Gun Club pulled off a hunt last
Saturday.
Ike Carson’s side was victor.
In all three
hundred
and fifty-six rabbits were slain.
Ike Carson
and Will Cook each killed thirty-one.
All report having had an enjoyable time.
Block shooting is now having a run in the York, Pa.,
neighborhood.
The prizes are a bull weighing 1,300 to
2,000 pounds, with an occasional valuable driving horse
thrown in.
In the voting contest being held at Duluth, Minn., the
Hill site has the lead for the gun club home for the
coming season, there being 66 votes for the Hill site

17, 1906.

and 26 for the old Central grounds.
There are 26 votes
yet to be recorded.
The secretary reports that the shoot to be held on the
West wuluth, Minn., Gun Club grounds was
postponea
on account of the trap being frozen.
Capt.
Holmberg
says that when the ice melts that the shoot will be held.
The Muskogee, I. T., Gun Club were so well pleased
with W. R. Crosby’s visit that a shoot will be held on
Decoration Day, at which time it is very much
expected by all interested that Harold
Money
will be
present with his pump gun.
The members of the Springfield, O., Gun Club are
just now looking for a new home.
The ground they
now occupy is about to be sold, hence it will be necessary to return to a more suitable locality, where they
will not be disturbed by a change of ownership.
The Gordon, Neb., Gun Club held a shoot Thursday
that was attended _by Messrs. Fred Metzger, Ed. Collins, Bert White, L. Rockwell, Clyde Childers, Dr. MeDowell and Capt. Fuller, from Mooreman, and Dr. Sheffur from Hay Springs.
The purse of $60 was more
than half won by the visitors.
At a shoot held at Rushville, Neb., Del. Wilson and
B. W. White, of Merriman, tied on first.
In the afternoon, B. W. White won first, Fred Metzger second, and
Art. Shane, of Gordon, third.
Hoisington,
Kans.,
was
selected
for a tournament
because those who desired could take to the famous
Cheyenne bottom for a duck hunt,
Kansas is making some strides toward getting back
to her former popularity as a trapshooting State.
Last
week there was a gun club with over fifty members
organized at Arkansas City.
Let the good work go on.
The Topeka, Kans., Gun Club expressed a desire that
the Kansas State Athletic Association arrange its big
pavilion with a view of accommodating the trapshooters.
The
Crescent
Rod and Gun
Club, which
was
organized in the faraway 1876, held a reunion last week
at Columbus, O., at which most of the old members
were present.
Mr. Ford, the Iowa trapshooter, is located at Fort
Leavenworth, Kans., and of late has been getting the
officers interested in target shooting.
Capt. Raymond,
of the Engineer Corps, won the medal on the first occasion, though he had
a handicap of 6 targets.
The
medal will be decided aiter twelve contests.
The shooters at Ottawa, Kans., are now a lively lot of
shootists.
At the Jast shoot there were some forty present.
Shooting at 200, Jim Haley was high with 177;
Bailey Johnson 175.
A report comes from Boise, Idaho, that a successful
shoot was held there as an opener for the season, with
good scores.
Mr. Hillis gave a fine exhibition with both
the shotgun and the rifle.
With this for a starter, the
announcement is made that a shoot will be held every
Sunday.
Breaking 23 out of a possible 25 targets, Galloway carried off the honors at the Pueblo, Colo., Gun Club
Thursday last, making thus the highest score without a
handicap for the powder trophy.
The air was on the
chilly order, and that prevented the shooters from making better scores.
The shoot of the Catskill Gun Club Monday, held at
Farmersville,
N. Y., was hindered by the stiff wind,
hence the low scores.
The badge was won by Howland,
nt the silver cup by Charles Post, who beat Russ on
the

tie.

The St. Charles, Mo., Gun Club members are busy
now trying to arrange for a two days’ shoot, that will
take place during April.
One day will possibly be set
apart as a picnic occasion.
The Santa Rosa, Cal.. sportsmen, who are members of
the gun clubs and enjoy the sport of smashing bluerocks, are anticipating the coming season with much
pleasure.
Last year the smashed targets numbered many
thousand.
This number will be increased this year.
At the regular meeting of the Omaha, Neb., Rod and
Gun Club, heid Friday night, these were the officers
elected:
President, Dave O’Brien; Vice-President, Jeff
Bedford; Secretary, Earl M. Matthews; Treasurer, H. C.
Townsend:
Directors, Fred Dufrene, William Wagner,
H. B. Crouch,
Al. J. Lately,
Dr. Teal and itenry
Baumer.
It was decided that on April 1 the membership
fee would be $5 instead of $1. There are now 453 members, and after April 1 the books are to be closed.
The
club proposes to build a handsome
club house.
The
members are all active sportsmen who are doing all they
can to preserve the game of the State.
This is the
largest club of the kind anywhere in the West.
The old shooters
of Illinois will remember
George
Rexroat, and they will be glad to know that he can still
win the prizes, as he lately
shot
with
the club
at
Virginia, Ill., and came off a winner.
Others shooting
well were Al. and Tine Davis, R. Wankle and Al.
Webster.
The third annual tournament of the Pacific Coast Trapshooters’ Association will take place on May 26 and 27
at Vallejo, under the direction of the officers of the
Vallejo Gun Club.
If present signs do not fail, there will be some contests between the Elgin and Aurora
(Ill.) gun clubs.
Considerable rivalry formerly existed between the marksmen of Elgin and Aurora, and a lively. contest is in
prospect.

As several of the trapshots of Texas met at Dallas on
last Thursday, there was a lively time with the live birds.
There were
twenty-five
shooters
who
took part, and
yet, owing to the high winds, the scorese were conspicuous for the few straights made.
At 10 birds, Webster
killed 6, John Hay 8, Frank Faurote 6, H. Smith 4,
Young 9, Cockrell 8, Lingo 6, McBean 7, J. G. Williams 9, Meredith 9, Motley 9, Speer 8, Lupus 8, Mosely
7, Saxut 8, Hillis 9, Wayne 8, H. Faurote 3, T. Hubby
8, Meeks 6, Stith 7, Griffin 7, W. Clair 6, Meeks 4,
Kingston 5, H. Money 10.
The initial shoot of the Bering Gun Club, Houston,
Tex., will come off Thursday.
This club was organized
lately, during the visit of a celebrated trap shot.
It
will no doubt take its place alongside many other good
Texas clubs.
The Lake City Gun Club, Madison, Wis., held their |
first 1906 meeting last Thursday, each man shooting at
25 targets.
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J
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same

10:

conditions:

114-116 Market St, San Francisco.

Southworth

15, Marshall

Bay Rrivce, L. I., March 10.—The bad weather—it
was one of the most blustering of March days—was no

Trophy shoot, same conditions:
Stewart B. Camp
14, Adams (1) 14, Hendrickson (2), 12, Dr. O’Brien

to Messrs. F. B. Stephenson and H. M. Brigham, the
former now being in the lead. Their total scores now

Trophy shoot, same conditions:
Sykes (2) 14, Stake
(3) 13, Adams (1) 12, O’Brien (1) 12, Werleman (1) 12,

deterrent to the ardor of the Crescent
championship contest at 500 targets has

shooters.
narrowed

The
down

are:
Stephenson 315, Brigham 312.
The odds now are
largely in favor of Stephenson.
Mr Hedi, Bedtord, Jr.j.
scored a leg on the Stake trophy.
The leaders in the
two-man team contest were Messrs. F. T. Bedford, Jr.,
and G. G. Stephenson, Jr., with a total score of 45.
Messrs. E. H. Lott and F. T. Bedford, Jr., tied on 24
in the series for the Stake trophy.
The scores follow:
Championship match, 125 targets:
1st 25 2d 25 3d 2 4th 25 5th 25 To’l.
F B Stephenson......... 95,
29
20
20
109
TERE 3 Yenied cyber
18 ~~ 22
i
20
20
101
98
18
21
16
22
21
370 ee eee
(O) 1S: (Orga)

A G Southworth....«..... Tyee
March

me

cup, 25 targets,
7

eiediondy

J

B.T

Me 93

iota

ios.

handicap:

34

edtor
BS ine
=
Te Adams ie os
as om ay
tephenson.
2
H Kryn ........ 1 19 20
- *, Stakeaaa si 2 S ay
Jerleman.....

Ia.

net

G Stephenson, Jr. 2 20

22

©

Grinnell,

A

45
28

H

M

Two-man
F Bedford,

W

|

team cups, 25 targets, handicap:
Jr....1 22 23
F B Stephenson.

Southworth...

0

23

W

5

15

W

0

Marshall..

2

Brigham...

cry

ay
HL Krym ss .ases.'s
43
8
’
;
Stake trophy, 25 targets, handicap:
iS aa tegeeee A re $
J Tee seeseere
edford, Jr...
ran
Ye
A
erleman..
A G Southworth. 0 21 21
F B Stephenson.
O Grinnell, Jr... 0 21 21
H Kryn .........
Shoot-off,

Bedford,
H.

caus

Eki

eLott

0

20.

Trophy shoot, iS targets all scratch—Frank

14,

son

18

18

16

as
40
16

oa o8

22

Brigham

10,
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O.,
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eee

March

13,

Lott

12,

of the

>

=

Gun Club rifle team by the
of Cincinnati, Ohio.
Same
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WitmIncton, Del., March 10.—The race between A. B.
Richardson (holder) | and James CT. Skelly (challenger)
for the target championship of Delaware, was shot to-day
in a howling northwest gale that did all kinds of things
to the targets.
In connection with the individual race,
a team race was also shot, with Richardson and C. L.
Terry on the one hand and Skelly and Ed. Banks as the
gor aie
Les saree AS tC ee pad ot,
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cup once more rests easy down in the
Richardson’s and Skelly’s totals counted

in the team race, so that Terry’s 90 carried his team well

to the front.
Squier and Banks tied ee 82 apiece, one
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It is understood that the esc challenger will be C. L.
Terry; and should he fail to wrest the cup from Mr.
Richardson, Luther J. Squier will get busy and see what
he can do in that line.
The man who holds the championship of the State of Delaware at targets does not
have
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of the Indoor .22 Caliber Rifle League of the United States, held at Grand Rapids, Mich., February 12-17,

1906, was especially

remarkable for two reasons: First, the establishing of a NEW RECORD, and Second, the renewed and undisputed proof of the ABSOLUTE SUPERIORITY of PETERS AMMUNITION.
The program consisted of FOUR SEPARATE matches, in every one of which the winners and most of the

other contestants

used

ETERS

CARTRIDGE

In the 100-shot match Mr. W. A. Tewes, of Jersey City, N. J., won a decisive victory, leading his nearest competitor by 28 points, and exceeding the
world’s record by 13 points. This is the NINTH CONSECUTIVE YEAR that the CHAMPIONSHIP has been won with PETERS CARTRIDGES.
Mr. Tewes is a marksman of rare ability, possessing both steady nerve and excellent judgment.
He is as proficient in military shooting with .30 caliber
ammunition

as in the use of the smaller caliber rifle, and at the meeting of the National

Rifle

Association, Sea

Girt, N. J., August

24 to September

9,

1905, he wonnot only the Wimbledon Cup at 1,000 yards—the most important long range event of the meeting—but also the Grand
Laflin (2 Rand Aggregate for highest total of scores in all principal military matches.
With any other but PETERS .22 Short SEMISMOKELESS, Mr. Tewes would never have made in the Grand Rapids Tournament, his almost incredible score of

4.81

OUT

OF A POSSIBLE

In this match Mr. Tewes made a consecutive

run of twenty-five

25’s.

D5O

Messrs. Ittel, Ross, Smith, Huebner, Stillman

and Buss won

Os

the second,

third, fourth, fifth, sixth and seventh places, all using Peters Cartridges.

The Continuous Match was won by Messrs, Ittel, Stillman, Buss and Tewes, tied with a perfect score of 300.
In the Honor Match all winners used Peters Cartridges, the first man being Mr. A. J. Huebner, with a score of 634 degrees.
The Bullseye Match was won by Mr. L. P. Ittel, with 434 degrees.
If there ever was the slightest doubt in any mind as to the superiority of Peters Cartridges of all calibers, that doubt has been dispelled for all time by the results of
the Sea Girt and Grand Rapids tournaments.
The various winnings and high scores were not the result of accident, but may be credited to good holding and absolutely
perfect ammunition.
The inevitable conclusion is that if Peters Cartridges, of either large or small caliber, are equal to these most crucial tests, they are the best to
use in any kind of shooting, either for Target Practice, Hunting, Police or Military Purposes.

THE

PETERS

CARTRIDGE
NEW

YORK:
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Stevens-Pope Barrel, of the experienced veteran
Marksman, the exacting requirements of innumerable hosts of Hunters—Marksmen—Sportsmen
the world over, have been invariably met by the

tiewieldfat yeBeer ae
is equivalent

STEVENS-MAYNARD, JR. No. 15 Rifle.
:

to saying

LIST

PRICE,

a

$3.00.

Guaranteed for Quality and noted for all essen-

tial firearm properties.

pon request

™

J, STEVENS ARMS AND TOOL COMPANY
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**Stevens” at all Rifle Ranges and wherever
there is Hunting. From the ‘t Stevens-Maynard
Jr. Rifle,” of the boy shooter, to the Stevens
“Ideal Schuetzen Rifle,” equipped with the
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of the three tribes which made up the great
By | confederation known as the Blackfoot Nation, and having
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Hunting Without a Gun.

Story of a Prairie People.
By George
Cloth, 300 pages.
Price, $1.75.
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EpcewaterR,
N. J., March 10.—The fourth and fifth
events were for the Sauer gun, which was won by Dr.
Richter.
These events were shot in a snowstorm and
a wind blowing sixty miles an hour, which caused some
targets to go up to heaven and the rest to go downward.
Mr. Hans Bissing has in his office the $80 silver cup
which was donated by Mr. Ruppert
(through
Hans)
and presented to the N. R. G. C.
Dr. Paterno and Mr. Barry also each present a solid
silver cup, making second and third prizes respectively.
These cups will be shot for on the club’s grounds in the
near future.
Any amateur residing in the States of New
York or New Jersey are eligible to compete; professionals barred.
There will be five shoots for these cups, and
the most aumber of wins to count.
Distance handicap.
Our diplomatic and congenial Hans will be the handicapper.
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Charles

Clark

An intensely fascinating
sweet and tender.
Mr. Munn, who

knows

Munn,

author

of

love story of the Maine

what

he is talking about,

** Uncle

Terry”

wilderness, weird

and

thrilling, yet

gives here the best account

of the work-

ing of the Maine game laws ever put in print.
You will also like ‘‘Old Cy. Walker.’’ who says, among other good things:
‘“The man that won’t bear watchin’ needs it. ”
I see 0’ the world, the better I like the woods.”’

‘°A girl with a new ring allus hez trouble with her hair.”
For sate everywhere, or postpaid for $150 from

LOTHROP,

LEE @ SHEPARD
Rue

WILDFOWL

pages.

Price,
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in cloth,
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THE

$1.50;

half

STREAM

morocco,

$2.50.

PUBLISHING

CO.

TRAPPER’S

GUIDE,

Manual of Instructions for Capturing all Kinds of
Fur-Bearing Animals, and Curing their Skins; with
observations on the fur trade, hints on life in the
woods,
narratives of trapping and hunting excursions.
By
S. Newhouse
and other trappers and
sportsmen.
Ninth
edition.
Cloth.
llustrated.
Price, $1.
This is the best book on trapping ever written.
It
gives full descriptions of all the animals which
the
American trapper is likely to meet with, tells how they
live, how to trap them and how to care for and cure
their pelts.
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PUBLISHING

CO.
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CO.,

the publishers,
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The

And_
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ean)

SHOOTING.

Containing
Scientific
and
Practical
Descriptions
of
Wildfowl; Their Resorts, Habits, Flights, and the Most
Successful Method of Hunting Them.
Treating of the
selection of guns for wildfowl shooting, how to load, aim
and to use them; decoys, and the proper manner
of
using them; blinds, how and where to construct them;
boats, how to use and build them scientifically; retrievers, their characteristics, how to select and train
them.
By William Bruce Leffingwell.
Illustrated, 373
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of 100,

of Philadelphia,

100 STRAIGHT

DUPONT

for this,

Mr. Bissett and Mr. Daudt tied for third amateur average,
Bissett won medal in shoot-off.
High professional
average was won by Mr. Welles; Mr. Fanning second
professional average, 82 out of 100; Neaf Apgar third professional average.
The sixth event, at 25 targets, contained thirty prizes,
High man had first pick, and so on down.
Almost
every one got a prize.
Some
of the winners were.
Park, picture; Gavin, stein; Raffelea, picture; Gotter,
hawk;
Dr. Matthews,
ice cream
set; Barkley, pickle
castor; Blackwell, wine set; D. S. Daudt, pair ducks;
3issett, hawk; S. D. Bogart, chocolate set; Crater, berry
set; W. L. Newman, revolver; J. W. Newman, box of
cigars; Heath, tea set; J. W. Bogart, berry set; “Mr.

E. Mink,

A. B. Richardson, of Dover, Del., was second, with 97 out of 100; Lester S.
All of these
German, of Aberdeen, Md., was third, with 96 out of 100.
gentlemen are AMATEURS, and of course each one used

Bovunp Brook, N. J., March 10.—Herewith please find
scores of March
10.
Mr.
Hendrickson,
the amateur
champion of the United States, won high average, 85 out
of 100, which was a first-class score under the conditions.
About every ten minutes we would have a small blizzard—so much for March
weather.
Mr. Hendrickson
was presented with a gold medal.
Mr. Barkley won
secend
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but Harrison won out in the shoot-off in the following
event.
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RECORD

In the Philadelphia-Baltimore-Wilmington X-Team Race, shot at Wissino—
ming,

Montctrarr,
N. J., March
10.—Notwithstanding
the
high winds and snow squalls, some eighteen men faced
the traps this afternoon and made things lively till too
dark to shoot any more.
Event 6 gives scores for the eleventh monthly contest
for the $175 Daly Gun, Boxall being the winner for the
month.
In the shoot-off for the silver cup or members’ trophy
for 1905, Moffett beat out Boxall by 2 points, and thus
becomes the permanent owner of a very handsome sterling silver loving cup, valued at some $85.
Event 4 gives the scores for the first monthly contest
for a $125 Sauer
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BOOK

meets the needs of gun clubs and shooters in every particular.
The 150 sheets are heavily ruled—an advantage
all scorers will appreciate, particularly when working in
a dim light.
The horizontal spaces are numbered from
1 to 30.
Broad perpendicular lines divide these into
groups of five, which aids the eye of the scorer greatly.
Similar heavy lines divide the perpendicular spaces into
groups of six; thus the squads are distinguished at a
glance.

sheets
are
The paper
manifolds
easily, and carbon
placed in the book for that purpose.
It contains the American Shooting Association Rules
for Live-Bird Shooting, for Double Live-Bird Shooting,
Inanimate
Target
Shooting,
Hurlimgham
Revised
| for
Live-Bird

Rose

Rules

for

single

and

double

rises,

System of dividing purses.
Frice, $1.
FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING

and

the

CO.

Field, Cover and Trap-Shooting.
By

Captain Adam H. Bogardus, Champion Wing Shot
of the World.
Embracing Hints for Skilled Marksmen; Instruction for Young Sportsmen; Haunts and
Habits of Game Birds; Flight amd Resorts of Waterfowl;

Breeding

and

Breaking

pages.
Price, $2.
FOREST AND STREAM

of

Dogs.

PUBLISHING

Cloth,

CO.
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“WARNING”

Piece cae
Gal19
5
Rafelea Necsinid. ae rele
Barkley” ..seenece
Re
147711 Pit
PA Dah areiten is eter
ie
12S.
THOGey> occvce snbslmnbanit
alam’
CLL,
McNamee

N

There are a number of guns on the market that are marked ‘‘ Fox” and a great
many persons have bought these, supposing that they were getting the genuine
“Ansley H. Fox” Gun.
For the protection of our customers we call particular attention to the fact that
twe mark all of our guns with the full name “ Ansley H. Fox” on

the side of the frame, and each gun carries a tag bearing the number of the gun
and the signature “Ansley H. Fox.” None are genuine without it.
‘MADE ONLY

A. H. FOX

GUN
Not

BY THE

COMPANY,

connected

with

The

Philadelphia

Arms

Philadelphia,

[Marcu

Pa.

Company

GUN BARGAINS
Schoverling, Daly
302-304

BROADWAY,

Bissett!

10

LAFLIN

&S

NEW

RAND
in 1905

PE

“Infallible,”

‘‘New

aan
E. C. (Improved)” and “New

Schultze”

Three out of the First Four High Averages for the season of 1905.

HIGH-CLASS

BrO wil

Special work on Guns and Rifles effected by skilled workmen.

KIRKWOOD

BROS.,

Guns

and _ Sportsmen’s

23

Street.

Boston,

Elm

Van

Tassell

By

Nessmuk.

Cloth,

160 pages.

THE
Illustrated.

Price

$1.

A book written for the instruction and guidance of
those who go for pleasure to the woods.
Its author,
having had a great deal of experience in camp life, has
succeeded admirably in putting the wisdom so acquired
into plain and intelligible English.
FOREST

AND

STREAM

PUBLISHING

CO.

Morocco.

Price,

KENNEL

RECORD.

50 cents.
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INDIANAPOLIS, Ind., March 10.—In the English Hotel
cup contest, Mr. H. A. Comstock was unable to attend
on account of the death of one of his close friends.
Mr.
Burford was substituted, and defeated by the following
score:
Nash &6, Burford 85.
The match between Messrs. W. T. Nash and H. A.
Comstock will be shot Saturday, March 17.
Events:
1
2
3) 4
(Ga Geee geome
Targets:
25 25 25 26 125 25°25) 2502p
EES LIP v viagtastahe
nels oeseers 18 15 20 21 19 20.20 225 24
Hi Bo Saylessseannucs saat 20 20 22 20 22 20 17- 20 18
Rartinctor meee eeeneenee 15. 12, 15° 9.
cee
eee
Nashosemasie.eanceoeiereneee 14 23 22 20 21 19) 210 2120
Denney. pum. camicere 15 13°
005.
ee
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eae 22 23 21 18 =2318
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WELLINGTON,

PUBLISHING

CO.

Shooting

Mass.,

March

Association.
10.—The

ninth

| shoot

prize series on grounds of the Boston Shooting
ciation, resulted as follows:
Events:
1 2 3 4-6 6 178° 9) 10 Tiere
Targets:

The ‘‘Pocket Kennel Record” is, as its name implies, a
handy book for the immediate record of all events and
transactions which take place away from home, intended
to relieve the owner from the risk of trusting any important matter to his memory.

AND
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Indianapolis
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Paterson, N. J., March 10.—The shoot of the Passaic
County series lees
teams of the Jackson Park and
North Side gun clubs to-day was won by the North
Side team by a score of 92 to 88. The scores follow:
Jackson Park,
Northsiders.
Gieknetameentanteee
sete 19
J Spaeth Acceeeeneens
Fie Sid
lepeccecce
A Howard
E Van Horn
P Edwards ...
BASindlet cessacesanee
H Beckler
G@ ihenona seats eee
A. Veenstra “ey. ee 14—92
Other events:
Targets:
25° 25) (25, a5 ee
OO
BS Aller. ios secs oayatin se @ ossteto craters 13: 10
8 or Seeders
J. Dewar
atednincss
cores wateen ps anes T) 9s~
4c gle = eee
oe
N McGuirk wy oes net cinccs sctenioce
bY 516 raped
Bait

Anderson

Laflin @ Rand

oc.cce steve. cias.ccleit
ecremets

Passaic

vo
83
75
69

eho
ee
oe) sim
85
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18
13
APES Ay ce
ie he

A Be Van Houten? cee acecse: aeons
FL
Van Houténses.
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eee
W Hempstead .0),). scinecre
stecscene
Clickner\;
Janie nsea eau tere apenas
C!) Lienoneret.
..uccse cess ite eee
B. Maskell A tavtiod esas tctene nee teienere
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sions) feataemtera

HIGH AMATEUR
AVERAGE
for the entire season of 19¢5 was won by Mr. J. W. Akard,
Fairplay, Mo., who used **NEW SCHULTZE teatic broke 94 per cent. of all targets shot at

a
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If Interested Please Send for
Our March List of
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J Gorden

17, 1906.

Straw ‘ikise. ce
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ctoces
EUrail wraie sieste

Kirkwood
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$13

-7 11 1504 16°17 18-2003 20s
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eee
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14 TT 20 AGE eee
19:15 21 22-215

179
190

9 14:20 19 18 18.18 23°23 23 tenes

185

9 12 16 19 14 19 17 25 24 25 25.

Trish
wees
ser race
7 1113 12 12 17 14 16 15 20 188 28
Griththar erenceses 8 15 17 17 19 2019 21:
:

205

178
136

MArcH

FOREST

17, 1906.]

Comet ceeetcesits 4 12 17 18 17 19 18
105
Basta fic cteenie
sect ante Selo AS ES loed Del Gucttals cutee keel vc
111
Pieemianesc ee ser. Dee Lo dee laslOo meets ven
75
STRWoGd
tie tee merce Le ee de
AS ASS
oe ee
96
Smith ..c:.<.00+ oo ee oe 17 1b 19 17°16 19 19 22:20 24
188
Mating
ee temeee ee es Pcl
ots to FSG 4168S. Ss
98
Bartlete rsa cmect ae SPGLES TOA Oa 7 eee eee Sas
80
Wheeler handicap, 25 targets:
Straw 20, Keeler 17,
Frank 21, Kirkwood 23, Climax 25, Griffith 21, Irish 20,
S. Wood 18, Smith 22, Hallam 14.
Events 5, 6, 7, 8 and 9 were 100-bird match.
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PRELIMINARY HANDICAP
GRAND AMERICAN HANDICAP
GRAND CANADIAN HANDICAP
Emblematic

Breeze.

New

York

Schuetzen

Corps.

NEARLY
seventy members
took part in the regular
shoct held March 9 on the Zettler ranges, at T5ft., offhand.
George Ludwig had the best two scores on the
ring target, and C. Roffmann won the bullseye prize,
a fancy carved parlor table.
The results follow:
Ring target:
G W Ludwig...241 243—484
F Feldhusen...212 225—487
C Meyer si.3s.: 241 240—481
lg itera Boccar 222 214436
TiGe Bonny... 234 238—472
N C Beversten.218 218—436
J N F Siebs....235 2383—468
H Nordbruch.
.221 215—436
A P Fegert....233 233—466
C Roffmann....218 218—436
D Peper; c.220. 232 234—466
H C Quentin...220 215—434
J Facklamm ...236 229—465
@ Mann’ cas. 221 213—434
‘By Zettler 2.0... 237 227—464
GeSehmitzeasne 214 221—435
G@ Plumper... 237 224—461
I H Mayer....222 209—431
F Von Ronn...228 232—460
ELH esse: sais 218 211—429
O Schwanem’n.232 226—45&
H Heinecke ...214 214428
eds Ceo Gane 281 227—458
Ve Pantzeni 2.0705 219 209—425
H C Hainhorst.231 227—458
H Michaelsen..217 211—428
H Winter ..... 228 229—457
CG Quadt sis.iscs 214 213—427
G Offermann...228 227—455
A Beckmann...213 211—424
C Grosch ......233 221—454
Ei aMeyn Ve..c0- 209 214—423
x H Hainhorst.228 225—453
G Wehrenberg.209 212—421
@Obmsieensce-s 233 220—453
HGobber
...%. 210 210—420
P Heidelberger.226 226—452
GRKOnig
wires 207 213—420
G Thomas...... 219 230—449
C Glandorf..... 216 202—418
C Brinkama....222 224446
G@aBoeschi ac sss'. 219 199—418
H Leopold ....226 220—446
iO aaaleseeene 209 203—412
F Facompre....228 218—446
J H Doscher..204 208—412
Hi Deckeria....:.- 223 223—446
A Beckmann...206 205—411
A W Lemcke..226 218—444
1D -Bickete: sce. 212 196—408
Wee Dalal save oars222 221—443
M
Meinschien.202 203—405
C

Sievers

..<... 219 224—443

W.

T G Tholke....223 220—443
G H Fixsen...222 219—441
H V’n d’r Lieth222 216—438
August

Jantzen

394,

W.

Send for Catalogue D.

This cut is a reproduction of our handsome 10-color hanger, size 10 x 23%. As long
as our supply lasts we will furnish these hangers for 8 cents, covering postage.

LEFEVER
SYRACUSE,
-

...... 64

Fred

De Repertrs

Capt Heinecke
65
TA MASA RESIN clsteitfeve
vivre/els0;6
Ve dW ORGREE netics
cissse
Henry Quaal .
Me
IS MCU I we canlesns S00
H D Gobber ....
Charles Sievers
C J Brinkama
O Schwanemann ..... 9914
Charles Konig’ ........ 103

Cincinnati

Muller

to

have

done

Something New in

Automatic § Reels
It cannot get out of order, as it has friction relief at both ends of spring.
Will take in about 150 feet of Line without reCapacity 100 yards, H Line.
winding.
Case of Aluminum, Satin Finished; Steel Bearings; only 6/2 ounces.
It is both the lightest and strongest Automatic Reel made, and with ordinary care
it should last a lifetime. The spool is fitted with an automatic tension, allowing
Can use on
the Line to unreel, even though the spring is wound up completely.
rod either above

Bickeny
was.
Beckmann

harm,

as

his

scores

...... RE SELIG 77 16

Seitz:

hand.

Guaranteed.

your dealer

H. J. FROST
90

Chambers

ce. css. 73 69 67 61 59

“‘KELSO”

& CO.
New

-

-

Street,

York

It’s because the Talbot is absolutely noiseless,
responsive to the touch, perfect in action and
balance.
You can make casts of any length
desired without over-run,
Al) Talbot reels are
—squadruple
multiplying and_have spiral gears
which prevent lost motion.
The degree of accu-

sera)

would

for the

If he cannot supply you, send the order to us.
Price $4.00.
Express paid
The
“KELSO” brand LINES, REELS, RODS, LEADERS, FLIES, and HOOKS are
as good as can be made.
Catalogues to trade only.
Manufactured by

F Feldhusen .
245
AVP
Begert. oo. seen. 246

no

or below

Ask

ae. ssoces152

seem to indicate.
The scores:
PayriGinccds css 90 89 85 84 84
Roberts
..... 85 85 84 83 75
Nestléry i. 86 84 83 82 82
Hofer eas. 79 77 74 74 71
Odellgiyn.c.2.86 83 79 77 76
Gindele ...... 79

Freitag

Has none its equal -

BROTHERS, * x1. (tiSuccrooms 32Waren Se

PARKER

racy

in each

part

is one thousandth

of a centimeter,

Talbot

material and workmanship is of the best and_so guaranteed by us.
Money refunded if not found precisely as advertised.
If you angle for game
fish write us for our illustrated catalogue giving prices and testimonials of foremost
COMPLIMENTARY: With each reel sold this season we give
sportsmen, sent free on request.
Rules.
Tournament
“Bait Casting,” ‘‘Care of Reel,’’ and General
MO.
Dept.16, NEVADA;
=
REEL CO.,
W.H. TALBOT

Rifle Association.

him

Reliable”

Fred Coleman’s score of 47 straight at live birds in England. as well as 24 out of
25 at 31 yards, shows how the Parker Gun shoots. See another column in this
paper showing his marvelous records.

Bee VOmeRON |tidecsee 16144
18h (RIEGES. “Sapaneumaace 165
Charles) Plump... 178
BunGopbermecksctnnste. 179
M L Meinschien ....201
De
A

YORK.

“The Only Absolutely

Best that can be made

381,

Tue following scores were made in regular competition by members of this Association at Four-Mile House,
Reading road, Feb. 25.
Conditions, 200yds., offhand, at
Standard American target.
Payne was declared champion
for the day with a score of 90 points.
He was also high
man on the honor target with 28 points.
Mr. Nestler
was present with us again to-day after an absence of
several shoots.
We are pleased to note that his rest
seems

ARMS CO.,
NEW

The “OLD RELIABLE ”

H. Offermann 380, N. W. Haaren 378, F. Gobber 377,
J. F. R. Ernst 356, J. Harre 354, N. Jantzer 350, H. W.
Kohring 332.
Bullseye target, degrees:
CeRofimann Sensesss 10%
Ee Wianterwe. ccescscccc 104
IAT OW Wemicke sc csccs 2114
Wie A
Uitdte MRC ena anecs 105
N C ©. Beversten..:.. 22
PAC DeCkin att cectace sce. 112
GEL SERSET wraicicisiencere 241,
eb Mever teareccrs
cas113
Wie Dace «-cnra'sicieleieles 2914
NeiGre bo lkeemacrsmitelercs 118
UL Goeth
es snodpacee 3314
Phil Heidelberger..... 120
(Oy BITS? SSnasgnecneae 4416
G W Offermann...... 120
Ey Leopold ts... oes 46
fey JERESSE'Ns
ctie cise Os 3.8112114
INEM S16DS te cs.csreiecesis 53
Hi Nordbruch <2 .-..<. 123
ORS etse cides 21s 63
Grede euler
penvcsiscast 125
eter elainnorstrcep
es « 64
Gharlest Otadtuesssiess 143

John Facklamm

GUN.

40 the best shots in the United States and Canada use Lefever Guns?
There must be merit to the advantages claimed for Lefever guns,.
Improve your score by shooting a Lefever Gun especially bored for trap,
brush or field use.

Wihrichs:.... 189 214—403

383,

States

WHY

Hip Paradies... 216 184—400
H Hoeinisch...218 182—400

Schaefer

+ 1905

of the Championship of the United
and Canada, won by the

LEFEVER

PHILADELPHIA.—At the Philadelphia Driving Park, on
March 6, events as follows were shot:
Ten live birds, $6 entrance:
Paulson, 28...2002222102— 7
Trott, 30 ....1202212222— 8
ue
28....20()222220— 8
George,
28. ..2220222022— 8
uller, 30... .2222222222—10
Williams, 27. .2*21102022— 7
Budd,
30..... 1111110222— 9
Hotermell, 30.2122121212—10
Murphy, 30...2222220112— 9
Frankford, 30.2210202202— 7
Five live birds, $3 entrance:
IN Gene es See 02222—4
Paulson 28.cnneses 10201—3
Hotermell, 30 ..... 11221—5
Sieabh debe Ube aWeGaricre 22202—4
Pareisone a0) 0... :112*2—4
IM Gores 2otweeiseas.s 22021—4
IMaIF ply o0rwes ccc 12212—5
Thomas, w2Oe ceccetey 00110—2
Match shoot, 15 live birds:
IVI
RR TIC ET OAS ole eissinles'sisie.c
sola ueisiere.aisfeie 222*222220222221—14
IVEXU DOMES
WAS ce aissis'e)e\si0
00105 cye\neiaccens 222222020222202 —12

Rifle Range and Gallery.
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Only maker in America who mounts

FLIES

flies on hair loop snells.

JOHN NORMAN, 4502 Ste. Catherine, Montreal, Canada
P. S.—Write

him.
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Dixon’s

pecial Graphite

will stop “‘leading”’

No. 635

in shotgun and rifle

barrels.

The Practical Poultry Keeper.
By Louis Wright.
Eight colored plates
illustrations.
Cloth, 311 pages.
Price, $2.

er =

37 other

CO.

Booklet 52P and sample on request.
_ Jos. Dixon Crucible Co., Jersey City, N. J.
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Smith Hammerless and Ejector
Guns: also Hunter One- rigger
HUNTER

The

1906

Lee

began

Baby

get,

COMPANY

shot

YORK

NOVELTY
Feather-Weight

~2 pounds,

ae eet ecb|

Zettler

100-shot
Rifle

Repeater

10 oz., only

A rifle, new from muzzle to butt-plate; refined two or three pounds
Here is a real years-ae aie
from old standards, yet complete in every detail and will do its work to your entire satisfaction.
:

It uses the .22 calibre shorts, and with the extra
carrier, the .2 2 long rifle cartridges, giving

TWO

RIFLES

IN ONE

Everything of the best quality, and
QUALITY
COUNTS
We recommend this rifle to
To see it is to be charmed.
in a .22 calibre repeater.
Easiest to clean.
every one who enjoys firearms.
Send3 stamps for 136-page illustrated catalog of arms, etc., to

The Marlin tir
Trearims C0.
27. WILLOW

NEW

STREET,

HAVEN,

CONN.

Comal
When writing
AND STREAM.

say you

saw

the ad.

in Forest

SMOKE

“FLOWER OF THE SOUTH”
And

Enjoy

Health, and Luxury

A long-cut mixture made from the highest grade, thoroughly ripe, sun-cured,
domestic and choicest foreign
leaf and the only tobacco on the market
guaranteed
without artificial flavoring or ‘“‘doctoring” of any kind.
In blend, rich, mellow, mild and fragrant.
Because of its quality and purity, ‘“‘Flower of the
South”
does not hurt the heart; does not affect the
nerves; does not dry the throat; and does not bite the
tongue.
Sold direct to consumers (it cannot be bought in the
shops).
The saving of middle profits and a special rate
from the express companies enables us to supply at a
moderate price the finest and purest tobacco obtainable,
and affords you the luxury of always getting it in perfect

condition.

Full
wood
bank,
from
We

weight, half-pound tins, $1.00, pounds (in polished
boxes), $2.00, delivered.
By arrangement with our
The American National, they accept small checks
our customers without charge for collection.
are constantly receiving assurances that ‘‘Flower

of the South”
ever
smoked.

is

the

The

“Army

and

most

delicious

tobacco

By Perry D. Frazer.
Illustrated.
Cloth, 95 pages. Price
$1.00.
This interesting little volume is a practical guide for the
canoeist—the

man

who

wishes

TOBACCO

F Street,
and

Navy

COMPANY

Washington,
Journal,”

Jan.

D. C.

13, 1906,

says:

“Many pipe smokers know that much of the tobacco
offered for sale is artificially flavored or ‘doctored’ in
some way te make it appear what it is not, and is therefore injurious to health.
Those in search of an absolutely
pure smoking mixture of superb quality should order a
box of ‘Flower of the South.’ ”

to.

start

away

from the city and for a short time to make his canoe
his home.
With this in view, Mr. Frazer, who regards
canoeing as a healthful and economical method of nassing away leisure hours, has written briefly, but attractively, of canoes, camping outfits, clothing, firearms and
ammunition, fishing tackle, photography, and in general
of cruising, camping and all that pertains to this phase
of outdoor life.
Contents:
Pleasures and Advantages of Canoes; Materials of Construction; Paddles; Air Tanks; Sails; Steering Gear; Fittings and Duffle; Camping Outfits: Tents
Without Poles; Recipes for Waterproofing; Sleeping Bag;
Camp Axe; Duffle Bag; A Portable Range; Selecting
Food; What To W ear; “Firearms and
ing Tackle; Camera; How to Cruise.
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Oil’”’

CLEANS
Powder Residue from
keeps bore bright.

Guns

RUST

and

ON

GUNS.
Write for free sample and test it with
thin oil or any oil you may be using.

6 oz. Can, 2 oz. Bottle,

25 Cents.
10 Cents.

THE MANY-USE OIL CO.,
New

York

City.

held
West

Match.

at the

headquarters

Twenty-third

street,

shooting,

but

as

usual

the

main

interest

centers

in

in.

rings:

to

W. J Zingsheiny .s.ee 73
Charles Meyer. ......00. 72
T, Ho Rellerseeseeresnassss68

count:

Hi EeSeckel seamen 2014
Richard (Gute veesc. sce 20%
Gus Zimmermann ..... 23
M. Dorrler’ .c.cseee
cee «23
G. Laid wigs se. csceieenaes 23
Most bullseyes:
Mi Dofrlier tase
stasiecias 31
G Bernius. sieesseseos
soe 18
TT HaKeller tana siecmsectets 14
R. Gute jis.as ciseiiscvicsmteenre 12
HE Seckelivoce
ccc ceeens 8
Zimmermann trophy:
Rw Gute) Vicente vereveiceepettes 38
GTS Corti aescscenoes
che37
Hy Le Seckel se eececesnacs 36
TY EL INGILGE Sessreierettetse stelete 31

Hi Fenwirthl sc. cceaase
rs 2416
G Bernius Wie. sestrcciels 29
T H, KReiler anenees< 2 OIG
GT Contitiieaceter
mene 35
John Facklamm ....... 48
He Fenwirthiiecme cases lee
G, Ludwig? scusenecs syne.
GT; Contisnaceermnretects.
John) Packlanimy a. <6

6
5
5
4

John Facklammi......... 31
G Beérnius) tasmeeeriene
she. 30
G Ludwig iipiesssssacdsss 30

R. I. Revolver

Club.

A very interesting practice shoot was held Saturday
afternoon and evening at the club range (Arlington)
and improvement is being shown in the scoring, and as
from now on regular shoots will be held each Saturday
afternoon and evening, it is expected the men will soon
get back into the good form shown at the close of the
season last fall.
The new gallery, with its three inclosed ranges, is proving to be a valuable addition to the club facilities, enabling the members to enjoy practice any evening that
suits their convenience,
Plans are now being made for a 1,000-shot match, and
several prizes of value are already booked, including a
fine high grade Winchester target rifle, a Stevens rifle
and other paraphernalia of interest to the shooters.
That the interest is more than local is shown by the
fact that the club list is being added to from outlying
towns.
Saturday evening Mr. Emil Holmberg, of Artleboro,
recently
a member
of the Shelburne
Falls,
Mass., Rifle Club, hunted up the club quarters and enjoyed the shoot so well that he has made application for
active membership.
Mr. Holmberg is a fine all-around
shot, and will be a valuable acquisition to the club. The following scores were recorded:
Revolver, 50yds., Standard target, 8in. black, 3.36 ten
ring, 10-shot strings, possible 100:
William Almy (.35
officer’s eee Ie 87, 88, 8; Wm. F. Eddy (.38 military)
Ti 84, lay kos
Revolver, 50yds., Creedmoor
or military target, Sin.
bull, possible 50; Wm, F. Eddy 46, 48, 48, 47.
Revolver, 20yds. reduced Standard, 234in. black, lin.
ten ring, possible 100:
Arthur C. Hurlburt (.38 officer’s
model 83.
Pistol,
‘20yds.,
Standard
target:
Wm.
Almy
(.22)
91, 90, 88, 87, 86; W. Bert Gardiner (.22) 78, 74.
Rifle,

25yds.,

German

ring

target,

2in.

black,

Yin.

cen-

ter
241,
230,
W.

25, possible 10 shots, 250:
<A. B. Coulters C29) 229,
229, 230, 233, oy 236, 236, a8) 238; H. Powell (.22)
933, PBB Hee GalC
Reach (.2 2) 215, 223, 236, ‘234, 239;
B. Gardiner (.22) Ta, 237, 234.
81, 86, 81,
Rifle, 50yds., Standard
target:
H. Powell
80, 81, 80, 84, 87; Wm. Almy 78, 78, 7

Fish-

Famous

Gun

PREVENTS

PLANTATION
639

best

Canoe Cruising and Camping.
cruising

match,

Club,

Providence,
=)

Championship

Richard's Gute me sacidesier 75
Ee HeVaniZandtes. seca. 75
M\ Dorrleryyit
ew cuserecte 74
Goe'le (Conti? Sih ean taciier 73
Bullseye target, 3 shots,

NEW

THE

the

Gallery

the last days of the week.
Our record for this issue
closed Monday night at 6 o’clock, at which time only
three men had finished their 100-shot scores.
The best
scores finished up to that time follow, and full results
will appear in these columns next week:
One hundred shot match:
Ring target, three shots, unlimited entries, best three
tickets to count for the first five prizes; best two tickets
EP eV ane Zand tentsite se 2412
T A Keller ai eaeoemes 2368
G T Conti
for the next five, and one target for the rest; 25-ring tar-

catalogue.

ARMS

annual

17, 1906.

New York, opened last Saturday morning at 10 o’clock
and will close March 17.
Quite a number of the best
shots in and about the city were present the opening
night, and
shooting
in the continuous
matches
was
lively on that day and on Monday.
Early in the week
shooters from out of town put in an appearance and

GOLD MEDAL
At the LEWIS & CLARKE EXPOSITION
for our

The
TuIs
of

WIN

Ask

[MarcH

Zettler Rifle

Club.

In the regular shoot held March 6, W. A. Tewes
scored 2466 points in 100 shots, and Arthur Fegert was
the winner of the bullseye prize.
The scores follow:
Ring target:
Wie Su heweswapis 249 245 245 249 247 245 247 246 248 245—2466
Gischlicht) Secs. 243 245 244 241 247 243 244 245 244 244-2440
HD) Muller ca. 238 238 235 238 239 241 238 238 237 240—2392
L P Hansen....245 240 241 237 246 236 240 242 241 2412409
BAe
Feigert....227 234 231 233 229 284 235 240 236 241—2337
Back Score:
H D Muller...234 236 2387 237 243 236 238 237 233 237—2368
Fiity-shot scores:
Tie
Gauss ssstectdats
tiecice treme 246 2438 246 247 245—1225
Owens Sniitliea
oni meeniaaean
mee 243 244 245 244 247—1223
Charles Aettlery sree <tyaecisseie
ie 242 241 230 240 246—1199
CaGrZettlers.y
acne ceeaenecen
cats 233 240 240 237 237—1187
Barney eZ Guteran tmnensteste masse 232 2382 232 239 241—1176
Ausust BEzerow, cloccsnscseeeees 239 236 2381 232 2388—1176
HC
Zettler 2. csc sncsccecccee24e 220 220 eoolen eraloe
"PETA Rellerit
age scenes
comotee 224 232 229 232 234—1151
GPBernitisuionaececnecmeiciscustrae 225 227 222 233 288—1140
Bullseye target:
AUPE Revert iacuseatcemeee 14
TPH. Kellerc.Gwomientaeet 36
Li Cr Bussiccccs cvscecsacn 31
Co Zettlers Jr-saresce wee 44
W. ASTewes is). tetiesoute 33
H D Mulletic. veer
sao

Marcu

POR
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ST REAM;

TRADE.

Hotels

The Marlin Fire Arms Co., 27 Willow St., New Haven,
Conn.,
has issued its catalogue for 1906.
It has been
carefully revised, and many improving changes have been
made.
Besides a list of the Marlin products, it contains
much other valuable information.
It will be sent to all
applicants who send 8 cents, for postage.

The

ae,

(ocktals

I WONDER if we have reporters in America?
What a question!
Are not our newspaper reporters the best and most indefatigable in the
world? But I do not mean the reporting homo;
it is the reporting canis I am wondering about.
Do we have reporting dogs in America?
If
so, I have not seen them, neither have I heard

of them.

Our stories about the pointing dogs

revolve about “the point,’ and of the dog’s
sticking to it like grim death.
‘‘He’s so steady
on a point that you can’t kick him forward on
to the bird,’ says the dog trainer in highest
praise of the brute he is trying to sell.
And
we all recollect the story of the crack Western

dog, that was lost at the close of a day’s shooting.
Search was made next morning, and the
dog was found in the brush, close to where he

was

missed the night before, and still pointing

the game

took him.

he had

come

upon

:

as darkness

over-

SS»*

OUR

chair—-smoke

a bottle

Ghe

whose

equal never

passed over

a

— Manhattan,
New York

London

a

fellow, Joseph, as guide and bearer of cartridges
and game, and’ was shooting that day over an
old German pointer a friend had loaned me, so
that I could give my own dog a day’s rest.
We

Patent Reflecting Lamps

had enjoyed a fairly good

day’s sport,

and to-

THOMAS

Oscarstr6m.

We

were

track she had come, then looked around
and wagged her tail again.
“Well,

what

does

all this mean?”

asked

at me
I.

“Oh! Lila has got a covey of partridges over
the hill yonder, and has come in with the report,’

answered

Joseph.

“Nonsense!”
But Lila rushed on a dozen steps more, looked
back, and seeing I did not follow her, came in,

put up her paw and again went through all her
motions.
“Well, old girl, lead on!” I said at last, “we'll
follow and see what you’ve got at all events.”
So over the hill we went, Lila leading and ever

and anon looking back—down across a valley,
then straight up the further hillside where she
came to a point at a bunch of bushes.* Before
I got within shot the partridges began to whir
up; at least a dozen flew, but old Lila stuck now

to her point, and on my reaching her side the
last bird of the covey flew, which I knocked
over and Lila retrieved.
We now hunted along
the bosky hillside, and Lila pointed and I shot

six more

of this covey, bringing up my bag for

the day to nineteen

“You

partridges

and

a hare.

didn’t know Lila was a reporter?” quoth

pointers, or in crosses between
German
English pointers, but even among
them

more than one trained dog in twenty is a reporter.
The trait is rare among English full

Write

of

Monument

Tents,

Grand

guides,

Lake,

boats

Newfound-

and

SHEFFIELD,

Outfitter,

St.

Anthony,

Idaho.

References.

Come to Round Mountain Lake Camps
New

fishing and bear hunting.
For further parDION O. BLACKWELL, Eustis, Me.
York

Office, 335 Broadway,

Room

29.

COME
TO CAMP
RECREATION
for good muskallonge and black bass fishing.
New log camp, beautiful
| lakes.
Send for circular.
A. G. IRWIN, eres Minnesota.

Sale or

Lease.—One

FISHING
of the finest

salmon

rivers

and

of the
St.
Lawrence.
Camp, two canoes and

other camping material.
Over two hundred salmon have
been caught in one season by two rods; average weight
14 pounds.
Apply W. SCOTT, 40 Hospital St., Room 13,
Montreal, Canada.

Castle Dome Cut Plug
The Best Smoke For the Pipe
In America,
Made from Old Vz. Sun-Cured
Tobacco.
Money refunded if it bites or burns
as
theTongue.
Sent prepaid postage
(caf
7Oc. Pound. Large Sample 10c.

le
\

LEADERS

FLIES

ra

2s. and 2s. 6d.

SELECTED

JASPER L. ROWE,

g

RICHMOND,
VA.
Estab, 1880,
Ref, Broad Street Bank

FILE YOUR FOREST AND STREAM
We have provided a cloth file binder to hold
26 numbers of ForEST AND STREAM.
It is simple,
convenient,
strong, durable, satisfactory,
The
successive issues thus bound make a handsome
volume, constantly growing in interest and value.

GUT
WATERPROOF

LINES

The
dollar.

binder

will

be

sent

postpaid

on

receipt

of one.

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO.

E. 4s., F. 3s. 6d. per 20 yards.

346 Broadway.

Catalogues Post Free.

WYERS FRERES, Continental Works
ENGLAND

LOG CABINS AND COTTAGES
How

to Build and
Price,

vs. BREAKING.

Practical Dog Training; or, Training vs. Breaking.
By
S. T. Hammond.
To which is added a chapter on training pet dogs, by an amateur.
Cloth, 165 pages. Price, $1.

STREAM

booklet

CLUB,

fishing.

SALMON

HIGH-GRADE

AND

Trout

tributary,
on
the
North
Shore
Room for four rods.
Comfortable

ACTUAL MAKERS

FOREST

and

BUNGALOW,

EDWARD

DIRECT TO THE

TRAINING

illustrated

‘

Guide

MAIL YOUR TACKLE ORDERS

REDDITCH,

and
not

Salmon

and address all orders Lamp Department.

Send Money Order for Samples.

For

BROOKSIDE

land.

LAMP,

“AJAX” GOLD MEDAL

BROOK; ideal Club House
to lease; ample game pro-

NEWFOUNDLAND
Ex-zellent

preied,

For Night Driving, Hunting, Fishing, etc.
Is adjustable to any kind o ‘dash or vehicle. Sendstamp for Illustrated Catalogue

Joseph.

“No, I did not know before this day that there
was such a dog in the world.”
Since then I have made the matter of “the
reporting dog” the study of some leisure hours.
The reporter occurs most often among German

particulars, address
Beach, Mass.

For

UNIVERSAL
LAMP,
For Sportsmen’s use.
Combines Head
Jack (Front and Top), Boat Jack, Fishing,
Camp, Belt and Dash Lamp, Hand Lantern, etc.

Dozen.

CO.,

Wants and Excho nges.

With Silver Plated
Locomotive Reflectorsand Adjustable
Attachments.

EXCELSIOR

SPRINGS

Virginia.

Bay, Mass.

TROUT

on BUZZARD’S
BAY, Mass.,
serves; pond and sea fishing.

New York.

She looked up and down over the valley,

and as soon as she caught sight of us came toward us in a straight line on a brisk gallop;
wagging her tail in a joyful sort of way.
Coming in she raised a forepaw, placed it on my leg,
looked up in my face, wagged her tail briskly,
turned about, took a dozen leaps back in the

|

STOCKED

Cor. Nassau St.,

tired, the shooting was

over, and our dog was allowed to roam at will.
As we sauntered along I saw old Lila make her
appearance over the top of a distant heathery

ridge.

J. CONROY,
28 John Street,

ward evening were returning down the valley of
the river Nissa, toward
our headquarters
at

Buzzard’s
WELL’

For good trout
ticulars address

FERGUSON'S

City,

Brookside Club House

Martini, etc.

G, F. HEUBLEIN & BRO., Sole Proprietors
Hartford

Paradise.

MINERAL

Chase

made-in-a-hurry bar.
GEUBSGOCGKTLAILS aremade
of choicest liquors, scientifically
blended and aged to perfection.
The original brand.
Seven kinds

MECKLENBURG

of CLUB

COCKTAILS,
and home comfort envelops you. No trouble or
effort required; just strain your
CHeUB GOCGK TALE through
cracked ice, and you have a drink

readers.
out partridge shooting in the south of
in the fall of 1884.
I had a sprightly

ate

ditto,

So I doubt if we have “the reporter”

in the Land of the True, and perhaps a word
about him may not be uninteresting to American
I was
Sweden

~
Ge

Med

Sportsman’s

Quail, Turkey, Rabbits, Squirrels, Deer.
ennel of Fine Pointers and Setters.
Kennel of fine
Foxhounds.
Excellent Livery and Guides.
Hotel Modern—steam-heated,
Electric-lighted.
Rooms
single or en suite.
Sun Parlors.
Private Baths.
Baruch System of Medicinal Baths.
Noted
MINERAL
WATERS.—Mecklenburg,
Lithia
and Chloride Calcium, free to guests.
Splendid Golf course, Bowling, Riding, Driving.
Write for Booklet and other descriptive literature.

p> &

Reporter.

Sportsmen.

THE MECKLENBURG
HOTEL
and GAME PRESERVES.

Messrs. Schoverling, Daly & Gales, 302-304 Broadway,
New York, have bargains in shop-worn and second-hand
guns of variotis makes, a description and price list of
which they will be pleased to send to applicants.

The

for

PUBLISHING

CO.

Furnish Them.

By William

S. Wicks.

$1.50.

This work covers the field of building for the woods
from the simplest shelters to the most elaborate cottages,
cabins and houses.
The details and directions are very
specific and easily comprehended, and the illustrations
are

find

so

numerous

in them
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Back

Combines the advantage of perfect_tailoring with protection against rain.
Waterproofed by a patent process, permitting
thorough ventilation, yet rain does not
penetrate in any ordinary storm.
Soft and
pliable; sightly and durable; no rubber or
paraffine.
Fit,
finish
and
waterproof
qualities guaranteed.
Coat lined throughout the entire body
with same rain-proof material as outside.
Patent bellows under arms give extra ventilation and freedom of movement with
paddle, rod or gun.
Pockets for everything.
Trousers
reinforced
front and
large
doule seat.
Give loose breast measure over garments
to be worn with coat. Waist and leg measure for trousers.
Made in two colors, light tan and dead
grass green.
Coat, $5.00; trousers, $3.00; hat, $1.00.
Express prepaid.

quarry.
they make

different

ways

of

themselves

seen, then return

directly

proach.

Here in Sweden a reporter readily sells for
one-third more than an equally good dog without this faculty, and I can assure American
sportsmen that the report lends an additional
pleasure to the chase.
As the shooting season approached this year
I looked about for a reporter, and at last
bought a large, powerful pointer, a cross between the German and English.
The German

dog is exceedingly

kind, faithful and obedient,

but too

slow.

heavy

and

The

English

pointer,

with all his good quality, is apt to be too hot
and headstrong.
The half-breed is best for
Swedish shooting, and I believe, admirably
adapted for America.
I shot black cock and capercailzie over Nero,
and as the season advanced partridges, but as
I always kept well up with him never saw him

for self-meas-

Special discount to dealers
@

have

to the game.
Others hop up on a hillock or
stone and jump and wag their tails till you ap-

urement sent free,

BIRD, JONES
3 Blandina St.,

‘‘Reporters”

imparting their information; not every dog is
so clear as old Lila. Some come back only till

FOR
LADIES’
WEAR
Neatly tailored coat and skirt.
Gives
absolute
protection on any outing trip.
Suitable for gunning, fishing, tramping,
boating, climbing. Coat, $5.00; skirt, $4.00.
Express prepaid.
Booklet, with samples

of material and directions

17, 1906.

bloods, and I have never yet seen a setter
report.
|
It is asserted that a dog cannot be trained to
report.
The reporting instinct must be born
within him, and then he takes to it naturally.
I, however, am inclined to think that any dog
that “rings” game, or from any cause breaks
his point to take up another, may be trained to
report, by whistling him in, whenever he comes
to a point, and then advancing with him to the

SPORTSMEN’S CLOTHING
Sheds Water Like a Duck’s

[Marcu

KENYON
Utica, N. Y.

report, and had half forgotten that he possessed

For

Sale.

For

BROOK TROUT FOR SALE.
We have constantly on hand
fine supply of Brook Trout, all
sizes for stocking purposes. Also for table use at 75c. a pound
Visitors privileged to catchown
trout.

PARADISE
TROUT

BROOK
CO., Parkside, Pa., Henryville Railroad Station.

LIVE WILD WHITE CANADIAN
WALTER R. SOPER, Bucksport, Me.

HARES

and

THE
BROOKDALE
TROUT
CANNOT
BE
BEAT
for stocking ponds and streams.
For the next few
weeks we will make a very low price on young fry and
large fish.
Also fly-fishing.
BROOKDALE
TROUT CO., Kingston, Mass.

cheap.
Property

For Sale.—Baker H. grade Single Trigger Ejector Trap
gun; cost $250.
Been used only four months.
Price
$100. Address R. G. WHEELER, Manlius, N. Y.
11
BEAUTIFUL
INDIAN
BASKETS
sold direct from
field.
M. GILL, Missionary, National Indian Association, McDowell, Arizona.
For Sale.—English Field Gun, made by Wm. Cashmore,
Birmingham,
England;
hammerless
ejector,
weight
7
pounds, 12-gauge, 28-inch barrels; right barrel cylinder,
left modified choke.
Whitworth fluid compressed steel
barrels.
Fancy walnut
stock, straight grip; drop of
stock, 2 inches.
Action and locks beautifully engraved.
Price, $275.00.
New York.

BROOK
Eggs, fry, yearlings
and
brooks and lakes.
Address
FARM, Plympton, Mass.

BROOK

Ad-

and Stream.
target nistol.
11

TROUT.
two-year-olds,
for
NEW ENGLAND

stocking
TROUT

HATCHERY

(E.

L.

Maglathlin),

BROOK

Kingston,

Mass.

TROUT.

It will pay you to correspond with me before buying
eggs, fry or yearlings in any quantity.
I guarantee a
safe delivery anywhere.
Crystal
Spring Trout Farm.
L. B. HANDY,
So. Wareham, Mass.

BROOK TROUT 37,02) aif ccc, “ERE

trout eggs in any quantity, warranted delivered anywhere
in fine condition.
Correspondence solicited.
THE PLYMOUTH
ROCK TROUT CO.
Plymouth, Mass.

Sale.

Several good salmon rivers on the North Shore of the
St. Lawrence, offered for short or long lease.
For particulars apply to the LABRADOR
COMPANY,
Room
19, 40 Hospital St., Montreal, Canada.
TRITON
CLUB
For Sale—A share in the Triton Club, the most desirable
club in the Province
of Quebec.
H. R. BRYAN,
Hudson, N. Y.
GLENAIRTH
TROUT
PRESERVE
FOR SALE
A well-stocked brook trout preserve within five hours
of Toronto.
Two lakes.
55 acres of land and _ water.
Particulars, with photographs, furnished on application
to MESSRS.
JONES.
LEONARD
&
GIBSON,
Attorneys, Toronto, Canada.
14
SHOOTING
TO LEASE.
Four hours from Boston.
Land projecting into Great
Pond, Eastham,
Cape Cod.
Excellent site for camps.
Wildfowl in great numbers and variety alight in Pond.
Wild
geese taken.
Deep water for boating;
fishing.
Extensive salt marshes nearby.
House to lease suitable
for club use.
Address: A. C. CHIPMAN, 308 Congress
Street, Boston, Mass.

HORSE

TROUT

of all ages for stocking lakes and streams.
Brook trout
eggs in their season.
For the next 30 or 60 days I will
make prices on yearlings very low. FURNACE BROOK

for

SALMON FISHING

I desire to purchase a number of American Swans, both
Whistlers and Trumpeters.
G. D. TILLEY, Darien, Ct.

FOR
SALE.—256
odd copies of Forest
Best
offer cash,
or
Smith
& Wesson
C..W. GEER, Providence, R. I.

Sale.

FOR
SALE—BROOK
TROUT.—FINE
HEALTHY
Fish of all sizes.
Eyed eggs in season.
Warranted delivered
anywhere,
as_
represented.
Correspondence
solicited.
BAY SIDE TROUT FARM
(A. B. Savary),
East Wareham, Mass.

WANTED—SWANS

In perfect condition.
Cost, $435.00.
dress.
“‘H. M. C.,” 146 Franklin St.,

the accomplishment.
One day my boot hurt
me, and leaning my gun against a fence I sat
down, took off my boot, pulled off my stocking

By

AND HOUND

Roger D. Williams, Master of Foxhounds, Iroquois
Hunt Club; Keeper Foxhound Stud Book; Director
National
Foxhunters’
Association;
Official Judge,
Brunswick Hunt Club.

“Horse and Hound” is encyclopedic in all that pertains to foxhunting.
It has chapters as follows:
Hunting.
The Hunter.
Schooling
of
Hunters.
CrossCountry
Riding.
Falls.
Women
in the Field.
The
Hound.
History and Origin of the American Hound.
Breeding and Raising Horses.
The Kennel.
Scent. The
Fox.
Tricks and Habits of the Fox.
In the Field.
Hunt Clubs.
The style is clear and crisp, and every
chapter abounds with hunting information.
The work is
profusely illustrated.
Price, $2.50.
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made

a general

readjustment.

As

I was

lacing up my boot in came Nero over a rise of
the field, and looking up at me turned about and
came

toa

half point, then looking up once more

shot along the track whence he came.
Following over the hills I came in view of the blue
waters of Lake Nefode; Nero was still rushing

on in a straight line over the field.
reached

the

lake

shore

he came

When he

to a point

at

a tuft of dry rushes.
But it was an easy kind
of a point. Every few moments he looked back
at me, and expressed his satisfaction at my approach with one wag of the tail, which instantly
stiffened into business again. Reaching his side
a little flock of seven partridges hustled up, and
I had the pleasure of dropping a couple, and
Nero the satisfaction of retrieving them. Since
then I let Nero hunt as far and wide as he
pleases, confident that he will come in and report all game he finds out of my sight. I frequently whistle him in when he points at a distance,

and

side with

then

him.

advance

over

Sometimes

the field side by

when

Nero

points

at a distance, and is sure that I see him, he will
lie down, so as not to scare the birds, rising on

his forepaws now and then and looking back
at me if I make any unreasonable delay.
The other day he came to a point far away
over a vast plowed field. Looking around and
making sure that I saw him, he backed ‘in his
tracks a dozen steps and then disappeared from
view as absolutely as if the black plowed field
had swallowed up his white body. We kept on
toward the spot where he was last seen, and
after some five minutes plodding over the soft
upturned

earth,

Master

Nero

arose

out

of a

dry ditch just in front of us and quietly resumed
his point. Coming up with the dog, two great
coveys of partridges arose, my friend made a
right and left shot out of the flock to the right
and I took a bird with each barrel out of the
left covey.

The trait of reporting causes a dog to be
freer and easier on his point, he is less like a
cast-iron

statue,

more

like a reasoning

being.

As Nero and I advance on a running covey,
he lifts his ears, looks up at me and takes in
the situation “‘like a little man,’ pointing now
here, now there, and ringing the game in between us if necessary.
A reporter really seems to go through a chain
of reasoning something like this, ‘“Here is game,

but where is my master?
nothing.
Here’s for it.

Of myself I can do
Ill go hunt him up,

Marcu
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for it takes both of us to do the shooting.”
Frequently when Nero makes game I hide to
see him go through his motions.
Gradually he

away,

What a comfort and luxury to have a dog who

will come

in and report game

quietly to it.

How

and then lead you

many forced marches

in the

alder swamps one might save, and how lazily
he could saunter
along the ridges, leisurely
waiting for the report of his faithful four-footed

friend. Americans are never satisfied with anything short of the best. If we have not the reporter in America, we have not the best possible

pointing dog.
Is not the subject worthy the attention of our
dog breeders and dog lovers?
Why not import

the

why

not

with our

German

reporting

best pointers
develop

stinct whenever
own dogs?

and

pointer

of English

perfect

it manifests

the

Excelsior Wire and Poultry Supply Company, Dept. A. O.

and in

another moment is in a full gallop toward where
he last saw me.
I always meet him with a pat
on the head and a “Bravo, Nero!”
It seems to
me that the advantage of a reporter is at once
apparent, whether it be on the wide prairies of
the West, in the hill country of the East, or in
the dense woodcock coverts of New England.

and

blood?

cross

reporting

Or
in-

itself among our
MARSTRAND.

W. V. RUSS,

Kennel
Ads under this
cents in capitals).

Proprietor

26 and 28 Vesey St., New York City

Special.

head 2 cents a word a time
Cash must accompany order.
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Dogs, Hogs, Pigeons, Ferrets, Belgian Hares,
all kinds.
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for 44 page catalogue.
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specially
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Remit by express money-order, registered letter, money
order or draft ‘payable to the Forest and Stream Publishing Company.
The paper may
be obtained of news“aap throughout the United
States, Canada and Great

SUBSCRIPTION

RECEIPTS.

The receipt of the paper with date on the wrapper
address label constitutes a receipt for money sent us for
a new
subscription
or a renewal.
The date on the
wrapper tells when your subscription will expire.
Please
note this date, and renew at least two weeks before
expiration of subscription.

ADVERTISEMENTS.
Inside pages, 20 cents per agate line.
Special rates for
three, six and twelve months.
Eight words to the line,
fourteen lines to one inch.
Advertisements should be
received by Saturday previous to issue in which they
are to be inserted.
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Reading
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S. T. Hammond

(“Shadow’’).

Cloth.

Price,

$1.

Mr, Hammond enjoys among his field companions the
repute of being an unusually good shot, and one who is
particularly successful in that most difficult branch of
upland shooting, the pursuit of the ruffed grouse or
partridge.
This prompted the suggestion that he should
write down for others an exposition of the methods by
which his skill was acquired.
The result is this original
manual of “Hitting vs. Missing.’”’
We term it original,
because, as the chapters will show, the author was selftaught;
the expedients and devices
adopted and the
forms of practice followed were his own.
This then may
be termed the Hammond system of shooting; and as it
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it will prove
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Culture,” with practical
Write for Catalogue, “Dog
chapters on the feeding, kenneling and management of
dogs; also chapters on cats.

Spratt’s Patent! iit Sith'st.stTous, Mo.
(America) Ltd.

DOG

1324 Valencia

St., San Francisco,

BOOK

ON

J. KANNOFSKY,
PRACTICAL GLASS BLOWER

Cal.
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AND

HOW
Mailed

Tacidermists.

GAME,

BIRDS,

FREE

TO

FEED.

to any address

H. CLAY GLOVER, 0. V.S.,

by the author.

1278 Broadway, New York.

IMPROVED SPIKE COLLAR,
For use in dog training. Price, $2.00.
mail, $2.10. Send for circular.
B.
346

Broadway,

New

SAVE

It gives

York.

), The POULTRY TRIBUNE,

nicely illustrated, brimful each cnet

Fowls and Make the Most Money with
them.
In fact so good you can’t afford
to be withont it. Price,50 cents per year. Send at once
for free sample and SPECIAL OFFER TO YOU.

R. R. FISHER, Pub., Box 51, Freeport, Ill.

YOUR

TROPHIES.

Write for our Illustrated Catalogue,

Antlers,

Monthly, 50 to 100 pages, its writers
are the most successful ‘Poultrymen
and women inthe United States.
Itis

:

and Manufacturer of
Artificial eyes for birds, animals and manufacturing purposes a specialty.
Send for prices. All kinds of skulls for
the fur trade.
369 Canal St., New York.
Please mention Forest AND STREAM.

by “Heads and Horns.”

WATERS,

Poultry Magazine,

Display Classified Advertising.
Hotels,
Summer
and
Winter
Resorts,
Instruction,
Schools, Colleges, etc.
Railroad and Steamship Time
Tables.
Real Estate For Sale and To Let.
Seeds and
Shrubs.
Taxidermists.
The Kennel, Dogs, etc.
Wants
and Exchanges.
Per Agate line, per insertion, 15 cents.
Three months, 13 times,«10 cents per line.

and “A Yellew Dog’s Love

W\ for a Nigger” (famous poem). We will
\ send you all of the above for 10c just to ad-

POULTRY,

ritain.

Fereign Subscriptions
and
Sales
Agents—London:
Davies & Co., 1 Finch Lane; Sampson, Low & Co.;
Paris:
Brentano’s.
Foreign terms:
$4.50
per
year;
$2.25 for six months.

\a/\| a Dog,

forth simply and
tive with others.

for

PIGEONS,

ents.

Copies, $12.

foods

DOGS,
CATS,

The Forest AND STREAM is the recognized medium of
entertainment,
instructicn
and
information
between
American
sportsmen.
The editors invite communications on the subjects to which its pages are devoted.
Anonymous communications will not be regarded.
The
editors are not responsible for the views of correspond-

Five

Then let us send you Polk Miller’s
\ celebrated Book on Dogs; How to
Take Care of Them: the eloquent Sen; |ator Vest’s masterful Tribute to

was

AM. (LTD.)

Bloodhound
“~*~
*
%

CONN.

, Have You a Dog?

sale,
pee

Gold Medal & Highest Award
Gold Medal & Highest Award

CORRESPONDENCE.

$7.50.

DANBURY,

CLEARANCE SALE.—I have a number of well broken
dogs in pointers, setters and hounds that I will sell
cheap rather than carry them over.
GEO. W. LOVELL,
Middleboro, Mass.
TWENTY
YOUNG
DOGS
Count
and
Guy
eae
KENNEL, Warwick, N.

Imperial
Kennels,

KNOX,

For Sale-—Lemon and white Pointer dog, 4 years old,
thoroughly trained on grouse, quail and woodcock; nice
retriever.
Write to OTTO A. MAYER, Towanda, Pa. 11

Manufacture

Three Copies,

DR.

Norwegian bearhounds, Irish wolfhounds, deer and cat
hounds.
English
bloodhounds,
American
foxhounds,
Four-cent stamp for illustrated catalogue.
ROOKWOOD
KENNELS,
Lexington, Ky.

St. Louis World’s Fair, 1904:
Paris Exposition,
1900:

Subscriptions may begin at any time.
Terms: _ For
single copies,
$3 per year, $1.50 for six months.
Rates
for clubs of annual subscribers:

I sell pups that are Bloodhounds in character and
breeding.
They will honor their name in the show-ring
or on the trail.

For Sale.—Full-blood English BEAGLE
Hounds, Hunters that are hunted.
OAKLAND BEAGLE KENNELS,
Pontiac, Mich.

DOGS
AND
HOGS:
FOR
SALE.
ALL
KINDS.
Pigeons, Ferrets and Rabbits.
Send 8 cents for catalogue.
CHARLES
H. LANDIS,
— Dept. J. 14
510 Moss St., eae

SUBSCRIPTIONS.

BLOODHOUNDS.

3

Never
FINE POINTER PUP.
Makes a staunch point.
hunted.
Price $30.00.
P. H. LLABMIK,
Room 1203,
56 Liberty St., New York City.
tf

O}
OR LIFE?
EL, NATURE STUDY SHOOTING, FISHING, YACHTING

SUPPLIES

Backus Dog Crates, perfectly ventilated, Buffet for feed and water cup attached.
The best
and lightest crate in use. A complete assortment of Sergeant’s, Glover’s, Dent’s, Johnson’s
and Spratt’s Dog Medicines
Austin’s, Excelsior, Old Grist Mill, Ideal and Spratt’ s Dog
and Puppy Cakes. Collars, Whips, Leads, Chains, Brushes, Books, etc. A complete list in
our immense 162 page Illustrated Catalogue, mailed free.

stiffens into a solid point, then looks around,
first one side, then the other.
No master in
sight.
Then he slowly backs out of it, step by
step, a dozen steps or so; next he turns round

as slyly as a snake, then sneaks
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in Taxidermy.

Ward's Natural Science Establishment,
ROCHESTER,

N. Y.

ROWLAND,

TAXIDERMIST,
A

specialty

in mounting Moose, Elk, Caribou
heads. ‘all and examine work.

No. 182 SIXTH
Tel. 4205
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ON THE ROAD TO FAME
We are already famous as Carrying a truly wonderful stock
of canine outfitting, embracing
things for the dog under any
and all conditions; a stock that

leaves no requirement unsatisfied. Collars in “no end of
styles.” Leads and _ Leashes,
Blankets and Clothing, Muzzles, Chains, Whips, Bells, Brushes,
Soaps, Foods and Medicines and Shipping Crates,
Everything
to decorate the dutiful dog, or to discipline the derelict one,
will be found in our stock.
A veritable encyclopedia of ‘‘ Doggy”’ goods will be mailed on
application.

IVER

JOHNSON

SPORTING

163 Washington

GOODS

CO.

Street, Boston, Mass.

Some Good Purchases in High-Grade Guns
1 Genuine JAMES PURDEY & SON, London, High Grade Hammer Gun,
top snap action, finest Damascus, beautifully engraved, straight stock,
Silver recoil pad, in English leather covered oak case.
Gun is in nice,
refinished condition, and original cost was over $400. 3lin., 12 bore, 744lbs,$100.00
1 Special W. W. GREENER Hammerless, Grade F. 3, wrought steel barrels,
straight stock, finely engraved, especially built locks cocking the gun in
closing, making it very easy to break open.
30in., 12 bore, 8lbs, This
gun is nearly new, in excellent condition and cost over $250 within a
ShOrt Times. Le oievaisic oa was en nrdisa cin'e aaralaye dcaecelyy elsiate a eletestele euntgra aiaele aonuaeat eta aaeetete 150.00
1 Genuine STEPHEN
GRANT, 67 St. James Street, London, hammerless,
Whitworth steel barrels, straight, not pistol grip.
In perfect order and
good second-hand condition.
30in., 12 bore., 6%lbs.
This is one of
Grant’s Best Guns and cost 58 pounds sterling in London, equivalent to
$394.40. Here... ovo ane siveiee daw ad an@hag-wosabencaede
cece tadies cosa eta Noten
150.00
1 ditto.
Damascus, % p.g., used but a few times. 27in., 20 bore, 510/16 lbs. 75.00
1 ditto.
Modified Stock, Damascus barrels.
27in., 12 bore, 6%4lbs..... Josie 4BOLO
1 SCOTT
Monte Carlo Hammerless, special steel barrels, modified style
stock, crystal apertures and all latest improvements, has Silver’s recoil
pad, in nice condition, regular net price $160.
28in., 12 bore, 7%lbs.
This gun is nearly new and quite a bargain::...5.+..ce.sicces
oe donee 100.00
1 Fine SCOTT, Premier quality, Hammer Gun, Damascus barrels, % p. g.,
finely engraved, fine refinished condition.
This gun cost $300, and is one
of the old Scott Premier guns.
30in., 10 bore, 834lbs............cecceecees
75.00
1 GREENER,
latest style, fine Hammer Gun, for trap or field shooting,
wrought steel barrels, Greener cross bolt, straight stock, with Lyman
sights.
Cost $125 only recently and is an extra bargain at the price.
S0in5 2 Ores 'SIZIDS .. s.éej0 25 sieve cle wastes esis cietuis ¢ bscle dcrecie hee eee
75.00
1 SCOTT Hammer Gun, extra_quality engraving, Damascus barrels, % p. g.
One of Scott’s high cost Hammer Guns, in nice, refinished condition.
a0in.;” 10bore; SS41DS. os. b< 20 biwcle cise’ snelerech ceca'ere che1s See nie ee
45.00
1 HENRY W. EGG No. 1, Piccadilly, London, fine Hammer gun, side snap
action, laminated steel, straight stock, B. A. rebounding locks, in leather
trunk case.
Gun is practically in new condition, and is a genuine “Egg”
make, and has the special London proof mark on barrels.
Cost originally
over $200 in gold.. 28in.; 12: bore, 6iélbs.5..0,.ceveddadcete cate
45.00
ALSO MANY OTHERS.
SEND FOR OUR LIsT OF SECOND-HANDS.
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Bedford,
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Agents

for
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Send

NOBEL’S

75

EXPLOSIVES

for ‘‘ Shooting

Washington

Street,

Boston

A FEW MORE
SECOND-HAND GUNS
or three dollars to

barred

No. 4095.

Facts.”’

Ltd.,

Greener

Crown

Whitworth

fluid

quality

steel

Grand

barrels.

Prize

pigeon gun,

Cost $485.

Both

without

barrels

ejector, with

full choke.

Handsome straight grip stock, with Silver’s recoil pad. A splendid shooter, and in
perfect condition. Dimensions:
12-ga., 30-in. barrels, 7 lbs. weight, 2% in. drop,

147%. in. stocks

Price..;,..2\0..4e

em s.silnvlclein’s, otesteletersleis ttealannnreteiciee ace ee

ena :

stews

$275.00

from the Inter-

Chambers
New
York
CO.,

No. 3022.
Highest quality Westley Richards feather-weight single trigger, with
automatic ejector.
Magnificent dark mottled Circassian walnut full pistol grip
stock.
W. R. special steel barrels, elaborately engraved and hand-carved fence.
Gun is practically new and of very recent manufacture.
Dimensions: 16-ga., 26-in.
barrels, 6 lbs. weight.
2 18-16 in. drop, 1344 in. stock.
Price, net........:...$300.00
No. 2429. Ithaca No. 6 Ejector.
Cost $210.00, and practically new.
Very fine
figured English walnut stock, full pistol grip, gold-plated triggers, elaborate engraving, steel barrels.
Dimensions:
12-ga., 28-in. barrels, 74% lbs. weight, 3 in.
drop, 14 in. stock. .Price, neti. J cci.. sere see et wistee seetite hate meen eee
$110.00
No. 3028. Stephen Grant & Sons’ highest quality automatic ejector, fitted with
Sir Joseph Whitworth fluid steel barrels, magnificent dark Italian walnut stock,
solid gold name plate, gold-plated triggers and lever, elaborately engraved and
carved ivy leaf fence, and practically brand new.
Cost $600 only a short time ago.
Dimensions:
12-ga., 30-in. barrels, 714 lbs. weight, 23% in. drop, 14 in. stock. These
guns rarely come to the market second hand, and this one is a great bargain.
Complete in best quality English leather-covered oak case, with implements,
extra plumgers, etc.)
Price .ja.i.ic<cisanens cs salcvlce sone caitecl 2 dicen
aieaaaa $350.00
No. 1111. W. W. Greener $350 grade hammer pigeon gun.
One of the most
attractive looking Greener hammer guns we have ever seen, and a most magnificent shooter.
Best English Damascus barrels, extra fine dark Circassian walnut
stock, elaborately engraved, in perfect condition.
Complete in leather-covered
oak trunk case and full set of English implements.
Dimensions:
12-ga., 30-in.
barrels, 714 lbs. weight, 2 9-16 in. drop, 14% -in. stock.
Price............cse-- $150.00
No. 2428. Greener Grand Prize pigeon gun.
Cost $175, and is practically new.
Has dark English walnut half pistol grip stock, nicely engraved.
Damascus barrels and a strong powerful shooter.
Dimensions:
12-ga., 30-in. barrels, 7 Ibs.
8 oz., 142 in. drop, 13 1-3-in. 'stock.- Price, net...2..6...%
see eee eee $125.00
No. 5425. Greener Crown quality ejector.
Cost $425, and in perfect condition.
Has finest Damascus barrels, flat level rib, half pistol grip, left barrel modified,
right improved cylinder.
Dimensions:
12-ga., 28-in. barrels, 744 lbs. weight, 2%4-in.
drop,-1444-in. stock... Asbargain at...
vcs ssccess cos es cee ssa cule eileetene =a $225.00
No. 4042. Greener Crown quality pigeon ejector.
Cost $425.
Best English
Damascus
barrels, full choked,
elaborate
engraving,
beautifully marked,
ialt
pistol grip stock.
Dimensions:
12-ga., 30-in. barrels, 74% lbs. weight, drop 2% in.,
stock 1446"in.,
WA. Dargatm> St ous o;.r0.0/c1e. steecin ut ejeisjore «:ocern /etecolune oieieteloke eee
$250.00
No. 1570. Greener Grand Prize pigeon gun, without ejector.
List $200.
Has
Greener’s wrought steel barrels, handsome half pistol grip stock, full choke both
barrels.
Dimensions:
12-ga., 32-in. barrels, 7 lbs. 6 oz. weight, drop
2% in.,
stock 14% in. The gun is slightly shopworn, but has never been shot. Price, $125.00
No. 1996. Greener ejector, with two sets of Greener’s wrought steel barrels.
Cost $450, and has never been shot.
With the field barrels the gun measures
26 in. and weighs 6 lbs.; 3% in. drop, and shoots cylinder and improved cylinder.
With the other set the dimensions are:
12-ga., 28 in. 614% lbs. With both barrels
choked.
It makes an ideal gun for almost any purpose.
Can be bought for $350.00

Sir Joseph

BALLISTITE

The best smokeless shotgun powder on earth, that was
state Association because it is foreign.

Sole

February
-

In no foxy way for your trade do we play,
As many competitors do,
All we ask is just try it; if it proves best, why buy it,
No matter what they say to you.

J. H. LAU @ CO.

107

guarantee the express charges
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Guns
Rifles
Revolvers
Cutlery
Fishing
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privilege of examination, cn receipt of two
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Below will be found a few High-Class Second-Hand Guns at
most attractive prices. Any gun will be sent C. O. D, with

Waldorf-Astoria
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250 pounds of steam.
Handsome catalugue free.
Nearly 1500 in use.
RED
BANK,
New Jersey.
Ww ORKS:
Telephone Address: 599 Cortlandt.
Bruniva, New York.

Cable Address:

COMPANY,

39 and

41 Cortlandt

Street,

New

York.

Denver Dog Show.
Denver, Colo., March
10o—There has_ been
nothing of interest in Denver this week, but the
dog show at Coliseum
Hall, which attracted
large crowds, and the splendid specimens of the

canine

kingdom

deserved

the admiration

they

excited.
Practically all the dogs entered were
in their allotted spaces when the show opened
Thursday, and the club decided they should remain until the close on Saturday night.
Blueblooded canines of many breeds were on exhibition,
from
the massive
St. Bernards and

Great

Danes

(which

permitted

themselves

with

the utmost dignity to be gazed upon) down to
the small toy terriers, that fuss and quarrel with

one another, or growlingly resent any familiarity

_ Mullins Pressed Steel Boats Can’t Sink
Easier

to

Row—Absolutely

Safe

Made of pressed steel, with air chambers in each end like a life boat,
Can't leak—crack—dry out or sink—lasta lifetime. Every
‘

“The
Sultan”

s

fog)

boat,

as

—

boat guaranteed.

sine

16 ft. family pleasure
illustrated.

Com-

plete with 1 pair oars €85.00,

3 I-2and 6
H.P. Single
Cylinder
Two
Cycle
Engine

Watkins

The

ideal boat for ee

ne

resorts—parks—boat
liveries, etc.
Strong—safe—
speedy.
Write to-day for our large catalog of row
boats, motor boats, hunting
and fishing boats.
The W. H. Mullins Co.,126 Franklin St., Salem, 0,

S

Engines of Quality

E want to place our brand new, handsomely illustrated and complete
catalogue in the hands of every yacht owner who desires to better the

going power, reliability, economy

Our

Marine

and attractive appearance

Gasoline

of his craft.

Engines,

from 2 to 12 horse power, represent no obsolete styles, but ‘he very newest
patterns, of assured efficiency and strength—weight only where weight is required. Built under the direction of manufacturers of years of cxpenence in

7

THE

FRANK

a model

gas and

gasoline

engine

plant, trom

the very

highest

grade of material, machined by skilled and careful workm2n. Every
engine carefully tested, from five to ten hours under full load,
before shipment. Fully guaranteed. Write to-day for catalog and
prices which are bound to interest you.
M. WATKINS MANUFACTURING CO., 526 Baymiller St., Cincinnati, O.

on the part of the spectators.
The little fellows
were constantly the center of admiring groups
of smartly gowned women, who almost ignored
the larger animals.
Many of the small dogs
were in inclosed cages, some had the luxury of
expensive silken cushions to lie upon, and snug
wraps about their tiny bodies to keep them

warm.
The only feature of the show not satisfactory
to the Kennel Club was the small number of
entries outside of Denver.
Perhaps the bitter
cold weather was responsible for the lack of

thoroughbreds

from other cities.

The space about the judging ring was always
crowded, the spectators watching the making of
awards with keen interest.
The best of feeling did not exist among the
blue-bloods, and the disposition to “mix things”
was as strongly manifested as in a gathering of
plebeians.
As all the cages had strong partitions of wire, there were no encounters, although Friday morning two foxterriers managed
to shake loose a reef in their chains and indulged in a rough and tumble fight of short
duration.
Jealousy
enters
strongly
into the
make-up of most canines, as too much attention
to one is likely to raise a disturbance in the
vicinity.

Members of the Kennel Club, exhibitors and
spectators were loud in their praise of the work
of Judge
Hopton...
Although his task was
rendered difficult by the class of dogs exhibited,
the work
of judging
proceeded
with
great

rapidity.
Six of
the.

were

LAUNCH
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of the

uncertainty

of other

motors

in

its makeup, and costs little to buy—Why? = snk.
We are building 10,000 Auto-Marine Gasoline Engines this year,not

Par

ar he lng

11-2 H. P.
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fei

“2

ie

$33 15, Engine Only.
49.00,

develop4 H. P.

for catalog describing 1 to 20 H. P.

SeM

otors.

AUTO-MARINE COMPANY
/)DETROIT
49 E, Congress St., Detroit, Mich.
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Management.
By B. Waters.
873 pages.
Price, $2.00.
the modern professional system of
the excellence of both the suasive
education, and contains an exhaususes and abuses of the spike collar.
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A perfect finish for all woodwork, spars and ironwork exposed to excessive changes in weather and

By Fred Mather.
A handsome volume, printed on laid
| paper, bound in green and gold, and illustrated with a
new portrait of Mr. Mather, and with portraits of the
“men’’ of whom he writes so delightfully.
272 pages.
Postpaid,
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Handling and Kennel
lustrated.
Cloth,
This treatise is after
training.
It combines
and force systems of
tive description of the

$1.00 Each

Paddles,

Here is a pocket manual indispensable to every man
who ‘uses a motor-boat.
-It deals in simple untechnical
| fashion with the running of the marine gas engine, and
with the difficulties that the marine gas engineer is likely
| to meet with.
These engines are described, some pages
are devoted to. launches in general, with practical advice
to the man who contemplates purchasing a power boat.
| The main feature of the book, however, is a clear descrip| tion of the difficulties met with in running a gas engine,
their causes and how to remedy them.
In this discussion
all technicalities are avoided, and the author has boiled
down a vast amount of practical knowledge into small
space and into every-day language.
The amateur power
| boat man needs this book, for it will save him much time
and trouble, and probably not a little money.
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H.W. KIFFE CO., 523 Broadway, New York

The DETROIT AUTOMARINE
MOTOR,
New
Model 1906, is the easiest controlled marine motor made, so
simple to operate a child can run it.
Nothing BSget out of order—No Valves—No Gears—
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ing coyotes with them.
from Bennet to Watkins,

He frequently rides
the dogs killing four

or five coyotes every trip. ‘Mr. Hoeckel says
if the ranchmen would secure Russian wolfhotinds
they would
soon
rid the ranges
of

coyotes.
So dexterous have they become in
killing coyotes, and so strong are they, that the
lives of dogs who interfere with them in the
city are endangered.
I was told by a dog
fancier that
a Russian
wolfhound,
such
as

trained by Mr.

Hoeckel,

can kill three or four

ordinary dogs before breakfast without working
up an unusual appetite.
The dogs are tall and

slender, but very powerful, and are beauties.
They are white, and the tallest is thirty-one
inches in height.
They range in weight from
eighty-five to ninety-five pounds; are very fleet
of foot, and ferocious.
Harrison Fischer, the
famous artist, used one of Mr. Hoeckel’s dogs in
the picture, “Morning on Fifth Avenue.’
The
picture

shows

a stylishly

gowned

woman

with
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“BRISTOL”

LUCK

means invariably good luck. Of course you
can’t catch fish if there are none in the pool, and
you can't persuade them to bite always, but our
kind of good luck will be yours if you use a
“ BRISTOL” Steel Fishing Rod, which will insure you against bad luck in the way of broken

tackle and lost fish.

“BRISTOL”

Rods last longer and give better service

than any other rod costing three times as much.
Send for beautiful Catalogue showing Rods for all fishing, and
our Combination Reel and Handle, which is an excellent feature.

THE

HORTON

MFG. CO., 84 Horton Street, Bristol, Conn.

the dog, and is on exhibition in Denver.
The dogs have been taught to work in teams
by Mr. Hoeckel, and have learned how to kill

coyotes

so

that

their master.

they

The

need

dogs

no

are

coaching

frequently

the city following Mr. Hoeckel.
A SoctaLt TRAMP.

Tried

to Pass

Tin

MILAM

from

seen

in

THE FRANKFORT, KENTUCKY REEL: 2C:MiLaMason,

IS HAND MADE,STANDARD SINCE 1839. aeasea 77 Sc40 CAR OO

PFLUEGER’S

Coin.

I HEARD it told by Prof. Brewer, of Yale Col-

CELEBRATED

lege, in one of his scientific lectures, upon, I
think, the development of reasoning and mental

FISHING

powers in animals.
A friend of his living in
Bridgeport had a fine dog, who had been taught
to take a nickel in his mouth each morning, go
down

to

a butcher’s

shop

and

buy

his

break-

fast. He was well known at the shop, and always promptly served to a fine bone.
One
morning while wandering around, the dog found
a heap of the small round pieces of tin which
are punctured from tin cans used in preserving
meats, vegetables, etc.
They were bright and
new, the size of a five-cent piece, and the dog

evidently considered it a find. Taking one in
his mouth, away he went to the butcher shop
and demanded a joint. Tickled by the joke the
butcher gave him one.
The dog evidently
thought he had struck a big bonanza and departed in great delight. In a short time he reappeared with a mouthful of tin and several
other dogs. But the butcher now thought the
joke gone far enough and refused.
The dog

tried for a long time to pass his tin and was
much puzzled, barking his disapprobation. When
finally convinced it was no use, he departed in
great wrath, shame and confusion, and evidently
thinking his credit gone,
refused henceforth
ever

to

go

near

the

shop

or

take

any

money

to

buy his meals with, preferring to take what he
could get at home.

Gas

PERCYVAL.

Tar

grow along the banks of the stream and when
night-fishing season comes I have my men scatter

gas-tar, diluted with turpentine, among the flags
and weeds. It is very effective. I will relate an
instance and show how it works.
A few years
ago a certain man was in the habit of stealing
on the creek a few times during the night-fishing
season and would not stop.
He was sued, and

fined $50 and $6 costs, and to keep him from going to jail and his family from suffering I paid
But

still he would

come

on, so I took

the law in my own hands and prepared a kettle
of the above mentioned mixture, put it into my
boat, and floated down

stream,

and threw

a ladle all over the flags and weeds.

it with

ter he was covered with tar from head to foot.
His hair, whiskers and rod got their share. He
not

seen

for

several

days

afterward;

and

when he was seen he did not have any whiskers
and but little hair, and his rod, basket and flybook that he used to show with so much pride
. Were

never

seen

again.

Also roo

gross

10 cents

Trout

patented specialties that azglers
most killing artificial bait, spoon,

Send

PFLUEGER’S

extra.

a

baits, spoons, flies, snell
hooks,
lines,
leaders,
reels, and a number of
need.
If you wish the
fly or spinner, insist on

318-320

Fulton

LUMINOUS

If unable to secure our goods’from your dealer, let us
know, and we will send you some interesting information.

Flies, six assorted on

THE ENTERPRISE MANUFACTURING CO.

St.,

DISCH, BROOKLYN, N. Y.

for Tackle

test

century,

having

card, at 6c. per card.

CHARLES

the

a

We make all sorts of

$2.75,
Postage,

stood

quarter of

AKRON, OHIO, U. S. A.

Catalogue.

When
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Cable,
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Wilsails,

W.

VU. C,

SILSBY

SAIL
MAKERS
A
a
BOSTON,

MASS.

We have furnished sails to the following prominent yachts: Constitution, Defender, Volunteer, Jubilee, Colonia,
Independence, Ailsa, Navahoe, Weetamoe, Uncle Sam, Effort, Calypso, Flirt, Ariadne, Quissetta, Constance,
Vergemere, Resolute, Chanticleer, Senta, Snapper, Raider, Little Haste, Sally VII, Chloris, and many others.

G. R. LILJEGREN, Gothenburg, Sweden,

Is our authorized correspondent
for all European Countries
&

That night

he came. The flags were as high as his head.
It
was dark and before he knew what was the matwas

has

:

for Poachers.

A weELt known fishculturist once told of this
plan for getting the better of poachers: I do not
believe I have ever had a fish stolen. I will tell
you how I protect the creek. Flags and weeds

the fine.

‘

I.am clearing out 500 Steel Rods, cork grips
only.
Bait Rods, 6%, 7%, 8% feet; Fly
Rods, 9 and ro feet.

Mullins

Steel

Boats

Motor Boats, Row Boats, Hunting and Fishing Boats
built of steel with air chambers in each end like a life boat.
Faster,
more buoyant, practically indestructible, don’t leak, dry out and are
absolutely safe.
They
can’t sink.
No calking, no bailing, no
trouble.
Every boatis guaranteed.
Highly endorsed
by sportsmen.
‘The ideal boats for pleasure or sport.
Catalogue describing our complete line of craft sent free on request.

The

W. H. Mullins

Co., 126 Franklin

Street,

Salem,

Ohio.
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LEGAL TO GATCH TROUT ON AND AFTER
in Connecticut.

Aptile) Styne

April 15th,
April 16th,
Send

for our

Trout

Park

New Jersey.
‘ Pennsylvania.

CAMERAS,
KODAKS
and
PHOTOGRAPHIC
GOODS
One or all for the asking.
We

Free to any

Booklet.

one

New
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and Dealer

U. S. A.
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SOUTHERN
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WM.

Street,

LYMAN’S

RAPID FIRING TARGETS

FE,

New

York.

1867,

Celebrated Manufacturer of Highatale RODS AND REELS

© » se”

EN

“yo yor.

We have our own repair shop and do all
repairs to guns and fishing tackle,

|

HO

Fulton

EsTABLISHED
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_28

|

TACKLE

mM

97

EXCLUSIVELY.

277 and 279 Wabash Avenue,
35, 37 and 39 Van Buren Street,
CHICAGO,
ILL.

- John Street

in

Fine Fishing Tackle &SportingGoods
TARPON,

GOODS

S&S SON VON LENGERKE & ANTOINE

THOS. J. CONROY.
Manufacturer

have everything in Guns, Fishing Tackle,
Photographic and Athletic Goods.
SUPERIOR QUALITY,
Lowest PRICES.

SPORTING

MILLS
Place,

CATALOGUES

GUN
GOODS
and
WINTER
SPORTS

‘ New York.

WILLIAM
21

THREE

24, 1906.

FISHING
TACKLE
and
33 SUMMER
SPORTS 3 3

March 31st, on Long Island, N. Y.
April Ist,
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And Dealer in Fishing Tackle.

25
50

Yards,
Yards,

15c.
25c.

per
per

dozen.
dozen.

CaNoE Ruipce, Pa.
Targets received.
They are the best I ever
CHARLES Kine, Gunsmith.

Gold Medal Highest Award Buffalo, 1901.

The
saw.

Gold Medal

FOREST AND STREAM PUB. CO., 346 Broadway, New York.

Highest

Award

St. Louis,

1904.

Lyman

price,
price,

On receipt of 4 cents in United States stamps we will send our 110-page catalogue.

ESTABLISHED

Gold
Gold

Medal,
Medal,

Highest
Highest

A Patent Fishing Reel, made

1857

Award,
St. Louis,
Award,
Chicago,

1904
1893

of hard sheet metal, with an automatic

drag

spool 34 inch diameter. holding 200 yds. of line, winding line as fast as a mult

and has more power.
line. Sold for $3.50.

The automatic drag, when fish is running, allows no slack

JULIUS

VOM

No. 351 South Fifth Street,

All genuine reels bear my name.

Small

Profits

Quick Sales

SILK
, isthe

Trout Flies
For

15c. eee

eee
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oe

Trial—Send

.

STEEL
Try

our

new

METAL
Put up

Be. PR etaiar price 60 cone” Quality B Flies
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ed soe cents.
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z
Dixon’s
Seal Genie No. 635
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9

AS

Bass Flies

barrels.
Booklet

“leading”
52P

Braided

CENTER
per

yard

Size

No.

4, 5%c.

per

yard

in 20-30-40-50-100

yards

H. H. KIFFE

523 BROADWAY,

-

lengths

CO.

NEW YORK

TACKLE CATALOGUE FREE ON APPLICATION

Jos. Dixon Crucible Co., Jersey it N.J.

BASS

SPORTSMEN’S

CLOTHING

Just the thing for gunning, fishing.

AND

Booklet with samples of material free,

3 Blandina St., Utica, N. Y.

TROUT

Only maker in America who mounts

ELIES

flies on hair loop snells.

JOHN NORMAN, eh Ste. Catherine, Montreal, Canada
.

Sale

by all

Dealers

A Convenience

in

SPORTING

GOODS.

Appreciated

S.—Write him.

Gold lion Cocktaila
Delicious Old Blends,
Ready to Serve.

in shotgun and rifle

and sample on request.

For

Waterproof

LINE

5, 4%c.

BIRD, JONES @ KENYON,

G. M. SKINNER’S
IS THE STANDARD.

Bait

Silk Enameled

No.

DUABAK

ea

2 he ACen

$4.75

Size

camping, boating, climbing.

Bait

is as good as G. M. pent
that

Send for catalogue.

RODS

3 piece, cork grip
10 foot Fly and 81-2 foot

Quality A Flies

650.

Brooklyn, N. Y.

No Branch store in any city.

Us

cone” Quality C Flies
price BBe
60c. Revis

HOFE

-

When a dealer says that some other Spoon

The demand for Gold Lion Cone
tails by the Gentleman Sportsman is
such that these goods are now put up
in protected packages convenient to
pack.

A cut of the Gold Lion marks every
package of the genuine.
Seven varieties:
Manhattan, Vermouth, Dry Gin, Whiskey, Tom Gin
Martini and ‘the ‘American.
To be had in glass only—Large and small bottles.
At crc
Cafes, Drug Stores and wherever liquors
are so
THE COOK & BERNHEIMER CO.,
Makers, New York.

Forest

and

Stream

Copyright, 1906, by Forest and Stream Publishing Co.

Terms, $3 a Year.

NEW

10 Cts. a Copy. |

Six Months, $1.50.

)

The object of this journal will be to studiously
promote a healthful interest in outdoor recreation, and to cultivate a refined taste for natural
objects.

Announcement in first number of
Forest AND STREAM, Aug. 14, 1873.

HIVE

GAME

FOR

purwith

that the importation of

There

are

sections of the country where the birds are in
abundant
native
supply
and
large
unmbers
might well be spared for such restoration of shoot-

ing elsewhere without in any appreciable degree
affecting the home resources. This being the fact,
the transfer of birds from one
for the purpose named should

place to another
have recognition

in the law as a legitimate part of game preservation and restoration.
There should be no difficulty in devising a perfectly practicable and safe system for the transfer
of live quai! from sections of the country where
they are abundant and may well be spared to
other localities where they are needed for the re-

stocking of covers. This could be done by making such transfers a part of the official service
of the game commissioners of the States interested, the actual work to be done by their agents
precisely as fish are now transferred and planted

by the agents of the fish commissioners.

Under

such a system, if the Massachusetts Association,
let us say, wished to procure quail for putting out
in that State, it would make application to the
game commission, which in turn would apply to
the game commission of Kansas.
Through its
properly authorized and responsible agents the
Kansas commission
would
capture
the
birds
and ship them to the destination named by the
Massachusetts commission, where they would be

received by accredited agents of the commission,
to be cared for and liberated by them.
By such
simple arrangement might the capture, export and
introduction of live birds for stocking purposes
be conducted on any scale meeting the demand,

and

without

the possibility

of the

privilege

of

transporting live game being abused by dealers
who would send the birds to market. It might
be practicable te go further and provide for the

licensing of responsible dealers in live birds, their
shipments to be under official supervision and
subject to official regulation.
Such a simple system being feasible, there can
be no excuse for a continuation of the existing

conditions

under

which

the public-spirited

enter-

prises of game stocking clubs and associations are
hampered
and thwarted.
Why should we not
apply to the problem of game restoration a modicum of common sense and that spirit of give and
take which has prevailed in the exchanges of
.

that

commissions

a movement

to

this

We are

end

of States interested would

the required modification of the game
mit such an interchange of game.

by the

result in

laws to per-

S. H,. KAUFFMAN.

birds from other places is now recognized as one
of the most practical and profitable enterprises to
which individuals and clubs wishing to provide

better shooting can apply themselves.

MARC H 24, 1906.

fishes and the stocking of public waters?
convinced

STOCKING,

THE transplanting of quail for stocking
poses has been carried on for so long and

such a degree of success

YORK, SATURDAY,

S. H. KaurrMan,
President of the Evening
Star Newspaper Company, of Washington, who
died on March 14, was a man of large affairs, and
was closely identified with the promotion of many
interests which make for public good
and
a

higher plane of living.

He suggested

the estab-

lishment of the National Museum, and it is to his
initiative that we owe this admirable institution.
He was president of the Cocoran Art Gallery.
Mr. Kauffman was always a devoted angler;
he was a member of the Woodmont Rod and Gun
Club of Maryland, the Blue Ridge Rod and Gun
Club of Virginia, and the Percy Summer Club,
of New Hampshire.
He was one of the oldest
readers of the Forest AND STREAM and a valued
contributor to its columns.

FOREIGN

AND

DOMESTIC
MARKET.

GAME.

IN

WE reported last week the introduction of a
bill in the New York Legislature to permit the
sale in close season of certain game birds imported from abroad, and handled under conditions which would render them always subject to
identification
and distinguishable
from _ native
American
species.
The list designated in the
measure under consideration comprised the blackcock, the rebhuener, redleg, lapwing, Egyptian
quail and hazel
hen.
These species were approved by the game authorities and by the sportsmen in attendance
at the hearing
when
the
measure was discussed, on the ground that none
of them resembled our own birds and could not
therefore serve to shield traffic in American game.
On closer scrutiny and more deliherate examination we are of the opinion that the hazel hen
should not be included in this list, for the reason
that it bears such a resemb!ance
to our
own
ruffed grouse.
Though a smaller, darker bird
than our ruffed grouse, or partridge, it is nevertheless very similar to it, and the head—especially in the female bird—is very like that of the
ruffed grouse.
It is also to be suggested that the
female of the blackcock, known as the gray hen,
might well enough be mistaken by an inexperienced person for the head of a sage grouse.
It
is obviously impossible to have an ornithologist
on duty night and day at all restaurants and at
each game dealer’s.
The law should be in such

form

that it can

be easily

enforced,

and _ that

there shall be as little opportunity as possible for
misunderstanding and dispute.
In principle the proposed measure is an expedient one.
As we have said, the only purpose of
preventing the sale of native game—and we be-

§| No.

VOL. LXVI.—No. 12.
346 Broadway, New York.

lieve that such prevention should be in force the
year around—is the preservation of the game as
The only
an object of pursuit for recreation.
purpose of prohibiting the sale of foreign game
is to prevent its serving as a cloak for the clanTo such an exdestine traffic in native game.
in the
tent as foreign birds may be marketed
United States without affecting unfavorably the
preservation of our own game, the traffic in them
may not be interfered with on any ground of
expediency or of justice to the commercial interests involved.
On the contrary, if the supply of
foreign birds shall meet the demand for game, it
will in that way remove in a large degree the
inducement to illicit trading in our own native
birds, and prove a distinct factor in the enforcement of the protective laws.

Tue California quail is gradually making its
way around the world.
The Natal Government
has undertaken to import a stock for the Government game reserve, where it is hoped the American bird may be acclimatized along with the black
game from Europe.
In South Africa they have
trouble with predaceous vermin in their game
refuges, just as we do with the mountain lions
and coyotes in the Yellowstone National Park.
Polecats destroy the birds, and leopards and wildcats devour the young of the rhebok, grysbok
and the klipspringers,
whose
very
name
one
might think would enable them to escape; and
baboons swarm
and devour
young
ducks and
birds.

ad
It is reported that a Berlin professor has accomplished the analysis of natural albumen, and
has succeeded in producing some of the ingredients naturaily.
Consul Pike writes to the State
Department:
“The vast importance of this discovery will be better
comprehended
when
we
realize that the introduction of this artificial food
will reduce the disastrous effects of bad harvests,
pestilence, etc., to a minimum, and cause famine
to become a thing of the past.”
It may also put
a quietus on that ridiculous story about the taking of millions of wild duck eggs in Canadian and
Alaskan wilds, and shipping them by. the carload
to the albumen

factories.
ad

Peculiar interest attaches to the Martha’s Vineyard heath hen as a remnant of the old bird
life of New England, maintaining a precarious
existence
in the
face
of untoward
influences
which might well long since have blotted it out.
The Vineyard bird has withstood the snare and
the gun, the pursuit of the man after meat, and
the yet more unrelenting quest of the killer ,for
“scientific purposes.”
If ever bird deserved immunity from the rapacity of mankind, this one
does; and the intelligence that Massachusetts has
now prohibited absolutely the taking of the heath

hen will be received with decided

satisfaction.
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of grass and bamboo

OrF to the northeast of Camp Vicars, in Moroland, the plateau on which the camp stands ends
abruptly in a precipice, at the foot of which, 300
and more feet below, and bounded by it on two
sides, lies Bayang, on whose farthermost point,
stretching far out into Lake Lanao, is the cotta
of Said y Ducimen, high priest, head man of the
Bayang people and, until won over to us by the
efforts of Captain Pershing, the most bitter, implacable and persistent
enemy
we
had in the
Lanao Valley.
We first crossed the trail of Said y Ducimen
the morning after the Battle of Bayang, the decisive action which gave us our foothold in Moroland, of which I have spoken in previous articles.
This fight began at noon on May 2, 1902, and
lasted until daylight the next morning.
About 3
o'clock that afternoon I was sent with a portion
of my company—fifty-six men in all—tto capture
a fort some 800 yards distant from where the
main action up to that time had taken place, but
the Moros in the fort didn’t seem to want to be
captured; in fact, they objected so strenuously
that after having spent over five hours in the
nearest approach to Hades I ever want to encounter we were finally relieved and I was directed to take what was left of the company back
to our base for the night.
It had begun to rain early in the evening and
by this time we were all soaked to the skin.
We
had had nothing to eat since 6 o’clock that mornning; had been under a constant and grueling
fire for hours, and, take it all in all, were about
as miserable a set of men as you ever heard of.
It was almost as unpleasant going back from

as it was

remaining

on

the firing line, and

in-

finitely more dangerous, for our base had been
established in a fort, which we had taken earlier
in the day, located on the top of a very high hill,
whose slopes the Moros
had
literally honeycombed with carefully concealed pitfalls, seven or
eight feet deep, the bottoms of which were plentifully supplied with sharpened stakes, business end

up, ready to give a warm

reception to him who

was unfortunate enough to fall into one
I don’t believe I shall
forget
the

—

of them.
absolute

horror and misery of that night if I live to be a
million years old.
It was so dark that to say that you couldn’t
have seen your hand before your face would be
to convey an idea of comparative brilliancy, and
the only way we could keep together at all was
for each man to hold on to the clothing of the
one ahead of him; and even then some one at
the rear of the column letting go his hold for a
sacond couldn’t find his leader again, and together with all the men behind him went wandering over the country for hours; and they were
not missed until daylight, when they were discovered a mile away from where they should
have been, squatting in the grass like so many
wet ducks, waiting for morning to come.
There was a narrow trail leading from the
firing line back to our base, down which the water
rushed in a regular stream and this helped us a
lot at first, for by keeping in the water we knew
that we were on the trail.
We lost it presently,
however, and so struck out, straight ’cross country toward the light which marked the top of the
hill; and were finally halted by a sentry when
within a yard of the twenty-foot moat surrounding the fort.
s
Leaving the company where it was, I entered
the fort and reported to the commanding officer,
whom I found standing under a flimsy shelter

————————

up to his ankles in water,

and whose first question was, “How many have
you lost?”
I told him I didn’t know exactly, but
as nearly as I could figure out I had five dead

and about fifteen wounded.
Whew!
Talk about explosions!

The

“old

man” nearly took my head off.
He called me all kinds of a fool, and said that
the whole casualty
list wouldn’t
total up to

twenty-five;

but just the same,

in the morning

after it was all over and the returns in, he found
that I was right and that the casualty list of the
command footed up several times twenty-five.
After he finished cussin’ me out for my “fool
talk,” as he called it, the Colonel said, with an

air of conferring

the greatest

favor

in his gift

upon me, that as my company had been the first
in the fight he supposed it would want to be the
last as well; to which end he was having the
friendlies, of whom there were a number with us,
make some scaling ladders, and had brought us
back so that we could get a good night’s rest,
and at daybreak I was to take the company and
the ladders and go down and carry the fort by
assault.
A‘lovely thought to “get a good night’s rest,”
wasn’t it?
But of course I had to appear tickled to death

over the prospect, which I tried to, and thanking
the Colonel, rejoined my men and we took possession of the tents the company which relieved
us had thoughtfully left standing.
Heavens! what a night that was.
Of course now that all these months
have
passed I can look back on it and smile, but it
was no laughing matter then, I can assure you,
and I never hated to see daylight come so badly
in my life.
Our experience during the afternoon had been

very trying and the nervous

strain so great: that

we were all wrecks and IJ lay there under my
canvas bedding roll, which I used as a tent, wondering if I couldn’t develop typhoid or pneumonia
before morning so as to get out of leading this
assault, which the commanding officer had so
thoughtfully saddled me with.
You see, as commanding the assaulting party it was “up to me”
to be the first man on the walls of the fort, and
it was a moral certainty that the first man there
would receive the attention of the whole band
of defenders inside.
It had to be done, however, and there was no
getting out of it; but I think I know exactly how
a condemned man feels the night before his execution.

I was so completely worn out that I fell into a
doze after awhile, in spite of the discomforts of
lying in a puddle of water with various and sundry streams percolating through the canvas which

covered

me,

and

you

may

imagine

my

feelings

when just at gray dawn my first sergeant awaked
me and, saluting, said, “Sir, they have the white
flag flvin’ down below.”
And sure enough, there
was Fort Pandapatan, just visible through the

morning mist, with white flags flying from the five

staffs on its walls, where last night had hung the
war banners of a dozen Sultans and Dattos.
ff to the east of the fort and down on what

that he had only flown the white flag because he
was willing to let us alone if we would let him
alone. That he knew of no reason why he should
leave his house and come to see us, nor did he
want us to come down there bothering him; that
so long as we kept away from Bayang he and his

people would keep away from us, but that if we
were looking for trouble he had a much stronger
cotta than either of those we had taken the day
before, and we could get all we wanted of it by
coming down there. And this was our introduction to Said y Ducimen—of whom more later.
During the battle of Bayang, the Sultan of
that name hed been killed together with many of
his men, and shortly after we established Camp
Vicars, a delegation from down there called upon
us and

informed

Sultan,
to

who

us that they had

they

hoped

would

elected

a new

be satisfactory

us.

The Moro
cated

one,

rule of succession is a very compli-

and

although

Pedro,

Grande

and

sey-

eral others tried to explain it to me, I could
never follow it or understand it. That there is
such a rule there can be no doubt, but it doesn’t
work at all like those usually prevailing in European countries.
The oldest son does not always
succeed to the title of his father, nor, for the matter of that, do any of the children, although it
sometimes happens that a son does succeed to his

father’s

title.

It is just as apt, however,

to be

an uncle or a cousin or a nephew of the late ruler
as anyone else, and I am inclined to believe that

any of the immediate
and may

male

relatives are eligible

be chosen.

Occasionally it happens that among those eligible for selection there is one who, either by his
reputation as a fighting man, his wealth, or some

other distinguishing attribute is powerful enough
to declare

himself

ing through

the

as the new

formality

ruler

of an

without

go-

election;

but

this is unusual and the more ordinary course is
for the Dattos to get together and elect a successor from among those eligible.

The

man

the

Bayang

people

chose

for their

new Sultan was a weak sort of person of very
high birth, whom they selected largely because of
the wealth and influence of his father-in-law,
Ahmi
Bancuran,
whose picture, together with

that. of the new
AND
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Sultan, was

of May 27, 1905.

published in Forest
After his election

the new Sultan lived at Bayang for a few weeks
but soon became frightened at the hostile attitude of Said y Ducimen and fled to his wife’s
people at Ouato, where he took up his residence.
With the Sultan out of the way, Said y Ducimen began a series of petty annoyances toward
us.
He would never come out openly as our
enemy, nor did he pose as our friend, but maintained, so far as we could ever prove, his original

attitude of strict armed neutrality, and it is significant that, from the day of the Battle of
Bayang until this visit we made to Bancuran—
of which I am going to tell you, if I ever get to
it—not an American set foot in Bayang.
He
didn’t exactly have us bluffed, but we were perfectly willing to let well enough alone.
i.
As I say, Said y Ducimen, or “Old Cy” as we

was sent down there with a message from the
commanding officer, directing the owner of the

called him, never came out openly against us, but
just the same he allowed his cotta to be used as
headquarters by the hostile element of the district, furnished guides for war parties from other
parts of the valley when they came over to take
pot shots at us in the night while we were peace-

Our messenger returned presently and reported
that the owner of the flag refused to come, and
had sent word in reply to the Colonel’s message

fully sleeping, allowed his young men to tear
down our target butts as fast as we could put’
them up, and in a-thousand and one ways did all
he could to harass us.

we afterward learned was Bayang, one small
white flag was flying just at the edge of the
woods.
Later in the morning a friendly native
flag to come

up and have a talk with him.
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evidence that the place had been recently occupied, and here we were met by two Dattos whom

the Sultan had sent to
While resting here
opportunity to visit a
house, which was kept

escort us to his residence.
I took advantage of the
Moro cemetery near the
up very well indeed. The

graves were banked with stones and some had
stone slabs on top as well; the whole place show-

ing that it received constant and loving attention. Many of the graves had remains of small

fires on them and all were surrounded by ferns
and a plant resembling a canna—which is always
found in Moro cemeteries and but seldom anywhere else.
The Moros have many strange notions concerning death and the hereafter; in fact,

their whole scheme of religion is so mixed up
between Mohammedism and superstitition that it
is hard to determine just what they do believe.
When a person dies—if he is of any importance
—guns and lantakas are fired at intervals and

gongs
The

beaten
body

in order

lies

in state,

to keep
usually

off evil
for

spirits.

three

days,

during which it is surrounded by lighted candles
—if they can be had—or

resinous gum.

BAYANG

His attitude finally became
our

orders

positively

forbade

our

and giving him the thrashing he
served, we did the only other thing
sent for the Sultan to come home
own ranch, which after a great deal
did; and one

day soon

NEAR

unbearable, and as
going

down

so richly depossible, and
and run his
of coaxing he

after his return

we

went

by invitation and paid ovr respects to Her Royal
Highness,

Bancuran,

Sultana

of Bayang.

CAMP

VICARS.

over camp to return just before daylight the next
morning,
I shot one that was flying over one
evening, as I wanted to examine it more closely
than was possible while it was on the roost.
I

took its picture the next morning and here it is,
so you may see for yourself what an enormous
creature it was.
Its wings when spread to their
fullest extent measured fifty-six inches from tip
to tip, and it was by no means the largest one I

We started one morning about 8 o’clock, the
party consisting of Pershing, one of the surgeons, whose services were always in great de-

saw.
There was a sergeant in one of the companies
forming the escort who was “in for a commis-

mand

sion,”

whenever

we

made a visit to the natives,

and myself with two companies of infantry as
escort.
For a short distance our route took us over
familiar ground, out through the north entrance
of camp,

past the guard

at the

spring,

by Fort

Pandapatan and then to the edge of the bluff
over which ran a narrow, slippery clay trail so
steep it was simply impossible to ride down it—
or up it, either—and it was always a mystery to
me how we all escaped without breaking our
necks before we finally landed at the bottom.
However, land we did after a beautiful exhibi-

tion of slipping and sliding, and struck off
through the fields for the Sultan’s palace.
The trail wound round and round across the
flat, past fields of rice and patches of sweet potatoes, which the Moros call “camotes,” past houses
and cottas, the former almost buried amid cocoanut palms and bread and wild grape fruit trees,
while the latter were snugly and carefully hidden in thickets of bamboo.
The whole flat was very highly cultivated, won-

and

whom

the

men

had _ nicknamed

“Chauncey Depew” because of his extreme politeness and polished manner.
They were all very
much

interested in this roost of bats, and one

of

them said to the sergeant:
“Say, Chauncey, is
them bats birds or animals?” In answer the sergeant began quite a dissertation.on bats in general

and the great

fruit bat in particular,

assur-

ing his questioner that a bat was most undoubtedly an animal.
In the midst of the lecture Private Cassidy, one of the camp’s irrepressibles,
broke in with:
“Aw, come off, Chauncey; yer

don’t know
needer

We

birds

what yer’s talkin’ about.
or animals.

halted at a house

Dem’s

from

Dem

ain’t

rat angels.”

which

the inhabi-

tants had apparently fled upon our approach, for
no one was about, although there was abundant

A large gathering of natives was assembled to

greet us, among whom I recognized several old
acquaintances, while through cracks in the bamboo walls of the houses glimpses of bright eyes
told us that fairer spectators were not lacking.

Line was

just

After chatting a few minutes

high made

dark,

these

bats

leaye

the

FORT

outside we were

entirely of bamboo—with

tion of the posts on which

raise a very fine grade of coffee, of

before

in the plaza in front of the

invited into the palace, a building about fifty feet
long by twenty-five wide and perhaps thirty feet

which they are exceedingly fond, and which
grows practically wild and certainly never receives the careful attention given to the same
plant in Porto Rico and other places where I
have seen it growing. We passed fields of corn
also which were the only ones I saw in the
Philippines, and discovered a roost of the big
fruit bats, several large trees being literally covered with the great creatures, some of which have
*a spread of sixty inches from tip to tip, hanging
head down and fast asleep in the bright sun or
fanning themselves with their wings.
Every
evening,

formed

palace from which, just as the formation was
completed, appeared the Sultan and Ahmi Bancuran, clad in what one of the men called the
“very happiest of their glad rags.”
Arms were
presented, a royal salute was rendered, and Pershing and the rest of us dismounted and were
welcomed to Bayang.

derfully so, if you stop to consider the crude agri-

roost and go to their feeding grounds, often miles
and miles away.
In the half hour immediately
following sunset thousands of them would pass

of some

and huried, while the soul either takes flight
to Paradise, where it is received by the houris
with open arms and gets its reward for the good
deeds done by it in this life, or else enters into
and takes possession of the body of some lower
animal or bird, according to whether your informant is a good and devout Mohammedan or
merely an indifferent one.
After leaving this house the trail ran through
the jungle for a short distance and then, after
skirting the lake for perhaps a quarter of a mile,
entered a clearing in the center of which stood a
group of buildings that Leon, one of the interpreters, said was the palace we had come to visit.
The group contained
one large and_ several
smaller buildings, the large one being the palace
proper, while the smaller ones were used as store
houses and sleeping quarters for the slaves and
others whose rank did not entitle to accommodation in the palace itself.

cultural implements used by the Moros, and was
by far the finest piece of country we had seen
Coffee bushes were everywhere
in Moroland.
and bananas and other fruits not generally met
with in that part of the country grew in profusion.
The Moros

by torches made

The body is then sewn in pataties

PANDAPATAN.

the excep-

it stood—and

without
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GATHERING,

SULTAN

OF

BAYANG,

MOROLAND

a nail in it, wooden pins taking the place of nails
where it was impossible to employ withes of
behuca or bamboo; for your Moro places his
faith in knots and never uses a nail or pin if his
ingenuity can devise a way of tying the thing
up instead.
The
roof
was of thatch
made by folding
bunches of grass over a strip of bamboo and
then placing two other strips, one above and
one under the fold, and binding the three together with behuca, squeezing the grass between
them as tightly as possible.
When this is done
you have a panel of any desired length and
about twenty inches wide.
These panels are
then placed on the roof beginning at the bottom
and overlapping one another, just as we lay
shingles,
showing
perhaps
six inches to the
weather.
This makes an excellent roof—tight
enough to resist even the furious rain storms
they have in the tropics, and when properly
constructed it lasts a long time.
The sides were
of bamboo:
split half way
through and then flattened out, and the floor
was like the ones made by my friend Datto
Pedro, described in. a previous article.
There
was only one door, and windows were provided
by leaving out a section of wall here and there
The house stood on huge posts about six feet
high, which were elaborately carved in the conventional Moro manner.
Access was had by
means
of a ladder—a
log with wooden
pins
driven into it—one end of which rested on the
door sill and the other on the ground,*up and
down which the Moros with their bare feet ran
like so. many rats; but we found it rather’ difficult to negotiate, bootéd and spurred as ‘we
were, with sabres dangling and tripping us up,
the while we tried to maintain that dignified
bearing and gravity of manner
demanded by
the occasion.
f
Inside there was. but one room, which served
as parlor, dining and sitting ‘room and kitchen
for the entire court.
In one ‘corner was a
canopy and an arrangement for curtaining ‘off

the space under it'to make a sleeping apartment

that did not
were

have

one,

and

sometimes

there

two

Marriage in Moroland isn’t a very binding
contract except among the very highest classes,
and

even

then

a

woman

doesn’t

stand

much

chance unless her father or brother be of sufficient importance or influence to make it unpleasant for her husband if he maltreats her.
With the coast Moros the wedding ceremony is
very elaborate, sometimes lasting for several
days; but with the Malanaos it is greatly simplified, there being little more to their ceremony
than paying the price—which varies of course
just as it does in more civilized communities
according to the prominence and social standing of the contracting parties and the personal
beauty and accomplishments of the bride—having a feast, and taking the bride home.
The usual price paid for a wife by the lake
Moros is about a hundred pesos—$s5o0 of our
money—although sometimes much more is demanded.
Rifles—Remingtons being quoted at
$75 and Krags and Mausers at $100, gold, each
—lantakas, ponies, slaves and money all are
given if the bride is particularly beautiful or her
family very prominent.
A Moro may divorce his wife at pleasure;
but if he does so, and there are children, he is
compelled to pay a certain fixed sum to her
people for their support
until they are old
enough to take care of themselves.
In case of

divorce

the children

remain

with their mother

during. infancy,
after which
the father may
claim the boys, while the girls belong to the
woman. Under certain conditions
a woman is
permitted to leave her husband; in which case

he is freed from the responsibility of caring for
the children, 1f there be any,;.who must be provided for by the mother and her people.
The
_annual crop exerts a very marked influence on
the’ price « of women: and = slaves,
because—
as',Pedro
naively’ informed*
me—when _ the
crops
“are
poor.
it “is expensive
to
feed
them, and’ so the price asked is considerably
less than in’a good year,: when there is plenty
to°eat for every.one, and therefore no necessity

for the Sultan.
At the other end of the room
was a raised platform of dirt, on which a -firé for getting rid of the surplus stock.
was
burning—evidently
where:
the
family “There “are. two classes, of»slaves among the
“chow” was prepared—while in the center stood
Moros; those’of another race—Visayans, Tagaa strongly-built bamboo
cage, running from
logs and others—who have been taken in battle
floor to rafters, in which the favorite wife or
or in raids made for the sole purpose of obwives of .the--Sultan-were- locked-.during -their
taining captives-and-who-are_held--in perpetual
lord’s absence.
These cages are characteristic,
slavery, and those of their own race—usually
and I do not recall seeing a house in Moroland
enslaved for debt—who are. freed after a certain

time.
The first class, which is really quite
small, are treated very harshly indeed.
During
the time I was at Camp Vicars two or three of
this

class

succeeded

in

escaping

from

their

masters and reaching our camp.
They were in
a horrible condition—veritable living skeletone
—due to the hard labor they had been forced
to perform,

abuse,

and the lack of food..

When

a slave once reached our camp, of course he
was safe, as we always refused to return him to
his former master and
the first opportunity.

sent him to his home

at

The second class of Moros, who are enslaved

for debt or other reasons, are invaribly well
treated and but little the worse for their involuntary servitude.
Slaves of this class work
in the fields, and accompany their masters to
war; and, in fact, about the only difference be-

tween
man

their lot and that of the ordinary
is that the freeman

of the crops
so-called

The

he has assisted to raise, while the

slave

number

free-

is entitled to his share

only

receives

of slaves

the

food

he eats.

of the first class

is so

small that it is hardly to be taken into account,
and it may be truthfully said that slavery—as
we understand the term—only exists in very
isolated and rare cases.

I am

informed that the government

is trying

to break up slavery, as well as the custom of
plural marriages; but I do not believe it can be
done—or, at any rate, for a long time to come.

Bigamy is not only permitted, but, unless I
am very much mistaken; is encouraged by the
Mohammedan
religion; and slavery as practiced has been their custom for centuries. and

neither can be effectually wiped out by an act
of Congress or of the Philippine Commission.
In my opinion the present trouble in the Rio
Grande—or Cottabatto—valléy is due entifely
to ill advised

attempts

to stamp

tices in too hurried a manner,
formed

by a person

the ground.
about

When

three years

an American
armed.
The

who

ago,

to go
Moros

has

I was

out these prac-

and I am
been

so in-

recently

on

last at Cottabatto,

it was

perfectly

safe for

anywhere alone and unwere friendly and their

hospitality unlimited, while at present, [ am
told, it is unsafe to venture outside the limits
of the town without an escort.
But let’s get back to old Bayang’s palace.
The place was utterly devoid of furniture except that parts. of looms, pots and kettles of

brass
utensils

and
lay

earthenware
scattered

and

about,

other

while

kitchen

dozens

and
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dozens of small wooden boxes, piled one on
another against the walls held the wardrobes
and other treasures of the Sultan and his family.
Under the canopy the floor was _ thickly
carpeted with dried grass, over which petaties
were spread, and here when we entered were
seated the Sultan, Bancuran and her father;

tea; and when

AND

STREAM.

Pershing presented

459

the gifts he

had brought her, instead of tearing them open
the first thing—as most Moros would have done
—she thanked him and handed them to an at-

tendant with directions

where

to place them.

while ranged around them in a semi-circle were

After chatting awhile, cigarettes and betel
were passed, Bancuran refusing the former, but
accepting some betel which one of her women

several women
squatting on the floor at the
edge of the carpet, and perhaps fifteen Dattos

incongruous

standing on the opposite side.
Bancuran was a remarkably

pretty

girl and

would have been so considered in any company;
in fact, she was the only Moro woman I saw
who could have been considered pretty accord-

ing to our

standards.

She was

possibly

eigh-

teen years old, with clean cut, regular features,
and almost white.
Her hands and feet were

slender

and

was

smooth

as

She
on

wore
one

beautifully
and

formed,

clear

as

her hair twisted
side

of

her

and

into

head,

was

a handsome

silk sarong

skin

of

satin.

a loose

knot

which

was

into

rakishly thrust a huge scarlet flower.
ing—principally

her

a piece

Her dress

of subdued

color-

maroon—draped _ gracefully

from
the
right
shoulder,
leaving
the
left
shoulder and breast bare.
This sarong reached
to the floor and was arranged so as to show

the right foot and a portion

of the leg when

she walked.
Her finger nails, which were at
least three-quarters
of an
inch long, were
stained red with some kind of dye as were also
her lips and cheeks, and a spot on her forehead,

prepared

for her; and it struck us all as very
to see such

a pretty girl expector-

ating copiously into a silver cuspidor passed her
from time to time by an attendant.
She told
Pershing, in reply to his expression of surprise that she had not lighted a cigarette, that
she never smoked, nor did she like to see other
women do so.
Imagine it, in a land where
nearly all women use not only cigarettes, but
cigars as well.
Presently—upon a hint from Leon—Pershing
asked to be permitted to see “the baby’; and
his little royal highness was brought in, look-

ing exactly like a brown monkey, and given into
his proud mother’s arms, who crooned and
talked baby talk to him just as mothers do all
the world over.
After we had spent an hour or so in conversation, some dancing girls appeared and went

through several of their so-called dances, to the
accompaniment

struments;

of

the

usual

(un)

musical

in-

but they were not very entertaining,

as their performance was not dancing at all—
only a series of more or less graceful postures
and a waving of arms and twisting of hands,

promise the Sultan Ahmi
Bancuran
and our
gallant old standby, Ahmi Mannibeling, brought
all their influence to bear on Said y Ducimen,
with the result that one morning a few weeks
later Pershing sent for me and told me that he
had at last arrived and was then waiting for
us in one of the deserted market
buildings
across the ravine, and invited me to be present
at the meeting.
When we got over there, we found a small
party of Dattos surrounding an old man, grayhaired and bent with age, but with the face of a
Jewish patriarch, to whom we were presented;
and we stood at last face to face with our

enemy.
Greetings over, in reply to Pershing’s speech
of welcome Said y Ducimen began a speech in
a low dignified voice, in which he said he had
come

to

see

us

at our

request

because

he

was

tired of war and wanted peace; that we were not
welcome in the land of the Malanaos, but that
‘he had heard of our learning—how we could
speak into a box at Camp Vicars and our voice
would be heard at Malabang—how we could
preserve the words of a person spoken at another time and place and by simply turning a
crank in another box make their voice come
forth, and speak as though the person owning
it were actually present; that he knew of our
apparently inexhaustible stock of men and guns
and cartridges and having knowledge
of all
these things was: convinced that it would be
useless for his people to struggle against us
any longer; that he had observed our treatment of the Moros since we had been at. the
lake and had found it just, and therefore he was

now

ready to dismantle

his fort, send his men

back to their homes and henceforth be a friend
to the Americans, who he believed meant nothing but good towards his people.
He concluded his speech by promising to aid us in

securing

the

friendship

of those

Sultans

and

Dattos who still remained hostile; and he invited Pershing to come and visit him a week
from that day and see for himself that. he had
kept his word.

To

more
made

this

speech,

which

promised

so

much

than we had dared to hope for, Pershing
fitting reply; and after the usual exchange

of presents the old man
Unfortunately

took his departure.

for me,

when

the

day

arrived

for Pershing to make his return visit I was very
ill and the surgeons wouldn’t listen to my plea
to be allowed to get up and go along.
But
Pershing on his return told me all about the
trip and what happenéd, his story making me
curse the fates that had condemned me to remain behind more than ever.
Upon reaching Said y Ducimen’s cotta they
found three
or
four
hundred
Moros
there,
some
of whom
were
hard
at
work
demolishing the fort, while others were engaged
FRUIT

while

her

teeth—though

blackened,

BAT,

as

KILLED

is the
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them

in point of inter-

est, to the exhibition given by the men at our
fiesta, of which I have already told you.

in much the same manner

Sultan and Ahmi Bancuran one side, asked if
it wouldn’t be possible for them to take us to
call on Said y Ducimen, now that we were down

as was Bancuran, but

tact

of a born

social

leader.

Indeed

it was

really wonderful; and when I spoke of this to
Pershing, who had been frequently entertained
‘by Moros of the better class and met their

women, he told me that the same thing had
struck him when he first met well-bred Moro
women, and that their manners were charming.
We were undoubtedly the first white men this
girl had seen in her life; our clothing, arms and
appearance must all have been curious to her;

but not by the slightest sign did she show that
it was not her daily custom to entertain several
American officers.
She sat there and chatted
with us and the Dattos of her husband’s suite
for all the world as any well-bred American

girl would

have done.

We

talked

about

the

weather and other subjects of local interest, just
as we would have at home, had we dropped

in on

a friend’s

wife for an afternoon

cup

of

from

the walls

and piling

The cotta itself consisted of a fort within a fort,

and was not to be compared,

Moro custom—were regular and even and not
filed.
Her attendants—the women
by whom
she was surrounded—were dressed and painted
seemed to have been particularly selected for
their lack of personal beauty—possibly to make
that of the Sultana appear all the greater.
Our hostess ‘received us with the grace and

lantakas

inside the inclosure.

The

dance

being over,

Pershing

leading

the

there and so near his house.
To this they at first demurred, but finally—
after much urging—agreed, and off we started,
our hopes high with the
meeting our arch enemy

expectation of at last
and, as Pershing put

it, “sizing him up.”
We were doomed to disappointment, ‘however, for after coming within a few hundred
yards

of

his

house,

our

Moro

very bad .attack of what we

friends

got

a

in the Philippines

called “cold feet”? and backed out, saying that
Said y Ducimen was ill and would not feel like
receiving
visitors,
but promising
that they
would try and induce him to come
up and
see us shortly; and with this'we had to be contented, for not one step further would they go.
Just after our visit to Bancuran,
-cholera
broke out in Moroland,
and we quarantined
against every one, even our best friends, not a
Moro being permitted to approach closer than
fifty yards to the outposts.
But true to their

the entrance to which was through a covered way
only wide enough for one person at a time to
pass.
There were three lines of trenches and a
deep moat surrounding the outer wall, and a
ditch between the outer and inner one, the

whole

work

showing

a degree

of engineering

skill that was surprising.
Pershing said that it
was by far the strongest fort he had seen in
the country, and that we could never have taken
it without artillery.
He counted sixty lantakas
and numerous rifles’ inside, the Moros from all

parts

of the lake

having

contributed

of their

supply of arms to equip the place.
Upon their approach the Moros fired a salute
of several guns in their honor, to which they
replied from one of the guns of’ the ‘‘mule

battery’

forming

part

of the

escort.

When

they arrived at the cotta, Said y Ducimen came
out to meet them and escorted them to the
inner fort, which was roofed over with poles,
upon’ which a couple of feet of dirt had been
spread to protect the inmates from our shells.
Here he made the customary speech of welcome to which Pershing replied in fitting terms.
‘After the necessary speeches were over, Said

y Ducimen

and a number

of other Moros

took

an oath of eternal friendship to the Americans,
being sworn by a pandita who administered a

FOREST

460
long oath

to them,

which

they

repeated

after

him, while they squatted on the ground with
their right hands resting on the Koran.
After
the Moros had been sworn, Pershing took an
oath of friendship with them, which was also

in any way

—the

Spanish by an
formally made

ruts—was

and proper
families of

ceremonies and adopted
all who had taken the

was
due

into the
oath of

friendship.

When the ceremony of making a Datto of
Pershing had been completed, the meeting adjourned, and proceeded to do justice to a feast
of his providing, after which he took his leave
and returned to camp, having
nail, and this time a regular

driven another
spike, into the

STREAM.
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“Ah, how a few months on the trail would benefit
you, my friend!”
Now that the lecturer enjoyed his expedition
there can not be the least doubt. Nor is it really

administered by the pandita and translated into
interpreter.
Then Pershing
and declared a Datto with

AND

surprising.

getting

away

a

The

from

mental

novelty

of change

the old conventional

alterative

to

begin

with.

Then the extraordinary fascination of the wild
asserted itself and the physical man began to
grow young under the influence of simple diet,
pure air and exercise. Hardships there were no
doubt, but hardships accompanied by adventure
are

a very

different

thing

from

hardships

under

tame or monotonous circumstances.
There is
something in the former wonderfully piquant to
the imagination,

them

up

and the memory

for future

loves to store

contemplation,

as is well

edifice of good feeling, which he was trying to

attested by the works

erect

Not every old man of course would do well
to venture on such an expedition as that described, but it is safe to say that many a one
now given over to enervating ease and dull and
dreary cogitation about the past, or fruitless and
disquieting speculation about the future could
not do better than follow in the footsteps of the
lecturer.
Even if he succumbed on the trail
there would be something glorious in his death
as in a battle.
After all dying in bed is a

between

the people

of Moroland

selves,

AHMI

How

to Renew

and our-

COoMISSARIO.

Youth.

THERE was recently delivered at the Brooklyn
Institute a lecture on an expedition in the
Northwest.
The lecturer was a man certainly
not under the “allotted span,’ and yet he seemed
to irradiate a sort of perennial youth.
It is true
he was bald and somewhat rotund, but his complexion was hale, his eye bright and his movements full of elasticity.
But it was his mind
especially that gave the impression of youthfulness.
Such
vivacity—such
wit—such
humor!
Such an intense interest in things, animate and
inanimate, and such a joy in telling all he knew
about them!

At

this

man’s

time

settled down in an
in woolen slippers.

of life most

men

have

easy chair, with their feet
The suggestion even of an

expedition into the wilderness would be sufficient
to

fill

them

with

terror.

“Good

they would

cry, “are you mad?

I have

care

no

for

my

health,

gracious!”

Do you think
or

comfort?

Don’t mention such a thing again, please.

Ugh!

Positively it has given me a chill. Here, mother,
won’t you pull this blanket over my shoulders—
and don’t you think that pesky furnace could

be made

to smc ke up a bit?”

What induced the lecturer to forego the customary ease did not appear, but certainly he
turned his back on the easy chair, the woolen
slippers e¢ al. and set out to brave the perils and
hardships of the wild.
On the Peace River he
courted death among the rapids, or on its contiguous shores he exposed himself to the risk
of being devoured alive by mosquitoes.
At night

he lay his head upon the gunwale of a boat, or

a sod of earth indifferently.
had often to rely upon tea

For
and

sustenance he
hardtack, but

when times were good he indulged in the luxury

of bear meat and black bread of the North.
To hear him talk of these things was a veritable treat.
No boy returned from an outing in
the woods could have waxed more exuberant—
more enthusiastic.
Nor was there the least pre-

tense

or

affectation.

The

whole

manner

voice—his

sound
and

of the

man’s

expression—

sufficiently proved that.
It was rather curious and interesting to hear
the comments of two old gentlemen after the

lecture.

Quoth one, buttoning up his coat with

a determined

air:

“Too

rough

for

me.

Yes,

sir!’
Quoth the other with a peculiar wise
smile and shake of the head: “I’d rather be in

a Pullman sleeper.”
These comments incited a
scrutiny of the speakers.
One was stooped and
flaccid and sallow; the other was lean and wan
and ricketty.
And both were full apparently of

the disillusionment and weariness of life. Perfect types of the indolent, luxuriant denizens of
big hotels, or apartment houses!
By the way,
breakfasting in the restaurant of one of these
lately, the writer had for a vis-a-vis a man of

fifty-five or thereabouts.
bread,”

he snapped

“Bring me some brown

to the waiter who

some white bread before him.
all out of brown,

had placed

“I’m afraid we’re

sir,” said the waiter apologetic-

ally. “Then take that away,” roared the dyspeptic one, “it ain’t fit for a dog.’ The sight of that
beautiful white bread rejected so scornfully was a

sad and painful one, and the writer could not re-.
frain

from

exclaiming

(mentally,

of

course):

of travelers.

prosaic and disappointing business.

And no man

can truthfully tell himself that he has lived unless he has “roughed

it.”

FRANK

MOooNAN.

Bears were frequently caught in traps or
log pens, and some were followed up with dogs
and shot. I remember of one being caught in
a somewhat singular manner, which I believe
never

had

a precedent.

Spencer

came

Pitcher

was

a noted

hunter,

with the first settlers, and was

and near
five feet
pounds;

only by the name
eight inches high
his speed and

who

known

far

Spence.
He was.
and weighed 170

endurance

were

remark-

were

then

able, and perhaps he seldom, if ever, found his
equal.
Now the majority of the inhabitants
worked most of the time and hunted occasionally, but Spence hunted most of the time and’
worked occasionally.
He was hunting deer one
rainy day about the first of November, when
he discovered a bear, but his gun missed fire.
Ordinarily his flintlock was sure-fire, but the
rain had wet the charge, and by the time he
found that his gun had become useless the bear
had begun to make off.
Now a bear when
started will almost invariably run up hill where
he has a decided advantage over his pursuer if
he

has

the

chance;

but

as

they

on

the summit of a hill, there was no other course
open

but down

full run,
There

hill.

and

was

So the bear

Spence

some

was

three

close

inches

started

on

a

at his heels.

of snow,

and the

continued rain had made it slippery and slushy,

and some fallen timber lay in the way, but the

bear made

good time and

in the rear.

Spence

kept well up

At every attempt which he made

to

crush in the bear’s cranium with the muzzle end
of his rifle, it would just seem to slip about half
a length ahead, and every time he struck it

Spence Pitcher’s Bear.
Ir was away back in the days of flintlocks.
At that time the northern border of Cattaraugus and Chautauqua counties was mostly a
wilderness,
with
openings,
which

only here and there
were
made
in the

small
heavy

timbered forest by the early pioneer settlers.
This section of country is somewhat rough and
broken, although not very mountainous,

and was

at that early day as well, or perhaps better,
stocked with game than any other portion of
the State.
Here were wolves, wildcats, foxes,
raccoons,

were

bears

found

and

deer;

in great

also

numbers

marten,

which

all through

the

southern

part of the State, as well as in Penn-

sylvania,

and were

eagerly hunted and trapped

for their skins, which were always a ready sale,
and were among the most choice specimens of
fine furs that were being collected in the North-

ern

and

animals

Middle
have

States.

become

Those

nearly

beautiful

extinct.

little

Perhaps

a few may yet be found in the northeastern part
of New York or in Northern Michigan. There
was one
mention.

fled

other
This

beyond

the

species of game that deserves
was the panther; but it soon

pale

of civilization.

It was

rarely seen and more rarely caught.
In every
new settlement there were plenty of imaginative

individuals who were ever hearing panther
screams, and who verily believed that panthers
never traveled through the forest without making night hideous with terrific yells and screeching. If there had been no owls there would have
been no less number of panthers heard from. I
have

tramped

and

camped

in the

woods

more

or less for more than fifty years, and I must
confess that my ears were never greeted with a
single yell or scream

from

a panther.

The first settlers of this region were men who
had energy and perseverance, some of whom immigrated from Rhode Island, and others from
the Mohawk Valley. There were but few skilled
hunters among them, and their guns were of
the coarsest kind—mostly of the old musket
pattern.
Deer were plently, however, and they
could generally obtain a supply of venison when

other supplies failed.
It was sometimes obtained by crust-hunting in the month of February or March, when any unprincipled wretch
could succeed in killing deer.
I always noticed that the most indefatigable
crust-hunters were those that never used a gun,
but with knife and ax followed up the dogs until
the deer was pulled down.
I have been disgusted at the sight of the many fresh (and
worthless) deer skins which I have seen hanging around some of the settlers’ cabins in the
months of February and March.

lessened his own speed, so that he had to put
in his best to catch up again.
They soon struck level land where the woods.
were clear of logs and brush.
Here they both
settled down into’a dead run.
The bear was
rather

lean

and

in good

trim

for running,

and

Spence for once had met his match, and so had
the

bear.

The

flat extended

for

a

half

mile,

the course leading toward another hill, at the
foot of which runs a small brook. Spence knew
very well that when the bear reached the foot
of the hill he would soon be left far in the rear,

and what he was going to do toward capturing
the bear he probably did not know himself, unless he could provoke the bear to turn upon him,
in which case we would suppose that the chances
would have been more than two to one against

him. The small stream before mentioned had
a bank five or six feet high on one side, while
the opposite was

gravel.

flat and covered with sand and

Up to this bank they came

gait; the bear plunged

down

the bank

at a 2:40
into the

water, while Spence, dropping his gun, leaped
over the bear, landing on the gravel some ten
feet beyond. Here he snatched up a round stone
which happened to lie within his reach, and
whirling around, threw it at the bear’s head,
which was not more than six feet distant. The
stone

struck

most
bear

the end

vulnerable
suddenly

of his nose,

probably

part of the animal,

turned

around,

dropped

when

the

the

his head

between his forelegs, and as quick as thought
Spence grabbed him by the long wooly hair
on each flank, which caused a sudden flank
movement that brought them both into the middle of the stream, here about two feet deep.
Bruin was caught at a disadvantage, he had a
heavy incumbrance tugging at his hindquarters.
He tried hard to turn on his captor, he tried
to wring out and tried to kick out, but it was no
go, Spence hung to him with the tenacity of a
forty-pound steel trap.
His success depended wholly on his active
muscular power, in keeping the bear’s rear end
well raised up, which brought his head under
water.
Then by a mighty effort he succeeded
in forcing his head under the edge of the opposite bank, where he held on (as he said) until
the bear kicked his last kick.
He always asserted

that

if they

had

crossed

the

stream

at

any other place, that he would have been unable
to have overleaped the bear, and if that round
stone had not laid precisely where it did lay, he
could not have stopped him.
Spence lived to hunt with pill-percussion priming, also until percussion caps were used, and
died when about sixty years of age, long before
breechloaders came into use.
AS
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The

Birds

of Death

Valley.

floored with that peculiar hardpan which under-

A ROLLING, brown-gray plain broken here
and there with huge buttes and ranges of buttes,
that, dwarfed by the’ distance, seem toy mountains set in a world of mirages—this is the
Mojave desert.
A snow white oval sink, spread like a shimmering mirror between two rough lines of lava hills,
fed at either end and along one side by small
desert streams,
its length not more
than
seventy-five milés, its width from five to fifteen
—this is Death Valley, buried in the heart of
the Mojave sand plain, 155 miles from the
nearest railroad and near 300 from Los Angeles.
Five

years

ago,

bit of the world,
in company with
party sent out to
niter beds that lie
valley

proper.

almost,

I drifted

across

this

sometimes alone, sometimes
other men, who made up a
survey the wonderfully rich
to the south and east of the

It is no

exaggeration

to

say

that the millions which Borax Smith, F. M.
Teal and others made out of the great saline
deposits of the northern

end

of the

valley will

lies every foot of this desert at varying depths.
Along most of these roads the waterholes

are carefully marked, the common
of

the

desert

being

dwarfed

posits

of

covered

when

the

potassium,

to

the

sun

actual

value

nitrate,
and

lying

rain,

of the

de-

here

uwun-

shall

be

tin

can

“water sign”
mounted

these

are

with

a

followed

man

who

it should
knows

be

the

in company

portion

than about
settlements

any other section of country where
are few and solitary ranches often

fifty miles apart. The bad men have about all
been cleaned off the California desert—if there
ever were any there—and about the only danger
a man can anticipate from his kind will come

to him by way of the thieving Piutes, who

THE

DESERT

BY

it is loose or tied up.

In view of the very nature of the desert, both

of water

familiar with the deserts of the Southwest, the
idea of their avi-fauna being worthy of study
may be a bit strange, but the general view of the
desert by those who have not seen it is wrong
at any rate, and the average book written on
the subject tends to make it more grotesque
and terrible than it really is. Like all other
regions of-new or wild country, the man who
goes

out into the desert

should be prepared

for

the unusual, and, above all things else, he should
have

an abundant

desert

is not

fund

of common

a rolling bed

sense.

of sand,

clogging to the feet of horses, unbroken

The

miner

or prospector

for their sustenance

as well as such as

can satisfy their food needs
thing edible.
Among such

with almost anybirds the raven

stands

head

of

the

list.

run, and

ravens

in this part of the desert,

as they oc-

casionally are taken on the other side of the
range.
Neither were any crows noted, though
at one of the ranches on the rim of the pit
blackbirds, both red-shouldered and Brewer’s,
were filling the trees and the tules about the

spring with music.

At least four species of hawks were noted—
the western
red-tail, the prairie falcon, the
sparrow hawk and the Swainson’s.
Distant and

incomplete observations also identified a pair of
duck hawks, Cooper’s and a pair of sharpshinned hawks, but these were not absolute, and
so are placed on the hypothetical list. I did not
get a chance to study the breeding habits of any
of these, though I saw many huge nests, placed,

as has been said, well up on high cliffs.
The
only tree of this region is the mesquite, and it

does not attain to such height as would
it to a hawk’s

requirements,

though

adapt

I saw

one

nest, apparently that of Swainson’s hawk, in
the top of a twenty-foot “screw” mesquite in the
midst of a dense thicket which nothing short of
an elephant could have penetrated.
No eagles
were seen by any of our party; possibly none
remain in this section the year round, though

the plentiful
whole

supply of rabbits

desert

is filled

should

with which
prove

a lure

the
to

tempt either the bald or the golden eagle from

living in this pit, 480 feet below

numbers.

sea

level, is

more than I can understand, but they seem to
thrive, as they breed in ever-- mesquite thicket

and

in the thatched
ravens

landmarks are plentiful enough to guide the
man who can keep the lay of country in his
mind overnight.
Much of the desert, especially
that bounded by the limits of Southern California, is cut up by as good roads as can be
found in the world, hard and durable, being

much larger than the average

the pine-clad slopes of Mounty Whitney, a few
miles to the north, where I know they nest in

The

and

the

seemed

these may have been northern ravens.
I was
surprised to find none
of the white-necked

hawks in numbers.
Everywhere on the desert
as throughout
the rest of the State, house
finches appear in hordes.
How they glean a

by hills

will tell you,

at

Consequently it is far and away the most prominent of all large birds, even exceeding the

soft and

or coulées; water is not nearly so scarce as the

average

the largest
consist of

such birds as are in no need of great quantities

pre-eminently

shot, all the ravens here are of the species
Corvus corax sinuatus, though I saw several that

IRRIGATION,

birds which

un-

will

steal everything they can lay hands on whether

made

To one

of the

desert over which you are traveling, or at least
an old plainsman, armed with a fund of hill lore
and the common sense to apply it. There is
nothing more terrible to me about the desert

geographically and topographically,
part of its avian population must

there to study.

a

spring if the latter be a bit off the road.
Of
course, there are all manner of side trails leading off from these roads, made by the Indians,
half-breeds and water-hole prospectors, but if

known to the world.
But it is not of the
mineral deposits of this little-known bit of
desert that I would write to-day, rather of the
I went

on

stick, the latter driven in the ground at a slant,
so that the can points in the direction of the

RECLAIMING

_be

a

in harmony. breed the ravens, one or two species
of hawks and numbers of owls.
As far as iI
could learn, from observations and specimens

nest

roof

of every

here as in other

Piute

parts

hut.

of their

range on the highest cliffs they can find—and
the height of the nest is sometimes two hundred
or

more

feet

from

the

ground.

Great

cloud-

bursts have cut deep gorges through some parts
of this country,

frequently

washing

one

wall

of

the coulée down to the level of the sloping
plain, but leaving the other cliff sheer and solitary, monarch of the surrounding country. Here

After the ravens and house finches, the first
bird that attracted my notice was some form of

the horned owl, probably
western.
This was at a

the Pacific or the
small spring, sur-

rounded by immense cliffs, where we stopped
the first night out from Randsburg, whence the
start was made.
Numbers of these birds kept
up a continual “hooting” until daylight, in the

caves

back

in the hills. but a thorough

search

early next morning failed to reveal anything inthe

owl line but a pair of sleepy-looking barn owls.
About two miles across the channel of a dead

FOREST
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the chickens that scratch over the same ground
daily. In common with most birds of the desert,

the doves here are much
in other parts of their

lighter in color than
range, and there is

doubtless a wide field for study along these lines
by some painstaking ornithologist who might
take up his residence on this bit of desert for
at least the cycle of the four seasons.
I do not

suppose there is any portion of the world’s sur-

face where aptosochrématism could be studied
so easily or with such a wide range of examples

as on the American,

or possibly

I should

say,

the California desert.
The shrike (Lanius ludovicianus gambeli)
so plentiful on the Pacific
slope, and so strongly marked in his plumage
in that section, becomes here a pallid fellow, his
deep blue-black markings turned to heavy gray

and his gray belly almost white.

I have no idea

that this color change was ever brought about
by successive molts, but rather by the gradual
transformation
of all his colors through the
effects of the climate.
The horned owl shown
herewith, taken on another part of the same
desert, exhibits the same pale tone when compared with either the eastern or extreme western birds of the same family.
The ochraceous
color of the barn owl, becomes a sickly yellow
amid the caves of Death Valley, and the probabilities are that the colors of the hawks, even
during the nesting season, are not nearly so
bright as they are on the coast.
But far and away the most interesting birds
of the whole of Death Valley are the quail,
which are so plentifully scattered through the
mesquite thickets up and down every water
course.
Some years ago there came to this
HORNED

river

there

suppose
hunting

OWL

was

FROM

THE

another

MOJAVE

range

DESERT,

of cliffs, and I

that this spring was merely a sort of
ground, for the birds had their homes

in these further caves.

We did not have time to

investigate the matter, however, to my sincere
regret, for I have since learned that a rich
burying ground of the early dwellers in this
section has recently been uncovered there. Apparently there are no burrowing owls in Death
Valley or its immediate environs, at least we
saw none, and I could learn nothing of any
such birds from the Piute boys hanging about
our camp, so I must set down the two mentioned as the only ones on our list, though I
strongly suspect that search would reveal the
tiny elf owl as a constant resident here. Screech
owls on the west coast are so habitually silent
that one comes upon them only by accident,
especially in a strange country.
I saw none of
them, but was told by an Indian boy of a small
gray owl which I inferred must have been this
species.
Immediately about the edge of Death Valley,
nor even a bit back in the hills, I did not see

any

road-runners,

a most

common

bird along

the roads and on the mesas to the west of the
mountains, but thrashers of two or three sorts
were noted, though I am of the opinion that all
were really of two species—the California and
the curve-billed.
Small birds, such as sparrows,
were plentiful in the mesquite thickets, but none
actually identified, though I saw Gambel’s and
what I took to be the sage sparrow several

times.

Song

sparrows

were

occasionally

seen

in the reeds and sedges about the pools, and
one dead one, found by me was undoubtedly the
desert song, sparrow, Melospiza fasciata fallax
(Baird).
Two
species of horned larks were
identified, the desert horned lark and the dusky
horned lark, the latter most numerous by three
to one.
No mourning doves were seen in the
bed of the valley, but out on the desert they occasionally appeared.
At Manse, Nye county,
Nevada, at the base of the Charleston mountains, a large band of pigeons, presumably the
band-tailed variety common to the whole coast,
passed over, but at such an altitude that no
specimens could be secured.
What few mourning doves there are on this
part of the desert seem to be protected by common consent, and no one ever thinks of shooting them. . On the west coast they are one of
the most hunted af all game birds, but here they
come around the doors of the ranch houses and
the Piute huts, apparently as much at home as

region a gentleman who had been given the
name of ‘Bellerin’” Teck, presumably on account of his voice.
It is further said that Mr.
Teck came into the country in the brief interval
between two.days, with a sheriff not very far
back on,his trail.. With him he brought a coopfull of quail from Arizona, Gambel’s quail they
proved to be, and these he released in the river
bottom near his place.
To-day they.are scattered over that country in hordes, the prettiest.
gamest, cutest little partridges that ever lifted
wing before dog or man.
‘They lie close, pre-sumably because they have not. been much
hunted, and fly fast, making an altogether enjoyable .bird to hunt, though if one takes pot
shots at them, the game soon becomes slaughter.
I have known a Piute boy, armed only with a
bow and arrow of his own make, to kill twentytwo of the birds in’one afternoon,.all in.a
clump of mesquite less than a quarter of a. mile
square.
I myself killed seventeen in less than
an hour, shot every one on the wing, and got
all that dropped, without a dog. While we were

in the quail country we lived well, and then we
went over into the duck country—and here I
must tell you about the ducks.
Death Valley and the brooks that empty into
it would be a paradise for duck hunters, if it
were only a bit more accessible.
I thought I
had seen a few lines of ducks out in a blind on
the edge of the Pacific Ocean, but one afternoon
when our wagons rolled into the south end ot
Death Valley, drawing up to a spring known as
Saratoga Springs, I forgot immediately all the
ducks I had ever seen before.
The little lagoon,
fed by the spring, was literally black with ducks
and coots.
Tules bordered the lake all round
about, but its whole size could not have been
greater than 250 yards at its highest, which was

probably when we saw it.
Fed by thermal
springs, shallow and broad, the lake produced a
surprising amount of marsh grasses and other
food for the water fowl.
Mudhens
or coots
were everywhere, skulking out of the long grass
at one’s feet, not striving to fly out of danger,
but merely slipping away, fearing man as little
as they did the animals that came to their pool
to drink.
Of ducks we found mallards, redheads, teal, (green-wing, blue-wing and cinnamon), pintail, gadwall, shoveller, canvasbacks

(though these last were few in number, and
widgeon (Anas americana). I presume that some
of these remain to breed
the same latitude on the

as they do at about
coast, but could not

say as to this. We did not, of course, kill all
of these, but several members of the party, including the writer; were familiar with the ducks

NEST

AND

EGGS

OF

GAMBEL’S

QUAIL

of the southwest coast, and the identity of those
not shot was established to a reasonable degree

of accuracy

by the use of the opera

glass

at distances. varying from twenty-five to fifty
feet. I never saw game birds of any sort so
tame. as these were; one of.our.party killed
twenty-two ‘the day before Thanksgiving Day
on

the

upper

reaches

of the

Amargosa

River,

where potholes and muskegs give the webfeet
ample feeding grounds. One pair of geese were

seen, but they left at the approach of the hunters, and at so great a distance that their species

could not -be determined.
Shore birds. do not.seem so plentiful on the
desert, even on the mud flats which border some
of the desert streams and on the bogs that form
the headwaters.of others. I heard a few passing
over at night; but the most.I saw were a handful of curlew and numbers.of kildeer.
These
latter birds, however, are numerous all over
California, except at the beaches, where they
are supplanted by sandpipers and other plover.

I saw a single mountain plover nailed to a barn

door at a ranch in the Nevada desert, and another member of the party shot a willet at the

pond at Saratoga Springs.
As may

be supposed

from

the fact that small

insect life, in the way of flies and gnats, is very
abundant on the desert, it may be noted that
fly-catchers and allied birds are fairly common,
especially in such cafions as have springs or
small watercourses in them.
I saw both species

of kingbird common to the western slope—the
Arkansas and Cassin’s, though neither were of
as bright colors as near my western home.
In
the fall, on the other side of the mountains,
Cassin’s kingbird comes down out of the higher
hills where it breeds and is quite common about
the settlements.
Here, however, it seems to be
fully as plentiful at all seasons of the year as the

larger

and

more

gaudily

colored

Arkansas

species.
But by far the showiest and prettiest
of all the California fly-catchers, the phainopepla, is common
all the year round on the
edge of Death Valley.
Ordinarily, in other sections of its habitat, this bird retires to Mexico
with the coming of the winter months, but here
the warm
ciimate and apparent abundance of
food induce it to remain all year around, breeding in summer in the leafy mesquite trees that
clothe the bottom lands, saving from utter deso-

lation the otherwise

barren

world.

Strange

to

say, even in these mesquite thickets where conditions seemed exactly suitable, and though the
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migration season was at its height, I saw no
warblers of any sort.
Goldfinches of several
species were in the willows on the Amargosa
River, as were also a band of robins, come down,
evidently, from the slopes of the Sierras to
spend the winter in a warmer world.
I looked
for sage grouse among the less barren uplands
of the Nevada desert, but found none, though I
was told that in the Charleston range mentioned
heretofore there are large flocks of them which
the Piutes kill irrespective of season or law,
much as they do the few remaining bighorns
over in the Funeral Mountains on the very rim

of Death

Valley.

These

fellows

can

break

the

game laws with impunity, for no county can
afford to send a sheriff in after them; even if
they could, the chances are the man of the law
would never come back, and in any event it
would be extremely difficult to secure a conviction even should the redskin be caught.
Harry H. Dunn.
Our long-time friend, the Forest Anp STREAM,
one of the cleanest and brightest of all the papers
devoted to field sports and outdoor life, appears
in a new form.
We are glad the familiar and
picturesque headline of the cover has been retained.
A year’s subscription to this admirable
paper would be a gift to make glad the heart of
any manly boy.
The natural history and adventures which he will absorb from its pages are of
a genuine scrt, not the idle imaginings of amateur and sentimental “animal writers.’’—Christian
Advocate, Nashville, Tenn.
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Pinnated Grouse

STREAM.

THESE

CLIFFS

or Heath

THE

Hen.

A CORRESPONDENT, attracted by the newspaper
reports of legislation by Massachusetts to further protect the heath hen, asks us whether the
pinnated
grouse
is not
the common _ prairie
chicken and wishes to know what is the Martha’s
Vineyard grouse, about which the Massachusetts
legislators are talking.
Pinnated grouse or prairie hen are names given
to the number of species of grouse grouped together in the genus Tympanuchus.
Birds of this
eroup were formerly found on the Atlantic coast
as well as out on the Western plains until the
semi-arid region was reached.
Formerly their
Western boundary rougkly was western Minnesota, eastern Nebraska and Kansas, as far as
western Texas.
This bird in one form or another is closely
similar to the prairie hen which older readers will
remember as selling for seventy-five cents a pair
in the New York markets way back in the early
fifties.
They were extraordinarily abundant in
Indiana and Illinois in those days.
The heath hen formerly found in Massachusetts, Connecticut, Long Island and Pennsylvania

was

very

similar

to

the

prairie

hen,

but

was

slightly smaller,
The tufts of pointed neck feathers are shorter and the bird has slight points of
difference in color.
Martha’s Vineyard, an island off the coast of Massachusetts, is now the
only place where the heath hen exists.
It is there
a woodland bird, and found among almost impenetrable scrub oaks and pines which cover an

RAVENS

BREED.

area of forty square miles.
There are thought
to be not more than 150 or 200 of-these birds left
alive, and they are therefore more nearly extinct
than the buffalo.
If they shall be carefully protected they may be able to re-establish themselves.
They are protected by the law and should be still
more strongly protected by public opinion of the
residents of Martha’s Vineyard, who ought to
feel proud of this bird and to do everything in
their power to protect it. Like the prairie hen
of the Middle West the heath hens of Martha’s
Vineyard utter a booming note in the spring and
go through the various courtship antics so well
described by Audubon, but owing to the character
of the country they inhabit these operations are
seldom seen.
One great danger to which these birds are subjected lies in the eagerness felt by collectors of
bird skins to possess specimens of this rare—almost extinct bird.
It is stated that $50 is paid
for a skin, and as this is more than double the
old penalty for killing the birds the fine may have
no terrors for the bird skinner.
It is uncertain when heath hens were last seen
on the mainland.
The older authors speak of
them as commonin Pennsylvania and New Jersey, but it may be questioned whether there are
many people now living who have ever seen one
in life in those States.
Nevertheless Mr. Wittmer Stone says in his
“Birds of Eastern Pennsylvania and New Jersey,’ that up to 1868 and probably later a few
were said to occur on the barren plains which
cover portions of Ocean and Burlington counties,

FOREST

mal
N. J. Trumbull! declares that in 1869 a few still
survived in Monroe and Northampton counties.
On Long Island in the scrub oak barrens which
somewhat resemble the present abode of the heath
hen at Martha’s Vineyard, they may have lingered
later.
It is recalled that in early years of the
1870-1880, Shepherd F. Knapp, then a
decade
member of the Southside Club, who died about

York, told of seeing two

ten years ago in New

prairie chickens that had been killed about that
time near Islip, L. I. These, however, may have

been

part of a number

of birds

set free about

1870, which did well, reared broods and disappeared.
The early volumes of ForEST AND STREAM are
a perfect mine of information about this bird as
indeed they are about many another species of
American wild creatures, which have now become
so scarce as to be known to the average sportsman only by name,

An

Underwater

Monster.

Winturop, Mass., Jan. 24.—Editor Forest and
The account, in a recent number of
Stream:
Forest AND STREAM, of a successful moose hunt
at Bluffer Pond, in the State of Maine, reminded me of a bit of natural history which I
had the pleasure of observing there, which to
me was new and interesting.
It was about noon when we arrived at Bluffer
aftera six-mile
camp, one day last summer,
tramp; and while Frank was preparing dinner,
and my better half was resting, I sought out the
pond to see if any of the permanent residents
of the vicinity were there, and to spy upon their
Carefully making my way to the edge
doings.
and to a point where I could look all over the
little pond, I was disappointed in seeing no
moose, but was partially rewarded by being able
to watch the movements of three deer which,
all unaware of my presence, were enjoying themWhen I had been
selves at the water’s edge.

looking at them

but a moment,

I became

con-

scious that something had disturbed the water
at my left—not in the direction I was looking.
Turning that way, I waited, and in another
moment was electrified to see not ten rods away
a huge pair of antlers rise part way above water

and disappear again.
I believed for a brief space that I was witnessing the last struggle of a mired moose; and
was casting about rapidly in my mind for some
means by which three people, with next to nothing to do with, and two of them a quarter of a
mile away, could rescue the noble creature from
such a fate, when the antlers partly appeared
again, and the muzzle of the brute was thrust
out placidly chewing away at a ponderous rootstock of lily which he had detached from the
muddy bottom.
My fears for the safety of my

newly found friend vanished as quickly as they had
come.
He was contented and happy, and was,
no doubt, on familiar ground.
This consideration, however, did not make the case any less
interesting to me, and I hurried back to the
camp for the camera and assistance to take a
picture.
But dinner was hot and readv and the blame

may not all be laid to my companions that I was
persuaded that it would be better to eat first,
and that the moose would be there a half hour
later just the same.
Possibly if the moose had
known that his portrait was to be taken at
close range, he would have waited, but as he
had no way of knowing that, I shall not blame
him for the fact that upon our return to the

spot after dinner he had sought a firmer foundation on the opposite

side of the pond,

and was

standing in water up to his body apparently lost
in absorbing thought.
The wind being favorable, we were able to observe him for a long
time; and I fear he would not have been puffed
with pride, if he had known all of the fun we
had at the expense of his awkward form.
And

maybe we have more to be thankful for than
we think, in that we did not have a chance to
approach

him

in deep water

with

two

wretched

paddles in a battered canoe.
If that is not so,
then his looks belied him.
Later in the same
place we found a cow
way, and the manner

feeding in the same deep
in which she stood her

ground

with

AND

hair

STREAM.

rising

on

her

neck

as

[Marcu 24, 1906.
the

bow of the canoe approached was very satisfying to say the least.
Now when these two moose were feeding, and
had their heads down, they were entirely under
water; and from a distance of ten rods away
there was nothing whatever above water to mark
their presence.
When the cow raised up, her
head and a part of her neck came above water,
but the bull seemed to be in deeper, for when

he

rose

he

showed

only

his muzzle

and

the

upper part of his antlers.
Before this, of course,
I knew the use of their long legs, and that

moose fed upon the rootstock of the lily; and
I have seen them standing in water up to their
sides reaching for the same,

but I did not know

before that they ever fed in water so deep that
their bodies were entirely submerged all of the
time, so that, when the head was lowered, not
a vestige remained above the surface to mark
the spot.
I fear for the fate of our old bull, for I have

learned

from

season,

three

Frank

that, in the last shooting

patriarchs

of

the

forest

from

Bluffer made a pilgrimage to the happy hunting
grounds.

CaDa:

in the

water

might

take

them

for

underwater

monsters and be frightened and run away, and
that the deer might thus be protected from
destruction.

Mr. Geo. B. Raymond’s
SPORTSMEN,
are

fond

which

perhaps

of

more

gathering

pertains

to

Library.

than

other

together

their

the

recreations,

people,

literature

and

when

they are unable to indulge in these recreations
they love to read about what other people have

done.
President Roosevelt has one of the best
libraries in the country on big game hunting;
Mr. Charles Sheldon, whose experience with the
mountain sheep of Alaska has-been far greater
than that of most men, is also a collector of books

on sport; Mr. Russell W. Woodward collects
angling literature and prints dealing with angling
subjects, and so with many

another.

Mr. George B. Raymond, of Morristown, N. J.,

a sportsman of the older school, has devoted
much time to collecting books on angling, shoot-

ing, field sports, natural history, the dog, gun,
horse racing and kindred subjects, and has. had
much

pleasure

in this work.

A copy

of a cata-

logue of his library, printed for private distribuNo one, we think, who has never had an experience like that related of the bull moose could
quite understand our correspondent’s feelings
when this monstrous thing rose from the depths
of the water.
We have occasionally had sensations which we fancy were akin to his when,
standing on the banks of some mountain stream
in the Rockies or toward the Pacific coast, we
have suddenly seen a little water ousel pop up
out of the water, and swim or fly to some near-

by stone or to the shore.

The blank and help-

less astonishment which one feels at seeing some
land creature appear without warning from the
depth of water where no land animal is supposed
to be can hardly be expressed.

It is well known

that the Indians

of North

America very generally believe in the existence,
at the bottom of lakes and streams, of various
beings, which, though in most respects resembling those that dwell on the land, nevertheless pass most of their time under water, and
are called underwater people, underwater animals, or underwater monsters.
It is conceivable
that some
incomplete
observations
of some
such occurrence as that related by our correspondent has furnished the basis for beliefs of

this sort.

We recall an occasion, now many years ago,
when, sitting in a canoe on a small lake in the
mountains of the West, we listened to the bay-

ing of distant hounds which were in pursuit of
a deer.
As we sat there, a monstrous object
appeared, passing over the unruffled waters of
the lake from one point to another.
It moved
slowly, and was like nothing that we had ever
seen before; as much as anything it resembled a
box two or three feet square, followed by long
indistinct objects passing through the water.

We

said to our

Indian

companions,

“What

is

that?
Can it be the deer?” to which he replied
in trembling tones, “It is no deer, it is no deer:
it is an underwater monster.
Let us get away
from here.”
Instead of going, we pushed out
toward the “monster,” and in a very short-time

were

able

crowned

among

to

recognize

it as

a

deer’s

head

with a fine pair of antlers in the velvet,

which

were

twined

a number

of long

fern stems, picked up by the animal in its flight
through the underbrush.
The reflection of horns
and stems in the mirror-like water, and the long
stems trailing out through the water behind the
head, made the whole object at a little distance

absolutely

unrecognizable

and

perfectly

inex-

plicable.
It is altogether probable that if the
Indian had not been in our company, he would
at once have left the lake, and would ever after
have declared, in perfect good faith, that he had
seen on this lake a terrible underwater monster.
It may be suggested that if one of the writers of the modern schools of natural history

fictionists had been with us and seen this deer.
he would have written a long article to explain
that in British Columbia it was the custom of
deer to entwine their horns with fern stems in
order that the Indians who saw them swimming

tion

in 1904,

full

of interesting

modern,

has

just come

titles

to our

hands.

of books

It is

ancient

but is especially rich in complete

and

sets of

rare magazines. Among these are the fifteen volumes of the “American Turf Register and Sporting Magazine,” which is very scarce; eighty volumes of “Baily’s Magazines of Sports and Pastimes,’ complete from March,

1860 to 1903; forty-

five volumes of the old Spirit of the Times, 18351836 and 1838-June, 1861; the Sporting Magazine,
156 volumes, from 1792 to 1870, all published;
ForEST AND STREAM, complete from the beginning
There are many books new and old dealing
with

all the outdoor

subjects

above

enumerated,

so that to the sportsman it is a keen pleasure just
to look over this beautiful volume and to read its
titles.

The latest volume, included in the addenda

is W. T. Hamilton’s “My Sixty Years on the
Plains.” It will thus be seen that the catalogue
is brought down to the end of 1905. In his prefatory note Mr. Raymond speaks of the pleasure
of

accumulating

satisfaction
The

these

books

and

the

equal

the

owner

by reading

them.

given

collection

was

started

many

who

has brought

of
years

ago

but

was partly destroyed by fire in the year IgolI.
Among the books lost at that time were Mr.
Raymond’s library of standard works, and many
books on sport and natural history, including volumes of Bell’s Life from 1845, and Audubon’s and
Elliott’s magnificent works.
The making of a catalogue of one’s library has
always seemed to us a duty that ought to be performed

by one

together a con-

siderable number of volumes.
It is natural that
one should keep his books to himself, but it is
desirable that he should make a record of what
volumes he has accumulated, since many interesting works are now so scarce that the whereabouts

of each one ought to be known.
The making of
a catalogue, while it involves considerable trouble,
is nevertheless worth while for the purpose of
giving

information

to other

people

who

are

in-

terested in kindred subjects. Mr. Raymond is to
be congratulated not only on the valuable library
which he possesses, but on the public spirit which
led him to prepare this catalogue, of which only
100 copies were printed.
Evmira, N. Y.—While I am very much pleased
with

the new

form,

it did

seem

to me

like the

passing away of an old friend when I put in the
binder the last copy of 1905 of the ForEST AND
STREAM we have known so long and well. I put
away

with about a dray load of others in my den

the 1905 bound

copies, and only hope I will be

spared long enough to read the new ForEST AND
STREAM and enjoy as I always have the true sport

it teaches.
Bancor
General

ee
& Aroostook
Passenger

and

RAILROAD,
Ticket

Me.—I congratulate you on the
ance of the paper and am sure
decidedly more convenient than
C. C. Brown,

= en

Office’of the

Agent,

Bangor,

splendid appearit will be found
the previous size.
G. P. & TL A.
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Adirondack Deer and Public Rights.
Morra, N. Y., March 9.—Editor Forest and
Stream:
The deer have had a remarkably favorable winter and are doing well wherever I have
seen them in Franklin, St. Lawrence, Herkimer,
Hamilton and Essex counties.
I do not recollect
a winter when there has been less snow in the
woods.
The deer have traveled everywhere, and
have been able to get at such winter feed as there
is with little difficulty.
During the past week I
have seen sixty or seventy deer, and only noticed
one, a fawn, that was not in good condition.
The prospects for the present as regards the
deer supply are, therefore, good; but as much
cannot be said for the future. The forest fires and
the lumbermen in the past few years have made
tremendous gaps in the evergreen forest, and a

few years more will see a large portion of the
best hunting section of the Adirondacks stripped
of winter shelter for deer.
There will always
be summer feed available many times in excess of

the amount required, but it is no exaggeration to
say

that

there

are

few

sections

where

there

is

enough winter feed and shelter available for the
present supply of deer, and the prospect for the
future is decidedly discouraging.
In a favorable
winter, such as the present, the deer do very
nicey because they can get over a big extent of
country and pick up much feed that would not
be available if the snow were deep.
The next

age, and most of the paper and pulp companies
post their lands under the private park law.
The only hope for the general public— if not fot
the deer supply—is therefore in the State ownership of Adirondack lands.
It is the one and only
recourse to prevent the reckless waste of the forests and to preserve for the people the opportunity for rest and recreation afforded by their

priceless wilderness heritage.

Federal Game

and

Fish

Legislation.

AmowncG the various bills interesting to sportsmen which are being introduced in Congress is
one

by Mr.

Lacey,

authorizing

the President

the United

States

to designate

such

areas

of

in

the public forest reserve as should, in his opinion, be set aside for the protection of game, or

of other animals, birds or fish and be recognized
as a breathing place therefor.
The hunting
trapping, killing, capturing of game or fish in
such refuges, or on any reserves heretofore or
hereafter set aside by Executive Order, shall be

unlawful,
offender.

and punishment is provided for the
The purpose of this act is declared to

be to protect

from

trespass

the public lands

of

Columbia.
A bill for the protection and regulation of the

ferred

to

the

Committee

on

the

District

of

less

fisheries of Alaska has been introduced by Mr.
Cushman and referred to the Committee on the

number will starve.
Even this winter I have
observed evidences of the scanty winter food
supply, for I have passed through places where
the balsams have been for long distances denuded

The Senate has passed a bill to establish a fish
cultural station in the State of Utah, and another for the same purpose in the State of

thickly

_ of their lower branches,

that

a greater

or

and here the deer seemed

to have little else that they could eat.
The Brooklyn Cooperage Company is clearing
out

swamps

that

ate

the

only

yarding

grounds

for deer for miles around, and the high price of

spruce

has spurred

on the lumber

and pulp com-

panies to greater activity than ever.
The idea
seems to be to get off the timber as quickly as
possible and then trust to selling the land to park

owners or the State.
One thing is certain, and that is, that the present supply of deer cannot be maintained under
present and prospective conditions, even if no
more

deer are killed by sportsmen

ent.

The

private

havens

parks

are

afforded
the

sole

than

by State
hope

for

at pres-

lands
the

and

future,

and as far as the public at large is concerned
the private parks may, as a general proposition,
be left out of the consideration.
As far as the enjoyment by the general public
of the parks is concerned, such parks as William
Rockefeller’s, for instance, are decidedly more of
a menace than fire and the ax. In addition to his
eighty square miles in his Brandon and Bay Pond
tract, Mr. Rockefeller is said to own in the
Everton, Meacham Lake and DeBar Mountain
and other

contiguous

on 200,000

acres,

or nearly contiguous

tracts

an even larger extent of land, and it is commonly stated that he owns or holds an option
or over

300 square miles of Adi-

rondack lands, from which the public is or will
be excluded.
It is true that in numerous instances the private parks afford shelter and breeding grounds
for deer, which

overflow

and help to keep up the

supply in the surrounding territory, but many of
the owners of parks and quasi parks are influenced solely by materialistic motives, and strip
their lands whenever they can
make
a profit.
Rockefeller. for example, has been in the market

a good deal of recent years as a seller of stump-

“The

Territories.

Wyoming.

Each

propriation

of $25,000

construction

of these

of his.

Having

hearing it.

(Pére).

settled

this point in my

mind,

I win him over?
easy man to pera month of coaxme out shooting
take me without

(M. Picot, of course, was present.)

“Ah, mon Dieu!’ she said to him; “when we
have before our eyes the example of M. Dauré’s

accident, and that of your poor nephew, Stanislas,
you

have

the

heart

to take

him

from

“Bless me!” exclaimed M. Picot, “I’m not going to take him from you; I’ve no wish to be
prosecuted for leading a minor astray; I only
wanted to give him a little pleasure.
He adores
shooting, does this boy, and in that respect you
know whom he takes after.
However, you do

not wish

him

to enjoy himself?

We'll

say no

more about it.”
Now, although I did not at once appreciate it
at its true value, this sentence was very skillfully put; for, quite short as it was—and that is
a considerable merit in a lawyer’s speech—it con-

tained

respect

for the purchase

of site,

“You

The Senate also passed a bill to establish one
or more fishcultural stations on Puget Sound,
in the State of Washington, for the propagation
of salmon and other food fishes.
‘The bill appropriates $50,000 for the purchase of sites, construction of buildings and ponds, purchase and
hire of boats and equipment, and so on.
The Senate also passed a bill to establish a
fishcultural station in the city of Fargo, N. D.
The act providing for the protection of the
salmon fisheries of Alaska, approved June 9,
1896, was amended in the Senate by the passage
of a section making it unlawful to catch salmon,
except with rod or spear, above the tidewaters
of any creeks or rivers less than 500 feet width
in the Territory of Alaska—except for purposes
of propagation—or to set any net across the
tidewaters of any river or stream for a dis-

Dumas”

There was the difficulty. I laid my request before my poor mother, who became quite pale at

an ap-

of buildings and ponds and equip-

of Alexander

my mother’s permission.

bills carries

ment.

Memoirs

my cajoleries began.
How did
I know not, for he was not an
suade.
All I know is that, after
ing, M. Picot offered to take
with him; only, he would not

how can

From the swamps to the tops of the mountains
the evergreen forest has been cleared away and
the old yarding places destroyed, and where there
in so

From

Amonc the regular visitors at our house was
one M. Picot, a lawyer by profession, brother to
M. Picot, of Noue, and M. Picot, of the Sword
Hotel—a mighty hunter, and almost as much envied by me for his sport in the open as was M.
Deviolaine for his in the forest.
I saw that it was not enough that M. Picot
should be one of our friends, but that it was
most particularly requisite that I should be one

me?’

of the local

Reminiscences

(1816).

not to interfere with the operation
game laws.

severe winter will see the deer in many places
left with little or no suitable yarding grounds.

be crowded

Early Sporting

the United States and the animals thereon, and
A bill has been introduced by Mr. Babcock to
prohibit the killing of birds and other wild animals in the District of Columbi.
It was re-

is a suitable State or unlumbered lot the deer will

Some

NY A Ui]

two

irresistible

you

know

arguments—viz.,

whom

he

takes

“In that

after,’

and

do not wish him to enjoy himself?

We'll

say no more about it.”
The person whom I took after was my father;
and to tell my
mother
that I resembled
my
father, that I had his voice or his tastes, was a
great way of winning her over.
And to add to
this that she did not wish me to enjoy myself,
was a terrible reproach to her—the kind, good
mother, who would have sold her last spoon and
fork to procure me any pleasure.
The peroration, too, was itself nicely calculated; the “We'll
say no more about it’? had been uttered with an

air of dropping
lent

to—‘For

the subject,

goodness’

which

sake,

keep

was

equiva-

your

urchin

if you like! it was out of sheer good nature that
I offered to take him.—You do not wish me to
undertake

his

education

as

a

sportsman.—Well,

that’s so much less trouble for me.—We’ll say no
more about it.’

tance of more than one-third the width of such

And so, to my great astonishment, my mother,
instead of accepting the “We'll say no more about
it’’ and saying no more, sighed, and after a mo-

stream,

ment

or

to

set

any

net

within

100

yards

of

any other net in a stream, or to fish for salmon
in the waters of the territory either in streams
or tidewater, except Cook Inlet, Prince William

Sound, or Bering Sea, and the waters tributary
thereto,

from

midnight

night on Sunday,

on

Saturday

or in streams

till mid-

less than

100

yards in width, to catch salmon, except by rod
or spear, between 6 o’clock in the evening and

6 o’clock in the morning of each day.
A bill to prohibit aliens from taking fish from
the waters of Alaska passed the Senate.
The House bill which authorizes the leasing

of land in Stanley county, S. D., by the Secretary of the Interior for a buffalo pasture, has
been

reported

from

Lands, and referred
Whole.

the

Committee

on

Public

to the Committee
§

of the

said:

“Ah, dear knows!
I am quite certain that if
he does not go shooting with you, he will go with
some one else or even by himself; and, after all,
I would rather entrust him to you—you who are
so careful.”

M.

meant

Picot gave
to say,

me

“Go

a

wink—a

in quick!

jump

signal
on

which

that

consent and make it a complete consent.”
I understood, and flung my arms round
mother’s neck,
caressing her.

kissing

her,

“Really, my dear Madame

Picot, to overcome

thanking

Dumas,”

half-

my

her

and

added

M.

a lingering scruple, “he knows

guns as well as a gunsmith!
What on earth do
you suppose can happen to him?
It is I much
more who run the risk of his putting a shot into
me.
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“Ah, then there is that too, is there?”

mother.
“Yes, but I’m not afraid.
a good distance

said my

,

:
I shall place him at

from me, you may

be sure of it.”

“And you will load his gun for him?”
“Ves, I will load his gun for him.”
|
“Very well, then, since you will have it so!” |

Poor mother would have more correctly said,
“Since he will have it!”
.
I have seen many of my desires accomplished,
many vanities satisfied, many ambitions attained
and even exceeded;
but I doubt whether the
realization of any desire, vanity or ambition has
ever given me a joy like that caused me by those

few words:
have it.”

“Very

well,

then,

since

you

will

AND

And, picking myself up, I resumed
after my partridge.

I had but one thought, and that was

the expedition
lowing Sunday,
isfied with my
You know

which was promised for the folprovided Abbé Grégoire was satwork.
how I did my ttranslations; I

thought best not to make any change in my customs.
As for the composition exercises, I paid
such attention to them that the Abbé declared
that, if I went on as I was doing now, I should
in less than a year be qualified to enter the sixth
form in a Paris college.
Furthermore, I learnt for my own satisfaction
two or three hundred lines of Virgil.
Bad Latin
scholar as I am, I have always adored Virgil;
that compassion for the wandering exiles, that
solemn sadness of death, that intuition of the
Unknown God, which are in him, have from the
first supremely touched my heart; the melody of

his verses, their facile scansion, had an especial
charm for me, and sometimes still lull me in my

[Marcu 24, 1906.

the chase

‘ I had lost sight of my partridge, but I knew
whereabouts the bird had fallen. I brought Diana

Moreover, he was a shrewd, well-informed man,
capable alike in theory and in practice, and reputed to possess the finest merino sheep that
could be found for twenty leagues round.
A splendid supper awaited us. Needless to say
that a sportsman who, like me, presented himself
as a mere recruit, whose only credentials of service consisted in a total of six larks and one
partridge, afforded an object to the raillery of the
whole company—a raillery in which M. Moquet,

in this direction.
Scarcely had she gone twenty
yards when she got the scent, and started off to

in his capacity of host, had the good taste to take
no part.
But, as we got up from the table, he

follow it at a gentle trot.
“Let her go,” called out M. Picot to me, “let
her go! She’s on it—she’s on it!”

whispered to me:
“Never mind, I will put you
in good positions, and it won’t be my fault if topoe evening you don’t have the laugh over

In the

distance

mounted

on

a

I perceived

rock,

was

M.

Picot,

lifting

his

who,

eyes

to

heaven.
He had believed me smashed to atoms;
I had not even a scratch.
His figure produced

in the landscape an effect which I shall never foreu

I paid no attention;

Henceforth

STREAM.

I ran

faster than the dog,

and in front of her. Chance at last brought me
to the partridge, which stood fair as a partridge
does.

“See, there she is,’ I cried out to M. Picot;
“hil Diana, after it, good dog!”
Diana saw the bird! it was time, for breath
was failing me. I had still just strength enough
to go on till the dog held the bird in her mouth.

Flinging myself on her, I snatched it away—held
it up by a leg for M. Picot to see it—and down
I fell. Never did I feel myself so near giving up
the ghost;

never

has my

last breath

been

nearer

my lips. Four steps more and my heart had
burst. And all this for the sake of a partridge
worth fifteen sous! How strange the value which
passion gives to things!
I nearly swooned away; but the nearer I felt
myself to swooning the closer did I hug my
partridge, with the result that I recovered consciousness without having let go of it for a single

moments of half-slumber.
I knew by heart whole
passages of the 4neid; aud even to-day I think
I could repeat the story of A‘neas to Dido from

instant.

beginning to end, incapable though I should be of

ing, he knocked the back of its head on the barrel
of his gun, and then thrust it into my bag, still

construing a Latin sentence

or four barbarisms.
The Sunday so much

without making three

expected

came

at last.

The usual sleepless night, the usual excitement
in the morning, the usual eagerness for starting
off. This day it was no mere mirror* business,
but we shot straight and steady in front of us.
The partridges got up at enormous distances—
no matter!
I kept blazing away—only, nothing

fell.

At last, on reaching the crest of one of those

hills which, in our part of the country,

are called

larris, I surprised a pair of birds which
within

ordinary

range.

I fired

got up

at random,

and

M. Picot had now come up with me. He helped
me to get up; and, as the partridge was still livquivering.
Then I observed

that I had neither gun

nor

cap, so I went to find my gun, while M. Picot sent
Diana after my cap.

Thus

ended

my

sport for that day, and quite

enough too, heaven be praised!
Levaillant, after killing his first elephant

on

the

banks of the Orange River, was not more happy
than I. My triumph was complete. On re-entering our house I found my brother-in-law, who
was on his way from business.
I showed him
my partridge—it had already been introduced to

one of the two partridges, hit at the extremity of

half -the town.

its wing, showed

“What do you say to this?” I asked.
“Well, I invite you for Sunday next to a battue
at M. Moquet’s, at Brassoire.”’

wounded.
“Touched!”

by its slanting flight that it was

called out M. Picot.

I had seen fast enough

I had started

after it.

that it was touched, and

Not

until I felt myself

launched on the rapid slope did I realize my rashness.
After twenty yards I was no longer descending—I was bounding; after thirty I bounded

no more—I flew. Every moment I felt my equilibrium on the point of being lost; my speed
kept increasing

with the momentum

of my

I was a living application of Galileo’s

body;

square of

distances.

M. Picot saw me tumbling down without being
able to stop me, in such headlong fashion was I
impelled toward ‘a point where the hill was cut
perpendicularly by the opening of a quarry.
I
could see the direction I was taking, while powerless to check myself. The wind had already carried off my cap.
I flung away
my gun,
and
reached the gap.
Suddenly the ground went from
under me.
I leapt, or, more strictly, fell from a

height of ten or twelve feet, and disappeared into

I leapt with joy.

These battues at M. Moquet’s

throughout

the department;

it

was usual for them to kill forty or fifty hares.
“Ah, mon Dieu!” murmured my mother, “that
was just all he wanted.”

This invitation from my brother-in-law—giving
me, as it would do, an independent status—posfar more

surface.

importance

than appeared

The battue at Brassoire

on the

would be real

sport with all the crack shots of the neighborhood

—with M. Deviolaine above all, who, having been
once my companion in shooting, and having fraternized with me in the open, could not hence-

forth be my enemy in the forest.
Virgil and Tacitus felt the effects of my joy.
Abbé Grégoire was delighted with me, and put
no obstacles in the way when M. Deviolaine’s
trap stopped at our door to pick me up. It was
Saturday evening. . The farmhouse of Brassoire,
situated

between

the two

forests

of Villers-Cot-

the snow which the wind had, very fortunately,
accumulated in such a way as to form a soft bed

terets and Compiégne, is three and a half leagues

about

there

three

feet deep at the spot where

fallen!
I was horribly frightened,

I was killed!

I confess.

I had

I thought

As I fell I closed my eyes, but re-

opened them on perceiving that I was not hurt
at all. The first object I caught sight of was the

head of M. Picot’s dog, who was

contemplating

me from the point whence I had leapt, and at
which she, more mistress of herself than I, had
stopped short.
“Diana,” I called; “Diana, hi! good dog here.

Find it!”

*Alluding to the common
means of a mirror.—Transl.

method

of attracting larks by

from Villers-Cotterets,

the night before,

shooting

early

on

the

how glorious it seemed

so we had to go and sleep

in order
morrow.

to
Oh,

begin
the

to me, although

the

forest,

stripped

of its leaves!
I seemed to be taking possession
of it as a conqueror.
Had I not there at my side
the viceroy of this forest, who treated me almost
as a man, and that because I had gaiters, a powder flask and a gun!

us.

“Never

fear,” I answered

confidence

As we drove up, M. Moquet ran out to welcome
He was one of those rich farmers, hospitable

in the old-fashioned way, who, whenever he had
in his house one of these big shooting parties;

bringing together all the sportsmen of the neighborhood, would kill a pig, a calf and a sheep.

which

was

habitual

with that charming
to me, “I shall do

my best.”
The next morning by 8 o’clock all the party
had gathered together, and some thirty peasants
formed a line by the main entrance of the farm.
These were the beaters.
The dogs howled piteously. They understood,
poor animals, that in this kind of chase there was
nothing for them to do, Not more than one or
two of them were taken, and these picked out
from the strongest legs of the pack, with the object of slipping them on a hare which might be
wounded and attempt to reach the forest. They
had, as a rule, a man specially to take charge of
them, and, excepting for the brief moments when
eed were slipped, they were kept rigorously in
eash.
The shooting was to begin just outside the
farm.
M. Moquet explained to the head beater
the general plan of the day, while reserving for
its own time the details of each particular battue.
I was posted a hundred yards from the farm in
a sandy hollow.
Some children at play had
scooped out a large hole in the sand, which M.
Moquet pointed out to me, and told me to crouch
down in it, declaring that, if I did not stir, the
hares would come close enough to warm my feet.
I had no great confidence in this position, However, as M. Moquet was
the expedition, there was

commander-in-chief of
nothing for me to say.

So I let myself down into my hiding place, reserving my liberty to leave it, by way of a surprise, should occasion offer.
The beating began. At the first shouts of the
beaters two or three hares started, and, after bal-

ancing for a moment
ceeded—at

had a reputation

sessed

them.”

unequal

which road to follow, prodistances

from

one

another,

like the three Curiatii—to take the path leading
to the hollow where I was.
I confess that, when I saw them making as directly toward me as if they had, in fact, made an
appointment

to meet

me

in the hole where

I was

hidden, a dizziness came over my eyes. Through
the veil as it were thus spread between them and
me I saw them swiftly advancing, and as they
advanced my heart beat louder. Six degrees below zero, and the perspiration trickling down my
forehead!
At last the one who headed the column seemed to have definitely made up his mind
to charge me, and he came straight at me, Directly he started I had my aim on him. I might
have let him approach within twenty, ten, or five
yards, but I had not the self-restraint;

and at a

distance of thirty yards about I let fire at him,
aiming full in his face.
The hare promptly executed a most significant
turnabout, and commenced a series of truly fantastic capers.
It was clear that I had hit him.
Out of my lair I bounded like a jaguar, crying,
“Here he is! I’ve got him! Let go the dogs!—
Ah, you brigand—you rascal, you! One moment,
that’s all!”
The hare heard my voice, and only performed
more extraordinary pranks than ever. As for his
two companions, the one turned suddenly back
and

broke

through

the beaters;

the

other

made

up his mind to it, and passed by me so close, that,
having now nothing in my gun, I flung the gun
itself at him.
But this incidental attack did not divert me
from the main pursuit. I darted after my hare,
who

continued

to indulge

in the most

wild

and

incoherent gymnastics, never making four steps
in a straight line—jumping this way, jumping
that way—bounding forward, bounding backward
—haffling all my calculations, as my father had

. MaRcH
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baffled the alligator by running first to right and
then to left—escaping when I thought I had got
him—gaining ten yards on me as though he had
not the slightest scratch—then suddenly turning
back and running between my legs. You would
I did not cry out now
have said it was a wager.

AND

STREAM.

gun would have missed a hundred times, Frailty
of human affairs! Had it not been for that halfinch of earth I should have killed three or four
hares, and should have been the king of the battue; for they had all come to me except one only,
which had gone to M. Dumont, of Morienval,

—I howled.
I picked up stones and flung them
at him; and, when I fancied myself within reach,

and which M. Dumont had killed.
My good luck had exhausted itself in this first

I let myself fall down flat on my stomach, hop-

battue; there were ten others, but never a hare
came within reach of me.
I returned tired and

ing to catch him between myself and the ground
as under a trap.
In the distance I was dimly

conscious of the other members of the party, half
laughing, half furious—laughing at the exercises
I was going through, furious at the noise and
commotion I was causing in the midst of the
battue, which was frightening back all the hares.
At last, after efforts unparalleled, I got hold of
my friend by one paw, then by two, then round
the body.
He uttered cries of despair, while I,
hugging him to my breast (as Hercules did with

Anteus), regained my hole, taking care to pick
up Ace the way my gun, which was lying on the
path.
On getting back to my retreat I was able to
examine

my

hare carefully,

and this examination

explained all to me. I had put out his two eyes
without inflicting any other wound; and now, on
the nape of the neck, I dealt him that famous
blow which did for him as a hare, though Arnal

has called it the “rabbit blow.”
Then I reloaded, my heart beating and my hand
trembling.
It certainly did seem to me that the charge was
a trifle thick, but I was sure of the gun, and this
excess of four or five lines would give me the

chance of killing from a greater distance. Barely
had I got back into position when I saw another
hare coming straight to me. I was cured of the
fancy

for

firing

at

the

head;

besides,

this

one

promised to pass by me broadside on at twentyfive yards’ distance. He kept his promise, and I,
aiming with more calmness than could have been
expected of me, drew the trigger, convinced that
I had

my

brace of hares.

which

came

The priming burnt, but the shot did not go off!
Here was a mishap! I tried one of those oaths
so easily to M. Deviolaine,

but half-

way through I dropped it. They never did come
well to me; I never could swear even in my moments of greatest wrath,
I pricked my gun, primed it, and waited. Cer-

tainlyM. Moquet had made no mistake; a third
hare was coming on the track of his predecessors.
Like the last, he passed full abreast of me twenty
yards off. As with the last, I aimed; and, when

I had covered him well, pressed my finger on the
trigger. The priming simply burnt as before.
I was mad, and could have cried with vexation,
all the more so as a fourth hare was now coming
along at a gentle trot.
It was with him as with
the others; he was as obliging as possible, and
my gun as perverse.
He passed within fifteen

yards of me, and for the third thime the priming
burnt, but no shot went off.

This time I wept outright.

A good shot in my

position would have killed four hares; and I, beginner though I was, should at any rate have got
two,

This was

came

to me.

the end of the battue.
Placed

low

down

as

M. Moquet
I was

in a

hollow, the others had not been able to witness
the triple accident that had befallen me; and he
now came down to find out—having seen all the
hares pass and hearing no report—he came to find
out whether I was dead or asleep.
I was simply
desperate.
I showed him my gun.
“It has missed fire three times, M. Moquet,”

I cried, in piteous tones—‘‘three times with three
hares!’
“Missed fire! What, flash in the pan, eh?”
“Yes, missed fire. What the deuce can be the

matter with the breech?”
M. Moquet shook his head; then, like an old
sportsman, who is never at a loss, he produced

a worm-screw from his bag and fastening it to
the end of his rod, extracted from my gun first

the wadding,

then the shot, then the second

wad,

weary; I had killed my hare a hundred yards
from the farm, and M. Moquet had wanted to

send

it back to the house

at once,

but I did not

choose to part with it thus, and I carried it on
my back for eight or ten leagues.
It goes without saying, that, of the merry jokes
which always enliven the dinner of a shooting
party, a large number

were

at my

expense.

The

evolutions in which I had indulged; all the hares
coming to me, with the intuition that my gun was
loaded with earth; not a hare coming my way
directly the gun was put to rights—all this, to
say nothing of my face, which had been clawed
over by the hare in my single combat with him—
all this formed a capital text for jests.
But one thing made me forget all these quips

on that point they were not disposed to make a
fight for its continuance. The sale of ducks they
desire to be allowed to continue up to March 1
for the reason that during the winter months
there were many dinner parties of clubs and
societies which want game of some kind on the
menu,
They have had the privilege of selling
both pinnated grouse and ducks throughout the

year.
The principle on which the Association bills
were drawn makes the sale season identical with
that for taking or killing, which underlies the
Massachusetts law on shore birds.. But the committee of the Association did express a willing-

nes to allow some leeway for the dealers to close
out whatever birds they might have on hand at
the end of the open season.
It was thought the
contention for the winter
months
on
sale of

ducks which may be legally shipped from some
of the Southern States, was not wholly inconsistent with legitimate protection, and a disposition was shown to give due consideration
arguments put forward by the dealers.

to the

But when we came to a discussion of the quail

situation, Mr. Mead for the dealers, said he understood an effort was to be made to change the

into an ecstasy of unlaw of the State of Illinois which now allows the
speakable delight. The series of pleasantries of _ shipping of game as late as Feb. 1, and he asked
which I was the object was ended by this utterthat the present law allowing the sale of quail to
ance of M. Deviolaine:
May I remain without change for the present,
“Never mind; I will take you next Thursday
and if a change was made in the law of Illinois
and gibes, and plunged me

to a boar hunt, and we'll see whether you catch
hold of those gentry round the body like you do

so they could

the hares.”
“Do you really mean it, cousin?”
“T do, really.”
“No, but—honor bright?”
“Yes, honor bright.”

changed to suit the Association.
This was practically saying they would not oppose a change if the time should come when they
could not get birds to sell.
Mr. Mead declared
that the sportsmen were not willing to give up
anything and while they might carry their point
now, the dealers would put in bills next year for
a five years’ close season and a hunters’ license

And so great was my exultation at this promise,
that I left the table and went off into the yard to
tease a magnificen bull, who was not thinking of

me in the least, and who, tired of my provocations, would have disemboweled me, had I not
made my way back into the kitchen by jumping
over one of those little gates in the wall, such
as are found in most farmyards.
The bull followed me so close that he put his head over the
gate, and gave forth a bellow which made the
whole house shake.
But Madame Moquet coolly
took a burning firebrand from the hearth, and
went and put it under the bull’s nose, whereat
he jumped back five or six paces, and then, with

seus or five gigantic bounds, disappeared into his
stall.

I was not in the habit of boasting of such deeds
of prowess as this.
On the contrary, when anything of the sort occurred to me, I would resume
my tranquillity as quickly as possible, and reenter the place whence
I had come,
with my
hands behind my back, like Napoleon, and humming the “Fleuwve du Tage’ or “Partant pour la

Syrie’—ballads
period—in

very

much

a voice almost

great King Louis XV.

in

fashion

at

that

as false as that of the

But, unfortunately,

Mas

—M. Deviolaine’s servant—had seen me, with the
result that my agility in leaping barriers was, for

the next
ie
“elix,

fortnight, the object of ironical conon the part of Cécile, Augustine and

[The story of the boar hunt will be given next
week.|

Preservation
Boston,

vs. the Market.

Mass., March

17.—Editor

Forest

and

the dealers

not make

would

shipments

be willing

and a bag limit whenever

from

to

see

shooting

Chicago

the

law

should again

be permitted.
Mr. Mead was reminded of the
reduction in the shooting season on upland birds
in 1900 of not less than forty per cent., and the

further reduction on the quail season in 1905 of
fifty per cent., making a total reduction of the
quail season of seventy per cent. in five years.
When the conference ended after two hours of
debate, it was without coming to any agreement
as to the sale of quail, but at the State House be-

fore the hearing opened

in

the

afternoon

the

dealers came forward with a proposal to accept
the terms of bill 853, provided they were allowed
the month of December in addition to the open
season (November).
They were also willing that
cold storage game should be placed under seal by
the commissioners at the close of the sale season
and so remain until the seals should be removed
The terms of compromise
by the commission.
were stated to the committee, and while the bills
as changed have not yet been reported upon, it 1s
expected that they will be acted upon early next

week and prove a great advance

our laws

upon

as they stand to-day.
President Brewster declares that if the bills
are passed as agreed upon it will be a great vicI expect to be able to give your readers
tory.
the outcome before long.
:
eee
George M. Poland, of the legislative committee,
has just returned from a trip with two friends

into New Hampshire, where they shot upward of
A member of the Associathirty white hares.
tion, Mr. H. P. Andrews, of Hudson, tells me
that a young man of his town found the leg ofa
partridge in the stomach of a fox that he killed

Stream:
By request of certain Boston dealers in
game a delegation from members of the legislative
committee of the Massachusetts Fish and Game

last Monday.

Association for a conference upon House bills 851
and 853 Monday morning, March 12.
Inasmuch

had left last fall have come

Applications

for quail

continue

to come

ee

in in

numbers and far in excess of our ability to
Protective Association met a committee from the . large
unusually
has been
The winter
secure birds.
Fruit and Produce Exchange in the office of the
favorable and it is believed that what quail we

as this meeting had been arranged upon the request of the dealers, it was incumbent upon them
to define their position

and

explain

what

on the questions

they hoped

involved

to accomplish

by

then the powder, and then after the powder—a
half-inch of earth which had got into the barrel
when I flung my gun after the hare, and which
I had pushed to the bottom of the breech when

an interchange of views.
From statements made by Messrs. Mead and
Hosmer it appeared that the sale of prairie chick-

ramming in my first wad on the powder.
I might have fired at a hundred hares, and my

very small proportions, and the dealers would

ens in the Boston market has dwindled
regard its discontinuance as a great loss.

down

to
not

In fact,

dition,

through in good con-

H. H. KIMBALL.

Vermont.—I believe that I am one of
est living contributors of your valuable
and it certainly gives me pleasure to see
new form and dress. The world moves
Forest AND STREAM is keeping abreast
foremost

magazines

of the day.

it is one of the family.

We

the oldjournal,
it 1n its
and the
with the

love it, for
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the Headwaters of the Lamoille.

In the far north of the good old State of Vermont—so far that from any of the higher hill-
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finds himself submerged to the hips in a slimy
bank of decaying sawdust, or casts the tenacious fly beneath a tempting alder only to hook
a twenty-pound slab from the mill. And it is

ada—to the east of the main ridge of the Green

a blessing
here.
The

Mountains, lie the sources of that stream of
pleasant memories, the Lamoille.
As you drive
northeastward from the little village of Greensboro, perched with its charming lake on the
high land that rises to the west of the valley,
you cross one after another the feeders of the
river, all within five or six miles of the village.

to settle and in times of high water strands
most of the floating debris, so that the stream
comes forth from these bogs polluted, indeed,
but nevertheless relieved of most of the actual
refuse and possible as a habitation for the
fastidious trout.
It is tantalizing to consider
what would be the result of a strict enforcement

tops

you

may

see

the

blue

mountains

Indeed the outlet of Greensboro’s
one

of

the

largest

of

these

of Can-

own

affluents,

equal in size to the river with which

lake is
almost

it unites.

But the proper sources of the main stream lie
further to the northeast in several ponds which
send down their waters through the tangle of
cedar swamps to unite in the more open farm

lands of the valley.
in number,

yet even

ing manner

but

a

Runaway

mile

Pond.

This last source

to

south

the

of the

lies

famous

while

Runaway

Pond

and

its

present-day
brook
trend northward
into the
Barton valley.
But the embryo Lamoille is not to be sought
in the ponds alone.
In this country of damp
and boggy uplands every hollow has its spring
brook.
Some of these are mere trickles of icy
water;
others, as the Taylor Brook. are of
larger volume and will repay with a fair string
of six-inch trout the humble
disciple of the
worm who has the courage to force his way
along their oft-concealed channels down through
the cedars and the briers, and lastly the alders
and the maples, to the river.
But if you prefer to use the fly and risk the
chance of nobler prey, come with me to the
juncture of the big brooks, a few miles above
East Greensboro, where the river proper may
be said to begin.
From this point down past

the towns of Greensboro

Bend, East Hardwick,

and almost to within sight of the larger town
of South Hardwick, a total distance of ten or

twelve

miles

polluted

spring

Pond, whose waters fled to Memphra-

of things,

those

so they illustrate in a strik-

magog a century ago.
Here we are on the
“height o’ land,” as the Vermonters say.
The
Lamoille represents the southern and western

flow

in

by

nomen-

by road,

you

will find a stream

this

natural

noble

trout

preserve.

fish manage

waters,

although

to live

they

are

growing steadily fewer, and if the law could be
enforced, there is little doubt that the stream
pleted

there is scarcely a foot’s depth of
lastly, less commonplace but equally

“Horse’

upon

These ponds are but three

the system of geographical

scant

law

recover

named, for it has been gradually filling up with
uncouth,

the

Even as it is, many

would

clature, at once monotonous and uncouth, of
the transplanted Anglo-Saxon.
There is first
the inevitable “Long”
Pond, a pretty lakelet
three miles from the village, then the equally
inevitable “Mud”
Pond, in this case fittingly
mud until
water, and

of

that the swamps
are located just
sluggish current allows the sawdust

The swamps

much

of its former

reputation.

are too difficult to be seriously de-

legitimate

brooks

fishing

afford

and

the

excellent

many

spawning

grounds for the old fish and perfect nurseries
for the young.
Within the memory of man
noble strings of trout have been taken from

this portion of the river.
by an

old mill on

these

Once
upper

as we lunched
waters,

we

were

entertained by an old Scotchman, who had lived
for more than
stories of the

years ago.

fifty years
conditions

near the river, with
of thirty and more

Laying his rod with its home-made

leaders and flies beside
proffered cup of coffee

him, he accepted our
and told us, between

puffs on his short pipe, how,

many

a time, on

a wager he had upheld the honor of the fly
against the bait over
that identical
mile of
stream.
“But,” he added with a sigh, “Ye can
ketch on’y a few o’ them nowadays.” A rare type
of Vermont fisherman, this; and only once again

have I seen a farmer-fisherman wielding the
flv-rod.
The ordinary type is the fellow with

a bean-pole rod—not a veritable bean pole, but
the article sold in the country store as a “jointed
rod’—a worm, and, dangling from his belt, a

lard pail, the hole in whose cover

suggests the

native contempt for the six-inch law.
Whenever I see one of these fellows splashing along
through the stream—and they are usually good
fellows enough save in their determination to
keep all the ‘“‘little fellers’—I am reminded of
the answer of one of the right sort to a friend
who accosted him upon his return from an expedition after mountain trout on which ‘he had
gone
much
against
his will, deserting
his

favorite meadow

stream.

“What luck, John?”
many did you get?”

“O,

’bout

John.

Verily

the

the

answered

average

Vermonter

friend.

the

“How

disgusted

measures

his

nearly all the way ideal for fly-fishing and not
without its rewards to patience and skill.
The
river finds its way at first down a narrow valley
to the “Bend,” so named from the huge loop
in the railroad
at that point.
Below
the
“Bend”
the valley widens,
larger and more
numerous feeders come rushing from the hills
on the north and east, and the stream rapidly
increases in volume.
‘The reach of river above
the “Bend” presents its difficulties to the fisherman,
for the current
is retarded by several
swamps where wading is precarious and casting, amid the snarl of alders and cedars, often
a matter of instinct and prayer (?). Moreover,
there is a lumber mill at the very head of the
main stream and, despite the State law, the
course of the river for half or three-quarters
of a mile is choked with sawdust and blocks
of wood, and the fishing is not only profitless,

catch by the same
means.
Nor is this the
prevalent attitude in Vermont alone.
At North
Woodstock in New Hamshire, not many years
ago, I was directed by a farmer’s wife to a certain brook where I could catch “any number
of trout.”
In high hopes I set out, and spent

but exceedingly unpleasant.

cide, and

sense

of personal

leap on

to what

It is with a grievous

injury that one

seemed

makes a flying

to be a sandbar

and

from

my flies and return-

ing to the water forty or fifty fingerlings.
When
I returned to the farmhouse with nothing to
show, it was clear that the good wife thought

flowing

through

you

be

will

a prosperous

content

with

farming

a dozen

or

fifteen fair sized fish in a day. For when all
is said, the trout are only one, albeit the most
important,

to the

of the

river,

small,

as

many

and

strings

charms

that

though

your

go,

there

yet

draw

string

you

may

be

is always

the

chance of a real trout to urge you on.
For
there are trout of size in the river in spite of
all the abuses to which it is subject. Moreover,
the fly is rather a novelty in this stream and
the

fly-fisherman

runs

than his brother

rather

of the bait.

a

better

chance

I well remember

my original “discovery” that there were trout,
and large trout, in the river.
For several years
we had _ been ’ spending
our
summers in the

charming
or

three

old village
miles

of Greensboro,

from

the

river,

but

only two
I had

con-

fined my fishing to the lake and the brooks.
Previous experience had led me to doubt the
existence of trout in a stream which ran through
three good-sized villages, on whose banks at
intervals of less than half a mile stood farmhouses,

some

of them

so

near

that

one

could

cast a fly from the steps into the water. And
then there were the mills and at times the apparently polluted water.
But one lucky day the
thought came that it would do no harm to try
the river; it was a beautiful place to practice

casting anyway.
And so we drove, my wife
and I, to the beautiful stretch of water just
below East Hardwick, and while the old horse
ambled along the river road to the village where
my

wife was

to wait

for me,

I jointed my

and with no hopes at all waded in.

rod

But to my

surprise I soon began to catch fish, little fellows of six or seven inches at first, then some

a bit

larger,

reached

and

a pool

then—the

where

shock.

the river

TI had

turned

sharply

against a high bank. The water flowed against
a huge boulder imbedded in the bank and the
main current was dashed aside to pass between
this boulder and another large rock lying almost submerged in mid-stream.
It was getting
on toward lunch time and I made what was intended to be my last cast, dropping the flies
in the swift channel just beside the sunken

stone,

when,

fly and

more
prise

snap! a large fish struck the tail

carried

surprised

soon

it beneath

than

gave

the

the

place

rock.

trout.

to

But

I was

my

worriment

far

sur-

when

it

flashed over me that I was using a No. to fly
and an old frayed leader and, worst of all, that
I had no net.
It was clear that nothing but
luck

said

a pint!”

the day in removing

stream
country,

and

the

most

careful

handling

could

save

that fish. Up and down and around the pool he
went, rubbing the already weakened
leader
against the rocks, while I kept all the strain
on the line that I dared use. Finally he showed
signs

led

of exhaustion,

him

toward

shortening

my

and

a bar
line

gently,

gradually

most reach him. But the
hand sneaking toward his
final effort.
He gave a
lo! the leader parted.
That trout weighed two
an ounce.
I had ample
goodly proportions as he
still water

within

very

of pebbles
until

gently,

and

I

sand,

I could

al-

sight of my insidious
gills roused him to a
tremendous flop and
pounds if he weighed
time to take in his
lay exhausted in the

ten feet of me, slowly fanning

was right: “You get few o’ them nowadays.”
But if you bear in mind that the Lamoille is a
“civilized” stream, exposed to depletion at the

himself back to life before he sought once more
the friendly shelter of his rock. I wended my
way in silent thought up to the dam in the
very center of the village. Still in a dazed
condition I stood there in the very shadow of
the mill and the post office and took two nice
fish from the pool below the dam.
Then we
drove home—without the big trout. “T grow

hands

older ever learning something new.’

little

of

my

skill

and

her

convictions

were

strengthened when, a few days later, one of the
hands returned from that very brook with a

pail half full of slaughtered
But

employ

as

to

of the

the

mill

I am
still

innocents.

Lamoille,

man,

afraid

more

the

the

Scotchman

bean-pole

at times

reprehensible

to speak of the legitimate

old

infanti-

of others
methods,

fishing natural

who
not

to a

From

that day I devoted myself to the river,

abandoning

though

the

brooks

I have never

almost

entirely,

and

al-

landed a fish as large as
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that original patriarch, I have caught many
weighing from a pound to a pound and a half
apiece.
But trout of this size never come in

little blackened pail with its complement of tin
cups and fragrant coffee and sets forth the con-

count

tents

large numbers from the Lamoille.
You may
get four or five in a day and you may get none
at all, but nevertheless one enjoys such un-

the nearest farmhouse, which
is never
far
away, and returns ere long with a quart jar of

turned from

certain
the

fishing more

primeval

sort

intensely,

where

I believe,

you

catch

than

dozens

of

‘big fellows in a few hours.
We all long for
that sort of thing occasionally and occasionally
we

are enabled to realize our

dreams,

but reali-

zation soon brings surfeit and we spend most
of the time-that we had intended to spend fishing in enjoyment

of other charms

of the wilder-

ness.
The uncertainty of a day on the Lamoille is
well illustrated by another incident in my experience. A friend and I had fished all day with
almost no luck along the stretch of river below
the “Bend.” At last in mid-after“oon we gave
it up for a while. Seeking out'a smooth sandbar in the welcome shade of the fringe of trees
that almost everywhere lines the banks of the
stream,

we

laid

aside

our

rods,

lit our

pipes,

and lying at our
vacation talks so

ease enjoyed one of those
dear to the hearts of old

friends,

time

as the

us a better

chance

until

and afford
For

perhaps

such
two

hours

we

sun

should

sink

for a few fish.

lay there,

listening

to the sound of the mower in the field behind
us, watching the birds and the woodchucks,
and absorbing the fragrant breath of the new
mown hay and the balsams on the hill. We had
always

had our greatest success

the Lamoille

on

in the gloaming,

streams

sometimes

like

even

after darkness had completely fallen. The present occasion bore out our former experience.
The sun sets early in the valley and it might

have

been

6 o’clock

when

we

stretched

our-

selves and proceeded leisurely down stream to
the long pool formed against the railroad em-

bankment by the confluence of the river and
the outlet of Greensboro Lake. Removing our
small dark flies, we substituted casts of a single
light-colored fly of large size and began whipping the pool.
For half an hour the fun was
fast and furious and then the fish ceased to
rise.

But

weight

we

from

had

taken

six

three-quarters

trout

to

ranging

a pound

in

and

a

half, and had lost in the gathering darkness
several others in our efforts to get them into
the net.
Not a large string, but we were sat-

isfied.

Indeed

so successful

is this evening

and so fascinating

fishing that we

have

often post-

poned our trips to the river until afternoon and
returned at 9 or 10 o’clock, usually with something to show.

But if the Lamoille gives up no large strings
of trout, it possesses compensations.
Except
in the swamps on the upper waters, there is
almost always opportunity for comparatively
open casting.
The freshet bed of the stream is
generally wide and although the fringe of trees
and bushes at some points make trouble, yet
they afford rather an incentive to the fairly

skillful

craftsman

to try his hand

out-of-the-way pockets in
And how often trout affect
whipped the lower end of
casion, very thoroughly as

at reaching

which fish may
such nooks!
I
a pool, on one
I thought, and

lie.
had
ochad

of the

such cream

lunch

bag,

the

other

as only Vermont

posts

off to

can produce.

Per-

haps he has persuaded the farmer’s wife to part
with a fresh-baked pie—for this is the pie-belt,
yea, the very navel of it. “We get twenty cents
a quart for cream,” says the good wife with a
hesitating look that betrays apprehension lest
you think it an overcharge.
Some of the cream
goes into the coffee, the rest is not wasted un-

less drinking it clear can be said to be a shameful use of such material.
I confess that clear
cream is a little too much for my internal
economy,

seemed

but

to worry

my

companions

about

it.

One

have

never

of them,

deed, attributes
his annual
summer
weight to his course of wadings in

in-

gain in
the La-

moille followed by these draughts of cream.
But this is in the nature of a digression, and the
coffee is nearly ready.
To my mind nothing
can equal hot coffee for a man whose nether
limbs have been immersed for several hours in

the cold water of the river.
It adds just the
touch that turns a cold lunch into a most enjoyable spread.
And so we sit about the
discussing doughnuts and pie and coffee
some other minor appurtenances until the
plies fail and with a sigh of content we roll
on our backs and light our pipes.
Now

can’t get cream

and doughnuts

fire
and
supover
you

ly at noontide, and why be in a hurry?

When

your digestive apparatus, aided by good tobacco, has gained the mastery to some extent
over the cream and the doughnuts and the pie,
it is time to proceed leisurely to work once

more.
The accessibility of all of its reaches is another
of

the

Lamoille.

Throughout

that

portion of the valley of which I speak, you have
at all times almost instant access to the road.
You have hooked and lost a big fellow, let us
say, up by the red bridge.
It is of no use to

keep at him.

Give him a rest.

river

for a quarter

road

to a point

of a mile

just above

Go on down the

and

then

take the

his hiding

place.

Ten to one you will get at least one more rise
from him, unless he is a very wary old fellow
indeed.
But whether you do or not, it is easy

to return

and resume

your

fishing below.

Or

again a certain stretch of river proves unproductive.
Go up to the road and circumvent it
either on foot or with your team, if you have

brought one.
somebody

Still again you may wish to have

drive down

and carry you home

the day is done, but you don’t know

when

where

to

tell them to find you—fishermen rarely do. You
tell them to look for you “somewhere between
East Greensboro and the ‘Bend’,” a three-mile.

stretch.
But the road runs within
throw of the river all the way and
easy to find you.

a stone’s
it will be

repaired to the ripple at its head.
Suddenly
my glance was caught by the glistening form of
a half-pound fish as he threw himself out of
water from behind a projecting root directly
opposite the point where I had just stood. Re-

At some points river, road and railroad go
hand in hand, and you have two thoroughfares
at your disposal.
Fortunately, however, trains
are few on the St. Johnsbury and Lake Champlain and the track is usually well away from

turning to my former position I had him at the
first cast.
The corner in which he had lain
was not two feet square, and the water was

the

hardly a foot deep.
a remark

made

This confirms the truth of

by one

of the

best

fishermen

that I know.
“Upon approaching a pool,’ he
said, “cover all the nearer water, even if it seems
too

shallow

to

shelter

a fish,

before

stepping

forward to reach the most promising portions,
and be sure that you do not leave a pool without testing thoroughly its edges.” This is particularly

good

fished stream

advice

to

remember

on

a

like the Lamoille.

And then those lunches along the river!

o'clock
begins

draws

well

nigh and

to assert

itself.

the Vermont
We

set our

One

appetite

rods

a neighboring bush, unsling our creels,
while one kindles the fire and produces

up in

and
the

river.

No

hugs a railroad

fisherman

likes

a stream

all the way, and yet we

that

all have

to admit that some of the best pools are often
near the railroad or even under its bridges.
Trout

do

not

seem

to

mind

the

occasional

rumble of a train.
Like all hill-fed streams the Lamoille is subject to sudden floods. At such times you cannot expect much luck nor can you wade it or
cross it without risking a ducking.
Probably
the best stage of water is that which succeeds
these floods, when the water has almost fallen
to its normal level once more.
But do not
think that you can wade boldly into the Lamoille
even at low water,
This is a river that resents
a bold approach.
Such slippery rocks exist

nowhere else on earth, I verily believe, and you
must go gingerly, particularly when crossing

or

you

will

surely

come

that day lucky indeed

in some
friend

the river

very
of

moist

mine

when

without

to

grief.

having

many

times

re-

sat down

part of its bed,

went

I

I have
and

one

before

he

learned to keep dry even above the waist.
He
insisted in sitting down in the deeper holes.
The rocks are covered with a thin coating of
slime which renders them, already smooth as they
too often are, more treacherous than glare ice. It
is better to keep low, feeling your way between,

not upon, the stones.
In all that makes

moille excels.

a landscape

lovely

the

La-

No towering cliffs are in sight,

no deep ravines or dizzy cascades.
Grandeur
is not there.
But at every turn the calm beauty
of winding stream and emerald meadow, waving
corn and sheep-dotted hillside meet the eye,
backed by the soft outline of maple-crowned
hills, and in the dim distance the blue dome of
some
modest
mountain.
The river itself is
rapid without being boisterous, speeding onward
with an ever diversified succession of rittle and
pool, here gleaming through some almost level
expanse of field, there breaking past the shoulder
of some encroaching hill.
The dominant note
of its song is peace—a note in full harmony

with the quiet enjoyment of those who
between its banks the gentle art.
ARTHUR
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The Pennsylvania Commission.

and pie in the

wilds of Canada.
Here then, the Lamoille has
an advantage that may compensate
in large
measure for some of the things that you do get
in Canada.
Such a lunch involves a postponement
of
activity for an hour or two, but trout rise poor-

advantage

a rapid,

THE

report

of the Department

of Fisheries

for 1905 has gone into the hands of the Superintendent of Printing.
It is one of the most im-

portant and most interesting documents of the
kind ever issued by the Fishculture authorities
of the State.
Commissioner
Meehan, in his
letter to the Governor, expresses confidence that
more work was done and greater results accomplished in 1905 than in any single year since
Pennsylvania began the task of fishculture and
protecting the fish.
There was a marked increase in the number of game fish in all parts
of the commonwealth, and the rod and line fishing was the most successful experienced in many

years.
The commercial fisheries on Lake Erie rank
second among the States which border on that

lake. The value of the catch in 1905 was $201,085.04 for 6,380,757 pounds of fish. The catch
of shad in the Delaware

River was

770 with a value of $424,556.
Susquehanna

at least 929,-

The catch in the

was unofficially stated to have been

worth $100,000.
The
in the whole State was

German carp
about $300,000.

port of the eel industry

was

a value of $22,500.

industry
The re-

158,729 pounds

The commercial

with

brook trout

industry $20,461.35.
The aggregate commercial
fish industry, excluding the Susquehanna
shad

report, was $771,241.94.
Sites for three or four hatcheries authorized
at the last Legislature were located and one
put in operation with more than 2,000,000 eggs
in the new hatchery on Dec. 1. Forty new ponds

for

breeding

fish

were

built

at the

different

hatcheries.
There were hatched and distributed from the
five hatcheries in operation 143,550,106 fish of
different kinds, of which all but about 16,000,000
were what are known as purely food fishes. The
16,000,000
commonly
known
as
game.
fish.
Among the game fishes were 10,200,600 chain
pickerel.
The first time that this species has
ever been propagated in any fish establishment
in the United States.
Ninety thousand five hundred frogs were distributed.
Pennsylvania is the

pioneer in this work.
Experiments in hatching
other fish, notably yellow perch, rock bass and
catfish were begun.
Arrangements were made
with the United States Government for the consignment
eggs for

of large quantities of silver salmon
introduction in the Delaware River,

for a period of years.
A new type of hatching jar was designed by
the Commissioner, and, proving successful, was
installed in some of the hatcheries.
The department, through its authorized representatives, removed 29,905 German carp from

the waters of the State. There were issued to
fishermen in Lake Erie ror licenses, for which
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they paid $1,536.

County Treasurers

of the

ee baskets, for which the department received
1,035.
A biological study of the streams of the State
was made for the department by trained students
of State
College.
Fish
wardens
made 530
arrests of persons charged with illegal fishing;
430 were convicted by Justices of the Peace, &9

cases

were

charged

appealed

and

five cases

by magistrates.

The

were

amount

dis-

of money

collected for illegal fishing was $8,560.
Two
men were brought from New York State on
requisition papers, charged
and were convicted.

with

illegal

fishing,

The Commissioner makes a number of recom-

mendations, among them the following:
That the Legislature pass a measure imposing

a small license on all devices used in catching
fish for the markets, and in return to make fish
caught

in such

The

devices

enactment

the subject

of stringent

of larceny.

legislation

pro-

hibiting the pollution of streams to an extent
that destroys food fish and injures public health.

That

the

modified

may

act prohibiting

or

changed,

exercise

some

so

that

ment thereof.
That the Department

the right of eminent
understanding

Sunday

enforcebe

given

in cases where

be reached

be

department

in the

of Fisheries

domain

cannot

fishing

the

discretion

between

an

land-

owners for property which the department needs
eae when

aw.
That

ment

such

hatcheries

the Legislature

are

authorized

authorize

by

the establish-

of a division of scientific investigation with

a scientist

in charge

appointed

by the

Com-

mission.

The

Commissioner

uses

very

vigorous

language
fishermen

concerning
the habit
of American
of poaching in Canadian waters, re-

fishermen

and

ferring to the frequent pursuit of the American
the

capture

of some.

“There is scarcely a doubt
would have been captured
pursued

them

candidly

far beyond

He

the line, and

and their boats confiscated.

says,

that all the boats
had the Vigilant

be said, that they were

not

it must

captured

Their captains were

violating the fish regulations of Canada.

Regu-

lations which Canada had a perfect right to
make.
Consequently,
any
sympathy
which
might be expressed for any damage that was

done would be wasted.
Some of the American
fishermen with effrontery which is astonishing
appealed to the United States Government when
chased, or captured or interfered with by tne
Canadian
authorities, and the United
States
Government heard their cry and did interfere,

butin a manner

which was neither expected or

desired.
It appears when American fishermen
go over the line into Canadian waters, catch fish

and bring them
States,

back into ports

they violate

of the United

the traffic laws.

ernment sent the revenue cutter

Fish and Fishing.

issued 208

licenses for the catching of eels by means

The

Morrell

Gov-

to the

scene, with the intention of prosecuting
fishermen for violating the traffic laws.”

the

Fishing

and

Hunting

At the last meeting of the Anglers’ Club of
New York, held March 13, President Lawrence
appointed the following named members a tournament committee:
Chancellor G. Levison, G.
M. L. LaBranche and Charles A. Bryan (with

President

Lawrence,

Milton

Vice-President

A.

Smith, Secretary Perry D. Frazer and Treasurer
Gonzalo Poey ex-officio members).
The committee will formulate rules and make arrange-

for the

ments
which

first

club’s

will be held some

summer.

public

time

tournament,

during the coming

_ The request of the club for permission to practice fly and bait-casting on one of the small lakes
in Central Park in Manhattan and Prospect Park
in Brooklyn is still in the hands of the park
boards of both boroughs.

The
bers:,

following

gentlemen

Louis

Meurer,

G,

M.

were

elected

E.

Towne,

memW.

J.

Cassard, Wolfgang Walter, King Smith and Fred
L.

Smith,

all active;

and

William

T.

Morrison

associate.

These give the club a membership

more

forty.

than

of

Fees.

CONSIDERABLE anxiety having been experienced as to the probable effect of recent legislation’ in Quebec,
during the session of the
Legislature

a deputation

that

terminated

on

of sportsmen,

the

oth

instant,

representing Amer-

ican, as well as Canadian interests, waited a few
days ago upon the Hon. Jean Prevost, Minister
of Fisheries for the province and asked for details as to his intentions in the matter of licenses.
This was because the acts to amend the fish and
game laws, recently sanctioned, left it to the

Minister to fix the amount of the license fees,
mentioning only that they were not to exceed
$25

per

annum

for

either

fishing

or

hunting.

The Minister informed the deputation at once
that he had no intention at all to impose the
full limit except for non-residents, who are not
either personal losses of hunting or fishing

a ready

privileges, or are members
of clubs owning
similar leases, except in the case of salmon
fishing.
The deputation urged as strongly as

possible the advantage of doing all that
possible to do in order to encourage the
of non-resident sportsmen, and also dwelt
the amount of money annually left in the
try by sportsmen

from

the United

it is
visits
upon
coun-

States.

The

Minister freely admitted all that was urged in
this connection, and dwelt upon all that he was
doing to improve the sport for which the visitors
come to the province.
He only wanted visiting fishermen

to contribute

to the

government

to make up what it was losing by his action in
reducing the number of nets in order to give
them better sport, and what it would cost to
improve

the

fish

and

game

protective

service.

He then agreed to the table of fees submitted
by members of the deputation. This means that
non-resident sportsmen, who are not interested
in leases of hunting territories from the province, will be subject to the payment of an annual
license fee of $25 for hunting in this province,
while

for

those

who

are

interested

lease, whether as club members
the annual license fee will be $10.
non-residents

such

a

the sports-

of

international

boundary

matters

soon to be arranged between the authorities of
Washington and Ottawa?
E. T. D. CHAMBERS,

Assury

Park,

predictions

have

Coast Fishing.

N. J., March
been

plentiful

17.—Club
the

past

room
winter,

all that fish would be on hand much earlier this
spring than ordinary. And it seems that fish, like
man’s better seven-eighths, sometimes do what is
expected.

Herring

are

now

running

and

have

been taken at the outlet of Deal Lake.

while

for

the earliest
ever
recorded.
While
they are
usually found in the stretches of water in the

in the

and

other

fishing,

those

a

Surely

and

trout

province,

settlement

New Jersey

or otherwise,
To both resi-

the

in Boston.

dents

residents, who

of

in

market

men of this latter mentioned place would lend
a helping hand in the matter. For the present,
it would seem that the best that can be done is
to make it as unprofitable as possible for the
Canadian netters and for those to whom some
of them have transferred their licenses, to persist in their present industry.
It is no idle
boast to say that Canadian sportsmen will make
it their duty to exert every effort to make things
as hot as possible during the next parliamentary
elections for the local politicians who are utilizing this nefarious business for trafficking in
votes.
Despite the influence of these people.
however, may it not be arranged that this Missiquoi Bay affair shall enter into the proposed

license of $25 will be charged for salmon fishing,
non-

are not lessees of fishing rights

province

or

members

of

lower part of the State about March

clubs _ holding

such from the government, the fee will be $10.
Lessees, on the other hand, will only have to
pay an annual fee of $5. In the case of fishermen going to Lake St. John, Lake Edward and
other waters, where
been made for the

men

by others

costly improvements have
accommodation of sports-

than

clubs,

that is to say,

by

hotel men, chiefly, special arrangements will be
made by the Minister.
In all probability these

arrangements will be made by the hotel men
with the government direct, so as to save visiting sportsmen any difficulty in regard to licenses.
Netting

The Anglers’ Club.

License

they not only pay large sums for a transfer of
the licenses from the Canadians to whom they
are issued, but also put up dollars to keep
lawyers employed in urging the case of the
supposed poor Canadian fishermen upon the
politicians, who in turn being afraid of losing
votes, are compelling the government to action.
The result is disappointing enough in all conscience, but the Canadian sportsmen who have
managed the agitation on the subject in the
past will maintain the fight and look to the .
Vermont and New York officials to do the same.
It seems to me that these latter might at
once endeavor to close up all the remaining
American markets that are open to the netters.
I understand that the importation of pike-perch
from Canada into New York has been prohibited, but learn that the fish are now being
shipped into Massachusetts, where they find

in

Missisquoi

been

indulged

in respecting

of netting in Missisquoi

the prevention

Bay have

been

swept

away, so far, at least, as the present season is
concerned.
In fact, the order to issue the
licenses went out only a couple of days after

the Superintendent of the Fish and Game Department here had expressed the confident hope
that it would be found possible to avoid issuing
them this year. To the Canadian members of
the North American Fish and Game Protective
Association this is a most grievous’ disappointment, for the time and effort which they have
devoted to this matter have been very considerable.

The

Minister

opposed

to the policy

but

been

has

was

most

strenuously

of issuing the licenses,

completely

overruled

as unprecedented

the

waters

of the

fishing.
Both politics
doubtedly played their
matter.

There

is money

number

of Vermonters

lake

by

the

ma-

few weeks in relation to pound nets and menhaden steamers, and the committee appointed by
Governor Stokes has been able to get a preliminary report to the Legislature looking to restrictions of the present

in the netting,

and

a

this so well that

destructive

methods

of both

systems, but it would be difficult to predict at this

date what, if any, relief will be had.

LronarD

New York
Dr. TarLeton

Smelt

HUuLIT.

Hatching.

H. BEAN, State Fishculturist of

New York, writes:
‘We are now beginning to
hatch smelt eggs—one
of the most
interesting

forms in our waters.. Cold Spring Harbor station
has several millions, and we are expecting a good
yield at Port Henry, on Lake Champlain.”

August Hirth.

to commercial

and finance have ununworthy part in this
know

15, it is re-

Striped bass, too,

are moving; quite a number of school bass have
been taken from a pool in the headwaters of the
South Shrewsbury more than a week ago. During one of the cyclonic days they were discovered
at low water in a depression or basin, and were
unable to get out, so met their fate ignominiously
at the hands of men and boys with clubs. It is
very rare that such a thing occurs, for the bass. is
a most cautious fish and well able to take care of
itself under ordinary conditions, but it seems they
are not able to at all times figure out the weather

jority of the members of the government, and
by the authorities at Ottawa, who have refused
to close

here.

man’s chart.
The usual broil has been on at Trenton the past

Bay.

I regret to say, that since the date of my last
letter to FOREST AND STREAM, all the hopes that
had

garded

This is

Mr

Avucust

his connection

Co., and is now
corner Wabash

HrirtH,
with

of Chicago,

the firm

with Von
avenue

has severed

of Roach,

Hirth

&

Lengerke & Antoine,

and Van Buren

street.
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Brooklyn Y. C. Ocean
Cup

Challenge

Conditions.

Tue Brooklyn Y. C. offering a perpetual Challenge Cup, to be known as the Brooklyn Y. C.
Ocean Challenge Cup, donated by the Brooklyn
Y. C., designed to encourage the building and
sailing of small seaworthy yachts, to make popular the art of navigating or cruising upon deep
water and to develop a love of true seamanship
in the amateur sailor, hereby sets forth the terms

and conditions under which this cup can be challenged and raced for:
ARTICLE

I.

Any organized yacht club in good standing, of any
country, shall have the right to challenge for this cup

and sail for it, provided
cordance

the challenge

with spirit, terms

be made

and conditions

in ac-

of this instru-

ment.
ARTICLE

II.

The cup shall be raced for by vessels propelled by
sails only.
Boats to compete shall not exceed in their
erg
length 40ft. Such measurement
to be taken
rom the fore side of the stem to the after side of the
sternboard or transom.
The boats must be yachts built
and used for cruising, and must conform to the following
requirements:

_To be of a seaworthy type, substantially built, strongly
rigged and properly ballasted, with closed cabins and
water-tight cockpits.
They must have a specified head
room over a specified number of square feet of cabin
floor as follows:
Length over all.
Head Room.
Cabin Floor.
25 to 28 feet
4 feet 10 inches
16 square feet
28 to 32 feet
5 feet 2 inches
24 square feet
82 to 36 feet
5 feet
6 inches
80 square feet
386 to 40 feet
5 feet 10 inches
384 square feet
This measurement for head room shall be taken from
the under side of the deck or cabin top beams to the
top side of the floor boarding, this latter to be laid over
and not between the frames.
The square feet of floor
space to be found by taking the length and breadth of
the floor space over which the specified head room
exists, and not to include space taken up by bunks, transoms or lockers, but to include space occupied by centerboard trunk or table.
Boats must carry a complete cruising outfit of anchors (two), cables or chains (two), lights, lead line,
charts, etc., Stores sufficient for’ten days must be carried.
Lower sails must be those carried by the boat when
cruising; no restrictions as te light sails.
A United
States Life-Service
cork jacket for each
person, also two ring buoys on deck must be carried.
The combined length of the fore and aft overhangs
shall not exceed one-third of the boat’s over all measurement.

Boats with
are barred.

bulb

keels,

metal

fins or

balanced

rudders

ARTICLE III.
Races shall be sailed under the rules of the challenged
club, except as regards the rule for measurement for
computing the time allowance.
This measurement
to
ascertain the racing length shall be taken as follows:
The distance between the fore side of the stem and the
after side of the stern board or transom is the racing
length.
If any portion of the boat’s hull projects beyond
stem and stern, such portion shall be included in the
measurement.
The time allowance shall be 4 seconds per
foot per mile without allowance for rig, increasing one
second per foot per mile for each decreasing foot in
length.
ARTICLE IV.
The race shall be managed by the regular regatta committee of the club holding the cup, but there shall also
be chosen three judges, to whom shall be referred all
questions in dispute or protest, and upon which they
shall sit and give decision.
These judges shall be
selected in this way:
One from the challenged club; one
from the challenging club, and a third to be chosen by
the two, but this third
person must not be a member
of any club having
a yacht entered in the race.
The decision of these judges shall be tinal.

ARTICLE

V.

The crew of a competing yacht shall not exceed six
persons, all of whom must be amateurs.
The master or
skipper of the vessel must be a member of the club
under
whose flag the yacht
is entered.
No _ paid
pilot or
navigator
shall
be carried or be employed
in any capacity aboard a competing vessel.
An amateur is one who does not “follow the sea” as a means
of livelihood, or who has never accepted remuneration
for sailing or poreing on a yacht.
Inside cabin must
have permanent transoms or bunks
and lockers.
The water tank must be fixed, and a supply of 8 gallons per man must be carried.

ARTICLE

VI.

The master of each competing yacht shall file with
the committee twelve hours before the start a list,
giving the names and occupations of his crew, and shall

certify to their being amateurs.

ARTICLE

VII.

larger classes, there will have to be another

The club holding the cup shall be open to a challenge at any time, but the races shall only be sailed between June 1 and Sept. 1, and there shall not be more
than one race during one season.
All challenges must
be in writing and be delivered to the challenged club
not less than thirty days before the date chosen for the
starting of the race.
ARTICLE VIII.
The course shall be upon the open ocean, clear of all
headlands, except that the start and finish may be made
in a port, bay, sound or harbor, and shall be not less
than 250 nautical miles, or more than 500 nautical miles
in length.
It shall be a straightaway course or passage
from port to port, either the starting or finishing line
must be off the anchorage of the Brooklyn Y. C., New
York Harbor.
The course for race shall be determined
by the club holding the cup.
ARTICLE IX.
After the challenge of the challenging club has been
accepted by the club holding the cup, any other organized yacht club may enter a yacht or yachts for the race,
upon its officers agreeing to observe and maintain the
terms and conditions of this instrument.
Any of the
clubs may be represented by one or more yachts.
AR
CIE xX.
In case the club holding the cup within nine months
dating from the first day of January following the last
race does not receive a challenge and hold a race for
the cup, it shall be returned to the custody of the Brooklyn Y. C., and the unchallenged club shall forfeit all
claims to its possession.
If the club having custody of
the cup shall be dissolved or cease to exist the cup
shall revert to the Brooklyn Y. C., and in both cases be
again offered by that club for competition under the
terms and conditions of this instrument.
ARTICLE XI.
If deemed desirable, the terms of this instrument may
be altered or modified by the Brooklyn Y. C. when the
cup is in its possession, and when in the possession of
another club, by mutual agreement between the Brooklyn Y. C. and the club holding the cup.
But such alterations or modifications shall not be made during the
time a challenge is in action, unless all challengers
consent to the change.
ARTICLE XII.
The challenged club, or the committee appointed by
it to manage the race, shall have the power to reject the
entry of any yacht in whose design, construction
or
equipping is shown an inclination to evade the terms of
Article II., either in substance or spirit.
Start—Will be at 10 A. M., Saturday, July 7.
Course—From the starting line off New Rochelle Y. C.
to and around Montauk Point; thence to and around
Northeast Lightship off Cape May; thence to finish line
off Brooklyn Y. C., Gravesend Bay.
Distance—Four hundred miles.
Entries—Must be received at New Rochelle Y. C. on
or before midnight of June 30. All boats entered must
be at New Rochelle
Y. C. anchorage, Echo Bay, at or
before 10 A. M., Friday, July 6, for measurement and
inspection.
)
;
Prizes.—In addition to the challenge cup, a special prize
will be awarded to the winner; second and third prizes
will also be awarded.
;
Regatta Committee:
G. P. Granbery, Chairman,
114
East 14th St., New York; L. D. Huntington, Jr.; i D
Sparkman, Secretary.

British Letter.
Tue

INTERNATIONAL

conference

RATING

of delegates

RULE.—Since

of the various

the

European

countries met in London in February and unanimously passed the rating rule which I described
in a former

lute.

letter, a rift has appeared

France

has apparently

within the

signified her inten-

tion not to adopt the rule, and Austria is not so
enthusiastic about it as she was.
It is certainly

a pity that the French delegates did not signify
their dissent at the time the meetings were being
held,

though

it is just

possible

that

linguistic

difficulties were at the bottom of their hesitation.
The news has certainly come as a great surprise
after the apparent complete unanimity among the
whole of the delegates, but France insists upon
including the midship section as a factor in the
measurement, and will not be satisfied with anything short of it. It therefore looks as though
another conference will have to be called, but for-

tunately

there

is plenty of time.

A great deal

would be accomplished if a satisfactory rule could

be framed for yachts above say 42ft. rating. Many
comments

have

been

made

on

en

ES

the

new

formula

and the opinion of a large number of knowledgable men is that, whatever rule is passed for the

the small fry.
proved during

<)

for

This opinion has been abundantly
the past ten years, and it is even

quite an open question whether

it would

not be

as well to let each country cater for her own
small raters.
Tue New First Crass.—Much is being made
of the idea of the principal class for next season,
and there is no doubt that its revival, even with

a fleet which does not really contain a first class
cutter in the strict sense of the word, with the
exception perhaps of Kariad, has created a great

amount

of interest.

Nothing

more

has_

been

heard about Bona changing hands, but Navahoe,
which was in the market, has been withdrawn by

her owner, Mr. WaAtjen, and is to join issue with
the others.
It is understood that she is to be
rigged as a cutter.
There
Sybarita may come over and

is a rumor
that
join in the racing,

but so far it is only a rumor. Needless to say she
would be heartily welcomed, and would doubtless
win a fair share of the prizes. Under Y. R. A.
allowance

she ought to have a better chance

than

any boat but Kariad.
Tue Mopern Fast Crutser.—There is a tendency even among people who are supposed to be

well acquainted with yachting matters to regard
the modern fast cruiser as a racer in lines and a
cruiser in point of construction, This is a great
mistake, and one has only to see even so old a
boat as Bona, built in 1897, moored alongside of

Valdora

or White

Heather

to distinguish

in the

old racer the regular thoroughbred appearance in
the long, fine-drawn lines, as compared with the
bluff and distinctly tubby appearance of the cruisers.
As regards speed, the latter are simply not
in it. Valdora is but little, if any, faster than the
old fast cruiser Namara, built nine years earlier,

and I have seen Watson’s fine old ship dress down
the newer boat handsomely.
will show how close the fast
the racing boats on Y. R. A.
unless they have more than

The coming season
cruisers can get to
time allowance, but
their fair share of

Nicholson

nearer

luck I think

that White

cutter

will

Heather

figure

and the new
the

bottom

than the top of the prize list, especially if Sybarita joins the class.
Bo DeSeLny,

Yachting in the South

Long Established.

Editor Forest and Stream:
The Times-Democrat of New Orleans has had

a man at work for some time delving into old
newspaper files, and has gotten down at this
time to printing the interesting happenings in
The gentlethe South some sixty years ago.
man has been asked by me to keep an eye out

for: yachting articles of those early yachting
times and the first bit of information struck relating to the sport was printed in the N. O.
Bulletin

sixty-four

years

ago,

and it may

inter-

est the antiquariers of the sport elsewhere. The
Times-Democrat gives the following as among
the items of interest culled from the daily journals published here in the year 1842:
“Mention was made in the Bulletin of the arrival from
Barcelona in this port of a yacht which had been owned
by Napoleon Bonaparte in the heyday of his imperial
The once favorite yacht had
power and military glory.
now been converted into a merchant vessel; was the
property of a citizen of Greenock, Scotland, and was
It had previously been
named “The Little Corporal.”
converted by the Emperor into a ten-gun brig, when it
was captured by the English, and hence came
into
possession of the Scotchman.”

Not much is known of the early history of
yachting in this section of the country, and

comparatively nothing dating further back than
the time of the organization of the Southern

Y. C. in 1849. The diligent search of the old
newspaper files may bring to light interesting
and valuable facts pertaining to the introduction of the sport here, which was only a few
years behind the North in taking up the yachtL. D. SAMPSELL.
ing as a pastime.
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Design for a Racing Sloop.

Mainsail

Mower
for Mr. Charles L. Wahl, of Wiborg,
Finland.
The boat will be built and raced in
Finland but will have American made sails.
The design shows a particularly well turned

boat of handsome

appearance,

in this latter re-

spect she surpasses any of this clever designer’s
earlier work,
Her form indicates that she will
not only prove speedy but a good sea boat as well,
and one that would be easily handled under all

iDGs,

would
minor

The lines show relative lengths of L as meas-

ured

originally

i. e., mean

under

the New

York

of waterline and over

Y. C. rule,

all lengths on

quarter beam and in the manner now adopted,
i. e., ten per cent. of the waterline beam above
the waterline.
The points of measurement almost correspond forward,
while
aft the new

measurement is a little shorter.
The dimensions which follow have been worked
out in both meters and feet:
Feet and

Length—

Meters

fOwierualibeters cies «ss
(EW OGSy oc Score

Tenths

8.54
5.70

28.0
18.7

oO twa tdi if.
<6+;- 1.47
PA Beare dapetetdine(s. als» 1.37

4.8
4.5

Overhang—
Breadth—
:

extremes...

iia. « 1.86

Ls
a
Draft—
To rabbet .....
xtreme
—.
Freeboard—

By23

6.1

5.5

0.50
1.50

1.6
5.0

Forward

0.60

2.0

[GES On cran Ope ee

0.38

1.3

Je

0.41

1.4

Gidiah
teSegCereIee

~2.....-.. 28.2 sq. m.

303 sq. ft.

srtececene
«ats <.s 6.5 sq. m.

18 sq. ft.

Motale

tren
ve <'-34.7 Sq; THe

Displacement
........-.
A
ies iertie Coe Ae

V.OS'Ct. i
5.12

Country

CLusB’s

ne

——

Of

sail boats.
Canoes and Hunting

COMPETITIVE

Be

nee

ne

oan

eRe
encour-

BOATS

all Descriptions.

@%

boats.

CUP.—

Country Club restricted 21ft. class, will be sailed

FOR I6FT. CLASS.—To

—

Launches, row and

on Lake St. Clair, Monday, Tuesday and Wednesday, Sept. 3, 4 and 5. Entries close Aug. 24.

TROPHY

—

KNOCK DOWN

NOTES.

The fourth annual series of races for the Country
Club Competitive Cup, open to yachts of the

BAGLEY

SS

Canoes,
Builders of fine Pleasure and Hunting Boats
Gasoline Launches, Small Sail Boats. Send for Catalogue.

19.26
21.45
15.12

YACHTING NEWS
Detroir

Pea7t say it:
= esOecimtt,
16.8

MlSi Pa bsaiuate einen
cege ane 6.10
5.5 0 oO hssate e Pniceteaae 6.49
IeBebutew iar Ginc Grace
OU 4.80

conditions.
In local waters a boat from this design
come within the 15ft. class S with a few
changes.

West De Pere, Wis

Sail -Area—

WE reproduce in this issue the plans of a racing
sloop that was designed by Mr. Charles D.
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Boat & Machine

Co., 3517 S. 2nd St., St. Louis, Mo.

Yacht Sails and Supplies
Spray Hoods. Tents and Camp Outfits.

Canvas,

of the

Silk and Khaki Waterproof Tents. Aluminum and

Country Club and the vicinity of Detroit, Mr.
Paul F. Bagley presented in 1905 a beautiful

Boat Fittings of every description, Lanterns, Flags,

age

small

boat

racing

among

the

sailors

trophy to be raced for by yachts of the 16ft. class
of the Inter-Lake
Yachting Association.
The

trophy

for 1905 was

won

by the Country

Club

syndicate yacht Shake.
The cup was presented
to the Country Club by the syndicate to become
the permanent property of the club and to be
known as the Bagley Trophy for the 16ft. class.
Hereafter the name of the yacht winning each

annual

series of races

will be inscribed

on this

trophy together with the name of the owner
of the club in which the yacht is enrolled.

originally

intended

the winning

yacht

will

and
As

be

Steel Cooking Utensils.

ing Association

may

race

for

this

trophy,

pro-

Folding Cots, etc, Motor

Propeller Wheels, Chocks, Cleats. Polished Brass
Auto Steerer,$10.00,

12 inch Polished Brass Steer-

ing Wheel,$3.00, galvanized, $2.50. ‘‘Work Eze”
Bilge Pump, $3.00. Chimes Air Whistle, $5.00.
Yacht Tenders, Boats, Canoes.
Send

for complete

catalogue.

JOHN C. HOPKINS @ COMPANY
119 Chambers Street, New York
Naval

awarded the annual souvenir trophy.
Any yacht
enrolled in a recognized yacht club of the Great

Lakes, manned by Corinthian sailors and eligible
to race in the 16ft. class of the Inter-Lake Yacht-

Archictects

ARTHUR

Architect

and

& BINNEY.)

Yacht

Same

a6mao Fires d

Broker,

Mason Building, Kirhy Street, BOSTON, MASS.
Cable Address, ‘‘ Designer,’’ Boston.

BURGESS

enacoto ener maot head

Brokers.

BINNEY,

(Formerly StTEwarT

Naval

and

@ PACKARD,

Naval Architects and Engineers.
sam
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-
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American

Yacht Builders,

131 State St., BOSTON, MASS.
Tel. 4870 Main.
Marblehead Office and Works: Nashua St., Marblehead, Mass,
300-Ton Railway.
Modern Building Shops. Two new
Storage Sheds. 10-Ton Steam Shearlegs. 21 feet of water
off our railway. Large Storage Capacity. Ship Chandlery
and Machine Shop,
Repair Work of all kinds quickly
handled.

HOLLIS
Yacht.
kinds.

BURGESS,

Broker.
General
Marine Agent.
Insurance
of all
Agent for the purchase and sale of Gasoline Engines.

Main Office, 10 Tremont St. Tel.1905-1 Main.
Branch Office, 131 State St. Tel. 4870 Main.

Boston,Mass.

LORILLARD & WALKER,
Yacht Brokers,
Telephone 6950 Broad.
C. SHERMAN

HOYT
NAVAL
YACHT

41 Wall St., New

York City.

Montcomery

H. Crark.

Hoyt.

@

CLARK,

ARCHITECTS

BROKERAGE.
17 Battery

AND

ENGINEERS,

High Speed Work.a Specialty.
Place, New York.

NORMAN

L. SKENE,

Naval Architect and Engineer.
Yacht Broker.
Marine Insurance.
15 Exchange Street, Boston, Mass.

SMALL
NAVAL

BROS.

ARCHITECTS.

YACHT

No. 112 Water Street, BOSTON,
Fast cruisers and racing boatsa

specialty.

BROKERAGE.

MASS.
Tel. 3556-2 Main.

Canoe and Boat Building.
A Complete
ing plain and

Manual for Amateurs.
Containcomprehensive directions for the

construction of Canoes, Rowing and Sailing Boats
and Hunting Craft.
By W. P. Stephens.
Cloth.

Seventh
merous
Designed

RACING
SLOOP——SAIL
PLAN.
by Charles D. Mower for Charles L. Wahl.

and

enlarged

illustrations,

edition.

264 pages.

and fifty plates

Price, $2.00.
FOREST

AND

STREAM

Nu-

in envelope.

PUBLISHING

CO.
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FOREST

vided, however, that at the discretion of the Regatta Committee, existing yachts not conforming
to the spirit of the restrictions adopted in 1904
may be barred.
The races for the trophy will be
sailed during regatta week in September.
The
trophy will be awarded to the boat making the
highest total percentage in the three races; percentages to be computed according to the table
adopted by the Country Club for the Competitive

Cup races.
Cuicaco

Entries close Sept. 1.
eReR
Notes.—The

annual

race

from

Chi-

cago to Mackinac Island, 341 miles, will start this
year on Saturday, July 14. The Chicago Y. C.
have fixed the date earlier than usual to meet the
views of those who wish to cruise longer and
some who want to return to Chicago to witness
the Lipton Cup races in August.
Although an
open event, the entries in the past have been from
the Chicago Y. C. only, and an effort is being
made to get all the clubs on Lake Michigan to
send representative craft to take part in this
sporty.

race.

The principal home racing in the Chicago Y. C.

will be done by its new fleet of 18- footers—Pequad, Sioux and Seminole.
The last named is
now being built from designs by Mr. Crowninshield.
Trophies for these boats have been presented to the club by Mr. Frank Howell, of New
York, and Maj. Edw. Atkin, of London.
All the
clubs report much activity and a better prospect

for yachting
years.

here than has been

seen

for many

AND

STREAM.

Yacut Bass Sorp—Mr.
Hollis
sold the cruising sloop Babs, owned

Alford,

of Brookline,

Mass.,

[MaArcH 24, 1906.
tary of the Toronto

Burgess
has
by Mr. E. B.

to Mr.

Charles

S.

King, of New York.
He has also sold the knockabout Pet, owned by Mr. Walter Burgess.

RRR
Yacut SALEs.—The following sales of yachts
have been made through the office of Mr. Stanley

M. Seaman:

The

The auxiliary sloop Narda was sold

tions were

when

Toronto

Canoe

Canoeists

sent only to men

who

belonged

to the

small

result was

a gathering of old chums

arose to say grace there were thirty pair of sand

thirty strong right arms that used to “whang into
CONCLUDED ON PAGE 486.

Twenty-

Al

“Be

Mr. W. J. Starr is building a new Rosamond to
take the place of the one he sold last year to Rear

Commodore

Steere,

of the Chicago

Y. C., who

has renamed the boat Vanadis and has entered
her in the Chicago-Mackinac cruising race.

nn e
A Boox or Power
Boat
Desicns.—Messrs.
Swasey, Raymond & Page have recently issued a
compact little book which contains thirty designs
of power boats of various sizes.
From the 114ft.
power cruiser down
to the 14ft. power
skiff
shows the wide range covered in both speed and
cruising craft.
Full particulars accompany each
design and the man interested in power boats
of any size would do well to’ secure a copy of this
splendid little book.
Some of the best power
boats produced by American designers have come
from the boards of Messrs. Swasey, Raymond &
Page, and now that their productions are coming
in for consideration and attention it is well that
the power boat enthusiast should be familiar with
their work.
The best way to accomplish this is
through the medium of the book “Power Boat

{T: “a.
JOLD WH
(|MEMBERS,
ROSSIN HOUSE
|~2

Designs.” The book is 6xgin. in size and is bound
in cloth. Copies can be had from Messrs.
Raymond
& Page,
Colonial Building,
Mass., for $1.

TORONTO
PAR Gh oie
| 9
O 6

Swasey,
Boston,

RRR

Country CiLus oF Detroir.—The following officers were elected at a recent meeting of the Country Club of Detroit:
Franklin H. Walker, Commodore and Chairman Board of Directors; Chas.
G. Jennings,
Vice-Commodore
and
Chairman
Yachting Committee; Walter
S. Russel,
Rear
Commodore; Frank C. Baldwin, Secretary Yachting Committee; John M. Dyar, Fleet Captain;
Dr. Wadsworth Warren, Fleet Surgeon; Sidney .
Russel, Measurer; Regatta Committee—John M.
Dyar, Russell
A. Alger, Jr., Dr. Wadsworth
Warren.

LAURENCE

PIKE

RmReR
Dres.—Laurence
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NorwWaLk Y. C. Orricers.—The Norwal kKevenes
has elected the following officers:
Com., Clarence
F. Osborn; Vice-Com., Charles A. Mead; Rear
Com., William F. Clarke; Sec., George Curtis;
Asst. Sec., Robert G. Mitchell; Treas., Samuel
Lynes; Meas., Frederick
A.
Hill;
Governing
Committee—George
A.
Jennings,
Horace
S.
Haich, William EY. Byington, Robert G. Mitchell
and Victor W, Ferris.

—

eee
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his home in New York city on March 17 of heart
disease.
He was fifty-five years old and was one
of the oldest living members of the New York
Y. C., having joined in 1870.

MEMORIAM

é
WE'VE

HAD

OU RSI DA Yeas Cs.

YOUTH

AND

MAY, oe

SOBER. \
A TRIFLE
GROWN
HAVE
WE PERHAPS
BUT LIFE MAY ‘REACH A WINTRY WAY,
/
AND

WE

ARE

ONLY

and

packers stowed under the table, and with a few
exceptions there were thirty grizzled, bald or
white heads bending over as many plates, while

one years ago when I was the unfortunate secre-

AWM tr

Club

club previous to 1890, when the club was

The

not wanted.

of the

friends, many of whom had not seen each other
for fifteen or twenty years, and when Dr. Powell

Editor Forest and Stream:
I am forcibly reminded that bad habits are apt
even

Boys

and: each member knew every other member by
having camped, cruised, fished, raced with or
against, or else had partaken of a part of the
grub cooked over a spirit lamp in the small tents
of those days.

Canoeing.

to stick to one

Old

on March 9 in the Rossin House where twentysix years previous the club was formed.
Invita-

by Mr. F. K. Blanchard, of New Rochelle, to
Messrs. Sidney Hogerton and Alfred Hamburg.
The auxiliary yawl Pawnee was sold by Mr. John
P. Elton, of Waterbury, Conn., to Mr. A. Winsor Weld, of Boston, Mass.

Toronto's White-Headed
Foregather.

Canoe Club, I used to write

Forest AND STREAM the accounts of our annual
dinners and other canoe news, and from 1885 to
1890 my scrap book shows that I was a fairly
regular kicker in your columns.
This was a bad
habit and it has caused me to be selected to write
you an account of a dinner which was held by

INSSOCTLODER.

NESMUK

Marcu

FOREST

24, 1906.]

FIVE

AND

STREAM.
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POSSIBLES
WITH

U. M. C. .22 SHORT CARTRIDGES
Dr. W. G. Hudson at the Zettler Rifle Club Open Tourna-

ment, in the Ring Target Re-entry Match, placed 15 U. M. G.
.22 Short, black powder cartridges so that they cut the % inch
center of the bullseye, at 75 feet, winning

FIRST

PREMIUM

Dr. Hudson was also among the leaders in the 100 shot
match, as was William Glenn in the Bullseye Target Match.

BOTH

SHOT

U. M. C.

Pee ridooecdyc: 9 Une sUe Vie C. 22s-are as accurate as any
cartridges I have ever used.”
THE
Agency,

UNION

313 Broadway,

METALLIC
BRIDGEPORT,

New

Trapshooting.
If you want your shoot to be announced

York

April

here

send a notice like the following:

Fixtures.
March 19-21.—Pinehurst (N. C.) G. C. tournament.
March 20-22.—Omaha (Neb.) G. C. Tournament.
W. D.
Townsend, Mgr.
March 22.—Edgewater, N. J.—Palisade G. C. all-day shoot.
March
29.—Milburn,
N. J.—Vaux
Hall all-day shoot.
C. Wittkop, Mgr.
April 4-5.—Crawfordsville (Ind.) G. C. League shoot.
April 6.—Lakewocd, (N. J.) G. C. spring shoot.
H. Ely
Havens, Sec’y.
April 10.—Bergen Beach (L. I.) G. C.
April 10-11.—Kansas City, Mo.—The Missouri and Kansas
League of Trapshooters’ tournament.
April 12-13.—Toronto Junction (Ont.) G. C. target tournament.
P. Wakefield, Sec’y.
April 12.—Atglen, Pa.—Christiana-Atglen G, C.
W. R.
Fieles, Sec’y.
April 12.—Wilmineton (Del.) G. C. shoot.
April 18.—Piedmont (W. Va.) G. C. F. A. Ricker, Sec’y.
April 18-20.—Great Bend (Kans.) G. C. shoot.
B. McMullen, Sec’y.
April 19.—New Paltz (N. Y.) Gun Club shoot.
E, J.
Snyder, Mgr.
April 19.—Muncie, Ind.—Magic City G. C. tournament.
F. L. Wachtel, Sec’y.
April 19.—Haverhill (Mass.) G. C. Patriots’ Day shoot.
S. G. Miller, Sec’y.
;
April 19.—Springfield
(Mass.)
Shooting Club’s Patriot
Day tournament.
C. L. Kites, Sec’y.
April 21.—Easton, Pa.—Independent G. C. third annual
tournament.
Edward F.
Markley, Cor. Sec’y.

City

23.—Lancaster,

Depot, 86-88

Pa.—Pequea

G.

C.

First Street, San

tournament.

N. Ressler, Sec’y.
April 23-25.—Austin, Tex.—Texas State shoot.
April 24—Wolcott,
N. Y.—Catchpole
G.
C.
E. A.
Wadsworth, Sec’y.
April 24-26.—Fort Wayne,
Ind.—Corner
R. and G. C.
tournament.
John W. Linder, Sec’y.
April 26.—Edgewater, N. J.—Palisade G. C. all-day shoot.
May 1-3.—Oklahoma and Indian Territory State shoot.
May 2-3.—Syracuse, N. Y.—People’s G. C. tournament.
May 2-3.—Rensselaer (Ind.) G. C.
May 2-3.—Syracuse, N. Y.—People’s G. C. tournament.
Fred G. Millard, Mgr.
May 7-8.—Vicksburg,
Miss.—Mississippi
Delta
League
second amateur tournament.
J. J. Bradfield, Sec’y.
May 8.—Bergen Beach (L. I.) G. C.
ay eS eee
(N. Y.) G. C. tournament. B. D. Nobles,
ec’y.
May 8-10.—New London (Ia.) G. C. shoot.
Dr. C. E.
Cook, Sec’y.
May 9-11.—Columbus (O.) G. C. tournament.
fF. Shattuck, Sec’y.
Kans.—Missouri
and
Kansas
May
9-10.—Coffeyville,
tournament:
=Dr
C2 =B:
League
of ‘Trapshooters’
Clapp, Sec’y, Moberly, Mo.
May 9-10.—Indianapolis, Ind.—State League shoot, under
auspices of Limited G, C.
May 9-10.—Wilmington, Del.—Annual spring tournament
Delaware
State
Trapshooters’
League
under
the
auspices of the Wawaset Gun Club.
W. M. Foord,
Sec’y.
;
;
May 15-17.—Nashville,
Tenn.—The
Interstate
Association’s
Southern
Handicap
tournament,
under
the
auspices of the Cumberland Park G. C.; $1,000 added
money.
Elmer E. Shaner, Sec’y-Mgr., Pittsburg, Pa.
May 15-18.—Milton, Pa.—Pennsylvania State Sportsmen’s
Association tournament.
May 15-19.—Kansas City, Mo.—Missouri State Game and
Fish Protective Association twenty-ninth annual tournament.
R. S. Elliott, Sec’y.
May 16-17.—Greenville (O.) Gun Club tournament.
H.
A. McCaughey, Sec’y.
Knox & Knapp,
May 16-17.—Auburn, N. Y., tournament.
Mers.

May 17.—Montpelier
Burr, Sec’y.

(Vt.)

COMPANY

CARTRIDGE
CONN., U. S. A.

G. C. tournament.

DrAGe:.

Francisco,

Cal.

May

22-23.—Wilson, N. C.—North
Carolina Trapshooters’ Association
third
annual
tournament.
Selby
Anderson, Sec’y.
May 23-25.—Bloomington, I1l.—Illinois State shoot.
May 24.—Edgewater, N. J.—Palisade G. C
May

24-25.—Owensboro,
Ky.—Kentucky
Trapshooters”
League fourth annual target tournament,
under auspices of Davies
County
G. C.
James
Lewis,
Sec’y,

Owensboro, Ky.; F, Pragoff, Sec’y Ky. T. S. L.

May 24-25.—Montreal, Can.—Canadian Indians’ first
tournament.
Thomas A. Duff, High Scribe.

z

annua

May

24-26.—Spokane, Wash.—Washington
State Sportsmen’s Association tournament.
G. C. Beck, Mgr.
29-80.—Rochester G. C.
29-30.—Grand Rapids, Mich.—Michigan State Trapshooters’ League shoot, under auspices of Consolidated Sportsman’s Association.
May 30.—Newport, R. I.—Aquidneck G. C. tournament.
May 30-81.—Monte Ne, Ark., target tournament.
May 30.—Mechanicsville (N. Y.) Game Protective Association second annual tournament.
G, Singerland, Sec’y.
May 30.—Ossining
(N. Y.) G. C. merchandise
shoot.
C. G. Blandford, Capt.
May 30.—Edgewater, N. J.—Palisade G. C.
May 30.—McKeesport, Pa.—Enterprise G. C. tournament.
Geo. W. Mains, Sec’y.
June 5-7.—Newark, N. J.—New Jersey State Sportsmen’s
Association tournament.
W. R. Hobart, Sec’y.
June 5-7.—Lincoln,
Neb.—Nebraska
State Sportsman’s
Association’s thirtieth annual tournament.
Geo. L.
May
May

Carter,

June

Pres.

5-8.—Dayton,

O.—Ohio

tieth annual tournament.
Rayburn,
Pres.
June 12.—Bergen
Beach
(L.
Sec’y.

Trapshooters’
Added
I.)

League

money

G.

C.

$600.

H.

W.

twenC.

C.

Dreyer,

June 12-14.—Fairmont, W. Va.—Tenth annual tournament
of the West Virginia State Sportsmen’s Association,
under

the

auspices

of

Fairmont

Gun

Club;

$1,000

added to purses.
E. H. Taylor, Mgr.; Ed. O. Bower,
Sec’y-Treas.
June 12-15.—Warm Springs (Ga.) G. C. tournament.
June 12-15.—Baltimore, Md.—Maryland County shoot.
J.
Mowell

Hawkins,

Mer.,

1630

John

June
12-16.—Buffalo.—New
York
auspices of Infallible Gun Club.

St.,

Baltimore.

State
shoot.
E. J. McLeod,

under
Sec'y.

FOREST
June 13-14.—Fargo, N. D.—North Dakota State Sportstournament.
men’s
Association’s
twelfth
annual
Robbins & Bailey, Mgrs.
i
June 19-22.—Indianapolis, Ind.—The Interstate Association’s Grand American Handicap target tournament;
$1,000 added money.
Elmer E. Shaner, Sec’y-Mgr.,
Pittsburg,

Pa.

June 26-27.—Bradford (Pa.) G. C. tournament.
Joseph Le
Compte, Sec’y.
June 28.—Edgewater, N. J.—Palisade_G. C.
July 4.—Edgewater, N. J.—Palisade G.
C._
and
Kansas
July 10-11.—Carthage, Mo.—The
Missouri
League of Trapshooters’ tournament.
i
July 17-19.—Philadelphia,
Pa—The
Interstate
Association’s Eastern
Handicap tournament, under the auspices of the Florists’ Gun Club; $1,000 added money.
Elmer E. Shaner, Sec’y-Mgr., Pittsburg, Pa.
July 26.—Edgewater,
N.
J.—Palisade
G. C.
A. A.
Schoverling, Sec’y.
xi
Aug. 8-10.—Hamilton, Ont.—Dominion of Canada Trapshooting Association’s sixth annual tournament.
W.
P. Thompson,
Sec’y-Treas.
_
Aug. 14-17.—Parkersburg, Va.—Indian tournament.
Ba iG.
Riehl, Chief Scribe.
Sept.
7-9—San
Francisco,
Cal.—The Interstate Association’s Pacific Coast Handicap tournament, under
the auspices of the San Francisco
Trapshoooting
Association; $1,000 added money.
Elmer E. Shaner,
Sec’y-Mgr.,

Pittsburg,

Pa.

:

AND

and
Dr.

Kansas
C. B.

TWISTERS.

Mr. W. T. Irwin, a representative of the U. M.
in Illinois, was a visitor in New York last week.

C. Co.

td
The Interstate Association has fixed upon Sept. 7-9 as
the dates for its second Pacific Coast Handicap.
Added
money, $1,000.
td
The Pequea Gun Club, of Lancaster, Pa., has named
April 23 as the date of its all-day tournament.
Nat.
Ressler is Secretary and, Manager.
td
We are informed that Count Charles Lenone, of the
Jackson Park Gun Club, of Paterson, N. J., is suffering
from a dangerous attack of pneumonia.
td
Messrs. Schoverling
& Welles announce that on or
before May 1 they will remove to a new and larger
store at No. 6 Reade street, opposite the new Hall of
Records.

td

Mr. Ed. Hickey, of Millvale, Pa., out of a field of
thirty-five contestants, won the cup emblematic of the
championship of Allegheny county with a score of 48

targets out of 50.

F
R

The Trapshooters’ League of Indiana, on March 16,
sanctioned tournaments as follows:
Crawfordsville, April
-4 and 5; Magic City, Muncie, Ind., April 19.
Mr. Gus
Habich, of Indianapolis, is the League Secretary.
bd
In a special event at
fob, at the shoot of the
on March 17, Messrs.
tied on full scores, and

25 targets, handicap, for a watch
Bergen Beach, L. I., Gun Club,
Guhring, Hitchcock and Bergen
in the shoot-off, Mr. Bergen won.
R

The contest at 25 live birds per man, between Messrs.
J. M. Pemberton and W. B. Powell, for the Peters live
bird championship
trophy, emblematic
of the championship of Arkansas, will take place on April 6, at Little
Rock,
td
The live-bird shoot between Messrs. McDonald
and
Grace, at the Point Breeze grounds, Philadelphia, on
March 17, was won by Grace.
Score, 20 to 17 out of a
possible 25. Each stood at 28yds., and $50 a side was the
embellishment.
,
td
A match at 100 live birds was shot recently on the
grounds of the Herron Hill Gun Club, between Messrs.
H. W. Gleffer and R. B. King.
Mr. Gleffer won by a
score of 86 to 84. In a previous match, King scored 87
to Gleffer’s 84.
td
The
be

held

next
on

shoot
April

of the
10.

This

Bergen
will

of five.
The remaining two
held on May 8 and June 12.
regular weekly events.

be

shoots
These

Beach
the

Gun

third

Club

of the

will
series

of the series will be
are’additional to the

The five-man team of the New Haven (Conn.) Gun
Club defeated the Yale five-man team by a score of 207
to 199.
Each man shot at 50 targets.
In the club race
at 50 targets, Mr. H. A. Lines was high with a score of
45. The contest took place on March 14.

STREAM.

The ninth contest for the English Hotel cup and the
fourth in which Mr. W. T. Nash was the defender, was
won by the challenger, Mr. H. A. Comstock, with a
score of 82 to 81. The winner was challenged by Mr.
W. B. Burford, Jr., and March 24 was fixed upon as
who-is-who day.

4
March 17, in the County League contest at Paterson,
N. J., the five-man team of the North Side Gun Club defeated the five-man team of the Mt. Pleasant by a score
of 87 to 79.
The next League shoot will be between
the North Side and Jackson Park Gun Club on the
grounds of the latter, March 24.

4
The matter of permitting non-resident manufacturers’
representatives to participate in the sacred functions of
the programme of the New York State shoot is now
under
consideration,
with
probable
favorable
action
therewith.
Of course,
if non-residents
are not permitted to commune
with New Yorkers in the shoot,
non-resident donations would be scorned also.

®

.

Sept. 11-12.—Scammon, Kans.—The Missouri
League
of Trapshooters’
tournament.
Clapp, Sec’y, Moberly, Mo.

DRIVERS

—

AND

The
remaining
shoots
of the
Hudson
Gun
Club
series of this year are as follows:
April 1, 15, 29; May
18, 27; June 10, 24; July 8, 22; Aug. 6, 19;.Sept. 2, 16, 30;
Oct. 14, 28; Nov. 11, 25; Dec. 9, 23. The grounds of the
Hudson Gun Club of Jersey City, are on the banks of
the Hackensack River, and are reached by the Turnpike car from P. R. R. ferry.

ad
The all-day tournament of the Christiana-Atglen Gun
Club at Atglen, Pa., April 12, is provided with a programme
of eleven events, a total of 175 targets, $12
entrance.
Shooting will begin at 10 o’clock.
Ship shells,
prepaid, care of Lloyd R. Lewis.
High average, $5;
low average, $38. A ten-man team race with the Pequea
Gun Club will be a feature.
The Secretary is Wm. R.
Fieles.
td
In the weekly shoot held by the New York Athletic
Club at Travers Island, N. Y., on March 17, the wind
had a free play from every side, yet five trophies were
subjects of contest.
For the March cup, Mr. George T.
Pelham scored a leg, with 25, of which 5 was allowance
handicap.
He also won a trophy in No. 8 event, and
tied with Mr. J. W. Hibbard and Dr. Brown in No. 4;
Mr. Hibbard won in the shoot-off.
Dr. De Wolfe won
events Nos. 1 and 5.
;
The Montpelier,
Vt., Gun
Club has issued a_ programme for its shoot, fixed to be held on May 17.. Ten
events are provided, at 10, 15, 20 and 25 targets, entrance based on ten cents per target.
Totals: 180 targets;
entrance, $18. Events 7 and 8, 25 targets each, comprise
the State individual championship trophy.
Extra merchandise event, 12 targets, 18yds., re-entry.
Rose system
will govern.
Guns and ammunition prepaid care of the
Secretary, Dr. C. H. Burr, will be delivered on the
grounds free, if received on or before May 15.

x
Mr. Frank B. Stephenson was high in the third contest for the March
cup at the weekly shoot of the
Crescent Athletic Club, at Bay Ridge, on Saturday of
last week.
He scored 23 from scratch.
Messrs. G. G.
Stephenson, Jr., and F. T. Bedford, Jr., were high in
the two-man team contest, with 42.
Dr. Raynor scored
25 for the Stake trophy and was high.
The match with
Yale was postponed till some day in April. The Boston
Athletic Association team will contest with the Crescents at Bay Ridge, March 24, in the first of the interclub matches.

td
The Smith cup, an important event of the Iowa State
shoot, held at Des Moines, Ia., last week, was won by
W. S. Hoon, of Jewell,
Crosby was high professional
for the three days, with a total of 561 out of 600 targets;
Morrison second, 553; Spencer third, 552.
Of the amateurs, L. R. Barkley, of Chicago, was high average with
559; H. B. Dorton, of Fonda, second with 549; H. Davenport, of Davenport, third with 533. The State individual
championship was won by F. A. Weatherhead, of Red
Oak, with a score of 96. The champion last year, A. P.
McDowell, of Des Moines, was second, with 93.
BERNARD WATERS.

Interstate

Association

Pacific

Coast

Handicap.

PitrspurGc,
Pa., March 17.—Please announce
to the
readers of Forrest AND STREAM that the Interstate Association’s second Pacific Coast Handicap will be held at
San Francisco, Cal., Sept. 7, 8 and 9, under the auspices
of the San Francisco Trapshooting Association.
One
thousand dollars added money.
Ermer E. SHANER, Sec’y-Megr.

[Marcu
Crescent

Athletic

24, 1906.

Club.

Bay Ripce, L. I., March 17.—A stiff wind added to
the nimbleness of the targets, and to the unevenness of
the scores at the weekly shoot of the Crescent Athletic
Club to-day.
Mr. Frank B. Stephenson scored a leg on
the March cup, being now in a fair way to permit it
to join his belongings.
Dr. Frank C. Raynor scored a
leg for the Stake trophy.
This is his third leg for this prize.
He is now with
Frank Stephenson, O. C. Grinnell, Jr., and F. T. Bedford, Jr., in this contest.
Dr. J. N. Teeter still leads
with four wins.
March cup, 25 targets, handicap:

ae

ie

F B Stephenson..0
23
F T Bedford, Jr..1 21
Oy
Adams tac. 2 19
G Stephenson, Jr..2 18
H M Brigham....0 20
L M Palmer, Jr..0 19
W C Damron....4
15
15
A E Hendrickson.4
i C Hopkins....2
17>
Team cups, 25 targets:
F TE Bedford, Jr..1 18,
G Stephenson, Jr..2 22

23
22
21
20
20
19
19
19
19

F B Stephenson..0
O C Grinnell, Jr..1

20
21

20
20

19
24

By

ee

H L O’Brien.....4 15 19
A G Southworth.0
18 18
Dr Raynor isoc0.4 se) 28
T W “Stakersincae 5 12 17
O C Grinnell, Jr..1 16 17
te N_ Teeter.......3
14 17
r Hopkinssiiw0o 9 15
9 15
H C Werleman...6

A
W

Southard....0
=

Marshall...56

L M

Palmer,
L Cc Hopkins

Jr..0
....3

19 19
10

15

15
15

15
18

33
Stake trophy, 25 targets, handicap:
Dr Raynor! .o..-s. 5 21 2
JN Teeter....s0..d,017 20
TJ Adams... cccsace 2 21 23
A E Hendrickson.4
15 19
B Stephenson..0 22 22
LG
Hop kisis ye. 3 16 19
A G Southworth..0
22 22
W C Damron.....4 13 17
G pion menses:
r..2 20 22
H C Werleman...6
11 17
O C
Grinnell,
Jr..1 21 22
Ee
Lottyceeeco
ele 6
F T Bedford,
jJr..1 20° 21
4
Special prize shoot, 50 targets, handicap:
‘ay VM Palmer. sere ete ae
W
Damron ice<eac> 6. 40
F B Stephenson .«..... +. .43
H MeSBrighatnieeccss. ss 39
JON vLeeter.c
senor eeneoe
Hendrickson
........36
G G Stephenson
« 42
E Hendrickson .......33
OC
+Grinnell.
weal:
Trophy
shoot, 15 targets, handicaps in parentheses:
F. B. Stephenson 12, G. G. Stephenson (1) 13, Bedford 12,
Southworth 12, Weilman (4) 11, L. C. Hopkins (1) 10,
Marshall (3) 9, Raynor (8) 8, Teeter (1) 7.
Trophy shoot, same conditions:
G. G. Stephenson (1)
15, F. B. Stephenson 14, T. Stake (3) 14, H. M. Brigham
12, L. M. Palmer, Jr., 11, C. A. Sykes (2) 10, H.
Werleman (4) 10, W. C. Damron (2) 10, A. E. Hendrickson
(2) 8, L. C. Hopkins (1) 7.
Trophy shoot, same conditions:
G. G. Stephenson (1)
14, H. Werleman
(4) 10, Palmer 14, Bedford 13, Stake
(3) 12, F. B. Stephenson 12, Marshall (8) 12, Southworth
10, Raynor (8) 10, Teeter (dy 6.
Shoot-off:
Palmer 11, G. G. Stephenson (1) 16, Werleman (4) 10.
4
Trophy shoot, same conditions:
F. B. Stephenson 14,
Stake (3) 12, Southworth 13, Bedford 11, G. G. Stephenson (1) 12, Damron (2) 12, Werleman (4) 12, Raynor (8)
10, Marshall (38) 10.
Trophy shoot, same conditions:
Stake (8) 18, Hendrickson (2) 12, F. B. Stephenson 12, Werleman (4) 11,
ee
(2) 11, Sykes (2) 10, O’Brien (2) 10, Marshall
Trophy shoot, same conditions:
L. C. Hopkins (1) 14,
Palmer 13, G. G. Stephenson (1) 13, F. B. Stephenson 13,
Stake (3) 138, Sykes (2) 13, Hendrickson (2) 18, Teeter
(1) 18, O’Brien (2) 12, Werleman (4) 12, Damron (2) 9,
Brigham 9, Marshall (3) 8.
Trophy shoot, same conditions:
G. G. Stephenson (1)
15, Werleman (4) 12, Bedford 11, Raynor (8) 11, L. C.
Hopkins (1) 10, Southworth 9, Teeter (1) 8, F. B. Stephenson 8, Marshall (8) 8, Lott () 7
°
Trophy shoot,
same
conditions:
Palmer 15, F. B.
Stephenson 14, Raynor (3) 14, O’Brien (2) 14, Hendrickson (2) 18, G. G. Stephenson (1) 18, Brigham 12, Werleman (4) 12, Marshall (8) 12, Teeter (1) 12, Stake (8) 12,
Sykes (2) 11, Damron (2) 11, L. C. Hopkins (1) 11, Bedford, 11, Grinnell 11, Lott 8,
Trophy shoot, 15 targets, all scratch:
F. B. Stephenson
13, O. C. Grinnell, Jr., 12, F-To Bedford pics
MELE
Stephenson, Jr., 11, H. M. Brigham 10, L. C, Hopkins
9, H. C. Werleman 5.

o]

Indianapolis Gun

Club.

INDIANAPOLIS, Ind., March 17.—H. A. Comstock defeated W. T. Nash in the ninth contest for the English
Hotel cup to-day.
The scores are as follows:
Comstock
82, Nash 81.
Comstock was challenged by W. B. Burford, Jr. The
Sig
was accepted, and the date of contest is March
Events:
12263
2.4, bo Gia.
Targets:
25 25 .25 25 26. 25 25
EH Trippes
hac v ore
nee
19 19; 20" 1" Tae Zone
H, wBell jice seteenteen
cee ee eee 23: 16 F190 4T) eee
OOLE ccs « vicelaverc oracrtiberniatare
vie eee 14. 18.19> 15 SZ ne
Naas
Pareyy-caiiden
ke <h ot.ce Galdee ee teen
20. 22.91 1, oe
he
Habich ) ccswccnchenevenh
ccent sae
9/216" 14.
gore ero
A TCersOn were ciaistsinaleintcird
lente ssaiae 20-184 19 SoS yates
Comstocks
sacsenicten
tena cae
22. 19 24-19) Seer
a
Birfotd Anoec cei. aerials oreo
21 22 AD 36220
ee
Beck ysis Mig tech thawaae ote cane ae 12, 12.0 16. 1S
Se
ees
Nash Gop ntsssisaticttacavesa
mention aes 22. 17 Si 19 Beare ay
Denney fetcisehe ac octacenelowere
cn seine 18° 17) Seca
Hite nes 2 cgeacares
see acini eae
16 19 047 cecmencme
eee
ROlANG Aco Steucat chiceice eee
22. 18. 19.17
See
Dagwett sich cseks sees duet eee
16; 13) 18010
Seeman
Abe: Martine osincesenitectensrate
wticeaie (2016 el Sumeents
Moller ts ttacnwoctioatins sociated
«» 19) 20-5205 TORR
eer
Scotter hats ae sectetcteresermoaircneteteceteare
oo 219
Dae
eee
eee
Dixon peer vicoeiton cctathcet
tied tects oo 20 AT; 19.0 Gna
Le,
Wilson arises cs bacceiceaanneehionnte oe 14, 16> Fae
ere
acta eelenis Sewigiininoialk Se Meeay
20 16 21 15
Wa. Armstrone, Sec’y.

MARCH

FOREST

24, 1906.]

Bergen

Beach

Gun

Club.

Bercen
Beacu,
L. I., March 13.—A strong
south
wind blew from No. 3 trap to the shooters.
Targets were
going 50 to 70yds.
Three traps, unknown angles, Sergeant system, hand
pull were used.
Quite a number of targets were thrown for an afternoon’s shoot.
Handicaps were made from records of
revious shoot.
New comers were handicapped by Capt.
reyer, Bergen_and the manager, Mr. L. H. Schortemeier.
The main event was for the Scarecrow cup and many
other prizes.
Referee, Howard Gray.
Scorer, Wm. Delong.
Scarecrow cup scores:
Handicap
Handicap.
Total
Points. next shoot.
Geo Kelly ..cs00.. 16
43
6
21
L H Schortemeier.
.19
41
5
20
ee INGBHH eb cients o'a'e 16
41
5
20
SOT ENTS leelecalia\e)o,<°6
40
4
19
H Brugemann
38
3
18
he Maset Ge oeiccks ose
38
3
18
A V Suydam
36
2
17
Gy Crater. cicasess
36
2
17
R Hendricks
36
2
aly
EATS
ese eticiei
ols c'sa's
35
1
16
PITRE VATISN cerslasioes«
34
ql
16
J F Wellbrock
34
1
16
Gueloung ....2..000
34
1
16
H J Montanus
31
a
16
J H Kroeger
31
uf
16
Me Wartier) .< acess
31
1
16
PVA Soe
Soodio
30
a
16
FEMIE! Scott:
29
1
16
H D Bergen
28
il
16
Breda liter. cosines sss
27
1
16
ISGrStGUt
Metasitendiete
do
27
a
16
I OGI
cee
tore sieclos
26
1
16
H B Williamson...16
25
af
16
ET Wieoreyer ses tee.s. 16
24
i
16
J P Dannefelser ....16
24
1
16
Aa Ro Russelll, case. 16
22
il
16
H W
Messloh..... 16
22
1
16
IRSA ORME DOs cigles aires 16
20
il
16
A E Hendrickson.
.16
20
1
16
ALOE ESROLEM ac cise cise16
19
i
16
GSA
tRemsen:.:.2.. 21
18
1
16
Ce Wouderay..ask.i: 16
17
ul
16
Bim Garolaty vices. ons 16
15
uf
16
He Spimmer 420.0065. 16
13
1
16.
Manufacturers’ representatives were as follows:
W
Hearne..... 17
42,
Fanning....21
27
J A R Elliott....21
2
G
Schneider. .19
39
Other events:
Events:

a

Targets:
Shih hehe. m0 {ob Asean Oe ne aoa
EE CACO Uetatgispiak
6iaieicss(cie acieie-a=.oisiesin
HA UA RAS cccictersIteIS
o/hicispcisic) <'cisia biaveisin eaie
PERTAS SEPM Met ielolaicic c:0'cis'e sree,0\0'e lelg:vise
A R Elliott
Bergen
IGT ee ateteiicia
rice s.c\oacine's'eee.e
Hendrickson
Van
Sicklen
See
een cee cor arnecciccsces,6%
GTArereet
tiara ae ee cnicts Geiseles creeiecio. oe
DPeyeraer
aise oicis «ceca iss ate ste ho ke aitas
pe RCe
GR AE TIMEA NTE oes lalelsiv:c\ele(stso
in'wels'e,5' v0
Bee GCOLGOIATI acca
cee viesicfels
sooo 2
DE GEESE TR eirnn cigorcouliereie.c s\sla\eiei,4.0'6,
-«
RA ead PEN EVESHOMIES erica canis ois's Ficle'e e.e’ees Ma's
igor
at
se wie cleie srsoss eas ve ce oe
PPI VVO IA TIB OSE Syee cisvicccscclecsecesos
SLMS
se tac naicicle coos eects a
Aart Sletetn e an Sacco seg COC eae oe mae
MEG MEIT SM CET Taln© nis's ase'o|s'» <\eoo. 2 c)es, se
PD
Ret atti reset © cfcicle, Selelc oe orss\ejeinie” es
SiVGAtT Mn ceaenele
owinasc cle’ ccesese as
PE UII ASTER Mes cls'e'eicls,0 6 6 0 0.0/s,0.¢ a:
Fanning
AILS deta ude
Kroeger
TAT SSCS Maree si.c:c\6 0\9,8/0/0'0'0,0
Bob Schneider
MyVareT tte
ese fe oie coin aiale f c.ececiove. os
EtRae ett teeta ies wivis\s ,ogaso.4.0 6.0.0! 6
PTO ETON SUP isrig eis lciaisteie see casinc8 ee
PRAT SHC OL Mts iaiieisiain ie aieieieieetaye ausaaticiel oe
DRA POU Meee a coissinsssscose
ce fais
Th AWOYETC
SCI OS SRS Seep Oe rC ramen
ReeiedVas
einiiartie sine(eicis ns esis e.ce see oe
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Pine Buurr, Ark., March 15.—The second annual open
contest for the J. T. Lloyd challenge medal took
place
to-dayat Bell Park.
This is a live-bird trophy, and
the
conditions of the contest were 25 live birds per man,
30yds. rise. There were eighteen contestants, and of these
Geo. W. Clements showed to best advantage, ultimately
winning iM the good score of 23. The runner up, Dr.
H. E. Williams, also proved to be a local man, and it
was nip-and-tuck between this pair up to the very finish,
and the loss of the Doctor’s last bird is the only thing
that prevented a tie. Aside from the Doctor’s score of
22, there were four who finished with 21—Paul R. Litzke,
W. B. Powell, J. T. Lloyd and Frank Faurote.
Thus
it is evident that there was plenty of competition, and
it was a nerve-racking race from start to finish.
The conditions, too, under which the competition took
place were also the most severe.
The weather was raw
and cold, which penetrated to the very marrow, and
snow
flurries
were
interspersed
from
time
to time.
Couple to this a vigorous, active lot of pigeons that were
aided by a good, strong wind, and you can readily form
an idea what kind of a proposition the contestants were
confronted with.
The winner was a dark horse, so to speak, for though
one of the very best field and target shots, he had never
shown any class in pigeon shooting, and his fine shooting

WGHESTER

AND

are not the choice of
sportsmen who
intelligent
all
any special class, but of practically
go to the woods, the plains or the mountains in quest of game.
Winchester rifles are made in all desirable calibers from .22 to .50
The fact that we
and Winchester shotguns in Io, 12 and 16 gauge.
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guns
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and ammunition
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guns
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REPEATING

to-day came in the nature of a surprise.
However, this
made it all the more popular, as there is no nicer, cleverer
gentleman than Geo. Clements, and to know him is to
admire him for his frank and manly qualities.
However,
it was evidently Clements’ day, as he took a running start
and accounted for 16 before he faltered, and though he
slipped up a little later again, he recovered at once, and
shot with precision and judgment to the end.
Below are the scores in detail:
G W Clements
2222222 9.9.2.22222202*222222
23
i
222222222291 22022221 0222*—22
PIR Litzke
. - -22022202222222222222202*2—21
W_B Powell
. .*220222222220222222220222—21
FM Fa
2222220122222220022220222—21
i) dP Ci
eh gehryoadsencadoeacaned 2222.22222*2222222*22222*0—21
Ts by WUT El Basricoasdacacucdcoe. 202202*2022222222121222*2—20
Hn MAUI ae orm sono odeonan
dees 22022122021*1211220112120—20
Ve BOLGetara
acer acieeemterecie 0222*201212012202222222*2—19
Dy apctSst cECLED
DDVeeatalotslefecete)ofeierebelateteretolers 02220*2222222021222022220—19
fms VW ELDLitcteieve clateyasatatatelaroleretiteye
jars2222021220212202202222200—19
SVL PO wWeel lor cnretieine
coisas erecta «2200210*121222112021202*2—18
Ari DalLer sarerle vicictsreare
Glen ieictsielai- 2212021202022002222202*22—18
(CABIN Gey teem a debocad
coaluk Sumas 0021012202000220222222222—17
et LOdereallh Pore Aecoadd dodotoed 2200220102211212220201200—17
Oy MS eC
OCLOTR otearotteieectetel
ae<ieisistese 2*020**222*22202021201121—16
eS
Cine ce tereltoenractanieie
testers0000021000*20120222122222—14
On

the day previous

to the above

event

it was

planned

HAVEN, CONN.

CO., NEW

ARMS

to shoot

targets

cide

several

ents.

The

and

live birds

important

target

for practice,

matches.

and

The

also

weather

dewas

even
worse
than that of to-day, and this interfered
greatly with the sport.
The matches were all decided
nevertheless.
The first was between E. C. Arnold and
J. E. Wells against G. W. Clements and J. T. Lloyd for
the two-man target championship.
This resulted in an
easy win for Arnold and Wells, as they were both in
form, while the contrary was the case with their opponscore

in this

event

was:

Arnold

23,

total 46. Clements 20, Lloyd 19; total 39.
This was followed by a match between A.
holder,

and

J.

E.

Wells,

challenger,

for

Wells

23;

L. Morgan,

the

individual

flying target championship of the State.
This was a
shooting match throughout, and finally won by Morgan
by one bird.
Scores: Morgan 45, Wells 44,
Then came the three-man team championship contest
between Pine Bluffs, holder, and Camden,
challenger.
Despite lack of practice, Pine Bluff was there with the
goods,

and

gave

a

splendid

account

of

itself.

This

is a

75 target event, 25 per man, and the scores were as follows:
Pine Bluff—Arnold 24, Howell 21, Wells 20; total
65.

Camden—Wright

21, Morgan

The

live-bird

shooting

event,

entrance

$5,

three

was

the

this
high

21,

day

Proctor

17;

total

consisted

of

a 7-bird

guns.

This

resulted

59.
in

straight kills for W. B. Powell, J. D. Proctor, F. M.
Faurote, Hubby and Morgan.
These divided the purse.
A

miss-and-out

final,

and

here

the

money

was

FOREST

wee
divided between W. B. Powell and Clements with 8 kills.
W. B. Powell killed all the pigeons he shot at this day,
17_ straight.
J. E. Wells has challenged G. W. Clements for the
Lloyd trophy, and the match will, be shot in the near
future at Pine Bluff.
The match for the Peters live-bird championship trophy
between J. M. Pemberton and W. B. Powell will be shot
at Little Rock, April 6. This will be at 25 birds per man,
The trade was represented by T. E. Hubby,
Leroy
Bennett, H. J. Borden, F. M
.Faurote, Wm.
Frenz,
Wm. McBlair, and Paul R. Litzke.
PAG Re LrpzKn

WESTERN
Cincinnati,

TRAP.

0., Gun

Club.

THE members who on March 11 shot their scores
‘Clements trophy, 50 targets, are as follows:
Yds.
Bonsery-<54cceees 20
ues Comptececss «16
DVEPIS. “fica
laraeletete 16

Brk.
47
47
45

in the

Yds.
Ganibethine..seee 20
Randalls iceecs ass 16
KUAGY les aiseinceca 16

Brk.
44
44
41

For once St. Patrick’s day was pleasant, and after a
week of cloudy, stormy weather, the sight of the sun
was especially acceptable.
In the Ackley trophy event R. Trimble was first with
49. Ralph was going some to-day, missing only 1 out of
100 targets, and making a run of 47 in the trophy event.
Doe, of Maysville, Ky., was a visitor.
He did some
shooting, and urged every one to attend the tournament
at Maysville on May 3, the Blue Grass championship.
Kemper, of Mt. Stirling, was another visitor, and will
always receive a warm welcome.
The ever popular DuPont representative and good shot, T. J. Skelly, was with
us to-day.
From here he goes to San Francisco for a
stay of a couple of weeks.
As a windup for the day 12
pairs of doubles were shot at. Ahlers led with 20 breaks,
Skelly

19, Gambell

18, Bleh

Standing at 20yds.,
which some of the
Ackley’s friends will
ing rapidly, and is
take an outing.
He
he

comes

to

the

14, and

Williams

10.

Maynard broke 48 out of 50, a mark
younger ones would like to equal.
be glad to know that he is improvonly waiting for a pleasant day to
will receive a royal welcome when

club

again.

H.

Van

Ness

(Don

Minto)

least

enough

is reported to be seriously ill with pneumonia.
At one
time Don Minto was very regular in his attendance at
the club shoots, and was a valuable addition to a team;
but for the past several months
business cares have
forced him to lay aside his gun.
We shall be glad to
see him around once more.
If business interferes with
shooting,

cut

out

the

business,

or

at

of

it

so

that a little health-giving sport may be enjoyed.
On March 30 there will be a team race at Ryland, Ky.,
50 birds per man, between Gambell and H. Osterfelt and
D. Pohlar and G. Osterfelt.

Ryland

Tournament.

Ryland, Ky.—The Kentucky Fishing and Shooting Club
held a three-day tournament on their grounds at Ryland,
March 13, 14 and 15. If the club had made a special effort to select poor weather, they could not have hit upon
three worse days for outdoor sport, and, as a consequence
the attendance was cut very materially.
Those who attended, however, had a good time, and did not regret
going.
Arthur Gambell managed the shoot, and every
detail

was

well

looked

after.

Col.

Bob.

West

(Roanoke)

had general supervision, and played the part of the
genial host to perfection, as he always does.
Among the out-of-town shooters present who stayed
the three days were
Messrs.
King,
Kelsey,
Bennett,
Henry, Pontefract and Burns, of Pittsburg; Voris and
Dr. ,Moore, of Crawfordsville, Idaho; E. Tripp, of Indianapolis;
Stan. Rhoads, of Columbus;
T. Clay and
Bristol, of Austerlitz, Ky.
Lunch was served each day. On the last day the club’s
old chef, Comos, had charge of things, and spread the
good

things,

which

he

knows

so

well

how

to

prepare,

in

the house on the shooting grounds.
The birds, under fair weather conditions, would have
been extra fast ones, but the cold and the drizzling rain
on the first day made many of them slow in starting.
Arthur

Gambell

Fred Dreihs
Colonel and
this locality,
In addition
miss-and-out
bird

event,

and

R.

Trimble

acted

as

referees,

and

attended
to the office work.
Gambell’s
Penn, well-known to live-bird shooters in
were at their best as retrievers.
to the regular programme
events,
one
was shot.
Clay shot straight in the 15-

and

six

straight

scores

were

made

in

the

---bird event.
In the miss-and-out Burns, Rhoads. and
Willie tied on 16 and divided.
The scores:
Event No. 1, 7 birds, $5 entrance, one money for every
four entries, high guns, 50, 30, 20:
King (30) 7, Kelsey
(30) 7, Bennett (80) 7, Henry (30) 7,, Pontifract (30) 7,
Clay
Dick

(80)
(28)

7, Voris
(80) 7, Rhoads
7, Kramer
(27) 7, Moore

(30) 7, Pohlar
(28) 6, Burns

(28)
(80)

7,
6,

Ahlers (29) 5, Herman (27) 5.
Event No. 2, i5 birds, $10 entrance, one money to
every four entries, high guns, 35, 30, 20, 15: Clay (30) 15,
King (30) 14, Burns (80) 14, Kramer (27) 14, Kelsey (30)
11, Pohlar (28) 11, Henry (30) 7, Dick (28) 9, Bennett (30)
7, Ahlers (29) 8, Pontifract
(30) 8, Herman
(27) 7, Voris

(30) 6, Moore (28) 8, Rhoads (80) 7, Bristol (30) 6.
Event No. 8, 25 birds, $15 entrance, one money for
~every four entries, four high guns, 50, 30, 20 per cent.:
A. H. King (30) 25, Bennett (80) 25, Pontifract (30) 25,
Ahlers

(29)

25,

Rhoads

(30)

25,

24, A. Bristol (30) 24, T. Clay
Henry (30) 21, Burns (80) 21.
Herman (27) withdrew.

Second
The
There

weather
was

on

the

second

neither

rain

nor

Moore

(28)

25, Voris

(30)

(31) 23, Kelsey (30) 22, G.
Pohlar (28), Kramer (27),
i

Day.
day

snow,

was
but

an

it was

improvement.
cloudy,

with

a cold wind, disagreeable in every way.
Two events were scheduled, one at 7 birds and the
other at_50 birds, for a handsome trophy, offered by the
‘club.
Kelsey and Tripp tied for it on 49,.and in the

AND

STREAM.

shoot-off the former won, killing 4 birds to Tripp’s 2.
An extra event at 5 birds and two miss-and-outs ended
the day’s sport.
The scores:
Event No. 2, Kentucky
Fishing and Shooting Club
trophy, 50 birds, entrance $25, one money for every four
entries, high guns.
Purse divided 50, 30 and 20 per cent.:
Kelsey, 20. <aaconenekamienoe2211222212922221 22222211125
2222222222221 202222222122—24 49
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The Cranston, Ia., Gun Club held a shoot Friday last
with the best score, 19 out of 20, by Hal Meeker.
Lewisburg, O., Gun Club held their shoot last Thursday.
At 25 targets, R. Tice and C. W. Matthews tied
on 22, and Tice won on the shoot-off.
Scores:
R. Tice
22, C. W. Matthews 22, R. Ruff 21, C. Lock 20, P. Pinehart 20, O. Radabough 18, L. Wenger 17, E. Poy 17,
M. Houseman 17, H. Foster 16, J. Foster 15, R. Cox 14.
The opening gun was fired the past week at Des
Tripp, 80 so. cccceclecce cece -2210112911211112229112121—
94
Moines, Ia., as the first of the State tournaments was
11111222221 22122221122111—25-49
held there.
If the weather in the corn and hog State
Henry, 29° si. sete cmccmeiieen.: 2222222222922920222222222
94
was anything like it was in New York, then there was no
1122222222290 9.99222222922 2.4 48
probability of any scores of 307 straight being made.
|
Ahlersyi29
Jest selene sinetion oe 22*22.02212222222222222222—23
Chas. Spencer made a trip to Colorado and shot with
2222220212222222299922912—24
47,
John W. Garrett at the Broodmoore grounds.
Charlie
Clay,c8ly.
io ae caeeteiie
cine +2202 222222.222222222222229
24
has still his *‘heye like han heagle,’’ as he lined out 288
22222222022022221*2222220—21—45
J. Lawton shot at 100 and
V onis, 29) oMuccuyante atetectriectiie © 11011111212*1121101221022—21
; out of 250 to Garrett’s 230.
got 79. B. Rich, at the same time, took only 32 of the
1111121211121221101111112—24
45
revolving flying saucers.
Rhoads tals
cee
tees 2222222021222222222222922—24
Eleven shooters were out_at the weekly shoot of the
2222202220202222122202220—20—44
Springfield, O., Gun Club, Thursday last. The shooting
Kine, 81. Saneece tence tee 22222222202222222*222999%
99,
was
good and Wm. Pool with 87 out of 100 and Ben
2221021222222*02202222022—20—42
Downs with 83 were the best, while Ross Neer came
Biting, 29:4 wessecntcnieeinees
tert. 20222222222*020222222%222—20
next
with 78.
:
:
0220222220222222202202202—19—39
The Salamanca, Pa., Gun Club, recently organized, is
Pontifract).o0 -peeeemnes snares ¥22121122291 11122112112*1—23
planning
to
lease
the
upper
end
of
an
island,
to
be
oc221220220212111120w
cupied by a club house for the purpose of keeping up the
Berinett.«S0.t.heeeeeee cess 1212*222222222221 22202120—22
target practice for the coming year.
212222220222222220w
A shoot was held at the Youngstown, O., Gun Club
SW tlie |29) om stetsee Sete cet os 6 22121*212220210120220220*—17
Saturday afternoon.
Tournaments were shot and good
110222102*122w
scores were made.
W. A. Lynch made a great showing,
Flermany: 27 careuiterirestertee ¢222111021122202*112112011—21
considering
his
first
time
at the traps.
The next shoot
¥*12112212210w
will be for a silver trophy, and the contestants will be
Hi yvOsterteldss28aemestcacn 2122221*22201221122112211—23
handicapped.
The
scores
for
this
day
were,
25 targets:
212011*2020w
J. Seaborn 23, E. Hippard 19, W. A. Lynch 13.
Bristol, 30 too.) samachinacestes 1022202222122222111111011—22
The
South
Side
Gun
Club,
Oshkosh,
Wis.,
held an
1121202220w
informal shoot last Sunday afternoon, but then the secShoot-off for trophy, 5 birds:
retary reports that the attendance was small and the
official account of the scores was not oe AN
Kelsey, 30 taescnte arch2222—4
Trippy envmesursncrars 2020—2
Five members
of the Monongahela,
Pa., Gun Club
Event No. 2, 5 birds, $5 entrance, money divided, 50,
faced the traps at New Eagle on Saturday and enjoyed
30, 20 per cent.:_ Tripp (30) 5, Kelsey (80) 5, Henry (29) 5,
the
afternoon,
blazing
away
at
clay
targets.
Hershaw,
Rhoads (80) 5, H. Osterfelt (28) 5, Pohlar (28) 5, Francis
Abbott, McKee and Rodman were trying out new guns,
(28) 4, Bennett (80) 4, Pontifract (380) 4.
which must partially account for low scores.
Results:
Henshaw shot at 75, broke 64; Bucks, 75, 58; Abbott 75,
Third Day.
47; McKee 50, 23; Rodman 30, 18.
North Side Gun Club, Kaukauna, Wis., held the annual
The weather was no better than on Wednesday.
Seyvelection of officers last Sunday, with following
results:
eral of the Cincinnati shooters went home on the
prePresident,
L. C. Wolf; Vice-President, A.
Koch;
vious evening, so that the attendance to-day was smaller.
Secretary, Frank Weinkauf; Captain, Clark Malone; AsSome change was made in the programme.
The day
sistant
Captain,
Peter
Rausch.
There
will
be
a
shoot
started with a 25-bird race.
Three 10-bird races and three
held each Sunday.
miss-and-outs were also shot.
Event No. 2 was an innoFollowing
is
the
official
score
made
by
the
McArthor,
vation which proved popular.
This was a miss-and-out,
O., Gun Club, on Thursday last:
_E. W. Keck shot at
but instead of. the usual $2 entrance, birds extra, each
26, broke 7; O..S, Cox,:26,.13; ED
Keck age eye
shooter paid 25 cents for every bird shot at, and an
Lyons 44, 8; A. Weisenberger 50, 19;.C. F. Will, 50, 26;
additional 25 cents for each bird killed.
This amount
Bae
xe
Pearce,
26,
9;
W.
T.
Cherry
50,
19;
W. R. Barnhill,
constituted the purse.
Rhoads and Bristol led with 14
kills each, and divided.
The
Bannister,
Mich.,
Gun
Club
will
hold a shoot
Event No. 1, 25 birds, $15 entrance, class shooting, 60
Thursday with a number of the Ithaca shooters present.
and 40 per cent.: Clay (32) 28, Bristol (29) 28, Ahlers (29)
R.
G.
Lills
is
President;
R.
D.
Letts,
Secretary,
and F.
23, Hake (27) 28, Rhoads (82) 22, Herman (27) 22, Yeiser
Neusom, Treasurer.
The secretary assures all who at(27) 22, Gambell (28) 20, Junior (27) 20, Roanoke (27) 19.
tend a good time.
Owing to high winds Sunday last at Pueblo, Colo.,
In Other Places.
when the gun club faced the traps, the scores were not
good, yet the attendance was good, despite the fact that
The gun club at Trinidad, Colo., have moved all their
they were compelled to put up their guns early in the
accoutrements to what the members hope will be perforenoon.
manent quarters, on the north side of the Lake.
Houses
Another interesting shoot was held Saturday at Upfor men and traps have been erected.
land, Chester, Pa.
Four cracks were out and shot at
The East End Gun Club, of Toledo, O., will start out
targets;
scores:
Lord
41, Swallow
37, Cluelow
48,
about the middle of March with their spring and summer
Burney 39.
order of practice shooting events.
That great trio of shooters, known the world over as
Away back in the days of the old Ditmar powder
Tobacco Bill, Chief Much Talk, and the Talkative Cythere was
something
doing in the shooting line at
cloné
Billy, were not present at the Iowa State shoot
Leavenworth, Kans., and now that about thirty years have
this year.
The first two are ‘‘under the weather’ and
passed away, it is pleasant to note that Clint Hawley, a
the
latter
is doing stunts around New York.
bank cashier, lately won at a shoot held there with 97
Among the prospective shooters of that large gun club
out of 100.
forming at Ottawa, Kans., are John Cunningham, C. E.
Some of the winners at the Penn Gun Club, NorrisWarner, Scott Shomo, Henry Bennett, W. P. Felix, F.
town, Pa., last year shoots, in points, were: Denison 151,
J.
Miller, Gardner Walker, George Way, Mayor John
Melchoir 139, N. F. G. 115, Hern 101, Schutz 98, Schneipp
Wallover, F. H. Stannard, L. C. Jones, Turnic Smith,
95, Bean 80, F. Gross 70, Plover 66, M. H. Gross 64,
Dr.
Harry Fessenden, Dod Martin, C. B. Voorhis, C. W.
Norwood 58, Steiner 55, Drake 51, Shambaugh 51.
Esterly, J. R. Boardman, George P. Washburne, E. T.
When the Bob White Gun Club, Lancaster, Pa., held
Thomas
and George P. Thompson.
There are shooters
their annual election, the following were chosen: Presiat Land, Greeley, Norwood, Le Loup and Williamsburg.
dent, Edward S. Gleam; Vice-Presidents, Charles Mott
Weather
has
interfered
with
the
opening
of the shooting
and Frank P. Cain; Secretary, H. C. Bonham; Treasurer,
season by the Badger Gun Club, at Janesville, Wis.
Walter Gruel; Captain, John Pfenninger; Assistant CapProspects
are
good
for
a
series
of
interesting
shoots to
tain, J. Gribble.
This club is now very prosperous, and
be ‘held at these grounds during 1906.
as they have seventy members, there will be an interThe
Arkansas,
Kans.,
Gun
Club
was
not
discouraged,
county shoot held this year, same as last, composed of
owing to the bad weather experienced at their last shoot,
Lancaster, Pequea, Libitz, Columbia, Elizabethtown and
and will hold two more tournaments during the coming
possibly some others.
Sure the old Bob White Club will
summer.
—
;
do all possible to make the coming season a success.
The Ideal Rod and Gun Club has been organized at
Members. of the Sheridan, Pa., Gun Club have donated
Circleville, O.; same to take the place of the Pickaway
money to purchase twelve dozen quail which they proRod and Gun Club, existing for several years.
pose turning loose in the neighborhood.
W. E. Shaw, Dr. Mears, of Mount Braddock, and S.
B. Truesdale, of Uniontown, were elected members of
The Red and Gun Club at the regular meeting, held on
Millvale Gun Club.
last Friday night.
MriuitvaLe, Pa.—The first of the Western Pennsylvania
On Thursday there was a shoot at Grass Lake, Mich.,
Trapshcoters’ League series, held last week under the
under the auspices of the gun club of that place.
Some
management of Capt. Ed. Hickey, resulted as follows:
experts were present and gave an exhibition of both
shotgun and rifle shooting.
Events:
1 2.3 455% 6 27 Seguiire
Mrs. Nellie Bennett and the Misses Ball will meet
Targets:
15 15 15 15 15 15 15 15 15 15 26 ~Brk.
with Arkansas Valley Trapshooters’ Association at their
Hickey
14 18 14 14101213141212 25
158
tournament, to be held May 30 and 381, at Canon City.
Tingley
. 12 12 14 15.14 12 18 14:12:14 2h"
abe
These
ladies lately visited Trinidad,
and they were
inBowers
1410 12 18 121411141513 20
148
vited to shoot, which they did, under such trying circumBaker’ Sess ‘use 14 13 13 14 1352 10040
Oia
stances as to weather that the scores are not published,
Bakewell-.+
55 20d:0 13 11 12:11:11 13-11 10312 SO Zoe
as_a favor to them as well as all the other participants.
Steyens.o vows cenacnen 12:15 13°12 13:13 IB 14 135i
133
Hahn
and Miller shot against Kline and Ritter at
Oreilly. aoe.
eieante
9°13 11.12 9 10 10 11 12.16 20
a27
Reading, Pa., the wager being $50, and each-shot at 15
Stearnssvpsea
ees eoee
9:10.13°13,13 - 97°73 TP ae ieee
birds, and as each team killed 24, the tie was shot off,
McGlashenmias..ccek 14 13 15 14 11 12 12:14 1010 ..
125
with Miller and Ritter going straight and winning.
Stevenson “3.....-.%.. 12 12 12 13 11 12:10 12 11 14.
119
Good news comes from Ottawa, IIJ., that most of the
Knight
v/tiec.s ssttaass ccm etna 14131113
9 21
81
business men there will unite with the gun club, which
Carpenter
2fes.sc deoente eck eet wea cen eet oe
30
is now
forming.
Some large tournaments
were held
Wherleyac5.cakios
cess s Moemeate
eae mee 101412
8..
44
there in the good old days, when wild pigeons were used
LO CaOS ee ee nec oareacia, oa motte! io Roa Ws WeBs SF
58
at the traps.
DIL S=)(2) cece
cats cae enone 91414121010
9..
78
The Pikens Rod and Gun Club has been organized at
1Gtntn
deine Sette te sion ee ee
89° bb
Sa Urea
48
Chicago, with Frank Smith, Matthew Zoller and Chas.
ShaWier aleoctet oa Regie eaaisars eee 12 43 10
35
Wood as incorporators.
1 Montgomery
i. ).ctk: sewismn sien siee
nen ee kD
22
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VU. S. Government |
Ammunition Test.

|

Accuracy test of Krag-Jorgensen .30-Caliber Cartridges held
by order of the Ordnance Department, United States Army.

U.

2

2

at

Springfield

Armory

TESTED—Ammunition of all the American Manufacturers.
CONDITIONS—1o and 20 shot targets, muzzle rest.
10

and

DISTANCE—1.000
RESULT

S.

20

shot

targets,

and

OFFICIAL

Cartridges

rest.

REPORT:

excelled

MANUFACTURED

UNITED

fixed

yards.

STATES

all

others.

BY

CARTRIDGE

LOWELL,

MASS.,

CO.,

:

U. S. A.

Agencies: 497-503 Pearl St., 35-43 Park St., New York.

114-116 Market

St., San Francisco.

ZNANININNANIMAAMINANNNANNANINANINN
NANNAN RNANINANANNINANINNININININNININANINNININNININE
Columbus

Gun

Next

Club.

Marcu 17.—The first shoot of the Inter-City League of
Columbus,
Cincinnati and Dayton takes place on Wednesday, March 21, at Dayton.
This series of shoots between the above-named cities will be of great interest
to shooters all over, and will be closely watched throughout.
The ten-man team,
selected from the Columbus
Gun Club is composed of Messrs. Stanley Rhoads, Wm.
Webster,
H.
FE.
Smith,
James
Ward,
George
B.
Buchanan, L. W. Cumberland, N. N. Gross, Wm, Fishinger, Chas. Holman and Fred Shattuck.
Extensive preparations have been under way at Dayton
to entertain Cincinnati and Columbus, and the fact that
the Rohrer’s Island Gun Club has it in charge is enough
said.
A great number of shooters will accompany the
team, as special events will be shot outside the 100-bird
championship race.
All members of the club are invited
to attend these shoots and help root.
Events:
Sede
hw 6
To 98
Targets:
20. 20° 2D 20. 20 2D
Rhoads
By el 24 24° 23 22 26
H E Smith
WO denaL0
verti ane
we
Gross
22 28
26. 20: 23. 25
Siebert
bie yrAik
Wener
2 1m
eel oie crt a «
EOIEREEa arafaa, careretcithe
ptesie.iecPois.s ZA D420
200 227 cease
SSHATHUCK ED cick cedatias
es capivencs Cer
Aliatos. CLO dee
ass. e 6
Me RNVIGINOE Bee Arica aso o's5,0sivhe sove-« PA we role Toe nos Mart) LE hioO
TMStOM, cool fe cate c ciats'c os us os oe ERAS
SUS LT ese so 207 ys
Columbus Sporting Goods Co. trophy shoot:
IBS
heede
Beeb.
RUBOACS e wipciswieveleie «48
3 50
Grgss gecntatissnicsic 46
3 49
WiEDEE fccices crelsinie Sore Lira
Bis bin gerircsss oro 40
3 43
eB Smith .. 42
4 46
Shattuchim
sce. acer 41
4 45
WWIGINET? «cielsiontes'e.r'« 388 13 50
F. SHattuck, Sec’y.

week

welcome

Boston

Gun

Club.

Naturally,

with

conditions

of

this

kind,

the

expect
with

of time

to

shoot

a

few

have

another

addition

of these

of Heer

and

everButler,

matches

with

his

old

friend,

The

regular

team

men,

Frank

and

the

without

Muldown’s

new

gun

was a

little

bit

were

obstreperous

at first,

but in the 25-bird events proved itself to be a winner,
just as its owner claimed it is.
Other scores:
Events:
aaa
ee the som Mitt 2
Targets:
15 10 15 10 151510101515 2525
Griffiths, 21° ..... 101010
61412
910141218..
Diekeys
protean. LAST
Sa jon CE
he BR ee 3
Pam epi Oak aetsie cece 12 8138 10 12 11 10 10 12 11 22 22
ISOVar Las upermeisars
cases sseatecg oe Sa SS peers He ria
Gleason, 21 ......
citrate.
Pree DELL edna
Carver ie1Gmeenteiate.» A ORLA Qi hell Aire trie Pere a MLoleae
Comers 16) trees 14° 913 8 13 14 10:10 13-18 ....
Prise kG momen se. 7 810 5 9 910 5 13 12 22 21
PEADOG 1 eLOM ce
claia Sue Le
pe oy, DLO
cs arte
Cavace
ht Gime ines AR all ae! CARRS
Ge eae eae
Soiithy lol sassecc, eacometec seis
1D) Oa Lon zesle
Mild ows
clGin acne a tell feeds thnes
yO 40s leo ac: co
Walliams, 169.0 stout
eOu Lata ewe.
Merchandise
INGE?

match,
Yds.
Anridinggcectece 19

distance handicap.
Brk.
Yds.
28
Smitthin.
see eac ccs 19

16

28

DICKCanc civics:
cee om21

27

Gormenttes

ratilce

=3=Av.
806
-817
850
933
870
925
. 900
127
748
813
870
670
-800

:

23

ett les one 16

27

Caviccht)

S.cdecesc 16

22

26

LTS.

woe etclarde oe 16

18

WWiallfams*

scene ecien 16

26

Mealdowriacdeas «2 16

15

Peabody

wets sito 16

25

Denver.

of Baltimore,
Co., leave on

Springs

and

Pueblo.

and
the

Mr.
14th

Tinckler,
of the E. I.
for a trip to Colorado

A Socrat

Club.

INGISS

SeRRICKEE Bec

eeones) 40°01 Os ses
10 1 AES
Sree 9 Se OSes
geo So ses
SVS 9 10 Seo
8° 8. 9 OS
Set S29 "Sa6e oo 6) 4°98
918
Sate
1094s.
Geb? 8 87 ~.9) 10
Umic. 7. Se lotro.
2 9 8.9
fie Oe Sie COM
al lariat
oo, Cy \OGeO
SAT
ey
SR ST iy
tee mT, 7

sc setenre
chre.c

Yeoman

18

TRAMP.

Bia.

Dm

Oe

Misse

Shoot-off, 25 targets:
WRESSIEL ye tetes « ceutens cree 20
DALE? Pee ercahate
sis.oe as stew ein 24
Sht. at. Brk.
Ressler .ssces.6:. 156
131
Eg a BRA Arar ce 195
159
Grube, See sssecee 155
120
WVGOEITATIN <ajs16.010.6,0 220
181
Divlititt
ontrees 135
100

New

Guede

Garey

27

New
New

Haven,
Haven

Conn.,
Gun

Racket avo: tlewakes
ocr 2

RY COMIALM OdaGidetas
eistatoisw seit 21
Gable genset accents sc xteos 18
Sht..at, Bric
Cable
ied stems 2i0
72
Miss Ricker .... 25
66
Wiktic Rr eaeaee 95
66
IEA
Gonovodeae 40
31
Nat.

Resster,

Sec’y-Mgr.

Haven—Yale.
March

Club’s

14.—At

grounds,

a shoot
March

held on
14,

the

the
New

Haven team defeated the Yale team in a 50-bird race,
a score of 207 to 199, as follows:
New Haven.
Sheol
id ti) regen Secor, 43
Cup slay Bas nee wards 46
Hepburn
frrecsvieeas 41
IM Orrison eractns sca. 42
GlaridGersaes <pscek <5 41

THERE is nothing going on in the trapshooting world
in Denver, Colo.
The Sedam Club, where all the shoots
are held, has been deserted for the past two weeks for the
keener sport of ducking.
Sunday, with zero weather, a
number of enthusiastic sportsmen went out to try their
luck.
One of the gunners walked twelve miles, and shot
two mallard ducks, three canvasbacks, a teal and a redhead, and felt ccmpensated.
Mr. Howard,
Mr. Hood
Waters,
duPont

Gun

itolane cn 6 demtte
More ce.oots ROSES
(Seat a akivcn mat Sete et«| sake »
Dupont trophy, 25 targets, with added handicap:
Ressler
22
Cablew
oss b erode
tees co0
Bart! 9 o<ss21
Clare Bid ond elieaiateics
oeeitte20
Grube
He
y
IME Sehieri eatcteeloidicta atsa/eielo ctovareiaye 16

23

Gritfithis’ eect eerere 21

At

Events:
Ressler
tc pateoiee
foe
Bary oe se tes nateolsce
Grubee srt sesemeth «ok
(UGamMar yes ssc cteiteee 2
Cable finan
ee aes cts
GlarkAi sae be walaecisiele
sine
Dulin), grayeupetereisiotetaiaieieis
mente

Brk.
24

sep iioces!ss

Gleason

Pequea

LancasTErR, Pa,, March 14.—Only a few of the members of the Pequea Gun Club braved the snow and cold
weather to come to the weekly shoot to-day.
<A high
wind interfered considerably with the flight of the targets,
but some fair work was done, in spite of this handicap.
Miss Ricker was present and did some very creditable
work, especially in the cup event, breaking 21, and winning a point on the much-sought-for prize, by the aid of
her small handicap.
Scores, each event at 10 targets,
follow:

Muldown,

somewhat out of it; though, barring Frank’s match score,
he averaged a good 88 per cent., his bad half hour spoiling
what would otherwise have been near to the honor mark,

afternoon

was replete with good scores, all taking a hand at some
time or other, fifteen clean scores resulting before the
last shot was fired, two’ of these being in the 25-target
events—Gleason securing one of these and Roy the other.
Conner’s 90 per cent. on 130 targets entitles him to
high average honors, though Roy and Carver had higher
marks on a smaller number of targets, and from indications there would have been no let up, as each target
was snuffed out just like a puff of smoke.
Griffiths and Dickey had a merry little game together
in the prize match, Dickey coming under the wire in the
lead by a nose; but on the 16yd. line Griffith cleaned up
a raft of them, and evened up matters with a bird to spare.

to
the

Doctor, and made good in the majority of cases
the 1-bird handicap the Doctor allows him.

Catverecnesé

Boston,
Mass., March 14.—The baker’s dozen trapshooters that assembled at the Boston Gun Club grounds
to-day were amply repaid for their trouble, the conditions
being nearly perfect, and could not be improved upon.

we

contests,

who will make the shoot look more like a Grand American Handicap than an ordinary gun club afternoon shoot.
The two nerviest shooters, Irish and Peabody, came in
for their share of the honors, each securing one of the
straights,
Peabody’s
match
score being worthy of a
veteran.
“Bufialo Smith” arrived late on the scene, but in plenty

by

Bordenhgenaotane
+s: 41

Stevenson fies ssagls: 41
Manierre
(.cxsescs 5 0cd0
POttGr? Give. darerestescs 41—207
Thompson ..........384—199
The club race was as follows:
WeiflShen sisiciteremiant
name cine «45
RICE rere es Seer es cee ee.100
POTTER, jeerscthcteteisreinielote
ebole'c's41
Robertson
avchiaee
ns csiineeo0
EAL VAN AT CUllirels elcisvaletsialstereletors 37

PUISEr te da

Wala
rtShey rare reels nierere ss adele 35
ESAT WElllevayeiste ite clataieie eivieiee'e 17

StevieniSOmty <2sicccivics
«10 /als41
Ele
p Durie teetep
oecen chee 41

eae

ead tamuoe

Smithy gs cecea scien cwerenelns 43

Bristol

Claridge Gian sictis ccleiatinnien’s 41

Sparks
HSAs”

35

LINes,

‘Secy:
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At the annual championship tournament of the Indoor .22 Caliber Rifle League of the United States, held at Grand Rapids, Mich., February 12-17, 1906,

PETERS

CARTRIDGES

ESTABLISHED

2481

OUT

THE

HONORS

ZIMMERMAN

RECORD

OF A POSSIBLE
MADE

FIRST

WORLD'S

BY

W.

A.

TEWES

at Zettler Rifle Club Open Tournament, New York, March 10-17, 1906.
100 SHOT MATCH, won by Arthur Hubalek, score 2468.
Seven of the first ten prize-winners ued PETERS

TROPHY,

won by L. P. Ittel.

BEST

BULLSEYE,

D5OO

.22 SHORT

CARTRIDGES.

made by W. Rosenbaum.

L. C. Buss and L. P. Ittel made possible 225 on the Ring Target.
80% of the contestants in these matches used Peters Cartridges, THE

SEMI-SMOKELESS

KIND.

{ there ever was the slightest doubt in any mind as to the superiority of Peters Cartridges of all calibers, that doubt has been dispelled for all time by the results of
the ae Git, Grand Rapids and New York tournaments.
The various winnings and high scores were not the result of accident but may be credited to good holding and

absolutely perfect ammunition.

The inevitable conclusion is that if Peters Cartridges of either large or small caliber, are equal to these most crucial tests, they

are the best to use in any kind of shooting, either for Target Practice, Hunting, Police, or Military purposes.

THE

PETERS

CARTRIDGE
NEW

YORK:
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STEVENS
SHOTS

PUBLISHING

DNA

Manager

And

other papers.
By Rowland E. Robinson.
With illustrations from drawings by Rachael Robinson.
Price,

This is a collection of papess on different themes contributed to Forest AND
STREAM and other publications,
and now for the first time brought together.
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Hunting Without a Gun.

tribe.

CO.

Shot—A Shooter with a STEWENS—bags

make GOOD

T.

Story of a Prairie People.
Ey George Bird Grinnell.
Cloth, 300 pages.
Price,
Mr. Grinnell has for years Been on terms of intimacy
with two of the three tribes which made up the great
confederation known as the Blackfoot Nation, and having
the confidence of the braves and wisest of the old men,
eae
penetrated deep into the secret history of the

NA

Lie
ND)
A good

Street,

CINCINNATI,

J
"22
*

The

And the Tricks of Trapping and Trap Making.
Containing hints on camp shelter, all the tricks and bait
receipts of the trapper, the use of the traps, with instructions for the capture of all fur-bearing animals.
By
W.
Hamilton
Gibson.
Illustrated.
Cloth, 300 pages.
Price, $1.00.
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Blackfoot Lodge Tales.

Camp Life in the Woods.

FOREST

COMPANY,

the game every time and HITS—don' miss!

AND

SHOTGUNS

bring down the bird or beat

WITHOUT

FAIL.

Ask your dealer and be sure
to specify Stevens.
Forwarded, Express prepaid,
if unable to obtain them.

STEVENS

Send 4 cents in stamps for 140
Page Illustrated Catalog.
If
Interested

in Shooting,

ought to have it.

JDEAL No. 44: RIFLE

J. STEVENS ARMS AND TOOL COMPANY

you

a|
Attractive three color Aluminum
Hanger for 10 cents in stamps.
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In the Philadelphia-Baltimore-Wilmington X-Team Race, shot at Wissinoming,

14, Second
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14
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14
13
14

19
18
15
20
17
19

20
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February

12,

Charles

BROKE

E. Mink,

of Philadelphia,

100 STRAIGHT

A. B. Richardson, of Dover, Del., was second, with 97 out of 100; Lester S.
German, of Aberdeen, Md., was third, with 96 out of 100.
All of these

gentlemen are AMATEURS,

and of course each one used
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Weatherhead
..... 15
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The freezing temperature was a source of discomfort
and interference with the shooters’ best efforts.
High
average for the day was a tie between Morrison,
of
Chicago, and Crosby, of O’Fallon, Ill., on 190 out of 200.
Barkley, of Chicago, was high amateur with 189.
‘The
Ottumwa trophy, a distance handicap, was won by John
Burmister, of Spirit Lake, with a score of 46, as will be
noted in the scores for the diamond badge, as follows:
Yds. Brk.
Yds. Brk
Burmister
....... 16
46
PE SEN Glee stercievsiccarae 19
41
Miaxwelll® sisisie.ssr0:« 19
45
WDOCEORiecias vicsioeters 19
4}
McKeever. . oc... 17
44
Vermilyea \....%. 16
41
Mackie Bare vane
42
Wahler sas ceieeciccte 18
40
Kilinies sensees Ei
43
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39
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...
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Cadwallader ..... 2
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Crosby .....
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Stannard
2
38
Henshaw
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SPCNCer ss.
38
RCHT
Chis os:
42
Sheldon
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Drtiry seria.
im
42
Gottlieb
37
BUTE Veer ticicentr.
41
Lehman
37
Peterson
41
McDowell
....... 2
37
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STREAM.

Shoot.

Tue Iowa State shoot, held at Des Moines, Ia., on
March 14, 15 and 16, was well attended.
The weather was
unpleasant and unfavorable for good scores.
There was
a high wind, cold temperature and snow on the first
day.
Barkley, an amateur, from Chicago, was high on
the first day, with 185 out of 200.
Crosby and R. Barber tied for second on 182; Darton and Spencer tied for
third on 181.
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19 18 13 15 10 15 17.17
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171811 14141419 20
20 18 14 12 11 14 20 18
2019 141411111916
1718.13 12 12 14 20.19
18 16 15 11 11 15.16 19
17 19 11 14 14 14 18 19
Wel 12916 13. 13°20, 18
1719-12 13°12 15 15. 18
16 1714131115.1918

200
190

190
187
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186
185
185

TIM'S. PLACE

‘*The more

Charles

Clark

Munn,

author

of

**

Uncle

I see 0

Terry”’

the world, the better I like the woods.’

‘CA girl with a new ring allus hez trouble with her hair.”’
For sale everywhere, or postpaid for $1.50 from

cmyes carn now

| LOTHROP,

LEE @ SHEPARD

CO.,

“<

the publishers,

“<

<

BOSTON

LOG GABINS AND COTTAGES: sins
eis.rc,iso.
This work

covers

elaborate cottages,

the field of building

cabins and houses.

for the woods

from the simplest shelters to the most

The details and directions are very specific and easily com-

prebended, and the illustrations are so numerous and so taking that one

will be sure

to find in

them something to his taste.

FOREST

184

183
183
183
183
181
181
180
178
178
178
176
176
176
174
174
173
172
172

By

An intensely fascinating love story of the Maine wilderness, weird and thrilling, yet
sweet and tender.
Mr. Munn, who knows what he is talking about, gives here the best account of the working of the Maine game laws ever put in print.
You will also like ‘‘Old Cy. Walker,’’ who says, among other good things:
‘* The man that won’t bear watchin’ needs it.”’
’
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‘This is the best book on trapping ever written.
It
descriptions

of

all

the

animals

which

American trapper is likely to meet with, tells how
live, how to trap them and how to care for and
their pelts.
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SHOOTING.

Containing Scientific and Practical Descriptions of
Wildfowl; Their Resorts, Habits, Flights, and the Most
Successful Method of Hunting Them.
Treating of the

selection of guns for
and to-use them;
| using them; blinds,
| boats, how to use
trievers,

they | them.
cure | pages.

their

wildfowl shooting, how to load, aim
decoys, and the proper manner of
how and where to construct them;
and build them scientifically; re-

characteristics,

how

to

select

and _ train

By William Bruce Leffingwell.
Illustrated,
Price, in cloth, $1.50; half morocco, $2.50.
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ton heetctese 161
succeeded admirably in putting the wisdom so acquired | to relieve the owner from the risk of trusting any im- | Ridley ................... 165

into plain and intelligible English.
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and broke 94 per cent. of all targets shot at | Frisbie

aflin @ Rand Brands,
“Infallible,”
‘““New E. C. (Improved)”
and
“New Schultze
“
;
:
also won Three out of the First Four High Averages for the season of 1905.
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The Smith cup and the State championship were special
features of the day’s competition.
The Smith cup was
won by W. S. Hoon, of Jewell, and the championship
was won by F. A. Weatherhead, of Red Oak.
A. P.
Dowall, the champion of last year, was second with 93.
Crosby and Riehl tied for high gun on 189 out of 200.
State amateur championship, 100 targets; scores:
Sean asecee 90
Hoon)
j.cn-- ses 96
Weatherhead.
MeDowell
Dorton > cctestucstectsmarstes 90
visescanewsness 93
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Rifle Range and Gallery.
The Hundred

Shot Gallery
ship Match.

of the

Championship

and

Canada,

LEFEVER

Champion-

of

won

|
1905

the

United

States

by the

GUN.

WHY

70 the best shots in the United States and Canada use Lefever Guns ?
There must be merit to the advantages claimed for Lefever guns,
Improve your score by shooting a Lefever Gun especially bored for trap,
brush or field use.

THE annual 100-shot gallery championship
match for
1906 was held under the auspices of the famous old Zettler Rifle Club at its headquarters, 159 West Twentythird street, New York city, March 10-17, exclusive of
Sunday, closing at 11 o’clock the night of the 17th.
That it was a complete success is shown in the number
taking part, although a great many more than the prize
winners shot in some of the matches, or perhaps 150
riflemen in all.
Thirty-six
men
entered the 100-shot

Send for Catalogue D.

This cut is a reproduction of our handsome 10-color hanger, size 10x 283%. As long
as our supply lasts we will furnish these hangers for 8 cents, covering postage.

LEFEVER
SYRACUSE,
-

The “OLD RELIABLE ©

ARMS CO.,
NEW
“The

Only

YORK.

Absolutely

Reliable”

Best that can be made

Has none

its equal

Fred Coleman’s score of 4% straight at live birdsin England. as well as 24 out of
25 at 81 yards, shows how the Parker Gun shoots.
See another column in this
paper showing his marvelous records.

PARKER
MR.

Winner

ARTHUR

of 100-shot

HUBALEK,

OF

Championship

BROOKLYN

at Zettler

N.

BROTHERS, * fi, Soi'Sucsrooms, 52Warren St

Y.

Tournament.

match,
two
finally withdrawing.
And
although
tournament was of shorter duration than the one
last year, there was hardly a time during the week
a score of men were not waiting an opportunity to
for some of the prizes, and the club’s headquarters
crowded constantly.
Those who went into the 100-shot match knew that

the
held
when
shoot
were
they

BULK

POWDER
FOR
SHOT CUNS.

AMERIC

Made

COMPOSITE

TARGET,

by Mr. Arthur

Hubalek,

100

SHOTS.

at Zettler Tournament.

must do their very best to win a place among the top
men, for the records for matches of this sort are very
high, and the holders of those records were expected to
equal, if not excel, their best previous performances.
Last year, Louis P. Ittel won the match with a total of
2468 points, after it was all but conceded that Richard

ay

Dead Shot Smokeless, thoroughly meets the requirements of discriminating sportsmen. Branded with the name of a house whose goods are most favorably known, it will
always be the powder of a “known quantity,” unsurpassed in any particular.
Clean Shooting, makes a perfect pattern, high velocity, safe, is unaffected by climate.
Have your shells loaded with “ Dead Shot Smokeless.”
Your dealer will gladly
supply it. If you are in doubt write to us. Write to us any way for booklet.

AMERICAN
ST. LOUIS,

MO.

POWDER

MILLS,

Boston, Mass., U.S.A.
CHICACO,

ILL.

FOREST
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ONE-TRIGGER
The mechanism
its action.

is positive

in

Parts are large and strong.

It never balks nor doubles; in
fact, it does just what we say
it will, and does it every time.

SEND

HUNTER

SMITH

ARMS

FOR

CATALOGUE.

COMPANY,

GUNS

Fulton,

SHOOT

DAVIS

PRINCIPLE OF OPERATIO
SIMPLE AND RELIABLE

Send

N. R. DAVIS

AND

WELL

GUNS

HIGH-GRADE
MATERIAL

When

N. Y.

writing

say

@ SONS,
you

saw

for

Our

Catalogue

Lock Box 707, Assonet,

the ad. in Forest

N

Mass., U. S. A.

Canoe Cruising and Camping,

STREAM,
By

MENNENS
BORATED

Perry

D.

Illustrated.

Frazer.

Cloth,

95 pages.

Price

$1.00.

cruising

| from

canoeist—the

man

is a practical guide for the

who

wishes

to

start

away

city and for a short time to make his canoe
With this in view, Mr. Frazer, who regards
canoeing as a healthful and economical method of nassing away leisure hours, has written briefly, but attrachis

TALCUM

the

home.
c

tively,

; POWDER

of canoes,

camping

outfits,

clothing,

firearms

and

ammunition, fishing tackle, photography, and in general
of cruising, camping and all that pertains to this phase
of outdoor life.
Contents:
Pleasures and Advantages of Canoes; Materials of Construction; Paddles; Air Tanks; Sails; Steering Gear; Fittings and Duffle; Camping Outfits; Tents
Without Poles; Recipes for Waterproofing; Sleeping Bag;
Camp
Axe; Duffle Bag; A Portable Range; Selecting
Food; What To Wear; Firearms and Ammunition; Fishing Tackle; Camera; How to Cruise.
FOREST

AND

STREAM

PUBLISHING

CO.

You get

fifty dollars in
shining gold pieces

Winds

and

all

Skin

if you discover the
best new practical use for
**3-in-One” Oil. Your use must not be
»medicinal but can be for lubricating
cleaning, polishing, preventing

Blow

and outdoor life roughens
the skin, use Mennen’s—
it keeps the skin soft and
the complexion clear, A
positive relief for Chap=
ped Hands, Chafing,

Trou-

rust, or any other

GERHARD

purpose

not

in-

cluded in the “3-in-One” oil book- {

@
§

City. All dealers

—two

ie

MENNEN.Co.,NEWARK,N.J.

om

sizes.
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Buss,

Zettler

Rifle

124
248—2468
247—2464
246—2461
243—2459
242—2459
247—2453
247—2451
245—2448
244—2448
243—2441
248—2435
247—2435

Club—

234 245 245 245 245 245 242 245 242 245—2434
Michael Dorrler, Zettler Rifle Club—
244 244 238 242 247 245 246 242 241 244-2433
Theodore R. Geisel, Springfield, Mass.—
2388 247 245 243 239 240 244 247 243 243—2429
Dr A A Stillman, Syracuse, N. Y.—
244 244 245 238 241 241 240 241 245 247—2426
W H French, Manhattan Rifle Association—
244 246 241 238 244 244 246 244 243 243—2433
George Schlicht, Zettler Rifle Club—
246 241 244 245 239 239 241 244 239 243—2431
William Rosenbaum, New York City—
244 288 228 239 242 247 247 243 245 246—2419
F L Smith, Springfield—
241 240 240 240 240 2389 242 242 240 2442418
Louis P Hansen, Jersey City—
;
244 242 244 236 243 244 240 240 289 248—2415
E H Van Zandt, Zettler Rifle Club—
242 242 238 2438 2438 244 288 240 240 242—2412
G T Conti, Italian Rifle Association, New York—
;
243 241 235 248° 248 241 243
243 242—2411
T L Farr, New Haven—
235 241 237 241 286 248 240 244 289 245—2401
R Busse, Zettler Rifle Club—
243 240 235 242 242 246 237 241 284 240—2400
Louis Maurer, Zettler Rifle Club—
237 242 240 241 285 243 284 .286 288 246—2392
Philip Muth, Brooklyn—
239 238 2387 °241 232 241 241 241 241 240—2391
Henry D Muller, New York Central Schuetzen Corps—

238

L Reali,
H
T

H

sell “3-in-One”

124

249 245 250 245 247 246 246 248 244
Richard Gute, Zettler Rifle Club—
245 246 243 246 249 247 247 248 246
W A Tewes, Zettler Rifle Club—
244 243 248 246 248 247 245 248 246
L P Ittel, Pittsburg, Pa—
244 243 247 250 244 244 250 247 247
Dr. W G Hudson, Manhattan Rifle Association
247 244 248 246 248 245. 246 247 246
Fred C Ross, Springfield, Mass.—
:
243 246 247 244 245 242 245 247 247
Owen Smith, Zettler Rifle Club—
243 246 244 247 244 244 246 248 247
H M Thomas, New Haven, Conn—
.
243 247 248 245 243 246 242 242 247
M Baal, Williamsburg, N. Y—
243 245 247 246 240 249 245 248 246
J Kaufman, Brooklyn—
248 248 241 245 243 248 241 248 246
A F Laudensack, New Haven—
241 238 242 246 245 243 243 248 241
W J Carr, New Haven—
245 244 243 244 242 248 240 245 242

P

&

bles.
Mennen’s face on
every box. See that you
getthe Genuine.
For sale
everywhere, or by mail, 25
cents,
Sample free.

Try Mennen’s Violet Talcum.

Gute’s
score of 2466 would win; and at the Grand
Rapids tournament William A. Tewes scored 2481 points
—all very close to the possible for man, rifle and ammunition.
It was also known that Mr. Gute had set his
heart on winning, and to that end had spent much of his
leisure time during the past few months in
practicing
diligently.
What happened was that Arthur
Hubalek, a
young man who has been shooting in the indoor ranges
only about three years in all, stepped in and made the
highest score.
One thing that was very noticeable throughout the
match was the better grouping of shots by those who used
telescope sights, and the higher average of these men
over other years.
Last year only a few used telescopes,
while this year only a few shot without them.
In all,
twenty-six of this year’s contestants used telescopes, and
ten did not.
This does not show that the magnification
of the bullseye is so important as the ability to see it
clearly, for the majority favor low-power glasses, some
using glasses of three-power, or not above four.
The
better shooting also shows that the riflemen have
grown
accustomed to the different manner of holding, and
they
shoot a bit more rapidly than formerly and depend not
so much on steady holding as on touching the trigger
at the proper moment.
The high average of the first nine men shows how
perfect are the rifles, telescopes and ammunition of today, although the manufacturers
insist that they are
striving to turn out still better ones, for most of the
bullets fired by these men would have driven or touched
a tack placed in the center of their bullseyes.
Good fellowship was evident throughout the tournament, for some of the riflemen who are the keenest rivals
for high honors are the best of chums.
Worthy of special notice are the full scores of Mr.
Hubalek and Mr. Ittel, two; the good average of Louis
Maurer, who is one of the oldest riflemen of this city,
and the score of G. T. Conti, fired in 55 minutes.
All shooting was at 75ft., offhand, with .22cal. rifles
and short cartridges.
The winning. scores in the various
events follow:
One-nundred-shot championship match, fired in strings
of five shots at any time during the tournament, at 75ft.,
offhand, on the jin. 25-ring target; telescopes allowed;
twenty cash prizes, ranging from $15 down to $2, a gold
badge and a dozen merchandise prizes; possible for each
string, 125; for ten shots, 250; for 100 shots, 2,500 points.
The ‘totals:
Arthur Hubalek, Zettler Rifle Club—

Louis

This interesting little volume
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J

234

238

24)

233

241

238

244

238

ee
Rifle Association—
23
238 237 288 241 .242 234 241 237
F Barning, Jersey City—
236 241 244 224 233 237 2384 240 243
H Keller, Jr., Manhattan Rifle Association—
229 “243 233 239 229 243 237 235 240
Donovan, Staten Island—
238 284 238 229 241 235 234 240 236
L Seckel, Bayonne, N. J.—
232 238 229 230 239 235 232 229 233
Hess, Brooklyn—
234 281 225 232 235 234 237 229 225

243—2387
241—2384

240—2872
2412368
233—2358
240—2337
236—2318

W. E. Glenn and S. N. Murphy withdrew.
Ring target, three-shot scores, possible 75 points, on the
Sin. 25-ring target; entries unlimited;
the best three
scores took the first five prizes; the best two scores the
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next five, and single scores for the rest; twenty cash
prizes in all, ranging from $40 down to $2. The winning
scores follow:
Dr W G Hudson..75 75 75
R Gute
I, Gu Basseeianaces
A F Laudensack..
W
ae
L
Ittel .
;
T R Geisel
P
O ‘Saiith
....5..9.
A Hubalek
H M Thomas
W A Tewes
F C Ross
T
E Van
Zandt
M Dorrler
W E Glenn ........74 74
Philip Muth... .74

WEE Baader
vas cc's ek 74
Mas Lamm tll sctemtow syare73
Wine
ir enveirs 1, .f 73
Geoyschlicht/.....- 73
W J Zingsheim....73
Dr A A Stillman.
.73
WR Galle Genicrsteswcn 73
W Rosenbaum ....73
Gaede Contitnecsn. 73
Ci rZettlers rasan 73
Ge
erlansetecnn cas ie
Ci Meyer ensencees72
EY Be barnings sc: 71
P Selvageistcen~<:- 71
ha Wart aeteos «72

Premiums: For the best five targets,
$4; next best five, $3:
Dr Hudson...75 75 75 75 75
RY Gute or: 75 75 75 75 74

L

C

$5; next

AND

Smith's Ideal
18-inch Knee Boot, IDEAL, to-inch lace, and
6-inch Moccasin Shoe — have become the
standard of all that is good in

Hunting

best five,

Buss....75 75 75 74 74

Bullseye target, three-shot scores, entries unlimited,
4in. black, the best single shot, by measurement,
to
count; twenty-six cash prizes, ranging from $25 down
to $2; 1-64-inch counts 1 degree.
The scores, in degrees:
W

Rosenbaum

RE Gate

........ 1614

Bee

Sith

eee

cen 21

encttaicees
css LG SMe Vik ELCSScanecielccsc
gare211%,

Re Terelna
ews ce sta 17%
IME ODDGERIOE tisneciisncesss« 18%
GJ Berhitis enc. ccs 18%
Wee Glenn isin,
ia se18%
ToC BUS ae aides orcieaisie« 1814
ReiEAs HC ULOT Caters estate's
+:01s:019
WH
Rrench: iiotcesess19

BwiGe ROSS wareteneweccs 22
wigs MCR SCliterice ricco eon 22
Ge Lud Wigan. caleeees 23
Gus Zimmermann ..... 23
Philip, Mouth, ¢..5.<tsiersess 23
ie) Moalbervev
ees civic 23%
eA
Y OUI Oem ite aes cont24

Wa)

EL

eZingesheim- 22... 1914

GRE Conti
cateutea shes 20%
OW Susithe Novena.oss2014
EV MIG TSSOCKOLBCES «dele
cscs2014
Geo Schlicht’ 24:5... 2014
FR WBusse oaccc
ce sacs ++ -20%

memwirthiy

sect

There were numerous other contestants who did not
win prizes, °
Premiums: For the greatest number of red flags during
shoot, $5; second, $4; third, $3:
TTY Retlerie
oc sens c-csise 219
Mi Dorrler: iasteceve0cs'es 111
Zimmermann
cial target, for
Zimmermann;
best two scores
Ty PeUttelin

RG Ute

Bilin

Mirth

25 & 27 North (3th St., Philadelphia, Pa.
* GOUT & RHEUMATISM

cc cilanis:38 38—76

costae s:«38 38—76,

Other scores:
Dro Pudson. >... :87
OMSmithi
arses .s.s88
W A Tewes....... 36
Gui Conti: et ss, 87
Drie Rel leritas «oss 35
A F Laudensack.
.34

36—73
36—74
35—71
36—73
3469
34—68

pEepins

lUsethe Great English Remedy
Saie, Sure, Effective.

Getselacccces 38 37—/5

Heizeseckel on. esc
HM Thomas...2:.
JeBacklanim ice.
G J Bernius......
G W Ludwig.....

36
34
31
30
30

Zettler Brothers’ trophy, to go to the contestant who
made the highest ten-shot score in the 100-shot match,
but who did not win a place:
H. F. Barning, 244.
At the close of the match, Gus Zimmermann, president
of the Zettler Rifle Club, called those assembled in the
club room to order, and assigned the presentation of the
prizes to Henry D. Muller, who said, among other things,
that some of the best shots had felt a bit discouraged
because they had not made scores as high as that of Mr.
Ittel in last year’s match, or Mr. Tewes’ in the Grand
Rapids tournament, but they had made a grand showing
in an up-hill race.
In the division of the prizes on the
ting target there were so many ties that some of the
men had to be content with somewhat small sums.
Mr.
Hubalek had, besides the gold championship badge for
first in the 100-shot match, choice of $25 cash or a number
of merchandise
prizes and trophies.
He
selected a
schuetzen rifle presented by the Stevens Company, and
Mr. Gute took a schuetzen rifle given by the Winchester
Company.
Mr. Tewes’ choice was $25 in gold, given by
the Peters Cartridge Company.
Mr. Ittel took $12, and
so on through the list, which included a Stevens rifle
telescope, a set of Lyman sights, a Marble ax, a goldmounted meerschaum pipe, given by H. C. Zettler, a
loving cup presented by the Empire Rifle Club, etc.
The club spread a nice lunch for its guests.

THE MECKLENBURG
HOTEL
and GAME PRESERVES.
The

Rifle Notes.

PUBLISHERS’ DEPARTMENT.
Seats are reserved at all the Proctor theatres, both
afternoon and evening.
Patrons may have these tickets
mailed to them upon sending check or money order; or
they will be held in reserve at the box office until the
performance
required.
Telephone
communication
will
receive prompt and courteous attention.
Seats for the
four New York houses are on sale at all principal hotels
and newsstands.

Paradise.

PILLS ke

Buzzard’s

CO.,

Bay, Mass.

WELL STOCKED TROUT BROOK;; ideal Club House
on BUZZARD’S BAY, Mass., to lease; ample game proserves; pond and sea fishing.
For illustrated booklet of
particulars, address BROOKSIDE
CLUB,
Monument
Beach, Mass.
:

NEWFOUNDLAND
Excellent
pee
and.

Salmon and Trout fishing. Tents, guides, boats
Write BUNGALOW, Grand Lake, Newfound-

EDWARD
Guide

and

SHEFFIELD,

Outfitter,

St.

Anthony,

Idaho.

References.

Come to Round Mountain Lake Camps
For good trout fishing and bear hunting.
For further particulars address
DION O. BLACKWELL, Eustis, Me.
New York Office, 335 Broadway, Room 29.

5;

COME
TO CAMP
RECREATION
for good muskallonge and black bass fishing.
New log camp, beautiful
lakes.
Send for circular.
. G. IRWIN, Dorset, Minnesota.

50c. & $1.

DRUGGISTS, or 93 Henry St., Brooklyn, N. ¥.

MECKLENBURG
MINERAL
SPRINGS
Chase City, Virginia.

#

MAIL YOURDIRECTTACKLE
ORDERS
TO THE

Wants

ACTUAL MAKERS

and

Exchanges.

SALMON

HIGH-GRADE

LEADERS

FLIES

SELECTED

a
GUT
“AJAX” GOLD MEDAL WATERPROOF LINES

FISHING

For Sale or Lease.—One of the finest salmon rivers and
tributary, on the North
Shore of the St. Lawrence.
Room for four rods.
Comfortable Camp, two canoes and
other camping material.
Over two hundred salmon have
been caught in one season by two rods; average weight
14 pounds.
Apply W. SCOTT, 40 Hospital St., Room 19,
Montreal, Canada.

Fees

E. 4s., F. 3s. 6d. per 20 yards.
Send Money Order for Samples.

Catalogues Post Free.

WANTED—A
MAN
WHO
IS FAMILIAR
WITH
the raising of ring-neck pheasants.
To such a man we
can offer a permanent position.
References required.
Address S. F. FULLERTON,
Executive Agent, Game
and Fish Commission, St. Paul, Minn.
13

WYERS FRERES, Continental Works
REDDITCH,

Castle Dome Cut Plug

ENGLAND

The Best Smoke For the Pipe

CREA
(a
aN

In America,
Made from Old Va. Sun-Cured
Tobacco.
Money refunded if it bites or burns
Sis
the Tongue. Sent prepaid postage
te
7Oc. Pound. Large Sample 10c..

FILE YOUR FOREST AND STREAM

t

We have provided a cloth file binder to hold
26 numbers of Forest AND STREAM. It is simple,
The Columbus Gun Club rifle team cup is open for
challenge and can be shot for at Columbus Gun Club
on Friday evening, March 23, at 7 P. M., under rules
governing this trophy.
This cup was presented to the
Columbus Gun Club rifle team by fhe Peters Cartridge
Co., Cincinnati,
O., through
their representative
Mr.
D. D. Gross, who resides in this city. Fred Shattuck is
the Secretary of the Columbus Gun Club.

Sportsman’s

ey Turkey, Rabbits, Squirrels, Deer.
ennel of Fine Pointers and Setters.
Kennel of fine
Foxhounds.
Excellent Livery and Guides.
Hotel Modern—steam-heated,
Electric-lighted.
Rooms
single or en suite. Sun Parlors.
Private Baths.
Baruch System of Medicinal Baths.
Noted
MINERAL
WATERS.—Mecklenburg,
Lithia
and Chloride Calcium, free to guests.
Splendid Golf course, Bowling, Riding, Driving.
Write for Booklet and other descriptive literature.

Brookside Club House

Exclusive selling agents of Ideal Hunting Shoes, Von Lengerke
& Detmold for New York City and Brooklyn.
Von Lengerke
& Antoine for Chicago, Il].
Sporting goods houses are invited to send for price and terms.

BLAIR’S

for Sportsmen.

SHOES.
Manufacturers Shoe Specialties,
Gymnasium and Sporting Shoes.

trophy match, three-shot scores on a spea large bronze plaque presented by Gus
second, $10; third, $5; unlimited entries;
to count:

Hotels

Ghe

M. A. SMITH & SON

si). .caies.ceys « 78

485

foot-gear. Now used
by thousands — no
lady or gentleman |
properly equipped |
without a pair of
Smith’s Ideal Hunt-

The product of fifty years’ shoemaking skill
and the practical suggestions of hundreds of
sportsmen.
Catalogue for the asking.

cee. 2414
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STREAM.

NURSING

will
AND

be

sent

postpaid

on

receipt

STREAM PUBLISHING
346 Broadway.

STREAM

PUBLISHING

OF

DOGS.

CO.

Nursing

vs. DOSING.

AND

DISEASES

of one

A Treatise on the Care of Dogs in Health and Disease.
By S. T. Hammond (“Shadow’’) author of “Training
vs. Breaking.”?
161 pages.
Cloth.
Price, $1
Mr. Hammond believes that more dogs are killed by
injudicious doctoring than by disease, and the present
work is a protest against the too free use of medicine
when dogs are sick.
The author has given especial attention to many of the troubles which especially afflict
small dogs kept in the house, and likely to suffer from
lack of exercise, and from over-feeding; and boys and
girls owning dogs—as well as children of larger growth—
may profitably study and ponder this volume.

FOREST

L. ROWE,

RICHMOND,
VA.
Estab, 1880,
Ref, Broad Street Bank

convenient,
strong,
durable, satisfactory,
The
successive issues thus bound make a handsome
volume, constantly growing in interest and value.
The binder
dollar.
FOREST

JASPER

CO,

vs.

Dosing.

A Treatise on the Care of Dogs in Health and Disease.
By S. T. Hammond (“Shadow’’), author of “Training
vs. Breaking.’’
161 pages.
Cloth.
Price, $1.00.
This

work,

from

the

pen

of

“Shadow,”

hearty welcome.
It comes from-one
knowledge.
‘“‘The results of more
experience are here given,’’ writes
assure the reader that no course of
no

treatment

recommended,

no

will

have

a

who writes from full
than fifty years of
the author, “and I
conduct is advised,

remedy

prescribed,

that

has not been thoroughly tried and tested by the writer,
and is believed to be entirely trustworthy in every respect.’’
Sent postpaid on receipt of price, $1.00.

FOREST

AND

STREAM

PUBLISHING

CO.

FOREST

486

AND

STREAM.
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Kennel
Ads under this
cents in capitals).

Tacidermists.

Special.

head 2 cents a word a time
Cash must accompany order.

(or

3

For Sale.—Full-blood English BEAGLE Hounds, Hunters that are hunted.
OAKLAND BEAGLE KENNELS,
Pontiac, Mich.

TORONTO’S

J. KANNOFSKY,
PRACTICAL GLASS ape

as:

for

sale,
a.

CLEARANCE
SALE.—I have a number of well broken
dogs in pointers, setters and hounds that I will sell
cheap rather than carry them over.
GEO. W. LOVELL,
Middleboro, Mass.
FINE POINTER PUP.
Makes a staunch point.
Never
hunted.
Price $30.00.
P. H. LLABMIK,
Room 1203,
56 Liberty St., New York City.
tf
DOGS
AND
HOGS
FOR
SALE.
ALL
KINDS.
Pigeons, Ferrets and Rabbits.
Send 8 cents for aie da
CHARLES
H. LANDIS,
510 Moss St., Reading Pa., Dept. J. 14
For

Sale—Scotch

Plano,

FOR
LYN

pups.

R.

E.

GREENFIELD,
15

SALE
by widow of sportsman—Y oung LLEWELSETTER DOG and 12-GAUGE LEFEVER HAM-

MERLESS

draft

Collie

Ill.

Trap

gun.

of $50 takes

No

them.

doubt

ANDY

of

their

quality.

TOWMEY,

First

Akron,

ce

St.sais World’ s Fair,1904: Gold Medal & Highest Mgacd
Paris Exposition,
1900:
Gold Medal & Highest Award

SPRATT’S

PATENT

and Manufacturer of
Artificial eyes for birds, animals and manufacturing purposes a specialty.
Send for prices. All kinds of skulls for
the fur trade.
369 Canal St., New York.
Please mention Forest AND STREAM.

SAVE

YOUR

TROPHIES.

Write for our Illustrated Catalogue,

“Heads and Horns.”
It gives directions for preparing and preserving Skins,
Antlers, etc. Also prices for Heads and Rugs, Birds and
Fish, and all kinds of work in Taxidermy.

Ward's Natural Science Establishment,

specially

prepared

foods

for

TAXIDERMIST,
A

specialty

in mounting Moose, Elk, Caribou
heads. ‘all and examine work,

Tel. 4205 Chelsea.

DOGS,

~PUPPIES,

CATS,

RABBITS,

N. Y.

ROWLAND,

No. 182 SIXTH

AM. (LTD.)
Manufacture

Near

and

St.,

NEW

ae

YORK.

1324 Valencia

DO

St., San

YOU
in Arkansaw

Coons, Foxes

and

we

Deer

have

millions

of

train our hounds with, and we train them
too.
They ‘‘ Deliver the Goods.’’
A few
| trained Rabbit and Squirrel Dogs.
Also
{ untrained Pups.
For particulars address

BOOK

DOG

AND
Mailed

FREE

TO

to any address by the author.

B.

WATERS,
New

_,
Then let us send you Polk Miller’s
\ celebrated Book on Dogs; How to
Take Care of Them; the eloquent SenNator Vest’s masterful Tribute to

ia Dog,

and es Yellew Dog’s Love
(famous poem).

We will

R:Wy) 7 send you allof the above for 10c just to adwie,
vertise
Sergeant’s
Famous
Dog
WS
OM

Yefe

2LP

po

Remedies.

DRUG

Address POLK

of annual

subscribers:

Three Copies,

$7.50.

Five

SUBSCRIPTION

ADVERTISEMENTS.

MILLER

CO. 859 Main St. Richmond, Va.

Inside pages,
three,

six

and

20 cents
twelve

per agate

months.

line.

Eight

words

to

rates
the

for
line,

fourteen lines to one inch,
Advertisements should be
received by Saturday previous to issue in which they
are to be inserted.
Transient advertisements must invariably be accompanied by the money, or they will not
be inserted.
Reading
notices, seventy-five
cents per
line.
Only
advertisements
of an approved
character
inserted.

FOREST AND STREAM PUB. CO.,
346 Broadway, New York.

I

He still camps, cruises
doing so, and is yet a

runs

barefooted

while

firm believer in the benefits of stewed prunes as
a main

article

of diet while

ceeding

No.

cruising.

Hugh Neilson, with Tyson and Nichol-

son, were three
T. C. C.
The
camera, one of
merits of a cake

of the six men who formed the
artist depicts him as astride a
his chief hobbies, discussing the
of soap which he carried to the

A. C. A. camp

ones.

6.

In memoriam,

and

makes

to several

suc-

us all feel sad

when we think of the happy days spent hiking out
to windward in the cranky, shallow craft with
standing sails, while we ripped along at a rate

that to- “day would make our few remaining hairs
stand on end should we be brave enough
risk our hides in such a craft.
Alas!

to even

Dr. E. E. King, a past commodore

of

Tei GG, Athewarise tas depicted the genial mug
which surmounts his 240 pounds of good natured
ability to lay hardwood dancing floors et al. for
the club, as astride a prancing steed dressed in
his regimentals as surgeon-major of the Royal
Grenadiers.
:

No. 8.

Special

“I thought

and

No. 7.

RECEIPTS.

the sailing trophy.

canoe.

will remember as No. 66.

Crosbyside

Copies, $12.

Fereign Subscriptions
and
Sales
Agents—London:
Davies & Co., 1 Finch Lane; Sampson, Low & Co.;
Paris:
Brentano’s.
Foreign terms:
$4.50
per
year;
$2.25 for six months.

York.

Have Youa Dog?

yf for a Nigger”

for clubs

begin at = time.
Terms:
For
year, $1.50 for six months.
Rates

The receipt of the paper with date on the wrapper
address label constitutes a receipt for money sent us for
a new
subscription
or a renewal.
The date on the
wrapper tells when your subscription will expire.
Please
note this date, and renew at least two weeks before
expiration of subscription.

For use in dog training. Price, $2.00.
mail, $2.10. Send for circular.
Broadway,

SUBSCRIPTIONS.

centerboard

was anchored” was the way he described the way
he also ran. The artist puts him in a coal scuttle
because six days a week he is busy turning coal
into golden dollars for his numerous family.
No. 4. Robert Tyson old A. C. A. members

No. 5.

ritain.

1278 Broadway, New York.

IMPROVED SPIKE COLLAR,
346

ents.

Remit by express money-order, registered letter, money
order or draft ‘payable to the Forest and Stream Publishing Company.
The paper may be obtained of newsdealers throughout the United States, Canada and Great

FEED.

H. CLAY GLOVER, D. V. S.,

CORRESPONDENCE.
The Forest AND STREAM is the recognized medium of
entertainment,
instruction
and
information
between
American
sportsmen.
The editors invite communications on the subjects to which its pages are devoted.
Anonymous communications will not be regarded.
The
editors are not responsible for the views of correspond:

Subscriptions may
single copies,
$3 per

ON

D. B. Jacques, who “attended the 1886

with a heavy

a
AL
TDOOR
-E
:
TRAVEL, NATURE STUDY. SHOOTING, FISHING YACHTING.

eS

DISEASES

HOW

sailing as a side

G. R. Baker, otherwise “Bob,” has de-

No. 3.

e

at our door to

'SPRING
RIVER
sei
Box 27, Imboden, Ark.

dinghy

A. C. A. meet to try to capture

Cal.

Trained COON, FOX
and
DEER
HOUNDS For Sale. Reasonable Prices
Here

encourage

serted the paddling canoe for a gasolene launch
and camera.
In the latter game he becomes so
engrossed as to bunt the rising generation a bit.

s

HUNT?

Card

Illustrates how the T. C. C., with over

No. 2.

GAME,
FISH.

Francisco,

Menu

how some of the old-time paddlers, pot-hunters
and cruisers have changed from the 16x30 game.
“Jack” has certainly not forgotten how to sketch
a canoe or the mugs of his old friends since he
started as club artist in 1886.
May his pen long
be spared to depict our weaknesses.

No. 12

Tid S, 4thSty'St Lous, Mod”

(America) Ltd.

Gorgonzola
cheese
and yarns,
in walked
Dr.
Harry Mackendrick, from Galt, and he, too, received a reception that warmed the cockles of his
heart.

500 members,
line.

Write for Catalogue,
“Dog
Culture,” with practical
chapters on the feeding, kenneling and management of
dogs; also chapters on cats.

Spratt’s Patent

Visitors.

Some time later, when the air was fragrant with

The

AVENUE,

18th

Outside

While the celery and olives were being toyed
with there appeared at the door a six-foot-four
specimen with white head and black mustache,
and many were the aueries, “Who’s that?” With
a yell two or three recognized the newcomer as
“Billy” Cooke, and he got a reception that made
us all feel that we were kids again.
A few minutes later, while we were all munching the corn off the cob, another member gently
pushed open the door and in walked W. H. P.
Weston, who has been located in Chicago for sixteen years.
For a few minutes you never heard
such velling and cheering as greeted “Whiskers”
or ‘“W. Horse Power,” as his arrival was quite
unexpected and everyone
recognized
him.
he
being one of the three or four present whose appearance has not changed as the years speed on.

Is the work of Mr. John D. Kelly and illustrates

POULTRY, |
PIGEONS,
BIRDS,

from page 474.

it with a white ash breeze,” ” now peacefully forked
the succulent bivalves into thirty such gaping

The

ROCHESTER,
TWENTY-FIVE
THOROUGHBRED
FOXHOUNDS,
BEAGLES,
POINTERS
AND
COON
DOGS,
ALL
AGES.
THOS. C. MILHOUS, KENNETT
Bovey
PA.
2

Concluded

CANOEISTS

mouths as only canoeists who have kept them
limber by much laughter could ever own.

Norwegian bearhounds, Irish wolfhounds, deer and cat
hounds.
English
bloodhounds,
American
foxhounds,
Four-cent stamp for illustrated catalogue.
ROOKWOOD
KENNELS,
Lexington, Ky.
Dogs, Hogs, Pigeons, Ferrets, Belgian Hares,
all kinds.
8 cents
for 44 page catalogue.
LLOY DI3 wayres. ba:

WHITE-HEADED
FOREGATHER.

Is

Henry

Wright, - alias

“Jock

Mc-

Craw.”
I don’t know whether “Jock” plays the
pipes or not, but he is Scotch enough to eat haggis and portitch and has never left behind him
the accent of his forefathers.
His voice, too, is
fine as in days of yore, and the way that bunch
of old hard heads whooped it up in the chorus
several times during the evening was indeed a
pleasure to hear.
“Tyson’s canaries” they were
called twenty years ago when Tyson had the club

singing class, and I believe that, like old wine,

Marcu
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STREAM.
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Guns
Rifles
Kodaks
Revolvers
Fine Leather Goods

487

@ DETMOLD

Sth Ave.
One door from Cor. 34th St.

Opposite The Waldorf-Astoria

NEW

Golf
Tennis
Archery
Croquet
Base Ball
Foot Ball
Fencing
Cutlery

~

YORK

High-Grade

Fishing Tackle

Sportsmen's Supplies

Athletic Goods

Fine Field and Opera Glasses
For

they are improving with age.
No. 9. Frank Roden is at the wheel accompanied by one of his innumerable good cigars,
while his companion in the rear reading his record is “Billy” Jephcott.
Frank sang “Wrap me
up in my Tarpaulin Jacket” in a way that re-

minded

us of “Jimmy”

Cartwright

in his palmy

Arthur Anderson
who, with
At 1 A.
nually for
all joining
Toronto,

and Commodore

J. G. Ramsay,

others, were out of the city.
M., after deciding to try to meet anthe future, the gathering broke up by
hands and singing “Auld Lang Syne.”
W. G. MACKENDRICK.
March

12.

A. C. A. Membership.
NEW MEMBERS PROPOSED.
Atlantic Division—H.
H. Near,
New
York
city, by R. A. Andruss; S. B. Haines, PhiladelDhiaebas by Hs P: Jones, Jr.
Western Division—L.
R. Robinson,
H.
S.
Shackell and'D. H. Crane, all of Chicago, IIl.,
and all by W. H. Yardley; C. Catlin, Chicago,
Ill., by F. S. Catlin; H. D. Spencer, Bloomington,

Ill., by F. S. Catlin.
TRANSFERRED.

2275 L. C. Woodworth,
o Western Division.

from

Central

Division

BROOK
CO., Parkside, Pa., Henryville Railroad Station.

cheap.

TRITON
CLUB
For Sale—A share in the Triton Club, the most desirable
| club in the Province
of Quebec.
H. R. BRYAN,
Hudson, N. Y.

I desire to purchase a number of American Swans, both
Whistlers and Trumpeters.
G. D. TILLEY, Darien, Ct.

GLENAIRTH
TROUT
PRESERVE
FOR SALE
A well-stocked brook trout preserve within five hours
of Toronto.
‘Two lakes.
55 acres of land and water.
Particulars, with photographs, furnished on application
to MESSRS.
JONES.
LEONARD
&
GIBSON,
Attorneys, Toronto, Canada.
14

LIVE WILD WHITE CANADIAN
WALTER R. SOPER, Bucksport, Me.

HARES

WANTED—SWANS

feet he has endowed me with!

Sale.

Several good salmon rivers on the North Shore of the
St. Lawrence, offered for short or long lease.
For particulars apply to the LABRADOR
COMPANY,
Room
19, 40 Hospital St., Montreal, Canada,

trout.

PARADISE
TROUT

for

SALMON FISHING

BROOK TROUT FOR SALE.
We have constantly on hand
fine supply of Brook Trout, all
sizes for stocking purposes. Also for table use at 75c. a pound
Visitors privileged to catchown

days.
No. 10 is supposed to be the writer, who has
dropped the pursuit of happiness via a sliding
seat and standing sails, and gone in for chasing
the nimble dollar from Halifax in the east to
Winnipeg in the west, by building permanent
pavements.
The artist intended the contraption
I am mounted on for a road roller, but, bless you,
it’s more like a buzz saw; and just look at the
foment is eA el. vlason, or “Art.”
Was one
of the chief causes of the gathering of old boys
and acted as scribe.
He is explaining to his numerous family how he won the Orillia Cup in the
eighties when he and Colin Fraser were the only
two out of seventeen entries who did not capsize.
“Art” also holds the record for olive branches
among the Has Beens.
No. 12 is that genial old veteran Dr. N. A.
Powell.
He will be vexed at being referred to
as “old,’ because though his head and whiskers
are grizzled and white his hand and tongue are
still as supple as they ever were and his fund
of good, clean, witty stories kept us laughing
until our sides fairly ached.
The Doctor acted
as chairman and toastmaster and he brought each
and everyone present up to the starting line for a
five minutes’ spiel.
The speeches were all good,
a number of them bringing out round after round
of applause as the speakers touched some of the
deeper notes that were felt by all of us, each one
knowing that the happiest days of youth were a
thing of the past that can never be recalled save
in memory.
Letters of regret were read from Colin Fraser,

Property

Sale.

BEAUTIFUL
INDIAN
BASKETS
sold direct from
field.
M. GILL, Missionary, National Indian Association, McDowell, Arizona.

BROOK

TROUT.

Eggs, fry, yearlings
and
brooks and lakes.
Address
FARM, Plympton, Mass.

two-year-olds,
for
NEW ENGLAND

BROOK

Desirable
stocking
TROUT

TROUT

of all ages for stocking lakes and streams.
Brook et
eggs in their season.
For the next 30 or 60 daysI will
| make prices on yearlings very low. FURNACE BROOK
HATCHERY (E. L. Maglathlin), Kingston, Mass.

|
|

BROOK

TROUT.

Enfield,

FOR
SALE—BROOK
TROUT.—FINE
HEALTHY
Fish of all sizes.
del eggs in season.
Warranted delivered
anywhere,
represented.
Sounibenaee
solicited.
BAY SIDE. TROUT FARM
(A. B.Savary),
East Wareham, Mass.
THE
BROOKDALE
TROUT
CANNOT
BE
BEAT
for stocking ponds and streams.
For the next few
weeks we will make a very low price on young fry and
large fish.
Also fly-fishing.
BROOKDALE
TROUT CO., Kingston, Mass.
| FINELY MOUNTED
BUFFALO
HEAD, mounted on
the new hollow manikin, for sale cheap to quick buyer.
ADDRESS A. J. K., care Forest and Stream.
14
FOR SALE.—AN
L. C. SMITH
PATENT Trap Shotgun.
Fine sights, rubber padded stock plate.
Excellent
condition.
P. O. Box 127, Glen Ridge, N. J.
12
WE HAVE A FEMALE MOOSE FOR SALE, a splendid specimen, coming three years old.
For further information please write to S. F. FULLERTON,
Executive

Agent,

Game

and

Fish

Commission,

When writing say you
AND STREAM,

saw

St.

Paul,

eee?

the ad. in Forest

situated

salmon

Boston,

and

on
lake

Lake
trout

Ammadamast,
fishing.

Good

Mass.

13

FOR

It will

| eggs,

ages . for
stocking
BROOK
TROUT
Liha
and _ lakes.
Brook
trout eggs in any quantity, warranted delivered anywhere
in fine condition.
Correspondence solicited.
THE PLYMOUTH
ROCK TROUT CO.
Plymouth, Mass.

finely
Fine

SHOOTING
TO LEASE.
Four hours from Boston.
Land projecting into Great
Pond, Eastham,
Cape Cod.
Excellent site for camps.
Wildfowl in great numbers and variety alight in Pond.
Wild
geese taken.
Deep
water for boating;
fishing.
Extensive salt marshes nearby.
House to lease suitable
for club use.
Address: A. C. CHIPMAN, 308 Congress
Street,

pay you to correspond with me before buying
fry or yearlings in any quantity.
JI guarantee a
safe delivery anywhere.
Crystal
Spring Trout Farm.
L. B. HANDY,
So. Wareham, Mass.

lots,
Me.

hunting section.
On Maine Central Railroad, 30 zal
east of Bangor. Shore property rapidly taken. ’A few lots
will be sold at low prices.
For particulars, write E. C.
FARRINGTON, Augusta, Me.
12

Yachtsmen’s

and

SALE

Outdoor Sportsmen’s

Homes

by the

Sea in Virginia. Self-sustaining. On line of landings
of The Old Dominion S. S. Co. of New York.

B.C.

FOSTER

Cardinal,

HORSE
By

Mabjack

Bay, Virginia

12

AND HOUND

Roger D. Williams, Master of Foxhounds, Iroquois
Hunt Club; Keeper Foxhound Stud Book; Director
National
Foxhunters’
Association;
Official
Judge,
Brunswick Hunt Club.

“Horse
and Hound”
j
is encyclopedic in all that pertains to foxhunting.
It has chapters as follows:
Hunting.
The
Hunter.
Schooling
of
Hunters.
CrossCountry
Riding.
Falls.
Women
in the Field.
The
Hound.
History and Origin of the American Hound.
Breeding and Raising Horses.
The Kennel.
Scent.
The
Fox.
Tricks and Habits of the Fox.
In the Field.
Hunt Clubs.
The style is clear and crisp, and every
chapter abounds with hunting information.
The work is
profusely illustrated.
Price, $2.50.
FOREST

AND

TRAINING

STREAM

PUBLISHING

CO.

vs. BREAKING.

Practical Dog Training; or, Training vs. Breaking.
By
S. T. Hammond.
To which is added a chapter on training pet dogs, by an amateur.
Cloth, 165 pages. Price, $1.
FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO.

ON THE ROAD T0 FAME
We are already famous as Carrying a truly wonderful stock
of canine outfitting, embracing
things for the dog under any
and all conditions; a stock that

leaves no requirement unsatisfied. Collars in ‘‘no end of
.
styles.”” Leads and Leashes,
Blankets and Clothing, Muzzles, Chains, Whips, Bells, Brushes,
Soaps, Foods and Medicines and Shipping Crates.
Everything
to decorate the dutiful dog, or to discipline the derelict one,
will be found in our stock.
A veritable encyclopedia of ‘‘Doggy” goods will be mailed on
application.

IVER

JOHNSON

SPORTING

163 Washington

GOODS

CO.

Street, Boston, Mass.

Some Good Purchases in High-Grade Guns
1 Genuine JAMES PURDEY & SON, London, High Grade Hammer Gun,
top snap action, finest Damascus, beautifully engraved, straight stock,
Silver recoil pad, in English leather covered oak case.
Gun is in nice,
refinished condition, and original cost was over $400. 3lin., 12 bore, 7441bs,$100.00
1 Special
W. W. GREENER Hammerless, Grade F. 3, wrought steel barrels,
straight stock, finely engraved, especially built locks cocking the gun in
closing, making it very easy to break open.
30in., 12 bore, 8lbs. This
gun is nearly new, in excellent condition and cost over $250 within a
short ytime.s: oc reer eet e sce heavs tpalestlocesen Ae
earns sostedninc oa saeco 200.00
1 Genuine STEPHEN GRANT, 67 St. James Street, London, hammerless,
Whitworth steel barrels, straight, not pistol grip.
In perfect order and
good second-hand condition.
30in., 12 bore., 6%lbs.
This is one of
Grant’s Best Guns and cost 58 pounds sterling in London, equivalent to
SOLAN EOP EV ioc caw vice cen ove leer viscineioe soe sienna ‘owe 6a sls valence eens «seee 150.00
1 ditto. Damascus, % p.g., used but a few times. 27in., 20 bore, 510/16 lbs. 75.00
1 ditto. Modified Stock, Damascus barrels.
27in., 12 bore, 644lbs..........
00
1 SCOTT Monte Carlo Hammerless, special steel barrels, modified style
stock, crystal apertures and all latest improvements, has Silver’s recoil
pad, in nice condition, regular net price $160.
28in., 12 bore, 7%4lbs.
This
gun is nearly new and quite a bargain.......... oiejs sitiaisoteetaes hese
AL!)
1 Fine SCOTT, Premier quality, Hammer Gun, Damascus barrels, % p. g.,
finely engraved, fine refinished condition.
This gun cost $300, and is one
of the old Scott Premier guns.
30in., 10 bore, 8%4lbs........ « bpaeaee Sats
75.00
1 GREENER,
latest style, fine Hammer Gun, for trap or field shooting,
wrought steel barrels, Greener cross bolt, straight stock, with Lyman
sights.
Cost $125 only recently and is an extra bargain at the price.
30inz, 12 Sbore;s St41 bse. «ce aa cree die aia;giacccis'sie.e
dicenbes eieea siete ee eee eee . 75.00
1 SCOTT Hammer Gun, extra_quality engraving, Damascus barrels, % p. g.
One of Scott’s high cost Hammer Guns, in nice, refinished condition.
80in.;)/10 ‘bore, S3,1D8i 66.0 ccc eciee sais dieclanecsema eueoeteee came sdlnoteneeleae easier
1 HENRY W. EGG No. 1, Piccadilly, London, fine Hammer gun, side snap
action, laminated steel, straight stock, B. A. rebounding locks, in leather
trunk case.
Gun is practically in new condition, and is a genuine “Egg”
make, and has the special London proof mark on barrels.
Cost originally
over. $200:\in gold. 28in.,°12 bore, .644lbs: ...... des occ ceceenen ee eee
45.00
ALSO MANY OTHERS.
SEND FOR OUR LIST OF SECOND-HANDS.

WM.

Hitting vs. Missing
By S. T. Hammond
(“Shadow”).
Cloth.
Price, $1.
Mr. Hammond
enjoys among
his field companions the repute of being an
unusually good shot, and one who is particularly successful in that most difficult branch of upland shooting, the pursuit of the ruffed grouse or partridge.
This prompted the suggestion that he should write down for others an exposition
of the methods by which his skill was acquired.
The result is this original
manual of “Hitting vs. Missing.’”’
We term it original, because, as the chapters
will show, the author was self-taught; the expedients and devices adopted and the
forms of practice followed were his own.
This then may be termed the Hammond system of shooting; and as it was successful in his own experience, being
here

set

forth

simply

and

intelligibly,

it will

prove

not

less

effective

with

others.

Forest and Stream Trap Score Book
meets the needs of gun clubs and shooters in every particular.
The 150 sheets
are heavily ruled—an advantage all scorers will appreciate, particularly when working in a dim light.
The horizontal spaces are numbered from 1 to 30.
Broad
perpendicular lines divide these into groups of five, which aids the eye of the
scorer greatly.
Similar heavy lines divide the perpendicular spaces into groups
of six; thus the squads are distinguished at a glance.
The paper manifolds easily, and carbon sheets are placed in the book for that
purpose.
It contains the American Shooting Association Rules for Live-Bird Shooting,
for Double
Live-Bird Shooting, for Inanimate Target Shooting,
Hurlingham
Revised Live-Bird Rules for single and double rises, and the Rose system of
dividing purses.
Price, $1.

Field, Cover and hey Shooting
By Captain Adam H. Bogardus, Champion Wing Shot of the World.
Embracing
Hints for Skilled Marksmen; Instruction for Young Sportsmen; Haunts and
Habits of Game Birds; Flight and Resorts of Waterfowl; Breeding and Breaking of Dogs.
Cloth, 444 pages.
Price, $2.
“Field, Cover and Trapshooting”’ is a book of instruction, and of that best of all
instruction, where the teacher draws from his own rich experience, incident,
anecdote and moral to illustrate and emphasize his teaching.
The score of the
book—a work of nearly 500 pages—is shown by this list of chapters:
Guns and Their Proper Charges.
Pinnated Grouse Shooting.
Late Pinnated
Grouse Shooting.
Quail Shooting in the West.
Ruffed Grouse Shooting.
Shooting the Woodcock.
The Snipe and Snipe Shooting.
Golden Plover, Curlew and
Gray Plover.
Wild Ducks and Western Duck Shooting.
Wild Geese, Cranes and
Swans.
Wild Turkey and Deer Shooting.
The Art of Shooting on the Wing.
Shooting Dogs—Breeding and Breaking.
Pigeon Shooting—Trapshooting.
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BALLISTITE
The

best shotgun

smokeless

powder

on

earth

WINS
State Championship, also the Lloyd Medal at the J. T. Lloyd Co’s. Second
Annual Live Bird Contest, Pine Bluff, Arkansas, March 15th.

TRY
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The best shotgun smokeless powder on earth, that was barred out of the Interstate Association
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Does Your Gun Exactly Suit You?
If not, this is the time of year to make a trade
An important part of our business is trading guns. We
have a ready market among our customers for desirable secondhand guns and we invite correspondence from those who are in
the market for new guns or who have second-hand guns to trade.
Through this medium of exchange many persons have been
benefited, and it seems to be of equal value both to ourselves,
the buyer and the seller.
We offer a few second-hand and shop-worn guns below that
have recently come into the market:
No. 3048. Greener Grand Prize Pigeon Gun, $375 quality. This gun is only one
grade below the well-known ‘“‘Royal,’* and a magnificent gun.
It has extreme full
choked Whitworth barrels, Greener’s very best game engraving, and has never
been shot.
The owner is selling the gun at a great sacrifice.
Dimensions: 12 ga.,
30-in barrels, 744 lbs. weight, 2% x 1% in. drop, 14% in. stock. Price...... $225.00
No. 1206.
Remington Automatic Ejector, grade C, with two sets of barrels.
In
leather case complete.
Cost new $150.
his gun is in splendid condition and
looks like new.
ne set of field barrels and one set of trap barrels.
Dimensions:
12 ga., 28-in. barrels, 714 lbs.; 12 ga., 30-in. barrels, 744 lbs.; 3% in. drop, 14% in.
stock,
A great bargain” at..co..s.. Dacor <ogeeieds # siateielete’ere's
chro genitals neo ea mores -$90.00
No. 3694. Francotte Hammerless.
Cost $100 new.
With full pistol grip, Siemans Martin steel barrels; left choked, right improved cylinder.
Dimensions:
12 ga., 30-in. barrels, 7 lbs., 2% in. drop, 14% in. stock.
Looks like new.
Price :s..'sic:cccie'sie.c 06.0 vnciesave'e cies ob are p'scce o poe aiicia’s.ere oioraiere stele atarestehemena nent eatin $70.00

No.

3025.

W.

C. Scott &

Son

Monte

Carlo

Model

Hammerless.

Very

fine

Damascus barrels, half pistol grip stock, crystal apertures.
A fine shooter, and
in splndid condition.
Cost new $145.
Dimensions: 12 ga., 30-in. barrels, 7 lbs.
boz., 244 in. drop, 1346"in, stock. A bargain at.......0...esmeneecimeneen pisraistetess $90.00
No. 11387. L. C. Smith Automatic Ejector.
Fine Damascus barrels, full choked
and modified.
Straight grip Monte Carlo stock, with Silver’s recoil pad.
Cost
$175, and in perfect condition.
Dimensions, 12 ga., 28-in. barrels, 74 lbs, bir cr
2% ins drop, 1442 in. stock,
Net prices ésie.. os antares sicster store cree eer anaes eran $75.00
No. 2429. Ithaca Automatic Ejector.
Imported steel barrels, extra fine Italian
walnut polished stock, full pistol grip, elaborate engraving.
Cost $210, and only
shot a few times.
Dimensions:
12 ga., 30-in. barrels, 74% lbs. weight, 3 in. rye
14 in. ‘stock,
Niet price’... ./% dhoia elals-s,ojeid'e hadisichare'e devolnlasialeioreate
sateen ree «+++ $100.00
No. 2698. Ithaca Hammerless.
Smokeless steel barrels, half pistol grip, choked
and modified.
Slightly shopworn.
Dimensions: 12 ga., 30-in. barrels, 7 lbs. 2 oz.
weight, 3 in...drop, 14: in. stock.A’ bargain, at......
0.2 ss saseeece eee eee $16.50
No, 2098. Syracuse Automatic Ejector.
In perfect condition, only slightly shopworn.
Has fine twist barrels, half pistol grip stock, modified in both barrels.
Dimensions:
12 ga., 30-in. barrels, 74 lbs. weight, 3 in. drop, 14 in. stock.
Regular ‘price, $41, and a bargain ats. .c0 sists sak «'ejs'acine/ss © visi= + ess/eleleieletetene sreeneeaetaneaan $21.00
No. 1861. L. C. Smith Hammerless, Grade 0, $47. Fine Damascus barrels, half
pistol grip, modified choke both barrels.
Gun has never been shot and only
slightly shopworn.
Dimensions:
16 ga., 28 in. barrels, 6 % lbs. weight, 3 in. drop,
1414 ans “stock? »Net “price: {:05,0:2 s's0.e'sisie'sie 6 otis. o1sieie/s mrccae sels eceloleietare teint ea $29.50
No, 1255. Ithaca Hammerless
Field Gun.
An exceptionally nice gun, only
slightly shopworn.
Regular price, $30.
Has smokeless steel barrels, half
pistol
grip.
Modified and cylinder bored.
Dimensions:
12 ga., 26-in. barrels, 6%
lbs.
weight,..3 in.. drop,.14 in. stock.
“A great bargain at....0:2-s0.
esse eee $16.50
No. 1944. Lefever Automatic Bicester: fine Damascus barrels, very handsome
full pistol grip stock, both barrels choked, nicely engraved.
Gun is new, but
slightly shopworn.
Regular price $115. Dimensions:
12 ga., 30-in. barrels, 714 Ibs.
weight, 2% in. drop, -14 instock:
Net prices...
2.0% cos- scene aye ee een $75.00
No. 3026. W. H. Hamilton Hammer
Gun, Diana pattern.
Fine Damascus
barrels, English walnut stock, with elaborately carved full pistol grip and foreend.
One barrel choked and one cylinder.
Imported to sell for $20. Dimensions:
12 ga.: 30-in. barrels, 744 lbs.
First check for $12 gets it.
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THE ROBERTS SAFETY LAUNCH AND YACHT BOILER.
THE

ROBERTS

SAFETY

Evohra ,

WATER

TUBE

Nearly 1500 in use.
250 pounds of steam.
Handsome catalogue free.
RED
BANK,
New Jersey.
WwW ORKS:
Cable Address: Bruniva, New York.
Telephone Address: 599 Cortlandt.
COMPANY,
39 and 41 Cortlandt Street, New York.

BOILER

A List of Noted

a

a

Trees.

As noted by the American Civic Association.
THE elm tree at Philadelphia
under which
William Penn made his famous treaty with nineteen tribes of barbarians.

The Charter
the

written

oak at Hartford

guarantee

of

which preserved

the

liberties

of

the

colony of Connecticut.
The widespreading oak tree of Flushing, L. L.,
under which George Fox, the founder of the
Society of Friends or Quakers, preached.
The lofty cypress tree in the Dismal Swamp

under

which

his young

Washington

reposed

one

night

in

manhood.

The huge French apple tree near Fort Wayne,
Ind., where

Mullins

The

which

Pressed SteelBoats |
erack—leak—dry out or sink—are elegant in design and finish.
The ideal
pleasure boats for family use, summer
resorts, parks, etc.—endorsed by
sportsmen, and every boat is absolutely guaranteed.

—Noiseless,

The lowest

priced

‘* Good"

tebe

motor

=

eyte

illustrated

Our

THE

FRANK

Marine

Gasoline

and complete

Engines,

Gas Engines and Launches.

OLD TOWN
15 and 16 ft.
CANOES
Paddles,

*1.™ Each

H. H. KIFFE €0., 523 Broadway, New York
Slocum Hand Power Motor.
A WONDER IN BOAT MOTORS.
‘Greater results than with oars. Greater
Speed with less -work. Face either direction in operating.
Reverses instantly.
No skill required. Price $25.00.
Write for cireular,, Patented.

Slocum Hand Power Motor Co.,Erie,Pa.
exons

MODERN

TRAINING.

Handling and Kennel Management.
By B. Waters.
Illustrated.
Cloth, 373 pages.
Price, $2.00.
This treatise is after the modern professional system of
training.
It combines the excellence of both the suasive
and force systems of education, and contains an exhaustive description of the uses and abuses of the spike collar.
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Army

tulip tree

first

took

in the

on a hot summer’s

on King’s

shade

command
day.

Mountain

on which
ten
at one time.

of

of the

battlefield

bloodthirsty

and Management.
Price, $1:25.

straw-on-the-Hudson
mustered

his

at which

forces

General

at midnight

Wayne

preparatory

to

which

previous

General

Lincoln

to surrendering

held a council

of

the city.

nor Endicott, of Massachusetts,
and
Governor
Stuyvesant, of New York, more than 200 years ago.
The Freedman’s
oak, or Emancipation
oak,

Hampton

Institute, Hampton,

Va., under

which

the slaves of this region first heard read Presi-

lent Lincoln’s Emancipation Proclamation.
The: Eliot oak of Newton, Mass., under which
the apostle, John Eliot, taught the Indians
Christianity, - ©

te)

5a

The old Liberty elm. of Boston, planted and
dedicated by a schoolmaster to the independence
of the colonies, and the rallying point for patriots
before, during and after the Revolutionary War.
The Burgoyne elm at Albany, N. Y., planted
the day Burgoyne was brought there a prisoner.
The ash and tulip trees planted at Mt. Vernon
by Washington.
The elm tree-planted by General Grant on the
Capitol Grounds at Washington.
Sequoia—Palo

Alto, Cal.

Francis

The Cary tree planted by Alice and Phoebe Cary

Here is a pocket manual indispensable to every man
who uses a motor-boat.
It deals in simple untechnical
fashion with the running of the marine gas engine, and
with the difficulties that the marine gas engineer is likely
to meet with.
These engines are described, some pages
are devoted to launches in general, with practical advice
to the man who contemplates purchasing a power boat.
| The main feature of the book, however, is a clear description of the difficulties met with in running a gas engine,
their causes and how to remedy them.
In this discussion
all technicalities are avoided, and the author has boiled
down a vast amount of practical knowledge into small
space and into every-day language.
The amateur power
boat man needs this book, for it will save him much time
and trouble, and probably not a little money.

the Hamilton turnpike, between College Hill and
Mt. Pleasant, Hamilton county, O.
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By

which the beautiful Jane McCrea was slain.
The magnificent black walnut tree near Haver-

The great pecan tree at Villere’s plantation,
below New Orleans, under which a portion of
the remains of General Packenham was buried.
The pear trees planted, respectively, by Gover-

from 2 to 12 horse power, represent no obsolete styles, but the very newest
patterns, of assured efficiency and strength—weight only where weight is required, Built under the direction of manufacturers of years of cxpenence,in
2, a
a model gas and gasoline engine plant, from the very highest
grade of material, machined by skilled and careful workmen. Every
engine carefully tested, from five to» ten: hours under ‘full. load,
before shipment. Fully guaranteed.” Write to-day for catalog and
prices which are bound to interest you..
M. WATKINS MANUFACTURING CO., 526 Baymiller St., Cincinnati, 0.

Their Principles, Types
K. Grain. 123 pages.

Cambridge,

in South Carolina,
Tories were hanged

war

catalogue in the hands of every yacht owner who desires to better the
going power, reliability, economy and attractive appearance of his craft.

ngine

The

at

The grand magnolia tree near Charleston, S. C.,

~

new, handsomely

Continental

under

Engines of Quality

E want to place our brand

tree

Washington

chief,

his gallant and successful attack on Stony Point.

of

(Member National Association of Engine and Boat Manufacturers. )

>

Two

Catalogue

which illustrates and describes our complete line of craft.

Watkins

H.P. Sing]

Large

The W.H. Mullins Co. 126 Franklin St., Salem, Ohio.

built.

3 1-2and 6

for Our

Motor Boats, Row Boats, Hunting and Fishing Boats

The
fastest boat of its size and power built,
length, 22 feet—6 and 10 H. P., Mullins Reversible
Engine—Speed, 11-14 miles an hour.
Fast—Safe
boat

To-day

elm

Miami

The tall pine tree at Fort Edward, N. Y., under

The Fastest—Safest—Best Boats Made
Built of smooth pressed steel plates, with air chambers in each end like a
life boat. They are buoyant, fast, durable and absolutely safe. They can’t

Write

Little Turtle, the great

gathered his warriors.

PUBLISHING

Canoe: History, Uses, Limitations and Varieties, Practical Management and Care, and
Relative Facts. By C. Bowyer Vaux (“Dot”).
168 pages.
Price, $1.00.
edition,
with additional

A complete manual. for the management of the
canoe,
Everything is made intelligible to the
veriest novice, and Mr.

Vaux

proves

himself

one

of those successful instructors who communicate
their own enthusiasm to their pupils.
FOREST

AND

STREAM

PUBLISHING

seen from

CO.

Handling and Sailing.

Illustrated.
Cloth,
New and
revised
matter.

in 1832, a large and beautiful sycamore

CO.

f

IN TRADE MARK.
FOR THE HIGHEST
QUALITY in VARNISH
_ FOR

HOUSE

OR YACHT,

be sure each can bears the above Trade Mark,
which stands for seventy—eight years of high
grade varnish making.
EDWARD

SMITH

@

COMPANY,

Varnish Makers and Color Grinders,
59 Market Street,
45 Broadway,
Chicago, Il.
New York.

Marcu
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Moral Obligations Among Animals.
From

Two

the

FLoripiAns

Florida

saw

Times-Union,

a buck

defend

a doe and

fawn from the attack of a panther and so testified.

The

story

found

its

circles and was

promptly

cause

separate

the sexes

Now

what

is that

way

into

labeled
before

season?

scientific

impossible

the fawns

In Florida

be-

come.

we

see

fawns every month in the year; shall we conclude that the bucks never see the does?
Also,

it is denied that animals have moral sense which
would bring one to the aid of another!
Yet one
hog will hasten to help another on hearing cries
of distress; if that is denied, let the skeptic catch

means invariably good luck. Of course you
can’t catch fish if there are none in the pool, and
you can't persuade them to bite always, but our
kind of good luck will be yours if you use a
“ BRISTOL”

Steel Fishing Rod, which will in-

sure you against bad luck in the way of broken
tackle and lost fish. “BRISTOL” Rods last longer and give better service
than any other rod costing three times as much.

a Florida rooter.
Also, it is admitted that
elephants will help another out of a pit and even
throw logs on which he can climb out—at least
we have high authority for such kindness.
Why,
_ then, should not a buck help a doe that calls for

Send for beautiful Catalogue showing Rods for all fishing, and
our Combination

THE

HORTON

help? The most foolish conclusion science can
reach is that it knows it all.
Now from Miami comes the statement that a
wounded wild duck could not fly north with its

THE FRANKFORT, KENTUCKY REEL: 8<¢‘MILAM&SON,
IS HAND MADE,STANDARD

We

all acknowledge

that

maternal

FISHING
TACKLE —

of a man, and the eagle or wolf fight to the death
instead of escaping; what do these facts mean?

Another incident comes from South Florida.
A heron was born deformed—a defect in one
wing makes flight impossible, and a broken leg
forbids the possibility of making a living in the
ustial

way—whereupon

another

does

this

prove?

That

heron

the

moral

which

Science re-

fuses to accept this, but those who

will accept

it

What

sense

builds our hospitals is felt by birds?
the animals

feeds

so for weeks.

have watched

the inference.

A fireman risks his life to save a child, and
science would have us believe he is only discharging a duty; we prefer to know that he is doing

something

much

professionals,

and

higher.

paid for the service,

their manhood?
making

better

Science must

out its case.

A pointer

Is it only

who

show

so prove
there

who loves real animals—not

the

toys—knows that they love and
feel, but the
scientist is content to lay down the law and use
big words.
It has always been so with science

till it was

forced to accept truth, and it ignores

Also 100 gross Trout
card, at 6c. per card.

CHARLES
Send

to

our

their new

contemporary

dress.

The

our

If unable

Flies, six assorted on

for Tackle

lines,

leaders,

a number

of

to secure

our

LUMINOUS
goods {from

your

dealer, let us

know, and we will send you some interesting information.

THE ENTERPRISE MANUFACTURING CO.

318-320 Fulton St.,

AKRON, OHIO, U. S. A.

Catalogue.

It’s because the Talbot is absolutely noiseless,
responsive to the touch, perfect in action and
balance.
You can make casts of any length
-~.
desired without over-run,
All Talbot reels are
sequadruple
multiplying and_ have spiral gears
which prevent lost motion.
The degree of accu2,EZ
racy in each part is one thousandth of a centimeter,
Talbot
material and workmanship is of the best and so guaranteed by us.
If you angle for game
Money refunded if not found precisely as advertised.
fish write us for our illustrated catalogue giving prices and testimonials of foremost
COMPLIMENTARY: With each reel sold this season we give
sportsmen, sent free on request.
“Bait Casting,’ ‘‘Care of Reel,’’ and General Tournament Rules.

Gets

W.H-

us let him go to Miami and watch the herons,
of whom the News tells us. And then he may
begin to learn something worth while.
~

upon

PFLUEGER’S

DISCH, BROOKLYN, N. Y.

grows foolish and so wise that he will not believe
his own eyes.
If there be a real scientist among

extend

hooks,

patented specialties that anglers need. If you wish the
most killing artificial bait, spoon, fly or spinner, insist on
having

10 cents extra.

of all we are in the animal?
Sometimes a man becomes so scientific that he

WE

baits, spoons, flies, snell
reels, and

$2.75,
Postage,

its own rules to sit still.
We have no quarrel
with science; we but insist that science bids us
expect these qualities in animals, by telling us
man is but a developed animal.
If science denies inspiration and miracle, how can science account for what man has, by looking for the germ

ments

has stood the test a
quarter of a century.
We make all sorts of

I am clearing out 500 Steel Rods, cork grips
only.
Bait Rods, 6%, 7%, 8% feet; Fly
Rods, g and to feet.

was

disregarding the warning, the dog plunged ahead
and was bitten; did he not feel as the fireman

Any man

Before buying a STEEL ROD.

this before

knew

a rattlesnake in the grass and tried to keep his
master away.
When the fool man insisted on
did?

ANKFORT.KY.

1839. “c44s¢0 70 SEW0 CATALOGUE

CELEBRATED

love

can overcome the most timid disposition, so that
a rabbit will fight a snake, a dove fly in the face

day by day and has done

SINCE

PFLUEGER’S

reasons?
If so, why deny to the bird the sentiment the same fact is allowed to prove in the
man?

is an excellent feature.

MFG. CO., 84 Horton Street, Bristol, Conn.

MILAM

companions, whereupon its mate remained with
it. Shall we deny that such love was felt as is
possible to us?
Pairs of wild ducks are frequently seen after the migration of the flocks;
may not others of these have remained for like

Reel and Handle, which

When

TALBOT

the Fish

REEL

writing say you

Dept.!6,

CO.,

saw

the ad. in ForEST

AND

NEVADA;

MO.

STREAM.

compli-

size of the

paper has been changed, the paper improved in
quality, the illustrations more numerous, and the

Gelephone

Cable,

Main

Wilsails,

W.

V. C.

WILSON @ SILSBY
YACHT
SAIL
MAKERS

reading matter fully up to the high standard that

the editors have been giving to their readers for
years past.
FFoREST AND STREAM is one of the
oldest so-called sporting papers—we are not at
all sure that it is not the oldest—and each year

2255

ROWE’S

WHARF,

aA

aA

BOSTON,

MASS.

of its long existence it has made a very marked
progress in at least one of its many departments.
The new form of the paper will, we are sure,
prove very acceptable to the journal’s host of ad-

We have furnished sails to the following prominent yachts: Constitution, Defender, Volunteer, Jubilee, Colonia,
Independence, Ailsa, Navahoe, Weetamoe, Uncle Sam, Effort, Calypso, Flirt, Ariadne, Quissetta, Constance,
Vergemere, Resolute, Chanticleer, Senta, Snapper, Raider, Little Haste, Sally VII, Chloris, and many others.

mirers and again we congratulate the management

G. R. LILJEGREN,

upon the change.—Field and Fancy.

Gothenburg, Sweden,

Is our authorized correspondent
for all European Countries
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THREE

GUN
GOODS
and
WINTER
SPORTS

$6

Sénd

for our

Park

One or all for the asking.
We

Free to any one

Booklet.

WILLIAM
21

CAMERAS,
KODAKS
and
PHOTOGRAPHIC
GOODS

New York.

Trout

MILLS

Place.

New

THOS.

wishing it.

&

York.

U.

S. A.

277 and 279 Wabash Avenue,
35, 37 and 39 Van Buren Street,
CHICAGO,
ILL.

28

|

and Dealer 1in

VOM
95

and

HOE

97 Fulton

Street,

EsTaBLISHED

New

E,

York.

1867.

We have our own repair shop and do all
repairs to guns and fishing tackle.

WM.

25
50

And Dealer in Fishing Tackle.
Gold Medal
Gold Medal

Highest
Highest

Award
Award

The
saw.

Buffalo, 1901.
St. Louis,

1904.

:

LYMAN’S

RAPID FOR
FIRING
TARGETS
RIFLES.

oO?" Celebrated Manufacturer of High Grade RODS AND REELS
oe

GOODS
1OODS EXCLUSIVELY..

SON VON LENGERKE& ANTOINE

Fine TARPON,
FishingTackle
&Sporting Goods |John
Street
TUNA and ALL SOUTHERN TACKLE
New York
Ee.

have everything in Guns, Fishing Tackle,
Photographic and Athletic Goods.
SUPERIOR QUALITY.
Lowest PRricEs.

SPORTING

J. CONROY

Manufacturer

CATALOGUES

FISHING
TACKLE
and
33 SUMMER
SPORTS 3 3

March 31st, on Long Island, N. Y.
in Connecticut.
April Ist,
New Jersey.
April Ist,
£6
April 15th,
Pennsylvania.
April 16th,

31, 1906.

Yards,
Yards,

Lyman

price, 15c.
price, 25c.

per
per

dozen.
dozen.

Canoe Ripcez, Pa.
Targets received.
They are the best I ever
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The object of this journal will be to studiously
_ promote a healthful interest in outdoor recreation, and to cultivate a refined taste for natural
objects.

Announcement in first number of
ForEST AND STREAM, Aug. 14, 1873.

THE
THE

GAME

REFUGE

bill, introduced

by Mr.

BILL.

Lacey,

which

pro-

vides for the establishment of game refuges
within the Federal Forest Reserves has been
favorably reported to Congress.
It has practically the unanimous approval of press and public,
and ought to become law. There are many reasons
for the growing feeling in its favor, and they
have many times been set forth, and need not
be

repeated

the

broader

at length.

From

sportsmanship

the

viewpoint

of

such action ought to

be taken in behalf of those recreationists

who

de-

pend for their sport on the free shooting or fish| ing, that is to say, who are not members

of game supply, which will give our people game
and fish for all future generations.
Mr. Lacey, whose services in the cause of game
protection are so well known, has been working on this bill for six years and has found a
sentiment in its favor constantly increasing. This
year it should pass both Houses of Congress.
Mr. Lacey has also induced the Committee on

Agriculture to insert in the appropriation bill an
item of $15,000 to fence a large pasture in the Wichita Forest Reserve in order that the Government may accept and may have a place to pasture the herd of twenty buffalo, which the New

York Zoological Society desires to present to it.
The establishment of a herd of Government buffalo in this reserve, giving the Government a
second herd of these animals which would be
under its absolute control, would be a long step in
the right direction.

of clubs

TRAPSHOOTING

" or associations, and who do not control great preWith the increase of population and co_ incident increase in the number of hunters of
game, great and small, there will soon be no spot

;

ALL

SErves.

-in the United States, save only the Yellowstone
' Park and private domains, which the hunter has
not penetrated.
As population continues to increase and all are at liberty to kill wild creatures
over

all this

vast

territory,

the

big

game,

the

birds and the fish must ultimately be exterminated.
If, however, there shall be established refuges
where

these

wild

creatures

may

be

free

from

molestation, and may live, increase, multiply and
replenish that particular portion of the earth,
they will in time spread outside of these refuges,
and from this overflow

every man

who

is able to

reach the neighboring hunting ground may take
his toll.
If there is on this continent a spot that is interesting to the sportsman

and

the nature

lover,

it is Our greatest game refuge, the Yellowstone
National Park. Here the deer feed placidly along
the roadside, while the wagons thunder by; here
the wild sheep lie in the snow hardly a whip’s

length

distant from the creaking

MAR clial 21 pesopeyey

freight wagons;

the

premonitory

PORTENTS.
signs

concerning

trap-

shooting
interests augur unmistakably that the
forthcoming trapshooting season will be a record
breaker, likely far to surpass the trapshooting
doings of previous years.
The signs are many,
great and small, and in their entirety are a unit
in their favorable indications.
Many new gun
clubs have been organized, denoting a growth of
interest and a multiplication of shooters; a large
aggregate of dates have been claimed by State
associations, and by gun clubs in city and town,

throughout

the

United

States.

Gun

clubs

are

building their houses as a rule on a more generous scale with a view to roominess, comfort

and utility, and leasing or purchasing grounds
with a view to greater permanency or full title.
The

and

trade

interests

material

support,

contribute

and

much

by moral

this is supplemented

by the hearty enthusiasm and pertinent activity
of the individual shooters of all America.
From

stages;

and

here wild geese sit on the beaches with heads
/ tucked under their wings and ignore the passerby.
Here

the

the

sportsman

wild creatures.

may

which

approach

under

and

other

study

circum-

stances he has no time to study, for his mind is
concentrated on killing them; and here the nature lover may enjoy such pleasures as cannot be
found elsewhere in this country.
Scatter over the
western country in the forest reserves refuges
like the Yellowstone Park, stock them where it
is necessary, and give them a dozen years to per-

mit their wild inhabitants to re-establish themselves, and we shall have in this country a series

of

splendid

game

parks, a series of splendid nat-

ural history laboratories, and a series of sources

York.

articles which
are
essential
in supplying the
shooter's needs.
Thus, great as is the sport at
present,
it has much
greater
possibilities
of
growth because of its favorable appeal to all who
Jove a gun, good fellowship and clean competi-

tion.
pls CROIXSSALMON

POOL

IN our angling columns this week will be found
a curious correspondence carried on between Mr.
J. E. Hinden Hyde, of this city, and officials
of Canada and Maine.
Last year Mr. Hyde, on a

visit to the Calais Pool of the St. Croix

River,

found

fishing

many

apparent

laws, the stream

was

violations

of

being polluted

the

and netted

and trapped, and there was evidence of the use
of dynamite to kill salmon.
Naturally enough
Mr. Hyde wrote to the authorities on both sides
of this boundary river, setting forth the apparent
conditions, and from the authorities he received
promises that the matter would be taken up and

that they would do what they couid to better the
condition,
The correspondence, strung out over a number
of months, seems to have ended in nothing at all.
At all events we do not understand that any information was ever given to Mr. Hyde that any
steps of any nature whatever had been taken to
improve matters.

This year let us hope that these complaints may
be taken

out of their resting places and

that the

State and Provincial authorities will do whatever
may be in their power to improve conditions on
the St. Croix River.
This was—and with proper protection may again
be—a great salmon pool, and in these United States

there are few places where salmon can be caught
with the rod. Let us hope that the officials of
Maine and Canada to whom we all of us have
to pay a non-resident

tribute,

may

help take ear-

THE TROUT SEASON ATGHAND.
THE inclement weather of the North, prevailing during the latter part of this month, has been

al.

rattling

13.

New

United States a few years since, trapshooting
has steadily gained, year by year, to such a degree
at present, that it is justly entitled to be classed
with the few great sports which are truly nationand its activities and supporters are everywhere,
from cross roads to city throughout the national
domain.
Without doubt, one of the most forceful factors in promoting
this rapid
and_
beneficent
growth has been the sound and energetic effort
of the Interstate Association.
It has standardized the sport in many ways, and has been an important factor in spreading and establishing it in
new fields. The four new tournaments, given by
the Interstate Association
in addition
to the

at the

LXVI.—No.

346 Broadway,

being a popular sport in irregular patches of the

their

to look

VOL.
| No.

nest steps to remedy the abuses found at the St.
Croix Pool.

here the antelope nibble the grass without raising
heads

i

It is popular with all classes

Grand

American

Handicap

at

of the public,

Indianapolis,

in

June, cannot fail to impart to the sport an impetus to greater growth and popularity, much to
the benefit of him who shoots as a matter of recreation and to him who manufactures the useful

specially depressing as regards the interests of the
anglers.
Snow, severe cold and boisterous winds
do not promote the happiness of the expectant
trout fisherman, nor does he care
to saunter
through half a foot of snow along rippling brooks
to enjoy the taking of the gamy trout.
However, much that is favorable in weather
changes may occur between now’ and April 1,
on which day the trout season opens in Con-

necticut

and

New

Jersey;

March

31

on

Long

Island, April 15 in Pennsylvania; and April 16
in New York in a general way, there being many
local laws which it is well for the angler to know
if he contemplates meandering at large.
It is
well, however, to get ready, to be ready, for no
man knows that the fishing will not be good
when the statute permits it next month.
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In the Lodges of the Blackfeet.
A

Raid

A sic chinook
ruary
in the
more
green

by the

wind

Crows.

cleared the river of ice, and the little snow
coulées soon melted away.
There was no
cold weather thereafter, grass showing
in the bottom lands in March.

Life in camp was generally tranquil.
One
night some Assinaboines stole forty head of
horses, and were not overtaken,
although a
large party followed their trail eastward as far

Their

coup

=

mT AN
on
ON

—

——

AN

stick, a long
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It was really far more exciting to see such a
run near at hand than to take part in it. When
one mounted his runner and flung into the thick

of the herd, he saw only the particular animals

in the latter end of Feb-

as Hairy Cap butte.

<a

—

[Marc

he chased and shot or shot at; he had not time
nor sense for anything else.
But the spectator
of the run saw much.
First of all, he was impressed with the mighty power of the huge
shaggy, oddly shaped beasts charging madly by
him with a thunderous pounding of hoof and
rattle of horns, causing the ground to tremble
as if from an earthquake; and then to see the
hunters, their long hair streaming in the wind,
guiding their trained mounts here and there in

loped on, threading their way
between
the
lodges, nimbly jumping from side to side to
avoid them, kicking out wickedly at them as
they passed. For all his great size and uncouth
shape, the buffalo was a quick and active animal on his feet.
I had taken shelter behind one of the wagons
with many others and watched the brown living
stream surge by, winding in and out between
the lodges as a river winds past the islands and
bars in its channel.
Not one of us but was
frightened; we held our breath in anxious suspense,

for we well knew

that almost

anything—

or

the firing of a gun or sight of some suspicious
object ahead—might throw the herd into con-

that choice young bull, firing their guns or
leaning over and driving an arrow deep into
the vital part of the great beast; to see the plain

fusion, and if it turned or bunched up in a compact mass, people would surely be trampled to
death by them, lodges overturned, the greater

message from the enemy, reading something like

over which

they passed become

this:
“We present you with a scalp, which
we tore from the head of a member of your

dead,

great

part of camp reduced to irreparable ruin. To
us it seemed a very long time, but in reality no
more than a couple of minutes elapsed ere the
last of the herd had passed out beyond the
outer lodges into the river and across it to the
opposite side.
No one had been hurt, not a
lodge had been overturned.
But long scaffolds

arrow,

to

which

was

tied

a

large

scalp,

was

found sticking in the ground in the heart of our
camp the morning after
people
much
chagrin.

tribe.

We

have

taken

the theft, causing the
It was
practically a

some

of your

horses.

We are Assinaboines,” for the tribe was known
by the peculiar make of the arrow.
‘They will
hear from us as soon as summer comes,” said
the young men.
The Blackfeet did not often

start on

raids in cold weather.

On

the other

hand, Assinaboine war parties seemed to prefer
the most inclement months of winter for their
expeditions.
They were a very cowardly people, and realized that they ran less risk of being
discovered and made to fight at a time when
the enemy went abroad only to hunt in the
vicinity of camp.
I shall

never

forget

for a few moments,

another

morning,

when,

it seemed as if we all must

face a terrible death.
The evening before a
vast herd of buffalo had been discovered two or
three miles back from the river—a herd so large

that it was said the valley of Cow Creek and the
hills on each

side of it were

far as one could see.

black with them

as

Soon after sunrise many

hunters, with their women following on travois
horses, had gone out to run this herd and get
meat.
An hour or so later they charged in
among them on their trained runners, splitting
the herd in such a way that about a thousand or
more broke straight down the valley toward the
camp.
This was the part of the herd that they
chased, for the nearer to camp the killing was
done the easier it was to pack in the meat.

Down the valley the frightened animals fled,
followed by their tenacious pursuers.
We in
camp heard the thunder of their hoofs and saw
the cloud of dust they raised, before the animals
tnemselves came
in sight.
Our lodges were
pitched on the lower side of the bottom, between
the creek and the steep, bare, rocky ridge to the
east.
Every man, woman and child of us had
hurried outside to witness the chase, for it was
not every day that we had such an opportunity.

the thick of it all, singling out this fat cow

with

animals

dotted with the

standing

head

down,

swaying, staggering, as the life blood flowed
from mouth and nostrils, finally crashing over
on the ground, a limp and lifeless. heap.
Ah!
that was a sight!
That is what we, standing

by our

lodges,

saw

that

morning.

No

one

cheered the hunters, nor spoke, nor laughed.
It was too solemn a moment.
We saw death
abroad; huge, powerful beasts, full of tireless
energy, suddenly stricken into so many heaps
of senseless meat and hide.
Paradoxical as it
may seem, the Blackfeet reverenced, spoke with
awe of, regarded as “medicine” or sacred, these

of drying meat, many

hides and pelts of various

animals pegged out on the ground to dry, had
either disappeared or been cut into small fragments.
That, indeed, was an experience to be

animals which they killed for food, whose hides

remembered; we were thankful to have escaped
with our lives. When we thought what would
have happened had we got in the way of the
rushing herd, we shuddered.
When Nat-ah’-ki

furnished

said:

them

with

shelter

and

clothing.

A band of horses drinking at the river became frightened at the noise of the approaching
herd.
They bounded up the bank and raced out
over the bottom, heads and tails up, running
directly toward the herd, which swerved to the
eastward, crossed the creek, and came tearing
down our side of it.
The rocky ridge hemming in the bottom was too steep for them to
climb with anything like speed, so they kept on

in the flat directly toward

the lodges.

Such

a

scampering as ensued!
Some in their terror ran
wildly around,
stopping behind
one
lodge
a
moment,
then running to the shelter of another.
Women screamed, children bawled, men
shouted words of advice and command.
I seized
hold of Nat-ah’-ki, ran with her over to one of

Berry’s

wagons,

and

got

her up in it.

In a

moment both his and Sorrel Horses’ wagons
were filled with people, others crouching under
and standing in lines behind them.
Persons in
the vicinity of the ridge clambered up among

“How

good

was

the Sun to keep

the peoples’

offerings

or

sacrifices to their god.

They gave always of their best, their choicest
and most prized ornaments and finery.
The winter was now gone. Berry and Sorrel
Horse started for Fort Benton with theif families and the last loads of their winter’s trade.
They had done exceedingly well, and concluded
to remain for a time at the fort. Berry declared
that he would do no more freighting to
mines with his bull train; he would either

there direct, they decided to circle southward,
up the Judith River, thence around to the north

by way of Arrow Creek and the foot of the
Highwood Mountain.
I went with them, agreeing to meet Berry at the fort and plan with him
for the ensuing season’s trade.

leaders of the herd reached the outer edge of
the village.
They
could not draw
back,
for

March, camp was

those

shallow

forced

them

forward,

and

they

the
sell

it or employ some one as a train-master.
The
Piegans still had a large number of prime robes,
wolf pelts and other skins on hand, which they
were to trade at the fort, but instead of going

the rocks. Those near the creek jumped down
in it, but many stood helplessly behind their
lodges in the center of the camp.
Now, the

behind

us un-

harmed through this great danger.’
I am
sure that she voiced the sentiment of all. The
next day I noticed that the trees and high
bushes bordering the river were bright with

So,

one

warm,

ford

sunny

day

in the

end

of

broken, and crossing the wide,

of the river

at Cow

Island,

we

Marcu
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climbed the south slope of the valley and strung
out over the plain. At such times Nat-ah’-ki
and I frequently dropped behind and rode along
a mile or more to the right or left of the trail

The next night his dream told him the same
thing, and again on the third night, and lastly

on

number. When he arose the fourth morning he
knew that he must obey his dream.
He no

little side hunts.

for the
took

good

charge

We

mother

of our

were

and

pack

free

her

and

to do this,

uncle’s

travois

family

horses, and

herded them along with their own.
And when
we came to camp in the evening we would find
our

lodge put up, the couches

made,

wood

and

water at hand, the tireless mother sitting by
the fire awaiting our arrival.
Sometimes Narah’-ki would remonstrate with her for doing all
this, but she would always say, “Young people
should be happy. This my mother did for me
when I was newly married.
Some day you will
likely be doing it for your daughter.” Which
latter remark would cause the little woman to
turn away in confusion, and she would pretend
to be very busy about something.
Alas! they
thought that this carefree life was going to last
forever. Even we white men little dreamed how
soon the buffalo were to disappear.
On this lovely morning we rode gradually and
slowly obliquely away to the west until we were
a couple of miles from the trail. Still further
out we

could see several

hunters

now

and then,

as they passed over a rise of ground, and occasionally the long column of the moving camp
was in sight.
Sometimes we loitered, letting
our horses feed as they walked, and again we
would start them into a lope and keep it up
until we were well abreast of the others. Natah’-ki kept up a ceaseless chatter of gossip and
story

and

questions

about

the

which I came.

She was

about the wavs

of white women,

and

when

known,

had

horrified
rible,

I told
seen

and

say

shameless!

some

ones

and

No

good

of the

the bad

over

country

from

ever wanting to know
and bad;

things

I had

do, she would

over

Blackfoot

again,
woman

be

“Terwould

ever act like that.”
Along toward noon we came to the head of
a pine-clad coulée running into the far-away
Judith, and in a little grove there was a small
spring of clear, cold water.
We drank, and
then leading our animals up to the top of the
slope, where we could obtain a good view of the
surrounding

country,

we

ate our

lunch

of bread,

depuyer and dried meat.
A kit fox came
trotting over the bench opposite us, ran down
the slope into the grove and to the spring, and
presently it came out on our side, sniffing the
air, undoubtedly having scented our food.
It
walked up to within thirty feet of us, stopped
and

stared

at us

and

the

grazing

horses,

then

circled around and finally stretched out on its
belly, head up, watching us intently, and frequently sniffing the air, curiously working its
slender, delicately contoured nose.
It was evidently reasoning like this, ‘““There is something
to eat

over

by those

strange

looking

animals.

I’ll wait here a while, and nose around the place
after they leave.” At least, that is what Natah’-ki said the little creature was thinking, and
I had reason to believe that in such matters she
generally knew whereof she spoke. “Did I ever
tell you,” she asked, “‘about my grandfather

and

his pet fox? No?
Well, then, listen:
“One night my grandfather’s dream commanded him to catch a kit fox, tame it and be
kind to it. He thought long over this, and
counseled with others as to its meaning; but
none could understand it any more than he.

on the fourth night.
Four
commanded him to do this.

times his dreams
Four is the sacred

longer asked why, nor what was meant, but
after eating went out to catch a fox.
There
were many foxes; every little way as he walked
he saw them running onward or sitting by their

dens, into which
near.

He

they disappeared

as he drew

had a long lariat, to an end of which

he had tied a length of fine buckskin string.
Making a running noose of the string, he would
lay it in a circle around the entrance to the
den, then go back as far as the lariat extended
If one

and lie down, to watch for the animals.
poked its head out, he would jerk the

lariat, and the noose would tighten around its
neck or body.
In this way children catch
ground

squirrels—he

had

done

it himself

in

youthful days—and he believed that in like manner

he could

capture

a fox.

“These animals have more than one entrance
to their den, often as many as five or six.
If
my grandfather set the noose around a hole into

which he saw a fox go, the animal was

certain

to look out from another opening, and seeing
him lying there near by, would dodge back and
appear no more, even though he waited a long

time. Thus passed the first day, and also the
second.
On the evening of the third he noosed
one, but with a snap of its sharp teeth it cut
the string and escaped.
Tired and thirsty, and
hungry, he was returning home that evening,

when on the side of a coulée he saw five young
foxes playing near the entrance to their den,
the mother and father sitting near by watching
them.

They

they were

were

not

very

quick

small;

so

and active

on

young

that

their feet,

but tumbled over each other slowly and awkwardly. He sat down on the opposite side of the

coulée and watched them
night

came

on.

Over

and

until the sun set and
he asked

him-

self how he could catch one of the young.

over

He

prayed, too, calling upon the
dream, to show him the way.

his

gods,

upon

“Returning to his lodge, he ate and drank
and filled and lighted his pipe, again praying
for help in that which

he had to do.

And

sud-

denly, as he sat there silently smoking, the way
was shown him. The gods had taken pity on
him.
He went to bed and slept well.
‘Go out
and find a large buffalo shoulder blade,’ he said
to my grandmother, after the morning meal,
‘then take a cow skin and accompany me.’
“They went to the den of young foxes.
Very

close to the place where the little ones played was
a large bunch of rye grass, and in the center of
it my grandfather began to cut away the sod, to

loosen the earth with his knife.
My grandmother helped him, using the shoulder blade as
a white man does his shovel, removing the earth
and piling it on the cowskin, then carrying the
load away

and scattering it in the bottom

of the

coulée.
They worked and worked, cutting and
digging, and scraping, until the hole was deep
enough for my grandfather to stand in.
His
eyes were even with the top of the ground, the

fringe of rye grass still standing made a good
screen; the foxes might scent him, but they could
not see him. ‘Go home,’ he said to my grandmother, when they had finished their work. ‘Go
home and make a sacrifice to the Sun, and pray

that I may succeed in that which I have to do.’
“Then he got into the hole and stood very stili,
waiting, watching for the little ones to come out.
Long he waited; the sun seemed to travel very
slowly down toward the mountains.
It was very
hot; he became very thirsty; his legs ached, but
he stood as motionless as the ground itself, always watching.
A little while before sunset an
old one came out, and walked half way around
the rye grass bunch.
Then, suddenly, it scented
him, and ran swiftly away up the coulée, not
daring to return whence the wind had warned it

of some

danger,

unseen,

but more

to be feared

for that very reason.
Soon afterward the little
ones came forth, one by one, slowly and lazily,
yawning
and_
stretching
themselves,
blinking
their eyes in the strong light.
They began to
play, as they had done on the previous evening,
and before long they gathered in a scuffle at the
edge of the rye grass.
Then my grandfather
quickly reached out, and seized one by the back
of the neck.
‘Hai-ya’, little brother,’ he cried, ‘I
have caught you.’
Climbing out of the hole he
wrapped it in a fold of his robe and hurried to

his lodge.

He was happy.

Four times his dream

had spoken to him; on the fourth day he had fulfilled its command.
He felt sure that in some

way the taking of the fox was to be for his good.
“Puh’-po-kan

(dream)

the little animal.
had no

my

From

grandfather

the very

fear of him, and soon

named

beginning

made

friends

it

with

the dogs of the lodge.

An old bitch loved it at

once, and if any strange

dog came

nosing around

where it was she would drive the stranger away.
The

fox eat ‘readily the bits of meat my grandfather gave it, and learned to drink water and
He forbade anyone to pet it, or feed it,
soup.
or call it by name, so it was friendly only with
him.
It wanted to follow him wherever he went,
and at night would crawl under the robes and
sleep beside him. When camp was moved, it had
a little nest in a travois load, where it would lie

quite still to the journey’s

such a

It was

end.

funny little one; always wanting to play with my
grandfather or with the lodge dogs; and when it
got scared at anything it would run to him, making short, gasping, hoarse little barks, just as we

I did

hear them at night out beyond the lodges.

arms
say:

in my
would

to play with it, take it up
it, but always my mother

so want
and pet

‘Don’t you dare do it; ’tis a sacred one, and if

you touch it something dreadful will
Perhaps you would go blind.’
you.

happen

to

wander

around

at

“As it grew older it would

times during the night until chased by some dog,
and then it would rush in and crawl into bed be-

Not a mouse

side my grandfather.
the lodge-skin

under

wandered
had

Puh’-po-kan

but

in

found

and killed it, and often he would bring home a
About the time when
bird or brown squirrel.
Puh’-po-kan
camping on

Paw

Bear’s

had seen
the Little

were
we
winters,
two
River, just north of the

the

after

night,

One

Mountains.

lodge fires had all died out and everyone was
asleep, Puh’-po-kan awoke my grandfather by

backing
way

up

it had

his head

against

scared.

when

in a

barking

and

‘Stop

that,

my

said

grandfather, reaching up and giving the little
one a light slap. ‘Stop barking and go to sleep.’
“But
barked

Puh’-po-kan
harder than

was so excited.
elbow

and

ing down

would not stop; instead
ever, trembling because

he
he

My grandfather raised up on his

looked

through

around.

the

The

was

moon

smoke-hole,

so

shin-

that he
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could make out the different objects in the lodge;
over by the doorway there was something that
did not belong there; a dark, motionless object
that

looked

like a person

crouching.

‘Who

are

you?’ he asked.
‘What do you want here?’
“No answer.
“Then my grandfather spoke again: ‘Tell me,
quickly, who you are.
Get up and talk, or I
will shoot you.’
“Still there

was

no

answer.

Puh’-po-kan

kept

on barking.

My grandfather quietly reached

for his gun,

which

lay at the

head

out

of the bed,

cocked it without noise, aimed and fired it. With
a

fearful

proved
the

scream

a

man—for

to be—sprang

hot

ashes

and

such

the

up and fell dead

coals

of the

object

right in

fire-place,

from

whence my grandfather quickly dragged him. Of
course the shot aroused the camp, and the
screams of the frightened women in my grandfather’s lodge brought every one to it. A fire
was quickly built and the light showed that the
dead one was an enemy, a far-away tribe Sioux.
He had no weapon except a big long knife, still
firmly gripped in his right hand.
Evidently he
had entered the lodge intending to steal a gun,
and would have stabbed anyone who interfered
with him.
When the fox gave warning of his
presence, he most likely thought that by remain-

ing crouched to the ground he would not be discovered, and that those aroused would soon again
fall to sleep. He seemed to have come to the
camp alone, for no trace of others could be
found, no horses were stolen.
“All the talk in camp was about the fox, and

my grandfather’s dream. It was all great medicine. And my grandfather, how pleased he was.
He made many sacrifices, prayed much, and loved
‘Puh’-po-kan more than ever.
Two more winters
the little one lived, and then one summer night

it was bitten by a rattlesnake and soon died. The
women wrapped the swollen little body in robes
and buried it on a scaffold they made in a cottonwood

tree, just as if it had been

a person.”

I recinched our saddles. Nat-ah’-ki spread the
remains of cur lunch on a smooth flat stone. “Eat
heartily, little brother,’ she said. We mounted
and rode away,

and looking back we

saw the fox

busily chewing a piece of dried meat.
Later in
the afternoon we arrived in camp, which had
been pitched near a small lake on the high plateau.
The water was bad but drinkable when
made into tea.
In the evening

We used buffalo chips for fuel.
I was invited to a feast given by

AND

STREAM.

came

to the top of a ridge and could

camp

and

over

on another

I saw at least fifty men. Saw them climb up and
stand on its summit. They must have discovered
our

camp,

by the smoke

nothing more,

from

they could not see me, and then hurried

sober

men.

Young

We

had

smoked

but

one

pipe,

I

remember,

when a young man bounced in through the doorway, and said: “A war party of many men is
near us.”
“Ah!” all exclaimed,
and then Big Lake,
“Quick! tell us about it.”
“T was hunting,” said the young man, “and tied
my horse to a bunch of sage while I crept up toa

band of antelope. Perhaps I did not tie him securely; he got loose and ran away on his back
trail and I started back afoot.
At sundown I

in. They

distinctly away out beyond a murmur of voices.
Then there was silence, and then with soft tread
and harsh swish of brush against their leggins,
the raiders came into view, unsuspectingly advancing,

some

of them

to their death.

spouted

from

fuke

and

rifle into

The flashes blinded us for

scream or cry or run.

away.

I went

home

Hurry!”

and told Nat-ah’-ki

the news,

re-

moved the cover of my rifle, filled my coat pockets with

cartridges.

the gun barrel.
“Why,

“Wait!”

“What

she said, grasping

are you going to do?”

Big Lake told us to meet

I explained.
pose.”

“He

has

some

at his lodge,”

good

plan, I sup-

thus

that

I did

not go forth with a mad

I left her.

desire for battle.

The

cheerful

restful

lodge

I will
fire,

acknowledge

the

couch

and

the

long-stemmed pipe were dear to all save the rash
young man whose only thought was of war. Big
Lake was a born tactician. In the few moments
required

to assemble

the

men

around

his lodge

he had thought out his plan of defense, and
issued his orders in a few words. The various
bands of the All Friends Society were told off
into four groups, and ordered to steal quietly out
to the north, south, east and west of camp and

there await the arrival of the enemy.
All others
not of the society were to go with any one of the
bands

they chose.

It was

not

feared

that a war

party of fifty or of even three times that number
would make an attack on camp.
They came, of
course, to steal horses, and the plan was to go

out where the herds were grazing and lie in wait.
The really valuable animals were all tethered, as
usual,
would

we

could

near the lodges of their owners,
try to get in to them,

away

one

by one,

and pass-

and

by twos

to no

organization.

We

spread

out

in

on the right slowly crawled

over and sat beside me.
“The night light is about to go out of sight,”
he whispered. “The war party will appear somewhere soon, if they come at all to-night.”
He

spoke truly,

for a little later we

heard

were

running

of shots in anfound, not one

of their bullets had found a mark.
Almost as
one man our line sprang forward, with cries of
“Now, Crazy Dogs! Now, Raven Carriers! Take
courage; we must wipe them out.” Here were
some bodies, five in all, one with life still in it.
went

a war

club and the recumbent

figure

sprawled out, face up, in the waning moonlight.
In a trice the dead were scalped, their arms taken
by those who first came to them.
On sped our
party, an occasional shot was fired at a dimly
seen retreating figure. Behind us now came the
three other divisions of the camp, shouting words
of encouragement.
But now no enemy could be
seen,

nor

heard,

and

our

party

stopped;

it was

useless to look further for them in the darkness.
Big Lake came
up.
“Spread out,’ he said,
“spread out again and encircle the camp.
Perhaps some of them are concealed in the brush
closer in, and with daylight we will find them.”
I shouldered my rifle and went home.
Natah’-ki was sitting up with her mother for company and I related all that had occurred.
“Why did you come back?” she asked, after I
had finished. “Why didn’t you stay out there with
the rest as Big Lake ordered?”
“Hai-yah!” I exclaimed.
“How peculiar are
women;

one

may

not

understand

them.

You

begged me this evening to remain here with you.
I came back because I am tired and hungry, and
sleepy, and now you are displeased because I
returned.
Well, to please you I'll go back and
sit with the others until morning.”
“Sit down, crazy man,” she said, pushing me
back on the couch from which I had started to
rise. “You will stay right. there. Here is your
pipe; fill it and smoke while I broil some meat
and make tea.”
“You

are

the

chief,’

I told

her, contentedly

leaning back against a willow mat.
as you Say.”

“It shall be

and my

midnight, so it was not very dark; we could see
quite plainly the brush forty or fifty yards distant.
We remained there quietly a long time.
me

enemy

and

whereupon we sat down in the cover of the sage
and grease-wood brush.
There was a moon, low
down in the western sky, and due to set about

nearest

the

darkness.

and when

Ah, me!
Roll them back, you ruthless harvester of the years. Give back to me Nat-ah’-ki

a wide line, and after walking slowly and silently
for about half a mile, word was passed to stop,

The man

again

They had fired a number

in-

youth.

wide brown

I moved out with the Crazy Dogs, Raven Carriers and thirty or forty others who, like myself,
belonged

one

and

horses, the enemy
cut their ropes

see

the

a moment,

swer to ours, but as we afterward

Thud

“Yes, he is wise,” she agreed, “but you are not
going out there to be killed by a war party. Stay
here with me.”
“But our horses. I cannot remain here in the
lodge and let the enemy run them off.”
“They do not matter. Let them go.’
“But,” I said, “if I remained here think what
people would say. They would call me a coward,
they would say to you: ‘Your white man has a
woman’s
heart; why don’t you make some
dresses for him?’ ”
That ended the argument.
She just sat down
on the couch, covered her head with a shawl, and

Some

on my left fired first, and then the whole line shot
an irregular volley. How the sparks of the cheap
black powder glowed and sparkled as_ they

“Scatter out through camp all of you,” said
Big Lake, quickly and decisively.
‘Tell the men
to come here at once, warn the women not to

lead them
threes.

and

fires, if

will certainly raid our horses to-night.

number

staid

the lodge

I waited until it was so dark that

ing by the herds of common

of other

see our

ridge near the Judith

Big Lake.
Monroe, or Rising Wolf, as I preferred to call him, was also a guest along with a
men seldom feasted and smoked with their elders, and in the camp were many coteries, or
social sets, just as we find them in any civilized
community, with this exception; there was no
jealousy nor rivalry between them; no one of
them felt that its members were in anyway any
better than the members of another set.
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to us our

lodge and the

buffalo plains,
WALTER B. ANDERSON.
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is now

almost

a year

since

we

have been receiving your interesting and practical
journal

for the use

of our students

who are spe-

cializing in the study of forestry.
Your paper
has been a constant help and inspiration to our
men by giving them a clearer, more practical understanding of hunting and fishing matters in this
country. There has been, and is so much abuse
of our great privileges, as far as hunting and
fishing is concerned, that I have been very
anxious that our men get a right understanding
of this subject.
.
. P. BAKER,
Forester Iowa State College.
PASADENA, Cal.—I want to congratulate you
on the new dress of the paper. It is better looking and more convenient to handle.
OG. B, P.

Marcu
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TREES

IN WINTER.

THE beech, the chestnut and the oak are the
most important members of a distinctive family
which

flora of North
named

forms

a large part of the tree

America.

The

two

are very easily distinguished

STREAM.

of greenish-brown or chestnut
tightly overlapping to protect
inside.

VI.—The JOakI Family.

(Fagacee)

AND

species first
in winter

on

account of their characteristic buds, while the
oaks as a group are easily known at this time by
the general form of the buds, but they are more
difficult to separate into species.
Fortunately,
however, the leaves of most of the oaks remain

The

color, their edges
the tiny leaves

Oaks.

rounded buds, the side ones being commonly
above the swollen part of the twig, which served

to hold the latest season’s leaf and which is
marked by a distinct leaf-scar, generally somewhat

crescent-shaped.

On

the tips of the twigs

abundance,

here

and

there

Beech

and

the

has

buds

so

distinctively

ern

as

species,

which

lands, where

it often

than a hundred
are slender and

Chestnut.

slender

is easily determined

The pin oak is a Southern

being

Few buds of trees are more easily recognized
than those of the beech in winter. They are long,
slender and acutely pointed, being of the shape
shown in the accompanying drawing.
No other
tree

Oak.

by inserting

a knife

into the inner bark of the trunk of one of the
larger branches.
Its acorns are rather small and
their cups extend at least half way to the top
of the nut, being deep rather than shallow.
The
red oak is known in a similar way by the pinkishgray color of its inner bark as well as by its large
acorns in broad and shallow cups.
The beautiful
scarlet oak is distinguished from the red oak by
its much
smaller
acorns
with
hemispherical
rather than flat cups, and from the black or yellow
oak by the fact that its inner bark is not yellow.

winnowed into heaps that remind one of the
fallen leaves of November.
At such a time the
sudden bareness of the oak trees above becomes
especially noticeable.
The

Red

Among the more important oaks of the group
with pointed lobes I may mention the. black or
yellow oak, the red oak, the pin oak and the
scarlet oak.
The black or yellow oak is to be
known at any time of the year by the orangeyellow color of its inner bark, a characteristic

which

to assist in the determination.
It is often interesting to notice in winter the
leaves of the oaks as they fall from the trees in
the woods. Very often after a severe snowstorm,
especially if it is followed by a violent wind, one
can see the dry, dead oak leaves lying upon the
in great

The

In general the oaks may be recognized by the

upon the trees throughout a large part of the
winter, so that one who attempts to study the
twigs can generally get the leaves also, and, when
the snow is not upon the ground, even the acorns,

snow

rib. Many of the younger branches are more or
less marked by corky ridges along their sides.
This is the principal tree in the “oak openings”
of some of the Northwestern States.

is

rather than a North-

found

reaches

especially

it easily recognized

in winter after one
its characteristic

with
The

In

this

the

Southern

family

low

feet.
The secondary branches
abundant, a fact which renders

come

familiar

in

a height of more

Live
States

in winter

has be-

appearance.

Oaks.
the live oak

a unique

gives

interest.

to

This

these.

BUDS

OF

BEECH.

there is commonly a cluster of three or more
rounded or conical buds, of which the middle one
is the largest.
The general character of these
oak twigs may be seen
in the accompanying

photograph.
The

White

Oak.

Most of the native oaks commonly found in
the Northern States are readily divided into two
great groups, in the first of which the lobes of
the leaf are rounded and the acorns mature the
first season, while in the second the lobes of the
leaf are actually pointed and the acorns mature
the second season.
The white oak is a typical
illustration of the first group, while the red oak
or the black oak are illustrations of the second

group. The white oak, as a species, is especially
distinguished by the fact that the sinuses, or in-

dentations

between

the lobes of the leaf, are very

deep, generally reaching at least half way toward
the

mid-rib,

distributed

This

is one

oaks and one

all the native

of

our

most

widely

of the best known

of

trees.

The swamp white oak may be known from the

white oak by the fact that the lobes of the leaf
are not so deeply cut, so that the blade has a

broad appearance, which is very characteristic.
This is a swamp-loving species that ranges from
New England to Iowa, south to Kentucky and
northern Georgia.
In the South it seems to be
LAUREL

OAK.

The beech is famous for its beauty in winter as
well as in summer, and is a favorite tree with
everyone.
The buds of the chestnut are very different
from those of the beech, being rather small and
sub-conical and projecting at a distinct angle
from the stem. There are only a few large scales

replaced by the post oak, in which the lobes of
the leaf are rounded or squarish, those near the
tip of the leaf being much the largest and giving
it an unusual appearance.
In winter the twigs
of the young branches show an unusual hairy appearance

and are

furnished

with

buds

which

are

very downy. The burr oak is a very widely distributed species which belongs to the white oak
group, being especially characterized by having
near the middle of each side of the leaves a deep,

rounded

indentation reaching almost to the mid-

BUDS

OF

OAK.

tree is well known to all who have traveled in the
South, its beautiful leaves retaining their green
color and remaining upon the tree throughout
the winter.
The leaves of this tree, as well as
of the closely related willow oak and laurel oak,

are commonly rounded, without distinct teeth and
with the tip very obtuse, but occasionally speci-
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mens

occur

in which

there

are

distinct

teeth

on

the upper half of the leaf and an acutely pointed
apex,
i have

recently

received

from

Mr.

Charles

Hallock of Norfolk, Va., a specimen of an interesting tree, a photograph of the specimen being
shown herewith, in which these curious teeth are
unusually well developed.
The tree was found
near Fayetteville, N. C., and transplanted to an

estate of Charles W. Broadfoot, of that city.
specimen

has

kindly

been

determined

as

The

that

of

the laurel oak, by Mr. J. G. Jack, of the Arnold

Arboretum.
The species is sometimes called the
water oak, and its technical name is Quercus
laurifolia Michaux.
In Chapman’s ‘Flora of the

Southern United States” it is listed as Q. phellos
variety laurifolia,
In his letter Mr. Jack says:
“While the usual foliage of both the willow oak
and the laurel oak is like that of the conventional
willow leaf, they are liable to vary into lobed or
denticulate forms.
Both are well known to be
natives of North Carolina and both sometimes
have the habit of holding leaves throughout the

winter.”

CLARENCE

M.

WEED.

AND

STREAM.
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refuse to bite until after the ice goes out in March
or April,
More song sparrows have wintered over than
of usual, and red-wing blackbirds, bluebirds, robins, goldfinches, belted kingfishers and meadowlarks have also been seen, still their presence is

unearth

last year.

Rabbits

that were

unable

to

find food in sufficient quantities resorted to orchards and vineyards, and did great damage by
gnawing the trees and vines.
Apple trees six
inches in diameter were completely girdled by
meadow
mice, and they also ruined many fine

Big Bullfrogs.

flat-bottomed craft with a square bow and stern
containing Jarge platforms at each end and middle seats for the rowers.
At this time the north bank of Bear Creek
sloped very slightly from the river to Main street,
and was a favorite resort of large green bullfrogs, some of which measured fourteen inches
from tip to tip, with hind legs nearly as big as
a rabbit’s, and white meat more tender and enjoyable than spring chickens.
In my opinion
there is no other meat of equal delicacy.

when

the

weather

to

was

very

of

these

severe.
The

unexpected

animals

appearance

of most

is a good illustration

“John”

vania blanketed

Gray squirrels could be found

in

and there was a period of six weeks when

they

did not leave their holes.
Nowadays they are
out in the fields nearly every night hunting for
mice, and it is not at all improbable that by turning over stones and boards they catch a cricket
or so, their favorite food.
Jan. 21, 22 and 23 were exceptionally warm
days and many
animals
were
moving
about.
“Wooly bears,’ those ‘black and yellow bristlecovered caterpillars, the larve of the Isabella
moth,
were
particularly
active.
The
warm
weather enticed them from their hiding places
under logs, stumps, boards and stone piles, and
they were seen hurrying along the railroad tracks
and country highways in considerable numbers.
Spiders spun their streamer-like webs from the
ends of grass stalks and weeds.
In some fields
these streamer-webs were as abundant as on autumn days.
A solitary turtle crawled out of the mud in the
bottom of a pond or a stream, and wandered
down the road where it was found by a muchastonished countryman.
“Night-walkers,’ those large earthworms that
in summer
come out of the ground after an
evening rainstorm and are captured by the fishermen, were also seen.
The few fowls that were
fortunate enough to catch one, seemed to appreciate the unexpected treat and were jealously
pursued by their companions.
Wasps were reported from Troy, N. Y., and
butterflies from
Rutland,
Vt.
The
butterflies
doubtless were mourning-cloak butterflies.
All of
them do not die as winter approaches; some hibernate under stones or board piles, in buildings
or other places where they can find cover.
The
butterflies seen probably were some that had been
deceived by the mild weather and had taken ad-

vantage of it to have an outing.
One would not think that the fishes would be
influenced by a warm winter, nevertheless several

good strings of suckers were caught in the Owego

Creek

in early February,

although

they usually

Notes.

under the heaviest

sparrows

and

even

fall of snow

a sprinkling

of black-

to be seen, mingling as “hail fellows
On my way to work this morning I

heard the plaintive ditty of a song sparrow
ing softly upon

up over

the air, but although

the eastern

It was

a storm

similar

fall-

the sun rose

hills and flooded

white picture with a shimmer
breast ventured a song.

the wide,

of light, not a red-

to this,

with

creased numbers of these delightful blue-coated
migrants.
The recent observations concerning the weasel
which have appeared in Forest AND STREAM recall some boyhood experiences with this elusive
carnivore.
Often a weasel would visit my grandfather’s
poultry house, killing in a single night anywhere
from ene to a half dozen fowls. We sometimes
tried to trap the animals, but always without success.
It was a saying current at that time in
the country, at least, that a weasel could dodge
shot.
This belief had
probably
been
handed

from

the days

of the flint-lock.

rate, I recall that usually my

uncle was

a double-barrel, muzzle-loading
the

weasel

Skunks

harmless

were

At any

able with

shotgun to make

at the first shot.

likewise

a source

of trouble

in

and about the poultry quarters.
I distinctly remember a great commotion that occurred among
the poultry one winter’s day, and how the industrious grand parent bustled to the barn, adjoining which was the hen house and the feeding
quarters, to find a skunk dodging unconcernedly

among the fowls.

With characteristic impudence

the beast rubbed against grandfather’s trousers,
and nosed about the chattering hens, offering
them
no harm, until an exit was discovered
through which he decorously disappeared.

I think

that at that time the skunk

was

re-

garded as an egg eater rather than as a hen eater.
Red squirrels also frequented the barn build-

ings on the hill farm.

great

explain

bulls

are

is a wide,

gone,

and

we

reduced to eating the little frogs’ backs

forelegs,

which

we

used

to discard.

were required, one of whom stood on the stern
seat of the boat and poled it along close to the

north shore of Bear Creck, while the other stood
on the bow platform and held a long wooden
spear with a barbed steel point. As we slowly
moved along a fool frog would leave the smart
weed, which perfectly hid him, and take a hop,
skip, jump and dive into the creek.
This was
his doom.
We simply waited for the shallow
water

to

A big black walnut

tree

clear

showing

a

lump

where

he

had

buried himself in the soft mud, into which the
spear is thrust, pulling out the amphibious reptile notwithstanding his energetic struggles to
escape.
In an hour we usually captured from ten
to fifteen frogs, which was all we wanted for

both of our families,
happy.

A

much

colder weather immediately following, that some
years ago caught the bluebirds unawares, and a
great host perished.
Recovery from the effects
of that storm has only within the past two or
three years become
apparent, through the in-

down

I should

It was extremely simple and easy to catch these
big frogs, und quite exciting.
Only two boys

of the season, with the early bird arrivals hustling in all sorts of ways to meet the unexpected
conditions.
Fortunately, the weather was not
extremely cold, so aside from the struggle for
food the birds were not greatly handicapped.
Under the hedges, and within the comparatively
sheltered recesses of the woods, robins, bluebirds,

song

which

But, alas, these

Pennsylvania

birds were
well met.’

boat,

are now

Sayre, Pa. March 22—March 21, the first calendar spring day, found northeastern Pennsyl-

Thus far the winter has been so mild that even
woodchucks and chipmunks have appeared from
the woods on any warm day in December, January and February.
Although they seldom wander far from their holes in the trees at this season, the tracks of one were seen in the mud by
the roadside fully half a mile from the woods.
Skunks have not “denned up,” which last winter they were known to do early in December,

reddy’s

mild winter on animals.
Nature’s creatures seem
to have been sleeping with one eye open and the
first few warm days brought many of them back
to active life.
Sportsmen
report
that
numbers
of ruffed
grouse have escaped the hunters, so if the present weather continues, all game will get through
the winter in good condition.
Already the lack
of snow has saved the lives of many rabbits and
such fur-bearing animals as skunks, mink, muskrats and foxes, for without snow the hunters
cannot track them so easily. J. ALDEN LorINc,

all winter

beds of raspberry and blackberry bushes.
time to time.

and

of the effect of a

remain

Effect of a Mild Winter on Animals.

hunger

of nuts,

NEARLY fifty years ago the writer was what
might be called a “river rat’ and never happier
than when fishing, swimming or boating on_the
Mississippi or tributaries around Hannibal, Mo.
My first investment in that city was $2 for a

nothing unusual, as they have all been known

OweEco, N. Y.

that escaped the rigors of last
an exceptionally easy life so far
they certainly are entitled to.
of quail perished from cold and

wealth

storehouse was often badly depleted as a result of
the discovery.
CHILL,

and

THE animals
winter have had
this year, which
Many coveys

the precious

31, 1906.

On

and went home proud and
S. E, WorreL.

Woodcock

in the Snow.

March 21 Mr. Walter Brown, of the New

York

Telephone

Company,

while

passing

along

in a railroad train between Essex Fells and Caldwell, N. J., saw resting on the surface of the
snow in a field a brown spot which looked like
a bird.

The

and there

following

found

day he went

a woodcock

to the place

squatted

down

on

the snow dead and frozen.
The bird, which was
kindly submitted to us .for inspection, had been

dead for several days.

Evidently it had not died

of starvation, for its condition was good, it being unusually heavy.
On the breast was found
a spot of blood which suggests some other cause

than cold, possibly
caused by collision

a shot or possibly a bruise
with some object while the

bird

There

was

in flight.

is nothing

surprising

in finding a woodcock in this latitude in March.
They often get here in February.
Spring birds
are often killed by flying against telegraph or
telephone wires or other objects.
Mr. Brown sent the bird to a taxidermist to
be mounted,

and

when

it was

skinned

it

was

found to have been injured by flying against
something—perhaps
a twig.
The breast was
punctured and badly bruised.

Migrating

Hawks.

TAPACHULA, CHIAPAS, Mexico.—Editor Forest
and Stream:
Every year during the month of
April can be seen enormous flocks of hawks migrating along this coast in a northwesterly direction, and in the month

of October they again pass

south.
The rainy seasons commence
here in
April and stop in October.
Where
do these
hawks go to for nesting?
The natives here call
them ‘azaguanes,’ and say that they feed on
leaves of certain trees, which must be a mistake.

that annually yielded a generous crop of nuts
stood within reach of a high board fence that led
directly up to one end of the cow. barn, which

How do you suppose an enormous flock of hawks
feed on their journeys north and south?
Some

connected

twenty-five years

with

the hay and grain barn.

From

this tree each autumn a red squirrel or two exacted toll for the winter’s store, and not infre-

quently

the

marauding

farm

boy

was

able

to

ago we

had a pest of grasshop-

pers here, and the hawks then stopped for days
in their flight and fed on the grasshoppers,
which they caught in the air.
GUATEMALA.

Marcu
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Belled
New

York,

Cow

March

Stream:
Your
Manly Hardy’s

AND

STREAM.

line used to be two long days’ journey from the

Moose.

railroad, when

21.—Editor

Forest

and

editorial note appended to Mr.
recent article about moose in

Forest AND STREAM of March 13, referred to a
photograph which I took in Alaska of a cow
moose which bore a bell.
I am glad to send you the photograph in question for reproduction in your columns, for all
evidence on this matter is interesting to naturalists as well as to sportsmen.
This photograph

was taken on a mountain above timber line at the
STEERS

seldom—and

anybody

wanted

to go—which

was

to me it was a real pleasure to find

places so secluded that the newest news was generally a week or ten days old.
We are told that the building of the new line

involves some of the greatest engineering feats
of the day, and those familiar with the region
will readily believe this statement.
Standing on
the trail near Pagoda Peak, about
11,000 feet
above sea level, one may get a magnificent view
of the valley traversed by this new road after
crossing the big divide, a landscape said by cosmopolites when in its fall colorings to be one of
the grandest views of the world.
Fifty or sixty
miles to the northward the bald peak and white
peaks of the Elk Head range jut boldly against

the blue-black sky with marvelous

distinctness of

detail in the rare dry atmosphere.
To the westward, stretching scores upon scores of miles, is a
seamy region of mountains, valleys, bluffs and

plateaus, bewildering

in its vastness

and colored

with a brilliance past belief in greens, yellows,
reds, brown, pinks and white—the whole blending to soft purple and blue at the faraway Utah
skyline.
To me not the smallest charm of this

grand vista lay in the fact that it concealed

not

a single locomotive, not a foot of track, and, in
truth, not a village worthy of the name.
But all
this will soon be changed and the fair landscape
will be marred with tracks, mines, derricks and
coal breakers.
Each year it becomes more and more difficult
to find a stretch of real unbroken wilderness—a
fact that the sportsman knows only too well. Not
long ago I paddled up a lonely Canadian river

far beyond

the

last

railroad,

the

last

lumber

camp, the last trail, When more than a hundred
miles from the shriek
of the
locomotive,
I
pitched my tent rejoicing that I was now surely
far away from every reminder of civilization.
Vain boasting, for, alas, upon my first excursion
into the bush I came upon—what,
a settler’s

cabin?
COW

head

AND

CALF

of the North

MOOSE,

Fork

COW

WITH

of the McMillan

in the Yukon territory, Sept. 11, 1904.

River,

I first saw

the cow and calf feeding some distance away
-and later they appeared on the ridge I was on.
I first photographed them at 150 yards, and then
approached within 100 feet or nearer, and photo-

graphed

them

the second

time.

Far worse,

BELL.

They

paid no

attention to me as I drew near until I happened
to get between them and the wind, when they at

once ran off,
You will see that this photograph clearly shows
the bell.

a railroad survey stake.
W. A. BRADSHAW.

Those
who, like Anderson,
have seen and
known the inner life of the Indians, and the wild
animals in their native haunts, will feel as he has
felt when he so strongly condemns the crowding
back and destruction of both by the white man,
and all because of his damnable greed for gold.
ForEST AND STREAM in its earnest effort to secure and preserve
such
invaluable
records
is
entitled to the very highest credit in its work, for
in this it stands alone, and has in this line performed what no other journal ever has done. The
future will bear most willing testimony to the
intrinsic worth of the labor performed by this
journal in preserving those records which are so
rapidly being lost.
The writer was born among the Indians and
has spent his life in the West; and has known
many men famous in the history of the western
border.
One of these was my personal friend,
James Emmery, who had passed most of his life
among the Indians, having lived with the Blackfeet of the north, and been adopted into many
tribes.
In the Black Range Mountains of New
Mexico, where I first met him, he gave me the
strange and deeply interesting story of his life,
and later nearly all his portable possessions.
All
these records, and manv others, I have still. He
died at San Juan, on the Rio Mimbres, southwestern New Mexico, in 1891, and we buried him
on the plains and covered his grave with stones
to keep the coyotes away.

CLEMENT

Missouri’s

Every

ning

in

old-timer

Forest

reading

AND

the articles

STREAM

under

now

run-

the above

title, recognizes that a chord of sympathy and
union of feeling has been struck which could be
appealed to in no other way.
Such records in
their value rank well with the famous records of

Catlin,
Parkham
world-benefactors

and other
in this line.

pathfinders

and

Blue Springs.

Dayton,
O., March
16.—Editor
Forest and
Stream:
I note the communication in this week’s
Forest AND STREAM relating to the color of the
sea and that of deep fresh water lakes.
The bluest water that I ever saw is neither in
the ocean nor in any deep body of fresh water,
but in the great springs of southern Missouri.
There are several springs in the Ozark region that
are from 50 to 100 feet in diameter and perhaps
50 feet deep, their outlets being streams strong

enough to turn a mill.

-“In the Lodges of the Blackfeet.”

One of these is near St.

James, Mo., being one of the sources of the Meramec River; another is Round Spring in Shannon
county; there is another near the Niangua, and
the largest of all is the Mammoth Spring near
the Arkansas line. These springs are simply the

outlets

of subterranean

rivers.

Their

River, about

100 miles

above

cast:

It is excellent drinking water.
Horace

its mouth,

about Sept. 25, 1904.
Mr. Osgood brought the
entire head to an old trapper’s cabin, which they
were occupying nearby, in order that Mr. Run-

gius might made
never

seen

some

a cow

drawings

moose

of it.

Me

I have

without a bell.

C. SHELDON.

The Passing of a Wilderness.
JaMeEstown,

N. Y., March

17.—Editor

Forest

and Stream:
Although the march of improvement should no doubt be hailed with satisfaction

by all well disposed

persons,

I must

confess to

a feeling of genuine regret that a railroad is being
built through northwestern Colorado.
This portion of that favored State has hitherto been, so
far as railroads are concerned, an unbroken wilderness embracing a region over 150 miles long
and 100 wide—1I5,000 square miles into which the
iron horse has never penetrated.
The new road

bisects this magnificent natural park and much
of the wilderness will soon be wilderness no more.
I have

passed

many

happy

weeks

hunting and fishing in this sportsman’s
and

have

Glenwood

spent

a week’s

time

to the Elk Head

camping,

paradise,

in getting

range

with

from

a pack

train—the only means of making the journey.
Soon, alas, the tourist may be able to leave his
railway train at Hayden and pitch his tent in the

Elk Head Mountains the same day. ‘The little
cowboy hamlets of Hayden and Craig on the new

COW

MOOSE

WITH

water

is

of the same color as that of a solution of indigo,
regardless of whether the sky is clear or over-

I send another photograph of the head and bell
of a cow moose killed by Mr. W. H. Osgood, of
the Biological Survey, on the shores of the Mac-

Millan

L. WEBSTER.

BELL,

ALASKA,

a

KEPHART.

FOREST

AND

STREAM.

GAME BAG
Wild Deer
THOSE
American

primal

text-books

sportsmanship,

of

our

ForEST AND

is two

modern

STREAM and

the American Field, and, latterly many monthly
magazines of the out of doors, have educated
the public to a point where they take pride and
pleasure in seeing wild creatures live, move and
have their being; in forming their acquaintance,
and in preserving their lives and environment.
In short, while we are still a red-blooded people
we have been taught to use and not abuse the

mercies of nature. Cui bono? Why simply this,
the white flag of Cervus virginianus is beginning
to wave

once

more

in old deer

ranges

where

a

deer’s tail had not been complacently wiggled for

ears

of corn

ness

for

tame

times

wild animals it is a noticeable fact that a course of
contact with man continuing over many generations of animal life causes a species so to adapt
itself to its new surroundings that it can hold its
own far better than formerly.
When white men
take up a new country, the game, and especially
the big game, being entirely unused to the new
foe, succumb easily, and are almost completely
killed out. If any individuals survive at all, however, the succeeding generations are far more
difficult to exterminate than were their ancestors,

and they cling more
homes.
settled

tenaciously

to

their

old

The game to be found in old and long
countries is, of course, much more wary

and able to take care of itself than the game of
an untrodden wilderness; it is the wilderness life,
far more than the actual killing of the wilderness
game, which tests the ability of the wilderness

hunter.”
Brethren of the craft, lovers of the outdoor
life—wilderness or otherwise,
all—this
is the
voice of a hunter-naturalist, an accurate trained
observer of nature as she is. ©

Many good citizens of Illinois breed and have

until the long closed season is over and their killing then carefully prescribed and safeguarded by
wholesome law, the people of this wilder Illinois

deer.

They

thrive

on

An-

and wild animate beauty forever in their landscapes, which once seen are never forgotten.

it.

she has

raised: them all. In 1904 old Fanny was given
her freedom, and her headquarters, with four
other deer, is a sixty-acre apple orchard.
Each
year

the

young

deer

have

gone

out

to possess

the land, and as they fill up the old deer ranges
we are beginning to hear a great deal about them.

Dr. J. A. Wheeler, the Game Commissioner of
Illinois, has directed the deputy wardens of Ogle

from

an American
“But with all

drift, no

triplets, and, being a good mother,

of the wolf packs, which had been -killed, scattered or driven further north and west, while
there was no dependable market for the meat and

pleted in 1860.

a snow

nually, since she was mated at the age of three
years, she has given birth to twins and some-

and Winnebago

hides.
Then came the winter of 1848 and ’49.
One day there fell a snow, then a sleet on top
of that, then another snow, then another sleet
until the surface was “as slick as glass.”
There
now ensued several weeks of freezing and thawing weather.
The nights were very cold, and the
sun would melt the ice crusts at mid-day ‘and then
the resulting water was frozen solid, so that at
times neither man nor beast could travel—much
less run—upon its surface.
In fact, locomotion
was thus rendered especially difficult to all hoofed
animals, wild or domestic.
Then it was that the
deer of Illinois, from Springfield to Galena, were
given a blow from which they never recovered.
They were ruthlessly slaughtered in bunches of
from three to thirty and more; individuals with
hickory sled stakes and iron bars, and history
have recorded the fact.
Extermination was com-

more,

In winter her daily joy

and

no less, and on it she has always thrived and
waxed strong.
Clover hay is the winter rough-

scores of years.
Here is how, to him and his
flag.
Generally speaking, the deer of northern Illinois held their own during the first fifteen years
of the white occupation, the needs of the settlers
being rather less than those of the Indians, not to
mention that the deer were saved from the drain

In the “Outdoor
Pastimes
of
hunter” Theodore Roosevelt says:

ANDGUN

for her except in fly time.

in Illinois.

[MaARcH 31, 19060.

counties

to keep a sharp lookout

for the welfare of these wild deer, and there is a
standing reward of $50 for information of anyone’s offering or having offered violence to them.
The writer saw these men meet by appointment,
and pass on through the range of these deer.

The wild deer of this section are all descended
old

Fanny

and

very satisfactorily.
and

coulés

are

increasing

in numbers

They live in the brushy draws

running

back

in an

easterly direction

from the cafion of Rock River south of the Kishwaukee, and on the southern
forest covered, rough, broken

exposures of the
hill country that

far back overlooks the valley of Stillman’s Run.
The mouth

of the Kishwaukee,

a large tributary

to Rock River from the east, is seven miles north
of Byron; from Kishwaukee, a prolific and noted
hunting ground; Kishwaukee, over whose bright,
gleaming, pearl- bearing sands there flashes with a
current hard to stem with oar or paddle, the

clearest, purest water of a like body in northern

Illinois;

Kishwaukee,

one

of the favorite hunting

grounds of Black Hawk and his band of Sac and
Fox Indians; Kishwaukee, the picturesque and
the beautiful, the home of the wild ones, and of
the

pearl-bearing

unios,

in short

the

mother

of

pearls—and herself the fairest pearl of them all—
to where Pine Creek, after wandering here and
there through
a pine forest of which we are
justly proud, pays tribute to Rock River from
the west a few miles below what the early French
settlers of the Illinois country
called
Grand

Detour (the great bend of the river) is a distance
by water of some thirty miles. It is one endless
succession of gems of natural beauty,
all such land is opposed to agriculture,

duces good blue grass.
much

broken

fine

farm

land

river lands.

and like
but pro-

Of course, here and there
lies among

It was

the

rough

and

designed by a bene-

ficent Creator as the range and home of hoofed
animals, wild and domestic, and is a pleasure

ground for the people of Illinois.
Since the country was settled, the land fenced,
the consumers
of brush—the
deer—ruthlessly
killed or driven from the country, and the In-

dians who annually burned the country over were
chased

across

the

Mississippi

River

into

Iowa,

second growth timber, brush and scrub’ growths
of all kinds have claimed these broken river lands
for their own, and hold them with a grip that
costs the agriculturalist $30 per acre to clear and
break ready for a first crop, while the reclaimed
land being thin and poor, is soon exhausted, demanding clover and manure.
Vast areas of this
land, in the aggregate, never can be worked.

It takes the right environment,
natural, to originate a race of

Now the acclimated, hale and hearty little band
of Ogle county deer, like all other species of the
American cervid@, are browsers, i. ¢., they live

Stevens, of Kishwaukee, IIll., has done. Mr. Stevens is a valued friend and neighbor of the writer.

almost exclusively upon the wooded growths, especially hazel, which costs our agriculturalists so
much to remove.
Deer make the grass grow by
clearing the land of brush.
Deer and cattle live
harmoniously together in all sections of America,

bred
both

wild

tame deer.
human and

deer in an

old settled

country,

as George

A New Engiander by birth, he has lived at Kishwaukee since 1860. In the ’90’s a near friend, one
William A. Rothwell, sent him from Wisconsin

a doe fawn, which had been caught and tamed
and raised by hand by an Indian. Fanny would
never sleep in the comfortable quarters prepared

when. given the chance,

*

*

*

the one living

mainly upon what the other rejects.
If the lives
of this band of wild deer are carefully conserved
‘

will

have

plenty

of venison

and

some

to spare,

Dr. A. J. Woopcock.
RIVERSIDE

Farm, Byron, IIl.

The

Game

Refuge

Bill.

THE game refuge bill (H. R. 7019) .introduced
by Mr. Lacey and favorably reported by the Committee on Agriculture, reads as follows:
“A bill for the protection of animals, birds and
fish in the forest reserves and for other purposes.
“Be it enacted by the Senate and House of
Representatives

of the United

States

of America

in Congress assembled, that the President of the
United States is hereby authorized to designate
such areas in the public forest reserves as should
in his opinion be set aside for the protection of
game or of other animals, birds, or fish, and be
recognized

as a breeding

place therefor.

“Sec. 2. That when such areas have been so designated as provided for in section one of this

act, hunting,

trapping,

killing or capture

of game

or ‘of other animals, birds or fish upon the lands
or in the waters of the United States within the
limit of said areas,

or hereafter

or on any reserves

set aside

by

heretofore

Executive

order

as

breeding grounds for birds, shall be unlawful, and
any persons violating the provisions of this act
shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor
and
shall, upon conviction in any United States court

of competent jurisdiction, be fined in the sum of
not exceeding five hundred dollars or be imprisoned for a period not exceeding six months, or
shall suffer both fine and imprisonment, in the

discretion of the court; Provided, That the Secretary of Agriculture may, “when necessary, authorize the capture therein of animals, birds or
fish for propagation or exhibition, may permit
the collection of specimens for scientific purposes,
and may exempt from protection such species as

he may deem injurious; Provided further, That
this act shall not give protection to such birds
or animals as are, or may

hereafter

be, declared

injurious by the laws of the State or Territory
in which

such

reserves

are situated.

“Sec. 3. That it is the purpose of this act to
protect from trespass the public lands of the
United States and the animals, birds and fish
which may be thereon and not to interfere with the
operation of the local game

vate,

State or Territorial

California

laws as affecting pri-

lands.”

Canvasbacks.

Tue California duck shooting season closes
now Feb. 15, and with the cessation of the shooting great multitudes of ducks have made their
appearance

season,
get at.

in localities

where,

during

the

open

they were few in number and hard to
On the overflows near the city of Sacra-

mento, canvasbacks have begun to make their appearance in large numbers, and the country back

of Clarksburg is full of birds, while along the
shores of San Francisco Bay and other smaller
bodies of water they are extraordinarily abundant, and are becoming very unsuspicious. This
adds another bit of evidence to that which was
already abundant enough, showing that birds
speedily learn to become tame just as readily as.
they learn to become wild.

Hares

for Stocking

Purposes.

A Lone IsLAnp club is desirous of securing
some hares (cottontail rabbits) for stocking the
club preserves.

ent who
be had.

may

We would thank any correspond-

inform

us where the animals may

:
Marcu

:Some
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Early Sporting Reminiscences

From

“The

Memoirs of Alexandre Dumas”
(Concluded from page 467.)

Now

that I am entering the second

(Pére).

my youth, and laying aside the toga pretexta to
assume the toga virilis, the reader must be intro-

duced to the individuals who people the second
circle of my life, as he has already been introduced to those who peopled the first.
In

the

neighborhood

of

large

forests

there

exists a peculiar folk, which, amid the general
population, keeps its own distinctive mark, preserves

its own

characteristics,

and

furnishes

to

that universal poetry which is the soul of the
‘ world—its own particular contribution of poetry.
This

folk

is the

forest population.

;

I have lived much with foresters and much with
mariners; and I have always observed a ae

analogy between these two classes of men.

oth
are, as a rule, cold, pensive, religious; oftentimes
the sailor or the forester—the one while he is

making his forty or fifty knots over the ocean, the
other while

he is doing

his eight or ten

leagues

through the great wood—will remain side by side
with his closest
friend without exchanging
a
single word, without appearing to hear or see anything; and yet not a sound will stir in the air
that their ear does not seize it, not a motion will

ruffle the surface of the water or the depths of
the foliage but their glance has taken it in. Then,
as

the

two

companions

have

the

same

ideas,

a

similar philosophy and analogous feelings; as
their silence has been, in truth, nothing but a long
unspoken

converse,

you

will

marvel

that,

when

the moment comes, they will have only one word

STREAM.

oe

At the period we have reached—that is, the
beginning of the year 1816—Choron was a fine
young fellow of about thirty, with frank and open
countenance,

period of

AND

fair hair, blue eyes, and large whisk-

ers, which formed an admirable frame to his
sunny face; with a well-set figure, five feet four
in height, and—thanks to the symmetry of his

limbs—possessed

of a Herculean

strength,

which

was quoted for miles round.
To his comrades Choron was a kind of oracle
in everything that appertained to the hunting of
big game.
Courage soon wins itself a mighty
power over men, and Choron did not know what
fear was.
Never had he shrunk back before man
or beast in the world; he would go right into the

deepest lair to rouse the boar; he would go to
attack the poachers in their firmest strongholds.

To say truth, Choron did, from time to time, get
some stroke from the tusk on his thigh, or some

small shot in his back, but in that case he had a
method

of treating

his wounds

answered to perfection.

which,

with him,

He would bring up two

or three bottles of white wine from his cellar, pull
out one of his dogs from its corner, and then lay

himself down on the ground upon a deer-skin,
while he made Roquador or Fanfaro lick his sore;
and meanwhile, to compensate for the blood he
had lost, swallowed what he called his “elixir.”
That evening, he did not appear again, and next
morning he was cured!
And yet withal, strangely enough, Choron was
only a very moderate shot; and in what were
called “hamper-chases”—that is, when the object
of the hunt

was

to send

off smaller

game—rab-

bits, hares, partridges
and deer—to
the
d’Orléans, it was very rarely that Choron
plied

his

quota;

on

these

occasions

Duc
sup-

he left the

to utter, one gesture to make, one glance to cast,

royalty of the chase either to Moinat or Mildet.

and in that glance, that gesture, that word,
will have interchanged more thoughts than
people could have done in a long discussion.
then afterward, when of an evening they
around some forest bivouac, or by their own

Moinat was the first marksman at shot-fire, and
Mildet the first at bullet-fire, in the forest of

side, rich with
how fully and

dreamy,

they
other
And
chat
fire-

its embers and gleams of light,
how graphically do these cold,

forester of
How arthis chase, the mariner of his storms!
less and how picturesque at once is the language
inspired by the poetry that has floated over them
from the summit of the tree or the crest of the
wave—the poetry of the mighty forest and the
boundless

silent men tell the tale—the

ocean!

How

grand

their

speech,

and

yet how simple! One feels that these are indeed
the elect of nature and of solitude—beings who
have

almost

unlearned

the

tongue

of

men,

to

speak that of the wind, the trees, the torrent, the
tempest and the sea!
I was among this remarkable

folk—remarkable

more especially at Villers-Cotterets, because of
the vast extent of the forest, which isolates them

from the town, whither they go only once a week,
to get their orders for inspection
while their
wives attend mass—it was among this folk, I say,

that I came

when—as

the old saying was—lI left

the hands of the women.

My

appearance

among

these men was, I may say, a thing long desired by
them; almost all of them had hunted with my
father (who, as we have seen, had occasional
leave to shoot in the forest), and they preserved
a lively recollection of his liberality; some of
them, too, were old soldiers who had served under
him, and whom by his influence he had got into
the

forest

service;

and, in short,

all these brave

fellows, who saw beforehand in me tendencies to
be as open-handed

as “the General”

(it was

thus

they always called my father), had made great
friends with me, and would ask me, every time
they met me

by chance at some

bird- catching ex-

pedition : “Well, and when is our inspector going
to invite you to a hunt of a more serious kind?”
At last the invitation had come—for the following Thursday; the rendezvous
was
at the
Maison-Neuve on the Soissons road, at the house

of a head forester called Choron.
Among

this people whom

I have tried to sketch

Villers-Cotterets.
When Moinat’s gun covered any animal whatsoever—from a snipe to a deer—that animal was,
barring accidents, a dead one; and this expertness

extended sometimes

to

those

who

were

shooting in the vicinity of Moinat, M. Deviolaine,
in his own

Moinat,

particular

declaring

expeditions,

that he never

used to invite

shot

well

but

when he felt Moinat at his side. One day, when
I made a third party in one of these excursions,

I discovered the secret. Moinat fired simultaneously with M. Deviolaine—the bird fell; M. Deviolaine fancied that he had killed it himself, and

proceeded to pick up his game—it was Moinat
who had killed it. Occasionally, however, he

allowed

M.

Deviolaine

and it was seldom

to fire quite by himself,

that these shots brought any-

thing down—a
coincidence, however, of which
Moinat had the strength of mind never to boast,

with the result that he remained
favorite till the end of his life.

the inspector’s

At this period Moinat was sixty, but in strength
of leg and keenness of eye he could challenge the
youngest; on the open ground he got over his
ten leagues without a stumble; in the marsh land
he would enter the water and mire up to his middle; in the forest he would trample through the
thickest underwood and the most thorny bram-

bles.
and

Moinat

he

did

had been a friend of my

me

the

great

honor—which

father’s,
he

did

not do to every one—of being not only my friend
but my master.

He has had, I may

say, no cause

to regret his instructions; and in all the State
forests—where they went so far as to suspend

my shooting license because of the quantity of
game I killed, and a cuff on the head I was rash

enough to give an inspector—I

have shown my-

. self his worthy pupil, at least so I trust.
I quarreled with Moinat. much
in the same
way that Van Dyck quarreled with Rubens; one

day I killed a buck which Moinat had just missed,
and he never forgave me.
Such then are our fresh actors ready on the
scene.
Thursday
we file out—M.

has come; it is 8:30 A. M., and
Deviolaine, my brother-in-law,

by general characteristics, there were four or five

myself and a dozen forest guards (who had either

men who deserve especial mention, either for their
skill or their originality—and one of them was
Choron.
I have already had occasion to speak

started

of him more than once, but I have spoken of him
under another name; to-day, as I am _ writing
reminiscences

and not a romance,

in his real name.

he must

appear

from Villers-Cotterets

way)—at

or joined us on the

the turn of the forest about 400 yards

distant from the Maison-Neuve.
- The particular feature of these hunts, the members of which were mostly
foresters,
was
the
complete absence of all tall talk (craques). Every
one knew his neighbor too well, and was too well

known to impose upon him with any of those ingenuous fibs by which the frequenters of the St.
Denis Plain are wont
to enhance
their own
merits; we knew who were the strong men and
who were the weak, and we rendered all justice
to the strong, but at the same time we showed
the weak no pity.
Foremost among the latter was one Niquet,
nick-named Bobino, from his devotion (we speak,
of course, of his early days) to the game of spinning-top which bears that name.
He had the

reputation

of being a witty fellow,

reputation

was

added—and

but to this

not less deservedly—

that of being the most clumsy marksman
company;

and so, while they recounted

in the

the great

exploits of Choron and Moinat and Mildet, they

rallied poor Bobino mercilessly.

My mother had, as you may well imagine, put
me under the care of M. Deviolaine; she had only
let me

go

on

the condition

lose sight of me.

that

M. Deviolaine

he

should

not

had promised

this, and, with a view to keeping his word strictly,
he placed me between himself and Moinat, recom-

mending me to keep completely hidden behind a
large oak tree; then, if I fired at a boar and the
boar should round upon me, I was to catch hold

of a branch

of the oak, lift myself

arms, and let the animal pass

beneath

hunter of any experience knows

up by my
me.

Every

that this is the

method usually adopted in these circumstances.
Before ten minutes hal elapsed every one was

at his post.

Soon

the bark

of

Choron’s

dog,

which had got on the scent, resounded with a fullness and frequency that showed he was nearing

the animal,

Suddenly

we

heard

a crackling

in

the underwood.
For my part, I saw something
pass by, but before I could bring my gun to my
shoulder, that something had vanished.
Moinat
fired at a guess, but shook his head as a sign

that he did not in the least believe he had hit the
beast.
Then, a little further off, we heard a second shot; then a thizd, which was immediately
followed by the “hallali” whoop, uttered with the

full strength of his lungs by Bobino’s voice.
Every one ran up to the call, although when
we recognized the voice of the caller, each expected to be the dupe of some new hoax devised
by the witty wag.
I ran like the rest, and, in-

deed, faster than the rest. I had never been
present at the finish-off of a boar, and I would
not for anything miss such a sight. In vain did
M. Deviolaine’
call after me not to hurry. I paid
no heed,
Every one, as I said, expected a hoax. Unparalleled, then, was the astonishment of all,
when, on reaching the Dampleux road, which intersects the crosspath where we were posted, like
the bar of the letter T, we saw, right in the mid-

dle of the road,

boar.

Bobino

coolly seated

upon

his

To complete this picture, which might have

served as a pendant to the death of the wild boar
of Calydon, killed by Meleager, Bobino, assum-

ing

the indifferent air of a man

to such
mouth

deeds
and

of prowess,

was

striking

quite accustomed

had

his pipe in his

a light.

At his first shot the beast had rolled over like

a rabbit, and had never stirred from -the place
where it fell. You may easily imagine the chorus
of half-mocking congratulations that arose around
the conquering hero, who, putting on his air of
unconcern, and capping his pipe with a bit of
paper, to prevent the wind carrying away
the
spark, answered, between two puffs of smoke:
“Ah, there, you see, that’s the way we’ bowl
over these little fellows—we Provence people!”
And indeed we could say nothing.
The “bowl-

ing over’ was done to perfection.

The ball had

struck the animal behind the ear; not Moinat, or
Mildet, or Berthelin could have done it better.’
Choron was the last to come up, without hast-

ening his steps in the least.
peared,

in leash

emerging

again,

from

we

As soon

the wood

saw

him

with

as he ap-

his hound

fix his astonished

gaze upon the group formed
Niquet was the center.
On

by. us, of which’
observing Choron

approaching,

the

we

might see what
lieve our eyes.

“Hallo, what’s

got out
we

saw

of

way

that

he

without being able to be-

this they tell me, Bobino?”

he

called out directly he was within hearing distance;

“they say the boar’s been and thrown himself into
your gun, like a fool!”
“Whether he’s thrown hisself into my gun, or
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my gun thrown

itself into him, it’s sure enough,

all the same, that poor Bobino’s going to have
steaks to eat all the winter through,* and that he
ain’t going to invite any one to eat ’em with him
who
can’t
return
the compliment—savin’,
of
course, M. Inspector,’ added Bobino, raising his
cap, “who'll always do his humble servant very
proud whenever he’s good enough to taste Mother
Bobine’s cooking.”
(This was what Niquet called his wife, because

AND
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ests, that if by chance any of them killed a tailless boar, and was anxious to have the beast complete, he would find that tail in the buttonhole

of Bobino.

The hunt, most
than if it had been
means fulfilled the
who had received
boars, not to dock

in his opinion Bobine was naturally the feminine
of Bobino,)

certainly, was more amusing
successful; but it had by no
intentions of the Inspector,
instructions
to destroy the
their tails.

Long Island Duck Shooting.

“Thanks, Niquet, many thanks,’ said M. Deviolaine, “there’s no refusing you.”
“S’help me! Bobino,”’ said one of the guards,

East Hampton, N. Y., March 19—Editor
Forest and Stream:
In your issue of March 17
by name Frangois, ‘‘as ’tisn’t often we bring off a - we noticed an article from the pen of Mr.
coup like this here, I must, with M. Deviolaine’s
Brown, making assertions which are a fair

leave, confer a decoration on you.”
“Decorate away, old chap, decorate away,” replied Bobino.
“There’s many a one been decorated in t’other one’s time who didn’t deserve it

as much as I.”

i

(Bobino was unjust; in “t’other one’s time”
they were not too lavish of decorations.
But passion blinded Bobino, who, after having been a
Terrorist in 1793, was a red-hot Royalist in 1815.)
And Bobino continued to puff away with the
most comical imperturbability;
while Frangois,
drawing a knife from his pocket, approached the
posterior part of the boar, and, taking its tail,
with one cut severed it from the body.
To the
mighty amazement of every one, the boar, while
still remaining motionless, gave vent to a low
growl.
“Whoa, my pet, what’s the matter?” said Bobino, while Francois was fastening the animal’s
tail in the buttonhole of his conqueror; “so we
don’t like losing this bit o’ string, eh?”
The boar grunted a second time, and kicked
out with one leg.
“Steady,”
says
Bobino,
“steady
there.
So
we've got the nightmare, have we?
Ah, but Bobino isn’t easy to dislodge when he’s fixed himself anywhere.”

Barely had he finished this speech when he was
sent rolling ten yards, his nose in the dust and
his pipe smashed between his teeth.
We all started up, asking one another whether
there was an earthquake.
Not at all. The boar,
who, as it seems, was only stunned by the shot,
had risen up again, revived by the bleeding which

Frangois had given him; and after having, in the

way we have seen, got rid of the burden which
weighted him, was standing upright, though stag-

gering on his four paws as if he were drunk.
“Hah, ‘pon my soul,” said M. Deviolaine, “let
him be; it would
to recover!”

be curious

if that fellow

were

“No, no, don’t let him go,” cried out Choron,
looking round for his gun, which he had laid
down on a bank while tying up his dog; “fire on
him, I say, fire on him.
I know these fellows,
and they have a tough life. Fire on him, begad!

and two shots rather than one, or he’ll escape us.”
But it was already too late.
The dogs, seeing
the boar get up, had rushed
upon
him, some
fastening on his ears, others on his legs, and all

together making for his skin, they covered him so
completely as not to leave a spot on his body the
size of a crown-piece where a bullet might be
lodged.
Meanwhile the boar, very gradually, was
gaining the ditch, dragging the pack with him;
then he entered the thicket and finally disappeared, pursued by Bobino, who had picked himself up, furious, and determined at all costs to
have satisfaction for the affront he had received.

“Hi!

catch

him,”

called

out

Choron,

“catch

him, Bobino, catch him by the tail !”
We were all convulsed
with
laughter.
We
heard two shots fired, and a moment afterward
we saw Bobino reappearing, crestfallen; his two
shots had missed the boar, and the animal had
got off again, followed by all the dogs, whose
barking was rapidly dying away in the distance.
For all the rest of that day we hunted him; he
took us five leagues from there to the Hivors
copse, and we heard no more of him, although
Choron informed all the foresters of Villers-Cotterets who had not been present at the occurrence, as well as all those of the neighboring for*The boar, in such cases,
man who killed it.—Transl.

becomes

the property

of the

sample of the assertions and arguments made
by the supporters of one of the most unjust and
ridiculous measures ever advocated and passed

by any body of men claiming knowledge of
necessary restrictions for the protection of the
bird family.

We will admit that it is high time, and has
been for many years, to place some restrictions
upon the killing of some varieties of waterfowl,
“not all by any means.”
I personally advocated
such measures before the Brown duck bill was
ever heard of or passed; but for such discrimination—entirely one-sided—I have but very little
sympathy, however
protection.

I am

strong

my

desire

for game

no spring chicken in the shooting busi-

ness.
I never was a market hunter, but have
shot for the last forty years in the same manner

that most native Long Islanders in this section
have, purely for the pleasures of the outing.
The birds killed, ninety-nine time in a hundred.
were either used on our own table, or given to
my friends.
I presume that every bird gotten
has cost me, directly or indirectly, at least $1, if
not more.
It is not to be supposed that all

shooters the entire length of Long Island have
done this—it is their privilege to do as they
wish—but

have,

I will guarantee

where

they have

that nine

been

out of ten

uninfluenced

by
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length of the remaining coast line, is a little too
much for flesh and blood to stand.
Question Second, Section 1.—He says, “It is
prodigal waste to kill fowl as the nesting season
approaches, or to prolong an open season above
two months.” Is that so? I would like to know
if it is any more a prodigal waste to kill a bird in
the spring than it is in the fall. A bird dead is
wiped out of existence. Its loss for future purposes is the same, whether killed one time or
another, the only difference in one case it is a
few months nearer its nesting than the other;
the loss is the same.
Second Statement—Great South Bay is one of
the three natural game refuges of wildfowl in
winter on the Atlantic coast, the other two being

Chesapeake and Currituck, S. C. What is the
matter with the bays from Jersey to Cape
Charles. See the Jersey bays, Delaware waters,
Chincoteague,

Wachapreague,

Gardiner’s

Bay,

Montauk Point—every one of them just as good
a refuge for many kinds of birds. In fact, the
Atlantic Ocean, from my observation, has been
about the best place of refuge in the day time
on the southern coast.
Third Statement—The extension of anti-spring
shooting laws is notable throughout North
America. But it don’t cover the southern coast,
or even New Jersey or Connecticut, and, I am
told, is not respected in Virginia. The Connecticut season was lengthened two weeks.
Fourth Statement—Local breeding of a number of varieties of duck has noticeably increased
since spring shooting ceased.
Connecticut and
New Jersey could not be fairly asked to take this
step unless New York did. For these to sit
idly by while birds are now being slaughtered
in the spring in Great South Bay, would be a
trifle more than could be expected of human
beings.
Yet human beings on Long Island
can sit sadly by and see birds slaughtered in
New Jersey and Connecticut and whistle. And if
Mr. Brown can mention one single instance of
any kind of a duck, except black mallard or
possibly a woodduck, that has visited on Long
Island,

or

that

soon

will

nest

here,

except

in

promises of reward by parties desiring to secure
their services as guides.
It would seem that about all the arguments
presented in opposition to the bill referred to
up to the present time, had been made by hotel

captivity, we would like to know it. There are
a few places where they nest.
Gardiner’s
Island is one, some few at Montauk, a few
around our own wood ponds.
But even on

keepers and persons who catered to the business

lested for years to any extent, nothing of any
amount, except black mallard.
As to the slaughter in South Bay, it is safe
to say many a single club on Currituck and
Black Bay kill more birds in their winter and
spring shoots than are killed the entire length
of Long Island in a year.
Fifteen thousand
birds were killed by one club three years ago,
up to Jan. 1; 700 birds killed by one yachting
party from Philadelphia in Pamlico Sound this
fall in a few days’ shooting; 180 red-heads killed
in one night was reported; 70 more in five
shots from a pump gun at night; 242 red-heads
in two days’ shooting—and one of those days
was Sunday—were killed within fifty miles of
my house, not by Long Islanders, but by some
of the gentlemen who are so very anxious for

of the city sportsman, of which there are few,
which is somewhat unfortunate, as it would seem
that nothing but the money side had been taken

into consideration. These people have made the
most noise.
There is another class whom I have yet
to hear from in public print, and those are the
ones who outnumber two to one the above
mentioned who wish to occasionally take a few
days off from their regular business, whatever

it be, as the time and opportunity may offer, to
go on the bays, ponds, marshes and streams, and
I speak for these people, who are law-abiding,
straightforward, intelligent, well-to-do; the best
people of old Suffolk, and as fair minded as any

on

God’s

footstool,

property

owners

and tax-

payers, who know the difference between right
and wrong, are ready to support any measure
fair and just, and to condemn the unfair and
unjust. These are the ones who feel the injustice
heaped upon them and who have been practically silent.

The first question by Mr. Brown is, ‘Why this
opposition of Suffolk?”
He answers, by saying,
“Solely the profit from visiting sportsmen and
from the sale of birds.”
This. is as far from
the facts as you could very well get.
The cor-

rect answer would be—because it is unjust, inasmuch as it prevents them from doing what

other men have the privilege of doing, almost
without
interruption,
from
Texas
to Maine.
That is, shooting from October or November
of one year until March or April of the next
year.
I will wager that if the same law pre-

vailed the entire length of the Atlantic coast, or
even extended from Delaware to Rhode Island,
you would not have the least fault found from

any Suffolk county man.
But to plan restrictions upon about fifty miles of Long Island seacoast and to have birds killed nearly the whole

Gardiner’s

game

Island,

the

spot

ideal,

and

unmo-

protection.

The kind of law which protects two old
coots or shelldrakes from being killed by the
pot-hunting Long Islander, that 242 red-heads
may be killed by some favorite son of nobody!
Oh! the bosh; the rot; the hypocrisy; the greed
and unfairness and imposition which is forced
upon

the people in the name

protection.
worth

millions

I

have

lived

(not in money,

of reform

to

see

or game

privileges

but in health and

pleasure-giving returns, which should have been
kept for public uses for future generations)
absorbed by persons with no appreciation of
the beauties or resources.
As I have said, something should be done, let
it be done with judgment, and by people who
are somewhat familiar with the habits of waterfowl; make some distinction between fresh and
salt-water fowl.
Coots, whistlers, shelldrakes,
oldwives, geese, brant, and broadbill need no
protection on Long Island, except as to the
methods of their being taken, not as to the
open or close season.
They can take care of
themselves.
Red-head, widgeon, black duck,

Marcu
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canvasback,

ruddy

duck,

woodduck,

shovel bill, and all fresh-water
protected everywhere,
north,
west.
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sprig-tail,

birds should
south, east,

be
or

One of the worst features of the present bill
is the entire shooting is at a time when many
of the birds are young and verdant. Any chump
can kill birds in the fall, if there are any to kill.

Five birds can be killed at that season to’ one
in the spring. The season should not open on
fresh or brackish water birds until Nov. 1; it is
now Oct. I, and only four days in the week
should be allowed then, leaving Wednesdays,

Saturdays and Sundays as rest days. Continue
this open season until April 1. You can readily
see what proportion of shooting you would get
under

ordinary

circumstances.

You

getting three months’ shooting
out—in some places; you would

are

now

with Sundays
get about the

same number of days, with five months’ shooting, rest days and Sundays out, and the greater

part of the season birds would be more capable
of caring for themselves.
I have lain in a battery in Shinnecock Bay
from sunrise until sundown the first week in
April, and hundreds of broadbills, by ones,
twos and threes, tried to come to my decoys,

but

not

one

came

near

enough

to

get.

In the fall, with the same number of birds attempting to come, I could have killed a hundred.
It is so with all fowl, with one or two exceptions,
as any one will tell you.
I would rather have
the opinions as to proper methods of procedure
for the protection of waterfowl, from our old
baymen than all the information of the State
Legislature for the last twenty-five years.
He
may not know the scientific name for a blue
peter, but he would know if you wanted to protect him you would not have the open season
in October.
The greatest disturber of waterfowl upon
Long Island waters to-day is the motorboat.
The continual pop-i-ty pop has the same effect
upon waterfowl that a horse fiddle has upon
a herd of horses. They are scared to death before
they can even see it. Every cove, stream and
landing is filled with these boats, which at daylight, or before, are going over the feeding
grounds of our birds, routing them out and
forcing them

attractive

to quieter retreats,

the feeding grounds

no

may

matter

be.

how

Their

only refuge is now the ocean by day, and
bays at night, when traffic is suspended.

the

I am well satisfied that the bird conditions on
Long Island are not at all understood by inland
people, and that the real feeling of Suffolk
county people is not known.
Hard names and
immoderate language have been used, and these
have not helped the matter, as before said.
It
is the smarting under injustice which is the true
reason for the opposition to the existing law
Let us hope that a more thorough understanding may be brought about, which will result in

benefit to all.

SUFFOLK

CouUNTY.
\

Note on
A

FEW

weeks

Reeve’s
ago

we

REEVES

Pheasant.

had

something

to

say

about the extraordinary and
very
beautiful
Reeve’s pheasant, and we then quoted Mr. J. G.
Millais’

comments

on

the

sportsman-like

quali-

ties of this bird. One thing that he said should
have been added.
“In conclusion, I should like to make one observation on the flight of Reeve’s pheasant which
I have never seen touched on before, and which
is both
interesting
and
remarkable.
Reeve’s
pheasant has the power to stop suddenly when

traveling at its full speed, which may be estimated at nearly double that of the ordinary pheasant; and this is performed by an extraordinary
movement when the bird makes up its mind to

alight on some high tree that has taken its fancy.
This bird may be said to be furnished with a
‘Westinghouse brake’
in the shape of its tail,

otherwise
sudden

the feat would
and

complete

turn

be impossible.
of

the

body,

By a
both

the expanded wings and tail are presented as a
resistance to the air, and the position of the bird
is reversed.

This

acts

as

an

immediate

buffer

and brake, and by this means the bird is enabled
to drop head downward into the tree within the

PHEASANT

IN

short space of eight or ten yards.
This is such
a very remarkable movement, and one which of
necessity requires some illustrative explanation,
that I send you herewith a sketch of it, which

may

be of interest.”

This picture, which

is here reproduced,

most effective illustration
Millais describes.

gives a

of the act which

Mr.

Reeve’s pheasant has been bred quite successfully in Britain, but can hardly yet be called a
bird for general sport.

Game
TorEeKA,
recollection
wild ducks

section.

in Kansas.

Kan.—For

the

first time

within

my

this winter has been so open that
by thousands have wintered in this

As many

thousand

acres

of corn

land

were flooded to a depth of one to two feet last
November, and the land owners, because of Sunday shooting,
posted
their
farms
against
all

hunting at any time, the wild ducks have found
the Kaw River bottoms an ideal paradise, and
the regions south have had no attractions to draw

them from the fields of Kansas.

The only chance

THE

ACT

OF

STOPPING.

sportsmen

have had to now

fed duck

has been the stragglers

and then. get a corn-

that used

the

water in the river.
The game law enacted in 1905 that made the
sale of game illegal, has stopped the market hunting and spring shooting, and without doubt many
of the ducks that have wintered here, will breed

and nest in and about the sloughs and ponds of
the preserved

farms, and in this manner

delay the wildfowl

helping

extermination.

Spring is here, the grass and buds are starting
and these warm, sunny days have started the
anglers
to looking
over
tackle
and
making

preparations for future fishing trips.
BATTLE

CREEK,

Mich.—I

wish

W. F. R.

to congratulate

you on the change in the form of Forest AND
StrEAM.
It makes the paper so much more convenient to handle and in a better shape for binding. I wish that you would give us more natural

history news.
The interest in nature study is
growing so fast out here in the West that it now
equals the interest in hunting and fishing.
Cuas, E. Barnes, President Nature Club,
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Uri Locke Lamprey.

of

Minnesota’s

Lamprey

most

died.

STREAM.

[MarcH

H. C. Smith, of Suffolk county, L. I., seized 3,000

yards of gill nets in which, according to accounts,

On March 22, at the home of his son-in-law,
Eugene A. Towle, 763 Dayton avenue, St. Paul,

Minn., Uri Locke

AND

He was

distinguished

one

sportsmen.

He was born in Deerfield, N. H., April 7, 1842,
and had been a resident of Minnesota for the

31, 1906.

eat out in the field to-morrow noon.” I thought a
minute and glanced at the remaining biscuits and

fifteen

sausage cakes. “That will do for me,” I said, “Just

blue peters and one sheldrake.
On the floats of
these nets were found the name of the supposed
owner, J. G. Raynor.
On the previous day, according to reported testimony, Dr, Richardson,

split them and make cold sausage sandwiches for
us.’ It was an inspiration.
That luncheon was

were

entangled

of Brooklyn,

twenty-seven

readheads,

and his guide named

Ed. Benjamin,

the best I ever tackled.
We had six shortcakes
apiece and each was about the size of a doorknob.

They

were

all consumed

before

noon, the

past forty years.
His father was a farmer and
preacher, in modest circumstances, so that the
acquirement of an education depended on the
son’s own resourcefulness and effort. He worked
his way through school, became a lawyer, and

went shooting, and as there were no birds flying
they occupied themselves in watching through a
spyglass a man who was taking ducks from nets.

dogs getting their share together with some pork
chop bones which Hobart saved from the table,
but those sausage sandwiches were the limit.

Dr. Richardson testified that he saw the man who
was handling the net take duck after duck from

On

achieved

the net and throw them into the boat.

distinction as one of the most learned

and able
nesota.
It was,

man

members
however,

and

fearlessly

of

his

as

an

active

profession

in

accomplished

champion

Min-

sports-

of game

laws and game protection that he is best known
to our readers.
To him and a few able associates, Minnesota is infinitely indebted for her ex-

cellent game protection, which was perfected and
established only after a long and valiant struggle.

While resoluteinthe advocacy of what was just, his
gentleness of manner and modesty of character
won hosts of friends.
His generous nature was
such that, as portraying one phase of it, it is
recounted that in proper season he would freely
accord all the privileges of his duck pass at
Forest Lake to his young friends, joining them
in the sport and patiently instructing them in
the proper methods and true ethics of the shooting. A genuine love of nature was a dominant
trait, and sport afield or afloat was merely a
means to nature’s greater enjoyment.
He was many years President of the Game
and Fish Commission
of Minnesota,
and in
association with the Secretary, S. F. Fullerton,
was Officially and effectively active in game pro-

tection.

To his official capacity in game

ests he lent all his heartfelt earnestness,
ful influence and forceful character.

In reference to the passing away of his old
official associate and friendly ally of twenty-five
years, Secretary Fullerton is quoted as saying
that, ““There has never been a man in Minnesota who has done more for the protection of
game in Minnesota that has Mr. Lamprey.
He

has spent both
- It) was

his time

for game

in

and

money

and to conserve

188i

that

a) tinst

to secure

it.

heardmot

Mr

Lamprey.
I was living at Duluth at the time,
and the interest which he was taking in game
protection at that date was such that it attracted
attention from every true sportsman in the State.
It was in connection with a meeting of sportsmen called for the purpose of securing better
protection for the game and fish of the State.

Since that time Mr. Lamprey has been specially
active along this line. He may be regarded as

swore

Mr.

Lamprey

took a delight in merely shooting game.

ways

advocated

never
He al-

the small bag, and on his own

duck pass he never bagged more than two or
three birds at one shooting.
Often I have seen
him shake his head when pictures were displayed showing a day’s hunt where hundreds of

birds were killed.
“He was a naturalist
true

lover

tained.

as well as a hunter,

of the woods

and

all that

a

they con-

He could tell you all the birds by their

call or point them out by the peculiarities of
their plumage.
Often he would wander off alone
to study their habits and learn new secrets con-

cerning the formation of their nests.”

Netting

Ducks

on

Long

Island.

NETTING ducks has long been a common practice on Long Island Sound, and yet, as frequently

who was

Moriches, L. I., before Judge Joseph N. Belford.
The lawyer for the defense is reported to have
attacked Dr. Richardson as a “fur-coated city

way

home

at 4 in the afternoon

Hobart

and asked an elderly woman if she had anything
to eat.
“Nothing but punkin pie,’ she said.
She had

just finished baking and there were four punpkin
pies cooling on the window sills. They were almost black on top and were baked in red clay
plates, concave in form and giving a depth of at
least an inch in the middle.
That woman got

forty cents

and we

divided

one of the pies be-

tween us.
Was it good!
I have never tasted
such pumpkin pie since, but perhaps there was

something in conditions
made it seem high pie.

and

environment that
HARRIMAC.

sportsman who rides in parlor cars,” and to have
characterized

his client

as a “horny-handed

fish-

erman, a leader in the Methodist class meeting.”
After the case had been submitted to the jury, it
took but a short time to decide that there was

no

cause for action.
It is reported that the case is likely to be appealed, as the Fish and Game Commission is
anxious to get a decision which may stop this
old abuse.

Against

Foreign

Game

Sale.

At the annual meeting of the Audubon

Society

of the State of New York, held at the American
Museum
of Natural History, New York city,

March

16, Mr. Frank M. Chapman presiding, the

following

resolutions

were

unanimously

adopted:

Whereas, The Legislature of the State has by

A

Montana

Man’s

View.

GENERAL Curtis, of Helena, is an old Montana
man whose knowledge of that State goes back
to the early times of buffalo, Indians and gold
mining. We are permitted to publish the following letter to the author of “My Sixty Years on
the Plains”:
HetenaA, Mont., Dec. 22, 1905.—Mr. William
Hamilton:
My Dear Old Friend Bill—I have
just finished reading your book, from cover to
cover, and it is not only interesting but truthful.
There is scarcely a name mentioned among the
trappers

or

military

from

old

Fort

Kearney

to Salt Lake City that I have not known personally.
Your narrative carries me back to my
experience among the red devils you fought, and

kind shall be sold during the closed season, and

dodged, and
find a ready

Whereas, The Court of Appeals has wnanimously pronounced such legislation necessary in

the Golden

order to protect the native game of the State, and
Whereas, The said Court of Appeals has also
unanimously pronounced such legislation constitutional, therefore be it

friends to purchase a copy.
Whenever you are
inclined to hit the trail, and are headed this way,

wise

enactments

Resolved,

State

provided

That

of New

the

York

against

the

change

the present

passage

that

no

Audubon

protests
of any

game

of any

Society

most
bill

of

the

emphatically

to

modify

or

law or that will permit any

corporation or persons to sell foreign game in
this State during the closed season, and
Resolved, That the Audubon
Society is op-

posed to any special legislation for the benefit of
State,

as he was,

the

The man tending the nets was about half a mile
from Meadow Point, where the gunners were.
The lawyer for the defense, having in mind the
unpopularity of the Brown duck law, chose his
jury with care, the case being tried at East

order to further the work of the commission, he
“Sportsman

Benjamin,
Raynor,

not go further than to say that the man

a few persons

to tide the

was

taking the ducks greatly resembled the defendant.

the father of the Minnesota game laws, which
he spent so much of his time in securing.
In
even has gone down into his pocket
work over a rough spot.

that the man

defendant, with whom he is well acquainted, but
Dr. Richardson, who did not know Raynor, did

inter-

power-

He viewed his work in this connection as the
most gratifying accomplishment of his life.

protection

the guide,

our

said that he was hungry and was going to forage.
He stopped at an unpainted shack in a clearing

interest

at the expense

of the majority
and

Resolved,

That

copies

of and

against

of the citizens

the

of every family between
Gate.

I am

the Missouri

River and

spreading the light among

the good people of Helena, and will urge all my
remember the flap to my tepee is pinned back, the
old camp

kettle is simmering

on

the tripod, and

you will be given a true mountaineer’s welcome.
We may be out of dried dog meat, pemmican and
buffalo hump, but I promise to jerk from the back

of the fattest critter I can find on this range, the
sweetest dupuyer you ever stuck a tooth in.
Wishing

you

a Merry

and prosperous
to usher

new

Christmas,

and a Happy

year, and that you may live

in the new century.
Your old friend and chum,

of the

of these resolutions

traded with.
Your book ought to
sale, and should be in the hands

CuHarLtEs

D. Curtis.

be

sent by the secretary to the Forest, Fish and
Game Commission, the Members of the Legislature and to the press of the State.

What’s
Last

Thursday,

in a Name?

March

22, it is reported

was incorporated at Albany the North

Not All of Shooting
Ir anybody

should

ask me

Game Protective
formed of game

to Shoot.
what

I would

like

best for a cold luncheon on a gunning trip my
mind would naturally revert to a time when Will

Hobart and I went skirmishing around Mine Hill
one
We
the
son,

crisp November morning twenty years ago.
had supper in a modest place in Dover, N. J.,
night before the opening of the gunning seaand it consisted of country sausage, fried in

cakes, with hot shortcakes right off the griddle.
The tea was good and there were several kinds
of preserves and pickles as well as a few other
things which I cannot now recall.
Everybody
knows that it is wrong to ask a man who: has

just eaten a hearty meal what he would like for

stated, it is almost impossible to secure a convic-

breakfast.

He

telligently.

In fact, he does not believe that he

tion of anyone netting ducks, because the law
provides that the nets must be set for the purpose of catching ducks.
Back in last November, Special Game Protector

went further.
She said: “I can give you pork
chops, ham and eggs and buckwheat cakes, but I
really don’t know what I can put up for you to

wants

anything

is never
for

prepared

breakfast,

but

to answer
our

in-

landlady

there

American

Association of New York city,
dealers banded together to ob-

tain a food supply from game birds and animals
and

to secure

the

observance

of all laws

to the

end that unlawful competition may be eliminated.
The directors are:
August
Silz, George H.
Sheffer, Frank H. Bruns, H. Greenebaum and
Isidore Cahn of New York city.
KettLe FAtits, Wash., Feb. 7—Let me write a
word of appreciation of the wonderful tales “In

the Lodges of the Blackfeet.”
‘The Kutenai’s
Story” is worth more than a year’s subscription
to the paper to any man who ever saw a cowskin
lodge on the plains in the old days. Though its
readers have long since learned that only one
Forest AND STREAM was ever possible on earth,
yet, the wonder continually grows—how is it pos-_
sible for the editor to secure so many articles
truthfully

descriptive

of the nature

of the vanishing Indian race.

and

customs

ORIN BELKNAP.

Marc#
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AND

STREAM.

SEA AND RIVER FISHING
Salmon Destruction and

Inertia.

net and sccops up the salmon as they fall back.
I have called the attention of the game warden to

THERE has recently come into our hands and
we are permitted to publish an interesting correspondence which has to do with the salmon fishing

onthe St. Croix River at the Calais Pool. The letters tell their own story—a story of stream pollution, dynamiting and netting of salmon in the St.
Croix River, all of which are presumably contrary to law. They tell the story of a sportsman
earnest,

interested,

enthusiastic,

tiently and persistently
valuable

who

tries

at the expense

pa-

of much

time and effort to induce the authorities

in Maine and in Canada to take steps to end the
abuses

They

tell the

story of officials in Maine and in Canada

of which

he informs

them.

thank-

this trap.
Whether or not he has destroyed it
since my last visit, which was in June, I do not
know; but surely there must be some way under
the laws of Maine for preventing this pollution

of water,

the illegal “drifting’’

for fish and men.
Can you not do something

to improve

ditions which I have outlined?

what they can to better existing conditions,

to investigate the conditions

then they tell a story of nothing happening. The
letters are printed in their chronological order
and run from August to November, three months
—three months of promises.

New

York,

Aug.

17, 1905.—J.

Esq., Fish Commissioner

W.

Brackett,

of State of Maine,

Phil-

lips, Me.: Dear Sir—I was advised to write to
you in the following matter:
I made

my

third trip, this year,

to the salmon

pool at Calais, Me., on the St. Croix River, and
found conditions there worse than ever and tending strongly to a destruction of the salmon industry
aware,

in that river.
As you are, of course,
the Calais pool and the St. Croix River

afford the finest salmon fishing for a sportsman
within the United States, with the possible exception of the Penobscot River and its pool at
Bangor,

and

the

Kennebec

River.

The

Aroos-

stook, I do not think has been explored by flyfishermen, and I have no knowledge of its fishing.
The

Bangor

pool brings

a considerable

income

and

pool

the

Calais

into the State

from

visiting

the

St. Croix

on

of Maine

sportsmen,
would

do

the same thing but for existing conditions. The
main source of trouble with the Calais pool lies
in the fact that it is in a border river forming
the boundary between New Brunswick and the
United States, for the smuggling that goes on
there between Calais and St. Stephen closes the

bilities of a source of income from visiting fishermen.
But at present there is no inducement to salmon fishermen to visit the pool owing to the facts
(1) that the laws of Maine are openly violated
by running sawdust and the refuse wood from
sawmills directly into the river, thus interfering
with the ascent of salmon during the spawning
season; (2) that there is an organized conspiracy
to an illegal netting of the pool at night by the

method called “drifting”; (3) that under one of
the mills on the American side there is a trap
into which the salmon enter in trying to ascend
the river and are netted in numbers averaging
from five to eleven salmon
a day during the
spawning season.
This trap consists, or did consist when I was there last, in June, of a pile of
stones forming a wall laid diagonally across the

waterway in which the mill wheel turns, thus
leaving a narrow opening down river.
When
the mill is in operation of course the salmon enter
through

this narrow

way

in their

attempt

to as-

cend the stream, and when the mill is shut down
and

the supply

of water

cut

off

(as occurs

sev-

eral times during the course of a day) the water
falls and the salmon have to fall back into this
narrow

channel.

A man

stands

here

with

a dip

the con-

Can you not send a special commissioner

and report?

down

I am

assured by Mr. L. F. Tobie, Assistant General
Passenger Agent of the
Washington
County
Railway; Mr. M. N. McKusick, one of the most
prominent lawyers of Calais; Mr. Conant, propriector of the St. Croix Hotel, and Edwin Smith,
a guide and local salmon fisherman, that they will

afford your commissioner every assistance in their
power

and

that they will be only

the existing

evils

can

too

pleased

be eradicated.

But,

I learn that there is a possible question as to
whether or not these waters are under your jurisdiction as Commissioner of Inland Waters, or
whether they come under the jurisdiction of the
Commissioner of Shore Fisheries, and I should
be glad to be informed by you of the fact.
If
they do not come under
your jurisdiction,
I
should be very glad to write a letter similar to
this to the other commissioner if you will advise
use to
gusta?

Would

it be of any

write to Commissioner Carleton at AuWould it be of any use to write to the

Commissioners
to the facts?

at Ottawa, calling their attention
I remain,
Yours

STATE OF MAINE,
INLAND
FISHERIES

respectfully,
J. E. Hinpon

Hype.

OFFICE OF COMMISSIONERS OF
AND GAME, PHILLIPS, Aug.

19, 1905.—J. E. Hindon Hyde, Esq., New York
City: My Dear Sir—I thank you for the information in yours of Aug. 17, and I will take the
matter

up

at once.

If anybody

written to I will let you know
Yours

else

should

be

it in a few days.

very truly,
J. W.

BRAcKETT.

New York, Aug. 24, 1905.—J. W. Brackett,
Esq., Phillips, Me.:
Dear Sir—On my return to
the city I received your courteous letter of the
19th inst., and am glad that something will be
done

in the matter.

There is one further incident to which I should
have called your attention but which I forgot to
state

was

in my

former

letter, and

that

the boldest kind of an attempt,

cessful attempt,

to dynamite

is that

York

Senator

there

and a suc-

the pool at 10:30

in

States Government

in his ignorance, and the noise was so great and
attracted so much attention that he had to invent
an excuse which would explain his being there

occurred.

There

the steamer

on

control of migratory fish and

a measure.

Yours very truly,
J. E. Hinpon

Hype,

STATE OF MAINE, OFFICE OF COMMISSIONERS OF
INLAND
FISHERIES
AND
GAME, PHILLIPS, Me.,
Sept. 9, 1905.—Mr. J. E. Hindon
Hyde,
New
York City:
Dear Mr. Hyde—Your
letters of
Aug. 17 and Aug. 24 at hand and contents noted.
I wish you would write Hon. L. P. Carleton,
chairman of the Fish and Game Commission, Augusta, Me., regarding the matter.
Yours very truly,
J. W. Brackett, A. M. G.
New York, Sept. 12, 1905—J.
W. Brackett,
Esq., Phillips, Me.: Dear Sir—I am in receipt of
your favor of the oth inst.
I wish that you had
told me if you made an inspection of the condi-

tions at Calais, but I assume

that you have been

unable to do so.
Following your suggestion, I will send a copy
of our correspondence to Mr. Carleton, and I[
think that I shall send a copy of it to the Fish
Commissioners at Ottawa, so that they can assist
in ameliorating present conditions.
Yours very truly,
J. E. Htnpon Hype,
STATE OF MAINE, OFFICE OF COMMISSIONER OF
INLAND FISHERIES AND
GAME,
Puituips,
Me.,
Sept. 18, 1905.—J. E. Hindon Hyde, Esq., New
York City:
Dear Sir—Yours of t2th inst. at

hand.

I suggested that you now write Mr. Carle-

ton, our chairman, for the reason that I have not
had a chance to take the matter up with him yet,
and he is the one to move, so far as the warden
service is concerned.
I will bear the matter in
mind and assist to better the conditions.
Yours very truly,

J. W.
New

York, Sept. 18, 1905.—Hon.

BRAcKETT.
L. T. Carle-

ton, Augusta, Me.:
_Dear Sir—Complying with
the request of Mr. Brackett, I inclose a copy of
the correspondence which I have had with him,
and sincerely hope that something can be done to

change

the existing conditions.
Yours

my arrival.
The man who was out in a boat at
that time, close to the spot where the explosion

occurred, subsequently claimed that somebody had
attempted to blow him up. Of course, the facts
were that he used too large a charge of dynamite

on

game will become a law at the next session. This
would make it much easier to deal with situations
of this kind, and in places like the Calais pool,
where the questions arising are international, in

the morning on a day last June, just previous to

at the time that the explosion

told me

for

self.

me of his name and address.

New

my return from Europe last month that it is very
likely that Mr. Shiras’ bill to give the United

if

the reasons above stated, your commissioner or
inspector will have to be most discreet, for it will
not:be easy to learn the facts; but surely where
I, a casual visitor, had no difficulty in learning
them, it will not be impossible for your commisae
or inspector to ascertain them for him-

mouth of the inhabitants of both places to making
any complaints about the fishery, because the inhabitants of both places are afraid of the counteraccusations that may be made against them on
account of this smuggling, although the hotel
proprietors and boatmen are awake to the possi-

resulted

St. Croix River, it will further pollute the stream,
the water of which is now quite bad enough both

ing the sportsman most cordially for his information, promising to take the matter up and to do

and

(which

in one single shipment of six barrels of fish, as I
am informed), and the existence of this trap.
Furthermore, if, on the erection of the new pulp
mill at Sprague’s Falls, the mill owners are allowed to turn their spent cooking liquor into the

were eight or more salmon killed by the discharge
but the man did not dare to pick them up, and
they were collected by people along the shore.
This man’s name is well known to everybody in
Calais, and there were eye-witnesses to the circumstance on the Canadian shore.
If you will pardon my making a suggestion, I
think that the only possible solution of the difficulty is to have two fish wardens, both of whom
should be men competent to pole a boat in that
heavy water, and intrepid and intelligent enough
to deal with the poachers, and these men should
alternate in taking night and day duty; but, of
course, you know this as well as I do, and I hope
you will pardon my intrusion in regard to the
matter,
I think you will be pleased to learn that our

very truly,

J. E. Htnpon

Hype.

New York, Sept. 18, 1905.—Hon. Fish Commissioners of Dominion of Canada, Ottawa, Canada:
Gentlemen—I inclose a copy of the correspondence which I have had recently with Mr.

J. W.

Brackett,

one

of the Fish

of the State of Maine; and
copy of this correspondence

Commissioners

I have also sent a
to the Hon. L. T.
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Carleton,

chairman

of the

the State

of Maine,

Brackett’s

request.

I inclose
through

in

this copy

international

Fish

Commission

accordance

to you

of

with

Mr.

in the hope

that

co-operation

the

salmon

and not extinguished, as seems probable if
present practices are continued.
I need not tell you that, as I am informed,
Frank Todd, the present Fish Commissioner
the Dominion of Canada at St. Stephen, is
president of the company that is putting up

the

F.

York,

very truly,
J. E. Hinpon

Sept. 20, 1905.—J.

Hype,

W.

Brackett,

Esq., Phillips, Me.:
Dear Sir—I have to thank
you for your favor of the 18th inst., and have no
doubt some good will be accomplished in the
matter.
I have sent a copy of our correspondence to Mr. Carleton, and have also sent a copy
of it, with an explanatory letter relating to the
local Canadian Fish Guardian, to the authorities
at Ottawa.

I have also sent a copy of the correspondence
ss yee Hon. George Shiras, 3d, at Washington,
Further than this I do not know that I can do
anything, but shall be glad to do so if you can
tell me what I should do.
Mr. McKusick, the
lawyer of Calais, of whom I spoke, says that the

citizens of Calais would raise
one

who

would

a monument

change the present
Yours very truly,

J. E. Hinpon
MARINE

AND

FISHERIES

23, 1905.—Sir:

Permit

CANADA,

me

to any
Hype.

OTTAWA,

Sept.

to acknowledge

the

receipt of your letter of the 18th inst., covering
copy of correspondence with the Fish Commission of the State of Maine, touching certain illegal practices and conditions obtaining on the St.
Croix River, to the detriment of the salmon fisheries and affecting the interests of the adjoining

countries.
am obliged for the information you have
courteously extended, and shall take immediate
steps to obtain, through the Department’s
Inspector of Fisheries for the locality, any further
information regarding the Canadian waters which
may tend to some eventual arrangement for the

better protection of the valuable
stream.
I note with

interest

fisheries of this

the intimation

in your

let-

ter to Mr. Brackett of a probability of an early
change in the jurisdiction over migratory fishes
as between the Federal and State Governments.
I am, sir,

Your

obedient

servant,
F. GoURDEAU,

New York, Oct. 3, 1905.—Hon. L. T. Carleton,
Augusta, Me.:
Dear Sir—Did you receive a letter from me which I sent on the 18th ult., concerning the Calais pool and the St. Croix River?
I have received a very courteous letter from the
Commissioner at Ottawa in which he promises to
investigate

present

heard

you,

from

carried,

conditions,

I fear my

but,

not

letter may

having

have

mis-

Yours respectfully,
J. E. Hrnpon

Hype.

STATE OF MAINE, OFFICE OF COMMISSIONERS OF
INLAND FISHERIES AND GAME, Augusta, Me., Oct.
4, 1905.—Mr. J. E. Hindon Hyde, 120 Broadway,
New York:
Dear Sir—Returning to the office
this morning after an absence of several days, I
have your favor of the 3d concerning the Calais
pool and the St. Croix River.
This river being
the boundary between the Provinces and Maine
gives us a great deal of trouble.
We have spent
considerable money in trying to guard it. I will
call our game warden’s attention to the matter

and see what

we can

do about

it.

We

will do

all that we can to prevent the recurrence
ent conditions.
Yours truly,

of pres-

Leroy T. CARLETON, Chairman.
MARINE

AND FISHERIES, OTTAWA,

1905—Sir:

note of the 3oth ultimo, I may
cer to whom

Can., Oct. 4,

In acknowledging the receipt of your

say that the offi-

the matter has been

referred

is not

31, 1906.

son—good evidence that this is primarily a sexual
. function.

It is evident that if these animals

are able to

make sounds there should be the ability to appreciate them, and a recent study of the weakfish ear
made by Dr. George H. Parker at the Woods

Hole Laboratory of the Bureau of Fisheries has
shown that that species possesses a well developed

New York, Nov. 20, 1905.—L. F. Tobie, Esq.,
Calais, Me.: My Dear Mr. Tobie—Can you give
me any information as to what, if anything, has

in the drum family the ear bones are exceptionally
large, and on the other hand Mr. Smith has found

Htnpon

Hype,

Esg.,

Equitable

New York City.

sound-perceiving

ing by the Canadian Government, or by the Maine
Fish Commissioner ? They both promised me
that they would look into the matter and do all

in their power to improve the
thanked me for the information

given them.

What I am really interested in is the preservation of the salmon in the St. Croix River, and the
prevention of the pollution of the water by the
sawmills and the possible future contamination
of the water by the spent sulphurous acid which,

if not prevented,

will probably be drained

from

the new pulp mill at Sprague’s Falls into the
river.
Can you not give me some light as to the
present situation?
Yours sincerely,
J. E. Hrnpon Hype.

That salmon pool is a big asset of Calais and
St. Stephen.

Hyde, 120 Broadway, New York City:
Dear Sir
—Acknowledging yours of Nov. 20.
There has
been some sort of an investigation going on in
regard to the salmon pool but just what I do not
know.
Have heard nothing from the Maine authorities, but Captain Pratt,
of the Canadian
revenue cutter Curlew has been looking into this
matter and called at my office several weeks ago
to see me in regard to it. I was absent at the

time and have heard nothing further. I have tried
to get the Calais papers
gard to the salmon pool
place to the front as a
gards, I remain,
Assistant

The

to ‘enthuse a little in rein hopes of bringing this
fishing resort.
With reYours truly,
Le. E, Sour,
General Passenger Agent.

Drumming

of Fishes.

THE sounds produced by certain fishes have
often been wondered at by anglers and to some
extent discussed by scientific men.
The anglers
have had only questions to ask on the subject,
and until recently the scientific men have done
little beyond making conjectures. Thus the drumming of fishes has long been misunderstood,
though the fact has been very well known.
How
the sounds were produced has not been known
at all. It has been conjectured that this function
of drumming was connected in some way with
the air bladder, but it has remained for Mr. Hugh
M. Smith and Prof. R. W. Tower to explain just
how they were made.
This drumming sound is most common among
the Scienide, or drum family, which contains the
drum fish, the squeteague or weakfish, the croaker
and the kingfish, and is caused
by two
large
muscles lying on either side of the body between
the abdominal muscles and the peritoneum and
extending the whole length of the abdomen on
both sides of the median line.
This muscle is
in close relation with the large air bladder, and
by its rapid contraction produces a drumming
sound through the aid of the tense air bladder.
In the weakfish this muscle exists only in the
males, and only the males are able to make a

drumming sound.

It is probable that the mechan-

ism for drumming is found in most of the genera
of this family, but it is not found in all. In the

croaker (Micropogon
present in both sexes

undulatus) the muscle is
and both make the drum-

ming sound, while in the kingfishes (Menticirrhus) the drumming muscle and the air bladder
are absent in both sexes and no drumming sounds
are made.
In the drum fish and some other genera, it has
been observed that the drumming
sounds are
heard most frequently during the spawning sea-

organ.

It is found

that in the kingfishes, where

are present,
than in any
ined.
The
Mr. Smith’s

situation, and
which I had

Carats, Me., Nov. 24, 1905.—Mr. J. E. Hindon

situation.
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Building,

J. E.

been done recently in the way of investigating
the conditions of the St. Croix River salmon fish-

new pulp mill at Sprague’s Falls.

NEw

GOouRDEAU,

Deputy Minister of Marine and Fisheries.
120 Broadway,

Mr.
of
the
the

STREAM.

Mr. Todd, who is a local fishery overseer, but
the Inspector of Fisheries for the district, Capt.
J. H. Pratt, of the Fisheries Protection cruiser
Curlew. I am, sir,
Your obedient servant,

fishery in the St. Croix River may be preserved

Yours

AND

been

New
noted

no drumming

that

organs

the ear bones are relatively smaller
other genera that have been examsubject is interestingly treated of in
paper in a recent number of Science.

Fish Scarcity
Tue

also

and Motor

Boats.

Bern, N. C., Journal says:
a number

of times

“It has

in the local

col-

umns of the Journal the scarcity of fish in this
market.
Word comes from Morehead City that
the fish market there is remarkably bare of fish,
and has been all the winter, much to the injury
of business in that place. This does not mean
that no fish are caught, for there are always fish
for

home

consumption,

but

there

has

been

no

fish for shipment, and this is a serious matter
for a place like Morehead City, as well as New
Bern, whose great trade has always been sea
food products.
“Inquiries have been made here and at Morehead

City by the Journal,

as to the reasons

for

this unusual fish scarcity, and while several have
been given by the fishermen, the one which seems
to be prominent, is that the many motor boats, all
kinds of power boats, which are now employed
in the waters of the rivers and sounds, is the main
cause for the fish scarcity.
' “While this reason may at first cause a smile,
yet it must be remembered that one of the demands always made upon fishermen was absolute
quiet, and while the fish caught for market are
very largely if not altogether taken by net and
seine, yet it may be quite possible that the power
propelled boats, all of them noisy, might cause
an alarm among the fish coming into the sounds
and rivers, and frighten many fish back to the

ocean depths. At present it is the motor boat, not
the sailboat, that brings the fish to market, after
having been at the fishing grounds gathering up
its cargo, and every foot it goes there is noise in
the water, caused by these actively propelled

boats, and it may be no fisherman’s tale, that
these boats are responsible for the fish being
scarce.
“Accepting this to be true, the question is,
what of the fish supply for the future? Will the
fish in the water become accustomed to the motor
boat, and so return to the rivers and sounds, or
must it be for the fishermen to take to deep sea

fishing? The question is an interesting one and
must be determined one way or the other before
many seasons pass, and so settle the matter of
New

Bern

and

Morehead

City,

being

sea

food

markets, specially in the matter of fish.”

Trout’s

Narrow

Escape.

A CORRESPONDENT of the Field relates that he
shot a flying heron that had been fishing in the
River Colne, at Uxbridge, and as the bird fell
there dropped out of its mouth a trout nearly

one-half pound in weight.
though scored on the back.
live-bait

can,

filled

The fish was alive,
A keeper procufed a

it with

water,

and

put

the

trout into it. After a minute or so the fish gained
strength. In a few hours it seemed quite resuscitated, and apparently none the worse for its
narrow

escape

from

death.

returned to the river
London Standard.

A New

It was

to recover

California

accordingly

itself

Fly-Casting

fully—

Club.

Tue Marysville Fly-Casting Club was recently
organized with the following officers:
Charles
Peek,
Leslie

President; Morgan
Crooks, Treasurer.

Williams, Secretary ;
Fly-casting competi-

tions are to be held at Ellis Lake.

Marcu
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Fun

in Ice Fishing.

“Let’s go ice fishing some day, Mr. B.”

The

speaker is Fred.
Fred is a typical Adirondack
woodsman.
He can do anything from falling a
mountain pine tree to getting dinner and washing
the dishes.
He is an expert teamster, log driver,
trail cutter and cook.
A good man to go in the
woods with whether you are after deer, foxes,

partridges or rabbits.

Fred is a true sportsman,

a little rough sometimes in the lumber camp, or
when he takes a night off with the fellows, tough
and rugged as an oak tree, but again as gentle,

thoughtful and kindly as a woman.
The time of year had come, the signs were
right and Fred wanted to go ice fishing. Now,
this is to tell of a sport too little known, which
is in some ways the most luxurious pastime that
one can engage in. The place is Lake Champlain.
This noble body of fresh water over 120 miles in
length and fifteen miles wide is to this northern
country what the sea is to the southern border
of States.
Its scenery is most beautiful and attractive to summer visitors.
Beyond the stretch

of water
to the

are the Green

east,

and

Mountains

toward

the

of Vermont

sunset

tower

in

grandeur the peaks and giant domes of the Adi-rondacks.

This country has its winter attractions

far too little known or appreciated.

For magnifi-

cence of scenery the summer
greenery cannot
compare with the snow-capped summits glistening in the sunshine.
Lake Champlain is at this

season a vast stretch of ice.
little snow

There has been but

this year and the winter has been

un-

usually open. The lake was late in freezing over.
Usually sleigh roads cross the lake from the New
York to
different

the Vermont side at many points and
angles.
Some winters boat racing on

the ice is as much in vogue as sailing in summer.
Mile stretches are marked off on the solid ice for
horse trotting, and this is a country with many

fine bred horses.
But we have set the day for ice fishing.
Fred
believes in getting off in the morning if there is
anything doing. We are to drive from Elizabethtown to Westport,
about
eight miles
distant.
Lunch baskets are well filled, fishing tackle is
looked over and put in order, tobacco pouches
are replenished, for what is fishing without a
pipe? Fur coats are put on, for the drive will be

cold in the early morning and coming back in the
evening.
We get under way about 7:30.
“Fred. what is ice fishing like, how do you do it?”

“You just wait, and if they are biting if you
don’t say it is the biggest fun you ever had then
I'll lose my guess.
When you get reeling in a
good big one you'll get so excited I’ll have to hold
you or you'll knock

the shanty over.”

“What, are we in a house?”
“Why, yes; with a coal stove and chairs and a
table to eat on and hooks to hang up your things;

I tell you it’s great.”
Sure enough, it was all that Fred in his exuberance of spirits had pictured it. The shanty
(the west

shore

of the lake

is dotted

with

them

at this time of the year) is a little house about
8x1o built on runners.
It is drawn out on the
ice and located over deep water with a special
view to favoring currents and places where the
fish run.
Four holes about a foot and a half
square are cut neatly through the floor, two at
each end of the house.
Below these holes in the
floor the ice is drilled through with a long chisel
made for the purpose.
It does not take long to
get to work.
Fred has the little cylinder coal
stove going in no time.
We pull off our fur
coats, and as soon as business really begins we

get off the next one. Fred is always in his shirt
sleeves except Sundays, if there is anything going
on. You can tell who is coming by that red and
yellow plaid as far as you can see. It is not long
before something is going on. Seated in a chair

between
with

these two

holes

in the

a reel in each hand, we

feet of line.

floor

and

pay out about

ice,
sixty

The hooks are baited with a bit of

fish left over. for the purpose.

Nearly all fish are

cannibals and prefer the flesh of their own

kind

and kindred to anything else.
Fred is somewhat
of a philosopher in his way, and remarked while

baiting my

hook:

“Aint

little fish, and big men

it queer

big fish eat

eat little men?”

me that his remark was a sage one.

It struck

AND

STREAM.

ete

Very soon things begin to happen.
Fortunately the first bite is made on the right hand
hook, I give a tremendous yank and wait an instant

for that telltale

wiggle

at the other

end of

the telephone to let me know whether the fish is
hooked or not. Yes, he is on.
Now steady, don’t
get excited.
Put your left hand reel over a hook
provided for the purpose and wind in the fish.

Mine is the first fish.

“Where are you Fred?

I

thought you were a fisherman.” Isn’t he a beauty,
about seven inches long, clear and shiny as a new
nickel, just the right size for frying for breakfast.

This ice fish is the Champlain smelt. It varies in
size from the little things no bigger than your

finger that are caught

in shallow

water

near

the

shore to a fish weighing half and three-quarters
of a pound taken in ten fathoms or more of water.
I had a thrilling .experience with a big one
The bite was on my left line and possibly the
yank lacked the strength to set the hook home.
It was an exciting time.
My other line was
hastily disposed of and I was giving all my attention to the business in hand.
I declared that I
had hooked a mammoth pike, but I might have
known that the smelt which we had been catching
rapidly would not tarry in the neighborhood of
the shark-mouthed and ravenous pickerel.

“Keep him coming,’ says my mentor, “steady,
gens let him bunt against the ice and clear himSelita

Zip, first to this side of the hole and then to
the other goes my line,
of the shanty now.

Fred

is over

“Gee whiz, did you see him?

at my

end

He is as big as

a shad.
Take care, you will lose him when he
gets up to the ice. No, he’s coming, slowly now;
don’t try to lift him by the hook.”
But alas, who can think of all these things at
once?
I wanted that fish in the house with me,
and when I gave the last tug to flop him up on

the floor he cleared

himself

from

the hook.

IL

think Fred would have gone through the hole in
the floor after him had I not been in his way. We
looked sadly
into
each
other’s
eyes.
Fred’s
bulged like tea saucers.

“Gosh, that was as big as they grow!

He must

have been a grandfather!”
It was now time for lunch, and I was ready
to rest.
The tea was hot and we tried to drown
our grief in drink.
Think of a cup of smoking
hot tea on ice two feet thick!
The baskets were
taken down from the shelf.
I exchanged some
brown bread for a Frankfurter, and by various
and mutual arrangements we made out a sumptuous repast.
The lighted pipe calls up pleasant

reminiscences of past fishing days.

Fred’s stories

were better for the liver than any pastry desserts.
He told of the time when some years ago sitting
in that same chair looking down through the ice
he saw a fish, he didn’t know what kind of a fish
it was, but it was so long that the man sitting by
the hole at the opposite end of the shanty saw the

head while its tail was passing underneath Fred’s

chair. At another time our story-teller was sleeping on the floor of the shanty.
The night was
dark and the wind blowing a gale.
All at once
there was a report of breaking ice which sounded
to the sleeper like the crack of doom.
He thought
that the shanty and everything in it was going to
the bottom of the lake.
One wild dash took him
through the door, which was buttoned on the inside, carrying buttons and door before him. Once
in the open he found that there was no danger,
but that the settling of the ice along the shore

produced

at times

a

noise

like

thunder,

and

enough to waken the seven sleepers.
Lunch over we start in fishing again, not wholly
forgetting the large one lost, but hoping that he
or as big a one will favor us with a bite. This
hope is not fully realized, although we take a nice
lot of good-sized ones.
As a rule, this kind of
fish bite best in the afternoon.
Naturally in such
deep water they are late risers.
The contest becomes keen as the hour draws near when we must

reel up and start for home.

It is about 4 o’clock,

and some fishermen who live nearby are just coming out to their shanties to try their luck.
No

doubt it will be good.

We

have taken

about a

peck of beauties and they are still biting well.
I
have found that this fish which is a good deal of

a delicacy is difficult to buy in the markets at
Westport, near the lake.
They are shipped

away to Albany, N. Y., or neighboring cities, as
soon as caught, and the demand is greater than
the supply.
Our fur coats are very comfortable
on the drive home.
“Good night, Fred, old boy, ice fishing is all
you cracked it up to be. We will go again some
day.
To-morrow is Friday, we will eat fish and
see that our neighbors have some.
Good night,

and good luck.”
ELIZABETHTOWN,

JABEz BACKUS.
N. Y.

Seining

in Missisquoi

Bay.

One of the great attractions of Lake Champlain is the splendid fishing to be had in its
waters. This attraction, together with the beauty
of the region and its healthfulness, brings multitudes of visitors thither every summer,
and

these resources mean wealth or
to a majority of the people who

a competence
live there all

the year around.
Mr. Chambers wrote last week about the failure
of the authorities on opposite sides of the line
to come to an agreement to stop netting, and
some further details of this matter are given
below:
Many years ago, the authorities of the United
States and Canada came to an understanding
that seinittg would be prohibited at Missisquoi
Bay, and for about twelve years no licenses were
issued by the Canadians or by the authorities
of Vermont.
Recently, however, John W. Titcomb, then State Fish and Game Commissioner
of Vermont, was informed that the Canadians
had begun to seine again, and therefore issued
licenses to Vermonters to seine. A little later,
it was found that the information sent Mr. Titcomb about seining by the Canadians was incorrect, but now the Canadians claimed that the
American authorities had broken the agreement,
and they began to issue licenses to their own
people.
Mr. Jean Prevost, Minister of Fisheries, has
declared more than once that seining will be prohibited in the Province of Quebec this year, but
he has found lately that political influence is too
strong for him, and recently wrote Commissioner H. B. Thomas, of Stowe, Vt., that the prac-

tice would

be tolerated

this year, but would

be

prohibited hereafter.
It is stated that the inability of the Canadian
authorities to stop this wholesale fishing is due
to political influence.
Mr. McCorkill, who is a
member of the Provincial Parliament from Missisquoi county and also the Provincial treasurer,
favors seining, and puts all possible obstacles in
the way of stopping it. Mr. Meigs, another Canadian member of Parliament, also favors seining
for the reason that his constituents desire to pracLICE

Rt.

It is hoped that in another year, Minister Prevost may succeed in putting an end to this practice, and efforts are likely to be made by the
legislatures of New York and Massachusetts to

cut off the markets
should

San Francisco
Tue

in those two cities.

If this

be done, seining will stop of itself.

San

Fly-Casting

Francisco

Club Preserve

Fly-Casting

Club

recently

purchased for a trout fishing preserve all the land
owned by Dr. Zimmer on the banks of the Truckee River, not far from Truckee. The land purchased covers both sides of the river for nearly

a mile.

A club house is to be built, the land fenc-

ed, and the waters protected by guards.
This action has excited great indignation among

local

anglers

who

have

always

fished

in these

waters, and feel that no private association

should

take from them what they have always had.
This is one of the signs of the times which
sportsmen generally, whether gunners or anglers,
will be obliged to face.
It is a natural sequence
of the increase of population throughout the coun-

try and the consequent

relative reduction

in ter-

ritory to be shot or fished over.
The game and
fish preserve idea works hardship in many cases,
and the most obvious remedy for it, is the establishment of game and fish refuges such as
are proposed in the Lacev bill and in Senator

Perkins’ bill, and by the different States as well.

FOREST
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STREAM.
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VACHTING |
New

York

Amendments

BELOW

we

print

Y. C.

to Racing

the

specify for what class or classes the race is given; and in
such notice, with the consent of the Commodore, may
combine classes, and establish special classes and conditions therefor.
ROE ve

Rules.

amendments

as

recom-

mended
by the Committee
on Racing Rules:
O. E. Cromwell chairman; W. B. Duncan, Jr.,
J. Rogers Maxwell, Charles Lane Poor, H. de B.
Parsons, Henry F. Lippitt, Trenor L. Park, and
adopted by the New York Y. C. on Thursday
evening, March 22.
Delegates from the following clubs participated in the conference: Atlantic, Beverly, Boston, Larchmont, Eastern, Corinthian (Marblehead), Corinthian
(Philadelphia), Seawanhaka
Corinthian.
Y. R. A. of “L. I. S=——-American,
Bayside,
Bridgeport,
Corinthian
(Stamford),
Harlem,
Hartford, Hempstead
Harbor, Horseshoe
Harbor,
Huguenot,
Huntington,
Indian
Harbor,
Knickerbocker, Manhassett Bay, New Rochelle,
New York Athletic, Northport, Norwalk, Park
City, Riverside, Sachem’s Head, Sea Cliff, Shelter Island, Stamford.
Y. R. A. of Mass.—American, Annisquam, Bay
State, Cape Cod, Cohasset, Colonial, Columbia,

Cottage

Park,

Dorchester,

Duxbury,

East

Glou-

cester, Jeffries, Jubilee, Lynn, Manchester, Mosquito
Fleet,
Old
Colony,
Plymouth,
Quincy,
Savin Hill, South Boston, Squantum, Wellfleet,
Winthrop, Wollaston.
RACING
RULES.
Amend paragraph headed “‘Management of Races,” by
striking out the entire paragraph and substituting therefor

the

following:

RULES:
MANAGEMENT

OF

RACES.

The following racing rules shall govern all races of
the club and any race sailed under its auspices unless
otherwise specified between the parties making the race;
but as no rules can be devised capable of meeting every
incident and accident of sailing, it shall be the duty of
the Regatta Committee to decide any question which may
arise; and to discourage all attempts to win a race by
other means than fair sailing and superior speed and skill.
A member
of the Regatta Committee,
who
is the
owner, in whole or in part, of a yacht sailing in a race,
shall not act upon the committee on any question which
concerns the class in which his yacht is competing,
The decision of the Regatta Committee shall be final.
(Constitution, Art. X.)
Amend Rule I., entitled ‘‘Measurement for Classification and Time Allowance,” by striking out the heading
“Rule I.” and substituting therefor ‘“‘Rule II.”
Amend Rule II. and following by striking out the entire matter and substituting therefor the following:
RULE IfI.
CLASSIFICATION.

Yachts shall be classified by rating measurement, and
shall be divided into classes as below:
Schooners,
First Class—A:
All over 90ft., rating measurement.
90ft. Class—B:
Not over 90ft. and over 75ft., rating
measurement.

75ft.

Class—C:

Not

over

75ft.

and

Not

over

64ft.

and

Not

over

55ft.

and

over

64ft.,

rating

over

55ft.

rating

over

47ft.,

rating

40ft.

rating

measurement,

64ft.

Class—D:

measurement,

55{t.

Class—E:

measurement,

47ft.

Class—DD:

Not

over

47ft.

and

over

measurement,

40ft. Class—EE:
First
100ft.

Class—F:
Class—G:

Not over 40ft., rating measurement.
Sloops “and Yawls.
All over 100ft., rating measurement,
Not over 100ft. and over 82ft., rating

measurement.

82ft.

Class—H:

Not

over

82ft.

and

over

68ft.,

rating

over

68ft.

and

over

57ft.,

rating
rating

measurement,

68ft.

Class—J:

Not

measurement.

57ft.

Class—K:

Not

over

57ft.

and

over

48ft.,

Not

over

48ft.

and

over

40ft.,

rating

Not

over

40ft.

and

over

38ft.,

rating

Not

over

33ft.

and

over

27ft.,

rating

measurement.

4Sft.

Class—L:

measurement.

40ft.

Class—M:

measurement,

33ft.

Class—N:

measurement.

27ft. Class—P:
Not over 27ft. rating measurement.
Every yacht of (40) feet rating measurement and under
launched after Jan. 1, 1905, shall rate at the highest limit
of her class, when racing in her regular class.
The Regatta Committee, in the notice of a race, shall

MIXED
RACES—ALLOWANCE
FOR RIG.
In races where vessels of different rigs sail together, a
schooner shall be rated for time allowance at eighty-five
(85) per cent. of her rating measurement;
a yawl at
ninety-three (93) per cent., and a sloop at her actual
rating measurement.

RULE
TIME

Time allowance
table of allowance

V.

ALLOWANCE.

shall be calculated
of the club.
RULE

RESTRICTIONS

according

to

the

VI.

(RACING TRIM).

1. Sails—A yacht in races may carry the following
sails:
A Sloop—Mainsail,
forestaysail, jib, flying jib, jibtopsail, gafftopsail
and
spinnaker.
A sloop over 3aft.
rating measurement may carry a clubtopsail.
A Yawl.—Same as a sloop, with mizzen, mizzentopsail
and mizzenstaysail.
A Schooner—Mainsail, foresail, forestaysail, jib, flyingjib, jibtopsail, fore and main gaff or clubtopsail, maintopmaststaysail and spinnaker.
A Three-Masted Schooner—Same as a schooner, with
mizzen, mizzentopsail and mizzenstaysail.
A yacht may set light sails over, or in place of, working sails, and may carry square sails, square topsails
and raffees (together or separately) in place of a spinaker.
A pole-masted yacht may carry her regular sprittopsails.
2. Life Buoys.—Each
yacht shall carry at least two
serviceable life buoys, or belts, on deck, ready for use.
3. Boats.—Each yacht of any class named below shall
carry on deck a serviceable, non-collapsible boat with
round bottom, of a length not less than herein specified
for her class; such boat to have oars and oarlocks lashed
n.
;
Classes A and B of schooners, F and G of sloops and
yawls, 14ft. in length; Classes C and D of schooners and
Hand J of sloops and yawls, 12ft. in length; Classes E,
DD, and EE of schooners and K and L of sloops and
yawls, i0ft. in length.
Bulkhead, Ballast, etc.—Floors must be left down,
and bulkheads and doors left standing; water tanks kept
in place, and at least one bower anchor and suitable
cable kept on board.
Each yacht shall keep her galley
fixtures and fittings on board and in their proper places.
Trimming by dead weight shall not be allowed after the
preparatory signal.
Neither ballast nor water shall be
taken in or discharged after 9 P. M. of the day before a
race; but this restriction may be waived as to water only,
by permission of the Regatta Committee.
A race postponed or resailed shall, so far as regards
this rule, be considered a new race.
5. Crew.—The total number of men permitted on a
yacht during a race shall not exceed that given by the
following table:
Schooners.
Classes A, B, C, D, E and DD: One man for every
250 sq.ft. of sail area and fraction thereof.
Class EE, 40ft. Class:
Nine men.
Sloops
and
Yawls.
Classes F, G, H, J, K and L:
One man for every
250 sq.ft. of sail area and fraction thereof,
Class M, 40ft. class:
Nine men.
Class N, 30ft. class: Six men.
Class P, 27ft. class:
Five men.
6. Boarding and Leaving.—No person shall board or
leave a yacht after the preparatory signal for her class
has been made, except in case of accident, or injury to a
person on board.
7. Private Signal and Number.—Each yacht shall carry
her private signal at the main peak, and display her
racing number above the reef points at approximately
equal distances from the luff and leach on both sides
of the mainsail.
8. Lights and Fog Signals.—The Government regulations regarding lights and fog signals shall be observed.
9. Propulsion.—_No
means
of propulsion other than
sails shall be employed.
10. Anchorage, etce.—A yacht may anchor, but must
weigh anchor again, and not slip.
A yacht shall not
warp nor kedge, nor make fast to a buoy, pier, vessel
oh OES object, except as provided in Section 12 of this
rule.
11. Sounding.—No other means of sounding than the
lead and line shall be employed.
12. Running Aground and Fouling.—A yacht running
aground or fouling a buoy, pier, vessel or other object
may use her anchors, warps, boats, etc., to get clear,
but may not receive any assistance except from the crew
of the vessel fouled.
13. Power.—Manual
shall
power
only
be used
in
handling sails.
14, There shall be a member of the club on each yacht.

RULE VII.
RESTRICTIONS
(CRUISING
When

crusing

trim

is required

to the following restrictions:
1. Fittings.—Cruising
deck, cabin, galley and fore
castle fittings and fixtures (davits excepted)
shall be
kept in place.
Davits must be kept on board.
2. Anchors and Cables.—Cruising equipment of anchors
and cables suitable to the size of the yacht shall be
carried, and of these one bower anchor with suitable
cable bent shall be kept ready for immediate use.
,
3. Sails—A
yacht may
carry the sails allowed
in
Racing Trim, except that topsails extending above the
truck of the topmast or beyond the end of the gaff
shall be barred.
A pole-masted yacht may carry her regular sprittopsails.
4. Boats.—Each
schooner over 55ft. and each sloop
or yawl over 57ft., rating measurement, shall carry two
serviceable non-collapsible boats not less than 12ft. in
length; each other schooner and each sloop or yawl
under 57ft. and over 40ft., rating, shall carry one such
boat not less than 10ft. in length; each sloop or yawl
under 40ft. rating shall carry or tow one such boat not
less than 8f{t. in length.
Crew.—Only such paid hands, pilot excepted, shall
be carried as live in the crew’s quarters of the yacht,
and the total number of men on board shall not exceed
the number allowed in racing trim.
6. A yacht shall conform to all the restrictions of
Rule
VI (Racing Trim), which are not replaced or
modified by the foregoing sections of this rule.

RULE

RULE

RULE

RULE

XI.

START AND FINISH.
1. The starting and finishing lines shall be indicated
by a stakeboat or other mark at one end, and a white
flag displayed on the Regatta Committee’s boat or station
at the other end.
c
2. The Regatta Committee
may establish, by means
of a buoy or buoys, a restricted area about the starting
line, within which
no yacht should
enter
until the
preparatory signal of her class is made.
38.
The Committee boat or station at the finish line
shall show a red ball, and after sunset shall show two
red lights, and at intervals, the club’s night signal.
A person may be placed on the stakeboat or station, at
the finishing line, who shall time the yachts in the
absence of the Regatta Committee.
The time at the start and finish shall be taken
when the foremast on a schooner and the mainmast on
a sloop or yawl first crosses the line after the starting
signal has been made.
5. If this point in any yacht be across the line when
the starting signal is made, she must return and start
again.
6. A yacht so returning, or one working into position
from the wrong side of the line after the signal tor
starting has been made, must keep clear of and give way
to all competing yachts.
STARTING

conform

X.

AMENABLE TO RACING RULES.
A yacht shall be amenable to the racing rules from
the time the preparatory signal for her class is made, and
shall continue so until her entire hull and spars have
passed across the finish line.
From the setting of the warning signal, yachts whose
preparatory signal has not been made, must keep clear
of other yachts whose preparatory signal has been made.
After crossing the finishing line a yacht shall not interfere with any yacht still in the race.

RULE
shall

IX.

INSTRUCTIONS,
1. The owner of each yacht entered for a race shall be
furnished at the time of the entry, or as soon thereafter
as possible, with written or printed instructions as to
the conditions of the race and the courses to be sailed.
2. The Regatta Committee may change the courses
or amend the instructions, provided notice of such change
is given to each yacht before the warning signal is made.

TRIM).

a yacht

VIII.

ENTRIES.
1. A yacht cannot be entered for a club race unless
her ownership, rig and measurement for time allowance,
as computed in accordance with the rules of the cluk,
are on record with the Regatta Committee.
No yacht can be entered for a club race unless a true
model has been deposited with the Model Committee;
but in the discretion of the Regatta Committee the time
for the deposit of such model may, on proper cause
shown, be extended, but not beyond the close of the
pending yachting season.
2. Entries shall be made as required by the Regatta
Committee in the notice of the race.
3. If two or more entries have been received for a
class, a yacht starting alone in such class shall be
entitled to sail over the course for a “‘sailover’’ prize.
Such yacht may, however, enter a class next above at
the minimum
rating of such class, provided she give
notice of such.
4. Two or more yachts owned, wholly or in part, by
the same person, shall not be entered in the same class.

1.

The

starting

signals

XII.
SIGNALS,

for all races,

to which

atten-

FOREST
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tion

shall

follows:

be

called

by

gun

or

;

whistle,

shall

be

as

Warning.—The hoisting of a white flag or cone. |
Preparatory.—Five minutes after the warning signal,
the lowering of the white flag or cone and the hoisting
of the blue peter or blue peter cone.
e
Start.—Five minutes after the preparatory signal, the
lowering of the blue peter or blue peter cone and the
hoisting of a distinctive signal, as provided in instructions.
2. In -starting
yachts by classes or divisions,
the
classes or divisions shall be started at five minute intervals by hoisting other distinctive signals for each additional class or division so started.
The starting signal
for one class or division shall be the preparatory signal
for the next succeeding class or division.
‘
?
3. The Regatta Committee may alter the time intervals between signals, when so stated in the instructions.
4. All starts shall be flying and shall be one gun starts
unless otherwise specified in the instructions for the race.
5. When the time of starting is postponed until later
in the day the committee shall hoist code flag ‘‘G’’; postponements shall be for even fifteen minute intervals.
RULE
RIGHT

XIII.
OF

WAY.

Definitions.
(a) Closehauled.
é
A yacht is close-hauled when sailing by the wind as
close as she can lay with advantage in working to windward.
(b) Wind Aft.
A yacht with the wind aft is deemed to have the wind
on the side opposite to that on which she is carrying her
main boom.
(c) Overlap.
An overlap is established when an overtaking yacht
has no longer a free choice on which side she will pass,
and continues to exist as long as the leeward yacht by
luffing, or the weather yacht by bearing away, is in
danger of fouling.
d) Mark.
A mark is any vessel, boat, buoy, or other object used
to indicate the course, and is not a mark until the starting signal has been made, and does not involve any
question of sea room.
All marks, except established buoys and light vessels
used as marks, shall fly the club flag, or show a ball in
the club colors.
Right of Way.
When one yacht is approaching another yacht, so as
to involve the risk of fouling, one of them shall keep
clear of the other as follows:
A yacht free shall
1. On different points of sailing:
keep clear of one close-hauled.
2. On same point of sailing, with wind on opposite
sides:
When both yachts are close-hauled, or both free,
or both have the wind aft, and the wind on opposite
sides, the yacht with the wind on the port side shall
keep clear.
3. On same point of sailing, with wind on same side:
When both yachts are free, or both have the wind aft
and have the wind on the same side, the yacht to windward shall keep clear.
4. Converging close-hauled:
When two yachts, both
close-hauled on the same tack, are converging by reason
of the leeward yacht holding a better wind and neither
can claim the rights of a yacht being overtaken, then the
yacht to windward shall keep clear.
5. Altering
course:
When
of two yachts, one
is
obliged to keep clear, the other shall not so alter her
course as to involve the risk of fouling.
6. Overtaking, luffing,
and bearing away:
A yacht
overtaking another yacht
shall keep clear of the overtaken yacht:
a. Passing to Windward.—An
overtaken yacht may
luff as she pleases to prevent an overtaking yacht passing her to windward, until she is in such a position that
her bowsprit end, or stem, if she has no bowsprit, would
strike the overtaking yacht abaft the main shrouds, when
her right to prevent the other having a free passage to
windward shall cease.
b. Passing to Leeward.—An
overtaken
yacht must
never bear away to prevent another yacht from passing
her to leeward—the lee side to be considered that on
which the leading yacht of the two carries her main
boom,
The overtaking vessel must not luff until she has
drawn clear ahead of the yacht. which she has overtaken.
7. Rights of new course:
A yacht shall not become
entitled to her rights on a new course until she has
filled away.
8. Passing and rounding marks:
If an overlap exists
between two yachts when both of them, without tacking,
are about to pass a mark on a required side, then the
outside yacht must give the inside yacht room to pass
clear of the mark.
A yacht shall not, however, be justified in attempting
to establish an overlap and thus force a passage between
another yacht and the mark after the latter yacht has
altered her helm for the purpose of rounding.
9. Obstruction to sea room:
When a yacht’ is approaching a shore, shoal, pier, rock, vessel or other
dangerous obstruction, and cannot go clear by altering
her course without fouling another yacht, then the latter
shall, on being hailed by the former, at once give room;
and in case one yacht is forced to tack or to bear away
in order to give room, the other shall also tack or bear
away as the case may be, at as near the same time as is
possible without danger of fouling.
But should such
obstruction be a designated mark of the course, a yacht
forcing another to tack under the provisions of this section shall be disqualified.
(See Rule XX., Section 2,
where this rule is particularly referred to.)

RULE
WRECKING
Should any mark
position during a
possible, replace it

Code

flag “O”

XIV.

oR SHIFTING
OF A MARK.
be missing or moved from its proper
race, the Regatta Committee shall, if
or substitute the Committee boat with

hoisted,

and

call attention

by gun

or

AND

STREAM.

whistle.
Failing thusto re-establish the mark, the race
may be ordered resailed or not, at the option of the
Regatta Committee.

RULE

XV.

ACCIDENTS.
Each yacht shall render every possible assistance to
any vessel or person in peril, and if in the judgment of
the Regatta Committee she shall have thereby injured
her chances of winning, they shall order the race resailed between such yacht and the winner in her class.

RULE
POSTPONED

AND

XVI.
RESAILED

RULE

RACES,

XVII.
COURSE.

Should it be necessary during a race to shorten the
course, Code flag “‘M” and two blasts of the whistle, or
two guns fired, shall show that the race is to be finished
with the round about to be completed, or at the mark
where the Regatta Committee’s boat is stationed when
giving the signal, and the time allowance shall be proportionately reduced.
RULE
TIME

OF

XVIII.

RACE

LIMITED,

Except when otherwise specified in the instructions, a
race in any class in which no yacht has finished at onehalf hour after sunset shall be declared off.

RULE

XIX.

PROTEST.
1. A yacht having, cause during a race to protest
against any other yacht for violation of these rules, shall
at once display Code flag “‘B,”’ which shall be known as
the protest flag, and keep such flag flying during the
entire race.
A protest must be supplemented by a written statement of the facts, which must be sent to the
Regatta Committee before 6 P. M. of the next (week)
day following the race.
2. If through protest the measurement of any yacht
be called in question, the Regatta Committee shall direct
the measurer by whom such yacht was measured, or if
in their judgment, such measurer is not available, then
another measurer, to remeasure the same, disregarding
designers’ drawings and certificates and the result, as
reported by him, shall be final.
The expenses of such
remeasurement shall be borne by the party against whom
such protest is decided.

RULE

XX.

DISQUALIFICATIONS,

1. Each yacht must go fairly around the course.
A
vacht touching a mark, unless wrongfully compelled to
do so by another yacht, shall at once abandon the race.
2. If a yacht, in consequence of her neglect of any
of these rules, shall fould another yacht, or compel another yacht to foul any yacht, mark or obstruction, or
to run aground, she shall be disqualified and shall pay all
damages; and any yacht which shall wrongfully cause
another to luff, bear away, or tack, in order to avoid
fouling, or shall without due cause compel another yacht
to give room or to tack under Section 9, Rule XITI., or
shall herself fail to tack or to bear away, as required in
that section, or shall in. any other way, infringe or fail
to comply with any of these rules or attempt to win a
race by other means than fair sailing and superior speed
and skill, shall be disqualified.
3. After having been officially measured, a yacht shall
not make changes in her trim affecting L.W.L., nor
make alterations in her sail plan, without written notice
to the Regatta Committee, specifying the changes that
have been made and embodying a request for remeasurement.

4. The
Regatta
Committee
shall without
a protest
disqualify any yacht, should they know prior to the conclusion of the race that she has committed a breach of
these rules.
They may disqualify any yacht for a breach
of these rules should such a breach be brought to their
attention in writing prior to 6 P. M. of the (week) day
following the
race.

RULE

XXII.

AWARD OF PRIZES.
1. The owner of a winning yacht, or his representative on the yacht during the race, shall, before the
awarding of prizes, file with the Regatta Committee a
declaration that all the rules and regulations were complied with.
2. A prize shall be awarded to that yacht in each
class which makes
the best corrected time over the
course.
3. If a winning yacht be disqualified, the prize shall
be awarded to the yacht making the next best corrected
time over the course.

RULE

XXII.

1.

These

in notice

racing rules can be amended

of which

stated in full,

the proposed

R. A.

only at meetings

amendment

or

Letter.

MaAssacHusetts

Merrtinc.—The

ing March
15, President
Charles
Francis
Adams, 2d, in the chair.
Racing dates were
selected, subject to the action of a conference
between representatives of the Boston, Eastern
and Corinthian yacht clubs and the yacht racing
associations.
The suggestion offered by a committee, appointed to arrange a uniform mark
for Y. R. A. races, was objected to, and the
matter was referred back to the committee.
A
vote of thanks was passed to Sir Thomas Lipton

for the gift of a $500 cup.

shall have

The following officers

were elected:
Pres., Charles Francis Adams, 2d;
Vice-Pres., Sumner
H. Foster;
Secy., A. T.
Bliss; Treas., I. H. Wiley;
Executive Com.,
Charles Francis Adams, 2d, Sumner H. Foster,
A. T. Bliss, H. W. Robbins and B. S. Permar.

CONFERENCE OF CLuBs.—A
at the

Boston

ing, March

Athletic

19, between

Conference was held

Club

on

Monday

even-

representatives

of the

Boston, Eastern
and Corinthian
yacht, clubs
and the Y. R. A. of Massachusetts, for the purpose of arranging non-conflicting dates, at which
the following schedule was made up:
’
May 30, Wednesday—South Boston, Y. R. A.,
open, City Point.
June 2, Saturday—Boston, club, City Point.

June 9, Saturday—Corinthian, club, Marblehead.
June 16, Saturday—Boston, clubs Hull.
June 18, Monday—Boston, Y. R. A., open,
Hull.

June

23, Saturday—Corinthian,

club,

P. M.;

start of ocean race to Isles of Shoals, evening.
June 30, Saturday—Boston, club, Marblehead.

July 4, Wednesday—City of Boston, open, City
Point; Corinthian, open, Marblehead; Eastern,
open, Marblehead.
July 6, Friday—Eastern, annual, Marblehead.
July 7, Saturday—Eastern, start of cruise; Corinthian, club, Marblehead.
July. 14, Saturday—Boston,
start of cruise;
Corinthian, club, Marblehead.
July 21, Saturday—Winthrop, Y. R. A., open,

Nahant.

'

July 24, 25 and 28—Boston,

midsummer

series

YR, A.; open, Hull:
July 26, Thursday—Quincy,

Y. R. A., open,

Hull Bay.
July 27,

Y.

Friday—Hingham,

Hull Bay.
July 30,

Monday—Boston

Marblehead.

July 31, Tuesday—Eastern,
Aug.

I, 2, 3 and

R.

Y.

R.

A.,

A.,

open,

;

open.

open, Marblehead.

4—Corinthian,

mid-summer

series, Marblehead.
Aug. 6, Monday—Manchester,
West Manchester.
Aug. 7, Tuesday—Manchester,

West Manchester.
Aug. 8 and 9—East
Gloucester.
Aug. 10 and

Y. R. A., open,
Crowhurst

Gloucester,

11—Annisquam,

Annisquam.
Aug.
13 to 18—Eastern,
trials, Marblehead.

Y.

cup,

R.

A,

Y. R. A., open,
German-American

Aug. 23, Thursday—Plymouth, Y. R. A., open,
Plymouth.
Aug. 24 and 25—Duxbury, Y. R. A., open,
Duxbury.
sed
Aug. 25, Saturday—Corinthian, club, Marble-

head.

Aug. 27, 28 and 29—Cape Cod, Y. R. A., open,
Provincetown.
Aug. 31 and Sept. 1—Wellfleet, Y. R. A., open.
Wellfleet.

Sept.
head.

Nahant;
head.

ie

1, Saturday—Corinthian,

Sept. 3,

AMENDMENTS.

been

Boston
Y.

annual meeting of the Y. R. A. of Massachusetts
was held at Young’s Hotel on Thursday even-

1. At any time before the preparatory signal the Regatta Committee shall have power to postpone any race
should unfavorable weather conditions render such postponement advisable.
Should the race be postponed for
the day, then such postponed race shall be considered a
new race.
The signal for such postponement shall be
Codeirag SH’,
2. At any time after the starting signal and before the
finish the Regatta Committee shall have power to declare off or order resailed any race, should unfavorable
weather conditions render a finish improbable within the
time limit.
The signal denoting such action shall be
Code flag ‘‘J’.
New entries shall not be received for
such resailed race, and a yacht disqualified in the original race shall not be eligible to start in the resailed race.
SHORTENING

2. An amendment, to become valid, must have been
passed at one meeting and approved at a subsequent
meeting, one of which shall be a general meeting.
No amendment
which has been rejected at one
meeting can be again proposed at a subsequent meeting
within six months thereafter.
4. There shall be no suspension of these rules.

Monday—Lynn,
Corinthian,

grand

Y.

club, MarbleR.

A.,_

handicap,

Sept. 8, Saturday—Boston, club, Hull.

open,

Marble-
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53-Rating Sloop.
WE publish herewith the design of a 33-rating
sloop

from

the

office

of

Mr.

B.

B.

Crownin-

shield.
As we go to press we hear that the
owner has put off building for a season, and in
consequence
his name
is withheld for the
present.

The boat, designed with a view to compliance
with

DRAWING
N!

2155

so-called

universal

rule,

comes

just

yacht in those waters would at times encounter
rather rougher water than in the Sound, or in

Nov @-igos
DRAWN

the

within the limits of the 33-rating class.
The
owner’s home port is on Cape Cod, and the

Ne 3z5
SAIL PLAN
Scarcéu
BE Crown NSH D -NAVAL ARCHITECT

the vicinity of Marblehead.
Consequently, the
rig was made of the size usual to boats of the
class, but the proportion of displacement increased. In general the boat was to fulfil certain
requirements, which are readily traced in the

BY TGA

well-executed

plans,

Crowninshield’s

which,

as

office, exhibit

usual

from

Mr.

a high standard

of excellence.

The

strength

required

precluded

wood,

ex-

cept for planking, etc., and the members, such as
frames, longitudinals and beams, are of steel:

this in a boat that at times might be driven,
would prevent working and the annoyance of
leakage.
As the plan shows, the accommodation has not been crowded very much, and is
comfortable, though it would seem as if the
plumbing had been a trifle overdone.
In the sections we note the effect of the new
rule and the corresponding livability of the
quarters, which is gained by the heavy displacement of the boat.
The sail plan is not unusual, and resembles
that seen on this type of boat. The spars, however, are to be hollow, and the mainsail will be
fitted for a slide instead of the usual mast hoops.
The dimensions follow:

a
ers eae
——

Length—

33-RATING SLOOP

SAIL

PLAN——DESIGNED

Sept. 9, Sunday—Y. R. A. rendezvous, Hull.
EASTERN Y. C. Lona RaAce.—The Eastern Y.
C. will give a long-distance race for schooners
this year.
The start will be made from New
London on Saturday, June 30, and the finish will
be off Marblehead.
New London was suggested
as the starting point on account of the college
races that will be held there two days previous
to the start of the proposed race, at which time
there is generally a goodly showing of large
schooners on the
river.
The
race
will be
finished a few days before the club’s annual regatta and the start of the annual cruise.
Quincy
CHALLENGE
ACcCCEPTED.—The
formal
challenge of the Quincy Y. C. to the Manchester Y. C. to race for the Quincy Cup was
accepted
last
Friday.
Mr.
Charles
Francis
Adams, 2d, will represent the Quincy Y. C. with
a Sonderclasse boat, which he will also enter

for the German-American trials.
The Corinthian Y. C. will challenge for the Quincy cup,

and the Eastern

Y. C. is also

expected

to send

a challenge.
There is a movement on foot in
the Winthrop Y. C. to build a syndicate boat
for the German-American
trials.
SAILING
CANOE
CLass.—A
class
of sailing
canoes may be formed at Marblehead, for which
the yacht clubs will be asked to give races.
Mr.
Herman Dudley Murphy, the noted canoeist, has
interested Mr. W. Starling Burgess, who has
been sailing about Marblehead Harbor during

the winter. He has designed canoes. for himself
and his brother, Mr. Charles Burgess, which are
now being built.
Mr. B. B. Crowninshield has
designed one for Mr. Murphy.
Another boat
will be owned by Mr. William J. Ladd, of Winchester, and a fifth boat is assured.
Aw Earty RAcE IN HAnp.—It is proposed by

some members of the Boston Y. C. to hold a
sweepstakes race off the South Boston station
of the club on April 19 for boats rating in Class
Q. The prospective entries are the knockabouts

Simple Life,
Mr. Walter

Mr. Dwight Foster; Sanderling,
Burgess;
Sue, Mr. T. Wolcott

Powers;

Hollis

Pet,

Burgess,

Fox, Mr. John G, Alden.

and

the yawl

Sea

Joun B, KILleen,

BY

B.

B.

Northumberland
CHATHAM,

Over all , .. 325 ii3 eee
52it. 7in.
Tee VVelae
OP AN
Overhang—
Forward |... :2.. Sdraanneee 7ft. Sin.

CROWNINSHIELD.

)
Wi

Strait.

N. B., March 6.—Editor Forest and

Stream:
You have in two or three issues referred to Northumberland
Strait
as
shallow
water.
At first I supposed it to be a slip of the
pen, but you repeated the offense on the 3d, when
you described it as “a beautiful sheet of water

about 200 miles long, with the only objection of
being shallow,” on account of which shallowness
the designs of Mr. Curry’s new yacht had given

her a draft of only 3ft. 5in.

This would be amus-

ing to anyone but a yachtsman, but those who
love Northumberland Strait as one of the best
yachting waters of the world, think that so great

an

authority

as

Forest

AND

STREAM

ought

is six fathoms.

The chart shows

six to twenty

fathoms from one end to the other, with four
fathoms on two or three shoals that are not far
from shore.
Mr. Curry’s yacht might draw 35ft.
instead of 3ft. 5in., and cruise in the Strait of

Northumberland

by

avoiding

the

four-fathom

shoals and keeping in mid-channel at the narrowest point.
Steamships that draw 2oft. frequently
come to us through the Strait.
It is the shallowness of the anchorage where Amherst men

keep

their

yachts

(Amherst

is at one

of the

heads of the Bay of Fundy, some 14 miles overland from the Northumberland Strait) that makes
them call for light draft vessels.

J. L. Stewart.
[The

above

letter

Northumberland

from

a resident

Strait is interesting.

on

or

We

had the pleasure of seeing the designer
Curry’s boat, and the error was caused

Extreme:

near

have

of Mr.
by the

that such

the wide

an error

has appeared,

publicity this matter

but with

has received,

we

believe that a great deal of good has been done
to call attention to the waters of Northumberland

Strait, of which comparatively
known up to this time.——Eb.]

little

has

been

tee

oe

cee

l2tty, Ain,

pa tattcr ail

DraftJ—

To rabbet (40-2
eee
Extreme’ 3.) ..darsaes eee
Freeboard—
BOW ose wie vieo'sste Oe one
Stern <....as.s00
es, ee
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7ft. 4in

Least)
Sail Area—

2ft. 7in.

Mainsail’
Fiore

3it.

..2%.. 0505 Ga

.2..: ic..0 eee

staysail’

Jib. ..c 2s.

Vo. 0

Win.

1260 sq. ft

ese eee

256 sq. ft.

sees ee ee

288 sq. ft.

Total .:..0...5.5)q0eee 1804 sq. ft.
Sail area, actual...
.i):. 6. Gee
1797 sq. ft.
New York Y. C. MeEetinc.—The second general meeting was held at the New York Y. C.
on Thursday, March 22. Owing to the absence
of three flag officers, cruising in southern waters,
Capt.

E.

B.

Havens,

schooner

Quickstep,

the

senior captain presided, and Mr. Oliver E. Cromwell acted as secretary in the absence of Mr.
George A. Cormack.
The
election
to new
membership
included
twenty-six regular and two navy members.

The initiation fee has been raised from $100 to
$200. The annual dues remain the same, $50.
The principal business before the meeting was
the action on the racing rules, which were passed
at a special meeting two weeks ago, and also on
certain amendments
The racing rules

and by-laws.
were passed as

amended

at

Newbery

D.

the last meeting, and we publish them in full.

deep impression that the owner made in his restrictions for light or rather limited draft. We
regret

Soon

qt.

Walle

to

know more about it. Now, Mr. Editor, the least
depth in the Strait, except near the shores, as
you will find by consulting an Admiralty chart,

MMAR

Breadth—

RRR
BANZAI
Lawton

AND
has

HANLEY

sold

his N.

SoLp.—Mr.

Y. 30-footer

Banzai

to

Mr. Clifford D. Mallory, Indian Harbor Y. C.,
owner of the sloop Hanley, which he has sold
through the agency of Messrs. Lorillard &
Walker to Mr. Walter Beiling.
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DAN KIDNEY @ SON, West De Pere, Wis

Builders
Gasoline

of fine Pleasure and Hunting Boats, Canoes,
Launches, Small Sail Boats.
Send for Catalogue.

KNOCK DOWN BOATS
Launches, row and
sail boats.
Canoes and Hunting
boats,

Of
j
5
7

Send for Catalogue.
American

Boat & Machine

Naval

all Descriptions.

d

Z =
LS

—

———_

=

>

Co., 3617 S. 2nd St., St. Louis, Mo.

Archictects

ARTHUR

and

Brokers.

BINNEY,

(Formerly Stewart

Naval

:

Architect

& Binney.)

and

Yacht

Broker,

Mason Building, Kirby Street, BOSTON, MASS.
Cable Address, ‘‘ Designer,’? Boston.

BURGESS

@ PACKARD,

Naval Architects and Engineers.
131

State

St., BOSTON,

Yacht Builders,

MASS.

Tel.

4870

Main.

Marblehead Office and Works: Nashua St., Marblehead, Mass.
300-Ton Railway.
Modern Building Shops. Two new
Storage Sheds. 10-Ton Steam Shearlegs. 21 feet of water
off our railway. Large Storage Capacity. Ship Chandlery
and Machine Shop,
Repair Work of all kinds quickly
handled.

HOLLIS
Yacht
kinds.

BURGESS,

Broker.
General
Marine Agent.
Insurance
of all
Agent for the purchase and sale of Gasoline Engines.

Main Office, 10 Tremont St. Tel.1905-1 Main.

Branch Office, 131 State Si. Tel. 4870 Main. BOSton, Mass,

a
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LORILLARD & WALKER,
Yacht Brokers,
Telephone 6950 Broad,
C. SHERMAN

41 Wall St., New

York City.

MontTcomery

H. CLark.

Hoyt.

HOYT

@

CLARK,

NAVAL ARCHITECTS AND ENGINEERS,
YACHT BROKERAGE.
High Speed Work:a Specialty.
17

Battery

Place,

NORMAN

New

L.

York.

SKENE,

The Skene Chock.
The Skene Sectional Boat.
The Skene Triple Screw System.
15 Exchange Street,
Boston, Mass.

SMALL
NAVAL

BROS.

ARCHITECTS.

YACHT

BROKERAGE.

No. 112 Water Street, BOSTON,
Fast cruisers and racing boats a specialty.

FOR

MASS.
Tel. 3556-2 Main.

SALE.

C. B. Sloop “KANGAROO.”

CROWNINSHIELD.
B.
BY
PLANS——DESIGNED
SLOOP——CONSTRUCTION
33-RATING
40ft.

over

draft;

all, 28ft.

3,000lb.

waterline,

lead

shoe;

13ft.

10,0001bs.

breadth,
cast

and

ballast

4ft. 6in.
(iron)

in-

side.
Built in 1885 by Phil Ellsworth;
rebuilt 1898.
Kangaroo is absolutely sound and seaworthy, fully found,
Sails, standing and running rigging, also tender, new
1904 and 1905.
Anchors, chains, brass binnacle, lights.
Mahogany
trim cabin;
stateroom
with
Bishop
closet.
Lead plumbing; water tank, ice box, galley, elcing:
cushions,
and
all equipment
new.
Spar covers, sail
covers, awning fore and aft; life buoys, gilt names.
Top
sides painted black, with gold stripe, and copper-painted
bottom.
Cedar and mahogany tender, cost $75.
Patent
boat davits.
Price $700.
Apply to J. R. GILMORE,
45 East 28th St., New York.

Canoe and Boat Building.
A Complete
ing plain and

Manual for Amateurs.
Containcomprehensive directions for the

construction of Canoes, Rowing and Sailing Boats

and Hunting Craft. By W. P. Stephens. Cloth.
Seventh and enlarged edition. 264 pages. Numerous illustrations, and fifty plates in envelope.
Price, $2.00.
FOREST

AND

STREAM

PUBLISHING

CO.
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DESIGNE
B.
BY
CROWNIN

PROFILE
33-RATIN
SLOOP——
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UAC. SHELLS
AMAgain

IOWA

win

the

STATE AMATEUR
CHAMPIONSHIP

Mr. Fred Weatherhead shooting, score 96-100.
times in succession

that

U. M.C.

This makes three

Shells have carried Iowa, the

and Ford.

other two winners being Messrs. Weatherhead

THE

UNION

METALLIC
BRIDGEPORT,

Agency,

erence semen

313 Broadway,

ness

New

City

TT

renmn

Trapshooting.
If you want your shoot to be announced
send a notice like the following:

York

here

Fixtures.
March
29.—Milburn,
N. J.—Vaux
Hall all-day shoot.
C. Wittkop, Mgr.
April 4-5.—Crawfordsville (Ind.) G. C. League shoot.
April 6.—Lakewocd, (N. J.) G. C. spring shoot.
H. Ely
Havens, Sec’y.
April 10.—Bergen Beach (L. I.) G. C.
April 10-11.—Kansas City, Mo.—The Missouri and Kansas
League of Trapshooters’ tournament.
April 12-18.—Toronto Junction (Ont.) G. C. target tournament.
P. Wakefield, Sec’y.
Wa ik
April 12.—Atglen, Pa.—Christiana-Atglen G. C.
Fieles, Sec’y.
April 12.—Wilmington (Del.) G. C. shoot.
April 13.—Point
Breeze,
Philadelphia.—Twenty-five-bird
handicap.
A. A. Felix, Mgr., 705 Chestnut St.
April 18.—Piedmont (W. Va.) G. C. F. A. Ricker, Sec’y.
April 18-20.—Great Bend (Kans.) G. C. shoot.
B. McMullen, Sec’y.
. April 19—New Paltz (N. Y.) Gun Club shoot.
E. J.
Snyder, Mgr.
April 19.—Muncie, Ind.—Magic City G. C. tournament.
F. L. Wachtel, Sec’y.
April 19.—Haverhill (Mass.) G. C. Patriots’ Day shoot.
S. G. Miller, Sec’y.
April 19.—Springfield
(Mass.)
Shooting Club’s Patriot
Day tournament.
C. L. Kites, Sec’y.
April 21.—Easton, Pa.—Independent G. C. third annual
tournament.
Edward F.
Markley, Cor. Sec’y.
April 21.—Wilmington,
Del.—Wilmington
vs.
Media;
fourth contest.
April 23.—Lancaster,
Pa.—Pequea
G.
C. tournament.
N. Ressler, Sec’y.
April 23-25.—Austin, Tex.—Texas State shoot.

COMPANY

CARTRIDGE
CONN.,

U.

Depot, 86-88

S. A.
First Street, San Francisco,

TET

April 24.—Wolcott,
N. Y.—Catchpole
G.
C.
E. A.
Wadsworth, Sec’y.
April 24-26.—Fort Wayne,
Ind.—Corner
R. and G. C.
tournament.
John W. Linder, Sec’y.
April 26.—Edgewater, N. J.—Palisade G. C. all-day shoot.
May 1-3.—Oklahoma and Indian Territory State shoot.
May 2-3.—Rensselaer (Ind.) G. C.
May 2-3.—Syracuse, N. Y.—People’s G. C. tournament.
Fred G. Millard, Mer.
May 7-8.—Vicksburg,
Miss.—Mississippi
Delta
League
second amateur tournament.
J. J. Bradfield, Sec’y.
May 8.—Bergen Beach (L. 1.) G. C.
May 8-9.—Olean (N. Y.) G. C. tournament. B. D. Nobles,
ec’y.
May 8-10.—New London (Ia.) G. C. shoot.
Dr. C. E.
Cook, Sec’y.
and
Kansas
May
9-10.—Coffeyville,
|Kans.—Missouri
tournament.
Dr. C.
A
League
of Trapshooters’
Clapp, Sec’y, Moberly, Mo.
May 9-10.—Indianapolis, Ind.—State League shoot, under
auspices of Limited G. C.
May 9-10.—Wilmington, Del.—Annual spring tournament
Delaware
State
Trapshooters’
League
under
the
See
of the Wawaset Gun Club.
W. M. Foord,
ec’y.
May 9-11.—Columbus (O.) G. C. tournament.
F. Shattuck, Sec’y.
May 15-17.—Nashville,
Tenn.—The
Interstate
Association’s
Southern
Handicap
tournament,
under
the
auspices of the Cumberland Park G. C.; $1,000 added
money.
Elmer E. Shaner, Sec’y-Mgr., Pittsburg, Pa.
May 15-18.—Milton, Pa.—Pennsylvania State Sportsmen’s
Association tournament.
May 15-19.—Kansas City, Mo.—Missouri State Game and
Fish Protective Association twenty-ninth annual tournament.
R. S. Elliott, Sec’y.
May 16-17.—Greenville (O.) Gun Club tournament.
H.
A. McCaughey, Sec’y.
Knox & Knapp,
May 16-17.—Auburn, N. Y., tournament.
Mers.
May 17.—Montpelier (Vt.) G. C. tournament.
Dr. C. H.
Burr, Sec’y.
May 24-25.—Wilson,
N, C.—North
Carolina Trapshoot-ers’
Association
third annual
tournament.
Selby

Te

TO

I

Cal.

Anderson, Sec’y.
May 23-25.—Bloomington, Ill.—Illinois State shoot.
May 24.—Edgewater, N. J.—Palisade G.
C.
May 24-25.—Owensboro,
Ky.—Kentucky
Trapshooters’
League

fourth

annual

target

tournament,

under

aus-

pices of Davies County
G. C. James Lewis, Sec’y,
Owensboro, Ky.; F. Pragoff, Sec’y Ky. T. S. L
May 24-25.—Montreal, Can.—Canadian Indians’ first annual
tournament.
Thomas A. Duff, High Scribe.
May 24-25.—Ebensburg,
Pa., Gun
Club.
W. R. Thompson, Sec’y.
May 24-26.—Spokane, Wash.—Washington
State Sportsmen’s Association tournament.
G. C. Beck, Mgr.
May 29-30.—Rochester G. C.
May 29-30.—Grand Rapids, Mich.—Michigan State Trapshooters’ League shoot, under auspices of Consolidated Sportsman’s Association.
May 30.—Newport, R. I.—Aquidneck G. C. tournament.
May 30-31.—Monte Ne, Ark., target tournament.
May 30.—Mechanicsville (N. Y.) Game Protective Association second annual tournament.
G. Singerland, Sec’y.
May 30.—Ossining
(N. Y.) G. C. merchandise shoot.
C. G. Blandford, Capt.
May 30.—Edgewater, N. yo Paisade GG:
May 30.—McKeesport, Pa.—Enterprise G. C. tournament.
Geo. W. Mains, Sec’y.
May 30.—Utica, N. Y.—Riverside G. C. annual tournament.
E. J. Loughlin, Sec’y.
June 5-7.—Newark, N. J.—New Jersey State Sportsmen’s
Association tournament.
W. R. Hobart, Sec’y.
June 5-7.—Lincoln,
Neb.—Nebraska
State Sportsman’s
Association’s thirtieth annual tournament.
Geo.
Carter, Pres.
June 5-8.—Dayton, O.—Ohio Trapshooters’ League twentieth annual tournament.
Added money $600.
C. C.
Rayburn, Pres.
June

7.—Olney,

Ill1—Hustlers’

G.

C.

D. P. Moore,

Chmn.

pune 12.—Bergen Beach (L. I.) G. C.
H. W. Dreyer,
ec’y.
June 12-:14.—Fairmont, W. Va.—Tenth annual tournament
of the West Virginia State Sportsmen’s Association,
under the auspices of Fairmont
Gun_ Club; $1,000
added to purses.
E. H. Taylor, Mgr.; Ed. O. Bower,
Sec’y-Treas.
June 12-15.—Warm Springs (Ga.) G. C. tournament.
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June 12-15.—Baltimore, Md.—Maryland County shoot. J.
Mowell Hawkins, Mer., 1680 John St., Baltimore.
June
12-16.—Buffalo—New
York
State
shoot,
under
auspices of Infallible Gun Club.
E. J. McLeod, Sec'y.
June 13-14.—Fargo, N. D.—North Dakota State Sportsmen’s
Association’s
twelfth
annual
tournament.
Robbins & Bailey, Mgrs.
;
June 19-22.—Indianapolis, Ind—The
Interstate Association’s Grand American Handicap target tournament;
$1,000 added money.
Elmer E. Shaner, Sec’y-Mgr.,
Pittsburg, Pa.
June 26-27.—Bradford (Pa.) G. C. tournament.
Joseph Le
Compte, Sec’y.
E
June 28.—Edgewater, N. J.—Palisade G. C.
July 4.—Edgewater, N. J.—Palisade G. C..
July 10-11.—Carthage, Mo.—The
Missouri
and
Kansas
League of Trapshooters’ tournament.
July 17-19.—Philadelphia,
Pa.—The
Interstate
Association’s Eastern
Handicap tournament, under the auspices of the Florists’ Gun Club; $1,000 added money.
Elmer E. Shaner, Sec’y-Mgr., Pittsburg, Pa.
July 26.—Edgewater,
J.—Palisade
G. C.
A, A.
Schoverling, Sec’y.
res
Aug. 8-10.—Hamilton, Ont.—Dominion of Canada TrapW.
shooting Association’s sixth annual tournament.
;
Sec’y-Treas.
P. Thompson,
EaG.
tournament.
Va.—Indian
burg,
Aug. 14-17.—Parkers
Riehl, Chief Scribe.
Cal.—The Interstate AssoFrancisco,
7-9.—San
Sept.
ciation’s Pacific Coast Handicap tournament, under
Trapshoooting
Francisco
San
the
the auspices of
Elmer E. Shaner,
Association; $1,000 added money.
:
.
Sec’y-Mer., Pittsburg, Pa.
Kans.—The Missouri and Kansas
Sept. 11-12—Scammon,
Dr. C. B.
League of Trapshooters’ tournament.

Clapp,

Sec’y,

Moberly,

DRIVERS
The
nounce

Mo.

AND

TWISTERS.

anAssociation
Trapshooters’
Carolina
North
a change of dates from May 22-23 to May 24-25.

td
On April 7, the Montclair, N. J., Gun Club has arranged to shoot a match at Princeton with the University
team.

R

Secretary W. R. Thompson informs us that the Ebensburg, Pa., Gun Club will hold a two-days’ shoot on May
24

and

25.

td

Secretary E. J. Loughlin writes us that the Riverside
Gun Club, of Utica, N. Y., has fixed upon May 30 as the
date for its annual tournament.

R
At Seaford, Del., the Cambridge Gun Club five-man
team defeated Salisbury Gun Club’s five-man team by a
score of 197 to 179, for the Dupont loving cup.
td
At Narberth, Pa., a team contest, eighteen men on a
side, 50 targets per man, between the Gladwynne and
Norristown gun clubs, Norristown won by 78 targets.

a
On Saturday of last week a twelve-man team of the
Perryman Gun Club defeated a life team of the North
East Club, at North East, Md., by a score of 358 to 318.
t
On the grounds of the Highland Gun Club, Edge Hill,
Philadelphia, and Dr. Douglass, of Germantown.
Ballan-tyne won by a score of 89 to 83, and retains the title and
the cup.
td
In a match at 100 live birds, on the grounds of the
Feltonville Gun Club, March 20, between Messrs. Harry
Buckwalter and J. Brewer, Buckwalter won by a score of
92 to 865.

R

The five-man team race between
Club, and the Trappe Gun Club,
was won by Easton by a score of
Easton’s third victory over Trappe

the Easton, Md., Gun
at Easton, March 21,
170 to 160.
This was
in team contests.

,
D. P. Moore,
Chairman
Committee, writes us that
“the annual tournament of the Hustlers’ Gun Club will
be held at Olney, Ill., June 7. One thousand hustlers
will be in attendance.
All kinds of prizes are offered.”

x
We are informed that Count Lenone, who for many
years has been actively identified with shooting matters
of Paterson, N. J., and adjacent towns, has recovered
from his alarming sinking spells sufficiently to start on a
Western trip in search of greater health.

ad
At the weekly shoot of the New York Athletic Club,
Travers Island, N. Y., last Saturday, Capt. J. N. Borland
scored a leg on the March cup.
With the aid of his
allowance, he tied on 25, with Dr. Loring, and on the
shoot-off he duplicated his performance, and won.

AND

STREAM.

The Trapshooters’ League of Lancaster County, Pa.,
have fixed upon April 23 as the date of its inaugural
shoot, under the auspices of the Pequea Gun Club, of
Lancaster.
Mr. W. R. Crosby, the renowned, will be
an honored guest.

RR
The eight-man team race between the Crescent Athletic
Club and the Boston Athletic Association, held at Bay
Ridge, L. I., on the grounds of the Crescents, was won
easily by the Crescent team, the scores being 634 to 609.
ta
In the first of the intercity matches between Dayton,
Columbus and Cincinnati, at Dayton, March 21, Dayton
won, scoring 847, beating Columbus by 41 targets and
Cincinnati by 47 targets.
The ‘Daddy of ’Em All,” Mr.
R. O. Heikes, was high with 95. There were ten men
on a team, and each shot at 100 targets.
R
In the shoot of the Hell Gate Gun Club, March 24,
scores were shot for March, April and May, and the first
half of June, a total of 35 birds.
Mr. John Wellbrock
made a straight score of 35 from the 28yd. mark, under
the most unfavorable conditions, the wind blowing a gale
and the snow making a glare.
4
At a meeting of the Baltimore, Md., Shooting Association, held last week, officers were elected as follows:
President,
HH. Morgan;
Vice-President,
Walter
T.
Harvey;
Secretary-Treasurer,
John
W.
Chew;
Field
Captain, James R. Malone.
Board of Directors, G. H.
Gent, Louis S. Mordecai, C. F. France, L. L. Leland,
Dr. B. F. Phillips and A. R. Middleton.

R
The contest for the English Hotel cup, on the grounds
of the Indianapolis, Ind., Gun Club, March 24, was won
by the holder, Mr. H. A. Comstock, who scored 73 to
Mr. W. B. Burford, Jr.’s 65. These are said to be the
lowest scores made for this trophy.
An informal shoot
was held by the club on March 28, in honor of Mr.
Fred Stone, the “Scarecrow” in ‘‘The Wizard of Oz.”

x
Ten events at 10, 15 and 20 targets, a total of 180 targets
and $10 entrance, constitute the programme of the annual tournament to be held by the Independent Gun
Club, of Easton, Pa., on April 21. Competition will begin at 10:30.
Some of the main features are class shooting,
50 yards, 1% cent targets,
amateur
prizes
for
amateurs,
good lunch, etc.
Edw.
F. Markley is the
Secretary.

&

The third contest of the series between the Wilmington, Del., Gun Club and the Media, Pa., Gun Club, was
shot on the grounds of the Media Club on Saturday of
last week and resulted in a victory for the visitors.
Each
jhad a prior win to their credit. The fourth match of the
series will be shot at Wilmington on April 21.

ze
Messrs. Wm. Heer and Frank E. Butler were guests
“ of the Boston Gun Club last week, and at the conclusion
of the shoot, Mr. Heer was in his accustomed place in
the records. There was a strong wind and a glare from
the snow, which seemed to be favorable conditions for
Mr. Heer; at least, he accounted for 96 per cent. out of
125 targets.
Dickey was next with 92, while Kirkwood
and Climax tied for third on 90.4 per cent., all of which
was good shooting.
xe
The programme
of the Westport Factory Gun Club
third annual tournament provides nine events, 10, 15 and
20 targets, a total of 150 targets,
at 1% cent
each.
Shooting will commence at 10:30 o’clock.
Average prizes.
first, $5; second, $2.50.
Silver prizes will go to events
5 to 9, inclusive.
Handicaps, 16 to 22 yards.
Guns and
ammunition, prepaid and shipped care of the Secretary,
A. W. Lewis, Fall River, Mass., by the D. & W. Electric
Ex., to Westport Factory, will be delivered on grounds
free.

&
The favorable news concerning the recovery of Mr.
Fred Gilbert from a grievous attack of inflammatory
rheumatism, brings much gratification to his hosts of
friends everywhere.
He contemplates a visit to Hot
Springs, where he will have the benefit of the baths, and
may they hasten his speedy recovery.
At the Iowa State
shoot, held at Des Moines recently, heartfelt sympathies
were expressed in a letter to him, signed by the members
of the State Association and the visitors.
He was reelected President of the Asscciation, and the popular and
skillful shooter, Mr. C. W. Budd, was re-elected Secretary-Treasurer,

[MaARcH 31, 1906.
The first contest of the New England Kennel Club
shooting contingent for the gold and silver medals presented by the Le Fusil de Chasse, of Paris, was shot at
Braintree, Mass., on March 24. The shoot will be continued on Saturday of this week, when the handicaps will
be announced, and the three highest gross scores will
win.
The event is divided into two parts, 50 targets
each.
Those who participated last Saturday were Messrs.
Morton Cobb, A. Blanchard, Thomas F, Baxter, W. O.
Gay, E. B. Haven, W. R. Goodnow, Theodore G, Bremer,
R. C. Storey, Isaac R. Thomas, R. O. Harding, R. K.
Longfellow, Gardner Perry, F. H. Stone, L. C. Fenno,
A. Hollis White, Dr. Charles G. Weld, Thomas Silsbee,
J. C. R. Peabody, Samuel Hammond and Edward Motley.

a

4

Two men, mighty in the annals of shooting, will be in
attendance at several shoots in the East in the near
future
under the skillful pilotage of Mr. J. Mowell
Hawkins, who has a genuine racing stride himself.
One
is Mr. Adolph Topperwein, of Texas, whose phenomenal
skill with the rifle is known the world over.
Small objects thrown in the air are hit by him with the ease and
precision that a turkey displays when eating corn.
Mr.
W. R. Crosby, one of the few who never loses his usual
good form, comes with fresh laurels from the Iowa State
shoot, where, in warm company, he won high general
average.
A feature of this great marksman’s doings in
the trapshooting world is the sustained excellence of his
shooting, year in and year out.
He is one of the few
who shoots well all the time.
And withal he is modest
and companionable.
BERNARD WATERS.

At

DuPont

Park.

St. Louts, Mo., March 11.—An interesting match was
pulled off Sunday, March 11, at Dupont Park, between
Mr. Harlow Spencer, the well-known. St. Louis amateur,
and Mr. F. E. Jacobs, also of St. Louis, though not so
well known.
The match was at i00 live birds for a side bet, and the
price of the birds.
Mr. Spencer shot from the 3lyd. mark, and Mr. Jacobs
at 28. The scores do not look so very good, but when
the quality of the birds, the Monte Carlo boundary, and
the weather conditions are taken into consideration, the
shooting was nearly high class.
There were no sitters, and with very few exceptions,
the birds were very fast.
Mr. Harlow Spencer is about
the best amateur shot in St. Louis, at both live birds and
targets, and his-scores are always pretty well at the top.
Mr. Jacobs has always given a good account of himself
in short races, but had never attempted so long a route
as 100 before.
The shooting game has picked up a little in St. Louis,
and we believe this year will bring out a number of new
men,
Mr. Charles Scullin is a coming
pigeon shot, as he has
all the necessary nerve, money ae physique, as well as
plenty of enthusiasm.
Mr. Scullin expects to head_an automobile party for the
Missouri State shoot held in Kansas City, May 15. From
the present outlook, there will be an even dozen shooters
from St. Louis attend this tournament.
Alec Mermod
has arranged for a special car, leaving St. Louis the
afternocn of May 14. Apply to him for rates, and engage
your seats in plenty of time.
H B Spencer, /31..%as0ciee 22*2222222222202222222222—23
2*22222122202212222222022—22
2222:22*222222022201222222—22
4222*22222229221111122*2*—21—88
Be Bas jacobsicss cease
ene 211222222221
*2221 0*221212—22
2210211222112101122221221—23
*120*0*202112221122120122—18
02020*211101201*112111202—17—80

Pequea

Gun

Club.

Lancaster, Pa., March 22.—The following scores were
made this day on the club’s grounds ina hard driving
wine horns and very cold, which kept the attendance
own,
P
Programmes for the big tournament, April 23, will be
ready in a couple of days.
Each of the following events was at 10 targets:
Events:
12
3°4 56
718 9 20 Peek
Resslet Ri ncstuasee cramer 7 9 7 BOS
beiaeoes
78
Dotghertyrs pevccusarasirs
7 5-4 9")
CoO
ome
74
Andrews
tmucsaesiercere
7 5 (U8) 1 See
66
Clark eae cee
nenian
6 7 68 7 ORS
oe
66
Wesuriarl fete
mle scne eee 6 6 6 8 6386
seaes
66
Nat. ReEsster, Sec’y.

Clark’s

Gun

Club.

LANCASTER,
Pa., March 22.—The scores made at the
shoot of Clark’s Club, to-day, follow:
Shot at. Brk.
Shot at. Brk.
Ressler esis eves 100
95
Clark’? sa877 ae 40
34
ADA
totes deren. 100
94
Miss Rieker ..... 40
33
Ruki
occt eck 80
66
Bleint’ f..0c5" oso DU:
41
IR@ESE Fvueacue mano 45
34
Live-bird sweep, 5 birds, $3 entrance.
MIGONEH cect wait rescites 00101—2
Cummimngsee
oe 11020—3
Grofit
ntsclestews «fonts 11001—3
Carmen)
(ieeeeeeeeee 02022—3
Miss Rieker ....... 01101—3
Thrush:
tccuosceee 02002—2
By Riekeriricsaneae 22021—4
Wartfel Wav... cee . .00000—0
Kricks
‘sen assumes .12102—4
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Wilmington,

Del.,

Defeats

Media,

AND

STREAM.

Pa,

WILMINGTON, Del., March 24.—The team of the Wilmington Gun Club went to Media, Pa., to-day to try
conclusions with the home team in the third of the homeand-home series of matches arranged between the two
clubs.
The first of the series was shot in January, and
the Media Club on its own grounds won out by the narrow

margin

of

two

targets,

with

a

score

of

404

to

402.

The second of the series was shot in February in Wilmington on the Wilmington Gun Club’s grounds, and resulted in an easy victory for the home team.
Thus the
score in the series prior to to-day’s match was a tie, one
all.
Although each club was entitled to enter twenty men
in the contest, Wilmington
could only muster twelve
men at the score.
The conditions of the race were that
the only ten ten high scores on each side were to count
for the team total, so that Wilmington had but a dozen
scores to choose from, while Media sent her full limit of
twenty men to the traps. The result was quite a pleasant
surprise for the visitors, as they won out handily with
402 to 886. They led their opponents by 3 targets on the
first 25, which were shot over the magautrap, but picked
up a good bunch on the blackbird trap, scoring 198 to
185, or 13 more to their credit.
The scores over the
magautrap were 204 to 201. There was no wind to bother
the shooters, but the glare from the ice-crusted snow
and the bad work done by the blackbird trap materially
helped to keep scores down to a comparatively low level.
The scores were as follows:
Wilmington Gun Club.
Media Gun Club.
ig
SOUCT gs orice 23 24— 47
alin CODples ras. 21 21— 42
Ee Banks vevicces=>25 21— 46
G R Williamson.19
22— 41
J B McHugh...23
20— 43
GeS) Beatty... 19 22— 41
WOR IROSOLS ciccicen «21 21— 42
H Howard ...... 20 20— 40
SF PUCHIOR teasesss19 20—39
Be omedley ..... 19 19— 38
W Hartlove..... 17 21— 38
CRLGEL. avidaseeee 21 17— 38
PORES
velycicess,s'6 20 18— 38
J H Sweeney...20
17—- 27
J A McKelvey..18
19— 37
AE Vatis’ silocists'.° 19 18— 37
H J Stidham....21
15— 38
Tee Littles cos. 21 15— 36
Cable oigion. see. 17 19— 36
Dr Mangus ..... 22 14— 35

‘ys

201 185—386
204 198—402
C. Hahn 30 and
Wilmington’s two extra men scored:
N. Steele 28.
For Media, F. E. Pennington scored 36, a score equal
to that made by Little and Dr. Mangus, but there was
no room for him on the team.
Other Media scores were:
T. Fields 25, S. Smedley 34, J. Gill 33, J. M. Rogers 33,
F. Nolan 32, J. B. Leedom 32, W. C. Rigby 31, G.
Speckman 26, and S. Yarnall 21.
The fourth match in the series will be shot at Wilmington on April 21, when Media will do her best to make
the score two all.
Harry Hartlove claims the credit of winning the match
for Wilmington, and says that he and Fred Gilbert own
the only two real rabbits’ feet in the business.
As an item of interest, it may be noted that Wilmington’s winning score of 402 is precisely the same score
made by her gunners in the first match, shot between the
two teams at Media.
They then lost by two targets, but
this time they won by 16.
Copple and Roser were pitted against one another in
the team race, and made quite an interesting struggle of
it, each 25 ending in a tie on 21 a piece.
Squier was high man with 47, the result of some regular shooting over both traps.
Banks made the only 25 straight in the match, but
finished cone behind his team mate, Squier.
Pennington, of the Media team for once found himself
so low down in the list that the official compiler of
scores left him off the team, although he made the same
total as two of his team—36.
Steele says that reedbird loads are no good on targets.
Before the team race, he tried 25 shells with No. 10 shot,
as he wanted to see what he could do with them.
He
made a clean score of 25 goose eggs, and received many
congratulations.
The magautrap worked all right, but the blackbird trap
acted just like any other blackbird is acting just now
during the present cold spell.
There were more black eyes seen at this shoot than at
any other ever held on the Media grounds.
Hartlove
and a burnt cork were responsible for them.
Those who
wore them said they certainly relieved the glare from the
snow.
Still scores ruled low.
BH
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Sheepshead Bay Gun

RIFLES, SHOTGUNS AND AMMUNITION
Winchester

rifles,

shotguns

and

ammunition
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any special class, but of practically all intelligent sportsmen
go to the woods,
Winchester

the plains or the

rifles are made

mountains

who

in quest of game.

in all desirable calibers from .22 to .50

and Winchester shotguns in 10, 12 and 16 gauge.

The fact that we

have sold over two million Winchester guns is pretty good evidence

of their popularity.
satisfaction;
sure
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buy some
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you
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if you buy Winchester guns and ammunition

of satisfaction.
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to feel that

guns

confidence

FREE:

which

for all your shooting and Win-
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chester cartridges in all your guns—they are made
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get

you are

for each other.
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Club.

SHEEPSHEAD
Bay, L. I., March 22.—Club
event, 25
targets,
allowances
added
(in parentheses):
August
Spinner (15) 25, Capt. H. W. Dreyer (10) 24, Fred Thier
(6) 24, Dr. R. H. Weisskotten (10) 24, Eugene Carolan
(10) 22. The following members withdrew from the contest:
H. J. Montanus (5) 25, Ira McKane (0) 20, J. Van
Nestrand 13, J. B. Koegle 13.
Events:
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tes Oe 10 112048
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=
se i) Rab Biss
‘eam match, four men on a side, 10 targets per man:
‘leam No. 1—H. B. Williamson, Jr., 6, Thier, Jr., 6,
Capt. H. W. Dreyer 5, August Spinner 2; total 21.
Team No, 2—Ira McKane 7, Dr. Martin 4, H. B. W1!liamson 3, Dr. R. H. Weisskotten 3; total 17.
Same conditions:
Team No. 1—H. J. Montanus 8, Capt. H. W. Dreyer
8, Fred Thier, Jr., 6, August Spinner 5, J. W. Koegie
4: total 31.
Team No. 2—Ira McKane 6, Dr. Martin 3, H. B. Witl-

liamson 3, J. Van Nostrand 3, Dr. A. H. Weisskotten
2; total 17.
Team match four men on a side, 15 targets per man:
Team No. 1—H. B. Williamson 10, Fred Thier, Jr., 9,
Capt. H. W. Dreyer 8, J. W. Koegel 9; total 34.
Team No. 2—M. J. Montanus 0, Eugene Carolan 8,
August Spinner 8, Dr. R. H. Weisskotten 5; total 30.
Same conditions:
Team No. 1—H. J. Montanus 10, Dr. R. H. Weisskotten 9, Eugene Carolan 8, August Spinner 4; total 31.
Team No, 2—H. B. Williamson 13, Capt. H. W. Dreyer
11, Fred Thier, Jr., 5, J. W. Koegle 2; total 31.
Match, 15 targets:
H. B. Williamson 12, Eugene Carolan 9, H. J. Montanus 8.
Match, 25 targets:
Eugene Carolan 15, H. J. Montanus

13.

Same:

H. J. Montanus

13, Eugene

Carolan

11.

skilled exponent of the art of target smashing.
Mr.
Topperwein will give an exhibition of what he can do
with rifle and pistol during the afternoon.
Given fine
weather, such as ought to prevail in Delaware during the
month of April, the tournament should be a success.
Luther J. Squier is now after A. B. Richardson, of
Dover, Del., the holder of the target championship of the
Diamond State.
Squire says he may not win, but he
means to make Richardson “‘go some” if he wants tuo
keep the championship trophy down in Dover.
‘They
shoot their match on Monday
next, April 2, on the
grounds of Mr. Richardson’s home club.
It is understood that in connection with the championship match
there will also be a two-man team race between Richardson and C, L. Terry on the one side and Squier and
W. M. Foord on the other,
The programme for the Wawaset Gun Club’s annual
spring

Wilmington

Tournament.

THE spring tournament of the Wilmington, Del., Gun
Club, which is to be held on April 12, is bound to have
a good attendance of shooters.
In addition to a list of
events on the programme
that are certain to draw a
crowd, W. R. Crosby
and Adolph Topperwein will be
the special guests of the club on that day under the
able chaperonage of J. Mowell Hawkins, himself no un-

tournament,

with

which

is incorporated

the

annual

spring tournament of the Delaware State Trapshooters’
League, is now in the hands of the printers, and will
scon be ready for issue, although the tournament is not
scheduled until May 9 and 10. The programme will contain some features of special interest to shooters who
reside within two hundred miles ‘‘as the crow flies” of
the Wawaset Gun Club’s home at Wilmington, Del.
All
who desire a programme
should send their names to
W. M. Foord, secretary Wawaset Gun Club, Wilmington, Del.
By Hwee,

FOREST AND STREAM.

518
IN NEW
Bound

JERSEY.

Brook

Gun

Club.

Bounp Brook, N. J., March 17.—We held our regular
club shoot to-day for members
only.
Free prizes were
the attraction.
The Kid won gold medal; Fisher, scarfpin; Martin, vase; Slater, tea set; Dr. Luckey, fruit
dish, and Steele, chocolate pot.
This is the fourth free shoot for members we have
had in the last few months.
Visitors are welcome.
HB. ds
Hee Bea,
Washer Msc c eases
sik9 15 24
Dr Witeky sescesce 5 13 18
Thesikid 9. 22even 8 16 24
Dr Pardoe tee. sacs 0 18 18
Martin oss.cere
eee vcle8 13 21
Stelie@.cecseekisecrs 1 15 16
W @Slater oc ascsccere 6 15 20
Extra events:
Events:
1
ee!
Events:
12-3
4
Targets:
10 10 10 10
Targets:
10 10 10 10
Pardge™ -ressecs 1029 Oeto
Martin
nL
Luckey = ee
621 a6
Fisher ..
3
TheBAG seeks
5 46.5
Stelle
J. B. Parpogr, Mgr.

Montclair

Gun

Club.

Monrcrair, N.
J., March 17.—The prizes awarded at
the St. Patrick’s
Day shoot were productive of a good
deal of fun to-day.
rane captured a green snake; Babcock a snake and an Irish flag, while Paine and Canfield took home snakes, green plug hats, dudeens and
suspicious looking jugs. In fact, every man had at least
one “gag” worked on him.
Four of the club visited
Freehold to-day.
Mr. C. L. Bush succeeded in capturing a very handsome loving cup.
Events:
132"
23 nt 4
OG
na
Targets:
10 1b 10 ibe
* 100
Babcock? Witte. wcccece
sce semmit conte 8
Oa
tod
een
Pate?
coders sesdulteaciccceeaeeeen
T1016 ad
2G wee,
Crane:
si dech ccs cicolct <atlgemmeeere
B89
eae
ad aeaele
Flolmnes® 0. sce scieteicns
sitotsieteae see Ae DANG
cao.t eOretven 56
Olds
snc Re eet dea ct ee ceteeirene
3.42
4576)
O48
Batten V Meer tecace secre cetislschnicers Sra 8
26 0b. 40 er
Grantfiel ds: 2a
aie
cee reeoee
Dox 0
kD SO MON EOE ss
Cockefair Pie ccace sono mamcrentete A Ae
G 2a
Zoek
Simmons > cc scehires sete eee teh ane cna Peete,
ea Utes
Aer:
No. 5 was a miss-and-out.
March, 24.—To-day was the occasion of the monthly
contest for the members’ trophy of 1906, a large sterling
silver loving cup.
Some fourteen men were present and
over eight hundred targets were thrown.
Events 1 and 2 were for practice.
le =
Event 3, 15 targets, scratch, for a year’s subscription to
ForEST AND STREAM, was tied for by Perley, Babcock
and Crane.
Perley won out on the shoot-off.
Event 4, 50 targets, handicap gives the scores for the
members’ trophy, R. A. Park being the winner of this
event, he breaking 19 in each string, this, with his handicap of 12, giving him a perfect score of 50. Park was
also successful in winning event 5, for a box of cigars.
Event 7, a seven-man team race, 26 targets each man,
was won by the team captained by Moffet.
The losing
team had the fun of paying for the targets.
_
On April 7 the Montclair team visit Princeton and
shoot a match with the university team.
Events:
1
2
3
-4Yy Coa
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Event

6, team

race,

25 targets

Team No. 1
Mioitett y cise sistem icsleas
ALlatt ca states
cts cee tet 13
Babcock iience«<ter 23
CroSS i xis oles asoieieetar 16
Crate: oii asic tant 21
Batten. deat senseue ct 17
Winslow rte senor. 18—137

Bound Brook

per

man:

Team No, 2.
Berle ater ctu « cwtate
cee22
THt Gass See, 22
Boxall
Gopal: 16
HlartciSOh pen cesscens 19
Cockefairen.ceviansate 12
SLMIIMOLS
artera
eewie ies11
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12—114
EpwArRpD WINSLow, Sec’y.

vs.

Plainsboro.

Plainsboro, N. J., March 24.—The Bound Brook Gun
Club journeyed to Plainsboro to-day to have a social
team race with Plainsboro Gun Club. They certainly did
show us how to shoot.
They are gentlemen and sportsmen of the first water,
and such a lunch as they prepared for us.
It was fine.
We hereby tender a vote of thanks for our most cordial
reception.
pees other events were shot, with prizes offered in
each.
A smoking set was won by Dr. Pardoe with a straight.
A. J. Blackwell won a jewel case after shooting out five
others. Dr. Pardoe won a flask. Mr. Barkley won a wine
set.
McDonald made a run of 16 straight.
Dr. Farr
did the best work, 28 out of 30, 83 per cent.
We have a
return match at Bound Brook, April 14.
Plainsboro Team.
Bound Brook Team.
Dec arts sess enters 28
Dr’ (Pardoets
ac. ceres 22
G McDonald’. tccsur 27
Bissell Pir. ahurecsncteor 21
Barkley a.m tices ae
Hishen chars cocetmonar 21
AATOn WEES anchichiter
cae 3
Moar tin gcraserec
ew stedeieis 13
A J Blackwell....... 22
Slater. sdu% bascamives 11
Disbrow Aeaveateckt 17—142
JONES'S nerors cerecitoaeste 10— 98
J. B. Parpoe.

Palisade

Gun

[MaRcH 31, 1906.

Club.

Edgewater, N. J., March 22.—Herewith find scores of
the ninth regular tournament of the Palisade Gun Club.
The day was clear and sun bright, but there was quite a
puffy wind, which varied the flight of targets, making
high scores most difficult.
The trap and management of
shoot worked without a hitch, and as we finished at
4:30 P.M., throwing over 5,000 targets, it will be seen
that the trap as well as the management had the numerous details working perfectly.
Out of the twenty-eight entries who shot during the
day, there was only one straight made, and that was by
Mr. Kelly, of the Bergen Beach Gun Club.
In the scores
of those who competed for the purses there were many
first and second places “‘alone,’”’ which paid the shooter
well, as each event had $2 added, and with the $5 for amateur average, made $23 added money.
High average for amateurs, as well as professionals
present, was won by Mr. Geo. Piercy, of Jersey City.
Mr. Piercy has the habit, it seems, of winning the averages at our tournaments.
Capt. A. W. Money and Mr. Porter were with us, and
a welcome was extended to the Captain, who has not
been seen at a local shoot for some years.
The first annual spring tournament of our club will
be held on April 26, with $25 added.
Programme is now
ready, and as this will be our tenth regular tournament,
we expect a large attendance.
Each event was at 20 targets.
Events:
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Crescent

Athletic

Club.

Bay Ripce, L. I., March 24.—The weather was cold,
but fairly calm.
The Boston team was received with
much honor and graciously escorted to the scene of the
contest.
The Crescents won by a score of 634 to 600,
Team match, 100 targets, scratch:
Crescent Athletic Club.
Ast 25. 2d 25. 8d 26.
LiMs Palmer, {ja-emeres: 523
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G Stephenson 2
F T Bedford. 1
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G Stephenson
F Bedford....
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2
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Club.

Epcewater, N. J., March 17.—Events 4 and 5 were for
the Sauer gun, and were won by Brugeman.
Several
of our crack shots were off their form to-day.
Scores:
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Vaux

Hall Shoot.

Mixtsurn, N.
J., March 17.—Events 1° and 11 were
freak shoots.
o. 10 was right-handed shooters tur
around and shoot left-handed, and vice versa, and
won by Moffett. .N11 was gun at side, ale~~
oy
Moffett.
“ “right sun on snow,
with wind »\ .ing in
gusts, made high scores impossible.
The targets would
jump like live things.
Our next shoot will be held on March 29, and we
look for very large attendance, for our grounds are but
a short walk from Lackawanna station.
Scores:
~
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Club.

Paterson, N. J., March 24.—The League shoot was a
feature of the Jackson Park Gun Club competition to-day.
The Jackson Park team defeated the Northsides by a
score of 78 to 92. Scores:
Jackson Park.
Northsides.
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Hudson

Gun

Club.

Jersey City, N. J.—The scores made at the shoot of
the Hudson Gun Club, March 4, are appended.
L. H.
Schortemeier
won
first prize,
Piercy second and
Staples third.
The 100 targets, divided into five events
of 20 targets ‘each, had a sheng handicap.
Class A, 18 to
22yds.;
Class B, 16 to 20yds.,
e depending on score.
H. S. HS. ES
eee
ote tel
Staples “sites: sites vee 1819 2117 1917 1914 1816
83
Schotty: vc geeucheneees 1818 2017 1917 1916 1820
88
Piercy. Mince: cesteeeces 1817 19 17 1918-20179
199% © 86
Brugemarnn
cues sc 1813 1818 2015 1818 2012
78
Bantallciacsnmres conte 1816 1811 1814 1811 1813
65
Brown. gis.vceeusticutes 1615 1613 1614 1613,1619 . 72
Burns” “i estcsde cee 1612 1613 1614 1610 1614
68
Hallengerm
seecesa-ie 1618 1814 1616 16138 1618
79
Witeht 2evouc-s sara 1615 1616 1614 1614 1616
75
Snipe fies stoecmctentiss 1618 1613 1616 1610 1613
Ranker” siawoeeceectees 16 8 1612 1610 1617 1711
658
Miaarp hiv (otis esos
ae siete 1614 1611: 1615 16 9 16138
62
Setzelter)
so.5..¢ ones 1614 1611 1613 1618 1615
66

Christiana—Atglen

Gun

Club.

ArGcLen, Pa., March 15.—The big blizzard kept down
the attendance.
Only a part of the programme was shot,
two 7-bird events and two miss-and-outs.

JNENG
Ke)Ful Ae aan doaoneons
Jae oD 0202*212111120212120
PETS yop udu SO mOnUe
nO cs Soho 22*12.222*11 222222222
Butler terse secs. geet career 12112**0*21121112112
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stealth aeeets2*222220222222202222
OEE 5 qpocdp Sou sodcad ssepoodE1 012122121212*1*
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rei 222.2*2222222220222292212
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ene 222.222212*221*2222222222
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OO IES Meiateteteielo!cis/a\<laisin-ais's
ieatelsie [eels 1020*202202212

—15
—18
—16
—lT
—12
—23
—14
—22
—9
— 9

March 21.—The birds were a good, strong lot; thirteen
miss-and-out events were shot.
Jebbs killed 19 straight,
Mattson 23 straight; Williams 27 straight.
Shot at. Brk.
Jebb. vcccwsececces49
41
Cassidyeumesneneee 46
38
Williams: . . <«.'.<08)
|’ -60) “Martin -Saeee
ere 5
3
Mattson’...:%.<0.568,
61)
sWewis'.eleseeeees 23
16
Fieles
Lioyp R. Lewis, Mer.
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U. S. Government
Ammunition
;

Py

Arccuracy.test of Krag-Jorgensen .30-Caliber Cartridges held
by order of the Ordnance Department, United States Army.
TESTED—Ammunition

CONDITIONS—1o

of all the American

DISTANCE—1,000

U.

S.

20 shot

and

Armory

Manufacturers.

fixed rest.

REPORT:

excelled

STATES
LOWELL,

Agencies:

targets,

OFFICIAL

MANUFACTURED

:

Springfield

yards.

Cartridges

UNITED

at

and 20 shot targets, muzzle rest.

10 and

RESULT

Test.

all

others.

BY

CARTRIDGE
MASS.,

CO.,

U. S. A.

497-5035 Pearl St., 35-43 Park St., New York.

114-116 Market St., San Francisco.

<
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Boston

Gun

Club.

Boston, Mass.,; March 24.—Wm.
Heer and Frank E.
Butler proved to-day that they were held in high esteem
by Boston and vicinity shooters, forty-five in all congregating on the Boston Gun Club grounds to welcome them
after an absence of some seven months from any shooting in this section.
Every prominent club sent its representative to give them the glad hand, and wish them a
season’s good luck, as the last visit still remains fresh in
the minds of the majority, and from appearances will not
be forgotten for many moons.
:
But how “Billy” did shoot was a caution, it being far
from the ideal day, a cross wind making the targets dance
all kinds of jigs and the bright sun on the snow making
it very glaring for all but those who wore colored glasses.
Just five little 0s were all the misses that were chalked
against him, and unfortunately these all occurred in the
programme events, some 40 straight being made before
the regular events began, and not to be at all stingy, he
finished off with another run of close to 50. All in all, it
was “‘Heer day,”? and we are under the impression that
this record will stand, for some time at least, or until
we have another visit from this world-renowned, goodnatured Indian.
But, aside from the main feature of the day, there were
other experts in attendance, W. G. Hearne, with a fine
example of a modern repeating gun shooting through the
programme with good success, in view of weather conditions, though possibly not quite a Scarecrow clip. Another visit to these grounds was promised at some future
date, and then the hoodoo will have been shot out completely.
The old reliable O. R. Dickey, with his usual easy
style, captured second expert average, though Climax
was only 2 targets in the rear, Jimmie’s two lls cutting
considerable ice on the average list, and spoiling what
peuts otherwise have been very close to a 94 per cent.
clip.
In the amateur class it was a real race, with a home
shooter in the lead, and Griffiths, Roy, Keeler, Hebbard
and Gleason all trailing in the order named, the two
former being only one target apart when the final score
was given out, and depended upon the last two birds
of Griff’s score before there was any advantage gained.
Fenno’s start was all to the merry, but with forty-five
shocters, it was impossible to give any one enough
shooting, though the automatic trap was
dishing
out
targets at the rate of over 1000 an hour, and during the
afternoon shooting, which lasted from 1:15 till 6:15, just a
few under 5100 were trapped, and certainly goes a long
ways to show that the trapping crew knew their business.
John Paine, of the B. A. A., held his own on new
grounds all right, with lots to spare over his running
mates—Adams,
Twenty-three,
and
Owen—who
are all
scheduled to shoot the crack Crescent team at Brooklyn next Saturday, the 24th.
Eighty-five to ninety-two
per cent. has been steady diet for this particular shooter
for the past few months, and the B. A. A. should con-

sider. themselves
lucky to have secured such a find,
especially in view of the many important team races that
they are entered into for the next few months.
Johnson,
of Whitinsville,
was
the
only
Mumford
shooter to turn up simply because the rest did not have
the necessary sand, so he said.
But from past experience with their regulars—Coffin, Searles, Burbank and
Hamlin, not to mention the Yanigans, Noyes, Sweet, and
Nutter—we know it must have been business that prevented them from being present, though we must admit
that a trapshooter should not let his business interfere
with his sport, and as the Doctor is authority on this
statement, he ought to know.
The club was indebted
to Messrs. Wheeler, Sadler,
Frank, Owen, Kawop, and last, but not least, J. H. Brinley, for their valuable services in scoring, etc., and proved
that the club has still the respect of its many friends.
Other scores:
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The

Indians’

Annual

Tournament.

Des Motes, Ia., March 14.—At a special meeting held
at the Kirkwood Hotel, this city, on this date, there were
present personally or by proxy
Chiefs Kinnekinnic, Dago,
Piasa, No Talk, Back-to-the-Woods, Make-’em-Fly, Slob,
a Foot, Quick Figure, Sachez, Toboggan, and Never
ad.
. Vice-Chief Kinnekinnic called the meeting to order, and
the Tournament
Committee submitted several propositions, accompanied by petitions for the privilege of entertaining the tribe at its annual pow-wow and tourney for
the year 1906.
The committee submitting these bids to
the consideration of the open meeting, it was voted to
accept the offer of Chiefs Hole Digger, Tell-’em-How, and
Life

Saver,

and

to

hold

the

annual

gathering

at

Parkers-

burg, West Virginia, on Aug. 14-17.
The Scribe was instructed to advise parties interested
of this action, and claim the above dates.
.
R. Crossy,
F, C. RIex1,
Vice-Chief.
Chief Scribe.

Litity Gun
Litriry, Pa., March 24.—The
Club, held to-day, had scores

Club.
shoot of the Litity Gun
in the 25-target event as

follows:
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At the annual championship tournament of the Indoor .22 Caliber Rifle League of the United States, held at Grand Rapids, Mich., February 12-17, 1906,

PETERS

CARTRIDGES

ESTABLISHED

2481

OUT

THE

RECORD

OF A POSSIBLE
MADE

FIRST

WORLD’S

BY

W.

A.

2500

TEWES

HONORS

at Zettler Rifle Club Open Tournament, New York, March 10-17, 1906.
100 SHOT MATCH, won by Arthur Hubalek, score 2468.
Seven of the first ten prize-winners ued PETERS .22 SHORT CARTRIDGES.
ZIMMERMAN TROPHY, won by L. P. Ittel. BEST BULLSEYE, made by W. Rosenbaum.
L. C. Buss and L., P. Ittel made possible 225 on the Ring Target.
80% of the contestants in these matches used Peters Cartridges, THE SEMI-SMOKELESS KIND.
If there ever was the slightest doubt in any mind as to the superiority of Peters Cartridges
the Sea Girt, Grand Rapids and New York tournaments.
The various winnings and high scores
absolutely perfect ammunition.
The inevitable conclusion is that if Peters Cartridges
are the best to use in any kind of shooting, either for Target Practice, Hunting, Police, or Military

THE

PETERS

CARTRIDGE
NEW

YORK:

Camp Life in the Woods.
©
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Tricks

of Trapping
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COMPANY,
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-:-
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for the capture

Hamilton

Price,

$1.00.

Gibson.

of all fur-bearing

Illustrated.

Cloth,

animals.

300

pages.

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO.

known

Manager

e

Story of a Prairie People. By George
Cloth, 300 pages.
Price, $1.75.

By | confederation

as the Blackfoot

’

Bird Grinnell.
And

Nation, and having

other papers.

has

oe

penetrated

FOREST

deep

AND

into

the

STREAM

secret

history

This

PUBLISHING

of the

| and

By Rowland

E. Robinson.

trations from drawings by Rachael
$2.00.
is a collection

| the confidence of the braves and wisest of the old men, | tributed to FoREST
he

OHIO

Hunting Without a Gun.

taining hints on camp shelter, all the tricks and bait
Mr. Grinnell has for years been on terms of intimacy
receipts of the trapper, the use of the traps, with in- | with two of the three tribes which made up the great

structions

CINCINNATI,

Keller,

Blackfoot Lodge Tales.

‘

The
And

of all calibers, that doubt has been dispelled for all time by the results of
were not the result of accident but may be credited to good holding and
of either large or small caliber, are equal to these most crucial tests, they
purposes.

now

of

AND

papers on

eeeis

for the first time

With illus-

Robinson.

different

together.

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO.

CO.

“LITTLE KRAG,” No. 65 RIFLE.
One of our most popular offerings to sportsmen—and a ‘‘SSTEVENS” in every sense of the word!
Has round, 20-inch
barrel, blued steel frame, single trigger action.
Oiled walnut stock and forearm, rubber butt
P °
$5 00
plate. .22 long rifle R. F. cartridges. Will also shoot C. B. caps, .22 short and .z2 long. Bead
rice,

front and rear peep sights.

Weight, 3% pounds.

RELIABILITY

That all the famous STEVENS characteristics are retained in this fine

and DURABILITY) goes twwithout saying.

souprete
‘tne os Rifles,

Pistols,

iinsieateds Catalog
oienna ouneae

J. STEVENS

AND
P.

CHICOPEE

FALLS,

New

NN

Te

O.

York

Shotguns.

All Dealers Handle Stevens Arms.

ARMS

Office,

Box

COMPANY

5668
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Omaha
Tue

thirty-seventh

Tournament.

annual

shoot

of

the

Omaha

DUPONT SMOKELESS

(Neb.)

Gun
Club was held March 21-28, at Townsend
Park,
situated across the river from Omaha.
On the first day
there were thirty-two contestants.
The cashier’s office
was in charge of the popular expert, Mr. Fred Whitney,
of Des Moines.
The traps were in charge of Mr. Chas.
North, of Cleveland, and the tournament was managed
ably by Mr. W. D. Townsend.
On the first day, Mr.
Charles Spencer was high professional, with a score of
204 out of 210. High amateur average was a tie between
Veach, of Falls City, Neb., and Hoon, of Jewell, la.,
on 202.
Barber, of Paulina, Ia., was second with 201;
Barkley and Game Warden Carter tied on third with 198.
The scores:
Events:
eZeoe
esOmoen te Gero LO.ir 12
Targets:
15 15 15 15 20 20 20 20 15 15 20 20 Tot’l.
WIDER CEL Mei siyeue
ose 15 15.14 15 19 19 20 20 15 12 20 20
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Oak,

SHOOT,

March

was won

14-16,

by Mr.

1906,

F. A. Weatherhead,

Iowa.

First Amateur

Average was won by Mr. Lee R. Barkley, of Chicago.

Second Amateur Average was won by Mr. H. C. Dorton, Fonda, lIa.,
and the Above Ninety Per Cent. Experts’ Trophy was won
by Mr. Charles Spencer.
All these

gentlemen,

DUPONT

of course,

used

SMOKELESS

E. I. DUPONT

COMPANY,

Wilmington,

Del.
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~ 85 STRAIGHT
Years
and
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STATE

Championship

of Red

Day.

The weather was
more
favorable
than that of the
previous day.
Spencer made high average again, 205.
The T. L. Combs solid silver cup, a beautiful trophy,
emblematic of the interstate championship, was closely
and hotly contested.
Maxwell, the one-armed shooter,
won, with 49 out of 50.
Frank Weatherhead, who won
it last year by a similar score, this year scored 47. The
scores:
:
HVECOSI MMErete a'cls'aie'o'e
s/t/0s 6/0 os0's1101111111111111111111111
4111111111111111111111111—49
EINaRW
ESETL Mraielelalevaie\s sio/s\elore\s'vie'o,e «.cie1111111111111111111100111
1111101111111111111111111—47
LAIST? = ceo. SEAR Ge eee ae eee 1190111111111111111111111
1111100111111111111011111—47
SEMIS? Qo 10 Co COU ge DSS EEE eBEBCEIaee 1141111111111111111100111
;
1101111111111011111111111—46
PRA CEAD Miaaiiicielccisieis'eie\e'ss
+0 0 <61111100111111111101111110
0111111111101111011111111—43
CEC © AEG Ean
011111 1111111110011111111
1110011101101111001111111—41
“CEI? 96 GAG Rego Dn Caan eee 1111101111111110011111111
11110111.01111100111111111—43
RUT GOTUM Eales airiatelcticlescleleiviae od bees 0110111111111110011111111
1111101100111111111111111—43
Sonat SOON OUD e Op QL1111111011111111111111
1111111111111111111101111—47
Sweepstakes:
Events:
ie
opete te Or lt) Seon LO 12
Targets:
15 15 15 15 20 20 20 20 15 15 20 20 Tot’l.
PIPENCER ine colin.
ss « 15 15 14 15 19°19 20 20 14 15 19 20
205
BYRON Der icteie's <<ieis.cse 14 15 14 14 20 18 18 17 14 15 18 17
194
Bane
ieee
ssasisie ds 15 15 15 12 19 18 19 19 14 12 19 16
193
PATHE fcc siealafe'e.s\c's 14 14 15 15 17 16 19 15 15 14 20 18
192
ERS OF aey eta.v's s,s ate 1d 13 11 15 20 16 18 18 14 13 20 18
191
sect inherent ese
c's«.6 15 15 15 12 19 18 17 18 14 13 18 16
190
townsend |#..<.... 15 15 15 13 19 16 16 20 13 12 20 16
190
VE AXel Mee te. cece. 15 14 14 15 20 19 18 16 13 13. 18 15
190
Sao 87 Saqneneenee 13 15 15 14 18 15 19 16 14 13 19 16
187
BATS Y Me cece sse6.0% 15 15 14 14 19 19 16 15 13 13 17 14
187
BLOOM Meine ovis snes © 14 15 15 15 17 16 19 16 13 13 17 16
186
BOEAMDIATCE, otiicbsces 13 13 13 14 16 17 18 18 12 14 19 19
186
Weeatherhead ..... 15 15 13 15 19 18 16 18 10 11 18 18
186
Vermilyea ........ 13 13 12 13 17 17 18 20 12 13 16 18
182
IVCACI Mee sc tele s oia's ee 14 15 14 11 16 17 17 16 15 11 19 16
181
lew Olsen *....,.... 14 13 13 13 16 18 16 16 14 11 18 17
179
Linderman ........ 15 13 13 14 16 17 16 14 13 13 19 15
178
MEOtEIIED sei ve. nse s 14 14 14 15 18 14 19 1412 13 14 16
ily
AUAGL ETM iaseiocis
os ces 13 15 14 18 17 14 14 17 10 14 15 18
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Thorpe
11 13 14 13 15 19 12 18 10 12 17 13
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PSUs ies rerects
eotis ce 15 1413 101716171510
91714
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[10
Shear eee
m2 121415 161512 13 11 1217.17
166
Loomis
. 14 14 10 12 15 13 16 15 12 11 18 13
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Hardy
eet
elo Ole toely 214 10158 Ow a 162
Hemp!
..
13 15 11 18 12 14 2016 9 91511
158
Handy ....
LO tad 122
1b 17612 12°17) 16
156
F Miller
13 11 18 11 16 15161712
91110
154
Vietmeyer’ ........ 14 12 12 13 14 12 15 13 11 11 15 12
154
MOTO
s cls cota 13 13 18 13 1412161710
91310
153
RO Detain ites)
610141316 15171410
91414
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Fitzsimmons
..... 10 10 11 11 16 15161510
71314
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BiUtimMansnacsacsct etn trae
cee
nl? 16 14 13°19
15
93
OVOMEA
ees ete se ais eintee: be em ee 16 13 13 12:19 12
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.
:
emeete 14 ts 12 1411
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LOG CABINS
This work
elaborate

covers

cottages,

prehended,
them

and

and the illustrations

something

AND

of Instruction

Fur-Bearing

Animals,

for the woods

The

and

STREAM

ROWLAND

E.

Danvis

so numerous

and

STREAM

AND

so

taking

that

one

PUBLISHING

GUIDE,

for

Capturing

Curing

their

all

WILDFOWL
Kinds

will

be sure

to find

in

Skins;

PUBLISHING

with

CO.

ROBINSON’S

Books.

STREAM

PUBLISHING

CO.

COMPANY

SHOOTING.

Containing
Scientific
and
Practical
Descriptions
of
Wildfowl; Their Resorts, Habits, Flights, and the Most
Successful Method of Hunting Them.
Treating of the
selection of guns for wildfowl] shooting, how to load, aim
and to use them; decoys, and the proper manner of
using them; blinds, how and where to construct them;
boats, how to use and build them scientifically;
retrievers, their characteristics, how to select and train

of

These books have taken their place as classics in the
literature of New England village and woods life.
Mr.
Robinson’s characters are peculiar, quaint and lovable;
one reads of them now with smiles and now with tears
(and need not be ashamed to own to the tears).
Mr.
Robinson writes of nature with marvelous insight; his is
the ready word, the phrase, to make a bit of landscape, a
scene of outdoors, stamd out clear and vivid like a
startling flashing out from the reader’s own memory.

FOREST

from the simplest shelters to the most

details and directions are very specific and easily com-

This is the best book on trapping ever written.
It
gives full descriptions of all the animals,
which the
American trapper is likely to meet with, tells how they
live, how to trap them and how to care for and cure
their pelts.
AND

BRA
xs

observations on the fur trade, hints on life in the
woods, narratives of trapping and hunting excursions.
By S. Newhouse and other trappers and sportsmen.
Ninth edition.
Cloth.
Illustrated.
Price, $1.

FOREST

AKA

to his taste.

THE TRAPPER’S
Manual

City

COTTAGES: By William S. Wicks, Price, $1.50,

houses,
are

York

Bridge
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the field of building

cabins

Brooklyn

HOW TO BUILD AND FURNISH THEM.

AND

FOREST

And

Guns, Diamonds, Watches

{

them.

By

pages.

Price, im cloth, $1.50; half moroceo,

William

FOREST

AND

Bruce

Leffingwell.

STREAM

DISEASES
Nursing

ws.

Illustrated,

PUBLISHING

OF

373

$2.50.
CO.

DOGS.

Dosing.

A Treatise on the Care of Dogs im Health and Disease.
By S. T. Hammond (“Shadow’’), author of ‘‘Training
vs. Breaking.’” I61 pages.
Cloth.
Price,. $1.00.
This work, from the pen of “Shadow,” will have a
hearty welcome.
It comes from one whto writes from full
kmowledge.
“The results of more tham fifty years of
experience are here given,’’ writes the author, ‘and
assure the reader that no course of conduct is advised,
no treatment recommended, no remedy prescribed, that
has not beem thoroughly tried! and! tested by the writer,
and is believed to be entirely trustworthy in every re| spect.”
Sent postpaid’ om receipt of price, $1.00.

FOREST
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PUBLISHING

CO.
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“WARNING”

March

“Ansley H. Fox” Gun.
For the protection of our customers we call particular attention to the fact that
twe mark all of our guns with the fullname “ Ansley H. Fox” on
the side of the frame, and each gun carries a tag bearing the number of the gun

MADE

A. H. FOX

GUN
Not

None are genuine without it.

ONLY

BY THE

COMPANY,

connected

with

The

Philadelphia

Philadelphia,

Arms

Pa.

Company

If Interested Please Send for
Our March List of

GUN BARGAINS
Schoverling, Daly
302-304

BROADWAY,

FIRST

GENERAL
At the IOWA

was won

by Mr. W.

of 600 targets

shot

“NEW
LAFLIN

NEW

STATE

SHOOT,

AVERAGE
March

R. Crosby, of O'Fallon,

at, and

who

used,

YORK.

14-16,

1906,

Ill., who

as he always

RAND

POWDER

COMPANY,

170

delivery

Shooting.
accepted

Grades

Broadway,

from $80.00 to $600.00.

New

BROS.,
23

Guns

Elm

Street,

—
ee

Soccl
\
will stop
barrels.
Booklet

\

Se

For Field, Trap

Orders for next season’s

No.

Sportsmen’s

Boston,

AND

TROUT

Only maker in America who mounts

635

Supplies

Mass.

FLIES

flies on hair loop snells.

JOHN NORMAN, 4502 Ste. Catherine, Montreal, Canada

ott

“‘leading”’
52P

and
BASS

Dixon’s

Graphite

a

York.

now.

KIRKWOOD

P. S.—Write

him.

in shotgun and rifle

and sample on request.

Jos. Dixon Crucible Co., Jersey City, N. J.

The Practical Poultry Keeper.
By Louis Wright.
Eight colored plates
illustrations.
Cloth, 311 pages.
Price, $2
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Day.

Events:
12
3:4 6 697 “Sega onang
Targets:
15 15 15 15 20 20 20 20 15 15 20 20 Tot’l.
Crosbiyiinaceenecsties
3 14 14 14 20 19 19 20 15 15 18 20
201
SPE CEL: sieisisieie ciete oi 15 15 12 13 19 19 19 19 15 15 20 20
200
ViGN ws aio nate alate 14 14 14 13 19 20 18 19 15 15 19 19
199
EV OOM thease
sles ies a 13 13 13 15 20 20 18 19°15 14 20 19
199
Barkley
‘owe estess 13 14 14 14 19 18 20 20 12 14 20 20
198
Weatherhead
..... 14 14 15 13 19 2019 2013 138 18 20 §=-:198
Weachiiieniit:ciaeec . 15 1413 13 18 20 20 18 14 15 19 18
197
Riehl
es witeeneuiete 14 14 13 14 17 20 18 18 15 15 18 18
194
Stannard “a n.seense 15 13 14 15 14 20 18 17 14 14 20 20
194
Townsend
........ 14 14 14 14 19 20 18 19 12 14 18 17
193
Barbervnceaes Baer 14 14 13 18 19 19 19 17 18 14 19 19
193
Miaxcwellle
saa estacie 13 12 15 12 20 19 19 19 138 14 17 18
191
Kablerye
enact samc 13 10 14 18 15 20 19 19 14 14 19 20
190
AGAMS a). seiiaes Heeee 13 12 15 11 18 20 18 19 14 15 16 18
189
Meiniderman
secs: 13 12 14 14 16 19 19 16 14 13 19 16
186
Gottlieb:
an isesnes 12 12 14 14 15 19 17 18 13 14 19 18
185
Hardy
cee uessees 12 12 12 11 19 19 17 17 14 12 18 19
182
FE Miyetsi as ascentae 12 12 13 12 16 19 18 18 14 138 18 17
182
Hempl) toot
wines 12 10 12 14 16 20 18 15 14 15 15 18
179
Carter nncarcce hoes 11 10 11 12 18 17 18 20 15 13 14 18
177
Patchosseaeriee coe 1 12 11 11 17 17 17 AS 4 14 aS ia
Saits semanas
101113
916 16 1819 13 11 19 19
174
AWMeEXS
Grobbecceur 11 11 13 12 20 19 13 14 18 12 18 17
173
Budd: sade wiaecetae 10:10 12.11 16 18.416 18 to ar
bee)
ICOOMISH areca acute 12 11 12 10 16 18 1% f6 2
ey
167
Nee
ciamaid, ratelats 1. (8 10 13 1716 AGS
Oia
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Vietmeyer ........ 1111 9 10 15 14 35 15 102 A
toe
EL) Myers wideusoas 10 9 8 61814171810
91618%
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Fb eal diy) Sacre gseveiiee 13 11. 12-13, 17 15.3 16 [saGeaee
hae
Mic Gee oe arcsate mists iets oresust Maye Sate 16 18 19 20 12 14 17 17
‘
Weatherhead
..... 11 1f 10:14 Ib 16 Se oe 2s
‘
Boyd-ge.sanat ees 13: LL 15.136
Ue
3
Miller jceeacectaetne
8 9.13 99 16:
Li
Seca
He
Morrill
sa ve ove LS. 14 16) 150
Sen ee
eee
Seg
ID irayaiesrtetste
Sie) [ayes alas we. cate Ld) yaemetal ptoeea me ena ceaEa
BoE ‘Vieachss. wane. 1210
15. 14sa, re, Sct ee eee ee
oe
Boyd. <cccisesiere device) os. cole oie lon) etalulete aenee le een an een
320]
POPPA
ACCOOCEr TERT Same ore ool a asec,
LE
.
Olsenvenckeeeitees 15.11 Td2 15 46
ee eee
a5
averages

for the three days:
Professionals.
1st day.
2d day.
DDEMCEL,
semis
ariasieauleie 204
205
ERORINA ootaiod sqoUatoado oad 199
187
Riehl
25.csnscaenoaeeuuaentae 196
191
Stannard!
Wasoe oreo 193
186
Adainiss\scrmietscnis
cerehears 184
192
Gottlieb: Srie coc se nenerneeide 195
177
Hard'yitisnancmacun erctemaretee 185
162
Budd. dancsrlaswnenieceotteelens186
167
Amateurs,
LOOM
asete siaisielete
tattle oreolelete202
Barber (a cxaes sce caste sts 199
Barkleyo/s.
ganas
ee cence. 198
Vieachtinaonenncanecteme
one 202
Weatherhead
............ 196
Maxwell
ei nocedecmehcnrtan 196
Townsend
cme ceaaecnies 189
Kahler. Soccntinesemireei
ack 189
Linderman
Woseeeree
ose nts 186
Carter. ©..2scGieivetisetie comers 198
"ThOfpe Fas snee me cemeenten 189
Hemipl : asi
vies sivleisiereens 182
Patch! (cas see sammecetaciests 172
Me MNES aedodocmoddunss 183

Pennsylvania

Sauer & Son Hammerless Shot Guns, made in 12, 16 and 20 gauge.

and Duck

Third

186
193
187
181
186
190
190
190
178.
174
167
158
166
154

3d day.
200
201
194
194
189
185
182
170

4
ede
609
587
581
573
565
537
529
52

199
193
198
197
198
191
193
190
186
TTT
173
179
175
163

587
585
583
580
580
577
572
569
550
549
529
519
513
500

broke 561 out

does,

E. C. (IMPROVED)”

@

23,

75
72
56
71

The attendance was excellent for a last day of a tournament.
Mr. Townsend was complimented by the shooters for his skill and courtesy in management.
For the
day, Spencer and Crosby tied for high professional average.
Barkley was high among the amateurs.
Barber
was third.
Sweepstakes:
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@ Gales
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31, 1906.
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ee
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911 14° (81613
a ee, cohen

There are a number of guns on the market that are marked ‘‘ Fox” and a great
many persons have bought these, supposing that they were getting the genuine

and the signature “Ansley H. Fox.”
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37 other

CO.

Exclusiveness.

CincINNATI, O., March 23.—Editor Forest and Stream:
It was good to read in your issue of March 17 the protest raised by Edward Banks against the barring of outsiders from the State shoot of the New York Association
at Buffalo.
And now I find that Pennsylvania has gone
and done the same thing, and told outsiders that they
don’t want their company at Milton during their family
gathering this year.
I believe Milton is glad enough
to have non-resident professionals attend, but it is we outsiders in the amateur ranks that they don’t invite.
They
may know all right what they want, but what I want is
to know what the sport is coming to?
The old days were surely good ones.
Tournaments
were sociable gatherings, not business meetings, as now.
Squad hustlers were gentle and even courteous, whereas
now, if you are not on the spot on the tick of the clock,
you are “cut out.”
“Can’t keep the squad waiting for
you.”
Everybody is too busy for ‘‘visiting,’”? and there
is a ‘‘I-wonder-if-they-are-calling-me’”’ sort of expression
upon every contestant’s face.
To those who don’t remember the old order of things it may seem all right,
but to the old guard—Wow!
Harking back to Pennsylvania’s action this year, it does
not hurt me so very much this time, but if the State
shoot was being held in Pittsburg or somewhere near
there, I should indeed feel sore at not being invited. This
year I could not go away, for I can’t find Milton on the
map, and never heard of it, except as being famous for
being the home of Fred Godcharles, whom I had the
pleasure of meeting at Pittsburg last May, and who is
going to give the boys a good shoot under the circumstances.
But will he not, out of sympathy for we of
the outer world, try and get the Pennsylvanians to reconsider their action and invite us to their shoot in
1907?
48 GRAINS.
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Columbus

Gun

Club.

Saturday afternoon,
March 24, was enjoyed by the
gentlement present.
The line of snow drifts that have
piled up about the club grounds showed that there had
been some winter weather in Arlington.
Mr. John R.
Taylor and Mr. D. D. Gross were present, and Mr.
Taylor carried away the high score, breaking 138 out of
a possible 150.
A hungry hawk came quartering over
the firing line just as the last event was about to begin,
and Taylor, Gross and Rhoads opened fire.
Taylor and
Gross both hit him, and then Rhoads threw in both
barrels, and the hawk turned somersaults in the air.
Arrangements for the big tournament on May 9, 10 and
11 are going on merrily, and it is reasonable to assume
from the present outlook that there will be a very large
attendance.
The elegant big programme will be ready
to mail about April 20.
The Cincinnati and Dayton
teams line up here on May 8 for the third interstate contest, and this will make four days’ shooting.
Events:
Targets:
STC

eset
Os 6
25 25 25 25 25 25

HOt
at.

MME TRS AA ots clos vsc«a's.lose 23 23 22 22 21 20

TUS Sh ne
WDD GEGR ie ceiccle
sorcs- oiesisoe
WV EID CRBs ieee aris sles ccrore es
ipl gS Sicivlid aacaeeer
ater enee
Columbus

Sporting
Be
RS
Rhoads.<:.. 43
POR Taviorw takes. 45°
Weber sori 00.2 5.0 30

Goods
He 1.
0 43
0. 45
8 38

24
20
22
18

25 22 22 23 22
22 241719 ..
2116151520
23 23 17 21 ..

Gun

Send

WSAISChen casita decisas 111110012112220021110111111120—24
SSALU EEUN te at osc aes ore ia'«01111.0111010111111011011110210—22—46
FEON ematieyaireisiae sites cs 111.000112111121111100201112101—23
IM GON, vacsce oe haters: 201122010111101011110011010112—21—44
Club loving cup, 30 sparrows:
aK Gti Siretle ciecsctsiec
aiscreisiees111211211102120111112211111112—28

for Catalogue D.

This cut is a reproduction of our handsome 10-color hanger, size 10 x 23%. As long
as our supply lasts we will furnish these hangers for 8 cents, covering postage.
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LEFEVER
SYRACUSE,
-

Sec’y.

Club.

GUN.

do the best shots in the United States and Canada use Lefever Guns?

brush or field use.

130

«©6150 8=_:«188
125
102
150
4109
125
102

PitrspurGc, Pa.—The
North Side Gun
Club held a
sparrow shoot recently at Exposition Park.
The first
€vent -was a team match, 30 sparrows, as follows:

States

There must be merit to the advantages claimed for Lefever guns,
Improve your score by shooting a Lefever Gun especially bored for trap,

Bri:

shoot, 50 targets:
BE he. T.
Grossmssicc
ce sscst 36 1 37
Smiiieereer tnt 88 5 43
Swattuck,

of the Championship of the United
and Canada, won by the

LEFEVER
WHY

Co. trophy

Frep

‘North Side

150

Emblematic

The “OLD RELIABLE”
Best that can be made

ARMS CO.,
.
NEW
“The

Only

YORK.

Absolutely

Reliable”
Has none

its equal

LCG yearns on ee ect canis 122111211111111101212222020211—27
IBAPSONee oh
ates soe Ss c/s 0101111001111100001111
21111111—22

DMIRMEL ee tea
eeincs «66 cles 101001121102210111220011020112—21
Ralstonipe sarees
oe.) cous on111000111102010011221122220022—21
BERR
syecchetehss
nee cee02111 2210111011111110000010201—20
Davidson eeceenwioest
ss as.'cs 120210000100102101101100111002—16
Match at 25 English sparrows:
RSEEDCle eee
ee ae oie ee «vac nie1101002110021121201112021—18
IWilSOm Rite
hick otter cea sus oes2021122112110011000101121—18
BOWEL mre ee en nee tts Co ccusee es 1122010011001102011120111—17
Tobacco bowl match:
Henderson
11111111111211111111—20
LOW
en eiiveedtes sss.
10122111111110110111—17
.
11111110111111100000—14
Taylor ..
01121000011111100000—10
Morrow
11001012020000000000— 7
Secretary Root managed the affair successfully.

Boston

Shooting

Association.

Fred Coleman’s score of 47 straight at live birds in England. as well as 24 out of
25 at 31 yards, shows how the Parker Gun shoots.
See another column in this
paper showing his marvelous records,

PARKER

BROTHERS,

THE last shoot in prize series on grounds of the Boston Shooting Association, at Wellington, Mass, March
17, had scores as follows:
Events:
eae see OO.
VS. 910,21
Targets:
10 15 10 15 20 20 20 20 20 25 25
Bits
Oe hee: Go
10 14 10 15 19 18 20 18 20 21 .
ThigehetSb See
ae ee
914 914 16 16 17 18 19 25
AWAEGS Nasa Mariice
cktic5s 5 4 910 15 18 20 19 19 22
Minis hime eee ete Rs Go cose a
5 8 6121717 18 14 18 20
RELAWien eae wen ddes caw c'eess 810 9 13 16 14 18 18 18 22
i real Gin 2 SA oe
Cider
bey loeb. Taree ote
SVT 20)" er Gace Sane ee
9 11 18 14 12 18 18 25 20
PEGIAMEN AR ene ats cists as ais titi
Lielania 18).
DV VOOU Metered
osicie.e toon eiog pale
Wea eels e
EN ai clyr ventas teers serrate acs,sieve “jo wa. ogee 14 19 13 18 12 18 21
HS UTIDE
a
eee si ajele oe ce. ve oo hes 16 138 16 15 18 19 ..
MU GON AIMEE
ee Maas (bc.icleisis ot scnve- se 14 12 22 2
IBUSai aanosbe
tees eee eee
te es caeSER
CC aes
Events 5, 6, 7, 8 and 9, the 100-bird match; event 10,
the Wheeler handicap.
The winners in the merchandise match, 50 targets, are:
90 per cent. class, Kirkwood, 483; 80 per cent. class,
Frank, 468; 70 per cent. class, Comer, 440; 60 per cent.
class, S. Wood, 427; 50 per cent. class, Bartlett, 329.
cus
won Wheeler handicap, 425 out of the eight
shoots.

SPORTSMEN’S CLOTHING
Sheds Water Like a Duck’s

paddle, rod_or gun. _Pockets

Herron

Hill

Gan

Club.

PittsBurG, Pa.—At a recent shoot of the Herron Hill
Gun Club, a handicap contest at 25 pigeons, Pontefrac,
Jeff, Fisher and Dupuy, all shooting from the 25yd. line,
which gave them each two extra birds, tied by each killing 24. The tie will be shot off next shoot, as darkness
prevented a finish.
The winner will receive a silver cup
donated by Robert B. King.
Before the day’s programme was begun there was a
match at 100 birds between H. W. Gleffer and Robert
B. King.
Gleffer won the match, 86 to 84, and A. Kaw was
referee.
Some time ago King defeated Gleffer, 87 to 84,
and yesterday Gleffer turned the tables.
The scores’
follow:
PRs
GIOT Crs et.ccese
dec vanes0111101 101111111111111111—22
1011101001111111111111111—21
1111110111111101111111111—23
1101111010111110011111111—20—86
BECO:
a crciperelelaic
«sib n1g)aa’e «1111111101110111101111111—22
5
1111011010111111111111011—21
1101001111101101110111001—17
1111111111111111011111111—24—84

Back

Combines the advantage of perfect tailoring with protection against rain.
Waterproofed by a patent process, permitting
thorough ventilation, yet rain does not
penetrate in any ordinary storm.
Softand
pliable; sightly and durable; no rubber or
paraffine.
Fit,
finish
and
waterproof
qualities guaranteed.
.
Coat lined throughout the entire body
with same rain-proof material as outside.
Patent bellows under arms give extra ventilation and freedom of movement with

for every-

thing. @ovccc.
2 — Paes
Trousers
yeinforced
front and
large
doule seat.
Give loose breast measure over garments
to be worn with coat. Waist and leg measure for trousers.

Made in two colors, light tan and_dead

grass green.j
Coat, $5.00; trousers,,$3.00;
Express prepaid

=
hat, $1.00.

FOR
LADIES’
WEAR.
Neatly tailored coat and skirt. Gives
absolute protection
on any outing trip.
Suitable tor gunning, fishing, tramping,
boating, climbing. Coat, $3.00; skirt, $4.00.
Express prepaid.
Booklet, with samples
of material and directions for self-measurement sent free.
:

iSpecial discount to dealers
BIRD, JONES
3 Blandina St.,

@

KENYON
Utica, N. Y.

** 31, Sherry, Street, Meriden, Conn.

FOREST

BAND (SU REAwe

RE

FRE

SS

Smith Hammerless and Ejector
Guns; also Hunter One-Trigger
WIN

GOLD MEDAL
At the LEWIS & CLARKE EXPOSITION
Ask

for our

HUNTER
FULTON
J

-

catalogue.

aS

COMPANY
NEW

-

YORK

ron

THE
The

1906

Marlin

Baby

NOVELTY
Feather-Weight

3 pounds,

Repeater

10 oz., only

A rifle, new from muzzle to butt-plate; refined two or three pounds
Here is a real years-ahead advance.
from old standards, yet complete in every detail and will do its work to your entire satisfaction.

the extra
It uses the .22 calibre shorts, and with
wi
carrier, the .22 long rifle cartridges, giving

TWO
Everything of the best
in a .22 calibre repeater.
Easiest to clean.

quality,

and

RIFLES
QUALITY

IN ONE

WILLOW

When
AND

NEW

STREET,

writing say you

saw

the ad. in Forest

|

STREAM.

" FLOWEROF THE SOUTH”
And

Enjoy Health

and Luxury

A long-cut mixture made from the highest grade, thoroughly ripe, sun-cured, domestic and choicest foreign
leaf and the only tobacco on the market guaranteed
without artificial flavoring or ‘“‘doctoring”’ of any kind.
In

blend,

rich,

Because
South’?
nerves;
tongue.

mellow,

of

its

does
does

Sold direct
shops).
The
from
the
moderate

mild

quality

and

and

fragrant.

of

the

not
hurt
the
heart;
does
not
affect
not dry the throat; and does not bite

purity,

“Flower

the
the

to consumers (it cannot be bought in the
saving of middle profits and a special rate

express
companies
enables
price the finest and purest

us to supply at a
tobacco
obtainable,

and affords you the luxury of always getting it in perfect condition.
Full weight, half-pound tins, $1.00, pounds (in polished
wood boxes), $2.00, delivered.
By arrangement with our
bank, The American National, they accept small checks
from our customers without charge for collection.
We

are

constantly

of the South”
ever smoked.

receiving

is the

and

most

that

delicious

‘‘Flower

tobacco

TOBACCO

F Street,

Washington,

way to

make

it appear

fore injurious to health.
pure

box

smoking

of ‘Flower

This interesting little volume
cruising

canoeist—the

man

Cloth, 95 pages.

mixture

of the

what

Those
of

D. C.

South.’ ”

it is not,

in search

superb

quality

is a practical guide for the

who

wishes

and

is thereorder

to

start

away

from the city and for a short time to make his canoe
his home.
With this in view, Mr. Frazer, who regards
canoeing as a healthful and economical method of nassing away leisure hours, has written briefly, but attractively, of canoes, camping outfits, clothing, firearms and
ammunition, fishing tackle, photography, and in general
of cruising, camping and all that pertains to this phase
of outdoor life.
Contents:
Pleasures and Advantages of Canoes; Materials of Construction; Paddles; Air Tanks; Sails; Steering Gear; Fittings and Duffle; Camping Outfits; Tents
Without Poles; Recipes for Waterproofing; Sleeping
Bag;
Camp
Axe; Duffle Bag; A Portable Range; Selecting
Food;
What To Wear; “Firearms and Ammunition; Fishing Tackle; Camera; How to Cruise.

FOREST

AND

STREAM

PUBLISHING

“This

CO.

Famous

Gun

Oil”

CLEANS
Powder Residue from
keeps bore bright.

Guns

RUST

and

ON

Write for free sample and test it with
thin oil or any oil you may be using.

of an absolutely
should

Price

GUNS.

COMPANY

The ‘Army and Navy Journal,” Jan. 13, 1906, says:
““Many pipe smokers know that much of the tobacco
offered for sale is artificially flavored or ‘doctored’ in
some

D. Frazer. . Illustrated.

PREVENTS

PLANTATION
639

best

assurances

CONN.

Canoe Cruising and Camping.
By Perry
$1.00.

SMOKE

HAVEN,

a

6 oz. Can, 2 oz. Bottle,

25 Cents.
10 Cents.

/ THE MANY-USE OIL CO.,
New

York

City.

Gate

Gun

Club.

35 birds:

Lange

25, Hughes

26, Schorty

26,

Foster 22, Schlicht 24, Belden 28, Selg 19, Bandendistel 19,
yyeibeoes 35, Garms 25, Kreeb 27, Woelfel 27, Albert 23,
ilson
30.

Bergen

The Marlin tir
trearms C.,
27

Hell

31, 1906.

New York, March 24.—The appended scores were shot
on Tuesday, March 20. Only the first three named shot
their Scores in the morning, having ventured to reach the
shooting grounds the evening previous.
The birds of
these contestants were of double the fast quality of those
of the rest of the members, who shot on the arrival of
the morning train.
The snow was 18in. deep on the
shooting grounds, and the wind blowing a full thirty
miles per hour.
The crust of the snow was hard in the
morning.
Blowing from left to right, when a_rightquartering bird left the trap and was killed stone dead in
the air, the wind would sweep the bird over the hard
crust out of bounds, there being no wire boundary.
The first three shooters shot their allotment from some
that were on hand; the rest were received by express
in the morning.
In the afternoon the wind changed to the northward,
blowing in the shooters’ faces; though not so strong, it
was squally, with light snow at intervals, all day.
In
fact, the day was most unpropitious, and John Wellbrock’s score was simply phenomenal from the 28yd.
mark.
Shoot for March, 1906:
C Lange, 28..022211*012— 7
Hughes, 28...0221002220— 6
Forster, 28....1020202011— 6
Schorty, 30...2*222222*0— 7
Schlicht,
28..2010*12220— 6
Belden, 28....2020201221— 7
Band’ndistel,28.0*21100101—5
Selaw 2Oseg at 0001011011— 5
Garms, 28.....*2*1101202— 6
Wellbrock, 28.2122121121—10
Kreeb, 26..... 0112012202— 7
Woelfel, 28...1200222000— 5
Albert, DSi ces *20112021— 6
Wilson, 28....1021222121— 9
Shoot for April, 1906:
,
Co Lanzwer.. 0222022211— 8
Hughes enon 2010211111— 8
Schottyseeeece 122220*02*— 6
Forster |,s<-6 0211200201— 6
Schlicht ...... 21222*1101— 8
Belden \Gaer.c 1110122221— 9
Selow aitegeonsc 1201111001— 7
Bandendistel. .0011001102— 5
Wellbrock ...1221222222—10
Garms
iteesse 2122210022— 8
Kireebistisaeciee 1211110021— 8
Woelfel ...... 1112121211—10
Albert Baccnee 1021101111 8
Wilson ....... 22111122*2— 9
Shoot for May, 1906:
@ Lanvets-c.- 210*222002— 6
Hughes Shas 2111110022— 8
Schorty, os... 1*20112222— 8
Forster Goxsce 0*01211122— 7
Schlicht) sass 0120210*2*—
Belden s.csac. 221*21122*— 8
Selgitn crea 0102*10021— 5
Bandendistel. .2210021*00— 5
Wellbrock,
...2212112122—10
Garnig Eees.as 212012*102— 7
Kreeb
sc.ces *112011221— 8
Woelfel ...... 21$1211201— 8
Alberts, wee 2100011210— 6
Wilson
seeees 1122220222— 9
First half of June, 1906, shoot:
C Langer steerer 110124
Hughes icc.sere ....12021—4
Schorty se seeiesancee 22*12—4
Forster .%.c
st neers 11020—3
Schlicht. --paercers 11112—5
Gelden (ica asees «+ -22022—4
Selgt coca eeoeerere 021*0—2
Bandendistel
...... 11220—4
W ellbrock, % 5.00. 22122—5
Garms
|.seeeceeeeey 1210—4
Kreeb:)
ssn ccaseutnics 10212—4
Woelfel
cacnseccctes .10211—4
Albert Wirccumee seare 11100—3
Wilsont
cneeeacscant 21002—3

Totals,

COUNTS
We recommend

this rifle to
To see it is to be charmed.
Send33 stamps for 136-page illustrated catalog of arms, etc., to

every one who enjoys firearms.

[MaRcH

Beach

Gun Club.

Bercen Beacu, L. I., March 17.—Handicaps apply to
No. 3 only, that being a special event for a watch fob.
Guhring, Hitchcock and Bergen tied, and Bergen won
in the shoot-off.
Scores:
Events:
L283
5435
Events:
V2 e 3s }4.05
Targets:
25 25 25 25 25
Targets:
25 25 25 25 25
Kelly ,*tiiosies. 23 21 15 23 23
Shevlin, 8.... 13 15 20 8..
Suydam, 4... 18 13 21 17 21
Slavin, (Si. 156 12 24 14.
Voorhies, 4.. 20 17 24 19 18
Volker tenner 18.
Guhring, 5... 19 19 2515 ..
Ryder, 5..... 18 17 2219;
Dreyer, 6.... 12 1518 15 ..
F Bergen, 62.0 seneaues
Mohrman, 6. 10 14 2111 ..
Griffith, 5....
a 0) 23 i9
Hitchcock, 7. 10 15 25 18 ..
H Bergen, 6.
. 26 19 18
March 24.—The scores of shoot for Crater sioepe (sterling silver jewel case), presented by Mr. E. Crater, Jr.,
are as follows:
Conditions: Open to all comers, distance
handicap to apply, 50 targets to be shot at on three successive Saturdays in strings of 10 targets.
Handicaps on
each 10 targets as follows:
All who break 10, 20yds.;
, 19yds.; 8, 18yds.; 7, 17yds.; 6 and under, 16yds.
nae Pack de Maleate ae erases 43
Reyer. ..dqeye ss crasiieretasia
«te 34
Crater? A ascensceeanoretees 41
FA. Bergen) iitannaasees
ers32
J) “Voorhees. .cssc-sseree39
Dreyer
asa iabatisina stata 30
iendricksonmceieceneets 38
Borstéadt)cescustewecduares 28
RéEmSeéfi. Saccs deere occurs 38
Howard ytncrsc
cnes ata state27
Gubring’ Baa trec eae. on
Griffith
Suydam .t seen stacaseece 35
Jonesisasse
ees eee
Clittonegetee
teen
meee 35
Slavin
E. Voorheea*, isi seore 34
Coombs
H Voorhees <-o1.ot eee 29

Ossining

Gun

Club.

Osstninc, N. Y., March 24.—The inclosed scores were
made at the regular bi-monthly shoot of the Ossining
Gun Club, March 24. Event 5 was for the Weskora cup,
two barrels allowed, distance handicap.
Figures after
names signify yard stands of shooters.
We were glad to
have with us Mr. W. S. Haight, of the Laflin & Rand
Powder Company, who shot along in the event.
Mr. A.
Traver, of Poughkeepsie, got a win for the Weskora cup
with 21 out of 25:
Events:
1
2
Sees
Targets:
10 15 15 15 25 15 10
oro Hyland) 20s
cet csc viscera 6 18° 10) 14° Ayeasas
CG, Blandiord,: 20 .1ctsceneseres
4
9° 10 Tew
eR
19
G B-Hubbellisaa-tccscnsesctee ee T 11”
$4 1332502596
A Traver, 18.
accel 8 the) dn Looe
Ws Haight, ROMA
MR Deft.
310°
(SiCI0.
5S be 4
I T Washburn, sh RRS ERA
6. 9.10 »SRO
S3Ss. |
Messrs. Blandford and Hyland withdrew in event 5 at
the end of the fifteenth round, when they were out of the
race with 5 and 7 misses respectively.
GG B:

FOREST

MaRrcH 31, 1906.]
Norwich,
A NuMBER
were

Conn.,

Shooting

of the faithful members

present

Tuesday

afternoon,

Gun

20,

to

Club.

League

of Lancaster

County.

LANCASTER, Pa., March 24.—The various gun clubs otf
Lancaster county, Pa., held a joint meeting this week and
formed
a league, to be known
as the Trapshooters”
League of Lancaster County.
The clubs represented were
Pequea, Bob White, Excelsior, and Blue Bird, of Columbia; Litity, Snareville and Elizabethtown.
It was decided to shoot a circuit first and visit each
club, seven in all, five men to a team, members strictly
residents of the county.
Prizes will be plenty, and as a
good starter, the Pequea Club secured the opening shoot
for April 23. On this day Mr. W. R. Crosby will be their
guest.
This will be a hummer, and the management 1s
sparing no effort to conduct this large tournament.
Officers were elected as follows:
John K. Andrews,
President; E. Baker, Vice-President; Nat. Ressler, Secretary and Treasurer.
Programmes are now out.

Grand

Handicap

Pennsylvania

State

Shoot.

Mirton, Pa., March 17.—We will issue the best propints ever published for a shoot anywhere, 68 pages,
4% x 8 inches, with printed pages 4 x 6 inches; 2,500
in edition.
We have enough advertising already to assure

its great

success.

We will have about $1,000 of valuable merchandise for
the Park Memorial Handicap, and should have nearly
$2,000 of added money, merchandise, etc., altogether.
Frep A. GODCHARLES.

PUBLISHERS’ DEPARTMENT.
Anglers
paintings
advertised
Building,
inquiring

will be interested in the advertisement of oil
or brook trout or small-mouthed black bass
by the Unique Publishing Co., of 87 Arcade
Utica, N. Y. These pictures should be worth
about.

The ordinary match to be of service requires extraordinary weather condition.
Who does not remember haying been so thoroughly soaked that his matches were
damp and he could find no place to strike them; or
having been out in a howling gale, where a match
could not be kept alight long enough for use.
Not to
everyone is given the skill of the Irishman, who lights
his dudeen in any kind of weather.
Le Radium Perpetual Cigar Lighter, an importation from France, claims
to give the user his fire unfailingly and always, and
fulfilling these conditions, it is surely, as advertised, “a
great boon to smokers.”

Buzzard’s

yy

Sportsmen.

Bay,

’

Mass.

WELL STOCKED TROUT BROOK;; ideal Club House
on BUZZARD’S BAY, Mass., to lease; ample game proserves; pond and sea fishing.
For illustrated booklet of
particulars, address BROOKSIDE
CLUB,
Monument
Beach, Mass.

NEWFOUNDLAND
Excellent Salmon and Trout fishing. Tents, guides, boats
provided. Write BUNGALOW, Grand Lake, Newfoundand.

Mth

‘THE preliminary zest to a vivacious

dinner

is

supplied

by

CLUB COCKTAILS. No madeby-guesswork cocktail can be as

satisfactory.

The flavor, taste, and

strength of CLUB COCKTAILS
are unequalled.
Choice liquors,
delicately

blended

and

aged

to a

mellow body, make CLUB brand
peculiarly fit for home dinners.
Just

strain

through

cracked

EDWARD
Guide

Seven kinds
— Manhattan,

G. F. HEUBLEIN & BRO., Sole Proprietors
Hartford

New York

London

ied
RS
PALS

Patent Reflecting Lamps
J. CONROY,
28 John Street,

Idaho.

References.

good trout

fishing and bear
DION

hunting.

For further par-

O. BLACKWELL,

New York Office, 335 Broadway,

Eustis,

Me.

Room 29.

COME
TO CAMP
RECREATION
for good muskallonge and black bass fishing.
New log camp, beautiful
lakes.
Send for circular.
A. G. IRWIN, Dorset, Minnesota.

Wants

and

Exchanges.

SALMON FISHING
For Sale or Lease.—One of the finest salmon rivers and
tributary, on the North
Shore of the St. Lawrence,
Room for four rods.
Comfortable Camp, two canoes and
other camping material.
Over two hundred salmon have
been

caught

in one

season

by

SCOTT,

two

rods;

40 Hospital

average

weight

St., Room

19,

WANTED—A
MAN
WHO
IS FAMILIAR
WITH
the raising of ring-neck pheasants.
To such a man we
can offer a permanent position.
References
required.
Address S. F. FULLERTON,
Executive Agent, Game
and Fish Commission, St. Paul, Minn.
13

New York.
With Silver Plated
Locomotive Reflectorsand Adjustable
Attachments.

OPENING
FOR
SALES
MANAGER
OF
LARGE
plant manufacturing
sporting goods.
Must
have had
long experience and acquaintance with jobbing trade.
Address, with full details, J. M. G., care Forest and
Stream,
14

WANTED—A

LAMP,

For Sportsmen’s use.
Combines Head
Jack (Front and Top), Boat Jack, Fishing,
Camp, Belt and Dash Lamp, Hand Lan-

LAMP,

The Best Smoke For the Pipe

MAIL YOUR TACKLE ORDERS
ACTUAL MAKERS
} LEADERS
aaa

[¢
\

JASPER
L. ROWE,
RICHMOND,
VA.
Estab, 1880,
Ref, Broad Street Bank

Poultry Magazine,
B

SELECTED

2s. and 2s. 6d.
Dozen.

WATERPROOF

LINES

E. 4s., F. 3s. 6d. per 20 yards.
Send Money Order for Samples.

Catalogues Post Free.

WYERS FRERES, Continental Works
ENGLAND

ac’
=*4

WITH.

A handsome volume, printed on laid
By Fred Mather.
paper, bound in green and gold, and illustrated with a
new portrait of Mr. Mather, and with portraits of the
“men” of whom he writes so delightfully.
272 pages.
Postpaid, $2.
FOREST AND
STREAM
PUBLISHING
CO.

nicely illustrated, brimful each month
of information on How to Care for

Fowls and Make the Most Money with

Bae
hy
them.
In factso good you can’t afford
to be withoutit. Price, 50 cents per year. Send at once
for free sample and SPECIAL OFFER TO YOU.

R. R. FISHER, Pub., Box 51, Freeport, Il.

FILE YOUR FOREST AND STREAM
We

MEN I HAVE FISHED

Monthly, 50 to 100 pages, its writers
are the most successful Poultrymen
and women inthe United States. Itis

; The POULTRY TRIBUNE,

GUT

“AJAX” GOLD MEDAL

REDDITCH,

In America,
Made from Old Va. Sun-Cured
Tobacco.
Money refunded if it bites or burns
AE
Jaa
theTongue.
Sent prepaid postage
iy
7Oc. Pound. Large Sample 10c.

TO THE

HIGH-GRADE
FLIES

ROD.

Castle Dome Cut Plug

For Night Driving, Hunting,
Fishing, etc.
Is adjustable to any kind of dash or vehicle. Sendstamp for Illustrated Catalogue
and address all orders Lamp Department.

DIRECT

SALMON

Best quality, 17.6 feet.long; made within the last ten
years; split-bamboo.
Write full particulars to C. P.
CURTIS, JR., 23 Court St., Boston, Mass.
13

terny etc;

EXCELSIOR

Anthony,

WANTED—A
CAMP in the Adirondacks or Maine, accommodating five or six persons.
State price and particulars.
References exchanged.
Address R. G. PAUL,
124 Wooster St., New York City.
14

Cor. Nassau St.,

UNIVERSAL

St.

14 pounds.
Apply W.
Montreal, Canada.

FERGUSON'S
THOMAS

SHEFFIELD,

Outfitter,

ticulars address

ice

Martini, etc.

and

Come to Round Mountain Lake Camps
For

and serve. CLUB is the cocktail
for the knowing ones.

Shoot.

PHILADELPHIA, Pa.—A grand handicap shoot will be
held at the Philadelphia Driving Park, Point Breeze,
Philadelphia, Pa., on Friday, April 13. The event will be
at 25 live birds, $10 entrance, birds extra. Handicaps will
range from 26 to 33 yards.
The money will be divided,
three moneys, Rose system, points, 5, 3, 2. To facilitate
handicapping and to enable the management to provide
a sufficient number of birds, those intending to compete
are requested to send a forfeit of $5 to A. A. Felix, 805
Chestnut St., Philadelphia, on or before Saturday, April
7, 1906.
Failure to do this may prevent acceptance of
post entries if the field is very large, as the event must
be concluded on this day. Shooting will start at 10 A. M.
sharp.
The grounds are reached by Southwestern trolley
connecting with League Island cars on Fifteenth street,
and all south bound cars _on streets east of Fifteenth
Street.
Dinner and shells may be had on the grounds.
Ac Al BErrx.

for

Brookside Club House

‘y

"

welcome

Wotcorr, N. Y., March 23.—On April 24 the Catchpole Gun Club, Wolcott, N. Y., expect to hold one of the
most successful tournaments
ever given, and we have
had some good ones.
Our programmes will be ready
in a few days, and will be sent to any shooters not on
our list by a simple request.
We are advised that the popular representative and
expert shot, Mr. H. H. Stevens will be in attendance.
We hope that other experts will be with us, and we
assure them a fine ground for good scores.
Uncle Ben Catchpole, the grand” old man, will be in
attendance, and will welcome every shooter.
Uncle Ben
is undoubtedly the oldest trap shot in the Empire State,
and still he is an ardent lover of the sport, and figures
on attending the New York State shoot.
We hope that
every shooter in this part of the State will reserve our
date, April 24, and come to Wolcott.
A good time is
promised.
SECRETARY.

Trapshooters’

525
Hotels

\

club

Messrs. William H. Heer and Frank E. Butler, and the
programme throughout was shot in spite of the driving
snowstorm and strong wind.
The scores were remarkably good for such a day, and the experts, Messrs. Heer,
Butler and Hearne, made their usual good record.
The
gentlemen will attend the shoot at Willimantic on Thursday afternoon,
at New
London, all day Friday, and
Rockville on Tuesday next.
Hot coffee and lunch were served during the afternoon, and although the attendance of club members was
small, the visitors were well pleased with their reception.
The scores were:
Shot at. Brk.
Shot at. Brk.
Ue Dee SACGt! fon cc 150
143
Nlearne” soursussites 135
114
PIGUTOLO orc cicin'e.s 150
129
(MOT Atlee sate cares 120
81
LET
ey
a ee 150
124
RichaLd sees ees 105
94
Mulviller Giescos 150
124
NSIS Patera aise e eens 105
86
IBixtlerame cr dae esine's 150
123
Gakes tera.
on cotite:s 45
30
PATSEINES
Meese. «150
119
ie
TARET ASGy,

Catchpole

STREAM.

Club.

of the shooting

March

AND

have provided

26 numbers
convenient,

successive
volume,

issues

thus bound

constantly

aanes binder
ollar.
FOREST

a cloth file binder to hold

of ForEsT AND STREAM.
It is simple,
strong, durable, satisfactory,
The

will
AND

growing

be

sent

make

a handsome

in interest and value.

postpaid

on

receipt

STREAM PUBLISHING
346 Broadway.

of one
CO.

-

FOREST
Kennel
Ads under this
cents in capitals).

AND

STREAM.

Tacidermists.

Special.

head 2 cents a word a time
Cash must accompany order.

(or

3

J.

Norwegian

bearhounds,
English

Four-cent

Irish

wolfhounds,

bloodhounds,

deer

American

and

Rifle Range and Gallery.
No Palma

Dogs, Hogs, Pigeons, Ferrets, Belgian Hares,
all kinds.
8 cents
for
page catalogue.
ELODIE
wsayter ca:
CLEARANCE
dogs

in

SALE.—I

pointers,

have

setters

FINE

POINTER

hunted.

Price

56 Liberty

PUP.

$30.00.

St., New

a number

and

cheap rather than carry them
Middleboro, Mass.

hounds

over.

Makes

a staunch

H.

LLABMIK,

P.

York

I

W.

sale,
G.

will

sell

LOVELL,

point.

Never

Room

1203,

City.

and Manufacturer of
Artificial eyes for birds, animals and manufacturing purposes a specialty.
Send for prices. All kinds of skulls for
the fur trade.
369 Canal St., New York.
Please mention Forest AND STREAM,

SAVE

tf

YOUR

TROPHIES.

Write for our Illustrated Catalogue,

DOGS
AND
HOGS
FOR
SALE.
ALL
KINDS.
Pigeons, Ferrets and Rabbits.
Send 8 cents for catalogue.
CHARLES
H. LANDIS,
510 Moss St., Reading Pa., Dept. J. 14

“Heads and Horns.”

For

t gives directions for preparing and preserving Skins,
Antlers, etc. Also prices for Heads and Rugs, Birds and
Fish, and all kinds of work in Taxidermy.

Sale.—Scotch

Plano,

Collie

pups.

R.

E.

GREENFIELD,

Ill.

15

St. Louis World’s Fair, 1904:
Paris Exposition,
1900:

Gold Medal & Highest Award
Gold Medal & Highest Award

SPRATT’S

PATENT

AM.
Manufacture

specially

ae

prepared

foods

CATS,

a

ROCHESTER,

RABBITS,

PIGEONS, GAME,
BIRDS, FISH.

Write for Catalogue, “Dog
Culture,” with practical
chapters on the feeding, kenneling and management of
dogs; also chapters on cats.
’
450 Market St., Newark, N.
J.

Spratt’s Fate: 74 § ath Ste St Teuit, Mo?
1324 Valencia

DO

St., San Francisco,

YOU

N. Y.

ROWLAND.

for

POULTRY,

ccs.

(America) Ltd.

Ward's Natural Science Establishment,

(LTD.)

-=

© 7

TAXIDERMIST,
A

specialty

in mounting Moose, Elk, Caribou
heads.
Call and examine work.

No. 182 SIXTH
Tel.

4205

Chelsea.

and

Deer

AVENUE,

Near 18th St.

NEW

YORK

Cal.

HUNT?

Trained COON, FOX
and
DEER
HOUNDS For Sale. Reasonable Prices
,

Here in Arkansaw we have millions of
Coons, Foxes and Deer at our door to
train our hounds with, and we train them
too.
They “‘ Deliver the Goods.”?
A few
trained Rabbit and Squirrel Dogs.
Also
untrained Pups.
For particulars address

~\

|

SPRING

13

ON

AND
Mailed

TO

FREE

FEED.

SUBSCRIPTIONS.

1278 Broadway, New York.

IMPROVED SPIKE COLLAR.
For use in dog training. Price, $2.00.
mail, $2.10. Send for circular.
B.
346

By

WATERS,

Broadway,

New

York.

Have Youa Dog?
Then let us send you Polk Miller’s
celebrated Book on Dogs; How to
Take Care of Them; the eloquent Senator Vest’s masterful Tribute to

a Dog,

and“A

Yellew Dozg’s Love

for a Nigger” (famous poem). We will
send you allof the above for 10c just to adif vertise
Sergeant’s
Famous
Dog
Remedies.
Address POLK
MILLER
DRUG CO. 859 Main&St. Richmond, Va.

THE

POCKET

KENNEL

RECORD.

Morocco.
Price, 50 cents.
The “Pocket Kennel Record” is, as its ame implies, a
handy book for the immediate record of all events and
transactions which take place away from home, intended
to relieve the owner from the risk of trusting any important matter to his memory.

FOREST

AND

STREAM

PUBLISHING

CORRESPONDENCE.

ents.

to any address by the author.

H. CLAY GLOVER, D. V. S.,

YACHTING

The Forest AND STREAM is the recognized medium of
entertainment,
instructicn
and
information
between
American
sportsmen.
The editors invite communications on the subjects to which its pages are devoted.
Anonymous communications will not be regarded.
The
editors are not responsible for the views of correspond-
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HOW
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KENNELS

Box 27, Imboden, Ark.
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Will

Match

in
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Not

Compete.

To General Bird W. Spencer we are indebted for the
following communication,
which sets forth the manly
stand of the National Rifle Association of America:

Ky.

for

of well broken
that

GEO.

British

cat

foxhounds,

stamp for illustrated catalogue.
ROOKWOOD
KENNELS,
Lexington,

31, 1906.

KANNOFSKY,

For Sale.—Full-blood English BEAGLE
Hounds, Hunters that are hunted.
OAKLAND BEAGLE KENNELS,
Pontiac, Mich.
hounds.

[Marcu

_ Subscriptions may begin at any time.
Terms:
For
single copies, $3 per year, $1.50 for six months.
Rates
for clubs of annual subscribers:

Three Copies,

$7.50.

Five

Copies, $12.

Remit by express money-order, registered letter, money
order or draft payable to the Forest and Stream Publishing Company.
The paper may
be obtained of newsdealers throughout the United
States, Canada and Great
Britain.
Fereign Subscriptions
and
Sales
Agents—London:
Davies & Co., 1 Finch Lane; Sampson, Low & Co.;
Paris:
Brentano’s.
Foreign terms: $4.50
per
year;
$2.25 for six months:

SUBSCRIPTION

RECEIPTS.

The receipt of the paper with date on the wrapper
address label constitutes a receipt for money sent us for
a new
subscription
or a renewal.
The date on the
wrapper tells when yous subscription will expire.
Please
note this date, and
renew at least two weeks before
expiration of subscription.

ADVERTISEMENTS.
Inside pages, 20 cents per agate line. Special rates for
three, six and twelve months.
Eight words to the line,
fourteen lines to one inch.
Advertisements should be
received by Saturday previous to issue in which they
are to be inserted.
Transient advertisements must invariably be accompanied by the money, or they will not
be inserted.
Reading
notices, seventy-five
cents per
fines Only advertisements
of an approved
character
inserted.

FOREST AND STREAM PUB. CO.,
346 Broadway, New York.

It is at last definitely decided that there will be no
contest for the Palma trophy, although the National
Rifle Association of America had hoped that the broadminded invitation of the Dominion Rifle Association of
Canada to shoot the match on their range at Ottawa
would be accepted by the British riflemen.
But recent
correspondence had between Lord Cheylesmore, of the
National Rifle Association of Great Britain, and General
Spencer, president of the National Rifle Association of
America, determines the matter for this year.
The Canadian Association were desirous of having the
match, and even willing to consider the possibility of a
match without the English participating, but the National
Rifle Association of America, at a recent meeting decided that unless a British team entered, it would not be
wise to have the match at all this year. It is hoped that
by 1907 some arrangements may be made by which a
good sportsmanlike shoot may be held, the British participating.
’
On March 2, Col. John Tilton, chairman of the Dominion Rifle Association cf Canada, wrote to General Spencer
as follows:
“Touching the question suggested in yours of the 23d,
must frankly say that our understanding here is that the
contest for the Palma trophy at Rockcliffe is contingent
upon a British team taking part therein.
If, however,
England declines to send a team, I have no objection to
take up with the executive of the D. R. A. the changed
conditions.”’
This letter was submitted to the executive committee
of the National
Rifle Association
of America, which
committee came to the conclusion that, if a British team
did not enter, it would be better for an American team
not to enter also, and Col. Tilton was so advised by
General
Spencer as follows:
“A meeting of the executive committee of the National
Rifle Association of America was held on the 11th inst.,
expressing the views of the committee that, unless a
British team entered in the Palma trophy match, it would
seem inadvisable for the United States to send a team.
As a matter of fact, what we desire is a good, friendly,
honest competition with the best British team, as well as
your own and other teams, and unless we can meet the
British team we can hardly claim to have wiped out any
feeling that may have arisen on account of the last
match.”’
Subsequently,
and under date of March 6, General
Spencer received a letter from Lieut.-Col. C
Cross,
secretary of the National
Rifle Association
of Great
Britain, in reply to his letter to Lord Cheylesmore, as
follows:
:
“T beg to inform you that your letter was considered
by my Council at their meeting, held yesterday, and I
was instructed to reply that they regret they do not see
their way to send a British team to Canada to take part
in the proposed match for the Palma trophy.”
The best of feeling has been evinced in the correspondence between General Spencer and Lord Cheylesmore
and Colonl Tilton, and they are confident that matters
may be adjusted so that in 1907 the Palma trophy contest
may be revived with the best of feeling prevailing. .

National

Rifle

Association.

A MEETING of the executive committee of the National
Rifle Association of America was held at the Army and
Navy Club, on Monday evening.
The, following new
organizations were elected:
Columbia (University) Rifle
Club,
New
York city; First Regiment Minute
Men,
Washington, D. C.; Schenectady Rifle and Revolver Association, Schenectady, N. Y.; Indianapolis Light Infantry, Indianapolis, Ind..
The duties of the recently appointed State secretaries,
provided for by amendment to the by-laws, were defined
as follows:
“The duties of the State secretaries shall be in the line
of co-operating with the general secretary in disseminating through the local press information regarding the
aims of the Government and the National Rifle Association; assisting in the organization of State associations
where none exist, and of Goverment rifle clubs; the
gathering of information and statistics within the State
or Territory which they represent, regarding rifle ranges,
and the interest manifested in rifle shooting generally.
On the first of December of each year the secretaries
shall make a report to the executive committee of the
Association of the local conditions appertaining to rifle
shooting, the ground covered during the year, with such
recommendations as may in their estimation seem necessary to still further advance military rifle shooting within
their State or Territory.
Such reports will be published
in the annual report of the Association.”
It will also be the duties of the State secretaries to
visit and report upon the conditions of and the work done
by an affiliated organization, when instructed to do so
by the executive committee, and to co-operate with said
committee and the War Department for the use of ranges
under such control for practice by members of affiliated
civilian rifle clubs; and such other duties as the executive committee may from time agree upon.”
The officers of the Association, having received many
letters urging that the Association take some
action
regarding the recent change of gun slings by the Ordnance Department, the following resolution was proposed
and unanimously adopted:
“That the use of the gun sling on the plan most generally adopted by the riflemen as a brace to the arm,
whether for expert rifle shooting or for service in battle,
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Guns
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Fishing Tackle
Athletic Goods
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is so essential to accurate shooting that we regret any
change in the firing regulations which may affect its
efficiency
and usefulness; that the executive committee
of the
National Rifle Association most emphatically urges
the Small Arms Board of the United States Army not
to disturb the present use of the gun sling, or to substitute another, which it will be impossible to use as a
brace to the arm of the shooter.
That the president of
the National Rifle Association be directed to communicate these views as strongly as possible to the War Department.”
Action was taken regarding the Palma trophy contest
to the effect that unless Great Britain entered a team, it
was inadvisable for the United States to do so, and as
Great Britain has already declined to enter a team for the
contest, this practically closes the matter of an international contest this year.
It was decided to hold the annual matches at Sea
Girt, N. J., from Aug. 27 to Sept. 3. A championship
regiment match was put in the programme,
and the
President’s match for the individual military championship of the United States was changed, so that the conditions hereafter will be as follows:
“Seven shots at 200, 600 and 1000 yards, slow fire; 10
shots at 200yds., rapid fire, and one 20-shot skirmish run;
to be in two stages; the first stage will include 200 and
600yds., slow fire, and 200yds., rapid fire; the second stage
will include one skirmish run and 1000yds. slow fire.
The fifty competitors having the highest aggregate score
-at the first stage will shoot in the second stage, but any
competitor not coming within the first 50, and desiring
to continue in the match, may do so upon the payment
of an additional entrance fee of $2.

United

States

Revolver

Association.

TuE contests of the United States Revolver Association, held simultaneously in several cities of the United
States, came to an end on Saturday night last.
Several
days will elapse before the results are officially determined.
The targets will necessarily be sent to the Secretary, J. B. Crabtree, of Springfield, Mass., who with a
committee will officially inspect all the targets and verify
the scores.
The scores of the contestants who shot at the gallery
of the Manhattan
Rifle and Revolver
Club of New
York, are as follows:
Rey. Pis.
Rev. Pis.
ROPERS Ayres cl.010s 434
441
J Waterhouse.......
439
Ay eANGETEON ./.0.06 430
440
A Himmelwright.396
429
W H Luckett...426
a
Pe Hantord egies ccsmne
422
Le Boutillier.,2d.414
420
Wig lotzme zeae eeisiesa
420
sgl Dk AO eee 485
447
Capt W Martin..377
Bat

Cincinnati

Rifle

Association.

THE following scores were made in regular competition
by members of this Association at Four-Mile House,
Reading Road, March 11. Conditions:
200yds., offhand,
at the Standard American target.
Payne was declared
champion for the day with a good score of 91 points.
Roberts was high on the honor target with 27 points.
An unsteady 9 to 11 o’clock wind blew all day. Several
visitors were out and enjoyed the day with us and contemplate joining our ranks.
The scores:
[Bayal@ testes) 91 90 86 84 82
Odelligie. ace: 84 80 79 79 78
Gindele yes. s. 87 83 80 79 77
PL Ofermersccte 81 80 79 74 71
IROWEFES Vesirs'0 86 85 81 81 81
GIEZ eateries 74 69 66 64 59
Nestler
.. 86 84 83 82 81
IDheye)
a Aone 46 41 40 36...
Preitag: cn. 85 81 76 73 73
Elton was a visitor.

Rifle Notes.
_
"

Any one who desires an extra copy of the report of
the National Rifle Association of America can obtain
it of Lieut. Albert S. Jones, N. G. N. J., Passaic, N. J.,
and sending ten cents in stamps with application.
The Taunton, Mass., Rifle Club announces a schedule
of events for 1906, which may be obtained by addressing
the Secretary, E: C. Staples.
The membership fee and
annual dues are $2 respectively, and applications for
erescship may be addressed to any of the club ofcers,

Fencing

Cutlery
For

For

Sale.

BROOK TROUT FOR SALE.
We have constantly on hand
fine supply of Brook Trout, all
sizes for stocking purposes. Also for table use at 75c. a pound
Visitors privileged to catchown

&

Fer

WANTED—SWANS

BROOK

TROUT.

BROOK TROUT

of
all
ages
for
stocking
.
brooks
and
lakes.
Brook
trout eggs in any quantity, warranted delivered anywhere
in fine condition.
Correspondence solicited.
THE PLYMOUTH
ROCK TROUT CO.
Plymouth, Mass.
FOR
SALE—BROOK
TROUT.—FINE
HEALTHY
Fish of all sizes.
Eyed eggs in season.
Warranted delivered
anywhere,
as__
represented.
Correspondence
solicited.
BAY SIDE TROUT FARM
(A, B. Savary),
East Wareham, Mass.
THE
BROOKDALE
TROUT
CANNOT
BE BEAT
for stocking ponds and streams.
For the next few
weeks we will make a very low price on young fry and
large fish.
Also fly-fishing.
BROOKDALE
TROUT CO., Kingston, Mass.
FINELY MOUNTED
BUFFALO HEAD, mounted on
the new hollow manikin, for sale cheap to quick buyer.
ADDRESS A. J. K., care Forest and Stream.
1
WE HAVE A FEMALE MOOSE FOR SALE, a splendid specimen, coming three years old.
For further information please write to S. F. FULLERTON,
Executive Agent, Game and Fish Commission, St. Paul, oe

HUNTERS.

six

war

Kentucky
.30-30

years,

bonnet

reel.

takedown

French

with

a

Cost

pistol

cane,

brand

new,

$50.

Winchester,

Churchill

SALE.

hammerless

ejector,

about

5%,

1414,

2%;

straight stock; guaranteed
good as new.
Price, $75.
Cost $155. Will be sent for examination upon receipt of
express charges.
SINER
& CO., Second and Walnut
Sts., Philadelphia, Pa.
13
For

Sale.—Two

condition.

old

Powder

flint-lock
horns,

FROST,

Kentucky

bullet

Convent

Property

pouch,

rifles,
turkey

Station,

for

in

good

calls,

Morris

ete.

County,
13

Sale.

SALMON FISHING

TROUT

It will pay you to correspond with me before buying
eggs, fry or yearlings in any quantity.
I guarantee a
safe delivery anywhere.
Crystal
Spring Trout Farm.
L. B. HANDY,
So. Wareham, Mass.

FISHERMEN.

and
or

under

FOR

stocking
TROUT

of all ages for stocking lakes and streams.
Brook trout
eggs in their season.
For the next 30 or 60 days I will
make prices on yearlings very low. FURNACE BROOK
HATCHERY (E. L. Maglathlin), Kingston, Mass.

Indian

$70.
pointer

Apply A. B.
New Jersey.

TROUT.
two-year-olds,
for
NEW ENGLAND

rod
.25-35

TRADE.
gun,

Forestport rod and automatic reel.
Cost $15.
STEVENS MILLER, 20 Irving Place, New York. 13
a
ee
OE
ee
lee
| pe
20-bore

BEAUTIFUL
INDIAN
BASKETS
sold direct from
field.
M. GILL, Missionary, National Indian Association, McDowell, Arizona.

BROOK

Cost

broken

For

I desire to purchase a number of American Swans, both
Whistlers and Trumpeters.
G. D. TILLEY, Darien, Ct.

BROOK

three-barreled

bamboo

BROOK
CO., Parkside, Pa., Henryville Railroad Station.

Eggs, fry, yearlings
and
| brooks and lakes.
Address
FARM, Plympton, Mass.

a

history.

trout.

PARADISE
TROUT

TO
For

Sale.

Several good salmon rivers on the North Shore of the
St. Lawrence, offered for short or long
lease.
For particulars apply to the LABRADOR
COMPANY,
Room
19, 40 Hospital St., Montreal, Canada.
GLENAIRTH
TROUT
PRESERVE
FOR SALE
A well-stocked brook trout preserve within five hours
of Toronto.
Two lakes.
55 acres of land and water.
Particulars, with photographs, furnished on application
to MESSRS.
JONES,
LEONARD
&
GIBSON,
Attorneys, Toronto, Canada.
14
SHOOTING TO LEASE.
Four hours from Boston.
Land projecting into Great
Pond, Eastham, Cape Cod.
Excellent site for camps.
Wildfowl in great numbers and variety alight in Pond.
Wild
geese taken.
Deep water for boating; fishing.
Extensive salt marshes nearby.
House to lease suitable
for club use.
Address: A. C. CHIPMAN, 308 Congress
Street, Boston, Mass.
13

FOR

SALE

Cheap, if taken at once.—l00-acre Brook Trout Farm,
with first-class hatchery, dwelling and ponds; a big stock
ef breeding trout and young fry on hand.
Good investme
SPRING
BROOK
TROUT
CO., Kalamazoo,
ich,
15

AN
Forty

ISLAND
miles

from

Boston,

FOR
Mass.

Can

SALE.
be

reached

by

boat or 4-mile drive from mainland.
Situated on high
bluff, commanding grand view of ocean.
Fine beach, 1500
feet wide.
Best place in Massachusetts Bay for Duck,
Geese and Brant shooting.
Also Shore Birds in season.
Six miles of marshes, affording great opportunity for
shooting.
This point of land has a frontage of 1 mile
long on ocean and % of a mile on bay side. Will be sold
at a very low price.
For further information
write
P. O. Box 1602, Boston, Mass.

FOR

SALE.

Membership in Hunting and Fishing Club controlling
150 miles of Canadian wilderness.
Twenty-four hours
from New York.
Many large lakes, absolutely virgin.
Send $2 and get a genuine oil painting of a brook trout
Best small-mouth black bass fishing on North American
or a black bass on an 8 x 13 canvas,
ready to frame.
continent; lake trout, brook trout, pike and dore.
Deer
Any game, fish or bird painted at very low prices (not
and bear numerous.
Country never hunted over.
Swarmto exceed $3 each).
These are works of art.
Address
ing with small game and fur-bearing animals.
Address
THE UNIQUE
PUBLISHING
CO., 87 Arcade Bldg.,
care Forest and Stream.
14
Witican Ne oy.
1 3 | OPPORTUNITY,

CAST

A

They

are

THE

IN

EYE

Can't prevent you from seeIng there’s a difference between the ordinary oilskin
and the special Fish Brand
garments made for Yachting,
Motoring,
Fishing,
Hunting, and other sports.
corduroy collars and ivory

finely finished—have

buttons, are light weight and thoroughly practical.

The hats

are soft and lined with silk.
Our.Fish Brand Long Coats for Ladies we especially recommend.
Men’s Yachting Coats, long,
$4.00
Ladies’ Yachting Suits,
$5.00
Men’s
a
** med. long,
3.00
Ladies’
'
Long Coats,
4.00
Men’s
4
Suits,
4.00
Automobile Frocks,
- 600
Soft Hats, silk-lined,
$1.00

IVER

JOHNSON

SPORTING

163 Washington

GOODS

CO.

Street, Boston, Mass.

Some Good Purchases in High-Grade Guns
1 Genuine JAMES PURDEY & SON, London, High Grade Hammer Gun,
top snap action, finest Damascus, beautifully engraved, straight stock,
Silver recoil pad, in English leather covered oak case.
Gun is in nice,
refinished condition, and original cost was over $400. 3lin., 12 bore, 744lbs.$100.00
1 Special W. W. GREENER Hammerless, Grade F. 3, wrought steel barrels,
straight stock, finely engraved, especially built locks cocking the gun in
closing, making it very easy to break open.
30in., 12 bore, 8lbs. This
gun is nearly new, in excellent condition and cost over $250 within a
short. timescc.
sede cee views vec ecduse ca cus eee apnewciian ticle cise aeons esteem 150.00
1 Genuine STEPHEN GRANT, 67 St. James Street, London, hammerless,
Whitworth steel barrels, straight, not pistol grip.
In perfect order and
good second-hand condition.
30in., 12 bore., 6%lbs.
This is one of
Grant’s Best Guns and cost 58 pounds sterling in London, equivalent to
0594.40 BHETe) cnc ciie vies tus vesldeiivisics
scree ence Selma ealgis
mie.s'a.s so slelcisletis
eases 150.00
1 ditto. Damascus, % p.g., used but a few times. 27in., 20 bore, 510/16 lbs. 75.00
1 ditto. Modified Stock, Damascus barrels.
27in., 12 bore, 644lbs..........
95.00
1 SCOTT
Monte Carlo Hammerless, special steel barrels, modified style
stock, crystal apertures and all latest improvements, has Silver’s recoil
pad, in nice condition, regular net price $160.
28in., 12 bore, 7%4lbs.
Dhis
gun is nearly new, and quite a bargain..3.:.
cc cces sce seewecitteeten 100.00
1 Fine SCOTT, Premier quality, Hammer Gun, Damascus barrels, % p. g.,
finely engraved, fine refinished condition.
This gun cost $300, and is one
of the old Scott Premier guns.
30in., 10 bore, 8%lbs................ ae
1 GREENER,
latest style, fine Hammer Gun, for trap or field shooting,
wrought steel barrels, Greener cross bolt, straight stock, with Lyman
sights.
Cost $125 only recently and is an extra bargain at the price.
B0in., |12. pore, SUZIDS wise» «sere. & sipis nine o osiete eicinc’s cic esiblee onic > « Caen
ane ae
75.00
1 SCOTT Hammer Gun, extra quality engraving, Damascus barrels, % p. g.
One of Scott’s high cost Hammer Guns, in nice, refinished condition.
30in:, 10 bore, S841DSii.0..
«ssc 2 csiei0'4's sis'v.0 0'sviel 0.0sipveces oiesels tern ttemate ae
‘. 45.00
1 HENRY W. EGG No. 1, Piccadilly, London, fine Hammer gun, side snap
action, laminated steel, straight stock, B. A. rebounding locks, in leather
trunk case.
Gun is practically in new condition, and is a genuine “Egg”
make, and has the special London proof mark on barrels.
Cost originally
over $200 in gold. 28in., 12 bore, G54lbs...
5 ....... cst ence se ereercnee ena
45.00
ALSO MANY OTHERS.
SEND FOR OUR LIST OF SECOND-HANDS.

WM.

Hitting vs. Missing
By S. T. Hammond (“Shadow’’).
Cloth.
Price, $1.
Mr. Hammond
enjoys among
his field companions the repute of being an
unusually good shot, and one who is particularly successful in that most difficult branch of upland shooting, the pursuit of the ruffed grouse or partridge.
This prompted the suggestion that he should write down for others an exposition
of the methods by which his skill was acquired.
The result is this original
manual of “Hitting vs. Missing.’?
We term it original, because, as the chapters
will show, the author was self-taught; the expedients and devices adopted and the
forms of practice followed were his own.
This then may be termed the Hammond system of shooting; and as it was successful in his own experience, being
here set forth simply and intelligibly, it will prove not less effective with others.

Forest and Stream Trap Score Book
meets the needs of gun clubs and shooters in every particular.
The 150 sheets
are heavily ruled—an advantage all scorers will appreciate, particularly when working in a dim light.
The horizontal spaces are numbered from 1 to 30.
Broad
perpendicular lines divide these into groups of five, which aids the eye of the
scorer greatly.
Similar heavy lines divide the perpendicular spaces into groups
of six; thus the squads are distinguished at a glance.
The paper manifolds easily, and carbon sheets are placed in the book for that
purpose.
It contains the American Shooting Association Rules for Live-Bird Shooting,
for Double
Live-Bird Shooting, for Inanimate
Target Shooting,
Hurlingham
Revised Live-Bird Rules for single and double rises, and the Rose system of
dividing purses.
Price, $1

Field, Cover and Trap Shooting
By Captain Adam H. Bogardus, Champion Wing Shot of the World.
Embracing
Hints for Skilled Marksmen; Instruction for Young Sportsmen; Haunts and
Habits of Game Birds; Flight and Resorts of Waterfowl; Breeding and Breaking of Dogs.
Cloth, 444 pages.
Price, $2.
“Field, Cover and Trapshooting” is a book of instruction, and of that best of all
instruction, where the teacher draws from his own rich experience, incident,
anecdote and moral to illustrate and emphasize his teaching.
The score of the
book—a work of nearly 500 pages—is shown by this list of chapters:
Guns and Their Proper Charges.
Pinnated Grouse Shooting.
Late Pinnated
Grouse Shooting.
Quail Shooting in the West.
Ruffed Grouse Shooting.
Shooting the Woodcock.
The Snipe and Snipe Shooting.
Golden Plover, Curlew and
Gray Plover.
Wild Ducks and Western Duck Shooting.
Wild Geese, Cranes and
Swans.
Wild Turkey and Deer Shooting.
The Art of Shooting on the Wing.
Shooting Dogs—Breeding and Breaking.
Pigeon Shooting—Trapshooting.
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Does Your Gun Exactly Suit You?
If not, this is the time of year to make a trade
An important part of our business is trading guns. We
have a ready market among our customers for desirable secondhand guns and we invite correspondence from those who are in
the market for new guns or who have second-hand guns to trade.
Through this medium of exchange many persons have been
benefited, and it seems to be of equal value both to ourselves,
the buyer and the seller.
We offer a few second-hand and shop-worn guns below that
have recently come into the market:
No. 3043. Greener Grand Prize Pigeon Gun, $375 quality. This gun is only one
grade below the well-known “Royal,” and a magnificent gun.
It has extreme full
choked Whitworth barrels, Greener’s very best game engraving, and has never
been shot.
The owner is selling the gun at a great sacrifice.
Dimensions: 12 ga.,
30-in barrels, 74% Ibs. weight, 24% x 1% in. drop, 14% in. stock. Price...... $225.00
No. 1206.
Remington Automatic Ejector, grade C, with two sets of barrels.
In
leather case complete.
Cost new $150.
This gun is in splendid condition and
looks like new.
ne set of field barrels and one set of trap barrels.
Dimensions:
2 ga., 28-in. barrels, 74 lbs.; 12 ga., 30-in. barrels, 7% lbs.; 34% in. drop, 14% in.
stock.
A great bargain. at.icc
1 ...eocssclacielntn siate.tly vicinal sievctei aie Eien ae a
$90.00
No. 3694, Francotte Hammerless.
Cost $100 new.
With full pistol grip, Siemans Martin steel barrels; left choked, right improved cylinder.
Dimensions:
ie es 30-in. barrels, 7 lbs., 244 in. drop, 14% in. stock.
Looks like $10.06
TICE. coin oleis'e vis4:8%4i0's/b.0 wiwaieiare’s b/sbw ola'astpeleie'b »’eyelets Weis iateig’ v cveld orelelohecetietele aaa ae
70.00
No. 3025. W. C. Scott & Son Monte Carlo Model Hammerless.
Very fine
Damascus barrels, half pistol grip stock, crystal apertures.
A fine shooter, and
in splndid condition.
Cost new $145.
Dimensions: 12 ga., 30-in. barrels, 7 lbs.
boz., 244 in. drop, 134% in. stock. A bargain’ ati. ... lcs seis cemeeeere
aeeeeaae $90.00
No. 1187. L. C. Smith Automatic Ejector.
Fine Damascus barrels, full choked
and modified.
Straight grip Monte Carlo stock, with Silver’s recoil pad.
Cost
$175, and in perfect condition.
Dimensions, 12 ga., 28-in. barrels, 7%4 lbs. weight,
2% in) drop, 1446 in. stock. . Nets prices.
ss ieacc.secos 0 eo else eeetcleree tee ie mneneraeete $75.00
No. 2429. Ithaca Automatic Ejector.
Imported steel barrels, extra fine Italian
walnut polished stock, full pistol grip, elaborate engraving.
Cost $210, and only
shot a few times.
Dimensions:
12 ga., 30-in. barrels, 744 lbs. weight, 3 in. drop,
14 in.’ stock.
Net (price s.(..decina sss 64.50.66 5.c10% cen otelee ae slccin ie ae eee eee eee $100.00
No. 2698. Ithaca Hammerless.
Smokeless steel barrels, half pistol grip, choked
and modified.
Slightly shopworn.
Dimensions: 12 ga., 30-in. barrels, 7 lbs. 2 oz.
weight, 3 in. drop, 14 in, stock.”
“A bargainat. su.
sche eee eee 4
cwgtsleame acon$16.50
No, 2093. Syracuse Automatic Ejector.
In perfect condition, only slightly shopworn.
Has fine twist barrels, half pistol grip stock, modified in both barrels.
Dimensions:
12 ga., 30-in. barrels, 7% lbs. weight. 3 in, drop, 14 in. stock.
Regular price, $41, anda. bargain) at. si.-4 < csais'el sais sisloielove «vis wsisiels «aie teeee nee
$21.00
No. 1861. L. C. Smith Hammerless, Grade 0, $47. Fine Damascus barrels, half
pistol grip, modified choke both barrels.
Gun has never been shot and only
slightly shopworn.
Dimensions:
16 ga., 28 in. barrels, 6 % lbs. weight, 3 in. drop,
1446: in, stock...
Net ,price 4. «<< .cicte dein am stele’s Sefmatt oataate.s, cane aioe eae taathela eyereiatens $29.50
No. 1255. Ithaca Hammerless
Field Gun.
An exceptionally nice gun, only
slightly shopworn.
Regular price, $30.
Has smokeless steel barrels, half
pistol
grip.
Modified and cylinder bored.
Dimensions:
12 ga., 26-in. barrels, 6%
lbs.
weight, 3 in. ‘drop, 14 in. stock.
“A ‘great, bargain ator...
o.. ss ee ee eee $16.50
No. 1944. Lefever Automatic a epee -fine Damascus barrels, very handsome
full pistol grip stock, both barrels choked, nicely engraved.
Gun is new, but
slightly shopworn.
Regular price $115. Dimensions:
12 ga., 30-in. barrels, 714 Ibs.
weight, 2% in.. drop, 14 in. stock.
*Netiprice...g2..ccscslcchiowee
ce as eee
$75.00
No. 3026. W. H. Hamilton Hammer
Gun, Diana pattern.
Fine Damascus
barrels, English walnut stock, with elaborately carved full
pistol grip
and foreend. One barrel choked and one cylinder.
Imported to sell for $20.
imensions:
12 ga.: 30-in. barrels, 744 lbs.
First check for $12 gets it.
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THE ROBERTS SAFETY LAUNCH AND YACHT BOILER.
THE

ROBERTS

SAFETY

WATER

TUBE

BOILER
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Nearly 1500 in use.

250 pounds of steam.
Handsome catalugue free.
ORKS:
RED
BA NK, New Jersey.
Bruniva, New York.
Telephone Address: 599 Cortlandt.

Cable Address:

COMPANY,

39 and

41 Cortlandt

Street,

New

York.

Floating for Ducks on the French
Broad.
THE people of western North Carolina have
a method of shooting ducks that is, I think,
practiced nowhere else.
As it is usually very
successful there, probably only the want of the

necessary
more

geographical

general

conditions

employment.

prevents

Numbers

its

of ducks

coming northward in the spring turn from the
Ohio into the Tennessee, and so find their way
into the French Broad.
Soon seeing that continuing

to

follow

southward,

Easier

to Row—Absolutely

Safe

sight of a duck

boat guaranteed,
The ideal boat for families—suimmer
resorts—parks—boat
liveries,
etc.
Strong—safe—
speedy.
Write to-day for our large catalog of row

boat, as
Complete

3 I-2and 6

cicase

Watkins

we
ae

|

going power, reliability, economy

Our

Marine

and attractive

Gasoline

appearance

a model

gas and

gasoline

engine

Do You Want a Launch, Canoe, Sail or Row

BUILD

highest

out,

to

when

Boat?

H. H. KIFFE CO., 523 Broadway, New York
Spray Hoods. Tents and Camp Outfits.

Canvas,

Silk and Khaki Waterproof Tents. Aluminum and
Steel Cooking Utensils Folding Cots, etc. Motor

Catalogue show-

,
/

BOAT@

for complete

|

JOHN C. HOPKINS @ COMPANY
119 Chambers Street, New York
THE-POCKETAKRENNEVBRECORE:
Morocco.
Price, 50 cents.
The “Pocket Kennel Record” is, as its ame implies, a
handy book for the immediate record of all events and
transactions which take place away from home, intended
to relieve the owner from the risk of trusting any important matter to his memory.
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ing boats from our patterns we will

y
é

F a

still in order

the teal—minus

left, flew

dropped

right

five with

three—turned

between
their

sharply

Cliff and

Ed,

four. barrels,

and

like a bullet

the flock

flew’past

us

again

at the head of a shoal or rapid,
end of which extended a long

§

ducks

and

redheads—they

were

all there;

but in another moment they weren’t there, for
with the noise of a freight train they had rushed
(Continued

on page

533.)

{f=
:
.

COMPANY
Bay

23.

City,

Mich,

==
‘

|

PATTERN
Wharf:

catalogue.

bones

of

|

ing 100 different
styles of boats

PIONEER

Send

the

head

enapart and shipped to you in knockdown form.
Cost,
froand up, according to style and size
of boat.

Propeller Wheels, Chocks, Cleats. Polished Brass

Yacht Tenders, Boats, Canoes.

we

the

black

We sell patterns $3.00 and up.

To illustrate the method of build-

for

rcoee

|
|

at

Shoals.

instructions

Boat Fittings of every description, Lanterns, Flags,

Auto Steerer,$10.00, 12 inch Polished Brass Steering Wheel,$3.00, galvanized, $2.50. ‘‘Work Eze”
Bilge Pump, $3.00. Chimes Air Whistle, $5.00.

Ford,

Long

and bumping

send for the next 30 Days a complete set of patterns and

beredand then tak-

Yacht Sails and Supplies |

the

stretch of smooth water. As we shot down the
shoal what was our excitement at beholding not
merely our little bunch, but a vast flock of ducks
in the smooth water below.
Mallards, teal,

°

a nee. foot rows ai a Genta:
e also sell
the complete
rames
Boat Frames. with a list of plank patterns and illustrated instructions for finishing.
Each frame is set up
ready forthe a
ing in our factory
~
before
shipment.
Every piece isnum\

$1.™ Each

Glenn’s

a single one.
We were now
from the lower

Every pattern we send is from a boat

have madeand tested.

Speci al Offer.

hes

at

for

of shaking

and settled in the water some 200 yards below.
Two barrels sent after them had failed to stop

IT YOURSELF

to build the boat.

we

Paddles,

three

sped away up stream. We had just collected our
ducks, several of which had to be shot down,

and itemized bill of all material required, omitting nothing,
not evena
nail. We tell you how to do everything necessary

15 and
16 ft.
Cc A N oO E S

and

the

who

Save two-thirds of the boat builder’s price. We sellyoua
complete set of exact size printed paper patterns of every
piece that goes into a boat, illustrated working instructions

OLD TOWN

with

in line of battle, Ed taking the left, Cliff the
center and I the right. As the average width
of the river is less than 100 yards, no ducks in
fifty yards of the water could pass without coming in good range. Hardly had we gone by the
first bend when a bunch of bluewing teal shot
out from the mouth of a small creek directly
in front of me. Both barrels of my Davis rang

grade of material, machined by skilled and careful workmen. Every
engine carefully tested, from five to ten hours under full load,
before shipment. Fully guaranteed. Write to-day for catalog and
prices which are bound to interest you.
M. WATKINS MANUFACTURING CO., 526 Baymiller St., Cincinnati, O.

FRANK

Asheville

shoals, and finding all our

r=

THE

wagon,

proceeded to launch the boats and embark.
We weighed anchor at 9:45 A. M. and formed

of his craft.

the very

in a four-mule

from

arrived

Engines,

plant, trom

when

After eight miles

from 2 to 12 horse power, represent no obsolete styles, but the very newest
patterns, of assured efficiency and strength—weight only where weight is required. Built under the direction of manufacturers of years of experience in
=

weeks,
started

Engines of Quality

E want to place our brand new, handsomely illustrated and complete
catalogue in the hands of every yacht owner who desires to better the

ngine

while he keeps on the river.

punts, as many country boys, my two companions Ed and Cliff, and, of course, a driver, I

z

.

e

HP. Sing!

returning

I took a trip of this kind one spring. Ducks
had been reported “thick as peas” for two

boats, motor boats, hunting
and fishing boats.
The W. H. Mullins Co . 126 Franklin St., Salem, 0.

with orn pair oars ®80.00,

is merely

at. first to desert the

of a boat, with a pilot in the stern, he drifts
down the current, and is hardly ever out of

Made of pressed steel, with air chambers in each end like a life boat.
Can’t leak—crack—dry out or sink—lasta lifetime. Every

14 foot row
Ulustrated.

river

water, they collect in great quantities in the
neighborhood of Asheville before taking flight.
Then is the gunner’s chance.
Seated in the bow

Mullins Pressed Steel Boats Can’t Sink
vu

the

yet unwilling

TRADE MARK.

#

|
[em

SPAR.

«

COATING

A perfect finish for all woodwork, spars and ironwork exposed to excessive changes in weather and

~MODERN

TRAINING.

temperature.

| Handling and Kennel Management.
By B. Waters.
IIlustrated.
Cloth, 373 pages,
Price, $2.00.
This treatise is after the modern professional system of
training.
It combines the excellence of both the suasive
and force systems of education, and contains an exhaustive description of the uses and abuses of the spike collar.
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away down stream.
Loud were our lamentations as we glided through the deserted water
and looked ruefully around and back at the
place where they had been; but startled by the
cry of ‘Yon’ dey come” from one of our pilots,
we looked around, to see the whole lot returning about twenty-five yards above the water.
Now they were over us, and we “cut loose.”
Down came two mallards in answer to my shots,
one so closé to the boat that he was dispatched
with the paddle, the other dead in the water
some ten yards above.
Cliff had two and a redhead, and Ed. another mallard.
As we paddled
down the stream, suddenly a succession of reports far astern told that we were not the only
hunters on the river, and looking eagerly back
we saw the flock coming toward us again, but
away up out of range.
To my surprise Cliff, as they passed, put up
his gun and fired both barrels, with the astounding results of bringing down a fine mallard
drake.
But instead of glorying in his success,
he looked sorrowfully after the disappearing

flock, and berated himself

first

barrel

FREE—‘A

THE

HORTON

one

down,

but

where

I could

however,

land.

What

would

I not

have

a good retriever, small enough to lift
of the steep clay bank which extended
side as far as I could see.
rounded the next bend a large flock
about 150 yards below.
They rose,

before

we

were

in range,

and flying

THE FRANKFORT, KENTUCKY REEL: 8C:MiLamason,

IS HAND MADE, STANDARD SINCE 1839. aceasev 77 S640 CATALOOUE

FISHING
TACKLE

PFLUEGER’S

CHARLES
Send

call,

and

covering a pair of mallards who had swam

bank.

I answered

the

into

THE ENTERPRISE MANUFACTURING CO.

for Tackle

writing say you

told

us

that

our

barrels

were

kept

quite warm.

At this point we landed about noon, with twentythree, nineteen and twenty-six ducks respec-

tively.

the ad. in Forest

aND

STREAM.

Steel

Boats

Motor Boats, Row Boats, Hunting and Fishing Boats
builtof steel with air chambers in each end like a life boat,
Faster,
more buoyant, practically indestructible, don’t leak, dry out and are

absolutely

safe.

They

can’t

sink.

No calking,

no

bailing,

no

trouble.
Every boatis guaranteed.
Highly endorsed
by sportsmen.
‘Theideal boats for pleasure or sport.
Catalogue describing our complete line of craft sent free on request.

The W. H. Mullins

Co., 126 Franklin

Street,

Salem,

Ohic.

Cliff was

not asleep, so gathering up our spoils
(with
the aid of cartridges) we returned to him.
He
showed us a nice brace of teal and reported that
the rest had flown up stream.
We left them for
the men behind us and kept on down.
Now we
found the ducks more scattered.
Instead of being in flocks they were spread in twos and
threes over the whole course of the river.
So
numerous, were they, too, that till we reached
the mouth of the Swannanoa, two miles above

Asheville,

saw

Mullins

shots, they had certainly been fired, as two black
ducks and a green-wing teal testified.
And two

the river

AKRON, OHIO, U. S. A.

Catalogue.

his way to the French Broad.
Though I had been too excited to hear Ed’s
from

LUMINOUS

318-320 Fulton St.,

line with me, pulled trigger, then springing up,
with the second barrel stopped a black duck on

reports

leaders,

Flies, six assorted on

DISCH, BROOKLYN, N. Y.

When

lines,

If unable to secure our goods from your dealer, let us
know, and we will send you some interesting information.

Soon Bob White sounded his call from

opposite

hooks,

reels, and a number of
patented specialties that axglers need. If you wish the
most killing artificial bait, spoon, fly or spinner, insist on
having

$2.75,
10 cents extra
Trout

the test a
a century.

We make all sorts of
baits, spoons, flies, snell

Postage,
Also 100 gross

creek, leaving Cliff stationed at the mouth.
We
came in sight of the ducks when we were about
150 yards from the river. They were in a small
pond, on both sides of which grew thick bushes,
tall enough to hide us.
After creeping back
out of sight I ran to a point opposite the pond,
and quietly made my way through the bushes
till I could see the game.
Then, lying flat and
holding my gun ready, I awaited the signal for

has
stood
quarter of

I am clearing out 500 Steel Rods, cork grips
only.
Bait Rods, 6%, 7%, 8% feet; Fly
Rods, 9 and to feet.

card, at 6c. per card

distance from the
either side of the

our illustrated

CELEBRATED

evidently alighted at some
tiver Ed and I landed on

action.

That’s the title of
is sent on request.

PFLUEGER’S

about 100 yards, further down, turned into the
mouth of a large creek on the left. As they had

the

Lucky Strike.’
catalog which

his

second had only the effect to make the rest
turn and fly over my head.
I scored a clean
miss with the first barrel, and thought I had succeeded no better with the second, when one of
the ducks began to lag, and then, to my joy,
dropped.
A minute’s swift paddling and we
found him, floating on his back, with his feet
gently kicking the air.
Soon after I had regained my place in the line three redheads came
toward us, but before coming in range they
swung off to my right, over a cornfield, and
then turned again toward the river.
As they
came opposite, my well-choked left barrel laid
one low, but what was my grief to find no place
given for
to the top
on either
As we
appeared

ol”

MFG. CO., 84 Horton Street, Bristol, Conn.

MILAN

for missing with his

brought

MARK

No fear of breaking them in the canoe,
on the carry, or when the occasional big
one dashes away with your hook.
Built
of the best grade of steel as they are, and
with the greatest care, the ‘‘Bristol’’ is the
finest all-round rod made.
The ‘“‘Bristol’’
is the original steel rod—has been landing fish for over 16 years.
The Combination Reel and Handle is a new, exclusive
“Bristol” feature.
The reel is furnished, when so ordered, as
part of the rod, being built into the handle.

second barrel!
How he had killed with his first
was more than I[ could understand, for the distance must have been upward of 80 yards; but
he explained that he had used thread-wound
cartridges which would kill even at ninety.
Ed
and I thereupon registered a vow never to go
ducking without thread-wound cartridges again.
Half a dozen mallards flew out as we passed
a creek on the left and curved down stream.

Ed’s

STREAM.
@

SETTER.

Gelephone

2255

Main

Cable,

WILSON
ROWE’S

YACHT
WHARF,

@

Wilsails,

W.

VU. C,

SILSBY

SAIL
MAKERS
aA
a
BOSTON,

MASS.

We have furnished sails to the following prominent yachts: Constitution, Defender, Volunteer, Jubilee, Colonia,
Inderendence, Ailsa, Navahoe, Weetamoe, Uncle Sam, Effort, Calypso, Flirt, Ariadne, Quissetta, Constance,
Vergemere, Resolute, Chanticleer, Senta, Snapper, Raider, Little Haste, Sally VII, Chloris, and many others.

G. R. LILJEGREN,

Gothenburg,

Sweden,

Is our authorized correspondent
for all European Countries
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LEGAL TO CATCH TROUT ON AND AFTER

Send

for our

Trout

Park

CAMERAS,
KODAKS
and
PHOTOGRAPHIC
GOODS
One or all for the asking.

New York.

We

Free to any

Booklet.

WILLIAM
21

GUN
GOODS
and
WINTER
SPORTS

Pennsylvania.

April 16th,

one

New

THOS.

wishing it.

York.
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S. A.
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Gold

28

_ John Street
New York
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TACKLE

ESTABLISHED 1867.
Buffalo, 1901.—St.

Medals,

95

and

97

Louis,

HH

Fulton

FE,
York.

TROUT

The

“Universal,”

finest line dryer ever produced.

Catalogue

on

receipt

of 4 cents

ESTABLISHED
Gold

Medal,

Every angler

one.

126-Page

Highest Award,

St. Louis,

1904.

to cover postage.

Medal,

Highest Award,

Chicago,

1893,

A Patent Fishing Reel, made of hard sheet metal, with an automatic drag
spool 34 inch diameter. holding 200 yds. of line, winding line as fast as a mult

and has more power.
line.
Sold for $3.50.

The automatic drag, when fish is running, allows no slack

JULIUS

No. 351 South Fifth Street,

All genuine reels bear my name.
A

reel with good

Small

SILK

VO

M

STEEL

Profits

BODY

Trial—Send

f

te

PRG

d

le d

PpACBO

Genre

Try our new

Us

THE

Quality C Flies

TACKLE

Send for catalogue.

RODS

is a durable,

CENTER

AS

Booklet

52P

and sample on request.

No.

5, 4%c.

per

yard

Size

No.

4, 5%c.

per

yard

AND

FREE

FOREST AND STREAM PUB. CO., 346 Broadway, New York.

is aS good as G. M. errs
that

Bait

he Se

G. M. SKINNER’S
IS THE STANDARD.
by all Dealers

A Convenience

The demand

CO.

APPLICATION

ELIES

flies on hair loop snells.
him.

‘

Jos. Dixon Crucible Co., Jersey City, N. J.

writing say you

STREAM.

Lyman

in

SPORTING

GOODS.

Appreciated

Ready to Serve.

NEW YORK
ON

TROUT

P. S.—Write

When

dozen.

CaNoE RipGE, Pa.
Targets received.
They are the best I ever
CuHarLes Kinc, Gunsmith.

Delicious Old Blends,

Enough “‘PRESERVO” liquid postpaid to keep 100 Shiners
tillneeded.
G. A.QUIMBY &CO., Druggists, Laconia, Ne:

AND

dozen.

per

Gold Pian Cookie

LINE

Size

JOHN NORMAN, 4502 Ste. Catherine, Montreal, Canada
in shotgun and rifle

per

25c.

Bait

Only maker in America who mounts

will stop “‘leading”
barrels.

15c.

price,

Braided Silk Enameled Waterproof

CATALOGUE

yh Special Graphite No. 635

price,

Yards,

§$*%.75

H. H. KIFFE

BASS

Yards,

50

For Sale

a year,

523 BROADWAY.

Flies

The
saw.

25

Brooklyn, N. Y.

Put up in 20-30-40-50-100 yards lengths

Quality BFlies

60c. for an assorted sample dozen.
Regular price, 85 cents.
65c. for an assorted dozen.
Bass
Regular price, 84 cents.

once

3 piece, cork grip
10 foot Fly and 81-2 foot

24 cone” Quality A Flies
[5c. Regular price
30c.

-

No branch store in any city.

METAL
For

H OFE,

bearings and screws, oiled
well running reel.

Quick Sales
De

-

LYMAN’S

When a dealer says that some other Spoon

1857

Gold

WM.

ELY REEL.

H
i Rods,
d
°)14Ohpop 17
anetts
Special
}B esst Steel Fy
Co r k Grip,
7% ft ($2.25

should own

We have our own repair shop and do all
repairs to guns and fishing tackle,

RAPID FOR
FIRING
TARGETS
RIFLES.

1904.

O

Street, New

Call and see our NEW

roe,

EXCLUSIVELY.

277 and 279 Wabash Avenue,
35, 37 and 39 Van Buren Street,
CHICAGO,
ILL.

Fine Fishing Tackle &Sporting Goods ©
TARPON, TUNA

GOODS

SG SON VON LENGERKE & ANTOINE

J. CONROY

Manufacturer

have everything in Guns, Fishing Tackle,
Photographic and Athletic Goods.
SUPERIOR QUALITY.
LoweEsT PRICEs.

SPORTING

MILLS
Place.

CATALOGUES

FISHING
TACKLE
and
33 SUMMER
SPORTS 3 3

March 31st, on Long Island, N. Y.
in Connecticut.
April Ist,
April Jst,
New Jersey.

April 15th,

THREE

saw

the ad. in ForESsT

for Gold Lion Cock-

tails by the Gentleman Sportsman is
such that these goods are now put up
in protected packages convenient to
pack.
A cut of the Gold Lion marks every

package of the genuine.
Seven varieties:
Manhattan, Vermouth, Dry Gin, Whiskey, Tom Gin
Martini and the American.
To be had in glass only—Large and small bottles.
At Sais Cafés, Drug Stores and wherever liquors
are so
THE COOK & BERNHEIMER CO.,
Makers, New
York.

Forest

and

Stream

Copyright, 1906, by Forest and Stream Publishing Co.

NEW

Terms, $3 a Year. 10 Cts. a Copy. t
Six Months, $1.50.

The object of this journal will be to studiously
promote a healthful interest in outdoor recreation, and to cultivate a refined taste for natural
objects.

Announcement in first number of
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THE
THE

POINTING

literature

of the

INSTINCT.
dog

and

gun,

like

the

literature devoted to many other subjects, has a
certain part of myth and tradition interwoven
with matters of facts.
Fact and fallacy alike have been

orated by generation
on

sport,

so deftly elab-

after generation

that the average

man

of writers

may

well

find it

difficult to separate one from the other. To differentiate the fact from the fancy is a puzzling
matter

The

even

for an

myths

expert

seem

and persistency,

to

to attempt.

have

the

greater

vitality

since they are likely to be more

commonly known and believed by the people at
large, and are even quite commonly believed by
many who are accredited with expert knowledge.
In many instances the writers seem to engage

more industriously in proving the things they do
not and cannot know, than in presenting such
knowledge as they actually possess.
This successive deference to preceding writers, however, has

other viewpoints.

There is no harm in tolerating

a charitable indulgence for the writer who bravely

aspires to fill a book of bushel size with a pint of
good ideas.

The

difference

between

YORK, SATURDAY,
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Of these

myths,

accounts

few

are

more

persistent

than

in

setters and pointers, as set forth by Stonehenge
in his work, “The Dogs of the British Islands.”
Substantially, his opinion was that the setter descended from the spaniel; that the spaniel was
used as a springer for the hawk; that the hawk
was superseded by the net as a means of capture,
and that in time, owing to the changed circumstances associated with the net’s employment, the

spaniel, “gratified by observing the action of the
net, he yielded

his natural

impulse

of springing

at all, and set or lay down, to permit the net to
be drawn over him. After this the hawker trained
his spaniel to set; then he cast off his hawks
which ascended in circles, and ‘waited on’ until
his master (sic) roused the quarry from its concealment, when she pounced upon it like a pistol
shot.” While it is not quite clear how a pistol
shot pounces, the foregoing nevertheless is the
main authority for
concerning how the
Stonehenge never
settlement of this

that there were
to setters

and

the perpetuation of the myth
setting instinct was acquired.
presented his researches as a
matter.
He formally stated

differences of opinion in regard
that he had

determined

to satisfy

himself “as to their origin and best form,” and
that he sought the assistance

of the best authori-

ties, his purpose being to add thereto his own
conclusions.
What thus was merely presented as the ideas

14.

New York.

hereafter no new pounds shall be set up by
fishermen without the consent of the War
partment.
The subject is of great interest to
water anglers, and Mr. Taft’s decision is a

them

desirable

There

is as much

vation of natural
Only recently we

the origin

as

authorities
fallacy

of pointing

in modern

in attempting

days.

to prove

as in a like attempt

to

prove the origin of eating.
As a matter of fact, the pointing act, commonly exhibited by the pointer and setter, is an
incident of the capture, or attempted capture, of
food by dogs, and also by wolves, foxes, etc.

Coyotes

have

been

seen

to draw

and

point on

prairie dogs and grouse in precisely the same
manner that the pointer and setter draw on game
birds.
There was the same rigidity and stealth,

the pause

to judge of distance

and opportunity,

and the final, rigid pause when all the energies
are concentrated for the final spring to capture.
All the phenomena displayed by the dog. family
indicate that the drawing and pointing in the
pursuit of prey were ever natural traits.
It may
be reasonably believed that man could not breed
the pointing instinct out of the dog if he attempted to do so.

the pint and

for the pointing instinct

LXVI.—No.

of ancient writers, has been sanctioned seriously
by writer after writer in many modern publications.
The “authorities” of Stonehenge were simply
a couple of writers who flourished two or three
centuries ago, and wrote pleasingly of sport as
anyone might write in like manner at the present
time.
There is no proof or attempt to prove that
they were authorities in their own day, however
much the exigencies of argument might make

the bushel must be filled somehow.
that which

VOL.
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SECRETARY

TAFT AGAINST
WEDS.

POUND

For many years a bitter controversy has raged
between the salt water anglers on the one hand
and the commercial fishermen who employ pound
nets along the Atlantic coast on the other.
The
pound net men have declared that the nets were

essential to the profitable carrying on of their
business, while the anglers maintained that the nets
destroy valuable food fish by wholesale, and that
of those

used.
have

destroyed

The
been

New

only a certain

proportion

are

the

especial
long

grounds

for the

controversy.

poles

planted

in the

Great

South

Bay by the pound fishermen to support their nets
are obstructions
to navigation.
The United
States Government
summer a number

was appealed
of protestants,

to, and last
among them

Mr. Julien T. Davies of New York city, appeared
before Col. Livermore, of the U. S. Engineer
Corps, who gave a hearing to both sides at Islip,

L. I.

Subsequent to this, the matter was carried

to Washington

and

referred

to the War

Depart-

ment.

Secretary

ular

victory

locality

for them

so

far as this partic-

is concerned.

FOR AN OLYMPIC FOREST, REFUGE:
Siens of the increasing interest in the preser-

port

by the

things continue to multiply.
announced the favorable re-

Committee

of Agriculture

on

Mr.

Lacey’s bill providing for the establishment of
game refuges in the forest reserves, and since
then the Public Lands Committee has favorably
reported to the House a bill to set aside a large
portion of the Olympic Forest Reserve in the
State of Washington, as a refuge for the Washington elk.
The bill was introduced by Representative Humphrey, of the State of Washington,
and is finding favor in the legislative mind at the

Capitol.
The elk in the Olympic Peninsula are probably
the only ones left in the State.
They inhabit a
wild, rough, broken country of mountain and forest, a country valueless except to the camper, the
angler and the mountain climber.
It is certainly
most fitting that these elk shall be protected in
their old range, where, of late years, they have
been slaughtered in large numbers, when driven
down from the mountains by the winter’s snow.
Not only should the elk be protected within
this refuge, but also the deer and the white goats.
Shooting of any description ought to be forbidden, and it may be hoped will be forbidden now

or soon.
It is gratifying to see the growing tendency
in Congress and indeed in legislative bodies generally to take action looking toward the preservation of fish and game all over the country.
These natural things ought to be conserved, not
necessarily for any good that this generation will
get out of them, but for their benefit to those
who

are to come

after

us.

Jersey and Long Island coasts

Within the past few years, it has been alleged
that

stantial

the
Desalt
sub-

Taft

has

just

rendered

THE

action

of the Legislature

of the Province

of Quebec in passing an act which provides that

the Government shall collect a license fee from
non-resident members of clubs holding fishing
a
and hunting licenses from the Crown, interests
Nowhere in
very large number of Americans.

Canada is better sport to be had than in Quebec,

and nowhere are there more fishing and hunting
It is interesting that the first strong proclubs.
test against this legislation should have been registered by a Canadian lawyer, and not by any
citizen of the United States who are those most
Mr. White's suggested plans
directly affected.

a decision

for securing the repeal of this act will no doubt

that no more pounds shall be placed in the Cham-

action
united
secure
be effective
if he can
by the members of all the clubs interested. The
amount involved is small but the principle at
stake is an important one.

paign Creek Sluiceway in the main channel of
Great South Bay near Fire Island, or in Dickerson’s Channel, and has decided further, that
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Spatet

In the Lodges of the Blackfeet.

The pursuing party returned
failed to overtake the enemy.

at dusk, having
Some were for

starting at once on a raid into the Crow country,
XIX.—Nat-ah’-ki’s

Wedding.

At daylight an unusual stir and confusion in
camp awoke us, and Nat-ah’-ki went out to learn
what it was all about.
She soon returned with
the news that our enemy of the night had proved
to be Crows, that the bodies of seven of them
had been found, and that they had succeeded in
running off seventy or more horses.
A large
party had already started in pursuit of them, and
we were not to break camp until they returned.
I arose and dressed betimes, had breakfast and
went visiting.
Turning into Weasel Tail’s lodge
I found him nursing a gash in the thigh, where
a Crow bullet had creased him.
I sat with him
a long time, while other visitors came and went.
All were calling the Crows any bad name their
language contained, but unfortunately or fortunately, some may say, in this line their speech
was exceedingly limited. The very best they could
do was to call their enemy dog faces and present
them to the Sun, begging him to destroy them.
I went on to the lodge of the chief, where |
found many of the principal men assembled.
“I
for one,”
Big Lake was saying when I entered,
“Will talk against making peace with the Crows
so long as I live. Let us all agree never to smoke
their tobacco.
Let us teach our children
that
they are like the rattlesnake, always to be killed
on sight.”
The visitors heartily agreed to this, and I may
say here that they kept their werd, sending party
after party against their Yellowstone
enemies
until the Government interfered and put a stop
to inter-tribal war.
The last raid occurred in the
summer of 1885.
There was much scalp dancing during the day,
participated in by those who had lost most recently husband or father or some other relative
in battle with the Crows.
This was not, as has
been often luridly pictured, a spectacular dance
of fierce exultation and triumph over the death
of their enemy.
As performed by the Blackfeet,
it was a truly sad spectacle.
Those participating
in it blackened their faces, hands and moccasins
with charcoal, and wore their meanest, plainest
clothes.
An aged man held the scalp of the
enemy tied to a willow wand in front of him, and
the others ranged in line on each side.
Then
they sang a low and very plaintive song in a
minor key, which to me at least, seemed to express more sorrow over the loss of their kin than
it did joy for the death of the enemy.
On this
occasion there were seven scalps, seven parties
dancing in different parts of camp at once, and
one band of mourners after another took their
turn, so that the performance lasted until night.
There was really no dancing about it, the singers
merely stooping slightly and rising in time to
the song.

but there was now little ammunition in camp
and it was decided that we should push on to
Fort Benton with as little delay as possible. After
obtaining a good supply of powder and ball there
the war ‘party could turn back southward.
Four
or five days later camp was pitched in the big
bottom opposite the fort, Nat-ah’-ki and I crossed
the river, and wended our way to the little adobe
house.
There we found Berry,
his wife
and
mother, and the good Crow Woman.
What a
happy lot they were those women, as they bustled
around and got in each other’s way trying to get
supper ready.
And I am sure Berry and I were
happy too. We did not say much as we stretched
out on a buffalo robe lounge and smoked, but
words are often superfluous.
It was all good
enough for us, and each knew that the other so
felt. Berry had got my mail out of the office and
there it lay on the table, a few letters, a bushel or
more of papers and magazines.
I read the letters, but the rest mostly remained unopened.
I
had lost all interest in States affairs.
In the evening Berry and I went down to the
fort for a while, and, of course, we called in at
Keno Bill’s place. As usual, at that time of year,
the town, if it could be so called, was full of people, traders and trappers, bullwhackers and mule
skinners, miners and Indians, all awaiting the
arrival of the steamboats which had long since
left St. Louis, and were soon
due to arrive.

Every table in Keno’s place was so crowded with
players

that

one

couldn’t

edge

in

to

watch

a

game.
Keno himself and two assistants were
busy behind the bar, as the kegs still held out despite the heavy draught on them during the winter months.
There were even a few bottles of
beer left.
I gladly paid a dollar and four bits
for one of them, and Berry helped me drink it.
We went into the Overland Hotel for a moment on our way home, and there among other
guests I saw a man whom I thought to be a
preacher; at any rate, a white tie adorned his
blue flannel shirt front, and he wore a black coat
which, if not cut in approved ministerial style,
was at least of the right color.
I went up to
him and said:
‘Excuse me, sir, but I’d like to
know if you are a preacher?”
“T am,’ he replied with a pleasant smile.
“I
am a minister of the Methodist Episcopal Church.
I have been in the mountains for the past year,
both preaching and mining, and am now on my
_way to my home in the States.”
“Well,” I continued, “if you'll go along with

me I guess I can find a job for you.”
He arose at
“May I ask,’
be the nature
marriage, or is
few words?”

once and accompanied us home.
he said on the way, “what is to
of my services?
A baptism or
there some sick one in need of a

“Tt’s a marriage,’ I replied; “that is, providing
the other. party is willing.”
With that Berry shamelessty snickered.
The women
were gaily talking and laughing
when we arrived, but became silent at once when
they saw our companion.
They were always thus
in the presence cf strangers,
I called Nat-ah’-ki
into the back room.
“He out there,’ I said to

her,

“is a sacred

(more

correctly

Sun)

white

man.
I have asked him to sacredly marry us.”
“Oh,” she cried.
“How did you
know
my
wish?
It is what I have always wanted you to
do, but I—I was afraid, ashamed to ask it of you.
But, is he a real sacred white man?
He wears
no black robe, no cross?”
“He is of another society,” I replied.
“There
are a thousand of them, and each claims that
theirs is the only true one.
It matters not to us.

Come

on.”

And so, Berry
married, and we

acting as interpreter, we were
sent the preacher forth with a

gold piece as a souvenir

of the occasion.

hungry,”

said Berry, “broil us a couple

tongues,

you

“I’m

of buffalo

women.”

Broiled tongue and bread, tea and apple sauce
comprised the wedding feast, as we may call it,
and that also was good enough for us.

“Tt is this,’ Nat-ah’-ki confided to me later.
“Many white men who have married women of
our tribe according to our customs, have used
them only as playthings and then have left them.
But those who took women by the sacred words
of a sacred white man, have never left them.
I
know that you would never leave me, no never.
But how the others have laughed at me, joked
‘Crazy girl, you love your
about me, saying:
man, and you are a fool; he has not married you
in the white man’s way, and will leave you as
soon as he sees another woman with a prettier

face.
They
never.”
We
Fort
camp
boats
was a

can

never

say

that

again.

No,

had planned, Berry and I, to remain in
Benton during the summer and make a
trade the following winter.
The steambegan to arrive in May and then the levee
busy place. The traders were also rushed,

the Indians

crowding

in to dispose

of the last

of their robes and furs.
But we had no place
in this, and in a few weeks we became restless.

Berry

decided

to

make

a couple

of trips to

Helena with his bull train, although it was not
necessary for him to go, as he had hired a train
master, or, in the language of the bullwhacker,
a “wagon boss.”
The women decided that they
wanted to go berrying.
The Piegans had long
since crossed the river and were camped on the
Teton, only a few miles away.
We proposed to

join

them,

Nat-ah’-ki

sending

word

to her

mother to have our saddle and pack horses
driven in.
A couple of weeks before this, I was sitting on
the levee one day when a stranger came along
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and sat down by my side, and we fell to talking
about various things. I saw at once that he was
a man of education and refinement, and from
the moment I first saw him I took a liking to
him.

He was tall and well built, brown-eyed

brown-haired,
pression

and

had

a pleasing,

of countenance,

although

and

frank

it was

ex-

rather

a sad one.

Also, he seemed to have no enthus-

iasms.

seldom

He

smiled,

never

laughed

out-

right, and was often so lost in thought over—
to judge from his sad eyes—something near his
heart

that

he was

entirely

oblivious

Mrs.

Berry

rigged

up

a fine

robe

couch

with

willow back rests for his especial use.
The
Crow Woman gave him a beautiful pair of
moccasins.
Nat-ah’-ki and Berry’s wife got out
their choice stores of pemmican, and depuyer,
dried meats and berries for our little evening
feasts.
“See here,” I said to Nat-ah’-ki one day. “I’m
getting jealous

of this man.

You

women

think

more of him than you do of Berry and me.”
“He is so sad feeling,’ she said, “that we
pity him. What is it that troubles him?
Has
he lost some loved one?”
;
I knew no more than she what troubled him;
that he was grieving about something was evident.
asked

We never
his name,

that is where
those

questioned him, never
nor whence he came.

the western

of the east.

tried to pry

They

into one’s

even
And

people differed from
never

gossiped,

secrets,

nor

never

demanded

his pedigree.
They simply gave him the hand
of good-fellowship and used him as they wished

to be used.
The women

long, if we are to keep him contented, we will
have to make up some, for he has heard about

all we know.”
“But just think how selfish he is,” said
Nat-ah’-ki, looking at me mischievously.
“He
gets all of our stories, but tells us none of his.”
I was obliged to acknowledge that the little
woman was right, and promised to tell some
later. Old Mrs. Berry, after some thinking, began:
The

to his sur-

roundings. I invited him over to the little abode
for dinner, and Berry immediately took to him
as I had done.
So did the women, who were
usually very distant and dignified in the presence
of strangers.
He soon passed the most of his
time with us, and nothing in the estimation of
our household was good enough for him. Old

“Tt was

named

him

Kut-ai‘imi:

Neverthey ever
before he

knew it, and then it didn’t matter.
He told
Berry and I that his name was—well, what it
was is not necessary for this story; we will call
him Ashton.
He also informed us that his home
was in Boston, and that he had come west

merely to see something of western life. When
he learned that the women and I were to join
the camp, he asked to be allowed to go with us,
and of course we were glad to have him go. He

before

Story

of No-Heart.

my grandfather’s

The people were

scattered out on the plain one day, busily digging
the white root, when a terrible thunder storm
came up.
It was far to the lodges, so the
diggers, knowing
that
they
would get wet
whether they ran or staid, just sat down where
they were, covered themselves with their robes,
and waited
for the storm to pass by.
One
family happened to be all near each other when
the rain began to fall, all huddled up closely together.

“*This

is a very cold rain,’ said the mother.

‘I am shivering.’
seVies seSaide thes

155 Cold:

Crowd

midst, broke with a big noise, and knocked them
all flat and limp on the wet ground.
There they
lay, the father and mother, two sons and a
daughter, and none dared go to aid them, for
fear the angry god would strike them, too.
But
when the storm passed by, the people ran to do

what they could for the stricken ones.
that

all of them

were

At first
dead,

and

four of them surely were; the fifth one, the girl,
still breathed.
In a little while she sat up and,
seeing what had befallen the others, wept so
piteously that the women there wept with her,
although none of them were related to her. The

father had been an orphan since childhood; so
had the mother; and the poor girl was now
In
alone.
relation.
“Kind

the

whole

camp

she

had

not

one

friends buried the dead, and then many

different ones asked the girl to come and live
with them; but she refused them all. ‘You must
go and live with some

one,’ said the chief.

‘No

purchased a horse and saddle, blanket and riflq,
and various other things necessary for the trip.
So, one evening we returned to camp, to our
very own lodge, which Nat-ah’-ki’s mother had
again set up and furnished for our home coming.
On every hand there was song and laughter,
and beating of drums, and calls for feasts.
The
women broiled some meat, made some bread and

procure your food?
And think of what people
would say should you do so; you would soon

tea, and

their bad words.
I will find a way

Then

we

Ashton

eat

the

simple

and smoked, talking little.
tent; my

away

with

a

relish.

I was perfectly con-

friend, judging by his dreamy

expression,

thought,

meal

and I lay back on our soft lounges

had

couple

gone

of

back

thousand

and

far-

eastward,
miles.

in
The

women soon washed the dishes, and got out their
porcupine
quill, or
bead
embroidery
“Grandmother,” I said, “tell me a story;

work.
some-

“Hai!”

the

Crow

Woman

exclaimed.

He is always wanting stories.

have a bad name.’
“ “Tf people speak evil of me, I cannot help
it, said the girl. ‘They will live to take back
I have decided to do this, and
to keep from starving.’

“So this girl lived on alone in the lodge her
dogs.

had

built,

with

no

company

“Just

Before

save

her

The women of the camp frequently visited

her and gave her meat and other food; but no
man, either young or old, ever went in and sat
by her fire.
One or two had attempted it, but
only once, for she had told them plainly that

she did not wish the society of any man.

thing about your people in the long ago.”
hear him.

one ever heard of a young woman living by herself. You cannot live alone. Where would you

parents

her answer

would

to others.

But he could not help going about,

be that which

day after day, where

she could

she had
always

given

see

him.

nearby.

If

she went to the timber for wood, he strolled
out in that direction, often meeting her on the
trail, but she always passed him with eyes cast
down, as if she had not seen him.
Often, in the
night, when all the camp was fast asleep, Long
Elk would steal out of his father’s lodge, pick
up a water skin, and filling it again and again
at the river, would water every row in No

Heart’s garden. At the risk of his life he would
go out alone on the plains where the Sioux
were always prowling, and hunt.

In the morning

when No Heart awoke and went out, she would
find hanging in the dark entrance way, choice
portions of meat, the skin of a buffalo or the
deer
kind.
The
people
talked
about
this,
wondering who did it all. If the girl knew, she
gave no sign of it, always passing the yoyng man

as if she did not know there was such a person
iatierwmnite

closer together all of you.’
“Thus they sat, when thunder crashed above
them, and a ball of lightning, falling in their

thought

He had never spoken to her, well knowing that

he sat on the edge of the river bank
time, yes, far

a story of great age.

“Tt was in the spring time.

young woman, a hard and ceaseless toiler; no
wonder that the men fell in love with her, and
no wonder that they named her No Heart.
“One young man, Long Elk, son of the great
chief, loved the lone girl so much that he was
nearly crazy with the pain and longing for her.

If she worked in her little bean and corn patch,

back of that, for he said that the old people
whom he had heard relate it, told about having
heard it from their grandfathers. So, it is surely

they

Laughs, and thus among themselves
spoke of him.
It was a long time
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youths gazed at her from
gods to soften her heart.

So the

afar, and prayed the
She was a handsome

on earth.
A few low and evil ones themselves,
hinted wickedly that the unknown protector was

well paid for his troubles.

But they were

ways rebuked, for the girl had many
believed that she was all good.

al-

friends who

“Tn the third summer of the girl’s lone living,
the Mandans and Arickarees quarreled, and then
trouble began, parties constantly starting out to

steal each other’s horses, and to kill and scalp
all whom they could find hunting or traveling
about beyond the protection of the villages.
This was a very sad condition for the people.
The two tribes had long been friends; Mandan
men had married Arickaree women, and many
Arickaree
men
had Mandan
wives.
It was
dreadful to see the scalps of perhaps one’s own
relatives brought into camp.
But what could
the women
do?
They had no voice in the
councils,
and were
afraid to say what
they
thought.
Not so No Heart.
Every day she
went about in the camp, talking loudly, so that
the men must hear, scolding them and their
wickedness; pointing out the truth, that by kiliing each other, the two tribes would become so
weak that they would soon be unable to withstand their common
enemy, the Sioux.
Yes,
No Heart would even walk right up to a chief

and scold him, and he would be obliged to turn
silently away, for he could not argue with a
woman, nor could he force this one to close her
mouth; she was the ruler of her own person.
“One night a large number of Arickarees succeeded in making an opening in the village
stockade and, passing through, they began to
lead out the horses.
Some one soon discovered
them, however, and gave the alarm, and a big
fight took place, the Mandans driving the enemy
out on the plain, and down into the timber below.
Some men
on both sides were killed;

there was

both mourning

and rejoicing

in the

village.
“The Arickarees
retreated
to their
village.
Toward evening No Heart went down into the
timber for fuel, and in a thick clump of willows
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she found one of the enemy, a young man, badly
wounded.
An arrow had pierced his groin, and
the loss of blood had been great.
He was so
weak that he could scarcely speak or move.
No
Heart stuck many willow twigs in the ground
about him, the more securely to conceal him.
‘Do not fear,’ she said to him, ‘I will bring you

food and drink.’
“She hurried back to her lodge and got some
dried meat and a skin
her robe and returned
drank much, ate some
washed and bound the
left him, telling him

night

she

would

of water, put them under
to the wounded one.
He
of the food.
No Heart
wound.
Then she again
to lie quiet, that in the

return

and

take

him

to her

home, where she would care for him until he
got well.
In her lodge she fixed a place for
him, screening one of the bed places with a large
cow skin; she also partly covered the smoke
hole, and hung the skin across the entrance, so
that the interior of the lodge had but little light.
The women who sometimes visited her would
never suspect that any one was concealed, and
especially an enemy—in a lodge where for three
summers no man had entered.

“It

was

a

very

dark

night.

Down

timber there was no light at all.

No

in the

Heart

was

obliged to extend her arms as she walked, to
keep from running against the trees, but she
knew the place so well that she had little trouble
in finding the thicket, and the one she had come
to aid.
‘Arise,’ she said, in a low voice.
‘Arise,
and follow me.’

“The young man attempted to get up, but fell
back heavily upon the ground.
‘I cannot stand,’
he said; ‘my legs have no strength.’

“Then

walk!

No
I had

Heart
not

cried

thought

out:
but

‘You
what

cannot

you

walk. What shall I do? What shall I do?’
“*You will let me carry him for you,’

could

said

some one standing close behind her.
‘I will
carry him wherever you lead.’
“No Heart turned with a little cry of surprise.
She could not see the speaker’s face in

the darkness,
the voice.

only his dim form; but she knew

She was not afraid.
‘Lift him then,’
she said, ‘and follow me.’
“She herself raised the wounded one up and
placed him on the newcomer’s back, and then

led the way out of the timber, across the plain,

through the stockade, in which she had loosened
a post, and then on to her lodge.
No one was
about, and they were not discovered.
Within
a fire was burning, but there was no need of the
light to show the girl who had helped her.
He

was Long Elk.
‘We will put him here,’
said, lifting the skin in front of the couch
had

prepared,

and

fully down upon
a little, looking

silent and
now,’

would

she
she

they laid the sick man careit. Then Long Elk stood for
at the girl, but she remained

not look

he said, ‘but each

at him.

night

‘I will go

I will come

with

meat for you and your lover.’
“Still the girl did not speak, and he went
away.
But as soon as he had gone, No Heart

sat down

and cried.

little and asked,
you crying?’

The sick man

‘What

troubles

““Did you not hear?’
that you are my lover.’

you?

she replied.

raised up a
Why

are

‘He

said

“*T know you,’ said the man.
They call you
No Heart, but they lie.
You have a heart; I

wish it were for me.’
““Don’t!’ the girl cried.

‘Don’t say that again!

AND
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I will take care of you, feed you.
As your
mother is to you, so will I be.’
“Now, when night came again, No Heart went
often

out

in

the

passageway,

staying

there

longer and longer each time, returning only to
give the sick man water, or a little food. At
last,

as

she

was

sitting

out

there

in the

dark,

“<Tt would be useless,’ said Long Elk, sadly.
‘Many have asked her, and she has always turned

them away.’
“*T have seen

much

lodge,’ the Arickaree

while

I lay sick in her

continued.

‘I have seen

her gaze at you as you sat talking to me, and her
eyes were beautiful then.
And I have seen her

women

here, and many more in your village, are

become restless and go out and in, out and in,
when you were late. When a woman does that,
it means that she loves you. Go and ask her.’
“They parted, Long Elk returned to the
village. ‘It could not be,’ he thought, ‘that the
young man was right. No, it could not be. Had
he not kept near her these many winters and
summers? and never once had she looked at him,
or smiled.’ Thinking thus, he wandered on, and
on, and found himself standing by the entrance
to her lodge.
Within he heard, faintly, some
one crying.
He could not be sure that was it,
the sound of it was so low. He stepped noiselessly in and carefully drew aside the door skin.
No Heart was sitting where he had last seen
her, sitting before the dying fire, robe over her
head, and she was crying.
He stole past the
doorway and sat down beside her, quite close,

crying

because

but

Long Elk came, and feeling for the right place,
hung up a piece of meat beyond the reach of
the

dogs.

‘Come

in,’ she

said to him.

‘Come

in and talk with the wounded one.’
“After that Long Elk sat with the Arickaree
every night for a time, and they talked of the
things which interest men.
While he was in
the lodge No Heart never spoke, except to say,

‘Eat
Day

it,’ when

she

placed

after day the wounded

food

before

one

grew

them.

stronger.

One night, after Long Elk had gone, he said,
‘IT am able to travel; to-morrow night I will
start homeward.

taken

pity

I want

on

me,

to know

why

you

why you

saved

me

have

from

death?’
““Tisten, then,’ said the girl.
‘It was because war is bad; because I pitied you.
Many
they

have

lost

the

ones

they

Joved in this quarrel. Of them all, I alone have
talked, begging the chiefs to make peace with
you.
All the other women were glad of my
words, but they are afraid, and do not dare speak
for themselves.
I talked and feared not; because
no one could bid me stop.
I have helped you,
now do you help me; help your women; help us

all.

When you get home tell what was done for

you here, and talk hard for peace.’
**So I will,’ the Arickaree told her.
‘When
they learn all that you have done for me, the

chiefs will listen. I am sure they will be glad
to stop this war.’
“The next night, when Long Elk entered the
lodge, he found the man sitting up.
By his
side lay his weapon, and a little sack of food.
‘I was waiting for you,’ he said. ‘I am now well,
and wish to start for home to-night. Will you
take me

out beyond

the stockade?

If any speak

you can answer them, and they will not suspect
that their enemy passes by.’
““T will go with you, of course,’ Long Elk
told him.
Whereupon he arose, slung on his
bow and quiver, the sack of food, and lifted his
shield.
No Heart sat quietly on the opposite
side of the lodge, looking straight at the fire.

Long Elk turned to her:
‘Are you
“She

‘And you?’ he asked.

also ready?’
did

not

answer,

but

covered

with he robe.
““T go alone,’ said the Arickaree.
“They

the

went

stockade,

out, through

and

across

her

face

‘Let us start.’

the village, through

the

bottom

to

the

timber, where they stopped. ‘You have come far
enough,’ the Arickaree said, ‘I will go on alone

from here. You have been good to me. [I shall
not forget it. When I arrive home I shall talk
much for peace between our tribes. I hope we
may soon meet again in friendship.’
““Wait,’ said Long Elk, as he turned to go,
‘I want to ask you something: ‘Why do you
not take No Heart with you?’
““T would if she were willing,’ he answered;
‘but she is not for me. I tell you truly, this:
She has been a mother

to me;

no more,

no less.

And you,’ he continued, ‘have you ever asked her
to be your woman?
No? Then go now; right
now, and do so.’

he dared

not

touch

said, ‘Big Heart,
“But she only
his words, and he
ing what to do.
and put his arm
away, so then he

face.

her.

‘Good

Heart,’

he

don’t cry.’
cried harder when she heard
was much troubled, not knowAfter a little he moved closer
around her; she did not draw
drew the robe away from her

‘Tell me,’ he said, ‘why you are crying”

“ “Because I am so lonely.’
““Ah!
You do love him then.
is not too late;

I may

Perhaps

be able to overtake

it

him.

Shall I go and call him back to you?’
“What do you mean?’ cried No Heart, staring
at him. ‘Who are you talking about?’
““Ffe who just left; the Arickaree,’ Long Elk
answered.
But now he had edged up still closer,
and his arm was tighter around her, and she

leaned heavily against him.
“*Was there ever such a blind one?’ she
said. ‘Yes, I will let you know my heart; I will
not be ashamed, nor afraid to say it. I was
crying because I thought you would not return.
All these summers and winters I have been
waiting, hoping that you would love me, and
you never spoke.’
“ “How could I?’ he asked. ‘You never looked
at me, you made no sign.’
“It was your place to speak,’ she said. ‘Even
yet you have not done so.’
“*T do now, then.
Will you take me for
your man?’
“She put her arms around his neck and kissed
him, and that was answer enough.
“In the morning,

like any other married man,

Long Elk went out and stood by the entrance
to the lodge which was now his, and shouted
feast invitations to his father and friends. They
all came, and all were pleased that he had got
such a good woman.
Some made jokes about
newly married ones, which made the young
woman cover her face with her robe. Yet she
was so happy that she would soon throw it back
and laugh with the others.

“In

a few

Arickarees,

days
and

the

came

a party

wounded

young

from

the

man

was

one of them—asking for peace. The story
told then, how No Heart had taken in
young man and brought him to life again,
when they heard it many a woman prayed

was
the
and
the
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gods to be good to her, and give her and her
man

long

life.

Peace

between

the

two

tribes

was then declared, and there was much rejoicing.
“There, my son, I have finished.”
*
*
*
*
*
*
X
“Well, what was
all that about?’ asked
Ashton, rousing up and reaching out for his
pipe and tobacco.
“Oh!” I replied, “’twas'the story of a girl
and a man.
And I proceeded to give him a
translation

of it.

After

quietly thinking
marked:
“This

gives

I had

for some

me

finished,

time,

a new

and

and

he

sat

then

re-

unexpected

Uncle Jim’s Winter

Camp.

then the fall of 187—

wanton

way.

The

yellow

behaved

blossoms

in that

were

still

clinging to the witch-hazel in November, and on
sunny banks the dandelion still showed
its
golden head among
dle of December.

the brown grass in the midWhen
the cock pheasant

should have retired to the sheltered hollows or
the cozy laurel thickets and contented himself
with the buds of the
to drum on his log
and to fill his crop
with the plump fruit

birch tree, he still continued
on the warm mountain side
each morning and evening
of the frost grape vine; and

when the black and gray squirrels should have
been

snuggled

were

still frisking all day long among

leaves

on

deep in an

the

ground

old hollow

or

chasing

tree, they

the dry

each

other

helter-skelter through the bare branches of the
trees. When snowflakes should have been flying
the sun continued to rise day after day in a
cloudless

sky and to give at noon

enough

heat

to awaken a drowsy bee from his winter nap, to
bring out

a garter

snake

to warm

himself,

and

to start a belated butterfly to flitting among the
bushes. Instead of ice-bound creeks and rivers,
the streams ran limpid as in May, and in place
of a white Christmas week such as the dwellers
among the Alleghany Mountains of Central
Pennsylvania wish for, it looked as though they
would be compelled to accept October weather
with its sunny skies, its listless winds and its
blue and smoky ridges.
Uncle Jim, whose occupation was a sedentary
one,

Ever

could

not

resist

since he was

this

lure

big enough

of the

woods.

to be his own

master he had been compelled from time to time

to break away from his. work and his family and
seek

the mountains

and

the streams,

where

he

might live for a few days like the primitive man
that he really was.

His plans were soon made.
He would take
Charley, the inexperienced, who would furnish
the team and the big wagon with spring seats;
Tolbert, who would probably furnish nothing,
and

who

would

be taken

for fun; and

old cronies, Jake and John.
old deer

hunter,

and

who

his two

Jake, who was an
knew

the mountains

as a boy knows his own dooryard, would go to
get rid for a brief spell of his wife, who could
sometimes talk until the nails began to crawl
out of the roof, and John, whose avocation was
carpentering, and whose vocation was hunting
and fishing, would go because he never refused

to go anywhere Uncle Jim asked him to go.
Jake and John would hunt deer every minute of
daylight, and would enjoy the trip keenly;
Charley would

the woods

be scared all of the time because

held unknown

and dreadful

terrors
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he would be sure to get.
But the master mind
of the expedition, and the real appreciator of

the trip would be Uncle Jim.

He did not care

to hunt deer. He wanted to be among the mountains and under the trees and along the streams;
he wanted to lie at night on hemlock browse
and watch the camp-fire and look out at the
stars; and he wanted to hear the owls hoot and

the wind

move

in the tops

of the pines.

At

heart he was a poet, but he was so shrewd and
practical that the others would do just as he
said, and his opinion on any outdoor matter
would be the final word, from which none would
dissent.

The

trip into the mountains

was

a pleasant

one.
It began long before daylight, and lasted
until the middle of the afternoon, with one stop
for lunch and to feed and rest the horses. The
way lay along Middle Creek for a dozen miles,

then led up a tributary that grew

smaller

and

smaller as they proceeded, and at last brought
them out on a high tableland that marked the
near approach to the end of their journey.
Uncle Jim and his two cronies knew the families
in many of the lonely houses that they passed,

and they never

failed to stop and make

bantering remarks or invite
house to go with them.
But
most of the amusement.
John
‘had once set a fish net in a
that a flood in the river had
had missed

his watch,

and

some

the man of the
Tolbert furnished
told how Tolbert
hollow in a field
filled with water,

and how when he came home

Ir fall can ever be said to linger in the lap of

winter,

STREAM.

for him, and Tolbert would be sulky most of the
time because he could not stand the guying that

view

of these people.
I had not thought that love,
that self-sacrifice, such as the story depicts was
at all in their nature. Really, it’s quite refreshing to learn that there are occasionally women
who are true and steadfast in their love.”
He said this bitterly. I could have told him
things, but contented myself by saying, “Keep
your eyes open, friend. You may find much in
these people to be commended.”
WALTER B. ANDERSON.
[TO BE CONTINUED, ]

AND

in the evening he

that when

John

and

some friends had gone with him the next morn-

ing to find the watch, and incidentally to raise
the net, they found the net high and dry above

the water, that had fallen several feet during the
night, and in its interior the missing watch.
Tolbert in throwing the net into the water had
in some way caught it fast in the watch chain
and had thrown both net and watch in without

ever missing the latter.
story

leaked

wanted
land

out

Tolbert

and

catch

John said that after this

in the village

all of the

to set a net for them
a watch.

Then

Uncle

boys

on

dry

Jim told

how Tolbert had once gone up to the mill dam
late in the fall to fish for pike, and how he had
trolled his bait for a whole forenoon on top of
a layer of very thin clear ice that had frozen
over the water during the night, and that Tolbert had not noticed it until Uncle Jim came
along
and showed him what
he was
doing.
Tolbert’s only response to each new story was

a

sulkier

“Its

amdanged.

lie,’

and

a

fiercer

chewing and a more vigorous spitting.
About 2 o’clock in the afternoon when

December

sun

in the southern

sky was

the

begin-

ning to slide down the western curve of its
small arc, they left the mountain road that they

had been traveling since the middle of. the
morning and took a wagon track that led for
two miles through the woods across the flat top
of the mountain, and which finally brought them
to a sugar camp with a good tight shanty open

toward

a big stone fireplace, in which

kettle was

son.

swung

during the sugar

Here in a slight depression

the sap

making

sea-

of the moun-

tain top was a forest of maple and beech, with
an occasional tall pine, while to the north lay
ridge after ridge of the Alleghanies, covered
with virgin forests of hemlock and hardwood,
and to the east the ground sloped into a deep
wooded valley, through which ran a little moun-

tain trout stream.
Uncle Jim quickly marshaled his forces, and
before dark the camp was fit for a prince.
A
bed of which the bottom layer was made of the
clean straw that had filled the wagon box and
the top layer was made of fragrant hemlock
browse, filled completely the rear of the shanty,
and was
thickly covered with comforts
and
blankets.
The cast-iron stove top that they had
brought along was placed on stone sides that
were banked up with earth, and thus made into
an excellent cook stove, and the provisions and

cooking

utensils

convenient

to

were
the

ranged

cooking

under
place.

cover
Jake,

and
with

his keen double-bitted ax, had cut a great pile
of logs for the fireplace and a smaller pile of
dry limbs and bark for the cook stove, and had

then cleaned out and walled up the little spring
at the rear of the camp.
Charley and Tolbert
had taken the team back to a clearing along the
main road, and had returned and were now
standing around hungrily watching Uncle Jim,
who was preparing an ample supper of fried
ham and eggs, roasted potatoes and coffee.
The week passed quickly, but with few adventures, and the killing of little game.
One
evening Jake dragged a small doe into camp
that he had killed some two miles back in the

mountains.

It had

been

shot

very

high—the

backbone just nicked—and Jake explained, with
much pride, that this was the deadliest shot that
could be made, and with such a wound the deer
just wilted down in its tracks. Uncle Jim looked
the deer over carefully, and after examining the
bullet hole, quietly gave it as his opinion “that
Jake came almighty near missing the deer,”
which was probably the truth.
When lying in their beds that evening the
conversation turned naturally to the hunting of
deer and to buck fever. Jake told about taking
a city sportsman over on to the river mountain
one day in the fall.
He had with him a friend
whom he called Obey, and the two set out to
have some fun with the city man.
Whenever
they would come to a particularly large tree,
one would say to the other, “Do you remember
what a fine buck I shot off that tree that wet
day two years ago?” or “There is that big limb
from which I knocked that fine doe thatI gave
you a piece of.” Finally the city man said, with
some heat, “Do you fellows take me for a fool?
Why, I have killed more deer than both of you
And they found out afterward that
ever saw.”
this was true. John said that the first time they

took Tolbert deer hunting in a tracking snow
he blatted each time he saw a deer track and
then stopped and loaded his old muzzle-loading

rifle, and when night came they found that he
Tolbert roused
had seventeen loads in his gun.
himself enough to respond with his usual, “It’s
Uncle Jim then told of once
a danged lie.”
standing Tom Wright at the head of a little
mountain field across which a deer could someThey finally started a small
times be chased.
deer that went in Tom’s direction, and when
they heard him shoot, they hurried to him and
asked him whether he had shot it. ‘‘No,” said
“How many
Tom, “I didn’t kill one of ’em.”
“Why,”
were there?” one of the party asked.
answered Tom, with a wave of his arm that
took in the while clearing, “the whole darned

field was full of ’em,”
One day late in the afternoon a fog came

drifting over the mountains, and it grew dark
Tolbert was lying on the bed
and gloomy.
asleep, and Uncle Jim was preparing to get
supper. Jake had come in but John was still off on
the mountains, and Charley grew very nervous,
The
and believed that John was lost or dead.
fog must have awakened the owls, for they

began to hoot in all directions, and for poor
Charley this added to the horror of the occasion.

He

slipped

in a whisper

what

up

to

Uncle

animals

Jim,

were

and asked

making

that

noise, and when Uncle Jim, after straightening
his back and listening for a minute, said that
it sounded to him like wolves, Charley was
He edged nearer and nearer to
ready to faint.
the shanty; and when from a thick hemlock,
almost over them, a big owl hooted, Charley
fled precipitately, and not until broad daylight
he
next morning, when John had returned, could
John had been lost in
be induced to come out.
the fog, but had spent the night very comfortof
ably sleeping among the hogs in a pen made
These pens were
bark and open at both ends.
hogs
made by the settlers, who fattened their
on the beechnuts when the crop was plentiful.
the
John had gathered enough beechnuts during
he lay
day to keep him nibbling during the time
cold
awake, and he had suffered from neither
the
nor hunger; in fact, he had rather enjoyed
His only game was a very large and fat
night.
on
’coon that he had found lying sunning itself

a short limb of a large hollow stub.
That night in camp Jake stirred the blood of

the party by telling of an adventure that had befallen him while ’coon hunting many years beHis dog had treed a ’coon one dark night
fore.
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on an immense chestnut tree that stood in the
middle of a big swamp.
Jake, who was a wonderful climber, had insisted on climbing the tree,

in spite of the fears of his companion.

He could

reach only partly around the tree,
and
after
swarming up its bare trunk in some manner for
about sixty feet, he came to a large bump which
he could not climb over.
He was too much exhausted to go back down the tree or to climb
around to the other side; and his account of how

he and the man

at the foot of the tree discussed

in the dark how he would fare if he let loose and
dropped was
something
thrilling.
Finally
he
found that he was sufficiently rested to work
around to the other side; and he seemed to think
that it showed no unusual nerve or grit when he
told how he continued to the top, from which he
‘finally shook the ’coon, to the delight of the waiting dog below, who promptly finished it.

Then Uncle Jim told his ’coon story, which put
them into a frame of mind more likely to bring
pleasant dreams.
“Aaron Smith had a ’coon dog
by the name of Bull that could tell the day of the
week.
I know this to be a fact, because Aaron
and I always went hunting on Saturday night in
order that we might sleep some on Sunday, and

if I missed

a Saturday

night during the season

Bull would invariably come to my house and
scratch on the door until I got up and let him in.
One Saturday night Aaron and I started about
7 o'clock to go back into the hills to find a ’coon.
Aaron had a son Pete about twenty-five years
old, who would occasionally get tipsy, much to
the anxiety of his father, who was strictly temperate and a consistent church member.
Pete
had been off to town that day and had not yet
returned when we left the house, but after we
had gone about three miles he joined us. How
he found us I could never tell, for he was still
far from sober. About Io o’clock we treed a ’coon
on a very large pine that stood in a little patch
of woods on the edge of a cornfield.
The tree
was too valuable to cut, and we were starting
away when Pete said he would climb it. Aaron
was angry and was for going home immediately,
but I got under Pete and gave him a good boost
and he climbed hard for about twenty minutes
and then was sitting flat on the ground straddling the tree.
You see he was climbing down
all of the time.
Pete insisted on giving it another trial, and I went to the fence and got a
rail with which I boosted him up as far as I could
reach.
This time Pete climbed harder than ever,
but always down the tree and at the end of a
half hour was again flat on the ground.
Then we
started home.
On the way back we crossed a
field of corn standing in shocks on a steep hillside, and here Pete got started down hill at such
a gait that he could neither stop nor guide himself, and finally went head first into a corn shock.
When Aaron and I passed him without a word, I
could see with the tail of my eye that Pete’s head
was sticking out on one side and his boots on
the other, and it is as true as preaching that he
didn’t get out of that corn shock until 9 o’clock

the next morning.”

to select a place and build a blind of little

spruce trees at a point that would command not
only the greatest number of vines but the ground
as well, and by 4 o’clock he was ready for them.
He had not long to wait before he heard a pheasant walking down the mountain side in the dead
leaves, a few steps and then a pause, and this
one he killed on the ground before it had begun
to feed.
Then two came sailing down into the

hollow

and lighted in a vine within

STREAM.
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kill it so dead that it fell without flutter.
But
now they were coming by twos and three until
the vines ali around seemed to have birds on
them, and their ceaseless “quit, quit” was enough
to excite a reasonably cool head.
But he was a
man of much experience at this sort of thing and
well hidden, where he could reload without being
seen, and before they had become enough alarmed
to take flight he had killed eight; and he went to
camp that evening with a load of squirrels and
pheasants that weighed half as much as Jake’s
deer.
But the week was drawing to a close.
The
weather had changed and grown colder, the pro-

visions were nearly gone—even Tolbert’s crock
of wurst that he had stolen from his wife’s pantry
was nearly finished—Charley was homesick and

very anxious to get out of the woods; Jake and
John were tired out with their endless tramping

over the mountains, and even Uncle Jim had had
his fill and was beginning to think of his snug
shop at home.
So Saturday morning early the
team was brought in, the camp stripped and the
start made.
But now in spirits the party was re-

versed.

Charley was

lively and full of talk be-

cause he was going home.
Tolbert, in his most
solemn manner, would ask John what he sup-

posed

his wife would

say when

she heard

that

John had slept with the hogs, and would then
twit Jake about the size of his deer and how narrowly he escaped missing it. Jake and John sat

like stumps and took it all.

They were too tired

to spit, John said.
And Uncle Jim at each turn
of the road looked back at his beautiful mountains and counted the weeks until trout fishing
would bring him back to them again.

CHARLES

Cornwallis’
TuereE

still remains

LOSE.

Road.

in Virginia

evidences

of

the march of Lord Cornwallis through the Virginia peninsulas, and one which, perhaps, has
never before been mentioned in any publication

is the road—made

by him and bearing his name—

thtough which his army passed in reaching Yorktown.
The situation of this road is in the county
of Mathews
(so named after General Mathews
of the Colonial Army) between East and North

Rivers, and it passes directly through the middle
of the woods, beginning at Piankitank River and
extending southward about ten miles to Mobjack

Bay.

This road marks the lines of the land own-

ers through which it runs, and separates them
one from the other.
Many conjectures have been
made about this road, and strange stories told of
its origin.
It is a noticeable fact that it has never
been used as a cart road, and yet no tree or sapling was ever known to grow and thrive on it.
The
writer recently had occasion
to walk

through a portion of this road well known

here

as Wallace’s Road, in company with an old colored
man and ex-slave, who has spent all of his days
in this locality, who seemed to know every tree
which marks the lines of each respective owner

of the land, and much of his story is vouched for

_ Uncle Jim put in the middle of each day shooting black and gray squirrels, that seemed fairly
to run riot among the beech and chestnut in the
hollow.
Sometimes a half dozen of the big plump
fellows would be in sight at one time, and with
his double-barrel that would kill a squirrel at
sixty yards he had no trouble to bring in a string
of a dozen or fifteen each day.
One afternoon
while following the little run through the hollow
and watching the trout that were lying in every
pool, he found a tangle of grape vines, and from
signs that meant much to him he decided that
pheasants were still feeding on the grapes.
It
was a matter of little work and short time for

him

AND

easy reach.

He first killed the lower one with one barrel, and,
in spite of the nervousness that the second bird

showed, he took time to aim deliberately and to

as truth.
He tells of having built a boat from
trees taken from this wood, which boat was used
by him in running the blockade to get provisions
for the family during the war, and was never cap-

tured or molested.

Of how the woods afforded a

safe hiding place for Confederates during raids
of the Union Army, and that no Union soldier
was ever seen to enter it. It was the former home
of the wild turkey and the quail, raccoon and
opossum, some of which are frequently seen here

to this day.
As we proceeded

down the woods

a clump of

very large old beech trees on a slight elevation
was pointed out as the location of Lord Cornwallis’ headquarters, where he encamped with his
soldiers en route to Yorktown.
It is said that
this road was made for the purpose of transport-

Old

Dominion

Steamship

Company.

There

are

no means of ascertaining the exact time of this
occurrence, but it is supposed to have happened

just before the surrender at Yorktown,

Days in Uncle

Lisha’s

Va.

Land.

For a number of years the writer and his
friend, J., in company with Colonel, a setter dog,
have spent a part of the month of October
among the wooded hills and alder runs of Vermont, in pursuit of the gamy grouse and its
more mysterious and fascinating neighbor, the
woodcock.
That we three should be together last October
at one time seemed very doubtful, for early in
the year J. was in a Boston hospital, suffering
from an operation occasioned by that dreaded
disease, appendicitis.
But when the time came
in which we usually made our plans for our
annual

outing, J. wrote

that he was

feeling some

better and should come, but that his hunting,
at least, would have to be done “at short range.”
as he expressed it, which meant that we must
be

located

very

near

the

game

covers,

for he

was able to walk but very little.
To meet this necessary condition we
to camp,

and invested

decided

in a small portable

house

8 by 10 feet with floor. A Io by 12 tent connected with the house served as a dining room
and kitchen, and we found we had more comfortable quarters than the country hotel had
ever given us. Our camp was made in the edge
of a sugar

woods,

midway

between

two

wood-

cock covers.
Nearby in the adjoining field was
a fine spring, and above the spring stood a
bunch of lilac bushes, which, with a depression
in the meadow, marked the site where a farmhouse once stood and alone remained to suggest
to us a home of the early days.
Looking toward the east from the camp, our
eyes met the main ridge of the Green Mountains rising rather abruptly only a few miles
away,

with

Mansfield’s

nose

and

chin

more

prominent that the other peaks and already
touched with gray of winter. In this place, with
the maples and beeches close behind us and the
hills and mountains before us, we were to “take
our one day’s rest.”
I cannot report any great kills. I hope we
did not entirely deplete the covers; but as is
usual in such expeditions, certain days and
events recur more often to one’s memory than
others.
I well remember the first bird we got.
We

went

down

to

a

favorite

grouse

cover

of

ours, a run just below our camp. J. was obliged
to sit down and rest every few rods. When we
reached the bed of the run J. sat down on a
log, while I, with the dog, circled out and came
into the run some distance below him. Colonel
soon

made

game

and

two

grouse

got

up,

one

going straight up the run as we had planned.
I heard the report of J.’s gun, and on coming
up, saw him still sitting on the log, but looking
very well pleased. He motioned Colonel up the
run, and he brought in the dead bird. This one
circumstance,

I think,

more

than

any

other,

helped to restore J.’s nerve and to give him that
courage which enabled him in two weeks’ time
nearly to overcome his weakness and tramp almost

as well as in previous

A bag of woodcock

years.

often comes to mind.

half mile to the east of our camp
cock cover which we had named

A

was a wood“‘the alders.”’

Nearly a mile beyond and above this cover toward the mountain was a small field, of perhaps
one-third of an acre, covered with blackberry
bushes, sumacs and a few small poplars. This
little spot for some unknown reason was the

at

chosen sunning ground of the woodcock.
It
had been a cold night.
Everything was covered
with white frost.
The big beech trees, when
touched with the first rays of the sun, without the

been very dense.
have been great precaution
way through the middle of
might
be attacked
before

assistance of a breath of wind, began dropping
its leaves silently on our roof. We had a theory

that on such a morning as this the cock, which
in the alders had often escaped us, would be up

reaching his: destination.

in. the “Bell lot”. getting warm

The place of embarking on his boats was evidently at a point near the mouth of East River,
as the terminus of the road
would
seem
to
indicate, which at present is a landing of the

and we started out early over the glistening
fields to prove that our theory was correct.

ing troops

under

cover

that time must have
There seems to
taken in cutting his
the woods, lest he

of the woods,

which

We worked up through
starting a bird, and then

in the sunshine;

the alders without
went = on _ straight
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through the woods for-the Bell lot without looixing for grouse as usual.

We

had barely climbed

over the stone wall around the lot, when Colonel
came to a point. Going up to the dog and looking closely in front of him, I saw the cock flat
on the ground, his eyes blinking in the bright
sunlight.

Noticing

that

a

small

dead

branch

was directly under the bird, I stepped on it, but
although

it moved

start.

The

almost

painful

the

bird’s

“supreme
when

body,

moment”

the

was

animated

he did not

becoming

rocket

shot

upward only to meet the leaden hail from J.’s
second barrel.
We had gone but a few feet
further, when Colonel suddenly stopped, his head
turned around in our direction.
He had nearly
passed

This

a bird before

one

was

trouble.

the scent

reduced

And

so

we

had

struck

to possession

worked

on

him.

without

over

the

lot,

AND

STREAM.

541

stuttering Irishman, the greatest fox-hunter in
the country, of whom it was said that, “‘although
the sight of a fox might make Pat’s tongue
stick, his gun never hung fire.”
After supper

our

friend, the Sam

a story

on

Lovel

the Irish wit will assert
trying

fox-hunter,

his rival which

circumstances.

told us

well illustrates

itself under

Pat

had

how

the most

returned

home

after an all-day’s chase very tired and very
hungry. The good Aunt Jerusha of the household set before him for his supper hot biscuit
and a large quantity

of new

honey.

Pat ate all

that he wished and immediately retired for the
night.
He, however, was soon disturbed by
symptoms of a coming sea-sickness.
He pulled
on his clothes and came to the kitchen, where
the solicitous Aunt Jerusha prescribed and prepared for him a cup of hot pepper tea, and then

bringing to bag in all five birds and missing two.
Not a great kill, yet I doubt if any woodcock

herself went to bed.
Pat took his tea by the kitchen stove, but he

shooting was ever set on a finer stage.
little overgrown pasture, nearly surrounded

The
with

continued

the blazing woods,

sun-

Aunt

shine

of

that

basking in the golden

glorious

autumn

morning;

old

Mansfield for a background, rising boldly into
the clear blue, clean cut like a cameo; and the
actors,

two

friends

gun, with their
this scene often
of us?

devoted

Robinson

in the forms

to “Sam

Lovel’s

dialect

he has so delightfully pre-

peculiarity passes unnoticed.

But the characters

Mr. Robinson created for us in the little village
of Danvis?
Are there such people to-day, and
could we find such a community?
are

still

in

northern

New

“neighborhoods,” as they are fittingly
where old-fashioned flowers still bloom

England

called.
in the

gardens;
where
old-fashioned
manner
and
customs to quite an extent prevail; and where
the old-fashioned virtues are still in style.
Here
are
still found that mutual
dependence
and
“neighborly kindness,’ which we so much ad-

mire.
the

Although
door

of

the rural mail route may pass

the

farmhouse,

the

lives

of

the

people seem to have been barely touched by the
influences

without

the streams

their

little community.

which rise among

Like

their hills, they

have not yet reached and mingled with the great
currents flowing toward the centers of the world.
It was luckily in one of these “neighborhoods”
that we placed our camp, and we were straightway adopted
as old residents by its people.
Nearly every evening we received a call from
some one of the farmers living nearby.
They

invariably
maple

brought

sugar,

pickles.

us

a present—a

a bag of apples,

bottle

a can

If a brood of grouse

of

of jelly, or

had been raised

in their woods, or a cock been flushed from their
corn fields, they told us about it and just where
they thought we would find them.
They seemed
to feel that they were under obligation to us
to make our outing a success.
Of course, those

who were not strangers to the gun were the
most frequent of our visitors.
One of them, a
fox-hunter,

had

the

light

hair,

blue

eyes

and

long legs of Sam Lovel.
He also had Sam’s
honesty and dry wit. He hunted birds some, as
well as foxes, and did not pot them either. If
our stay had been longer our little house might
have rivaled Uncle Lisha’s shop as a loafing

place and sportsman’s exchange.
One evening as we were returning campward

after a rather unsuccessful day’s hunting, we
passed a farmhouse where a chicken-pie supper
was in progress, given for the benefit of the
local cemetery.
The
owner
of the farm, a

jocose

giant of the John

Dart

type, hailed

and asked us to “‘join the meetin’.”

us

As our one

woodcock did not promise much for two hungry
men, we accepted the invitation.
While we
were eating our
“half peck
of pie,” as_J.
described the portion allowed each one, we
were often reminded of other Danvis friends by
those who sat around the two long tables.
But

we looked in vain for the irrepressible Antwine.
His

place,

however,

was

very

well

called

staggered

to

and

asked

him

if the

tea

a f-f-foot.”

The Last Night in Camp.

Camps,”

served for us is changing and passing into
disuse. Yet one still hears in Vermont many of
the expressions used by our Danvis friends.
In fact, we hear some so often that their

There

Jerusha

soon

Hearing him come in,

of the

tells us that the Yankee
of speech

and

had settled his stomach.
Pat answered:
‘“Yeye-ye-yes, I g-g-guess it s-s-settled it ab-b-bout

well-trained dog.
Would not
return to the thoughts of any

In his introduction

Mr.

to the sport

to feel worse

the back door to vomit.

filled

by a

BY

NESTLED

in New

among

York

FRED

L.

PURDY.

the tall trees

of a river valley

State’s wilderness is a little cabin.

Before the open fire-place in the one large living
room two men sit, dreamily gazing at the leaping log flames.
About them are scattered hunting
paraphernalia of all kinds, from boots to guns.
On the table well-thumbed volumes show signs of
sudden neglect.
Pipes, dripping ashes, strew the
wooden mantel. The boiling kettle drones lazily.

It is the last. evening of the last day in camp.
To-morrow—back to the world.
Charlie, the merchant, rises, stretches, sighs
and moves to the west window.
His eyes wander
afar to the mountains beyond the river, lit by the
lights of heaven,
In the. gathering gloom
he
marks the place where the trail to the pond bends

between the hills.
to the

dry

swamp,

Beyond he measures. the reach
where

the

big

deer

hide.

Around the lessening ‘horizon he follows the outlet’s flow

until

it joins

the river

with

a rush—

and then he sighs again.
There is a
“I wish we could stay longer!”
plaintive note of regret in his voice.
Leslie, the
editor, hears but does not answer.
He is seeing
things in the fantastic movements of the flames.
Charlie picks up his gun, looks over the sights
and then slowly pushes an oiled rag through the
barrel.
Then he sits down and gazes again into
the fire,
Leslie stirs and sighs. He, too, rises and, from
the north window, peers afar to Hardwood Island
and Pine Ridge.
With his eyes he follows the
cranberry swamp to the old lumber camp and on
beyond to Silver Brook and the raspberry patch.
“Tt’s tough to go back to the desk,’ he says.
His voice is no more joyous than that of the merchant and his words bring no response.
Leslie
lifts his mud-stained
hunting boots,
cleans and greases them and hangs them on a
hook—for a year.
Then he drops again into the
chair before the fire.
The kettle sings its song
louder and louder.
An hour slips by—an hour in
which the long tramps, the wading of streams and
climbing of hills, the shots that meant meat, and
the weary but happy faring toward the open grate
in the evening—were all silently reviewed and
weighed
and.
measured,
and
measured
and
weighed and reviewed, by the dreamers before
the fire.
Leslie turned to the man-made satchel and took
from it a man-made linen collar.
He looked at
it more than casually.
He encircled his bronzed
neck with it and shuddered.
“Did you ever think that there must be a hell?”
he asked, reflectively.
“Else there would be no
hereafter for the man that invented the stiff, linen
collar.”
showed
symptoms
of taking
The merchant
notice.
“The collar fiend does not deserve the measure
of torment that has been completely won by the
inventor of the boiled shirt,” he replied.

Then they gazed into the fire and lost themselves in thought.
“Well, we must pack up, I suppose,” said the
merchant at last.
“Yes, we must pack up,” dreamily echoed the
editor.
And they continued to stare at the fire.
The moments flew by and outside the gloom increased,
The mountains across the river were no
longer discernible and the shadows in the woods
were deep and dark.
By the flicker of the fire
the merchant sought his razor, while he ran his
tanned fingers through his facial undergrowth.
Finding the desired instrument of human torture, he—sat down
and again gazed into the
flames.
The editor yawned and reaching for the drinking cup, interrupted the song of the kettle by filling the cup with hot water.
He, too, was thinking of the mowing that civilization ‘demands of
man’s face. Then he—fixed his eyes on the fire.
RéSeno use,’ said the merchant, finally and
desperately.
“Here goes.”
He arose with determination and began the
work of preparation for the departure.
Lamps
were lit, sweaters were doffed and the razors
were applied. Then came the packing.
It was a
busy hour or more unbroken by words.
Buckles
clicked, straps creaked and the kettle sang.
Inw ardly the merchant and the editor groaned.
Morning came only to emphasize the regret.
Stiff collars chafed necks, stiff hats pinched
heads, stiff shoes crowded feet and stiff shirts
held. unwilling bodies as in a vise. The sun was
shining in the sky, but there were clouds over the
hearts of the two men.
That world there in the
wilderness was beautiful, but the other world—
that was different.
The wilderness world was

made by God—the city world was made by man.
Who would not feel a pang on being compelled to
leave the grandeur and freedom of the one to
mingle with the pinched soul of the other?
It was almost time for the wagon that was to
carry them over the mountain road to the manmade railroad.
They listened for the chug of the
wheels and hoped that noise would not offend
their ears.
They hoped the wagon-man had forgotten his orders.
They dragged their grips and great coats out
of the cabin, and listened
again.
Chug-chug!
There it is. The wagon is lurching through the
woods.
Side by side, the merchant and editor turned
and looked far off on the mountains across the
river, a-glitter in the early winter sun.
They
must soak their souls full of the scene, for they
would not see it again for a year—perhaps they
would never seeit again.
“You sports better git spry, if we want to catch
that train!”
The driver’s words fell upon the merchant and
the editor asa bludgeon.
They tumbled into the
wagon and the rough journey from paradise back
to the world was begun.

New
watched

numbers

Haven,
Conn.,
Feb.
27.—We _ have
with considerable interest the various

of your

paper

that

have

so

far been

issued in the new form, and to us they have appeared most attractive.
FoREST AND STREAM has
always been a good paper, but in the new dress
it certainly deserves and will no doubt secure an
increased prosperity. We are simply writing this
to congratulate you, and you have our very best
wishes for the future.

THE MARLIN FIREARMS Co.
By M. H. Martin, President.

Tuat

ever

delightful

American

weekly,

ne

EST AND STREAM, established Aug. 14, 1873,‘
studiously promote a healthy interest in xb
Ae
recreation,’ comes to us in a new form.
For over
thirty years its page has been nearly the size of
the Field page.
In its issue for Jan. 6 the page is
reduced to quarto—that is, to about one inch less
in depth than our Fishing Gazette page.
I like
the new shape, and wish Forest AND
STREAM
continued and increased prosperity.
It has always aimed at a high standard in sport of all
kinds.—London Fishing Gazette.
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NATURAL EUSTORY|[Re
The

Silent

Fisherman.

WovuLp you see the most charming

symphonies

in color, turn to nature’s easel.
Blending her
tints with lavish hand, she never makes a mistake.
The colors of the great blue heron or
“big crane,” giant of a fast vanishing race, well
illustrate the possibilities afforded by a meager
palette.
It is a rare combination in blue-black
and white, with various intermediate shades, the
touches of rufous color on the forewings, legs
and front of the neck adding richness to the
effect without marring its harmony.
As seen.at rest, blue-gray predominates in the
plumage,
with almost black in front of the
wings.
The back of the neck is a soft dove
color; the front nearly white save for numerous
black or rufous
markings.
The
snowy
crown is margined with black, the crest, which
measures seven inches to the tip, being voluntarily raised or lowered.
Very narrow, almost
lavender-colored feathers form a regal mantle
covering the upper part of the back, and similar
ones droop from the breast in such a way as to
remind one, save in color, of that strangely
beautiful flower, the night-blooming cereus. _
The bill is about five and one-half inches in
length and bright yellow above.
The glistening
yellow iris and large black pupil suggest the
keenest of vision.
When in repose with its head
curled’on its breast, the bird measures scarcely
two feet in height, despite its long legs; but at

Save for rare visits to some carp pond, this
bird does not encroach
upon human
rights,

was

while the assistance it gives in ridding the fields

am

of mice

amply

as an angler.

repays

any

mischief

it may

do

Yet between those who shoot for

the mere love of killing and those in quest of
fine feathers, this beautiful link with past ages
seems threatened with extermination.
Stoic philosopher
among
birds, may
man
learn ere it is too late that conquests over you
are far more glorious made with the camera

than

with

the

gun;

that

light,

as

it

comes

through the lens is a more
satisfactory preservative than lead supplemented with the milliner’s skill or the taxidermist’s art.

Bessie L. PuTNAM.
_ The original of the illustration has rather an
interesting history.
It was found near Harmonsburg, Pa., by Mr. Fred Jackson, of that

and

tree

trunks,

mid

which

are

at the least disturbance

ing ground.
With perhaps one stilt foot concealed in its plumage, apparently asleep, but
with the bill always directed toward the game,
the brightest of eyes detects the first fish darting
in that direction.
In lieu of more
secluded
ground, it may resort to the farmer’s carp pond.
Should the owner object, swift wings are called
into action, and three or four dead fish left on
the ground, each stabbed through by the sharp
bill, attest to the heron’s skill in spearing.
One of the most wary of wild creatures, when
wounded or imprisoned, it oftentimes proves a
formidable adversary.
The long neck and legs,
broad wings, and powerful beak transform it
from an embodiment of meekness and patience
into one of extreme belligerence.
An acquaintance who temporarily shut a wounded heron in
the pig house, states that the proprietor of the
establishment at once attempted to make the
acquaintance of its strange guest, to receive one
sharp thrust in the nose from the formidable
bill. His pigship took the hint and retired; but
with a curiosity akin to human,
every
other
pig of the household in turn made the same attempt at familiarity, with like result.

a third smaller.

[

of the opinion that all:of our large herons

snake they can catch.
I have known the blue
grown

mullet.

heron

This last season

to swallow

a

I killed a heron,

and while carrying him, I noticed that he was
unusually heavy,
skinned him, I
throat to stern,
I found a fish,
longer than the

as heavy.

How

and, when I had got home and
noticed that he was full from
and proceeded to examine him.
which was some four inches
body of the bird, and fully half

this bird captured the fish and

raised him to swallow, I cannot conceive.
since the foregoing experience, I came

But,
sud-

denly on to a heron on the beach that was busily
engaged

with

a catfish

He

some

nine

left the fish without

Eagle
A

inches

ceremony,

PRIVATE

Alighting

letter

from

on

long.
but

I

Water.

Mr.

T.

Gardiner, Mont., better known

E. Hofer,

of

to the older gen-

eration of ForEsT AND STREAM readers as “Billy”
Hofer, contains an interesting
natural
history
note.
Mr. Hofer was returning from Alaska on

the

steamer

Farallone

when

the

incident

place:
“I must mention one thing new to me,
that is, seeing an eagle alight on the water

took
and
and

rise from it. We were having fun with the gulls,

practically

wades into it to its knees to secure better fish-

feet long, and fully

satisfied that they eat both mullet and catfish.
The pelican will also take a full-grown mullet
with ease.
The cormorant will eat more fish
than a person, and it is astonishing what large
fish they swallow.

its

hidden by a throwing back of the head, while
the lower part of the bill and neck are so inconspicuously colored as to be scarcely noticed
among the branches.
It may stand thus for minutes, apparently motionless, yet slowly turning the head, if necessary to keep the enemy in front.
Silently the patient fisherman stands on the
banks of some shallow stream or lake, or often

two

the other,

eat young snakes, and that this is one reason of
the remarkable scarcity of snakes in Florida;
another
is, that the alligators devour every

fins.

seeks refuge.
Besides, its entire demeanor eminently fits it for concealment.
The white crown
and yellow bill, easily its most
conspicuous

marks,

through;

pulled on him and took his skin.
Since that
time I found a fin in the throat of one, so I am

feet in air.
If thoroughly alarmed, the back
humps up and the gray wings unfold with a
spread of nearly six feet, showing when expanded a broad band of darker gray entirely
concealed when the bird is at rest.
Nature has many skillful devices for the protection of her wards, but those who have seen
the blue heron only in captivity would little
suspect how completely its colors mimic those

rocks

quite large, over
inch

I could have believed that he might have swallowed the cat, but for the great and formidable

the slightest sound the head raises to fully four

of the

an

GREAT

BLUE

Photo

from

HERON.
life.

place, and was at the time. evidently
from the effect of a gunshot wound

capture.

It was

kept on

exhibition

too sick
to resist

in a store

there for a few days, but refused all food, and
was finally taken in charge by the writer for the
purpose of experiment.
During the entire six
weeks it was kept in captivity nothing would
tempt it to eat of its own volition.
Even live
fish placed before it in water were disdained:
It
was first kept alive by means of beef tea and
other liquid food, which it could be forced to
swallow from a teaspoon; then as a convenience
to the feeder a tin funnel was fitted to a long
rubber tube, through which the bird was fed to
the accompaniment
of some
rather vigorous
wing

protests.

After it had recovered from its wound, with
the exception of one eye, which was destroyed,
it was finally released in a neighboring woods,
where it lingered for a day or two, only indulging in an occasional short flight.
Some months afterward
a farmer
several
miles distant reported that a blue heron had
been hanging about his place the greater part
of the summer; that it seemed rather tame and
was blind of one eye.
Whether it was the same

bird, why it tarried, and what
the reader can conjecture

its ultimate

fate,

quite as well as I.

XENO W. PuTNAM.
This season I killed a large blue heron which
had two moccasin snakes in him, one of which

the method being to tie chunks of beef together
with about four feet of string between the pieces,
and then throw them over for the gulls.
This
was in Wrangel Narrows, Finally’ the eagles began to come after the meat when the gulls were
fighting over it. Of course the gulls usually got
out of the way when the eagle dove, and the eagle
got the meat.
“Once we had two tough chunks about three

inches square tied together and about five feet of
strong line between them.
Soon after we threw
the meat over and while the gulls were having a
battle, an eagle dove down among them and lit.
in the water.
He was there part of a minute,

then rose with one chunk of meat and flew
off, towing behind him a gull with the other
piece of meat apparently jammed in its mouth.
The eagle would tow the gull a short distance
and then light on the water and start off again.
I could not see whether the eagle had the meat
in its bill or claws.
“Tt was very interesting and laughable to us,
and exciting to the other gulls, as well as to the
gull that was being towed.
All the time they
were dropping astern and we could not tell what
was happening or the outcome, but could see the
eagle fly toward the timber.
There were hundreds of gulls and it was impossible to tell what

became of the one that had the meat.
see that when

water there was some kind of a ‘scrap.’
times

away

We

could

the eagle and gull was both in the

after that an

eagle would

from the gulls.”

Several

try to get meat

We recall many years ago on Lake Winnipiseogee, in New
Hampshire, seeing a whiteheaded eagle sitting on the water.
The bird
held its head up and looked fearlessly toward the
steamboat, which, however, did not pass very

close to it.
had been

At the time we

wounded.

supposed

the bird

AND
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has emulated the mother country
in so many
ways, should do so in this respect in providing a
Home of Rest, at or near the Nation’s Capital,
for these noble. animals, which, from pioneer days
to the present, have done so much, and are doing,
to

assist

us

in

making

this

country

what

it is

to-day.
We believe the people of Washington
and elsewhere who have so often responded liberally to humane objects, will earnestly espouse
this cause.
It is estimated that $15,000 will purchase sufficient ground with buildings for the nucleus of a
successful home, and that this fund can be obtained by subscription or donation.
When established, we think, that this home, by the aid of
small annual dues of a large membership and
produce from the farm can be made self-sustaining.

That

it will be well to embrace

Montgomery

and Prince George’s counties, Md., and Alexandria and Fairfax counties, Va., with the District
of Columbia, as the field to be brought withim
the scope of the work to be performed by this.
organization.
We cordially invite your co-operation.

>—Mrs. Almeda Steele, Mrs. M. E.
Gorham, Miss Maude Dewey, Miss Meriam E.
Benjamin, Edward S. Schmidt, Dr. C. F. Hadfield, Dr. L. Sherman Clews, John C. Lang, Chas.
G. McCallion, Edwin A. Dement, Adolph Hohouser, H. A. Sands, Charles F. Auffort, R. B. B.
Chew, Jr., John C. Yost. J. E. Feltner, Minor S.
Webb, N. J. Payne, A. G. Shaw, H. J. Kintz, N.
J. Beck.
Secretaries, J. E. Feltner, J. N. Beck;
Treasurer, R. B. B. Chew, Jr.

What
MAINE

COW

MOOSE,

SHOWING

BritisH

BELL.

Stream:

The

Bell

of the

Cow

threw up fourteen fresh clams, evidently
within a very few hours, perhaps three.

Moose.

THE question of the bell on the cow moose has
awakened much interest and not a little testimony

is being brought

forward.

One

or two

Alaska

hunters have advised us that they have never seen
a cow moose without a bell.
In the spring of 1900
a cow moose was taken in
Maine in the vicinity of Houghton’s.
In a time
of deep snow she had trotted along the railroad
track in front of a train, until, coming to a culvert, she was forced to jump down into the bed
of the stream, and in jumping she was injured.
Later she was captured and brought down to
Merrymeeting Park, Brunswick, where she was

found to be so badly injured that it was

neces-

sary to destroy her. A photograph of the animal
taken at the time shows, as will be seen, a short
bell. Mr. Stewart, the keeper of the Merrymeeting Park, where the moose was taken, was shown
a photograph of the animal before it got there

and at once pronounced the moose
count

a bull, on ac-

of the bell.

We have heard from a New Brunswick hunter

that he has more

than once

seen cow

moose

with

small bells, but this is merely his recollection.

How

Gulls

Handle

Clams.

SALEM, Mass., March 20.—Editor Forest and
Stream:
I was very much amused in a recent
number with the account by one of your correspondents of the crow and mussel.
I do not
know that I have ever noticed the crows using
that method of opening shells, but the gulls—of
Annapolis Basin at all events—are
at it constantly.
At every low water the gulls all along
the flats are seen to be busy dropping clams on
the rocks.
Every little while one who is on the

watch

can

height

of from

tionary,
then

see a gull sail up into the air to a

flapping

settle

twenty

to fifty feet,

remain

down

the

his wings

gracefully

for a moment,
beside

sta-

and

broken

shell and gobble up his clam.
Any time with a glass or from behind a duck
blind you may see how a gull gets the clam out
of the shell, but how does‘he get the clam out of
the mud?
That is something that I have always
been very anxious to know, and never yet have
been able to find out.
It must be done somehow,
and very readily, too, as a wounded gull often
throws up a large number of clams.
One I shot

Have

you

or any

of your

readers

secured

ever

seen

gulls light in trees?
In thirty odd years of close
observation I saw them once, and only once, and
then the black spruces
on
Goat
Island
were
simply white with them.
I hope that you or some of your readers may
be able to enlighten me on some of these questions.
Tes View ECA:

[There

are

certain

timbered

islands

on

the

North Atlantic coast, where the gulls breed each
year, and constantly ‘alight on trees. Away from
these places it is our impression that they seldom

or never alight on the trees.]

Home of Rest.

Doge and the Cat in or near Boston.

Mass., and

a Home for Cats in this city. We think it eminently right and proper that this country, which

the Coyote?

Feb. 26.—Editor

Forest

and

Could anyone give me any information

about how to trap or poison coyotes.
I have
some here that I am anxious to get even with.
I have tried strychnine but they won’t look at it.
They are so used to this kind of poison, as everybody puts some of it under their nose.
Is there

no

different

poison

to strychnine

that

could

be

used?
I want to get something that is entirely
new to them.
I guess they are pretty shy with a
steel trap, though I suppose some are caught that
way.
I should be very thankful to anyone that
could give me a few pointers on this question.
If
there has been any information on this subject
in the pages of ForEST AND STREAM of the past
I could not look them up, as I am a new subscriber to FoREST AND STREAM.
Niewits

[See ForEsT

COMMITTEE HEADQUARTERS, 512 F Street, N.W.,
Washington, D. C.—We beg leave to bring to
your notice the proposed Home of Rest for the
Horse and the Dog, and it has been suggested
that we include other household pets; and in
doing so we quote the American Horse Breeder,
Boston, Mass.:
“Near London, England, there
is an unique institution, called the Home of Rest
for the Horse.
An annual New Year’s dinner is
given to the inmates of the Home, consisting of
apples, carrots, sugar, white and brown bread,
and other dainties “agreeable to the equine taste.
Many of the horses are in the Home for what
time they may live, while some are put to work
again as soon as they have recuperated sufhciently. The Duke of Portland is president of the
Association.
The annual banquet is usually donated by the lovers of the horse, who like to
think of the old animals passing their declining
days in comfort.
A more humane ‘and laudable
institution cannot be conceived.
“We understand that there is a movement on
foot in Kentucky to establish such a home for
old and disabled horses, and we think the day is
not far distant when every State will establish a
home for horses that have passed their days of
usefulness.
Such homes are provided for helpless people where they receive every comfort.
Why should not homes be established for man’s
best friend and companion, the horse?”
We are informed that there is a Home for the

About

CoLumBiA,

AND

STREAM,

July 8, 1905,

‘The

Coyote Problem.” “Wolves and Wolf Nature,” in
“Trail and Camp-fire,’ pp. 152-203; also “On the
Little Missouri,’ same volume. |

The Linnaean

Society

of New

York.

REGULAR meetings of the Society will be held
in the Eastern Assembly Room, American Museum of Natural History, Seventy-seventh street
and Eighth avenue, on Tuesday evenings, April
10 and 24, at 8:15 o'clock.
April 10, William Dutcher, president of the
National Association of Audubon Societies, will
speak on “The Traffic in Foreign Game and Cage
Birds,” illustrated by specimens.
April 24 it is hoped that the Society will be
addressed by George K. Cherrie, of the Brooklyn
Institute of Arts and Sciences, on his experiences
among South American birds.
C. G. Assott, Sec’y.

Ohio Blizzard and Quail.
PLAINVILLE, O., March 16.—Blizzardy here last
two days.
Six inches of snow on the ground
with glaze on top, the kind that kills the quails,
gusts of snow, rain and sleet.
1 Od dak
AtTLeBoRO, Mass.—I like the new dress very
much, although I did not think there was much
chance for improvement.
I have taken the For-

EST

AND

STREAM

ever

since it was

FoREST

AND

STREAM, and have every number to date, so you
see I have been with it through all its changes,
and it has grown better all the time.
C. F. H.

FOREST

AND

STREAM.
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| GAME BAG AND GUN
Shooting Snipe

in Central

Italy.

Not long ago I heard a man who had been
wintering in Rome remark that the one thing
he missed in the Italian capital was shooting.
“All they have over there,” he said, “is sparrows and larks.”’ This belief seems to be shared

by many,

and a few contradictory

lines may be

both enlightening and useful.
Rome is really a veritable paradise for the
sportsman.
Game
is found
a-plenty,
up to
within a few miles of the city, and both climate
and scenery are delightful.
The surrounding
country is rich in marshland.
To the north is
the famous Maremma,. immortalized by Ouida;
to the west are the Fiumicino and Ostia bogs,
and to the south are the great Pontine marshes,
extending
uninterruptedly
from
Cisterna
to
Terracina.
;
All this territory seems to be inexhaustibly
supplied with game, and despite the fact that it
is daily shot over by numerous sportsmen, the
supply does not visibly decrease.
At the height
of the season large and assorted bags are the
rule, while at all times sufficient game can be
counted upon to provide a good day’s sport.
This will sound odd to those who know that all
the marsh fauna is migratory, and that none of
the birds are indigenous to the country.
The
circumstance, however, is easily explained by
the climatic conditions prevailing.
Severe frosts
are hardly known in the locality, so that ducks
always find open
water,
and the long-billed
tribes are ever able to discover some
place
where the ground is soft enough for them to
dig out their food.
The marshes are great expanses of lowlands,
running along the Mediterranean coast, within
short distance of the shore.
Sparsely populated, cultivated only in small portions, and
mostly covered with brackish, muddy water that
varies in depth from an inch or two to seven
or eight feet, they have a character all of their

woods,

thick

(Scolopax

gallinago).

own.
The nature and condition of the soil
change with the depth of water.
Where there is
but little, are grassy green meadows, with soft
soil and comparatively good walking.
Where
the water is about a foot deep the mud is plentiful and full of treacherous holes; hard, prickly
reeds (giunchi) grow in clusters all over it, and
a few stunted tamarisks dot it here and there.
Im the deeper places are tall canes, rising at
times to a height of ten and even fifteen feet,
though, as a rule, they are from two to four
feet only above the level of the water. Throughcut the entire territory are bits of dense, wild

and

moist

under-

season's end.
middle

The flight north begins about the

of February,

and lasts until April.

Those who have ever had doubts
snipe’s being a full-fledged game bird
weil to see it shot in the Maremma
_Pontines.
In Rome
almost every
devotee

of the

sportsmen

gun,

and

can be found.

no

keener

about the
would do
or in the
man is a
or better

The Roman is gener-

ally a good shot, he knows his country inch by
inch, and the habits of birds are an open book
to him.
Add that he can teach a dog as well as
any professional trainer, and you have him

complete.
The latter quality seems to be universal. No Roman sportsman is without a dog,
and of course the poor have to be content with
any old mongrel they can lay hands on.
Yet to
see those ugly brutes afield is a revelation; they

point, they retrieve, and if their
quite up to standard, they make
form

and

scent is not
up for it in

intelligence.

For snipe shooting it is my firm belief that the
best

dog

which

in

existence

the natives

shot snipe in most

breed,
seen

[ have
such

is the

Italian

call “bracco.”
countries,

had to admit

over

nearly every

that never

sterling performances

pointer,

After having
have

I

as in the Pon-

tines over the north Italian bracchi.

BUFFALO

APPROACHING

THE

The bracco resembles the English pointer in
general appearance,
though he is heavier in
every way; the head is more square at the forehead; the ears are larger and set lower, and the
jaw is deeper and more mouthy.
There are two
types, the heavy, weighing from 45 to 55 pounds,
and the tight, around forty.

CAMERA,

locate those places where a little water is leit,
and then proceed to work out a wallow of
sufficient depth to enable them to submerge
their entire body.
These wallows, after the rain
has inundated their surroundings, become deadly
traps, which have been fatal to many an unwary

sportsman.
Birds of many species are shot in the Roman
marshes, but the best sport is undoubtedly afforded by three varieties of the snipe family,
which are not only the most plentiful, but found
the season out, from August until April.
They
are
the solitary (Scolopax major), the English

(Scolopax

Beccaccino

in underbrush

foot, which are quite impracticable, and which,
therefore, afford safe refuge to the hunted.
In attempting to describe the condition of
the soil, I am taking it at high water, during an
average season. An unusual spell of wet weather
will submerge the entire locality, and during
the summer most of the territory dries up to a
crisp. It is during these excessive droughts that
the cattle, seeking to rid themselves
of the
mosquitoes and flies which infest the region,

gallmago),

and

the

jack

good

shape,
and

many
good

of the birds
sport

snipe,

pointers

and

setters

do not com-

(Scolopar

ga/linula), called respectively in Roman pizgzardone, pizsarda and
aricola.
Wocdccck
also
abound in November and December; ducks of
every kind can be found from December
to
March; geese linger for a few days in January;
quail are shot at all times; and hares, roebuck,
deer and wild boar are always among the possibilities of a day afield.
Among the snipe, the English ranks first.
A
few nest in the inaccessible parts of the marsh,
and their broods are full grown in August, when
the season opens.
The fields are artificially irrigated around the farmhouses at this time, and
the cattle turned into them, so that in a few days
the soil is trampled into ideal feeding ground
and the grass grows to be a foot high.
Finding
shelter and food, the birds flock to the unusually
fine pasture, and will lie to a dog as close as will
a quail.
Those lucky enough to first discover
these irrigated fields, have splendid shooting.
In September the regular southbound flight
begins, but the bulk of the passing birds do not
strike the locality until November.
Then they
often appear by the thousand, and just before a
storm, when they collect to resume their flight,
it is a wonderful sight to see a whisp, at one
moment
blackening the air like a swarm
of
insects, and disappearing completely the next,
as they rise against the sky or plunge along the
marsh that is already darkened by the coming
of night.
During a normal season, when the soil is in
locality,

On

pare favorably with the bracco; they are noisy,
anxious and very apt to get excited if the birds
are at all wild.
The bracco is serious, attentive,
obedient, and seems to understand the value
of silence.
Bred for marsh hunting, and trained
to it for generations, he is the beau ideal of
perfect form.
He steps along softly, with a
light, careful tread, hardly making a sound; and
every few yards he halts, and with nose high to

winter

is then assured,

in the
to the

PIZZARDONE,

SOLITARY

SNIPE

(Gallinago

major).

the breeze, makes a circular inspection of the
air. Should a stray breath bring to him the
pungent scent of his quarry, he stiffens into a
point with

hardly

a move,

just a slight crouch

of the body and a stretching out of the neck.
And then, at a sign from his master, he starts on

one of those beautiful stalks that no other breed
can imitate—a slow, cautious step forward, a
wag of the tail, and another point; and the
operation repeated until the bird is flushed.
I
have seen many a bracco point snipe 70, 80 and
even 100 yards away, and always with the same

precise

method.

FOREST
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during

the

winter,
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this

bird abounds-in March or April, when the first
warm breezes are wafted from the south. The
marsh is in all the glory of its bright spring
raiment, at the time, and the solitary. seems to
know it.
He is really the aristocrat of the
snipe family.
No muddy or brackish water for
his lordship, and no weather but the finest.

Where

the limpid stream

flows out to irrigate

a field of tender green grass, where a crystal
spring bubbles up among clusters of fragrant
wood violets, where great beds of gorgeous

wild

jonquils

point

out

a pool

of clear

rain

water, there you will find him.
A hermit, as his name indicates, he roves around
restlessly, ever sensitive to the slightest change
of weather, always in search of a better trysting
place. And so it happens, that where you make
a big bag to-day you may pass empty-handed tomorrow.
Going after him is a gamble, and to
my mind this adds greatly to the pleasure. Be-

sides

which

the

English

and

jack

favor

the

same localities, and they are ever around to
serve as a consolation prize to the unfortunate.
The appearance of the solitary is one of its at-

tractions.
Wilson

ger

It is a beautiful bird, much like the

in build, but brighter

in color,

in size and better proportioned.

and bill are

black.

shorter,

and the breast

But it is its behavior

far big-

Its legs

is richer in

when

discovered

by the dog that makes the solitary such a fascinating bird to hunt.
A slow flyer, nature

seems

to have

provided

for its safety by pre-

senting it with a most excellent pair
and the knowledge of how to use them.

run

before

the

dog

at

an

incredible

speed instead of rising, and the average

of legs
It will

rate

of

dog will

lose it almost invariably after a short and useless chase,

for, as soon

as disturbed,

it takes

good sprint and then stops to await results.
followed,

re-cross

A

Note

MARSH

the mode

FARM

starts

the Oxen.

Shooting snipe in the Roman province, when
the flight birds are scarce and one has to deal
with cunning old acclimated ones, is a science.
The birds are found massed around the feeding
grounds in the early morning, but they rise in

a body
been

at the first shot, and when

scattered

completely.

by a few

more,

on its tracks, cross

and

network

of scent has been laid, and then scoot off again
at breakneck speed.
The ingenuity displayed
by both animals in this contest of wits is really
marvellous, and to watch the work of an intelligent and well trained bracco at it, is one of the
prettiest sights a sportsman can be treated to.
No sooner has the dog scented its prey than it

HOUSE.

of yoking

it will double

its trail until an inextricable

a

If

they

they have
disappear

in pursuit at a gallop.

Little fear of a

flush, for the bird will only rise when corFor five or ten minutes at times, the
nered.
mad race may last.
Rushing from side to side,
suddenly turning at right angles, twisting in
and out of the stunted bushes, the dog will fol-

low

its quarry

dodging

At your

at a wild pace

it succeeds

in heading

feet the bird will pause

until by clever
it toward

you.

for a second,

undecided, and the dog will drop into a steady
point.
Then is your chance, kick hastily before
you, and the brown beauty will rise majestically
from under your feet. To kill it is child’s play,
unless you are over-anxious and shoot too soon;

its flight is slow, heavy and straight.

Bags of thirty-five and forty solitary snipe
are on record, but they are the rare exception.
A dozen to twenty birds are:considered a good
day’s work, and many a sportsman thinks his
day well spent if he can see even one of these
birds, properly worked by his dog.
A short stay in the marshes, either at one of
the big farmhouses or the more modest hut of
a woodchopper, will afford a novel and most
interesting outing at very small cost.
For a

few lire, guides can be secured in Rome who
will arrange all the details and furnish the dogs.

It is better policy, nevertheless, to purchase a
brace of tried bracchi, which can be had in

northern

Italy for $20 or $25 apiece, and then

secure the services of a woodchopper or charcoal burner right on the grounds.
These men
are faithful, intelligent, and know every foot of

the territory.

Contrary to the general use, thigh boots,
whether of rubber or leather, are not advisable
in the Pontines.
The marsh is full of buffalo
wallows, and one often goes down to the waist
in water.
Now nothing is more disagreeable or
harmful than wet within one’s boots, and a great
many Romans now wear low shoes with holes
in them and gaiters.
The water filters right
through them, and ten minutes after leaving the
water one’s feet are practically dry.
The prospective visitor to the marshes will
hear terrible tales of the danger awaiting him if
he falls in with the semi-savage buffaloes that
inhabit the region.
These tales are often true,
but the ugly brutes are arrant cowards, and
while they will attack and trample to death

any one

taking flight at their appearance,

New

York.

It is then the hunter’s skill is called

into play.

A flushed bird, if acclimated, will seek safety
in the most extraordinary places, though indeed it invariably seems to be influenced by
weather conditions. Though it is generally believed that a snipe will not alight on the stems
or branches of plants, I have often found them
in the reeds, with two or three
beneath them, where there was

feet of water
not a square

inch of ground for miles around.
On a bright, sunny day a flushed
either alight in the wet meadows

the dry fields.

snipe will

again or seek

If it rains, it will choose

scrubby brush in preference,

the

and in a high wind

it will try the woods or the tall reeds, where it
finds shelter.
Bags of from twenty to thirty snipe are not
unusual within a few miles of Rome, while
during the good part of the season fifty to a gun
is not considered extraordinary shooting for
the Pontines.
Of the jacksnipe (not the American jack)
little need be said. In conformation it is alfnost
a miniature Wilson snipe. It is very small, not
particularly plentiful and rather tame _ sport.
It will sit until literally kicked up by the dog,
then

take

a short,

straight flight and

go

down

again a few yards away.
You can miss it a
dozen times (if you are clever), and still have
another chance.
The sport is uninteresting.
And

now

for the solitary snipe, the very

best

game bird (as far as a dog’s work is concerned)
that it has ever been my good luck to hunt. A

MARSH

they

will promptly turn tail if met fearlessly and
shouted at.
The best place to be taken in, if only one day
can be spared, is Maccarese, a farm situated
about seventeen miles north of Rome.
Part of
it has been recently made into a preserve, but
the best portion, Campo Salino, is still open to
the public.
If several days are at one’s disposal, better try the Pontine marshes.
Any one
of the villages studding the section of country
between Velletri and Terracina are within easy
reach of splendid grounds, and Cisterna, Tre
Ponti, Mesa or Piperno can provide both conveyances and guides.
The trip is unique and
well worth taking.
L. DEB. HANDLEY.

FOLK—WOODCUTTERS.
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“We
Doc

Boxssetr

Killed
was

he added,

a B’ar.”

music

ability,

the first to reach the rail

some

of which

was

“no

head

STREAM.

fur figgers—no

figgers,” in the usual undertone.
~
“Go on, Mack.
Le’s have it all..

[APRIL 7, 1906.

head

fur

What

did

the bear eat that killed him?’ said Doc.
All
joined in the request for the facts, since every

this evening, and after sitting idly a moment, he
rose and began to walk back and forth, whistling
softly to himself, as he always did when alone.
Doc was the local self-constituted music teacher,
and his efforts were confined to the old Missouri
harmony books and the Tonic Sol-Fa system,
where the men sang the air and the women the
treble.
The Boy had always regarded with awe

Doc’s

AND

one there knew Mack never went hunting any
bear, or any trouble either; and Tucker Daniels
had so far recovered that he expressed an un-

belief that Mack ever saw a bear.
This last
was lost on the story-teller, whose mind was
groping its way back to his younger days.
“Waal, th’ only b’ar I ever killed (er saw wild)

won-

drously strange to the youth; negro melodies,
gathered by the old man in his southland boy-

—an’

hood;

Ozark Mountings—big hills they be.
Ef Lige
here is twenty-seven
et must
hev bin most
twenty year sence we come back from thar.
Lige was ‘bout seven, I reckon—wa’n’t
ye,

quaint music and quainter words, to the

prairie folk.
As he came in sight to-night of
the familiar figure in the long coat, he saw at a
glance something was wrong.
Doc
had _ his
was a sure sign that the Republicans had carried
the county election just held.
Doc was an ardent Democrat, and had his party been successful, his thumbs would have been in the arm holes
of his vest, and the tune would have been
“Dixie.” Politics would not be mentioned that
night, for all had great respect for the old man’s

Mack’s

knew

it.

“I killed a b’ar,” and as he always proved everything

by

Lige?”

his

son

and

whittling long enough
not by yerse’f, pa.
I
smart bit.’
Thus set
“Ves, Polly did shore
purty nigh doin’ it all,
ples what th’ b’ar et,’

self

at

heir,

added, “didn’t

I,

Thus appealed to, the satellite stopped

the

to drawl, “Waal, no—
reckon ma ho’ped right
right, Mack continued.
ho’p.
Reckon she come
cause she peeled th’ apand he chuckledto him-

recollection.

Remembering

his

down

over

hard

the

times

old

they had

man

and

he

tu see

in them

he proand getkeep Ins
tu MisHere a

encountered

lapsed

into

in a whisper.

Being

roused,

he

narvousness

somewhat,

an’ th’ ax, an’ whine,

an’ then try fur th’ door,

which Polly was a-watchin’ through a leetle
crack.
She’d wiggle th’ butcher knife in his
ugly face an’ then he’d git anuther move on hisself. Thar wa’n’t no fight lef? in him; he hed a
colic—en orful colic. Ye know haow ef ye kin
keep a horse a-movin’ he’ll git over a spell o’
colic?
Wall, arter I’d kep’ thet b’ar on th’
jump quite a spell—seemed lek a haour most—
he ’gin.tu git better, an’ first thin’ I knowed he
wuz purty nigh a-chasin’ me.
He’d let aout a
growl, an’ Mack would shore step lively then.
I seed he wuz a-gettin’ over his stummick-ache.
Suthin’ hed tu be done powerful quick now, an’
so when he made a rush fur me again I jes’
steps tu one side an’ kort him in th’ back o’ th’
hed wi’ my ax es he went pas’, an’ over he
tumbled jes lek he wuz a horg. Reckon I mus’

upshot o’ et wuz that we tew shud tek a bunch
o’ them apples tu taown an’ swop ’em fur meal

we got th’ stret o’ the hull story.
th’ b’ar wuz a-comin’ in th’ door

hev

cracked

his ol’ skull,

fur he didn’t

git up,

an’ the firs’ thin’ I knowed Polly wuz a pluggin’
intu him wi’ her meat knife. When she seed th’
blood come, she sort o’ gasped et what she hed
done, an’ most’ keeled over on tu Mister B’ar
what wuz a corpse alreddy, an’ I kort her in my
arms.
Well, we hugged one anuther when we

seed haow the creetur wuz shore dead—we

wuz

thet glad, a-laffin’ an’ a-cryin’.
Doc, here, wud
hev diagonized
et es highstrikes, but et wus

Lige, he sed
firs, he seed

*fore sundown.
We traded all rite, an’ mus’ hev
got tu aour clearin’ ’long ’bout four o’clock.
Ever’thin’ hed bin luvly so fur, but when we

o’ him, an’ he got th’ baby an’ climbed th’
ladder tu th’ loft. Buddy cud come along tw’
alrite, an’ all this time th’ b’ar wuz a-shufflin’
*raound th’ cookin’ thin’s, payin’ no ’tension tu
th’ childern. Th’ wuz so leetle lef’ in th’ cabin
tu eat thet th’ b’ar soon got on his haind laigs
tu snuff th’ strings o’ dried apples.
Ye know

got in site o’ th’ place, an’ Polly seed th’ door

a b’ar

Lige wuz

th’ oldes’

o’ aour

three

shet,

she knowed

see, th’ wan’t no

suthin’

sense

wuz

wrong.

Ye

in shettin’ doors ’thout

ye wanted tu keep suthin aout er suthin’ in, an’
so that shet door wuz a call to Polly fur ho’p.
One look wuz enuf.
She wuz daown frum behin’ me off that mule in a jiffy, an’ a-makin’ fur

th’ cabin es fas’ es she cud go.
long enuf tu tie th’ mule, but
narvous,
in’ frum

lis’nin’ tu th’ saounds
behin’ thet shet door.

I stopped jes’
I wuz mighty
thet wuz a-comI thort o’ b’ars

an’ painters an’ wil’ cats, which I’d hearn tell
wuz all ’baout us, but I cudn’t tell what kind o’
anymule et wuz a-makin’ th’ racket.
Whatever
et wuz kep’ a-whinin’ an’ a-graowlin’; but I

cudn’t hear nuthin’ o’ th’ three childern.
I kort
up with Polly jes’ by th’ woodpile, as she grab-

bed th’ ax.
she

snapped

quick.’

‘Th’s a b’ar in thar wi’ my babies!’
aout,

‘an’

we

got

tu

du _ suthin’

Th’ wuz fire in her eyes, I tell ye, an’ I’d

hate tu hev bin a b’ar jes then.
She tuck command, as useyul, an’ I seconted her emoshun.
Th’ door wuz shore shet tight.
We knowed
haow hard thet door wuz tu shet, an’ haow hard
et wuz tu open arter et wuz shet.
I hed cut a

groove in th’ sill, an’ tu open et ye hed tu lif’
th’ hull thin’ stret up. I made Polly gi’ me th’
ax an’ stand by tu open th’ door.
Haow I ever
got inside thet cabin I don’t know, but I made
et somehaow, an’ when I come tu my sense, I

seed thar wuz a b’ar shore enuf, but et wan’t no

audience, he proceeded, “Didn’t I never tell ye
fightin’, tearin’ feroshus creetur at all; jes a
’bout that thar b’ar story?
Waal, le’s see; - orful sick anymule, he wuz.
He looked mighty
Lige, how ol’ air ye?
Yer ma keeps track 0’
oncomfortabul
jes then,
runnin’
’raound
all

sech thin’s; I ain’t got no head fur figgers,’ and

I got over my

an’ felt ankshus tu tackle th’ b’ar an’ du et
*baout right—speshully sense he didn’t seem tu
want tu tackle me.
I didn’t know nuthin’
*baout killin’ b’ars, an’ I wa’n’t goin’ tu rush in
an’ give him no chanst tu hug me—no sirree!
So I sashayed over tu his end o’ th’ room,
keepin’ a sharp lookaout fur trubbil all th’ time.
He wuz able tu keep purty well aout o’ my way,
an’ jes’ as quick es I’d mek a lick at him wi’
th’ ax, jes as quick he’d skip pas me to t’other
end o’ th’ cabin. An’ when I’d stop tu git my
wind, an’ he got a chanst tu rest, he’d git up on
his haunches an’ hol’ his stummick wi’ his front
paws like as ef he hed the bigges’ all-fired stummick-ache that ever happened.
He’d dodge me

jes bein’ glad all th’ way thru. Then Polly got
th’ childern daown an’ mothered ’em a Jot, an’

wuz

.7

all right,

“Crops wouldn’t grow on them air rocky hills,
an’ I wan’t no hunter, not by a hull row o’ apple trees. Ever’thin’ dried up that last summer
we wuz thar. ’Bout th’ only thin’ we did hev
wuz apples,” and he again chuckled to himself.
“Bein’ as et wus sech a good dryin’ spell, Polly
tuck a notion she’d mek th’ most o’ th’ only
crap we hed, an’ so she dried apples—that is,
she bossed th’ job an’ I ho’ped. Ye know how
they fix ’em—jes string ’em all up an’ hang ’em
in a good, dry place. Polly didn’t call ng halt
till the hull inside o’ our log cabin looked like
we'd hed the bigges’ parin’ bee ever hearn tell
on.
Bimeby, Polly settled et that we needed
suthin’ else tu eat ’sides dried apples.
They
wuz mighty fillin’, but orful pore n’urishin’. We
wuz ackshully gittin’ that thin we hed to face
th’ sun tu mek a respeckturbul shadder.
Th’

tu keep ’em all safe in th’ cabin, an’ we’d be back

Bill!
Hello, Doc!
Hello, everybody!”
Several others had gathered by this time, and
the conversation iivened as the whittlings began
to litter the ground.
Cy. Couchman had killed
a fox.
On being questioned as to what was the
largest animal he had ever shot, said, “Oncte
shot 2 b’ar.
Mus’ not hev hurt him much,
though, fur he kep’ a-goin’, an’ I never foun’
him.”
Tucker Daniels laughed at this part of
the story, but the hunter met the sarcasm by
adding, “Waal, I ain’t no call tu be shamed o’
what I ain’t afeerd tu tell.”’ All remembered a

little well digger received the well-aimed thrust.
Here Mack startled them all by remarking,

him; he come

children, an’ cause we couldn’t tek ’em all, we
settled et by leavin’ ’em all tu hum.
Lige wuz

Dolly! Whoa

story of a neighbor’s cow that Tucker was
always believed to have shot, despite his emphatic denials, and the laugh went round as the

of the

came

an’ bacon.

He was certainly never sick, and a pair of bright
blue eyes looked out on a world that was all
good to him.
He-smiled his good nature on
every one.
But hands and face were eloquent
reminders
that he was of the earth earthy.
Next to Polly in his affections came Lige, his
eldest son, and inseparable companion, and then
Dolly, the old flea-bitten sorrel mare.
Her
mate was just plain Horse; Dolly was always
mentioned first when he called to them.
As he

drove up to-night it was, “Whoa,

huntin’

in Missoury;

continued:

wife, Polly, was really the head of his family,
and he dutifully allowed her to settle all important questions for him, but one; Mack wouldn’t
wash; Polly couldn’t prevail on him to use soap
and water.
He shunned it as he would the
plague; claimed it was the cause of more harm
than “Doc’s med’cin,” and always clinched his
objections to cleanliness with, ‘“What’s th’ yuse
—git dirty ag’in,’ and then softly to himself,
“sit dirty ag’in—git dirty ag’in.”
It was hard

and Mack

vision

being almost

“Hello, Boy; that you?
Le’s see that wart
you told me abo’t.
Just you keep usin’ the
medicine I give you an’ it'll go away one oO’
these days—or nights, maybe.”
MHere the arrival of others caused Doc so far to forget his
troubles as to get out his knife and gather a
long splinter from the rail, which he carefully
began to pare into the finest possible shavings,
settling comfortably into position, with his heels
hooked on a lower rail of the fence.

this assertion,

out

thoughtfulness, repeating the last words, ‘“‘come
back with less; come back with less,” the last

“convictions.”

to disprove

went

wuz

Lige?”
Being assured on this point,
ceeded, shifting the other leg on top,
ting a fresh sliver from the rail to
memory working, as he remarked.
“We didn’t hev much when we went
soury, an’ we come back with less.”

hands under his coat-tails and was working
them nervously as he walked and whistled. This

Mack Bean came first of the teamsters.

I never

me—et

Polly, she spied th’ childern all safe up in th’
loft, firs’ thin’, an’ when we knowed they wuz

humped

up an’

a-whinin’

lek

a whippt

dorg.

hes

a

sweet

tewth.

Waal,

them

dried

apples tasted good tu him, an’ so he jes’ lit intu
“em jes lek a hork on a June bug. By th’ time
he’d finished th’ strings in reach he got mighty
dry in his throat, an’ drank

a lot of Polly’s rain

worter.
Then he went back an’ et more dried
apples.
So he stuffed apples an’ drank rain
worter by turns, arter which th’ apples begin
tu git in their work an’ swell up, which of
course

th’ b’ar cudn’t

wuz to drink more
*Baout

this

time

onderstan’,

an’ all he did

worter an’ eat more
th’

door

blowed

apples.

shet,

an’

Mister B’ar wuz ketched fas’ in a trap. By th’
time Polly an’ me got thar he wuz hevin’ the
gol-darndest

big colic thet ever

wuz,

an’ et wuz

most a massy to put him aout o’ his misery.
W’y, sir, thet b’ar ackshully hed tears in his
eyes when he’d whine.
The apples wuz all
ruined er et up, but we hed b’ar meat fur quite a

spell, an’ when we got tu work on his carcass
we faoun’ he wuz swelled up mos’ lek he hed a
bushel basket in his insides.”
The company had long since suspended their
whittling operations, and now gazed with undisgttised wonderment
on the only man in
their ken who had ever killed a real live bear.
Abey Staley voiced the thoughts of all when he
delivered

himself

of, “Waal,

et beats

th’ deal,

by dad, I'll be dad-burned ef et don’t—ye kain’t
mos’ always sometimes tell what ye leas’ expect
mos’. Who’d ever ha’ thort Mack killed a b’ar?”
and calmly closed his Barlow, preparatory to
going home. All arose and stretched their legs,
and as they got under way, Mack added the last
touch to the story, as he drove away, with,
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“Yes, sir, Polly an’ me, we killed a b’ar,” and
then reminiscently to himself there floated back
to them through the twilight, “we killed a b’ar—
we killed a b’ar.”
W. S. Fercuson.

Sale of Foreign Game.
New

York,

March

26.—Editor

Forest

and

Stream:
I am a long-time reader of your excellent paper; in fact, from No. 1 of Volume I.
I have always approved most heartily of the
stand taken by your publication in the matter
of bird and game protection, especially of the
Forest and Stream Plank, “No sale of game.”
I therefore

am

pained

plank as indicated
of March

24,

at the

change

in the

in the editorial in the issue

entitled

“Foreign

and

Domestic

Game in Market.”
I had supposed that your “No sale’ plank
included foreign as well as domestic game; I
do not see how it is possible for you to advocate

sale in the one case and no sale in the other.
The editorial concluded as follows: ‘‘On the
contrary, if the supply of foreign birds shall

foreigners
dogs

looked,

when

writing this editorial,

that comity

of laws that should always exist between countries as well as between States. The State of
New

York

has

no

moral

right

to pass

a law

permitting the sale of foreign game, game that
the countries from which it comes are striving
to

protect,

as

we

are’ striving

to

own game.
Story in “Conflict of Laws,”

protect

our

says, ‘It is not

so much a matter of comity and courtesy as of
paramount moral duty.’
Woolsey, on “Introduction to International Law,” says, “Comity,

as generally understood, is national politeness
and kindness.
But the term seems to embrace
also those tokens of respect which are due between nations on the ground of right.”
How

would

Forest

AND

STREAM

feel, or the

people of the State of New York, were they to
learn that England, France, Italy, Germany,
Russia, or even Canada were to pass laws permitting the sale of six species of American
game birds, at all seasons of the year, ‘‘in order
to prevent the illicit trading in their own native
birds, and thus prove a distinct factor in the
enforcement of their protective laws.”
To carry this simile still further, the States
of New Jersey, Pennsylvania and Connecticut
might just as well pass

of New

York

their own.

game

laws

to permit

the sale

birds in order to protect

If Assembly

bill No.

1474 is passed,

it may have this effect both at home and abroad.
The moral aspect of every public question
should

be

first

considered,

always

before

matter of the sale of game, irrespective of where
it comes from. Wma. DutcuHeEr, President.

infest the mountainside,

by day and

seeking

to coax

assisted
forth
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with

the deer

the
the

total result was two deer. The risk of a “skunk”
is too great to be worth a $25 license.
They
would rather go to Maine where game is more

plentiful and permission is given to ship it out
of the State.
Assemblyman Gates should be content to leave
the license

fee for deer at the present

Let him make the fee $25 for bear.

price, $10.

It would be

more wise to prohibit for a few years the hunting
of bruin at all.
I believe in his idea that every hunter, whether
resident
or non-resident,
should
take
out
a

license.

If the State needs money to carry on its

game commission’s work this ought to furnish
sufficient.
But don’t drive the non-resident hunter away with a prohibitive license fee.
Take

his $10 and let him have

camp

grub with,

the other $15 to buy

It will do him more

the State.

Harotp

good than

E, DENEGAR.

Maps of the Yellowstone Park.
THE

great

National

work

of surveying

the Yellowstone

Park was completed a number

of years

ago, and since then at various times have appeared papers and volumes treating of its topog-

raphy and geology.
Arnold

The work was done by Mr.

Hague, and among his assistants were such

eminent men as Prof, J. P. Iddings,
Harvey Weed,

Wright,
many

Prof. William

Professor

Gooch,

Mr. Walter

Hallock,

of New

Mr.

G. M.

Haven,

and

others.

The last of the publications to appear on the
subject of the Park is the superb atlas of the
Geology, which has just been issued. It consists
of twenty-four large sheets, of which six show
the topography and six the geology of the Park
at large. two show the topography and the geology of the Yellowstone National Park and a portion of the Yellowstone forest reserve, three of
the Mammoth Hot Springs, showing their topography, geology and the details of their travertine
terraces, one each of the geology of the Norris,

Fire Hole,

Excelsior

and Upper

one each of the topography

of the Upper
Shoshone

Geyser

Geyser

Basin,

Basin

Geyser

Basins,

of the central portion

and

the geology

of the

the

of the

geology

shores of the Yellowstone Lake.
No such beautiful or complete atlas of any one

Represito Shooting Association of Arizona
PHeNIXx,

is a lasting monument

to those

who

took

produced

this splendid work

are to be congratu-

lated.

New

Club

in Taunton.

Boston, Mass., March 31.—Editor Forest and
Stream:
I have just returned from the city of
Taunton, where last evening I had the pleasure
of meeting some forty or more sportsmen who
met for the purpose of forming an association
for the preservation and propagation of fish and

License.

Aspury
Park,
N. J.—Editor
Forest
and
Stream:
The widespread influence of your publication ought to be directed in bringing to the
attention of the New York Legislature the serious
error that will follow if it passes Assemblyman
Gates’. bill, A. Int. 96, imposing a license fee of
$25 upon every non-resident who comes into New
York State to hunt deer.
Such a measure is unjust.
Not only will it
cause many more people to seek to evade the pay-

ment of any license, but it will send scores to
Maine and deprive New York State of a tremen-

dous revenue which now goes
the storekeepers and numerous

in the Adirondack
Deer

are

not

so

region.

plentiful

or

The State Association has been able to send
them a number of dozen quail, at which the
sportsmen
express great satisfaction.
The region all about the city abounds in fine covers, and
on some of the farms where strawberry culture
predominates there are plenty of weeds that supply an abundance of food for the birds.
There
are also several fine trout streams within a radius of a few miles, and it is proposed to look
after stocking such as have been denuded of fish.
The club chose officers as follows:
President,
A. C, Bent; Vice-President, F. A. Harmon; Secretary-Treasurer, Becknell Hall; Executive Com-

mittee,

the above,

and

George

R.

Thorndike,

to the railroads,
small merchants

Amos Collins, H. W.
J. B. Morlock.

so

Bryan, O.—Inclosed find draft renewal of subscription to Forest AND STREAM’
The recent improvement makes a clincher that is irresistible—

easily bagged

that there is danger of extermination by the gun
of the non-resident.
There is ten times more
danger from the guns with which the boys and

must have it.

Thomas,

E. A. Searle and
H. H. KiMsatt.

Ass

10.—Through

the

ef-

C. Sieboth, Superior; D, C. Stevens, C. G. Powell,

R. P. Sharpe, John W. Sharpe, J. E. O’Connor,
H. G, Murphy, W. Y. Price, W. C. Truman, J.
E. McGee, Florence; W. J. Kingsbury, Tempe;
W. A. Holt, Globe; W. L. Pinney, Garret Hulst,
H. I. Latham, H. P. DeMund, Charles P. DeMund, Dr. H. H. Stone, Gordon Tweed, Frank
Ainsworth, J. Ernest Walker, E. W. Thayer, R.

B. Beecher, Phcenix.
A club house was

immediately

erected

at the

reservoir, two Mullins’ steel “get there’ duck
boats and a couple of wooden boats put into commission, and a liberal number of decoys secured,
although so far the supply of ducks has been so
great that decoys were not needed.
A keeper and

cook are always

on the ground,

and no one but

members and their invited guests are allowed to
shoot on the preserve.
All kinds of ducks common to this section have been killed this winter,
including mallards, redheads, canvasbacks, widgeons, bluebills, butterballs, sprigs, gadwalls, teal,
spoonbills, whistlers etc.
Fish and Game Commissioner Pinney has lately
seeded the reservoir to wild rice.
Feb. to Game Commissioner Pinney, Dr. H. H.
Stone, Dr. H. J. Jessop, D. E. Morrell and Capt.
J. W. Crenshaw killed 160 ducks.
March 4 and 5
Messrs. Pinney, Morrell, Cassiday, Snoke, Stull
and Howe from Phcenix bagged 109, and would
have secured twice as many had it not been for
the ducking two of the best shooters received
each day they were out. In the latter part of February Messrs.
DeMund,
Galpin,
Beecher
and
Miner killed about a hundred in a day’s shooting.
The officers of the Association are:
<A. C. Sieboth, President; J. W. Sharpe, Vice-President;
R. P. Sharpe, Secretary; D. C. Stevens, Treas-

urer.

A Hounding

Prosecution

Threatened.

It is reported from Albany that Chief Fish and
Game Protector Burnham has secured evidence
that one of the game keepers employed by William Rockefeller in the Adirondacks
has _ been
keeping
fox hounds
in the woods,
and _ has
been running deer. The name of the man against
whom it is reported that action will be brought is
John Redmond, manager of the Bay Pond Adirondack Preserve.
Mr. Burnham has had uniform success, so far,
with all the cases that he has brought against
persons violating the law.
No doubt more will
be heard of this matter before long.

“My

game.

New York Non-Resident

March

the Lake Superior & Arizona Mining & Smelting
Company, at Superior, Ariz., the Represito Shooting Association was organized last November,
with a membership of twenty-five, the club leasing the shooting privileges on the Florence reservoir, an artificial body of water coverng about
2,000 acres, used for irrigating purposes, situated
about fifteen miles south of the town of Florence,
half way between that point and the Southern
Pacific Railroad,in Pinal county, Ariz.
The following is a partial list of the members:
Alfred

part

in a labor which was long and difficult—though
delightful—and which was finally so-creditably
completed.
Mr. Hague and those with him who

Ariz.,

forts of Mr. Alfred C. Sieboth, superintendent of

region has perhaps ever been issued, and this
work, with the volumes which have preceded it,

any

legal or commercial consideration.
I believe that Forest AND STREAM has taken
a backward step in abandoning the very high
standard that it has always occupied in the

STREAM.

at night with a jack light.
One party from this section has visited
Adirondacks seven seasons.
In that time

meet the demand for game, it will in that way
remove in a large degree the inducement to

illicit trading in our own native birds, and prove
a distinct factor in the enforcement of the protective laws.”
It strikes me very forcibly that you have over-

AND

Sixty Years

on

the

Plains.”

MEETEETSE, Wyo., Jan. 1o—John D. Losekamp
Esq., Billings. Mont.
Dear Sir—I am in receipt
of the two books and thank you for your courtesy in sending the same direct.
I have had much pleasure in reading the volume, and of course while I am not acquainted
with the main events, and undoubtedly most ot
the facts transpired before the time of the first
emigration westward, I have a general knowledge
of the matters connected with the narrative. I

only wish

that

Hamilton

.had gone

into details

more, chiefly for the reason that these will be lost
to future generations,
J] am your very truly,
Wm. L. SIMPSON.

of

Nitwoop, IJl—Let me add my hearty approval
the new form you have given Forest
AND

StrEAM.
journal
making

It always
I ever saw,
it better.

was
and

the

now

best

sportsman’s

the management is
Vood2n Ry
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Non-Resident Tax on Canadian Clubs

transport beyond the limits of this State, or
within this State, except as hereinafter pro-

PEMBROKE, Ont., March 30.—Editor Forest and
Stream:
The Legislature of the Province of
Quebec has, at the request of Hon. Mr. Prevost,
passed an act enabling the Minister to collect
license fees from non- -resident members of clubs
holding fishing and hunting
leases
from
the

vided, any wild animal, bird, or water fowl
mentioned in Section 1, or the carcass thereof,
or the hide thereof.”
Section 1 specifies the

Crown.
In the history of Canadian legislation we have
no former instance of such a cold-blooded and
determined invasion of private rights; no such
flagrant breach of solemn contract on the part of
the Crown.

As such, every

Opinion,

join

in

one

interested

fighting

this

should,

iniquitous

in my

measure

in every possible way.
I therefore suggest that
an early conference of all non-resident lessees
should be held, say in the city of Ottawa, to discuss the best means of further opposition.
I am
of the opinion that there are three plans of campaign which should be adopted in the order given
below:
1. Have a strong delegation wait upon the
Federal Government at, Ottawa.e
alder asi etbat
Government to disallow the act, as a gross interference with vested rights.
There is no doubt,
in my opinion, of either the right, or indeed the
duty of the Federal Government, to disallow it.
Should they decline to interfere, then
2. Let every non-resident lessee hunt and fish
without license, and when brought into court set
up two defenses, (a)that the club which holds the
lease has no existence outside of, and therefore
must be domiciled in Quebec, and that the members must be considered as residents of the Province, and (b) set up the lease as a compliance
with the act, for it is the strongest form of license
the Crown can grant.
Should the courts decide
against these defenses, then
3. Let every club and every member combine
and agree not to hunt or fish in the Province, and
to keep carefully out of it, and not to spend a
dollar in it more than is necessary to protect the
fish and game on the leased properties.
A year
or two of this would create such an outcry among
the habitants, the guides and even the transportation companies, as would bring the Government
to a realization of the fact that the “goose that
laid the golden eggs” ran considerable chance of
dying of. starvation.
The Minister has announced that he has been
graciously pleased to fix the license fees at $5 for
fishing and $10 for hunting.
Some of those interested may think this hardly worth fighting.
To such I would say that a somewhat intimate
knowledge of the methods adopted by the gentleinen imposing this tax forces one to the conclusion that this is only an attempt to make the dose
we are getting more palatable, and if submitted
to quietly will assuredly be followed later on by
an increase to the limit.
As far as the Minister is concerned I am afraid
he is trying to draw a somewhat subtle distinction between grand and petit larceny.
W. R. WHITE.

Game
New

Law

Evasion

York.—Editor

The

game law of Texas is very strict in its prohibition of the export of game without its boundaries.
The Texan conditions were such, in reference to its game, market hunters and game
dealers, that a rigid non-export game law was
essential to the preservation of Texan game
from utter extinction.
I have been told that a

man, who has been famous in wholesale duck
shooting for market purposes in years past, is
still plying

his profitable

avocation

in that

re-

spect, and circumvents the law by himself transporting

his

cargoes

of ducks

out

to

the

Now,

the question arises whether a man,

transports

his own

game

high

seas, without the three-mile limit of Texas
jurisdiction on the Texan shore, where, by prearrangement, they are transferred to an oceangoing vessel, or at least a vessel which is not
within
Texan
jurisdiction,
thence
are trans-

ported to ports of other States and put on the
market.
Section 10 of the Texan game laws, according to the Game Laws in Brief, reads as follows:
“It shall be unlawful for any express company,
railroad company, or other common carrier to

who

birds, is a common

carrier within the intent of the game laws of
Texas, and also what is the legal status of the
game birds when taken out of Texas and re-

shipped

on

the high seas,

jurisdiction,

and,

for

without

that

the State’s

matter,

without

jurisdiction of the United States?
game,

so

merce?

shipped,

Would

be

treated

as

the

Would

such

foreign

com-

the State of Texas

be able to

follow contraband game and re-establish jurisdiction over it when it again came within the
three-mile limit?
Would the State of Texas
have the legal power to suppress the traffic
de novo?
It seems to me that this novel phase of game

law evasion

is worthy

of the consideration

of

your many readers who have the necessary legal
training for the rendition of a sound opinion,
and the sportsmanlike zeal to benefit the guild

of good

sportsmen.

Southern

W.

“HorsE AND Hounp’™*

Hound”

is the title of an excel-

Lexington,

contains

lustrated
the

of

with

sixteen

‘‘Horse

chapters,

headings

Hunter;

Ky.

as

Schooling

and

profusely

follows:

of

Director

National

Official Judge
judged many

Foxhunters’

Brunswick
times

il-

Hunting

Hunters;

Cross

Country Riding; Falls; Women in the Field;
The Hound;
History and Origin American
Hound; Breeding and Raising Hounds; Train-

ing’ and

“The

Mr. CHARLES R. WHEELER sends this editorial
from the Waterbury (Conn.) Republican, with
the comment that it is cheering:
“Connecticut

game

wardens

enjoins that the fox shall be killed with a shotgun, he dismisses briefly as follows:
“Hunting

in certain portions of New England is certainly
unique. There is none of the form, ceremony,
uniformed

hunters

and sleek and beautifully caparisoned thoroughbreds of the Eastern clubs, nor the reckless,
dare-devil, noisy riding that characterizes the

Kentucky

and

Southern

hunter.

Clubs

are

formed for the purpose of shooting foxes. They
go to coverts in large ‘barges,’ each hunter with
his trusty shotgun across his knees.
They take
positions on a runway or stand until the coverts
resemble the business end of a battleship; the
hounds are thrown in a swamp, and as they
bring out Br’er Fox a bombardment opens up,
resembling a Port Arthur attack and repulse.
They are as proud of trophies obtained in this

way

as a schoolboy

upon
two

is of his first pair of red

the official score
or more

“South

foxes

of Mason

be unhealthy

and

for a man

They have an unwritten
would

who

board

during

as having

of get-

not

alone

to

lovers

of nature

in its wonderful

animal-life developments, but to the practical man
of affairs who for utilitarian reasons dislikes to
the

destruction

of these

invaluable

de-

crops from destroying insects.
Without disparagement of the ambitions of the hunter, it may be

well to look the facts in the face and see what
they mean

to the tiller of the soil.

“The Department of Agriculture has discovered
that many of the small birds killed by hunters are
the best friends the farmers have in their fields.
An investigation of the cotton boll weevil in the
South has shown that in districts where the birds
are few the pest is the most destructive.
Much
where birds are numer-

ous. Among those receiving special mention for
destroying insects are the quail, meadow lark,
sparrow and blackbird.
“A careful study of the habits of the quail or
States has revealed the

fact that the bird is valuable for destroying weeds.
During the summer months the birds pick up
bugs, crickets and worms that prey on the crops.
They remove the danger of farming and insure
annual returns from field and garden if left to

run about undisturbed.
“The pests of orchard and field are increasing.
Special laws are required to prevent the spread
of injurious insects. Much of that work would
be unnecessary if the birds were permitted to
multiply and remain in peace on the farms and
in the woodlands

of the country.

“The farm is the proper place for beginning a
campaign

of education

on bird protection.

Every

farm, whether large or small, is the property of
some man who has control over its acres. A clean
farm is worth more money than one laden with
pests.
The farm containing game birds is worth
more than one having no signs of life in its fields

or woods. There is a work for every man to perform, and the sooner it is begun the better for
every orchardist and agriculturist in the land.”

killed

a meet.

line it would

to indulge in this sport.

law in the South

almost justify a man

even resembled

distinction bename
enrolled

Dixon

have a way

ting after slayers of song birds that is gratifying

partridge of the Southern

of the

meet-

Bloodhound.”

mercial way, and of the technical vocabulary of
the sport.
The form of “fox hunting” which

glitter

and

He also

at the great coursing

of the danger is removed

and

Club.

ings in the far West, when that sport flourished
at its highest a few years ago. Nor is “Horse
and Hound” his first attempt at authorship, for
he has written often and well. Some of his
important other works are “The Greyhound,”
“Old Times in the Black Hills,” “Wolf Cours-

ing Hounds; The Kennel; Scent;
The
Fox;
Tricks and Habits of the Fox; In the Field,
and Hunt Clubs.
The chapter on Hunting treats of its benefits,
fascinations, antiquity, importance in a com-

glamour

Association,

Hunt

stroyers of insect pests, But it now appears that
even some of the birds that hunters are allowed
to kill rank high as protectors of the farmers’

lent, comprehensive work on fox-hunting and
related matters.
The author is Col. Roger D.

Williams,

to fill space.

He uses them ever to communicate some information of worth.
This is to be expected
when Col. Williams’ broad and long experience is considered.
It began in his boyhood
years.
He is Master of Foxhounds Iroquois
Hunt
Club,
Keeper Foxhound Stud Book,

witness

Fox Hunting.

boots.
It being considered a
yond compare
to have one’s

in Texas.

Forest and Stream:

usual list of game birds.

no place does the author use words

killing another

that
man

such a hunter in personal

appearance.”
The
chapter
on
Cross
Country
Riding
abounds with information on the proper seat,
the proper seat for jumping being minutely described and illustrated, that of President Roose-

WartTERLOO, Wis.—There is a word that is used
greatly here among the Badgers, in their desire
to express

admiration,

or their idea of something

super excellent, they say “fine.”
its significance

The word in all

will apply to Forest

AND

STREAM

in its new garb. Its heart or brain could not be
improved, but its new habiliments are all to the
good—tasty,
STATEN

handy and up to date. JACOBSTAFF.

ISLAND,

N. Y.—I

find the paper

very

velt taking a fence on Bleistein being specially

interesting these days; it seems to have taken on

commended

new

as an example

of a perfect balance

seat.

However,
cellent

above

no one part can be quoted
its fellows,

where

all abound

as ex-

accurate information, all of it at first hand.

with

In

*““Horse and Hound.”
By Roger D. Williams, Master
of Foxhounds, Iroquois Hunt Club; Keeper Foxhound
Stud Book, Director National Foxhunters’ Association;
Official Judge Brunswick Hunt Club; Author of “The
Greyhound,”
“Old Times in the Black Hills,” ‘Wolf
Coursing,”
“The
Bloodhound,”
etc.
Lexington, Ky.,
1905.
Price, $2.50.

life and

is the best

reading

of anything

get.

My copies always go with me

when

traveling,

and

afterward

I

in my bag,

by mail

to Eng-

land, where two nephews vote them Bose

as

MipptETowN, N. Y.—The new Forest AND
STREAM is just right or rather the old gal with
her

new

since 1876.

dress.

Have

never

missed

a

number

Have them piled up in the garret.
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Fish Chat.

BY EDWARD

Going

A, SAMUELS.

to the

Trout

Streams.

Ir is said that fishing tackle dealers have been
doing
weeks
comes
may be

a rushing
of March,
to them at
accounted

business during the last two
much more than ordinarily
this season of the year. This
for by the fact that the spring

is a remarkably early one, and the trout waters
are

in a condition

such

as they usually

exhibit

at the close of April, rather than at the beginning

of the

month,

at which

localities, the season

opens

period,

southern Massachusetts, to the various magnificent trout waters with which the great States of
New York and Pennsylvania are blessed, and to
the few remaining streams of New Jersey which
still contain good fish, well worth the taking,

erous number
broad land to
access.

the majority of anglers—must for a time at least

Among the veteran anglers there are always
some who, possessing the spirit of exploration
and investigation, spend a considerable portion
of their outings in examining
the
various
brooks in the neighborhood of the streams in
which they are accustomed to fish, and they

confine themselves to the use of the bait, and
seek their enjoyment almost entirely among the
brooks and small streamlets.

To the ordinary observer it is astonishing that

the enthusiasm first awakened in youth, continued
through manhood to mature years, and then to
the arrival of the allotted three-score and ten, and

even beyond it, remains undiminished.

in many

A Veteran

for trout fishing.

Angler's

Exploring

New

over this
may have

Waters.

do this advisedly, and very often profitably, too,
for it is always safe to assume that if there is a
trout brook in a given locality every other

living brook

Record.

of brooks
scattered
which all who desire

supporting

in the vicinity that is capable

trout

life will

contain

a greater

of

or

The forwardness of the season, however, is
not alone responsible for this activity, for the
great army of anglers, thanks to the teachings

I recently received a letter from a friend who
resides in Connecticut, a gentleman of seventytwo years of age, a veteran angler and one of

less number of the fish.
The truth of the matter is that if a certain
brook contains trout the fry will ascend even

tonishing rapidity, as is plainly shown by the
large number of new outfits that are being purchased.
:

I ever met.
He commented on a short paper ot
mine in Forrest AND STREAM of. Dec. 30 on
“The Charms of Brook Fishing” in the following language:
“From
time
to time
in the columns
of

brook, and if by chance there is another dimin-

of ForEsST AND

STREAM,

is increasing with as-

Well, what more sensible and enjoyable recreation

in?

than

that

I for one

of angling

honestly

may

doubt

a man

indulge

if there

is any

field sport that can compare with it. I suppose
I have had my
share, and it is among
my
greatest regrets that I. shall from now on _ be

unable to enjoy it; but if I had my life to live
over

again,

I am

certain

that

I would

devote

more time to its fascinations than I have done.
Some

Peculiarities

of the

Trout.

Notwithstanding
there
are.
more _ plucky
fighters, fish that put up more exciting contests
than do the trout, there is not among them all
one which gives the average angler such intense

enjoyment as do the beautifully colored trout—
at home in brook and river, rushing mountain
stream and placid forest-embowered lake. It is
in these homes of the fish the wisest men find an
unspeakable charm and attraction.
Fierce combats with the mighty tarpon, the
kingfish, the barracuda and the striped bass, or
exciting contests with the princely salmon mean

nothing to the philosophical

mind

when

com-

pared with the quiet pleasure, the full enjoyment
of nature, which comes’ from
following the

-meanderings of the streamlet, and taking from
its waters the fish about whose beauties more
poetic lines have been written than have been
penned
That

said,

upon almost any other subject.
veteran angler, Charles
Hallock,

that

if the

preference

lay

between

has

the

extirpation of the salmon and trout, the lastnamed fish would, by his choice, remain among
us; and he was right, for there is no comparison

in the degree of enjoyment that is derived from
the pursuit of these fish.
Bait vs.

In the Middle

and

Fly-Fishing.

New

England

States

fly-

fishing during the first month of the season, as
a rule, gives place to the employment of the
bait, and this for several reasons.
The water
coming down from the mountain sides and other
elevated places is charged with snow, and even
where the use of the fly is possible, the fish are

too sluggish to come

to the surface

in pursuit

of it, and even where open water is available,
there is not really much enjoyment in the employment of the fly, at least until the lacewings

and

other

ephemerids

are

flitting

about

and

dropping on the surface of the water, offering
tempting morsels to the trout.
In such waters
as lie in the perserves on Long Island, much
enjoyment will be had with the feathered lure,
but the number of anglers who can participate
in that sport is comparatively small, and the
hosts who, with rod cases and gripsacks, are
now speeding to the streams of Connecticut and

the most

FoREST

scientific

AND

and successful

STREAM

you

fly-fishermen

are pleasantly

called

to mind by the reading of your ‘Fish Chat’ and
such like articles.
“T enjoy their reading very much, and was
especially pleased with your article on ‘Brook

Fishing.’

I fully agree with you; there is noth-

ing equal to it in angling.
I call to memory
how in my younger days, I many a time have
filled my creel with the beauties on the nearby
brooks; good-sized fish, too, many of them
weighing from one-half to three-fourths of a
pound; but now there are so many who come
out from the city, the trout are not allowed to
grow very large, but I have managed to get in
the later years a few fine messes for the table, in

spite of all competition.
I could do better.

If I could travel all day

Of course,

I enjoy the Maine

fishing, but it is not quite equal to the old-time
brooks near home.
“IT anticipate my usual trip to the Upper
Dam [on the Rangeley Lakes] in June for five or
six weeks’ stay; should be disappointed if I were

to miss it.
“In 1878 I made my first trip to the Middle
Dam, leaving my home on June 1, and since
then it has been my great privilege to enjoy two

trips every

year, and they are full of pleasant

memories, I assure you.”
Now, to further emphasize what I have stated
I will make a brief extract from another letter
from the same gentleman.
He writes:
“The season for fly-fishing last year at the
Upper Dam was below the. average.
I was

there six weeks in the months of June and July,
and the best score I could make of record fish
(three pounds and over) was six fish, none of
them up to four pounds.
In the preceding season I took twenty-three record fish from the

pool below

the dam.

I was

there

five weeks,

from Aug. 24, 1905, and took eleven record fish
against fourteen in the same period in 1904.
“Tn the season of 1905 eighty-eight record fish
were taken, of which only seventeen fell to my
rod, but as a sort of compensation, one was a
twelve-pound salmon, taken with a No. 6 JockScott and on a five and a half ounce splitbamboo rod, nine feet in length.”
Now here is a veteran angler of the highest

skill; who can kill a’twelve-pound salmon using

- trout fly and with almost as delicate a rod as
it ever employed, and yet, with all the vast experience and skill that he has acquired since
his boyhood days, says frankly there is nothing

like brook fishing.
Well, it is not every angler who can test his
skill

against

the

giant

beauties

of the

Range-

ley Lakes, but, thank goodness! there is a gen-

through
a little tinkling rill, which
carries
hardly sufficient water to float mosquito larve
to the little spring or fountain head of the
utive rill passing from the spring in an opposite
direction, the fry will from time to time traverse
it, and finally enter the brook below.
I have known this to happen dozens of times,
and have watched the little wrigglers as they
struggled down
through water which hardly
seemed to cover the moss and herbage which
clung among
the pebbles and stones
of the

shallow channel.
All this in the summer months, but with the
coming of the spring freshets the opportunities
for moving from one small brooklet to another
are greatly increased.
In this manner: brooks are
stocked which
sometimes flow in different directions, and often
many miles apart.
In addition to this manner of diffusing themselves, the trout have a wonderful aptitude for
exploring, and making homes in streams far
removed from their native haunts, and this, too,
in the face of no little peril and strenuous effort.
In the early ’60s there
was
a_ gentleman
named Prouty, who was a fishing tackle sales-

man in the establishment of Martin
ford, of Boston—later Bradford &

L. BradAnthony.

He was a genial soul, kind-hearted and generous to a fault, and I verily believe that he did
more at that time than any other man in Boston in the way of helping out anglers, both
young and old, in making up the kits for their
outings, and in giving the advice which was almost always asked of one who occupied a position such as his.
He was an ardent fisherman, and was familiar
with the various localities in New England to
which anglers resorted.
His advice, therefore,
as to choice of flies, tackle, etc., for any given
waters was accepted as dictum without hesitation.

He

had a little homestead

near

South

Can-

ton, Mass., and in a field not far from the house
were several springs of considerable volume,
which by little brooklets united into a small
brook, which flowed down to the Canton Fowl
Meadows, finally emptying into the Neponset
River.
The water in these springs was as clear as
crystal, and even in midsummer was almost icy
cold.
The lay of the land was such that by
erecting a dam at the lower end of the little
field, which was almost bowl-shaped, the water
could be held back and a pond of several acres
in extent could be flowed. After devoting considerable thought to the subject, Mr. Prouty decided to erect the dam and start a little trout
pond,
The work was finally accomplished, the pond
was made, and eventually it was stocked with fingerling trout.
How, when and where he ob-

FOREST

550

AND

STREAM.

tained these fish I never ascertained.
In those
days trout breeding establishments were not as
abundant as they now are; but in some way he
obtained them, and hundreds of them, too.
I often visited his little fish farm, and felt
almost as much interest and
satisfaction
in
watching the troutlings as did he.
They were
very tame and accepted food from his hands.
Those little fish grew apace, and as the months
went by and a year had passed, attained a length
of six inches, and Mr. Prouty’s undertaking
seemed an unqualified success.
But, alas! fatality came,
and in a spring freshet of unexampled height and force, the dam was carried
away, and the pond, together with its valuable
stock of trout, were swept down the former bed
of the brook and soon disappeared into the
river.
At that time the Neponset was the abiding place of great numbers of pickerel, huge
fellows, too, some of them were, but any and
all of them were large enough to pouch a sixinch trout, and without much effort, too; and
it was decided by all who knew of the accident,
that Mr. Prouty’s fish had become victims of
the merciless ‘‘shovelsnouts.”
But one day, greatly to my surprise and sat-

the coast of Newfoundland, and a small quantity
from the United States.
The price, delivered in

France,

that brook.
The stream
feet in width,
excavations in
depth.
It was

was, in most places, nearly six
and was full of deep holes and
the banks of a foot or more in
by all odds
the largest brook

that emptied into the Neponset anywhere

in that

neighborhood, and it was of no mean dimensions for a length of several miles, and took its
rise, I think, somewhere in South Dedham.
To
make
assurance
doubly sure, I followed the
bank of the stream
a considerable
distance,
stamping
heavily on the sward as I moved
along, and it was with no little gratification that
I succeeded in dislodging from their lurking
places a half dozen or more of the trout, which
darted up the stream and hid themselves from
view.
It is hardly necessary to state that, armed
and equipped with rod and creel, I hurried to
the brook on the following morning, and before
the shades of evening fell, I succeeded in picking out a dozen or more of Mr. Prouty’s trout,
and on several occasions afterward made two or
three more catches of quite satisfactory dimensions.
—
Now,
that these fish should have run the
gauntlet
among
voracious
pickerel
through
three or four miles of river, and succeeded in
finding and establishing themselves in the only
brook of considerable size and purity of water
there was for miles in any direction, and that,
too, under the most adverse circumstances possible, for the meadows had been heavily flooded
by the spring freshet that swept the dam away,
seems to me a remarkable
instance
of the
adaptability of this species to a complete change
of conditions and environment.

CoNSUL-GENERAL

MAson

writes

from

from

$12 to $20 per barrel,

the supply from Norway has been small, and the
price has advanced to nearly $30 per barrel.
“The situation has become one of threatened calamity for the fishermen, who even under
normal conditions have a hard struggle for existence.
They usually work under a yearly con-

tract

with

a canning

firm, which

supplies

their

bait, sometimes also nets, provisions, etc., and
takes their catch in return.
Without bait their
season’s work would not only be doomed to certain failure, but if the system of artificial feeding
were discontinued, or even suspended for two or
three successive years, it is probable that the run
of fish along the Brittany coast, on which the
sardine
fishery
depends,
would
be seriously

threatened,
“Tf the fishing interest

of New

England

has

any surplus spawn to offer, now would seem to
be an exceptional opportunity to find a profitable

market in this country.
CRANBERRY

food of the sardine have become depieted, and
in order to attract and retain the immense shoals
of that fish on the French coast the fishermen

have been

obliged

for years to feed or bait the

sardines with some material as similar as possible to their natural food.
For this purpose the
main recourse of the fisherman has been to the
roe or eggs of codfish and mackerel, derived from
the fisheries of Norway, pickled in salt. brine,
packed in wooden barrels, and imported to France
under the name of roe of codfish and mackerel,
dutiableat sixteen cents per long ton.
“There are engaged in the French sardine fishery about 2,000 boats, each of which uses under
ordinary conditions about twenty-five barrels of
roe during the fishing season of each year.
Of
this vast quantity about 30,000 barrels per annum have been derived from the Scandinavian

fisheries, some

As nearly as can be as-

certained large quantities of the roe of cod, haddock, hake, and pollack are produced by the fisheries having headquarters at Gloucester, Nan-

LAKE,

from the French cod fisheries on

tucket and other points, and which are worth,
in ordinary times, from $5 to $8 per barrel. A
few are already exported, mainly to Havre, but

by reason of slovenly packing they are less esteemed by French fishermen than those which
come from Bergen and other ports of Norway.
The American barrels are so carelessly packed

that, when opened, there is a space of four or
five inches at the top which is not filled at all.
This space being accessible to air, promotes fermentation in the upper layers and gives the whole
package the appearance of having been carelessly

thrown together, whereas the Norwegian casks
are completely filled, and the eggs pressed in so
that the air is excluded and the contents are held
firmly in place during transit.
“Neat, careful and substantial packing counts
a great deal for any merchandise exported to
or sold in France, and American exporters who

may

engage

in this trade

should bear that fact

carefully in mind.
The roe should be packed in
casksof the same class as mackerel barrels, which
contain about twenty-five gallons each, and strong
enough to endure transportation by sea, rail and

carts without danger of leakage or deterioration.

The principal ports to which shipments might be
made are Havre,
Bordeaux
and
perhaps
La

Rochelle,

whence

they can

be conveniently

tributed along the coast to meet the needs
fishermen.”

Queer Fish
Rotiinc

Fork,

dis-

of the

on the Sunflower.

Miss., March

15.—Editor For-

est and Stream:
Mr. Jabe Powell brought into
Rolling Fork recently one of the strangest freaks
T ever saw in the way of a fish.
It was about
twenty-four inches long, of the buffalo sort, and
had no mouth, the skin being unbroken where the
mouth should have been.
The fish was given to
a local justice of the peace, Fred. Graff.
Mr. Powell also brought in “the largest trout,
or black bass, that I have ever seen, 61% pounds
in weight.
These fish were taken in the Big Sunflower
River
above
Choctaw
Landing.
The
striped bass and trout, or big-mouthed black bass,
give us as fine sport in the rapids and near the
wing dam as can be found in the South.
It is
nothing unusual to make a catch of 30 or 40
pounds in a day’s fishing with a fly from May to

Interesting to Commercial Fishermen
Paris

that there is now offered to the fishermen of the
New
England
coast a ready
and _ profitable
market in France for fish roe or spawn, an important by-product of the cod, haddock, hake and
pollack fisheries.
The uses to which such roe
would be put are thus explained:
“The. sardine fishery, a valuable industry of
France, is confined principally to the 150-mile
stretch of Atlantic coast from Lorient to the
mouth of the Gironde, the principal mart of the
sardine fisherman being at Les Sables d’Olonne.
The sardine spawns in deep water and comes
about five months of the year to shallow waters
‘ along the coast in search of food.
The different
minute marine growths which form the natural

has ranged

but this year, for some reason—a poor catch of
fish or a diversion of the roe to other purposes—

isfaction, I discovered that all the trout had not
become food for the pickerel. I was snipe shooting on the Fow! Meadows
on a morning in
September
following the accident, when, as I
was moving along by the side of a large brook
which emptied into the river some three miles
or more below Prouty’s stream, I saw what
was unmistakably a trout dart up the brook
and disappear below the shelving edge.
I was
greatly surprised at this discovery, for never
before had I known of a trout being seen in
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Stream: The
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Protective
Two im-

portant committees have been appointed.
One
on by-laws and constitution and one to see the

legislative members to find out what bills are before the two law-making branches of the State
of Ohio.
' > MEGA
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GLoucesTER, Mass.—I wish to congratulate you
on the improved appearance of the paper, and its

handy form for reading.

M. A. WALTON.
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The Reuben Wood Memorial.
On

the north

bank

of Sucker

Brook,

In

just

Futton,

days

the

wilderness

was

unbroken

wild, and the shores were lined with spruce and
pine.
It was truly an ideal spot on the scarred
surface of this old earth, and it was little wonder

to the kind and whole-souled
Wood. That stream is a little

THE

changed now.
The shadows along its winding,
noisy route are not as dense or dreamy or
friendly as they used to be.
The cool green
twilight is gone, and as the waters fall care-

lessly

over

the

moss-covered

stones

into

the

deep black pools where the trout abound, the
gurgle is not as loud, the music not as sweet

and the song of the forest not as true as it was
in the happy days of long ago, when the woodman’s ax had sought it not.
During the summer of 1905, while making a
trip through the solitary regions so often visited

by Reuben

Wood

on his journeys

into the wil-

derness, I happened upon the spot where the
carved rock lifts its head above the cool, slowrunning waters, and could not refrain from taking a picture of it with the background it had

upon that sunlit afternoon in September.
A
year ago every spot along the banks of Sucker
Brook

were just as he had left them; but as the

plaintive cry of a loon came

to me

across

the

waters of the big sky-colored lake at my feet, I
could not help but think that were he to look
upon them to-day, his friendly, cheerful eyes

would hardly recognize the old loved haunts
and he would bow his head and turn away, and
not a word would pass his lips—that were wont
to be his way.

It is, we

are told, only one

of

always with the best wishes of the boys and with
well filled creels, and leaving behind the where-

to a higher life, a
EN GRICATZ,

withal

REUBEN

WOOD

MEMORIAL

Wouse

id

[S

seen him one day leap playfully from

the water; and the “Squire”? hooked and lost him
the same minute, and ‘“Stant” fastened a’ coach-

man

in his jaw.

(To this day “Stant’”

up” over

a new story.

Just

TO-DAY.

overhanging branches forming an ideal hiding
place for trout.
A narrow log bridge spans the
foot of the pool.
That this place was the hiding place of one of
the finest trout in the stream there was not the
shadow of a doubt for several seasons, for, had

not “Van”

to “set ‘em

such a guest had departed one evening in midJune leaving a crisp new bill in “Aut’s” hands.
The tavern-keeper was dropping cracked ice in
glasses when “Jud” walked in dressed in his
familiar old fishing coat and hat and carrying a
heavy basket and cased rod.
“Boys,” he said, wiping his mouth on a hairy
wrist, “I’ve got somethin’ to show you.”
The regular evening game of high-low-jack
stopped.
The pool balls clicked no more.
All
crowded around the man who was slowly unrolling a limp object wrapped carefully in a large
bandana handkerchief.
Slowly the damp cloth unwound until there on
the bar lay the largest and handsomest brook
trout it has ever been my pleasure to see from the
waters of the Susquehanna.
No one asked a
question; we all stared at the fish knowing in-

N. Y.

THE history of the trout of the Old Stone Mill
came to me sifted through the lore of the old
veteran
trout
fishermen
who
every
evening
habited the village tavern and told again and yet
again the many incidents of their sport.
From the wheel pit of the old mill to the swift
waters of the creek is a small canal, roughly
stoned on either side and containing about four
feet of water when the wheel is not running.
Where this canal merges into the wide stream it
forms a deep pool; at its head the stream bends
sharply to the right and on the left bank stands
a dwarfed apple tree, its gnarled roots and leafy,

and the tangle of the forest was of nature’s making, not man’s.
The waters of the brook ran

that it appealed
spirit of Reuben

a5!

The Trout of the Old Stone Mill.

waterways.

those

STREAM.

the prints left in the sand of time by the foot
of a man as he trudges on
more worldly civilization.

where it empties into the fretful waters of Cranberry Lake, in the Adirondacks, there stands a
huge flat-faced piece of granite, weather-beaten
and gray, upon which is carved a tribute to
Reuben Wood, the far-famed fisherman and lover
of nature, who had chosen this brook as one
of his favorite streams in which to test his skill
against the big-mouthed, speckled beauties that
make their homes in the icy pools of the mountainous

AND

carries

the broken hook.)
All this was proof. enough
that a monster trout made his hiding place in
some deep crevice in the old stone wall.
Many a good trout has fastened the fly in that
pool behind the mill; trout that went a pound or
two, but the men who had seen or felt “the big
one” said he would easily weigh nearer three
pounds.
(This was decided after a long evening’s discussion at the tavern, led by the old vets
and hotly contested by the younger fishermen. )
April 16 came and went.
All the boys tried
their luck and many fine strings were brought
back and displayed in the tavern.
Just enough
rain came to bring the big fellows up the stream.
The weather was ideal for the sport.
Never
flowed the upper Susquehanna when it looked
more “‘trouty.”’
Not in years had the fish ran so
large.
As usual, city fishermen came, departing

stinctively it was the famous denizen of the old
mill hole. The fish was plumper and more highly
colored than I have ever seen large trout before
or since.
The belly wore a red tinge. A yellowish-brown, variegated with a reddish-brown hue,
covered the back and faded toward the sides. The
strong red fins were edged with white; the square
tail was a dull green.
The circles around the
bright crimson spots were almost blue and interspaced with rich golden yellow spots.
A silverywhite luster extended from nose to tail on either
side.
“How’d you do it Jud?” asked Dick almost in a
whisper as he wiped his glasses for another look.
Jud stood leaning against the bar illustrating
his story with the cased rod.
The fish lay on
the oaken boards beside its captor.
“Well, you see,” he began, “I had a touch of
the fever all day and when it began to cloud up
and look ‘fishy’ this afternoon I just grabbed my
tackle and started for the stream.
I struck in
below the woods and fished down toward the
mill. The fish seemed to be jumping pretty good.
I was just getting interested when I reached the
hole behind the old mill.
The first cast under
the apple tree brought out a pounder, and a half

pounder
seem

followed

to be any

him
more

into
there,

the basket.
so

I stepped

Didn’t
down

FOREST
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and sent the coachman into the old mill race
close to the wall on the lower side where the big
one has always hung out.
I made a fool cast
and the fly lit in a crevice a few inches above the
water, and | jerked it into the water.
Say, boys!
Of all the strikes you ever saw, the water fairly
boiled.
That big trout leaped half. out of the
water and I was too surprised to strike; when I
did it was too late.
I dropped close to the water
and waited a few minutes and made another cast,
but it wasn’t any use.
He was too clever.
“I fished all the way down to the spring brook
and pretty near filled the basket, but I had lost
all itnerest in the sport.
I was continually thinking of that big trout and cursing
myself
for
everything mean because I was too surprised to
hook him when he ‘struck, and it being the first
time he was séen this season, too. Up ’til then I
would have bet a red apple he had died of pure
meanness or old age.
“T fished slowly back and schemed and ‘schemed
to fasten that old foxy trout, but every plan I had
tried so many times before I gave up in disgust.
“When I struck the iron bridge it was about
dusk, but I stopped to clean my fish.
I ripped
open a big fellow and my knife struck something
hard in his stomach, and investigating I found it
was a big hard-shell crab, and when I came to
think of it, I remembered I had seen crabs in
trout stomachs several ‘times before.
An idea
flashed under this old hat of mine, forthwith.
I
would catch me a crab and try that old fellow’s
appetite on fresh crawfish, which, I reasoned,
must be a royal dainty on the trout bill of fare.
“It was fast getting dusky when I waded along
shore in the quiet water by the clay bank, and
after lifting several flat stones I surprised two
medium-sized crabs and put them in my coat
pocket.
Then I changed my leader for a strong
double snell hook and in the gathering darkness
hiked for the old mill.
“It was plum dark when'I got there, and after
baiting my hook carefully with one of the crabs,
so as not to kill him, I dropped it easily over the
stone wall into the water just where the race
comes into the brook.
I smiled wickedly, I am
afraid, as I lowered the tempting dainty into the
water, but after the bait had been there about
fifteen minutes the smile faded into a sickly grin.
I started to pull up but something was on the
hook.
Feeling sure I had the old fellow I gave
a quick strike and broke the hook under a stone.
Then I figured that that crab had pulled under a
stone first off and the trout could not get at him.
“T put on another hook, soaked it a minute in
the water, and fastened the next crab deeper;
fixing him so he could not swim so good and
lowered away again.
The bait struck the water
and I eased out slack line. ‘Three jerks in quick

succession and I eased out more line and waited

what
was
was
Say,
was

seemed hours to me
really on.
Finally I
ever going to be, so
I had him all right.
under the low bridge

wondering if that fish
reckoned he was if he
I gave a slight yank.
He made one flop and
almost putting a kink

in my old rod before I knew what was doing,

I

gathered wits enough to head him off from the
old roots and he shot up in the shaller riff before
he could turn around.
I took to the bridge, I
could just see it in the dark, but I couldn’t see
rod, reel or line, but I could feel that fish all right,

and having whipped that pool so much I knew by

instinct where he was, and the rest was just
blamed luck. Once he got in a crevice in the wall
and sulked and.I -walked across the bridge and
hauled him out into the pool to fight it out,
I
know that tackle of mine and I tell you, boys, I
drove that fish with'a curb bit and a high check.
He soon began’ to give up.
He got just one
chance to jump and then broke close to the shore
on the open side. There wasn’t no good place to
land him, so I waded under the bridge and hauled
him out on the gravel bar below.
An’, say, I
wasn’t nowise sure of that fish until I had him ten
feet out on shore and was ‘laying on top.o’ him.”
* Don CAMERON.

NorFro_kx, Va.—I
of your paper for
gotten to be a.-habit
on your new paper,
provement in every
it much handier to

have been an interested reader
twenty-four years, and it has
now.
I must compliment you
for I think it is a decided imway.
The reduced size makes
read and handle,
E. C. G.
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Books.
AND

which it gives of out of the way places, strange

CATCHING

I?” is

the title of a new and charming book by Mr. -E.
Marston, F.R.G.S. (The Amateur Angler), which
has a broader scope than the mere catching of
fish.
The beautiful in nature, the pleasure of
good fellowship, the study of animals and their
ways, are made a part of the web and woof of
the gentle art, and cannot fail to touch responsive
chords in the hearts of all true anglers.
For his
excellent writings Mr.- Marston is ably and fully
equipped by natural aptitude, the wisdom which
comes from years of practical experience, and the

skill of the trained

litterateur.

He

has written

many books, most of them devoted to the witcheries of the rod and reel.
His son, Mr. R. B.
Marston, is the editor of the Fishing Gazette, a
journal justly esteemed as highest authority on
fish and fishing.
“Fishing for Pleasure and Catching It’? con-

tains I52 pages, divided into sixteen chapters,
whose captions are:
My Fly-Fishing in Herefordshire in 1903, Hampshire Days, On the Ithon
(a Scramble in the Woods), On the Stour, Lolling and Loafing, More Big Chub, The School of
the Woods, Unexpected
Difficulties, May Fly-

Fishing

in Herefordshire

in

10905,

Among

the

Rainbows, A Little Brother to the Bear, The Fish
and the Ring and other Scraps for Christmas,
How Hiawatha Slew the King of Fishes, Our

Holiday

in North

Wales,

Some

Notes

on

capacity to appreciate
the beautiful in nature and
a fondness for sport.
2
In “Fishing for Pleasure and Catching It” the
reader of it will find on page 9 some words of

praise

which

the

talented

tainly knows mighty little about Florida.
One
must keep company with vikings to know how
it is himself. Verily, their works are mighty in
Opefation.

But

<

aside

from

author

be-

its heroics,

and

its dramatic

deeds
of daring,
and coolness
and
self-pos-_
session under stress and great emergencies of
storm, hurricanes, waterspouts and battle, the

whole

volume

marvelous

of 380 pages

and

beautiful

is replete with the
in

nature;

wonders

which the untaught mind can have no possible
conception of, set with color which the genius of
a Kiralfy might envy.
One sees but a small part
of creation unless he has some glimpse of life

in the tropics. The curriculum on shore is sluggish in comparison, and one is only half informed
who is\not possessed of the secretsof this book;
and the value of it is that it is not the conceit
of a romancer, but the work of a naturalist of
repute who is able not only to describe most
graphically the phenomena of nature, but to give
them scientific place and weight.
Verily, onehalf of the world does not know how the other
half lives.
Professor Holden’s remarkable descriptive talent enables him to tell us.
CHARLES HALLOCK.

Old Angling Books.

Sal-

mon and Trout Fishing in North Wales, and
Days of the Lledr and Conway.
While the scenes and incidents have a setting
in England and Wales, the themes appeal to all
mankind, or to such of mankind as* have the

generous

practices and queer people.
The young fellow
who loafs in his hammock at Palm Beach cer-

Editor Forest and Stream:
In an article in your issue of Feb. 24 Mr. E.
T. D, Chambers quotes the names of several advertisers from an old copy of the New York

Herald, one of which was John J. Brown & Co.,
103 Fulton street.
This same Mr. Brown must
have been the author of the “American Anglers’

. Guide” or “Complete Fishers’ Manuel for the
United States.” The fourth edition, published in

1850, lies before me, H. Long & Brother, 43 Ann
street, were the publishers.
The title page says:
“Handsomely illustrated with twenty engravings
Pleasure,” and we herewith quote it: “I find it
of the principal angle fish of America,’ and emthe pleasantest occupation possible to sit in an - bellished
*with numerous
engravings on_ steel,
arm chair and luxuriate in the pleasant pictures,
stone and wood by the’ best artists.”
It is cerscenes, animals, birds and insects which, as in a
tainly a very interesting book of 332 pages, and
charming panorma, pass under my eyes in these
Mr. Brown must :have been well posted in his
pages—this is pleasure, but to perform the albusiness.
I got it in Washington, D. C., in 1863
lotted task of writing about them, that is labor,
at the same time and place with “Davy’s Salfor while every page has a charm of its own it
monia,” also the fourth edition, published in 1850
is not easy to discriminate.
It is needless to say
by John Murray, London.
I was rather surthat the book is an exceedingly readable one.
prised at Mr, Samuels saying, when quoting from
The author not only déscribes what he sees and
it, “Author unknown,”
for so well informed an
does, from the naturalist’s point of view, but
angler as he we are apt to think “knows it all.”
the book has a pleasant literary tone not always
The fourth edition of “Salmonia” has the austows

on

found

in the works

Nothing

the

more

book

of

happily

a

contemporary

applies

to

of naturalists.’

is beautifully illustrated,
mechanical features.

and

author.

“Fishing

The

is admirable

for

work

in its

Tue Loc oF A SEA ANGLER, by Prof, Charles F.
Holder.
Houghton, Mifflin & Co., Riverside
_ Press, Cambridge, Mass.
Price, $1.50.
A good many of these sketches now collected in
one volume have appeared already in Forest AND
STREAM, Outing and other periodicals, but this
has not taken the salt out of them.
The author’s
whole experience is novel.
Pelagic fishing forsooth!
Here is big game
with a vengeance, and the pursuit of it takes one
into the wilds of mid-ocean, where are found the
marine monsters. which are counterparts of the
wild beasts of the forests and mountains.
It is a
new and untried field of constructive sport, and

by no means

an ignoble one.

me

_ Victor

Hugo

DIGG

Ite

recognized

Giants are in the
but

never

occu-

In these salt-water recitals, which
have no
smell at all of the fo’castle, Professor Holder
poses as no other man has; but few, we fancy,
would have the courage, the taste or the brawn to
emulate him.
One can hardly call encounters
with devil-fish, torpedoes, stingrays and basking
sharks angling.
It is outside of the province of
Kit North or Izaak Walton; neither is there anything “gentle” in the art or practice. Such leviathans are not game fish; and he who goeth forth
with spear and trident to filch the honors which
belong to Neptune and the Old Man of the Sea
has outclassed his kind.
value, : however,tr,
One
unmistakable
attaches
and
that
to this book,
is the
information

thor’s name

on title page.

the fourth edition

says:

The advertisement of

“This

edition is printed

from a copy of Salmonia, which has been revised
by the author shortly before his death. The few
alterations, additions and omissions which have
been made are either chiefly from his dictation or
in compliance
at the time.”

Ambleside),

with instructions expressed by him
It is signed J. D. (Lesketh How,

Dec.

7, 1850.

It also contains

the

preface to the first edition dated Laybach, Illyria,
Sept. 30, 1828.
:
WATERS,

[Sir Humphrey Davy’s “Salmonia;

or Days of

Fly-Fishing, in a Series of Conversations,” was
printed anonymously in the first (1828) and sec-

ond (1829) editions.
The author’s name appeared in the subsequent editions.
Our correspondent is correct in his surmise that the Brown

of the “Anglers’

Guide’

was John J. Brown,

The

name appears on the title page of the fifth edition
published

in 1876.]
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paper has been a constant source of pleasure and
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A Day on the Jacquet.
Our tent was pitched by the side of the Big
Upper Pool, the largest and deepest on the river,
about twelve miles from its mouth, and the highest to which salmon ascend during the summer
months.

Just above our camping place was a long
stretch of rapids, which were, when the water
was low, impassable by canoe, and they offered
no temptation to the angler to ascend them, for
the reason there was but one other pool, the

Kettle Hole, above that by which we were camp-

ing, and to this the salmon rarely found their
way, although it was one of the most famous
pools on the river for the so-called sea trout,
great numbers of these fish, some weighing as
high as four or five pounds, making it their
summer abiding place.

I doubt

if there

is in all New

Brunswick

a

more picturesque river than the Jacquet; for a
salmon stream it is not a long one, although it
drains a vast stretch of hilly woodlands, but it
flows through a section of greatly diversified
country that is full of wonderful surprises, nearly
a third of the entire distance from the Big Pool
to tidewater being between cliffs of various formation which often rise sheer from the river up-

ward of a hundred feet.
Of course a river of this description

ehonads

in rapids, for the pitch in many places is quite
considerable, and some of these are over a half
mile in length, the White Rapids, so-called, being
a long incline of about three-fourths of a mile, it
having a magnificent pool at the lower end.
It was our last night on the river, for on the

following day we were to return to civilization.
For nearly a week we had been tenting on the
shores of this beautiful stream and both Charlie
B. and myself experienced a keen regret at being
obliged to leave the scenes in which we had found
such pleasures as are vouchsafed only to the suc-

cessful angler.
Yes, we had been successful, for during
stay on the stream we had sent by one of
guides a box containing several fine salmon
two or three dozen of as elegant trout as

our
our
and
one

could wish to gaze upon, these fish having been

packed in snow, which in that section of the
country is often stored instead of ice, and forwarded to the house at which we were stopping
in the settlement on the shore of the bay, from
which they were to be shipped to friends at home.

In addition to these we had taken as many fish

as we could possibly need for food, and it is sur-

prising how many are needed to supply the wants

of four men in the woods, and we still had a
handsome lot remaining,
thirty-five
of which
Charlie Boy and one of the guides had taken that
afternoon in the famous Kettle Hole Pool up the
river.* These fish had been laid in a large spring
whose ice-cold water served to protect them from

the heat of the summer

sun.

The last night in camp is with me usually a
restless one, for I am accustomed during its early
hours to not only recall the incidents of the out-

ing, fighting many

of my battles with the denizens

of the river over again, but to prepare my mind
for the changes which a return to city life really
means.
My companions, however, Charlie Boy
and our guides, the Miller brothers, were less
wakeful, for they had hardly stretched
themselves upon our bed of hemlock boughs before
they were in the land of dreams; their heavy
breathing at length had a somnolent effect upon

me, and this, added to the melodious tones of the
water passing down the rapids near by, overcame
my wakefulness and I, too, was lost in that balmy
sleep which is found only iin such an environment

as that.

Soon after daybreak on the following morning
we were astir, and while the guides were preparing breakfast I busied myself in packing my

belongings

in the canoe,

taking down

our

tent

and rolling it with our blankets in the most compact form possible, and Charlie Boy improved the
opportunity to remove the trout from the spring

and pack them securely in the bow of the canoe,
covering them with a thick layer of brakes or
ferns which he thoroughly moistened in order
that the fish might be kept cool.
Our canoe was a large one of Mic-Mac con*Tllustrated

on page

393, “With

Fly-Rod

and

Camera.”
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struction, capable of carrying our entire party
with all our dunnage down the long stretches
of rapids which we had to traverse between pools,
but I am free to confess I at first had some misgivings when we were all stowed away in it, for
we sank it pretty deep in the water as the guides
with their iron-shod setting poles pushed it out
into the pool and we began to rise over its lower
edge into the quick water below.
Hiram occupied the bow and William the stern,
while Charlie Boy and myself were comfortably
seated in the middle of the buoyant craft.
Down
the quick water we slid for a quarter of a mile

into the pool below, the course of the birch being
deftly guided by the canoemen
who, standing
erect, used their pliant setting poles as easily as

if they were

mere

walking sticks.

We lingered but a moment in this pool, for its
water was shallow and as clear as crystal and
we saw at once that it was unoccupied save by a
few small trout,
Traversing this placid basin we
entered another stretch of quick water, a half

mile or more in extent, at the lower end of which

was a large, deep pool in which we expected to
find a salmon or two, for, although it was a fa-

vorite with us, we had not fished it for several
days, having reserved it for our return trip down
the river.
The prow of the canoe was directed to a short
strip of gravelly shore just below the end of the
quick water, and we all quietly disembarked at

this point. At the head of the pool I left Charlie
Boy with William, while I with the other guide
moved to a jutting ledge a few rods below, from
which point I began casting.

The morning sun, which was just appearing
above the forest behind us, illuminated the surface of- the pool, and even penetrated its depths
to such an extent that all: nearby objects in the
pellucid water were plainly visible, and this con-

vinced

me

would

be done

the wary

that if I hoped
only

with

to rise a salmon
a very

long cast,

it
for

fish could easily see us and would, of

course, move away from our vicinity.
That was a glorious morning of that day in
early July when I cast my lure upon the foamflecked surface of that beautiful basin; it seemed
as if the bright light of the sun had awakened
bird life all around us; hermit thrushes in nearby
thickets filled the air with their flute-like melody,
white-throated sparrows, those nightingales of the
north, sang to us in dulcet strains of “Old Bill
Peabody, Peabody, Peabody”; a Maryland yel-

low-throat in a little clump of bushes at the lower
end of the pool repeated

his cheerful

of “Be Cheery, Dear, be Cheery,”

little ditty

and over and

around us circled a kingfisher whose
rattle showed most plainly that we were

scolding
far from

welcome visitors to his domain.
We had had no rains for a week or more, and
the water was far from being in that condition
which seems best adapted to successful fly-casting; its temperature was cool, for the water of
the river had not been exposed very severely to
the rays of the sun, but I would greatly have
preferred that it had more color.
The fly I had
selected for the beginning of my work was a
Fairy, and one of rather a small pattern at that,
for a larger or brighter fly would at that time
have been of little value.
I covered every inch of the water within my
reach, lengthening my line more and more at
every cast, until I had sent my lure even to the
shallow water on the other side of the pool, quite

beyond the probable range of any spot in which a
salmon might be lurking, but although I made my
offering carefully and persistently I met with no

response.
Even the trout, if any were
refused to accept it.

present,

“Tt’s no use!” exclaimed the guide, “we are
working from the wrong side and the salmon
don’t want that fly, either; the sun is behind us,
and every time you make a cast, every time you
move a hand you cast a shadow in the pool; the

crafty fish have seen it, I make no doubt and have
gone to the bottom.
We’ve got to rest this pool
a little while and then fish from the other side. I
don’t think we’d better bring the canoe into it
just now, but we had best wade the shallow water
at the outlet and cast from that little open stretch
yonder; it will _give you the best chance for a
back-cast there is here.”
To the guide’s advice I quickly acquiesced, for

I had been convinced before he spoke, that my
success would be limited indeed on the somewhat
elevated point on which I was standing.
Cautioning the others to remain where they were and not
disturb the pool farther down, my guide and I
waded across the river and soon occupied the
little patch of gravelly beach that he had pointed
out

to me.

_ Here we seated ourselves for a short time during which I changed my fly, putting on a Montreal of sober hue which Hiram declared ought
to be the right fly for that occasion.
While we were seated in that retired spot we
watched the movements of the young angler at
the head of the pool and saw him successfully
bring to the landing net several fine trout which
seemed to prefer the fly he was using, a Silver
Doctor, to that which I had been casting.
“Good enough,” exclaimed Hiram as the third
trout, a 2-pounder
at least, was
successfully
landed.
‘The boy is a chip of the old block, all
right, and he’s doing a good thing in killing those
sea trout.
I wish he had them all, for they’re a
great nuisance on this river, they destroy no end
of young salmon all through the summer.”
“Yes,” I.replied, “the trout are a pest on every
salmon stream, for they not only eat the fry and
the parr, but they take the fly before a salmon
can reach it, and flounce about when they are
hooked until the pool is spoiled; many a good
salmon have I lost by the quickness of the little
beggars.
Well, I think we’ve rested this water
long enough, and now we'll try for a: 10-pounder
at least.”
At these words I stepped to the endge of the
water and began delivering my fly.
Near the
middle of the pool was a large boulder whose
top rose a foot or more above the surface of the
water.
I knew that, although there was but little
current in the basin, there must be some movement which would create an eddy below the rock,
and I felt reasonably certain that if there were a
salmon present he would be lying in or near that
eddy, and with this idea in my mind I essayed to
put my fly in the water close to and just below
the great rock.
It required a very long cast to
reach the desired spot, but I finally succeeded in
dropping my lure on the other side of it, when,
permitting it to sink a foot or more I gave it the
short drags such as salmon anglers usually employ.
My fly had passed the boulder when I lifted my
rod to make another. cast, of course
dragging

the fly quickly to the surface and into the air, and
as it was lifted above the water I saw a swirl and
then the dorsal fin of’a fish appeared above the
surface and then disappeared
into the depths
below.
“That’s too bad, altogether!”
exclaimed the
guide, “that was a right good fish, and you just

missed him.”
“Ves,” I replied, “I lifted the rod a little too
soon, but perhaps he’ll come again.”
“He will, no doubt,’ was the reply, “but we'd
better wait a minute or two before casting.”
“Yes,” I responded.
“I had a feeling there was
a fish below that rock, and I am reasonably confident we'll get him.”
“We kept the fly from the water a few minutes,
and then I resumed my casting, covering the basin
everywhere until I had enough line out to enable
me to reach the rock, when I carefully dropped
my lure on the farther side of the eddy as I had
done before and allowing it to sink again, I
slowly began to recover.
The fly was pretty deep
in the water, and as I was facing the sun I could
not watch it as it moved toward me, but as it
passed the rock and swung into the eddy I felt
a heavy tug, and raising my rod sharply to strike
the hook well home, I found I was fast to a heavy
fish. For a few moments the salmon paid no attention to the strain that was put on it and appeared to regard almost with disdain the delicate
casting line which seemed a frail thing indeed to
Pee any restraint on the movements of a large
sh,
It soon began to move, however, in a short
circle around the rock and then returned and
settled in the bottom of the pool from which it
had risen to my fly; it evidently failed to take in
the situation and hardly seemed inconvenienced
by the presence of the hook in its jaw.
I dallied with my fish a few moments, permit-

FOREST
ting it to remain

quiescent

in the

deep

water,

Across the pool it darted again and then started

for the outlet, but Hiram, who had possibly in
anticipation of such action, stationed himself at
a point close to the channel, thrashed the water
with the handle of his gaff, and turned the fish
back into the pool; if it had succeeded in entering the quick water I could not possibly have
saver it, for a short distance from the outlet began a stretch of white rapids down which it
would have been impossible for me to follow it.
Back to the eddy below the rock the salmon
now returned and sank to the bottom, where it
remained motionless.
“That’s a fine fish, and a gamy one, too,’ exclaimed the guide who had returned to my casting
stand.
“She is as bright as a new silver dollar
and for a female a plucky fighter, too.”
“T thought it was a female,” I answered, “her
head was too short and shapely for that
of a male
fish; but we must not let her rest there too long.
She’s trying to get her second wind or else endeavoring to rub the hook out of her mouth.”
“That’s right, too,” replied the guide, “she’s too
quick there, altogether : I will start her out of
that.’
At these words he threw several rocks into
the water just below the boulder, which fell with
a loud splash; the effect was electrical, for the
affrighted fish left its lurking place and
with
a wild rush started across the pool just as it had
done before.
What a silvery beauty she was as she leaped
high in the air in her efforts to release herself
. from the inexorable thong which held her.
At length she adopted new tactics and darted
about deep in the water, evidently endeavoring to
foul the line, which was followed by a series of
cork-screw movements such as the salmon frequently resorts to in its efforts to twist the hook
from its mouth.
“She’s a crafty one, and no mistake,’ exclaimed

the guide.

“I’ll bet my boots she’s been hooked

before.”
“She’s becoming tired, however,’ I continued,
“the heavy strain of my rod has been too much
for her.”
“Yes,” answered Hiram, “no fish could stand
that rod; why, you have been giving her the butt
half the time.’
“T know it,’”’ I replied, “I did not want to dally
with her too much, for we’ve a long distance to
travel and some nice pools yet to fish.”
The salmon now yielding to the steady lift of
my rod, abandoned the lower depth of the pool
and moved nearer the surface; it still had considerable fighting strength left, but its leaping powers were a thing of the past, runs of greater or
less length it made but they gradually lost their
electric dash.
At last, coming to the surface, she
circled about aimlessly and
finally
completely
conquered, she lay on her side almost motionless.
“She’s done for!’ exclaimed the guide, as I
stepped back as far as I could drawing the fish
toward him and raising my rod.
“She’s done for, and here she is,”’ he added, as
with a quick movement of the gaff he landed ‘the
salmon on the beach.
ycaees: she’ s a beauty, and no mistake,” he continued, “not so very heavy but clean and bright
and as fat as a seal.”
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The fish scaled but 12 pounds, but like all sal-

but

as it showed no intention of moving I lifted my
rod and put on as severe a strain as I thought my
leader could stand, and then came the awakening.
The salmon, with a rush swifter than that of
an express train, darted to the further extremity of the pool, causing my big reel to sing that
melody which is so sweet to the angler’s ears;
then to the head of the basin it darted as if it
were determined to ascend the quick water above,
but changing its course as it entered the swirls
and eddies it darted back to its former lurking
place from which it made three leaps high in the
air in almost as many seconds.
I recovered my line as rapidly as possible in order that it might not foul against a rock or piece
of drift stuff, for the salmon in making its runs
had formed a wide bight that might cause an
accident.
While I was packing my line on the reel the
fish resumed its wild leaps and
I had all I could do
to prevent the line from being fallen upon and
broken by the salmon.

AND

mon

just

up

from

the

sea,

she

was

plucky

strong.

and
‘

“Well, Hiram,” I exclaimed, “we have stirred
up this pool pretty thoroughly, ‘and if there is another salmon left in it our chances for getting it

seem to me to be pretty slim just now; what do
you think ?”
“You are right, sir,” he replied, “there’s a number of pools below us as good as this, and perhaps we’d better be moving, the water is pretty
low and some of us.may have to do considerable
wading to get the canoe over the shoal places.”
“All right, Hiram, William had better bring the

canoe over here and we will start.”
“Yes,” answered the guide, and calling to his
brother to bring the birch over he gathered sorne
long branches of brakes which he wrapped about
our fish to protect it from the sun, and when the
canoe slid up on the pebbly beach he laid the salmon tenderly with the other fish which Charlie
Boy bad packed in the bow.
It required but a short time for us to reembark
and obedient to the setting poles the canoe swung

out into the channel

of the river and

in a few

seconds we entered that long stretch of white
rapids which lay between us and the next pool
below.

If there is anything more wildly exhilarating
than the passage of. a series of rapids I have yet
to experience it; tobogganing seems tame sport in
comparison with it, as does also the bicyclist’s
flying “coast” down a. steep hill. The wild roar
of the rapids, the dashing of the white water
against submerged boulders and ledges, throwing
it sometimes many feet in the air and dashing the
spray all around; the quick and skillful turn of
the bow of the canoe from the jagged top of a
ledge, which, if it were touched by the thin birch,
would send the frail covering asunder, in which
case the lives of the veyagers would be put in
the greatest peril, for no swimmer could successfully buffet against the great force of the

rushing water; the velocity with which the canoe
shoots “down one steep incline after another; the
wonderful dexterity with which the man in the
bow avoids the many hidden dangers, steering the
canoe into the only channel that is available; the
sharp click of the iron-shod poles striking the
rocks, first on one side and then on the other,
sometimes holding the canoe almost motionless
against the tumultuous rush while the man in the
stern swings the craft to this side or that, as the
case may be, steering it with a dexterity and accuracy which only long experience and great muscular powers can make possible; all these combine to make the passage of the quick water—brief
though it is sometimes, occupying but a minute or
two—an episode into which is crowded a degree
of excitement such as is hardly ever found elsewhere.
Our
passage
down
was quickly made, too
quickly, in fact, for I disliked the abrupt termination of an exhilaration that was well-nigh
intoxicating, and as we glided into the quiet pool
below the sudden change was almost depressing.

The water in this broad basin was shallow and
clear, and as we quietly moved upon its surface
we

were able to examine it at every point.
“Nary
a salmon
here,”
exclaimed
William,
peering into the ‘water from time to time, “but
there’s some jolly big sea
trout
under
those
alders on the other side, and you might pick out
a few if you wish.”
As I had nothing set up except my heavy salmon rod I did not care to bother with them, for I

consider that only the lightest tackle

should

be

used in angling for trout, but Charlie Boy, who
was equipped with a quite light rod, succeeded
in bringing to the landing net a half dozen beautiful fish.
“TI guess you’ ve got all the best ones,” ” at length
said Hiram.
“Of cotirse you can get them all,
for there’s nothing bashful about a sea trout in
taking a fly; it will come at any and all times,
mostly when you don’t want it, but it will hardly
pay to wait for those little fellows over yonder.”

“Yes,” I responded,

‘we have all the trout we

can dispose of and we had better be moving.”
The setting poles were again brought into action and we were soon moving down the river.
During the next seven or eight miles our journey
was uneventful, almost monotonous;
short bits
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of rapids alternated with shallow, colorless pools
and long stretches of water so shoal that we were
all obliged to leave the canoe and wade, dragging
the birch and sometimes almost lifting it over
the shallow places.
Of course, fishing was en-

tirely out of the question, and all of us began to
long for the termination of that laborious struggle. At length the channel of the river became
narrower and consequently deeper
as we
approached tidewater, and we gladly resumed our
position in the canoe.

The increased

depth of the water

enabled

the

guides to lay aside their setting poles and use the
paddles and we glided from one pool to another,

thoroughly testing each with the fly, but finding
nothing except a brace of grilse worth the catch-

Ing.

At last we

approached the famous

Flat Rock

Pool, the lowest on the river, a pool from which
salmon almost without number have been taken,
and early in the season a great many sea trout,
4 and 5-pounders, which follow the smelts in

from the bay.
In this pool we expected to find at least one
good salmon, for those fish always make it their
first halting place when coming in from the salt

water.

At the upper end of the basin was a con-

siderable stretch of beach composed of pebbles
and small stones, from which casting-place the

angler could cover nearly the whole pool with his
fly, although to reach the deep water at the lower
end would require a very long cast.
Stepping
ashore on this beach I prepared my tackle for
service, while Charlie Boy and the guides lighted
a fire for the purpose of preparing a meal of
which we were all greatly in need, nothing but a

few. biscuit having been eaten by us during that
long journey down the river.
The Flat Rock as it is called, is the nose of a
large ledge which juts far out into the river, and
at its extreme point the water is quite deep and
full of circling eddies.
Its color was also quite
dark, probably in consequence of the stream hav-

ing ‘been fed by several brooks which flowed
through swamps and meadow lands a Short distance away.
To meet this condition I selected

a medium-sized Durham ranger, which I affixed
to my leader, and moving down to the farther
limit of the little beach, I made my first offering.
It was an ideal afternoon for fly-fishing, the
rays of the sun being hidden by great masses of
clouds, and a rather brisk breeze was blowing
down the stream, covering the surface of the pool

with little flecks of foam which danced about on
the rippled surface of the water.
All the upper portion of the pool I covered in
the most thorough manner, for one never knows
when or where a salmon
will rise, and then

lengthening my line more and more, I finally
dropped my lure in the big eddy in the middle of

the basin,

The fly had hardly sunk below the surface and
received the first drag before a response came,
and lifting my rod rather sharply, I found that
I had hooked a goodly fish.
“Cree-e-e!’? how my big reel sang as the salmon darted down the pool apparently determined
to return to salt water.
Of course, no tackle
could check that mad rush, but I lifted my rod and
put on all the strain I dared; fortunately, the fish
returned to the deep water of the pool, where it
began a series of wonderful leaps such as I had —

hardly

ever

before

witnessed.

The salmon seemed to be in the air quite. as
much as in the water, and one would almost im-agine there were three or four of them leaping

simultaneously,

so rapidly did it move

part of the basin to another.
“That’s a mighty active fish!”

from one

exclaimed

Will-

iam, who, gaff in hand, stood beside me. “If he
keeps on leaping like that he will play himself
out, for sure.

he’s jumping

Why,

he’s as lively as a grilse and

all over

the

pool

in

the

same

breath.”

The
one

guide’s prediction

of those

salmon

odd

angler’s

proved correct,

chances

experience,

which

occur

for by
in every

the fish seemed

to

disdain going to the bottom to sulk, or to resort
to any of those artifices which the salmon usually

employ to obtain their freedom.
He fought
steadily and pluckily but always near the surface, never pausing a moment to get his second
wind,

but keeping

up the pace

until his exhaus-
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tion was complete.
I kept my line well under
control and was soon convinced that the struggle
was to be short, sharp and decisive.
In fact, so
short was the battle I was, before ten minutes
had passed, rapidly moving up the beach leading
my fish, which lay upon his side, to a point where
William could reach him with the gaff.
“Hurrah!”
exclaimed Charlie Boy, “that’s a
good ‘15-pounder and you made quick work of
him, one barb of your hook has gone through
his tongue and the other into his jaw; no fish
could resist that long, and he just had to come
to the gaff. And now let’s eat,” he added, ‘“‘we’ve
got a broiled grilse, some fried sea trout, boiled
potatoes and other fixings, and I dare say you are
as sharp-set as the rest of us.”
Epwarp A. SAMUELS.

Tarpon Fishing in Mexico.
Forest

18—Editor

March

Mexico,

Tampico,

Inclosed please find the record of
and Stream:
tarpon caught and landed during the week endE. H. Brown, of Chicago, fished five
ing to-day:
days and landed eight; W. H. Dilg, of Chicago,
fished five days and landed twelve; Mrs. W. H.
Dilg, of Chicago, fished five days and landed
three; I. Rosenfield, of New York, fished five
days and landed fifteen; H. H. Mallory, of Chicago, fished five days and landed eight; R. K.
Strossman, of Chicago, fished three days and
landed three; W. A. Jones, of Chicago, fished
three days and landed five; W. G. Jones, of Chicago, fished three days and landed three; W. J.
Abram, of Louisville, fished six days and landed
eighteen; F. Lewald, of Chicago, fished five days
and landed seven; F. T. Middleton, of England,
fished three days and landed three.
A large proportion of the fishermen sportsmen
that you number among your readers, do not
thoroughly understand that this is practically the
only early winter fishing ground for tarpon in
the world.
The Aransas Pass season ends in the
late fall, and then the fish come south to seek a

warmer clime.

Our rivers are full of fresh water

from the rains until November.
By Dec. 1 the
tarpon reach their feeding grounds here, and 107
tarpon were caught here in the Panuco in that
month.
In January, February and until the last of April
the fishing 1s very fine, Mr. Waddell, of Kansas

City, landing

fourteen

tarpon

ranging

from

4%

feet to 6 feet and 8 inches in one afternoon, after
passing the morning in shooting ducks.
By the last of April
the tarpon
leave
for
Aransas Pass and Port Arthur, and fishing is
over until another December.
The two sevenfoot tarpon caught by Chicago fishermen the past
week are in the hands of the taxidermist, and
will be shipped to the great city on the shore of
Lake Michigan.
They were both captured on 24
thread lines, and with Vom Hofe reels carrying

600 feet.

Away

from
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trip I could get in the Quebec
where

and where I could get away from other people?”
Another writes for information as to a trip,
leaving a point near l’Anse au Foin, and getting
into the waters of the Betsiamites as quickly as
possible, and then following this river until it
empties into the St. Lawrence.
This latter in-

quirer says, “Of course,
salmon

can

and

trout

I am looking for good

fishing

get it, with plenty

canoes

and

If the

pleasant

writer

Betsiamites,

wants

of

and

scenery

the

he will have

for his canoes,

People.

for, through

the

one

sportsman

columns

of

unacquainted

peculiarity

of several

of the letters

now

before me is the fact that the writers ask where
they can go to get away from other people.
In
the days of Dame Juliana Berners, the same
desire was common
to anglers, but the good

prioress

of Sopwell

than those

To-day

more than
gentleman

which

gives other

doubtless

most

I shall scarcely have
a couple
in East

of recent
Walpole,

“Will you kindly tell me

what

reasons

for it

prevail.

time

kinds,

if I

for the

the

route.”

descends

the

all the rapid water

more

than

being on

he

enough,

river

may

from

the

be reached
waters

far

by two
north

SUBURBAN FE

of

different
Lake

St.

their reserves,

but some

rod fishing

can usually be arranged for.
The scenery is
very grand along the greater part of this river,
which, in its lower portion, is from half a mile
to a mile wide.
Much may be said about other
canoe routes in Quebec, but this must be reserved for another occasion.
E. T. D. CHAMBERS.

for there are many places in the descent where
the canoes will have to be portaged.
I know
nothing of the route between |’Anse au Foin
and the Betsiamites, but the last mentioned

routes
John.

Suburban
Life
Tor Abril
Price, 15 cents a copy

With the April Number Suburban

Life advances to 15 cents a copy, and is

giving its readers a wealth of valuable material profusely illustrated.

The following are some of the contents of this exquisite number:
Market-Gardening as a Business.
A Log Cabin Renaissance.
A Little Talk About Growing Dahlias.
How to Have a Good Lawn.
The A BC
of Poultry Keeping.
The Increased Cost of Building Materials.

Moral Suasion for Horses and Dogs.
Strawberries for the Home Garden.
Some of the Best Hardy Lilies.
The House That Was Built in a Pasture.
The Selection and Care of a Saddle-Horse.
My Combination Gardens.
The Evolution of a Suburban Home.

The publishers announce that for a short time longer they will accept yeaily

SUBURBAN |[FE

with the

details of Canada’s sporting attractions, and the
best locations for sport, is desirous of knowing,
would prove welcome
intelligence to many
others who are planning to come north for the
first time.
One

along

above

and

ForEst AND STREAM, for it is pretty safe to say
that what

other

of rapid water

5

There is quite a direct route to it from Lake
Manouan,
at the head of one of the main
branches of the Peribonca, and another from
the Manouan branch of the Peribonca, into a
small lake.two miles from the stream, known
as Otashoao, this lake being but five miles from
the Pimaukin River, a feeder of Lake Pimaukin, one
of the headwaters
of
the
Betsiamites.
All these waters are well stocked with
fish, the principal kinds being lake and river
trout, whitefish, pike and carp, and, below the
first fall of the river, salmon and sea-trout. The
salmon fishing is the property of the Indians

which will soon be advanced to $1.50, thus making
news-stand price of 15 cents a copy.

barely had time to ackhowledge,
invariably
adding that I would do my best to furnish the
asked

district in July,

I would be likely to find trout and salmon

Letters
from
inquiring
Americans,
asking
when and where to best go a-fishing is accumulating upon my desk. Most of these I have
information

onun

subscriptions, not for more than one year however, at the present price of $1.00,

Fish and Fishing.
Getting

AND

to notice

inquiries.
One
Mass.,
writes:

sort of a canoe

“SPRING ANNUAL

Send a dollar bill at our
risk and receive Suburban
Life for twelve months.
When this. offer is once
it will never
withdrawn
be renewed.

Suburban
Life
16 State
Boston,

Street,

Massachusetts

it in proportion

to the
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15-Rating

Sloop.

steam

Our design this week is from the board of one
of Boston’s

young

designers.

We

have

during

the past winter published a design from the same

author and commented favorably upon it. In this
case we note the same good draughtsmanship of
a type that is both fast and seaworthy and well
adapted to day use.
With the addition of lockers
the boat could be made habitable for a couple of
men for a few days at a time.
The lines show a good form, but the keel for
such a craft is rather short and deep, though today long legged boats are so common in Eastern

waters they have ceased to be a consideration. We
would call attention to the body plan, very sweet
and fair, and shows a boat that by reason of a
high ratio of ballast to displacement would go
well to windward in heavy weather and would
perform equally well in light airs on account of

her small wetted

surface.

The construction is neat and strong and lends
itself well to the form.
The arrangement of the
cockpit is good, and with a companionway to the
hold the deck is left clear—a tendency we are
glad to note that has come to stay.
The sail plan is simple and well carried out
and would be within the powers of one man to
handle in all but hard weather.
Altogether our
little 15-rater is an able looking little vessel, and
one that should find favor with men who sail for
pleasure and sport and occasionally race in boats
whose usefulness are not limited to a few seasons use. The dimensions are as follows:
Length—
Over allie:
hana
eo ern
eee 26ft.
in.

LeWiLee sok seeamnee
ee eee

edi

bal.

Overhang—
BHorward teres acetate
eee Atti eeTiti:
(aw AR En RP CAN enmtout dsshairs Ait.
Breadth—
Extremetig
iets nee
7 items
tile

Joe
WV aera
Draft—
TO"

rabbet-scho

Extreme
Freeboard—

nena

yacht

but

chanical

racing—which

soon

was

abandoned—it

affair

dents, must win.

and

the

fastest

is

tried

some

a

purely

boat,

bar

years

meacci-

This has led to the building of

out.

The projected new 24ft. restricted class for

the Clyde has fallen through, as only two owners
were ready to build, and the minimum was to be

four boats.

a lot of gimcrack boats which cannot even cross
the Channel on a fine summer day without put-

ting out their engines,

owing

to the way

they

ship water, and rather less than two years ago in
a race across the Mediterranean a number of
them came to grief. The worst feature, perhaps,
has been that many of the boats are run as trade
advertisements by their makers.
This is not considered sport in England.
Then, again, the entire
fleet of what are called racers are absolutely useless to the ordinary individual, on account of
their flimsy construction, enormous cost and un-

Ei. AH Seer.

Challenge

for Manhasset

Cup.

THIs trophy was offered some years ago by the
Manhasset Bay Y..C. for boats of the 3o0ft. class,
or such as the Y. R. A. of Long Island Sound
might provide for.
The Manhasset Bay Y. C.
twice successfully defended the trophy till two
years ago, when Commodore Parks’ Mimosa L.,
after an unpleasant series of races, won by a

point, the trophy going to the American

Y. C.

The

Alert,

circumstances

were

peculiar.

Bobtail,

seaworthiness. The fact is the marine motor boat
has been developed on wrong lines.
What is

Mimosa I. and others had sailed two races. In
the third Bobtail .withdrew.
Had she started, it

wanted is good
sound,
substantial,
seaworthy
boats of moderate speed—the encouragement of

is thought, Alert, owned by Commodore Alker,
would have tied Mimosa I., and would have won
in the sail-off, being the better all-around boat.
Owing to the changes in the rules last year,

the useful and practical type, before which there

is undoubtedly and deservedly a great future, and
there are signs that the makers are waking up to
that fact. Two clubs have been recently formed
with the idea of encouraging motor boating and
yachting and both have many influential members
and are flourishing.
The marine motor can never
affect the sport of yachting, which I take to be
yacht racing, but it can and will be a most useful
adjunct for auxiliary purposes in cruisers, as it
takes up so little room, and liquid fuel is so much
cleaner than coal.
To make the marine motor
popular rests with the manufacturers.
When
they devote more time to the development of the
useful types and less to racers, better times will
follow both for them and the general public.

DEARTH OF YACHTING NEws.—Everything is
very quiet in the yachting world just now, ex-

cepting that, of course, most boats are fitting out.
Kariad has been launched and has probably been
towed from the Clyde to Gosport by now to fit

the Yacht Racing Association declined to name
the class for the competition for the trophy, but

a race was arranged to keep up the interest, and
Mimosa III. defeated Alert.
Last week at the Y. R. A. meeting Mr. E. M.
MacLellan stated that, as one of the donors, it
had been intended that the smaller class, next
below the 3oft. class, named in the deed of gift
and not the 33ft. class should be adopted, as the
boats of the larger class precluded the racing by
amateurs, which it had been the object of the cup

to foster.

Mr.

MacLellan,

further

showed
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British Letter.
Marine
Morors.—In
the London.
Yachting
World of March 8 is a very eulogistic leader on
marine motors and
auxiliaries,
in which
the
writer stoutly supports the view that “the coming
of the motor must be recognized as the most
novel and most important feature which has entered into the sport during that time.’’
He does
not say what this sport is. He goes on to say that
“in one way it might indeed be reckoned as the
most important development which ever affected
the sport of yachting.”
The writer goes on to
compare the opposition offered to the advent of
the marine motor boat to that offered to steam
yachts where they first came out, but he fails altogether to state a parallel case, as, in fact, the
iwo cases cannot be compared.
From the sentiments expressed in the leader
I disagree almost entirely.
In the first place
marine motoring can never be a sport any more
than motoring in cars.
In sport there must be

not only competition but the element of skill enters largely also. Now, motor boat racing is like
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15-RATER——SAIL

that

the dimensions of the old 30ft. and the new 27ft.
class were practically the same,
Mr..
'S;.. Edward.
Vernon, 5 Adlantvenssy ee
owner of Vivian II., has made preparations to
have his boat put into shape to meet Mimosa IL.,
and it was reported within a few days that Commodore Parks’ Mimosa III. would not be in com-
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mission.
Mr. Vernon sent an informal challenge
to the American Y. C., which has been accepted.
The challenging period under the deed of gift expired on April 1. It has been learned, however,
‘that the American Y. C. will waive all formality
in order to bring the contestants together for this
interesting trophy.
The deed of gift allows participation of other clubs in these races on terms
mutually agreed on by challenger and challenged.

Conditions Governing
Bermuda Ocean

Brooklyn—
Race.

THE race is open to cruising sail craft belonging to any organized yacht club in the world, not
measuring more than fifty feet, extreme length,
any rig.
Boats to enter must be bona fide cruising craft,
having full decks, water-tight cockpit and of stubstantial construction and rig. Yachts having fins
or bulb keels, or balanced rudders are barred.
Boats to be eligible must conform to the following head room and floor space requirements:
Length
Floor
Over All.
Head Room.
Space.
25 to 28ft.
4ft. roin.
BOrsdaatts
28 to 32ft.
iis Albee
28 sq. ft.

32 to 306ft.

sft.

6in.

B2uSG

Lt

36
40
42
44
46
48

to 4oft.
5ft. roin.
RBOnSCueLt:
to 42ft.
Olt:
38 sq. ft.
to 44it.
ft.
4o sq. ft.
to 46ft.
ft.
42 sq. ft.
to 48it.
ft.
44 sq. ft.
to soft.
ft.
46 sq. ft.
The specified head room to be over the specified
number of square feet of cabin floor. This measurement for head room shall be taken from the
underside of the deck or cabin top beams to the
topside of the floor boarding, this latter to be laid
over and not between the frames.
The square
feet of space to be found by taking the length and
breadth of the floor space over which the specified
head room extends, and not to include
space
taken up by bunks, transoms or lockers, but to
include space occupied
by centerboard
trunk,
table or toilet.
MEASUREMENT.—The measurement for computing allowance is the length of the boat over all.
The length on deck from the foreside of the stem
tot the afterside of the sternboard or transom.
Boats will rate for allowance from the closest
full foot.
ALLOWANCE (IN HOURS AND MINUTES).
soft. scratch
ATi aL <OO
32ft. 24:40
4oft.
1:00
4oft. 12:20
31ft. 26:20
48ft. ' 2:10
30ft. 13:50
30ft. 28
AT ited 20
BOlters <20
2oft. 29:40
46ft. 4:30
B7itaOSsO
28ft. 31:30
45ft. 5:40
36ft. 18:20
27ite 33-20

44ft.
43ft.

7:00
8:20

35ft. 19:50
BAT 2Ue20

26ft. 35:10
2sft. 37

2ft. 9:40
23tt 622
CoursE.—From off the Brooklyn Y. C. house,
Gravesend Bay, to a finish at such a point as shall
be designated in the harbor of Bermuda, distance
650 miles.
Crew.—On boats over 4oft., eight men;
on
boats under 4oft., six men; no professional in any
capacity will be allowed.
Sarits.—Lower. sails to be those usually carried

by the yacht when

cruising.

No

restriction

on

light sails.
SMALL Boats.—Yachts must carry a tender or
small boat of the following length: Under 4oft.,
Sft. long; under 5oft., roft. long.
StorES AND WATER.—Boats must carry stores
and water sufficient for twenty days.
Boats under 40ft. must have on board either in fixed tanks
cr in breakers, 60 gallons of water.
Boats over
soft. 80 gallons.
EourrpMENT.—Anchors, chain or hawsers, sidelights, two compasses, charts, sextant, chronometer and a life-belt or jacket for each member
of the crew.
BAtLAST.—Weight may be shifted fore and aft
for the purpose of trimming, but no weight either
in the form of ballast in stores must be jettisoned
except as a measure of safety.
TIME oF START.—Start will be made at 3 P. M.,
Saturday, May 26.
ENTRIES.—Entries must be received by the com-

AND

STREAM.

mittee not later than noon of April 26. Such entries must be accompanied with a full description
of the yacht.
Crew List.—A list giving names and occupations of the crew must be filed by the owner with
the committee twenty-four hours before the start.
ProtEst.—Protest concerning the non-eligibility
of any yacht must be in writing and be made not
less than twenty-four hours before the time fixed
for starting.
The committee wish it thoroughly understood
that this race is open only to cruising boats, and
that racing craft temporarily disguised as cruisers
will not be allowed to enter.
The committee do
not consider a boat whose overhangs exceed 25
per cent. of her over all length as a seaworthy
type.
The committee reserve the right to reject
any entry, if in their judgment the boat is unseaworthy or not suitable for long distance racing, or is inefficient in rig, stores or crew.
All
entries are accepted subject to a final inspection
previous to the start.
All communications to be addressed to the

Regatta

Committee,

Brooklyn Y. C.
J. E. DeEMunp, Chairman,

Geo, E.- REINERS,
ARTHUR WELLS.
The Brooklyn Y. C. Regatta Committee were
reluctantly obliged to refuse the entry of the cutter Guard, of the Royal Bermuda Y. C., owing to
her being 18in. over 50ft. The entry of two local
boats was also refused, they being over size.

YACHTING NEWS

NOTES.

crew.

launch builders, of South Boston.
ReRE
New Launcu For J. H. Tyson.—Contract has
been placed with the Williams- Whittelsey Company for the building of a cruising launch for
Mr. John H. Tyson, for use on the “Sound. The
design is by Mr. Morgan Barney, and is of the
following dimensions: 62ft. over all, 58ft. waterline, toft. 6in. breadth and 3ft. gin. draft.
The

engine will be a 60 horsepower Standard.
nny
PtymMoutH Y. C. Etection.—At the arinual
election of the Plymouth Y. C., held on March

20, the following officers were elected:
Com.,
John T. Stoddard;
Vice-Com.,
John Russell;
Fleet Capt., Alfred Holmes; Treas., William T.
Eldridge; Secy. F. H. Carver;
Meas., C. W.

Librarian,

Otto

Loring;

Regatta

Com.,

E. B. Atwood, H. M. Jones, Alfred Holmes; Executive Com., A. L. Bailey, C. W. Finney (to
serve for two years); Delegates to Mass. Y. R.
A., Henry M. Jones.

Ree
Power
Boat REGULATION.—Notice
is hereby
given that the following
regulation
has been
adopted by the Board of Health of the town of

Plymouth, Mass. :
All boats propelled

by explosive

used on any salt or fresh

of Plymouth

shall

waters

be provided

engines

within

with

and

the town

an

under-

water exhaust or a muffler, and such underwater
exhaust or muffler shall be so constructed and

used as to muffle the noise of the explosion in a
reasonable manner,

on said waters

and no such boat shall be used

so as to exhaust

ANNUAL

motor-propelled

except through

such underwater exhaust or such muffler.
Any person violating this regulation is liable
to a fine of $100.

This regulation goes into effect April 1.

GuIDE.—We

are pleased

boats.

RRR
DrEAMER I].—At Jacob’s Yard, City Island, on
Saturday, March 31, there was launched Mr.
Chas.

Lee’s

new

launch,

from

designs

by

Mr.

Henry J. Gielow.
Length, 61ft., and fitted with
a 30-horsepower Standard motor.
ReRer
SULTANA
SoLp.—The
auxiliary steam yacht
Sultana has beén sold to Mr. W. T. Van Brunt,
New

York

Y. C., by the estate

of Montgomery

Sears, through the agency of Messrs Cox &
Stevens.
Sultana is 390 tons registered, and,
under the ownership of Mr. John R. Drexel,
cruised

extensively

in

American

and

foreign

waters.

Capt. Peter Derby is in command.
RRR
Two New LauncHes.—The Seabury Company
Morris Heights, are building duplicate boats for
Mr. John B. Rose and Mr, J. L. Reiss. The boats
to be 45ft. over all, 44ft. 6in. on waterline, 6ft.
6in. breadth, with a draft of 2ft. 6in. A Speedway motor will be fitted in each boat, and a speed
of 20 miles is anticipated.
RR E
SmitH & Mastey’s PLans.—Preparations are
to launch a cruising power launch for

Mr. Robert

Lundell..

the St. Lawrence,

The boat will be used on

and in the winter

in the Med-

iterranean.
The boat is 58ft. long, 1oft. 6in.
breadth, and is fitted with a 75-horsepower engine. Smith & Mabley are completing for Mr.
Albert C. Bostwick a speed launch, from designs
of Mr.

Henry

J. Gielow.

The boat is 3o0ft. long,

sft. breadth, and will be fitted with a four-cylinder
Simplex, and a speed of 18 miles per hour is expected.

Ree

ALTERATIONS

DeatH oF GEORGE E. TRrEGURTHA.—We regret
to announce the death at Malden of Mr. George
E. Tregurtha, aged 49, junior member of the successful firm of Murray & Tregurtha, engine and

Finney;

YACHTSMAN’S
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to acknowledge from the J. K. Waters Co., of
Boston, the Guide for 1906, containing important
additions over last year, and also showing the
tendency of the times—information relating to

being made

SHAMROCK III. To BE Put IN COMMISSION.—
It is rumored
on
good
authority
that
Sir
Thomas Lipton will have Shamrock III. in commission to race for the King’s Cup, whichiis to be
raced for during the New ‘York Y. C. cruise off
Newport.
It is also said that Captain Charles
Bevis, who had charge of Shamrock I. when she
returned to this country in 1903 to serve as trial
horse for Shamrock III., will be in charge, and

he will have with him an American
RRR

[APRIL

TO

SCHOONER

LAToNA.—Latona,

owned by Mr. Henry C. Eno, N. Y. Y. C., is to
be converted into an auxiliary under the supervision of Messrs. Tams, Lemoine & Crane.
RRR
STEAMER FOR W. J, Suttivan.—At the O.
Sheldon Works, Neponset, Mass., from designs
by Mr.

Arthur

Binney,

of Boston,

is being built

a steam yacht for Mr. W. J. Sullivan, of Brookline, Mass.
This vessel will be 112ft. over all,
goft. waterline, 15ft. breadth, and t12ft. draft.
With

a speed

of 14 knots

per hour,

she will be

used by her owner to cruise on Long Island
Sound and the Hudson.
Ree
New York Y. C, 30-Foorers.—The bowsprits
of these

boats

are

to be lengthened

bringing their measurement

about

2ft.,

up to the limit of the

27ft. class.

Mr. Harry L. Maxwell has sold his N. Y. Y.
C. 30-footer Phryne direct to Mr. Chas.
W.
Wetmore, of the Seawanhaka Corinthian Y. C.
Mr. Maxwell

will race the 70-footer Yankee.

RRR
Huntinc LAUNCHES.—Messrs. Stearns & McKay, of Marblehead, are building three twinscrew hunting cabin launches, one for Mr. O.
W. Taylor, of Boston; one for Mr. W. H. Unich,
of Pittsburg, and the third for the Carnegie In-

stitution,
West.

Marine

Research

Their dimensions

6ft. 6in. and 22in. draft.
for each

boat

consists

Laboratory

at Key

are, length 28ft., breadth

The engine installation

of two

5-horsepower

en-

gines. The third boat differs from the others, in
that it is flush decked aft.
RRR
RecENT SALES.—Mr. Hollis Burgess has sold
the Boston Y. C. launch to the Royal Canadian
Y. C., of Toronto, Canada.
He has also sold the

racing

Adams,

sloop

Bat,

owned

2d, of Boston,

Philadelphia,
summer,

to be used

by

to Mr.

Mr.

Charles

E. W.

in Boston

F.

Clark,

waters

of

next

FOREST
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British

Royat

YAcHT.—This

new

vessel,

for

the use of King Edward, is now in process of
construction at Pointhouse, on the Clyde, and is
of the following dimensions:
Length, 275ft.; breadth, 4oft., and draft, 12ft.
6in.
She will be engined with Parsons’ steam
turbines,

high

but with

speed,

no

though

special regard

the contract

knots with a horsepower

to obtaining

calls

of 4.500.

The

for

18%

displace-

ment is to be 2,050 tons.
nmRe
ANoTHER Oxtp Mitt Y. C.—A number of Portchester yachtsmen have organized a yacht club,
which they will call the Old Mill Y. C.
The
original club of this name is situated at Jamaica
Bay, and fosters the sailing of small boats.
The
new club derives its name from a mill, made

famous for its gatherings and cider, and for the
sake of old association it was decided to retain
this name.

The officers are as follows:

Com., R.

J. Dillon; Vice-Com., E. S. Church; Rear-Com.,
E. L. Berrain;

Secy.,

R. J. Warren;

Treas.,

J.

Hermoin Lyon; Trustees, R. J. Dillon, R. J.
Warren, J. Hermoin Lyon, William Sayer, D. C.
Gibson, F. L. Downing and Fred Manning.
eRe
Y. R. A. oF Lone Istanp Sounp.—On Thursday evening, March 29, at the Hotel Astor, occurred the meeting of the Y. R. A. of Long Island
The business before the meeting was the
Sound.
passing of the Conference rules.
These were

passed

which

certain

with

those

of

insertions

rules

applied directly to and had been necessary

in the management of the Y. R. A.

By a vote it

was made mandatory to have the Association
rules printed by May 1. The following officers
President, Oliver E.
were unanimously elected:
Cromwell; Secretary, Charles P. Tower; Treasurer, Edward H. MacLellan; Committee— G. P.
Granberry, H. DeB. Parsons, F. A. Hill and F.
B. Jones. We append the racing fixtures adopted:
May 26, Saturday.—New_ Rochelle.
|
;
May
30, Wednesday.—Harlem,
Bridgeport,
Indian
Harbor.
ai
June 2, Saturday.—Knickerbocker.
June 9, Saturday.—Manhasset Bay.
June 16, Saturday.—Larchmont.
June 23, Saturday.—Seawanhaka, and New York long
distance race.
June 30, Saturday.—New Rochelle.
uly 2 or 3, Monday or Tuesday.—American.
3
uly 4, Wednesday.—Hartford,
Larchmont.
July 7, Saturday.—Riverside, and New Rochelle, Cruising race.
July 14, Saturday.—Indian Harbor.
July 21, Saturday.—Larchmont, Hartford.
July 28, Saturday.—Larchmont.
Aug. 4, Saturday.—Horseshoe
Harbor, Corinthian of
Stamford.
Aug. 11, Saturday.—Huguenot, Bridgeport.
Aug. 11, Saturday.—Harlem, cruising race.
Aug.
18, Saturday.—Stamford,
Hartford,
Manhasset
Bay, eh
4 race.
Aug. 25,
Saturday.—American,
Northport.
Sept. 1, Saturday.—Indian
Harbor, Hartford, Larchmont.

Sept.

38, Monday.—Norwalk,

Sachem’s

Head,

mont.

Sept. 8, Saturday.—Larchmont, Manhasset
Sept. 15, Saturday.—Seawanhaka,
Sept. 22, Saturday.—American.

Larch-

Bay.

ReReE
HANpIcAP

RAcING

oN

Sounp.—On

March

27,

at a meeting held at the New York A. C. an association was formed to provide racing for boats
considered by their owners as having little chance
to win prizes under the present rules.
C. P.
Granberry

elected chairman;

H. A. Jackson,

secretary and Dr. T. B. Palmer

was

treasurer, these

members

committee,

constitute

the executive

and

Mr. Granberry will be the handicapper. These
handicaps are to be changed each week to bring
the boats’ performances on an equality. The following boats are enrolled:
Acushla, E. C. Ray;
Hanley, W. Bieling; Little Peter, F. M. Weekes;

Alves
Thelma,

H.-A.

Jackson,

H. E. Black;

Jr.;) Bab,
Firefly,

C..-S.

King;

C. P. Granberry;

Robin Hood, George E. Gartland; Niad, Dr. J. B.
Palmer; Howdy, George Mercer; Maryola, H. E.
Thayer;
Morris;

Scamp,
Answer,

W. Murdock; Ojibway,
Donald Abbot; Kenoshi

R. P.
I, W.

R. Berth; Kenoshi II., C. W. Voltz; Firefly, Guy
Standing; Rogue, J. McDonough; Cadeaux, Wm.
Irwinn; Snapper, F. S. Paige; Ox, Louis Bavier; Opossum, T. M. T. Raborg; Nadji, D. R.
Stoddard; Heron, J. Le Boutillier; Montauk, D.

P. Sheldon;

Regina, F C. Stewart;

Chewink II.,

AND

STREAM.
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H. E. Dick; Okee, J. A. Mahlstedt ;Grasshopper,
H. A. Pryor and Wyntji.

entries will

come

also

Winthrop Y. C.’s.

by Messrs.

Wintringham

& Wells,

has

been completed.
The boat is of the cabin trunk
type with clipper bow and overhanging stern.
Length, over all, 72ft.; breadth, r4ft., and twin
screws, each driven by Miets & Weiss 15 horse-

power

engines.
on

Y.

March

C.

BERGEN

BeacH

MEeEeETING.—At

30 at the residence

a

special

of Rear

Commodore Frank S. Hastings, action was taken
on the rules of the Atlantic Coast Conference.
The rules were adopted in toto.

RRR

It is from

the Motor

Boat

Club that the only entry was received challenging
for the British International Motor Boat Trophy.
However, more entries are expected before the
time expires.
An initiation fee of $50 went into

effect on April 1.

Pittsburg,

ReRE

One-DEsIGN CATBOATS.—Members of the Wollaston Y. C. are to have a number of boats built
This is
_and the racing will begin on May 30.
the third one-design catboat class started this
season, the boats of all three classes being very
similar, The Wollaston boats are to be 18ft. over
all, 16ft. 7in. waterline, and will carry about 400
sq. ft. of sail. They were designed by Mr. F. W.
Green.
RReR
New Boat ror Mr. CHartes W. Foss.—Langley has recently completed a fast launch for Mr.
Charles W. Foss, Eastern Y. C., from a design

by Mr. Arthur Binney. The dimensions are 33ft.
over all, 30ft. waterline, 5ft. 5in. breadth, and 2ft.
draft.
A 25 horsepower Standard auto-marine
motor is to be fitted and a speed of 12 miles per
hour is expected.
mee
BriTIsH
INTERNATIONAL
Cup
Boat.—The
Napier and Yarrow interests abroad have finished
their racer for the defense of the cup won last

II.

Soip.—Mr.

has acquired

Mr.

Derbin

William

Horne,

of

M. Lover-

ing’s Crowninshield-designed
schooner
Mavis.
Her dimensions are as follows:
Length over all,
72ft. 8in.; load waterline, 46ft.; breadth, rsft.
6in.; depth, 6ft. gin; draft, 8ft. Mavis was built
in 1894 by Rice Bros., Boothbay, Me.
TWENTY-ONE-FOoTER FoR GEN. C. J. PAINE—
Messrs. Burgess & Packard launched on March
29 a racing boat for General Paine.
During the
summer she will meet Mr. Eustis’ Barnacle and
some
Crane-designed boats on Buzzard’s Bay.
The new boat’s dimensions are: Length, over all,
30ft.;
waterline,
21ft.;
breadth,
8ft.;
draft,

5ft. 6in.

RRR

MINEOLA
TO BE IN
Commission.—Notwithstanding the inability of Mr. W. Ross Proctor to
secure the services of Capt. Charles Barr, who
will sail on Rainbow, Mineola will be put in commission this summer in charge of a member of
the Indian Harbor Y. C., as Mr. Proctor is to go

abroad.
good

Yankee is also to be in commission

racing

and

is assured.

Rene

AMERICAN
Power Boat Association.—Tentative dates have been prepared for the season’s
racing fixtures.
Two dates have been settled on
for New York waters—May 30 at the Manhasset
Bay Y. C. an open regatta, and at the Indian Harbor Y. C. on July 4. Races for the Gold Challenge Cup are to be held at the Chippewa Y. C.
on Aug. 21, 22 and 23. The dates for the annual
cruise to the Thousand Islands is still in abey-

year by Napier

dinner was tendered

ReRe
Mavis

Ree

ance.

and

ad

Motor Boat CLus or AMeErIcA.—Pending the
completion of the new club house, the Motor
Boat Club of America is to have a large houseboat moored at or near Hudson River and 112th
street, later the houseboat will be placed as one
of the stations on the Sound.
The membership
is growing, and sixteen new members await the
action of the Board of Governors, and there is a

list.

Y, C.—A

Chapman.

RRR
New York Y. C. YEAR Boox.—To-day the year
book of the New York Y. C. will be sent to the
printers, and will shortly be distributed.

large waiting

Corinthian

at the Hotel Girard on March 29 to the members
of the Bergen Beach Y. C. The following officers
for the year were elected:
Com., George C. Sutton; Vice-Com., John Still; Rear Com., George
H. Hopper; Sec., Fitch Eagle;
Treas.,
E. A.

ScHOooNER

RRP

SEAWANHAKA

meeting

the

BRE

RRR
Boat FOR OrtENT C. PinckNey.—At the yard
of James Baylies & Sons, Port Jefferson, a launch
for Mr. Orient C. Pinckney, Atlantic Y. C., from

designs

from

The Yarrow-Napier,

as the

new boat is called, will meet Mr. E. J. Schroeder’s
The new boat, unlike her
Crane-designed Dixie.
older sister, is built of wood on the Saunders
system, and by various methods the hull has been
will
machinery
The
lengthened.
considerably
drive twin screws and will develop collectively
150 horsepower.

Hucuenot Y. C. Orricers.—The following officers and standing committees have been elected
at a recent meeting of the New Rochelle Y. C.:
Com., H. H. Van Rensselaer; Vice-Com., Henry
M. Myrick; Rear Com., Reune
Martin;
Sec.,
George F. Lewis; Treas., P. W. MacKenzie;
Chairman
of Regatta
Committee,
Henry
M.
Myrick; Fleet Capt., Henry C. Southwick; Trustees—Com., Vice-Com., Rear Com., Sec., Treas.;
Class 1907, H. DeForest Baldwin, Hugh D. Montgomery; Class 1908, George W. Kear, J. Halsey

Biggs;

House

Committee—G.

F. Lewis,

chair-

man; H. M. Myrick F. B. Lewis, Commodore,
Treasurer; Regatta Committee—H.
M. Myrick,
chairman; S. E. Martin, H. C. Southwick, Jr.;
Membership
Committee—H.
DeForest Baldwin,
chairman, H. H. Van Rensselaer, G. F. Lewis;
Auditing Committee—G. W. Kear, chairman; H.
DeF. Baldwin, R. Martin.

RREe
ASSOCIATION OF BoAT AND ENGINE MANUFACTURERS.—The second annual meeting of the National Association of Engine and Boat Manufac-

turers was held at the Hotel Breslin on March 26.
A dinner preceded the meeting at the close of
which and in behalf of the members Mr. Henry
R. Sutphen made a short address, thanking the
chairman, Mr. J. J. Emory, for his valuable services, and as an earnest of their esteem presented

him

with

a loving cup.

The

following

officers

were unanimously elected:
President, John J.
Amory; First Vice-President, H. A. Lozier, Jr.;
Second
Vice-President,
Charles
A. Strelinger;
Third Vice-President, Henry R. Sutphen; Treasurer, Albert E. Eldredge; Secretary, Hugh S.
Gambel.
The bill now before Congress for the
regulation of motor propelled boats after a thorough discussion, was approved as just and reasonable.
The bill does not affect pleasure vessels but only those employed in carrying passengers for hire.

ReReER

Lipton

Cup

21-FooterR.—A

syndicate

waukee yachtsmen have commissioned

of

Mil-

Mr. Fred.

D. Lawley, of the firm of famous builders, to design and build a boat for the Lipton Cup series.

,
Quincy

Cur.—The

Manchester

Y. C. has re-

ceived and accepted a challenge from. the Quincy
It is expected that
Y. C. for a race this summer.

The selection of Myline is a decided
Fife and Watson.—The World.

Two

or the famous

designers

whose

snub

to

both

names

are

mentioned in this dispatch relative to the building
of a Lipton challenger should sit up and take notice. Mr. Mylne, as misspelled, may feel snubbed.
Mr, Watson’s probable emotions are not so easily
describable.
He died in November, 1904.—New

York Sun,
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BEFORE entering upon the account of the trip
allow me to introduce you to the boat in which
it was made, and to the crew.

The sloop, Nellie, is an oak-built, 13-ton boat,
of a type, although not modern, is to be found
wherever rough weather is to be encountered,
and is usually termed a spoon-sheer boat. Her
length on deck was 46ft., with a breadth of 14ft.

6in.

Originally

she was

a center-boarder,

but

the trunk
had been
removed
and the keel
dropped down to meet a 3-ton, cast-iron shoe,
another three tons of ballast being placed inside
between the frames.
This permitted lofty spars,
the truck of the topmast being 73ft. above the
deck, while the draft was 7ft. 6in.
The lower
mast was a fine stick of Oregon pine, with a
beautiful straight grain and but very few knots.

The standing rigging was all of steel wire, with

preventer back stays for
mast.
The ground tackle
pound bower anchors, one
on a hawser, the ends of

both lower and topconsisted of two I50on a chain, the other
each leading in from

the hawse-pipe over the windlass-drum and down
to their respective lockers in the peak.

stream

anchor

and line for the same

A spare

was

also

kept where it could be easily reached.
A taft.
cedar dinghy was swung from davits, which
could be shifted from one side to the other.

Below

we

find a large airy cabin

with wide

cushion-covered transoms along each side capable of sleeping six people quite comfortably,
while in the two quarter bunks under the cockpit a couple more could be berthed if necessary,

mattresses being used instead of the cushions,
as in the cabin. Clothes lockers occupied every
spare nook and corner and proved very convenient.
The galley was separated from the
cabin by a thwartship bulkhead and, for a boat
of her size, was very roomy; plenty of headroom and a hatch just over the center of it
added greatly to the ventilation.
A “Hydro-Carbon”
oil stove was securely
fastened on a raised platform in the forward
part of the galley, the platform and surrounding

wood

work

being covered

with zinc to guard

against fire. Lockers for crockery and cooking
utensils were ranged along the side; and at the
passage leading
into the
cabin
an_ ice-box,
capable of holding 100 pounds of ice, was built,

the

drain

running

into

the

bilge.

breakfast

cleared away.

KUHNLE.

Here

was

also the water faucet connected by pipe to the
tank, in the stern, capable of holding 125 gallons
of water.
A folding table occupied the center
of the cabin, and when not in use could be
folded into a very small space.
Now for the crew, which consisted of one
young man who had never been aboard a sailing craft of any kind in his life, two whose sea-

faring experience was limited to a 2oft. catboat, and the writer, a schoolship St. Mary’s
graduate, with experience subsequent on deep
water and the Sound.
Whatever may have been

lacking in knowledge by the three former, it
was more than overcome by their agility and
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dishes

At breakfast we decided to divide

into two parties; one to clean up the galley and
cabin, the other to attend to matters on deck.
Having only chartered the boat, we were of
course somewhat careful in our examination of
the sails and rigging, all of which were found to
be

in

first-class

condition,

although

we

rove

off lanyards in the after legs of the shrouds,
not deeming it wise to depend entirely on the
looks of the old ones. As there were only two
of us on this work, we used the throat halliards
for setting them up, my partner taking the hauling part to the windlass, which stretched the
shrouds like fiddle- strings.
I attended to the

seizing as each turn was hauled taut, taking care
not to leave

the slightest

amount

of slack any-

where, as we knew they would certainly stretch
more as soon as the sail was set. At about
4 o’clock

in the afternoon

we

were

floated

and,

hoisting the jib, ran off shore a short distance
and

anchored

with

the

small

stream

anchor,

while I satisfied myself that there were no
leaks of any sort, and that the sanitary pump
worked all right.
Meanwhile, the rest had
hoisted and griped the boat and set the mainsail, so that at 4:40 the anchor was aweigh and

the cruise, which we had planned for a year, was
begun. The wind was fresh from the S.W., and
we

ran

down

through

Hart’s

Island

Roads

to

the end of Hart’s Island and headed for Execution Light, which we passed in a little less than
an hour. Having decided to make Oyster Bay

that night if possible, I set a course to clear
Oak Neck buoy; but as the wind was gradually
decreasing, it was 8:15 before it was reached.
A

line drawn

on a chart from the light on

tain’s Island

Cap-

and to the light at the entrance

of

Cold Spring Harbor will pass very close to this
buoy, and as there is a red sector in the light
at the harbor’s mouth, covering the shoal water
off the neck, when the red turns to white, then
is it safe to enter from the west; whereas, if
approaching from the east, one does not see the
red until one has passed to the west.
At half
past nine we anchored in the entrance of the
harbor, being careful to avoid the channel, with

the lighthouse bearing W. by S., % mile. The
lead showing 5 fathoms, we made fast to 20
fathoms of chain, slightly short of regulations,
but enough to hold for one night in a sheltered
spot.
Furling all sail and seeing that every-

thing was secure, we turned in, sore all over
from the unusual work.
July 2—Being desirous of making an early
start, in order to get as much benefit from the
ebbing tide as possible, we were all up at 6
o’clock. We waited, however, until after breakfast

before

getting

under

way;

those

not

en-

gaged getting breakfast were scrubbing decks
and loosing sail. At 8:30 the anchor was under
the bows, and, hoisting the jib, we filled away
on the port tack. For a short distance we ran
close-hauled, in order to avoid a number of
oyster stakes. After clearing these, the boom
was eased off a bit and we made a broad reach
for the bell buoy

off Lloyd’s

Neck,

our

W. wind shifting to S.W. and increasing.

gentle

I set

willingness to perform any duty demanded of
them; traits which are far better than the erring . the course E. % S. for Old Field Point, and after
all the gear was straightened out, proceeded to
“know-it-all” ever could possess.

Stores for the trip and blankets having been
previously shipped to the yard in which Nellie
spent the winter, the four of us tramped into
that place heavily loaded with grips, cameras,
etc., late in the afternoon of June 30, 1903, only
to find that our early start the next morning
as we had planned was impossible, owing to the
fact that the boat was not in the water, nor

would

she

go

overboard

until the next

after-

noon’s high water.
This disappointment was
soon lost sight of, however, in the bustle which

instructed the crew as to their station for reefing, handling

head-sheets

in tacking

and

duties

in case of a man overboard.
Having had these
drills so thoroughly impressed upon me on the
St. Mary,

I rarely go sailing without instructing

those on board in at least one of them, even if
they are novices.
We passed Eaton’s Neck Light at 10 o’clock,
and by noon we were abeam of Old Field, and
trimming sheets a bit, reached over for the

our

breakwaters at the entrance of Port Jefferson
Harbor, Flattening everything down and haul-

street clothes, and it was not long before everything was carefully packed in the lockers, stores
put away and then the cabin was scrubbed out.
The cushions and mattresses were taken on deck

when close-hauled, but fortunately the flood tide
was running and this swept us through in quick

and given a good beating and brushing; and by

time,

followed.

Old

9:30 every one
sleep.
July 1.—The

clothes

felt as

quickly

if they

ever-unwelcome

displaced

deserved a little
ringing

of the

alarm-clock at 6 o’clock awoke every one with
a start, and after a plunge off the marine rail-

ing up close to the wind, we entered the channel,
which

is very
the

narrow

entire

and difficult

entrance

being

but

to navigate
a quarter

of a mile long from buoy to buoy. A good
plan entering with a deep boat is to keep as
near on the line between the two buoys as
possible, keeping
the lead
going
constantly.
Once inside there is plenty of water, and we

were soon selecting a spot to anchor, letting
go the anchor about an eighth of a mile off the
steamboat dock, a little to the E. of the same to
keep out of way of the steamboats.
The lead showing mud-clay bottom at 3
fathoms, I gave her 15 fathoms of chain, and
then

furled

sail

very

carefully,

as

we

used

no

sail covers.
Two of us scrubbed off the outside of the boat, while the others coiled down
the gear and cleared up decks. We spent the
evening ashore, visiting and sight-seeing, Port
Jefferson being a very pretty little town, almost
entirely devoted to yachting interests and shipbuilding.

July 3.—As we did not intend to get under
way, it was 7:30 before any of us awoke, and
after 9 before breakfast was cleared away. The
sun shone so hot that we decided to take all the
cushions and mattresses on deck for a sun-bath,
the blankets being aired every morning immediately after turning out.
In the afternoon
we had several visitors and returned their visit
in the evening.

July 4——The
quite

a little

mosquitoes
during

the

having
night,

annoyed

it was

us

nearly

8 o’clock when I called all hands. While breakfast was being prepared, two of us rowed over
to the dock to see if we could get water, meeting there a former

ship-mate

of mine, who was

to command a yacht being built at one of the
yards. Hearing what I had come ashore for, he
very

kindly

volunteered

to come

out

with

his

power tender and tow us alongside of the dock,
coming back when the tank was full and towing
us

out

to our

anchorage.

In the afternoon

we

dressed ship and took a party of friends out for
a sail about the harbor and to watch the dory
races—a sort of an annual event here.
The
evening

was

again

spent

ashore,

although

we

returned
earlier than usual, owing to the
mosquitoes.
On going aboard we found that
instead of dodging the pests we had run into
a swarm of them, which had taken possession
of the cabin in our absence. By lighting several
smudges and liberal applications of oil of pennyroyal, we were able to get to sleep by 1 o’clock.
July 5.—It was nearly 8 o’clock before any of
us stirred from our bunks, the enemy having
played havoc with us several times during the
night.
After a good swim, which preceded
breakfast almost every morning, we all felt
better, taking but a light breakfast of coffee and
rolls, as we had no hard work on for the day
beyond washing decks and shining brass. Not
caring to be troubled

with the work

connected

with preparing a Sunday dinner, we went ashore
and took dinner at a hotel, getting more than
we could eat, which is saying a good deal, for
our

appetites

were

assuming

mammoth

propor-

tions at a very reasonable figure. After a short
walk through the town and a visit to the apothecary’s for more mosquito exterminator we returned on board, all hands turning in for a nap
when the pests were not around.
After supper
we took every precaution to avoid being disturbed
as we were on the previous night, and we were
to a limited extent successful, as we were only

awakened once or twice by our enemies.
July 6.—Going on deck at 6 A, M. I found it
raining hard with the wind from the S.E. As
there were chances of clearing, however, I called
the

rest

and

sent

two

hands

ashore

for stores,

etc., while we two: got breakfast.
At 8 o’clock
the rain stopped and the wind shifted to W.S.W.
The mainsail was immediately hoisted in order
that it might dry before we got underway, which
we did at 10 o’clock, going through

the entrance

on the last of the ebb tide with a fine breeze from
the S.W.
We did not run due E. immediately
but steered so as to pass to the N. of Mt. Misery

Shoals buoy, as there are several 7ft. spots on
the shoals at low water. Passing the buoy I decided to head for Faulkner’s Island and run E.
along the Connecticut shore, keeping my position
in

hand

by

bearings

and

cross-bearings

at

all

times.
Faulkner’s Island was abeam to the N.
at 4 P.M. At 5 o’clock the wind was falling so
rapidly that we decided to run in shore and
anchor.

We

let go our anchor in 4% fathoms

of

water off Hammonassett Beach, near Madison,
Conn.
This place, though not much frequented
by yachts, affords an excellent anchorage in an
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E. or N.E. gale, the mud and broken shell bottom affording a good holding ground.
July 7 —Owing to the dead calm which prevailed eiouptant the night we were attacked by
myriads of mosquitoes, smudges seeming not to
phase them, and it was not until the sun rose at
3 o'clock that we were permitted to go to sleep.
Not needing anything from shore we had breakfast, and after hoisting sail were rewarded with

a zephyr from the S.W.
It was just 9 o’clock
when the anchor was catted and with all the
lower sails set we were soon moving toward the
buoy off Hammonassett
Point, passing through
a large flock of young black ducks, which scattered as we approached.
By the time we reached
the buoy we had a fine breeze, and set the course

E.S.E. for Cornfield Point Lightship, about seven
miles away. The wind holding steady we divided
into watches in order to get some

we

passed the lightship,

sleep.

At I1:10

the relief ship was

on

the station as the regular vessel was being overhauled.
On the run from here to Bartlett’s Reef

Lightship we had a brush with a two-masted
schooner which gave us a little excitement for a
while; we gradually ran by and crossed her bow.
The course between these two lights is about E.
14 N., the distance being a little over 11 miles.

The ebb tide helped us along quite a little here,
for we covered the distance in a little over an
hour, changing course for the bell buoy off the
mouth of the Thames River, after passing.
Here
our troubles began, for the friendly ebb became
our sturdy opponent as soon as we entered the

mouth of the river.
and

south

it was

As the river runs due north
of course

necessary

for

us

to

shift the boom to starboard and trim for an easy
reach.
The sea being smooth and the wind not
too strong we gybed over.
After passing the
Pequod Casino we hauled in as close toward the
west shore as the draft would permit, so as to
keep out of the tide, but it was 2:45 P. M. before
we anchored in the upper anchorage opposite the
iron works,
Not caring to be caught short of
water on the next run, although the tank was not

empty,

we

had the tank filled and also got ice

from one of the accommodation boats, which are
very reasonable in their prices. As soon as everything was furled and the decks cleared the crew
New London is quite an interesting _
went ashore.
city, when once a stranger gets away from the
docks.
Fort Griswold
Monument,
across
the
river at Groton, was out of commission, having
been struck by lightning a short time previous.
There is a winding stairway inside which leads
to the top from which on a clear day it is pos-

sible to see

all the

surrounding

country

and

across the Sound.
Three of us spent the evening at Pleasure Beach,
New
London’s
Coney
Island.
July 8.—The alarm clock set up its din at 6:30
and as we desired to make an early start sent the.

Commissary

Department

ashore

while

breakfast

was being prepared, it being a fixed rule that we
should not carry any more fresh meat than we
could use in one day, we having plenty of ham
and bacon for emergencies.
At 9 o’clock the
anchor was weighed and with a S.W. wind we
were soon
leaving a white wake.
We _ passed
Farragut’s old flagship Hartford, anchored off

the Pequot House, and also the entire flotilla of
destroyers. Having a fair wind and tide we decided to go through Fisher’s
order to save time ‘and also to
sea which was running outside.
blowing
about fifteen miles
we swung around Seaflower
headed for the light on the

Island Sound in
avoid the choppy
The breeze was
per
hour
when
Reef beacon and
North Dumpling.

About a half mile from the island we rounded off.
The light on Latimer’s

Reef we took as a bearing

and

long before

it was

not

very

it was

close

aboard, we passing the lightship off Ram Island
as if we were under steam.
Keeping the three
spindles, which lie between Fisher’s Island (east
end) and Watch Hill in line, we soon sighted the

Bell Buoy off the point and we were not long in
coming
of our

up with it, for this was
entire cruise, as it was

when we passed the bell.

the fastest run
just 11 o’clock

Getting out of under the lee of Fisher’s Island
our breeze became quite brisk and also started a
lively sea running, which forced boats going the

other way to take in a reef or two in some
stances.

As

the course

from

Watch

Hill

in-

Light

to Point Judith

AND

STREAM.
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whistling buoy is E. by S., al-
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lowing for the tide, which was just beginning to
run flood, it was possible for us to carry a full
mainsail.
At 12:45 we were up with the whistler
and gybing the boom to starboard started on a
broad reach for Beavertail Light; the weather
being
clear,
it was
mot
necessary’
to
go

over

to

Brenton’s

Reef

Lightship

in

order

to run a course for the channel.
After we
passed Beavertail and got under the lee of Conanicut Island our breeze began to die out and it
was 2:30 before we rounded to and let go our
anchor off the Naval Reserve landing, about an
eighth of a mile off shore.
The harbor being full
of yachts of all descriptions, several of my former
shipmates being among their officers, it was incumbent on me to do everything up man-o’-war
fashion, the crew entering into the spirit of the
thing with vigor, for in less than an hour our
sails were all neatly furled and the deck and outside scrubbed down.
After a combination dinner
and supper the boys went ashore to see the sights.
July 9.—It was quite late when we turned out
as we had nothing particular to do aside from
the regular morning routine.
After an early dinner two of the boys and myself went ashore, and
walking the full length of Bellevue avenue and
the Cliff Walk, both of which are lined with
magnificent dwellings and gardens, decided to return by a different route along Brenton road,
quite as attractive as the others, but less frequented.
Taking supper at a hotel we walked
around old Newport, which is in striking contrast
to the new, the streets being exceedingly narrow
and poorly paved.
As usual, when in a strange
harbor full of boats, one of us stayed on board
while the rest were ashore.
July to.—Waiving the superstition regarding
sailing on a Friday, all hands were up at 5:30
with the hope that we would be underway early,
but in this we were disappointed, for although
the water-boat had been ordered
the previous
evening, it was 9:30 before she came alongside.
The boys did not waste the time entirely, though,
for all the white duck trousers and jumpers were
scrubbed.
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DO

YOU

by R. H. Britton.

Good stories are somewhat scarce.
Here is one of the
best:
A commercial traveler had just taken a large order
for a spring consignment of hardware from the buyer of
a large Scotch house, and so satisfied was he with the
orders received during the past twelve months that he
endeavored to press upon the canny Scot a box of fine
Havana cigars.
“Naw,” he replied, “‘do not bribe a
mon, R! cudna tak’ them, and I am elder of the kirk
witha’.”
“But, my dear sir, will you not accept them
as a panier
“T cudna,” said the Scot; “I’d neves
be able tae hold my head up again among the ither
members of the kirk.”
“Well, then,” said the traveler,
“suppose I sell you the cigars for a merely nominal
sum—say, sixpence— would that interfere with your conscientious scruples?”
‘“‘Weel, in that case,’’ replied the
Scot, “‘since you press me, and not liking tae refuse
an offer weel meant, I think I’ll be taking twa boxes.”—
Shooting Times.
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Co., 3517 S. 2nd St., St. Louis, Mo.

WANT

A CANOE?

Let us book your order for future delivery. Variety of
models, wide range of prices. May wesend our catalogue?

OLD

TOWN
9

Middle

Naval

CANOE
Street,

Archictects

ARTHUR

Town,

and

Me.

Brokers.

BINNEY,

(Formerly Stewart

Naval

COMPANY

Old

Architect

and

& Binney.)

Yacht

Broker,

Mason Building, Kilby Street, BOSTON, MASS.
Cable Address, ‘‘ Designer,’’ Boston.

BURGESS

@ PACKARD,

Naval Architects and Engineers.

Yacht Builders.

131 State St.,. BOSTON, MASS.
Tel. 4870 Main.
Marblehead Office and Works: Nashua St., Marblehead, Mass.
300-Ton Railway.
Modern Building Shops. Two new
Storage Sheds. 10-Ton Steam Shearlegs, 21 feet of water
off our railway. Large Storage Capacity. Ship Chandlery
and Machine Shop.
Repair Work of all kinds quickly
handled.

HOLLIS

BURGESS,

Broker.
General
Marine Agent.
Insurance
of all
Agent for the purchase and sale of Gasoline Engines.

oston, Mass,

LORILLARD & WALKER,
Yacht Brokers,
Telephone 6950 Broad.
C. SHERMAN

41 Wall St., New

York City.

Montcomery

H. Crark.

Hoyt.

HOYT

@

CLARK,

VAL
ARCHITECTS
AND
ENGINEERS,
YACHT BROKERAGE.
High Speed Work a Specialty.
17 Battery Place, New York.

NORMAN

L. SKENE,

The Skene Chock.
The Skene Sectional Boat.
The Skene Triple Screw System.
15 Exchange Street,
Boston, Mass.

SMALL
NAVAL ARCHITECTS.

A. C. A. Membership.
Division—Edwin

Launches, row and

Main Office, 10 Tremont St. Tel.1905-1 Main. B
Branch Office, 131 State St. Tel. 4870 Main.

have at one’s elbow when planning a summer vacation.
It is not a new book, but its author, Mr.
Perry D. Frazer, wrote so clearly and so instructively that it has come to be a sort of textbook for amateurs and is almost invaluable for
the novice.
The chapters are divided into Pleasures and Advantages of the Pastime; Canoes;
Camping Outfit; Clothing; Firearms; Fishing;
Photographing; Cruising. It is daintily illustrated
by sixteen half-tones.—Suburban Life.

Atlantic

Canoes,
of fine Pleasure and Hunting Boats
Send for Catalogue.
Launches, Small Sail Boats.

KNOCK DOWN

Yacht
kinds.

Canoeing.
A Book

Builders
Gasoline

BROS.
YACHT BROKERAGE.

No. 112 Water Street, BOSTON,
Fast cruisers and racing boats a specialty.

FOR

MASS.
Tel. 3556-2 Main.

SALE.

C. B. Sloop “KANGAROO.”
40ft. over all,
draft; 3,000lb.

28ft.
lead

waterline, 13ft.
shoe; 10,000lbs.

breadth,
and 4ft. 6in.
cast ballast (iron) in-

side.
Built in 1885 by Phil
Ellsworth;
rebuilt 1898.
Kangaroo is absolutely sound and seaworthy, fully found.
Sails, standing and running rigging, also tender, new
1904 and 1905.
Anchors, chains, brass binnacle, lights.
Mahogany
trim cabin;
stateroom
with
Bishop closet.
Lead plumbing; water tank, ice box, galley, bedding,
cushions,
and
all equipment
new.
Spar covers,
sail
covers, awning fore and aft; life buoys, gilt names.
Top
sides painted black, with gold stripe, and copper-painted
bottom.
Cedar and mahogany tender, cost $75.
Patent
boat davits.
Price $700.
Apply to j. R. GILMORE,
45 East 28th St., New York.

TRAINING

vs. BREAKING.

Pees Dog Training; or, Training vs. Breaking.
By
Hammond.
To which is added a chapter on training i dogs, by an amateur.
Cloth, 165 pages. Price, $1.
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Trapshooting.
If you want your shoot to be announced
send a notice like the following:

here

Fixtures.
April 4-5.—Crawfordsville (Ind.) G. C. League shoot.
April 6.—Lakewoad, (N. J.) G. C. spring shoot.
H. Ely
Havens, Sec’y.
April 10.—Bergen Beach (L. I.) G. C.
April 10-11.—Kansas City, Mo.—The Missouri and Kansas
League of Trapshooters’ tournament.
April 12-13.—Toronto Junction (Ont.) G. C. target tournament.
P. Wakefield, Sec’y.
April 12.—Atglen, Pa.—Christiana-Atglen Go
enVraeEee
Fieles, Sec’y.
April 12.—Wilmington-(Del.) G. C. shoot.
April 13.—Point
Breeze,
Philadelphia.—Twenty-five-bird
handicap.
A. A. Felix, Mgr., 705 Chestnut St.
April 18.—Piedmont (W. Va.) G. C. F. A. Ricker, Sec’y.
April 18-20.—Great Bend (Kans.) G. C. shoot.
B. McMullen, Sec’y.
April 19.—New Paltz (N. Y.) Gun Club shoot.
E, J.
Snyder, Mgr.
April 19.—Muncie, Ind.—Magic City G. C. tournament.
F. L. Wachtel, Sec’y.
April 19.—Haverhill (Mass.) G. C. Patriots’ Day shoot.
S. G. Miller, Sec’y.
April 19.—Springfield
(Mass.)
Shooting Club’s Patriot
Day tournament.
C. L. Kites, Sec’y.
April 21.—Easton, Pa.—Independent G. C. third annual
tournament.
Edward F.
Markley, Cor. Sec’y.
April 21.—Wilmington,
Del.—Wilmington
vs.
Media;
fourth contest.
April 28.—Lancaster,
Pa.—Pequea
G.
C.
tournament.
N. Ressler, Sec’y.
April 23-25.—Austin, Tex.—Texas State shoot.
April 24.—Wolcott,
N. Y.—Catchpole
G.
C.
E. A.
Wadsworth, Sec’y.
April 24-26.—Fort Wayne,
Ind.—Corner
R. and G. C.
tournament.
John W. Linder, Sec’y.
April 26.—Edgewater, N. Pepe wade G. C. all-day shoot.
May 1-3.—Oklahoma and
Indian Territory State shoot.
May 2-3.—Rensselaer (Ind.) G. C.
May 2-8.—Syracuse, N. Y.—People’s G. C. tournament.
Fred G. Millard, Mgr.
May 7-8.—Vicksburg,
Miss.—Mississippi
Delta
League
second amateur tournament.
J. J. Bradfield, Sec’y.
May 8.—Bergen Beach (L. I.) G. C.
May 8-9.—Olean (N. Y.) G. C. tournament. B. D. Nobles,
ec’y.
May 8-10.—New London (Ia.) G. C. shoot.
Dr. C. E.
Cook, Sec’y.
May
9-10.—Coffeyville,
Kans.—Missouri
and
Kansas
League
of Trapshooters’
tournament.
Dr. C. B.
Clapp, Sec’y, Moberly, Mo.
1
May 9-10.—Indianapolis, Ind.—State League shoct, under
auspices of Limited G.
C.
May 9-10.—Wilmington, Del.—Annual spring tournament
Delaware
State Trapshooters’
League
under
the
auspices of the Wawaset Gun Club.
W. M. Foord,
Sec’y.
May 9-11.—Columbus (O.) G. C. tournament.
F. Shattuck, Sec’y.
May 15-17.—Nashville,
Tenn.—The
Interstate
Association’s
Southern
Handicap
tournament,
under
the
auspices of the Cumberland Park G. C.; $1,000 added
money.
Elmer E. Shaner, Sec’y-Mgr., Pittsburg, Pa.
May 15-18.—Milton, Pa.—Pennsylvania State Sportsmen’s
Association tournament.
‘
May 15-19.—Kansas City, Mo.—Missouri State Game and
Fish Protective Association twenty-ninth annual tournament.
R. S. Elliott, Sec’y.
May 16-17.—Greenville (O.) Gun Club tournament.
H.
A. McCaughey, Sec’y.
Knox & Knapp,
May 16-17.—Auburn, N. Y., tournament.
Mgrs.
May 17.—Montpelier (Vt.) G. C. tournament.
Dr. C. H.
Burr, Sec’y.
May 22.—Hartford,
Conn.—Consolidated
Gun Club Association.
Dr. D. C. Y. Moore, Sec’y, South Manchester.
May

23-24.—Dallas

(Tex.)

G.

C.

tournament.

E,.

A.

Mosely, Megr., 264 Elm _ street.
May 23-25.—Bloomington, I1l.—Illinois State shoot.
May 24-25.—Wilson,
N. C.—North
Carolina Trapshooters’ Association
third
annual
tournament.
Selby
Anderson, Sec’y.
May 24.—Edgewater, N. J.—Palisade G. C.
May 24-25.——Owensboro,
Ky.—Kentucky
Trapshooters’
League fourth annual target tournament, under auspices of Davies County G. C. James Lewis, Sec’y,
Owensboro, Ky.; F. Pragoff, Sec’y Ky. T. S. L.
May 24-25.—Montreal, Can.—Canadian Indians’ first annual
tournament.
Thomas A. Duff, High Scribe.
May 24-25.—Ebensburg, Pa., Gun Club.
W. R. Thompson, Sec’y.
May 24-26.—Spokane, Wash.—Washington
State Sportsmen’s Association tournament.
G.
Beck, Mer.
May
25.—Morgantown,
W.
Va.—Monongahela
Valley
Sportsman’s League of West Virginia, under auspices
of Grafton R. and G. C. W. B. Stuck, Sec’y.
May 29-30.—Rochester G. C.
;
May 29-30.—Grand Rapids, Mich.—Michigan State Trapshooters’ League shoot, under auspices of Consolidated Sportsman’s Association.
May 30.—Newport, R. I.—Aquidneck G. C. tournament.
May 30-31.—Monte Ne, Ark., target tournament.
,
May 30.—Mechanicsville (N. Y.) Game Protective Association second annual tournament. G. Singerland, Sec’y.
May 30.—Ossining
(N. Y.) G. C. merchandise shoot.
C. G. Blandford, Capt.
May 30.—Edgewater, N. J.—Palisade G._C.
May 30.—McKeesport. Pa.—Enterprise G. C. tournament.
Geo. \W. Mains, Sec’v.
May 30.—Utica, N. Y.—Riverside G. C. annual tournament.
E. J. Loughlin, Sec’y.

May 30.—Utica, N. Y.—O. C. S. A. G. C. Decoration
Day shoot.
June 6-7.—Newark, N. J.—New Jersey State Sportsmen’s
Association tournament.
Hobart,
Sec’y.
June 5-7.—Lincoln,
Neb.—Nebraska
State Sportsman’s
Association’s thirtieth annual tournament.
Geo. L.
Carter, Pres.
June 5-8.—Dayton, O.—Ohio Trapshooters’ League twentieth annual tournament.
Added money $600. C. C.
Rayburn, Pres.
June 12.—Bergen Beach (L. I.) G. C.
H. W. Dreyer,
ec’y.
June 7.—Olney, Ill.—Hustlers’ G. C. D. P. Moore, Chmn.
June 12-14.—Fairmont, W. Va.—Tenth annual tournament
of the West Virginia State Sportsmen’s Association,
under the auspices of Fairmont
Gun Club; $1,000
added to purses.
E. H. Taylor, Mgr.; Ed. O. Bower,
Sec’y-Treas.
June 12-15.—Warm Springs (Ga.) G. C. tournament.
June 12-15.—Baltimore, Md.—Maryland County shoot.
J.
Mowell Hawkins, Megr., 1630 ae St., Baltimore.
June
12-16.—Buffalo.—New
York
State
shoot, under
auspices of Infallible Gun Club.
E. J. McLeod, Sec‘y.
June 13-14.—Fargo, N. D.—North Dakota State Sportsmen’s
Association’s
twelfth
annual
tournament.
Robbins & Bailey, Mgrs.
,
June 19-22.—Indianapolis, Ind.—The Interstate Association’s Grand American Handicap target tournament;
$1,000 added money,
Elmer E. Shaner, Sec’y-Megr.,
Pittsburg, Pa.
June 26-27.—Bradford (Pa.) G. C. tournament.
Joseph Le
Compte, Sec’y.
¢
June 28.—Edgewater, N. J.—Palisade_G._C.
July 4.—Edgewater, N. J.—Palisade G. C._
and
Kansas
July 10-11.—Carthage, Mo.—The
Missouri
League of Trapshooters’ tournament.
.
July 17-19.—Philadelphia,
Pa.—The
Interstate
Association’s Eastern Handicap tournament, under the auspices of the Florists’ Gun Club; $1,000 added money.
Elmer E. Shaner, Sec’y-Mgr., Pittsburg, Pa.
July 25.—Consolidated Gun Club Association of Connecticut

tournament.

N.
J.—Palisade
G. C.
A. A.
26.—Edgewater,
Schoverling, Sec’y.
;
Aug. 8-10.—Hamilton, Ont.—Dominion of Canada Trapshooting Association’s sixth annual tournament.
W.
P. Thompson, Sec’y-Treas.
,
Aug. 14-17.—Parkersburg,
W. Va.—Indian
tournament;
added money, $1,000.
Sept.
7-9—San
Francisco,
Cal.—The Interstate Association’s Pacific Coast Handicap tournament, under
the auspices of the San Francisco
Trapshoooting
Association; $1,000 added money.
Elmer E. Shaner,
Sec’y-Megr., Pittsburg, Pa.
,
:
Sept. 11-12—Scammon,
Kans.—The Missouri and Kansas
League of Tra shooters’ tournament.
Dr. C. B.
Clapp, Sec’y.
Moberly, Mo.
,
Sept. 13.—Consolidated Gun Club of Connecticut.
Dr.
D. C. Y. Moore, Sec’y, South Manchester.
July
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E. A. Mosely, Manager, 264 Elm street, writes us that
the Dallas, Tex., Gun Club will hold a tournament on
May 23 and 24, with money added to the amount of $300.

Ld
The programme
of the St. Paul, Minn., Gun Club
shoot, to be held on April 12, consists of fifteen events,
each at 15 targets, $1 éntrance, Class shooting.
Targets
2 cents.
x
At Point Breeze, Philadelphia, a match was arranged
to take place on Saturday of this week between Messrs.
Muller and Murphy, at 32yds. and 30yds. respectively,
50 birds, for, it is stated, $100 a side.

®
We are informed that the Oneida County Sportsmen’s
Association Gun Club will hold a shoot on May 30, at
Utica, N. Y., with $25 added money and $50 in merProgrammes will be out on May 15.
chanidise.

ad
At the weekly shoot of the New York Athletic Club
at Travers Island, last Saturday, the leg on the March
cup was won by Capt. J. N. Borland, he scoring 28 out
of the 25. This with two prior wins transferred the cup
to his personal lares and penates.

sd
Mr. H. A. Comstock held the English Hotel cup, in
a challenge contest on the grounds of the Indianapolis,
Ind., Gun Club, March 31, by a score of 81 to 76. His
opponent was Mr. T. A, Parry.
Mr. Comstock was
challenged by Mr. Silas W. Trout, and the challenge
was accepted, April 7 being fixed upon as the date.

”
In the League series, the Florists defeated the Meadow
Spring team, at Wissinoming, last Saturday, by a score
of 200 to 177.
Wolstencroft was shooting in old-time
form, breaking 25 straight.
Highland
defeated North
Camden, at Camden, by a score of 144 to 136. Lansdale
defeated Merchantville, 216 to 1938.
Clearview defeated
S. S. White team by a score of 214 to 208.
Media defeated Narberth, 186 to 176.

[APRIL 7, 1906.
The championship
contest of the Crescent
Athletic
Club, at 500 targets, shot in four sections of 125 targets
each, was won by Mr. H. M. Brigham, who pulled up
from second place into the lead and won.
The March
cup was won by Mr. Frank Stephenson, who was a
good second
in the championship
race.
Mr. O. C.
Grinnell, Jr., won the Stake trophy outright.

ze
Secretary Elmer F. Jacobs sends
us notice that the
first regular monthly tournament
of the Monongahela
Valley Sportsman’s League of West Virginia will be held
on May 25, under the auspices of the Grafton Gun
Club, W. B. Stuck, Secretary, Morgantown.
The second
regular monthly tournament of the League will be held
under the auspices of the Recreation
Rod and Gun
Club, of which Mr. Jacobs is Secretary.

RB
Dr. D. C. Y. Moore, Secretary, South Manchester,
Conn., writes us that “The programme
for the Consolidated Gun Club Association tournament, which will
be held in Hartford, Conn., May 22, will consist of ten
events at 20 targets each.
The total entrance fee will be
$15, money divided Rose system.
Also $10 to be divided
among the three high amateurs
shooting through the
programme, and other merchandise prizes.”

z
After a long and arduous itinerary in the East, shooting
for the U. M. C. Co., Messrs. Frank E. Butler and W.
H. Heer separated on April 1, the latter journeying
Westward.
The trip began on Dec. 4, and since that
time they have covered a large part of nine States,
taking part in fifty-one shoots, a practical example of a
strenuous life.
Our informant states that “Mr. Heer
expects to sleep all the way home, and Frank says he
can put in about seven days at that game himself.”
At
South Framingham, Mass., on March 26, Heer was high
with 97 out of 100; Butler was second with 91.

"
The spring series of shoots inaugurated by the Boston
Shooting Association, whose grounds are at Wellington,
Mass., has remaining shooting dates as follows:
Aprit
7, 14, 21, 28; May 5, 12, 19, 26; June 2, 9, 16, 23), 3v.
Shooting to commence on arrival of the 1:48 train from
Boston.
Match; entrance free; open to all; shooters divided into five classes, 50, 60, 70, 80 and 90 per cent. Score
each day 50 targets, 25 known and 25 unknown angles,
the aggregate of the best five scores to count.
A suitable
prize will be given the winners in each class.
The 70
and 80 per cent. classes will have two prizes each.
Match on arrival of the 2:45 train.
Practice before and
after the match.
Targets 14% cent each.

ad
For its first annual spring tournament, April 12, the
Wilmington Gun Club presents a programme of twelve
events,
each
at 15 targets,
$1.80 entrance,
excepting
events 9 and 10, which constitute a merchandise special
handicap race; entrance $2; valuable prizes.
Totals, 180
targets, $15 entrance.
Events 1-8 and 11-12, sliding handicap.
Sweepstakes and average moneys open to amateurs
only; $2.50 to each of the three high amateurs, and $2.50
to each of the five low amateurs.
Lunch and shells
obtainable on the grounds.
Ship guns and shells to W.
H. Hartlove,
Third and French
streets, Wilmington,
Del., and they will be delivered on the grounds free.
Take a West Fourth street car to the grounds, Front
and Union streets.
Shooting will begin at 10 o’clock.
BERNARD WATERS.

Springfield,

Mass.,

Shooting

Club.

Tue Springfield, Mass., Shooting Club will hold their
annual spring tournament at clay targets on Patriots’
Day, April 19.
The programme of twelve events calls
for 200 targets; $16 entrance in sweeps.
Shooting will
commence at 9 o’clock sharp and continue all day. ‘Targets will be thrown from two sets of expert traps arranged
Sergeant
system;
known
traps and unknown
angles.
Purses
will be divided
Rose
system,
four
moneys.
Professionals and paid experts will be allowed
to shoot for targets only.
Interstate rules to govern all
events.
To the three amateurs making highest average,
shooting the entire programme the following prizes will
be awarded:
First, $5; second, trout rod; third, box
of cigars.
Targets included in all entrances at 14% cent
each.
Sweepstakes
optional; any one may enter any
event and shoot for targets only.
Loaded shells for sale
at the club house.
To reach the grounds, take Indian
Orchard or Palmer car to Red House Crossing; cars
leave the city every fifteen minutes.
Lunch served on
the grounds.
Ship guns and ammunition to C. L. Kites,
Secretary, 41 Main street, and they will be delivered on
the grounds free of charge.
Programmes are now ready
and may be had by addressing the Secretary.
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Are the Best Kind of
Burglary
Insurance.
$16,000,000 was

taken

by burglars

last

year in New York City alone, as against a
fire loss

of $10,000,000.

Ue Vi Cavcar-

tridges are good for home protection and
They are sure and
bad for burglars.
reliable for sport, target practice or protection.

THE

CONN., U. S. A.

BRIDGEPORT,
Agency, 313 Broadway,

Denver
Denver,
shoot held

New

Depot, 86-88 First Street, San Francisco, Cal.

York City

Trap.

Colo., March 28.—There
will be an interstate
in Denver,
Colo., the week of Aug. 20, with

$3,000 added money; $1,000 will be added to the amateur
class.
Shooters will pay an entrance of $5 for 200 targets,
with nothing additional for sweepstakes.
This will include shooters making 88 per cent. or less. Those making
more than 88 per cent. will be classed as expert amateurs, for which there will be $2,000 added.
Everybody
shooting from l6yds.
On Friday there will be a 100-target handicap race,
This is a
for the Denver Post trophy (open to all).
Any one chalchallenge trophy, and is valued at $250.
lenging, puts up $5; loser pays for targets.
‘The citizens
of Denver are very enthusiastic over this shoot, and
been obtained
as easily as $3,000.
$8,000 could have
Great credit is due Mr. A. E. McKenzie and Mr. Chas.
E. Younkman, for arousing such keen interest in this
shoot, and it is expected three or four hundred shooters
will attend.
It will doubtless be the largest shoot of
1906, with such a tempting amount of added money—and
all for amateurs.
Three
cars filled with shooters
came
in from
the
lakes, Sunday.
Judging from appearances, few ducks
tee gan All the sportsmen seemed to have had good
uck,
>
Mr. W. C. Howard, manager of the E. I. DuPont Co.,
Mr. Wilkins, and Mr. Wetherill, of New
York;
Mr.
Keith and Mr. Spaith went to Curtis Lake (twenty miles
from
Denver)
Saturday,
ducking.
They killed thirty
ducks each, and beauties they were.
Barr Lake, noted
for fine shooting, is still frozen, and some disappointed
gunners returned with empty game bags.
Mr. Hood Waters, of Ba'timore, and Mr. Wm. Bowman, of Denver, went to Fort Lupton, Saturday night,
put up at the one primitive hotel the town boasts, and
when the gray dawn was breaking, started out in quest
of ducks.
They walked
to Platte River, a sluggish
stream, bordered with reeds, and after wading through
marshes
for several
hours,
spied a_ blue-winged
teal
coming down the river.
In the twinkling of an eye, Mr.
Waters stopped him,
Aud it must have been»a pleasure
to have that duck fall dead after walking and wading
many miles.
They heard several shots up the stream,

COMPANY

CARTRIDGE

METALLIC

UNION

Valuables.

for Your

Safe

a Good

Make

and eight ducks came down, as if an artillery charge
killed the leader, Mr.
Mr. Waters
was after them.
Bowman brought down the next, and the third went in
many weary
followed
Then
game bag.
Mr. Waters’
hours of tramping, and not a duck to shoot.
Many large
In the
flocks were seen, but they went to the lakes.
had covThey
Denver.
reached
sportsmen
the
evening
ered over sixteen mils, had four ducks and many stories
of “tthe might have been.”
Del.,
Mr. and Mrs. Jas. T. Skelly, of Wilmington,
spent Wednesday and Thursday in Denver, en route to
Salt Lake City, and California, where they will remain
A SoctaL TRAMP.
for ten days.

P. G. P. and

G. C.

R. I., March 28.—The second shoot of
Provipencr,
the newly organized Providence Game Preservation and
Gun Club, held March 24, was a very successful affair.
Despite weather conditions, which were wet, snow-covered grounds, and a chilly air, there were present more
than fifty shooters, and thirty-three of them faced the
traps.

The

club

gun

following

officers

was

organized

were

elected:

Feb.

17,

1906,

President,

and

Wm.

the
Mon-

Secretary_ and
E. Johnson;
M.
teith; Field Captain,
Treasurer, A. B. Sampson; Executive Committee, J. H.
Flanagan, P. L. Voelker, M. E. Johnson, W. Sutherland,
T. M. O’Riley, including the president and secretary.
It was voted to acquire the houses and grounds of
the B. and S. Gun Club, and as everything was ready
for a shoot, it was voted to hold one Washington’s Birthday.
This shoot was attended by seventeen shooters,
The

shoot

held

March

24 was

the

second

of the

season,

and was held in honor of Mr. Wm. H. Heer and Frank
E. Butler.
There was also present, Mr. Hearne, who
did very good work with his pump gun,
As

will

be

seen

by

the

scores

of

Griffith,

Bain,

John-

son, Voelker, Grover, Lambert and Flanagan, we have
a club with as good shots as any club in the country.
The club promises to have a very successful career, as
it is supported by some of the prominent representative
business men of the city, and is to be first-class in every
particular.
There is to be no sweepstake shooting, which
has been the cause of the downfall of so many promising

clubs.
Slow birds will be thrown, in order to give the
new shooters a chance to break them.
As soon as the
weather is settled, it is proposed to have weekly shoots
on Saturday afternoons.
The scores follow:
Events:
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A. B. Sampson,
“Yes

indeed,”

mustache;

one
color

before,
it will

been

said

young

nursing

it

y’ know,
be

when

and
it’s

for

Kallow,
a

“I’m

month.

I’m

rather

curious

full

grown.”

raising

Never:

about

“Well,”
replied Miss Peppery, “at that rate
probably be gray.’”’—Catholic Standard and Times,

a

raised

what
it will
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Cincinnati,

Club.

in the Clements
made
were
following scores
Tue
The weather being fairly
drophy event on March 20.
good, the attendance was better than on the previous
day, and the traps were kept busy until late in the
In the practice events Bonser was high with
afternoon.
157 out of 175, Ahlers came next with 132 out of 165, and
Bleh third with 108 out of 125.
Clements trophy, 50 targets:
‘ Vids. oe
Yds. Brk.
3
H Sunderbruch..16
43
seicie cic; 20
TilViaINS)
34
18
<--.-.Bullerdick
42
mikes Ses ease 20
33
16
aeees
<i.
Pfeiffer,
41
18
......Gambell
38
Davicsiccseste seo 20
March 24 was the first pleasant day we have had for
not

was

attendance

the

but

weeks,

two

wind

The

large.

gale across the traps and caused an unusual
Mr. Stone, of
of goose-eggs to be recorded.

blew a
number

30th
Mr.

fame, was out on the
of Oz “Scarecrow”
Wizard
with Mrs. Stone, and both took part in the sport.

Stone shot an 88 per cent. clip, which was pretty good
work in a gale. In the trophy event he was second high
with 42, Bonser being at the top with 47. Lutie Gambell
On April
is doing some good work, 23 out of 25 to-day.
18 the tri-city team match will be shot here, and it is a
safe bet that the winning team will not have as big a
Bonser is trying a
lead as was the case at Dayton.
double barrel, and seems to have got the hang of it
The
100 shot at.
of
out
9
broke
he
as
pretty well,
scores:
trophy, 50 targets, handicap:
c
38
*Pohlar ie nieiateistalee 19
wr
aa tanea
By
38
ccr ces16
SWaillie Mees
42
*Stone ...csescecs 16
36
19
<.....5..
Jackson
41
......- 16
Keplinger
36
ROU Latenietetercfanete ecetet= 1%
41
*T, Gambell...... 16
35
Scseeses 17
Flerman
39
Stacey scenes acne 16
at the club on March24 was the
The attendance
A
smallest ever recorded for a regular meeting day.
Only four took
kept many away.
driving snowstorm
shoot
to
one
only
the
was
Maynard
shooting.
any
in
part
and

trophy,

Clements

the

in

score

his

46.

made

he

Lutie Gambell defeated Williams in a match at 50 taré
gets by a score of 42 to 3.
The second contes‘ in the tri-city team matches will be
of
The programme will consist
held here on April 18.
$2 entrance, open to all, shooting
five 20-target events.
‘The match will begin at 1
to begin at 11 o’clock.
means,
Supt.
which
with
Gambell,
o’clock,
just 60
There are five 20-target events, with
minutes past 12.
Money
optional sweeps, $2, open to team members only.
divided 35, 30, 20 and 15; if less than twenty entries, 50,
30 and 20 per cent.

Team

Match

at Dayton,

Ohio.

The first in the series of three team matches between
shot on the
was
and Columbus,
Cincinnati
Dayton,
grounds of the Rohrer’s Island Gun Club, at Dayton,
on March 21.
The weather was fine, but the shooting
The ground
conditions were not the best for high scores.
was covered with ten inches of snow, and the bright
sun shining on the white expanse, made a glare which
blinding.
A strong wind was blowing most of the
was
time.

There were eight 20-target events on the programme.
Joe Hohm and Phil Hanauer had charge of the edibles,
‘and other refreshments
were dispensed by the genial
John Schaerf.
Those who attended pronounced the shoot
one of the best ever held in Dayton.
Inter-city team match, ten-man
teams, 100 targets per
nidn, in five 20-target events; $70 per team, targets extra,

optional

sweep

35, 30, 20

and

in each

[5 per

event,

cent:

$2 entrance,

four

moneys,

Scores:

Dayton Team.
Eieikeseiuteesmieerere- 95
Rikienee
een sete eres 93
Watkins mined stiwenet 93
Mack poate ats ayeiere
©eictete 89
Lindenmuth
....... 87
Graiase
esis nestanatee se 86

Columbus Team.
Wiebsterm
tinecceeee 91
GTOSS Jonalneeanot: 85
Buchatian®
ecco &4
Wartd>,
scanennterires 84
Cumberland
...2.5.. 82
Rhoads! yy. ars-pieleieoe85

CarrPiee
rr eewnees 78
CAR Soak Saree Sete eric ciate78

Shatwek wipiiteniesaree SD
Jennings) Ss... sites.
>cle74

(Oty 4 Yaa
soeto soot 77
Ele ie Seb etetesie {ak
SSCHWittal Weer bisrestee= 71—847
Hishin vere eee. ee70—S806
Cincinnati Team.
Re rambles
se iaaas 91
IBONSEL: ..dccntaeeradic cemeee

Pobiar we cuh.esismgiasuas 79
Kgacialk Sie aetna. 76

Maynard)
Gascucsirsen 86
idwards eas episaiciatp 84
Bell easee ee eeannissst 83

WD rloe Saini mes weeeias TL
Kiertye pacman tsstiniers val
WADICES ci ccuniceireaes 70—798

The Rohrer’s Island Gun Club, Dayton, will open their
season on April 4, and for thirty weeks will hold their
regular shoots on Wednesdays.
On the first Wednesday of each month the club medal will be in competition,
the

winner

is defeated.
classes, and
certificate,

At

to

it until

the

next

month,

or

until

he

members are to be divided into three
week each class will shoot for a prize

redeemable

the opening

all, and
Things
ers.
At

hold

The
each

shoot

with

the

there

will

treasurer

for

50

be sweepstakes

cents.

open

to

the usual refreshments
will be served.
are booming across the river among the shootCovington,
Ky., a new
gun club has been
or-

anized with fourteen members.
A meeting was_ held
last week to perfect the organization and elect officers.
Shoots
will be held regularly at either Rosedale
or
Milldale.
The

Welfare

Gun

Club

(N.

C.

R.),

STREAM.

Dayton,

are

at

work on the details to insure the success of the State
shoot, to be held on their grounds in June.
Everything
will be done for the comfort and pleasure of the visitors
poe Welfare Dining Hall, with a seating capacity of
The season of 1906 will open for the Rohrer’s Island
Gun Club, Dayton, at their grounds on April 4. The
club has decided to try the old Buckeye Gun Club’s

[APRIL 7, 1906.

facilities, and the very best accommodations as to hotels.
The Newark, ©., ‘sun Club has issued a challenge to
shoot an inter-city match with Cincinnati and Dayton
clubs.
Thus the interest in trapshooting does not lag
in the central and southern parts of Ohio.
The Kaukauna, Wis., Gun Club made a fine record at
the trap Sunday last.
Gus Hilgenberg, broke the record
In Other Places.
by going 25 straight.
This club has lately received a
Cass Lake, Minn., Gun Club has already started out
challenge for a team shoot with Oshkosh.
with extensive plans for the season.
A new trap has
There is a prospect of a new gun club being organized
been ordered, and the idea now advanced is to give a
at Norwalk, Wis.
tournament during the firemen’s meet on June 20-23.
Magnolia, Ill., will have a gun club with the name of
The Horicon Shooting Club, of Fon du Lac, Wis.,
Oxbow.
The incorporators are Charles W. Trone, Robert
has renewed their lease on the Horican Marsh for a
A. Ward and Y. Sherman Glenn.
:
term of thirteen years.
However, the owners may at
Interest has been aroused at the grounds of the Salt
any time they see fit drain the land or sell any part of it.
Lake, Utah, Gun Club.
Until now one set of traps is
A new gun club has been organized at Middletown,
not sufficient to accommodate
those who attend the
Pa., named Susquehanna.
Some of the members are S, B.
meets.
Others have been ordered, and there will be
Gingrich, Elmer McCreary, Harry Stoner, Harry Beachseveral tournaments held auring the year.
William
Bryan, William
Foreman, ©
ler, Fred Hauser,
Members of the Soo Gun Club, Sioux City., Iowa, held
William Gray and Goldie Gray.
:
a club shoot, March 22. and although the air was full of
There will be an all-day tournament at Bloomington,
snow, there were many
of the shooters present.
F.
Ill., April 25.
Krister was high with 43 out of 50. Scores at 50 targets:
The ore bed property near Poughkeepsie, N. Y., has
Spatz 28, Hawman 27, F. Krister 43, M. Krister 32, C.
been purchased by a rod and gun club, and will be
Smith 31, Ellis 39, Hunter 36, W. F. Duncan 27, Meyer
fitted up in fine shape.
Several cottages will be erected
29, Boyle 27, Hoax 24, Red Fern 35, Hogan 35, Langers
during the summer.
39, Orton 39, Boyd 32, Hoberg 32, Seymour 26, Forbes 18.
W. S. Doty, a prominent trap shot, of Butte, Mont.,
E. Bigler, Beatrice, Neb., has stated that a new gun
and Mr. Shemwell, a crack of Colorado Springs, lately
club will be organized at his city.
Some of the promet at Salt Lake, Utah, and proposed to stir up the
posed members have been working together for the past
shooting game.
The idea advanced was to hold a series
two seasons, and he hopes that there will this year be
of big shoots throughout the western country, especially
an united effort to keep the target game alive.
in the large cities.
The Anaconda tournament, slated
C. W. Still, D. McElroy and W. F. Klans, Taylor,
for May 18, 19 and 20 is one fixture.
Tex., have incorporated a gun club for the mutual amuseElyria and Lorain (O.) gun clubs have arranged a
ment oi the members.
series of eight club shoots, to be held twice a month.
The Ashley, O., Gun Club held the first shoot for
Thomas W. Armstrong, president of the Hubbell Gun
members last Wednesday.
At 55 targets, B. A. ClayClub, Calumet, Mich., has presented the club with a
pool scored 48, Ray Gamble 47, C. Winsor 41, Tracy
beautiful gold medal.
At the first meeting same was
Claypool 32, R. Bartholomew 32, 23; J. Cackle 24, 11;
won by J. B. Cooper, and he will have it until some one
H. Hale 25, 14.
outshoots him.
It is a great pleasure when a sportsman meets another
At a meeting recently held by the newly organized
sportsman,
especially if he be like unto Mr. Horace
Fountain Gun Club, Bellefontaine, O., it was determined
Comstock, of Indianapolis, Ind.
This gentleman excels
to hold an all-day shoot just as soon as the new grounds
at the trap and in the field.
He loves the dog and gun
can be put in condition.
There will be money prizes
for
nature’s
sake.
Four
months
of
the year is spent by
for the best talent.
Officers:
S. L. Rairdon, President;
him afield with dog, gun and rod.
And to be a good
John L. Hornberger, Vice-President; L. Marquis, Secgame
shot
he
must
be
able
to
stand
the test of endurretary, and William Doll, Treasurer.
ance and to know the habits of game and just where to
Salem, O., Gun Club, at its annual meeting, elected
look
for
same.
Mr.
Comstock
is
one
of the few sportsofficers and transacted other important business:
Presimen who can shoot or cast a fly from either shoulder
dent, Claud Taylor; Vice-President, Dr. W. D. Sigler;
or
hand.
Secretary,
D.
B. McCune;
Treasurer,
Charles
Carr;
C. E. Robbins, of Fargo, N. D., writes that the shootCaptain, E. W. Silver; Board of Censors, A. O. Silver,
ing grounds for the gun club have not yet been settled,
Dr. E. E. Dyball and Charles Carr.
The Board of
but that all things will be in readiness by the time of
Directors: Claud Taylor, Dr. W. D. Sigler, Charles Carr,
the State shoot, June 13 and 14.
E. W. Silver and D. B. McCune.
A committee was apThe Clay Center, Kans., Gun Club will this year keep
pointed to arrange for a tournament, to be held soon.
up regular practice at the traps.
_ The reporter for the Springfield, O., Gun Club shoot
Announcement is made that the Third Lake Gun Club,
is responsible for the following:
‘‘A week ago Fred
Waukegan,
Il., will contest with the Fourth Lake, IIl.,
Hilderpbrand was awarded a leather medal for his score
Club,
in the near future.
= ibs aap which was a lonely one target broken out
Frank B. Bowman,
of the East St. Louis Rod and
of
175.”
Gun Club preserves, has announced
a change of the
The constitutionality of the Louisiana State law promanagement.
Peter Volger, who for eight years has
hibiting the possession of bird feathers for trimming
held
that
position,
will
be
succeeded
by John Gutterladies’ hats was upheld by the New Orleans court.
mann.
The club is popular among the East St. Louis
The Woodmere Gun Club, Detroit, Mich., has elected
sportsmen.
the following officers:
President, Paul F. Schumann;
The McLean
County
Gun
Club, Bloomington,
IIl.,
Secretary,
M.
C. Fohey;
Treasurer,
Ernest
Hill;
Capproposes to keep busy up until the time for the State
tain, C. R. Wilson.
shoot, at least.
At the recent annual meeting of the Chase Benjamin
A Cashton, Wis., correspondent, sends me the informaGun Club, Alpena, Mich., new officers were elected as
tion that an organized gun club has been formed for the
follows: Robert H. Rayburn, President; George Burston,
purpose of shooting clay targets, and then states that he
Vice-President; F. B. Johnson, Secretary, and W. A.
considers that better than that of shooting harmless
Prince, Treasurer.
These officers were appointed a committee to attend to the banquet.
animals and birds.
Will County Gun Club, Joliet, Ill., held their annual
The Elgin, Lil., Rod end Gun Ciub has built a new
meeting
Wednesday
night
and
elected
officers
and
club house at Baswood
Island.
transacted such other business as came before the club.
_ Flora, Ind., Gun Club is developing some fine ‘‘shootIt
is
now
on
what
they
term
a
paying
basis.
Many
ing stars.””
Nick Smith holds the record, 48 out of 50.
new members have been brought in with the practice
Mr. Ben Mohan, secretary of the Anaconda,
Mont.,
shoots.
A committee was selected to arrange for anGun Club, has been presented with a fine gun by the
other one of their popular tournaments.
The new ofclub members, as a token of esteem for services he has
ficers are:
President, A. Hoffman; Vice-President, J.
rendered -the club.
Liess;
Financial
Secretary,
C. N.
Stoll;
Treasurer,
The Centralia, Wash., Gun Club held their first shoot
Robert Bruce.
The committee includes G. Hoffman, C.
recently.
There were shooters present from Tenino and
Werler, A. Anderson, F. Shaw and J. Schiek.
Castle
Rocks.
New
traps have been installed.
‘The
The Hamberg, Pa., Gun Club, with a membership of
shooters were much pleased with the trophy lately put
sixty-five, is one of the best in the State.
It lately elected
up by a representative of a powder company.
The club
officers, viz.: President, Harry M. Buck; Vice-President,
will hold a big tournament in May, which will be given
Chas. Rehlor; Secretary, Alvin Ritter; Treasurer, Harry
by the South Washington Gun Club Association.
Bowman;
Trustees, Warren Bowman, William R. SunLive-bird
shooting
will be started
at the famous
day and Henry Kummerer.
Waiiace Park, used by the old Paducah Gun Club during
The Dallas, Tex., Gun Club has issued a challenge to
this month.
any five men belonging to any team in their district.
A gun club with eight members was recently organThere is a proposition to make up two or three teams
ized at Cary, Ill.
President, Andrew
Sherritt; Secreand shoot for targets only.
tary, H. E. Morris; Treasurer,
Harry Newbold.
The
members:
A. C Weaver, Jos. Tomisky, Wm.
Burley,
One cf the features of the shoot lately held at Dallas,
H. E. Morris, Al. Turner.
Tex., was the prizes, as the first five events were for
At the Texas State shoot professionals will be barred
high class English setter puppies.
and expert amateurs
liandicapped.
The 80 per cent.
Jefferson, N. Y., Gun Club held its monthly shoot
men will get the best of it.
Instead of giving prizes
Saturday, at which highest score was made by C. D.
and money for high average, the money will go to low
Jump, with Arthur Pierce and F, L. Frazee second.
men,
The Bob
White
Gun
Club, Middletown,
Pa., held
‘the annual tournament of the League of Gun Clubs
their second
meeting last Friday evening,
and conof Wisconsin
and
Upper
Michigan
will be held at
siderable business was transacted.
Ironwood, the latter part of June next.
A crowd of the followers of the shooting game were out
The officers of the Illinois State Sportsmen’s Assoat the Plymouth, Pa., Park, Saturday last to witness a
ciation shoot, to be held at Bloomington, May 23, 24 and
match between James Meekin and Jonathan Ford, two
25, have arranged an attractive programme after much
crack shots.
Meekin shot at 5 live birds and killed 2, and
discussion.
The business men have been appealed to, and
was allowed one by Ford, who killed 2 out of 4. Thus
they will put up a trophy and the club will also put up
the race itself was short and exciting, and just half the
$100 in gold.
The idea is to make this shoot one of the
birds live to be trapped some other day.
best ever held in the West.
When the annual meeting is
O. N. Ford, the well-known
Iowa trap shot, broke
held there will be an effort to reorganize and adopt a
away from his position as guard at the Leavenworth
constitution and by-laws.
The old Association has long
Federal prison long enough to take in the Iowa State
ago outlived its usefulness, that of a game _ protective
shoot, where, as usual, he shot among the top-notchers.
association, and the new one will be strictly a_trapHe was not seasoned to the snowy zero weather, and
shooting association in name
and being.
Dr.
C,
A.
hence his score, made with half-frozen fingers, was all
McDermand is very enthusiastic, and he will not leave a
the more to be noticed.
rit ot
stone unturned to put the shooters of Illinois upon a
P. C.. Blank,
of Bethlehem,
Pa., defeated
George
sound foundation that will stand as a lasting monument.
Gross, of Seidersville, in a contest at 10 live birds, which
Bloomington is centrally located, with plenty of railroad
was noted for the number of misses.
But then these

certificate plan at the weekly shoots this year, and shoot
for the club medal only once a month.
All visiting
shooters will receive a hearty welcome at their meets. |
The Dayton Gun Club has plans under way _which
will make their grounds among the best in the State.
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The following won during last year:
Peter Galbs, first
prize, Andrew Jensen second.
Peter M. Kollman won
the $5 cash for shooting the most targets during the
year.
This year there will be gold in sight, as $10 will
go to the first high average and $5 to second.
C. F.
Stemm is the president, and Ed. Harrington the secretary of this very enterprising club.
Ed. Cliff was high man at the Kenosha, Wis., Gun
Club shoot, held last Sunday.
He made 22 out of 25.
Chas. Lamm has long been known as a trapshooting
promoter at Attica, Ind.
Shooters will be pleased to
learn that he will give a tournament about the middle of
April.
Charley will use the fine grounds located on the
Hotel Lithia property.
_ Vicksburg, Miss., was noted for a shooting town during the Civil War, and for a number of years it has
kept up the game, though nothing but innocent clay
birds are the targets.
The wideawake club will hold a
shoot there soon, open to all amateurs, yet only Mississippi and
Louisiana
shooters are
eligible
to
the
trophies, which are a part of the programme.
Stanley Rhoades, of Columbus, is in good shooting
trim this season.
He won the club trophy last week
with 48 out of 50. Smith made 42, Weber 39, Werner 38,
Gross 46, Fishinger 40, Shattuck 41.
The
Rockford,
Ill., team
met
the
Monroe,
Wis.,
team and were defeated in a team contest.
Thos. W. Armstrong, president of the Hubbell Rod
and Gun Club, Linden Lake, Mich., has presented the
club with a very pretty medal.
This club has good
grounds and a complete outfit of traps and houses that
will enable the members to enjoy their weekly outings
whenever the weather is suitable.
The Rich Hill, Mo., Gun Club held election of officers last Thursday, with the following result:
Charles
Tourtillout, President; John L. Garrison, Vice-President;
W. F. Tygard, Jr., Treasurer; J. T. Engleman, Secretary.
The club has many members.
While target shooting is indulged in, the primary object is that of field
hunting.
Large tracts of land have been leased, and
any law-abiding citizen who will strictly observe the rules
may become a member by the payment of $2.
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Gun Club.

Brooktiyn, L. I., March 31.—At the shoot of the Bergen Beach Gun Club, Brooklyn, N. Y., to-day, a number
of practice events were shot, besides the main event,
the Crater trophy contest, the scores of which follow:
WUCIINTS. BR GEG Ace ae GOGH 44
AtSteadt meas.cs
hae ceclema ee35
eR yerte cies mati iais'<isse-eieisie/s 44
MORES, Waviccama cio aen cecw teres 35
TERVIGOLHEPSi das cnsie's
$6cere 42
Slavigieessese
sean demons 34
Randetaatars enn tietelares0.0.0i86.639
IRGMSEN evaaris scars teens 33
lendrickson)
sss -c00< 0500 39
PLEN OL. eine eGuietiecoae ne 30
Mepis
ttl emt icine clevissieieissee 38
Osterhout
Terese
ccse ccc. 28
PUMPERESOET Seaidisic
sas deises.s 37
DRE
Me rata
ceecerto aieinice 26
aiciIR raitalaisinve ofettiecs sais. 36
TEV OOGREeS es. ca.uens cess 23
PE OTIDSOM a sacs es,saisos.0 036
IMGN GI ceil cc snie cereale 6
REALE
SMe
otehcissieicie.s,aces 35

Catchpole

‘

For six consecutive years Winchester Factory Loaded
‘“‘Leader’’ and ‘Repeater’? Shotgun Shells have stood
first in popularity, first in victories won and first in strong
shooting qualities. Carefully inspected shells and the best
combinations of powder, shot and wadding, loaded by
machines which give invariable results, are responsible for
the superiority of Winchester ‘“‘Leader’’ and ‘“ Repeater’”’
There is no guess-work in loading
Shotgun Shells.
Reliability, velocity, and penetration are deterthem.
mined by scientific apparatus and practical experiments.

NV OOUCOCEE
bee wstesc esas visiec cee pS ead et
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ata aeitin stn vslswie cesses Om
S) Qoke Ot eee
The Columbus Sporting Goods Co. trophy shoot:
ips OL:
ie, jis ale
GGLOSSia i <creisicivinies=< 5 45 50
Ey a Omitioe. ease 9 43 50
Site
tee een 9 38 47
Shattuck
i. c-sa.: 7 43 50
tals tordes, ae ee are it 28 39
Woodcock ....... 6 39 45
Fishinger 20... 12 32 44
Wiebberier.-sceere aoe)
eOU
Frep SHATTUCK, Sec’y.

Bergen

!
*
e.

«Teader’ and “Repeater” Loaded Shells,

1170.

Camp Chase—Webster
238, Holycross
Garner 231, Binns 229; total, 1162.
Events:
ce
Targets:
25-2019
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Club.

THE last day of March at the Columbus,
O., Gun
Club was not on the going out on the order of the
lamb.
The wind was very high, and a cold air that
cut in close to the bone.
A nice little crowd of the
faithful were out, and with a few bright spring days, the
shooting will take a big spurt.
The grounds look fine
since the snow left, and the grass is peeping out.
H.
E :Smith broke 25 straight, a most elegant work for a
day with conditions as Saturday afternoon.
D. D. Gross
broke 24.
Mr. Harry H. Carr, of Dayton,
and his
daughters were most welcome visitors at the club Friday
afternoon.
Mr. Carr is an enthusiast, and is a member
of the Dayton Club.
The Columbus Gun Club rifle team
defeated Camp Chase Friday evening at Columbus Gun
Club grounds:
Columbus Gun Club team—Shattuck 236, Stillman 239,
J. Smith

56 Ut

NCHESTER

“trap-and-handle”
birds are corkers.
Score:
Gross 4,
Blank 65.
Kenosha, Wis., Gun Club has given out the following
notice:
Shoots to be held April 1, 15 and 29; May 13
and

ST REAM.

Gun

Club.

Wotcort, N. Y., March 29.—This was not our regular
day for trapshooting,
but as Mr. J. N. Knapp,
of
Auburn, N. Y., was a guest, a few members got over to
the trap and made the following scores.
The day was fine.
Scores:
Shot at. Brk.
Shot at. Brk.
Wadsworth ...... 75
67
WawrenCem «esis. 35
18
a
Nas
¥0910) ieee 90
80
Wieavietue..cceisin.« 2
16
PRONVLET NS Traais.s cers os 75
64
SECRETARY.

Trapshooters’

League

of Lancaster

the

County.

LEBANON, Pa., March 28.—The Avon Gun Club held
its quarterly shoot this day on their grounds at Deffenbaugh’s Hotel.
It was fairly well attended.
A better day could not
have

been

expected.

The

shooting

was

good,

especiaty

the first squad, with the old war horse, Sheriff-to-be
Sammy Trafford, who was very much surprised to have
third place to take along home,
but a better
loser
never called pull.
The race between Ressler, Lancaster and Hansell, of
Lebanon, was an exhibition worth seeing.
Ressler led
off the programme
by missing his first three targets,
while Hansell went 30 straight; but by sheer pluck ana
good judgment Ressler gathered a straight run of 53,
which put him two targets in the lead.
Hansell was at
his best, and kept breaking target after target.
It was
a beautiful

race,

was

some,

in

going
the

regular

with

too,

another

and

programme

run

of 38 straight.

when

the

last

of

165

targets,

Hansell three targets in the lead.
At this point Trafford, not being
place, suggested we shoot two more
the

batt'e

events,

was

while

renewed.

Hansell

Fessler

lost fcur,

Ressler

was

fired

we

straight

put

Ressler

It was
but

it was

a fine

race

and

thoroughly

a

hard

enjoyed

Two
events
at doubles
were
shot
Hansell and Trafford had the pleasure

ahead

of

Ressler.

Trafford

broke

27,

one

on

the

by all.

off, and
both
of winn'ng out

Hansell

24,

and

Ressler 21 out of 30.
The office was in charge of Alfred Miller, and he did
the work nobly, as did Beamsdeffer and Goodman, who
ran the shoot.
Scores as follow:
Shot

at.

Shot

Broke.

at.

Broke.

Ressler

-ssscscss 195

180

Schnieder

.....

30

26.

HMiansell
trator

“watersss195
tenes: 195

179
169

IWiorthias ssetees
Birch re.
ce aerate

30
30

24
24

AWikolelorpik emOoreR 195
Beamsdeffer
...195

146
144

Schmell
Dohner

30
25

1y
14

Shanamian 3.56 85
Coldren | ....;3. 85
Kissinger ccc 165
Grausew
once anes 165

68
66
147
114

Arnoldi os ssisicsns 15
Cavanaugh
.... 10
TLOWALG I dattieins: 10
Piatiel deat nem. 165

12
5
3
144

.......
yee esc.

found

satisfied with third
15-bird events, and

went

which

shot

good.

shooters,

in

both

one

to

Ten pairs—Ressler 15, Hansell 16, Trafford 18, Ehohorn
14, Beamsdeffer 11.
Five pairs—Ressler 6, Hansell 8, Trafford 9, Ehohorn 8,
Peamsdeffer 3, Schanaman 6, Dohner 4, Howard 5.

BEAMSDEFFER,

Sec’y.

FOREST

566
Crescent

Athletic

W.

Stake.

The

cup,

for

the

however,

month,

was

made

won

by

on

the

Mr.

4°20

24

best

Frank

Club championship shoot, 125 targets:
Events:
Toa.
93), 4
Targets:
25 25 25 25
Tel SMe Brighanaecccn ccteccticteiteistete’staete 20 18.19 22.
B Ebr otephensorg
.ccecteineccssces 17 19 21 18‘OCs Grinriell gorse tenivesotee 21 21 21 17
Shoot for Stake: trophy, 25 targets, handicap:
ELS Be els
J Nigleeter i .. 3 21 24
F B Stephenson. 0
O C Grinnell, Jr. 1 28 24
Shoot-off, same conditions:
O C Grinnell Jr. 1 20 21
aN Gbeetertst.. a. 8
Shoot-off for prize, same conditions:
O C Grinnell, Jr. 1 23 24
NS Peeters. 3
Postponed shoot for match cup, 25 targets:
A E Hendrickson 4 21 25
F B Stephenson
0

Ti ie Erastee.

B.

5
25 T’tl
.22+101
21— 96
17— 97
shame
22 22
17

19

22

21

21

G Stephenson, Jr. 2 18

20

16—35

ENG
WinG,
OFS
i 7B?
G 4G
FLAW
A Ge
C Bey
LG

50 targets:

cetera
ntslenre chs«ela cores erate
Damron Gey. aceesisenicen
eeeeee
Gtinsell einen
as teten aeeaicine
Stephensonie.
deacaeccens tence
Stephensonea
Gocecawcctelsess
soe
et lemani-Powscrsnceest
- lekeee
Southworth can ste
2 toe e
Te Blogster <s.n6 tenutescasea
meer
Hopkins aon vcckees cnn.

Scratch

trophy,

First
Ble
3) 522)
4 20
1 21
0 22
2 16
6 13
0 16
16
3 18

25.
Soai
725
24
22
22
18
19
16
7
21

Second
(ele aic
3 19
4 18
pelo
0 18
2 20
6 14
0° 21
AS
38 12

15 targets:
is lope iy

25,
Bhs
22
22
220
18
22
20
921
9
1b

Hey eh Mt
cea
Lt

O C Grinnell, Jr.. .. 12

EY Bostephsons

Trophy, 15 targets:
H Werlemann...4
8 12
WC
Damron ..292.
5°38" 10
HO
Brien) eae
oO

Veh AdamSocaccme
J N Teeter .1
J H Ernst
2

eta
12
10

CrP

fia0-14

WW

i,
G
HH
H
F
A
H

Marshall

. 3

Caliopkins: 5... eee
Stephenson, Jr.1
GiGyO Briens, «2
M Brigham... 0
.B. Stephens... 0
G Southworth 0
Werlemanne.c 4”
Trophy, 15 targets:

H M

Brigham....0

7

10

15

0)

LM?) Palmer jn Ora
a0
ce take wit Weteste Set
LO
W W Marshall ..3
7 10
F
RaynOt aes on
elO
iG oHopkins ee oe
Pi sDeVandervecr
sleds

15

F B Stephenson.

15

0 11

11

H B Vanderveer. 1 10 11
© © Grinnell, Jr20).
9" 9
IDE CanBennettasnns Omer omg
OFC Grinnell yrs
H B Vanderveer.
DFC Bennett)...
Te Cabtopkins a...

same

¥F B Stephenson...

0 15 15
3°12. 16
2912. 14
0 14 14
el0ns
3 10 18
0 13 18
0 13 13

O C Grinnell, Jr. 0 12 12
Lo Gebopkinsi...0k
tb 12
H B Vanderveer1
10 11
DeCy Bennett 5.200
LL
G Stephenson, Jr. 1 10 11
JON Deeter. csc La eoe0
H Werlemann .. 4 »b 10
A E Hendricksonl
8
9

conditions:

0

14

14

Indianapolis

‘TeeWit

Gun

stake. oorcs

che

7

all

Club.

Inp1aAnApouis, Ind., March 31.—Mr. H. A. Comstock
‘defeated
Mr.
Thomas
Parry in the contest
for the
English Hotel cup.
Scores as follows:
H. A. ComStOCk w5l ein eA, ebarry mi6:
Mr. Comstock was challenged by Silas W. Trout, of

Gun

Club.

Events:
ie
eor + 0l Om
epson
Osa
Targets:
15 10 15 10 15 15 10 10 15 10 25 25
Dickey, 2lcwes eset 14,814
8121410
915 95. -.
Gleasonve2ly, cence 11 9101015 13101018
8 22 23
Brank loge. centecre 13 911 81313
81014
9 24
FRODELES LG lateareste 13°918
91218
71015
822.
Grattithiche alee. caste 13 914 9141010
813 820..
Muldown, 16°.2,.59
8 11 10/14 13509 4459.00:
Sherricol Pesce eeer: 9 811 815138 8 914 7 22 23
IBurniss lS ieee. 10 812 61112
9 Bil 8 22 22
Kawop, 16° .......
ORS 1251081 Ti Ce Ob
amieloney
Parkhurst, 1605 cs.0
90 6.02/08 SiO Bi esi eSinsiaiols
Powdrell Gee ee
TTRLO Reto UU
oe
Set
iki
ROYsa LO mieisincteetalste
pianeoneteuiats 9 10S
Bom On
encom.
Johnson, 18. vecsl imate.)Lt Le O)F0ulam Ouzdees
Williams, 16 ..... ZO 14S D2 MD NT OS cetes amare
Woodraii li eee ton o14 9 11 10 Sine
Brederick,) 16. dranecemiumecc ieee pate
Um OneOne.
Merchandise

match, distance
Yds. Brk.
Spocbid MAG Oe Rare. 19
28
Gleasontan
once ore 21
28
OV pansrafeaaivitietstastale 19
28
Muldown ........ 16
27
WWitllranis aatences 16
27
Dickeyake. cuss 21
26
Peankir
pevaseaete 10
26
Robertsiee.- sense 16
25

Boston

Shooting

Av.
-904
880
880
873
853
808
-840
TTT
773
714
674
-906
880
820
-810
-120

handicap:
Griffiths
Burtigigh seaeteer
ree
KAWOD ernistele
eteserhere
Johnson
W oodruft
Powdrell
Parkhurst
,

Association.

WELLINGTON,
Mass.—The
first shoot in the spfing
series for prizes on the grounds of the Boston Shooting
Association, at Wellington, Mass., was held on Saturday,
March 31. The scores:
Events:
12) 3S
-DtnO
nS
Targets:
10 15 25 25 10 15 10 15
Comer
Sl38es te
Ie cler piasacconanett
813 6 12IBainae, nenctmat
eee
ake yk
Powdrell
510 811
Freeman
BBs crc igee
S Wood) sass
0 14 10 12
Byrant
eS
TalaAG

Bartlett

Cap

aneney

Gilmore
Oe eraeen ea
ers
Muldowni <4. casement 14-49 sGiddens
Mortimer
4..ctseease noone TDL
San O aces

IN NEW

date

Boston,
Mass., March 28.—The
Boston Gun Club’s
weekly shoot, held to-day, at Wellington, was attended
by sixteen dyed-in-the-wool trap enthusiasts, whose main
idea was to enjoy the full benefits of a mid-week half
holiday, and incidentally to prove that their particular
combination of powder, shot and shell and gun was the
one that would finally land the silver cup for high score
in the series.
Three 21-yd. shooters were on hand, and their scores
show that even this distance had no terrors for them.
Dickey won the high average honors with over 90 per
cent, and the genial Doctor and Frank came second with
just a little short of the coveted mark.
Griffith’s one
bad inning in the prize match score queered a nice average, though .8538 is an ordinary high mark from shorter
distances.
Roy’s 28 in the match now puts him in a good position
for the finals, and from past scores to judge by, intends
to make the man that wins go to a good mark, or take
a second seat.
His 25 straight in the l6yd. event was a
clever piece of work, and as it was the championship
event of the extras, he now struts round with a goodsized chip on his shoulder.
Buffalo Smith, a most welcome addition to any trapshooting contingent in this section, put on full steam
in the prize match, and tied Roy and Gleason on 28, and
in the extra 25 events came in as usual for a good share
of the honors.
Capt. Woodruff and the President had a good race on
the 100 birds, with the latter just a bird to the good;
but the Captain surely had his eye with him, and will be
a good-sized factor in the race from now on.

0p
ea
1
9 10
.0 6 ois
sle6
mat

targets:

F B Stephenson.
Stake
ieee
JED Est
caete
LM
Palmer, Jr.
Ef Cy Raynore >.
W W Marshall .
H M Brigham ..
A G Southworth
Shoot-off,

.<«

od
14 15
tom
14 14
14 14
14 14
(9913

‘G Stephenson, Jr1 13 14
iC Hopkins. siaelaels
LM, Palmer. .n00
136 18
A Hendrickson... 2 10 12
Trophy, 15 targets:
A E Hendrickson 2 13 15
‘G Stephenson Jr. 1 12 13
L M Palmer, Jr. 0 12 12
H M Brigham ...0 12 12
E B stepherison,. 0) ito
Trophy,

Poster

ore
13
12

the

[APRIL 7, 1906.

Events:
di, B2> -3.eea > 19. 6.
Targets:
25 25 26 25 25 26
PaSry |saan vectes ss iieate A auiisticls vaeaiiee © Tme0
Welt
22506
Habich
01>
TAA
1913s 36
Sayler .
erat ieee
era ie ah hae,
Lewis” 0 oS ort aeretistecateie
i> cram cine 17 20-19 20
Po,
eee 19 22 17 21 2
Comstock
.....
Te AMOrris (edi ctieta ota
eciecive ohsterete ie Oy bak ab iS)
WaPONEr! 2ki.csicw-steiotaemaiceeeate
sree 14°16 18:°147519
Dawe ett §v.unceeacsdertereePerc
tler he oe Tl 13 eel eels eee
Hier
A icncs Wepeates sgutino seis sists pateeme itmeeLD meee
De STuarks 9 oss aveiseveles
oceans catsncteeis eigse 16. °15' 102 16".
4
DGHNe yA ceaseless
sete restates Te CLS lOve t
cte nete
Mollert cits dace etivtitesiccinn
oisneve aeteoti 20 22 19 20 16
Burford Wega csc aleieeielcirers
atts gaat 19/020. 719 abe.
LT gParkerseaiga
cute pasa wsatestneccrstae pee
ec atl
“AT INStLONGiks .ccuiere
caierae Ceeacatn eleetere 7A
SE
J] (EE Clafices «snantassorts sunccmecelsant 18 16 14 16
Sotithersi te a cereriaciesisu
peice cms 15.19 16 -19
Walliamisic deter Suiveresitacctieet.asten
sessions 1S avec
GlaSSCO phade we Seek Silat dlebiers.c.0.aiid aw ie eta ib Pee aby
Wilson cpieacvceeg
soars tatde e'sarerdetels aac 9. 16
Mor ristieit ic c:cawtectismienica
des Sie clete Pecleless 22 16 Vitae
Partin tom wiinniene meme
se erecta 18 18 15 18
mibbale:
ctslarelcuers
rcsiveterarsterainye
ac lave atseesteers 20. 221 13
Nash
Bn
oC
REG
;
Wa. ARMSTRONG, Sec’y.

Boston
14

HeM. Brigham =7'07°23.%23)
GJ lJ Adams a2..00. ee ye at)
1, Diy Palmer... Q. 22° 22
H.C Westerner .. 6 13 19
L Cobopkins 223.3) 19.22
A G Southworth. 0 18 18
Regular shoot for March cup,-25 targets, handicap:
F B Stephenson. 0 24 24
Adams ..csece 2 22 20
J
H M Brigham.. 0 22 22
H L O’Brien ... 4 16 20
H C Werleman.. 6_16 22
TW ie stake oc. 5 21 25
Two-men team shoot, 25 targets, handicap:
Hs B42
Books
F Stephenson 0 24 24
L Palmer, Jr. 0 19 19
‘Grinnell, Jr... 1 18 19—43
Lac Hopkins 3.13
Trophy, 15 targets:
yd sad
Fie beecs
F B Stephenson. 0 14 14
G eae
LO
ee
‘O C Grinnell, Jr. 0 18 18
yA
Southworth 4
6 10
DC
Bennett.,.00
15, 13
H Werlemann
..4
6 10
A E Hendrickson 2 11 13
J N Teeter ..... Le S20)
J The Eiristas.. cc 2°40 12
H B Vanderveer. 1
7
8
LeSsHopkins . od
e2
W W Marshall ..3
5
8
wha Giaas fe cites oe. O12
Match,

STREAM.

Franklin, Ind..
The challenge was. accepted,
of the contest being Saturday, April 7, 1906.

Club.

3ay Rrpce, L. I., March 31.—A cloudy day, reasonably
calm, were favorable conditions for good scores.
Three
‘contested in the final event for the possession of the
championship trophy.
Brigham scored 101 out of 125
targets, and his nearest competitor, Mr. F. B. Stephen.son, who was in the lead on the prior shoots, scorea 96.
Brigham
won the club championship
onthe
narrow
margin of three targets.
The final shoot for the Stake
prize, a $100 Sauer gun, was a tie between Dr. J. N.
Teeter and Mr. O. C. Grinnell, Jr., on 24,
In the
shoot-off, Grinnell won, the situation then being tour
wins for each.
In the final shoot-off, Grinnell won and
became the owner of the gun.
The postponed shoot for
the March cup was won by Mr. A. E. Hendricksen, and
the programme shoot for this cup was won by Mr. T.
three scores
Stephenson.

AND

Sonat
at. Broke.
100
84
.126
100
125
11s
125
75
100
66
100
90
100
65

85

59

75
75
75

50
50
49

Prize match, 50 targets:
Bain 49, S. Wood 44, Comer
41, Gilmore
40, Keeler 39, Freeman
35, Byrant
34,
Muldown 33, Mortimer 32, Powdrell 31, Bartlett 28.

JERSEY.

North River

Gun

Club.

EpcewaTer, N. J., March 31.—This was the twelfth
shoot for the Sauer gun.
After the crack squad had
finished their string of 25, they were all congratulating
Dr. Richter on his win with 40 out of 50, but what a
surprise it was when Miss Hornick went to the score
and began to smash up target after target until all the
boys came out of the house to see her string finished.
When she left fourth position for the fifth, she had only
missed 4 targets, and when the final strain was over, she
had smashed the last 5 plumb in the middle and just
beat the Doctor out by 1 target, giving her the win
with 41.
You can all imagine the hand shaking and
hand clapping after this little woman had shot all of
the

boys

out.

:
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Targets:
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Mr. Jacob Ruppert has presented to the North River
Gun Club through our member
Mr. Hans
Bissing a
solid silver cup, ornamented with horn handles, mounted
on a solid ebony pedestal.
This cup is to: be shot for five times, and the first
shoot is to be held on April 7, and then on the first
Saturday of each of the four succeeding months; 50 targets, to cost 2 cents apiece.
;
i
It is open to all amateur shooters of New York and
New Jersey, and any member of the North River Gun
Club is eligible, the only limitations are that there must
be twenty entries, and that Mr. Bissing shall do the
handicaping.
;
A second cup has been presented by Dr. C. V. Paterno
almost. with the same conditions, except that there must
be ten entries, and that the captain shall do the hand1capping, the first shoot to begin on April 14, and then
on the second Saturday of the four succeeding months;
50 targets, to cost 2 cents apiece.
Jas. R. Merritt, Sec’y.

Montclair

Gun

Club.

Monrcrair, N. J., March 31.—Only eleven men were
present to-day, some six members having gone on a visit
to the Wykagil Country Club to shoot a team race.
The
weather conditions were not favorable to high scores.
Events 1 and 4 were for practice.
Events 2 and 3 give
scores of two team races, the first five men being on
team No. 1, the second five on team No. 2.
In the
first race team No. 2 won out by 2 points, scores being
81 to 79. In the second race both teams tied, team No. 2
winning out on the toss of a coin. Team No. 1 had the
pleasure of paying for the targets.
Hadwen tried his
hand at trapshooting to-day for the first time.
Events:
1. 2324
Events:
rep.
44
Targets:
15 25 25 25
Targets:
15 25 25 25
Cranes. ves ame ee LL D0bO ae
Dr’ Talbotsncess 10.-17422 '...
Siti eects oeaee 9 16155.
Winslow .......
10
1415 ..
Parle Waser so. 0 14 23)18
Batten) <. cacesec
bate Gh0: ie
Hartshorne .... 9 813 4
Simmons’
2.3i5spacube Lo Le
Van Vieck-.....-41110 ..
Hadwen™ tv, ceecuumee Ones +
Boxall Po wasies) WOLe0Lo nL
;

E. Winstow,

Boise

Shotgun

Sec’y.

Club.

Boise, Idaho,
March
25.—The Boise Shotgun
Club
held their first shoot of the season over their new set of
five expert traps, March 25. A large crowd participated
in the shoot. ° About seventy-five visitors were present to
watch the exhibition at the traps.
Some very good
scores were made, considering the weather, as it was
threatening rain. The scores, 25 targets, follow:
Bushes cmadccatyaes aaavieetis 22
Gallopi cdma vecteenenimtaesLO
H UBayhouséwet.-. seen 21
Parker
\y.temsemeneonecen 16
TG Grayhseee
cee ee sae 20
W Kivett .c, sees 16
W Reason ..... cian wisigteretes4 20
E Addleman
2a. -7esee 16
Bollingler jcavcas ceeiceeet 19
Chas’ Jones sam taste
te
W iTatro: cae
sameeren 18
W Shultz’
sjecs cena ess 15
W alton. < wns viccsmermuceene 17
Dr, Brown
Soccraeeaeaee 12
IBY Eastman -nsadess
oe Rely
Capt Drake eee. eed sok
Stoel Gsongoacoe Serra Serie 16
J Shultz ca
aeenteenees 15
PAUSE Escia dalnaicteemacteee 16
Al Bayhouse ..
Soraintat

At Point

Breeze.

PHILADELPHIA, March 31.—The two events shot at the
Philadelphia Driving Park, March 31, were ordinary as
to

competition.

Ten birds, handicap, $5 entrance:
McDonald, 28.2222222*22—9
Muller, 30..... *20222*222—7
Murphy, 30....0211101111—8
Clark, 30.......2102221*10—7
Brown, 30..... 2222222*22—9
Boddy, 27......112002*122—7
Williams, 28. ..2222202121—9
Poulson, 28....120020221*—5
Charlton, 28...2222022222—9
Redmond, 28..0101002102—5

Seven birds, handicap, $5 entrance:
Miller (30 sects eis 2222222—7
Poulson,s28; ors. 2212122—7
Glank,eollusceeaces *222222—6
McDonald, 20... .*222222—6
Murphy, 30 .....21*2122—6

Brown, 30 .......22*2222—6
Williams, 28...... 02*2122—5
Charlton, 28......*2*2222—5
J M G,28\ere oo *12*2*2—4
Laurence, 26 ..... 00222**—3
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The proof of the Cartridge is in the shooting.

The United States Army,

by careful tests, have proven the VU. S. Cartridges to be the most

accurate and reliable.
MANUFACTURED

UNITED

STATES
LOWELL,

Agencies:

BY

CARTRIDGE
MASS.,

U.S.

A.

497-503 Pearl St., 35-43 Park St., New York.

Proofs of Barrels.
REFERENCES have appeared in our columns from time
to time concerning the new rules of proof which have
been under the consideration of the two proof authorities
for several years past.
Possibly the procedure in proof
matters is not generally so well understood as it might
be. The Proof Act of the year 1868 confirms the charter
of the Gunmakers’ Company, which is the London proof
authority, and it lays down the conditions of the Birmingham
proof house
organization.
The
Proof Act
applies to England only, and relates to all firearms which
are sold in this country.
Guns sold in Scotland and
Ireland are not subject to the provisions of the Proof
Act; but public opinion in this matter causes
gunmakers in the two sister countries to observe the provisions of the Proof Act with the same exactitude as
though the obligation to do so were legally enforced.
Were guns sold in Scotland and Ireland without proof
marks great inconvenience would arise through the resale of these arms in England, should they subsequently
change owners.
The provisicnal proof of a gun is usually regarded as
a gunmaker’s test, while the definitive as applied to the
finished arm is for the benefit mainly of the sportsman.
The former is exceedingly severe, and is applied to the
tubes of which guns are made in an early stage of manufacture, when the metal is all-sufficient for withstanding
the great stresses set up. The fact of the tubes of a gun
having passed the provisional test qualifies them for what
is known as the definitive proof, to which they are subjected as finished weapons.
This test is mainly one for
the breech
and breech
fastenings,
and the pressure
created is proportioned to what is recognized as current
in service charges. <A third test is known as _ supplementary, and should be applied to all guns intended for
the firing of nitro powders.
Where
unproved
guns,
which have not received the provisional test, are submitted for definitive proof, the latter is applied in accordance with the specification of charges laid down for
the first proof.
Hence it necessarily happens that the
definitive test of a weapon which has not been provisionally proved is very severe, so that an undue proportion of thoroughly sound weapons are liable, in certain circumstances, to give way in proof.
This must
apply mainly to shotguns, since it is well known that
imported
American
and
other
rifles are
thoroughly
capable of withstanding the definitive proof on the provisional basis, to which they are subjected before being
legally entitled to be sold in this country.
Such matters as the above are laid down in the Proof
Act, 1868, and they represent the hasis of our system of
proving guns and rifles in England.
A supplementary
ortion of the original Act covers what are known as the
Rails of Proof.
These comprise a number of regulations subsidiary to the conditions enforced in the act
itself.
They relate, among other things, to such questioris as the charges that shall be used for different

114-116

classes of proof, and the manner in which the various
tests for the time being in force shall be applied.
It
naturally follows that, as fresh developments arise, and
increased knowledge of the behavior of firearms is available, reforms of a more or less comprehensive character
are called for.
Consequently provision is made in the
main

act

for

the.

revision,

as

circumstances

require,

of

the rules‘of proof.
The procedure adopted is a very
simple one.
The two Proof Houses appoint a joint proof
committee, who meet from time to time with a view to
settling

on

a comprehensive

basis

the alterations

that

are

required.
A committee of this character has been engaged for some years past in investigating various difficulties that have arisen in applying the existing methods
of proof,
In the case of Express rifles, for instance, it has become apparent that the present mode of proof displays
a large number of objectionable features.
In order to
obtain the necessary amount of pressure where black
powder is used, the charge must not only fill the cartridge, but run some distance up the barrel.
Express
rifles, and in fact most other kinds of arm, are thus
treated for proof purposes as muzzleloaders.
The empty
cartridge is first of all placed in the breech and the
proof charge is passed down the barrel by means of a
funnel.
The powder is then rammed, and a soft felt wad
is duly seated.
A cylinder of lead of approved substance,
dimensions, and weight is then seated on the wad, and
a further wad is inserted to keep the lead cylinder in
position.
The charge which is then fired is calculated to
produce needful proof strength, but the conditions existing are of such an exceptional character that the certainty of reaching a specific pressure cannot be guaranteed.
The ignition of a long column of powder appears to
produce what is known as a wave action within the
powder chamber.
Instead of the pressure being developed in a normal way, it seems as though the gases
are evolved in a manner causing them to rush from one
end

of the

powder

chamber

to

the

other.

Powder

gases,

although apparently of small weight, have an enormous
energy when traveling with the velocity created by their
sudden

evolution,

so

that

on

meeting

the

COo.,

resistance

of

the builet they accumulate and cause an intense local
pressure, which tends to produce a ring bulge, so supposed to contain local weakness at the particular place
where damage is done.
These and other circumstances
have all pointed to the need for a system of proof in
advance of the methods now current.
Not only are good
weapons at times seriously damaged, but it is by no
means a foregone conclusion that the powder invariably
burns in the pre-determined manner necessary to produce the required test of the gun or rifle.
In some instances proof charges are specified which actually cannot
be inserted in the weapons submitted, even if they were
to be filled with powder up to the muzzle.
Again, as regards shotguns, it is a well-known fact that
the nitro proof test, and for that matter, the definitive

Market St., San

Francisco.

proof as well, are not all that could be desired.
For
instance, in the nitro proof test a quality of powder is
specified which consists partly of large and partly of
small grains. The original assumption was that the larze
grains,

by

burning

slowly,

would

produce

a

sustained

pressure that would afford a test for the forward portion
of the barrel; whereas
the small grains, by burning
quickly, would provide the necessary high pressure calculated to test the breech end of the gun before the shot
had got far on its course.
Recent experience goes to
show that this peculiarity of behavior only exists in
theory, and that such powder behaves in accordance with
the average size of the powder grains which compri-=
it, with the added disadvantage that, when shaken in
receptacles, the large grains tend to come to the top,
and the small ones to pack tightly at the lower end of
the canister.
Hence, with such a powder, there 1s an ever
present

tendency

toward

variations

of

strength,

accord-

ing to the degree of separation which has taken place.
These and many other problems have formed the subject of systematic inquiry by the two proof authorities,
and experiments based thereon have been carried to a
logical conclusion by experts of great experience, who
have been appointed by the proof authorities to look
into the question.
‘They have fired thousands of shots
in pressure guns specially adapted for the investigations
undertaken.
The outcome of this important work has
been duly reported to the proof committee, with the result that they have remodelled the specifications of proof
on a systematic basis, which represents the best that existing knowledge can accomplish.
It is well known
that, in accordance with existing
practice, all guns are marked alike, whether they are
submitted for proof in England by foreign manufacturing firms or by the home trade.
The effect of this procedure has been that guns of foreign origin have been
purposely submitted for the English proof in order that
they might subsequently be marked so as to appear to
be of English make.
The effect of this anomaly has
been shown in many ways.
The sportsman is liable to
be supplied with a foreign gun, all the while that he
thinks he is purchasing a weapon having the characteristic merits of English workmanship.
Gunmakers
are
similarly prejudiced
by the equal terms
upon which
foreign guns are marked in proof, no matter what their
nationality.
It has been maintained, with good reason,
that

the

purchaser

should

at

least

know,

in

the

case

of

arms which do not bear the maker’s name, what character of weapon he is buying.
At any rate, the view is
generally upheld that the marking which is applied to
guns for the protection
of sportsmen
as a sign of
adequate strength should not be misused so as to become part and parcel of a system of misnaming foreign
weapons, as though they had been turned out in one or
other of our gunmaking centers.
‘
While all are agreed as to the general desirability of
the application of a special mark to foreign-made guns
which do not bear the full name and address of the
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SWEEP!

At the annual championship tournament of the Indoor .22 Caliber Rifle League of the United States, held at Grand Rapids, Mich., February 12-17, 1906,

ETERS

CARTRIDGES

ESTABLISHED

481

OUT

THE

HONORS

ZIMMERMAN

RECORD

OF A POSSIBLE
MADE

FIRST

WORLD'S

BY

W.

A.

TEWES

at Zettler Rifle Club Open Tournament, New York, March 10-17, 1906.
100 SHOT MATCH, won by Arthur Hubalek, score 2468.
Seven of the first ten prize-winners ued PETERS

TROPHY,

won by L. P. Ittel.

BEST

BULLSEYE,

D5OO

.22 SHORT

CARTRIDGES.

made by W. Rosenbaum.

L. C. Buss and L. P. Ittel made possible 225 on the Ring Target.
80% of the contestants in these matches used Peters Cartridges, THE

SEMI-SMOKELESS

KIND.

If there ever was the slightest doubt in any mind as to the superiority of Peters Cartridges of all calibers, that doubt has been dispelled for all time by the results of
the Sea Girt, Grand Rapids and New York tournaments.
The various winnings and high scores were not the result of accident but may be credited to good holding and
absolutely perfect ammunition.
The inevitable conclusion is that if Peters Cartridges of either large or small caliber, are equal to these most crucial tests, they
are the best to use in any kind of shooting, either for Target Practice, Hunting, Police, or Military purposes.

THE

PETERS

CARTRIDGE
NEW

YORK:

Camp Life in the Woods.
And

the

taining

Tricks

hints

on

of Trapping

camp

shelter,

and

Trap

all the

98

COMPANY,
Chambers

-:-

Street,

T.

H.

Blackfoot Lodge Tales.
Making.

tricks

and

Con-

bait

The

OHIO

Manager

Hunting Without a Gun.

Bird Grinnell.

has for years been on terms

CINCINNATI,

Keller,

|

Story of a Prairie People.
By George
Cloth, 300 pages.
Price, $1.75.

Mr. Grinnell

-:-

And

of intimacy

other papers.

By RowlandE. Robinson.

trations from drawings by Rachael

With illus-

Robinson.

Price,

receipts of the trapper, the use of the traps, with in- | with two of the three tribes which made up the great
$2.00.
we
for the capture of all fur-bearing animals.
By | confederation known as the Blackfoot Nation, and having
This is a collection of papers on different themes con:
amilton
Gibson.
Illustrated.
Cloth, 300 pages. | the confidence of the braves and wisest of the old men, | tributed to Forest AND STREAM and other publications,
Price, $1.00.
he has penetrated deep into the secret history of the | and now for the first time brought together.

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO.
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VENS
A RECORD

OF

ACHIEVEMENT

Is back of every RIFLE, PISTOL and SHOTGUN turned out by us. It is but a logical act for LEADING
sportsmen the world over to be equipped with the LEADING make of FIREARMS—THE
STEVENS.
Our arms are eminently suitable in every particular.

that has been GUARANTEED

No

better reason

necessary

to emphasize WHY

the line

for QUALITY since 1864 LEADS, where otheis try to follow!

We Manvufacture

Rifles, Pistols, Shotguns.

Ask your dealer and insist on our goods.
If you cannot obtain the STEVENS, let us
know, and we will ship direct, express prepaid, upon receipt of catalog price.
Send for STEVENS Latest Catalogue.
It is interesting, instructive, and contains
140 pages

reiative

J. STEVENS
CHICOPEE

to Shooting

and

Ammunition.

ARMS AND TOOL COMPANY
P.

FALLS,
New

York

O.

-

Office,

BOX

98

5668

-

Chambers

MASSACHUSETTS
Street

CO.
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maker,

difficulties

have

arisen

in framing

rules

that

made

up

from

the

rough

tubes

of

foreign

DUPONT

origin

should be marked as not of British make.
Against this
view it is urged that for decades past Belgium has been
the largest source of supply for barrel tubes, and that it
would be unfair to mark weapons as of foreign origin
which owe so small a percentage of their finished condition to the foreigner.
The extremists, in their turn,
maintain that it would be better to stimulate the home
production of all essentials for gun manufacture, whether
of the best or cheaper qualities by the applying of a
distinctive
marking
to everything
that
comes
from
abroad.
Against this view it must be stated that facilities for extending the manufacture of English tubes cannot

be

created

in an

instant,

and,

although

signs

are

At the IOWA

The State
of Red

not

to

an

extent

which

makes

the

world

at

Trap
W.

March

31.—The

following

copy of what appeared in our local paper of this
We will be pleased if you will give it space in
publication:

is

The

event

was

quite

informal,

and

was

BurraLto,

N.

Infallible

Gun

Y.,

25.—The

March

weather

conditions

W

Hines

Rappich
NVIAEGO Uc icone css
G Dietzer
Reinecke
F Heintz
PETA etl: iavelaisie.
C Wilson
Chestley ........ 75
F Stressle ...... 50
PLAGIGrY

L

wipe

92

RAcklowr eg aaeenete.«

50

37

77
66
68
70
63
52
50
54
42

Geisdorfer ......
Ad Stresslevse. aisuccs
in WShiesae aasaaoe
i rraicia cen ieets
BS DeLLy wen meas
Micileod, rcescss
Ratonmetacn voce:
Schmid
Uv ciester
IDENite ae cerca wera

50
50
50
65
50
3D
2b
25
25

35
36
35
30
30
21
19
16
iW

IBitletar

25

14

eta

50

40

C Dietzler....

50

38

Jackson

Park

Gun

dicturestetetey

shoot,

the

contestants

being

the

Jacksons

and

Mt.

of course,

COMPANY,
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and Jewelry.
WILLIAM
gi Park Row,
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|
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Sauer & Son Hammerless Shot Guns, made in 12, 16 and 20 gauge.
For Field, Trap
and Duck Shooting.
Grades from $80.00 to $600.00.
Orders for next season’s
delivery accepted now.

KIRKWOOD
HORSE
By

BROS.,

Guns

and

23 Elm

Street.

Boston,

Roger D. Williams, Master of Foxhounds, Iroquois
Hunt Club; Keeper Foxhound Stud Book; Director
National
Foxhunters’
Association;
Official Judge,
Brunswick Hunt Club,

“Horse and Hound” is encyclopedic in all that_pertains to foxhunting.
It has chapters as follows:
Hunting.
The
Hunter.
Schooling
of
Hunters.
CrossCountry
Riding.
Falls.
Women
in the Field.
The
Hound.
History and Origin of the American Hound.
Breeding and Raising Horses.
The Kennel.
Scent.
The
Fox.
Tricks and Habits of the Fox.
In the Field.
Hunt Clubs.
The style is clear and crisp, and every
chapter abounds with hunting information.
The work is
profusely illustrated.
Price, $2.50.
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Revolvers

.

.

$ .50 up

Officer’s

Revolver Holsters . .10 ‘*
Haversacks
10), +>
Knapsacke,
. . . .50 ‘**
Carbines
..
.°.
.80 **
Muskets
A oe
Saddles .
- « -1.90 ‘*
Saddle Bags (pair).
.75 **
Bridles "A...
we Pas
65 ‘**
Navy Hats
- -10 **
Army Campaign Hats
. .35 **
Leggins (pair)
. .
ee.
« » 08S “
Army U.tiforms, consisting of New Helmet.
194 page Large Illustrated Catalog

FRANCIS

BANNERMAN,
—2%

acres

Bargains
Sword

Auction

Broadway

(new)

ies

Goods.

salesroom.

New

York

15 acres storage

Supplies

Mass.
SHOOTING.

Containing
Scientific and
Practical
Descriptions
of
Wildfowl; Their Resorts, Habits, Flights, and the Most
Successful Method of Hunting Them.
Treating of the
selection of guns for wildfowl shooting, how to load, aim
and to use them; decoys, and the proper manner of
using them; blinds, how and where to construct them;
boats, how to use and build them scientifically; retrievers, their characteristics, how to select and train
them.
By William Bruce Leffingwell.
Illustrated, 373
pages.
Price, in cloth, $1.50; half morocco, $2.50.

FOREST

AND

STREAM

DISEASES

CO.

Side-arm Swords
ae
Bayonets
i. Ses
os
21d
Carbine Boot
...,
75
Cross Rifles (dozen).
1.00
oe
Sabers
**
1.00
Screw Drivers ‘**
.
1.00
Linen Collars ‘*
.
-30
Brass Letters
‘*
35
Blue Flannel Shirts.
1.50
Gunners’ Hammers.
.10
Army Spades,,
~ .»
-65
Coat. Trousers, all for $1.65
mailed (stamps) 12c

501 Broadway,

Largest Stuck in the world Government

Sportsmen’s

WILDFOWL

AND HOUND

mc. Army Auction

Pleasants.
The scores were as follows:
Jacksons.
Mt. Pleasants.
PNIGENEN: Sodas wees’ 22
F L Van Houten... 14
Waitin Dassell Unccscces 17
‘PeDunkerley” 2... 17
Ae V atl ETODI” csc aly
a Vane tloutert essen to
Be SUTMONtON ws eda ae 10
ie eredetirccea. cen. 17—67
BPDIOty Mee ne cleti's
tes. ae 16—82
The standing of the teams now is as follows: Jacksons,
won 12, lost 2, per cent. .875; Mount Pleasants, won 6,
lost 8, per cent. .428; Northsides, won 5, lost 10, per
cent. .333.

by Mr. F. A. Weatherhead,

~85 STRAIGHT

Club.

Paterson, N. J., March 31.—The main event of the
day at the Jackson Gun Club grounds was the League

1906,
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held

were good, the light being subdued and even to-day.
Straight
scores
were
registered
by
Messrs.
Hines,
Dietzer and Reinecke, who also with McLeod and E. C.
were members of a squad which broke 115 out of 125 in
one event.
Visiters from the Manchester and Jefferson
clubs were present.
Shot at. Brk.
Shot at. Brk.
0,
94
;
LR OS ene
Saw
eesrcviiarcm
ses a0
37

14-16,

SMOKELESS

E. I. DUPONT

a

Club.

was won

gentlemen,

DUPONT

A preliminary shoot with sportsmen from St. Marys
and Marietta attending, was held yesterday afternoon by
the shooters of the local gun club at their grounds on the
Interurban.

March

Average was won by Mr. Lee R. Barkley, of Chicago.

All these

date.
your

in honor of Mr. Rolla Heikes, of Dayton, O., who is one
of the world’s greatest crack shots.
However, Mr. Heikes did not finish first in yesterday’s
event, owing to his being ill.
He left here on the
morning train for his home to recruit for a few days.
, The scores made at the preliminary shoot were as folOWS:
Shot at. Brk.
Shot at. Brk.
aNatloryn sce. 125
88
Jy M Speary..... 150
139
Bailey
J F Mallory..... 150
138
E Dinsmore. .100
81
R OF Heikes. 5... 150
135
i Slaytons,. ..- 100
74
J K Nelson..... 150
135
S Stewart....100
69
F E Mallory....150
128
Stewart
IBY Janes
aes
150
126
P Schlicher ..... 150
124
G
Tibbens....100
59
OQnAMNOnROaAN
T W Stewart....150
107
J C Dinsmore. .100
54
ET (Walters)...i.150
105
tne. 7
35
oOTeMiead
The annual shoot of the Indians will be held this year
at Parkersburg, W. Va.. Aug. 14, 15, 16 and 17. Everybody welcome.
Added money, $1,000.
For programmes
address Mallory Brothers, Parkersburg, W. Va.
Matiory BRorHeERrs.

SHOOT,

Iowa.

large

at Parkersburg.
Va.,

STATE

Second Amateur Average was won by Mr. H. C. Dorton, Fonda, Ia.,
and the Above Ninety Per Cent. Experts’ Trophy was won
by Mr. Charles Spencer.

dependent
upon the supplies that emanate
from the
Continent.
Hence those responsible for the drafting of
the new proof rules have had a very difficult task in
laying down the line of demarkation which must separate the weapons that are to be regarded as of entirely
foreign manufacture and those whose components
are
partly made abroad, but which may be regarded as ot
substantially British manufacture.
The policy adopted
has been to endeavor to introduce a much-needed reform
by possessive stages, which will enable the manufacture
of certain classes of guns or rifles bit by bit to get rid
of his dependence on the foreigner.
Necessarily the
framing of this middle course has led to a good deal ot
heated controversy, the regrettable effect of which is that
the urgently needed reforms of proof procedure as a
whole are delayed by arguments and controversies which
at times savor more of politics than of gun proving.—
Field (London).

PARKERSBURG,

SMOKELESS

Championship
Oak,

First Amateur

wanting that a great increase of barrel tube manufacture
in this country will shortly be in evidence, it is generally conceded that it would be a mistaken policy to
force a climax before the arrangements for meeting it
are complete.
In sundry other directions the foreigner has made himself very useful in the supply of rough actions for various kinds of shotgun and rifle. In certain countries the
manufacture
of particular
components
has been
specialized

STREAM.

will

deal effectively with the conditions that exist in the trade.
Among extremists the view is held that even guns which
are

AND
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CO.

DOGS.

Dosing.

A Treatise on the Care of Dogs in Health and Disease.
By S. T. Hammond (“Shadow’’), author of “Training
vs. Breaking.’”?
161 pages.
Cloth.
Price, $1.00.
This work, from the pen of “Shadow,” will have a
hearty welcome.
It comes from one who writes from full
knowledge.
‘‘The results of more than fifty years of
experience are here given,’’ writes the author, “and I
assure the reader that no course of conduct is advised,
no treatment recommended, no remedy prescribed, that
has not been thoroughly tried and tested by the writer,
and is believed to be entirely trustworthy in every respect.”
Sent postpaid on receipt of price, $1.00.
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Rifle Range and Gallery.
New

If

you

can

A. H. FOX GUN

find

a

better

one,

COMPANY,

Not connected

with The

Philadelphia

buy

it.

Philadelphia, Pa.

Arms

Company

If you want the best medium
priced Gun, buy a

SAUER
Balance, Shooting and Fitting
simply perfect.

Schoverling, Daly @QGales
‘SOLE AGENTS,
302- 304 BROADWAY,
-

THE
lowa,

Nebraska,

Missouri

and

was won by MR. GEORGE

W.

“NEW
LAFLIN

@

Kansas

at the Omaha

MAXWELL,

Tournament,

results

OF

March

20-22,

1906,

of Holstein, Neb., an amateur who used

SCHULTZE”

RAND

POWDER

A PERFECT

COMPANY,

170

Broadway,

New

York.

LAWN
IN SIX WEEKS_
By SOWING

Lawn bpASS SEED
25c. per quart,
We

$1.50 per peck,
prepay

$5.00 per bushel. 1 quart sows 300 square feet

transportation charges if you mention

PETER HENDERSON

this magazine

@ CO., 35-37 Cortlandt St., N. Y.

Schuetzen

Corps.

THE attendance at the shoot held March 28 on the
Zettler ranges was : large, seventy-three members taking
part.
G. W. Ludwig was high on the ring target, while
D. von de Lieth, one of the last members to shoot, carried away the bullseye prize, a fine cut- glass bowl.
The

fae.

CHAMPIONSHIP

York

THE results of the indoor shoots, which have been
held on the Zettler ranges every fortnight during the
cold season, have been made up, and the names of the
winning members announced.
H. B. Michaelsen is the
winner of the diamond badge for the best five bullseyes
D. H. Brinkmann made the
made during the season.
best bullseye.
Charles Meyer had the highest numver
of rings.
For the
The prizes are chosen as follows:
first ten, those who have made the best bullseyes; next
ten, those who have made the most rings on the ring
target; balance of the prizes going to high men on the
bullseye target.
For best five bulleyes: H. B. Michaelsen, 2514, 35, 44%,
50, 57.
Ten prizes for the best bullseyes—degrees:
HD,
«Meyers. escmryre 14
D H Brinkmann......
34
F Mullero.
anaes omens 14%
D Von. der Lieth....
6%
G Ludwigsah.s eacemest 17%
Jews Behtens) ceccpane
8
HD
Gabber. (yiketeee. 1914
Go Rofimarnniter. ence - 10%
J Paradies! .min caseees 21%
Wereiirich
iicaademesc i
Ten prizes for the most rings:
G W Offermann ..... 4541
CuMeyer xi castes cece 4736
FY .Facompre, sscsieees 4540
Ja Cr BON pr tncatanea 4704
Barney Zettler ...... 4645
J]
Hainhorst
<a> 4489
Ce SiG VEST pamamenieate 4466.
Phil Heidelberger ... 4580
D Repet, csecsccsoncse 4465
W
Haase
prizes:
F' Gabber
avusswaceess
A W Lemcke
H C Hainhorst .
N C L Beversten ... 22
J5B Ra Ernsts see shies 2216
H ‘Winter’ +...
as
J's AM ey ei stanceone
Gy Brinkama.s.c.ce
23%
Max Von Dwingelo.. 56
Wm
Schaefer ........ 2415
H Gr Quentin ire:<< di
Geri Pixsent.n <.cness 24%
Ho“ Hessearsee wewnress 58
M L Meinschien ..... 25
C -Phumpygiesesene. 64
Je Jantzen pie saaenenes 2514
Capt:. Heéifickes.s. ...-. 69
H B Michaelsen ..... 25%
G -Thomasaereeaees 6514.
Ja N UR’ Siebse nese 2H
H-~Kahrsiceeee enn es 66
He Meyn 9 ccaecunniaats 29%
Wr
Dahle
e-em
29%
F iG*-Betzl 2 peenee. 70
ty FiGenisehy on acawietrs 71144
CUR Gnig
aaa es 32
B -KumnlWincesuswe: = 72
Cy Boesch P.ce 2 nee
34
Ne Jantzeneh cneeevcacl 74
Otto Schwanemann... 3614
L He Doscher (aac. T9leJ eBacklammigo..sceecs 37
DrieGroschimessneneane 37
G H Wehrenberg..... 83
C Quadt: ieememeanaaers 85
Hi ‘Otuadals iat ctoccs cts 38
Dikicken! emp ener 39
j).. Gy Lhoelkke?eeaemar: 95
CGeSchimitzeescasscers 40
F~ Schulze
diversas 101
MW) Haaren“. acece 43
H. Lobdenctacmecssn 10%
RMOhmis
ey aceravenie 441,
C. Mant
scatterers. 105
Hi Leapold vo ieennece
0
August Beckmann ...109
A Ps Kegert...ctee 4614
H_ Nordbruch
August Jantzen ..... 48
Adolf
Beckmann
...114%
FoVon Ronn p..cocnce 50
E: .Felditusen seaee-- 115
| Harrey.c3.5
sens
50
CG .Glandori 2inedesnes 116
H Offermann ........ 52
H.W Kohring ..4.-.5: 223
He Decker .nnsesens
tee 52
F.C) Borjestpaernce 224

at

75ft.

off-hand:

Ring target:
.G W Ludwig.. .237
J N F Siebs...238
G "Meyer, 2205 csc 238
By Zettlertere.. 242
F Von Ronn...231
A P Fegert....242
H Haasé <5. 231
P Heidelberger.235
J Facklamm ...285
y (CG Bonny ccs. 231
G Offermann...226
CG Plumpe. ase 230
J Hainhorst....231
F Facompre.. 1.226
C Brinkama....222
Di Peperst wicks 229
N
Zeversten...222
GcGroschiie. cee 223
ie b) Meyer.....222
H Hainhorst...224
G

Thomas

A W

234—472
234—472
230—472
239—470
238—470
236—467
225—465
228—463
232—463
235—461
227—457
225—456
227—453
231—453
224—453
225—452
216—449
227—449
223—447

Je. 226 219—445

Lemcke...219

RVOhms

242-479

226—445

Went 217 228—445

H Offermann,..222 222—444
CoMann— ste e 212 230—442
Schwanemann,.213 227—440
H Michaelsen.
.221 218—439
Ci Ouadtt. txse. 224 213—437
Japlantzenwen co: 219 216—435
HM Londeén-tacs. 207 227—434
D; Picken Wine csceestes is aeOgo
TEP AWE Ue alobaihe ee oamanc 394
TERM ORERIR Ge), Rand cased 391
IN Jantzen? saree acest 390
DH
Brinkmann
hrv..f 885
BA GoBories tinvesacecs . 880
M Von Dwingelo ...... 380
Bullseye target, degrees:
D von de Lieth.......
614
Wit Uirich®...satcreeaeee stil
H B Michaelsen...... 2514
Pe aMtZerin nen csetiearies 2542
He DEGobbers i feces. 26
GCAKO CHIR Ta cicte's <icisiareie 32
TL) *Repety ais tessteccres 3416
O Schwanemann ..... 3644
JRRacklammny es toast.
M L Meinschien..... 5614
ie GED onn ee -eecceaes 57

J-H Meyer..... 212
C -Sievers....... 207
F Feldhusen...212
C’Schmitzeeneus 208
H Quentin ..... 213
C Roffmann....214
J Tholkesecns 213
H Meyer ...... 220
W "Ulrich eee 205
J H Doscher..206
G H Fixsen....201
Hi (Winters .sae- 220
M Meinschien..209
W
abloncesas 201
D von de Lieth.209
H Leopold ....218
C Boeschies. oven 206
H Heinecke....205
H ,Biesse2 sean 202
H’ Decker 2s... 203
H Nordbruch..193
H Gobber
..214
H Hoenisch ...205
C Konigascees 199
H Kahrs ......199
F G Hetzel
196
C Glandorf ....207
EF iGobbeganues 214
J Paradies ....194

222—434
226—433
221—483
224—432
218—431
219—431
217—430
209—429:
223—428.
222—428
227—428
205— 425.
216—425
220—421
209—418-.
205—418
212—418
205—410
215—417
205—408
228—411
189—408
202—407
218—407
200—408
210—406
198—405
189—403.
207—401

NW? Ebaarencaasar eens 377
F :-Harreyiswnsueeerees 377
A Beckmann .....:se050 369:
W.. Schaefer i, cccswe sees 368
BP “Maller eo iiscsace
aunts 360
EF Schulz) cceawstee aeeeaies 357
A’ Jantzen ceacas accutane 354
Ho Meynisicaseen cases 97%
H. Offerman \n.ceese105
F . Sehulliziciiccsstere fame 10514
A Beekmanny to aecsas 109
C: Plump ine+eee eee 109
D . Picken
ti.cenakeee 110
J. UN Es Siebs.c.cens
oct111

FB Mulléteeie

cesses 118%

FH Quentin .
A. W Lemecke..°.s..<%
A’ Jantzen eeruecas
N C L Beversten

12016
121
124
128
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E-von Ronngce saests 61%
Taso), Hetzeliaiaes.c- act 70%
M von Dwingelo .... 77
Hi Dv Meyer™ in.
esae
HH .Eleineckertr 57.20%
RPOhms We week ele ote
JeEisDoscheri,, chs.
LA ee eR etter. dete.
ue os
Dxi CuGroschiny hes... 92
N W Haaren...
ie
GeLpomastras caceeesas

GeSchimitze. wacee. aga he
Re M OVCti eases
tens 143
FE VLOndEn res ccc crac: 146
G W Offermann...... 147
Way yates
eat atc s.ts 156
BE Gobberi ss cecete ces 157
ET SWiaintertcwtecsiccs
cs:165
FTOCNISCHMs .ucececases« 195
EL PO UAAL Mite tease ses 216
CUBOSLIS! Pisicesccces224
* Feldhusen ......... 24516

Zettler Rifle

AND STREAM.

PRELIMINARY HANDICAP
;
GRAND AMERICAN HANDICAP | 1905
GRAND CANADIAN HANDICAP
Emblematic

Tewes

Owen Smith
ae
Settler

..ccosces

23%

........ Zo4¥o
arch
yence 26

NE

Keller acacustaes

R. I., Revolver

235
239
240
236
238

232
236
237
235
235

of the

won

LEFEVER

by

United

States

the

GUN.

WHY

(0 the best shots in the United States and Canada use Lefever Guns ?
There must be merit to the advantages claimed for Lefever guns,
Improve your score by shooting a Lefever Gun especially bored for trap,
brush or field use.

Send for Catalogue D.
This cut is a reproduction of our handsome 10-color hanger, size 10 x 23%. As long
as our supply lasts we will furnish these hangers for 8 cents, covering postage.

LEFEVER
SYRACUSE,
-

ARMS CO.,
.
NEW

YORK.

55

Club.

THE regular practice shoot Saturday evening was well
attended.
S. K. Luther raised the rifle record to 245.
Next Saturday night a team shoot will be held between five revolver and five riflemen.
Rifle match, 50yds. (Standard)—H. Powell, 82, 84—166;
F. A. Coggeshall, 79, 79—158; W. Almy, 76, 75—151.
The United States Revolver Association annual championship tournament was held during the past week,
the various clubs throughout the country shooting entries
on their own ranges.
As none of the local men were
entered, Mr. Wm.
Almy shot his 50 shots for comparison with other shooters, and scored as follows, the
strings being completed in 30 minutes.
Pistol, 20yds.\—Wm. Almy, 92, 87, 82, 86, 89—436.
The scores of the various contestants have not yet
been published by the secretary of the National, but
judging from those of last year, Mr. Almy is well to
the front.
Revolver, 20yds. (Standard)—Arno Argus, 84, 82, 88, 80;
Emil Holmburg, 61, 67, 58, 65, 70; Wm. F. Eddy, 73, 81, 1.
A
DEACH ee sisieiss
<se «237
240
PSM ENGISITN GL: Ue cieiee aleie 243
ASB UCOUML ELS xc.
cts ss232
W B Gardiner ....... 238

Canada,

Cos USS setae
tat oc sn 4615

berks

FourtTEEN members
shot in the regular match held
March 20, W. A. Tewes making the best 100-shot string,
H. C. Zettler the highest 50-shot string, and Arthur
Hubalek carried home the bullseye prize. The results in
full, at 75ft., offhand:
W. A’ Tewes.....< 245 248 247 243 244 245 243 248 249 247—2459
EF Se BSGSSsr ones: 246 246 244 247 245 244 246 247 246 244—2455
A Hubalek ....:245 245 244 243 248 244 243 247 243 248—2450
CONS MI
cence 246 246 243 247 242 245 239 246 241 247—2442
LP. Hansen)... «< 243, 242 244 242 243 40 243 242 240 241—2420
IBIAeter ys tensat233 238 239 241 234 244 239 241 241 245—2395
A Begerow .....240 238 224 231 233 241 235 228 240 232—2342
TH
Meller’... 2: 229 220 245 236 232 280 240 230 283 288—2342
Fifty-shot scores:
aS MeAethlefaes
te cee teices ces aes 237 248 243 245 242—1210
SUSIE
Oe Se
235 247 244 244 238—1203
Be pee VEG
Rot ered cipie's,s alee oes 238 240 241 241 234-1194
PGI G BWIAST ise ences
-sse'ees ac236 289 242 230 2383—1180
PEG SEPer fineces iidesiecc.ss+.200 200 228 236° 245—1175
Gey ES CEEIUIG sah eteteteta's njaicxi clesees 234 228 232 233 231—1158
Bullseye target, degrees:
AO Huabaléles fia
ci fe.3216
HieC* Zettler cen ctivees 55
one, IBGEMIUS VE
tee cs.33
WiewA) Tewes? '..Aakieed 6544
OES mithsss.. cv ve
Se
CreZettler, Pisces corse: 74
L°P Hansen .
ss
fe Ht Kellert tau tcc re ces 75
Bb Zettler Sais
eS,
GrG tZettler.. 22.8ec. 2
PLP
Miller rac sc'ec
0s 04

Providence,

of the Championship
and

Club.

In the regular shoot held March 27 Owen Smith made
the high total of 2468, winding up with a perfect score.
H. D. Muller won the bullseye prize.
The scores:
Owen Smith .. 246 246 247 248 244 249 249 245 244 250—2468
A Hubalek .... 245 244 245 245 249 241 247 244 247 243—vab0
L P Hansen... 241 247 243 242 240 243 244 246 246 241—2433
C G Zettler.... 230 288 238 233 286 237 244 235 231 232—2354
T H Keller.... 230 231 238 227 231 233 244 246 246 241—2311
W A Tewes ... 244 246 247 248 247
—1231
Ae Oe 3 Ch ae
244 244 242 243 247
—1220
H C Zettler.... 289 248 245 243 248
—1213
C Zettler, Jr... 237 240 244 239 237
—11Y7
B Zettler-... 0... 237 242 238 239 240
—1196
H D Muller .. 2384 240 238 237 236
—1185
A Begerow ... 232 234 241 234 233
—1174
G Bernius ..... 232 232 224 228 233
—1149
Bullseye target—degrees:
ee
VLUOth siscrsiate.e'e 1514
(ope blasen is.scesees 34
WA

571

239
288
235
236
241

235
232
244
236
240

The

‘s OLD

RELIABLE”

Rifle Notes.
The Outing Rifle Club, of West Milton, O., held their
regular contest for club medals on March 28. The shooting was at 200yds., offhand and rest, on Standard American target, center count in the rest match 12.
In the
offhand match D. W. Macy won the medal with 35 out of
a possible 50. W. H. Swartz and W. H. Kerr second
with 33 each.
In the rest match W. F. Jay won the
first medal with 53 out of a possible 60. W. W. Jones
and I. A. Vore second with 47 each.
The second medal
was awarded W. H. Swartz on a score of 35, the lowest
made.
Ten men took part in the contests.

“The

Best that can be made

Only Absolutely
Reliable”

Has none

its equal

Fred Coleman’s score of 47 straight at live birdsin England. as well as 24 out of
25 at 31 yards, shows how the Parker Gun shoots.
See another column in this
paper showing his marvelous records.

PARKER

BROTHERS, * (Vin Sucrooms, 52Wares Soe
GRE
EGE LEOLIE LIES

a.

235 236 231 231 242
238 237 238 233 236
242 245*
248
240

*Raised record.
Revolver, 50yds. (Standard)—Wm.
F. Eddy, 38; Edw.
C. Parkhurst, 67.
Revolver, 50yds. (Creedmoor)—Eddy, 46.
Rifle, 25yds. (Standard)—Beach, 84, 84, 72, 72; Jefferds,
71, 63; Coulters, 73.
Pistol, 20yds.
(Standard)—W.
Almy,
84, 87, 88, 89;
H. Powell, 70, 68, 66; F. A. Coggeshall, 50; H. Lawton,
67, 56, 58; Dr. Lorah, 70, 64, 60.

KK

<< -~&
-—
=

S

DEAD

=

:

SHOT SMOKELESS

New Bulk Powder
FOR SHOT GUNS.

Dead Shot Smokeless thoroughly meets the requirements of discriminating sportsmen.
Branded with the name of a house whose goods
are most favorably known, it will always be the powder of a
— “known quantity,” unsurpassed in any particular.
Clean Shooting, makes a perfect pattern, high velocity,
safe, is unaffected by climate.
Have your shells loaded with “ Dead Shot Smokeless.”
Your dealer will gladly supply it. If you are in doubt write
to us. Write to us any way for booklet.

AMERICAN
ST. LOUIS, MO.

POWDER

BOSTON, MASS., U.S.A.

MILLS,
CHICAGO,

ILL.

FOREST
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The

Hunter

STREAM.

AND

ONE-TRIGGER

One-Trigger

is Absolutely

New

is positive

The

in

nor

doubles;

in

fact, it does just what we say
it will, and does it every time.

HUNTER ONE

‘3 PATENT)

SEND FOR CATALOGUE.
ARMS
COMPANY,
Fulton,

SMITH

GUNS

=
N. Y.

SHOOT

DAVIS

season’s

results

O

Schwanemann

G@

WELL

PRINCIPLE OF OPERATION
SIMPLE AND RELIABLE <<

Qo 1S) OW

roti,

We

have

made

“DAVIS

N=) © GN

N. R. DAVIS

“A”

GUNS”
Send

@ SONS,

for

for

Our

more

than

half a centurye

Catalogue

Lock Box 707, Assonet, Mass., U. S. A,
SPORTSMEN’S

Usethe Great English Remedy

BLAIR’S

DUABAK
camping, boating, climbing.

PILLS

Saie, Sure, Effective.

BIRD, JONES

50c. & $1.

CLOTHING

Just the thing for gunning, fishing,
Booklet with samples of material free.

@ KENYON,

3 Blandina St., Utica, N. Y.

DRUGGISTS, or93 Henry St., Brooklyn, N. ¥.

MENNEN’S
__BORATED TALCUM
TOILET

the

bullseye

Pregerm

.....

21%

-ceececeoser

York

F

L

GF

€ He Stooversse se. 92
G*Schmttz oc tenye ess 921%
G “Schroedecyerc-ens 100
J. Beng riche emenateles s 104
FL iC Winliete. 2 settee 111
J. Wilking ee ears 111%
A Relstein tseee ites oko
HY Ruppe™= seecdsemeian 135
G “Seeger. lvinetectec: 136
J. Keller sona-eeee ean: 149
G (Bach (5. --aphereemess 167

Central

Schuetzen

F

More or less proverbial is a “‘fisherman’s luck,’’ but the
tackle question has a great deal to do with it.
The combined fishing experience of the men_at the head

Re

of this business has compassed every game fish in North
American waters, and this experience is centered in our

Nia

25c.
CUM

tackle department, which does not lack in a single small
detail of fishing equipment.
Our own Touradif Rod has become famous among prominent fishermen.
And we are especially known
by our

P/f/*%
—healthful and refreshing; that is why MEN.
4
NEN'S is always used and recommended by
purity and

Sample free. MENNEN’S
VIOLET
has the scent offresh cut violets.

GERHARD MENNEN CO.—

(Borated)

abso-

English lines, leaders and novelties.

|

Every item illustrated and described in our catalogue
mailed to any corner of the world on request.

|
\

ABERCROMBIE

&

FITCH

Complete outfits for Explorers, (ampers,

TAL.

NEWARK.N.J.

Corps.

Schroeder...
.223 222—445

(Btedt |cecse. 230 231—461

H von de Lieth.209
H
Brummer...201

196—405
201—402

Ge Detloi eee 200 180—389
J M Leonard...196 181—377
H D Schmidt. .201 171—372
F< Rolfs. einen
een
HD
Schmidtisin
ae
F -Schroedtrasentseeccte
G A Viemeister
H. Refimann = teescee
C Fi Tietjent fae eee
G, Detloft 2. s..pemeseee
H A Ficke, Jreecseees

Independent

wkochi

se.

Schuetzen

Corps.

231 231—46z

H

235
243
228
228

S Baumann .. 223 203—426
E Modersohn. 212 212—424
P Zugner .....210 208—418
F Weiler ..... 206 203—409

226—461
224—4b8
228—4o6
226—454

Thiebauth
. 226 225—451
Rohkohl
... 222 21383—435

M.

CO.

Prospeeiors

*nd Hunters

57 Reade Street (one door from Broadway) New York

.

F

Krause

Ott

218 208—426

eros

213 193—406

target—degrees:

iB Vusner) eemcme cee
Ad PKegert
tnnacener
Teh, J.0ch a aa
tencens
ASD yeMaallerecees tee

14
271%
zy
45

L- Rohkohl
Waseca
S Baumann ....
Jacob Martin
E Modersohn
....... 16514

GoLhiebauth

8614

H

meee

cee

eller

aoe eect

In

the

shoot

held

Goerke’

323.

eeeeee

95

Phil) Zugner Seeeeeeee 203%
EF Horn... eee 227

136

Lady Zettler

Its perfect

mae: 801%

217—436
208—424
204421
203—416
205—419

Harlem

BW

nurses.

*Hoentseh

5316

63
70

2914

HytKrausy
eieceeneceee 110
IM: JOtt usetenerencemer: 1zy

physicians and

.......

J von de Lieth.219
H Roffmann...216
H A Ficke, Jr..217
H A Ficke....213
D Wiehrmann..214

Bullseye

lute uniformity have won for it universal esteem.
In
the nursery itissupreme, unequalled for chafing,
nettle-rash,
chapped
hands, etc., it is soothing,
Sauitary and healing.
MENNEN’S face on every box—see
that you get the genuine, For sale evervwhere or by mail,

Gleischmann

31
nil
32
34
35
35
4114
4114
45
461%
4914
50

W. Wessel, Jr..228 226—454
B Eusner .....232 220—452
D_ Scharingh’s.227 224—451
C F Tietjen....229 219—448
Ring target:
Ro Busset.
ia. .caheceeies 32
Hie D Mullers.esceneser 42
B: Busner Javece neces 60
C AGerken gare. necestiets 66
D Scharninghaus..... 76
F UBrodtscinsscssusduese 89
ANUP Severs favswesceee 107
J von de Lieth........ 108

C
L

ez

Otto

237—475
236—474
284—474
232—471
232—469

He

°
Pure as the Lily

shows

EB Held aiecen center
J.-M Leonatd 2aa.ee

Busse

Capt Muller ...238
G A Vremeister238
J N Siebs......240
A P Fegert....239
Gi Gerken... 237

A D Muller .
Je Martin a.
B Eusner
.
H Goerke
...

ea

target

ArtTHUR
P. FeEGEeRtT made the highest total on the
ring target in the shoot held March 28, while Bruno
Eusner
was high man
on the bullseye target.
The
results at 75ft. offhand:
Ring target:
A P Fegert... 239 231—470
Eo ict
amet 223 211—434

POWDER

aN

Corps.

Cart. H. D. Mutter and his club held their weekly
shoot
March
21, when
Reinhold
Busse captured
the
honors on both ring and bullseye targets, with Capt.
pete in second place on each.
The result at 75ft., offhand:
R

GRADE

on

BP Eusner tes. aeceeeeee
ie acklamanere tree
A -Kronsberg) (esos.
C Waser ipreceeoeeck
R SBusse Whee.
sac eee
EOS Kai ania
eee er
Ee Schwartz@.
ee eee
Epstein) (isu
es ese
R Schwanemann
.....
Le Schulze ei sarsscne
Fi @s Radlowt iter
ow WAZ
pheeceeceiane

New

Pec

Schuetzen

AA aH
eper taammonen
vere 8a
ResBendlen irene ace 29%

GUNS

HIGH-GRADE
MATERIAL

City

Schwanemann to be the winner with one shot measuring
2% degrees, or a fraction over 1-32d of an inch from the
pace center of the 4in. bullseye.
The results in full
ollow:
Ring target:
A Kronsberg...247 239—486
G_ Schroeder...229 214443
Ro) Bussetes ste. 244 244488
J. Keller eae 228 210—438
A P Fegert....240 240—480
A
Reilstein....217 216—433
R Schwaneman.236 235—471
G Seeger ......215 215—430
Ri -Bendlers se. 234 234—468
E, Heldseeeerse 220 201—421
O Schwaneman.232 232—464
E, Stern, Aes 214 205—419
J Facklamm...238 225—463
G Bach ........206 206—412
B Eusner ......239 224463
J. Walking ace 202 202—404
H C Radloff...280 230—460
ALY WSItzEee coat 200 202—402
H C Muller... .239 2uzu—459
H
Ruhlmann..207 194401
H Ruppe ......230 227—457
C Stoever .....228 173-401
C Wagner......233 224—457
G Schmitz .....208 183—391
Peochwarzaes-.. 230 223—453
This club shoots on the bullseye target each meeting,
but the results are not counted up until the end of the
season.
The season’s winners on this target, therefore,
are as given below, in degrees:

Parts are large and strong.
It never balks

York

7, 1906.

Tue last shoot of the indoor season was held March
22, with a good attendance, at 159 West Twenty-third
street.
Reinhold Busse was high man on the ring target.

Perfect

The mechanism
its action.

BECAUSE

HUNTER

[APRIL

March

Rifle
24

Miss

Club.
Bertha

Ludwig

had

the best two scores, a total of 490, while among the meu
George Hart was high with 483.
The members shoot
with muzzle rest, while their guests shoot offhand, all
at

75it..

The

results:

Miss:

Bertha

Mrs.
Miss.
Miss
Miss:

Fenwirth «1. dsj sc.csecteees
feOa eee
Florence»
Mulleri.
2.2.48. fa-nntoceee ental
‘Tena, Busner s: os ssceicies.
os neat ane
Anna! Scheer cts oii cante es «mierea te oe eee

Ludwig)

..cccis.
sere eee eee

244
238
237
229

Miss.

Krausé@

216 236—452

«0.0.0. css be nxet ahh

tteneta

245 244—489
242486
242—480
239—476
239—468

Guests:

Géorge Hart '.cicn. ne canine oa ween
eee
ee
VieMuller sh. Ss Pca eecene scene conten
Ab Fenwirth 9.22ccecslece
doer ntee eee eee
Mr. Volekmer .05.50050.
2 ehh ats coe

240
235
222
222

248—483
226—461
168—390
173—395
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at Union

New

York

Schuetzen

y Gunes.

Pawtuxet

Gun

ipinGook.-s.

B

E

18 17..

..

Lockwood

18 15 18

..

W Waterman...
In

the

club

18 15
event,

il

Birds:
I Ghsts Mise AneBee
Sherman;

E

Ee

19 18 15 15

Sheldon...

northeast

J Armstrong
Hall

gg

17 12.2:

him

with

“Sykes,

did

“Certainly,

you

kill

that

beautiful

a

and

WANTED

<.

& SON

Two

skin,

and

mile

fawn?”

“And did that old buck die hard?”
“Dreadful hard,” said Sykes, growing impatient.
“Look here,” said the provoking friend, “whoever sold
you that colt’s skin for a buck’s skin, sold you and
skinned you, too.”
Mr. Sykes never boasted of his deer shooting again,
and did not return last year to join us in the season of

N.

MEN

are

discussed

in the book

“HOW TO BUILD A LAUNCH FROM PLANS”
complete
boats and
motors.
9 folding
postpaid,

illustrated work on the building of motor
the installing, care and running of gasolene
With 40 diagrams,
By Charles G. Davis.
Price,
drawings and 8 full-page plans.

The author is a builder and designer of national repuAll the instruction given is definite and comtation.
prehensive, 40 diagrams, 9 folding drawings and 8 fullpage plans. That portion of the boat devoted to the use
and care of gas engines should be most carefully perused
The book is well
by every individual who operates one.
worth the price asked for it.

FOREST

AND

1 BAIT

dHoo

STREAM

PUBLISHING

CO.

on shore

McNAUGHTON,

five-room

of Lake

Schoodic,

Heavy

G.

IRWIN,

If so, hunt with

on

islands

camp

accom-

in the Woods,

close

rooms,
large
daily
mails.

Me.

Dorset,

Minnesota.

§
i
§
§

E. A. Woops,
Make

Montana.
Routes

for

Guide,

dates

early.

Sportsmen.

“Tn the Maine Woods”
Sth Annual

SPORTSMEN’S
Published

Edition.

GUIDE

BOOK

by the

BANGOR
& AROOSTOOK RR.
192 pages, 133 beautiful half-tone
illustrations, all new.
Cover and
two insert
pages in three colors,
suitable for framing.
Copy mailed
anywhere upon receipt of 10 cents
in stamps to cover postage.

;

§

for

use §

with

live

Address

Guide

Book 17, Bangor, Maine.

C. C. BROWN,

Gen. Passenger Agent.

salted or

K

for

trolling,

casting

or

still

pickeled i
fishing.

lump
f Holds minnow in natural position; it can’t double upin a
Just naturally tempts the fish; then hooks
as with other hooks.

A him.

large

station; one large camp, 11 sleeping
dining
room.
Post-office
in camp;

Choteau,

along without one.
Sent prepaid on receipt of §

JARVIS

One

Elk, Deer, Sheep, Goat, Bear, etc.

YOU'LL WONDER
HOW you ever got

|price. Army Khaki Cloth each $3.50.
Tan Duck each $3.00.
:
Order One Today.

4minnows,

$1.50.

ae

village.

ME.
Situated

Are You in Quest of Big Game?

pockets inside d

to swim.

:

from

A.

IT’S SHORT — just laps |
over top of waders.
Contents of pockets
;
can’t get wet
)

LAKE

MEDDYBEMPS,
log camps for rent.

COME
TO CAMP
RECREATION
for good muskallonge and black bass fishing.
New log camp, beautiful
lakes.
Send for circular.

and outside for every convenience for a trip
.
down the stream.
Knapsack pocket on the
back to carry lunch, shoes
or other bulky articles.

Building Motor Boats and
Managing Gasolene Engines

29.

Fine trout fishing.
One large camp on Ebeeme Pond.
bass fishing 145 miles to walk.
Write for booklet.

W.

‘

sport.

Room

Other camps have two sleeping rooms and sitting room.
Fine place for teacher and children to spend their vaca-

JARVIS FISHING GOAT

I did.”

York Office, 335 Broadway,

I have five camps
to the
office,

Exchanges.

Convenient—comfortable—has

References.

modating ten persons, and one large one-room
camp
accommodating four persons.
For particulars, address
E. G. BROWN,
Marblehead,
Mass.

every
State.
DEPT. 35, INTER
RAILWAY
IWNST.,
Indianapolis, Ind.
17
Se eet eal EE a a
a a
RS a ne ata
ESE
WANTED—A
CAMP in the Adirondacks or Maine, accommodating five or six persons.
State price and particulars.
References exchanged.
Address R. G. PAUL,
124 Wooster St., New York City
14
Sap
eee a ee)
Re
ee
OPENING
FOR
SALES
MANAGER
OF
LARGE
plant manufacturing
sporting goods.
Must
have had
long experience and acquaintance with jobbing trade.
Address, with full details, J. M. G., care Forest and
Stream.
14

\.

Idaho.

fishing and bear hunting.
For further parDION O. BLACKWELL, Eustis, Me.

furnished

one

Passenger
Brakemen, Firemen, Electric Motormen, Conductors, Porters.
Experience unnecessary.
Positions open in

doe

Anthony,

MEDDYBEMPS

Specialties,

YOUNG

SHEFFIELD,
St.

Best Black Bass Fishing in Maine

tion.
Fine

“And
that doe, too?”
“To be sure, I did.”

A

New

25 & 27 North (3th St., Philadelphia, Pa.

Wants

Outfitter,

For good trout
ticulars address

Exclusive selling agents of Ideal Hunting Shoes, Von Lengerke
& Detmold for New York City and Brooklyn. Von Lengerke
& Antoine for Chicago, Ill.
Sporting goods houses are invited to send for price and terms.

.. 15.

one from a fawn, and lastly the skin of a fine colt that
died in the spring, and which, he assured Mr. Sykes, was
The gallant sportsoff the back of a splendid old buck.
man returns to Rochester with the spoils of his field
sports, and in the midst of admiring friends recounts the
excitements, perils and triumphs of the chase, displayAn old
ing the skins, the proofs and fruits of his sport.
friend eyes the skins sharply, and begins:

and

Come to Round Mountain Lake Camps

The product of fifty years’ shoemaking skill
and the practical suggestions of hundreds of
sportsmen.
Catalogue for the asking.

Bye!

W. iy Sheldon was high with 21.
Ray SHELDON, Sec’y.

accommodated

Rest,

EDWARD
Guide

SHOES.

25 25 25 25
NGS. oe ees

The place from which I write is pleasantly situated on
It is facetiously
the headwaters of the Susquehanna.
called the ‘Saints’ Rest,” and is the resort, in summer,
of many Izaak Waltons from New York, who never fail
Two years ago a gentleto find plenty of fish and fun.
man came here from Rochester to try his skill in angling,
the trout, we have
Besides
health.
his
and to recuperate
plenty of venison, and Mr. Sykes thought as he had not
take home a
would
he
fishing,
in
been very successful
few skins of deer as trophies of his skill in the use of the
host of the
mine
of
son
Matthew, the waggish
gun.
Saints’

NEWFOUNDLAND

are

scores

Events:

ee

©

Ray

a

that

following

the

25 25 25 25
21......

Birds:
W H Sheldon

and

Bay, Mass.

Excellent Salmon and Trout fishing. Tents,
guides,
boat
provided.
Write BUNGALOW, Grand take Newent:
land.

Gymnasium and Sporting Shoes.

Club.

to-day,

flighty,

birds

the

made

good:
Events:

out

tried

were

bore

small

foot-gear. Now used
by thousands— no
lady or gentleman
properly equipped
without a pair of
Smith’s Ideal Hunt-

Shoe

Sportsmen.

WELL STOCKED TROUT BROOK;; ideal Club House
on BUZZARD’S BAY, Mass., to lease; ample game proserves; pond and sea fishing.
For illustrated booklet of
particulars, address BROOKSIDE
CLUB,
Monument
Beach, Mass.

Hunting

M. A. SMITH

for

Buzzard’s

standard of all that is good in

Mantifacturers

of the
members
1.—The
I.—April
R.
Pawtuxet,
Pawtuxet Gun Club are just beginning to come to the
great
A
here.
poor
very
is
walking
the
shoot now;
deal of interest is shown this spring, and the members
week.
next
meeting,
annual
our
at
things
intend to do
ot
guns and guns
In view of the fact that new
wind

18-inch Knee Boot, IDEAL, 10-inch lace, and
6-inch Moccasin Shoe — have become the

234 234—468

a:

OYK-

Smith’s Ideal Brookside Club House

Corps.

Carr. Gus ZIMMERMANN was high man in the shoot
held March 30, with a total of 486 for twenty shots at
75ft. offhand.
Full results follow:
.. 234 233—467
F Liegibel
G Zimmerman 242 244—486
Sall ...... 227 286—463
W
. 241 243—484
G Ludwig
225 227—452
....
Mamok
A
A P Fegert .. 241 288—479
J Bittschier .. 225 227—462
. 233 241—474
J Facklamm
220—452
.232
Jurnick.
M. F
A Begerow ... 237 236—473
GT Zimmerman218 227—445
Henry Koch .. 235 235—470
215—480
215
H J Behrens...
Be Busner... 2. 234 234—468
Pe

STREAM.
Hotels

Hill.

Tue large shooting pavilion in Union Hill Shooting
Park, Union Hill, N. J., which was destroyed by fire
not long ago, together with other buildings in the park,
has been rebuilt by the owners, the Plattdeutsche Volksfest Verein, at a cost of $35,000, and will be formally
opened by John Moje, the lessee, on May 11 with a
prize shoot open to all of the members of rifle clubs
which hold shoots regularly in the park during the
warm
season.
The committee
which has been given
charge of the affair consists of the following:
;
j
Muller, captain of the New
York Central
Schuetzen
Corps, chairman;
Fred Facompre,
of the New
York
Schuetzen Corps, secretary; Gus Zimmermann,
of the
Independent New York Schuetzen Corps, referee.
The shooting will begin at 9 o’clock in the morning
and close at 7 P. M.
On the ring target there will be
sixteen prizes, total $115, and on the bullseye target
twelve prizes aggregating $75.
For the team shoot, ten
men each team, ten shots per man, teams will receive
prizes according to their scores, while the man
who
makes the highest score in this match will get a gold
medal.
In addition
there will be bowling for both
members and their wives, with appropriate prizes.

Independent

AND

Best catcher ever devised.

Per dozen $1.00.

A Send 10c for sample and complete information or ask your dealer.

§
§

5
§

W. B. JARVIS CO., Grand Rapids, Mich. |
36

Cana!
vietnam

Street.

For Sale or Lease.—One of the finest salmon
Shore of the St.
tributary, on the North
Room

for four

rods.

Comfortable

Camp,

two

rivers and
Lawrence.
canoes

and

Over two hundred salmon have
other camping material.
been caught in one season by two rods; average weight
Apply W. SCOTT, 40 Hospital St., Room 19,.
14 pounds.
Montreal, Canada.

FOREST

374
Kennel
Ads under this
cents in capitals).

Special.

head 2 cents a word a time
Cash must accompany order.

(or

3

AND

STREAM.

J. KANNOFSKY,
PRACTICAL GLASS BLOWER
\Z

For Sale.—Full-blood English BEAGLE Hounds, Hunters that are hunted.
OAKLAND BEAGLE KENNELS,
Pontiac, Mich.
Norwegian _bearhounds, Irish wolfhounds, deer and cat
hounds.
English
bloodhounds,
American
foxhounds,
Four-cent stamp for illustrated catalogue.
|
ROOKWOOD
KENNELS,
Lexington, Ky.
For Sale-—Dogs, Hogs, Pigeons, Ferrets, Belgium Hares.
8 cents for 40-page illustrated catalogue.
C.4G. LLOYDI? Dept VM.) Sayre, Pa.
CLEARANCE SALE.—I have a number of well broken
dogs in pointers, setters and hounds that I will sell
cheap rather than carry them over.
GEO. W. LOVELL,
Middleboro, Mass.
FINE POINTER PUP.
Makes a staunch point.
Never
hunted.
Price $30.00.
P. H. LLABMIK,
Room 1203,
56 Liberty St., New York City.
tf

DOGS

AND

HOGS

FOR

SALE.

Pigeons, Ferrets and Rabbits.

CHARLES

510 Moss
For Sale.—Scotch
Plano, Ill.

Collie

Dept.

J.

14

Sinetag bel Porcay

Gold Medal & Highest Award
Gold Medal & Highest Award

AM.

prepared

foods

for

DOGS,
PUPPIES,
CATS,
RABBITS,
POULTRY,
PIGEONS, GAME,

=:
eg.

BIRDS,

FISH.

Write for Catalogue, “Dog
Culture,” with practical
chapters on the feeding, kenneling and management of
dogs; also chapters on cats.

Spratt’s Patent! tt Satt'ser’st Pours, Mom”
‘ 1324 Valencia

St., San Francisco,

BOOK

DOG

YOUR

TROPHIES.

Write for our Illustrated Catalogue,

“Heads and Horns.”
It gives directions for preparing and preserving Skins,
Antlers, etc. Also prices for Heads and Rugs, Birds and
Fish, and all kinds of work in Taxidermy.

Ward's Natural Science Establishment,
ROCHESTER,

N. Y.

ROWLAND,

(LTD.)

wes

(America) Ltd.

SAVE

PATENT

specially

—

KINDS.

LANDIS,

Pa.,

R.. EB.

pups.

SPRATT’S
==
|

H.

St., Reading

St. Louis World’s Fair, 1904:
Paris Exposition,
1900:

Manufacture

ALL

Send 8 cents for catalogue.

and Manufacturer of
Artificial eyes for birds, animals and manufacturing purposes a specialty.
Send for prices. All kinds of skulls for
the fur trade.
369 Canal St., New York.
Please mention Forest AND STREAM.

TAXIDERMIST,
A

specialty

in mounting Moose, Elk, Caribou
heads.
Call and examine work.

No. 182 SIXTH
Tel.

4205

Chelsea.

AVENUE,

Near 138th St.

Mailed

EsTABLISHED

Cal.

TO

1860.

FREE

Yee

FEED.

Formerly

1278 Broadway, New York.

For use in dog training.
mail, $2.10.

No. 3 North William Street,

Specially pleasing is the prediction, made in the Boston
and Maine Messenger, published by the Boston & Maine
Railroad, that there is going to be an early spring opening in Maine fishing this year.
The mild winter has
resulted in a relatively light accumulation of ice, hence
the clearing of the lakes and rivers of it will begin earlier
and finish sooner than common this year.
The Messenger
is handsomely
illustrated
and contains
much
practical information to the angler concerning fishing
waters.

.

Although really a good while ago, it seems but a few
years since we saw the first steel fishing rod.
About
the same time we used to see the Japanese wooaen
telescoping rods.
Lately, however, the steel rod and
the telescoping feature has been brought together by
the Fischer & Tesch Mfg. Co., of 52 No. Canal street,
Chicago, IIll., who declare that it is the strongest and
most durable steel rod made, while its finish and workmanship are not equalled in any other rod.
It is easy
to understand how such a rod would possess a number
of advantages.
The product of the Pioneer Boat & Pattern Co., of
Bay City, Mich., will appeal very strongly to that large
class of boat users who like to build their own craft.
There are a multitude of people interested in sport on
the water to whom economy is -an object, and another
multitude, perhaps quite as large, who wish to feel that
they have put something of themselves into their boat.
Both these classes will wish to know about the patterns
shown by this company, and it should be worth while
to correspond with them.
Messrs.
Abercrombie
& Fitch
are well known
to
campers and to sportsmen generally, not only on account
of their large outfitting establishment at 57 Reade street,
but also because they usually have a large space at the
Sportsman’s
Exposition.
At this particular time, besides
their
general business
of outfitting
explorers,
campers, prospectors, and hunters, they call particular
attention to their fishing tackle and to their rods and
lines.
Of these they have a great assortment, which
ought to be seen to be appreciated, but all of which are
enumerated in their catalogue.

Price, $2.00.

and continue to please customers with the best durable

work.

Also carry large assortment

of Game

Rugs and attractive groups, for sale and to rent.

By

Heads,

Many of the people who are now preparing to go to
the Maine woods for the trout fishing, will travel over
the Bangor & Aroostook R. R. To most of them this is
a familiar journey, but even the most hardened visitor to
Maine cannot fail to find something that is new and
interesting in the B. & A. book, entitled “In The Maine
Woods.”
It has 192 pages and 133 fine half-tone illustrations.
The book will be sent on application to the
General Passenger Agent for Guide Book 17, Bangor, Me.

Send for circular.
B.
346

Broadway,

New

York.

Then let us send you Polk Miller’s
celebrated Book on Dogs; How to
Take Care of Them: the eloquent Senator Vest’s masterful Tribute to

Ba

Dog,

and“A

Yellew Dog’s Love

for a Nigger” (famous poem). We will
send you all of the above for 10c just to advertise
Sergeant’s
Famous
Dog
Remedies.

DRUG

Address

POLK

MILLER

CO. 859 Main St. Richmond,

Va.

A Perfect Telescopic
AUTOMATIC-LOCKING STEEL ROD
The telescopic steel rod, at last, made
practical and durable.
The New dentury
Telescopic Rod is perfect in its mechanical

construction. Itis thestrongest and
most durable steel rod made.
It

admits of a greater variety of
uses than any other rod.

Its

=

finish and workmanshipare not
equalledin any other rod.
Description. Made of finest quality

seamless

tends

steel

instantly

length,

locking

tubing;

to any
in any

ex-

desired
position.

Line passes through guideson
outside, insuring

OD MINNOW
Fisherman’s

best indestruc-

tible bait for all game fish—
casting or trolling.
Used by
all fishermen
who
‘‘get the
fish.”?
The ‘*Minnow” is about

four inches long, beautifully

=.

~

enameled, green mottled
back, white
belly with red stripe to exactly
resemble a live minnow;
has sure-lure

glass eyes, five best treble hooks and

SAAN
~»\
twonickle plated spinners. No fish can
Woe
resist it.
The regular price is 75¢, but
\
=. as a special advertising offer we will

fill
at 29c

each,

the largest

in the world.

Send

Dealers

orders

enclosing

4c extra for

this

postage

manufacturers

and

advertisepacking.

of artificial

bait

for our large cut-price catalogue—

write

The Jarvis Fishing Coat, to wear with waders, is a convenient garment, and it is a wonder that no one ever
thought of it before.
The man who wades the brooks
and streams is pretty sure to get the lower part of his
coat wet, and of course everything that he carries in
his pockets.
This inconvenience is avoided by using
the Jarvis Coat, which is short and light, and yet has
abundant pocket room.

WATERS,

Have Youa Dog?

it’s free.

PUBLISHERS’ DEPARTMENT.
Messrs. William
Mills & Son, 21 Park Place, New
York, have issued a profusely illustrated catalogue of
voluminous proportions, in which is enumerated every
useful appliance needed
by anglers.
This firm takes
pride in handling the highest grade of goods, and also
the best medium
goods at popular prices.
Specially
ample is their stock of fine rods, reels, flies, lines, etc.,
in endless variety of sizes, material and style of manufacture, from the delicate tackle required for the gamy
trout up to the powerful tackle used to conquer the
giant tarpon.
In short, one full page of the 144 is
devoted to an index of the articles handled by this longestablished firm, in which will be found a mention of any
article the angler or fisherman may need.

Will remove to 42 Bleecker St. cor. Elm St.,

to any address by the author.

IMPROVED SPIKE COLLAR.

are

YORK

ON

H. CLAY GLOVER, D. V. S.,

We

NEW

DISEASES

HOW

ment,

Deer

FRED
SAUTER,
Taxidermist.

AND

:

and

[APRIL 7, 1906.

for discounts.

VIM CO., Dept. F 7,68 Lake St., CHICAGO

perfect

de-

livery. All joints telescope
into the handle joint.
When telescoped, from 20
to 29 inches in length.

Reversible,
handle, cork

Every Rod
Guaranteed
Write for
our Cata-

metal
grip.

S
oe

&
fsa

—all
my)

mye
Is it.

—

Of making many lures there is no end, and now appears the Vim Co., of 68 Lake street, Chicago, IIl., with
a wood minnow, painted to the life and warranted to
catch the fish if properly used.
The price asked for
this device is very small, and bass anglers should certainly try it.
Persons who wish to purchase army goods of any
sort which have been sold at auction can procure them
at very modest prices of Francis Bannerman, 501 Broadway, New York.
The stock includes firearms, saddles,
swords, bayonets, clothing of different sorts, and many
other articles.
Mr, Bannerman’s
catalogue
describes
these things.
The name of Fred Sauter is one long known to New
York sportsmen, in many of whose houses are found
admirable examples of his work.
Mr. Sauter, who used
to be at 38 North William street—an ancient center for
taxidermists—is about to move to 42 Bleecker street,
corner of Elm street.
.
Fer many years Peter Henderson has been a name to
conjure with by gardners and country dwellers.
Henderson’s seeds and Henderson’s catalogues are known
throughout the length and breadth of the land.
In this
issue the Peter Henderson Company calls attention to
their lawn grass seed, which they tell us makes a perfect
lawn in six weeks.

:
:

j
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STREAM.

LENGERKE

57

@ DETMOLD

549 Sth Ave.

Guns
Rifles

Opposite The Waldorf-Astoria

Kodaks
Revolvers:

Golf
Tennis

One door from Cor. 34th St.

NEW

Archery
Croquet

YORK

High-Grade

Fine Leather Goods

Base Ball
Foot Ball
Fencing

Sportsmen's Supplies

Fishing Tackle
Athletic Goods

Cutlery

Fine Field and Opera Glasses
For Snake

Bite—Strictly

For

Temperance.

Property

Sale.

THIs paper notes with deep regret that a number of persons are dying from the bite of rattle-

BROOK TROUT FOR SALE.

snakes

We have constantly on hand
fine supply of Brook Trout, all
sizes for stocking purposes. Also for table use at 75c. a pound
Visitors privileged to catchowr
trout.
4
PARADISE BROOK
TROUT CO., Parksi de, Pa., Henryville Railroad Station

in different sections of Texas.

Most

all

cases are young children, and in a good many
instances they are bitten on the hand or foot. In
such case the following remedy is said to be a
splendid antidote for the rattler’s bite, provided

it is used immediately after being bitten:

Take

a pan or bowl and pour in enough kerosene oil
to cover the wound.
It will draw the poison out

immediately, and in the course of a few minutes
turn perfectly green; then pour out the oil and
refill

the

bowl,

being

oil to completely
foot or hand
green,
Then
and saturate
for about an
ger of fatal

careful

cover

to put

the wound.

in enough

Leave

the

in the oil as long as the oil turns
put on a poultice of plain table salt
thoroughly with oil.
Keep this up
hour and there is scarcely any danresults.
Cut this out and preserve

for future reference——The Merkel Mail.

WANTED—SWANS

I desire to purchase a number of American
Whistlers

“swear

not

at

all.

by degrees

ate into an

oath

Even

a

increase
when

harmless

in force and

provoking

occur,

such as breaking the top of your rod, or losing
the largest fish you have hooked and played in the
act of trying to land him; or if, when the even-

fry,

yearlings
and
Address

possibility in this life!
lously avoid it in any

Exaggeration;
form. Anglers

scrupuhave a

bad reputation for untruthfulness, not to say for
telling lies, but, as a body of men under the influence of an innocent recreation and in close
contact with the charms of nature, they do not
deserve it. To tell a deliberate lie in ordinary
matters would cause a man to be shunned by his

associates, and yet what is the difference in a
‘fish story’ often listened to in a mixed company
amid much mirth, and causing a sort of competition as to who shall outdo another in propagating a greater falsehood?”

[There is a big difference between a deliberate
lie and a fishing fiction.]

ROWLAND

E.

Danvis

ROBINSON’S

Books.

These books have taken their place as classics in the
literature of New England village and woods life.
Mr.
‘Robinson’s characters are peculiar, quaint and lovable;
one reads of them now with smiles and now with tears
(and need not be ashamed to own to the tears).
Mr.
Robinson writes of nature with marvelous insight; his is
the ready word, the phrase, to make a bit of landscape, a
scene of outdoors, stand out clear and vivid like a
startling flashing out from the reader’s own memory.

FOREST

AND

STREAM

PUBLISHING

CO.

Ct.

BEAUTIFUL
CANADIAN
SUMMER
HOME.
Rocky Point, on Lake Temiskaming; 202 acres. Luxuriously furnished house.
Bath, hot and cold water, cottage
for servants and guides. Three porches; tool shop; yacht
house, containing 35-foot cabin yacht and fourteen boats
and canoes.
Fine hunting and fishing. Admirably adapted
for a club house or school camp.
Situated 300 miles
north of Toronto.
One-half hour from railroad station.
W. C. NEWELL, 409 Chestnut St., Philadelphia, Pa, 15

stocking
TROUT

MAINE
CAMP TO RENT.
On Great Pond, Belgrade Lakes, Maine, for Season 1906.
Two cabins, open fireplaces in living rooms, and sleeping
accommodations for six indoors.
Also three tents with
floors.
Detached
dining room
and kitchen,
servants’

TROUT

cabin,

of all ages for stocking lakes and streams.
Brook trout
i
i
For the next 30 or 60 days I
make prices on yearlings very low. FURNACE BROOK
HATCHERY (E. L. Maglathlin), Kingston, Mass.

BROOK

ing rise of fish is nearing its finish fast and furious, your gut cast becomes hopelessly entangled,
and you miss your last and best chance.
The
man who laments over his bad luck thus, sometimes profanely cursing it, is generally one who
expects to have everything his own way—an im-

GLENAIRTH
TROUT
PRESERVE
FOR SALE
A well-stocked brook trout preserve within five hours
of Toronto.
Two lakes.
55 acres of land and water.
Particulars, with photographs, furnished on application
to MESSRS.
JONES,
LEONARD
&
GIBSON,
Attorneys, Toronto, Canada.
14

TROUT.
two-year-olds, for
NEW ENGLAND

BROOK

expletive

degener-

Darien,

Sale.

SALMON FISHING

Swans, both

G. D. TILLEY,

BROOK
Eggs,

mishaps

and Trumpeters.

for

Several good salmon rivers on the North Shore of the
St. Lawrence, offered for short or long lease,
For particulars apply to the LABRADOR
COMPANY,
Room
19, 40 Hospital St., Montreal, Canada,

BEAUTIFUL
INDIAN
BASKETS
sold direct from
field.
M. GILL, Missionary, National Indian Association, McDowell, Arizona.

“A Dry-Fiy Purist,” giving advice to a beginner in Baily’s Magazine,
exhorts him to
may

ou

ice

house,

boat

house

and

dock;

two

rowboats,

21-foot power launch, large garden and tennis court.
Camp roughly but fully furnished.
Fly and bait fishing
for black bass and trout exceptionally good.
Will be
rented for private use only.
Address A. B,. C., care
Forest and Stream.
14

TROUT.

FOR
SALE
Cheap, if taken at once.—l00-acre Brook Trout Farm,
with first-class hatchery, dwelling and ponds; a big stock
ef breeding trout and young fry on hand.
Good investoe
SPRING
BROOK
TROUT
CO., Kalamazoo,
ich,
15

It will pay you to correspond with me before buying
eggs, fry or yearlings in any quantity.
I guarantee a
safe delivery anywhere.
Crystal
Spring Trout Farm.
L. B. HANDY,
So. Wareham, Mass.

AN

ages
for
stocking
BROOK
TROUT
eboke
and
lakes.
Brook
trout eggs in any quantity, warranted delivered anywhere
in fine condition.
Correspondence solicited.
THE PLYMOUTH
ROCK TROUT CO.
Plymouth, Mass.

ISLAND

FOR

SALE.

Forty miles from Boston, Mass.
Can be reached by
boat or 4-mile drive from mainland.
Situated on high
bluff, commanding grand view of ocean.
Fine beach, 1500
feet

wide.

Best

place

in

Massachusetts

Bay

for

Duck,

Geese and Brant shooting.
Also Shore Birds in season.
Six miles of marshes, affording great opportunity for
shooting.
This point of land has a frontage of 1 mile
long on ocean and % of a mile on bay side. Will be sold
at a very low price.
For further information
write
P. O. Box 1602, Boston, Mass.
14

FOR
SALE—BROOK
TROUT.—FINE
HEALTHY
Fish of all sizes.
Eyed eggs in season.
Warranted delivered
anywhere,
as
represented.
Correspondence
solicited.
BAY SIDE TROUT FARM
(A. B. Savary),
East Wareham, Mass.

FOR

THE
BROOKDALE
TROUT
CANNOT
BE
BEAT
for stocking ponds and streams.
For the next few
weeks we will make a very low price on young fry and
large fish.
Also fly-fishing.
:
BROOKDALE TROUT CO., Kingston, Mass.

SALE.

Membership in Hunting and Fishing Club controlling
150 miles of Canadian wilderness.
Twenty-four hours
from New York.
Many large lakes, absolutely virgin.
Best small-mouth black bass fishing on North American
continent;

lake

trout,

brook

trout,

pike

and

dore.

Deer

FINELY MOUNTED
BUFFALO HEAD, mounted on
the new hollow manikin, for sale cheap
to quick buyer.
ADDRESS A. J. K., care Forest and
Stream.
14

and bear numerous.
Country never hunted over.
ing with small game and fur-bearing animals.

FIRST-CLASS
SPLIT-BAMBOO
SALMON _ ROD,
two tips, inlaid cedar butt, German silver mounted. Also
salmon reel.
Both almost new.
For half original price.
Address “‘X,” care of Forest and Stream.

FILE YOUR FOREST AND STREAM

MEN

I HAVE

FISHED

OPPORTUNITY,

AND

STREAM

PUBLISHING

CO.

Forest

and

Stream.

14

We have provided a clcth file binder to hold
26 numbers of Forest AND STREAM.
It is simple,
convenient,
strong,
durable,
satisfactory.
The
successive issues thus bound make a handsome
volume, constantly growing in interest and value.

WITH.

By Fred Mather.
A handsome. volume, printed on laid
paper, bound in green and gold, and illustrated with a
new portrait of Mr. Mather, and with portraits of the
“men” of whom he writes so delightfully.
272 pages.
Postpaid, $2.

FOREST

care

SwarmAddress

The
dollar.
i

binder

FOREST

will

AND

be

sent

postpaid

STREAM

on

receipt

PUBLISHING

of

CO.

one

CAST

A

THE

IN

BOTH

EYE

Can't prevent you from seeIng there’s a difference between the ordinary oilskin
and the special Fish Brand
garments made for Yachting,
Motoring,
Fishing,
Hunting, and other sports.

They are finely
buttons, are light
are soft and lined
Our Fish Brand

finished—have corduroy collars and ivory
weight and thoroughly practical. The hats
with silk.
Long Coats for Ladies we especially recom-

mend.
Men’s Yachting Coats, long,
$4.00
Ladies’ Yachting Suits,
$5.00
Men’s
‘: med. long, | 3.00
Ladies’
Ms
Long Coats,
4.00
Men’s
ee
Suits,
400
Automobile Frocks,
- 600
Soft Hats, silk-lined,
$1.00
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SPORTING

163 Washington
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Street, Boston, Mass.

By S. T. Hammond (“Shadow’’).
Cloth.
Price, $1.
Mr.. Hammond
enjoys among
his field companions the repute of being an
unusually good shot, and one who is particularly successful in that most difficult branch of upland shooting, the pursuit of the ruffed grouse or partridge.
This prompted the suggestion that he should write down for others an exposition
of the methods by which his skill was acquired.
The result is this original
manual of “Hitting vs. Missing.’?
We term it original, because, as the chapters
will show, the author was self-taught; the expedients and devices adopted and the
forms of practice followed were his own.
This then may be termed the Hammond system of shooting; and as it was successful in his own experience, being
here set forth simply and intelligibly, it will prove not less effective with others.

Forest and Stream Trap Score Book
meets the needs of gun clubs and shooters in every particular.
The 150 sheets
are heavily ruled—an advantage all scorers will appreciate, particularly when working in a dim light.
The horizontal spaces are numbered from 1 to 30.
Broad
perpendicular lines divide these into groups of five, which aids the eye of the
scorer greatly.
Similar heavy lines divide the perpendicular spaces into groups
of six; thus the squads are distinguished ata glance.
The paper manifolds easily, and carbon sheets are placed in the book for that
urpose.

Revised

Live-Bird

dividing

purses.

Rules

Price,

for

single

and

double

Rules for Live-Bird Shooting,
Target Shooting,
Hurlingham
rises,

and

the

Rose

system

of

$1

Field, Cover and Trap Shooting
By Captain Adam H. Bogardus, Champion Wing Shot of the World.
Embracing
Hints for Skilled Marksmen; Instruction for Young Sportsmen;. Haunts and
Habits of Game Birds; Flight and Resorts of Waterfowl; Breeding and Breaking

of

Dogs.

Cloth,

444

pages.

Price,

$2.

“Field, Cover and Trapshooting” is a book of instruction, and of that best of all
instruction, where the teacher draws from his own rich experience, incident,
anecdote and moral to illustrate and emphasize his teaching.
The score of the
book—a work of nearly 500 pages—is shown by this list of chapters:
Guns and Their Proper Charges.
Pinnated Grouse Shooting.
Late Pinnated
Grouse Shooting.
Quail Shooting in the West.
Ruffed Grouse Shooting.
Shooting

the

Woodcock.

The

Snipe

and

Snipe

Shooting.

Golden

Plover,

Curlew

and

Gray Plover.
Wild Ducks and Western Duck Shooting.
Wild Geese, Cranes and
Swans.
Wild Turkey and Deer Shooting.
The Art of Shooting on the Wing.
Shooting Dogs—Breeding and Breaking.
Pigeon Shooting—Trapshooting.
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Mr.

Will

Veach.

of Falls City, Neb.,

up to March 3d, had made

10

straight strings of 50 each for the Peters Cartridge Co.’s Gun Trophy,
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that
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Association
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Chambers
New
York
CO.,

for ‘‘ Shooting Facts.’’

Ltd.,

At the late 1906 Monte Carlo Tournament,

SCOTT

Won

Over

Street,
City

Glasgow

GUNS

by

all other

Makers.

For two years in succession, 1905 and 1906, three times in five years,
and on six occasions in all, the Celebrated Guns of W.&C. Scott & Sons

have won the GRAND

PRIX DE MONTE

CARLO.

We have a fall assortment of these noted guns now instock.
All grades and sizes, 10, 12, 16 and 20 bore. Some very
light weights.
Also trap guns.
(2¥"Send for Catalogue and List of High Grade Second-Hand
makers taken in trade.

WM.
107 Washington

Hitting vs. Missing

a itscontains the American Shooting Association
for Double
Live-Bird
Shooting, for Inanimate

First and Second Prizes

READ

@

Street,

Guns of different

SONS
BOSTON,

MASS.

Does Your Gun Exactly Suit You?
If not, this is the time of year to make a trade
An important part of our business is trading guns. We
have a ready market among our customers for desirable secondhand guns and we invite correspondence from those who are in
the market for new guns or who have second-hand guns to trade.
Through this medium of exchange many persons have been
benefited, and

it seems

to be of equal value

both

to ourselves,

the buyer and the seller.
We offer a few second-hand and shop-worn guns below that
have recently come into the market:
No. 3048. Greener Grand Prize Pigeon Gun, $375 quality. This gun is:only one
grade below the well-known ‘Royal,’ and a magnificent gun.
It has extreme full
choked Whitworth barrels, Greener’s very best game engraving, and has never
been

shot.

The

owner

is selling

the

gun

at a great

sacrifice.

Dimensions:

12 ga.,

80-in barrels, 744 lbs. weight, 2% x.1% in. drop, 14% in. stock. Price...... $225.00
No. 1206.
Remington Automatic Ejector, grade C, with two sets of barrels.
In
leather case complete.
Cost new $150.
his gun is in splendid condition and
looks like new.
ne set of field barrels and one set of trap barrels.
Dimensions:
12 ga., 28-in. barrels, 744 lbs.; 12 ga., 30-in. barrels, 7% lbs.; 3% in. drop, 14% in.
stock,,
A great “bargain” atv <..ec.c0i00enedae
sine or cee casteles’eicte Geteieertiate leita nnn $380.00
No. 3694. Francotte Hammerless.
Cost $100 new.
With full pistol grip, Siemans Martin steel barrels; left choked, right improved cylinder.
Dimensions:
12 ga., 30-in. barrels, 7 lbs., 24% in. drop, 14% in. stock.
Looks like new.
PHiG€
oacciciogsc:te sleis's's.s.0 6 ¥'09.0ls $5 aseleieiei’ lehee'sy/ole.ofelcivies </ale.n:clale fe etelots eee nee eeena
$70.00
No. 3025. W. C. Scott & Son Monte Carlo Model Hammerless.
Very fine
Damascus barrels, half pistol grip stock, crystal apertures.
A fine shooter, and
in splndid condition.
Cost new $145.
Dimensions: 12 ga., 30-in. barrels, 7 lbs.
5oz., 246 in. ‘drop, 18% in: ‘stock. “A bargain at....v..s.sssecesen
een ane
$90.00
No. 1187. L. C. Smith Automatic Ejector.
Fine Damascus barrels, full choked
and modified.
Straight grip Monte Carlo stock, with Silver’s recoil pad.
Cost
$175, and in perfect condition.
Dimensions, 12 ga., 28-in. barrels, 74 lbs. weight,
2% in. drop; 14467 in. stock.!
Net price. 2...5.0.%.00 snees oenelecte emits Rtnen anne $75.00
No. 2429. Ithaca Automatic Ejector.
Imported stee] barrels, extra fine Italian
walnut polished stock, full pistol grip, elaborate engraving.
Cost $210, and only
shot a few times.
Dimensions:
12 ga., 30-in. barrels, 74% lbs. weight, 3 in. drop,
14 in. stock.”
Net “price 2... 05 ««sesis.s:e;0.0,0 5 cieejno's wivcja'eipielelatp ale)aeaele aha naan $100.00
No. 2698. Ithaca Hammerless.
Smokeless steel barrels, half pistol grip, choked
and modified.
Slightly shopworn.
Dimensions: 12 ga., 30-in. barrels, 7 lbs. 2 oz.
weight, 3 in. drop, 14 in.-stocki*
A bargain. atil..c.4
ccs. deatee seem cane $16.50
No. 2098. Syracuse Automatic Ejector.
In perfect condition, only slightly shopworn.
Has fine twist barrels, half
pistol grip stock, modified in both barrels.
Dimensions:
12 ga., 30-in. barrels, Tuy lbs. weight, 3 in. drop, 14 in. stock.
Regular price, $41, and a bargain’ ati. sv... 0.2.5 0c smelcaives ceipe clsiie cals teen ne eee $21.00
No. 1861. L. C. Smith Hammerless, Grade 0, $47. Fine Damascus barrels, half
pistol grip, modified choke both barrels.
Gun has never been shot and only
slightly shopworn.
Dimensions:
16 ga., 28 in. barrels, 6 % lbs. weight, 3 in. drop,
14% in. «stock. ©Net: prices. .ja.c oes vise 0,0é:bie's 0\¢.c.nte nlsalen aleclatelaleieielesinsl tiaattaren aaa $29.50
No. 1255. Ithaca Hammerless
Field Gun.
An exceptionally nice gun, only
slightly shopworn.
Regular price, $30. Has smokeless steel barrels, half pistol
grip.
Modified and cylinder bored.
Dimensions:
12 ga., 26-in. barrels, 6% Ibs.
weight, 3 in. drop, 14 int stock.
“A great bargains ates ..c..- eee
$16.50
No. 1944. Lefever Automatic Ejector; fine Damascus barrels, very handsome
full pistol grip stock, both barrels choked, nicely engraved.
Gun is new, but
slightly shopworn.
Regular price $115. Dimensions:
12 ga., 30-in. barrels, 744 Ibs.
weight, 294 in. drop,.14 in. stock.
INiét) prices. 1...24..,se/sstsiss<1s/onne
ce aeee nee $75.00
No. 3026. W. H. Hamilton
Hammer
Gun, Diana pattern.
Fine Damascus
barrels, English walnut stock, with elaborately carved full
pistol grip and foreend. One barrel choked and one cylinder.
Imported to sell for $20. Dimensions:
12 ga.: 30-in. barrels, 7144 lbs.
First check for $12 gets it.
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THE ROBERTS SAFETY LAUNCH AND YACHT BOILER.
THE

ROBERTS

SAFETY
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TUBE

BOILER

[APRIL 14, 1906.
250 pounds of steam,
Handsome catalogue free.
ORKS:
RED
BANK,
New Jersey.
Telephone Address; 599 Cortlandt.
Bruniva, New York.

Nearly 1500 in use.
Cable Address:

COMPANY,
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Experience

With Dogs.

THE intelligence of a dog is identical in quality
with that of a human
of intelligence present

friends,

and

vocal

being.
Were the quantity
in the heads of our canine

organs

supplied to assist in-

telligence, we could take our pets into
and discuss the events of the chase with
satisfaction we can now with our human
I have made a companion of a dog for
twelve years, and my experience teaches
the same influences which make a child
bad, dull or bright, also control a dog.

dog was

next

Pressed Stee!Boats |
The Fastest—Safest—Best Boats Made
Built of smooth pressed steel plates, with air chambers in each end like a i
life boat. They are buoyant, fast, durable and absolutely safe. They can’t
erack—leak—dry out or sink—are elegant in design and finish.
The ideal
pleasure boats for family use, summer
resorts, parks, etc.—endorsed by

The
fastest boat of its size and power builts
length, 22 feet—6 and 10 H. P., Mullins Reversible

Engine—Speed, 11-14 miles an hour.
Fast—Safe
—Noiseless,
The lowest priced ‘‘ Good’’ motor
boat built.

3 1-2and 6
H.P. Single
Cylinder
Two
Cycle
Engine

and every boat is absolutely guaranteed.
Write To-day for Our Large Catalogue

Motor Boats, Row

|

of

Boats, Hunting and Fishing Boats

|

which illustrates and describes our complete line of craft.
(Member National Association of Engine and Boat Manufacturers.)

Engines of Quality

‘THE

Marine

Gasoline

plainly

and

Their Principles, Types
K. Grain. 123 pages.

Engines,

OLD

TOWN

15 and

16 ft.

25.-

CANOES

Paddles,

$1.™ Each

H. H. KIFFE CO., 523 Broadway, New York
Slocum Hand Power Motor.¥

The

speed with less:work,. Face either direction in operating, +Reyerses instantly.
No skill required® Price $25.00.

Slocum Hand Power Motor Co.,Erie,Pa.
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case

he

strayed

of his bringing

away,

up and

two years old, surpasses

all of his brothers

and

the

dogs

I have

owned

I secured

when

While they were growing

I gave them all they could eat, offering them food

several

times

a

day.

Milk,

bread, oat and cornbread,
kept them on the chain,

vegetables,

and porridge.
but let them

meat,

I never
romp to

Plenty of food and -plenty

of exercise gave them form and strength, good
constitutions and brave hearts.
Their education
commenced when they were two or three months

old and continued until they came to dog’s estate.
First they were taught to charge.
Next
to retrieve (under the whip), then to find. Next
to toho, etc.

The great avenue

to succes

in teaching a dog

well, is to teach one thing at a time.

as the dog is known
insist

upon

And as soon

to understand
obedience

at

an order, to
whatever

cost

of time and patience to the teacher. When my
dogs comprehended the idea I have intended to
convey to them, I have accustomed them to listen for my commands

by giving them

in an ordi-

(Continued on page 581.)

CO.

and

revised

edition,

with

additional

matter.

Management.
By B. Waters.
Il373 pages.
Price, $2.00.
the modern professional system of
the excellence of both the suasive
education, and contains an exhaususes and abuses of the spike collar.

STREAM

STREAM

Canoe: History, Uses, Limitations and Varieties,. Practical Management and Care, and

New

FOREST

AND

in

nary tone of voice, until at length I could carry

Relative Facts. By C. Bowyer Vaux (“Dot”).
Illustrated.
Cloth, 168 pages.
Price, $r.00.

Write
Patented.
bo for'circular.’
RAT
Vay
ya

Handling and Kennel
lustrated.
Cloth,
This treatise is after
training.
It combines
and force systems of
tive description of the

Francis

Here is a pocket manual indispensable to every man
who uses a motor-boat.
It deals in simple untechnical
fashion with the running of the marine gas engine, and
with the difficulties that the marine gas engineer is likely
to meet with.
These engines are described, some pages
are devoted to launches in general, with practical advice
to the man who contemplates purchasing a
power boat.
The main feature of the book, however, is a clear description of.the difficulties met with in running a gas engine,
their catises and how to remedy them.
In this discussion
all technicalities are avoided, and the author has boiled
down a vast amount of practical knowledge into small
space and into every-day language.
The amateur power
boat man needs this book, for it will save him much time
and trouble, and probably not a little money.

FOREST

him

advantage

their hearts’ content.

By

last

up the

Canoe Handling and Sailing.

A WONDER,IN BOAT MOTORS.

Greater results than with oars. Greater

MODERN

and Management.
Price, $1.25.
~

the

grew to be a beauty and the envy of my fellowsportsmen.
My next is my present companion,
a cross between a spaniel from Burgess’ stock
and a half-bred Irish setter bitch, and he, now

All

Gas Engines and Launches.

CANOE

describe

he took

always

HOW ISTHIS FOR|\
A STEADY
(|

Gyp,
she grew

brightest of the octet. My next was a spaniel of
uncertain parentage, selected from a litter because he had a distinguishing mark which would

they were very young.

from 2 to 12 horse power, represent no obsolete styles, but the very newest
patterns, of assured efficiency and strength—weight only where weight is required. Built under the direction of manufacturers of years of experience in
a model gas and gasoline engine plant, from the very highest
2)
grade of material, machined by skilled and careful workmen. Every
engine carefully tested, from five to ten hours under full load,
before shipment. Fully guaranteed. Write to-day for catalog and
prices which are bound to interest you.
M. WATKINS MANUFACTURING CO., 526 Baymiller St., Cincinnati, O.

FRANK

an Irish setter,

of a litter of eight, and

similar methods in raising and educating them.

E want to place our brand new, handsomely illustrated and complete
catalogue in the hands of every yacht owner who desires to better the
going power, reliability, economy and attractive appearance of his craft.

Our

friend was

choice

sisters in beauty and courage.
Such a uniform
experience compels me to conclude that my dogs
have been developed, and that my experience will
be the experience of others, using the same or

The W.H. Mullins Co. 126 Franklin St., Salem, Ohio.

Watkins

an English setter, the scrub of a litter,

and he turned out to be the handsomest and most
intelligent of the lot. My next was a pointer, selected for his color from a litter of twelve, and
he proved to be the prize dog of the family.
My

Mullins
sportsmen,

the field
the same
brother.
the past
me that
good or
My first

:

A complete

canoe.

manual

Everything

for the management

is

made

intelligible

of the

to

the

veriest novice, and Mr. Vaux proves himself, one
of those successful instructors who communicate

their own enthusiasm to their pupils.
FOREST
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FOR THE HIGHEST

QUALITY
in VARNISH
FOR HOUSE OR YACHT,
be sure each can bears the above Trade Mark,
which stands for seventy-eight years of high
grade varnish making.
EDWARD

SMITH

@

COMPANY,

“Varnish Makers and Color Grinders,
59 Market Street,
45 Broadway,
Chicago, IIl.
New York.

|
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TRADE

on quite an extended conversation with them,
I giving the signs, vocal or otherwise, and they .

interpreting by obeying me.

companion,

a dolt to a being of intelli-

To raise a fine dog, then—feed him often and
abundantly..
Never put him on the chain, but
allow him to romp at will. Teach him early and
often, and make a Jesuit of him to the extent

that he may

know

circumstances

that his first duty under

is obedience.

The

result

all

will

be

beauty, courage, intelligence, affection and a perfect dog.
I am aware that very
inclination to raise their

the

ment

result

few have the time or
dogs in this way, and

is long pedigrees,

and

from

the routine I have described.
Three years ago I took a mangy looking pup—
a blue-blooded but insignificant looking scion of
Bolus’ Belton—with me into the country to train
_for a friend.
He had been reared on a chain and

fed by servants, until he was a coward

in spirit

and

for

I kept

him

with

FREE—“‘A

a disappoint-

for every degree the dog has departed

appearance.

Mank

me
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No fear of breaking them in the canoe,
on the carry, or when the occasional big
one dashes away with your hook.
Built
of the best grade of steel as they are, and
with the greatest care, the “‘Bristol’’ is the
finest all-round rod made.
The “‘Bristol’’
is the original steel rod—has been landing fish for over 16 years.
The Combination Reel and Handle is a new, exclusive
“Bristol”? feature.
The reel is furnished, when so ordered, as
part of the rod, being built into the handle.

Constant intercourse

of this nature with one who is kind to his pupil,
who encourages prompt obedience and chides delay or carelessness, will change a cur to a hu-

manized
gence.

@

THE
.#

HORTON
2

Lucky

Strike.’

That’s

catalog which

-

i

PATEL BM INE
FRANKFORT, KENTUCKY REEL: 2CMLansson
IS HAND MADE, STANDARD SINCE 1839. “zeasea 70 S40 CARALOOUE

two

acquired some courage, and then commenced his
education.
When
he was ten months old his
master hunted over him and pronounced him a
wonder; and he was.
He outran four old dogs,
and the third day out was the only dog out of
the six we had on the first day that would hunt
at all. He worked like a major but was slow,
because foot-sore.
The year following he was
as worthless a dog as ever hustled about among
a covey of birds, and on several occasions his
outraged owner was tempted to bestow upon him
the epitaph, “No earthly good.”
He had hung
upon a chain since his experience of the year before.
He had forgotten the lesson of all good
dogs, obedience, and he was out for a frolic.
Last fall I again took him into the country as
an experiment.
I wanted to explode the idea, if
I eould, that a dog once spoiled was afterward
forever worthless.
I knew I had good material
to work on.
I took my pupil -back to first principles, and taught him to charge when I gave the
word under any and all circumstances.
I then
took him into the field and made him drop when
any bird rose so near that I judged he saw it
rise.
When he dropped to wing nicely I started
him in on birds, keeping him close.
When he
showed he had the faintest trace of birds I made

him stop, and held him there for a few minutes
to impress upon him that he was hunting for
me, and then [ would walk up with him until the

were

flushed,

dropping

him

invariably

to

wing.
Two weeks of this work without the gun
and he was as steady as a clock.
When I turned

him over to his owner

he was as hard as a nut

and as staunch as an oak.
He would instantly
turn to the whistle an eighth of a mile away; in
fact, he was a good dog again, and like good
Indians, good dogs are very infrequent.

To the sportsman

who

PFLUEGER’S

FISHING
TACKLE
CELEBRATED

Before buying a STEEL ROD.

Also 100 gross Trout
card, at 6c. per card.

CHARLES
Send

race

when out of form.

Hunt.

Pato Arto, Cal.—Permit me to extend congratulations upon the handsome journal you have
evolved from the old Forest AND STREAM. From
both a utilitarian and an esthetic point of view it
is a decided improvement upon the latter.
bak.

test

a

that

most kiiling-artificial
having

anglers

hooks,
lines,
leaders,
reels, and a number of
weed.
If you wish the

bait, spoon, fly or spinner, insist on

LUMINOUS

Flies, six assorted on
318-320 Fulton St.,

THE ENTERPRISE MANUFACTURING CO.

DISCH,

secoxtyn. yy.

AKRON, OHIO, U. S. A.

Catalogue.

TALBOT

Reel for $10

SPEGIAL— quadruple multiplier, German

Silver body,

Tool

Steel

Bearings,

:
hardened and tempered in oil.
Frictionless spiral gears.
Holds 100 yards of line.
rm
f It is noiseless, smooth running and wonderfully effective for long casts with light bait.
ee
4
Mechanically perfect to Ene thousandth hg a cent
otee: A sonal Talbot Pores
“es
ops
|___
Take this reel and try it.
you
don’t say it’s the
best ree
Cee. op
Sent
on
Trial
you ever used—then take back your money—wedon’t want it.

es

:

artd.

Our big 1906 Catalogue tells about all our Reels—Tournament Winners—all prices. Getit before
fishing begins.
Write today It’s Free.
Our book on “Bait Casting”’ goes with every Reel.

WM. H. TALBOT REEL CO., Dept.

When

Gelephone

specialties

PFLUEGER’S

A Hand-Made

5

the

If unable to secure our goods ‘from your dealer, let us
know, and we will send you some interesting information.

for Tackle

steadier than setters and will stand the chain, and

flush in their mad

patented

extra.

It’s our new ELI

yet do fair hunting.
To such a man setters are
of no earthly account.
They may
be perfect
when purchased, but one year upon the chain will
ruin them, When taken into the field for the first
few hours they will chase the wind and such

as they may

10 cents

stood

quarter of a century.
We make al! sorts of
baits, spoons, flies, snell

$2.75,
Postage,

loves a good dog but

then become exhausted, and their hunting fever
gone.
A setter needs lots of work and constant
experience in the field to keep them steady. When
hard worked and handled
by an _ experienced
sportsman, they are far superior to pointers in
endurance, style and speed, and it is the very
qualities which makes them
so valuable
when
properly handled
that makes
them
worthless

has

I am clearing out 500 Steel Rods, cork grips
only.
Bait Rods, 6%, 7%, 8% feet; Fly
Rods, g and ro feet.

only has the time to use one a few days in the
year, I say secure a pointer; they are slower and

birds

our illustrated

MFG. CO., 84 Horton Street, Bristol, Conn.

months, permitting him to run wild until he had

birds

the title of

is sent on request.

2255

writing say you

saw the ad. in ForEsT
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Cable,

WILSON
YACHT
ROWE’S WHARF,

16, Nevada, Missouri, U.S: Az

@

Wilsails,

W.

VU. C.

SILSBY

SAIL
MAKERS
aA
aA
BOSTON,

MASS.

We have furnished sails to the following prominent yachts: Constitution, Defender, Volunteer, Jubilee, Colonia,
Independence, Ailsa, Navahoe, Weetamoe, Uncle Sam, Effort, Calypso, Flirt, Ariadne, Quissetta, Constance,
Vergemere, Resolute, Chanticleer, Senta, Snapper, Raider, Little Haste, Sally VII, Chloris, and many others.

G. R. LILJVEGREN,

Gothenburg, Sweden,

Is our authorized correspondent
for all European Countries

STREAM.
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The “TVUSCARORA” Fly Rod
For

Mountain

Stream

THREE

14, 1906.

CATALOGUES

FISHING - TACKLE
and
33 SUMMER
SPORTS 3 3

Fishing.

GUN
GOODS
and
WINTER
SPORTS
No. 3537. Split Bamboo
length, 8% feet; weight,

CAMERAS,
KODAKS
and
PHOTOGRAPHIC
GOODS

Fly Rod, oxidized
434 ounces

A Customer

says:

One or all for the asking.

‘'! thought when I Beant this rod it would last Say a

day or two; however, after a hard summer’s use, during which | caught trout as large
as 3 pounds, it is straight as a die and as good as new.’

Also a full line of RODS,

LINES,

LEADERS

have everything in Guns, Fishing Tackle,
Photographic and Athletic Goods.
SUPERIOR QUALITY,
LowEsT PRICES.

FLIES.

Or if you would prefer our

Send for Trout Booklet Free on application.
Complete Catalog will be sent upon request.

WILLIAM

and

We

MILLS @ SON, 21 Park Place, New York, U. S. A.

Sole Agents

for H.

L.LEONARD

SPLIT

BAMBOO

28

Manufacturer and Dealer in

|

John Street
| New York

Fine Fishing Tackle &Sporting Goods
and ALL SOUTHERN
Gold

95

EsTABLISHED 1867.
Buffalo, 1901.—St.

Medals,

VT

TACKLE

Oo

MM

97

Fulton

and

Call and see our NEW

Bait Rods,
Special ;Best|, Steel
:
meee RE LY:
The

**Universal,”’

should own

Street,

New

TROUT

E,

Highest Award,

:

finest line dryer ever produced.

|$2.25

Every angler

Catalogue

on

receipt

St. Louis,

1904.

Gold

of 4 cents

to cover postage.

Medal,

Highest Award,

Chicago,

1893,

JULIUS

VOM

STEEL

Profits

Quick Sales

Try our

. Trout Flies
sso

Us

‘

.

Be. Re eee
bb conte” Quality B Flies
60

for an assorted

sample dozen.

Cc.

Regular price, 85 cents.
65
for an assorted dozen.
c.
Regular price, 84 cents.

Quality C Flies
Bass Flies

A

Full

for our large Catalogue.

Line’

of

81-2

Braided

foot

PLATH

price, I5c.
price, 25c.

per
per
Canoe

The
saw.

Lyman

dozen.
dozen.
RipcGE, Pa.

Targets received.
They are the best I ever
CuHarLes Kinc, Gunsmith.

FOREST AND STREAM PUB. CO., 346 Broadway, New York.

CENTER

LINE

No.

5, 4%c.

per

yard

Size

No.

4, 5%c.

per

yard

Put up.in 20-30-40-50-100

THE

H.H.

Rod-Makers’

SON,

62

Fulton

Bait

ala So

G. M. SKINNER’S
IS THE STANDARD.
Sale

by

all

Dealers

A Convenience

in

SPORTING

GOODS.

Appreciated

Ready to Serve.

yards lengths

KIFFE

-

Gold ion Cocktails
Delicious Old Blends.

CoO.

NEW YORK

NEW CATALOGUE (profusely illustrated) of all grades Fishing
Tackle, Reels, Fish Hooks, Silk Worm Gut, Flies, Artificial Baits
and ev ery requisite for anglers.

and

he gon

Bait

Size

525 BROADWAY,

is aS good as G. M. Sees
that

The demand for Gold Lion Cocktails by the Gentleman Sportsman is
such that these goods are now put up
in protected packages convenient to
pack.

A cut
REELS
and TACKLE, Snelled Hooks, .
package
Leaders, Minnow Gangs and Flies.

Fly-Tiers’

&

Yards,
Yards,

Silk Enameled Waterproof

Supplies.

Correspondence with Dealers solicited for Trade Prices.

‘CHARLES

25
50

$4.75

TACKLE CATALOGUE FREE ON APPLICATION

FISHING RODS,
Anglers send 4 cents in stamps

new

METAL

15¢, 20,22
assorted sample dozen; Quality A Flies
Regular price, 24 cents.
f

RODS

10 foot Fly and

BODY

For Trial—Send

LYMAN’S

RAPID FOR
FIRING
TARGETS
RIFLES.

For

HOFE,

No. 351 South Fifth Street,
Brooklyn, N. Y.
All genuine reels bear my name.
No branch store in any city. Send for catalogue.
A reel with good bearings and screws, oiled once a year, isa
durable, well running reel.

SILK

WM.

When a dealer says that some other Spoon

1857

Sold for $3.50.

Small

We have our own repair shop and do all
repairs to guns and fishing tackle.

York.

A Patent Fishing Reel, made of hard sheet metal, with an automatic drag
spool 34 inch diameter. holding 200 yds. ofline, winding line as fast as a mult
and has more power.
The automatic drag, when fish is running, allows no slack
line.

277 and 279 Wabash Avenue,
35, 37 and 39 Van Buren Street,
CHICAGO,
ILL.

ELY REEL.

Cork Grip, 6, O% 7, 74 ft.
9-10 feet

ESTABLISHED
Medal,

1904.

EXCLUSIVELY.

one.

126-Page

Gold

Louis,

HOF

GOODS

VON LENGERKE & ANTOINE

RODS.

THOS. J. CONROY
TARPON, TUNA

SPORTING

St., New

York.

of the Gold Lion Waresevery
of the genuine.

Seven vanedeee

Manhattan, Vermouth, Dry Gin, Whiskey, Tom Gin
Martini and the American.
To be had in. glass only—Large and small bottles.
At retares Cafés, Drug Stores and wherever liquors
are so
THE COOK & BERNHEIMER CO.,
Makers, New York.
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NEW

Terms, $3 a Year. 10 Cts. a Copy. t
Six Months, $1.50.

The object of this journal will be to studiously
promote a healthful interest in outdoor recreation, and to cultivate a refined taste for natural
objects.

Announcement in first number of
Forest AND STREAM, Aug. 14, 1873.

THE

SQUAWMAN.

THE account of life “In the Lodges of the
Blackfeet,” that is now appearing in ForEST AND
StrEAM, has attracted much attention.
From
many

parts

of

the

United

States,

from

Great

Britain and from the Philippine Islands, we have
had inquiries about it, and have been asked by
people, who

had heard of the tale without

seeing

it, where the book is for sale and what is its
price.
To the old-time dweller on the plains the truth
of the descriptions of the buffalo land and its
wild inhabitants appeals most strongly.
The
ethnologist who has studied the mind of primitive man,

and

above

all he who

has

lived

with

Indians, recognizes that here is a tale told by one
who knows the Indian of the tribe he is describing better than the Indian knows himself.
The
notable characteristics of the story, which call
out the sympathies of the reader most strongly,
are its truthfulness, its humanity, and its simplicity.
The story portrays the true life of the Indian,
his social intercourse, his true ethical standards
and his true human nature, all of which vary
from those of the white man in the matter of degree only, and in comparison

with certain known

classes of the white man such comparison is distinctly in favor of the Indian.
For many years now the term squawman—
by which is meant a white man who lives with or
is married to an Indian woman—has
been a
superficial term of reproach, most used by persons who are as ignorant of Indians as they are

of the white men who have married Indian women, and so without real meaning.
Those who
use it know that the term is one of prejudice and
reproach, but do not know why it is so. It is a
good thing that at last a squawman has arisen
who has the power to tell a faithful story of the
life led by a white man with an Indian wife in
the camps, in the trading posts and in the settlements. The old time squawman was just as good
—and just as bad—as the man who had a white
wife, or as he who had no wife at all. The bad
meaning that the word has come to have, arose

no doubt from the few cases occurring in modern
times where a white man has married an Indian
wife, for the purpose of securing her share in
the tribal property, or of being supported by her.
But this is something that occurs every day in
the centers of our highest civilization.
;
The old-time man who married into a tribe of
wild Indians was entitled to just as much respect and consideration as his daily life showed
was his due. In the fact that he had married an
Indian

woman

there was

no

reproach.
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nected with it was the presence on the platform
at the launch of Charles H. Haswell, the first
engineer

of the United

States

Navy,

who

worked with Robert Fulton in perfecting the old
Claremont

after

her

launching.

Mr.

Haswell

is

now ninety-seven years old, and is assistant engineer of the Board of Estimate and Apportionment
of New York city,
Not so many years ago he wrote a book entitled “Reminiscences of an Octogenarian,’ which

tells of New

York

years

last

of

the

city as it was
century.

In

in the early

this

volume

he

speaks of the good English snipe shooting along
Broadway

about

Forty-sixth

street,

of

wood-

cock shooting at Fifth avenue

and Thirty-second

street, and

between

and

in the low

Twenty-third

avenues.

He

ground

streets

and

tells of the

Sixth

snipe

Sixteenth

and

shooting

Ninth
on

the

Lispenard Meadows and how it used to be a common

thing in the shooting

season

to see men

rying their guns and followed by
walking north through Broadway,
street

or

the

Bowery

on

their

car-

their dogs
Greenwich

way

to their

su-

burban shooting grounds.
It is but a short time since the death of Mr.
John Treat Irving who

in the year

1834 made

an

expedition to the villages of the Pawnees in what
was

then the uttermost

west.

So closely are we

to-day connected with the events of what is actually a distant past.
THE
AN

FORESTS
important

MAKE
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feature of the work
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New York.

Adirondacks, the issue of a single Sunday news-
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On Saturday, March 31, at Newburgh, N. Y.,
the largest steel hull ever launched on the Hudson was put into the water.
This was the new
boat, Hendrik Hudson, of the Albany Day Line.
The event was a notable one for many people,
but to sportsmen the most interesting thing con-

chief
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MATTER.
of the forest

paper in New
the destruction

York must then have called for
of nearly 10,000 trees such as de-

scribed, to make the paper on which. that edition
of the publication was printed.
It appears that within the last six years there
has been an increase in the consumption of wood
for the manufacture of pulp of over fifty per cent.,

and

the drain

upon

the forests

caused

by this

industry alone can thus be estimated.
Many experimenters are endeavoring to discover some substitute for wood in the manufacture of paper, but as yet without success.

BEASES

SOP

@PREY
“ON
SERVES,

FOREST

KE-

In and on the borders of some of the forest
reserves of the West where cattle range, the

depredations
long

been

of wolves

and mountain

troublesome.

The

lions have

stockmen

are

ginning to protest against these depredations

be-

to

the forest service of the Department of Agriculture, and to ask for protection.
Like a large pro~portion of the citizens of this country, they be-

lieve that a paternal Government
seeds for the garden, should
tion for the herds.
There is
request of the stockmen than
many other classes of our

which furnishes

furnish also protecmore reason in the
in those voiced by
population, for the

stockmen pay a fee to the United States Government for the privilege of grazing on the forest
reserves.
The Forest
these requests

Service
of the

recognizes the justice of
stockmen and has begun

an investigation of the question of putting down
these beasts of prey. John Goff, a mountain lion
hunter of Colorado, who some years ago acted as
guide for President Roosevelt, has been hired to

hunt lions in the Shoshone
lowstone

Reserve

division of the Yel-

in Montana,

and more

recently

service is the gathering of statistics to show what

Mr. Vernon Bailey, Chief Field Naturalist of the

becomes

Biological Survey, has been temporarily transferred to the Forest Service in order that he may
study the wolf question.
Mr. Bailey is,one of the
first authorities on wild animals, and a better
man for the work could not have been secured.

of the forest products.

the amount

of wood

consumed

An

inquiry

ture of pulp for making paper for the year
shows an extraordinary state of things.

It appears
mills

wood.

used

into

in the manufac1905

that 159 firms controlling 232 pulp
in 1905

more

Of this wood

than

more

3,000,000

cords

of

than 2,000,000 cords

was spruce, 1,500,000 being domestic and 600,000
cords imported. Hemlock came next with 370,000
cords, and poplar next with 296,000 cords.
It has been computed that about a cord and a
half of wood is required to make a ton of news
paper and the ton of news paper will print about

9,000 copies of an eight-page paper. A tree sixty
feet high and ten inches in diameter at breast
height is said to contain only a little more than
one-eighth of a cord of merchantable pulp wood.
When

one

considers

that in some

of the largest

cities a single newspaper may consume 800 or 900
tons of paper for one edition, it can be seen how
rapidly the trees must

be swept away.

In a case

cited by the Association for the Protection of the

The depredations of the mountain
less

than

important

those

lion are far

of the timber

wolves,

which in old times gained an easy living from the
buffalo herds, and whose depredations on the stock
range have been well known to all cattlemen.

Trapping, poisoning, hunting with dogs and
bounties have all failed in the past to do more
than to keep down their numbers, but it may well
enough be that Mr, Bailey’s studies will result
in the discovery

of some

new

means

of dealing

with the wolf, which may save the herds of the
cattlemen.

and

must

stockmen

The

be

lion

and

destroyed.

must

be protected

the

The

wolf

are

vermin,

interests

of the

and the Forest

Ser-

vice will do everything in its power to this end.
Against organized effort these wild creatures
must

pass

away.
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Ashton, “try your rifle; shoot
the third from the leader.”

that young

[APRIL 14, 1906.

cow,

The band turned, when about a hundred yards
The

Attack

on

the

Hunters.

After a couple of days camp

was

moved

out

to the Marias, in the bottom opposite the mouth
of Black Coulée.
Sarvis
berries
were
very
plentiful all along the river, and the women
gathered large quantities of them to dry for
winter use.
Ashton had not yet fired a shot
from his new rifle, so one afternoon I prevailed
upon him to go for a hunt.
I had some diffculty, however, in getting him out.
He seemed
to have no interest in anything, passing most
of the time on his couch, smoking, smoking, and
abstractedly refilling hs pipe and smoking again.
right.
The
women
were
Never-Laugh
was
sorely grieving about something.
I wished that
I could find a way to make him forget it. whatever the trouble was.
We climbed on to our horses, crossed the river
and rode northward, near enough to the Black
Coulée to look down into it occasionally.
Game
was not very plentiful, for the hunters had
driven the most of the herds back toward the

Sweet

Grass

Hills.

However,

we

saw

some

antelope here and there, several small bands of
buffalo, with occasionally a lone old bull.
We
rode out five or six miles, and then down into
the coulée to water our horses at a pool we
saw in the bottom.
It was a shallow, narrow
stretch of water, about fifty yards in length, and
I was surprised to see that the willows bordering its eastern side had been cut in considerable
quantity by beavers.
On the western side, there
was a clay slope of twenty or thirty feet, up to
a high cut bank, and in the base of this bank
was a deep, dark, low cavern, in which the
beavers lived.
Judging by the various sized
footprints about, a whole family of them lived
there.
I never before, nor since, found these
animals in such a place.
There was no water
between this pool and the river, some miles
distant; the pool was not deep enough to wholly
cover them.
But most unusual of all was the
fact that they lived in a cave, the entrance to
which was some distance from and above the
pool.
There were three or four old lodge poles
lying nearby, and I tried to ascertain the depth
of the cave with one of them, but failed.
I
found, however, that the roof of it sloped down
so near the floor, that nothing larger than a

fox could

get

into the uttermost

recesses.

<A

fox, even a red one, would go hungry a long
time
before
trying
to make
a meal
of a

beaver.
Before

seen

descending

into

a few head of buffalo

the

coulée

feeding

we

had

on the op-

posite side of it, and while we loitered at the
pool they came in sight at the top of the slope,
breaking into a trot and finally on a ’lope, hurry-

ing down

for water.

“Now,

then,’

I said to

away, in order to come into the bottom of the
coulée above the cut bank, and where this particular animal swung broadside to us, he threw
his gun up and, without a noticeable pause to
sight the arm, sent a bullet into the right place,
just back of the shoulder.
Blood streamed from
its nostrils almost at the crack of the gun, and
after “loping on a short distance, it suddenly
stopped and then sank to the ground.
“That
was a fine shot,’ I remarked.
“You have evi-

of the

entrail

became

the

outside,

and

conse-

quently the rich fat was encased with the meat.
Both ends of the case were then securely tied,
and the long sausage-like thing placed on the
coals to roast, the cook constantly turning and
moving it around to prevent its burning.
After
about twenty
minutes
on the coals, it was

dropped

into a pot of boiling water for five or

ten minutes

more,

and was

then ready to serve.

In my estimation, and in that of all who have
tried it, this method of cooking meat is the
best of all, for the securely tied case confines all
the juices of the meat.
The Blackfeet call this

dently handled the rifle before.”

Crow

“Yes,” he said, “I used to shoot a good deal in
the Adirondacks,
and in Maine
and
Nova
Scotia:
We led our horses over to the fallen buffalo,
and I bled it, then set it up to cut out the boss
ribs, Ashton standing by watching the way I did
it. “Ill not kill another one,” he said, more to
himself than to me.
“It doesn’t seem right to
take the life of such a magnificent animal.”
“Well,” I remarked, “there isn’t a bit of fresh
meat in the lodge.
I don’t know what the
women would say were we to return without

how to prepare and cook the dish.
It remains
for some enterprising city cook to give it an
English name, and open a place where it will be

entrail,

as

they learned

from

that tribe

the main feature of the food. Ill guarantee that
all the lovers of good things in the town will
flock to him.

A day or two later, in pursuance
to get Ashton

out more

to be ill, and

then

of my plan

frequently, I pretended

Nat-ah’-ki

told him,

I in-

terpreting, that the meat was all gone, and unless he went out and killed something, we would

go hungry to bed.

He appealed to me to find a

some.”

substitute

offering

“Oh! we must eat, of course,” he agreed; “but
I don’t care to kill any more of these noble
animals.
Somehow I’ve lost all pleasure in hunt-

cartridges, and also pay the hunter, and Natah’-ki was sent out to find some one.
But I
had posted her, and she presently returned with

ing.

a very sad expression in her face, and reported
that no one could be found to go; that all who
could were already gone to hunt.

Hereafter

I'll loan some

Indian

my rifle,

and he can furnish my share of the meat.
That
can be done, I presume?”
I told. him that he could probably make some
such arrangement.
I didn’t tell him though, that
I would see that he got out and rustled some
himself.
I wanted to wake him up; to get him
out of the trance he was in. There is nothing
so conducive to good mental health as plenty
of fatiguing work or exercise.
When we returned home with the boss ribs
and the tongue, and several other parts of the
animal which I had surreptitiously cut out and

hurriedly placed in the sack

I especially carried

for them, I took pains to relate what a fine shot
my friend had made.
The women praised him
highly, all of which I translated, and the Crow
Woman told him that if she was not already his
mother, so to speak, she would like to be his
wife, for then she would be sure to have plenty
of meat and skins.
Ashton smiled, but made

no answer.
We had a dish
which

my

for supper

that evening

askance,

at

as I had done

when I first saw it, and then, after tasting it, he ate
it all, and looked around for more, as I also had

to furnish

rifle and

“Well, then,” said our friend, “if that is the
case, there’s no need of my going out. I'll buy
some meat of them when they return.”
I thought that I had failed after all in my little
plan, but Nat-ah’-ki came to the rescue, as soon
as I told her what he had decided to do.

“Tell him,” she said, “that I did not think he
wished to bring shame upon this lodge. If he
buys meat, the whole camp will laugh and jeer
at me, and say, what a useless man

she has got.

He can’t kill enough meat to supply his lodge.
His friend has to buy it to keep all from
starving.”
Ashton jumped up at once when he heard that.

“Where’s my horse?” he asked. “If that is the
way they look at it, why, I’ve got to hunt. Send
for the horse.”
to

friend looked

for him,

I saw him off with Weasel Tail, whom I told
make a wide circle that would require the

whole day.

And a long day they certainly had,

returning home after sunset.
JI had also instructed the Indian to lose his gun caps—where

he could

conveniently

done.
I had brought in the little sack, among
other things, a few feet of a certain entrail which

Ashton

is always streaked or covered with soft, snowywhite fat. This Nat-ah’-ki washed thoroughly
and then stuffed with finely-chopped tenderloin,
and stuffed it in such a manner that the inside

very tired, and hungry

and
and
filled

had

been

they brought
instead

went to sleep.

but

to

them
do

again.
the

in plenty of meat.

of smoking

his pipe

find

obliged

once

So

shooting,

He

was

and thirsty that evening,

innumerable

times, he

after

and

eating,

then

From that day on, for a time, he

FOREST
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had to do all the hunting.
JI remained ill, or
hurt my leg, or my horse was missing, so I
couldn’t go out. And it was truly wonderful the
amount of meat we used. Nat-ah’-ki carried out
quantities of it every day, and gave it to the
needy ones of the camp, widows and others who
had no one to hunt for them.
But I did not
remain in camp, because of this. As soon as
Ashton and his hunting partner, either Weasel
Tail or some other friend, had departed, I would
go berrying with the women, or Nat-ah’-ki and
I would saddle up and have a ride somewhere
in a direction opposite to that in which they
were traveling.
But for all his hard work, I
could not see that Ashton became any more
cheerful.

The improvement

was that he had less

when

there

riders

AND

suddenly

tearing

down

valley, and the camp

ment.
their

One
robes,

Twice

the camp

was

moved,

each

time

a few

gone,

we

had plenty

of meat.

I sent

him, and

thereby changed the course of his whole life.
Why, he might be living to-day had be remained in camp that morning.
Looking back
at it all, I don’t know whether to blame myself
or not.

Ashton and Weasel Tail rode away.
The
women began to pack up, getting out their parfleches and filling them with their store of
berries

and

dried

meats.

It was

about

noon,

and I had just signed to Nat-ah’-ki I was hungry,

a

north

began

number

to hum

making

the

sign

of

the

I killed one of the enemy before I got on my
horse, and another one a little later.
And I’m

with excite-

glad I did, I just wish I could have killed them

slope

or two of the riders were
for the

of

waving
“enemy.”

run for their horses.
Down into the camp
the little bunch of riders, and a moment

came
later

Ashton rode up beside me.
He had a young
girl in front of him, whom he dropped into Natah’-ki’s outstretched

cited, his dark

eyes

arms.

He

was

fairly shone,

terribly ex-

and he said

over and over again, “The cowards!
Oh, the
cowards! But I killed two of them, yes, I got
two.

$9.

The

girl was

crying, wailing:

REMAINS

miles further down the river. The berry season
was about over, and the women began to talk of
returning to Fort Benton, having gathered and
dried all the fruit they needed.
We had been
out about six weeks, and I also was ready to
return, as I was sure that Berry would be there
awaiting us. We had a talk, a little council of
our own one evening, and decided to move in
the following day but one. Was it preordained
that I should send Ashton out for a last hunt
the morning before our departure? If I had not
done so—but I did. You shall learn in time
what was the result of it. He needn't have

appeared

the

585

Men and boys grabbed lariats and started on the

From

time to think, for he was generally sound asleep
by eight or nine o’clock.

STREAM.

OF

OLD

a photograph

FORT

taken

“My

mother,

all.

“Well,

they

followed

us

quite a long ways,

perhaps two miles, but we managed to stop them
finally, or perhaps they thought they had better
not venture too near to our camp.
One of
them creased me, didn’t he?
Well, he will not
do any more shooting.
I got him.
He just
tumbled off his horse on his head, and flopped

over flat on the ground.

The girl?

They shot

her horse, but before it fell I reached over and
lifted her on to mine.
After that I couldn’t
handle my rifle, or I might have done better.
I'll tell you what, old man, if ’twasn’t for those

BENTON.
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my father,’ she kept repeating, “both dead, both
killed.”
:

poor scalped
plain, I would

corpses lying out there on
say that it was great sport.”

the

There was a great commotion in camp; men
were saddling horses, calling wildly for their
weapons, mounting and riding away out on to
the plain in an ever-increasing stream.
Ashton
dismounted and I saw that his left trouser leg was

Owing to the ensuing stiffness and soreness
of Ashton’s leg, we deferred for a few days our
departure from the camp.
A Piegan who had

soaked with blood.

been wounded

He limped into the lodge,

and I followed and undressed him; there was
a long, open bullet furrow just below the hip.
“Tt was this way,” he told me, while I washed

and bandaged

the wound,

“Weasel

Tail and

I

overtook a party of hunters three or four miles
out, and traveled on with them.
Some had their

women along, to help skin and bring in what
they killed, I suppose.
In a little while we
sighted a fine herd of buffalo, approached them,
and had a good run, the party killing something
hké twenty of them.
We were butchering the
animals when something like fifty riders appeared
from
God knows
where,
and commenced shooting at us. We were only seven or
eight men, not strong enough to stand them off,
but we partly held them in check, while the
women got their horses, and we all lit out for
home—that
is, all but three, two men and a
woman, who had been killed at the first fire.

Never-Laughs

Goes

East.

in the fight on the previous day

died during the night.
The attacking party
proved to be Assinaboines, and in all they lost

seven of their number, the pursuing party which
left our

camp

overtaking

and

killing

two

who

were riding slow horses.
Nat-ah’-ki constituted herself protector and
guardian of the orphan.
The girl had two aunts,
sisters of her dead mother,
but they were
married to a Blackfoot and were far away in the
north.
In the Piegan camp she had not a re-

maining relative. She was a shy, quiet slip of
a girl, about thirteen or fourteen years of age.
Just now she was more than usually quiet, never
speaking except to answer a question, silently
crying most of the time.
Nat-ah’-ki remodelled

some

of her own

Woman
dressed

clothes

for her.

The

Crow

gave her a shawl.
When she appeared
in a neat calico dress, her hair nicely

braided and bound with a deep red ribbon, even
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Ashton’s
very

zsthetic sense was pleased.

comely

Whatever

girl,” he remarked.

will become

“She is a

“Poor

thing!

them

that the girl was

free to go, or remain,

and then the latter would say that they were
all very kind, but she preferred to stay where
she was for a time.

When

I told Ashton

what these visitors were

asking, he seemed to be surprised, and said that
he had rather doubted my view of their kind-

liness and charity.

He sat silently musing and

smoking a long time and then, more in the way
of a joke than seriously, told me to say to the
girl that as he had saved her from the Assinaboines, he thought that she belonged to him;
that he was now her father, as it were.
But
this was
no joke to her; she took it very
seriously indeed, and replied:
“I know it: he
is now my chief; I take his words.”
This unexpected
answer
certainly surprised
Ashton, and made him very thoughtful.
In about a week we packed up and moved in
to the fort, Nat-ah’-ki’s uncle accompanying us
to drive the horses back to the herd, as we had
no way of caring for them.
We ought to have
remained longer in the camp, for the ride reopened Ashton’s wound, and retarded his complete recovery.
After reaching the fort, he kept
pretty close to his lounge for a couple of weeks,
and the young orphan waited on him, highly
pleased when she could save him a few steps.
To pass the time, he taught her simple English
words, and short sentences.
It was really laughable sometimes to hear her mix them up, as
for instance, when she would say, “The cow he is
water drink.”
But we didn’t laugh, for if we
had, there would
have been an end to the
lessons.
Many a promising Indian scholar has
been lost by the thoughtless ridicule of his
teacher.

Berry returned to the fort a day or two after
we arrived,
and we began to plan for the
winter's trade and to make lists of the goods
needed.
Whether we should make a camp trade,
or build a post, and at what point, would depend entirely on the Indians’ plans for the
winter.
Ashton
intended
to winter with us
wherever we went, but one day he received a
letter that changed his plans.
He did not tell

us more

than the fact that it was necessary for

him to return to the States soon.
In fact, he
had never spoken of his affairs, nor his family.
All we knew was that he had proved to be a

good

companion,

a man

of kindly

nature,

a

wholly dependable man.
“I am not very inquisitive, I hope,” said Berry
to me; “but I’d just like to know what our
friend’s trouble is, what he is always grieving

about,

and

what

it is that

back.
It’s plain to be seen
to go.”

causes

to go

that he doesn’t want

I felt as Berry did, but no more

I say anything to Ashton

him

than he could

about it.

STREAM.

Several steamboats were yet to arrive before
the close of the season, and he deferred his de-
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out

into

the

stream,

slowly

turned,

and

then

gregated in the front room, the conversation
turned to his impending departure, and he said

swiftly disappeared around the bend. We went
thoughtfully home.
“T do not like it at all,’ said the Crow Woman.
“What have we to do with white peoples’ ways

that he would

and

parture.

of her?”

“Well,’
I reminded
him,
“this
is not
a
civilized community;
she would be welcomed
and provided for by any and every family in the
camp.”
Such was, indeed, the case.
Many a woman
came to our lodge and asked that the girl might
live with her, each one saying that the mother
had been her particular friend, or that her own
daughter was the friend and playmate of the
orphan, and for that reason she wished to give
the lone one a home.
Nat-ah’-ki invariably told

AND

One

evening,

return

when

we

were

to us as soon

all con-

as possible;

if not sometime during the winter, then by the
first boat in the spring.
‘And now,” he continued, “say this to my little girl; tell her that I
wish to take her
down there with
where kind black
and teach her to
many other good

with me, and put her in school
a lot of other nice little girls,
robe women will care for her,
read, and write, and sew, and
and useful things.”

This proposition

certainly surprised

Berry and

me, and when it had been interpreted, the women
were
simply lost in astonishment...
A long
silence ensued; we all waited for the girl to
speak; all certain that she would refuse to leave

us.

We

were

still

more

astonished,

if that

were possible, when she at last replied that she
would go. And then she ran to Nat-ah’-ki, hid
her face in her Jap, and cried.
We men got
our hats and strolled out.

“T have been thinking of this for some time,”
Ashton said to us, after we had sat down on
the river bank and lighted our pipes.
“I am
curious to know what effect a really first-class
education will have upon the girl, and what use

she will make

of it.

Do

you

think

it a good

“God only knows,’
Berry replied.
make her very unhappy; it certainly

“It may
will if, in

plan?”
,

spite of high education and all accomplishments,
the whites shall still avoid and despise her because she is an Indian.
Again, it might make of
her a noble and useful woman.
I advise you to
try it, anyway.”

“But, Berry, old man!” I exclaimed, “the white
people do not despise Indians.
On the other
hand, I am sure that they highly
of them who are really men.”

respect

those

“LT guess I know what they think, what they
do,’ he rejoined.
“I am only half Indian, but I
have been abused by them in my time.”
“Who
were ‘They,’” I.asked.
“Were they
men fairly representative of the white people?
Or were they the ignorant and low down ones?”

He acknowledged that he had ever been kindly
and

respectfully

“Well,”
with me.

treated

by the former

Ashton concluded, “The
I'll take her to St. Louis

class.

girl goes
and place

her in some good institution, preferably one
managed by the Sisters. All that money can pay
for shall be done for her; moreover, I'll make

my will and provide for her in case of my death.
I'd rather she should have what I leave, than
anyone else.”
Early one morning we went to the levee to
see them off. On the previous evening the girl
had cried bitterly while the few things that we
could provide for her were being packed, and

Nat-ah’-ki

told her that if she did not wish to

leave us, she need not do so, that Never-Laughs
would not think of taking her away against her
will.
The girl replied that she would do as he

wished.

‘He

saved me,” she said; “and

I be-

long to him.
I know that he means well.”
The boat had steamed up, the whistle blew.
and the passengers went aboard.
The young
one was very quiet, and dry-eyed.
She followed
Ashton up the gang-plank, shawl thrown over

her head

and

they went

up on the upper deck.

partly

concealing

her

face, and

The boat drew

learning?

The

Sun

gave

us

these

plains,

and these mountains and rivers, the buffalo and
the deer. They are all we need.”
“You speak truth,’ old Mrs. Berry said to
her. “Yet I am glad that my son went down to

the far white men’s country, for what he learned
there is of use. He can make their writing and
read it. He is a trader, knowing how to buy
and sell.
He is above
to him for advice.”

the chiefs, for they come,

“IT think,” I said, “that I ought to have sent
Nat-ah’-ki

along with them.”

“Just hear him!’’ she cried, seizing me by the
shoulder and pushing me out of the trail. “As
if he couldn’t teach me himself.
But he will

not, although I have asked him to do so more
than a hundred times.”
That was
regretted,

always

rather

her inability to speak English.

one

thing Nat-ah’-ki

I did

not teach it to her, for I early realized that she
would never be able to master some of our consonants, especially b, f, 1 and r, the sounds of
which are wholly foreign to the Blackfoot
language.

Rather

than

hear

her

speak

our

tongue incorrectly, I preferred that she should
not speak it at all. And then, I spoke her
language,

more

and more

fluently as time went

by, and I thought that we were sufficient unto
ourselves.
I did not think that we would ever
be much in the company of white people, especially white women.
The majority of the
latter, those who lived upon the frontier, hated
the Indian women, especially those, married to
white men, and equally they hated, despised, the
whites who had married them, and lost no opportunity to show

their ill will.

Berry keenly realized this, and at times was
actually sick at heart over the slights, real and
imagined,

but

mostly

the

latter,

put

upon

him.

Once, and once only—it was soon after Ashton’s
departure with his protégé—he told me of an
experience he had gone through, which, I think,
was in many ways the most peculiar and pathetic
one I ever heard.
It so burned itself into my
memory that I can repeat it word for word as
he related 1t.
“When I was only a child,” he said, “I can
remember my father frequently mentioning the
property,

a farm, he owned

he left the service
pany,

he

became

in Missouri.

of the American
an

independent

After

Fur Comtrader,

and

made almost yearly trips to St. Louis to dispose
of his furs.
He gradually made longer and.
longer

stays

down

there,

and

finally

gave

up

trading altogether, remaining down on his farm,
and

visiting

us only occasionally.

Young

as

I

was, I had a great desire to become a trader
myself, and worked hard for the men with whom
he successively placed me, beginning with Major
Dawson, the company’s factor
himself, as well as the clerks,
me, and they all helped me when
was trying to read and write.

here.
Dawson
seemed to like
they saw that I
If I do say it, I

believe that I made pretty rapid progress, more
rapid that my

father

thought

I would.

He

in-

tended, when the time came, to send me to
school in the States.
“There came a time when he had been away
from

us for two

years,

and my

friends

thought
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that they would take the matter
hands

and send me

into their own

to a school they knew

in St. Joe, Missouri.

They gave

me

about

a pocket

ful of money, and shipped me on a batteau which
pulled out early in September.
The fare down,
by the way, was three hundred dollars, but I was
dead-headed through.
It was a long and tedious

trip, especially

in the lower

part of the river,

where the current was slow and head winds
delayed us.
We arrived in St. Joe late in the

fall, and I went at once to the place selected for
me,

a

boarding

school

day scholars. Right
While a few of my

which

also

took

in

there my troubles began:
schoolmates liked me and

were very kind, the most of them abused me and
made fun of me, calling me ‘low down Injun’
and many other names which hurt. I stood it as
long as I could, until, in fact, they began calling
‘me coward. Me a coward, when I'd already been
in two battles where men were killed, and done
my share of the shooting!
Well, when they

calledme a coward,

I just waded

in and gave

three or four of them a good pounding,
I was in no way used to that style of
After that they left me alone, but all
they hated me.
“T had not written my father where

although
fighting.
the same
I was, as

I had planned a little surprise for him.

When

the Christmas vacation came, I started to pay
him a visit.
I went for some distance on a
train, and thought that a grand experience.
Then I got on a stage, and one evening was set

down a couple of miles from his home.

I went

AND

STREAM.

on, inquiring my way, and about dusk I came
in sight of his house, a very nice, trim, white-

painted one, surrounded by fine fruit and other
trees.
Some one was coming along the road,
and I saw that it was my father.
When he
recognized me,
he ran
and threw
his arms
around me, and kissed me, and said that he
loved me best of all. I didn’t understand what

he meant

by best

of all, but I soon

learned.

After asking me all manner of questions, how I
had come, how my mother and all his friends
were, he stood silent for some little time, lean-

ing on

my

shoulder,

and

then

he said:

‘My

boy, I hoped you would never learn what I
have to say, at least not until after my death.
But now I must tell you all:
In that house
yonder is a woman to whom I am married, and

there are a boy and a girl, our children.

I can

introduce you there only as a friend, as the son
of an old-time Montana friend. Oh, shame on me
that I have to say such a thing! Will you come?”
“*Ves,’ I said, ‘I will go with you,’ and we
went in.
“She was a very kind woman that, and the
children, younger than I, were, as well as she,
very good to me.
I couldn’t help but like them,
and at the same time I felt very sad about it
all.
I believe that I cried about it nights after

I had gone to my room and to bed.
“My father and I had many talks in private,
and he told me over and over again that he
loved me best; that I was first in his thoughts.
Of course, I could not remain there long; the
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situation was too trying.
In the last talk we
had there, he asked me if I intended to tell my
mother what I had learned, and I replied that
I had no intention of doing so.
And so we
parted, and I returned to school.
To this day
my mother does not know anything about his
other life.
He comes and stays with us, sometimes for a whole summer, and she loves him so,
that I am sure it would kill her to learn what
he has done, as it would also kill the other
woman to know it. And he is my father.
I love
him, too.
I cannot do anything but love him,
no matter what he has done.”
I may add that the old gentleman was true to
his word.
So long as he was able, he continued to visit his Montana son and wife, and

when

he died, we

found that his will, executed

several years previous to the time Berry visited
him, bequeathed the greater part of his property
to the first and favorite son.
He was a man of
good education, and interested in everything that
pertained to the west.
He entered the service
of the American
Fur Company
when it was
organized in 1822 or 1823, and rose to be one
of its prominent factors. For many years he kept
a diary of the daily occurrences in his active
life, which included much regarding the Indians
he met, their customs and traditions.
He was
preparing them for publication when they were
destroyed in a fire which burned down his house.
That was a loss which many of us regret.
WALTER B. ANDERSON.
[TO BE CONTINUED. |

INA\ URAL IEUISTIORY
Pennsylvania Weasels.
In an article in your issue of March 3 Mr.
Joseph Kalbfus, in criticising my article on
weasels in ForEST AND

STREAM

of Feb.

10, begins

by saying that it “seems to me strange that anyone should attempt to make statements so easily
refuted,’ and ends by declaring “I think, therefore, it would be well for the gentleman writing
the article in your issue of Feb. Io to investigate

a little more thoroughly before attempting to defend the weasel.
his investigations

I would suggest that he make
in a country where the weasel

will have a chance to kill game or poultry, and
I would like to hear from him after such investi-

or poultry, but give my experience of over sixty
years, and what I have been able to learn by extensive inquiry of others, and I feel sure that in
Maine they do very little harm to either game or
poultry or to birds of any kind.
There are in the country immediately back of
us a great many persons who keep large flocks
of hens, both for the eggs and to raise chickens
for market.
I have never kept poultry myself,

but

have often had from 50 to 100 setting.

since

reading

Mr.

Kalbfus’

article,

I have

made inquiry as to their experience with weasels
of those living in several towns who have kept
large flocks for many years.
The first man had a
large flock; Jet them run loose; lived only twenty
yards from edge of woods, and once killed a mink

in his barn, but never had a hen killed by either

As the gentleman has invited me to reply I
will do, so.
First, as to my investigating more thoroughly
as to killing game.
If Mr. Kalbfus had read my

mink or weasel.
No. 2, a farmer over fifty years
old, lived where he was born.
They had always
kept a large flock of poultry, were about 100 yards
from woods; had never known a weasel to touch
a chicken; had once killed a mink in the act of
killing a hen, though his house was about a mile
from the nearest water.
No. 3 was sixty years
old, always kept a large flock running loose near
woods.
He remembered that when a boy something supposed to be a weasel had killed three

had

never

known

one

of them

to find either a

grouse or a rabbit killed by a weasel. I will now
say that I have traveled our woods for over sixty
years, and, being for many years a large buyer
of furs, have seen a great many hunters and have
yet to see the man who ever saw any game killed
by weasels.
I have never known one to kill
young birds or to destroy eggs, while I have seen

red squirrels do it and have been told of the same
by others who also had seen them in the act. We
have a great abundance of rabbits—great north-

ern

hares—and

plentiful.

rabbits.

We

until
do

not

lately
have

ruffed
quail

grouse
nor

were

cottontail

I do not say that weasels never kill game

bloodthirtsty but are

able to contain so much more.
The Mr. Hugh
Malloy, whom he quotes, states that in the last
twenty-five years he has killed more than 1,700
weasels.
This is an average of sixty-eight each
year for twenty-five years.
In setting traps in
Maine for nearly twice that time I have only
about forty. One fall my partner and I had over
300 traps set on six different townships and I

gation is ended.”

article carefully he would see that I stated I had
observed weasels for many years, had employed
men who had worked in the woods in the aggregate at least 50,000 days, which is 137 years, and

and not only so much more

small chickens.

No. 4, who lives in another town,

raises chickens for market; sells from 150 to 200
yearly; has been in business thirteen years; lives
with woods near on two sides.
Has trouble with

rats

and

had

killed

many

of them;

has

never

been troubled by weasels and never knew of anyone who was.
All my inquiries confirm my belief that in Maine weasels seldom trouble poultry

or game of any kind,
In reading Mr. Kalbfus’ article, I am surprised
to find that the Pennsylvania weasels are so
much more numerous than they are in Maine,

Ifa man

in Maine should catch five or six weasels in a
fall in his mink and sable traps, we should call
it a large catch.
However, I will not dispute his
statement as it seems as likely to be truthful as
several other statements which precede it. But
the statement of this same Mr. Malloy as to the
capacity of Pennsylvania weasels surprises me.
He says: “In 1903 one weasel killed for Matheas
Schwobe, 3d, Freeland, Pa., in one might nineteen full-grown Leghorn chickens.
I took the
chickens home and cooked them, the weasel having drawn every particle of blood
frotn each
body.”
I have quoted this word for word, but
the italics are mine. I asked Mr. Oscar Fickert,
one of the largest poultry dealers in Bangor, who
handles many thousands yearly, as to how much
blood he judged a full-grown Leghorn would
have.
His estimate was four ounces.
Now, if in
order to be sure and put it low enough, we call
it half that, or two ounces,
this for nineteen
chickens makes
thirty-eight
ounces
that these
nineteen chickens contained, and it is expressly
stated that the weasel drew out every particle.
While some weasels are larger than others, our
weasels average about four ounces, so that a
Pennsylvania weasel can contain at one time over
nine and one-half times his own weight.
This
would be equal to a man weighing 150 pounds
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eating 1,425 pounds at one meal. I have heard
of a pig which ate a bucketful and when picked
up and put inside the bucket did not half fill it;
but that is nothing to these weasels.

Wishing to be fair in the matter, I asked Mr.

William

raises

White,

chickens

of

Brewer,

for the

himself; has killed
reply was:
“Well,

great deal
gill.

would measure

judgment.

and

kills

He

them

some 150 this season.
His
a chicken does not have a

of blood;

I don’t

his

market

know

I should
what

set it at about a

it would

about a gill.”

Now

weigh,

but it

fers from

the northern

home in the water, and its feet, as in the marsh

hare, are but thinly clothed with fur.
It is noticed that the tracks of both these water hares

made in soft:earth leave distinct impressions of
the individual toes and nails. The swamp hare
runs with great swiftness,
and when
pursued
usually takes a course toward water, and throws

off its pursuers by swimming.

nineteen gills

over half a pint, I judge they must have an enbreed

of animals

in Pennsylvania

or else those statements are not correct.
reckless

statements

If such

as are given as proof by Mr.

Kalbfus help his case any, I fail to see it.
Brewer, Maine.

MaAnty

The Swimming
Two

in the

species

southern

of water-loving

United

Harpy.

Hare.

States,

hares

Lepus

are

found

palustris

and L. aquaticus.
The former is about the size
of the common gray rabbit (Lepus sylvaticus);
the latter, which appears to be somewhat more
western in its distribution, about as large as the
varying hare, L. americanus.
The first named,
the marsh hare, has been observed on the Atlantic coast as far north as South Carolina, but
will very likely be found to range northward as

far as southeastern

Virginia.

It seems

to occur

along the whole southern coast, at least as far
as Vera Cruz, Mexico, and the opinion is expressed that it may exist along
the
Mexican
coast from Texas to Yucatan.
It has also been
found inland, in swamps and along streams as

far north

as southern

Illinois.

The

habitat

of

L. aquaticus'
is from
Alabama
west, through
Mississippi, Louisiana, Arkansas and Texas.
It
has also been taken in southeastern Mexico and
Yucatan.
The range of this species also extends
inland, and it is abundant in southern Illinois,

near Mount

Carmel

and Cairo.

The marsh hare is slightly smaller tHan the
gray rabbit; it has shorter ears; its eyes are onethird smaller than those of L. sylvaticus.
The
body is proportionately
heavier, and
the legs
shorter
than
in that
species.
The
feet
are
sparsely clothed with hair.
These are the most
obvious physical differences between the two species. The home of the marsh hare is in swamps
and low wet grcund along the coast, or on the
borders of streams.
It is abundant near the rice
swamps of Georgia and in the low, muddy meadows of islands along the coast.
It is rarely or
never found on the high, dry land far from water.
It is extremely slow of foot, and can be overtaken, it is said, by any dog; but the situations

in which it is found are not often invaded by men
or dogs, and it is seldom disturbed. It is a capi-

tal:swimmer, and when alarmed readily takes to
the water for safety.
Very often when pursued
it plunges into the water, and after swimming a
short distance lies hidden
among
the floating
vegetation of a pond or sluggish stream, with
only its nose and eyes above water.
It often enters the water not only for safety, but for amusement as well, and sometimes in localities where
it is abundant a number of these animals may be
seen swimming and playing in the water.
So
rapid are their movements in their element that
it is stated that some escaped from a Newfound-

land dog which was pursuing them.

The marsh hare is readily tamed, and after a
short captivity becomes very gentle.
One owned
by Mr. Bachman freely took food from the hand
a few days after it had been caught.
It was
fond of lying for hours in a trough of water, and
seemed uneasy and restless when this was removed from his cage.
When the trough was. teplaced it plunged into it, lying as deep as possible

in the water,

The nest of the marsh hare is rather large for
the animal and is usually constructed of rushes,
and is often more or less hidden
by bending
rushes or other surrounding vegetation over it.
The mother enters by a hole in the side.
The
young are said to number from five to seven.
The larger water hare (L. aquaticus) in many of

its habits resembles the marsh

in its

physical character it would naturally be compared.
It is a good swimmer and very much at

is four and three-fourths pints.
As our weasel
skins, after the body is removed, will not hold
tirely different

hare, with which
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hare, and so dif-

The Killer.
(Orca gigantea.)
My attention has recently been drawn to a remarkable
occurrence
happening
in the Pacific
Ocean near the Santa Cruz Islands, off the California coast—an encounter between killers and
swordfish, a school of each meeting in deadly
warfare, from which over twenty of the killers
were left dead in evidence.
Also floating near
the deal bodies of the killers was a common grayback whale of fifty feet in length, whose misfortune it had been to be in the vicinity of the war‘fare, and which may possibly have been the first
cause of the conflict between the two schools of
combatting gladiators.
The killers, as well known to seafaring men,
particularly of the Pacific waters, are huge mam-

mals

akin

to

the

whale,

grampus,

blackfish,

porpoise,
walrus,
etc., warm-blooded
animals
adapted to life in the water.
The average length

of the full-grown

killer is from

twenty-five

to

thirty feet, and its weight from 5,000 to 7,000
pounds, although exceptional instances have been
noted of greater length and weight, as mention is
made in the Encyclopedia Britannica of one captured of thirty-seven feet in length and whose
stomach contained seals, besides other food.
They are black, smooth and lustrous in color
and can move with great activity, propelled by a
large tail set transversely to the body, as in the
whale.
The killer has a very large mouth and
strong jaws set with crocodile-like teeth an inch
and a half or so in diameter and from two to

three inches in length, of which there is a double
row on the lower jaw.
The ferocity and ravenous qualities of the blue
shark are mild in comparison to those of the
killer.
Its desperate courage is unequalled by
any denizen of the sea, and it has no hesitancy

in attacking the mighty sea lion or walrus when
caught away from the land, which it will rend
apart and largely devour.
A pack of half a dozen
killers will have no hesitancy in attacking any
of the gigantic whales, excepting
the
sperm,

which they will almost inevitably run to destruction.

There

are

stances of this.

many

well

The sperm

authenticated

in-

whale with its capa-

cious jaws and tusks and fighting qualities, will
turn and give battle, but the others are timid
and depend for their safety upon flight.
These

while upon the surface the killers will attack and
tear from the lips and belly, slabs of flesh fifty
or a hundred pounds in weight, and have been
observed to draw back and come on with rapid
speed, and strike resounding blows head on. The

frightened

whale

in sounding

is followed

to its

depth of perhaps half a mile, and when coming
to the surface is observed to have the killers
clinging to it. In its hard pressing the tongue
of the whale will loll out like that of a dog when

tired.
This will be bitten off as an attractive
morsel, and as the exhausted whale circles upon
the surface in its distress, the killers satisfy their
ravenous appetites, and when satisfied quit their
prey, leaving the whale to await the inevitable
death which follows.
Several instances have occurred off the California Bay of Monterey, where the bodies of such
dead or dying whales have been harvested by the

I saw at Monterey the remains of a large killer
which was found dead in the harbor by some fishermen and tried out for oil, which
had _ been

choked to death by an unusually large seal it had
attempted to swallow, and which had in its
stomach the fresh remains of three other seals.
These killers, though occupying chiefly the
northern regions, are given to frequenting the
waters of the California coast as far south, and

at times further south than the Santa Cruz and
Catalina Islands.
Despite their ferocity
there
have not been known any instances that-I have

heard of when they have attacked bather$ or sailors who have fallen from whaling ships or boats |
when the killers were about, excepting in the case

of a native of Behring Bay, killed by ‘ne that
had been harpooned and brought to bay. The °
killer had been harpooned from one of three
boats of natives, and made a great fight, completely demolishing one boat with its tail, but
without disturbing the men, who had been thrown
into the water, who were picked up by the other
boats, but in its last fight, coming up from below,
it crushed with its jaws one of the remaining
boats, and in this instance crushing out the life
of one of the occupants.

One day while trolling with fresh
mon below Monterey at Camilo Bay,
notable success, I was. witness of
pack of killers which came around

bait for salwhere I had
an immense
Point Lobos

and invaded the quiet waters of the
was trolling. It was a curious sight
in around the Point, scattered over
few acres in extent, on the surface
They had more the appearance of

bay where I
as they came
an area of a
of the water.
an irregular

company of infantry with bayonets fixed to their
pieces, showing from their long attenuated dorsal
fins of five or six feet protruding above the water,
as usual with them when swimming on the surface.
They came on toward me, being at first

perhaps a mile off, and my boat a similar distance from shore.
Their black bodies occasionally emerged above the water, and sometimes
were quite out.
I will own that I felt some apprehension as I saw this ferocious gang of pirates

approaching directly toward our boat, which it
had observed, but my two men, both old whalers,
made

light of it, telling me no-harm

although

I am

conscious

would come,

sure they felt. some

that:

one

tail blow

of

nervousness,

a single

eer

could demolish our craft in a twinkling.
No
other boat was visibe in our quiet bay, which was
as beautiful

as deserted, being out of the line of

fishermen, with one or two small native habitations on the shore, and the deserted
old Camilo
Church, built two centuries ago by the Jesuit
Fathers, backed by the barren mountains of the
coast

range.

As the killers

reached

us, they di-

vided, passing on either side of our boat, many
of them

so

near

we

could

see

their

large black

eyes with white spots and splashes below.
passed on, and we

landing.

made

A short distance beyond

killers

disappeared

going

out

They

our way to our place of

below

the

our boat the

surface.

The

sal-

mon, which had been plentiful, were no more in
evidence. .They entirely. disappeared, probably
into

deep

water,

and

did

again in Camilo Bay for several days.
When

the

clambering
upon

killers

came

in

up of a score

rocks,

at the south

we

saw

or more
shore.

not

appear.
a_ hasty

of sea lions

Not

long after

they disappeared, and as we were pulling toward
shore one of my men

drew attention to

a commo-

tion upon the surface of the sea some two miles
farther out, which

proceeded

from

a large school

of tuna feeding at the surface upon small fish,
quite apparent to his experienced eye. We paused
to

witness

this,

had attracted

commeotion

which

the

the attention

of the tunas

boatmen

considered

of the killers.

The

soon ended abruptly, and

the boatmen were well satisfied that the killers
had reached them, and that havoc was going on

below

the water

in that locality.

a reliable keeper of the Monterey Wharf, informed me that in the case of two whaling boats
he accompanied while they were cutting up a

I had thought in my reflections about the killers that they were immune from all sea denizens,
but the late occurrence off the Santa Cruz Islands indicates that a deadly foe, if not the sword-

whale

fish, exists in the sea, capable of destroying them.

local land whalers of that station.

Michael Noon,

so done up by the killers some

miles out

at sea from the station, the large raft of the
blubber that they were towing, was attacked by

a pack of killers, which got away with their entire load, despite their firing at and lancing a
number of them.

A fisherman witness has related at Santa Barbara that he saw the conflict, which he first supposed arose from killers at play, and approached
within a quarter mile of the fray, seeing a great
commotion

with killers leaping out of the water,
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_make the investigation and report to the readers
of Forest AND STREAM,
. I. P. FARRINGTON.

at

[These

were

(Columba
the

Pacific

no

doubt

the: band-tailed

pigeon

fasciata), a resident of Colorado
coast.|]

‘Field Columbian

and

7

Museum,

1904-1905.

THE annual report of the Director of the Field
Columbian Museum for the year ending Sept. 30
has just reached us and tells of one of the most
important and interesting years in the history of
the institution.
The consideration of the. plans
for the new building, the acquisiton of a large

amount of valuable material from the Louisiana
Purchase Exposition, results of the expeditions

sent out by the Museum and the various important collections purchased have all contributed
to make the year ending Sept. 30, 1905, important.
The cost of maintenance for the year was about
$120,000 and the total expenses $208,467, the difference being accounted for by repairs, expeditions, equipment and collections purchased.
As
usual, lecture courses were given in the fall and
spring, a number of important publications were
issued and the library was increased.
The work

of cataloguing, inventorying and labeling the collections goes on.
Important accessions to the
collections have been made in all departments,
those in geology being especially noteworthy.
The total attendance record for the year was
something over 200,000, a decrease of 37,000 .from
A

SNAPSHOT

OFF

THE

PORT

last year, for which there is no known reason;
but from the point of numbers the average daily

QUARTER,

Photo by R. J. Christman.

but was too much alarmed to go nearer—when he

pigeons,

saw

it was

that a deadly conflict was

going on, and the

water in places streaked with the color of blood.
No remains of swordfish have been reported, and
those which were destroyed, if any, may have

been devoured by the killers or sharks.
number

of the latter were

observed

A large

feeding upon

the dead whales.
A school of large swordfish
could do great injury toa pack of killers if so disposed. They often attack sharks and even whales
with their deadly thrusts, and their swords are
often found broken off imbedded in ship bottoms,
and men in small boats engaged in harpooning
them, have been seriously wounded and occa-

J. PARKER WHITNEY.
sionally killed.
[The killer is by far the most ferocious of the
whales, and the only sort that feeds upon its own
kind and upon large prey. One writer states that
from

the

stomach

of one

of these

whales

so I did not investigate
a nesting

place

or

not.

as to whether
They

seemed

to

be very wild and were within gunshot but a second or two and flew away beyond the trees which,
from my position, hid from me their further
flight. This is surely an unusual part of the country in which to find wild pigeons, but there grow
here nearly every year plenty of scrub oak acorns,

wild
and

strawberries,
perhaps

other

raspberries
food

that

and
would

chokeberries
sustain

the

life of a pigeon. The place is so solitary that I
do not think it visited by human beings on an
average of once a year, and I should not attempt
to enter the jungle any distance alone or unarmed.
Every year since, I have planned to revisit the place, but as it is a difficult trip I have
neglected to do so.
Perhaps during the coming
June, nothing preventing, I may take the trip,

attendance cannot be considered unsatisfactory,
for few European museums have an average daily
attendance of over 500.
It must be remembered
that Jackson Park is a long distance from the
center of the city, and that of the vast population of Chicago comparatively few people know
of the existence of the Museum or appreciate the

wonderful beauties and splendid arrangement
its collections.

The present report is beautifully printed and
is illustrated with a number of superb half-tone
engravings, examples of which are shown else-

where

in this issue.

ENCYCLOPEDIA
BRITANNICA. BoSTON OFFICE.—
I beg to compliment you on the improved appearance of the fine old weekly and the continued

good quality of its contents.

seen

peering

above

the

surface

with

importance.

were
a seal

in their bristling jaws shaking and crushing their
victims, apparently with great gusto.” Even the.
largest

of the seals are not safe from the attacks

of the killer, which while he may not be able to
devour the adult walrus at least hunts the young.
In Alaska the killer is abundant and is very
frequently

seen,

it is a most

and,

as

Mr.

Whitney

intimates,

impressive beast.]

Pigeons

in Colorado.

OnE afternoon in the early part of June, 1901,
I took a stroll along the ridge of one of the many
foothills that stretch away from three sides of
Mt.

Fisher

to

lowlands

the

of

the

Purgatoire.

These ridges for the most part are very rocky
with only enough soil to sustain a scant growth
of scrub oak two or three feet high with here
and there a tuft of coarse grass that grew almost
as tal! as the bushes.
In some places, where the soil is a little deeper
or the supply of moisture greater, the growth is
so dense and the brush so stiff as to be almost
impenetrable. Away up on the north side of the
mountain close to the base is a regular jungle of
oak underbrush,
live and dead cottonwood,
mountain cedars, pines and pifions, some of the
cottonwoods being forty feet tall—a capital place
for wild

animals

this jungle
proach

from

startled

or

birds.

When

the neighboring
seven

wild

coming

ridge my

pigeons

from

near

aptheir

nests or roosts in the trees. Not having seen any
wild pigeons since the spring of 1876 in Logan
county, Ohio, I did not recognize them as being

ORCA

OR

“In the Lodges of

the Blackfeet” is a yarn of really exceptionally
high quality besides being ethnologically of great

taken no less than thirteen porpoises and fourteen seals, and Scammon speaks of them as to
“be

of

WHALE

KILLER,

Photo by R, J. Christman.

Epwarp

Breck.
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GAME RAG AND GUN
Black Boys and ’Possums.

over and against all the stumps,
in the woods, and suffering more

Wuy it is we know not, and yet it is wonderfully fascinating to roam the woods at night after
ever so plebeian game.
Men, to whom real sport does not appeal, can
be readily toled off into the woods at night and
made to wear themselves mentally, morally and
of
in this the greatest
physically thread-bare
ee
bunco games.
ordinarily need the
girls who
Sweet young
assistance of a carriage to go three blocks to a
dance, though they can dance forty miles without
stopping for breath after they get there, will grow
hysterical with delight at the bare thought of a
°coon hunt, and will endure fatigue and surmount
difficulties on such a trip that would stagger a
professional mountain climber.
And we old seasoned fellows, who hoot at the very mention of
‘coon and ‘possum hunting, styling it a pastime
fit only for darkeys and cur dogs, we go, and go
go again.
again, and protesting and. grumbling,
The only attribute of real sport this indulgence

can boast is that it is strenuous.

Football is more

so only by reason of its more general indulgence.
And the wounds of war and wars of love pale
into insignificance when compared with those of
the individual addicted to hunting in the woods
All of this and much. more appertainat night.
ing to this questionable practice I have known for
many years, and yet I recall very few tempta-

tions

successfully

y

resisted.

My last indulgence was my last opportunity, and
not long enough ago for me to have entirely forgotten either the main facts of the calamity or
the next morning’s feeling—something like you
would expect to enjoy after falling foul of a rock

crusher

in action.

I had been spending the summer with friends
in the country, wheeling and driving to and from

business,
continued

pumpkin.”

and the weather
our

stay

until

holding good
the

“frost

we had

was

on

the

a

“Ain’ you a hunter, suh?” inquired Willis, the
colored man-of-all-work, one evening.
Acknowledging my weakness along that line,
he invited me to accompany him and his brotherin-law on a “possum hunt.
“*Simmons is ripe,’ said he, “and me and my
brother-in-law has caught five already back heah
on de ridges.
He is got three good dogs and we
will go any night you say.”
There is one marked distinction between the
white and black man’s night game, the former
always hunts ’coons, the latter ‘possums.
Your
normal African is a gentle fellow.
No lover of
fighting or bloodshed.
His hunting, generally, 1s
for the game.
Your educated, refined Caucasian
is yet in many ways a savage.
He hunts for the
lust of blood and love of sport.
In actual need of meat he would prefer that the
game treed be valiant rather than succulent.
To
see a well-built ’coon roll over on its soft, round
back and reach up its little baby-like hands in
mild protest and gentle supplication to meet the
fierce rush of a thoroughly aroused fighting dog;
and to see it suddenly transformed into a bunch

of red hot steel springs, sizzling and cutting like
an electric sausage grinder, as it flashes over the
entire superficial ‘area of the dog, scattering
howls and hair generously over the.scene, is
ter than food—yes,’ than a feast. I.yjelded to
temptation and set the following night for

his
betthe
the

logs and trees
or less mutila-

tion of features from coming into violent contact
with swinging limbs and brush, released.
by -the
fellow walking just the wrong distance in advance, the dogs finally gave notice of something
doing off at a distance.
As the first sound from
them reached us there was a crashing through the
underbrush in the direction of Willis and Steve,

and before we could definitely locate the direction

the ‘possum was lowered in front of the little
. dog he moved forward a few quick steps. When
it was jerked away he crouched motionless.

My

first inclination

was

to call out

and

ap-

prise my friend of the other dog’s approach, but
on reflection I concluded that it would be taking
unnecessary trouble;/as he would probably learn

of the fact himself -in.a very few moments, and
he did.
wes
Never-hurrying nor changing his antics, the big

they had taken they were out of hearing.
Jack and I stumbled along guided by the barking of the dogs, and finally found dogs and men
gathered around a tree in which Steve confi-

dog finally reached a position just behind the unconscious and care-free game keeper, and the

dently assured us “a ’possum was sure a roostin’.”

snatched it from the hand of the astonished man

The two large dogs were on opposite sides of the
tree, baying lustily, while. the small one was

making
falling

frantic rushes
back

with

up the trunk

such

force

would have discouraged
ordinary instinct.

and

any

of the tree,

persistency

brute

with

as

even

Willis drove them all off with a club, while
Steve set to work felling the tree with an ax,
which in some mysterious way he had carried
concealed about his person.

At

a safe

distance,

and

in the

direction

we

judged the tree would fall, Jack and I started a
fire with a handful of dry leaves and some small
brush.
The tree was not large, and Steve was a

handy boy. with the ax, and soon

we

heard

the

warning crack ofthe falling *possum haven.
As
soon as it struck the ground the dogs dashed into
the thick foliage thrashing about at a great rate,
and a moment later the big dog backed out carry-

ing in his mouth what at first glance looked like
an overgrown rat.
“Heah!” shouted Willis, meeting him with a
rap on the head from his club.
“Drap hit, you
rascal.’
The
dog
promptly
obeyed
the re-

enforced

order.

Picking

up

the

diminutive

next
the

time
head

the. little *~possum
of the’

and fled.
Jack was
commanding

small

dog

was

lowered

he

leaped

over

for

it,

rad
game and immediately gave chase,
and _ beseeching the dog: “Bring

back my ’possum,”
fallen tree.

until he came to grief over a
,

When I had explained it all to the darkeys they
thought as I did, that the game was worth the
candle, and we had only sympathy, albeit hilarious, for the bereaved one when he came limping

back.
“Go after him, Steve,” he begged.
bring

our

*possum

“Make him

back,”

“No use now, boss,” said Steve with a smothered snort of laughter.
“What will he do with it?” Jack anxiously inquired.
_ “Nothin’ now, suh. He done done it—he eat
tt
With a spirit of perseverance worthy a better
cause we started afresh, and had about used up
our remaining stock of endurance when the dogs
again gave tongue.

When
thing

we came

treed

in an

up with them they had someold

and on investigation

log lying

we

found

on

the ground,

it hollow

with a

quarry and holding it at arm’s length Willis said:
“Dah now, ain’ nothin’ but a mis’ble no ’count

hole about midway.
The boys cut a long switch
with which to probe the hole, and Willis with his

kitten.
Wan wuth cuttin’ tree for.”
(foe
“Nah,” grumbled Steve, “all de fat in he little

club drove the dogs away.

att wouldn’ be ’nough to grease patch for rifle
yall
The tree had fallen across a road on which

hole extended

showed

fresh

wheel -tracks,

we decrease the enormity
moving*the obstruction.

“Tl

hold

the ‘possum

and

of our

I insisted
trespass

while you

that

by re-

do it,” said

Jack, promptly securing the game and retreating
to the fire.
Profiting by his unselfish example I appropriated. the next most responsible position—that

of walking boss—and

Willis

and

Steve went

to

work.

As with the Indian and white man

who hunted

together, agreeing to divide the game, and killed
a turkey and a crow.
“You can take the crow
and I will take the turkey,’ said the wiley pale

face, “or I will take the turkey and you can take
the crow.” There was no other alternative.
While wearing myself out telling the men to
pull now at this, now at that end of the heavy
tree, which *with much straining and grunting
they were gradually getting off the road, I heard
the little dog barking at a great rate, and looking
toward the fire discovered my unselfish friend

wilfully adding to his already heavy responsibilities by amusing

it.

Holding

the ’possum

by the

tail he would lower it slowly to within the dog’s

time,
7.
My friend Jack White—and if White be not
his cognomen, but his characteristic, what’s the

reach, then when the dog made a wild spring to
catch it he would jerk it up again as high as his
arm would reach, leaving the small dog leaping
and shrieking in great excitement, he laughing

odds—accompanied me home to participate in the
event.
By & o’clock we were stumbling around
in the woods following Waillis:.and his brotherin-law, Steve, who in turn were being led by a
large hound, a medium-sized cur and a diminutive fice dog.
After falling into all the holes, running into,

coming on-toxthesstage to take apparently the
heavy villain’s part.
The big dog was sneaking
up from the rear.
Belly to earth, stretched full length and with
the stealth of a stalking cat, he crept on.
When

méanwhile, like*a, care-free boy, at the
anti¢s.
In afmoment I observed another

dog’s
actor

and

inserted

Withdrawing
thrust

to find

that the

in that direction but a foot or so.
it he tried

found the hollow
Crowding around
he

Steve bent the switch

it to the left only

the other

direction

and

extending eight or ten feet.
we watched anxiously while

vigorously,

and

were

greatly

excited

when he announced: “He in dah; I feel him.”
“Give me the stick,’ I ordered, pushing him
aside. “Let me try him.” Shoving the stick back
and forth I plainly felt something moving about
in the hole, and excited thereby, jabbed viciously.
I am now of the opinion that a ’possum is very
sensitive, and I know it is a fool pure and simple,
for instead of acting in any of the many ways a
varmint might have been expected to do, this
brute, under the stimulating
influence
of the

sharp-pointed probe, came scrambling out of the
hole tail first. I have heretofore admitted that
I am possessed with a foolish and wholly uncontrollable fear of snakes, and as the cold, bare
tail of the possum was trust out of the hole and
twined around my hand, small wonder that I

jumped to the conclusion that it was nothing less
than a snake, and acted accordingly.
My first shriek of terror raised every
the ground, and caused even the dogs

man off
to slink

away, growling in protest. I will match the backward jump

I then made, both for height and dis-

tance, against any on record.
“He jumped plum over me,” said Willis in describing the scene later, “an’ I wan’ stoopin’
much,

either.

An’ I believe he bus’ my ear drum

wid dat fus yell, for I ain’ hear good since.” |
The boys got the ’possum, a fairly good-sized
one,

and

nearly

we

fainted

concluded

to quit and

at every contact

go home.

with

I

a stick or

bush on the return trip, and when safe abed
spent the night in restless naps, waking each
time trying to shake an imaginary cold snake

from around my wrist.
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Jack and I were a pretty groggy pair as we
drove into town next morning, and if either one
of us charged a client for any service rendered
that day the element of consideration was as conspicuous by its absence from the transaction as
is the element of sport from a ‘possum hunt,
Lewis Hopkins.

Duck Shooting on Barnegat Bay.

AND STREAM.

the northwest, and our decoys were beginning to
ice up, so we told the captain we were ready to
get back to our boat, and we started to row
across the two-mile stretch of water.
The wind
being ahead our progress was very slow, but after
hard pulling we reached the windward shore, and
were soon on board, thawing out by a good fire.
Chef Weyler soon had the feathers off a pair of
broadbills and in a short while they were cook-

had to be almost

forcibly

re-

strained by the captain from shooting at the
flocks of ducks that circled around us as if to
tempt us to try our skill.
The Octavia was a
roomy affair, built on a scow, and with ample
accommodations
for six or eight persons.
It
was secured to the bank in a snug harbor in back
of Little Beach and near the gunning ground.
Once on board Weyler prepared a delicious meal
and bed followed not long after.
In a very short time after we had lain down it
seemed to us we were awakened by the captain,
who said it was time to be stirring, as the best
points would be taken if we were not there early.
We were almost tempted to let him go without
us, as the comfort of our bunks nearly overbalanced our desire for duck shooting.
We asked
him if we could not shoot out of the windows,
but on being told breakfast was ready we rolled
out, thoroughly disgusted with sport of that kind.
After breakfast we were soon ready with heavy
coats and rubber boots, but as we emerged from
the comfortable cabin the cold, chilly winds of
November made us shake even in our warm
clothing.
The stars shone with unusual brilhancy, the moon was just disappearing below the

western horizon, and each gust of wind increased
our chilliness as it blew across the waters of
Barnegat Bay.
:
In a

short

while

we

were

in our

little

sneak

We

were

but

captain’s gun.

soon

got warm

awakened

and dropped

by

His watchful

the

report

THE

BEAR

TRAP.

ing.
One can imagine what our appetites must
be after a row of about two miles in the crisp
December air. We have eaten wild ducks in all
shapes, but never had the privilege of tasting any
like this stew of ducks, potatoes and a few oys-

ters to flavor it.
Our evenings were spent as usual in stories of
the bay, and the days in shooting.
The four days
passed only too soon, and almost before we were

in a

of the

eye had discovered

a flock of broadbills in the act of rounding to the
decoys.
He pushed out and picked up eight fine

fellows

that

had

dropped to his unerring

aim.

He told us now was the time and to lie low and
“keep our eyes peeled to the windward,” as the

birds would

begin to fly now,

as

daylight

was

beginning to show in the east. Slowly the leaden
sky began to show a ruddy glow and the low
clouds, which hung over the sea, were edged with
gold as the sun made its appearance above the
sand hills of the distant beach.
Our attention was now called to a flock of
geese which were flying lazily southward, and the
captain called “Git down, git down.’
We were
soon in a space of about two by six watching with one eye the movements
of Captain
Eayre. He went through some acrobatic movements in order to attract the attention of the
geese to the decoys, and they soon saw them and
altered their course.
Then the captain began to
call, his voice seeming to sound as if from the
wooden decoys.
Occasionally he would stop to
whisper to us, “Lay low,’ and we then flattened
ourselves still more.
In a few minutes he shouted, “Salt ’em boys!’
We rose and did the best we could, and when the
smoke lifted there were five geese lying in the
water.
These
were no sooner gathered than
down came a fleck of broadbills, which gave us
the best shot of the day, and on counting heads
found we had eleven out of the flock. In an hour’
or so the flight was over, and when the exciteete was at an end we realized that we were

cold.
By this time the wind was blowing hard from

of a tame

at Camden,

day it occurred

S. C., the other

raccoon

hunts, and until this time had never known

and landed us at what he called the southeast
point of Sloop Ledge.
We hauled our boats out on the low bank and
gathered drift seaweed to spread over them, thus
giving them
the appearance
of the meadows.
Captain Eayre soon had the decoys arranged off
the shore and we lay down in our boats to await

daylight.

“Editor Forest and Stream:
While watching the antics

to

me that it would interest the readers of ForEST
AND STREAM to hear of another instance of this
sly little fellow’s cunning, and incidentally to
learn another ‘wrinkle’ in the art of ’coon hunting which is not as ancient and formal a sport
as that of fox hunting and consequently cannot
claim immunity from suggestions of new ideas.
I spent a portion of the autumn of 1905 in
Robeson county, N. C., and as the swamps in that
district were tinusually low and dry, all the trappers of otters and mink and the ‘coon hunters
were taking advantage of the conditions and killing varmint to their heart’s content.
I had the
good fortune to attend several successful ‘coon

boxes, and in tow of Captain Eayre, whose skillful hand guided us safely across the rough water

doze,

Round Mountain Lake.
The bear photographed
is the only one that he has ever trapped.
Bears, as is well known, are cunning and shy,
and it takes much skill and patience to hunt
them successfully.
The reward comes when the
bear is secured.
Bears are said to be rapidly increasing in the neighborhood of Round Mount ain
Lake, and Mr. Quinn is already planning another
campaign this season.

A New Method of ‘Coon Hunting.

Barnecat, N. J.—Editor Forest and Stream:
Capt. Alfonzo Eayre and his son, Oscar Weyler,
took
us
out
in the
commodious
houseboat
Octavia, owned and managed by the captain. The
sail of about three miles to the houseboat was

enjoyable and we
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hs
aware of it we were on our way home.
We
bid good-by to Captain Eayre and his son, and
assured them that whenever an opportunity presented itself we would take another trip with
them, as we are satisfied there is no spot along
the Jersey coast that can excel this one for sport,
and we hope soon to have another chance to go
duck shooting on Barnegat Bay.

R. G. COoL.ins.

A Trapped

Maine

Bear.

Here are a couple of photographs representing
a bear hunt in Maine made by F. J. Quinn, of
Amesbury, Mass.
The hunt was carried on by
means of a trap, and not a gun.
The first photoeraph shows a part of the house in which the
bear trap was set, and the other is the result of
the setting five days later, a 300-pound
bear,
which was kept alive for six weeks in a log cage,
and then gnawed its way out of the cage and
escaped, lacking only a few toe nails.
Mr. Quinn prefers to shoot bears and has been
successful in doing so in the neighborhood of

that

it was possible to call a ’coon down a tree after
he had once “treed.”
The method of procedure
was something as follows:
After the usual preliminaries of finding the
track and following the quarry with all the variations of hound music that changed its tone as
soon as the ’coon had treed; and when the dogs
had certainly located the tree to which the ’coon
had taken for safety, and it was found that he
could not be seen with the aid of the torches, then
one man was stationed at the foot of the tree
with a gun and the two dogs.
These two dogs,
which had been furnishing glorious music during
the whole hunt and were now exceedingly demonstrative and noisy at the foot of the tree, had
been carefully trained to stop barking and remain perfectly quiet as soon as a coat was laid
over the back of one of them, named Hobby, and
a hand was placed on the head of the other,
Traveler.
This was the essential part of the success of the ruse, for it would have been impossible to induce the dogs to leave the tree, and by
this method they were there ready for the ’coon
when he came down.
After all barking had stopped, the other members of the hunt with the lightwood torches went
off from the tree a distance of some fifty yards
and there proceeded to have a bogus ’coon and
dog fight for the benefit of the ’coon up the tree.
The greater the noise made up of squalling, cat
calls, “growls, shaking the bushes and stirring up
dead leaves, and the more perfect the imitation
of dog and ’coon at vigorous battle, the sooner
the ‘coon came down, for just as soon as the sly
rascal heard the noise and imagined that the dogs
were over yonder busily engaged with another
‘coon, down he scrambled with a great scraping
of bark and a tremendous slipping and sliding,
on the side of the tree farthest away from the
bogus fight, right into the jaws of death, where
he was either promptly shot or caught by the
dogs waiting there for him.
Up to this time I had always thought that a
‘coon had to be shot or shaken out of a tree or
the tree cut down, or a sentry posted until daybreak, but I believe this method infallible if a
sufficiently good imitation of a battle royal be
given.
In fact, I have seen the same ’coon called
down three successive times the same night after
he had treed and been called down and gotten

away from the man

posted at the tree, who hap-

pened to be your humble servant on one of those
occasions; but generally a ’coon
can
only be
called down in this fashion once during a hunt;
then if the hunters cannot secure him and he gets
away from the dogs and the man waiting for him
with the gun, the old-time methods of the lightwood torch to “shine his eyes’ or the ax must
be called into play after he has treed again. The
success of the trick depends somewhat on the
success of the imitation of the dog fight—we had
two old ’coon hunters who never failed to bring
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The Argali.
THE magnificent wild sheep, whose_ portrait appears on our front cover and which we owe to the
courtesy of the Director of the Field Columbian
Museum, is one of the greatest of its kind. True,
its horns have not so wide a spread as those of
Marco Polo sheep, but it is quite as large and the
horns are more massive.

Living as it does on the high plateaus of cen-

tral Asia, comparatively
with it, and those who
Russians.

Mr. E. Demidoff,

few sportsmen have met
have are Englishmen or

Prince San Donato, the well

known author of “Hunting Trips in the Caucasus,” in company with St. George Littledale,
made a trip some years ago to the Altai and

Mongolia

in search

of

these

wild

sheep,

and

wrote an interesting book about them, which, so
far as we know, covers their habits and the coun-

try where

they are

found

better

than anything

else.
Like most of his kind, Ovis ammon is a dweller
in the mountains, and he who would hunt him
must be prepared to endure bitter cold, to breast
steep rock slopes, to watch and wait long for a
shot, and at last perhaps hungry and cold to come

late in the night to his camp.

But then, if he

manages to get a fair shot at a great
kills, how ample is his reward.

ram

and

Here is a paragraph from Mr. Demidoff’s book

telling

y

A DAY’S BAG

IN COLORADO.

the ‘coon scrambling down in a hurry—but when

we

reasoning the ’coon does before he

much

How

to come

decides

will leave

mine.

are

down

philosophers

experience,

from

in this

two

way

carried

out.
J. DAnrortH

Long Island

article you

ducking season is

at its height here, and each day finds enthusiastic
sportsmen with guns wending their way to the
lakes.
Mr.
Sartori,
Mr.
Duckels,
25 Mr.
March
Moritz and Mr. Morley went to Sedgwick for a
Judging from the accompanying
day’s shooting.
They killed
photograph luck was with them.
thirty-one ducks, five Canada geese, one brant
Mr. B. E. Moritz, one of the best
and a swan.
wing shots in Colorado, sawa large white bird
flying some distance from him and brought to
earth 2 beautiful white swan that measured five
feet from tip to tip. The swan looked enormous
when held erect, and the report was circulated in
The
killed.
been
had
Denver that an eagle
quartet expected to return at 2 A. M., but their
efforts to flag the train were unsuccessful, and it
was 8:15 that evening before they started home,
very much disgusted over a wasted day (that
might have been spent ducking) ; and the poor

accommodations

the station offered

for rest and

refreshments.
Herman Otto, Ed. Byers and Harry Shemel
went to Little Seap Lake Sunday for ducks and
came home laden; killed thirty-five each (the
limit is twenty-five), but they divided with their
friends on the train, who were not so successful

and escaped the law.

Mr. Threewits went ducking and was unable to
He borrowed a burro
bring home all he shot.
(called in the West a canary bird), and strapping the gun and ducks to its back, made a pilI
grimage to the station with ease and comfort.

am indebted to Mr. B. E. Moritz

for the photo-

graph of the “caravan.”
Mr. Ralph Talbot, one of Denver's most noted
criminal lawyers, and Mr. Luney went to Platte
River, between Sedgwick and Sterling, Monday,

the 26th ult., and were
very

warm

and

ducking

ducks

were

three days.

plentiful.

Duck

Shooting.

It

They

published

last’ week

regarding

Long

Island ducks shows that you are broad-minded
and not like some people who apply ill names
to all men who do-no think as they do. To my

mind “Suffolk County” writes on the Long Island
duck question very much better than Mr. Brown
can.
One law cannot he made to apply to every
part of this country and be perfectly fair to all.
_I am an old-timer, and after nearly sixty years’
experience with a gun ought to know something

about

conditions

respecting

ducks

in

fall

and

spring, at this the northeast point of Long Island.
Never truer words were said than “a dead duck
is wiped out of existence whether killed in the
fall or spring, and will never lay eggs or hatch
them again.”
The Brown law sets no limit to the bag, and
a man who perhaps does not know just where to
stop, may kill a thousand birds in one day, provided he gets the chance.
It would be far better
to have the time extended with a reasonable bag

limit

than

of sheep-hunt-

covering us up with snow. In less than five minutes everything was white around us, and the
cold so intense that we were

Orient, N. Y., March 31.—Editor Forest and
Streanv:
I believe in fair play and I am m no
doubt as to your belief in the same idea.
The

BusH.

of the miseries

clouds had been gathering, and the wind blew
stronger every moment as we struggled up the
precipitous cliffs.
Presently light became more
and more dim and a regular blizzard came on,

lay among

that

Del., April 1.

Denver, Colo., April 2—The

A SoctaL TRAMP.

to deter-

thoush,

Spring Shooting in Colorado.

was

ducks.

down the tree” when these condi-

skillfully

WitmincTon,

called

when

our animal
say

I can

he will “come
tions

saw from 1,500 to 2,500 brants migrating north.
The Canada geese also saw them and left. Friday there was not a goose or duck in sight, and
Saturday Mr. Talbot killed only one brant and

on the vocal

I attempted it I found it very hard
cords to produce such a sound.

something

ing: “It was fated, however, that the day was
not to prove a success.
The ascent was dreadfully steep and it took us a good hour and a half
to get near the summit.
In the meantime heavy

the law

as

it now

stands.

In this

locality we have very few ducks excepting those
our up-State brothers term “trash ducks.” After
shooting fifty-eight years I have never had a
chance to kill a redhead mallard or canvasback,
Coots, dipper, old squaws and sheldrakes are
about all we have, and they are a rank lot indeed,
but we manage to eat or give away all we shoot.
There is little market shooting hereabouts.
We Long Island shooters have been called very
scurvy names, but I doubt not that it has been
thoughtlessly done, and for one I forgive all. We
ask a law for Suffolk that will give us from Oct.
15 to April 15, allowing us to kill trash ducks if

no others.

Uncle

DAN.

pass.
In
had better
ing to be
that day.

done.

the rocks

Moreover,

force of the gale that we
snow

to

at places had to be worked

on all fours.

the rocks

for the storm

this dilemma Taba suggested that we
go back to lower ground, there seemno chance of the weather ciearing up
Go back!
This was easier said than

The descent

backward

nearly frozen as we

waiting

in order

such

was

the

had to cling hard to

not to be blown

and hail simply blinded

off our

feet;

us, preventing

us

from securing a firm foothold on the few protruding ledges.
We took a couple of hours to
reach the horses, and that only thanks to Taba’s
skill, who somehow succeeded in groping his way
down
in absolute darkness.
We
returned to

camp half frozen and thoroughly drenched.”
This

is a cheerier

picture

which

tells

of suc-

cess:
“It took us a long time to reach the entrance

to the valley, our ponies stumbling over the
marshy tableland we had to cross, and only. found
ourselves among the well known buttresses at
6:30. Taba had been conceded to me for the day,

Littledale

having

taken

out

with

him

a hunter

named Lepet, who, though he was subject to
eye soreness, yet could see as well as any man
on our planet, and discover game where telescopes seemed useless.
I left my ‘second horseman’ in charge of the ponies, and started up the

nullah with Taba.
stream

for

some

We
time,

followed

the bed of the

examining

carefully

the

slopes on either side, and stopping now and then
to spy the lateral ravines, at the bottom of which
the wily old rams enjoy their siesta, but there
were no signs of sheep till we had gone almost
half way up the valley. At this stage, just as we
had passed a sharp turning, a lot of about fifteen

rams came into sight, some 500 yards ahead of
us. Unfortunately the wind kept blowing steadily
in our backs, and there was

no means

of making

a detour without being discovered,
So we both
lay down and waited in the hope that fate might
alter the direction

of the wind.

Naturally

it did

ZENITH, Wyo.—Being
an old-time reader of
your paper I congratulate you on the present improvements.
I have been pretty well around in
the world and always found some one who kept
it, and suppose that its present form will strongly

nothing of the sort, and as we crawled along the

add to its world-wide

that two or three of them would have been most

reputation.
D. T. AHRENBERG.

stones

we

saw

the whole

herd

get up, cross

the

stream, and trot up the opposite slope, till they
all disappeared over the last ridge.
I watched
them

the

whole

satisfactory

way

trophies.

with
We

my
were

glass,
now

and

found

at a

loss
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how to proceed, for the wind kept blowing up
the valley, and there was no time that day for
a circuit, which
hours to make.

would have taken
So we continued

us five or six
on our hope-

hurried aim
ram, I fired,
stagger for
disappeared

AND

at the one I took to be the oldest
and to my greatest surprise saw him
a second.
A moment after he had
with the others over the nearest

less errand, quite prepared to see any sheep that

ridge.

might

—though a poor one, I must own—and the result
was a broken hind leg for one of the smaller
rams.
“Taba now wanted to follow them up immediately, but I thought it wiser to wait, and not

still be

in front

away, when Taba
towards

a small

of us

speed

mercilessly

suddenly stopped me, pointing
grassy

ahead of us. It stood
two streams forming
vided up two narrow
down, and soon found

boulder,

some

800 yards

at the very junction of the
the main river, which dirocky gullies. I crouched
that we were in the pres-

ence of another lot of fifteen rams, but could not

tell whether they carried good heads or not. In
any case it was probably my last chance for the
day;

so I beckoned

to Taba

to follow

me

down

to the bed of the river, whose banks at this place
were fairly steep, and, as I thought, might afford
hiding for another few hundred. In five minutes
we were out of sight of the herd, and found, as
I had expected, that we might advance in this

They

gave me,

however,

a second

chance

frighten the one I considered
I wounded, in
which case he would be separate from his com-

panions, and probably lay down in some neighboring ravine, where we might stalk him again.
So I caught my hunter by his coat and forcing
him to sit down by my side, tried to explain my
intentions

to the little man,

who

kept

repeating

Baalou iok—which meant ‘Not wounded.’
Evidently his idea was to get another shot at the
animals by making a dash to the ridge over
which they had gone; this would have brought

ST.

GEORGE

593

STREAM.

LITTLEDALE’S

BIG

within shot of him. The brute was lying on the
stones with his head toward us, evidently very
sick. I loaded my rifle and was off in a second
up the bed of the torrent, hiding where I could.
But the animal was not dead yet, and as I was
about to fire, got up slowly and started away.
I ran on as fast as my legs could carry me, just
in time to see him disappear round a boulder.
Naturally my two shots were of no avail in the
heat of the chase and breathless as I was. Again
I followed on over the rolling stones.
Luckily
the banks were steep on either side, and the beast
could only go along the bed of the stream.
This

headlong

pursuit

lasted

about

an

hour,

and

it

was not till I reached the very top of the gully
that I saw my ram slacken his pace and lie down.
Heavy loss of blood had greatly weakened him,
and I can hardly tell which of the two was the
most exhausted when at last I finished him at
close quarters.
His horns taped fairly well, the
following being the measurements:
Length along

HEAD.

Spread of horns, 3814in.

manner by keeping as close as possible to the
right bank of the stream.
In places we were
obliged, in order to keep under cover, to wade
knee-deep in icy-cold water; in others we had to
crawl

over

the stones

in full sight of the sheep,

but happily only for a few seconds, till another
slope hid us from view.
The wind was still
wrong, nevertheless I hoped that we might get
within

shot before

the rams

suspected

anything,

me to the place breathless

and panting, entirely

unfit to take aim.
Moreover, he had not noticed
the result of my first shot.
In the meantime, as

I sat low, the herd came in sight about a mile in
front of us, making up a steep slope of shingle,
and I found that its number had now increased
to over thirty.
Behind came my three-legged
youngster, who was struggling hard to keep up
with the others.
My rifle had awakened the
rumbling echoes of the valley, and several lots

as they were some way above us. We soon found
ourselves within 400 yards of them, but here
ended the protective slopes, and we could advance no further without being discovered.
I
took out my Zeiss to examine the herd from
behind the last corner, and found that several of
the beasts were quite shootable, though none of
them carried first-class heads. They were quietly
grazing toward us, and I could see no other solution of the dilemma than to wait on the chance
of their coming within shot. I explained my design to Taba as best I could, but was met with
a skeptical look from my companion, and the
laconic answer, ‘Salkhyn yaman!’ which meant
‘Wind bad.’ I was just thinking that the little
man was perhaps right, and that we might be

sheep had been feeding, and to my dismay found
no blood tracks whatever.
My companion’s
triumphant look seemed to repeat Baalou tok,
though I must acknowledge that he did his best
to prove he was wrong. I felt quite humbled at
the moment, and was the first to give up the
search for invisible blood tracks.
“Calling him away we made for a small stream
and sat down to lunch. Of course, our thoughts
turned upon the mess I had made of the whole

scented at any moment,

business, and I believe we hardly uttered a word,

when I saw

him make

up

his mind and creep on in full view, carrying off
my precious rifle. I could but follow him.
“All went right for a hundred yards or so.
We crouched motionless every two or three
steps, watching the sheep with one eye, and with
the other picking out the next large stone for a
halting-place.
At
last a treacherous’
whiff
brought them the forebodings of danger, and suddenly lifting their heads they all began gazing ,
intently in our direction.

Putting

up the 200

No time was to be lost.

yards

sight, and

taking

a

of ewes
slopes.

were

galloping

furiously

up

different

“When they had all disappeared from view and

calm was
the grassy

re-established,
bank toward

we
the

started slowly up
place where
our

when Taba, who was perpetually on the qui vive
and constantly looking round about him, pointed
up a narrow gully which led down to the place
where we sat. I could only distinguish stones
piled up one over the other, and presently spotted
one

which

seemed

more

yellow

than

the others,

about 300 yards off. Up went ‘Zeiss’ followed by
an exclamation, Kotchkor!
The tide had turned
and this time the triumphant looks were on my
side. We had been quietly sitting for the last
half hour in full view of my wounded ram, nearly

curve,

46

inches;

girth

at

base,

1834

inches;

spread, 25 inches.”

Auction

Sale of Old

Arms.

THE auction sale of the Edward Field collection of American and foreign antique firearms,
swords,

war

relics,

stone

weapons,

curios,

etc.,

will be conducted by Messrs. C. F. Libbie & Co.,
646 Washington street, Boston.
There are 286
articles enumerated in the catalogue.
Many of
the firearms are of and about the period of the
Civil War, while others are of ancient foreign
make in numerous patterns and mechanisms. The

pistols are specially noticeable

for their number

and variety—horse, carriage, flint-lock, pin-fire,
blunderbuss, percussion, Italian duelling, magician’s, dragoon, blunderbuss pattern, etc.—while

the rifles are in quite as numerous variety and
date, both sporting and military, with many styles
of equipment which go with them, such as sword
bayonets, cartridge boxes, etc.
Several ancient
flint-lock blunderbusses of iron and steel, a num-

ber of Filipino and Indian and Arabian weapons
and swords of different kinds are also enumerated.
inlaid

Many of them are highly ornamented
work in silver and gold.

with

Quail on Long Island.
Eastport,

L. I., April

5.—Editor

Forest

and

Stream: We have set out twelve dozen and expect six dozen more quail this spring.
For the
past three years we have put out eighteen dozen
every spring and our preserves are quite well
stocked; our members have been careful not to

kill off too many, which is a great help.
GEoRGE

FE. JANTZER.
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STREAM.
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|| SEA AND RIVERTISHING
The Attack Upon Quebec 'License Fees.
Editor Forest and Stream:
Worsted in his arguments with the Hon. Mr.
Prevost on the subject of the Quebec license fees
upon non-resident members
of fish and game
clubs leasing territory from the Province, both
in the discussion at the Montreal Fish and Game
Convention and also in that before the Ontario
Game
Commission
at Ottawa,
Mr. White, of
Pembroke,
is continuing
his attacks upon the
Minister in some of the newspapers of both this
country and the United States.
Being a lawyer,
Mr. White must very well know that he cannot
expect to entgage a Cabinet Minister in a protracted newspaper discussion upon a matter of
ministerial policy; but what he forgets to tell the
public before whom he is assailing Mr. Prevost,
is the fact that the Minister made a complete reply in the Quebec Legislature to all the charges
which Mr. White has since repeated
in the Minister’s absence from the country in a number of
Canadian and American newspapers.
Mr. Prevost is at present in Europe, but even
were he here, he could scarcely be expected to
follow Mr. White in his repeated attacks, when
he has already replied to him through the official
channel, namely, from his seat in the House of
Assembly on the ministerial benches.
In the Minister’s absence I beg to send you the
following extracts from his speech in the House
in introducing his new game law, which reply to
the arguments, so oft repeated by Mr. White.
(Extracts from the speech of Hon. Jean Prevost in the Legislative Assembly of Quebec, Feb.
22, 1900.)
“From the fees charged to non-resident sportsmen, which is one of the principal sources of
revenue to the fish and game departments of the
sister Provinces of Newfoundland
and of the
United States, we receive very little revenue.
“In a brochure published by the Department of
Agriculture at Washington I find that the States
of Colorado, Georgia, Idaho, Maryland, Minnesota, North Dakota, South Dakota and Utah exact from non-residents a hunting license of $25.
In some instances a difference is made between
non-residents of the State and foreigners, the
charge to the latter being $50, as in the States

of Wyoming

and the Territory

(sic)

of Wash-

ington.
Other States charge license fees running
from $10 to $15. The Government of Newfoundland only permits hunting on the island so far as
non-residents are concerned, after the issue of a
license that costs $75.
“Now, let us examine the policy of our sister
Provinces in this matter.
Manitoba exacts from
a non-resident of the Province the sum of $25,
and from a foreigner $100.
British Columbia
charges non-residents $50; so does New Brunswick.
The Western
Provinces collect $25 for
each hunting license, Nova Scotia $30, and the
sister Province of Ontario $25.
“Nearly all these States and Provinces impose
also a tax of $1 to $3 upon residents.
Several
of them also oblige the visiting hunter to pay
certain fixed charges for the use of camps and
also to guides.
From this source their fish and
game departments derive the best part of their

incomes.

“Now, notwithstanding the fact that Article
1415 of our Revised Statutes requires all those
who are not domiciled in the Province to pay a
license
fixed
by the
Lieutenant-Governor
in
Council before hunting in it, we have only collected from this source the sum of $2,56r.
“The reason is very simple.
It is because the
Lieutenant-Governor in Council, on June 1, 1901,
taking into consideration the sums paid to the
Province by holders
of leases,
exempted
the
hunters of the Province of Ontario and of the
United States who were members of hunting and

fishing

clubs

in our

Province

from

paying

the

license in question.
:
“This Order-in-Council was based on Article
1416, which says: ‘Every such license shall be
issued by the Minister or by other person designated by him, upon payment of fees according to
the tariff established by the Lieutenant-Governor
in Council.
The fee may be reduced if the license
is issued to a member of any fish and game club,
which is incorporated
under
the laws of the
Province, and has complied with the provisions
of such laws; but on condition that such club is
lessee of a hunting reserve in accordance with
Article 1417a.’
“Why was this exemption given?
It is, says
the Order-in-Council, because these clubs pay a
considerable revenue to the Province.
“Now, in consequence of increased demands,
better means of communication and the diminution of game and fish, both in Canada and the
United States, the value of our territories under

lease has very much

increased.

I therefore be-

lieve that it is decidedly improper to any longer
exempt the members of clubs from paying the
license that our Province imposes upon them,
but that it is quite permissible to take advantage
of the letter of the law which permits the Lieutenant-Governor in Council
to reduce
the fee

which may have been fixed in favor of these club
members.
“Now, in the course

ernment

of last summer

the Gov-

fixed a fee of $25 for a hunting license

and of $10 for fishing.
I believe that it is only
just that the non-resident
members
of clubs
should contribute their fair part, and, like the
others who have their domicile outside of the
Province, pay us $25 a year.
We intend, how-

ever,

to make

certain

reductions

from

this sum

to those of our lessees who hunt upon their own
preserves.
With the assent of the Prime Minister and of my colleagues
JI announced.
this
policy at the Fish and Game Congress in Montreal, before the Ontario Commission at Ottawa
and to a large number of sportsmen at Boston,
Mass.

“The Big Game
vention,

ing from

largely

Congress at the Montreal con-

composed

dency

of the Province

of the

North

of the

isolated

ables

recriminations

of the sister

only

from

those

certain

of Quebec to the presi-

Fish

and

Game

who

irreconcil-

spend

the hunting

of the

the

immense

Province

of

“Mr.

White,

lished

advocate,

in a number

newspapers

an open

of Pembroke,

of Canadian

has pub-

and

letter addressed

American

to the Min-

ister of Fisheries.
Leaving aside certain passages which furnish opportunity for admiring
the inherent arrogance of some of our Ontario
fellow-citizens, his arguments may be resumed
as follows:
“tst.
The lease gives to the lessee certain
vested rights to hunt and fish on reserves with-

out paying any license.
“2d. The imposition of a license fee on the
non-resident will be a breach of faith on the part
of the

Crown,

and

more

than

that, a spoliation

and a confiscation.
“3d. Why not rather increase the price
existing leases as they come to expire?
“ath. No country in the civilized world,

at

inundating the American and Canadian press
with his categorical pretensions. He has not even
read his lease, for two of its clauses cut away
the

whole

groundwork

single stroke.
“That the
occupation

of

his

arguments

at

I cite them textually:
said lessee shall, in the use

a

and

of lands hereby leased, and in the ex-

ercise of his fishing rights, conform

in every re-

spect to the provisions and requirements of the
fishery laws, Federal and Provincial, which are

now, or may hereafter be in force and comply
with all rules and regulations made or that may
Lieutenant-Governor

in

Council

in_

or the

relation

“Tt shall be lawful to His Majesty, represented
as above, to terminate the present lease at any
time by giving one month’s notice to the lessee.’

“Mr. White, in his quality of president of the
Nekabong Club, has then signed a lease in which
to the laws enacted

or to be enacted by the Government of this Province.
In the same document
session
to the
regulations

whether

he submits his posof the
Province,

already passed or to be passed.

Now,

our laws are promulgated by this Legislature and
the regulations are fixed by Order-in-Council or

by the Minister as the case may be.
“Mr. White knows, too, that the LieutenantGovernor in Council may, if he thinks fit, put an
end to his lease.
He has himself signed this
clause.

his own property, and men like the Duke of
Devonshire, although they bring up birds artificially, and pay for protecting them, have further
to pay the State for the right to shoot their own

less he holds a license.’

birds

game

lands.

of

least in the British Empire, would perpetrate so
monstrous an injustice.
“Mr. White, who I am told is an eminent lawyer, evidently forgot to study our statutes before

course, would bring all government to an end.
It may interest Mr. White to learn that in the
old countries
a man may not do as he pleases
even on his own property.
In England, not only
gun licenses but game license have to be taken
out annually before a landlord may shoot over

““Mr. Prevost’s proposals are so eminently fair

season

in the valley of the Ottawa near the frontier.
One of them has cavalierly published his complaints in the newspapers.
I quite understand
this manner of acting, for these gentlemen only
consider their own private interests, ignoring altogether those of the Province at large.

he obliges himself to conform
of

even

but they proceed

thereto.

by a

Province, having once made a bargain, was constrained forever from altering it, which, of

their own

from

Province,

very

policy

and the

Ontario in reading, with the permission of this
House, an extract from an article in Rod and
Gun, the most accredited sporting paper in Canada, as follows:
_ “Mr.
White, of Pembroke,
showed himself
irreconcilable
and wanted
to argue
that the

on

of which,

this

American

sportsmen

Quebec,

hereafter be made by the Governor-General

Protective Association.
“And I echo the sentiments

majority

of

com-

of Ontario

“Our American neighbors have expressed their
entire satisfaction by naming the Minister of
Fisheries

Province

of non-residents

both the Province

United States, confirmed
explicit resolution.

wonderful

at the present day, we know all too little.’
“There are undoubtedly to be heard some

“Now, when this lease was signed by Mr.
White, Article 1415 of our statutes was in force
just as it is to-day.
““No person,’ says this article, ‘not domiciled
in the Province
“The

of Quebec,

can

hunt

therein

un-

This is our law.

Lieutenant-Governor

in

Council,

may,

however, by Order-in-Council, reduce the fee, if
the license is issued to a member of a fish and
club

incorporated

under

the

laws

of our

Province. There is the regulation.
“Then in principle every non-resident

pays,
and reasonable that we are sure sportsmen as a
body will be found agreeable to their acceptance
whether he be a member of a club or not, Mr.
and willing to work harmoniously with him in » White like the others.
“The Lieutenant-Governor in Council may, as
all he may find himself able to do for the more
efficient protection.

of the fish and game

of that

he

thinks

proper,

impose

a license

upon

non-

-
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residents

or reduce

it; and by the very terms

of

their leases the lessees are bound to submit.
“Tn imposing this fee, therefore, the Province
is not wanting in good faith toward lessees of
hunting and fishing territories, but simply applying the law to them and asking them to conform
to the provisions

of their

Massachusetts
Boston,

Mass.,

Stream:

In

a

under which he obtained possession of the territory at present occupied by his club, we find that
he secured it by sub-lease from Mr. Poupore, the
former Member of Parliament for Pontiac, before the passage of the Order-in-Council making

an exception which dispensed non-resident

mem-

in this Province

from

paying the tax of $25.
“There cannot then be any violation of promise
given to Mr. White, since when he obtained his
territory in 1901, the Order-in-Council which he
invokes to-day was not in existence.
:
“Mr. White forgets, too, in his specious
ments, the true consideration of his lease.

argu-

“For the trifling sum of $120 per annum, his
club possesses, for ten years, the exclusive privi-

STREAM.

Fish and Game
April.

6—Editor

former

letter

Game

Commission,

to labor

Captain
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Bills.

Forest

and

I mentioned

that

the late chairman of the Massachusetts
to be his purpose,

contracts.

“But if we take Mr. White’s particular case,
and if we carefully examine the circumstances

bers of a club incorporated

AND

Collins,

Fish and

declared

it

so long as he held that office,

for such

legislation

as would

confer

on

the Commissioners and their deputies the right to
compel
men
afield
under
circumstances
that
strongly indicated a violation of law, to “show
up” whatever of fish or game they had about
them.
In general terms thas has been designated “the
right of search,’ and at each
session
of the

Legislature

for several

years

prior to the Cap-

tain’s death a bill looking to this end was offered
by some one, but legislators have regarded the
measure as one that infringed upon personal liberty and felt that there was danger of wardens
abusing the power thereby given them; and year
after year the bill has been turned down.

Such a bill (Senate 121) accompanying the
petition of George W. Field, has now been favor-

lege of hunting on a territory of thirty-five square
miles in the townships of Waltham
and Chichester, in the county of Pontiac, and exclusive

these

lakes,

in a good

number

of lakes

ficent lakes are situated between lots 19 and 33
of ranges 9, 10, 11 and 12 of Chichester township.

“Now, Mr. White and the members of his club,
although non-residents of the Province, have the
the payment

resident of this Province

of a penalty by any

who might attempt

hunt in this territory, which, according to
terms of his contract, the Province reserves

him, for the moderate sum

to
the
for

of $120.

“This is a consideration which residents have
to pay just the same as non-residents; but it is
necessary not to confound the price of this con-

sideration with the amount of the license fee
exacted from non-residents.
“Suppose
that the Lieutenant-Governor
in
Council shouuld impose upon the residents of
the Province

the payment

of a license

then, not the non-resident?

““But,’ writes Mr. White, ‘no country in the
civilized world, at least in the British Empire,
would commit such an injustice.’
“But Mr. White forgets, like so many others,
that he has a beam in his eye, and that his own
Province makes residents of the Province of
Quebec pay license fees even when they are members of clubs in the Province of Ontario. Nevertheless, like Mr. White, these non-residents spend
considerable sums of money in Ontario for the
maintenance of buildings, etc.
“The Government of this Province, like all
other responsible advisers of the British Empire,
is charged with the duties of the Crown and respects its contracts to the letter, but it is also a
jealous guardian of its own rights.
“T do not hesitate to say that ever since the
confederation of the Provinces, that of Quebec
has set a good example to the others in this respect.

“Minorities are protected, and never have we
taken advantage of the more or less ambiguous
text of the British North American act to attempt to take from our fellow-citizens of different
origins from us, the rights which belong to them
by usage and by law.
“Mr. White makes the remark that it would be
preferable for the Government to increase the
price of the leases as the present contracts expire.
“T have taken a note of his suggestion and I
assure him that when the lease of his club expires, the price will be increased sufficiently to
afford him complete satisfaction.”
ALFRED PELLAND,
Publicist of the Department of Colonization,
Mines and Fisheries.

of ducks during the time it is illegal to kill them.
Black duck and teal may be sold from Sept. 1 to
March 1, other ducks from Sept. 1 to May 20.
The sale of quail is allowed by the bill reported during the months of November and December, provided they were not killed in this
Commonwealth, nor taken, killed, bought, sold,
or transported contrary to the laws of any State
or country.
Your readers will observe that two
months are allowed by the bill instead of six
months allowed by the present law.
For ducks

is made

for putting them

in

A Queer Fish.

fee, those

of them who are members of clubs would certainly have to pay for the right to hunt, in addition to the price of their lease.
“Why,

Bills.

cold storage under seals, which are to be affixed
to the receptacles by the Commissioners and may
be removed by them and by no one else.
If these several bills go through without modification the sportsmen of the Old Bay State will
have won a substantial victory for the preservation of game birds.
The bill removing the farmer’s privilege of
snaring on his own land is meeting with no serious opposition in either branch.
The bill prohibiting the sale of trout, not artificially reared, is likely to be made a permanent
law.
There is also some prabability that the season for taking trout will be somewhat changed,
and it may be made uniform throughout the
State.
It will be observed that the exceptional season
for quail shooting in Bristol county will be done
away with and the season there will be the same
as in the other counties, if the quail bill reported
by the committee is enacted.
-H. H. Kimpa tt.

comprised in the hunting territory already described, and in Lake Calumet.
All these magni-

right to demand

Non-Sale

in favor of prohibiting the buying, selling or having in possession of a priarie chicken
(Tympanuchus americanus and Pediocetes phasianellus) or any part thereof, whenever or wherever
taken.
Possession is made prima facie evidence
of violation of law and the penalty is placed at
20 for each bird or part thereof.
The act to
take effect Jan. I, 1907.
As this has been agreed
to by the Boston
dealers no organized opposition is anticipated in
either branch of the Legislature.
The committee report a bill to prohibit the sale

and quail provision

fishing rights in Lakes
Germain,
Nekabong,
Jewel, Crockett, Deep and Two Islands, as well
as in all the water courses and dead waters connecting

The

_ The Committee on Fish and Game has reported

MR.

NEWBERRY’S

ably reported

BIG

CUBAN

POMPANO,

by the committee

and

has, by a

small majority, taken its second reading in the
Senate.
It provides that a deputy may demand
of any person who is, in the opinion of such

Editor Forest and Stream:
While trolling around Salt Key yesterday I
had a very sudden and violent strike and my line
was nearly exhausted before the first rush was
checked, in spite of full use both of my pad
brake and the admirable Rabbeth drag, which is
attached to my reel.
Then followed a combat
equal in strength to that furnished by a 4o-pound.
amberjack, but with longer rushes.
I expected to
develop a 50-pound kingfish, but finally brought
to gaff the strange fish of which a photograph is

inclosed

herewith.

persons to assist them” in enforcing the fish and
game laws, and, on refusal, a penalty of one
month’s imprisonment or a fine not exceeding $50

This fish was thirty-eight inches long, fifteen
inches deep, less than four inches
in greatest
thickness and weighed 24 pounds.
The pectoral
fin was a foot long, crescent-shaped and very
narrow.
He was dressed in light blue and silver
with most beautiful pink and pearl iridescence,
and the broad upper lip was a deep and brillant
blue.
The other fins were greenish with strong
dark spots.
My crew called him a whipfish, but said they
had never seen one so large.
Another African
fisherman insisted that he was a “permit.”
In
general style he seemed to me similar to the numerous and varied tribe of jacks, though very

may be imposed.
In the debate upon the bill some of the lawyers
in the upper branch on Wednesday objected to

you or any of your readers help me to place him?
A. St. J. NEWBERRY.

officer, “engaged

in the taking, killing, hunting,

trapping or snaring of fish, birds or mammals
contrary to law’; that such person shall forthwith display for the inspection of such commissioner or deputy any and all fish, etc., then in his

possession; and the refusal to comply with such
demand shall be “prima facie evidence” that said
person is engaged in the taking of fish or game,
as the case may be, contrary to law.
It also pro-

vides that deputies “may call upon any person or

it on the ground that it is unconstitutional, but
I learn from the Commissioners that the bill was

drawn

in the

which

would

office
seem

of
to

the

Attorney-General,

warrant

the

assumption

that in the opinion of that officer the bill is all
right. Its enactment would greatly facilitate the
work of the sixteen paid deputies now on the
force. It seems that it would very nearly double
the efficiency of their work, and certainly the trial
of such a law for one year could work no great
harm.
If when the Legislature convenes next
year

its workings

are

bad it can be repealed:

known

to be in any

way

different
Nassau,

from
March

any species familiar

to me.

Can

20.

[The fish appears to be a Hynnis cubensis, one
of the larger fishes of the pompano family.
It is
usually found about three feet long and is rather
rare.
Its most familiar locality is the waters of

Cuba.
There is no common name for the fish,
but Mr. C. H. Townsend, Director of the New
York

Aquarium,

a big crevalle.]

suggests

that it might

be called

Eastport, L. I., April 5.—I must compliment
you on the Forest AND STREAM in its new dress.

It’s just all right.

GrorGE E. JANTZER.
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Fishing on the Ice in Maine.
STARTING in the morning early on a December
day in
called,
These
sticks,

the sleigh, or rather pung, as it is here
we took with us a dozen lines and traps.
traps are a simple arrangement of three
the main and heavier one having at its

middle two lighter sticks perpendicular to it, and
the two forming a right angle with each other.
To one at the outer end is attached a pin or brad,

around

which

a loop tied in the

line may

be

passed and to the other a little flag, in this case
of black. The trap is set with the line attached to
the pin on one arm.
When the fish bites he pulls
down that arm, raising the other with the flag.
In addition we ‘took some thirty shiners or minnows in a covered tin full of fresh water to keep
them lively, a sinker to sound the depth of water,
some stout cord, an ax to cut holes in the ice,
matches, a lunch and a jug of cider and some
sacks to tie about the feet if found necessary, and

in any event convenient for carrying lines, sinker,
jug and other sundries to and from the pond, and
especially for holding the catch of fish.
We had dressed in warm clothing and particu-

larly in foot covering warm and snow-proof.
wore

stout woolen

leggings made

We

like a stocking,

but heavily lined or reinforced at the feet, with
high rubber overshoes buckling or tying tight
around the ankle is a good rigging.
If the snow
and ice are dry, comfort and ease in moving on
the ice can be gotten from plenty of socks and
stout shoes, using gunny sacks to wrap around
the feet and well up toward the knee, bound and
tied with cord.
If very cold, ear protectors are
important.
The jingle of our bells, the crisp morning air

AND

STREAM.

wood and built a fire on the
burning fiercely and emitting
Here we carried our lunch,
wood and our sacks, warmed

[APRIL 14, 1906.

ice, which was soon
a grateful warmth.
made dry seats of
our cider, and set-

ting some mince pie on a stick at the edge of the
fire proceeded to eat, always keeping a lookout
for the black flags. ‘Once we were interrupted;

but the run to the line was fruitless. The feature
of the lunch was the mince pie. On one side
nearest

the

fire it was

hot to scorching,

on

the

other frozen. We had the experience of hot and
iced mince pie in one mouthful.
As we finished it began to snow and bites became few, though running on the ice became
easier as the snow deepened. Toward 3 o’clock
we began taking up our lines, and as we were
about to take up the last, the black flag went up

and a good-sized pickerel was landed.
This
aroused expectations of a new season of biting;
but having wound up our lines we gathered together our traps and fish, and, putting them in
the sacks, slung them over our shoulders and
started home pleased with our day’s sport and

with a keener desire for fishing on the ice than
we had ever had before.
It was snowing hard and the scene from the
surface of the pond before us was one to be remembered.
Tall,
graceful,
symmetrical
pines
showed green on the bank through the light curtain of falling snow, and between two of the

Frenchman’s

We

took a different

the black

care,

with

swamp,

hemlock

route lead-

but here

the

boughs

and

one,

sunset, which

is around 4:30 at this season,

we

spirits.

reached

somewhat

fish

same

spirit.

To

reach

the

pond

we

had

perhaps
selected

in
we

the
were

obliged to take little-used roads, and in the first
half mile we found the road unbroken. A foot
path narrower than a sleigh had been shoveled
through drifts, but the road was thus made very

treacherous for driving.
It was up one side
and down the other for our pung, till, in making
a curve of the road, over it went, spilling us in
the snow.
Nothing else, however, was spilled,
and we quickly righted the sleigh, examined our
traps and stores, particularly the water on our

bait, and, laughing, jumped in and started again.
The road soon led us between forests of young
pine, hemlock

and

the snow

could

we

birch,

and

here

and

there

in

distinguish the print of the

feet of hare, and grouse or partridge, as it is
colloquially called, adding to the enjoyment of

the ride.
From this we emerge

on a clearing and see a

clump of buildings where a Frenchman and his
four sons have established a farm on the edge
of the pond for which we are bound.
They are
overhauling lumber sleds and greet us as we
drive up, and learning our intention to fish on
the pond, with cheerful hospitality offer us a stall

for our horse.

We take a little time looking at

their animals and exchanging news, a portion of
which is that a party has tried fishing on the

pond within a few days and got nothing. This
does not deter us. Jim, my companion, knows
the pond and the likely places for fish; and laden
with
snow

our implements, trudge through the deep
to the pond.
Here the glassy ice makes

walking

difficult

slippery

surface.

till we

get accustomed

to the

We see the holes cut by the recent visitors, and
passing on to the other side of the pond, select

the

scene
home

of our

former
proud

and

to show

toward
our

and happy as we told the incidents and misliips
to a familiar little group of expectant listeners.
There are few winter sports that can offer
the quiet, keen enjoyment of fishing through the
ice.
D. G. Harris.

Fly-Fishing

Extraordinary.

A FRENCH sportsman just back from India
described tiger hunting in this wise, said he:
“When ze Frenchman hunts ze tiger ze sport is
grand—magnificent; but when ze tiger hunts ze
Frenchman zere is ze very devil to pay.”
It would indeed seem odd that anyone, while
engaged in the simple sport of fly-fishing, would
ever find a parallel to the Frenchman’s description; but the little story I shall here relate would

a
to prove that there are exceptions to all
rules
Not far from Boston to the southward lies the
little village of Ponkapog. I believe that this place
has become famous chiefly through being the
summer home of that much loved poet, Thomas

Bailey Aldrich.
From the large pond in this
village a small brook runs past the rear of the
poet’s house, and beyond through lovely meadows,
thence finding its devious way through a half
mile of swamp overgrown with bushes, and finally on into Neponset River.
Some fair-sized
trout were formerly to be taken in this brook;
therefore this story.
One warm day in July, in company with my
friend, Will B., | was enjoying a morning’s sport
on that brook.
We
had reached
the swamp
aforesaid, and had made our way slowly through

the mud and bushes until we came to a place
where an old stone wall ran out from the upland,
and well across

the swamp

through

the mud

and

goes the little black flag, and while I cut a second hole Jim pulls up a pickerel.
We continue
to cut holes at distances of about 200 feet, all

water, ending at the bed of the stream with which
it made a right angle. This old wall was built
of small round pasture boulders laid up singly,
and the top stones were at that time barely above
water at any point, while at the end of the wall

included

in an elliptical space, till all our

they were below the surface.

are

At intervals

a spot and

have

we

sunk our little shiner and set our line when

up

set.

cut

our

first hole.

up goes

Hardly

the black

lines

flag and

the nearest person runs over the ice and slides
up to the hole to pull in the fish, or sometimes
the baitless line.
Good sport continued all the morning, netting
some

twenty

pickerel,

a few of them

and an occasional perch.

quite large

At noon Jim cut some

anything that was

so ex-

digress.

of tis life,
‘Lhe bit of gay feathers was snapped up like a
flash and with a quick turn of his wrist Will
brought the rod into full play. In an instant
that snake became a raging fury. He reared up
to his full length, seeming to stand on the tip
cf his tail for an instant before starting with a
rush directly toward Will, churning the water

homeward.

near

off

saw

way

ing us through

We had one spil!

dashed

I never

Will had acted impulsively and he was a bit
nervous as he daintily dropped his fly in front of
that snake—and he was not long in realizing that

snow had made the road good.

horse

experience

citing as what followed Will’s offer of a lunch
to that snake—but I anticipate.
Since that day I have seen somewhat of the
stern realities of life—have learned through sad
experience to what depths of deceit, ingratitude
and dishonor selfish interests will sometimes lead
those in whom we have placed our blind confidence, and the fruit of that tree of knowledge
has been very bitter—but during all those years
there has never been a time when I could not
enjoy a hearty laugh over the memory of that
bright morning when Will thoughtlessly “took
a rise” out of that innocent looking reptile. The
serious side of life claims us for the most part;
we cannot avoid it, and any relief therefrom,
even if it be only for the moment, is “as the
shadow of a great rock in a weary land.” But I

most splendid showed the gable of the Frénchman’s house.
Soon (having divided the remains of our cider
with our hosts) we were in our pung and on our

and the white sparkling snow looking diamond
studded when a ray of sunlight struck, made us
feel the joy of living, the exhilaration of high
The

of mud some thirty feet away we saw the dusky
form of a six-foot black water snake enjoying a
sun bath.
Will’s eyes twinkled as he selected and attached a bright red fly, and he remarked: “There
seems to be nothing else here; I wonder if I can
get a rise out of that fellow? ”
Now, during the years since that warm July
day I have seen many a gallant fight made by
lordly salmon and huge trout in the waters of
the Canadian wilderness, but in all my fishing

With careful steps Will made his way along
to the end of this old wall, and carefully balancing himself on the sunken stones he made a few
casts on the stream below, but got no responses.
As he stood there something down stream
caught his eye and he beckoned to me to come
out on the wall; and there lying on a little oasis

ins pee

as

that brief moment,

made

the mistake

he came.

Will braced himself as best he could and tried
to check the rush and to hold him off; then tried
to swing him to one side. All useless. On came
that snake and there was no stopping him.
As he came to close quarters Will used the
light bamboo on him, thrashing vigorously.
It
only seemed to increase the snake’s anger. Finally
Will broke the rod, then he threw up the sponge.
“For

God’s

sake,’

he shouted,

“let’s

arbitrate.

Here, take the whole shooting match,’ and he
threw at the snake what was left of the rod.
Then he tried to vacate his ticklish position in
hot haste; a stone turned and slipped into the
water, and Will went with it. Down he went
alongside of that hateful thing, up to his shoulders in water and slimy mud.
He frantically
tried to climb out. Stone after stone yielded to
his grasp, and he pulled down some ten feet of
that old wall before he got a foothold.
I leave
to the reader to imagine the “blue streak” that
came from his lips during that time—I don’t
care to write it.
I hastened to help him, but I was only in the
way.
When he finally got back on the wall I
anxiously asked: “Do you think you are bitten?
Did you feel him take hold of you?” Will replied in a faint voice, “Yes; he took hold—I can’t
tell whether I’m bitten or not—it’s better to be.
on the safe side,” and he reached for his hip
pocket.
His face fell as he pulled out the wreckage of
a pint flask, wet leather and broken glass.
“Every drop gone! I’m a dead man!” he exclaimed.
‘“‘Routed—horse foot and dragoons!
Holy Moses, what a Waterloo!”
Let me say right here that an angler’s regard
for the strict truth forbids me to add anything
to what I actually saw of this incident. I have
kept my story within due bounds for truth’s
sake; but Will subsequently evolved the following as his own deductions; and he sticks to his
version of this part of the story, and to his
opinions where facts seem to be wanting.
He says that in falling he came in contact with
the stone wall and broke the flask, but that he
did not realize this at the time. That statement
might be allowed to go, but he further says that
while in the water that snake seized him where
it came handiest, and happened to get hold just
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where the “fire water’ was oozing through from
the broken flask, and that without doubt the
snake recognized the poison as his natural

helped to scrape
my life. I know

off the mud, “that flask saved
what I am talking about.”

Verily Will has a powerful imagination.
Joun Fortier,

Bass.

sion, recently sent me a clipping from the Cuba
CN. Y.) Patriot relating to the hibernation of

The writer of the article, after re-

ferring to the fact that most

it “hibernates
are counter

in winter”

authors

agree

that

(sic), says “but there

facts,’ and cites an instance

where

a

“handsome string of bass’ was taken in Novem-

ber from a pond in eastern New York, by an
angler who reached the fishing ground of open
water after pushing his boat through a thin coat-

ing of ice; also that “winter

bass”

are

taken

“pretty often” through the ice from two ponds in

southern

New

These

England.

instances

were

for relating his own

seemingly

from

hearsay,

experience he says, “during

many seasons of winter fishing’ he hooked but a
single bass.
This bass, he goes on to say, was

“without

the slightest

sign of hibernation,’

but

adds that its coating of slime was “unaccountably” thick, “suggesting, though far from proving,

some inactivity of movement.”

This instance of

his personal experience is very good evidence that
the black bass hibernates, though he does not

seem

to know

one may

it, for he immediately

launch

his own

says:

“If

theory as to the winter

habit of the mystic fish, the idea may be thrown
out

tentatively

waters

does

not

that

the

black

hibernate

bass

at all, but

in

native

becomes

sluggish, seeks ground food over very small space,
and is caught infrequently
in winter only be-

cause he is not then an active food seeker.

The

extreme rarity of large catches in winter goes
far to indicate that under ice the bass drops those
summer whims in biting which are at once the
angler’s marvel and despair.”
Now, what better
argument to support the theory of the hibernation

of black bass in the north could one ask than this
latter statement?
This writer, like many others, evidently does
not understand the meaning of the term hibernation.
Referring to the dictionary we find: “Hi-

bernate, v. i.
=to

Lat. hibernatum,

sup. of hiberno

winter; Mibernus = pertaining to winter.

pass the season

of winter

To

in close, protected or

secluded quarters, as birds and beasts ; to winter.”
From this it is seen that hibernation does not
mean a profound winter sleep or complete torpidity, as many suppose.
It means just what it
says, and just what the writer of the article in
question believes to be the “winter habit” of the
bass, though he distinctly says “the black bass in

native waters
My

does not hibernate at all.”

only reason

for penning

the article so frequently
others that appear

this paper

is that

referred to, like many

perennially

in angling periodi-

cals, are prompted by the occasional catching of a
bass through the ice at the beginning or at the
close of winter, and heralded as proof that former
observers have been at fault, and that the black

bass does not hibernate.
common

“knock

sense

out”

instead

the

might be convinced

If one

would

of rushing

conclusions

into

use his

print

of naturalists,

to

he

of the probability that if the

black bass did not hibernate, in the Northern
States, it would be taken through the ice as commonly

as

its congeners

the pike,

perch and yellow perch, which
known,

do not

pickerel,

pike-

fishes, as is well

hibernate.
JAmEs

A. HENSHALL.

WavdsworTH, ©.—I have been a constant reader
for many years.
You have improved your paper

fifty per cent. by your new departure in size and
illustrations.

This is a great age of picture read-

ing by the busy people.

Wuat

pays?

The days when the rod and reel

and line will once more be in evidence, and the
never-zestless pursuit of that warrior, the black
bass, be taken up in many a lake and stream
where now the ice has at last vanished, and to
which countless throngs will ere long flee from
the torrid south and from the stifling cities of
the north.
With the prospect of those days not
anticipation! He already breathes the fresh, pure
air of the uncontaminated fields and forests ; his
eye catches glimpses of the beauty in the htavens
above and the world round about, and his nerves

My good friend John D. Whish, secretary of
the New York Forest, Fish and Game Commisblack bass.
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far off, how fast beats the angler’s heart in fond

Jr.

Boston, Mass.

Hibernation of Black

STREAM.

The Coming Days.

enemy

and had promptly cleared out.
Will knows better than I do what occurred under the water, I cannot dispute his statement.
“There’s no doubt about it,’ said Will as I

AND

kt:

are a-quiver as
bold quarry and
the out-running
Aye, he must

he feels the quick strike of his
the touch, under his thumb, of
line.
now dream perforce!
It is a

time for dreaming.
be no true angler.

Did he not dream, he would
Verily, no insignificant part

of life’s joys is that of memory!

Delightful

is

it to go hither and yon, to slip and slide, to climb
o’er rocks or wade round them, to go mile upon
mile—in short, to put one’s self to many an exertion in quest of the gamy bass, a quest well
worth thrice the attendant inconvenience—which
is not noticed—and
thrice the accompanying
fatigue—which is not felt; but when the happy
experience is all over, again it may be joyously
lived in memory, and lived not once, but again

and yet again.
“The coming days!”
They suggest the bright
past; and the glory of the days that are gone is
projected into those soon to be. Happy, then, the

angler’s life—the reality he is enraptured by, and,
later, its image in memory fills him with gladness; and the joy of the departed makes luminous

the coming days.
angler?

Who

the exciting,

Oh, who would not be a true

would

not

fascinating

give

himself

soldier, “inch for inch, and pound

gamest fish that swims.”
sat docile

at the

over

to

conquest’ of that finny
for pound,

the

Only he who has never

feet of Izaak

Walton,

and,

in-

spired by him, gone forth to practice what he has
learned;

of

the

only

he

angler’s

who

has

life; only

never

he

who

really

tasted

has

never

listened to the singing of his reel as the wily bass
made a dash for liberty and seen him rise sheer

from

the water

to shake the hateful hook

from

his mouth or, if need be, tear it out by falling
athwart the line; only he who knows not the
health of body and rest of soul that are the fruit

of the out-of-door life of the master of the noble
art of fishing.
But “the coming days” also suggest to the
angler something quite different.
The time has
come to take down the rods, open the fishing
tackle box, inspect, in fact, all the articles that
make up his angling outfit.
Are the joints of
the rods all right, is there no need of new wind-

ings, no call for varnish?
ing rod

that has been

Would

used

that bait-cast-

several

summers

not

better be replaced by a new?
How much of the
repairing required shall the angler do himself?
The lines must be tested, two or three fresh ones
procured.
There is need of a couple of dozen

new flies and of several dozen hooks.

The trusty

reels require cleaning and oiling, Oh, there is
enough to be done.
With delight the angler will

himself do all he can, but much he must entrust
to some
houses.

one

of the many

excellent

fishing tackle

And this getting ready for “the coming days,”
how interesting it is! Almost as good is it as
being actually engaged in dropping the dainty fly
where the bass is waiting for his prey, or casting
te him the shining minnow when hunger is upon

im.

Very important,
too, is this getting ready.
Again and again does an angler lose a day’s sport
just because he neglected to make proper pro-

vision.

The present is the time to buy what

is

needed, and now, therefore, the time to be perus-

ing the catalogues of the fishing-tackle dealers.
It will be found by him who studies them that
there are new devices on the market, and he will
do well to give them attention, for though the
wise angler is somewhat conservative he is progressive, too, and so is on the outlook for new

and useful inventions.
Now, it may be that the reader of these lines
_is an undergraduate

in the

school

of piscation,

and, therefore, as he thinks of “the coming days”
wonders somewhat as to the proper preparation
for them.
He is to be congratulated on the joy
that may be his in obtaining in this period of
anticipation the knowledge he needs and with it
the necessary outfit.
The acquisition of the requisite information is downright pleasure, and
the selection of rods and reels and lines and the
rest intensely interesting and entertaining.
It
would be profitable for such a one to turn back
to some of the numbers of ForEsT AND STREAM,
where descriptions of the articles wanted are to
be found, to read books on the matter in hand,
but best of all, to talk things over with some
friend versed in piscatorial wisdom and skilled in
the angler’s art.
Such a one will contribute more
valuable information in an hour than papers and
books in a month; and then his services will be
found inestimable in determining whether
the
goods offered for sale are really what is needed.
He can tell in the twinkling of an eye whether
a rod has balance and responsiveness, and a
score of other things; though it is not to be forgotten that many to-day are the fishing-tackle
firms which may justly take pride in their care
in furnishing the highest grade of goods.
Let
the buyer steer clear of cheap wares, and he will
be pretty sure to obtain his money’s worth; but,
this Goes not mean that he may not blunder by
getting what he does not require for the special
kind of angling he intends to do.
The writer
has seen a right good fellow, through avoidable
ignorance, go a-fishing for black bass with a_perfect equipment for catching brook trout.
It is
well to bear in mind that not only success, but
enjoyment, in angling is found in no small meassure in fishing in the right way with the right
tackle.
“The coming days!’
Let us, brother anglers,
get ready for them.
Let us enjoy them by dreaming of them.
Let them suggest the happy days
that are past, but are yet ours in memory.
But
let us prepare for them, prepare for them now,
for time flies, and before we know it they will be
upon us,
May circumstances all conspire and
health and strengih be ours, to help us in our
gladsome task!
For our labors may we be rewarded with many a full creel, but best of all,
with hearts brimful of innocent delight!

CorNELIUS

NASHVILLE,

W.

Morrow.

Tenn,

Federation of Fish and Game

Clubs.

Apany, N. Y., April 7.—Delegates from the
fish and game clubs in the counties bordering
upon Albany county met at the Capitol this afternoon for the purpose of forming a federation.
The object of the federation is to secure uniform
laws for the several counties, to better protect
the fish and game in each, and to make possible
concerted action in all matters of mutual interest.
Each club is to elect two delegates and two alternates so as to be represented fully at each federation meeting.
The federation itself is to consist
of two representatives from each club, who are
to meet on the call of any one club at the city or
village in which the club issuing the call is located, and is to be governed in its action by a
majority vote of the ‘delegates.
The clubs present at the meeting were the
Albany Cointy Fish and Game Club, represented
by John D. Whish and J. H. Callanan; the Cats-

kill Fish and Game

and

William

Protective

Club, by Clarence Howland

Mattice;

the

Association

by

Mechanicville

George

Game

Slingerland

and John Sheehan; the Rensselaer County Rod
and Gun Club, by J. R. McLaren; the Rensselaer
County Fish ‘and Game Protective Association,
by P. J. Gomph and F. D. Sargent; the Schenectady County Fish and Game Protective Associa-

tion, by Horace
Valatie

Rod

P. O’Brien.

sent

Bolton and W. H. Jackson;

and Gun

proxies.

The

Club, by E. B. Mesick

Hudson

It was

County Fish and Game
awaiting

before

the return

taking

stated

Rod

and

that

Club

Saratoga

Protective Association

of its president

action.

Gun

the

the

Delegates

from

will

and

1s

abroad

visit

the

Chatham Rod and Gun League in the near future to explain the purposes of the federation
and invite its co-operation.
The absence of delegates from the Coxsackie Rod and Gun Club

was noted with regret.

FOREST
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A permanent
lecting Dr.
Schenectady
Association,

organization

was

effected by se-

A. T. Sitterley,
president
of the
County Fish and Game Protective
as president of the federation for

the year, and Mr. John D. Whish, of the Albany
County Fish and
was also decided

club

in

the

federation:

Game Club, as secretary.
It
that one delegate from each

federation

officer

not

should

be

president of the federation.

having

any

named

as

other

a_

vice-

The following vice-

presidents were selected:
Mr. George Slingerland, Mechanicville Game
Protective Association; Mr. Clarence Howland,
Catskill Fish and Game Club; Mr. John Cowan,

Rensselaer

County

Fish

and

Game

Protective

Association; Mr. E. B. Mesick, Valatie Rod and
Gun Club; Mr. J. R. McLaren, Rensselaer Rod
and Gun Club; Mr. F. J. Collier, Coxsackie Rod
and Gun Club; Mr. I. H. Wardell, Hudson Rod

AND

STREAM.

the entire length of the forward
consisting

of four

cars

on

the

one of a train
Boston

& Maine

tracks at the North Station yesterday morning.
At 8 o'clock I was on my way to Wakefield on
board the train to which

I was

admitted

through

the courtesy of Secretary Ellsworth.
To mention all that I saw on the four cars
would require more of your valuable space than
you could well give to a subject not directly

pertaining
departure,

to sports; but being entirely a new
planned to afford ocular and verbal

instruction in various branches of farming as well
as in forestry, | was desirous of seeing how the
thing was done, and I was well paid for the time
required,
The car devoted to insect pests, especially the brown-tail
and gypsy moth, was of
especial interest to people in the eastern section
of the State which has been suffering from their
devastations for several years.
In brief, the train

and Gun Club.

started in the western part of the State early in

The duties of the secretary were defined to
consist in keeping record of the meetings, sending out notices for meetings on the application of
the secretary of any club, and sending the secre-

the week, and stopping in prominent centers, attracted the farmers and others from surrounding
towns who came to inspect the exhibits and to
listen to lectures on various subjects connected

tary of each club in the federation a copy of any
bill introduced in the Legislature which
the interests of any club in the federation

affects
or the

federation as a whole.
A committee of three, consisting of Mr.
gerland,
eration,

Slin-

President, and the Secretary of the fedwas named to consider all future sug-

gestions

for

legislation

and

all

matters

[APRIL 14, 1906.
with

practical

ranged

from

farming.
200

to

The

number

at

different

500

assembled
points,

The

lectures

were

given

chiefly by professors

connected with the State Agricultural College.
The instructors of the New Hampshire and Vermont Agricultural colleges will take charge in
those States.
The experiment has been more
than satisfactory to those who originated and

carried out the plan, and is likely to be repeated
on a more extended scale.
Deputy Burney and another officer of the force
have been looking over the various stores where
fish are sold in search of pike-perch, the sale of
which is forbidden by a law passed this year.
Several seizures were made, but as the law has
been so recently passed the dealers have hardly

had time to become
that

reason

posted in regard to it.

they were

not

forced

to pay

W.

T.

HAMILTON

quired fine, $50 and $10 additional for each fish.
CENTRAL.

C@BILL

HAMTEPONSS

upon

which a call for a meeting of the federation is
based.
This committee is to report to the federation, and its work is intended to facilitate the

federation

business.

It was

unanimously

decided

to work

for a uni-

form fish and game law for all the counties rep-

CONTENTS

resented, and to secure the opinion of the State
Fishculturist as to the best time for a close season on fish in the various counties.

The

federation

placed itself on

record

The Vote That Made an Indian Fighter
Buffalo Hunt with the Cheyennes.
Sioux Village on the South Platte.
Fur Trading Rivalries.

as op-

posed to what is known as the foreign game bill.”
After a thorough discussion of the condition
of fish and game in the several counties, and of
the game law applying to each, the federation
adjourned subject to call.

Trout

Fishing

and Useful
History.

In a Dangerous Country.

Little Wind River.
The Scouts Report Indian Parties.
A Brush with Piegans.
The Blackfoot Fort in Utah.

Natural

Horse

Racing.

An Expedition to Explore Utah.
Bear River.

Boston, Mass., April 6.—Editor Forest and
Stream:
With one of the most famous and most
devoted disciples of good old Izaak Walton, I

William’s

had the satisfaction of taking a four-mile

The Modocs Threaten.

most tempting viands that can be produced by
the chefs of the fashionable hotel or restaurant.
We all know the fact and with what zest your
persistent angler devours his first meal of trout.

“Where

did you go?”

Well, now, I submit, is that a fair question?
I must drop that subject, because there are
others interested, and I cannot honorably give
away their secrets, much as I like to put my

brother sportsmen

in touch with a good thing in

their line.

For myself, I never like to miss the early fishing, even if the weather is a little too cold for
comfort.
A three days’ outing at this season, I
believe, counts for more than the same length

Honey Lake Valley.
Washakie Again.
Fort Bridger.
Bound for California.
Miners Killed.

Our Services in Request at Hangtown.
Death of Russell.

“His story gives for the first time an account of three years of the life of the great scout
and mountaineer Bill Williams.”—Dallas Morning News.
“His many exciting experiences simply and modestly enough related cover the period of
the settlement of the Far West and * * * * the breaking up of the wilderness.”—New
York

Times.

“The very simplicity of the story, the absence of any endeavor after style or effect makes
it the more entertaining.” —Detroit Free Press.
“Tt is a graphic portrayal of life in the open.”—Grand Rapids Herald.
“The story is told in a simple, modest way and is well worth reading.”—Oaktand Herald.
Bound

of time after the days become warm; and one
returns to his desk with renewed strength and
courage
Some

what
doing

for work.
of your readers

the agriculturists
the

past
The

This

was

may

of our

be

interested

State

have

Cloth.

245

Pages.

PRICE,

8

Full

Page

Illustrations.

$1.50.

in

FOREST

Special.

the sign in large letters

in

been

week.
Better-Farming

Return.

The Bannocks Taught a Lesson.
A Rich Beaver Country.

tramp

and casting the lure in a stream where the water
is as clear as crystal and the denizens of the
brook as bright as can be found anywhere in
New England.
The first day of April, Sunday,
and the second likewise, were genuine March
days, the mercury rising hardly above the freezing point, even at mid- “day.
A ride of about seventy-five miles from Boer
on Saturday, and living on the bachelor plan for
a couple of days proved an excellent preparation
for a bit of the strenuous life.
Perhaps some of
your readers can tell just why the first trout of
the season appeals to the taste more than the

extending

For

the re-

MY SIXTY YEARS ON THE PLAINS
BY

in

some cases the pupils of high schools and colleges forming a part of the audience.
The tour
ended in Haverhill, and Monday it leaves for a
tour of New Hampshire and Vermont.
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VACHTING
AN

OUTLOOK.

Ir is the part of the press of to-day to venture

predictions
from
from

in many

fields of activity.

Reports

yachtsmen,
builders,
manufacturers
and
many others connected
even incidentally

with

sport or with

traffic

on

our

coasts

and

waterways, are most gratifying.
In this year of
grace, yacht racing, cruising, under sail or in the

ubiquitous launch, and small boat sailing will be
indulged in as never before.
From the largest
racing schooners

down

all types of boats
the

invasion

of

to the one-design

are well
the

catboat,

represented,

Sonderclass

and

boats

for

of
the

W. Jackson, Manhassett
all 32ft., load waterline

Bay Y. C., length over
21ft., breadth 8ft., and

draft 5ft. The boat is intended for day sailing
and is fitted with a small trunk cabin and will
be named Pagan. The frame is set up and the
ribbands run, and looks very like the knockabouts of the above dimensions.
Sayonara, a famous 46-footer, has been altered
into a yawl, her lead cut off and iron substituted,
reducing her draft about 3ft. A number of the
old 46-footers,
including
Gossoon,
have been
stripped of their lead.
It would be remarkable
indeed if the class should be revived.
Extensive
alterations
have
been
made
to Aquilla
and

Agnes S.
Mr. George W. Biles has built a racing launch

Roosevelt Cup the end is not yet. This enthusiasm is a good indication of the spirit of the
times, and of the general interest in yachting.
The adoption of the New York Y. C. rule is

and a shoal-draft sloop on speculation.
The sloop
is about 30ft. long, 8ft. 6in. breadth with a draft
of 3ft. Of course a shaft log has been placed in
the deadwood, and an aperture cut for the in-

in a way

foots up three boats that are well along, and a

responsible

for

this

expansion,

and

though much work must still be done to perfect
it, the present results can be looked at only with
satisfaction.
The time is not far distant when
the American people will require that, to the
supremacy of our yachts we shall add that of our

commerce, and shall cause the flag of the merchantman to be as well known in foreign waters
as are the ensigns

of our yachts.

City IsLAND at this time of the year, for a
man interested in sport, such as boating and
yachting, offers favorable opportunities of obserand

being

the

place

where

At the yard of B. Frank
fourth

not

yet

the

greatest

number of yards devote their entire efforts to
storing and building yachts, near the city; it is a
capital objective.
At Hawkins’ yard, where for

year.

and

what

boats are Fife’s

II. and Miladi, schooners;

since the first of the

year have taken over the Robins yard adjoining
Mr. Hawkins, are quite busy. The yard has been

and

a shed

erected,

and

a gradual

development is taking place.
In the yard are a
dozen or so boats to be put in commission.
In
the shop, planked and ready for the cabin trunk,

is the 75ft. power yacht Virginia, from a design
by Messrs. Cox & Stevens.
The work on this
boat is well done.
Both Mr. Purdy and Mr.
Collison, having been with firms that made repu-

tations for good work, it is not less gratifying to
find them turning it out.
The interior work of

Virginia

will

by her owner

be mahogany.

She

will be used

on the coast of Maine.

struction in the same

Under

con-

shops is a 4oft. cargo

and

passenger launch for use at Colon, Panama.
The
machinery is a naphtha engine of 16 horsepower,

as the water

in the vicinity of Colon

ruins the

ordinary water-jackets of explosive motors.
A 30ft. latinch, from designs of Messrs.

A.

Cary Smith & Ferris for Mr. Charles H. Voorhees, is being built, and is of the hunting cabin
type.

The

engine

to be installed

is a 10 horse-

power Murray & Tregurtha.
At Hansen’s yard a number of small boats are
hauled out. In the shops three boats are being
built, a 56ft. launch

is ready

from

for the engines.

Mr.

Hansen’s

A second

Cup,

design,

boat, also

It is
been

the other nearing completion,
These boats are
for Mr. Hendon Chubb and Mr. William A. Barlast

up

Roosevelt

made over wood construction.
The yacht’s deck
is going on and as the joiner work, spars and fittings are all ready, it will not be long before
launching takes place.
On the other side of the
shop, one of the two boats designed by Mr. Crane
for the Gravesend Bay 22ft. class is planked, and

ters here among the best known

cleared

the

work

draft of 6ft.
The hull, which is all planked, is
double skin cedar and mahokany and is a fine
job.
Mr. Gardner has turned out a beautiful
boat, a racer; a look inside shows plenty of room
for the necessary accommodations.
The framing

stow, members

Leda and Eleanor, sloops.
Purdy & Collison, who

for

the new

from a design by Mr. Crane. The largest boat, a
sloop, is from designs by Mr. William Gardner
for Mr. Alfred H. Morris. Length over all 64ft.,
load waterline 4oft. 6in., breadth 12ft., with a

many years one or the other of our cup defenders
winter, Columbia is hauled out.
In winter quarEelin, Mavis, Crusader

started

Wood

of the boat is of steel, about 1%in. by 2in.
very noticeable that a gain in room has

Work at City Island.

vation,

stallation of the ubiquitous motor.

resemble

of the Atlantic

Cockatoo
They

are

Y. C. These

II., designed
show

thought

a

more

boats

by Mr.

Crane

developed

form

to be improvements

on

Cockatoo II.
The stem line from the fore end
of the fin is very slack and easy, the fin short
with the lead run all on the forward edge.
As
‘in the recent Crane boats, the garboards have
no hollow, the keel piece being made very large

and the round taken out of it, which saves much
awkward work and keeps the planks from splitting. The bows are of a pure V-section to amidships, when the bilge turns easily from a flat
deadrise into the side, from thence aft into a
gradual

taper

to

the

taken every advantage

transom.

Mr.

Crane

has

of the rule, and with his

success in this class of boat these boats will be
watched with a great deal of interest.
The repairing on the yachts hauled out has

been proceeding continuously during the winter.
Irondequoit, Mr. Mason Raborg, is to be altered
and put in shape;

to

the

Pratt

Dodger

family,

are

and Weent,

hauled

belonging

out;

Kestrel,

Spasm, Paukatuck and a number of other boats
are being attended to.
At the yard of Mr. Robert Jacob, there is a
vast amount of work being done.
All but one

boat, the Lipton Cup boat from designs by
Messrs. Barney and Mower are being built from
designs by Mr. Henry J. Gielow, and speak very
well for this popular designer’s

versatility.

The big yawl Sieglinde for Mr. G. B. Hopkins,
New York Y. C., is ready for the water. She is
a big boat and should prove an able cruiser.

Her

from Mr. Hansen’s design, is a cruising launch
soft. long.
The engine will be a 35 horsepower

auxiliary machinery is a 40 horsepower Standard
motor.
Sieglinde’s dimensions are: Length over

Globe.

all, o4ft. 6in.; load waterline, 64ft. 8in.; breadth,
2oft.; draft oft. 4in.
The sails are being made

A schooner, the smallest one we know

designs by Mr. Charles D. Mower,

of, from

is for Mr. R.

by Lapthorn

& Ratsey.

Below

the joiner work

is all in place, and shows very comfortable quarters, simply but well carried out in plain wood.
The deck fittings, rails, etc., are of teak.
The sloop Effort, for Mr. F. M. Smith, owner
of the steam yacht Hauoli, is plated and the riveting nearly completed.
The bronze plates are
about Yin. thick over steel frames, and the con-

struction, though

looking light, is very neat and

strong; the deck beams and straps are fitted, and
as soon as the inside work is completed, she will
be decked.
It is curious to note that the plater

in charge of Effort plated the boats for the Russian Navy that Mr. Lewis Nixon built at Sevastopol.
The Effort, whose dimensions are for the

first time published, will be: Length over all, o3ft.

3in.; load waterline, 65ft.; breadth, r6ft. 6in.;
draft, 11ft.
She was designed under the New
orks we
rule,
The boat, from all that can be seen of her in
the shed, looks very clean and slippery, and particularly well turned.
From
the heel of her
sternpost to the stem she resembles Queen Mab
and Varuna, it being a straight line with a little
turn-up near the stem head, below this line and
well aft the lead is bolted on, a matter perhaps
of 30 tons, rather thick, in profile it seems strikingly inadequate to bringing the boat to her lines.
The angle of the rudder post is normal.
The

bow

sections

are

of the V-type;

the amidships

section is easy, showing a good floor, a strong
but not hard turn at the bilge, aad a good side
above water. The run is long and clean and ends
in well shaped transom,
The bronze plating is
unpainted and makes it hard to judge the shape
of the yacht, but generally the form is long and
easy with plenty of power.
The deck shows few
openings, and those narrow.
The spars are to
be hollow, made by Frazer; the blocks by Merri
man, of Boston, and the sails by Wilson & Silsby.
Effort will be launched on April 28.
Fern, Mr. Charles P. Freeman’s soft. launch, is
ready for the water.

Mr.

Charles

W.

Lee’s

Dreamer

II. has been

launched and tried and made a speed of 12 miles.
She is one of the nicest pieces of work in the
way of design and construction we have seen in
a long time, and looks a very able little ship.

Gertrude

III., Mr.

George

W.

Butts’

launch,

is nearing completion, and for her dimensions is
one of the best arranged new boats.
There are

two staterooms

and a saloon, from each of these

rooms access is directly attained to the toilet
room.
The engines and crew are forward.
The
dimensions are:
Length, 7oft.; waterline, 6oft.;
breadth, 12ft.; draft, 3ft. 3in.
The engines are
two 35 horsepower Standard motors.
The Lipton Cup boat from designs of Messrs.
Barney and Mower is being set up, and will be
completed about June 1 and shipped to Chicago.
A launch for Mr.
Noah
Palmer
has _ been

started within a few days, and is to be completed
in July. She will be over all 75ft., waterline 65ft.,
breadth 13ft., draft 3ft. 3in., with two 4o horsepower Standard motors.
The houseboat that Mr. Jacobs is building for
his own use is nearing completion and is attracting some attention.
It is in fact a very comfortable house placed on a scow, and the size of the
rooms compare very favorably with those of a

house ashore.
The repairs to Margery, ex Rancocas, Mr. St.
John, are nearly completed.
Sea Fox, Venona,
Paladin, and the auxiliary sloop Cherokee are

fitting out.
over

Kama and Queen Mab are not to go

this year.

Virginia and Mineola have not yet begun to fit
out.
Mr. S. Edward Vernon’s Vivian II. is
having certain alterations carried out and will
be soon in commission.
Lida Louise will sail
‘under a new name this summer;
Cayuga is fitting out.
Recently Mr. Jacob has acquired

steam

yacht

about

4ooft.

FOREST
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of upland property adjoining his yard and his
residence will be moved there, thus increasing

out.

is to be carried out at once to make the basin
sea tight and give a depth of water of 18ft. at
low tide.

est interest

the capacity of the yard to store big boats.

Ferry Service

Work

Bay,

at Eastern

between

the

Launch.
owner’s

Point and Gloucester.

summer

home

The design is

from the office of Messrs. Hoyt & Clark, and was
made for Commodore H. C. Rouse, of the Seawanhaka Corinthian Y. C.
The launch is now
under construction
at the
yards
of Messrs.
Stearns & McKay, Marblehead.
The form of the boat is well adapted to its purpose, and she should
perform
well
in either
rough or smooth
water.
The
construction
is
heavy, the strength being mainly in the planking
and framing, which, after all, when it is possible
to carry the weight, is the best place in which to
put it. The accommodation for such a boat is
very good and was carried out from the owner’s
ideas.
The small cockpit forward will, in nice
weather, and protected by a- glass break, be a
comfortable place to sit.
Next aft is the engine
compartment, whose sides are flush and the roof
of which is raised somewhat above the sheer,
giving good head room and ventilation in. the
engine room.
The engine is to be of 25 horsepower, and, in this protected place, will keep
running no matter how dirty the weather be-

comes,
Immediately aft is a space reserved for the
helmsman, which is separated from the cockpit
by a double bulkhead, which will form a pocket
for a second glass break to protect the passengers from spray.
The after cockpit is roomy,
with seats about the four sides, and will be fitted
for the carriage of trunks, etc.
Under the after
deck is located the steering gear.

This type of boat is very interesting
time.
There is still a wide field ahead

at this
for its

development, and in the near future we believe
boats of this type will receive still more attention.
Their
reliability, speed and comfort
are very
great, and as an adjunct to a country place such
a boat is invaluable.
The dimensions are as follows:
Length—
Over valle viaeinate
ties: 0 cone ereene 35it. oin.
TW sin Pi tage ae ee
cee
eee 32ft. oin.
Breadthe : eo deeeeckc
even «ete eee Jar Pha Crhal

Dthfi Wie... See dens eae beam

oF prone ace

2ft. 6in.

Freeboard—

BOrward voces reece siete 3ft. 2in.
Artidshipss a2) ot esr
tee ae ae 2ft. oin.
MEEPS
Ceo Shs
mene ny SERS 2ft. 3in.
Motor—25
Speed-—r2

is having

Wilson

horsepower.
miles.

suit of sails by

& Silsby.

GERMAN-AMERICAN

Matcu.—By

displayed

Letter.

FivE-HuNpDRED-DoLLAR
CUP FOR SCHOONERS.—
Vice-Commodore F. Lewis Clark, of the Eastern
Y. C., has offered a cup valued at $500 for the
club’s race for schooners from New London to

June 30.

Five entries

for

this race have already been received, and everything points to the success of the event.
The official entry was received last week of Mr. F. F.
Brewster’s Elmina.
The schooners Corona, Mr.
A. F. Luke, and Invader, Mr. Roy A. Rainey,
having been received before.
‘The entries have
also been received of the new 55-rating schooner
Dervish, building at Lawley’s for Commodore
Henry A. Morss, of the Corinthian Y. C., and
the new 65ft. waterline schooner Taormina, also
building at Lawley’s for Mr. W. S. Eaton.
All
of these yachts are expected to enter in the annual cruise of the Eastern Y. C. and take part

in the port to port runs.

It is hoped

that the

new schooner Queen, now building at Herreshoff’s for Mr. J. Rogers Maxwell will be ready
in time to enter for the race.
Last week the
new mainmast was stepped in Corona at Lawley’s. It is three feet longer than the old spar,
which was found to be rotted when it was taken

DAN KIDNEY @ SON, West De Pere, Wis

far the great-

in Massachusetts

Bay dur-

ing the coming season will be in the class of
boats which will compete in the trial races for the

ing of the season.

It is undoubtedly the interna-

tional feature, and the small size of the boats
that is responsible for the great amount of in-

terest

shown.

No other class has ever received

such patronage for its first season in the history
of Massachusetts Bay yachting.
Interest is by no means confined to Massachu-

setts Bay, for some

New

York

and Long Island

Sound yachtsmen are coming in for a try at the
honors.
Last week Mr. H. U. Hayden, of New
Orleans,
visited
Boston
and
consulted
with
Messrs. Burgess & Packard on building a boat
for the trials for a syndicate of members of the
Southern Y. C. Mr. Trenor L. Park, of the New
York Y. C., is having a boat built from designs
of Mr. William Gardner.
Vice-Commodore
F.
Lewis Clark is having a boat designed by Mr.
Clinton H. Crane, which will be sailed by the
designer.
A boat is being designed by Messrs.
Cox and Stevens; of New
York, the owner’s
name being withheld.
Two boats for the class
have been ordered from
MHerreshoff.
One
of
these is for Mr. Frank Gair Macomber, Jr., and
the other is for Mr. H. M. Sears.
A boat, de-

signed by Mr. B. B. Crowninshield

is now

in the

planking stages at the Graves yard in Marblehead.
The owner of this boat, which will be
sailed by the designer, has not yet been named.
Another boat by the same designer for Dr. Morton Prince, is now being built by Messrs. Stearns
& McKay, of Marblehead.
Mr. E. A. Boardman
has received orders for four boats for Messrs.

Charles

Francis

Adams,

2d, C. H.

W.

Foster,

Dr. John L. Bremer and Charles P. Curtis. The
O. Sheldon Co., of Neponset, is reported to have

an order for a boat for Mr. R. L. Pond.

Mr. E.

W. Hodgson, an amateur, who designed
25-footer L’Aiglon, has prepared a set

the fast
of lines

which

he is considering

building

from.

the Graves yard is 35ft. over all and has a finely
turned

hull,

of the

old knockabout

type;

but

it

is likely that all of the boats will be of conservative dimensions.
Several are
36ft. over all. Mr. Hodgson’s

treme.

known
design

to be over
is very ex-

The boat to be built at Sheldon’s for Mr.

R. L. Pond

will be 20ft. waterline,

4oft. over

extreme

boats

challenge

next

year

will be between

boats

of class Q, under the new uniform rating rule.
It is considered by many of those who are building new boats, however, that it would hardly be
fair to force a class or a type of boat on the
Germans, which they have seen fit to reject.
It
is possible that they will not be over-anxious to

sail future matches with Sonderklasse boats after
the coming

one

has been

finished.

Launches, row and
sail boats.
Canoes and Hunting

It is certain

that when they come to America this summer,
they will discover some things about the class
that they may not have considered before.
Two
New
SxKene
Boats.—Mr.
Norman
L.
Skene has received an order for a cruising launch
for Mr. H. W. Arnold, of New York.
She will

be 35ft. 9in. over all and will be fitted with triple
screws. Mr. Skene also has an order for an 18ft.
catboat for Mr. John R. Andrews, of Brooklyn.

Of

all Descriptions.

@

boats.

Send for Catalogue.
American

Boat & Machine

Naval

Co., 3517 S. 2nd St., St. Louis, Mo.

Archictects

ARTHUR

and

Brokers.

BINNEY,

(Formerly Stewart & BINNEY.)

Naval

Architect

and

Yacht

Broker,

Mason Building, Kilby Street, BOSTON, MASS.
Cable Address, ‘‘ Designer,’’ Boston.

BURGESS @ PACKARD,
Naval Architects and Engineers.
Yacht Builders,
131 State St., BOSTON, MASS.
Tel. 4870 Main.
Marblehead Office and Works: Nashua St., Marblehead, Mass.
300-Ton Railway.
Modern Building Shops. Two new
Storage Sheds. 10-Ton Steam Shearlegs, 21 feet of water
off our railway. Large Storage Capacity. Ship Chandlery
and Machine Shop.
Repair Work of all kinds quickly
handled.

HOLLIS
Yacht
kinds.

BURGESS,

Broker.
General
Marine Agent.
Insurance of all
Agent for the purchase and sale of Gasoline Engines.

Main Office, 10 Tremont St. Tel.1905-1 Main.

Branch Office, 131 State St. Tel. 4870 Main. BOSTON, Mass,

LORILLARD & WALKER,
Yacht Brokers,
Telephone 6950 Broad.

41 Wall St., New York City.

Hoyt.

Montcomery

HOYT

@

L ARCHITECTS

AND

Place, New

NORMAN
15 Exchange

ENGINEERS,

High Speed Work:a Specialty.

17 Battery

The Skene Chock.
The Skene

H. Crark.

CLARK,

YACHT. BROKERAGE.

L.

York,

SKENE,

The Skene Sectional Boat.
Triple Screw System.

Street,

-

SMALL

Boston,

Mass.

BROS.

NAVAL ARCHITECTS.
YACHT BROKERAGE,
No. 112 Water Street, BOSTON, MASS.
Fast cruisers and racing boats a specialty.
Tel. 3556-2 Main.

in

this new bunch will be found at the head of the
list, and it will become necessary to build freakier
boats to beat them.
Thus we come back to conditions which have sounded the death notes of
our once excellent classes, and which are likely
to make this class short lived in this country, unless the same rules should be maintained for races
of future seasons.
It has been held out that the
races to be sailed in German waters under Ameri-

can

KNOCK DOWN BOATS

all,

6ft. 6in. breadth and sft. 6in. draft. These conditions are all very nice for the purpose of bringing out many varied ideas of speed lines, but the
result is getting somewhat away from the recent
that the most

Builders of fine Pleasure and Hunting Boats,
Canoes,
Gasoline Launches, Small Sail Boats.
Send for Catalogue.

C. SHERMAN

On account of the rules of measurement, it is
quite likely that there will be a great variety in
types.
The Crowninshield boat now building at

highly probable

starting

a new

[APRIL 14, seit

strong movement in America of doing away with
freak boats of abnormal proportions.
It seems

Boston

Marblehead,

STREAM.

Gernmian-American match.
Orders have already
been placed for 15 boats, and it is quite possible
that there will be more in sight before the open-

WE publish this week the design of a launch
for ferry service on the north shore of Massachusetts

Corona

Messrs.

AND

FOR

SALE.

C. B. Sloop “KANGAROO.”
40ft. over all, 28ft. waterline, 13ft. breadth, and 4ft, 6in.
draft; 3,000lb. lead shoe; 10,000lbs. cast ballast (iron) inside.
Built in 1885 by Phil Ellsworth; rebuilt 1898.
Kangaroo is absolutely sound and seaworthy, fully found.
Sails, standing and running rigging, also tender, new
1904 and 1905.
Anchors, chains, brass binnacle, lights.
Mahogany
trim cabin;
stateroom with Bishop
closet.
Lead plumbing; water tank, ice box, galley, beating,
cushions,
and all equipment
new.
Spar covers, sail
covers, awning fore and aft; life buoys, gilt names.
Top
sides painted black, with gold stripe, and copper-painted
bottom.
Cedar and mahogany tender, cost $75.
Patent
boat davits.
Price $700.
Apply to J. R. GILMORE,
45 East 28th St., New York.

Canoe and Boat Building.
A Complete Manual for Amateurs.
Containing plain and comprehensive directions for the
construction of Canoes, Rowing and Sailing Boats
and Hunting Craft. By W. P. Stephens. Cloth.
Seventh and enlarged edition.
264 pages. Numerous illustrations, and fifty plates in envelope.
Price, $2.00.
FOREST

AND

STREAM

PUBLISHING

CO.

FOREST
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A ort. LAuNcH.—Mr. Charles F. Herreshoff,
2d, has ordered a 7oft. cabin launch from the
Lawley Corp.
She will be of light construction
and will be fitted with an engine of 100 horsepower of Mr. Herreshoff’s design.
The boat will
be called Den II.
EASTERN Y. C.—Commodore W. Amory Gardner has announced the appointment of Mr. John
S. Lawrence as fleet captain.
Order No. 2 calls
for rendezvous for the annual cruise on July 7.
At the general meeting of the club on April 3
it was voted to adopt a cap with leather visor,
similar to those worn in the Boston and New
York yacht clubs.
Usona Triep Out.—The 24ft. waterline sloop,
designed by Mr. Charles F. Herreshoff, 2d, for a
German
yachtsman,
was launched at Lawley’s
last Tuesday and was tried out by her designer
Wednesday.
She was designed for light weather
and felt the weight of the strong breeze considerably.
She will be sent to Germany by steamer.
Fast LAuncH
For
A. H.
Marxs.—Messrs.
Stearns & McKay are building a speed launch for
Mr. A. H. Marks.
She will be 32ft. over all and
4it. 6in. breadth.
She will have automobile engines placed tandem, aggregating 80 horsepower.
The boat is intended for fast work, but has also
been designed to be serviceable and able to get
about in rough weather.
The forward engine
can be thrown out and half the total power used.
The boat is provided with air tanks of sufficient
capacity to float hull, engines and passengers.
JoHN B. KILLEEN.

A Vacation
BY

WILLIAM

Cruise.
KUHNLE,

At 10 o’clock we filled away on the port tack
with our friendly S.W. wind on the eastward
trip, keeping us busy now that we were bound
the other way.
After passing Fort Adams we
worked into the ebb tide, which helped us along
handsomely, reaching Beavertail in three short
legs.
Here we lost the benefit of the tide and it
was a simple case of beat and boxhaul all the way
out to Point Judith, the wind increasing as we
drew around the Point, with a very choppy sea.
Seeing that everything for reefing was handy,
should an emergency require it, I had the mainsail eased off a bit in order to make as much
headway as possible before
dark,
setting
the
course due W., hoping to make Stonington if
possible.
A heavy thunderstorm coming down
from the N.W., which we were lucky enough to
escape, took all the strength out of our wind, and
just after we had passed
Quonochontaug
the
breeze fell entirely and so suddenly that it was
impossible for us to run in shore for an anchorage, it being impossible and unsafe to anchor
where we were, for the lead line showed 25 fathoms and we only had 25o0ft. of chain.
At dark
the staysail was run down and we prepared for
an all night's drift, dividing into watches, one
on lookout the other at the wheel in each watch.
My partners not being accustomed to this work
I made the watches of two hours’ duration, taking the first watch, to to 12, myself, as the ebb
tide was taking us off shore and I wanted to keep
my position located on the chart as long as possible, in case it should become hazy. At 12 o’clock
we were relieved, and wishing to be handy in case
anything turned up I lay in the cockpit. The distant rumble of the paddles of the approaching
fleet of steamers bound for Fall River and Providence caused the man at the wheel to call me at
1 oclock.
Anticipating being somewhere
near
their path I had previously lighted the anchor
light, keeping it hooded in the cockpit, for in case
the boat had swung in such a position that our
running lights would be invisible to an approaching vessel I could show a white light which would
save our being run down at least.
Flares made
of a bunch of cotton waste or rags tied to a piece
of metal and saturated with turpentine or oil are
the best for the purpose, as they give a very large
flame which is sure to attract attention: but care
must be used that they are not held too close to
the sail or rigging, owing to fire.
The boats
passed us quite a distance in shore, however, so
that there was no necessity for showing a light.
July 11—At dawn a faint zephyr sprang up
from the S. and easing the boom to starboard

AND

STREAM.
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and hoisting the staysail we headed for Watch
Hill, reaching the bell buoy at 6 o’clock. Having
lost so much time during the night it was decided that we should continue on without stopping until we reached Port Jefferson, I therefore
kept the above mentioned buoy well off to starboard running a course close along the outside of
Fisher’s Island; when about half way down the
island the wind hauled to the W.S.W. and it was
9 o'clock before we had Race Rock Light abeam.
The ebb tide in the Race drove us back considerably. and aithough I stuck to the port tack and
headed for Bartlett's Reef Lightship
originally
we were close to Little Gull Island when we

finally got across,

it taking us two hours

and a

half to go six miles in an eight-knot breeze.
As
the strongest set of the ebb tide is felt on the
Long Island side at this end of the Sound, I decided to cross and worked over toward Niantic,
hugging the Connecticut shore as close as safety
permitted.
By making
short tacks along the
shore we were able to get abeam of Cornfield
Reef Lightship by nightfall, the wind shifting to
S.W. and falling to about five knots.
As a mat-

ter of precaution

the staysail was

taken

in and

furled.
Watches were set at 8 o'clock, we dividing off
as on the previous night, the rest rather enjoying
the novelty of the system.
I was called at 10:30,
having gone below at Io o'clock, and hustling on
deck saw a great sight, the entire east-bound
Sound fleet all lit up made it look like Broadway

at night.

As

we

were

directly in their path I

until sold, when her name was changed. Sultana,
recently bought

by Mr.

Van

Brunt,

will be char-

tered during the summer.
RRR
MeErMAID
purchased

Sotp.—Mr.
from

Mr.

-yacht Mermaid.
by

the

J. P. Morgan,

W.

Ross

This yacht was

Herreshoffs

for

Jr., has

Proctor,

Mr.

the steam

originally built

Morton

F.

Plant.

Mermaid has a reputation for speed, and is of the
Scout type, her dimensions are, length over all
8oft., load waterline

7oft. 6in., breadth

and draft 3ft. 5in.

She

pansion engines.
be refitted there.

roft. 5in.,

is fitted with triple ex-

Mermaid

is at Tebo’s

and will

RRER
To REevIvE THE Burcess Fortires.—Col. David
E. Austen, of the Brooklyn Y. C., has made arrangements

to have

in the Gravesend
fifth boat

may

four of the old boats entered

Bay racing this summer,

enter.

in the vicinity and
Latowana,

Tower;

E.

E.

Choctaw,

R. Beals,

and

These

boats

should

give

Malcolm;

are

good

Colonel

racing.

Nymph,

A. C. Henges;

W.

Awa,

Austen’s

and a

all owned
C.

William

Ondawa.

RRs
YACHTMASTERS’

ASSOCIATION.—The

following

officers have been elected to serve for one year in
the

Yacht

Masters’

and

Engineers’

Association:

President, L. E. A. Olson; Vice-President, C. H.

Loring;

Treasurer,

E. F.

Bishop;

Secretary,

H.

called my watchmate immediately and examined
the side lights to see that they were burning
brighily.
The head sheets were led out for a
quick shift if necessary and the boat falls cleared.
Here for the first time I had to use my lantern,
for although the port light was burning brightly
we being close hauled on port tack, and the lamp

T. Snuth; Trustees—R. M. Frost, H. Lang, C. E.
Nutter, W. C. Bonning and L. J. Byrne; Quartermasters—C. W. Wood and H. Hanson,
RRR

was

the

South Bay was formed including the Shinnecock,

white light a couple of times that one of the Fall
River monsters swung off and passed close under
our stern, close enough to read her name.
Before
J] went below again Faulkner’s Island was abeam,
so I left orders to steer for Southwest Ledge

Westhampton,
Moriches,
Quantuck
and
Pan
Quogue
Y. C.’s.
The following officers were
elected:
President, T. H. Howell; Vice-President, Foster Crampton; Secretary and Treasurer,
Harry Growtage.
The
following
dates
were
adopted:

a good

one,

Light off New

it was

Haven.
[TO BE

not

until I swung

CONCLUDED. |
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For WASHINGTON.—Within
E. Boucher

to Washington

model

a model

shops

a few

have

of the U.

days

forwarded

S. transport

Sherman.
This model has been very well commented upon by those understanding the niceties
of model making.
There are now in process of

construction various models for the New York
Y..C., Atlantic Y. C. and other clubs and for
transportation companies
lines of steamers.

owning

and

operating

Rene

TrAns-PaciFic
YAcHT
Race—On
from San Francisco will be started
yacht race to Hawaii for a $500 cup

the Hawaii

Y. C., of Honolulu.

far, five entries, La

Paloma,

Mr.

Aggie, Mr. James V. Coleman;

May
19
the ocean
offered by

There

are,

so

Nixie, Mr. Ful-

SouTHERN Y. C.—A large sloop is being built
in the South from designs of Mr. H. N. Gautier,
an amateur, to meet the Burgess
& Packard

sloop Cricket.

sions

length

are

breadth

tI4ft., and

over

The new
all

draft

S5oft.,

20in.,

boat’s dimenwaterline

the

sail area

is

ALSACIENNE SoLtp.—Mr.
W.
T. Van
Brunt,
New York Y. C., has acquired the Alsacienne,
and she is to be refitted and overhauled to be put
in commission this summer.
Alsacienne, under
the name
of Norseman,
was built by Poillon

for the

YACHTING
of

ASSOCIATION.—

the

clubs

on

Great

4.—Shinnecock Y. C., club race.
7.—Quantuck-Pan Quogue Y. C., club races.
14.—Westhampton Y. C., club race.
21.—Moriches Y. C.-Quantuck Y. C., club races.
27.—Quantuck Y. C., women’s race.
28.—Westhampton Y. C., Association race.
3.—Shinnecock Y. C., women’s race.
4.—Quantuck Y. C., Association race.
9, 10, 11.—Shinnecock Y. C., Association races.
17.—Westhampton Y. C., women’s race.
18.—Pan Quogue Y C., Association race.
22.—Moriches Y. C., women’s race.
24.—Quantuck Y. C., club race.
25.—Moriches Y. C., Association race.
29.—Quantuck Y. C., women’s race.
31.—Pan Quogue Y. C., women’s race.
1—Westhampton Y. C., open race.
3.—Westhampton
Y. C., Association champion-

ene

Lipton Cur Boat.—Canada
is definitely to
build a boat for the Chicagd races. The boat is
to be built and sailed by J. H. Fearnside, of
Hamilton.
The boat will be ready by June 1.

RRR
ATLANTIC

C. Ried
fleet

Y. C. OFrFicers.—Commodore

has

reappointed

Gen.

B. M.

Daniel

Whitlock

captain,

DELEGATES TO THE Y. R. A: oF] IS
ee aee
Bridgeport Y. C. has elected the following members

as

Warner,

delegates:

T.

Carl Foster

and C. Barnum
RRR

late

Ogden

Goelet,

HH.

Macdonaldemeere

LarcumMontY. C.—Commodore

Seeley.

Wilson Mar-

shall has appointed Morton W. Smith to succeed
Judge John Proctor Clark as fleet captain.
RRR
Huntinepon

RR Ee

in Brooklyn

Bay

association

4sft.,

1,422 sq. ft. The Southern Y. C. has accepted
the invitation of the Eastern Y. C. to send a
competitor for the trial races of the Roosevelt
Cup at Marblehead on Aug. 13-18.

Bros.

July
July
July
July
July
July
Aug.
Aug.
Aug.
Aug.
Aug.
Aug.
Aug.
Aug.
Aug.
Aug.
Sept.
Sept.
ships.

an

RRs

RReE

champion

SoutH

F. L. Waldron;

ton C. Berry; Lurline, Mr. H. H. Sinclair, and
Anemone,
Mr. C. L. Tutt, of the New York

ae.

GREAT
Recently

Y.

C.—The

following

officers

have been elected:
Com., H. H. Gordon; ViceCom., C. W. Butts; Rear Com., John Green; Sec.,

EK. H. Ficken; Treas., H. H. Gordons? jraepemstees—George Taylor, Horatio Hall, Wilton W.
Wood,

August

Hecksler,

H. C. Fisher

Bigelow.
The club is to have
design Swampscott dories.

and

C. A.

a class of one-

=a

1

APRIL

FOREST

14, 1906.]

AND

STREAM.
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-~REVOLVER
i CARTRIDGES
—

=

Are the Best Kind of
Burglary
Insurance.
$16,000,000 was taken by burglars last
year in New York City alone, as against a
fire loss of $10,000,000.
NY bee cAr=
tridges are good for home protection and
bad for burglars.
They are sure and
reliable for sport, target practice or protection.
Make

THE

UNION

METALLIC

CONN.,

U.S.

Agency, 315 Broadway, New York City

here

Fixtures.
12-13.—Toronto

nament.

P.

April 12.—Atglen,
Fieles, Sec’y.
April

Junction

Wakefield,

(Ont.)

G. C. target

(Del.)

tour-

Sec’y.

Pa.—Christiana-Atglen

12.—Wilmington

G.

C.

G.

C.

W.

R.

shoot.

April 13.—Point
Breeze,
Philadelphia.—Twenty-five-bird
handicap.
<A. A. Felix, Megr., 705 Chestnut St.
April

18.—Piedmont

(W.

Va.)

G.

C.

F.

A.

Ricker,

Sec’y.

April 18-20.—Great Bend (Kans.) G. C. shoot.
B. McMullen, Sec’y.
April 19.—New Platz (N. Y.) Gun Club shoot.
E. J.
Snyder, Mer.
April 19.—Muncie, Ind.—Magic City G. C. tournament.
F. L. Wachtel, Sec’y.
April i0.—Haverhill (Mass.) G. C. Patriot’s Day shoot.
S. G. Miller, Sec’y.
April 19.—Springfield
(Mass.)
Shooting
Club’s Patriot
Day tournament.
C. L. Kites, Sec’y.
April 20.—Morristown, N. J.—Morris G.C.
F. A. Trowbridge,

Valuables.

COMPANY

A.

Depot, 86-88 First Street, San Francisco,

Trapshooting.

April

Safe for Your

CARTRIDGE

BRIDGEPORT,

If you want your shoot to be announced
send a notice like the following:

a Good

Sec’y.

April 21.—Easton, Pa.—Independent G. C. third annual
tournament.
Edward F. Markley, Cor. Sec’y.
April
21.—Wilmington,
Del.—Wilmington
vs.
Media;
fourth contest.
April 23.—Lancaster,
Pa.—Pequea
G. C. tournament.
N. Ressler, Sec’y.
April 23-25.—Austin, Tex.—Texas State shoot.
April 24.—Plainfield CNeI).GaG spoot.. rs PP. Vosseller,
Sec’y.
April 24.—Wolcott,
N. Y.—Catchpole
G. C.
E. A.
Wadsworth, Sec’y.
April 24-26.—Fort
Wayne,
Ind.—Corner
R. and G. C.
tournament.
John W. Linder, Sec’y.
April 26.—Oswego,
N. Y.—Riverside
G. C.
geeks
Stowell, Sec’y.

April 26.—Edgewater, N. J.—Palisade G. C. all-day shoot.
April 27.—Grafton, W. Va.—Monongahela Valley Sportsman’s League of West Virginia, under auspices of
the Grafton R. and-G. °C. W. B. Stuck, Sec’y.
May 1-3.—Oklahoma and Indian Territory State shoot,
May 2-3.—Rensselaer (Ind.) G. C.
May 2-3.—Syracuse, N. Y.—People’s G. C. tournament.
Fred. G. Millard, Mgr.
May 7-8.—Vicksburg,
Miss.—Mississippi
Delta
League
second amateur tournament.
J. J. Bradfield, Sec’y.
May 8.—Bergen Beach (L. I.)
G. C.
May 8-9.—Olean (N. Y.) G. C. tournament. B. D. Nobles,
Sec’y.
May 8-10.—New London (la.) G. C. shoot.
Dr. C. E.
Cook, Sec’y.
May _ 9-10.—Coffeyville,
Kansas
Kans.—Missouri
and
League
of ‘Trapshocters’
tournament.
Dr.
Coan
Clapp, Sec’y, Moberly, Mo.
May 9-10.—Indianapolis, Ind.—State League shoot, under
auspices of Limited G.
May

9-10.—Wilmington,

Del.—Annual

spring

tournament

Delaware
State
Trapshooters’
League
under
the
auspices of the Wawaset Gun Club.
W. M. Foord,
Sec’y.
May 9-11.—Columbus (O.) G. C. tournament.
F. ShatMay

tuck, Sec’y.
15-17.—Nashville,

Elmer

E.

Shaner,

Interstate

Associa-

tournament,
under
the
Park G. C.; $1,000 addea
Sec’y-Treas.,

Pittsburg.

Pa.

May

15-18.—Milton, Pa.—Pennsylvania State Sportsmen’s
Association tournameiit.
Fred A. Godcharles, Sec’y.
May 15-19.—Kansas City, Mo.—Missouri State Game and
Fish Protective Association twenty-ninth annual tournament.

May

R.

S.

Elliott,

ers’

May
May

tournament.
Knox

H.

& Knapp,

Iers.

17.—Montpelier (Vt.) G. C. tournament.
Dr. C. H.
Burr, Sec’y.
May 22.—Hartford,
Conn.—Consolidated
Gun Club Association.
Dr. D. C. Y. Moore, Sec’y, South Manchester.
May 22-23.—New
Bedford,
Mass.—Paskamansett
G. C.
E. G. Bullard, Sec’y.

(Tex.)

Association,

G.

C.

tournament.

fourth

E.

A,

shoot.

Trapshoot-

Sec’y

24.—Edgewater, N.
24-25.—Owensboro,
League

J.—Palisade G. C.,
Ky.—-Kentucky
Trapshooters’

annual

target

tournament,

under

aus-

pices of Davies County G. C.
James Lewis, Sec’y,
Owensboron
Ky.) PyePragott, oecy, Ky. 2. S.0L.
May

24-25.—Montreal,

Can.—Canadian

Indians’

first annual

tournament.
Thomas A. Duff, High Scribe.
24-25.—Ebensburg
(Pa.) G. C. W. R. Thompson,
Sec’y.
May 24-26.—Spokane, Wash.—Washington
State SportsMay

May

May
May

men’s Association tournament.
‘G. C. Beck, Mer.
%5.—Morgantown,
W.
Va.—Monongahela_
Valley
Sportsman’s
League
of West
Virginia,
under
the
auspices of the Kecreation
R. and G. C.
Elmer
F.
Jacobs,.
Sec’y.

29-30.—Rochester
29-30.—Grand

G.

C.

Rapids,

Mich.—Michigan

State

shooters’ League shoot, under auspices of
dated Sportsmen’s Association.
May 30.—Mechanicsville (N.Y.) Game Protective
second

annual

tournament.

G.

Trap-

ConsoliAssocia-

Singerland,

Sec’y.

May

30.—Ossining
(N. Y.) G. C. merchandise
shoot.
C. G. Blandford, Capt.
;
May 30.—Edgewater, N. J.—Palisade G. C.
May 30.—McKeesport, Pa.—Enterprise G. C. tournament.
Geo.

May
May
May

W.

Mains,

30.—Utica,
ment,

.—.

30.—Utica,

Day

Sec’y.

16-17.—Greenville (O.) Gun Club
A. McCaughey,
Sec’y.
May 16-17.—Auburn, N. Y., tournament.
May

23-24.—Dallas

Moseley, Mgr., 264 Elm street.
23-25.—Bloomington,
I1l.—Illinois State
24-25.—Wilson,
N. C.—North
Carolina

tion
Tenn.—The

tion’s
Southern
Handicap
auspices of the Cumberland
money.

May

May
May

Cal,

J.

Sec’y.

N.

Y.—Riverside

Loughlin,

N.

Y.—O.

Sec’y.

C. S.

G.
A.

C.

annual

G.

C.

shoot.

39.—Newport,

R.

I.—Aquidneck

G.

C,

tournament.

Chas. M. Hughes, Sec’y, 8 Ayrault St.
May 30-31.—Monte
Ne, Ark., target tournament.
June 5.—Fairmont,
W. Va.—Monongahela
Valley

man’s

tourna-

Decoration

League

BairmonteG:

of

+.

West

ed

Hw

Virginia,
Vaylors

under

Sec’y,

Sports-

auspices

of

+

June 5-7.—Newark, N. J.—New Jersey State Sportsmen’s
Association tournament.
W. R. Hobart, Sec’y.
June 5-7.—Lincoln,
Neb.—Nebraska
State
Sportsman’s
Association’s thirtieth annual tournament.
Geo, L.
Carter, Pres.

FOREST
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June 5-8.—Dayton,
tieth

annual

O.—Ohio

Trapshooters’

tournament.

Added

League

money

twen-

$600.

C.

C.

Rayburn, Pres.
June 7.—O!ney, I1l.—Hustlers’ G. C. D. P. Moore, Chmn.
‘June 12.—Bergen Beach (L341) (-G:aG.
SHWE
wbvever:
June

Sec’y.

12-14.—Fairmont,

of

the

West

W.

Va.—Tenth

Virginia

State

annual

Sportsmen’s

tournament
Association,

under the auspices of Fairmont
Gun Club; $1,000
added to purses.
E. H. Taylor, Mgr.; Ed. O. "Bower,
Sec’y-Treas,
June 12-15.—Warm Springs (Ga.) G. C. tournament.
June 12-15.—Baltimore,
Md.—Maryland
County _ shoot.
J. Mowell Hawkins, Megr., 1630 John St., Baltimore.
June 12-16.—Buffalo, N. Y .__New York State Snortsman’s
Association (C. G. Blandford, Sec’y, Ossining) fortyeignth

annual

tournament,

under

the

auspices

of the

Infallible Gun Club.
Dr. E. J. McLeod, Sec’y.
June 13-14.—Fargo, N. D.—North Dakota
State Sportsmen’s
Association’s
twelfth
annual
tournament.
Robbins & Bailey, Mgrs.
June 19-22.—Indianapolis,
Ind.—The
Interstate Association’s Grand American Handicap target tournament;
$1,000 added money.
Elmer Ex Shaner, Sec’ y-Mer.,
Pittsburg,

Pa.

June 26-27.—Bradford (Pa.) G. C. tournament; $500 added.
Joseph Le giana
Sec’y.
June 28.—Edgewater,N Tit Palisade G. C.
July 4.—Edgewater, N. J —Palisade G. C.
July 10-11.—Carthage,
Mo.—The
Missouri
and
Kansas
League of Trapshooters’ tournament.
July 17-19.—Philadelphia,
.Pa.—The
Interstate
Association’s Eastern Handicap tournament, under the auspices

July

of the

Florists’

Gun

Club;

$1,000

added

money.

Elmer E. Shaner, Sec’y-Megr., Pittsburg, Pa.
25.—Consolidated Gun Club Association of Connecticut

July

tournament.

26. —Edgewater,
Schoverling,

N.

J.—Palisade

G.C.

A.A.

Sec’y.

Aug. 8-10.—Hamilton, Ont.—Dominion of Canada Trapshooting Association’s sixth annual tournament.
W.
P. Thompson, Sec’y-Treas.
tournament;
Aug. 14 pees
W. Va.—Indian
“added money, $1,00
Aug. 21-23.—Denver, Colo. —The Interstate Association’s
“Western Handicap tournament, under the auspices
of the Denver Trap Club; $3,000 added money. Elmer
E. Shaner, Sec’y-Mgr., Pittsburg, Pa.
Sept.
7-9.—San
Francisco,
Cal.—The
Interstate Association’s Pacific Coast Handicap tournament, under
the auspices
of the San
Francisco
Trapshooting
Association; $1,000 added money.
Elmer E. Shaner,
Sec’y-Mer. Pittsburg, Pa.
Sept. 11-12.—Scammon, Kans.—The Missouri and Kansas
League
of Trapshooters’
tournament.
Dr. C..B.
Clapp, Sec’y, Moberly, Mo.
Sept. 13.—Consolidated Gun Club of Connecticut.
Dr.
D. C. Y. Moore, Sec’y, South Manchester.

DRIVERS AND
The

Secretary,

the date

of the

E.

H.

Oswego,

N.

announces

Y., all-day

April

26

as

shoot.

ad
The
came

series of the Passaic
to

a conclusion

on

County

Saturday

Trapshooters’
of last

won by. the Jackson Park Gun Club
twelve wins out of fourteen contests.

week,

with

a

STREAM.

At the shoot of the Keystone League, April 4, at
Holmesburg Junction, Pa., Mr. Ike W. Budd scored 20
straight from the 30yd. mark in the silver cup event, and
made high score.
Messrs. Frank and Brown each lost
one dead cut, and scored 19.
t
Secretary F. A. Trowbridge,
Morristown, N. J., writes us as
shoot here April 20, and also
will receive applications
and
necessary to get the League
td
On
guishd
Club,
April
events,
event,

of the Morris Gun Club,
follows:
“We will hold a
a meeting of the League;
transact
other business
started.

Saturday of last week Mr. J. Dickerson distinhimself at the shoot of the New York Athletic
held at Travers Island, by scoring a leg on the
cup with 25, and winning in five other trophy
one of which was the Dickerson cup, a 100-target
in which he scored 98.

"
Messrs. Schoverling & Welles have installed themselves
in their new quarters at No. 6 Reade street, New York,
and have practically everything in shipshape for running their business at full blast. Their many friends and
patrons will find them ever ready to extend a cheerful
welcome and prompt service in their new quarters as in
the old.

2
Mr. Luther J. Squier won the title and trophy of the
championship of Delaware in a contest with the prior
holder, Mr. A. B. Richardson, at Dover, on Monday of
last week.
The scores were:
Squier 91, Richardson 86.
Mr. C. L. Terry, of Camden, challenged the winner and
secured quick action, for the race was. date to take
place on Saturday of this week.

bad
The three tournaments, as arranged by the Monongahela Valley Sportsman’s League of West Virginia, under
the auspices of different clubs, are as follows:
April
27, Grafton, W. Va,. Rod and Gun Club; May 25, Recreation Rod and Gun Club, Morgantown; June 5, Fairmont, W. Va., Gun Club.
The respective secretaries are
W. B. Stuck, Elmer F. Jacobs, and Ed. H. Taylor.

"

TWISTERS.

Stowell,

AND

League
and

total

was

of

a
The Plainfield, N. J., Gun Club announces through
the Secretary,
H. P. Vosseller,
an all-day shoot for
April 24. Eight sweepstake and two merchandise events
constitute the programme.

z
The six-man team of the Montclair, N. J., Gun Club
easily defeated the six-man University team of Princeton, at Princeton, N. J., on Saturday of last week.
The
totals were 236 to 187, the possible of each team being
300.

bad
Mr. R. G. Knight, of the Enterprise Gun Club, of
McKeesport, Pa., won the second contest for the News
trophy, April 7, on the grounds of the Duquesne Gun
Club.
His score was 46. The next contest for it will be
held on April 14.
Bz
In a contest for the Peters Cartridge Co. trophy, emblematic of the live-bird championship of Arkansas, Mr. J. M.
Pemberton defeated Mr. W. S. Powell, at Little Rock,
Ark., on April 6, by a score of 21 to 19, the number of
birds shot at being 25.
The cup, emblematic
of the championship
of Delaware, was retained by Mr, Luther J. Squier, in a contest for it with Mr. C. L. Terry, of Camden, Del., on
Saturday of last week.
The scores were:
Squier 91,
Terry 76. There was a margin thus which permitted of
a closer contest as a matter of theory.

®
A correspondent informs us that the Analostan Gun
Club,
of Washington,
D. C., at it annual
meeting
elected the following officers for the ensuing year:
President, Chas. S. Wilson; Vice-President, Dr. Wm. C. Barr;
Treasurer,
John
Coleman;
Secretary,
Miles
Taylor;
Trustees:
M. D. Hogan, W. H. Hunter and W. R.
Baker.

Elmer E. Shaner, Secretary-Manager, informs us: ‘‘The
Interstate Association’s Western Handicap will be held
at Denver, Colo., Aug. 21, 22 and 23, under the auspices
of the Denver Trap Club.
We have been advised by the
Denver Trap Club that there will be $3,000 added money
at this tournament.
‘This amount of added money should
be the means of making it one of the largest tournaments
ever held in this or any other country.”

®
The Shooting Times (London) states that the Hurlingham Gun Club will likely resume pigeon shooting this
season, pending the appeal against the decision of Chief
Justice Joyce, ‘‘as the case will probably not be reached
till the Long Vacation commences.”’
We do not know
the meaning of the term ‘‘Long Vacation,’ but, if applied to litigation in this country, we would conjecture
that it has a mortuary significance.

R
Mr. A. G. Murphy defeated Mr. Fred Muller in a livebird contest at the Point Breeze Track, Philadelphia, on
April 7.. Muller stood at 32yds., Murphy at 30.
The
scores were 42 to 89 out of a possible 50.
In another
match, between Messrs.
F. Poulson and Robert Williams, same day and place, the former won by a score
of 20 to 18 out of a possible 25. The two matches were
said to be respectively for $100 and $50 a side.

®
There are eleven events scheduled in the programme
of the Catchpole Gun Club’s shoot, to be held on April
24, at Wolcott, N. Y.
These
alternate
in
10
and
15 targets,
with
No. 7 as a merchandise
event, at
20 targets. . Totals, 150 targets, $10 entrance.
Targets
included at 14% cent.
The merchandise event has five
valuable prizes.
Shooting begins at 9:30.
Address Secretary E. A. Wadsworth.
Uncle Ben Catchpole is President,
td
In the Breeder and Sportsman of March 81 we read
the following brief note:
‘Harvey
McMurchie
can’t
swim and proposes to leave Frisco to-day; since he has
been here it has rained almost every day.’’ We are impelled to ask the following questions:
Does every one
who cawn’t swim, purpose to leave Frisco?
Doesn’t it
rain when he is not there?
And has spelling reform
included proper names?
Any one in the East who would
spell erroneously the name of one of the few best-known
men in the gun trade would argue himself unknown.

[APRIL 14, 1906.
In the contest for the English Hotel cup, at the shoot
of the Indianapolis Gun Club, held on Saturday of last
week, Comstock defeated Trout by a score of 91 to 85.
The holder was challenged by Mr. Dave C. Morris, and
the contest was fixed to take place on April 14.

x
.The Hudson Gun. Club,
meeting on April 6, one
being a surprise party to
Lengerke); that is to say,
gold-mounted fountain pen,

of Jersey City, N. J., held a.
of the most pleasing features
Dr. Sergeant (Mr. Carl Von
the presentation to him of a
an exceedingly beautiful work

of art

meeting

and

tendance

utility.

of members.

condition.

The
The

had

treasury

2

quite

is in good

a full atfinancial

go

td
The programme of the Pennsylvania State shoot will be
ready for distribution to State residents on April 14.
Over $800 in average, special purses and merchandise is
guaranteed.
Non-residents are excluded from moneys
and prizes. The programme will be comprehensive in its
scope.
Besides the statements concerning competition, it
will contain photographs of champions, and of deceased .
sportsmen, in whose memory several events are listed;
a history of the State trophies and a list of their winners, a sketch of Milton, and the Milton Rod and Gun
Club.
Send in your name and address.

Secretary Fred G. Millard, writes us concerning ‘“‘the
People’s Gun Club shoot, May 2 and 3, that everything
is ready, and that there will be a merchandise event each
day; also we have a 44-page programme, and any one |
who has not received cne can do so by mailing post
‘card to Fred G. Millard, Secretary. At this time we have
the following experts to represent the trade at the shoot:
Messrs. H. H. Stevens, J. M. Hawkins, W. G. Hearne,
Neaf Apgar, Sim Glover and H. McMurchy.
We shall
also have some others.
Added money, $10. Come, boys,
and take it home with you.”

Mr. Marshall Herrington, who a few months ago was
ably and popularly active in shooting matters in New
York and vicinity, particuarly in the journalistic features
of trapshooting, is now Secretary of the Nichols Quadruple-Traction Vehicle & Power Co., with a manufacturing plant at Stamford, Conn., and office at 265 Broadway, New York.
His company manufactures engines of
. 11%4 to 30 horsepower, and has orders ahead in such number that the capacity of the plant will be worked to its
limit for many months to come.
All this goes to show
that the prosperity of gun editors constantly-trends to —
true

greatness.

®
On April 7 the eight-man team of the Crescent Athletic
Club, in competition, was defeated by the eight-man
team of the Boston Athletic Association, at Boston, the
scores being 668 to 654, out of a possible 800, Boston thus

leading in the. latter half by 14.

But in the total of the

whole match, the Crescent team was victorious by a
margin of 11 targets.
The individual scores of the last
half follow:
Crescent A. C.—A. G. Southworth 83, H.
Kryn 86, J. J. Keyes 71, O. S. Grinnell 84, ‘L.M. Palmer,
Jr., 92, F. B. Stephenson 85, G. C. Stephenson 67, H. M.
Brigham 86; total 654.
Boston A. A.—J. B. Paine 88,
S. A. Ellis 81, D. E. Hallett 80, C. M. Howell 82, E. F.
Gleason 90, T. C. Adams 86, W. D. Titcomb 76, G. B.
Clark 8&5; total 668.
The total scores of the first half
were:
Crescent Athletic Club, March 24, 634; Boston
Athletic Association, 609. Totals both halves: Crescents
1288, Bostons 1277.

Ld
Our readers may remember a sensational article, published by many newspapers in the United States a few
years ago, concerning the arrest of a woman in Chicago
whom they alleged was Annie Oakley, in private life
Mrs. Frank E. Butler.
The story was absolutely false.
A series of successful libel suits followed.
The following,
taken from the Observer, of Hoboken, N. J., while a bit
late, shows the change of heart which a libel suit and the
facts may produce, as follows:
‘On Aug. 11, 1908, The
Observer
published
a press dispatch, dated Chicago,
Ill., which reflected on the character and reputation of
Annie Oakley, the celebrated rifle shot, formerly connected with Buffalo Bill’s Wild West show.
The article
was erroneous in every particular, so far as Miss Oakley

was concerned,

and The Observer

regrets that the error

crept into its news columns unwittingly.
Miss Oakley,
who in private life is Mrs, Frank E. Butler, is a woman
of the kighest character, and her reputation is absolutely
beyond reproach.”
BERNARD WATERS.
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Wawaset

Championship

Trophy.

THE conditions for contesting for the Wawaset
Gun
Club’s championship trophy, which will be shot for on
May 10 have been named.
The shoot for this trophy
promises to be one of the features of the annual spring
tournament of the Wawaset Gun Club and the annual
spring tournament of the Delaware State Trapshooters’
League,
which will be shot on the Wawaset
Club’s
grounds May 9 and 10. The conditions follow:
First (a)—This trophy shall be known as the Wawaset .
Gun Club’s Championship Trophy, and all competitions
for this trophy shall be ‘open to all’ who reside within
a circle whose radius is two hundred statute miles, and
whose center is the club house of the Wawaset Gun Club
at Wilmington, Del.
’
(b) This trophy
shall remain
the property
of the
Wawaset
Gun
Club
until after the final ownership
thereof shall have been decided in accordance with the
conditions hereinafter set forth; and all matters of any
kind pertaining to challenges, open competitions, forfeits, etc., in connection with this trophy shall be passed
upon and decided by the president, secretary and treasurer of the Wawaset Gun Club, who are hereby constituted trustees of the said trophy.
Second—The first competition for this trophy shall be
held on the grounds of the Wawaset Gun Club, May 10,
1906, under the conditions (100 targets in strings of 25)
as

set

forth

in

its

$10 returned

to

him
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programme

for

that
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date.

Third—This trophy shall be a challenge trophy, and any
person duly qualified by residence to compete for same
may challenge the holder, depositing $10 with the secretary of.the Wawaset Gun Club to bind the challenge.
Written notice of the challenge must accompany
the
above deposit.
Fourth—The holder shall put up the trophy against the
said $10, and the winner of the contest shall be adjudged
winner of the money and holder of the trophy.
Fifth—The holder of the trophy shall have the right
to name date and place for the challenge contest; but the
date so set must not be later than three weeks from the
date of the receipt of the challenge by the secretary of
the Wawaset
Gun
Club;
neither must
the grounds
selected for the contest be outside
the circle above
described.
Sixth—In all challenge contests the loser of the match
shall
pay for the targets shot at in the match (ties ineinded), but the cost of the targets shall not exceed 1%
cent each.
Seventh—If the holder shall forfeit to the challenger,
such forfeit shall not count as a win on the trophy to
the challenger, but the latter shall have his deposit of
by

the

trustees

of the

trophy.

Eighth—In
case the holder of the trophy does not
receive a challenge for the same within three weeks after
fe has won it, any gun club whose grounds are located
within the circle above described may apply for permission to redeem the trophy from the holder in the sum
of $10 for the purpose of placing the trophy in open
competition.
This permission shall be granted, provided
the date set for such open competition is approved of
by the trustees of the trophy.
Ninth—In all, there shall be eighteen contests for the
trophy, open and challenge contests included.
When the
eighteenth contest has heen decided, the Wawaset Gun
Club shall redeem the trophy from the holder in the sum
of $10.
The trustees of the trophy shall then, in the
name

of the

club,

the trophy,
columns of
those whose
one or more
compete for
Tenth—In
challenge

a date

for the

final

competition

man;

exceed

1%

the

and

number

in no

cents

of

contest

targets

shall

shot

at

the cost

for

combinations

shall

of the

Eleventh—To insure uniformity in the style of engraving the names of the winners of the trophy, and thus
avoid marring its appearance, the name of each winner,
his score and the date on which he won the trophy shall
be engraved in a style as similar as possible to that in
which the name of the winner of the first contest shall
appear on the plate provided for the purpose.
Twelfth—Interstate Association rules shall govern all
contests for the trophy. and all points not otherwise
covered in these conditions.
t is a 100-target event.
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MISFIRE.

Loaded Shells,

shot

and

wadding,

loaded

by

Sold By All Dealers Everywhere.

Springfield, Mass., Shooting Club.
Tuts club held a practice shoot on the afternoon of
March 31, in honor of Gilbert M. Wheeler, and while
the attendance was not large, some very good scores
were made, considering the strong wind.that was blowing, which greatly interfered with the shooting.
The programme called for 100 targets, and of those
shooting through the entire programme,
Le Noir was
high gun, breaking 91, a remarkably good score even
under perfect conditions.
Snow finished second high
with 84, Cheesman
third with 80, and Wheeler
and
Kites tied on 77.
Wheeler had an off day, and shot
poorly for him.
Never mind, Gil, we know you can
and have done better many times.
Scores by events
follow:
Events:
Rofo
aie
=f 2S) 9.101112.
Shot
Targets:
10 15 10 15 10 15 10 15 10 10 25 15
at
eoric

99

machines which give invariable results, are responsible for
the superiority of Winchester “‘Leader’”’ and “ Repeater’”’
There is no guess-work in loading
Shotgun Shells.
them.
Reliability, velocity, and penetration are determined by scientific apparatus and practical experiments.

each.

Wheeler
Ooo nioe 4 At 10.10 32.10 2832
Cpiemisttetemet. to (1b 96 15 7 11%... 7 12...
Le Noir
Belie9. 48-8 oe 91D...
Tse 2s
Cheesman
G2
8145812
6.14...
7
ne
DeesGtetiveewon ee, «229, 66. 21.
°4,.2 12.8
UG ToT Ree aes
heat! Pal ial Gee |
S816".
PM TSteniy esani
4) 7) 4° 8) 6...
b 6
12
1)
ee
SeLVe OLA coer te wens
rite
FXATIIGN cols
69
710.
.
REBOOT
wor rid
T1iges Sx" yells. ne) be we Se
“u UOSHGiEys, SORE ed RSLS aia ane
ene
Hawes
RRL enett ncie) CIS, 3s, svePisie: are
Pees:
RSeietien
TEAMEEN
Liem se Lede ase ie 2D
MUSTLES =!
ta vcases. 3
Moreirere itwhats
oo Manica

and “Repeater
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For six consecutive years Winchester Factory Loaded
‘‘Leader’’ and ‘Repeater’? Shotgun Shells have stood
first in popularity, first in victories won and first in strong
shooting qualities. Carefully inspected shells and the best

giving four weeks’ notice of the same in
the sportsmen’s papers.
On that date all
names are inscribed on the trophy as having
wins to their credit, shall be eligible to
final ownership.
all contests for this trophy, both open and

contests,

be 100 per
targets

set

“Leader”

REPEATING

Paskamanseit
New

Beprorp,

Mass.—In

Gun
spite

ARMS

Club.
of

the

ated
handicap

of

a

late spring, the grounds committee of the Paskamansett
Gun Club, of New Bedford, are already hard at work
getting their range
into perfect condition for a two
days’ shoot, which they declare will be the event of the
season among the clubs of New England.
This meet, which will be the biggest ever held in
southern Massachusetts or Rhode Island, is scheduled
to take place Tuesday and Wednesday, May 22 and 23,
and it is expected
by the committee
that over one
hundred shooters, including many of the “cracks” of
the country will participate.
The grounds of the Paskamansett Club are among the
finest in the East.
They are situated on the east side of
a hill, and command an excellent bird’s eye view of the
citv of New

Bedford

and

the

waters

of Buzzard’s

Bay.

Everything possible has been done by the officers to
provide best of apparatus, and it is now equipped with
two automatic blackbird
traps; which will allow
the
throwing of at least 18,000 birds each day of the shoot if
necessary.
new
shooting
platform
has been provided, so Jarge that when firing, each man will stand at
a distance of $ft. from any other contestant.
All targets
are thrown into a clear sky to shoot against.
The Paskamansett
Gun
Club
grounds have an advantage

over

many

of the

other

ranges,

as

CO.,

they

are

situ-

less

NEW

than

two

HAVEN,

minutes’

walk

CONN.

from

the

electric

car

3edford and Fall River.
track, which connects with New
The cars over this route make connections at the Fall
River terminus
with electric cars from
Newport
and
Providence, making it an easy matter for shooters from
those cities to attend the matches, also at New
Bedford
for

shooters

The

all

the

from

Boston.

club

has

paid

experts

already

from

secured
the

the

larger

promises
cities

to be present at its big meet, at which $250
and merchandise is offered for prizes.
Sim Glover, one of the best-known shots
the country tested the range recently and
it was one of the finest he has ever shot
test he made a run of 97 out of a possible
Glover, other experts who have shot
who
are expected
to be present
at

are Elliott, Wheeler,
Griffith,
chester, Hibbard and Hughes.

of

of the

worth

nearly
country

of gold

of this part of
declared that
over.
At this
100.
Besides

over the range and
the two-day
match

Mayor

Reed,

of

Man-

The officers of the Paskamansett Gun Club for the year
are William
H. Knowles,
President;
George A. Eggers,
Captain;
Michael
Shay, Lieutenant,
and
E. G. Bullard,

Secretary.
Mr. Bullard’s office is in the Odd Fellow’s
building.
The officers intend to make this season the
most
prosperous
one
in the club’s
career,
and are
planning to hold, besides the big May shoot, matches on
every holiday and a membership shoot every two weeks
from now until the close of the season,
E. G, BULLARD.
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New

York

State

Sportsmen’s

Association,

Osstntnc,
N. Y., April 5.—The amendments
to the
constitution and by-laws of the New York State Sportsman’s
Association,
herewith,
are to be submitted at
Buffalo, on June 11, which is one day prior to the tournament.
The proposing of these amendments
has been
decided upon only after considerable correspondence with
the secretary of the Infallible Club, Mr. McLeod, who
finds that the success of the 1906 tournament, and also
the success of succeeding tournaments, depends largely
upon their adoption.
Manufacturers who have donated
valuable
prizes,
and taken space in the programmes
naturally desire to have their shooting representatives
present.
The adoption of these amendments requires a
two-third vote of the delegates present at the meeting.
If

you

wish

all

success

to

see that your
delegates
authority to represent your
ises to be a record-breaker,
yet ES
the Association,
the enclosed marked copy
laws:
Amendment

to

Section

the

new

Association,

please

are properly
equipped
with
club.
This tournament promand if your club has not as
your attention is called to
of the constitution and by-

11,

Article

IV.

Any person that is a member of this Keeccaven or a
bonafide member of a club or association that is also a
member of this Association, will be eligible to compete
for any prize offered by this Association, providing he
shall have been a member of said club or association and
a resident of the State of New York for one month prior
to fixed date of any State shoot.
_
Manufacturers’ agents and professionals shall be barred
from competing in any State event, except for targets
only.
Amendment
to Section 4, Article
The
club initiation
membership

IV.:
fee shall

be

$5,

pay-

able at time of application for membership.
The annual
dues of each club shall be $2, payable as call for same
shall be made by the treasurer.
The individual dues shall
be 50 cents, but payable only when the individual attends
a State shoot, and are to be paid with the first entrance
in

any event.
Amendment

to

Section

1,

Article

XI.:

The Interstate Association rules shall govern except
their special rules.
All divisions of purses, except in trophy events, shall
be in five moneys, Rose system; five- four, three, two,
one.
No event shall be for less than 20 targets. Price of
targets shall be 2 cents each.
Targets to be thrown 45 to 50 yards, and the Tournament Committee must enforce this provision for distance
at

all

No
of

times.

person

New

other

York

than

shall

a bonafide

be

allowed

resident
to

Amendment

New

York

to

City

Section

6,

Article

of the State

participate

division of any purse in any State event.
Manufacturers’ agents and professionals
for targets only in all events.

may

NEW

YORK

CITY

the

the

regarding

XIII.,

cup:

This cup to represent
the State of New York.

in

compete

CUP

individual

championship

of

Sportsman’s

Association,

and

forwarded

to

the

treasurer of said Association, who upon receipt of same
shall deliver the cup.
The cup to be held by winner
until two weeks previous to the next State shoot.
He
shall at that time forward it by express to the club or
Association under
whose
management
the next State
shoot is to be held.
The treasurer shall release and return bond upon delivery of cup to said club or Association.
G. BLANDFORD,
M. R. BincHam,
Secretary.
President.

Arkansas

Championship.

LittLe Rock, Ark., ha 6.—John M. Pemberton, of
Ashvale, and W. B. Powell, of English, met here to-day
in a 25 live-bird match to dispute the possession of the
Peters Cartridge Co. live-bird championship trophy, of
which the former is the holder.
The conditions were
ideal, and everything
was
favorable to good
scores,
though the birds were strong and active, despite the
lack of wind.
However, neither of the contestants shot
up to their usual form,
and
the scores
were
very
mediocre, though in justice to Powell it must be stated
that he was badly handicapped by a defective gun.
This
had recently been worked on, and when he attempted
to use it, the trigger-pull was found so light that both
barrels would go off simultaneously.
An effort to correct this resulted in the other extreme, and he was forced
to go into the match with a pull of more than seven
pounds.
‘This doubtless disconcerted him somewhat, and
his loss of three birds in succession in the early part
of the Canes must be attributed to this.
This robbed
the match of all interest, though at the fifteenth round
he was only one behind, but two misses immediately after
this settled the affair, and Pemberton won out by 21 to
19.
Two
of Pemberton’s
misses
occurred
on rather
easy birds, which he usually disposes in easy fashion,
but evidently he was out of form.
After the match a number of miss-and-outs and 5-bird
sweeps were shot.
In these Sonny Dickinson, a youth
of fifteen years, was the bright particular star, as he
scored 24 out of 25.
The conditions of the match were 25 live birds per man,
Interstate

rules,

30yds.

rise;

challenger

must

put

up

$10

against the medal; winner takes money and medal, and
loser pays for the birds.
The following are the scores in
the championship contest:
W B Powell...........2.420¢++ «2200022222222222002202222—19
J M Pemberton..
22222222*220222202022222—21
The scores of thoke Lertic, participated in the sweeps and
miss-and-outs

broke

31;

were

Paul

R.

as

follows:

Litzke,

W.

B.

Powell

30, 25;

H.

L.

shot

Fasett,

at

36,

22, 19;

STREAM.

W. B. Miller, 27, 20; S. M. Powell, 25, 13; W. P. Bird, 13,
11; Sonny Dickson, 26, 24.
Everybody shot Peters. shells.
J. K. Thibault refereed
the championship match.
PaAuLy RASLOTzZKE:

Passaic

County

League.

Paterson, N. J., April 5——The teams in the Passaic
County Trapshooters’ League have finished a very successful
season
of five months’
continuous
Saturday
afternoon shooting, missing in that time only one day,
March 3. There was a continuous downpour of rain on
that date which put shooting out of the question.
The attendance at most of these shoots has been very
large; and the shoots have been the means of bringing
out

a large

number

of new

shooters—men

who

had

never

shot over the traps before this league was formed.
It was the intention of those who started this league
to have at least six clubs to enter, three from Passaic
and three from Bergen county, but after the first meeting,
which was very enthusiastic, the delegates from Bergen
county failed to show up again.
After considerable correspondence, the Bergen County clubs concluded that
they could not get grounds in shape and teams together
in time to start by Nov. 1. The three clubs from. Passaic
started on schedule, hoping that some of the other clubs
would enter as they had promised, but it was left for the
clubs of Paterson to finish as they had started.
During these contests there has been a general programme
carried out every Saturday afternoon at the
different
club
grounds,
where
the team
event
was
scheduled, and where a large number of shooters would
enter and take part, making each shoot a large one.
There has been a great deal of ammunition and targets
consumed during this tournament.
Upward of 30,000 or
more shells and targets have been used.
The Dupont
Powder Co. and the Peters Cartridge Co. both donated
handsome
cups.
Several
local merchants
contributed
prizes toward the success of our first undertaking.
Each team will receive a handsome cup, and there will
be several individual prizes distributed for best averages
for those taking part in a certain number of contests.
The Jackson Park Gun Club proved to be an easy
winner, losing but two shoots out of fourteen.
One of
these shoots was lost on account of the Jacksons having
out only three men.
The Mount Pleasant club finished
in second place, with the Northside Rod and Gun Club
a good third.
This latter club had considerable hard
luck in getting out its best shooters.
The team standings were as follows:
Won.
Lost.
Per Cent.
JACKESONS.
Soe ceercck ata iieriss siecle ine © 12
2
857 2-14
Motint.

leasaitts

cmrcateciscreetieelcereterels

6

8

.428 8-14

INorthsides' ©4i.\iec dew eatesies.c
clsoe eeieeets 5
10
.800 1-3
The race for first individual honors was between John
Doty and B. Clickner, of the Jackson Park Club.
Both
men tried hard to land the prize, but Doty won out by
a very close margin.
The following are the averages of those who got 17 or
better:
J. Doty (Jacksons) 205-10; B. Clickner (Jacksons), 203-13;
Van
Horn
(Mt.
Pleasants),
1711-14;

CONDITIONS.

The shooter making the highest average in all State
events, except team or trophy events, shall receive this
cup, to be held by him under a $200 bond, said bond to
be furnished by him and in favor of the New York
State

AND

(Jacksons),
1711-12;
Dunkerly
Beckler
(Northsides),
17 3-13;

Spaeth (Northsides), 17.
The following tables show just how each man shot
during the tournament:
Jackson Park.
Shot
High
Events.
at.
Broke.
Average.
Score.
BY Clickner jeaseeles 13
325
263
20 3-13
22
CGenone,
&.tecce 8
200
129
16 1-8
22
Hy, Wane EHorneaace 12
300
215
17 11-12
22
i) eeLD.OLY = veterareectterers 10
250
205
20 5-10
24
Finisindles peace 5
125
90
18
21
FY organ’ von. 7
175
125
17 6-7
24
ES Sindle.” jer. 5
125
90
18
20
WE Doty. veraacders 3
75
57
19
20
GAY Hoppers... 2
50
34
17
23
Ce Baxter esta. ce 1
25
12
12
12
Wat)
bassell pene al
25
17
17
17
Simmonton
acne ib
25
10
10
10
Team average per shoot, 891-14.
Mount Pleasant.
OT Dunkerlyo. sac. 14
350
249
17 11-14
22
F L Van Houten.14
350
106
14
19
He Weaver tied: sere 3
75
31
101-3
14
H Van Houten... 5
125
THEE
15 2-5
18
i WBredder, wcsss 9
225
130
144-9
18
H Van Houten,Jr. 1
25
13
13
13
Walt Wilson...... 5
125
59
11 4-5
13
FIeCockers eee: 6
150
95
16 5-6
20
‘) WHlusk eter ones 1
25
6
6
6
E Van Houten... 3
75
45
15
ils)
AE Mosier
mance 6
150
109
18 1-6
23
JmeRAUp pars. ermente 1
25
6
6
6
Team average per shoot, 72 8-14.
Northsides.
Wi Bantam correcta 7
175
8
12 4-7
18
AS Howatd ce. seer 11
275
178
16 2-11
23
CAILEWis, eect
5
125
72
14 2-5
20
M. Breen), vases en 2
50
28
14
14
Cyleddistien-nocce al
25
16
16
16
HH (Beckler Wieaace 13
825
224
17 3-13
21
JeSpacth aessceere 11
275
187
17
20,
By) Plantenl Geacers 9
225
157
17 4-9
21
A Veenstra ...... 11
275
164
14 10-11
19
M McGuirk
..... 2
50
3
18 1-2
19
We “Wilson )5: isles 1
25
14
14
14
IEGeliis
ene sine ee 1
25
17
ily
17
PONt OTs creyere wscalciietens 1
25
17
17
17
Team average per shoot, 73 4-15.
Thirty-seven men took part in these shoots, and a
large number of them will get prizes.

Trap

Around

Reading.

READING, Pa., April 4.—A live-bird shoot was held at
the Spring Valley grounds, which attracted several hundred persons.
Among
them were some of the best
marksmen in this section.
The match was between John
H. Lewis and Harry Weidner on the one side, and
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George J. Kuersten and Brooke Harrison on the other.
The
conditions
were:
Hurlingham
rules, 28yds. rise
and 50yds. boundary.
Each man was allowed 25 birds.
Considerable money was wagered on the result.
The
birds were a strong lot, and when released from the
traps made away as fast as they could. A number of the
birds fell just a short distance outside of the boundary.
This was especially true in the case of Lewis, who_was
unfortunate
enough to lose seven in this way.
Kuersten and Harrison won by a margin of 7. Harrison had
the highest straight run, 14, hitting everything after his
eleventh bird, while Kuersten was next, taking the first
12 straight.
The scores were as follows:
IKALENStEN! Te aicitadelan
eee. nee are1111111111110101111010100—19
Plarrison: # ct cmcmsteenacrpncticcn (011111111011111111111111—22—41
Weidner ......e..eeeeeeee ee «2L00111111110011111111102—21
T,CWiSa wae ac apttle siteion as cliaetn 0101110011111110000010100—13—34
Pottsville, March 31.—Before a crowd of 500 sportsmen
gathered from all parts of lower Schuylkill, Harry Showers defeated George J. Goettler, both strong wing shots,
ef ‘Pottsville, in a live pigeon shooting match.
Each
were assigned 13 birds, the stakes being $150 a side.
Showers grassed 11 birds to his opponent’s 6, missing
his first and twelfth birds.
Duster.

The Late Mr. R. W. S. Griffith.
Ir is with the deepest sorrow and regret that we have
to announce the sudden death at Alexandria last Wednesday, of Mr. R. W. S. Griffith, the pioneer of smokeless
The history of these powders for . sporting
_powders.
firearms is so intertwined with the records of Mr. Griffith’s own life that in speaking of one, the other is bound
to be included.
With no great scientific training, but
with a mind eminently suited for scientific investigation,
Mr. Griffith took charge of the Schultze gunpowder
works in the New Forest at a time when the products of
the compary gave no indication of the great future that
layin front.
With characteristic energy and thoroughness of method Mr. Griffith set to work to find out the
weak spots in the wood powder which he was asked to
maiufacture, and he very soon saw his way clear to
initiate radical changes, which gave us substantially the
same powder that we all use to-day.
It would be impossible in a brief account of this kind to state with
adequate fullness the extraordinary number of special
processes and manipulations by which the unreliable first
samples of Schultze were converted into something characterized by stability and efficiency.
Being a pioneer,
unassisted and unfettered by past traditions, Mr. Griffifth himself established the traditions which we regard
to-day as the foundations of the theory and practice of
smokeless
powders.
We
have said that Mr.
Griffith
started
making
Schultze
without
any great scientific
knowledge.
He was a very young man at the time, and
it is, therefore, all the more to his credit that he grew up
with his business, and became a scientist of the highest
order, intensely practical at the same time.
It is pleasing for us to know that the last letter which we received
from him, discussing and advising on our most recent
work, showed that no one was more alive than himself to
the need for constant endeavors to extend the scope and
practical application of the methods of research established by himself.—Field (London).

Ossining

Gun

Club.

Ossinine, N. Y., April 7.—While there were not many
out to-day at the regular bi-monthly shoot of the Ossining
Gun Club, those who shot kept the pot a-boiling for a
couple of hours.
The figures after names indicate the
distance handicap in event No. 7, for the Kiskora cup.
Blandford got a win with the good score of 24 out of
25, with Traver chasing him all the way.
Scores for the
cup are as follows, three wins being necessary for permanent ownership:
J. T. Hyland two; C. G. Blandford
anes W. H. Coleman one; A. Traver one; E. H. Moulton,
r., one.
Next shoot for the cup, April 21.
Event 11 consisted of a number of miss-and-outs.
The boys are talking about the New York State shoot.
From present indications, the O. G. C. will be represented by a squad:
Events:
1: 2°
“4255 CriesaaetoOn ty
Targets:
10 10 10 10 10 15 25 15 15 10 100
i ToWeashburn, 118i ceases
8 8 7 8 913 17 2 M1 16 62
AO Tiraven, (20) Uasemonsurecectas
9 9 7-9 29 Te°2a da la 10".
J fT Bylands 20st
6.6 6) Se SB Rsiease
38
©. G Blandtord)-20. ae cacac ements
LOT Aga ay rs
W H Coleman, 20..
APE
ser oc ie
Li: ae

West Shore

Gun

Club.

Kineston,
N. Y., April 5.—The averages made for
Saye by the members of the West Shore Gun Club are as
ollows:
Per
Shot at.
Broke.
Cent.
WS: CSmithini
civ. <ccsrracecsestieeea
228
91 1-5
JA “aie WOhn Songs. Anse ce tnaeaemeetee 300
247
82 1-3
J. Mi Schaeiteriracecvnderacsenente 250
196
78 2-5
EVUIMe™ cileaices ociemeionetene chen 300
244
81 1-3
TE “Shortenisneesmeoelsenentosnikeneee 200
140
70
INE Oivd) f.c.tosieiincsinonecccnteee 325
260
80
WG ORreerac.:.c
case we ncSece cle xiestnee 200
igs
65 1-2
FP POtnSOr sas cere oe c encelererctorem
mmtate 275
193
70 1-5
Bo By Wawrence vis oc. dcseetancteee 200
114
57
Rec ROP att © cowie: ccc cisleideloee
con eimeeaee!
134
59 1-2
Wr {Ge aMinard hic ser cine ctaereieeitot 150
95
63 1-3
At a meeting held at Hotel Ulster, Wednesday evening, the following officers were elected for 1906:
A. H.
Cook,
Jr., President;
B.
Lawrence, Vice-President;
Ww. S. Smith, Secretary; AS DS Johnson, Treasurer:
L. Short, Captain.
A. Johnson, L. Freer and James
Austin, Directors.
New members elected were L. E.
Sexton,
active; H.
Minard,
Springtown,
N. Y.,
honorary.
The first shoot of 1906 will be held Saturday, April 14.
W. S. Smit, Sec’y.
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The proof of the Cartridge is in the shooting.

can

The United States Army,

by careful tests, have proven the UV. S. Cartridges to be the most
accurate and reliable.
MANUFACTURED

UNITED

STATES

CARTRIDGE

LOWELL,
Agencies:

TRAP.

O., Gun

SONSCH MY certacions

Club.

Tue weather on April 1 was all that could have been
desired,
and a good-sized
crowd
assembled
at _ the
grounds.
Fred Stone could not resist the temptation to
make a farewell visit with the boys.
A 100-target race
was shot with eleven entries.
Maynard, Bleh and Ahlers
were
high with 88 each.
The
scores:
Maynard
88,
Bleh 88, Ahlers 88, Trimble 86, Dick 88, Bonser 80, Cady
78, Bullerdick 76, F, Stone712; Miles (ile ‘Gambell 66.
‘April 7 was a warm, sunny day, but the attendance
was light.
The members of the team will be on hand April 15, and
Gambell will put them through a drill, calculated to
instill nerve enough into each man to keep him steady
in a hot race, and that’s the kind of a proposition the
Cincy’s are up against in these tri-city team matches.
Among
the visitors to-day was Mr. C. E. Fultz, of
Richmond, Va.
He was also here on the 6th, and made
friends as well as good scores.
Ahlers is at French Lick,
where he will stay a short time and get rested up for the
match on April 15, when he proposes to redeem his
reputation and put up a score about 20 better than he
made at Dayton.
For the first time in many weeks
Tuttle appeared on the firing line, and did some pretty
good work, considering his lack of practice.
Gambell
has found himself again.
To-day he broke 47 out of 50.
In the practice events Bonser was ahead with 160 out of
200._
Richmond came next with 159 out of 180.
A race
at 150 targets was shot, in which Bonser missed but 7
targets, breaking 95 out of the last 100.
Faran_ came
second with 135. He got 92 out of the first 100. This is
the kind of work we expect on April 18, from every
member of the team, and it will keep the victory in Cincinnati.

The

scores:

Race, 150 targets:
The following shows the standing
the two trophy contests:

of the contestants

in

Shot at. Brk.
MQUSCT Esc shcisnoes 150
143

Kepingenr

PAPAIN

138

1a

ae aenae 150

113

129
129
124

Maynard)... .j..0. 100
Tarttler acer teees 125

85
84

Scie cie'e'se Soa!)

PPA Gta carole vies 6 150
Richmond
...... 150
ARATADEIL b siccoess150

Cla

Shot at. Brk.
ices. 150
122

Ackley Trophy.
Average
Shot
Distance.
at.
BLOAT

Broke.

Per
Cent

eilete esofeiaicierelvsca
aieteeoto o6' 20

500

439

87.8

MLS STMT aera teat nisoleviralees. 6:010.050. 18
PUPAE CIE eoters a aise vielelexe.s efor oa 19
DETERSHIS eA
tae
eee ener 18
PAIDLCESts clelersiciaa’s
<vidcloisinle bs» s.°19
UMEDA TIS MIO oeeras aiswieteintce'e.cfisie:e 18
PVCU OITAT ORE ayYs sci tis\s clos trois os 17

500
550
450
550
400
550

434
477
383
463
326
387

86.8
86.7
85.1
84.2
81.5
70.3

114-116

Clements Trophy.
aeineromh eater 18
450

402

89.3

Miaryriaisclits chee scte'e ae eteeeeaee 19

400

356

89.

Peal sao) Baprcc BOACCRe
BaA ce 19
Gambell pork ccteoss
coe onn ees 19
Pohlariitpencnascck ccacanee es 18
DOV Ui litea
ranStwreietorsl «sched vera eveieretecerateote18

400
400
450
400

342
342
379
328

85.5
85.5
84.2
82.

Fenian

450

354

Wis

merircreticn
cee attests 17

These scores include those of week ending April 1. Of
the remaining four shoots in the Clements trophy, Ahlers,
Gambell, Maynard and Williams must compete in all to
qualify.
The final shoot for the Ackley trophy will be
on April 28.

Ohio Trap

with

a handicap

of extra

targets

to

shoot at.
Chas. F. Miller won to-day with a score of 24
out of 29 shot at, and kept his record of winning the
first shoot of each season clear.
Hanauer and Mack,
with handicaps of 5 and 4 respectively, were second with
23 each,
Honest John Schaerf (9) came third with 22;
Oswald

(5),

Oldt

(5)

and

Cain

(4)

were

next

with

21

each; Sapp (10) 19, and Ruff (10) 16. The members this
year ‘have been divided into classes A, B, and C, and the
winner in each class receives a certificate for 50 cents,
payable by the treasurer.
No members of Class B were
present. The winner in Class
A was Mack, with 22 out
of 25.
Oldt 20, Cain 19, Miller 18, Hanauer 18, Oswald
16. Class C: Schaerf 12. Sapp 9, Ruff 6. In a practice
event

at 25 targets,

Lindemuth

broke

24,

Ike

23, Carr

19.

Then followed six sweeps.
This was the first time that
Oldt ever broke 25 straight, and he kept on until he had
a run of 55 straight.
Of those who shot in all the
sweeps, Lindemuth was high man with 89, losing but 1
target out of the 90, and finishing the "day with 113
breaks out of 115.
Mack and Carr were second with
82 each.
Ike a close third with 81. Ike broke 104 out of
115

shot

at

during

the

afternoon.

Carr

125

out

of

140;

Mack 127 out of 144; Cain 124 out of 144, and Oldt 116
out of 135.
These scores will give Stan Rhoads and
Arthur Gambell a bad half hour when they think what
they will be up against on April 18 at Cincinnati.
Earl
Leasure, of Osborn, only thirteen years oid, surprised
shooters and spectators by his excellent work at this
shoot.
In a 25-target event he missed the first and

then

broke

straight,

and

shooting

the list with 72 out of 100.
Rack broke 35 out of 75,
Yeatman
18 and
McGuire 31 and Gehring 25 out of 50.
Abrecht 9 out of 25.
The Springfield Gun Club has done little through the
winter,

tive

weekly

practice.

or

preparations
soon as the

shoots

six

in

competition

with

the veterans he broke 22 out of 25. A few days before, he
broke 42 out of 44. He is in Class A now, and with a
little more practice in company will be a hard proposition for the best of them to come up against.
A few members of the Glen Airy Gun Club, Cincinnati, attended the shoot on March 31. La Boiteux headed

of

will

the

The

for the
weather

members

club

McKeesport
McKeesport,

Daily

News

Pa.—The

cup
Gun

of

Duquesne,

was

45.

showing

are

at

work

up

on

May 8 and
the regular

The

News

for

the

4.
As
weekly

Cup.

first contest

pulled

Club

on

off

on

March

for

the McKeesport

the

31.

grounds

The

of

weather

the
was

for shooting.
But notwithstanding this
scores were made.
Mr. Wm. Everett,

won

the

of a possible 50, with
with

only

officers

tournament
on
becomes
settled

begin.

very unfavorable
some very good

The
Rohrer’s
Island
Gun
Club,
of Dayton,
opened
their season of thirty weeks on April 4 with a good at-

is at 25 targets,

Market St., San Francisco.

Enterprise

Notes.

tendance.
On the first Wednesday in each month the
club medal is shot for, the winner to wear it as champion until the next month or until he is defeated.
This
event

COo.,

U.S. A.

MASS.,

497-503 Pearl St., 35-43 Park St., New York.

WESTERN
Cincinnati,

BY

next

first

contest

Knight

contest

on

and W.

is to

be

a

score

of

46

out

Hale a close second
held

at

Duquesne

on

April 7,
Mr. J. A. R. Elliott and H. H. Stevens were present
and shot the entire programme.
In the practice event
Mr. Elliott was high with 93, and in the cup contest Mr.
Stevens was high with 48.
Stevens wa. Jctestiemae sees 48
EET Gitlin iets cepers atte aie creSale) ca 46
oral
orhataarere corer wvatevauaes ejacetecsicis 45
WV in eT
Al Gas cierto
etesiatetabafere 45

EEL
APRS oe oaieieke tala dea sto <0
IN OGIPRE re each tan tasks cee aD
Ubsbateboxteg ti Acer
oo BOOArEIee 36
A WIT
resve tie ere-w cictore crewichalcls 35

Calhoun)
i530 cavers
ewer 44
Sle ttre cacctete, sievarete’ othe aieres;s 3
(Coker comcua
doa seonobonoe 3

Davigueec
ADDO
LS ENES

StratiDigsctacteacuvsie
sh comes si¢42

Hab GErMiatin® ..ceieles cinieia/etere-o:e 28

etch
tect
acne 34
aot Y smrectocnie
seclelsles 34
SCAcatacn saris Rete ats 33

NED ONS aiweatters ke lotete steteta cis2 Sus 2

Vi Gi ania liar ratehs victatice
tes 26

Biles

Reelevpen

Pats ate acne
acetta de»tte42

ticccs scjacate stants cr 26

The second contest for the McKeesport
Daily News
trophy was pulled off at the grounds of the Duquesne
Gun Club on April 7, and was a success in every particular.
Twenty-two shooters took part, and there was
a large crowd of spectators present.
Mr. R. G. Knight, of the Enterprise Gun Club, won on
46, with Calhoun and Davis right after him with 45.
Knight names Monongahela as ‘the next place for the
contest, and
it will be shot on April
Wm.
Everett holds the lead on long

25, and

D.

NOT

with

Bret, ariecleiatelsidtimeretere «46

Calhoun
DAVIS

K. Irwin

casccewemaer
sss 45

SE, ctelsit vtnis slelnts Sisto, ones 45

FL ens Hail lotr ncetslsaetetere cisiscers 44
Jit EL aleliasiterrecracitin
csvieverss 44
IN Oel tie tac ten meeteaenten 43
ards
cmumideselaaacem
err 43
Birelkisicn
censeieneaannaesses43
CePieilmane taceaneteecc
sce 43
Ver ether ctertelseaie
ate ate ee42
Stratibusisnocnseente
said 41

5 leads

14.
run

of

on long run

(OREN

AGS

breaks,

on

of misses.

cAe CEnOOUOe 41

SHOCE coc nccntetenisusite
oss 4)
Wieblaletr

maalcdse cdemmeees sao

MMGHarland)
Waleiec
tet ls'010'8 30
Vitti te tee earistsite
ates neers 37
Aarne
eee ae ts aster dei Oe
Pe Pale petites
cece cce oo
Lewin Oh Aocawescdeistels sucess OO
PenMiINGSE erisdac.
te cat oivioios
EN val Groce Capen aaeoS 33
H Heilman
Gro. W. Mains,
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At the annual championship tournament of the Indoor .22 Caliber Rifle League of the United States, held at Grand Rapids, Mich., February 12-17, 1906,

PETERS

CARTRIDGES

ESTABLISHED

2481

OUT

THE

RECORD

OF A POSSIBLE

MADE
FIRST

WORLD’S

BY

W.

A.

TEWES

at Zettler Rifle Club Open Tournament, New York, March 10-17, 1906.
100 SHOT MATCH, won by Arthur Hubalek, score 2468.
Seven of the first ten prize-winners ued PETERS
ZIMMERMAN TROPHY, won by L. P. Ittl. BEST BULLSEYE, made by W. Rosenbaum.
L. C. Buss and L. P. Ittel made possible 225 on the Ring Target.

HONORS

.22 SHORT

80% of the contestants in these matches used Peters Cartridges, THE

If there ever was the slightest doubt in any mind as to the superiority of Peters Cartridges
the Sea Girt, Grand Rapids and New York tournaments.
The various winnings and high scores
absolutely perfect ammunition.
The inevitable conclusion is that if Peters Cartridges
are the best to use in any kind of shooting, either for Target Practice, Hunting, Police, or Military

THE

PETERS

CARTRIDGE
NEW

YORK:

And the Tricks of Trapping and Trap Making.
Containing hints on camp shelter, all the tricks and bait
receipts of the trapper, the use of the traps, with instructions for the capture of all fur-bearing animals.
By
W.
Hamilton
Gibson.
Illustrated.
Cloth, 300 pages.
$1.00.
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STREAM
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Handles

J. STEVENS
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:

This is a collection of papers on different themes contributed to Forrest AND
STREAM and other publications,
and now for the first time brought together.

PUBLISHING

CO.

FOREST

Catalogue Mailed

the “STEVENS.”

ARMS

AND
O.

Box

TOOL

AND

STREAM

PUBLISHING

shooting

qualities.

Free

Request.

Vpon

COMPANY

5668

MASSACHUSETTS

FALLS,
New

Ws eset

Manager

RIFLES

P.

CHICOPEE

OHIO

And other papers.. By Rowland E. Robinson. With illustrations from drawings by Rachael Robinson.
Price,

are used by the world’s champion shots, and because of their splendid
hold more records than all the other makes combined.
Vour

KIND.

Hunting Without a Gun.

tribe.

AND

SEMI-SMOKELESS

CINCINNATI,

Keller,

The Story of a Prairie People. By George Bird Grinnell.
Cloth, 300 pages.
Price,
Mr. Grinnell has for years been on terms of intimacy
with two of the three tribes which made up the great
confederation known as the Blackfoot Nation, and having
the confidence of the braves and wisest of the old men,
ane
penetrated deep into the secret history of the

FOREST

CARTRIDGES.

of all calibers, that doubt has been dispelled for all time by the results of
were not the result of accident but may be credited to good holding and
of either large or small caliber, are equal to these most crucial tests, they
purposes.

Blackfoot Lodge Tales.

Camp Life in the Woods.

Price,

D5OO

York
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Office,
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sete
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See
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the

club

went

to

Princeton,

Gun

E. I. DUPONT

Gun

N.

men were present
eighteen members

J.,

by

automobile

to

Club.

Club.

Boston,
Mass.,
April 2.—The
Braintree
Gun
Club
gave a complimentary
shoot to Mr. J. S. Young, of
Chicago,
March
31.
There
were
twenty-five
shooters
present.
Mr. Young gave an excellent account of himself, breaking 94 per cent. of his targets.
Targets:
10 15 10 15 10 15 10 15 10 15 25 25 25
ATTWOOD
aisle «t's area's 10°13" 102159 15-9 14.10 14 26... 2.

5

ee

0151012

WWEILG@ iE, nists © ptacieles
sae NOt
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915

VOSS

914

gentlemen,

by Mr. F. A. Weatherhead,

of course,

used

SMOKELESS
COMPANY,

RRRRRRMNRK PURLEY,
»

Wilmington,

Del.
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22°28

Years

and

we

have

loaned

money

gi

Beach $Gun‘Club.

on

Guns, Diamonds, Watches

RRARL

Jewelry.
WILLIAM
Park

Row,

One

SIMPSON

block

above

New
Brooklyn

York

City

Bridge
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AMERICAN
DUCK SHOOTING
then experiment till you finda }:|Ke 4
breod new good use—not medicinal 1
(¥ —send us that use and if yours is
IT the best we'll sov-4 you $50 in gold. }
iif G. W. COLE CO. 31! Washington Life §
f
i}

Bldg., New

and
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ORS

York U..y. Generous sampic
booklet sent on request—no cost,

Write to-day.
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Bercen Beacuw, L. I., April 7.—In the final shoot for
the Crater trophy, the winner was Mr. H. Welles, with
a total of 129 out of a possible 150. The scores follow:
Barsteadt 29, Guhring 25, Dreyer 24, Shevlin 24, Slavin 20,
Welles 42, Kelly 36, Creamer 36, Jones 34, Crater 33.
Several 25-target events were shot.

&

~ 85 STRAIGHT

9 14 25 23 93
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C. F. Waite, Sec’y.

Bergen

1906,

Club.

Englewood, N. J., April 7.—The weather was favorable.
Each event was at 15 targets.
Scores:
Events:
ligne
Spr Oe Oise
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MVEracy
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C. J. WESTERVELT, Sec’y.

Braintree

was won

14-16,

10)

take part in a team race with the University team.
Events:
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Below will be found the scores made in the team race,
Montclair making an easy win:
Princeton.
Montclair.
IMT, sees cise 20 20—40
iteraok abaeaor 20 16—36
Sansone
fas 18 21—39
IBtrshinicctonents5.225 20—45
Mecllvaine ...12 14—26
Colquitt
.....19 21—40
IWGO)
veare%e's 15 6—21
Allan ........21 21—42
McCreary ....13 15—28
IMU @ETE onince. 17 21—38
‘Phillips s.ss0s17 16—33—187
Cockefair ....18 17—35—236
E. Winstow, Sec’y.

Pleasure

March

Average was won by Mr. Lee R. Barkley, of Chicago.
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SHOOT,

Iowa.

All these

eyes!
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Montclair, N. J., April 7.—But six
at the regular shoot to-day, as some
of

STATE

Second Amateur Average was won by Mr. H. C. Dorton, Fonda, Ia.,
and the Above Ninety Per Cent. Experts’ Trophy was won
by Mr. Charles Spencer.

Jas. R. Merritt, Sec’y.
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Club.

EpGewater, N. J., April. 7.—The scores made
Shoot of the North River Gun Club to-day follow:
Events:
Le ite tee
UO
Targets:
:
16 15 15 25 26
PICTCYa cack Coan canion ts neers’
ons « Ab sahet 4,
We ieieee4
RiGh Pereira octrsucemesase
tes Cele ween TOMI
2 14as AGO
5 LEMIESE ee sree earns wet ote rieee sss. ae ie
195° t4
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Patent Reflecting Lamps
THOMAS

J. CONROY,
28 John Street,
Cor. Nassau St.,

New York.
With Silver Plated
Locomotive Reflectorsand Adjustable
Attachments.

UNIVERSAL
LAMP,
For Sportsmen’s use.
Combines Head
Jack (Front and Top), Boat Jack, Fishing,
Camp, Belt and Dash Lamp, Hand Lan-

By GEORGE

BIRD GRINNELL

No single gunner, however wide his experience, has himself covered the whole broad field
of duck shooting, and none

knows

the sport that there is nothing
learn.

novel

Each

one

information

may

acquire

so much

a vast

amount

by reading this complete

to

of

and

most interesting book,
It describes, with a portrait, every species of duck,
goose and swan
known to North America; tells of the various
methods of capturing each, the guns, ammunition,
loads, decoys and boats used in the sport, and
gives the best account ever published of the re-

trieving Chesapeake
About

600 pages,

Bay dog.
58 portraits

of fowl, 8 full-

page plates, and many vignette head and tail
pieces by Wilmot Townsend.
Price, edition de luxe on hand made paper,
bound in buckram,
each copy numbered

plates on India tint paper,
and signed by author, $5.00.

Price library edition, $3.50.
FOREST

AND

STREAM

PUBLISHING

CO.

346 Broadway, New York.

tern, etc.

The Practical Poultry Keeper.

EXCELSIOR
LAMP,
For Night Driving, Hunting,
Fishing, etc.
Is adjustable to any kind of dash or vehicle. Sendstamp for Illustrated Catalogue

By Louis Wright.
Eight colored plates
illustrations.
Cloth, 311 pages.
Price, $2.

and address all orders Lamp Department.
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left for him
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“THE FINEST GUN IN THE WORLD”

If

you

can

A. H. FOX

find

GUN
Not

a

one,

COMPANY,

connected

with

The

Philadelphia

FISHING
Write

better

THE

it.

Philadelphia,

Arms

Pa.

Company

TACKLE

for catalogue

or visit our

Schoverling, Daly
302-304

buy

@ Gales

”

BROADWAY,

store.

NEW

YORK.

CHAMPIONSHIP

OF

lowa, Nebraska, Missouri and Kansas at the Omaha Tournament, March 20-22, 1906,
was won by MR. GEORGE W. MAXWELL, of Holstein, Neb., an amateur who used

“NEW
LAFLIN

@

RAND

SCHULTZE”
POWDER

COMPANY,

170

Broadway,

New

York.

Sauer & Son Hammerless Shot Guns, made in 12, 16 and 20 gauge.
For Field, Trap
and Duck Shooting.
Grades from $80.00 to $600.00.
Orders for next season’s
delivery accepted now.

KIRKWOOD

BROS.,
23 Elm

and
Street,

Boston,
BASS

7— —
Dixon’s
ecial Graphite No. 635
will stop “‘leading”’

in shotgun and rifle

barrels.

;

Booklet 52P and sample on request.
_ Jos. Dixon Crucible Co., Jersey City, N. J.

Sportsmen’s

Supplies

Mass.

AND

TROUT

Only maker in America who mounts

FLIES

flies on hair loop snells.

JOHN NORMAN, 4502 Ste. Catherine, Montreal, Canada
P.

S.—Write

him.

Enough “Preservo” liquid for 25c. postpaid to keep 100 Shiners
tillneeded.
G. A. QUIMBY &CO., Druggists, Laconia, N.H.
17

When writing say you
AND STREAM.

saw the ad. in Forest

[APRIL 14, 1906.
Indianapolis

Gun

Club.

INDIANAPOLIS, Ind., April 3.—At the third annual meeting of the stockholders and election of directors the
following members were elected as directors, to serve
for the ensuing year:
Dr. S. H. Moore, Dr. C..A.
Pfafflen, Mr. Gus Habich,
Mr. Gustave
Moller,
Mr.
Jos. R. Morgan, Mr. Jas. W. Bell, Mr. W. Armstrong.
The Board is organized as follows:
President, Dr. S
H. Mocre, Vice-President, Dr. C. A. Pfafflen; Treasurer,
Jos. R. Morgan; Secretary, Wm. Armstrong.
The secretary’s report showed the club to be in a good
healthy condition, with a stock-holding membership of
427 and an honorary list of nine members.
The scores made on April 7 follow:
Events:
1. 2. <b 4b
Geeeere
Targets:
25. 25 25 25 25 25 25 25
Michaelis ai. sedecce
sscat clacerte 21° 23. 22021422
ieee
Wagoner
eS
20° 21 18> 15 See
eas
Gregory
0a 22 24 20a
ooac
ene
Apple ticesmicasccteunentecncuaaces
22° 22) 28 28" ZZ
aes
Parry) cevatines tetoactisitemecteae
10° 23'- 23)
22) 2Z0Rree
te
ELALA CSE watc's's ntars stelele oatcteneraicre 18..14° IGS Io Ge
aoe
ates
Anderson
siete ccc nets cure ecm 21 25 24 15
aK
ISAMOUSCpecee
cnn alae seas
19° «29 S146"
fey
peremierate Ue te
PRICG 0 arctaiciteic
cuaositaate eotenenate 16) L200
eee
Trout Tacs: vaes cus sacieieecticcase 20.20 20° 28) 19° 235.20" 23
Gomstotk: Ji0cstsseeccsianetie 23 21 22 424 (2a
nes.
S EE Moores.ccncbeesee uence 24.28):
perenne
Dag rett sr: secacaiseiss
eniteraerts 19. 19) 20.3
:
Stanley” siiswc< ve cwa tee neoascente 18 16> 21S Tee
.
Tripp: Sanaa cevase cacoeeen
tee 23 236-23, 120 eis
Wildhack “s.isiea cocoon ater ceee 23° 219. 2
eee
is
Woolf 3sp cavlesce avis gaheouere 14 19
4
MArGtt, vasdclads duces @elcuee
temaate 16
Btixrford Top casirtacivacieeteertacteets 20 17
:
AINOS) © sc sisrsiss oleic. slersrelarsm
icrteens 23
Denitt'y
ere scclleasselsietipinecioiinens 20 14
F
W1ISOn1 } aacepieiiets,
cielo oriole thelstorsteeat 19 15
:
ET UMO0re Jee osiebtinecie seein 15 Se
ee
Mie Morris: ses. vee cs snecin teenie 16° 12-15
4
J. A Neighbors a5... 0. seca
LO ates
:
Gliekert::
a's seize vem peteieoe
mae 16".5.:
Maes
ae
TRESS: strate clelerae'se
ais tesectoter tere Lae
eee
Rte
PRY
11 OF siéicisiecctniareltia soeteccitetetomaae 19..;
eae
a
Partington ie. veces: ascemers ae
Peake Vip
a
Lata
Siecerastars
stele aneenioen teens 20°: Satan
pee
cn
Dougherty veot cete se ote ntnicehiete 16° 159
93.215 pee
es
PAT HASTE ONG Lleg.ciels tycicte cateie etree 22; ADs)
ete
ins
Moller 2 oiicccceswens aeeeesmues 24 ‘23. 21 23) y23
:
Tomi) Morris! cu osesecte sentient 14. 16 ee
eens
vase
VOLIS. ios aig slomiieieeels
sete aero ph
SPS
tee ee
ee
Davie: Mortis -oecsecscsiociee
ire 10
Comstock
defeated Trout.
Scores as follows: Comstock 91, Trout 85.
Comstock was challenged by Dave C. Morris.
Challenge accepted; dated of contest, April 14.
SECRETARY.

Pequea

Gun

Club.

LANCASTER, Pa., April 7.—The tournament to be held
April 28 on the Pequea Gun Club grounds, at Lancaster,
promises to be a record-breaker,
for this city.
The
special feature of the day will be the opening shoot of the
Trapshooters League of Lancaster County, seven teams
in competition, together with the presence of W. R.
Crosby, J. Mowell Hawkins, A. Topperwein, Neaf Apgar,
Luther Squier, and Sim Glover.
The programme is out.
It calls for 200 targets; $17.
Targets, 2 cents; $5 will
be given to high amateur, and $2 to low gun shooting
the entire programme.
Experts will shoot for targets
only.
The shoot starts promptly at 10:30 A. M.
Two
sets of traps will be used.
Ship shells prepaid and care
of Nat. Ressler, Lancaster, Pa. Everybody welcome.
Shot at. Brk.
Shot at. Brk.
IBarteratesec paces 155
126
Banham
jaescter itis
56
Moorehouse
....125
64
Clark: 4. :cctuseenau
41
Andrews ........ 120
101
Reese: sce cmoonen 56
36
Rink.” Gscadeeetae110
35
Phillips) sncneemes 35
23
Cobleneaicesccek 105
73
Leaman.
“aeeasenes 25
10
Bissler* cen. owesae 100
77
Nat. ReEssLer, Sec’y-Mgr.

Pawtuxet

Gun

Club.

Pawruxet, R. I., April 7.—The pleasant weather drew
out some new members this week, and with the help of
the oll ones made a good shoot.
Mr. Bain was our
particular star, smashing 57 out of his last 65. The club
holds its annual meeting on Tuesday evening.
Targets:
10 1510 1510151015
Brk.
He WsBatn J ticvienrs sccteeiticte state 4:13-9:43) “S3a) sees
61
GCG. Di Coolketiaias snteceueales tatters 510 910 910 913
15
Hi [Drown Sedee as cee secenc
co eee Bo
. Sapa
50
Gs Barke6 ive/aretotdteterters
o'Srovelave stalele oteatten 4 4°75
Gat
33
Rays Sheldonite.cs.cciee
eros ercicis decle eee een t Agiaenet
19
S (Buraham- soccetack
ee cite eloneneneate 40.4
6s
19
Wi iShel dams totes se acie tte totes mena mete 6. 12 hse
18
WW atenmianitiocinc
cc 's.sorevietctels
oem 6 10
16
A clambake was held on the grounds this ‘week, and
during the time between, the following scores were made:
Targets:
25 25 25 25 100
Targets:
25 25 25 4 a
Lockwood
. 18 15 19 21—73
Register wasemes 17
Sherman.... 14 19 17 21—71
Hell eee
-. 1016 ..—26
Gook vccees:- 19 12 17 13—61
R Sheldon.. .. .. 17 ..17
PAT CET 6 seercern mere 12 .. 18—30
Ray SHELDON, Sec’y.

Delaware

Championship.

On Monday of last week Mr. Luther J. Squier, in a
contest with Mr. A. B. Richardson, took the title of
champion of Delaware and the trophy emblematic of it
in a contest at Dover.
The scores at 100 targets were:
Squier 91, Richardson 86. Mr. Richardson has defended
the cup long and well.
This was Mr. Squier’s first attempt to capture the cup, and it was successful.
Mr.
C. L. Terry has challenged the winner, and the contest is
arranged to take place on the grounds of the Wawaset
Gun Club, on April 7. A two-man team race was shot

APRIL

FOREST

14, 1906.]

in conjunction with the championship race.
It was won
by Messrs. Squier and Wm, M. Foord, with a total ot
187, Messrs. Terry and Richardson were second with 177.
The scores:
Teo) SS OUST. ents waxes nie anv tate decloneias oxeade Da Zin
91
A B Richardscn
Saeco
el. oe
86
WME
OOEG da toc rattonctes
oid alscreates see 24523225. 24
396
Tee) CEI Peer cities Cant stern eteccete 24 21 24 22
91
VV EEE PORCOC OD ne
Sen Yale See arfo ortno's 24 21 22 22
89
PORES VATISy eae tenes
sees carafe 20 17 20 14
771
j AU MOR elVeyirie shiccses
sass tenes ecsende 23: 22 22 22 °° 89
OM ISTEIG alae etigcineies or onea ne caene emer 14 14°14 15
657
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PRELIMINARY HANDICAP
GRAND AMERICAN HANDICAP
GRAND CANADIAN HANDICAP
Emblematic

of the Championship
and

Analostan

Gun

A New

Shot at. Brk.
Coleman s25.4..4> 65
43
M “Taylor isthe. 35
30
Paver eicece fee 20
15
GES, Walson.e.an< 25
16
Capt Rhodes .... 20
13
McCartney ...... 20
13
OC
eee
20
15
Peytorvereccseces 10
9
aarlevitar, canons 10
8
Coke itebencseeas 10
id
Dantels. soeveeats 10
5
Dr pilaylorues. ec 40
26
SECRETARY.

Association.

Boston,
Mass., April 6—A
party composed
of the
most enthusiastic scatter gun disciples of Boston and
vicinity met at the Quincy House to-night for the express purpose of forming a new association to promote
and foster trapshooting and its sociability, and keep the
art of shotgun shooting on the highest plane in the
world of sports.
That the meeting was a success was
due in no small way to the energetic work of B. F.
Smith, at whose suggestion the meeting was held, and
who has spent considerable time of late in perfecting the
necessary arrangements for a first meeting.
Representatives were present from a majority of shooting clubs, among whom the most prominent were B. F.
Satire.
E:
. Gleason,
S. E. Powdrell,
H.: B.
emby,, 2.0.
Griffiths, J. Wirth, S. M. Palmer, Jr.,
and H. C. Kirkwood.
During
an
enjoyable
dinner
and
most
interesting
smoke talk, the details of the proposed association were
digested to the fullest extent and ideas all original were
exchanged with good results.
The spirit exhibited was
indeed very gratifying to the promoters,
to say the
least, and augurs well for the final result, if this particular meeting is any criterion.
Some forty shooters have signified their intention of
joining in with the new movement, and many letters of
regret were received from such ‘“‘dyed-in-the-wood”’ trappists as Mayor Reed, of Manchester,
N. H.; J. E.
“Climax”
Burns and W. F. Irish, of Lowell, Mass.;
D. W. Hallam, Dover, N. H.; F. Hilliard, Lynn, Mass.;
C. P. Keeler, Attleboro. Mass.; C. P. Blinn, P. Carver
and R. N. Burnes, of Boston, Mass., who are with the
Association heart and soul, but pressure of business prevented them being present for the first meeting.
The meeting was called to order by the unanimously
elected chairman and prince of good fellows, Dr. Gleason, whose remarks were most witty and right to the
oint, with the following list of officers being elected:
President, B. F. Smith; Vice-President, Dr. E. F. Gleason; Secretary and Treasurer, H. C. Kirkwood; Execu-
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GUN.

(0 the best shots in the United States and Canada use Lefever Guns ?
There must be merit to the advantages claimed for Lefever guns,

Improve your score by shooting a Lefever Gun especially bored

brush or field use.

for trap,

Send for Catalogue D.

of rifle and revolver

shooting to be given by Mr. Topperwein.
He not only
interested the observers, but astonished them with the
remarkable
feats he performed.
He commenced
his
performance
by his revolver shooting—breaking
bluerocks by the aid of a mirror, shooting them in the air
and also from a stake, turning his back to it and shooting over his head at them, the target being reflected in a
mirror, which he held in his hand.
He commenced his
rifle shooting by throwing small pieces of brick in the
air which he pulverized with great regularity.
Then he
changed to cubes of wood, and amused the crowd by
hitting a single one four or five times before it reached
the ground.
He also seemed able to hit very tiny marbles
thrown in the air as easily as he did the larger objects.
His exhibition of splitting cards held edgeways at a distance of 18 or 20yds.. pleased the audience, as did also
his work in peeling potatoes, which were stuck on a
stick and revolved by his shooting.
The crowning feats
were his skill in shooting a .22 Winchester, ejecting the
empty shell, reloading his gun and hitting the empty
shell before it reached the ground, and throwing four
eggs into the air and breaking them all before they had
time to scatter.
The afternoon was dark, and during part of the time a
drizzling rain fell, which made the shooting difficult on
account of the bad light.
This also affected the target
shooters.
Messrs. Hawkins and Crosby, of course, led,
the former scoring 94 and the latter 95 out of a possible 100.
During the Jast round of 25 the experts participated in, it grew quite dark, and Mr. Crosby lost 2
targets in his last 5.
Of the local shooters Uncle Billy Wagner was among
the top-notchers; in fact, led them, with 80 broken out of
85 shot at. Bauskett scored 66 out of 75, and Joseph H.
Hunter, C. O. Wilhite and James did good work.
The
Analostan Gun Club never throws a very slow target.
The boys do not believe in ‘dubs,’ and on this day
they were going not under 60yds., and most of the time
about 65yds., and a score made under these conditions is
worth something.
Following are the scores:
Shot at. Brk.
95
€reshy
an. wee 100
Delete lcts1S oats cree 100
94
Walhhite tse... 110
85
LeStbenncry Age ee105
85
Carpenter- ...... 90
68
ratte:
chs. 90
69
Warners cisoceks 85
80
PBatskeett sci. color 75
66
WAMMES
ices cate’s 75
66
r Munroe
50
30
RPUGICIETI oSotaionstels'ste 45
28
WitepSnaaasicaets
ost 40)
26
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LEFEVER

Club.

Wasuincton,
D. C., April 8—The
Analostan
Gun
Club opened the shooting season on April 5. On that
occasion the club was honored by three trade representatives, Messrs. Crosby, Topperwein and Hawkins.
Their
coming had been advertised extensively, and a large
number of citizens from the city and surrounding country were present to witness the exhibition to be given by
these notable experts.
The interest of those present

seemed to center in the exhibition

Canada,

|

This cut is a reproduction of our handsome 10-color hanger, size 10x 23%. As long
as our supply lasts we will furnish these hangers for 8 cents, covering postage.

LEFEVER
SYRACUSE,
:
oe

ARMS CO.,
NEW

YORK.

Wee

The “OLD RELIABLE”

“The

Only

Absolutely

‘Reliable”

Best that can be made

Has none

its equal

Fred Coleman’s score of 4% straight at live birdsin England. as well as 24 out of
25 at 81 yards, shows how the Parker Gun shoots. See another column in this
paper showing his marvelous records.

PARKER

BROTHERS,

SPORTSMEN’S CLOTHING
Sheds Water Like a Duck’s Back
Combines the advantage of perfect tailoring with protection againstrain.
Waterproofed by a patent process, permitting
thorough ventilation, yet rain does not
penetrate in any ordinary storm.
Soft and
pliable; sightly and durable; no rubber or
parafine.
Fit,
finish
and
waterproof
qualities guaranteed.
;
d
Coat lined throughout the entire body
with same rain-proof material as outside.
Patent bellows under arms give extra ventilation and freedom of movement with
paddle, rod or gun.
Pockets for everything.
Trousers
reinforced
front and
large

doule seat.

Give loose breast measure over garments
to be worn with coat. Waist and leg measure for trousers.
Made in two colors, light tan and dead

grass green.

Coat, $5.00; trousers,
Express prepaid.

$3.00;

hat, $1.00.

FOR
LADIES’ WEAR
Neatly tailored coat and skirt. Gives
absolute protection on any outing trip.
Suitable tor gunning, fishing, tramping,
boating, climbing. Coat, $5.00; skirt, $4.00.
Express prepaid.
Booklet, with samples

of material and directions for self-measurement sent free.
iSpecial discount

BIRD, JONES
3 Blandina St.,

@

to dealers

KENYON
Utica, N. Y.

*

31
New

Cherry

Street,

Meriden,

Conn.

York Salesrooms, 32 Warren St.
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Smith Hammerless and Ejector

FULTON,

HUNTER

:

:

catalogue.
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Baby

,

NOVELTY

3 pounds,

Here is a real years-ahead advance.

Chambetlain¥

Feather-Weight

Repeater

10 oz., only

A rifle, new from muzzle

to butt-plate; refined two

or three pounds

from old standards, yet complete in every detail and will do its work to your entire satisfaction.

carrier, the .22 long rifle cartridges, giving

The Marlin Firearms Co,
WILLOW

STREET,

HAVEN,

CONN.

|

FLOWER
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OF
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Enjoy Health

SOUTH

4
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and Rigging.
complete manual of practical Boat and Small Yacht
Building.
With two complete designs and numerous
diagrams and details.
By Linton Hope.
177 pages.

Cloth.

and Luxury

Construction

Yacht

Bee

Price, $3.

The author has taken two designs for practical demon| stration, one of a centerboard boat 19ft. waterline and
A long-cut mixture made from the highest grade, thor- | the other a cruising cutter of 23ft. waterline.
Both deoughly ripe, sun-cured, domestic and choicest foreign | signs show fine little boats, which are fully adapted to
leaf and the only tobacco on the market guaranteed
American requirements.
Full instructions, even to the
without artificial flavoring or ‘‘doctoring” of any kind.
minutest detail, are given for the building of both these
In blend, rich, mellow, mild and fragrant.
boats.
The information is not confined to these yachts
Because of its quality and purity, ‘‘Flower of the
alone; they are merely taken as examples; but what is
South” does not hurt the heart; does not affect the | said applies to all wooden yacht building according to the
nerves; does not dry the throat; and does not bite the
best and most approved methods.
tongue.
Sold direct

to

consumers

(it cannot

be

bought

in

the

shops).
The saving of middle profits and a special rate
from the express companies enables us to supply at a
moderate price the finest and purest tobacco obtainable,
and affords you the luxury of always getting it in perfect condition.
Full weight, half-pound tins, $1.00, pounds (in polished
wood boxes), $2.00, delivered.
By arrangement with our
bank, The American National, they accept small checks
from our customers without charge for collection.
We are constantly receiving assurances that ‘‘Flower
of the South” is the best and most delicious tobacco
ever smoked.

|
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“This

Oil”

CLEANS
owder Residue from
bore bright.

ea]
eeps

PLANTATION
TOBACCO
COMPANY
639 F Street, Washington, D. C.

(Maly se
ya

PREVENTS

RUST

and

ON

GUNS.
Write for free sample and test it with
thin oil or any oil you may be using.

The “Army and Navy Journal,” Jan, 18, 1906, says:
“Many pipe smokers know that much of the tobacco
offered for sale is artificially flavored or ‘doctored’ in
some way to make it appear what it is not, and is therefore injurious to health. Those in search of an absolutely
pure smoking mixture of superb quality should order a
box of ‘Flower of the South.’ ”

6 oz. Can, 2 oz. Bottle,
|

25 Cents.
10 Cents.

THE MANY-USE OIL CO.,
New

York

City.
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21

23)

23

BGaits.
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shoot,

50 targets

Woodcock Za.ses.
H -E Smithic..
Fishinger ocx. sn.
Werne
vcsacecstes
Lacey? aspen
Frep. SHattuck,

JEIP dediaae
82.
8
31.
4
30 15
a1 19
37 11
Sec’y.

40
35
50
50
48

Breeze.

follow:

30) vectesecceee
sent 221122221 **12120112222222—22
22220121022211122*222002*—20—42
............+20~622222122222222*2*02222202—21
22222222202022*2022022020—18—39
The second contest was at 25 birds each, for $50 a side,
Z8yds. rise, between
Messrs.
F. Poulson and Robert
Williams.
The scores follow:
Poulson
fiaa.s nase
dee
ene 22*011120211212112*1*2222—20
Williams.
S13 soeicteeimerertemetae 02222*222020202*222*22222—18
Open handicap sweepstakes, 10 birds, $5 entrance:
Churchill,
80.0...
22 sectele’sstee
slo-ctans enero ieee 2222222222—10
W

32

Charlton,

28.

civics s<ciclesiec cisteilalereistele mete enannte 2222222222—10

Brown, 300 sciscccee
«leositice sslehn eee eeeeteetaaenate 2222222202—
JM. Cy, 28 «0.0 «dice letasitare: epnrotntereih sete teeta tena 2212202122—
Muller, 80) 6.2 scisieien eee seine sane eet
ee 2002222222—
Felix, 28° 2s ocsicicieverets eialets\eieretateretetetets tater retain 112121*202—
Grace, QT sisieiera:s s:0:5;0Gie'e's'oe'eieta
eels etal eee eee 2120222202—
Murphy, 80) s.S..u o%clecteclis aietebelete stemtetna aneenanean 0021120222—
Sanford, 80 xis.scsi «tenes eainleve'slarebeleytet
erent aaa 202*202222—

9
9
8
8
8
7
7

McDonald,

<5 cc vce ssiessitel tenis
teas 2*22202202—

7

Dr Charlton, 28° 5. .02.002
ccee stele sieieeeine aerate 2220022022—
Williams, 27 2uico%0% 00's <1cnieleslotrestel
telat eee 2201221200—
Judge; 20 cecaicscsecieceecsisec.e cee: atten *2121*1210—
Martin, 28...
l/iicies't ereme. aleieielola eee eee
20**222222—
Holznath, 27 %.0... 0c sieevie cesses sateen 2222202002—

7
7
7
7
7

28.

Boston

Shooting

Association.

The second shoot in the spring series for prizes, on
the grounds of the Boston Shooting Association, at Wellington, Mass., April 7, resulted as follows:
Events:
1 2-3 42 3b MGe ies
eeones
Targets:
10 15 10 15 25 25 25 25
atec Bri:
Cedi tee sniean weslorsteretles 610 9 11°21 23 23 2.
125
103
Ae tieeetecer neacasetctowe
6 12 8 13 20°23 1b S32
125
98
WRIT eLaecieraminiele
eee miesroies

Guns

22

S29 eZ
28a
20.18"
23 22

Murphys

CO.

Famous

Gun

eB s
4 50
9 49
15 45
14 50
0 46

At Point

Muiler,

SMOKE

21-24

PHILADELPHIA,. April 7.—There were two matches on
the shooting grounds of the Philadelphia Driving Park
to-day, in addition to the regular sweepstakes.
The first
match was at 50 live birds, for $100 a side, between
Messrs. A. G. Murphy and Fred Muller, the scores of
which

NEW

22°

man:

IN ONE

Everything of the best quality, and
QUALITY
COUNTS
in a .22 calibre repeater.
Easiest toclean.
To see it is to be charmed.
We recommend this rifle to
every one who enjoys firearms.
Send 3 stamps for 136-page illustrated catalog of arms, etc., to

27

46.002.
vieee 24

A.
RS RN OAGS amt: 47
J EL Smithy ce acc 40
J T Wells........380
Webern
saree estes 36
Chamberlain
....46

It uses the .22 calibre shorts, and with the extra

RIFLES

Club.

Woodcock... amusectr 15 Wfel9 19
ED EY Smiths iesrcciestecsine
3 18°23) 9207
Bishiqger! vs ctettiels seis seed 20 19 -19 22)
Werner meeeecer Sheu cctee 18 138 18-19
Wacey Gat scan tse mice
17-20. 20° 49
FLUStOM ance 4 oe eee aaron 20 18 17 17
Keaniclermiant, tere avelscotetey fora. 20: “US eine
Campbell
(is.
ccme eemee 19 AX Ges
MeGracket): tesseen
se eae 21 20 us
Columbus Sporting Goods Co. trophy
each

TWO

Gun

Cotumesus, O., April 7.—A little fine weather, and the
traps of the Columbus Gun Club get very busy.
The
gun race, consisting of a fine $80 L. C. Smith gun, presented by the Columbus
Sporting Goods Co., will be
finished on May 1, and the gun awarded to the winner.
Practice for the Interstate shoot at Cincinnati,
O.,
on April 18, was in line this Saturday afternoon, and
some good scores made.
R. S. Rhoads broke 25 straight.
A number of friendly contests were indulged in and a
general good time had.
The grounds are looking fine, and an afternoon can
now be enjoyed at the traps under pleasant conditions.
Survey for the fine 200yd. rifle range is being made
and the equipment will be installed at once, as the
ground is just getting in shape to work.
The big tournament given by the club, May 9, 10 and
11, promises to be a record-breaker.
Scores:
Events:
LL 2
sSh SANS
igen
se
Targets:
25 .25:- 25 225.925 @2bb
25 «25
Tie
= Sinithins coc ce ee lee 20. 20: 215820 90% Soe
ee ever
TTY Wrellsinten
elacstpr eee 15°15 +15 719" 2EMGr
er
Weber 6.2.5 teackemieee
tate 20. 16 ~20° 23 2015 2ei2Z3
=
Rhoads),
jest semcmeene
ees 23 24 24 23 24 25 24 23 ..

GOLD MEDAL
At the LEWIS & CLARKE EXPOSITION
for our

14, 1906.

tive Board, E. C. Griffiths, L. E. Powdrell, H. B. Temby,
J._ Wirth, and L. M.. Palmer, Jr.
The name of the Association at present has not been
fully decided on, but at its next meeting, which will be
held during the next two weeks, an appropriate name will
be given it, and final conclusions come to.
Altogether a better start could not be wished for, and
the success of the movement has already shown itself
in view of the fact that the limit of members has already
been reached, though it is the intention of the officers
to edvise a larger number as the limit.
H. C. KirKwoop, Sec’y.

Columbus

WIN

Ask

[APRIL

Franke)
sc. sian
secwists
Keeler i442 .tocatetiamtns
dare
POwdrell!
sem cictiariccear
Hallam 745 eaenee daees
Pireetndtin
nis
nck sont
Bartlettas.

ass tiscincecwtons

712

813

810

411

22 24 24 24

150

14195855,

125

9 14 10 15 23 24
10 138 9 1516 22
6, Sat “Tbe
8 11-9 12:21
614. 4941515"

JORDSONT’:.<
ceicigsioe bee cutee ols amen
IML
OWith tee aiceis wecesecete
cities atoms
Gilmore:
Bed nnce Sotelo
eens
Packard * seks iee coe 3 cule roeeeee eee
Knowlton sonst nec cee eneemeteee
King sbie y: Soi. ssaiieteiste
ayale ieee
Haar lowers xnht arses «etal cathe eatemaeste

23 21
23 22
Oe
e1oas
seen

19 280230
19:23 eee
6: Se
20):
Eee ote
3a
1S 2isseeey
9s 237

150
150
125
125
100
25
50
50
50
50
50
50

134

139
130
87
98
63
84

65
42
33
37
34
39
42

Reed 44, Allen 44, White 46, Frank 47, Keeler 38, Powdrell 38, Hallam 38, Freeman 30, Bartlett 33, Johnson 42,
Muldown
42, Gilmore
33, Packard
37, Knowlton
24,
Kingsbury 39, Harlow 42.
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Bethlehem—Pen

AND

STREAM.
Hotels

Argyl.

BETHLEHEM,
Pa., April 9.—Please
find herewith the
scores of the team shoot between the Lehigh Rod and
Gun Club of Bethlehem, Pa., and the Mountain View
Rod and Gun Club, of Pen
Argyle, Pa., which resulted
in a victory for the Bethlehem boys.
A return match is
expected at Pen Argyle about May 5, when a fine time
is expected.
The Pen Argyle boys will spare no time
to show visitors a good time.
Mr. H. Schlicher made a fine showing by shooting
straight, with Van Kirk. a close second, only missing 1.
Lehigh Team. |
Mountain View Team.
BVA ma treciiaictsisoteiceisa2
WiEke 2Shee Sap genake £2,
DSCHIICHED I ccasiccccses25
SRETUITE eee Me isicicic oleic eisie20
DUET ET sak sieht occ a'cle'wieiess 19

Pla DLCEOT | wiccie eis vie18
RRODEGUSi A eccsteteiehioctis 17
FF OMLE) Vers cteccisfoln
sieere 15

ETARICOV I. «clslaaictnele’a's 20

Gaines

MATIN
Recliacleicicislsl;
sis 20
TRCYCEL, Btcicie teotesiasele.elg
ss.021

UfamMantroy
Jagdadehecac 20
TUCKET. aes
ciicteletete’- 14

MA SVCTC: Grin cictvicistels.
oie«019

StileG

Stttiital

ane t Cane COCR Oe 19

made

at

live

Pa.,
birds

April
on

F.

L.

Clark’s

scores

grounds,

were

this

day.

Miss Rieker was high gun, killing 12 out of 15. Quite a
number of birds were lost, being carried out of bounds by
the high wind.
Krick and Groff were very unfortunate
in this way.
Scores:
Five birds:
DURENe ticteiglorsis,s'0\9:s/0, =01202—3
GLO emerdedeisictoretds
ete,os21021—4
IBGVNCECEE) cdeccs ss 01000—1
ENT Seams exsieve clatelaiaisie'er= 01101—3
Miss Rieker .......22220—4
Five birds:
‘Sov a daneposorcone 11201—4
eri Clutter caine ctsietiers 11222—5
Mass: Rieker <...... 022214
ID\Eha Adan oaeena 00000—0
Five birds:
Miss Rieker ....... 20211—4
UDrtyy acl cicieieionts res (22224
Grol) Moo peasedcenee 02100—3
J
Special match, 5 birds:
RCNAIG sierejatele cisfeicteleisis\s 22222-—5
Grote bass ckidsisen,cines 20022—3

thing is usually a tarBe sure

COCKTAILS

Rifle

secret of CLUB

CLUB

superiority is the

COCKTAILS

Col.

Paul

M.

Miliken,

Chief

of

the

Cincinnati

Zettler Rifle
Wirtiiam
and

Police,

also

A. TrEwes
carried

off

made
the

Club.

another
weekly

shoot keld April 2, while Arthur
highest 100-shot score.
The results
A Hubalek
G

Schlicht

perfect 10-shot
bullseye

prize

..... 246 245 246 247 244 246 245 248 244 245—2451

P Hansen....241 237 241 244 244 240 242 242 245
Ten-shot: scores:
We AG LG URES htcies cies aia’ele sisivis eiae.c 250 245 245 243
OVW CTLs SOIMILE bereciceids siciesines ccs 244 2839 248 242
SSamIESTACOCLELET, I Ticip eles «ciociviee 246 240 245 247
ome
mE US Gtetett <i secre; co's 0c ore'e.s <1 243 240 247 241
Igl) CE VASA ae OAS aeepenecueaden 240 241 245 241
aT EV PPLECLLCL ccncccleisicces'e
eee. 235 243 248 235
osc ce o..s0's.< cje'slewiers 237

LED

GIES

246—2422
248—1231
2421215
234—1212
241—1212
240—1207
240—1196

240

231

239

239—1186

re scsccccicc
clos234

237

233

239

236—1179

Se deGR osnaaDsoepedan 222

2382

224

242

232—1152

2385

2385

229

218—1140

PATISTISHRDELETOW
Li

the

Hubalek
made the
at 75ft., offhand:

L

Rea Ge Zetblet

score
at

RAPD EIOIUS ot eisce aclestescee
Bullseye target, degrees:
Wie Ach DEWES s crclersis
sins cine 91%
Barney Zettler ........ 3516
Pre ED mals CLIOD Atists
eat .an 3744

228

Mass.

BROOK;

ideal Club House

to lease; ample
For illustrated

BROOKSIDE

CLUB,

game probooklet of

Monument

Arthur Hubalek ...... 42
CGUG IZettlerasccec.s nists 66
(Gs. dp LEYS goNG sh odneooHs 68

Excellent Salmon and Trout fishing. Tents, guides, boats
provided. Write BUNGALOW, Grand Lake, Newfoundand.

EDWARD
Guide

and

Outfitter,

Anthony,

New York

London

for

References.

fishing and bear hunting.
For further parDION O. BLACKWELL, Eustis, Me.

Best Black Bass Fishing in Maine
MEDDYBEMPS
MEDDYBEMPS,

G. F. HEUBLEIN & BRO., Sole Proprietors

Idaho.

New York Office, 335 Broadway, Room 29.

remains the

Seven kinds— Manhattan, Martini, Vermouth, Whiskey, Holland
Gin, Tom Gin and York.
Hartford

SHEFFIELD,
St.

Come to Round Mountain Lake Camps
For good trout
ticulars address

only brand.

Routes

won first prize at the shoot of the Police Revolver Club
held on the range in City Hall, April 6. His score was
185 out of a possible 200. Patrolman Krimme was second
and Major Carroll third.

if

exquisite proportions of liquors
used) and@thesagcing.
This
formula cannot be imitated —so

Notes.

The Englewood Rifle Club held a shoot on April 3,
but only three members were present.
The match was
in five 4-shot events, possible 48 in each; possible total,
240; offhand, at 100yds.
Kerr was high man with 198,
Leiber 192, and Manges 130.
The club will hold its
medal shoot on April 17, and after that will hold regular
shoots on Saturday afternoons during the summer.
A match was shot at Euphemia on April 3, between
C. W. Matthews and J. Sweeny, at 100yds., offhand, on
target with 4in. center, five 4-shot events; possible in
each, 48; possible total, 240.
C. W. Matthews was an
' easy winner with the good score of 230, including two
perfect scores of 48, his first and last string.
It is proposed to form a rifle club league of the clubs
in and
about
Dayton,
for the
purpose
of holding
monthly
team
shoots on the home
ranges
of those
joining in the movement.
This
would
include
the
clubs now shooting at Englewood, West Milton, Dayton, Jackson Township, Euphemia, West Sonora, Greenville, Turin
Valley,
Gratis,
Somers
Township,
West
Elkton and Eaton, and possibly Xenia, Springfield, New
Lebanon and Arcanum.
The matter will
be talked up
at the shoot to be held near West Alexandria, and a
committee appointed to report at the rifle shoot of the
Dayton Sharpshooters in May.
It is evident that there
exists a desire for such contests from the interest manifested in the recent team match at Eaton, and if the
Englewood Club would start the game and name a date,
most, if not all, of the clubs named would be represented.
The matches would be at 100 and 200yds., both
offhand and rest, the standard American target to be
used.
There is growing a feeling that all rifle clubs of
the valley should adopt one of the standard targets, in
order to properly compare their work with that of shooters in other parts of the country, and the formation of a
league would hasten the adoption of such a target.

to

you want the satisfaction that goes
with a royal drink.
It is not enough for imitators to
use the same ingredients
— the

Rifle Range and Gallery.
Ohio

Bay,

TROUT

particulars, address
Beach, Mass.

get for imitators.

“sseict
iwstscclerereecs 16

following

STOCKED

on BUZZARD’S
BAY, Mass.,
serves; pond and sea fishing.

insiston CLUB

acteeccis
onic’ sia.s22

Shoot.

6.—The

Buzzard’s
WELL

NEWFOUNDLAND

Galbert rae citere somes 15—180
He hy Koch, Secy.

F. L. Clark
LancasTER,

Sportsmen

Brookside Club House

A GOOD

wdeicieals
isle otelesie 19

Wag)

ENS Se Uk AR CeeSE 19—204

for

Two furnished
one mile from
modating ten
accommodating
E. G.

LAKE
ME.

log camps for rent.
Situated on islands
village.
One large five-room camp accompersons, and one large one-room
camp
four persons.
For particulars, address
BROWN,
Marblehead, Mass.

I have five camps on shore of Lake in the Woods, close
to the station; one large camp, 11 sleeping rooms, large
office, dining room.
Post-office in camp; daily mails.
Other camps have two sleeping rooms and sitting room.
Fine place for teacher and children to spend their vacation. Fine trout fishing. One large camp on Ebeeme Pond.
Fine bass fishing 1144 miles to walk.
Write for booklet.
N. W. McNAUGHTON,
Schoodic, Me.
COME
TO CAMP
RECREATION
for good muskallonge and black bass fishing.
New log camp, beautiful
lakes.
Send for circular.
A. G. IRWIN, Dorset, Minnesota.

Sportsmen.

HIGH FALLS HOTEL,
Dingman’s Ferry, Pike Co., Pa.
In the midst of the picturesque highlands of the upper
Delaware.
Trout and bass fishing.
Private trout stream.
Riding and driving horses, garage.
Automobile meets
trains
on _ notice.
Send
for booklet.
PHILIP
F:
FULMER, JR., Proprietor.

THE
and Burnham

Delightful

Summer

twin-screw

‘“Oceana” —

23,

Routes

1906

express

saw the ad. in Forest

S.

for Sportsmen.

“In the Maine Woods”
9th Annual

SPORTSMEN’S
Published
S.

8,000 tons — specially

equipped for pleasure cruising.
Superb accommodations. Rates including
all side-trip expenses, if desired.
12 Other Similar Cruises
by the well-known steamers Bliicher. Prinz+
essin Victoria Luise. Meteor, during JUNE,
JULY and AUGUST.
For programmes, rates, etc., apply to

Hamburg-American

writing say you

Cruises

ICELAND
SPITZBERGEN
and NORWAY
the

offer the

STREAM.

New York

by

Champlain,

required.
For circular, address MRS. L. B.
Megr., 1832 De Hart Place, Elizabeth, N. J.

from

Leaving June

CLUB

References
WALKER,

AND

LINE

CRATER
Essex-on-Lake

of a beautiful lake shore in a locality with a
record
for healthfulness,
at moderate
rates.

When
HAMBURG-AMERICAN

Camps,

attractions
remarkable

Line

OFFICES: 35-37 B’way, N.Y. San Francisco:
or California St. Philadelphia: 1229 Walnut
t. Boston: 90 State St. Chicago: 159 Randolph St. St. Louis: 901 Olive St.

Edition.

GUIDE

BOOK

by the

BANGOR
& AROOSTOOK R.R.
192 pages, 133 beautiful half-tone
illustrations, all new.
Cover and
two insert
pages in three colors,
suitable for framing.
Copy mailed
anywhere upon receipt of 10 cents
in stamps to cover postage.

Address

Guide

C. C. BROWN,

Book 17, Bangor, Maine.

Gen. Passenger Agent.
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Kennel
Ads under this
cents in capitals).

J. KANNOFSKY,

Special.

head 2 cents a word a time
Cash must accompany order.

(or

Cincinnati

3

For Sale.—Dogs, Hogs, Pigeons, Ferrets, Belgium Hares.
8 cents for 40-page illustrated catalogue.
G. LE@YDT; Dept. “M.,” Sayre,. Pa:
CLEARANCE SALE.—I have a number of well broken
dogs in pointers, setters and hounds that I will sell
cheap rather than carry them over.
GEO. W. LOVELL,
Middleboro, Mass.

TWENTY

DOGS
YOUNG
Count
and Guy
Gladstone.
KENNEL, Warwick, N. Y.
For Sale.—Scotch
Plano, Ill.

Collie

and Puppies,
by Tony’s
FRANK
FORSSTE

RoE.

pups.

St. Louis World’s Fair, 1904:
Paris Exposition,
1900:

age g a

LAP

Gold Medal & Highest Award
Gold Medal & Highest Award

SPRATT’S

PATENT

Manufacture

specially

prepared

foods

DOGS,
CATS,

PUPPIES,
RABBITS,
GAME,
FISH.”

Write for Catalogue, “Dog
Culture,” with practical
chapters on the feeding, kenneling and management of
dogs; also chapters on cats.
’
450 Market St., Newark, N.
J.
(America) Ltd.

#3 Sasiet Pte

‘ 1324 Valencia

DOG

Newari Med

St., San Francisco,

BOOK

Cal.

TAXIDERMIST,
A

specialty in mounting Moose, Elk, Caribou
heads.
Call and examine work.

No. 182 SIXTH
Tel.

4205

Chelsea.

IMPROVED SPIKE COLLAR.
For use in dog training. Price, $2.00.
mail, $2.10. Send for circular.
B.

By

WATERS,

Broadway,

New

York.

Have Youa Dog?
Then let us send you Polk Miller’s
celebrated Book on Dogs; How to

, Take Care of Them; the eloquent Sen“ator

Vest’s

a Dog,

masterful

and“A

for a Nigger”

Tribute

to

Yellew Dog’s Love

(famous poem).

Wewill

TP, send you allof the above for 10c just to ad4“

vertise

Sergeant’s

Remedies.

DRUG

CO.

Address

Famous
POLK

859 MainSt.

Dog

MILLER

Richmond,

Poultry Magazine,

Va.

Monthly, 50 to 100 pages, its writers
are the most successful Poultrymen
and women inthe United States.
Itis

The POULTRY TRIBUNE,

*

nicely illustrated, brimful each month
/ of information on How to Care for
Fowls and Make the Most Money with
se:
them.
In fact so good you can’t afford
to be withoutit. Price, 50 cents per year. Send at once
for free sample and SPECIAL OFFER TO YOU.

R. R. FISHER, Pub., Box 51, Freeport, Ill.

THE}POCKED

RENNELSREGCORD;

Morocco.
Price, 50 cents.
The “Pocket Kennel Record”’ is, as its ame implies, a
handy book for the immediate record of all events and
transactions which take place away from home, intended
to relieve the owner from the risk of trusting any important matter to his memory.
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STREAM

PUBLISHING

CO.

Deer

NEW

YORK

> FRED SAUTER, Taxidermist.
SRS

i

Established 1860.

cy

Heads,

1278 Broadway, New York.

and

AVENUE,

Near 13th St.

Iw

:

=

i

with the best durable work.

to any address by the author.

H. CLAY GLOVER, D. V. S.,

346

N. Y.

Gc)! ROWLAND,

a

FEED.

man

on

the

SSS

Rugs

and attractive

Also

_fo=, Formerly
No. 3
Z No. William St.,
Will remove to
42 Bleecker St.,
cor. Elm St.,

carry

groups,

for sale and

STREAM

DISEASES
Nursing

vs.

PUBLISHING

OF

STREAM

con

PUBLISHING

CO.

We have provided a cloth file binder to hold
26 numbers of ForEST AND STREAM. It is simple,
convenient,
volume,

strong,

issues

constantly

eating binder

will

durable,

thus bound
growing

be

sent

satisfactory,

make

The.

a handsome

in interest and value.

postpaid

on

receipt

of one

Ollar.

FOREST

AND

STREAM

From

a Mother’s

Standpoint.

PUBLISHING

CO.

vexed

a boy of eight years,

one

in my

mind.

of allowing my

to use

One

a gun

was

day it was

a

de-

cidedly settled—first in my own, and later in the

minds of the boy’s father and grandparents,
and in this wise:
It was a beautiful sunny day in October; a
day when young people, as well as their elders,
felt it almost a sin to remain indoors, when my
aforementioned son of-eight years came rushing into my sitting room where the family assembled,

with a white scared face and trembling

voice. “Oh, ma, Mrs. Perkins says Jimmy has
been killed out in the woods.
She wants you
to go right over there!” This exclamation, although a trifle incoherent, was lucid enough for
me to understand that some accident had happened; and I left the house, only to return some

DOGS.

FILE YOUR FOREST AND STREAM
successive

He

The Small Boy and the Gun.

son,

Dosing.

AND

points.

PUBLISHERS’ DEPARTMENT.

Editor Forest and Stream:
Ten years ago,’ the question

A Treatise on the Care of Dogs in Health and Disease.
By S. T. Hammond (‘‘Shadow’’), author of ‘Training
vs. Breaking.”
161 pages.
Cloth.
Price, $1.00.
This work, from the pen of “Shadow,” will have a
hearty welcome.
It comes from one who writes from full
knowledge.
“The results of more than fifty years of
experience are here given,’ writes the author, “and I
assure the reader that no course of conduct is advised,
no treatment recommended, no remedy
prescribed, that
1
i
I
by the writer,
_ has not
been
thoroughly tried
and teste
and is believed to be entirely trustworthy in every respect.”
Sent postpaid on receipt of price, $1.00.

FOREST

27

The W. H. Mullins Co., of Salem, O., have just received an order for two of their famous pressed steel
boats, which are to be used on Walter Wellman’s
proposed trip to the North Pole by airship.
It is
Mr.
Wellman’s idea to suspend these boats from his airship.
In placing this order with the W. H. Mullins Co.,
Mr.
Wellman paid this company a very high compliment, as
he states he had investigated the construction employed
by different firms both abroad and in this country, and
sites visiting the plant of the W. H. Mullins Co., and
investigating
their construction,
he expressed
himself
as being satisfied that theirs was the lightest and at the
same time the strongest boats in the world.
The boats
being built for Mr. Wellman are 16 ft. long, with 4%
feet beam, and will weigh less than 300 pounds.
The
W. H. Mullins Co. stand an excellent chance of having
once of their boats reach the North Pole, as Lieut.
Robert E. Peary, now on his way to the pole, has one
of them on the Roosevelt.

to rent.

“Horse and Hound” is encyclopedic in all that pertains to foxhunting.
It has chapters as follows:
Hunting.
The Hunter.
Schooling
of
Hunters.
CrossCountry
Riding.
Falls.
Women
in the Field.
The
Hound.
History and Origin of the American Hound.
Breeding and Raising Horses.
The Kennel.
Scent. .The
Fox.
Tricks and Habits of the Fox.
In the Field.
Hunt Clubs.
The style is clear and crisp, and every
chapter abounds with hunting information.
The work is
profusely illustrated.
Price, $2.50.

AND

with

The report of the National Rifle Association of Amer-_
ica for 1905 is embodied in a book of 150 pages, profusely illustrated with portraits of distinguished officers
and riflemen.
It contains reports of the various organizations, details of the Association matches, lists of officers,
etc.
Ten cents for postage and a request sent to Lieut.
Albert S. Jones, Passaic, N. J., will secure a copy to the
applicant.

and continue to
please customers
large assortment of Game

Roger D. Williams, Master of Foxhounds, Iroquois
Hunt Club; Keeper Foxhound Stud Book; Director
National
Foxhunters’
Association;
Official
Judge,
Brunswick Hunt Club.

FOREST

target

SSS

HORSE AND HOUND
By

honor

Rifle Notes.

It gives directions for preparing and preserving Skins,
Antlers, etc. Also prices for Heads and Rugs, Birds and
Fish, and all kinds of work in Taxidermy.

SSS
——ESS SSS

TO

FREE

TROPHIES.

“Heads and Horns.”

DISEASES

HOW

FOREST

YOUR

high

also succeeded in raising the range record to 848 points
in 100 shots.
The semi-annual 100-shot individual championship match was to have taken place to-day, but the
inclement weather caused so small an attendance that it
was
postponed.
Mr.
Seitz succeeded
in raising his
record to 82 points to-day.
He is getting his hand in
quite soon for a new member, and may yet give the
older shooters a hustle for first place. The scores:
Paytiewecess 89 88 86 85 84
Gindele
.....79 79 75 73 72
Prettagrieasiese 84 82 80.79 78
Seitz:
Psseescee 76 66 65 65 63
IBrunsieage sees 80 80 79 79 78
Drubepeceres 80 75 74 72...
Hloterteoss se 80 79 77 77 76
;

Write for our Illustrated Catalogue,

ON

AND
Mailed

SAVE

ROCHESTER,

POULTRY,

Spratt’s Patent!

and Manufacturer of
Artificial eyes for birds, animals and manufacturing purposes a specialty.
Send for prices. All kinds of skulls for
the fur trade.
369 Canal St., New York.
Please mention Forrest AND STREAM.

for

PIGEONS,
BIRDS,

=

also

Ward's Natural Science Establishment,

AM. (LTD.)

Rifle Association.

Tue following scores were made in regular competition
by members
of this Association at Four-Mile House,
Reading Road, March 25. Conditions, 200yds., offhand, at
the Standard
American
target.
Payne
was
declared
champion for the day with a score of 89 points; he was

For Sale.—Full-blood English BEAGLE Hounds, Hunters that are hunted.
OAKLAND BEAGLE KENNELS,
Pontiac, Mich.
Norwegian bearhounds, Irish wolfhounds, deer and cat
hounds.
English
bloodhounds,
American
foxhounds,
Four-cent stamp for illustrated catalogue.
|
ROOKWOOD
KENNELS,
Lexington, Ky.

a4

hours later saddened by the sight of the death
of a promising lad of ten years, caused by the
careless handling of a shotgun. To think!” exclaimed the heart-broken mother, while she was
surrounded by several sympathetic friends, “I
have always had such a horror of firearms, and
never allowed Jimmy to handle a gun. Where
could he have gotten hold of this one?”

Poor child, and poor mother! My heart ached
for her; but it did seem to me as if she had not
cared for her boy in the right way, and that
she was almost to blame for his death.
Almost

any

boy

will

get

hold

of some

sort

of

firearm and “go hunting.”
If he has to do it
by stealth, so much the worse, but do it he will,
and to the astonishment and wrath of Jack’s
grandmother, the horror of Jack’s grandfather,
but with the approval of Jack’s father, Jack had
a gun. It was a small gun, but well made and
entirely reliable; and the boy’s delight and
dignity were indescribable.
Do you suppose he
had it to play with or unconditionally? Not at
all. It was in vain I tried to quiet the apprehensions of the mothers of the neighborhood by
telling them my reasons for the gift. In time
two or three came to argue with me, and their

APRIL

FOREST

14, 1906.]
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AND

STREAM.

LENGERKE
549

Guns
Rifles
Kodaks
Revolvers
Fine Leather Goods

@

615

DETMOLD

5th Ave.

Opposite The Waldorf-Astoria

Golf
Tennis

One door from Cor. 34th St.

NEW,

Archery
Croquet

YORK

High-Grade

Base Ball
Foot Ball

Sportsmen's Supplies

Fishing Tackle
Athletic Goods

Fencing

Fine Field and Opera Glasses

Cutlery

sons had the same privilege as mine, but it was
a long time before I had any followers.
In the first place, as Jack’s father was not
much of a sportsman, I took the boy to a man
who lived in the neighborhood, who often spent
a day in the woods, and told him just what I
wanted, viz., that Jack should learn the proper
use of a gun—that he should know the dangers
of firearms and also the pleasure of a day spent

in the pursuit of game; and after applauding
my ideas, Mr. Stearns readily agreed to take
Jack as a pupil. After this, on Wednesday and
Saturday, if the weather permitted, Mr. Stearns

and Jack would
went

“go a-hunting.”

also; and when

Jack was

Sometimes

twelve

years

I

old

Mr. Stearns’ company was sometimes dispensed
with and we went together. As Jack grew older,
necessity

for care

and caution, and now when he goes
dog and gun I feel no uneasiness.

he

saw

more

off with

Why

is it,

and

more

the

I wonder,

that

mothers

so

often

fail to understand the natural longings of their
sons. It is too much to ask that they put themselves

occasionally

in the

boy’s

place,

and

feel

For

We have constantly on hand
fine supply of Brook Trout, all
sizes for stocking purposes. Also for table use at 75c. a pound
Visitors privileged to catchown
trout.
PARADISE BROOK
TROUT CO., Parksi de, Pa., Henryville Railroad Station

WANTED—SWANS

literature or other evils of the day?

other mother

be heard

on the gun

Let some

question.

OxtviA Hoarp.

should learn to shoot.
Why should our sex
monopolize the most delightful of recreations?
In these days of small-bores, light weights and

powders

of slight

recoil, why

should

not

the

girls accompany us in the field, shoot, handle
the dogs, and, while greatly increasing our
enjoyment,
themselves
taste the pleasure of

shooting over setters and pointers?
that, as a rule, they do not seem

it.

It is true

to care

about

But is not this merely because they do not

know what they are declining?
women go so far as to believe

Indeed, many
that our only

object in going is to kill, that we cannot enjoy a day in the field unless we return with a
big bag! No wonder they think it a cruel sport
and do not care to jdin us. But let them once
see our dogs work, and understand wherein our
enjoyment lies, and they will appreciate and
share it. As for conventionalities, if it is proper
for a young lady to take a walk, it is certainly
quite as proper for her to carry a gun while she
walks; and if a chaperone is necessary, let her
come—she can carry the game and extra cartridges.
SETTER.

for you a brilliant future.

J. Hospart EcBErt.

Several good
St. Lawrence,
ticulars apply
19, 40 Hospital

salmon rivers on the North Shore of the
offered for short or long
lease.
For parto the LABRADOR
COMPANY,
Room
St., Montreal, Canada.

ADIRONDACK CAMP.
ADIRONDACKS:
Brant Lake.
We offer for sale at a
low price, a completely equipped and furnished Camp on

BEAUTIFUL
INDIAN
BASKETS
sold direct from
field.
M. GILL, Missionary, National Indian Association, McDowell, Arizona.

above tide-water, and but eight hours from New York
city; wooded point of seven acres; main dwelling, 15

this

BROOK

TROUT.

Eggs, fry, yearlings
and
brooks and lakes.
Address
FARM, Plympton, Mass.

two-year-olds, for
NEW ENGLAND

BROOK

stocking
TROUT

TROUT

of all ages for stocking lakes and streams.
Brook trout
eggs in their season.
For the next 30 or 60 days I will
make prices on yearlings very low. FURNACE BROOK
HATCHERY (E. L. Maglathlin), Kingston, Mass.

TROUT.

It will pay you to correspond with me before buying
eggs, fry or yearlings in any quantity.
I guarantee a
safe delivery anywhere.
Crystal
Spring Trout Farm.
L. B. HANDY,
So. Wareham, Mass.

most

rooms;

beautiful

stable

and

of

the

other

Adirondack

outbuildings;

Lakes,

1,000

boats,

FOR
SALE—BROOK
TROUT.—FINE
HEALTHY
Fish of all sizes.
Eyed eggs in season.
Warranted delivered
anywhere,
as_
represented.
Correspondence
solicited.
BAY SIDE TROUT FARM
(A. B. Savary),
East Wareham, Mass.
THE
BROOKDALE
TROUT
CANNOT
BE
BEAT
for stocking ponds and streams.
For the next few
weeks we will make a very low price on young fry and
large fish.
Also fly-fishing.
3
BROOKDALE TROUT CO., Kingston, Mass.
The largest shippers of live quail in U. S. will fill. orders
during April at $9 f. o. b.. Buy the April bird for success a
= for
H. M. LONG & SONS, Wyeth City, Ala.
FIRST-CLASS
SPLIT-BAMBOO
SALMON _ ROD,
two tips, inlaid cedar butt, German silver mounted. Also
salmon reel.
Both almost new.
For half original price.
Address ‘‘X,” care of Forest and Stream.

I HAVE

FISHED

WITH.

By Fred Mather.
A handsome volume, printed on laid
paper, bound in green and gold, and illustrated with a
new portrait of Mr. Mather, and with portraits of the
“men” of whom he writes so delightfully.
272 pages.
Postpaid, $2.

FOREST

AND

STREAM

PUBLISHING

CO.

feet

superior

water supply and sewerage; daily mail; telegraph, long
distance telephone; near good markets.
For further particulars, address
LESTER
BROTHERS,
Real
Esate
Brokers, Saratoga Springs, N. Y.
BEAUTIFUL CANADIAN
SUMMER
HOME.
Rocky Point, on Lake Temiskaming; 202 acres. Luxuriously furnished house.
Bath, hot dnd cold water, cottage
for servants and guides. Three porches; tool shop; yacht
house, containing 35-foot cabin yacht and fourteen boats
and canoes.
Fine hunting and fishing. Admirably adapted
for a club house or school camp.
Situated 300 miles
north of Toronto.
One-half hour from railroad station.
W. C. NEWELL, 409 Chestnut St., Philadelphia, Pa. 15
FOR
SALE
Cheap, if taken at once.—100-acre Brook Trout Farm,
with first-class hatchery, dwelling and ponds; a big stock
of breeding trout and young fry on hand.
Good investment.
SPRING
BROOK
TROUT
CO., Kalamazoo,
Mich,

ages
for
stocking
BROOK
TROUT
feobce and
lakes.
Brook
trout eggs in any quantity, warranted delivered anywhere
in fine condition.
Correspondence solicited.
THE PLYMOUTH
ROCK TROUT CO.
Plymouth, Mass.

MEN
DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE AND Lazor, COAST
AND GEODETIC SURVEY, WASHINGTON.—Must congratulate you on the new
style and
dress of
ForEST AND STREAM.
It’s all right, and I predict

Sale.

I desire to purchase a number of American Swans, both
Whistlers and Trumpeters.
G. D. TILLEY, Darien, Ct.

BROOK

Editor Forest and Stream:
I say not only that every boy, but every girl

for

SALMON FISHING

BROOK TROUT FOR SALE.

that the gun, the bicycle, the new base-ball bat
or the camera will save the boy from the temptation of the cigarette, the saloon, the vicious

Property

Sale.

15

Wants

and

WANTED

Exchanges.

YOUNG

MEN

Passenger Brakemen, Firemen, Electric Motormen, Conductors, Porters,
Experience unnecessary.
Positions open in
every State.
DEPT. 35, INTER
RAILWAY
IWNST.,
Indianapolis, Ind.
17

WANTED.
Canvasback duck eggs
for hatching
purposes,
also.
live
Canvasback ducks.
Address White,
128 E. 34th St., New York.

ROWLAND

E.

Danvis

ROBINSON’S

Books.

These books have taken their place as classics in the
literature of New England village and woods life.
Mr.
Robinson’s characters are peculiar, quaint and lovable;
one reads of them now with smiles and now with tears
(and need not be ashamed to own to the tears).
Mr.
Robinson writes of nature with marvelous insight; his is
the ready word, the phrase, to make a bit of landscape, a
scene of outdoors,
stand out clear and vivid like a
startling flashing out from the reader’s own memory.
FOREST

AND

STREAM

PUBLISHING

CO.

They are finely
buttons, are light
are soft and lined
Our Fish Brand

THE

IN

CAST

Can’t prevent you from seeIng there’s a difference between the ordinary oilskin
and the special Fish Brand
garments made for Yachting,
Motoring, — Fishing,
Hunting, and other sports.
finished—have corduroy collars and ivory
weight and thoroughly practical. The hats
with silk.
,
Long Coats for Ladies we especially recom-

mend.
Men’s

Yachting

Men’s

ee

Men’s

ee

Coats, long,

med.
Suits,

-

long,
=

$4.00

Ladies’

|3.00

Ladies’

-

4.00

Soft Hats, silk-lined,

IVER

JOHNSON

Yachting

“t

Automobile

-

=

163 Washington

Suits,

-

$5.00

Long Coats,
Frocks,

-

4.00
-

600

$1.00

SPORTING

GOODS

CO.

Street, Boston, Mass.

By S. T. Hammond (“Shadow’’).
Cloth.
Price, $1.
Mr. Hammond
enjoys among his field companions the repute of being an
unusually good shot, and one who is particularly successful in that most difficult branch of upland shooting, the pursuit of the ruffed grouse or partridge.
This prompted the suggestion that he should write down for others an exposition
of the methods by which his skill was acquired.
The result is this original
manual of “Hitting vs. Missing.”
We term it original, because, as the chapters
will show, the author was self-taught; the expedients and devices adopted and the
forms of practice followed were his own.
This then may be termed the Hammond system of shooting; and as it was successful in his own experience, being
here set forth simply and intelligibly, it will prove not less effective with others.

Forest and Stream Trap Score Book
meets the needs of gun clubs and shooters in every particular.
The 150 sheets
are heavily ruled—an advantage all scorers will appreciate, particularly when working in a dim light.
The horizontal spaces are numbered from 1 to 30.
Broad
perpendicular lines divide these into groups of five, which aids the eye of the
scorer greatly.
Similar heavy lines divide the perpendicular. spaces into groups
of six; thus the squads are distinguished at a glance.
The paper manifolds easily, and carbon sheets are placed in the book for that
urpose.
. it contains the American Shooting Association Rules for Live-Bird Shooting,
for Double
Live-Bird Shooting, for Inanimate
Target Shooting,
Hurlingham
Revised Live-Bird Rules for single and double rises, and the Rose system of
dividing purses.
Price, $1.
;

Field, Cover and Trap Shooting
By Captain Adam H. Bogardus, Champion Wing Shot of the World.
Embracing
Hints for Skilled Marksmen; Instruction for Young Sportsmen; Haunts and
Habits of Game Birds; Flight and Resorts of Waterfowl; Breeding and Breaking of Dogs.
Cloth, 444 pages.
Price, $2.
“Field, Cover and Trapshooting” is a book of instruction, and of that best of all
instruction, where the teacher draws from his own rich experience, incident,
anecdote and moral to illustrate and emphasize his teaching.
The score of the
book—a work of nearly 500 pages—is shown by this list of chapters:
Guns and Their Proper Charges.
Pinnated Grouse Shooting.
Late Pinnated
Grouse Shooting.
Quail Shooting in the West.
Ruffed Grouse Shooting.
Shooting the Woodcock.
The Snipe and Snipe Shooting.
Golden Plover, Curlew and
Gray Plover.
Wild Ducks and Western Duck Shooting.
Wild Geese, Cranes and
Swans.
Wild Turkey and Deer Shooting.
The Art of Shooting on the Wing.
Shooting Dogs—Breeding and Breaking.
Pigeon Shooting—Trapshooting.

AND

STREAM

THIS

FITS

PUBLISHING

THIS

COMPANY

SPACE

ALLISTITE
Mr. Will Veach. of Falls City, Neb., up to March 3d, had made 10
straight strings of 50 each for the Peters Cartridge Co.’s Gun Trophy,
with BALLISTITE:
The best shotgun smokeless powder on
earth, that was barred out of the Interstate Association
because it is FOREIGN.

LOOKS

GOOD,

J. H. LAU
Sole

Agents

for

@ CO.
the

NOBEL’S

DON’T
75

EXPLOSIVES

IT?

Chambers
New
York
CO.,

Sead for *‘ Shooting Facts.’

First and Second Prizes
At the late 1906 Monte Carlo Tournament,
ie,

Won

SCOTT
Over

Street,
City

Litd., Glasgow

by

all other

GUNS
Makers.

For two years in succession, 1905 and 1906, three times in five years,
and on six occasions in all, the Celebrated Guns of W.&C. Scott & Sons

have won the GRAND

PRIX DE MONTE

CARLO.

We have a full assortment of these noted guns now in stock.
All grades

and

light weights.

sizes,

10,

12,

16 and

20 bore.

Some

Also trap guns.

WM.

READ
Street,

very

j

("Send for Catalogue and List of High Grade Second-Hand
makers taken in trade.

107 Washington

Hitting vs. Missing

FOREST

BOTH

EYE

@

Guns of different

SONS
BOSTON,

MASS.

Does Your Gun Exactly Suit You?
If not, this is the time of year to make a trade
An important part of our business is trading guns. We
have a ready market among our customers for desirable secondhand guns and we invite correspondence from those who are in
the market for new guns or who have second-hand guns to trade.
Through this medium of exchange many persons have been
benefited, and it seems to be of equal value both to ourselves,
the buyer and the seller.
We offer a few second-hand and shop-worn guns below that
have recently come into the market:
No. 3048. Greener Grand Prize Pigeon Gun, $375 quality. This gun is only one
grade below the well-known “Royal,” and a magnificent gun. It has extreme full
choked Whitworth barrels, Greener’s very best game engraving, and has never
been shot. The owner is selling the gun at a great sacrifice.
Dimensions: 12 ga.,
30-in barrels, 744 lbs. weight, 24% x 1% in. drop, 14% in. stock. Price...... $225.00
No. 1206.
Remington Automatic Ejector, grade C, with two sets of barrels.
In
leather case complete.
Cost new $150.
This gun is in splendid condition and
looks like new.
ne set of field barrels and one set of trap barrels.. Dimensions:
12 ga., 28-in. barrels, 7144 lbs.; 12 ga., 30-in. barrels, 7% lbs.; 3% in. drop, 14% in.
stock,,
“A“* great ©bargain |at. 25... 0b. cock aces cae'ssautsied siete ost eetclaials naan $90.00
No. 3694. Francotte Hammerless.
Cost $100 new.
With full pistol grip, Siemans Martin steel barrels; left choked, right improved cylinder.
Dimensions:
1 bes 30-in. barrels, 7 lbs., 2% in. drop, 14% in. stock.
Looks like $76.00
TICE, cecacscccvesies sc sedvncicpvnontie sie tas tes Secic re clsg balsa creteteetetts = at =
k
No. 3025. W. C. Scott & Son Monte Carlo Model Hammerless.
Very fine
Damascus barrels, half
pistol grip stock, crystal apertures.
A fine shooter, and
in splndid condition.
ost new $145.
Dimensions: 12 ga., 30-in. barrels, 7 Ibs.
5oz.; 244 ‘in. «drop, 1844 in.’ stock, A bargain at. <<... «ac... 5. cies a visteleercestse
naan $90.00
No. 1137. L. C. Smith Automatic Ejector.’
Fine Damascus barrels, full choked
and modified.
Straight grip Monte Carlo stock, with Silver’s recoil pad.
Cost
$175, and in perfect condition.
Dimensions, 12 ga., 28-in. barrels, 74 lbs. won
2% in. drop; 1444 in. stock.’
Net pric@.ns
.ces.scsi0s'te ove «isce sustelelnljeien eiten eens $75.00
No. 2429. Ithaca Automatic Ejector.
Imported stee] barrels, extra fine Italian
walnut
polished stock, full pistol grip, elaborate engraving.
Cost $210, and only
shot a few times.
Dimensions:
12 ga., 30-in. barrels, 74% lbs. weight, 3 in. drop,
14 in. stock.’
“Net™ price...
p:o.sjvec pects 5c 0's0 Sicieiicicis clecpisielets slele teres aie aaa $100.00
No. 2698.. Ithaca Hammerless.
Smokeless steel barrels, half pistol grip, choked
and modified.
Slightly shopworn.
Dimensions: 12 ga., 30-in. barrels, 7 lbs. 2 oz.
weight, 3 in.’ drop, 14 inj; stock.*’ A ‘bargain “at...
..si.00 occe a sceisseh seinem $16.50
No. 2093. Syracuse Automatic Ejector.
In perfect condition, only slightly shopworn.
Has fine twist barrels, half pistol grip stock, modified in both barrels.
Dimensions:
12 ga., 30-in. barrels, 744 lbs. weight, 3 in. drop, 14 in. stock.
Regular price, $41, and albargain 2t.0<. .g0c es
aise ac cee siccinicjerr Svie,sieisie/eis elometa aan $21.00
No. 1861. L. C. Smith Hammerless, Grade 0, $47.. Fine Damascus barrels, half
pistol grip, modified choke both barrels.
Gun has never been shot and only
slightly shopworn.
Dimensions:
16 ga., 28 in. barrels, 6 % Ibs. weight, 3 in. drop,
141% “in. stock.
Net, price. .} .ssiessss sec sietjeqse's fe clelelecie[s atecinis ls ty aati nee enna $29.66
No. 1255. Ithaca Hammerless
Field Gun.
An exceptionally hice gun, only
slightly shopworn.
Regular price, $30. Has smokeless. steel barrels, half
pistol
grip.
Modified and cylinder bored.
Dimensions:
12 ga., 26-in. barrels, 6%
Ibs.
weight, 3 in. drop, 14 in. stock.
A great bargain at.............. loaase eee $16.50
No. 1944. Lefever Automatic Ejector; fine Damascus barrels, very handsome
full pistol grip stock, both barrels choked, nicely engraved.
Gun is new, but
slightly shopworn.
Regular price $115. Dimensions:
12 ga., 30-in. barrels, 7% Ibs.
weight, .2% «in. drop, 14° in. ‘stock. = Net pric...
02/7 5. cscss coe aneineee aeetnaenen $75.00
No. 3026. W. H. Hamilton Hammer
Gun, Diana pattern.
Fine Damascus
barrels, English ‘walnut stock, with elaborately carved full
pistol grip
and foreend.
One barrel choked and one cylinder.
Imported to sell for $20.
imensions:
12 ga.: 30-in. barrels, 744 lbs.
First check for $12 gets it.

HENRY
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No. 20 Cortlandt Street,
-
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THE ROBERTS SAFETY LAUNCH AND YACHT BOILER.
THE

ROBERTS

SAFETY

WATER

TUBE

Nearly 1500 in use.
250 pounds of steam,
Handsome catalogue free.
WORKS:
RED
BANK,
.
Cable Address: Bruniva, New York.
Hadad ibe
el
Telephone
Address:
599 Cortlandt.
COMPANY,
39 and 41 Cortlandt Street, New York.

BOILER

Our Turkey Hunt.
Last winter, while collecting specimens of
natural history down on the gulf coast of
Florida, my boatman informed me that there
were plenty of turkeys back in the swamp; and
he thought we would have no trouble to shoot
a gobbler if I cared to try it, and would get
out to their roosting place by daylight.
4
readily

accepted

diet was

the

invitation.

A

change

of

not to be ignored after a week’s trial

of fish and pork; and moreover I had for years
been coveting a chance to shoot a wild turkey.

Mullins Pressed Steel Boats Can’t Sink
Easier

to

Row—Absolutely

Made

of pressed steel,

with air chambers

Can’t leak—crack—dry

out

Safe

in each

end like a life boat,

or sink—lasta

lifetime.

Every

boat guaranteed.
The ideal boat for families—summer
resorts—parks—boat
liveries,
etc.
Strong—safe—
speedy.
Write to-day for our large catalog of row

**The
Queen”

15 foot row boat, as
illustrated. Complete
with one pair oars $29.00

boats,

motor

boats,

hunting

and

fishing boats.

The W. H. Mullins Co., 126 Franklin St., Salem, 0.

Twice in my life had I gone to the mountain
region of my home State of Pennsylvania, for
the purpose of trying for a shot at a turkey.
The first time we saw none; on the second occasion my companion ran on to three turkeys
as. they were feeding in the woods; he was quite

as much surprised as were the birds, and they
were out of shot before he recollected that he
carried a gun.
I had only the satisfaction of
seeing them fly over the hilltops to a distant
mountain

without
3 I-2and 6
H.P. Single
Cylinder
Two
Cycle
Engine

Watkins

Engines of Quality

E want to place our brand new, handsomely illustrated and complete
catalogue in the hands of every yacht owner who desires to better the
going power, reliability, economy

Our

Marine

and attractive

appearance

Gasoline

from 2 to 12 horse power, represent

of his craft.

Engines,

no obsolete styles, but the very newest

patterns, of assured efficiency and strength—weight only where weight is required. Built under the direction of manufacturers of years of cxpenence in
a model gas and gasoline engine plant, from the very highest
zm
““s "| grade of material, machined by skilled and careful workmen, Every
a engine carefully tested, from five to ten hours under full load,
before shipment. Fully guaranteed. Write to-day for catalog and
prices which are bound to interest you.
THE

FRANK

M. WATKINS

MANUFACTURING

CO., 526

Baymiller St., Cincinnati, O.

ambition,

BUILD

Boat?

IT YOURSELF

Save two-thirds of the boat builder’s price. We sellyoua
complete set of exact size printed paper patterns of every
piece that goes into a boat, illustrated working instructions
and itemized bill of all materialrequired, omitting nothing,

notevena

nail. We tell you how to do everything necessary

to build the boat.

Every pattern we

send is from

a boat

we have madeand tested. We sell patterns $3.00 and up.
°
To illustrate the method of build-

Speci al Offer.

OLD

15 and

16 ft.

Boat

CANOES

trated

Paddles,

The

$1.— Each

before |shipment.
Every pieceisnum-

down form.

Canoe: History, Uses, Limitations and Varieties, Practical Management and Care. and
Relative Facts. By C. Bowyer Vaux (“Dot”).
New

Cloth,
revised

and

168 pages.
edition,

Price, $1.00.

with

additional

matter.

A complete manual for the management of the
canoe,
Everything is made intelligible to the
veriest novice, and Mr. Vaux proves himself one

of those successful instructors who communicate
their own enthusiasm to their pupils.
FOREST

Canoe

AND

STREAM

We also sell
the complete
rames
with a list of plank patterns and illus-

instructions for finishing.

beredand then takenapartandshipped to you in knock-

Handling and Sailing.

Illustrated.

Frames.

Each frame is set up

ready for the plank- grwsm
ing in our cr

H. H. KIFFE CO., 523 Broadway, New York
Canoe

ing boats from our patterns we will

send for the next 30 Days a complete set of patterns and
instructions for a reve foot Fo oee i = A Ler

TOWN

PUBLISHING
CO.

Cost,

roandup,according to styleand size
of boat.

\

Manual for Amateurs.
Containcomprehensive directions for the

construction of Canoes, Rowing and Sailing Boats
and Hunting Craft. By W. P. Stephens.
Cloth.
Seventh and enlarged edition.
264 pages. Numerous illustrations, and fifty plates in envelope.
Price, $2.00.
FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO.

had

I was

determined

elapsed

to fulfil my

that no lack of

a creek two miles back
tent, formerly used by
clump of cabbage palmarsh or salt meadows

met the timbered swamp or low hamak, as it is
called in that country.
Traveling through the

timber

was

extremely

tiresome,

there being but

a single path leading but a short distance back
from our camp—the remains of an old road used
for hauling out cedar logs. After this path we
had no trails, and for the most part the ground
was wet, muddy; or if dry frequently thickly
covered with the cabbage palmetto, with naked

leaf stalks projecting in every direction, and so
close together as to make it a matter
and exertion to travel any distance.

afternoon

turkeys,
not far

morning
planned
sunrise,

was

spent

in

of time

locating

the

and fortunately they were found to be
distant from the old road.
The next

we

were

stirring

early.

We

had

to have breakfast over an hour before
but as we were minus a timepiece our

guess-work proved in error. After a hasty repast of coffee, crackers and onion omelette, we
sat around the camp-fire for an hour wondering
what time it could be. Excepting an occasional
rustle of a “cabbage” leaf, all was still. An old
bull alligator, who had the night before kept up
a continual bellow back of the hut, was silent.
We were too far from the gulf to hear the
noise

of water;

and

apparently

hunting party numbered
(Continued

\

we

were

alone.

three, and it was

on page 621.)
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/

/
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Catalogue show-

|

ing 100 different
styles of boats
free.

PIONEER :
BOAT@ |
PATTERN|
COMPANY
Whart: 23,
Bay City, |
Mich.

SPAR. COATING

|

and Boat Building.

A Complete
ing plain and

and

years

an opportunity

We were camped on
from the gulf, and our
fishermen, was under a
mettos, just where open

Our

se

Several

effort of mine should lead to another failure.

An
Do You Want a Launch, Canoe, Sail or Row

range.

presenting

MODERN

A perfect finish for all woodwork, spars and ironwork exposed to excessive changes in weather and

TRAINING.

temperature.

Handling and Kennel Management.
By B. Waters.
Illustrated.
Cloth, 873 pages.
Price, $2.00.
This treatise is after the modern professional system of
training.
It combines the excellence of both the suasive
and force systems of education, and contains an exhaustive description of the uses and abuses of the spike collar.
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PUBLISHING

CO.

MANUFACTURED
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Chicago, III.
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planned that I should go with S., my boatman
and guide, and we to take the dog, while J., who

was

not a new

over

and try
gobbler

there a day or two before and was

confident

After

No fear of breaking them in the canoe,
on the carry, or when the occasional big
one dashes away with your hook.
Built
of the best grade of steel as they are, and
with the greatest care, the “‘Bristol’’ is the

hand at the work, should cross

over the creek a half mile above camp
his luck alone.
He had heard an old

quite

of success.

exhausting

our

patience

around

the

camp-fire, we started through the woods and
swamp, trying to keep in the old road; but time
and again getting off into the wet ground,

stumbling

over

logs or running up against the

outstretched stalks of palmetto. A half mile or
more of this brought us to where J. was to
branch off; and as there was still no signs of
daybreak, we built a fire to temper the chilly
night air, and sat around it for nearly an hour;
and finally decided (and after events proved)
that we had begun our hunt about 2 A. M.
After leaving J. with instructions to yell for
us if he should wound a bird and need the dog

to trail it up, we
that we were
showed me
Picking up a
stem five or

followed the old road.

four feet or more,
most

brilliantly.

shoulder,

When

Lucky Strike.”
catalog which

That’s the title of
is sent on request.

but

burned

was

burnt

THE HORTON MFG. CO., 84 Horton Street, Bristol, Conn.

PAIL AM THE
FRANKFORT. KENTUCKY REEL: 8¢auaneson
IS HAND MADE,STANDARD SINCE 1839. 2cZ4s£0 70 SEW CATALOLUE

way

out

PFLUEGER’S

it

from
the
seemed to

steadily

For a mile or more

and

FISHING
TACKLE

not

CELEBRATED

we traveled in this

way, with cabbage and pine arching over us, our
light
glistening
through
the
overhanging
branches,
until we approached
the supposed
vicinity of the turkey roost.
Then we put down
our torches, rested our guns against a tree, and

dried our feet for a few minutes
of a few palmetto

We

our illustrated

Now

lighting our

one

was
dropped
and another
lighted
embers with scarcely a halt.
They

easily,

The “‘Bristol’’

he lighted it, and marched

with torch on

rapidly.

FREE—“A

among the older cabbage my guide
a novel substitute for a lantern.
fallen and dry palmetto leaf with
six feet long, and palm spreading

ahead

ignite

finest all-round rod made.

is the original steel rod—has been landing fish for over 16 years.
The Combination Reel and Handle is a new, exclusive
“Bristol” feature.
The reel is furnished, when so ordered, as
part of the rod, being built into the handle.

by the flames

leaves hastily drawn

stood thus probably

ten minutes,

together.

when

S.

moved a few:steps from the path, put up both
hands to his mouth and gave an excellent imitation of the hoot of the barred or swamp owl,
“Hoo, hoo, hoo-hoo oo-oo.”
This, he had informed me, usually provoked a gobble from any
turkeys if near at hand.
The echo had scarcely

died away, when to our astonishment a turkey
flew off, with no warning, from the lower
branches of a pine not twenty feet from where
we were standing.
Daylight was far enough aavanced for each of us to note a very blank look
on the face of the other fellow, as we saw a
dark form disappear in the treetops before either
could lay hands on a gun.
A minute or two
later a second bird was heard to fly from a short
distance behind us, and apparently close by the
path we had followed.
We had: gone too far

and were

right in the midst of them.

perfectly

quiet

themselves

in

hopes

others

We kept

would

betray

or that we could call them up after

a little; but within ten minutes we heard a shot
over across the creek and then J.’s call; so, on
the uncertainty of our getting another shot, S.

took the dog and hurried

off.

to join

followed

the

the

others

wounded

and

bird

Also 100 gross Trout
card, at 6c. per card.

CHARLES

PFLUEGER’S

10 cents extra

my

third turkey

hunt,

no

more

found

more

they

than

a good

successful..

O.—Inclosed

every number.

deal

If any

money

dealer, let us

AKRON, OHIO, U. S. A.

Catalogue.

When

writing say you

bound.

saw

the ad. in Forest

Mullins
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more

from

Hake

Boats

builtof steel with air chambers in each end like a life boat.
Faster,
more buoyant, practically indestructible, don’t leak, dry out and are
absolutely safe.
They
can’t sink.
o calking, no bailing, no
trouble.
Every boatis guaranteed.
Highly endorsed
by sportsmen,
‘The ideal boats for pleasure or sport.
Catalogue describing our complete line of craft sent free on request.

The

Gelephone

2255

ROWE’S

W. H. Mullins

Main

YACHT
WHARF,

Co., 126 Franklin

Cable,

WILSON

for $3

them

Steel

Motor Boats, Row Boats, Hunting and Fishing Boats

of the

order

I shall save

on and have the numbers

your

a mile,

Fonp pu Lac, Wis.—I like the new form very
much.
I have taken the paper for ten years and
now

from

had

for renewal of my subscription to the old friend
that I have perused ever since its first issue and
can’t do without.
E. S. WHITAKER.

enjoyed

LUMINOUS
goods

I lay quiet for

readers of FOREST AND STREAM know of a few
real tame wild turkeys, information is solicited.
MELacris.
CINCINNATI,

our

THE ENTERPRISE MANUFACTURING CO.

318-320 Fulton St.,

Send for Tackle

to secure

know, and we will send you some interesting information,

DISCH, BROOKLYN, N. Y.

interesting than the others, but so far as I am
concerned,

If unable

Flies, six assorted on

and J. had finally shot it as it flew from a low
tree. It was a large gobbler, which we. judged
would weigh over 20 pounds.
The meat was
excellent as prepared by camp
cooks and
flavored with a “cracker’s”
appetite.
Thus
ended

hooks,
lines,
leaders
reels, and a number of

patented specialties that anglers need. 1f you wish the
most killing artificial bait, spoon, fly or spinner, insist on
having

$2.75,
Postage,

an hour or more, heard several distant gobbles,
which I followed, but saw no birds.
I started

over

has stood the test a
quarter of a century.
We make all sorts of
baits, spoons, flies, snell

Iam clearing out 500 Steel Rods, cork grips
only.
Bait Rods, 6%, 7%, 8% feet; Fly
Rods, g and 10 feet.

@

Street,

Salem,

Wilsails,

W.

Ohio.

V. C.

SILSBY

SAIL
MAKERS
a
aA
BOSTON,

MASS.

We have furnished sails to the following prominent yachts: Constitution, Defender, Volunteer, Jubilee, Colonia,
Independence, Ailsa, Navahoe, Weetamoe, Uncle Sam, Effort, Calypso, Flirt, Ariadne, Quissetta, Constance,
Vergemere, Resolute, Chanticleer, Senta, Snapper, Raider, Little Haste, Sally VII, Chloris, and many others.

G. R. LILJEGREN,

Gothenburg, Sweden,

Is our authorized correspondent
for all European Countries
&
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The “TUSCARORA” Fly Rod THREE CATALOGUES
For

Mountain

Stream

FISHING
TACKLE
and
33 SUMMER
SPORTS 3 3

Fishing.

GUN

WINTER

=I

No. 3537. Split Bamboo
length, 8% feet; weight,

Fly Rod, oxidized
434 ounces

mountings, snake guides,
:
;
:
:

5 00
$ .

Also a full line of RODS,

LINES,

LEADERS

and

for H.

L.LEONARD

THOS.

SPLIT

BAMBOO

FLIES.

and Dealer

28

in

_ John Street
New York

Fine Fishing Tackle & Sporting
Goods
TARPON, TUNA and ALL SOUTHERN

ww

Gold

BE.

Vom

aN ae

95 and

er"

os

Call

ee
e

oF Ky
Fh
.

97 Fulton

Street, New

York.

TROUT

|

ce

“cc

Fly

The **Universal,”’
should own one.

S

126-Page

“cc

‘c

66

"9-10

‘1

finest line dryer ever produced.

Catalogue

on

receipt

1904.

+$2.25

Every angler

of 4 cents to cover postage.

ESTABLISHED
Highest Award, St. Louis,

Highest Award,

Chicago,

1893,

A Patent Fishing Reel, made of hard sheet metal, with an automatic drag
spool 334 inch diameter. holding 200 yds. of line, winding line as fast as a mult
and has more power.
The automatic drag, when fish is running, allows no slack
line.
Sold for $3.50.

JULIUS

No. 351 South Fifth Street,

All genuine reels bear my name.
A

reel

Small

with

good

Profits

BODY

Trout Flies
/

g

For

Trial—Send

Us

5c. Reguiar
price 24 cane” Quality A Flies
Be. Ree
bb cae” Quality B Flies
60

Cc.

65

for an assorted sample dozen.
Regular price, 85 cents.
for an assorted dozen.

Cc.

Regular price, 84 cents.

Quality C Flies
Bass

Flies

sa
Dixon’s
pecial Graphite No. 635
We

will stop “‘leading”’ in shotgun and rifle
barrels.
Booklet 52P and sample on request.

HW.

Jos. Dixon Crucible Co., Jersey City, N.J.

.

E,
Brooklyn,

HOF

e

=

-

No branch store in any city.

bearings and screws,
durable, well running

Quick Sales

SILK

-

VOM

oiled
reel.

Try our

new

81-2

Braided

METAL

foot

We have our own repair shop and do all
repairs to guns and fishing tackle.

WM.

25
50

LYMAN’S

Yards, price, 15c.
Yards, price, 25c.

The Lyman
Saw.

per
per

dozen.
dozen.

.
Canoe Ruipceg, Pa.
Targets received.
They are the best I ever
CHarLes Kinc, Gunsmith.

FOREST AND STREAM PUB. CO., 346 Broadway, New York.

G. M. SKINNER’S

that

o*e

IS
For

o*e

THE
Sale

STANDARD.

by all

Dealers

in

SPORTING

GOODS.

N. Y.

Send for catalogue.
once

STEEL
RODS
3 piece, cork grip
10 foot Fly and

277 and 279 Wabash Avenue,
35, 37 and 39 Van Buren Street,
CHICAGO,
ILL.

When a dealer says that some other Spoon Bait
is as good as G. M. Skinner’s, he acknowledges

1857

Gold Medal,

EXCLUSIVELY.

VON LENGERKE & ANTOINE

ELY REEL.
feet

GOODS

RAPID FOR
FIRING
TARGETS
RIFLES.

1904.

Best Steel Bait Rods, Cork Grip, 6, 6%, 7, 734 ft.

Special

Gold Medal,

Louis,

HOoFE,

and see our NEW
]

“6° ‘%

TACKLE

EsTABLISHED 1867.
Buffalo, 1901.—St.

Medals,

SPORTING

RODS.

J. CONROY

Manufacturer

CAMERAS,
KODAKS
and
PHOTOGRAPHIC
GOODS
have everything in Guns, Fishing Tackle,
‘Photographic and Athletic Goods.
SUPERIOR QUALITY.
LowEsT PRICES.

MILLS @ SON, 21 Park Place, New York, U. S. A.

Sole Agents

SPORTS

We

Or if you would prefer our

Send for Trout Booklet Free on application.
Complete Catalog will be sent upon request.

and

One or all for the asking.

A Customer says:
‘‘I thought when I bought this rod it would last only a
day or two; however, after a hard summer’s use, during which I caught trout as large
as 3 pounds, it is straight as a die and as good as new.”

WILLIAM

GOODS

a year, isa

A Convenience

Appreciated

$f.75

Bait

Silk Enameled

CENTER

LINE

Size

No.

5, 4%c.

per

yard

Size

No,

4, 5%c.

per

yard

Put up in 20-30-40-50-100

Waterproof

yards

Gold Lion Cocktails
e

e

Delicious Old Blends.
Ready to Serve.
lengths

The demand for Gold Lion Cocktails by the Gentleman Sportsman is
THE
H.H. KIFFE CoO.
525 BRoaDWAY,
NEW YORK such that these goods are now put up
in protected packages convenient to
TACKLE CATALOGUE FREE ON APPLICATION
pack.
BASS
AND: TROUT FLIES
A cut of the Gold Lion marks every
Only maker in America who mounts flies on hair loop snells.
JOHN NORMAN, 4502 Ste. Catherine, Montreal, Canada | package of the genuine.
P. S.—Write

him.

Enough “‘Preseryo”’ liquid for 25c. postpaid to keep 100 Shiners
tillneeded.
G. A.QUIMBY &CO., Druggists, Laconia, N.H.
17
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AND STREAM.

saw the ad. in Forest

Seven varieties:

Manhattan,

Vermouth,

Dry

Gin,

Whiskey,

Tom

Gia

Martini and the American.
To be had in glass only—Large and small bottles.
At Hotels, Cafés, Drug, Stores and wherever liquors
are sold.
THE COOK & BERNHEIMER CO.,
akers, New York.
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Six Months, $1.50.
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less and furtive methods likely to be employed by

SOLICITUDE.

THE
average
man
or woman
of normal
physique and intellect delights in wholesome outdoor sport, and by sensible indulgence therein
is benefited in many ways. The man or woman
who

has

the rare
true

no

natural

exception

instincts

fondness

and

of human

for

such

not in accord
nature.

He

sport

with

is

the

or she may

fairly be classed with the unfortunates who are
deficient in an important Anglo-Saxon attribute.
Few in number and relatively unimportant in
comparison

to the aggregate

numbers

of the race,

are the men who have not actively engaged in
some forms of sport during their vigorous years,
though their inclination and activity may be circumscribed by the exigencies of business or the
unfavorable conditions of domicile.
The instinct to,
Man by nature is a hunter.
hunt is born in him.

them

when

they are

exercising

their

own

judg-

ment and pleasure.
Get a boy a gun.
Sanction its use within
proper limitations. Teach him how properly to
use it. With the knowledge of correct methods
consequent to correct teaching, all danger is reasonably eliminated. To attempt to suppress what .
cannot be suppressed—that is, the natural instinct
to hunt—puts a premium on disobedience, deception and the happening of possible injury.
But
education, properly acquired, would reduce to a

minimum the many deaths resulting from the
didn’t-know-it-was-loaded act, from the killing
of a man because he was mistaken for a deer, and
from the hundreds of other grievous happenings
which have their source in the careless, reckless

or ignorant use of firearms.
APRIL

Even in early life, there are forecasts of the

BROOKS.

dominant hunting nature. The plays of boys are
mimetic in the main, a true reflex of the strategies and activities essential to the successful
hunter.
So intense is the natural fondness of

or letting them be hurried down by the impetuous

sport that, however

current of the ripple and then drawing them back,

earnestly

parents may

oppose

THE

angler

who

cautiously

works

his

way

along the brook in April, in quiet waters
fully drawing

care-

his flies close under the deep banks,

it, it cannot be entirely surpressed.
Nevertheless mothers are likely to be apprehensive of grave mishap to their children if they
indulge in the use of firearms or fishing rods,
their fear being on the score of possible danger alone. However, if they would sensibly reflect that the average boy has such an irrepressible passion for the hunt; that his enthusiasm
and the practical expression of it in the use of
the appliances of shooting and fishing are perfectly natural, and that he is prone to indulge in
the secret use of firearms when denied them, they

may catch some fish or he may not. Whether his
creel at night be heavy or light, he is sure to have
seen many beautiful things during the day and to
have had much enjoyment.
We are apt to think of the brook as always
hurrying, restless and noisy, toward that larger
stream which more placidly bears its burden toward the sea, but there is individuality in brooks,
and even the same brook has many moods.
At
times it brawls and riots and will not be re-

would assume a more reasonable viewpoint.
pression and disapproval make a conjectural

moves

Redan-

ger a real one. Indeed, boys who all alike are
forbidden the use of firearms, may be drawn
together

common
to hunt
Sabbath
parental
on

the

as

a

fraternal

band,

because

of

their

interests and tastes, their purposes being
and to shoot. Many a violation of the
day by a boy has had its source in the
mandate against the use of gun or rod
one

hand,

and

on

the other

the natural

strained,

and

boisterous

then,

it has

on

been,

a sudden,

realizing

it pauses,

how

abashed,

and

along decorous and silent, too demure

even

to be suspected of making a noise.
Gray

for months,

the banks

of the

now beginning to take on color.

brook

are

Weeks ago, the

skunk cabbage—that harlequin among early flowers—began to thrust its yellow purple striped
spathe above
the ground,
and
though
often

checked and discouraged by nights of frost and
days of heavy snow, it and all its tribe persisted,
and now

in many

places green

leaves overtop the

instinct to hunt.
- Since the passion to hunt is so strong and
active in the average boy, the better procedure is
to permit him the use of firearms or fishing rod
under certain wise restrictions and parental
supervision, or under the instruction of a competent teacher. It is obvious that when properly
taught, the boy incurs no dangerous risks, while

gaudy blossoms. On tiny islets and points
brook the little grass tufts are brilliant
as are the tufts of the marsh marigold
stand there, their roots well under water,

on

ding over the quiet reaches of this brook that we
have pictured and are reflected in it. Willows

the

contrary

a group

of boys

secretly

prac-

ticing with guns or pistols, are constantly subjected to danger.
As a rule, boys will learn the use of firearms in
some way or other, by hook or by crook if need
be; and it is incomparably better that they should
obtain their knowledge and practice in an intelligent and orderly manner, as opposed to the reck-

stems

perhaps

waving

in

the

current.

in the
green,
which
their

Already

the golden blossoms are beginning to open,
in a few days they will be in full flower.
The

are

;

SATURDAY,
APRIL 21, 1906.

red blooms

in blossom

of the swamp

and

all the

swamp through which
sating with life and will
If there be any who
the brooks in April let
before April ends,

wild

maple

are

tangle

and
nod-

of the

our brook flows is pulsoon burst into bloom.
have not this year seen
them hurry to see them

GENTLEMAN
A

VOL, LXVI.—No. 16.

1 No. 346 Broadway,

DISCUSSION

AND

New York,

SPORTSMAN.

concerning

what

constitutes

a

gentleman has had place in several issues of that
brilliant luminary that shines for New York and
other

places—the

Sun—for

a

week

or

two

re-

cently. The correspondence evoked much varying opinion and indeterminate conclusions, Qualities artificial, acquired, mental, moral and physical were set forth in the way of definition.
Such
views were expressed as that a gentleman was “a
man who shaves himself every day,” or “a man
who never wears a make-up tie’; but from these
the guesses, theories and dogmatic assertion covered much of the wide scope of heredity, mannerisms and fashionable attire, while a few averred

that the kindly consideration displayed at all
times for one’s fellow men was the true test of
gentility.
Inasmuch as many of our readers have founded
their contentions concerning what constitutes the
“true sportsman’ on what constitutes the true gen-

tleman,

the absence

of any general conventional

standard of “gentleman,” as indicated by the discussion aforementioned, would seriously cloud the
attempt of the public at large to comprehend the

combined ideals of sport and gentleness in man.
Thus, if it is maintained that the true sportsman
is defined by the term gentleman, and therefrom
some one then understands that the true sportsman is one who does not wear a make-up tie, the

difference

of mental

conception

between

teacher

and pupil may be hopelessly at variance on this
important point, The attempt to define the attributes of true sportsmanship have not resulted in
blithesome
concurrence
of
sentiment
among
sportsmen themselves, and so the absence of general knowledge concerning what constitutes gen-

tility may be leniently judged.
Perhaps the better way to secure a definition would be to let each
class rest on its individual excellence, and to
define it accordingly, if need there be for definition at all.

An important decision has just been handed
down by Judge Pitman. of the United States
Circuit Court of Appeals in the Percy Sumner

The matter has been before the court
Club case.
for a number of years and is more or less familiar
The Percy Sumner Club, which
to our readers.

owns a large tract of land in the northern part of
New Hampshire, surrounding a pond of more

than ten acres in area, endeavored to prevent any
but members of the club from fishing in this pond.

The lower courts had decided that the public have

the right to fish in ponds of New Hampshire
having an area of ten acres or more, and that

ponds of this size constituted public waters, The
matter was appealed and carried from court to
court

until now

of Appeals
prevent

the United

has denied

the public from

States

Circuit

Court

the right of the club to
fishing in the pond,

and

has assessed on the club the costs of the case.
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In the Lodges of the Blackfeet.
The, War

Trip

of Queer

Person.

It was about time for us to be doing something besides loafing at the fort.
Berry saddled
a horse one morning and rode out to the camp
on the Marias to interview the chiefs.
When
he returned, a day or two later, he was more
than satisfied with the result of the council, for
it was agreed that the winter should be passed
on the Marias.
We could use the post that had
been built two years previously.
It needed some

repairs,

but

by the

middle

of September

we

were well established there, with a good stock
of goods.
The chief difficulty in moving out
was our inability to keep the bullwhackers sober.
One of them, Whiskey Lyons, was the worst
I ever saw.
He never was on hand to help load
the wagons, and when we were ready to pull out

One

day our

friend,

Four

Bears,

the camp

crier, a man of great dignity, came in complaining that he felt very ill. Berry was interested at

breathing.
The boy was still too young to go
on the hunt, so they lived on what small store
of corn they could raise, and what portions of

once.

meat was given them by the kind hearted.

lh think,
eehie Msaides (Ome
walter ae
emmnad
diagnosed the case, “‘that I have exactly the
remedy he needs.
A Seidlitz powder will fix him
all right.
Yes, that’s what he needs for sure.
ll give him a double dose.”
Whereupon he

were days when they went to bed hungry, for
their best friends sometimes forgot to provide
for them, and White Flying was too proud to
go out and beg.
When this happened, the boy
would say, ‘Never mind, grandmother, wait until
I grow up and I’ll kill more meat than you can

emptied

two of the white paper

powders

into a

glass of water and had the patient gulp it down.
He then discovered that he had forgotten to
put in the powder contained in the green papers.
“Oh, well,” he said, “’tisn’t too late, I'll just

dissolve

them

in more

water.

I guess

they'll

mix all right in his stomach.”

They

did.

Four

Bears

swallowed

them

and

There

take care of.’
“The boy’s name was Sees Black, a name an
old medicine man had given him when he was
born.
No one but his grandmother so called
him; he was nick-named Queer Person, for he

had ways different from those of any other boy
ever heard of. He never played with other

instantly an expression of surprise, of terror,
spread over his face. He began to gasp; he bent
nearly double and pressed the pit of his stomach;

children, never laughed nor cried, and scarcely
spoke to any one except his grandmother.
He

we had to hunt him up, tie a rope under his
arms and souse him in the river until he came
to his senses.
There was another, ‘‘Captain”

then he dropped to the floor and rolled and
rolled, while the foaming mixture spouted from

time;

his mouth

and

George, whose specialty was a singing spree.
He had a large store of quaint songs, which he

a

siphon

would

sing unendingly

I have

often

when

wondered

drunk.

whatever

become

of

the old-time bullwhackers, they who spent their
money so freely and joyously whenever they had
the opportunity.
I never heard of them dying.

seltzer

nostrils,

as does

when

the

the contents

lever

of

is pressed.

had

moved

out

on

Milk

River

back

of the

most dangerous

hobby was medicine.

An army

surgeon had given him a.fine, large medicine
chest, which
contained
dozens
of bottles
of
drugs, drawers full of knives, saws, probes and
various
other
instruments
of
torture,
lint,
plasters, splints—an exceedingly large variety of
things.
When any of us felt sick, we concealed
the fact from him if possible, lest he should dose
us into our graves.

the

bank

all the

of the

river,

or on the hill near the village, often for half
a day, looking straight away into the far distance
as

if he saw

things

there

of great

interest—so

found

When

they did, they

required

him

to

touch it, and they would first stand around for
a while and watch to see how it affected him.
But if Berry was at his wits’ end for some-

Sweet Grass Hills, and would not return to
stay until cold weather drove them in. A few
were coming and going all the time, bringing in
beaver skins to exchange for ammunition, tobacco and liquor, or to obtain the same from us
on credit.
We missed Sorrel Horse, who had
gone down on the Missouri somewhere below the
mouth of the Judith, to run a woodyard, and to
trade with the Gros Ventres.
He was always
good company.
During the time of slack trade.
Berry was as uneasy as the proverbial fish. AIWays a very nervous, active man, he could not
be happy unless he was doing something.
I
have seen him throw and shoe a bull that did
not need shoeing; repair an old wagon wheel
that could never be of any service.
But his

of something

sit on

relief.

roads and the close of transportation on the
upper Missouri.
They simply vanished.
There was little for us to do until the prime
winter robes began to come in.
The Piegans

the advent

be dreaming
would

great that he never noticed people who passed
near him.
He brought strange and forbidden
things to his lodge; once, a human skull, which
he placed under the end of his couch.
When
making up his bed one day, the old woman

take a dose of his prescription before they would

saw them-after

to
and

Fortunately, the agony didn’t last long, and as
soon as he could the orator sprang to his feet,
and fled across the bottom to his lodge.
We
didn’t see him again for a month or more.
After
that the Indians seldom applied to Berry for

of the rail-

I never

seemed

thing to do, ’twas different with me; no day was
too long.
Nat-ah’-ki and I went hunting, either
in the river bottoms for deer, or out on the
plains for antelope.
Buffalo, of course, were
everywhere; and down below the post some ten

or twelve

miles

there were

bighorn.
And then the
of interest as the days.

quite a number

evenings were as full
What more pleasant

than to be with the women

where the flames and

glowing coals in the rude fire-place, lighting
the grim log walls of the room, seemed a
accompaniment
to the quaint tales they
earnestly and reverently told.
My dingy

note-books

contained

happy

days,

and

comes

back

to me

as

of

the

outlines

I look

over

as vividly

up
fit
so
old

of

those

them

it all

as if it all had

happened yesterday, or last week.
Here, for
instance, is a story the Crow Woman related
one evening which may interest you as much as

it did me.
Stabs”:

She called it the “Story

of Three

“In all the village there were none poorer than
White Flying and her young grandson. Her man
was long since dead; her son-in-law had been
killed by the Sioux, and her daughter, while
working in their little plantation one day, had
suddenly dropped to the ground and ceased

it, and

it frightened

her

so

that

she

fell

right down and was dead for a while.
When
she came to life, she begged him to take it back
to the place where he had found it, and he did
so at once,

obeyed

for he was

her.

When

a good

boy and

she asked

him

why

always

he had

taken it, he replied, ‘I am
seeking a great
medicine.
I thought that if I slept by it I might
have a powerful dream.’

“Sometimes
stay away

he

would

all night;

leave

the

and when

village

and

his grandmother

asked him where he had been, he would tell her
that he had gone upon the plain, or down in the
timber, or out on a sandbar, to sleep, hoping
that some of the spirits or animals who wander
about in the darkness, would have pity and give
him the medicine he sought.

“While other boys of his age still played, he
made bows and arrows.
He watched the flint
workers, and became as skillful as they in
chipping out sharp, thin arrow
points.
He
hunted, too; at first, rabbits in the rosebush
thickets; and then, one day, he brought home

a fine deer—a part of the meat at a time—which
he

had

shot

and from
seldom

on a trail

their watering

hunted

they

used

place.

in going

to

After that he

the rabbits, but often brought

in

deer, and once in a while the hide and meat of
a buffalo

which

he crept

up on

and

killed

in a

coulée, or at the river where they went to drink.
Still, they were very poor; all the family horses
had

long since

been

given the doctors

who

had
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tried to cure

the

grandfather.

Without

horses

Queer Person could not go out on the big hunts
and bring in loads of meat sufficient to last
during the bad weather, or through the long
sieges of the Sioux against them. In the summer
time this enemy came often in great numbers
and stayed around the village for a whole moon
and more, hoping to starve the people and fall

upon
go

them

out

“The

when

they were

at last obliged

to

to hunt.

summers

and the winters passed.

The

boy grew and grew, tall and strong, and very
fine looking.
He was now old enough to go to
war; to fight the enemy and drive away their
horses.
But no war party would let him join
them.
‘One who slept with skulls,’ they said,

‘who went forth to sleep where the ghosts
wandered—there was surely something wrong
with such a person; he would cause bad luck to
befall them.’
“Of course, the young man felt very badly
about this, grieving much; and the grandmother
grieved with him.
And then he became angry.
‘I will make them take back their words,’ he
said to the old woman.
‘I will go against the

AND

STREAM.

and dropped a sacrifice to them.

‘Do

me,’ he said; ‘let me pass over your
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not harm

waters

in

safety.’
“All the animals of the valley seemed to be
gathered along the shores, feeding, drinking, the
young of elk and deer running and playing along
the sandbars. There were big bears snuffling and
pawing at the water’s edge, wolves and coyotes
looked down at him as he passed under the low
bluffs.
But none paid any attention to him; for
there was no wind, and they could not know
that an enemy was near.
Thus the night passed,
and with the daylight he went to the shore,
dragging his boat into some thick willows and
then smoothing off the trail he had made across
the sands.
“Thus drifting by night and hiding in the daytime, Queer Person kept on toward the country
of the Sioux.
Every morning, after
going
ashore, he would. walk out to the edge of the
timber, sometimes climbing a nearby slope, and
look carefully up and down the valley for signs
of people.
He saw none until the fifth morning,
when he discovered a great camp directly across
the river in a big bottom.
There was a long

enemy by myself, and the time shall come when

strip of cottonwoods

they will beg to go with me.

Make

and I'll float down
the Sioux.’

to the camps

lodges were pitched on the open plain back of
it. A large number of horses were tied in the
camp, people were just coming out and turning

the river

me a boat

of

bordering the stream; the

“White Flying went out and cut the willows,
crossed and recrossed them, bent them to the
proper shape, then stretched and bound upon
the frame the fresh hide of a big bull, and the

seek.’

boat was done.
No, it was not like the boats
of the white men.
It was flat on the bottom
and round, like the tubs white people have for

“During the day he slept for some time, feeling quite safe where he was, for the enemy had
no boats, the river was very high, and they

washing clothes.
Unless one was accustomed to
them, he was helpless, for, if he did not upset
when he tried to paddle, he would only make
the boat whirl around and around like a child’s
top, and it would drift wherever the current and

the wind chose to push it.
“There was a full moon now, and one night
when it rose, soon after the sun had gone down,
Queer Person got into his boat and pushed it out
from the shore.
No one was there to see him
leave, except his grandmother; no one else inthe

village knew

that he was

going away.

‘Oh, be

careful!’ she said.
“Be ever on the watch
the dangers, and try nothing that you are
certain you can do.’

“*Take

courage,’

he called

back

to her.

for
not

‘I

will return to you; I will surely return.
My
dream has told me that I will.’
“The poor old woman sat down on the shore,
covered her head with her robe, and cried; cried
for those loved ones who were dead, and for
the young man who was going, perhaps, to join
them and leave her alone in her old age.
She
was very unhappy.

“On and on Queer Person drifted in the bright
moonlight, down the wide, deep river, never
paddling, except to keep facing down stream,
and to avofd the snags and sandbars.
The
beavers played and splashed around him, and he
prayed to them:
‘Pity me,’ he said; ‘give me
of your
cunning,
so that I may
escape
all
danger.’
}

“Where

the water

boiled

and

swirled

under

the shadow of a high cut bank, some dim thing
rose above the surface, and slowly sank and
disappeared.
He could not see it plainly; it
might have been one of the people who live in
the dark, deep places; he prayed to them also,

them loose to graze.
‘My medicine is good,’ he
said to himself.
‘I have come safely down the
river, and here I am in sight of that which I

could not cross.
He made plans for the night.
‘I will cross over,’ he said, ‘after the light in
their lodges dies out; I will take some of their
horses, and ride homeward as fast as I can.’ All
the afternoon this thought pleased him, and
then came into his heart another thing which
he considered.
Any one could go into a camp
and take horses and have a good chance to
escape with them.
That was easy to do.
His
people had refused to let him go with them on
raids; he wanted to do some great thing, to
show them that he was a braver man than any
of them.
What should he do to prove this?
What could he do?
He considered many things,
many
plans, and could not decide.
Toward
evening he slept again, and then his dream

helped him and showed him the way to make

a

great name for himself.
“This is what he did; listen to the cunning his

dream

gave

him:

In the night he crossed

river, put some stones in his boat,
hole in the bottom, so that it filled
Then he went into the
and sank.
buried
his things beside
a large
log, buried
his clothes,
moccasins,

nothing

remained

on

him, except

the

then cut a
with water
timber and
cottonwood
weapons;

his belt and

breech clout.
Lastly, he unbound his braided
hair, washed it to straighten out the kinks, then
tangled it and scattered dust in it. He smeared
mud and dust on his body; soiled his breech
clout; scratched his legs with a rose brush; when
he had done, he looked very wild, very poor.
He went out of the timber, down to the lower
end of the bottem, and remained there the rest
of the night.
“When the sun came up, and people were
moving about, Queer Person arose and walked

toward the camp, sometimes

stopping and look-

ing around, sometimes running, again walking
slowly, looking at the ground.
Thus he approached the lodges, and the great crowd of
people who stood staring at him.
He pretended
not to see them, walking straight on; they parted
to let him pass and then followed him.
He
stopped by a fire outside a lodge, upon which
some meat was roasting, and sat down. The women tending it fled. The people gathered around
him and stood and talked.
Of course, they thought
him crazy.
A man came up, asked him many
questions in signs; he did not reply, only to

occasionally

point down

the

river.

This

man

had a wide scar on his left cheek.
Queer Person
knew that he was a chief.
He had heard his
people talk about him as a terrible man in battle.
After a time an old woman came and set some
broiled meat before him; he seized it and eat
it as if he had been starving for many days. He
ate a great deal, and a long time.
The people
mostly went away to their lodges.
The scarfaced man made signs again, but when he got
no answer, he took Queer Person by the arm,
made him get up, and led him to his lodge,
showed him a couch, made signs that it was his,
that he should live in the lodge. Still the young
man pretended not to understand, but he remained there, going out sometimes, but always
returning.
People
made
him presents—moccasins, leggins, a buckskin shirt, a cowskin robe.
He put them on and wore them.
After a few
days he would walk about in camp, and the
people would hardly notice him.
They had got
used to seeing him around.
“Queer
Person
soon
found
that the scarfaced chief was a very cruel man.
He had five
wives, the first one older than he, and very
ugly.
The others were all young women, and
good looking, one very pretty.
The old wife
abused the others, made them do all the work
and labor hard all day long.
Sometimes she
struck them; often she would talk to the chief,
and he would get up and beat them or seize a
couple and knock their heads together.
They
were very unhappy.
The young man could not
help but look often at the youngest one, she was
so pretty and so sad.
He would always walk
around where she was at work, and met her
often in the grove when she gathered wood, and
then they would smile at each other.
After
many days, he found her all alone in the woods
one evening; his time had come, and he quickly
told her in signs who he was, that he was not
crazy; that he had started all alone to war.
And
then he said that he loved her; that it made him
sad to see her abused.
He asked if she would
go away with him and be his woman.
She did
not answer, but she just stepped up and clung
to him and kissed him.
Then they heard some
one coming, and they parted.
“The next day they met again.in the timber

and
made

went
their

and

hid in the thicket

plans

to

leave.

They

willows,
could

and

hardly

wait for night to come.

“When the fire had died out and the chief and
his old wife snored, Queer Person and the young
woman crept out of the lodge and went to the
river.
There they tied together two small logs
and placed their clothes upon them, on top of
a little pile of brush they had laid.
The young
man got his clothes and weapons which he had
buried, and piled them there also.
Then, with
nothing but his knife, he went back to the lodge,
leaving the woman by the raft. He crept in, and
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over to the chief’s couch, raised his knife and
gave him one deep stab right in the heart, then
another and another.
The man did not cry out,

but he kicked a little and the old woman

beside

him awoke.
Queer Person at once seized her
by the throat and strangled her until she lay
still.
Then he scalped
the chief,
took
his
weapons, and ran back to the raft. The woman
was waiting for him, and together they waded
out, pushing the logs, and when they got into
deep water they swam, holding on to the logs
with one hand. Thus they crossed the river and
dressed and started on the long walk to the
Arickaree village.
Back across whence they had
come, all was quiet; the trouble there had not
yet been discovered.

“What
when

a proud old woman

her

grandson

White

returned

Flying was

home

with

his

pretty wife, with the scalp and the weapons

of

the terrible chief.
He had made a great name:
in time he himself would be a chief.
And he
did become one, the head chief of his people.

No

one

any

longer

he

took

the

name

called
Three

him

Queer

Stabs,

Person:

and

all were

proud to call him that. He and his good wife
lived to great age. They had many children and
were

happy.”

“Get up!” Nat-ah’-ki commanded, grasping
my arm and nearly pulling me out of bed. “Get
up!
It is very happy outside.”
“Why did you awake me?” I asked.
having such a good dream.”

“Of course

you were,

“T was

and you were

talking,

too.
That is why I awoke you; I don’t
you to dream about her.
Tell me, quick,
the dream was, and what she said.”

want
what

“Well, if you must know, she said—she said—
she

said—”

“Yes, hurry! What did she say?”
“She said, “It’s time for you to arise

and

I insisted

that

you,

and

even

I was

speaking

I said, “there

if there

were,

the

truth.

is no

her

“In

‘her’ but

shadow

could

sat

down

on

his

haunches,

coming

cold,

and

he

has

plenty,

Often,
nence,

on
we

graze

reaching the top of some little emiwould dismount and let the horses

while

I smoked

with my telescope.

and

swept

Nat-ah’-ki

argument.

It

was

indeed

a

lovely

morning.

There had been a heavy frost during the night,
the grass in the shadow of the Fort was still
white with it, but the sun was shining in a clear

sky, a warm

southwest

wind

had

started

up—

everything was auspicious for a perfect autumn
day.
We breakfasted, saddled our horses, and rode

out across

the river, up the slope of the valley,

and out on the plain.
Nat-ah’-ki began to sing
one of the women’s songs of her people.
“Be
still!’ I told her. ‘This is no way to hunt; you

will scare away all the game.”
“TI do not care

if I do,” she said.

“What

mat-

ter? We have still some dried meat on hand. I
can't help singing; this happy morning just
makes me do it.”
As she said, it did not matter.
It was pleasant to see her so happy, to see her eyes sparkle,
to hear her laugh and sing. A not distant band
of antelope scampered away over a ridge; out of

a nearby coulée rushed a small band of buffalo
and loped off westward;

a lone coyote

also ap-

the country

also loved to use

the glass, and watch the various animals it
would bring so near to one, as they rested or
grazed,

or the young

bounded

and

skipped

and

chased each other in their exuberance of spirits.
It was a powerful glass, that old telescope, revealing

even

the

dead

abysses on the surface
was an
coaxing

old

cones

and

of the moon.

dark

But that

object at which I never succeeded in
her to level the instrument.
Night

light to her was no dead old globe, but a real
and
not

sacred
personage—wife
to the Sun—and
to be scrutinized
and
studied
by mortal

meat and leave the rest and the hide for your
mother to pick up in the morning.”
But that, it seemed, would not do. “Either
the wolves will feast upon it in the night,” she
said, ‘‘or some one will find and take it in the

early morning;

so, to be sure, let us pack it

into camp.”

I spread the great hide over her horse, entirely covering the animal, saddle and all, from
neck to tail, and then hung the greater part of
the meat across it over the saddle, covering it

all by folding and refolding the hide. The rest
I put in two large meat sacks and tied behind
my saddle. Then I helped Nat-ah’-ki to get up
and perch on top of her load, mounted my animal, and we wended our way to camp and in
among the lodges. There were pleasant greetings and pleasant smiles for us on every hand,
and some jokes were made about the young
married hunters.
We dismounted in front of
Weasel Tail’s lodge.
My good mother-in-law
ran and met her daughter, the two affectionately
embracing and kissing each other, the former
repeatedly saying, ““My daughter! My daughter!
She has arrived.”
And

the good woman

looked at me and smiled,

but gave me no greeting. Even in being in my
vicinity, to say nothing of smiling at me, she had
broken a strict rule of Blackfoot etiquette, of
which I have already spoken, which is that

eyes,

mother

It was mid-afternoon when we decided that it
was time we should get the meat we had started

speak to each other.
For my part, I transgressed this form at the very first opportunity.
I came upon the good woman when she could
not escape, nor help listening, and told her that
with us it was to be different; that white people
had no such custom.
“Wherever we are,” I

after

and

mount

return

home.

and ride toward

We

were

a coulée

about

to

to the west,

where a few buffalo were feeding, when, away
to the north, we saw columns of dust rising, and
nearer, some bunches of buffalo, loping in vari-

directions,

but mostly

toward

us.

A few

moments later a number of horsemen came in
sight, and behind them, on the top of a long
ridge, appeared a long column of riders and

loose animals.
“Ah!” T said, “the Pe-kun-ny are moving in.”
“My mother is there.
Let us go to meet
them,” said Nat-ah’-ki.
Some of the startled buffalo
were
making
almost a bee-line for the place where we stood,

so

I told her to lead the horses

just look over the top of the ridge.

to find the trail.”

always

as two young people should be who love one
another and who haven’t a care in the world.

because

be unable

oh,

plenty of food.
Some he kills for himself, and
he can always feast on the remains of the animals his big relations kill.
Old Man gave him
and the wolf great intelligence.”
We
rode on and on aimlessly ‘across the
plain, talking and laughing, very, very happy,

sight, and I myself moved

it would

stared

“Hai’-yu, little brother,” said Nat-ah’-ki,

not come away out here to visit me in my sleep,
This reasoning was convincing, and closed the

and
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addressing him, “are you also happy?”
“Of course he is,’ she continued.
“His fur
is so thick and warm that he does not fear the

ous

wash.
I have your morning food cooked, and
we are going hunting to-day.’ ”
“Oh, what a lie he can tell,” she exclaimed,
turning to the Crow
Woman.
“He
was
not
dreaming about me at all, because he spoke in
his own language.”

the first place,’

peared,

at us.

ST REANL

time

some

thirty or

within easy range.

down,

back

out

are

never

to come

and

meet

live with

nor

us

[TO BE CONTINUED. |

In a short

forty of the animals

came

I aimed at a big. cow,

and

the tongue, when Nat-ah’-ki came up and insisted that I should properly skin it for a headand-tail robe, and cut up all of the meat for packing.
“We will give the hide to my mother,”
she said, “and get her to pack in the meat for
Uses
So I did as I was told, of course; the butcher-

ing taking some little time.

Meanwhile Nat-ah’-

ki went

ridge,

of the

“you

must

when you will, and I shall go where you are
when occasion to do so arises.”
I am sure that my words pleased her, as they
also pleased Nat-ah’-ki.
In time she became
used to the new order of things, in a way, but
was always rather backward about directly addressing me. Very often, when I asked her for
information about something, she would turn
to her daughter and say, “Tell him that it was
in this way,” etc.
WALTER B. ANDERSON.

of

I was about to cut the animal open on the
back, intending to take only the boss ribs and

top

continued,

son-in-law

so that I could

broke the left front leg the first shot; she
dropped behind the others at once, and a second
shot laid her low.
She proved to be very fat,
and her coat was fine, not quite of full length,
perhaps, but very dark and glossy.

to the

and

but

soon

re-

The Roosevelts and Early Mississippi
Navigation.
A WHILE ago you published a brief account of
a trip from Pittsburg to New Orleans in a flat
boat “with a huge box containing a comfortable
bedroom, dining room, pantry and a room in front
for the crew’’—in brief, a houseboat, built in 1809
by Nicholas G. Roosevelt.
It seems that this
Nicholas G. was great uncle to the present President of the United States, and I venture to send
you an account of the building of the first Mississippi steamboat

by this Roosevelt

and the trip

of-himself and his plucky and admirable wife to
New Orleans. She was a Miss Latrobe, of Baltimore, and seems to have been an excellent graft

on the Roosevelt
On

stock.

his houseboat

trip Roosevelt

told the peo-

turned to say that the people were pitching
camp near where we had discovered them, and
that it would be pleasant to remain with them

ple of Cincinnati, Louisville and other cities of
the success of steamboating on the Hudson, but

for a night.

swift currents of the Ohio and Mississippi rivers,
and predicted that no steam or other boat could

“All right,’ I said, “we'll go over and stop
with Weasel Tail.
We'll take a little of the

they

reminded

him

of what

be built to go up stream.

he well

knew,

the
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Finishing his trip to New
to New

Fulton

York

and

by sea

and

Livingston

Orleans he returned
reported

with

all details

the result

to

that he

returned to Pittsburg in 1810 with orders to build

a steamboat

and proceed again to New

Orleans.

Pittsburg was then a small place, covering the
point between the two rivers which together form
the Ohio, much as old New York covered Manhattan below Fulton street.
There on the site
now occupied by the Baltimore & Ohio depot

Roosevelt laid the keel of the first steamboat

of

the west.
The plans had been made by Robert
Fulton in New York and she was 116 feet long by
20 beam; the engine, with a 34-inch cylinder
driving paddle wheels of simple construction, was
the most powerful Fulton had yet put into a
boat of that size, allowing more power to combat
the swift current of the great river.
The record shows that the shipbuilders and
machinists brought from New York had to go
into the neighborong forests and cut the timbers,
knees, etc., so that the vessel was built of green
wood, and “there was great difficulty in finding a
shop where any part of the work on the engines
could be performed.”
Say Pittsburg! how was
that for a beginning; you have grown a trifle
since then, haven’t you?
After many a trouble and danger past, stich as

breed a great people, the boat was

finished and

launched in September, 1811, “and received the
name of New Orleans, in honor of the place of
her destination, but many persons said she would

never reach it.”

Some called Roosevelt a lunatic

and scolded him roundly for taking his wife on
such a trip, and some of her Pittsburg friends
even talked of taking her from him by force and
letting him start on his perilous trip alone; but
each had great faith in the other, fit helpmates,
and they started out with a crew of thirteen and

a big Newfoundland

dog Tiger;

with

Nicholas

G. the sole occupant of the gentleman’s cabin
forward and Mrs. Roosevelt the lone passenger
of the ladies’ cabin aft.
The public begged to

be excused.
The entire population of Pittsburg turned out
to witness the departure, with flags flying on
boat and on shore, with cheers and general jubilation the boat took a short trip up stream on
the Monongahela,
then turned about, steamed
down into the Ohio and disappeared behind its
bends, traveling with the current eight to ten

boat;

and

as

AND

the vessel

STREAM.

turned

into

627

the current

the shouts of the crowd which had assembled to
witness

her departure grew

the distance.

Rocks

rose

fainter and fainter in

on

each

side of the

channel, the water was dashed in spray on the
deck of the boat, and sometimes the New Orleans
seemed to pitch forward as though about to be
swallowed up.
Everyone grasped some part of
the boat for safety, and even the Newfoundland
dog shook with terror as he crouched at Mrs.
Roosevelt’s feet.”
But it was quickly and safely
past, the danger was over and stopping below
the falls they landed the extra local pilot shipped
for that emergency.
But Mrs. Roosevelt writes
that there succeeded “days of horror.”
The sky
without a cloud was yet of a leaden hue, the air
stagnant and the sun a ball as of red hot iron.
These were the ominous days which preceded the
great earthquakes of that year, and the brave
woman’s description reminds one of that power-

ful line in Scripture, ‘““The earth was iron and the

sky was brass.”
They secured coal at a few places but had to
stop daily for fuel, generally wood, which they
felled and chopped as they found it, for there
were no river wood yards in those days.
The Indians attributed the smoky atmosphere
to the steamer and thought the earthquakes were
caused by the beating of its paddles. They mixed
up the comet with the steamboat; and appearing
as she did with smoky skies and earthquakes,
looked upon her as an omen of evil, and for many
years after all the Indians of the Mississippi
Valley regarded the fiery craft with awe.
If at anchor the shocks of the earthquakes
were felt on board, as if the vessel
had run
aground; but when moving none noticed the vibrations except the dog “who would prowl, moaning and growling about the boat,” or go and place
his head in Mrs. Roosevelt’s lap. Great dog that,

he doubtless

knew

his best friend.

At New Madrid they found a large part of the
town had been swallowed up and there and elsewhere they found the people in a state of terror.
The steamer had several narrow escapes while tied
up to the bank at night, and so often were they
near destruction from the earthquake shocks that
they abandoned the banks altogether and generally made fast to the lower end of an island.
“One night while they were thus tied up, the
boat was repeatedly
shaken
by logs running

miles per hour, and everybody on board satisfied.

against it, but they supposed it was

The

driftwood, and felt no alarm.
In the morning
they found the island had disappeared during the

engine

worked

well, and

she steered

easily.

Cheezed by the people of the villages and towns
which she passed, she made Cincinnati in two
days and anchored in the river.
People who had
. welcomed them two years before on their pioneer
trip in a box on a flatboat, welcomed them again
—but “Well, you are as good as your word, you

have come in a steamboat, but you will not come
again.
Your boat may go down the river, but
as to coming up it the idea is an absurdity.”
The boatmen of the town roasted the crew but
_ piled the wood fuel on board just to help along

-the boat, which would

never come back.

She reached Louisville in about two more days
and anchoring there (there were no levees then)
ona moonlight night, the queer craft with its
sparks and escaping steam frightened some people into believing that the comet of that year had
fallen into the river. Here their old acquaintances
again welcomed them,
were
dtlighted
to see
them, admired Roosevelt’s grit and energy, but
they must tell the truth that boat could never

go up stream.

Sorry for him, etc.

A public din-

ner to him on shore was returned by a dinner to
them on board, and then Nicholas G. got in his
great coup.
He had steam up, and while seated
at table had the boat started up stream.
Rushing
out on deck to see the cause of the commotion
‘they found themselves gliding up stream at a
‘good pace, the impossible achieved.
While waiting for a rise in the river to take

the vessel over the falls of the Ohio, he took the
New

Orleans

all the way

back to Cincinnati, and

that relieved all doubts.
Down stream again to Louisville and waited
for high water, which came in late November,
there was only five inches to spare over the rapids
tinder the keel of the boat, but at it he went with
a full head of steam, hoping to drive over if they

struck anything. “Mrs. Roosevelt refused to remain on shore but stood near the stern of the

nothing but

night, and the tree to which their cable was

fas-

tened had sunk below the surface of the water
and was held by its roots.
They were obliged to
cut the cable in order to get free.”
“The pilot was bewildered, as the flood and
earthquakes
(they continued for four months)
had made so many changes that the ordinary
landmarks were not to be found, or when found

were

of no use.”

Comforting was it not?
A new-fangled steamboat which might blow up or burn up at any time,
and earthquakes knocking
the bottom
out of
things generally.
Passing at last out of the earthquake section,
they encountered other alarms. Roosevelt and his
wife, awakened one night by a sudden trampling
of feet on deck, thought the Indians were upon

them; but the boat was on fire, and the blaze was
extinguished with great difficulty.
Arriving at Natchez the voyage was practically
ended, for the boat was to ply, and did ply, for
many years between that place and New Orleans.

The historian of the trip, Mrs. Roosevelt’s
brother, J. H. Latrobe, concludes thus:
“Although forming
no
part of the voyage
proper, yet, as this has been called a romance, and
as all romances end or should end in marriage,
the incident was not wanting here. The captain
of the boat, falling in love with Mrs. Roosevelt’s
maid, prosecuted his suit so successfully as to
find himself an accepted lover when the steamer
reached Natchez.
A clergyman
was
sent for
and a wedding marked the arrival of the first
steamboat at the chief city of the Mississippi.”
I find no reference to shooting or sport on the
trip, but think of the opportunities, the forest

primeval, the buffalo, bear and deer, and then the
fish.
dore

Had a certain restless and energetic Theowhom we wot of bossed that boat, I fancy

she might have laid over more, and we should
have had some record of hunting, fishing and
other “goings on.”
However, I doff my hat to
Nicholas G. Roosevelt and his brave wife.
THE DECKHAND.

Increase

in Timber

Value.

In the early days of pine lumbering

in both

the upper and lower peninsulas of Michigan hard
woods of all kinds, excepting oak and cherry,
were regarded as worthless, says the Milwaukee
Sentinel.
Cherry lumber was sold in Buffalo and

Chicago markets

at a fair price to the furniture

manutacturers, and the best grades of white oak
found a desultory market at the lake shipyards,
where it was used as planking in the building of
lake schooners and steam vessels.
Elm and basswood, now the most sought woods of the Michigan timber belt, were practically worthless as

merchandise

and were

“left” by the early lum-

bermen as not being worth the price of felling
the trees and hauling them to mill.
The advent
of the bicycle is said to be responsible for bring-

ing elm into general use as a merchantable wood.
The rims for bicycle wheels were made of rock
elm, and it proved to be a most valuable timber

for this purpose.
From this modest beginning
woodworking concerns in all parts of the country gradually became acquainted with the timber.

Fifteen years ago Michigan was the largest
exporter of square timber in the United States.
Millions of feet of rock elm and white pine were
cut in the forests here and shipped by boat to
the St..Lawrence
River, where it was rafted
through to Montreal and loaded on ocean freighters for the Clyde and Liverpool, there to be used

in shipbuilding.

This

foreign

trade

is now

a

thing of the past, and where there were over fifty
firms in this State fifteen years ago engaged in
the export timber business there remains to-day
but one man who still sends Michigan lumber to
England,
Thomas Denton, of Saginaw, who was

one of the pioneers in the foreign trade, is still
a shipper of elm and pine to English ports, However, it is with considerable difficulty that he is
able each year to’secure enough timber to supply
even a small portion of his trade, and his operations now cover the entire State, where a few
years ago he secured most of the timber on the
Cass and Saginaw rivers.
Experienced lumbermen ‘say that tracts of pure
white pine are hard to get nowadays at any price.
Timber bought at $2.50 an acre ten years ago
cannot be bought now for $20, and even the most
optimistic lumberman
in the early days would

not

have

ventured

a prediction

of such

an

in-

crease in value.
The hardwood or mixed timber,
considered as possessing little value a few years

ago, has since 1897 increased in value over 800
per cent. Maple, birch, ash and even beech are
eagerly sought, and, since the introduction of
ash, oak and maple in the manufacture of furniture, there has been a steady market for these
woods.
The manufacture of maple flooring has
also caused a large demand
for this class of

timber,

Memoir

on

Saurians.

THERE has just been issued as Part II. of Volume IX. of the Memoirs of the American Museum of Natural History, a superb paper by Mr.

J. H. McGregor

on the Phytosauria, with special

reference to the two genera Mystriosuchus and
Rhypitododon.
The Phytosauria, or plant saurians, are misnamed, for these reptiles were
unquestionably
carnivorous.
Belodon is a name that is much
better known and will serve to identify them in
the minds of many who have not kept up with
the recent progress of paleontology.
In the present work this group is compared with many of
the other saurian suborders and interesting conclusions drawn.

The

Phytosauria

resembled

the crocodiles

in

external form and habit and were found in many
of the fresh-water lakes and rivers of the Triassic

period. On the other hand, they were different
from the crocodiles in many ways, and form a
suborder

by themselves.

The work is illustrated with two beautiful fullpage plates besides many drawings in the text.
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NAIMURRAL DISTORT
The

Deer of the

Far

North.

Mr. R. McFArLANE, whose paper on the mammals of the Northwest Territory was referred to
in Forest AND STREAM some weeks ago, devotes
much space to a consideration of the game animals of the Far North, among which the moose
and two species of caribou are among the most
important.
Mr. McFarlane’s note on these species possess as much interest for the sportsmen

as they do for the naturalist:
Moose.
Alces

americanus

(Clinton).

This valuable food animal
used to be very
numerous
on
the
Peace
River,
and,
indeed,
throughout the forest region of the northern portion of the “Great Mackenzie Basin”; but for
the last twenty years it has been much less abundant, and, indeed, remarkably
scarce in many
parts,
especially
along
the Athabasca,
Peace,
Liard and other rivers, and the larger lakes of
the North.
As moose have since been found more
or less plentiful in the eastern, western and southern sections of territory where for many years
previously they were rather rare, or conspicuous
by their absence, it is now supposed by some
observing natives and others that considerable
numbers of them must have migrated southward,
particularly during the remarkably mild winter
of 1877-78.
Be that as it may, it has been noticed
that at intervals, and for several years at a time,
this animal has been rather scarce in various sections where it had formeriy been fairly abundant.
It is easily scared, and no doubt much hunting
ultimately succeeds in driving it away to distant
and less accessible: retreats.
Previous to the establishment of Fort Anderson, in 1861, moose were frequently seen by us on
our annual winter trade trips from Fort Good
Hope to (the Eskimos of) Liverpool Bay, feeding along the high sloping banks of the Anderson
River, but they soon after diminished in numbers,
and had already become
somewhat difficult to
discover when the post was abandoned, in 1866.
They are, however, to be found sparsely there to
the very edge of the wooded country, especially
in sheltered river valleys.
Traces were observed
by us near the Wilmot
Horton
River
in the
Barren Grounds, in about latitude 69° north and

longitude 126° 30 west.

protection to the shores of lakes and streams, and
while standing in the water they sometimes seem
quite indifferent to the near presence of man, and
will then retire only after being repeatedly fired
at.
I myself had proof of this on one occasion
when ascending the Anderson River in the end’
of June, 1866. There were five or six in the party
when we observed three full-grown moose in the
water.
As they were not in good condition we
did net care to kill them, but, in order to test the
truth of this peculiarity, I made the Indians fire
a number of shots very close to them, but to no
purpose.
In fact, we had to scream and yell at
them before they got out and stalked away at a
very leisurely pace.
According to a consensus of Indian reports
from various quarters, the moose copulate annually during the months, or moons, of September and October, and the offspring appear some
nine months later.
The female generally selects
a dense thicket on a lake island or islet, or in a
clump of trees on a dry spot in the midst of a
marshy swamp or other submerged tract of forest,
for the purpose
of bringing
forth her young,
which are usually one or two, and occasionally,
it is said, as many as three, in number.
At birth
the hair-covering is very short and of a dirtyyellowish color, the eyes are open and the newcomer is rather weak and helpless; but, after a
comparatively short time, it is able to move about
and scon becomes quite active.
Suckling is supposed to continue for two or three months. When
in good condition and stalked, the flesh of the
moose is excellent eating and, on the whole, more
tender and luscious than the venison of the red
deer or either species of caribou; but animals
killed after a long chase on snow, or during or
after the rutting season, are far from palatable
owing to a strong and very rank flavor then
acquired.
The skins are dressed by native women and
the resulting smoked leather is made into tents
or lodges, moccasins, tunics, shirts and trousers
for winter and summer use by the resident popu-

lation

of the interior.

Some

skins are also cut

up for pack cords and others turned into parchment for the requirements of the Hudson’s Bay
Company and others.
Hunters assert that hermaphrodites and barren females are sometimes met
with, and that these imperfect examples almost
invariably attain a larger size and heavier weight

than

their

fertile

relatively

restrictive

In

his

“Northwest

of 1851

law

have

been

from

Her

BARREN

Thoto

of group

Dr.

Armstrong’

Majesty's

Franklin

search-

to the north of the American Continent.
Chief Trader James Lockhart has recorded

“the moose

that

down at Peel River and Fort Yukon

are much larger than up this way [Great Slave
Lake and Fort Simpson].
There, I have known
two cases of extraordinary moose having been

killed [probably one or both were obtained at Peel
River], the meat alone of each of them weighing
over 1,000 pounds.
The Loucheux have a superstition that the Indian who meets with one of

these
within

extraordinary
the year,

large moose

or else meet

is sure to die

with some

grievous

misfortune.”
The above may belong to the gigantic species
recently discovered on the western coast of
Alaska. or they may be representatives of those
referred to by Mr. Moberly.
I have never met
any of these monster moose, although, of course,
I have seen examples weighing considerably over
the general average.
Woodland Caribou.
Rangifer caribou (Gmelin).

I do not think this species extends much beyond
latitude 67° 30° north, except perhaps

im-

and
for

Passage’

I think this is the first and only record of this
animal having been met with on the lands lying

of affairs,
naturalists
interested
warm
resort

Trader H. I.

expedition ship Investigator, then wintering in
Prince of Wales Strait, said that he saw three
animals which he firmly believed to be moose in
about latitude 71° north and longitude 114° west.

I may also mention that

killing

Chief

mentions that Capt. Sir Robert McClure, one of
a small party of explorers sent out in the spring

on my way back from a visit made to Anderson
River in July, 1860, I came across and traveled
through a veritable moose preserve of some extent, which lay between the usual hunting grounds
ef the Loucheux of Peel River and the Hare
Indians of Fort Good Hope.
Several moose were
seen and one shot, while traces of them were very
numerous.
It was also the resort of many black
bears and woodland caribou.
Again, for nearly a decade subsequent to. 1865
(in that year Fort Nelson, which with all its inmates had been utterly destroyed by the Indians
in 1813, was re-established near its former site on
the eastern branch of the Liard River), moose
were much more abundant in the adjacent country than they have ever been since.
In the vicinity of farming and ranching settlements, however,
they would seem to have become somewhat accustomed to the not distant presence of man, as
is surely evidenced by their comparative abundance still in the eastern sections of the Province
of Manitoba (and elsewhere), although they have
been much hunted’ there of late years.
No doubt
the close season and the due enforcement of the
portant accounting factors for this state
which is so satisfactory not only to
and
sportsmen
but
also
to other
residents.
During summer. when the weather is
mosquitoes very troublesome, moose

kindred.

Moberly,
an
experienced
officer,
hunter
and
woodsman, confirms the truth of this statement
from his own personal observation.

GROUND

CARIBOU,

in the U. S. National

Museum.

in spurs

of
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the Rocky Mountains to the west.
It is a larger
animal than the Barren Ground reindeer, and is
not met with in the “barrens” proper, nor on the
shores of the Polar Sea.
Like the latter, the
females produce one or two fawns in spring. The
rutting season, as well as the period of gestation
and time of birth, are said to be much the same
as in the case of moose.
The eyes of the young
are open when born, the skin is light brown, and
they soon become quite lively and strong.
They
are suckled for several months.
The skin of the
woodland caribou is dressed by the native women
and afterward’ made into necessary moccasins,
gloves, tunics and trousers, and sometimes women’s dresses.
Those cut by the gadfly are con-

verted into “babiche”

for lacing snow-shoes,

and

occasionally into thongs
of various
thickness,
which were formerly, if not now, twisted into
snares for capturing deer.
;
Herds of the woodland species seldom exceed
thirty or forty individuals, except in the autumn,
when sometimes quite a large number congregate
together.
They do not associate with the Barren
Ground
reindeer, and seldom
quit the forest
country.
Although known to exist at no great
distance to the south, we never, to my knowledge,
received at Fort Anderson
an example
in the
flesh, except the ribs of a few in a dried state;
but in course of my six years’ charge of Fort
Good Hope (latitude 66° 16’ north) the Hare and
Nahanni Indians frequently supplied the establishment with a number of dressed skins and a
considerable quantity of the venison of this animal.
A similar remark would apply to my five
years’ residence at Fort Simpson
(latitude 62°
north, longitude 122° west); but although the
species is fairly distributed throughout New Caledonia district, British Columbia, we seldom obtained any of its meat or preserved skins during

my two years’ charge.

It is not uncommon in the Athabasca and Peace
River districts, nor at Cumberland House, Saskat-

chewan,
venison

where

we

occasionally

and skins, while

I was

received

stationed

some

there in

1889 to 1894. It is not improbable, however, that
the variety of woodland caribou found in the
Rocky Mountains of northern Canada may belong

to the mountain caribou discovered in the Selkirk
Range of British Columbia and made known to

science by Mr. Thompson Seton in 1899. It is
said to be darker in color than Maine and other

eastern

specimens.

Barren Ground Reindeer.
Rangifer arcticus (Richardson).
Although this interesting animal has of late
years been very irregular in frequenting ancient
passes and haunts in the forest country, and in
numbers very considerably less than formerly, yet
it is believed to be still very numerous in the

“Mackenzie

Basin.”

The northern

Indians

were

accustomed, in the face of repeated remonstrances
on the part of the company’s officers and resident
missionaries, to slaughter thousands of reindeer

annually, chiefly for the skins and tongues,

and

too often from the sheer love of killing.
But as
they have latterly experienced protracted spells of
food scarcity and even actual starvation, I believe it

has taught them to be more careful and provident.
Since the introduction of steam also into the
districts of Athabasca (1883) and the Mackenzie
River (1886) the provision posts of both have not
been called upon to furnish more
than a _ bare
quota of the quantities of dried meat and pemmican absolutely required under the old inland
York boat system of transportation.
The hunting
of reindeer has, therefore, largely declined, no
doubt to their increase in numbers, and the Indians are able to devote more of their attention
to the trapping of fur-bearing animals.
The Eskimos of Anderson and Mackenzie rivers, however, were never guilty of waste of food

in the

same

inexcusable

manner.

They

are

a

more provident race, and seldom suffer privation
for want of food. In course of the company’s five
years’ occupation of Fort Anderson we received

considerable quantities of venison and many skins
of the Barren Ground reindeer from the Eskimos
and Indians who came there for purposes of trade.
During the comparatively short season of open
water the Anderson and Liverpool Bay Eskimos
were engaged in fishing and hunting
reindeer
along the river, as well as walrus, seals and some-

FOUR-STORY

Courtesy

times

whales

in the contiguous

NEST

of the

Field

polar

seas.

OF

In

spring, when the reindeer were on their annual
migration to the coast, but especially on their fall
return
to the
woods, the Eskimos
shot and
speared a great number; in the former season
while browsing on the slopes and summits of the
Anderson River banks, and in the latter, when
in the water making for their customary crossing
points or passes.
In both cases, the successful
hunter inserted an arrow in the carcass, so that
on its floating by the lodges lower down the river
it might be taken ashore for the benefit of the
party by whom it had been killed.
Early in December the Eskimos usually retired
to their driftwood-constructed
huts, or winter
houses, at various points along thé coast, but
before doing so they always made more or less
provision for their return to the Anderson River
in the beginning of the succeeding month of April
by placing in one or more caches (built on and

formed of large blocks of thick ice, well protected
from wolves and wolverines, the chief robbers to
be feared) some thirty or forty miles from its
outlet in Liverpool Bay, a considerable quantity
of fresh venison.
[TO BE

CONCLUDED. |

SUMMER

Columbian

YELLOWBIRD,

Museum,

Chicago,

IIl.

Strategy of the Summer

Warbler.

By most people who know anything about our
North American birds the cowbird is regarded
as a wicked creature; a parasite she certainly is,
sparing herself all the labors and anxieties of
housekeeping by the selfish method of foisting
her eggs upon smaller birds and leaving to them
the labor of hatching and rearing her offspring,
Nor is this labor and anxiety the only ‘suffering
that these foster parents endure, for the wretched
young cowbird, larger and lustier than his foster
brothers, soon either devours all the food brought
by the mother, and so starves them to death, or
eise, it is said, crushes’
them
by his superior
weight or even throws them out of the nest, so
that they perish miserably on the ground beneath.
Moreover, it is often found that the eggs
belonging to the owner of the nest in which the
cowbird lays her eggs are broken or at least
punctured, and it is suspected that the mother
cowbird with bill or feet breaks: these. eggs, so

that there shall be more:room in the nest for the
changeling that she has introduced.
The cowbird lays her eggs in the nests:of many
birds, most of them noticeably smaller than her-
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self.

The

sparrows

and the warblers

are the

to the information

you

have given

upon

these

most frequent victims, yet the wood thrush, yelchat, kingbird, cardinal grosbeak,
low-breasted

animals is that the cow moose as well as bull
carries the bell.
I have also seen several moose
calves and they all carried the same ornament.”
Epwarp A, SAMUELS.

Broken eggs of the
the outrage put upon them.
cowbird have been found on the ground near the

Weasels.

towhee bunting and white-shouldered blackbird
are also among the victims.
These victims do not always submit tamely to

nests of the yellow-breasted chat, of the Baltimore oriole and of other birds. _
The tiny summer yellow bird—perhaps too

small to throw out the intrusive egg—has devised
of. dismethod
a most effective, if laborious,
posing of the eggs of the cow bunting by building
—when a cow bunting’s egg is discovered in its
nest—a second story to the nest, in which it deposits again its own laying of eggs. Often the
little yellow bird is obliged to sacrifice two or
three of its own eggs along with that of the cowbird, but perhaps it reasons that these eggs were
bound to perish in any event, and may as well

be sacrificed at once as later. There are records
where a cowbird has laid an eggin the second

nest built by the summer yellow bird, which has
then built on to its nest a third story in which it
Very extraordinary
attempted to rear its young.
is the case which we figure to-day—through the

kindness of the Director of the Field Columbian

Museum, who permits us to use this engraving—
in which four stories of such a nest were built by
a summer yellow bird and three layers of cow

entombed.

bunting’s

eggs were

disposing

of the cowbird’s

This method

egg comes

very

of

close

to reason,

Gulls

in Trees.

East WaAREHAM, Mass., April 9.—Editor ForIn your issue for April 7 is a
est and Stream:

of camp,

far from my cabin, while taking a stroll through

the woods with a friend, we came across a
weasel in the act of devouring a ruffed grouse.
On seeing us, he decamped, but presently returned and dragged off the bird, being seem-

ingly alarmed lest we should deprive him of his
lawful

spoil.

F

John

Burroughs

writes

of the power

cination

exercised

by the

weasel

bit.

over

of fasthe

rab-

It would be unwise to dispute such a keen

observer without
being very
sure
of one’s
ground, but I may say that I saw one rabbit—a
snowshoe—that did not wait to get fascinated.
He crossed in front of me on the bound, and a
large weasel in his winter coat was right after
him, but making a poor second in the race.

The fascination might have come afterward.
In the early ’80’s a friend of mine, Mike
O’Brien, now a cattle ranchman in the State
of Washington, took up a homestead in the
James River Valley, North Dakota.
He had a
short time previous to this taken unto himself
a wife. They were getting on swimmingly, when
a prairie fire came along and destroyed their
granary, with all the season’s crop.
The barn

barn

on one roof.

The

Sound

steamers

are

often followed by flocks of gulls, and I have seen
them alight on the pilot house and upper deck.
They sit everywhere along the cap logs of docks
Cranes also
and on top of piling about harbors.
like the tops of piles, and I once saw an alternate
line, first a crane then a comorant extending for
;
seventeen piles.
As for getting clams, the gull is very sharpthe surface
with
even
The hard clam lies
eyed.
Like the soft clam, it
of the flat or just below.
has a tube that reaches to the surface. The gull

scans the surface closely and perceives the hole

or the end of tube and investigates; the clam is
discovered and pulled out.
The common crow Is
equally expert and is often seen clamming in

company with gulls. These birds know enough
not to thrust their beaks into the partly open
shells of hard clams.
WaLTER B. SAVARY.

Bell on
Editor

Forest

Cow

Moose.

and Stream:

I have noticed in recent issues of FoREST AND

STREAM several communications in relation to the
bearing of the bell by the cow moose.
I had supposed that the wearing of that ornament by the cow was not an uncommon occurrence.
I have seen one or more of them on
skins brought out from the woods, and unless
my memory is very much at fault, there was at
one time, and possibly is at present, a female
moose in either the New York Central Park Zoo,
or in the Bronx Park thus ornamented, but I have
a letter before me from the late Frank H. Risteen, of Fredericton, N. B., a man of undoubted

authority in such matters, which seems
the fact beyond a question.

to prove

Mr. Risteen, in referring to something I had
written on our large game animals, says:
“I
really think I know something about moose, caribou and deer, yet the only suggestion I could offer

saw

ly bold

your paper, I have noticed a disthe destructiveness of weasels to
game fowls.
That the weasel is
both there is no question.
Not

the dog salmon have been running, the gulls
It is not unhaunt the streams in great flocks.
usual to see from five to twenty-five of these birds
on one ‘tree, and in a fourth of a mile one may
see 500 gulls perched on the lofty firs. Gulls and
cormorants are often seen on the same tree. _
At Port Townsend, Wash., the gulls sit like
pigeons on the warehouses at the docks, twenty

or more

he raised

horses plowing furrow breaks
dwelling from catching, when

ablaze.

His

wife

had

to
he

prevent
noticed

a lot

of

his
the

much-

prized poultry there, and as hens were very
scarce in the country at that time, he knew that

she would feel badly if she lost them.

But the

fire had done its work quickly, and he was only
able to save two birds, a fine Plymouth rooster

and

hen.

Mrs.

O’B.

for results, when

waited

Mike

anxiously

appeared

and

“Well, Sadie, we’ve got enough

outside

remarked,

left anyway

to

make a fresh start,’ and Sadie was consoled to
have even this much
left.
They both were
young, energetic and hopeful, and took their
losses philosophically.

On coming home to dinner next day, Mike
found his wife in tears. On inquiring the cause,
she

told him

she went

out

her

tale

of woe.

to a coop

After

they had

breakfast

fixed

up, to

feed the fowls.
On entering she was horrified
to see her only hen dead by the doorway, and
at the further end of the coop the rooster, still
living, was struggling to rid himself of a weasel
which held him by the throat.
She picked up a
hay fork
and
struck
at the weasel,
which

promptly let go its hold and attacked her.
soon
been

gave him his quietus,
1oo late to save the

expired almost immediately.
Althought a bloodthirsty

She

however; but it had
poor rooster, as he

little

tyrant,

the

weasel is easily tamed and may become a very
useful as well as affectionate pet.
My father
once took a notion that he would go and clear

off a piece of land which he owned not many
miles from Duluth.
So he had a shanty built
and took the youngest of the boys along with
him.

new
mice.

Shortly

quarters
Traps

after

they

got

the cabin was
could

only

installed

overrun
catch

a

in their

with field
small

per-

centage of the vermin.
But a weasel sauntered
in one day, looked around and concluded to
make himself at home.
bacon rinds, which he

He was
promptly

offered some
stowed away,

and that night proceeded to make it interesting

for the mice.
In a few nights he had the place
cleared.
But he did not leave, although his
game supply was exhausted.
He adapted himself readily to his new environment, and would
scramble on to my father’s knee, climb to his
shoulder, squirm around his neck, and in fact

be all over him in less time than it takes to tell
it. He ate readily from my father’s hand, and

up,

and

there

the weasel,

which

had been asleep on the pillow.
The moosebirds—Canada jay—are notorious-

cent issues of
cussion as to
domestic and
destructive to

also happened to be in the path of flame, and it
too caught fire. Mike had been out with the

In the winter after

a friendly disposition.
out to their work and
until they got back to
where the animal slept
woke up and heard a
by his ear. Surprised,

MIcCHIPICOTEN River, Ont., April 2—Editor
Forest and Stream:
In glancing over some re-

On the
query as to gulls alighting on trees.
shores of Puget Sound, the silver gull (L. argentatus) is very gentle and tame compared with

those of the Atlantic coast.

never showed other than
He used to follow them
amuse himself by hunting
camp. They never knew
until one night my father
purring like a cat’s close

wherever

found,

but I never

saw

them

quite so fearless as they were at my father’s
place. There was a large white birch in front
times.

where

they used to congregate

at meal

My brother would go out with scraps,

hold out the index finger of one hand, when a
bird would immediately alight, while he fed it

with the other
the

whole

There
“T heard

flock

hand.
was

This was

attended

is a Chinese

proverb

repeated

until

to.

that runs

it is not as good as I saw it.”

thus:
But to

wind up on weasels, I thought it might interest
some of your readers if I related an incident
which came under the observation of one of our
miners.

He

told me

that

he had

worked

one

winter in the lumber woods, and they used to
have their lunch carried to them wherever they
happened to be chopping at the time. One day
the crew of thirty men witnessed a battle royal
between a weasel and a red squirrel. It lasted
fully fifteen minutes, and both appeared much
fagged.
The squirrel finally killed the weasel.

I mention this to corroborate an opinion expressed by Burroughs in replying to one of the
new

school of nature writers.

One of those lat-

ter had included red squirrels among the other
victims of the weasel.
Burroughs flouted the
idea, and the above incident would

him out.

seem to bear

A. G.

A Portfolio of Bird Portraits.
Very beautiful in execution and in printing is
the Portfolio of Bird Portraits, recently issued by

McClure, Phillips & Co., of New. York; the pictures by Mr. Bruce Horsfall and text by Mr. W.
E. D. Scott, Curator of the Ornithological Department of Princeton University. The portfolio
includes reproductions of eight of Mr. Horsfall’s
paintings accompanied by about sixteen unfolioed
descriptive pages by Mr. Scott.
It is represented that the illustrations are something more than mere pictures of the species
which they represent.
They are portraits of in-

dividual birds of each species and each represents
the characters of the individual who sat for the
portrait.

Thoughtless

persons believe that all cat-

birds, robins or bluebirds are alike, but this is no
more true than that all men are alike. It is
recognized by naturalists that there is much individuality in animals, indeed the whole theory of
development hinges on this individual variation.
These pictures were painted from living birds
in the collection of Mr. Scott at Princeton University, where Mr. Horsfall worked under Mr.
Scott’s direction, and had the constant benefit of

Mr. Scott’s great knowledge of birds. The reproduction of the paintings has also been supervised by Mr. Scott, and since he has had the
overlooking of the illustrations from their beginning until their final publication, we may suppose that they are as good as the limitation of
lithography permit.
The accounts of the birds are interesting though
brief, yet they touch always on some point which
is of most interest to the reader. Technicalities
of all sorts are absolutely omitted, and there is
hardly a word of Latin in the pages. The habits
of the birds, their ranges and their usefulness to
man are the points especially considered.
The birds here portrayed are the catbird, brown
thrasher, starling, a group of young bobolinks,
woodthrush,
meadowlark,
robin
and_ bluebird.
. Where all the pictures are so good, it is hard to

point out what is best; that will naturally be
largely a matter of individual taste. The bluebird,
the group of young bobolinks and the woodthrush are especially beautiful and faithful repre-

sentations of the birds in life. We

never happen

to have seen a starling so brilliantly biue as the
one here represented, but that may be a special
feature of the mating season.
The pictures, the

text and
are

the mechanical

admirable.

execution

of the work

FOREST
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and

VALLEY,

N. Y.—Jan.'1

friend K. en route

in North

Carolina.

found

for the home

With

us

were

myself

Philadelphia,

and

Cape

Charles,

said, “Der is a flock of dem partridges down

our

corner of dat patch,’ and we found them, both
dogs making fine points.
I succeeded in getting
a picture of Spencer on his second covey.
My desire first was to get a good picture and
second a quail. Laying my gun down I got the
camera out of my pocket, walking up to within
twenty feet of the dog pointing, focused it, made

dogs—

across

Chesa-

Bay to Norfolk, and then via the Atlantic
Line to our destination
in southeastern

North Carolina.

a splash and souse and Spencer had fallen in, then
he had to swim fifteen rods across.
We hunted
a meadow owned by an old colored man who

of the quail

Sport, a fine English setter, and Spencer, a large
English pointer.
It was quite a long trip from
central New York,
through
Pennsylvania
via
peake
Coast

STREAM.

|GANTE BAG .AND GUN

Picture First, Shot Second.
NEWARK

AND

in

Our dogs being unused to such

with. blacks

and

a very

few

whites;

seen.

customs

was

their

supper.

They

and there
apparently
A portion
old tram
frequently

served

us

col-

lard (sow’s belly boiled), hoe cakes and some_ thing they called coffee. As the bill of fare did

We built a fire of pine in the old-fashioned fire-

place in our room, and as we
bed, we obtained a good night’s
fast we had served fresh fried
hoe cakes and biscuit, and we

had a very good
rest. For breakeggs, boiled rice,
made out a com-

fortable meal, after which we started out for the
day’s shooting.
As neither dog had seen quail
we were

curious

as to how they would

first clearing we found was

act.

an old meadow,

The

the

dense weeds making a thick tangle, completely
covering a deep ditch which carried off the water
.from the low lands, and Spencer was much sur-

prised while circling ahead, to drop into a stream
of water clear out of sight.
He soon climbed
out and looked very much disgusted as he shook
himself,
As our dogs are broken to hunt in the
brush, both would make for the cover and hunt

Notes.

15.—Editor

Forest

and

to be seen.

have passed their several stages in both branches
and will without doubt soon receive the Gover-

and

not particularly attract us, the prospects were we
would not be very expensive boarders.
After
supper we offered some of the food to the dogs
and they both refused it with a look of injury on
their honest faces; surely the food was not “fit
for a dog to eat.”

April

The opponents of the bill in the Senate may
exert an influence against it with members of the
lower branch, and another close vote may result
in that body.
The anti-sale bills, mentioned in my last letter,

a country

Our first introduction to native ways

Mass.,

Stream: On Wednesday in the Senate, bill 121,
conferring more power on the Commissioners and
their deputies, sometimes
called the “right-ofsearch” bill, after a sharp debate, passed its third
stage by a vote of 19 to 18. The success of the
bill in the upper branch was in no small degree
due to the good generalship of the chairman of
the
committee,
Senator
H.
A.
Harding,
of
Chatham.
Whether it will pass the house or not

remains

trips were very tired after two days and three
nights on the road.
We landed in the wilderness, sparsely inhabited
very level, quite swampy, and with here
a clearing of a corn or cotton field;
an ideal place for quail and woodcock.
of the pine timber had been cut off,
roads and parts of old sawmills were

Massachusetts
Boston,

SPENCER'S

the exposure, then
my pocket, picked
the dog, who was
flushed the quail,
hunted the singles

were

working

out

SECOND

COVEY.

went back, put the camera in
up the gun and advanced to
frozen fast to the ground, and
getting a right and left.
We
and killed five more.
As we

a thick

clump

of brush

out

came Sport running for dear life with a black
brute of an animal after him.
K. said, “Great
heavens, it is a bear.”
But it was an old black
sow chasing the dog away: from her family of
little pigs. This was a frequent occurrence during our hunt.
We found the black hogs in all
sizes all through the wilderness, and after a short
chase to get the dogs away, they would trot back
to their families again. When Spencer found his
third covey of quail he got down to business.
In every case I tried picture first and shot second, taking plenty of time for the picture, and in
each case getting from one to three quail on the
rise. In the third picture K. killed one with each
barrel and I only one.
Sport was soon very much
at home hunting quail, and as he ranged more
than Spencer, he made a good covey finder.
Both
dogs did excellent work considering that it was
their first experience after this kind of birds.
Occasionally we would work out a swamp for
woodcock,
and here our Northern
dogs were
right at home and we killed a good many. The
birds were very large and plump.
It was excellent sport. but the traveling was hard, for the
underbrush was very thick and a tangle of vines

nor’s signature.
Our friends who wish to order
prairie chicken in Boston hotels should do so
before long or they may not have the opportunity. If the quail bill becomes a law our friends
in the States having a superabundance of that
species can no longer justly charge Massachusetts markets with offering a premium for the
killing of their quail, for the number that would
be sold in the months of November and December would be small in comparison with what have
been sold under our present law between Noy.
1 and May 1.
Reports received from those who have obtained
quail from the State Association are generally
more than satisfactory.
One gentleman in Worcester county writes of the last lot received by
him, that they “came through in very fine condition.” When he put them out after keeping them
confined a few days, they fed well and seemed
“strong and lively,” and they have all been seen,
he says, since,
His coveys all seem to be in fine
order and he expresses the opinion that big results will be seen next season from the work done
this winter.
The coveys are showing no signs, as yet, of
breaking up for mating, and while they continue
to take some food they are consuming less than
they did earlier.
He is still keeping up the sup-

made it very hard walking.
SPENCER'S

FIRST

COVEY

OF

QUAIL.

the edges as they do in the North, not thinking
that our game was in the meadows and clearings.
When Spencer accidenally ran into a covey of
quail and they got up like a swarm of bumblebees, his surprise was great, and the look on his
face plainly said, “What in the world are they?”
After marking them down in a piece of brush,
we followed them, and both dogs got down to
business and found the single birds very nicely.
In the course of the day’s hunt we came to a
river which it was necessary to cross. There was
nothing but a foot bridge—a single board six
inches wide on top of fence posts about five feet
above the water.
The day being quite cold for

North Carolina we did not care to have the dogs
swim, so with K. and Sport ahead, I next, with
“Spencer following, we proceeded single file; soon

Our supper that night consisted of boiled bacon,
collard, hoe cakes, a broiled rabbit which one of
us had killed, North Carolina sweet potatoes and
coffee, and we were hungry enough to eat boiled
owls.
.-The dogs were also ready to eat, and ate

heartily.

SPENCER'S

THIRD

COVEY—‘‘GETTING

TO HIS

JOB,”

ply ot food, so as to keep the birds where

they

were planted as long as possible.
I believe if there were a man in every town
who would carry out a plan like that of the gentleman alluded to, and give as much attention to
the care of the birds, the covers might be kept
well stocked all the time.
He has demonstrated
the possibility of carrying quail through severe
winters.
A more detailed report of the work of

Our first day’s hunt was repeated many times.
We found from five to eight coveys of quail a
day, besides shooting many woodcock and meadowlarks.
The entire change for us of food,
water (which came from the juniper swamps and
was very refreshing) and the different mode of
living began to agree with both K. and myself,
and we
felt much
refreshed
and invigorated
Many new and novel experiences made the trip
interesting.
I obtained many
pictures of the
country and the colored
people and ways
of
travel. But both K. and I agreed that for genuine
sport nothing in the way of bird shooting equaled

cipals a circular in which

hunting partridges in New York State.

effort

J. D.

Jostin.

ON

the Association in sending out quail the past winter and spring will be forthcoming later on.
The newly-elected superintendent of the Boston
schools, in connection with the observance of
what is called “Humanity Day,” sent out to prinlooking

toward

an

of the birds and animals

he declared that “Any
increased

around

us

appreciation

is a legiti-

FOREST

632
mate part of public school work.”
We may well
believe the day is not far distant when, by reason
of increased
knowledge of birds and animals,
there will be increased appreciation of them.
One of the comparatively young fish and game
protective clubs of the State is that in Groveland,
and the work it has done is worthy of record.
President Nelson writes that since its incorporation in 1902 it has caused to be planted in the
brooks of the town 3,000 fingerling trout and
some 35,000 fry. As a shelter spot for pheasants
planted by the State, the club got the owners of
about 500 acres of land to post it. But, he says,
the pheasants worked away toward the coast and
it has become a great breeding place for partridges and quail.
The club has a house on Bald Pate Pond, in
Boxford, which Mr. Nelson thinks is the only
body of water in the vicinity adapted to lake
trout, having a depth ranging from forty to seventy feet.
A new club has recent!y
been
organized
in
Brookfield with seventeen charter members, and
Hon. T. C. Bates has been chosen president. Put
a live club in every important center of pcpulation and more will be accomplished toward furthering fish and game interests than by any other
agency.
Such clubs properly
managed
are
a
terror to evil-doers.
In many communities they
have completely put an end to the vicious practices of ferreting and snaring, and men who are
not fishermen or hunters recognize the benefits
resulting from them.
They become
centers
of
knowledge in reference to fish, bird and animal
life and the influence
they exert
is of great
benefit to the owners and tillers of the land.
H. H. KIMsatt.

The Solitary

Hunter.

Amona big-game hunters and those persons
who collect volumes on outdoor life, there are
few works that are more highly esteemed than
Palliser’s “The Solitary Hunter; or Sporting
Adventures in the Prairie.” This is not strange,
for it is a charming book, simply written, and
dealing
with old times.
The
author,
leaving
England nearly sixty years ago, pushed his way
out to the Far West, up the Missouri, almost
to the head of navigation, at a time when in the
country there were no white men except the fur
traders and their engagees.
Even if no dates
were given, we could fix the time, for the pages
are crowded with evidence of just when it was,
such names as those of old Mr. Kipp, Larpenter, Chardon, Mackenzie and others occur frequently, and carry the mind back to the days
not very long after Catlin.
Then he speaks of
hunting—not the mountain sheep nor the bighorn, but—the grosse-corne, whence, of course,
came
later the word bighorn.
His story is
simply told, straightforward and downright.
He
does not talk largely of his own feelings, but
narrates what he saw and did and experienced.
He was a man with a sense of humor, too, and
so far as we know, the familiar tale, which since
has been related of many times and places, was
original with Palliser.
This is it:
“IT rejoined my hunting companions of the
morning at supper, at the Planters’ House, which
was my hotel.
They were surprised to hear of
my afternoon’s adventure, as they fancied I had
gone
home
long before.
We spent a noisy
evening, toward
the termination
of which
a
most singular bet was made.
Old Mr. Cohen
was universally considered
a great talker,
so
much so that he even admitted it himself; but
this evening a formidable rival appeared against
him in the person of a strange character from
Kentucky, who fairly met him on
his
own
ground, and after supper evinced such unceasing powers of conversation that old Mr. Cohen
was unable to get in a word, and was fain to
claim a hearing.
‘Let me
speak!
Let
me
speak!’
he gasped several times, but with no
avail, till at last the fool’s argument was resorted to, and a bet made which should talk
the longest.
An umpire was chosen to determine which of the two loquacious combatants
should be the winner; but, as might naturally
be supposed, none of us had the patience to sit

out the contest,
a

plentiful

AND

STREAM.
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water.
Next morning, at a quarter past 5, victory was declared for Missouri, the umpire returning at that hour and finding the Kentucky
man asleep in his arm chair, and old Mr. Cohen
sitting up close beside him whispering in his
Cakes

It was in 1847 that Palliser crossed from
England to Boston in the ship Cambria, and as
fellow passenger he had Gen. Tom Thumb—
once a famous person in the world, but unknown to the present generation.
From New
York by the way of Baltimore and Wheeling,
he reached the headwaters of the Ohio River
and proceeded to New Orleans.
From there
he worked his way up the Mississippi, hunting
birds and deer, and at last found his way to
Independence, where he joined Mr. Kipp and a
party, who were
starting overland
for Fort
Union at the mouth of the Yellowstone.
The
green Englishman had much to see during the
{ong trip, and had his fill of hunting.
He wintered at Fort. Union, and as his horses had become very much run down from the long ride,
much of his hunting during the winter was done
on

foot.

{ft was:during this winter that old Bill Williams, celebrated in Ruxton’s
books
of the
West, and more recently mentioned in Mr. W.
T. Hamilton’s “My Sixty Years on the Plains,”
turned up at Fort Union, to the great astonishment of every one.
Williams had been one of
a party surprised by the Blackfeet a long time
before, and everybody
supposed
that he had
been killed; but instead, he had escaped, being
the only survivor of the party.
Not only was there much hunting, but occasionally Palliser
found
himself
in situations
where he was expected to take part in Indian
fighting.
It was on one such occasion that the
Sioux, angered perhaps because the white men
would not help them against the Assinaboines,
shot a lot of the cattle belonging to the fort,
and among them a bull which Palliser has immortalized.
This animal, after having been shot
with arrows, walked across the river, bleeding

as he came,

and up to the foot of the flagstaff

of the fort and there sank down and expired.
“The loss of this handsome, noble animal was
universally regretted by the fort, for, besides
his great value as their only means of continuing
the breed of domestic cattle in that remote region,
he proved most useful in drawing many a heavy
load of meat, and much of the wood for the
fuel in the fort.
As a tribute to his memory, I
must here record a single combat of his with a
sison, which, according to the description of his
keeper, “Black Joseph,’ must have been truly
Homeric.
“About three months previous to my arrival
at Fort Union, and in the height of the buffalo

breeding season, when their bulls are sometimes
very fierce, Joe was taking the Fort Union
bull, with a cart, into a point on the river above

the fort, in order to draw home a load of wood,
which had been previously cut and piled ready
for transportation the day before, when a very
large old bison bull stood right in the cart

track, pawing

of

brandy,

sugar

and

iced

the earth

and

roaring,

ready

beast, springing from side to side, whirling round
as the buffalo attempted to take him in flank,
alternately
upsetting
and
righting
the cart
again, which he banged from side to side, and
whirled about as if it had been a band-box.
Joe, safe out of harm’s way, looked down from
the tree at his champion’s proceedings, at first
deploring the apparent disadvantage he labored
under from being harnessed to a cart; but when
the fight had lasted long and furious, and it
was evident that both combatants had determined that one or other of them must fall, his
eyes were opened to the value of the protection afforded by the harness, and especially by

the thick, strong shafts of the cart against the
short horns of the bison, who, although
he

bore him over and over again down on his
haunches, could not wound him severely.
On
the other hand, the long, sharp horns of the
brave Fort Union bull began to tell on the furrowed sides of his antagonist, until the final

charge brought

the bison

with a furious bound

dead under our hero’s feet, whose
drawn horn was deep driven into
sary’s heart.
With a cheer that made
ring again, down clambered Joe, and
umphantly caressing, also carefully
his
chivalrous
companion,
who,
bruised, blown
and covered with
escaped injury.

long, fine
his adverthe woods
while triexamined
although
foam, had

“Tt required all Joe’s nigger eloquence to persuade the bull to leave the slain antagonist, over
whom he long stood, watching, evidently expecting him to get up again to renew the com-

bat, Joe all the while coaxing him forward with
‘Him dear good bull, htm go home now, and do
no more work
Joe, in common

to-day,
which prospect Black
with all his sable brethren, con-

sidered as the acme of sublunary felicity.”
Wolf

much

so we went off to bed, leaving

supply

up

to dispute the passage with him.
On a nearer
approach, instead of flying at the sight of the
man that acompanied the cart, the bison made
a headlong charge.
Joe had barely time to remove his bull’s head stall and escape up a tree,
being utterly unable to assist his four-footed
friend, whom
he left to his own _ resources.
Bison and bull, now in mortal combat, met
midway
with a shock
that made
the earth
tremble.
Our previously docile, gentle animal
suddenly became
transformed
into a furious

ISHMAH.

shooting

amusement,

near

Fort Union

gave

Palliser

and practiced in the dead of
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winter, he got many a fine skin; and the wolves
and their ways greatly interested him.
He purchased from an Indian woman a cross-bred dog,
which was half wolf, “white like his sire, and
furnished both with the hair of the dog and a
fine undergrowth of fur, which he had in common with the wolf. The skin of his nose was also,
like that of his sire, quite white.’
When he

first obtained this dog it was very much afraid

of him, and could not be approached.
But after
a time it made friends
with
its owner,
and
afterward accompanied him on many of his journeys, dragging the travois which carried Palliser’s scanty supplies.
Not very long after he

had procured

started

all)
Z

SAN

A

GRIZZLY

BEAR.

my
rate
of traveling,
so
object.
My prospects were

as to effect
dismal enough,

this
nor

did I feel cheered as the cold north breeze froze
the perspiration which had
head and face, and formed

run down my foreicicles in my beard

and

whiskers, that jingled like bells as I shook

my
ject
my
sole
for

head in dismissing from my mind one proafter another.
At last, resigning myself to
fate, I took out my pipe, determined to conmyself with a smoke, when, alas, on feeling
tobacco, I found that was gone too.
This

was

the climax of my misfortune.

the north
the plow

I looked to

star and calculated by the position
that it must have
been
about

of
10

up the

o’clock, the time at which in England we have

our knees under the mahogany, surrounded by
friends, discussing a bottle of the best and
awaiting the summons
to tea in the drawing
room.
I tried to see a faint similarity to the
steam of the tea-urn in the smoke from the
snow-covered wood on my dreamy fire, and endeavored to trace the forms of sweet, familiar

relationship

Palliser

|

river alone over the ice to reach Fort Mackenzie.
On this journey he had an alarm which
he described as follows:

“Ishmah’s

Ishmah,
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Lupus

family

was often productive of much inconvenience to
me, as he used to run off and engage in play
with the young
wolves,
chasing
and_
being
chased by them in turn. At first I was amused
at this indication of his wild origin, but became
subsequently much annoyed, and on one occasion seriously alarmed at the result of these
gambols.
One day, after a long march, I was
looking out for a convenient camping place,
when a she wolf crossed the ice at some distance from where I was standing.
In spite of

faces

in the

embers,

til! I almost

heard

the

rustling of fresh crepe dresses round me, when,
hark! I did hear a rustle—it approaches nearer,
nearer, and I recognize the scraping of Ishmah’s

travail on the snow; another moment and the
panting rascal was at my side.
I never felt so
relieved, and laughed out loud for sheer joy as
I noticed the consciousness he showed by his
various cringing movements of having behaved
very badly.
I was too well pleased, however,
at his appearance to beat him, particularly when
I found nothing of his harness and load either
missing or injured in the slightest degree. Even
the portion of meat that I had secured from
the last deer shot was untouched; so that I had
nothing to do but unpack the travail, make my
bed and cook our supper.”
‘
The next spring, after the ice had gone out,
Palliser led a hunting
party
up the Yellowstone River, for food was very scarce at Fort
Union.
Elk and deer were abundant, and it was
here that Palliser first saw the grosse-corne, or
bighorn, which he describes at length.
It was
not long before he secured a good ram, and as
game was very plenty they accumulated much
meat, skins and furs.
Besides the buffalo, bighorn, elk, deer and antelope, on which they
feasted, the men caught plenty of catfish from
the river.
While on this trip they met one
party of Indians and avoided another.
Palliser gives an interesting account of an experience with a buffalo calf, new-born, which
he and others followed on foot for five or six
miles before catching up with it at all:
‘By and by the little calf began to show symptons of failing, and the cow, allowing her instinct of self-preservation
to
overcome
her
maternal attachment, made the best of her way
off,
and
crossing some
inequalities
in the
ground, was lost to the sight of her offspring.
The
little
fellow
then
stopped,
whereupon
Dauphin, who possessed a wonderful faculty for
imitating the calls of animals, immediately began to grunt like a buffalo cow, and to our
great amusement the little beast turned about,
cocked up his tail and came galloping back to
us.
We then turned about, and to our great
delight it frisked about us all the way into the
camp.”
By this time Palliser had been a long time in
the country and had killed pretty much all the
game found there except the grizzly bear.
Of
these he had seen none, and he was particularly
anxious to kill one.
Jt was some little time
before he did so, but at length his day came,
for he found the tracks of a bear leading from a
buffalo carcass near a water course, called it to
him by imitating the grunt of a buffalo calf and
then killed it with
a single ball, shooting
it
through the neck.

Later

this

same

HEROIC

OLD

Palliser

killed more

means—calling

all my exertions and threats, Ishmah immediately gave chase, and they continued their gambols, until I attempted to approach them, when
of course the wolf made off at full speed, followed by my dog, with his travail behind him,
loaded with everything I then possessed in the
world.
I followed, shouting after him in vain,
until he entirely disappeared from my view,
after which I continued running on the tracks
till darkness obliged me to abandon the pursuit,
and I found myself a long way from timber,
out on the broad prairie, alone on a vast barren
iz of snow stretching around me on every

side.

“My sensations were anything but enviable
on reflecting that I was about too miles from
any known habitation, and nearly one hundred

and fifty from my destination, destitute of robe
and blankets, with but very little powder
in
my horn, and only two bullets in my pouch.
In
short, I was in a pretty miserable sort of a fix,

and had nothing for it but to make tracks again
with all speed for the timber.
Fortunately I
found my way back to the river without much
difficulty.
It was a beautiful moonlight night,
which enabled me to collect some fallen wood,
and having lighted a fire, I seated myself be-

side it, and began to consider

of my

ever

the probabilities

reaching a trading post alive, in the

event of Ishmah’s not returning,
should economize my ammunition

and how I
and increase

PITCHED

BATTLE

BETWEEN

AN

BULL

AND

A

BISON,

than

them

up

one

to

bear

by

him

by
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grunting like a calf.
Boucharville, one of his
men, told him of seeing a bear spring upon and
kill a full-grown buffalo bull.
After Palliser had killed his fifth bear, he set
out on his return down the Missouri River.
At
the fort, below the mouth of the Little Missouri, he witnessed a battle between the Sioux
and the Manitarees, in which each party lost a
man, and a little later took the steamboat for
St. Louis, carrying with him his skins and furs
and the living animals that he had collected on
his trip.
Later, he went down the river to New Orleans, and after securing passage for his bear,
bisons, wolf dog and other animals for England,
he himself visited Panama and returned thence
to England.

The
“I

KNOWED

grizzly,’

said

Prospector’s
a

tenderfoot

Chloride

Story.

once

Sam

that

as he

roped

kicked

a

to-

gether the two chunks of the ironwood campfire and piled on some
dead sage roots to
lighten up the darkness a bit. “He aint on the
range now, he is back in his uncle’s beef packin
shop learnin’ that end of the business.
He come
out here on the range to learn this end, but it
didn’t take him long to git all the schoolin’ he
needed.
He wasn’t a bad sort though, he had
the nerve to tackle anything, but he didn’t have
the constitution to make good—always.
He is
brandin’ boxes of canned steer now, which is
some easier and a whole heap safer than tryin’
to put your brand on the live article.
ron
“T wasn’t workin’ them days, I was only ridin’

herd

down

on

the ‘Circle

T’ before

I went

to

prospectin’.
He was a picture
when
he first
struck the range, doeskin ridin’ breeches, boots,
cork helmet and all. We all used to like to have
him dress up in ’em and then gaze athim. He
had queer ideas about the ‘centaurs of the plains’,
and when he saw ’em dressed in old greasy overalls, flannel shirts, leather chaps and old flop-

rimmed

felt hats that

they

slept

in,

his

ideas

underwent a change and ’twasn’t long till the
veneer of civilization wore off and he was as disreputable lookin’ as any of us.
He learned to
handle a rope tolerable well, but there was some
things that it seemed he just couldn’t learn,
He
could never draw his gun and shoot with anything like precision, as he called it, when his
horse was on a run.
Red Pat said it was not
precision even, that it wasn’t nuthin’ at all.
It
got so that when he went out to practice shootin’
on the run that we got to puttin’ a range of hills
between him and us.
Then he couldn’t ride a
hoss without gallin’, havin’ to pull his clothes
loose from his person when he got off and rubbin’ himself with some of this witch hazel stuff.
He liked a joke and could laugh when it was on
him, so altogether he was not a bad sort.
He
would hold up his end too, when he could; he
couldn’t cook but was always willin’ to fetch
wood and water and help put away the dishes.
“He had an ambition to kill a grizzly, wanted
the head as a trophy, he called it, for the walls of
his den, whatever that was, and the pelt for a rug.
We tried to talk him out of it and show him that
it was a case wherein ambition might prove a

dangerous thing, but no, siree, he was going to
git a grizzly or—‘Git got,’ said Red Pat, who had
been actin’ as a sort of dry nurse to him.
We
told him lies about grzzlies that skeered ourselves but never feazed him; things that nobody
had ever heerd of a grizzly doin’, and ’tain’t
likely they ever thought of doin’, but then they
ain't nothin’ certain about that, for you can never
tell what a grizzly is goin’ to do next.
“He had a little old pinto hoss that was as
steady as the sun, didn’t need no bridle; you
could guide him with your knees, and in cuttin’
out cattle all you had to do was to pint out the
critter; if he ever knowed how to buck he’d forgotten it, and he’d stay put without hitchin’ or
hobblin’.
He knowed when your rope settled
just as well as you did and would brace himself.
He always rode this hoss, and as long as he was

in sight we knowed he was all right.

“But that grizzly idea sure had him strong and
the trouble he got into soon was all along of
Limpy Jim tellin’ about the time he roped a sil-
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vertip and the fun he had with him.
The old
man’s son knowed he could throw a rope; he
used to ride at a post in the corral until he could
ring it nearly every time, and then we let him
try it on some of the ranch house cattle, but we
always interfered when he got to swingin’ his
rope at a cavortin’ long-horned range steer.
“Feed was a gittin’ short out on the plains, so
we drove a big bunch of cattle up toward the
mountains,
The cld man’s son went with us, and
as the country was mighty uninterestin’, he rode
the most of the way in the cook wagon, his pinto
followin’ like a dog.
We struck a purty fair
range up among the foothills, and in the gulches
leadin’ to the mountains there was a right smart
growth of live oak for shade, with a creek in one
of the gulches that give plenty of water.
One
of the boys who went a projickin’ up the gulch to
see if he could git a deer, come back and said he
had seen the tracks of a big grizzly in the wet

sand about two miles up.

At that the old man’s

son pricked up his ears, set up on his haunches
and asked all manner of questions. Windy—’twas

Windy Curtis who seen the tracks—tried to skeer

him off by tellin’ him the tracks was over two
foot long and the bear that made ’em must have
weighed over a ton; but the son persisted and
finally Windy, plum disgusted, told that if he
wanted that bear right bad to take a man with
him. There is where Windy made a mistake. He

should have told the son that it was a little bear
and

mangy,

for he had

seen

where

he scratched

the hair and hide off on a live oak.

Course

wasn’t,

he

for

Windy

knowed

bears,

but

think until the son was plum worked up.

it

didn’t

“The next morning the son got one of the boys
to cinch the saddle on the pinto, coiled his rope

around

the horn, buckled on a six-shooter and a

big hunting knife and started out.
He told me
afterward that his idea was to rope the bear,
throw him as we throw a steer, and then run up

and stick the sticker behind the left foreleg. Lots
of fool things been writ’ about grizzly bears.
To
git in behind that left foreleg you got to projick
around behind a big flat elbow j’int, less’n he
holds up that paw for you to stick him. The son
thought he would be a hero if he could show the

knife slit in the pelt and nary a bullet wound.
“Well, he started ‘long in the middle of the
forenoon spite of all we could say.
The night
riders had turned in and the rest of us had all
we could do movin’ the bunch a couple of miles
or so over to another valley.
We had confidence
in the pinto, though; we knowed if he sensed a
grizzly anywhere in his locality he would come
head and tail up, bringin’ the son into camp.
Long in the middle of the afternoon he hadn’t
showed up and I got kinder uneasy and ’lowed

I’d scout around a bit.

I cut across the hills on

my bronco and ’twas well I did.
“Up near the mountains in a grove

of scrubby

live oak I came up with a situation that would
have been funny if it hadn’t been so blamed
serious.
I heard the situation before I got to it,
the son was voicin’ the alarm, somethin’ between
a shriek and a howl, and I had to git nearer fore

I could tell the voice was human.
This was the
situation I busted in on that mild and balmy
afternoon,

“The son had roped a grizzly, but by the timeI
got there the grizzly had roped the son.

big bear was

A great

half reclinin’ on the ground at the

end of a forty-foot rope, at the other end was the
pinto braced for life and a pullin’ and a snortin’
till his eyes bulged out of his head.
On the pinto

sat the son givin’ voice to his fright.

Put a 1,800-

pound bear on one end of a rope and a 600-pound
hoss on the other and it don’t take much figgerin’ to tell which gives, providin’ the rope holds.
The bear would lay back on the rope and throw
his paws over it and the hoss would move near
him a length, then the bear would let go to git

a fresh hold,
like a rubber
slack; all the
_ horn, holdld on
for a minit

and the little
ball on the
son could do
by his knees
or

two

and,

hoss would go back
bound, takin’ up the
was choke the saddle
and( yell. I watched

dern

me,

if that

bear

didn’t git wise and grab the slack in his teeth;
then the hoss went forward two lengths and I
saw ‘twouldn’t be long until the three come together.
The horse was about worn out, an’ I

saw he couldn’t last much

longer;

I had to git

in action at onct;
was so I yelled:

I couldn’t

shoot

from

where

I

“Cut your rope, you fool.’
He did and the
little hoss went backward with a lunge. I opened
with my repeater and the son picked himself up
just

as

tracks

I put

were

camp.

in the

about

Some

finishin’ shot.

thirty

of the

feet

boys

His

apart

ketched

pinto’s

goin’
him

up

into
and

took his back track, comin’ up just as I finished
strippin’ the pelt off the grizzly.
1 reckon the
son has got the head and pelt in his den now; I
wonder what kind of a story he tells about killin’

it?
“Well,

morrow

we'll

Boone
On

be hittin’

the trail before

sun

to-—

so you all had better go to bed.”
E. E. Bow es.

and

Saturday,

Crockett

Club

Dinner.

April 7, there was

held at the

New Willard Hotel, Washington, D, C., a dinner
of the Boone and Crockett Club.
There were
present about twenty-five members.
The guests

of the evening were Hon. James W. Wadsworth,
chairman of the House Committee on Agriculture,
and E. Harold
were:
Gen. H.

Baynes.
The
T. Allen, W.

members present
T. Boardman, R.

P. Carroll, Arnold Hague, Henry May, Col. W.
D. Pickett, Gifford Pinchot, Theodore Roosevelt,
Alden Sampson, W. Cary Sanger, M. G. Seckendorff, Charles Sheldon, L. S. Thompson, Maj. W.
A. Wadsworth, Owen Wister, Col. D. L. Brai-

nerd, Hon, J. F. Lacey, Hon. H. €. Lodge, Dr.
C. Hart Merriam, Hon. George Shiras, Charles
D. Walcott.

Mr. Baynes read a paper on the buffalo illustrated by lantern slides in which he described
some
some

of his adventures
buffalo at Corbin

in breaking and training
Park, N. H., and ended

with a plea for Government aid in protecting the
few remaining buffalo in the country.
He

was

followed

by Dr.

Merriam,

Mr.

Lacey,

Mr. Shiras, Mr. Pinchot and others, the general
opinion being that it would be better to keep up
a number of small herds in different places than
to attempt to have one large herd, which might
be entirely destroyed by accident or disease.
Mr. Roosevelt, being called on, made a vigorous speech that was enthusiastically received. His

theme was that the difference between the civilized man and the primitive man is that the civilized man leaves behind him a record of things
done;

and

with

this statement

as a text he pro-

ceeded to urge an eminent naturalist present to
publish the results of his investigations into the
ae histories of various North American mammals.
The dinner was a most excellent one and the
occasion greatly enjoyed.
During the meal a
flash photograph was taken, which

pitied: mounted
close.

Triumph

and

passed

was developed,

around

of Iowa Audubon

before

its

Societies.

Tue Audubon Societies have scored another
triumph by succeeding in having passed by the
State of Iowa their bill for the protection
of
birds. This is essentially like the bill as passed
in other States, but its first section declares specifically that “all birds, both resident and migratory, in this State shall be and are hereby de-

clared

to be the property

of the

State.”

The

keeping of wild non-game birds in cages as domestic pets, such birds not to be sold or exchanged, or offered
for sale or exchange
or
transported out of the State, is permitted, as is

also the selling or shipping of exotic caged birds.
It is hoped that this
Houses unanimously,

law,
will

which
greatly

wearing of feathers as ornaments,

Narrows

Island Club

passed both
reduce
the

Meeting.

THE annual meeting of the Narrows Island
Club was held on Monday, April 9, at the Hoffman House, New York city, at 8:30 P. M. The
President,

Mr.

J. Burling

Lawrence,

addressed

the club, giving a review of the past year. The
following officers were elected to serve during the
ensuing year: President, John Burling Lawrence;
Vice-President, R. H. Robertson; Secretary and
Treasurer,

William

H. Wheelock.

*
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SEA ANID RINVTER FISHING
Kingfishing

at Aransas

Pass.

Kansas City, Mo., April 7.—Editor Forest and
Stream:
In compliance with my promise of a
short time ago, I write you to-day concerning
a new fishing ground discovered last summer.
Some seven or eight years ago I caught at
Tarpon, Tex., a kingfish weighing fifteen or
twenty pounds, and from time to time I have
heard of occasional small catches of that fish
being made there, but never to exceed three or
four in a day, and not many times that number
by the combined fishing fleet in an entire season.
In consequence, I have often wondered whether
the kingfish caught at Aransas Pass were stragglers, or whether there is some place in that

neighborhood

where

they are

plentiful

at any

season of the year.
As I had fished the inland
waters pretty thoroughly, and had often gone
for tarpon nearly to the outer buoy, which is
about a mile beyond the end of the jetty, I had

concluded

that

the

were wanderers;
mistaken.

About

few

but

the end

kingfish

in this

caught

I find that

of last June

my

eldest

there

I was

son,

Everett, and I went to our old haunt at Tarpon
for a short outing, my mental excuse therefor
being some professional work on one of the
Texas railroads that took me as far as San
Antonio.
We arrived some two weeks after the cessa-

tion of the phenomenal

tarpon fishing reported

in your columns, the climax of which occurred
when my old fishing companion,
Mr. L.
Murphy, of Converse, Ind., landed twenty-four
tarpon in one day, quitting at 4 o’clock satisfied
with having broken the world’s record.
It was
perhaps well that he stopped fishing when he
did, as the strain came near breaking the old
gentleman simultaneously with the said record,
for I heard that he was hors de combat for some
Such a record speaks well,
time afterward.
though, for the vigor of a veteran of the Ameri-

can Civil War.

Some

of your readers may re-

member a letter of mine published in your columns some three of four years ago, describing

how this same

Mr.

Murphy

handled

a six-foot

two inch tarpon that jumped six times to a
height of fully twelve feet, or twice its length,
For nearly two weeks previous to our arrival
the water in the Pass had been very muddy, and
the Gulf had been too rough for skiffs or even
for launches, consequently there had been no

tarpon

caught

during

that

time.

These

con-

ditions continued
for several days aiter our
arrival, and then improved
slightly, but the
sport was not good enough to suit me, although
one forenoon I landed four. Telegraphic advice
from Galveston showed that the fishing there

was

no

better;

otherwise

I would

have

tried

that place.
There was nothing for us to do
except either go home or wait for better.conditions, and
fortunately we waited; for one
afternoon two young fellows, whose names I
have forgotten, ventured out on to the Gulf in
a naphtha launch to try trolling for Spanish
mackerel with a squid.
They brought in ten
mackerel and eleven kingfish, reporting that
they had caught them out at sea beyond the

outer buoy.
You

may

rest

assured

that

early

the

next

morning my son and I were outside on that
fishing ground, with tackle rigged for kingfish.
The sea was comparatively calm, but to the
southward were some ominously dark clouds,
threatening
both
wind
and
rain.
We
both

trolled all the way out, but did not get a strike

till after we had passed the buoy, when we
found the kingfish, but unfortunately there were
so many small sharks with them that the sport
was half spoiled.
We managed to land three
or four kingfish each, using mullet for bait, be-

sides a number of the small sharks and one fair-

sized leaping shark.
Although I am fond of
catching the latter fish, I was disgusted that
morning when I hung one, for it seemed that I
would never be able to bring it to gaff and rid
my hook of it, so as to get after the kingfish
again.
Meanwhile the fishing fleet had joined us, and
a few kingfish were hooked; but the weather
conditions
were
becoming more
and
more
ominous, and presently there appeared to the
southward a fully developed waterspout with
two or three other incomplete ones near it.
I signalled my boy to head for the jetty, as I

noticed

that

the

fleet

was

scurrying

in that

direction; but remained behind myself
conclusions
with a big kingfish that

hung.

to try
I had

Up to that time for over a week we had

taken raincoats with us in the boats whenever
we went on the water, in spite of the facts that
the sky had been practically cloudless and that
there had not been even a suspicion of rain;
but that morning, unfortunately, we had left
them
behind.
The
result was
a thorough
drenching, which, by the way, did us no harm,
nor did it even cause much discomfort, because
the shower did not last long and the sun soon
shone again and dried our clothes.
The fishing,
though, was spoiled for that day, because the
south wind that came up was too strong
to
permit of one’s venturing beyond the shelter
of the jetty.
What became of the waterspouts I do not
know, for when the squall reached us it was
impossible to see for any distance through the

rain, and

when

the latter was

over,

they had

disappeared.
Next day we went out again in the early
morning, and had better luck, our two boats
bringing in twenty-nine kingfish, the largest of
which weighed 22% pounds, and measured exactly 4 feet in length.
The sharks bothered us
again, for we had to troll slowly in the skiffs.
There were several launches out that day, each
containing two sportsmen.
‘They trolled at the
rate of six or seven miles per hour, thus escaping all trouble from sharks, which are too slow
in their movements to take a bait at that speed.
They all had good luck with the kingfish, although none of them did as well as we.
The sport from the launch, however, is much
more exciting than that from a skiff, because of
the greater speed obtained and the necessity for
a sudden stopping of the motion of the craft.
As soon as one of the fishermen gets a strike
he yells with the full strength
of his lungs,
“Stop her,’ which the engineer does instantly,

the other fisherman taking in his line to get
out of the way. The runs made by the kingfish
are swift and long, and they will often take out
200 feet or more of line, in spite of the drag
(and we occasionally put on all three of them
simultaneously).
Several long runs and a few
short ones are generally made before one brings
the fish to gaff; and if the patent drag be not
taken off before the fish comes near the boat,
the rod is likely to be splintered by the fish’s
sounding.

The leaps of the kingfish for the bait trolled

at

high

speed

marvelous.

Without

fully fifty feet long and twenty

feet high;

exaggeration,
jumps

and once

are

really

I have

seen them

I saw two of them

make

make

rainbow

such jumps

at the same instant and exactly abreast.
It was
a magnificent sight.
Although the fish when thus leaping, seldom
if ever misses the bait; it is by no means always
hooked, for in some unknown manner the squid
is seized crossways, and often the hook itself

is not taken into the fish’s mouth.
I would have given a good, round

sum

to be

able to secure a snapshot of that double rainbow-jump by means of the gun camera that Dr.
Howe
manufactured
according to my design

and specification, and with which he has secured
such good views of the leaping tarpon.
It is curious that, notwithstanding its great
leaping ability, the kingfish never
leaves
the
water after it is hooked, the greater part of its
fight for life being made close to the surface,
although when hauled near to the boat, it is

liable to sound.
Our string of kingfish contained
it does not represent our catch
The fish ran generally from 10
weight, averaging about 15, but
was taken exceeding 20 pounds.

last season’s

twenty-nine, but
of that number.
to 20 pounds in
occasionally one
The largest of

catch that I know

of was a fish

of mine that weighed 27 pounds.
I have no
doubt that there are much larger ones in the
Gulf near Aransas Pass, and I may have the
luck to take some of them this season.
It is impossible at present to say when the
kingfishing at Tarpon begins and ends; but I
think we shall find out this year, as the manager of the Tarpon Inn reports that a fleet of
launches will be put on this season.
They will
be rented at the rates of $4 to $6 per day, according to size.
This makes kingfishing no
more expensive than tarpon fishing.
As the kingfish makes nearly as good eating
as the Spanish mackerel, one’s catch is of some
value.
I disposed of mine by making shipments
on ice to friends in Texas, and by supplying the
inn and the inhabitants of Tarpon, none of our
catch being wasted.
My boy and I went out only four times for
kingfish; twice in skiffs and twice in a launch,
remaining only half a day each time; and our
total catch was seventy-one.
It generally blows harder in the afternoon at
Tarpon than in the forenoon, and as navigating
a small launch on the open Gulf when there is a
high sea with a stiff breeze is rather perilous
work, kingfishing there is likely to be limited
to half a day at a time, especially for novices
who are subject to the mal de mer.
Although I have heard from Tarpon twice
this week, nothing was said by either of my
correspondents about the kingfish being in, but
one of them stated that only eighteen tarpon
had been caught up to the 4th inst.
Possibly a month or two later I shall have
something
more
to tell your
readers
about
kingfishing at Aransas Pass.
J. A. L. WaAobDELL.

The

Pricked

Trout.

West Hartrorp, Conn., April 14.—Editor ForInstances of a trout, once thorest and Stream:
oughly pricked, again taking the hook on the next
cast, are perhaps so few as to deserve a passing

notice.

;

While bait-fishing in a small stream last Friday
I struck and hooked a fish, the force of the strike
breaking the gut close to the hook.
Rigging a
new hook with bait I cast again into the same
A trout immediately struck again and I
pool.
landed an eleven-inch half-pound fish with the
last hook firmly fastened in his lower jaw.
At
least a dozen worms were in the fish’s mouth and
fish.
the
dressing
as many more were found on
He was apparently taking everything in the worm
FRANK BUCKLAND.
line that came down stream.

Massachusetts

Trout

Streams.

Boston, Mass., April 14.—Editor Forest and
Stream:
Several of our trout fishermen have reported the taking of a few fish since the first, of
the month, among ‘them William Massey Smith,
of Winchester, and Luther Little, of Boston, the
latter taking seventeen one day on the Tihonet
Club’s waters.
James H. Young, of the State
Association, left Boston for the Cape on Friday.
H. H. KIMmpa ct.

FOREST:
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Letter from

STREAM:

cepted in good faith by the trout.

a Recluse.

There
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are few

things more delightful than to hit off something
that appears to meet exactly the wishes of the

Trout.

ONLy

AND:

two days until the opening of the trout

fish, either from the stock in our book or better
yet, by tying a few feathers upon a hook and

taking therewith

a good basket

of trout.

Very

season in Sullivan county and the outlook for
anglers is much more cheerful than seemed probable at the beginning of the present week.
Monday was a horrible day, snow, sleet and rain in
alternation.
On Tuesday the ground was covered

moderate sport satisfies us in these days of hardfished waters and shy trout, and we care much
more for size than for numbers or gross weight

with snow, the air was cold and raw and the
roads in frightfully bad condition.
The next

fish down to have any sport.

morning brought change.
The snow disappeared
very rapidly as if by magic, meadowlarks appeared in the fields, and their sweet notes were
heard all day long, kingfishers were chattering

and dashing about in the vicinity of the shallows
and

rows

by-streams,

were

robins,

active

and

bluebirds

and

the voice

song

in the basket.
usually

high

In fishing big streams, which are
early
we

in the
may

season

cast

we

must

often

The fish are often

slow

to rise,

many

same

water and then take a trout.

times

over

Sometimes

the

it

seems necessary almost to hang the fly over the
fish in order that they may be induced to accept
it. Again, skimming the drop-fly will take every

offering one brief extract

from

a charming

de-

scription that I find in one of my most cherished

books, ‘Salmonia, or Days of Fly-Fishing,’ printed
in London in 1828.
The author’s name is not
given, he subscribing himself simply as ‘An
Angler.’ ”
Now I had, before those lines were penned,
been informed that the author of the book was

probably Sir Humphrey Davy, but living as I do
hundreds of miles from any important library in’
which I could positively verify this fact, I thought
it best to print the title as I found it, and I stated

simply “the author’s name is not given,” but in
your issue of April 7 Mr. D. P. Waters, in commenting on what I wrote, says:
“I was rather surprised at Mr. Samuels saying, when quoting from it [‘Salmonia’] ‘author

spar-

of spring

was

heard in the land.
The streams are big, too big, probably, but the
water is fairly clear, and a man could fish, without great success possibly, but to be on the water
and casting the fly once more is happiness enough
for many anglers.
It is to be hoped that by Monday the volume of water will have decreased and

that the air will be soft and genial for mid-April.
The suddenness with which the birds appear is
wonderful, the weather prophets must send the
riews per Marconigraph, a day or two in advance.
Bless their little hearts! we were never more
pleased to welcome
them—the
birds,
not
the
THE CERO.
prophets.
Sometimes they are wrongly advised
and make
sad mistakes.
Just before
the intensely cold weather early in March a few blue- °
birds and robins were seen.
With deep snow and
low temperatures, zero weather, thereafter, they
must have perished miserably unless they had
strength for a return flight southward.
What flies shall we put up for our first cast of
the season?
We have a lengthy list to choose
from, but are safest among a few of the old favorites, standards, tried and true. One of the best
native fishermen in this county prefers a rather
~~
large pattern of the professor, Beaverkill, Abbey,
THE
KINGFISH.
fiery-brown, cow-dung or a dun colored fly. In
May he likes the Cahill and golden-dun.
As for
myself, I usually stick to the duns for tail-flies,
)
unknown,’ ”’ in a way that indicated he was quotfish, the tail-fly doing nothing, or, not so often,
with a spinner or two for droppers.
A march
ing
from
my
communication.
I hardly think I
the
flies
must
be
well
sunk
to
get
results.
brown may be useful, as a large brown ephemera
should trespass on your patience in asking for a
This (Friday) is a perfect day, cool, bright and
hatches out on these rivers all through the spring
correction, but as his letter puts me in a false
sunny.
If Monday is like to-day everyone will
months.
I have seen little evidence of insect life
light I hardly want to let it pass unnoticed.
be happy.
THEODORE GORDON.
‘as yet.
May is the month par excelience when
Possibly Mr. Waters thinks he draws a natural
we may expect large hatches of the natural flies,
inference, that as I stated the ‘“‘author’s name is
and June is also good.
I fear that the ephemera
The hopes raised by the fine weather on Friday
not given” it was to me “unknown,” and unare not as numerous as they formerly were upon
and part of Saturday last were not realized on
doubtedly it would have been better for me to
these streams.
I never saw so few on the water
the 16th, the opening day of the trout season. A
have said that the authorship of the book had
in September and October as last year.
Years
deluge of warm rain Saturday night and Sunday
been attributed to Sir Humphrey Davy and othago, we always saw a good many rising fish durmorning brought away the accumulated snow in
ers, but it is a habit with me to print only those
ing the months mentioned, and if the water was
the mountains and the rivers came down in flood.
things that I feel certain of, and as I before
low we often had an opportunity to view a few
The water was badly discolored.
This caused
stated, my opportunities as a bibliographer, both
of the monarchs of the river.
Sometimes they
great disappointment to the anglers
who
had
in consequence
of environment, the infirmities
would be in quite shallow water near the lower
gathered on the Beaverkill, and several days will
ends of the pools, and appeared to lose a good
deal of their usual shyness as the spawning season approached,
I remember one heavy old chap
of four pounds or better, who behaved with the
greatest nonchalance despite our attempts to disturb his serenity.
If we threw a pebble so that
it would drop in the water near him he would
flourish his big tail, make a half circle of a few

yards

and

resume

his

position

without

alarm.

Contrast this behavior with that of two large
trout in a big, rather shallow pool during the
previous August.
Why, the casting of the fly,

the slight disturbance

it made

when

it fell upon

the water was sufficient to send them off at express speed to some retreat in the deepest portion
of the pool. It was seldom indeed that one could
wade out within fair casting distance without
scaring them out of their wits.
This pool, however, was a favorite with the eel spearers by

torchlight at night. This practice is now, I believe, prohibited by law. The eels in all these
mountain

rivers

are

of fine quality

and

excellent

for the table.
I hope to have unusual opportunities this season for watching the birth of natural flies, noting the behavior of the trout and their taste in
artificial insects, as the season advances.
I would
like to dress a really good imitation of the large
spring brown, which would be recognized and ac-

pass before the rivers can run down to something like normal levels, if there is no more rain.
Some of the indications now point to an early
spring.
On Sunday I heard a queer noise and on
going to investigate found about 200 little green
frogs in a small marshy puddle not far from an

old

snowbank.

They

were

croaking

weakly

in

incident to advanced years and a long period of
invalidism, are exceedingly limited.
Epwarp A. SAMUELS.

The
THE

kingfish,

Kingfish.

or cero, of which

our correspon-

an odd hoarse way, but appeared
to be very
happy, swimming, splashing and jumping about.
This is very early for these creatures to appear
here, and it remains to be seen if they are right
in their estimate of the weather conditions to

dent Mr. J.
little known
in the West
and as far

come.

Mass.
It is a magnificent fish, often reaching a
weight of 25 pounds and sometimes it is said of

Quote Fairly,
Editor

Forest

and Stream:

It is rarely indeed

Gentlemen.

that I am

obliged

been

100 pounds.

to ask

space from you for the purpose of explaining or
defending anything I have written for your columns, and perhaps I had better let the present
incident go by without comment, but as it is the
second time that a wrong impression has gone

forth concerning what I really did write I should
like to offer a few words to set myself right with
my

have

brother anglers.
In Forest AND STREAM of Dec. 30 last, in treating of the little book “Salmonia,” I used in part
the following language:
“I cannot refrain from

A. L. Waddell writes, is a fish very
to Northern sportsmen, but is found
India Islands and the Gulf of Mexico
south as Brazil.
A few specimens
taken

as

far

north

as

Woods

Its habits are presumably

of the Spanish
related,

mackerel,

to which

Holl,

like those

it is closely

These fish are very abundant in the southern
part of the Gulf of Mexico, and are found at a
number of places in the northern part, but they

live altogether at sea, and it is necessary—as Mr.
Waddell learned—to go quite a distance from
land to catch them.
At Key West, where these are an important
food fish, it is said that two men in a small sailboat sometimes catch more than too in a day, and
the market is occasionally so glutted with them
that a 20-pound fish may

sell for five cents.

The king cero is closely related to the kingfish,

FOREST AND STREAM.
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grows to be five or six feet long and from 20 to
30 pounds in weight.
Its differences from the
kingfish are slight, and it is quite possible that
they are often confused

by fishermen.

between

a deputy

says

the

Boettcher,

South

St.

Bend

game

occurred

Joseph

warden

and

a few days ago,

(Mich.)

the deputy game

Press.

warden,

Henry

and a South

Bend officer watched the men dump the bass, pike
and suckers into a wagon. Then they made their
appearance

and

demanded

surrender.

Three

of

the men jumped

into a boat and started out on

the

were

river.

Two

arrested

by the

constable

and brought to South Bend, while the game warden carried on war with the men in the boat.
Deputy

Warden

Boettcher

commanded

the

men

to come ashore, but as they refused he fired on
their craft until several holes had been opened
in it. The men finding their boat filling with
water

rowed

to the opposite

shore

and

escaped.

Mr. Boettcher then brought the horse and wagon
belonging to the men to South Bend. The wagon,
besides containing the fish, had the overcoats and
other property of the men who escaped.
Warrants have been issued for their arrest.
The Bluffton

320-POUND

(Ind.) Banner remarks that it is

in Kootenai
sturgeon

Boyker,

was

of Bonners

River.

recently

Ferry,

caught

Idaho,

by

in the

River.

“T caught

three men caught lifting a seine in the St. Joseph
River near

A

Lewis

Kootenai

Fishing Notes from Exchanges.
A BATTLE

Sturgeon

°37

the sturgeon,”

said

Mr.

Boyker,

“opposite my ranch, two miles west of Bonners
Ferry.
The fish hook used was a quarter inch
steel hook twelve inches long, attached to a small
rope eight feet long.
This rope was tied to a
wire rope which was stretched across the river

from

bank

to bank

and

carrying

a number

water, but once he gets his nose under water look
out fora lively time.
One of the peculiar characteristics of a sturgeon is that you catch him in

the dark of the moon.
There

are

sturgeons

Why this is I cannot say.
in the

Kootenai

River

“Did you ever catch one that large?”

“Yes,” said Mr. Boyker, “but I was never able

to land

one,

as

the hook

would

break

before -I

could get him on the land.”

of

these hooks about ten feet apart.
The bait used
was a sucker weighing 14% pounds.
The hook,
after the bait was put on, was dropped into the
water at a depth of six feet. After a sturgeon is
fastened to one of these hooks, myself and wife
get into one of the boats and go to where the
fish is. I take hold of the rope and pull the fish
around until he is tired and I can get his nose

PATIENCE is the angler’s virtue, and it is interesting to see a juvenile patiently digging a fishhock out of his thumb with a jack-knife.
He
should be informed that there are two styles of
barbless hooks which come out of a thumb with
much less wear, tear and swear than any others.

tg water.
Then my wife rows the boat to
shore.
“A sturgeon is harmless when his nose is above

THE angleworm now rejoiceth that spring is
here and that he will soon accompany the small

boy when he goes a-fishin’.

MY SIXTY YEARS ON THE PLAINS
Bow

eee

TANT
ET

ONGCBIECL

HAMLLTON”)

important to fishermen of Indiana to remember
that beginning March 20 it is unlawful to take

any fish from the lakes in any manner, even with
a hook and line, until May 15. The statement is
made

by fishermen

that the closed

season

is too

early to serve the purpose of the law’s enactment,

CONTENTS

namely to protect bass and other varieties during
the spawning season.
However the fact may be,

the law prohibiting the taking of fish from
lakes in any manner

between

the dates

law of the State to be enforced,
expected

to govern

About

Haven
ley, of
visiting
of Oak
and

two

themselves

weeks

ago,

the

The Vote That Made an Indian Fighter
Buffalo Hunt with the Cheyennes.
Sioux Village on the South Platte.
Fur Trading Rivalries.
In a Dangerous Country.
Little Wind River.
The Scouts Report Indian Parties.
A Brush with Piegans.
The Blackfoot Fort in Utah.
Horse Racing.
An Expedition to Explore Utah.
Bear River.
William’s Return.
The Bannocks Taught a Lesson.
A Rich Beaver Country.
The Modocs Threaten.
Honey Lake Valley.
Washakie Again.
Fort Bridger.
Bound for California.
Miners Killed.
Our Services in Request at Hangtown.
Death of Russell.

set is the

and all will be

accordingly.

according

to the

New

(Conn.) Palladium, Game Warden Bradthat city, took a quiet little fishing trip,
a number of fish dealers in the vicinity
street.
He secured samples of pickerel

pike offered

dence

called

for sale

on

City

and

with

Attorney

them

as evi-

Simpson,

who

quickly made out warrants for the six fish dealers,
charging them with violating the game laws by

selling fish out of season.

The

law on pickerel

and pike goes on March 1 and is not off until
April 30. The following fish dealers were arrested
by Headquarters policemen and all released on
bonds for their appearance in court.
They are:
Morris Quinto, 123 Lafayette street; Max Ru-

dowsky,
street;

37 Oak
Paul

street;

Hyman

Levine,39 Oak

Davis, 24 Oak

street;

Celia

Shure,

"43 Oak street, and Louis Salafsky, 51 Oak street.

Nelson
Being,

as

we

as an Angler.

are,

so close

upon

the

end

of

Nelson’s centenary, it is interesting to note Sir
Humphrey’s

reference

to the

great

admiral

as

a fisherman.
‘Nelson,’ he says, “was a good
fly-fisher, and, as a proof of his passion for it,
continued the pursuit, even with his left hand.
I have known a person who fished with him at
Merton, in the Wandle.’
Mr. R. B. Marston
further mentions the fact that frequent refer-

ences to the fish and fishing at Merton are to
be found in Nelson’s letters.
I count among the number of my own angling
friends, one who, like Nelson, fishes with only
one arm.
I refer to Mr. John Wallace, Sr., of
Ansonia, Conn., who some ten years ago had

the misfortune to lose one of his arms through
blood poisoning arising from so simple an accident as the pricking of his thumb by the point
of a toothpick.
I think it was Sir Humphrey Davy who recorded the fact that the famous Dr. Paley was
so

much

attached

to

fishing

that

casion, when the Bishop of Durham
when

one

of his.most

important

on

one

“His story gives for the first time an account of three years of the life of the great scout
and mountaineer Bill Williams.”—Dallas Morning News.
“His many exciting experiences simply and modestly enough related cover the period of
the settlement of the Far West and * * * * the breaking up of the wilderness.”—New
York

Times,

“The very simplicity of the story, the absence of any endeavor after style or effect makes
it the more entertaining.” —Detroit Free Press.
“Tt is a graphic portrayal of life in the open.”—Grand Rapids Herald.
“The story is told in a simple, modest way and is well worth reading.”—Oakiand Herald.
Bound

in

Cloth.

245

Pages.

PRICE,

8 Full

Page

Illustrations.

$1.50.

oc-

asked him

works

would

be finished, replied, “My Lord, I shall resume
work upon it as soon as the fly-fishing is over.”
Te:

that

will weigh 800 pounds.”

FOREST

AND STREAM PUBLISHING COMPANY
346 BROADWAY, NEW YORK
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:

Steam Yacht

ALCCGHGL,
On Monday, by a vote of 224 to 7, the House
passed the Free Alcohol bill, which provides for
the denaturization of alcohol, i. e., rendering it
poisonous for drinking or medicinal purposes;
and its withdrawal from bond free of tax.
Section 4472, of the Steamboat Inspection laws,
provides: “That no
naphtha,
coal
oil,
crude or refined petroleum or other like explosive
or burning fluids
shall
be carried
as
freight or used as stores on any steamers carrying passengers.”
Senator Frye, of Maine, has
offered an amendment introducing the words “for
hire’ after the word passengers.
Thus steam

yachts
without

or any

steam

vessel

hire will be enabled

but

from the original purpose
of war
to that of
pleasure.
The long, low sheer line, neat deck
erections and great speed are the same for both
boats.
The form is easy, sharp forward with

be a certain

tion of the difficulty of obtaining it.

its

indica-

Alcohol, on

the other hand, is of such chemical composition
as to be readily manufactured at a cheap price,

available,

boats,

a supply of

in the manufacture of which alcohol is used.
Gasolene is becoming less plentiful, and_

is always

torpedo

to carry

In connection with the change in section 4472
it is a remarkable
coincidence
that the
Free
Alcohol bill should be passed at this time.
No
doubt attention to alcohol and its uses will be
somewhat put off in connection
with
marine
motors, but commercially it will be put to use
at once, saving many thousands of dollars each
year and increasing our ability to produce goods

and

by Messrs. Swasey, Raymond and Page, Visitor
was constructed at the yard of George Lawley &
Son Corp., and is a twin-screw steel vessel of a
type that has received, perhaps, its greatest development in our waters.
It is comparatively simple to trace the re!ationshe shows much improvement and is well adapted

Frye bill, believing that public welfare is not endangered.

would

with the

passengers

The Department of Commerce and Labor has
decided that no opposition will be made to the

rise in price

publish this week, in connection

to the earlier

being

a manufactured

instead of a natural product.
It has undeniable
properties of safety, cleanliness
and_ efficiency
over mineral oils or other refinements.
The internal combustion engine in its wonderful
development
has absorbed
the attention
of all
engineers, and gasolene, in the earlier engines,
gave better results, and thus the line of improvement has been continued, though some attention
has been devoted to the heavier grades of oil.
The market to-day offers but few motors capable of running by means of alcohol. The opinion
of men who have conducted experiments as to the
comparative efficiency of gasolene and alcohol, do
not seem to favor alcohol; but the value of this
opinion is somewhat
weakened,
because
these
men have built up a large and successful business in the manufacture of gasolene engines,
In calling attention to the Free Alcohol bill,
we have only appreciation and praise for the ingenuity and perseverance which have built up—
with gasolene as a basis—a business, the magnitude of which few realize.
But we wish to point
out the possibilities awaiting the development of
alcohcl, which is susceptible of manufacture practically anywhere, which is clean and which, above
all, is safe. To the resources and ingenuity that
have made of the gasolene engine a perfect machine, may safely be left the work of developing
an equally perfect motor, the fuel of which shall
be alcohol.

straight waterlines, and deep buttocks for the forward third, from thence aft, tapering to the stern
with a great area of load water plane and fine

buttocks.

Briefly, the ideal speed form

so modi-

fied as to suit conditions best adapted to give
the boat a good behavior in a sea way.
The
stern is peculiar but lends itself readily to the
purposes of speed and construction.
;
The accommodations are good, and comprise,
in the after part of the vessel, and reached from

a cockpit of good

A

size, two quarter

a

We oe

Boston

drawings of the steam yacht Visitor, a photograph
of the yacht as completed.
Visitor was finished about two years ago and
was directly put in commission by her owner,
Mr. W. Harry Brown, of Pittsburg.
Designed

ship of Visitor

:

Visitor.

carrying

fuel oil for the operation of their tenders.

gradual

WE

V

staterooms;

next to port is a toilet and bath, on the starboard
side a large store room and clothes press; forward
again is the owner’s cabin, the full width of the
ship. Steel bulkheads separate the after quarters
from the engine room, and one forward separates
the boiler room from the owner’s quarters. These
quarters include a saloon, toilet room, stairway to
deck house, with a door into the galley for service of meals, either in saloon below or that on
deck. The owner’s quarters are finished entirely
in Flemish oak and upholstered in velour.
The deck is cut by two long coamings and
trunks, the after one over owner’s quarters and
the other forming the engine and boiler room
casing, the bridge and the deck house.
The water
ways are wide and permit moving
about the
deck in comfort.
Ventilation and light received
much attention, and, as in the largest liners, suction pipes are connected to an exhaust fan and

Letter.

Apopts CONFERENCE RuLEs.—A special meeting
of the Yacht Racing Association of Massachusetts was

held

at Young’s

Hotel

on

Friday even-

ing, April 13, at which the revised rules, as prepared by a committee
ner H. Foster, B.

consisting of Messrs.
Permar and A. T.

SumBliss,

were accepted.
The revised rules conform with
those adopted by the Atlantic Coast Conference
in New York in February, with such additions as
will apply to local conditions and to the needs of
the Association’s

restricted classes.

At a previous

meeting the Association adopted all of the rating
classes under the new uniform rule of 4oft. rating
and

under.

On

account

the local restricted

of the great

classes, however,

interest

it was

in

de-

cided to retain them,
The rating classes and the
restricted classes will be maintained under sepa-

rate classification.
The restricted classes retained are:
Class D, yachts conforming to the
limitations of the Cape Catboat Association; class
E, Twenty-two-foot
Cabin
Yacht
Association;
class I, Eighteen-foot Knockabout Association;
class T, Yacht Racing Association of Massachusetts 15ft. class, and class X, Massachusetts Racing Dory Association.
These restricted classes
will probably be the greatest factors in the circuit

racing during the coming season, as development

in the rating classes is slow.

22-rater are the only new

One 33-rater

ones

and a

built during the

past winter.

It was

voted

to insert a clause

in the racing

rules to the effect that the Association recommends for a mark for Y. R. A. races, a barrel
painted red and white, with a red flag 4ft. square

on an 8ft. pole, flag and pole to be maintained in
an upright position.
At this special meeting it was also voted to
adopt the use of the code letter B as a signal for
notice of protest, as has been practiced in other
waters with considerable satisfaction.
The display of the flag must be supplemented by a written statement of the facts, which must be sent to
the judges within one hour after the protesting
yacht has finished.

Quincy

Cup

Trrats.—The

Manchester

has issued a circular to its members

Y. C.

asking those

who have boats conforming to the rules govern-

ing the Quincy Cup match this year to enter them
for the trial races, the dates for which will be
announced later.
The races for the trophy this

year will be between

boats of the Sonderklasse,

which will also compete in the German-American
match,
As there are 15 of these boats building,

induce a constant current of air through the ship,

the field of challengers

which in a steel boat is very necessary from
the readiness with which the metal transmits heat.
The machinery consists of two triple-expansion
engines, developing about 600 horsepower each,
and the yacht has attained over a measured course
a speed of 21% knots an hour, an excess of a

while

chester Y. C. from which to pick a defender.
Dorotuy JII. Sotp.—Commodore F. F. Crane,
of the Quincy Y. C., has sold his catboat Dorothy
Ill. to Mr. F. E. Coppenrath, of the South Bos-

of the water-tube type, and there are the usual
condensers, feed circulating
and
bilge pumps,
with a complete electrical lighting outfit.
Visitor has proved to be a very comfortable and
able ship.
On her visits to Chesapeake Bay her
light draft has enabled her to enter most of the
small harbors otherwise closed to boats of greater
draft.
Visitor's dimensions are as follows:

of the New York Y. C., has purchased from the
estate of the late Edgar Harding the steam yacht
Montclair and the schooner Saxon.
Saxon will

knot and a half over the contract.

Length;

Yover

tall case see

load swaterkne’+
Breadth

POTS

The boiler is

i:s.4 : cee

Ss Bb ck aE

o8ft.

oin.

. 2072820. eh g2ft.

4in.

seins

eet

eee T4ft. Yin.

os

en

ee

4ft.

3in.

Depths 26 sii 20), Sarees
aoe
Fei 9fbiy.
Peeeboard ioswacdmeer eee
6ft. oin.
amMidShipsmee
«29.
eee
2itwetine
alt dee.
2:2Vue ee
3ft. roin.
orsepewet yi Saeee oo
ee
ee eee 1,200

Coal capacity, “te.geamiee
«aves donee eee 10 tons
Speed faids. Baie.
«<s «ae nes 21% knots

there

will

be

should

several

be a good

owned

in the

one,
Man-

ton Y. C., who will have her fitted with auxiliary
power.
Commodore Crane will have a new boat
for the Cape catboat class.
Harpinc YAcuts Sotp.—Mr. W. Dixon Ellis,

be used for commercial

purposes.

SALES BY HoLiis Burcess.—The following sales
have been reported by Mr. Hollis Burgess:
Cruising launch Woggie, owned by Mr. E. A.
Rich, of Wakefield, to Mr. William C. Forsaith,
of Malden; 3o0ft. sloop Sauquoit, owned by Mr.

T. K. Lothrop, Jr.. to Mr.

Benjamin

D. Hyde;

22-footer Opitsah V., owned by Messrs. Sumner
H. and Herbert I. Foster, to Mr, Robert A. Boit,
of Brookline; knockabout Sabrina II., owned by
Mr. Benjamin D. Hyde, to Mr. T. K. Lothrop,

Jr.; launch
Forsaith,

held.

to

Edith F., owned
a Boston

man,

by Mr. William
whose

name

C.

is with-
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Tuinks It’s WortH More Money.—Sir Thomas
Lipton, who recently offered a $500 cup for class
Q boats, has sent word that he cannot get as good

a cup

for $500 as he wishes

to present

to the

Yacht Racing Association of Massachusetts and
has ordered a design for one to cost considerably

more.
SONDERKLASSE

CHALLENGERS.—Word

was

re-

ceived last week from Germany that 15 boats
have been ordered to compete in the trial races
of the Imperial Y. C. of Kiel to select challengers
for the German-American match to be sailed off
Marblehead this season.
One of the boats to be

sent will be Angela II., a new boat owned by the
Crown

Prince.

JoHN

B. KILLEEN.

for the extra weight in the hull would
a considerable

reduction

in the ballast

and, consequently, in the sail area also, owing to
loss of stability. The extra weight necessary in
the hull is much greater than many people would
think possible.
In the case of a modern 65-footer
built regardless of scantling, assuming that her
displacement is 50 tons, the ballast weighs about
28 tons and the hull, etc., 22 tons.
Under efficient rules of scantling about 8 tons would have
to be added to hull and deducted from keel. Such
a reduction would mean a proportionate reduction of canvas, and as a 65-footer carries about
5,000 sq. ft. it would mean taking off about 600

sq. ft. to give her the same

stability as the older

boat.
Such a loss in stability and driving power
would have to be rectified as far as possible by
allowing the new boat time, and it is just this
question of time allowance which is difficult to
solve.
The ordinary scale of allowance for dif-

ference in rating caused by reducing the sail area
would be ridiculously inadequate, working out at
something under 3 min. over a 50-mile course,
whereas the probabilities
are that the racing

machine would be something like two miles ahead
at ‘the finish.

The

time

would
but it
could
rating

allowance

scales
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the rule recently adopted

by the delegates in London.
The
yet transpired, but it is pretty
France refuses to accept the rule
to take the consequences and be
cold.
French yacht racing is by

flourishing condition at the present moment, but
complete isolation would mean a further very
serious

backward

the possibility
gattas.

would

One

step and

would

of a revival
would

have been

have

put

of the

a stop

Riviera

thought

that

willing to do much

to

re-

France

to revive

the glories of the Mediterranean regattas of ten
or twelve years ago, but if they refuse to accept
the new rule they ‘will not only make that im-

of the

Y.

R. A.

have to be altered to fit the new conditions,
would take time and experience before that
be done, and the new international rule of
will soon be in vogue when all yachts in

A Vacation
BY

WILLIAM

(Concluded

however,

although

we

ning like a mill

and

as

soon

as we

shook

the wind out of the sails it carried us broadside
on toward a large sand flat on the east side of
the channel.
Not wishing to be beached broadside on I eased off the sheets and headed for a
spot which I knew
was
covered
with
heavy

gravel, for it was

The racing in the big class this year will

probably show what a wide difference there is in
speed between
Kariad
and
Nyria
or
White
Heather, and owners will turn eagerly to the new
rule when all boats will be built to fulfill the same
conditions, when the racing will be keen and the
finishes close.

THE

VALHALLA.—The

decided

to

sell

yacht Valhalla

his

Earl

of Crawford

ship-rigged

on her return

auxiliary

has
steam

from a long cruise

to the South Seas and the Cape in May next.
Valhalla was the largest vessel in the ocean race

from

Sandy

Hook

to the Lizard, and is one of

the most comfortable vessels afloat for long voyages.
She was built in 1892 by Ramage & Ferguson, of Leith, and her large spread of canvas

too late to try to run outside

again and the current too strong to attempt to
anchor.
I took in the staysail so as not to gather
too much headway, and when we grounded there
was not the slightest jar or shock.
All sail was

immediately taken in and furled and the.boom
hauled as far up to windward as possible. The

small boat was lowered and the stream anchor,
with a line attached to the throat halliards, taken

although the wind was quite stiff, we never

any jar whatever, going over quite gradually.
Care must be taken in doing this that the mast
and rigging are strong
enough
to stand
the

boat while the tide was at its lowest stage, I ex-

sight. Earl Crawford has made good use of her
since he has had her, and has been in her to many
parts of the world.
THe NEw
INTERNATIONAL
RATING
RULE—A
meeting of the principal French yacht clubs was

plained my

plans

for floating as soon

as the tide

rose.
The starboard bow-anchor was carefully lowered into the small boat and its hawser, with the
tow-line attached, coiled in the bottom of the
boat in such a way as to pay out freely as we
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strain.
As a precaution, everything was taken out of
the cabin and placed along the weather gangway,
and having pumped out all the water for two
reasons, one to lighten the boat all we could, the
other to determine whether any leaks developed.
Happily there were none.
We started in to make
some coffee.
Imagine yourself, if you can, holding a coffee pot over a stove until it boiled, with
one hand killing mosquitoes, the deck at an angle
We succeeded, however, in ac‘of 45 degrees.
complishing the task, and must have presented
quite an odd picture seated on the rail with our
feet braced against the combing of the cockpit.
Having examined the nature of the bottom on
which we rested, as well as the bottom of the

Brokers.

Mason Building, Kilby Street, BOSTON, MASS.
Cable Address, ‘‘ Designer,’’ Boston.

felt

when she is under full sail makes her an imposing

held last week at the invitation of the Yacht Club

Naval

and

BINNEY,

(Formerly STEWART

The tide by this time was run-

race,

Archictects

ARTHUR

aged to get through the outer channel all right,
and were making good headway
in the inner
when the dredge anchored directly in the center,

the halliards.
This was done to avoid the sudden drop (often serious)
made by high-bilge
boats as the water passes from under them in a
receding tide.
The plan proved successful, for

sirable.

Naval

as close to the end of it as we

dared, keeping close as possible to it as long as
we could to avoid the tide, in this way we man-

forcing us about.

Mo.

Send for complete catalogue.

had wind and tide against us. Getting well to
the westward of the west breakwater we came
about and turned

Co., 3517 S. 2nd St., St. ae

JOHN C. HOPKINS @ COMPANY
119 Chambers Street, New York

shoals, it being high tide, we could not reach the
breakwater before the tide turned.
We decided
entrance,
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62.)

when a gentle S.W. breeze sprang up increasing
to about eight knots, but unfortunately it came
too late, for although I sailed over Mt. Misery
an

,

Send for Catalogue.

absolutely becalmed off Tesla’s Tower, Warden
Cliff, L. I., here we lay drifting until 11 o’clock,

attempt

BOATS

all Descriptions.

boats,

July 12—At 1:30 A. M. southwest Ledge was
abeam and going about started across the Sound,
which is very wide at this point.
As day began
to dawn the wind fell and by 5 A. M. we were

to

Of

Yacht Sails and Supplies

lings.
Even then the time allowances will have
to be modified, for those in use have been drawn
up to suit boats built entirely for speed. It seems
probable that when the new rule becomes law
there can never be any really satisfactory class
racing with vessels of different types under a
table of allowances which favors the most unde-

Launches, row and
sail boats.
Canoes and Hunting

Cruise.

from page

of fine Pleasure and Hunting Boats,
Canoes,
Launches, Small Sail Boats.
Send for Catalogue.
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out to windward abeam of the mast as far as
it would go, and then tightening up the line with

will have to be dropped, for

Builders
Gasoline

American

each class will have the same proportionate scant-

the racing machines

DAN KIDNEY @ SON, West De Pere, Wis

result has not
certain that if
she will have
left out in the
no means in a

Beetles iy

SCANTLING RULES For RACING YACHTS.—In a
lucid article contributed to the London Field of
March 31, Capt. E. du Boulay deals with the question of the readjustment which will be necessary
in the table of Y. R. A. time allowances, if scantling restrictions are brought in and yachts built
under them have to race against vessels previously
constructed, where every pound of weight possible has been saved from the hull and equipment
and put into the ballast. There is no doubt that
the new boats would be under a distinct disad-

vantage,

de France to consider

STREAM.

possible, but will debar their own yachts from
taking part in any races out of their own waters.

British Letter.

necessitate
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rowed, it being easier to take the line in this way
than to drag it through the water.
Getting to
the end of the line and selecting a good angle of
lead the anchor was let go in 12ft. of water. Returning aboard the sloop the wheel was unshipped
and the wheel base heavily wrapped with old canvas; there being no snatch-blocks available I was
compelled to use this as a leading bit. The line
was then led forward over the cabin (also protected with canvas)
to the windlass, where it
was tautened up to the tension of a violin string.

The

tide having

risen

sufficiently

by this time

to take the weight off the lee bilge, we took the
small anchor aboard and spent the remainder of
the time as the boat gradually righted putting our

things back in the cabin.

At 11 o’clock our in-

dicator showed us that we were on an even keel,
and after a few strokes of the windlass, to take
up the stretch, we all went as far aft as we could.
As soon as we felt that the stern was afloat we
commenced
to jump up and down across the
deck in order to jar the boat, as an outside ballast keel generally lies dead and requires a sud-

den jar before it will move.

After one or two hard jumps the hawser

began

to sag and we all took hold and walked her off.
As soen as the anchor led far enough forward to
prevent fouling and we had swung with the current, the port anchor was let go and the other
brought to and hoisted aboard.
Getting the small
boat aboard and hoisting the anchor light we

went

below

all pretty

well

tired out, our

mos-

quitoes leaving us as we left the beach.
There
being no wind the current was not.so strong, but
still in r2ft. of water I gave her 18 fathoms of
chain.
July 13.—It was 8 o'clock before any of us
turned out, and on finding that the flat calm still
prevailed it was decided to get breakfast before
we got underway.
While breakfast was being
prepared the cabin was cleared up and the decks
washed down and made ship-shape.
The mainsail was hoisted, and, although there was no wind,
the anchor was brought to and the jib and staysail hoisted.
The incoming tide took us up to
our anchorage, and after ‘furling sail we went
ashore and took dinner at the hotel.
After dinner we strolled about the village making purchases of stores and other necessities, returning
aboard at 4 P. M.
After a light supper at 6
o’clock we smoked out the mosquitoes
which
lurked in the dark corners of the cabin and at
8:30 all hands turned in.

July 14.—Getting on deck at 6 o’clock I found
another calm morning and turning out the crew
sent two of them ashore for supplies and ice
while the cook and myself attended to the breakfast and the water-boat, which came alongside at
7 o'clock.
The lack of ‘work on the previous day
did not appear to affect the appetites of any of
us, judging by the way the pancakes disappeared.

At 8 o'clock we got underway

and attempted to

drift out on the last of the ebb tide, but we were
unsuccessful, the tide changing just as we entered the channel,
We managed to work ourselves out of the tideway and let go the anchor.
The sun being extremely hot we got all the spare
sails on deck to dry as well as the cushions and
mattresses; we also scrubbed all our dirty ducks
and after hanging them up to dry got into our
bathing suits and taking the dinghy we rowed
over to a fine bathing beach close by.
The ap-

proach of a heavy shower

from the N.W.

drove

us back aboard about noon, and we had just gotten everything below decks when the shower
broke, and for a few minutes it seemed as if the
bottom of the sky had fallen out, so hard did it

rain.

The shower

brought

with it a fine breeze

from the S.W., which we quickly took advantage
of, and by 2:30 we were clear of the harbor’s
mouth. The breeze increased to about 12 knots,
and, being fair, I set a course for New Haven.
As we neared the Connecticut shore we noticed
another heavy thunderstorm coming down from

the N.W., but sufficiently far W. to pass well
clear of us. I had the staysail taken in and furled

as a precaution, and a fortunate move it was, for
just as we were about to enter the channel between Southwest Ledge and the adjacent breakwater

the

storm

swung,

and

not

caring

to

get

mixed up with the breakwater, or having time to
reef, I let run the main sheet and shoved the

helm hard down, slacking the jib sheet a bit as

AND

STREAM.
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I did so; this brought us up to the wind so that
neither sail was drawing and we were practically
standing still throughout the squall, which came
harder than I had anticipated, and heeled us so
that the forward fall of the dinghy unhooked
when a sea lifted her a bit. This put the weight
of the boat on the gripes, which soon parted and
let the boat hang stern up by the after fall which
held.
Realizing that something had to be done
quickly if we wanted to save the boat, I gave the
wheel to the lightest member of the party and
with the other two proceeded to take the boat
across the deck, quite a lively task in a strong
breeze of wind.
Having gotten the boat across the deck and
taking a look around I came to the conclusion
that it would be useless to reef as the storm was
about over, and, besides, we had not far to go.
As soon as possible we went about and headed
for Five-Mile Point, but so quickly did the wind
fall that it was 7:30 before we anchored off the
Union Y. C. landing in Morris Cove.
Taking an
inventory of deck fittings to see what if anything
had been lost in the blow, we found that aside

from a pair of oars, which ‘left the boat when she

turned over, and the
subsequently repaired,
order.
After snugging
we had supper and then

torn gripes, which
everything was in
down everything on
turned in, sore and

were
good
deck
tired

out,

July 15.—All of us turned out at 7 A. M. and

after a good swim, which greatly refreshed us,
punished another mountain of pancakes, which
we now demanded every morning.
The dinghy
was gotten overboard once more and using the
bottom boards for paddles the Commissary, Department went ashore for stores and a pair of
oars.
The other member and myself busied ourselves closely examining all the gear and rigging
to see if anything had stranded or chafed to any
extent, but nothing developed.
After lunch the
beys went ashore, I taking them in the dinghy,
returning immediately myself as the wind was
rising and | did not care to leave the boat alone
any length of time.
The wind, which was from
the. S.W., increased in velocity, and having a full
sweep across the bay through the western entrance, kicked up such a lively sea that at 3

o'clock

I payed

out ten fathoms

more

chain

in

order to prevent dragging,
I also singled up the
stops on the starboard anchor so as to be ready
in case the port dragged or parted the chain, as
we were jumping around quite lively.
As an
additional precaution I got the small anchor out
to the towing sheave on the bowsprit and bent
the tew-line to it. Several boats around us were
dragging and letting go both anchors, but fortunately we had struck in a good spot and held, although I gave out all the chain, keeping only

enough aboard to make fast with.

At sunset the

boys returned and the wind moderated quite a
little but left a mean, choppy swell.
Their trip
to New Haven had been quite enjoyable, having
visited Yale Campus and several other places ot
interest.
Leaving one man aboard three of us
went ashore and took a trolley ride around to

Savin Rock, returning aboard again by 11 o’clock.
It was our intention to set an anchor watch, but
as there was no wind we decided to take the risk.
The rolling and pitching kept the boys awake all
night, as ‘they afterward informed me, so had
anything occurred they would have called me.

July 16.—At

8 o’clock we

all turned out, and

while the Commissary Department was ashore
one of us got breakfast, while the other straightened out the cabin and washed down the deck.
The small anchor was also taken inboard again
and all but five fathoms of chain hove in on the

port anchor.

Immediately after breakfast sail was

hoisted and by Io o’clock we were standing out
across the harbor close hauled on the port tack,
the wind being light from the S.W.
We managed to make Southwest Ledge in two tacks and
then stood well off shore in order to clear the
west breakwater on the next tack.
This move
proved quite successful, and with short hitches off
shore we were able to make long reaches along
the shore, keeping the lead at work when we got

in close, and by 4 o’clock we were down to Stratford Point.
In
sheltered more
strong ebb tide
which
quickly

Keeping close in shore we were
or less by the Point
from the
which sets along the coast, and
stopped
our
headway
as
we

rounded the Point.
To make matters worse, the
wind, which had been light all day, now fell and
a glassy calm set in. Our original intention was
to make Roton Point that evening, but owing to
the prevailing conditions it was decided to drift
in to Black Reck on the flood tide, if possible.
With the aid of an occasional zephyr we let go
our anchor at the mouth of Black Rock H: arbor,
Black Rock Light bearing N.E. by E., distance
one mile at 12:30 A. M. “Like Bridegport, which
is close by, the bottom at Black Rock is dirty
black mud.
July 17.—Not caring to lose the fine breeze
which was blowing when we turned out, and having plenty of provisions on board, we got under
way before breakfast.
Passing close to Penfield
Reef beacon, which lies on the extreme eastern
iend of Penfield Reef, we ran off shore a short
distance to clear the lighthouse and made an easy
reach down the Sound, the wind being about S.
When off Green’s Ledge Light, near South Norwalk, we decided to work across the Sound and
along the Long Island shore.
When about half
Way across the wind lost its strength and we
were just about able to hold our own against the
ebb tide, which was beginning to run, bringing
with it the New York Y. C. fleet on the first. leg
of the annual regatta.
The big 9o-footers presented a beautiful picture as they passed us off
Eaton’s Neck, the big balloon jib topsails being
rap-full, although there was hardly any breeze.
Reliance was in the center and quite a little
ahead, with Constitution and Columbia following in the order named.
The large schooners
followed close behind, while as far as the eye
could see to the west the Sound was dotted with
racing and cruising crafts.
A light breeze springing up from the S.W.
at 2 P. M. we worked our way along as far as
Oak Neck, where we caught a smashing breeze,
which, coming from the same quarter, soon had
our starboard rail under water and sent us along
at a lively pace.
As we neared
Mattinicoci
Point the breeze hauled to the S.S.W., and after
passing the Point we trimmed all sheets flat and
sailed into Hempstead Harbor,
Holding the port
tack until well over to the Sand’s Point shore
we were able to make our anchorage off Sea Cliff
in four tacks, the first of the flood tide helping
us quite a little.
We spent part of the evening
on the boardwalk at Sea Cliff, and on returning
to the sloop at 10 o’clock gave her five fathoms
more chain, as the prospects for good weather
were very poor, and we kept no regular anchor
watches.
July 18—Turning out at 7 A. M. we found
ourselves surrounded by a light mist which was
lifted by a steadily increasing breeze from the
S.E., descending later on in the form of a freee!
rain.
Taking advantage of the liberal supply of
fresh water, which the “clouds were pouring upon
us, we donned our bathing suits and scrubbed all
the white paint work, both on deck and on the
sides, the soft rainwater assisting greatly in this
work,
About noon this wind increased to a gale,
and blew with such violence that I let run all the
port chain, taking the same precautions with the
starboard "anchor, as I had previously done at
Morris Cove.
About 9 P. M. the wind fell almost as quickly as it had risen, but it did not
leave the heavy sea after it that we experienced
at Morris Cove, as the harbor here is practically
landlocked, the Glen Cove breakwater extending
almost one-third across the harbor.
July 19.—We were all wide awake at 7 o’clock,
and while the cook was preparing our last ration
of pancakes the rest of us busied ourselves washing down decks and shining brasswork, as we expected company on our trip to City Island.
We
spent the morning ashore, and finding that our
friends did not arrive, we went back aboard at
noon, getting underway immediately.
A good breeze from the N.W. forced us to
beat our way out of Hempstead Harbor, but once
outside we made a broad reach for Hart’s Island,
the breeze keeping the lee rail under water the
entire distance.
On the way
down
the _ boys
packed their bags, for although they were a unit
in declaring for the success of the trip, still every
one knows what it means to be homeward bound.
We hauled around the end of Hart’s Island at
2:45 P. M., and in one more reach rounded to
and anchored at 3:05 off the shipyard, which we
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had left nearly three weeks before.
As the boat
was to be left without anyone on board for some
time I payed out most all the chain, making the
end well fast to the bitt.

Having

given the sails an extra

tight furl to

keep the water out, and slacked all the gear a bit
to allow for shrinkagein case of rain, I hauled
down the pennant and declared the cruise of
Nellie officially over at 4:15, much to the regret
of all of us.

New

Lake

AND

Ruies.—On

Strait.

Editor Forest and Stream:
Referring to your description of my yacht, published on March 3, and Mr. J. L. Stewart’s letter
of March 31, in which he takes exception to your
remarks re depth of water in Northumberland

Strait, I agree with Mr. Stewart as to depth of
water, also to the fact that this sheet of water is
one of the best in the world for yachting, being
particularly free from fog and heavy storms.

While

there are plenty of harbors

for vessels

drawing from 10 to 2oft., there are many small
bays and inlets affording good fishing and shooting, available only for vessels drawing from 4 to
6ft. of water.

My

summer

place is situated on one

of these

shallow bays, and I hope to explore all the waters
of this beautiful strait, and incidentally capture
and partake of the oysters, lobsters, clams, brook
trout, sea trout. striped bass, salmon, as well as
wild geese, brant, ducks, plover, etc.
I have named my yacht Milicete, after one of
the tribes of Indians who formerly inhabited this
country,
N. Curry.

YACHTING

NEWS

NOTES.

AMERICAN
Power
Boat
Association.—The
Philadelphia Y. C. has nominated Mr. John J.
Sproul as representative to the American Power

Boat Association.

ReRe

Steam YAcHT FoR Mr. Rose LauNcHED,—At
the yards of the Pusey & Jones Company on
April 9 the steam yacht for Mr. Andrew Rose,
New York Y. C., was launched and christened
Emrose,
This vessel, which is built of steel, was
designed by Mr. William Gardner and is of the
following dimensions:
Length, over all, 163ft.;

load waterline, 131ft.; breadth, 21ft.; draft, oft.
The engine, driving a single ‘screw, is a fourcylinder triple-expansion,
is expected,
Water-tube

and a speed of 12 knots
boilers are fitted and a

complete electrical outfit will be installed.
a
A ad
Nors—EMAN Returns TO NEw YorxK.—Last week
the schooner yacht Norseman, owned by Mr. H.
G. Squires, former Minister to Cuba, returned to
New York from Cuban waters.
Norseman was
formerly the Hoosier, Col. W. R. Nelson, built in
1902 in Gloucester from the moulds of the fisherman Fredonia, designed by the late Edward Burgess.
Norseman is of the following dimensions:
Length, over all, 125ft.; waterline, 1o4ft.; breadth,
2cft.. 2in.;, depth Iit.; dratt, 12tt. ‘sin
After
Colonel Nelson sold her she passed into the hands

of Mr.

Edgar Harding,

A. J. Morgan, New
her present owner.

York

Eastern

Y. C., and Mr.

Y. C., who

sold her to

mney

STEAM YACHT MARGARET TO GO TO WASHINGToN.—Mr. John H. Rutherford, New York Y. C.,
has sold his steam yacht Margaret, designed and
built by Mr. Seabury, to a Washington yachtsman.

RRe

SAFA-EL-BAHR
CrUISING.—The
steam
yacht
Safa-el-Bahr,
belonging
to
Col.
Francis
L.
Leland, and which has been laid up at Leghorn,
Italy, has been refitted and left for a cruise.

RR,
Bay View Y. C. Orricers.—At the recent annual’ meeting of the Bay View Y. C, of Hollands
Station, the following officers were elected: Com.,
Edward
Effinger;
Vice-Com.,
George
Gross;
Rear Com., George Miller; Fleet Capt., Harry
Groth; Sec., William D. Whiteridge; Fin. Sec.,
Paul Rosa; Treas., John Fraas; Trustees—For
three years, Frederick Borghardt, Dr. Henner
and John Fraas.

April

14

at

[APRIL

Detroit

there will be held a meeting of the representatives of Western yacht clubs to formulate rules
for uniform measurement.
Last year, owing to
a disagreement about the Lipton Cup 21-footers.
the Michigan Y. C. withdrew from the Great
Lakes Y. R. A. Now, it is hoped the differences
will be arranged and the uniform rules adopted.

AMORITA

IN

RRR
List.—Mr.

SALE

field, the actor, owner

Northumberland

STREAM.

Amorita,

has

Mansfield

is looking

THE

Mans-

of the Cary Smith schooner

placed

her

in the sale list.

for a smaller

Rene
-EmMpERoR’S

GERMAN

Richard

Mr.

vessel.

YACHT.—It

is ru-

mored that the Herreshoff firm, who have had
some
negotiations about a new
schooner
for
Emperor William, have insisted on a certain draft,
but the royal patron wishes to show his subjects

the vessel, and

many

of the Baltic harbors

are

too shallow for such
a _ schooner.
Navahoe’s
great fault was lack of draft, a condition imposed

by the owner
her

few

and was undoubtedly

victories

the cause

of

abroad.

Ree
AiLtsA To REMAIN IN ENGLAND.—Ailsa, which
took part in the ocean race last summer, and who

recently was sold by Mr. H. S. Redmond, New
York Y. C., to Capt. Lewis Clark, is being recoppered

and

Hucuenot

fitted

for cruising.

Ree
Y. C. OFrricers.—At a recent meet-

ing of the Huguenot Y. C., of New Rochelle, the
following officers were elected:
Com., H. H. Van
Rensselaer; Vice-Com., H. M.
Myrick;
Rear
Com., Renne Martin; Sec., George
F. Lewis;

Treas., P. W. Mackenzie; Fleet Capt., Harry C.
Southwick,
\
Rene
ScHOoNER Ktwassa’s NAME CHANGED.—Next
season the Burgess designed keel schooner yacht
Kiwassa, Messrs. H. B. Shaen and H. A. Rush,
will be known as the Andromeda.

_ CANADA

Ree
ConpiTions.—At

Cup

a recent

meet-

ing of Rochester and Canadian yachtsmen the
racing rules were changed relatively to the length

of courses—being

increased

for

the

triangular

course from 18 miles twice around to 21 miles
once around, and the windward
and
leeward
course from two rounds of 16 miles to one round
of 18 miles.
The measurements are to be taken
not less than four days before the races.
It will
be remembered that, by mutual consent, no race
will take place this year.
Next year the races
will come off at Charlotte, Canada.

eed

Ce

ReEcENT SALES BY Mr.. SEAMAN.—Through the
office of Mr. Stanley Seaman the following sales
are reported:
The 4oft. sloop Cock Robin, Mr.
Charles S. Eaton, to Mr. John P. Elton; Madge,
Dr. A, L. Douglas, to Mr. R. P. Stoddard; auxiliary yawl Bohemian, Mr. H. O. Doyle, to Commodore F. H. Waldorf, New Rochelle Y. C.

A

RRe
Question.—Mr. F. C. Havens,

Nice

York Y. C., will
footer Jigstep to

enter
race

New

his Gielow designed 30the regular
one-design

New York Y. C. 30-footers. In one-design class
racing it was thought other classes would be excluded, but under the new rules boats of
rating are compelled to race together.
make an interesting point in two ways,
rules and the showing of the new 30’s in

The

first of these

Larchmont

race

races

the same
This will
as to the
the races.

will take place during

week.

SIEGLINDE

TAKES

THE

WATER—On

Sat-

Hopkins, New York Y. C., was put overboard
at the yard of her builder, Mr. Robert Jacob.
Sieglinde was designed by Mr. Henry J. Gielow.
The launching was very successful.
The spars

will be put in place and she is expected to be in
by May

Brooktyn
Thomas

Y.

tf.

RReR
C. RAcE

Lipton has decided
for the

return

competitors, but usually in such cases much waiting is indulged in to no purpose, and entries are
not received until the last minute.

RRR
SaLes By Mr. HENry J. GieLow.—The steam
yacht Chic for Mr. Whitney Lyon to Mr. M. T.
Cox; the yacht’s name will be changed to
Althea; the St. Lawrence River will be her home
waters. Mr. Joseph J. Martin has purchased the
74ft. power yacht Pharamond from Mr. William
H.

Briggs,

and

will be used

on

the

Delaware

River.
Mr. William J. Curtis has ‘sold his
schooner yacht Kathelmina
to Mr. John H.
Derby. The 57ft. auxiliary yawl Vesta, Mr, Louis
Herzog, is now the property of Mr. William S.
Hilles; the yacht is at Morris Heights with Captain Gunning

in charge,

and will take the Dela-

ware and Raritan Canal route to Wilmington.
The yawl Esperito has been sold by Mr. Frank
B. Cleland to Mr. C. L. Dingens.
Mr. J. M.
Goetchius’

55ft.

sloop

yacht

Eidolon

has

been

bought by Mr. C. E. Chapin.
The yawl Freya
has been bought by Mr. George H. Bright from
Mr. William S. Hilles. Mr. Charles E. Davenport has purchased Mr. Charles S. King’s sloop
yacht Tillicum.
Mr, William B. Shoemaker has
sold his cruising launch Beatrice to Mr. W. R.
Carey.
Mr. Silby King has bought
Hermida from Mr. H. Hessenbruch,

B,. O’Donohue

the launch

Arastra

the
and

from

launch
Mr. J.

Mr. L.

Copleston.

eee
BROKERAGE ReEport.—Through the office of Mr.
William Gardner the following transactions have
occurred: The estate of Edgar Harding has sold
to Mr. W. Dixon Ellis the steam yacht Montclair, 97ft. long, built in 1898, and the schooner
yacht Saxon, which will be converted into a commercial vessel. Mr. William G. Titcomb has purchased from Hon. George A. Vare the twin-screw
naphtha launch Amrita. Mr. Gardner has char-:
tered

Mr.

Alessandro

Fabbri’s

steel

auxiliary

schooner Teckla to Mr. Howard Willets, Rear
Commodore Larchmont Y. C. The Teckla is now
being fitted out for the season.

Canoeing.
A.C. A. Membership.
NEW
Atlantic

MEMBERS

Division.—5072,

ELECTED.
H.

McCaughey,

New

York city; 5071, S. B. Haines, Philadelphia, Pa.;
5082, H. H. Near, New York city; 5088, E. A.
Quick, Yonkers, N. Y.; 5089, L. F. Tiemann, New
York city.
Central Division.—5066, J. P. Rigsby, Wilkinsburg,

Pa.; 5067, G. B. Rosenblatt,

Butte, Mont.

Western Division—5068, J. W. Simpson, River-

side, Ill.; 5069, W. H. S. Wright, St. Paul, Minn. ;
5070, W. S. Shirwood, St. Paul, Minn.; 5071, F.

W. Friedland, Chicago, Ill.; 5073, A. M. Callman,
Chicago, Ill., 5074, A. P. Houston, Jr., Chicago,
Ill.; 5075, R. Lockerbie, Chicago, Ill.; 5076, A. E.
Nielson, St. Paul, Minn.; 5078, J. P. Norton, St.
Paul, Minn.; 5079, J. P. Elmer, St. Paul, Minn.;
5080, H. D. Smalley, St. Paul, Minn.; 5081, S. E.
Cook, St. Paul, Minn.; 5083, L. R. Robinson, Chicago, Ill.; 5084, H. Shackell, Jr., Chicago, Ill.;
5085, C. Catlin, Chicago, IIl.; 5086, D. H. Crane,
Ill.; 5087, H.

I. Spencer,

Bloomington,

NEW MEMBERS PROPOSED.
Atlantic Division—A. Ulmann, Jr., New
city, by H. C. Allen; L. A. Sweeney, New

York
York

city, by R. Rank;

York

BeERMupDA.—Sir

to increase the value

race,

and

prizes

are

to

T. H. Baskerville,

New

city, by C. Sparks.
Central Division—J. S. Shaw, Pittsburg, Pa.,
by W. B. Morris.
Eastern Division.—E. A. Lucey, Nautick, Mass.,
by W. W.

To

of the cup offered for the ocean race.
A $500
cup is offered by am American now residing in
Bermuda

Govern-

ment.
So far, only two entries have been received
—Tamerlane, Mr. Frank Maier, and Bonnie Kate,
Mr. W. B. Goddard, Jr. With the increase in
support and prizes there will no doubt be more

Chicago,

urday, April 14, the yawl Sieglinde, Mr. Geo. B.

commission

be offered by officials of the Bermudian

Ill.

RRR
YAWL

21, 1900.

Crosby;

J. B. Banigan,

I., by S. W. Bridgham, 2d.
Western Division—J. How,
P. Metcalf

and

H..M.

Robbins,

Providence,

J. Townsend,

R.

G.

all of St. Paul,

Minn., and all by W. H. Yardley; E. Hough, Chicago, Ill., by J. E. Dixon.
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-=REVOLVER
\\CARTRIDGES
Are the Best Kind of
Burglary
Insurance.
$16,000,000 was taken by burglars last
year in New York City alone, as against a
VEE
fire loss of $10,000,000.
Cal=

tridges are good for home protection and
They are sure and
bad for burglars.
reliable for sport, target practice or protection.
Make

THE

METALLIC

UNION

BRIDGEPORT,

CONN.,U. S. A.
Depot, 86-88 First Street, San Francisco,

Trapshooting.
here

Fixtures.
B. McApril 18-20.—Great Bend (Kans.) G. C. shoot.
Mullen, Sec’y.
April 19.—New Platz (N. Y.) Gun Club shoot.
E. J.
Snyder, Mer.
April 19.—Muncie, Ind.—Magic City G. C. tournament.
F. L. Wachtel, Sec’y.
April 19.—Haverhill (Mass.) G. C. Patriot’s Day shoot

S. G. Miller, Sec’y.

April 19.—Springfield
(Mass.)
Shooting
Club’s Patriot
Day tournament.
Kites, Sec’y.
April 20.—Morristown, N. J.—Morris G.C.
F. A. Trowbridge, Sec’y.
April 21.—Easton, Pa.—Independent G. C. third annual
tournament.
Edward F. Markley, Cor. Sec’y.
April
21.—Wilmington,
Del.—Wilmington
vs.
Media;
fourth contest.
April 23.—Lancaster,
Pa.—Pequea
G. C. tournament.
N. Ressler, Sec’y.
April 23-25.—Austin, Tex.—Texas State shoot.
April 24.—Plainfield (N. J.) G. C. shoot.
H. P. Vosseller,
Sec’y.
April
24.—Allentown,
Pa.—Duck
Farm
Hotel
all-day
shoot.
H. J. Schlicher, Mgr.
April 24.—Wolcott,
N. Y.—Catchpole
G. C.
E. A.
Wadsworth, Sec’y.
April 24-26.—Fort
Wayne,
Ind.—Corner
R. and G. C.
tournament.
John W. Linder, Sec’y.
April

25.—Milton

(Pa.)

G.

C.

Valuables.

COMPANY

CARTRIDGE

Agency, 313 Broadway, New York City

If you want your shoot to be announced
send a notice like the following:

a Good Safe for Your

April 26.—Oswego,
N. Y.—Riverside
G. C.
E. H.
Stowell, Sec’y.
April 26.—Edgewater, N. J.—Palisade G. C. all-day shoot.
April 27.—Grafton, W. Va.—Monongahela Valley Sportsman’s League of West Virginia, under auspices of
the Grafton R. and G. C. W. B. Stuck, Sec’y.

May 1-3.—Oklahoma and Indian Territory State shoot.
May 2-3.—Rensselaer (Ind.) G. C.
May 2-8.—Syracuse, N. Y.—People’s G. C. tournament.
Fred. G. Millard, Mgr.
May 3.—Fairview (N. J.) G: C. all-day shoot.
May 7-8.—Vicksburg,
Miss.—Mississippi_
Delta
League
second amateur tournament.
J. J. Bradfield, Sec’y.
May 8.—Bergen Beach (L. I.)
G. C.
May 8-9.—Olean (N. Y.) G. C. tournament. B. D. Nobles,
Sec’y.
May 8-10.—New London (Ia.) G. C. shoot.
Dr. C. E.
Cook, Sec’y.
and
Kansas
Kans.—Missouri
May 9-10.—Coffeyville,
Dra.
tournament.
League
of ‘Trapshooters’
Clapp, Sec’y, Moberly, Mo.
May 9-10.—Indianapolis, Ind.—State League shoot, under
auspices of Limited G. C.
May 9-10.—Wilmington, Del.—Annual spring tournament
Delaware
State
Trapshooters’
League
under
the
auspices of the Wawaset Gun Club.
W. M. Foord,
Sec’y.
May 9-11.—Columbus (O.) G. C. tournament.
F. Shattuck, Sec’y.
May 15-17.—Nashville,
Tenn.—The
Interstate
Association’s
Southern
Handicap
tournament,
under
the
auspices of the Cumberland Park G. C.; $1,000 added
money. Elmer E. Shaner, Sec’y-Treas., Pittsburg. Pa.
May 15-18.—Milton, Pa.—Pennsylvania_State Sportsmen’s
Association

May
May

tournameut.

15-19.—Kansas
Fish Protective

Fred

A.

Godcharles,

Sec’y.

City, Mo.—Missouri State Game and
Association twenty-ninth annual tour-

nament.
R. S. Elliott,
16-17.—Greenville
(O.)

Sec’y.
Gun
Club

tournament.

H.

A. McCaughey,
Sec’y.
Knox & Knapp,
May 16-17.—Auburn, N. Y., tournament.
Megrs.
May 17.—Montpelier (Vt.) G. C. tournament.
Dr. C. H.
Burr, Sec’y.
May 22.—Hartford,
Conn.—Consolidated
Gun Club Association.
Dr. D. C. Y. Moore, Sec’y, South Manchester.
May 22-23.—New
Bedford,
Mass.—Paskamansett
G. C3
E. G. Bullard, Sec’y.
May 23-24.—Dallas
(Tex.)
G. C. tournament.
E. A.
Moseley, Megr., 264 Elm street.
j
May 23-25.—Bloomington,
Ill.—Illinois State shoot.

Cal.

Carolina Trapshoot24-25.—Wilson,
N. C.—North
ers’ Association, Sec’y
24.—Edgewater, N. J.—Palisade G. C.
24-25.—Owensboro,
Ky.—Kentucky
Trapshooters”
League fourth annual target tournament, under auspices of Davies County G. C.
James Lewis, Sec’y,
Owensboro, Ky.; F. Pragoff, Sec’y Ky. T. S. L.
May 24-25.—Montreal, Can.—Canadian Indians’ first annual
tournament.
Thomas A. Duff, High Scribe.
May

May
May

May

24-25,—Ebensburg

(Pa.)

G.

C.

W.

R.

Thompson,

Sec’y.
24-26.—Spokane, Wash.—Washington
State Sportsmen’s Association tournament.
G. C. Beck, Mgr.
May 24-25.—Ebensburg,
Pa., G. C.
W. R. Thompson,
Sec’y.
May
2%5.—Morgantown,
W.
Va.—Monongahela
Valley
Sportsman’s
League
of West
Virginia,
under
the
auspices of the Kecreation R. and G. C.
Elmer F.
Jacobs, Sec’y.
May 29-30.—Pittsfield, Mass.—Oak Hill G. C. J. Ransehousen, Sec’y.
May 29-30.—Rochester G. C.
May 29-30.—Grand Rapids, Mich.—Michigan State Trapshooters’ League shoot, under auspices of Consolidated Sportsmen’s Association.
May 30.—Mechanicsville (N.Y.) Game_Protective Associa:
May

May

tion

second

annual

tournament.

G. Singerland,

Sec’y.

30.—Ossining
(N. Y.) G. C. merchandise
shoot.
C. G. Blandford, Capt.
May 30.—Edgewater, N. J.—Palisade G. C.
May 30.—McKeesport, Pa.—Enterprise G. C. tournament.
Geo. W. Mains, Sec’y.
May 30.—Utica, N. Y.—Riverside G. C. annual tournament.
E. J. Loughlin, Sec’y.
May 30.—Utica, N. Y.—O.
C. S. A. G. C, Decoration
Day shoot.
May 30.—Newport, R. I.—Aquidneck G. C. tournament.
Chas. M. Hughes, Sec’y, 8 Ayrault St.
May 30-31.—Monte Ne, Ark., target tournament.
June 5.—Fairmont, W. Va.—Monongahela Valley Sportsman’s League of West Virginia, under auspices of
Fairmont G. C. Ed H. Taylor, Sec’y.
Sportsman’s
June 5-7.—Lincoln,
Neb.—Nebraska
State
Geo, L:
Association’s thirtieth annual tournament.
Carter, Pres.
June 5-7._Newark, N. J.—New Jersey State Sportsmen’s
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Association tournament.
W. R. Hobart, Sec’y.
June 5-8.—Dayton, O.—Ohio Trapshooters’
League twentieth annual tournament.
Added money $600.
C. C.
Rayburn, Pres.
June 7.—Olney, Ill.—Hustlers’ G. C. D. P. Moore, Chmn.
June 12.—Bergen Beach (L. I.) G. C.
H. W. Dreyer,
Sec’y.
June 12-14.—Fairmont, W. Va.—Tenth annual tournament
of the West Virginia State Sportsmen’s Association,
under

the

auspices

of

Fairmont

Gun

Club;_

$1,000

added to purses.
E. H. Taylor, Mgr.; Ed. O. Bower,
Sec’y-Treas.
June 12-15.—Warm Springs (Ga.) G. C. tournament.
June 12-15.—Baltimore,
Md.—Maryland
County
shoot.
J. Mowell Hawkins, Mgr., 1630 John St., Baltimore.
June 12-16.—Buffalo, N. Y.—New York State Snortsman’s
Association (C. G. Blandford, Sec’y, Ossining) fortyeighth annual tournament, under the auspices of the
Infallible Gun Club.
Dr. E. J. McLeod,
Sec’y.
June 13-14.—Fargo, N. D.—North Dakota
State Sportsmen’s

Association’s

twelfth

annual

tournament.

Robbins & Bailey, Mgrs.
June 19-22.—Indianapolis,
Ind.—The
Interstate Association’s Grand American Handicap target tournament;
$1,000 added money.
Elmer E. Shaner, Sec’y-Megr.,
Pittsburg, Pa.
June 26-27.—Bradford (Pa.) G. C. tournament; $500 added.
Joseph Le Compte, Sec’y.
June 28.—Edgewater, N. J.—Palisade G. C.
July 2-3.—Stratford, Ont.—Pastime G. C. tournament.
A.
W. Fisher, Sec’y for Com.
July 4.—Edgewater, N. J —Palisade G. C.
and
Kansas
July 10-11.—Carthage,
Mo.—The
Missouri
League of Trapshooters’ tournament.
July 17-19.—Philadelphia,
Pa.—The
Interstate
Association’s Eastern Handicap tournament, under the auspices of the Florists’ Gun Club; $1,000 added money.
Elmer E. Shaner, Sec’y-Mer., Pittsburg, Pa.
July 25.—Consolidated Gun Club Association of Connecticut tournament.
July 26—Edgewater,
N.
J.—Palisade
G.C.
A.A.
Schoverling, Sec’y.
Aug. 8-10.—Hamilton, Ont.—Dominion of Canada Trapshooting Association’s sixth annual tournament.
W.
P.

Thompson,

Sec’y-Treas.

tournament;
Aug. 14-17.—Parkersburg,
W. Va.—Indian
added money, $1,(00.
ale
Aug. 21-23——Denver, Colo.—The Interstate Association’s
Western
Handicap tournament, under the auspices
of the Denver Trap Club; $3,000 added money. Elmer
E. Shaner, Sec’y-Megr., Pittsburg, Pa.
Sept.
7-9.—San
Francisco,
Cal.—The
Interstate Association’s Pacific Coast Handicap tournament, under
the auspices
of the San
Francisco
Trapshooting
Association; $1,000 added money.
Elmer E. Shaner,
Sec’y-Mgr. Pittsburg, Pa.
Sept. 11-12.—Scammon, Kans.—The Missouri and Kansas
League
of Trapshooters’
tournament.
Dr.
:
Clapp, Sec’y, Moberly, Mo.
Sept. 13.—Consolidated Gun Club of Connecticut.
Dr.
D. C. Y. Moore, Sec’y, South Manchester.

AND
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Dr. C. H. Burr, Secretary, writes us that, ‘“‘At the
annual meeting of the Monpelier, Vt., Gun Club, the
following officers were
elected for the ensuing year:
President,
Geo.
B. Walton;
Vice-President,
Geo.
E.
Megrath;
Secretary and Treasurer,
Dr. C. H. Burr;
Captain, B. A. Eastman; Executive Committee, F. R.
Dawley, W. H. Harsington.
The club holds its annual
tournament May 17.

R
The Fairview, N. J., Gun Club announces an all-day
shoot, date May 3, for which a programme of eight 20target events is provided.
Entrance $1.40, and $24 added
by the club, making $3 added to each event.
Sliding
handicap.
Shooting begins at 10:30.
The grounds can
be reachsd™by" them N. UR: Ro “obs Neel.. trom ‘thestrcie
Depot.
Boats leave Twenty-third Street Ferry at 9:10,
11:25, 1:10 and 2:25.
Also the grounds may be reached
by trolley from the Christopher Street, Franklin Street,
Forty-second Street, and Twenty-third Street ferries.

R
Notwithstanding what seems to be an innate belief and
a rigid rule of action on the part of certain club secretaries, the sporting journals prefer to receive club programmes
for review before the shcots
to which they
refer,

occur,

rather

than

afterward;

yet it is but

charitable

to conclude that total apathy has not supervened when
a club secretary sends the programme for review after
the shoot to which it refers, is forgotten.
Such a strenuous officer, in the words of Sam Weller, should be loved
by his club members better than nothing at all.

R
A correspondent sends us a clipping containing the following interesting information:
‘‘At the Genesee Hotel
yesterday there was a conference of representatives of
the Riverside Gun Club and the Oneida County Sportsmen’s

Asscciation

to

arrange

for a

series

of

clay

pigeon

matches for a substantial sum, between John Watts, of
the Riverside
Gun
Club, present holder of the local
championship title, and John T. Teesdale, of the O. C.
S. A.
The articles of agreement call for three 50-bird
matches,

one

each

on

the

two

local

club

grounds,

and

if

a third be necessary, the selection of the grounds is to
be decided by tossing a coin.
The first match will take
place on the Riverside grounds, Friday, April 20.”

R

DRIVERS AND

TWISTERS.

Mr. J. H. Schlicher writes us that
shoot will be held on April 24, at
Hotel.

an all-day
the Duck

target
Farm

Zz
W. H. Lamb, President,
Me., Gun Club will hold
events, on Fast Day.

writes us
its third

that the Oakland,
annual shoot, ten

sd
A. W. Fisher, Secretary for the Committee, writes us
that the Pastime Gun Club, of Stratford, Ontario, will
hold its target tournament on July 2 and 3.
R
‘
In the Philadelphia League series, last Saturday, the
Florists defeated
Narberth, 207 to 199.
Lansdale defeated, 197 to 183. Merchantville defeated North Camden,
146 to 126. Highland defeated, 201 to 196.

ee
At the shoot of the New York Athletic Club, Travers
Island, April 14, Dr. Hibbard scored a leg on the April
cup, with a full score of 25. Mr. Geo. F. Pelham, of New
Rochelle, was the chief winner in the other events.

*
The contest between Messrs. Comstock and Brittan for
the English Hotel cup, on the grounds of the Indianapolis, Ind., Gun Club, on Saturday of last week, was
won by Comstock.
The scores were 76 and 66. A gale
of wind and a dull light were conditions which insured
low

scores.

R
A programme of eleven 15-target events, $1.30 entrance,
is provided by the Milton, Pa., Rod and Gun Club shoot,
to be held in honor of the distinguished visitors, Messrs.
Crosby, Topperwein and Hawkins, on April 25. Shooting
will commence
at 10 o’clock,
Average moneys.
Ship
guns, ammunition, etc., to G. Dal Fox & Bro.

"
The holiday shoot held at the Point Breeze track, Philadelphia, on Friday of last week, had a good entry
and a
class

competition

above

the

average.

The

weather

was

delightfully
spring-like.
Mr. Horace
Young was the
only one of the nineteen contestants who scored
a straight
25.
Five, Muller, Brown, Charlton, Murphy and Butler,
scored

23.

The programme of the Delaware State Trapshooters’
League
second
annual
spring tournament,
under the
auspices of the Wawaset Gun Club, Wilmington, Del.,
May 9-10, provides twelve 15-target events, $1.30 entrance
on the first day, and on the second day twelve events, of
which six are at 15 targets, $1.30 entrance, five at 20
targets $1.60 entrance; and the twelfth is the State 5-man
team championship, 50 targets per man, entrance $3.75
per team.
Events 7 to 11 inclusive, 100 targets, constitute
the individual State championship.
A special purse of
one cent for each target thrown will be divided pro
rata among those who shoot through the programme and
do not win their entrance.
Also 50 cents per day will
be charged each contestant participating in the sweeps,
which will be added to the special purse.
If this purse
exceeds the aforementioned losses, the balance will go to
the high guns of the two days.
Shooting will commence
at 9 o’clock.
Dinner and shells obtainable on grounds.
May 8, practice day. Sliding handicap.
Sweepstakes open
to all amateurs resident or non-resident.
State trophy
competition
restricted
to
residents.
Manufacturers’
agents shoot for targets only.
Grounds are situated at
29th and Market streets.
Take Shellpot Park car.
For
further information address W. M. Foord, 213 W. 6th
street, Wilmington, Del.
BERNARD WATERS.

In Colorado.
PueEsLo, Colo.—At the Pueblo Gun Club grounds, April
5, Mr. Collins won the.honors for the day, scoring 68
out of a possible 70, and is the proud possessor of the
shotgun offered by the club to the member making the
high total score in four weeks’ shooting, with 142.
Mr.
Stroh took the lead among the handicap men, winning a
straight of 25, and his score of 28 out of 30 is also good
for the Ballistite trophy.
Denver, Colo.—In California, which is an arid country,
huge reservoirs
have
been
constructed
to catch the
snow, some of them covering three, four and five sections of land (640 acres each).
The duck shooters are
much agitated, for the ducks are fast going from the
rivers to the reservoirs, and as Mr. Ralph Talbot said
yesterday, “‘these reservoirs are so vast, it will soon take
a_party of one hundred hunters to put the birds to
flight.”
It may not be long before the rivers have no
game at all, the ducks all seeking artificial ponds.
The
snowstorm raging in Leadville and extending as far as
Grand Junction and east to Salida, is causing great rejoicing among the fishermen, as it will afford plenty
of water for fishing this season.

News comes from Wyoming that Mr. W. Condict, of
Bennett, killed several days ago old Lobo, a notorious
gray wolf that has terrorized the ranching district for
several years.
It is estimated old Lobo has destroyed
calves, sheep and colts to the value of $5,000.
The
ranchmen held a price of $500 on his scalp.
He was the
boldest and most cunning wolf that ever “ham strung”
a “critter.”
His companion
was also killed by Mr.
Condict, who 1s receiving congratulations from his many
friends in Denver.
Mrs. Nellie Bennett was in Denver Monday and Tuesday en route to Kansas, where she will spend several
weeks.” Discussed the kindness of Forest aND STREAM
in not publishing the score she and the Misses Ball made
at the Trinidad shoot.
Declared they had to “pull snow
and ice from their eyes before they could fire.”
The
weather conditions were the worst they had ever encountered.
A Soctat TRAMP.

Columbus

Gun

Club.

Cotumsus, O., April 14.—Mr. Chamberlain and Mr. H.
E Smith each landed a 25 straight.
Wind good and
strong.
Mr. Moss, of New York, was present and said
Columbus should be proud of such excellent shooting
facilities as the Columbus Gun Club affords.
A great many good scores were made Saturday after-

noon.

The fine weather brings out the crowds.
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PitTsFIELD, Mass.—The Oak Hill Gun Club, Pittsfield,
Mass., wishes to announce that it will hold a two days’
shoot, May 29 and 30, 1906, at their range at Pontoosuc
Lake, Pittsfield, Mass.
On May 29 the programme has 150 targets, at a cost
of $13, including sweepstakes.
On this day there will be
a five-man Interstate team shoot between the Middlesex
Gun Club, of Boston, Mass., and the Schenectady, N. Y.,
Gun Club.
The match will be at 100 targets per man,
lé6yds. rise.
These two teams have deposited with the
treasurer of the club $50 as a guarantee to appear.
On May 30 the programme calls for 200 targets at a
cost of $16, including sweepstakes, merchandise event and
five-man team shoot, $50 added money to sweepstakes,
$175 worth of prizes in ‘merchandise event, including a
$100 Ithaca gun and 75 cash prizes for team shoot, divided
$40, $20, $10 and $5. Entrance fee $5 per team, divided
50, 30 and 20 per cent.
Team shoot open to all gun
clubs, contestants to be amateurs and members of the
club they shoot with.
Gun clubs desiring to enter a
team will please notify the secretary, enclosing entrance
fee, $5, not later than May 25. Failure to comply with
above request will not bar a team from entering on day
of tournament, but it would be appreciated by the management.
Joun RANSEHOUSEN, Sec’y.

Bradford

Gun

Club.

BraApForpD, Pa., April 8.—Herewith are the scores made
at our regular weekly shoot, held on Saturday afternoon,
April 7. Owing to the absence of a great number of our
members from the city the attendance was exceptionally
light.
Ps ene erneatn for our June shoot are moving along
nicely. From the large number of inquiries received from
the prominent
trapshooters all over the country,
the
attendance will be exceptionally large, and from present
indications the success of the tournament is assured.
Shot at. Brk.
Conneely sna. 125
112
Russellioccscavine 125
slshil
Bodine facies 125
117

Rochester

Rod

JOn€S
Hoéy~
JosepH

and

Shot at. mt
Wespacenany 100
coer 100
90
Le

Gun

Compre,

Sec’y.

Club.

Rocuester,
N. Y., April 11.—The
Monroe
county
medal was the object of competition at the shoot of the
Rochester Gun Club to-day.
It was an event of 100
targets.
Mr. C. S. Clark was the challenger.
Mr. H. M.
Stewart was the holder.
Mr. H. H. Stevens was a guest
of the club, and shot in the trophy race.
The scores:
Bonbright ..21 23 23 24—91
Watson ..... 21 10 22 22—84
Clarke ie anoss 22 23 24 22—90
Kirshner
...23 21 21 21—85
Stewart .. 21.23 23 24 22—92
Stevens
....23 24 19 22—88
The weather conditions were a dark light, cloudy and
rainy, shooting hard.
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FOREST
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Bergen

Beach

AND

STREAM.

Gun Club.

Bercen
Beacu,
L. I., April 10—The
shoot of the
Bergen Beach Gun Club, held to-day, was well attended.
The third contest of the 50-target, distance handicap
series of five, had thirty-one amateurs
and four professionals as contestants.
The shoot was managed by
the

well-known

amateur,

Mr.

L.

H.

Schortemeier,

and

Mr. F. Bergen was steward, Mr. De Long scorer, and
Mr. H. W. Gray was referee.
The weather was truly
of April showers and squalls, with some sunshine betimes, and a high wind blowing.
The next shoot will
be held on May 8.
Mr. Schortemeier scored 43 from
the 20yd. mark, and was high.
At the next shoot, he
goes to the 2lyd. mark, an honor which he shares with
no one.
Messrs. J. H. Hendrickson and H. W. Bissing
scored 42, the former from the 20yd. mark, the latter
from l6yds., for which excellence he stands at 20yds. next
time.

The
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Monee, Ind., April 9.—The Magic City Gun Club held
their weekly matinée shoot Thursday, April 5. Our club
will shoot on Thursdays the rest of this season.
_ The attendance was quite small, owing to the threatening weather—none of the old guard ventured out.
The scores made by the contestants were very irregular, and not up to the standard, but considered quite
good by those who tried to break ’em all.
We expect the largest attendance in the history of our
club on April 19. Experts who have announced their inAiete of being with us are:
MHeikes, Vietmeyer and
oa.
Stevens Arms Co. event, prize a .25-20 Stevens rifle;
25 birds per man, the gun to be the property of the contestant who has the greatest number of wins at the end
of the season:
Bender 21, Shoemack 21, Johnson 18,
Farrell 17. Spencer 17, Williamson 19.
Ithaca Gun Co. event, prize, $75 Ithaca gun; rules and
conditions same as above event:
Bender 18, Shoemack
21, Johnson 21, Farrell 28, Spencer 20, Williamson 23.
Dupont Powder Co. event, prize a Dupont loving cup;
50 birds per man, the cup to become the property of the

of powder,

by
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wadding,

and

shot

machines which give invariable results, are responsible for
the superiority of Winchester “Leader’”’ and ‘“ Repeater”’
There is no guess-work in loading
Shotgun Shells.
Reliability, velocity, and penetration are deterthem.
mined by scientific apparatus and practical experiments.
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Shells,

For six consecutive years Winchester Factory Loaded
‘Leader’? and ‘“ Repeater”’ Shotgun Shells have stood
first in popularity, first in victories won and first in strong
shooting qualities. Carefully inspected shells and the best
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WINCHESTER

REPEATING

contestant having the greatest number of wins to his
Bender 39, Shoemack 42, Johncredit after ten contests:
son 39, Farrell 40, Spencer 37, Williamson 42.
F. L. WacuTEL, Sec’y.

Crosby-Topperwein-Hawkins.

next

best

score,

85

out

of 100.

Topperwein

gave

his

exhibition of fancy shooting with revolvers
wonderful
The applause that greeted
and repeating guns and rifles.
his every effort showed that the exhibition was much _ appreciated.

The

next

shoot

was

held

at

the

making
of 105

9 out of his last 100.
Ed. Hickey
tied by
was
He
style.
in great

inimitable

“Top’s”

Herron

Hill

The programme called for 105 tarGun Club, Pittsburg.
‘‘Bill’s’’ trunk arrived, and he got his gun in the
gets.
two in his first 4, and broke
missing
after
place
right

and

warmly

was

exhibition

broke 98
Hawkins.

generously

rings with his
to punch
made
was
He
applauded.
coins, until those
other
and
pennies
quarters,
from

of 150

out

.32
in

watch

and

rings

were well supplied with
attendance
charms.
At Cumberland, Crosby broke 142

Wm. R. Croszy, of O’Fallon, Ill.; Adolph Topperwein,
of San Antonio, Tex., and J. Mowell Hawkins, of Baltimore, Md., representatives of the Winchester Repeating
Arms Co., are making a short tour of the East, and will
shoot in Pennsylvania, Delaware, Maryland, Virginia and
The first shoot took place at Cannonsburg,
New Jersey.
Pa., and an extra large crowd of shooters and spectators
Unfortunately Crosby’s trunk did
were in attendance.
not arrive from St. Louis, and he was unable to attend.
Hawkins made the good score of 96 out of 100 in a strong
Ed. Hickey, the Pittsburg crack amateur, made
wind.
the

102,
out

CONN.

HAVEN,

NEW

CO.,

ARMS

in

the

H. D.
Hawkins broke 139.
wind, which was a fine score.
form.
in great
shot
also
club,
of the local
3illmeyer,
all
they
and
place,
this
at
shooters
rifle
There are many

at the

marveled

lever

in the
At

action

air

with

rapidity

.32cal.

at

one

Washington,

rifle when

time
T.

by

Bill

“Top”

which

hitting

broke

95

out

worked

of

100.

the

thrown

oranges

three

himself.

Hawkins

94, Wilhite and Hunter 85 each.
‘At Charlottesville, Crosby broke 97 out of 100. Hawkins
and Bruffey 93 in a high wind.
At Lynchburg a strong wind made the targets very
Crosby broke 137 out of 150, and was
difficult at times.
ticd by W.
demonstrated

shells.
honors

straight.

of the local club,
R. Winfree,
what an amateur could do with

again
who
Winchester

Keller broke 136, but Col. Terry carried off the
by breaking 94 out of 100, with a run of over 50
The

boys

have

entertained at each club,
reception accorded them.

been

and

most

are

warmly

loud

greeted

in praise

and

of the
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Interstate

Association’s

The

Southern

Programme.

Handicap.

Tue Interstate Association desires that all trapshooters
will bestow their earnest attention on the many interesting events announced in this programme, and on the important subsidiary tournament matters arranged by the
Association for the season of 1906.
Progressiveness and liberality have ever been conspicuous
features
of the
Interstate
Association’s
policy,
throughout the Association’s existence, in respect to all
drapshocting interests.
Each season, in turn, it has introduced and established some features of marked improvement, and, not infrequently, many improvements.
And of all these not the least have been the educational
benefits afforded by the tournaments themselves.
They
have been so organized and perfected in every department that (besides being competitive) they have been
great schocls of instruction for club officers and members who desire to hold tournaments of their own in an
up-to-date manner.
And also it is the special care of the
Association that first-class competition shall be provided
at all of its tournaments.
The history of trapshooting shows that the Association’s efforts have been crowned
with gratifying success.
Its perfect rules have gained a national acceptance; it in every particular has filled a national need;
and trapshooting in every department has been standardized in all that is wholesome and in all that makes
for the best sportsmanship.
It is gratifying to the Interstate Association that its efforts have won public praise
and appreciation.
Thus while the Interstate Association’s past achievements have been great, its purposes for the present year
contemplate
the surpassing of all prior efforts,
The
growth of trapshooting in the United States has been
so phenomenal that the Grand American Handicap of
itself is not equal to public demand in respect to geographical sections; that is to say, trapshooters have so
multiplied in all sections that each of the four great
natural divisions of the United States, namely, the East,
the South, the West, and the Pacific Slope, is competent
to support a tournament of its own on the broad lines
of the Grand American Handicap.
The Association with its well-known energy and grasp
in trapshooting matters has generously extended itself
to meet the requirements of the improved situation, and
four new handicaps, similar in the main to the Grand
American Handicap, are arranged for 1906.
For the financial interest of these tournaments, generous provision has been made by the Interstate Association.
It
has appropriated $500 outright for each, a total of $2,000
for

the

four.

With

the

$500,

clubs holding the subsidiary
ute, there will thus be $1,000,
each

or

more,

which

each

of the

tournaments will contribor more, added money at

tournament.

The Interstate Association’s first Southern Handicap
Target Tournament will be held on the grounds of the
Cumberland Park Gun Club, Nashville, Tenn., May 15
to

in

17 inclusive.

Recognizing
the South,

Association

the
the

has

phenomenal
growth in trapshooting
land of sunshine and chivalry, the
made

very

satisfactory

arrangements

with the Cumberland Park Gun Club, one of the strongest and most progressive organizations in the United
States, to give the first Southern Handicap under its
auspices.
In the Cumberland Park Gun Club’s membership are a number of excellent trap shots, several of
them with reputations not confined to their home city.
The club to a man goes into the sport actuated by wholesouled sportsmanship, and its interest never lags in any
season.
With
such a _ broad-spirited
and _ enthusiastic
personnel, the Cumberland Park Gun Club finds its field
constantly enlarging, and, with an initiative and energy
that marks the true sportsman,
it keeps step in the
march of progress.
;
P
:
With the well-known love of sportsmanship, which is
emong the liveliest of Southern traditions, as well as
being of the liveliest of present actualities, the Interstate
Association feels assured that this tournament will be one
of the greatest ever held in the South.
The committee on handicaps is constituted as follows:
Eimer E. Shaner, Pittsburg, Pa., Chairman; B. Waters,
New York, N. Y.
. M. Powers. Decatur, Ill.; W. D.
Townsend, Omaha, Neb.; L. B. Fleming, Pittsburg, Pa.
In case there is less than a majority of the Committee
present at any time when its services are needed, the
Tournament
Committee
of the Interstate Association
thas power to appoint a member, or members, to act in
the place of the absentee, or absentees.
The Committee will meet at the Duncan Hotel, Nashville, Tenn., on the evenings of May 15 and 16, to allot
handicaps for the Preliminary and Southern Handicaps
respectively.
First day, May 15.—12 events, each at 15 and 20 targets, $1.50 and $2 entrance, $25 added.
Open to amateurs
only.
No handicaps.
Manufacturers’ agents, paid representatives, etc., may shoot in the above events for targets only.
Second day, May 16.—Six 15 and 20-target events, $1.50
and $2 entrance, $20 or $25 added; other conditions as
on

first

day.

Event

No.

7, Preliminary

Handicap,

open

to all:
One hundred targets, unknown
angles, $7 entrance—-targets included, handicaps 14 to 22 yards, high
guns—not class shooting, $100 added to the purse.
The
number of moneys into which the purse will be divided
will be determined by the number of entries received,
as is fully explained elsewhere in this programme.
In
addition to first money, the winner will receive a trophy,
presented by the Interstate Association.
Third day, May 17.—Six 15 and 20-target events, entrance $1.50 and $2, $20 added.
Event No. 7, Southern
Handicap at Targets, open to all. One hundred targets,
unknown
angles, $10 entrance—targets included, handi‘caps 14 to 22 yards, high guns—not class shooting, $200
added to the purse.
The number of moneys into which
the purse will be divided will be determined by the number of entries received, as is fully explained elsewhere
in this programme.
In addition to first money, the win-

AND

STREAM.

ner will receive a trophy, presented by the Interstate
Association.
Shooting will commence at 9 A. M. sharp each day.
The grounds will be open for practice and sweepstakes shooting on the afternoon of Monday, May 14.
The Interstate
Association
trapshooting
rules
will
govern all points not otherwise provided for.
Note that section 1, Rule II, of the target rules, relating to bore of gun, is not in "force at this tournament.
No guns larger than 12 gauge allowed.
Weight of guns
unlimited.
Black powder barred.
Targets will be thrown
about 50 yards.
The Interstate Association reserves the right to refuse any entry.
Price of targets (2 cents each) included in all entrances,
A full line of first class factory loaded shells will be
on sale at the shooting grounds.
The standard bore of the gun is No. 12, and in the
handicap events all contestants will be handicapped on
that basis.
Contestants using guns of smaller bore must
stand on the mark allotted to them.
The Interstate Association reserves the right to select
two cartridges from each contestant (to test the same
for proper loading), the selection to be made at any
time when a contestant is on the firing point.
In case entries are so numerous
that darkness or
other cause prevents the finish of any events the same
day they are commenced, the Management reserves the
authority to stop the shooting at any time it may deem
it necessary.
In this case, weather permitting, the shooting will begin, where left off, at 9 A. M. sharp the next
ay.
“Shooting names”’ will not be used at this tournament.
Shooting “for targets only’ is open to manufacturers’
agents solely; all other contestants
must make
entry
for the purses.
There will be no practice shooting allowed, or preliminary events shot, prior to the commencing of the
regular events scheduled for the day.
Contestants
are requested
to make
entries for the
entire programme
each day.
Money will be refunded
in all uncontested
events, except the two handicaps,
and the contestant has but to notify the Cashier of his
intention to withdraw.
In case entries are so numerous that events cannot
be finished until late any day—thus keeping the Cashier
back with his work—a branch of the Cashier’s office will
be opened that night in the Duncan Hotel, where winners of money can secure the amounts due them or they
can obtain same at the shooting grounds next day.
Contestants who ask to have their Cashier slips or
score cards countersigned, for the purpose of securing
any bonus offered as an inducement to use certain goods,
will be considered as manufacturers’ agents, and will so
be classed at future Interstate Association tournaments.
The purses in all events, except the two handicaps,
will be divided according to the Rose System at the
ratio of §8-5-3-2.
The Interstate Association and the Cumberland Park
Gun Club adds $1,000, of which amount $150 is reserved to
purchase trophies—$100 for a trophy for the winner of
first money in the Southern Handicap, and $50 for a
trophy for the winner of first money in the Preliminary
Handicap.
The Interstate Association reserves the authority to
postpone the Southern Handicap at targets on account
of bad weather or other important cause if, in the judgment cf the management, such postponement is necessary.
The manner of shooting the Southern
Handicap at
targets (and, in fact. all events scheduled for the tournament) will depend entirely on the number of entries received.
However, contestants are assured that a reasonable equity will be maintained under all conditions.
The official score will be kept on a score board in
plain view of the contestant.
It will be the duty of the
contestant to see to it that the right result is recorded.
In case of error it will be the duty of the contestant in
whose score the mistake has occurred to have it corrected before he fires at two (2) more targets, otherwise
the score must stand as shown on the score board.
In
case a contestant’s view of the score board is interfered
with through any cause, he may refuse to shoot until the
result of his Jast shot can be seen.
In the handicap events ties that are shot off will be
at 20 targets per man, and the original distances contestants stand at will govern.
Bank checks, drafts, or bills of exchange will not be
received at the cashier’s office in payment of entrance;
nor will any check, draft or bill of exchange be cashed
during the tournament.
This rule will be strictly enforced.
Take South Spruce, Glendale, or Spruce and Glendale cars from the Duncan Hotel or the Maxwell House;
transfer at Wedgewood avenue to the Cumberland Park
car.
Cars pass the hotels every ten minutes, and it is a
ride of fifteen minutes to the park.
Guns, ammunition,
etc., forwarded by express must
be prepaid and sent to J. Legler & Son, Nashville, Tenn.
Mark your own name on the box that goods are shipped
in, and it will be delivered at the shooting grounds without charge.
Please note that shipments on which charges have not
been paid will positively not be received.
Application for a rate of a fare and a third for the
round trip, on the certificate plan, has been made to the
Southeastern Passenger Association, but up to the time
this programme went to press no decision has been announced.
In case the rate is granted. due notice will be
given through the columns of the different sportsmen’s
journals.
Ask for certificate to the Interstate Association’s Southern Handicap.
No expense will be spared to make the tournament
run smoothly.
The most expert and competent help will
be secured, and the office force will be large and capable.
Special attention is called to the schedule of events
arranged for each day.
The conditions of the handicap
merit—and

will,

of

course,

receive—more

careful

study

than usual.
Further
information
relative to tournament
will ve
cheerfully furnished by E. S. Shannon, Secretary, Cumberland Park Gun Club, First National Bank Building,
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THERE was a good crowd at the grounds on April 8.
Barker and Bonser tied on 46 for first place for the
Clement’s trophy.
Sixteen men
shot in the Ackley trophy contest on
April 14, Gambell making high score of 48.
He can
shoot some
when
he takes a notion.
The day was
pleasant, but a very strong wind blew.
In the practice
events, twenty-one shooters took part.
Lutie Gambell was on the firing line to-day and broke
21 cut of 25 in one event.
Among the visitors were Mr.
Girton, of Kings Mills, one of the oldest shooters in this
locality.
Harvey McMurchy joined in the sport.
The last contest for the Ackley trophy will be held on
April 28.
Ackley trophy, 50 targets:
Gambell,” 162. snus cataecn
es
Girton) 16t- acer eet see Ot
Davenport, (16. cc ccsree
seo
Tuttle)
UGeteses recesses. 100
Bonsert, (16)
secavesnienss
certo
Bullerdick, 16.......++4. 35
Herman, 16 coe va'slogoeedo
Stuart, s16seeeneemesce
sas OS)
McMurchy, LO dentcaetanare . 44
Keplinger
162. seesk sss soe

King. 16000 secececeee 44 | Rhodesdeueeaemeass 700
Maynard. 16: u sess spe
Pohlara Gls. acer Spore

ene®
ot

In Other

Pfeiffer, 1Gsn- «cee Ape)
Mrs Davenport, 16..... 26

Places.

The Kendallville, Ind., Limited Gun Club will hold its
second annual shoot May 1. The shocters from Goshen
and other towns will be invited.
The programme calls
for ten events of 20 targets each.
The Weber Gun Club, Salt Lake City, is a_new one.
President, Lorenzo Olsen; vice-president, J. E. Garner;
secretary, J. H. Garner; treasurer, Chas. Garner.
These,
with Wm. R. Felinder, ‘Thomas Reed and Frank Arnave,
constitute the board of directors.
Jer
Hirschy has been sojourning in Texas during
the past month,
Frank Faurote was a welcome visitor at the city of
Dallas, Texas, where he presented the Theo. Berning
Gun Club with a handsome silver trophy.
This club
has been inactive for the past few months, but since Mr.
Faurote mingled with the boys, the promise is made that
from and after April 15 the club will meet regularly.
Mr. Wallace Miller, who will manage the State shoot
in the Lone State State was in Brenham last Friday
consulting with Secretary George Tucker with reference
to the programme.
The gentlemen expect that the turnout will be the largest ever known in that State, because
the programme
will provide for the 80 per cent. or
lower
shooters.
It seems
that many
of the poorer
shooters will be enabled to win back their entrance, while
the good shot will take the medals and the plunder, as
well as a fair share of the entrance money.
Altogether
as these gentlemen have had many years experience, it
is not going amiss to predict four days of fine sport.
Last year there where thousands of mallards, canvasback, teal, redhead, bluebills and other varieties of ducks
killed near Marinette, Wis., in the spring, and the poor
shooting in the fall was the result.
This year that has
been changed, and the real true sportsman will rejoice
in the knowledge of fine fall shooting, as the law as enforced prohibits all spring shooting.
One hunter suggests that it might be all right to shoot bluebills, but
how to protect the other ducks would be the question.
Thursday the shooters at Arkansas City, Kans., met
and indulged in practice events.
Some good scores were
made, considering the early season.
The opening shoot of the Coffeyville, Kans., Gun Club
was held Thursday last with a good attendance, and the
interest shown proved that there will be many hot contests during the year.
Another time the outing for the shooters at Butte and
Anaconda, Mont., was hindered by a snow storm; yet
the various medal events were shot off.
The Brownlie
was taken by Kelley after a shoot-off with Drumgoole,
and he also won the Klepetko after a shoot-off with
same party.
Jud Hasley won the powder cup.
The
shooters are getting warmed up for the State tournament
that takes place at Anaconda May 18 to 20. These local
sports are generous fellows, and they will hold up the |
record of the smelter city as being the most hospitable
of any town in the State.
The Waco, Texas, shooters will go to Austin on April
23 and 24 for the State shoot.
Much interest is being
taken by the gunners in towns nearby, and some of them
will try for State honors.
The San Jacinto Gun Club, Cal., has changed its dates
from April 18-20 to April 24-26, “The hotels will give a
educed rate, and club members will take proper care
of all who attend.
The South McAlester, Ind. Ter., Gun Club has been
organized, and it is rather full grown for an infant with
a membership of fifty-four. A site for the club house has
been secured.
The Darby, Pa., Gun Club held_a meeting recently and
elected for president, J. R. McClure; vice-president, J.
M. Shaw;
treasurer,
Chas.
Clark;
secretary,
Edward
Bonsail.
A committee was appointed to purchase a trap,
and the old grounds will be retained.
The Marion, Ind., Gun Club will reorganize soon, as
there are twenty--five persons who are ready to assist in
building up the old club.
The grounds suitable are
among the other matters of interest.
The members of the Hamilton, O., Gun Club did not
meet in sufficient numbers last week to hold a shoot.
There will be another effort made and, if necessary, new
grounds will be located, and there is hopes of keeping
the club alive.
Last Thursday the fine weather was the occasion for a
large turnout at the Pueblo, Col., Gun Club grounds.
There were a number of out of town visitors, including
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U. S. Government experts.
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In Maryland.
Tue A. G. Aiford Sporting Goods store, Baltimore, has
long been the center of attraction for Baltimore shooters, and just now there is great rejoicing in the house
of Mordecai
over
the
arrival of
George
Patterson

114-116

Mordecai, Jr.
May he be the coming sportsman
of
Maryland, and George, Sr., continue to wear “the smile
that won’t come off.”

Michigan

State

Trapshooters’

League.

FoLtowineG is an extract from a circular letter sent
out by the secretary of the League:
“The Consolidated Sportsmen’s Association has added
$300 to events besides the diamond and solid gold medal
badges for expert, semi-expert and team championship
races offered by the Michigan State Trapshooters’ League.
“Among the unusual features to be afforded for the
pleasure of visitors will be that of tower shooting each
day after the close of the regular programme.
There is
but one other tower in the United States and, therefore, very few shooters have ever had the privilege of
participating in this unique method of shooting.
To facilitate the accessibility of the grounds the Association has
provided launches which will connect with each street
car and convey you to the shooting grounds, thus avoiding any walking and permitting you to enjoy a beautiful
ride on Grand River.
“You will observe by reading the accompanying programme that the events heretofore participated in exclusively by contestants for the medals are open to all
comers to shoot for average money and for regular points
the

same

as

in

all

other

events,

but

open

only

to

mem-

bers of the Michigan State Trapshooters’
League for
competition for the medals.
We have endeavored to arrange the programme so that the money will be divided
fairly, giving the average shooter a chance along with the
best shots. Two hundred and twenty-five targets per man
will be thrown each day, and in order to participate in
the average money it will be necessary for each shooter
to shoot through
the entire programme
for the day,
Three sets of traps will be used and shooting will commence promptly at 9 A. M. each day.
“Ship

all

ammunition

and

guns

to

COo.,

SR RYN 7s

MASS.,

497-503 Pearl St., 55-43 Park St, New York.

Miss Ball, of Cafion City, who shot in the first event,
making a creditable showing.
A movement is now on whereby there will be a gun
club at Danville, Ill. There are plenty of “men behind
the gun” at this city, and if they get into line there will
be a tournament or two held there this year.
One
thing sure the right man, John Long, is back of the
project.
The Cumberland Gun Club, Davenport, Ia., is making
great preparations for a big tournament May 14, 15 and
16. The club has long had the reputation of holding the
most successful tournaments ever pulled off in the west.
Their merchandise shoots have drawn the biggest crowds
of any and held the shooters the longest.
There will be a hot time in Chicago at Watson’s park
on May 13, when the Burnside trophy will be the attraction; 100 targets handicap, open to amateurs.
The Durand, Wis., Gun Club will hold a tournament
June 7, to which all amateurs are invited.
Another new shooting event has been sprung by M.
Teeple at Watson’s park.
He has looked to the future
and has set July 4 for a shoot at 100 targets, $5 entrance.
The shoot will be handicap, and all will stand an even
show when Mr. F. H. Teeple sets the pegs.
There was a shoot held Sunday, April 8, at the Calumet
Gun Club grounds, South Chicago.
A feature of the
shoot was a 50-target handicap for a prize.
The old and influential gun
club, the Garfield, of
Chicago, will start the season 1906 with a shoot on its
grounds on West Monroe street, Saturday, April 21.
Chicago can now boast of a new gun club under the
name of Honey Dew.
The incorporators are Timothy B.
Murphy, John L. Downey and James Benson.
The Menominee, Mich., Gun Club tournament; lookout for another good one July 27, 28 and 29. Reduced
railroad rates will prevail, and Alfred Greer, secretary,
says, “‘Come on.”’
/
A. E. Close, secretary Appleton, Minn., Gun Club, gives
notice of a change of dates for their tournament, same
will now be June 7 and 8. Mr. Close writes that this
will be one of the best shoots for the year to be held
in the northwest.
Tuesday, May 1, there will be a shoot by the San Jose,
Tll., Gun Club, whether it be sunshine or rain.
The thirteenth annual tournament of the New London,
Ta., Gun Club will this year be held May 8, 9 and 10.
The old team of Budd and Whitney are so well known
as managers, that there is nothing to be said in that
line. When it comes to trophies, Dr. Cook has ‘‘’em all
beaten” this year.
It will be the Mississippi Valley
trophy, worth $200.

by careful tests made by the

the

secretary,

who

will see that they are safely transported to the grounds.
Any information as to trains, hotel accommodations or
any reservations wished will be cheerfully and promptly
attended to by the secretary upon application.
‘““We hope to have the pleasure of your presence at the
best shoot you ever attended.”
The programme of the Michigan State Trapshooters’
League tournament, to be held under the auspices of the
Consolidated
Sportsmen’s
Association,
Grand
Rapids,
Mich., May 29 to 30, has twelve events scheduled for the
first day, at 15, 20 and 25 targets, entrance $1.50, $2 and
$2.50; added moneys, $7.50, $10 and $12.50. Event 7, 25
targets, 50 cents entrance, is for the amateur State championship, of which a solid gold badge is the emblem;
optional sweeps additional $2; all surplus added.
Event
11, 25 targets, entrance $2.50, is the semi-expert State
championship event, of which a solid gold badge is the
emblem.
High average moneys
for the day are $10,

Market St., San Francisco.

$7.50, $5, $3 and $2. The programme for the second day has
the same number of events and targets, but three of
them are special, namely, No, 16 is the State 3-man team
championship, 25 targets, entrance $1.50; No. 19 is the
expert State championship,
entrance 50 cents, optional
sweep $2, surplus added, and No. 23 is the Evening
Press sweepstake, 25 targets, entrance $2.50.
High average

moneys

for

the

two

days,

450

targets,

are

$15,

$10,

$7, $6, $5, $4, $3, $2.50, $2 and $2.
Excepting events 7,
11, 16 and 19, all events are handicaps.
Rose system,
7, 5, 3 in 15-target events; 8, 6, 4, 3, in 20 and 25-target
events,
Apply
for
souvenir
programme
to
Secretary

harles

M.

Greenway,

Grand
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Twice each month a “certificate shoot’? will be held,
four prizes to be awarded in each contest to first, second,
third and fourth.
All ties are to be shot off on the day
of the shoot, and the winners to be handicapped one yard
for every time they are successful, until the 20yd. mark
is reached.
At the shoot on Thursday, the following
scores were made in the “certificate shoot’’:
At 25 targets—Wilhite 23, M. Taylor 28, Capt. Rhodes
22, Bausket 21, Hogan 20, Carpenter 19, James 19, Williams 18, Coleman 17, Hall 16, Odell 15, Dr, Taylor 12,
Green 11.
Capt. Rhodes
Taylor won
first (Wilhite forfeiting),
second, Bausket third and Hogan fourth.
SECRETARY.

The
THE

Indians

people

times made
wow of The

and

Looking

sportsmen

Southward.

of the

overtures to secure
Indians across the

south

have

several

a tournament,
and
Mason and Dixon’s

powline,

but it has remained for the followers of ‘the trap in the
city of San Antonio to offer inducements for a midwinter tournament there which can hardly fail to be successful.
No details can be given as yet, but the shooters
of the country will be interested to know that there is
a plan afoot for a record-breaking event in the Almo city
next January, fostered and espoused by The Indians,
with added money to the amount of not less than $2,000
cash.
Keep your eye on the Texas trail.
F, C. Rrexr, Sec’y.
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At the annual championship tournament of the Indoor .22 Caliber Rifle League of the United States, held at Grand Rapids, Mich., February 12-17, 1906,

PETERS

CARTRIDGES

ESTABLISHED

2481

OUT

THE

RECORD

OF A POSSIBLE
MADE

FIRST

WORLD'S

BY

W.

A.

D5OO

TEWES

HONORS

at Zettler Rifle Club Open Tournament, New York, March 10-17, 1906.
100 SHOT MATCH, won by Arthur Hubalek, score 2468.
Seven of the first ten prize-winners ued PETERS .22 SHORT CARTRIDGES.
ZIMMERMAN TROPHY, won by L. P. Ittel. BEST BULLSEYE, made by W. Rosenbaum.
L. C. Buss and L. P. Ittel made possible 225 on the Ring Target.
80% of the contestants in these matches used Peters Cartridges) THE SEMI-SMOKELESS KIND.
If there ever was the slightest doubt in any mind as to the superiority of Peters Cartridges of all calibers, that doubt has been dispelled for all time by the results of
the Sea Girt, Grand Rapids and New York tournaments.
The various winnings and high scores were not the result of accident but may be credited to good holding and
absolutely perfect ammunition.
The inevitable conclusion is that if Peters Cartridges of either large or small caliber, are equal to these most crucial tests, they

are the best to use in any kind of shooting, either for Target Practice, Hunting, Police, or Military purposes.

THE

PETERS

CARTRIDGE
NEW

YORK:

And the Tricks of Trapping and Trap Making.
Containing hints on camp shelter, all the tricks and bait
receipts of the trapper, the use of the traps, with instructions
for the capture of all fur-bearing animals.
By
W. Hamilton
Gibson.
Illustrated.
Cloth, 300 pages.
$1.00.
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Blackfoot Lodge Tales.

Camp Life in the Woods.

Price,
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READY

aptly characterizes

STEVENS

Manager

Hunting Without a Gun.

The Story of a Prairie People.
By George Bird Grinnell.
Cloth, 300 pages.
Price, $1.75.
Mr. Grinnell has for years been on terms of intimacy
with two of the three tribes which made up the great
confederation known as the Blackfoot Nation, and having
the confidence of the braves and wisest of the old men,
he has penetrated deep into the secret history of the
tribe.

CO.
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AND

RELIABLE”
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There is no uncer-

And

other papers.
By Rowland E. Robinson.
With illusRagen from drawings by Rachael Robinson.
Price,

This is a collection of papers on different themes contributed to ForEsT AND STREAM and other publications,
and now for the first time brought together.
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tainty, no doubt, no marring of the King of Outdoor Sports,

when armed with a trusty “STEVENS.”
That is why Hunters and Sportsmen everywhere stick to this make; there is
nothing experimental about the famous line of Rifles, Pistols
and Shotguns that has been for generations past, the embodiment of all that high-grade arms should be.
Leading dealers handle our products.
If your dealer tries to
sell you ‘‘firearms as good as the STEVENS,”
— insist on
THE STEVENS.

Send for handsomely illustrated catalog, containing detailed
descriptions of our entire output, interesting information
regarding shooting, ammunition, etc.
Our attractive three-color Aluminum Hanger
will be mailed anywhere for 10 centsin stamps.

J. STEVENS
Chicopee
New
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Gun

shooters

in

all

at

sometime

or

other

trying

DUPONT

their

hand at the trapshooting game and with first-class success in the majority of cases with weather conditions
to the liking of even the most fastidious.
_ Straight
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PAO Bras cteiereoiwiefeietcter
aie 24
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him,

and

Jack’s

friends

did

not

6s voce

decrease

4

by

his

accepting conditions as he found them in spite of being
off form.
Mr. E. C. Griffiths, of Pascoag, R. I., quiet in a way,
but easily breaking targets loud enough to hear at either
21 or 16yds.; in fact, his last 100 netting an even 96, the
majority of these being from the longer distance mark.
With Grif in form again—and his last six scores averaging close to 96 per cent. shows that he is—makes it all
the worse for the home boys, and has put them on tender
hooks as to the outcome.
‘
Will Woodward, a brother of the late and universal'y
well liked ‘‘Indian,’”’ Chief Dub de Fid, was easily second
best with 88 per cent., and his 28 in the prize match was
the result of good shooting where it counted the most.
Roy and Carver, first and second in the match totals,
had a warm time all through, with the former securing
an advantage on the second 15, which gave him a lead of
three targets, which will be a hard lead to overcome
with Roy shooting in the form that he is.
Fay and Muldown in their mild set-to furnished a good
deal of amusement, but the former stubbed his toe on a
number of rightquarterers and then it was all over but
the shouting.
There is always a next time according to
Fay, and then another story will be told. Other scores:
Events:
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April 11.—Twenty-three shooters journeyed Wellingtonward to-dayto welcome our old stand-by, Jack Fanning,
who. had stayed over a day or two just for the pleasure
of another shoot.
While Jack’s average was not quite
what we preferred it should be, still the visit was one
round of pleasure, as there is an exceedingly large, warm
spot in the hearts of many Bostonians for this well known
dense powder advocate.
Twenty-one or l6yds., anywhere
suited

by Mr. F. A. Weatherhead,

Del.
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Merchandise match; distance handicap:
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was won

14-16, 1906,

Average was won by Mr. Lee R. Barkley, of Chicago.

DUPONT

Cent.
- 928
.928
.904
.904

9 12 dd

Sloe

March

Iowa.

All these

to

9 125

Giccie sistsxis 96646

ieerecrae: « 10g

8) 22
6 20

SHOOT,

Second Amateur Average was won by Mr. H. C. Dorton, Fonda, Ia.,
and.the Above Ninety Per Cent. Experts’ Trophy was won
by Mr. Charles Spencer.

Per

25
23
25
24
23

81414
8 8 24
8 14 12 10 10 22

Wocdward,
16......
Peetiy
eS 138 13 13°29:
Wihteeler!
“182 ic. ee
91012101413
8

Keeler

tables are
scores:

Oak,

First Amateur

is saying a good deal. Just 9 targets in all were elusive
enough to get away from his well directed loads, and
judging from the looks of the bird after his gun went off,
it looked as if the gun must have been built with a
sprinkler on the muzzle end.
Johnson and Hamblin,
from Whitinsville,
proved a
strong pair and put in some strong bids for high honors,
with the double gun advocate somewhat in the lead over
gun
next

STATE

The State Championship

Young, of the Chicago
90 odd per cent. tied
and proved that with
deceptive grounds, he
best.

feature of the afternoon, however, was “‘Grif’s”’
The old veteran
was in his best trim, which

the pump
be turned

°49

SMOKELESS

At the IOWA

“‘Willaman-

lead with 5, making two
‘‘Grif’ for high average

A welcome visitor was Mr. J. S.
Trapshooters’ Association, whose
for second average with Carver,
a little more practice on these
would be in form to go with the
The real
shooting.

STREAM.

Club.

Boston,
Mass.,
April 4.—The
Boston
Gun
Club’s
weekly prize shoot of to-day proved to be one of the
kind that the true sportsman likes to attend.
Twentyeight
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Sauer & Son Hammerless Shot Guns, made in 12, 16 and 20 gauge. For Field, Trap
from $80.00 to $600.00.
Orders for next season’s

and Duck Shooting.
Grades
delivery accepted now.

KIRKWOOD

BROS.,

Guns

and

23 Elm

Street,

Boston,

mc. Army Auction
*

Revolvers

.

$ .50 up

Officer’s

Bargains
Sword

(new)

Revolver Holsters . .10
Side-arm Swords
. .
Haversacks
a laeelO.-- «6Bayonets
an.
(se se
Knapsacka,
. . . .50 *‘
Carbine Boot
..
,
Carbinea
« . .°.
.80 ‘*
Cross Rifles (dozen).
Muskets
Eh 00 ace
“.
Sabers
**
Saddles . . , . . 1.90 ‘*
Screw Drivers ‘*
Saddle Bags (pair).
.75 ‘* Linen Collars
‘*
:
Bridles . . . : - .65 **
Brass Letters ‘*
Navy Hats
-10 **
Blue Flannel Shirts.
Army Campaign Hats
. . .35 **
Gunners’ Hammera.
Leggins (pair)
. ot
ee
elo)
Army Spades
ke ..%
Army U.1iforms, consisting of New Helmet. Coat. Trousers,
134
page Large Illustrated Catalog mailed (stamps)
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BANNERMAN,
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Largest Stuck in the world Government
—2%

acres

Broadway,
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Broadway

Goods.
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41.00
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t.o0
30
35
1.50
.10
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all for $1.65
12c
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York

15 acres storage

salesroom.
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AMERICAN
DUCK SHOOTING
By GEORGE

BIRD GRINNELL

No single gunner, however
ence, has himself covered the

wide his experiwhole broad field

of duck shooting, and none knows so much about
the sport that there is nothing left for him
learn.
Each one may acquire a vast amount

to
of

novel information by reading this complete and
most interesting book. It describes, with a por-

trait, every species of duck,
goose and swan
known to North America; tells of the various
methods of capturing each, the guns, ammunition,
loads, decoys and boats used in the sport, and.
gives the best account ever published of the re-

2 Buy a bottle of
“3-in-One” the famous ‘V
booklet giving present uses—

then experiment till you finda
Y brand new good use—not medicinal
—send us that use and if yours is
7/7 the best we'll send you $50 in gold.
Hf G. W. COLE CO., 31! Washington Life
Bidg., New York City. Generous sample
\ and booklet sent on request—no cost.

Write to-day.

|;

trieving Chesapeake

pieces by Wilmot Townsend.
Price, edition de luxe on hand made paper,
bound in buckram, plates on India tint paper,
each copy numbered

and signed by author, $5.00.

Price library edition, $3.50.
FOREST

Set

Bay dog.

About 600 pages, 58 portraits of fowl, 8 fullpage plates, and many vignette head and tail

AND STREAM PUBLISHING
346 Broadway, New York.

CO.

650

FOREST

AND

STREAM.

“THE FINEST GUN IN THE WORLD”

If

you

can

A. H. FOX

find

GUN

a

better

one,

COMPANY,

Not connected

with The

Philadelphia

FISHING

Arms

buy

Philadelphia,

At Point

Pa.

Company

or visitfour store.

Schoverling, Daly @ Gales
302-304

BROADWAY,

-

NEW

Breeze.

PHILADELPHIA,
April 13.—The
holiday shoot at live
birds, held to-day on the grounds of the Philadelphia
Driving
Park, was favored
with delightfully pleasant
weather.
The birds were a good lot, and the scores
averaged high.
There were nineteen contestants in the
open handicap at 25 birds, $15 entrance.
Mr. Horace
Young was the only one to make a straight score.
Five
tied on 23. Of the contestants, only three dropped below
a score of 20. The scores follow:
EL PY OUT S28 Se icretsinieniesietintelsieleieate 2222221 222220222222222222—25
Po OManler eoSO cicactes
sere mace tae22222*2222022222222222222—23
Brown, 29..... ce cinain esse eipieateer 2222222222*22222222222022—23
We Charltonin28 ces ge navie sete ¥222222222*222.22222222222—23
Eo Murphy, )2950 2.0 anele esse seit 2221120222211122212222220-—23
PB Butlerie 285. cise ciel eateries 1110122221221211012222222—23
DW. Budds 23 sect
seen 2121111121221221110120102—22
Ao Swartz 21 ihssieccsitea dace 22022212202222220*2222202—22
Dr Charlton, 228.5 cass carmattuen 2222222222*22*2222*222222—22
GS McD otlald
eas aoeteeta 222*221*201221*1122222212—21
FO SWartzZ, (20 aciante
eine teseerie aoe2202221 22*22222*021222221—21
jj) SBYEWEr? (o0 Tes. emcctese
meee eee *2222.2222222222220*22122*—21
A QoS steven adoadoaartion
too 121*111212222220210111011—21
Ji Clee, 28r..
elsnentetbsts moeatiats 221111*22221021202122122*—21
POUISOn
20 ee sctine a cioer nee eee 21111211022*121*222100112—20
ay lot weed seme cee
Hage
« «.222222202*22222022220*222—20
Wand
Seas...
term ese tenes
« -.21222*2212*2022202222022*—19
AE
Os Gan gaunccoaaio
nag dodos. 222*2.220*22210*201101122*—17
Churchill ye29s aces tcteteiiatnteite
ters2**22*222220222****222*22—16
April
14.—The
holiday
shoot
of the previous
day
lessened

the

attendance.

The

scores:

Open sweepstakes, 10 live birds, $5 entrance:
Pelix,s 130% 2m 02212*1222— 8
Murphy, 30...2022011022—
McDonald, 28 2*2*02*212— 6
Quinton, 28...1211000011—
Charlton, 28..21220*2112— 8
Boddy, 27..... 22112*220*—
, Open sweepstakes, 10 live birds, $5 entrance:
Frelixy odes ese 122222112210
McDonald, 28 2211022211—
Murphy, 30...2211111211—10
Boddy, 27.....1*12112222—
Charlton, 28. .1212211112—10

CHAMPIONSHIP

OF

lowa, Nebraska, Missouri and Kansas at the Omaha Tournament, March 20-22, 1906,
was won by MR. GEORGE W. MAXWELL, of Holstein, Neb., an amateur who used
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LAWN
IN SIX WEEKS_
By SOWING

LAWN GRASS SEED
HenneRson
25c. per quart,
We

$1.50 per peck,
prepay

$5.00 per bushel. 1 quart sows 300 square feet

transportation charges if you mention

PETER HENDERSON

this magazine

@ CO., 35-372 Cortlandt St., N. Y.
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Boddy, 27....101*222221— 8
Murphy, 30...02120*2222— 7

Christiana—Atglen

THE

7
6
7

Open sweepstakes, 10 live birds, $5 entrance:
McDonald, 28 221221*122— 9
elise vols nee 222220*222— 8
Charlton, 28. .0212222220— 8
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Club.

ATGLEN, Pa., April 12.—The following are the scores
of the Christiana-Atglen Gun Club shoot held here today.
One feature was a ten-man team race between the
home team and the Pequea of Lancaster.
The Pequea
won by 191 to 170.
Professionals present were Messrs.
Apgar, Butler and Hearn.
Shot
Per
Shot
Per
at.)
Bric::Cant.
at.
Brk. Cnt.
Roser ..... 160
141
94
Meeker ... 120
92
75
Apgar ..... 235
209
88
Wilson
... 205 . 152
74
Cobelt. so. 175
151
86
Miss Rieker 80
58
73
Butler .... 175
148
85
Cofftroad™..) lihm
decom
ae
‘ebb waecens 265
222
84
Leamon ... 263
189
{1
Hearniy.c.
00
50
83
White” w..02
35
25
71
Benner
....220
184
83
Clarke yee
65
45
70
Cassidy ... 120
98
82
Krueger .. 50
35
70
Ressler ... 160
131
82
Morris
... 160
105
66
Andrews .. 256
213
80
Grubewsees 205
181
64
Mylin .....
35
28 = 80
Krick 2ina 19075.
118
60
Lewis
....
85
66
79
Mattson
.. 265
157
60
Fielés nessa 265
207
78 Boniham
... 110
66
60
Batteesenne 265
207
78
Townsend
15
6
40
Lundmeece 235
«8618:
8678
Luoyp R. Lewis, Mer.

Pawtuxet

Gun

Club.

PawTuxeEtT, R. I., April 11.—The annual meeting of the
Pawtuxet Gun Club was held at the house of Mr. C. D.
Cook on Tuesday evening, April 10, 1906. The reports of
the secretary and treasurer were approved, and then the
officers were elected.
They were:
President,
C. D.
Cook; vice-president, Dr. M. M. Inman; secretary, I.
R. Sheldon; treasurer, J. T. Willis; captain, W. H.
Waterman; directors, S. Burnham and W. H. Sheldon.
Ten new names were voted into the club, and several
more are expected.
The meeting was adjourned at 10
o’clock.
After the meeting the members were employed
for half an hour in enjoying Mr. Cook’s wonderful collection of firearms.
:
Regular shoots are to be held every Saturday afternoon.
I. R. SHEtpon, Sec’y.
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Urica, N. Y., April 14.—The Oneida County Shooting
Association Gun Club held a shoot to-day, ten events of

W. S. Corfield won the Hunter gold medal, tying with
Steele, and also he was high man.
In the shoot-off he
got 19 to Steele’s 18.
Fred Morrison, of Hinckley was second high average;
Tom Davidson, third; Joe Wagner, fourth.
The weather
conditions were pleasant.
The next regular shoot will be held Wednesday, and
every week thereafter until the State shoot.
It is hoped
that all shooters will attend in order that the best possible
team may be picked.
The scores:

Events:

Targets:
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10 the best shots in the United States and Canada use Lefever Guns ?
There must be merit to the advantages claimed for Lefever guns,
Improve your score by shooting a Lefever Gun especially bored for trap,

brush or field use.

: : ;
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This cut is a reproduction of our handsome 10-color hanger, size 10x 28%. As long
as our supply lasts we will furnish these hangers for 8 cents, covering postage.

Send for Catalogue D.

LEFEVER
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The “OLD RELIABLE”
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NEW
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SYRACUSE,

“The

Only

YORK.

Absolutely

Reliable”

Best that can- be made

Has none

its equal

Fred Coleman’s score of 47 straight at live birds in England. as well as 24 out of
25 at 31 yards, shows how the Parker Gun shoots.
See another column in this
paper showing his marvelous records.
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Frank 42, Silsbee
34, Mortimer 25,
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ie
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cae 10,
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The Dupont cup will be shot for every Saturday until
Oct. 1. The shooter winning it the greater number of
times will be the owner.
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Clean Shooting,
makes a perfect pattern, high
velocity,
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Bulk

Powder

FOR SHOT GUNS.

Dead Shot Smokeless thoroughly meets the requirements of discriminating sportsmen.
Branded with the name of a house whose goods
are most favorably known, it will always be the powder of a
“known quantity,” unsurpassed in any particular.
safe, is unaffected

by climate.

shells loaded with “ Dead Shot Smokeless.”
Have your
c
;
:
:

:

Your dealer will gladly supply it. If you are in doubt
i
c
to us.. Write
to us any r way for booklet.

17, Berlin 20, Hebbard 22, Freeman 19, MacMellen 10.
event,
25 targets—Frank
23, Hebbard 21, Freeman
15,Third
Silsbee
21, Nichols
16.

Nichols (16) 16, Freeman

United

by the

WHY

of the Boston

21, Silsbee

match, 50 targets—Hebbard 45,
ceat 31, Harlon: 38, Berlin
28.
Pee aia
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ee
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Association.

16, Hebbard 17, Freeman 17.
Mortimer
19, event,
Berlin
Second
25 targets—Frank 23, Silsbee 19,
Prize
a eer
ichols
pa
yds.

Canada,

Club.

h
Ecvercel

First event, 25 targets—Frank

of the Championship
and

Mass., April 14.—The third shoot in the
held

A

AA

Morcantown, W. Va., April 18.—The trapshooting season opened here to-day with the first regular club shoot
of the Recreation Rod and Gun Club, under almost ideal
weather conditions.
Those members who failed to come
out certainly missed a very pleasant afternoon’s sport.
To-day’s shoot also inaugurates the use of distance
handicaps with us, as we have installed on our new
grounds two machine traps and have provided for the
scores back to 22yds., if thought desirable.
We have also an ideal live-bird score location now
available, and expect to fit it up later in the summer and
hold an occasional live-bird shoot, either at pigeons or
sparrows.
All score facings on the new layout are due north and
have perfect sky background.
The grounds
are accessible from the city by trolley on a ten-minute car
schedule.
This club will hold the second monthly tournament of
the Monongahela Valley Sptrtsmen’s League, on May
25, and in addition to the regular league programme, expects to run one 20-target special merchandise distance
handicap event, in which prizes aggregating $40 will be
offered, the handicapping being done on the scores made
in the regular programme.
The scores:
nea}
Events:
3
12
Events:
15 20 20
Targets:
15 20 20
Targets:
...... oo waaliia ks
Barthlow
DAWSON seiev
abi Malye
secaie
BiV Eye cicsiasisw vestie 12 14 15
Deusenberry
.....
6, 159%
Sy RE
if bp fSheattaay Aneonne
e\e's ise6 13 1417
MACONS: seine.
DTI Cen wee seen sate sis 6 10 17
Ol irs s
Stillmarn -% 0,001 em
Club team race, four men, 15 targets:
Dawson, Capt....... 13
Deusenberry, Capt.. 10
Stay SeGhdetosacnogpee 11
WACODS: +.sis Nonsiisiies Lo
16
WEriCemarityarctecsieilcs
PSALLDIOWE toc ccectcesins 10
Siruleiegall Haqaccnqednds 7—37
11—44
cies.ce
By Pee Smal voc sce
and
goblet,
officers’
the
for
contest
This was the initial
consequently all contestants shot from the l6yd. mark.

Eimer

HANDICAP

,

8.9 10

Recently the Oneida County Sportsmen’s Association
held its annual meeting at Bagg’s Hotel.
Vice-President
Charles I. Windheim presided in the absence of President
M. R. Bingham, of Rome.
Secretary-Treasurer James W.
Brown’s report showed the association was in excellen
financial condition.
'
Officers were elected as follows:
Charles I. Windheim, president;
George
A. Townsent,
vice-president;
James W. Brown,
secretary and treasurer.
Board of
directors, Joseph Wagner,
Thomas L. Davidson, Frank
J. Jenny and William ia Jordan.
The directors will
select three members of the association to represent it
in the contest for the Dean Richmond trophy at the
State shoot.
A vote of thanks was extended to the retiring officers, special thanks being offered ex-President
M. R. Bingham, who successfully managed and directed
the State shoot held in this city last May.
The following
committees were appointed:
Grounds, Thomas L. Davidson, Charles Scouten and William Wagner; Handicap,
Frank Jenny, Albert
Klausner and Charles
Brunner;
Shoot (for three months), Frank Jenny, Tom W. Johnson and Joseph Wurz.
NATIVE.
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ONE-TRIGGER

One-Trigger

is Absolutely

IN NEW

Perfect

The mechanism
its action.

Montclair

is positive

nor

doubles;

Gun_

Club.

Montctatr, N. J., April 14.—All the enthusiasts were out
to-day to take part in tle final shoot for the Daly gun,
as well as to make a start for the new Sauer gun events.
Events Nos. 1 and 2 give practice scores, Babcock
making a straight run of 25 breaks.
Events Nos. 3 and 4 give the two strings—25 targets
each, with handicaps’
and totals on the Daly gun—
Moftett winning out with a total of 47. He therefore becomes the owner of the gun, having made four monthly

in

Parts are large and strong.
It never balks

JERSEY.

in

fact, it does just what we say

it will, and does it every time.

wins.

Event No. 5 gives scores on the Sauer gun at 25 targets,
while event No. 6 shows scores for the-re-entries on the
same event.
Messrs

Batten,

Harrison

and

Robinson

each

made

a

total of 25 with the aid of their handicaps; but as Colquitt
made a straight run at scratch of 25 breaks in the reentry, le was declared the winner of the event for the
month.

On next Saturday the Wykagil Country Club team will
shoot a team race at Montclair with the Montclair team.
-—Practice—, ——Daly

SEND FOR CATALOGUE.
ARMS
COMPANY,
Fulton,

HUNTER

SMITH

GUNS

SHOOT

DAVIS
ee

WELL

GUNS

HIGH-GRADE
MATERIAL

PRINCIPLE OF OPERATION
SIMPLE AND RELIABLE ‘z

°°) 1S) Ot

loot

at

3° 4

10 15

25 25 Hdcp. T’tl.

Boxatl th. ois ce cst wulsi tee erie
7 12
NE OPStE NES Feit
cates eer eee ee 10 12
Cockefair : o.c0c Pass oos bees meee
9

N. Y.

Ks) © Gc

Howard
Crane:

sae. ...checn cere

We

have

made

“DAVIS

GUNS”
Send

N. R. DAVIS

@ SONS,

for

Our

“A”
for

more

than

half a century.

Catalogue

Lock Box 707, Assonet, Mass., U. S. A.
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Paterson, N. J., April 14.—The
for good scores.
Mr. Sim Glover,
was a visitor.
The scores:

TALCUM
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Club.

weather was favorable
the well known expert,

Events:
TO 2
Targets:
15°10
Glover ‘a tscs%,dec
combo sense cee
14
8
H Sindle. .o..x. ou. ehccesieeteeeet 13;
“9
H. Moshier® Sinascctesisceten eens 12. 10.
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Club.

Paterson, N. J., April 14.—The scores made at the
shoot of the North Side Rod and Gun Club to-day are as
follows:
;
:

ORIGINAL

pst

Pai

na

—

1

;

Ce

Pure as the Lily “|
4

;
‘4

,

A

a

tt

wa Af © —healthful and refreshing; that is why MEN.
f
NEN'S is always used and recommended by
‘fe
Y
physicians and nurses.
Its perfect purity and absolute

uniformity

have

won

for

it universal

esteem.

In

the nursery itissupreme, unequalled for chafing,
nettle-rash,
chapped
hands, etc., it is soothing,
sanitary

and

healing.

MRENNEN’S

face

on

every

box—see

that you get the genuine, For sale everywhere or by mail,
25c. Sample free. MENNEN’S VIOLET (Borated) TALCUM has the scent offresh cut violets.

‘] GERHARD MENNEN CO.— NEWARK.N.J.
TRAINING

vs. BREAKING.

Practical Dog Training; or, Training vs. Breaking.
By
S. T. Hammond.
To which is added a chapter on trainang pet dogs, by an amateur.
Cloth, 165 pages. Price, $1.

FOREST

AND

STREAM

PUBLISHING

CO.

DEVILED
Is a delicious,

pure

New

HAM

England product, very

delightful to the palate. It is made only of sugar
cured ham and fragrant spices for people who
want only the best.
It is nourishment concentrated,

and

invaluable

for

the

anticipated

The Practical Poultry Keeper.
FOREST

AND

STREAM

PUBLISHING

a haw des oc!
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20 2411 8
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20 cee
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.... 10:10
1515 9 5
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Events:
Ima
Targets:
25 25 15
G EH Kraceieos 20 20 13
E Howland .... 1816 11
H Bantasoaseencmes 16 8
P Edwards ..... 162113
B Walters tases
5-4
H Beckler ..... I16
9)
RuPayne een me 12
C Tiddes*ico.ceeneee 10
G Herman eens 21 13

4
10
10
8
5
9
6
29
7
5
10

or

unexpected call.
Its flavor makes one’s mouth
water for the bite. “ Branded with the devil, but fit
for the gods.” See the little Red Devil on the can.
NEW COOK BOOK (Chafing Dish Receipts, etc.) FREE.
WM. UNDERWOOD
CO. 2
BOSTON.

By Louis Wright.
Eight colored plates and
ulustrations.
Cloth, 311 pages.
Price, $2.

Events:
Targets:
tS paeth |setec\ncts
Dr Reagan ....
INO McGurk yan.
EPAllen een ae
J Westerhoff ...
N Boogertman.
iW Hempstead
J Howland ....
C Stelling .....
W Swack <2...

387 other

CO.

Bergen
Bercen
tendance,

Beach

Gun

Club.

Beacu, L. I., April 14.—There was a good atand pleasant weather for enjoyment.
Scores:

Events:
Targets:
Kelly etccedse
E Voorhies .
Dryers
seo
H Voorhies
Hy Bergen
Slavene a...
JONES Nsselene
Pfender’.....

12-3045
25 25 25 25 25
23 22 12 25 23
22 16 .. 11 16
QV 18.55 1717,
1414... 1515
162 aie ee
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Events:
- 1°2 84
5
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25 25 25 25 25
Dryer weed Lisi laiee ee
Hendrickson
.. .. 13 16 14
Creamers. asses 18 13 20 19
Shelvin “sccccee 12 17 11 15
Derrick
Gcenee
2 tL 6 ae
Crocker Scene
81210
8
Dr Obrien fe) poe le woe
Thompson .. .. .. 1414 18
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better

than

Events:
Targets:

the

amateurs.
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Smith’s Ideal Brookside Club House
18-inch Knee Boot, IDEAL, 10-inch lace, and
6-inch Moccasin Shoe — have become the

standard of all that is good in

Hunting

3
3
22

SHOES.
The product of fifty years’ shoemaking skill
and the practical suggestions of hundreds of
sportsmen.
Catalogue for the asking.

M. A. SMITH & SON.
Manufacturers Shoe Specialties,
Gymnasium and Sporting Shoes.

At McKeesport.

Gun

Club.

BraprorpD,
Pa., April 14.—Herewith
are the scores
made at our regular weekly shoot held to-day at the traps
at Foster Brook.
There was-a constant downpour of rain all the afternoon, the participants shooting from under an awning
put up for the purpose of keeping out the boiling hot
sun and rain, and I must say, that I do not believe there
is another town in the country that is as enthusiastic
over this kind of spert as we are.
Shot at Brk.
Shot at Brk.
Rassell, S2a.620 115
98
Edvetta se. aassee 100
72
IBGdINGs yess oss 115
98
Disney: “seer oee 100
68
sOZaTCH. aaclce cae 115
98
WernOniwnccraccs 100
65
KConneely )icncsre 115
96
Kelleher. ..5..... 100
60
Mallory Sr..... 100
85
URACE Uorrsteien eisicein 30
20
JoserpH LrComprte, Sec’y.
Young Man—I have called, sir, to request the hand of
your daughter in marriage.
Old Grumleigh—Has she accepted you?
Young Man—Yes, sir.
Old
Grumleigh—Then
what do you want to come
round and bother me with your troubles for?

25 & 27 North (3th St., Philadelphia, Pa.
Exclusive selling agents of [deal Hunting Shoes, Von Lengerke
Von Lengerke
& Detmold for New York City and Brooklyn.
& Antoine

The

were

Maid—Sure,

lookin’

I dunno

through

the

please explain to me how it
a young man in the kitchen
how

it is, ma’am,

keyhole.—Cleveland

onless

yez

Leader.

LOG CABINS AND COTTAGES
Rope.
|
"77

¢
;

sist Furnish Them.

By William

S. Wicks.

This work covers the field of building for the woods
from the simplest shelters to the most elaborate cottages,
cabins and houses.
The details and directions are very
specific and easily comprehended, and the illustrations
are so numerous and so taking that one will be sure to
find in them something to his taste.
Sent postpaid by

|
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PUBLISHING
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for Chicago,

I11.

Sporting goods houses are invited to send for price and terms.

Buzzard’s
|

Bay, Mass.

WELL STOCKED TROUT BROOK;; ideal Club House
on BUZZARD’S BAY, Mass., to lease; ample game proserves; pond and sea fishing.
For illustrated booklet of
particulars, address BROOKSIDE
CLUB,
Monument
Beach, Mass.

Come to Round Mountain Lake Camps

For good trout
ticulars address
New

fishing and bear hunting.
For further parDION O. BLACKWELL, Eustis, Me.
York

Office, 335 Broadway,

Room

Routes

for

29.

Best Black Bass Fishing in Maine
MEDDYBEMPS

LAKE

MEDDYBEMPS,
Two furnished
| one mile from
modating ten
accommodating
E. G.

ME.

log camps.for rent.
Situated on islands
village. One large five-room camp accompersons, and one large one-rocm
camp.
four persons.
For particulars, address
BROWN,
Marblehead,
Mass.

I have five camps on shore of Lake in the Woods, close
| to the station; one large camp, 11 sleeping rooms, large
office,
dining
room.
Post-office
in camp;
daily
mails.
|
f
!
| Other camps have two sleeping rooms and sitting room.
Fine place for teacher and children to spend their vacation. Fine trout fishing. One large camp on Ebeeme Pond.
Fine bass fishing 144 miles to walk.
Write
N. W. McNAUGHTON,
Schoodic,
Me.

for

booklet.

COME
TO CAMP
RECREATION
for good muskallonge and black bass fishing.
New log camp, beautiful
lakes.
Send for circular.

Sportsmen.

A.

G.

IRWIN,

Dorset,

Minnesota.

HIGH FALLS HOTEL,
The New Route to the Far-Famed

ard

the ONLY

Resorts

and

Saguenay

rail route to the delightful Summer

Fishing

Grounds

north

of Quebec aid

to Lake St Jonn and Chicoutimi, through the
CANADIAN
ADIRONDACKS.

Trains connect at Chicoutimi with Saguenay Steamers for
Tadousac, Cacouna, Murray Bay and Quebec.
A round tip
unequalled in America, through matchless forest, moun ain,
river and lake scenery, down the majestic Saguenay by daylight
and back

to the Fortress City.

Moose

Lands,

Caribou

Ouananiche

and

Haunts,

Trout.

The Giant Moose of Canadian Forests and the Lordly Caribou
are natives of the territory traversed by this Railway.
‘Ihe
‘‘Ouananiche”’ (fresh water salmon) of Lake St. John is the finny
champion of Canadianwaters.
The Brook Trout of Kenogami
and Lake Edward are the biggest and reddest known.
Hotel Roberval, Lake St. John, has accommocation f r 300
guests. Apply in New York to J. WEsLEY ALtison, Vanderb It
Ave. and 44th St., and to ticket agents in all principal cities.
A beautifully illustrated guide book free on application.
Avex. Harpy, G. P. A.
J. G. Scott, Gen, Manager,
Quebec, Canada.

Gas

Engines and Launches.

Dingman’s Ferry, Pike Co., Pa.
In the midst of the picturesque highlands of the upper
Delaware.
Trout and bass fishing.
Private trout stream.
Riding and driving horses, garage.
Automobile meets
trains
on _ notice.
Send
for booklet.
PHILIP
F.
FULMER, JR., Proprietor.
THE
CRATER
CLUB
and Burnham Camps, Essex-on-Lake Champlain, offer the
attractions of a beautiful lake shore in a locality with a
remarkable

record

References

required.

WALKER,

Megr.,

for
132

healthfulness,

For

circular,

De

Hart

Principles,

K. Grain.

Types

123 pages.

and

Management.

By

Francis

Price, $1.25.

Here is a pocket manual indispensable to every man
who uses a motor-boat.
It deals in simple untechnical
fashion with the running of the marine gas engine, and
with the difficulties that the marine gas engineer is likely
to meet with.
These engines are described, some pages
are devoted to launches in general, with practical advice
to the man who contemplates purchasing a
power boat.
The main feature of the book, however, is a clear description of the difficulties met with in running a gas engine.
their causes and how to remedy them.
In this discussion
all technicalities are avoided, and the author has boilk«l
down a vast amount of practical knowledge into small
space and into every-day language.
The amateur power
boat man needs this book, for it will save him much time
and trouble, and probably not a little money.
FOREST

AND STREAM
PUBLISHING
846 Broadway, New York.

CO.

at

moderate

address

Place,

rates.

MRS.

Elizabeth,

L.
N.

B.
J.

NEWFOUNDLAND
Salmon fishing and Caribou hunting best obtainable.
Comp-ete outfits supplied.
BAY ST. GEORGE HOTEL, Stephenville Crossing.

Routes

for Sportsmen.

“Inthe Maine Woods”
Sth Annual

SPORTSMEN’S
Published

Their
_ The Missus—Mary Ann,
is that I saw you kissing
last night.

for Sportsmen

foot-gear. Now used
NEWFOUNDLAND
by thousands — no
Excellent Salmon and Trout fishing. Tents, guides, boats
provided: Write BUNGALOW, Grand Lake, Newfoundlady or gentleman | and.
properly equipped |
without a pair of
EDWARD
SHEFFIELD,
Guide and Outfitter, St. Anthony,
Idaho.
References.
Smith’s Ideal Hunting
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McKeesport, Pa.—The third contest for the McKeesport Daily News cup was held on the grounds of the
Monongahela Gun Club, at Monongahela City, April 14.
The weather was very unfavorable, as it rained all the
time during the shoot, yet twenty-five shooters faced the
traps.
Attorney J. F. Calhoun, of the Enterprise Gun
Club, was the lucky man in the contest on a score of 46.
So far, the three contests have resulted in three different winners, and the score each time has been 46.
Two contests yet remain to be shot, and the indications
are that they are going to be hot ones.
The Enterprise Gun Club is going to give each man a
prize who makes a win on the cup; also a $5 gold piece
to the man making the longest run; also a $2.50 gold
piece for the longest run of misses.
The next contest
takes place on the grounds of the Enterprise Gun Club,
Saturday, April 21, The scores, 50 targets:
CaAlhOtnieiiortcrc
csc caer.
teinkeeeewcrceneniaeeto eee. 37
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Bradford

STREAM.
Hotels

Club.

INDIANAPOLIS, Jnd., April 14.—Mr. Comstock defeated
Brittan in the contest for the English Hotel cup.
Scores
as follows:
Comstock, 76; Brittan, 66.
The wind blew a gale from the southwest.
The sky
was overcast with clouds, and occasional showers fell.
The scores made under these conditions were good. The
professionals

AND

Edition.

GUIDE

BOOK

by the

Bangor & Aroostook R.R.
192 pages, 133 beautiful half-tone
illustrations, all new.
Cover and
two
insert
pages in three colors,
suitable for framing.
Copy mailed
anywhere upon receipt of 10 cents
in stamps to cover postage.

Address

Guide

C. C. BROWN,

Book 17, Bangor, Me.
General Passenger Agent.
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J. KANNOFSKY,

Special.

head 2 cents a word a time
Cash must accompany order.

(or

Rifsle Range and Gallery.

3

United

For Sale.—Full-blood English BEAGLE Hounds, Hunters that are hunted.
OAKLAND BEAGLE KENNELS,
Pontiac, Mich.
Norwegian bearhounds, Irish wolfhounds, deer and cat
hounds.
English
bloodhounds,
American
foxhounds,
Four-cent stamp for illustrated catalogue.
|
ROOKWOOD
KENNELS,
Lexington, Ky.
For Sale.—Dogs, Hogs, Pigeons, Ferrets, Belgium Hares.
8 cents for 40-page illustrated catalogue.
GHLLOVDT
DeptaoMar Sayre, ba:
FOR
SALE.—Thoroughly
trained pointers, setters and
hounds.
Can furnish you a good one at a moderate price
at any time.
GEO. W. LOVELL,
Middleboro, Mass.
TWENTY
YOUNG
DOGS
Count
and Guy
Gladstone
KENNEL,

Warwick,

N.

and Puppies,
by Tony’s
FRANK
FORESTER

Y.

St. Louis World’s Fair, 1904:
Paris Exposition,
1900:

iW

Gold Medal & Highest Award
Gold Medal & Highest Award

SPRATT’S

PATENT

AM. (LTD.)
Manufacture

specially

<\

_

prepared

foods

DOGS,

for

PUPPIES,

CATS,
RABBITS,
POULTRY,
PIGEONS,
BIRDS,

GAME,
FISH.

Write for Catalogue, “Tyog Culture,” with practical
chapters on the feeding, kenneling and management of
dogs; also chapters on cats.
450 Market St., Newark, N. J.
714 S. 4th St., St. Louis, Mo.
(America) Ltd.
{ 1324 Valencia St., San Francisco, Cal.

Spratt’s Patent!

BOOK

DOG

ON

and Manufacturer of
Artificial eyes for birds, animals and manufacturing purposes a specialty.
Send for prices. All kinds of skulls for

the fur trade.

369 Canal St., New

Please

SAVE

mention

FOREST

YOUR

York.

AND

TROPHIES. |

Write for our Illustrated Catalogue,

“Heads and Horns.”
It gives directions for preparing and preserving Skins,
Antlers, etc. Also prices for Heads and Rugs, Birds and
Fish, and all kinds of work in Taxidermy.

Ward’s Natural Science Establishment,
ROCHESTER,

N. Y.

ROWLAND,

A

specialty in mounting Moose, Elk, ‘Caribou
heads.
Call and examine work.

No. 182 SIXTH

Tel. 4205 Chelsea.
<> FRED
RS

Mailed

FREE

a

Established 1860,

1278 Broadway, New York.

IMPROVED SPIKE COLLAR.
B.
346

By

WATERS,

Broadway,

New

York.

Have Youa Dog?
Then let us send you Polk Miller’s
celebrated Book on Dogs; How to
Take Care of Them; the eloquent Senator Vest’s masterful Tribute to

a Dog,

and“A

Yellew Dog’s Love

" for a Nigger” (famous poem). We will
send you all of the above for 10c just to ad-

vertise

Sergeant’s

Remedies.

DRUG

NURSING

CO.

Address

Famous

POLK

859 MainSt.

Dog

MILLER

Richmend,

Va.

_ Mr. Hammond believes that more dogs are killed by
injudicious doctoring than by disease, and the present
work is a protest against the too free use of medicine
when dogs are sick.
The author has given especial attention to many of the troubles which especially afflict
small dogs kept in the house, and likely to suffer from
‘lack of exercise, and from over-feeding; and boys and
-girls owning dogs—as well as children of larger growth—
may profitably study and ponder this volume.

THE

AND

POCKET

STREAM

PUBLISHING

KENNEL

CO.

RECORD.

Morocco.
Price, 50 cents.
The “Pocket Kennel Record” is, as its ame implies, a
handy book for the immediate record of all events and
‘transactions which take place away from home, intended
to relieve the owner from the risk of ‘trusting any important matter to his memory.

FOREST

AND

STREAM

:
and continue to
please customers
with the best durable work.
Also carry large assortment of Game
Heads, Rugs and attractive groups, for sale and to rent.

HORSE
By

PUBLISHING

CO.

AND

HOUND

Roger D. Williams, Master of Foxhounds, Iroquois
Hunt Club; Keeper Foxhound Stud Book; Director
National
Foxhunters’
Association;
Official
Judge,
Brunswick Hunt Club.

“Horse and Hound” is encyclopedic in all that_pertains to foxhunting.
It has chapters as follows:
Hunting.
The Hunter.
Schooling
of
Hunters.
CrossCountry Riding.
Falls.
Women
in the Field.
The
Hound.
History and Origin of the American Hound.
Breeding and Raising Horses.
The Kennel.
Scent. The
Fox.
Tricks and Habits of the Fox.
In the Field.
Hunt Clubs.
The style is clear and crisp, and every
chapter abounds with hunting information.
The work is
profusely illustrated.
Price, $2.50.-

FOREST

AND

STREAM

DISEASES
Nursing

vs. DOSING.

A Treatise on the Care of Dogs in Health and Disease.
By S. T. Hammond (“Shadow”) author of “Training
vs. Breaking.”
161 pages.
Cloth.
Price, $1

FOREST

Formerly
No.

ZA
William St,
Will remove to
42 Bleecker St.,
cor. Elm St.,

FEED.

For use in dog training. Price, $2.00.
mail, $2.10. Send for circular.

Deer

NEW YORK
Taxidermist.
=

to any address by the author.

H. CLAY GLOVER, D. V. S.,

and

AVENUE,

Near 13th St.
SAUTER,

AND

TO

© 347

TAXIDERMIST,

DISEASES

HOW

STREAM,

vs.

PUBLISHING

OF

co.

DOGS.

Dosing.

A Treatise on the Care of Dogs in Health and Disease.
By S. T. Hammond (‘‘Shadow’’), author of “Training
vs. Breaking.”
161 pages.
Cloth.
Price, $1.00.
This work, from the pen of ‘‘Shadow,” will have a
hearty welcome.
It comes from one who writes from full
knowledge.
“The results of more than fifty years of
experience are here given,’’ writes the author, ‘‘and I
assure the reader that no course of conduct is advised,
no treatment recommended, no remedy
prescribed, that
has not been thoroughly tried and tested
by the writer,
and is believed to be entirely trustworthy in every respect.”
Sent postpaid on receipt of price, $1.00.

FOREST

AND

STREAM

PUBLISHING

CO.

We have provided a clcuth file binder to hold
26 numbers of ForEST AND STREAM. It is simple,
strong,

durable,

satisfactory,

The

successive issues thus bound make a handsome
volume, constantly growing in interest and value.
gue

binder

will

be

sent

postpaid

on

receipt

of one

Ollar.
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CO.

Revolver

Association.

S

E
Sears (.44cal.),
St.
[ours? 2.255
tele een tee 44 44 46 50 45 43 43 45 44 47451
R M
Moore (.44cal),
St. sLowis\:...ce5 eerie 45 43 44 47 45 45 44 47 46 41449
Lieut. R H Sayre, (.45cal.),
New ‘York: ccs
43 45 37 44 45 41 43 42 49 46—435
J A Dietz (.38cal.), New York. vestnciteaiee
atime etsy 485
Thomas Anderton (.38cal.), New York............. +e 480
R -P Prentys, (.38cal.), Chicago... sssechieees mate
Aston 'e’sisis 427
Wm G Krieg ‘(.44cal:), Chicagonc.:aswentestvamnmaitaa's
ot o's426
Dr W H- Luckett :(44cal.), New York... 0ect.eeass- 426
J B Crabtree (.38cal.), Springfield.............. Mletsiciess 422
Thos Le Boutillier, 2d (.38cal.), New York........ SP
T M Borcur~(.44cal.), St Wowtss...0 eee ain eta
ote S412
Edward Waldt (.44cal.), St. Louis....... Ro Maitgeniir
wele-e s,s 408
C M Barnard. (.44cal.); StiWowissivecceewite
semen steen << 406
C’C Crossman, (.45cal:), Staplowmigaescseenmees
easier tste 401
J W Bowman. (.44cal.),«St/-ouisaasacaeteeeee
crs eens 401
Wm T Church (.38cal.), St.-Lottss:. aeenecesemcnei
ss si400
A L A Himmelwright (.38cal.), New York...........,.. 396
Paul Freese. (.44cal.), St. (mowsts ie em ae
aati tenenise):ot392
Albert Sorenson, (.32-44), Chicago........... pictiemisicc.s'c 0's382
M Summerfield (.44cal.), -Ste2 Louis seme neetentseiciseiinsicc 382
Capt W.B Martin G38cal.), New York. cccsupssree
sss APS yi
Col J H Barnett. (38cal.)Chicagonsssmameeeeeea
tiene ait 376
Dr

Mr. Sears has won the cup three
becomes his property.
His winning

1904 and 461 in 1905.

times, and it now
scores are: 478 in

Pistol match:
J A Dietz, New York....46 47 41 47 36 45 48 42 46 49—447
J B Crabtree, Springfield.43 44 43 45 48 39 46 43 47 45—44:
T. Anderton, New York...43 42 45 46 40 46 45 42 46 46—441
Lieut R. H Sayre’ C38cal:), INGwiay onlesae
cto siseriecls
vies «044(
G W Waterhouse (.22 leng rifle), New Haven........ 43°
Wm G Krieg (32cal.); Chicagocacscacesmmeeniesins
cet oe43)
A LA Himmelwright (.22 U.M.C. long rifle), N. Y..42§
E. Sturtevant. (.38cal:),. Chicago...
ss. aeemeereeracienisse428
G Springsgtith - (.22cal:), (Chicago. ciecirteesencmisciniaiec«ii f
P Hanford (.22 U.M.C. long rifle), New York.......... 425
T Le Boutillier, 2d (.22 U.M.C. long rifle), New York..42(
H Klotz (:44cal.), New #¥ Orleans ceiseisieitestestmerentaes Sec ee 42(
I W Lee (.22cal:); *Chicagon-ccecceeeaeeenae
42(
FM Garden (.44cal:.),, Chicago. os. seerecseene
ss
«406
S B Adams (22cal.), Portland...
sos esmneiee
nies esos 40°
W Von Buelow (.22cal.), Chicago........ DUN ea ath etn ccara.ocoke 39%
R H Crosby (Stevens :22cal.), Portland........... fore erOe
W M Fawcett (.22cal.), Portland, “Me wiwossssess sacs . 365
R Ryder (Stevens, Pope short), Paterson, N. J........ 37:
Miss M M Waterhouse, Pinehurst, N.*C.........2..+0-- 31:
Miss Florence McNeely, Pinehurst, N. C....... Lire wag 193
A_E Kirkpatrick, Pinehurst (NaiG.-o ete Seweeeee 17:
Mrs Leonard Tutts, Pmehurst; Ne Gasseuenereemecsse.. 15)
J A L Hands (..cal., Peters short), Paterson, N. J....12(
Dr F T Hyde, Pinehurst, NJ Gauss
ede serie
10(
Revolver
State
Championships:
New
York—J.
A
Dietz, bronze
medal.
Illinois—R.
P. Prentys,
silve:
medal; Wm. G. Krieg, bronze medal.
Pistol State Championships:
Maine—S.
B. Adams
silver medal; R. H. Crosby, bronze medal. Illinois—W
G. Krieg, silver medal; Ed. Sturtevant, bronze medal
New Jersey—Ralph Ryder, silver medal; John Hyland
bronze medal.
North Carolina—Miss M. M. Waterhouse
silver medal; Miss Florence McNeely, bronze medal.
The following won bronze medals of honor with th:
revolver: Thomas
Anderton,
New
York; Dr. W. H
Luckett,
New
York.
With the pistol: Lieut. R. H
Sayre, and G. W. Waterhouse.
The annual outdoor championship contests will prob
ably be held about the first of September, 1906.

The

Coming

Bisley

Meeting.

THE council of the National Rifle Association has re
ceived
official information
that a slide containing
movable piece for use as a wind-gauge, and fitted wit!
a scale, has been officially adopted by the War Offic«
for use with the L.-M. and L.-E. (long) rifle.
It wil
take the place of the match
slide hitherto allowe:
officially for use in match shooting, ,;which, however, car

still be used if preferred.

FILE YOUR FOREST AND STREAM
convenient,

States

THE annual championship matches of the United States
Revolver Association were held during the week ending
March 24, at the following places:
Portland, Me.; Springfield, Mass.; New York, ‘N. ‘Y.; Paterson, N. J.; Pinehurst, N. C.; Chicago, Ili.; and St. Louis, Mo.
Two matches were shot, one for the revolver championship and the other for the pistol championship of the
United
States, under the following conditions:
Fifty
shots per man, only one trial; distance, 20yds.; target,
Standard American; weapon, any within the rules; range,
indoor; light, artificial; time, one hour.
Where
any
State enters three of more contestants in a match, a
silver medal, emblematic of the State championship will
be awarded the highest score in the State, provided that
score does not win
place in the national contest, and a
bronze medal to the second best.
Revolver match:

The manufacture of these slide:

will be at once commenced by the War Office, and it i:
anticipated that they will be ready for issue by the en
of May, when they will be obtainable by volunteer corp:
on demand from the Ordnance Department on repaymen
at the rate of ls. per slide. The match slide will not b:
manufactured in future.
In consequence of this intima
tion the definition “‘service rifle’ for N. R. A. purpose:
has been altered so as to admit of the use of this slid
as an alternative to the present slide, and also so as t<
admit of the use of the short Lee-Enfield rifle in com
petitions open to service rifles.
Full particulars of th:
slide will be announced at an early date. The N. R. A
is taking steps to obtain a supply from the War Office
and will be prepared to issue the slide, on prepayment

FLIES
VOL. LXVI.—No.
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AND
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CENTS
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THE ROBERTS SAFETY LAUNCH AND YACHT BOILER.
THE

ROBERTS

SAFETY

WATER

TUBE

Nearly 1500 in use.
250 pounds of steam,
Been catalogue free.
Ww ORKS:
RED
BANK,
New Jerse
Bruniva, New York.
Cable Address:
Telephone Address 599 Cortlandt.
COMPANY, 39 and 41 Cortlandt Street, New York.

BOILER

Woman

Hunter

in Brazil.

Capt. C. R. G. BELL, of the QuartermasterGeneral’s Department of the British Army, and
three other military friends, with Mrs. Bell and
Miss Tennant, have just returned from a ten
weeks’ hunting trip in Brazil.
The party are
taking back with them as trophies a number of
rare birds, which they had stuffed in Rio, and
the skins of many wild animals of the Brazilian
forests.
Mrs. Bell is a good shot and has trav-

eled with her husband in many parts of the world

where. the best sport is to be had.
In describing
some of her recent hunting experiences she said:
“Many will think, no doubt, that such an out-

ing as Miss

Mullins

hardships,

Pressed SteelBoats |
The Fastest—Safest—Best Boats Made
Built of smooth pressed steel plates, with air chambers in each end like a
life boat. They are buoyant, fast, durable and absolutely safe. They can’t

}
|!

erack—leak—dry out or sink—are elegant in design and finish.
The ideal
pleasure boats for family use, summer
resorts, parks, etc. —endorsed by

sportsmen,

and every boat is absolutely guaranteed.
Write

—Noiseless,
boat

The lowest

priced

‘‘ Good’’

caine

WE

4

want to place our brand new, handsomely illustrated and complete
catalogue in the hands of every "yacht owner who desires to better the

Our

Marine

and attractive

appearance

Gasoline

of his craft.

Engines,

no obsolete styles, but the very newest

patterns, of assured efficiency and strength—weight only where weight is required. Built under the direction of manufacturers of years of expenence in
=p
a model gas and gasoline engine plant, trom the very highest
{onal
grade of material, machined by skilled and careful workmen. Every
oa
engine carefully tested, from five to ten hours under full load,
before shipment. Fully guaranteed. Write to-day for catalog and
prices which are bound to interest you.
M. WATKINS MANUFACTURING CO., 526 Baymiller St., Cincinnati, 0.

DETROIT
ATTOMARINE

1 1-2 H.P.Engine Only,$33.15

‘x

“*

44.00

ALWAYS
The uncertainty

I undertook

was

ex-

but

past

experiences

New

Model

1906

taught

us

ing of. Besides, we had four men in the party to
help look after us.
“I have been on

my husband.

numerous

hunting

trips with

Some of them were delightful, and

some extremely dangerous and unpleasant to me.
Of all the expeditions I’ve ever undertaken, how-

was

in many

ways

the most dangerous and uncomfortable, chiefly on
account of the intense heat and the large num-

ber of snakes we encountered.

We

traveled for

200 miles west along the Amazon River, starting
from Obidos.
The temperature often soared several degrees above the hundred mark, even in
the tree shade, and the route through which we
traveled was infested with every species of snake.
Indeed, so numerous were the horrible creatures
that we were compelled to keep our tents en-

circled with live electric wires in order to prevent them from entering. Often in the morning
when we woke up we would find a dozen or more
snakes lying dead around our tents, the live wires

having killed them.

Two

of the men

folks al-

ways ‘remained awake at night, with loaded

rifles,

to guard against intruders. I didn’t enjoy a comfortable night’s sieep all the time I was in that
fearful country. The jungles of India and Africa
are pretty much alive with snakes and almost
every other vile thing that creeps or crawls, but
the forests of Brazil easily surpass them for that
sort of thing.
My husband, however, enjoyed
immensely,

and

intends

going

into

the

heart of Brazil in the near future.
“Notwithstanding
the oppressive
heat and
the snakes,” she added, “I got excellent sport. I
managed

to

club

more

than

a score

myself, shoot four wildcats, one puma
beautiful

RIGHT

had

what to expect and we were pretty well prepared
for the ‘trip.
I have fortunately a strong constitution, and such things as nerves I know noth-

himself

3H. P.

and

ever, this last one to Brazil

of

ed

from 2 to 12 horse power, represent

FRANK

Catalogue

Engines ot Quality

going power, reliability, economy

THE

Large

(Member National Association of Engine and Boat Manufacturers.)

be

ngine

Our

which illustrates and describes our complete line of craft.

Watkins

awe
la

for

Boats, Hunting and Fishing Boats

The W.H. Mullins Co. 126 Franklin St., Salem, Ohio.

motor

built.

3 1-2and 6
H.P. Singl

To-day

Motor Boats, Row

The fastest boat of its size and power built»
length, 22 feet-—6 and 10 H. P., Mullins Reversible
Engine—Speed, 11-14 miles an hour.
Fast—Safe

Tennant

tremely hazardous for women—and it was.
We
had naturally to put up with a great number of

equally

birds.

My

successful.”

friend, Miss

of

snakes

and many

Tennant,

was

of running is all taken out in

the building. The breakdown habit has been
overcome by following scientific lines of construction, proven by practice to be correct. We

claim

for them.

We

are making

take no chances and allow no guesswork to
enter into their make-up.
All materials are
tested for soundness and strength on a testing
machine and the engines warranted to do all we
10,000 Auto-Marine Gasolene Engines this year,

manufacturing the motor complete from foundry to finished engine; not

merely

motor
1

with

‘a guarantee

fed 5 roleds,

-

3 H. P., will

at
-

-

develop

Catalog with full information

DETROIT
49
95

The

Liberty

only

-

4 H. P.,

$33.15,

Street,

Congress

New

builders

Street,

York

of

Only.

a

1 to 20 H. P. Motors, for the asking.

AUTO-MARINE
East

Engine

44.00,

Auto-Marine

COMPANY

Detroit,
The

Mich.

Bourse,

Engines

Philadelphia

in

the

world.

TRADE MARK.

assem-

bling parts made in various factories, and that is why we are able to sell a first-class

FOR THE HIGHEST
QUALITY in VARNISH
FOR HOUSE OR YACHT,
be sure each can bears the above Trade Mark,

which stands for seventy-ei,ht years of high
grade varnish making.
EDWARD

SMITH

Varnish Makers
59 Market Street,
Chicago, III.

@

COMPANY,

and Color Grinders,
45 Broadway,
New Y
k.
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Beavers
THE

Calumet

@

mann

] 99

in Michigan.

(Mich.)

News

says:

No fear of breaking them
on the carry, or when the
one dashes away with your
of the best grade of steel as

“Report

has come from people who have traveled in the
woods that there is evidence that the fur-bearing
animals are largely on the increase.
Especially
is this true of the beavers, a fact no doubt due
to the protection given this animal by law, which
prohibits killing it before 1910. Fear is expressed
that long before that time the animals will have
multiplied to such an extent as to become a nuisance.
They have already flooded a large area
of land by damming up the streams in which
they have built their houses, and lumbermen have
been put to considerable trouble and expense in
breaking these dams where the logging roads
have been inundated by the water backed up by
them.
In the district
about
Horseshoe
Lake,
below Eagle Mills, Marquette county, the evidence of their work is very marked, and all the
roads which pass near the streams in that vicinity are now impassable because of being flooded
with water which has been backed up by a series
of dams thrown across the net-work of streams
in the vicinity of the old Sweitzer Mill.
Report
comes from down the line that the beavers have
already become a nuisance, particularly in the

STEEL

FISHING

\RODS

with the greatest care, the “‘Bristol’’ is the
finest all-round rod made.
The ‘‘Bristol’’
is the original steel rod—has been landing fish for over 16 years.
The Combination Reel and Handle is a new, exclusive
‘Bristol’ feature.
The reel is furnished, when so ordered, as
part of the rod, being built into the handle.
FREE—“‘A

THE

HORTON

Lucky Strike.’’
catalog which

MILAM

IS HAND MADE,STANDARD

water, lunged at it, and struck it behind the head.
But the fish proved a match for the fisher who,
having the harpoon rope around his right arm,
and being unable to disentangle it, found himself
dragged off the stone wall of the harbor into the
water, where the fish, maddened with pain, swam

the

harpoonist

until rescued by two men in a boat.
fish was hauled on board and found

very dark brown one is a “Colorado
“Colorado,”

is a “Colorado Clara,’ and
brown is a “Claro.”
Most
names

of the shades

from

Maduro,”

a medium

to the

shapes,

all cigars,

is seven

$2.75,
Postage,

a yellowish light
smokers know the

“Claro”

a “Napoleon,”

to ‘Colorado,’

inches

the biggest

long;

CHARLES
Send

a

brown

and that is as far as most of them need to know.
As

I am clearing out 500 Steel Rods, cork grips
only.
Bait Rods, 6%, 7%, 8% feet; Fly
Rods, 9 and to feet.

of

a “Perfecto”

swells in the middle and tapers down to a yery
small head at the lighting end; a “Panatela” is a

has

stood

the

test

a

quarter of a century.
We make all sorts of
baits, spoons, flies, snell
hooks,
lines,
leaders,
reels, and a number of

patented specialties that anglers

need.

If you

most

fly or

spinner,

killing

artificial

bait, spoon,

wish

the

insist on

having

PFLUEGER’S

10 cents extra.

Also 100 gross Trout
card, at 6c. per card.

Cigar Colors.

is a

Before buying a STEEL ROD.

in tow,

Few cigar smokers are aware that all cigars
are named according to their color and shape.A
dead black cigar, for instance, is an “Oscure,” a
brown

70 SEW CATALOLUE

FISHING
TACKLE

The kingto measure

five feet six inches.

dark

ANKFORT.KY.

2é4s£0

a Fisher.

Tue Australian mail brings an account of an
exciting experience
which
befell a lighthouse
keeper last February.
The keeper is a clever
harpoon fisher, and while following his hobby in
the harbor he saw a monster
kingfish
in the

with

1839.

CELEBRATED

within the past few months have their depredations been considered of any consequence.”

about,

SINCE

PFLUEGER’S

placed on them. It is very certain that they have
multiplied rapidly in the woods to the south of
Negatnee within the past two years, but only

desperately

on request.

THE FRANKFORT, KENTUCKY REEL: ®C:MiLAMason,

They have worked great havoc
to the timber
which borders the streams and small lakes in that
district, and the logging contractors doing business there assert that instead of protecting the
animals from slaughter there should be a bounty

Catches

That’s the title of our illustrated
is sent

MFG. CO., 84 Horton Street, Bristol, Conn.

woods in the vicinity of Lathrop and Little Lake.

Fish

in the canoe,
occasional big
hook.
Built
they are, and

LUMINOUS

Flies, six assorted on

If unable to secure our goods from your dealer, let us
know, and we will send you some interesting information,

318-320 Fulton St.,

THE ENTERPRISE MANUFACTURING CO.

DISCH, BROOKLYN, N. Y.

for Tackle

AKRON, OHIO, U. S. A.

Catalogue.

This Tournament-Winning Reel

= (eu

(aR
isa Genuine Talbot, the winner of 90% of all
|\ \ Sdtiournamente and the pride of every Fishereee man’s Heart.
It’s hand-made from German
silver, with nickel steel bearings, tempered in oil.
e quadruple
multiplying
gears
are absolutely
KN
frictionless, and tempered so hard they will scratch
ESN lh
glass. It’s as smooth-running and well made as a full
~
tlell)}) jeweled watch, and so durable it will lasta lifetime. Ask
“¥the
most
successful
fisherman
you know about the
REEL—or better still, send for one at our risk and prove its wonderful

AW
<
TALBOT

(GG ne

casting qualities yourself. If it doesn’t look better,
run freer, cast farther than any reel you ever tried,
send it back and get yourmoney.
The TALBOT is

SENT ON

TRIAL

to be its own salesman. You'll be delighted with
it. Valuable book on BAIT CASTING goes with
each reel. Catalogue of styles and sizes sent
for a postal.
Get ready for Good Sport NOW,
WM.

H. TALBOT

CO.,

Box

16,

NEVADA,

MO,

thin, straight up and down cigar without the
garceful curve of the “Perfecto”; a “Conchas” is
very

a “Londres”

is shaped

like a “Perfecto” except that it does
to so small a head at the lighting end.

short

not taper
A “Reina

Victoria”

and

fat, and

is a “Londres”

that comes

packed

in a

ribbon tied bundle of fifty pieces instead of in
the usual four layers of thirteen, twelve, thirteen

When

Gelephone

Tourist

(visiting an ancient castle)—Are

there

saw the ad. in Forest

Main

AND

STREAM.

Cable,

Wilsails,

W.

V. C.

WILSON @ SILSBY
YACHT
SAIL
MAKERS

and twelve.

any legends connected with this old castle? Guide
—Oh, yes.
It is said that in ancient times a
stranger once visited this castle and gave no tip
to the guide.
Thereupon the latter threw the
visitor over into the moat.
But don’t be frightened. Of course, it’s only an idle legend—London Tit-Bits.
/

2255

writing say you

ROWE’S

WHARF,

aA

aA

BOSTON,

MASS.

We have furnished sails to the following prominent yachts: Constitution, Defender, Volunteer, Jubilee, Colonia,
Independence, Ailsa; Navahoe, Weetamoe, Uncle Sam, Effort, Calypso, Flirt, Ariadne, Quissetta, Constance,
Vergemere, Resolute, Chanticleer, Senta, Snapper, Raider, Little Haste, Sally VII, Chloris, and many others.

| G. R. LILJEGREN,

Gothenburg, Sweden,

Is our authorized correspondent
for all European Countries
&
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The “TUSCARORA” Fly Rod
For

Mountain

Stream

28, 1906.

THREE CATALOGUES
FISHING
TACKLE
and
33 SUMMER
SPORTS 3 3

Fishing.

GUN
GOODS
and
WINTER
SPORTS
length, 8% feet;
g

/4

weight,

y]

CAMERAS,
KODAKS
and
PHOTOGRAPHIC
GOODS

434 ounces

g

7

One or all for the asking.

A Customer says:
‘‘I thought when I bought this rod it would last only a
day or two; however, after a hard summer’s use, during which | caught trout as large

We

have everything in Guns, Fishing Tackle,
Photographic and Athletic Goods.
SUPERIOR QUALITY.
LowEsT PRICcEs.

as 3 pounds, it is straight as a die and as good as new.”

Also a full line of RODS,

LINES,

LEADERS

FLIES.

Or if you would prefer our

Send for Trout Booklet Free on application.
Complete Catalog will be sent upon request.

WILLIAM

and

MILLS @ SON, 21 Park Place, New York, U.S. A.

Sole

Agents

for

H.

L. LEONARD

THOS.

SPLIT

BAMBOO

28

and Dealer in

John Street
New York

Fine Fishing Tackle & Sporting Goods
TARPON, TUNA

and ALL SOUTHERN

Gold

Louis,

Street, New

York.

sexy Special tS Bk Rs Sein 0 28 199 96
ia]

Ky

The

ke

NEW

TROUT

Fs

;

**Universal,”’

finest line dryer ever produced.

Every angler

one.

126-Page

Catalogue

on

receipt

of 4 cents

ESTABLISHED
Highest Award,

St. Louis,

1904.

to cover postage.

Highest Award, Chicago,

1893,

A Patent Fishing Reel, made of hard sheet metal, with an automatic drag
spool 314 inch diameter. holding 200 yds. of line, winding line as fast as a mult
and has more power.
The automatic drag, when fish is running, allows no slack
line. Sold for $3.50.

JULIUS

No. 351 South Fifth Street,

-

All genuine reels bear my name.
A

reel

with

Small

good

ed

S

7

§

e

We. aire ghee” Quality B Flies
60
Cc.

for an assorted sample dozen.
Regular price, 85 cents.

65c, fr Bersiorted
dover cents,

Quality C Flies
Bass Flies

FISHING RODS,
Full

Line

of

Braided

S Das

Bait

Silk Enameled Waterproof

LINE

Size

No.

5, 4%c.

per

yard

Size

No.

4, 5%c.

per

yard

Put up in 20-30-40-50-100

THE

a year, isa

CENTER
yards

H. H. KIFFE

555; BROADWAY,

-

REELS

and

TACKLE,

Leaders, Minnow

Snelled

and

Rod-Makers’

CoO.

Hooks,

and Flies.

Supplies.

Correspondence with Dealers solicited for Trade Prices.

CHARLES

PLATH

&

SON,

62

Fulton

St., New

Yards,

price,

15c.

per

dozen.

50

Yards,

price,

25c.

per

dozen.

Lyman

Canoe RipGz, Pa.
Targets received.
They are the best I ever
CHarLes Kinc, Gunsmith.

FOREST AND STREAM PUB. CO., 346 Broadway, New York.

G. M. SKINNER’S

that

o%e

IS

THE
Sale

by all

STANDARD.
Dealers

in

SPORTING

GOODS.

A Convenience

Appreciated

SUM IaIS

Gold Lion Cocktails
Ready to Serve.

lengths

NEW CATALOGUE (profusely illustrated) of all grades Fishing
Tackle, Reels, Fish Hooks, Silk Worm Gut, Flies, Artificial Baits
and every requisite for anglers.

Fly-Tiers’

The
saw.

25

Delicious Old Blends.

NEW YORK

Gangs

LYMAN’S

N. Y.

Send for catalogue.

once

WM.

For

TACKLE CATALOGUE FREE ON APPLICATION

Anglers send 4 cents instamps for our large Catalogue.

A

new

Us

e

oiled
reel.

RODS

METAL

5c, Repaine
price Bo cee” Quality A Flies
ss

-

No branch store in any city.

Try our

Trout Flies
~

S

3 piece, cork grip
10 foot Fly and 81-2 foot

, SILK BODY

E,
Brooklyn,

HOF
5

STEEL

Profits

Trial—Send

2

bearings and screws,
durable, well running

Quick Sales

For

VOM

We have our own repair shop and do all
repairs to guns and fishing tackle.

When a dealer says that some other Spoon Bait
is as good as G. M. Skinner’s, he acknowledges

1857

Gold Medal,

277 and 279 Wabash Avenue,
35, 37 and 39 Van Buren Street,
CHICAGO,
ILL.

REEL.

{ Best Steel Bait Rods, Cork Grip, 6, 6%, 7, 7%4 ft.

should own

Gold Medal,

ELY

EXCLUSIVELY.

RAPID FOR
FIRING
TARGETS
RIFLES.

1904.

HOoFrsE,

97 Fulton

Call and see our

rod

mg

Medals,

95 and

&

ie

Some

EsTaABLISHED 1867.
Buffalo, 1901.—St.

Vom

aoe
@

TACKLE

GOODS

VON LENGERKE & ANTOINE

RODS.

J. CONROY

Manufacturer

SPORTING

York.

The demand for Gold Lion Cocktails by the Gentleman Sportsman is
such that these goods are now put up
in protected packages convenient to
pack.
A cut of the Gold Lion marks every
package of the genuine.
Seven varieties:
Manhattan, Vermouth, Dry Gin, Whiskey, Tom Gis
Martini and the American.
To be had in glass only—Large and small bottles.
At Hates, Cafés, Drug Stores and wherever liquors
are sold.
THE COOK & BERNHEIMER CO.,
Makers, New York.

Forest

and

Stream

Copyright, 1906, by Forest and Stream Publishing Co.

Terms, $3 a Year.

10 Cts. a Copy. |

Six Months, $1.50.

y

NEW

The object of this journal will be to studiously
promote a healthful interest in outdoor recreation, and to cultivate a refined taste for natural
objects.

Announcement in first number of
Forest AND STREAM, Aug. 14, 1873.

SEURIOUS

SPORTS.

Tue changes which take place from time to
time in the viewpoint of sportsmen as to the
ethics of their own sports and in the attitude of
the public in that relation are always interesting.
It is but a few years since it was a frequent practice in certain sections of the United States to
turn out rabbits in an inclosure and to course
them there with greyhounds.
There were occasional cases where

fox hunters attempted

to chase

a bagged fox that had been in captivity, and in
consequence was either unable to run any important distance or refused to do so, and so was
quickly caught and killed.
Only a few years ago the shooting of live
pigeons was practiced everywhere in this country. About thirty years ago the New York State
Sportsmen’s Association shot from plunge traps
thousands

of wild

passenger

pigeons

which

by

long confinement had in many cases been almost
deprived of the power of flight. In many sections of the country a strong public feeling is
now arrayed against such practices, and has manifested itself either by statutory prohibition or by
the expression of an irresistible public opinion.
In England sport is practiced differently as to
method, but in both countries there is a tendency
to view it alike as to ethics.
In England they rear many of their game birds
artificially, for the purpose of killing them a little
later; and they do kill them most conscientiously.
In America we have not yet passed beyond the
point where game is regarded as wild. In England it is not wild but domestic, a merchantable
product of the field and woods.
Nevertheless
even there a change of sentiment.is taking place,
and shows itself in the introduction in Parliament
by a Mr. Luttrell of a bill entitled “The

Spurious

Sports Act,’ which, if passed, will be likely to
do away in England with much of the so-called
sport of the present day. It would put an end
to live bird shooting from the trap, to rabbit
coursing and hare coursing, where the rabbits or
hares were put down after captivity, and to the
pursuit of the carted stag and the bagged fox.
It would also put an end to the practice of
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Spurious Sports Act,” some English writers are
suggesting that it will be well to accept the bill

have been

in part, consenting

efficiency of the regular
Francisco.

to the

abolition

of

rabbit

coursing and hunting the carted deer, in the hope

that by these concessions they may retain liberty
to kill live pigeons at the trap and to kill the
turned down pheasants.
SAN

FRANCISCO.

America thrills the civilized world with horror.
Not for centuries has there occurred so terrible
a cataclysm swiftly followed by such terrible deNever in the new world has there been
of life and property from such com-

bined causes.

Just what is the loss of life, and

what of property, cannot, as yet, be known, because of the confusion resulting from the almost

total destruction of the city by fire.

Hundreds of

millions of property have been destroyed, and
hundreds of thousands of people have been turned

adrift without a roof to shelter them and without food or water.
The earthquake cut off the
water supply; there was no food, for the buildings where food was gathered and where food
was sold were shattered and destroyed by fire.
Railway transportation in many directions was
cut off for days, and food supplies could not be
brought into the city. The great multitudes who
were

herded

available.

results

The

is due

accomplishment

in large part to the

army

stationed

in San

To-day San Francisco lies in ruins, but the
virile inanhood and indomitable courage by which

Californians

in two

generations

transformed

an

uninhabited wilderness into the garden spot of the
earth, will swiftly raise from its ashes another
greater, richer and more imposing city, still to

THE
appalling catastrophe
which has _ overwhelmed the greatest and fairest city of western

vastation.
such loss

made

of these good

in the public parks suffered

for lack

be the metropolis of our western coast.
RULERS

WHO

HUNT.

Tue Emperor of Germany is expert in the use
of rifle and shotgun, and his hunting parties—

so called—are notorious for the great quantities
of birds and animals slaughtered. Former President

Loubet,

of France,

enjoys

a day

afield

and

is still a good strong walker after partridges.
King Edward of England is a capital shot and
always

gives

good

account

of himself

with

the

grouse and the pheasant.
In our own country the hunting trips of President Roosevelt, Mr. Cleveland and Mr. Harrison
have often been exploited in the newspapers, Mr.

Roosevelt being especially famous
hunter

whose

record

of

as a big-game

different

species

of

American game killed perhaps exceeds that of
any other American sportsmen.
Mr. Cleveland
and

Mr.

Harrison

It appears

were

great duck

that President

shooters.

Diaz, of Mexico,

is

of food. Starvation threatened.
In the face of such an appalling calamity words
fail. The piling up of adjectives cannot convey

also fond of hunting, for he is reported as having
recently returned from a trip into the mountains,
where his party killed seventeen deer and three

an idea of what has happened.

mountain cats.
In this northern land the month of April is
not regarded as a particularly desirable time for
deer hunting, but it appears that they manage

cannot

But if Americans

realize all that has taken place, they can

feel and

act, and all over the country

money

has

been generously contributed for the immediate relief of our

brothers

who

have been

overwhelmed

by this act of God.
The War Department, with astonishing promptness and efficiency, has hurried forward troops,
tents, medicines and rations to aid these stricken
people.
Congress has appropriated liberal sums
and will appropriate more, if necessary.
Governors of States and mayors of cities are collecting
vast funds; the trusts, so roundly cursed by the
thoughtless, the much abused rich man and the
obscure poor have all alike given lavishly. Vast
sums have been furnished, but still vaster sums
will be needed.
The generous American heart,
which annually

contributes

millions

of money

for

things differently in Mexico.
Its vast territory
is still sparsely settled by a population not given

to hunting,

and

has been

as yet penetrated

by

comparatively few sportsmen of the destructive
Anglo-Saxon race.
It will be well for Mexico to
beware lest a time come when its deer may all

be killed off, and to forestall
passing

and

enforcing

game

such an event

by

laws.

THE two coyote pups nursed by a cat, of which
mention is made elsewhere, seem to match up

very well with the trio of gray foxes captured
five or six years ago as blind puppies at Milford.
Conn.,

and

for some

neighborhood.

weeks

a

mystery

to

the

These foxes, like the coyote pups,

turning out into the coverts in the morning a lot
of tame pheasants and to be shot in the afternoon of the same day. This practice is explained
by the statement that it is necessary to shoot
these pheasants at once because the birds, coming
directly from the breeding pens, are so lacking in
experience that they do not know enough to fly
up into a tree to roost, and if they should spend
the night on the ground, the foxes would then

the benefit of the heathen and for the aid of suffering humanity in distant lands, has swiftly and
ably responded to this cry for help from our own
people, and will continue to respond.
It is the
duty of all to be prepared to do their part, however small, to relieve this suffering, and they will
do it,
In the week that has elapsed since the disaster,

destroy

order has been restored, temporary abiding places

small animals. When they are assigned this task
they almost always perform it well.
We have
known of their nursing rabbits almost to maturity, and accounts of cats nursing squirrels are

have been found for the homeless,

common

them.

Though

there

is much

opposition

to

“The

much

has been

done.

Fires

have

been

put

out,

food and water

were

reared by a cat, and a full account

with illustrations,
StrEAM.

Cats

are

was

common

breeders, and it is perhaps
they are

so often

enough.

of them,

given in the ForEsT

selected

and

are

for this reason
as foster

AND

frequent

mothers

that
for
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Wolverine’s

Medicine.

We camped with Weasel Tail, whose good
woman spread out a number of new robes for
our use.
Visitors came and went, and we were
called to several smokes at different places.
In
the latter part of the evening, after the feasting
and visiting was over, Weasel Tail and Talkswith-the-buffalo,
the two
inseparables,
and
I
were again together, as we had been on many
a previous night.
There were no three smokes
and then the polite dismissal when we got together, no matter which of us was host.
We
would sit together for hours, smoking when
we felt like it, talking or idly silent, as the mood
The women
passed around some
struck us.
berry pemmican,
which
was
fine.
‘Friend,”
said Talks-with-the-buffalo, after we had eaten
and the pipe was again filled and lighted, “I
have a present for you.”
glad to -‘get
Ah?
Tireplied.
Lan always
presents.”
“Yes,” he continued, “and I will be glad to get
rid of this.
I want you to take it to-morrow
morning, lest something happen that you never
get the thing.
It is a wolverine skin.
Listen,
and I will tell you what trouble it has caused
me.
First, as to the way I got it: One morning my woman here told me to kill some bighorn; she wanted their skins for a dress.
I
said that those an.mals were too difficult to get;
that she ought to make her dress of antelope
skins, which also makes fine soft leather when
well tanned.
But, no; they would not do; they
were uneven, thick on the neck, too thin on the
belly; nothing would do but bighorn skins, because they were all of the right kind—neither
thick, nor very thin in any place.
I tried to
get out of it by saying that if she must have
them I would require her to go on the hunt
with me, and help pack down what I killed.
I
thought that when I said this, she would make
up her mind that antelope skins were good
enough.
I was mistaken.
‘Of course, I'll go
with you, she said.
‘Let us start in the morn-

ing.’
“T made

up my

mind

that I would

pretend

to

be sick; but when I awoke in the morning I had
forgotten all about the hunt, and after I had got
up and washed, I ate a big meal.
When I did
remember, it was too late. I couldn’t get her to
believe that I was sick, after making her broil
meat twice.
We started, and rode as far as our
horses could carry us, up the north side of the
west Sweetgrass Mountain; then we tied the
animals and went on afoot.
It was pretty steep
climbing; in places the pines grew so closely
together that we could hardly squeeze between
them.
My hunting partner was always behind.
‘Come on; come on,’ I kept saying; and ‘Wait,

AND

STREAM.

wait for me,’ she was always calling, and when
she caught up she would be breathing like a
horse that has run a race, and sweat would
just drip off her chin.
‘It is very pleasant, this
bighorn hunting,’ I told her; and she said, “You
speak the truth.
Just look how high up we are,
and how far we can see the plains away northward.’
“After that I did not tease her, because she had
good courage, and did her best to climb.
I
traveled slower, and she kept close behind me.
We approached the summit.
The top of that
mountain—you
have
seen
it—is a
mystery
place.
When
Old Man
made the world he
painted the rocks he placed there with pretty

colors,

red,

brown,

yellow

and

white.*

Some

say that it is a lucky place to hunt; others, that
if one kills anything there, he will have bad luck

of some

kind.

I thought

of this as I climbed,

and at last I stopped and spoke to my woman.
I told her that we had, perhaps, better go back
on account of the bad luck we might have if I
made a killing there.
But she just laughed and
laughed, and said that I was getting to be very
foolish.
“Well,” I said to her, ‘if you must laugh, do
so with your hand over your mouth, else you
will scare everything on this mountain.’

“We

continued climbing, and in a little while

came to the summit.
Looking out at it from
the cover of some pines, I saw a band of bighorn,
maybe twenty or more, all she ones, and their
young, except a two-year-old male.
I took a
careful aim at him—he was close by and standing side to me—and as it was handy, I rested
my gun ona limb of a tree.
I took a very good
aim, right for his heart, and fired. I don’t know
where the bullet went, but I am sure that it
never hit him, for we could find neither hair
nor blood where he had stood nor along his
trail.
When
I shot, the smoke
hung like a
little cloud before me, and when it blew away,
I saw the animals, just as they disappeared into
the timber down the slope.
I was much surprised that I had not killed the animal, most
surprised when I found that I had not even hit
him, for I had aimed so long and so carefully.
“*You must have hit him,’ said my woman.

‘Let

us

look

lying dead

again.

somewhere

We
not

about to leave, when a big wolverine
walking among
fing, sometimes

appeared,

the rocks, smelling and snufclimbing up on top of a big

rock to look all around. He looked very pretty,
his hair just shining in the sun. He soon came
near, and the next time he climbed upon a rock
I shot him.
He fell off it and hardly kicked.
I
told my woman to skin it carefully.
I knew you
would want it to go with those you got last
winter.
She said that she would tan it very
soft, and we would make you a present of it.
The bad luck began right there.
She cut her

hand—the

knife

slipped—before

she

had

half

got the hide off, and I had to finish the work.
Then we started homeward.
When we got to
the horses I tied the skin behind my saddle
and got astride.
The horse had been standing
with his head to the wind, and when I turned

him he got the scent

of the wolverine

for the

first time, and it frightened him so that he went

crazy.
down

He snorted
the

mountain,

and made
and

a big high jump

when

he

struck,

the

jar threw me off, right on my back into a lot
of stones. I thought I was broken in two. The
horse went on, jumping and kicking, and snorting, right into a pile of big rocks, where

he got

caught by a foreleg, and broke it. As soon as I
got my breath and could walk and my woman
found my gun I had to go down and shoot him.
We

were

late getting home,

for we

rode double

on the’other horse, and had to hang on to my
saddle and other things.
learned:
It was bad luck

the painted rocks.

One thing we had
to kill anything on

Maybe,

if I had killed the

sheep also, my back would have been really
broken when I was thrown by the horse.
“It was some days before I recovered from
the soreness caused by my fall.
My woman
could not tan the wolverine skin on account of
her sore hand, so she got a widow to do it.
The next morning the old woman brought back
the skin.
“Take it,’ she said.
‘I have been sick
all night, and in my dream a wolverine came and
tried to bite me.
It is bad medicine.
I will not
tan at.

will likely find him

“You know old Beaver Woman?
Yes?
We
gave the skin to her. She said that she wasn’t
afraid of wolverines, that her medicine was
stronger than theirs.
Well, she took it to her

far away.’

lodge and went to work, fleshed it, put on the

“We followed his trail for some distance down
in the timber; it was easy to follow, for his
track was Jarger than that of the others; but
there was no sign at all that he was hurt.
We
climbed up on top again, and sat down at the
edge of the bare rocks, in the shelter of a low
pine. I thought that, if we stayed there a while
some more bighorn might come along.
But
none
appeared, although
we sat and watched
until long after the middle of the day. We were
*Phey are porous
thrown up through

[APRIL 28, 1906.

burnt quartz, that seems
a seam in the porphyry.

to have

been

liver

and

brains,

rolled

it up

and

laid it away

for two or three days. When it was well soaked
with the mixture, she cleaned it and began to
dry it, working it over the sinew cord, when
she suddenly fell over dead for a short time.
When

she

came

to life her

mouth

was

drawn

around to one side and she could hardly speak.
She was

the

skin

woman’s

that way about four nights.

came
hand

back

to

had healed,

us.

The

Of course,

cut

so she went

on

my

to work

and finished the tanning, and without any mishap.
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“Day before yesterday
my woman packed the
on the lodge skin horse.
in the evening, the skin
thing else that had been

we started to move in;
skin with other things
When we made camp
was missing.
Everyplaced in the pack was

there, the skin only was gone.
While we were
wondering how it could have happened, a young

man rode up and tossed it to us.

‘I found it on

the trail,’ he said.
“So, you see, this skin is powerful

became part of a handsome robe; a small bear
skin in the center, the border of six wolverines.

and

I were

in the

saddle

next

morning long before the lodges began to come
down, and started homeward.
It had been a
very warm night.
Soon after we left camp a

light

wind

damp

and with a strong

sprang

up

from

the

odor

of burning

north,

cold,
grass.

We knew the sign well enough; the smoky smell
was always the precursor of a storm from the
north.
“The Cold-maker is near,’ said Natah’-ki.
Let us hurry on.”
Looking back, we saw that the Sweet Grass
hills had become enveloped in a dense white
fog, which was sweeping southward with incredible

swiftness.

It soon

overtook

us,

and

was so thick that we could not see a hundred
yards ahead.
The sweat on our horses instantly froze; fine particles of frost filled the
air; our

ears

began

to tingle,

them with handkerchiefs.

and

we

covered

It was useless to at-

tempt to look out a course to the river, so we
gave our horses the reins and kept them going,
and arrived home before noon.
The wind had
steadily increased, the fog had gone, but snow

had taken its place.

Winter had come.

Prime robes soon began to come in, and we
were kept pretty busy exchanging goods and
spirits for them.
For convenience, we used
brass checks in trading, each check representing
one dollar.
Having some robes to sell, an In-

dian would

stalk in, followed

of his ‘women,

carrying them,

by one
and

were no exception to the rule.
Several of these
would sometimes come and sit with us of an

evening to smoke and tell stories, and every little while either Berry or I would pass around
the cup, but not too frequently.
It was very
interesting to listen to their tales, and queer
conceptions of various things.

bad medi-

cine. I said that I was going to give it to you,
and I now do so. Also I have told you all
the evil it has done.
I shall not blame you if
you throw it in the fire, or otherwise dispose of
it. All I ask is that you take it off our hands.”
Of course, I accepted the skin.
In time it

Nat-ah’-ki

robes.
I never knew a trader who had not
some especial and privileged friends, and we

or more

as a rule, he

Little

Deer’s

End.

above the Fort and turned

stirrup leather, but really furtively looking back

flat, went into another

an open

piece of timber and then

out on a wide, bare bottom.
When about 150 or
200 yards from the last grove a gun boomed behind us and a bullet whizzed past my left side
and kicked up the dust when it struck the ground

farther on.
horse

and

Nat-ah’-ki
called

shrieked, whipped

to me

to hurry,

and

up her

we

made

pretty good time the rest of the way home. When
the shot was fired I looked back and saw a thin
cloud of smoke in front of some
man.
It was Little Deer who had
and he had come near hitting me.
just what I had always predicted
attack me from behind; and from
as he was in it would have been

and anger.

willows, but no
shot, of course,
He had done
he would do—
such a position
folly to attempt

speechless

angry,

from

too, and swore

tobacco always, generally some liquor.
They
always wanted to taste of the liquor before
buying, and we kept for that purpose a pailful

that I would kill Little Deer at sight.
tened quietly, but made no comment
supper, when we had quieted down.
“You see,’ he began, “that fish has
erful relations in camp, and although
well enough that he needs killing, they
theless bound to avenge his death.”

of it and a cup behind the counter, which was
four and a half feet in height. ‘There was seldom

“Well?” I asked, “and am I to do nothing, and
some day be potted from an ambush?”

any objection to the strength of the article we
sold, which was alcohol of high proof, mixed
with five parts of water. A few moments after

it must

his women a part of the proceeds, and invested
the rest himself in whatever took his fancy;

one of these extremely haughty customers had
taken a drink, his manner changed.
He became

guite affable and loquacious, and before leaving
would sometimes wish to embrace and kiss all
present, including the traders.
It was not often
that any of them became cross with us, their
quarrels generally taking place in camp.
Nor
were they, on the whole, much more quarrel-

some than so many white men.
We did little
trading after dark, most of the people preferring
to come in the morning to barter their furs and

always fight the devil with his own
It was a day in the
Little Deer was missed
vious morning he had
hunters on the plains
some meat.
They had

——

weapons,

fore part of March when
from the camp. The pregone out with some other
north of the river to kill
separated finally, but late

in the afternoon several of them had seen the
missing man on a butte skinning a buffalo, During the night his horse

had

returned

and

joined

the band to which it belonged, still saddled and
trailing its lariat. Relatives of Little Deer went
out and continued to search for him for several
days, and at last they found him a long distance

from

the carcass

of the buffalo

he had

skinned

and cut up. He was lying in a coulée and the top
of his head was crushed in. His wives and female
relatives buried him, but the wives
did not
mourn; he had been very cruel to them and they
The meat of the buffalo
were glad to be free.
he had killed had all been neatly cut up and preIt was thought
pared for loading on the horse.
that he had left the place to kill something else
and had been thrown, or that, perhaps, his horse
had fallen with him and had kicked him in its

struggles to rise.
Nat-ah’-ki and I rejoiced when we learned this.
She herself was the first to hear of it and came
running in, all excitement, her eyes sparkling, and
gave me a hearty squeeze.

she cried.

“Be happy,’
found

his body;

enemy

“Our
we

can

is dead;
we

ride where

determine, turning to look back at us.
Passing through the grove we crossed

well-night

down the checks.
Unless he needed a gun or
some such expensive article, he generally gave

=

please and without fear.”
One night my old friend whom I have variously called Bear Head and Wolverine—he took

I was

counted

SSS

they have

terror

and

—

bend of the trail without once, so far as I could

his face, while

them

the

I was certainly afraid of him’ and
under my arm.
felt relieved when I saw him disappear around a

to dislodge him.
Nat-ah’-ki
was

examined

down

homeward

Riding along the trail through a grove of
cottonwoods, we met mine enemy, Little Deer, in
quest of beaver, as he had some traps tied to his
He leered at Nat-ah’-ki, who happened
saddle.
to be in the lead, and scowled savagely at me as
I must confess that I bent in the
we passed.
saddle once or twice, pretending to adjust my

valley.

would stand at a little distance, very silent and
straight, his robe or blanket partly concealing
we

chinook

Then there were days when the warm

was blowing, that simply drew one out of the
Nat-ah’-ki andI
Fort and away on the plain.
and _ ride
of horses
a couple
saddle
would
a great circle, returning home tired and hungry
and ready to retire right after the evening meal,
to sleep soundly through the long winter night.
One fine day we were out, and along about 2 or
3 o'clock struck the river some five or six miles

—

“No,”

he replied.

“We’ve

some
powthey know
are never-

that we

will

Just lay low and we will find

some way to do it.”
After that day Little Deer came no more to the
Fort. If he needed anything he sent some one to

purchase it for him. When Nat-ah’-ki and I rode
we went out on the open plain, avoiding the
coulées and the timber in the valley.

“tell us about it; what is on your mind?”
“I killed him
“T killed him,” he replied.

and

carried his body to the coulée and dropped it.”
We knew at once to
This was news indeed.
whom he referred, no other than Little Deer.
“Ah!? we both exclaimed, and waited for him to
continue,
“T rode up to where he was tying his meat and
We got
got off my horse to tighten the saddie.
‘T
to talking and he told about shooting at you.
don’t see how I missed,’ he said, ‘for I took careI'll kill that white
But I’m not done.
ful aim.
man yet, and his woman shall be my woman, even

if she does hate me.’

got to kill him, but

be done in such a manner

never be suspected.

Berry lisuntil after

the former name after a successful battle he was
He stayed long after all the
in—paid us a visit.
others had gone, silently smoking, much preocBoth Berry and I nocupied about something.
ticed it and spoke about it.
“He probably wants a new gun,” I said, “or
maybe a blanket or a new dress for his woman.
Whatever it is I’ll give it to him myself.”
Berry brought out a
We were getting sleepy.
“Well,” he said,
him.
to
it
drink and handed

Sometimes,

of a night, Berry and I would try to devise some
way to effectively get rid of my enemy, but we
never succeeded.
Could I have waylaid him, or

shot him from behind, as he had attempted to do
to me, I would gladly have done so. One should

“His words made me mad.
‘Kill him,
thing said to me.

‘Kill him!’ somelest he kill your

friend who has been so good to you.’ He was
bending over tying the last pieces of meat; I
raised my rifle and struck him right on top of
his

head,

parted.

and

he

fell

forward,

his

shadow

de-

I was glad that I did it.”

“Friend,” I
He arose and prepared to leave.
said, grasping his hand and heartily shaking it,

“what is mine is yours. What can I give you?”
I am not
“Nothing.
“Nothing,” he replied.
poor, But if I ever am in need then I will come

and ask for help.”
He went out and we closed and barred the
door.
“Well, I’ll be damned if that isn’t the best
turn I ever knew an Indian to do for a white
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man,” Berry exclaimed.
‘“He’s
sure
a_ friend
worth having.”
For obvious reasons we kept what
we _ had
learned to ourselves, although I had a struggle
to do so.
It was years afterward when I finally
told Nat-ah’-ki about it, and when the time came
that our friend certainly did need help he got it.
We had with us that winter one Long-haired
Jim, bull-whacker, a man about forty years of
He wore hair that was at least two feet
age,
long and which fell in dark, rippling waves very
gracefully over his back and shoulders.
When
on the road or out at work in the wind he kept it
braided, but in camp it was simply confined by a
silk bandage bound around his head.
He was
very proud of it and kept it nicely washed and
combed.
Jim had made various trips, he claimed, on the
Santa Fé and the Overland
Trails, and
had
drifted up into Montana from Corinne.
According to his own story, he was a great fighter, a
successful gambler, but these advantages, he said,
were offset by the fact that he was terribly unlucky in love.
“I have set my affections on four
different females in my time,’ he told us, “an’

“Wal, sir. I was a settin’ there all peaceful an’
happy like, when along comes an ornery lookin’
one-leg cripple an’ he asks, ‘Is this whar Miss

made several beautiful pairs of moccasins for the
child, and after we returned to Fort Benton in

Westbridge lives?’
NGS mon. Alea

a lot of pemmican, dried meat and tongues, and
a big bunch of sagebrush. I objected to sending

I'll be dog-goned ef I got ary one of ’em.”

did have no luck with women.
Sence that happened I ain’t had a chance
to tackle
another

“T come mighty close to it once,” he continued.
“She was a red-haired widow what kept a board-

in’ house in Council

Bluffs.

We

rolled in there

one evenin’, an’ as soon as we had corralled all
hands a went over to her place fer supper.
As
soon as I set eyes on her I says to myself, “That’s
a mighty fine figger of a woman.’
She was small,
an’ slim, an’ freckled, with the purtiest little turnup, peart nose as ever happened.
‘Who is she?’
I asked a feller settin’ next me.

““A widder,’ he says, ‘she runs this here place.’
“That settled it. I went to the wagon boss,
told him I quit, drew my pay, an’ packed my beddin’ and war sack over to her place.
The next
evenin’ I caught her settin’ out on the steps all
by herself and walked right up to her.
‘Mrs.

Westbridge,’
you.

Will

““Why,

I says, ‘I’ve sure
you

marry

fell in love with

me?’

the idear!’ she cried out.

‘Jest listen
to the man; an’ him a stranger.
Scat! git out 0’
here!’
An’ she up an’ run into the house an’ into
the kitchen an’ slammed an’ locked the door.
“That didn’t make no difference to me. I wa’n’t
ordered to leave the house, so I staid right on,
an’ put the question to her every chanct I got,

sometimes

twict a day.

She got sost she didn’t

run, took it kinder good-natured like, but she alWays gave me a straight ‘No’ for an answer.
I
wa'n’t no way discouraged.
“Well, it run along a matter of two weeks, an’
one evenin’ I asked her again; ’twas the twentyfirst time, which number bein’ my lucky one, I
considered it sure to win.
An’ it did.
“*Yes, sir, Mr. Jim What’s-yer-name,’ she says,
straight out, ‘I'll marry ver on certain conditions:
You must cut your hair.’
TCeDN
““An’ throw away them six-shooters an’ that
long knife.’

a LenS
““An’

quit gamblin’.’

yeueDe
“*An’ help me run this yere boardin’ house.’
“Yes, I agreed to it all, an’ she said we’d be
married the comin’ Sunday.
I asked her fer a
kiss, but she slapped my face an’ run off into the
kitchen,
‘Never mind,’ I says, settin’ down on
the steps, ‘lll wait ’till she comes out an’ ketch her.’

‘An’

what

might

you

want

of her?’
“‘Oh, nothin’, he says, “cept she’s my wife.’
“T allow I might have swatted him, even if he
was a cripple, if the woman hadn't come out just
then. When she see him she jest throwed up her
hands and cried out: ‘My Gawd!
Wherever did
I thought you was dead. They
you come from?
told me you was.
Are you sure it’s you?’
“Ves, Sairy,’. he said.
‘It’s me all right; that
is, what’s left of me.
It was reported that I died,
or was missin’, but I pulled through.
I been
trailin’ you a long time.
It’s a long story—
“T didn’t wait to hear it. Went up to my room
and sat down.
After a while she come up. ‘You
see how 'tis,’ she said. ‘I’ve got to take care of
him.
Yer a good man, Jim; I admire yer spunk,

a askin’ and a askin’, an never takin’ “no” fer an
answer. As it is, ef you care fer me I wisht you'd
go.
“T packed right up an’ pulled out. No, I never

the spring had me

ship them on a steamboat

the pemmican and meat, saying that the girl had
all the food she wanted and the very best.

“Yes,”

she

said, contemptuously,

and me.

“My Gawd!” he would say, “just hear her laugh.
She’s sure happy.
I wisht I had such a nice

woman.”
He

spent

much

time

went often through
conquest

of

some

in the

trade

room,

and

the camp seeking to make a
fair

damsel.

He

was

really

“white

peo-

ple’s food; nothing food.
I know she is hungry
for real food.”
We had a good trade that winter, but troublous
times succeeded.
A part of the Piegans,
the
Bloods and Blackfeet became a real terror to the
whites in the country, and it was really unsafe to

try to trade outside of Fort Benton.
We passed
the following two winters there. In January of
the second

one

the Baker

massacre

the Indians at once quieted down.
of 1870 we

began

to plan

occurred,

and

In the spring

for another

season

at

some more or less distant point.
WALTER B. ANDERSON.
[TO BE CONTINUED. ]

A Boy.

,

one.”
Jim took great interest in Nat-ah’-ki

with

For

the last four or five years, I have

noticed

a boy fishing from the docks at this place. When
he first started in at the spot he was quite young,

and at that time
with some

he was

older person.

generally

in company

Later on he came

alone

and used to sit for hours waiting for a “bite.”

If

unsuccessful he still seemed contented enough.
He would come the next Saturday or some other

day when he did not have to go to school.
Sometimes he would have good luck.
I have
seen him take home a nice string of flounders,

ridiculous, smiling at them, bowing and saying
something in English which none could under-

and in their season
blackfish and so on.

stand,
The maidens
turned
abashed.
The men looking on

older I see he has a nice rod and reel. He goes
to the beach with his little spading fork on his

laughed

and

joked

unable-to-marry,

The

main

and

away
either

named

him

a very bad name

trouble

was

that

from
him
scowled or

the

One-

in Blackfoot.

he wore

an

im-

mense mustache and chin whiskers.
The Blackfeet abhorred hair, except that of the head.
An
old acquaintance never buttoned his shirt winter
nor summer; his breast was as hairy as a dog’s
back.
I have seen the Blackfeet actually shudder when they looked at it. But a happy day was
coming for Jim. On a trip out from Fort Benton,
Berry brought him a letter containing great news.
A woman back in Missouri whom he had known
from childhood had consented to marry him.
He
left for the States at once by the way of Corinne.
We heard from him several months later:
“Dear
friends,’ he wrote, “she died the day before I
got here.
I’m sure grevin’.
Theys a nuther one
here, but she’s got seven children, an’ she’s after
me.
I take the Santy Fé trail to-morrer.
Hain’t
I sure out of luck?”
By the same mail we heard from Ashton,
He
was in Genoa, Italy, and expected to be with us
in the spring.
He also wrote that he was getting good reports of his protégé’s progress.
A

little later there came a letter for Nat-ah’-ki from
the girl herself, which was very touching.
It was
in print, and read, including some additions by
the sisters:
“I can read.
I can write.
The sisters are good to me.
I have pretty dresses. When
I sleep I see the lodges and the peopie, and I
smell the kak-sim-i’ (sage).
I love you.
Diana
Ashton.”
Dear me! but Nat-ah’-ki was proud of that letter.
She carried it around and showed it to her
friends and had me translate it many times.
She
c

snappers (young bluefish),
Now that he is a little

shoulder to dig his sand worms for bait. Later
in the season you will see him along the creek

with a basket

holding

some

sawdust

ready to re-

ceive the shrimp ke will catch with his net.

In

the fall you will see him chasing fiddler crabs
a the beach.
He wants them to lure the black-

sh,
He is still a small boy, not yet grown out of
short trousers, but in his head he is older than
the boys that use their spare time at
or stealing some one’s watermelons
birds’ nests.
I do not know that he
truant to go fishing, but if I knew
done so I would suspend sentence.

that and was
was

brought

brutally used

a crap game
or robbing
ever played
that he had
I often did

for doing so, but I

up in that eld Puritanical

common-

wealth where they used to squeeze witchcraft out
of existence.
This boy has been told by his grandfather
about the great fishing he formerly had in Raritan Bay, how people used to make their nets to
catch every striped bass that came, along the
shore.
The boy has had the spot pointed out to
him where the old settlers used to catch sheepshead.
The boy tried it last year, but he went
home without sheepshead, and the reason why
is not yet quite clear to him.
He is going to try
fishing for sturgeon when he gets old enough.

His plans are all laid to have a motor boat when

he is large enough, and
modern
improvements,

perhaps
lots of other
but
when
he is old

enough for all these things he may not have the
chance to use them.
the pleasant boyhood

they will be brought

He can remember, though,
days, and as he grows older

out more

clearly.

I can never forget the early years of my New
England life and cannot but compare a dirty salt

water beach to the beautiful clear trout streams,
mountain meadows
and sweet smelling forests
that I used to know.
This is a matter of individual association and
taste.
Let the natural
fisherman enjoy looking over the past wherever

it happened.
PrINcE's

Bay, April 1S.
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Weasel’s Ways.
HarrisBurG, Pa.—Editor Forest and Stream:
I am constrained to reply to the last effort of my
friend Manly Hardy on the matter of what he
does not know about weasels, and hope you will
permit me to say a word which shall be final, so
far as I am concerned, on this subject.

The writings of noted naturalists, such as Au-

dubon, William MacGillivray, Dr. Elliot Coues,
Robert Kennicot, of Illinois; Dr. C. Hart Merriam, of Washington, D. C.; Dr. Warren,
of
Pennsylvania, and many others, among the rest
Mr. Hogg, who, as far back as 1831, wrote for
the London Magazine, all unite in saying that
the weasel is the most cruel, fierce, active, swift,
relentless and sanguinary animal found in the

world.

Some

of these eminent

authorities

com-

pare the weasel with the lion in the matter of
courage, and I want to impress upon you that
these gentlemen have written upon what they
know about this matter, and not upon what they

do not

know,

AND

STREAM.

parently never rests.
He cites many instances of
where he has followed the tracks of a weasel in
the snow and has never yet found where it had
rested outside of its own lair. He asserts that a
weasel will suck its own blood until death ensues, and cites an instance of where he caught a
weasel in one of his traps, and in the presence of
several witnesses stabbed the animal in the flank
with a piece of sharp wire. As soon as the blood
began to flow the weasel placed its mouth to the
opening and sucked until it fell dead.
He asserts
that a weasel cannot live more than thirty-six
hours without food, and cites numerous instances
where he has had them in traps, absolutely uninjured, and declared that he never had a weasel
live in such confinement without food more than
that time. In the matter of excessive killing, Mr.
Malloy gives an additional reason for that already recorded, and in a letter written to Dr.

trapping of weasels.
I have set some traps in
my time and never caught a single weasel; still
I do not consider that absolute proof that no
weasels could be found in that neighborhood.
Mr. Hardy tells me the number of weasels
taken by him in steel traps is limited indeed, and
that his method is to take a common wire rattrap, strengthen it with additional wires so that
the ribs cannot be forced apart, as would be the
case if the weasel had half a chance.
He places

Warren

teen skins of weasels

more

than

ten

years

ago,

among

other

things, says:
“The weasel has great digestive
powers.
I find that when it is getting all the

blood

it wants

that in about

every

seventy-five

“T was an eye-witness to the fact
Hogg says:
of a stoat being able to pursue its prey on scent.”
Coues says:
“Swift and sure-footed he makes
open chase and runs down his prey.
Keen of

yards in the snow you will find its excreta, about
three-fourths of an inch long, thick as a common
slate pencil and like frozen blood.”

scent he tracks them.

killed a coop full of chickens you will invariably
find a pile of excreta, the size of the pile gauged
by the time limit that the weasel was in said
coop.
Mr. Hardy apparently does not know of
these peculiarities of the weasel, and seems to
think that they should retain their food for at
least a stated period, perhaps twenty-four hours
or more in length.
He apparently forgets that
serpents, even though they may not pass excreta
as do weasels, are still able in very many instances to take food, exceeding in weight fully
half if not more than that of their own body.
I was once in the revenue service, and during
that time knew a man to drink a sextal (forty

*

*

*

One chicken will

satisfy his appetite, but after that is gratified he
does not leave.
He
kills and
slays without
mercy all the remainder of the poor frightened
chickens, until there are none left, and not until
then does he leave the scene of. carnage.
He
sucks eggs also, leaving in some instances the
unlucky farmer, who has unwillingly and unwittingly been his host, completely routed as regards

his efforts in the poultry line.”
Robert

peds of
anima!
weasel.
of the

Kennicot,

in his report

on

the quadru-

Illinois, says: “A more fierce and cruel
does not exist in America than the
The courage and sanguinary disposition
panther are insignificant in comparison,

having regard to the strength of the two.
* * *
When a weasel has gained access to the poultry
yard it will frequently kill every
fowl
within
reach in a single night.
A weasel will occasionally remain for some time in a barn feeding on

vermin without destroying the fowl, but it is never
safe

to trust

once

an attack is made there is no limit to the

it near

a poultry

yard,

for

when

destruction. When the animal has entered stacks
or barns it has a curious habit of collecting in a
particular place the bodies of rats and mice it has

slain.

Thus

sometimes

a pile of 100 or more

of

the victims may be seen that have been killed in
the course of two or three nights.”
Dr. Warren says:
“The activity and strength

of the weasel

are

such

Mr.

Malloy

tells me

that when

a weasel

in such traps a live rat or squirrel or several mice

or a small chicken or bird, feeding and watering
the prisoners until such time as the weasel comes
along, which is usually inside of three or four
days.
Mr. Malloy has taken by this method

as many as five weasels in a single night and as
many as 200 in one year.
I have seen in Mr.

Malloy’s possession. more
at one time.
I now have

to bet that he could drink a like quantity in the
next three hours.
No one took the bet.
I have
frequently heard brewers say that certain of their
drivers could and did drink from fifty to one
hundred glasses of beer every day, and without
getting drunk at that.
Surely no one dreams for
one moment
that these men
retained all this
liquid at one time.
Mr. Hardy can find lots of
people who never heard of such drinking powers. If he will go to the right people, he will find
many men who know this to be true. I can find
many farmers who have never had trouble with
weasels.
That is no evidence, however, that no
one has been troubled by weasels.
I am also
satisfied that Mr. Hardy knows but little about

Hardy’s

convincing

Sec’y of Game

of the

different

of

birds.

The

nests of grouse, wild turkey, Bob White or quail,
besides those of other species of the feathered
kinds, which nest on or near the ground, are

often,
and

it is asserted,

bright-eyed

pillaged

by the inquisitive

weasel.”

I might give you many other illustrations of a

like character, all agreeing in the opinion that the
weasel is one of the most sanguinary animals
found in the world, and all certify to the fact
that it slaughters in many instances, simply from
the love of slaughter.
Mr. Malloy has additional reasons for this killing,and touches upon
other peculiarities of the weasel that have not

been noticed or at least that have not been written about by others. For instance, he says that
while the weasel
active squirrel in
descend the body
head first, but is

is able to take game, even the
the tree tops, it is unable to
of a tree, as does the squirrel,
compelled to come down bear

fashion or tail first.
is the most

restless

He asserts
of all wild

that the weasel
animals,

and

ap-

CAT

NURSING

JosEPH KALBFUS,
Commission of Pennsylvania.

REMUS

are

by Cat.
the names

of two

coyote pups, adopted and nursed by a Californian
cat bereaved of her own offspring.
The pups
were dug from a den on the Empire ranch, Kings
county, by Frank Parks.
A pack of hounds ran
a female coyote to earth and followed her into
the den. A tremendous row was going on inside
when the hunters arrived, and they started in to
dig. The hole or tunnel was forty feet long, and
at the end chamber the roof was four feet below
the surface of the ground.
Parks and his companions found three female
coyotes and eighteen pups.
The hounds killed
the mothers and most of the little fellows, but
two were saved and turned over to the family
cat by way of experiment.
Puss adopted the
young wolves without hesitation, and is as fond
of them as if they were of her own kind.
The
little fellows are as playful and as confiding as
young dogs.
The family has been brought to
Los Angeles and installed in the Park Zoo.
A female fox terrier in Los Angeles recently
adopted a brood of incubator chickens.
She took
care of them with affectionate solicitude, but appeared to be puzzled by their failure to take advantage of the opportunities for obtaining nourishment which she offered to them.

that it is able to climb

species

AND

this
the
says
Mr.

“pig story.”

Coyotes Nursed
RoMuLUS

trees with great ease either to escape from its
enemies or to search for food.
This ability as a
tree climber enables it to destroy the eggs and

young

taken within a short time

by Mr. Malloy.
What he says regarding
animal is based upon what he knows.
I have
utmost confidence in every word that he
upon this subject, even
in the
face of

has

pints) of beer in three hours and heard him offer

than 200 weasel skins
in my possession thir-

COYOTE

PUPS.
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from page

629.)

Early in March the female seals begin to bring
forth their young, and the seal then became the
chief object of chase by the Eskimos, who, as
the days lengthened, moved out seaward on the
ice from their winter residences on the coast to
engage in the interesting task of hunting seals.
After reaching the aforesaid caches, the bulk of
the Eskimos would remain in the neighborhood,
using the meat, trapping foxes and killing a few
reindeer and making the usual preparations for
the summer season, until the disruption of the
ice, when many of them would ascend the river,
visit the post, and spend some days in its imme-

diate

vicinity,

and

in due

seashore,
When I first reached

time

proceed

the mouth

son River, early in February,

to the

of the Ander-

1859, instead of a

village, as I was led to expect, there was but one
large house inhabited by fifteen men, women and
children, while the nearest group of huts was, as
they informed us, at too great a distance for us
to visit in the very cold and stormy weather which
usually occurs at that season, and ‘which, indeed,
prevailed during our two days’ stay there.
Our
party comprised one Scotchman, one Swede, one

French

half-breed,

and

one

Loucheux

Indian,

with two trains or teams of three dogs each. We
found our quarters very warm and comfortable.
Fort Anderson was established in 1861, after we
had made several more winter trips to the same
house, as well as to the spring provision rendezvous on the ice, already mentioned.
By the autumn of 1865, however, several new huts were
built at intervening distances from there to within some sixty miles from the post. This was done
at my request, and their occupants met with some
success
in trapping foxes and minks,
with a
few
martens, in the wooded
ravines
farther
south.
On this and subsequent winter trips to the
coast, we observed fresh traces of reindeer, while
the Eskimos informed us that some animals were
occasionally seen, and a few shot, most every
winter, very close to the ice-covered sea.
The
Fort Indians usually snared a number of reindeer
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Chipewyan,
Lake
Athabasca,
but,
heard of a few instances elsewhere,

although
I
I think this

was the only one I ever saw in the interior.
Hudson’s

Bay Company

ber of reindeer

The

in a parchmentary

and

Indian-

then,

but

more,

of

course, when the snow happened to be deeper
than usual.
When the fall of snow is light and the weather
severely cold, the reindeer are almost constantly
on the move, and are then very difficult of approach.
At such times, especially when rabbits
are
scarce,
the “caribou-eating’
Indians _ frequently suffer much privation for want of food

while following them for a living in their winter
peregrinations.
The skin of the reindeer furnishes the Eskimos with nearly all of their summer and winter clothing.
The hair or fur is
never removed in this connection; the made-up
skin of the fawn forms the inner shirt, with the
fur side next the body.
(The skin of the musquash is sometimes used in a similar manner.)
The outer tunic, shirt or capote, with hood attached is made from selected portions of adult

late summer or early fall skins, with the hair outside and having the borders trimmed with a thin
strip of the fur of the wolf or wolverine.
A
sufficient number of similarly scraped but undressed skins are sewed together and mounted on
poles to form a summer tent or lodge, and also

for sleeping robes

or blankets

for personal

and

family use.
These robes are as flexibly prepared
as the tunics, and are very comfortable on a

cold, windy night.
The Indians are also generally indebted to the
reindeer for winter robes and capotes, and likewise for tents and dressed leather for making
moccasins, gloves, tunics or shirts, trousers, game
bags and women’s and children’s clothing.
Certain inferior and many fly-cut skins are converted
into “babiché” for lacing snow-shoes, and other
suitable skins are made into deer snares
and

parchment for windows, while the tendons of all
are split and twisted into fine and excellent
thread for general use.

probable
ated.

besides several white bears, musk oxen and other
polar animals herein referred to, the hunters of
that ship, while wintering in Prince of Wales
Strait, saw a number of reindeer, though they
failed to secure even one.
In Mercy Bay, latitude
76° 6 north and longitude 117° 55’ west, however,

whales,

It

shot a large number

over

oxen,

the meat

weighed

30,000 pounds.

After

four

seasons’

:
experience,

Dr.

Armstrong

came to the conclusion that the reindeer inhabiting Baring Island do not migrate to the southward thereof.
In Mercy
Bay and
Prince of
Wales Strait many individuals and small herds
were seen and a number shot during the severest
months of the winter.
“In May and June the
females calved in the ravines ana’ valleys border-

ing on the coast where the sandy soil mixed with
the alluvium forms a rich loam which highly
favors vegetation and affords good pasturage for

the hungry denizens of its wilds.”

72° north

and

longitude 94° west),

Bellot

Strait, its northeastern extremity, there is apparently a regularly recurring season of migration
south and north.
There may be a similar annual
movement of reindeer between the northern coast
and Wollaston Land by way of the Union and
Dolphin Strait, and also from Victoria Land to

Kent Peninsula by way of Dease

Strait.

between

swordfish

many

of the

statements

regarding

is

commonly
seizing

stated

them

that

by their

killers

lips and

attack

worrying

lips of a whale are the toughest porexternal anatomy, being as tender as
while they are as slippery as rubber
place that even so savage an animal

As to sticking out their tongues, the finback,
humpback and sulphur bottom whales are physi-

of reindeer and

of which

place

as a killer could get hold of.

(Captain Kellett) and Intrepid (Captain

McClintock)

that

killers. The
tions of its
sole leather,
and the last

tober, 1851, and April,
1853, was
112.
After
reaching Melville Island, about latitude 75° north
and longitude 109° west, the Doctor, with several
officers and men of Her Majesty’s arctic ships

several musk

took

them until they open their mouths and thrust out
their tongues, which are then devoured by the

where it was finally abandoned on June 3, 1853,
the total number of reindeer killed between Oc-

Resolute

battle

him are either entirely false or greatly exagger-

deer skins.
Dr. Armstrong, of the Investigator, writes that

tude

and

pitched

and killers is something I do not believe. Furthermore, although the killer is indisputably
fierce, powerful and voracious, it seems entirely |

dressed state, which seldom
realize more
than
their actual cost.
In the years 1902 and 1903, respectively, they sold in London 321 and 267 rein-

few individuals

now

“T am the doubter and the doubt,” and as Mr.
Whitney was not himself an eye-witness of the
alleged battle between swordfish and killers off
the Santa Cruz Islands, described in a recent
number of Forest AND STREAM, he will pardon
me for doubting that such an occurrence took
place. There may have been some family trouble
‘between members of a school of killers, but that
any

generally exports a num-

was made in the fall, when they frequently shot
and speared them by the hundred.
During the
winter season they always succeeded in killing a

but their big annual hunt

The Killer.

The remarks made under R. caribou in respect
to the number and appearance of the young at
birth, etc., are equally applicable to this species.
I may here remark that albinos are very rare
among the northern deer. In 1886 I obtained a
fine example, which was forwarded to the Smithsonian Institution at Washington.
It had been
killed the previous winter by an Indian near Fort

As reindeer are present all winter on Melville,
Baring and other large islands of the polar regions, I think it may be confidently assumed that
there is no migration from them to the continent.
On the latter, however, from Port Kennedy (lati-

in spring and summer,
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cally incapable of so impolite a performance. The
tongue of these species lies well back in the
mouth and consists merely of a raised ridge of
flesh about one inch in height and quite as incapable of being protruded as is the tongue of a
codfish. During a six weeks’ visit to a whaling
station on the south coast of Newfoundland over
fifty whales were brought in, and none of these
bore any marks about their heads or flukes of
having been attacked by killers.
Over one-half
the sulphur bottom whales had, however, lost the
ends of their side flippers, and these had appar-

ently been bitten off, although it is impossible to

definitely state that such was the case.
It is to be remembered that the accounts of the
voracity of the killer rest mainly upon two statements, one by Captain Bryant and the other by
Eschricht, and that these statements have been
repeated over and over again, but that he is so

destructive

as

is commonly

supposed,

doubted.
In regard to the fur seals, it may

may

be

be said that

killers are not fotind in the vicinity of the Pribi-

lof Islands at the time the seals are most abundant.
In 1896 and 1897 few killers were seen be-

fore October, and when they did arrive, very few
pups or other seals were seen to be killed by

them.

If the killers

are

fond

of seal meat,

it is

strange that they do not remain about the Pribi-

lof Islands all summer, but they apparently go
farther north and return again in the autumn,

passing between the islands into the Pacific. That

Lieutenant Schwatka.and Colonel Gilder observed considerable numbers
of them
passing
over the ice on Simpson Strait late in the spring
and early in the winter of 1879 between Adelaide

the killer is capable of devouring the largest seal
with ease is undeniable, and Mr. Chichester saw
St. George.

Peninsula and King William Land
(Island).
General Greely gives latitude 82° 45’ north as the

that

probable highest polar range
antler and old traces
were
Land.

of the reindeer. An
found on Grinnell

The voracity of the killer is shown by the fact
one

started

to

feed

upon

the

carcass

of a

whale which was being towed into the factory
by the steamer Cabot, and remained by the body,
tearing
Captain

out pieces from
the
Bull repeatedly thrust

throat,
although
into it the lance

Boothia in April and the bucks a month later,
while herds of several hundred were seen in May.
He also mentions that “the paunch of the deer is

used in killing whales.
The killer is also said to attack the whale by
leaping out of water and falling upon the back
of its victim. It has always seemed to me that
the killer would feel such a blow quite as much

country

killers jumping out of water at a distance there

Sir J. C. Ross writes that the does arrived at

esteemed a great delicacy, and its contents is the
only vegetable food’ which the Eskimos of that
ever

taste.”

While stationed at Mercy Bay, Dr. Armstrong
made “various sectional preparations of the antlers of the reindeer in different stages of growth,

as illustrative of its rapidity, in the hope of elucidating one of the most surprising processes of
animal growth which bounteous nature enables us
to contemplate as evidencing her wonderful re-

productive powers.”
Unfortunately

mens,

together

his larger

no

whale

and

while

present

I have
for

them

seen
to

Bullen in his “Cruise of the Cachelot” gives
an account of a combat seen at some little distance between two killers and a whale, but Bullen

states that one of the distinctive
killer is the presence
ventral

and

any
side

one
of

who
a

features of the

of a long fin on the under

can

cetacean

see
can

a fin on
see

the

almost

of birds, ” anything.
:
history,
As to the size of the killer, it may be said that
were left behind along with the abandoned ship
twenty-four feet is an unusually large specimen,
Investigator.
As already mentioned, a number
and while it may reach a length of thirty-seven
of hardy reindeer bucks remain all winter near
feet, I should like to measure this specimen mythe arctic coast of the lower Anderson in Liverself.
F. Asdsueag:
pool Bay.
Brookiyn, N. Y., April 16.
:
mammals

and

other

a fine collection

adversary,

was apparently
jump on.

side,

for science, however, these speci-

with

as

objects

of natural
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We immediately decided to stay, and got shells

Trip to Alabama.

midnight,

after

a long

journey, we reached Summer’s
stopping place. Mrs. Summers

and

eventful

Hotel, our real
gave us a warm

supper, and we were glad to retire. The beds
were good, and we dropped out. No one knew
how he slept.
Next morning, as soon as our excellent breakfast was over, we started to take inventory of
our prospects.
On going outside, we found a
delightfully warm atmosphere, roses and japonicas in bloom from last fall; and pansies in

bloom, and mulberry trees bursting into foliage
for next spring.
The two seasons are so close
together here that they overlap. A little further
on, we found the garden with onions, radishes,
etc., ready to be harvested, and also others of
only a few weeks’ growth for early spring markets.
Next was a thirty-acre peach orchard in
the pink of condition, with buds almost ready

to blow.
state

north.

All of these things were in as high a

of cultivation

as

I have

The fences were

ever

seen

all of boards

in the

or plain

wire; no weeds were allowed to grow, and all
the trees and shrubs were carefully pruned.
On
further investigation, we found the next farm
was just as good, and the next, etc.
In short,
we discovered that in the night we had been
transferred into an entirely new world.
On
every side were neat looking farm houses, well

kept peach and pecan orchards, all arranged in
perfect squares, and in the healthiest and best
condition I have ever seen.
There were
fine fields of sugar cane, cotton and corn.

also

The farms contain each forty acres, and are
perfectly square, with roads laid out as regularly as streets in a modern town; the country
is nearly level, and the magnificent display of
civilization,

very

industry

pleasing

and

thrift

was

certainly

to a party of tired and, hereto-

fore, disgusted hunters.
The complete change
from a feeling of disgust and disappointment, to

one

of interest

all thoughts

and pleasure

of leaving,

and

made
even

us give up

enhanced

our

enjoyment of present conditions. We had gone
to sleep the night before, believing that here
in Southern Alabama we were in a country
where laziness, lack of energy, or some other
cause, made the earth look as if it was a mistake

to make it; and we awoke to find ourselves in
the heart of as industrious a farming center as
it has been my lot to see.
You may wonder how

this

complete

trans-

formation came about, and I confess it was as
much of a surprise to us as it may be to you;
but on investigation it is easily explained.
The Southern Plantation Land Company, of
which

Mr. Summers

terms,

forty-acre

is manager,

purchased

165,-

company

also

ooo acres of land, and are colonizing it. They
have agents all over the country who seek out
industrious poor people and sell them, on easy
farms.

The

helps them to build a home, plant a garden and
peach

orchard,

realizes
ductive,
soon be
that he
rooms

and takes

its pay as the farmer

on his crops.
The land is very proand with energy and frugality it can
paid for. I met one man who stated
formerly lived with his family in two

in Chicago.

Summers

He had no money,

paid the fare

family,

sold

planted

an

him

orchard

a

south

farm,

and

built

fenced

and Mr.

for himself
him

a

and

house,

it, and bought

him some stock and farm implements.
In a
little over three years he paid it all back, and
now has his home clear.

Social

conditions

are also well looked

after.

Five years ago there was not a school in this
country.
Now there are eighteen, all well at-

tended.
There are a number of churches, a
lodge room, and other evidences of civilization.
The people have plenty of social entertainment
and are happy.
‘
L

from the local store.
They were loaded with
black powder, and made as much smoke as a
forest fire. When a covey of birds got up, we

had to wait

until the smoke

away

we

before

done.

could

tell

of battle cleared

what

damage

was

About the peach orchards and corn fields

are excellent places for quail, and while they
are not as plentiful here as in some parts of the

south, there are plenty of them for good sport.
We separated into two parties, Walker,
van and Harper going one way, and
gomery
and I another.
Montgomery

couple

of modern

He gave

me

shells

one, which

in his

DonoMonthad a

hunting

suit.

he said he had charmed

for my first bird. We had Van with us, and the
other party had the other two dogs. We had
not gone far when Van straightened out on as
pretty a point as you could wish to see. We put
up the birds and I shot the charmed shell, and
a bird fell.
I was so much surprised I did not
shoot the other barrel.
Montgomery called out,

“Watch

the birds

them down

is down.”

down,”

yourself,

and

I said, “Watch

I am watching the one that

I was quite conceited, and figured out

how I would get two birds from each covey
hereafter; but was disappointed when two more
coveys had gotten up and I had shot both bar-

rels at each without getting a feather, while Montgomery had three birds from four shots.
Of
course, I blamed it on the black powder shells.

While

it was

powder

was

easy to convince
to blame,

I do

myself that the

not

suppose

other

people would believe it.
After lunch we all five went together, taking
the three dogs.
Bess found the first covey, and
if you could have seen Sam respecting that
point, you would have felt like hugging him.
He was perhaps twelve feet behind Bess when
she made the point and was crossing a log. The
instant she stopped, he stopped, with his front
feet over the log and his hind feet on it. He
did not move until,she did, and then he would
only move as far as she did, keeping the full

twelve feet behind

her.

Van

had been

hunting

apart from the others, and after they had crept
up some distance he discovered they were on

a point, and ran in ahead of both of them.

This

spoiled a beautiful picture, and I am sure you
would not have hugged Van at that time.
This
break of etiquette on his part, though, was because he was not used to hunting with other
dogs, and his sense of honor had not been cul-

tivated.
After
he was

We

a few

persuasions

from

Montgomery,

as respectful as either of the other dogs.

hunted all day and finished with thirty odd

birds.
I only had three, and was tail-ender,
but I was glad of the three, and had enjoyed
a splendid day’s sport.

On
but

know

Friday,
am

it.

success.

sorry

I shot just as much
to

admit

that

the

as anybody,
quail

did

not

I do not wish you to think I had no
I did, but the

others

had

better

and catch a few they would disappear, and we
would again start a search.
We had all brought lunch and we got out on

the bank where

there was

a spring, in as wild

a place as you ever saw.
We did not drink thespring water
immediately.
Mr.
Moore
had
brought along a “monkey
jug,’ made
of'a
special clay, filled with water.
The water here
is all warm, but when it is in a monkey jug for
several hours, even in the sun, it becomes quite
cool. We ate our lunch and drank the monkey

jug water, and spent a pleasant hour.

We

filled

the monkey jug from the spring and resumed
our fishing.
On Sabbath afternoon, we went to Union
Sabbath School in the school house, and found
the building packed with children, plainly dres-

sed, but as bright

and

clean

as you

will find

anywhere.
When you compare these children
and their surroundings with lots of poor children in the slums of large cities, you certainly
feel that this colony business has a good side
to it; and that while it is pushed to make money,
still it is accomplishing a lot for these growing
children.
This colony is certainly clean.
No
encouragement is given people
who
are not
clean; no liquor is allowed to be sold, and vice
is a stranger to the place.
All the environment
is such as will make men and women.
After
Sabbath
School
Mr.
Montgomery
preached, and he thoroughly convinced these
people that he can shoot as well from the pulpit
as in the woods; and that quail are not the only
game he takes while passing.
On Monday morning we had our own smokeless powder shells, and we prepared to hunt in
real earnest.
We started early with the three
dogs, Van, Sam and Bess, in fine form, as were
the men.
Three better dogs than those never nosed a
bird.
I many times wished I had brought a

camera.

When

you

see three fine dogs

stand-

ing a covey in a row, or from different points,
all of them perfectly still, except that you can
see by their muscles quivering that the tension
is almost at the breaking point, you hesitate
about putting up the birds because it will spoil
the picture.
We carried our lunch and expected
to remain out all day, but our luck was _ better than we anticipated, and at noon we were
out of shells, and had to go home for more.
After lunch we started again, and this is where
I break off hunting.
We had not gone far when
the dogs stood a covey of quail on the opposite
side of a swamp from where we were.
The
water was not working much in this swamp,
and we crossed it by jumping from one tuft of
grass to another.
While I was making a spring,
I sprained the muscles in my right leg and I

doubled up like a jack-knife.
I was so badly
damaged that I could go no further.
I was
about a quarter of a mile from
made it in a little over an hour.

ing the doctor

put me

home and I
In the even-

in the repair

shop and

suc-

bandaged my injury so that with the aid of a
cess than I had.
On Saturday, we all fished.
cane I can do pretty well.
Of course I could
Our
fishing trip was
most
enjoyable.
Mr.
not hunt any more.
Moore, one of the colonists here, who is in
Mr. Moore came to see me, and took pity
good circumstances, and who resides here parton me.
He arranged for Mrs. Harris, himself
ly on account of his health, was our guide.
He
and me to go fishing the next day.
The next
is a great fisherman, and never misses a chance
morning was cold, however, and Mr. Moore
to go.
We drove to Marlow and rowed down
was afraid to go.
I was sorry on his account,
the river in two boats.
Mr. Moore, Dr. Walker
for he dearly loves to fish, but it did not spoil
and I went in one, and Montgomery and Harper _ my pleasure.
Mrs. Harris is a very bright and
entertaining woman, and our day on the river
in the other, (Donovan did not go).
was quite pleasant.
We had not gone far when we saw a school
The fish in line now are speckled trout and
of fish with their heels out of the water snapred snappers.
There are plenty of black bass in
ping their jaws together as though they were
season, but they are not biting now.
The speckstriking at something.
We could plainly hear
led trout go principally in schools, and they
The negroes call it “popping.”
them snapping.
have to be sought for. When you find a school,
and
times
several
them
We rowed through
however, and hear them popping all around,
caught four of them. Then they suddenly dis-

appeared.

Whenever

we

would

locate

them

and you know that the only reason you do not
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-

catch

them

faster

is that you

cannot

get

out

your line faster, you feel well repaid for the
time spent in seeking the school.
The red snappers have certain places in the stream where
they live, and where some of them can be caught
any time.
Our guide told us that he had caught
106 trout and red fish in one day.
We did not
have such luck, but we thoroughly enjoyed the
sport.
In the evening, Dr. Walker came down
and he and I tried fishing at night, but we were
not successful.
The weather here, to a Northerner is especially attractive. This is the middle of January, and
we have sat on the porch most of the evenings
until Io or 11 o'clock in our shirt sleeves and bare
heads.
It is certainly very enjoyable to us; the
people here, however, think it is only natural.
They claim the climate in summer is not more oppressive than it is in the North, and that they
have no mosquitoes nor bugs.
I do not know
what it is in summer, but it suits me in winter.
We leave here to-morrow, and I am sorry
the spell is broken.
When [think of how poor
people live in the older settlements, and the
disadvantages under which their children grow
up, being surrounded by all kinds of vice and
uncleanness; and then contrast that condition
with this, it makes me think that higher civilization
and
education
and
accumulation
of
wealth have not done so much for the human
race as we sometimes think.
Surely the children
raised in a good, moral atmosphere will make
better men and women than those reared in the
slums of large cities.
CAGE

Colorado

measured

seven

feet

from

tip to tip and

weighed fourteen pounds.
Mr. Rowen presented
the swan to the University of Colorado at Boulder, and Mr. Junius Henderson, Curator of the
Museum, had it mounted.
The taxidermist has
made a splendid job of it. It was a fine specimen to start with, in good condition, and he took
great pains to finish it nicely.
It is the whistling swan
(Oler columbianus).
There
is only
one other species of swan
found
in _ interior
North America, the trumpeter (O. buccinator),
though the whooping swan has been noted in
southern Greenland.
The University of Colo-

rado is rapidly completing

shore

birds.

The

hutners

of this

greatly aid Mr. Henderson
Stone,

W.

could

in completing the col-

lection of the latter group.

Dr.

region

L. Ryan,

E. F. Livernast

Hood Waters went ducking Sunday near
Collins.
They killed eighty-six mallards,

heads,
flying

Had

canvasbacks

unusually

they

and

high

been

teal.

and

nearer

The

ducks

shooting

more

was

could

and
Fort
red-

were

difficult.

easily

have

been killed.
Mr. Samuel Hines, of Glenwood Springs, Colo.,
and S. H. Velie, of Kansas City, have just gone

out on a bear hunt.

They

will hunt

on White

River in the vicinity of Buford.
This is the first
party to go out this year after bear, but several
others are scheduled to go out in the near future.
A
Socrat TRAMP.

Ontario Game and Fish
Association.
Boston,

Protective

Mass., -April 21.Editor

Forest

and

Stream:
Meeting Capt. W. C. Dunham, of Nantucket, yesterday, House chairman of the legislative Committee on Fisheries and Game, he informed me that the Governor had signed the socalled “Dunham bill” and presented him with the
quill, of which he seems to feel very proud. This
bill forbids the use of live decoys in pursuit of

black ducks on the island.

The captain says the

people there are quite willing visitors should kill
ducks after the manner pursued by the natives,
who, he says, do not make use of live decoys.

Captain Dunham has charge of the so-called
“search” bill in. the House, which was defeated

Notes.

Denver, Colo., April 10—Mr. James Woodard,
State Game and Fish Commissioner, declares that
the mountain sheep of Colorado is in the same
class as the sacred bull of India.
It must not be
touched,
If the animal is seen browsing upon the
mountain side, the gun of the hunter must not be
pointed in its direction.
The animal may, therefore, be called the “sacred sheep” of Colorado.
There are not many of them left, but under the
protection of the law they are increasing every
year.
There is a band of them on the hills between Florence and Victor, and Mr. Woodard
has a photograph of a bunch grazing on a hillside a short distance from Florence.
But for the
passage of a law which heavily fines those who
kill this animal, the species would have been extinct long ago.
A letter recently received in Mr. Woodard’s
office tells of the arrest and conviction of Fred
Klantzsky for killing a mountain sheep. Klantzsky was fined $300 and costs in the County Court
at’ Canon City Jast Saturday,
—~He is an) old
offender, having been arrested before for killing
mountain sheep.
He shot the animals for profit
and not for pleasure, and on one occasion received $50 for the head of one of the sheep.
“Klantzsky is an old hermit,’ said Mr. Woodard yesterday, “and he sent out word that any
game warden that captured him would have to
get him dead.
Game Warden Givens got on his
trail and followed him into an abandoned miner’s
tunnel, where he had taken refuge and gone to
sleep.
When the old man awoke he was looking
into the muzzle of a .45 and he made little resistance, though he tried at first to reach for
his gun.”
Fifty thousand Eastern brook trout are to be
placed in the Eagle River, near Berry Station,
next Tuesday by a representative of the State
Game and Fish Commissioner’s office.
Near Longmont, Colo., March 24, Mr. M. A.
Rowen killed a large swan flying in a field. The

bird

birds, but is decidedly short on water birds and

its collection

of land

in that branch on Monday.
In the opinion of the
captain the latter part of the bill authorizing the

warden to call on any citizen to aid in the making
of an

arrest

proved

fatal

that he thinks it would
remembered

that

the

to

the

bill.

have passed.

bill

had

but

Without

It will be

one

majority

in the Senate.
Since the meeting of the North American

Fish

and Game Protective Association in Boston the
last week in January, I have been in communication with Hon. A. K. Evans, of Toronto, secretary-treasurer of the Ontario Fish and Game Protective Association,
organized
last June.
AIlthough less than a year old, under the leadership
of Mr. Evans, assisted by Vice-President Adams,
it is making for itself a record unparalleled in the

history of such organizations in America.

Before

March 1 it had already organized a round dozen
local branches in important cities and towns of
the Province.
So philosophical
and comprehensive is the scheme mapped out by the Society that
it seems worthy of space in your columns.
In brief, its objects are (1) to act as an auxiliary to aid the authorities in their prosecution of

offenders;

(2) to conduct

organized

observation

of the habits, propagation and seasons of all fish,
game and birds in order thereby to be able to
suggest to the authorities suitable regulations for
their preservation and increase; (3) to encourage
the protection of the non-game birds and educate
the children, especially the boys, accordingly; (4)
to oppose the sale-or export’ of game or game
fishes at all times and under all circumstances;
(5) to take steps to prove to residents along the
waters and in the forests that their financial interests will be best served by the protection of fish
and game;
(6) to cultivate more friendly rela-

tions

between

sportsmen

tricts visited by them;
spread sentiment toward

tricts

set aside

and

residents

of dis-

(7) to produce a widepreserving the large dis-

as public

game

domains,

and,

where possible, further extension of the system.
The plan outlined contemplates a headquarters or
central organization at Toronto, with subordinate
branches in every important place in the Province, not less than thirty in number.
Salaried
wardens, inspectors, etc., may become associate
members without fees or votes in the meetings.
Ministers and).school teachers may become associate members with full rights as members.

In
shall
take
forms

addition
endeavor
up such
of fish,

to the usual officers each branch
to form sub-committees which will
subjects as the study of different
bird and game life, breeding sea-

sons, artificial hatching of fish, and all other subjects to develop such knowledge as will enable the

Association to exert
legislation.
Provision
mittee, whose duty it
formed as to the laws,
enforcement of game
able amendments and

game

laws.

a

wholesome influence in
is made for a legal comshall be to keep itself inthe action of the courts on
laws and to obtain advisadditions to the existing

Provision

is made

for at least one

meeting yearly of each branch, and a yearly convention meeting of officers of headquarters, and
of each branch, to be held in Toronto.

Each branch is required at least once a year to
send the headquarters’ secretary a list of its members and a report of any action by direct communication with the Government.
Complaints of
neglect of duty by officials of the Government received by a branch must be forwarded to headquarters forthwith.
Any information, experience, literature, newspaper clippings or reports of prosecutions, which
might be of use to the Association generally, if
filed at headquarters, are expected to be sent by
each branch to the headquarters’ secretary. Headquarters
solicits
recommendations,
suggestions

and advice from the branches.

The printing and

circulation of a complete list of the members of
the whole Association and of the branches, with
officers of each, is provided for. All information
of every sort is to be kept on file at headquarters
for use of the entire Association, which, as will
be seen by the plan as outlined above, includes the
control organization or headquarters and all the
branches.
The headquarters is made the intermediary for
advice, assistance, complaints against officers, or
of law-breaking reported by branches, and shall
assist objects named by any branch when considered for the good of the whole Association,
It
shall also prepare and print pamphlets for the
farmer, guide and sportsman, thus distributing
general information, statistics and facts looking
toward the general advancement of the aims of
the Association.
The labors of these two apostles of protection,

Messrs. Kelly and Adams, are meeting with a
hearty response in the communities where meetings

have

been

held,

and

the

sportsmen

and

others are rallying to their standard by hundreds
and even thousands.
Their plan of organization
and of proselyting, in the best sense of that sometimes abused word, might be followed to advyantage, it seems to me, in more than one of the

States of the Union where there has not been developed that concert of action among sportsmen
so essential to the advancement of the cause of
game preservation and the propagation of game
and fish.
The first salmon taken at the Bangor Pool was

secured

on April 8 by Messrs.

C. S. Batchelder

and D. H. Perry.
At Sandy Beach, Sebago, Arthur Wood, of Westbrook, has landed a 7-pound
salmon; F.A. Berrill also one of the same weight,
and smaller ones have been taken by two Port-

land anglers.

Joseph

At the mouth of the Songo River

Brigham

got

a 12-pounder.

Others

taken several.

have

CENTRAL.

A Wildcat

that

Turned.

SPOKANE, Wash.—Henry Lazinka, a
cattleman in northeastern Oregon, had
ing contest with a large wildcat last
Walla Walla county, Wash. He finally

prominent
an excitmonth in
killed the

animal,

fight.

but

it was

only

after

a hard

He

was riding through the country on horseback and
his only weapon was a large riding whip.
He
saw

a big wildcat

and

gave

chase

on

horseback.

The animal ran for a short distance then turned
and savagely attacked the man on his horse. She
tore his clothing and even his “shaps’”’ and saddle, ana’ made desperate attempts to reach his
face.
He defended himself with his whip, and
after a long fight succeeded in landing a blow

which

stunned

the ground.

kicked

the bobcat

The man

large cat about

fur, which he removed
Tue

June,
game

knocked

North
will

Dakota
hold

a

her to

from his horse and

and beat the animal to death.

beautiful

ciation

and

sprang

six years

It was

old, with

and is keeping.

State Sportsmen’s
convention

in

to consider the improvement
laws of the State.

a

fine

Asso-

Fargo

of

in

the
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From
RateicH,

North

Carolina.

N. C., April

13.—Editor

Forest

and

Stream:
The hunting season in most of North
Carolina ended March 15. It was a good one for
partridges up to Feb. 1, the winter having been
very open, though there was much rain in December.
March was wet and there was but little
shooting, as a rule, during the half of that month
which the law permits it. It is safe to say that

a great many partridges went over until next season and in very good shape, too.
The worst
weather of the winter was during two or three
early days in February and toward the end of
March.
The Audubon Society, which looks after the
game, of course incurred a heavy expense during
the past season, as the State was covered more
thoroughly than ever before.
Most of the wardens have been dropped from active duty until the
autumn begins.
The shooting of snipe along the beaches is not
permitted after March 1, but. in the up-country
the season is yet open.
It has been quite fair
here and some good bags have been made.
The
birds in this section prefer fairly open marshes
where there are cattails, and they are also fond
of ditch banks in the meadows.
They are all
English snipe, very few of the shortbill ones having been seen this season.
Upland plover have
been scarce and I have seen only one.
Usually
these birds will come toward me when I give their
call, but this one paid no attention to it at all.
The duck shooting during the winter was generally unsatisfactory.
There were a great many
birds, but they stayed out in the wide sheets of
water.
Of course, some good bags were made.
Frep A. OLbs.
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STREAM.
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for a twelve-mile tramp over three of the high
ranges in that part of the Adirondacks, with provisions for two days and two beaver and crate
weighing 125 pounds,
with
the
streams
and
swamps
overflowing
with
water,
when
we
reached Frank Gray’s camp at 12 P. M., your humble servant was tired. The younger fellows would
not own to being tired, but I noticed it was hard
work to get them started at 5 A. M. to go on two
miles further.
We found where the other beaver had felled a
tree, within two or three days at the farthest.
They stayed in that vicinity all summer, and the
accompanying letter from Frank Gray is the first

Adirondack Beaver.
WE are kindly permitted by Mr. John N. Drake,
of New York city, to publish two private letters
that he has just received bearing on the attempt

to restock the Adirondacks with beaver.
The
subject is an interesting one, and it is well to put
on record all the details connected with it. A
few years

reading.

hence

The

they may

letters

make

very

interesting

follow:

WEEHAWKEN, N. J., April 14.—John N. Drake:
Dear Sir—You ask me to give you a history of
the attempt to restock the Adirondacks
with
beaver, by the State
and the Brown’s
Tract

Guides’

Association.

Exhibition,

Dec.

1,

1904.

That

being too late in the season for them to prepare
for winter, A. M. Church, secretary and treasurer
of the Brown’s Tract Guides’ Association, agreed
that the Association would care for and turn
them loose at the proper time.
So they were
shipped to Old Forge, at the foot at the Fulton

START

He came

enthusiast,

from

THE
AT

OPENING

on the “journey of liberation,” as that great Adirondack

FOR

ARRIVAL

Chain of Lakes.
There the Association built three houses in a
small pond of the Fulton Chain fish hatchery and
hired one of the pioneer guides to feed and care
for them during the winter of 1904-5.
They did
very well with one exception.
One was ugly and
could not get along with the rest, so he was put
in a pen alone, with a screen of heavy wire to
separate him.
But about April 20 he gnawed
through the screen and in the morning he was
missing.
On making a search of the “pond his
body was found buried under the refuse; he had
been killed and buried by the rest.
The latter part of April the ice and snow were
gone enough for them to care for themselves, so
the Association hired five guides to take two of
them to Otter Brook, on the head of the South
Branch of the Moose River, to where there was
a lone beaver living that T. L. Woodruff, Esgq.,
had released several years before.
We did not know what gender the hermit was,
so we tried to pick male and female and started

New

I tried to persuade

Harry

V. Radford,,

styled

it.

York to see them liberated.

him

not

to make

the trip to

the South Branch, but he was game. and when we
got off at 6 A. M. at the head

of Fourth

Lake,

Carolina.

I yoURNEYED from Norfolk to Beaufort through
the inland waters of Virginia and North Carolina
by way of the canal to Currituck, Albemarle and
Pamlico Sounds, thus passing through what is
considered the best wildfowl feeding ground on
the Atlantic coast.
Having read and heard much
of these waters and the quantity of wildfowl said
to abound there, [ decided to combine business
with pleasure and make the trip.
I invited two

friends

to participate.

It was decided that I would go to Norfolk, Va.,
and engage a boat.
This I found a harder task
than we expected.
There were many considerations to observe.
The first was comfort.
One
would soon get tired of this kind of trip unless
the accommodations were good.
We wanted a
boat, with both sail and power, which did not
draw too much water, as we had been informed
there were many shoals and points to cross. We
wished to engage it for one month, but some of
the prices asked for that length of time were at
least one-thirdof the original boat cost. At Norfolk a man had a boat which he had fitted up to
take out parties on trips of this kind.
It was
about 55ft. long with 14ft. beam; was schooner
rigged and had a 10 horsepower gasolene engine.
The captain claimed that it drew only 3ft. when
under sail, and 3%ft. when the motor was running; that under favorable conditions he could
make six miles an hour, and that he had made
ten miles, using the sail with a fair wind.
I made
him an offer, which he accepted.
While
both my friends were
eee
impressed with the boat, they did not like the captain. There seemed to be a suspicion that all was
not as represented by him.
I did not think much
of him myself.
I had had several experiences
with captains of small crafts, and had found them
all alike. They look on every city man as a dude,
sent them by a special providence, and regard it
as unbecoming to their profession if they do not
attempt to get the better of him.
I proposed to
do with the captain as I had done with the
others; that is, pay the price asked, then fight it
out as we went along.
Baggage, provisions, coal and water aboard, we
pulled out in the stream and anchored for the
night.
Next morning we started for the mouth of the
canal, which goes through
to North Landing
River, thence to Currituck Sound.
The canal is
about ten miles from Norfolk.
It is simply a
straight ditch for two-thirds of the way, about
forty feet wide, running through a low wild
looking country full of swamps and swamp timber. It runs into a creek which is very crooked
for a mile or so, thence out into North Landing
River, which really seems a part of Currituck
Sound.

Colonel Fox and Superintendent Middleton, of
the Forest Fish and
Game
Commission,
purchased seven beaver to be liberated at the end of

the Louisiana

On the Sounds of North

SOUTH
GRAY’S
THE

BRANCH.
CAMP.

CAGE.

I have heard from them this spring.
As soon as
I can learn how the other four wintered I will
give you a history of their liberation.

D. F. SPERRY.

Gray

Forge:

CAmp,

Dear

March

Sir—I

28—Frank

thought

you

Sperry,

would

Old

like to

hear from the beaver you brought here last April.
I went up there the other day to see how they
were managing.
They have adopted the country
on Otter Creek, where you opened the cage door.
They have been working on the poplar near there.
I counted seventy-five trees, from two to seven
inches in diamater, they had cut and used for
food and to make a log cabin.
They made a
house about ten feet across at the bottom and
six feet high, shaped
like a haystack,
Gothic
finish outside.
Inside I suppose it is of the
poplar logs.
I have no doubt they have 1mproved on the houses they had at the St. Louis
Exhibition, or even the ones they had at the Old
Forge hatchery, where they still owe for their

winter’s board,
Deer have wintered well here.
I have not
found one dead. Last spring a man could count
roo dead in a day.
G. FRANK Gray.

Starting for Currituck Court House, Ne Gwe
commenced to see wildfowl in increasing number as we went along.
When opposite the Swan
Island Club there were thousands of geese, redheads and other ducks, with a number of swan
sprinkled with them.
These grand white birds
always kept a little away from the rest and
bunched up by themselves.
We could not get a
shot at them.
We came near sailing among a big raft of redheads, but they swam off to the side as we approached.
It was just as well we did not shoot,
as we found out afterward it is illegal for a nonresident to shoot while afloat in Currituck county,
There are many game wardens thereabouts.
Currituck Court House is a very small place,
with one good store, a court house and several
dwelling houses scattered along the shore.
It
was there we took out our hunting license.
The
money for licenses, we were informed, goes to
a private society, the Audubon, and is used for
the protection of game and song birds.
We were told at Poplar Branch that there was
little tide except when the wind blew right, and
that the water rose and fell according to the direction of the wind.
Poplar Branch consists of
three good stores and a few houses. It is situated
about one-half mile from the dock.
The people
there were very scciabie.
On inquiry we found
good shooting could be had if we went out with
the right people.

FOREST
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The Currituck

Gun Club and the Narrows

Isl-

and Gun Club are both near there and control
most of the best marshes; but there are many
good points where shooting can be had, especially on the property, of the Currituck Gun Club,
which has kindly set aside a number of points
for the local guides to take parties to, and with
favorable wind and weather these points are as
good as any.
There appeared to be thousands of geese, duck
and swans.
My. Trenton friend insisted that we
take a day off and shoot, as he had received a
letter from home requesting him to return at
once to look after some important business matter that had come up since he left. So that night
we arranged with Mr. Samuel Parker and Mr.

W. Corbell to take us out. Mr. Parker is one
of the merchants of that town and has a fine
outfit, including a gasolene boat, live geese decoys
and plenty of other stools; in short, everything
up to date to get wildfowl.
They were at our
boat at daybreak next morning, but as it 1s not

lawful to start before sunrise, we waited.

It was

a cloudy morning.
They said that the sun rose
at 7 o’clock—we waited until that time.
They
also informed us that if the wind held where it
was and got to blowing hard, we would kill
plenty of geese.
That put us on edge and, from
the number of geese that we scared up as we
went over to the marsh, it looked as if we would
get a boatload.
I took my repeating shotgun and
my friend took the captain’s 10-gauge, shooting
black powder shells, as there was nothing else in
10-gauge ammunition to be had
in the town.
Arriving at the marsh they divided the decoys
and fixed us out on two points that had been
fairly alive with geese and swan, which we scared
up as we approached.
It was about this time
that the wind commenced to die out—so did our
hopes, as we had been told that “no wind meant

no geese.”
We sat through the first hour without much
excitement.
At last I heard a loud honking over
at my friend’s blind.
It turned out to be our
friend Corbell calling a flock of geese that was
passing.
I always thought I could call geese
pretty well, but I never heard any calling that
could beat him.
He kept at it until one old fool
goose left the flock, stiffened his wings out, sailed
down and lit among the decoys.
I almost held
my breath waiting to hear them shoot; still no
shot.
I was getting nervous.
What could be
the matter?
Why don’t they shoot?
Had anything happened? were the thoughts that passed
through my mind.
When
the old t10o-gauge
and
black
powder
boomed and no goose got up, we knew they had
him.
They told us afterward that they had purposely let the goose alight, but did not expect it
to drop down and keep in line with the live decoys, so they had to wait until he swam to one
side and nearer in before they could shoot.
A short time after that a little Hutchins’ goose
came to my decoys, and I got it. During the day
I killed one black duck, one drake mallard, one
broadbill, four geese and two swan.
One of the swans was a cripple, having had his
wing tipped by one of the club members who was
chasing it around the marshes, so we thought

that we coud get rid of them both quicker if I
shot it. My friend had about as good luck as I
had;

and

with

the

whole

made

quite a showing.

lot

in one

pile

they

We started to pull up at 5 P. M., as it was
near sundown, and the law reads that one must
not have decoys out after sundown.
As usual,
when it is time to take up, the birds commenced
to come.
It seemed as if this time they were all

coming back at once.
large flocks, hundreds
ting dark

fast.

coys’

could

and

sight.
Early

next

Branch.

My

We

were

not

morning

friend

They came in small and
of them; but it was getbusy taking up the de-

shoot,

but it was

a grand

we started out from Poplar

remained

on

the

dock

to
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of swan, geese and ducks.
I don’t believe it
would pay to gun them there, although I saw
several bush blinds out on the flats.

When we arrived at Manteo I was told there
were two gentlemen at. the Pea Island Gun Club
who had heard we were headed
that they desired us to visit them.

Manteo

that night.

The next

that way, and
We stayed at

day we

drove

to

Wanchese, a small fishing village on the island,
where there were
several
stores.
The
people
there are mostly fishermen, but as one man said,

when I asked him what they all did for a living:
“Some

farm

it, some

gun

it, I fish it; so

does

most of ’em.”
We started for Pea Island, and about 1 o’clock
we were at the fish house, which is one and onehalf miles from shore, and as near Pea Island as
we could get.
There were from eighteen inches
to two feet of water over the flats. The depth

of the water there varies according to which way
and how hard the wind blows.
We found the club situated in a fine place for
shooting geese, brant and ducks, and as these
waters are so hard to get to, there is but little
chance of the game being driven away by outsiders.

We

were

informed

that the club owned

some

3,000 acres.
They have a fine club house, conveniently situated near a small creek that makes
an excellent harbor for their small boats.
I be-

lieve the property is one of the best located in
that vicinity. It is very evident that there will

be

good

shooting

thereabouts

as

long

as.

there

are any wildfowl to shoot in North Carolina.

So far, my

friend from

my

way and got mixed

Atlantic City,

small boats and sailed out to the stool boat,
which had some 250 redhead decoys on board,
then changing boats we put off to the place where

we were

going to “fix out.”

It took sone

time

to put out that many decoys, but the men understood their business, and when they got through
the bay looked as if no duck could resist coming
in

to

it.

I had probably been there one hour without
firing a shot when I saw three geese coming
straight for me over the marsh.
I remembered I
had loaded my gun with shells loaded with No.
4 shot, as I was expecting ducks, not geese; but

I had

no

time

then

to change

loads, although

I had some shells loaded with BB shot with me.
On watching the geese closely, I noticed that they
were inclined to shy off at the redhead decoys,
and it looked for a moment as if they would go
around to one side of me; but they turned in

again, keeping a little high.

When

within forty

yards of me, I rose and fired, shooting

four loads

and bringing down the three geese.
I waved my hat for the boys to come over and
pick the geese up, as they were drifting away
very fast.
The three geese were soon out of
sight and I commenced to feel both angry and
discouraged.
Then
I noticed
the boat come

about.

I shot again in the air and waved my hat.

This time they saw me.
When they got close
enough to speak to me imagine my feelings when
they asked me what I wanted.
I was so angry
I could hardly tell them about the fine shooting
I had done.
I had made a shot that many a man would be
proud of, and no one saw me; that’s what hurt.
But when I did loosen up they found out what I
wanted, and the way they got busy made me for

the moment

forget their inattention.

They only

got two of the geese.
The other must
have
swum or drifted off to one side. They got them
fully one mile away out from shore.

While

they were

looking

for the third goose

take the boat homeward later in the day. We
said good-by to Messrs. Parker and Corbell with
regret, as they were fine men.
I would have
liked to spend a week with them shooting geese.

a flock of five geese came by about sixty or seventy yards away, with one big goose a little
nearer than the rest.
I kept shooting at it. I

We arrived at Manteo at 2 P. M. We saw no
game of any kind until we got to Roanake Island
on the Manteo side, then we saw quite a number

boys were on the alert now, so they saw this one
fall and had no trouble getting it. After that two

had shot five loads before it came

down.

The

of

I mis-

took the broadbills for redheads, and as the geese
were at least 100 yards away, I shot at the ducks

and knocked
broadbills,

out two.
I would

Had

have

I known

waited

they were

and

taken

a

chance of the geese coming nearer.
It was about this time that I realized I was
getting more shots at geese than at ducks, and
I decided I would use shells loaded with BB
shot.
came

I had hardly made the change when along
a lone goose.
It had no intention to stop,

nor had any of the others; but it seemed as if I
was in the line of flight. Well, I got that one.
A little later a brant lit in among the decoys. I
did not see it until it rose to fly, then I shot it.
I never knew where it came from.
About 3 o’clock I made my best shot of the
day. This time, not only the boys in the boat
saw

it, but those at the club house as well, and I

felt mighty proud of it. It’s funny how vain a
man gets about his shooting.
Way over the marshes I saw two geese coming
my

way,

nearer

apparently

to me

very

they

low;

seemed

but

as

they got

to get higher

higher.

Still they were coming

I was.

They were

and

right over where

so high when

they got over

me that I hesitated about shooting at them.

I

remembered then that I had BB shot in my
shells, and fired just as they passed over, scoring
as fine a double as ever was made, killing both.
Neither one ever moved after it struck the water.

We

stayed out about one hour after that, but
my way,

so I signaled. to

the boys to take up the decoys. It was a strange
day’s shoot. I was fixed out with a fine redhead
outfit, and not one came to the stool all day; but
I killed six geese, one brant and two broadbills,

and was well pleased with the day’s sport.
ONESIMUS.
[TO BE CONCLUDED. ]

N. J., had not shot any fowl, and as he had never

been after them before he said he would go along
and watch me do the trick. We took one of the

up with a bunch

broadbills that was making for the stool,

nothing seemed to come

We stayed at the club house for supper, then
went back to our boat and got our shooting outfit
together ready for the next day.
We expected
our shoot then to be a great event.
We had good
reason to, as there were several large rafts of
redheads, some geese and quite a number of brant

in sight.

came

Sport in Manitoba.
CARMEN, Man., March 16.—Editor Forest and
Stream:
We had very fine shooting here with
the waveys, or snow geese, in April, 1905, on. the
wheat stubble, though it took us a little time to
get on to the line of their morning and evening
flght and to find the places where they fed. One
day I saw nearly a quarter section of land fairly
white with waveys, but we could not crawl on
them, for there was no cover.
The most successful shooters were those who had: a tame cow
or ox trained to approach the geese.
The shooter
keeps on the opposite side of the animal and in
that way can get within from sixty to seventy

yards
spring
single
Last
March

of the flock. One farmer near here last
got eleven with two barrels; another
barrel gun got eight birds at ome shot.
spring the Canada geese came in here in
and fed on places where the straw stacks

had been burned

ill, and snow

off in the fall, but as I had been

and

ice were

not yet gone, I did

not venture out after them.
The Canada geese,
like the waveys, are frequently shot here by the
farmers using a quiet cow or ox.
They do not

fear the animal as they do,a man trying to crawl
on them with a gun.
Our chicken and grouse shooting here is good
sport in September and October, and with a good
setter

or

pointer

you

can

get

an

excellent

bag

within five or six miles of town.
We

had

fairly

good

snipe

and

golden

plover

shooting here last fall, but I know of a place
about 200 miles west of here, where snipe are
very

plentiful

and

where

two

men

could

fire at

least 500 shots a day, if their shoulders could
stand it. I found this place one day when I was
looking for mallards and pintails, and as the
ducks were somewhat shy and difficult to approach, I turned my attention to snipe.
They
kept getting up in front of me in large bunches,
such as I have never seen the like of in all my
hunting experience.
The frost came on us here earlier than usual
last autmn.

On

Oct.

26, our

giving Day, it froze up solid.
prairie chickens

with my

National

Thanks-

I was

out after

dog that day, and com-

ing home in the evening I noticed large flocks
of ducks going directly south as straight as it
was possible for them to go with a quartering
southwesterly wind.
‘WHT
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AND

STREAM.

SEA AND RIVER FISHING
Trout Fishing in New
GENERAL

Zealand.

¢

CorBIN, who is an ardent angler, spent

several weeks last year in New Zealand to recuperate from the effects of the Philippine
climate, and I found him fishing in the lakes of
the Rotorua district and having the time of his
life.
He pronounced the sport with Rotorua

rainbow trout the best he had found anywhere.
Rotorua is in the center of the North Island
of New Zealand, accessible by rail from Auckland, and

is the chief

health

and

tourist

resort

of the colony. There are geysers, mud springs,
baths, hot lakes and other manifestations of
volcanic action to interest the tourist and healthseeker, and there is the greatest trout fishing in
the world to entrance the sportsman.
‘The dis-

trict is full of lakes and streams, and thé waters
are full of fish. The largest bodies of water are

fishing only.

The streams are open to be fished

with minnows in December, January, February
and March.
Open season on the lakes is from

Nov.

1 to May

1.

The

records

Nov. 4 and 5, 1904, Messrs.

show

that on

Iles and Johnson, fly-

fishing, landed 1o2 fish weighing 459 pounds, the
heaviest turning the scale at twelve and one-half
pounds.
On Jan. 13, 1905, Messrs. Keenan and
Clark took with the fly twenty-four fish weigh-

ing 122 pounds.
Fontinalis was

put into the streams,

but was

washed out by freshets two or three years ago.
In other New Zealand waters, however, Fontinalis, the speckled brook trout of the Eastern
American States, has thriven wonderfully, and
in February takes the fly with avidity.
Fontinalis, the rainbow and the brown trout are very

Rotorua
and
Rotoiti,
connected
by a swift
stream, and having an outlet over Okere Falls.

plentiful in Lake Taupo and attain astonishing
size. Taupo is not so easy of access as the
Rotorua waters, and is not fished much. Stream

and

fishing is best in January, New Zealand’s midsummer, and there is hardly a river in all the
colony that does not afford sport beyond the
dreams of the American or European angler.

Rotorua was stocked with brown trout twenty
years ago, but the fish were taken in nets only
afforded

no

sport.

Thirteen

years

ago

the

Acclimatization Society introduced the rainbow
trout from California and Oregon, and until
four years ago, nobody thought of catching the
trout otherwise than by netting them.

Mr. A. Iles, of Rotorua,
fisherman. Undeterred by the
timers,” he trolled in Rotorua
big rainbow trout.
Then he
the connecting

streams,

ing sixteen pounds.
fishing, and it was

and

was the pioneer
derision of “oldLake and caught
tried the fly in

landed

fish

weigh-

After that everybody went
found that the lakes were

teeming with gamy
trout, equal in size and
fighting spirit to salmon.
Conditions were peculiarly favorable to the

growth

of trout in the lakes.

fish was a small
inches in length,

whitebait,
and there

The only native
from
were

one to two
thousands of

tons of these in the waters, affording the very
best of feed for trout. The rainbows waxed fat
and saucy, and I am inclined to think that they
resumed

to some

degree

the

characteristics

Northern

There are five streams flowing into the lake,
and the water at the inlets is reserved for fly-

About
smaller

three
lakes,

miles
one

from

of

Rotorua

turquoise

other of emerald green—marvelous
hills.

1902,

They

were

and in one

stocked

with

are

blue

two

and

the

gems of the

rainbow

lake the fish have

fry in

grown

to

about. four pounds and in the other to more
than ten pounds.
The lakes never have been

fished.
Capt. Slocum tried them, at my suggestion, but could not induce the fat trout to
look at his lure.
Whether the day was unpropitious or the fish lack fly-education is a
question

open

to

debate.

Nobody

but

Capt.

Boston,

New

Mass.,

April

England

News.

21.—Editor

Forest

and-line men.
I suppose it is because the vested
interests of the weir men outweigh the claims of
the anglers with the powers that be.
I believe
every fish taken by sportsmen nets the State of
Maine five times as much money as the same fish
brings taken in the weirs.

This is the season for predictions as to the date
when

the big lakes

will be free of ice, and

getting

everything

in readiness

for their

reach Rangeley at 7:30 the next morning, via
Farmington, this service to commence May 6.
This morning a laker was taken at Lake Pan-

Slocum has wet a. line in the blue and green
lakes, so far as I could ascertain, because the

gus—which is connected with Lake Winnipisseogee—by Mr. Pierce, of Laconia, that weighed 27

fishing

pounds.
Mr. C. V. Stanley, who was

catch

in the larger

so certain

that

lakes

is so

fishermen

good

and

will not

the

walk

three or four miles to try the experiment.

ALLEN

KELLY.

in the launch when

the fish struck, attempted to secure it in a landing
net, but the fish was

too large for the net, so the

of

The brown trout has not held his own with the
rainbow, and is seldom found among the catches
Corbin

and

Capt.

Slocum

spent

three

days in a houseboat on Rotoiti, at the mouth of
the river, and during that time caught seventy
fish, averaging five and one-half pounds,
The
largest trout weighed nine and one-half pounds

and put up a fight of half an hour against light
salmon tackle. My own experience was as one
of a party of four that spent a day on the lakes.

Two

fished with the fly and landed thirty fish.

The others trolled and caught fifteen.
The
smallest fish weighed four and one-half pounds
and the largest a little more than ten pounds.
The registered lake catch for I904 was 15,262
fish, weighing 58,802 pounds.
That does not include the catches of anglers who came in late

and left by early trains, nor
Maoris,

who

are

averse

the fish taken by
to

reporting

their

catches, and it is estimated by Mr. Iles that 50
per cent. should be added to the figures. In addition, 2,500 trout, weighing 11,250 pounds, were
caught at Okere
enormous, there

supply.

Falls.
While the catch seems
is no danger of depleting the

It is even suggested by fishermen most

familiar with conditions that it may be necessary
to use the seine to prevent the waters from becoming overstocked.
A glance at the photo-

graph of trout in Fairy Spring at spawning time
will convey

some

lation of Rotorua.

faint notion

annual

pilgrimage. In anticipation of early open water,
the Boston & Maine Railroad has arranged to put
on a train leaving Boston at to P. M., which will

seventeen-pound fish are quite common, and I
have seen a twenty-pounder taken from Rotorua.

Gen.

hun-

dreds of fishermen are now collecting tackle and

the steelhead salmon, which Dr. Jordan, the
highest authority on fish, says they are, or were
before they quit going to sea.
Sixteen and

nowadays.

and

Stream:
Some
additional
angling news
from
Maine has been received.
Dr. A. R. Brown, of
Boston, who is at Sebago Lake, reports fifty salmon taken there the past week, one weighing 14
pounds.
A 16-pound salmon was secured last week from
the Bangor Pool by Mr. Otis Cowing, of Bangor.
This fish was sent to Mr. W. Campbell Clark, the
well know thread manufacturer, of Newark, N. J.
Mr. Elbridge B. Harlow, of Brewer, has taken
one that tipped the scales at 1734 pounds.
The weirs are being set along the shores as far
as Verona in the coves where the ice is gone, and
as the smelt fishermen are securing a good number of these fish, the salmon fishermen have great
expectations of good fares.
It has been a mystery to the writer why all the
salmon should not be allowed to run up the
stream to the pool for the benefit of the hook-

of the fish popuTee

RAINBOW

TROUT

IN

FAIRY

SPRING,

ROTORUA,

NEW

ZEALAND,

AT THE

SPAWNING

SEASON,

FOREST
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two men

seized it, one on either side, by the gills

and dragged it into the boat.

The fight made by

the trout lasted more than half an hour.
As commissioners to appear before the Congressional committee in Washington next Wednesday in behalf of the White Mountain Forest Reserve, Governor Guild has appointed Hon. Theo-

philus Parsons, treasurer of Lyman

Mills; Har-

vey N. Shepard,
representing the
Mountain Club; D. Blakeley Hoar,

Appalachian
representing

the textile industries; Dr. O. C. Duhamel, representing the French-American population, operatives and lumbermen; Prof. J. Raynor Edmunds,
of Harvard College; Alfred Akerman, State Forester; E. A. Start, secretary of the Massachusetts Forestry Association.
At the hearing on
Wednesday it is understood all the New England
States will be represented.
H. H. KiMBALt.

An
SoMEWHERE

April

Idyl.

along in April a subtle and mys-

terious change takes place in the atmosphere—
one that is in no wise indicated in the calendar,
After the March winds have blown themselves
away, and the cool soggy days that follow have

soaked the earth as though it were a sponge, sud-

denly one morning the breeze that comes soft
from the south brings to your ears the song of
the early robin, and the sun saunters out jovially
from the wreckage of yesterday's storm.
And
then as you go down town on your way to work,
you meet a man with a fish-pole over his shoulder, and you know beyond a peradventure that
spring has come.
For many years I have noticed that somehow

the

man

who

opens

the

fishing

season

in

the

spring always carries a fish-pole over his shoulder.
Apparently he has little use for that product of effete civilization, the jointed rod.
If you
asked him, he would doubtless tell you that it
was a device invented for the benefit of the man

who slips out of town for a day and-leaves word

vision

and

AND

points

in any

STREAM.
direction

except
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you positively cannot

go

fishing

until

all

the

screens have been put in the doors and windows,”

And

usually the exigencies

of the situation

apt to delay the task of shutting out
somewhere about the last of May or
June.
The fisherman realizes much
his wife that he is much more likely

are

the flies till
the first of
better than
to take cold

at such work in April than he is five or six weeks

later, and that screens will take no harm if they
remain in the closet; but the early fishing will
not keep,
Pp and must be “attended to” with prompt- ’
ness and energy.
The spring fishing is a sort of safety valve for
the black vapors that accumulate in the long winter months, and crowd on the mental machinery
till they threaten
sometimes
to clog it. And
when in the gloomy days of March you reflect
that the price of potatoes is going up and the
price of labor is going down; that the independents have captured most of the offices and are
laying their plans for getting possession of the
rest; that the trusts are growing stronger and

the prospects of railway rate regulation are growing weaker; that in the irrepressible conflict between beer and no-beer
the mayor
has been
forced to climb upon the fence, and all the country seems to be going to the dogs; then a man
sometimes wonders whether
we actually made

any money by dissolving partnership with the
blarsted Britisher. But a day of early fishing in
the April

sun

changes

the whole

atmosphere

of

life, and mellows one’s nature till he would divide
his last angleworm with a Democrat.
Of course you never really catch anything in
your April fishing.
You don’t expect to catch
anything.
And you smile vacuously at your
wife’s oft-repeated monition to be sure and stop
at the butcher’s as you go out. You probably get
your feet wet and smear your second best suit
with the mud of the country, and make an awful
hole in your week’s allowance for cigars.
But

with his typewriter that he has been “suddenly
called away on business” ; or possibly for the god-

many a man has spent more time on a real estate

Sunday

nothing for all his pains. Yet, some things you
are sure to get—a day beyond the jurisdiction of

less individual
and

who

fears

steals

away

that he may

for fishing

on

possibly meet his

minister en route.
But our piscatorial pioneer,
having no reputation to lose, goes forth boldly

and joyously to commune with nature till set of
sun, or until his appetite, only half appeased by
the lunch he has filched from the pantry, drives

him back again to that place which
so humble,” is——

“be it ever

_ Incidentally, I used to be unable to account for
the never-ending antagonism that. exists between
the spring fisherman and the housewife, until
careful observation resulted in the development
of a theory that has proved entirely trustworthy.
It is one of the misfortunes of the spring fisherman—one for which he is in no way responsible
—that the early fishing and garden-making de-

velop at practically the same time. Women who
have no poetry in their souls, and who tyrannically insist on the preparation of the vernal

onion bed, cannot seem to understand that there
are things in a man’s existence far sweeter than
breaking one’s back over a rusty spade; and so
in the course of years there comes to be a deepseated antagonism against the peaceful occupa-

tion of the fisherman.
for this

most

clash

unjustly.

Of course

of opposing

Any

he is blamed

interests,

fair-minded

but blamed

man—or

wo-

man—will readily concede that the fisherman had
nothing to do with
establishing the order
of
nature—if he had, he certainly would have as-

signed the onion bed, the planting of early June
peas and similar frivolities to some convenient
date in November.
It is a lamentable condition which places the
urban citizen in a somewhat similar predicament,
when the spring fishing summons him.
I have in
mind a most estimable neighbor, a model husband
and father, an ideal member of the body politic,

wha always votes the ticket prepared for him
with great enthusiasm, but who is sometimes led
to feel in April and May that life is hardly worth

the living.

His wife is an authority on whist, a

shining light in the amalgamated association of
women’s clubs, and a member of the Eurydice
Vocal Society; but the skeleton in his closet is

made of woven
wire, and every spring it
stretches its ghastly fingers athwart his troubled

deal

or

a

stock

the butcher,

speculation

the grocer

and

got

absolutely

and the gas man,

a fresh

supply of pure air and sunshine, a new invoice
of life and energy for the days that are to come.
Down with the spring onion beds and the sum-

mer
and

screens. Let us dig a few of the early worms
try the early fishing.
JAy BEEBE.

Section

58, N. Y. Law.

been

opinion

given

of great

by M.

tector, as to the
Forest, Fish and

interest

C. Worts,

to

fishermen

has

acting chief pro-

meaning of section 58 of the
Game law.
The section is as

follows;
“No Fishing Through Ice.—Fish shall
not be taken through the ice in the waters of
Lake Wanita, formerly known as Little Lake, in
the counties of Steuben and Schuyler, nor in
waters inhabited by trout and lake trout during
the close season therefor.”

Mr. Worts holds that the section means: “Fish
shall not be taken in waters inhabited by trout
and lake trout during the close season therefor.”

This means

that waters inhabited by trout and

lake trout are absolutely closed for nearly eight
months of the year, virtually making a close season for all fish other than trout, and protecting
mullet, a fish which is one of the trout’s greatest
enemies, as it is a voracious feeder on fish spawn.

There

is a strong

erroneous,

feeling that the opinion

is

but unless there is an existing decision

of a court of record to the contrary it will have
to stand until a contrary decision is rendered.
es:
JMr. Worts’ decision does not altogether agree
with our interpretation of the section.
The title
“No Fishing Through
to the whole section,

Ice” applies, we
and.
therefore,

conceive,
the last

clause. if written out in full, would read: “Nor
shall fish be taken through the ice in waters inhabited

season
tions

by trout

therefor.”
of this

and

lake trout

In other words,

section

have

to

solely with fishing through ice.
in Brief.]

during
do,

the close

the prohibiin our

view,

See Game Laws

Plague.

A CORRESPONDENT writing me a few days ago
from Old Orchard says that carts along the beach
are gathering up bushels of young cod from one
to two pounds weight, washed

of them badly
fishing centers
the

mackerel

fish

to escape,

bitten.
report

from

up dead, and many

Reports from Canadian
that the dogfish frighten

the shores

and

not

only

de-

stroy the smaller cod, herrings and salmon in incredible numbers, but cut the nets, allowing other
bite

pieces

out

of the

large cod

caught on the fishermen’s lines before they can be
hauled into the boats,and destroy vast quantities
of the smaller fish used by fishermen for bait.
It is to the destructiveness of these terrors of
the fishermen that many authorities are now attributing the large falling off in the Canadian
commercial fisheries, shown by the published report of the Fisheries Department of the Dominion.

As presented

to Parliament,

this report only

valued last year’s fishery operations at $22,000,000,
while

the previous

year

dian

Commissioner

may

at any

showed a total

of $26,-

000,000. All kinds of suggestions are being made
to the Government for the destruction or diminution of the dogfish pest, and the matter is being
carefully studied both by Professor Prince, Canaof Fisheries,

and

also

by a

Fisheries Commission specially named by the
Government for the purposes of this and other
investigations.
Professor Prince points out that the plague
time

disappear

just as

promptly

as

it made its appearance, though at present there
is not the slightest indication of any mitigation
of the evil. Many fishermen are unable to set their
trawls at all without risking their destruction by
the dogfish.

The terror which has taken possession of the
fishermen consequent upon the ravages of this
pest, may be imagined from the nature of some
of the suggestions made to the Government respecting it. Some have proposed to liberate alive
some hundreds of dogfish, having securely fastened outside of their bodies (by means of hooks,
wires. etc.), glittering and gaudy streamers, or
jingling chains or bells, calculated to terrify and
frighten

away

the schools

of dogfish,

on

the old

principle of setting at liberty a rat with a bell
hung around its neck. Others again suggest the
dynamiting of the great schools of dogfish, while
more fayor the inoculation of a number of the
fish with the virus of some fatal or contagious disease, thus securing the infection and death of all
the schools of dogfish which may hover near, on
the principle adopted in reducing the pest of rabbits in Australia,

Bertin, April 18.—Editor Forest and Stream:
An

The Dogfish

that

of the river or the lake.
Every spring his wife is
accustomed to say:
“My dear, you know that

some

years

ago.

It does

not

appear to have occurred to the fishermen and others making the above suggestions that their adoption would probably do as much injury to the
schools of valuable commercial fishes as to their
dreaded scourge
About
the only reasonable
proposition yet made seems to be that for a Government

subsidy

for

the

killing

of

the

pests.

There is a certain commercial value for the dogfish, though it is claimed that it is not sufficient
to make it worth while for the fishermen to engage in the business of taking it. Oil can be
manufactured from its liver, and the balance of

the fish can be made into an excellent fertilizer.
It is now suggested that other uses may be made
of its flesh.
Thus Mr. A. B. MacDonald, of
Meat Cove, Cape Breton, reports that at that place
last season
horses, and

dogfish were fed to the cattle and
strange to say, when the latter men-

tioned animals became accustomed to it, they enjoyed the meal as well as one of hay or oats.

The

fish were first boiled and then made into a mash

with boiled potatoes or with meal, and fed in that

shape.
Some authorities claim that a market
might be found for the flesh of the dogfish if it
bore some other name...
Several experiments in
this direction have recently been made. A hotel
man in New Glasgow served some as Japanese
halibut, and reports that it was declared to be
very good fish.

He explains that he prepared the

dish by planking in the following manner:
“The
fish were cut up and the pieces laid upon an oak,
birch or beech plank about two inches thick, without any greasing, as there is oil enough in the

fish. It is seasoned and then cooked in the oven,
the smoke and the acid from the wood combining
to make a most palatable dish.”
. T. D. CHAMBERS.
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mer outing of the Association, which this year is

Ice.

near, and it will soon be time to go a-fishing.
We want to talk about it dreadfully.
O for a
brother crank of the fly-fishing fraternity, one
who would be ready to listen occasionally and
not insist upon doing all the talking, telling all

to be to that mecca of the angler and nature lover,

21.—Editor

Forest

and

The warm days of early spring are
maple syrup flows over the luscious

creations of
fever burns
fact that the
is later than

AND

cook and griddle, and the fishing
with an intensity heightened by the
opening of fishing, at least in Maine,
for several seasons past. Whether

Mt. Kineo.

The dates this year will be July 3 to

10, with special excursion

rates good during that

time, for transportation and board.
More complete particulars will be announced later.
HeErBerT W. Rowe.

Letters

this condition will hold until after the usual date

from

the stories

over.
Usually the first fishing is close to the first day

of April, and comes

with the leaving of the ice

in the rivers where sea salmon may be taken,
and in such lakes near the coast as appear to be

affected

by the salt air, notably

Sebago,

Tunk,

Green and other waters near to the coast line, and

at a comparatively low level. This year Sebago,
at this writing, is still not what one may consider open, although the ice has left several portions of the lake, and the news of its final clearing is only a question of days at the most, and
possibly hours. Already ambitious fishermen have
put in their boats and caught some fine salmon,
which are reported as being quite as greedy for
the troll as in last year’s early season, when the
sport at Sebago was unsurpassed in the country,
and enormous catches were made on that body of

the

cheerful

lights

of town

or

far

ture?
many

the

wood-burning

It is on

nights

stove

enjoyment,

is my

such as these,

and then

somehow

our

thoughts

our fine basket of trout was
getting

the

on the 7th, two days after the ice left the river,
and some four or five salmon have been landed to
date.
The last several days the river has been

full of running ice in small cakes (the ice of
Sunkhaze and other tributaries, which has just
up)

and

pool were

recent

have

so that good

practically

impossible.

date, has been caught
pounds,

rains

muddy,

although

there

weighing
has

rendered

results
No

the

at the

fish, up to

as heavy

as 20

one

17%

been

of

pounds taken, the smallest being about 8 pounds.
One man took three in one day, two of which,
however, were kelts.
To visit the inland lakes now one would feel
as if it might easily be the Fourth of July before
any chance for fishing could be expected.
A
postal card to the writer from

one popular resort

within a week stated that there was thirty inches
of ice in the lake to-day,’ and the writer of the
card stated to your correspondent to-day that it
shows no signs of weakening.
On the big lakes. such as Moosehead, the ice is
still strong

and firm, only showing

of spring by a mid-day weakness

the approach

of the top ice,

so that teams are obliged to do all their traveling
in early morning or evening, to avoid bad slumping. Of course, some do travel right along, but

it is slow, laborious work, and they don’t really
save any time.
In general there is a period of about three
weeks between the discontinuing of stage service
on

the lake between Greenville and Kineo, and the

leaving of the ice, and the stages were

all right at last accounts.

Unless some

running

extraordi-

narily warm weather should sweep over northern
Maine, and be followed by a very warm south
wind, there is little prospect of the ice leaving
before the roth, and perhaps the 15th, which
\

would
be late,
although
not
unprecedented.
Usually, however, the ice in Moosehead leaves
from the 5th to the roth, and that in the Rangeleys, Sebec and Grand Lake is seldom more than
a day or two one way or the other, so closely are

all these waters

affected by the approach

of the

warmer spring days.
Anglers who plan to be in
Maine the 15th of the month are likely to be right
on the spot at the critical moment to take ad-

vantage of the early fishing, which will remain
good for the month following the leaving of the
ice, and possibly, if the season continues late, till
the Fourth of July.
Secretary Farrington, of the Maine Sportsmen’s Fish and Game Association, is sending out
the advance

announcements

of the

annual

sum-

A

MOMENT

Our original pat-

colors

and

due to our care in

size just

right.

Fancies

tial in Maine and the Dominion of Canada, but
there are streams where at times and upon occa-

take

Spring is near, quite

dents of Portland and vicinity.
The sport began at the salmon pool in Bangor

very

sold in the

and lures are very well and are absolutely essen-

fish became prizes that now adorn the walls of
sportsmen all over New England, although some
of the finest specimens were captured by resi-

water

imitations

fascinating in the successful imitation of one of
the smaller ephemera, when we can believe that

water every day for weeks, although the best
sport came just after the ice left the lake. Some
splendid strings were taken, and some very large

broken

The

are very killing in the waters for which they
were created, but there is something extremely

days of glorious sport and keen

a turn and leap forward.

States?

terns are largely fancies, combinations in colors
pleasing to the eyes of man and are used as lures,
not as imitations of any insect.
Many of them

after the turn of the year, that our thoughts stray
away from the present to other scenes and very
different seasons.
We return in spirit to the time
of leaf and blossom, when birds were singing
merrily and trout were rising in the pools.
We

remember many

na-

the hosts of flies to be found on
hard-fished waters of the Eastern

not taken from American flies.

The icy breath of this demon penetrates through
every chink and crevice, of which there appear
and

talk we

shops were nearly all of them copied from English patterns originally, and these, of course, were

lonely house, like some evil demon wishful to
carry it away bodily or shatter it completely.

only companion.

From
of the

and Middle

city.

The north wind is shrieking and tearing at this

to be many,

cannot

patterns of artificial flies copied direct from

It is a bitter cold winter’s night and I am
from

if we

Why is it that with all the improvements made
in fishing tackle in recent years we have but few

Fly-Fishing.
away

But

There is some comfort in that idea, so here goes.

a Recluse.

for the opening of the inland lakes is a mooted
question, and one that is being settled (?) in
every gathering of anxious anglers, the State

himself.

can write, and it is just possible that some dear
brother angler will read what we say upon paper.

OF

SUSPENSE.

FOREST
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sions our ability to match

an insect on

the water

means a full basket, while all the fancies in creation will scarcely raise a fish.
Probably all anglers of experience who fish the
waters of New York and Pennsylvania can recall
many instances when the trout were rising freely,
yet wauld have little or nothing to do with any
of the artificial flies presented for their accept-

ance.

Usually no great effort is made

to ascer-

tain what the trout are taking.
Frequently
are said to be midging or playing, when

is not the case.

It is often

they
such

difficult to see the

natural flies upon
evening, when the
after the weather
If the angler is
for insects he will

the water, particularly in the
heaviest rise often takes place
has become genial.
in the habit of looking about
be apt to see a few specimens

of the prevailing

flies at odd

day,

and

these

rise comes

may

on.

serve

Not

only

as

times
a guide

this,

but

during

the

when

the

if he can

match the colors of the flies he finds he may take
more and larger trout than he would with a

purely fancy fly, even if he meets with but few
rising fish during the entire day. A little atten-
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hooks must be of first-rate quality or despair
will be our portion.
I remember fishing where
small flies were the rule and quite necessary to
success.
I sent at once for a box of small hooks

and dressed a lot of flies upon them,
‘They
proved to be brittle and I had a _ wretched
time of it. It was all right as long as I hooked
nothing over half a pound in weight, but at least
three out of five fish above that weight were lost,

many

of them

were

done

at the last moment,

for and should

I had the same

have

when

they

been mine.

experience with a small lot of

hooks which I bought for Hall’s eyed, four or five
years ago.
I only landed one good fish with them
and that was an eighteen-inch brown trout, with

the next to the smallest size made
hook
hard

(00), but the

was fast in the end of his nose, not in the
bony jaw.
I had used some lovely rare

hackles which I could not replace in making flies
on these hooks
trout.
It was

for the benefit of a school of shy
the month of August and these

one may take fish almost as fast as he can cover
the rises which may be seen on every hand.
I
have seen a large creel nearly filled in an hour

or two.

In one instance a skillful angler, familiar

with the water, took over forty fair-sized native
trout in less than one hour.
He had but one fly
that was of any service whatever; I had not even

that one and could do nothing.
Fishing with a dear friend many years ago, I
noticed that the trout were taking a small yellow
fly, and found that I had two yellow hackles in

my book.

One of them was a very pale shade of

yellow, the other a little darker.
I gave
the
former to my friend and he began to kill trout
at once.
They would not take any yellow, so
we arranged to fish turn about with his rod, each

of us casting until we caught or lost a fish.
Fishing with three flies in the old way, the whole

catch
worst

black

has been made with the middle fly, the
position on the cast. Queerer than this, a

hackle

with

a thin

silk body

was

taken

every time, while a precisely similar fly with
black mohair body was entirely ignored.
With
the right fly you may have fine sport when better anglers on the same water are having little

or none,

The body and legs of a fly are most important.
If they are correct in coloring we can do without wings.
There must be great numbers of
American birds that have been ignored by the
fly-dresser.
Who can tell me of a bird whose
primary and secondary wing feathers are of a
pale delicate dun color?
It must not be a bird
protected at all seasons by law, and the fibres of
the feathers must be fine and cohesive.
I never
fancied dyed feathers for small flies, yet the art
of dying is now comparatively easy to acquire,
as a simpler process gives excellent results,
As
regards the imitation of natural flies, any man
who does much of his fishing in one locality can
get up an imitation or two that may add considerably to his success and pleasure. In doing
this he will become familiar with the natural insect and acquire the habit of looking out for and
studying them.
Fortunately, many of our flies are not mere
atoms.
I have some flies in a little tin box that
are said to be the exact size of the natural insects
which rise on the English streams, and the looks
are mere specks.
All these flies are what we call
midges, and only put up occasionally.
Over there
they are in daily use. We have many tiny insects,
but the flies common
to our waters certainly
average much bigger than the little artificials I
have mentioned.
When used in these small sizes,

are

and

working
may

upon

try a very

a different
large

basis of

pattern

of un-

usual colors or make up, more particularly if we
are in pursuit of trout of unusual size which we
have reason to believe are not often surface feeders.
ing

These big fish are not in the habit of feedupon small flies, although they may accept

one if they are in position in shallow water or
near the surface, but they are seldom found in
such positions. ‘It is hard to raise trout over
three pounds in weight, yet they will rise if one

is fortunate enough to find them well on the feed.
In fact, there are not many small things, seemingly possessed of life, that these Jumbos will
not move at if they are hungry.
They can do
without

warm
to

food

for

some

time.

If the

they feed little, but when

dine

they

want

a

regular

water

is

they do go out
gorge

in

many

courses.
I cast

over

one

three-pound

trout

that

was

fish had collected near the mouth of a cold brook

feeding upon minnows near the edge of a gravel
bar in a big pool for the best part of an hour. At

where

last

the

water

was

shallow.

They

were

ex-

tremely shy from being much fished ‘for, and I
had had no luck with them until one afternoon

tion paid to the entomology of our trout streams
certainly adds considerably to the pleasure of fly- _ about 3 o’clock, when I found them rising frequently.
The rays of the sun struck the water
fishing.
It is not necessary to know the Latin
at just the right angle and I succeeded in stalking
names of the insects,
although
an_ illustrated
up within easy casting distance.
I had a fine
work with which to identify them is very desirtapered cast and the flies with the rare hackles,
able.
I do not know of any book of this kind
published in America.
It may be said that it is
and as soon as a trout rose I put one of these
over him.
Four trout were well hooked, and, I
too much trouble to be always hunting about for
give you my word, three were lost through the
insects, and that the occasions when an imitation
hook breaking.
The one I did get was evidently
of the natural fly is required are few and far bethe smallest of the four, not going over the half
tween. This last is not true of some of our best
pound.
These brittle hooks were beautifully
streams, and no one who has ever hit off the
shaped and finished.
right fly during a good rise of trout will be apt

to consider his efforts or time wasted. Sometimes

fish, we
action

There is great advantage
in the

fly you

are

in having confidence

using.

Much

time

is lost

in

making changes if one is in doubt as to the correct pattern.
With a favorite fly one goes ahead,
fishes his best and makes no alteration in his
cast unless special conditions demand it. There
are certain colors and combinations
that can
always be relied upon to kill a few fish.
Other
flies there are which are in good repute, yet
sometimes

are

catch

trout.

that

baby

will

of

no

use

The

be accepted

whatever,

fly we

by

want

the

big

except

is the

fish.

to

one

Two

equally good anglers fishing together may take
the same number of trout, but the fellow who
has the right fly will have the heaviest creel.
If
a certain ‘fly has been upon the water morning
and evening for several days, even in small num-

bers, the larger fish will be apt to patronize
artificial

We

of the same

must

an

color.

put up the exact

The backs of natural
darker than the bellies,

shade

if possible.

flies are
usually much
so they should be exam-

ined from below before making up an imitation.
We sometimes find flies that greatly resemble insects common on the other side of the Atlantic.
Last summer I saw a few corresponding to the
beautiful little Jenny spinner for the first time.
They were larger and the red, instead of being
at the head and tail of the fly, was under the
wings in the middle of the body.
The clear,

I went

above,and

getting

outa long line al-

most hung the fly over the spot where the minnows were skipping. Then it was taken. This
trout was simply crammed with fresh silvery
minnows.

They

must

all have

been

taken

very

recently, and there were lots more to be had near
that bar, yet the old glutton grabbed my little
dun, just by way of an olive or anchovy.
A combination of red and white may provoke
a savage

dash

from a big fish, but speaking now

of the Middle
do not often

States, my experience is that theytake it in.

If small flies fail I pre-

fer something mothy looking with good long
hackles to give life to the fly. Occasionally they
will take a floating fly, and I have had several
very exciting experiences of this when big trout
sprang out of the water in striking at the fly.

They presented a splendid spectacle which I shall
never

forget.

One cleared the surface and struck

down with open mouth upon the fly, and kept it,
as it was tied on cobweb gut. Another sailed
into

the

air without

touching

the

artificial,

and

I got him in the evening when the strong light
was off the water.
I did not dare to try him
again immediately, as I thought he was suspicious, and the sun was still well up in the westerm sky.

The light has much to do with our success or
non-success in fly-fishing.
At times in strong
sunshine and in certain states of the atmosphere
our artificial flies, even the very best of them, are

the most transparent clumsy frauds imaginable.
The finest gut shows up like an ocean cable, and
we

feel

that

we

are

miserable,

low-down

hum-

bugs. With the light of day in our favor at the
right angle, all things are vastly different. Our
casting line is invisible and the flies appear on
or in the water as dainty living insects, quite
sufficient to deceive the wariest old three- pounder
that ever wagged a fin,

Fortunately
creatures

are

the

fly-fisher,

all round-eyed

deficient

for

in visual

impressions

of

tinge made up a very pretty fly. It would be impossible to match those wings in feathers, but a
body of rose and white with a very pale creamy
badger hackle might answer.
Usually I prefer to imitate the dun or sub-

form as compared with man and his almond
eyes. Trout appear to be able to discriminate in
the matter of color, as a‘ slight difference in
shade will sometimes affect the killing qualities
of flies tied to the same pattern. They quickly
detect any movement upon the part of the angler,
and are often alarmed by shadows cast upon the
water. A man standing perfectly still will not be
noticed by fish, and this is true of many wild

in evidence upon the water than
fact, a medium-sized dun is hard

cently to note that the turkeys outside my window were greatly frightened by the shadows of

glassy wings and milk-white body with this rosy

imago stage of existence,

standby on any stream.

as the duns are more

spinners.
In
to beat as a

They are seen in many

shades, as the temperature of the air affects the
color, darker in cold, lighter in warm weather;
and as all the ephemeride pass through this
stage of existence, several sizes are useful.

The question of size is a very important one,
and it is often difficult to determine which is the

best size of hook to use.
To a certain extent
only, one may be guided by the size of the stream
he is fishing, as, in a general way, the larger the
stream the more large flies one will see, and the
bigger, in season, the hook may be. Hooks, Nos.
8 to 14, old style of numbering, will answer most
purposes in New York and Pennsylvania.

When

something

we

use

alive,

the fly as a lure, representing
not

necessarily

an

insect,

but

appealing to the predatory savage nature of game

animals,

deer,

for instance.

I was

amused

re-

sparrows which were flying from tree to tree,
Trout are wonderfully
expert in concealing

themselves
in

in small brooks

summer...

One

may

pebble on the bottoms
may

be seen

except

be

during long drouths
able

to

count

every

of the pools and nothing

a few

small

trout,

suckers

and minnows, yet there may be trout of from
one pound up in those very pools. The big fish
know

that

they

are

in danger

during

the

low

water and become extremely shy. If they feed
at all it will be at night. In a full stream, with
an

abundance

of water

they feel safe.

above

and

around

them,

In dry seasons try the large pools

after sunset.
You may be rewarded.
If you
know the habitat of a big trout, go for him again
and again.
By persevering you ‘will find him on

the feed at last.
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I fished for one fish for more than two weeks
before I got him, and had cast over his lie at

least fifty times on the successful evening before

he rose.
In this case a short line cast from a
different direction turned the trick.
One can
never learn all that there is in fly-fishing, Only
men of limited experience think that they know

it all. A few patterns of flies will usually answer all purposes on any river or lake, but it is

not wise to despise a large assortment.
They can
all be stowed away in small compass, and one
never knows what strange combination of fur
and feathers may be useful some day.
There are few things more interesting than a

good collection of artificial flies. My fingers itch
to open any old fly-book I see. All fishing cranks

enjoy looking over a good angling kit, rods, flies

and tackles. A visit to a first-class fishing tackle
shop is more interesting than an afternoon at the
circus. If one has leisure, fly-making is an absorbing occupation and there is considerable sat-

trout in the same pool for four or five years
before they were snared, and had played one of
them to the point of exhaustion when the hook
broke at the bend.

To

return

to the fish.

The pool is near

Aroostock Railroad.
The car will be attached to
the train leaving Boston at 1o P. M. and due at
Greenville at 10:55 A. M.
Returning it will be
attached to train leaving Greenville at 3:40 P. M.,
due in Boston 5:30 A. M.
Accommodations can
be secured at the ticket office of the Boston &
Maine Railroad in Boston, or at the Pullman
ticket office, North Station.

the

public road.
You can slip in some evening and
have him out in a jiffy. Be sure to carry a large
grain sack with you to hide the fish in until you
get to your quarters.
I can tell you where to
have him stuffed, and he will look bully on the
wall of your sanctum.
I would have caught him
myself if the water had not been too low.

THEODORE

To Extract
Ir a barbed

GORDON.

not torture

hook

yourself

gets

a Hook.
into

your

by butchering

flesh

it out

a knife, but just push the point and barb clean

Sleeping Car Service
THROUGH

and

sleeping

Greenville,

resumed

Greenville

from

car

Me.

service

(Moosehead

Boston

Monday,

to Moosehead.

Sunday,

May

between

Boston

Lake),

will be

May

7, over

6, and

through, break it off with the end of the knife
handle, and draw the shank out the reverse
way by the line.
CHARLES HALLOCK.
CLEARWATER, Wis.—I like the
FOREST AND STREAM fine.

from

the Bangor

&

new

form

isfaction in taking trout with the work of one’s
own hands.
I was driven to it many years ago

by the difficulty experienced at that time in getting just what I wanted at the stores. I wished
to

imitate

certain

insects,

some

of which

were

very small and required small hooks tied on fine
drawn gut. Nowadays IJ use eyed-hooks as often
as hooks tied on snells and find the Pennell very

good for hooking and holding.
nuisance

It certainly is a

Suburban
For

trying to knot the eye to the cast when

the light is bad.

The sproat is excellent, if you

Life

May

can get it correctly made, and the sneck is also
useful, but of late years
there is a tendency
among manufacturers to shorten the shanks of
hooks unduly.
This is bad, I think.
I hate a

dumpy

hook

for fly-fishing.

In many of our streams the European brown
or yellow trout now outnumber the native fish,
and one never knows when he may stir up a
regular buster.
Then, indeed, we are in need of
the best possible hook and tackle.
If we have
been careless in regard to these things the result
may be a most regrettable memory which may
haunt our minds for years,
Just imagine losing
a trout above six pounds in weight through the

use of an old fly with a worn

gut link.

I have

had that bitter experience and others nearly as
annoying.
With an abundant
supply
of food
there is almost no limit to the growth of these

brown

trout.

They

have

been “taken up

to 9

pounds at least, and I saw two specimens at large
during low water in the Beaverkill that were very
large.
One of these could be seen any day from
the public road, and was estimated at 7 pounds.

I thought he would weigh about 6.

The other I

First

Things

saw only twice, as he lived in a small hole in
what was a big pool in a good stage of water,
and was usually under a flat rock that barely

mained

there,

gently

waving

fins and

worked around sideways until tail and body disappeared from view.
I found him taking the air only once, about
two weeks after my first call, and this trout was
absolutely unknown; no one had ever seen him.
Not wishing to be considered a greater prevaricator than necessary, I have always reported this
fish at 8 pounds, but in my soul I believe that he
weighed nearly or quite 10 pounds.
That trout
has never been caught.
He is there yet, and
now weighs anything you please.
Go and catch
him, my brother, it will be a feather in your cap.

What

is more

by revealing,

where
mains.

to the point, I will help you
in strict confidence,

he lived, and where
Those

for many years.

he probably

big fish dwell

in the

By HOWARD

About

Movroring

Parts
MARSHALL

In addition to this instructive article on the care and keeping of the

automobile, the May Suburban Life presents the following contents:

tail and

opening and shutting his great gills.
Once or
twice he opened his mouth and yawned; I suppose he was probably tired of low water and a
slim diet. It was a male fish in grand condition,
rather light in color and brilliantly spotted.
In
about ten minutes he swam quietly back to his
house of stone, but had quite a time getting under cover.
He went
in head
first and then

I can

to Know
In Three

covered his vast proportions.

The first time I saw this fish I was standing
on the edge of this hole in shallow water watching a school of big suckers to see if any trout
were among them.
Suddenly this enormous fish
appeared from under his stone, almost directly
below me and not more than eight feet away.
I
did not move a muscle, and for some time he re-

still re-

same

Possibilities of Modern Bee-keeping.
Solving the Good-Roads Problem.
The Whippet,—a Dog for Amusement.
A Six-Hundred-Dollar House-boat.
One Way to Use a Rug.
Flowering Trees and Shrubs for the
Home Garden.
My Garden of Small Fruits.
A Ten-Room Country Cottage.

place

I had positive knowledge of two

Hatching and Rearing Chickens.
Some Details in Regard to Transplanting.
A Handy Garden Screen.
A Useful Garden Dress.
Propagating Herbaceous Plants.
Beautifying a Tree Trunk.
A Pond Lily Experiment.
Insect Enemies of Ornamental Trees.

15 Cuca OY.
Subscriptions received for a short time only at $1 a year.
For

Sale on

all

the pool

do
with

News-stands

Address

16 State Street,

—
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races

of the Sonderklasse

velt Cup, to be held
are

arousing

men.

One

much

interest

however,

The

conditions

overlooked.

for the Roose-

at Marblehead
active

point,

a measurement

Catboats.

SONDERKLASSE.
this summer,
among

seems

to

restrict

of 32ft., obtained

yachts-

have

been

the boats

to

the same for safe, able and fast vessels at a reasonable

Last April Forest AND STREAM called attention in an editorial to the catboat as a vessel that,
since the introduction some ten or more years ago
of the knockabout, had somewhat passed from
popular
favor.
As a boat suited to all waters,
it being well understood that the catboat was the
direct outcome of the nature of the locality, its

by adding the

a weight,

exclusive

of crew,

of 5,900

These dimensions are similar, the chief dif-

add somewhat

to their weight,

while

load:

The

eee

Wollaston

Y.

C. of Massachusetts

INDIAN

Harzor

Oinl.

one-

Y. C. Frxtures.—Wednesday,

force than
WOLLASTON

Y.

C,

KITTEN

ject to change.

CLASS.

dence
advantages

never

could

knockabout

with

its greater

succumb

draft

to the popular

and twice

as

many sails to handle.
For many years the catboat or sandbagger had
been the racer par excellence, had become a pure
racing machine, dangerous unless in the hands of
most able sailors; and there was connected with
its sailing a great amount of labor and no comfort. The Cape cat, built for more open waters,
was subject to a development
altogether
more
rational than its racing sister, for in the Cape
boat a maximum of safety and comfort could be
obtained without the loss of speed.
The times
changed, and with the advent of the knockabout,
whose praises were widely sung, yachtsmen, as
has often occurred before, took up the new type;
no doubt much good work was done to trim the

Day),

Wednesday,

races

for

motor

July
boats.

July 12, inter-club races for the New

(IndepenThursday,

York Y. C.

club handicap and race for club catboats. Saturday, Sept. 1, fall regatta for all classes. Monday,
Sept. 2 (Labor Day), ladies’ race for club catboats

and

races

for canoes

and

rowboats.

with more than a passing knowledge of designing, and the keenness with which they notice and

discuss intelligently the abilities of yachts is remarkable.
As a sequence of the above, denoting
an increasing knowledge of the art of designing
as applied to suiting the conditions to specific requirements. the catboat will come back to its own.
We publish, by courtesy of their respective designers, the sail plans of three classes of onedesign catboats.
Their similarity is apparent; no
less remarkable are the places in which they are
to sail; at any rate, the requirements were about

4

30-footers and raceabouts.
Saturday, July 14, annual regatta for all classes.
Saturday, Aug. 18,

The interest that has been taken in small boats
of late years is very wonderful, and it is no uncommon thing to find boat sailors and yachtsmen

Y. C. CATBOAT,

oin.

May 30 (Memoriat Day), races for the New York
Y. C. 30-footers, the raceabout class, the handicap
classes and club catboats.
Saturday, June 23,
cruising race for schooners and sloops; date sub-

these types to one that would carry out all the
qualities claimed. for them by their enthusiastic
adherents,

HARBOR

7itce

early in June.

knockabout to make it have all the good qualities
of the cat, but it is quite impossible to reduce

INDIAN

16ft.

Length, over all”. .... [2 sears
18ft. oin.
load’ ‘waterline 750%...
. 1a ene 16ft. 7in.
Breadth (about) 9.49 . avon
ee 8ft. 3in.
Sail area’ iyi lin Se
400 sq. ft

However, regrets upon the inclusion or exclusion of the raceabouts are out of place. The Sonderklasse is a German
institution,
long estab-

our racing fieid, and make us betwith our over-sea relatives.

450 lbs.
by the

design class is to be known as the Kitten class,
and was designed by, Mr. F, W. Green, and are of
the following dimensions:

racing.

that of satisfaction. These races will promote the

waterline

boats are to be delivered

been a new suit of sails.

sport, broaden
ter acquainted

for

ing increased to make up this difference.
The
boats are being built by Mr. Montels, and six

The raceabout owner would have been glad to
accept the handicap of heavy displacement if all
that was required to enter for the trial races had

lished, owing its success to a greater

contracted

Draft-of hull’...
«tee
tee
10%4in,
Sail area ....$..4,..6
doa eeee
ee 325 sq. it
There is very little ballast, the construction be-

the

any other such class enjoys. It would be certainly
discourteous to the Imperial patron, and to our
own President, who has consented to act as sponsor, to view the matter in any other light than

(7 oz: special dick) vsyeeneee 340 sq. it.

Breadth .....s.. saw oe -/s-cleee tea

Sonderklasse boats are restricted to a cockpit Sft.
long with a hatch to the hold, which seems very
sensible, as the boats are intended exclusively for

day sailing and

2oft. roin.

load. waterline’...
s2eses
eee 16ft. oin.
Breadth “2.0 ..6.0 36.3 ee
7ft. 2in.
Draft, total, ex. centérboardy.sseeemene
18in.
rabbet.
0 .s(cs-0°3 ae eet
ee
12in.

The Riverside Y. C. one-design catboats were
designed by Mr. Henry J. Gielow, and are of the
following dimensions:
Length, over all...
.\.0 seeeee 2oft. oin.

ference being in the weight and sail area.
The
normal dimensions for a raceabout are 21 + 7.5 ++
5-55 = 34, as against those of an English boat for
the Sonderklasse of 18+ 85-+5.5—=32—a scow
type.
The raceabouts are fitted with cabin tops,

which

dimensions:

Ballast...
.0..'s0 000
Eight boats have been
Greenwich Yacht Yards.

The raceabout class, in which there are a great
number of fast and able boats, figures, by the
same rule as above, 34ft., with a sail area of 600
sq. ft. and

following

Length, over all .:.....
00 aan

Sail area

waterline length, breadth and draft; the sail area
is limited to 550 sq. ft., and the weight, exclusive
of crew, to 4,035 lbs.

Ibs.

price.

The Indian Harbor one-design catboats were
designed by Mr. Morgan Barney, and are of the

RIVERSIDE

Y.

C.

CATBOAT.

FOREST
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and trees bordering the upper
reaches
of the
rivers and broads.
A number of years ago the Prince of Wales

became

a patron of the club and used his influ-

ence to secure for it an admiralty warrant.
The
burgee
became—whatever
vicissitudes
it had
passed through since 1859—the red ensign of Her
Majesty’s fleet, having in the fly thereof the Prince
of Wales’ plume surmounted by a crown.
The
club meetings were held at the Maid’s
Head
Hotel, at Norwich,
for many
years, but its
growth after a time required quarters situated
more nearly within reach of the racing waters,
and in 1886 a small house was secured at Lowestoft, near what is now called the Yacht Basin.
This unpretentious bungalow,
with but scanty
accommodation, served its purpose for a number
of years, when, in 1899, the project of a house
better suited to the standing of the club was

broached.

It was not till three years later, how-

ever, that the shanty was abandoned which has
given place to the present somewhat imposing
structure,

ROYAL

NORFOLK

AND

SUFFOLK

The Royal Norfolk and Suffolk Y. C.
Tue Royal Norfolk and
leading yacht club in East
bership of some 400, has a
toft, which is considered
similar club in England.
The club was

started

Suffolk Y. C. is the
Anglia, with a memclub house at Lowesequal to that of any

in 1859, but records

show

that yacht racing was much appreciated long before that date, as is shown by a trophy marked
“Oulton Water Frolic, 1834.” The term regatta
did not come into use till some years later, and
the occasion of races was described as a “Water
Frolic.” The first meeting of the club occurred
at the Maid’s Head Hotel, Norwich, at which
some fifty gentlemen joined and elected Col. Wilson Beccles commodore.
At first the racing was confined to the rivers
and broads. The Waveney, Yare and Bure find

Y,

C.—THE

waterline

CLUB

with

HOUSE

6ft,

FROM

PIER.

counters,

breadth

t1oft.

and

draft 4ft., foreyards 75ft. long.
In 1860 the promoters of the club offered a
challenge cup sailed for by yachts of any size or
rig under the existing rules, and such boats as
Red Rover, 14 tons; Belvidere, 10 tons; Wanderer, 14 tons; Alabama, 14 tons, competed.
The membership at this time was divided into
two classes, full members
and honorary;
the
former paid an entrance fee of one guinea, and
the latter on the payment of the annual subscrip-

tion of one guinea;

but no one

honorary membership who owned
was subsequently changed.
A feature each year has been

from Lowestoft to Harwich.

was

Hotel,

the

house

was

formally

The Royal Norfolk and Suffolk Y. C. give a
number of races each year for yachts of recognized yacht clubs, and is one of the many clubs
on the east coast circuit that provide races for

the big classes.

This

an

race

ocean

The first took place

Tue Book or Boats.—We have been pleased
to receive from the Truscott Boat Mfg. Co. the
above little book, which may be had for 50 cents.
pense compilation of small boats showing the
oe of evolution to the modern open launch of
to-day.

Be | i. pe

of boats 1oft. waterline, measuring nearly 70it.
in length. These boats were inferior in speed to
boats rigged with jib and mainsail, that had found
_favor with the younger members.
The first programme
Wroxham and Oulton,
river and the latter on
ing the widening of the

was for races at Cantley,
the first two being on the
the broads; broads meanrivers of this flat country

into ponds and lakes which
sea and

The

are navigable

races

extend

in from

for 20 or 30 miles.

at first included

two classes.

the
The

first for cutters, really sloops, with huge jibs, and

the second for lateen-rigged boats, the prizes
offered being a single prize in each class of eBaih
but later these were divided into two prizes for
each class. The encouragement of the lateen

boats

did not meet

dropped
famous

in 1863.

with

Some

boats, Enchantress

of interest.

They

were

success,

and these were

measurements
and

both

Miranda,

of two

may

be

roft. long on the

ROYAL

NORFOLK

by the

have been received for one race.

ob 3 AE NA fh BN

sail had been abandoned in favor of a mizzen,
thus increasing the size of the foresail; the yards

opened

commodore.
The club has had a very successful
one-design class of small boats known as the Norfolk one-design class, and as many as 43 entries

eligible to

a yacht.

about 1867, and was an exciting incident of the
season, as the boats were very much over-rigged
to catch the high winds that came over the reeds

their way to the sea at Yarmouth.
These rivers,
though narrow, are deep from bank to bank, except in the lower reaches.
For many miles no
trees or high ground interfere with the wind, and
the rise and fall of the tide is small with no
strong currents.
These conditions make these
waters admirably suited to small boat sailing.
The handling of boats in narrow waters requires
nerve and judgment, and some of the finest amateur helmsmen are to be found here. The Royal
Norfolk and Suffolk Y. C. has from its inception
fostered the amateur element, and the employment of professionals is strictly limited, and they
are not allowed to steer on inland courses.
The original rig adopted was a lateen foresail
the foremast being stepped right in the eyes, and
the main stepped about amidships, with a gaff
and boom mainsail.
About 1859 the big main-

The external appearance is striking, and, it is
said, is an adaptation of ideas received by the
architect while traveling in southeastern Europe.
There is an air of solidity which well suits its
position, exposed as it is to the full force of the
North Sea winds.
Inside,
the house
is very
pleasing and comfortable, being plainly but well
finished; the idea of comfort and good taste is
well carried out.
The formal opening took place in July, 1903,
after some 150 members had lunched at the Royal

AND

SUFFOLK
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AND
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FOREST
Boston

TrincA
LauncHeD.—On
Monday
morning,
April 23, at 11:45, the cabin launch Tringa, designed by Mr. Fred D. Lawley for Hon. William
M. Lovering, of Taunton, Mass., was launched at
the Lawley yards, South Boston.
Tringa is of
the same type as the Herreshoff launches Scout,
Tramp, etc., with the excention that gasolene is
substituted for steam.
She is a nicely lined boat,
with two low cabin trunks, the space between the
two being utilized as a bridge deck.
An observation seat is built on the forward part of the after
house.
She is 78ft. over all, 71ft. 8in. waterline,
11ft. beam and 4ft. draft.
The accommodations
consist of a saloon and the owner’s stateroom
forward, abaft of which come the galley and engine spaces, both of which are exceedingly roomy
for a boat of this type.
There is another stateroom abaft the engine room space, and in the
stern is a lazarette, with good storage capacity.
The outside deck finish and the cabin trunks are
in teak, while the finish below decks is in mahogany and white.
The boat is propelied by a
Standard engine of 100 horsepower, which is calculated to give her a speed of about 15 miles an
hour.
She will be lighted by acetylene.
Tringa
will be tried out in a few days and then will be
taken to Buzzard’s Bay.
She will be used as a

cruising.
OF THE SEASON.—A race was sailed
eligible for class Q, owned in the
on) Patnots: (Day; sAprilergy sbhe

race was started off the South Boston station of
the Boston Y. C. and the regular South Boston

course was sailed, which took the yachts through
the islands

in the lower

harbor

and

up the West

Way to the finish. Mr. Charles G. Browne,
the Boston Y. C. Regatta Committee, acted

of
as

judge,
The race was sailed in a moderate to light
E. breeze, and although it does not go on the

club’s official records, it was none the less inter-

esting or instructive, the result being
between the new Ghost, built for
Messrs. Burgess & Packard, and the
about Sanderling, which is to race
throughout the season.
Ghost had

a dead heat
class Q by
a2rft. knockin class Q
the best of

the start, but on the beat to windward Sanderling
went by her.
Sanderling held her lead on the
next reach, but on the reach up the West Way
Ghost again went into first place, only to have her
lead pulled down again by Sanderling later.
A
luffing match was indulged in as they turned the
last mark for the line, ‘and they went so far inshore that Sanderling called for deeper water.
After squaring away they sailed stem and stem
to’ the finish, being timed on the same instant.
The summary:
Elapsed.
Ghost,. Charles (Busvese ccc as stcteicieintren aeteiterebettents 1 49 46
Sanderling, “Walter: BUreess.c.utane
samicieiie
riesteeett1 49 46
Simple’ Life. Dwight Nii Posterits.oc.
oe oeere eee cts1 56 07
Darthea;, Justin Dyenriin.. seas ous ena pieetee seems 1 57-16

Sea Fox, John ‘Gs Aldenic..
i: tusaeesnite
eb ctteclent 2 03 22
Sue. 2: W. ‘Powers masonite
ene 2 07 10

OnE THOUSAND DoLiars IN PrizEs.—The Regatta Committee of the Eastern Y. C. has announced that prizes to the value of $1,000 have
now been offered for the long distance race of
the club from New London to Marblehead, starting on June 30. The first cup, valued at $500, was

offered by Vice-Commodore

F. Lewis

Clark and

will be for schooners of more than 75ft. rating.
Two additional cups have been offered, each to
be valued at $250, one by Rear Commodore Gor-

don Abbott, of the sloop Gloriana,
more

than

57ft.

rating.

The

for sloops of

second

is offered

by Mr. Henry M. Atkinson, who has chartered
Mr. W. O. Gay’s 7o-footer Athene for July and
August, for schooners of less than 75ft. rating.
It is believed that the offer of these cups will
bring together the finest fleet of racing yachts in
the country.
WIRELESS SYSTEM FoR ANONA.—Arrangements
are being made to equip the steam yacht Anona,
Mr. Paul J. Rainey, New York Y. C., with a
wireless telegraph outfit. Anona is said to be the
first American yacht to carry the wireless.
She

STREAM.
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Conference,
were adopted,
as are necessary. to. provide

the Atlantic Coast
with such additions

Letter.
‘

ferry and for
First RACE
between boats
Boston, Y.7G,,-

AND

for the club’s special classes.
Boston Y. C. MEETING.—A meeting of the Boston Y. C. will be held in the Rowe’s Wharf club
house on Wednesday evening, April 25, at which
the new uniform rating rule together with the
uniform racing rules adopted
at the Atlantic
Coast Conference will be proposed for acceptance.
Changes in the wordings of some of the by-laws
will also be considered.
Two CHALLENGES FoR THE Quincy Cup.—Two
challenges have been received by the Manchester

Y. C. to race for the Quincy Cup, and both have

been accepted.
One of these is from the Quincy
Y. C. and the other from the Corinthian Y. C.
JoHN B,. KILLEEN.

Builders
Gasoline

A VERY

@ SON, West De Pere, Wis

of fine Pleasure and Hunting Boats,
Canoes,
Launches, Small Sail Boats.
Send for Catalogue.

KNOCK DOWN BOATS
Launches, row and
sail boats.
Canoes and Hunting
boats.

Of

r

all Descriptions.

@
é

Boat & Machine

aA
SS

FE
SSS

z

Send forTe
Catalogue.

Bay Bugs.

Co., 3617 S. 2nd St., St. Louis, Mo.

Slocum Hand Power Motor.

interesting type of small boat is to be

known as the Manhasset Bay bug.
These boats,
fourteen of which are now under construction,
will soon be ready for the water.
They were designed by Mr. C. D. Mabry, to meet the views
held by the prospective owners of the class, which
were that the cost of the boats complete should
not exceed $125, and be absolutely non-sinkable.
The intention of the class was to encourage boat
racing among the boys inhabiting the vicinity of
the bay; these boys ultimately “would join the
club and thus be well prepared to carry on the

A WONDER

Dy

IN BOAT MOTORS.

Greater results than with oars. Greater
specd with less work. Face either direction in operating.
Reverses instantly.
os
No skill required, Price $25.00.
Write for circular. Patented.

Slocum Hand Power Motor Co.,Brie,Pa.

keen racing that has always been a feature.
There is no doubt
produced under the
be surprising if the
not do a great deal
within reach of many

the exnense.

that nothing better could be
requirements, and it would
popularity of this boat will
to put small
boat sailing
that have been deterred by

Mr. Mabry has given the following

particulars,. and, we hope,
publish the drawings:

in the

near

future

to

Retiethe over. aliens.
eee
eet Toft. oin.
lOadywaterune
0 a
ee ee 17 it. 2117,
ts kuicccne secre
eee eae eee 4ft. 8in.
WALEDIIT Cra: syan tet octet ieee tains 4ft. oin.
Dratt, total. tae
re eee
3ft. oin.
Ht
a s.c ee tery ance eee tees
8in.
Displacementmece series
eee eee oe 1,042 Ibs.
Satl ated.
tanec meres | sierraee 200 sq. ft.
Breadth

Fin cast-iron,

34in.

thick,

210

Ibs.;

Yin. white cedar; frames, oak, Sgx1in.,
12in.

NOTES.

CANOES

Paddles, $1.—

following sales
Bowne Jones:

Naval

Camilla, Mr. J. S. Lawrence, to Mr. L. P. Bradley; auxiliary yawl Cherokee, Mr. A. G. Thompson, to a member of the Larchmont Y. C.; sloop

Sillicoa, Mr. Wm. Grosvenor, Jr., to Mr. Arthur
Hale. Baltimore; sloop Siren, Mr. C. F. Wigand,

to Mr. E,
Mr. R. A.
Harbor Y.
a member

Archictects

ARTHUR

C. Buchignani; raceabout Invader Jr.,
Rainey, to Mr. Robert Mallory, Indian
C.; cutter Eelin, Mr. C. W. Gillett, to
of the Eastern Y. C.; knockabout Kip-

pewa, Mr. R. B. Thompson, to Mr. G. A. Wother-

Naval

Architect

and

BURGESS

Robertson, to Mr. Hoffman, of Baltimore; 21footer Eaglet, Mr. Edmund Reeks, to Mr, C. M.
Harris, Baltimore; Seawanhaka 15-footer Bairn,
Mr. W. Matheson, to Mr.
lea Saeewre

sloop Virgeth, Mr. H. W. Hanan,

to Mr. R.

Office and Works: Nashua St., Marblehead, Mass.

handled.

HOLLIS
Yacht
kinds.

BURGESS,

Broker.
General
Marine Agent.
Insurance of all
Agent for the purchase and sale of Gasoline Engines.

Main Office, 10 Tremont St. Tel.1905-1 Main.

Branch Office, 131 State St. Tel. 4870 Main, BOSTON, Mass.

OR,

SSS

LR

ST

Berna

CoNverRTED.—At

the yard

command of Capt. John Thompson.
CorINTHIAN Y. C, Apopts CONFERENCE

by the late Edward Burgess and was built by
Lawley. of Boston. Her dimensions are: Length
over all, 42ft.; waterline, 30ft.; breadth, 11ft.;
draft, 7ft. 6in.
She will have
her lead
keel

stripped

Gladys was the last boat designed

and an iron keel substituted,

and a 12

ES

LORILLARD & WALKER,
Yacht Brokers,
We

call attention to our

vertisement

C. SHERMAN

AVAL

@

41 Wall St., New

York City.

MontTcGoMery

H. CLark.

ENGINEERS,

L.

York.

SKENE,

The Skene Sectional Boat.
Triple Screw

Street,

SMALL
ARCHITECTS.

AND

Place, New

NORMAN
The Skene

ad-

High Speed Workr:a Specialty.

The Skene Chock.
15 Exchange

page

of the desir-

CLARK,

ARCHITECTS
17 Battery

NAVAL

of some

Hoyt.

YACHT BROKERAGE.

:

illustrated

(in this issue)

HOYT

Remren

Stoop GLApys

Tel. 4870 Main.

300-Ton Railway.
Modern Building ‘Shops; Two new
Storage Sheds. 10-Ton Steam Shearlegs. 21 feet of water
off our railway. Large Storage Nee! p42 Ship Chandlery
and Machine Shop.
Repair Work
of all kinds quickly

Borrowe.

of R. Derr, Mariner’s Harbor, the keel-cutter
Gladys is hauled out and will be converted into

Yacht Builders,

MASS.

able yachts offered for sale.

F. W.

Broker,

@ PACKARD,

Naval Architects and Engineers.

Telephone 6950 Broad.

Mr.

Yacht

Mason Building, Kilby Street, BOSTON, MASS.
Cable Address, ‘‘ Designer,’’ Boston.

A. Alger,

Gowan,

Brokers.

BINNEY,

spoon; knockabout Kenosha, Mr. Clifford Mallory, to Mr. W. L. Diaz; knockabout Bantam,
Mr. W. Kernochan, to Mr. P.
Cesar; motor
yacht Ildico II., Mr. C. H. Davis, to Mr. Russell

Jt.; knockabout

and

(Formerly STEwArT & BINNEY.)

131 State St., BOSTON,

are reCutter

Each

H. H. KIFFE €0., 523 Broadway, New York

Marblehead

RECENT SALES.—The
ported by Mr. Frank

25.—

$

15 and 16 ft.

spaced

The boats are little scows, with a fixed fin
bolted on; the cockpit is square and of such a
width as water will not flood it when heeled over.

YACHTING NEWS

“OLD TOWN

planking,

an auxiliary.

RULES.

KIDNEY

American

Manhasset

is at present fitting out at Lawley’s basin under
—A meeting of the Corinthian Y. C. was held at
the Boston Athletic Association on Friday, April
20, at which the uniform racing rules, framed by

DAN

-

System.

Boston,

Mass.

BROS.
YACHT

No. 112 Water Street, BOSTON,
Fast cruisers and racing boats a specialty.

BROKERAGE.

MASS.
Tel. 3556-2 Main.
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The
steam

No.

322.—Flush

yacht;

deck,

buiit 1895; dining
d
IEEE
Oo eae
~~

PANNA

from ‘bridge;
large saloon,

EE.

built

Following

92-foot

:

IE

waterline

saloon

on

Are

Some

wooden

deck;

steers

bey
N D

No.

wood,

Desirable

366.—Steam

1900;

STREAM.

yacht,

modern

Yachts

81-foot

in every
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waterline;

particular;

Offered

built

of

flush deck;

2

No.
waterline;

For

Sale

118.—Wooden , flush deck
built

1895;

steam

thoroughly

yacht;

overhauled

102-

each

year;

ed each

year;

rene:
ut

~e

7

¥

we

a
f
1
accommodations
below\ aft;
3 ‘ staterooms,
bath, 2 toilets, electric lights; cruises 12

No, 503.—-Fast type steam yacht, 93-foot waterline,
1903; fully equipped; lighted by acetylene gas;

1
deck houses;
electric lighted; 3 staterooms,
lets; cruises 10 knots.

No. 1010.—Trunk
cabin
line; average speed 12 miles;

2

>

boiler

th Bb

foot

just

installed;

:

toilet,

saeelectric

lighted:

5 staterooms
gnred; ©

consider

Will

12 knots.

Cruises

etc.

No. 531.—High speed st
i
waterline, 178 feat pyernalte Chae Traps

aS 3

a

;

new

Ree

steam yacht, 92-foot waterthoroughly overhauled and

a

i

bath, 2 toi-

s

a)

i

7

Y

<

»

\

*

\

\

‘

\

:

shapeltes wee

speed 12%
ttion.

knots;

economical

No. 1211.—High
ie

in operation;

speed
ica

LORILLARD

in Al

condi-

gasolene
an hours cruiser,
is a good61-foot
sea

rebuilt in 1903. Accommodations,
bath; fully equipped.

No.

new

1903;

os
72.—Gasolene
equipped

with

cabin

2 staterooms,

launch,

Twentieth

55 feet

Century

saloon,

over

motor,

1905; 2 large deck houses;
fect order throughout.

all:
all;
30

No.
o. 2021.—Moder
20:
odern

waterline;

electric

lights;

2 baths,

3 toilets;

xili
steel auxiliary

4 staterooms,

is in per-

,

schooner,

90-foc
90-foot

2 of which

are

& WALKER,

YACHT BROKERS,
reswe Yorn.

fhoat and

finish

fitted

throughout.

No.

composite

with a very

2884.—English

construction;

>

reliable

built

60-foot

owner’s

motor;
:

mahogany

waterline

stateroom,

ladies’

H. P.

age

cutter;
cabin,

Average

baiteries.
No.

foot

speed 10 miles;

Is now

in perfect

3322.—Flush

waterline;

built

deck
of

electric lights and stor-

auxiliary

wood;

very large; 2 baths and a splendid

condition.
keel

Standard

schooner;
motor;

most

68-

modern

No.

4 large

yawl,

and

up-to-date

3054.—Shoal-draft

built

1901;

reliable

35-foot

motor;

it

large saloon, berth in steerage; fully equipped for cruising.

No. -3349.—Lawley
built
auxiliary
yawl,
waterline; Standard engine; speed 7 knots; one

51-foot
double

staterooms

fitted

puilt

and

and

saloon;

bath, 2 toilets;

furnished.

fully equipped,

No. 3238.—C. B. cruising sloop, 41-foot
1896; self-bailing cockpit; large cabin;

gin fead room,

complete

waterline;
full head

over

saloon.

auxiliary

One

yachts

of the

afloat.

waterline

2 staterooms,

avihary
toilet;

6ft.

f

Sails in good condition;

inventory,

2 boats; very

Ls
roa
u
ine:
Waterline;
ode set
feck
eeeobree
ae
oe cockpit;
Pr self-bailing
all;
complete
of spars;29’ sails
iH

re

LOMILUARD. & WALKED,
{YAGKT BRORERS,
Mw

and

two

single

staterooms,

LORTLLARD & WALKER,
2)
YACHT wROKERB,

wi

LORILLARD 4 WACREM,
saumyanonens
|f
Nsm ron,

New

bath

and

saloon;

somely furnished and in excellent order.
launch,

By

very

hand-

Carries motor

room;

and

LORILLARD

toilet; 2 boats;

in good

@

condition,

complete

inventory;

Price low.

WALKER,
Telephone

Youn.

SE UALSpL
EE

vome

6950

staunch,

able

new

_

41 Wall
Broad

1904, and

tp

iaeEe

in good condition;

fully equipped

Street,

ea

New

for cruising.

York

Price

an

able

sea

reasonable.

boat

and
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horsepower engine installed.
The rig will be
reduced to give her sufficient power to make port
in case of a break-down.
Gladys was formerly
owned by Mr. J. C. Hitner, of Philadelphia, and
is now the property of Mr. P. G. Sedley, Sea-

all convinced of the excellency of the rule voted
at the London Conference of Jan. 18.
I keep
thinking that a rule like the one of the New York
Y. C. infinitely more
rational,
and_
practically

wanhaka

to the London Conference’s formula.
Nevertheless, I have voted, with the majority of French
yachtsmen gathered at our national meeting, for
the adpotion of the London formula asking for
small yachts only the alteration of a few of the
co-efficients.
I believe, in fact, that it is better
policy to sacrifice one’s own opinion to the superlor interest of an international agreement, but it
is not without a deep regret that I see our yachting forsake the way on which it was launched as
far back as 1900 by introducing the midship section at the denominator of our formula; the results were very satisfactory, and it does seem to
me, on the eve of binding us for ten years, that
all European nations would find most interesting
to unite and create aside of the international formula series one single class of small yachts meassured by the New York Y. C. rule, and which
would
be an experimental class.
The lessons
that should be learnt from such an experiment
could only be of greatest benefit to the future of
yachting.”
J. Le Breer

Corinthian

Y. C.
RRR

‘Work at Morrts Heicuts.—The following well
known steam yachts are being put in commission
Kanawha, MigayEteelate
by the Seabury Company:
Rogers, New York Y. C.; Adroit, Mr. A. G, Vanderbilt, New York Y. om Machigone, Mr. C. H.
Curtis; Crescent, Mr. George Rose; Calypso, Mr.
Ro Ge Viere New Wordle Ws, (C. The steel steam

vacht Galatea. for Mr. E. L. Ford, of Detroit, is

progressing satisfactorily and will be delivered in
A great number ‘of launches and boats are
May.
being built, among which are three boats to designs by Mr. Henry J. Gielow.

earner
Y. R. A. oF THE GREAT LAKES.—At a -meeting
of the Great Lakes Y. R. A. the recognition of
ae atft. cabin and 22ft.
raceabout
ot
classes
yachts was accorded and the readmission of the
The uniLake Michigan Yachting Association.
versal rating was also adopted.
RRR
Yacut ror Mr. A. H. Morris NAMEp.—The
designed 4o-footer, being built by Mr.
es
F. Wood at City Island for Mr. A. Hi: Morris,
By Westchester _ will be known as Gardenia.
RRR
ae Yarp AT New Lonpon.—Mr. Charles E.
Hydeh1as joined his interests to the newly organized New London Marine Iron Works, at New
London, and becomes its president and general
manager.
This firm will make
a specialty of
taking care of large yacht work, building, repairs
or laying up.
RRR
AtLAntic Homewarp Bounp.—On April 20 the
schooner Atlantic, Commodore Wilson Marshall,
Larchmont Y. C., was reported at the Azores, and
will arrive in New York at the beginning of May.
Atlantic will be docked
and
refitted
for the

season.
CoLonIA

Ree
ANNAPOLIS.—Ex - Commodore

AT

Bourne, New
York Y. C., will join the yacht
Colonia at Baltimore, and proceed to Annapolis
to be present at the burial of John Paul Jones.
It will be remembered that Gen. Horace Porter,
after a search extending over a number of years
in Paris, was successful in locating the body of
the first Admiral of our navy.

RRE
New
Yacut
Cius House.—Mr.
Herbert A.
Moffett, of Camden, N. J., is preparing plans for
a club house for the Wildwood Y. C., of Wildwood, N. J.

RRe

auxiliary
SALES BY MR, C. D. Mower.—The
yawl Lotus, formerly owned by Mr. Grier Hersh,
of Baltimore, has been sold to Mr. Thomas B.
Leonard, of Staten Island.
Linnet, New York
Y. C. 30-footer, formerly owned by Mr. Amos
Tuck French, has been sold to Mr. Francis R.

Cooley, of Hartford,
ECHOES

OF THE

Conn.
RRR
LONDON CONFERENCE.—‘To

se-

cure a fair hearing for foreign delegates in the
matter of the small classes, and the latter was
chiefly concerned with internal 52-footer measurements—heaven knows that the external measurements entailed by the rule should be enough for
any man!
And so the long expected general
meeting of the British Y. R. A. was conducted.
We wonder what foreign nations will think of
3ritish yachting enthusiasm.
Reading over the
‘blue book’ of the Conference, one cannot but
keenly regret anew the absence of American delegates.
They, at least, are ‘live men, and if they
could not have persuaded
the
Conference
to
adopt the New York Y. C. rule, they would most
assuredly have been invaluable in the discussion
of the suggested measurement.’—London Yachts-

man.
“After reading Mr. Benbon’s letter I am not at

demonstrated

as being excellent,

is far superior

Vice-President du Cercle de la Voile de Paris.
[The reason of the United States non-attendance was not so much that they were content with
the working of their rule, but that they wished to
test it and give it a fair trial.
If the difference
in the sections to be eventually produced by the
two rules is to be as great as M. Le Bret has
shown in his illustrations, we should unhesitatingly vote in favor of the fuller boat, as the
American boat is a rank fin keeler.
But we think
the
difference
considerably
exaggerated.—Ed.
London Field.]

RReR

ENGLISH Buitt Boats FoR AMERICAN OWNERS.
—Messrs. Cox and King, naval architects, of Suffolk street, Pall Mall, have recently, on behalf of
an American client, contracted with Messrs. Ramage and Ferguson, Limited, Leith, for building a
high-class steam yacht of about 920 tons y.m., to
be fitted with twin machinery having about 1,600
indicated horsepower.
The vessel will be built
under Lloyd’s and be up-to-date in all respects.
A new motor-yawl, built to the order of Mr. F.
M. Singer, of Paris and Philadelphia, a member
of the New-York Y.C., was successfully launched
from the yard of Messrs. H. S. Hansen & Co., at
Cowes, on Monday morning.
Mrs. Singer performed the christening ceremony, and was presented with a handsome bouquet of white carnations and lilies of the valley by Mrs. Mundell,
wife of the captain of the vessel.
As the vessel
left the ways, Mrs. Singer named her Suzanne.
With a length over all of 76ft., beam of 16ft. 8in.,
and draft aft of 7ft. 9in., the new vessel has excellent accommodation, and is intended for Channel cruising and pleasure on the Seine.
She carries an 80 horsepower four-cylinder motor amid-

ships,

and,

when

under

this

power

alone

will

travel at 8 knots an hour.
Suzanne was built to
the design of Mr. J. M. Soper.—Yachting World.

RRR
Y. C.—Three

KNICKERBOCKER
made

for

Marblehead

the

power

boat

on June 28

for

entries have been

race,

New

starting

from

York.

The

course is 280 nautical miles.
The Knickerbocker
Y. C. has arranged the following fixtures:
Saturday, May 12, go into commission.
Saturday, June 2, annual regatta.
Thursday, June 28, start of power boat race,
Marblehead to New York.
Saturday, June 30, clambake.
Saturday, Aug. 4, start of annual cruise.
Saturday, Sept. 1, start of Vice-Commodore’s
cruise.
Saturday, Sept. 15, annual ladies’ day and open
race for power boats.
Saturday, Oct. 20, go out of commission and
annual clambake.

New

MemeBers

Ree
Brooktyn

[APRIL 28, 1906.
Dunne, R. S. Hamilton, George W. Burns, Francis C. E. von Sternberg, John J. McDonough,
Walter E. Parfitt, William Moung, Albert H.
Bennett, W. A. Turpin, Matthew F. Donahue, T.
Fleming, Charles E. Hughes, John A. Anderson,
L. M. Potter, Frank Gallagher, O. D. Frost, J.

W. Place, George R. Whitehead, William H. Van
Kleeck. Jr., William Kerby, William F. Baker,
William C. Towen, Edward Effinger, Frank E.
Wadsworth, Desmond Dunn, Andre Bustonoby,
John L. Hines, W. H. English, John Hettrick,
Thomas
D. Croffut, Ernest Lorneberg, Hi. B.
Griffin, Samuel Gruman, William H. Loughran
and James W. Stevenson.

Commodore

Bird

InpIAN Harbor

follow-

ing have been elected members of the Brooklyn
Y. C.: Messrs. (George J: (Gould;
Charles) WGates, Frederick T. Adams, David T. Abercrombie, Alfred E. Steers, Irving T. Bush, Edgar J.
Levey, John Pierce, Ernest E. Malcolm, James

has purchased

the

Ree
FIxtTURES.—May 30, New York

Y. C. 30-footers, raceabouts, handicap, and
boat classes.
June
23, cruising races
for schooners
sloops.
July 4, motor boats.

July 12, inter-club New

and

catand

York Y. C. 30-footers

raceabouts.

July 14, annual regatta, all classes.
Aug. 18, club handicap and club catboats.
Sept. 1, fall regatta, all classes.
Sept. 3, ladies’ race and water sports.

CrESCENT

RRR
A. C. SaAtttnc Dortes.—The

follow-

ing members of the Crescent A. C. are to sail
one-design dories:
Messrs. Addison C. Hanan,
FE. S; Bergen, W. C) Damsonteriesisesla tle
H. Bergen, A. J. Murphy, P. H. Langdon, Otto
W. Heieigke and James Cassidy, Jr. The dories
have been ordered from Swampscott, and are

toft. long.

They will be drawn for by lot.
Ree
Manuasset Bay Y. C. SEAsSon.—The trustees

of the Manhasset Y. C. will formally open the
club house on May Ig instead of May 26, as previously announced.
<A race will be given to the

New York Y. C. thirties on that date.
RRR
New LauncH FoR Mr.. HENry C. PEARSON.—
At Portland, Me., from designs of Mr. Morgan
Barney, a launch 57ft. 6in. over all and a breadth
of oft. is being built for Mr. Henry C. Pearson,
of New York.
The boat will be named Portunus.

OGEEMAH

RRR
TO GO TO LARCHMONT.—This

Grave-

send Bay 22-footer has been sold by Mr. Alfred
Mackay to a Larchmont yachtsman.
Ogeemah
was designed by Mr. John R. Brophy and was
very successful.
Mr. Mackay
will
have
Mr.

Brophy design him a new 22-footer for 1907.
Rene
SECOND ENTRY FoR Lipton Cup RACE TO BERmMupA.—Mr. W. B. Goddard has entered his sloop
Bonnie Kate, which he purchased from Commodonreme: Bellows, Bensonhurst Y. C., in the race
for the Lipton ‘Cup, under the auspices of the
Brooklyn Y. C., to Bermuda.

Ree
Diana Fittinc Out.—Diana, ex Delaware, Mr.
Percy Chubb, is fitting out at the Morse yard,
South Brooklyn, in charge of Captain Houghton.

RRe
AMORITA TO GO TO GREAT LAKES.—Mr. Richard
Mansfield has sold to Mr. Walter Dupee, of Chicago, his schooner yacht Amorita.
This will be
the largest sailing yacht on the lakes.
Amorita
was designed by Mr. F. Cary Smith and has been
a well known boat for a number
of years
in

Sound racing.

A. C. A. Membership.
NEW

Y. C.—The

S. Coler

centerboard schooner Rusalka from Dr. F. T.
Rogers, of Providence, R. I. Rusalka was designed and built by Lawley in 1896, and is of the
following dimensions:
Length over all, 63it.;
waterline, 45ft.; breadth, r5ft. 7in.; draft Sft.

MEMBERS

Central Division—Arthur
B. Strayer,

both

W. B. Morris;

PROPOSED.

W. Cowell and John

of Springdale,

Lewis

Pa., and

both

Russell, Wilkinsburg,

by

Pa.,

by H. D. James.

Eastern
dence,

Division.—William

R. I., by S. B. Burnham.

A. Heath,

Provi-
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REVOLVER
CARTRIDGES
Are the Best Kind of
Burglary
Insurance.
$16,000,000 was taken by burglars last
year in New York City alone, as against a
fire loss

erin

of $10,000,000.

Gs

Caf=

tridges are good for home protection and
Wie yaratee.sute .and
bad for burglars.
reliable for sport, target practice or protection.
Make

BRIDGEPORT,
Agency, 313 Broadway,

New

York

CONN.,

U.

S. A.
Cal.

Depot, 86-88 First Street, San Francisco,

City

Trapshooting.

May
May

If you want your shoot to be announced
send a notice like the following:

Valuables.

COMPANY

CARTRIDGE

METALLIC

UNION

THE

a Good Safe for Your

here

May
May

Fixtures.
April 26.—Oswego,
N. Y.—RiversideG. C.
E. H.
Stowell, Sec’y.
April 26.—Edgewater, N. J.—Palisade G. C. all-day shoot.
April 27.—Grafton, W. Va.—Monongahela_ Valley Sportsman’s League of West Virginia, under auspices of
the Grafton R. and G. C. W. B. Stuck, Sec’y.
May 1-3.—Oklahoma and Indian Territory State shoot.
May 2-3.—Rensselaer (Ind.) G. C.
May 2-3.—Syracuse, N. Y.—People’s G. C. tournament.
Fred. G. Millard, Mgr.
May 3.—Fairview (N. J.) G. C. all-day shoot.
May 7-8.—Vicksburg,
Miss.—Mississippi_
Delta
League
second amateur tournament.
J. J. Bradfield, Sec’y.
May 8.—Bergen Beach (L. I.)
G. C.
eee
ah (N. Y.) G. C. tournament. B. D. Nobles,
ec’y.
May 810.—New London (Ia.) G.'C. shoot.
Dr. C. E.
Cook, Sec’y.
May 9-10.—Coffeyville,
Kans.—Missouri
and
Kansas
League
of Trapshooters’
tournament.
Dr.
C. B.
Clapp, Sec’y, Moberly, Mo.
May 9-10.—Indianapolis, Ind.—State League shoot, under
auspices of Limited G
May 9-10.—Wilmington, Del.—Annual spring tournament
Delaware
State
Trapshooters’
League
under
the
auspices of the Wawaset Gun Club.
W. M. Foord,
Sec’y.
J
May 9-11.—Columbus (O.) G. C. tournament.
F. Shattuck, Sec’v.
May
12.—Wilkes-Barre,
Pa.,
Grand
Jubilee |shooting
tournament.
E. L. Klipple, Mgr.
May 15-17.—Nashville,
Tenn.—The
Interstate
Association’s
Southern
Handicap
tournament,
under
the
auspices of the Cumberland Park G. C.; $1,000 added
money. Elmer E. Shaner, Sec’y-Treas., Pittsburg. Pa.
May 15-18.—Milton, Pa.—Pennsylvania_State Sportsmen’s
Association tournament.
Fred A. Godcharles, Sec’y.

May

16-17.—Greenville
A.

McCaughey,

16-17.—Auburn,

(O.)

Sec’y.

Gun

Club

N. Y., tournament.

tournament.
Knox

H.

& Knapp,

Mgrs.

17.—Montpelier (Vt.) G. C. tournament.
Dr. C. H.
Burr, Sec’y.
22.—Hartford,
Conn.—Consolidated
Gun Club Association.
Dr. D. C. Y. Moore, Sec’y, South Manchester.

22-23.—New
Bedford,
Mass.—Paskamansett
G. C.
E. G. Bullard, Sec’y.
23-24.—Dallas
(Tex.)
G. C. tournament.
EeoeAS
Moseley, Mgr., 264 Elm street.
May 23-25.—Bloomington,
I1l.—lIllinois State shoot.
May 24-25.—Wilson,
N. C.—North
Carolina Trapshoot*
ers’ Association, Sec’y
May 24.—Edgewater, N. J.—Palisade G. C.
May
24-25.—Owensboro,
Ky.—Kentucky
Trapshooters’
League fourth annual target tournament, under auspices of Davies County G. C._ James Lewis, Sec’y,
Owensboro, Ky.; F. Pragoff, Sec’y Ky. T. S. L.
May 24-25.—Montreal, Can.—Canadian Indians’ first annual
tournament.
Thomas A. Duff, High Scribe.
ba 24-25.—Ebensburg (Pa.) G. C. W. R. Thompson,
CCiY.
May 2-26.—Spokane, Wash.—Washington
State Sportsmen’s Association tournament.
G. C. Beck, Mgr.
May 24-25.—Ebensburg,
Pa., G. C.
W. R. Thompson,
Sec’y.
May
°%5.—Morgantown,
W.
Va.—Monongahela
Valley
Sportsman’s
League of West
Virginia,
under the
auspices of the Recreation R. and G. C,
Elmer F.
Jacobs, Sec’y.
May 29-30.—Pittsfield, Mass.—Oak Hill G. C. J. Ransehousen, Sec’y.
May 29-30.—Rochester G. C.
May 29-30.—Grand Rapids, Mich.—Michigan State Trapshooters’ League shoot, under auspices of Consolidated Sportsmen’s Association.
May 30.—Mechanicsville (N.Y.) Game_ Protective Associa: .
G. Singerland, Sec’y.
tion second annual tournament.
shoot.
May 30.—Ossining
(N. Y.) G. C. merchandise
C. G. Blandford, Capt.
May 30.—Edgewater, N. J.—Palisade G._C.
May 30.—McKeesport, Pa.—Enterprise G. C. tournament.
Geo. W. Mains, Sec’y.
May

May

30.—Utica,

N.

Y.—Riverside

G.

C.

annual

tourna-

ment.
E. J. Loughlin, Sec’y.
30.—Utica, N. Y.—O.
C. S. A. G. C. Decoration
Day shoot.
May 30.—Newport, R. I.—Aquidneck G. C, tournament.
Chas. M. Hughes, Sec’y, 8 Ayrault St.
May 30-31.—Monte Ne, Ark., target tournament.
June 5.—Fairmont, W. Va.—Monongahela Valley Sportsman’s League of West Virginia, under auspices of
May

Fairmont

G.

C.

Ed

H.

Taylor,

Sec’y.

Sportsman’s
June 5-7.—Lincoln,
Neb.—Nebraska
State
Geo, \L.
Association’s thirtieth annual tournament.
Carter, Pres.
June 5-7.—Newark, N. J.—New Jersey State Sportsmen’s
Association tournament.
W. R. Hobart, Sec’y.
June 5-8.—Dayton, O.—Ohio Trapshooters’
League twentieth annual tournament.
Rayburn,
Pres.

Added

money

$600.

C.

C.

June 7.—O!ney, Ill.—Hustlers’ G. C. D. P. Moore, Chmn.
June 12.—Bergen Beach (L. I.) G. C.
H. W. Dreyer,
Sec’y.
June 12-14.—Fairmont, W. Va.—Tenth annual tournament
of the West Virginia State Sportsmen’s Association,
under the auspices of Fairmont
Gun_Club;_
$1,000
added to purses.
E. H. Taylor, Mgr.; Ed. O. Bower,
Sec’y-Treas.
June 12-15.—Warm Springs (Ga.) G. C. tournament.
June 12-15.—Baltimore,
Md.—Maryland
County
shoot.
J. Mowell Hawkins, Mgr., 1630 John St., Baltimore.
June 12-16.—Buffalo, N. Y.—New York State Sportsman’s
Association (C. G. Blandford, Sec’y, Ossining) fortyeighth annual tournament, under the auspices of the
Infallible Gun Club.
Dr. E. J. McLeod, Sec’y.
June 13-14.—Fargo, N. D.—North Dakota
State Sportsmen’s
Association’s
twelfth
annual
tournament.
Robbins & Bailey, Mgrs.
AssociaInterstate
Ind.—The
olis,
19-22.—Indianap
June
tion’s

Grand

American

$1,000 added money.
Pittsburg, Pa.
June

26-27.—Bradford

(Pa.)

Handicap

Elmer
G.

E.

target

Shaner,

C. tournament;

tournament;

Sec’y-Mgr.,
$500

added.

Joseph Le Compte, Sec’y.
June 28.—Edgewater, N. J.—Palisade iG, Ey
July 2-3.—Stratford, Ont.—Pastime G. C. tournament.
W. Fisher, Sec’y for Com.
July 4—Edgewater, N. J —Palisade G. C.

A.
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July 4—Richmond, Va., G. C. J. A. Anderson, Sec’y.
July 10-11.—Carthage,
Mo.—The
Missouri
and
kansas
League of Trapshooters’ tournament.
4
July 17-19.—Philadelphia,
Pa.—The
Interstate
Association’s Eastern
Handicap
tournament,
under the ausices of the Florists’ Gun Club; $1,000 added money.

Zlmer E. Shaner, Sec’y-Megr., Pittsburg, Pa.
July 25.—Consolidated Gun Club Association of Connecticut

tournament.

J-Palignde

July

0G) CameA As

26.—Edgewater,
N.
Schoverling, Sec’y.
ey:
Aug. 8-10.—Hamilton, Ont.—Dominion of Canada Trapshooting Association’s sixth annual tournament.
W.
P. Thompson, Sec’y-Treas.
;
\
Aug. 13-17.—Kansas City, Mo.—Missouri, State Game and
Fish Protective Association twenty-ninth annual tournament.
R. S. Ellictt, Sec’y.
‘
tournament;
W. Va.—Indian
Aug. 14-17.—Parkersburg,
added money, $1,000.

DRIVERS AND

TWISTERS.

Secretary J. A. Anderson announces a big shoot to be
held by the Richmond, Va., Gun Club on July 4.
td
There are twelve i5-target events provided in the programme of the Shrewsbury Gun Club shoot, fixed to be
held on May 1.
Competition will commence
at 9:30.
Class:shooting.
The Secretary is W. H. Meyer.
t
The nineteenth shoot of the Keystone Shooting League
series, held at Holmesburg Junction, Pa., was won by
Mr. W. S. Harrison.
He tied on 19 out of 20 birds, and
in a shoot-off at 5 birds he killed straight and won.

®
The gratifying news reaches us that Mr. Fred
js recovering rapidly from his grievous attack of
matory rheumatism,
and that before long he
smashing targets with neatness and dispatch, as
short

ago.

Gilbert
inflamwill be
in days

Rx

Mr, E. C. Griffiths, of Pascoag, R. I., made high average at the shoot of the Haverhill, Mass., Gun Club, on
April 19. He scored 159 out of 175,
Climax was second
with 155; Kirkwood
third, 153; Gleason and Wheeler
fourth, 145.

.

A five-man team contest between the Wykagil Country
Club, of New Rochelle, N. Y., and the Montclair, N. J.,
Gun

Club,

on

the

grounds

of the

latter,

resulted

by a score

Montelair won
cellent contest,
Each man shot at 50 targets.

in an

ex-

of 213 to 203.

t
At the shoot of the New York Athletic Club, held at
Travers Island, N. Y., on April 21, the third contest for
the April cup was won by Dr. Loring, with a full score.
He also won first in another trophy event.
Capt. Borland
was winner in two closely contested events, each ot
which required a shoot-off to determine the winner.

x
At the shoot of the Independent Gun Club, Easton,
April 21, Mr. J. F. Pleiss was high amateur in
averages with a total of 171 out of 180; Mr. Kelly
second, 166; Heil third, 160.
Mr. J. M. Hawkins
high professional with 171.
Mr. Luther J. Squier
second with 148, and Neaf Apgar was third with 144.

Pan
the

was
was
was

®
The second of the team contests between Cincinnati,
Dayton and Columbus was shot on the grounds of the
Cincinnati, O., Gun Club on April 18, and resulted in a
victory for Cincinnati by a score of 887 to 862 for Dayton, and 839 for Columbus out of a possible 1000. There
ten

men

The

on

third

each

team,

contest

each

of

whom

will be held

at

100

at Columbus

shot

on

eR

The
ment,

programme

of the

May

Wilkes-Barre,

12,

at

Grand

Jubilee
Pa.,

shooting

presents

tourna-

an

attrac-

tive prize list. There are fifty merchandise prizes in the
Jubilee shoot, the cash totals of which are prizes, $150,
Dupont trophy, $25; professional prize, $25.
Entrance,
$1.50;

te

Dupont

trophy,

$1;

event is at 50 targets. Shooting
FE, L. Klipple is the manager.

total

entrance

commences

$2.50.

The

at 9 o’clock.

[APRIL 28, 1906.

The Cartaret Gun Club, of Garden City, L. I., has
issued invitations for a 50-target match, to be held on
May 5. A cup will be the prize to the winning fiveman

team,

and

another

cup

will

go

to

the

member

mak-

ing the highest score.
The clubs invited are the Crescent Athletic Club, Larchmont Yacht Club, Rockaway
Hunt
Club, Nassau
Country
Club, Country Club of
Westchester, Herron Hill Gun Club, and Yale, Princeton and Harvard gun clubs.

R
A correspondent sends us a clipping from the Wilmington, Del., News, as follows:
‘The Wawaset Gun
Club trophy, which will be shot for in the tournament to
be held on the grounds of that club on May 9 and 10,
will be placed on exhibition in a few days.
It is both
unique and handsome.
The trophy, which is a shield
of dark oak, has in the center a solid bronze head of
Sitting Bull, the famous Indian chief, wearing his war
bonnet.
The trophy was designed by Edward Banks,
of the E. I. duPont Powder Company, and the bronze
head work by N. C. Wyeth, the well-known artist, connected with the studio of Howard Pyle.
At the top of
the shield is a silver plate, with space for eighteen names.
At the bottom is another plate with this inscription:
“Wawaset Gun Club Championship Trophy.’ ”’
BERNARD WATERs.

Haverhill

Gun

Club.

HAVERHILL, Mass., April 21.—The Haverhill Gun Club
celebrated its tenth Patriots’ Day tournament, April 10.
The weather conditions were perfect, and excellent scores
resulted.
Thirty-three enthusiasts
participated.
There
were

a few

ot

the

always-present

troubles

that

cannot

be

foreseen,
but we hope everybody had a very pleasant
day’s outing.
Something over 5,000 targets were thrown.
In the 50-target handicap, Child, at 16yds., was first
with 46. Griffith, 2lyds., and Edwards at 17yds., tied for
second and third with 45.
Events 5, 6 and 7 were shot as the 50-target handicap.
All others at 16yds.
In the programme of 175, Griffith was high with 159;
Climax second, 155; Kirkwood third, 153; Gleason and
Wheeler fourth, 145. The summary follows:
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The English Hotel cup was held by Mr. H. A. Comstock, in his contest with the challenger, Mr. D. C.
Morris, April 21, on the grounds of the Indianapolis,
Ind., Gun Club.
The winner was challenged by Mr.
Joseph Michaelis, challenge was accepted, and Saturday
of this week was fixed upon to secure a definition.
The
scores were:
Comstock 82, Morris 72.
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Club.

RicHMOND, Va., April 19.—Hierewith are the scores of
our shoot Saturday.
Kindly announce our big Fourth
of July shoot.
A dizzy-dazzle of wind-driven dust, which cut like fine
shot from an invisible gun, and targets climbing into the
clouds like scared teal, then diving for the ground like a
missed snipe, were some of the conditions under which
a baker’s dozen of scatter gun artists faced the traps
Saturday at the Richmond Gun Club shoot.
Anderson was high in the 100-targets, closely followed
by Fultz.
MacLelland was high in 50 and had a straight
25, which was good in such a gale of wind.
The boys were glad to see Mr. Fultz.
He left for his
future home, Cincinnati, Sunday.
Richmond loses a good
citizen and the shooting fraternity one of its best shots.
He had just received his handsome
badge from the
Peters Cartridge Co., emblematic of second high amateur
average, West End Gun Club, 1905.
Mr. Gus Greiff was calling on the trade this week.
More
interest among
beginners
in trapshooting than
was

ever

known

here

so

early

Shot at. Brk.
J A Anderson...100
85
ulizascticc ceases 100
83
“V Hechler ...... 100
72
SLA lODee ncn. 100
72
P J-Flippen...c. 15
54
R H Johnson... 75
54
MacLelland
50
45

in the

season.

Shot at. Brk.
G Robinson
50
42
Dumptyeeacestas 50
36
Dr Dennis ee. 25
19
EL Ut Ger encents steers 25
18
ly Wiley Ticeueccs 25
15
A Anthony, Jr.. 25
12
SHOOTER.

Independent

Gun

Club.

Easton, Pa.—The third annual tournament of the Independent Gun Club was held April 21, and was a success, as can be noted by the scores below.
Seven professionals were present, representing their different companies—Messrs. T. H. Keller, Neaf Apgar, Frank Butler,
J. M. Hawkins, Sim Glover, Luther J. Squier and W. J.
Hearne.
Amateurs were present from the surrounding
States, Pennsylvania, New Jersey and New York.
Mr. J. F. Pleiss, of Easton, Pa., took high ,average,
and certainly was entitled to it, for he gave the finest
exhibition of target shooting ever seen in this section and
ended by tying Mr. J. M. Hawkins, who also made the
remarkable score of 171 breaks out of 180 targets shot at.
With the conditions all taken into consideration, the
scores were remarkable, as in the first place the trap
threw a very hard target, and a very speedy one, and at
the same time was not working at its best, and was apt
to balk shooters by throwing broken targets, etc.
This score made by Mr. Pleiss is the highest score
ever made by any man in the Lehigh Valley in a tournament, and for this reason the Independent Gun Club is
very proud to own him as one of their members.
He will
be one of the representatives of this club at the Pennsylvania State shoot this year, and will give there a
good account of himself.
Closely following him came Kelly, of Brooklyn, then
Heil, from Allentown in the amateur class.
In the profesona) class, after Hawkins came Luther Squier and
Apgar.
After the shoot the visitors left, feeling well pleased
with the way in which they were treated.
The club’s
motto is: ‘‘Treat people right and they will tell others.
Treat them wrongly,
‘they will saw wood’ and
say
nothing.’’
The following are the scores:
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Epw. F. Markey, Rec. Sec.

Ossining

Gun

Club.

Osstninc, N. Y., April 21.—Scores herewith were made
to-day at the regular bi-monthly shoot of the Ossining
Gun Club.
The main event was No. 2, for the Weskora
cup, use of two barrels allowed.
The conditions were:
Distance handicap, 25 targets, win three times to own.
Hyland, who already had two wins to his credit, distinguished himself by getting a final win to-day.
The
cup, a very fine one, was presented to the club by Mr.
Edw. McDonald, proprietor of the Weskora Hotel.
We
were glad to welcome to-day Mr. W. Haight, of the
Laflin & Rand Powder Co., who is improving very fast
in his shooting, having but lately taken it up.
Scores:
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Club.

Westuore, N. D., April 19.—Herewith find scores of
the Westhope Gun Club’s first. weekly shoot.
We have
a young but enthusiastic organization, and hope, with a
little practice, to be able to show a better score sheet
in future.
There were high winds.
Following are the
scores of the Peters trophy contest:
BE GEPhipps ssc sneer +220
W Reynolds ...... ovesihele
W
Etilemaniess
de cseesine 19
W. ‘Canipin fiance Sevens 12
A
URVeo eases ecocecenatee.s 15
N.' Lien Wet isceseseer eal
ASKING Potitconise coecran rors14
T Leetee atte BB e Seb
C Baker
T Fotheringham .......
C Johnson .
L. QO. Wall items
T Trimble
A Knowlton .
Webraseeer
eves tierce
S Acheson
9
-Ed Baker
A Fulwiler
.9
T Findlay
J Neville
cise ues Srareds
AS Bauman vieisecer
vissteieieee 12
W Cooper
Tom I, HrLtemMan.
“‘Farsyte’s wedding took place to-day,” remarked Popley, ‘and no one can say it was a hasty wedding.”
plies his preparations for it deliberately, eh?’ asked
igsby.
d “T should say so. Why, he’s prepared for everything.
He even asked me what was a good remedy for cholera

infantum.”
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Missouri

State Game

and

Fish

Protective

Assn.

Kansas City, Mo.—At a meeting of this association
April 10, it was decided to change the dates of the
29th annual tournament of this association, for the following reasons:
The Interstate Association have taken the same dates
as the Missouri State Game and Fish Protective Association, for their shoot at Nashville, and this through
no fault of this association, as our dates were ciaimed
long before the Interstate Association named their dates
for the Nashville tournament.
We have decided not to
conflict with them in the matter of dates.
In addition to this there are five tournaments scheduled to take place in the territory directly contributory
to Kansas City within the next five weeks, and realizing
that these
tournaments
will draw
heavily
from
the
ranks of the tournament shooters, we have decided that
the dates announced
by us for our State tournament
should be withdrawn.
We are now trying to arrange with the Indians to
give us their dates at Parkersburg, West Virginia, in
August; they to change their dates to the week preceding us.
If we succeed in this arrangement, it will bring
the three best tournaments of the year in line as follows:
Indian
shoot at Parkersburg,
West
Virginia,
second
week in August; Missouri State Game and Fish Protective Association, third week in August, and the Interstate Association’s Western Handicap at Denver, Colo.,
the fourth week in August.
We will advise you at a later date if these arrangements are carried out.
In the mean time, kindly announce that the dates of May 15 to 19 are cancelled as
the dates for holding the 29th annual tournament of the
Missouri State Game and Fish Protective Association
and until further notice the tournament is indefinitely
postponed,
R. S. Exvriott, Sec’y-Treas.

Mass.,
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Dover, Del., April 19.—The shoot of the Dover Gun
Club, held to-day, had a programme of ten events, each
at 15 targets.
Mr. W. R. Crosby again placed O’Fallon,
Ill., on the map by scoring 148 out of 150.
Mr. Luther
if "Squier, the champion
of Delaware, was riding in
close pursuit of Crosby with a total of 144.
The other
Delaware ex-champions present were Mr. C. L. Terry,
of Camden, 140; Messrs. W. M. Foord and A. B. Richardson, 139 each.
There was a large crowd in attendance, the marvelous
feats of Mr. Adolph Topperwein with rifle, revolver and
shotgun being a feature of special and rare interest.
Scores:
Shot
Events:
HieZeo 40
Ole oeno LO
at.
Bri:

So noenpoaae

rifle, like history,

ple in construction and not apt to get out of order. For city,
country or camp it is the gun of the day. To get the best
results alway use Winchester make of cartridges in this rifle.
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handy little take-down

repeats itself. As a means of pleasure and sport it is as far
ahead of any other .22 caliber as an automobile is ahead of
the historic one horse shay, ‘True lovers of sport find great
fun with it shooting moving small game where shotguns
have heretofore generally been used. Afterloading this rifle,
allthat it isnecessary to do to shoot it ten times is to pull the
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.22 CALIBER AUTOMATIC RIFLE.

THE practice shoot of this club held on their grounds
at Red House Crossing on the afternoon of April 14,
drew out only a few shooters, the day being cold and
windy.
The 150 target race between Le Noir and Snow
resulted in a victory for Snow, who broke 128 targets
to Le Noir’s 126. Part of the events were shot over the
extra set of traps for practice, prior to the big tournament of Patriots Day.
Scores by events follow:
Events:
ecu Sece DO eGs CieiSa OA Lie Io ds) 14,
TOE FIMOAIoeweie e asice's's s Seles

STREAM.

WINCHESTE

Kansas City, Mo., April 17.—Referring to our letter
canceling the dates of the twenty-ninth annual tournament of the Missouri State Game and Fish Protective
Association,
I now
desire to announce
the dates of
Aug. 13-17, for holding the twenty-ninth annual tournament of the Missouri State Game and Fish Protective
Association.
This tournament will be held at the Blue
River shooting grounds in this city, and nothing will be
left undone to give our visiting sportsmen a pleasant
week’s sport at the trops.
We desire to express our thanks to the Indians, and
the Mallory Bros., of Parkersburg,
for conceding
us
their dates, as this will bring three of the best shoots
of the year tight in line, as follows:
The Indian shoot
at Parkersburg, the second week; the Missouri
State
shoot at Kansas City the third week, and the Grand
Western
Handicap
at
Denver
the
fourth week
in
August.
These three shoots are so widely separated in
distance that local interests will not conflict, while they
will line up all the tournament trotters, so that they
can be in attendance at all three of the tournaments.
Ross Evriort, Sec’y.
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Piedmont Gun Club.
PizEpMonT,
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programme

at 15 targets.

The

con-

pro-

fessionals present were Messrs. H. H. Stevens, J. R.
Taylor and Joe Garland.
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Eighteen shooters were on hand April 21, and took
part in the Clements trophy contest.
The weather was
delightful, and the boys had no trouble in locating the
targets, until about 5 o’clock, when a high wind suddenly sprang up, and after that the scores suffered.
In
the trophy event Ahlers made high score, 49, Faran
Considerable
second with 47, Trimble and Horace 46.
practice shooting was done.
Faran was high with 172
out of 200, 86 per cent.; French also broke 172 out or
220, a little over 78 per cent.; Horace got 149 out of 175,
85 per cent.
Shooting at 12 pairs, Horace broke 20 and
Gambell 16.
Clements

trophy,

50 targets,

all at 16yds.:
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Cincinnati—Dayton—Columbus.
[he
second
contest
in the series of
matches was shot April 18 on the Cincinnat tri-city team
i Gun Club
grounds, and was won by the home team
by 25 targets

over

Dayton,

and

48 over

[he day was an
of wind to disturb

Columbus.

ideal one for shooting—not a breath
the flight of the targets.
In almost

€very case the men
shot up to their usual mark.
Fortysix shooters took
part in the various
events,
the programme
calling
for ten
20-target
events,
$2 entrance

four moneys; divided 35, 30, 20 and 15 per cent.
‘
Nearly two hundred spectators, among them
a number
of ladies, watched the sport with interest.
The visiting teams arrived about 10:30 and shooting
began
gi

at

once,
SF the

1 o clock,

first
s

Watkins

five

and

Ike,

events s

bei
being

of Dayton,

were

is
finished

high

at

with

96 each.
Sunderbruch
second with 95, which included
straight run of over 80.
Ahlers accounted for SB):
Dinner
was served at 11:30, and a hot lunch
was

the table all the afternoon,
other

refreshments

on

with

the

abundance

side

free

to

There was some delay in getting
and the first squad did not get to

about

2:25.

After

once

starting,

camera

and

had

a

picture

one.

teams
firing

everything

smoothly, anda little before 5 o’clock
but the shouting, and each team had

a
on

of cigars and

every

the
the

arranged,
line until
went

along

it was all over
faced Gambell’s

‘‘took.”

The teams were about the same as lined up at Dayton,
few changes being made.
Columbus put in Chamberlin
in place of Jennings and J. H. Smith instead of Ward,
the

latter

being

unable

to

shoot

on

account

of

j

illness.

Dayton replaced Schwind with Miller and Oldt with Ike.
The home team made but one change, Sunderbruch taking Faran’s place.
lhe boys did much better work than in Dayton in
almost
every case.
Trimble added 3 to his Dayton
score,

6,

Bonser

Randall

10,

Edwards

13, Dick

2 targets.

The

(Barker)

6, Ahlers

race

was

19.

10,

Bleh

until

the

Maynard

7,

Pohlar

fell

behind

last

round.

the
same,
as
both
Dayton went all to

teams
pieces,

a close

one

In the first round the home team got a lead of 5 targets,
182 to 177 Dayton cut this down to 4 with a score of
178 to 177 in the second round.
In the third round they
reduced the Cincy’s’ lead to 3, with 169 to 168.
The

fourth
round
left
broke 180.
In the

breaking

and

the

the
last

score
round

only 158 to 180, losing

match

by

26 targets.

the round

Bonser,

by 22 targets,

of the

home

team,

tied with
R. Heikes,
of Dayton,
for high individual
score on 97; Watkins, of Dayton, second, with 96; Ralph
Trimble third, 94.
Messrs. Weinman
and G. Hodapp
gave good satisfaction as referees.
Ed. Trimble and Bob Ward scorers.
ten

In

the

R.

Heikes

events

second,

day

of the

was

high

with

third

with

186.

Watkins

Trimble

R.

189.

192,

Arthur Gambell had charge
things
went
along
smoothly.

of the shoot, and of course
Shooting
was
over
both

sets

“hoodoo”

not

of traps,
seem

to

and
rattle

even
the

the

last

match,

to

be

2 set

could

boys.

Cincinnati is now only
for the two shoots, and
the

No.

shot

24 behind Dayton
has a fair chance
at

Following are the winnings
money in the frst five events.

Columbus

on

Fishinger

$6.05,

Cumberland

in the total
of winning
May

8.

of those who got in the
The office work was done

$2.05,

Gross

$10.20, Webster
$7.50,

$9.45,

H.

E.

$4, Shattuck $6.20,

J.

H.

Smith

$2.45,

$11.70,
H.
Bullerdick

Heikes
$3.25, Pohlar $4.60, Le Compte
$6.95,
95 cents,
Faran $4.30, Ahlers $13.35, McCon-

nell $13.35, R. Trimble $8.90, Bleh $3.15, Lindenmuth $6.75,
A. Sunderbruch $15.80, Bonser 4.45, Barker $4.80.
In the
last five events:
Rhoads $4.85, Gross $8.50, Webster $4.20,
Shattuck $6.85, Cumberland $4.30, Rike $10.50, Craig $5.10,
Ike $1.70, Cain $11.80, Watkins
$16, Pohlar $5.10, Ahlers

$8.50, McConnell $7.70, Lindenmuth $5.50, Bonser $18.25,
Barker $16.90, Fultz $4.90, Gambell $7.55, Le Compte $5.95,
Faran

$11.70.

Some extra events
team race, the sport
a

were shot at the conclusion of the
being kept up until too dark to see

target.

Every
and

events:

BOnSer ya amc tera eeeee 98
IRAgdall
Ue..aetectenceeeite96

Aqatibell?
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Rike $12.20, Craig $6.05, Ike $21.15, Cain $8.40, Carr $5.45,
Buckeye $1.90, Watkins $15.55, Miller $7.20, R. O. Heikes

45

target

$10.95,

Smith $7.10, Chamberlin

Club.

THERE was a large attendance at the grounds on April
15, in spite of the threatening weather, and some good
scores were made.
In the Ackley trophy event eleven
men shot their scores, Sundy and Trimble being high
with 48. In a 100-target race, Bonser was high with 98.
Sundy and Randall each broke 96, the latter making a
run of 76 straight.
Ackley

STREAM.

by Gambeli, and every one got what was coming to him
within ten minutes of the closing of the last event.
Rhoads

Cincinnati,

AND

one went home

entertainment,

and

well

pleased

voted

the

with the day’s sport

shoot

one

ever held on the grounds.
The scores:
Sweepstakes, 20 targets each, $2 entrance,
a5, 30, 20 and 15 per cent.:
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Notes.

A few shooters visited the Springfield
Gun
Club’s
grounds on April 14, and shot in three sweeps of 25
targets each.
Del Gross was high with 64, Snyder 62,
Wink 51, Poole 57.
The members
are beginning to
practice for the May tournament.

Zenas Craig, one of the best shots in Dayton, and one
of the most popular trapshooters of this section, has
moved to Williamsport, Pa. The shooters of that locality
are to be congratulated on this acquisition to their ranks
of a good shot and a good fellow.
The Greenville Gun Club has put in a new Leggett
trap, and with the set of experts is prepared to handle a
big crowd at their tournament in May.
They also have
a commodious club house and a big shooting shed, su
that shooting can go on regardless of the weather, and
all have plenty of shelter.
The grounds are easy of
access, being only a few minutes’ walk from the hotels.
The Here He Goes Gun Club, of Cincinnati, held the
first shoot of the season at their grounds, Price Hill,
April 15.
Fifteen shooters were present.
The club has
been presented with a handsome trophy by the Peters
Arms Co.
H. Osterfeld was high gun with 38 ‘each,
Geo. Lowry 37, F. Medes 36, J. H. Storey 35, Ed. Daiker
34, J. Osterfeld and F. Osterfeld 29 each.
Seven men were on hand April 15 for the shoot of the
Glen Airy Gun Club, Cincinnati.
Klein led the bunch
with 37 out of 50, Hoeffle 36, Rack 35, Gehring 34, Yeatman 32, Smith and Algire 22 each.
;
The
monthly
contest for the championship
cup of
northern Ohio was held at the Cleveland Gun Club’s
grounds on April 14.
Nine men entered this event.
Hogen was high man with 85, a very fine score under
the hard weather conditions.
Jack second, 83; Hopkins
80, Nelson 79, Shelden 77, J. I. C. 75, Freeman_58, and
Ford 55.
For the day,
Jack was high with 165 out of
200.
Shelden 143 and Hopkins 137 out of 175.
Hogen
106 out of 125.
;
April 16 was a fine day, and quite a bunch of members
attended the regular shoot of the Greenville Gun Club.
Four members who were not present at the previous
shoot were allowed to shoot their scores in a special
match.
Baker was high with 49, including his handicap
of 2 added targets, Kirby (5) 48, Huddle (12) 47, McKeon
(8) 39. In to-day’s shoot McKeon (14) led with a total
of 57, Huddle (10) 53, McCaughey (12) 49, Kirby (2) 45,
Eidson (12) 48, Smith (15) 44, Wolf (5) 44, Fouts (18) 45,
Baker (1) 48, Warner (8) 42, Ludwig (15) 24. Baker was
high gun for the day with 86 out of 100.

In Other

Places.

The Winona,
Minn.,
Gun
Club is holding regular
meetings at the Arlington Club.
;
:
:
For a starter of the 1906 season at Minneapolis, Minn.,
inclement weather limited the attendance at the opening
of the gun club at Intercity Park, April 15. The secretary reports that trophies for the season were donated
by Jacobs Jewelry Co., and Rentz Bros.
A meeting to
decide about the tournament will be held soon.
The Springfield, O., shooters will meet Friday of each
week at 1:30, as the members are now eager for the
sport on account of the good weather, and they are
very desirous of getting into the best of shape for the
May tournament.
‘
News comes from Pine River, Minn., that the members
of the gun club are getting grounds in shape for an
early practice on clay targets.
The park will be located
acress the river on land owned by Dr. John Curo.
?
Abilene, Kans., will be associated with the shooting
iron so long as the name Wild Bill is not forgotten.
But it must be thirty-five years since he shot the cowboys to a standstill.
Nowadays the Indians that meet
there are Gottlieb, Adams, Plank and Sherman.
They
meet to burst up all the clay targets possible, and have
as associates that other old timer, Bill Eicholtz.
The
Ind:ans outshoot the residents, viz.: 100 targets: Adams
90, Gottlieb 86, Plank 73, Sherman
70.
Then comes
Pennington 69, Thayer 69, Julian 67, Eicholtz 50, Giles 46,
Tavlor 54, Sauer 49, Cramer 31.
;
The old and well-established Mountain Gun Club, Chattanooga, Tenn., has held their annual meeting, with the
following result:
Officers were elected and a decision
was made to hold a tournament during the year.
Officers:
President, Kuth Webb; Vice-President, A. L.
Chicester; Secretary, C. L. Morrison; Treasurer, W. O.
Burks; Field Captain, C. W. Goodlake.
One of the May 30 shoots will be that of the Paducah,
Ky., Rifle and Revolver Club.
As this will be the first
of the season, there will be much interest in the large
array of prizes.
Members
of the Panhandle
Gun
Club, Logansport,
Ind., will hold a meeting for the purpose of reorganizing.
Some new members will be taken in, and the club
will launch the 1906 shooting.
A new gun club has been formed at Hooper, Weber
county, Utah, with J. E. Stoddard, President;
BE:
Simpson, Vice-President; Frank Munsse, Secretary, and
V. G. Simpson, Treasurer.
Chas. Lamme, of Attica, Ind., was one of the visitors
at Crawfordsville, Ind., on the occasion of the twentythird annual tournament.
Col. Collison, one of the Western
“cracks”? at clay
targets,

has

started

out

for

a

tour,

and

will. visit

Idaho

Falls, Pocatello, Blackfoot, and all Idaho towns, with a
purpose
of interesting all the saucer-smashers in the
Salt Lake tournament of May 2 and 3. The committee in
charge report having received an entry from the wellknown powder expert, Hood Waters.
When the West Chester, Pa., Gun Club hold their next
meeting, one of the pleasant features will be the array of
new members who have lately joined the club.
The Monongahela, Pa.. Gun Club report a fine afternoon’s sport recently.
The attendance was good and the
participants are capable of making better scores.
There

was

a

good

attendance

of shooters

at the

Parker

Gun Club, Milwaukee,
recently.
Shooters were badly
handicapped by rain and wind, yet Mr. R. A. King was
high with 142 out of 175.
Mr. W. D. Stannard made 84
out of 100.
Messrs. Kane and Dreyfuss also made good
SCOres.

Officers of the Proctor, Minn., Gun Club have sent ap- .
plication to the fish hatchery for 30,000 brook trout fry
Bane deck to stock Rocky Run, Pine River and Linn
reek,
Col. Anthony and E. W. Sanford were guests of the
Richmond, Va., Gun Club en their last meeting day, as
was T. Haze Keller. J. A. Anderson was high man with
116 out of 125. Scores, 125 targets:
Janowskie 114, W. S.
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The most accurate and reliable cartridges are the U. S.,as proven

by careful tests made by the

U. S. Government experts.

MANUFACTURED

UNITED

STATES

are

attractive

and

permanent,

and

the

season

starts

off

with the members much enthused.
Some dozen Nevada, Ia., gun shots met at the City
Hail jiast Thursday
evening and carried out the preliminary work of organizing a gun club.
Ira Kempkis
was

elected

President;

Pearle

R.

Frasier,

Vice-President,

and Swede Ostling, Secretary and Treasurer.
At the
next meeting by-laws and constitution will be adopted
and grounds will be selected, where weekly shoots may
be held.
Garfield, Tex., Shooting Club has been organized for
innocent trapshooting and club maintenance.
H. W. F.
Meischen, Ed. Block, Eilert Mueller are incorporators.
Joseph Mark won medal A; William Weber, B, and
Jackson, C, at the shoot held Sunday last by the Pastime
Gun
Club, Detroit, Mich.
Scores at 25 targets:
H.
Guthard 17, Temley 9, Clark 5, Weber 16, Whitmore 20,
W.

Weber

16, Mark

13,

Jackson

Schaebodee

16,
16,

23, Ford

C.

Weiser

Stark

13,

18, McWhorter

21,

Hannebaur

Bauerice

14,

8, McMillen

16,

Kaiser

Hirth

11,

8,

Becker

8, Mack 8, Keller 12.
A committee representing the Tucson, Ariz., Gun Club
has stated that the club is anxious and willing to accommodate the Douglas Club with a match at clays.
The
members also state that if any club in the Territory will
send a team they will assure them a royal reception, a
good time, and in addition a beating at that, when it
comes to marksmanship.
The Grafton, Va., Gun Club has secured new grounds,
situated on the Knott’s Farm, near the city reservoir,
at which place the opening shoot will be held latter part
of this month.
Perey Collins now holds the lead with 142 in the contest for the shotgun offered by the Pueblo, Colo., Gun
Club.
Only Stroth has any show to tie him.
Last Sunday many of the members were after ducks, and those
present at the shooting park had to contend with a high
wind, yet Collins made 27 out of 30, and then 24 out of
25 for powder trophy.
Scores:
Carter 8 out of 10,
Killeen

10,

Woodworth
10.

Total

Lannon

9, McKinney

7, Stone

scores:

lins 142, Graham

7, Young

Killeen

121,

W.

S.

Doty

and

118,

Kingsley

127. Stone 126, Young 115.
the

MASS.,

U.S. A.

497-503 Pearl St., 35-43 Park St, New York.

MacLelland 110, Col. Anthony 107, Sam Taylor 101, Mixie
95. At 100: T. H. Keller, Jr., 91, H. Brown 85, Dennis
80, R. H. Johnson 80, A. G. Anthony 57, Fairfield 68,
George C. Robinson 40, Smith 19, Jennings 19, C. Bellups
18 out of 25, Dr. Crosby 12, Chas. Angle 12, Wiley
Lawrence 25.
;
Quite an interest was taken by the Baintree, Minn.,
Gun Club at their last regular shoot.
Some very high
scores were made, as the following will show.
The per
centage made by each was:
James 96, Young 94, White
93, Wocdward 91, Frank 88, Roy 89, Worthing 89, Carver
89, Baker 88, F. Carr 86, Churchill 85, Hubbard 83, E.
Carr 83, Morse 82, Carson 81, Hay 78, Harrison 76, Dowe
71. The club has fine grounds, and their headquarters

6,

Galloway

7, Gray

Price

124,

members

Carter

Folkner

of the

9; Fish

9, Killeen

122,

Salt

128,

5,

7, Roy

120,

Col-

Hughes

Lake

Gin

Club

are

for the

busy

May

with

2 and

their

114-116

preparations

and_

J. F.

of Butte,

3 shoot.

Cowan,

solicitations
Mont.,

has signified his intention of taking part, and will carry
away some of the money so liberally added.
Reports from Janesville, Wis., state that the Badger
Gun Club will start this week with the season shoots.
This

is a large

connected

club,

with

and

trolley

as

there

cars,

are

the

many

towns

attendance

nearby

should

be

large.
Guptill
has been
heard
from.
This
time
at home,
where
two
of the members
beat him
shooting.
Leese,
who won
the medal last year, must be a wonder, as he

starts out with a straight score of 25.
be

two

have

classes

of

a chance

Leese

25,

to

shooters,

win

Hangen

and

22,

Thie year there will

the

prizes.

Class

Phillips

weaker

20,

A,

shooters

will

25 targets:

Kast

19,

A.

Davis

16,

Goward 20, Guptill 21.
Class B:
Yates 22, Gerrish 21,
Ridley 17, Krelwitz 2, Boekinoogen 14, Mrs. Ridley 10.
The Penn Gun Club, Norristown, Pa., has started a
series of matches that will run until April 1, 1907.
The
first Wednesday, first Thursday and first Saturday will
constitute one match,
and the
be the second.
All will shoot

made,

and

then

the winner

last at 25 targets,

Tyson

third days as above will
at 16yds. until a win is

goes

won

back

a yard.

23,

Dennison

with

the

day

Center

last.

birds:

Burgess
held an
between

last

Club,

were

Mumbower

7, Lamors

the

Norristown,

hotly
9,

Pa.,

contested,

Sawyer

8,

6, Schaeffer

Niemeyer
secretary

shooting

Rod

clubs

the 1906
the year.

of

will

the

Ten
8,

6, Wiemer

5,

and

broke 76 to Judge’s 63.
writes from Flora, Ind.,

is cordially

Members

Satur-

viz.:

5.

Wilkes-Barre

season
Every

and
one

Gun

Trimountain,

the

that

the

Club
race
East

gun

hold weekly
meets
at all interested
in

invited to participate

attend

in these affairs.

Baltic

Houghton

and

future.
to

lows,

Lewis

come

Youngblood

together

7 live

birds:

for

100

and

birds,

Youngblood

Howard

$200.

Bates

Scores

7, Broden

as

fol-

7, Acker

7,

McMillen
7, Chapman
7, Butler 6, Smith 6, McWhorter
5, Weigle 4, Szane 4, Wall 5, English 6, Ford 4, Bates 7.
The Jackson, Tenn., Gun Club has opened the season

and
In

will
the

shoot

first

at Highland

contest,

Fred

Park

Dawson

Wednesday
made

the

afternoons.
highest

score

with 21, against 19 for Messrs. Akin and Campbell.
There is an awakening at Salt Lake City.
At 50 bluerocks, Shemwell was high with 43.
Cal. Callison was not
satisfied, and went after another 50, and this time made
45 to
Shemwell’s
44.
There
will
be
shooting
every

Sunday.
The Union
Club, of Dennison and Ulrichsville, O.,
held their annual meeting in Ulrichsville,
Friday last
and selected the following officers:
O. L. Peters, President:

W.

G.

Smith,

Riehl

and

R.

O.

Vice-President;

C.

L.

Romig,

Sec-

retary and Treasurer; James Carson, Captain.
The opening shoot will be held May 5, at which many of the best
shots in the country will be present.
Such names as
W.
R. Crosby,
Raiph Trimble,
D. D. Gross,
Frank

22,

Jameston

important
shoot,
there being a 100-target
James
Judge
and
William
Niemeyer, of

club will start
the balance of

Mich.,

8,

5, Crawford

Saturday

Gun

matches

7, Harvey

Hopkins

End.
The

Square

The
Fulton

near
are

Market St., San Francisco,

Heikes

are

down

on

the

cards.

Saturday
broke

Queen 22, Knipe 22, Schniepp 21, Green 21, Wirdman
iebeanaals
Glover toon.
ost) 19a
Gross: 13:
Lovett 16, Berger 14, Schutz 13, Thomas 12, Lewis 12,
Tillford 9, Keyes 22.
Shooting live birds was the attraction at the grounds

of

COo.,

CARTRIDGE

LOWELL,
Agencies:

BY

Atlantic,

tournament

next

month.
Each
of these
clubs
are
holding regular
contests for club prizes,
and
there
should
be fine scores
made
when
they all meet together.

The Recreation Rod and Gun Club, Morgantown, W.
Va., will hold regular shoots every two weeks
until
Nov. 1.
The club at Houghton,
Mich., has joined the Wisconsin and Northern Michigan Gun Club Association,
and this has put new vim into many of those who in the
past were inclined to let their guns become rusty for
want of use.
At the three-day shoot held recently at Lagoon Park,
near Detroit, Mich., besides the live-bird events, there
were many special events, with more to come off in the

Bergen
Bergen
Events:

Beach,

L.

Beach
I.,

April

Gun Club.
21.—
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14
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Teeny
oes

nerve.

“Dinah,

will

who

Some

to the telephone.

Dinah?’

yer

marry

me?”

is it, please?’”’—April

aren
Ohh

Meets
bs

.
22

ets
2)
PE:

to his lady-love,

“VYaas,” was the reply.
“Say, Dinah, I want ter ask yer somethin’.”
“Vaas,”’ again.
“‘Yaas;

12
cts
dae

ae
oe
ee
22
24 14
16
22 12
LS. 228-13)
Deans
Sameer
S 0256
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6
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ae
1919)
12)
iy Tey
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a
Seem

25

Lippincott’s.

one
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SWEEP!

At the annual championship tournament of the Indoor .22 Caliber Rifle League of the United States, held at Grand Rapids, Mich., February 12-17, 1906,

PETERS

CARTRIDGES

ESTABLISHED

2481

OUT

THE

RECORD

OF A POSSIBLE
MADE

FIRST

WORLD’S

BY

W.

A.

D5OO

TEWES

HONORS

at Zettler Rifle Club Open Tournament, New York, March 10-17, 1906.
100 SHOT MATCH, won by Arthur Huhalek, score 2468.
Seven of the first ten prize-winners ued PETERS .22 SHORT CARTRIDGES.
ZIMMERMAN TROPHY, won by L. P. Ittel. BEST BULLSEYE, made by W. Rosenbaum.
L. C. Buss and L. P. Ittel made possible 225 on the Ring Target.
80% of the contestants in these matches used Peters Cartridges, THE SEMI-SMOKELESS KIND.
If there ever was the slightest doubt in any mind as to the superiority of Peters Cartridges of all calibers, that doubt has been dispelled for all time by the results of
the Sea Girt, Grand Rapids and New York tournaments.

The various winnings and high scores were not the result of accident but may

be credited to good holding

and

absolutely perfect ammunition.
The inevitable conclusion is that if Peters Cartridges of either large or small caliber, are equal to these most crucial tests, they
are the best to use in any kind of shooting, either for Target Practice, Hunting, Police, or Military purposes.

THE

PETERS

CARTRIDGE
NEW

YORK:

Camp Life in the Woods.
And

the

Tricks

of

Trapping

taining hints on camp
receipts

of the trapper,

ert

Pri

aye:

rice,

the. capture

Gibson.

and

use

+e all

Making.

of the traps,

fur-bearing

LIllustrated.

Chambers

-:-

Street,

T.

-:-

H.

Con-

Cloth,

with

animals.

300

The

Bird Grinnell.

And

Mr. Grinnell has for years been on terms of intimacy
two

of the three tribes

confederation

known

as the

which

made

Blackfoot

Manager

up the great

Nation,

and

having

history

of the

other papers.

$1.00.

he

has

ee

penetrated

FOREST

deep

AND

into

the

STREAM

secret

PUBLISHING

By Rowland

E. Robinson.

With

$2.00.
This

is a collection

| and

now

of papers

AND

STREAM

for the first time

on

different

themes con-

and other publications,

brought

together.

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO.

CO.

STEVENS RIFLE TELESCOPES
These Telescopes may be fitted to anv
standard make ofrifle, and combine all the
desirable features that contribute toward

the manufacture of a perfect product.
Stevens
“Rifle
Telescopes
are
Widely popular,
and because of their
meritorious
properties,
are
constantly

growing

in favor.

Send

for Complete

Stevens

“Little Krag”

Catalog,

illustrating

Prices,

J. STEVENS

$8.00

ARMS

CHICOPEE

FALLS,

New

O.

York

Office,

and

Telescope

all styles and

Sight

models.

to $42.00.

AND
P.

Rifle

Box

98

TOOL

COMPANY

5668

Chambers

ilius-

trations from drawings by~ Rachael: Robinson. . Price,

pages. | the confidence of the braves and wisest of the old men, | tributed to Forest

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO.

OHIO

Hunting Without a Gun.

Story of a Prairie People.
By George
Cloth, 300 pages.
Price, $1.76.

in- | with

By

CINCINNATI,

Keller,

Blackfoot Lodge ‘Tales.

Trap

shelter, all the tricks and bait
the

98

COMPANY.

Street.

MASSACHUSETTS
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prised events at
Events:
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Bound

Gun

At the IOWA

The State
of Red

12,

and

shoot

the

final

Carroll 7, Dr. Farr 7, Hobbs
5,
Sylvester
4,
Oakson
4,

Fisher 2.
Gold medal

event,

score:

10,

W.

Davis 7, Dr. Lucky 7, Sauter
Gorden 6, Slater 5, Oakson 4,

Montclair

won

by

Pardoe

Hooey

9,

6, Stell

Gun
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6,
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8,
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14-16,

by Mr.

1906,

F. A. Weatherhead,

was won by Mr. Lee R. Barkley, of Chicago.
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COMPANY,

Wilmington,

VERVE

money

-

Del.
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on

r

Guns, Diamonds, Watches

SIMPSON

-

One block above

New
Brooklyn

York

City

Bridge
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SHOOT TRIBUNE TARGETS
THEY ARE THE BEST ON EARTH.
They

The shock of one pellet will break them.
are strong but snappy.

aneey
6

LO
Lan

used

SMOKELESS

WILLIAM

breakers.

Tribune

any trap.

Ask

TRIBUNE TRAP @ TARGET

Good

Targets

shippers
can

and good

be thrown

from

for samples.

COMPANY, ~~ -

Erie, Pa:

ets

FERGUSON'S

Patent Reflecting Lamps

Montclair Gun Club.
PUIAN, Wasp sdze
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Challenge

E. I. DUPONT

a

Club.

LUIS
6
Rr
Sn
Teesyi 8 2000 Nig A
MOON aRRER Eero
eesess aievcs wc eecneg

Team race, 50 targets:
Wykagil Country Club.
CLA TON Metall sais.a.ce'e « 45
REDWING
e © v0 o's aiee « 43
REAM OA
‘suiessiee seca 44
PERICURU Mien. ede's Sa.5 42
BRCODIE Wes tee as bine eee 29—203

Average

DUPONT

6,

prizes respectively.
In the team race, the first three men of the visiting
team were pitted against the first three men of the home
team, with scores of 132 each, and a resulting tie.
In like manner, the first four men of each team were
matched, with scores of 174 for the visitors, to 173 for
the home team, giving them the match by one point.
In
conclusion, the full teams of both were matched, with a
victory for Montclair by the score of 213 to 203.
In the shoot-off at 15 targets, for the three-man team
the Montclair team won out by 1 point, with scores of
42 to 41 out of a possible 45.
Events:
Dea
ero Ay FING.
7
Targets:
16 925 510915. 10° 15
*
ERNEST eer Te nig alee.stele é ces ¢ a s'ec
Dope
Ig
Sa IR
0

WY MITSLOWMM

March

lowa.

All these

Dr.

Montclair, N. J., April 21.—A delegation of some five
members of the Wykagil Country Club, of New Rochelle,
N. Y., paid a visit to Montclair to-day.
Some eight
events were run ott, including a five-man team race.
Events 1 and 2 were for practice, Allan and Colquitt
both breaking 25 straight in event 2.
Events 3, 4, 5 ?
4 and 7 were for silver prizes, with Messrs. Allan, Bab
cock, Pelham and Boxall winners of first prizes.
Messrs.
Calhoun,

SHOOT,

Second Amateur Average was won by Mr. H. C. Dorton, Fonda, Ia.,
and the Above Ninety Per Cent. Experts’ Trophy was won
by Mr. Charles Spencer.

7, Dr. Lucky 6, McNamee
Gorden
38, Thompson
3,

10 targets;

Hooey

STATE

match.

Each contestant shot at 30 targets, as follows:
Bound Brook Club.
20th Century Club.
W M Hooey........ 24
BE)peas OLE yal. celeronstore26
OG
<a ey
23
LS DROW ecrcichtele actewrete 25
PTE AECOC! v.cyels0 «:06 22
Barilcbey Genin dorian 22
DEW CIE ise056:
0s0e101 22
McDonald:
.....
20
VE ASHE ig Ae
2
DreGarroll
mil
Wie CELODDS..c60000 OL
Sauter — sean
esa bee 16
Wer) |Pardoe........818
ICOM Uae
ctataten oso 15
C Fisher
.
wale
Heath
Nicol Seem m eee e renee
Blackwell
Martin
Gorden
Event at 10 targets, five prizes; won by Pardog, Slater,
Barkley, Lucky and Oakson in the order named:
W.
Pardoe 9, Stoll 9, Disbrow 9, Hooey 9, Slater 8, Blackwell 7, Sauter 7, Dr. Dowd 7, Heath 7, Barkley 7, Dr.

straight

SMOKELESS

Championship
Oak,

First Amateur

Club.

Bound Brook, N. J.—The Bound Brook Gun Club had
a pleasant visit from the Twentieth Century Gun Club
on April 14. This was the second shoot in the series,
and Bound Brook won by 12 points.
In a 25-target race for a gold medal, Barkley won on
22.
The Bound Brook Club expect to visit Plainsboro,
May

STREAM.

DUPONT

Club.

20.—The programme comtargets:
Events:
Ld
A
Targets:
15 15 10 20
Winslow
<...-81253 17
FLPOW DEIR:
wereiat dali AZ roles
Hathaway
.....
APRGA,. 3
Whitehead
.... .. gt ee ae
Diet ticvisiamale siorcyme al le Se
SUAWSEL
ose sites de ore (we

Brook

AND

THOMAS

writing say you

“This
Gun

Powder Residue from
keeps bore bright.

With Silver Plated
Locomotive Reflectorsand Adjustable
Attachments.

(Mii Use §

PREVENTS

tern, etc.

LAMP,

_ For Night Driving, Hunting,
Fishing, ete.
Is adjustable to any kind of dash or vehicle. Sendstamp for Illustrated Catalogue
and address all orders Lamp

Guns

RUST

and

ON

GUNS.

LAMP,

For Sportsmen’s use.
Combines Head
Jack (Front and Top), Boat Jack, Fishing,
Camp, Belt and Dash Lamp, Hand Lan-

Famous
OQOil”’

CLEANS

New York.

EXCELSIOR

the ad. in Forest

J. CONROY,
Cor. Nassau St.,

UNIVERSAL

saw

STREAM.

28 John Street,

Meda’.

Rocnester,
N. Y.—Secretary
McCord
announces
a
formal challenge for the Monroe county medal, filed by
Bonbright, and on April 25 Stewart will defend the
trophy.
The match has been fixed at 100 pigeons, no
handicap.
;
The Dutch shot against the Irish yesterday and won.
The scores:
Dutch Team.
Irish Team.
JETS ae eee 22 24—46
Stewartecvcs eck 21 24—45
Bonbright ...22 24—46
AM iit rsiteata:«21 21—42
Kershner ....21 20—41
Watson taser 13 18—31
Weller os see's 20 19—39
Stoddard
19 23—42
ESOCSEN A tieiets'sote19 17—36
Hinkson ..... 19 19—38
Fanning ..... 14 13—27
Schleyer ......
11—20
EN GEE eeetiaticsece
sit13 14—27—262
SOUth isJiaciereore13 15—28—246

When
AND

Write for free sample and test it with
thin oil or any oil you may be using.

iyYj

\N

6 oz. Can, 2 oz. Bottle,

25 Cents.
10 Cents.

= THE MANY-USE OIL CO.,
SS

New

York

City.
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“THE FINEST GUN IN THE WORLD”

If

you

can

A. H. FOX

GUN
Not

OF

FINE

purchase

a

find

GUNS

Gun,

better

one,

COMPANY,

connected

must

we

a

with

The

have

say—see

DALY

Philadelphia

Pa.

To

such,

who

are

about

to

@ Gales

-~

NEW

YORK.

Trap Shooting Supplies of all Descriptions.
Blue Rock Targets and
Traps.
Special attention given to the securing of special guns, loads
and equipments.

KIRKWOOD
23 Elm

Street,

THE
Iowa,

=

~

Missouri

was won by MR. GEORGE

and

W.

Kansas

@

Ff
fy
A)

f"

RAND

Graphite

POWDER

No. 635

will stop “‘leading” in shotgun and rifle
barrels.
52P

OF

March 20-22,

1906,

SCHULTZE”
Dixon’s

Booklet

Mass.

of Holstein, Neb., an amateur who used

COMPANY, 170 Broadway, New York.
BASS

Special

Boston,

at the Omaha Tournament,

MAXWELL,

“NEW
gh

-

CHAMPIONSHIP

Nebraska,

LAFLIN

BROS.,
-

and sample on request.

AND

TROUT

Only maker in America who mounts

JOHN NORMAN, 4502
P.

G. A. QUIMBY

eee

eee

Bi

ak

ey

Sane

Gun

Meex,

ELIES

flies on hair loop snells.
him.

Sec’y.

Club.

At the Saturday afternoon shoot of the Columbus Gun
Club, April 21, the wind again played all kind of tricks
with the targets.
But Rhoads and Grass managed to
whittle out each a 25 straight.
Chamberlain did a 24
stunt, and our old friend, Jake Evans, got two 22s.
Baker, Bassell, Weinman and Pickaway did nice shooting.
Arrangements for the big tournament, May 8, 9, 10 and
11, are nearly completed, and a very large attendance
from all over the country is now assured.
The elegant
programmes of this big shooting event will be mailed to
shooters the first of next week.
Work on the new 200yd. rifle range begins next week.
The splendid disappearing targets have been arranged
for and will meet all requirements for rapid firing.
Such experts as Rolla O. Heikes, Ralph Trimble, Tom
Charlie Young, John Taylor, D. D. Gross
Marshall,
and many other professionals, will be here for the big
tournament.
Scores:
Events:
1
“2 36
Gee
ees
Targets:
25 25 25 25 25 25 25 25
Rhoads “eons ccs
ern coe 22 26 20 24 23 23 81 98
Gross Sea fobs eee
eee
ee 23 20 22 25 24 20 23
Bassell ..2. See ooee
ee
eee 20 21 23: “19S 2a eee
ESSE LSU
seaeee setae 19-19: <18") 19 See
Kandermanta,
soriccucet aces 18:19)
22
ee
Cham berlainvsa,.codescneare
tee 21 19° 23 20) 235824
Frolton!

Seis

cotoncr
ae eee 18°45

Pickaway, «as s-ecwsaiioes moon
Baker ®. i20pcadowsccen
eee
Weinman
as. «cee onesie

20
21
20.

Kindermann’

20 | dns”

Woo cscneesoeeeee

Wiells taika oer ten oeieniaeeret
J Evans xccasscesseccee
ct anaes
FEES Smith ee os toes ceo
MicCrachertres
ss serrccee
ae enteae
Weber's
b.:sc oe onc ecimetinnetenecr
Shatticky
dq..ncsmeuscoehabeaee
Columbus Sporting Goods
Jey Tela Alp
Baker
tena. wae 44
9 50
EOVaniGiyectecceners 42
7 49
Well Seats errons oteets 37 11 48
EB pinitheescne 39 11 50
Chamberlain
....47
1 48

eY

19:
22
21
20
18
22
Co.

21
18
“21

DAS

eee

20 200 a
18 °>:20 =21
2ecZ0e
Shoe

18 10)
20 22,
21 WS.
21519"
23 20
2 22
trophy

18 aly.
25s
"20
ee

.
b

eee
shoot:

Bassell” vecaroeeeee
Gross) Mkeeeeeeeer
Rhoads amaeecest
Websterat ans

had

Be Healy
39
4 43
43
2 45
44
1 45
43
8 -50

too

much

Es?

“While he was under fifty he had
wed.”
“T
see.”
;
“Now, that he’s eighty-five’’——

too

much

sense

to

“Well?”

Enough “Preseryo” liquid for 25c. postpaid to keep 100 Shiners
tillneeded.

os bt ceive

“While he was under thirty his parents
sense to let him marry.”

Ste. Catherine, Montreal, Canada
S.—Write

Fh errs, sobs

Columbus

deciding.

BROADWAY,

Club.

Dr. J. W.

or SAUER

Schoverling, Daly

Gun

Ostendorp: <2). 2.206s. cade eee
See
Os.
Kruptka «ws ices nose aoe ee
FS
Sh
5)
os ag
a
Team shoot, Dr. Reynolds and Pollard captains:
Dr Reynoldsiccr. over 6
Pollard.
sseceeer cies 6
Stannard
Bullard
Gaeta
i
Stone!
eee eeecnsehecke
Meek ua ctmoccceett cient 8
MeDonaldty cece et 8
Keck, szhecedepeneieae 9
AC HOmas
Mencemevonenae 6
Georges fone ateeaae 9
Davis)
Te cnones tae 8
Geotter suns acseeene 6
Bord:
Awaatnessscgeea 3
Herr’) dinceneesche
eee
Ostendorp ice see 9—58
Kauptkaaya-cseemee 0—51
Team shoot No. 2:
Dr Reynolds ipa..ea0 8
Pollard \..2ap ance if
Stannard
Bullard Geenomenece 9
Stonelaicccncsscteeeen
Meelkk: |.aateeeodecree 8
McDonald ....
Bao,
Georgeniy. eee
8
dhomas ees:
GeotterPa.csenee teers 6
Daviss
eases
Herr’ cca
5
Kord:: sssamemancnecnete
Kauptka sn oeeee cee 0—43

Company

a

before

"302-304

it.

Philadelphia,

Arms

experience.

buy

Garfield

Cuicaco, April 20.—The opening shoot of the season
was held on our grounds to-day, and was rp
well
attended, considering the chilly day.
Dr. Reynolds won
the trophy in Class A with 22, Stone in Class B with
20, and Ford in Class C with 14.
Z
Will Stannard in trophy event, as expert, was high
gun with 23.
Our members have done little or no shooting since the
close last fall, and will require a few shoots to round
into any sort of form. Several ladies were out as visitors,
but. did no shooting.
The traps worked very well and all passed off smoothly
and all had a good time.
Scores:
Events:
1-2
3.4 Aaartpea
Targets:
10°10 10 095
25
Pollard. qoo53, sdaccen aot cee eee
10,
09.7%,
Stas 15
Meele. ititecicctioe
step tae once ane
Cs»
Bodo
ee 19
atone messi
asta
®. [Spain
eee.
Thomas
atocans mcsctetence
eae
Yer ire ima
Mk ae!
K Geko teltatete
mdecn cme mean Seen
8.7
Ge eae
1S
McDonald.
ais concen eee
ieee
ere ceed
8 SY
SEONG seine A celotien cies Cee
86
eS eg
aan 20
Dr Reynolds “)s.ccAeeneen, shane
Toon
se eee
poe
Bullard™.
o,0o.. ose eee oe
(Pe
Se eRe Oe GA
Bledsoe: wie ctu ose eater
Se
5
HLOwe:
—Jechedeeuenuecac
eee meena
2
ROS Oo peed eee |
Stannard Asis
ces ee eee
O° YS aAOe mos
23
Bord.* ssearssbose clon
oe
2
shapers
14
Georgi.
ales sce Sona
on eee
Omnoe
spate =o)
Dawis, ys ssidsn.e nes Ses ee ae
eee
SLO
PLT
Geotter wie itcccekh
ee ee ae
Gr Soh 7 20

“He’s

going to take a wife.”

&CO., Druggists, Laconia, were
‘

q Jos. Dixon Crucible Co., Jersey City, N.J. |

When writing say you
AND STREAM.

saw the ad. in Forest

The Departing Guest (after paying his bill, sacractically)—I sincerely hope your conscience won’t trouble you.
The Summer Hotel Proprietor (blandly)—Don’t worry,
sir; we don’t care how you got the money.

PORE
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Sheepshead

Bay

Gun

Club.

SHEEPSHEAD Bay, L. I., April 19.—The day was pleasant, with a wind blowing from the shooters to the
traps, causing the targets to dip. Each contestant stood
at l6yds.
In the monthly medal event at 25 targets,
those who have no allotment of targets in the scores
herewith, did not compete.
In the shoot-off the allowance of added targets was cut in half. Mr. H. Williamson scored a full 25 in the main event, and in the shootoff, and won.
Ten extra events were also shot. Schortemeier used a 20-gauge gun, and smashed targets with
admirable precision and regularity.
The scores:

Eee Bawls

AN D. ST RibgAM.

PRELIMINARY HANDICAP
;
GRAND AMERICAN HANDICAP
GRAND CANADIAN HANDICAP
Emblematic

of the Championship
and

Ay

Montanus ....... -5 18 23
Belly ain
ose sc'sive
21
Williamson ...... 6° 20 26
Bergen
:
23
MIGKANE 2. scccecc 6 15 21
Bennett
11
E Voorhies .... 5 21 25
UNOstratid secs ae 0 19 19
Ge Cooper-<.se. erate
21
Syeprsbo
loa nos Gee anne Om0F =9
MOTE VER epiciciies.c'ess10 15 265
Froelich: aescccce. 023-18
20-Gauge .......
0 22 22
PHOT
Mrsdeasesnce OMe
ed
Shoot-off:
Williamson ...... 3 23 25
CP COODEr Eenr crm 5 17 22
E Voorhies ...... 3 17 20
Dreyer. cccea secs 5 15 20
Extra events:
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al PASS OLS asaya
Roe ey
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25 25 16 15 15 15 15 15 15 15
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ssseas cess 19 2010 91010101211 ..
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Wydaa ed ahpBh Bere set en: Bey
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GriGe SAO 12
te omeued
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22...12
91315151414 ..
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salelciats jsraveis xe let
Gy de Od) Ome nue releebn, ie
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siecints.ccoe
ose 1G.) is, Jovia de: le dA dso?
ERS TATECLE a els!crelnivicle v.01vicsisjeecisavece
OOS
HOsseiac war Se teietse
PaLG (Ot GaGa NOCHOBOnGO
CAC HOCET mcm
Le Gm
Begum &:
IMISEREIEUM
cericiicleisie iisis vc eccece, os 46 Dies at Sak Ou delete sthlale
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Canada,

-LEFEVER

Gun

United

States

by the

GUN.

WHY

(0 the best shots in the United States and Canada use Lefever Guns?
There must be merit to the advantages claimed for Lefever guns,
Improve your score by shooting a Lefever Gun especially bored for trap,
brush or field use.

Send for Catalogue D.
This cut is a reproduction of our handsome 10-color hanger, size 10 x 23%. As long
as our supply lasts we will furnish these hangers for 8 cents, covering postage.

LEFEVER
SYRACUSE,
-

The “OLD RELIABLE”

ARMS CO.,
.
NEW
“The

Only

YORK.

Absolutely

Reliable”

Best that can be made
Indianapolis

of the

won

1905

Has none

Club.

its equal

InDIANAPOLIS, Ind., April 21.—Mr. H. A. Comstock
defeated Mr. D. C. Morris in the contest for the English
Hotel cup.
The scores were as follows:
Comstock 82,
Morris 72.
The weather was clear and very windy.
Mr. Comstock
was challenged by Mr. Jos. Michaelis.
The challenge
—_ accepted, and the date of contest is Saturday, April
Events:
Io
Pom 4a Oe Oss k — S..§
Targets:
25 25 25 25 25 25 25 25
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se taccs'es cess
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t
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a
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3
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k
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Wm. ARMSTRONG, Sec’y.

At Evans.
Eyans, Colo., April 16.—The Evans Gun Club held a
practice target shoot Easter Sunday afternoon.
It was a
beautiful spring day, the sun shone bright and warm,
and there was a caressing little breeze that did not affect
the flight of the targets, but gave the shooters “a heart
for any fate.” The club house nestling among the hills,
with a blue sky background, was picturesque and pretty,
but there was woe among the shooters, for the ‘“‘lid’’? was
on at Evans, and there was “‘not a drop to drink.” Mr.
Hood Waters, of Baltimore, was high gun, 41 out of 50;
Mr. J. B. Guyton was second with 40. The scores:
Hood Waters.....22 19—41
W M Bowman....16 21—37
PRB Guyton. sco 19 21—40
ERIK CLV. Givens
nea on
S O’Grady .......10 17—27
GP Hlarriotte..:2.
+.
W Maxwell .......15 20—35
Ed Lucas ..
F D Brenham.... 9 10—19
(opel Misbatee pecan
R_ Robinson......11 Q—11
M O’Grady
A SocraL TRAmp.
Little Elmer—Papa, what is a fire-eater—a man who is
always wanting to fight?
Prof. Broadhead—No, my son.
A fire-eater is a man
who would rather eat fire than fight.

Lowe Comerdy—Yes, Starman, the tragedian, is hopelessly mad.
Hi Tragedy—Overstudy?
Lowe Comerdy—No, his understudy.
He made a bigger hit in the part than Starman.

Fred Coleman’s score of 47 straight at live birdsin England. as well as 24 out of
25 at 31 yards, shows how the Parker Gun shoots. See another column in this
paper showing his marvelous records.

PARKER
hE

BROTHERS,
DR

Ar

SPORTSMEN’S CLOTHING
Sheds Water Like a Duck’s Back
Combines the advantage of perfect tailoring with protection againstrain.
Waterproofed by a patent process, permitting
thorough ventilation, yet rain does not
penetrate in any ordinary storm.
Soft and
pliable; sightly and durable; no rubber or
paraffine.
Fit,
finish
and
waterproof
qualities guaranteed.
Coat lined throughout the entire body
with same rain-proof material as outside.
Patent bellows under arms give extra ventilation and freedom of movement with
aad: rod or gun.
Pockets
for every-

thing.

SSS

Trousers
reinforced
front and large
doule seat.
Give loose breast measure over garments
to be worn with coat. Waist and leg measure for trousers.
Made in two colors, light tan and dead

grass green.

Coat, $5.00; trousers,
Express prepaid.

FOR

LADIES’

$3.00;

hat, $1.00.

WEAR

Neatly tailored coat and skirt.
Gives
absolute protection on any outing trip.
Suitable for gunning, fishing, tramping,
boating, climbing. Coat, $5.00; skirt, $4.00.
Express prepaid.
Booklet, with samples
of material and directions for self-measurement sent free.

Special discount to dealers
BIRD, JONES
3 Blandina St.,

@

KENYON
Utica, N. Y.

* x1 (or lueee, wees on™
A

OTTO
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Streator

: Smith Hammerless and Fjector
:
Guns: also Hunter One-Trigger
WIN

GOLD MEDAL
At the LEWIS & CLARKE EXPOSITION
Ask

for our

HUNTER
FULTON,
-

catalogue.

ARMS
:
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=
NEW

THE 1906 NOVELTY

PALAIS
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Targets:
Gentleman

YORK
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Baby

ead

3 pounds,

Repeater

10 oz., only

Here is a real years-ahead advance. A rifle, new from muzzle to butt-plate; refined two or three pounds
from old standards, yet complete in every detail and will do its work to your entire satisfaction.
iS)

TWO
in a .22 calibre repeater.

best

quality,

Easiest to clean.

every one who enjoys firearms.

RIFLES

and

QUALITY

To see it is to be charmed.

IN ONE

COUNTS
We

recommend

this rifle to

Send 3 stamps for 136-page illustrated catalog of arms, etc., to

The Marlin Firearms Co,
27

WILLOW
EF haedige

STREET,

We

ne

SS

NEW

HAVEN,

CONN.

Se

SMOKE

=

> yy WY,

Ay"

Ss
SSS
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===
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And Enjoy Health and Luxury
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zt
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South”

does

does

Sold

direct

not

not
to

hurt

dry

the

the

heart;

throat;

consumers

does

and

(it cannot

not

does
be

affect

not

the

bite

the

in

the

bought

shops).
The saving of middle profits and a special rate
from the express companies enables us to supply at a
moderate price the finest and purest tobacco -obtainable,
and affords you the luxury of always getting it in perfect condition.
Full weight, half-pound tins, $1.00, pounds (in polished
wood

boxes),

$2.00,

delivered.

By

arrangement

with

our

bank, The.American National, they accept small checks
from our customers without charge for collection.
We are constantly receiving assurances that ‘‘Flower
of the South’ is the best and most delicious tobacco
ever smoked.
;

PLANTATION
639

TOBACCO

F Street,

COMPANY

Washington,

D. C.

by those who know

where

they

get the most for their money.
of one piece of metal.
and unbutton.
wear
never

wears

Also made

and

off like other

156
150
io
184
81
41
76
61
25

Association.

saceere te
tenses. fee
Soecne sees

10 13 10 15 10 25 25 14 15
10 151014
9 25 22 14 15
1014
914
715 21 14 13
813
9 12° 648 221258

814 2. ts ce Tee
T 10: SeiB oy Poi
711

913

6 2417

140
140
140
140

137
134
1i7
103

et,

eal
130

87
92

(946

140

111

Bryant, Aes ce eeeeens
8 12 8.12). 7 At LBs
ao
105
Lam bit 5.c Anca ues mee ee 710° 71016" 6e%
100
56
Muldow2t (s.dsan cee eee eee 14 20 12 11
80
57
Events 6 and 7 for prizes.
Events 8 and 9 for Dupont
cups.
The next shoot will be held on April 28.
All are
welcomie.

SIDE LIGHTS

OF

TRADE.

Spratt’s Patent (America),
Ltd., 450 Market
street,
Newark,
N. J., has just closed the largest and most
extensive show season in the history of the company,
though there are still a number of dog shows to be provided for.
This great firm can provide everything essential to the well-being of the dog—foods, medicines,
grooming
appliances,
kennels,
dishes, etc.—and
their
manufactures are equally ample concerning fowls, cats,
birds, etc.
Send for their illustrated catalogue.
The Dickey Bird Target & Trap
Mo., has incorporated with a capital
new plant, 60 by 100 feet, is now in
tion.
The company announces that
tensive business in the United States

Co., Kansas City.,
stock of $60,000.
A
course of construcit is doing an exand Canada.

PUBLISHERS’ DEPARTMENT.

the rolled plate
plated

exchange

The Deshler Mail Box Co., Deshler, O., call attention
to the advantages of the ‘‘Jones Aquarium,” a minnow
pail of correct shape, supplied with an air tank, which,
through a small tube, supplies a constant stream of air
bubbles
from the bottom
during six hours, thereby
enabling this company to guarantee that their minnow
pail will keep 125 good-sized minnows alive during that
time
without
change
of water,
even
in the hottest
weather.
‘Their catalogue tells all about it.

They out-

in Gold and Sterling.

aged in any way,

Made

Easy to button

Stay buttoned.

any other button

one. At all
The “Army and Navy Journal,”’ Jan. 13, 1906, says:
“Many pipe smokers know that much of the tobacco
offered for sale is artificially flavored or ‘doctored’ in
some way tc make it appear what it is not, and is therefore injurious to health. Those in search of an absolutely
pure smoking mixture of superb quality should order a
box of ‘Flower of the South.’ ”

Shooting

Brk.
158

In our business columns this week, A. F. Meisselbach
& Bro., 23 Prospect street, Newark, N. J., call attention
to the many excellent points of the reels which they
manufacture.
In particular, they explain the simplicity,
perfect mechanism and adaptability of their ‘“‘Takapart”’
reel, and a cut further illustrates, to the reader, its design and perfection.
Their booklet of reels is sent to
any applicant.

A long-cut mixture made from the highest grade, thoroughly ripe, sun-cured, domestic and choicest foreign
leaf and the only tobacco on the market guaranteed
without artificial flavoring or ‘‘doctoring’” of any kind.
In blend, rich, mellow, mild and fragrant.
Because of its quality and purity, “Flower
of the
nerves;
tongue.

7141816
VAL 72
ee ea
9101414
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Workin’
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SP Wood
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It uses the .22 calibre shorts, and with the extra
carrier, the .22 long rifle cartridges, giving

of the

10 10 15 20 20 10 15 10 15 20 15 10 2015
10 7121515
712
6181510
8 16 12

Tue fourth shoot in the spring series of prize matches
was held on April 21.
Also the second shoot for the
Dupont cup, under distance handicap was held.
Events:
12. 3-745) OF hese
ot
Targets:
10 15 10 15 10 25 25 15 15
at. "Brk.

Pallant

Everything

..

(loring aeeeee
7
Knussell ....
6
Browi eaeaee
9
Riehl assess
7
Boiseman
cb
Lakin
3... ce.5 od
Curry és.ccss 30
Kime occ ccc cog
Smith cccteccc cae

Boston

Feather-Weight

Shoot.

STREATOR, IIl., April 17.—The fine weather to-day did
not draw as large an attendance of shooters as could
have been desired by the management.
Even the traveling men were attracted elsewhere, where business or
duty called them, as only Frank Riehl showed up, together with the well-known W. Tramp Irwin, who has
often been here in the capacity of manager.
The club here is composed of some of the business
men, who shoot but little, and they never go away from
home to shoot any.
Thus they do not get acquainted
with the shooters from other towns.
There was some wind behind the targets, that caused
them to jump and duck, but the greatest trouble was the
flight of the targets from the magautrap.
The trap was
old, and while it was fairly well regulated, the twisting
and irregular high and low targets fooled the ‘best of
?em,’’ who have not shot over a magautrap for a year
or more.
The day was bright and fine.
Mr. Frank Riehl won the high professional average
and there was a young Mr. Brown who won the amateur;
neither made the sccre they are capable of making.
The best shots from Ottawa and Marsailles were present.
The scores:
Events:
1°29 3°.4 Bb 6 78h Selma ie ae

buttons.
If dam-

it for new

The Tribune Trap & Target Co., Erie, Pa., are now
prepared to supply target shooters with Tribune targets,
and desire that they note special points of excellence,
namely, the Tribune targets are good shippers, yet break
readily when hit by shot, even one pellet being sufficient;
they can be thrown from any trap; they are strong, but
snappy.
Samples will be sent on application to the
manufacturers.

jewelers and haberdashers,

Send for Story of Collar Button.
KREMENTZ ® CO.,
94 Chestnut St.,
Newark, N. J.

This week we call attention to an advertisement which
is attractive and should prove equally good to those who
sell and a great help to those who may wish to buy;
and Messrs. Lorillard & Walker, 41 Wall stheet, New
York city, show a very commendable enterprise.
Well
understood, there are many other vessels in their lists,
and they would be pleased to answer any inquiries in
regard to them.
:
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Dear Shooting.
SEVERAL

years

ago

there

lived

Hotels
in Illinois

Buzzard’s

which rivalry was further intensified when one
afternoon Colonel Crickley,
having
followed
a
wounded buck for several hours, at last came up
with him, and found old Drake and his sons cutting him up.
This incident added fuel to the
fire, and from that time there was nothing the
two families did not do to annoy
each other.
posely mistaking them

ducks

off each

One evening Mr. Drake, the elder, was returning home with his “pocket full of rocks’ from

Chicago, whither he had been to dispose of a load
of grain.
Sam Marston was
with him on the
wagon, and as they approached the grove which
intervened between them and Colonel Crickley’s
house, he observed to his companion:

“What a beautiful mark Colonel
Roan

NEWFOUNDLAND
Excellent
Salmon
and
Trout
fishing; also
shooting.
Tents, guides, boats provided.
Write

for wild ones, and then by

killing

Crickley’s old

is, over yonder!’

“Hang it!’ muttered old Drake, “so it is.”
The horse was standing under some

twelve rods from the road.

trees about

Involuntarily

Drake

stopped his team.
He glanced furtively around,
then with a queer smile the old hunter took up
his rifle from the bottom of his wagon, and raising it to his shoulder, drew a sight on the Colonel’s horse.
“Beautiful!” muttered Drake, lowering his rifle
with the air of a man resisting a powerful temptation; “I could drop old Roan so easy.”
“Shoot!” suggested Sam Marston, who loved
fun in any shape.
“No, no; ’twouldn’t do,” said the old hunter,
glancing cautiously around him.

BUNGALOW,

YOU
in
—how
Are

like the uniformity of flavor
your favorite brand of cigars
about your cocktails?P
you going to accept any

CLUB

Seven

kinds—Manhattan,

and

for Sportsmen.

Holland

Gin

THE

Cruises

New York
Leaving June

25,

eT

SS

ES See

a

Sportsmen

ee

“Inthe Maine Woods”
Edition.

GUIDE

ICELAND
SPITZBERGEN
and NORWAY
by the twin-screw express Sb.
‘*Oceana” — 8,000 tons — specially
equipped for pleasure cruising.
Superb accommodations. Rates including
all side-trip expenses, if desired.
12 Other Similar Cruises
by the well-known steamers Bliicher, Prinzessin Victoria Luise. Meteor, during JUNE,
JULY and AUGUST.
For programmes, rates, etc., apply to

Hamburg-American
OFFICES:

Line

35-37 B’way, N.Y. San Francisco:

4o1 California St. Philadelphia: 1229 Walnut
St. Boston: 90 State St. Chicago: 159 Randolph St. St. Louis: 901 Olive St.

Eustis, Me.

LAKE

Brook,

by the

Manual

General

the

Guides

found

for

any

part

of the

station;

on shore of Lake

one

large

camp,

in the Woods,

11 sleeping

close

rooms,

large

office, dining room.
Post-office in camp; daily mails.
Other camps have two sleeping rooms and sitting room.
Fine place for teacher and children to spend their vacation. Fine trout fishing. One large camp on Ebeeme Pond,
bass

W.

fishing

144

miles

McNAUGHTON,

to

walk.

Write

Schoodic,

for

booklet.

Me.

COME
TO CAMP
RECREATION
for good muskallonge and black bass fishing.
New log camp, beautiful
lakes.
Send for circular.
A. G. IRWIN, Dorset, Minnesota.

HIGH FALLS HOTEL,

THE
and Burnham

Camps,

CRATER

CLUB

Essex-on-Lake

Champlain,

By F. R. Webb (“Commodore”).
Many illustrations of designs and plans of canvas canoes
and their parts. Two large, full-sized working (24x38) drawings in a pocket in a cover.
Cloth. 115 pages. Price, $1.25.
This interesting manual of how to build, cruise
and live in a canvas canoe is written by one of the
most enthusiastic of the older generation of canoeists, who has had a long exnerience of cruising
on the Shenandoah River, and of building the

With

the help of this volume, aided by its abundant
plans and illustrations, any boy or man who has a
little mechanical skill can turn out for himself at

trifling expense a canoe alike durable and beautiful.

Contents:
Practical
Construction.
Cost.
Specifications.
Working Plans and Petterns.
Putting on_ the
Canvas.
Painting.
Finishing.
Camp Equipment.
Hints
on Cruising and Camping.
Hints on Camp Cooking.
FOREST
AND
STREAM
PUBLISHING
CO.

offer the

attractions
remarkable

of a beautiful lake shore in a locality with a
record
for healthfulness,
at moderate
rates.

References

required.

WALKER,

Megr.,

182

For

circular,

De

Hart

address

Place,

MRS.

Elizabeth,

L.
N.

B.
J.

NEWFOUNDLAND
Salmon fishing and Caribou hunting best
Complete outfits supplied.
BAY ST. GEORGE HOTEL, Stephenville

Canoe.

boats best adapted to such river cruising.

and

Dingman’s Ferry, Pike Co., Pa.
In the midst of the picturesque highlands of the upper
Delaware.
Trout and bass fishing.
Private trout stream.
Riding and driving horses, garage.
Automobile meets
trains
on _ notice.
Send
for booklet.
PHILIP
F.
FULMER, JR., Proprietor.

Passenger Agent.

of the Canvas

outfitted

72 hours from New York.

I have five camps
to

Fine

192 pages, 133 beautiful half-tone
illustrations, all new.
Cover and
two
insert
pages in three colors,
suitable for framing.
Copy mailed
anywhere upon receipt of 10 cents

C. C. BROWN,

Island.

N.

BOOK

Address Guide Book 17, Bangor, Me.
1906

For further par-

CABIN,

Spruce’

in stamps to cover postage.

from

LOG

London

Bangor & Aroostook R.R.
Summer

hunting.

NEWFOUNDLAND

Published

Delightful

bear

O. BLACKWELL,

The only Hotel in the interior of the island.
Salmon, Trout,
and Caribou hunting. Complete new outfit, Tents and Canoes.

SPORTSMEN’S

LINE

References.

MEDDYBEMPS,
ME.
Two furnished log camps for rent.
Situated on islands
one mile from village.
One large five-room camp accommodating ten persons, and one large one-room
camp
accommodating four persons.
For particulars, address
E. G. BROWN,
Marblehead,
Mass.

G. F. HEUBLEIN & BRO., Sole Proprietors

9th Annual

HAMBURG-AMERICAN

DION

MEDDYBEMPS

Martini, Ver-

New York

Idaho.

Best Black Bass Fishing in Maine

York.

Hartford

Anthony,

New York Office, 335 Broadway, Room 29.

for your

Gin, Tom

Caribou

Newfoundland.

SHEFFIELD,
St.

fishing and

ticulars address

own Satisfaction.
mouth, Whiskey,

Outfitter,

Lake,

Come to Round Mountain Lake Camps

excellence
has been
attained
through
scientific blending and
subsequent ageing to perfection.
There is but one perfect brand--

Specify CLUB

and

For good trout

GOGIRIAILS ? * Their

CLUB.

Grand

EDWARD
Guide

chance mixer’s decoction, or order

Sr

Routes

Bay, Mass.

WELL STOCKED TROUT BROOK;; ideal Club House
on BUZZARD’S BAY, Mass., to lease; ample game proserves; pond and sea fishing.
For illustrated booklet of
particulars, address BROOKSIDE
CLUB,
Monument
Beach, Mass.

in the river, pur-

way of retaliation, commenced
other’s pigs and calves.

Sportsmen

Brookside Club House

two

families by the names of Crickley and Drake.
There had always been a fierce rivalry between
the two families, both in field and farm pursuits,

They shot each other’s

for

obtainable.
Crossing.

Brookside, Pocono Mountains.
Good
D.

Trout

M.

HORSE
By

fishing.

CRANE,

Cresco

Station,

D., L.

Canadensis,

Monroe

Co.,

& W.

Pa.

R.R.
17

AND HOUND

Roger D. Williams, Master of Foxhounds, Iroquois
Hunt Club; Keeper Foxhound Stud Book; Director
National
Foxhunters’
Association;
Official
Judge,
Brunswick Hunt Club.

“Horse and Hound”
is encyclopedic in all that pertains to foxhunting.
It has chapters as follows:
Hunting.
The.
Hunter.
Schooling
of Hunters.
CrossCountry
Riding.
Falls.
Women
in the Field.
The
Hound.
History and Origin of the American Hound.
3reeding and Raising Horses.
The Kennel.
Scent. The
Fox.
Tricks and Habits of the Fox. In the Field.
Hunt Clubs.
The style is clear and crisp, and every
chapter abounds with hunting information.
The work is.
profusely illustrated.
Price, $2.50.

FOREST

AND

STREAM

PUBLISHING

CO.

FOREST

694
Kennel
Ads under this
cents in capitals).

Special.

head 2 cents a word a time
Cash must accompany order.

(or

3

AND

STREAM.
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J. KANNOFSKY,
PRACTICAL GLASS BLOWER

“T won't tell,” said Sam.
“Wal, I won’t shoot this time, anyway, tell or
no tell. The horse is too nigh.
If he was fifty
rods off, instead of twelve, so there’d be a bare
possibility of mistaking him for a deer, I'd let
fly. As it is, I’d give the Colonel $5 for a shot.”

For Sale.—Full-blood English BEAGLE Hounds, Hunters that Semhunted.
OAKLAND BEAGLE KENNELS,
Pontiac,

Mich.

At that moment

Norwegian bearhounds, Irish. wolfhounds, deer and cat
hounds.
English
bloodhounds,
American
foxhounds,
Four-cent oc
for illustrated catalogue.
ROOKWOOD
KENNELS,
Lexington, Ky.
For Sale.—Dogs, Hogs, Pigeons, Ferrets, Belgium Hares.
8 cents for 40-page illustrated catalogue.
Cc. G LLOYDT, Dept: *M.,” Sayre, Pa:
FOR
SALE.—Thoroughly trained pointers, setters and
hounds.
Can furnish you a good one at a moderate price
at any time.
GEO. W. LOVELL, Middleboro, Mass.
TWENTY
YOUNG
DOGS
Count
and Guy
Gladstone.
KENNEL, Warwick, N. Y.

and Puppies,
by Tony’s
FRANK
FORESTER
a7

St.‘Tigats World’s Fair, 1904: Gold Medal & Highest Award
Paris Exposition,
1900:
Gold Medal & Highest Award

SPRATT’S

PATENT

AM. (LTD.)
Manufacture

specially

o

prepared

foods

for

DOGS,

PUPPIES,

CATS,

RABBITS,

BOOK

DOG

YOUR

TROPHIES.

Write for our Illustrated Catalogue,

It gives directions for preparing and preserving Skins,
Antlers, etc. Also prices for Heads and Rugs, Birds and
Fish, and all kinds of work in Taxidermy.

TAXIDERMIST,
A

specialty in mounting Moose, Elk, Caribou
heads.
Call and examine work.

No. 182 SIXTH
Tel.

4205

Chelsea.

NEW

ON

SAUTER,

=

Mailed

FREE

:

to any address by the author.

H. CLAY GLOVER, D. V. S.,

346

York.

Then let us send you Polk Miller’s
celebrated Book on Dogs; How to
»
Take Care of Them; the eloquent SenShs
Vest’s masterful Tribute to
a Dog, and“A Yellew Dog’s Love
for a Nigger” (famous poem). Wewill
Mh send you allof the above for 10c just to advertise
Sergeant’s
Famous
Dog
i]

aS Remedies.
DRUG

THE

POCKET:

CO.

AND

859 MainSt.

KENNEL

Wants

WANTED
Passenger

Brakemen,

tors, Porters.
every State.
Indianapolis,

STREAM

and

Also

carry

groups,

for sale and

to rent.

Richmond,

AMERICAN
- DUCK SHOOTING

PUBLISHING

CO.

Exchanges.

Electric

MEN

Motormen,

Experience unnecessary.
Positions
DEPT. 35, INTER
RAILWAY
Ind.

Conduc-

open in
rm
NE,

WANTED.
Canvasback duck eggs
for hatching
purposes,
also.
live Canvasback ducks.
Address White,
128 E. 34th St., New York.

BIRD GRINNELL

No single gunner, however wide his experience, has himself covered the whole broad field
the sport that there

so much

about

is nothing left for him

to

learn.
Each one may acquire a vast amount of
novel information by reading this complete and
most interesting book.
It describes, with a portrait, every species of duck,
goose and swan
known to North America; tells of the various
methods of capturing each, the guns, ammunition,
loads, decoys and boats used in the sport, and

gives. the best account ever published of the retrieving Chesapeake Bay dog.
About 600 pages, 58 portraits of fowl, 8 fullpage plates, and many vignette head and tail
pieces by Wilmot Townsend.
Price,

edition

de

luxe

on

hand

made

paper,

bound in buckram, plates on India tint paper,
each copy numbered and signed by author, $5.00.
Price library edition, $3.50.
FOREST

AND

STREAM

PUBLISHING

stirred.

Drake stared at his rifle with a face as black
as Othello’s.
“What’s the matter with you, hey? Fus’ time
you ever served me quite such a trick, I swan.”
And Drake loaded the piece with great wrath
“People

ing,’

say you’ve lost your

observed

the

Colonel,

knack

in a tone

o’ shootof cutting

satire.

“Who

said so? It’s a lie!’ thundered

“IT can

Drake.

shoot—

“A horse at ten rods, ha, ha!”
Drake

“Look.

was

livid.

here,

Colonel,

I can’t stand

that,’

he

began.

“Never mind, the horse can,” sneered the Colonel; “T’ll risk you.”
Grinding his teeth, Drake produced another
ten-dollar bill.
“Here,” he growled, “I am bound to have anshot, anyway.”

hollow, I’ll swear.

Va.

knows

With high glee the old hunter put a fresh cap
on his rifle, stood up in his wagon, and drew a
close sight on old Roan.
Sam Marston chuckled.
The Colonel put his hand before his face and
chuckled, too.

Drake did crack away—with deadly aim, too—
but the horse did not mind the bullet in the least.
To the rage and unutterable astonishment of the
hunter, old Roan looked him right in the face,
as if he rather liked the fun.
“Drake,” cried Sam, “you’re drunk!
A horse
at a dozen rods, oh, my eye!”
“Just you shut your mouth or Ill shoot you,”
thundered the excited Drake.
“The bullet was

Pub., Box 51, Freeport, Ill.

of duck shooting, and none

ear.

note.

; The POULTRY TRIBUNE,

By GEORGE

And, as I said, I’ll give you a ‘V’ for one

“Crack away,” cried the Colonel, pocketing the

s nicely illustrated, brimful each sores
s--s of information on How to Care for
<2
Fowls and Make the Most Money with
them.
In factso good you can’t afford
to be Without it. Price, 50 cents per year.
Send at once
for free sample and SPECIAL OFFER TO YOU.

R. R. FISHER,

paces

“About fifty.”
“Gad, Colonel, I’ll do it. Here’s your ‘X.’”
The Colonel pocketed the money, muttering:
“Hanged if I thought you’d take me up.”

other

Monthly, 50 to 100 pages, its writers
are the most successful ‘Poultrymen
and women inthe United States. Itis

RECORD.

YOUNG
Firemen,

and attractive

Address POLK MILLER

Morocco.
Price, 50 cents.
The “Pocket Kennel Record” is, as its ame implies, a
handy book for the immediate record of all events and
transactions which take place away from home, intended
to relieve the owner from the risk of trusting any important matter to his memory.

FOREST

Rugs

By

Have You a Dog?

}

Heads,

and continue to
please customers
large assortment of Game

Poultry Magazine,

IMPROVED SPIKE COLLAR.
B. WATERS,
Broadway, New

-

with the best durable work.

1278 Broadway, New York.

For use in dog training. Price, $2.00.
mail, $2.10. Send for circular.

Established 1860.
Formerly
No. 3

= No. William St.,
Will remove to
42 Bleecker St.,
cor. Elm St.,

FEED.

stepped

pull.”
“Say an ‘X’ and it’s a bargain.”
Drake felt of his rifle, and looked at old Roan.
“How much is the horse wuth?”’ he muttered

and indignation.

YORK

Taxidermist.

AND

TO

ee

Cal.

2 Ate

Ab

never

AVENUE,

Near 13th St.

DISEASES

HOW

and

himself

Crack went the rifle. The hunter tore out a
horrid oath, which I will not repeat.
Sam was
astonished.
The Colonel laughed.
Old Roan

N. Y.

ROWLAND.

FISH.

Colonel

The old man stammered in some confusion:
“That you, Colonel? I—I was tempted to, I de-

in Sam’s

“Heads and Horns.”
ROCHESTER,

Write for Catalogue, “Dog
Culture,” with practical
chapters on the feeding, kenneling and management of
dogs; also chapters on cats.

Spratt's Patent fd Southser’se Teak,
uis, Mod”
Mo.
(America) Ltd.
1324 salencia St, San Francisco,

SAVE

Ward's Natural Science Establishment,

POULTRY,
PIGEONS,
GAME,
BIRDS,

and Manufacturer’ of
Artificial eyes for birds, animals and manufacturing purposes a specialty.
Send for prices. All kinds of skulls for
the fur trade.
369 Canal St., New York.
Please mention Forrest AND STREAM,

the

from behind a big oak, not half a dozen
distant, and stood before Mr. Drake.
“Well, why don’t you shoot?”

CO.

The man

lies who says I can’t

shoot!
Last week I cut off a goose’s head at
fifty rods, and kin dew it agin.
By the Lord
Harry, Colonel, you can laugh, but I’ll bet now,
$30, I can bring down old Roan at one shot.”
The wager was readily accepted.
The stakes
were placed in Sam’s hands.
Elated with the
idea of winning back his two tens, and making
an “X” into the bargain, Drake carefully selected
a perfect

ball,

and

even

buckskin

patch,

and

beaded his rifle. It was now nearly dark, but the
old hunter boasted of being able to. shoot a bat
on the wing by starlight, and without hesitation
drew a clear sight on old Roan’s head.
A minute later, Drake was driving through the
grove, the most enraged, the most desperate of

men.

His

with

broken

rifle, innocent

was

standing

stock

on

victim

the bottom

of his ire, lay
of his wagon.

Sam Marston
was too frightened to laugh.
Meanwhile, the gratified Colonel was rolling on
the ground convulsed with mirth, and old Roan
When
covering

undisturbed

Drake

under the trees.

reached home,

his ill humor,

and

his two sons dis-

the mutilated

condi-

tion of the rifle stock, hastened to arouse his
spirits with a piece of news, which they were
sure would make him dance for joy.
“Clear away,” growled the angry old man.
“TI
don’t want to hear any news; get away, or I shall
knock one of you down.”

APRIL

FOREST
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VON

AND STREAM,
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LENGERKE
@ DETMOLD
Golf
549 5th Ave.

Guns

Rifles
Kodaks

Opposite The Waldorf-Astoria

NEW

Revolvers
Fine Leather Goods

Tennis
Archery
Croquet
Base Ball
Foot Ball
Fencing

One door from Cor. 34th St.

YORK

High-Grade
Sportsmen's Supplies

Fishing Tackle
Athletic Goods

Cutlery

Fine Field and Opera Glasses
“But, father, it’s such a trick.”
“Blast you and your tricks.”
“Played off on the Colonel.”
“On the Colonel?” cried the old man,
ning to be interested.
‘Gad, if you’ve
the Colonel a trick, les’ hear it.”
“Well,

father,

Jed

and

I this

For

beginplayed

afternoon

went

out for deer—”
“Hang the deer, come to the trick.”
“Couldn't find any deer, but thought we must
shoot something; so Jed banged away at the Colonel’s Roan,

shot him

and

I propped

back

with

the horse

up,

and

a cord, and left him

tied his

standing

the trees exactly as if he was alive.
Fancy the Colonel going to catch him.
ho! wasn’t it a joke?”
empty

broken rifle.

BROOK
CO., Parksi de, Pa., Henryville Railroad Station

WANTED—SWANS

and

pocketbook,

ha!
ho!

at

his

to the boys:

ever tell of it, or if
fal dale

Kippewa

April

14—I

am

taking

vantage of the wide circulation of FoREST AND
STREAM to answer, in a general way, numerous
inquiries about the Kippewa Fishing and Hunting Club.
Our preserve consists of nearly 600
square miles, situated on and surrounding Kippewa Lake, and comprises that portion of the
Province
known
as
the
celebrated
Kippewa

moose

country.

The

club

house

is placed

in

nearly the center of the preserve and can be
easily reached by rail and steamboat.
The sportsman’s luggage can be taken direct
to the club house, where he can have a bedroom
and make all necessary changes in preparation
for the bush. Tents, canoes, cooking outfits and
supplies can be had at the club by paying a moderate price for them.
In this favored region moose are very plentiful,
and bears, beaver, otter and mink are increasing
at a marvelous rate.
Some of the largest moose
heads in Eastern North America have ‘been taken
from this country, and it is no unusual occurrence
for the hunter to see from ten to thirty modse
during a fall hunt.
This description of our property is necessarily

short,
tained

but any
from
Care

me

further

information

through

of Hull

D.

may

be ob-

correspondence.

B. RocuesTeEr,

Lumber

Co.,

Sec’y,

Ottawa,

Can.

from

Associa-

TROUT.
two-year-olds, for
NEW ENGLAND

BROOK

stocking
TROUT

TROUT

BROOK
pay
fry

or

you

to

yearlings

in

any

with

me

quantity.

before

buying

I guarantee

Trout

a

Farm.

ages
for
stocking
BROOK
TROUT
ooks. and
lakes.
Brook
trout eggs in any quantity, warranted delivered anywhere
in fine condition.
Correspondence solicited.
THE.PLYMOUTH
ROCK TROUT CO.
Plymouth, Mass.
FOR :SALE—BROOK
TROUT.—FINE
HEALTHY
Fish of all sizes.
EES eggs in season.
Warranted delivered
anywhere,
represented.
ae ean
solicited.
BAY SIDE TROUT FARM
(A. B.Savary),
East Wareham, Mass.
THE
BROOKDALE
TROUT
CANNOT
BE
BEAT
for stocking ponds and streams.
For the next few
weeks we will make a Aa low price on young fry and
large fish.
Also fly-fishin
BROOKDALE
TROUT CO., Kingston, Mass.
TIWO NEWFOUNDLAND
CARIBOU
HEADS.
Brand new, forty points each.
Brow antlers even, beautiful specimens.
Must be seen to be appreciated.
Will
sell reasonable to quick buyer.
Call or address
HEADS, 506 W. 26th St., New York.
18
FIRST-CLASS
SPLIT-BAMBOO
SALMON _ ROD,
two tips, inlaid cedar butt, German silver mounted. Also
salmon reel.
Both almost new.
For half original price.
Address ‘‘X,”? care of Forest and Stream.

MEN

I HAVE

FISHED

WITH.

By Fred Mather.
A handsome volume, printed on laid
paper, bound in green and gold, and illustrated with a
new portrait of Mr. Mather, and with portraits of the
272 pages.
“men” of whom he writes so delightfully.
Postpaid, $2.

FOREST

AND

STREAM

The Minister of Colonization, Mines and Fisheries of
the Province of Quebec offers for lease a valuable group
of lakes in the township and county of Matane, includins
Lakes Malfait, Grand Lake Petchedef, Petit Petchedef.
Lac Rond, Lac Chaud, and Lac aux Foins. These lakes
are easy of access by a ieee twelve miles long from the
village of Matane and also from Sayabee Station on the
Intercolonial Railway of Canada.
Dr. Bouillon, Government
fish and game warden at
Matane, reports:
“This is, in my opinion, and in that of
hunters whom I know, the finest sporting country that it
is possible to desire.
This group of lakes is abundantly
stocked with river, lake and gray trout; deer are in
great abundance, and moose are remarkably plentiful.
Mink, otter and Canada lynx abound.”
For terms and conditions apply to
|
THE MINISTER OF COLONIZATION,
MINES & FISHERIES, Quebec, Can. 19

CAMP

HOTEL

AND DINING ROOM.

For Sale or To Rent.
Islands with

permanent

various sizes and prices
at Desbarats,
Ontario,

TROUT.

correspond

safe delivery anywhere.
Crystal
Spring
L. B. HANDY,
So. Wareham, Mass.

ad-

direct

Indian

of all ages for stocking lakes and streams.
Brook trout
eggs in their season.
For the next 30 or 60 days I will
make prices on yearlings very low. FURNACE BROOK
HATCHERY (E. L. Maglathlin), Kingston, Mass.

It will

Fishing and Hunting Club.
Canada,

sold

National

BROOK

eggs,

Otrawa,

BASKETS

Eggs, fry, yearlings
and
Address
brooks and lakes.
FARM, Plympton, Mass.

you do, Sam Marston, I'll skin you alive.
By
Lord Harry, boys, I’ve been shooting at that dead

horse half an hour at $10 a shot.”

INDIAN

field.
M. GILL, Missionary,
tion, McDowell, Arizona.

He felt

looked

Then in a rueful tone, he whispered

“Tt is a joke, but if you

I desire to purchase a number of American Swans, both
Whistlers and Trumpeters.
G. D. TILLEY, Darien, Ct.

BEAUTIFUL

Sale.

Valuable Territory to be Leased.

trout,

PARADISE
TROUT

for

FISHING AND HUNTING

We have constantly on hand
fine supply of Brook Trout, all
sizes for stocking purposes. Also for table use at 75c. a pound
Visitors privileged to catchowr

head

under

Ha!
Ho!

Old Drake’s head fell upon his breast.

of his

BROOK TROUT FOR SALE.

dead!”

“Shot old Roan!” thundered the hunter.
“By
the Lord Harry, Jed, did you shoot the Colonel’s
horse?”
“T didn’t do anything else.”
“Devil, devil!” groaned the hunter.
“And then,’ pursued Jed, confident the joke
part of the story would please his father, “Jim

Property

Sale.

PUBLISHING

CO.

camps

and

to rent with
near
Sault

summer

homes

of

privilege of purchase
St. Marie,
Canada.

A delightful
summering
spot.
Write, L.
STRONG, Canadian Pacific Ry., Montreal.

O.

ARM-

SALMON FISHING

Several good salmon rivers on the Norte Shore of the
St. Lawrence, offered for short or long
lease.
For particulars apply to the LABRADOR
COMPANY,
Room
19, 40 Hospital St., Montreal, Canada.

ADIRONDACK CAMP.
ADIRONDACKS:
Brant Lake.
We offer for sale at a
low price, a completely equipped and furnished Camp on
this most beautiful of the Adirondack Lakes, 1,000 feet
above tide-water,.and but eight hours from New York
city; wooded point of seven acres; main dwelling, 15
rooms;
stable and other outbuildings;
boats, superior
water supply and sewerage; daily mail; telegraph, long
distance telephone; near good markets.
For further particulars, address
LESTER
BROTHERS,
Real
Esate
Brokers,

Saratoga

Springs,

N.

Y.

NORWAY—SALMON

FISHING

in Lardal te let from July 15 to Sept. 30.
The wellknown
Fishings on Kvammen
water have yielded 132
salmon, 74 grilse (2,572 pounds), in one season.
Apply
Consul JOHAN GRAN, Bergen.
19

TRAINING

vs. BREAKING.

Practical Dog Training; or, Training vs. Breaking.
By
S. T. Hammond.
To which is added a chapter on training pet dogs, by an amateur.
Cloth, 165 pages. Price, $1.

FOREST

AND

STREAM

PUBLISHING

CO.

BOTH

CRATES

DOG
The

Dog

on

His

Travels.

The greatest trouble which sportsmen experience in traveling to and from the shooting
grounds is in transporting their dogs. The same troubles have fallen on the shoulders of
kennel men and bench show exhibitors.

The

Troubles

of

Dog

Owners.

Dogs are shipped in heavy boxes or are chained in the baggage car. The dog that goes
in the box is productive of heavy express charges. The dog that goes without the box
generally gets loose or is crippled by a falling trunk.

The
In

corner

the

of the

Dog’s

Food

isa receptacle

crate

and

for water,

Water.
providing

a funnel connection

for

First and Second Prizes
At the late 1906 Monte Carlo Tournament,

SCOTT GUNS

On the front of the crate and just below the doorisa
its being filled from the outside.
buffet, or pocket, for dog biscuits.
All of our crates are provided witha removable or
false bottom,

which

insures cleanliness.

We

Save

You

Money.

In manfacturing these dog crates, we keep two points constantly in view.
One is to
save the money of the dog owner; the other is to save the life and limb of the dog. We
accomplish the first by making the crate so light that the express charges will be greatly
reduced, the saving on the first two or three trips often paying the cost of the crate.
Each.
Hei ht.
Length. Width.
Each.
Height.
Length. Width.
No.1.

10.00
12.00

22in.
26in.

18in.
2lin.

Send

IVER

No. 4..

$ 9.00

18in.

17in.

24in.

No. 2. . 380in.
36in.
No. 3.

$16.00

82in.

24in.

42in.

No. 5. 48in.
80in.
36in.
22.00
Special oval top crate for 2 setters 15.00

for free Dog Catalogue.

JOHNSON

GOODS

CO.

Street, Boston, Mass.

By S. T. Hammond (“Shadow”).
Cloth.
Price, $1.
Mr. Hammond
enjoys among his field companions the repute of being an
unusually good shot, and one who is particularly successful in that most, difficult branch of upland shooting, the pursuit of the ruffed grouse or partridge.
This prompted the suggestion that he should write down for others an exposition
of the methods by which his skill was acquired.
The result is this original
manual of “Hitting vs. Missing.’
We term it original, because, as the chapters
will show, the author was self-taught; the expedients and devices adopted and the
forms of practice followed were his own.
This then may be termed the Hammond system of shooting; and as it was successful in his own experience, being
here set forth simply and intelligibly, it will prove not less effective with others.

Forest and Stream Trap Score Book
meets the needs of gun clubs and shooters in every particular.
The 150 sheets
are heavily ruled—an advantage all scorers will appreciate, particularly when working in a dim light.
The horizontal spaces are numbered from 1 to 30.
Broad
perpendicular lines divide these into groups of five, which aids the eye of the
scorer greatly.
Similar heavy, lines divide the perpendicular spaces into groups
of six; thus the squads are distinguished at a glance.
The paper manifolds easily, and carbon sheets are placed in the book for that
purpose.
It contains the American Shooting Association Rules for Live-Bird Shooting,
for Double
Live-Bird
Shooting, for Inanimate
Target Shooting,
Hurlingham
Revised Live-Bird Rules for single and double rises, and the Rose system of
dividing purses.
Price, $1.

Field, Cover and Trap Shooting
By Captain Adam H. Bogardus, Champion Wing Shot of the World.
Embracing
Hints for Skilled Marksmen; Instruction for Young Sportsmen;-Haunts and
Habits of Game Birds; Flight and Resorts cf Waterfowl; Breeding and Breaking of Dogs.
Cloth, 444 pages.
Price, $2.
“Field, Cover and Trapshooting”’ is a book of instruction, and of that best of all
instruction, where the teacher draws from his own rich experience, incident,
anecdote and moral to illustrate and emphasize his teaching.
The score of the
book—a work of nearly 500 pages—is shown by this list of chapters:
Guns and Their Proper Charges.
Pinnated Grouse Shooting.
Late Pinnated
Grouse Shooting.
Quail Shooting in the West.
Ruffed Grouse Shooting.
Shooting the Woodcock.
The Snipe and Snipe Shooting.
Golden Plover, Curlew and
Gray Plover.
Wild Ducks and Western Duck Shooting.
Wild Geese, Cranes and
Swans.
Wild Turkey and Deer Shooting.
The Art of Shooting
on the Wing.
Shooting Dogs—Breeding and Breaking.
Pigeon Shooting—Trapshooting.
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PUBLISHING

HOW’S

COMPANY

THIS!

BALLISTITE
The best shotgun smokeless powder on earth.

WINS:

The

Cook

County Championship Cup at the Grand Crescent Gun Club, Chicago,

March 31st, 1906.
OF

TRY
The

Score, 48 ex 50.

COURSE

smokeless

Association

Agents

for

because

@

J. H. LAU
Sole

DOES

(as others

say).

BALLISTITE

best shotgun

Interstate

IT

the

Sead

powder on earth, but barred from the
it is foreign.

CO.

NOBEL’S

75| Chambers
New

EXPLOSIVES

for ‘Shooting

Makers.

For two years in succession, 1905 and 1906, three times
in five years,
and on six occasions in all, the Celebrated Guns of W. & C. Scott & Sons

have won the GRAND

PRIX DE MONTE

CARLO.

We have a full assortment of these noted guns now in stock.
All grades

and sizes,

light weights.

10,

12,

16 and 20 bore.

CO.,

Facts.’’

York
Lid.,

makers

taken

Street,
City

Glasgow

Some

very

Also trap guns.
Guns of different

in trade.

WM.
107 Washington

Hitting vs. Missing

FOREST

all other

(@s"Send for Catalogue and List of High Grade Second-Hand

SPORTING

163 Washington

Over

READ

@

Street,

SONS
BOSTON,

MASS.

Does Your Gun Exactly Suit You?
If not, this is the time of year to make a trade
An important part of our business is trading guns. We
have a ready market among our customers for desirable secondhand guns and we invite correspondence from those who are in
the market for new guns or who have second-hand guns to trade.
Through this medium of exchange many persons have been
benefited, and

it seems

to be of equal

value

both

to ourselves,

the buyer and the seller.
We offer a few second-hand and shop-worn guns below that
have recently come into the market:
a
No. 3043. Greener Grand Prize Pigeon Gun, $375 quality. This gun is only one
grade below the well-known “Royal,” and a magnificent gun.
It has extreme full
choked Whitworth barrels, Greener’s very best game engraving, and has never
been shot. The owner is selling the gun at a great sacrifice.
Dimensions: 12 ga.,
30-in barrels, 714 lbs. weight, 2% x 1% in. drop, 14%4 in. stock. Price......$225.00
No. 1206.
Remington Automatic Ejector, grade C, with two sets of barrels.
In
leather case complete.
Cost new $150.
his gun is in splendid condition and
looks like new.
ne set of field barrels and one set of trap barrels.
Dimensions:
12 ga., 28-in. barrels, 714 Ibs.; 12 ga., 30-in. barrels, 7% lbs.; 3% in. drop, 14% in.
stock.
A great bargain at..... Bind elicaletetsbeusib
oteolaboe alsshane ere disSaveteld
oSetae o deolatereetale $90.00
No. 3694. Francotte Hammerless.
Cost $100 new.
With full pistol grip, Siemans Martin steel barrels; left choked; right improved cylinder:
Dimensions:
ae
30-in. barrels, 7 lbs., 24% in. drop, 14% in. stock.
Looks like $15.00
PICS 55 BiaSS ane 80S si aie0:00 01050;nsclescat elogieie'erase e'=tdis olayiaiery-«ichers) ete)c[e/ete ateleteate tama
:
No. 3025. W. C. Scott & Son Monte Carlo Model Hammerless.
Very fine’
Damascus barrels, half. pistol grip stock, crystal apertures.
A fine shooter, and ~
in splndid condition.
ost new $145.
Dimensions: 12 ga., 30-in. barrels, 7 lbs.
5oz., 2% in. drop, 18% in. stock.- A bargain at....
cs... . ceed cece cece cceeceeeoes $90.00
No. 1137. L. C. Smith Automatic Ejector.
Fine Damascus barrels, full choked
and modified.
Straight grip Monte Carlo stock, with Silver’s recoil pad.
Cost
$175, and in perfect condition.
Dimensions, 12 ga., 28-in. barrels, 714 lbs. wer
2% in, drop, 14% in. stock.
Net price........ eoabiccts
sep sshieenem nisin Stove shares hdkeae SEONG
No. 2429. Ithaca Automatic Ejector.
Imported stee] barrels, extra fine Italian
walnut polished stock, full pistol grip, elaborate engraving.
Cost $210, and only
shot a few times.
Dimensions:
12 ga., 30-in. barrels, 744 lbs. weight, 3 in. see
14 vin: istock:»
Net. price! .....ts~ sswes ce - to cates aein'ea clea sisoa pce eins = ete eran weeeee eGL00.00
No. 2698. Ithaca Hammerless.
Smokeless steel barrels, half pistol grip, choked
and modified.
Slightly shopworn.
Dimensions: 12 ga., 30-in. barrels, 7 lbs. 2 oz.
weight, 3 in. drop, 14 in. stock.
A bargain at..............seees sine teed eee ase B1O0
No. 2093. Syracuse Automatic Ejector.
In perfect condition, only slightly shopworn.
Has fine twist barrels, half
pistol grip stock, modified in both barrels.
Dimensions:
12 ga., 30-in. barrels, Ty Ibs. weight, 8 in. drop, 14 in. stock. Regular price, $41, and a bargain at.........cssecccecsvceccoscees <a aise sate eae Raat tereae $21.00
No, 1861. L. C. Smith Hammerless, Grade 0, $47. Fine Damascus barrels, half
pistol grip, modified choke both barrels.
Gun has never been. shot and only
slightly shopworn.
Dimensions:
16 ga., 28 in. barrels, 6 % lbs. weight, 3 in. drop,
1414 0in= stock:
Net prices.
0. pseweweess
vests usofr ais afhes Se tall 7 ¥eaaers eke
No. 1255. Ithaca Hammerless Field Gun.
An exceptionally nice gun, only ~
slightly shopworn.
Regular price, $30.
Has smokeless steel barrels, half
pistol
grip.
Modified and cylinder bored.
Dimensions:
12 ga., 26-in. barrels, 64
Ibs.
weight, 3 in. drop, 14 in. stock.
A great bargain at......... HSetabtic we pied cite ep LOcOU
No. 1944. Lefever Automatic Ejector; fine Damascus barrels, very handsome
full pistol grip stock, both barrels choked, nicely engraved.
Gun is new, but
slightly shopworn.
Regular price $115. Dimensions:
12 ga., 30-in. barrels, 744 Ibs.
weight, 234 in. drop, 14 in. stock.
Net price.......... oe ocsie sues cediee eeetaimeaen $75.00
No. 3026. W. H. Hamilton Hammer
Gun, Diana pattern.
Fine Damascus
barrels, English walnut stock, with elaborately carved full
pistol grip and foreend.
One barrel choked and one cylinder.
Imported to sell for $20. Dimensions:
12 ga.: 30-in. barrels, 74% lbs.
First check for $12 gets it.

HENRY
C. SQUIRES
No. 20 Cortlandt Street,
-

& SON,
New York City

|
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FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO., 346 Broadway, New York
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Entered gf the New York Post

FOREST

698
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THE ROBERTS SAFETY LAUNCH AND YACHT BOILER.
THE

ROBERTS

SAFETY

WATER

TUBE

BOILER

[May

Nearly 1500 in use.
Cable

COMPANY,

39 and

250 pounds of steam.

ORKS:

Bruniva,

Address:

RED

New

BANK,

York.

41 Cortlandt

Street,

5, 1906.

pene

catalogue free.

Telephone dare

599 Cortlandt.

New

New

Jers

York.

A Pet Wild
IN most communities

Turkey.

there are certain persons

who possess peculiar characteristics, habits and
beliefs, and this is true of the long shore sports-

man of the old mother State as of persons dwelling elsewhere.

, Many of the old-time sportsmen.still carry and
use their muzzle-loading guns, which cannot be
displaced by more modern arms.
They usually
manage to bag a good many
birds and other
game, and this is chiefly due, it is believed,
to
their knowledge of the habits of the game.
They
seldom go out without finding something.
A story is told of one gunner who—if any of

the shot should

Mullins Pressed Steel Boats Can't Sink
Easier

to
Made

“The
Sultan”

16 ft. family pfeakore
boat,

as

illustrated.

Com-

~

[plete with 1 pair oars ®85.00,

3 1-2and 6
H.P. Single
Cylinder
Two
Cycle
Engine

Watkins

Safe

Row—Absolutely

of pressed steel with air chambers in each end like a life boat,
Can't leak—crack—dry
ont or sink—lasta lifetime.
Every
boat guaranteed.
The ideal boat for families—summer
resorts—parks—boat
liveries,
etc.
Strong—safe—
P'
speedy.
Write to-day for our large catalog of row

boats, motor boats, hunting
and fishing boats.
The W.H. Mullins Co.,126 Franklin St., Salem,0.

Engines of Quality

E want to place our brand new, handsomely illustrated and complete
catalogue in the hands of every ’ yacht owner who desires to better the
going power, reliability, economy

Our

Marine

and attractive

appearance

Gasoline

of his craft.

kngines,

from2 to 12 horse power, represent

no cbsolete styles, but fhe very newest
patterns, of assured efficiency and strength—weight only where weight is revat
-pa

Built under the direction of manufacturers of years of experience in
a model gas and gasoline engine plant, from the very highest

=| grade of material, machined by skilled and careful workmen,

Every

#@ engine carefully ‘tested, from five to ten hours under full load,
before shipment. Fully ‘guaranteed, Write to-day for catalog and

“ THE

FRANK

M. WATKINS

while load-

would be useless for him to continue the hunt.
Another, whom I will call here “Captain Pete,”
is a sailor and all-’round sportsman.
He loves
to teil of his adventures with his dogs and gun,
and is seldom seen without them.
He tells many
stories about the accuracy of Sweet Lips, his
gun, and declares he can beat any man “a shooten
for a turkey in the United States of Virginny.”

On the occasion of a turkey hunt near the
Rappahannock River, Captain Peter claims to
have

shot

he was

a forty-pound

offered $4 cash.

wild

turkey

for

which

The gray whiskers

the turkey’s breast were
eighteen
and he had one wooden leg. Here

on

inches
long,
Captain Pete

gives a laugh that could be heard a half mile
away.
“Sar, he was the biggest turkey I ever
saw.
There were eighteen fellows in the bunch
of us, and four others besides, and all ate a
sumptuous meal from one-half of his breast.”
Uncle Pete says he cannot account for that one
wooden leg unless that turkey had been previously owned by some one as a pet wild turkey.

prices which are bound to interest you.
MANUFACTURING CO., 526 Baymiller St., Cincinnati, 0.

ONDERWOOD’S

fall from his hands

ing his gun—will at once return home and make
no further effort to hunt that day, believing, as he
says, that those lost were his luck shot, and it

AT

the

last

sale

of plumes,

held

on

Feb

13,

8,508 birds of paradise skins were offered in London,

and

most

six sales held

of them

in 1905,

were

sold.

36,138 birds

During

the

of paradise

were offered, and nearly ‘all of them were sold,
and at higher rates than at previous sales, which
means, of course, that they are becoming more
scarce.
As to feathers for the aigrette of fashion,
figures show a total of 150,000 birds killed during
the breeding season to supply the London market

during 1905.—Shooting Times (London).
xibeat

SNIPKINS
you

Our NAME PLATE (as se guarantees correctness of models and quality.
All materials carefully selected. | Construction entirely by skilled men.
Variety of models.

Send

NOW

OLD

Prices from $28, up.

Bored

not

‘see

Naples

(absently)—What

and

die.”

Miss

a Be homie

Sleper.

Prompt delivery.

Middle

CANOE
Street,

Old

COMPANY

Town,

Maine.

EVERYTHING FOR CAMPING
We

are prepared to sup-

~ ply your needs—large or
agi small, Our salesmen will
~ be glad to go over the
details with you and as‘@ sist you in making your
camp in the woods just as
comfortable as your home.
Tents, Cooking Utensils, Cots, Tables, Stoves,
Boats,
Canoes,
Paddles,
Fittings,
Etc.
Our complete catalogue describing the necessities
and luxuries of a complete camping outfit will be sent
free upon application.
(Send for it to-day.)
JOHN C. HOPKINS & CO., 119 Chambers St.. NEW YORK

TRAINING

vs. BREAKING.

te
es Dog Training; or, Training vs. Breaking.
By
Hammond.
To which is added a chapter on training Biv dogs, by an amateur.
Cloth, 165 pages. Price, $1.

FOREST

Aw’fly

(just returned from Italy )—And so,

I did

for free illustrated catalog.

TOWN
9

see,

AND

STREAM

PUBLISHING

CO.

ORIGINAL

DEVILED

—

HAM

Is a delicious, pure New England product, very
delightful to the palate. It is made only of sugar
cured ham and fragrant spices for people who
want only the best.
It is nourishment concentrated, and invaluable for the anticipated or
unexpected call.
Its flavor makes one’s mouth
water for the bite. “ Branded with the devil, but fit
for the gods.” See the little Red Devil on the can.
NEW COOK BOOK (Chafing Dish Receipts, etc.) FREE.
WM. UNDERWOOD
CO. @
BOSTON.

MODERN

TRAINING.

AND

STREAM

PUBLISHING

COATING

A perfect finish for all woodwork, spars and ironwork exposed to excessive changes in weather and
temperature.

Handling and Kennel Management.
By B. Waters.
IIlustrated.
Cloth, 373 pages.
Price, $2.00.
This treatise is after the modern professional system of
training.
It combines the excellence of both the suasive
and force systems of education, and contains an exhaustive description of the uses and ‘abuses of the spike collar.

FOREST

SPAR.

CO.

EDWARD
Varnish
59

MANUFACTURED BY
SMITH
@ COMPANY,
Makers and Color Grinders

Market Street,
Chicago, III.

45 Broadway
New York.

May

5, 1906.]

A New
Atoms—tThe

Vocabulary.

place to which

plosion are blown.
Banquet table—Something
wealth

of delicious

viands,

victims

of an

that groans

sonable delicacies are served.

and

from

ex-

We originated the

STEEL

undera

which

sea-

FISHING

ROD,

which always has been and always will be the best all around
Rod for the novice, on account of its durability—for the expert

Bride—An
accomplished
young
woman
who
enters on the arm of her father, is a vision of
loveliness, and receives many costly and useful

angler who appreciates

sure to get a genuine

pertect ‘‘hang” and delicate

action.

Be

presents.

Bridegroom—An
unimportant person of the
male persuasion.
Sayin
celebration closing in a blaze of

ory.
Cold blood—Something in which murder is
committed.
Fire—A process which causes buildings to go
up in smoke

or

to be

reduced

to ashes,

Rod as there are cheap imitations on the market. Look for our name
and address stamped on the reel seat of the handle—take no other.

i tN
mE

leaving

only smouldering ruins.

Send for beautiful Catalogue showing Rods for all fishing and
our Combination Reel and Handle, which is an excellent feature,

THE HORT ON MANUFACTURING CO.,

Fugitive—A person who makes good his escape.
Hero—He who rescues a drowning person just

—

84 Horton
Street,

Bristol, Conn.

as he is sinking for the third time.
Lie—That which is nailed.
Murder—A crime committed in cold blood; a
dastardly deed.
Murderer—A human monster; a fiend in human shape; a fiend incarnate.
Only ornament—The gift of the bridegroom.

MILAM

THE FRANKFORT, KENTUCKY REEL: 8CMiLamason,
IS HAND

MADE, STANDARD

Life—Something that is snuffed out.
Plot—A

Political

scheme

which

meeting

side’s)—A_

gathering

which packs the hall from pit to dome; an outpouring of the representative citizenship of the

community.
Pool of blood—That
son is found lying.

on

RANKFORT.KY

2£45£0 70.SEW0 CATALOGUE

FISHING
TACKLE —
CELEBRATED

in which a murdered per-

Wild Geese

1839.

PFLUEGER’S

is nipped in the bud.

(our

SINCE

Migration.

A WRITER in the Daily Mail gives the following
interesting description of the proceedings of wild
geese on the point of migration;
At the end of
March or during the first week in April, all the

Hebrides

collect in one

place before taking their departure

gray geese in the Outer

for their nest-

ing haunts

within

the

Arctic

Circle.

To

esti-

mate ‘their numbers is impossible, and to behold
this vast concourse of geese is one of the sights

of a lifetime. The vast host of birds stand packed
together into a huge phalanx till the king of the
graylegs starts the flight.
As the old leader
cends, a hundred thousand voices salute him,
none stir tili from overhead he gives the call
his subjects to follow him.
Some fifty birds

asbut
for
rise

Before buying a STEEL ROD.
I am clearing out 500 Steel Rods, cork grips
only.
Bait Rods, 6%, 7%, 8% feet; Fly
Rods, 9 and 10 feet.
|

$2.75,

in the air and follow him, and as they go gradu-

ally assume the wedge-like formation, with three
single birds in a string at the apex of the triangle,
and in a few minutes are out of sight. When they
have been fairly started, the king returns, and

aiter a few minutes’

rest

he rises into the air

again, and the same process is gone through before he leads off another batch.
Again and again
he returns until all are gone but 300 old veterans,

Postage,

Also roo gross Trout
card, at 6c. per card.
CHARLES

Send

for Tackle

Times

When

318-520 Fulton St.,
9 BROOKLYN, N. Y.

ask for

THE ENTERPRISE MANUFACTURING CO.
AKRON, OHIO, U. S. A.

AND

STREAM.

The

Gelephone

Boats

2255

W. H. Mullins

Co., 126 Franklin

Cable,

Main

Street,

Salem,

Wilsails,

W.

Ohio.

V. C.

WILSON @ SILSBY
YACHT
SAIL
MAKERS
éreater
vu

will supply it.
Established 1786.

HUDSON,

Steel

Motor Boats, Row Boats, Hunting and Fishing Boats
Faster,
built of steel with air chambers in each end like a life boat.
more buoyant, practically indestructible, don’t leak, dry out and are
can’t sink.
No calking, no bailing, no
absolutely safe. . They
trouble,
Every boatis guaranteed.
Highly endorsed
by sportsmen.
Catalogue describing our com‘The ideal boats for pleasure or sport.
plete line of craft sent free on request.

joy? Pull the crown cork and see
Brewery and Bottling Works,

LUMINOUS

If unable to secure our goods from your dealer, let us
know, and we will send you some interesting information.

Mullins

to-

Ale
Any Dealer Anywhere
C. H. EVANS & SONS,

of

reels, and a number of
patented specialties that anglers need. If you wish the
most killing artificial bait, spoon, fly or spinner, insist on
having

saw the ad. in Forest

Evans
mortal

the test a
a century.

all sorts

baits, spoons, flies, snell
hooks,
lines,
leaders,

Catalogue.
writing say you

make

(London).

A rod,a line, a pipe, some
bacco and a bottle of

—could

We

PFLUEGER’S

extra.

Flies, six assorted on |

DISC

which rise to meet him in the air as he flies back
to them.
Then, with their sovereign at their
head, these also wing their way toward the Pole,
not to return to our shores until the following
October.—Shooting

10 cents

has
stood
quarter of

N. Y.

ROWE’S

WHARF,

aA

aA

BOSTON,

MASS.

We have furnished sails to the following prominent yachts: Constitution, Defender, Volunteer, Jubilee, Colonia,
Independence, Ailsa, Navahoe, Weetamoe, Uncle Sam, Effort, Calypso, Flirt, Ariadne, Quissetta, Constance,
Vergemere, Resolute, Chanticleer, Senta, Snapper, Raider, Little Haste, Sally VII, Chloris, and many others.

G. R. LILJEGREN,

Gothenburg, Sweden, !2,°%;,*sthorized correspondent

702

FOREST

AND

STREAM.

The “TUSCARORA” Fly Rod

[May

5, 1906.

THREE CATALOGUES
FISHING
TACKLE
and
33 SUMMER
SPORTS 3 3
GUN
GOODS
and
WINTER SPORTS

il eel ENTERS

No. 3537. Split Bamboo
length, 8% feet; weight,

Fly Rod, oxidized
434 ounces

CAMERAS, KODAKS and
PHOTOGRAPHIC
GOODS

mountings,
.

A Customer says:
“‘I thought when I bought this rod it would last only a
day or two; however, after a hard summer’s use, during which | caught trout as large
as 3 pounds, it is straight as a die and as good as new.”

Also a full line of RODS,

LINES,

LEADERS

Send for Trout Booklet Free on application.
Complete Catalog will be sent upon request.

WILLIAM

and

One or all for the asking.
We

have everything in Guns, Fishing Tackle,
Photographic and Athletic Goods.
SUPERIOR QUALITY,
Lowest PRricks.

FLIES.

Or if you would prefer our

MILLS @ SON, 21 Park Place, New York, U. S. A.

Sole Agents

for H. L. LEONARD

THOS.

SPLIT

BAMBOO

and Dealer

TARPON, TUNA

Oe
&

*

<2

and ALL SOUTHERN

Gold

=.

VOM

Oo
<2

4Bn

Medals,

95 and

&

TACKLE

EsTABLISHED 1867.
Buffalo, 1901.—St.

97 Fulton

York.

Best Steel Bait Rods, Cork Grip, 6, 6%, 7, 734 ft. $2.25
Fly
9-10 feet
fas
The “Universal,” finest line dryer ever produced.
Every angler
should own one.
126-Page

Gold Medal,

Catalogue

on

receipt

of 4 cents

ESTABLISHED
Highest Award,

St. Louis, 1904.

1857

Gold Medal, Highest Award, Chicago,

1893,

Sold for $3.50.

JULIUS
No. 351 South Fifth Street,

-

All genuine reels bear my name.
reel

with

good

Quick Sales
tom

SILK

=

BODY

» Trout FlicS
price 24 conte” Quality A Flies

Be. Rar ers
60
Cc.
65

BB dozen. Quality B Flies

for an assorted sample dozen.
Regular price, 85 cents.
for an assorted dozen.

c.

Regular price, 84 cents.

Dixon’s
for, gunlecks and

Quality C Flies

Bass Flies

Graphite for Sportsmen—

A lubricant and preservative;
barrels;

for fishing rods and reels;

for row, sail and motor boats.

Booklets ‘‘Graphite Afloat and Afield’” and ‘‘Dixon’s
Motor Graphite” free on request.
JOSEPH DIXON CRUCIBLE CO.,
Jersey City, N.J.
SSa

When writing say you
AND STREAM,

i

saw the ad. in Forest

=

=

No branch store in any city.

STEEL

oiled
reel.

Try our

new

E,
Brooklyn,

Braided

N. Y.

Send for catalogue.

once

RODS

3, piece, cork grip
10 foot Fly and 8 1-2 foot

a year,isa

Put up in 20-30-40-50-100

yards

H. H. KIFFE

525 BROADWAY,
AND

-

half price.

Address

York.

G. M. SKINNER’S

IS
For

THE
Sale

by

STANDARD.

all

Dealers

A Convenience

in

SPORTING

GOODS.

Appreciated

CoO.

FLIES

him.

care

®

Ready to Serve.
lengths

flies on hair loop snells.

“I.”

®

Delicious Old Blends,

First-Class Split Bamboo Salmon
Reel,
Rod—also
Stream.

1906

Gold Lion Cocktails

JOHN NORMAN, 4502 Ste. Catherine, Montreal, Canada

less than

St., New

When a dealer says that some other Spoon Bait
is as good as G. M. Skinner’s, he acknowledges
that
ote

A

NEW YORK

TROUT

Only maker in America who mounts
P. S.—Write

& Co.

22 Warren

Waterproof

TACKLE CATALOGUE FREE ON APPLICATION

BASS

Vivier

Bait

Silk Enameled

seeeience eee
THE

Du

Phone 5223 Cort.

$4.75

METAL CENTER LINE

For
Trial—Send Us
For Trial—Send
Us _
15c. i ata

HOF

bearings and screws,
durable, well running

Small Profits
:

VOM

1803

SCOTCH

to cover postage.

A Patent Fishing Reel, made of hard sheet metal, with an automatic drag
spool 3% inch diameter. holding 200 yds. ofline, winding line as fast as a mult
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RUFFED

GROUSE’S

NEST.

Att through the winter the grouse have lived
in the deep swamp,

or the dense alder runs,

shel-

tered from the fierce winds that sweep the hillsides and the open fields. Here they have gleaned
a livelihood—sufficient if scanty—from the berries
that still cling to the vines, from the green leaves
of low-growing

plants near the wet, warm

spring

holes, from the nuts and rootlets that they
scratch up on warm bare hillsides, and from the
buds of birch and alder.
After storms their firm footprints may often
be

seen

in the

new-fallen

snow,

and

when

the

weather is damp and lowering, early in the afternoon they take refuge among the branches of
spruce or cedar, where

they are safe from

prowl-

ing fox, and protected from rain or damp. Often
in the coldest weather of January and February
the woodland

wanderer

of the birds

from

some

sheltered

may

startle three or four

their

warm

southern

slope.

resting place on

But when the miider days of March have come,
and the snow disappears, and the ice leaves the
brooks, and the frost works out of the swamp,
we may still sometimes find the grouse by twos
and threes, smooth

in autumn,
The

of plumage

and

less shy than

preparing for the nesting season.

ruffed

and pheasant

the

by the
grouse
and is
words

her strong

wing

strokes

threw

back

over the nest some of the dry leaves by which it
was surrounded, and half concealed the eggs. Nor
is this date

unusual.

for central

New

Instead,

there

are

records

York

which

show

that

been

found

there

in the

have

ruffed
very

first days of April.
If it is early June when the ruffed grouse chicks
afoot,

they have,

four or five months

over

much

of the country,

in which to acquire wisdom

and vigor and to become strong
the autumnal season of pursuit.

and

hardy

for

Various are the situations in which the nest is
found; sometimes admirably concealed, at others
in plain sight if one does but know how to see it.
It may

WITHOUT

A

GUN.

tool

that

we

have

carried

so

many

days

heat, in joy and sorrow; but the season has just
opened for hunting without a gun.
Armed with
opera glass, note book, botanical case, trowel, insect net, or fishing rod, men and women and boys
and girls may now
start out to witness
the
changes which sprine is so swiftly scattering over

Not so early, of course, as

ling away through the tree trunks while the rush

are

HUNTING

of the Southern and Middle States

long before the leaves have come out, just about
the time when many of our resident birds reach
here from the South, about the time when the
warbler migration is at its height.
More than
once while watching the migrating hosts in spring
have we walked so close to a ruffed grouse’s nest
as to frighten the old one off and send her hurt-

eggs

GO

CLEANED, oiled and laid away in a dry place is

be hidden

under

a

fallen

log,

sharply sloping side hill surrounded by
undergrowth, at the foot of a stout tree
clump of cedars, or againat the foot
growing just within a fence upon the
mowing lot, and sixty or seventy yards
nearest cover.

on

a

protective
in a great
of a tree
edge of a
from the

the land.
Birds are coming on from the south.
Turtles
are sunning themseives on stones and logs in the
ponds or by the brook side. Beautiful and grace-

ful snakes have come forth from their winter
hiding places and are enjoying the genial warmth
of the strengthening sun.
Little hylas call musically from the marsh land, and the deep voice of
the bullfrog will soon be heard from the ponds.
Insects cluster about the newly-opened flowers
and are followed thither by the birds, while trees
and shrub and lew-growing plants are all sending
forth leaves or the flowers that precede the leaves.

In some places the red blooms

of the soft maple

have already fallen away.
Peach trees are robed
in pink, and cherry trees in white.
In the deep
recesses of the swamp
the tiny white violet
blooms thick, while the jack-in-the-pulpit sends
up sturdy stalks, late anemones nod on the hillsides, and dog-tooth violets on the edge of the
swamp rival the gold of the water cowslip at the
brook’s edge.

Truly, at this season of the year no one needs

VOL.

LXVI.—No.

ishable

and

so

soon

to be thrown

18.

New York.

away,

The

thoughtless gratification of the desire to possess
some beautiful thing is to be deplored.
Beautiful
it is in its proper place, but removed from that
place, unless carefully prepared and used as a
specimen, too soon it becomes unlovely and altogether worthless.
Of those who have pictured the joys of hunting without a gun we know of none the charm

of

whose

writing

equals

that

of

Rowland

E.

Robinson, whose book bearing
this title was
printed last year.
While it may be that many
men have seen in the woods as much as Robinson saw, there have been few—it might be al-

most be said there have been none—who
power

to describe

what

they

saw

had the

in a way

so

charming,

so lucid and with so much

He makes

sympathy.

us see again what we have seen before,

and thrill again with the feelings of long ago.
RIVERS,
For

through sunshine and through storm, in cold and

of New

the woodcock, whose eggs are often laid
middle of March, but usually the ruffed
has her complement of eggs completed,
sitting before the middle of May, in other

grouse

where one knows it is, it may for a long time be
very difficult to see. In the coloring which nature has given the ruffed grouse she has cared well
for this child of hers.
The streaks and bars on
the bird’s head, its colors of brown and buff and
black blend and mingle so harmoniously with the
grass, the flowers, the leaves and the twigs which
form her surrounding and her background, that it
is almost impossible to detect the bird.
There are sections of our country where ruffed
grouse are still so plenty that each year a few
nests are found and a few people are fortunate
enough to succeed in photographing them.

England

grouse—partridge

—is an early breeder,

of air from

Wherever it may be, the partridge’s nest is hard
to find and hard to see after it has been found.
Usually it is discovered by blundering accident,
some one walking near to the sitting bird and
frightening her into the air and then discovering
the nest.
After it has been found, one may visit
it—but not teo frequently—and may gradually accustom the mother bird to his presence; yet often
when approaching the nest and looking precisely

!

1 No. 346 Broadway,

many

years

OF

(PICKLE:

the angler

has grumbled

over

the destruction of game fish caused by the pollution of our streams.
By a portion of the public
this is considered the selfish complaining of
sportsmen whose recreations are thereby limited.
The public is not aware that, with the game fish,
our commercial fisheries are being destroyed, that
many millions of dollars are thereby lost commercially, and that the public is being deprived of

thousands
ishing

of

food,

tons
so

is measurably

of

that

toothsome

the

increased

whole

by

and _ nourcost

this

of living

treatment

of

the streams,
Time was when the streams of New England
and many of those of New York abounded with
salmon.
Time was when the sturgeon fishery and
sturgeon oil of the Hudson River were important
and valuable, commercially; when “Albany beet”

was in demand, and when sturgeon eggs formed
an important article of export to Russia.
Still
later, in-the boyhood

of men

yet young,

the shad

fishery in the Connecticut and Housatonic and the
Hudson were worth millions of dollars, and during the months of May and early June most deli-

cious

shad

were

to be had

for a trifling price.

Salmon, sturgeon and shad in New England and
New York have almost disappeared.
Of recent
years millions of shad fry have been distributed

in the upper waters of the Hudson River, but the
shad in that stream become less and less. In lieu
of them, stale fish from Southern—and unpolluted
—waters

alone are purchasable.

Even the fishermen do not understand the conditions. If they did, there would be—in New
York

State, at least—a

revolution

in public opin-

a gun for his enjoyment.
If one should ask for
more than he has he would like more eyes to see
with, more ears to hear with, more hands to bring

ion, and the factories and cities which now
befoul the Hudson would be so regulated by law
that this nuisance would cease, that purity would

together the beautiful

Yet, it is a

be

together

might renew the food fish which the greed of one

mistake

to

tear

these beautiful

down

things seen.
and

things, which

so lovely, but when

removed

gather

all

in their place are
from

it are

so per-

restored

class

and

to the
the

waters,

supineness

practically destroyed,

and
of

that

another

restocking
have

now
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In the Lodges of the Blackfeet.
The

Ways

of the

Northland.

A LAw prohibiting the sale of liquor to Indians,
or even its transportation across the Indian country, had been practically a dead letter ever since
Congress passed it. Along in the fall of 1860,
however, a new United States marshal appeared
in the country and arrested several traders who
had liquor in their possession, confiscated their
outfits, and made them all sorts of trouble.
So
long as this man remained in office it seemed as
if the trade was doomed, and Berry wisely hit
upon the plan of crossing the line into Canada

and establishing a post there. True, there would
be some trouble in transporting the forbidden
goods from Fort Benton northward to the line,
but chances had to be taken,
Miss Alice Lant, author of “Lords
of the
North,” “Heralds of the Empire,” etc., in her
“Tales of the Northwest Mounted
Police” has
this to say about the exodus:
“It was in the
early seventies that the monopoly of the Hudson’s
Bay Company ceased and the Dominion Government took over judicial rights in all that vast territory which lies like an American Russia between the boundary and the North Pole.
The
ending of the monopoly was the signal for an inrush of adventurers.
Gamblers, smugglers, crimirals of every stripe, struck across from the Mis-

souri into the Canadian

territory at the foothills

of the Rockies.
Without
a white population,
these riff-raff adventurers could
not ply their
usual ‘wide-open’ traffic. The only way to wealth
was by the fur trade; and the easiest way to obtain the furs was by smuggling whiskey into the
country in small quantities, diluting this and trading it to the natives for pelts.
Chances of interference were nil, tor the Canadian Government
was thousands of miles distant without either
telegraph or railway connection.
But the game
was not without its dangers.
The country at the

foothills was inhabited by the Confederacy of the
Blackfeet—Bloods, Piegans and Blackfeet—tigers
of the prairie when sober, and worse than tigers

when

drunk.

The

Missouri

whiskey

smugglers

found they must either organize for defense or
pay for their fun by being exterminated.
How
many whites were massacred in these drinking
frays will never be known; but all around Old
Man’s River and Fort Macleod
are gruesome
landmarks known as the places where such and
such parties were destroyed in the early seventies.
ihe upshot was that the Missouri smugglers
emulated the old fur traders and built themselves

permanent forts; Robbers’ Roost, Stand Off,
Freeze Out, and most famous of all Whoop-HerUp, whose name

for respectability’s

sake has been

changed to ‘Whoo-Pup,’ with an innocent suggestiveness of some poetic Indian title. Whoop-Up,

a

as it was known to plainsmen, was palisaded and
loop-holed for musketry, with bastions and cannon
and an alarm bell. The fortifications of this place
alone, it is said, cost $12,000, and it at once be-

came

the metropolis

of the whiskey

smugglers.

Henceforth only a few Indians were allowed inside the fort at a time, the rest being served
through the loop-holes,
“But the Blackfeet, who loved a man hunt better than a buffalo hunt, were not to be balked.
The trail by which the whiskey smugglers came

from

Fort

Benton

zig-zagged

over

the

rolling

prairie, mainly following the bottoms of the precipitous coulées and ravines for a distance of
200 miles to Whoop-Up.
Heavy wagons with
canvas tops and yokes of fifteen and twenty oxen
drew the freight of liquor through the devious
passes that connected ravine with ravine.
The
Blackfeet are probably the best horsemen in the
world.
There were places where the defiles were
exceptionally
narrow,
where
the wagons
got

they freight whiskey in heavy loaded bull trains.
In crossing the Indian country south of the line
they had the United States marshal to elude; the
whiskey was transported by four-horse teams
which traveled swiftly across by a route which
the marshal

was

unlikely to know.

In the fall of 1870 Berry established Stand-Off,
after that Whoop-Up and Fort Kipp were built.
There were one or two other minor posts at
Elbow, on High River, and Sheep Creek. In all,
from 1870 until the arrival of the Mounted
Police in 1874, there were fifty-six white men at
these various places or camped out on the plains
wolfing.
They were not massacred by the Blackfeet.
When the Mounted Police came they also

got along peaceably with the Confederacy, because the Baker massacre had taken all the fight
out of them.
*

*

So much
*

1K

Starting north

from

by way
*

of explanation.

*K

*

*

*

Fort Benton with a good

mired, where oxen and freight had to be rafted
across rain swollen sloughs. With a yelling of in-

outfit of stores, Berry, I and several others arrived at Belly River, at a point some twenty-five

carnate fiends that would have stampeded more
sober brutes than oxen drawing kegs of whiskey,
down swooped the Blackfeet at just these hard
spots.
Sometimes the raids took place at night,
when tethers would be cut and the oxen stampeded with the bellowing of a frightened buffalo
herd.
If the smugglers made a stand there was
a fight. If they drew off, the savages captured the
booty.”

or thirty miles above its mouth, and built Stand-

Miss

Lant’s

informants

have

most

grievously

imposed upon her.
The men who participated in
the trade across the line were not “criminals of
every shape,” but honest, fearless, straightforward
fellows.
Very many of them are living to-day,
and they feel that they have been wronged by
Miss Lant’s statements. Neither were they smugglers into the country, for that part of Canada
was then to the Canadians an unknown land,
without any laws or white residents.
Away up
on the Saskatchewan
was
the Hudson’s
Bay
Company selling rum to the Indians, as they had
been doing for many years. *In the opposition of
the Americans they saw the end of their lucrative
trade, and complained to the Dominion Govern-

ment about it, finally getting relief with the appearance of the Northwest
Mounted
Police.
Neither were there any
whites were massacred.

Neufrain

was

us soon after we had
and were

“Well, boys,’ he said, smiling grimly, “I’ve
caught you at last. Turn around and hit the back
trail with me.”
“I don’t think we will,” said Berry.
“We're
across the line. Better turn around and go back
yourself.”
A warm argument ensued.
The line had never

been surveyed, but we knew that according to the
treaty it was the goth parallel.
We were on the
Arctic slope watershed, consequently we were in
Canada;
the marshal
said that we were not.

Finally Berry told him

that he would

not turn

back, that he would fight first, as he knew that
he was right. The marshal was powerless to take
us, as he was alone. We “stood him off,” and he
sorrowfully turned back.

Another time Berry went in to Fort Benton for
liquor and the marshal trailed him around day
and night. Nothing was to be done there, so he
hitched up his four-horse team and with another
man traveled up to Helena. Still the marshal followed,

but

Berry

was

a man

of resource.

He

went to a certain firm there and got them to de-

at Elbow, about 100 miles north of Belly River.
Two men, a Frenchman named Polite, and Joseph
Wey, were killed at Rocky Springs, on the trail
from Fort Benton north.
The Assinaboines, not
the Blackfeet, shot them.
The fact is that the

liver thirty cases of alcohol to him on the banks
of the Missouri a few miles below town, where
he made a raft for them, got aboard and pushed

follow

for cause

on our trail and overtook

crossed the North Fork of Milk River
descending the slope to the St. Mary’s.

by the Blackfeet

trail did not

killed

drinking frays in which
One man named Joe

Off, a place of a few rude cabins.
This is why
we gave it the peculiar name: The marshal got

precipitous coulées

and

ra-

vines, but ran straight over the open rolling: plain,
the freighters thereon were not attacked by the
Blackfeet, and their cattle stampeded.
Nor did

out into the current. Meanwhile the marshal was
watching the four horses and wagon at the livery
stable. That night Berry’s helper got them out
and started on the back trail. In a little while the
officer caught up with the outfit, but lo, the wagon

was

empty

and

Berry was

missing.

He turned

Mav

FOREST
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back and
started

then

Dominion

about

deprived

stayed all that night in Helena,

again

and

arrived

in Fort

Benton

AND

Government

of lawful

STREAM.

“from

trade.’

the

They

795

fur

company

sold

tobacco,

the same time as did the team. There the man
loaded up with straight provisions and pulled out
for the north. The marshal was completely nonplussed.
Meanwhile Berry was having a hard time. A
_ raft of alcohol, which has but little higher specific

tea, sugar, blankets, guns and various notions. So
did we.
They sold watered Jamaica rum and
Scotch whiskey. We sold watered American alco-

gravity than water, proved a difficult thing to
handle, and in rapid water was sometimes com-

latter, at this very day, are selling liquor in nearly
every town of Alberta, Assinaboia and other territory of Northwest Canada, but we long since

A

_ pletely submerged.
Sometimes it stuck on a bar
or was in danger of hitting a rocky shore and he
had to jump off and push it into deeper water.
. For three days he played beaver, and practically
fasted, for his provisions got wet, but on the third

evening he reached the mouth of Sun River with
the loss of but one case of alcohol, which the
rocks had punctured.
There a four-horse team

~ awaited him, sent from Fort Benton by the driver
The two men at once loaded
struck out over the trackless

‘ of his own outfit.
up the wagon and

prairie, crossing the line and arriving at StandOff without

trouble.

The Bloods and Blackfeet gave us a fair trade
that winter. We realized, however, that with the
building of Whoop-Up we were too far west to
be in the center of the trade; so the succeeding
summer we moved down some miles and built
another post. The main event of the succeeding
winter was the killing of Calf Shirt, the Blood
chief, and a terrible man. He was absolutely ferocious and his people feared him, he having killed
six Or eight of them—several his own relatives.
He came into the trade room one day and point*
ing a pistol at the man on duty there, demanded
some whiskey. The trader also raised his pistol
and fired, the bullet taking effect in the Indian’s
breast.
He did not drop, however, or even stag-

ger;

nor

calmly

did he shoot, but turned

out

of the door

toward

and walked

his camp.

Upon

hearing the shot a number of men elsewhere in
the post rushed out, saw the pistol in his hand,
and thinking that he had killed some one, began
firing.

Shot

after shot struck

Calf Shirt, but he

kept calmly on for many yards, and then fell over
dead. He possessed extraordinary vitality. The
body was thrown into the river through a hole
in the ice, but it came up in an airhole below, and
was found there. The chief had always told his
wives that if he was killed they were to sing certain songs

over

his body,

and

he would

come

to

life, if they kept it up for four days. The women
took the corpse home and did as they had been
told, and felt very badly when they found that
their efforts were fruitless. All the rest of the
tribe, however, rejoiced that the terror was
gone.
The

next

winter

a row

broke

out

among

the

traders and the wolfers of the country, the latter
demanding that no more rifles and ammunition
be sold to the Indians.
They formed what the
traders named in derision the “Is-pit-si Cavalry”
and

went

around

trying

to get signatures

to an

agreement, both by threats and entreaty, that the
traders would comply with their request, but they

met with little or no success.
Miss Lant also
refers to this “cavalry,” and says that they were
organized by the smugglers to escort the freighters and defend the fort.
The freighters needed
no escort, and I would like to know how men
could be called smugglers who broke no known
law; who, it may be said, practically settled the

country and made it possible for a little band of
Mounted Police to march into it. Miss Lant says
that the latter were the result of protests to the

hol and whiskey.
respectable

I claim that we were

as the honorable

of the Hudson’s

Bay

lords

and

Company,

just as
members

Limited.

The

there.
He desired her in another year to enter a
seminary; she would go, of course, for what her
chief wished she would
do, although
she so
longed to see the dear land in which she was
born, and to visit us, if only for a day; but she
could not tell him that.
And in one letter she told Nat-ah’-ki that Diana
meant Sahm’‘i-ah-ki
(Hunter Woman), and she
was one who lived in the long ago, was a Sun
woman, and never married.
“And I must do like-

wise,’

she concluded

pathetically, “for no one

went out of the business.

could care

I don’t blame Miss Lant; she couldn’t have
known the facts.
The men
who told her the
story—well, they slandered some pretty good men.
None of them were what might be called saints,
but the kindly, generous, honorable acts I have

Indian

camp would be glad to have her.”
“T think that I understand,’ said

know them to do.

meditatively.

Many of the traders had thousands of dollars
worth of merchandise in stock when the Mounted
Police drew near, and most of them were warned
in time of their approach to bury, or otherwise
conceal the liquor.
A band of hunters brought

ways of her people are no
has become a white woman

the news.

“Some

“who

red

wear

cannon,”
That was
promptly

men

coats,

are coming,”
and

they

they said,

are

drawing

a

sufficient for Berry and me, and we

cached

the

ten

or

twelve

gallons

of

whiskey we had.
Only one trader, I believe,
failed to get the warning; he had his whole stock
confiscated because among it were found a few
gallons of liquor.
Of course, we were not glad
to see the strangers, but we met them with courtesy and treated them well.
Although they had
come through a country teeming with game they

were

in an almost

starving condition,

and were

very glad to buy our provisions.
Their
commander, Colonel Macleod, was a gentleman, and
became a life-long friend with some of the “‘smug-

glers.’

Many

of the traders

remained

in that

for would

girl.”

“Kyai-vo!”

the Crow

I had read this out.

Every

I

love me, a plain, dark little

“I think

winter

Woman

exclaimed

when

“I guess any young man

Nat-ah’-ki,

that I understand.

The

longer her ways;
in all but color.”

since his departure

in

Ashton

she

had

written that he would visit us in the spring, but
he never fulfilled his promise.
We had concluded
that he never would come again, when he surprised us by coming ashore from a steamboat one
day in June.
We were certainly glad to greet
him, and in his quiet way-he seemed to be equally
pleased.
We all went over to the house, and
when the women saw him they clapped hand to
mouth in surprise and came forward .to shake
hands with him.
“Ok’-i kut’-ai-im-i,’ they said.
You will remember that they had named him
Never Laughs, but he didn’t know that.
He was the same Ashton we had known, not
given to much speech, and with the sad look in
his eyes, although upon his arrival he talked more
than usual and joked with the women, Berry or
I, of course, interpreting.
“You ought to be ashamed,” Nat-ah’-ki told
him, “to come alone.
Why
didn’t
you
bring

Diana?”

country to continue trade with the Indians and
the newcomers, while others returned to Montana.
We went with the latter outfits.
None
“slid out,” but went from time to time decorously
and peaceably, and with such of their possessions
as they had not sold or givenaway. Thus passed the
trade in the north.
I can’t say that we regretted

she has her
“Oh,” he said, “she
is busy;
studies; she could hardly leave them.
You should
see into what a fine lady she has grown.
She
sends you all her love and some presents, which
I will hand you as soon as my trunk arrives.”

it. Prices of furs had fluctuated and dropped in
value 100 per cent., few had cleared anything

was grieving for the sight of her country, but I
would not do so.
‘We are not to mix up in his

worth mentioning.
Four years later the last of
the Alberta buffalo herds dtifted south and never
returned to that section of the country.
We again took up our quarters in Fort Benton
at the little adobe house and wintered there.
It

affairs,’

was a relief to be out of the trade for a time and
rest up.
A few of those who had been in the
north with us crossed
the river and_ located
ranches on the Shonkin and along the Highwood
Mountains. -Berry and I thought that we did not
want any ranching in ours.
We had frequently heard from Ashton.
He
seemed to be a man of unrest, now somewhere in
Europe, again traveling in the States, once in a

while visiting his protégé in St. Louis.
Diana
also wrote quite frequently, and her letters were
now

models

In some

to tell him that the girl

I said to her.

Nat-ah’-ki

and

I gave

Ashton

our

room,

and

moved out in a tent set up beside the house. But
that was not for long.
“Tn summer in this country one should not live
in a house,” he said, one morning.
“Ever since

I left here I have been

longing to stay in that

lodge of yours once more.
Many a time I’ve
thought of that robe couch, the cheerful little fire,
the quaint things scattered around.
It was a place
to rest and to dream,
I’d like to try it again.”
I told him that he should.
Our lodge was

about worn out. So Nat-ah’-ki sent word to the
Piegan camp to her mother—they were out on
the Teton somewhere—to get us a good one and
bring it in; and when

it arrived we

in grammar

there Ashton camped

with us.

she spoke

only of her

recline on his couch as he used to for hours at a
time, smoking, smoking,
and silent.
And _ his

school work and the petty incidents of her
life.
These, I fancied, were the ones the
sisters glanced over before mailing them.
the others told of ker dislike of the city. “I
bear it,” she said, “if I could only see the

mountains

wished me

correct

of chirography,

and phrasing.

Nat-ah’-ki

once in a while and the plains.”

also spoke of Ashton and told how good
to her, how happy she was when he came

daily
good
But
could
great

She

he was
to visit

thoughts

were

not happy

ones,

set it up, and

He would

sit or

for the shadow

was in his eyes.
And as before, Nat-ah’-ki and I
wondered what his trouble might be. She grieved

herself

for him

and

said many

times:

“He

is

very, very poor.
I pity him.”
A steamboat came in one evening, but none of
us went over to see her land; they had become
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a common sight.
We had finished supper, Natah’-ki had cleared the table and lighted the lamp.
Ashton had not yet returned to the lodge, but
was standing by the light repairing his pipe stem.
There was a sound of swishing of silk and then
a tail and graceful woman crossed the threshold,
raising her veil with an impatient gesture, and
almost ran up to him, holding out her hands appealingly.
We recognized her instantly.
It was
Diana.
“My chief,” she cried, “forgive me.
I could not
help it. I so longed to see my country before I
went back to school, that I left Alice and came.
Oh, don’t be angry, forgive me.”
Ashton had grasped her hands when she held
them out to him, and almost drew her to him, and
I had never thought to see his face brighten so.

AND

live in it, she seemed

STREAM.

to be above

the old life en-

tirely, out of place in it.
I must say that the girl created a sensation in

tell me?

We

could

have

the Fort or town, as it was beginning to be
called.
The bull-whackers and mule-skinners and
the wolfers stared at her open mouthed when she
passed.
The gamblers did their best to get an
introduction.
The real men, to whom she was
introduced, treated her with profound consideration.
We daily had visitors
from
the Piegan
camp, the women
regarded her with awe, and
timidly shook hands with her.
The chiefs even
shook her hand and talked to her; the young gallants came and stood at a little distance, posing,
and watching her out of the corner of their eyes.
One morning Ashton proposed that we should
pack up and go somewhere for a month or two
with the Piegan camp, or, if it was safe, by ourselves out to the Belt, or the foot of the Rockies.
Diana objected.
“I would rather not go,” she
said.
“You know I must soon return to school.”
Ashton seemed to be surprised at her objection,
and so were we.

come out together?”
But the girl was crying now,

and

Nat-ah’-ki,

“My dear,” he said, “I hoped you would
enjoy such a trip, There is ample time for you to

It fairly beamed

with love and pride, and joy, I

thought.

“My
ingly.

dear!

my

‘“‘Angry?

ways mine.
happy.

dear!”

he said, almost

Forgive?

Your

desires

falterare

al-

God knows I always wish you to be

Why

didn’t you

;

[May

make it and return east for the school opening.”
But stil! she made

once

more,

but that she was

more than any
can use.
And

jewelry.

and all disdainful,

Woman

were

sitting around

study hard.”
“Tsn’t she

good,’

she told me

this,

“Oh,”

she

cried,

clapping

how

her hands,

our

She

“How

like to

ROUND

Now, I am going back to
Nat-ah’-ki

“And

exclaimed,

after

isn’t she beautiful!

[To BE CONTINUED. ]

to the coals of difcottonwood.”
And
to Ashton and me,
we passed a pleasant
gave up their room
in the lodge. Some-

we could not ask her if she would

I have seen
and he was

I

wipe away her tears, and do all I could when
Never Laughs brought her home that bad day?”
WALTER B. ANDERSON.

had not forgotten her mother’s language.
She
arose and shook hands with us, and said how
pleased she was to meet us again; that she had
never forgotten our kindness.
After a little she went over to the lodge with
Nat-ah’-ki and I, daintily holding up her skirts,
carefully circling the little fire and sitting down
opposite Ashton, who looked well pleased that we
had come in.
well I remember it all, even
ferent fuel. You are burning
so she talked on, sometimes
sometimes to Nat-ah’-ki, and
evening.
Berry and his wife
to her, and came also to live

other girls, more than I
the finest clothes, lovely

wish she was my real daughter.
“You simple thing!” I said.
“She might be
your sister; you are but little older, you know.”
“T don’t care,” she concluded,
“she
is my
daughter ina way.
Didn’t I take care of her, and

her breath-

of her experiences.

of the
I have

not angry that I came.

We went back. The tears were gone; the women, Berry’s wife, Nat-ah’-ki, old Mrs. Berry and
lessly listening to some

to go

Oh, he is so good and kind to me, and

Diana was gracious, and, as we had seen, she had
a heart.

the Crow

in duty bound

seems so pleased that I learn things,
you all and my country once more,

“Well,” I said to him, “it’s a matter of educa-

cold and calm

and the subject was

back soon. “You can’t understand how good my
chief is to me,” she said. “Always I have money,

tion, and of association
with
refined
people
mainly, I guess; and, well, some women are that
way.
I can’t exactly explain it myself.”
“And did you notice how she’s dressed!’’ Berry
added.
“Plain like, yet somehow you know that
' those clothes cost a heap of money, and were
made by somebody who sure knew how.
And
that locket hanging down on her breast; all pearls
and a big diamond in the center.
My, my!”
She was beautiful, as we imagine Diana, her
namesake must have been.
But where the god-

was

excuses,

dropped.
She told Nat-ah’-ki, however, that she
longed to go out on the plains and roam about

almost afraid of this tall and stately girl, dressed
in a manner
unknown
to her, walked up and
said: “My daughter—you are my daughter, aren’t
you?”
“Oh, yes!” she faltered, and the two embraced.
We men filed out and left them together.
Ashton went to the lodge, Berry andI strolled up the
trail a way.
“Good God!” Berry exclaimed, “I never thought
that one of our blood could be like that.
Why,
she plumb knocks the spots off of any white woman I ever saw, in some way.
I can’t explain the
difference between her and them, but it’s there
sure.
What is it?”

dess

5, 1900.

TOP—HICKORY

NUT
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Editor Forest and Stream:
Since reading the article
Forest AND

AND

by Mr.

STREAM a year

or two

Brown,
ago,

in

describ-

ing his cabin in the Vermont mountains, the
writer has thought that your readers might be
interested in the description of a somewhat simiJar plan in the southern

Blue

Ridge.

As a busy man of the world I have never grown
weary

my

of the woods.

most enjoyable

present

time,

est and stream.

My

days

fondest

from

are always

recollections,

childhood

associated

to the

with the for-

Tracking rabbits as a child, trap-

ping as a boy, hunting

with rifle and

a young

camping,

man,

fishing,

shotgun

wandering

as

and

dreaming my vacation days in the most inaccessible haunts of the deep and unfrequented forest

depths, were a good preparatory school for the
extended hunting trips of later years into Canada,
the Rockies, the Everglades and across the plains.
The “hunt fever” annually returned, and has
only been satisfied after killing almost every wild
animal

found

in the country,

the chipmunk.

Like

from

other

the moose

boys,

to

I commenced

with the small game, and each year, even after
manhood was reached,
went
after larger and
more difficult game.
As each recurring year has

added trophies and experience of greater hardship, danger, excitement and pleasure, I have
come to realize that far more pleasure
derived by other methods than killing.

can

be

Having a large family of small children and a
wife who is equally as fond of the woods

as my-

self, we decided several years ago to build a cabin

in the mountains,

vacations
hunted

far from

neighbors,

could be spent.

every

portion

about

Asheville,

sible,

the

Having

where

our

tramped

and

of the mountains

and desiring the most

rockiest

and

the

best

near

leading

as the Bull

west

boundary

Gap

from

Range,

the Craggies.

was purchased

one

section

of the spurs

Here

at a nominal

a large

figure.

No

road had ever been built; no lumbering, no tan
bark gathering and no clearing of land had ever
been

done.

The

tract

varies

in elevation

from

2;500 to 5,000 feet, is well watered with numerous
springs, abounds in cliffs and gorges, is well
wooded

with

birch, gum,

chestnut,

locust,

rhododendron

and

oak,

and contains

laurel

hickory,

walnut,

large tracts

covering

hundreds

of

of

acres, so thick that one can only get through by
cutting his way.
At an elevation of 4,200 feet is a natural amphitheater with a few acres of comparatively level
land, while upon three sides the mountain ridge,
500 feet higher, extends
around,
leaving the
southwest open.
On this flat are seven large
springs, all situated well above the house site.

Standing on the edge of the flat, the mountain
breaks away a thousand feet at an angle of 60
degrees, and then another thousand less abruptly.
As far as the eye can carry, one can see out over
Asheville to the southwest, across the Vanderbilt

estate of 160,000 acres, to the Junulunka Range
thirty miles west, to the Pisgah Range to the
south.

From

here the eye is greeted by an end-

less forest canopy extending to the horizon thirty
to fifty miles

away.

The

nearest

neighbor

lives

in a one-room cabin so far distant that his clearing away below looks no larger than your hand.
Here was a house
to insttre coolness in
the finest quality;
storms by the wall

site, at an elevation sufficient
summer; abundant water of
a site well sheltered from
or ridge on three sides; a

nook while not giving the extended views in all
directions that can be had from many nearby
points,

yet was

secure

could be developed;
great.
Once

seen

as the ideal.

from

where

the place

was

storm;

a place

that

the possibilities were
immediately

selected

The smaller question of how it was

to be reached from the public road, some miles
distant, presented a serious difficulty but was left

to decide itself later. It was realized that a carriage road was well-nigh an impossibility; but
what was all the better, a trail could certainly be
wound among the cliffs and zigzagged around
and over the precipices,
A few miles away is
beautiful Asheville, the most attractive resort
place in America to-day, a view covering the
whole

Asheville

plateau.

At

your

back

SWIMMING

HOLE,”

FED

BY

SPRING

WATER.

inacces-

wooded

within fifteen miles of the city, we chose what is
known

“THE

and

an

un-

broken forest, extending over range after range
for a hundred miles and more into Virginia and
Tennessee—four miles from the top of Craggy,
with an elevation of 6,100 feet; ten miles from

with plenty of porch room, both covered and uncovered.
The plan was to make everything possible on the ground; to bring nothing in from

Mitchell,

was built, as shown in the photograph, from material hewn out in the woods, with the exception
of the sash, flooring and lime in the chimney;
these had to be packed in on the back of mules.
All logs were hewn, ceiling joist left exposed;
chimney built rough with stone at hand, the
mantel in the living room being one large rock
trft. x 3ft. 6in. thick.
The fireplace in the living
room is 6ft. across.
The rooms are 16ft. square.
The roof is covered with white oak boards, rived
and shaved by hand, the work being done by men

the highest

peak

east of the Rockies,

6,711 feet—an unbroken country, woods, rocks,
cliffs, thickets, streams, and practically unknown
except to the wildcat, the turkey and an occa-

sional bear or deer and many smaller animals,
Here among the mountain tops, with the clouds
frequently spread before you, away below, like
the sea, with occasional peaks projecting up like
emerald isles in a sea of white; here, at the birth
place of the streams that feed the Atlantic and
the Gulf; here where the eagle, the raven and
the snowbird rear their young; here where the
hand of man has not marred the earth, the tree
or the landscape; here is the place where one
who
has
traveled
and
tramped, hunted
and
camped, fished and carried from one end of the
land to the other, can bring’ his mate, his brood
of “‘little savages,’ and feel that they are as free

and as secure as the wood can be.
Here the children could receive each year that
month or two of practical
woods
knowledge

which

can

only

come

from

close

contact

with

nature in her virgin state.
Here the day is
ushered in by the music of the wood robin or
sweet Joe, and vespers are sung by that beautiful
singer ‘‘Evening Bell,’ as the mountain people
call him.
Here the first lessons in botany, in
geology and insect life come as a matter of
course; also the use of the ax and the gun.
The
child realizes what wonders can be brought about
by the woodsman’s few tools; he learns to improvise; the inaccessibility of stores results in the

wide application of such means

as are at hand;

he acquires self-assurance and, like the young
animals
about
him,
unconsciously
learns the
rough laws of nature; learns them, too, in a way
néver to be forgotten; he lives out of doors,
sleeps out of doors, eats such food as he should;
forgets sweetmeats and pastries, and starts a bone
and muscle growth which will never come in the
city.

Here, then, was the place where vacations were
to be spent for the next few years, until the chil-

dren are able to go further afield.

The first trail was merely a path tramped out,
made by the workmen who were employed.
The house plan was adopted to fit the location.
A large stone chimney in the center, three fireplaces on the ground floor, two on the second.

Five rooms

on the ground floor and three above

the outside

that could

be avoided.

The

house

who have lived all their lives in the woods.

The

walls were chinked with clay, lime and hair; each
log in the wall, as placed, was bored every aft.

with a I-inch bit and the hole filled with crude
creosote; inside walls
left same
as outside—
hewed logs.
Nothing was done hurriedly; the
idea being strength and permanency.
Doors are
of chestnut plank, double, and studded with largeheaded hand-wrought nails; main door made as
a Dutch door; kitchen door provided with the
old-fashioned latch string.
.Porch rail made of
rhododendron and locust; fireplaces provided with

cranes and andirons.
The first season framed

the building

and put

It was then left to season;
it under roof.
sary grading completed; orchard set out;
erubbed for several hundred yards; loose
A log barn,
removed and built into walls.

neceswoods
rocks
corn-

crib and tenant’s house followed.

The following spring the house was completed
and the furniture made on the premises—chairs,

bedsteads,

tables, cupboards;

in fact, everything

possible being well made from material cut in the
Even coat hooks were made rustic from
woods.
laurel.
The cliffs near the house were protected with
stave
merry-go-rounds,
swings,
fences;
rustic
hammocks, and seats constructed with material
from the woods,
,
When moving time arrived, springs, mattresses,
bedding, cooking and dining room necessities with
provisions were all that were required, During the

winter a four per cent. four-foot

trail was

built

This
from the main road several miles away.
was built zigzag and winding, around cliff and
bluff, through deep woods and over bare ridge,
and was eventually located where many prophesied that it could never go.
The surveying was

done by an ordinary level, tape-line and rod.
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Rattlesnake Lodge represents what can be done
with a few tools, patience and perseverance. The
ax, cross-cut saw, broadax, level, chisel, throw,
hammer, hand saw, hatchet
and
trowel
were
practically the only tools used.
Land was cleared for garden, corn patch and
grass land; trails are now building to the many
scenic points in the neighborhood.
The Lodge is now occupied for the second
summer.
Hot weather is unknown, the highest
thermometer record being 78 degrees.
Blankets
are always needed at night, while few days go by

that the large fireplace does not have a fire in it.
Mosquitoes are unknown, and the elevation is too
great for the other woods insects to be troublesome.
Wildcats and rattlesnakes are, however,
abundant;
chickens
must
be
very
carefully
housed every night; wildcat tracks within a few
hundred yards of the house are an every morning
occurrence.
One was trapped and kept a few
weeks in confinement, a vicious, snarling brute,
but eventually liberated.
No hunting and no
dogs are allowed, and as several thousand acres
of adjoining property are also posted, the result 1s
that small game is abundant.
The idea is not to

kill but to preserve.

Wild turkeys, which a few

years before were becoming scarce, are again appearing.
Streams are being restocked with trout.
Rattlesnake Lodge was named from the presence of the rattlers in the neighborhood.
During
the three years since the cabin was commenced,
forty-one have been killed. The largest measured
five feet eight inches, the average three feet four
inches.
Many of these snakes have been caught
alive and kept for weeks, but of this another tale.
The whole family ride horseback, even to the
three and four-year-old babies.
All ride astride,
as is the only safe way to do in such a place,
where the trails are narrow and frequently located on the precipitous sides of the steep mountains.
Famed
as she is for her beautiful scenery,
Asheville has always looked to the Craggies for
her best mountain
views
to be found
within
twenty miles of the city.
Many
visitors and
campers have visited the top of Craggy, heretofore going either by the Weaverville or Bee Tree
trail.
The new route now building by Rattlesnake Lodge will shorten the distance from Ashe-

ville to Craggy some five miles, and also open up

what is recognized by all as the best views in this
section. The trail has an abundance of water. At
no place are springs over two miles apart.
At Rattlesnake Lodge a good board shack with
bunks and large fireplace has been built for the
conveniences of trampers and campers.
The public is always welcome to use this shack.

The geological

formation

of the southern

Ap-

palachians is responsible for the fact that no natural lakes exist in this entire section.
While the
White Mountains and Adirondacks have the advantage over us there, we more than make up

THE

for the deficiency in the number

LITTLE

SAVAGES

of streams

and

variety of the flora.
Beginning about the middle
of May, when the large purple rhododendrons
bloom, these mountains
are a veritable flower
garden the remainder of the summer,
It is no
uncommon sight from Rattlesnake Lodge, early
in the summer, to see whole mountains appear
purple and pink from the amount of rhododendron blooms upon them.
“Pink beds” they are
locally called.
The azalea and kalmia abound
everywhere, growing frequently to a remarkable
size.
As one ascends from the lower to the
higher altitudes, he notices that the semi-tropical
vegetation rapidly disappears, to be replaced by
the growth which naturally thrives at about the
latitude of Ohio and Pennsylvania.
In western
North Carolina an altitude of some 2,500 feet
gives about the same season and forest growth
as found in northern Ohio.
At 4,000 feet the
trees Giminish in size, new varieties, the hemlock,
spruce, pine and smaller kinds taking the place
of the oaks of the next lower group.
Still higher
the balsam fir occurs.

The

variety

of bird

life

also

changes

con-

stantly; the best point to study such being at
4,000 or 4,500 feet.
Last summer four pair of
pewees built and reared their young in nests located on the logs under the porch roof of Rattlesnake Lodge.
These birds frequently fly in one

door

and out at another.

The

robin

redbreast,

wood robin, jay, flicker, quail, ruffed grouse, wild
turkey, cock of the woods, vireo, chewink, hawk,
owl, buzzard, raven, crow, thrush, bullfinch, scarlet tanager, redbird, indigo bird, hummingbird,

AT

RATTLESNAKE

LODGE,

i

wren, sparrow (but no English sparrows as yet)
are all present in great numbers, while occasionally a mockingbird or some other straggler from
either more northern or southern sections appears

for a short time.
At the elevation of 4,500 to 5,000 feet it is no

uncommon
thing in the southern Appalachian
Mountains, for the clouds to envelop the mountain tops for days at a time.
In this respect Rattlesnake Lodge is fortunately located, for, owing
to the peculiar amphitheater-like formation of the

location, or for some other reason unknown, it is
very

seldom

that

the

clouds

envelop

the

home

site, although every morning the clouds boil up
out of the valley like unto steam from a giant
caldron.

Much

has been written of the people, who for

generations have lived in these mountains,
True,
they are frequently illiterate, owing to the fact
that their homes are remote
and
schools
not
available; great injustice has been done them,
however, by many writers by comparing them

with those who

the world,

possess

have had greater advantages

in.

losing sight of the good qualities they

and the fact that they are deserving

of

praise for what they do under the primitive and
rugged life they live.
In my experience they are

honest and God-fearing
one more than half way.

and will always meet
They are quick to re-

sent an insult, sharp at a trade, appreciate a
favor, and never forget a wrong.
Treat them as
man to man and no better friend could be found..
I have never hesitated, in any State in the Union,
to approach a home in the backwoods, no matter

how primitive it might be, expecting a welcome,
good
cated

food
that

the men

and good beds if the premises indithe women
folks loved flowers and

loved dogs.

This

is peculiarly true in

the mountains of western North Carolina.
Injure or abuse a mountain man’s dog and you
might as well leave the country. Admire the flowers, and the best the house affords is yours.

In the city we live and act as if our lives depended upon knowing what all the world is doing. If the mail is late we are cross, if our morning Or evening paper does not appear, the day is

started

or

ended

wrong—we

are

after

the al-

mighty dollar and never at rest. But the woods!
the woods!
At Rattlesnake Lodge we forget that
mail men exist; newspapers are good to wrap
things in. but rarely have more than the headlines read.
It is early to bed and early to rise.
We grow to know what is meant by that saying,
“Our lives are full of troubles, most of which

have never happened.”

The woods!

The woods!

oh, that my children could grow up to combine
the necessary knowledge of the world to be acquired only in cities and education, with the freedom, the health, the strength, the self-reliance,
the manhood and the knowledge of nature which

can only be had in nature’s great university—forest and
\

“THE

DEN,

2

USED

AS

A

SCHOOLROOM.

stream.

At Rattlesnake. Lodge our motto is: “Ride
hard, shoot straight, strike from the shoulder, and
tell the truth.”
C. P. AMBLER,

May
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Musk Ox.
Ovibos moschatus

(Zimmermann).

From
R. MacFarlane’s “Mammals
of the
Northwest
Territories” in Proceedings of the National Museum,
Vol. XXVIII.

TuIs interesting member of the family Bovidz
has not, so far as I am

aware,

in the flesh to the westward

been

discovered

of the Mackenzie

River, nor, as a rule, are many met with in the
tract of country lying to the eastward between

that stream and the Anderson.
Mr. P. Deschambeault distinctly remembers having, upward of fifty years ago, seen his first musk-ox
skin at Fort McPherson, Peel River, then in

charge of his father, Chief Trader George Deschambeault.
It had probably been taken from
a

straggler

by an

the Makenzie

Indian

River.

on

the

east

side

In the “Barrens”

however, as well as along the
coast, and on the borders of,
distance within the northern
the southeastward, in winter,

of

proper,

arctic American
and for a short
forest region to
musk oxen are

fairly, though in no one place or section very
numerous.
In fact, very few were ever observed by us on any of our several
collecting tours from Fort Anderson

lin Bay, or on any other of our
mer and winter journeys within
Circle.

specimento Frank-

many sumthe Arctic

’

On one occasion, however (July 4, 1864), on
our way back from that bay, we saw a herd of
twenty-five animals of various ages reposing on
the side (and just below the summit) of a gentle
eminence in the Barren Grounds.
A patriarchal-

looking

bull on

the top of the eminence

denty kept guard,

while

the others

evi-

appeared

to

sleep. I had been for some time endeavoring
to obtain a pair of live calves for shipment to
London,

and

as

this

seemed

a good

opportunity

for making an attempt in that direction we
rapidly advanced to about 300 yards from their
position,

twelve
them

when

we

Eskimo
at the

halted

and

pack-carrying

herd,

while

unloaded

dogs

several

and

of the

our

sent
fastest
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line, but not before he was wounded by the
dogs. We had much trouble in getting the calf

himself and Lieutenant

to accompany

exploring

exhaust
goat,

a line.

us—in

himself

while

fact, we

in bucking

he stubbornly

After

first let him rather

and kicking like a
refused

a time, when

to be led by

prodded

from

be-

hind, he would make a rush at his leader, but
he eventually quieted down and followed the
Indian to the camp.
Next day he seemed rather
subdued and gave no trouble, not even when
being carried across the Wilmot Horton River,
but to my deep regret he died at sunrise the

following

morning,

having

no

doubt

bled

to

death
internally.
On
reaching
Rendezvous
Lake, near the end of the eastern limit of the
woods, my disappointment was great when I
learned that a female
spring
musk-ox
calf,
which had shortly before been secured for me
by an Anderson River Indian, had been killed

by

dogs

quent

during

attempts

unfortunately

the

previous

in the

same

failed, and

night.

desirable

Subsedirection

the field is therefore

still open for the successful efforts of some
favorably circumstanced and luckier party.
On another occasion (June 29, 1865), near the
Wilmot Horton
River, we shot a large bull
which was grazing on a flat plain bordering on
a small stream named Eagle.
After approaching him we unloaded our dogs and they soon
surrounded and began barking at him, a course
which he resented by endeavoring to impale one
of them on his sharply curved horns, but just
as we were coming within gun range he noticed
us and at once made off at full speed.
It was
surprising to witness the seemingly easy, but
really swift, gait at which this rather shortlegged and clumsy-looking beast ascended a some-

what

steep

hill in front

well-directed
career.
The

of him.

A long and

shot, however, suddenly ended his
beef proved acceptable to the men

and dogs, and it neither

smelled nor

tasted of

musk, as it often does later in the year, but espe-

cially during the rutting season, when it is scarcely
eatable except by natives and a few of the company’s servants blessed with strong appetites

sprinters in our party. of twenty followed as
closely as they could. As soon as the dogs were
perceived, the sentinel gave the alarm and the
musk oxen immediately set off in different directions, apparently very much startled, but when
the dogs began to bark the musk oxen rallied

and good digestive powers.
The hide was secured, but the skin was so dilapidated, owing to
the thick inner coating being still unshed except
in large ugly patches, that it was useless as
a specimen.

instantly,

ox enters the outer sections of the forest and is
frequently found therein to a distance of 40 or
50 miles, while we have heard of more than one
instance where a stray animal had been killed at
fully 100 miles from the nearest
“Barrens.”
The most southerly wandering of the species beyond the limits of its normal range is that re-

came

together,

and presented

a rather

formidable front to their assailants. This military-square-like formation on the part of the
musk oxen seemed to have a rather terrifying
effect
bark,

herd.

on our
though

In

nearing

the

dogs, as they almost ceased to
now within a few yards of the

meantime

the herd, and

we

I was

were

all rapidly

in hopes

that with

our dogs we might be able to surround
down

spring
aware

and

capture

of

our

near

imity of the dogs
having

one

or

calves- observed:
taken

up

or run

more

of the

several

- When

they

became

presence—the

close

prox-

(who resumed their barking)
their

attention—by

the

prema-

During the severe

corded by M. Preble in North American Fauna,
No. 22 (1902). A pair was seen on the “Barrens” between York factory and Fort Churchill
in about latitude 57° north, and the male was
shot.
This authentic information was obtained

by Mr. Preble from Dr. Alexander Milne, factor,
Hudson’s

one

The

of the larger animals they all scampered away
at such a sweeping canter that we soon gave up

polar.

ture firing of a shot which fatally wounded

the chase as hopeless, although our dogs continued to follow them for some time, but later
returned to partake of the spoil of the killed
animal.

After skinning the three-year-old

male,

we noticed a moving object at some distance,
which we supposed to be one of the dogs, but
it turned out to be a spring calf which had evidently swerved from the main body and was
doubtless searching for its mother.
Several of
the party thereupon started out with the dogs
in full pursuit, and we all had to show our best

paces for several hundred yards before we could
reach the spot where he was brought to bay.
We at once secured him by means of a looped

cold of winter, the musk-

Bay

Company,

northern

range

Winnipeg.

of the musk-ox

Nearly every wintering

is truly

arctic expedition

has met with them singly or in small (never in
large) herds. Former traces have also been observed at many northern points, while on one
occasion a traveling party on Melville Land

(Island)

saw

a pure white individual

comparatively
large
instance of the kind

among

herd—probably
the
on record.
Between

a

only
Sept.

3, 1852; and Sept. 9, 1853, the hunters of Her
Majesty’s arctic ship Resolute shot 114 musk
oxen on Melville Island, a clear proof of itself
that they are fairly abundant in that’ locality.
Doctor Armstrong, of the Investigator, says that
in Prince of Wales Strait five, and during his

stay in Mercy Bay, Banks Land, two full-grown
animals

were

killed.

Several

were

also shot by

In 1875-76

Pim on Melville Island.

Sir George

Nares,

ship Alert, who

82° 27’ north,

longitude

of Her

wintered
61°

22’

Majesty’s

in latitude

west,

secured

quite a number of animals. The first herd seen
consisted of a veteran and two young bulls and
four old and two young cows.
They were all
surrounded and, with the exception of the firstmentioned, which required several bullets to
finish him, were easily killed.
Nares refers to
the fact that in 1872 the crew of the American
expedition
ship Polaris
shot
twenty-six
animals on the opposite side of Kennedy Channel
during the twelve months passed by them in that

latitude.

Markham

remarks

that

“musk

oxen

ascend

hills and climb over rocks and rough surfaces
with great ease.”
He further adds that. “they
are very irascible when wounded, and will sometimes attack a hunter and seriously endanger his

life.”

Doctor Armstrong

interesting

Strait

experience

in which

the

has also recorded

in

dam

Prince

and

sire

of

an

Wales

of a. small

herd brought to bay bravely stood in front protecting the others in the rear, an action which

surely afforded

strong proof of their affection-

ate instinct.
On this occasion three males, the
mother, and a young female calf were all shot.
Sir Leopold
McClintock,
who had been en-

gaged in several Franklin search expeditions,
writes:
“The white cow (the albino observed on Melville Island) was accompanied by a black calf.
The musk-ox clambers up the
like a goat, and, when running,

hair

heaves

up

and

down,

steepest rocks
his long black

streaming

in the

breeze, and gives him a peculiarly savage appearance.
It is so long that he occasionally
treads thereon, and one finds hairs almost 2 feet
in length stamped into the snow.
There is an
undergrowth of very thick wool so soft and
silky that the warmest gloves have been made
of it. The musk-ox is not absolutely deficient
of a tail, but it never exceeds 1%4 inches in
length.
They do not seem to cross from one
island to another, as the reindeer do, but usually
roam about in small herds.
Unaccustomed to
man, they seldom deigned to notice us until we
came tolerably near; then they would generally
close together in an attitude of defense.
While

facing you their massive horns so effectually
shield every vital part that it is useless to fire,
and

therefore

a

single

sportsman

until their patience is exhausted

must

wait

and they alter

their position; but it is desirable’to get behind a
block of glassy ice, a rock, or some
rough
ground, where they can not charge straight at
you, which we have known them to do before,
as well as after being fired at.
I once came
across a solitary old bull which instantly faced
me, spent a few
seconds
rubbing
his horns
against his fore legs (a sure sign that mischief
is brewing) and rushed on me at full speed;
but I had taken the precaution so to approach
him that I was able to shoot him when he halted
on the brink of the ravine down which I had
retreated.”
McClintock further says that three or four
sportsmen may station themselves about a herd
at a distance of seventy or eighty yards, and then
pick off the restless ones first, which so greatly

bewilders

the remainder

that they are easily se-

cured.
He was himself one of three who thus
shot down a herd of ten in three or four minutes.
No wonder, therefore, that he ardently longed
for a similar experience at Fort Kennedy, as it
would have furnished the crew of his vessel with
fresh meat every day for three months, but unfortunately not an animal could be seen.
In the
vicinity of Fort Conger,
Lady
Franklin
Bay,

Grinnell Land, in latitude 81° 44’ north and longitude 64° 45’ west, General Greely, U. S. Army,
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commander of the American expedition, secured
103 examples of the musk ox. He gives latitude
83°3’ north as the highest point where traces of
this animal were observed by Lieutenant (Captain) Lockwood.
One or two writers have said that lichens form
an, important item.in the diet of the musk ox, but

Greely

is’ positive "(afd I°agree

with him)

that

none of his party ever observed them eating any,
while the stomachs of a large number examined
by him did not contain a trace thereof.
The contents clearly demonstrated that they fed on dwarf
‘They use their
willow, saxifrages and grasses.
hoofs in digging for these when the ground is
There must, however, be
covered with snow.
fairly good pasturage in certain fertile spots amid
the generally desolate and sterile lands situated
in high latitudes, similar to that described by Dr.
Armstrong as occurring on Baring Island, or it
would be utterly impossible
and
for reindeer
musk oxen to subsist there, as many do all the
year round.
Of course, no such food scarcity exists on continental America, even in the so-called
“Barren Grounds.”
Like all wild animals, the
musk ox in winter quenches its thirst by eating

snow.

As spring advanced, the musk oxen of the Anderson country migrated northward. The females
are said to produce one, and sometimes two, at a
birth.
The company’s posts at which skins are
usually traded are Fort McPherson
(from the
eastern coast Eskimos), Forts Good Hope and
Norman (from the Anderson Eskimos and from
post Indians who specially hunt them), Rae and
Resolution on Great Slave Lake (from Indian
hunters), Lac du Brochet, Reindeer Lake (from
the inland Eskimos), and Fort Churchill: (from
the Hudson Bay Eskimos).
It is only in recent
years, however, that the company has strongly
encouraged the hunting of musk oxen, and although there is no record of the sale of any in
the London Statement, 1853 and 1877, yet we now
know that a number of pelts were occasionally,
if not annually, traded at Forts Churchill and
Anderson, at least subsequent to 1860, and that
they must have sold there or in Montreal (the
British company’s market for buffalo robes), as
the statement of the northern department fur-returns for outfit 1865, shows that the districts of
Mackenzie River and York, Hudson Bay, collected twenty-five and sixty-six musk ox skins,
respectively, in that year.
During the last thirty years, the Indians and
Eskimos have devoted more attention than before to the hunting of this valuable animal.
In
1902, 271 skins and in 1903, 246 skins were exposed for sale, and theaverage for the past twenty
years probably ranged between 200 and 250 pelts.
The greater portion of those secured by the company are purchased in London and reshipped to,
and used in Canada and the United States chiefly
as sleigh and cutter winter robes.
In his “Explorations in the Far North,” Dr.
Frank Russell, of the Iowa State University, has
given a very interesting account of his successful
efforts in hunting the musk ox in the Fort Rae
Indian country.
His other experiences in the ter-

ritories
while

on

of Canada
his services

himself

and

are

well

to science

his

alma

worthy
reflect

mater.

of perusal,
much

Mr.

Changing

Course

of the Colorado.

Alaska,
Tenn.,
Eagle,
Arctic
Fé, N.
day in

was

identical

with

that

at

Memphis,

and Flagstaff, Ariz.
At Fort Egbert and
both on the Yukon River, up toward the
circle, it was exactly the same as at Santa
M.
The coldest weather reported on that
Alaska was at Ketchumstock. where the

temperature

was

the same

as

at

Fort

Brady,

Mich.
The Yuma soldier’s desire for his blanket to
temper the chilly shades of hades did not come

[May

5, 1906.

days, yet there would be times when without
matches and in prospect of a night of cold and

of one

when

March

last, on my

exposure a man with a burning glass could camp
and start his fire before the sun failed him, And
without a glass but with a bit of clear ice available I believe a man could, with a little effort,
roughing it out with hatchet or pocket knife and

had use for his overcoat.

A

short

I got

time

ago

I know I felt the need

off the

train

at

Yuma,

in

way to view the Salton Sea.
a well

known

writer

and

au-

thor took occasion to make fun of some statement
about the use of snowshoes in Arizona.
Now,
Arizona is not an ideal country for toboggans
and snowshoes, but I know of several places in
Arizona where in the last two years snowshoes

would have been very useful in getting from one
point to another.
At a point about

on the Colorado

fourteen

miles

below

Yuma

River, where New River, as it is

called, now leads the entire river into the Salton
Sink, the Southern Pacific Railway Company and

the Imperia!

Canal

Company

are

working

hard

to turn back the river into its original channel
to the sea.
To do this they are digging, parallel

with the river, a canal

which will have two head

gates. When completed, the river will be turned
into this canal and a brush and earth dam constructed across the river to turn the water into
the old channel of the Colorado, where it is ex-

pected to scour its way to the Gulf.

It is need-

less to say that the upper headgate of the new
canal is in rock and will last.
On the upper river, the Reclamation Service
is doing splendid work in throwing a dam across
the Colorado River from bluff to bluff with diverting canals at each end.
The work has not

entered the channel of the river yet, but is on the

bottom land on each side.
The procedure is as
follows:
A row of sheet piling is driven at right
angles to the river in the bottom of the excavation.
Over this is built a wall’of concrete the
height of the dam,
At intervals of forty or fifty
feet two other walls are similarly constructed,
but each lower than the first, in order to form

a slope, the whole being filled in with loose rock,
the top paved with huge blocks forming a slope,
over which, when it is completed, the water will
pour in a thin stream.
Though the foundation
is built on sand, the structure has a solid look,
and will, I believe, answer all purposes.
It is, however, confronted with a peculiar situation. The distance from New River (where they
are trying to put back the river into its old channel) to the Salton Sea is eighty miles, with from
300 to 4oo feet fail.
The distance to the Gulf,
as I am informed, is about 130 miles, with only
thirty feet fall.
Now, if they do not succeed in
diverting the channel to its old bed this summer
it will be too late, as New River will then be too
deep to permit the change because of the rapid

scouring

it is subjected

eighty miles.

Colorado

This

to. in its rapid

scouring

will continue

River to the Laguna

Dam

thus undermining the dam.
The Colorado River has been

and spring, and there

fall in
up the

and beyond,

high

all winter

is very deep snow

in the

mountains.
If, with the melting of the snow,
there should be warm rains in Arizona and Colorado, the river would be flooded to such an extent as to sweep over and destroy the work al-

polishing

which,

with

even

the warm hand, fashion a lens with

in bitter cold but with bright sun-

shine available,

he could

start-a

fire.

If so, the

method will be worth remembering and adding to
one’s armamentarium,
We know that the conventional resources sometimes fail and that an experienced and resourceful man can frequently conquer adverse condi-

tions and provide for himself safety and even
comparative comfort where an inexperienced one
would

We

suffer miserably

or even

perish.

have all heard the conjecture that prairie

or forest fires have sometimes been started by
some bottle or broken bit of glass acting on dry
grass or leaves as a burning glass.
Whether or
not a fire has been started I know that a blaze

was not long ago started on a window

sill in a

chemical laboratory by the sun’s rays being concentrated by a globular glass filled with water

which chanced to stand there.
I hope some
reader of ForEST AND STREAM has tried the icelens scheme and will report results, or that some
one in position to do so—in the open—will make
the experiment before our belated spasm of win-

ter is quite gone.

C. H. AmEs.

[Our correspondent’s idea of a lens formed of
clear ice which shall act as a burning glass is not
new.
As long ago as the beginning of the last
century, Dr. Scoresby, the eminent Arctic explorer and writer, fired gun powder by the sun’s

rays converged by large lenses of ice.

Since then

the experiment
has frequently been tried.
As
Dr. William Hallock, the eminent physicist of
Columbia College, has pointed out to us, such
lenses are often made by freezing ice between
two watch crystals and then melting the latter
away.
Not far from forty years ago Prof. Tyndall, in his lectures “On Light,’ was accustomed

to collect the rays of an artificial light and fire
paper,

by means,

by means

first of a glass

of a lens of ice.

also exploded

guncotton,

With
Coming

lens, and

then

an ice-lens he
down

to mod-

ern times, Mr. Evelyn B. Baldwin, the Arctic explorer, informs us that during one of his Arctic
experitions

one

of his companions,

formed of clear ice,
pine shingle.
It is obvious that
lens by the average
see difficult matter,
one.

with

a

lens

succeeded in scorching a dry
the forming of an efficient
untrained man would be a
yet it might occasionally be

The action of the sun’s rays on such a lens,
provided the temperature of the air were low
enough, would be nothing; for it is well recognized that just as the warmth of the sun may

ready performed in trying to return the Colorado

penetrate clear glass without perceptibly warming
it, so it may pass through clear ice without per-

to

ceptibly affecting the ice, while melting the frozen

its ancient

channel.

S. KELLy.

soil which lies under the ice.
common one.|]

A Burning Glass of Ice.

Caspar

San
Cartos, Ariz., April 8—Editor
Forest
and Stream:
It is a far cry from Yuma, Ariz.,
to Alaska, but Major Glassford, of the Signal
Corps, U. S. A., has brought it very near, for
in a bulletin on temperature he says that on Feb.
5, the temperature
at
Salchia
and
Summit,

STREAM.

amiss, for he had a blanket at Yuma, and at times

credit

Whitney’s achievements
in the pursuit of the
musk ox, under the unfavorable conditions as
narrated in his published volume, also deserve
commendation.

AND

The principal is a

Editor Forest and Stream:
Your

adopted

recent

article

by primitive

on

men

the

different

From

ways

in the production

of

fire and the mention in another article of the
magic power attributed by a tribe of Indians to
the possessor of a common burning glass, have
reminded me anew of an old idea of mine, that
an effective burning glass might be easily fashioned out of transparent ice. I have never heard
of such a thing being done, but see no reason why
it could not be, and have often resolved to make
the experiment, but have never yet put the thing
to test.
Neither have I ever carried into the
wilderness a burning glass, but it seems to me it
would be a.very. good thing to have in one’s kit.
It would be easy to carry, inexpesive, and might,
upon occasion, prove very useful.
We all know how often matches are forgotten
or lost or rendered ineffective, and always at the
time when one most needs them.
Of course, that
need is most often at nivht to start a camp-fire
and when a burning glass could not be used,
which would also be the case in stormy or cloudy

an Old

Reader.

PHILADELPHIA, Pa., April 25—Editor Forest
Stream:
Thanks for your notice of the extension of my subscription on account of reduction
of the subscription price of Forest AND STREAM.
The publication, in-its old form and price, has
for many years given me great pleasure, satisfaction and rest, and really proved to be a well of
delight; for each week it brought fresh breezes
from the fields and woods, often laden with the
fragrant hemlock, spruce and pine, with sounds

of running brooks and jumping fish. In fancy I
sit by the old camp-fire and feast my eyes on the
green

hills or

towering

mountains,

dreaming

of

the happy days of camp life already passed, and
of promises yet to come.
I commend the new make-up and believe under
the present management it will continue to retain

the high moral

standing

past, so I say while

STREAM,

success

and

blessing

to the new.

interest

as in the

the old Forest

AND

H. O. WILBur.

May
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GAME
’
On the Sounds of North
(Concluded

from page

Carolina.

672.)

Lake Landing is located on the shore of Mannamuskeet Lake.
There
we
planned
a goose

hunt.

My

friend

went

to Mr.

Clayton’s

hotel

early and helped catch the live geese decoys,
which they put in boxes and hauled to the lake
in a cart.
Mr. Clayton had a blind built at the
lake.
It was supposed to be about one mile from
shore, but they found it high and dry. The wind
had moved the water to the other end of the
lake.
There was then but one of two things to
do, fix out the decoys around the blind in the
mud or go home.
They decided to fix out, so
they drove up to the blind and took out the guns,
lunch, ete., and arranged the:geese around just as
if they were in water.
Then my friend got in

the blind. Mr. Clayton drove the team up in the
woods and went hunting squirrels. But the unexpected happened.
A goose, evidently without
home or friends, came in to the decoys and my
friend shot it; but, alas! it had only one leg.
The other had probably been cut off in some rattrap, as they told us the darkeys often set out

muskrat traps for geese and occasionally caught
one. This one probably twisted itself loose. The
wound had healed over; but it was a novel sight,
and

we

called

it Peg

Leg.

From

that

time

on

we called my friend Peggie, which tantalized him
much. We ate Peg Leg for dinner the next day.
After a stop at other towns, we arrived at
Belhaven after dark, and went up to the town
for our mail.
We stayed there the next day, as
Peggie had made up his mind to go home from
that town.
It was the first railroad town we had
touched at since we
left Mundon’s
Point.
I
did not like to see Peggie go.
He had been
good company.
I did not blame him for departing. I felt as if the trip was getting tiresome
myself.
Still, I wanted to finish it as arranged,
and decided to go on alone.
He took one ot
the geese with him, and said he did not care to

carry any more.

I was willing for him to take

all we had to pay up for the peg leg that we ate,

but he would not, so I shipped them to friends
in New York. We left at daylight next morning.
We went out by way of Pungo River to the
Pamlico River, thence to Indian Island and the

mouth of South Creek, where there is a small
settlement.
On the morning of the following
day we started for
the Pamlico River.

Bayside, a small town
From there we went

Bath, N. C., a town with quite a history.

on
to

We

were told it was the first capital and the oldest
town in the State, and at one time the rendezvous of a famous pirate named Teets.
It has
as a historical relic an old church, built in 1779

out of brick brought

from England.

It is still

used as a place of worship.

Leaving Bath, we started for Washington, N.
C., getting there after dark. While at Washing-

ton

I decided

Beaufort
through

to

let

the

boat

go,

travel

to

by rail, hire a boat there, and go out
Core

Sound

to Portsmouth,

Ocrocoke

and Hatteras.
I paid off the captain and the
steward; the latter immediately left town by rail

for Norfolk, leaving the captain to get back the
best way he could.

That night I went back to the boat for some

things.
I found the captain sitting in the cabin
all alone.
I felt sorry for him until in a burst
of confidence he informed me of the reason why
the boat had not made faster time.
It was
because one of the propeller blades was gone,
he having broken it off several months before.
He said he would have told me about it before,
but he had forgotten it until after we had started,

and then he did not like to tell me.

He also

said that the reason he did not use the sail more
was because the rigging being old, and the sail
new, and very large for the boat, he was afraid

STREAM.
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it would not stand.
I told him it was very
thoughtful of him not to tell me before I engaged the boat.
The trip had been pleasant
but slow, and I believed I could have made much
better time with a sail boat, which belief afterward proved true.

As

I had

geese

and

heard

brant

of the

at

great

Portsmouth

I was anxious to get there.

quantities

and

of

Ocrocoke,

Monday I took the

train for Beaufort, N. C., where I was fortunate
in meeting a gentleman from New York, who
was well acquainted with the boats thereabouts.

He

introduced

me

to one

of the owners

of a

fine schooner which was 6oft. long, 18ft. beam,
flat-bottomed, and drew 2™%4ft. of water.
I engaged it on the spot.
I got some decoys, about 150 geese, duck and
brant, which were rather old, but I agreed to
put them in good shape if I rented them.
I
rented them and also a battery, which we put
on the boat.
I knew I was going to a place
where game was plentiful, and as I had plenty
of room on the boat, I might as well take an

outfit with me. It took about thrée days to get
everything in shape.
We stopped at several towns, one of which
was Davis.
En route to the latter place we saw
ducks, principally redheads.
Thence we went to
Atlantic, which is quite a town for that locality.

It is strung
Sound

The

for

along
over

Carteret

a low

a

mile,

Gun

Club,

sand
and

of

hill facing the

has

eight

whose

stores.

members

many are from New York city, is opposite this
town.
The people of Atlantic met with a great misfortune some few years ago.
Most of the men
make their living in the season by oystering and
fishing, and one day while working on _ the
shoals in Pamlico
near the mouth
of Core
Sound, which is near there, a great storm came
up, carrying sixteen of their number out in the
Sound, upsetting
their
boats, and
all were
drowned.
They were most all married men with
families.
One can imagine what that meant to
such a small town.
I did not consider the shooting about there
good enough to warrant my stopping any length
of time, so we went on to Lupton, thence to
Harbor Island; this little island consists of a
shell heap of about three acres, which, at an
ordinary tide, is from six to eight feet out of
water.
It is owned by the Harbor Island Gun
Club, which has built a fine club house.
The
club is well equipped with all the paraphernalia
necessary. for getting ducks,
geese
and
brant.
As the island is situated two or more miles from
shore, out in the middle of Core Sound, they
are not bothered much by outsiders.
The manager, Mr. Jack Emory, has his family there, and
looks after the property and comfort of the
club members and guests.
I was invited to stay
there all night, but I was so comfortably fixed

on

my

boat that

I refused,

although

I spent a

very pleasant evening at the club house.
From Harbor Island, we started for Portsmouth, N. C., and the quantities of fowl in-

creased
about

geese,

as

we

went

in that

half way there, we

brant

and

ducks

direction.

When

could see thousands

on

the

flats,

but

of

we

passed them by, intending to return and spend
a day with them before we left Portsmouth.
We arrived at that town at sundown, and, as
usual, went straight to the post office.
As the
captain of my boat met some of his relatives
there, I was soon introduced all around, and
before I returned to the boat that night had

several invitations to go “goosing.”

One of the

captain’s cousins,
Mr.
John
Wallace
Salter,
offered us his outfit to use as long as we were
there. As it was a much better one than we had
on our boat, we accepted.
His outfit consisted

of a sailboat

about

2o0ft. long,

8it. beam,

and

drew

about

the wind.

I6in.

of water

On this boat

when

going

before

he has a comfortable

single battery with plenty of iron decoys to hold
it down and a good setting of goose, brant and
duck decoys.
The next morning before daylight we rowed
up. the creek where the outfit lay and started
with it toward Harbor Island, where we fixed
out on a shoal and where the geese and brant
had been so plentiful the day before.
Soon
after sunup, it commenced
to get windy and
the birds seemed restless.
We were quite a
long time getting everything in shape, but my
men had hardly left me when the birds commenced to come to the stool.
It was there, at
that time and place, I made the record of my
life shooting, as I killed eight geese, nine brant
and sixteen ducks that I got in about thirty
minutes.
They were lying on the water dead
all around me.
The birds had been coming so
fast the boys refrained from coming to me to

pick up.

They said they knew the sport would

soon be over and thought they would keep off.
They were right; for while I was doing all this
shooting, the wind was getting bad, dark clouds
were coming my way, and the water suddenly
got so rough it came over the wings of the battery into the box, but I bailed it out until one
big wave just about filled it. Then I dropped
some iron decoys overboard, having first tied
a string to them.
This lightened it up some, but
I had no more time to shoot—it kept me busy

keeping

afloat.

I got

all the

weight

off the

battery I could, and by bailing got along very
well until the men got me out.
My dead birds
in the meantime were blown toward the marsh.
Many of our wooden decoys broke their anchor
strings and drifted ashore.
I was as wet as if I
had jumped overboard, but stuck to the job
until we had the battery securely lashed to the
sailboat.
Then we commenced to pick up the
decoys that were left.
After we got all there
were in sight and the iron ones which I had
thrown off the battery, we sailed to the lee of
a little island, took the skiff we were towing and
went ashore, where, after walking about three
hundred yards, we came to our dead birds and
decoys.
I don’t believe we lost any decoys, but
believe we lost some birds that were crippled.
It was a long time after I ceased to shoot before we commenced to pick up the birds I had
killed.
The storm got so bad, we had to leave
our outfit there, and went back in the skiff over
the shoals where the water was not so rough.
lf was aeshort shoot, but’ a good one.
The
wind died out toward evening and we went aiter
the outfit and returned it to the creek, where
we got it. I packed up my birds ready to ship
to New York to my family and friends.
I want to mention that one of these geese
weighed eighteen pounds.
All who saw it at
Portsmouth said they had never seen such a
goose before.
I have asked many of the market hunters about their big geese, and they all
had the same
opinion about
the weight of
geese, which is that the ordinary goose will
weigh about nine pounds.
Occasionaly one will
weigh twelve pounds.
Once in a great while
they get one that will weigh sixteen pounds, but
I failed to find any one that had shot one that
weighed eighteen pounds.
I have killed a great
many geese in the west, but never killed any
there that weighed over twelve pounds.
We stayed around Portsmouth two days and
found it a grand place to shoot fowl. The town
consists of seventy or more
houses and six
stores.
There are no streets in the town, and
as there are only two or three wagons, they
don’t need any roads.
Portsmouth
is situated on a sandbar sixty
miles from the nearest railroad. and any one that
wants to live there can do so if he can get lum-
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ber enough together to put up a house.
will not need to bother about buying land or
worry about taxes.
There is quite a number of what are called
wild horses there, but they have but little value.
Any one who takes the trouble to round up the

and

herd

can

find

puts

if he

unbranded,

one

his brand on it, it is his. They live and breed
there year after year and are not bothered much.
There is no way of getting them to the mainland other than by boat, and a boat large enough

any

carry

to

not

could

of them

number

be

of shore, so I think
There are also
time.

landed within two miles
they will be safe for some

cattle which are called wild, and they certainly
look

head

seven

I saw

it.

offered

for $75 with

They were a scrawny lot. They
no takers.
have to get their living, summer and winter, out
of the marshes.

In the month of August, in the year 1889,
was visited by a high tide that
Portsmouth
swept about everything there into the ocean.
Since then, on different occasions, all but the
Each of
high spots have been under water.
these high tides has caused great destruction to
property and loss of life.
It was explained to me that on the occasions
of these high tides, the wind blows the water

from

the

ocean

through

the

inlets

into

the

home.

AND

Taking

it very

much,

STREAM.

[May

the trip as a whole,

I enjoyed

although

many

there

were

One

of my

hailed

men

he was at Portsmouth during one of

It seems

the big tides and lost everything but his boat.
By getting on board of it, he saved his family.
After the water went down, he moved to Bay
River, on the mainland, but there were too many
attractions at Portsmouth, so he returned and
made the statement that at Portsmouth he could
fish it in the summer, oyster it in the winter,

and there

were

was

weather

too

if the

plenty of fowl to shoot
to oyster

rough

On leaving Portsmouth

it.

we took a cut-off used

We were
by the mail boat going to Ocrocoke.
soon in sight of that town, but to get there we
After
had to cross an inlet close to the ocean.

turning the can buoy at the mouth

of the inlet,

we followed the spar buoy up to what is called
The Doxies came from Long
Doxie’s Wharf.
Island and built this place some years ago, and
now have a very fine hotel connected with the
They can furnish outfits such
clam juice plant.
as live decoys, batteries, and guides to put them
There is also another smaller hotel there.
out,
Mr. W. D. Gaskell, one of the leading merchants
and one of the best hunters about there, would

probably

be pleased

to give

any

information

desired regarding the shooting in that vicinity.
The. possibilities for goose shooting, I believe, are better at Ocrocoke than at PortsThe very best place of all is between
mouth.

means to have a power boat and a good compass
and chart.
Currituck

Sound

is probably

the worst

to get

through.
There is but one place that I would
consider it necessary to have a pilot, that is
going through what is called the Little Narrows,
between Poplar Branch and Jarvisburg.
There
is generally some one at the Narrows Island Gun

Club,

which

Narrows,

From

is situated

at the

mouth

that will show the way.

Point

Harbor

to Manteo

of the

is clear sail-

ing. At Manteo the channel is buoyed out. From
Manteo to Pea Island the chart must be consulted
frequently.
The channels are wide, and there is

but little danger.
From Pea Island to Hatteras, it is mecessary
to go

out

in Pamlico

Sound

and

if ome

has

a

small boat it is well to pick good weather.
It
is a bad place in which to be caught in bad
weather.
show

how

it lays.

There

are

usually

several

Sound where there are only about three feet of
water at times, and the channel is very marrow;
but boats are continually passing back and forth,
and one could hardly go wrong.
Once through,
it will be no trouble to make Beaufort.
Now, regarding the shooting, I would say that
for non-residents who do not belong to any
club, Poplar Branch will furnish the best shooting on Currituck Sound, although there is very

fair shooting near Currituck Court House, N.
C., at times; but the feeding ground is at least
six miles from

Currituck

the town.

Court

House,

regarding the game

Mr.

can

E, W.

Ansell,

at

give information

supply about there.

At Poplar Branch, Mr. W. Corbell, or Mr.
John Doxie can furnish any information desired
regarding the shooting about that place.
The next good place is Englehard,

county,

N.

muskeet

Lake, and there are several good stands

of live wild

C.

This

geese

town

is close

obtainable.

to

Hyde

There

Matta-

is also a

fine harbor.
This lake can be reached from
Swan Quarter, but I believe Englehard the best
place to start from.
Mr. Clayton will be pleased
to furnish information regarding the shooting
on the lake.
At times, when the weather conditions are favorable, good shooting can be had
there.

Quarter and Rose

Bay had

a great reputation

Years ago, Swan

as a feeding ground

for wild-

fowl, but neither

is gunned

much

now,

and it

would hardly pay to go there for that purpose.
After Englehard,
I would suggest Manteo,
concerning which, information
regarding the
shooting could probably be obtained from the

W. J. Griffin Co., at Manteo.
the mouth of Core Sound

From

Manteo to

there is plenty of good

inlet, as that is a place

shooting on the ocean side of Pamlico Sound.
Good accommodations, guides and outfit can be

It is a wild
seldom visited by non-residents.
piece of country, no houses and no signs of life
of any kind in sight, except geese, brant and
‘ducks.

At Portsmouth information can be had from
Mr. John Wallace Salter, or Mr. Joseph Dixon.
At all these places there are good outfits.
It

Ocrocoke

The

and Hatteras

market

hunters

about

this place

don’t

care to shoot geese, as they get but from forty
to fifty cents a piece for them from the local
buyers, while they can always get $1.25 for a

:
pair of redhead ducks.
There is a channel called the inside
Hatteras from Ocrocoke, but it is very
in places, less than three feet. of water,
my men were not familiar with it, we
to take
We saw
Sound,
plentiful.
After
settling

way to
shallow
and as
decided

the outside course to Pamlico Sound.
very few birds after we got out in the
seemed
to be
which
coots,
except
:
and
C.,
N.
Washington,
reaching.
with the crew, I prepared to return

exhibit at

by the R. N. Co. at the Department of Fisheries,
it 1s apparent that Newfoundland as a sportsmen’s resort has at last been discovered by the

boats anchored in it.
There is another bad place going in to Core

and children.

Notes.

of the Newfoundland

suggest that they do not start with a boat that
draws more than three feet of water, and by all

and start it back, it goes right over the bar,
taking everything with it.
Still, people go there to live, knowing this
destruction is liable to happen at any time.
As we were getting ready to leave the harbor,
a schooner came in loaded with lumber, dogs,

chickens

A RESULT

the Sportsmen’s Show in Boston and New. York,
the number of visiting sportsmen to the island
will be greater the coming season than ever be-

At Portsmouth it is rather difficult to get in
the slough that is called the harbor. The charts

the owner, whom he knew, and asked him if he
He said
was going to locate at Portsmouth.
he was; that he would rather drown on Portsmouth’s sands than starve to death at Bay River.

AS

pleasant things to contend with.
For the information of any one that might
want to make a trip of this kind through the
inland water of Virginia and North Carolina
either as a cruise or a shooting trip, I would

Sound; and if it blows hard for several days from
the ocean it will fill the Sound full; then, should

the wind shift around to the opposite direction

Newfoundland

un-

.5, ‘1906.

had at Doxie’s

would

not

pay

Hotel,

Ocrocoke.

to take

one

along

unless

pre-

pared to stay for some time in one locality. In
that case, between Hatteras Inlet and Ocrocoke
would be the place I would pick out.
I never
expect to make the trip again, but I do hope

to be able to spend a week
and

Portsmouth,

at some

at Poplar

future

Branch

time.

ONESIMUS.

fore.

outside world.
_ We

the 25th? Witness—Yes, sir. Lawyer (severely)
—What were you doing in the interim?
Witness
—Never was in such a place——Green Bag.

ya

have about 30,000 lakes, rivers and streams

in the island, and scarcely oné of them but contains fish. Some of the larger rivers are, without
doubt, the very best salmon and sea trout rivers
in the world.
Take the Humber, for instance.

General Dashwood’s guide told me that when the
general fished it three years ago, in a couple of
weeks he killed, with his rod and flies, 300 salmon ranging from 5 to 25 pounds. At one time,
last season, at the Willowsteady, on the Humber, there were twenty-one rods fishing together.

At times the whole twenty-one rods had hold of
a salmon each at the same time. One party of
three rods landed seventy-seven salmon in a few
days, and lost nearly as many more.
As

for

landed

sea

trout,

one

American

sportsman

100 one day, ranging from % pound to 4

pounds.
These are not isolated cases, but when
the season is favorable the same is true of many

other rivers, such as the Gander, Exploits,
Codroys, Bottom Brook, Harry’s Brook.
a

So much for anglers..
It has been asserted
merchant of the south coast, who seems

the
by
to

know whereof he affirms, that for over 100 miles

along the coast vast herds of caribou were seen
in January and February.
These were not in a
thin line but extended back for over forty miles.
I give these figures for what they are worth. The
hunters and trappers near Burgeo estimate the

number of caribou at about a quarter of a million,

and assert that they are increasing rapidly, notwithstanding the increase in hunters.
It is a
most remarkable sight when they come out to the
coast line in thousands and offer some enterprising sportsman with his camera a chance to get a
picture of caribou of a kind that cannot be duplicated on earth.
I wish particularly to draw attention of sportsmen who hunt with cameras to

the above fact.
In the summer these herds go north, and thousands of them cross the railway track.
It is then
easy to get a head, but as they recede from the
water line they enter an area of about 40,000

miles that has searcely ever been traversed by
white men.
Here the sportsman can stalk his
deer and enjoy true sport.
The above statements have been made before,
but I repeat them more for the information of
Forest AND STREAM readers as well as for that
of several

sportsmen

from

whom

I have had

in-

quiries during the winter.
I wish to repeat here, with your permission,
that I have no pecuniary interest whatever in the
coming or going of sportsmen.
I have no interest in any railway, hotel, guide or outfitting establishment, and. I make and have made no money
whatever, in connection with these notes, or visiting sportsmen.
The information has been supplied as a labor of love to brother anglers, and
I am more than repaid by several warm friend-

ships that have resulted.
I am very anxious to
make this clear, as certain “sportsmen” in New
York have on their own
tions to the contrary.

authority

made

asser-

There was great rejoicing all over the island
recently. The Bloodhound, the first arrival from
the seal fishery, came in last night.
She reports
for 18,000 seals, and further reports the rest of

the fleet with a number aggregating 300,000. The
ships sailed March to and struck the seals on the
16th.
The whole ocean for miles was covered
with seals. The ships steamed in and the slaughter began.
This promises to be the most successful voyage for many years.
A successful seal

fishery means
puts

LAWYER—You say you left home on the toth?
Witness—Yes, sir. Lawyer—And came back on

Judging by the numerous inquiries received

heart

into

everything

to Newfoundland.

the business

men

and

It

buoyancy

into business..
The output for the cod fishery will be much
larger as a result of a good seal fishery.
cates the wheels of business, encourages

It lubrithe mer-

chant and puts the fisherman in an independent
condition to prosecute the cod fishery.

May

By the way,
wants
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a new

for the ordinary

experience,

nothing

than a trip to the seal fishery.

sportsman,
could

who

‘The voyage lasts

where else, except in Newfoundland

Death

of Lieut.

STREAM.

Death of George

be better

from two to six weeks, and is crowded with excitement and experiences.
Besides, it offers the
photo hunter another chance to get a unique picture of hundreds of thousands of seals—whitecoats, hoods and harps—a chance obtainable no-

AND

Tue

older generation

B. Eaton.

of Forest

AND

STREAM

readers will learn with keen regret of the death
of George Boardman Eaton, who passed away a
few days ago at Waterloo, Wis. Mr. Eaton, who

in March.
OF

C. C. Pulis.

In San Francisco, April 19, Lieut. Charles C.
Pulis, Commander of the Twenty-fourth Company of Light Artillery, was killed by the explosion of a charge of dynamite while engaged
in fighting the fire. The charge of dynamite set
to destroy a building did not explode as soon as
was expected.
Lieutenant Pulis went into the
building to relight the fuse, and the charge exploded while he was there.
Mr. Pulis was a keen sportsman, and when in
the Philippines

used

to go

out

after

ducks

ForEST

The

following tribute

to the older generation of our read-

ers as “Yellowstone Kelly.” The letter appears
in the Times of Los Angeles, Cal., and is dated
San Carlos, April 22:
“In the loss of Lieut. Charles C, Pulis, Commander of the Twenty-fourth Company of Light
Artillery, who was blown up by a charge of dyna-

mite recently in San Francisco, the army has suffered a severe blow.
“Lieut, Pulis was an ideal soldier. He served
in the Second Nebraska Regiment in 1898, and in
1899 was

appointed

First Lieutenant

in the For-

not reckless

but impulsive

and daring,

“Jacobstaff’s”

GEORGE

BOARDMAN

EATON,

“JACOBSTAFF.”

was best known by his pen name of “Jacobstaff,”
was born in Georgetown, Scott county, Ky., in
1832, but the following year his father was called

to a professorship

in the Hamilton

in the Camarines,

Pulis

was

was

stationed

assigned

Stream:

Gun’

Parker)

night, my

battalion

custom

there.

of visiting the out-

posts at midnight, which involved a lonely tramp
along a rock-bound road deeply cut with ruts
made by the native carts that had traversed it .
probably for hundreds of years.
“Arriving at the outermost post the soldiers
called my

attention

to a brightly

illuminated

tree

a few hundred yards in advance, and stated that
he was positive that he saw people moving about
it. I told him that it was only fire-flies, but I
would

go

down

to investigate.

While

under the tree and contemplating

making the rounds of the outposts also, approached the tree with a view of investigating
the light and reassuring the soldiers, and, seeing
a stranger standing motionless where no stranger
should be. rushed up with cocked revolver, and,

presenting it to my breast, exclaimed: ‘What are
doing

here?’

In almost

the

same

handed

to the encounter.

moment

“Tt is my keen regret that such a promising
officer should be lost to the service.
‘U. S. Inptan AGENT.”

April

28.—Editor

Forest

and

protec-

the foxes.
The senior class of the Yale School of Forestry
has been transferred for field work to Waterville,
N. H.. a charming resort on the Pemigewasset
Valley Branch of the Boston & Maine Railroad.
Heretofore this work has been done at Milford,
Pa., where the summer camp of the school is
located.
This change will give the class the advantage of instruction on subjects pertaining to
the northern forests and may prove a stimulus in
awakening deeper interest among citizens of the

the beauty of

recognizing me, he was very much put out.
“But it shows the impulsive nature of the man
that finding himself suddenly in the presence of
the supposed enemy, he should
rush - single-

Mass.,

A Massachusetts fish and game

ready, and he fears most of them will be killed by

standing

the tropical night, and musing on the ease with
which soldiers at times will work up a little excitement, Lieutenant Pulis, who it appeared was

you

that

The Commissioners on Fisheries and Game have
received several dozen with which they propose
trying an experiment in propagation.
A few nairs
were sent to Prof. C. F. Hodge, of Worcester,
for a similar purpose.
From a town in Worcester county I learn that
there have been observed some indications of the
quail beginning to mate up, although most of the
coveys that have been regularly fed are Keeping
together,
Mr. Andrews, of Hudson, relates that a brood
of young partridges were destroyed the 25th by a
brush fire out in his section of the State.
Mr. S. W. Burgess, reporting on birds liberated this week on land of Mr. Augustus Hemenway, says one has been captured by a hawk al-

in the convent

company being on outpost duty,

I followed the usual

writings had in them much

towns.

out to the north. We relieved Maj. John Parker’s
“One

it was

tive association received its last shipment of suail
to-day, making a total of 314 dozen that have
been sent out “this season,
The birds have been
quite widely distributed over the quail section of
the State, having been sent to at least roo different

at San Felipe, right across from the Santa Mesa
Hospital, and our outposts extended about a mile
(‘Gatling

as

Massachusetts Game Prospects.
Boston,

from Manila, in order to get a little field service
experience to fit us for campaigning.

battalion

soon

was inspiring.
They were vigorous rather than
graceful, but were full of the feeling of the woods
and hills. He was a man of most kindly nature,
and had, during his long life, known many of the
best and most accomplished
sportsmen in the
land.

and when

to the place much to my regret; but I was always fortunate in my officers and soon made good
the deficiency.
“When our regiment landed in the Philippines,
in 1899, we were stationed for awhile not far .
“Our

as

Literary and

our battalion adjutant was killed in the fight at
Libmanan,

almost

All through the many years that have elapsed
since that time, “Jacobstaff’’ has been a frequent
contributor to these columns, and it was in January, 1904, that we printed a long account of his
last deer hunt in northern New York.
It is but
a few weeks since we had from him one of his
old-time spirited and cheerful letters, and the
thought of his death was far from the minds of
any of those who knew him best. A year or two
since he left Jersey City, where he had resided
for many years, and went out to Wisconsin to be
near his son, and recently he has been the natural
history editor there of a local monthly magazine.

is paid him by

tieth Volunteer Infantry, being later assigned to
Company A, which I had the honor to command
in the Philippines.
“Pulis was a bright, brave and capable officer,

STREAM

Surveyor’s Journal.”

and

his commanding officer in the Philippines, and
gives a good idea of the nature of the man. We
believe the writer to be Capt. Luther S. Kelly,
better known

AND

started in 1873 and at once began to contribute
to its column, one of his earliest contributions
being a series entitled “Loose Leaves from a

snipe whenever there was a lull in the movements
of natives.

how it was that he became so enthusiastic a
sportsman, as he always was.
Among the playmates of his boyhood days were Samuel Stillman Conant, the son of another professor, who
afterward became city editor of the New York
Times and later the editor of Harper’s Weekly.
In 1852, when he had finished his sophomore
year at college, Mr. Eaton went West, and for
two years taught school on the prairie not a hundred miles from Chicago, then a new country.
Returning to Madison University in 1854, he finished his college course, again went West, where
some time was spent as a member of a surveying
party, and it was from one of the implements
of this profession that he took his pen name.
The panic of 1857 broke up the improvement
companies for which he was working and he returned to the East and entered the Government
service, where for many years he was an inspector in the Custom House.
He came to know

Granite State in forest preservation.

“TACOBSTAFF.”
After

his last deer hunt in St. Lawrence
January, 1904.

County,

N. Y.,

Theological Institution—afterward Madison University—and the boy was brought up in the village of Hamilton,

contribution

Madison

to ForEST

AND

county,

N. Y.

STREAM,

1895, he tells the story of his earlier

Ina

printed
years

in
and

At this office representatives

ton, Georgetown,

Rockland

of clubs

at Taun-

and Fitchburg

have

reported verbally on conditions in their respective localities,
Several reports of the shooting of robins and
other insectivorous
or song birds have come
through the mail from various places.

H. H. Krmsatt.

’
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What

a Deer

Hunter

Saw.

We have been told many times that it is not
all of fishing to fish, and most of us know, too,
that

it is not

all of hunting

to hunt.

After

a

man has attained years of discretion, he is likely
to receive during his excursions into the wilderness far more gratifying and lasting satisfaction
from the things which he sees and hears in the
woods or upon the rivers or on the plains, than

he gets from
a big head

making

or

even

a successful
outwitting

buck of them all.
To many men the

shot, killing

the

wiliest

;
to describe

power

old

what

they have seen on their excursions is denied;
but there are others who with eyes wide open
and ears alert go into the woods, see their
beauty, hear their strange sounds, comprehend
something of the connection between animals

and

birds

and

trees

and

plants,

and

then

re-

turning, set down something of what they have
seen to the exceeding great joy and benefit of
those who are fortunate enough to read their
writing.
Last autumn, Mr. W.
J. Hunsaker,
of the
Saginaw Courier-Herald went on a deer hunt,
and on his return wrote for his paper the story
of his trip.
Truth to say there was in it not
very much of deer hunting, but a great deal

of true woods feeling.

Here is some of it:

Sitting on a stump on a runway—a defined
path used by deer in their travels—is the usual
way the novice “hunts” deer.
Watching a runway is not exciting sport, and
it has its discomforts. But it is not all monotony,

nor is it unattractive to one who loves the woods
and

the

curious

their homes
The

wild

little

people

who

make

filled with a tremendous

over-

therein.

woods

are

tone of silence when you listen for it; and again
when. you listen they are loud with strange
voices.
On the runway at dawn there is not
a sound.
Morning steals up before you are
aware, and the curious shadows and the dark
places shift, melt and fade. Perhaps a little wind
comes
leaves

with it, and soon faintly rustles the dry
on a beech and gives you a start.
You

think it is a deer coming.
A

stick

snaps

in the

It is just the wind.

woods

behind

you.

You

slowly turn your head on a stiff-necked pivot
with your rifle at ready, breathless.
That is a
deer, sure.
It isn’t.
Just a lively red squirrel
starting upon its busy day’s work.
Silence, and
you look up and down the narrow trail that the
deer have made, or through the openings between the trees, tense, watchful, ready. Nothing.

Then

you come

to with a start.

hammering

resounds

great

of the

cock

through

woods

the

A startling

forest.

is pounding

The

on

his

own front door—the giant pileated woodpecker,
biggest of his tribe, makes the echoes ring. He
riddles dead trees at though they were shot
full of holes with cannister, and sometimes chips

out

a deep

cavity

for amusement,

with

in green

his powerful

chisel-beak.

his knocking,
a
timidly out from

intently

with

in sudden

timber,

or just to show
little
under

seemingly

he can

When

do

he quits

woods
mouse
creeps
your log, watches you

his bright

panic,

what

ventures

little eyes,
forth

runs

again,

back

and

re-

assured starts on an apparently perilous journey
across the snow twenty feet away to a brush
heap. Then you find out what it is that makes
the curious trail in the snow, a dragging, narrow
mark that you have wondered over.

Did you ever hear the big black raven of the
north woods?
He is the wisest of all the forest
people, and owns a vocabulary that is second in

range -and

variety

only to the Canada

jay’s—

alias camp robber, meat bird, ghost bird, moose
bird, whiskey jack, etc.
The raven looks like
a crow, only he is blacker and larger.
A crow

has practically only one word—caw—which he
uses with inflections for all occasions.
But a
raven never caws—it croaks, gabbles, grates,
cackles, grunts, yaps, gurgles, yowls, calls—a
most astonishing variety of raucous conversa-

tion

in monologue,

and

copious,

especially

something to eat is the object of concern.

must

have

been

something

wrong

if

There

with

the

AND
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larynx of Poe’s raven—if that bird refused to
utter more than one word.
While the raven
is more garrulous than the Canada jay, he is
really not so gifted a linguist. This bird —the
Canada jay—is related to the magpie family,
and he has all the talent of his genus in vocal
ability when he wishes to use it. If you hear
any mysterious

note

in the forest that you can-

not account for you may safely set it down to
the credit of whiskey jack and go on.
He is
the most self-possessed of all the woods folk—
self-reliant,

familiar,

unafraid,

companionable

and neighborly.
He likes to come near the
hunter on the runway—possibly the hunter will
eat

his frugal

luncheon

pretty

soon,

and

there

may fall to him the remnants.
Whiskey jack
makes no talk to you—just silently flits nearer
and

nearer,

never

still;

restless,

a

gray

and

white shape, round and plump, soft of outline
and wing, as big as a flicker. If you are reasonably

peaceful

he will

venture

near

enough

for

you to almost touch him.
Out in the woods, though, you can sometimes
hear his talking volubly, or maybe whistling like
a boy,

although

he seems

to have

no

song,

When he is gone, for he will not stay long
where there is nothing to eat, a little lithe
creature slips along a log near you, quick, swift,
a

deep

weasel,

black

ermine.

tip

There

in the summer
woods

are

on

white

as the snow,

his

many

tail—the

of him

except

American

in the forest;

of a darkish brown to copy the

color, when

the first snow

falls he turns

pure white, except the tail tip; why that is
black is hard to say.
The weasel sometimes
turns

white

in

two

days—a

most

marvelous,

protective provision of nature, granted also to
the northern hare or “‘snowshoe rabbit.” Quite
often the weasel turns white too soon; or at
least he doesn’t turn back again to brown if the
first snow melts, which it often does, and leaves

him a most conspicious object against the dark
background of his home.
Nature provides him
with protection in hue to harmonize with the
snow, but she doesn’t seem to have figured on
the necessity of a quick costume change when
the temperature rises and the snow vanishes.
This carelessness of: nature must irritate the
weasel at times, especially when the owl gets
after

him.

But,

then,

this

may

constitute

the

open season on weasels for the owl, which must
live by hunting, too.
When

the

sun

grows

higher

and

works

up

over the'treetops the hunter on the runway begins to think of going somewhere else. Like the
fishing

around

the

next

bend

of the

stream,

there must be plenty of deer down by the edge
of the swamp or over on the hardwood ridges
waiting to be shot.
Anyway, if one doesn’t
show up on the runway in just exactly five
minutes. he will try still-hunting awhile.
He
knows

he is a better

waiter

on

cheerful

tering or
above

pecker
pecks

still-hunter

a stump.

And

than

while

chickadees

and

scolding

into

the

topmost

of

the

numérous

him,

or

family,
up and

one

of the

black

a patient

he waits

lesser

caps

tribes,

down a tree trunk,

come

the
chat-

wood-

diligently

searching

but sees no movement

for

among

the

spruces and balsams and pines and hemlocks
and maples.
But he does see and admire the curly shavingslike

coat

that the

big yellow birch

wears,

and

the smoothly snug skin of the beech, and how
the hemlock lifts its grand trunk toward the
sky, and the contrast between the soft curves
of the boughs of the white pine and those of the
coarser Norway, and the varying shades of
green that clothe the balsams, spruces and
tamaracks, and the fluttering, faded yellow banners that the maple is dropping.
The brilliant bluejay, one of the most widely
distributed and active of native birds, flies by,
literally hurling epithets that the hunter does
not understand, but which he knows instinctively
t

are deadly insulting.
Or the red squirrel sees
him, swears at him in seven woods languages,
flippantly twitching its tail and nervously running back and forth on a nearby fallen tree
trunk,

finally scampering

up a tree to chir-r-r-r

out its ridiculous defiance.
But the hunter’s legs are cramped and cold,
and so he thinks he will cautiously stretch them
a few moments down the nearby logging road
—made in the old days when the haughty lumberman came only for the giant white pine, for
“board

timber,’

contemptuous

wood all about him.

of

the

hard-

And he wanders far down

the road at snail’s pace on

fruitless

errand,

and

comes back to his stump to find that while he
was gone a deer has calmly walked down the
-runway within a few feet of where he has been
huddled up shivering since dawn.
He sees its
sharp hoof-tracks in the snow or the damp
black

soil.

Then

he says

things

and starts through the woods
a still-hunt.

about

himself,

after the deer on

British

Columbia

Game

Protection.

CuMBERLAND, B. C., April 14.—Editor Forest
and Stream:
Mr. Williams, the Provincial game
warden, met the members of the gun club last
Thursday

evening,

the

t2th

inst., and

discussed

with them some vital questions of game preservation.
There was a good deal of heated discussion and an emphatic denunciation

of the milk-

and-water policy adopted by the Government in
game matters.
It was finally moved that the
club should submit the names of all its members
for appointment as deputy wardens, without salary.
As an amendment, it was moved that a
petition be circulated asking that the district be
made an organized one under the game act, it
being explained that the Canadian Pacific Railroad
were

willing to pay wardens

in their own

terri-

tory, provided this was done.
The amendment
was carried. After a little more general talk the
meeting adjourned,
A

Newfoundland

Caribou.

Granp LAKE, Newfoundland, April 10—Editor
Forest and Stream:
Our heaviest fall of snow
for the winter came last week, but I am pleased
to say it is now melting fast. Caribou are beginning to go north again.
Several small lots
have gone past here> We note that the caribou
appear to be in remarkably good condition this
spring. This is no doubt the result of the mild
winter,

and

we

hope

to

see

them

return

from

their summer quarters
in the yet unmapped
neg
penisula carrying record heads next
all.
While out for a prowl a short time back, I
picked upa single cast antler which had twentysix points.
Owing to the last big fall of snow, the
fishing prospects for the coming summer
are
particularly rosy, both for salmon and trout.
J. R. WHIrTAKER.

boughs

breakfast, or he hears a partridge “budding” in
a maple off near the logging road.
He keeps
a wary eye up and down the runway all the
time, though,
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at

least in the fall. Busy, sure of himself, independent, he is one of the fascinating bits of life
that make the runway far from dull.

graceful—the

[May

THE

strongly-worded

appeal

sistance to the Spurious

for organized

re-

Sports bill, written by

Dr. D’Arcy Hamilton, should have the effect of
rousing the gun and ammunition trades, game

farmers and pigeon shooters to energetic action.
The doctor does not, in our opinion, over-color
the situation that will be created by the passing of
this

bill, and

it is high

time

that

some

action

should be taken at once, by a petition or by representation to Members of Parliament.
If nothing is done, it will be taken that those in the gun
trade and others are indifferent to the effect of
the bill, and it will become law. As Dr. Hamilton
points out, this is the thin end of the wedge. and,
if the measure

is successfully carried,

it will en-

courage the faddists to go for other branches of
sport.—Shooting Times (London).
FRANKLIN,

O.—The

dear

old

paper

is doubly

welcome since the change of dress—so handy and
convenient to carry in one’s pocket. I send you
two subscribers,
Bes

FOREST

AND

STREAM.

SEA AND RIVER FISHING
*

A New

Tue

Kestrel

was

Game

Fish.

swinging

to and

fro

over

the kingfish ground near Green Key.
The fish
were not hungry.
Only a couple of barracuda

and a five-pound mackerel had been gaffed so
far, and I was getting rather sleepy and nearly
ready to start for home; so, when we gybed the
sails and made a long turn, I did not bother to
reel in and the line lay in something like a half
circle. There was a sharp strike and that curve
changed to a straight line in half a shake of a
lamb’s tail. The way that line swept sideways,
cutting off the tops of the tiny waves, was a
new experience, and the rush straight away that
followed was thrilling. My reels are fitted with
the admirable “‘Rabbeth drag,’ and the fish was
permitted to take his time and not hurried.
There ‘were fifteen minutes
of very
dashing

play before he showed through the clear water,
similar to the fight of a kingfish, but remarkably fast, and we finally boated the fish, of which
I enclose a photograph, very like S. cavalla,
but more slender, with longer head and more

The Smithsonian Institution identify the fish
described in my letter of March 20 as Hymnnis

informed

cubensis, a rare species allied to the pompanos,
and hitherto known only from Cuba.

tion was a 10-pound Kezar Lake salmon shown
in the window of. Daniel Stoddard & Co., taken
from Upper Kezar, Lovell, Me.
A letter written on Tuesday, April 24, by Fred
Harriman, of North Lovell, to a Boston angler
relates that “when we went to bed last night there
was ten inches of ice on old Kezar, but this
morning it is gone.” This, the writer says, means
that the salmon herded about the mouths of the
brooks are “jumping out of the water like colts,”
and are hungry for bait. Your readers know this
is one of the scores upon scores of lakes in Maine
that have received liberal plantings at the hands
of the commissioners.
When, two years ago, I
met Commissioner Stanley at Kineo he ventured
predictions concerning the fishing in that lake
which are already being verified.
A report from Sebago says the ice is now entirely out, that in Jordan’s
Bay
having
been

A. St. J. NEWBERRY.

Nassau,

April

19.

{Our correspondent, who is now beyond the
reach of the mails, will find his fish figured in
ForEST

AND

STREAM

of

April

14

identified

as

above. ]

Maine
Boston,

Mass.,

April

Ice Out.
28.—Editor

Forest

and

Stream:
Boston anglers have been treated this
week to a look at the 27-pound lake trout from

Pangus Lake, N. H., mentioned in my last letter,
it having been on exhibition in a window of William Read & Sons’ store on Washington street.
It was a real beauty both in proportions and coloring, and the crowds that stood gazing at it were

by a placard

“No. 4 Garnet

that

it was

label silk line.”

widely forked tail, The back was dark, greenish-blue, the sides silvery with many vertical
dark bars of hour-glass shape, which faded out
within ten minutes, and when the photograph

was taken, three hours after, the sides and belly
had grown quite dusky.
This fish was 46 inches long, 5% inches deep
and nearly cylindrical, and weighed 22 pounds,
while a kingfish of the same length would weigh

34.

On reference to Jordan and Evermann,

he

proved to be a peto (A. solandri), said to be not
uncommon about Cuba, and distinguished from

the

other

which

This

mackerels

contained

by the long

twenty-four

fish is evidently

first dorsal,

spines.

not

a frequent

visitor

here, as my crew had never seen one.
He
proved to be super-excellent on the table.
I

have never hooked a more
hope to meet

more

dashing fighter, and

specimens

of his noble

race

before we leave for the north.
Among unusual fish taken this winter were
two specimens of the little tunny, differing from

the great tuna only in size and some not noticeable details of structure. Very compact, full of
energy, and very handsome in his dress of
green
being

and silver, but barely eatable, the flesh
dark, coarse and strong.
Those I took

weighed about five pounds each, though they
are reported to reach twenty.
Over the reefs I have also caught the agujou
or

horned

fish,

very

long,

cylindrical, with a narrow

slender

and

bill closely set with

sharp, green teeth, this being also the color of
the bones.
This fish fights very vigorously, and
on the surface runs up on the line and throws
himself out of the water.
A ten-pounder, four
feet long, is my largest; but I have seen one

weighing
table.

sixteen.

He

is admirable

I wonder why the heavy salt-water
not filled with a locking reel band

on

the

rods are
as good

salmon rods always are. The backward pull and
oscillation in reeling in is very likely to slip
the

band

back,

so

that

your

when you need it tightest.
on

reel

is loose

“Rabbeth

rigid
drag”

enough
would

just

Of course one lashes

his reels, but it is very difficult to make

lashing

to

hold

also

be

firmly.
much

the

The

improved

by some device to lock the central screw that
holds the handle to the reel.
Mine are constantly working

loose, and have to be tightened

with a screwdriver many times every day. This
need was vigorously brought to my notice by
having the reel handle come off while I had
hold of a thirty-pound rock fish. As soon as the
strain was off, he promptly got into a rock hole
and it took half an hour’s hard work to save

my line, losing fish, hook

and leader.

Peto

(Acanthocybium

solanderi)—LrenctH

taken

Another

46 INCHES, WEIGHT 22 PoUNDs,

with

a

attrac-
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broken up by the wind and storm of last Monday
and Tuesday.
Fine catches were made over toward Indian and Fryes islands by visiting sports-

men,

Mr,

H. G. Longfellow,

of Rumford

Falls,

securing five large ones.
Dr. Bishop, of Boston, H. B. Coe, of the Maine
Central Railroad, and E. C. Jones, all of the Sebago Salmon Club, were among the successful
fishermen, Mr. Jones taking one that weighed 9%

pounds.

The nine-year-old son of Mr. Coe, un-

able to restrain his youthful enthusiasm, put out
in a boat alone and without a landing net succeeded in capturing one weighing
3% pounds.
This lad commenced his record as an angler two
years ago at Mooselookmeguntic Lake, when he
rigged a line on a stick and pulled out a 2y4pound trout from the float in front of the Barker.
Dr. E. W. Branigan, the librarian of the State
Association, has gone for a short trip to Sebago.
One of the most enthusiastic of the recently-

elected members

of the Association

is Mr, T. F.

Harrigan, of the Brighton district, who has recently returned from Sebago, bringing several
salmon.

Col. E. B. Parker left Boston to-day for a trip
to his trout preserve and farm in northern Vermont, where the season opens May I.
Ex-President J. R. Reed took several trout this
week from the brooks of the Tihonet Club, Wareham, the largest weighing 134 pounds.
Other members who have met with good. suc-

cess

are

Long

Messrs.

and

H.

A.

The

Andrew

Gray

Pitman.

Pound

Weeks,

H.

V.

H. H. KimBatt.

Netters’

Waste.

Editor Forest and Stream:
The recent action of Secretary Taft in deciding that

be

fish pounds

regulated,

whole

question

Atlantic
vast

or

on

certain

prohibited,

of commercial

coast,

waters

should

the

netting along the

for there can be no doubt that

quantities.

of

fish

are

being

wastefully

killed by the pound netters.
I have just returned from a trip to Chesapeake Bay, and since
April 10 I have seen the most wasteful
of unbalanced and unrestricted fishing.

There

are

countless

pounds

effects

in Chesapeake

waters.
They bring profit chiefly from the shad
fishing, and other fish mere side issues, save
on the western shore, where fertilizer factories

use the menhaden.
The point that I would
emphasize is the fact that hundreds of tons of
herring are killed and thrown to waste because
there is no market for them.
Commission
merchants will pay the freight only.
A few
thousand are salted down by the baymen, but
for the most part the fish are dipped out with
the shad, and are allowed to die, which they

do “in two flops.”

Some

of the fish are taken

to the wharves, and sold as fertilizer.
Last
week I saw 5,000 herring sold for $3.60, which a

junk dealer was willing to pay.

He sold a few

at 10 cents a hundred, and put the rest into the
ground “to make watermelons.” « But. only a
small proportion of the herring killed are used
even for fertilizer.
I saw hundreds of gulls in

the Honga River swooping down on the few
hundred floating fish from a pound. Where the
fish were thrown overboard, the bottom was
covered with them.
Around the steamboat
wharves,

the

silvery

bellies

of the

sunk

herring

could be seen by the square rod.
On the wharves the fishermen drooned, “Anybody want any fresh herring—fresh fish; 25
cents a hundred—15 cents a hundred!”
Finding no sale, they simply dumped the fish over,
but not until they were dead.
It would

seem

that

this vast

waste

of fish in

the Chesapeake Bay should be stopped.
Sundry fish commissions are busying themselves
with propagating food fishes for the fishermen
and for the public. The herring is a food fish,
and there is no reason why tons of them should
be absolutely thrown away.
The baymen are
incapable of looking after their own best interests,

and

they

certainly

will

not

look

after

those of the public until they are compelled to
do so.
It would seem that national regulation
of salt-water fisheries would bring some kind

of system into the present hit-and-miss fishery
business, by which a kind of fish searched for by

STREAM.
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whole fleets in one locality are mere dross and
useless

in another

not

so

very

far

away.

It is

perfectly certain that live business methods,
fast carriers of fish and preserving facilities on
the eastern shore of the Chesapeake would prove
valuable to everybody, especially to those who
will one day discover the curious and remarkable pleasures to be had in the bay waters.
RAYMOND S. SPEARS.

Fish and Fishing.
Inquiries as to Spring Fishing.
JupGinG by the increased number of inquiries
which I have recently received concerning the
appear

as

if many

of

our

American

prising when it is recalled that our good friend
is now 84 years old. As he well says, “Not
many of my years could, I fancy, do much
better.”
I don’t suppose that some of these
flies, which include beautiful specimens of the
Abbey, bee, March-brown, Montreal, Jenny-Lind,

and silver- doctor or silver--gray, could be better
tied by one in the prime of life, and I hope soon
to try their killing qualities.
Mr. Walter Brackett told me years ago of the
excellence of the flies tied by The Old Angler,
whose early articles on the fishing of New
Brunswick rivers I recently had the pleasure of
reading in a rare copy of the defunct Stewart’s
Quarterly.
E. T. D. CHAMBERS.

of this province

in order to spite the

Govern-

ment of the province in general and the Minister
of Fisheries in particular.
The officers of the
fisheries department here and the information
bureau of the Quebec and Lake St. John Railway report the same increase in the number of
letters of inquiry and applications for fishing
licenses. On the other hand, it is reported that
there may be a decrease in the number of sportsmen from Ontario, Mr. White’s own province,
who

will visit Quebec

this year,

for it is these

gentlemen from whom the loudest complaints
are heard, and that notwithstanding the fact
that the best of the trout waters in that province,
namely, those of the Nepigon, can be fished
by nobody without the payment of a special
license fee.
The

Roberval

Hatchery.

The Roberval hatchery has just successfully
hatched out several hundred thousand young
salmon (Salmo salar), all of which are to be
planted in Lake St. John waters., No ouananiche
eggs

were

placed

in the

for a variety of reasons.
netting

in

the

hatchery

The

«ouananiche

last

season,

stoppage
waters,

by

of all
Mr.

Prevost, is likely to do away with the necessity
for aiding nature by the artificial hatching of
ouananiche fry, for all of these fish that can
be destroyed by the legitimate fishing of anglers
will make an appreciable diminution in the
supply of the fish. The effect, too, of the large
supply of young ouananiche liberated from the
hatchery in recent years was seen in the increased supply of fish in the Grand Discharge
last summer, and upon the spawning beds last
October.
By substituting salmon for ouananiche, in the operations of the hatchery for a few
years, it is hoped that the king of fresh-water
fishes will gradually become plentiful in many
of the large cold rivers which empty into Lake
St. John.
Whatever
the progeny, pure or
mixed, of the present plants of salmon in these
waters may prove to be, it has already been
demonstrated

by the few

recent

catches

of ten

to sixteen pound fish in the mouth of the Peribonca and elsewhere in the neighborhood, that
the fish so planted do not wander out of the
Lake St. John waters without—in many cases
at least—returning to them.
For some years
to come, therefore, or at least so long as the
planting of salmon is continued, good salmon
fishing ought to increase

in the rivers tributary

to Lake» St.. John. I do not see at all why the
failure of the efforts to restock the Hudson with
salmon should be considered—as some people
seem to ‘think it should—a reason for anticipating the failure of similar efforts in Lake St.
John waters, for there is very much less sewer-

age and mill refuse to fear in our far northern
country, and the difference in the temperature
of the water is in itself a most important consideration.
Tying

Some

of

the

Flies

most

at 84.

beautiful

Galveston

angling

friends can be following the advice of Mr.
R. White to stay away from the fishing grounds

artificial

flies

which I have seen for a long time past came to
me some short time ago inclosed in a letter

from The Old Angler, with the intimation that
he had amused himself tying a number of them
during the past winter.
He explains that he
cannot now handle the materials as he once
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could, and surely this will not be considered sur-

opening ‘of the spring trout and ouananiche
fishing in northern Quebec, it certainly does not

should

open

AND

Fishing.

GALVESTON, Tex., April 24.—Editor Forest and
Stream:
The pompano is not generally ranked
as a game fish, not but that he is a fighter when
hooked, but he is hook- shy and does not often
give the fisherman a chance. Yesterday, however,
seven fishermen caught thirty-one pompano in
four hours, from the end of the South Jetty of
Galveston Harbor.
Some of these were large for pompano, say
over 2 pounds.. There were ten men in the party
but

only

seven

caught

pompano.

I was

among

those who did not catch a single one, my
excuse being that my hook was too large. I will
have pompano, however, for dinner, as I traded
off a 10-pound redfish for two.
The catch of the party was 153 Spanish mackeral, 31 pompano and six redfish; all but one
the redfish were from 6 to 12 pounds each.

of

We caught a number of sheepshead, but the
catch of gamier fish was so fine we did not count
the sheepshead, although they are not to be despised for sport or table.
The end of the Jetty is six miles out in the
Gulf and is capped with granite blocks, many of
them six feet square, and smooth enough to make
good fishing from them with rod and reel, and

much better than fishing from a boat. We fished
shallow for mackerel, and it is unusual to catch
redfish with bait only three feet below surface;
the water is twenty feet deep, so there must
have been a lot of redfish thereabouts.
One of
the redfish

raced

about as fast and as long as a

kingfish would have done.
Speaking of kingfish, I see Mr. Waddell, of
Kansas City, has given you, in a late number of
ForEST AND STREAM, his experience last summer
at Aransas Pass. Tarpon fishing having been interfered with by muddy water and high winds,
he wired me to know if conditions were better
at Galveston, and I had to reluctantly answer
they were not. I have fished with him on paper,
but he has never been to Galveston in the fishing
season. Mr, Waddell’s catch of kingfish, trolling
off shore in the Gulf, was so fine we will try it
here jater in the summer.
We catch a kingfish
once in a while, but he is a stray. I landed an
18-pounder once from the Jetty, and has as much
sport with him as one would get with several
caught from a boat. The first spurt of 200 feet
or so of a kingfish breaks all fish records for
speed. There is all the difference in the world
in handling

a big fish from

a rock

and

from

a

boat that gives with his pull.
Mr. Waddell has a record, year in and year
out

for many

years,

on

tarpon on

the

Mexico,

Texas and Florida coasts, that probably leads, but
he has never had a chance to work a tarpon down
from a rock in our jetties. I think it safe to say
that no one can land one tarpon in ten that he
hooks

from

the jetties.

I have not had occasion to write you since
change in form of Forest AND STREAM. Now that
your readers are used to it we appreciate that it
is an improvement in shape and size; reading
matter

did

not

Mr. Charles

admit

Fish of America,”

“Mr.
water

Aflalo,

of improvement.

F. Holder, author of “Big Game
the

writes:

English

authority

on

salt-

fishing, is trying fishing in Florida, and we

have written him. We hope he will try tarpon
at Aransas Pass, Tex., and jetty fishing at Galveston before he returns to his salmon and his
‘mutton.’ ”
E. MANN.
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Salmon
For

Flies

several

Forrest

years

& Son’s

walls of my

and

Trout

I had

salmon

room.

Flies.
card

of

flies hanging

upon

the

were

five or six dozen

of the best flies known, all dressed upon No. 2
hooks, and the card was framed and _ glazed.
These

flies were

a source

sitting at a distance

of pleasure

to me, and

of eight or ten feet I im-

agined that I saw them just as the fish see flies,
at the same distance in the water, and I may not

wind

will never

Black

as we see through air, except that no round-eyed

From

April,

as we thought, almost the same, but the trout did

he could

rod.

I am afraid that many of the experiments made
with a view to ascertaining how artificial flies

1889, to November,

1804, I con-

in which

I kept a number

of black bass.
This aquarium was in a window
of my store at Danville, Ill, where I kept it
during the spring, summer and autumn months;

but during

cold

weather

the fog arising

from

the cold water in a warm room was too much
of a nuisance, and I had to cut it out until the

following spring.
The first spring I stocked my aquarium
number

later my

Hibernation.

mite.

men, so I tried one small dun after another until
at last the right color was found.
Trout after
trout was taken, and I tried to find a similar fly
for my friend. We picked out several that were,
to share my

Bass

ducted an aquarium

a goodly

I5, in regard to the hibernation of black bass,
has tempted me to butt in and contribute my

were numerous but for a long time we could do
no good at all. I noticed some very small dark
flies in the water, but could not secure a speci-

enjoy any sport was

slop blowing.
It is a nuisance.
THEODORE GORDON.

THE article in Forest AND Stream of April

creature is supposed to distinguish form as perfectly as an almond-eyed human being.
How very clear their vision is has been proved
to all of us again and again. I will mention one
instance. I was fishing a large mountain stream
with a friend who was an expert angler. Trout

the only way

Ay

seven trout to my credit.
One such fish as -the
big fellow would have repaid me, as they are by
no means numerous nowadays.
We may say that
the season has nearly opened at last, and as soon
as the natural flies are more abundant the trout
will rise well.
Blow, blow, blow, it seems as if that northwest

have been so far wrong. Seriously, I believe that
fish see objects through their liquid medium just

not agree with us, and

STREAM.

turn to my quarters at 6 o’clock with a total of

framed

There

a

AND

of black

bass.

fish all died through

Three

with

months

an accident,

the winter.

The following spring I again turned on the
water and put in a stock of black bass.
As the
summer
advanced I found the fish were be-

THE ADIRONDACK

MOUNTAINS

Are now about the most central of all the great resorts. They have
through Pullman sleeping cars from New York, Philadelphia, Boston,
Buffalo and Niagara Falls via the

appear to trout, are of very little practical value..The surroundings are entirely different, and we
look up through glass and water under various

conditions of light and shade. If one could have
a suit of diving armor, descend to the bottom
and lie on his back at different depths, he might
gain some
of service.

practical

information

There is so much

vior

of trout.

that
;

would

be

that is puzzling in the beha-

Sometime,

unless

the

artificial

fly drops upon the water like the proverbial
feather, its fall scares them into fits; they dart
away like the lightning express.
Again, quite a
sharp

spat

on

the

surface

will

bring

one

A night's ride takes you from any of these places to the center of the
mountains in time for breakfast next morning.
For a copy of “The Adirondack Mountains
and How to Reach Them,” which is No. 20 of
the New York Central Line’s ‘Four-lrack Series,’’ containing a fine map of the Adirondack
Mountains and adjacent territory, with usefvwl information in regard to hotels, camps, lakes,
rivers, etc., send a two-cent stamp to George H. Daniels, Manager General Advertising Department, Grand Central Station, New York.

from

some distance to seize it instantly.
They are dressing a new style of fly for use
over shy fish in the south of England.
Two
hackles are used.
One in front, usually a hen’s
hackle, represents the wing, while a cock’s hackle

color of body and legs are right, they do not detect the absence of the upright wings, which are
sO conspicuous to us in all the ephemera.

THEODORE

Sullivan

W. J. LYNCH

Cc. F. DALY

takes the place of legs. In practice it is found
that these flies can be cast far more lightly and
make less disturbance than any winged fly. These
flies are used for highly educated trout, which
can discriminate in colors in the merest shades to
a nicety. But how this confirms my ideas as to
the vision of round-eyed creatures.
If the size,

GORDON.

Last week began with a snow storm on Monday followed by a great gale which was three
days in blowing itself out. On Thursday it modafternoon.
ing.

hawking

For a considerable

about

was

last I put up the steel-blue larva, with which
pricked one fish and landed another,
native trout.
Then the water rushed

at

for
At

I

a lovely
into my

right wader, icy cold water it was, that made me
shiver and return to dry land to warm
without
streamy

a lot of promising water

up.

after this

stirring a fin, but at last, in a wide
pool, with a hole under the far bank,

there was a big swirl and the next instant the
reel screeched wildly. Eight or ten yards of line
were

torn

off in a moment,

then

came a

out of my friend and he was soon on terra firma,
a splendid golden bellied brown trout of 2%

pounds.
I killed another fish of 1 pound and a
few smaller ones, but by that time I was very
wet and cold, and was perfectly satisfied to re-
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Published

May

Ist,

a striking article by Joun

Burroucus,

entitled

This remarkable contribution by the veteran naturalist throws
a strong light on the President’s personality as seen in the close
comradeship of the woods.
compelling interest, including essays,
other articles of varied
and
poems, four complete stories and the usual departments.
SPECIAL OFFER.
This and two succeeding issues (three numbers) sent as a
trial subscription to new subscribers upon receipt of 50c.
Twelve

$4.00 per year.

little

heavy boring play with jiggering, followed by another long run down stream. This took the wind

Manager

Camping with President Roosevelt.

encourag-

time nothing moved

my fly, although the water was clear, except
some remnants of color in the deeper pools.

I covered

Contains

Not a fly on the water, but the sight

of a few swallows

Traffic

Chicago

Ghe ATLANTIC MONTHLY

County Notes.

erated, the sun was bright and warm and I was
tempted to take my rod and sally forth in the

Passenger

Passenger Traffic Manager
New York

RAL

HOUGHTON,
4 Park
Cues

Street,

35c.

MIFFLIN

oo EEE

.

the

water supply pipe becoming stopped.
I restocked with a fresh lot, and in November I
killed the fish, shut off the water and quit for

&

per copy.
COMPANY,
Boston,

EA BoEIREGORINNAS aTEN nso

Mass.

SAM
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coming

tame so they would take feed from my

fingers

and

rubbed

them.

Kamper’s

remain

quiet

The

pets,

and

while

boys

I scratched

began

the thought

or

to call

them

of being

com-

pelled to kill them in the fall made me squirm.
During the heat of summer

the fish consumed

enormous

such

quantities

of food,

crawfish, grasshoppers,

as

angleworms,

the water became colder with the approach of
winter, their appetite became less and less, until
they seemed to have ceased feeding entirely.
The
last
week
in November,
I moved
the
aquarium into the cellar, turned on a safe stream

of water and left the fish to their fate.
The following New Year’s day was unusually

noses,

some

of the worms

I tickled

them

in front

with

worms

of their
and

even

hung some worms on the noses of the fish, but
they paid absolutely no attention to them.
My
anxiety about providing a winter food supply
left me

then

of the can
my

and

there.

of worms

pets unmolested

The

first week

I emptied

into

the balance

the water

until the next

in March

and

left

spring.

I again moved

the

fish were

not

yet hungry.

Their

ap-

creasing temperature
time the trees were

of the water, and by the
out in full leaf, my pets

devour

wiggles,

again

able

anything

and

that

willing

to snap

from

up

a mouse or young sparrow.
Thus I kept that same lot of bass
years,

with

the

petite in summer
Their

was

position

same

rotation

of

and

a worm

to

for five

ravenous

ap-

and absolutely none in winter.
during

the winter

a few inches above the bottom;

in the

water

they were

motionless, except for a slight but steady motion

mild, and I induced some boys to dig for me
a can of good, fat angleworms,
which they
found near some springs on a river bluff facing
south.
Fully expecting to see my pets snap
up that feast of worms, we went down into the
cellar, but
the fish were
not
snapping.
I

dangled

[May

petites returned to them gradually with the inwere

minnows,

etc., but as

STREAM.

aquarium to its former place in the window.
I
found the worms still untouched and the fish
were healthy and plump. Within the first week
I brought them some minnows, but it was no
use—the

So I finally decided to try to winter them; but
the question of winter food caused some anxiety.

AND

of the
and

fins; the

there

was

mouth
an

was

almost

kept

partly

imperceptible

open
move-

ment of the gill covers.
When they were forcibly disturbed, they would move only a few
inches and then settle back to the same position,
the movement being very much like that of a
person disturbed in his sleep.
There were twelve bass, ranging in weight
from two to four pounds each, and they were
small-mouthed black bass caught with rod and
reel from the nearby public river, where they
had already attained maturity.
None weighed
less than one and a half, and some of them
over three pounds, when I caught them, and

they became

very tame

and remained

entirely

free

from

any

disease

until,

5, 1906.

after the expira-

tion cf five years, I returned them to the river,
because I had sold my business and was unable to keep them longer.

While

fish in captivity

might. acquire

habits

somewhat different from those in their native
haunts, there is probably no radical difference.
Small-mouthed
black bass were
so sufficiently
numerous in our waters that it was not a very

difficult task to follow their movements

during

the seasons.
After having spent the summer in
comparatively shallow water, they would move

down

stream

in the late fall until they found

suitable winter quarters, which meant submerged

logs or rocks lying in the edge of a deep
channel with a moderate current.
When these
places are so located that the rays of the sun
can

times

penetrate

and

be tempted

warm

them,

bass

can

some-

to take a bait during a mild

spell in December, provided the bait be dropped
very close to them while the sun is doing its best.

When the winter conditions are just right, ice
thick enough to bear man’s weight, and clear
enough

to be transparent,

on

a good

clear day

the bass can be seen in those places lying close
to the shelter of rocks or logs.
In those same places the small boy, fishing
for suckers with worm bait, would usually catch
the first bass of the spring, but within a few
days after that the bass would begin to move
out of the deep water and bite on minnows.
GEORGE KAMPER.
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THE

WATERLINE

RULE

BOATS.

Launching

THE two classes of racing boats that are attracting the most attention, and for which the greatest

number

of boats are being built, is the Sonder-

klasse and Chicago Lipton Cup.

Both classes are

to sail under a waterline rule, and comment upon
them in view of the adoption of the international
rating rule is timely.

There is great interest manifested, but little
opinion is expressed as to the future of these
classes.
Some twenty-two boats are being built,
fourteen for the Sonderklasse and eight for the
Lipton Cup, and the cost of the former will be
about $1,400 each, and for the latter $2,500 each.

These prices are the direct result. of the care with
which they must be built, as any sagging would
produce over-length
the competition.

and would

The boats are of a form
success

bar the boat from

which

has met with

in point of speed only; but they have

accommodations.

no

At anchor these boats stand on

a short and wide water plane, and when heeled
their lines lengthen and become those of a catamaran.
The form is fast, but the boats are in
reality beautiful rafts, of expensive construction

and little value except as machines.
With the adoption of the new rule these boats,
unless otherwise provided for, must undergo a
great change.
It seems absurd that consider-

able sums of money should be spent in fostering
nothing better than the boats now being built for
these classes.
There exists a feeling that it is desirable to let
the worst come to light now, as it cannot fail to
show the value of the new rule which will foster
a sane, seaworthy type whose years of usefulness
will not be limited to a season’s racing.

of the Steam

Yacht

Limited

THE steam yacht The Limited was launched on
April 25 from the works of her builders, the Gas
Engine & Power Co. and Charles L. Seabury &
Co., Cons., Morris Heights. Mr. Albert C. Bostwick, the owner

of the vessel, and his family are

Henry J. Gielow.
The principal dimensions of
the yacht are 98ft. over all, 87ft. 8in. waterline,
I1ft. 6in. breadth, 4ft. 6in, draft.
The keel, stem,
sternpost, frames and floors are of white oak.
The engine keelsons are of yellow pine.
The
planking is double, of yellow pine, copper fastened.
The shelf and bilge streaks are of yellow
pine.
The deck beams of chestnut, planksheers

of mahogany. deck clear white pine.
The yacht is arranged with flush deck forward,
with a turtle back. Starting at the bow, there is
a chain locker, followed
by the forecastle
for
crew, fitted with berths and toilet room.
Next
aft, with a bulkhead separating same from the
forecastle, is a stateroom full width of the vessel.
On the starboard side is a large sofa, and on the
port side is a berth with drawers under.
This

room

is provided

with dressing case, is finished

in mahogany and white enamel, and a large toilet
room is directly aft.

The owner’s stateroom is 8ft. in length and extends the full width of the vessel.
On the starboard side is a sofa and lockers, and on the port
side is a berth, a bureau and a sideboard.
Aft of
the turtle back the steering deck is arranged, and

is about 1oft. long. A trunk cabin is built over
the engine room, galley and dining room, there
being a waterway

3ft. wide.

As,2

yacht is lighted throughout by electricity.
speed of 20 miles an hour is expected.

<A

The yacht will be used in the early part of the
summer on Long Island Sound, and later in the
season will be in service on the St. Lawrence
River.
;

now abroad, and the yacht was christened by Miss

Marie Seabury, daughter of Mr.. Charles L. Seabury, one of the members of the firm.
The Limited is built from the designs of Mr.

ETI

British Letter.
THE INTERNATIONAL RATING RULE.—At a special general meeting of the members of the Yacht

Racing

Association,

held

in

London,

April

6, ©

England adopted unconditionally the new rating
rule. Mr. R. E. Froude, the eminent naval archi-

tect, gave a lucid exposition of the rule to the
members, so that the less experienced among
them might get some grasp of its details, working and ‘the type of boat it would probably produce, after which some discussion took place as
to internal accommodation.
An amendment was
moved by a member, before the rule was passed,
to the effect that another rule should be provided

for the smaller classes, but it was lost by a small
majority.
The meeting was by no means a full
one, and it dwindled away to about thirty mem-

bers before it broke up.
FRANCE ACCEPTS THE RULE.—At the meeting
recently held of the French yacht clubs, which |
touched upon in my last letter, France. accepted
the new

vation
desire

rule for the larger classes, with a reser-

as regards the smaller, for which ‘they
some modification in the measurement.

There is now, therefore, every
plete unanimity being brought
the countries concerned, and it
tain that the much longed for
soon be an accomplished fact.

prospect of comabout between all
appears pretty ceruniversal rule will
There will be an-

other and final meeting of delegates at which the

A rail will extend all around the vessel and an
awning will also be provided.
The yacht will

perpen of the small “classes will be finally settle

carry
a
military
mast.
The
companionway,
hatches, trunk cabin, etc., are all finished in mahogany.
The machinery consists of a Seabury
triple-expansion engine, with cylinders 8x1334in.
and roxtoin. stroke. Steam will be generated by

floated at Port Glasgow until April 9, when she
was taken to the James Watt dock and her mast
stenned, afted which she was
towed
away
to

a Seabury patent safety water-tube

boiler.

The

Tue

First

Ciass

Cutters.—Kariad

was

not

Sandbank, where she will fit out. It was the intention of Sir James Pender to have brought her

FOREST AND STREAM.
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SONDERKLASSE

BOAT——_LINES——DESIGNED

BY

MR.

B.

B.

CROWNINSHIELD.

round to Gosport to have extensive cabin alterations made, but she has been handicapped so long,

_That this boat is so moderate both in form and
dimensions, as compared with Uncle Sam, indi-

owing to the lowness

cates the conviction of her designer that a reasonable boat has an opportunity to win. There is

of the water,

that

there

is

not time for this before the Clyde fortnight
opens.
Mr. Robert Young’s new cutter Nyria was
launched from Camper & Nicholson’s yard at
Gosport on April 10. She is composite built, having steel frames and teak planking, is 117ft. over
all, just over 20ft. breadth and draws 13ft. of
water. She is stated to be a shapely looking craft,
is 166 Thames tons and will carry a sail plan of
8.300 sq. ft. It will be very interesting to see

Eenoth? ovenrallie

atix deck fecha le33ft.

8in.

loadiwaterliniegncnbek sees een 2oft.
Breadth idechkss: steno
cakes sithaicnha ones 6ft.
Nic
ere bhnvee ERE BABE sok Rane 6ft.

cnn ance

4in
8in.
4in.

no doubt that things are being carried a little far

UD

in the dimensions.
The form considered
for
measurement, and that on which the boat sails,
are two different things,
This, of course, belongs to the rule, and all credit should be given

PrechboardptoLwardsc.

to the designers for their originality in evolving
these peculiarly formed boats.
We are able, by courtesy of Mr. Crowninshield,
to publish the following interesting data:

Teadnhallasteas

Cecaterer AEbiped
OeDhan 2og Ee
saces de cece

4ft. I1in.

eee ose 2ft. 1Y4in.

Anudshipgn
Wis
steeds ool Tft. 44in.
;
LEU Bes edo aeeeu cst csam o3 35 5 Tit. 9)Zin.
Lisplacemieniteaiivnenk
seers ol era 4,150 lbs.
Sain aneaice

centred
take: foes

2,100 lbs.

Miche shes
oe Tee Oe LS 514 sq. ft.

Planking,
Spanish
cedar,
34x34in. oak, spaced 6in.

‘in.;

framing,

what a boat of her comparatively heavy build—
she is classed 20A at Lloyds—will do against a
pure racer like Kariad on the ordinary Y. R. A.
time

allowance.

There

should

be

some

close

fights between Nyria and White Heather, if the
former turns out a success, as they are both built
under the same rule of measurement and both
classed at Lloyds.
One thing is clear and that
is that Nyria will not be able to give anything
away in helmsmanship or general handling, for
White Heather’s skipper, Charles Bevis, is one
of the smartest men going; he keeps his crew
together splendidly and is always ready to profit
by the mistakes of others in a race.
Kinc ALFONSO AND THE R. Y. S.—The King of
Spain has been unanimously elected a member of
the Royal Yacht Squadron on the proposal of the
commodore, the Marquis of Ormonde, seconded
by the vice-commodore,

the Duke

of Leeds,

Powe

rae, ger er ae
Pit teg wien
& wi
Mast

weap Bann

rire

remny,

3!

ovrowwe mia

and

on his arrival at Cowes on April 17 he was
duly informed of the fact by the secretary, Mr.
Te Se'Pasiey, Ro W.
Tue Bons.—There are still persistent rumors
about Bona being on the point of being sold, and
the latest is that a German gentleman has bought
her and intends to fit her out forthwith for

=
116-8”

racing.
She would be a valuable enough addition
to our first class, and would be sure to take part

in some of our regattas.

KELLY.
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Sonderklasse Boat.
Ir is interesting at this time to see the lines

a

£
of
f=a
Lure
Marisa

and sail plan of a Sonderklasse boat, perhaps the
most moderate boat of all those being built in
various yards.

The

design

Crowninshield

is from
and

the office of Mr.

is a well

turned

boat,

B. B.
being

4in. wider and sin. deeper than the Uncle Sam,
also designed by Mr. Crowninshield—that was
sent to Germany five years ago, and that has had
a successful career in this popular German class.
The boat
Marblehead,

is under construction by Graves at
and is for Mr. Francis Skinner, Jr.,

owner of the fine schooner Constellation.
Mr.
Crowninshield will handle the boat in the races.
The new Sonderklasse boat is a light weather
craft

and

of very

narrow

breadth,

being

similar

in type to the Newport 30-footers, that possess
very little initial stability and depend on long,
straight lines for their speed and a high ratio
of lead ballast to keep them upright and give them
the necessary stiffness.

A Meme

SONDERKLASSE

BOAT——SAIL

PLAN——DE

SIGNED

BY

MR.

B.

B.

Tumdoucntes

CROWNINSHIELD.
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Boston

official racing season

Letter.

CoMMANDER HEBBINGHAUS
IN Boston.—Commander H. G. Hebbinghaus, naval attaché of the
German embassy, arrived in Boston on Wednesday, April 25, and has since been the guest of Mr.
Henry Howard, chairman of the Regatta Committee of the Eastern Yue
Commander Hebbinghaus is the representative of Emperor William in
the German-American
match between boats of
the Sonderklasse.
Commander Hebbinghaus was
the guest of Commodore W. Amory Gardner at
Groton, on Saturday, and it was reported from
there that the details of the match have all been
agreed upon and that he has cabled the Emperor
to that effect.
On Thursday Commander Hebbinghaus visited
Rear Admiral Albert S. Snow, Commandant of
the Navy Yard at Charlestown, and on the same
day called upon Mayor Fitzgerald.
Commander Hebbinghaus was the guest of the
Eastern Y. C. Regatta Committe on Sunday. The
party boarded a tug in Boston and, after making
a tour of the upper harbor, proceeded to Marblehead.
The yard of Messrs. Stearns and McKay
was first visited, where the representative of the
Germans was shown the boat being built for Dr.
Morton Prince from designs of Mr. B. B. Crowninshield,
The yard of Messrs. Burgess and Pack-

ard was

next visited, where

the lines of a boat

designed by the firm for Mr. Lawrence F. Percival were shown.
The party then proceeded to
Manchester, where a boat building at Fenton’s
from designs of Mr. E. A. Boardman was seen.
The Emperor’s representative was much impressed with what he saw and expressed surprise
at the dimensions of the American trial boats,
which are extreme for the German Sonderklasse
rule, under which the boats are built.
“They are big boats for the rule,” he said.
Thus far fourteen boats have been ordered for
the American trial races, the latest addition being
Mr. George H. Wichtman, of the Boston Y.
who has ordered a boat from Mr. B. B. Crownin-

shield, to be built at Manchester.

It has been

announced that the boat building at Graves’ yard.
Marblehead. of which the owner’s name has thus
far been withheld, is for Mr. Francis Skinner, Jr.,
of the Eastern Y. C. This boat will be sailed by

the

designer.

The

AND

list of boats

ordered

is as

follows:

Owners.

Designers.

STREAM.

in Massachusetts

[May

Bay will

been arranged in which the following classes have
been provided for:
Class E, for 22-footers, Y. R. A.; class I, for
18-footers, Y. R. A.; class Q, for 22-raters, Y. R.
A.; class D, for ‘catboats, Y. R. A.; class X,
dories, Y. R. A.; inter-club classes, open to boats

in Quincy, Mosquito, Columbia, Squantum, Wollaston and South Boston Y. C.’s; class A, boats
over 22ft. on the waterline, topmast sloops excluded;

class B, boats 22ft. on the waterline

under, topmast
sloops

over

and

boats excluded; class C, topmast

20ft on

the

waterline;

special

club house on Wednesday evening, April 25, at
which it was voted to adopt the rules as framed
by the Atlantic Coast Conference in New York.
The adoption of these rules is now practically
unanimous in Massachusetts, as they have already
been adopted by the Eastern and Corinthian Y.

C.’s

and

by the

Massachusetts.
The Regatta

Yacht

Racing

Committee

Association

announced

that

of
ten

club championship races have been arranged for
the season and that former Commodore B. P.
Cheney has offered championship prizes in the
various

classes,

Five of these races

will be open

events. Six races will be sailed at Hull, three at
Marblehead and one at South Boston. It is proposed to hold the annual regatta on June 18, over
the outside courses. starting off Point Allerton,

providing that a sufficient number of large yachts
will enter.

MemortaAL

Day

Race.—On

Memorial

Day the

KNOCK DOWN BOATS
Launches, row and
sail boats.
Canoes and Hunting
boats.

Of

all Descriptions.

4%
r

racing

for boats

of the Lobster,

Wawenock

and

Fantasy type. There is also a special class for
dories over toft. over all.
REcENT SALES.—Mr. Hollis Burgess announces
the sale of the 22-footer Rube, owned by Mr. H.
L. Bowden, to Mr. G. P. Granbery,
of New
Rochelle,
a member of the New Rochelle Y. C.
Rube will be extensively raced in Long Island

Sound.

He

has also sold the 25ft. knockabout

Paola, owned by Mr. C. H. Sherburne, to Mr.
Louis M. Clark, of the Boston and Eastern Y.

C.’s. Paola was built in 1898 by the late W. B.
Smith, of Quincy, then of South Boston. In connection with the first mentioned sale, it is announced that Rube will race the Bar Harbor 25-

OLD

TOWN

15 and

Babs was recently sold through

the agency of Mr. Burgess
to Mr. Charles S. King, of
ANOTHER ENTRY FOR THE
other schooner that will be

for Mr. E. B. Alvord
New York.
SCHOONER RAcE.—Anfound among the en-

tries for the long distance race of the
Y. C. from New London to Marblehead,

Eastern
starting

June 30, will be Shiyessa, soft. waterline, recently
built from designs of Mr. Fred D. Lawley for
Vice-Commodore

Alfred

Douglass,

of the Boston

Y. C. The formal entry of Shiyessa has not been
received, but assurance was given a member of
the Long Distance Race Committee by Commodore Douglass that she will be entered.
Corona Firtinc Out.—The schooner Corona,
owned by Mr. A. H. Luke, is now fitting out in
Lawley’s basin.
Her new mainmast has been
stepped and it is a very nice looking spar,
will swing a new suit of Wilson & Silsby

She
sails.

Lynn MInraTuRE Y. C.—At a meeting of the
Lynn Miniature Y. C., held on April 19, the following officers were elected : Com.,
. Heck-

man, ‘Boston;

Sec)

J. G. Heckman,
Lynn.

It was

D2 Risser,

Boston; Treas.,

Lynn; Course Capt., A. Husson,
voted

to open

the season

May

30

with an open race, entrance fee $2, percentages to
count

for a cup for the season.

ATALANTA Has TrrAL.—The Cape cat Atalanta,
designed by Messrs. Small Brothers for Mr. Alfred L. Lincoln, had a formal trial trip on Saturday, and is said to have shown up well. She is
a nice model

and

D. Lanning from

has moderate

beam.

She car-

Paddles,

who

is a student

at Dartmouth.

Mr.

George

F.

Sawyer, Vice-Commodore of the Squantum Y. C.,
has sold his Cape cat Eclipse to Mr. W. L. Henry,
of Brookline.
Commodore Sawyer has purchased
the old 25-footer
Eleanor.
The
ketch
Micco,
which has been laid up at Manchester for some

years, has been sold by Mr. A. M. Merriam, of
the Manchester Y. C., to New York parties.
Micco was built at Tottenville, Staten Island, in
1891. The 25-footer Brigand,-owned by Dr. F. I.

%1.™ Each

H. H. KIFFE CO., 523 Broadway, New York
Naval

Archictects

ARTHUR

and

Naval

Architect

& BINNEY.)

and

Yacht

Cable Address, ‘‘ Designer,’ Boston.

BURGESS @ PACKARD,
Naval Architects and Engineers,
Yacht Builders,
131 State St.,. BOSTON, MASS.
Tel. 4870 Main.
Marblehead Office and Works: Nashua St., Marblehead, Mass.
300-Ton Railway.
Modern Building ‘Shops, Two new
Storage Sheds. 10-Ton Steam Shearlegs, 21 feet of water
off our railway. Large Storage Capacity. Ship Chandlery
and Machine Shop.
Repair Work of all kinds auacety
handled.

HOLLIS
Yacht
kinds.

BURGESS,

Broker.
General Marine Agent.
Insurance of all
Agent for the purchase and sale of Gasoline Engines.

Main Office, 10 Tremont St. Tel.1905-1 Main. B

Branch Office, 131 State St. Tel. 4870 Main.

{

M

DOSTON,MaSS.

LORILLARD & WALKER,
SXacht Brokers,
We

call attention

to our

illustrated

page

ad-

vertisement (in this issue) of some of the desirable yachts offered for sale.
Telephone 6950 Broad.
41 Wall St., New York City.
C. SHERMAN

Hoyt.

Montcomery

HOYT

@

L ARCHITECTS

AND

YACHT BROKERAGE.

Place, New

NORMAN
The Skene Chock.
The Skene

York.

L. SKENE,

The Skene Sectional Boat.
Triple Screw System.

Street,

-

SMALL
NAVAL

ENGINEERS,

High Speed Workja Specialty.

17 Battery

15 Exchange

Boston,

Mass.

BROS.

ARCHITECTS.

YACHT

No. 112 Water Street, BOSTON,

Brigand was built at Lawley’s in 1890.
Joun B. KILLeEn.

MEN

I HAVE

H, CLark.

CLARK,

Fast cruisers and racing boats a specialty.

FoR Mr. E. W. CLarkK,—The
the Herreshoff Mfg. Co. is
Walter Clark, of the Corinnamed Irolita II.

Broker,

Mason Building, Kilby Street, BOSTON, MASS.

Proctor, has been sold to Mr. F. D. Canfield, Jr.,
of Yonkers, who will use her at Mount Desert.

HERRESHOFF BoaT
new 60-footer that
building for Mr. E.
thian Y. C., will be

Brokers.

BINNEY,

(Formerly StEwArT

designs of Mr. Fred D. Lawley,

has been sold to Mr. George F. West, of Portland, Me. She will be used by Mr. West’s son,

525. art

16 ft.

CANOES

footer Babs from Marblehead to New York, starting about May 2.

ries an iron shoe and has about two tons of stones
stowed inside.
More TRANSFERS.—The
22-footer
Clorinda,
built last year for Messrs. B. P. Cheney and C.

of the boats

of fine Pleasure and Hunting Boats,
Canoes,
Launches, Small Sail Boats.
Send for Catalogue.

class,

Commander Hebbinghaus said that nine boats
have been ordered in Germany for the trials to
be held at Kiel in July, and of these three will be
One

Builders
Gasoline

open to all boats not eligible to race in any of the
Y. R. A. classes. The latter class is to provide

Corona will leave for New London about May to.

selected as the representatives.

DAN KIDNEY @ SON, West De Pere, Wis

be cea for the thirtieth time by the South BostonY. C., and this will be the thirty-sixth annual
race of the club.
An advance programme has

Dr Morton= Prince see
eee Crowninshield
EPranciseskinneramiecm serene Crowninshield
George” Hi. 'Wachtmane. ee eee Crowninshield
EF. GS Macombetem.
core teers Herreshoft
Herbert MiySears’)
oo eee
Herreshoff
Dr. John L.- Bremer. eee eee Boardman
Charlessls Adamssod.=passe
ere Boardman
G.iP Curtisi®
cisco see
eee Boardman
C."H-éW: Fostetic.g.c see
Boardman
L. F. Percival.
.Burgess & Packard
R. L, Pond and E. W. “Hodgson. .E. W. Hodgson
H. O. Havemeyer..... Cox & Stevens, New York
“Urenot) Pav eark see
ea
Gardner. New York
F. Lewis Clark..... Clinton H. Crane, New York

is for the Crown Prince.
Boston Y. C, MEetinc.—The spring meeting of
the Boston Y. C. was held at the Rowe’s Wharf

5, 1906.

FISHED

BROKERAGE.

MASS.
Tel. 3556-2 Main.

WITH.

By Fred Mather. A handsome volume, printed on laid
paper, bound in green and gold, and illustrated with a
new Slabs of Mr. Mather, and with portraits of the

“men”

of whom

Postpaid,

he writes

so. delightfully.

272 pages.

$2.

FOREST

AND

STREAM

PUBLISHING

CO.

ateam

Are

Following

The

wooden
92-foot . waterline
deck,
No. 322.—Flush
yacht; built 1895; dining saloon on deck; steers

wood,

Some

pt

AND STREAM.

FOREST

ey

Desirable

Yachts

Offered

built of
deck; 2

No. 366.-—Steam yacht, 81-foot waterline;
1900; modern in every particular; flush

Sale

For

No. 118.—Wooden, flush deck steam yacht; 102-foot
waterline; built 1895; thoroughly overhauled each year;
’

4

2

FLA oopsFeat

Aon

from bridge;
large saloon,
knots.

built

ee

-

4

Gtaenanaae CF

Oe

as

‘

{

accommodations below aft; 3 staterooms,
bath, 2 toilets, electric lights; cruises 12

No. 503.—-Fast type steam yacht, 93-foot waterline,
1903; fully equipped; lighted by acetylene gas;

deck
lets;

houses; electric lighted;
cruises 10 knots.

3 staterooms,

No. 1010.—Trunk
cabin
line; average speed 12 miles;

steam yacht, 92-foot waterthoroughly overhauled and

ee
ie. eae

oe

speed

12% knots;

economical

in operation;

in Al condi-

in 1903.

rebuilt

1

Accommodations,

tion.

bath; fully equipped.

No. 1211—High
speed gasolene cruiser, 61-foot
waterline; has made 18 miles an hour; is a good sea

yew

bath, 2 toi-

new boiler just installed; electric lighted; 5 staterooms
with bath, toilet, etc.
Cruises 12 knots.
Will consider
charter.

foot

No. 531.—High speed steel turbine steam yacht, 140waterline, 178 feet over all; built 1902; new boilers

@

2 staterooms,

saloon,

No. 72.—Gasolene cabin launch, 55 feet over all;
1903; equipped with Twentieth Century motor, 30

1905;

2 large

houses;

deck

2 baths,

3 toilets;

is in per-

fect order throughout,
No. 2021.—Modern steel auxiliary schooner, 90-foot
waterline; electric lights; 4 staterooms, 2 of which are

vo 12144
LORILLARD & WALKER,
YACHT BAOKERS,

boat and fitted with
finish throughout.
No.
composite

a very

reliable

motor;

mahogany

2384.—English built 60-foot waterline cutter;
construction; owner’s stateroom, ladies’ cabin,

large saloon,
ing.

berth

in steerage;

fully equipped
:

for cruis-

No. 3349.—Lawley
built
auxiliary
yawl,
waterline; Standard engine; speed 7 knots; one

51-foot
double

H. P. Average speed
age batteries.
Is now

foot

stor-

very large; 2 baths and a splendid saloon.
One of the
most modern and up-to-date auxiliary yachts afloat.

No. 3322.—Flush deck auxiliary keel schooner; 68waterline; built of wood; Standard motor; 4 large

No. 3054.—Shoal-draft
35-foot
waterline
auxiliary
yawl, built 1901; reliable motor; 2 staterooms, toilet; 6ft.

staterooms
fitted, and

built

and saloon;
furnished.

10 miles; electric lights and
in perfect condition.

bath,

2 toilets;

fully

equipped,

No. 3238.—C. B. cruising sloop, 41-foot
1896; self-bailing ‘cockpit; large cabin;

waterline;
full head

3in. head room.
Sails
complete inventory.
No.
over

all;

2535.—Cruising
self-bailing

in good

condition;

sloop, 23-foot

cockpit;

complete

2 boats;

waterline;
set

very

29 feet

of spars;

sailg

1

i

no BOSH
| LORILLARD & WALKER,
YACHT BROKEAD,
New Yorn.
GLASS

and two single staterooms, bath and saloon; very handCarries motor
somely furnished and in excellent order.

room; toilet; 2 boats; complete inventory;
Price low.
and in good condition.

By LORILLARDi@

WALKER,
Telephone

6950

staunch,

41 Wall
Broad

able

new 1904, and in good condition; an able sea boat
Price reasonable.
fully equipped for cruising.

Street,

New

York

and

FOREST
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YACHTING NEWS
Mitton
launches

NOTES.

Pornt Yarpv’s NEw Boats.—Two

small

are being built by this firm from designs

by Mr.

Henry

J. Gielow.

The

first is for Mr.

W. R. H. Martin for use on Long Island Sound.
The boat is 35ft. long and will be fitted with a 25
horsepower motor and a speed of 14 miles an
hour is expected.
The second boat is a 30-footer
for racing, fitted with a Mohler & DeGress motor,
and is for Mr. J. R. Johnson, Jr.

Tue

STEAM

Ren
YACHT ONEIDA

Returns.—Last

Saturday Com. Benedict’s steam yacht Oneida,
which has been cruising for the last five weeks
in southern waters, returned to New York. Severe weather was encountered off Hatteras but no
damage was sustained.
Commodore Benedict had
as his guests Mr. Frederic C. Penfield and Dr.
Lees )ones
RuzeRer

New

Launcu

For Mr. W. B. Duncan, JR—A

4oft. launch has been recently completed for Mr.
W. Butler Duncan, Jr., by the Herreshoff firm,
and will be used as a tender to Mr. Duncan’s
Dahinda.
A similar boat is also being built for
Mr. Maxwell’s Queen.

EASTERN

RR eR
Y. C. Opentinc.—The

Eastern

Y. C.

house on Marblehead Neck will be opened on
May 26.
The following names have been _proposed for membership:
Messrs. William Firth,
Charles P. Curtis, Jr., Ambassador George von L.
Mayer, American Ambassador to St. Petersburg,
and Mr. Robert W. Emmons, 2d.

RRe
STEAM YACHT TUSCARORA BEING OVERHAULED.
—Mr. Walter Jennings, New York Y. C., steam
yacht Tuscarora is being overhauled at Norfolk,
Va.

SHELTER

ISLAND

Ree
Y. C. OFFIcERS.—The

follow-

ing officers have been elected for the ensuing
year:
Com., George M. Boardman; Vice-Com.,
Stephen Lane Folger; Rear
Com.,
George
P.
Fiske; Sec., William B. Hill; Treas., William H.

Bedford;

Fleet Surg., George F. Little, M. D.
RRP
HartemM Y. C. 100-MiILE RaAce.—Starting off

Belden

Point,

City Island,

on

Aug.

11, the Har-

lem Y. C. will give a long distance race to Stratford Shoal Light and return.
It is expected that
30 or 40 yachts ranging between 20 and 4oft.
waterline will enter.

RR

BrRooKLYN Y. C. OcEAN RAcE.—There are now
four competitors entered for the Brooklyn Y. C.
race to Bermuda—Mr. Frank Maier’s Tamerlane,

Mr.

R. D. Floyd’s

Lila, Mr.

CC. D. Robinson’s

Gauntlet and Mr. W. B. Goddard’s Bonnie Kate.
Other boats are expected to enter, and also a Bermuda boat will come to New York to start.
RREeR

CorINTHIAN UNion Y. C. RaAces.—Decoration
Day, May 30, open regatta, Metropolitan Y. C.;
June 24, open regatta, Morrisania Y. C.; July 4,
open regatta, Morris Y. C.; July 22, open regatta,
Stuyvesant Y. C.; Aug. 19, union regatta to be
held under the auspices of the Corinthian Union
Y. C.; Sept. 23, open regatta, Williamsburg Y. C.
RRR
LARCHMONT
Y. C. RAcING FIxTURES.—Saturday, June 16, spring regatta, open to all classes;
first race of series for Larchmont raceabonts.
Wednesday, July 4, annual regatta, open to all
classes; the Colt Cup, yachts in class B; second
race of series of Larchmont raceabouts.
Larchmont Race Week, Saturday, July 14, to
Saturday, July 21—July 14, open regatta, for all
classes; first race of series for classes B, H, J, K,
M; New York Y. C. one-design 3oft. class; P;
raceabout class; Larchmont 2tft. L.W.L. one-design class; Q, R; Indian Harbor one-design catboat class; Riverside one-design catboat class;
third race of series for Larchmont raceabouts.
July 16—Second race of series for classes B,
H, J, K, M; New York Y. C. one-design 3oft.
class; P; raceabout class; Larchmont a21ft. L.W.L.
one-design class; Q. R; Indian Harbor one-design catboat class; Riverside one-design catboat
class; fourth race for Larchmont raceabouts.

AND

STREAM.

[May

July 17—Four-oared gig race; two-oared gig
race; dinghy race; races for naphtha and alcovapor launches exceeding 21ft. L.W.L.; races for

naphtha and alco-vapor launches 21ft. L.W.L. and
under;

tub

July

races

18—Open

and

water

regatta,

sports.

for all classes;

third

race of series for classes B, H, J, K, M; New
York Y. C. one-design 3oft. class;P; raceabout
class; Larchmont 21ft. L.W.L. one-design class;
Q, R; Indian Harbor one-design catboat class;
Riverside one-design catboat class; fifth race for
Larchmont raceabouts.
July 19—Fourth race of series for classes B, H,
, K, M; New York Y. C. one-design 3oft. class;

P; raceabout class; Larchmont 21ft. L.W.L.

one-

design class; Q, R; Indian Harbor one-design
catboat class; Riverside one-design catboat class;
sixth race for Larchmont raceabouts.

July 20—Fifth race for classes B, H, J, K, M;
New York Y. C. one-design 30ft. class: P; raceabout class; Larchmont 2rft. L. W. L. one-design
class; Q, R; Indian Harbor one-design catboat
class; Riverside one-design catboat class; seventh
race for Larchmont raceabouts.

July 21—Open regatta, for all classes; sixth
race tor classes B, H, J, K, M; New York Y. C.

one-design 30ft. class; P; raceabout class; Larchmont 21ft. L.W.L. one-design class; Q, R; Indian
Harbor one-design catboat class; Riverside onedesign catboat class; eighth race for Larchmont
raceabouts,
Saturday, Sept. I—Race for auxiliary schooners; races for yachts of all classes enrolled in the
Larchmont Y. C. fleet; race for Larchmont arft.
L.W.L. one-design class; ninth race for Larchmont raceabouts.

Monday,

Sept.

3 (Labor

Day)—Fall

regatta,

open to all ciasses; tenth race for Larchmont raceabouts.
Saturday. Sept. 8—Race for the Larchmont Cup
for schooners; H, J, K; race for Larchmont arft.
L.W.L. one-design class.

Classes.—B,
yates

Wb) Movie

Chas.
Carroll,

ooft. R.M.;

H, 82ft.; J, 68ft.; K,

er Arye o (Ohana?

Ike. iden

P. Tower, Howell C. Perrin,
Regatta Committee.
Ree

Edgar

B.

London,

on June

23, and it is expected the following schooners will
enter:
Queen, Mr. Rogers Maxwell; Invader,
Mr. Roy A. Rainey;
Corona,
Mr. Arthur
F.
Luke; Endymion, Commodore
George
Lauder.
Jr., and Elmina, Mr. F. F. Brewster.
The yachts
will reach New London in time for the races
and have time to prepare to start in the race on

June 30 to Marblehead.
RRR
Two 27-FooTERS LAUNCHED.—The

New
New

York
York

Y. C.; steam yacht Cayuga, Mr. Thomas W. Slocum, New York Y. C.; sloop Rosalie, Mr. H. F.
Parmalee; yawl Paladin, Mr. Walter C. Hubbard, New York Y. C.; yawl Cherokee, Mr. A. G.

Thompson, New York Y. C.; sloop Janet, Mr. F.
H. Aériance; sloop Adelphia and houseboat Marjorie, Mr. F. L. St. John, New York Y. C. The
70-footer Rainbow, Commodore Cornelius Vanderbilt, New York Y. C., is not at City Island, as
has been reported in some quarters, but still at
New London, being put in shape for the season’s
racing under the direction of Capt. Charles Barr,
her skipper.

New
Mower

has

received

H. Fearnside,
him

Ree
Cup Boat.—Mr.

Lipton

a Lipton

at Chicago.

Charles

a commission

of Hamilton,

Cup boat

from

D.

Mr,

Ont., to design

for the races

J.

for

to be held

The boat will be built by the Robert-

sons, at Hamilton,

and is the only Canadian

boat

entered for these races. The new boat is of the
following dimensions:
Length,/oversall insane
ee ee eee 36ft. oin.
Lin, oisyig she he eee
eee 2zit. oin.
Breadth \, vs. bs sieciety 9 eee
1oft. 6in.
waterline .....c cesta GE oft. roin.
Draft: 0....iecte,o's ote dates le orale Fhe eee
6ft. 6in.
Lead, keel...
case ceresetere rate olatebereteneete
tenneiane 1,500 lbs.
Sail area.

<< isieu so

. ods ok eee ene goo sq. it

Sails by Wilson & Silsby. Spars to be hollow.
Mr. Mower reports the following sale:
New
York Y. C. 30-footer Oriole, Mr. Lyman Delano, to Commodore Charles F, Goodwin, of the

Harttord YG)

Ree
RECENT SALES.—The office of Mr. Stanley M.
Seaman reports the following sales:
Mr. W.
Moseley Swain, of Philadelphia, Pa., has sold his
auxiliary yawl Bonnie Jean to Mr. Graham
Youngs, of New York. The cruising sloop Atala
Mr.

Oliver

G. Ricketson,

of Pittsburg,

Pa.,

to Mr. R. Floyd Clark, of the New York Y. C.
Atala is now at New Bedford, Conn., and will
be brought

to the Larchmont

Y. C., from

where

she will sail this summer.
The sloop Beatrix
has been sold for Messrs. Robert O. Bacon and
Frederick Mills to Mr. Edward M. Cary, of New
York.

RRP
Y. C. MEETING.—A

ATLANTIC

meeting

Atlantic Y. C. took place on May

of the

1 for the adop-

tion of the rating rule and the season’s racing
dates. The following names were proposed for
membership:

Milton Point

ship yard has launched the two 27-footers of Mr.
Gielow’s design.
The first is Crescent, for Mr.
J. B. O’Donohue, and Sue, for Mr. E.-F. Luckenbach. The third boat is called Jigstep and is being
completed at Bayshore for Mr. F. C. Havens, At-

lanitiemy eae:

York Y. C.; yawl Sy-

Brokaw, New York Y. C.;
Hyslop, New York Y. C.;

yawl Phantom, Mr. H. G. S. Noble,
Y. C.; sloop Altair, Mr. Carl Meyer,

for

InpIAN HArpBor RACE FoR SCHOONERS.—A race
will be sailed from off Great Captain’s Island to

Bartlett’s Reef Lightship, New

Mr. Dallas B. Pratt, New
barita, Mr. W. Gould
yawl Tern, Mr. John

5, 1900.

RRR

YAcHT
MAYFLOWER
RETURNS.—The auxiliary
schooner yacht Mayflower, Mrs. Eva M. Barker,
returned to New York after a three months’
cruise in southern waters.
Mayflower was the famous Cup defender of 1886, designed by the late
Edward Burgess.

RRR

Iso-pE BEING FirrEep Out.—TIsolde, the Fife cutter owned by Mr. Fred M. Hoyt, New York Y.
C., is being fitted out at Greenport, L. I., under
the supervision of her skipper, Capt. John Barr.

RRR
STEAM
YACHT
GITANA
A_ ToTAL Loss.—The
steam yacht Gitana, which went ashore near Cape
Bonn, on the African coast, is a total loss. Gitana
was an auxiliary three-masted schooner yacht designed by Mr. St. Clair Byrne, and built by
Messrs. Ramage & Ferguson, of Leith, in 1882.
Her tonnage was 471.

RRs
Yacuts AT City IsLtANpD.—There are being fitted out at Jacob’s yard for the season’s service
the following
yachts:
Schooner
Venona,
Mr.
Robert Olyphant, New York
Y. C.; schooner
Amorita, Mr. Walter Dupree; schooner Sea Fox,

Messrs. T. B. Ackerson, Arthur E. Burnett,
W. H. Smith, Jr., Alvan Markle, Frank M.
Smith, Dr. Henry A. Ferguson, Charles A. Maas,
Bernard

M.

Whitman

and

Baruch,

William

Greeley

S.

Curtis,

Whitman,

Jr.

Eben

Junior

member, Leonard Richards, Jr.
The following were elected members: Messrs.
John E. Haviland, William H. Griffin, Walter D.

Haviland, H. N. Baruch, George

Horace

P. Dumois

and

E. Boucher.

The Board of Trustees appointed the following

House Committee:
chairman; William
Allens or

Messrs.
E.
E.
H. Renwick
and

Malcolm,
E. Hunt

The following will constitute the Committee on
Repairs

for the house

and grounds

for the year:

Messrs. Alfred W. Booth, chairman; E. E. Malcolm and Calvin Tomkins.
RRR
Tue AtcoHoL Bitt.—‘Senator Lodge promptly
disclaims hostility to the bill, freeing industrial
alechol.

good

The fate of that measure

test of the strength

will be a pretty

of Standard

Oil and

wood alcohol influences.
Here is a good chance
for the Senate to discredit the muck-rakers most
effectually.”—Boston Transcript.

A. C. A. Membership.
NEW

Atlantic

MEMBERS

Division—A.

PROPOSED.

F. Dempewolff

and

H.

W. Dempewolff, both of New York city, and both
by C. M. Moore; Walwin Burr, New York city,
by H. Lansing

Quick.

May

FOREST
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“SINy &

FROM

TEXAS

Says

U.M.C. ARROW SHELLS
Won

AMATEUR

the

STATE CHAMPIONSHIP

The shooting was done by Mr. I. A. Dryden at the Texas State Shoot, held
at Austin, Texas, April 23-26. By this victory Mr. Dryden now holds the $500
Diamond Medal emblematic of the State Championship, formerly held by Mr. E. F.
at birds.

Fosgard, who also won

it with Arrow Shells.

The U. M. C. Grand Amencan Handicap Load ts as follows: Arrow
Shell 2 341n. 3% drs. of bulk smokeless, or 26 grs. of dense powder,
1% 02., Vo. 7% chilled shot.

THE

UNION

METALLIC
BRIDGEPORT,

CARTRIDGE
CONN.,

If you want your shoot to be announced
send a notice like the following:

May

17.—Montpelier (Vt.) G. C. tournament.
Dr. C. H.
Burr, Sec’y.
22.—Hartford,
Conn.—Consolidated
Gun Club Association.
Dr. D. C. Y. Moore, Sec’y, South Manchester.
May 22-23.—New
Bedford,
Mass.—Paskamansett
G. C.
E. G. Bullard, Sec’y.
May 238-24.—Dallas
(Tex.)
G. C. tournament.
Wey ee
Moseley, Mgr., 264 Elm street.
May 23-25.—Bloomington,
I1].—Illinois State shoot.
May 24-25.—Wilson, N. C.—North
Carolina Trapshooters’ Association, Sec’y
May 24.—Plainfield (N. J.) G. C. silver shoot.
H. P.
Vosseler, Sec’y.
May 24.—Edgewater, N. J.—Palisade G. C.
May
24-25.—Owensboro,
Ky.—Kentucky
Trapshooters’
League fourth annual target tournament, under auspices of Davies County G. C. James Lewis, Sec’y,
Owensboro, Ky.; F. Pragoff, Sec’y Ky. T. S. L.
May 24-25.—Montreal, Can.—Canadian Indians’ first annual
tournament.
Thomas A. Duff, High Scribe.
es 24-25.—Ebensburg (Pa.) G. C. W. R. Thompson,
ec’y.
May 24-26.—Spokane, Wash.—Washington
State Sportsmen’s Association tournament.
Beck, Mgr.
May %25.—Morgantown,
W.
Va.—Monongahela _ Valley
Sportsman’s
League
of West
Virginia,
under the
auspices of the Recreation R. and G. C. Elmer F.
May

here

Fixtures.
May

S.

7-8.—Vicksburg, Miss.—Mississippi_
Delta
League
second amateur tournament.
J. J. Bradfield, Sec’y.
May 8.—Bergen Beach (L. I.)
G. C.
a Pgh ea
ee (N. Y.) G. C. tournament. B. D. Nobles,
ec’y.
j
May 9.—Cannonsburg, Pa.—Western Pennsylvania Trapshooters’ League.
May 8-10.—New London (Ia.) G. C. shoot.
Dr. C. E.
Cook, Sec’y.
.
Kans.—Missouri
and
Kansas
May 9-10.—Coffeyville,
tournament.
Dr.
C. B.
League
of Trapshooters’
Clapp, Sec’y, phoberlys
oO.
May 9-10.—Indianapolis,
Ind.—State League shoot, under
auspices of Limited G.
C.
.
May 9-10.—Wilmington, Del.—Annual spring tournament
Delaware
State
Trapshooters’
League
under
the
auspices of the Wawaset Gun Club.
W. M. Foord,
Sec’y.
May 9-11.—Columbus (O.) G. C. tournament.
F. Shattuck, Sec’y.
:
‘
May
12.—Wilkes-Barre,
Pa.,
Grand
Jubilee
shooting
tournament.
E. L. Klipple, Mgr.
May 15-17.—Nashville,
Tenn.—The
[Interstate
Association’s
Southern
Handicap
tournament,
under
the
auspices of the Cumberland Park G. C.; $1,000 added
money. Elmer E. Shaner, Sec’y-Treas., Pittsburg. Pa.
May 15-18.—Milton, Pa.—Pennsylvania_ State Sportsmen’s
Association tournament.
Fred A. Godcharles,:Sec’y.
May 16-17.—Greenville (O.) Gun Club tournament.
H.
A. McCaughey,
Sec’y.
Knox
&
Knapp,
May 16-17.—Auburn, N. Y., tournament.
Mgrs.

Jacobs,

Sec’y.

May

29-30.—Pittsfield, Mass.—Oak Hill G. C. J. Ransehousen, Sec’y.
May 29-30.—Rochester G. C.
,
May 29-30.—Grand Rapids, Mich.—Michigan State Trapshooters’ League shoot, under auspices of Consolidated Sportsmen’s Association.
May 30.—Mechanicsville (N.Y.) Game_ Protective Associa:
tion second annual tournament.
G. Singerland, Sec’y.
May 30.—Ossining
(N. Y.) G. C. merchandise
shoot.
C. G. Blandford, Capt.
May 30.—Edgewater. N. J.—Palisade G. C.
May 30.—Englewood, N. J.—Pleasure G. C. Decoration
Day

May

A.

Depot, 86-88 First Street, San Francisco,

Agency, 313 Broadway, New York City

Trapshooting.

U.

COMPANY

shoot.

C.

J.

Westervelt,

Sec’y.

30.—McKeesport, Pa.—Enterprise
Geo. W. Mains, Sec’y.

G. C. tournament.

Cal. *

May

30.—Utica,
N. Y.—Riverside G. C. annual tournament.
E.
J. Loughlin, Sec’y.
30.—Utica, N. Y.—O.
C. S. A. G. C. Decoration
Day shoot.
May 30.—Newport, R. I.—Aquidneck G. C. tournament.
Chas. M. Hughes, Sec’y, 8 Ayrault St.
May 30-31.—Monte Ne, Ark., target tournament.
June 1-3.—St. Louis, Mo.—Rawlins
semi-annual tournament No. 3, A. D. Mermod, Mgr.
June 5.—Fairmont, W. Va.—Monongahela Valley Sportsman’s League of West Virginia, under auspices of
Fairmont G. C. Ed H. Taylor, Sec’y.
June 5-7.—Lincoln, Neb.—Nebraska
State
Sportsman’s
Association’s thirtieth annual tournament.
Geo. L.
May

Carter,

Pres.

June 5-7.—Newark, N. J.—New Jersey State Sportsmen’s
Association tournament.
W. R. Hobart, Sec’y.
June 5-8.—Dayton, O.—Ohio Trapshooters’
League twentieth annual tournament.
Added money $600.
C. C.
Rayburn, Pres.
June 7.—OlIney, Ill.—Hustlers’ G. C. D. P. Moore, Chmn.
June 8.—Catskill
(N. Y.) G. C.
Spring
tournament.
Setu IT. Cole) Sec’y:
June 8-9.—Wahoo,
Neb., G. C., Spring shoot.
C. R.
Goucher, Sec’y.
June 12.—Bergen
Beach
(L. I.) G. C.
H. W. Dreyer,
Sec’y.
June 12-14.—Fairmont, W. Va.—Tenth annual tournament
of the West Virginia State Sportsmen’s Association,
under

the

auspices

of

Fairmont

Gun

Club;

$1,000

added to purses.
E. H. Taylor, Mgr.; Ed. O. Bower,
Sec’y-Treas.
June 12-15.—Warm Springs (Ga.) G. C. tournament.
June 12-15.—Baltimore,
Md.—Maryland
County
shoot
J. Mowell Hawkins, Megr., 1630 John St., Baltimore.
June 12-16.—Buffalo, N. Y.—New York State Sportsman’:
Association (C. G. Blandford, Sec’y, Ossining) fortyeighth annual tournament, under the auspices of the
Infallible Gun Club.
Dr. E. J. McLeod, Sec’y.
June 13-14.—Fargo, N. D.—North Dakota
State Sportsmen’s.
Association’s
twelfth
annual
tournament.
Robbins & Bailey, Mgrs.
June 19-22.—Indianapolis,
tion’s Grand American

Ind.—The
Handicap

Interstate
Associatarget tournament;

FOREST AND STREAM.

724
Shaner,

Sec’y-Megr.,

‘June 26-27.—Bradford (Pa.) G. C. tournament;
Joseph Le Compte, Sec’y.
June 28.—Edgewater, N. J.—Palisade G. C.

$1,000

added

$500 added.

Pittsburg,

money.

Elmer

E.

Pa.

DRIVERS

AND

TWISTERS.

The next shoot of the’ Western
Pennsylvania Trapshooters’ League will be held at Canonsburg, Pa., May 9.
t
Secretary H. P. Vosseler announces an all-day silver
shoot of the Plainfield, N. J., Gun Club, to be held on
May 24.

R

Secretary C. H. Foss writes us that the Sherbrooke,
P. O., Gun Club, will hold its annual tournament on
July 2, Dominion Day.
Mr. A. D. Mermod, 620 Locust street, St. Louis, informs
us that the Rawlings
semi-annual
tournament
No. 3 will be held June oe
The contest for the English Hotel cup, between Messrs.
Joseph Michaelis (challenger) and H. A. Comstock, was
won by the former on April 28.
The scores were 88
and 78.

R

At the Point Breeze track, Philadelphia, on Wednesday of last week, the special match between
Messrs.
Fred Schwartz and Fred Murphy, at 50 live birds each,
for $100, was won by Schwartz. The scores were 44 to 42.
Each stood at 30yds.

On Saturday of this week the championship trophy of
Delaware will be on tiptoe on the fence for a short
while, because of the match for it between the two
valiant experts, Mr. Luther J. Squier, holder, and Mr.
Wm. M. Foord, challenger.
The Bound Brook, N. J., Gun Club, J. B. Pardoe,
general manager, offers five events at 10 targets, handicaps and scratch events, gold medals and loving cup
as prizes, in the programme of the shoot to be held on
May 5. Targets may be shot for at one cent.
od
Secretary C. R. Groucher sends us notice that the
Wahoo,
Neb., Gun Club will hold its annual
spring
shoot on June 8 and 9, following closely the State shoot
at Lincoln.
tersely adds the following:
“Fine
He
grounds, Leggett traps, added money, good hotels.”
td
The ninth annual Memorial Day shoot of the Ossining,
N. Y., Gun Club, May 30, has a programme of nine
events, seven at 20, and two 25-target merchandise events,
entrance $1.49 and $2.
Sliding handicap.
Shooting will
begin at 9:30; programme at 10:30.
Send guns, etc.,
prepaid, to Barlow & Co.
Chas. G. Blandford is the
Manager.
]
As
¥
The final shoot for the April cup of the New York
Athletic Club was a feature of the weekly gathering at
Travers Island last Saturday.
Mr. H. J. Dickerson and
Dr. Loring had each a win to their credit.
Mr. Gus
Greiff, after an absence of two months, participated in
this final event, and scored a full 25 and a leg on the
cup, thus leaving three in the tie for it. In the shoot-off
he won and became possessor of the trophy.
td
The Columbus, O., Gun Club
ment, May 9-11, has a programme

annual spring tournaof ten 20-target events

each

five

day,

entrance

day constitute
shooting.
Added
five low guns.
Fred Shattuck.
§ o’clock.
May
the Inner State
and Columbus.

$2.

The

last

events

of

the

last

a

100-target merchandise
event.
Class
money, $200, for ten high averages and
Ship guns, etc., prepaid, to Secretary
Shooting each day will commence
at
8 will be devoted to sweepstakes and to
team shoot. between Dayton, Cincinnati

bd

In the programme of the first annual tournament and
pow-wow of the Canadian Indians, to be held on the
grounds of the Montreal, Can., Gun Club, May 24-25,
the members of the tribe extend a hearty invitation to all
sportsmen and their wives and children.
Eleven events
each day are provided, of which ten are at 20 targets,
2 added.
The eleventh is at 25 targets, entrance free;
open to members
only.
In cash and trophies, $1,050
added.
Shooting
begins at 2 o’clock.
Rose
system.
Distance handicap.
The annual meeting will be held on
May 24, at 8:30 P. M.
Ship shells, prepaid, to W. H.
Candlish,

Montreal

St; Chariés,

P.O:

Water

Works,

Atwater

avenue,

Point

June § has been fixed upon as the date of the Catskill,
N. Y., Gun Club’s second annual spring tournament, as
per announcement of the Secretary, Seth T. Cole.
t
The manager, Mr. Louis H. Schortemeier, writes us
that “The Bergen Beach Gun Club will hold the fourth
contest, distance
handicap,
of the series of five, on
Tuesday, May 8, at their grounds, Avenue N and East
Seventy-first street, Brooklyn.
Take
Flatbush
avenue
trolley from Brooklyn Bridge, direct to grounds.
It 1s
necessary, in order to qualify, to shoot in three contests.
The prize event is at 50 targets, for an entrance of $1,
including targets.
Those who have not contested in any
of the three previous shoots, of course, have no chance
to qualify; but all are welcome to shoot at one cent
per target, and refreshments gratis, as usual.
All other
targets outside of the main event are charged at one
cent each.
Shooting begins at 11 A. M. sharp, but
entries for the main event do not close until 4 o’clock
P. M. Any and every shooter welcomed, visitors to New
York from other States included.”
The programme of the twentieth annual tournament of
the Ohio Trapshooters’ League, to be held under the
auspices of the National Cash Register Gun Club, June
5-8, Dayton, contains portraits of the officers, a list of
League members, and full descriptions of the beautiful
and valuable trophies, namely, the Ohio State Journal
trophy, the Press-Post trophy, the L. C. Smith cup,
the Sportsmen’s Review championship team trophy, and
Shooting and Fishing trophy.
For June 5 and 6 there
are twelve like events each day, six at 15, six at 20
targets, entrance $150, and $2, and $10 and $15 added.
June 7 will be devoted to the cup contests.
To the
fourth
day is allotted
the N. C. R. Handicap,
$5
entrance, handicaps 14 to 20yds.; class shooting; $100
added;
open
to all.
High
guns
govern
in general
averages, June 5 and 6; ten low guns, $5 each; ten
high guns, $100, divided $18, $16, $15, $12, $10, $9, $8, $5,
$4 and $3.
Address all communications to C. C. Rayburn,
President,
care
National
Cash
Register
Co.,
Dayton.
BERNARD WATER».

At Wilmington.
W. M. Foorp, of Wilmington, Del., has challenged
Luther J. Squier, the present champion of Delaware, tor
the cup and title that goes with the championship.
Both
men are shooting in excellent form just now, and the
match between the two, which is to be shot Saturday,
May 5, will attract a great deal of attention in local
shooting circles.
The
Wawaset
Gun
Club, of Wilmington,
Del., has
arranged to have three Leggett traps in service for its
annual tournament, May 9 and 10, thereby making sure
that it will be able to accommodate al! the shooters
who are expected to put in an appearance at its tournament.
The second day’s programme includes the fiveman team championship-ot the State, which is the only
event on: the programme
not “open to all,” as the
Wawaset Gun Ciub’s championship trophy, open to any
shooter who resides within 20) miles ot the Wawasetr
Gun Club’s house, in Wilmington, is shot for in the
five 20-target events, covering the individual championship of the State of Delaware.
Each of these 20-target
events is an individual sweepstake.
The shoot will be
managed by. Luther Squier, and he will be assisted by a
competent corps of clerks.
Practice over the three Leg:
gett traps may be indulged in on Saturday afternoon,
the 5th inst., and on the afternoon of the 8th.
On the second day of the tournament to be given by
the Wawaset
Gun Club, of Wilmington,
Del., May 9
and 19 next, the main events will be the contest for the
individual championship
of Delaware, the team championship contest, and the most interesting of all, the
contest for the championship
trophy donated
by the
Wawaset -Gun Club, which is ‘open to any shooter -wht
resides within 200 miles of the Wawaset Gun Club’s home
at

Twenty-ninth

and

Market

streets,

This trophy is new in design,
ies are concerned: It is a large
of a shield.
In the center is a
famous. Indian chief, Sitting
bonnet.

Wilmington,

Del.

so far as shotgun trophoak plaque in the shape
bronze medallion of the
Bull,
wearing
his war

The original from which this. bronze cast was made
was a clay model. designed expressly for the club by the
famous Western artist, N. C: Wyeth, whose paintings
depicting typical Western scenes are so well known to
magazine readers of to-day.
Underneath the medallion is a strip of silver, on which
is the inscription, *“Wawaset Gun Club Championship
Trophy.”
At the top-of the shield is a broad strip of
solid “silver, with blank spaces for eighteen names to be
inscribed on. it.. The .whole is incased in a quartered
oak case box lined with crimson plush.
The corners ot
the box are protected by ornamental brass work.
The
whole makes a most attractive and novel trophy.
The conditions under which the trophy is to be shot
for are:
100 targets,-all at l6yds., and it may fairly
claim to represent the Eastern championship, although
no such claim is made for it by the Wawaset Gun Club.
The winner of the trophy is subject to challenge, and
there are certain other conditions providing for open
competitions.
The number of open competitions and
challenge contests are limited to eighteen in number.
As soon as the eighteen contests have been decided, the
winners of those contests whose names will be inscribed
on the plate at the top of the shield will shoot off for
final ownership,
that contest
being
decided
on
the
grounds of the Wawaset Gun Club.

[May

5, . 1906.

The conditions are so framed that the cup cannot remain long idle or in one man’s possession.
A circle
with a radius of 200 miles, the center of the circle being
placed in Wilmington, Del., will cover a good section ot
territory, and the contests for the Wawaset Gun Club’s
championship emblem ought to produce a number of
spirited matches.

Oakland

Gun

Club.

Oaxktand,
Me.,
April 27.—The
Oakland
Gun
Club
opened the season of 1906 on Fast Day, April 26, nine
members participating.
An interesting programme of ten
events had been arranged, consisting of known and un_known angles; also one event with the use of both
barrels allowed.
This programme would have brought
thirty or more
shooters to the grounds had weather
conditions been favorable.
A heavy snow of the day before followed by a high
northwest wind, proved a deterrent to out-of-town shooters and to some of the club members; but it was not
sufficient to dampen the ardor of the nine enthusiasts
who participated.
On account of the few present the original programme
was dispensed with and fifteen 10-bird
events, all at
unknown angles, were substituted, the last five being
sweepstakes.
During the first part of the afternoon a high wind
swept across the grounds, which, together with a bunch
of wet targets, played havoc with the scores, and affected
the averages badly; and it was only when the sweepstake events were begun that the boys got in some of
the finest work ever seen on the Heather street grounds.
Nothing lower than 80 per cent. scores were made in
these five events, while straights and 90 per cent. scores
were everywhere in evidence, and with the exception
of the last event, which was won on a 90 per cent.
score, no man could lay claim to any part of the money
who could not back up his claim with a 100 per cent.
score.
Following are the scores:
Shot at. Brk.
Shot at. Brk.
Strickland Gteneer 150
117
Marshall
erences.
52
ambipe
resect 140
109
Brannyeeeeeeeeeae 70
50
Blaisdell n.ce as150
122
Tuktuys seaaee aerate G0
49
Morisette ....... 150
107
Sawtelle? 32. ese .e40
23
The unpropitious conditions of the first part of the
afternocn were responsible for the low averages, but
when the boys think of the number of targets which
were smashed in the last five events, they read them
with better nerve.
Blaisdell, who has been practicing
all winter on the ice at Harrison, was high man with an
average of 81 per cent., but the club’s secretary, M. L.
Strickland, was hot on his trail, and during the last
events was pounding out 90s and straights, and had the
programme contained two more events, I am convinced
that “Strick” would have put Duffy and his “spring
training” hors de combat, or, in the parlance of the
mail clerk himself, ‘‘on the bum.”
An interesting and varied programme will be made up
for Memorial Day, and in the meantime weekly practice
shoots will be held on the grounds Fridays, at 4 P. M.
Witt H. Lams.

New

York

German

Gun

Club.

ALLENTOWN,
Pa., April 25.—The
shoot of the New
York German
Gun Club to-day was for eight special
prizes, each silverware:
:
Points.
Wreliprockis
2ussccn cnet 200022222220220222120200—16
7
bettens)ae200 a. see seer 22122111 11212111111011222—24
Tes
Dannefelser, 28). 2..--0- 2222002201101102211101110—18
6
Mesloh; 28) facut clesete 221*2112210201021222211*1—20
W fk
Garms, (280 .ssce-secniee 2121100221*21211020201210—18
Gh
Schlichting Gmc ase
*1*1222022112211222022212 21
t
Hendrickson,
28.......00210222022*211110**122*0
15
— 6
Eudeking,= 28) =snr-esec 0010200001200200220*12210— 9
415
Zemanve2G
gecmncercicccde 1000001022000*00110211100—10
416
Haganah, 26 3. ccncee 0122000002200002002000002— 8
416
schultz, (28° aiaya-% vers *220020112010120200022221—15
6
AIDERt 2G. etseteviieisinicine 1111002001101212022111101—18
614
Baudendistle,. 28....... 2121102021200002100*10100—13
6
bem: Closers ee
ne ge 12110202122212101*2122101—20..
.-7
Jacob,
seeeeeceeee + -0111011201012001211010202—16
bY
Radlen® 28 iam », ¢-2220113211001011200220221—18= = 61%
Kroger, guest, 30...... 10111*210110100122*012020—15
The prize winners were
as follows:
First, Emil Steffens, 6% points; second, John Schlicht, 3144; third, H. W.
Mesloh, 3%; fourth, E. Radle, 3%4; fifth, Peter Garms, 3;
sixth, J. P. Dannefelser, 3; seventh, Dr.. Hudson, 21%;
eighth, Peter Albert, 214.
E. STEFFENS, Sec’y.

Trinidad

Gun

Club.

TRINIDAD, Colo.—One of the most enthusiastic shoots
of the season, was given by the: Trinidad Gun Club,
April 23, in honor of Mr. Hood Waters, of, Baltimore,
Md.
Eight. members -participated, and the home boys
did not hesitate to put their guest down for third place
on the score sheet.
The club grounds are owned by the
Elks.
The traps are beautifully located in the center of
the grounds, encircled by a half-mile racetrack.
There
is a perfect sky background, and an $8,000 grand stand
facing the traps, where visitors can be made quite comfortable—a happy
contrast to some of the shoots I have
attended in
Colorado, where it has been necessary to
stand all day, or sit on the ground.
Good 50yd. targets were thrown, and a nicer ‘“‘bunch”
of shooters I have never met.
‘Hospitality’ is the watchword of the club, and all
visitors are entertained royally, which, perhaps, accounts
for the fact that, while 100 targets were shot at I could
only get the scores for 50.
Mr. F.. E. Goodwin was high gun, 46; J. C. Hudelson
second, 44. The scores:
EL Waters x mssats 23 19—42
F E Goodwin.....23 23-46
JT C Hudelson....22 22—44
J J HMendrickize 19 23—42
H K Holloway...16 13—29
Dr E M Curry...15 13—28
Aw Crotratibee seca. 15 18—33
F W. Caldwell....22 20—42
A Socrtat Tramp.
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Plainfield

wind,

blowing

by Harry

Events

at

5-10

prize in each.
Drs. Hunter
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Gun

rate

Dreier,

were

Club.
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the club’s

merchandise.

miles

per

windometer.

Emmons

hour,

and

Still Shaking the Pecan Tree.

won

first

scorer,

for which

the club

Victories with Winchester Factory Loaded Shells are as
plentiful in Texas as pecans.
To the many conquests of
the past made with these shells can now be added the
important ones made at the annual tournament of the

extends

its thanks.
W. R. Hobart was a welcome visitor.
Lunch was served free by the club.
Mr. H. S. Welles was first professional; Sim Glover
second, Jack Nicols third.
Mr. Frank Muldoon, of Freehold, N. J., was high
amateur, with 145 out of 175.
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Palisade

Gun

professional averages, all using

WINCHESTER
Factory

Club.

Edgewater, N. J.—On April 26 the tenth regular tournament of the above gun club was held, with a_ fair
attendance of the regulars and the addition of Capt.
Money, who was with us again; and by the scores you
can see he is getting back into his old-time form.
Geo, Piercy still has the habit of winning the high
average and the $5 average prize, as well as some twenty
odd dollars of the other fellows’ money.
Speaking of the- winnings, there were others with him,
as

the

cashier’s

slips

paid

out

ranged

from

$12

to

scorer

was

Mr.

Chas.

Stroub;

the

referee

$18;

was

Mr.

J. H. Grayand; our secretary helped out generally.
Our eleventh tournament will take place on May 24—
180 targets,. with $23 added, and total entrance $12.60.
On May 30 will hold holiday shoot, 160 targets, with
$25 added.
Events:
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Nor is this all to chronicle, for at the Great Bend (Kan.)
shoot, April 18-20, Ed. O’Brien and E. W. Arnold won
first and second amateur averages, the former making
the high score of 562-580; and at the Ft. Wayne (Ind.)
tournament, April 24-26, first and second amateur averages were won by Dennis Upson and Frank G. Fuller,
all using Winchester Factory Loaded Shells.
Now,
shooters, don’t you think it would be well to bear these
victories in mind when selecting your shells for the
coming Grand American Handicap? Winchester Factory

thus showing that our adding from $2 -to $4 to each
event pays the regular and consistent shooter, as there
was $20 added in all to the eight regular events and $65
for amateur average.
The sliding handicap again demonstrated that it is the
thing, as there were only two straights made during the
day, one from the. 16yd. mark and one from the 17. The
day was light and warm, with puffy wind across the
traps ducking the targets.
The cashier’s office was in charge of H. S. Welles;
the

Association, held at Austin,

April 23-26, where Robert Connerly won the coveted
Houston Chronicle Cup, emblematic of the expert championship of Texas, and also high amateur average; and
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as

He shot off a tie with Hone for event 5.
and Luckey rendered valuable assistance

to the referee

STREAM.

JERSEY.

PLAINFIELD, N. J., April 24.—Twenty-six shooters faced
the traps and enjoyed the zephyr breezes of a northwest
timed

AND

Loaded Shells are

The Grand American Handicap Winners.
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Club.

_ Edgewater, N. J., April 28.—There was an exciting time
in the finish of the 50-target race for the Sauer gun.
McClane, Wynne and Hunter tied on 36 out of 50, after
having shot out the whole bunch with the exception of
Sim, who landed out 44 in a wind that came down over
the Hudson at 80-mile an hour.
By Sim not competing in the above, Capt. Eickhoff
ordered the ties to be shot off at once in a 25-target
event, and called the other men to the score.
Out they
came, white as ghosts, and still as mice, trembling with
fear.
The Captain, seeing this, put two more men in
the squad, making five in all, to see if it would quiet
them.
Hunter fell down to 12, while Wynne, on his
25th bird, had 18, and McClane had him tied on his 24;
so to win Charlie had to break this target.
There were
about fifty persons there, all waiting for the last shot.
McClave looked around, steadied himself, waited long
enough to have his heart going right, when he cried
“pull,” and smashed the target plumb on the middle.
When he had finished he collapsed, and Dr. Richter,
after much difficulty, got him around all o.k.
McClave
promised every
one a grand dinner after this win.
Next Saturday the Jacob Ruppert cup will be shot
for, 50 targets, $1 entrance; every one invited to contest.
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Montclair, N. J., April 28.—But fourteen men
at the monthly shoot for the cup. : Events x
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2 and 3 were for practice.
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Catchpole

Gun

Club.

Wotcott, N. Y., April 25.—The Catchpole Gun Club,
of this city, gave their annual spring tournament April
24, and was a fairly successful shoot.
Owing to the extremely

cold

and

windy

weather

for

the

last

few

days,

the attendance was somewhat cut down.
The day was
clear and pleasant; but a very strong wind made the
shooting very difficult and targets very hard to locate.
The trade was represented as follows:
Mr.
Stevens and Mr. J. S. Fanning.
Both of these gentlemen were on the move from the first shot fired, and attended to their work in fine style.
Mr.
Stull was in attendance
during the afternoon.
Amateurs
from
the:
following
places
were.
present:
Rochester,
Fulton,
Oswego,
Auburn,
Newark,
Sodus
and many other towns.
Mr. Geo. Lewis, of Fulton,
N. Y., superintendent of the Hunter Arms Co., did the
best shooting of the day, and his score of 126 out of a
possible 150 was a fine piece of work, considering the
high wind making the most difficult kind of shooting.
Uncle Ben Catchpole, eighty years old, distinguished
himself by making one of few straight scores in the
third event.
His work was marvelous, he being about
sick at this time.
But Uncle Ben gets there just the
same.
In the principal event, No. 7, there were five
prizes.
Isaac
Chapman,
Fulton,
won
the gun;
Mr.
Fitch, of Montezuma, the gun case; Chas. Dalley, of
Baldwinsville, the large rug; H. Knox, of Auburn, the
smaller rug; Mr. Cottle, of Skaneateles, and Mr. Gluchess
divided the shells.
This was shop at a handicap distance,
14 to 18yds.
Below we give the scores in full:
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Pennsylvania
PittspurG,

Pa.,

Trapshooters’

April

26.—The

initial

League.
target

tournament

of the season of 1905, of the Western Pennsylvania Trapshocters’ League, was held at Ruffsdale, Pa., on Tuesday, April 24, and marks the opening of what promises
to be the most successful of trapshooting events ever
held

in

western

Pennsylvania.

While

the

number

of

entries at the opening shoot was not large, this was not
at all expected, as Ruffsdale is somewhat hard to reach
for most of the League shooters, and besides has only
two or three of its own shooters to help swell the at
tendance.
The Ruffsdale Gun Club is poorly equipped with traps,
score-boards, etc., but at all future League tournaments
the Board of Control will see that clubs are equipped
with up-to-date outfits, and this will do away with unnecessary delays during the shoot.
As a rule, gun clubs holding shoots in this vicinity
collect as much money as possible from gun, powder
and ammunition firms for advertisements in their programme, then add a few dollars to the events as a sort
of bait to draw the shooters, in order that they may
come and pay two cents each for targets which cost
the club about a half cent.
The money thus made is
placed in the club treasury, to be used for an annual
blow-out, or dear knows what.
The Western Pennsylvania Tranpshooters’ League desires to discourage this kind of business, and instead
give profits of tournaments to the contestants, where it
rightfully belongs.
All the money from advertisements
in the programme, dues from the different clubs in the
League, one cent on each target trapped, and forty cents
additional entrance charged all contestants is divided
among those who shoot through the entire day’s programme at each shoot and fail to win their entrance.
The promoters of the League feel highly elated, as mat.
ters worked out even better than anticipated.
This plan
was used at Ruffsdale and gave entire satisfaction to
all,
Of the thirty men who faced the traps, twenty-five
shot

through

every
in

one

full.

the

who

less

entire

failed

cost

of

programme

to win
targets,

his
and

of

entrance
the

180

was

forty

shots,

and

paid back
cents

extra

charged each entry.
Some of the contestants who had
won but two or three dollars were pleased: beyond measure when handed $12 each by the cashier, instead of the
small amount they had expected to receive.
One shooter
had been in the money but twice out of the twelve
events, and when he received $12 instead of the $1.10
due him, he could hardly realize that such a thing was
possible.
L. B. Fleming, who won high average, received $24.10.
The entrance being $16, he stated he was
well pleased with the amount received, and that it was
enough for any shooter to win in a day’s shoot.
When
the small number of entries is considered, of the twentyfive who shot through the programme, over one-half of
them won over their entrances.
A strong, cold win blew during the entire day, and

AND

STREAM.

while the scores do not look high, they were first class,
considering
the hard conditions.
The trade was represented by Si. Lewis, Winchester
Repeating Arms Co.; Fessenden, the Mullerite Powder
Co.; Charles C. Grubb and Jos. C. Garland, the Peters
Cartridge Co.
The next League shoot will be held at
Cannonsburg, May 9. The following are the scores:
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Springfield,

Mass.,

Shooting

Club.

The
annual
spring
tournament
of the
Springfield
Shooting Club was held at Red House Crossing yesterday, thirty-two shooters taking part in the several events.
The day was perfect for shooting, and some fine scores
were
made.
The two sets of expert traps, arranged
Sergeant system, were used, the events being run off
very quickly, the programme
of twelve events being
finished before 3 o’clock, after which extra events were
shot.
During the day 6,200 targets were trapped.
Shooters were present from Hartford, Pittsfield, Greenfield, Somersville, Suffield, Thompsonville, South Manchester,
Montpelier,
Vt., Willimantic,
Stafford,
while
the club members turned out in good numbers. The trade
was represented by J. M. Hawkins, of Baltimore, Md.,
and W. S. Haight, of White Plains, N
A
The three prizes for amateurs making highest average
shooting the entire programme of 200 targets were won
as follows:
Dr. D. C. Y. Moore, of South Manchester,
Conn, first, $5; H. L. Edgerton, of Willimantic, Conn.,
second, trout rod; William McMullen, Jr., of Somersville, Conn., third, box of cigars.
The shoot passed
off very pleasantly, the traps worked to perfection, and
while the attendance was much smaller than expected,
the club profited welt by the shoot.
Scores of those shooting the entire programme of 200
targets, follow:
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Scores by events follow:
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Dr’ Stoclowell.. as) piesa co oOo
Rochtordae...
cee ues
Bah siete gh Sere
Ee
EimmOnsin oy seus senere
er , LoLOMate meet artis
Dry Warren: +: 9k soamemeniciccst ce dceiee tae lees
Tilden
Skee LOM

Haight.

Hot:
at.
Bric.
200
191
200
190
200
184
200
181
200
179
200
177
200
175
200»
=—175
200
178
200
173
200
OTe
200
166
200
165
200 = 164
200
162
200
159
200 = =158
200
158
200:
«157
200
145
200
1389
c00
29
200
120
180
138
114
96
90
66
70
49
70
41
50
31
35
20
20
17
20
10
MISFIRE.
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LANCASTER, Pa.—The opening shoot of the Trapshooters’ League of Lancaster County drew a large field, and
as a side attraction W. R. Crosby and A. Topperwein.
But if there was ever a shoot held under worse weather
conditions, we would gladly like to see the scores made.
Think of Crosby missing the first five straight, and
scoring only 15 out of 30. Right here is where he packed
up his gun and left, no more for him,
The same can be said about sixty-five out of the
sixty-nine shooters that faced the traps, many shooting
only in one event.
The wind was of a hurricane order, besides rain and
cold.
There were over one dozen shooters that never
took their guns out of their cases, and left the grounds.
Only four shot the programme, and, strange to say, these
four divided all the added money.
Trafford and Roser
tied for first and Coble and Jebb tied for low average.
‘This was a hard luck day for the club, as there were sixtynine shooters who took part in the programme, besides
one dozen that did not unpack their guns.
No one
knows how many would have turned out if the weather
had been better.
The trade was well represented by Crosby, Hawkins,
Topperwein,
F. E. Butler, Neaf Apgar, Billy Hearne
and Luther Squier.
The office was taken care of by
President A. E. Leaman, ably assisted by A. Miller.
Miss
Riker braved the weather and led her team
mates, breaking 18 out of 25, which was remarkable for
a woman
under the conditions.
She is shooting a new
L. C. Smith, and a beauty at that.
‘The Pequea Club carried off first prize, the DuPont
cup; and Excelsior of Columbia won second place.
Hoffman won the applause of many as he broke 24
out of 25, which was very nice work, only two straights
being made all day.
L. Squier 15 straight, and Morehouse lost 15 straight.
His shooting, for what little
practice he gets, is very good.
Nevertheless, the next
shoot will be held in May at Columbia, Pa., Excelsior
Club.
Shot at. Brk.
Shot at. Brk.
RwA Coble. 225
155
W R Crosby... 30
15
Roser saveseeece 200
146
B Hartsoc eee a0
15
S G Trafford...200
148
Gardner
....... 30
5

HW ilebb igre: 200

134 | “Eeyriaty tesa

E M Ludwick. .200
WoR) Wewis secre 165
Moorehouse
...150

130
96
59

J M_ Hawkins. .135

104

3

W Piellisvaceer . 30
Wright? Gesvetee
Hamaker
27... 30

Seitz

aaceaaenie 30

9

11
17
17

15

W Hearne ..... 185
93
JamiSog werase. 30
18
LA PSUpbtse gous asc 135
107
By Beckers. yacee 25
11
IN CA pgaricances 138
86
Hardnell ee asce 25
21
lal (kee Hagocqoun 45
oT
Gindle) : aeeee waeneo
16
Rutherford
120
91
Groome i enares: 25
16
W oi Krickasae. 145
80
Ye) Clarkveegee 25
22
CeAdamsiarcesc
58
Huber tae Barth
19
MAE, Butleriarce 90
53
Piantzecaccemet . 40
vf
AAT SOMEr sss 90
50
Dougherty ..... 60
38
Coffrodisc.. sise
60
Walmer’ .3.05068 45
10
Hp Winketiecses 75
50
Andrews ...c00 60
35
G Shissler ..... 85
44
Meckly: wiccenese 75
40
J McKelvey ... 90
62
Edleman © ye.ja. 25
12
Ni Ressleriyiicc « 85
65
Bowman ...... . 25
9
A C Kreuger...
55
35
Gauelinauer ... 25
12
Zeamer Ve acsens
28
Fishet>)sswnmee 720)
ok
Miss A Riker.. 55
34
Stormfeltz owns 25
14
EL PK line sepeenare
26
Shindles sweeeees
5
16
INT nNeas ideetciets 55
32
A E Leaman... 20
15
Balmesi iewecirere 55
29
Pugh. .4 sccser weeee
12
H Bonham
85
55
Pfenninger .... 20
8
B Reese .....0» 50
35
Hoffman ..<.s0. 20
24
I Phillipsiee.s00
33
Young 4.02. ese
6
Flikenstine .... 50
33
Armor preronneee 15
Aly
Miylini (eens cee 45
34
Dennantins.ieceune
4
McMichael
.... 40
17
J «Ro Grottonsees 15
9
Lancaster League team shcot, 25 targets: Pequea Club, of Pequea.
Excelsior, of Columbia,
Clarke
Sree ctecee cee 22
Hofiman
scaesaeeeare
RESSIELP Nwoicissjeces sieisce 21
Kreuger ........ nated)
Mbvbeah ACoadoodoanonces 20
Zeamer Baeeeewsee Spek)
Dougherty Gevaces sone
Grindle wc seecreee speeds
AMGTeWsie
cceee sce . 17—97
Kline: 6 csceanteeeaehae ou
Bob White, Lancaster.
Blue Bird, Columbia.
RGESOM
tacclcatns tmeieaiele 20
Hardwell
...... wine ace
Bart Secagnccee: aecacte 19
Flickenstine ..... acaekS
Bonhanine. sceecscaes 19
Sides nc...aatanranoasene Ly
Phillips: 4p.ccsce emacs 18
Groome se vise siesiseweeke
KEriGle” catapremincceres
lee18—89
Young |ips qecsmaicnaemee 9—81
Elizabethtown
Gun Club.
Lititz.
Goblet. Sarees. 21
Miss Annie Riker....18
Balmain eylscties dacmicet 18
Huber "s cneninaeaeberes 13
Shissler lon stecwetwnretsts 16
McMichael
Arcsosci
4
Mecker 4anicas,5
<<a nace 16—71
Becker’) si.2ennteeer sok
Pfantz ich iateus eonaate 3—59
Nat. Resster, Sec’y and Mgr.

Bergen

Beach

Gun

Club.

Bercen Beacu, L. I., April 28.—The scores made at
the
shoot of the
Bergen
Beach
Gun
Club
to-day
follow:
Events:
1
Ow 34
eo
Targets:
25 25 2b 25° 25 26
Welles), ctcccss sia cats voles slesanies ¥oreetenber 24 22 23 23 22
Martity
Viecgnsoncassscareaceonte
ee neane 23. 21 23° Qari.
SHEVIin occu vc cewisesed
vemuae ah cremate 14: 15. Se 16 ecm
IDTeyer Pak diss sae tos one gee netsine neat cee 16° 18-413, Toes
TE” Bergen, steer. ste ciara aiaseulseeeicns 18. 21-20) TORT.
Creamer Caen. tes veces mele waists 18 13: 19° 1321s
Schletiviany4s5
05 er asil cee sthed nee
eee
Tt: -12
ae
Franklin yn. «caccacsemacubanaae
denn semen
1. 18 ieee
PHENOL,
ss.sysicteisjat net antes eaeeek see Semete 1. eps
eee
Horn bostel” [arc sceterccnmversis
orecieicte eaieece mere 7
Ricaaiein
Strydatrss ©...5:20 clcncthicicine
roman tiatatels ciate mate oo 2h 20 pels
SIAVISE curs oo cee cr onicele sis ecaha citer terrae aes
0 1d 10 eee
OMBrieny
maencieeee Nan leane tated venice Octet
es te Yon(59m 5}
EURO
PSOM ie wie(elcterels\ersiclaieislaiye stearate ;
gS Yaa Se
MoNeil, sycsiemetiette cigs as Aieieiateis' aracahetetncoteete
ay
Oa
eee
Griffith” Wiocmoeckine cotaccetecerme csiaemee
Poerulrac
ean Al
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WOW:

S. Government
Ammunition

Accuracy test of Krag-Jorgensen .30-Caliber Cartridges held
by order of the Ordnance Department, United States Army.
TESTED—Ammunition

CONDITIONS—1o

of all the American

10 and

U.

20 shot

and

STATES

Gun

Club.

Milton

Rod

and

Gun

Club.

Mitton, Pa., April 26.—If the wonderful enthusiasm
displayed by the shooters and the spectators at the
Milton Rod and Gun Club’s annual spring tournament
on Wednesday is any criterion of what we will have
when the State tournament opens up in Milton on May
15, it will be the ‘‘best ever.”
The gallery consisted of over five hundred interested
ladies and gentlemen of the best this locality affords.
The marvelous
shooting of Adolph Topperwein,
with
pistol, rifles of different size and caliber, and repeater
shotgun, cannot be equalled by living man.
He was in
perfect form, and though the day was windy, his aim was
unerring.
Should he ever return to Milton, the grounds
could not hold the people who would lose a day to see
his exhibition.
De was ably seconded by our good friend J. Mowell
Ha-vkins, who made a well prepared introductory speech,
which shows that he can earn a living on the lecture
platform as well as annihilate bluerocks.
Bill Crosby wore the ‘‘smile that won’t wear off.’
Mr.
Topperwein
closed
his exhibition
by shooting
against the steel plate in front of the trap house, where
he cut the profile of an Indian chief, and no man on
the grounds could have drawn it with a pencil as well.

all

CARTRIDGE
MASS.,

CoO.,

U. S. A.
114-116 Market

St., San Francisco.

cesacnacaneantenncnad

This 1. a souvenir of the day our club will long preserve.
On account of the State shoot being only three weeks
hence, we did not anticipate the large entry list in the
target

programme,

forty

shooters

entered,

them stayed through the programme.
Luther Squier tied Bill Crosby with
and J. Mowell Hawkins broke 153.
S.

others.

BY

er
Enterprise

fixed rest.

REPORT:

497-503 Pearl St., 35-43 Park St., New York.

McKeesport,
Pa., April 23.—The fourth contest for
the McKeesport Daily News cup was shot off on the
grounds, of the Enterprise Gun Club, April 21, and resulted in a tie between Davis and W. Hale.
In the
shoot-off at 15 targets, Davis scored 15, while Mr. Hale
got no better than the unlucky 13.
We now have four different winners and one contest
yet to be shot on April 28, and it will be held on these
grounds.
The scores made in this contest are the lowest that
ever were made on these grounds.
A strong wind tossed
the targets in every direction, and it was all off for good
scores.
H. P. Fessenden was present and shot through the
programme,
and expects to be present at the tournament on May 30. The scores:
W D ODavis....13 17 14—44
Wm Everett.... 8 15 12—35
Wrialen. soca. 13 17 14—44
Ve ebale canew ces 1114 9—34
Dorardy ...... 13 14 12—39
aris asee seen. 9 14 10—33
R G Knight....10 16 12—38
GochParn ya. nsi7 12 11 10—33
By Hale fechas 10 16 12—38
Cutter ssicdsesee 10 13 10—33
Pee gn Bets sree 12 15 11—38
Noell, <ijsccsttacis'e 7 13 10—30
eBreckc money. 1217 988
AKwAlore "saranda 1012 8—280
F Calhoun...
917 11—87
Abbott ........
913 8—30
{ W Good..... 11 16 10—37
Byard accccneccs 912 8—29
H Macfarland..10 16 11—37
Shorr esaoe ascot 10 13 5—28
Micktees ainescess 10 16 11—37
Jennings
...... 614 8—28
Fessenden ..... 11 13 12—36
Rio desugeermacie= 510 5—20
Tie shoot-off, on 15 targets:
Davis 15, W. Hale 13.

Armory

Manufacturers.

excelled

LOWELL,
Agencies:

targets,

OFFICIAL

MANUFACTURED

2

Springfield

yards.

8S. Cartridges
UNITED

at

and 20 shot targets, muzzle rest.

DISTANCE—1,000
RESULT

Test.

C.

Yocum,

who

shoots

under

the

and

157

out

name

many

of

of

165,

“Curtis,’’

won the high amateur average with 149, and the prize
for longest straight run with 36. R. C. Derk, of Northumberland, and P. J. Trego, of Tyrone, tied for second
average

with

144

each.

. Low

averages

were

won

by

Harry Strine and D. R. Rishel, of our club.
We had the honor of entertaining Mr. Jim Lewis, and
A. M. McCormick, both of whom made many friends
and assisted generally.
Hawkins and Squier, as they
ee
do, helped Capt. Godcharles with the cashieér’s
job.
When the fact is taken into consideration that our
grounds are so far from town that hacks are used as
conveyances, the crowd was certainly a record-breaker.
The State shoot will be held along the trolley line,
only a mile from center of town.
Reduced railroad rates
have been secured.
Fare and a third, with tickets good
from May 12 to 19.
Card orders will be furnished by
applying
to Fred A. Godcharles.
Straight
ticket is
purchased to Milton, and when order is signed by local
management you will get return ticket for one-third price
of fare.
This is a great point, and we hope it will be
appreciated by all.
The scores are as follows:
Eleven events of 15 targets each, 165 on programme:
DO quUtERnods. aces - 15151413 15151413141514
WV IRGC TOSD Vincetacina: 14 14 15 15 15 15 15 13 13 14 14
J M MHawkins....... 15 14 15 14 14 14 13 14 14 15 11
GOES altars rererera oi eieieiiiete
21514141312151311
Re Ca erlo nam telarstsiciels
313814141012151313
TP
GEL Ole ielatelsie
als
218 13 14 13 11 13 15 14
W C Spicer
213 13 18 11 12 14 11 14
F A Godcharles..... 14121212 1512131114
913
IML Gtk actos arsreressssie 13 1810 13121410101381214
Gee
lowell acnsc.
711131413121410131411
Go Beachem) ia. seis an UE ebb BPME ea
ta es
DitA eSterrold since.
Todtoete tie dO Agile 4 SiGe ts 1s
DS RA Rishelnacnsasae TOM
ORO OL Tiesto
eo LOPS
HIE Stritié. teaelsccmacstee LOPES OSG 13 Daa mele Suse 2
Gye Brittain scene iBpah ia eb ie Reb Gee aga e
EIR GGAS paves ese en 1 eaeea aispailil O's See ae
GeRinehart Were... TBSUIE aBie Shin eas a Ot See
(es) Hawlexca. asses HPSS
S014 OMe. avec ote
AWiarvite
ee caine esicnies je ae ae RaIa Ie een
ee Ae
ARS AUS is{oyoulavahifacnemnnn
CEM te ian ee id Sa ee ase
Male entsateos steers DS Ser tol A eran BE oe ea GOR Re
Ploy dub) ren tree aeeecincite
wuss faa at el IF
5, oe
(UID
IDE Os Soertaincte
«sce mace 25 lle Sees Lilosere td
i Kerateere. ceceas Nine testes cust cae
676 4 °5 858
CiiRedéay’ Wine sacaeccnsectemwhe Sir Silas Or
shih
DEN
EL Oya een nove cece se tes Less SLL Se
Frank Rangler ......
(hb igor
ee Pemeee Aes 8
GU BRAorelepeac
pinagda “anabd 102 65.
aoe

157
157
153
149
144
144
140
137
134
182
128
dg
LOO
87
96
93
89
79
75
65
59
42
37
3
36
27
25
25

GEOGRSETITS
He

sare

ese

teeesaiien

WRA®

ie LO kOe

De wireiacaces oer nae cee oka ot oe

Js EVOwmorncee
aces eee ene wer
Straub.eecsesees.

Le

2

2U

teases

18

GPR ia) Sate Melsttde

18

BA tay iosBeton Oh a 4 ee eee re

Pevbreriveller?,tccteecctee
iateae esie tCWes: ASE
CrChristenson
eons.
[OngarRe,” kA
VAM
CLOT Meissen atelhartoiinke aka nemo:
Chace beachemuersayseecn
siite cia
Mec ss)

Se Da Genseltmaascetaas

15

CER
eerie
«fala ctsbaeaty ays
Sevan cece ode

14
2
2

9.

9
8
7

or etlercaances
cies note

ae

16

A

De eWa eh (Mollmericten.c.tais) eeree
8.
Chieishmmle lites
cccet chute wee (scheme

Ga

siecee

hs Meso

3

3
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Analostan

Gun

A.

GODCHARLES.

Club.

Wasuincton,
D. C., April 27.—The
Analostan
Gun
Club held its regular shoot yesterday.
Those who were
on the grounds early made good scores, but later in the
afternoon it commenced raining, and the late comers had
the rain and darkness
fered accordingly.

to

contend’

Peyton,

Hall,

with,

and

scores

suf-

Dr. Barr was the particular star on this occasion, breaking 90 out of the 100 he shot at. His was a good score,
considering the conditions—the afternoon was dark, and
the birds were the “Joe Hunter” kind, 65yds, and over.
Uncle Billy Wagner was there with the goods, scoring
46 out of 50. In the certificate shoot, Mr. Wagner won
first; Barr second,; Bausket, Jos. H. Hunter and J. B.
third

and

Mr.

a new

member,

fourth.

In the DuPont trophy shoot, Barr, J. H. Hunter and
Wm. Wegner tied for the same, and will shoot off the
tie at a future meeting.
This contest is at 15 targets,
and each scored 12 of them.
Following are the scores
made during the’ afternoon:
Events:
morte
DM Ol
moto Ont LAs
Shot
Targets:
25 12 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10
ate
Bric:
Bait racer seis PPR OAS OCsR ee oe a iP aU eee eee aie
100
90
(GreGtiasanmicnitoeste Bob.
2) (Gn or Sees oT
100
41
eb lvinitenceds 120M Dac Ol San tice tee tant <i
90
70
Johnson
Teale
Ok AON Ook Olt
Lares
90
32
iehlthls SaReese DOG
Da Dist thee Dia nta ke Se Urej so.sh te
80
48
Odell
press GPs pty PY mimes SS
Pad a
ae
75
30
Witihinehs
Ae salle op An sieAe e
65
43
Wa ylotinn: LG m
Dealt tas kates
60
41
PuGleliri yer
ee ore 1a
ahs) oe ae
55
3!
Carpenter
Saliueuect 0G) eels
55
36
Hirkpatmickeaed
Gas6 LCmOueSicne creme ss sis. ieerisiel” sie
55
30
Wiad cient ck LCL germ sietitieet
orice: oie hale sisi vas
50
46
Peyton
2.21 2) 16) 78
50
3
ames.
sores TS) Lie Ore
50
3
C S Wilson 1311 5..
50
29
NAO Gee setts ASRS
Tf
45
25
Dr Ravlor< Loert
cot
45
35
iBarisk
erence
k sol scue
40
30
Allen sates. see
AP eT oot
Ns tite seisle tee Miss Cale
40
11
IVatates grater chal cle See Sarees
10
8
Mixes

TAytLor,

Sec’y.
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At the annual championship tournament of the Indoor .22 Caliber Rifle League of the United States, held at Grand Rapids, Mich., February 12-17, 1906,

PETERS

CARTRIDGES

ESTABLISHED

2481

OUT

THE

RECORD

OF A POSSIBLE
MADE

FIRST

WORLD’S

BY

W.

A.

D5OO

TEWES

HONORS

at Zettler Rifle Club Open Tournament, New York, March 10-17, 1906.
100 SHOT MATCH, won by Arthur Hubalek, score 2468.
Seven of the first ten prize-winners ued PETERS .22 SHORT CARTRIDGES.
ZIMMERMAN TROPHY, won by L. P. Ittel. BEST BULLSEYE, made by W. Rosenbaum.
L. C. Buss and L. P. Ittel made possible 225 on the Ring Target.
80% of the contestants in these matches used Peters Cartridges, THE SEMI-SMOKELESS KIND.
If there ever was the slightest doubt in any mind as to the superiority of Peters Cartridges of all calibers, that doubt has been dispelled for all time by the results of
the Sea Girt, Grand Rapids and New York tournaments.
The various winnings and high scores were not the result of accident but may be credited to good holding and
absolutely perfect ammunition.
The inevitable conclusion is that if Peters Cartridges of either large or small caliber, are equal to these most crucial tests, they

are the best to use in any kind of shooting, either for Target Practice, Hunting, Police, or Military purposes.

THE

PETERS

CARTRIDGE
NEW

YORK:

And the Tricks of Trapping and Trap Making.
Containing hints on camp shelter, all the tricks and bait
receipts of the trapper, the use of the traps, with instructions
for the capture of all fur-bearing animals.
By
W. Hamilton
Gibson.
Illustrated.
Cloth, 300 pages.
Price, $1.00.

AND

STREAM

PUBLISHING

Chambers

Street,

-:T.

-:-

H.

CO.

Story of a Prairie People.
By George Bird Grinnell.
Cloth, 300 pages.
Price, $1.75.
Mr. Grinnell has for years been on terms of intimacy
with two of the three tribes which made up the great
confederation known as the Blackfoot Nation, and having
the confidence of the braves and wisest of the old men,
heighas penetrated deep into the secret history of the
tribe.

AND

STREAM

PUBLISHING

‘‘Judging by
&

OHIO

Manager

Hunting Without a Gun.

The

FOREST

CINCINNATI,

Keller,

Blackfoot Lodge Tales.

Camp Life in the Woods.

FOREST

98

COMPANY.

CO.

the

y

And

other papers.
By Rowland E. Robinson.
With illusewe from drawings by Rachael Robinson.
Price,

This is a collection of papers on different themes contributed to Forest AND STREAM and other publications,
and now for the first time brought together.

FOREST

p

AND

STREAM

PUBLISHING

CO.

past,” «rcay whe
4

that past approxi-

mates half a century, and is a record. of achievement, is a sound way in rendering decision.

The fact that STEVENS
supremacy

for scores

Rifles, Pistols
of years,

and Shotguns

have maintained

and that our arms are synonymous

essential properties of high-grade products,

shows

their

with all the

where the STEVENS

is to-

day. We retain the unqualified indorsement of our sportsmen friends the world over, by
invariably suiting their requirements in every particular.

Our line:
Ask your dealer for our goods, and

Our attractive Hanger will be mailed

“stand

anywhere for 10 cents in stamps.

J. STEVENS

pat” till you get them.

ARMS

AND
P.

CHICOPEE

FALLS,

New

§saconnisiivenanniscsuinahon ats sonig ic

RIFLES, PISTOLS, SHOTGUNS.

a

O.

York

Office,

Box

=
98

TOOL

Send for handsomely illustrated
catalog: a veritable mine of information relative to shooting and ammunition. Describes all new models.

COMPANY

5668

e
Chambers

i
Street.
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Magic

City

Gun

shooting

procession,

which

consisted

DUPONT SMOKELESS

of twenty-eight

shooters, moved gaily along until 12 o’clock, then the
‘management announced that one hour of intermission
‘would be given to dispose of the dinner, complimentary
vof the club.
Five thousand blackbirds were thrown.
The trade was represented by Messrs. Boa, Heikes,
‘Le Compte, Vietmeyer and Van Nest.
The club wishes
‘to extend thanks to Mr. Van Nest for his valuable assist-ance in squad hustling, scoring, etc.
R. O. Heikes
was high gun, J. S. Boa was second.
Nelson Wise, of Carmel, Ind.,. was high amateur, and
vcaptured the Baby featherweight Marlin rifle, which was
ihigh

amateur

prize.

Doc

Wilson

of Rochester,

Ind.,

Gun

Club.

Boston, Mass., April 25.—The usual Boston Gun Club
‘shoot was well attended to- day, and from the quality of
‘goods delivered, it was easily the nicest shoot of the
season.
Six of the participants had averages of 90 or better,
with O. R. Dickey the cream of the crowd with a clean
96 per cent. on the programme, the majority of events
being shot from the 2lyd. mark.
Griffiths, Le Noir and
Kirkwood tied for second, with two more misses, the
former being the real thing through his shooting being
done on the longer distance mark.
Roy Hodsdon, with a 98 per cent. carried off the honors
for those under the 100-target average, and his match
score of 29 now gives him a commanding lead in the
serial match.
Griffiths and Burns also connected for a
29 and boosted their complete total to good numbers.
Sec’y

Hallam,

of

the

Dover,

N.

H.,

Club,

made

At the IOWA

STATE

The State Championship
of Red Oak, Iowa.

First Amateur

Kclessonee See

Parkhurst.

niece

160 , cos

Papo

Galt 14

Lomonieuat lovld

liG-dacieictecte 2 tewietoe

7%:

913

All these

9

97138948

806
. 793

Elailami> 16e Ae... TZ eroels ov. C12 9 A714 Be.
igh, BN ae.
aaeeae Oe 14529: 9S) 10° 7 68,138
Powdrell, 16 ....... ee O cl benGweo) 14 2/828) 9e 7
IWi0Od 162 coeds eeknes JO Tey ay tae! Mon pam gal ee
PibleysvilGsitaareae
aa. AereenGie
£3.53 48) 2
4
WoodruftlT ~....& Teele
GLO: 208 One8) rea
Biuttalow TG. Palestine «x PL Sel 1910 *-62
MiiidGwi,dOaneatandisle
Gono 140M Gig
ARGyeae LOM
Etch ct sci shaw co lee LOA6 1410: Bs.
Merchandise

match,

distance

E. I. DUPONT

29
29
29
28
28
27
27
26
26
25

792
784
728
-680
320
.710
. 760
693
980

®

gt Park Row,

of course,

COMPANY,

=

:

%.

-

One block above

F. A.

Weatherhead,

used

Wilmington,

Del.

=

=

Brooklyn

New

York

City

§

:

Bridge

x
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peed TRIBUNE TARGETS
THEY ARE THE BEST ON EARTH.
The shock of one pellet will break them.
are Strong but snappy.

A LUXURIOUS

Tribune

any trap.

Ask for samples.

Mixture

is the Aristocrat
of
Smoking
Tobacco.
A superb blend of the

cream of North

23
23
22
20
21
20
19
se
6

M.

Rich, Fragrant, Deliciously Mild
and Never Bites the Tongue
Sold only direct from factory
to smoker. Send ten cents, sil=

ver or stamps, for large sam=
ple package and booklet.
FRENCH TOBACCO CO.
Dept. D
Statesville, N.C.

shippers
can

They

and good

be thrown

-

from

Erie, Pa.

LYMAN’S

RAPID FIRING TARGETS
FOR

Carolina golden

leaf tobacco.

Targets

COMPANY, ~

Ss M O K E
French’s

Good

breakers.

TRIBUNE TRAP @ TARGET

Yds. Brk
Powdrell
<.2..... 16
Mri down... oc..s16
KAWOD
esacagects 16
Birkalos aiirocnte
cee 19
Dla lame ste citerass 16
HCW. BAROSnCRE asa 16
Woaadout
a etcahts 17
WioGd
wiewcreestean 16
Sibleyviecester etic. 16

by Mr.

LRMNPPERAP ENUM
NL RAP RAE LRA LER
E ELENA RAED, «
x
x
x
ry
%
x
s
x
x
x
%
»
;
%
® Years we have loaned money on Guns, Diamonds, Watches
¥%
x
x
x
x and Jewelry.
N
x
WILLIAM
SIMPSON
x

handicap:

Yds. Brk.
Griffiths
Real
PROV Reale ses
A,
ES18S Ea toteterstecg
ayes18
Dickey
Merce:b~21
HODGSON malscs nasi: 18
ae NOI ese ess 16
PALM IESES azeicre's's «16
Tat Caw. tants « 19
Kirkwood
wis... 20
ESE
Ci eee ee a 21

«2
aes
ot
e

14-16, 1906,

SMOKELESS

.832

88-8 13:10) 1b

won

gentlemen,

DUPONT

his

AT 27 1169 22

was

March

Average was won by Mr. Lee R. Barkley, of Chicago.

first visit of the season, and made some very creditable
scores.
Other scores:
Targets:
15 10 15 10 15 15 10 10 15 10 25
Av.
Dickey, 20) Vale Fa 15 9141014141010 1410.
.960
Morinitis. .2) cress ne 15 912 10 15.14 101014
9.
944
LetNo, 1G eeeee.«. 14 915 8151210101510.
944
ACIP EWOOGN NED secs
vest ees
9 13 13 10 10 15 10 24
944
Burns) WSs poe nes es 11 10 14101415
910 14 10 24
-940
Ey@lamSOMnS* cy canar Ao 12 913 15> 9:99 1310s.
904
Brak ol Oy sin cecesve 10 812 8141210
913 9 25
. 867
IAWOD,

SHOOT,

Second Amateur Average was won by Mr. H. C. Dorton, Fonda, lIa.,
and the Above Ninety Per Cent. Experts’ Trophy was won
by Mr. Charles Spencer.

was

second.
Events:
ieee
4 HOT Li oe Ost de
:
Targets:
10 15 20 15 15 25 10 15 25 15 15 20 Brk.
SmMileyer
s sas ciericee ¢ 10 18 15 10 1418 913 22 14 12 18
168
ART VR ees oeic ane
Use
oele. lpi 2bei9 1a 20° tele 18
184
Wiallereesine
cs eck s,< 8 15 16 15 14 23 8 13 24 13 14 18
181
JLMNECES
welunaricccs 9 11 13 1415 20 5 10 22 10 10 15
154
WAS
cite asacresSs 8 15 17 13 13 24 16 13 23 15 15 20
188
IBPMGOT SCwes Seas we Dolan
Ab 2 O12 220 11 9
nae
ihe Comptes... 10 14.19 15 15 24 7 15 22 14 14 18
187
BOW ene cto cdateooe. 10 15 18 12 15 21 9 14 24 15 13 17
172
MMOGPE Mi cstacesnoe 71218 1415 22 8 14 20 13 13 16
162
Comstock!
Se.cehs.
CHa
S16... 11 22 13 9 12
141
Vietmeyer G2...2. 914171410 21 8 14 22 13 13 15
170
IED Ys tae
eee 10 141812 1119 9 11 24 14 13 19
174
Duttield ie ce sckite. 10 14 20 13 138 21 8 9 21 91014
162
Mlelebokvern ly ease AGHA
91416 13 15 22 813 22 14 13 20
179
WGANYT Kaltes acels ses
91315 19 12 14 9:13 23 11 13 20
166
beikes: Voeeewses
ons 10 15 18 15 15 22 10 15 23 13 14 19
189
atrell’
cee ete n 10 11 17 15 11 21 10 13 25 12 14 19
178
BOS sicicjatea
salem octets 10 16 19 12 13 24 10 13°23 15 15 19
188
Siinmackaps
see ctecs s (Er)12 CIN
Aare Ala
ee
son
PENGEL aes hese
8 14 15 14 14 21 10 13 23 14 14 15
175
iSUES Batic
hoe oesine.
Seis.
1424",
ot
MSC stocktote ters 913 19 15 13 24 915 24 14 12 18
185
Fleming
Relais
2nbaes 912 18-5
2.
Lies
Wilson
». 1015 19 1414 21 914 24 14 13 19
186
WenlGGr fags wee nictnce S 917 1413 23 8 15 21 14 13 18
173
Nashite
ac muottecce
ce are shes 1G 21 8 12 23 13 13°19
wate
MAIS atin Metres
ss ce lac ee LOZ
AT
ze .
Williamson
14 20 14 14 18
ee t. WACHTEL, Sec’y.

Boston

STREAM.

Club.

Muncie,
Ind.—The
Magic City
Gun.
Club’s
eighth
‘annual spring tournament, April 19, was very successful.
The weather was perfect, the targets ideal, and the
.club’s trap worked
perfectly,
consequently ‘everybody
‘was in good spirits, and good scores were quite common.
At 10 o’clock the first squad was called to the score.
‘The

AND

RIFLES.

25

Yards,

price,

I5c.

per

dozen.

50

Yards,

price,

25c.

per

dozen.

The Lyman
saw.

Canort Ruipcer, Pa.
Targets received.
They are the best I ever
CHARLES KinG, Gunsmith.

FOREST AND STREAM PUB. CO., 346 Broadway, New York.

Hints and Points for Sportsmen.
Bradford

Gun

Club.

BRADFORD, Pa., April 26.—Herewith please find scores
made at our weekly practice shoot on April 25. Weather
was

all

that

could

be

desired

for

good

sport.

The

wind

blew the targets high and low and fast as lightning,
fooling the. best marksmen as well as the beginners.
Following are the scores made at 110 targets:
Mallory
103, Conneely 100, Russell
91, Edgett 85, Brown
8
Bodine 84, Tyler 7, Eggabroat 69, Quinn 69, Kelleher
SPECTATOR.
BPicltcher! s score

is correct.

Compiled we “Seneca.”
Cloth.
Illustrated, 244 pages.
Price, $1.50.
This compilation comprises six hundred and odd hints,
By Nessmuk.
Cloth, 160 pages.
Illustrated.
Price $1.
helps, kinks, wrinkles, points and suggestions for the
shooter, the fisherman, the dog owner, the yachtsman,
A book written for the instruction and guidance of
the canoeist, the camper, the outer; in short, for the
those who go for pleasure to the woods.
Its author,
field sportsman in all the varied phases of his activity.
having had a great deal of experience in camp life, has
“Hints and Points” has proved one of ee most pracsucceeded admirably in putting the wisdom so acquired
tically useful works
of reference
sportsman’s.
in the
into plain and intelligible English.
} library.

WOODCRAFT.

FOREST

AND

STREAM

PUBLISHING

CO.

FOREST

AND

STREAM

PUBLISHING

CO.

730

FOREST

AND

STREAM.

[May

“THE FINEST GUN IN THE WORLD”
Guaranteed

to shoot all

smokeless
powders
and
never shoot loose.

!

:

Spiral
never

:

top-lever and
to break.

;

main-sp;ings

guaranteed

Fewer parts in its mechanism and these parts bigger and stronger than any other. The “
only double gun made in America that ever equalled the best imported makes in workmanship, balance, finish and all the fine points of gun-making that go to make up a
strictly fine gun.

See one before you buy.

A. H. FOX

Made only by

GUN

COMPANY,

Not connected with The

OF

FINE

purchase

GUNS

a Gun,

must

Philadelphia

Arms

have experience.

we say—see

DALY

Philadelphia,

To such,

Shooting

Supplies

THE

NEW

of all Descriptions.

attention

Street,

@ Gales

-

given

~

3

Blue Rock Targets and
guns, loads

BROS..,
-

&

Boston,

CHAMPIONSHIP

Mass.

OF

lowa, Nebraska, Missouri and Kansas at the Omaha Tournament, March 20-22, 1906,
was won by MR. GEORGE W. MAXWELL, of Holstein, Neb., an amateur who used

“NEW
LAFLIN

@

SCHULTZE”

RAND

POWDER

COMPANY,

170

Broadway,

New

York.

LOG CABINS AND COTTAGES: syWiisnswiss, oc, siso
This work
elaborate

covers

cottages,

the field of building

cabins

and

houses.

The

for the woods

ahi the simplest shelters to the most

details and directions are very specific and easily com-

prehended, and the illustrations are so numerous and so taking that one
them something to his taste.

FOREST

AND

STREAM

PUBLISHING

Valley

will be sure to find in

COMPANY

Sportsman’s

League.

Morcantown,
W. Va., April 27.—The
first regular
monthly tournament of the Monongahela Valley Sportsman’s League of West Virginia, for the season of 1906,
was held to-day by the Grafton Rod and Gun Club, with
an attendance of twenty-four shooters.
The new grounds of the Grafton club, which were
christened to-day, are a great improvement over their
old location, as to arrangement, background and proximity to town
(five minutes’
walk from hotels), and
these advantages will doubtless induce a stronger attendance and more interest at club shoots.
Mr. Colpitts, of the Fairmont club, won high average
for the tournament, with the excellent amateur average
of 92.5 per cent., and one run of 67 straight.
The race for the individual championship trophy was
won by Mr. Wiedebusch, after shooting off two ties with
Mr. Taylor, both of the Fairmont Club.
The five-man League team championship trophy (the
DuPont cup) was won by the Fairmont Gun Club with
a score of 85 out of 100.
The Fairmont and Mannington clubs only were represented in this race, as a professional call compelled
the withdrawal
of one member
of the Grafton team
before the programme was shot out, thus disqualifying
that team, and the Recreation Rod and Gun Club did
not have a full team at the tournament.
The next tournament of the League will be held by
the Recreation Rod and Gun Club, at Morgantown, on
May 25, when the regular League programme
of 200
targets ‘will be run off, and in addition, one special
event will be shot for merchandise prizes, under the
Hae. | conditions: 20 targets, distance handicap. 16
20 yards, handicap to be determined from scores made
ie the regular programme, five merchandise prizes, with
optional sweepstakes.
The club also offers a special prize, to the first shooter
who betters the ground
record of 189 straight.
The
scores:
Shot at. Brk.
Shot at. Brk.
B F Colpitts....200
185
W C Mawkinney200
138
Wy W iedebusch. .200
182
134
H Gaines .......200
GoMs Lally.a.ce 200
176
130
L J Walker......200
GA’ Long....... 200
164
125
By Magill .......200
E H Taylor....200
161
onB Stuck......200
115.
A H Donally....200
160
B Wylie......200
10%
D Phillips....200
157
a R Warden....120
87
D Heckman..200
155
Doonan”. ssa 100
39
T Ae Neill jasc.xe200
153
F
Leachman..
80
48
Aj
Ey Eejacobsie. ees 200
153
R H Powell..... 40
33
PT 1Coogles cra 200
146
Trader ‘seccesccnee
19
W K Hoffman. .200
144
League team race, five-man teams, 20 targets each man:
Fairmont Gun Club.
Manington Gun Club.
Phillips 6 Captice
<n.are 13
Long, )Capt: cece. ecko
Wiedebusch .........19
Neeill care onisreete sinatra 00)
Lally? 0ee%
ctsastone ould
Heckman siciieeensecre
sto
Monallyomaceass sere Pet)
Dunnigatipeesspeesees 13
Colpitts
mauseascmecdeee 20—85
Mawhinney
.........15—75
Graften R. and G. Club.
Walker, \Gapte wev.ce sees 9
Stuck 7-7... ceweatirenaeeeet
s
Watdetiiccscaians secleeee ars 13
Gaines <isiscsseeeeneo
Soo
MWiagilitoiste
cate clestarcletiero
nce618
Grafton team disqualified by failure of one member to
shoot cut programme.
Individual League championship won by Wiedebusch,
19 out of 20.
ELMER F. Jacoss, Sec’y-Treas.

Enterprise

YORK.

to the securing of special

KIRKWOOD
23 Elm

to

deciding.

BROADWAY,

Traps.
Special
and equipments.

are about

or SAUER

Schoverling, Daly
Trap

who

a

before

302-304

Pa.

Company

Monongahela

5, 1906.

Gun

Club.

McKeesport, Pa., April 28.—The fifth and last contest
for the McKeesport Daily News cup was shot on the
grounds of the Enterprise Gun Club, April 28, and _resulted in a new winner, Mr. Wesley Hale, on 46. The
race has been an interesting one; five contests and five
different winners.
Immediately after the last contest, the five men were
lined up for a 50-target race, to decide the championship,
and Wm. Everett, the winner of the first contest, was the.
lucky man, on a score of 41.
The weather conditions were fine.
The targets were
good.
Everybody did well until the last event, when
the governor
on the magautrap
broke, and all that
could be seen was a yellow streak during this event.
None of the boys seemed to know how to catch up with
them except Wesley Hale, who broke the last 30 straight,
and by so doing killed 2 birds with one shot, winning the
$5 gold piece for long run and also the cup.
The Enterprise Gun Club gave a prize to each one who
made a win on the cup, as follows:
Wm. Everett, Daily
News cup for 1906; Wesley Hale, $5 cash; J. F. Calhoun,
fancy suit case; RG. Knight, fancy gun case; W. D.
Davis, fancy suit case; Wesley Hale, abe
run of hits,
30, $5; John Rhodes, long run of misses, 8, $2.50.
Daily News cup, 50 targets:
Wi Haleiaicceecens
os emes 46
JB Straubivancsseemee. 36.
MW
UGoodia. jecseectene 43
Hi Hale Jeo acaneaeme ae 34
AST Buck iitiastcsics seers 42
G. Cochfany scnesccdseseles 33.
IMIS OLY sraj demaceeise steal 42
A Keeley: :..cpccmesteceamir 82
FB) Cathottn aimmesweees 40
SB
Henshaw
4
ceases 30
Dynch
Woavcees
cue meet 38
C Haberman’ s.2..0
0 are 30
Wi Dy Daviseris scanners 37
J *Hales; oceans 30
CwHeiulmanPor.ace cence ce 37
Wm) Abbott Svaceecccmere 30
Wits Everettiat oteccmarce 36
Ro Taylored scaanes vatenbers 29
RG
Ritights: <scestseenc 36
N E Calhoun..... oaeepire 28
H McFarland ..... Se slbse 36
J. Rhodes iiuccnasencemmen 25
Shoot-off of five winners at 50 targets: J. F. Calhoun
39, Wm. Everett 41, W. D. Davis 33, Wesley Hale 38.
: Score of the five winners in the five contests, as folows:
Events:
D2
Were
Shot
Per
Targets:
50 50 50 50 50
Cent.
Wesley.» Elale ain: ewasoiectis
tees 43 39 40 44 46
a4
86
TR

tases wale ereoles Saiats 44 45 46 37 40

212

84 4-5

RG

ASnIght)

ciexe
ce otade cant 45 46 40 88 387

=.206-—Ss

82. 2-5

We

Everett!

oiivis
cise cae wciiete

W

Cal

Ovi

46 42 43 35 37

204

81 3-5

ED4Davisithccmeradetee
ae ree 34 45 39 44 37.

«199

= 79: 3-5
Percy.

May 5, 1906.]
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HANDICAP

|

nai Ma Brtietsed cel Reet |GR AND AMERICAN HANDICAP | 1

GREAT
shooting

Benp, Kans., April 28.—The list of
the entire programme of three days

second days 200 targets.
Following are the total

April:

scores

for the three

»

shooters
follows:

days:

» ro. |GRAND

Elliott

186

157

507

Hartman

182

170

533

pet

ee

ee

a

Young

175

175

536

Adams
Maxwell

184
184

Hodges

18

pencer
Arnold

aa eae
So eS

Myers

ee eee

B52

Improve your score by shooting a Lefever Gun especially bored

1938

172

562

brush or field use.

Send for Cata Sere
This cut is a reproduction of our handsome 10-color hanger, size 10 x 28%. As long
as our supply lasts we will furnish these hangers for 8 cents, covering postage.

17

623
520
535
pee
ase

Preteens.

173

161

161
170
ae

152
166
156
Jee

Chueh *t20.05:

ts
tsieee

}

iste oy asbooe Seu SCOR COREEtag

Worthington vse... 10
WEPOUPs cececevesccecccers
Collins
eats... ....... Wi
Pe
cee cee cite wae asis's's soe s.0170
Wikisey cen
hetic. see.164

13
ast
156

ASITIGWOTPe

a eies 5 3,0. « oréie,s166

176

WeOlBimeancae
ccaaee sens feces cues 178

181

mie ett

Indianapolis

Gun

GUN.

.

WHY

161
169
..
150

Bearden ds2
J Lewis
E
baat
PUP CMA e ee ec ses c.c1c's 0.200 es

"

States

by the

548
a4

150

...3.....

of the United

won

LEFEVER

OT
553

181

ee eeeaeeae

Canada,

168
a

181
181
173

AG

of the Championship
and

10g

Wetzeg
MCMullim (20.
.ces secs se enees 185
eo
bers eedincs. ca. ae 158
De Buss

2

HANDICAP

191
rea

19

ie mover ccna cee

Emblematic

531
527

17
176

190

Gottlieb
SS
PUR

167
171

CANADIAN

40 the best shots in the United States and Canada use Lefever Guns ?
There must be merit to the advantages claimed for Lefever guns,

talocue

LEFEVER

«2.5

SYRACUSE,

170

The

af OLD

for trap,

D.

ARMS CO.,

-

-

66

RELIABLE a

The

Best that can be made
Has

NEW

YORK.

Only Absolutely
's
Reliable”
;
none

its

equal

Club.

InpIANAPotis, Ind., April 28.—In the contest for the
English Hotel cup, Michaelis defeated Comstock.
Scores
as follows:
Michaelis 88, Comstock 78.
Michaelis challenged by Mr. Thomas Parry; challenge accepted and
date of contest set for May 5.
Weather clear.
Wind from southwest.
Events:
Targets:
M Morris .
F Southern
Tom Parry
S H Moore
Wildhack ......
Michaelis ......

Fred Coleman’s score of 47 straight at live birdsin England. as well as 24 out of
25 at 31 yards, shows how the Parker Gun shoots. See another column in this
paper showing his marvelous records.

PASEGCESOML MM cc tvcasecs
csc sceves
(Coming taeicg asos avciete iecciocieve'ee
scies

PARKER

BROTHERS,

¥~ 31 Sherry Street, Meriden. Conn.

Partington
Cuningham
IV AES OFT tniel terete aialis 2 c/e'e)Gis.ene,0'sins00
D C Morris
‘

Concerning

Dates.

Pittspurc, Pa., April 28.—Editor Forest and Stream:
I must take exception to the inference of my friend, Mr.
R. S. Elliott, published in your issue of April 28; that
the Interstate Association interfered with the proposed
tournament of the Missouri State Game and Fish Pro-

Be ES Mos hers thetoceme
Association was to be held,
the Interstate Association’s

and Nashville, Tenn., where
Southern Handicap is to be

held, are in different geographical

sections of the United

States, and the Interstate Association holds that where
tournaments are scheduled for the same dates in cities

so widely separated by. distance as Kansas City and
Nashville, there is no interference. It could just as well
be said that the Pennsylvania State Sportsmen’s Association tournament at
Milton, Pa., interferes with the
Southern Handicap at Nashville, both tournaments being
scheduled

for the same

The Indians’

Annual

dates.

Etmer E. Suaner,
Pow-wow

Sec’y-Mgr.

\

3 -S DEAD SHOT SMOKELESS wew sulk Powder

iS

$

Y

Hf
ih

AZ

F

;

and Tournament.

PARKERSBURG, W. Va., April 20.—The dates of the annual tournament and pow-wow of the Indians, at Parkersburg, W. Va., have been changed to Aug. 7, 8, 9 and 10,

instead

of the week

following,

as first scheduled.

‘

:

are most favorably known, it will always be the powder
‘known quantity,” unsurpassed in anv particular
;
ben re OF
He ae
ee
Ai
She,
Clean Shooting, makes a perfect pattern, high velocity,
safe, is unaffected by climate.

.
c
”
Have your shells loaded with
“ Dead Shot Smokeless.
Your dealer will gladly supply it. If you are in doubt write
to us. Write to us any way for booklet.

MO.
y

BOSTON,
:

GUNS.

Branded with the name of a house whose goods

.

ST. LOUIS,
‘

FOR SHOT

Shot Smokeless thoroughly meets the requirements of discrim-

inating sportsmen.

AMERICAN

This

will make the tournament one of a circuit of shoots of
national importance—a tournament being scheduled for
Kansas City, Mo., the following week, and the Western
Handicap at Denver the week next ensuing. .

Dead

mw

POWDER
MASS.,

U.S.A.

MILLS,

CHICAGO,

ILL.
z

of a

=

7432

FOREST

HE

HUNTER
The

Hunter

AND

STREAM.

ONE-TRIGGER

One-Trigger

is Absolutely

Perfect

The mechanism

BECAUSE

is positive

in

its action.
Parts are large and strong.
It never balks

nor

doubles;

in

fact, it does just what we say

it will, and does it every time.

SEND FOR CATALOGUE.
ARMS
COMPANY,
Fulton,

HUNTER

DAVIS

SMITH

SHOOT

Qe 1S) QI

have

made

“DAVIS

GUNS”
Send

N. R. DAVIS

@

SONS,

for

Our

“A”

:

for

more

Lock Box 707, Assonet,

Captain Adam H. Bogardus, Champion Wing Shot
of the World.
Embracing Hints for Skilled Marksmen; Instruction for Young Sportsmen; Haunts and
Habits of Game Birds; Flight and Resorts of Waterfowl; Breeding and Breaking of Dogs.
Cloth, 444
pages.

Price,

FOREST

$2.

AND STREAM

PURLISHING

than

CO.

half a century.

Catalogue

Field, Cover and Trap-Shooting.
By

WELL

Riverside

Mass.,

U. S. A.

GOUT & RHEUMATISM
2
aes
‘
:
Safe, Sure, Effective.

ES?
;

50c.
& $1.

BORATED | 4
y

Ks

D

COLLAR

BUTTONS

USED THE WORLD OVER
by those who know

where they

get the most for their money.
of one piece of metal.
aud unbutton.

W

ing

Gives immediate and positive relief

from PRICKLY HEAT, CHAFING, SUNBURN, and all skin
troubles. Mennen's face on every
box, see that you

get the genuine.

For sale everywhere,or by mail
25c. Sample free.
Gerhard Mennen Co., Newark,N.J.
‘Try Mennen’s Violet (Borated) Talewm.

Pawtuxet

Gun

Club.

PawruxeET, R. I., April 28.—At the weekly shoot of
the Pawtuxet Gun Club some fine shooting was done,.
Mr. Bain was able to smash 90, Mr. H. F. Sherman
was a close second with 89; Ray Sheldon, although handicapped with a strange gun, having broken his own,
broke 87, including 40 straight.
Wm. H. Sheldon, Jr.,
a seven-year-old, beat his brother with 9 out of 10. The
scores:
Events:
1°2 3 4) 6a6 (2 See
oer
Targets:
10 15 10 15 10 15 10 15
at.
Brk
He We Bain' ccc naseaeee
813 915101010 15
100
90
A (Sherman .oece.oe 814101210138
814
100
89
Ray Sheldgn; 2eaeceewee 812 8151014
911
100
87
Ce DV Cookae aivcnmiaeete 8-11 St3e a sy rie
100
84
BABY Lockwood .e-.2
5 19 OF ta
ae mes
100
Tid
AON Brown. paces
toes 11 8101018
612
90
71
Dr Enna aerac
dee ste 5:13. 8 14.7 sie
85
67
W Waterman
<caede.ne TE IPRS OO@OE NS or 27
25
18
R Cole)
ac aememette ce 4 8 610 6 9 610
100
59
S ’Burnham. (Goes).
deh eee eee 5 8 4.58
50
25
Ro Smith 565.225
dae cc eens
So)
35
17
W Sheldon; Jni.:.
ce
/it-s6,
eee
10
9
W Sheldon .....
ge
10
6
Bain was good for 95, but missed 5 straight.
R. SHELDON, Sec’y.

Florists Gun

YY

as the first flowers of Spring is
the soothing touch of MENNEN’S.

Club.

DRUGGISTS, or 93 Henry St., Brooklyn, N. Y¥. Y

lif

fe

Gun

5, 19006.

Osweco,
N. Y., April 28.—The following shows the
result of the opening tournament of the kKiverside Gun
Club,
held the 26th inst., on the East River road.
Beautiful weather prevailed, and a large and enthusiastic
crowd attended.
‘:he trade was represented by Harvey
McMurchy, J. H. Briggs, J. S. Fanning, H. H. Stevens
and J. G. Heath.
Scores:
Events:
1 2 3 4 6 67-8
9 10 U1 Testor
Targets:
101510151015101510151015
at.
Brk.
E Mathias...
7 9 810 6,8 6 10°7 O97 (oeesdne
96
J Chapman.
9131015
8121012
91310138
150
134
G Lewis... 1013 10141013 10151012
915
150
141
A Curtiss...
$15 814 814 810 911 99883
= 150m
C Hobbie... 101410 15 914 91310 18> 9°18")
Jo0 ee aso
C Kennedy.
7101018
614 8131018
811
150
03-123
H Smith...
713.1015
814 815 8 12°92)
i60star
L. Hunter...
611 9°9 711-10 13 “Pig 99 3
Seoul
H. Mills.... 10 12'-3 11 6 8. 08 12.6
a
Greer
99
CG. Wayte....
6 8 914° 81
9 12) O3N 7 Rocce.
W Hookway 8138 8138 7131010
814 712
150
123
W
Morris...
71410141015
9131015
914
150
140
C. Dalley...
9 13, 712 9118.9"
S43 580
oui
J Fanning..
813 9131013
9 14 10 15 ©3120
sioG ee tes
H
Stevens.
§ 1210131014
81410141012
150
135
A Guilds...
8 11°8 .. 5:11 "6 (SUR Se Gallet
88
W. Ebblie.. .~ 9) Oe i ide, oe eee
25
18
C “Wendell
(8°).4 25 <.. ictt.ra ela hee neat
25
1
S Wyman.) 2°10 ©8)... hei toon remo
er
25
18
J. Spraguestta. Wie2) snc ee eee
25
9
MoeMurchy
9).. sc) jo oe) icy ee Oneeeset
ares ee
90
19
Thompson.
.2 Jan.. 2s,ss/
810 Alle DMO ante
75
41
J Hunter. s .6 Ss, ce
Goel ah oom
eee
90
75
H: Lakes...3. ss) ne. sete. vee ILL Oo
aes
50
33
FB Wise ial scaiee) ior wien 1
ao a en
el
90
57
Moriarity..:. 2 Ss. a+ 05 «gl0) oh eo On Dee
65
42
FE Gokey.. <2 de eo. a otoece inc aie
50
25
Hennessey.
«<5 «0s cow ose) 6) bee OMNES
50
35
Daimd ‘aia sis..40 5size Gre 5.0 rae tele oreo
OT
40
19
Hi Nettles.” ...i Seutesnsee |aimee eae
eet
25
12
E. ‘H. Srowett, Sec’y.

PRINCIPLE OF OPERATION
SIMPLE AND RELIABLE <¢

GRADE
We

==
N ey:

GUN

GUNS

HIGH-GRADE
MATERIAL

oat

[May

Made

wears

Westcott

...18 22 17 19—76

Harrison
...17
Bell) i yor 18
Envel, Secon 20
Sinitheecseeee 17

20
19
11
13

18
14
17
20

19—73
17—68
17—65
..—50

Shilling:

Brenizer.s
Leonard
Peterson

eine 1816

..

..—34

5 4.20) 56) see
....18 .. .....—18
....23 .. «. «-—2o

Easy to button

Stay buttoned.

They out-

wear any other button and the rolled plate
never

Club.

WISSINOMING,
Pa., April 24.—Seventeen
contestants
took part in the shoot of the Florists’ Gun Club, high
wind
making
extremely
difficult conditions
for good
scoring.
Pratt was high in the 50-target event with 42;
Newcomb
scored 85 in the 100-target event, and was
high.
Scores:
Fifity-target event:
Pratt. clout was seletisiseisiteaeon 42
Smith
cies
Gene aeetieets 33
Newcomb) 4 rast ux sieteicelsters 41
DuPont
Giis.. see 31
Sanford tics. caaioieclaene
sees41
Imel - %.% tunwcauineetenece 34
McCCarty Batons nccetsetee sis 40
Bello.
Osc chinseemer
stark 31
ElarrisOm piesa eesteae tase 37
JOhNSGN, ilebiasieslocmeaieters 25
Wrestcottver
de neces ements 36
Spiro ; ssp sedadale aeewectaae 20
E) Colemanys a.sicticeceene 34
Thomas? 4.2..20aes
ep eax ners16
One hundred target event:
Newcomb
..22 22 18 23—85
‘THOmasiaes ar 91513
9—46
Pratt seis.ceirenes 22 19 24 18—83
Spirot Meese aes 1013 7 18—43
McCarty ....19 19 25 19—82
DuPont
....11 17 14 ..—42
Santordiiaen 19 18 18 23—78
Johnson
....16 11 14 ..—41

off like other

plated

Also made in Gold and Sterling.
aged in any way, exchange

buttons.

If dam-

it for new

Schwartz—Murphy.
PHILADELPHIA.—At the Point Breeze track, on April
26, Mr. Fred Schwartz defeated Mr. Fred Murphy in a
contest at 50 birds each, for $100.
The scores in detail
follow:
Kred gschwartz,6 o0vices
te eects 2220122222221220222222022
2222222220222220222022222
44
Fred Murphy,
30...............2222222220222221222022201
2012212201220022222201211—42

one. At all jewelers and haberdashers.
Send for Story of Collar Button.

KREMENTZ

@ CO.,

94 Chestnut St.,
Newark, N.J.

Shippensburg

Rod

and

Gun

Club.

SHIPPENSBURG, Pa., April 26.—In event 1, at 50 targets,
high man, Dr. Angle, was entitled to the cup, as follows:
Li Ee Diehliae. sister
deee 28
R H Anglesisiscsses.cee 28
Duiky Angle. cect
tnt es32
KE Si Berrys, .tessssemeee ra)
Eb
SM cCune iene. 20
John’ Earlyit. vacoeecer 26

May

FOREST

5, 1906.]
Malone

Gun

AND

18-inch Knee Boot, IDEAL, 10-inch lace, and
6-inch Moccasin Shoe — have become the
standard of all that is good in

Hunting

foot-gear.

SHOES.

Club.

The product of fifty years’ shoemaking skill
and the practical suggestions of hundreds of
sportsmen.
Catalogue for the asking.

M. A. SMITH
Manufacturers
Gymnasium

Gun

Gun Club.

EncLewoop, N. J., April 30.—The Pleasure Gun Club,
of Englewood,
N. J., announce
an all-day shoot for
Decoration Day.
The programme, which will be issued
soon, will consist of eight 20-bird events, sliding handicap.
One dollar entrance, and $2 added to each event
having ten or more entries.
The club has lately installed a trap, and with other improvements now under
way, everything will be in shape for a grand day.

Routes

for Chicago,

“Inthe Maine Woods”

Saguenay

rail route to the delightful Summer
ADIRONDACKS.

Trains connect at Chicoutimi with Saguenay Steamers for
Tadousac, Cacouna, Murray Bay and Quebec.
A round tiip
unequalled in America, through matchless forest, mountain,
river and lake scenery, down the majestic Saguenay by daylight
and back to the Fortress City.

Moose

Lands,

QOuananiche

Caribou

and

Haunts,

Hotel

Roberval,

Lake St. John, has accommod2ation

NEWFOUNDLAND
EDWARD
Guide

and

St.

Anthony,

Idaho.

References.

Come to Round Mountain Lake Camps
For good trout fishing and bear hunting. For further particulars address
DION O. BLACKWELL, Eustis, Me.
New York Office, 335 Broadway, Room 29.

Best Black Bass Fishing in Maine
MEDDYBEMPS

LAKE

MEDDYBEMPS,
ME.
Two furnished log camps for rent.
Situated on islands
one mile from village.
One large five-room camp accommodating ten persons, and one large one-room
camp
accommodating four persons.
For particulars, address
E. G. BROWN,
Marblehead,
Mass.

THE

LOG
Spruce

CABIN,
Brook,

NEWFOUNDLAND
The only Hotel in the interior

of the

island.

Salmon,

Trout,

and Caribou hunting. Complete new outfit, Tents and Canoes.
Sportsmen outfitted and Guides found for any part of the
Island. 72 hours from New York.

Bangor & Aroostook R.R.

GUIDE

BOOK

192 pages, 133 beautiful half-tone
illustrations, all new.
Cover and
two

insert

pages

in

three

colors,

suitable for framing.
Copy mailed
anywhere upon receipt of 10 cents
in stamps to cover postage.

Guide

Book 17, Bangor, Me.
General Passenger Agent.

Pacific Railway

TROUT,

Co.

BASS.

AND

MASKINONGE.
New

never

Lakes

been

and

Rivers

that

have

fished by white men, and yet

Endless Waterways in the Wild for
Canoe Trips.
Camps and Summer
Home Sites.
Write

HIGH FALLS HOTEL,
Dingman’s Ferry, Pike Co., Pa.
In the midst of the picturesque highlands of the upper
Delaware.
Trout and bass fishing.
Private trout stream.
Riding and driving horses, garage.
Automobile meets
trains
on _ notice.
Send
for booklet.
PHILIP
F.
FULMER, JR., Proprietor.

THE

ROBT.

KERR,

Pass. Traffic Mgr., Can. Pac. Ry., Montreal.

CRATER

CLUB

and Burnham Camps, Essex-on-Lake Champlain, offer the
attractions of a beautiful lake shore in a locality with a
remarkable

record

References
WALKER,

required.
For circular, address MRS. L. B.
Megr., 182 De Hart Place, Elizabeth, N. J.

for

healthfulness,

at

moderate

rates.

NEWFOUNDLAND
Salmon fishing and Caribou hunting best
Complete outfits supplied.
BAY ST. GEORGE HOTEL, Stephenville

Brookside,

Pocono

obtainable.
Crossing.

Mountains.

Good Trout fishing.
Cresco Station, D., L. & W.
D. M. CRANE, Canadensis, Monroe Co., Pa.

R.R.
20

BAY BIRDS ARRIVING.
I killed 15 curlew April 24, in about an hour; home for
breakfast.
Good accommodations, guides, boats, decoys,
etc. For further information address IRA F. BURTON,
Hotel Wachapreague, Wachapreague, Va.
18

Wants

and

Exchanges.

WANTED.

for 300

guests. Apply in New York to J. Wrstey ALtrson, Vanderbilt
Ave. and 44th St., and to ticket agents in all principal cities.
A beautifully illustrated guide book free on application.
Avex. Harpy, G. P. A.
J. G. Scort, Gen. Manager,
Quebec, Canada.

SHEFFIELD,

Outfitter,

COME
TO CAMP
RECREATION
for good muskallonge and black bass fishing.
New log camp, beautiful
lakes.
Send for circular.
A. G. IRWIN, Dorset, Minnesota.

Edition.

of comparatively easy access.

Trout.

The Giant Moose of Canadian Forests and the Lordly Caribou
are natives of the territory traversed by this Railway.
‘Ihe
‘‘Ouananiche’”’ (fresh water salmon) of Lake St. John is the finny
champion of Canadianwaters.
The Brook Trout of Kenogami
and Lake Edward are the biggest and reddest known.

Mass.

Published by the

SPORTSMEN’S

Resorts and Fishing Grounds north of Quebec and
to Lake St. John and Chicoutimi, through the

CANADIAN

Bay,

I have five camps on shore of Lake in the Woods, close
to the station; one large camp, 11 sleeping rooms, large
office, dining room.
Post-office in camp; daily mails.
Other camps have two sleeping rooms and sitting room.
Fine place for teacher and children to spend their vacation. Fine trout fishing. One large camp on Ebeeme Pond.
Fine bass fishing 1144 miles to walk.
Write for booklet.
N. W. McNAUGHTON,
Schoodic, Me.

9th Annual

Canadian

“S' JOHN RY.

Sportsmen.

Excellent
Salmon
and Trout
fishing; also Caribou
shooting.
Tents, guides, boats provided.
Write
BUNGALOW,
Grand Lake, Newfoundland.

IIl.

C. C. BROWN,

yeBES LAKE

and the ONLY

Shoes.

25 & 27 North (3th St., Philadelphia, Pa.

Address

for Sportsmen.

The New Route to the Far-Famed

Shoe Specialties,

and Sporting

Sporting goods houses are invited to send for price and terms.

Club.

CriprLe CreEEK, Colo.—With the flight of the ducks to
“better lands I know,” the trapshooting season opened
here Friday, April 20, with the first regular shoot of the
Cripple Creek Gun
Club.
The grounds was covered
with snow, and many shooters complained that the glare
brought tears to their eyes, and frequently they could
not see the targets; but they were very enthusiastic, and
made good scores, considering the conditions.
The background was not good; the targets were thrown
against the side of a mountain, and to one accustomed to
blue sky, it looked rather odd.
Each man shot at 175 targets; then the trap broke, and
the sport was ended.
W. E. Dungman was high gun with 152, J. W. Price
148, Hood Waters 148, W. A. Matlock 102, L. A. Hayden
100.
D. E. Tolman broke 20 out of 25.
A Socrat TRAMP.

Pleasure

& SON

for

Buzzard’s

Exclusive selling agents of Ideal Hunting Shoes, Von Lengerke
& Detmold for New York City and Brooklyn. Von Lengerke
& Antoine

Cripple Creek

&

WELL STOCKED TROUT BROOK;; ideal Club House
on BUZZARD’S BAY, Mass., to lease; ample game proserves; pond and sea fishing.
For illustrated booklet of
particulars, address BROOKSIDE
CLUB,
Monument
Beach, Mass.

Now used

by thousands — no
lady or gentleman
properly equipped
without a pair of
Smith’s Ideal Hunt-

country.

Puesro,
Colo.—Several
enthusiastic members
of the
Pueblo Gun Club participated in a practice target shoot
on the Abriendo avenue grounds, Saturday, April 21.
Hood Waters, C. A. Wentworth, of Denver, and J. A.
Frazier. were present and assisted in making the shoot
interesting for local talent. Some good scores were made.
The targets were thrown hard, and at extreme angles,
and the wind blowing in the shooters’ faces, made the
bluerocks hard to break.
The scores:
Events:
age fo 40:6
Events:
seed ode, D:
Targets:
25 25 25 25 26
Targets:
25 25 25 25 25
Waters 4... 19 21 22 20 22
Wentworth
. 20 20 21 20 19
Williny tee ane 20 19 21 20 21
Reger ....... 21 21 19 15 22
Carter? < 25 << 18 20 19 19 23
WLLOU ss lereicels A
tes eter
A Socrtat TRAMP.

|

Smith’s Ideal Brookside Club House

Our club will hold weely shoots, and about the first
week in June we propose to hold a grand opening shoot,
being assured of 2 good representation from the clubs
mentioned above.
Early in the fall we will hold a big
two-day tournament.
G. M. Lincotn, Sec’y.

Gun

4
|

Hotels

Club.

Matong, N. Y., April 23.—We have organized a gun
club in Malone, starting with a membership of seventyfive, and we are confident that within a month we will
have at least one hundred members.
The necessary legal
proceedings have been started.
We will incorporate on
May 1 next.
We are building a handsome
club house, which is
nearly completed, on perfect grounds leased for ten years,
only ten minutes’ walk from the center of our city. The
grounds are laid out so that we can accommodate an unlimited number
of traps.
We
are starting with one
automatic and six ordinary traps.
We are in close touch with gun clubs in the following
towns and cities:
Montreal
(three
clubs),
Ottawa,
Cowansville in Canada, Champlain, Plattsburg, Saranac
Lake, in New York State, Burlington, St. Albans, Montpelier, in Vermont, all located in this section of the

Pueblo

STREAM.

Canvasback

duck

eggs for hatching purposes,
Address White,
also.
live Canvasback ducks.
128 FE. 34th St., New York.

734
Kennel
Ads under this
cents in capitals).

Special.

head 2 cents a word a time
Cash must accompany order.

(or

3

FOREST AND STREAM.
J. KANNOFSKY,
PRACTICAL GLASS Percy

[May

WESTERN
Cincinnati,

For Sale.—Full-blood English BEAGLE Hounds, Hunters that are hunted.
OAKLAND BEAGLE KENNELS,
Pontiac, Mich.
Norwegian bearhounds, Irish wolfhounds, deer and cat
hounds.
English
bloodhounds,
American
foxhounds,
Four-cent Rank for illustrated catalogue.
OOKWOOD
KENNELS,
Lexington, Ky.
For Sale.-—Dogs, Hogs, Pigeons, Ferrets, Belgium Hares.
8 cents for 40-page illustrated catalogue.
C.cG, LLOYDT) Dept.a “Mic payre;- ba:
FOR
SALE.—Thoroughly trained pointers, setters and
hounds.
Can furnish you a good one at a moderate price
at any time.
GEO. W. LOVELL,
Middleboro, Mass.
Terriers,
Bull
Dogs
TAYLOR,
Cheshire,

boarded,
Conn.

$5

per

Sek.
18

month.

St. aie World’:s Fair, 1904: Gold ‘Medal & Highest Award
Paris Exposition,
1900:
Gold Medal & Highest Award

SPRATT’S

PATENT

AM. (LTD.)
Manufacture

specially

4

prepared

foods

for

DOGS,

PUPPIES,

CATS,

RABBITS,

POULTRY,
PIGEONS,
GAME,
BIRDS,

FISH.

Write for Catalogue, “Dog
Culture,” with practical
chapters on the feeding, kenneling and management of
dogs; also chapters on cats.
450 Market St., Newark, N. J.
714 S. 4th St., St. Louis, Mo.
(America) Ltd.
1324 Valencia St., San Francisco, Cal.

Spratt’s Patent

BOOK

DOG

AND
Mailed

TO

FREE

SAVE

YOUR

TROPHIES.

Write for our Illustrated Catalogue,

“Heads and Horns.”
It gives directions for preparing and preserving Skins,
Antlers, etc. Also prices for Heads and Rugs, Birds and
Fish, and all kinds of work in Taxidermy.

Ward’s Natural Science Establishment,
ROCHESTER,

N. Y.

ROWLAND.

TAXIDERMIST,
A

specialty in mounting Moose, Elk, Caribou
heads.
Call and examine work.

No. 182 SIXTH
Tel.

4205

Chelsea.

and

Deer

AVENUE,

Near 18th St.

NEW

YORK

FRED
SAUTER,
Taxidermist.

ON

DISEASES

HOW

and Manufacturer of
Artificial eyes for birds, animals and manufacturing purposes a specialty.
Send for prices. All kinds of skulls for
the fur trade.
369 Canal St., New York.
Please mention Forest AND STREAM.

FEED.

EsTABLISHED

1860.

to any address by the author.

H. CLAY GLOVER, D0. V. S.,

IMPROVED SPIKE COLLAR,
For use in dog training. Price, $2.00.
mail, $2.10. Send for circular.
B.
346

Removed to 42 Bleecker St. cor. Elm St.,

will continue to please customers with the best durable
work.
Also carry large assortment of Game Heads,

WATERS,

Broadway,

New

Ronen we 3 North William Street,

iesand attractive groups, for sale and to rent.
York.

Have You a Dog?
Then let us send you Polk Miller’s
celebrated Book on Dogs; How to

. Take Care of Them; the eloquent Sen-

\ ator Vest’s masterful Tribute to
h\. a Dog, and“A Yellew Dog’s Love

for a Nigger” (famous poem). Wewill
| send you allof the above for 10c just to adyi.vertise
Sergeant’s
Famous
Dog
DRUG

THE

POCKET

OO.

Address

POLK

MILLER

859 Main St. Richmond,

KENNEL

Va.

RECORD.

Morocco.
Price, 50 cents.
The “Pocket Kennel Record” is, as its ame implies,a
handy book for the immediate record of all events ae
transactions which take place away from home, intended
to relieve the owner from the risk of trusting any important

matter

FOREST

NURSING

to his memory.

AND

STREAM

PUBLISHING

CO.

zy Perfect roctent
AUTOMATIC-LOCKING STEEL ROD \
The telescopic steel rod, at last, made
practical and durable. The New Gentury
Telescopic Rod is perfect in its mechanical
construction. Itis thestrongest and
most durable steel rod made.
It
admits of a greater variety of
uses

than

any

other

outside,

insuring

A Treatise on the Care of Dogs in Health and Disease.
es oe be Hammond (‘‘Shadow’’) author of ‘Training
Breaking.”
161 pages.
Cloth.
Price, $1.

Every Rod
Guaranteed

Mr. Hammond believes that more dogs are killed by
injudicious doctoring than by disease, and the present
work is a protest against the too free use of medicine
when dogs are sick.
The author has given especial attention to many of the troubles which especially afflict
small dogs kept in the house, and likely to suffer from
lack of exercise, and from over-feeding; and boys and
girls owning dogs—as well as children of larger growth—
may profitably study and ponder this volume.

Write for
our Catalogue B,

=

AND

STREAM

PUBLISHING

Its

perfect

de-

CO.

i

NM)

>,THE FISCHER & TESCH MFG. CO.
—S—

FOREST

rod.

finish and workmanshipare not
equalledin any other rod.
Description. Made of finest quality seamless steel tubing; extends instantly to any desired
length, locking in any position.
Line passes through guides on
livery. All joints telescope
into the handle joint.
When telescoped,from20
“7%
to 29 inches in length.
/‘
Reversible, metal
(3
handle, cork grip.

vs. DOSING.

O., Gun

Club.

Team match, 50 targets:
Dreihs.wecseiee's 22 23— 45
Bullerdick >ss... 23 24— 47
Keplinger)
s....- 20 20— 40
Frenchie, anesthe 19 17— 36
84 84168
Shoot-off, 25 targets:
Dreths ¥ «Pouce wows 22
Bullerdick @.tcvkwecaste 19
Keplinger) .. scescues<020
Brenchit (aaiucancar site 21—82
Team match, 50 targets:
Bonser
(eee
8
Gambell Mateag. Geese 46—94

Trap

Gambell >=, steces 21
Kerrys
acm oeeiee 24
Tuttle Sssce
avere21
Miles 4m. estes 17
83

19—
22—
21—
23—

40
46
42
40

85—168

Gambell
Avene Spline 24
Kerry-sn
ce ameeevoeees
Tuttle is i.ae nos 1!
Miles. .sccanade Edge ore20—83
Ahlers.
Ve ete he
Kerry ice. a viele Sewe ce4O——Oe

Notes.

Members of the Greenville Gun Club are enjoying a
little shooting for odd prizes, and at the same time
getting in trim for their tournament,
May 16 and 17.
On April 23 Ed. McKeon won three of the surgar-cured
hams offered as prizes, and Will Kirby was also among.
the winners.
Trenton, O., has a flourishing gun club of fifteen active
members.
Regular shoots are held on every other Saturday,
the next
one
taking place on May
6.
Dr.
Schoenfelt is Beene Joseph Kerr secretary.
The Hamilton, O., Gun Club, has. done no shooting
this season.
The club still maintains its organization,
but the cares of business have prevented more than
one or two of the members from devoting any time to
the sport.
Mr, Griesmer, captain of the club, is quite
a frequent visitor to nearby grounds, and does good
work.
Joseph Shoemaker is president, and J. Haman
eae cash
The club days are twice a ‘month on Saturay.

Rifle Range and Gallery.

YM

Remedies.

TRAP.

APRIL 28.—Thirteen scores were shot in the Ackley
trophy this week, and to-night Bonser is kingpin with
87.83 per cent., and only one man who has any show to
beat him.
This man is Bleh, and he must break 45 on
April 29 in order to do it. Ahlers has been going some
lately.
On April 27, at 100 targets, he finished with 97,
including a run of 80—not so bad.
Pohlar, on the same
day, defeated Gambell in a 100-target race, 95 to 85, his
score including a score éf 65, shooting a 96 per cent.
clip. Gambell settled down to 92 per cent. rate.
Henry
92 per cent.
Dayton team will see what they are up
against for their last match.
The Cincys are beginning
to wake up.
Some of the boys tried a few doubles.
Gambell got 14
out of 12 pairs, Pohlar 17 and Maynard 16
Griesmer, a visitor from Hamilton, tied on_ 47, with
Bonser, for high score in the Ackley event.
Bullerdick
did excellent work in a team race, breaking 47 out of 50,
which was high individual score.
The annual meeting of the club will be held on May
12. There will be a struggle for the club championship
on May 30, and other good things will be in competition
besides the title.
The Clements trophy, a large loving cup, was on exhibition at the grounds to-day.
It is one of the handsomest cups ever put up for the club members to shoot
for.
Four more contests will decide the ownership ot
this elegant trophy, and Bonser has a good chance for it.
Ackley trophy, 50 targets:
Yds. Brk.
Yds. Brk.
Griesmer
........ 16
47
Johnson” seaasters16
39
Kerry
sce ascents 16
46
Goshorn ..... Saeco
35
Efermarl**.
sues sete 16
46
French
“etpeaes 16
35
Ablers vissdsccvess 20
45
‘Luttlet aves
cesteers 16
33
Bullerdick
...... 16
41
Bonset
W.cxwaecess 20
47
Gabreihst seccsecs 16
41
Maynardia
acess 20
42
Keplingeér. “i... 16
40
oe iateh 100 targets, for the targets: Gambell 85, Pohlar

Ohio

1278 Broadway, New York.

5, 1906.
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N. Canal

St., Chicago, Ill.

Practical

Rifle

Shooting.

“PRACTICAL
RIFLE SHOOTING,’
by Walter
Winans,
whese fame as an expert shot with revolver and rifle, at
targets or game, is world wide, has for its purpose the
teaching of rifle shooting as applied to the broad field
of game shooting, and war if need be.
The famous
author does not wholly condemn target practice, but he
holds that it does not qualify a rifleman in the true purposes of practical rifle shooting—that is, for sport or for
offense and defense in war.
In this connection he remarks, ‘“‘What I do condemn is the class of shot who
never fires a rifle except at the targets, and then only
in the prone position.
He may, and often does, make
wonderful scores in this style, and beginners naturally
try to emulate him, with worse results to their capacity
for natural work.
A marksman of this kind is sometimes
called a pot-hunter, but the use of such a term is a
confession of ignorance, since I have yet to see the man
whose winnings at the stationary target could do more
than cover his bare expenses, however gooda shot he
may be.
It is a good sport, a clean and gober sport,
but it is not practical rifle shooting.”
Concerning his
viewpoint, Mr. Winans says, ‘By practical rifle shooting,
I mean the capacity to so handle a rifle that the user
can confidently expect to stop a wild animal, even if in
rapid motien and charging, or—in the case which I do
not approve, but, jwhich may be an absolute necessity—
a charging man.”
‘‘Practical Rifle Shooting’’ contains
ten chapters, entitled Purpose of the Book; First Principles en Artificial Targets; The Running Deer Target;
Rook and Rabbit Shooting; Deer Stalking; Deer Driving; Deer Trackers;
Fallow-Deer Shooting;
Roe-Deer
Shooting; Wild Boar Shooting.
It is bound in cloth.
Price 50 cents.
Published by G. P. Putnam’s Sons.

May

FOREST

5, 1900.]
Cincinnati

Rifle

lowed

On April 28, Less Leiber and Joe Hoover shot for the
Englewood Rifle Club’s medal, at 100yds., offhand, American target, center counting 12, possible 48.
Leiber won
with 42 to 31. In three specials, same conditions, Leiber
won two with 37 and 39 to 33 and 23; Hoover one with
43 to 33. In the sixteen shots, possible 192, Leiber gor
151, to Hoover’s 122,
.
In the practice shoot of the members of the Covington, Ky., police, some excellent scores were made.
The
shooting was at 45ft., 5 shots, possible 50.
Brake was
high with 48, Brady 47, Schmeing and Mosbacher 46 each.
Forty-five men took part, the scores ranging from 48
eons to 7, the lowest.
The range will be at 60 instead of

duced

PUBLISHERS’ DEPARTMENT.

Among the good things which campers take with them
into the woods, and which housewives delight to keep
in their homes, none is better than Underwood’s Deviled
Ham, advertised in another column.
It is toothsome,
nourishing, and best of all, always ready.
The Wm.
Underwood Co., of Boston, Mass., who manufacture this
delicacy, send out a new cook book free to applicants.
Many men will agree with us that of all the good
things that life has to offer, there is nothing that brings
so much comfort as good tobacco.
French’s Mixture,
defined as the aristocrat of smoking tobaccos, is spoken
of as rich, fragrant, mild and never biting the tongue.
Such
a description
may
well tempt
one to try it,
especially as the cost of a sample is only ten cents, sent
to Department D, French Tobacco Co., Sistersville, N.C.
The New York Sporting Goods Company is prepared
to furnish outfits to anglers at prices which are astonishingly reasonable, and it is worth the while of every
man who has not yet completed his spring angling outfit, or: who proposes to fit out his boy for the summer
fishing, to write to the company for their catalogue No.
363, which contains a long list of the bargains that this
company has to offer.
It is only within a very few years that anything has
‘been known about the propagation of the small-mouthed
bass; but recently it has been demonstrated that these
‘fish can be produced, reared and delivered with success.
It takes a load off the mind
of the newspaper.
editor
to be able to answer the inquiries of a multitude of
people, who want to know where black bass fry can
be had, by recommending them to the Waramaug SmallMouth Black Bass Hatchery, managed by Mr. Henry W.
of

inquiries

and

New

send

Preston,

Conn.,

who

circulars

to applicants.

will

answer

all

attempts to

and

delivered

with a remarkable degree of
success.
We have the only
establishment
dealing in
young small-mouth black
bass commercially in the
U.S. A. We offer to those
who

desire

it this rare opportunity

to procure

vigorous

young

bass in various sizes

ranging from advanced fry to 3 and 4 inch fingerlings for stocking purposes.

WARAMAUG

SMALL-MOUTH

Correspondence

HENRY

invited. .

W. BEEMAN,

BROOK
CO., Parksi de, Pa., Henryville Railroad Station

WANTED—SWANS
I desire to purchase a number of American Swans, both
Whistlers and Trumpeters.
G. D. TILLEY, Darien, Ct.

BROOK

TROUT.
two-year-olds, for
NEW ENGLAND

stocking
TROUT

BROOK TROUT.
It will pay you to correspond with me before buying
eggs, fry or yearlings in any quantity.
I guarantee a
safe delivery anywhere.
Crystal
Spring Trout Farm.
L. B. HANDY,
So. Wareham, Mass.
ages
for
stocking
BROOK
TROUT
nds
and
lakes.
Brook
trout eggs in any quantity, warranted delivered anywhere
in fine condition.
Correspondence solicited.
THE PLYMOUTH
ROCK TROUT CO.
Plymouth, Mass.
FOR
SALE—BROOK
TROUT.—FINE
HEALTHY
Fish of all sizes.
Eyed eggs in season.
Warranted delivered
anywhere,
as_
represented.
Correspondence
solicited.
BAY SIDE TROUT FARM
(A. B. Savary),
East Wareham, Mass.
THE
BROOKDALE
TROUT
CANNOT
BE
BEAT
for stocking ponds and streams.
For the next few
weeks we will make a very low price on young fry and
large fish.
Also fly-fishing.
BROOKDALE TROUT CO., Kingston, Mass.
TWO
NEWFOUNDLAND
CARIBOU
HEADS.
Brand new, forty points each.
Brow antlers even, beautiful specimens.
Must be seen tobe appreciated.
-Will,
sell reasonable to quick buyer.
Call or address
HEADS, 506 W. 26th St., New. York.
18
FOR
Live

Cinnamon

Bear,

Bob

SALE.
Cats,

(|

;

Mexican

Wolf and Covote
pups.
Address
F.
Carlsbad, Eddy, County, New Mexico.

V.

-Pecearies,

ALLEN,
18

CAMP HOTEL AND DINING ROOM.
For Sale or To Rent.
Islands with permanent camps and summer homes of
various sizes and prices to rent with privilege of purchase
at Desbarats, Ontario, near Sault St. Marie,
Canada.
A delightful
summering
spot.
Write, L. O. ARMSTRONG, Canadian Pacific Ry., Montreal.
te

for Circulars.

New

Address

Preston,
for

Conn.

Sale.

FISHING AND HUNTING
Valuable Territory to he Leased.

trout.

Eggs, fry, yearlings
and
brooks and lakes.
Address
FARM, Plympton, Mass.

Send

Property

Sale.

BROOK TROUT FOR SALE.

PARADISE
TROUT

BLACK BASS HATCHERY,
a

We have constantly on hand
fine supply of Brook Trout, all
sizes for stocking purposes. Also for table use at 75c. a pound
Visitors privileged to catchowr

iS

Of manufactured
beverages in these United
States,
there is perhaps none that has a reputation better or
longer established than the famed Evans’ Ale.
To a
large proportion of the readers of ForEsST AND STREAM
it is already familiar as a health-giving beverage, and it
should be well known to all. Any dealer will supply it.

repeated

propagate the smallImouthed black bass.
We have demonstrated
that these fish can be pro-

For

house.

Beeman,

459

During recent years discouraging results have fol-

Notes.

On April 25, Adjt-Gen. Hughes clinched bargains with
nine farmers owning the land at Port Clinton, which the
State will convert into a State camp ground and rifle
range.
The tract contains 327 acres lying on the lake
shore, about five miles northwest of Port Clinton, and
was purchased for $21,400.
Over $3,000 of the appropriation remains, and will be available for improvements.
In order to provide the 1000-yard range, it will be necessary to close a road, and this will be done at once.
The State Officers’ Association has bought thirty acres
adjoining and lying on the front, and will erect a club

.

STREAM.

Small-Mouth Black Bass Successfully Propagated!

Rifle Association.

Tue following scores were made in regular competition
by members of this Association at Four-Mile
House,
Reading road, April 22.
Conditions: 200yds., off-hand,
at the Standard target.
Nestler was champion for the
day with a score of 89 points.
Payne was high on the
honor target with 27 points.
Freitag made a new record
for himself by scoring 87 points.
Mr. Allen was duly
elected
to active membership
to-day, and began
his
journey along the checkered trail that leads to the coveted goal of every marksman, namely, the possible. We
wish him bon voyage.
A strong
to 9 o’clock wind
blew in gusts all day. The scores:
Nestlere¢ tics: 89 84 83 82 80
PSTTIIS ote:slain’ siete83 81 73 70 69
Freitag ..... 87 81 77 76 76
WELD Ccase ieee 19°74, C93. 2
Payne daeecss 85 83 80 77 76
DCILZ ales ein sles70 69 68 67 62
Hasenzahl
...85 83 78 78 76
FPLOUNStING =. Oc pajetes owas
“Odell
esse 85 79 74 73 ..
ALene
soechleeen55 43 55
Roberts». .a6 83 82 82 81 78
*Telescope.
The following scores were made in regular competition
by members of this Association, at Four-Mile House,
Reading Road, April 8.
Conditions:
200yds., offhand,
at the Standard target.
Odell was champion for the day
with a score of 89 points.
Hofer was high man on the
honor target with 26 points; his score of 88 establishes a
new record for himself, and he was very much pleased
by this oczurrence.
The semi-annual individual championship 100-shot match
was shot to-day and was won by Mr. Odell, with a
score of 839 points.
It is needless to add that he was
very much elated over his victory.
He is one of our
youngest shooters, and he feels “very much prouded.”’
He used a 6-power telescope, mounted on a .32-40 barrel.
We hope to see him reach the 900 mark soon.
The
scores:
JOYtSile - 3 = Seer eer
89 84 87 78 84 83 81 80 85 88—839
IBAVitie Mantes atcinnis aetele’ecsie:s-2 83 85 79 83 81 83 85 85 80 76—820
RGLe Gham
seals Ce elcreiaseos 86 83 66 83 73 82 67 70 70 81—765
Nestefarica rs ais ticists acsiovs'e’e 77 67 79 72 72 77 82 76 76 69—747
Bireitap taster aha dife ces one 81 65 75 79 67 74 72 76 .. ..—589
BeKeyforge AP. Sago a ACH
72 T7 64 60 77 71 73 88 .. ..—582
Sclbes aamatearetstedins
sietes: siete 75 67 74 55 47 64 59 66 .. ..—507
Drie
Aeris ocihtes sss MO SL Taal
OM ateacale eeltes tee OaD
*Telescope.

Ohio

AND

The Minister of Colonization, Mines and Fisheries of
the Province of Quebec offers for lease a valuable group
of lakes in the township and county of Matane, includinz
Lakes Malfait, Grand Lake Petchedef, Petit Petchedef.
Lac Rond, Lac Chaud, and Lac aux Foins.
These lakes
are

easy

of access

by a road

twelve

miles

long

from

the

village of Matane and also from Sayabee Station on the
Intercolonial Railway of Canada.
Dr. Bouillon, Government fish and game warden at
Matane, reports:
‘‘This is, in my opinion, and in that of
hunters whom I know, the finest sporting country that it
is possible to desire.
This group of lakes is abundantly
stocked with river, lake and gray trout; deer are in
great abundance, and moose are remarkably plentiful.
Mink, otter and Canada lynx abound.”
For terms and conditions apply to
THE MINISTER OF COLONIZATION,
MINES & FISHERIES, Quebec, Can. 19

ADIRONDACK CAMP.
ADIRONDACKS:
Brant Lake.
We offer for sale at a
low price, a completely equipped and furnished Camp on
this most beautiful of the Adirondack Lakes, 1,000 feet
above tide-water, and but eight hours from New York
city; wooded point of seven acres; main dwelling, 15
rooms;
stable and other outbuildings; boats, superior
water supply and sewerage; daily mail; telegraph, long
distance telephone; near good markets.
For further particulars, address LESTER
BROTHERS,
Real
Esate
Brokers, Saratoga Springs, N. Y.

TO SPORTSMEN
ANGLERS.

AND

If you wish to purchase for a mere song a most
desirable seaside residence located in the best hunting
and fishing regions on the North Atlantic coast, a region
in which moose and other wood game, wild ducks of
many varieties, wild geese, etc., are in great abundance,
where grand free salmon fishing is within a short day’s
drive, where a number of splendid trout rivers are easily
accessible, where there is a great variety of salt-water
fishing, and grand
salt-water bathing on one of the
finest beaches on the coast.
Address for particulars,

EDWARD ‘A. SAMUELS,
LOCKEPORT, Shelburne Co.. NOVA SCOTIA
FOR
SALE.—Share ‘in Egypt
Mills Club,
Delaware
River, near Bushkill, Pike County, Pa.
Fine trout and
bass
fishing.
Grouse
and
quail.
Address,
R.
M.
HARTLEY, 560 Bullitt Building, Philadelphia, Pa.
18

DOG

BOTH

CRATES
The

Dog

on

His

Travels.

The greatest trouble which sportsmen experience in traveling to and from the shooting
grounds is in transporting their dogs. The same troubles have fallen on the shoulders of
kennel men and bench show exhibitors.

The

Troubles

of

Dog

Owners.

Dogs are shipped in heavy boxes or are chained in the baggage car. The dog that goes
in the box is productive of heavy express charges.
The dog that goes without the box
generally gets loose or is crippled by a falling trunk.

The

Dog’s

Food

and

Water.

In the corner of the crate isa receptacle for water, a funnel connection providing for
its being filled from the outside.
On the front of the crate and just below the door isa
buffet, or pocket, for dog biscuits. All-of our crates are provided with a removable or
false bottom, which insures cleanliness.

We

Save

You

2in.
30in,.

17in.
18in,

18in.
22in.

$ 9.00
10.00

No. 3.

36in,

21in,

26in.

12.00

No.4.
No.5.

42in.
48in.

24in.
30in.

32in.
36in.

$16.00
22.00

Special oval top crate for 2 setters 15.00

Send for free Dog Catalogue.

IVER

JOHNSON

SPORTING

GOODS

CO.

163 Washington Street, Boston, Mass.

Latest and Most Modern
Smokeless Shotgun Powder
Not made by the Trust.

BOSTON SMOKELESS
DEAD

SHOT.

A. BULK

Address

New

York

POWDER.

Agents,

VON LENGERKE & DETMOLD,
349 FIFTH
Near

NEW
WHOLESALE

AND

AVENUE

34th

Street

YORK

RETAIL.

Made in Scotland for the Whole World !

BALLISTITE
Sweeps the programme at the 6th tournament of the Missouri and
Kansas League of Trap Shooters at Schmelzer’s Shooting Park, Kansas
City, Mo., April 10-11th, 1906. Wins all Trophies and Ties High
Average. Also wins High Average at New Paltz, N. Y., April 19th,
1906, score 172 eX 190.
SHOOT BALLISTITE:
The best shotgun smokeless powder on Earth,
but barred out of the Interstate Association because it is foreign.

J. H. LAU’
Sole

Agents

for the

@
NOBEL’S

Sead

CO,,
EXPLOSIVES

for ‘* Shooting

7° ,chombers Street.
New

CO.,

York

City

Ltd., Glasgow, Scotland.

Facts.’’

Won

SCOTT
Over

Carlo
by

all other

Tournament,

GUNS
Makers.

and on six occasions in all, the Celebrated Guns of W.&C. Scott & Sons
have won the GRAND PRIX DE MONTE CARLO.

We have a full assortment of these noted guns now in stock.
All grades

and sizes,

light weights.

10,

12,

16 and 20 bore.

Some

very

Also trap guns.

(2¥~Send for Catalogue and List of High Grade Second-Hand
makers taken in trade.

WM.
107 Washington

coor,
1g Ye

The best ever produced in America.

At the late 1906 Monte

For two years in succession, 1905 and 1906, three times in five years,

Money.

In manfacturing these dog crates, we keep two points constantly in view.
One is to
save the money of the dog owner; the other is to save the life and limb of the dog. We
accomplish the first by making the crate so light that the express charges will be greatly
reduced. the saving on the first two or three trips often paying the cost of the crate.
Length. Width.
Height.
Each.
Length. Width.
Hei ht.
Each.
No.1.
No. 2.

First and Second Prizes

READ

@

Street,

Guns of different

SONS
BOSTON,

MASS.

GREENER GUNS WEAR.
Durability is a quality that has made the Greener gun
famous for three generations.
The Greener product goes
through the hands of 200 of the highest paid and most skillful workmen it is possible to obtain, and as a result the
Greener gun is known all over the world for its careful fitting and general durability.
The following unsolicited testimonial well illustrates this
wonderful wearing quality, and we have had other testimonials describing Greener guns that have been in constant and
effective service for fifty years.
“W. W. Greener, Birmingham, England.
“My Dear Sir—Excuse
me for taking
your valuable time, but I want to
extend my most sincere thanks and gratitude to you for the great pleasure you
have afforded me during the past thirty-five years by making a gun that certainly
has stood the test that few can equal.
The number of my
old No. 10-gauge is
11722.
I bought it of E. E. Eaton, 53 State St., Chicago, Ill., the fall of 1870, and
paid him an even $200 for the gun, case and loading tools; $175 for the gun alone.
“Now that my good and true old horse died a short time ago, my present dog is
getting old, and I, too, am not so young as I used to be, I have laid aside my
good old true and faithful friend, until such time as I am laid to rest, when it
will be in the box with me.
But here goes for a big but true story.
‘During thirty-five years my old companion has missed but one season’s shooting; during all these years she has piled up her share of game—ducks, geese,
chicken, quail, pheasants, etc.—and back in the ’70’s she never failed to do her
duty at all shooting matches.
I doubt if ever there was a gun made that has been
used as much as mine, and especially with the heavy loads I have always used,
and to-day it would bother you to find a scratch or mar about her, and her barrels
are as clean and smooth inside as a dollar; and, stranger yet, this old friend of
mine has not cost me five cents for repairs except an extra set of firing pins,
and she looks good for many years to come.
No gun ever made is a harder
shooter than mine.
Never once missed fire, and I do not know, but it seems to
me to be impossible to miss a bird; and only last fall she was just as true as
ever, and never failed to do her duty.
“My brother bought a 12-gauge W. W. Greener at the same time, and up to his
death, seven years ago, she stood the test.
I bought a 12-gauge Greener about
1875 for a present to a friend.
It also proved to be all right, although I lost
track of it twenty years ago.
“Excuse me for taking your valuable time, but so many times I have felt so
grateful towards eke for furnishing me with such a true and faithful companion
that I now feel that I want to thank you a thousand times for the pleasure and
satisfaction you have afforded me in the last thirty-five years.
“Your guns may be just_as good now as then, but I do not happen to see any
of them since I came to Minnesota twenty years ago.
I do know that none of
the new guns I see that I would exchange my old favorite No. 11722 for to-day.
Very

sincerely

your

friend,

c

. A, Laucuron.”

We have a splendid stock of Greener guns on hand, from
4% Ibs. 28 bores, to 22 lbs. double 4-bores, and a catalogue
describing them is free for the asking.

HENRY
No. 20 Cortlandt

C. SQUIRES
Street,

-

& SON,
New

York

City

A
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PRICE,

TEN

CENTS

OF

PROMISE
SATURDAY, MAY

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO., 346 Broadway, New York

THE

FLOCK

OF

DECOYS

12, 1906.

Hnieten sep am nore Poet

738

FOREST

AND

STREAM.

THE ROBERTS SAFETY LAUNCH AND YACHT BOILER.
THE

ROBERTS

SAFETY

ax

WATER

TUBE

[May

12, 1906.

Nearly 1500 in use.
250 pounds of steam.
Handsome catalogue free.
WORKS:
RED
BANK,
New Jersey
Bruniva, New York.
Telephone Addressed 599 Cortlandt.
COMPANY, 39 and 41 Cortlandt Street, New York.

BOILER

Cable Address:

A Piece of Luck.

Ae

ONE

sometimes

hears

surprising

stories

of

anglers recovering Jost leaders and other tackle
by hooking the same fish a second time and landing kim with the lost tackle still fast in his
Sein
It was my good fortune to recover my lost
tackle one “day last summer by a still greater
piece of luck.
I was “paternostering’”’ for perch
in the little pond near the hotel at Manomet,
Mass., using two hooks on a light gut “trace” (1
believe that is the proper phrase when you are

using a “paternoster.”

Mullins Pressed Steel Boats Can’t Sink
Easier

to

Row—Absolutely

Safe

Made of pressed steel, with air chambers in each end like a life boat.
Can't leak—crack—dry out or sink—lasta lifetime. Every
“The
Prince”

.

14 foot row
illustrated.

boat, as
Complete

boat guaranteed,
The idea! boat for families—summer
resorts—parks—boat
liveries,
etc.
Strong—safe—
speedy.
Write to-day for our large catalog of row

boats, motor boats, hunting
and fishing boats.
The W. H. Mullins Co , 126 Franklin St., Salem, 0,

with orm pair oars $80.00,

3 1-2and 6
H.P. Singl

Glide

¢
Watkins

Two.
Cycle

¢
~
Engines
of Quality

E want to place our brand new, handsomely illustrated and complete
catalogue in the hands of every "yacht owner who desires to better the
going power, reliability, economy and attractive appearance of his craft.

Engine

Our

Marine

Gasoline

Engines,

from2 to 12 horse power, represent no obsolete styles, but the very newest
patterns, of assured efficiency and strength—weight only where weight is required. Built under the direction of manufacturers of years of experience in

= pm

a

a model gas and gasoline engine plant, trom the very highest

Heel

grade of matenal, machined by skilled and careful workmen.

Every

engine carefully ‘tested, from five to ten hours under full load,
before shipment. Fully "guaranteed. Write to-day for catalog and
prices which are bound to interest you.

THE

FRANK

M. WATKINS

MANUFACTURING

CO., 526 Baymiller St., Cincinnati, O.

1h. P,

or Engine Only
$44.00, Engine Only

3H.P.

(Will develop 4H

find

that

of

PLATE

models

(as Dbay e)gguarantees

and

quality,

OLD

Middle

CANOE
Street,

Old

COMPANY

Town,

The

Slocum Hand Power Motor. ¥
A WONDER

IN BOAT MOTORS.

Greater results than with oars. Greater
speed w ith less work. Face either direction in operating.
Reverses instantly.
No skill required. Price $25.00.
Write for circular. Patented.

Slocum Hand Power Motor Co.,Brie,Pa.

view,

remarked

the artist,

“is

valued

indicating

an

at $40,000.”

the stock broker, ‘‘there’s

in -iff ism

there ?”—Philadelphia

and

105 MAIDEN

Model

LANE, NEW

Shops,

A

SPECIALTY.

n charge of U.

Inventions Developed.
for Model Yachts.

S. Navy

Washington,

Department

D.

C.

Model

AUTOMARINE

THE

SMOOTHEST

THING

“isos.

THAT

1906.
RUNS.

in its various

stages

under one organization

head.

We are making 10,000. -Auto-Marine
Gasoline engines
year, not merely assembling parts made in various factories.

this

Shops,

TRADE MARK.

Manufacture the Motor Complete, and Cust sp
tee Every Motor We
Make.

FOR

Motors, 1 to 20 H. P
DETROIT
AUTO-MARINE
CO,
49 E. Congress St., Detroit, Mich.
95 Liberty St., New York.
The Bourse, Phila.

MODERN

FOR

TRAINING.

Handling and Kennel Management.
By B. Waters.
IIlustrated.
Cloth, 373 pages.
Price, $2.00.
This treatise is after the modern professional system of
training.
It combines the excellence of both the suasive
and force systems of education, and contains an exhaustive description of the uses and abuses of the spike collar.

FOREST

AND

STREAM

PUBLISHING

THE

HIGHEST

QUALITY:*in VARNISH

The only builders of Auto-Marine engines in the world

YORK.

Marine Models2: Kinds
Making.
Fittings

MOTOR

Write for catalog describing Auto-Marine

The H. E. BOUCHER

Late

said

marine

Noise, Friction and Uncertainty reduced to a minimum.
The result of a high standard of manufacturing, which means,
every piece of metal ‘tested, not by rule of thumb, but by scientific
methods, on a testing machine built for the purpose.
From foundry to user, the Detroit Auto=Marine Motor passes

We

Mechanical

DETROIT

Maine.

Lee
emenriannmnnmnneneneneenennesennmeneeseenenesineesteeirieeteretereereiaresimareceeaniaenaen
ee
—

Model

I have

for free illustrated catalog,

TOWN
9

could

Press.

men. f |
Construction aentirely by skilled
fully selected.
Variety of models. Prices from $28, up. Prompt delivery. | |

Send NOW

How

set free, but tied together like

picture,’

“Well, well!’

care-

fish!

dogs in a leash.
Apparently they couldn’t agree
to go off together, but one pulled one way and
one the other, thus stretching ou the trace for
my hook to catch on.
I basketed the perch, restored the pout to the
water and mended up my paternoster again.
I
caught a good many more perch with it afterward.
JoHN Murpock.

a lot of water:

correct-

<All materials

two

pair of fish were

“THIS
Our NAME

I had

caught two fish when I had only one hook!
I
could hardly believe my eyes till I lifted my fish
into the boat, and found that I had caught not
only a half-pound perch and a hornpout somewhat larger, but my lost trace complete, sinker,
hooks and all! The hornpout was securely hooked
on one hock and the perch on the other, while my
last hook had caught the trace somewhere between the two, and the whole was well tangled up.
I sunpose when the trace parted it gave way
just where it was caught round the snag, so the

exquisite
ness

with the sinker below the

hooks), and was having very fair luck.
Presently I had a bite, and on striking found that my
fish had “hung me” on one of the troublesome
snags, which are abundant in this pond, so securely that 1 was unable to clear it with my rod,
and when I tried to haul in the line by hand the
trace parted about a foot from the end of my
reel line.
I had no whole spare trace with me,
but found a piece of an old leader in my pocket,
which I tied on to the remains of the trace, and
putting on a new sinker and a single hook, baited
up and tossed over in the same place. No sooner
had the hook reached the bottom than it appeared to catch on again, and fearing that I was
once more snagged, I raised the tip of my rod,
and to my.surprise found that, instead of snag.
I had a fish, and apparently a good one.
After a
little run, for I was using light tackle, I brought
the fish alongside the boat, and was astonished to

CO.

HOUSE

OR

YACHT,

be sure each can bears the above Trade Mark,
which stands. for seventy—eight years of high
grade varnish making.
EDWARD

SMITH

@

COMPANY,

‘
Varnish Makers and Color Grinders,
59 Market Street,
45 Broadway,
Chicago, Ill.
New York.
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Shooting

the Four-Eyed

AND

STREAM.

Fish.
We originated the

MAny years ago, while tramping
along the
Trinidad side of the Gulf of Paria, in company
with a friend, we came to a long, sandy beach

some

miles north

of the celebrated

Pitch

STEEL

Lake.

these

up

I immediately

recognized

ROD,

Rod for the novice, on account of its durability—for the expert

and there for the first time I saw schools of
fishes, apparently about ten inches long, coming
up with the advancing waves upon the beach, remaining there for a second or two after the tide
had retreated and then suddenly turning around
and scuttling back.
These strange movements
excited my curiosity, and being unable to capture them in any other way,
I took my gun,
which I fortunately had with me, and fired at
an incoming school, killing three of them. Upon

taking

FISHING

which always has been and always will be the best all around
angler who appreciates

sure to get a genuine

perfect ‘‘hang” and delicate

action.

Be

Rod as there are cheap imitations onthe market. Look for our name
and address stamped on the reel seat of the handle—take no other.
Send for beautiful Catalogue showing Rods for all fishing and
our Combination Reel and Handle, which is an excellent feature.

in

them a species of the remarkable four-eyed fish
(Anableps tetropthalmus), previously only known

THE HORTON MANUFACTURING CO.,

as an inhabitant of the coast of Guiana.

84 Horton
Street,

Bristol, Conn.

Evidently, then, this development of the socalled four-eyes has relation to this peculiarity
of habits, but as my stay was necessarily limited,

I could not enter upon an extensive investigation

MILA

at the time as to what was the exact reason of
the habit, whether in search of the minute crutaceans that are to be found unon the beach, or

THE FRANKFORT, KENTUCKY REEL: 8:CMILAMason.

IS HAND MADE,STANDARD SINCE 1839. aceasev 70'St#0 CARALOCUE

for some other reason. The species of Anableps
is peculiar to tropical America.
There are three
well-defined

northern

species,

two

occurring

coast of South America

along

PFLUEGER’S

the

and extending

to Trinidad, and one living along the western
coast of Central America.
They are members
of the family of Cyprinodonts, of which the com-

CELEBRATED

FISHING
TACKLE

mon killifishes of the United States are well
known representatives, and are the largest of the
family, attaining a length of ten to. twelve inches.
The eyes are unique in that each one in divided
into two parts by a horizontal, dark colored band
of the conjunctiva, while the pupil is completely
divided by a pair of lobes projecting from each
side of the iris. The orbits are extended upward

above the level of the head, so as to at once attract attention on account of their prominence.
The four-eyed fish of the Pacific was one of the

earliest species described by me, and was
Anableps

mous

dow1,

in honor

collector.

of Captain

Immediately

named

Dow,

after the

a fa-

descrip-

tion some of its peculiarities were noted and published in the “Proceedings of the Academy of

Natural Sciences” for Feb. 12, 1861, page 21. ’’Dr.
Le Conte stated in regard to the species of Anableps described

in the Proceedings

I am clearing out 500 Steel Rods, cork grips
only.
Bait Rods, 6%, 7%, 8% feet; Fly
Rods, 9 and ro feet.

abundance,

not

only

in

the

Bay

of

La

Union, San Salvador, but in all the streams emptying
small.
town
The

into the Gulf of Fonseca, and also in the
tributaries of the Rio Lempa, as far as the
of Vertud, a great distance from the ocean.
method of swimming is very peculiar; the

fishes are seen in groups on the surface of the
water, with their eyes projecting.
They are
easily alarmed and very active. They are known
to the natives

under

the name

allusion to the transverse
vides the iris.”

of cuatro-oxos,

Postage,

CHARLES

318-320 Fulton St.,

THE ENTERPRISE MANUFACTURING CO.

Send for Tackle

AKRON, OHIO, U. S. A.

Catalogue.
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When

Ale
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pleasure.

Any dealer will supply it.

ROWE’ S

WHARF,

casting qualities yourself. If it doesn’t look better,
run freer, cast farther than any reel you ever tried,
send it back and get yourmoney.
The TALBOT is

SENT ON

WM.

H. TALBOT

Box 16,

NEVADA, MO.

Wilsails,

W.
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SILSBY
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CoO.,

STREAM.

Cable,

@

TRIAL

to be its own salesman. You’ll be delighted with
it. Valuable book on BAIT CASTING goes with
each reel. Catalogue of styles and sizes sent
for a postal.
Get ready for Good Sport NOW.

saw the ad. in Forest AND

Main

YACHT

Only Ale
Always Ready
ale

writing say you

WILSON

and
can
rest
content
that
neither tide, wind or waves

for use, and the only
free from sediment.

Flies, six assorted on

DISCH, BROOKLYN, N. Y.

may have his favorite bottle
with him always by ordering
a supply of

his

LUMINOUS

If unable to secure our goods’from your dealer, let us
know, and we will send you some interesting information.

isa Genuine Talbot, the winner of 90% of all
tournaments and the pride of every Fisherman’s Heart.
It’s hand-made from German
silver, with nickel steel bearings, tempered in oil.
The
quadruple
multiplying
gears_
are absolutely
frictionless, and tempered so hard they will scratch
oan
glass. It’s as smooth-running and well made asa
full
2
jeweled watch, and so durable it will lasta lifetime. Ask
=”the
most
successful
fisherman
you know about the
OT REEL—or better still, send for one at our risk and prove its wonderful

Yachtsman

can
disturb
It is the

PFLUEGER’S

black band which diTHEO, GILL.

Every

Evans

patented specialties that anglers need. 1f you wish the
most killing artificial bait, spoon, fly or spinner, insist on
having

Io cents extra.

Also 100 gross Trout
card, at 6c. per card.

baits, spoons, flies, snell
hooks,
lines,
leaders
reels, and a number of

{

$2.75,

of last month

by Mr. Gill, as 4. dowi, that he had seen it in
great

has stood the test a
quarter of a century,
We make all sorts of

MAKERS
aA

BOSTON,

MASS.

We have furnished sails to the following prominent yachts: Constitution, Defender, Volunteer, Jubilee, Colonia,
Independence, Ailsa, Navahoe, Weetamoe, Uncle Sam, Effort, Calypso, Flirt, Ariadne, Quissetta, Constance,
Vergemere, Resolute, Chanticleer, Senta, Snapper, Raider, Little Haste, Sally VII, Chloris, and many others.

entirely
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Fishing.
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No. 3537

Split Bamboo

length, 8% feet;

ny. Rod,

weight,

oxidized

mountings,

snake re

$5.00

434 ounces

One or all for the asking.

A Customer says:
‘‘I thought when I bought this rod it would last aly a
day or two; however, after a hard summer’s use, during which | caught trout as large

We

have everything in Guns, Fishing Tackle,
Photographic and Athletic Goods.
SUPERIOR QUALITY.
LowEsT PRICEs.

as 3 pounds, it is straight as a die and as good as new.”

Also a full line of RODS,

LINES,

LEADERS

FLIES.
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beret
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**Universal,’”’

“9-10 feet’

$2.25

finest line dryer ever produced.

Every angler

should own one.
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No. 351 South Fifth Street,
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with
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good
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4 Trout Flies
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Bass Flies

A
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once
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Waterproof
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29 She
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reel.
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FISHING RODS,
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STEEL

Profits

Trial—Send
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bearings and screws,
durable, well running

Quick Sales

> SILK

H OLE
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All genuine reels bear my name.

For

We have our own repair shop and do all
repairs to guns and fishing tackle.

When a dealer says that some other Spoon Bait
is as good as G. M. crt
he ac Om caecs

1857

A Patent Fishing Reel, made of hard sheet metal, with an automatic drag
spool 334 inch diameter. holding 200 yds. of line, winding line as fast as a mult
and has more power.
The automatic drag, when fish is running, allows no slack
line. Sold for $3.50.

A

277 and 279 Wabash Avenue,
35, 37 and 39 Van Buren Street,
CHICAGO,
ILL.

Call and see our NEW TROUT FLY REEL.
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Gold
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Fulton
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RODS.
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Manufacturer
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KODAKS
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GOODS

York.

Ready to Serve.

ihe ener for Gold en Cock- |
tails by the Gentleman Sportsman is
such that these goods are now put up
in protected packages convenient to
pack.

A cut of the Gold Lion marks every
package of the genuine.
Seven varieties:
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Martini and the ‘American.
To be had in glass only—Large and small bottles.
At pa
Cafés, Drug Stores and wherever liquors
are so
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ADIRONDACK

FIGURE.

Tue death of Michael Sabattis at his home at
Long Lake, in the Adirondacks, removes a figure
that has been conspicuous

as long as the Adiron-

dacks have been known. No name is more often
mentioned in old-time Adirondack literature than
his, and probably no man was ever so well known
to the older generation of Adirondack frequenters
—those who knew the North Woods before they
had become fashionable and when they were actually a wilderness.
Michael Sabattis was a pure blooded Indian of

the St. Francis tribe, and was the last of the
native Adirondack red men.
From childhood he
followed the wild life of the woods and sustained
himself by fishing, hunting, trapping and guiding.
He

had

perhaps

killed

more

bears

and

panthers

than any other Adirondack hunter.
The region
about Paul Smith’s was the former stamping
ground for Sabattis, and he guided for Henderson and McIntyre in the early days of the Newcomb iron explorations.

His great competence as guide, woodsman and
hunter and his kindly, friendly nature made Sabattis

known

to many

people.

He

was

not

less

highly esteemed by his friends and neighbors
than by those visitors who came from afar, and
who always wished to see and talk to the old
man if they could do nothing more.
The correct spelling of Satattis’ name and his
age have been much in controversy among writers
on the Adirondacks.
His Christian name has
been spelt Michel, Michael, Mitchell, and in other
ways, and Sabattis has had as many forms.
The
conjecture of Col. William F. Fox that the name
was originally Michel St. Baptiste seems very
plausible.
It is believed that he was born about
1823, and so was eighty-three years old.

JACKDAW OR PLOVER.
AmonG the delicacies by which the fashionable
British palate is tickled, plovers’ eggs rank high.
At the proper season of the year the gathering of
them is a regular industry, and many are imported from the Continent.
Several species of
plover breed in Great Britain, as they do over
much of northern and central Europe. The sandy
pastures and shores of the Hebrides and of the
Orkney and Shetland Islands are resorted to by
thousands of the-golden plover, but other species

YORK, SATURDAY,

some other birds for those of the plover.
The last substitute is said to have been found
in the eggs of the jackdaw—a small crow of Europe. about fourteen inches long, black with a
dark gray neck.
It builds its nests in holes of
cliffs and in ruins, is little molested, and frequents towns and villages where sometimes it

builds its nests in unused chimneys by partly filling them up with sticks.
In doing this a great
mass of sticks and twigs is sometimes brought
together, and it, is reported that sixty years ago
a pair of jackdaws, in the course of seventeen
days, made a pile of sticks and twigs ten feet
high in the staircase of the bell tower of Eton
College. The jackdaw is very easily tamed, makes
an attractive pet, and has some powers of mimicry, being said to be able to imitate the human

voice.
If jackdaws’ eggs can be made to take the
place of plovers’ eggs in the estimation of the
British gourmands, the change is a good one. The

substitution of the eggs of a semi-domesticated
for those of a wild bird is much to be desired.
A USE
To ANGLERS

FOR-+THE

while to the commercial fishermen it is a curse.
Voracious to the last degree, and feeding on any-

thing that it can obtain—even

resident

throughout

The birds breed on the moors, in the fens or
wet meadows, on the upland, in plowed fields,
or among new wheat just starting to grow. Sometimes an expert egg-gatherer may collect two

dozen

or more

years,

owing to the constantly increasing

eggs

in a morning.

Of recent
demand

overboard

Among

as valueless.

English people, however,

fish.

the

eggs

qualities of

The

committee

also approved

of

LXVI.—No.

19.

New York.

nets and gear for the next season.
The railway
charges for ‘flake’ have
already been
reduced
from Plymouth to the great centers of popula-

tion.”
Dogfish is only shark, and many fishermen,
especially the members of the old Ichthyophagous Club, have eaten shark by way of experiment; but we confess that we never heard of
anybody who felt a passionate desire to eat it a
second time. However, there is no doubt a certain
amount of nourishment in the flesh of the shark,
and if the world can be induced to eat dogfish by
wholesale there is some hope that the creature
will at some time, be exterminated.

Last

FEDERAL LEGISLATION.
week the House adopted Mr.

amendment
to
which provides

Lacey’s

the General Appropriation bill,
money to fence a large pasture

for buffalo in the Wichita Forest Reserve.
If
this shall be provided the New York Zoological
Society has arranged to present to the Government a number of buffalo to stock the pasture,
and the United States will then be in the position
of owning two independent
herds
of buffalo,
whose
environment
is entirely
different
and
which will thus have a double chance of escape
from accident and disease.
The bill authorizing the President to set aside
portions of the forest reserves as game refuges
ought to be pushed forward, and will be, we are
confident, at the first favorable opportunity.
It
is favored by all naturalists and sportsmen as
well as by the Audubon and other humane societies, and there seems to be no opposition to it.
There is reported to be good prospect that it will
pass, and- Mr. Perkins in the Senate.and Mr.
Lacey in the House may be trusted to do all in
their power to hurry it along.
The Appalachian Forest Reserve bill now before Congress ought to be acted on.
New Englanders understand that unless provision is made
soon for protecting the forests which clothe the
slopes of the White Mountains, these forests will
be swallowed up by the digester of the all-devouring pulp mill, and after the forests are gone
what of the rivers?
Senator Brundage, of Connecticut, well said:
“The White Mountains constitute the great watershed of the New England
States. Five of the principal rivers of this section
rise or have important tributaries that originate
there, and all of the New England States save

Rhode

Island

are concerned

of their even flow.”
The mountain forests

of Virginia,

for their

speedy

return.

They

Preparations

for better equipment

in the way

are

of

Carolina,

Vir-

must make their influence felt.
If they do not,
their Congressmen cannot be expected to actively

‘flake’ for the market.

South

West

cannot

get enough

Carolina,

in the preservation

ginia, North

hope

to substitute

as to the edible

VOL.

1 No. 346 Broadway,

the new name given the fish—namely,
‘flake,’
the general acceptance of which, indeed, may
now be said to be assured.
Whereas, only a few
months ago complaints were made of the ravages
committeed
by apparently
inexhaustible
shoals
of dogfish, the fishermen now complain that they

being made

attempts

of

dogfish, and no doubt their approval will give a
further stimulus to the consumption of this once

for plovers’ eggs and the lessening supply, there
many

a change

view seems to have taken
place,
for Consul
Stevens reports from Plymouth that the dogfish
is now considered good to eat.
Its name has
been changed to “flake,” and this makes some
difference.
This is what the Consul says:
“The Cornwall Sea Fisheries Committee have
recently indorsed the favorable verdict previously

have

been

young—it

of twine and tear the nets so that often all the
mackerel escape.
Hitherto only one part of the dogfish has been
regarded as useful—the liver, which yields an
excellent oil. But when this minute fragment of
the carcass has been saved, the rest is thrown

despised

abundant

its own

swarms in the northern seas and is very destructive.
Mackerel fishermen state that it is often a
most difficult matter to save the fish that they
have inclosed in their nets, for when a school
has been netted, the dogfish gather closely around
the net and, striving to reach the mackerel which
they see within, they bite through the strands

or

an

DOGFISH.

the dogfish is a repulsive creature,

given at Plymouth

lapwing,

12, 1906.

of

breed on certain downs and moors in other parts
of Scotland and in England. The bird which furnishes most of the eggs, however, is the “peewit”
Great Britain.

MAY

Georgia,

Alabama and Tennessee, all require like protection, and citizens of all these States should impress upon their representatives in Congress that
the people of these States are alive to the dangers

that threaten them.

interest themselves

The residents of these States

in the measures.

[May
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serio
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PORTCIMAN
In the Lodges of the Blackfeet.
XXIV.—The

Story.

of Ancient

Sleeper.

As DrAna would not agree to the camping
trip, Ashton did all he could to make her visit
pleasant in other ways.
He bought a horse and
saddle for her—a wholly unnecessary proceeding, as we had plenty of both—and went riding
with her up over the plains, and across into the

Teton

Valley,

Every

evening

or

wherever

she came

with us, sometimes
for long intervals,

she

chose

into the lodge

to

go.

and

sat

happily talking, again silent
dreamily

watching

the flames

of the little fire. The girl was a puzzle to me.
I wondered if she were in love with Ashton, or
merely regarded him as any girl would a kind
and

indulgent

had

ever

father.

speculated

.I asked

about

Nat-ah’-ki

it, and

if she

she

replied

that she had, but could not make up her mind
how the girl felt.
It may have been ten days after Diana arrived
that one afternoon she requested Nat-ah’ki to
pass the night with her, and of course the latter
complied.
I thought it a girlish whim.
Diana

was

unusually

silent

all of that

evening,

and

many times, when Ashton was unaware of her
gaze, I saw her looking at him with an expression in her eyes which I could not interpret

as anything
‘early

none

and,

but intense
as

usual,

affection.

slept.

soundly.

We

retired

'We

of us early risers, and Nat-ah’-ki’s

were

warn-

ing call aroused us for breakfast.
We arose
and went into the house and took our places at
the table.
Diana was not at hand, and I asked
Nat-ah’-ki why she did not call her.
For reply

she handed Ashton a note and fled from the
room.
He glanced at it and turned white.
“She’s gone back!” he said. ‘‘She’s gone back!”
He sprang from his chair, seized his hat, and
rushed out toward the levee.
“What’s all this?” I asked Nat-ah’-ki, whom I
found in the old women’s room, sitting scared
and still. ‘Where is the girl?”

“Gone back to her reading and writing work,”
she replied.
“I helped take her things over to
the fire-boat, and it went away.”
And then
she began to cry.
‘She’s gone!” she wailed.

“My

beautiful

daughter

that I shall never

is gone,

and

I know

see her again!”

“But why?” I broke in. “Why did she leave
without saying anything to Never Laughs?
It
was

wrong;

you should
plan.”

you

have

should

come

not

and

have

helped

told us about

her;

her

“T did as she asked me to, and would do so
again,” she said. “And you must not blame me.
The girl was
worrying,
worrying,
worrying.
She believed that her chief was not pleased because she had come up here away from where
he had placed her, and she goes back alone, be-

12, 1906.

The Piegans were scattered that winter. Some

cause she feared that he would feel he must accompany her.
She does not wish him to lose
a pleasant summer, a big hunt somewhere, on

were on the Marias, some on the Teton, and a
number of lodges of them occasionally trailed

her account.”

in and stopped near our place for several weeks

Ashton

came

back

from

the levee.

“She

has

certainly gone,’ he said, dejectedly.
“What
madness possesses her? See this!’ handing me
the note.

“Dear

{

Chief,”

it read,

“I

go

back

in the

morning at daylight.
I hope you will have a
good time and kill lots of game.”
“What
possesses the child?” he continued.
“And to think that I could have a ‘good time’
while she is traveling down this cursed river unprotected.”
I told him what I had learned from Nat-ah’-ki,
and he brightened perceptibly.
“She does care
then,” he said.
“I didn’t understand, I have
never felt that I knew her; but if this is the
reason she went—well, I’ll go back, too, and
I'll be at the levee in Saint Louis to meet her.”

And he was as good as his word, leaving on
the stage the next day for the Union Pacific
Railway, by the way of Helena and Corrinne.
My parting words to him were these:
“Old
man,”

IJ said,”

never

protégé loves you.

doubt

but

what

your

I know that’she does.”

The days passed monotonously. Berry fidgeted
around, and was cross, and I "became nervous
and cross, too. We didn’t know what to do with
ourselves.
“My father always told me,” he said
one day, “that a man who stayed in the fur
trade was a fool.
One might make a stake one
winter, but he would be sure to lose it another
season.
He was right.
Let’s give it up, buy

some

cattle with what we

down

to stock

have left, and settle

raising.”

“All right,” I agreed.
“Tt’s a go. Anything
suits me.”
“We'll do some plowing,’ he went on, “and
raise potatoes and oats and all kinds of garden
stuff. I tell you, it’ll just be fine.”
Berry’s bull train had just pulled

trip to Helena.

We

loaded

it with some

a

lum-

we had,
hired a

couple of good ax-men and started it out, we
going on ahead with the women with a fourhorse team. We chose a location on Back Fat
Creek, not far from the foot of the Rockies,
than one hundred miles from Fort
We selected a site for the buildings,
leaving me to superintend their erec-

tion, Berry went away with a couple of men

to

purchase some cattle.
It didn’t take long to
haul enough pine logs from the mountains for
a six-room shack, a stable and corral, and by

the time Berry returned with the cattle, about
four hundred head, I had everything fixed for
winter, even enough

of saddle horses.

Buffalo

in the foothills
We

had

some

were

there

fairly plentiful,

were

trouble

all kinds

with

the

and up

of game.

cattle

at first,

but in a few weeks they located, and thereafter
it required little riding to keep them close
herded.
I can’t say that I did much of the
riding, but Berry enjoyed it. We had a couple of
men,

so

ah’-ki,
deep

I went

out

poisoned
holes

on

little

wolves,

of the

hunts

caught

creek,

and

with

trout

Nat-

in the

just stayed

with

the women, listening to Crow Woman’s and old
Mrs. Berry’s tales of the long ago.
The room Nat-ah’-ki and I occupied had a
rude stove and mud fire-place, as did all the
others except the kitchen, where was a good big
stove.
Previous.to this, except when in Fort
Benton, the women had always used a fire-place
for cooking,

and they still used one for roasting

meat, and baking beans in a Dutch
sides

a bed

and

a chair

or two,

our

oven.
room

Behad

a bureau—one of those cheap, varnished affairs
—of which Nat-ah’-ki was very proud.
She
was always washing and dusting it, although it
was never in need of such care, and arranging
and re-arranging the contents of the drawers.
Also, we

had curtains

to the window,

tied back

with blue ribbons, and there was a table which
I made of a dry goods box, covered with a
bright blanket.
At one side of the fire-place
was a buffalo robe couch, willow back rests at
each end. We had some argument over that.
When I explained what I wanted, Nat-ah’-ki
objected to its construction.
“You disappoint
me,” she complained.
“Here we have built a
home,

and

furnished

it with

beautiful

things,

pointing to the bureau, bed and curtains, and
we are living like white people, trying to be
white, and now you want to spoil it all by fixing

in from

ber, doors and windows, what furniture
plenty of provisions and some tools,

and less
Benton.
and then

at atime.

hay for a team and a couple

up an Indian couch!”
But of course I had my
way.
One evening we visited a camp of some thirty
lodges, of which one, Ancient Sleeper, was the
head man.
He owned a medicine pipe and
various

other

sacred

things,

and

did

some

doctoring, in which, besides various concoctions
of herbs that were given the patient internally
or externally, a mountain lion skin, and prayers
to that animal, played an important part. When
we

entered

his

lodge,

I

was

welcomed

and

motioned to a place on his left, Nat-ah’-ki of
course taking her seat near the doorway with
the women.
Above the old man, securely tied
to the lodge poles, hung his medicine pipe,
bound in many wrappings of various skins.
Spread over the back rest at the right end of
his couch was the sacred lion skin. In front
of him his everyday pipe of black stone rested
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upon a large buffalo chip.

Long before, I had

beAND

STREAM.

a

heard, his dream had commanded this, and ever
since the pipe he smoked had never been laid
on the ground.
As in the lodges of other
medicine men, no one was permitted to walk

search of anything that was meat.
The camp
had been in that locality for more
than a
moon and the game had moved away to further
foothills, and high up on the mountain.
We
traveled far before we found much fresh sign.

entirely around

At last, away

the fire, thus

it and the medicines,

passing

between

nor could any one

remove

fire from the lodge, for by so doing the power of
his medicine

Ancient
chopping
to light,

might be broken.

Sleeper

mixed

tobacco

and

I’herbe,

it fine, filled his pipe, passed it to me
and we smoked together by turns.

When I received the pipe, I took it from him
with one hand; when I passed it to him, he
grasped the stem with both hands, palms down,
spreading
and crooking
his fingers, seizing,
pouncing upon it, in imitation of the way of a
bear.
Thus did all medicine pipe men; it was
a sign of their order.
We talked a little—about
the weather; the game; the whereabouts of the
people.
The women set before us some food,

and I ate of it as in duty bound.

I had gone

to

I began

the

lodge

with

a purpose,

and

to

there in the trail, fresh on top of the hoof
marks of the elk, were the footprints of a real
bear, a very large one.
He, too, was hunting,
and he was before me on the trail of the elk.
I gave it to him and turned back.
I did not
wish to meet him there among the thick pines.
We came again to the opening and went into
the timber in another direction, up toward the
summit of the mountain.
We found more fresh

elk sign and
by step,

“I see you have the skin of one there,’ I concluded.
“Did you kill it. or was it a present?”

a

“The

Sun was

good to me,”

he replied.

“I

that which occurred.

:

“IT was a man.
I had a lodge of my own, my
three women whom you see here.
My body was
strong.
I was successful in everything.
I was
happy.
And then all this changed.
If I went
to war, I got wounded. Ii I took horses, I lost

them

again;

they

died,

or

were

stolen,

or

crippled themselves.
Although I hunted
somehow I often failed to bring home

hard,
meat.

And then came the worst of all, sickness.

Some

bad ghost or evil thing got inside of me, and at
times would grip my heart, so that the pain was
terrible.
When it did that, no matter where I

was, what

I was

doing, the pain was

so great

that I became dizzy and staggered, and sometimes I just fell over and died for a short time

(fainted). I doctored; I had the medicine men
pray for me, giving a horse here, a horse there.
I did not get any better, and I became very
poor.
which

At last we had
to move camp.

only enough horses with
Parties would no longer

allow me to go to war with them; they feared
that I would die on their hands, or in some way
bring misfortune.
I heard of a man, a Gros
Ventre, who

had suffered with the same

trouble.

He had bought a medicine pipe of great power,
and by its use he had got well. He would sell
the pipe,

I was

told, but

I could

had no fifteen or twenty horses

not buy it.

I

to give for it,

‘not even one.
I preferred to die rather than
have my women go afoot.
Neither had I relatives to help me, nor had my women any who
could do so. Oh! I was very poor: Still, somehow I kept up courage, trying in every way to

get well, and to provide for me and mine. At
last my dying times became so frequent that I

side I

saw a band of elk move across an opening and
disappear in the timber which surrounded it.
The wind was right and I followed them, my
woman keeping close behind me.
Down into a
deep coulée they went, across the stream at
the bottom of it, and up the other side.
But
when we came to the stream we stopped, for

edge around to it. I, told him I had at various
times in various places killed mountain lions.

killed it.
It was all ik-ut’-o-wap-i (very sun
power; very—let us translate it—supernatural)

up high on the mountain

followed

looking,

of the animals.
high

cliff.

it very

looking

cautiously

everywhere

At last we came
Under

bushes, low pines.

it were

step

for sight

to the foot of
broken

rock,

Right out where the sun shone

on it full, lay an elk, a two-year-old bull, head
bent around to its side, fast asleep.
I had but
my bow and arrows.
To make a sure shot, I
must get close either above or below it, for the
animal lay lengthwise with the cliff, and I had
approached it from behind.
It were useless to
shoot it in the haunches; I must send an arrow
down through its back, or from below up into
its side.
I chose to go along the foot of the
cliff, and shoot downward.
Never did I step
more carefully, more slowly.
I had to get that
elk, for we were without meat, had lived for
some days on that given us by more successful
hunters.
My woman had stopped and sat down
to give me more chance in the approach.
I
glanced back and saw her looking at me, at the
elk, signing me to be cautious.
I went even
more carefully, if that were possible, and was
at last in a good position to shoot.
I drew
back the bow and let go the string.
I saw the
arrow sink down into the elk, saw it struggle
to rise, saw blood stream from its nostrils, and
then the pain gripped my heart.
I staggered

and died.
“I was

a very

long time

dead,

for when

I

came to life the sun had set and the last of his
colors were fading behind him.
I was lying in
a sort of cave where my woman
had carried
me.
I felt too weak to get up.
She brought
plenty of wood and made a little fire at the
mouth of the cave.
Then she brought water in

a piece of the elk skin, and some meat.

I drank,

oer oe

Without hesitating, without bashfulness, I raised
the door skin and entered the lodge.
An old,
old man was its owner, and he welcomed me,
gave me a seat beside him, told his woman to

prepare

food.

We

smoked,

and he asked many

questions.
I told him all, all the story of my
life, how I now suffered.
‘Yes,’ he kept saying,
and ‘Yes,’ and ‘Yes.’
‘I know—I understand.’
“We ate that which the women set before us,
and he again filled the pipe. ‘Listen,’ he said, as
we smoked.
‘Listen.
Once I suffered as you
do, and, like you, I sought everywhere, in many
ways for help, and at last it was given to me.

I regained my health.

My hair has turned white,

my skin wrinkles, I am very, very old; yet
still my body is strong and sound, and I provide
myself the meat for this lodge.
All this because I found a powerful helper.
I pity you.
As I was told to do, I will now tell you; heed
my words and follow the advice, and you, too,
will live to great age.
~ Birst,waswto. yOu sickness:
“some ghost;
perhaps that of an enemy you have killed, has
in some way entered your body and set up an
evil growth in your stomach.
It must be removed, for it grows larger and larger, pressing
against the heart, and unless it is checked, will
soon press so hard that the heart cannot work:
then death.
You must kill a mountain lion,
have the skin tanned, leaving the claws on the
feet. You must take good care of this skin, and
at nights hang it or place it near the head of
your couch.
So, when you lie down to sleep
you will pray, saying, ‘Hai’-yu! maker of claws;
Hai’-yu! maker of sharp, cutting claws, I pray
you to aid me; claw away this thing which is
threatening my life, and will surely kill me
Thus you must pray to the
without your aid!’
maker of claws, to the shadow of the ancient
Also, you must learn these songs—
lion himself.
and he taught me three [here Ancient Person
sang them, needless to say, with all the deep,
sincere feeling that the devout express in their
‘Also,’ he said, ‘that I must
sacred songs].
always lay my pipe on a buffalo chip, for the

buffalo

was

a sacred

animal,

I

and that when

prayed, blowing smoke to the four directions
of the world, to those above, and to our mother

(earth) my prayers would have more power.’
“Tt must
that good,

have been far away where
old man, for my shadow

return to my body until after sunrise.

I found
did not

I awoke

My woman
and saw it shining into the cave.
‘Let that be
had rebuilt the fire, was cooking.
for a time,’ I said, ‘and come and sit with me.’
I told her all; where I had been, what the kind,
old man had said, and she was glad. Right there
one-half of the arrows in my quiver, with the
tongue of the elk I had killed, we hung up as
a sacrifice, and then we went home, my woman

and she fed me, some roast liver, a marrow
bone, a kidney, but I was not hungry; I could
eat only a few mouthsful.
Neither could she
eat; we felt very sad; both knew that this time
I had almost really died.
She came and lay
down beside me and smoothed my forehead,

carrying meat, as much as was possible for her
to handle.
I could carry but little.
“T had a North gun (Hudson’s Bay Company’s make), but no powder and no balls; the

speaking

trap

words

of courage,

and

after a little

one flint was bad.
and

in a short

From a friend I borrowed
time

I caught

a

six beavers

no longer went hunting nor anywhere, except
when one
of my
women
accompanied
me.
They would not let me go off by myself.

time I fell asleep.
Then my shadow went forth
from my worn body.
I was free, as light as the

with it. Another friend going in to Fort Benton to trade took them with him and brought

bubble

“She there, my last woman, went with me one
day on a hunt. We were camping at the time
on the Pi-is-tun-is-i-sak-ta (Deep Creek) away
up toward the headwaters, and we went on foot
up into the pines of the Belt Mountains in

wherever I wished to, and to understand all
things.
Thus, as if I had been led, or shown
the way, I came to a fine, new, big lodge standing all by itself at the edge of a grove, in a deep,
wide valley in which was a beautiful stream.

me what I needed, new flints and ammunition,
and then I began to hunt mountain lions.
I had
never hunted mountain lions; neither had any
of our people.
Some one occasionally came
across one and killed it, and he was thought to
be a lucky man, for the skins of these animals

on

the

stream.

I felt able to

travel
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have always been medicine.
They are made into
quiver-and-bow-cases, or the owners use them
for saddle skins.
Used in any way, they give
one success in hunting, or in war.
No, I had
never hunted these animals, but now I was
bound to get one.
Again she there and I went
afoot into the mountains.
I took both gun and
bow,
the latter for killing meat.
The silent
arrow
alarms nothing;
the boom
of a gun
arouses every living thing; the sleeping ones

it to my woman.
‘And,’ I told her, ‘he has not
gone far; his belly is full; somewhere near he
lies stretched out, asleep.’

the tip of her tail swishing this way, that way.

But what should I do? Hide somewhere nearby and wait for him to return? He might not
come until far in the night when I could not
see him. He might, when coming, get wind of

and

awake, prick up their ears, sniff the wind, and

upon a deer.

watch.

awake

“We

walked

Here,

along

the shore

there, plainly marked

of the

in the mud,

creek.
and on

damp sand were foot prints of those I sought,
foot prints, but nothing more.
We went into
the deep timber;
although
many
might
have
passed there, they could make no sign, leave
no tracks on the dry, dead leaves.
We went
higher, up through the timber, up where the
rock is chief and trees grow small and low.

There

we

sat all through

the day, peering out

through bushes surrounding the place, seeing
once a small black bear, once a fisher, but no
other living thing, except little birds, and eagles
lazily flying around.
But near sunset came a
band of bighorn feeding toward us, following
the wind.
I fitted an arrow to my bow and shot
one, a little young one.
It bleated and fell
over, and the rest, at first running away scared,
came back with its mother and looked. at it
curiously, looked all around, trying to under-

me

and turn, never

trail him.

I would

self when

he crept

and

to come

back.

No, I would

go as carefully as he himalong,

preparing

to

spring

I would see him before he should
kill

plain to my woman, telling how to follow
at a distance, just so near
that she could

me
see

me once in a while, no nearer. She was pleased.
‘You will surely kill him,’ she said.
I was
glad, excited.
After all these moons at last I
had a trail to follow, and on the snow that
was almost as good as seeing the animal far off

and approaching him.

Think then, friend, think

of my despair when, almost within sight of the
covered deer, I found where the animal had

lain on a big log, had seen us talking, and
bounded away into the dark woods with long
leaps!
It was too much.
Again I got
staggered, and was dead before I dropped
the snow.
“That time my woman got me home,
back for a horse for me to ride, and I lay
lodge many days, weak in body, sick in

dizzy,
upon
going
in the
heart,

But friends came
brought

water.
“We

‘I have good news for you.
Up in a cafion
where I trailed a wounded deer, I came to a
hole in the rocks.
A hard beaten trail leads

passed

ing home

only

or when
the

when

night came
our

lodge

and

in all that

I sought.

many

upon

days.

us, go-

required

was to be moved.

that which

meat,

Thus passed

time

Twice

we

saw

not

during that

I died, and each time I was dead longer
before.
I became much discouraged; I did
doubt my dream’s words; no, I was sure
old man had spoken truth, but I felt that I
going to die before I could do all he’ had

told me
moved

Snowy
snow

camp

summer,

once
time
than
not
that
was

many

to do.
to

From

Yellow

Mountains.
fell on

the Belt Mountains

River,

from

Then

there

came

we

across

to

winter,

and

the high slopes, falling lower,

lower, until the mountains

were

still

white clear to

the plains.
Nothing was now hidden from me
of the happenings of the night; wherever
I

went the snow

gave me the story as well as if

some one had looked on, had seen it all, and
then related it.
Here walked, and fed, and
played, and rested deer and elk; here a bear
prowled around, turning over logs and stones.
There were tracks of wolf, and coyote, and bob

cat and fox, each hunting

in his own

something

fill his

with

which

to

way for

belly.

Yes,

and here, what is this heap of brush and sticks
and leaves, soiled snow and earth? Up through
it protudes an antler.
Over there is blood;
something has been dragged through the snow.
Ah! there, over there, is a trail of big, round

footprints near together.
Here in the night a
mountain lion sprang upon a buck deer, killed
it and ate his fill, dragged

the remains

over

to

his place and covered them with all the loose
things he could paw together. Thus I explained

in to cheer me.

choice meat, and tongues,

dried

berries,

fared
back.

well, and day by day my strength came
At last, one evening, a friend who had

soups,

been hunting came

anything

good.

hurrying in.

So

we

‘Kyi!’ said he,

from it out to the water, then parts into many
smaller trails.. A mountain lion lives there with
her young.
I did not scare them.
I did not
even

kill the

came

at once to tell you.’

deer

I followed

to the place,

but

woman.

We

south, then up a creek,
entered a walled cafion.

not

far to the cave.

rode awayto the

tied our horses and
From there it was

Snow

the night; the freshest tracks
in there
was the mother,
partly grown, and they were
in the darkness, watching us
“T was scared; of course

had fallen during
led in to the cave;
and three
young
somewhere back
perhaps.
I was.
Men had

been killed by these animals when following
them into their den. And this one had young;
she would fight all the more fiercely.
Yes, I
was afraid, but for all that I must go in; as
well die there as in some other place, of the

sickness
go in.

from which
My woman

I suffered.

I prepared to

cried and begged me

not to

go. ‘My friend proposed that we sit and watch
for the animals to come
out.
I fixed the
priming in my gun, took my knife in my teeth,
got down on my hands and knees and crawled
in. It was just a narrow, low hole in the wall,

and my body shut off most of the light, yet
there was enough for me to see ahead dimly,
and after a little I saw ahead two green-red eyes,
big, wide

eyes

of fire.

I stooped

lower, letting

in more light, and could see the old one’s body,
see

her

ears

forth,

seeking

the

secure

growl.

She

shifted back

hold;

she

was

about to spring upon me.
More dimly I saw
her cubs behind her, but they did not matter.
I slowly raised my gun, but before I could aim
it, she sprang.
I fired, the ball met her in the
air; her body struck me and knocked the
breath out of me, and once more I died.
“They pulled me out of the cave, and while

laid back

breast.

tight

on

her

head,

see

So, now,

at last, I had that which

my

dream had told me to get, and I prayed, I sang
the songs as I had been told to do. It was not
many nights after that, sitting on my couch, I
said the prayers and sang the first one of the
songs.
I had just finished it when something
gave way inside of me, and blood and foul
matter streamed from my mouth.
There was
no pain. After a time the blood ceased running. I washed my mouth, got up and walked
around.
I no longer felt a tightness here in
my side. I felt light on foot; as if I could run
and jump, and I was hungry. I knew what had
happened; even as the old man had foretold,
the growth inside me had been clawed open.
I was well.
We made great sacrifice for this
next day. I have been well ever since.
Not
only that, but my medicine
ones.

has cured many

sick

Kyi!”

That is one of the stories I heard that winter
and jotted down in my note book. Verily, there
is nothing like faith and courage for the cure
of ills, mental‘and physical, in savage and in
the civilized alike.
For Nat-ah’-ki and for me this was a happy
winter.
It was for all of us except Berry,
who chafed over the “endless days of cold and
snow.” I don’t know how many times he went
down in the flat and measured it. So many acres
here

“Once more I took courage, and as soon as
it was daylight I started for the place with my

friend and my

soft

in, shot the three young with his bow and arrows, and dragged them out with the body of
the mother.
My ball had struck her fair in the

I would

discouraged.

camped wherever

a low,

“my woman cared for me, my friend went back

and

Their women

We

little,

him

me,

stand what had happened.
I then shot the
mother.
We left her lying, in hopes of finding
a mountain lion by it the next day, and taking
the young one we went away down the mountain and camped for the night near a stream of
:
days like that,

growled a

Thus did I plan; thus did I ex-

notice

where he lay.

She

lay on her belly and her forefeet

for oats,

so many

there

for potatoes,

for

turnips, for peas.
We would buy a lot of
sows, he said, and raise pigs as well as cattle.
Spring came early. Toward the end of March
the bulls were rounded up and yoked to the
plows.
Old Mrs. Berry and the Crow Woman
prepared a little plot of ground in a bend of the
creek, and sorted seeds they had obtained at
some distant time from their people, the Mandans and Rees.
I didn’t know anything about
plowing and planting, nor did I wish to learn.
Nat-ah’-ki and I rode among the cattle—and
found

that the calves

disappeared

about

as fast

as they were born.
Wolves were numerous.
“Oh!” she would exclaim, as we rode slowly
homeward from a day with the cattle.
“Oh,
isn’t this happy and peaceful! Our strong, warm
home there, our pretty room, the men planting
things for us, the good meat we own feeding
on these hills.

Oh, it is much

better than living

in a camp-and trailing from place to place across
endless plains, ever expecting to hear the yells
of the enemy and the whistle of bullets!”
~“Oh! I don’t know,” I replied. “This is good
enough. I like any place my little woman likes;
but don’t you remember what fun we had in
camp, the dancing and feasting, the big hunts,
the stories we heard of nights. That was great
fun, Nat-ah’-ki.”

“Shame

on

you!”

she exclaimed.

“I really
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believe you are an Indian, even if your skin is
white.
Now, I want to be white, to live like
white people, and I’m just going to make you
do so, too. Do you hear? You must quit these
Indian

ways.”

In June more than a foot of snow
our fields of growing things, and
melted, there came

fell upon
when it

a frost and froze everything.

Berry cursed loud and frequently. In July and
August we tried to put up some hay, but rain
spoiled

it as fast as it was

cut.

In the fall we

had no grain to thresh, no potatoes nor turnips,
not even cabbage to put into our big root house.
After the fall branding, we found that we had
an increase in our cattle of only fifteen per cent.

The wolves were accountable for the additional
forty-five per cent we should have had.. ‘This
here ranching and cattle raising,’ said Berry,
“isn’t what it’s cracked up to. be. Let’s sell out
and get back into the trade. There’s more fun
and excitement in that anyhow.”
Of course I agreed to that, and he went into
Benton to find a buyer for the place. He found
one, but the man

would

not make

the deal until

spring, so we put in another winter there, which
was also a happy one for some of us—for Natah’-ki and I, at least. Ah, me! why shouldn’t
we have been happy? We were young, we loved
each

other; nothing

else mattered.

WaLTER B. ANDERSON...
[TO BE CONTINUED. |

A New Found Land of Promise.
WITHIN the past year there has been organized
among the mountaineers of western
North
Carolina

a

sportsmen’s

club

that

has

accom-

plished more, with small means and no previous
experience, than any other club that I ever heard
of. Starting without a penny of capital, in a
country where game protection has always been
a farce, and urged by no money-making motives,
but only by pure sportsmanship and concern
for the future, this club has already secured

exclusive hunting and fishing privileges over a
greater area of virgin wilderness than is controlled by any other club in the United States,
so far as I know.
In return for these concessions it has obligated itself strictly to enforce
the game laws, to restock grounds and waters
needing it, and to protect the forests from fire.
The

tracts now

held

in lease by this club com-

prise as nearly as may be, 250,000 acres, or about
400 square miles, mostly primeval forest, including

about

1,000 miles

of trout

streams,

and

some 200 miles of bass waters.
As no account of this club and its territory
has yet appeared in print, and as the story of
what it has achieved, and how it did it, is interesting, I ask space for a brief recital.
To go back to the beginning. In November,
1904, when I packed my little outfit and moved
up into the high Smokies, near the Tennessee
line, the first man that I got acquainted with
was Granville Calhoun, of Medlin.
Granville
is a native mountaineer; but one who has
traveled a little, read a good deal, and thought
a whole lot. He is a man of marked natural
ability, and a persistent hustler.
How he came
by this latter trait, which is by no means in-

digenous to the mountains thereabouts, is one
of those things that are spoken of in the
philosophy of Lord Dundreary; but, anyway, he
has it with a vengeance.
For example:
I talked with him about the project—then
seemingly asphyxiated in Washington—of
a
national forest reserve in the Southern Appalachians. He was interested, heartily in favor
of it, and could not see why Congress did not
go to work and push the thing through, before it was everlastingly too late. I.told him
that Congress would do it if the southern people
demanded

listen

it,

but

to a mere

that

handful

no

legislators

of enthusiasts.

would
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whole South must wake up. As the South at
large did not bother its head with the matter,

Transylvania county), and also eastward in the

it seemed

tected Vanderbilt estate.

to me

that the project,

admirable

Catalooshee

as

it was, could not succeed against the powerful

commercial

The

it. “So,” I said, ‘you will soon see the day
when hunting and fishing in these mountains
or

of the native hunters

fish all

and it shall be stopped.”

And then

showing his first trump.

He had secured from

the Ritter Lumber Co. an agreement to grant
exclusive hunting and fishing privileges over its
60,000 acres, for a period of ten years, to an
incorporated
club that would
obligate _ itself
to keep a warden on the property and enforce
the game laws without fear or favor.
Mark
you! this concession
had been won,
singlehanded, by a man who kept a little mountain
store, seventeen miles back from the railroad;

in a settlement

so primitive

that

some

of his

neighbors have never to this day seen a locomotive, a telephone, a sewing machine, a well,
a cook-stove,.a
starched shirt, or a corset.
Even his club was not yet formed.

Granville went to Waynesville, sought out
some business men who were ardent sportsmen,
and infected them with his own enthusiasm.
He came back home, crossed the Smokies afoot,
went down to Townsend on the Tennessee side,
presented the case in his plain, honest way, to
the head men of the Little River Lumber Co.,
and came
back with concessions to another
vast tract, in his pocket.
Meantime his associ-

ates in Waynesville had got to work.

They drew

up a charter and a constitution, incorporated
the Appalachian Hunting and Fishing Club, put
their plans before other big owners of timber
land, and added another hundred thousand acres,

or more, to the club’s backyard.
And so the
thing that any outsider -would have sworn to
be a pipe-dream became a fait accompli, a thing
actually done—done without a cent of capital,
without
a line of advertisement,
without
a
particle of State or Federal aid—done by sheer

force

of character

and

plain,

straightforward

which

I am

turkeys

are

now

scarce

The

in that section,

With a few years of protection they would
swarm there again, for the range and feeding
grounds are ideal.
As for trout, a native and

his little boy

and fisher-

he said no more.
I was one of those of whom
it was said of old time: “O ye of little faith!”
Some months later Calhoun astonished me by

with

pro-

but only because they have been “hogged out.”

men, on both sides of the mountains, who defied
all game laws, ran deer with hounds, hunted at
all seasons, fished merely for count in the mountain trout streams, and dynamited the rivers.In this view he was,.no doubt, correct.
But
how to stop the slaughter?
Who could educate
a shiftless people who knew no law but that of
time-honored custom and their own desires?
Granville merely remarked that, “It ought to

be stopped;

of this region

similarly

formerly abounded both deer and turkeys.
deer and

Granville did not say much, but he did a lot
of thinking. The danger, in his Opinion, was not
so much from deforesting as from the utter

improvidence

the

from Thunderhead to Clingman Dome, which
is a good bear and wildcat range, and in which

On the grounds where
turkey, your sons will

hunt all day for a single squirrel,
day and never get a bite.”

section

to

personally familiar is that of the Great Smokies

interests that were sworn to strangle

have played out forever.
you now hunt bear and

Mountains

(the latter not

fishing,

but only

gathering ‘“‘stick-bait,” which is the larva of
the caddis-fly) caught over two hundred brook
trout one day last summer, within three miles
of home; but they counted fingerlings, as everybody has always done in that land where “there
is no law beyond John Proctor’s house.”
Those
streams have never been stocked; but they soon
will be, and there will be a law, enforced to the
letter, beyond everybody’s house.
The State
cannot do it, but the club’s resident wardens
can, and will, for they are a braw lot, and to the
manor born.
The policy of the club will be generous toward the native mountaineers, not interfering
with their hunting and fishing so long as there

is no
as
no
to
to
be

hoggishness.

nor

clandestine

work;

but,

for these latter depredations, “we will spare
trouble nor expense,” said one of the officers
me, “to arrest every offender and push him
the limit; and if the first culprit eee out to
my own brother, into jail he pops!’
It would take many pages of this journal

adequately to describe the superb wilderness that
this club now controls.
In brief, it is covered by
the finest hardwood forest, and mixed forest,
that is now left standing in the United States.

It includes many

of the highest mountains

east

of the Rockies.
In western North Carolina
there are 21 peaks higher than Mt. Washington,

46 peaks and 41 miles of dividing ridges that
rise above 6000 feet, 288 peaks and 300 miles
of divide

that

are

above

5,000

feet.

(By

con-

trast, in the States north of Virginia and east
of the Black Hills, there is but one peak, Mt.
Washington, that reaches 6,000 feet, and only
15 others that exceed 5,000 feet; the highest
point in Pennsylvania is only 2,684 feet above
sea level, the highest in Maine is 5,300, in New
York 5,344; Ben Nevis, the highest mountain
in Great Britain, is only "4,406; and the Brocken,
highest of the Hartz, is 3,747.
The apparent
height of peaks
in the Smokies and Balsams
compares favorably with that of most peaks in

_the

Rockies,

for our

southern

mountains

from low plains, instead of from
lands.)
In the southern mountains

rise

high tableand valleys

is the richest variety of vegetation to be found
anywhere in the temperate zones, the flora of
Canada here fringing on that of the southern

lowlands.

The

waters

are

crystal

pure.

The

talk.
I have not yet: seen a plat showing the club’s
boundaries.
Indeed a considerable part of its
territory, particularly that lying between Clingman Dome and the Balsam Mountains, is so
wild and rugged that few white men have ever

summer nights call for blankets.
The winters
are short.
There are no mosquitoes nor black
flies, and hardly any ticks or chiggres.
This region is within easy reach of the whole
East and South; but what strikes me most about

been over it. Undoubtedly there are many
square miles of that savage wilderness that no

Central West, which to-day needs an outdoor
sanitarium worse than any other section of our
country.
I speak feelingly on this topic, for it
is only two years ago that I found myself in

human foot has ever trod, unless in some longforgotten epoch before there was laurel and
rhododendron on those mighty shoulders of the

Smokies.
It was somewhere in this fastness
that the Eastern Cherokees succeeded in eluding the United States Army, which, in 1838,
drove the great majority of the Cherokee

westward, at the point.
a thousand descendants
out in the high Smokies
lands in the valleys of

nation

of the bayonet.
About
of those who stuck it
now live on their own
the Okona Lufty, just

south of the main divide and adjoining the club’s

preserve.
In general, the club’s grounds
west,

at the Little Tennessee

Poin on the

River,

cover

both

the Carolina and the Tennessee slopes wherever
there is virgin forest, and so on eastward to
the Balsam Mountains, then down the Balsams,
in more or less contiguous tracts, to the great

-preserve of the Sapphire country (Toxaway, in.

its location,

is

its nearness

to

the teeming

the Central West, marooned, so to speak, by an
infirmity for which there was no cure
wilderness,
Then, when I spread the

but the
map, I

found that this vast section, the Old West, has
not one solitary patch of wilderness left!
Do eastern
Boston
are
closer, than
And, as for

people realize that New York and
closer
to the wilderness,
much
are Indianapolis and Des Moines?
semi-wild land, do they know that

within 60 miles of Manhattan there is a Pennsylvania county (Pike)
that is more desolate and
thinly inhabited than
any
similar
area
from

Pittsburg to Kansas City and from Minneapolis
to St. Louis?
I own that such facts as these,

when

I had dug them

half my
sissippi.

life has

Consider,

for

been

out, amazed

me, although

spent beyond

a moment!

Between

the Misthe Alle-
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ghanies and the plains, between Toronto or
Milwaukee and the Ohio River, is a region twice
as great as all the North Atlantic States combined, and
throughout
all of it, wild
game
bigger than a ’coon or a goose is about as
scarce as bears are on Broadway during the
shopping hours.
When our last census was taken, the center
of population
of the United
States was
in
southern Indiana, near the town of Columbus.
Now, with a map before us, let us set one leg
of a pair of dividers
on
the
spot
marked
Columbus and describe a circle of 200 miles’
radius.
What does it include, in the way of
wild Jand, mountain and virgin forest?
Nothing whatever!
Now a. 200-mile sweep around
New York would take in all of the Pennsylvania uplands, nearly all of the Adirondacks,
and would reach the heart of the White Mountains in New Hampshire.
From Boston, such

Weasels.
Brookiyn,

N. Y., April 25.—Editor Forest and

Stream:
Years ago, when I was so young and
small that the expression “knee high to a grasshopper” was applicable to me, my father moved
to a region
beyond
sound
of a locomotive’s
screech—deep among the woods.
Here most of
my life was passed in close contact with nature.
Rabbits were so plentiful as to be a pest. Small
fruit trees within.a few feet of the garden fence
were girdled and destroyed by them.
Quail were
exceedingly abundant.
Many times I have been
compelled to jump from the farm wagon in order
to drive
the bevies of small quail from the
wagon ruts, and this within a hundred yards of
the barnyard, where to-day it is hard to find one
quail within a radius of ten miles.
Those were
blissful days, fully appreciated now that they are

but memories.
In winter, when snow carpeted field and forest,
thé' daily affairs of the wood
folk were faithfully recorded.
The smallest creature could not
stir without leaving an account of what he did,
and where he went.
Oh, the snow is a great but
silent witness of forest
dramas
or
tragedies.
Many a rabbit track have I followed—my first
one in the wrong direction—and noticed a smaller
track close to the larger snowshoe track of the
hare.
At first there were four tracks, then the
small feet left but two marks; drops of blood
tinged the snow, and finally a dead rabbit was
found—and the smaller tracks disappeared among
the cedars and scrub oaks. It was an old story;
a weasel had waylaid his victim, clinging to the
throat till the end.
I have even caught them at
their murderous work.
At the edge of our woodland an enormous
chestnut tree had been uprooted by a_ severe
storm, and its upturned roots, with masses of
earth attached, formed a home for several families of weasels.
One Sunday afternoon, during a ramble in that
vicinity, I discovered a quail’s nest in a slight
depression under the bottom rail of the snaké
fence.
Past experience had taught me not to
meddle with the eggs in any way, else the ever
watchful, keen little brown mother would scent
danger and forsake her nest forever.
The following Sunday I revisited the spot. The
nest had been despoiled.
Undoubtedly the eggs
had hatched, for the evidence was there, shells
with lids attached—miniature coffee pots.
Fragments of tiny chicks also were there, and two
dead ones untouched except for lacerated throats.
“Weasels,” was my initial thought, and I hastened to the chestnut stump.
There, wedged in
the mouth of a small burrow, was the body of
a hen quail.
Even as I looked, the body was

a circuit would
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include all of the Adirondacks,

all of the White and Green Mountains, and the
St. Lawrence to Lake St. Peter, besides which
it would reach the center of the great woods
of Maine, and would touch New Brunswick and
Nova
Scotia.
From
Philadelphia
it would
reach from Raquette Lake to Pamlico Sound,
and as far west as Wheeling.
Moreover, and
let it never be forgotten, the circle so struck
from either of these three human hives takes in
a long line of coast, and good scope of the
forever untamable and uncrowded sea.
Let us now return to our center of population

and strike a larger circle, this time of 300 miles.
Still it is nearly all dry land—an area of 283,000 square miles, and densely settled, for in this
region, about the size of Texas, live more than
a fourth of all the people of the United States.
Now what have these twenty millions of western
Americans—what have they in the way of an

violently agitated by some agent in
You may rest assured that there
dozen ‘steel traps concealed about
before evening, and the next morning
tiful but exceedingly vicious weasels
as

many

the rear.
were a half
that stump
three beauwere fast in

traps,

Again and again I have known of similar incidents.
One nest thus despoiled means that from
ten to fifteen quail have been destroyed at one

sweep.
In the spring time mother always raised a small
army of chickens.
One morning a hen whose
brood originally numbered ten chicks could only
show three.
Search was made, and in an old
hog pen. I feund the carcass of one chick.
Even
s I looked there was a movement in a corner of
the pen and two beady eyes peered from a supposed rat hole.
I fairly flew to the house for my
rifle, and cautiously approached to a favorable
position and waited; nor had I a long watch to
keep before a large weasel appeared, and hurrying.to the carcass proceeded to drag it toward
his burrow.
His career ended then and there.
Weasels kill for the mere pleasure of killing.
Would
they but confine themselves
to killing
what they could devour the amount would be
comparatively small,
But no, it is kill, kill, kill;
the blood lust is in them.
One sharp bite and a

tenacious

hold

on

the victim’s

throat—the

vic-

tim is often ten or twelve times heavier than the
weasel.
Another favorite hold is a quick snap
immediately behind the quarry’s head.

In one night two weasels killed ten full-grown
hens

before

the commotion

among

the survivors

attracted attention, and led to the destruction of
the weasels in the very act of adding to the list
of their dead.
Six ducklings in a few minutes
disappeared from a coop;
one was discovered
jammed in a burrow under a‘stone wall.
The
steel trap caught this murderous weasel also.
It
was an unusually large animal and in the trap
was the embodiment of deviltry and concentrated
hate.
Its small eyes glittered, the sharp teeth
gleamed, its body arched—the whole aspect betokened cruelty and tenacity.
Truly, if as much
ferocity and bloodthirstiness
was
displayed in

the rest of the carnivora, this planet would soon
be depopulated.
While I admit that the weasel destroys mice
and insects, yet he is far fonder of sneaking along

a rail fence and destroying birds’ eggs, or, if he
finds them hatched, woe betide the fledgelings.
He has a most tender regard for chickens and
ducklings, destroys quail and grouse.
His sneaking abilities are enormous, and as he is a slimbodied rascal, he can enter burrows and destroy
enormous quantities of hares in that manner.
I rank the weasel as one of our most destructive animals.
The list, as I have arranged it ac-
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outing ground, a breathing-spot, a place where
one can camp where he pleases and do as nature
prompts him, for a time?
To the northward,
Chicago, Milwaukee and Detroit—we can hardly
camp there; to the east, Cleveland, Pittsburg,
Wheeling, and soot; to the west, Davenport,
Hannibal,
St. Louis,
muddy
water
and hot

winds; to the south, New

Madrid

(a little game

around there, but hell in summer), Chattanooga
(the scent is getting warm!), and—the highest
mountains,
the coolest
summer,
the purest
water, and by all odds the finest forest, in
eastern. North
America,. with, incidentally,-a
sparse population of the most-primitive and
most interesting whites (there are no negroes),
all of them of colonial ancestry.
Sometimes, maybe, I will tell you more about
this land, favored of the gods, and about its.
people, who ask favors of nobody.

Dayron,

Ohio.

Horace

KEPHART,

cording to my personal experience in the great:
forests, is as. follows:
Fox, weasel, sparrowhawk and owl.
Every one of the foregoing incidents is am
actual experience in my life, as seen by my own
eyes; and those given are but a few of many
similar occurrences.
I believe the majority of
country-bred persons will uphold my view, that
the weasel is an absolutely worthless, destructive,
bloodthirsty animal and should be destroyed by

every

possible

Tarpon

means.
SAMUEL-D.

Piguet,

M.

D.

Sprincs, Fla., April 25—Editor For-

est and Stream:
Some of your correspondents.
seem uncertain about the habits of the weasel.
I always supposed that they were death on poultry, and if this be admitted, they surely must kill

game

on occasion, else how did they manage

to:

get a living when there was no poultry in the
country?
In my younger days I lived in Massachusetts, where I was born, and I know that the

weasel was there, although I never saw one. Back
in the forties I was told by a man familiar with
firearms,

and

one

of the best

shots

I ever

knew,

that this animal was so quick that it could. not
be killed with a flint-lock gun. In 1857-8 I was.
hunting and incidentally trapping in Maine. We
used occasionally. to get a weasel in our minktraps, but as far as I remember, they were not
considered worth much.
Their skins were probably sometimes used as money-purses, for I remember to have heard the phrase “draw your
weasel” addressed to a man when required to
produce his money.
Incidentally, I may remark
that I have seen an eelskin devoted to the same

use.

It was

hard

to get the money

out of it,

and probably harder to get it in.
The most notable experience with the weasel
occurred in northern Wisconsin, some thirty-five
years ago, at which time I was living on the

Oconto

River,

and, among

other buildings,

had

constructed a small log house for my hens. One
raorning there was a light snow, and my wife returned from the henhouse with the information
that the hens had apparently been fighting. This.
seemed odd, and I went out there myself, and

found

two

dead

hens.

I could not believe

that

the birds were guilty, and on examination I discovered, as I expected, the marks of the teeth of
a mink or weasel on the throat of each.
Then I
looked outside and soon found where the crea-

ture had dug a hole through to the inside of the
house. This I stopped, and went in to breakfast.
The snow, which was
finding any tracks.

falling, prevented

me

from

During the forenoon I was at work in the yard
when

which

I heard

had,

as

a commotion

usual,

been

among

the

hens,

released

from

their

—
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house, and on looking that way I saw a large
‘weasel attacking the hens.
They were good-sized

fowls, and although he repeatedly sprang at their
throats, they manaced to prevent him from gaining a fair hold.
In those days that was a new
country, and our firearms were always loaded.
I
sprang for the house, caught down a shotgun
from its hooks, and rushed to the scene of action.
The weasel had apparently been alarmed by my
movements, and by the time that I was within
range, it has left the hens, and was darting into
a pile of brushwood which had been thrown upon
a rock several rods away.
I took a snapshot at
the weasel, just as he was disappearing into the
brush, and when this had been removed, I found
that he was just at the entrance of his burrow

when the charge struck him.
done, for, although
he never came out

another

This it must
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which he can take from so smart an opponent.
There may be some among the many readers
of Forest AND STREAM
who—if their patriotism
deter them not—will give their evidence of some
instance, wherein they may have seen the eagle

doing the highway

Dog
THE
no

act.

CyaWae

Nursing

sEURDY:

in length, which it sheds annually in the months

Kittens.

sight of a dog nursing a lot of kittens is

more

unusual,

perhaps,

than

that

of

a

cat

have

I looked in vain for blood,
of that hole.
I never saw

on that farm.

printed in 1846, “By a New Englander’’—Rufus
B, Sage—I came across a mention of this habit.
After saying—p. 32, that the female antelope is
usually hornless, but sometimes bears small horns
attached to the skin, the author adds:
“The
male, however, is equipped with hook-shaped
antlers, ebony colored, and six or eight inches

KELPIE.

of November and December.’”’
A complete statement of fact, except that he does not explain
that it is the sheath that is shed, and that he
calls the horns antlers.
The work quoted from, is entitled “Scenes in
the Rocky Mountains and in Oregon, California,
New Mexico and the Grand Prairies; or Notes
by the Way, During an excursion of Three Years,
with
a description
of the Countries © passed
Through &c., By a New, Englander.”
As stated
it is from the pen of Rufus B. Sage, and was
printed in Philadelphia by Cary & Hart in 1846,

G:; B.G.

Killer

and

Swordfish.

Spring in Florida.

A REPRESENTATIVE of the Forest AND STREAM
inquired of Mr, C. H. Townsend, Director of the
New York Aquarium, as to the reported battle
between
killer. and
swordfish,
an account
of

which was printed in the Forest AND STREAM

Editor Forest

of

April 14. Mr. Townsend’s experience on the sea
is probably not equalled by that of any other
American naturalist, and his observations on sea

life are very valuable.
am

somewhat

Mr. Townsend

skeptical

said:

as to the reported

are notort-

Killer whales

fish and killer battle.

“‘I

ous fighters and eaters, and we know that the
swordfish is pugnacious when harpooned, butI
doubt the accuracy of most observers in regard to
alleged attacks on whales or killers by swordfish.

“The swordfish is merely a big mackerel
ing on small fishes which

them by thrashing
side.

It could

run

in schools.

with the sword

not

possibly

take

has no teeth and is so
biting any large animal.

feedIt kills

from

side to

a bite

either killer or whale if it wanted to.

out

of

Its mouth

placed as to prevent its
There is no reason why

it should fight with killers.

The latter could not

catch it since it has greater

speed than

they certainly could

and would

they, and

bite it at close

quarters.
The killer is the aggressor in these sea
fights and can undoubtedly destroy the larger
There is no evidence that the swordfish
whale,

attacks larger animals which it could not use.”

Is the

Eagle

GLoucester,

a Common
May

Mass.,

Robber?

2.—Editor

and

Forest

Years ago I remember reading in
Stream:
ForEST AND STREAM a report of an eagle robbinga
fish hawk.
I think the narrator’s account was,
that the hawk had just risen from the lake with
his capture, when the eagle attacked him, and
forced him to drop his fish, which the eagle in
turn caught in the air before it could strike the
water.

I have observed a proceeding bearing on the
eagle’s proclivities as a robber—which appears to

me—and

I think your readers will agree with me

—more extraordinary than robbing a hawk, for
in this case the bird robbed a seal, which
is
known to be—while in the water—possessed of

rapid motion

to a remarkable

degree.

Our schooner at the time was lying at anchor
in Bradford's Cove, Grand Manan, at a distance
of about two hundred yards from shore.
An
eagle was perched upon a projection about half
way up a two hundred foot cliff directly opposite
the vessel.
While we were enjoying our after
supper smoke, a seal with a fish in his mouth
came to the surface, about half way between the

vessel and the shore.
The eagle just then was seen scaling in the air
above the seal. When he had reached a short distance beyond the seal, he suddenly turned, and
like a flash passed over the seal, taking the fish
as he went.
The seal with great commotion dove at the
flash.
The eagle took the fish to his perch, and
in plain sight of us all, tore it apart and devoured
ne,

In the light of this testimony

should

shall

we

we

call the

just say

eagle

that

‘

I would

a common

ask—

robber,

he is entitled

DOG

sword-

or

to that

NURSING

KITTENS,

nursing coyote pups or fox cubs, yet it is interesting enough’‘to be worth reproducing.

New
THE

annual

York

Audubon

meeting

Society.

of the Audubon

Society

and Stream:

The first of our purple martens came back,
perhaps from Cuba, on the eighth of February.
They were succeeded by others, until their house,
which I think contains sixty-four compartments,
was apparently quite full, and we noticed that
a few of the birds were seated at times upon the
roof.
A friend of mine, who used to own this
place, now lives perhaps eighty rods away, and
he last year erected a small marten house on his
premises.
This spring, he put up another, and
some of his neighbors were helping him to raise
the mast on which it was placed, when, as we
suppose, our superfluous martens discovered that
there would soon be room for them.
At any rate,
they scarcely waited for the house to be in position before they occupied the building, and they
have been there ever since.
We saw our first hummingbird on April 14.
I do not know what kind it was, as it quickly
disappeared.
I have not seen as many of these
birds here as in California, where they seemed
quite numerous.
When sitting down
to rest,
after a ramble on the mountains of Santa Catalina, I have had them examining carefully the
large bouquet of wild flowers which I carried.
I noticed that they seemed quite fond of the blossoms of the Chilian tobacco, which is now very
common on the island. When I was on the island
of San Miguel, I observed that vegetation was
comparatively scarce, and when Captain Waters,

of the State of New York for the protection of
birds was held March 16 last at the American
Museum of Natural History, and the annual report has just been issued.
This report shows a gain during the year of
1,82t new members, making a total membership
of 7,222.
The treasurer's report shows a cash
balance on hand of $753.69.
Besides awakening
interest by sending out its leaflets and law posters, of which 34,000 have been distributed, the
Society possesses a traveling lantern and _ slide
outfit for the illustration of lectures, which is
almost constantly employed and arouses interest
and enthusiasm.
The use of the outfit may be
had by any adult member of the Society who will
who owns that island, came to see me at Santa
comply with the conditions that no entrance fee
Catalina, I suggested that he should take back
is to be charged at any exhibition, and that the
some of the seeds of this tree, and as he did so,
express charges to the next point of destination
I think it likely that it is now growing on his
will be paid.
No other expense attaches to the
island.
:
use of the outfit.
There is a yellow jessamine growing about our
The report urges the support of the Federal
bill for the protection of animals, birds and fish . front piazza, and we yesterday found ‘that a redbird had set up housekeeping among its branches,
in the forest reserves, and general observance of
How the birds managed to build their nest withbird day.
out our knowledge, I cannot say, but there they
are, and we are very glad to welcome them.
The Prong Buck’s Horn Shedding.
We keep food and water for the birds in a tree
near one of our windows, and at certain seasons
New
York,
April
23—Editor
Forest
and
they come there quite regularly, but during the
Stream:
Can any of your readers tell me when
season of mating and nesting, they scarcely touch
and where may be found the first printed mention of the shedding of the antelope’s horns.
That these horn sheaths are regularly shed
was well known to hunters for many years before
it was known to science.
In his second volume
of the quadrupeds of America, Audubon men-

tions that the hunters of the Missouri River told
him of it during his expedition to Fort Union
in 1843, and relates how he proved the men at
the fort to be in the wrong.
Notice of the shedding of these horn sheaths was sent to Prof.
Baird of the Smithsonian Institution by Dr. C.
A. Canfield of Monterey, Cal., but the statement
seemed to Prof. Baird so extraordinary that it
was not published. Finally in 1865 came the paper
by Mr. Bartlett published in the Proceedings of
the Zoological Society of London, which made
public this extraordinary
process, though
for

some years afterward it was not generally credit-

ed.
Prof. Baird published Dr. Canfield’s letter,
which was dated Sept. 10, 1858, in the Proceedings of the Zoological Society, London, 1866, p. 105.
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Our sincere sympathy is extended to our
esteemed
contemporary,
the
Breeder
and
Sportsman,
of
San
Francisco,
which
met
grievous
disaster
in the general
and overwhelming calamity consequent to the recent
earthquake and fire.
However great the material loss of the Breeder and Sportsman, its
courage remains unimpaired.
Its publisher, Mr.
F. W. Kelley (P. O. Drawer 447, San Francisco), announces that the publication of it will
be resumed as soon as possible to make the

necessary

arrangements

for typesetting,

press-

work, etc.
Our hearty good wishes are extended to the Breeder and Sportsman for its

speedy recovery and for the full share of pros-

perity and greatness which should come to it
with the prosperity of the new and’ beautiful
San Francisco now building.
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in Montana.
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In December, 1904, after talking for weeks
about going deer hunting, Mr. Charles Smithers,
of Kalispell, and I, finally decided to go up the
north fork of the Flathead River, to a point
about fifty miles northeast of Kalispell.
It was cold, 8°
We started from Belton.
A twenty-mile
above zero, and snowing hard.
ride was before us; but as the road lay through
the woods there was no wind to chill us and,

being warmly
our

to warm

From

cold.

Belton

did

to

road is level; but after
Creek, the road goes up

for

three

or

four

miles

were

discouraging.

the

dead

until

McDonald
an

altitude

the
of

There

were

lots of

off of the log close to the

snag,

against

which

he had

leaned his gun, and began to eat his lunch.
I
took my seat on the log under the small fir,
being screened
from
view
by the branches,

through which I could plainly see in every direction. I sat facing Billy, who sat with his left side
and back toward me, sitting sideways to me, as it
were.
I had placed my gun against the log at

my

left hand

and within

and charging him full tilt, when I heard him
yell, “My, God, look at that!” That turned the
beast, arid I saw it was a lion, and a big one.
It turned sharp to the right (our left), and
started up a slight rise above us.
I did not
see Billy all of this time, my gaze being fixed
on the animal, but he had got hold of his gun
and, as the lion went

up the rise, fired, break-

bushes, its tail up in the air stiff as a poker with
the tip of it working up and down, standing in
the attitude of a cat watching a mouse and just

Lake

tree, I selected that for a seat and invited Billy
to have a seat there, too, telling him not to
forget to bring his gun, which he had set down
alongside of a dead tree.
He said that as the
snow was dry he would sit on the ground and
proceeded to stretch himself out at full length
about two or three paces from me, with his back

against

forty feet away and made directly for Billy.
My first thought was, “Whose big, yellow dog
is that?” my next was, “It is a coyote.”
By that
time the animal had got within ten feet of Billy

crossing McDonald
with a steady climb

from

suffer

signs, but the snow was crusted and so noisy,
that no deer had been shot for two weeks.
We were up early the next morning, though
it does not begin to get light in that latitude
until 8 o’clock, but shortly after that hour we
soon
we
Getting into the woods,
started.
separated, Mr. Smithers and our man going
together in one direction, and Billy Adair and I
in another,
We had not gone far, when I saw
a deer about a hundred yards ahead, but it was
out of sight the instant I saw it, disappearing
We hunted high and
among some thick firs.
low, through thickets of pine and fir, among
fallen logs, down ravines, up over hills and
through open timber, but to no purpose; the
snow was too noisy and the game could hear us
and disappear long before we came in sight of it.
We hunted until 1 o’clock, when, coming to
a little opening along a game trail, we decided
to stop and eat our lunch.
Spying a fallen log
under a small, thick-branched fir tree, which

had kept the snow

[May

the

not

4,000 feet is reached, then down for a way, until
The stream was frozen
Camas Creek is reached.
over and strong enough to bear up our horses;
Up to this
we got off and led them across.
point we had had deep snow and hard hills, but
after crossing Camas Creek, everything seemed
There was very little snow, and the
to change.
road was level, winding through a dense growth
The ride had been an enchanting
of fir trees.
one, the trees laden with snow, the road winding
here and there, and we were in constant exTracks were thick
pectation of seeing deer.
;
on all sides, but no game was seen.
Soon a large two-story log house hove in
view with twinkling lights shining through the
We were met by
windows—a welcome sight.
Billy Adair and were soon seated by a roaring
It was reported the prospects of getting
fire.

deer

STREAM.

ing its left hind leg. The lion turned sharp
around, bringing its body into full view of me,
its head and neck hidden behind a clump of

dressed, with an occasional walk

feet, we

AND

reach.

Billy was

in

the act of taking the last mouthful of his lunch
and I had about half finished mine, my gaze

being directed to the ‘left and through the
branches of the fir under which I was sitting,
when suddenly, without a second’s warning, a
yellow streak came through the bushes about

in the act of springing upon it. The lion’s
right side being exposed to my view, without
rising from my seat, I took a steady aim and
fired, sending a .30-30 bullet through its heart.
As I fired, the beast pitched forward behind the
bushes which had hidden its head from my view.

I could see nothing but its tail, which kept work-

ing.

I threw another cartridge into my gun and

fired again through the brush.
We went up to the spot where
and

found

that the animal

it had

had made

fallen

off, leaving

12, 1906.

the horses and started for Quartz Creek, about
six miles further north.
We could not take the
horses across but crossed it on foot and hunted
all day but to no purpose.
However, I enjoyed
the day, as the woods were beautiful and the
traveling easy.
Night found me tired, however,
and I retired early, with hopes of the morrow, as

snow was falling thick and fast, and that meant
still-hunting.
.
Thursday morning it was raining with a cold
steady rain and I decided to return home. Starting off alone I had proceeded about two miles
when I spied a big deer standing off to one side

of the road within easy range.
To slide off of
my horse on the opposite side from the deer and
get my gun out of the scabbard was the work of
but a moment.
Taking aim across the shoulders
of the horse I fired; at the crack of the gun the

deer ran and with it another one.
Seeing they
would cross the road and go through an opening
a short distance

ahead, I threw another

cartridge

into my gun and waited; as the second deer crossed
the opening I took aim at it and fired. Both of
them kept on up over a little knoll, and the last
I saw of them were their flags raised in the air
as they passed out of sight, and I felt the keen
disappointment of one who has missed.
Nothing daunted, I mounted my horse and rode
up to the place where I saw them last, and much

trail

to my delight found both deer lying within thirty

about a hundred yards down over a steep place,
we came upon her stretched out at full length
under a couple of thick branched fir trees, which
formed a sort of a copse over her.
We approached cautiously, and seeing no signs of life,
I touched her with my foot.
As she did not
move, we took hold of her tail and hind foot and
dragged her out, first shaking hands and congratulating ourselves over Billy’s escape, and my

feet of each other stone dead, the first one shot
through the middle of the back, the second deer
with its throat cut by the bullet and neck broken

a bloody

good

trail

behind

it.

luck in bringing

Following

her down.

her

Upon

exam-

ination we found
we had killed a female lion eight
feet long:and weighing about 200 pounds.
Skin-

ning her out we

found

her to be fat as butter

and in prime condition.
Deer hunting was called
off for that day, and, tying the skin up with the
head still on, laying our course by compass, we
started to thread our way out of the woods, well

satisfied with the day’s hunting.

We

gratulated

reached

on

all sides

when

we

were

conhome,

and to different ones coming in, I had to exhibit
the skin and tell over and over again the story
of our adventure.
From the time we first saw the lion until I
sent the bullet through her heart, not more than
ten seconds of time elapsed.
I am not conscious
of having picked my gun up at all.
Everything
seemed to have been done by instinct.
The first
thing I-can recall is when I had my gun to my
shoulder with a bead on the lion behind her

shoulder,
stiff

in

I could see her standing with her tail

the

air

and

seemingly

crouched

for

a

spring. I do not think she ever saw me, but gave
her entire attention to Billy. It is possible that
as he had hunted in those woods before, she had
seen him repeatedly, and recognizing him as her
arch enemy, had it in for him.
It might be also
that coming on him unawares and lying down
she mistook him for a deer and made for him,
and when he shouted to me in the way he did, it
startled her and she tried to get away.
After it
was all over Billy got nervous and kept watching
the woods for her mate, which he thought might
be lurking around.
That night I dreamed a lion
tried to jump on me while I was in bed and I
shouted out, “Get out of there,’ so loud that. it
awakened everyone in the house, even to those
sleeping downstairs. and they all laughingly asked

me if I got the licn.

,

The next morning Mr. Smithers decided to go
home, but I concluded to stay, as I had never
killed a deer and I had come too far to go back
without one,
Billy and I and our man mounted

about six inches above the breast.
Before my man arrived I had both deer dressed
and packed full of snow.
I then mounted my.
horse and rode back to meet him.
We soon had
both deer packed on the horse.
Going on about
a mile further I saw two more deer within easy
shooting distance, but having all one horse could
well carry and no pack saddle for another, and
it being eighteen miles to the railroad, I did not

try to get them, The rain poured down steadily
the rest of the day, and in spite of my slicker
and rubbers, when I arrived at Belton I was wet
to the skin.

Newfoundland

Game

and Fish

Report.

THE annual report of the Department oi
Marine and Fisheries of Newfoundland for the
year 1905 is just received.
Of the game, it is
said that ‘‘willow grouse,” or ptarmigan, were
only fairly abundant during the shooting season,
and

it is recommended

that

a close

season

be

established for the -species, in order to see
whether the birds will not increase.
Us
In 1903 a law was passed permitting the
slaughter of hares all the year around, and the
result there has been a marked diminution in the
number of these animals.
Merchants, who a few
years ago used to receive for sale 20,000 hares
every spring, state that this season the number

was reduced to less than 5,000. Hares furnish a
valuable food for the poor of the colony, and
should not be killed during the summer or the
breeding

season.

Notwithstanding

which

took

place

the terrible slaughter of deer »
in

1904,

reports

caribou are still very numerous,

indicate

that

The spring and

fall migrations, during which so many animals
are killed, still take place; but it is declared that

there

are

join

these

large herds
migrations,

of caribou
remaining

which
all

do not
the

year

around on their feeding ground and moving only
slightly as food becomes scarce.
It has been proposed by some visiting sportsmen that the law

should be amended

permitting the killing of five

bull caribou and no cows.
The report recommends strongly the introduction of moose into the colony.
It is believed that

they would do well and flourish.
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Out of the November
ALL

the way

sources

of the

the

great

from

the Far

McKenzie

plains

of

Sky.

North,

and

STREAM.

them, every bird was a male with a red head
glowing like a coal. Within ten minutes all the

from

the Albany,

Saskatchewan,

nests are scattered on
from the cold shores of
miles straightaway these
separate flight, to end

AND

the

flock

save

two

were

hard

asleep,

one

of

these

from

spied our decoys, lifted lightly off the water and

the

flew in beside them; the camera clicked as he
turned to swim out and I present him to your
notice.
As the day grew late our hunger came on, my
chum gave some excellent imitations of a man

where

the half-dried muskegs,
James’ Bay, a thousand
ducks had winged their
their short lives on the

wild rice covered waters of this old hunting lake.
The duck shooting season had progressed all
with its crimson

and yellow woods,

Later we pictured the hide just after three
biuebill drakes had fallen dead into the decoys
and were gathered and laid on the window, where
the lens of the small camera keeps watch.
Then a mighty hunter arrived, one who is un-

its

nipping airs and falling leaves, when the bluebills
and canvasbacks, the little sawbills (hooded mergansers) and buffleheads, the widgeon and pin-

tail hovered
marsh

fluttering over the decoys.

cover of wild rice and

rivalled
other

All the

forming

wings

flashing

air, and their brilliant heads making

wild

rice

seéd

and

the

a tempting

beds

here

of wild celery.

Far up in the air on a clear November morning

yet, we
circles,

saw the flock. Down they came in great
sweeping through the air at immense

speed, literally falling out of the sky. Down they
came while we held our breath and our guns also,
over

our

decoys,

island

back

they

over

swept,

the island

out

in front

again,

then

of the

down

they sat, a hundred yards outside.
Through the
telescope I watched them, they were tired out by
their long flight and every one of them scooped

up the water into its bill with the odd shoveling
motion this bird always uses while drinking. The

lake was as calm as the proverbial mirror, they
sat so still there was hardly a ripple from the

whole

flock, twenty-nine

as handsome

birds

~ ever flew on to this old Jake, not a female

BEFORE

THE

CAMERA

as

among

SHOT.

he called a canoe

was stun-

for the last flight, rafting

into masses

of

morning to find all this big lake coated over with

Our necks were craned into all sorts of wry
shapes, our eyes fairly revolved to find the mifinally far up, so far they were only like swallows

I think any
to tell.a very

many thousands.
The only ones that stay later
are a few whistlers, goosanders—the big mergansers; then about the 25th we will awake one

we could hear a rushing noise, sounding like a
great sheet of flame, or a rush of heavy wind.
grants, still the circling swooping noise continued ;

enough

I immediately saw I had left my-

into the old wreck

in the clear

luxuriant

by his stories
foolish

ning.
He merely said, “The last time I shot on
this here point, I killed so many I couldn’t put
them into one heap.”
From now until the end of November, when
the lake freezes, all the late migrants, birds that
heve stayed om the small back lakes in this part
of Canada feeding, birds of about fifteen different
varieties, will arrive in small flocks and gather

on the edge

mark; now, when November was with us, these
fat, well-fed birds arrived on their way to the
south, stopping here to live a few days, if mayhap
they escaped the many
hidden
blinds, on
the

sunken.

I was

self open and he took advantage of the opening.
and told many weird lies; his last as he stepped

of the rice beds, came the late flocks of redheads,
their satin gray-lined

in this—and

world.

weak hie first.

reed had faded and

shriveled or fallen before the heavy winds and
biting frosts. Now, when the trees were gaunt
and leafless and the ice was

years ago shot on this very island. Dragging myself along I managed to reach the bulb; the
camera was at “universal.”
‘“Clang”’ rang the
curtain, up flew the bird, up jumped the imitation hunter I shoot with, bang went his ancient
weapon and down fell the whistler.
I pictured it
again as it lay on the water; the head had sunk
until only the golden eye was exposed, the green
gloss of the head shone in the bright sunlight, and
the beautiful markings of the black and white

plumage showed clear and distinct.

through the warm days of September, with its
teal and wood duck, its mallard and black duck.

October

79!

THE

LONE

REDHEAD,

starving to death and tightened his belt in a hopeless manner, so we stood up, the sleeping flock
awoke, shook themselves, eyed us and flew away
on heavy wings, just skimming the surface, and
we walked over the island to the shanty.
Returning later we crept through the grass to

the point to see if any birds had visited our decoys while my greedy

—he

says

it was

friend was

Not a bird. the thirty-four

I turned

to walk

eating so much,

I, but I ignore
down

such

decoys were

the bank

when

scandal.
all alone.

a white

object on the stones attracted my attention. There
sat a whistler (American goldeneye), squatted

right in front of the big camera.

I always

left

the tube up on the banktop when we went to
lunch, so down I dropped and did some wriggling

after the fashion of the red men

that a hundred

a thin sheet of ice, all the birds that stay yet for
a day or two crowd into the open mouths of the
rivers—the haven that the poor wounded ones
have sought out earlier.
Then the Mississaugas
build “hides” in the reeds and wild oats, and two
days of good shooting ends the season on Rice
Lake.
That last night’s freeze up is a pitiful one for
the poor wounded web-footed ones, wing broken
and body hit, so that they cannot fly. They swim
around all the night in an ever-narrowing circle,
smeller grows the hole as the ice forms, faster
and harder swims and struggles the bird. At last
the ice nips it, closes it in, freezes the last tiny
open spot, and in the morning we find them dead,
with the ice frozen in many long circles around
the ducks, showing by its very formation how
hard our birds worked and suffered.
BONNYCASTLE DALE,

AND

AFTER

THE

GUN

SHOT,
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On the western

Luck.

slope of an Adirondack

Olym-

pus and over the broad expanse of beaver meadow which lay at its base, the afternoon sun cast
a mellow light. It was the hour when the peaceful decline of day could be felt merging gradually into the serenity of approaching night, and
the moments
seemed
but
delicious
pulsations
waved through the gold spun ether.
Does not
poesy reveal itself in an afternoon shadow, and
spirituality on that one lurid cloud vein drawn
against the horizon?
As the sun sank lower a damp, spiced breath
of mosses and herbage filled the air, swung, perchance, from the censors of wandering oreads,
and presently bluish puffs of mist
~-commenced
rolling off the surface of a wide deep stream
which divided this wild meadowland, and pierced,
as it were, into the very heart of the mountain
beyond,
Like limpid amethyst the water flowed
gently between the spongy banks, broken in places
by the well-worn ruts of deer runways, and profusely grown with rose-tinted bushes, alders and
marsh grasses.
Its depth varied, sometimes sinking to deeper tranquillity and again moving over
shallows where the sand glinted and sparkled in
the sunlight.
Such streams are numerous in the
north woods, pure fountain-heads of antiquity,
and the whole region, in fact, is noted for its innumerable water courses that flow down from the
highest mountains to feed the Arcadian lakes below, traveling onward until at last they are emptied by some great river into the sea.
And what
js more symbolical of both the virile and divine
forces of life than one of these “‘little rivers’?
In Endymion we find the following lines:
“T will delight thee all my winding course,
From the green sea up to my hidden source
About
‘The

Arcadian

channels

forests;

where

my

and

will

coolest

show
waters

flow

Through mossy rocks; where, ’mid exuberant
I roam in pleasant darkness, more unseen
Than

Saturn

in his

exile,

where

I brim

Round flowery islands, and take thence
Of mealy sweets which myriads of bees
Buzz from their honey’d wings.”

Poets
stream;

have

ever

it suggests

lauded

and

the flexibility

green,

a skim

immortalized
of existence

a
and

the irresistible flux of time.
The earth is the
body and such streams are its veins, pulsing with
infinite health and vigor.
But the quietude of the spot and the peace of
the wilderness was destined to an unlooked for
intrusion, as presently around a point there glided
into view a slow-moving boat, occupied by three
sphinx-like figures.
It was the cpening day of
the hunting season, and our expectations were
unusually high,
Every fresh outlook ahead gave
rise to a prolonged thrill, that delicious sensation
which is alone the sportsman’s lot to experience.
On previous occasions when we had visited this
same locality, deer signs appeared plentiful, and
as the season was early our chances of seeing
them around the water were therefore increased.
Except for the occasional splash of a trout or
the lonely whistle of an olive-sided fly-catcher,
perched high on the stark pinnacle of a dead pine,
no sound broke the profound silence, that overpowering and sublime voice which speaks to humanity in an infinite uadertone which is the response of solitude and the sentiment of unfaithomed deeps.
Once,
however,
an
overhanging
alder bush ungraciowsly scraped the boat’s side
and the Veteran mae
some inaudible -remark,
which though difficult to hear was easy to guess
at.
We had made. an agreement before setting
out, that: while he did the shooting on the way
to our déstination, I was to assume the right on
the return trip, each of us having unqualified
faith in the. three-barreled gun which had been
his companion. for many seasons, and had more
than once déne me good service.
Who would
change thesnew for the old?
We become attached to.a; rifle.or gun with a relationship which
is the outcome of many happy hunting days, and
which we treasure in consequence.
[| doubt if
there is a person who could persuade me that a
better rifle for deer shooting is made thana .40-65

Winchester, yet there are rifles to suit every par-

ticular taste, and it always amuses one to listen
to an argument where each opponent vainly at-

AND

STREAM.
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tempts to convince the other that his own weapon
is the best, explaining the why and wherefore
with keen enthusiasm,
A more useless task was
never undertaken.

akin to buck-fever, minus unsteadiness, for although I have had a rifle- sight seem literally
alive, yet this time it was not so. The instant we
had passed the point I descried a deer standing on

As we penetrated farther and farther along the

the south bank about sixty yards off with its
head down, feeding.
At first glance it looked

stream’s course the scene changed, and we entered a narrow shaded
channel,
overhung
by
spruce boughs and alder bushes, one sharp bend
succeeding another, until at last a broad, shallow
stretch opened ahead, closely bounded by the

enormous, and unfortunately I did not wait to
take a second look, for I had visions of concealed
antlers behind
those
intervening
bushes.
Up
went the bead on the animal’s shoulder, and with-

exhaled an indescribable perfume.
On
from the shadows into this enchanted

gust when away bounded a yearling doe, her big
ears seeming to mock the very existence of horns.

forest and groves of whispering tamaracks

larches

a sombre

blue heron

arose

which

emerging
realm of

with

a dull

throb of wings and sailed heavily away into the
dim silent vistas beyond.
There has ever been
an air of mystery about this particular locality.
It is interpenetrated
with some unknown
and
enthralling influence that encircles the imagination and weaves visions for the fancy; but who
shall translate the phantasmal powers of the undisturbed wilderness or its mystic undercurrents?
An age-worn blaze on a tree near the shore
indicated a landing place, and opened the trail

which

led

to a secluded

beaver

meadow

some

distance back in the woods, which had been determined upon as our destination.
The walk was
very remote and impressive as with eyes and ears
alert we stole along, the Veteran and Wallace
going first, while I followed behind.
Before long
a glimmer of increased light through the trees
announced

our

near

approach

to

the

meadow,

one end of which there lay a small
while the Veteran now advanced with

at

pool, and
the great-

est caution in order to obtain a view of the latter, Wallace and I waited
for the
outcome.
Slowly he made his way forward, peering under
the thick boughs and moving without a sound.
Suddenly his hand slipped along the rifle barrel
as he halted, while by his actions he appeared endeavoring to obtain a more favorable position.
Then followed an interminable pause as he took
aim, another second and a heavy report belched
forth.
We both hastened forward to where he
stood with smoking rifle just in time to see a fine
buck leaving the pool, apparently hit very hard.
“Perhaps we can cut him off,” suggested Wallace, and simultaneously away we started at full
speed, tripping over logs, barely escaping eye destructive twigs and breathless with excitement,
for even the most antiquated hunter, no matter
how much he denies the fact, is nevertheless very
often taken by storm under similar conditions.
The Veteran and Wallace made decidedly better
time than I did, but in spite of many pits and
windfalls, I managed to keep up. No sooner had
we reached the spot where the deer left the pool
than Wallace, who was ahead, beckoned violently
to the Veteran.
Another shot rang out and the
buck, having fallen in a tangle of bushes, was
bagged, ending the chase in triumph.
He proved to be a worthy prize with unusually
picturesque horns, and for so early in the season
was in prime condition.
Strange to say, on one
flank we discovered a peculiar wool-like growth,
which probably indicated some domestic ancestor.
After hanging up the game in order to protect
it from.marauding foxes, we started back and
reached the inlet just as the sun shot a last lurid
flame into the island-like clouds hung over the
west.
Naturally enough, because I desired to get
into the bow seat as noiselessly as possible, I

caught one foot and hit the boat with a resounding thud.
“Tm not going
buck,” I whispered

to shoot at anything but a
to the Veteran, as we pushed

off from the grassy point.
“All right.” he acquiesced,

thing

suspicious

in his tone

but there was

which

some-

touched

my

pride.
“No, really, ’m:> not going to,’ I echoed again,
failing to take into consideration the fact that
rounding sharp turns with the unknown lurking

on the other side, was liable to upset one’s reso-

out hesitation I pulled trigger.

Imagine my dis-

The Veteran laughed but I can’t say as much for
myself.
“It’s no bigger than a rabbit,” he said a short
time later, after having gone ashore with Wallace
to trail up the quarry, which they had found almost immediately; and needless to say, I was not
overwhelmed with elation at this announcement,

for one always regrets shooting a doe unless it is
very late in the season when their condition is
best; but even then, if they chance to have a
fawn, the after effect on the hunter is far from
agreeable and he cannot forget that the poor little
animal, stranded and alone, may perish as the result. At the present day, however, in the Adirondacks, there is no discrimination with the mob
of so-called sportsmen who overrun the woods
and shoot at everything, themselves included, for
where one man is fitted to carry a gun and enjoy the sport offered by this beautiful but fast

crumbling region, there are many who, void of
true sportsman’s instincts, prove unworthy and
incapable, both in the use of firearms and in hunt-

ing the Virginia deer.

The western heavens were glowing with a
clear roseate flush when some fifteen minutes
after the last shoot, we emerged from the mouth
of the stream on a lake, whose unruffled expanse reached like a sylvan vision into the dusk

and

whose

the

silver

tranquillity
ripple

cut

was
by

unbroken

a

large

loon

save

for

far

out

in the middle.
Occasionally its shrill treble
laugh startled the echoes, and as the twilight
fell and we

continued

our

journey

up the lake,

it sounded more like some uncanny voice, wailing from a chasm of solitude than anything
made of flesh and blood.
In the distance the
camp lights glimmered faintly, beacons which
the wilderness
makes
dear to the returning
hunter, especially when he has beén successful

and

his genii of “good

luck”

have born

faith-

ful attendance on his exploits.
;
Not more than two weeks later, when the
maple
leaves
were
noticeably
flushed
with
crimson
and the evenings
grown
crisp and
vivifying, I had the good fortune to bag a decidedly better deer, under circumstances that
proved themselves exciting as well as amusing.
It was our usual occupation on favorable afternoons to drive out from camp to an old clear-

ing, whose

extensive

area

formed

one

of our

chief hunting resorts.
Here our party was accustomed to divide, one going off to watch a
section known as the northeast corner, while

the other had the choice of two fields on the
south side. The chances of obtaining a shot in
either place were greatly increased if the day
had been wet and stormy, ‘clearing toward afternoon, for the deer were much more likely to
move about earlier and come out in the open
before dark.
However, on this occasion the
weather was cloudless and the woods warm and
radiant as we drove through them on our way

over.
Shortly before setting out, Diana
Dryades had announced her intention
companying us, and strangely enough in
to watch with me. She remarked also
intended to bring me “good luck.’ And
Moreover,

the

Veteran,

who

has

ever

of -the
of acchosing
that she
she did!
proved

himself equal to the cunning tricks of old bucks,
had

marked

down

one

as

frequenting the little

lutions.
So I cocked both barrels; fully determined not to shoot unless I saw horns, and our

south field, and through his advice: to hunt it
regularly, I at length succeeded in winning” a

journey down stream commenced,

good trophy.
Embowered in a spruce

The atmosphere felt cooled by the first intimation of autumnal’ frosts, and the reflections on
the water lay olazed and motionless, imaged with
marvelous clarity. As the boat slowly neared an
approaching bend I was assailed by something

bough

blind, well ob-

scured beneath‘the shelter of a squat |pine, we
commenced our vig:l, Diana,.Wallace and myself, the Veteran
and C. having taken the
northeast corner.
I was interested in the
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various calls made by a party of bluejays, who
visited our vicinity, one alighting within a few
feet of where we sat, while he gave vent to.
ringing, bell-like notes, bending his body for-

ward

with a jerking motion

uttered.

ful

Every

survey

of

as the sound

few

moments

I took

the

field

between

and

a

was
care-

times

AND

STREAM.
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him!” Diana now descended from her position,
and we both proceeded to the place where the
buck had at last fallen.
He was a beautiful
animal, weighing about 200 pounds, with large,
well-matched horn§’, and a fine coat.
I only
regretted having made such a poor shot in the

beginning,

which

watched a group of gnats jigging in the sunshine, near the gold-bathed trunk of the pine,
or made silent and desperate snatches at some

tumultuous
the future,

hunt.
But such experiences
and next time we remember

unusually
We were

if the conditions necessitate a hasty shot, then
not carelessly.
Nothing is better than a sure,
quick manipulation of the rifle; but to acquire
it means practice, perseverance, assurance and
plenty of disappointments.
In a short
time
we were
joined by the
Veteran and C., who, having heard the fusillade, had left their station and come over to
find out the result.
:
“What were you trying to do?’ questioned
the former.
“Shoot up all your ammunition
and the deer included?”
“T guess we all had buck fever,’ remarked
Wallace, and I agreed with him.
After meeting the wagon, which was sent back to get
the buck, we concluded to walk home instead

persistent and annoying mosquito.
all grateful for the bottle of “fly

poison” we had with us, and used it freely.

who

minds

“punkies”

and

other

winged

But

pests

when thus armed, and when there is a buck
in question?
It is small bitter indeed compared
to the ineffable sweet of such an afternoon,
whether or not any game is bagged.

“Don’t bob your head around like that,’ I
once remarked in low tones.
“T haven’t moved an inch,’ returned the
Dryad, indignantly, and we both relapsed into
silence again.

“What was that?” I asked a short time later,
looking at Wallace.
“T

did

hear

something,”

he

responded,

and

we listened intently. A cracking bush generally
gives me heart palpitation, and I now watched
with increased vigilance. The afternoon waned,
and the sun receded from our position; giving
place
to cool
shadows,
and
an_
evening
fragrance. It could not have been long after
6 o'clock when I saw the buck standing motionless

in the

edge

of the woods,

on

the

further

side ofthe field.
“Here he comes!” I breathed with dry lips.
“Oh!” came from behind me as my companion awakened
to the fact.
hammer
back, slipped the rifle

I pulled
forward

waited.

I should have

Therein lay the mistake.

the
and

fired immediately and not allowed the deer closer
range, for he now started walking toward the

blind and was less than forty yards distant when
I drew

up

to

shoot.

Then

followed

another

mistake, for, fearing that he would scent us
before I could fire, I took too quick an aim
and therefore made a wretched shot.
At the
report he gave a bound and moved off at a
lope, just a little to one side of the blind.
“Shoot again, quick!’ cried Wallace, for the
deer had stopped broadside on the edge of the
woods, not thirty yards from us.
Bang! went
a second shot, and with another bound the great
beast disappeared.

“Here, take the gun and follow him apy V1
said to Wallace.
“I never touched him!”
“T think you shot right over his back,” re-°
plied the latter, hastily loading, and I groaned
inwardly
with
shame
and_
disappointment.
Stealthily we saw him enter the woods where
the buck had last been seen. Then followed a
dead silence.
,
“Perhaps

he’ll

come

back

and

attack

us,”

whispered Diana in tones that momentarily
chilled me.
“You know wounded bucks are
frightfully vicious.”
“Oh, no they aren’t!” I said reassuringly, but
nevertheless: not quite calmly.
A second later
we saw a streak of flame and heard the .40-65
speak loudly.
“There!” ejaculated Diana, “I’m going up a
tree! I know he’s coming back!” . Crash! and
another shot startled the silence. At this she
did not pause to wait any longer, but, bending
aside the lower branches of the pine, drew herself valiantly up into a place of safety.
For
several minutes I felt demoralized,
“Bring me some more cartridges!” suddenly

called

Wallace

in a loud

voice, and

to dispel my qualms.
“All right!” I shouted in return,
full speed toward the woods.
~
“Look

out

for

the

buck!

Look

this served

and ran at
out

for

the

buck!” cried the Dryad after me from her perch.
“Where is he?’ I asked, coming up with
Wallace.
_“He’s gone over the knoll.
I can’t seem to
hit anything,” he answered with evident disgust,

and while he continued on the trail, I waited

in a state of wild suspense.
A third time a
shot rang out, but was followed almost immediately by the cheering words, “I’ve got

shoot

too

quickly

of driving,

had been

the

cause

at the decisive

for the ozone,

laden

of our

or

cool twi-

light vigor, seemed to invite exercise.
The horn of the hunter’s moon glinted

tween

the poplar leaves

and

be-

shed a faint radi-

ance over the clearing, where the feathery seed
vessels of golden rod swayed gently in the
ebbing light.
What are these warm, delectable
and almost grape-like odors that assail one’s

nostrils on entering the woods?

Perchance they

issue from some wine press of nature or are
the fumes arising from the amber, purple and
golden fruit, crushed between the ethereal palms
of Ceres.
The trees along the roadside stood
out with a vagtie temple-like aspect, and who
knows as we wended our way homeward, but
that the arch face of a Dryad peeped smiling
approval on a certain member of our party, and
the genii hailed with unanimous appreciation
the Veteran’s
foresight, which
in truth
had
been the real cause of all our “good luck.”

PAULINA

Killed

a Colorado

BRANDRETH.

Mountain

Sheep.

As 1s well known, mountain sheep have been
protected in Colorado for a number of years, and
are slowly increasing. .Yet, after all, a few are
killed from time to time, though on the whole the
law is well obeyed, and in some places has the
support of a strong public sentiment, for the people—as they should be—are proud of the beautiful animals that feed on their mountains and
hillsides.

A

letter

received

recently

by the

Game

and

Fish Commissioner’s office in Denver, Colo., tells
of the arrest and conviction of one Fred Klantsky

for killing a mountain sheep.
The trial took
place in the county court at Cafion City and
Klantsky
amounted

was
fined
to $140 more.

$300 and
costs,
which
A few examples such as

this can hardly fail to infuse into the most lawless citizens of Colorado

a wholesome

statutes.

:

A

Rockefeller

Dickinson

CentER,

N.

Suit
Y.,

respect

for

Won.
May

Forest and Stream:
The Forest,
Commission has won the first of
suits, John Redwood, manager of
Preserve, having been fined $200
violation of the hounding law.

5.—Editor

Fish and Game
its Rockefeller
the Bay Pond
and costs for
Deputy Attor-

ney-General John V. Ward conducted the case
for the State, and Vellos and Geneway for the
defendant.
The case is likely to be appealed, the
attorneys for the defendant impugning the con-

stitutionality of section 9 of the Forest, Fish and
Game law.
Deputy Attorney-General Ward during the trial
brought

out the fact that Redwood

had made

an

attempt to intimidate Chief Protector Burnham,
having stated that William Rockefeller’s influence

was

such

that

Burnham

would

official head if he persisted in the case.

York Game

Law.

benefit
not to

moment,

with

New

THE bills in the New
York
Legislature
to
amend the Long Island Duck Shooting law, and
the law relative to the possession and sale of
foreign game were both killed.
The law as to
these subjects therefore remains as before.

lose

his

N.

Spring

Ducks

in Wisconsin.

THE last week of April was notable at some
points in Wisconsin for the enormous abundance
of ducks seen.
Thousands of fowl are reported
to have been seen along the shores of Little Lake
3utte des Morts, and residents of Appleton, Wis.,
have declared that they have never seen spring
ducks more plentiful than they were then.
This year spring duck shooting is forbidden by
law, but it is reported that there have been not
a few violations.
Whether any arrests were made

is not yet known,

A Game

Story.

THEY were spinning yarns of the great north
woods, and finally it came the old major’s turn.
“Gentlemen,”
he began, “you have all told
stories of close calls in the great forests of the
North, but I think my yarn will eclipse them all.
Would you believe that I was once treed by a
ferocious bull moose.
Well, gentlemen, I was,
and to make matters worse my ammunition gave
out.
As I thought of the loved ones at home
tears came in my eyes, rolled down on the palm
of my hand and froze hard as marbles.
A happy
thought flashed through my mind.
Taking the
frozen tears I rammed them in my gun, blazed
away, killed the moose, and then, gentlemen, and
then

But just then

the picture of Ananias

the wall—Chicago

fell off

News.

The Dreaded Loup-Garou of the Canadian Wilderness.
Bos’s natural young voice broke the strained
silence, writes May R. S. Andrews in the March
Scribner.
“That fellow is a blame good howler,”
he observed, and the frightened guides drew a
long breath and Vezina showed his access of
courage by getting up to throw a handful of
birch bark on the fire.
Bob chuckled a bit, un-

conscious

of the

bad

moment

which

he

had

averted.
“Vezina, did you think that howling
was a loup-garou?” he asked.
And with that

something

happened

which,

fitting as it did to

the strained tension of the superstitious men, was
extraordinary and uncomfortable.
The blaze of the birch bark just thrown on
went- out quickly, and a log fell away at the moment, scattering the others, leaving us suddenly
in partial darkness.
Coming after the intense

light it seemed more

profound,

and it was

as if

the firelight had been turned off and moonlight
turned on at a touch, for the whole breeze-swept
forest stirred with mystical white fingers.
An
opening of an old windfall ran from us to the
river, and there came from this glade a loud,
sharp crash of a broken limb.
Every eye turned
to the spot. In the path of the moon, black against
the white lighted river, high
on
pedestal
of
storm-felled tree trunks, stood a big wolf. Still

as death the wild thing regarded
death we stared back, and
I was in my tent, and with

rifle in hand.

us, and still as

then with a spring
another I was back

I cannot remember loading or cocking but I
remember seeing the dark mass at the end of the
barrel, and I remember the shet dying in the
hills,
If I had hit, if we had dragged a dead
animal into camp, all would have been simple.
But I missed.
Without sound, or so the men

said, the creature

melted

into the silver forest

and left me a set of frightened

children to handle.

Josef indeed was reasonable, but the others were
in a pitiable state.
“Tt was—it was,’ Vezina stammered through
clicking teeth, “it was the loup-garou,’ and he
gazed at me with big childish eyes as if begging
me to contradict.
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In connection

Sawdust

Law.

5,—Editor

Forest

with

lify the efforts that were

the attempt

made

and

to nul-

by the late Cap-

tain Collins, chairman of the Massachusetts Commission from 1899 to November, 1904, to compel

the State generally.
We are hoping, in case the
committee think it rather late in the session to
grant a hearing, that it will recommend its reference to the next General Court.
The action of
the committee thereon will be watched with the
keenest interest by thousands of sportsmen.

through

the solution

same, the
somewhat

the final results

only difference
delayed.

being

that

were

the

death

was

“No one could paint too vividly the deadly
effects of strong solutions of pine or cedar sawdust when soaked in standing water.
Adult fish
died in two or three minutes; fish eggs in a few
hours; fry and minnows in from ten to fifteen
minutes.
Every living thing died in it, and if
one were to judge of its effects by laboratory
experiments alone, then the prohibitory legislation needs no better defense.”
The above was printed in the Forest AND
STREAM, Oct. 24, 1903, and is one of the many

instances of the presentation of important infor-

mation

in the

interest

of

files of your paper show.

sportsmen

which

the

At this time, when an

attempt is made by legislation to break down the
plan by which Captain Collins was able to do so
much to save the trout in Massachusetts streams
from this deadly poison, it is of especial interest

to every

trout fisherman

in the Old Bay State,

and, in fact, throughout the country.
Similar experiments
were
made
with perch
eggs, and the conclusion drawn by Dr. Knight
was, that the eggs were killed by the poison contained in the water and evidently dissolved out

of the sawdust.
The late chairman adds: ‘This
is in harmony with our observations of the effect
of sawdust on fish life in streams, and the result
of these scientific experiments should have their
proper weight.”

Notwithstanding

this

scientific

demonstration

there are found mill owners who claim that sawdust is not harmful to fish.
One mill owner of
some prominence in Berkshire county and having
what may be designated in common parlance a
political pull, has succeeded in having a bill intro-

duced, which was
Committee

duction

(the

being

referred to the Joint Judiciary
member

a member

who

of

secured

that

its intro-

committee),

which, if enacted, would require the commissioners to give a public hearing in the county where
the mill is located; and in case the Board should
see fit to order that sawdust be not put in the
stream, and the owner feels aggrieved by said
order, he can appeal to the Superior Court, which
may alter, amend, annul or confirm the order.

The bill, having been referred to a committee
where it would not be expected to go, was not
noticed by the sportsmen, and was passed by both
branches.
Then there was
nothing
for trout
lurers to do but intercede with the Governor.
The result was a suggestion from His Excellency
to have the bill recalled. This being accomplished,
it was recommitted to the Judiciary Committee
and a hearing thereon has been requested.

Every change sought in this bill is unqualifiedly
bad, in the opinion

of the Legislative

of the State Association,

Committee

and the sportsmen

of

taken.
And
springtime.

H. H. KIMBatt.

mill owners to desist from polluting streams, with
sawdust, all trout fishermen will be interested in
the statements contained in the Massachusetts
Commission’s published report of 1903.
Quoting
from the report of A. P. Knight, professor of
animal biology in Queen’s University, Kingston,
Canada, it says:
“When sawdust was allowed to
lie in still water, or in very slowly running water,
the most disastrous effects followed the immersion of different animals in the poisonous mixture.
Not merely did adult fish die in it, but fish
eggs, fry, aquatic worms, small arthropods, animalcules and water plants.
Nor was the cause
of death due to suffocation from lack of oxygen,
because when air was made to bubble rapidly

In the country around Wilkesbarre and White
Haven are many lovely trout streams out of
which a good many fine trout are now being

Angling Notes.
vania has been far from satisfactory.
The opening day saw snow squalls scurrying across the
hills, with now and then a peep of sunshine
intervening.
Generally speaking, the day was
raw and cold, and the streams, for the most
part. were running banks full of roily water.
A
catch of twenty trout was made over at Harford
Mills, in New York, which stands, so far as I
am informed, as the record for any single day,
for one rod, this season.
The conditions have
continued to be adverse to good fishing up to
within a few days. A recent shower or two and
a bit of warm weather have resulted in developing a better state of things, and we are therefore prepared to presently receive more satisfactory reports from the trout waters.
At Harford Mills, McLean, Richford, Speeds-

ville and Slaterville, all lying adjacent to the
L. & N. Y. branch of the Lehigh Valley Railroad, with Sayre and Auburn as terminals, are
found

streams

easily

fished,

ing goes, and productive

as trout

fish-

of a nice lot of fair-

sized trout, with an occasional large one.

From

the headwaters

of Six Mile Creek, fed

by numerous fine springs, some excellent creels
of brook trout are now
being taken.
This
stream may be reached from Ithaca, through
which it flows, or from Slaterville.

From a
over

stony

little

stream

declivities

that

across

comes
the

brawling

township

of

Enfield, finally scolding itself away into the
inlet above Ithaca, a good number of California
trout
sons,

have been taken during the past few seasOme of these trout
being
of splendid

size and of rare fighting ability.

It is said that

a number of large ones have already been taken
from these waters this season.
Over on the

headwaters

of Fall

jacent to Groton,
territory that may
land, because even

Creek,

in the country

ad-

Cortland and McLean, in a
be said to be ideal trouting
the chronically indolent find

pleasure in tramping, not a few brook trout of
which no angler need feel’ ashamed, may be
taken in an easy day’s fishing when fit weather
conditions
tion from

prevail.
One may get into this seceither Ithaca, Sayre or Auburn via

Lehigh Valley Railroad.
Coming
from
southern

‘
New

York

into

Pennsylvania by way of Sayre, one finds scarcely
any trout fishing this side of the big and little
Shrader. down along the Monrceton line out of

Towanda.

Even

here

the wood

choppers

are

devastating the timber about the headwaters of
these streams. and the trout supply is rapidly

diminishing.
In fact. it has already diminished
to such an extent that the local fishing tales
fail to interest one.
To be sure, some nice
trout are to be taken
secting the Monroeton

the

glory

parently

of the

from the streams interstretch of country, but

old, and,

inexhaustible

supply

at that
has

time,

waned

ap-

sadly,

and to-dav the angler must be satisfied with trout
comparatively few in number. Nevertheless, the
beauty

of the landscane

is a free possession

to

all, and the warmth of the sunshine is quite the
equal of any of bygone days, so that there are
inviting

angler

compensations

who

Shraders.

elects

still

to invade

coming

the

land

all impends

James

SAYRE, Pa., May 1.—Editor Forest and Stream:
Thus far trout fishing in this section of Pennsyl-

to be

over

to

the

of

the

the lure of the
CHILL.

Frazer Marsters.

To many readers of Forest AND STREAM who
were his old customers, the death of Mr. Jantes
Frazer Marsters will come as a surprise.
Born
in Halifax, N. S., in 1839, he came to Brooklyn

in 1848, and in 1864 became a partner of his
brother, Mr. George Carter Marsters, the rodmaker.
Over forty years of painstaking attention to the wants of sportsmen, placed Mr.
Marsters in a position to handle the requisites for
field sports, of which he was an ardent follower
and enthusiast. The secret of his success was his
close attention to business and his painstaking,
looking after the small things that make so
much for success.
It was my privilege to know Mr. Marsters, and
the fishing reports in his note-book carry one
away

back to the times

when

Hell

end Bay, Coney Island Creek
Bay were in their palmy days.

Gate, Graves-

and Sheepshead
At that time his

figure was a familiar one to those who frequented
those waters,
‘Trout and striped bass were his

favorite fish, and it was

the delight of his later

days to recite the events

of that time, as experi-

enced by himself and friends.
In the early ’60’s Mr. Marsters

made a trip

west, and the party was attacked by a war party
of Indians.
Three of their men had been riding

about a day in advance of the main body, some
seventeen in all, when one day two of the advance party dashed into camp, reporting the loss

of their comrade.
The
party advanced
and
found him dead, scalped, and fairly bristling with
arrows.
They camped right there, while the Indians, some fifty in all, surrounded them and
prepared to starve them out. Why the Indians did
not at once attack them is not known, except that
a detachment of troops was expected to pass that
way daily. The Indians took a branch of willow,
peeled it and flattened one side, fixing it in the
earth like a horseshoe.
With the glasses the

besieged could see depicted in color on the flattened side of the willow, a representation of
every member of the party, including a headless
body for the dead man. This was believed to be
a taunt.
As the days passed the rations grew
shorter,

and

Mr.

Marsters

doled

out

the

flour

daily, so much to each man. As the ration shortened, volunteers were asked for to run for it at
night and brine aid.

Mr.

Marsters

was

one who

volunteered.
Whether or not the volunteers left
I do not recall, but the Indians suddenly withdrew
and the troops relieved the little party none too
soon,

for the rations were

exhausted.

The

Goy-

ernment reports tell the facts, and Mr. Marsters
received special mention.
I asked him one time
how he felt when besieged.
The answer was
characteristic of the man:
“I wasn’t afraid,” he
said, “I knew the Lord was with me, and if He
intended me to get through or be killed by the
Indians, I could not avert it!”
‘
His illness was of long standing. Three years
ago, after a severe illness, he planned to retire
from business and spend his remaining days
with his two sons on their cattle ranch in
Oregon.
The West had gotten “into his bones,” as it
does to every other man who goes there, and
he never tired talking of it. To say that he was
kind, congenial, generous to a fault, broadminded,

but

precise

when

occasion

required,

often imposed upon, but once only by the same
offender, gives a good notion of the character
of this good man.
G. W. Beatty, M.D.
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Queer Modes of Fishing.
BY

WueEN

JOHN

reading

similar

solitary

life and

Crusoe

adventure,

or

some

many

a lad

has wondered what he himself would do if
chance should suddenly place him in an uninhabited land with none of the appliances of
civilization to aid him in procuring food.
If
natural conditions were
favorable, the case
would not be so desperate as one might think.
The earliest men in Europe, as well as in
some other parts of the world, lived near the
seashore or on the banks of rivers.
Experience

taught

them

that

likely to furnish

while

the

sustenance

it is almost

quadrupeds

water

was
than

much

more

the land;

for,

impossible
to take birds or

without

arms

or traps of some

kind,

fish may be caught with no other implements
than these with which nature has furnished
every man.
The art of fishing is thus older
than

the

art

of hunting;

and

in remote

rural

waters than pike and pickerel.
seen in spring and early summer

easy matter at such times for barefoot boys to
hem them in and catch them in their hands or
kill them with sticks; but usually a better plan
is adopted. The young fishermen break a stout,
flexible switch, bend it in the form of a hoop,
and cover it with interlaced twigs.
This they
as

a seine

or

net,

or

set

A visit to the National Museum, at Washington, will suggest several other methods of fishing with only such material as nature provides.

There

also one may learn how to produce

simple sticks of wood.

memories

hands,”

to fish the lovely trout

streams

Photo

H. Chapin.

of fishing.

it describes

In such

Saluda, in South

low

tumbles

rivers

Carolina,

places where

water

accurately

as the
shoals

the channel

over

this method

broad

Broad

and

fire

for cooking his fish, without matches, flint and
steel, or anything more elaborate than a few

A Colorado
who

such

have been accustomed

of

surroundings

ledges

A

but

one,

insert

the

the

south

able.

and

hand

through that one, grabble until a fish is found,
grasp

it carefully to avoid the spines, and bring

it out. In this manner twenty or thirty pounds
of fish are often caught in a few hours.
An expert grabbler may fish alone, using
small stones to close the holes by which the fish
might escape, but it is usual for several boys to
go together, one doing the grabbling, another
stringing

and

carrying

the

fish,

and

the

rest

using their hands or feet to prevent the fish
from escaping from their hiding places before
they are caught. The most favorable depth of
water is from two to four feet. Sometimes a
dozen fish may be found in one place, and again
‘a hollow may prove empty.
When one has become accustomed to it, grab-

bling is an attractive sport, combining as it does
the pleasures

fisherman
other

of both

bathing

will sometimes

snake

instead

and fishing.

grasp

of a fish;

The

a moccasin
but

the

or

danger

from this source is much reduced by the fact
that the snake is under water and therefore not
likely to strike. This and other slight elements
of danger only add spice to the sport. There are
swift sluices to wade, where weak legs shake
like reeds or where the footing may be entirely
lost.
One may be wading confidently along
in two or three feet of water and suddenly
plunge into a pool ten feet in depth; but most of
those who go grabbling are expert swimmers,

and fatal accidents are rare.
Where small ponds abound, stirring up the
mud at their bottoms
until the water is
thoroughly muddy, will cause the fish to rise
to the surface, where they may be easily caught
with the hands. Sometimes, in the low country
of South Carolina and Georgia, an alligator is
aroused and the sport thus considerably enlivened.

Searcely less primitive than grabbling and
muddying,
is striking.
Armed
with longhandled paddles, or even with rude clubs broken
from trees, the fishermen wade at night up shallow creeks, carrying torches, and spearing or

striking the fish seen lying at the bottom of
the stream. Stunned or killed, the fish rises to
the surface and is picked up.
ms
Somewhat

more

artificial, but still very

rude,

is another mode of taking fish practiced in the
South.
Of all the varieties of fish which run

by Fred’k

from

the

Croton.

This is interesting, as it is the largest brook
trout caught in this vicinity in years.
Also, its
extraordinary fighting qualities were remark-

To catch them it is only necessary to wade in
the shoals until a suitable rock is found, shut
passages

Trout

The fish was caught on a 6-o0z. lancewood fly-

many of the larger rocks are hollows. communicating with the outer waters by one or more
small passages,
and in these hollows catfish
love to. lie, particularly in very warm weather.
all the

Big

brooks.

rod and single gut leader, and fifty-five minutes
were rquired to land it. It was brought to this
city to be mounted by Mr. J. Thomas, and will

where the bed of the stream is thickly strewn
with boulders of every shape and size. Under

up

RB.

Dansury, Conn., May 1.—Editor Forest and
Stream:
Mr. William R. Silvernail, a native of
Ancram, N. Y., and an ardent fly-caster, caught,
on Saturday, April 28, in Croton River, in
Brewsters, N. Y., a brook trout weighing three
pounds and six ounces.

out, the

of rock,

“Bourgeois’—L,

ing up their flies for the mountain

abound—shal-

widens

would

France—have evolved those simple but delightful
thoughts with which he used to charm us all in
bygone years.
This photograph was taken years ago by Mr.
Frederick
H. Chapin,
author
and
mountain
climber, and it cannot be presented at a better
time than now when Colorado anglers are look-

be exhibited in this city for a brief time.

Canyon:

THE engraving with this title will call up many
to the men

Rocky Mountains,
Here is a stream which W.
N. Byers would have delighted to follow up; amid

it in a narrow

place in the stream and drive the fish into it
by stirring the water with sticks.

districts many methods of fishing, called into
being by the necessities of primitive men, survive as the sports of their descendants.
A favorite summer amusement in some parts of
the South is grabbling. “Grabble” is a good dictionary word, meaning “to grope or feel with the
and

They may be
ascending little

ditches or making their way through tangled
growths
in marshy woods where few would
suppose a fish without legs could go.
It is an

use
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up stream at certain seasons, none go higher
toward the very fountain-head of their native
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The Attack upon Quebec License Fees.
In your issue of April 14, Mr. Pelland, publicist
of the Department of Colonization, Mines and
Fisheries of Quebec, defends the Quebec license
fees.
Among other things he quotes the minister, Mr, Prevost, as saying in the Quebec Leg-

islative Assembly:
“Our American neighbors
have expressed their entire satisfaction by nam-

ing the Minister of Fisheries of the Province
of Quebec to the presidency of the North American Fish and Game Protective Association.”
I was on the committee which nominated the
minister to this office at the recent meeting of
the Association in Boston, and | wish to correct
the impression which the above statement may
give.
The Association, composed about equally
of Americans
and Canadians, holds its annual
meeting alternately in Canada and the United
States.
Next year is Canada’s turn.
It has met
already in’ Montreal, Ottawa and St. John.
It
was therefore very much a foregone conclusion
that it should meet next year in Quebec.
It
is also a custom to choose the President from
the State or Province where the next meeting is
to be held, and to select a man prominently identified with fish and game interests.
The committee decided to recommend Quebec as the place
of meeting, and most naturally nominated the

of Fisheries

for president,

no

mention

of his policy as to license fees, then not fully
developed,
having
been
made
in committee.
Moreover, about half of the members of the committee were
Canadians.
The
same
‘facts are
true of the Association in its action upon the
report of the committee and in the election of the
president.
The Province of Quebec has long since adopted

the system of leasing rivers for fishing and tracts
of land for hunting purposes, and the Department
owes protection to its lessees
in their rights.
This system prevails to a comparatively small
extent in any other Province or State, while it is
general in Quebec.
Consequently, the new policy
of license fees enforced against individuals and
clubs already holding leases is a very different

matter from charging such fees to persons fish-

ing and shooting in and on unleased rivers and
land.
It is this feature, whether legal or illegal,

the enforcement of an extra charge for uSing privileges already leased for a fixed sum, that causes
the true sportsman’s sense of justice and fair play
to rebel.
The assertion of the right to cancel
leases, and the reservation that all leases are
subject to future laws and regulations will not
help matters.
It is to be presumed that the first
was to enable the Department to get rid of bad
tenants, and the second to oblige tenants to conform to changes in close times and methods of
capture of fish and game, etc.
Any interpretation permitting a change of money consideration
in a bargain once made, call. it by what name
you may, will suggest a breach of contract and
will be irritating to lessees.
That high sense of
honor which is characteristte of true sportsmen
will feel aggrieved.
Is it good policy?
As I understand it; there is power to except
lessees from the payment of these fees, and it
is not too late to do it.

Non LEASEHOLDING

Sullivan
Last

Friday,

County

May 4, was

STREAM.

ANGLER.

Notes.
apparently

made

to

order for, fly-fishing.
The sun shone warm and
bright, which is favorable early in the séason.
The wind was from the southwest, upstream, the

best of all winds for most of the trout streams in
this region.
The water clear and just the right
height.
Could heart of angler desire more?
My
throat was swollen double size and I dared not
fish. I hope, however, that the day was enjoyed
by many good anglers in many parts of the country; certainly ‘everthing seemed to be in their
favor.
There is, in my opinion, nothing like this
soft, upstream wind, strong or a mere zephyr, for
causing natural flies to hatch out and trout to
rise freely,
Some years ago, on a hot July morning, a friend
and myself tramped in hopeless mood five miles
up a well known river.
We expected poor sport

[May

and a soft, refreshing

breeze came up from the southwest.
In a few
minutes a considerable number of small blue duns,

with long tails, began to hatch and were
up

stream

as

they

the dimples made

rose

from

the

blown

water.

by rising trout

were

Soon

seen

on

the still pools and slow flowing water, and our
spirits rose.
By 3 o'clock we had seventy trout,
divided about equally between us, but the fisherman who stuck to the color of the natural fly
had much the heaviest creel, having, in point of
fact, taken all the large trout.
He had given
two of the ‘blue-bodied flies to his friend, but the
latter, after losing one of them, preferred to go
on with a pet fly of his own tying (a standard
fly). At this the small fish rose freely but noth-

ing over the quarter pound.

All were the native

brook trout, Salmo salvelinus,
I do not believe
that we would have taken a dozen fish unless the

wind

had

changed,

as described.

Prospects are now excellent.
Nothing except
heavy rain, causing a freshet, or discoloring the
water can spoil the sport.
Trout are not very

shy in May, and being hungry after the winter's
shortcommings, are usually well
on the feed.
Good luck and well stretched lines to all good
men who dare trust Providence and go a-angling.

Some

fine sport

has been

enjoyed

during

the

past week.
The water has been quite low and
clear, and trout were taking well.
The upper
Beaverkill flows at a high elevation, but the river
does not appear to feel the effects of the snow
water as long as some others in the county. Consequently the fish were rising as soon
as the
freshet of the first few days of the season ran
out.
However, the fishing was not first-rate until
the week after.
Heavy baskets were made on
May 4; one of 15 pounds .reported to me,
The

outlook

at this writing is for rain.
THEODORE

Bass
How

at Maranocook

would

GORDON.

the waters

hold the gamiest of black bass and an abundance
of them, as well as fine pickerel and lake trout?

Many men

haye visited the Belgrade Lakes

in

Maine, but comparatively few have stopped over
at beautiful Maranocook Lake, and that may be
the reason why it excels, in my estimation, the
famous Belgrade Lakes as a fisherman’s paradise.
There is an “old Indian tale concerning the naming

of the lake that bears repeating.
In

Mary

early

ignorance

an

times

a

lived beside
or

Indian

design

tramp,

pioneer’s

daughter

the lake, and
incurred

who

was

the

food among the early whites.
corn bread did not come from

rich

enough

to please

named

either through
displeasure

wont

to

beg

of

for

At any rate, her
the fireplace quite

his esthetic

taste,

so he

grunted, ‘“‘Mary-no-cook,” and in time the lake
got-the name of Maranocook.
Near by, however,
on the next lake below, lived another maiden,
Anna, whose cooking more nearly suited the red

man, so he exclaimed, “Anna-best-cook,” and that
lake to this day is called Annabessacook.
At
any rate, I found the pleasure of a two weeks’
stay at Maranocook was enhanced by delicious
food, clean rooms and good beds, And such sport
fishing!
We were up at six or earlier, and after breakfast were off with a guide for the day’s fishing.
It was but a short walk down to the landing, and
then hardly any distance to good fishing grounds.
Fishing for the pleasure of it, I took about thirty
bass on an average per day, although my record
was fifty-two.
One man who has fished from
Florida to Quebec, took eight hundred bass during

his five weeks’

stay, throwing

back,

of course,

the most of them, to live and bite again some
other day,
It is only a few miles to Wayne Pond, where
white perch fishing excels any other waters in
Maine; and Flying Pond and Crotched
Pond,
Belgrade
Lakes,
Cobbosseecontee
and
Messa-

louskee are within easy driving distance.
No lover of good bass fishing should

feel quite

content until he has essayed to beat his previous
records by trolling the sparkling waters of Maranocook, where bass fishing is good from June 1

to October.

iS sed

Ice is Late in

Leaving

Some

Canadian

Lakes.

I HAVE seen later seasons than the present
spring in Quebec, but I have also seen many
earlier ones.
It is not unusual to get good trout
fishing in Lake Beauport in the last week of

April.

This year the lake was still covered with

ice May 1. The ice broke up on the 3d, and there
was fishing on the 4th.

Lake

Beauport

is a perfect

gem

set

in

a

mounting
of forest-clad
hills
and much
resembling a Swiss lake.
Its waters are deep and
contain no other fish than fontinalis.
If they

were

not

marvellously

well

adapted

for

the

growth and procreation of the brook trout, they
would long ago have been depleted.
The lake is
only fourteen miles distant from the city of Que-

bec, and is fished continually during the open
season by both fly and bait fishermen. Yet there
seems

to be no-lack

of fish.

If any

reasonable

limit could be placed upon the fishing in Lake
Beauport its waters would be simply alive with
trout.

They

run

up to over

2 pounds

in weight,

though the average weight of those which rise to
the fly is from

pound.

a quarter

to three-quarters

All the fish in Lake

Beauport

of a

are of a

brilliant silvery hue.
Around its shores are a
small hotel, two boarding houses and_ severa!
summer cottages.

On May 5 I received a telegram from Judge
Swain, of Toledo, O., inquiring whether Monday,
the 14th inst., would be too

bee for the Triton Club.
had not left the main

early to leave

Que-

At that time the ice

lakes on the Tract, though

a letter written there on May 3 stated that it was
likely to go four or five days later. After discussing

the matter

over

in all its bearings

with

Capt. W. C. Seaton, I wired back that we both
thought that the 18th or 20th would be quite
early enough this season
ing waters of the Tract.

Lake.

you like to fish where

12, 1906.

Fish and Fishing.

but wished to be on the water.
It would seem
Between Io and II:
to be cooler near it, anyhow.

o'clock the wind changed

Editor Forest and Stream:

Minister

AND

to arrive upon the fishIt is usually also about

this date that the earliest fishing is to be had in
Lake Edward.
‘This information may be useful
to other anglers who may think of coming here
for their spring fishing.
On Lake St. John the ice still holds firm and
I would not advise anybody
going
there for
ouananiche fishing to arrange for arriving there

this year before the second week of June.

It is

true that the summer may hasten along much
more rapidly than it has yet done, but if so, I
shall endeavor to keep readers of this column

fully posted as to the changes in the fishing prospects.
The Amabalish and Metabetchouan clubs expect to be well represented in the spring batch of
trout fishermen in the Lake St. John country, and

I hear that a fairly good number of applications
for accommodations in the month of June have
reached Lake Edward.
Lake

season

its first trout

of the

about the 4th inst., but like Lake

St. Charles

yielded

Beau-

port, it is within a few miles of Quebec.
By the
time this appears in print the fishing ought to be

about at its best in Lake
lakes

are

,however,

St. Joseph.

farther

south

All these

and

less

ele-

vated than those on which the ice still holds.
Enemies

It was

the

good

Barnes that called
lovers of fishing to
be devourers of the
however, that among
the recent Fish and

efforts
stroy

were
some

made
of the

of Fish Life.

Dame

Juliana

Berners

or

upon all good anglers and
“destroy all such things as
game.”
It is pointed out,
the sportsmen assembled at
Game Congress in Montreal

to protect
worst

instead

devourers

af to de- .
of our

best

fishes, It is true, that for the sake of their skins
there was an attempt to obtain a close season for
two

years

among

on

others,

otter

and

was

mink,

opposed

but

the

to it, and

Minister,

nothing

was done.
The thoughtful friends of fish life
know that otters are too much protected already,
and that in England, for instance, they are systematically hinted down.
One otter on a river

will do more
worth.
Another

protection

damage

in a week than its fur ‘is

animal which

it was

suggested to give

to is the bear, though it is altogether
(Continued on page 774.)
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AN

OBSERVATORY AND NAUTICAL MUSEUM FOR NEW YORK.
.
WITHIN a few days it has been announced that
plans were nearly completed for the establishment in New: York city of an observatory and
nautical museum.
‘This is a broad-minded enter-

prise

that

has

only

just awakening

now

to the

large and powerful,

come

fact

to a community

that

it is also one

shipping ports of the world.
Aside from the obvious need

besides

being

of the greatest

to the mariners

frequenting the port of New York, of having
complete and up-to-date information which. only

an observatory

can

supply, the nautical museum

will have an important

function

in educating

and

interesting the general public.
The crowds of
people who daily pass through the foreign naval
museums

give

an

indication

of

the

fascination

that the sea and its ships and all inventions
tending toward the safety of navigation exert
on the masses, whose pursuits
do not permit
them to become familiar with the mysteries of

the deep.
The observatory
dents

and

research.

others

will be within
employed

reach

in various

of stufields

of

The instruments are to be of the most

modern and improved type.
The museum will contain, besides ancient and
modern models and relics, examples of appliances
of all kinds.
Not of least importance will be an
astronomical and nautical library, in which probably will be assembled all the collections touch-

ing these subjects in the various libraries of the
city.
To-day the question of reference on subjects relating to naval architecture is a. difficult
one, as no one has had sufficient interest in the

matter to bring together all these books into one
place, and the search for such works is made
most

quickly

successful

by

visiting

London,

Paris and other Continental cities.
The successes of the Model Committee and
Library Committee of the New York Y. C. have
had undoubted effect in paving the way for and
making possible the establishment of such an institution as the New

tical Museum.
laudable work

York

Observatory

and Nau-

This is the greatest and most
in respect to things nautical that

has been -undertaken in
evidence of the gradual

New York, and is an
development in broad-

mindedness and progressiveness that is slowly
but surely taking place in our great city.
The good accomplished by such an institution
cannot be over-estimated, and the names of the
men who form the committee on preliminary organization are warrant of the ability, determina-

tion and skill which have been enlisted for the
carrying out to a successful issue of a project
which ranks yet higher than the fine arts.
Committee on Preliminary Organization: Frederick G. Bourne, Cornelius Vanderbilt, Edward
S. Isham, George A. Cormack, J.-D. Jerrold
Kelley, Charles Lane Poor.
New York, the second largest city in the world, the
greatest maritime port in this country, has no institution
devoted to the interests of the navigator, to the investigation of new methods and new discoveries in shipbuilding, and in ship sailing; no museum where can be studied
the development of the modern vessel, where can be

found the charts and aids to the navigator.
In London
we find the Greenwich
Observatory
and
a _ nautical
Museum; in Paris, the Paris Observatory and allied institutions;

in

Berlin,

in

Potsdam,

observatories;
in Boston,
servatory; in Washington,
governmental

in

Nice,

magnificent

the
Harvard
College
the Naval Observatory

departments

and

institutions;

in

Oband

Chicago,

the Yerkes; in San Francisco, the Lick Observatory,
New York alone of all the great cities of the world is
without an institution of this kind.
Navigation, the science upon which depends the safety
and speed of vessels at sea, the art from the successful
practice of which New York derived her greatness, is de
pendent upon astronomical observations and calculations.
New York city should have a great institution, an ‘as:
tronomical observatory and nautical museum”’ devoted to
encouraging and developing the study of navigation and
astronomy, of advancing the general knowledge of the
safe navigation of the sea, of the development of harbor
facilities, and of kindred’ subjects, and to that end of
furnishing theoretical and popular instruction.
Such an institution would
-naturally consist of two
distinct departments:
a nautical museum
and an astronomical

observatory:

1. Where would be collected and exhibited models of
all types of vessels, safety and signal devices, nautical
instruments and methods of determining position, charts,
marine engines and motors, and historical instruments and
relics.

The

museum

and

collections

should

be

open

to

the public and should be arranged so that properly qualified persons could avail themselves of the facilities there
offered for investigation and research.
2. Where would be made scientific investigation in the
field of astronomy, navigation and kindred subjects, and
for this purpose the observatory should be provided with
a complete outfit of astronomical and astrophysical instruments
of large size.
Certain portions of the observatory should be open to the public on two or three
evenings per week.
Such a museum
and observatory could be made a
center of scientific activity.
It would supplement and
add to the usefulness of many institutions, and organizatizons now in the city. There are many institutions and
many persons having the facilities for collecting data,
but unable to properly reduce and discuss such data.
Ali material and data so collected could be sent to the
museum,
there to be worked up, put in shape, and
made available for scientific use.
PRELIMINARY
PLAN
AND
ORGANIZATION.
To establish such an institution worthy of the city
of New
York, it is proposed to form a corporation,
chartered by the State, and to be known as The New
York Observatory and Nautical Museum.
‘This corpora:
tion, which will be governed by a self-perpetuating Board
of Trustees, will have an endowment,
it is hoped, of
not less than $500,000. and will purchase and own all the
instruments, apparatus, and collections necessary to carry
out the general plan.
The income of the corporation,
derived from endowment
and from membership
dues,
will be used for scientific work and for the advancement
of the art and practice of navigation solely.
It is hoped that the city of New York will provide a
site in Bronx Park and will furnish buildings for the
museum

and

the

observatory.

If this

be

done,

the

cor-

poration will open its collections to the public, and
under proper restrictions, will allow the use of its telescopes and apparatus for purposes of instruction.
The corporation will endeavor to secure the co-operation and support of the institutions of learning, of the
various museums, and of other kindred organizations in
the city by contracts of mutual aid and advantage.
It is
proposed to establish a Board of Scientific Advisers,
consisting of the leading astronomers, nautical experts,
and scientists in the country, who shall advise “with the
president,

of general

the

director

and

scientific policy.

the

trustees

on

all

matters

MEMBERSHIP.
The corporation will establish various degrees of membership, by which citizens of New York, who may be
interested in the general work of the institution, or in
some particular line of investigation, may become allied
with it and contribute toward its support and the maintenance of its scientific reputation.
In accordance with the
custom prevailing in the various museums and similar
institutions

in this

city,

the

following

classes

of member-

ship will be established and appropriate privileges granted
to each:
Annual
Members,
Life
Members,
Fellows,
Patrons, Benefactors.
Special arrangements will be made whereby officers ot
the United States Navy, the Marine Corps, the Revenue
Service, and the Mercantile Marine may become affiliated
with and entitled to the privileges of the museum during
their active service.
BUILDINGS
AND
EQUIPMENT.
A principal building will be the Nautical Museum,
wherein will be placed the collections of models,
of
nautical
In this

instruments, and
building will be

of marine engines and
included
the executive

motors.
offices,

the library, fhe laboratories, workshops, and computing
rooms.
Adjacent to this central hall will be grouped the
various buildings of the observatory, each instrument so
far_as practicable, having its own separate house.
The equipment of the observatory will be planned with
special reference to the work proposed to be done therein.
New York Observatory must be prepared to take up
problems not usually studied in other institutions, and
especially such astronomical problems as are related to

navigation; the moticns of the planets, the study of tides
and tidal currents, the formation of special tables and
aids to navigation; the rating of chronometers, the adjustment of compasses, and the scientific examination and
study of nautical instruments and safety devices.
Again,
the observatory must have instruments for student use
and for popular instruction.

YACHTING NEWS

NOTES.

AMERICAN
Power
Boar
AssociATion.—The
committee in charge of the annual cruise of the
A. P. B. A. make the following announcement:
The cruise of the A. P. B. A. will be open to
all boats owned by members of any club enrolled
in the Association,
The fleet will rendezvous at
the Manhasset Bay Y. C., Port Washington, L. L.,

Saturday

morning,

July 21.

Captains,

upon

ar-

riving at the rendezvous are requested to report
The fleet will be prepared to
“to the committee.
get under way at 2 o’clock in the afternoon of
the same day upon signal from the committee
boat. The daily runs will be as follows:
July 21, to the Norwalk Y. C., Norwalk, Conn. ;
July 22, to the Thimble Islands ; July 23, to New
Case July 24, to Newport; July 25, remain at
Newport; July 26, to Block Island; July 27, to
Shelter Island; July 28, at Shelter Island.
The
cruise will officially end at sunset, upon the lowering of the flag on the committee boat.
Entries may ‘be made to the chairman of the
committee,

and

on

account

of

the

arrangements

that it is necessary to make, it : desired that
entries shall be received not later than July 18.
Captains are requested to fly ie TNE
tole wyeNe
flag, which is a rectangular blue flag with a white
propeller in the center, around which are the letiene AS Eee Dean
white.
Details of the daily
runs and of the entertainment of the fleet will
be issued at the rendezvous.
Mr. C. W. Lee, New York; Col. F. A. Hill,
Norwalk, Conn., and Mr. J. H. McIntosh, chairman, 32 Broadway, New York, committee.

Yacuts

RRR
Firtinc Out.—At

the Seabury Co. the

following yachts are fitting out: Vixen, Mr. John
D. Archbold, New York Y. C.; Vitesse, Mr. Brayton Ives, New York Y. C.; Vel thra, Mr. S. Parker Bremer, New York Y. (e# Nanita, Mr. C. V.
Brokaw, New York Y. C.; Edithia, Mr. John H.
Hanan, New York Y. C.; Cherokee, Mr. S. H.

Vandergrift.

New

York

Y. Gir Grey Fox,

Mr.

Lewis Herzog, New York Y. C.; Linta, Mr. Walter Luttgen, New York Y. C.
At the Morse Iron Works, South Brooklyn,
there are now being overhauled and repaired the
following vessels: Steam yacht Alvina, Mr. Alexander S. Cochran, New York Y. C.; auxiliary
brigantine Aloha, Mr. A. Curtis James; steam
yacht Buccaneer, Mr, Leonard
Richards, New
York Y. C.; steam yacht Elsa II., Mr. Evans R.
Dicks auxiliary yacht Intrepid, Mr. Lloyd Pheenix,
New York Y. C.; steam yacht Ituna, Mr. Frederic H. Stevens, New York Y. C.; steam yacht
Nourmahal, Mr. John Jacob Astor, New York Y.

C.; power yacht Pharamond,

Mr. W. H. Briggs;

steam yacht Rambier, Mr. Pliny Fisk, New York
Y. C.; steam yacht Noma, Mr. William B. Leeds,
INewery otk: ny. .G.: steam yacht
Susquehanna;
steam yacht Scud, Mr.
Ss) Untermyer;
steam
yacht Say When, Mr. W. J. White, and steam
yacht Theresa, Mr. G. Sidenberg; yawl Comet
and schooners
Endymion,
Commodore
George
Lauder, Jr., Indian Harbor Y. C.; Comanche and
Alsacienne, Mr. W. T. Van Brunt, New York

RAD
The auxiliary yacht Apache, Mr. Edmund Randolph, New York Y. C., has arrived at the Morse
Works, to be overhauled and refitted.

SULTANA
the steam

a
DiISABLED.—On
yacht Sultana,

the night of May 4
Mr. J. Montgomery
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Sears,

New

York

Y. C., was

towed

of friends. Shortly after leaving Colon the boilers caused trouble and the boat was adrift until
picked up by a steamer that took her into South

Pass, La., where
brought her home.

the

Rio

called

for

her

and
;

SONDERKLASSE
Boat
NAmeED.—The boat designed for the Sonderklasse races at Marblehead
by Mr. Clinton H. Crane for Mr, F. Lewis Clark’
of the Eastern Y. C., is to be named Spokane.

ed
New LAuNcH For Mr. REEves.—At the yard of
the. Williams-Whittelsey Company a contract has
recently been placed by Mr. George H. Reeves,
of Greenport, L. I., for the construction of a
launch designed by Mr. Morgan Barney, of the
following dimensions:
Length, over all, 65ft.;
waterline, 55ft. 6in.; breadth, 13ft.; draft, 3ft.

The yacht will be delivered on July 2.
RRR
THE Late Henry C. Rouse.—Mr. Henry C.
Rouse passed away in Cleveland, O., on May 1.

He was a member of the Seawanhaka

Corinthian

Y. C. and spent his summers near Gloucester,
Mass., where he owned a country place.
Mr.
Rouse had always been much interested in small
boats, and was an enthusiastic Corinthian.

RR ER
OFFICERS OF LAKEWoop Y. C., CLEVELAND, O.—
The following officers have been elected for the
ensuing year:
Com., Warren J. Brodie; ViceCom., Ralph L. Fuller; Rear Com., John F. Cunningham; Fleet Capt., Walter C. Baker; Sec. and
Treas., A. J. Prentice; Delegate to Interlake Y.
A., Myron B. Vorce; Regatta Committee—A. J.

Phelps,

Edward
and

Kelley,

C. H. Gardner,

Robert

J. N. Frazee.

mR ER
HuGUENOT TO GO UNDER THE HAMMER.—Manning’s Yachting Agency announce that on May
16 the sloop yacht Huguenot will be sold at auction.
Huguenot was designed by L. D. Huntington, Jr., for the 51ft. class, and her length over
all is 75ft., load waterline 44ft., breadth 15ft. and
draft 1oft.

BrookLtyn

RRR
Y. C. Openinc.—On

Saturday

last

the Brooklyn Y. C. was informally opened for
the use of members, but the formal opening is
not to take place until May 26. On that day the
ocean race to Bermuda will be started.
The club
is growing rapidly, its proximity to the city is
greatly in its favor.
There
are
fourteen
new
members
awaiting the action of the Board of
Governors as follows:
Messrs.
Gratz
Nathan,
John Alden, Nathaniel H. Levi, William G. Foster, James W. Redmond, James Falk, Charles

Weust, George W. Robinson, Whitmell

T. Talia-

ferre, Abraham Abrahams, James Hahn, D. H.
Valentine, Eugene Mortimer Earle, Paul Gibert
Thebaud, Luke D. Stapleton, Frederick Thompson, R. W. Cruezbaur°and James Clark.
Rev.
Lindsay Parker, Rev. J. Fesley Hill and Rev.
W. C. P. Rhoades have been: elected fleet chaplains.
RRR
YAwL
For Mr.
Davies
LAUNCHED.—At Bay
Shore, L. I, on May 4, from the yard of Mr.
Downs, was launched a Gielow designed yawl for
Mr. Julien T, Davies, Jr. Her dimensions are,
length,
over
all, 55ft.;
load waterline,
38ft.,
breadth, 15ft:s draft) Vettse6ine yt he auxiliary
power consists of a 9 horsepower Smalley engine.
The yacht, which has been named
Marirose, will be delivered to her owner May 15.

mRER
SUSQUEHANNA Sotp.—Messrs. Cox and Stevens
have sold for the estate of the late Joseph Stickney the steam yacht Susquehanna to Mr. W. J.
White, of Cleveland, O. The yacht is now being
refitted at the Morse yards, South Brooklyn, and
when in commission will remain in New York
waters.

THE

Eastern

starting from
1906,
unless:
postponement,

race,

unless

governed

STREAM.

[May

Y. C. .

Y. C. will hold

an

ocean

race,

New London, Saturday, June 30,
unfavorable
weather
necessitates
All matters connected with the

otherwise

by the racing

specified
rules

and

herein,

will

be

regulations

of

the Eastern Y. C,

12, 1906.

marking the same to starboard; Handkerchief Lightship
to port; black can buoy No, 5A, near Shovelful Lightship, to starboard (instead of leaving Buoy 5A to starboard, yachts may pass to the southward of Stonehorse
Shoal, but if they do they must leave Great Round Shoal
Lightship and
Orion Shoal bell buoy to port); Pollock
Rip Lightship, Pollock Rip Shoal Lightship, Chatham
Bar whistling buoy and Peaked Hill Bar whistling buoy
to port.

Yachts may make port or anchor, if necessary, owing
to stress of weather or other cause, without being disqualified.
‘
STARTING

Rmer

E. Power

Eastern

in by the

Morgan Line steamer Rio.
Sultana left. Colon
with Mr. Robert P. Schwerin, vice-president of
the Pacific Mail Steamship Company, and a party

AND

SIGNALS.

Entries must be received in writing by H. A. Morss,
If the first signal is delayed, the intervals will remain
110 State street, Boston, before 4 P. M., Friday, June 29,
unchanged.
1906, and must state the rig and ownership of the yacht,
If it is decided to postpone the start, code flag ‘“‘G”’
with her measurement
under
Eastern
or New
York
(yellow and blue pennant) will be hoisted; postponements
Y. C. rules.
The committee may accept post entries in
shall
be for even 15 minute intervals.
their discretion.
4:30 P. M.—Warning.—A
whistle will be blown, the
Owners wishing to have their yachts measured either in
club
burgee
lowered and a white flag hoisted.
Eastern or New York waters should apply to the measPreparatory (5 minutes after warning).—Five minutes
urer of this club, Mr. Henry Taggard, 44 State street,
later, with whistle, the white flag will be lowered and
Boston.
the blue peter hoisted.
Certificates of measurement will be accepted, subject
Ten minutes after warning.—Five
minutes later, with
to remeasurement in case of protest, from the measurer
whistle, the blue peter will be lowered and a red ball
of any recognized yacht club which has adopted the sohoisted
for
the
start
of
First
Division
Schooners.
called Universal Rule Measurement.
Fifteen minutes after warning.—Five minutes later, with
Each yacht shall carry her private signal at the main
whistle,
a
second
red
ball
will
be
hoisted
for the start of
peak, and display her racing number above the reef
Second Division Schooners.
points at approximately equal distances from the luff and
Twenty
minutes
after
warning.—Five
minutes
later, with
Any yacht crossing leach on both sides of the mainsail.
whistle,-a third red ball will be hoisted for the start of
the finish line during the night must burn an Eastern
auxiliaries.
Y. C. Coston signal when approaching the committee
Twenty-five minutes after warning.—Five minutes later
boat, and must pass near enough to the latter to hail and
with whistle, a fourth red ball will be hoisted for the
give her name and number.
start
of First Division Sloops.
Yachts having regular racing numbers may use these
Thirty minutes after warning.—Five minutes later, with
by notifying the committee what they are before the start.
whistle
a fifth red ball will be hoisted for the start of
Numbers and Eastern Y. C. Coston signals may be obSecond Division Sloops.
tained from the Eastern Y. C. Regatta Committee at
Timing.—Starts
will be flying, and yachts will be
the New York Y. C. Station, New London, Saturday
timed from the whistle.
forenoon, June 30.
Note.—High
water at New London,
Saturday, June
SCHOONERS,
301906. atl 3:57 sea ME
First Division:
All over 75ft. rating measurement, or
Regatta Committee E. Y. C.: Henry Howard, Chairman, George Atkinson, Jr., A. A. Packard, Henry A.
including regular Classes A and B.
Morss, Louis M,. Clark, Secretary, 50 Congress street,
Second Division:
All not over 75ft. rating measureBoston, Mass.
‘
ment, or including regular Classes C, D, E, DD, EE.
Third Division: Auxiliaries.
* EASTERN Y, C. FIXTURES.
SLOOPS AND YAWLS.
First Division:
All over 57ft. rating measurement, or
including Classes F, G, H and J.
Second Division: All not over 57ft. rating measurement,
or including regular Classes K, L, M and N.
No yacht under 380ft. waterline length will be allowed to
start.

The committee will provide for other special classes,
should a sufficient number of entries be received.
Special prizes have been offered as follows:
For First Division Schooners, a $500 cup, by ViceCommodore F. Lewis Clark.
For First Division Sloops, a $250 cup by Rear-Commodore Gordon Abbott.
For Second Division Schooners, a $250 cup by Capt.
Henry M. Atkinson.
Including the above, silver prizes will be awarded in
each class according to the number of starters, as follows:
There will be a prize for first, if two or more yachts
start in a class; a prize for second, if four or more
yachts start; and a prize for third, if seven or more
yachts start.
In addition to the prizes a suitably engraved trophy will
be awarded to each yacht, completing the course but
not

winning

a

prize.

Wednesday,
day

following

Eastern
open

July 4.—On
the

finish

ocean

race,

the

Y. C. will give a race off Marblehead,

to yachts taking part in the ocean

Friday, July 6.—Eastern
open

July 4, the Wednes-

of the

to all yachts

race.

Y. C. annual

of recognized

yacht

regatta,

clubs.

Saturday, July 7, 3 P. M—Run to Gloucester.
Saturday Evening.—Entertainment
on _ board

one of the larger yachts in Gloucester

Harbor.

Sunday, July 8, 6 A. M.~—Run to Wood
Monday,

July 9.—Run

to Christmas

Island.

Cove.

Tuesday, July 10—Run to Camden.
2 Wednesday, July 11.—Proceed at will to Islesoro.
Thursday, July 12.—Run from Dark Harbor to
Swans Island Harbor, Swans Island.
Friday, July 13.—Run to Bar Harbor.
Friday
Evening—Dinner
for captains and
guests at the Kebo Valley Club and presentation

of prizes won during the cruise.
All yachts shall race in cruising trim, as follows:
Fittings.—Cruising
deck, cabin, galley and forecastle
Saturday, July 14.—Fleet disbands at colors.
fitting and fixtures (davits excepted) shall be kept in
All yachts taking part in the Eastern Y. C.
place.
Davits must be kept on board.
ocean race are invited to enter the two races at
Anchors and Cables.—Cruising equipment of anchors
and cables suitable to the size of the yacht shall be carMarblehead, and to join the Eastern Y. C. squadried, and of these one bower anchor with suitable cable
ron on its cruise, and take part in the racing runs.
bent shall be kept ready for immediate use.
The Eastern Y. C.. race, New London to
Sails—A yacht may carry the sails allowed in racing
trim, excepting that topsails extending above ‘the truck
Marblehead, which will start from New London
of the topmast or beyond the end of the gaff shall be
after the college boat races, will be the sequel to
barred.
A _pole-masted yacht may carry her regular
the race of the Indian Harbor Y. C., in which the
sprit topsails.
Boats.—Each
schooner over 55ft. and each sloop or
following schooners are entered: Queen, Invader,
yawl over 57ft., rating measurement,
shall carry two
Corona, Endymion
and Elmina.
The Eastern
serviceable non-collapsible boats not-less than 12ft. in
Y. C. Regatta Committee
has received
entries
length.
Each other yacht shall carry one such boat not
less than 10ft. in length.
from the owners of Elmina, Corona, Invader,
Crew.—Only such paid hands (pilots excepted) shall
Emerald Taormina and Dervish, and others are
be carried as live in the crew’s quarters of the yacht, and
expected within a few days. This combination of
the total number of men on board shall not exceed the
number allowed in racing trim.
In the absence of the
dates, with more racing to follow the finish of the
owner there shall be on board each yacht a member of a
ocean race off Marblehead, is attractive, and in
recognized yacht club, who shall be responsible for her
view of the many valuable prizes there is no
obedience to the Eastern Y. C. rules.
A yacht shall conform to all the restrictions of Rule 6
doubt that. the racing will be well supported, and
of the Racing Rules (racing trim), which are not replaced
of a kind as to the number of boats competing
or modified by the foregoing paragraphs.
that has of late years been conspicuous by its
Allowances will be reckoned by the Eastern Y. C.
tables on a basis of 180 miles.
absence.
The starting line will be between a white flag on
Committee steamer and a red flag buoy anchored oft
ATLANTIC Home.—Atlantic, Commodore WilSarah’s Ledge bell buoy at the entrance of New London
Harbor.
son’
Marshall,
Larchmont
Yo
eG.
austen,
The finish line will be between Marblehead lighthouse
schooner. yacht, anchored on May 4 in Larchmont
and a committee boat..
S
Harbor, after an absence in foreign waters of
The committee
boat will be anchored
about threeeighths of a mile N.E.4E. from Marblehead lighthouse.
nearly a year. The cruise extended to the MediDuring daylight she will show a red ball, and after sunterranean and the passage home from Gibraltar
set two red lights, one above the other.
to Montauk was made at an average speed of 7
In finishing, leave the committee boat to starboard.
Yachts finishing at night must identify themselves by
knots.
Atlantic will be sent at once to South
burning an Eastern Y. C. Coston signal when approach. .
Brooklyn to be refitted for the coming season.
ing the finish and by hailing the committee boat.
COURSE.

The course shall be from the starting line to and across
the finish line, leaving Race Rock and Vineyard Sound
lightship to port; Lucas Shoal Middle Ground and buoys

On

the

yacht

with

Commodore

Marshall

were

Messrs, M. W. Smith, Clay M. Greene, Frank L.
Unger, H. A. Bergmann and F. A. Pearsall, who ~
were his guests on his Mediterranean cruise.
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La Paloma

Sails for San Francisco.

On Saturday afternoon, April 14, at 2 P. M.,
the yacht La Paloma took her departure for San
Francisco to enter the ocean yacht
race starting from there May 19.
There was quite an ovation at the
wharf.
The
Governor
loaned
the
Hawaiian Band for the occasion and
hundreds of people lined the wharves
to witness the departure of the little
vessel on her long 2,100-mile voyage.
Representative boats of the Hawaii
Y. C. were on hand to convoy La
Paloma out of the harbor, and the
yawl Gladys planned to accompany
her for 100 miles.

AND

STREAM.

boat of Chasca, arrived at Larchmont
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last week.

The same agency sold the auxiliary yawl Cavalier to Mr. W. G. Dunham, New Rochelle, N. Y.,

for Mr. F. K.:- Blanchard, of the same place.

Boston
WitH THE
been ordered

races

Mr.
of

separated

did not

see

EASTERN

gatta

Iola,

Maple

The latter boat is entered from

La

the Vancouver

Paloma

and

been

Attleboro,

Ten

Chasca
Eyck,

of

to
New

has

Mr.

been

sold

his

C.

York,

Races.—The

ReY. C.

new

class

by

Mr.

Caleb

Loring,

purposes

only,

the 22-rater

intended

purely as a cruiser.

CoLonial,

—Announcement has been made that
the members of the Colonial Y. C. are

to join the Savin Hill Y. C., of Dorchester.
When the process of absorp~
tion has been completed the club house

of the Savin Hill Y. C. will be moved

to Fox Point, where the Savin Hill
Y. C. has acquired the property now
occupied by the Colonial Y. C., and

will take over the locker buildings and
floats of the latter club.

Quincy

Y. C. Frxtures.—The

Re-

gatta Committee of the Quincy Y. C.
has announced the following fixtures:
May 26, Saturday.—Club race.

May 30, Wednesday.—Interclub with
South Boston.
June 2, Saturday.—Club race.
June 23, Saturday.—Club race.
June 30, Saturday.—Interclub

with

Mosquito Fleet.
July 7, Saturday.—Club race.
July 12, Saturday.—Ladies’ day.
July 14, Monday.—Interclub
with
Columbia.
Jul 26, Thursday—Y. R. A. open
and Quincy interclub.
Aug. 11, Saturday.—Interclub withWollaston.
,
Sept. 8, Saturday.—Interclub
with
Squantum,
CoMMoDORE CHENEY PRESENTED WITH
Crock.—On Friday evening, May 4, at
a banquet tendered him at the Boston
Athletic Association by past and present officers of the Boston Y. C., form-

er Commodore B. P. Cheney was presented with a magnificent ship’s clock,
in accordance with a vote of the club
passed

at

presentation

through

the office of Mr. Stanley M. Seaman,
220
Broadway,
New
York
city. Chasca is now being put in
commission and is expected to be in
New Rochelle by June 1. Mr.
R.
Floyd Clarke’s Atala, which is a sister

hurry

of the Eastern

Savin Hitt Y.C. Apsorps

days
hold

Robert

C.

Q Boat.—A

ordered

for racing

Y. C., and the race will

Mass.,

no

’ Ghost, recently completed by the same
firm for Mr. Charles Burgess, having

Yacut Sares.—Mr. H. P. Wilmarth,
sloop

is

this boat, and

owner of the 18ft. knockabout Fritter.
She will be designed and built by
Messrs. Burgess and Packard.
This
is really the first 22-rater to be built

now take on an international color.
Great enthusiasm is being manifested
in the race, both here and on the Pacifiic coast.
ALBERT DELMAR.
of

on

O boat, which will go after the Lipton $500 cup in the Y. R. A. races, has

and

mone,

Y.

Committee

Marblehead.
New Crass

All told, there are six on board—
Capt. C. W. Macfarlane, Fred. Moser,

Leaf.

the

has issued its programme for the long
distance race from New London to

she

ocean
Ane-

There

starting work

forthcoming.

counter,

sailors

of

Hayseed,

progressing well and that the order is

should arrive in San Francisco in
about 20 days from the start. She is
well fitted for the trip in every way
and should have
no difficulty in
weathering any gales she should en-

three

also

Messrs. Burgess and Packard
for a
syndicate of members of the Southern
Y. C., of New Orleans.
Mr. H. W.
Hayden, of New
Orelans,
who
has
been at Marbiehead, has received word
that the syndicate subscriptions are

arriving there the same night at 10:20

and navigator,

Rube,

knockabout

the American list, and there is prospect of one more
to be built by

she left for Honolulu,

a cook,
She has water for 50
and also provisions that would
out some length of time.
There are’ six entries for the
race as follows: Lurline, Nixie,

is for

owner

of the other boats of the class.
Mr.
Bowden’s boat will be the fifteenth on

proved to be La Paloma.
She ran
down to her and exchanged greetings.
The photographer on Gladys obtained pictures of the ship while repairs were being made, and show a
man being sent aloft.
The sea was
rather lumpy, but the pictures proved
to be excellent.
Gladys then parted company with
La Paloma and continued on to Lahaina, a distance of 83 miles, arriving
there at 10 P. M., where they anchored
for the night, having sailed continuously day and night for 32 hours.

mate

18ft.

and

formerly

it will give the designer an opportunity
of observing the performance of some

each

If all goes well with La Paloma

22-footer

Crowninshield.

sight. At 6 o’clock Gladys tacked ship,
ran the reverse course, and about 7:30
a sail was made out to leeward, which

morning

the

about

other until 8 o’clock the next morning. During the night the wind freshened and the mainboom lifts on La
Paloma were carried away.
The jib
was taken off and mainsail double
reefed. She jogged along under easy
sail until repairs could be made after
daylight.
- At 5:30 Sunday morning Gladys had
logged 98 miles, and was hove to for
breakfast, but La Paloma was not in

Next

Sonderklasse,

L. Bowden,

and who has been prominent in automobile
boat
racing.
Mr.
Bowden’s
boat will be designed by Mr. B. B.

Leaving the wharf,

and

of the

H.

champion

the yachts sailed down the harbor and
then returned to give the spectators a
better view of the sailing fleet, and as
they reached along the coast it made
a beautiful picture.
Five miles from the start all but
Gladys had returned, and the two
boats gradually disappeared over the
horizon. The weather conditions were
ideal.
After darkness set in the yachts became

Letter.

SONDERKLASSE.—Another boat has
to compete in the American trial

the

annual

meeting.

The

speech was made by Mr.

The clock is bronze,
Walter C. Lewis.
the dial being surrounded by a ship’s

wheel, and on the base is the following
inscription :

LA PALOMA

A HUNDRED

MILES

OUT.

REPAIRING

MAIN

LIFTS.

“May
Cheney

Presented
4, 1906.
of
by the members

to
the

mite
Ba
Boston
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Y. C., as a token of their appreciation of his zeal, generosity and ioyal services to the club.
““Of all good times that e’er can be,
May yours be best on land and sea;
With

And

fairest

skies

and

still a thought

weather

for ‘Auld

fine,

Lang

Syne.’ ”

AND

STREAM.

the Boston and Eastern Y. C.’s, has sold his a2rft.
knockabout Spinster IV. to Mr. Willard Welsh,
of the Boston Y. C. Mr. Clark has renamed the
25ft. knockabout Paola, which he recently pur-

chased, Spinster V.
DorcHESTER Y. C. Opentnc.—The

COMMANDER
HEBBINGHAUS
DINED,—Commander H. G. Hebbinghaus,
representative of the
German Emperor in the German-American match
between boats of the Sonderklasse, was tendered
a banquet at the Somerset Club on Monday evening, April 30, by members of the Eastern Y. C.
In the absence of Commodore W. Amory Gardner, Hon. Charles Francis Adams, 2d, received
the guest of honor, the following gentlemen being

been arranged.

ter, I. Tucker Burr, Theodore Reincke, Henry
Taggard, John W. Lawrence, Louis M. Clark and
Henry A. Morss.
SPINSTER IV. Sotp.—Mr. Louis M. Clark, of

THe Free AtcoHot Bitit.—It is probable that
the bill removing the internal revenue tax from
denatured alcohol for use in the arts will be reported to the Senate this week.
The measure

present:
Messrs. Henry Howard, Albert Von
Schroeder, George Atkinson, Jr., C. H. W. Fos-

club
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DAN KIDNEY @ SON, West De Pere, Wis

house

of the Dorchester Y. C. has been put into commission for the season.
It is announced that the
channel has been completed to the club floats,
thus giving access to deep water at all tides.
Opening night of the season will be held Saturday evening, May 12, for members and guests,
and, as usual, a most excellent programme has
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B. KILLEEN.

Canoes,
of fine Pleasure and Hunting Boats
Send for atalogue.
Launches, Small Sail Boats.

Builders
Gasoline

KNOCK DOWN BOATS
Launches, row and
sail boats,
Canoes and Hunting
boats.

Of
y

ns

Send for Catalogue.

ent aoa

OLDTOWN'
15 and

16

all Descriptions.

a

ee

§ 2?5

ft.

CANOES

i
a)

e

Paddles,

Be

%1.™ Each

H. H. KIFFE CO., 523 Broadway, New York
Naval

Archictects

ARTHUR

and

BINNEY,

(Formerly Stewart

Naval

Brokers.

Architect

& BINNEY.)

and

Yacht

Broker,

Mason Building, Kilby Street, BOSTON, MASS.
Cable Address, ‘‘ Designer,’’ Boston.

BURGESS

@ PACKARD,

Naval Architects and Engineers.

A Pack Train

A Fish and
Game

Trip through these
Mountains is indescribably fascinating.
Ladies may be _ included in these trips.
We have a list. of
guides and outfitters
covering an enormous

Country
Bvas

It Does Not Spoil
this

beautiful

know

area,

phenomenally
scenery

that

there

has

to

some
rarely,

been visited
Sportsman,

is

Fishing and Shooting

of which
if

ever,

by the

State

St., BOSTON,

HOLLIS
Yacht
kinds.

Write for copy of
“The Challenge of the
Mountains.”

dian Pacific Railway.

Agent.
Insurance
of all
sale of Gasoline Engines.

Branch Office, 131 State Si. Tel. 4870 Main, BOStON, Mass.

LORILLARD & WALKER,
Yacht Brokers,
We

call attention to our

illustrated

vertisement (in this issue) of some
able yachts offered for sale.
Telephone 6950 Broad.
C. SHERMAN

Montcomery

HOYT
NAVAL

@

ARCHITECTS

The

CANADIAN

_

ROCKY MOUNTAINS.
Reached bythe

Battery

AND

ENGINEERS,

Place,

New

L.

York.

SKENE,

The Skene Sectional Boat.

Skene

Triple Screw

Street,

-

System.

Boston,

CANADIAN PACIFIC RAILWAY
ROBERT

KERR,,passencer TRaFric manaceR. MONTREAL,

Mass.

BROS.

ARCHITECTS.

YACHT

Fast cruisers and racing boatsa specialty.

I HAVE

H. Ciark.

High Speed Werkra Specialty.

SMALL

MEN

ad-

CLARK,

YACHT BROKERAGE.

15 Exchange

page

of the desir-

41 Wall St., New Yerk City.

Hoyt.

No. 112 Water Street, BOSTON,

LAKE

Main.

Main Office, 10 Tremont St. Tel.1905-1 Main.

NAVAL

EMERALD

4870

BURGESS,

Broker.
General
Marine
Agent for the purchase and

NORMAN

along

Tel.

handled.

The Skene Chock.

the line of the Cana-

Yacht Builders,

MASS.

Marblehead Office and Works: Nashua St., Marblehead, Mass.
300-Ton Railway.
Modern Building Shops. Two new
Storage Sheds. 10-Ton Steam Shearlegs. 21 feet of water
off our railway. Large Storage Capacity. Ship Chandlery
and Machine Shop. Repair Work of all kinds quickly

17

of the very best kind
o be enjoyed

131

FISHED

BROKERAGE.

MASS.
Tel. 3556-2 Main.

WITH.

By Fred Mather.
A handsome volume, printed on laid
paper, bound in green and gold, and illustrated with a
new portrait of Mr. Mather, and with portraits of the
“men”? of whom he writes so delightfully.
272 pages.
Postpaid, $2.
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The

Following

Are Some

No. 322.—Flush
deck,
92-foot
waterline
wooden
steam yacht; buiit 1895; dining saloon on deck; steers

AND

STREAM.

Desirable Yachts

No. 366.—Steam yacht, 81-foot waterline;
wood, 1900; modern in every particular; flush

Offered

built of
deck; 2

For

Sale

No. 118.—Wooden, flush deck steam yacht; 102-foot
waterline; built 1895; thoroughly overhauled each year;
’
|

x 322

LOMULARG & wa

from bridge;
large saloon,
knots.

built

7

accommodations below- aft; 3 staterooms,
bath, 2 toilets, electric lights; cruises 12

No. 503.—-Fast type steam yacht, 93-foot waterline,
lighted by acetylene gas;
1903; fully equipped;

deck

houses;

lets;

cruises

electric
10

lighted;

3 staterooms,

bath,

2 toi-

knots.

A
No. 1010.—Trunk
cabin
line; average speed 12 miles;

steam yacht, 92-foot waterthoroughly overhauled and
a

ee

new boiler just installed; electric lighted; 5 staterooms
with bath, toilet, etc.
Cruises 12 knots.
Will consider
charter.

No. 631.—High
foot

waterline,

178

speed
feet

steel turbine

over

all;

built

steam
1902;

yacht,
new

140-

boilers

WY

a

speed

12%

knots;

economical

in operation;

in Al

condi-

rebuilt

tion.

bath;

No. 1211.—High
speed
gasolene
cruiser,
61-foot
waterline; has made 18 miles an hour; is a good sea

new

LORILLARD

4 waiker,

YACHT BROKERS,
New

boat and fitted with
finish throughout.
No.
composite

a

very

Yor

1908.

Accommodations,

2

staterooms,

saloon,

equipped.

No. 72.—Gasolene cabin launch, 55 feet over all;
1903; equipped with Twentieth Century motor, 30

1905; 2 large deck houses;
fect order throughout.

2 baths,

8 toilets;

is in per-

No. 2021.—Modern steel auxiliary schooner, 90-foot
waterline; electric lights; 4 staterooms, 2 of which are

©

:

reliable

motor;

mahogany

2384.—English built 60-foot waterline cutter;
construction; owner’s stateroom, ladies’ cabin,

large saloon, berth
ing.

in

fully

in steerage; fully equipped

for cruis-

No. 2349.—Lawley
built
auxiliary
yawl,
waterline; Standard engine; speed 7 knots; one

51-foot
double

H. P. Average speed
age batteries.
Is now
No.

foot

built

3322.—Flush

waterline;

staterooms
fitted and

10 miles; electric lights and
in perfect condition.

built

deck

auxiliary

of wood;

and saloon;
furnished.

bath,

keel

Standard

2 toilets;

schooner;

motor;

stor-

68-

4 large

fully

equipped,

No. 3238.—C. B. cruising sloop, 41-foot
1896; self-bailing cockpit; large cabin;

waterline;

full

very large; 2 baths and a splendid saloon.
One of the
most modern and up-to-date auxiliary yachts afloat.

head

yawl,

No. 3054.—Shoal-draft
35-foot
waterline
auxiliary
built 1901; reliable motor; 2 staterooms, toilet; 6ft.

3in. head room.
Sails
complete inventory.
No.
over

all;

2535.—Cruising
self-bailing

in good

sloop,

cockpit;

condition;

23-foot

complete

2 boats;

waterline;
set

of

very

29 feet

spars;

sails

®

“OS
LORILLARD & Wathen, bo”
um
VESHT BROKERS,
ae
srw tore
silage

and two single staterooms, bath and saloon; very handsomely furnished and in excellent order.
Carries motor
faunch,

room; toilet; 2 boats; complete
and in good condition.
Price

By LORILLARD

@

inventory;
low.

WALKER,
Telephone

6950

staunch,

41 Wall
Broad ,

able

new 1904, and in good condition; an able sea boat
fully equipped for cruising.
Price reasonable.

Street, New

York

and
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an early report on the bill.

Sentiment

in

its favor is so strong in the Middle and Northwestern
States that many Republican members
have declared that if it is not passed it might be
used as an issue
in many
Congress
districts
against Republican
candidates.
The statement

was made that a delegation representing the Republican Congress Committee called on members
of the Finance Committee and acquainted them
with the urgent political necessity for the passage
of the bill. Hearings on the measure have begun
before the Senate Committee.
They will be continued for three or four days, and then it is expected the bill will be laid before the Senate—

New

York

Sun.

RRR

InpIAN Harpor SCHOONER RAcE.—The further
entries for the race to New London include ‘Dervish, Mr. H. A. Morse, Eastern Y. C. It is expected that Constellation, Mr. Francis Skinner,
Eastern Y. C., may enter under reduced rig.
Other prospective entries are Vigilant, Yankee
and Weetamoe.
RRR
SEAWANHAKA
CORINTHIAN
Y. C. MEETING.—
The fourth regular meeting of the club was held
on Tuesday, May 8, at8:30 P. M., at Delmonico’s,
Fifth avenue and Forty-fourth street.

RRR
SALE
OF
ScHOONER
AMoRITA—Mr.
Richard
Mansfield, owner of the schooner Amorita, denies
her sale to Mr. Dupee, of Chicago, as reported.

It is not known

present

if she will be raced during the

season.
Ree

LarcHMont

Y,

C.

Fixtures

ALTERED.—The

Larchmont Y. C. has sent out a corrected racing
schedule.
In the new list of fixtures the Larchmont race week is advanced one week, the dates
now being from Saturday, July 21, to Saturday,
July 28, inclusive.
The many races scheduled for
the week are the same as previously published.

RRR
KNICKERBOCKER Y. C, Opentnc.—On
May 12
the Knickerbocker Y. C. will open for the season.
There will be a race for the one-design power
boats, and a dinner in the evening.
The following members have been elected:
Messrs. Harry
Mitchell, George L. Mitchell, Clinton T. Roe,
Charles H. Willmore, F. W. Grell, Wilfred Lay
and August Wassman.

RReR
A New Sea Tarte—A tale of the sea and of
the villainies that may be perpetrated on shipboard is told by Mr. T. Jenkins Hains in “The

Voyage of the Arrow”

(L. C. Page & Co.)

RRe
ORGANIZATION
OF POWER Boat OWNneErS.—On
Monday night at the Fifth Avenue Hotel was
held a meeting of power boat owners, for the
purpose of organizing an association much on the
same lines as the League of American Wheelmen.
The Association to devote itself to promoting
friendly legislation, and to disseminate a wider
knowledge of the power boat, and to obtain uni-

form

rules

for their navigation.

The

following

gentlemen were present:
Rev. Father John D.
Roach, of Morris)
Heights;
Messrs,
(W.
BP:
Stephens, of American
Lloyds’
Yacht
Racing
League; DeWitt C. Morrell, A. S. Haviland, W.
M. Beiling, of the Bensonhurst Y. C.; H. Bocker,
J. J. Taylor, Charles B. Oelrichs, of the Nyack
Y.C.; E. B. Schock, of the Shelter Island Y. C.;
Eben S Stevens and H. J. Sauer.
A sub-committee was appointed to report on May 14 a constitution and by-laws, and the election of officers
will take place.
There is no doubt but that the
organization will be a success, as its aims are of
such a kind as have been proven valuable to

wheelmen,
boat

men.

and will be so in the case of power

STREAM.

Canoeing.

passed the House some days ago and is now
pending in the Senate Committee on Finance, of
which Senator Aldrich, of Rhode Island, is chairman.
Strong political pressure has been brought
to bear on members of the Finance Committee to

make

AND

their

own

canoes

canoes

were

and

carried

For the Atlantic
be made

A. C. A. Meeting.
THE twenty-seventh annual meeting for 1906
of the American Canoe Association will be held
at Sugar Island, St. Lawrence River, Aug. 10 to

24. Officers: Com., H. Lansing Quick, Yonkers,
N. Y.; Sec., William W. Crosby, Woburn, Mass.;
Treas., F. G. Mather, Stamford, Conn; Board of
Governors—Robert J. Wilken, 211 Clinton street,
Brooklyn, N. Y.; C. P. Forbush, Buffalo, N. Y.;
Paul Butler, Lowell, Mass.; John N. MacKen-

drick, Galt, Ont.; Henry C: ‘Morse, Peoria, Ill.
To the Members:
The 1906 meet of the Association will be held
on our own property, Sugar Island, St. Lawrence
River, from Aug. Io to 24.
The camp arrangements will be about the same
as in the last few years, as the store, mess, tent,
etc., are permanent buildings, they will be located

as before. Headquarters will be in about the same
place and most of the members who have attended in recent years will occupy their old sites;

but there are as many

The

transportation

of

the

members,

their

canoes and baggage, is in the hands of a firstclass committee, the chairman, Mr. Reichert, who

held the same position last year, needs no coach_ ing in this work, as the results of last year testify. Mr. D. C. Pratt is endeavoring to get the
same arrangement for the Eastern Division as the

Atlantic

has had

for so many

The camp store will carry
ing outfits and supplies. The
be an innovation, being run
instead of a caterer; this has
only by Mr. Coppins and Mr.

front

and

undertaking

years.

a full line of campmess this year will
by the Association
been made possible
Ford coming to the

the necessary

hard

task

to make it a success,
In the way of races we hope, under the management of that enthusiastic veteran Mr. Douglas,
to surpass any of the racing that has been seen at
any of the recent meets.
He is working hard,
so bring your boats and energy and show us that
you have not lost all of your racing spirit.
A
number of old members are presenting special
prizes this year which will make it doubly interesting

to

win

a

race.

The reports following from the chairmen of the
several committees will more fully tell of the
work being done to make 1906 a banner year.
Make up your mind now to come and be one
of us.
See the island of which you are a part
owner, and have one of the best and most enjoyable outings possible.
H. LANsING Quick,
Commodore.
TRANSPORTATION

COMMITTEE.

The Transportation Committee will arrange for
the usual reduction in fare on the certificate plan,
for members and their friends attending the meet
at Sugar Island, namely:
A full fare and a third
for the round trip. The reduction will apply to
all points east of Chicago and north of the Potomac River, and on all lines comprising the Trunk
Line Association, the New England Passenger
Association and the Central Passenger Association, and will also apply to points east of and
including Toronto,
Full directions for purchasing tickets will be given in due time.

For the Central Division—AIl men from Pittsburg

and

Buffalo

planning

will please communicate

to come

to the meet

with Mr. W. B. Morris,

Pittsburg, Pa., as he will arrange for a special
car if there are a sufficient number of canoes to
be sent.
For the Eastern Division.—An earnest effort is

being made by Mr. Daniel S. Pratt, your committee, to arrange for the free transportation
of
canoes from Eastern Division points.
All men
who have decided to attend the meet or who are
thinking of going please communicate at once
with Mr. Pratt; at No. 178 Devonshire street,

Boston, Mass., as it will be of service to him in
making his arrangements with the railroad company

to know

just

how

many

men

would

take

camping

outfits,

if

the

free.

Division.—Arrangements

will

for the free transportation of canoes

and

duffle from New York to Clayton.
Time and
dates for loading will be published in due time.
We will also have the special. sleeper, and the
low rate of $10 for the round trip from New York
will also probably be arranged for.
Clubs of the several divisions are asked to commuiicate with each other and with the committee
of their division, so that arrangements satisfactory to all can be made. Full particulars of time,
dates, etc., will be published later, and will also
appear

in the official organs.

Louis

Reichert,

chairman,

78 Nassau

street,

New York; F. C Moore, New York; Daniel S.
Pratt, 178 Devonshire street, Boston, Mare N.
Be Morris, Pittsburg, Pa.
The following members have been appointed
the Regatta Committee of the Atlantic Division:
E. A. Bennett, 128 Broadway, chairman; W.G.
Harrison, 16 William street; H. C. Allen, Fuller
Building, Twenty-third street and Broadway.

good sites left as have al-

ready been chosen, so come and take your pick,
or notify the chairman of the Camp Site Committee, Mr. VanVarick, and let him have one
ready when you come.

12, 1900.
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J. H. Rushton.
Mr. J. H. Rusuton, known for very many
years to most of the readers of ForEST AND
STREAM as a canoe and boat builder and contributor

of

articles

on

subjects

connected

with

the

Adirondacks, died at his home in Canton, N. Y.,
May 1. ‘He was sixty-two years old.
Mr. Rushton was born and spent the early
years of his life in St. Lawrence county, N. Y.,

where his parents and relatives. owned and operated mills and machinery,

in which he acquired

a

considerable knowledge of mechanics. His home
lay close beside the then very little known Adi-

rondack wilderness, and like a large proportion
of the residents thereabout, he was hunter, trapper and fisherman, spending much time in the

woods.
After some years of work in the mills
in the woods, in teaching school ‘and at various
other

temporary

employments,

store of J. B. Ellsworth

he

entered

the

as a clerk, and it was

during this time that he and a companion began
to build boats.
After several had been built and
sold, he exhibited two small boats at the State

shoot, which was that year held at Watertown,
Jefferson county, and here he received his first
order

for a “nice

rowboat,’ which

came from Mr.

Silsby, of Seneca Falls, who has earned a worldwide reputation for his wonderful engines, From
that time the business of boat building began to
grow, was carefully managed, judiciously advertised and became an important industry.
His
boats are known on both slopes of this continent,
in South America, and have crossed the ocean.

As might be supposed from his education, Mr.
Rushton

hunter.

was

an

ardent

sportsman

and

a keen

He took an active and effective part in

the fight which raged many years ago at Albany
against the practice of water-killing deer.
Of him it is written by one of his oldest friends,
“Worthy man, good friend, hail and farewell.”

A. C. A. Membership.
NEW

MEMBERS

Eastern Division—H.
Mass., by C. E. Smith.
NEW

PROPOSED.

M)

MEMBERS

Shreve,

Boston.

ELECTED,

Atlantic Division.—so91,_A. Ulmann, Jr., New
York city; 5008, L. A. Sweeny, New York city;
5099,

T. H.

Baskerville,

New

York

city.

. Central Division—sog1, B. Held, Rochester, N.
Y.; 5103, J. S. Shaw, Pittsburg,
Pass %5ros, ae ve
Cowell, Springdale, “Pa.; 5106, Jo sBs eotraver
Springdale, Pa.; 5107, L. Russell, Wilkinsburg,
Pa.
Eastern

Division.—s5o093,

E. A.

Lucey,

;
Natick,

Mass.; 5101, J. B.-Banigan, Providence, R. 1;
5104, W. A. Heath, Providence, R. I.
Northern Division.—5o90, P. Conlin, Gananoque, Canada.
Western Division.—s5004, J. How,St. Paul,
Minn. ; 5095, J. Townsend, St. Paul, Minn.; 5006,
G. P. Metcalf, St. Paul, Minn; 5097, H.
Robbins, St. Paul,
Tllinois.

Minn.;

5102,

e Hough,

Chicago,

FOREST
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TEXAS

Says

U.M.C. ARROW
Won

AMATEUR

SHELLS

the

STATE CHAMPIONSHIP

The shooting was done by Mr. I. A. Dryden at the Texas State Shoot, held
at Austin, Texas, April 23-26.. By this victory Mr. Dryden now holds the $500
Diamond Medal emblematic of the State Championship, farmerly held by Mr. E. F.
at birds.

Fosgard, who also won

it with Arrow Shells.

The U. M. C. Grand Amencan Handicap Load ts as follows: Arrow
Shell 2 34in. 3% ars. of bulk smokeless, or 26 grs. of dense powdery,

1% oz., No. 7% chilled shot.

THE

UNION

METALLIC
BRIDGEPORT,

Agency, 313 Broadway,

New

Trapshooting.
If you want your shoot to be announced
send a notice like the following:

here

Fixtures.
May

12.—Wilkes-Barre,
Pa.,
Grand
Jubilee
shooting
tournament.
E. L. Klipple, Mgr
May 15-17.—Nashville
Tenn
The “Interstate
Assoctation’s Southern
Handicap
ee
under
the
auspices: of the Cumberland Park G.
; $1,000 addea
money. Elmer E. Shaner, Melia np ; ‘Pittsburg. Pa.
May 15-18.—Milton, Pa.—Pennsylvania State Sportsmen’s
Association tournameut.
Fred A. Godcharles, Sec’y.
May 16-17.—Greenville (O.) Gun Club tournament.
H.
A. McCaughey, Sec’y.
ese
-17.—Auburn, N. Y., tournament.
Knox & Knapp,
grs.
May 17.—Montpelier (Vt.) G. C. tournament.
Dr. C. H.
Burr, Sec’y.
May 22.—Hartford, ena —Consolidated
Gun Club Association.
Dr. D. C. Y. Moore, Sec’y, South Manchester.
May 22-23.—New
Bedford,
Mass.—Paskamansett
G. C.
E. G. Bullard, Sec’y
tournament.
May 23-24.—Dallas
(Tex.) GauG:
Boe Ac
Moseley, Megr., 264 Elm street.
May 23-25. — Bloomington, Ill.—Illinois State shoot.
May 24-25,—Wilson, N. C.—North
Carolina Trapshooters’ Association, Sec’v
May 24.—Edgewater, N. J.—Palisade G. C.
May
2425.—Owensboro,
Ky.—Kentucky
Trapshooters’
League fourth annual target tournament, under auspices of Davies County G. C. James Lewis. Sec’y,
Owensboro, Ky.; F. Pragoff. Sec’y Ky. T. S. L.
May 24-25.—Montreal, Can.—Canadian Indians’ first annual
tournament.
Thomas A. Duff, High Scribe.
May. 24-25.—Ebensburg (Pa.) G. C. W. R. Thompson,
ec’y.

York City

CARTRIDGE
CONN.,

U.S.

Depot, 86-88

24- 26. —Spokane, Wash.—Washington
State Sportsmen’s Association tournament.
G. C Beck, Mgr.
%5.—Morgantown,
W.
Va.—Monongahela
Valley
Sportsman’s
League of West
Virginia,
under the
auspices of the Recreation R. and G. C.
Elmer F.
Jacobs, Sec’y
May 99.30.—Pittsfeld, Mass.—Oak Hill G. C. J. Ransehousen, Sec’y.
May 29-30. "Rochester G. C.
May 29-30.—Grand Rapids, Mich.—Michigan State Trapshooters’ League shoot, under auspices of Consolidated Sportsmen’s Association.
May 30.—Mechanicsville (N.Y.) Game Protective Associa:
tion second annual tournament.
G. Singerland, Sec’y.
May 30.—Ossining
(N. Y.) G. C. merchandise
shoot.
C. G. Blandford, Capt.
May 30.—Edgewater, N. J.—Palisade G. C.
May 30.—Englewood, N. J.—Pleasure G. C. Decoration
Day shoot.
C. J. Westervelt, Sec’y.
May 30.—McKeesport, Pa.—Enterprise G. C. tournament.
Geo. W. Mains, Sec’y.
May 30.—Lawrence, Mass., G. C., third annual Memorial
Day tournament:
R. B. Parkhurst, Sec’y.
May 30.—Utica, N. Y.—Riverside G. C. annual tournament.
E. J. Loughlin, Sec’y.
May 30.—Utica, N. Y.—O.
C. S. A. G. C. Decoration
Day shoot.
May 30.—Newnort, R. I.—Aquidneck G. C. tournament.
Chas. M. Hughes, Sec’y, 8 Ayrault St.
May 30-31.—Monte Ne, Ark., target tournament.
June 1-3.—St. Louis, Mo.—Rawlins semi-annual tournament No. 3. A. D. Mermod, Mgr.
;
June 2.—Lowell,
(Mass.) Rod and G. C. prize shoot.

COMPANY

A.
First Street, San Francisco,

May

June 7.—Olney,

May

June 8.—Catskill
(N. Y.) G.
seta T. Ccle, Sec’y.
June 8-9.—Wahoo,
Neb., G. C.,

E.

J. Burns,

Sec’y.

June 5:—Fairmont, W. Va.—Monongahela Valley Sportsman’s League of West Virginia, under auspices of
Fairmont G. C. Ed H. Taylor, Sec’y.
Sportsman’s
June 5-7.—Lincoln.
Neb.—Nebraska.
State
Geo, L.
Association’s thirtieth annual tournament.
Carter, Pres.
June 5-7.—Newark, N. aathad Jersev State Sportsmen’s
Association tournament.
R. Hobart, Sec’y.
June 5-8.—Dayton, O.—Ohio re eaten
League twentieth annual tournament.
Added money $600.
C. C.
Rayburn, Pres.

Goucher,

I1]l.—Hustlers’

Cal.

G. C.

D.P. Moore,

Spring
Spring

Chmn,

tournament.
shoot.

C.

R.

Sec’y.

June 12.— Bergen Beach (L. I.) G. C.
H. W. Dreyer,
Sec’y.
June 12-14.—Fairmont, W, Va.—Tenth annual tournament
of the West Virginia State Sportsmen’s Association,
under the auspices of Fairmont
Gun Club; $1,000
added to purses.
E. H. Taylor, Mgr.; Ed. O. Bower,
Sec’y-T reas.
June 12-15.—Warm Springs (Ga.) G. C. tournament.
June 12-15.—Baltimore,
Md.——Maryland
County
shoot
J. Mowell Hawkins, Megr., 1630 John St., Baltimore.
June 12-16.—Buffalo, N. Y.—New York State Sportsman’:
Association (C. G. Blandford, Sec’y, Ossining) forty~
eighth annual tournament, under the auspices of the
Infallible Gun Club.
Dr. E. J. McLeod. Sec’y.
June 13-14.—Wellington.—Boston
(Mass.) G. C. annual
invitation

team

match.

Elm St., Boston.
June 23-14.—Fargo, N.
men’s

H.

C.

D.—North

Association’s

twelfth

Kirkwood,

Dakota
annual

Sec’y,

State

23

Sports-

tournament.

Robbins & Bailey, Mgrs.
June 19-22.—Indianapolis,
Ind.—The
Interstate Association’s Grand American Handicap target tournament;
$1,000 added money.
Elmer E. Shaner, Sec’y-Mgr.,
Pittsburg, Pa.
June 21. —Plainfield (N. Aah Lex ee silver shoot.
H.
P.
Vosseler, Sec’y.
June 26-27.—Bradford

(Pa.)

G.

C. tournament;

Joseph Le Compe, Sec’y.
June 28. —Edgewater,
J.—Palisade

G. C.

July

Pr

2, Dominion Ash—Sherbrooke,
nament.
C. H. Foss, Sec’y.

Ou

$500 added.
annual

tour-

July 2-3.—Stratford, Ont.—Pastime G. C. tournament.
<A.
W. Fisher, Sec’y for Com.
July 4.—Edgewater, N. J —Palisade G. C.
July 4.—Richmond, Va., G. C. J. A. Anderson, Sec’y.
July 10-11. —Carthage, Mo.—The
Missouri
and
Kansas
League of Trapshooters’ tournament.
July 17-19.—Philadelphia,
Pa.—The
Interstate
Association’s Eastern Handicap tournament, under the auspices of the Florists’ Gun Club; $1,000 added money.

FOREST
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Elmer E. Shaner, Sec’y-Mgr., Pittsburg, Pa.
25.—Consolidated Gun Ciub Association of Connecticut tournament.
July 26.—Edgewater,
N.
J.—Palisade
G.C.
A.A.
Schoverling, Sec’y.
Va.—Indian
annual
powAug. 7-10.—Parkersburg,
W.
Address
wow
and tournament;
added money,
$1,000.
Mallory Brothers.
;
Aug.. 8-10.—Hamilton, Ont.—Dominion of Canada Trapshooting Association’s sixth annual tournament.
W.
P. Thompson, Sec’y-Treas.
;
Aug. 13-17.—Kansas City, Mo.—Missouri State Game and
Fish Protective Association twenty-ninth annual tournament.
R. S. Elliott, Sec’y.
ie
Aug. 21-23.—Denver, Colo.—The Interstate Association’s
Western
Handicap tournament,
under the auspices
of the Denver Trap Club; $3,000 added money.
Elmer
E. Shaner, Sec’y-Mgr., Pittsburg, Pa.
Sept.
7-9—San
.Francisco,
Cal.—The
Interstate Association’s Pacific. Coast Handicap tournament, under
the auspices
of the San
Francisco
Trapshooting
Association; $1,000 added money.
Elmer E. Shaner,
Sec’y-Megr. Pittsburg, Pa.
:
Sept. 11-12—Scammon, Kans.—The Missouri and Kansas
League
of Trapshooters’
tournament.
Dr. C. B.
Clapp, Sec’y, Moberly, Mo.
:
Sept. 13—Consolidated Gun Club of Connecticut.
Dr.
D. C. Y. Moore, Sec’y, South Manchester.
July

DRIVERS

AND

TWISTERS.

Secretary E. J. Burns announces that the Lowell, Mass.,
Rod and Gun Club will hold a prize shoot on June 4%,
commencing at 2 o'clock.
2
Through its secretary, R. B. Parkhurst, the Lawrence,
Mass., G. C. announces ‘that its third annual Memorial
Day tournament will be held on May 30.
Re
At the territorial tournament, held at Blackwell, Oklahoma, May 2 and 3, Mr. Ed. O’Brien made high average, scoring 395 out of a possible 400.
He made one
run

of 213.
t

Parry (chalMr. J. Michaelis defeated Mr. Thomas
lenger) in a contest for the English Hotel cup by a
ecore of 90 to 81, at Indianapolis, Ind., on May 5. Mr.
Milo Hershy challenged the winner, and the contest was
fixed for May 12.

R

The

Baltimore,

regular

season

be held
August.
handicap
the four
the first

Md.,

on

Shooting

Saturday

on every
The chief
event at 50
May shoots
contest on

Association

of last

week,

and

began

its

shoots

will

Saturday
of May, June, July and
prize for May is a loving cup, a
targets, the three best scores out or
to win.
Mr. Charles France won
May 5.

ad
At a meeting of the Prospect Shooting Association,
3altimore, cfficers were elected as follows:
H. A. Brehm,
President;
F.
C.
Fenhagen,
Vice-President,
Samuel
Register, Secretary-Treasurer; E. O. Ruth, Captain.
A
proposition which included the Analostan Gun Club, was
received from the Annapolis Gun Club, the purpose of
which

was

that

three

shoots,

be held; the proposition

between

ten-man

teams,

a contest

pionship

for

was accepted.

the

of Delaware,

emblematic

at Wilmington,

May

of the
5, Mr.

chamLuther

J. Squier, the holder, defeated Mr. Wm. M. Foord, the
challenger, by a score
of 97 to 88.
As an incidental
matter they shot as a team against Messrs. J. T. Skelly
and

Edward

Banks,

the

former

scoring

92,

the

latter

x
The manager of the Maryland County shoot, J. Mowell
Hawkins, writes us as follows:
‘‘We are arranging the
programme for the Maryland County shoot, to be held ar
Baltimore, June 12, 13, 14 and 15. We have always had
over

120

county

shooters

in

attendance

all the best shots
State are barred.
amateur

who

at

this

annual

event,

in Baltimore city and througnThis shoot is attended by the

cannot

shoot

the ordinary tournament.”
1630 John street, Baltimore.

Mr.

well

enough

Hawkins’

to

enter

address

is

®
New York daily recounts that quite a thorough test
of the new harmless bullets was given in the Jardin de
Paris, at Paris, between Mr. Walter Winans, the famous
revolver expert, and Commandant Fergues.
They fought
a sham duel.
Mr. Winans scored six speculative kills
with the kill-less bullets.
However, a harmless encounter
is a common
occurrence in France, even when
good
standard bullets are used.
Duelling in that courteous
country has a much lower death rate than has any other
of

amusement

the

R
In the overwhelming destruction caused by earthquake
and fire in San Francisco, Mr. Phil B. Bekeart, renowned as a sportsman and business man of rare ability
and integrity, suffered the total loss of house, kome and
business property.
The extent of it, and the display of
indomitable pluck, energy and confidence therewith, appear in his new letter-head, as follows:
Pacific Coast Branch
Liabilities ——————_?
April 25, 1906, Not yet
:
computed
Office (Temporary)
PHIL By BERK EAR
ICO. sinc,
2330 Alameda Avenue
Corner Park St.
AS i mReachiGo;
H. Werlemann
Ithaca Gun Co.
Gray & Davis
Smith & Wesson
By Ce Cooky &_Bro.
Marlin Fire Arms Co.
Markham Air Rifle Co.
Daisy Mfg. Co.
Ideal Mfg. Co.
Bridgeport Gun Implement Co.
Iver Johnson’s Arms & Cycle Wks.
Bridgeport Athletic Mfg. Co.
ASSETS.
a diaraye sree letsOver 1,000,000.00
eto teres see Nearly
18.00
Energy
i
bilities
1,000,500.00
Reputation s.. conwaeewOO
Utrera
1 Suit Clothes|
Fixtures }) 2 Fancy Vests |
15.00
1 Plug Hat
Damaged
—
Total.
Alameda, Cal., April 26, 1906.
Possessing
innumerable
good
friends,
a _ stock
of
unlimited courage,
energy,
ability and integrity, with
alsc unlimited gocd will in a business way, there cannot
be a doubt that Mr. Bekeart will soon achieve broad
prosperity again.
Our hearty good wishes for its speedy
coming are extended to him.
BERNARD WATERS.

Boston
Boston,
invitation

world

Mass., May
team

over.

match

Gun

Club.

4.—The

Boston

will

held

be

Gun

Club’s annual

Wednesday,

June

13,

attracticn

an

interstate

team-match

between

Maine,

New Hampshire, Rhode Island and Massachusetts.
All
shooters will be welcome, and any amateur will be eligible for average moneys, whether coming from Massachusetts or any other State. »Programmes will be ready
about May 20, and any shooter forwarding address to
our Boston office, we will be very pleased to favor with
a programme.
H. C. Kirkwoop, Sec’y.
May 2.—The third and last serial prize shoot of the
Boston Gun Club was held on its Wellington grounds
to-day with twenty-four of the regulars in the points.
Good shooting was prevalent throughout the afternoon,
hardly an event being shot without at least one straight
score being made, and in the majority of cases each event
having two to six possibles.
With the trap somewhat out of kilter, the club was
somewhat up against it, but as the shooters were most
willing to look over a hindrance of this kind, the shoot
proved to be a most enjoyable afternoon.
As

has

been

the

case,

the

past

two

months,

the

fight

for high average between Dickey and Griffiths proved of
great interest, just a per cent. difference between them,
res great majority of the shooting being from the 2lyd.
mark.
:
Gene Reed’s win of third average tickled the crowd
immenseély, as no one is any more popular with Boston
and vicinity shooters than the genial present Mayor of
Manchester.

A

-form

R
The hostility to pigeon shooting in England is manifested in greater force in recent months, the more recent
being in the form mentioned in the Shooting Times of
recent date, as follows:
‘‘Promoters of pigeon shooting
matches and others interested will do well to take note
that the R. S. P. C. A. are very active just now, and ar
nearly every advertised pigeon shooting match a representative
is present
to watch
the proceedings
on
behalf of the Association and take notes of any incident
which may sayor of cruelty or unspdortsmanlike treatment of the birds.”

93,

thus they tied on 185. In the shoot-off Banks scored 25,
Skelly 22, total 47; to Squier’s 22 and Foord’s 23, total 45.

wherein
out the

[May

The silver shoot of the Plainfield, N. J., Gun Club,
fixed io be held on May 24, has been postponed to
June 21.
H. P. Vosseler is the Secretary.

an

trophy

STREAM.

on their grounds at Wellington.
The shoot this year
will be of two days’ duration, the second day having as

re
In

AND

Elmer

Reed

was

somewhat

out

of

form,

but promises better scores on his next visit, on the occasion of the Boston Gun Club annual team match.
Griffiths and Roy in the prize match bettered their
present total.by 4 and one bird respectively, and are
now just one bird apart, with the end in clear view.
Powers with 30 straight, the first of the year, in this
match easily captured first honors, and surely was centering his targets with the precision of a Crosby, and with
a little more of regular practice will make all comers
hustle.
Other scores:
Events:
a
ee ei
eee ey eat nal
Targets:
15 10 15 10 15 15 10 10 15 10 25
Av.
Dickey,e212 Snwewaces 14 10 14 10 14 141010 14 9 25
. 960

12, 1906.

Gnifiths «2p ees
14 9c45-10:13 155109
alee
.950
Mayors 10, sienes ante 137 9149 14°13 109"
3. oe
-910
Gleason 20) a5c0cenne 14 9121010 14 10 10 14 .9 22
893
Woodard i16ieecene 15.10/12 10 10 1b S89
eer
-890
Buftalo,e 19 eee
1S Onlon Ola tae Omed els Phuc
866
Reed 16. vacmeniar see de 1092912Tor SOR
ee
830
Wheeler, 18 faeces 10 813 71110101015
9 2
820
Jolinsony 186 is. ceste 10.) (814 100
9 9a
Ss eee,
.813
Barkhurst.. L6meneneae 13 —8.10) (Gal12 9 10 13 oa,
808
Bayi lia.
cone Motes
876;
12105 1412)10' 68 See
-800
Wroodritieliiareeceor 120% 113
10a
Om aeer
- 768
Breeman, 16 ereeieses
7 813 .8:12. (8/9 iia
128
Henry, (88) nee eae
5 5 6 6 8 5 71018
8 23
640
Sibley? 16 Wachee 10° 4°10" -4*> 96" Get6ntOme
568
Weld, *19 eeneanrias 14°66
1413 1S
eee
867
Fords 416. tp asceckens coe 15: 9 10 12 30 8233103
860
Franks 19s)
nae. tee. 12. 715 9 10S eee
825
Bitirris ysWS cdcvertasct 118 TL28 137
eee
ee
125
Powers 16 apes
see cee 14, 10:15 Ib Sees
-982
Row. )19 hesFee
tscee, Re cee 9 15 129
900
Katkwoodsi20eeae
a) fey siamo
8.13: 5. Kaeser aestemets
840
Massurewlestes meters oe 5 13711. "Gisee
eee
- 716
PRhilbrooks los scene
6. 7 8. Ty, (ee
eee
-560
Events 1 to 6 inclusive, distance handicap; all others
l6yds.
Merchandise match,
Yds:
TOWERS glamelccis sievels 16
Giiihith soe... decane 21
Dickey
iis vacees 21
MayOn AG< deci 16
ROVia tee acon 19
aye Sin ccenace
gr 16
IRGedigie
wwe loners 16
Woodard
Masa. 16
Gleason® fs. sn. .as. 21
Buitalo Pie. eenete 19
MasSurelsfecsisne 16

Prospect

30 targets; distance handicap:
Brk.
3
Yds. Brk.
30
Frank “.72. cosuten 19
23
28
Parkbursteeyea. 16
23
28
Woodnati Weenieoe17
22
27
Wheeler
itr. 18
21
rag
Ford
"\..2csteenee 16
2)
26
Burns
sos capes 18
20
25
Johnsony
weeecercns 18
20
25
Freeman) Jaewecen 16
20
24
Sibley =.eesmemsers 16
15
24
Henrye® sen cece eels 18
13
24

Shooting

Association.

Battimore, Md., May 2-—The annual meeting of the
Prospect Shooting Association was held on the evening
of April 30, when officers were elected.
The meeting
was a large and enthusiastic one.
The treasurer’s report
showed
a _ successful
season, the club having thrown
more than 55,000 targets, and carried sixty-three memies in good standing.
Fourteen new members
were
‘elected.

During the last year the club has improved its shooting grounds by having a new. semi-circular
shooting
platform built, so that shooters stand on a dry floor.
A proposition from the Annapolis Gun Club was read
by the secretary to have a three-club shoot among the
Annapolis, Analostan and Prospect clubs, one in each
place, with ten men up and 50 targets per man.
The
secretary was authorized to accept the proposition and
make arrangements.
The meeting was. held in the new club room provided
by the Prospect Park management for members in the
main
building,
where
the
members
vided,
with
washroom
and
other

have
lockers
conveniences.

proOn

invitation of the president, the members present partook
of a collation.
The club will shoot every Monday
hereafter.
The
scores of the afternoon follow:
Events:
1
22) 13-9 45
ee Oe
ee SeeO
Targets:
25° 25 625.025 725 26° 25> 25) 125
FESS \..cdbee
we tewite Reeemaer 16° 21°22 23 20 Reece
German. ours
reste anees 24° 25° 23 220 ©18) 820m
een
Sit Fa eevee OMe rereeyasehersiansrereiste 13° 160.1%) 17 eames
co
Silvers
in
pasecermacteceeiee 18 191313
:
‘Thompson "speeentrcectetioe 14 138 14 13
.
Mic Gluskey
mrecricineiis sierceies 10. 13. 1510
Seeger
eee
Booth © ax ttwedavecswsseoeee 11 1b “16) 15 eee
MOXIEy” Gacicak
cet uaen mete 19 22) 2023" LS eaceyen
ne
Berryman)
sse-csss ceases 22. 14° 105225 125 eee
ed
Tracy. Bik nek combusted 22. 22 19-21 Jb eet 18s 19) 17,
Regestery iit. anelenceee
ct 18) 12-815 <8 . 3 Bee
eae
PrOoSPeGt

ssaeacit saculesee sins 18-17.

Watts scse deve tire cramer
Gent: settee eaentsas epietoeat
Boehilinan' ys... setuccuaiteener
Rudder: s.iestnc.
doses tespiocte
Decker:
dose. teeter ctehe
OF GRO
iaawcdenes steele
IM tr pity peeccceltace econ cies

165

12

ibe

12. 18- 16°08
19:22 21, 16 SSS
21° 22-119 16
12°99
8:9
17 16 138) 2a
IT. 245 2a
eee
nye al

Indianapolis

Gun

ee

2

meer
eee

eee
ns
ee
3
:
A
‘

Club.

Inp1Anaro.tis, Ind., May 5.—M. J. Michaelis defeated
Mr. Thomas Parry in the contest for the English Hotel
cup.
Scores as follows:
Michaelis 90, Parry 81.
Mr. Michaelis was challenged by Mr. Milo Hershy.
The challenge was accepted.
Saturday, May 12 is the
date of the contest.
‘
Prizes received for the Interstate Association’s Grand
American Handicap at targets, to be held on the grounds
of the Indianapolis Gun Club June 19, 20, 21, 22.
Events:
1
2
°*3:
4O
SiGR ie oes
Targets:
25 25 25 2b 25° 025) 2eaorwo
Michaelis
220i... aoe
sinctee 23. 24. 23: -2la22eeaneeoe lee
Parry ctuvnsccthonicse
coe are 21 17 24°19 21 Gea ees
eee
Jacksons
ccccsors ones 22 20. 22° 23 “Fires S20 toe
Moillér
Wseedecee
bee 22> 28 24 19 23 24 23) 23) 24
Hunter 2siscaeatenedewernestes

M. |MorriSiectne matte «cies
And ersom
Be cance
ciate
Daggett nt.n asset meaeene
ice
gh gucci
nlechioeee
Medicone iiisetteenhenne
ects
Moores scale
tact Dactcerentes
Short? hawehiec
mac aeatehemeeke
Smoke’ aus. .Secseineneitontece
Nash.
559 «vis calteeaise
©cone
SITLL ChI ec, ete terest mete
Miyers. >ss )1octeteitew
esters
Wa: Morris stesacdsease
eee

20

23.

20.

236.23,

(20)

Tome

22° 22 20) A918) shen
24 24 18919" 19. 14a
15) 13-193
Bee
18 22 18 16
:
<
20 24°22.
2.
ae
Se
eee
23. 21° 22° 215
i
eee
19 23° 22. 2hes16 22 egies come
25 23: 21, -24 S22 aoa ae
20.°22 24 -23) AT 222i
20°22...)
dl) oe
22° 18° :20 a
VaR
eee
20
.
Wm. ArMstTrRONG, Sec’y.
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History of the Dean
Ossininc,

N.

Y.,

April

Richmond

28.—It

being

be

able

to

get

away

from

but a

little

Still Shaking the Pecan Tree.

business.

Victories with Winchester Factory Loaded
Shells are as plentiful in Texas as pecans.
To the many conquests of the past made
with these shells can now be added the
important ones made at the annual tournament of the Texas State Sportsmen’s Association, held at Austin, April 23-26, where
Robert Connerly, with a score of 50 straight
targets, won the coveted Houston Chronicle
Cup, emblematic of the expert championship

In 1892 a history of the original Dean Richmond cup
was
printed
in the Forest
anp
StTrREAM,
in which
were presented the scores from the beginning of the
competition in 1873 to 1877, and including when it was
finally

won

by

the

Forester

Club,

of

Buffalo.

When

the

Forester Club went out of existence, Col. Charles E.
Felton, of Chicago, bought it and still holds it as one of
his most valued possessions.
The money which was paid by teams to compete for
the Dean Richmond
trophy during these
five years,
amounting to $1,350, was used to purchase a new trophy,
to be offered for perpetual competition.
This is a beau.
tiful trophy, in the form of a punch bowl, and is said to
be even handsomer than the original cup.
The scores of the winning teams from 1873 to date are
herewith given.
The Association is deeply indebted to
the Forest AND StrREAm for allowing them access to the
files of their paper and to Mr. Bernard Waters, trap
editor,
nature,

for

his

courteous

_The conditions,
rise,

gun

from

below

attention

and

the beginning

elbow,

one

barrel,

never-failing

in 1873, were

20 birds,

till

good

2lyds.

the

1891

meet at Rome, when they shot at 12 birds, gun any
position.
1878, at Batavia:
Forester of Buffalo—Newell 20, Hambleton 17, Smith
15; total 52.
:
1874, at Oswego:
Forester of Buffalo—Newell 16, Hambleton 16, Smith
18; total 50.
1875, at Watertown:
Central City of Syracuse—Hudson
16, Harmon
16,
Soule 14; total 46.
1876, at Genesee:
Central City of Syracuse—Hudson 16, Soule 20, Manning 20; total 56.
1877, at Buffalo:
Forester of Buffalo—Newell 18, Jones 20, Pierce 14;
total 52.
i878, at Buffalo:
Forester of Buffalo—R. Newell 17, G. Marsh 17, R.
Jones 19; total 53.
1879, at Rochester:
Onondaga—Hudson 18, Davison 17, Luther 18; total 53.
1880, at Seneca Falls:
:
Fountain of Brooklyn—H. Madison 17, C. W. Wingert
17, M. B. Baylies 19; total 53.
1881, at Coney Island:
Audubon of Buffalo—J. P. Fisher 19, G. Meister 19,
G. Smith 19; total 57.
1882, at Niagara Falls:
Queens
County,
Buffalo—B.
Tolsman.
18,
Ig
iy
Hawkins i4, Oehwrig 16; total 48.
1883.—No tournament.
Meeting held at Niagara Falls, at which it was reported that very few pigeons migrated that -year.
1884, at Buffalo:
Genesee
County, Irondequoit—A.
H. Evershed
19,
J. Sherry 16, G. W. Crouch 20; total 55.
1885, at Syracuse:
Audubon of Buffalo—Fisher 19, Scheibert 19, Downs
19; total 57.
(.
1886, at Rochester:
Audubon of Buffalo—A. Downs 17, W. Scheibert 19,
Q. Besser, Jr., 19; total 55.
1887, at Utica:
Audubon
of Buffalo—A.
Downs
18; Scheibert
17,
Besser,

Jr.,

15;

total

“WINCHESTER
“LEADER”
of Texas, and

Factory

J. Richmond

shot

13,

L.

of New

York

City—G.

Schortemeier

off

tie.

Won

12; total

by. New

1896, at Buffalo:
Whitestown and Fountain shoot
Whitestown—41 each.
1897, at Auburn:
Onondaga, of Syracuse—Mowry
1898,

E. Greiff 15,
40.

Utrecht—39

events.

won first and second amateur averages, the former making
the high score of 562-580; and at the Ft. Wayne (Ind.)
tournament, April 24-26, first and second amateur averages were won by Dennis Upson and Frank G. Fuller,
all using Winchester Factory Loaded Shells.
Now,
shooters, don’t you think it would be well to bear these
victories in mind when selecting your shells for the
coming Grand American Handicap? Winchester Factory

1902,

at

Loaded

Shells are

The Grand American Handicap Winners.

Utrecht,

and

of

N.

Y.

Jeannette

off tie.
14, Arno

City—Tie

of

ete

Won

by the

14, Marvin

New

on

York.

56

-between

Won

by

48, R.

Hunter

45,

G.

OOO

1903, at Ossining:
Baldwinsville—Morris
total

1904,

at

1905,

at

41,

LOO

Dalley

SOOOO ALOUD

41,

Marvin

48;

Chapman

19,

125.

Buffalo:

Hunter

Rochester:

Fulton Gin Club—McMurchy
Lewis 44; total 137.

Gane

G.

McMurchy

Syracuse Gun Club—Courtney 20, Mosher 19, McMurchy 19; total 58.
1899, at Buffalo:
Tie on 42 between Audubon and Oneida County won
by Audubon, on shoot-off.
1900, at Utica:
Gates 19, Mayhew 19, Fulford 20; total 58.
1901, at Interstate Park, L. I.:
New

Nor is this all to chronicle, for at the Great Bend

(Kan.) shoot, April 18-20, Ed. O’Brien and E. W. Arnold

each.

15; total 43.
at Rochester:

Emerald
Emerald.

Shells

Mr. Connerly. didn’t miss a target in any of the trophy

50.

at Utica:
New Utrecht, of Brooklyn and Oneida
County of
Utica shot off tie. Won by first-mentioned—42 each.
1895 at Saratoga:
New Utrecht, of Brooklyn, and Cobweb of New York
City,

Loaded

465.

1893, at Rochester:
New York County
1894,

average;

WINCHESTER

at Auburn:
Onondaga
of Syracuse—McMurchy
19, Luther 19,
Hudson 19; total 57.
1889, at Albany:
Queen City of Buffalo—J. H. Koch 19, F. D. Kelsey
TsmOu besser, ji., 18; total 5b.
1890, at Lyons:
Queen City of Buffalo—J. Koch 18, G. Besser 16,
F. D. Kelsey 19; total 53.
1891, at Rome:
Unicn of Buffalo—Andrews 12, Kelsey 12, Koch 12;
total 36.
1892, at Syracuse:
Union of East Aurora—Andrews 15, Koch 15, Kelsey
total

also high amateur

and C. G. Spencer and Harold Money won
first and second professional averages, all using

1888,

15;

STREAM.

Trophy.

now

more than a month to the forty-eighth annual tournament
of the New York State Sportsman’s Association, to be
held in Buffalo, June 11 to 15, inclusive, a short history
of the Dean
Richmond
trophies
would
likely be of
interest to those who expect to attend. the shoot, as well
as to those shooters who are unfortunate enough not
to

AND

C.

of

24; total

Fulton—Lewis

23,

66.

-

Utica:

High score
24, Warnick
It was

called

was made by
24, Levingston
no

contest,

Schenectady
23.
however,

as

team—Green
Levingston,

of

Saratoga, was not a county resident.
Cup has been
left in custody of the treasurer of the Association
awaiting the results of the 1906 tournament.
While drawing off the scores, a few notations were
made, which will be of interest:
Wild pigeons were used in all the Dean Richmond
cup

contests

till

the

1886

meet,

at

Rochester,

when

tame

pigeons were’ used.
In the May 18 issue of ForEsT AND STREAM, a correspondent protests against live-bird shooting on cruelty
grounds,
also declaring that these matches
were
depleting the ranks of migrating pigeons.
This statement
was ably answered in the issue of the 20th by ‘“‘Knowles,”
and ‘‘En Garde” takes up the cudgel in favor of the
sport in the issue of the 27th.
The Dr. R. V. Pierce diamond medal, valued at $850,

AS
IOELEMS
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was won
in 1879.

when

by E. H. Madison, of
This
medal
was
shot

the
for

Fountain
Gun Club,
each
year
till 1884,

it was finally won by H. B. Whitney, of Phelps, N.Y.

There were 201 entries at Coney Island in 1881.
In 1885, at Syracuse,
John
B. Sage, was appointed
a
committee
of one
to try and
gain the consent
of Mr.

H. A. Richmond to allow clay target shooting for the
trophy, which was refused.
At Svracuse in 1892, 15 live birds became the rules for
the Dean Richmond trophy contest.
Tlie rule “‘gun in any position’? was started at Rome
in 1891.
The first contest in which targets were used
was in 1902, at Rochester.
While this ‘“‘brief history’’ is not as brief as I thought
it would be when [I started to write it out, yet I think
many of the old timers are still in commission, and look
forward to the trap news just as keenly as they did before
their

away

cares

from

J. O.
Club,

of

business

in

maturer

years

took

them

active enjoyment

Ballard,

announces

of their favorite sport.
Cuas. G. BLANDFORD,
Sec’y N. Y. Sportsman’s Assn.

President
that

completed, and that
on every Wednesday.

the

of the

club

house

a regular

club

Malone,
and

N.

grounds

shoot

will

Y.,

Gun

are

now

be

held
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At San

Jose.

San Jose, Ill., May 1.—May was opened at this town
with a shooting tournament.
The town is small, but the
club

members

are

energetic,

and

there

was

a fair turnout

and all went well.
The grounds and club house are very
good.
There was a strong wind that made high and low
targets, as the angles were changed.
John Boa was the only professional shooter present,
and besides high score, he kept all interested with his
rifle shooting.
W. Tramp Irwin was present, and handled
the office work, while Ward Barton assisted in the outside work.
Scott, Craig and Todd came from Jacksonville, while
J. C. Ramsey
brought
from
Manitou
the Harbaugh
brothers and Messrs. Vogel, Groffis, Gleason and Singley.
Farmers are behind in the spring season’s work, and
this was the excuse for many
of the shooters being
absent.
Dad Gilbert was present and had plenty of good, jovial
fun, same as he always does when out with the boys.
‘the manufacturers were kind to the club, and the programme was well patronized.
Twenty-five dollars was given to the high men, which
was won by Ed. Scott, 185; Craig broke 184, Bockwitz
176, and Ramsey 176.
The Harbaugh brothers tied on
169... Scores:
Events:
Targets:
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Brk.
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Tournament.

Fox Lake, Ill.—Fox Lake has been familiar to the readers of the sporting press, mainly because the Dunnell
brothers, famous as crack shotgun artists, run a hotel
and fishing and hunting resort at this point.
All the Chicago boys, who were not elsewhere engaged
came up for a little fresh air and recreation.
There were
George Roll, Lem Willard, John Boa, W. H. Vietmeyer,
L. W. Barkley, Jesse Young, W. Stannard, A. Gohl,
Mr. Kinney, Mr. Hanagan, Joe Barto, Chas. W. Budd.
There were three Dunnells and three Grahams shooting,
and that same J. R. won the two days’ average in his
old-time

form,

as

he

has

recovered

from

that

sunstroke.

The wonder is that Barkley shot so well, as his score
of 385 out of 400 is very excellent, considering the short
time he has been shooting.
The
Dunnells
were assisted by the veteran Tramp
Irwin in the management, and the programme was finished in time for the enthusiasts to go fishing, although
a heavy thunder shower sent them to cover.
The scores:

First

Day, April

28.
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Targets:
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Cincinnati,

O., Gun

Club.

. May 5 was a fair shooting day, cloudy, with perhaps a
fittle too much wind, but not too hot for comfort, an im-

AND STREAM.

provement over the previous day, Very few shooters were
present, and the sport was all over by 4:30.
E. Cain, a
welcome visitor from Dayton, was high in the Clements
trophy event with 49, Bleh was close up with 47, and
Pohlar got 45.
Shooting at doubles, Bleh broke 21 out of 20 pairs,
and Bullerdick 15 out of 15 pairs.
The DuPont Powder
Co. has donated a handsome silver loving cup, to become the property of the winner of the club championship shoot on May 30. Twelve men shot in the practice
events, but did not do very much.
A crowd is expected on
May 6, when plans for the trip to Columbus will be
made.
The team’s total as figured in advance is 945 out
of 1,000 targets, and it is up to the boys not to fall much
below that.
Ralph Trimble has just returned from a
ten days’ trip in West Virginia and
Virginia, and during
that time shot an average of 94 to 95 per cent.

Springfield

Tournament.

The annual tournament
of the Springfield, O., Gun’
Club was held on May 8 and 4. The weather was good,
but the attendance was not what had been expected.
The programme
consisted of ten 20-target events on
each day, with $2 entrance, money divided 40, 30, 20 and
10 per cent.
Four high guns, $15, $10, $5 and $5. Two
low guns, $5 each.
Sliding handicap, all starting at
l6yds.
Open to all amateurs.
Quite a number of the
Dayton shooters arrived in time to enter in the sixth
event.
Young was high gun for the day with 187. Hunt
secured 18). McConnell and Tryon 177 each.
Hunt was
in the money
often enough to get $19.16, McConnell
$17.31, Ike $16.38, Smith $16.20, Tryon $16.12, Poole $15.56,
Henderson $12.64, Carr $12.44, Moore $12.18, Jack $10.53,
Anderson $6.11, Snyder $4.92.
The attendance on the second day was about the same,
new shooters taking the places of those leaving the day
before.
Rolla Heikes, R. Trimble,
Le Compte
and J. R. Taylor joined the shooters to-day,
Heikes was
high with 188, Young second with 187, Taylor third with
185.
High average was won by Young with 374, Tryon
second with 354, McConnell 344.
Mrs. Geo. W. Morgan attended to the office work.
She is an expert at this, and it is worth a pie Ssh to
see how easily, quickly and accurately she manipulates
figures.
Her sister stood at the scoring board and _did
equally good work in this important position.
Both
ladies are daughters of the popular shooter Wm. Poole,
and have apparently inherited their father’s love for the
sport.
The scores:
;
First day.
Second day.
Third day.
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Ohio Trap Notes.
The Dayton, O., Gun Club has not yet begun its
regular weekly shoots, but on April 27 a few of the members visited the grounds and shot eight 25-target events.
Ike was high with 112 out of 150. Lindermuth and McConnell shot at 125 each, scoring 102 and 94 respectively.
Carr broke 83 and Curphey 63 out of 100. McKnight 18
out of 25.
A number of the trapshooters of Dayton, friends of
Phil Wentz, Sr., are arranging an entertainment for his
benefit.
He met with an accident recently which will
lay him up for the summer, and the boys want to help
him out.
Very few members assembled on’ May 2 for the weekly
shoot of the Rohrer’s Island Gun Club, of Dayton.
There
were no entries in Classes B and C. McConnell won the
Class A certificate, and also the May medal contest.
A
stiff breeze interfered with the sport and kept down the
scores.
At the weekly shoot of the Cleveland Gun Club, April
28, the handsome sterling silver watch fob given by the
club to the one making high score out of 100 targets, was
won by J.
Blakeslee with 95.
The Hunter Arms
Company’s trophy event was won by W. H. Tamblyn
aL, a straight score of 50.
In this event the use of
both barrels is permitted, but Mr. Tamblyn needed his
second but once, and that was on the 47th target. Other
good scores were made by Green, 49 out of 50; Stanley
47, Ong, Burns and Guessit, 46 each.
The members of the Pleasant Valley Gun Club, of De
Graff, had a very enjoyable shoot on April 30.
The
weather was just about perfect, and some very good work
was done.
The club had as a guest Mr. John R. Taylor,
and he headed the list with 93 out of 100. Martin, a new
member, surprised every one by breaking 53 out of the
first 60, but the pace was too fast for him, and he finished with 77 out of 100, in fourth
place.
Runyon shot
at 115 and broke 84 Lory (100) 79,
Hough (100) 72, Rairdon (100) 68, Arbogast (80) 50, Lockhart (100) 46, Adam
(90) 438. Several others shot at 50 targets or less.
The
next shoot of the club is on May 14.
The Blue Grass championship shoot, held at Maysville,
Ky., on May 3, under the auspices of the Maysville Gun
Club, had an attendance of twenty shooters.
The championship event at 50 targets, was won by T. H. Clay
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with 49. The handsome silver cup donated by the club
will be added to his other trophies. He also won high
amateur average.
High professional average was won by
C. O. Le Compte; Ralph Trimble second.
The club
offered a cup for high amateur.
The event will be held
at Paris, Ky., next year.
It is open to all amateurs in
the Blue Grass region.

In Other

Places.

The Recreation Gun Club, Cleveland, O., will thold
shoots regularly every Saturday at 2 P, M.
Any one
may practice with the club.
The Nicholas Park Gun Club, Jacksonville, Ill., met
last week and held a shoot wherein the proceeds were
donated to the San Francisco sufferers, and the sum ot
$7.50 was realized.
Mankato, Minn., Gun Club’s business meeting resulted
in a resolve to continue shooting this year with the following officers:
President, G. A. Lewis; Vice-President,
Dr. W. W. Eberhart; Secretary, F. L. Stephan; Captain, John A. Lulsdorf.
The Saulspaugh trophy will be
put up for weekly competition.
Patrick Shoolin and his famous Audenried Gun Club,
of Hazelton, Pa., will spend a few days’ fishing, where a
jolly time is sure to be the result of the outing.
At the initial shoot of the Wayne, Ind., Gun Club, held
Sunday last, Max Witzigreuter was high man; yet he had
little edge on P. M. Keller.
Scores:
Max Witzigreuter
73 out of 80, P. M. Keller 71.
J. L. Head, the Peru, Ind., crack shot, was one of the
visitors at the Salt Lake, Utah, tournament, May 2 and 3.
A new club has been formed at Shamokin, Pa., and it
has aspirations for the next State shoot.
There is a
strong membership, and with live men for officers, together with facilities in way of good grounds and traps,
there will be many shoots held in Shamokin.
A part ot
the members are Albert. E. Cox, George W. Haines,
Francis Greager, Jack Krebs, G. E. Crone, John Cemers,
Samuel
Faust, George Tooey, B. Kime, J. W. Man,
William Dane, J. P. McCormack, Dan Woland, Anthony
Dene, Henry J. Bogart, John Laney, Frank Kersteller,
Penrose Marquette, Nick Bohr, Harry
Dirk, Bert Schminkey, Bart Dane, W. H. Ritzman,
Chas. Rubendall and
Norton Faust.
The Le Mars, Ia., Gun Club will hold weekly shoots
again this year.
The new officers are:
W. Cunningham,
President;
Albert
Sauer, Vice-President; ft: ee
Ejilenbecker, Secretary; Mich. Killburg, Captain;
L. L.
Buck, L. L. Jones and C. H. Reynolds, Executive Committee.
This club has a membership
of thirty, and
matches will be arranged with neighboring teams.
At the annual meeting of the Fairbault, Minn., Gun
Club, held recently, officers were elected as follows:
President, W. B. Drehmel, Captain;
Joseph Fredette,
Secretary, John H. Ruge; Treasurer, J. J. Rochoc. Shoots
will be held each week at the unusual hour of 5 A. M.
Some of the Horton, Kans., Gun Club have been making reputations on game, as Carl Collins and P.
P.
pad
claim to have: slain forty ducks on last Saturay.
At a well attended meeting held at Rock Island, III.,
Thursday last, the Rock Island Gun Club was organized.
A club house will be erected and shoots will be held at
least bi-monthly.
The officers are:
. R, Kenworthy,
President; Harry Schrener, Vice-President; Add. Gest,
Secretary, and L. F. Robinson, Treasurer.
By-laws and
a constitution were adopted, and all who desire are
welcome as members.
The shooting place is at South
Heights, where everything necessary for the pleasure of
shotgun enthusiasts will be found in place.
A gun club was organized last week at Ada, Minn.,
with about a dozen members, which will be increased to
at least twenty-five in the near future.
New traps. have
been ordered, and the members hope to get in practice,
so that they can participate in some of the tournaments

to_be held in that part of the State during

the summer.

Pat Adams, while at the Wichita,
Kan., shoot, expressed his opinion that Gilbert would not be able to
shoot again this season.
Adams and Gilbert were boys
together, and thousands of ducks fell to their unerring
aim.
The Burlington Gun Club, of La Crosse, Wis., so called
because the members are Burlington R. R. employees,
held a shoot at Grand Crossing, Tuesday.
cores were,
out of 50 targets:
Winter 43, Culp 46, Rodell 37, Powell
Parker and Keefe shot well at the club contest, Salt
Lake, Utah, Sunday last. Altogether it was an interesting
day for the bluerock smashers.
The above named gentlemen made 45 out of 50, Mills 36, Miller 31, Swem 26,
pores 20, McGaney 25, Parker 37, Mitchell 34, Kufee
Fred
Stone
(“Scarecrow”)
was
a
visitor
to the
Youngstown,
O., tournament, despite the fact that he
was up all the night previous.
;
Chicago Height Gun Club is very busy now with its
regular Sunday shoots.
The high wind was a setback
on the last meeting day, and the score made by Mr. P.
Castor, of 82 out of 100, was considered good; anyway he
was 12 ahead of the next high man.
The club shoots
every two weeks, and there is a standing invitation to
all shooters to be present and bring guns. At 100 targets
P. Castor broke 82, A. Anderson 70, S. Worthy 66, Treff
33. At 50, Heising 25, Minicus 24, Gehrs 6,
A gun club has been organized at Rice Lake, Wis.,
and the practice at clay targets has commenced.
Archie
Demers is the secretary, and reports that the shooters
will be ready for a challenge by the time that the fair
opens this fall.
J. D. Bailey, Vice-President of the La Crosse Association, at Toronto, Can., has shown his appreciation of the
skill shown by trapshooters by donating a trophy to the
Balmy Beach Gun Club.
When the Balmy Beach Gun Club, Toronto, Can., had
finished a series of seven 25-target events it was found

that Chas. Davis was the winner with 118, Loyorde made

109, and Seager 108.
The Dominion
Cartridge Company has presented a
handsome cup for a series of shoots to be held by members of clubs belonging to the League of Trapshooters
in the vicinity of Toronto.
When any one oak wins
three times then the cup becomes its property.
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Accuracy test of Krag-Jorgensen .30-Caliber Cartridges held
by order of the Ordnance Department, United States Army.
TESTED—Ammunition

CONDITIONS—1o

of all the American

DISTANCE—1,000
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At the shoot at Barberton,
O., Monday,
given in
honor of Fred Stone, Galt made 86 out of 100, W. W. and
Lucky 85, and Mr. Stone 82.
There was quite a gathering of noted shooters when
Harold Money, C. A. Young, Frank C. Riehl and Chas.
Spicer met at St. Charles, Mo., on April 28 and 29, to
held along the cause of trapshooting.
When the Huntington, Ore., Gun Club met for practice, Wes. Goodman lays his ‘‘goose eggs” to a high
wind that seemed to spring up each time he went to
the score.
Fifteen shooters met last Saturday at the grounds of
the Marietta, O., Gun Club for practice, and a good
time.
Some of the Parkersburg, Va., boys joined with
them.
John Taylor made the highest score, 94 out of
100. Scores:
J. F. Mallory shot at 150, broke 130; S. T.
Mallory (175) 131, John Stewart (150) 116, S. S. Stewart
(100) 69.
At 100, W. J. Nelson 91, C. W. Decker 90,
P. M. Jones 81, P. Schlicher 76, Tibbens 70, John. Speary
80, Dinsmore 70.
At the first shoot
for the Powder Works trophy,
held recently at Dixon, Colo, Chas. King was the best
man with 21 out of 25. Other scores were: B. Agee 19,
C. Rohmer 13, L. Geithle 20, G. Pedricks 17, V. Robben 18, C. E. King 20, G. Lentner 18, A. Robbin, Jr., 9,
E. Jamison 18.
The Menominee, Mich., Gun Club has started in on
Last
Sunday
there
was
a
regular
practice
shoots.
friendly match at Peshtigo.
Lake was high man in the Parker Gun Club at Milwaukee, Wis., last Sunday with 88 out of 100. The wind
was brisk for anything like good scores, which were at
25 targets:
Swoster 14, Dr. Brunn 22,
Lake 22, Libber
21, Mirgler 21, C. Sands 16, J. Sands 12, A. Veerstra 17,
E. Leidell 19, L. Nuhns 16.
There was a special match Sunday last between C. C.
Church and John Schaefer, of the Lawton
Park Gun
Club, Milwaukee, Wis., and the former won, 46 to 41.
In the regular ‘shoot, "HL. J. Tregelmeier was high with
21 out of 25, F. A. Hoeser 16, Joe Weber 13, V: Gittisch
10, Joe Weber 17.
The annual crow hunt of the Elgin, Ill., Gun Club will
be held May 13 and 14.
All the shooters in the Fox
River towns will be invited to take part.
Mr. J. R. Graham, manager of the Long Lake, IIl.
Shooting Club, announces a shoot for May 16 and 17.
R. Horn writes that July 8 and 9 have been selected
as the days for holding the shoot at the Badger Gun
Club grounds.
Spring Valley, Minn., Gun Club held a meeting Monday last and selected Leo A. Gossman, inrccident: Frank
Harris, Treasurer; J. M. Cary, Secretary; John Bowden,
Captain.
The trophy contests will all be held with a
handicap, so that all will have an equal chance.
The Calumet Gun Club at South Chicago, IIl., will
hold a tournament May 19 and 20, at which the money
will be divided Rose system, and $50 will be given as
average money.
James Porter will be the captain and
manager.
Guns and shells sent to A. A. Winesberg,
Siegel-Cooper, will be delivered free.
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CARTRIDGE

The rod and gun
club grounds, at Traverse
City,
Mich., wili be put in order, and there is a prospect of
another of the famous tournaments
being held by it.
The officers are:
F. H. Meads, President; Wm. Suydam,
Vice-President;
H. D. Ally, Secretary; A. W. Peck,
Captain.
_ The Stofford, Kans., Gun Club has been formed and
incorporated under the laws of Kansas.
A large tract
of land has been secured and will be fitted up for a
shooting and game preserve.
A nice club house, suitable for the residence
of a custodian,
will be constructed,
Bellefontaine, O., Gun Club has rented part of the
Logan County Fair ground, and will move the traps,
so,that a meeting will be held to arrange for holding
the Central Ohio meet.
The Kingdom Gun Club, Fulton, Mo., will this year
contest for a silver cup, presented by a powder company.
The members wil] hold a meeting and decide on
the conditions,
There is a movement on foot to organize a gun club
at Midaleville, Ga.
There are a number of good shots
in the city, and such an organization would attract much
attention,
The La Harpe, Kans., Gun Club is trying to get on the
firing line and make some scores, but as yet they are not
equal to Ed. O’Brien by some “‘few rods.”
Brown and
Harding are out for the prize gun with Brown leading,
38 to 36. As soon as this is decided, there will be another prize put up.
There is always a shoot in South Dakota when the
stockmen hold a meet.
This year, when they met at
Rapid City, there was a team shoot, and Lead easily won
from Rapid City.
Jameson and Jepson had a contest
for the medal, which went to the former on the third
shoot-off,
Wough made a straight 25, Ted Brackett 24,
and Jameson 23. Wough was high average, 83, Brackett
81, Jameson 80, Pitt 78, Rogers 76.
‘At Tona, Wis., there will be a tournament
May 30.
There
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REPORT:

497-503 Pearl St., 35-43 Park St., New York.
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Springfield

Manufacturers.

excelled

MANUFACTURED

Agencies:

at

yards.

§S. Cartridges
UNITED

Test.

and 20 shot targets, muzzle rest.

10 and

RESULT

;

STREAM.

$2.50

added

to

each.

Emmons,
Minn., shooters are now talking of organ.
izing a gun club, and if they succeed, it is proposed to
pay attention to protecting song and game birds,
The
Symmes
Corner
Gun
Club
was
organized
recently
at
Hamilton,
Ohio.
Officers:
William
Link,
President; Chas, Miles, Secretary; George Traup, Captain.
Members:
S. Traup, W. Jessup, S. Horshner,
C. Miller,
M.
Pain, W,
Cummings,
‘Dr, Hallowell,
R. Groten, Dick P. Bruner, V,; Hughes, F, Straub, D.
Smyers.
When the West Duluth, Minn., Gun Club members
met recently for their opening shoot, they found that
the trap and club house had been ‘broken into, and
property destroyed.
But a shoot was held, with poor
scores.
Captain Tota berg made 23 out of 25, and Ed.
Moseman 12 out of 15.
The Pan-Handle Gun Club, of Logansport, Ind., will
reorganize, and some fine prizes will be up during the
summer,
Tke Wilmington, O., Gun Club are proud of the silver

NINN

St., San Francisco.

NININANANININAN INARI

trophy that will be the center of attraction
for the
shooters during the coming summer, same being on exhibition at the drug store for a few days.
Shotgun cranks of Globe, Ariz., are planning to form
a gun club.
It is reported that Hood Waters is now
stirring things up in that Territory.
Several
young
men
of Unionville,
Ia., have _ lately
formed a gun club, and as soon as the targets and traps
arrive will hold a shoot.
East Grand Forks, Minn., has just started up again,
with Wm, Wolf, President; J. C. Sherlock, Vice-President; M. J. Enright, Treasurer, and J. N. McNichols,
Secretary. There are two trophies and there will be much
shooting between now and open game season,
lola, ~Kans., shooters are looking for cups from the
cartridge companies, and when they arrive they will ger
going.

Analostan

Gun

Club.

Wasuincton, D. C., May 3.—The regular weekly shoot
of the Analostan Gun "Club was held yesterday afternoon.
Conditions

were

favorable,

and

good

scores

were

maae

by those participating.
Uncle Billy Wagner again came
to the front, and carried off the laurels of the afternoon
by scoring 94 out of a possible 100, and 65 of these were
made from handicap distances—I7_ and 18yds.
He also
won the tie made last week with Messrs. Hunter and
Barr for the DuPont cup, and won it yesterday again
by making a clean score of 15. Barr, Ficklin, Kirk ‘and
Cake: also did some good shooting,
Following are the
scores:
Shot at. ht
Shot at. Brk.
Kir kasertie ceunviies 120
Baketinnest sess 60
38
Lehisctye. Gansnecos 110
aI
Carpenteraneccadc: 50
39
Wagner
Gee<scse 100
94
Bauskett %...ees« 45
32
WRC
VLOT leis cies cleinte 100
17
Eb all ey. te eeeeas 45
3
PLC LITEM atetereatsl ciate100
7
Gale agatscenents 40
33
Barretieesidetes cease 90
76
Wiillist. tscec
nc sae 3
26
Green
“icwecns
sae 80
51
JAMES cheernee 30
22
SECRETARY,

At

Suwannee.

SuWANNEE, Fla., May 2.—On May 31, June 1 and2, I
will have the Georgia and Florida Interstate shoot on the
banks of the old Suwannee River, at Suwannee Springs,
Fla.

‘The

traps

will

be

just

on

the

banks

of

the

river,

overlooking the famous
springs, flowing 40,000 gallons
of mineral water per minute, with a bathing pool 50 by
100 fect. It is undoubtedly the finest natural bathing pool
in this part of the world.
Will use expert traps, with added money to each event.
I will have a Remington autoloading gun as one of
the prizes.
Will also have live bird shoot on the last
day.
From letters received, I_believe this will be the
largest shoot ever held in the State.
Joun S. Bowen,

A

CLEAN

12, 1906.

[May
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At the annual championship tournament of the Indoor .22 Caliber Rifle League of the United States, held at Grand Rapids, Mich., February 12-17, 1906,

PETERS

CARTRIDGES

ESTABLISHED

2481

OUT

THE

HONORS

ZIMMERMAN

RECORD

OF A POSSIBLE
MADE

FIRST

WORLD'S

BY

W.

A.

TEWES

at Zettler Rifle Club Open Tournament, New York, March 10-17, 1906.
100 SHOT MATCH, won by Arthur Hubalek, score 2468.
Seven of the first ten prize-winners ued PETERS

TROPHY,

won by L. P. Ittl.

BEST

BULLSEYE,

D5OO

.22 SHORT

CARTRIDGES.

made by W. Rosenbaum.

L. C. Buss and L, P. Ittel made possible 225 on the Ring Target.
80% of the contestants in these matches used Peters Cartridges, THE

SEMI-SMOKELESS

KIND.

If there ever was the slightest doubt in any mind as to the superiority of Peters Cartridges of all calibers, that doubt has been dispelled for all time by the results of
the Sea Girt, Grand Rapids and New York tournaments.
The various winnings and high scores were not the result of accident but may be credited to good holding and
absolutely perfect ammunition.
The inevitable conclusion is that if Peters Cartridges of either large or small caliber, are equal to these most crucial tests, they
are the best to use in any kind of shooting, either for Target Practice, Hunting, Police, or Military purposes.

THE

PETERS

CARTRIDGE
NEW

YORK:

Camp Life in the Woods.
And

:
the Tricks

of Trapping

and

98

COMPANY.
Chambers

Street,

-:T.

-:-

H.

Keller,

Blackfoot Lodge ‘Tales.

Trap

:
Making.

Con-

CINCINNATI,

OHIO

Manager

Hunting Without a Gun.

The Story of a Prairie People. By George
Cloth, 300 pages.
Price, $1.75.

Bird Grinnell.

And other papers.

By Rowland

E. Robinson.

*
With illus-

taining hints on camp shelter, all the tricks and bait
Mr. Grinnell has for years been on terms of intimacy
trations from drawings by Rachael Robinson. Price,
receipts of the trapper, the use of the traps, with in- | with two of the three tribes which made up the great
-00.
REE
Ge copes et all ee EAA
By | confederation known as the Blackfoot Nation, and having
This is a collection of papers on different themes conPri
3100."
ibson.
Illustrated.
Cloth, 300 pages. | the confidence of the braves and wisest of the old men, | tributed to Forest AND STREAM and other publications,
il
ET
Bee has penetrated deep into the secret history of the | and now for the first time brought together.

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO.

eae

FOREST

AND

STREAM

PUBLISHING

FOREST AND STREAM

CO.

PBL

BAIA
IVI OI

STEVENS

PUBLISHING CO.

IDEAL

RIELE

AL

LIVI

No. 044:
IMILAR to the Stevens
Ideal 44%. Drop-forged

STEVENS IDEAL” N2.044 %

and case hardened frame, half-

octagon tapered barrel, new
ENGLISH
MODEL
sliding breech block action,
oiled walnut stock and forearm, English shotgun butt. Bead front and sporting rear sights. Weight, with 24-inch barrel for rim-fire cartridges,
534 pounds; with 26-inch barrel for center fire cartridges, 6 pounds.
Specially suitable for hunting and field purposes.
L
A 1Ce,

e

Ask

your

Illustrated cacalogue of 140 pages mailed for 4c. to cover postage.
It isa book replete with information about shooting and ammunition, containing all recent notable additions to our output.

e

Dealer.

There

are no substitutes
for STEVENS

ARMS.

J. STEVENS ARMS AND TOOL COMPANY
P.

CHICOPEE

FALLS,

New

PLP

SASS

O.

Box

York
AP

5668

-

Office,
LMS

-

98

Chambers

NSS

Street.

MASSACHUSETTS

OOS.
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Team shoot, George and Kampp captains:
SGEOTGE Uwe cede ce 9
IRM1Pulte aisle ateoftie-siecsse 10
RUE ATCIGG! octet
dare cies o's 6
Ballard Peitececisesihe
were 10
NEGO AIG” areca
vereisse's 8
WAL USMEdES Masse ccacos 7
USOTAGUS otis stsciace 0:310
IM Cele Were aicisicic'eis
nie iccere 7
PROMLATCG caw eaiehiswlea
is 10
WSAtON Gat incste aces ss 10
PTRCE ae ciniae Sherer
5oss 7
lelovarty Gonateedcnteonr (
SOPDIRES Matsemti
cae soe cieee,0.0 8
IW TOnESUA
aos eat e 4
WeMIAUIUEBE eto sive te 602% 6—64
SIME MeSMecte
acts sais 61s 8—63
May 5.—The appended scores
were
made
on _ our
grounds to-day on the occasion of the third trophy shoot
of the first series.
Dr. Reynolds won Class A trophy
on 23, Stone won Class B on 19, and Ostendorp and
Kissack tied for Class C on 17.
The day was a fairly good one for trap shooting, only
being a little too chilly for comfort.
Attendance fair,
eighteen shooters participating in the various events ot
the afternoon.
After the trophy shoot was finished Stone and Dr.
Reynolds chose up sides and two team races were indulged in, Dr. Reynolds’ team winning the first match
and Mr. Stone’s team the second.
Everything went off
smoothly and all had a good time.
Events:
a
Zeros em Diet 6
Targets:
25. 15 10 10 10 10
Pollard
Lo
eee sis AO
Meek’...
Bey,
WA ih Witsoe
Smedes ..
12a.
te Gy 6
Bullard
15}
See
OD
SIMEIAD
AYUCRSA IeraNVaya ciais, 16/21 «1a sb.dis's/osc'e,0 0.0auaces
BAU) GS Ah Ye art
RURIBTEyTENG |. anh
SSR Ge Eee eee eae aes 20
Se idl ae 6
SS
SUITS 6? ocr Cercle Oe GOO ae Eee VO S12
eS “Te b
96
MEAEO LER TIE
otitis Ge oor s)giciewlsm,s news eee ast e Bsge
a
ewere
MPCOLE CMU Gee COREA da si ss acds\s nals sce se 1G ie
oe we G's
WRC OLLC EMRE

Rec yacinnessiesececcede
cee Lota

TEMES
CULO MAG MES Wp ailalors o(sieinle sie8 visiee'e 6s
RESELL OUD Ete tictiscieSieve
ce p:cieigscig slesoicc.sie
etic
MEN
ie oP a,cvare-sie aves vierd.ccee des
RAG Gees MC
AE DAD diciccrrasie.siasiela's
soca
VAM OSLGS series 2)abies utee-c,6.x: 006ors)9/o-staue oi
Astana

STREAM.
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Club.

Curicaco, April 28.—The appended scores were made on
our grounds to-day on the occasion of the second trophy
shoot of the first series.
George and Kampp
tied for Class A trophy on 20.
Horns and Stone tied for Class B on 17.
No Class C
shooters participated.
The day ‘was an extremely trying one for shooting, the
light being very bad, and it was so windy as to make
the flight of the targets very erratic.
Those features, together with the fact that the targets were thrown extremely fast, many of them going fully 100yds., accounts
for the many poor scores made.
The attendance was good, considering weather conditions, twenty-two shooters taking part in the events of
the afternoon.
We will show up some better scores
some nice day in the near future.
Events:
ete
oe 4a° 0. 6
Targets
eo, 10) 10510" 10) 15
EPIRA
Oe ce cid eie0 v0 ochioss.c/aisivie.cat SOME
(8,910
SUNS

AND

26m

SG

DUPONT
At the IOWA

SMOKELESS
STATE

The State Championship

ee cicie aiefeiesa(sies o/siecejs.e afe.se.s 13

10

First Amateur

was won

14-16, 1906,

by Mr. F. A. Weatherhead,

Average was won by Mr. Lee R. Barkley, of Chicago.

Second Amateur Average was won by Mr. H. C. Dorton, Fonda, Ia.,
and the Above Ninety Per Cent. Experts’ Trophy was won
by Mr. Charles Spencer.
All these

gentlemen,

DUPONT

of course,

used

SMOKELESS

E. I. DUPONT

COMPANY,

Wilmington,
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ce

Del.

Sere

Years we have loaned
and Jewelry.

gt Park Row,

money

WILLIAM
One

block

above
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|
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Guns, Diamonds, Watches

SIMPSON
Brooklyn

Pequea

%
§

New York City
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THEY ARE THE BEST ON EARTH.
The shock of one pellet will break them.
are strong but snappy.

4

tS

Good

breakers.

Tribune

Targets

any trap.

Ask for samples.

shippers
can

They

and good

be thrown

from

Stone

Erie, Pa.

Reynolds
Pccesrest
ses 8
MeDonald 2h csccsnee 8
HOMES Beaaceniesistte
see eee 8
Bullardi yews oaeeee
9
GeOFZe iscusmnes sitere's 9
Goettéer?i
aS. sc eee. 10
Osténdorpr euccese see 4
RUSSel tic cane. cuetees 3—59
Dr. J. W. MEEK, Sec’y.

Gun

¥%
x

Bridge

captains:

ILO Me iran
carne a'ais.e «> 7
POM ATC ates
nc es.cis o0.s 9
RT CSL
AA siiicitie vaclae’s «ie 6
ARSTi CY i ee
s
PILEUES mriemetins
sss os 6
Me tOlletenriarch siccscs ese ¢ a
Wet SSA ioe sedis Vaelviiere.c 7
RS 9doo BAA AGED
Bre epee 1—51

ee oe

» 85 STRAIGHT

02

Bs

March

of Red Oak, Iowa.

2%
Ss Db ee.
i
ig
Ower Dean.
2
ui?
“GOT Ako
TPs
aaa
Daas
ada
eS
Oman
3
4

SEMIS TIES RIANA
ale)aie.e)) viniphic.c.sis cise ona. e's
No. 1 was trophy event.
No. 5 was at 5 pairs.
Match, eight-man teams, Dr. Reynolds and Mr.

SHOOT,

‘

writing

say you

saw

the ad.

in Forest

STREAM.

“This

Club.

LANCASTER, Pa., May 3.—Only a few members of the
Pequea Gun Club were present at the weekly practice
shoot
to-day.
The
shooting
was
fairly good.
The
weather conditions were fine.
Shot at. Brk.
Shot at. Brk.
SALE wens
oe. ss,<150
137
Clark een seats 95
78
iagte ee Sarenaae 150
112
Miss Rieker’... 85
70
seaman) ie lecee. 130
104
Piighite tee seria«ae 50
45
UNESSIOE cvevie'cre'sos100
90
Fifty live birds, $50 entrance:
Groff 41, Franciscus 40.
Miss-and-outs, $1 entrance, re-entries:
ARTSLON ee cdhaeiccere 222112 10
Pfininger ..... 010
2122
Cariiell Saco <3: 122212 120
Wright
ore... 20
02212
Brennan ...... 10
0
Dormely aeses. 20
ATES Gels fcis:csc2220
0
Franciscus
...0
11212
BWALITIEE tec esleass 222210
Miss Rieker...222220 220
Targets:
Shot at. Brk.
Shot at. Brk.
Ressler 4... seisbisss 50
45
Miss Rieker .... 25
18
WRLC eon esis
ees aise 25
17

When
AND

Famous

Gun

Oil’”’

CLEANS
the way ‘'3-in-One’’ is
sold. Lookforthe big
.
RED ONE on the label. No
otheroil bearsit. Thereis and
can be only one ‘‘3-in-One,” for it is the
first and only oil compound that cleans and
polishes

furniture

perfectly;

lubricates

all

things “‘oilright’’; prevents rust on every
metal surface. FREE: Generous sample and
new complete book. Write right now.
G. W. COLE CO., 121 Broadway,

N. Y. City

Powder Residue from
keeps bore bright.

PREVENTS

Guns

RUST

and

ON

GUNS.
Write for free sample and test it with
thin oil or any oil you may be using.

6 0z. Can, 2 oz. Bottle,

25 Cents.
10 Cents.

THE MANY-USE OIL CO.,
New

York

City.

770

FOREST

AND

STREAM.

[May

“THE FINEST GUN IN THE WORLD”
Guaranteed to shoot all
smokeless
powders
and
never
shoot
loose.

Spiral
never

top-lever and
to break.

main-sp:ings

guaranteed

Columbus

Gun

12, 1906.

Club.

Cortumsus, O., April 28.—The scores made at the shoot
of the Columbus Gun Club to-day follow:
Events:
1234-6)
687 85970
‘Largets:
20 20 20 10 25 25 25 25 25 25
Rhoads:| Jae ckidden Rite estes 18.195.) ..) 24,2223 Baier
GEOSS
iS scent
ae emeetartlonle 19:18°19:
.. 22P2e serie
ee
Taylors) jc.tee eek eee eee
19.17
20... 242425
S52
Jie Wrellsic. contestants
1617.17
(8 2b16a0 eee
Flolman i askts tecsceewe
cna deere 16 15 17 JOM0 R22 2Sir aes
Bassell #scuks Pesancmenen tomes 18 17 19:99 22a
eee
HE!
Smiithven
i. tea tee
Kerndermani anveies
susie eis serine

17.19
16:17

I8* ae 20 22 0ae eee
it
28itas, ce heeen aaa

Strader
t Gow
“We
1D
eae pee
Denison
I wom ad hs eee
Shilling: y CrascjedSyercietele
istealers)al osothers aetna aa 1921) 23) 23. ae
JL

>

Smith

arckn,. caties citiaciae 16.s. «sive

Wieatherholtm
Shattuck

Fewer parts in its mechanism and these parts bigger and stronger than any other.

The

only double gun made in America that ever equalled the best imported makes in workmanship, balance, finish and all the fine points of gun-making that go to make up a
strictly fine gun.

See one before you buy.

A. H. FOX

GUN

Made only by

COMPANY,

Not connected with The

Philadelphia

Philadelphia,

Arms

Pa.

Company
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Bound
Club

KIRKWOOD
Street,

THE
Iowa,

-

Boston,

CHAMPIONSHIP

Nebraska,

Missouri

was won by MR. GEORGE

“NEW
LAFLIN

BROS.,

-

@

and

Kansas

at the Omaha Tournament,

W. MAXWELL,

Mass.

OF

March 20-22,

1906,

of Holstein, Neb., an amateur who used

SCHULTZE”

RAND

POWDER

COMPANY,

170

Broadway,

New

Brook,

N.

‘had a pleasant

D.

Munn,

of

Graphite for Sportsmen—

A lubricant and preservative;
for gunlocks and barrels;

for fishing rods and reels;

for row, sail and motor boats.

Booklets ‘Graphite Afloat and Afield” and ‘“Dixon’s
Motor Graphite”’ free on request.
JOSEPH DIXON CRUCIBLE CO.,
Jersey City, N. J.
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saw the ad. in Forest

Brook
J.,
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Gun

May

Princeton

Club.

5.—The

Bound

this afternoon.
University,

Brook

Dr.

and

Gun

Farr

Dr.

and

Pardoe,

of the home club, tied for first average on 44 each out
of 50.
Dr. Gardiner and F. Steele tied for second on
42, while Dr. Lucky took third on 30. O. D. Munn won
gold medal in event 1, J. Terrey won gold medal in
event 2.
Mr. Bogart, of Roselle, won gold medal in
event 3 after four shoot-offs.
Dr. Farr won the loving
cup in event 4.
F. K. Steele won medal in event 6.
Dr. Farr took every first money in the sweeps.
He
made a run of 36 targets straight.
The Bound
Brook Gun Club will go to Plafsboro
eee 12 to shoot a match with the Twentieth Century
ub.

Events:
Targets:
Dr

iPannr®

LO 28 ae
ee
10, 10 10 7107" 10,0

44

44
44
42
42
36
ae

extra

8

10

~8

bie

BO«48

O° D) Mandi, iis ects <lcisteretelonlarse
streets 10.”
-8°> SB elOes
Dr Pardo i. cedestesasc eet
S$) SOFESS L0nes
Dr ‘Gardiner svelssiiee cuss
cere
8 10"
tr eke
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events:

Shot at. Brk.

Shot at. Brk.

Dreariantstererccste
Steeleterrretreciecles

70
40

67
16

Mann:
tem seeiecite
Dr
Gardiner
...

Bogart tecasen aces

40

29

W
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BO
40
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evar 50
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York.
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Trap Shooting Supplies of all Descriptions.
Blue Rock Targets and
Traps.
Special attention given to the securing of special guns, loads
and equipments.
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Baker © siecisedsieanie om we) ole. cel verce eran otelietetmer cst

Schoverling, Daly @ Gales

Sul

lagen

Look out for Baker.
He is going to “shoot Rhoads”
a match on July 1, 1906.
Rhoads, get ready.
Fishinger and Wells, from Hilliards, are coming to the
tournament.
McCracken is coming along fine:
(Scores:
Events:
1 2 3°45 ° 6°
Sr Om Oiiiie teres
Targets:
25 25 2b 25 25
20 20 20 20 20 20
Rhoads
«sccssecesaee 25 24 24 23 De oc
aetll Om aiee Stee mites
Ee Comipte <...<en- \8 24 24°23)
eee e e
ee
Gross' Aeiiaceeactees 20 20
23.23 21 21 16 11417 ..
Bis hinieetmer reenter 20 19-.. ss sc 1 og Meek nLG Manan 1s
Chamberlain eceieete 23 24 23) 5 Kp ecient
Ole ona
J VE: Wrelissacecesiacte 15 19 .. .. ie) See ea ree
JSiebert Vscecstecee 20 519) 1S) 20
eee
i
Wieinirianiumer nest ee 21 21719) Sse eee
19 15 AS 19 ae
Jo HetSmitheee secs

deciding.

V7] ss

Webster
sdite series soci create
ners 19°.
23 21 21 24 19 ..
Columbus Sporting Goods Co. L. C. Smith trap gun:
BS) Biers
Beier.
IWiebStetmrt
ts cleniic 45
4
49
Grosse
ceases 48
4
50
IBASSETE Mees ceairs 48
8
50
Taylor ence neeer 49
3
50
HE
Smithesecs 44
8
50
Shillings to eeecner 40 10
50
Baker, .2ussmecane a
Omens
Holmarnion. centes 45
1
46
Tel eWiellsaeerue: ie 10
40
) A Sniithiceee ie
BNE
i hOdd
sieaeemeeee
4
650
The iaising of Ae new flagstaff and the new flag will
take place on Tuesday morning, May 5, in honor of the
first annual spring tournament.
A large attendance is
assured if the weather is at all fair.
The grounds were
never in finer shape, and everything is in readiness to
take care of all who may favor us with their presence,
Mr. Edwin P. Boyer and Mayer Pursell, of Lancaster,
O., made us a visit Wednesday afternoon, and took a
look over the new grounds, and they seemed to be greatly
pleased with the whole arrangement.
Mr. C. O. Le Compte and Mr. D. D. Gross were on
hand and will remain for the tournament.
Rhoads was
feeling fine, and shooting well.
Weinman ‘has a new
stock on the old gun,. and will now tell them where to
stop

OF FINE GUNS must have experience.
purchase a Gun, we say—see a

etn seeestteeeer

wives cnents octeacteom
anes V7

ASK FOR FREE CATALOGUE
Just say ‘‘Send me No. 363’ and you
will receive free a big book of 5000 illustrations, with description and low prices
on Camp Goods, Fishing Tackle,Guns,
Canoes, Athletic Wear, Indoor and
Outdoor Games.

17 Warren St., near B’way, New York

Beach

Bercen Beacu, L. I., May
weekly shoot to-day follow:
Events:
VU
a6) tabs)
‘Targets:
25 25 25 25 25
Wrelleswi scree 24.22, 23 22 24
iNias
eierertetatete PPADS
ones
Dreyer
acres. 11 15 18 14 11
Thompson... 11141410..
Bergen
orice 221618 17 ..
Shelia
ssa
WAG 2 dase
FE. Voorhiés.. 21 19 22 20 ..

HL Voorhies. 18 15 19 to .

Gun Club.
5.—The

scores

made

at the

Events:
1 i2ee3 Sa
Targets:
25 25 25 25 26
Creamer .... 2019 20 24 19
Crater)
ssesee 13 20 20 22 1%
Slavin. ceremies
8:12: 9) oe
Franklin .... 13 15 12
ie
Dr” O’ Brient..5-eeanee 17 18
Lott’ \sisestheeneemetenere 16 21
Fleury’ sc: 02k cele

May

FOREST

12, 1906.]
People’s

Gun

Club.

Syracuse, N. Y.—On May 2 and 3 the tournament of
the People’s Gun Club was held, and was a success.
About
16,000 Tribune
targets were used.
They were
thrown by a Dickey trap, and trap and targets worked
to perfection.
The professionals present were Messrs.
H. McMurchy, H. H. Stevens, J. G. Heath, H. Clark,
J. M. Hawkins, J. C. Briggs, Adolph Topperwein, W. B.
Hearne, Neaf Apgar, J. S. Fanning, Sim Glover, Howlet
Durston, Geo. Mosher, J. Stull and Lenoir.
On account of rain on the first day the expert shooting
by Mr. Topperwein and the merchandise event were postponed.
AMATEURS.
Shot at. Brk.
Shot at. Brk,
Wadsworth
.....200
164
J E Calping.... 40
31
A E .Conley....200
189
GeMarion t,necn- 40
33
ay UC urtisn css 200
141
BY Wisetsn vena. 200
138
J D Greene..... 200
177
A, A Eddy... .c.:. 100
56

H

ees 100

68

C L Kennedy...200
163
J H Lamphear.. 80
Cru Dalllevent ot. 200
170
Gy EEwIS iy nineses200
W E Hookway..200
152
H W Smith....200
W
Morris
.....200
188
J Chapman’ .....200
O E Carpenter. .200
187
C W Hobbie....200
M D Ogden....200
169
W M Miller... 80
H J Fleming....200
180
L R Hunter....100
A Sterling ..... 200
169
O L Helmer.... 60
J M_ Stoddard. .200
157
Ji ee laewiseence 60
G M Phelps....200
172
ESI Stia Yiwsejecctan 40
EERO
Cecio oa:s200
166
H Hisington ... 20
LRRD 3,5'56200
179
F Ernshaw ..... 80
J H Loomis....200
172
W Meager ..... 80
CiOehrantz..... 200
182
N C Mattison... 40
G N Brown....200
174
PROFESSIONALS.
J_M Hawkins...200
189
H Durston ..... 200
IN PApgar sr. 5..< 200
181
S: Glover: seece ses 200
W G Hearne....200
183
Geo Mosher .... 60
J S Fanning....200
177
McMurchy:..... 200
H H Stevens...200
187
ORS Stowacesess140
BL Le Noir): ..: 200
137

H

Connor...100

62)

67
186
178
174
187
44
81
40
32
20
15
65
60
34

Second

oye BONG

Day,

May

179
185
42
184
113

Gun

much

pleased

to

see

one

gentleman

3, I attended
N. J. I was
who

shot

as

in

days gone by, with gun below his elbow when he called
“Pull.”
I venture to predict that with little practice he
will be one of the best clay target shots.
After the shoot
was

over,

I spoke

to

this

man.

He

PRELIMINARY HANDICAP
GRAND AMERICAN HANDICAP
GRAND CANADIAN HANDICAP

1905

Emblematic

States

of the Championship of the United
and Canada, won by the

LEFEVER

GUN.

WHY

(0 the best shots in the United States and Canada use Lefever Guns?
There must be merit to the advantages claimed for Lefever guns,
Improve your score by shooting a Lefever Gun especially bored for trap,
brush or field use.

Send for Catalogue D.
This cut is a reproduction of our handsome 10-color hanger, size 10 x 23%. As long
as our supply lasts we will furnish these hangers for 8 cents, covering postage.

_LEFEVER
SYRACUSE,
-

The “OLD RELIABLE”

ARMS CO.,
:
NEW
“The

Only

YORK.

Absolutely

Reliable”

Best that can be made

Has none

its equal

was

Fred Coleman’s score of 47 straight at live birdsin England. as well as 24 out of
25 at 31 yards, shows how the Parker Gun shoots. See another column in this
paper showing his marvelous records.

PARKER

BROTHERS,

SPORTSMEN’S CLOTHING
Sheds Water Like a Duck’s

Club.

New York, May 5.—On Thursday, May
the Fairview Gun Club shoot at Fairview,
very

ay

3.

The merchandise event of the first day was postponed
till the second day.
It was begun at 1 o’clock.
M.
Brown, Seneca Falls, won first prize; G. Frantz, of same
town, won second; C. W. Hobbie, Fulton, third; O. E.
Carpenter,
fourth.
In the second
merchandise event
there were eighty-five entries and thirty prizes.
John
Cottle, of Skaneateles, won first, a Stevens rifle.
The
marvelous
skill of Adolph Topperwein
was much admired.
Shot at. Brk.
Shot at. Brk.
A E Wadsworth.120
84
Gebrowiaessess 140
135
A E Conley..... 140
134
GRewisn
paccous 140
119
SP BG irhae See 140
96
Ce Cottle eects sss 120
109
D Green...... 140
128
HW
Smith... .140
119
Durston ..:.. 140
123
C W Hobbie....140
126
C L Kennedy...140
122
H McMurchy ..120
112
Grin Dalley... 140
117
INGPA Doar ce. sae 140
123
W E Hookway..140
108
J M Hawkins...140
135
R G Wheeler...i40
124
W G Hearne....140
127
O E Carpenter. .140
133
J S Fanning....140
121
A D Ogden....140
120
A H _ Stevens...140
129
H g Fleming. ..140
112
J H Lamphear..120
105
A
Sterling ..... 120
107
Gibelmere cscs 120
99
J N Stoddard...140
inh
A D Snyder....140
118
Geo Mosher ....120
102
DreNorth
wise 140
95
Si Glovers. oss 140
124
H W Miller..... 100
72
E D Borden.... 80
43
WitiMlorris’ eeces 40
37
EES We Malls. sn .s's100
65
J Montgomery.. 40
3
G N Phillips....140
123
F Gurshaw ..... 40
28
1a CRITE Fo 9 doa 120
102
W Meagher .... 40
20
TON Knapp css: 120
105
NA WUE
slate cerns 40
36
Tal MQLESid te eee 40
39
John Cottle .... 40
3
Gali Mann. 5. <0. 40
39
C W Marvin ....40
33
S H Loomis....120
Lge ESD oyamessccs.. 40
21
Cem. Franz... 120
108, SOFCL Powe aH Se
Ew:
Mr. J. M. Hawkins was high average for the two days.

Fairview

AND STREAM.

entered

on

the

score as C. S. M., and I said to him, ‘I am very happy
to meet you, and [ admire your style of shooting.”
When a man is in the woods he doesn’t walk with his
gun to his shoulder ready to shoot, does he? I should
never care to shoot in that style, and I am sure that the
practice is a poor one in my mind. I trust you will
give this article a space in your good paper for the
benefit of trapshooters.
ay Su VLD:
[Trapshooting is quite a different matter from field
shooting.
Indeed, it is not field shooting; nor is there
any pretension by any trapshooter that the
approved
style of shooting, employed by the trapshooter, is the
correct style for field shooting.
If a man straddles his
horse when riding on a journey, it does not follow therefore that he should straddle his seat when riding in a
wagon.
He merely adjusts himself in different cases to
the immediate governing circumstances.
Thus it is in
trapshooting.
Thus it is in field shooting.
Thus it is in
duck shooting.
Thus it is in almost any specialty, shooting or otherwise.
It may be said that the trapshooter is
not obtaining the proper schooling for field shooting.
It
is necessary to show that the trapshooter desires any
such schooling, or that he could or would go afield
even if he had it. The material consideration of a purse
or a share of it in the present overwhelmingly dominates
hypothetical field work.
The man who holds his gun
below the elbow when target shooting will ever receive
a hearty welcome, as if he were peaches and cream.]

Back

Combines the advantage of perfect tailoring with protection against rain.
Waterproofed by a
patent process, permitting
thorough ventilation, yet rain does not
penetrate in any ordinary storm.
Soft and
pliable; sightly and durable; no rubber or
paraffine.
Fit,
finish
and
waterproof
qualities guaranteed.
‘
Coat lined throughout the entire body
with same rain-proof material as outside.
Patent bellows under arms give extra ventilation and freedom of movement with
paddle, rod or gun.
Pockets for everything.
:
é
Trousers
reinforced
front and
large
doule seat.
Give loose breast measure over garments
to be worn with coat. Waist and leg measure for trousers.

Made in two colors, light tan and dead
grass green.
Coat, $5.00; trousers, $3.00; hat, $1.00.
Express prepaid.

FOR
LADIES’ WEAR .
Neatly tailored coat and skirt. Gives
absolute

protection

on

any

outing

trip.

Suitable tor gunning, fishing, tramping,
boating, climbing. Coat, $5.00; skirt, $4.00.
Express prepaid.
Booklet, with samples
of material and directions for self-meas-

urement
sent free. _
Special discount to dealers
BIRD, JONES
3 Blandina St.,

@

KENYON™
Utica, N. Y.

31

Cherry

New

York Salesrooms, 32 Warren St.

Street,

Meriden,

Conn.

FOREST

AND

ASL

STREAM.

[May

AIO“ F'1

Smith Hammerless and Ejector
Guns; also Hunter One-Trigger
WIN

GOLD
At the LEWIS

& CLARKE
Ask

for our

HUNTER
FULTON,

MEDAL
catalogue.

ARMS

=

EXPOSITION
~S

COMPANY
NEW

=

YORK

O. C.S.

Springfield,
grounds

Here is the cheapest good gun yet made. By the omission of the take down feature we have
been able to greatly reduce the cost of production and at the same time have kept the gun up to the
famous high HZar/¢72 standard of strength, safety and durability. Notice the clean simplicity of
this gun.
The workmanship
and finish are perfect. The weight is only 7 pounds. The full choke
arrels
arrel are especially bore oe smokeless as well as black powder and so chambered that 234 inch or
2°8 inch shells may be used. Several improvements in the operating parts make it the easiest, most
reliable\ and best working gun in existence.
We are glad to make it possible for every lover of guns
and bird shooting to get this high grade repeating shot gun at so low a price.
Have your dealer order it for you.
Send for the Marlin

‘ Lhe Marlin

Catalogue and Experience Book to-day.

firearms

Field, Cover and Trap-Shooting.
By

Captain Adam H. Bogardus, Champion Wing Shot
of the World.
Embracing Hints for Skilled Marksmen; Instruction for Young Sportsmen; Haunts and
Habits of Game Birds; Flight and Resorts of Waterfowl; Breeding and Breaking of Dogs.
Cloth, 444
pages.
Price, $2.
FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO.

SMOKE

“FLOWER OF THE SOUTH”
And

Enjoy Health

Free for3 stamps.

Co. 27 Willow Street, New Haven, Ct.

The Practical Poultry Keeper.
By Louis Wright.
Eight colored plates
tllustrations.
Cloth, 311 pages.
Price, $2.

FOREST

AND

STREAM

r

Ss

and

PUBLISHING

37 other

CO.

:

r

O

and Luxury

A long-cut mixture made from the highest grade, thoroughly ripe, sun-cured, domestic and choicest foreign
leaf and the only tobacco on the market guaranteed
without artificial flavoring or ‘‘doctoring”’ of any kind.
In blend, rich, mellow, mild and fragrant.
Because of its quality and purity, ‘Flower
of the
South”

does

not

hurt

the

heart;

does

not

affect

the

nerves; does not dry the throat; and does not bite the
tongue.
Sold direct to consumers (it cannot be bought in the
shops).
The saving of middle profits and a special rate
from the express companies enables us to supply at a
modpate
rae the finest and purest tobacco obtainable,
and affords you the luxury of always getting it in perfect condition.
Full weight, half-pound tins, $1.00, pounds (in polished
wood boxes), $2.00, delivered.
By arrangement with our
bank, The American National, they accept small checks
from our customers without charge for collection.
We are constantly receiving assurances that ‘‘Flower
of the South” is the best and most delicious tobacco
ever smoked.

PLANTATION
639

TOBACCO

F Street,

COMPANY

Washington,

D. C.

by those who know
get the most
and unbutton.

where

they

for their money.

of one piece of metal.

Made

Easy to button

Stay buttoned,

They out-

wear any other button and the rolled plate
never

wears

Also made

off like

other plated

in Gold and Sterling.

aged in any way, exchange

buttons.
If dam-

it for new

one. At all jewelers and haberdashers,
The ‘Army and Navy Journal,’ Jan. 13, 1906,. says:
“Many pipe smokers know that much of the tobacco
offered for sale is artificially flavored or ‘doctored’ in
some way tc make it appear what it is not, and is therefore injurious to health. Those in search of an absolutely
pure smoking mixture of superb quality should order a
box of ‘Flower of the South.’ ”

soe Boe save cree re/siclele eleeetetere ante Senne aman

THE

NEW MODEL NGI?

Send for Story of Collar Button.

KREMENTZ

@ CO.,

94 Chestnut St.,
Newark, N.J

A.

May 5.—The feature of the shoot to-day, held by the
Oneida County Sportsmen’s Association Gun Club, was
the match between John Teesdale, of the O. C. S. A. and
John Watts, of the Riverside Gun Club.
Teesdale won
by a score of 44 to 39. Each contestant has won a match.
The third and deciding one will be shot on May 17.
There were about twenty-five sportsmen in attendance.
The fifth event was the handicap shoot for the Hunter
medal, and was won by Joe Wagner, who has the record
for winning it three times.
Wagner, Steele, Keeler and
Jenny tied on the first 25, but Wagner won out on the
shoot-off.
There were nine events in all, and 125 targets.
Among the professicnals present were Neaf Apgar, who
won the high professional average, and Sim Glover.
The
scores for the shoot were as follows:
Events:
1 28
4425 0 ieee
Targets:
10 15 10 50 25 15 10 15 10 15
Je Waster i5.tis. aces cis cse octet
813 9.. 251210 10 10:13
Davidson
a scoccen
tones vee ances TAZ. 8
as eae
Az
Brunner
ssc conics wae ob wen veeiees 9:13. 2 a 20 Dla omic.
BL oughilitt tesssaiewectaneeaers
716 S80. 2k as eee aes
Steele (aie 5 ees tee eace ce eves
ie RearSecae bie Bh Agee
Teesdale siti) oscuics crceeh eee Bivicd iste, SELLS Bie eat we
Watts iio ture b cccrsrarcrenare
west ntete 8 Li, oo) LOM
sieear eee
Corfield) Ooh toss acne nites 10°13 90.3 200LE es is10 13
Warren?)
Fides.
cap cates ceria
8:11 88 so 1 Sra
elons 13
Windheim
360.2. necine seem
812 8.
24 146 82
48. Ss
Jenny
ss st eties cee soseticeetn
8 13.8 2. 26115 Sho. 7 13
A DRAR) fis-cctcutbetvejeete
catetete cients 81310 . 2314 913 8 14
GIOVEr) Go5bs ca scnutemiee ateamceate 918.9 . 22138 833 813
Borden
oe.
AS pe
Smith
Se
if
satis 6
Kretzer
Gre
7
Pat o's
Keeler
Six
ff
6 12
Pfeiffer
tts
yf
711
Kokesch
8
8 11
Seagrove
iaesb ses o'a i oveiejoseres olhotela tee nets nee ea
8
Ore.
Eaton
oe
=f
WULZ,

> REPEATING
SHOTGU

12, 1906.

practice
at

Red

Mass.,

‘shoot
House

of

Shooting
this

Crossing,

club,
on

Club.
held

the

on

their

afternoon

of

May 5, was fairly well attended, thirteen shooters taking
part in the several events.
/
It was a perfect day for shooting, the light being perfect, while the absence of any wind made shooting conditions ideal.
Frederick Le Noir, one of the club members,, was
high gun, breaking 91 out of 100 targets shot at. W. H.
Snow was second high with 87. Scores by events follow:
Events:
123
4 B&B 6°97 58 “ONG naei2sisnis
Targets:
10 16 15 10 15 10 15°10 15 10 15 1015 15 Brk.
Kites Setieaes + 4°97
11 Jy
LOO oe
Shes
ete)
80
Le JINoitedacs6 $ 12°10cise 1499
-S oe olor
oante
91
Snow
sess
T ove oo ow 14: 6 10010 Tee
87
Lathrop’
‘vs.
(Ge. ae ole ln O) sels
0 sen eran Semen
55
A. -Misterly....
410 7. .6 as Gros. sc see
eee
eee
47
L Misterly.. .; ‘3%. 96 se so. ac) 10 Saat
mOD
Chapin
..cec ce cs ne ee 10 4 wee OMUD eens
Cea
34
O. -Misterly... Vi 0ee (2 foe
ao) arenes
xe
ee
15
Markham.
[3.2.53
5 2, sere) tel ee) se
19
Cravea
ate
Dos ve el oe OU Retres se Oi
eRe
2
Keyes.
evince, ve) og oe cet) cle eters
\Lisanne
EetaiaeetS
21
Hawes osaretes Boe se. sas we” clamor, v9'e Se ceetatne Leaner
16
J. Misterly..:... se, tes! 7 sie ae poise eteeeetan ste ren
pe
MISFIRE.

Recreation

Rod

and

Gun

Club.

Morcantown, W. Va.—The Recreation Rod and Gun
Club held its regular bi-weekly club shoot on Friday
afternoon, May 4, and run off the regular programme
for club prizes.
Cobun and Jacobs tied for the club championship gold
medal with 86 per cent. for the entire programme, and
Jacobs won the officers’ goblet, handicap, shooting from
the 18yd. mark.
The club has completed all arrangements for holding
its tournament on May 25, when the regular monthly
meeting of the Monongahela Valley Sportsman’s League
will be held on its grounds.
No. 3 was distance handicap, handicap in column 3.
The scores:
Events:
il
3
Events:
12
3
Targets:
15 20 H 20
Targets:
15 20 H 20
Cobunifrecessas 13 16 20 14
Barthlow
f.cees 13 13 17 11
Siveyaens
cabstele 13 14 19 11
Jacobs’) se ceeeee 14 19 18 16
Price) Whew aeee 11 15 16 15
Event No. 4, club team race, three men, 15 targets:
Price, captain..<..... 15
Cobun, captain .....14
Bart hilo waeaumtecte cater 10
Sivey .. .Gn womens 15
TacoDSMessanete cee: 12—37
SE. Tayloriteseese 11—40
ExLmer F, Jacoss, Sec’y.

Montclair

Gun

Club.

Monrcrarir, N. J., May 5.—Notwithstanding the heavy
showers this afternoon and the fact that there was nothing
special scheduled for the day, some ten men showed up
and over 1,300 targets were thrown.
Capt Money paid his
first visit to the Montclair club and skt along with the
boys, breaking 89 per cent.
Moffett was not up to his
usual form, while Colquitt did quite well in the first
and third events.
Events:
1” 22 03 Paes
Targets:
25) 25: 25 25aizp mes
Moffett isiie e.cie.6 Aten atecjeietele retdinrese aide a
16 19 18 15 14 18
Cola Git Sircies cate eso alote nistaje Sieeie era
23 19-25 21) 207 21
Caufield: i.¥ineeo
ca ives cccececenes tener 10 14 13S
oe.
Cockefair istails «ice oclet ttelereeie
tee eee 20 21 14 16 19
Brush 4,ols sai is olslelte sho lols 9 oltento sae near 19 22 16'e2teZ0mss
Batten iiiiayssacbonatalecwemelce
cen antes 13;. 17 AS ae
Parke x.dbe ac stcaciciee alee ac con le teen ieee
20 e20e Ate lon 20
POXCEL esiacip.oe sersaicele tietentenia earn errs 19 17 18 18 15 19
DOremtts > dec coasts ace twcmimeacatnce 15 18) ASP Isebe..
Capt’ Money *recinsdecocevsemereee
tees 21 24 22 21 21 24
E. Winstow, Sec’y.

May

FOREST

12, 1906.]
Canon

City

Gun

AND

STREAM.
Hotels

Club.

Osstninc,
the chances
members

was

came

shot.

man,

N. Y., May
for a good

who

out

prize,

had

two

the

rain,

a tobacco
misses

as

shower
Three

jar,

one’

was

prize

won

in

spoiled
of the
by

the

event

Cole-

25-target

event.
His score of 21 out of 25 at hard birds with a
borrowed gun was excellent.
B. G. Read, of Fishkill Landing, was using a new gun,
so that his scores are not up to standard.
All indications point to a successful shoot May 80.
Several gold pieces have been added to the merchandise
prizes.
Events:
ile
Cota Om eG
Targets:
10 10 10 25 26 10
NV MeSeU MESCHLGRIAATE NES6 aiiclercis
©a/na ciosclesw.cas 5 BS Dama, al eee
ne
SGM ATICTOLAS yc cores’ oleesiers Geinedenes 9
9
9 2 18
PMU
TICCACLOM
eta Ee ce ciscicie cistelctecvaveiajasie
\are Simeone
ee
CAGE:

Delaware

Championship,

Witmincton, Del., May 5.—The trophy emblematic of
the championship of Delaware and the title were retained
by Mr. Luther J. Squier in a contest with Mr. Wm. M.
Foord, challenger, to-day.
The scores were as follows:
SG MSR MMR icrieys sinsie cicisielsis s cjeldciaeesebinaisere 25 24 25 23—97
IASIYa! ease GOTO DS OCCUR DOMES EE EEE TOOE Beene rE 22 22 23 21—88
An interesting side contest coincident with the championship event was a _two-man team race between the
champion contestants, Messrs. Squier and Foord against
Messrs. Ed. Banks and J. T. Skelly, with results as
follows:
Banksa
biccdecetices.cas 93
SLeheh tS) aan GRC
ar aoe97
SSIcellitee dees’
esieise:vxje 92—185
MOOrd.
Wirincsrinace
ast 88—185
In the shoot-off, Banks and Skelly won, the scores
being as follows:
SUES PSs Once
ease OCee 22
Banks
IGOR
as visleicie
sc icte.s0. 23—45
Skelly tssacaicae ouccnene 22—47

Rifle Range and Gallery.
Rifle

Notes.

The Dayton
Sharpshooters will hold their first cup
contest of the year, May 17.
All shooting at 200yds.,
offhand and rest.
Cup contest open to members only;
but there will be special matches for money prizes open
+" every one.
The spring shoot will be held oné month
ater.

The

monthly

of West Milton
part.
The wind

medal
was
was

shoot

held on
variable,

of

the

Outing

Rifle Club

April 26, seven men taking
blowing very hard at times,

and in these squalls the scores suffered.
All matches
were at 200yds., on Standard American target.
In the
off-hand medal event, 5 shots, possible 50, D. W. Macy
won first medal-on 35, W. F. Jay second medal on 30.
These

two

were

tied

on

the

first

four

shots,

but

Macy

got 9 to 4 on his last shot and won.
J. C. Anderson, 29,
D. W. Jones 26, Wm.
Swartz 24, J. W. Macy 23, C.
Macy 17. The rest match was 5 shots on same target,
with center valued at 12, possible 60. Jas. W. Macy won
with 48, Anderson 46, Jay 46, D. Macy 45, Swartz 44, C.
Macy 41, D. Jones 37.
In ten shots, 100yds.,:at rest,
possible 100, D. W. Jones scored 98.
His five shots
were centers, and he dropped only 2 points in the last
5 shots.
D. W. Macy tried his new No. 52 Stevens
barrel, firing 12 shots at rest, 200yds., scoring 123 out of
a possible 144.

SIDE LIGHTS

OF TRADE.

crowning

quire

much

space,

as

the

index

alone

in

their

freshness

ride

is

of

a

the

CLUB

COCKTAIL.

CLUB COCKTAILS are measured from the finest liquors then aged.
Every bottle is perfect and uniform,
and there is no hap-hazard mixing as

in a bar cocktail.

Just strain through cracked ice and
serve.
Seven varieties—each one delicious

—of all good grocers.

G. F. HEUBLEIN & BRO., Sole Props.,
Hartford

New

York

EDWARD
Guide

catalogue

fills nearly six pages of triple column,
Briefly, there is
not a need of the sportsman or traveler or miner that
they cannot supply. In a general way, we may mention
that they supply high class camp
furniture, sleeping
bags, camp stoves, cooking outfits, packs and packing,
canoes, cooking utensils, boots and shoes, compressed
foods, maps, compasses,
cameras, knives, firearms and
ammunition,
traps, fishing tackle, etc., all in infinite
variety.
Send for their catalogue.

and

SHEFFIELD,

Outfitter,

St.

Anthony,

Idaho.

References.

Come to Round Mountain Lake Camps
| For good trout fishing and bear hunting.
ticulars address
New

DION
York

For further parO. BLACKWELL, Eustis, Me.

Office, 335 Broadway,

Room

29.

Best Black Bass Fishing in Maine
MEDDYBEMPS

LAKE

MEDDYBEMPS,
Two furnished
one mile from
modating ten
accommodating
E. G.

ME.

log camps for rent.
Situated on islands
village.
One large five-room camp accompersons, and one large one-room
camp
four persons.
For particulars, address
BROWN,
Marblehead,
Mass.

THE

LOG

London

Spruce’

CABIN,
Brook,

NEWFOUNDLAND

“Inthe Maine Woods”
9th Annual

SPORTSMEN’S

Edition.

GUIDE

Published

BOOK

by the

Bangor & Aroostook R.R.
192

pages,

133

beautiful

all new.

and

Address Guide Book 17, Bangor, Me.

Canadian

General

Passenger Agent.

Pacific Railway

TROUT,

and Caribou

Sportsmen
Island.

Co.

BASS,

hunting.

outfitted

Complete

and

Guides

%2 hours from New

Salmon,

Trout,

new outfit, Tents and Canoes.

found

for any

part of the

York.

I have five camps on shore of Lake in the Woods, close
to the station; one large camp, 11 sleeping rooms, large
office, dining room.
Post-office in camp; daily mails.
Other camps have two sleeping rooms and sitting room.
Fine place for teacher and children to spend their vacation. Fine trout fishing. One large camp on Ebeeme Pond.
Fine bass fishing 1144 miles to walk.
Write for booklet.
N. W. McNAUGHTON,
Schoodic, Me.
COME
TO CAMP
RECREATION
for good muskallonge and black bass fishing.
New log camp, beautiful
lakes.
Send for circular.
A. G. IRWIN, Dorset, Minnesota.

HIGH FALLS HOTEL,

half-tone

Cover

two
insert
pages in three colors,
suitable for framing.
Copy mailed
anywhere upon receipt of 10 cents.
in stamps to cover postage.

C. C. BROWN,

The only Hotel in the interior of the island.

Dingman’s Ferry, Pike Co., Pa.
In the midst of the picturesque highlands of the upper
Delaware.
Trout and bass fishing.
Private trout stream.
Riding and driving horses, garage.
Automobile meets
trains
on _ notice.
Send
for booklet.
PHILIP
F.
FULMER, JR., Proprietor.

THE

CRATER

CLUB

and Burnham Camps, Essex-on-Lake Champlain, offer the
attractions of a beautiful lake shore in a locality with a
remarkable record for _healthfulness, at moderate rates.
References required.
For circular, address MRS. L. B.
WALKER,
Megr., 182 De Hart Place, Elizabeth, N. J.

NEWFOUNDLAND
Salmon fishing and Caribou hunting best
Complete outfits supplied.
BAY ST. GEORGE HOTEL, Stephenville

Brookside,

Pocono

obtainable.
Crossing.

Mountains.

Good Trout fishing.
Cresco Station, D., L.
D. M. CRANE, Canadensis, Monroe Co., Pa.

& W.

R.R.
20

AND

MASKINONGE.

HORSE
By

Abercrombie & Fitch Co. occupy the entire building at
their new
location, 57 Reade street, New
York, and
have issued a new and comprehensive catalogue and price
list of 220 pages, descriptive and illustrative of the hun:
dreds of articles they have in stock or manufacture.
To
attempt an enumeration of their line of goods would re-

Mass.

NEWFOUNDLAND

illustrations,
Ohio

Bay,

Excellent
Salmon
and
Trout
fishing; also Caribou
shooting.
Tents, guides, boats provided.
Write
BUNGALOW,
Grand Lake, Newfoundland.

morning’s

and

breaks

Buzzard’s

WELL STOCKED TROUT BROOK;; ideal Club House
on BUZZARD’S BAY, Mass., to lease; ample game proserves; pond and sea fishing.
For illustrated booklet of
particulars, address BROOKSIDE
CLUB,
Monument
Beach, Mass.

‘THE

Club.

5.—A thunder
shoot to-day.

after

The

Gun

for Sportsmen.

Brookside Club House

Canon City, Colo.—Owing to a terrific rain
storm
that lasted several hours only nine shooters attended the
Canon City Gun Club shoot Thursday afternoon, April
26.
A high northwest wind played all kinds of tricks
with the targets, and consequently the scores were a little
below the average for some.
Hood Waters, of Baltimore, was high gun with 42; Parker second with 37.
The Canen
City Gun Club has a large number of
active members who take great interest in the shoots.
The grounds are attractive, with a pretty little club
house nestling among the hills.
A rifle shoot will be
held here May 30, and a number of valuable prizes will
be given.
The scores, 25 targets each:
WV RECESS Mah wa cielyeo0s 21 21—42
Payne ares see centr 17 w
arikensiete
ccs ot stacts.s 20 17—37
WAISO1G siete
clesires 15 15—30
PAA GOTT eosin sone 02 12 18—30
ASTAV ER eR cclealvalees 19 19—388
PRG HOM oiicicie cieiaie sleds,» 12 17—29
ELOUMES Oh os cinieraisn 10 w
PIER CHOLE sclslece'scsied619 16—26
A Socrat TRAMP.

Ossining

ey I
4/9

New

never

Lakes

been

and

Rivers

that

have

fished by white men, and yet

of comparatively easy access.
Endless Waterways in the Wild for
Canoe Trips.
Camps and Summer
Home Sites.
Write

ROBT.

KERR,

Pass. Traffic Mgr., Can. Pac. Ry.; Montreal.

AND HOUND

Roger D. Williams, Master of Foxhounds, Iroquois
Hunt Club; Keeper Foxhound Stud Book; Director
National
Foxhunters’
Association;
Official
Judge,
Brunswick Hunt Club.

“Horse and Hound” is encyclopedic in all that pertains to foxhunting.
It has chapters as follows:
Hunting.
The
Hunter.
Schooling
of Hunters.
CrossCountry
Riding.
Falls.
Women
in the Field.
The
Hound.
History and Origin of the American Hound.
Breeding and Raising Horses.
The Kennel.
Scent.
The
Fox.
Tricks and Habits of the Fox.
In the Field.
Hunt Clubs.
The style is clear and crisp, and every
chapter abounds with hunting information.
The work is
profusely illustrated.
Price, $2.50.

FOREST

AND

STREAM

PUBLISHING

CO.

FOREST AND STREAM.
J. KANNOFSKY,
PRACTICAL GLASS BLOWER

NINIaS

Kennel
Ads under this
cents in capitals).

Special.

head 2 cents a word a time
Cash must accompany order.

(or

[May

12, 1906.
———"

FISH AND FISHING.
(Continued from page 756.)

3

beyond most people’s’
should be, seeing that

comprehension
why this
he not only knows quite

well how to take care of himself, but that he is
For Sale.—Full-blood English BEAGLE Hounds, Hunters that are hunted.
OAKLAND BEAGLE KENNELS,
Pontiac, Mich.
Norwegian bearhounds, Irish wolfhounds, deer and cat
hounds.
English
bloodhounds,
American
foxhounds,
Four-cent stamp for illustrated catalogue.
ROOKWOOD
KENNELS,
Lexington, Ky.
For Sale.—Dogs, Hogs, Pigeons, Ferrets, Belgium Hares.
8 cents for 40-page illustrated catalogue.
Ci G. (LLOY DT, Dept .M-.;77 ‘Sayre, Pa:

and Manufacturer of
Artificial eyes for birds, animals and manufacturing purposes a specialty.
Send for prices. All kinds of skulls for
the fur trade.
369 Canal St., New York.
Please mention Fortst AND STREAM.

SAVE

FOR
SALE.—Thoroughly trained pointers, setters and
hounds.
Can furnish you a good one at a moderate price
at any time.
GEO. W. LOVELL,
Middleboro, Mass.

Gold Medal & Highest Award
Gold Medal & Highest Award

SPRATT’S

PATENT

AM.

(LTD.)

specially

prepared

foods

for

DOGS,

PUPPIES,

CATS,

RABBITS,

POULTRY,
PIGEONS,
GAME,
BIRDS,

FISH.

Write for Catalogue,
“Tog
Culture,” with practical
chapters on the feeding, kenneling and management of
dogs; also chapters on cats.
450 Market St., Newark, N. J.
714 S. 4th St., St. Louis, Mo.

Spratt’s Patent!
(America) Ltd.

) 1324 Valencia St., San Francisco, Cal.

BOOK

DOG

Write for our Illustrated Catalogue,

ON

It gives directions for preparing and preserving Skins,
Antlers, etc. Also prices for Heads and Rugs, Birds and
Fish, and’all kinds of work in Taxidermy.

Ward’s Natural Science Establishment,
ROCHESTER,

AND
Mailed

specialty in mounting Moose, Elk, Caribou
heads.
Call and examine work.

FNo.

182 SIXTH

Tel.

Chelsea.

4205

H. CLAY GLOVER, D. V.S.,

YOU

HUNT?

Trained COON, FOX
and
DEER
HOUNDS For Sale. Reasonable Prices
Here in Arkansaw we have millions of
Coons, Foxes and Deer at our door to
train our hounds with, and we train them

too.

f|

They ‘‘Deliver
the Goods.”

A few

trained Rabbitand Squirrel Dogs.
Also
untrained Pups.
For particulars address

|

SPRING
RIVER
KENNELS
Box 27, Imboden, Ark.

IMPROVED SPIKE COLLAR,
For use in dog training.
mail, $2.10.

Price, $2.00.

\

Broadway,

New

York.

Have You a Dog?
_.

Then

Remove to
42 Bleecker St.,
cor. Elm St.,
will continue to

let us send you

celebrated

Book

AMERICAN
DUCK SHOOTING
No

Polk

on Dogs;

Miller’s

How to

1 \Take Care of Them: the eloquent Senator Vest’s masterful Tribute te
a Dog, and 4 Yellew Dog’s Love
XK for a Nigger” (famous poem). We will
send you all of the above for 10c just to advertise
Sergeant’s
Famous
Dog
Remedies.
Address
POLK
MILLER
DRUG
CO. 859 Main St. Richmond, Va.

single

Each

Monthly, 50 to 100 pages, its writers
are the most successful 'Poultrymen
and women in the United States. Itis

7 The POULTRY TRIBUNE,
nicely illustrated, brimful each ayer
s ‘¢ of information on How to Care for
SS
Fowls and Make the Most Money with
them.
In factso good you can’t afford
to be withent it. Price, 50 cents per year. Send at once
for free sample and SPECIAL OFFER TO YOU.

R. R. FISHER, Pub., Box 51, Freeport, fll.

however

wide

by reading

this

his experi-

of
and

most interesting book. It describes, with a portrait, every species of duck, goose and swan
known to North America; tells of the various
methods of capturing each, the guns, ammunition,
loads, decoys and boats used in the sport, and
gives the best account ever published of the re-

trieving Chesapeake Bay dog.
About 600 pages, 58 portraits of fowl, 8 fullpage plates, and many vignette head and tail
pieces by Wilmot Townsend.
Price, edition de luxe on hand made paper,
bound

in buckram,

each copy numbered
Price

plates

on

India

tint

NURSING

STREAM

PUBLISHING

CO.

Mr. Hammond believes that more dogs are killed by
injudicious doctoring than by disease, and the present
work is a protest against the too free use of medicine
when dogs are sick.
The author has given especial attention to many of the troubles which especially afflict
small dogs kept in the house, and likely to suffer from
lack of exercise, and from over-feeding; and boys and
girls owning dogs- —as well as children of larger growth—
may profitably study and ponder this volume.

STREAM

PUBLISHING

our

paw

grizzly

is more

swift,

more

can
the

fish one of these animals

dispose of in the space of an hour.
Upon
spawning beds of salmon he is a most de-

structive agent, and from fishermen who discriminate as to the seasons in which they take their
fish, Ursus americanus deserves
no _ protection
and no quarter.
Fish-Eating

Birds.

There should be no close season for birds that
are injurious to fish, and least of all for those

that are known

to principally subsist upon them,

such as eagles, ospreys, hawks,. kingfishers, all
the loon and gull families, scoters, mergansers
and auks.
‘One: brood of kingfishers ona river
will devour in a season several thousand young
salmon and trout fry. Mergansers are still worse
and gorge themselves till incapable to fly, on all
that had

nineteen young

salmon

from

two

in length in its gullet.

It is gratifying to know that apart from a brief
extension of the close season for bears the recom-

mendations

to give protection to birds and beasts

destructive of our game fishes
of Quebec were promptly turned
the Congress which dealt directly
mendations of its committees, or
himself.
E. T.

A Correction.
West

Hartrorp,

Conn.—In

in the Province
down, either by
with the recomby the Minister
D. CHAMBERS.
‘

my communication,

printed April 2, regarding a pricked trout, the
misprinting of “last hook” instead of “lost hook”
completely changes the feature of the incident
recorded.
Above correction will probably be of
value to those interested.
FRANK BUCKLAND,

Newfoundland Angling.
In

the

annual

report

of the

Department

of

Anglish and Fisheries for Newfoundland for the
year 1905, much is said about salmon fishery. The
Department’s policy of keeping the rivers. free

vs. DOSING.

AND

of

paper,

A Treatise on the Care of Dogs in Health and Disease.
By S. T. Hammond (“Shadow’’) author of ‘“‘Training
vs. Breaking.”
161 pages.
Cloth.
Price, $1.

FOREST

speak,

mon American black bear secures his fish.
His
ponderous paw strikes with the agility, the zrace,
the certainty and the swiftness of an eagle.
It is

and signed by author, $5.00.

library edition, $3.50.
AND

to

of

no

to four inches

complete

so

moose,

birds

BIRD GRINNELL

one may acquire a vast amount

information

FOREST

Poultry Magazine,

gunner,

length,

No hoof of horse, no forefoot of

kinds of young fresh-water fishes and ova. Mr.
Napoleon Comeau tells of shooting one of these

ence, has himself covered the whole broad field
of duck shooting, and none knows so much about
the sport that there is nothing left for him to
novel

B. WATERS,
346

Established 1860.
Formerly No. 3
= No. William St.,

By GEORGE

arm’s

astonishing how many

YORK

please customers
with the best durable work.
Also carry large assortment of Game
Heads, Rugs and attractive groups, for sale and to rent.

learn.

Send for circular.

Deer

Taxidermist.

=

1278 Broadway, New York.

DO

NEW

Sr

FEED.

to any address by the author.

and

within

angling friend.

deadly certain than the blow with which the com-

AVENUE,

Near 18th St.

‘@ :E seete) SAUTER,

than at any other season.
For his fishing place, bruin chooses a shallow
spot over gravel or sand, and clear water. Often
this is situated nial, B) small, narrow pass in some
stream.
Sometimes it is upon a spawning ground.
Our four-footed angler squats himself down in
the water upon his hindquarters, and awaits developments..
The hour selected is usually just
after the dawn or soon after sunset.
He is then
less easily observed by the fish.
After sitting
perfectly motionless for a considerable space of
time, his presence in the water arouses no suspicion.
But woe beside the luckless trout or sal-

mon that drifts lazily through the pool or narrow

TAXIDERMIST,
A

less active and more thickly congregated together

pass

°

TO

FREE

N. Y.

11> G ROWLAND,

DISEASES

HOW

TROPHIES.

~ “Heads and Horns.”

St. Louis World’s Fair, 1904:
Paris Exposition,
1900:

Manufacture

YOUR

hibernating during almost all the period that it
was suggested to leave him unprotected.
It may not have occurred to many anglers to
have had an opportunity of seeing bruin as a
fisherman.
The sight is an interesting one.
It
is most frequent in the fall of the year, because
this is the time when the fish that he catches are

CO.

from

nets

and

other obstructions

shows

better

results each year, in the increase in quantity and

size of the fish, for every season now splendid
fish from 20 to 40 pounds are sold in the local
markets. Up to 1905 no fish caught with the fly
in Newfoundland

rivers

had

weighed

over

36

pounds; but last year a 40-pound fish was hooked
in Codroy River.
ing Newfoundland

The number of anglers visitfrom the United States and

England is constantly increasing,
hotels. are being established.

and _ better

FOREST

May

12, 1906.]

The

fish ladders

at Grand

Falls

and

on

the

Lower Falls are used by the salmon, for fresh-run
fish have been taken above the falls.
Other ladders might profitably be constructed.
Newfoundland sees at last the enormous value

of its salmon

fishery and

is determined

AND

STREAM.

775

Small-Mouth Black Bass Successfully Propagated!
During recent years discouraging results have followed repeated attempts to
propagate the smallImouthed black bass.

to pro-

tect them.
The policy of allowing the fish free
access to their spawning ground to the head of
the river is a good one and must be persisted in.
Whether to this shall be added
the artificial

hatching is a question as yet undecided.

New

York

Fish

We

Distribution.

duced

SeEcRETARY JOHN D. WuisH sends us the following statement of the work of the New York

Brook trout fingerlings 962,000, yearlings 4,000; total
966,000.
Brown trout fry, 1,423,000, fingerlins 439,660; total 1,862,660,
pate trout fry 2,450,000, fingerlings 900,620; total, 3,350,620.
A Rainbow trout fingerlings 301,340, yearlings 15,000; total
16,340.
Black-spotted trout fry 45,000.
Total trout distributed 6,540,020.
Frostfish, 1,100.000; maskinongé,
2,025,000; pike-perch,
73,010,560; shad, 2,361,900;. smelt, 25,300,000; tomcod, 30,whitefish,

30,500,000;

bullheads,

adult,

2,000;

low perch, fingerlings, 31,000; total 164,930,400.
Total hatchery output, 171,471,020.
Saved from the canal 1,052; State Fair exhibit,
from U. S.- Commission, 3,582,965; total 3,585,039.
Total

distribution,

yel-

COMPARATIVE
STATEMENT
of Hatchery Work of Several of the States in 1905:
Total
State
Distribution. Food Fish. Game Fish.
Cost.
Connecticut
5,011,435
4,700,000
a311,435 -$5,500.00
Maine’ Ha. a.4 tive. HO,Ae Geel valesbadss
61,213,777 25,000.00
Massachusetts. ¢21,861,443
800,000
1,061,443
5,698.60
Michigan.
..... BR TOC AGB! Ry Ube weet « d51,757,165 32,100.00
Minnesota
.... 68,000,000
New
York...., 171,471,020

60,000,000
164,930,400

23,865
124,653,357

Rhode

Island..

8,000,000
6,540,620

9,000.00
51,000.00

E20, 1D00 “Etenoe
16,873,771 20,000.00

PE OOS. Wo Aha: sjcts

h41,003

7,500.00

Vermont
ia... 6
UE OO ge ersrete'sHe
1701,400
5,000.00
Wisconsin
....117,781,960
734,081,480 83,700,480 30,000.00
a—Including 291,650 trout of various kinds; 11,600 black
bass; 8,000 landlocked salmon.
b—Including 583,367 trout of various kinds and 584,400
landlocked salmon.
c—Including

20,000,000

d—Including

8,842,500

pas

bass;

5,400

landlocked

of

various

salmon;

k—Including

bass;

23,102,000

60,185,480

trout

pike,

of

kinds;

42,407,900

pike.
e—Brook trout only.
f—Includes 90,900 frogs.
g—Including
8,490,805 trout of various
black bass, and 8,358,480 ‘‘other fish.”
h—Brock trout, 40,000; black bass, 1,003.
i—Trout of various kinds.
j—Lake trout and whitefish.

black

various

maskinongé

and

501,365

wall-eyed

kinds;

Stream:
months’

Ohio,

kinds;

April

30—Editor

who

ranging

from

yellow

perch,

years.

advanced

white

WARAMAUG
HENRY

F. W. THOoRNBER.

PUBLISHERS’ DEPARTMENT.
It is intéresting to see by the advertisement published
elsewhere
that the wonderful
fish and game
country
which lies in the wonderful northern Rocky Mountains
is being fitly exploited by the Canadian Pacific Railway
Company.
Aside from the joys of fishing and hunting
to be found along the line of the Canadian Pacific, are
the far greater joys of travel through the wonderful
mountains and forests traversed by this line.
Mr. L. C.
Armstrong, the energetic Colonization Agent of the road,
has a list of guides and outfitters covering a vast region,
from which those who wish ‘to taste the delights of this
wild lie may select competent helpers..
Persons who
contemplate a trip to the Canadian Rockies will do well
to write to the Passenger Traffic Manager of the Canadian Pacific Railway at Montreal, Canada, for a copy
of “The Challenge of the Mountains.”
There are very many yachtsmen who are interested in
boat building, and in transferring to models the designs
of yachts and smaller craft.
Such people will learn with
great pleasure of the mechanical and model shop of H.
E. Botcher at 105 Maiden
lLane,New
York.
Mr.
Boucher makes marine models of all kinds a specialty,
and his place is full of interest for any one fond of
boats ‘and matters connected with boats.

sunfish

and

invited.

Send

W. BEEMAN,

in.

the

Lakes
Malfait,
Lac Rond, Lac

TROUT.
two-year-olds, for
NEW ENGLAND

stocking
TROUT

TROUT.

ages
for
stocking
BROOK
TROUT
lees
and
lakes.
Brook
trout eggs in any quantity, warranted delivered anywhere
in fine condition.
Correspondence solicited.
THE PLYMOUTH
ROCK TROUT CO.
Plymouth, Mass.

TROUT.—FINE

Fish of all sizes.
Eyed eggs in season.
livered
anywhere,
as_
represented.
solicited.
BAY SIDE TROUT FARM
East Wareham, Mass.

HEALTHY Warranted deCorrespondence
(A. B. Savary),

THE
BROOKDALE
TROUT
CANNOT
BE
BEAT
for stocking ponds and streams.
For the next few
weeks we will make a very low price on young fry and
large fish.
Also fly-fishing.
‘
BROOKDALE
TROUT CO., Kingston, Mass.

RAPID FIRING TARGETS
RIFLES.

25

Yards,

price,

15c.

per

dozen.

50

Yards,

price, 25c.

per

dozen.

|

Canoe RipGE, Pa.
Targets received.
They are the best I ever
CHARLES KincG, Gunsmith.

FOREST AND STREAM PUB. CO., 346 Broadway, New York.

Petit Petchedef,
Petchedef,
Grand
Lake
Chaud, and Lac aux Foins.
These lakes

TO SPORTSMEN
ANGLERS.

AND

If you wish to purchase for a mere song a most
desirable seaside residence located in the best hunting
and fishing regions on the North Atlantic coast, a region
in which moose and other wood game, wild ducks of
many varieties, wild geese, etc., are in great abundance,
where grand free salmon fishing is within a short day’s
drive, where a number of splendid trout rivers are easily
accessible, where there is a great variety of salt-water
fishing, and grand salt-water bathing on one of the
finest beaches on the coast.
Address for particulars,

EDWARD A. SAMUELS,
LOCKEPORT, Shelburne Co.. NOVA SCOTIA
HOTEL AND DINING ROOM.
For Sale or To Rent.

Islands with permanent camps and summer homes of
various sizes and prices to rent with privilege of purchase
at Desbarats,
Ontario, near Sault St. Marie, Canada.
A delightful
summering
spot.
Write, L. O. ARMSTRONG, Canadian Pacific Ry., Montreal.
To Let.—Fishing Lodge in Hay Bay, Bay of Quinte District, Ontario, Canada.
One of the best spots in Canada for
Maskinonge,

Lyman

Sale.

are easy of access by a road twelve miles long from the
village of Matane and also from Sayabee Station on the
Intercolonial Railway of Canada.
Dr. Bouillon, Government fish and game warden at
Matane, reports:
‘This is, in my opinion, and in that of
hunters whom I know, the finest sporting country that it
is possible to desire.
This group of lakes is abundantly
stocked with river, lake and gray trout; deer are in
great abundance, and moose are remarkably plentiful.
Mink, otter and Canada lynx abound.”
For terms and conditions apply to
THE MINISTER OF COLONIZATION,
MINES & FISHERIES, Quebec, Can. 19

CAMP

LYMAN’S

FOR

for

Conn.

Valuable Territory to be Leased.

It will pay you to correspond with me before buying
eggs, fry or yearlings in any quantity.
I guarantee a
safe delivery anywhere.
Crystal
Spring Trout Farm.
L. B. HANDY,
So. Wareham, Mass.

WM.

Preston,

The Minister of Colonization, Mines and Fisheries of
the Province of Quebec offers for lease a valuable group
of lakes in the township and county of Matane, includin.z

WANTED—SWANS

BROOK

Also

FISHING AND HUNTING

I desire to purchase a number of American Swans, both
Whistlers and Trumpeters.
G. D. TILLEY, Darien, Ct.

BROOK

purposes.

Address

Property

BROOK
CO., Parksi de, Pa., Henryville Railroad Station

SALE—BROOK

New

Sale.

trout.

PARADISE
TROUT

for Circulars.

é,

BROOK TROUT FOR SALE.

The
saw.

commercially

BLACK BASS HATCHERY,

We have constantly on hand
fine supply of Brook Trout, all
sizes for stocking purposes. Also for table use at 75c. a pound
Visitors privileged to catchown

FOR

in

black

roach.

SMALL-MOUTH

For

423,000

and

dealing

small- mouth

fry to 3 and 4 inch fingerlings for stocking

perch,

Correspondence

perch.

Forest

delivered

U, S. A. We offer to those
desire it this rare opportunity to procure vigorous young bass in various sizes

Eggs, fry, yearlings
and
brooks and lakes.
Address
FARM, Plympton, Mass.

Enclosed please find $1 for another four
subscription.
The paper has suited me

for twenty-nine

bass

24,846

TARPON Sprines, Fla., April 30—Editor Forest and Stream:
1 congratulate you
on
the
change in the style of your paper.
It is much
more
manageable,
and I think decidedly
improved.
KELPIE.

Pigua,

young

eggs.

trout

and

establishment

1,022;

175,056,059.

New Jersey....
49,615
Pennsylvania ..141,527,128

demonstrated

with a remarkable degree of
success.
We have the only

State Commission on distrubuting fish in_ 1905,
with a comparative exhibit of the distribution of
various States:

600,000;

have

that these fish can be pro-

Pickerel

and

Bass.

Easy

of

access.

Prop-

erty consists of Lodge, separate bedroom building with
six bedrooms, boat house, conveniences, etc., Fully furnished.
Very suitable for an American
fishing club.
Full particulars upon application. to E. H. BICKFORD,
9 Toronto St., Teronto, Ontario.
19

Fishing

Tackle

For any and ‘all waters, for mountain brook, running river, quiet lake, or “sounding sea,” wherever
the sportsman pursues the “contemplative man’s
amusement,’ we send him forth perfectly equipped.
Commencing with very modest tackle for the little
boy’s first “fishin’,’ we rise by easy gradations to
tackle that meets the often exacting demands of the
expert angler.
The showing of rods and reels, of
lines, hooks,

flies, spoons,

artificial baits, baskets,

IVER

JOHNSON
163 Washington

GOODS

CO.

Street, Boston, Mass.

Latest and Most Modern
Smokeless Shotgun Powder
produced

in America.

BOSTON SMOKELESS
DEAD

SHOT.

A

BULK

Address New

POWDER.

York Agents,

VON LENGERKE & DETMOLD,
349 FIFTH
Near

NEW
WHOLESALE

AND

AVENUE

34th

Street

YORK

RETAIL.

We can’t get enough space to enumerate all WINS since
last issue of this periodical, so just show you a couple.

BALLISTITE

The best shotgun smokeless powder on Earth,
powder,

for 1905-6 at Watson

Park,

Chicago,

Ill., and captures

Made
in Scotland for the Whole World,
Interstate Association because it is foreign.

Sole

Agents

for

the

COfM

NOBEL’S

Sead

EXPLOSIVES

for ‘Shooting

mailed

WM.
107 Washington

75
CO.,

and

barred

out

of the

Ne reiees
Chambers

Street,

Ltd., Glasgow, Scotland.

Facts.’’

on receipt of 10 cents in stamps.

READ

@

Street,

SONS
BOSTON,

MASS.

1826.

GREENER GUNS WEAR.
Durability is a quality that has made the Greener gun
famous for three generations.
The Greener product goes
through the hands of 200 of the highest paid and most skillful workmen it is possible to obtain, and as a result the
Greener gun is known all over the world for its careful fit—
ting and general durability.
The following unsolicited testimonial well illustrates this
wonderful wearing quality, and we have had other testimonials describing Greener guns that have been in constant and
effective service for fifty years.
“W. W. Greener, Birmingham, England.
“My
Dear Sir—Excuse
me for taking
your valuable time, but I want to
extend my most sincere thanks and gratitude to you for the great pleasure you
have afforded me during the past thirty-five years by making a gun that certainly
has stood the test that few can equal.
The number of my old No. 10-gauge is
11722.
I bought it of E. E. Eaton, 53 State St., Chicago, Ill., the fall of 1870, and
paid him an even $200 for the gun, case and loading tools; $175 for the gun alone.
“Now that my good and true old horse died a short time ago, my present dog is
getting old, and I, too, am not so young as I used to be, I have laid aside my
good old true and faithful friend, until such time as I am laid to rest, when it
will

be

in

the

box

with

me.

But

here

goes

for

a big

but

true

story.

“During thirty-five years my old companion has missed but one season’s shooting; during all these years she has piled up her share of game—ducks, geese,
chicken, quail, pheasants, etc.—and back in the ’70’s she never failed to do her
duty at all shooting matches.
I doubt if ever there was a gun made that has been
used as much as mine, and especially with the heavy loads I have always used,
and to-day it would bother you to find a scratch or mar about her, and her barrels
are as clean and smecoth inside as a dollar; and, stranger yet, this old friend of
mine has not cost me five cents for repairs except an extra set of firing pins,
and she looks good.for many years to come.
No gun ever made is a harder
shooter than mine.
Never once missed fire, and I do not know, but it seems to
me to be impossible to miss a bird; and only last fall she was just as true as
ever, and never failed to do her duty.
“My brother bought a 12-gauge W. W. Greener at the same time, and up to his
death, seven years ago, she stood the test.
I bought a 12-gauge Greener about
1875 for a present to a friend.
It also proved to be all right, although I lost
track of it twenty years ago.
F
:
“Excuse me for taking your valuable time, but so many times I have felt so
grateful towards you for furnishing me with such a true and faithful companion
that I now feel that I want to thank you a thousand times for the pleasure and
satisfaction you have afforded me in the last thirty-five years.
“Your guns may be just_as good now as then, but I do not happen to see any
of them since I came to Minnesota twenty years ago.
I do know that none of
the new guns I see that I would exchange my old favorite No. 11722 for to-day.
Very

sincerely

your

friend,

11 ofthe

BALLISTITE

J. H. LAUl@®

Many of our own Specialties.

WINS the Ballistite Cup, any

17 events therefor.
Mr. R. C. Derk WINS amateur High Average, 331 ex 350
at Herndon, Pa., Apiil 26th and 27th, ’06.

TRY

OF STRICTLY HIGH QUALITY TACKLE,

Established

——
i

The best ever

Published in the United States.

This Catalogue

.

SPORTING

FISHING TACKLE |
trated Catalogue of

of

clothing, wading boots, etc., etc:, in our Fishing
Catalogue overlooks nothing needful. We mail this

book free on request.

The Finest and Most Complete, Fully Illus-

“C. Aj LAvGuton. =

We have a splendid stock of Greener guns on hand, from
4% lbs. 28 bores, to 22 Ibs. double 4-bores, and

a catalogue

describing them is free for the asking.

HENRY
No. 20 Cortlandt

C. SQUIRES
Street,

-

S& SON,
New

York

City

A

Moose

Snarer’s
The

VOLELXVI—No.

20,

Conversion
Blue

Bear

PRICE,

TEN

About
of

Guide

Alaska

CENTS

- SATURDAY,

MAY

19, 1906.

a HOOT
sad Strestn Publishing Co.

’

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO., 5346 Broadway, New York

TROUTING

ON

PINEY

RIVER,

VIRGINIA

Gio a.Sone Nee Manet

FOREST

778

AND

STREAM,

THE ROBERTS SAFETY LAUNCH AND YACHT BOILER.
THE

ROBERTS

SAFETY

WATER

TUBE

BOILER

[May

19, 1906.

250 pounds of steam.
Handsome catalogue free.
Nearly 1500 in use.
WORKS:
RED
BANK,
New Jersey.
Address: Bruniva, New York.
Telephone Address: 599 Cortlandt.

Cable

COMPANY,

39 and

41 Cortlandt

Street,

New

York.

Deep-Sea

Courtesy.

From the New York Globe.
A stubborn wight was Capting White
And in his ways quite sot,
And oft he took a quart of rum
And drunk it -boilin’ hot.
““What’ll ye have?” asks Capting White,
Downin’ that scaldin’ brew,
Then

all

We

of us,

says,

to be

‘““‘The

perlite,

same

as

you.”

Then up the deck and down the deck
The capting he would swell,
And holdin’ fast he’d climb the mast
And howl and whoop and yell.
“I’m plumb insane,” roars Capting White,
A-turnin’ kind o’ blue,
Then all of us agrees perlite,
“We feels the same as you!”

Mullins Pressed Steel Boats Can't Sink
t

Easier

to

Row—Absolutely

Safe

boat guaranteed,
The ideal boat for families—summer
resorts—parks—boat
liveries,
etc.
Strong—safe—
speedy.
rite to-day
for our
large catalog of row

Queen”

ly.

15 foot row boat, as

{Ilustrated.

Complete

boats,

Write

motor

to-day f

boats,

hunting

large

and

catalog

of

fishing boats.

Watkins

Two
Cycle
Engine

im

e

«

conte

H.P. Singl

Engines of Quality

THE

Marine

Gasoline

=

:

’

cos oe

-.=<*",.

fi

Legth

Sam

NOW

OLD

for free illustrated

TOWN
9

Middle

Old

ig small. Our salesmen will
“> be glad to go over the

Prompt delivery.

the

crew,

him, to be perlite,

as we

Mansfield’s

diversions

Big

of United

have more

than once

Game.

States consuls <are,
noted, varied and in-

teresting, even if not always caléulated to bring
the flush of pride to the cheeks of home folks.
Last week we dwelt on the activities of some
of our representatives in the Orient.
To-day the
scene shifts to Africa.
Robert E. Mansfield, now
consul at Valparaiso, but formerly at Zanzibar,
has told his Indiana friends, with pardonable satisfaction, that he had the honor of shooting the

Queen of Zanzibar one day, when practicing with
a new shotgun in a jungle near the scene of his
consular

exertions,

ants, was

bathing

The

in

Queen,

the

bosky

with her attend-

woods,

when,

without warning, “about thirty birdshot” peppered
her from an unseen source.
It behooves Kings
and Queens, as well as the common herd, to stay
indoors and barricade the windows when the
American consul goes gunning.
i

Mr.

Mansfield

did not tell the Queen

the represeniative

of the United

States

that to

she

was

indebted for this delicate attention. He asked his
Government almost immediately for transfer to
another. port, and was sent to Valparaiso. . Anyway, he had brought down the biggest game that
he could hope for in such a circumscribed sphere
as Zanzibar—New

York. Evening

Post.

catalog.

CANOE
Street,

| BS

camp in the woods just as
comfortable as your home,
Tents,Cooking Utensils, Cots, Tables, Stoves,
Boats,
Canoes,
Paddles,
Fittings,
Etc.
Our complete catalogue describing the necessities
and luxuries of a complete camping outfit will be sent
free upon application.
(Send for it to-day.)
JOHN C. HOPKINS & CO., 119 Chamber's St.. NEW YORK

Our NAME PLATE (as above) guarantees correctness of models and quality.
All materials carefully selected.
Construction entirely by skilled men.
Prices from $28, up.

'N-*

ils
wi
f
SMENSEND
fst
you"
in
cating
yon
ae

A gs

Variety of models,

Weare prepared to supPly your needs—large or

e

ine 3

at

answers

Consul
Tue

EVERYTHING FOR CAMPING

Send

A-wavin’

“We hopes the same as you.”

Engines,

from 2 to 12 horse power, represent no obsolete styles, but the very newest
patterns, of assured efficiency and strength—weight only where weight is required. Built under the direction of manufacturers of years of expenence in
=m
a model gas and gasoline engine plant, from the very highest
grade of material, machined by skilled and careful workmen. Every
engine carefully tested, from five to ten hours under full load,
before shipment. Fully guaranteed. Write to-day for catalog and
prices which are bound to interest you.
M. WATKINS MANUFACTURING CO., 526 Baymiller St., Cincinnati, 0.

FRANK

White,

We

E want to place our brand new, handsomely illustrated and complete
catalogue in the hands of every yacht owner who desires to better the
going power, reliability, economy and attractive appearance of his craft.

Our

“T’ll slaughter him,”’ says Capting
“And then I’ll kill the crew,”
We answers up, to be perlite,
“We thinks the same as you.”

And one fine day the capting he
Got mighty full o’ grog,
And tumbled plump into the sea—
And him a old sea-dog!
“T hopes to die!” yells Capting White,

The W. H. Mullins Co., 126 Franklin St., Salem, 0.

3 1-2and 6

took

Intent to murder him. .

Made of pressed steel, with air chambers in each end like a life boat,
Can't leak—crack—dry out or sink—lasta lifetime. Every

with one pair oars $29.90

And oft when Capting White was
With such a merry whim
He ust to chase the Chinese cook

COMPANY

Town,

Maine.

Small

Yacht

Construction

and Rigging.
The H. E. BOUCHER
Mechanical

and

105 MAIDEN

Model

A

Shops,

LANE, NEW YORK.

Marine Models 2: Kinds
Model
Late

A SPECIALTY.
Making.
Inventions Developed.
Fittings for Model Yachts.

ncharge of U. S. Navy Department
Washington, D. C.

MODERN

Model

Shops,

complete manual of practical Boat and Small Yacht
Building.
With two complete designs and numerous
diagrams and details.
By Linton Hope.
177 pages.
Cloth.
Price, $3.

The author has taken two designs for practical demonstration, one of a centerboard boat 19ft. waterline and
the other a cruising cutter of 23ft. waterline.
Both designs show fine little boats, which are fully adapted to
American requirements.
Full instructions, even to the
minutest detail, are given for the building of both these
boats.
The information is not confined to these yachts
alone; they are merely. taken as examples; but what is
said applies to all wooden yacht building according to the
best and most approved methods.
FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO.

WOODCRAFT.

TRAINING.

AND

STREAM

PUBLISHING

CO.

FOREST

AND

STREAM

SPAR.

COATING

A perfect finish for all woodwork, spars and ironwork exposed to excessive changes in weather and
temperature.

By Nessmuk.
Cloth, 160 pages.
Illustrated.
Price $1.
Handling and Kennel Management.
By B. Waters.
IIlustrated.
Cloth, 373 pages.
Price, $2.00.
A book written for the instruction and guidance of
those who go for pleasure to the woods.
Its author,
This treatise is after the modern professional system of
having had a great deal of experience in camp life, has
training.
It combines the excellence of both the suasive
succeeded
admirably
and force systems of education, and contains an exhaus:
:
L
a)in putting j the wisdom so acquired
tive description of the uses and abuses of the spike collar. |into plain and intelligible English.

FOREST

TRADE MARK...

PUBLISHING

CO.

EDWARD
"Varnish

59

MANUFACTURED BY
SMITH_.@.COMPANY,
Makers and Color Grinders

Market Street,
Chicago, III.

45 - Broadway,
New York.

May

109, 1906.]

A

Yarn

of a Crocodile.

*Twas on the good ship Atholl, just arrived
from Malabar, that a crocodile, with a winning
smile, approached a hardy tar.
She brought two
eges for baggage, seemed exceedingly select, so
the Cap said, “Hey! Come on! Belay!” and more
to that effect.
The reptile’s name was Lena and she sailed
‘mid tropic isles, till—lo! her eggs acquired legs
and walked like crocodiles.
And Lena said, “A
dinner grand I’ll give my babies wee,” and thereee saw Ching Kan Yon (the Chinese boatswain

We originated the

STEEL

IS

She followed him around the deck; the Chink
caught on at last. He yelled “Belay!” and spent
the day perched on. the mizzenmast.
The reptile
paused, then with the words, “My
babies
wee
must sup,” the timber raw, with iron jaw, she
started to chew up.
The boatswain in the mizzenmast did to Confucius pray, but mighty Con did not get on (it
was his busy day). And then the Chink in terror
loudly screamed unto the croc: “Lun lound a
while, dear clocodile; me gettee dleadful shock.”
He screamed so that the third mate came (the
gallant Mr. Luce), but ere he had that reptile
bad a wave of ocean juice came pouring o’er the
gunwales, catching Lena on the side, and with a
erin she vanished in the briny deep, and died.
And now the Atholl lies in port, from savage
reptiles far; far, far away from Mandalay
(or
rather, Malabar).
Beside the dock two reptiles
wee in silence mourn their loss, while Ching Kan
Yon has duly gone to thank the Mott street joss.
—New York Times.

The
of my

Frog’s

earliest

Rod as there are cheap imitations onthe market. Look for our name
and address stamped on the reel seat.of the handle
take no other.
Send for beautiful Catalogue showing Rods for all fishing and
our Combination Reel and Handle, which ts an excellent feature.

THE HORTON MANUFACTURING CO.,

Bristol, Conn.

84 Horton
Street,

PFLUEGER’S

FISHING
TACKLE
CELEBRATED

Diet.

recollections

dates

twenty

years ago to the banks of the Cambridge River
at Upton, Me.
An angler was casting across its
muddy
waters
for practice, before
my
awestricken eyes, now and then landing a 2-pound
chub.
As these flopped upon the grass a big
- bullfrog made desperate attempts to swallow them
whole.
Yes. boys, a healthy frog will eat, or
try to, any living thing that kicks which he is
able to master.
His whole restriction is that it
must be alive or seem to be.
I have fished for
minnows with bob and sinker, and have seen a
dozen frogs start at’ once from all around the
pool straight at the bobbing cork, and have seen
them wind up by taking in each other when the
cork disappeared.
My own pet two-ounce bull will take fly after
fly from my fingers quick as a wink, but he won't
touch a dead one unless I make it move.
He
will pick one off a sagittaria leaf six good inches
above the surface, without a rest to start from.
JoHN Preston TRUE.

STEEL RODS, guaranteed, 3pieces, cork grip )
BAIT, 614, 734, 8%ft , FLY, 9 and toft., § $2.50
SPLIT BAMBOO
Fly and Bait,
AUTOMATIC

\

REELS,

aluminum,

TROUT

FLIES,

6 assorted

Live

Bait,

Shedder

on

card,

test

a

century.

hooks,
lines,
leaders.
reels, and a number of

$3.50
(2c.

PFLUEGER’S

and

If unable

to secure

our

LUMINOUS
goods

from

your

dealer, let us

know, and we will send you some interesting information,

CHARLES DISC
for Tackle

THE ENTERPRISE MANUFACTURING CO.

318-320 Fulton St.,
9’ BROOKLYN,
N. Y.

AKRON, OHIO, U. S. A.

Catalogue.

Something New in

Automatic

KELSO

THE

Reels

It cannot get out of order, as it has friction relief at both ends of spring.
Capacity 100 yards, H Line.
Will take in about 150 feet of Line without rewinding.
Case of Aluminum, Satin Finished; Steel Bearings; only 6/2 ounces.
It is both the lightest and strongest Automatic Reel made, and with ordinary care
it should last a lifetime. The spool is fitted with an automatic tension, allowing
the Line to unreel, even though the spring is wound up ccmpletely.
Can use on
rod either above or below hand.
Guaranteed.

Ask

your dealer

for the

“‘KELSO”

If he cannot supply you, send the order to us.
Price $4.00.
Express paid.
The
“KELSO”
brand LINES, REELS, RODS, LEADERS, FLIES, and HOOKS are
as good as can be made.
Catalogues to trade only.
Manufactured by
21

to think how

H. J. FROST

appropriate

C. H. Evans & Sons, Hudson, N. Y.

a

patented specialties that anxglers need. If you wish the
most killing artificial bait, spoon, fly or spinner, insist on
having

Mail orders promptly filled.

Send

the

of

We make al! sorts of
baits, spoons, flies, snell
.

Blood

stood

quarter

Sand -Worms.

Ever stopped

together.

>
dozen,

Crabs,

You

Evans’ Ale
is for
Outdoor life?
They go

has

RODS, 3 pieces, extra tip, ) T5¢

THE fish had jumped out of the frying pan into
the fire.
“The coals are not adulterated,’
it
gasped, with its last breath, “and I just couldn't
stand the cottonseed oil and axle grease they were
frying me in.’—Chicago Tribune.

Have

ROD,

the best all around

Rod for the novice, on account of its durability—for the expert
angler who appreciates pertect ‘‘hang” and delicate action. Be
sure to get a genuine

1e).

One

FISHING

which always has been and always will be

90
Gelephone

‘ROWE’S

2255

Chambers

Main

WILSON @
YACHT
SAIL
WHARF,

aA

& CO.

Street,

New
Cable,

Wilsails,

SILSBY
MAKERS
aA

BOSTON,

W.

York
V.

C.

MASS.

We have furnished sails to the following prominent yachts: Constitution, Defender, Volunteer, Jubilee, Colonia,
Independence, Ailsa, Navahoe, Weetamoe, Uncle Sam, Effert, Calypso, Flirt, Ariadne, Quissetta, Constance,
Vergemere, Resolute, Chanticleer, Senta, Snapper, Raider, Little Haste, Sally VII, Chloris, and many others

G. R. LILJEGREN,

Gothenburg, Sweden,

Is our authorized corresponden'
for all European Countries
~

FOREST
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AND

STREAM.

The “TUSCARORA” Fly Rod
Fo:
or

Mountain

Stream

[May

19, 1006.

THREE CATALOGUES
FISHING - TACKLE
and
33 SUMMER
SPORTS 3 3

Fishing.

GUN
GOODS
and
WINTER
SPORTS
Split Bamboo

No. 3537-

length, 8% feet;

Fly Rod, oxidized
434 ounces

weight,

pec

er snake Pe

$5.00

One or all for the asking.

“Tl thought when I bought this rod it would last a a
A Customer says:
day or two; however, after a hard summer’s use, during which | caught trout as large
as 3 pounds, it is straight as a die and as good as new.’

Also a full line of RODS,

LINES,

LEADERS

Send for Trout Booklet Free on application.
Complete Catalog will be sent upon request.

WILLIAM

and

We

FLIES.

Or if you would prefer our

MILLS @ SON, 21 Park Place, New York, U.S. A.

Sole Agents

for H. L. LEONARD

THOS.

SPLIT

BAMBOO

and Dealer

28

in

_ John Street

Fine Fishing Tackle &Sporting Goods
TARPON, TUNA

and ALL SOUTHERN

STEEL FLY RODS

BAIT

RODS

at less than one-half price usually sold for. Since 1867 the name
E. VOM
HOFE
on fishing tackle has stood for highest quality.
Gold Medal, Buffalo, 1901; St. Louis, 1904. Our Steel Fly Rod, 9 to !oft.
and Bait Rods 6, 6%, 7, 7%ft. Very active—long lived—cork grip—and finest
quality throughout. Price, $2.25 each.. State “whether Fly or Bait Rod is
wanted when. ordering. Order to- day. We manufacture and save you jobbers’
and retailers’ profit on everything in fishing tackle line.

E. VOM

HOFE,

:
Send

Gold

95-97

4 cents to cover

Medal,

postage

Street,

New

York.

126-page catalogue.

ESTABLISHED 1857
1904.
Gold Medal, Highest Award, Chicago, 1893,
Fishing Reel, made of hard sheet metal, with an automatic drag

Highest Award,

A Patent

Fulton
on

St. Louis,

spool 3% inch diameter. holding 200 yds. of line, winding line as fast as a mult
and has more power.
The automatic drag, when fish is running, allows no slack
line.

Sold for $3.50.

JULIUS

No. 351 South Fifth Street,
All genuine reels bear my name.
A

reel

with

BODY

Trout Flies
For

MILA
AND

NORMAN,

Brooklyn, N. Y.

STEEL

oiled
reel.

Try our

new

once

RODS

3 piece, cork grip
10 foot Fly and 81-2 foot

Braided

Send for catalogue.

Silk Enameled

Size

No.

5, 4%c.

per

yard

Size

No,

4, 5%c.

per

yard

Put up in 20-30-40-50-100

THE

Waterproof

yards

H. H. KIFFE

lengths

CoO.

523 BROADWAY,
NEW YORK
TACKLE CATALOGUE FREE ON APPLICATION

him,

We have our own repair shop and do all
repairs to guns and fishing tackle.

AFLOAT

camping,

boating, climbing.

RYE

KILMARNOCK

SCOTCH

1803

Du

Vivier & Co.

Phone 5223 Cort.

22 Warren

St., New

1906
York.

When a dealer says that some other Spoon Bait
is aS good as G. M. Bon
he achiue cokes
that

G. M. SKINNER’S
IS THE STANDARD.
For

Sale

by all

Dealers

A Convenience

in

SPORTING

GOODS.

Appreciated

Gold Laon Cocktails
Delicious Old Blends.
Ready to Serve.

The demand for Gold Lion Cocktails by the Gentleman Sportsman is
such that these goods are now put up
in protected packages convenient to
pack.
A cut of the Gold Lion marks every
package of the genuine.
Manhattan,

SPORTSMEN’S

CLOTHING

Just the thing for gunning, fishing,
Booklet with samples of material free.

BIRD, JONES @ KENYON,

ASHORE

CORONET

Martini

DUXBAK

or

Seven varieties :

ANKFORT.KY.

flies on hair loop snells.

277 and 279 Wabash Avenue,
35, 37 and 39 Van Buren Street,
CHICAGO,
ILL.

S~p.75

Bait

METAL CENTER LINE
-

VON LENGERKE & ANTOINE

a year, isa

IS HAND MADE, KFORT. | SINCE 1839. PLEASED 10 SEO CIAL OOUE

4502 Ste,Catherine, Montreal, Canada
Vrite

<

THE FRANKFORT, KENTUCKY REEL: 8CMiLaMason,

TROUT. ELIES

Only maker in America who mounts
JOHN

HOFE,

No branch tore in any city.

Trial—Send:Us

150. Rep cine price
24 cone” Quality A Flies
5c. Renda
price 60 cents,” Quality B Flies
60
for an assorted sample dozen.
Quality C Flies
Cc.
Regular price, 85 cents.
65
for an assorted dozen.
Bass Flies
Cc.
Regular price, 84 cents.

BASS

VOM

good bearings and screws,
durable, well running

Small Profits
Quick Sales

SILK

-

SPORTING GOODS EXCLUSIVELY.

| New York

TACKLE

and STEEL

have everything in Guns, Fishing Tackle,
Photographic and Athletic Goods.
SUPERIOR QUALITY,
LowEsT PRICES.

RODS.

J. CONROY

Manufacturer

CAMERAS, KODAKS and
PHOTOGRAPHIC GOODS

3 Blandina St., Utica, N. Y.

and

Vermouth,

Dry

Gin,

Whiskey,

Tom

Gin,

the American.

To be had in glass only—Large and small ’ hotles:
At nee
Cafés, Drug Stores and wherever liquors
are so
THE COOK & BERNHEIMER
CO.,
Makers, New York.
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Stream
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Six Months, $1.50.

MOTOR BOATS AND FISH.
In our issue of March 31 was quoted a Statement by the New Bern, N. C., Journal that the
use of motor boats was thought to affect the fish
supply in local waters, the noise of the craft
alarming the fish and driving them away. A correspondent writing in our angling columns today

expresses

boats which
Lakes have
and have so
ing. It was

an

opinion

that

the

many

motor

have come into use in the Rideau
had a like effect on the black bass,
disturbed them as to ruin the fishsaid in the early days of steamboat-

ing that the boats would drive the shad and other

fish out of the Hudson; but since that prognostication both steamboats and shad have multiplied; and the fish everywhere

appear to have ac-

customed themselves to the presence of the boats.
It would be interesting to learn if other anglers
have observed conditions and effects like those
described as existing in the Rideau waters.
It would be purposeless, perhaps, to reason
from the actions of the porpoise with respect to
motor boats, for the porpoise is not classed as
a fish but rather as an enemy of fish; its popular
name of sea hog comes from its greedy devour-

ing of fish, and salt-water
detestation;

but

here,

at

fishermen
least,

is

hold
one

YORK, SATURDAY,
a most

People

We

nition

food.

Why not then his relative the dog?

We

are

—notably

accustomed

many

to think

tribes of our

dog, yet the Germans
regularly.
So much so
cial record there were
ing the fourth quarter

dogs,
1904.

against

the

which roast or boiled
de résistance.
THE
On

the

dog

same

period

in

be the pvéce

water

has a well known

for a sail or steam

vessel

and

way

of making

playing

about

the

bows, often accompanying the ship for miles. In
a like manner in bays and harbors it appears to
have adopted the motor boat as a new plaything
to: frolic with, gamboling about it as about a
ship at sea.
DOG
THE

United

re-

Consul

at Mannheim,

Ger-

many, recently made to the Department of Commerce and Labor a report on the effect of the new
German tariffs on the price of food stuffs. In the
course

of his report

he notes

certain

changes

in

the character of the flesh food consumed by the
Germans—especially the north Germans.
The flesh ofthe horse has long been eaten in
Germany,

but

the consumption

seems to be increasing.
quarter of 1904 more

and

it is noted that since the prohi-

of wild

security

birds

when

is afforded

in

given

some

of

immunity
the

East

Coast waters of Florida.
A stretch of Lake
Worth at Palm Beach has been set apart as a

EATERS.

States

confidence

of these

animals

While during the fourth
than 44,000 horses were

slaughtered, the fourth quarter of 1905 shows
more than 52,000 slaughtered.
In one of the Ger-

man States twenty-nine steers were slaughtered
and 136 horses, in another 256 steers and 783
horses, while in still another 312 steers compare

refuge

for

wild

ducks

and

other

water

fowl,

shooting being absolutely forbidden;
and _ the
effect has been to populate the lake with ducks,
pelicans and other species, which are popularly
credited with a precise knowledge of the deadline separating the preserved waters from those
not

protected.

The

birds

are

a constant

source

of interest and pleasure to resident and visitor
alike. In less degree are seen the results of a
similar protective system in the neighborhood
of St. Augustine, where on bay and rivers and
marshes the birds once so numerous are coming

back in stich numbers as to add much to the attractiveness of the harbor.
In every instance of
this sort, whether it be on the Thames or the
Matanzas,

or

in those

western

places

where

the

protection of big game has made the sight of deer
In south Germany the number
and antelope and mountain sheep familiar to town
of horses slaughtered is comparatively small.
With the horse the dog is taking his place as ‘and country dwellers, the rule exemplified is the
old and simple and sound principle of the greatan article of food. We are accustomed to read
est good to the greatest number.
The gunner is
of the feeling of disgust experienced by persons
prone to think that whatever may be shot is pecuwho are obliged to eat dog for the first time, but
liarly and exclusively his own, to be appropriated
this, of course, is purely a matter of the imaginaby him without regard to the rights or pleasure
tion, and the repulsion is wholly sentimental.
.
Those of us who have eaten dog know that it is of the non-shooting public.
with 608 horses.

the man

with

growing

insistence demands con-

sideration and a respect of its rights.
ner

band

of antelope,

if permitted

A Gardi-

to be hunted

and killed, may afford sport for a few men for a
brief season or two; but if protected and cared
for it might on the other hand prove a source of
interest to the people of a town for seasons with-

out

number.

might

give

northern

A

Palm

most

Beach

exciting

sportsmen

in

flock

sport

Florida,

to

of
a

and

ducks

party

that

of

would

be the end of it; protected in the refuge of Lake
Worth, the same birds figure as one of the attractions of the place which are enjoyed by thousands.
The game of the wilderness may well
enough lure the sportsman to its pursuit; but
when the wild creatures consent to show themselves within the sight of man’s abode, the law of
the greatest good to the greatest number should

THE

pleasure

sort of London,

the porpoise

to a recog-

beside

with the gun may find something of interest and
value in the game, even if they do not care to

NUMBER.

the great

bition of shooting from boats has been in force,
a great increase has taken place in the number of
scarce birds which formerly were shot on sight.
The same holds true on waters in our own country where the indiscriminate shooting has been
abolished.
<A. striking illustration of the ready

At sea

however,

that others

be their immunity.

creature whose attitude toward the motor boat is
to fish.

coming,

hunt it for sport or food; and this portion of the

Indians—eat

quite different

from that ascribed

rapidly

of the truth

community

should

GREATEST

Thames,

are

that only savages

are coming to use them
that according to the offislaughtered for food durof 1905 no less than 2,400

1,762 during
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own

We know of no good reason why dogs should
not become a regular article of food, and should
a demand for them ever spring up in this country, their breeding might well become profitable.
At the present day, when among many people
there seems such an ambition to form clubs and
associations which have to do with all sorts of
subjects, we do not know why there might not
well be formed clubs to be known as the Dog
Eaters, which should have a quarterly dinner at

it in
marine

and toothsome

19, 1906.

accept the flesh of a bear as food without expressions of horror.
The raccoon is commonly

eaten.

excellent

MAY

WILD

PIGEONS.

Tue note from Mr. John Burroughs, printed
elsewhere, is as gratifying as it is unexpected.
Evidence which convinces Mr. Burroughs that a
large flock of passenger pigeons was seen to pass
over the village of Prattsville, Greene county, N.
Y., will have great weight with the public.
If

is no

there

hundreds

about

error

this

report

many

and

of birds

were seen in this flock, there
is now remaining an abundant breeding stock of
wild pigeons, and the time may come when the
birds will be with us again—never, of course, in
their old-time abundance, but still in numbers

sufficient to make them a familiar sight to country dwellers.
That

this

must

birds

desirable

have

end

may

be

the

obtained,

protection—protection

by law

Men, boys
and protection by public sentiment.
and young children should be taught that the wild
pigeon is a hird to be fostered and protected, and
never under any circumstances to be shot.
In many States the pigeon is already protected
by law—either by name, or by being omitted from

the list of game birds which may lawfully be
killed. It is hoped that this feeling in favor of
the protection of a species, which has now bea tradition

come

and

for

that the time

its numbers,

is not

will

far distant

increase

when

not

only bird lovers may be gratified by the sight of
the birds, but gunners may feel pride in reporting

that they saw pigeons and did not shoot them.
Game protectors everywhere should be on the
watch for news of any nesting places of pigeons,
and if these should be found, especial energy

should be devoted to protecting them. The wild
pigeon, producing only a single egg to the nest,,
is especially

season,

exposed

to dangers

in the breeding
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In the Lodges of the Blackfeet.
XXV.—Diana’s

Marriage.

May found ts again installed in the little adobe
in Fort Benton, but not for long.
Berry was
anxious to be doing something, and, learning
that Fort Conrad was for sale,
we bought it.
This place, as I have previously mentioned, was
built at the upper end of a large bottom on the
Marias River, where the Dry Fork joins the
larger stream.
It was not much of a fort, just
two rows of connecting log cabins, with stables
and a corral at the west end of them, the whole
thing forming three sides of a square.
It was
a good location, however, for, besides the trade
in robes we expected to get, it was on the trail
between Fort Benton and Fort Macleod, and the
travel and freighting over it was heavy in the
summer
were
time.
The
women
especially
pleased with the purchase.
They had regretted
leaving our home on Back Fat Creek, but now
they had another one, further away from the
mountains,
where’ the summers
were warmer
and longer.
“Here,” said Crow Woman, “my
beans and corn and squash will surely grow.
1
am glad.”
“This is happiness,” Nat-ah’-ki said, as we sat
in the shade of a big cottonwood by the river’s
edge.
“See the beautiful trees above there, and
below, and the pretty island with its young timber. And on all sides the high, steep hills—protection from the winter winds.”
“Yes,” I said, “it is a pretty place.
I like it

better than I did the other one.”
“Say this for me,’ she continued,
leaning
over and drawing me to her.
‘Say this:
We
will live here always; live here until we die, and
they bury us out across there where the big
trees grow.”
I said it, and added thereto, “If it be possible
for us to do so,” watching the expectant, pleased
expression of her eyes suddenly change to one
of pain.
“Oh, why,” she asked, “why did you spoil it
all? Don’t you know that you can do anything
you wish to?”
“No, I don’t,” I replied.
“No one can always
do only that he wishes to do.
But let us not
worry; we will try to live here always.”
“Yes,” she sighed, “we will try; we will have
courage.
Oh, good Sun, kind Sun! Pity us.
Let us live here in peace and happiness to
great age.”
Even then Berry and I had some idea of the
changes that were to take place, but we did not
dream that they were so near at hand.
We
looked for the old, free, careless times to last
for fifteen or twenty years at least.
Unannounced, without having written a line of
their intention to visit us, Ashton and Diana

drove

in from

Fort

arrived! there

by

Benton

one

steamboat

having

him, he will when

before.

has come.”
Little did we

evening,

the

day

Nothing could have pleased us more than to
welcome them back.
Nat-ah’-ki actually cried
from joy as she clasped her “daughter” in her
arms.
We noticed instantly a great change in

Ashton.

We

could

no

longer

call him

Never

Laughs, for he began joking and laughing before he got out of the wagon; there was a merry
glint in his eyes; he ran around like a boy,
throwing things out recklessly. The sad, solemn,
silent, slow-moving Ashton had been, as it were,
reincarnated; and it did us good to see the
change in him; it made us joyous with him.
And Diana, ah, there was a woman, if you
please!
Words fail me.’ I cannot describe her.
Diana she was in features and figure, but the
spirit within was that of the noble, human, loving, gentle woman—all
pure, all good.
Who
could believe that this was the thin, frail, wildeyed little thing Ashton had rescued and brought
to our lodge not so many years since?
Could
this lovely, accomplished, refined woman
have
been born in a lodge and trailed with her people over the plains in pursuit of the moving
herds?
It seemed impossible.
What a happy
evening
we
passed.
How
vivacious and affectionate Diana was, sitting
now with Nat-ah’-ki, again with the old woman,
clasping them lovingly in her arms, inquiring
into all the little incidents of their daily lives.
Education,
travel, a. knowledge
of the great
world had not turned her head; the people of

her

blood

were

as dear

to her as ever.

She

told me that it had been her daily practice to
speak over in the quiet of her room so much
Blackfoot, to translate a verse or two of Eng-

lish into it, lest she forget her mother’s tongue.
I cast about in my mind for the cause of the

change in Ashton.
“Perhaps,” I thought, “‘he
has fallen in love with Diana; is going to marry
her; he may already have married her.”
I
looked at her hand; she wore neither engagement nor wedding ring.
It was late when we
separated, Diana going with the old woman to

their

When
leaned

room,

Ashton

to

we were alone,
against me, and

is it?’ I asked.

“Why

a spare

one

we

had.

Nat-ah’-ki came over,
sighed heavily.
“What

are you sad?”

“Oh!” she exclaimed, “I am so disappointed.
This long, long time I have been praying for it
’
yet it has not come to pass.
Why doesn’t he

marry

my

daughter?

Is it that he thinks

she

is not good enough for him?
That he does not
love her?
How can he help loving one sv
handsome, so good, so true-hearted?”
“Little woman,” I said, ‘don’t be impatient.
Have you
I think everything will come right.
not noticed how different he is—how he laughs,
how bright his eyes are?
I am sure that he
loves her; that if he has not asked her to marry

he thinks that the right time
.
sat and talked, how

think as we

near that time was, and what an unexpected and
dramatic event would lead up to it. ’Twas a
few evenings

later.

Ashton was

lazily smoking,

sitting by the table in my room.
There was a
bit of fire in the hearth, occasionally flaring up
and illuminating the rude walls, again dying
away,
leaving
everything
shadowy
and dim.
Diana and Nat-ah’-ki sat together on a couch;
I lay stretched out on the bed.
We were all

silent, each one occupied with his thoughts. A
team and wagon were driven in to the little
square outside, and through the open door we
heard a silvery, anxious voice ask, “Can you

tell me,

sir,” if Mr. Ashton

is stopping here?”

Ashton sprang from his chair, made one or
two strides, stopped, considering something
for

a moment, then returned and resumed his seat.
“Yes, madam,” Berry was saying, “he is here;
you will find him over in that room.”
She did not notice us as she hurried in. The
flame leaped up, revealing Ashton’s
face, pale
and stern.
She hurried over to him and placed
a hand on his shoulder.
“Oh, my dear,’ she
cried, “I’ve found you at last.
I wrote several
times.
Did you never get my letters? Oh, I’m
free; free, do you hear?
I’ve got my divorce;
I’ve come to tell you that it was all a mistake;
to beg your forgiveness; to’’-——
“Diana,
child,
come
here,’
said
Ashton,
quietly, interrupting her.
The girl arose and
walked over to him, placed her hand in the one
he held out to her appealingly.
The woman—
and she was a tall, handsome one, too; fairhaired, blue-eyed—stood looking at them in astonishment, in fear, her hands clasped convulsively on her bosom.

“Diana, my dear,” Ashton continued, looking
lovingly down into her face, “will you marry me?”
“Yes,
Chief,’
she
replied,
clearly,
firmly.
pees
He arose, and put his arm around her, facing
the other woman, “Sadie,” he said, “I forgive
you all that you have done to me—your broken
promises, your unfaithfulness, the years of misery I passed in trying to forget.
I have found
peace and happiness at last, thanks to this dear
one by my side. I bid you good night, and good

by. No doubt you will be returning
early in the morning.”
With

Diana

his arm

passed

still around

out

of the

to town

her

waist,

he and

room.

The

woman

sank
into
the chair
he
had
vacated,
bent
“over
on
the
table,
burying
her
face
in
her arms,
and
sobbed _ heart-brokenly.
Natah’-ki
and
.I arose,
and
Jalsommletcmeine
room, tiptoeing across the floor and out into
the night.
“Oh!” the little woman exclaimed,
when we were well bevond the fort.
“Oh!”

May
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and she shook me as hard as she could. “Why
didn’t you teach me your language?
Tell me
quick, who she is. What said they? What did
he tell my daughter?”
I explained it all as clearly as I could, and
then Nat-ah’-ki nearly went crazy with joy. She
danced around me, and kissed me, and said that
I was a good boy. I hoped I was. I couldn’t
see, though, that I had done anything to further
this much-desired end of affairs between Ashton
and Diana.
We came upon them sitting on the

shore end of our ferryboat.

‘‘Come here,” said

Ashton,
Diana jumped up and embraced Natah’-ki, and the two went back to the house.
Side dian,
«4: /said, “I congratulate
you:
You’ve found peace and happiness, as you well

said a few moments ago. You can’t help being
happy with Diana.”
“Ah!” he exclaimed, “isn’t she—my boy, what
she is to me, has long been, is beyond the telling. I feel that I am not worthy of her; yet she
loves me devotedly, truly. She told me so here
to-night.”
“But about the other one?” I ventured, ‘‘What

are we going to do with her?”
“She

cannot

go

back

to-night.

Have

Nat-

ah’-ki give her something to eat and a bed. I
presume her driver can look out for himself.”
“That woman has been the curse of my life,”
_ he added.
“I loved her deeply, devotedly. She
promised to marry me. I believed in her goodness and faithfulness as one does in that of his
mother. But she threw me over for a wealthier
man. And now—now—well, enough of her; I’m
going to find Diana and ask her to walk with
me.”
“There

is some

cold boiled meat,” said Nat-

ah’-ki, ‘some bread and stewed sarvis berries.
If she will come into the Indian country hunting
my daughter’s man, even that is too good for

her.
I will make her a bed of buffalo robes
and blankets, although she doesn’t deserve it.”
But the woman would not eat.
Nat-ah’-ki
made a bed for her on the floor of the trade
room, and there we left her to her thoughts—
and they were no doubt bitter. In the morning
she

asked

for Ashton,

begged

me

tell him

to

come to her for a moment. I told her that he
had gone hunting and would not return until
evening.
She chafed at the driver’s delay in
hitching up, refused anything but a cup of coffee
which I carried in to her. At last the team
was ready, and she got in and started away
without once looking back, without even thanking us for her night’s lodging.
And thus she
passed

out

of Ashton’s

life.

I had told her truly that Ashton had gone
hunting; he and Diana had ridden away at sunup, but I imagine they did not go far—waiting
on some nearby hill to see the visitor depart.
As soon as the conveyance had crossed the bottom and climbed the hill up on to the plain,

they returned, as happy and high-spirited as two
children, and we all had breakfast together.
“This is what we may call our wedding breakfast,” said Ashton, as we all sat down.
“That so?” Berry asked.
“Are you going
in to the fort to-day and be married?
You
can’t make it with such a late start.”
“No,” he replied, hesitatingly.
“No.
Diana
and

I have

talked

the matter

over,

and we

are

agreed that a simple signed and witnessed marriage contract is just as valid as is a marriage
before a justice of the peace or by a clergyman.

AND
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We intend to make it out this morning. What
think you, friends?”
“Tt strikes me all right,” said Berry.
“And me, too,” I replied.
“My parents married without any ceremony

seriously and Diana mischievously laid upon it
little sacrifices, the former a bead necklace, the
latter a bow of ribbon from her hair. For some

whatever,”

and a few buffalo.

Diana

remarked.

“Any

way,

what

pleases my Chief pleases me.” She looked across
at him, and there was
in her eyes.

a world

of love and

faith

Nat-ah’-ki, sitting by my side, gently pressed
my knee, which was one of her ways of asking
what was being said.
I told her, but she made

no comment,
The

old

remaining silent during the meal.

women

and

Mrs.

Berry

were

pleased

with the idea. “Ai!” said the Crow Woman.
“Let him fix the paper.
It is enough; writing

ten or twelve miles the trail led over
rolling plains, where we saw some

through

cool

be put aside than

ours.

“Tt is well

then;

I am

glad;

let them

at once.
I want to see my-daughter
and happy with this good man.”

do

it

married

the paper,

Ashton

signatures,

“We,

and

I.

Omitting

the

date

it read:

the undersigned,

hereby

agree

to live

together as man and wife until death parts us.”
Short, wasn’t it?
They signed it.
So did
Berry and I as witnesses, the women standing

by and watching us interestedly.

Then ‘Ashton

took Diana in his arms and kissed her gently
before us all.
There were tears in her eyes.
You see how frank and open they were before
us; not at all ashamed to show their love, express their feelings.
It did us good.
We felt
that we were witnessing something very sacred,
very ennobling. It made us think good thoughts;
gave us the desire to lead better lives ourselves.
They went out, remounted their horses and
passed the day somewhere on the big plains

which Diana loved so well. In the evening we
saw them returning, riding slowly side by side.
“The Sun is good,” said Nat-ah’-ki.
“He has
listened to my prayers and given them perfect
happiness.
Tell, me, do you love me as much

as he does my
Never

it was

mind

beautiful
what

my

daughter?”
answer

was.

I think

satisfactory.
in to

Fort

Benton and recorded by the County Clerk.

Un-

The

marriage

contract

was

sent

less it was burned in the fire which destroyed the
Court House some years later, the curious may

find the transcription there. The contract itself
stamped with the county seal, was duly returned
and given to Diana.

were

the river,

length

We

now

made

ready

for

long

post-

Nat-ah’-ki sent for her mother, I for
poned,
my good friends Weasel Tail and Talks-withthe-Buffalo,

just three lodges

of us.

ing arrived, we pulled out westward

They

hav-

one lovely

July morning, en route to the Two Medicine
Passing the Medicine Rock, Nat-ah’-ki
Lakes.

on

the

every

last

located
Now,

Marias.

of the

of

at the mouth

only ones

the

Fort

our

place,

this

himself

built

and

Solomon’s,

Mose

and

Conrad,

time

that

At

had, as he

Horse

wandering

from

we

bot-

broad

a large,

good old Sorrel

ceased

bottom on both sides of it, no matter how small,
dry, and worthless it may be, is enclosed with
some one’s wire fence.
Our lodges were pitched near the new cabin
of peeled, shining logs, and we strolled over
to inspect it. Sorrel Horse greeted Diana with
marked

in a wonderfully

him,

to

seemed

She

embarrassment.

dressed as she

with her dainty, gracious ways,

suit,

out-door

becoming

to be a creature from a far and unknown world.
I corHe addressed her as ‘Miss Ashton.”
“excuse

said,

he

Ashton,”

“Mrs.

rected him.
me, mam.”

Diana walked over and placed a hand on his
‘Dear

shoulder.

friend,”

said, “ig that

she

all

the greeting you have for me—can’t you wish
me joy?”
ly ;
His constrained manner disappeared instant
“Bless
her.
kissed
lightly
and
over
he bent

the happ:
your heart,” he said. “T wish you all
”
shake.
there;
it
Put
world.
this
ness in

In the evening he brought
skins and threw

fine beaver

doorway

of our

lodge.

over

a bundle

down

them

“Here’s

of

by the

something,”

present.
wedding
your
he told Diana, “for
Somehow
cloak.
a warm
you
They'll make
right; it’s too
this ranchin’ business don’t hit me
out an’ set
lonesome, and I can’t help but go
”
while.
a
in
my traps once

Bear Head was camping

with Sorrel Horse,

f generally
herding the cattle and making himsel
he threw up
useful; but when we came along

preparahis job and ordered his wife to make

The grim old mountions to accompany us.
There were now
also.
tains were calling him
the greatest, for
s
Head’
Bear
us.
of
s
lodge
four

it sheltered

a half

dozen

of: various

children

e enlivTheir happy laughter and prattl
ages.
camp.
ened our otherwise quiet
made, and
In the morning an early start was
Medicine
the
on
up
evening found us away
The next
grow.
pines
first
the
where
River,
the
noon we went into camp on the shores of
little
grassy
a
in
d
pitche
being
lodges
our
lake,

bit of prairie on
a hunt,

crossing

in the afternoon

Round,

at Willows

a home.

was,

Right there on the dining table, the breakfast
things having been cleared away, we drew up
and

said,

Late

get enough.

never
arrived

whole

more

of cottonwood,

recrossing the river, over shallow, rippling
fords, where the animals drank as if they could

“Will this way of writing things make her sure
enough his wife?” she asked. “A wife according
to the white men’s laws?”
“Indeed it will,” I replied. “It will be a marno

groves

and

tom, where

riage that can

Weasel Tail circled out and

killed one of the former, a fat, dry doe. which
saved Ashton and me from making any exertion toward supplying meat that hot day. ’Twas
more pleasant when we again rode down into
the valley of the Marias, where the trail wound

cannot lie. What matters a Black Robe saying
many words?
People married and lived happily together all their lives before these talking
men were ever heard of. They can do so still.”
But, after breakfast Nat-ah’-ki called me aside.

As strong as if a thousand Black Robes together
had-said the words.”

the high
antelope

rose

the

long,

ridge, which

the north
high

divides

pine

Back

of us

quaking

aspen

side.

and

the deep valley

from

the

In front, across the lake, was a long
plains.
its
of gray sandstone,
cliff-topped mountain
The grand
slope densely forested with pines.
First, but three or four
view was to the west.
shaped snow-patched
heart,
huge
a
distant
miles
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mountain, which I named Rising Wolf, in honor
of the greatest plainsman of us all, my friend
Hugh Monroe.
Beyond that, hemming in a
vast amphitheatre
of lake and forest, rose
more mountains, cliff-faced and needle-pointed,
forming the divide of the great range.
Rose and
gold they were in the rising sun, jet black when
silhouetted against the evening sky.
We never

tired

of gazing

at them,

their shifting colors,

the fleecy clouds of a morning banding their
splendid heights.
.
The camp site selected, Ashton and I jointed
the rods he had brought out from the East, set
reels, strung lines, and attached the moistened
leaders and flies. Then we walked down to the
outlet of the lake, only a hundred yards or so
distant, followed by every one in our camp, including the children.
I had talked about the
pleasures
of fly-fishing.
The
Indians
were
anxious to see this to them new phase of the
white man’s arts.
Ashton made the first cast,
and his artificial flies were the first that ever lit
upon the waters of the Two Medicine.
The
response
was
generous.
The
placid
water
heaved and swirled with the rush of unsophis-

ticated trout, and one big fellow, leaping clear
- from the depths, took the dropper with him in
his descent.
The women screamed.
‘“Ah-hahhai!”
The men exclaimed, clapping hand to
mouth,
“Strange are the ways of the white
man.
Their shrewdness has no end; they can

do everything.”
The

big trout made

a good

fight, as all good

trout should do, and at last came to the surtace
floating

on

its side,

exhausted.

I slipped

the

landing net under it and lifted it out, and again
there were exclamations of surprise from our
audience, with many comments upon the success
of it all, the taking of so large a fish with such
delicate tackle.
Trout we had in abundance,
rolled in yellow corn meal and fried to that
delicate brown color, and unsurpassable flavor

which all true fishermen

appreciate.

The sandbars along the inlet to the lake were
all cut up with tracks of elk and occasional
moose.
Once upon a time the beavers had constructed a huge dam clear across the valley and
parallel with the shore of the lake, but the
stream had broken through it, and the erstwhile bed of the great pond was now an almost
impenetrable thicket of red willow, a favorite

food of the moose.

Ashton said that he wanted

to kill one of the great animals, and requested
us to let him have that especial part of the val-

ley for his

hunting

ground.

Thither

he and

Diana wended their way every afternoon to wait
and watch for some unwary game to appear,

often remaining so late that they had no little
difficulty in finding their way home through the
dark

forest.

Thus

day

after

day

was

passed,

know

AND

all about

it; we

STREAM.

were

that

way

once, hah, my girl?”
“Ai!” his wife replied, “that you
you still keep asking those questions.

[May

ourselves

were, and
How silly

you are.”
Of course, we all laughed at Weasel Tail, and
in truth he looked rather sheepish
over
his
wife’s frank disclosure.
He hurriedly changed
the subject by saying that he would himself go
with the hunters in the afternoon, and try to
get them a shot at the desired game.
They returned quite early that evening, and
asked Weasel Tail to eat supper with us. ‘‘Well,

what luck had you?”
Neither Diana nor
answer, bending over
glance at each other,
interested

tion

Out

I repeated

Weasel

the

Tail

on the point of a sandbar

ques-

lies a big log,

from which one can see far up and down the
river. There they have sat, and the game, coming to water, have seen them first, looking cautiously through the bushes, before stepping out
in the open.
They have talked, too, very low
they say, but a moose can hear even the fall
of a distant leaf. Also, the winds have blown up
and down and across the valley, and told of
their presence, and one by one the animals have

left, sneaking away
distant places.”

with

careful

footfalls

to

“Well, it doesn’t matter,’
said
Diana,
in
Blackfoot, ‘““We have sat and looked at the
grand old mountains, and the clear streams,
the feeding trout and prowling minks, and. our
tramps have given us health and strength. After

all, that is better than killing things.
true, Chief?” she asked, repeating
English what she had said.

Isn’t that

to Ashton

in

away

“Ai, that is true,” Weasel Tail agreed.
cannot

sit

quietly

together.

They

Nat-ah’-ki and I went with them the following
morning, riding up the valley to the shore of
the upper lake on the way. We stopped to view
the falls, which are certainly interesting.
The
river disappears in a mass of large boulders a
short distance below the lake, and a mile further
down gushes from a cafion in a high cliff into
a lovely foam-flecked pool. The cliff itself is
at least a hundred feet in height, and the fall is
about a third of that. There are no trout above
Seen

from

a distance,

the

mountain

so

the questions they ask
over again, and never

each other, over and
tire of answering.
I

up

on

the

higher

us are really antelope.
“Always Laughing,”

ton—she

cer-

cliffs there

were

goats,

said

had given him

Nat-ah’-ki

a new

to Ash-

and_

happier

starve, for there are always plenty of trout to be

killed my

share

of the provisions,

and we’ll do

without meat until he provides it.”
Just then a big bull elk appeared on the further

shore

of the outlet,

and

Ashton,

crawling

slowly back into the timber behind us, went
after it. We sat as still as possible, anxiously
watching the animal and our horses, fearing
that it would

take fright at them.

The

women

were so excited that they could scarcely contain
themselves.
“Oh,” one would whisper, “why
doesn’t he hurry?” And then the other, “It is
going away, he’ll never get a shot at it. Isn’t
it too bad?”
The bull was in a happy mood.
He drank
standing belly deep in the water, walked out
and kicked up his heels, raced up and down the
beach several times, sniffed and pawed the
sand.
And then a rifle cracked, and he fell
limply, instantly, and never even kicked.
We
over

with

the

horses,

and

I cut

up

the

meat.

into

Diana’s

and imposing;
to be a truly

mass of red and black, and dark
It rises steeply from the depths of

here and there, clear up to the foot of the dome.
“Mah-kwo’-i-pwo-ahts!
Mah-kwo’-i-pwoahts!”’* said Nat-ah’-ki,
softly.
“Truly,
his
name will never die.”
* Rising

Wolf!

Rising Wolf!

splendid

love-lit

eyes,

and

I—had

I not Nat-ah’-ki, faithful, true and tried companion?
Her gay laughter and happy chatter
is still echoing in my ears.
Alas! alas!
Old
Time you have done me grievous wrong.
WALTER B. ANDERSON.
[TO BE CONTINUED. ]

Houseboats

I had

“They

much to say:
‘Do you love me? Why do you
love me? Will you always love me?’ Such are

then,

the pool.

snow and ice.
There are grassy slopes, and
groves of pine, thickets of servis and blue berry

have

were

Thus the days passed in peace and happiness.
Before we left, the skins of bear and moose
and elk, deer and goat and beaver adorned our
camp, killed mostly by the Indians.
Ashton
hunted little.
He preferred to sit and gaze

other

dome.
High up on its eastern side, in a deep
and timbered pocket, lies a field of perpetual

alone.”

creatures

contributed our share; we must try some
place to-morrow, and bring home meat.”

hunt

to

wild

numbers of them, the snow white, uncouth, longhaired alpine creatures which the naturalists tell

went

the lake in a series of reefs and cliffs, cut by
streams of talus, and tapers to a sharp, walled

going

the

animal, taking all the best of the fat and juicy

mink or beaver.
“The newly married man,’
marked, “can only get meat
and

day

“We have certainly had a pleasant time, my
dear,” he replied, smilingly; “but we have not

stupendous
gray slate.

lodge

that

caught in the pool below our lodge.”
“In other words,’ I remarked, “he is too
lazy to climb.
Well, I will not go.
I have

and

and each night they had to report that they
hadn’t seen a living thing larger than a passing

in the

on

as I suspected,”
he replied.
tracks on the sandbars of elk
deer, but they are very old;
along there these many days.

food.

named Rising Wolf was grand
from a nearer view, it proved

woman

but

tainly in evidence.
On the lower part several
bands of ewe bighorn and their young; higher
up, singly and two and three and four together,
some old rams, lazily feeding or lying down,
but always watchful of their surroundings. And

laughed

in their

but no shot was ever heard from their retreat,

Bear Head ‘reby leaving his

I know not what life there may be now upon
the mountain’s grassy slopes and beetling cliffs,

name, you perceive—‘remember your words of
yesterday!
Across up there is plenty of fat
meat; go and kill some, lest we starve.”
“Oh,” he said to Diana, “tell her that it would
be a sin to kill the pretty things. We cannot

in Blackfoot,

heartily.
“It is
“There are many
and moose, and
no game has been

I inquired.
Ashton seemed inclined to
their plates after a quick
and becoming very much

109, 1906.

South

and North.

Mr. Hunv’s beautiful volume, “Houseboats and
Houseboating,” tells much about the joys of this
method of living as practiced in Florida, whence
the shoals of northern visitors are just now re-

turning.

Of these many who know the pleasures

of houseboat

life will, in the course

of the next

month or two, transfer themselves to comfortable
and convenient houseboats afloat on Canadian
lakes.
In the

Middle

West

houseboating

on

the

greater rivers has become a recognized form of
summer pleasuring, and, indeed, it is hard to
imagine a more attractive way of passing days or
weeks

or motiths

than to float down

the current

of some stream great of small amid constantly
changing scenes.
The sport of houseboating is
constantly growing in popularity, and is sure to
become more and more firmly established north
and

south,

°

May

FOREST
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A

Moose

Snarer’s

Conversion.

and reload.

the settlements, and it is unlawful to kill spruce
hunted

at any

time.

in divers

The

ways.

You

birch partridge

may

shoot

over a setter or pointer, still-hunt him
out a dog, walk him up in the clearings,

STREAM.

Finally I scared

is

him

withshoot

that has missed

follows:

You

fire, and refuses to go off, is as

disconnect

the barrel

owned

and the heat of the barrel

altered

from

Anne

flint

to

musket

which

percussion;

he

had

it weighed

twelve pounds, and the “beaver caps” which
ignited the charge were as large as small thimbles.
The bird dog was a small green and
yellow mongrel, which had an elegant dose of
mange, and in addition was swarming with fleas.
We left the house before daylight, drove six or

eight miles, put the horse into the hovel of a
deserted lumber camp, and started on our “patrich hunt” just as the sun rose. The bird dog
flushed a cock before we had been in the woods
five minutes; I got a snap shot at him and
killed him.
My companion had hunted with
officers from the garrison before, so he was
used to seeing mud hens killed.
The mongrel
took no notice of the bird, he seemed far more

interested in the squirrels. We reached a brook,
and the old man cut what he cailed a “gad,”
rigged up a line, and commenced fishing, observing that it was no use to hurry the dog.
There were some nice little trout in the pool;
we caught a dozen of them and the bird dog
_ Started a rabbit, which he pursued for some
time. There are more exciting occupations than
catching small trout on a birch pole and throwing them over your head, to a shrill accompaniment of yaps from a mongrel who is trying
to achieve the impossible feat of running down
a rabbit. Suddenly the yapping ceased, the old
man

broke

off the top of his “gad,”

wound

his

line on it, and remarked that “Abner had settled
down

to business.”

Presently

the

silence

was

broken by a long drawn melancholy howl, which
suggested that Abner had accidentally stepped
into a fox trap. The old man gathered up his
musket, and in spite of his sixty odd years, his
lameness,

and

his

200

pounds

weight,

“made

tracks” in the direction of the sound. Like Mr.
Weller, Senior, he moved in a bouyant and
Weller, Senior, he moved in a buoyant and corklike manner,
After five minutes’ brisk traveling through the
scrub, we discovered Abner sitting under a tree,
in an attitude of the deepest dejection.
Every
now and then he would raise his head, and emit

a piercing wail.

Ten or twelve feet above

his

head sat the “patrich.”
The bird did not seem
at all afraid of the dog, though every now and

the

time, and proceeded to “burn out” his gun.
The operation of burning out a muzzleloader

and retire to a place of safety.

Queen

through

trees.
I missed him. Abner went after him like
a bullet from a gun.
The old gentleman remarked that he wasn’t going to lose any more

him at perch, when he is “budding” in the evenings, or hunt him with the bird dog. I have a
vivid recollection of a certain “patrich hunt.”
My companion owned the bird dog.
He also
a

wats

the bird, and fired

both barrels after him as he went

WE have in Acadia the birch partridge and
spruce partridge; the latter is almost extinct in
partridges

AND

from

the

stock, wrap birch bark round the breech, and
make a small fire.
You then hitch the barrel
to a small sapling, place the breech in the fire,

The bark ignites,

explodes

the charge.

Usually the sapling withstands the recoil of the
barrel; at other times, it or the connecting cord
gives way.
When this happens, the barrel may
land anywhere between ten feet and one hundred yards from the fire. In this particular case
the lashing held.
The gun went off, and we
cooled the barrel off by pouring a tin dipper of
water down it. At my suggestion the barrel was

thoroughly scoured with an extemporized cleaning

rod,

Long

and

the

before

action,

we

Abner

remains

had

had

of

the

a

old

another

handkerchief.

gun

bird

ready

treed.

At

for
my

friend’s earnest request I went to the dog, and
after some trouble, I got the bird to fly and
killed him. In a few minutes, I beheld my friend
puffing and
blowing,
as he forced
his way

through the bushes.
He had put his gun together again, and while Abner departed in
search

for

several

times.

another

bird,

Then

he

“flushed

he remarked

her

off”

that he had

been intending to give the gun a good cleaning out for some time.
We planned to spend
the night in the woods, so we returned to the
old lumber camp, cut the night’s wood, and
prepared supper of fried trout and partridges.
My companion
had been a mighty moose
hunter in bygone days, and I was looking forward to some reminiscences of sport in the old

days when moose were plentiful, and the small
bore rifle had not been invented. We talked on
different subjects for some time, then
brought the subject round to moose

at last I
snaring,

and the result of some trials in the next county.
“If only those fellows had the experience I
had,” observed the old man, “they would go out
of the snaring business, and stay clear of it for
good and all. I suppose I’ve snared more moose

than any two men

living in this county, but it’s

thirty years since I set my last rope, and if
the Lord spares me for thirty more years, I’ll

never set another one.”

I was amazed to hear that my friend had ever
been a snarer; he was an active magistrate, a
prominent member of the church and a thorough
sportsman after his own light, even if he did

hunt partridges with a bird dog, and shoot them
when they were treed.
“Yes, that old musket you laugh at has more
moose to its credit than any rifle I know of.

then it would look down in a kind of inquiring
way.
I waived the privilege of first shot, the
old man took careful aim at the bird’s head,
pulled the trigger, and—the musket missed fire.
He recocked the old weapon and pulled the
trigger again, this time the beaver cap broke,
and the gun went off with a roar like a small
cannon. The bird came to the ground like lead,
the head shot off, and Abner ran in and com-

anything, and others were more or less careful
about setting snares, and I was one of them.
I

menced to worry

left the old territory I had been working

it.

The old gentleman

rescued

In my

young

reckoned

on

days

moose

getting our

were

plenty,

winter’s

meat

and

we

out of

the woods, as we reckoned
on digging our
potatoes, or buying our molasses.
It’s about
thirty years since the game laws first came in;

some

of us thought

they wouldn’t

amount

to
and

fined them a hundred dollars each. He came to
my place in close season with a constable and a
search warrant, and went through
from garret to cellar, but I had no
in the house, and he was very civil
and the constable stayed to dinner,
me that he was glad I’d gone out

ness.
“Toward

went

over

it’s far closer

and

then

trotted

off

in quest

of another bird. The bird we had just killed was
evidently one of a flock, for within five minutes
Abner had another bird treed.
While we were
making our way to the dog, we flushed another

bird, which I shot at and missed.
My friend
shot the treed bird.
The dog went off and
started another, and the performance was repeated a third time. When the fourth bird was
treed, we

had a little difficulty with the musket.

It refused to explode at all.
The old gentleman picked the nipple out with

a pin, poured fresh powder into it, and snapped
cap after cap.
He refused to take my gun, and
shoot the bird, the screw on his ramrod was

broken,

so he was

unable

to draw

his charge

their calves were all further south, in the green
woods, and the bulls hadn’t commenced to run.
“IT hung up my poles, and built my camp.
All that was wanted was the ropes.
I never
went near the place until the end of October.
Archibald, the game warden, was out all Sep-

tember,
and

ran

and he cut up over
in two

men

from

a hundred

snares

}¥isquodoboit

and

I was

off to set up my

When I tried to get up, I found that I’d broken

can

cut

two

crotched

sticks,

and

make

some

kind of going, if he’s got the sand in him; but
with a broken thigh, it’s different.
The leg is
just dead weight on you, and every time you

move,

it hurts

as if some

blunt knife round

one

and round

was

turning

in you.

a

Somehow

I managed to crawl over to the bushes, off the
bare barren. I must have fainted once or twice
while I was doing so. Then I took stock of
what I had. I had two bits of hard-tack, and a
smoked herring, which
I had taken for my
lunch, half a dozen matches, some tobacco, my
pipe, my ax and knife, and my watch. I alshad a notebook and pencil.

“My

camp

was

over

a mile

away,

and the

road to it was hard traveling for an able man—
let alone a cripple.
I figured out that it would
take me three or four days to get there—that
is, if my strength held out—and I'd only got

grub enough for one small lunch.
It was between half-past nine and ten when I fell; it was
2 o'clock when I got to the edge of the busher
and that was only two gun-shots.
I was dead
done out, and thirsty.
I had crawled to the
side of a big white birch log, one that had been
blown down, and when I tried the bark, I found

know the long dead-water on Beaver River?
Well, I ran my hedge from the center of the
dead-water, to the foot of Long Lake, and every
moose that came that way was. bound to fetch
up against it. There were places the fence was
ready-made, the fire had gone through there
two or three years before, and the windfalls
were piled up ten feet high.
I put ten gates in
the fence, one to every three hundred yards.
I
built it in August, when the cow moose and

for fleas,

it is to my

my right leg just under the hip. It was the big
bone, the one the doctors call the femur.
Now,
if a fellow breaks his leg below the knee, he

a smoke.
search

than

down and drag it after him—it was as easy ta
find him as falling aff a log, he always left a
plain trail behind him.
“T put up six out of the ten ropes, and I was
crossing a bit of bare barren to get to the next
spring-pole, when I trod on a loose rock, my
feet went from under me, and I came down on
my hip with all my weight.
I never felt such
pain in my life.
I screamed like a woman.

it would

in the fir needles, instituted a short and vigorous

I

sun melted the hoar frost. I used to use a light,
tough spring-pole, and let the moose pull it

made

roll

well.

ropes.
I carried no gun, only an ax and my
knife, and starting at the far end of the hedge, I
had all the ropes in working order, before the

River.

in a protracted

if all was

to the mines

light the next morning

Long

indulged

to see

place.
All the same, I could get my meat home
with less than two miles of a carry.
I could
paddle six miles up the lake, and there was a
wood road within half a mile of the landing. I
stayed quiet in camp that night, and before day-

between

Abner

route

roads through the gateways of my fence.
Next
day I lugged the canoe and dunnage over the
divide, and paddled up the long dead-water to
the west end of my fence, where my camp was.
If anyone found the camp they would naturally
think it belonged to parties from the mines, as

in the woods

You

my

found everything as I had left it. The moose
were thick in the district, and they had regular

to set up a line of snares

Beaver

the cool

the foot of it for one night, and the next day I

prepared

and

when

weather came, and meat would keep well, I took
my canoe, went down Long Lake, camped at

the bird, reloaded his musket, picked out the
touch-hole with a pin, and sat down to enjoy

Lake

the end of October,

the house
moose meat
to me.
He
and he told
of the busi-

peel.

some

kind

I stripped

some

of a shelter

of it off and

for myself,

as

I

saw it was going to freeze again at night.
“My

thirst kept getting

worse

and worse.

I

tore up the lambkill and tried to get water, but
the soil was

as dry as a bone.

The

dead

leaves

were damp, and I chewed some of them, but
they made me more thirsty.
Presently it began to get dark and cold at the same time.
The owls began to hoot, and a porcupine started
to yell for all he was worth.
Toward morning
I went to sleep, but it was a sleep full of the
worst kind of dreams, and every now and then
I’d fancy I was at the Spouting Spring, catching the water in a birch-bark drinking cup as
it comes out of the side of the cliff. The leaves
—and for the matter of that, my clothes—were
all white with hoar frost.
I sucked everything
I could reach that had a drop of moisture on it,
and my thirst left me for a little while.
Just
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close to me.
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I tried to send the arrow

[May

at him,

but I was too weak to pull the bow.
He just
fluttered off a yard or two when I moved.
I

I’d set the last snare, there was a moose in it,
and ten minutes after he sprung it. He tore
the pole down, and came on to the barren, dragging it after him.
He was caught by the foreleg well up toward the shoulder.
He smelt me,
turned for the woods, and fetched up solid in
the windfalls not a musket shot from where I

“T had never been much of a praying man;
in fact, I hardly knew how to pray in those days,
but if ever a living man prayed, I did so that

lay.

day.

How

thought

that

poor

creature

struggled.

break

the rope

and get clear,

he would

but the rope and pole held.

I

I listened to him

couldn’t hear nor see anything of the moose,
and I concluded that he had died in the night.

“When
near

the night came on, the crows roosted

me,

in a

little

clump

of firs

which

had

for some time, then my thirst came back again,
and I felt hungry as well.
I knew that if I ate

escaped the fire. I could hear them cawing and
squabbling with one another after they went to

the

roost.

smoked

herring,

I should

be

crazy

with

thirst in less than an hour, and the biscuits were
just about as bad.
“All that day I lay there, burning up with

thirst, and starving.

The

moose

lay quiet for

a while, then he’d struggle and thrash round,
trying to break his rope.
I could see him wallowing in the bushes when he was on his feet
trying to break the rope.
When he lay down,
the dead stuff and young growth hid him from
sight.

“It was

bitter cold that night;

all I had to

cover me was the sheet of bark I had stripped
off the tree, and some moss and stuff I gathered
off the ground, and laid round me to break the
wind.
It turned warmer toward morning, however, and soon after the sun rose it commenced

to snow and sleet.
How I thanked God for
that snow. Between what lodged on my clothes
and what I scraped up, I managed

to quench

my

and

half the

about

to get enough

thirst, and I ate of my
smoked

fish.

biscuits

While

I was

doing this, two or three meat hawks—the
you

call whiskey johns, came

birds

round me, and be-

gan to beg for scraps. Then an idea struck me,
and I cut a young birch sprout and made it
into a bow.

I cut some

poplar shoots, and made

them into arrows.
It took me some time to
drag myself over to the spot where the birch

and poplar grew at, I was weak, and still longer
to crawl back to my log, and make the bow and

arrows.

I threw a tiny scrap of fish about six

feet from me, and waited.
I shot two meat
hawks in five minutes, then I lit a little fire
with some scraps of birch bark, and bits of
wood, and the three moose-snares I had with

me,

and I roasted

both

one

of them,

I didn’t

for

the birds.
know

I only ate
how

long

it

would be before I had a chance to get more,
and there isn’t much meat on them—they’re all
feathers.
!
“J wasn’t afraid of dying from thirst after

this, for enough rain and sleet had fallen to
fill the crevices between the rocks with water,
and I could reach down to it with my handkerchief tied on a stick.
Now and again, I would

look at the moose.
When he first saw me he
was nearly crazy with terror, then he quieted
down.
I imagined he was getting weak, like
myself. ' Every now and then he’d struggle and
moan, and along toward evening he commenced
to browse the little bushes as far as he could
reach them.

“When the morning came I could feel that I
was much weaker. I ate the second meat hawk

and the second biscuit.
No more meat hawks
came round me that day, but I shot a striped
squirrel.
He was only three yards from me,
but it was all I could do to reach him.
The
moose had browsed everything clear down to
the ground, and I could see his horns when he

lay down, and the moving of his ears every now
and

then.

Toward

sundown

a flock

of crows

moose, or me, or both of us; he gave
and in less than a minute the whole
circling over us, out of gunshot.
dropped into some dead rampikes,
menced to talk to one another.
Just
was setting, they flew away, and all

a squawk,
flock was
Then they
and comas the sun
that night

was

passing .overhead;

one

of them

eyed

I figured out what the end was going to
“I had some kind of a sleep that night,
was so full of horrid dreams that it did
good. I was too weak to raise my head
morning, but I could see the crows
again, soon after daylight.
There

as many

of them

the

be.
but it
me no
in the

come back
were twice

as there had been the night

before,

and

they

Finally

one

of them

were

not

lit on

nearly

so

the ground

timid.

quite

“I suppose

have been off my head that
broad daylight when I remore, and the crows were all
ground.
Some of them were

not the length of my arm

away. I tried to raise

my arms, but I was too weak, and I tried to
shout, but my voice had left me.
I had read
somewhere that they always went for a dead
man’s eyes before they ate any other part of
him, and I had just enough strength to cover
my face with my arms.
“T remember nothing more until I woke up in
my own camp over on Beaver River deadwater.
Archibald, the game warden,
with me, and another strange man.

was there
I was all

tied in bandages, and I was so weak I couldn’t
move my hands. My throat was dry, and all I
could do was to whisper, ‘Water—water.’
The
stranger jumped up said to Archibald, ‘The
fellow’s come to, and there’s a living chance
for him yet.’
He gave me water in a spoon,
not one-tenth of what I could have taken, and
then he gave me some other stuff, which sent
me to sleep again.
I kind of remember their

feeding me on broth, and stuff like that for
some time, and when I came to my senses, I

felt stronger.

moose

died

in the snare,

or

else Archibald shot it to end its misery,” I remarked.
“The rope chafed through against a granite
rock, and the moose broke away when Archibald came up to me,” the old gentleman replied.
“He was so weak he couldn’t run, but he got
off all the same.”
I suppose fur has got to be caught; but if
every one who sets snares or traps could spend
a few hours in one, he would be far less likelyto leave his game to die of starvation and thirst.
Epmunp F, L. JENNER.
Nova

“T think I must
night, for it was
member anything
round me on the

the
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ScorTia.

Curious

Associations.

WE see in Forest AND STREAM a picture of the
cat and coyote and dog and cats going through
their

maternal

functions,

but

the

strangest

case

I have heard of and seen is a goose and a land
tortoise.

The goose is of the Toulouse kind and about
five years old. It is a great pet of the children
where it is owned.
It follows them all around,
likes to have its head stroked, and seems to take
great delight in being at all times with the children.

The other day the little boy of the group found
a tortoise, what we commonly

call box turtle, and

brought it around and let the goose see it. The
old goose eyed the turtle very closely for a short
time,

then

uttered

some

guttural

sounds

and

seemed to act as if the newcomer was all right.
Now the goose walks about with the turtle and
will pull a little grass and talk to it, just as if
she had a young gosling to take care of. If the
turtle gets to wandering too far from the children, mother goose promptly takes her bill and
heads him gently in any direction she wants him
to go. I hope that eventually the turtle will make
its escape, but it’s a very queer case to watch.

“ “How long have I been lying here?’ was the
A picture of the children, goose and turtle tofirst question I asked.
gether, with the facts, would be most interesting,
k paepeteen days, isn’t it, Doctor? said Archibut I am not in the picture business,
dia
ald.
.
“*Yes, and how many days had you been lyMitchell Sabattis.
ing on the barrens before we found you?’ said |
the Doctor.
New
York,
May
14.—Editor
Forest
and
““T don’t rightly know,’ I replied, ‘but this
Stream:
I the Forest AND STREAM of May 12
I do know, I broke my leg the day the moon
I find your editorial comment on the life of Sawas full.’
battis, who has just passed over to the majority,
“*That means you were five days before we
and I am pleased to note your just appreciation
found you. You must have a constitution like a
of his character as a man and as a guide. Durbear then. I believe that all the crows in the
ing the last nieteen years of his life I knew him
county had planned to come to your funeral.
well. While he had strength to do so, he freThey must be keen on human flesh in this part
quently visited our camp in Long Lake.
For
of the world.
Now lie still, and don’t ask any
many seasons his eldest son was my personal
more questions.’
guide. Two other sons have been in my employ
“For three more days I lay there, then they
from time to time. A son-in-law is in charge of
put me on a stretcher, and carried me down to
my interests on Long Lake at the present time.
the

dead-water,

and

laid

me

on a raft.

They

towed the raft behind the canoe to the portage
road from the dead-water to Long Lake. Then
they carried me over the portage, made another
raft, and took me up the lake and home.
I
never struck a blow that winter, and when I got
out again my right leg was shorter than the
left one.
“The doctor was an American, who had gone

It may

be admitted,

They found me almost dead beside the birch
log; carried me down to my camp, and did all
they could for me.
“As soon as I was well enough to attend
court, Archibald took out papers and had me
arrested.
It cost me over a hundred dollars, but

I paid without letting the case come to trial.
“IT wrote to the doctor to find out what his
bill was, and

he came
and

got

he charged

down
two

next

good

me

year,
heads.

nothing;

he hunted
I had

him

but when

with
with

me,
me

for several years after that, and his hunting cost
him nothing for grub or guide.
“T’ve never set a trap for a wild animal since
then, except deadfalls for bears, and snares for
wildcats and foxes, they make quick work of

anything which gets into them, and don’t leave
them to suffer in torture.”

that

I know

the

Through

all these years I have never heard any

one speak of Sabattis as other than Mitchell Sabattis; and unless he and his family and his
neighbors have been misinformed, Mitchell Sabattis was his correct name.

Dr. J. H. Woopwarp.

in with Archibald on a still-hunt.
They happened on my hedge, and followed it up, cutting
down the snares as they came along.
Presently
they saw the crows gathered near me, and they
concluded that there was a dead moose there.

therefore,

Sabattis family well.

Origin

of the

Dog.

THE ancestry of the dog is a topic which has
been much discussed of late at the French Academy in Paris. M. Boule maintains that as far back as the pliocene period of geology the canine
family showed much the same divisions as it
exhibits to-day. There were the wolf, the fox,
and the jackal tribes and types, and a fossil jaw
taken from pliocene rocks near Puy shows certain characteristics which are seen in our own
domesticated dogs of to-day.
Are

period
ginal

we

to assume,

represent
type

then, that

a much

of animals

more

than

the dogs of our

ancient

science

and ori-

would

have

us hitherto believe? If fossil evidences are trustworthy, the dogs of remote antiquity, so far from
having originated from the wolf stock, may be
regarded as having possessed a distinct personality of their own. We may probably have to go
back into the tertiary to find the primordial stock
from which the wolf, fox, jackal and dog may
together have sprung.
CHARLES HALLOCK.
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Wild

Cherries.

Over a large part of the United States much
of the beauty of the landscape in May is due to
the blossoms of our three species of wild cherry;
namely, the red or bird cherry, the black cherry
and the choke cherry.
All of these have white
flowers, which appear in May in vast profusion
and which, in consequence, give to the landscape a special attractiveness.

The wild red cherry or bird cherry pushes
out its blossoms first, these appearing at the
time when

the leaves are expanding.

They

are

borne in leafless clusters along the sides of the
branches,

being

especially toward

composed

of several

the tip, each

flowers

cluster

that

rise

from the
Georgia,

Woodland Buffalo.

Hudson Bay region on the north to
Texas
and Mexico
on the south.

When it takes on the tree-like form, it rarely
exceeds a height of twenty-five feet or a trunk
diameter

of six inches.

The

tree is readily dis-

tinguished from the black cherry by its reddish
fruit and its broader leaves, with sharply pointed
serrations along their margins, these points not
turning forward as do those of the margins of
the black cherry.

The leaves of the choke cherry are dull green
above and lighter below.
In autumn they turn

reddish-orange
or yellowish-orange,
gradually
changing to brown, with stems and midribs of
a magenta or crimson color.
After the leaves
have fallen the young branches have a rather
characteristic
appearance
which
enables
one

readily to recognize
grayish-brown

or

them.

The

reddish-brown

bark

is of a

color

spotted

with lighter colored oval dots. The buds are of
good size, pointed and conical, with brown,
smooth scales. The bark is bitter to the taste
and has a characteristic odor.
The choke cherries blossom

in May,

and

for

a brief period take on a beautiful appearance on

Bison

bison

athabasce

Rhoads.

From
R. MacFarlane’ s ‘‘Mammals
of the Northwest
Territories” is
percceeu ie of the National Museum,
Vol. XXVIII

THIs variety ef the American

bison was

fairly

numerous when I first went north to Mackenzie
River in 1853, but it has since gradually diminished in numbers in the Athabasca district, and its
utter extermination is now only a question of
time, unless restrictive hunting rules are adopted

without delay.

When

Thomas

Simpson, the cele-

brated artcic explorer, traveled down the valley
of the Clearwater River in January, 1837, traces
of buffalo were quite abundant, but for the last
forty years they have practically forsaken that
quarter and have dwindled so greatly in number

that only a few
with in open
tions on the
tween Fort
as well as in
a la Paix on

individuals

are

now

to be met

spaces and patches of prairie in secwest side of the Athabasca River, beMcMurray and the Birch Mountain,
similar tracts of country from Pointe
the lower Peace to the plains of Salt

account of the white cluster of small flowers.
These flowers are very similar to those of the
black cherry, and are visited by great numbers
of insects.
They soon pass by, however, and
are succeeded
by small green
cherries that
slowly develop through the summer until by the
end of August they reach their full size and take
on the dull red color
of maturity.
These
cherries are eaten by many birds, but have a
curiously astringent taste which has given the

species its common
The

attack

choke

name.

cherry

by the

is much

black

knot

more

than

subject

is the

to

black

cherry.
It is almost universzily disfigured by
the strange excrescences of this curious disease,
which is so strong
a menace
to cultivated

cherries

and

to attempt

plums

that it is not wrth

to plant

the choke

cherry

while

for orna-

mental purposes.
It is rather desirable in all
regions wheie iruli-growing is to be encouraged
that the shrubs should be exterminated from
along the roadsides or in the pastures where
they serve as a propagating ground for insect
aud fungus pests.
Curiously

enough,

there

seem

to be localities

in which the choke cherry is exempt
attacks of this black knot.
northern New
Hampshire,

from the

In some regions in
where
the choke

cherry is exceedingly abundant, one will see
none of the twigs disfigured by this fungus, “i-

BLOSSOMS

OF

BIRD

though cultivated plums and cherries are attacked by it.
The black cherry produces the most nearly
edible fruit of the three species.
There is con-

CHERRY,

from a short, broad base. The flower stalk is
about three-quarters of an inch long, and is
tipped by a bell-shaped calyx, from which arise
the five white petals which are much narrowed
at the base. There is a large nectar-secreting
surface on the inside of the bell-like calyx
which is often yellowish brown and from which
a considerable amount of nectar is secreted to
reward the hosts of bees and other insects that
come to the blossoms. The flowers have a distinct and rather pleasing odor. They are succeeded by the small red cherry that ripens
through the later weeks in summer and serves
as a part of the food of many birds.
The choke cherry is generally the next species
on the ends of the short leafy branches of the
to blossom, the flowers appearing in clusters
o nthe ends of the short leafy branches of the
new season’s growth.
This species is much
more

likely

to be found

as a shrub

than

as

a

tree.
In the former condition it is very generally distributed over a vast range extending

WILD

From

siderable variation in the size and qualit-- of the
black cherry fruits, as almost any one who has
had much experience with them can testify. The.
flowers of this species are very similar to those
of the choke cherry, although they generally
appear a little later in the season.
During

spring

2ad

early

summer

the species

is most

easily distinguished by means of the leaves, the
teeth along the margins being minute, regular

and pointed forward in a characteristic fashion.
The black cherry is much more likely to grow
in the form of a tree than is the choke cherry.

CLARENCE

M. WEED.

A double-headed snake was found near here a
few years ago by Mr. W. T. Lander and placed
on exhibition at the drug store of Orr & Sloan,
Anderson, S. C., where it was seen by a great
many people. It was about a foot long and had
two

perfectly

developed

heads,

which

seemed

to

act independently of each other. About an inch
from the heads they joined in one snake without
any other peculiarites.—Blue Ridge, Denver, S. C.

“Birds

BLACK

CHERRIES.

in Their Relations

to Man.”

River in latitude 60° north, which had from time
immemorial been regularly frequented and occu-

pied by hordes of bison.
At the end of the eighteenth and in the earlier
part of the nineteenth century, buffalo were abundant on the upper Peace River, and many also
roamed to the northwest as far as the - Liard

River. Even as late as 1864 a straggler was killed
within forty miles of the company’s post of that
name and another in 1866 about twenty-five miles
from the same.
sited. Richardson states that there were some
bison in the Horn Mountain, southeast of Fort

Simpson,
(1800).

in the beginning

while

some

were

of the last century

also

met

with

on

the

east side of the Athabasca, below and above Fort
McMurray.
During a residence of fifteen years
(1870 to 1885) at Fort Chipewyan, Lake Athabasca, our native fort hunters never failed in

winter to kill one or more bison for the use of the
establishment, the meat of which was hauled
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thereto
Nearly

by the company’s
dogs
all of them were shot on

of the lower

and _ servants.
the north side

Peace River.

At that time the Indians of Forts McMurray
and Smith always secured a number in autumn
and winter.
Having seen the skins of numerous
prairie buffalo many years ago, and those of several of the woodland variety, I think the only
marked difference I noticed was that the outer
hair of the latter is darker in color, and the inner
is of a finer, thicker and probably warmer texture
than that of the former, while it is doubtful if
the average “dressed beef” of either animal of the
same age would materially differ in weight.
In the winter of 1871-72 an Indian shot an

albino example of the bison some thirty-five miles
northwest
of Fort McMurray.
This
throughout of a faint yellowish-white

skin was
color.
I

have been repeatedly assured bv Indians that the

female very rarely has more than one calf at a
birth.
They have also said that in winters of
deep snow wolves succeed
in destroying
some
animals.
They themselves have too often been
guilty of unnecessary slaughter of bison under
similar conditions, especially in former years.
In the month of March, 1879. a small band of
Chipewyan Jndians discovered traces of a herd,
consisting of twenty animals of various ages, near
the Birch Mountain, and the snow beine deep,
they did not suffer even one to escape.
None of
the flesh, however, was wasted; all of it was
consumed by the party.
The company never ex-

AND

STREAM.

scatter themselves over its rugged declivities in
their tens of thousands and proceed at once to
nest-building.
This, it need hardly be stated, is a
very
simple
operation,
consisting
merely
of
scratching a hole in the old guano and surrounding 1t with pebbles.
These latter, by the way,
are a considerable source of trouble, for the birds
love to steal from one another.
A fight between
the nest-building females is described as an extremely comical affair, but when
two jealous
males set to, the business becomes serious and is
suggestive (by reason of the action of the flippers) of nothing so much as a first-class “mill.”
At length the eggs (two to each pair) are laid
and the females take to incubating.
Extraordinary to relate, during this process, or for a period
of thirty-one days, absolutely no food is taken,
but snow is frequently
consumed:
The
first
young appear during the second week in Decem-

ber.

They

are

quaint,

dark,

fluffy little crea-

tures, but very greedy and grow rapidly.
They'
are fed exclusively on fish, or crustaceans, the

only food precurable in the Antarctic.

Is it not

wonderful to think, in this connection,
of the
‘sagacity of the male in being able after returning

from

a fishing

expedition,

to identify

his own

[May
seasons

the

sunshine

limitless

tundra,

bathed

19, 1906.
in the

soft

of polar night and swept by the balmy

breath of the south wind, blossoms into life and
becomes an exquisite garden
of wild
flowers
whose roots draw sustenance from a shallow subsoil resting on everlasting ice. High up on the
mountainside, half buried in deep green moss and
shadowed by giant conifers, bleach the bones of
sea monsters whose wandering spirits must cry

out against such -strange surroundings.
Active
volcanoes are encompassed
by broad _ glaciers
which terminate in sandy wastes, where bloom
and ripen the fragrant wild strawberry.
These
constitute but some of the strange features of
this far away land, whose woods and waters offer
untold attractions to naturalist and sportsman.

Although they have been much studied, the
bears of North America are still comparatively
little known, Alaska gives us the polar bear, several brown bears, a black and more

than one form

of grizzly, but some years ago Dr. W. H. Dall, of
the
Smithsonian
Institution,
described—from
skins seen

which

in the hands

of all North

the least known.

of dealers—another

American

This

forms

bear,

is perhaps

is that commonly

known

as the glacier or blue bear (Ursus emmonsi Dall).

ported any Woodland bison skins for sale in London or Canada.
Mr. P. Deschambeault remembers seeing in the early fifties of the last century two fine albino examples of the prairie buf-

falo in possession of Chief Factors John Rowand
and

James

G. Stewart,

both

of which

had

been

secured on the plains of the upper Saskatchewan
River.

Penguins of the Antarctic.
PROBABLY on the earth’s surface there is no
more desolate and forbidding region than Victoria

out

Land

in the Antarctic.

vegetation,

rocky,

barren,

save

It is absolutely with-

a little occasional

snow

and

ice-strewn

moss—a

waste.

Yet,

here the penguin (Pygoscelis adelig) may be said
to have made

its home.

Until recent years not much was known about
this bird, but now thanks to hardy explorers we
possess a pretty full knowledge of it. In length
it averages twenty-nine inches, while its flippers
or rudimentary wings are about eight and a half
inches.
In color, generally it is black above and
snow white beneath, with a black band around
its throat.
But its most noticeable feature is its
jet black eyes set in a white circle, which give it
a certain sinister look. Its plumage is of the texture of scales almost and so close-set as to afford
no opening for the cold. Close set indeed it must

be to
So
Louis
tion,
row

resist the barbs of the Antarctic wind.
unfamiliar are penguins with man that Mr.
Bernacchi, of the Southern Cross expedistates that when he set out to examine a
of them sitting solemnly on the ice (this

being their normal

attitude)

filled with as much

they appeared

to be

curiosity as he and started

to meet him half way.

When

showed

sign of fear but walked

not

the least

they met the birds

around the explorer, examining him at all points
and then, apparently satisfied, waddled back to

GLACIER

family amid such a colony?
of the colony

seduced to the water’s edge and taught how to
swim.
For three or four months following they
haunt every bay and head land, usually sitting
idly with an expression
of profound
sadness.
Can we wonder they are sad, seeing they are

doomed to live amid such scenes?
By all accounts the Antarctic in its crude horror of desolation simply beggars description.
FRANK Moonan.

The
STRANGE

subarctic province Alaska,

now

beginning

years

ago,

the

faithful pick

winter

corresponds

with our summer) the migrants begin to return,
at first in small groups, or files, but as the days
advance their numbers grow to the proportions

of an invading army.

On they come,

waddling

over the ice, erect and soldier-like, but in places
where the snow is thick they will fall upon their
breasts and use their feet and flippers to propel
them along.

When

Cape

Adan

is reached

the

wanderers

Blue

Bear.

and mysterious

courses

that the Antartic

it is stated,

birds have outgrown their downy coats and been

About the end of October

of course,

when

is like the roar of a vast multitude of people.
By the middle of January nearly all the young

sternest necessity dictates migration in their case.
(it will be remembered,

An idea of the size

be formed

on the best authority, that the din created by it

their position on the ice.
Before the Antarctic winter sets in the penguins
migrate from Cape Adan, which appears to be
their favorite haunt.
They do not, however, go
north of the circle, and the wonder is that they
go as far as they do, seeing they have no wings
to carry them.
We may be sure that only the

may

has always
whose

to be penetrated.
hardy

and

in search

pan

prospector

following

of colors,

been our

secrets

A

with

up

are only

few

his

the

short
ever

water

or the frontiersman

fleeing before the encroachments of civilization
who had built his modest cabin by some quiet
pool were the only ones who knew

anything of it.

Now, many traveled routes exist through this
half-million square miles of wilderness, railroads
have penetrated it and its secrets are being laid
bare.
In no other corner of the universe are grouped
together so many contradictory natural wonders.

Under the Arctic circle, during the short summer

BAY.

A complete specimen exists in the American Museum of Natural History of New York city, and
one in the National
Museum
at Washington.
From these, from field notes collected, from per-

sonal experience and from the testimony of native
hunters, is drawn the following account:
In size this bear is smaller than the black (U.
americanus)
as found in Alaska, averaging in
length from tip of nose to tail about five feet,
and never, to my knowledge, exceeding six feet

and a half. The head is narrow rather than wide
and is fairly long, and in facial lines resembles
most

nearly the black bear.

as are the teeth.

The

eyes are small,

The claws shade from a darker

brown at the root to a translucent

yellow at the

point, and are strong and well curved, showing
the animal’s ability to climb. The fore claws are
somewhat longer and more delicately shaped than
those of the hind foot. But it is in its pelage that
this species is most remarkable
with widely
marked

individual

variation.

In full season,

the

hair is of good length, either silvery white
throughout, or at least the distal half is of this
color, while the basal portion

may

shade through

a bluish-white to a slaty black. The fine fur beneath the coat of hair is often of a rich chestnut
throughout.
The back, from head to rump, the
short ears, and the front portion of the feet and
legs show. darker; in individual specimens, shading from a bluish-white to a slaty bluish black,
but the one very remarkable and ever present
characteristic is a bright chestnut or rufous shade
extending over the lower portion of the face and
the cheeks.
The muzzle is black.
An average

May
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colored specimen of this bear appears bluishwhite, and the silvery color of the hair and thin
fine texture combine to produce a very soft effect.

The darker varieties present more nearly the appearance

of the silver

fox

or

of a sea

otter

of

the first quality. The noticeable feature of the
pelage is its silvery transparency, which glistens
like a fairy robe of crystal as it seems to reflect
the light.
The range of this bear is most circumscribed.
A glance at the map

of southeastern

Alaska

dis-

closes broad glacial regions, extending almost uninterruptedly from the Stickheen River (latitude
56° 40’ N.) northward along the continental shore
to the vicinity of the Copper River delta (latitude 60° 30° N.), a stretch of some 500 miles, but
limited in area by the proximity of the coast
mountains

to the salt water. These vast ice fields,

the skeletons of former days, have their birth in
the heart of the loftiest mountains of the continent, and flow seaward in ever increasing proportions, having somewhat the appearance of great
white fans. The natives endow the glaciers with
life, and christen them the children of the towering mountains, who clasp them to their bosoms,
and with true parental love cover their bodies
with the deep

soft snows

in winter,

when

Hoon,

the avenging spirit of the chill north wind, is
abroad, and in summer when Ko-ghon, the great
ball of heavenly fire, turns his withering gaze
upon them, they cast down

ders great masses
them cool.

from their own

of rock to protect

This is the home
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STREAM.
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roots and browse on the tender buds,. until the
berries ripen and the salmon run in from the sea.
During the day he gives himself up to the luxury
of a mud bath in the swampy pools which abound
throughout the fringe of small wood surrounding
the terminal moraines of the glaciers, or hollows
out a slight excavation in the snow ice at the
foot of the glacier and sleeps. In the early morning and evening he feeds, wandering through the
berry patches which cover the landslides on the
mountain sides, or gorges himself on the pale
luscious strawberries which ripen in such abundance all over the sandy plains left by the receding ice, or else goes “‘a-fishing’”’ for the fresh-run
salmon, which crowd the shallow streams and literally fill the pools left by the receding tides.
As the season advances, and the keen edge ot
his appetite is worn off, he becomes a great epicure, and feasts only upon the head and nap of
the neck which are the tid-bits of the salmon
containing the greatest percentage of fat, and
on this diet he becomes heavy and sluggish and
ready to return to winter quarters and rest.
The female brings forth two cubs about April.
and they range with the mother throughout the
summer season, and even
for a much
longer
period, as I have several times seen an.old female
bear in company
with
two _ half-grown
bears

BEAR,

Klate uh-r-ty tseek, a word compounded of Klate
—snow, uh-r-ty—like, or similar to; and tseek
—the name for the black bear; the whole being
freely translated—‘“a bear white like the snow but
having the characteristics of the black bear.’ This

differentiation of species is firmly impressed upon
the mind of the native, as the gigantic brown
bear with its fearless
disposition
and
savage
temper is both venerated as an illustrious ancester and feared as a too worthy opponent, while
the more timid character of the black and blue
bears render them objects of little interest to the
hunter.
Like all of its cogeners this bear hibernates
during the winter months.
To follow his life

throughout the year, we will commence with October, when the first snows creeping down the
mountain sides powder the foothills. Then, surfeited with his rich feast of salmon, he seeks some
deep ravine in the tangle of brush and fallen timber, and scratching out a shallow bed under some
old giant of the forest, half buried in the cool
green moss, goes to sleep, with the single prayer
that no stray wolfish dog may scent his breathing
hole, and is soon buried under nature’s soft white
blanket of snow.
Here he remains peacefully
dreaming and consuming his many layers of fat

until

the warm

sun

of March

thaws

him

out,

when he emerges from his seclusion hungry and
lean, and descends to the lowlands to grub for

which were evidently her progeny,
one or two years of age.

dogs

can

soon

peculiar

color

they

glides

no

noiselessly

to the

By the few traders and resident whites of the
northern country this bear has been variously

“glacier” or “ice” bear, from its pref-

erence for such localities; the blue bear,. from
the prevailing color of the fur; and the Mt. St.
Bear

in the

shadow

of the

sharp, angry cries which will quickly bring their
master

market

Biue

along

If the trail happens to be that of a deer, they will
sound a long yelp at intervals, but should they
come across a bear then will follow a chorus of

keep

Elias bear, from its geographic position of greater
abundance.
But to the Tlingit. who recognizes
three distinct species of bear, it is known as

to bay or to tree,

trail they have scented and awaits developments.

value in the eyes of furriers.
The Haidas and
Tsimshians have a traditional knowledge of this
bear on the headwaters of the Pass River, and
within the past few years I have seen a dark but
well marked
pelt of this species from the
Skeena River, which would indicate a more
southern range than has hitherto been recognized.
named—the

bruin

shore as evening descends, watching intently for
the least sign of uneasiness on the part of his
dogs, when he quickly lands them to pick up the

of the blue bear, but

possessed

bring

when he falls an easy prey to spear thrust or
bullet.
During the salmon season the hunter lies
in wait by some favorite pool in the early morning or toward sunset, or else, launching his canoe,

seldom is he found along the shores of the inland channels to the southward.
There he is
more of a tradition than a reality. His particular habitat is what is known as the Fairweather
’Ground—included between Cape Spencer and Mt.
St. Elias—a region of perpetual ice and snow
‘flanked by wooded foothills and terminating in
‘an inhospitable coast line, with no well defined
harbors, sparsely settled by natives and rarely
visited by Europeans.
To this inaccessibility is
largely due his immunity from scientific investigation, for the few peltries annually taken by
native hunters rarely find their way beyond the
limits of the Territory, as in former years from
their

at least

The early spring is the hunting season for this
animal, as the fur is then in prime condition and
most marketable.
It is noticeably the case that
wherever the Hudson’s Bay Company have established their factories in the past they have,
by refusing to receive poor peltries of animals
killed out of season, educated the native people
to the importance of fall and spring hunting.
The latter season is the most favored, as then the
bears range more during the daytime in search
of food, which is now less abundant, and deep
snows still covering the ground, make progress
more slow and difficult for the bear, while the
hunter on his snowshoes, with his keen-scented

shoul-

and

and

(Ursus

emmonst).

scene.
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emblem figures conspicuously
from his great
knowledge, strength and courage, but the black
and blue bear, like the deer, goat and other more
harmiess

animals, have no place in the traditions

of the families.

Gro. T. EMMONS.

Arbor

Day

is to bring

the children

to a realization

of

the beauty of trees and flowers, instruct them of
the economic value of things in nature, and to instil in their hearts a healthful love for the things
of the earth,

Therefore,

says the proclamation,

it

is recommended that this day be observed by our
educational institutions by the planting of green
things, and by such exercises as will impress
upon all the great importance of this noble work.
Poems, songs and selections of beauty and interest have been brought together by Miss Maud
~

SPECIMEN

OF

BLUE

BEAR

IN

NATIONAL

MUSEUM.

It is strange that even the best trained dog of
the pack can seldom resist the unexplained fascination of the fretful porcupine, and attacks it

regardless of the many

cruel quills he will most

certainly accumulate at
chastisement and future
past, and

of Forestry,’
the wood lot.

even

to-day

lying districts, deadfalls

in the more

and snares

out-

are resorted

to with much success in the capture of the blue
bear.
The former consists of a half-rounded pen
of stout stakes baited with a salmon, havinga
tree trunk heavily weighted with logs held in
place by means of a trigger, which, being sprung
by a small cross-stick at the entrance of the inclosure, drops the deadfall on the animal’s back,
crushing him aimost
instantly.
The
snare
is

simply a noose of plaited sealskin, which is set in

from Filibert Roth’s “First Book
which shows the money value of
The work of the Audubon Society

has a place in the volume.

this amusement.
Age,
misery do not seem to

teach a dog that the porcupine is always loaded.
In the

Barnett, the State library clerk at Madison, Wis.,
some of the songs being set to music.
There is

also an extract

Tame

Wolf

leading

a

and

full-grown

of him,

two, and that they were

strangled.

put on

for protection and remove

at will, but the

blue bear is believed to be a hybrid between the
mountain goat and the black bear.
From the
former he inherits his white coat, while to the latter he owes

his more

timid

heart.

This

strange

wolf

on

said he had

as tame

I used

and
was
the

caught

as this one.

patient,
related
lumber
of here

to the camp,

to be an

observer

whom I know
the following
camp the past
on Lake Su-

and

the camp

boss

every way to get a shot at the wolf.

of birds, but

for a

migration at his height, I took a day in the coun-

yellowthroats,

two

prairie warblers,

two or three

black and white creepers, two or three oven birds,
a water thrush and a black-throated blue warbler.
Why

were

there not more?

Will some kind hearted person tell me whether
the

migration

was

over,

or

on account of the backward

whether

this

year,

spring, the warblers

here?

It used to be a great delight to me to watch
these birds in their passage and with my glass
to pick them out of the tree tops. At an earlier
stage of my existence I collected a great many of
them, and I recall that in my young days I used
to make fifteen skins of these small birds in an
hour, but it is many years since I have done
anything of that sort. I appeal to your bird observers for information on the points above
noticed.
Brrp Lover.

The

Wolves are numerous there and have given
them a great deal of trouble.
A man named
Murphy, who ran a tie camp, owned a St. Bernard dog which joined the wolf pack and had a
large female wolf as companion.
The dog used
to come

the Warblers?

try on the shores of Long Island Sound and spent
all day abroad looking for birds. The results were
very disappointing.
Most of the summer residents seemed to have arrived but the warblers I
did not find—at least not in anything like the oldtime numbers,
I saw two or three Maryland

A Flock of Wild Pigeons.

fine as a collie’s,

perior.

and

Were

good many years past have been closely confined
to the city. Last Friday, May 11, believing from
past experience that I ought to find the warbler

one he had was a dog wolf and his coat was as

pended

To the natives all bears are people like themselves. Their fur is simply clothing which they

timber

the owner

tree trunk is set free and the animal is partly sus-

instantly
a heavy

Dog.

three of them when pups, and had sold the other

Yesterday a friend and
to be thoroughly reliable,
as having happened at his
winter, sixty miles north

a favorite trail, and, being
sprung,
tightens around the bear’s’ neck when

Wild

streets here. He was so tame that you could pat
him and he seemed as friendly as a dog. In
speaking

Where

New
York,
May
13.—Editor
Forest and
Stream:
May I ask a question of some of your
bird loving readers?-

have not yet reached

Du.utH, Minn., May 8.—Editor Forest
Stream:
One Sunday not long ago a man
seen

been away again, and they left him, they supposed, with the pack.
So Jack London’s “Call
of the Wild” was, no doubt, founded on fact. I
have every confidence in the story as my friend
related it to me, as I know the man, and his boss
told me the same story. Dr. N. B. McNutty.

Annual.

THE State of Wisconsin has issued a beautiful
Atbor Day annual of about 100 pages, intended
for use in preparing orders of exercise for Arbor
Day and Bird Day, which, by proclamation of
Governor Davidson, of Wisconsin, came this year
on Friday, May 4. One of the purposes of Arbor
Day

19, 1906.

tried

He used

West Park, N. Y., May 11.—Editor Forest and
Stream:
I have received evidence which is to
me entirely convincing that a large flock of passenger pigeons was seen to pass over the village
of Prattsville,

afternoon

Greene

county,

about the middle

this State, late one

of April.

The

fact

was first reported in the local paper, the Prattsville News. An old boyhood schoolmate of mine,

Charles W. Benton, was, with others, reported
to have seen them.
I have corresponded with
Mr. Benton and have no doubt the pigeons were
seen

as stated.

Mr.

Benton

saw

pigeons,

clouds

of them, in his boyhood, and could not well be
mistaken.
He says it was about 5 o’clock, and
that the flock stretched out across the valley about

one-half

mile

hundreds.

and

It came

must

have

contained

from the southeast,

many

and went

northwest.
Mr. Benton says that a large flock
was reported last year as having passed over the
village of Catskill, and that a wild pigeon was
shot near Prattsville last fall. A friend of mine
saw two pigeons in the woods at West Point a
year or sO ago.
I have no doubt, therefore, that the wild pigeon
is still with us, and that if protected we may yet
see them in something like their numbers of
thirty years ago.
JoHN BurrouGHSs.

A, deadfall, a tree trunk

belief

is universal

weighted with heavy logs, B, B, B; C, trigger, which is sprung
when deadfall is released and falls, breaking bear’s back.

among

the

Tlingits,

but

they

also say that the blue bear is a chief among the
bear family.
But this does not prevent them
from killing him upon every occasion.
The custom

of cutting off the feet immediately

upon
death is almost a religious observance
among the coast tribes, and after the skin is removed and hung up to dry they sprinkle the
down of the eagle over the head to show the bear
people that they honor their dead companion as

well as to console them in their grief. In all
ceremonies, dances and festivities the brown bear

to throw
would

out

bones

by touching

THE spotted catfish of the Mississippi basin,
which was so successfully planted in the Potomac
River a number of years ago, has become more

D,

abundant,

for the dog, but the wolf

not show herself.

The dog, however,

used

to carry off what he could not eat and used to
howl and act much as the wolves did.
owned a big sixty-pound bull terrier.

Lindberg
One day

he and the St. Bernard got to fighting near the
camp, and the noise called the men out. It was
just at break of day. The bull terrier was getting the best of it when

the female

wolf ran out

and helped the St. Bernard and nearly cut the
bull terrier to pieces.
When they broke camp last week the dog had

and is now caught in large numbers

by

anglers and market fishermen.
The fish attains
a weight of upward of 20 pounds, and is a general favorite on account of its excellent food and
game qualities.
In 1905 the fishermen about
Washington

began

to catch

another

nonindigen-

ous catfish, of which samples were submitted to
the Bureau for identification.
The fish proved
to be the great fork-tailed catfish of the Mississippi, which was doubtless introduced at the same
time as the other snecies, the young of the two
being much alike, This fish attains even a larger
size than the spotted cat, and examples weighing
over 30 pounds have been reported by local fishermen.
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My

Last

Bout

with

BY JOSEPH
“You’rE too old to be
say, and I suppose they
have boys of their own,

the Fox.

W. STROUT.
chasing foxes,’ my boys
are right, for now they,
and it would seem as if

it were time to retire from the strenuous

life of

the hunt.
But old age is relative, and one need
not stop work because a few grandchildren have
come along.
Seventy is not old unless one wants
to. be old, and then he can be accommodated at

fifty.

It’s a matter

life and living.

of one’s way

Then

I am

of looking

very positive my

at
one

pastime of chasing the fox has kept me young.
am

really younger

than my

I

boys, and | think life

promises more to me than it does to them.

And

this youth of mine, I think, I owe to the chase.
Oh, now and then I have hunted the bear, and
often the mink—never the deer, too much like my

favorite ox,

too human—and

the partridge

and

woodcock, but the red fox is my favorite pastime.
He’s a wily fellow and one
finds himself
up

against brains when
Master Reynard.

he

attempts

a bout

with

I cannot jump quite so far as I used to, nor
run so fast, but I keep up the running and jump-

ing, and withal the study of the fox. I find also
that I do not get too old to learn, and it has stood
me in hand, for recently I have found a fox who
knows more than I ever dreamed one could learn.

This last lesson I learned about a week ago, has
made so deep an impression upon me that I am
going to retire from the field of hunting this
animal.
My hound is one of the best of dogs

for the fox. I have never known
never but once, and that I am

her to fail, or
writing about

now.
For the last seven or eight months she
has had four youngsters hanging at her heels who
haven’t earned. their salt, so about a week ago

there

dawned

one

of those

rare

days that call

you with strong appeals into the woods. | thought
it a good time to see if those four great boys of

Vick’s

had

anything

sults for the fox

in them

chase.

that promised

It’s a fox

country

re-

this

eastern part of Maine,

and I had not to go far

to

the

start

one.

I held

youngsters

close,

for

they wouldn’t know any better than to dash after
the first jack

rabbit

that

was

started,

and

time

was worth too much to bother with that kind of
game,
There was a place that Vick and I knew,
and the fox knew it also, and we all loved the
spot.

a let Vick

position on a
wide plain on
quite recently
boys and led
great sport for

made the dogs fierce, and down they came for
the river, pell mell, Vick leading, but one of the
youngsters at her side and the others good seconds.
I yelled at them, for I knew
the pups

could not jump that cafion if Vick herself could,
but they paid no heed to me, and Vick bounded
across the river as easily as the fox,
The big
boy at her side followed and landed safe on the
other bank, while the others, when they saw the
river, hesitated just enough to lose their momentum, but. unable to check themselves
entirely,
made the leap and went into the river.
The water was deep and they did not get much
hurt, but they would have to go a mile and a
half before they could make a landing.
‘The fox
meanwhile took his way up the inclined plane, toward the knoll on which I was standing, within
easy gun shot again, but I didn’t shoot, and I
don’t know why,
Vick and the big boy followed
him close, and, as I expected, though at the time
it surprised me, Master Reynard just compassed
the knoll on which I stood and ran back to the
river.
This he leaped, again landing on a bank
two or three ‘féet higher than the one from
which he sprang, and sped away for the woods.

the dog was creeping up on him, and both of
about 3 o’clock and took a
This was the
knoll overlooking a river and a ° them were enjoying the race.
coolest fox I had ever seen.
It seems just as
both sides that had been cleared
if he knew I would not fire, and that in the
and burnt over.
Vick took her
end he could easily outwit the dog, but would
off into the brush.
It promised
have some fun first.
He leaped the river again,
them, but she was planning some

ready for the fun Vick’s voice sounded a serious
note which meant an old veteran had _ been
started.
No. Io is a rough country, and this particular spot the roughest place in it, for here the
river had cut a cafion into the rocks some twenty

feet deep, and now down there was dashing over
the stones with a full flood.
This cafion was
about two miles long, and at the top all the way
from twenty to thirty feet wide.
I could tell by Vick’s voice that the game was

runnine toward the river. He
in plain sight, so I sat still and
pected him to turn when he saw
of him, but he did not. He came

would come out
watched.
I exwhat was ahead
leisurely toward

it, and so near that I might have shot him, but I
wanted to train the dogs more than I wanted this
fox, though he was a fine specimen.
About fifty
feet from the river he stood on a spot where the

dogs caught sight of him and made a rush, and
the fox ran for the river, jumped across it as
easy as a squirrel jumps from branch to branch
of a tree, and then leisurely took his way up the

opposite bank, in plain sight of the dogs.

This

The

Belle

Meade

Deer.

THE
famous
Belle Meade
stock farm, near
Nashville, ‘’enn., is now being converted to other
uses, and it has become necessary to dispose of
the deer herds so long quarantined there,
In a
recent issue the Nashville Banner proposed a
Hie seemed careful to let the dogs see him just _ scheme for their disposition:
before they reached the river, and I began to
“Belle Meade’s hundreds of beautiful deer can
think that there was method in his madness.
no longer live in the splendid park of the famous
“Vick, can you jump that river again?’ I
oid plantaticn, in which they have roamed in
mentally asked as she dashed headlong toward
lordly freedom almost since the days of the red
it. But she was a powerful animal, and knew
man.
he hand of progress and modern civiliwhat was ahead of her, and, like the fox, laid
zations has grasped Belle’ Meade deer park.
The
herself out for the effort, and landed on the
sound of blasting is heard there, the clank of the
opposite bank safely.
Not so the big boy.
He
driul and the ring of the spade.
It-is no longer a
just touched the opposite bank with his paws
home for the deer.
These deer. are in the hands
and fell backward into the stream below.
He
of Mr. J. B. Richardson as administrator of the
was eliminated from the race.
This I now saw
estates of W. H. Jackson and W. H. Jackson, Jr.
was just what that fox had planned to do.
It
they are valuable animals.
There are between
He would lead the dogs
“was a shrewd trick.
250 and 400 of them in the park. They cannot be
across the river and one by one sift the numcaptured and sold,
That has been tried, and it
ber down to none.
But the dog that was left
has been found impossible to deliver the goods,
was equal to almost any feat that a fox could
as it were, after a sale has been made.
In the
perform, and in endurance, superior to any fox
gaine season they would be worth perhaps $10
1 had ever seen.
Master Reynard ran into the
apiece and the entire lot between
$2,500 and
brush a little way, turned his circle neatly, and
$3,500.
As they are valuable, it can readily be
reappeared in sight of the dog, on the little
seen that Mr. RKichardson, as administrator, with
rise above the river, and set out again for a
property entrusted to his care, could not give
spring across.
He veered a little this time and
property of such value away for nothing.
He
leaped the river in a wider place, but landed
could not be expected to’do such a thing, and
easily.
Vick followed and jumped the river as
were he to do so, no matter how much he might
easily as the fox, and followed up the opposite
so desire, he could doubtless be made to pay the
bank.
The fox compassed the knoll again, yet
value of that portion of the estate he had sacri-

loose

fun at their expense, I knew by the sly wag of
her tail, as she started. . But before I was half

“It’s all over with you now,
old red,” I
thought, “yet Master Reynard made his spring
with the old, exasperating coolness, but instead
of jumping across the river, sprang sidewayS,
landing on a jutting ledge, while Vick, blinded
with rage and overconfidence,
had to jump
across, which she did easily, but then seeing
the trick, she .lost her head and tried to leap
back, and went into the river.
I threw up my
hat for the fox.
_ “You've earned your liberty, old fellow, go in peace.
I'll never molest you or your tribe
ASE
UGEI
I found my dogs about a mile down the river,
the pups jumping about their mother with great
delight, while she, poor girl, could not so much
as wag her tail.

and followed his old track into the brush opposite.
Vick came after him, fresher than ever,
and closer, bounded across the river easier than
the fox, and followed into the wood.
“She'll get him!” I ejaculated, and began to
pity the fox.
I had almost a mind to call her
off.
But the race was too interesting, and I
schooled myself to watch it to the bitter end.
The dog’s voice told me where they were,
and I could measure the time exactly when they
would reappear.
The fox came in sight with
Vick not more than a hundred yards behind,
and dashed for the river.
Vick came on at the
old pace, and also made a dash for the river.
Both leaped it successfully, and took the route
round my knoll.
I wondered if he would get
round again, for Vick was drawing up on him
rapidly, and she had tremendous reserve forces

at her command

in critical times.

But the fox

did not seem to be in a hurry, took his old gait
round the hill, made a dash for the river, with

Vick not twenty yards from him.

Vick

seeing

her advantage, now made the most desperate
spurt I ever saw her make, and when the fox
reached the river, she was within five feet of him.

ficed,
“Another of those who are most interested in
the preservation of the deer of Belle. Meade is
Col. Joseph H. Acklen, Tennessee’s most efficient
and hard-working game warden.
Colonel Acklen
has already spent thousands of dollars out of his
own pocket in the work of preserving the game
of Tennessee, without being reimbursed.
The
Legislature of the State has provided him with
no means to carry on his work, although the Department is one of the most important in this or
any other State.
Had he the funds at his disposal, Colonel Acklen would not hesitate to buy
the deer and turn them loose, could they be purchased at a reasonable price.
He will, do even
more,
Were the deer relased, Colonel
Acklen
agrees to strike off 40,000 circulars showing that
deer cannot, under the law, be killed in this State
for a period of two years.
It is believed that,
should the deer be released, the Legislature could
be induced at the next term to protect them further by legislation, and thus in a few years Tennessee could have plenty of deer, and a sport
that is royal, and which has been impossible for
years on account of the scarcity
of the fleetfooted and beautiful game, will be revived.
“Although he cannot give the deer away, and as
he does not want to slaughter them, and as some
disposition must be made of them at once, Mr.

Richardson

has consented

for

He

them.

has

to take a nominal sum

agreed

that

he

would

take
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second,

the

fun

$600 for them, provided they are turned loose in
Tennessee.
Colonel Acklen has agreed to take
charge of releasing them, provided the people will
contribute this small sum for such valuable property.
Many public-spirited citizens of Nashville
have already signified their willingness to contribute to this fund, and little trouble will doubtless

Abel’s place.

be experienced

but pushed

in raising it.

“The Banner hereby subscribes $25 to the fund
and agrees to receive contributions.
It is up to
the public to say whether or not this splendid
herd of deer shall be released to go to the hills
and wooded bottom lands of Tennessee, or else
be slaughtered because their room is needed and
the public does not care.”

Under

date of May

10 a Nashville

correspon-

dent writes of the success of the plan:
You will, perhaps, be interested to know that a
movement begun by ‘the Nashville Banner for the
liberation of the large herd of deer at famous
Belle Meade is now an assured success, as sufhcient funds have been donated by the public to

insure the payment

required by the administrator

of the Jackson estate.
The inclosed article from
the Nashville Banner
is explanatory,
and the
spirit animating Mr. Richardson, the administrator, in agreeing to liberate the deer for a nominal
sum, in preference to selling them for market at
a very much higher price, is appreciated by every
one with a love for these noble animals, and a
ready response to the Banner’s request for donations is evidence that the sentiment for the preservation of large game in this State is strong.
I
am sure that our efficient game warden, Col. J.

H. Acklen, will see to it that these deer will be
fully protected after they are turned loose; and
the mountains of Tennessee will again be tenanted by the now altogether too scarce larger

game.

J. J. DANNAHER.

Hunting

Bob

White

on

Ground.
Hickory, N. C—If you go afield just for meat,
or just so many coveys raised, so many shots,
counting hits, eéc., this article will not interest

you.

But

if you

like to “hark

back,”

like to

look at the trace of* hunting done in other
times, and mix it with your own, you may find
here the shadow of the substance which leads
the old and newer unter afield.
With Jim, the acing horse, in the shafts,
Coxey,
the big setter from
South
Dakota,

curled

at my

feet, I went

over

It is easily ten feet through the trunk; and the
red hunters before and after the white man
came painted its trunk red in war time. John
cestors

holds

by

this home

right

of

of his from

wills.

his an-

His title

in the

original comes from George III., and he
show you the old original deed or grant.
other has ever passed.
On a little hill nearby rest the ashes of
first white hunter who pressed moccasined
on this soil. Henry Viedmer came all the

here

on

foot

from

Philadelphia

with

can
No
the
foot
wav

his old

seven-foot flintlock, smooth bore gun, which is
yet in existence.
On one occasion, when the
Cherokees chased him and John Warlick, and
Warlick’s horse got mired down and the rider
was killed and scalped, Viedmer saved his own
scalp when he sent the round once—ball and
three buckshot—into the redskin who was upon
him.
There was plenty to shoot those days

with that old flintlock.
It was open country
then; only the watercourses had timber on
them.

Buffalo,

bear,

deer,

turkey,

wildcat

and

‘coon and other varmits went down at the roar
of that old cannon.
Shuford Whitmer, they
spell

it now,

has

shot

many

since 1880.
My hunting over the same
a

gun

not

84 inches

long,

load was a handful; mine
two-fold object in view.

I put

the

fun

[May

first and

while

I only

posted
R.

on

was

had

to

watch

other land than

busy,

so

I hiked

out

for

the

sign

the Robinson’s.
over

to

his

J.

brother

Going over I flushed two coveys,

on, not

liking to fire a gun

near

the

house.
Coming back I scored nine birds with
eleven shots.
Then I took off my hat, and
wondered if the old hunter resting under the
trees on the hill ever had a day when his shooting made him feel so elated as did mine.
We crossed the bottom and climbed a hill.
At the top there was Coxey lying down in the
little field.

I scored

and missed

also.

Why, in the name of reason, can’t a chap
get two birds every time on the rise. I can
double on a pair often enough to suit me anywhere else, but not in the covey every time;

and I have seen
up on this same
“You know a
do; but can you
out of five all
houses

on

many cracking good shots ball
proposition.
man that can.” Of course you
do it four, or even three times
day long?
Bet you a row of

the sunny

side of the street

of buttermilk you can’t do it.
Next we got a covey that

strung

to a gill

along

a

thicket about a ditch in the bottom.
Each of
us took a side, and we certainly had a happy
time going down that ditch.
At the far end

the last bird boiled out and the “pinch” got him
and
made
him
“snow”
his feathers.
Abel
Robinson shouted out, “Stand still until I come
OVeGia:
I waited, and he came over and pointed out
_ the outlines where once stood the house of one
William Mull.
The Indians killed his children
and scalped them, hanged him to a rafter to

a squirrel

ground
but

only

with

it

was

with

26.

His

a pinch.
He had a
First, meat, or fur;

giving

out that funny sound

"um stump-pullers,

believe

his head and
faith in that.

looked

ing out some
lection

will

very good work indeed.
soon

cover

every

animal

The coland

bird

in the State, much care being given to the mounting, preparation, grouping, etc.
Nothing south
of Washington now at all approaches the show

made
is of
along
These

of the fauna of this State. The last arrival
a young raven from Cherokee county,
the line of the Great Smoky Mountain.
birds are rare in this State and live very

solitary lives.
This one, though quite young,
is far larger than any grown crow, and the cry
is different.
Near him is a cage of rattlesnakes,

who have come out of their winter slumber and
seem to feel a delight in giving the music of
their rattles, no matter whether any one is
nearby or not, they apparently seem to derive
pleasure from the sound, which at a little distance is remarkably like the noise made by
grasshoppers.
I have observed this when in the

most

lawyer

of much

about

no

matters,

and

for publication,

State and indeed in
It would really seem

that these grand birds would thrive here as
well as on the Pacific coast.
Here are the extracts from the letter referred to:
“SHANGHAI, China, March 30.—I read your letters to Forest AND STREAM and am interested in
all the subjects.
Nature made me a sportsman
but that feature did not develop until I arrived in
China. Here I saw so many pheasants, partridges,
deer and wildfowl that I had Greener build me a
first-class gun, and I am now a fair shot on the
average

angler.

I would

like to go

on a rabbit hunt with you, but if you and Governor Glenn wil] come to China I will place you
in the finest shooting field in the world,
There is
no sport like that of shooting pheasants, and in

China they are wild and strong.

One afternoon

last January

pheasants

I shot

winged four,

seven

large

and

The better shots bag from thirty to

forty per day, but I never thought it true sport
to kill so many.
To me the interest is in a reasonable success, and 1 never grieve over a miss
but congratulate myself on the hits.
Why don’t
you insist more upon stocking our State with
pheasants.
They are the game birds of the world,

and would
Carolina.”

thrive

well in many

parts of North
Frep. A. OLps.

AN experiment that mav prove
nomic importance is the planting

of some ecoof salt-water

animals from the Gulf of Mexico in a large natural

salt

lake

at Palestine,

Tex.

cos

(Tex.)

station,

was

thought

to be warranted.

The

lake

was

examined by the superintendent of the San Marand

was

found

of

such

a

character that an attempt to utilize it in this wav

bright green and over a foot high.

position

was thirty-two about the middle of that month.
All along the marshes the king rail is heard

you

gating pheasants in this
other parts of the country.

mullet,

bad
here

he had

since it contains some hints for our own gun
makers, and also-upon the advisability of propa-

to a rattler a few yards to the left and to a
grasshopper a few yards to the right, each imitating the other very well indeed.
I had my last snipe hunt yesterday, and found
that the birds had departed northward.
The
meadows
were lush with grass, cattails were
here
during
the unusually
March.
The best bag made

all of

writes me a letter,

sporting

of it is sent

were planted in it March

birds
were
weather in

when,

doubtful,

prominence,

vicinity of rattlers, and three years ago listened

Most of the

negro

Hon. Thomas R. Jernigan, for many years
prominent in public life in this State, but for a
dozen or more years a resident at Shanghai,
China, at first in high position in the service of
the United States Government and since as a

wing and an

Museum,
and
Curator
Herbert
Brimley,
so
clever a taxidermist, is being very ably assisted by Mr. Addickes, of Raleigh, who is turn-

The

here talking to quite an old negro,

a part

Raveicu, N. C., April 26.—These are very
busy days at North
Carolina’s great State

none.

a sudden, there came quite a clamor out of the
sky above us, and out of it I picked the notes
of the curlew and willet, the plover and the
little sea chickens, though there were many
other bird notes.
When the darkey was asked
what made the noise, he said, “I don’t rightly
know.
I have hearn um in the night.
It’s
something up in de elements, some folks thinks
it hants.
I hain’t never seed what makes de
noises.” When told that it was birds, he shook

hence

Carolina.

seen

that the sora turn to frogs.

ran to Viediner’s, and they all put out with the
old hunter for South Carolina.
My quail had
fallen almost in the boundary where the house
stood.
Birds enough,
some
good shooting,
some
awful good, and some awful poor, too; a drink
from a gourd at the only hunter’s spring, where
a little of the stone wall and the chimney still
stands; a hearty hand shake all round; and soon
Jim, the pacing horse, was carrying me swiftly
home; dog asleep at my feet, and I musing
with pleasant thoughts over my day on historic
ground.
PINK EDGE.

In North

but I hain’t never

view as to many kinds of birds is certainly
strange.
All of us have heard the noise the
birds make at night as they pass northward or
southward in their migrations, the latter being
extensive here, but nothing to what they are
along that great bird highway, the Mississippi
River, which they often follow to all its length.
One night last autumn I was standing in a park

is mainly

was.

of his like “chunk

Dey ain’t birds; I know dat.” This darkey, no
doubt, if he lived in Virginia would hold the
same view as the tide-water negroes, who firmly

which

his money

19, 1906.

chunk! chunk!”
I was very much amused in
talking to some darkies who were cutting willows in part of the marsh.
One of these was
somewhat superstitious about this bird and declared it was a frog. Another, when asked what
it was that made the noise, replied, ‘““We calls

His wife

him tell where

the road, at a

merry clip, headed for the home of J. Robinson,
one frosty morning before sun and soon reached
my destination.
The place is worth a little more
than mere mention.
In the front yard stands
a monster oak tree; step round it, and your
steps number thirty-three; you are forced away
by the roots a little which rise out of the ground.

Robinson

of it.

STREAM.

last. He watched out for Indians all the time,
and even built his house over a spring of water;

make

Historic

AND

twenty

squeteague,

Accordinolv

there

14, 10905, fifty-seven sea
twelve

redfish,

thirty

croakers, and thirty-eight silver perch, all adults,
together with twentv-four crabs and one barrel of
oysters.

ON another page is reported the gratifying disof the large

deer

herd

of Belle

Meade

Farm by contributing the entire stock to the game
supply of Tennessee.
Mr. Richardson is deserying of credit and gratitude for his public-spirited
action in the matter.

May
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AND

STREAM.

SEA ANIDIRIVIEIR FISHING
Leaves from

an Angler’s Diary.

BY BARAK

rimmed

MEADE,

MAssaAcuusetts, March 25.—Out yesterday for
a tramp along Scarr Brook. Trout are getting
lively—but saw no flies.
The weather was soft, breezy and bright—
wet under

foot, with a few water-logged

floating around

overhead.

The

brook

clouds

was

on

the flood, brimming to the verge of overflowing.
The meadow grasses are tipped with green.
Buds of the pussy willow are swollen to bursting and the catkins will be out in two or three
days.

Bluebirds flitting about in great numbers,
blackbirds clattering, a robin chirruped from the
top of a budding maple.

Seven
trout!

days
re

yet before

I can

get

after

the

April 2——Trouting yesterday!
Out on Birch
Brook.
Flies on the water and trout on the
rise.
Creeled twelve fish of fair size, using cowdung,
midge

and

a small

willow.

Had

many

strikes

—splendid sport—beautiful weather.
All the trees sprayed with green.

Violets

blooming

beneath

timidly—ferns

uncurling

from

the rocks.
Robins and yellowhammers scurried about the
moist
earth

meadows
worms.

and the dank forest floor for
Bluebirds
and wood-sparrows

piped joyously, and the liquid notes of a justarrived cardinal floated down from the tip-top
maple buds.
April 20.—At peep o’ day I was up, and tramping vigorously through misty hollows and along
shaded hillsides; reached Boone’s Brook first
of all the anglers.
A black, cold, rock-lined stream is Boone’s
Brook and runs through dense woods.
Along
the mossy edges of the stream cowslips gleamed
in the deep shadows like lamps of the fairies.
Pale violets and frail anemones mingled with
the feathery ferns.
Bloodroot
and liverwort

are blooming.
No bird sang in the dark woods.

flitted about silently.
Occasionally a grouse
would drum far down through the trees.
All
else save the brook was very still.
Trout were a bit shy, but I creeled a beauty
that would go near two pounds.
Gamest trout

I’ve caught in a long time. Took royal-coachman dropper the first cast; rushed around the
pool pretty lively; took nearly all my line;
jumped twice; had trouble bringing him to the
net; and just as I scooped him in the snood of
the fly broke. In another instant he would have
gotten

away.

_Landed four more—smallest
eight inches.
ee Cahill, royal-coachman, white-miller and
eer.
May 9.—For a day I have lived!
Out in the woods and the fields, with the birds
‘and the flowers and the trout!

At dawn the red gods called so persuasively
that I quit my books, took rod and creel, and a
sandwich, and fled to the woods.
A quick walk
up Mt.’ Pomeroy
along a tree-walled
road

brought me to Scarr Brook.
The following of its winding course down the
mountainside
was
delightful.
Here—steep
descents, with much roaring and foaming of the
water; there—chanting riffles where the water
was shattered on the pebbles and filled the air
with a soft purling; yonder—the current bubbled

into

eddying

shade;

lower

pools,
down—a

dappled
swift

with
flood

shine

and

gliding

all-

quietly between long-grassed banks.
In the woods banks of ferns lined the moss-

Blue

violets

on

tall, straight

brooks.
Great
things there!

blooms, and the forest was filled with the perfume of the swamp pink. Where the ferns grew
rank the lady slippers and the painted trilliums
stood

up strange and weirdly.

Nuthatches

were

busy

on

sweet

are

“Only an idle little stream,
Whose amber waters softly gleam,
Where I may wade, through woodland

shade

And

cast

“Only

Now and then a red tanager or an _ indigo
bird flashed a line of color between the trees.
the

tree

From

a

the

trout

Heaven,

fly,
or

foaming

how

and

two,
pools,

loaf.
to

and

dream.

dart

and

try

my

art;

No more I. wishing—old-fashioned
And just a day on nature’s heart.”

trunks—

all

fishing,

wrens were busily whispering about their loves.
I caught

row

a

and

glimpse

heard,

of a white-throated

for

an

instant,

spar-

the

the warm shine of the nooning sun—living notes
of music that filled the air with a wonderful
chorus.

hind
with

Robins

busy

the plow.

looking

Swales

quickly

worms

be-

of the meadow

blooms—buttercups,

Day

for

daisies,

spent—in

the

trout

thick

lilies.

fragrant

woods,

through
brilliant meadows,
in scented alder
thickets—taking sixteen gleaming trout, doughty
chaps that gave me many tough little battles—

until the sun dropped down behind the hills.
The smallest eight inches—the largest ten and

a half.
them.

Professor

May 14.—Off
Squawkill.

and

Beaverkill

early

Spring has gotten

this

took

most

morning

of

for

into tune and almost

the

leaped

into summer.
The south wind and the sun have
made our little world lying within the pale blue
distance blossom. gloriously.
Hillsides clothed in green—meadows deep in
long grasses,
strewn
with daisies and gilt
dandelions.

The

leaf

growth

of the

woods

is

full-fledged against the summer’s heat. Violets
everywhere.
Bluets carpet the forest floor.
Flags growing lush.

Catbirds mewing in the thickets.
Heard the
faint call of a cuckoo and, by stealthy crawling
a plum

thicket,

got

a glimpse

of the

shadowy bird.
As I netted my last trout a
hermit thrush far up the brook let fall its exquisite notes.
The Squawkill is a trouter’s paradise. Wild
and remote—a hermit stream.
Wide enough
for casting flies without catching in the whitethorn

bushes

and

alders.

Deep

pools

quent where lurk many lusty trout.
eddy,

rush

and

glance

in silvery

are

fre-

The waters
sheen

over

a

labyrinth of sparkling gravel.
Forest odors,
whispering
waters,
bird
notes,
murmuring
foliage!

Beauty

Following
hand

everywhere!

the

in hand

Squawkill,

with

nature,

the

angler

his mind

robbed

of

under the influence of all this nature glory.
He
worships at the shrine of the great all-mother

and thanks God he is alive—and trouting.
Could have filled my.creel, but was too busy
Eight
Smallest

listening and

dreaming.

fine, glittering,
seven

crimson-spotted

inches—largest

ten.

New

Mexico,

trout.

This

was a beauty and gave mea
battle royal.
coachman, Cahill and brown-hackle.

Guides.

Hanpy and obliging guides are as necessary to
one’s comfort in the “woods as skilled and goodnatured servants are to the peace and harmony
of the domestic circle at home.
Many a summer’s outing has been marred for the want of
them.
But my experience has taught me that the
quality of a guide, like the quality of a domestic,
depends very much upon the quality of those who
employ them.
Oftener than we are willing to
admit it is “like master like man,” and like mistress like maiden.
Neither care to be “nagged,”’
and both are apt to reciprocate in kind.
There is, perhaps, a larger percentage of mildmannered men in our fraternity
than
in any
other; but all are not as good-natured and con-

siderate

as they should

be, and

for this reason

are not always as well served as they might be
and as they would be were they less exacting and
better tempered.
It is the habit of some men always to bully their subordinates.
This sometimes
pays. no doubt, but it oftener
fails to secure
cheerful service, especially in the woods, where
we haven’t even “Hobson’s Choice” to fall back

upon,
There are few things more helpless than the
average angler on unknown waters.
He is as de-

pendent

upen

his guide

as the “occasional

fer-

eign correspondent” is upon his guide-book.
UnJess he has learned from long experience just
where to look for what he seeks, he will not even
know where to cast without his guide’s suggestion; and if, unhappily, his guide is “tiffed” by
his manner,
or rendered mulish by his undeserved rebuffs, he will be very likely to be kept
ignorant of the best preserves and most prolific
waters,
Few things bring a better return anywhere than good nature, but nowhere is the habit
more remunerative than in the woods, where your
pleasure can be very easily made or marred by
your pleased or displeased servitor.
There is
just as much human nature to the square inch
in a woods-guide as in any other son of Adam
or daughter of Eve, and that angler will make
the most of his outing who, in all proper ways,

makes the most of his guide.

walks

narrow views, his thoughts and spirit expanding

looking,

About

wild

musician’s divine song.
Much beauty out in the deep meadows, too—
among the daisies and the buttercups!
Bobolinks and larks sang and gyrated through

through

Nuthatches

stream.

stems were star-scattered along the water rim.
Dogwoods
dropped
snowy
petals
upon
the
waters; each breeze was laden with wild cherry

one

Royal-

April (one year later).—Spring

in New England—time of trouting, flowers and
birds!
I have been dreaming about it all day.
A year ago I was wandering through singing
‘rifles and by dark pools, taking radiant trout
from the sparkling waters, wading in deep, lush
fields and bathing in the shine of the sun and

the perfume of the flowers, breathing the fragrance of meadows, the odor of pines and hemlocks, listening to the flowing, flowing of little

I oNCE spent a week in May on the Raquette.
near where were camped two gentlemen who had
never before been on the river at that season. My
tent was pitched at Setting Pole Rapids and
theirs on the high’ ground near Lothrop’s Chopping. The fishing was superb on the rapids, and
I enjoyed it to mv heart’s content from the fact
that all I could kill were gratefully received as a
supplement to the scantily provided larder of a
logging camp in my immediate vicinity. Notwith-

standing
whacker’s”

the

proverbial

appetite.

that the supply was

voracity

the

never

fish

were

of
so

a

“bushabundant

short of the demand

and never in excess: for I soon discovered that
however many fish I might kill none would be
wasted.
The result was the busiest and most
enjoyable week I ever had had. up to that time,
on angling waters.
But while IT was thus having
an absolute surfeit of sport. my neighbors were
doing little else than cursing the stupidity of their
guides and anathematizing the barrenness of the
waters.
When I heard of their ill luck, I sent
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them an invitation to come and try the rapids.
But they declined with thanks, as “they preferred
to fish in still) water.’
Now, every old angler
knows. that those who fish for trofit in still water
in May are likely to angle in vain, angle they
ever so deftly.
Still-water fishing will do in July
and August, but it is dull work in May or early
June.
I subsequently met one of the guides who accompanied these gentlemen, and his story was
something like this:
“The difficulty, sir, was
just here.
They knew nothing about their business, and they,were not willing to learn.
As
soon as they struck the river, instead of halting
and casting where the fish were, they halted and
cast where the fish weren’t; and when I ventured a suggestion they just tcld me to mind my
business and they would mind theirs.
As I was
agreeable, I concluded to let the darned fools
enjoy themselves in their own way.
The result
was that after fishing every bit of still water between Cold Brook and Lathrop’s Chopping they
didn’t catch fish enough to make one square meal
for a hungry man; whereas, by fishing the riffs
and swift water, the donkeys might have half
filled the canoe.
I never went out with a brace

of more disagreeable buffers.

I could and would

have put them where they could have had all the
sport they could have desired. but as they ‘knew
their business,’ and were as abusive as they were
stupid. I could only get my revenge by permitting them to skin their own skunks after their
own fashion..
They left Martin’s with as poor an
opinion of the Raquette as I had of them.”
The mistake of these gentlemen was that because on some former occasion they had fair
sport in still water and nowhere else in August,
they expected equal sport in the same kind of
water in May.
But that is not according to the
order of trout nature.
They have their different
haunts in different seasons, and those who know
their habits will be always sure to have the best
sport.

AS A RULE I have been fortunate
with my
euides—less, perhaps, because they possessed any
inherent superioritv than because I early learned
how to get out of them the best that was in them.
I always treated them
kindly,
and
uniformly
went where they wished to take me—provided
they wished to take me where I wished to go.

By this seeming

acquiescence

I always

had

my

own way, and at the same time rendered them
as:anxious that I should have a “good time” as I
was tn have it.

But

there

is, nevertheless,

a great

difference

in guides.
Some are stupid, some are lazy, some
are willful. and some are so full of conceit as to
render them quite unbearable.
Others are obliging, industrious and thoroughly posted in’ every
department of their craft.
They are expert anglers, good cooks. perfect masters of paddle or
oar. and thoroughly acquainted with every rod
of forest and every foot of water within the territory where thev undertake to pilot their patrons.
When
one is fortunate enouch to secure such
onides he is sure to have the best sport and the
highest pleasure attainable.
A carry of a mile
or two doesn’t deter them from revealing what
may he hoped for bv makine it.
Because the
current is stiff or the ranids formidable they
don’t trv to evade their ascent by lving about
them.
Nor do they wait to he forced to gather
fresh honehs and plenty of them to make your
couch soft and fragrant.
When the evenings are
chilly and a roaring fire is necessary for warmth
and comfort. they don’t wait to be reminded of
the fact.
With such euides vour tent is always
tidy, your larder is alwavs protected, and vour
cooking utensils and tin plates are alwavs clean.
They can fry a trout or broil a salmon to perfection: their baked nork and beans would satisfy
the most exactins denizens of the Huh: their
nancakes
are
always
lioht
and = artistically
hrowned; their coffee is never spoiled bv overboiline. and they are never so hanpv as when assured that they are rendering satisfactory and
accentable service.
;
While good guides are to be coveted on all
waters, they are indisnensable on salmon rivers
where the canoes are light, the currents heavy.

and

the rapids

formidable.

As a rule, Indians
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STREAM.
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are the most expert and safest canoemen, whether
handling a paddle or a pole.
I have frequently
had one Indian and one white man in my canoe,
but the Indian was always given precedence, not
by my wish alone, but with the assent and concurrence of his white co-laborer as well.
They
are not only more expert but more cautious than
white men, and, on the roughest waters, I soon
learned that it was always safe to go wherever
my Indian pilot was willing to take me.
I only
once deemed him too timid, and ordered him to
push straight through a rapid around which he
wished to carry.
He obeyed, with no other pro-

test than
we

went

did;

a guttural

“Ugh!

for it was

over

the

“nip

rapids

or

Get wet!’

and

tuck’?

went

And

whether

under

so
we

them,

I

never afterward asked him to take me where he
was not willing to go.
But handling a canoe is not the most difficult
office of a guide on salmon waters.
There are
ten good canoe men where there is one good
gaffer.
To a looker on it seems easy enough to
gaff a 20 or 30-pound fish, but to do so from a

19, 1906.

too much for his sharp teeth, that later badly
lacerated the finger of a foolish boy who thought
he was

dead,

;

Fifty years ago, when the writer was a kid
“river rat,’ pike up to 10 pounds were very common in these waters, but this very gamy and
edible member of our finny tribe was about fished
out a decade back, and now they are virtually
exterminated; I presume by the contemptible
carp, which furnish neither fun nor decent food,
and have about ruined the sport of all true anglers

in this

territory.

What a terrible reflection upon our Fish Commission, who are now uselessly working nearly
as hard to exterminate them as they did fifteen
years ago to introduce them.

Our latest Chicago and St. Louis wholesale
quotations for gross fish average about as follows:

Carp,

per

pound,

1%

cents;

buffalo,

3%

cents; crappie and cat, Io cents; black bass, 14
cents. This speaks pertinently as to the value
of our importations in this line from the River.
Rhine.
S. E. Worre tt,

canoe, in swift water and while the fish is in full
life and in constant motion, or even when drawn
near the shore, is about as difficult a piece of
work as is connected with the art.
A miss is

as mortifying to the gaffer as it is provoking to
the aneler.
But misses are common and often
fatal
In sch cases, if the
angler
has
any
“swear words” in his vocabulary, they are pretty
sure to be ventilated.
T had killed a gteat many salmon before I ventured to gaff one; and while I was about it I
wished T hadn’t undertaken the job. Such scooting and dodging, such dashing and flonping, such
striking and missing w2s never before seen in
salmon waters.
But I succeeded, thanks, not to
my own skill, but to the saintly patience and
marvellous manipulations of the Judge who had
hooked the fish.
While few guides are perfect in
i every phase of
service, one is seldom met with who cannot be
made useful.
If he is only willing the rest will
follow.
With a willing guide all things are possible, if his emnlover is endowed with the essential gifts of patience and good temper.
G. -D

I caucut this splendid fish, shown
companying engraving, Nov. to, 1801,
teen vears ago.
As it was then and
largest one of its species which any
record shows to have been captured in

River

Valley,

it

was

In spite of considerable

of the weather,
very

unkindness

the season thus

satisfactory

one,

on the part

far has been a

particularly

upon

the

Beaverkill, Upon that long-time celebrated stream
the fishing has been wonderfully good, much better, in fact, than for many years past.
Fresh

blood has been introduced by at least one or two
of the clubs, and the protection afforded to portions of the river not open to the public may have

benefited the whole stream.
I think myself that
the great measure of success enjoyed by anglers
has been due to the absence of. heavy rain and
the comparatively low state of the water, which

A Large Pike.

Mississippi

Sullivan County Trout.
BEAVERKILL, N. Y., May 12.—Last Tuesday
morning the hills were white with snow, good
thick ice formed during the night and the outlook
was dreary in the extreme.
At 2 o'clock the
wind backed to the southwest and the sun came
out bright and warm.
I seized my old Leonard
at once, and in half an hour was casting my flies
upon a good rift. By 5:30 I had sixteen ‘good
trout in my creel and was satisfied to reel itp and
return to my quarters in time for tea.

in the acnearly fifstill is the
authentic
the central

immediately

mounted and is still hanging in my office.
The little picture here given does not do the
fish justice, as the long exposure to the sunlight

is perfectly clear. I saw a dish of about 10
pounds of good trout taken by a well known
guide and fisherman of Fallsburg and the angler
who

was

with

him

in something

less than

two

days. The weather was so cold that worm was
used in killing a part of the fish. This man said
that his favorite flies for spring fishing were
Seth Green, Wickham’s
Fancy, Cahill, Royal
Coachman and one or two others. Nearly every
list contains the Cahill, and it is certainly a grand
fly. good

all through

the

season.:

Which

is the

better pattern, the dark or the light Cahill, is a
mooted point. Some of the best anglers I know
prefer

has bleached out much of its original beautiful
colors.
The back being a deep green gradually
shaded down the sides to a light green, then fading into a white belly, the upper portions containing many elongated silver colored spots and
short longitudinal stripes.
Besides it was miserably mounted in another
city by a reputed taxidermist who was good on
animals and birds, but evidently knew nothing
about fish. As will be noted, he stuffed out the
throat too much and nearly spoilt all the fins by
failing to overcast them with thread. which allowed them to split so badly in drying that I
thought best to trim off all their borders for the
photographer, Mr. W. E. Givan, of Hannibal, Mo.
Its length was thirty-eight inches cand weight
T4 pounds, and its stomach contained a tooth
herring thirteen inches long.
IT had much tronble but lots of sport in securing him, having failed twice, as he bit off my
heavy linen bass line like a piece of cotton twine.
But finally ITmade a large snell of a silver wire

wrapped,

silk

base,

guitar- string,

-

which

was

the

pale blue

dubbing

body,

others

the

darker fur for body.
If any of our amateur fly-trying friends are not
acquainted with the good qualities of muskrat
fur let them obtain a supply at once. It should
be easily got at any furriers.
Cut off the long,
stiff hairs and pull out the fine soft fur underneath. It is a delightful material to work with,
as it is very easily spun upon the waxed silk. It
is certainly far superior to the English water rat
fur which

was

sent

to me

some

years

ago

from

the other side of the big sea water. Mole’s fur is
very dark and as it is very short in fibre is diffi- cult to spin smoothly

and

evenly upon

the hook.

We must have it, however, for the American ©
grannom, which rises in great numbers upon
some of our mountain streams in June. We can
find wings of the correct color for this fly, but
the legs are the very mischief. I dressed six patterns of this fly upon one occasion and only in a
single fly did I get the legs just rioht for the fish.
I think I have an abundance of hackles of the

right color this year, but cannot be sure of this
until I test them practically over the critical eyes
of the trout; that is the court of last resort.

However.

we

are always privileged to bring the

case up for trial again where the natural insects
are numerous for nearly three weeks.
IT have been much disappointed thus far this

season

in the small

number

of flies seen

upon

—

May
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CAMP

the water.

I am

assured that many

later, but there should be more
fear that the terrible
floods
caused by the destruction of the
drouths during which the water

will appear

of them now.
I
of recent
years,
forests, and long
in the lower por-

tions of the streams became very warm, has
killed off many of the larva from which the flies
develop.
I wish to know more about. these flies
and am trying to induce some of my friends to

carry with them when on the stream a small bottle of alcohol, in which to preserve specimens of
the naturals which hatch out in great numbers, or
at which they see the trout rising.
If things are

no better than they are now

but few specimens

will be got, but

it is only

I trust

that

the cold

mae which have been keeping back the natural
ies.
I received

become

this week

quite

an artificial

celebrated

fly which

in England

under

has

the

name of Tup’s Indispensable.
The gentleman
who very kindly mailed it to me says that the
composition of the body is a secret known only
to one tackle maker, who, of course, does not

care to give it away.

It is a very plain little fly

but when held up to the light one can see the
shining semi-transparent effect produced by the

combinations of dubbing in its body.

The hackle

of this one is blue dun, but it may be honey
dun, that rarest of rare hackles in this country.
On Saturday afternoon, May 12, there was a
fair hatch of natural flies, the first I- have seen
this season.
It was a very small dark dun and
none of the many anglers on the stream had anything much like it. However, only the small trout

were taking it, the big fish probably considered it
beneath their notice. In the morning I had to go
to the village with mail, and knowing that there
was a good big pool and several rifts near it, |

ON

JUMPING

ISLAND,

KIPAWA

LAKE,

QUEBEC.

cept one, four out of five, fairly large fish, so I
came home to dinner perfectly satisfied.
This 1s

a great time of the year for anglers, they were
strung along the river vesterday as far as one
could see.
The hatch of naturals greatly encouraged me.
as I hope that I shall see all the spring insects

on the water within the next few weeks.

It adds

so much to one’s pleasure when the trout are rising at something one can try to imitate, even

when failures predominate.
A man will often
take more fish when very few flies are on the
water.
Then his flies are not contrasted with
the

perfect

bosom
have

little

of ihe
not

winged

stream

seen

one

ships,

with

sailing

on

sail

erect.

fairy

of the large

stone

flies.

the

I
The

weather or coldness of the water must have something to do with the scarcity of insects 1p to this

time on this river.

Fish

THEODORE

and

Motor

GORDON.

Boats.

Editor Forest and Stream:
The article in vour issue of March 31 from the
New Bern (N. C.) Journal on motor boats and

fishing, is on a line with my experience.

Several

river

was

simply

tramped up above the tail race of the mil].

very anxious

full

I was

to kill a few good fish for friends

who were coming up in the afternoon and at last
‘I succeeded.
They were not many, but all ex-

N. Y. Law.
28 we

printed

a note

from a correspondent inquiring as to the meaning of the section of the New York law which
reads as follows:
“No fishing through ice.—
Fish shall not be taken through the ice in the

waters of Lake Wanita, formerly known as Little
Lake, in the counties of Steuben and Schuyler,
nor.in waters inhabited by trout and lake trout
during the close season therefor.”
Our correspondent advised us that Mr. M. C. Worts, Acting Chief Protector, held the section to mean:
“Bish shall not be. taken in waters inhabited by
trout and lake trout during
the close
season

therefor,’ which would méan

except

the tri-weekly

freight and

passenger boats between Kingston and Ottawa,
and an occasional freight boat laden with Imber or farm products.
Nothing else in boats appeared to disturb the waters except a few canres
or St. Lawrence River boats, and the fishine for
small-month black bass was equaled hy few nlaces
on the continent.
Almost anv novice coud take
thirty er forty bass during a day thot would run

out in every direction,

and the fishing began

to

and

that waters inhabi-

trout and lake trout may legally be taken.
Mr. Worts stated that he had consulted the Attorney-General’s office on this point and that his
decision was based on the opinion given by that

craft

in weicht from 2 to 5 pounds each, but as a rule

The

58

of April

motor

the fishermen were not game hoes and thev retrned to the water all excent those badly hooked.
There were, of course. excentions to this rule.
Gradnallv the heantiful islands came into posceessjans af rich Americans and along with them
came the motor boats. which were running in and

rod.

issue

ted by trout

of:

my

Section
In. our

vears ago. when I first began to fish the Rideau
Lakes in Ontario, they were entirely free of all

chips and sawdust from a mill half a mile above.
and that pretty piece of water was ruined for the
time being.
Not a trout would rise until I

carried

fall off until it became too poor to spend time
with and we looked for other waters far from
civilization where we will probably be undisturbed for many years.
I am convinced that there are still great quantifies of bass in the Rideau but they are so much
disturbed by the motor boats during the summer
that they will not take the bait as formerly.
TOHICKON.

lake trout are

to all fishing, except

absolutely

closed

during those months

when

office. We explained to our correspondent that
our view did not coincide with that of Mr.
Worts; that, in our opinion, the caption of the
section, “no fishing through ice.”’ limited
prohibitions of the section;
which
has
solely with fishing through ice.

Application

to

the

Attorney-General’s

all the
to do

office

confirms our view, and that office writes us that
the opinion given to Mr. Worts was “in substance that fish could not legally be taken through

the ice in any. waters

of the State inhabited

by

trout or lake trout during the close season, except in the waters duly exempt by section 58.”
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Yachting

Fixtures

for

1906.

Members of Race Committees and Secretaries will confer a favor by sending notice of errors or omissions in
the following list, and also changes which may be made
in

the

future.

MAY.
19. San Francisco-Hawaii trans-Pacific yacht race.
19. Yale Corinthian, graduates’ cup.
19. Manhasset Bay, opening race, N. Y. Y. C. 30-footers.
23.wu Yale Corinthian, special cup.
24. Royal Canadian, 30ft. and 14ft. dinghy class.
25. Yale Corinthian, graduates’ cup.
26. Royal Canadian, 20ft. class.
26. Y. R. A., New Rochelle.
26. Brooklyn, Bermuda race, Lipton cup.
26. Quincy, club.
30. Metropolitan, open, Corinthian Union.
30. Interclub with South Boston.
30. Yale Corinthian, Memorial Day race.
30. Indian Harbor.
30. Y. R. A., Harlem, Bridgeport, Indian Harbor.
30..A. P. B. A., Manhasset Bay, open.
30. South Boston, Y. R. A., open, City Point.

PIXTOURESS

AND

PROTESTS:

WirH
the first break of spring into summer
and the opening of yacht clubs but two weeks
distant, a consideration of two vital questions is

in order,

Winter

theories and speculations have

given place to exact knowledge of all the boats,
steam, power or sail, that are being put overboard.

A catalogue of the new yachts will convince the
most skeptical of the scope and interest manifested in yacht racing and cruising.
The greatest interest, however, is just now centered in the
lists of fixtures that have appeared from time to
time, and some that have been long expected
have not yet put in an appearance in other than

tentative form.
Fixtures are next in importance
to the yachts themselves, and it would appear
that a space of seven months affords ample time
for matters of this kind to be attended to and

We were much gratified recently to learn of the
willingness of a prominent yachtsmen to under-

take a codification
rules, provided

sufficiently

of protests

data could

accurate

under

the racing

be collected

to warrant

in shape

the undertaking

of such a work.
We heartily approve this undertaking and offer such services as we may to bring

to one side of yachting and racing the dignity and
attention which are its due.

British Letter.
Tue

INTERNATIONAL

RATING

RuLE.—A

special

general meeting of the Yacht Racing Association adjourned from a few weeks back, was held

in London

on April 26 to consider the adoption

of the international

rating rule.

As

a result of

a ballot eighty-four members were in favor of
its adoption and three against.
The following
resolution was passed: ‘‘That the international
rule be brought

into force in British

may

to the

waters

present

classes

best

are

At the present time there is no code of precedents to which a regatta committee may turn in
the decision of a protest.
There are many cases

on record where

decisions have been made

in a

stupid manner and the consequences have been
very disagreeable.
In yacht racing there should
be such a system and such a support for that system that questions out of which a protest might
arise could be quickly and adequately dealt with.
All yachtsmen are not lawyers, and many of them
are therefore unfamiliar with the processes that

might be employed in order to reach a satisfactory conclusion,
Protests are decided somehow,
and the evidence and the decision based on it
find their way to the club’s records and
there.
At times they are not even recorded,

no

precedent

tee

in the

is established.

bliss

of ignorance

The

next

takes

end
and

commit-

hold

of its

work and finds the same pitfalls to waste its time
and try its patience.

yacht

is intended

for

canal

work,

so

that

her

draft is small.

Her dimensions are, length over

all, 76ft.;

waterline,

load

57ft;

beam,

extreme,

16ft. 8in.; draft, 7ft. oin. She is rigged ag a
pole-masted yawl, composite built, steel frames
and teak planking, and yellow pine decks. She
is fitted with a 75 B.H.P.

Napier-Yarrow

motor,

which is expected to drive her at about 8 knots.
Suzanne is the sort of vessel one would like
to see increase in numbers, for she gives promise

of being a fast boat under canvas, and handy
under power, besides which she is comfortable
and

handsome.

BE. He

Kei

Steam

Yacht

Galatea.

referred

Co., Cons.

to

is

that

they

are

at

classes—in fact. the only Y. R. A.
the others having died out—and
Y. R. A. rating rule was passed
seven years, and does not expire
1907, it was

thought

advisable

present

live

classes racing,
as the present
for a term of
until Dec. 31,

to protect vested

interests by giving the existing classes their full
term of years. An amendment was brought for-

The

yacht was

christened

Galatea

by

Miss Seabury, daughter of one of the partners of
the firm.

-

Galatea was built to the order of Mr, E. L.
Ford, of Detroit, who will cruise during the summer

along the coast, and in the fall will take the

there are no boats in either class, this was
negatived by a large majority.
Rating rules have always been an endless

yacht to the lakes, Galatea is a fine example of
a type of yacht that has been found best adapted
to the requirements of American waters.
The
Seabury Company has earned an enviable reputation for the speed, comfort and beauty of its
steam yachts, and in Galatea we find the eulmina-

source

tion of their long and successful

ward

to except the 42ft. and 36ft. classes, but as

of controversy

in this country,

and

the

and some indifferent—but the real proof will not
come until the rule is law and boats are actually
built under it. Then we shall get the ideas of
our leading designers, who will have had a

year in which

to study it in all its phases; we

shall soon see then whether there is much virtue
in it, or not.
So far as one can jtdge at present

the rule does not seem to favor beam sufficiently; the draft also appears to be rather limited,
and as the boats will be subjected to scantling
and

therefore

unable

to

carry

so

much ballast, owing to increased weight of hull,

thankless.

looking yacht for Mr. F. M. Singer, of about
70. tons. She was designed by Mr. J. M. Soper
and built to class 20 years A-1 at Lloyds. The

WE publish this week the plans of a steel steam
yacht which was launched on Saturday last from
the yard of her designers and builders, the Gas
Engine & Power Co. and Charles L. Seabury &

restrictions,

at

hands,

sale.
A UseruLt AuxiLiAry Motor YAacut.—Messrs.
Hansen
& Co., of the Minerva
Yard, East
Cowes, launched last month a fine, wholesqme

of 52ft.,

gatta

services

changed

of negotiations for her

24ft. and 18ft., which will be included on Jan.
I, 1908, unless the owners in any of those classes
request to be included at an earlier date.”
The reason for excepting the three classes

new international rule is no exception.
It has
already been praised. condemned and flattered;
designers of yachts have appeared—some good

whose

to have

in spite of.many rumors

Jan. 1, 1907, excepting for the new classes which
corresnond

not seem

>

on

fixed.
Yachting—though made to comply with
the many requirements of the individual owner—
should, in the matter of dates, be suitably arranged.
A fixed programme would insure more
entries than at present, when important events
are allowed to occur at different places on the
same day. The remedy for the present confusion
lies in a fixed schedule determined well in advance.
This would save efforts more strenuous
than wise and remove a heavy handicap upon re-

committees

and she does

<

eS

ty)

19, 1906.

it is only reasonable

to suppose

that they will

not be overdone in the matter of stability. In
consequence fhe sail area will be small and the
boats. slow in light winds.
Of course this is
more or less conjecture, the rule may be capable
of better results, but. so far as one can judge, it

is not going to produce as roomy a boat in the
36ft. class as could have been desired.
KARIAD.—This

cutter

did not go to Sandbank

to fit out, as I stated in my last letter, but sailed
for Gosport, where she arrived some time back.
Campor and Nicholson have got her well in
hand, and are making great improvements to her
internal accommodations.
Kariad will have one
season during which she ought to have matters
pretty well all her own way.
What will happen

to her next year, when the new rule comes in,
it is difficult to conjecture.
Sir James Pender
will be left with a white elephant on his hands
if she is shut out from further racing, unless
she

finds

a foreign

purchaser,

or

unless

some

compromise is made whereby she can go on
racing by allowing an extra time penalty. The
only boat that could have held her in check on
the present Y. R. A. time allowance is Bona,

experience.

The outboard profile shows a well balanced and
graceful

boat

with

plenty

of sheer

and little top

hamper. On the main deck are located two houses
of mahogany, the forward one to serve as a dining saloon in connection with which is a pantry,
directly over the galley situated on the deck below.
Over the dining saloon is located an observation bridge, at the after end of which, some~ what above, will be placed the steering platform.

The after house is the deck saloon and music
room and is also the entrance to the owner’s
quarters on the lower deck. The owner’s quarters consist of commodious and well arranged
cabins for the accommodation of twelve persons.

The plumbing is by Mott and is of the best. The
finish below will be in birdseye maple, mahogany
and

white

enamel,

with

suitable

hangings

to

match.
On the lower deck forward is located
the crew’s space, the captain and engineer’s
cabins and a large galley.
The engine installation consists of a 600 horsepower Seabury triple-expansion engine and a
Seabury safety water-tube boiler, and this plant
is expected to drive the yacht at a speed of 16
miles per hour, The location of boiler and engine are reversed from the positions generally assigned to them in this type of boat. With the
accommodations for the owner aft there is always the noise from the engine when running at
night that is very disagreeable; but with the present arrangement a thwartship bunker is fitted
which will effectively prevent the radiation of
heat and minimize the noise.
Galatea

is fitted with two spars as signal masts

only, and an equipment of four boats,
windlass is fitted to handle the anchors.
are steam heat, electric lights, telegraphs
appliances for the safety and comfort
for the satisfactory performance of such
Through the courtesy of her builders we

a steam
There
and all
required
a vessel.
are able

May
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Designed

to publish the plans and

Ce)

following

STEAM YACHT GALATEA——MR.
E. L. FORD, OF. DETROIT.
and built by the Gas Engine & Power Co. & Chas. L. Seabury & Co., Con.

YACHTING NEWS

dimensions:

a ss A
err
14oft. oin.
VU IILITNCWER Mesias sabe doe was cies ors.sos118ft. oin.

IEGHORGUEGL 4 « coancieen yROC eae eee ae ae
17ft. oin,
IDSOERE SS woo te Ree
eee
Gitaoit
iSgevcinorkeal, Sepayiehdll Are ce oom
roft. 6in.
ATA
USIGh DS eeweucuencupeee
Arcee saneane 6ft. gin.

EE tates stae « 7ft. 6in.
Engines, 600 horsepower, 8'4x14x23x12 stroke;
boilers, Seabury patent
water-tube;
speed,
16
miles; coal capacity, 32 tons; water tank capacity,
2,600 gallons.
Boats

FoR

THE

Sounp.—Messrs.

H.

A.

Jack-

son and C. S. King have recently brought around
the Cape the 25-footer Bab of the Buzzard’s Bay
class.
She will now hail from Manhasset Bay
and race in the handicap class.
Rube, which’ has

been sold to Mr. C. S. Granberry by Mr. H. L.
Bowden, is a Massachusetts Bay 22-footer_and
will also be raced in the handicap class.
Rube

was

designed

Graves, of
remarkable

by Crowninshield

Marblehead,
boat Tyro,

and

built

by

and was second to
which
carried
off

the
the

NOTES.

MINEOLA NoT TO RAceE.—Mineola, Mr. W. Ross
Proctor, New York Y. C., will not be put in commission this season.
There have been numerous
reports about that she would be in the racing,

and it is to be regretted that she will not be put
afloat,

eee

Roust

MemoriAL

wanhaka

Cup.—A

Corinthian

Y.

meeting of the Sea-

C.

was

held

at

Del-

monico’s on May 8&, Commodore E. C. Benedict
presided.
The Board of Trustees
referred
at
some length to the loss to the club in former
Commodore Rouse, resolutions had been offered
and they were unanimously passed.
In remembrance of -the services of the late Commodore

Rouse

it was

Henry

Clark Rouse

given

decided

to

institute

Memorial

by the members.

the cup and conditions
hands of the trustees.

The
were

a perpetual

Cup out of a fund

details

relating to

left entirely

in the

RRR
SEAWANHAKA Cruise.—A
decision has been
reached whereby the fleets of the Atlantic Y. C.
and the Corinthian Y. C., of Philadelphia, will

class and race to Block Island.

join in a cruise to the eastward.

rendezvous

at Oyster

Bay

RR
GRAVESEND

Bay

and

the

three

clubs

So far no defi-

Ee

Boat.—The

boat

designed

by

Mr, C. D. Mower and now completed at Lawley’s
—reported earlier in the season as being for a
Boston yachtsman who would race her in Gravesend Bay—has at last been placed.
It was an-

nounced a few days ago at the Bensonhurst Y. C.
that the boat was for Commodore Childs, who
raced More Trouble last year. More Trouble is
to be raced by the commodore’s son, Mr. Richard S. Childs, and will enter under the Bensonhurst Y. C. flag. The new boat is an improvement on More Trouble, and when seen planked

at Lawley’s some time ago she had the real look
of the racer.
all, 37ft. 8in.,

Her
load

dimensions are, length, over
waterline 25ft. 6in., breadth

Sft., and draft 5ft.. 1oin.

She is expected to ar-

within

a few days and will be

rive from Boston
known as Joy.

championship last year. Mr. Granberry has disposed of his yacht Firefly to Mr. M. B. Pender.
of the New York A. C. Mr. Pender will carry
out the boat’s engagement to enter the handicap

nite arrangements have been arrived at, but there
is no doubt that the project will be consummated.
The Seawanhaka Y. C. house at Oyster Bay will
be opened for the season on May 30.

RRe

AuxiIttary YACHT Cone LAUNCHED.—On May
8 from the yards of Robert Palmer & Sons Co.,
at Noank, the auxiliary schooner yacht Cone was

launched.

She was designed and built by Messrs.

800

[May

Palmer for Mr. E. B.
dimensions are, length
1o6ft., breadth 26ft. and
the yacht will be ready
be in charge of Capt.

Dane, of Boston.
Cone’s
over all 135ft., waterline
draft r4ft. It is expected
early in June.
She is to
W. M. Mundy, of Lynn,

Mass.
nee,
SONDERKLASSE Boats.—Writing
from
Bilboa,
Spain, the correspondent of our French contemporary, Le Yacht, states that a Sonderklasse boat
has recently been completed
for His ‘Majesty
King Alphonso XIII.
This boat is to be known
as Mouriscot. A second boat is being constructed
at the Nerviou yards to the order of the Real
Sporting Club, and will be named Santiago, in
honor of the late president of the club, Don San{iago Martinez, of Las Rivas.
Both boats will
fly the pennant of the Real Sporting Club and
will be shipped to Kiel on the deck of a warship.
ReRer
A. P. B. A. Crurtsr JuLty 14.—Owing to conflict the following dates have been rearranged as
follows:
The cruise will be open to all boats,
owned by members of any club enrolled in. the
American
Power
Boat Association.
The fleet
will rendezvous at Manhasset Bay Y. C., Port

Adolph Schwarzman has sold through the agency
of Messrs. Cox and Stevens the steam yacht Tur-

109, 1906.

DAN KIDNEY @ SON, West De Pere, Wis

bese to Mr. S. Montgomery Roosevelt, New York
Y. C. Turbese in 1902 was rebuilt at Greenport
and is of the following dimensions:
Length, over
all, 140ft.; waterline, 121ft.; breadth, 17ft.; draft,
7ft. 3in. The name will be changed to Onondaga.
Mr. Roosevelt will use the boat as a ferry between his home on the Hudson and New York.
RRR
HousesoAt LAUNCHED.-—On May 7 there was
launched from the yard of Mr. W. P. Kirk, of
Tom’s River, N. J., a shallow-draft houseboat, to
be known as Togo.
This boat was designed by
Messrs. Cox and Stevens for Mr. S. P. Lippincott, of Philadelphia.
The dimensions of Togo
are, length over all 65ft., breadth 17ft. and draft
2ft. The motive power is to consist of a 25 horse-

power

Standard motor.

published

in Forest

Builders
Gasoline

of fine Pleasure and Hunting Boats,
Canoes,
Launches, Small Sail Boats. Send for Catalogue.

KNOCK

DOWN

Launches, row and
sail boats.
Canoes and Hunting

Of

BOATS

all Descriptions.

gy

boats.

Send for Catalogue.

The plans of Togo were

AND

STREAM

of Feb, 17, 1906.

RRR
Tue Limrtep.—The steam yacht The Limited,
of which we published a description in our issue
of May 5, was designed by Mr. Henry J. Gielow

and built by the Gas

Engine

& Power

Co. and

OLD TOWN
15 and

16 ft.

CANOES

°25.-

Paddles,

$].—

Each

H. H. KIFFE CO., 523 Broadway, New York
Naval

Archictects

ARTHUR

and

BINNEY,

(Formerly Stewart
THE

LIMITED

Washington, L. I., on the afternoon of Friday,
July 13.
Captains, upon arriving at the rendezvous, are requested to report to the committee.
The fleet will be prepared to get under way at
2 P. M., July 14, upon signal from the committee
boat.
The daily runs will be:
July 14, to Norwalk Y. C.; July 15, to Thimble Islands; July 16,
to New London, Conn.; July 17, to Newport;
July to. to Block Island; July 20, to Shelter
Island.
Shelter Island, July 21, at sunset, upon
the lowering of the committee flag, the cruise
will officially end.
Entries may be made to the
chairman of the committee, and in order that tHe*
necessary arrangements can be perfected it is desired that entries be made not later than July 11.
Captains are requested to fly the American Power
Boat Association’s flag, which is a rectangular
blue Aag with a white propeller in the center,
around which are the letters A. P. B. A. Details
of the daily runs and entertainment of the fleet
will be.issued at the rendezvous.
C. W. Lee, 49
Wall street: F. A. Hill, Norwalk, Conn.; J. H.
McIntosh, chairman, 32 Broadway, ’Phone 48864887 Broad, Committee.
RREe
ANEMONE AT SAN DiEco.—The auxiliary yacht
Anemone, Mr. Charles L. Tutt, New York Y. C.,
arrived last Tuesday at San Diego, Cal., 145 days
out from New York.
The trip as reported by
Captain Lindeberg was very rough with continuous bad weather. Anemone lost her main topmast
and gaff.
The yacht is entered for the ocean
yacht race from San Francisco to Hawaii,
Anemone was brought out from England for the late
John Murray Mitchell, New York Y. C., and
was used by him but one season, having been
laid up for three years until last winter.
Anemone was built by Camper & Nicholson, Gosport,
England.
.-She is i12ft. over all, o1ft. on the
waterline, 19ft. 8in. breadth, 12ft. sin. deep and
Irft. roin, draft.
She is fitted with a quadruple
expansion engine, 10%in. and I4in. in diameter
and stroke of 8%in.
Her Scotch boiler has a
working pressure of 175 lbs.

RRR
TURBESE

CHANGES

HaAnps.—The

estate

of

ON

Naval

TRIAL.

are

worn

down

better

speed

is looked’

for.
‘The Limited is owned by Mr. Albert C.
Bostwick and will be used as a fast ferry between his country place and New York.

RR eR
MANHASSET
Bay ENTRIES FoR May
19.—The
following boats are entered for the first race of
the season at Manhasset Bay Y. C.: Adelaide,
Adee Brothers;
Altair,
Cord
Meyer;
Alera,
Messrs. Alker; Banzai,
Clifford
M.
Mallory;
Dahinda, W. Butler Duncan, Jr., and Phryne, C.
W. Wetmore.
‘The prizes for this race are offered by Mr. Clarkson Cowl, of the Manhasset
Bawa
RRR
Suge, JIGSTEP AND CRESCENT.—During the past
week the two 30-footers that have been built by
the Milton Point ship yard from designs by Mr.
Henry J. Gielow have been launched and were
to be tried out on Sunday. Sue is for Mr. E. F.
Luckenbach, of the Atlantic Y. C., and Crescent
for Mr. John B. O’Donohue,.
The third boat has
been launched from the Downs yard
at Bay
Shore, is called Jigstep, and is owned by Mr. F.
J. Havens. Much interest centers in these new
boats and there js a hope that thev will wrest the
honors from the New York Y. C. thirties.
Sue
is a small edition of the bronze sloop Effort that

Mr. Gielow

has designed

for Mr.

F. M.

Smith,

while Crescent is of a heavier displacement. Crescent and Jigstep are sister, boats.
It is expected
they will be in the hands of their owners for tun-

ing up in a few days.
RRR
LAuNcH FoR WILLIAM C.

& BInNneEy.)

and

Yacht

Broker,

55ft., breadth

BURGESS @ PACKARD,
Naval Architects and Engineers.
Yacht Builders,
131 State St., BOSTON,
Marblehead

Office and Works:

MASS.

Tel. 4870 Main.

Nashua

St., Marblehead, Mass.

800-Ton Railway.
Modern Building Shops.
Two new
Storage Sheds. 10-Ton Steam Shearlegs, 21 feet of water
off our railway. Large Storage Capacity. Ship Chandlery
and Machine Shop.
Repair Work of all kinds quickly
handled.

HOLLIS
Yacht
kinds.

BURGESS,

Broker.
General
Marine Agent.
Insurance of all
Agent for the purchase and sale of Gasoline Engines.

Main Office, 10 Tremont St. Tel.1905-1 Main.

Branch Office, 131 State St. Tel. 4870 Main. BOSTON, Mass,

LORILLARD & WALKER,
Yacht Brokers,
We call attention to our
vertisement

illustrated

(in this issue)

of some

able yachts offered for sale.
Telephone 6950 Broad.
C. SHERMAN

NAVAL

@

H. Crark.

AND

YACHT BROKERAGE.
17

Battery

Place,

NORMAN
15 Exchange

New

L.

York.

11ft. 2in., and

.
‘

SKENE,

The Skene Sectional Boat.
Triple Screw System.

Street,

SMALL

-

Boston,

Mass.

BROS.

ARCHITECTS.

YACHT

Fast cruisers and racing boats a specialty.

ReEpFIELD.—At

;

ENGINEERS,

High Speed Werk:a Specialty.

The Skene Chock.
The Skene

NAVAL

Montcomery

CLARK,

ARCHITECTS

ad-

York City.

Hoyt.

HOYT

page

of the desir-

41 Wall St., New

No. 112 Water Street, BOSTON,

BROKERAGE.

MASS.
Tel. 3556-2 Main.

the

yard of Ralph Derr, lessee Marine Construction
Company, Mariners’ Harbor, there is in process
of construction a launch for Mr. William C. Redfield, of New York,
The launch was designed
by Messrs. Swasey, Raymond.and Page, of Boston.
The dimensions
are, over all, 58ft. gin,

waterline

Architect

Mason Building, Kilby Street, BOSTON, MASS.
Cable Address, ‘‘ Designer,’’ Boston.

Charles L, Seabury & Co., Cons.
Last week The
Limited had a trial that was very satisfactory.
The speed attained was 19% miles, and after the

bearings

Brokers.

draft 3ft.

MEN

I HAVE

FISHED

WITH.

By Fred Mather.
A handsome volume, printed on laid
paper, bound in green and gold, and illustrated with a
new portrait of Mr. Mather, and with portraits of the
“men” of whom
he writes so delightfully.
272 pages.
Postpaid, $2.
:
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FOREea

The

Following

Are

No. 322.—Flush
deck,
92-foot
waterline
wooden
steam yacht; built 1895; dining saloon on deck; steers

<4

4

—

é

from

bridge;

accommodations
a

large

saloon,

bath,

knots.

built

we

Desirable

aS

beloww

aft;
at

3 staterooms,
2

lights;

cruises

12

REAM.

Yachts

No. 366.—Steam yacht, 81-foot waterline;
wood, 1900; modern in every particular; flush

~S

electric

2 toilets,

deck

houses;

»

/

{

i

electric

Jets; cruises 10 knots.

lighted;

801

Offered

built of
deck; 2

No. 503.—Fast
1903;

fully

type steam

equipped;

12% knots;

yacht, 93-foot waterline;

lighted

;

by

acetylene

gas;

No.

1010.—Trunk

line; average

speed

ee

;

economical

in operation;

in Al

condi-

rebuilt

in 1903. :

No. 196.—High speed steel steam yacht, 81-foot
waterline; built by Lawley, 1901. Has been kept in best

new

emeargeeteae es

SSeS

ete
No.
composite

2 toi-

Will chee’

Po

No.
waterline;

at LEE

ek

2384.—English built 60-foot waterline cutter;
construction; owner’s stateroom, ladies’ cabin,

berth

yacht,

ne

i

overhauled

anil

i

i

: .

hig

el elicnhpaySarat

with oe

92-foot water-

thoroughly

’

oe

r

No, 531.—High
foot

waterline,
.

1905;

2 large

te

:

:

178Pe feet

,

Eres
i

ree
overear
all; pene
built 1902;
new boilers

ae

2 staterooms,

saloon,

deck

houses;

2 baths,

fect order throughout.

No. 72.—Gasolene cabin launch, 55 feet over all;
1903; equipped with ‘Twentieth Century motor, 30

v ——

'

|

bath,

:
x
tech year;
tance
each

rer cre
Fy

EE

3 toilets;

is in

pera

zi

No, 2021.—Modern steel auxiliary schooner, 90-foot
waterline; electric lights; 4 staterooms, 2 of which are

a

ee

at heen

large
saloon,
:
_ ing.

steam

Accommodations,

bath; fully equipped.

Sale

.

3 staterooms,

a

rs

tion.

Seas

cabin

12 miles;

For

No. 118.—Wooden, flush deck
st
waterline; built 1895; thoroughly overhauled
pruadita

charter.

2

speed

Some

A

.

EE aan

a

AN DsAST

eee

Average

age batteries.
foot

speed

10 miles;

electric

lights

Is now in perfect condition.

and

stor-

No. 8322.—Flush
deck auxiliary
keel schooner; 68;
1
Cpa
>
f
waterline;
built of wood; Standard
motor; 4 large

ae

in steerage; fully equipped

for cruis-

3349.—Lawley built
auxiliary
yawl,
Standard engine; speed 7 knots; one

51-foot
double

staterooms and5 saloon;
fitted and furnished.

built

bath, , 2 toilets;

fully

No. 3238.—C. B. cruising sloop, 41-foot
1896; self-bailing
cockpit; large cabin;

|

equipped »
waterline;
full head

very

large;

2 baths

and

a splendid

saloon.

One

yawl,

2054.—
t
waterline
auxili
No, 2054.—Shoal draft 35-foot
jets ane.
built 1901; reliable motor; 2 staterooms, toilet;
6ft,

most modern and up-to-date auxiliary yachts afloat,

.
ne
3in.
head room,
Sails in
complete invc~tory.

over

+4
god

ve
condition;

i

2 boats;

of the

i

very

No. 2535.—Cruising sloop, 23-foot waterline; 29 feet
all; self-bailing cockpit; complete set of spars; sailg

oa

ee

SS

eee

3349
=
i a

|

s

crip

and two single staterooms, bath and saloon; very handaap furnished and in excellent order.
Carries motor
aunch,

ao

“ie

=

room; toilet; 2 boats; complete inventory;
and in good condition.
Price low.

By LORILLARD

@

WALKER,
Telephone

6950

staunch,

41 Wall
Broad

able

new 1904, : and
fully equipped

Street,

=
=

=n

No. a 53 5

TACHY BRORERS
W-2S

LORILLARO

—=

&

&‘
=

:

WALKER,

Ae

.

re

in good condition;
for cruising.
Price

New

York

>

an able sea
reasonable.

boat

and

FOREST

802
sin.

each

of 18 horsepower,

of 12 miles is expected.
by her owner

in New

and

York

and Maine

FE.

Commodore

Irolita,

a speed
waters.

construc-

The

of 14ft.

line 5oft., with a breadth

tion is composite, steel framing and wood planking, and though Irolita was designed for a racing boat she is of such dimensions and construction as to have very comfortable accommoda-

decks.

nue
entering the
IN Corttston.—While
Nauma
harbor of Venice the steam yacht Nahma, Mrs.
Goelet,

Robert

Affondatore,

collided

with

the Italian

warship

sustained included the

The damage

loss of one boat and davits and a gangway ladMrs. Goelet compromised to pay the damder.
ages upon threat of being sued by the naval au-

thorities,

Reem
LAUNCHED.—On
Eciipse

ScHooner

yard

Bishop

the

from

at Gloucester,

May

Io,

Mass.,

the

new schooner for Mr. L. J. Callanan, of New
Eclipse was designed by
York, was launched.
Boston,

of

McManus,

Mr.

who

very

been

has

She

in the design of fishing vessels.

successful

will be entered in all the runs of the New York
Y. C. Her dimensions are, length over all 85ft.,

load waterline 62ft., breadth 2oft. and draft 12ft.
RReR
New

York

Y. C. Frxtures.—Thursday,

Model Committee
Cove; open only to
Thursday, June
No. 10, Glen Cove;

June 7,

prize, station No. 10, Glen
New York Y. C. thirties.
14, the Spring Cups, station
open to all enrolled yachts.

Thursday, June 21, fifty-ninth annual regatta,
station No. 10, Glen Cove; open to all enrolled
yachts.

Monday,

June 25, House

tion No, to, Glen Cove;

Committee

Cup, sta-

open only to New

Y. Ge thirttes:
Saturday, July 7, the Glen Cove

York

Cups, station

No. 10, Glen Cove; open to all enrolled yachts
and to vachts too small for enrollment owned by
members or sons of members.

Thursday, Aug. 2, rendezvous of the New York
Y. C. squadron at Glen Cove for the annual

cruise,

Friday, Aug. 3, first squadron
to Morris Cove.
Saturday,

Aug. 4, second

Cove to New

run, Glen Cove

squadron

run, Morris

London.

Monday, Aug. 6, third squadron run, New
don to Newport.

Lon-

Tuesday, Aug. 7, races for the Astor Cups off

Newport.

Wednesday,

Aug. 8, race

off Newport.
Thursday, Aug.

port to Vineyard
Saturday,
yard Haven

9, fourth

for the King’s

Cup

squadron

run,

New-

squardron

run,

Vine-

Haven.

Aug. 11, fifth
to Newport.

Thursday, Sept. 6, the Autumn Cups, station
No. 10, Glen Cove; open to all enrolled yachts.
The

Regatta

Committee

is composed

Oliver E. Cromwell, Mr. H. DeB.
Mr. Ernest E. Lorillard.
RRR

of

Mr.

Parsons

and

Not too Fast.—There are three good sailors
on Massachusetts Bay to one on Long Island
Sound in inverse ratio to the number of boats

in

the

two

waters.

It will take

handling to get a chance to race
boat
in the German-American

York
Mr.

mighty

good

a Sonderklasse
regattas.—New

Times.
Dancte—I

neighbor

had

a

heard that our old friend and
very

July 25.—Consolidated
ticut tournament.

impressive

funeral.

Mrs.

Mangle—It was so fine it was really an imposition of the respect people had for him. And the
minister preached such a beautiful paregoric over
the diseased.—Baltimore American.

19, 1906.

Club Association of Connec-

Gun

A.A.
G.C.
J.—Palisade
N.
26—Edgewater,
:
Schoverling, Sec’y.
powannual
W. Va.—Indian
Aug. 7-10.—Parkersburg,
wow and tournament; added money, $1,000. Address
Mallory Brothers.
:
July

If you want your shoot to be announced
send a notice like the following:

Clark,

Walter

Philadelphia Corinthian Y. C., was launched at
The riggers were
the shops of the Herreshoffs.
at once put to work rigging and it is expected
Irothat a trial spin will be taken this week.
lita’s dimensions are, length over all 86ft., water-

tions below

[May

The boat will be used

Rue
IroLITA LAUNCHED.—On Saturday, May 12, the
sloop

STREAM.

Trapshooting.

The motive power will consist of two Stand-

ard engines

AND

here

Fixtures.
May

22.—Hartford,

Conn.—Consolidated

Gun

Club

As-

operates
Dr. D. C. Y. Moore, Sec’y, South Manchester.
May 22-23.—New
Bedford, Mass.—Paskamansett
G. C.
E. G. Bullard, Sec’y.
May 23-24—Dallas
(Tex.)
G. C. tournament.
Be A:
Moseley, Mgr., 264 Elm street.
May 23-25.—Bloomington,
I1l.—Illinois State shoot.

May

24-25.—Wilson,

C.—North

Carolina

8-10.—Hamilton,

Aug.

Trapshoot-

ers’ Association, Sec’y
24.—Edgewater, N. J.—Palisade G. C.’
24-25.—Owensboro,
Ky.—Kentucky
Trapshooters’
League fourth annual target tournament, under auspices of Davies County G. C. James Lewis, Sec’y,
Owensboro, Ky.; F. Pragoff, Sec’y Ky. T. S915,
May 24-25.—Montreal, Can.—Canadian Indians’ first annual
tournament.
Thomas A. Duff, High Scribe.
er 24-25,—Ebensburg (Pa.) G. C. W. R. Thompson,
ec’y.
May 24-26.—Spokane, Wash.—Washington
State Sportsmen’s Association tournament.
G. C. Beck, Mgr.
May
“5.—Morgantown,
W.
Va.—Monongahela
Valley
Sportsman’s
League of West Virginia, under the
auspices of the Recreation R. and G. C. Elmer F.
Jacobs, Sec’y.
May 29-30.—Pittsfield, Mass.—Oak Hill G. C. J. Ransehousen, Sec’y.
May 29-30.—Rochester G. C.
:
May 29-30.—Grand Rapids, Mich.—Michigan State Trapshooters’ League shoot, under auspices of Consolidated Sportsmen’s Association.
May 30.—Mechanicsville (N.Y.) Game_ Protective Association second annual tournament.
G. Singerland, Sec’y.
May 30.—Ossining (N. Y.) G. C. merchandise
shoot.
C. G. Blandford, Capt.
May 30.—Edgewater, N. J.—Palisade G. C.
May: 30.—Englewood,
N. J.—Pleasure G. C. Decoration
Day shoot.
C. J. Westervelt, Sec’y.
May _30.—McKeesport, Pa.—Enterprise G. C. tournament.
eo. W. Mains, Sec’y.
May 30.—Lawrence, Mass., G. C., third annual Memorial
Day tournament.
R. B. Parkhurst, Sec’y.
May 30.—Utica, N. Y.—O.
C. S. A. G. C. Decoration
May
May

ay
30.—Newport,
R. I.—Aquidneck G. C. tournament.
Chas. M. Hughes, Sec’y, 8 Ayrault St.
May 30-31.—Monte Ne, Ark., target tournament.
June 1-3.—St. Louis, Mo.—Rawlins semi-annual tournament No. 3. A. D. Mermod, Mgr.
June 2.—Lowell,
(Mass.) Rod and G. C. prize shoot.
E. J. Burns, Sec’y.
June 5.—Fairmont, W. Va.—Monongahela Valley Sportsman’s League of West Virginia, under auspices of
Fairmont G. C. Ed H. Taylor, Sec’y.
June 5-7.—Lincoln, Neb.—Nebraska
State
Sportsman’s
Association’s thirtieth annual tournament.
Geo. L
Carter, Pres.
June 5-7.—Newark, N. J.—New Jersey State Sportsmen’s
Association tournament.
W. R. Hobart, Sec’y.
June 5-8.—Dayton, O.—Ohio Trapshooters’
League twentieth annual tournament.
Added money $600.
C. C.
Rayburn, Pres.
June 7.—Ol!ney, Ill.—Hustlers’ G.C. D. P. Moore, Chmn.
June 8.—Catskill
(N. Y.) G. C.
Spring
tournament.
Seth T. Ccle, Sec’y.
June 8-9.—Wahoo,
Neb., G. C., Spring shoot.
C. R.
Goucher, Sec’y.
oe 12.—Bergen Beach '(L. I.) G. C.
H. W. Dreyer,
ec’y.
June 12-14—Fairmont, W. Va.—Tenth annual tournament
of the West Virginia State Sportsmen’s Association,
under the auspices of Fairmont
Gun Club; _ $1,000
added to purses.
E. H. Taylor, Mgr.; Ed. O. Bower,
Sec’y-Treas.
June 12-15.—Warm Springs (Ga.) G, C. tournament.
June 12-15.—Baltimore,
Md.—Maryland
County
shoot.
J. Mowell Hawkins, Mgr., 1630 John St., Baltimore.
June 12-16.—Buffalo, N. Y.—New York State Sportsman’s
Association (C. G. Blandford, Sec’y, Ossining) fortyeighth annual tournament, under the auspices of the
Infallible Gun Club.
Dr. E. J. McLeod, Sec’y.
June 13-14.—Wellington.—Boston
(Mass.) G. C. annual
invitation team match.
H. C. Kirkwood, Sec’y, 23
Elm St., Boston.
June 13-14.—Fargo, N. D.—North Dakota
State Sportsmen’s
Association’s
twelfth
annual
tournament.
Robbins & Bailey, Mers.
June 19-22.—Indianapolis, Ind.—The Interstate Association’s Grand American Handicap target tournament;
$1,000 added money.
Elmer E. Shaner, Sec’y-Mer.,
Pittsburg, Pa.
June 21.—Plainfield (N. J.) G. C. silver shoot.
H. P.
Vosseler, Sec’y.
June 26-27.—Bradford (Pa.) G. C. tournament; $500 added.
Joseph Le Compte, Sec’y.
June 28.—Edgewater, N. J.—Palisade G. CG
July 2, Dominion Day.—Sherbrooke, P. Q., annual tournament.
C. H. Foss, Sec’y.
July 2-3.—Stratford, Ont.—Pastime G. C. tournament.
A.

of Canada

Ont.—Dominion

es

F
shooting Association’s sixth annual tournament.
_
P. Thompson, Sec’y-Treas.
Aug. 13-17.—Kansas City, Mo.—Missouri_ State Game and
Fish Protective Association twenty-ninth annual touray
R. S. Elliott, Sec’y.
nament.
Aug. 21-23—Denver, Colo.—The Interstate Association’s
Western Handicap tournament, under the auspices

$3,000 added money.

of the Denver Trap Club;
E. Shaner,

Sept.

7-9.—San

Sec’y-Mgr.,

Francisco,

Pittsburg,

Pas

Cal.—The

Elmer

Interstate Asso-

ciation’s Pacific Coast Handicap tournament, under
Trapshooting
of the San Francisco
the auspices
E. Shaner,
Elmer
Association; $1,000 added money.
:
'
Pa.
Sec’y-Mer, Pittsburg,
Sept. 11-12—Scammon, Kans.—The Missouri and Kansas
Dia.
tournament.
of Trapshooters’
League
:
Clapp, Sec’y, Moberly, Mo.
Dr.
Connecticut.
of
Sept. 13.—Consolidated Gun Club
D. C. Y. Moore, Sec’y, South Manchester.
Fred
tournament.
fall
C.
Sept. 13-14.—Columbus (O.) G.
Shattuck, Sec’y.

DRIVERS AND

TWISTERS.

We are informed by Mr. J. J. Bradfield, of Vicksburg, Miss., that the Caddo Gun Club, of Shreveport,
cash
La., will hold a tournament on July 3-5 with $500 in
and $500 in prizes added.
Secretary-Manager Elmer E. Shaner writes us that the
programme of the Seventh Grand American Handicap
19.
Target Tournament will be in the mails on May
The main features of the programme will be found quite
fully set forth elsewhere in our trap columns.
td
trapHave you figured up your average skill as a
shooter, so that if you contemplate G. A. H. competition
you may state it in figures as required by the Interstate
Extreme modesty, if it results in underAssociation?
statement of average, is rewarded with the limit distance.
x
conSecretary E. J. Loughlin states that “owing to
flicting dates, the target tournament of the Riverside
for
Gun Club, of Utica, N. Y., which was scheduled
the
Memorial Day, has been postponed to July 4, when
and
day will be celebrated with an all-day sweepstake
merchandise shoot.”
R

At Indianapolis, Ind., May 12, in the contest for the
English Hotel cup, Michaelis defaulted, thus leaving the
chalcup with the challenger, Mr. Hirschy, who was
Hirschy won by a score of 87
lenged by Mr. Sayles.
to Sayles’ 83. Dr. O. F. Britton challenged the winner,
and the date of the contest is May 19.
The inter-collegiate 5-man team shoot held at New
was
Haven, on May 12, on the Yale Gun Club grounds,
won by Yale with a total of 312. The individual score:
Thompson 40, Alden 42, Pugsley 43, King 45
were:
The other contestants were Pennsylvania
Morrison 42.
of Princeton
Mann,
Capt.
and Harvard.
Princeton
scored 47, which was high and also an excellent per
formance.

Rx

of the Enterpris«
annual tournament
eleventh
The
Gun Club, McKeesport, Pa. May 30, is provided wit!
a programme of ten events, a total of 180 targets, $18.6!
Event 5 is the five-man team race, ¢
total entrance.
Even
merchandise contest at 25 targets, entrance $2.
6 is a merchandise contest also, 25 targets, $1 entrance
An Ithaca shotgun is first prize, and ten good prize:
Ship your guns, etc.
are guaranteed in each event.
prepaid, care G. W. Mains, 317 Pacific Ave.

July

The second annual tournament of the Delaware Trap
shooters’ League was a pronounced success, though th
weather was unfavorable, rainstorms prevailing on th
M:
first day, while both days were cold and windy.
L. J. Squier ran the shoot, assisted by Mr. Barne
On th
Elsesser, of York, Pa., in the cashier’s office.
first day the high averages, out of 180 targets, were a

July

follows:

W. Fisher, Sec’y for Com.

3-5—Shreveport,
La—Caddo
G. C. tournament.
Cash and prizes, $1,000. J. J. Broadfield.
4—Utica,
N. Y.—Riverside G. C. all-day tournament.
E. J. Loughlin, Sec’y.
July 4.—Edgewater, N. J —Palisade G. C.
July 4.—Richmond, Va., G. C. J. A. Anderson, Sec’y.
July 10-11.—Carthage, Mo.—The
Missouri
and
Kansas
League of Trapshooters’ tournament.
July | 17-19.—Philadelphia,
Pa.—The
Interstate
Association’s Eastern Handicap tournament, under the auspices of the Florists’ Gun Club: $1,000 added money.
Elmer E, Shaner, Sec’y-Megr., Pittsburg, Pa.

A. B. Richardson,

of Dover,

Del., and E. (

Pascoag, R. I., 159 each; second, J. A. R
Griffith,
bh
Elliott, 158; third, Wm. Hopkins, Aqueduct, Nee Yereet
Wawaset Gun Club championship trophy, open to an
one residing within 200 miles of the club’s grounds <
Wilmington, was won by A. B. Richardson, of Dove
with 93, E. Banks, of Wilmington, being second with 9)
Sixty-two

shooters

contested

for

this

trophy.

me

4
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GRAND-AMERICAN HANDICAP WINS
lo25)
1894,
1895,
Lorre
1898,
1899,
1900,
1900,
1903,
1904,

R. A. Welch,

U. M. C. Shells,

T. W. Morfey, U. M. C. Shells.
J. G. Messner, U,. M. C. Shells.
T. A. Marshall, U. M. C. Shells,

E D. Fulford, U. M. C. Shells.
Abe A. Marshall, U. M. C. Shells.
H. D. Bates, U. M. C. Shells.
R. O. Heikes, U.M. C. Shells.
M ws efenderfer, U. M. C. Shells.
R. D. Guptill, U.M. C. Shells.

Out of the sixteen Grand American Handicaps ever held, U. M. C. Shells have
been used ten times exclusively by the winners.
This is twice as large as the number
The U. M. C. Grand American Handicap load is as
of wins by any other company.
follows:

1% oz.

Arrow Shell, 234 in., 34% drs. of bulk smokeless or 26 grs. of dense powder,
No. 7% chilled shot.
“U. M. C. Quality’ stands the tests when
important

THE

UNION

money

prizes

METALLIC

CONN.,

315

Qe

at

US.

x
Secretary Fred Shattuck informs us that the second
fall tournament of the Columbus, O., Gun Club is fixed
to take place on Sept. 13 and 14. Also that the Wednesday afternoon shoots promise to be well attended all
summer.
Special shoots will be held on Wednesday,
Friday and Saturday
afternoons
of each week.
The
grounds are open to shooters every day in the year.

a
For its tournament, May 29-30, the Oak Hill Gun Club,
Pittsfield, Mass., provides for the first day ten 15-target
events, $1.30 entrance, and an inter-state 5-man team
shoot between the Middlesex and Schenectady gun clubs,
100 targets per man.
On the second day, twelve events
are provided, of which No. 6 is a 5-man team shoot, 25
targets, $1.50 entrance, and No. 9 is a distance handicap
merchandise
event, 25 targets, $1.50 entrance; the remainder are at 15 targets.
Rose system.
Shooting will
begin at 9 o’clock.
John Ransehousen is the Secretary.
BERNARD WATERs.

Grand
events

American
announced

of all these,

York

City.

TIO
Handicap

Programme.

in

this

programme,

and

on

the

important subsidiary tournament matters arranged by the
Association for the season of 1906.
Progressiveness
and liberality have ever
been conspicuous features of the Interstate Association’s policy,
throughout the Association’s existence, in respect to all
trapshooting
interests.
Each
season,
in turn, it has
introduced and established some features of marked improvement, and, not infrequently, many improvements.
And

A.

New

TueE Interstate Association desires that all trapshooters
will bestow their earnest attention on the many interesting

COMPANY

Broadway,

EE

Griffith was the only other contestant in this event who
scored over 90 per cent.
Richardson, by the same svvre
of 98, won the State championship.
Mr. Lester German,
of Aberdeen, Md., forthwith challenged him to defend
the Wawaset trophy, and the match will take place in
the near future.
The team championship of the State
was won by the Wilmington
Gun Club team No. 1.
Seven
teams
competed.
With
so many
shooters
in
Delaware and vicinity, who both talk and shoot matches,
it should
be a matter of extreme
difficulty for the
trophies to maintain any prolonged inertia.

stake.

CARTRIDGE

BRIDGEPORT,
Agency.

are

not

the

least

have

been

the

educational

benefits afforded by the tournaments themselves.
They
have been so organized and perfected in every department that, besides being competitive, they have been
great schools of instruction for club officers and members
who desire to hold tournaments of their own in an upto-date manner.
And also, it is the special care of the
Association that first-class competition shall be provided
at all of its tournaments.
The history of trapshooting shows that the Association’s efforts have been crowned with gratifying success.
Its perfect rules have gained a national acceptance; it in
every particular has filled a national need; and trapshooting in every department has been standardized in
all that is wholesome and in all that makes for the best
sportsmanship.
It is gratifying to the Interstate Association that its efforts have won public praise and appreciation.
Thus, while the Interstate Association’s past achievements have been great, its purposes for the present year
contemplate the surpassing of all prior efforts.
The
growth of trapshooting in the United States has been so
phenomenal that the Grand American Handicap of itself
is not equal to public demand in respect to geographical
sections; that is to say, trapshooters have so multiplied
in all sections that each of the four great natural divisions of the United States—namely, the East, the South,
the West, and the Pacific Slope—is competent to support
a tournament of its own on the broad lines of the Grand
American Handicap.
The Association, with its well-known energy and grasp

in trapshooting matters, has generously extended itself
to meet the requirements of the improved situation, and
four new handicaps, similar in the main to the Grand
American Handicap,
are arranged
for 1906.
For the
financial interest of these tournaments, generous provision has been made by the Interstate Association.
It has
appropriated $500 outright for each, a total of $2,000 for
the four. With the $500, or more, which each of the clubs
holding the subsidiary tournaments will contribute, there
will thus
ment.

be

The

$1,000

or

Grand

more

added

money

American

at

each

tourna-

Handicap.

The seventh Grand American Handicap target tournament will be held on the grounds of the Indianapolis Gun
Club,

Indiznapolis,

Ind.,

June

19 to

22, inclusive.

The selection of the Indianapolis Gun Club’s grounds
calls for no special comment.
Located on a level plot of
grass land sixteen acres in extent, with five sets of
traps facing the north, and a perfect background; with
ample shelter for 500 contestants should the weather prove
stormy, and with appointments superior to anything of
the kind in the world, they make an ideal place for holding this important event.
Last year the competition was broadened by adding a
State team contest to the programme of the Grand American Handicap tournament.
This year the competition of
it is furher broadened by the addition of an individual
championship
contest
for amateurs
and _ professionals
respectively.
This will determine the question of individual excellence under scratch conditions and accepted
auspices.
All the events are arranged on a basis of entry fees as
low as is consistent with the equity of the events and the
material values which should award good performance in
the competition, and which are essential to it.
The reader will find every matter of the tournament
fully set forth in this programme, hence it is worthy of
careful study by those who will compete.

Division
In

of Money.

the Preliminary
Handicap,
the
Grand
American
Handicap at Targets, the Amateur and Professional
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Fourth

High Guns
Championships, and State Team Event.
Win.
Not Class Shooting.
1 to 10 entries, two moneys—60 and 40 per cent.
11 to 20 entries, four moneys—40, 30, 20 and 10 per
cenl,

cent.

20, 15, 12, 10, 8, 5

moneys—25,

eight

31 to 40 entries,
and 5 per cent.
41 to 50 entries, ten moneys—22, 18, 14, 1, 10, 8,
4 and 3 per cent.
51 to 60 entries, twelve moneys—20, 16, 13, 10,
6, 5, 5, 4, 3 and 2 per cent.
61 to 70 entries, fourteen moneys—18, 15, 12, 10, 9,
5, 5, 4, 3, 2, 2, and 2 per cent.
71 to 80 entries, sixteen moneys—16, 14, 11, 9, 8, 7,
5, 4, 8, 3, 3, 2, 2, and 2 per cent.
81 to 90 entries, eighteen moneys—15, 13, 10, 8, 8,
8, 8y 2) een eon

b; 5458,

and

10

20, 15, 18, 12 and

moneys—a0,

six

21 to 30 entries,

per

5, 5,
9, (f
7, 6,

6, 5,
teas

cent.

2 per

91 to 100 entries, twenty moneys—l4, 12, 9, 8, 7, 7, 6 5
5, 4, 3, 3, 3, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, and 2 per cent.
101 to 110 entries, twenty-two moneys—13, 11, 9, 8, 7, 6,
5, 5, 5, 4, 8, 3, 3, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, and 2 per cent.
111 to 126 entries, twenty-four moneys—12, 10, 9, 8, 7 , 6
5, 4,3, 8, 3, 3, 3, 8, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, % 4 2 and 2 per cent.
121 ’ to 130 entries, twenty-six moneys—ll, 10, 9, 8, 7, 6
5, 4, 3, 3, 3, 3, 2, 2, 2, 2, O52 AO Oe OR Dogger at yee De
cent.
131 to 140 entries, twenty-eight moneys— 10, 9, 8, 7, 6, 5,
S OP ten ete eae er Domi2. Bus
CRA
ee?
wai a ME
ee
pet Cent
eae
(ane) an
141 to 150 entries, thirty moneys—-L9, 9, 8, 7, 6, 5, 4, 3, 3,
2,
2,
2,
’
2,
2,
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Z,
ay
2,
2,
’
3 ’ 3, 3, A) é ,
2, 2, 1 and

1 per cent.
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8)'3,

$3.

2

4)
’ 2,92,
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SE
DO
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171 io 180
2,

2,
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191 to 200 entries, forty moneys—10,
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eee
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entries, thirty-two moneys—10, 9, 8, 7, 6, 5, 4,
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181 to 190 entries, thirty-eight

4.3.9

9, 8, 7, 6, 5,

eee
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201 to 210 entries, forty-two moneys—10, 9, 8, 7, 6, 5, 4, 3,
2
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2
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231 to 240 entries, forty-eight moneys—10, 9, 8, 7, 6, 5,
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Briefly summarizing the foregoing, it will be noted that
two places are created for each ten entries or fraction
thereof up to two hundred and fifty.
PittsElmer E. Shaner,
Committee on Handicaps:
burg, Chairman; B. Waters, New York, N.Y, 7 G.0M:
Powers, Decatur, Ill., W. D. Townsend, Omaha, Neb.;
L. B. Fleming, Pittsburg, Pa.
Tn case there is less than a majority of the committee
present at any time when its services are needed, the
Tournament Committee of the Interstate Association has
power to appoint a member or members to act in the
place of the absentee, or absentees.
The committee will meet at the Claypool Hotel, Indianapolis, Ind., Saturday, June 16, but handicaps will not
be announced until the next day.

First
Ten 20-target
amateurs only;

Day,

June

events, entrance
no handicaps.

Second

Day,

19.

$2; $20 added.

June

Open

to

20.

Preliminary Handicap; open to all; 100 targets,
unknown angles, $7 entrance, targets included; handicaps
14 to 22yds.; high guns, not class shooting; $100 added
to the purse.
The handicap contestants receive for the
Grand American handicap at targets will govern in this
event.
In addition to first money, the winner will receive
a trophy, $50 of the net purse being reserved to purchase
same.

State

Team

Event.

Open to Amateurs only.
Each team shall consist of
five contestants, who are bona fide residents of the same
State, or of the same Province of Canada.
One hundred targets per man, 500 targets per team; $35 entrance
per team, targets included; no handicaps; high guns,
not class shooting.
Ties that are shot off will be 20
targets per man.
In addition to first money, the members of the winning team will each receive a trophy, presented by the Interstate Association.

Third

Day, June

21, Grand American
at Targets.

AND

Handicap

Open to all; 100 targets, unknown angles, $10 entrance,
targets included: handicaps 14 to 22yds., high guns, not
class shooting; $200 added to the purse.
The number
of moneys into which the purse will be divided will be
determined by the number of entries, as is fully explained elsewhere in this
programme.
In addition to
first money, the winner will receive a trophy, presented
by the Interstate Association.

Day,

STREAM.
June

22.

to amateurs only; 150
Amateur Championship.—Open
targets, unknown angles, $15 entrance, targets included;
18yds. rise; high guns, not class shooting; $100 added to
The number of moneys into which the purse
the purse.
will be divided will be determined by the number of
entries, as is fully explained elsewhere in this programme.
In addition to first money, the winner will receive a
trophy presented by the Interstate Association,
Professional Championship.—Open to professionals only.
angles; $15 entrance, targets in150 targets, unknown
cluded; 18yds. rise; high guns, not class shooting; $50
The number of moneys into which
added to the purse.
the purse will be divided will be determined by the number
of entries, as is fully explained elsewhere in this proIn addition to first money, the winner will regramme.
ceive a trophy, presented by the Interstate Association.
All entries for the Grand American Handicap at targets
must be made on application blanks.
Do not wait until
the last moment to make your entry.
Last year’s Grand
American
Handicap would have been the greatest by
several entries had some over-deliberate applicants been
permitted to enter after entries were closed.
No exception was made in favor of any one.
The same rule is
in force this year.
If yeu do not make your entry in
time it will not be accepted.
Additional
application
blanks can be secured by addressing Elmer E. Shaner,
Sec’y-Mgr., 219 Coltart Square, Pittsburg, Pa.
Shooting will commence at 9 A. M. sharp each day.
The grounds will be open for practice and sweepstake
shooting on the afternoon of Monday, June 18.
rules
will
The
Interstate
Association
trapshooting
govern all points not otherwise provided for.
Weight of guns
No guns larger than 12-gauge allowed.
unlimited.
Black powder barred.
Targets will be thrown
about 50yds.
Five automatic traps will be used.
in all enPrice of targets, 2 cents each, included
trances.

The
any

Interstate

entry.

Association

reserves

the right to refuse

The standard bore of the gun is No. 12, and in the
handicap events all contestants will be handicapped on
Contestants using guns of smaller bore must
that basis.
stand on the mark allotted to them.
or
darkness
that
In case entries are so numerous
other cause prevents the finish of any events the same
day they are commenced, the management reserves the
authority to stop the shooting at any time it may deem
it necessary.
In this case, weather permitting, the shooting will begin, where left off, at 9 A. M. sharp the
next day.
Shooting names will not be used at this tournament.
Shooting ‘“‘for targets only’? is open to manufacturers’
agents solely; all other contestants must make entry for
the purses.
There will be no practice shooting allowed, or preliminary events shot, prior to the commencing of the regular events scheduled for the day.
Entries for the second day’s events (the Preliminary
and the State team event), and entries for the
Handicap
day’s (the amateur and professional championfourth
ships) close at 5 P. M., the day before they are schedAll entries for these events must be
uled to be shot.
made by that time, as penalty entries will not be taken
Last year a number of shooters who neglected
for them.
to make their entries each day at the proper time, as a
consequence found that they could not make them at all.
No personal plea or any. other plea served to change the
The same rules are in force this year, and
situation.
shooters must live up to them or suffer the consequences.
A contestant who takes part in the tournament the first
day must make entry for all events called for by the proEntries will not be taken for less
gramme of that day.
than the total number of events scheduled for the day.
In case a contestant after making entry, fails to take
part in any event or events, his entrance will be forthe
and
events,
or
event
feited for that particular
amounts so forfeited will be added to the purse, the
same as if he had contested.
The rule is made necessary by the outlook for an exceptionally large entry list, and it will be impossible to
keep this large tournament working smoothly unless the
squads are kept intact.
the
Under the system in force at this tournament
greater part of the compiler of scores’ work must be
any
in
money
of
winners
consequently,
night;
done at
event cannot secure the amounts due them. until the
next day following that on which the competition takes
place. This rule will be in force during the entire tournament, with the exception of the last day, when winners of money can secure the amounts due them within
one hour after the last event has been completed.
slips or
Contestants who ask to have their cashier
compiler of score cards countersigned, for the purpose
of securing any bonus offered as an inducement to use
as manufacturers’
will be considered
goods,
certain
agents, and will be so classed at future Interstate Association tournaments.
The purses in all events the first day will be divided
according to the Rose system, into four moneys at the
;
ratio of 8, 5, 3, 2.
of which
$1,000,
adds
Association
The Interstate
amount $500 is reserved to purchase trophies; $100 for a
trophy for the winner of first money in the Grand American Handicap; $100 for a trophy for the winner of first
money in the Amateur Championship; $50 for a trophy
for the winner of first money in the Professional Championship, and $100 for five trophies, one for each member
of the team winning first money in the State team event.
The Interstate Association reserves the authority to
postpone the Grand American Handicap at targets on
account of bad weather or other important cause, if, in
such postponement
the judgment of the management,
is necessary.
The manner of shooting the Grand American Handicap at targets (and in fact all events scheduled for the
tournament) is as follows:
Five automatic traps will be used, and five different
at the same time, one reevents will be commenced
The total number of qualified
spectively at each trap,
five sections, as nearly
into
divided
be
will
contestants
equal in number as possible, and a section will be started
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at the same time at each trap. After all members of a
section have finished competing at their trap, they will
pass on to the next trap and compete there, and so on
until they have competed at each of the five traps.
.
For example:
Say we have 200 entries—40 squads of
five men each.
Divide the 40 squads into five sections
and it would make 8 squads to each section.
Squads 1
to 8 would compose the first section.
Squads
to 16
would compose the second section.
Squads 17 to 24
would
compose
the third section.
Squads 25 to 32
would compose the fourth section, and squads 33 to 40
would compose the fifth section.
These sections simultaneously would be started at Nos. 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5 traps
respectively.
After all squads of a section finished _competing at a particular trap, their entire section would pass
on to the next trap and compete there, and so on, until
they had competed
at the entire five traps.
The foregoing arrangement will do away with a squad
shooting 100 targets ‘‘off the reel,” right down the line
of five traps.
et a true equity will be maintained, as
pisos contestant will compete alike in each particular
event.
Through
the courtesy of the Winchester Repeating
Arms Company, Mr. Fred C._ Whitney, of Des Moines,
Ia., will again have charge of the cashier’s office.
Mr.
Whitney
has few equals, and no
superiors,
in this
position,

The office of compiler of scores will be filled by Mr.
J. K. Starr, of Philadelphia.
His services the last six
seasons in a similar capacity is a sufficient guarantee of
excellent results.
It is requested that entries for the Grand American
Handicap at targets be made in ample time to permit the
sending of receipt and admission ticket, and for same to
reach the maker of entry prior to his departure for
Indianapolis.
All entries must be accompanied by the maker’s full
name and address.
Take the Plainfield Electric Line cars, leaving Terminal station, corner of Illinois and Market streets,
direct to the grounds.
The fare is ten cents.
An admission fee will not be charged, but in order to
keep out any undesirable element, admittance to the
shooting grounds will be by card of admission, which
can be obtained, free of charge, by applying to any of
the subscribers to the Interstate Association, or the
Indianapolis Gun Club.
A substantial lunch will be served at the club grounds
each day for fifty cents.
Guns, ammunition, etc., forwarded by express must
be prepaid and sent to Indianapolis Gun Club, 121 West
Washington street, Indianapolis, Ind.
Mark your own
name on the box that goods are shipped in, and it will
be delivered at the shooting grounds without charge,
Please note that shipments on which charges have
not been paid will positively not be received.
Rate of a fare and a third for the round trip, on the
certificate plan, has been granted from all points in the
territory of the Central Passenger Association, Trunk
Line Association, Western Passenger Association, and
Southeastern Passenger Association, conditional on there
being an attendance at the tournament of not less than
100 persons who hold proper certificates obtained from
ticket agents at starting points, showing a payment of
first-class fare of not less than 75 cents through to
Indianapolis.
Tickets for the return journey will be sold by the
ticket agent at Indianapolis at one-third the first-class
limited fare, only to those holding certificates signed by
the ticket agent at point where through ticket to Indianapolis was purchased, countersigned
by signature of
F, C. Whitney, cashier, certifying that not less than
one hundred persons, holding standard certificates are
present, and that the holder has been in regular attendance at the tournament, and vised by the special agent
of the lines of the Railway Association.
Agents at all important stations and coupon ticket
If, however, the
offices are supplied with certificates.
ticket agent at a local station is not supplied with certificates and through tickets to Indianapolis, he can inform
you of the nearest important station, where they can be
obtained.
In such case purchase a local ticket to such
station, and there secure certificate and through ticket
to Indianapolis.
Ask for certificate to the Interstate Asat targets.
sociation’s seventh Grand American Handicap
June 15 to
Going ticket and certificates will be issued
Certificates will be vised by special agent
June 20
19.
June 26,
and 21, and then honored for return tickets to
inclusive.
The special agent at time of validation will
collect from the holder of each certificate a fee of 25
cents.

Form

TO

of blank:

THE

INTERSTATE

ASSOCIATION.

a white mule citizen of...........-- Pb eases Sedaetaieaea releacere«|
hereby make application, under, the rules of the Interstate Association, to enter its Seventh Grand American
Handicap at Targets, to be shot on the grounds of the
Indianapolis Gun Club. Indianapolis, Ind., on June 21,
1906, and I post herewith five dollars ($5) deposit upon
of my
said entry, agreeing in the case of the grantin
application to pay the additional sum of Sve dollars ($5)
The five
June 20, 196.
M., Wednesday,
before 5
dollars ($5) deposited with this application otherwise to
be forfeited, except that should my entry not he accepted the money is to be refunded.
CERTIFICATE

OF

AVERAGE,

I hereby declare that I am ciaesed as a........ per
cent. shooter.
Name ® (ian sciseacmes teen slew eee invertase’ |
Address ins. aetan ses os vicaeue cldugielasilteds |
Note.—Each contestant who makes application to ente
tc
the Seventh Grand American Handicap is required
Any contestant failing
specifically set forth his average.
th«
at
ruling
by
to comply with this demand, as exacted
Interstate Association’s annual meeting of 1905, or wh
materiallv falsifies his classification, will be allotted th:
back mark in the Grand American Handicap as a penal
This applies to all contestants, amateurs and manufa
turer’s representatives.

May

FOREST
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CERTIFICATE OF AMATEUR STANDING.
Grand American Handicap Tournament June 19-22, 1906
Acting in accordance with a ruling made by the Interstate Association at its annual meeting of 1905, and in
force at this tournament, I do hereby declare that I am
not a manufacturer’s representative as defined by the
said Association
in its special rule governing
same.
That no portion of my ‘expenses in attending this tournament is paid or is to be paid by any manufacturer of
guns, shells, or powder, or by any of his agents; That
none of the shells that I have been using tor the past
three months, nor of the shells which I am using and
intend to use in this tournament, have been donated to
me by any manufacturer of guns, shells or powder, or by
any of his agents; That no manufacturer of guns, shells
Or powder, nor any of his agents, has paid me any sum
for using his gun, shells or powder, or for any other
purpose for trade reasons for the past three months,
and that by the above it is clearly understood that I
have at all times during the past three months paid not
less than regular wholesale market prices for all such
goods used by me.
In testimony whereof I hereto affix my full name and
place of residence.
:
MMPLLINE Cire 7k ossorntale) sh clad $0 Sm.sigie o e'so.stele dees soeee

AND

that the results of the Bi-Territorial Shoot,
held at Blackwell, O. T., May 1-3, have be-

come known.
And can you wonder at it? for
these shells cleaned up everything.
The Tishomingo Trophy was won by John
Blood, a novice of Blackwell, with a score
WINCHESTER
“LEADER”

25 straight.
The Championship

BiacKweEL1, Okla., May 8.—Herewith please find little
write-up of our tournament, just closed:
J. M. Broop.

was

The Oklahoma and Indian Territory Sportsmen’s Association
held their annual
tournament
at Blackwell,
Okla., May 1, 2 and 3, and was declared by all present
the best ever.
The weather was fine, excepting Wednesday forenoon, when a shower, followed by a little wind,
had a tendency to: make the targets a little erratic.
The
Blackwell
boys did everything
possible to make
the
visitors welcome, and the shoot a success.
Chris. Gottlieb managed the shoot and kept everything moving in
his usual manner.
‘The traps were under the management of Harry E. Sherman, of the Dickey Clay Mfg.
Co., of Kansas City, Mo., and were kept in such excellent condition that not a delay marred the pleasure of
the shoot.
The trade was well represented by the following gen-tlemen:
Tom A. Marshall, Wm.
Heer, C. B. Adams,
and missionaries H. R, Patterson, Marshal Sharp, Chas.
G. Spencer, Chris. Gottlieb, W. H. Aughtr, Ed. O’Brien,
F. M. Faurote, Jas. S. Day, Harry E. Sherman and
C. S. Bahney.
Tuesday, May 1, opened with a 10 live-bird event, handicaps 28 to 33yds., with thirty-four entries.
Charlie
Spencer, C. B. Adams, Tom Ray and Fred Bell divided
first money with a straight score; second money went
to O’Brien, Faurote, Hartman, Houston, Cornelius and
Wells, with 9 each; eight divided third money and seven
got in on fourth.
Following the live-bird ‘event, four target events were
shot aggregating 75 targets.
O’Brien and Ford divided
honors on 73 each; Charles Spencer with 72, second;
Faurote and Houston came in for third with 70 each.
Wednesday evening, after the regular target events, the
Tishomingo medal event, open to amateurs of the two
territories, at 25 targets, brought out a field of fourteen
entries.
J. M. Blood, of Blackwell; F. Houston and Joe
Appleman,
of Perry, tied on 24 each; in the shoot-off.
Blood and Appleman again tied on 24, and in the final
Blood went 25 straight to Appleman’s 22.
Marshal Sharp had charge of the office, and everybody’s money was ready for them whenever they called.
The following are the scores for each day of the regular
First day.

BRN

Second day.

198
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200
200

197
199

400
400

395
391

194

200.

197

400

391

(4ieeceaes 200

193
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390
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sieeeseaceca00,
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— 193
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200
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Day
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184
180
=©180

200
200
200
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191
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400
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17H
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200
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180
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400

des 200
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182
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200
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400
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8173
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400
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4.222%... 200
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-
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Williams ....... 200
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179
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200

180
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..... 200

167
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400

849
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200

180

400
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cu. oss 200

ING Bietitt

issn sce 200
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200

#8179

400

IRA Ricks

deecn se 200
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200
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400

347

PLarrimarivn.

cs... 200

169

200
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347

eres 200

173

200

168

400
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Bonicamp, Jr..200
INOTtOR’ Foxtecie'ssts 200
Witllet (i. vicvas «200
Cornelius ...... 200
EBAIrclon tex sass 150
Sherman .....:: 200
BLATTIS. Seecicecss100
Ls Petities.
2)sc 165

169
153
8=©186
96
135
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80
128

200
200
200
200
200
15
swe
ide

=:168
170
8147
161
172
12
oe
oie

400
400
400
400
350
215
100
165

337
323
> 283
257
307
182
80
128

Campbell

on. Wecer-Creeke

was won

On ea with

by Chris.

mark.
The first and second professional averages were won
by Ed. O’Brien and C. G. Spencer, with scores of 395400 and 391-400 respectively; Mr. O’Brien making a
startling run of 216 straight—most magnificent shooting,
They all used exclusively

WINCHESTER
Factory

Loaded

Shells

Shooters, here is further food for thought when you
are selecting your shells for the Grand American Handicap. Remember, Winchester Factory Loaded Shells are

Total.

Spencer

by T. J. Hartman,

Gottlieb with a score of 25 straight from the 25-yard

Shot at. Broke. Shotat. Broke.

OF Prien
paces. 209
Leer = dacsecek 200

won

of

of the two Territories

an average of over g2 per cent.
The 25-Target Open Handicap

events:

Shot at. Broke.

80s

Whatever differences Oklahoma and Indian
Territory may have in regard to the Statehood
question, they are united in their preference
for Winchester Factory Loaded Shells now

Oklahoma and Indian Territory Sportmen’s
Association State Tournament.

Pe

:

Oklahoma and Indian Territory United.

eee
CR Noyce cisicis’a sla.gieisis cea vek sseiises cea
Note.—Any
contestant
desiring to take part in the
tournament as an amateur, must sign the foregoing Certificate at the time he makes application to enter the
Grand American Handicap, otherwise he will be classed
as a manufacturer’s agent.

target

STREAM.

The Grand American Handicap Winners.
ERRATA
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>
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Airis 2 Snes. 115
Quarton mae ect 100
Bonicamp, Sr... 50

eT ood
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Tracey
A ea
O50
Topping .......100

ai
97
82
43
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100
shes

41

ai
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82

wate
PAG
acts
78
AF

358
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ee
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135
70
115
200
50

80
50
100

107
55
97
160
43

62
41
82

IPMS
Goons 30
26
HEC
54
30
26
W M Clark
85
17
eae
aa
35
17
Oldsmith
¢..... s.
pcs
35
30
85
30
On Wednesday
evening the following officers were
elected for the ensuing year:
Judge S, H. Harris, of
First VicePerry, President; L. H. Owens, Cushing,
President; O. Boone, Tulsa, Second Vice-President; H.
R. Campbell, Tulsa, Secretary; T. B. Newton, Skedee,
Treasurer.
Tulsa was selected as the place to hold the
next

annual

meet.
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Gun
Analostan
D. C., May 11.—The
WasuinctTon,
Club held its regular club shoot yesterday afternoon.
During the early part of the afternoon the wind blew a_
gale, which made the targets so erratic that poor scores

resulted.
The members who shot the club contests late
in ‘he afternoon fared pretty well, and good scores were
made by several.
In the duPont cup contest, Baker,
Barr and Bauskett tied for it on 14 out of a possible 15.
Following are the scores:
Baker 14, Barr 14, Bauskett 14,

Dr. Taylor 13, Peyton 13, Nitro 13, M. Taylor 12, Mon:
ll, James 11, Dr. Kirk 10, Coleman
9, Green 7,
Scott 7.

roe

In the certificate shoot the following scores were made
out of a possible 25:
Bauskett 23, James 22, Baker 21,
Coleman 21, Nitro 20, Peyton 19, Dr. Barr 18, Dr. Taylor
18, Carpenter 17, Dr. Monroe 17, M. Taylor 17, Kirk 16,
Scott 16, Wilhite 16, Dr. Wolfe 14.
Shaver hee:
Cheah Bee
38
Tie Wee eke 65
91
120
Kirk
Dr Bese i
100
30
We EavlorAo.ci. 60
47
He carkes) voc 100
79
Hadcketheet
Sree 50
44
IMIONTOE Mt ess sles100

Green

Golemang

wintesestis 95
laceso5 90

Wilhite ..000000, 7

...........
Scott
Dr Taylor ......
Nitro ...........
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70
70

69

a

0
57
51
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41

39
30

3

1
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20
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806
Delaware

State

Second

Shoot.

WitmincTon, Del., May 11.—The second annual spring
tournament of the Delaware State Trapshooters’ League
was held on the grounds of the Wawaset Gun Club, this
city, on Wednesday and Thursday of this week, the
S9th and 10th insts.
Two much more unpleasant days for
the sport could hardly have been selected, both days
being cold, raw and windy, while the first day was
marred sadly by heavy and consistent rainstorms during
the greater portion of the day.
The influence
of the
weather had unquestionably a great deal to do with the
comparatively poor attendance.
Still a total of fifty-one
shooters took part in the first day’s programme, while
Sehts One tried their hands at the traps on the second
ay.
The club’s management, deeming the weather rather
uncertain, and, wishing to be prepared not only for a
good crowd but also for a temporary stoppage of proceedings by rain, had installed a third Leggett trap for
emergencies, and found their forehandedness of much
value on the second day. Charles North, of the Chamberlin ‘Yarget & Cartridge Co., was on hand to look after the
traps, but his services were so little required, that he got
out his gun and tried to break a few of his company’s
elusive bluerocks.
Luther J. Squier, assisted by Barney
Elsesser, who hails from York, Pa., and who is a great
aid to any one in the cashier’s office, ran the shoot, and
kept things moving nicely, notwithstanding the difficulties in that line that are always in evidence in any shoot
run under the “sliding handicap.”
‘Bob’ McArdle was
chief squad hustler, and he had a capable corps under
him.
As for referees, scorers, étc., they were always in
their places and no delay occurred owing to their defections.
In short, the shoot was well run, and on each
day the cashier’s office was in good shape early to pay
off.
This, of course, refers only to the individual winnings, not to the reimbursement
of those who shot
through the programme and who failed to ‘“‘win out.”

Losers

Paid

their

Losses

in

Full.

After the shoot was over, Luther Squier went over the
books and figured how each man who had shot through
the programme had come out.
Balancing up, he found
that the fund provided for the purpose, had enough in
it to recoup each man who had shot through the programme and who had failed to win out his entrance, the
entire amount of his losses in that respect.
Checks for
same were mailed promptly, and will no doubt be regarded gratefully.
The sliding handicap played havoc with the scores, so
far as percentages went.
A.
B. Richardson, of Dover,
Del., and E. C. Griffith, of Pascoag, R. I., being tied
for high average with 159 breaks out of 180 shot at.
. A. R. Elliott went out with one less, or 158; William
opkins, of Aqueduct, L. I., N. Y., being in third place
with 157.
That Elliott had a swell chance to win first
average is shown by the score he made in the last event,
when he struck a snag and broke only 10 out of 15, and
yet finished but one behind the leaders.
The entries averaged nearly 45 in each event, a total of
7,995 targets being thrown during the day. Scores were:
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This day was an improvement over the first, the sun
coming out at times and warming things up; but still
the air was chilly enough to make the stove in the club
house by no means an unpleasant neighbor.
The wind,
too, blew a gale at times, so that straight scores, even
from the 1l6yd. mark, were a rarity.
The attendance was
much improved, the finer weather and a more attractive
programme
being perhaps responsible for this.
Chief
among the features on the programme was the Wawaset
Gun Club’s championship trophy, ‘open to any one who
resides within 200 miles of the club’s grounds at Wilmington,
Del.”
Second
in importance
only to the
above was the contest for the individual championship
of the State, which was shot in conjunction with the
contest for the above-named trophy, both events being
“100 targets per man, l6yds. everybody.”
Then there
was the race for the team championship of the State at
targets, in which seven teams were entered, and for
which there was keen competition, the Wilmington Gun
Club’s team No. 1 coming out on top with a narrow
margin of 2 breaks more than that scored for the Dover
team. . Wawaset team No. 1 was beaten 10 targets, but
landed in third place.
For the Wawaset Gun Club’s trophy it was anybody’s
race up to the finish, but in the end Richardson won
out with 93, Banks being second with 92.
In all, there
were 62 who contested for this trophy, all of whom,
with the exception of Griffiths, of Rhode Island, were
eligible to compete.
Out of that number Richardson,
Griffith and Banks were the only ones to score over 90
per cent., Griffith tying Richardson on 93. J. T. Skelly,
E. E. duPont, J. M. Hawkins and Lester S. German
scored 89; W. M. Foord, F. W. Moffett and M. Roser
88, A. H. Lobb and J. A, R. Elliott 87, J. H. Moxley 86,
Eugene duPont and Knipe 84, F. Muldoon and Tansy
83, Marcy, J. W. Hoffman and Pennington 82, George
Piercy 80. All the rest scored below 80 per cent., a fact
that goes to show the conditions were severe enough.
Richardson, of Dover, Del., by virtue of his 983 out of
100, also won the State championship, so that he now
has double honors to defend.
For the Wawaset trophy
he was at once challenged by Lester German, of Aberdeen, Md., and the match will be shot within the next
three weeks on the Wawaset
Club’s grounds.
It was
cause for much regret that Luther Squier’s busy time
in the cashier’s office did not permit of his taking part in
the contest, for he is shooting well enough to give any
body a run for his money.
The eleven events on the programme outside the team
race, had an average of a fraction under 66 entries, a good
showing indeed, and one with which the club was well
satisfied.
In all, according to the printed scores, 13,930
targets were thrown on this day, making a grand total
for the two days of 22,000 targets, less 75. Events 1 to
6 were at 15 targets each, sliding handicap; events 7 to
11 were all at 20 targets, everybody at l6yds., and these
five events constituted the 100 targets for the Wawaset
trophy
and
for the individual
championship
of the
State.
Scores were:
AMATEURS.

Events:
1) 2 See Oe 6 ie oo 10d
Targets
15 15 15 15 15 15 20 20 202020
Wager: cress 12 12 12 12 11 13 16191413818
Eiunters soe
913 8121010 20141316
9
Lewis ccenen cree
ONS 10: 10001 11 1417 1451212
Piercyoecoss.ce 12013) 18) 91212 AS07126
Hopkinst. i.e. 18 1113 1511 111616131416
Moxley ....... 121218
814141719161618
Godwittes cance
SMO) (86) 1b
Shiels Se
McHugh
..... 14,914
§$ 8141317141913
Icindsayeroecies 11 9141013101616151415
Edmonson)... 21) olen ott 6 16 distort ao
Moffett ....... 12131115 10101918181617
GChewikicseee nc 12° 9 40 11014
17 18 1251814
Geitnthie eset 138 10 13 13 15 141819181919
Bissett
Saitestacs 12 11°13 12 1313 18:17 12°17 13"
Melchior
..... 1210121013121615161616
Germanerecesse vey le ee i eeeake lea aks
Koord mn ce sects 13 910131411 1819181518
Richardson ... 14151312 13 141918191819
Reéedies. saicceees 1211 181115
71818161014
McKelvey
.... 10101112 14101714121617
Gent.
12 10 11 11 11 10 13 11 138 14 11
Huber
141211 12 9181617151516
Pratt tect
eo 20) 11° 9 1113514 14:14 16 16°18
Marcy
12,10 13 16 “S42 17 18 12. 1S 17
Bord Sta nicet ets 11 10 10 11 10 10 17 12 11 16 15
Pennington ... 9111013 10121717171813
AUSY ©wicelelscscicte 11 13 1012 10 141716141719
PLofsemaniparcice 141013 11 12131718 161517
Muldoon
..... 14 8131113101417161817
ROSEG aacesw sakes 13)9:14:13' 13/43 18:16 17 17,20.
WWairkcebeclmeceles
ST AZ AD 13 A307 1112 15
Knipe measse:ces 12.1 181042
ST AT AG SG
Giftord
“227.0
OWS) 96110058 1019s
Tobbs).aeesecse 1210121112 101817181717
Simonipe.ceeec. 12131110
6 918315151514
James fe cmoccren
O°12
1-610 8, aes
eae
Aumach
...... TZ AZ Ao Obls Lekieloens) 10 One
Bart. ceases cake 14 9111211101518161416
Godwin
SC
Ee
Ss LO" ees ees
Watson acces weovacbscivees «lesan ase alOuloais
McGovern Mincccme s. ascites (ie ce nce Limer
Smith! Oaaeere eee
Re ee LOT
BF
Massey
é
- 1512141415
Springer ......
Sophia pales 4b
Koerner
Joy aw eee
bss acetal ake 1D
BOSS. Riise cuteree) ate tae ate ovo deadoyaOohre meme
Ewing to voc citys nee)
os, ER LO alDinee
ee
Townsend
. 1814121514
Dayett
Melts (se Serge cece
Armstrong
eerieLo! TZ sete te tee
Sweeney. sc cece ce Oecciee
9 diets 1551319 12
Husband
SaaO:.. RECCSEP AE eee
Grubb. iisoeeen acsteceee 2 11 13)98.15 13.15 7
Hartlove
..... 120 8 Set. OG ieee
orem nts
Mrs* Parky.... 10) 8 1012510 JOG Hb 9 15 1
Williams
.....
465450
8 <del eee
oe
Kubns'
7 once
5 6 7 4 8 911141011 9

eS hos
)3«3=sat.
‘~Brk.
190
152
190
184
S029
ee 0
eo
190
149
190
159
COU too
100 ° 148
190
143
190
137
190
159
90
147,
190
171
190 | 161
190
148
eae
ali
190
158
190
174
190
150
190
148
190
127
-190
150
190
142
eSO
15S
190
133
190
147
1980
1538
190
156
190
151
190"
163
190 ee tot
eeSOR
bt
SO
ee
190
164
190
138
75
50
OO
mae
190
146
30
18
60
29
20
17
40
17
100
70
100
66
eee tOO)
57
40
21
40
33
100
73
20
9
30
25
130
85
15
9145
3104
90
59
e190
e127,
90
31
£190
94
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Tuchton.
ss. 1210111212
81314161614
190
Buck
“einesoe214013 DAS al oats cteeee
60
Erance seicceucc 138 7131414111315141412
190
Edmonson
*..ccl) Vie SulO Ro aa camer eee
90
Morrisey .kace 10 81018
91114
7 91410
190
Rietter< svstive
8 91010138 81015181711
190
Dr: Buch. ncceas: 20:20 09 touklae
ctreatas 2 erate
45
Eivalis < aeaiseam eleeniehee 914181518151711
145
Hosinger ti.)
7.9 1010
90 ae ee
ee
90
F Mathewson. 10 911 9 9111416151012
190
Warren ......- 12. sede ws os 1)
Tae
W
“Mathewson .. «./10 11 5) 9 .. 2
eee
60
Bumstead
» bh W112
ee
60

188
39
140
59
115
124
32
108
58
126
82
35
46

PROFESSIONALS.

TT. Kelleticmecte 141015
7 14 11 18 2a
A duPonte.c.. ce ole selon Sseces de Mma
E duPont .... .. .- 12 14 161247 1716SM6
Elliott. geeks 12 14111413111619171916
Hawkins
..... 13 11 14 15 14 14 201715 2017
Skelly sseraces 18 12 181413131918 161818
Banksroemesesce 12 12 1215 10 141918181918
Butletan scamees 18 9101011101714131815
T Keller, Jr..°12 9 11 1213 11 1611 Ib i455
E duPont .... 1213 141512141917181718

150
«§=6113
oes
70
oo
190
162
190
©6170
190
168
190
167
199
14
1905
135
190
169

The five-man team race for the State championship resulted as follows:
Wilmington No. 1.
Wawaset No. 2.
McHugh ..... 18 17—35
Dr Buck .....22 15—37
Lobb
iacsseees 24 2448
Melchior ..... 25 18—43
Mathewson ..18 16—34
Efiaber Openers 21 17—38
Burroughs ...21 19—40
Tarchtongeesaet 16 8—24
Townsend ....19 22—41—198
Lindsay
.....16 18—34—176
Dover.
Richardson ..25
Reed Ssscsceee 24
Cleaver. ~.cesta. 18
E\yans een. 22
Karki errr sec 21

Blue Ball.
Ewing
{acces 20 18—38
Grubb
ees: 15 11—26
Bailliicctescieiee 22 20—42
Warren i... 19 16—35
Simon’ snr ..14 14—28—169

283—48
16—40
18—36
15—37
14--85—196

Wawaset No. 1.
Foord iccscne 23 19—42
McKelvey
21 17—38
ROSer aac en21 17—38
Edmundson _ .18 17—35
Back=
see ne 21 14-35—188
ELOSSINGer ss eciiciees 16

G

Wilmington
Stidharm ieee. 21
Koerner
.....13
Kendall ......10
Massey .......21
Hartlove .....13

Newark.
5—21
McGovern

Edmundson....16 12—28

Lodge

...22 14—36

.......18

AATMIStrOngy bicelles 11 18—29

Boston

No. 2.
14—35
11—24°
12—22
18—34
12—25—144

9-—27—141

Bobace
Gun

Club.

Bosten, Mass., May 9.—Wind and plenty of it worked
havoc with Boston Gun Club trapshooting
scores to-day
for about two hours, and then dropping from 40-mile an
hour to a mere nothing allowed some of the regulars to
put in straight scores by the bushel.
Dickey, with a run of 93 straight breaks, an 88 per
cent. average, easily led for individual honors, though
for the majority of events Roy hung on like a good
one, a bad time on the 16yd. line which is usually like
strawberries for him, being responsible for the extra
five misses.
Hugh Bain traveled all the way from Providence to
join us, and had the honor of the only straight scuie
made during the high wind, which was a good feat to
do to say the least.
A bad start prevented what otherwise would have been an 85 per cent. average, seven of
the misses being in the first part of the first event.
:
Powers and Freeman had the stage to themselves in
the prize match and easily made scores worthy of the
experts.
Roy came next in line with 25, which, though
a good score, was no help to him in the totals, as 27 is
his low score.
Next week will see the end of the match and good
shooting should result with Roy, Griffiths and Powers
in line at present just a bird difference between them.
Capt. Woodruff turned up, as usual, at the end of the
afternoon, with his 10 straight—a regular thing on the
programme for some time past and probably to come.
The scores:
Events
1 2.84
16 taleseeee
Targets
15 10 15 10 15 15 10 10 15 10
Dickey. |Qi scneteastaes 12 912 811 13 10 10 15 10
ROW SIO Dacca
laa nell
912 832 Beene
Kirkwood), 20........:.. 11 812 8 8131010 12:10
Bain ei sicencscsee stone
8 81310
91210
912 9
Prank (Oe tam.
c cca 138 712 5y8 ito
9 tee
mith, JOM emcee cnemnere ll 7-8 829 Tike
tees
Parichtirstey 16 tenenesr one 11 611 8 811 4712
9
PowdrelllGuessseceeen. 11 510 610947
Sei
BrownteiG.te..cseeneee
5 710 S10 1059 iit
Burns, el Siacseccnceesate
6 5 8 6 5 910 310 7
Freeman; 21.6, ie. sie. serene 11 9 12.07: 12-14 363
eee
Ford 16) savtecuseseaseseeince 12.71 1239) Gales
Woodrufis 17 @accncetnce 13 6 10: 81011610
Hay clGMeccomeate
tase 9 7 9 “(0 d2a0 ieee
Kawop, 16
...
oe
6 5 12549910
eee
Massure, 16 ..
Peers
ee
i Sey,
McPhee, 16 ...
os ee (0 SIS MTZ
Biya 16 rere aer
4:6 8 2356 cieeeeeneeeee
Powerss 16 ircstcslion
tes aanmecmere
§ 14.18 382 Onecare
Gleason Le rena.
wesc aeons
8 6.1250
eo seeneee
Bell,

(20) 2aecck tan attiacce

eee

4.53

“Scenes

Match; distance handicap:
Yds: vith
Yds.
Battie
die stccecsic 16
21
Brown ..c6es ano
ROWERS”
Gasecseet 16
27
Woodruff ....... 17
Freeman, sce
16
26
Smith Sisce eee 19
OVA
es ce eee 19
25
McPhee
2iceest 16
Dickey = yctmereee 21
24
Frank +40 beeene ae
Powdrell
24
Parkhurst’
...... 16
Gleason ...
23
Hordiencsen
23
Fayites-scomstnecte
22
Kirkwood
...... 20
21

=~ Ay.
.880
-840
815
-800
- 784
736
.696
eeo
.664
592
-780
-760
-740
-T10
575
653
-453
-400
.867
-672
-280

Merchandise

T’tl.
21
20
20
19
19
19
19
14
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The proof of the Cartridge is in the shooting.

The United States Army,

by careful tests, have proven the VU. S. Cartridges to be the most

accurate and reliable.
MANUFACTURED

UNITED

STATES
LOWELL,

Agencies:

Columbus

Tournament.

PROFESSIONAL

Shot at. Brk.
ieikes 5... aera «600
574
ADdby Ot ict raeeney-1= 600
559
Le Compte ..... 600
549
HIGH

Schafer

555
564
546
545
544
539
538
536
534

AVERAGES,

Shot at. Brk.
Trimble aae<.de02 600
547
Grossi esacesetege's 600
509

AMATEUR

R S Rhoads..... 600
PTO septs ees 600
Barnettiepcenc.s« 600
Reefe® saccaace«+600
McConnell ...... 600
Wiedebush ...... 6UU
H E Smith..... 600
(Pe Harlow jeci.<' 600
Doolittle
....... 600

AVERAGES.

1
eidSh A SBS SOGAE
Claypoole
DVEGIS: sedteyere
ters toes
WhainnGe sem. <isiee
ateate
SCOUL- week scltoe!
Jameson
Morrison
Schwind
y
GUS) Wellst i723 200

208
196
169
163
149
148
148
146
138

Ee Wiel Site istore5 160

134

. ses oo-0 600

532

WAlkife: vette sss) =: 600
Jess Orr <cc.5-* 600
Geo Burns ...... 600

529
527
526

“vias

MEIED ech Samedoaner 140

jacks eaneesceuse «600
Chamberlain
-600

521
518

Andersons. ssl 120
Wallace®
si .ee ves 120

99
97

BxaMel ostae
aap hn 600
Decker
-nis0%.0+« 600
Bottenfield
..... 600
IMUGOTE)<6%.5..les
v0 «600
Sept keyoonossaaeOe600
Dr Shattuck ....600

514
510
509
505
495
487

Sunday me. ieee csi:120
Johnson
fis... 100
Willer lap ceteras 100
W emichky (o.0 osc. 100
D@niSOt's cereerieis 100
Gambell
eeneces: 100

77
82
84
78
74
72

481

Odi

Webster

sanetu.. 600

Vat (Smith). ces 600

{LOSS

eRe

517

sere 600

yearns
ces hes160
E H Minthorn. .160
arisen”
Giesscecs.c 40,

Bishinger)

ao-i.-- 120

ag iejctesevers <tesere 100

110
131
100

94

96

2

raniclin’ 7s)... 600
468
Patterson: svete. 100
66
Pickaway ....... 600
459
PSUS ARencconners 100
62
Gilatke easiestss400
361
Bronson) -.vo. <8 60
42
BWiatkins. sses seas 400
358
Baker .vacesssices 60
36
VER Boer aorrae 400
343
Hd sehaferiec..% 60
33
Ferameriens. uses. 400
341
jennings:
Ja. .m: 40
28
AT gr Wel een
tulsWe300
281
Basselli tacnsasccet 40
27
Woodcock ...... 300
258
GM’ Smith... 40
27
Weal E Sohcedicend
o's300
233
SA TTOrie sae
nes cere 40
26
Weinman
....... 300
205
VWaigtiers S55... 40
26
OY i Soe eeeSee 280
247
ATE O. nce ates 5 60
44
The big merchandise event shot for on Friday afternoon, May 11, proved very interesting, as shooting off
the ties held the attention of all spectators.
The first five
prizes were won in the following order:
First, Dupont
silver cup, R. Stanley Rhoads, Columbus; second, Parker
Bros.

cigar

chest,

Mr.

CARTRIDGE
MASS.,

U.S.

Weidebush,

Fairmont,

W.

Va.;

‘third, freld glasses, Mr. Blakesley, Cleveland, O.; fourth,
Marlin “Baby” rifle, McConnell, Osburn, O.; fifth, poinjter dog oil painting, Mr. Chamberlain, Columbus, O.

COo.,

A:

497-505 Pearl St., 35-43 Park St., New York.

Cotumsus, O.—The first annual spring tournament of
the Columbus Gun Club was held on May 9, 10 and 11.
The scores made during the tournament are summarized
as follows:
HIGH

BY

114-116

Market St., San

Francisco.

The three days’ tournament was preceded by the innerstate team race on Tuesday, May 8, and a rough line of
weather came in with Dayton and Cincinnati, and remained
over Wednesday.
Thursday and Friday were
both very nice days, except a high wind Thursday.
The
rough weather the first part of the week kept a great
number of shooters away.
The verdict of all present was that Columbus has the

Mr. Geo. Burns, of Cleveland, came down with the
Cleveland Boys, and shot through.
Mr. Burns was high
gun amateur on his last visit to Columbus.
Billy Webster, of Columbus, shot well with the new
gun.
Jack, of Cleveland, was having a good time.
shoot
all
Chamberlain,
of Columbus,
enjoyed
the

finest grounds
and club
house
in the
entitled
to hold
the
Grand
American,

H. Smith, of Columbus, dropped his old gun and
tried a new one and from that time on did fine work.
Ed. Rike said he has a notion to stay here all summer
and smoke that famous corn cob pipe on the big porch
paul hear the birds sing.
Ed. has an eye for the beautiul.
Mr. Decker, from Marietta, O., was a welcome visitor,
and we trust he had a good time and will come again.
Lee Bottenfield, the old reliable from Centerbury, was
here.
Lee gives a shoot on the 22d, and all the boys are
going.
They always have a good time at Centerbury.
W. H. Moore, a most congenial shooter from Crookslise was present, and we will look for him in Septemer.
Harry Carr says he is coming back soon as he can
after the State shoot.

country,
and
State shoot,

is
or

any big meeting, because the facilities are here.
Hurrah for Pop Heikes!
He is still the best old boy
ever, and the work he did here was great—no trouble
4 all—only asked for a screw-driver once in the four
ays.
Stanley Rhoads?
Well, Stanley always does something,
and he did this time—first high amateur and the Dupont
cup.
Tryon, of Cleveland, shot a fine clip, but lost the
first high amateur average by a narrow margin,
Barnet was right up among them and got a Bristol
rod on the merchandise.
John Keefe, of Newark, kept up the fine reputation
of that city for shooters, and now he is going fishing.
Good luck, John.
McConnell, of Osburn, O., came out fifth high amateur,
and made a hit with all the boys; and he won the Baby
Marlin
Repeater,
and there will be no
sparrows
in
Osburne now.
Johnny Taylor was second high professional average,
and his company have a very popular representative in
Mr. Taylor, and a good shot.
Mr. C. O. Le Compte was here.
That’s all that it is
necessary to say.
The boys all know him.
Ralph Trimble, of Covington, came up with the Cincinnati boys and gets the fourth high professional average, and helped jolly the boys through the cold spell.
Mr. D. D. Gross was on hand when the flag raising
began, and came in for fifth high professional average.
Dell has many friends among the shooters.
Mr. Wiedebush and Mr. Siller, from Fairmont, W. Va.,
were with us through the shoot.
Mr. Wiedebush tied
Mr. Rhoads for the Dupont cup and lost in the shootoff. Mr. Wiedebush was in for sixth high amateur.
Harry E. Smith, Columbus, was high gun on Wednesday, the first day, breaking 190 out of a possible 200,
but did not do so well the two days following, pulling
out seventh high amateur.
Fred Harlow, of Newark,
was shooting along with
the bunch and landed eighth high amateur.
Mr. Doolittle, from Cleveland, seemed to enjoy himself, and finished ninth high amateur.
Mr. Schaefer, of McConnelsville, O., landed tenth high
oes
he and his brother were up during the entire
shoot.
O., was the same
Frank Alkire, from Williamsport,
Frank, and jolly as ever.
Jess Orr, from Linville, was after them.

through,

Dr.

Shattuck,

of

Cool

Grove,

Ohio,

favored

us

with

his presence, and the shooters all enjoyed meeting such
a devoted sportsman.
Dr. Shattuck, though well along
in years, is young in the good sport that gives healthful
exercise to all.
Franklin, from Portsmouth, came
can’t understand
how
he did

we

off without Fred,
it.
Franklin,
we

and
are

hoping that we will have you with us often.
Pickaway, from Pickaway, picked up a new gun here
and surprised himself, too, and he did not make the
change on first day.
Our

old

friend

Clark,

from

busted 361 out of 400. and
want to beat Stan. Rhoads
all

New

Paris,

bobbed

bobbed out; said he
out of high amateur.

right.

Fred King. of Newark, has a fine chance
gun, but was called away.
Fred generally
share.

Woodcock,
Arthur
We

with the new

Gambell,

Wednesday
will

Pohlar

afternoon.
try

and

gun,
and

The

have

and

for a high
breaks his

did fine.
the

Cincinnati

snowstorm

better

in

did not
Bill is

weather

was

boys

hard

next

left

to face.

time.

Jenning, of Byhalia, O., is still poorly, not being able
to shoot much.
Hope this nice weather will change him,
J. T. Wells. C. S. Wells, Fishinger and Boernick,
from Hilliards, O., were down for recreation.
Weinman has not got used to his new gun.
Dr. Mills, Mr. Vance, Stout, Jameson and Morrison
were up in the snowstorm Wednesday.
We are coming
to Chillicothe on the 23d and 24th.
Come back again,
bovs.
Willie

George
stay

Hunt,

Volk,

longer.

from

Heoron,

of Toledo,

was

O.,

is a

here, and

coming

shooter.

sorry he did not
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At the annual championship tournament of the Indoor .22 Caliber Rifle League of the United States, held at Grand Rapids, Mich., February 12-17, 1906,

PETERS

CARTRIDGES

ESTABLISHED

2481

OUT

THE

WORLD’S

RECORD

OF A POSSIBLE
MADE

BY

W.

A.

2500

TEWES

FIRST

HONORSat Zettler Rifle Club;Open Tournament, New York, March 10-17, 1906.
100 SHOT, MATCH, won by Arthur Hubalek, score 2468.
Seven of the first ten*prize-winners ued PETERS .22 SHORT CARTRIDGES.
ZIMMERMAN TROPHY, won by L. P. Itte. BEST BULLSEYE, made by W. Rosenbaum.
L. C. Buss and L. P. Ittel made possible 225 on the Ring ;Target.
80% of the contestants in these matches used Peters Cartridges,
THE SEMI-SMOKELESS'
KIND.=—

G3

If there ever was the slightest doubt in any mind as to the superiority of Peters Cartridges of all calibers, that doubt has been dispelled for all time by the results of
the Sea Girt, Grand Rapids and New York tournaments.
The various winnings and high scores were not the result of accident but may be credited to good holding and
absolutely perfect ammunition.
The inevitable conclusion is that if Peters Cartridges of either large or small caliber, are equal to these most crucial tests, they
are the best to use in any kind of shooting, either for Target Practice, Hunting, Police, or Military purposes.

THE

PETERS

CARTRIDGE
NEW

YORK:

98

COMPANY,
Chambers

-:-

Street,

T.

-:-

H.

Keller,

Blackfoot Lodge Tales.

Camp Life in the Woods.

CINCINNATI,

OHIO

Manager

Hunting Without a Gun.

The
And the Tricks of Trapping and Trap Making.
Containing hints on camp shelter, all the tricks and bait
receipts of the trapper, the use of the traps, with instructions for the capture of all fur-bearing animals.
By
W.
Hamilton
Gibson.
Illustrated.
Cloth, 300 pages.
Price, $1.00.

FOREST

AND

STREAM

PUBLISHING

CO.

Story of a Prairie People. oy, George Bird Grinnell.
Cloth, 800 pages.
Price, $1.75.
Mr. Grinnell has for years been on terms of intimacy
with two of the three tribes which made up the great
confederation known as the Blackfoot Nation, and having
the

confidence

he has
tribe.

of

the

penetrated

FOREST

braves

deep

AND

and

into

wisest

the

STREAM

of the

secret

old

history

PUBLISHING

And

This is a collection of papers on different themes contributed to Forrest AND
STREAM and other publications,
and now for the first time brought together.

men,

of

other papers. By Rowland E. Robinson. With illusAya from drawings by Rachael Robinson.
Price,

the

FOREST

CO.

AND

STREAM

PUBLISHING

PIAL
IVS
AS

STEVENS
are

FIRST

TARGET

RIFLES

in RESULTS—the

World over!

N recent competitive shoot between Associated .22-Caliber Rifle Club of South Australia and a picked English
team, Adelaide, South Australia, the South Australians won by 9 POINTS.
The best 10 scores were counted in match and ewery one of the best 10 scores was obtained witha

STEVENS

IDEAL

Bulk of English team was also equipped

with

no

both

doubt

S TE

due

to the fact

that

STEVENS

teams

IDEAL

of expert

RIFLE
RIELES.

marksmen

The

shot

close score

the

was

old reliable

VieEAN Ss.
Ask

your

dealer—insist

J. STEVENS

on

our

ARMS

AND
P.

CHICOPEE

FALLS,

O.

Box

-

New

York

Send

make.

Office,

for 140-page

TOOL

catalog.

COMPANY

5668

4
98

2
Chambers

“
Street.

MASSACHUSETTS

CO.

May

FOREST

109, 1906.]

Tri-City
Tue

Team

last in the series of team

+ Cincinnati

and

Columbus

Shoot.

matches

was

shot

between

at

the

place

on May 8, the result being a victory for Dayton, making
her second win and giving her the $210 purse.
The
weather
was
about as poor a sample
as the
weather man had in stock.
Cloudy, cold, with strong
winds blowing across the traps, and heavy rain a good
share of the time.
shot, optional
sweep,
$2
Ten
20-target
events
were
entrance, money
divided 35, 30, 20 and 15.
The bad
weather

conditions

affected

all

the

scores,

and

some

At the IOWA

The State

of

the men on the teams dropped badly.
Heikes, of Dayton, and Bonser, of Cincinnati, were the only ones who
shot near their average, the former making individual
score

of

95,

and

the

latter

breaking

91...

For

the

the

second

and

fourth.
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Our 7 x 7 Waterproof
Wall Tent, made of

strong, light, close
‘woven iwill and treated with a special
process which both waterproofs and mildewproofs, is one of them.
PRICE,
Lots more
Catalog M.

and
elit
(

OCU LCULLL,

on

Guns, Diamonds, Watches

SIMPSON
New
Broo'lyn

CHARLES
lll Chambers

$8.25.

in our
Camp
and
Mailed on request.

J. GODFREY
Street,
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SCORE

BOOK

meets the needs of gun clubs and shooters in every particular.
The 150 sheets are heavily ruled—an advantage
all scorers will appreciate, particularly when working in
a dim light.
The horizontal spaces are numbered from
1 to 80.
Broad perpendicular lines divide these into
groups of five, which aids the eye of the scorer greatly.
Similar heavy lines divide the perpendicular spaces into
groups of six; thus the squads are distinguished at a
glance.

The paper
manifolds
easily, and carbon
sheets
are
placed in the book for that purpose.
It contains the American Shooting Association Rules
for Live-Bird Shooting, for Double Live-Bird Shooting,
for Inanimate
Target
Shooting,
Hurlingham
Revised
Live-Bird Rules for single and double rises, and the
Rose System of dividing purses.
Price, $1.
FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO.

Hints and Points for Sportsmen.

VACATION COMFORTS

1272,
4a 70

145

LOL

The

NEW YOoRK SPORTING Goons Co.

11— "64
12— 63

Del.

REER
LARA RAAAALARA LA ARARAALAARLAALALAALALARALAN

This is a high grade 12-gauge Weldless Steel single
barrel shotgun.
It has a genuine walnut stock, and
warranted a hard, accurate, safe shooter.
It is suitable
for a man or boy, and our price of $3.50 is half its real
worth.
For7sc. extra or $4.25 inall, we will supply a
canvas leather-bound take-down
case,
three-jointed
cleaning rod with swab, scratch brush and wiper, neatly
packed.
This offer is made to introduce our catalogue
No. 363, describing all kinds of Gun Goods.
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and the Above Ninety
by Mr. Charles Spencer.

W.

Watkins,
Dayton,
and
Rhoads
tied for second
high
individual
score on 86.
After the splendid
showing
made by the Cincinnati team on their grounds May 6,
their fall down to-day was a great disappointment to
their friends.
There was a good attendance of shooters
during the day and most of them shot the entire programme.
The scores:
Sweepstakes:
Events:
eerste
DMO iene oetO
Shot
Targets:
20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20
ate.
Brie
ake,
bo & Setar
18 20 20 18 18 16 18 17 18 20
200
183
Me house
er IORa 16 18: 20 17 15 16 19 19 17 19
200
176
IBGHSED
asccniciest 17 16 15 18 16 19 20 17 20 15
200
173
Le Compte .....
16 16 17 19 16 17 17 19 18 18
200
173
URLS emarcreie ccee,erts 16 18 16 18 18 17 17 18 17 17
200
172
Re Primble: 2.1. 16 17 19 17 19 12 17 17 18 16
200
168
Sunderbruch
19 18 18 16 16 11 17 16 18 17
200
166
Chamberlain
17 16 18 20 15 17 16 18 16 14
200
167
Grarmbyell) =geen
ec ans 17 15 16 18 17 18 15 14 18 14
200
162
Grass fees acuta 18 17 13 17 16 15 16 14 16 18
200
160
PAaTOWe pe stokeie
ek 17 16 17 14 13 16 17 17.16 15
200
158
Ma yaard. Jcatians « ide iG 1715 17 13°13) 14
200
156
RG c6uies esis
e's sede 13 14 16 17 12 17 13 16 19 16
200
152
PRET SHS oe Sisvare
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200
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EBGabin= .eet
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IGE Vig tire tists eet Sel
Gets 17s. Lo) 1bo13) 15 14
180
136
Pishing@er ec.ceca. 16 15 13 13 11 14 14 10 18 12
200
131
Bileiie eames ccc (opis dtoiie: 2.) auto: £6) 144
160
116
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140
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Oak,

First Amateur
Second

SMOKELESS

Championship

of Red

day

Tayler
was
high gun
with
183;
King,
second,
1/6.
Bonser was high amateur
and tied with Le Compte
for third place on 173; Rhoads came next with 172.
Dayton and Cincinnati played see-saw in the rounds,
Dayton winning the first, third and fifth, and Cincinnati,

STREAM.
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Outfits

COMPANY,
New York, U.S.A.

Compiled by “Seneca.”
Cloth.
Illustrated, 244 pages.
Price, $1.50.
This compilation comprises six hundred and odd hints,
helps, kinks, wrinkles, points and suggestions for the
shooter, the fisherman, the dog owner, the yachtsman,
the canoeist, the camper, the outer; in short, for the
field sportsman in all the varied phases of his activity.
“Hints and Points’ has proved one of the most practically useful works
of reference
in the sportsman’s
library.
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A Smoker's

CO.

Delight.

Fragrant, mild and soothing. Always the same high quality,always
in perfect condition—that’s
.
:

French’s

Mixture

It’s the genuine golden leaf of
the Piedmont section, famous for
its high natural flavor and unapproached delicacy.
Carefully selected, skillfully blended, mellowed by two years’ treatment, made
almost entirely by hand.
Send
roc. for large sample pouch and
booklet.

FRENCH
Dept. D

TOBACCO
Statesville,

CO.
N. C,

810
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GUN IN THE WORLITD
é

Spiral
never

top-lever and
to break.

main-spiings

WESTERN
Cincinnati,

guaranteed

Fewer parts in its mechanism and these parts bigger and stronger than any other. The
only: double gun made in America that ever equalled the best imported makes in workmanship, balance, finish and all the fine points of gun-making that go to make up a
strictly fine gun. See one before you buy. Made only by

A. H. FOX GUN COMPANY, Philadelphia, Pa.
Not connected

with The

Philadelphia

Arms

Company

19, 1906.

TRAP.

O., Gun

Club.

Tue weather on May 6 was not the best for trapshooting, but a good crowd assembled at the grounds,
and some fine scores were made.
‘The sport consisted
of a 100-target race, and a few scores in the Clement’s
trophy contest.
Randall headed the list with 95; Bleh,
94. Bonser scored 48 in the trophy event.
The weather on May 12 was about all one could ask
for, but only a few members
were at the grouuas.
Some of them
had all the shooting they
wanted at
Columbus on Tuesday, and will rest up
for a day or
two.
In the 100-target race to-day, Bonser showed up
well, breaking 98.
Bleh shot in somewhere near his
usual form and broke 91.
In the practice events Fultz and Johnson tied on 55,
shooting at 65 and 75 respectively.
Ahlers and Bonser
each broke 42 out of 50.
At the annual meeting of the club, held on May 11
the following directors were elected:
J.
J. Faran, if
Coyle, L. Ahlers, Maynard, R. F. Sohngen,
R. F. Davies,
E. A. Donally,
H. Jergens, Geo. Osterfeld.
The Board
will meet next week and elect officers.
Shooting from 25yds., Bonser and Fultz each broke
20 out of 25. In the shoot-off at 15 targets, Bonser won
with 13 to 10.
Ahlers broke 14 out of 10 pairs, and
Bleh got 8 out of 6 pairs.
Supt. Gambell will try and get up a team match with
the Lexington,
Ky.,
Gun Club, to be shot on their
grounds May 22.
The Decoration
Day
shoot will be
a new departure in the way it is carried
out, and ought
to be interesting.
It is proposed to shoot at 150 singles
and 25 pairs.
The 100-target race:
IBONSET cite oo vniclotniectaciome
Herman’ 9.5 -nee tere satan Pytss
Bleh o novnevincsesotacecners
Roll lo.k isies anne earatrtae 75
Ahlers “freien
Tuttle ei veca-o
see eatastier 74
I ultze ese
S61
Johnson S200. senate eee 67
Bullerdick .
Match, the first 10 from 16yds., and then moving back
a LP
each following 5 targets, shooting the last five
at

OF FINE GUNS must have experience.
purchase a Gun, we say—see a

DALY

To such,

who

are about

to

Trap

deciding.

Schoverling, Daly @ Gales
302-304

BROADWAY,

-

NEW

Notes.

A new gun club has just been organized at Aurora,
Ind., with twenty-five active members.
‘The first shoot
wili be held on May 17, at the ball park.
The officers
are:
Rev. J. J. Macke, President; Will Stedman, VicePresident; C. W. McMullen, Secretary and Treasurer;
M. C. Johnston, Captain.
The regular club shoots will
be held on Thursday afternoon of each week during the
season.
Mr. Johnston was a visitor at the Cincinnati
grounds on May 12 and shot a few.
A team match was shot recently between the Winchester and Red Star gun clubs, of Dayton, at Cook’s
place on the Valley Pike.
The former team was the
winner by 1 target.
Edgar Lamb was high gun with
52 out of 60, Smyth (55) 45, W. Lowrey (50) 44, Cook
(55) 43, N. Lowrey (50) 40, J. Lowrey (40) 35, F. Riffee
(30) 24, J. Loughenry
(80) 22, C. Detrich (25) 20, J.
Nock (25) 15, H. Lowrey (15) 14, John Sirran (80) 14,
Procunier (20) 12, Keifer (10) 7. The Winchester.
Gun
Club shoots every Saturday at their grounds on Kenneday
Flat, and are ready for team matches with any five or tenman amateur team.
The Red Stars is a new organization, and has some good shots on its roll.
This club
shoots every Saturday, and is ready for a match at any

or SAUER
before

24yds.:

Yards:
:
16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24
Paltz” Fiicies.anyaletostee temerscttte eee 8 5643
55
3 3 5—41
Bleh™.
iaecc cans doavem veteeemeies
845465
3 3 4 440
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bors einsntaine
8 4445
5 2 4 3—89
AMIE TS, oFioi\s. cere aisectenayhorenteresuererete 7156443
3 4 4 4-38
tattle %,are6c a ciasyeietote
ste.ctopete amare 8 23
5 2 3 3 8 2—al

YORK.

time.

Trap Shooting Supplies of all Descriptions.
Blue Rock Targets and
Traps.
Special attention given to the securing of special guns, loads
and equipments.

KIRKWOOD
23 Elm

Street,

THE

we

BROS.,

3

A,

4

Boston,

CHAMPIONSHIP

Mass.

OF

Montclair

lowa, Nebraska, Missouri and Kansas at the Omaha Tournament, March 20-22, 1906,
was won by MR. GEORGE W. MAXWELL, of Holstein, Neb., an amateur who used
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JOSEPH DIXON CRUCIBLE CO..
VERSEY

CITY. NJ.

:
:

Captain Adam H. Bogardus, Champion. Wing
Shot
of the World.
Embracing Hints for Skilled
Marksmen; Instruction for Young Sportsmen; Haunts and
Habits of Game Birds; Flight and Resorts of Water-

fowl; ee

and

pages. Price, $2.
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There was a good attendance at the shoot of the
Northern Kentucky Gun Club on May 6. The weather
was bad; a poor light and high wind made low scores
in many cases.
L. C. Hill was high in the Forstner
trophy contest with 86; Stacey, 22; Stuard, 19; Jasper,
16; Patten and Frances, 15 each; Walker, 18, and Fee,
11.
In the practice events Davenport shot at 125 and
made high score of the day with 107.
E. Trimble and
Jasper got 87 each out of 100 and 125 respectively.
Stacey
and Stuard got 82 each out of 100.
Davenport broke 19
out of his first 25, and then 46 out of the next 50.
Trimble got 46 out of his first 50. Stacey fell down in
the first 25, scoring only 17, and then getting 65 out of
the last 75. Stuard broke 44 out of his first 50. Eighteen
men took part in the shoot.

444

Gun

Club.

Monrcrair, N. J., May 12.—The monthly contest for
the Sawer gun was run off this afternoon at 25 targets,
eee
with re-entry; best scores to count; events 5
and 6.
Messrs. Moffett and Colquitt tied on 21 each.
On the
shoot-off, Colquitt won out, breaking 21 to Moffett’s 18.
Owing to the high winds prevailing at times, the shooting was very irregular.
Smith made his first essay at
trapshooting, doing fairly well for a new hand.
Events:
1
2° 8° 45S
ec
Targets:
2 10 10 25 25 25 26 15
Moffett? 5. caidates
anetaaicctorcats plete 19 10
"8 2192" (20 9 See
GOlGaritt arcs ssercinie
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Handicaps apply in events 5 and 6. ;
E. WInstow, Sec’y.
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Gun Club.

Brooxiyn, L. I., May 8.—There were high winds prevailing.
Mr, De Long was scorer; Mr. H. W. Gray was
referee.
Mr. L. H. Schortemeier was manager.
The 50target contest was the main event.
Column 1 herewith
shows the distance handicap; column 2 shows the scores,
and column 3 shows the points made.
The others are
extra events, at distances from 15 to 2lyds.
Scores:

Sit

PRELIMINARY HANDICAP
;
GRAND AMERICAN HANDICAP | 1905
GRAND CANADIAN HANDICAP
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LEFEVER

GUN.

do the best shots in the United States and Canada use Lefever Guns ?

There must be merit to the advantages claimed for Lefever guns,
Improve your score by shooting a Lefever Gun especially bored for trap,

brush or field use.

- Send

for Catalogue D.

This cut is a reproduction of our handsome 10-color hanger, size 10x 23%. As long
as our supply lasts we will furnish these hangers for 8 cents, covering postage.

LEFEVER
SYRACUSE,
.

The “OLD RELIABLE”
Best that can

ARMS CO.,
NEW
“The

Only

YORK.

Absolutely

Reliable”

be made

c¢:Has none its equal

Fred Coleman’s score of 47 straight at live birdsin England. as well as 24 out of
25 at 31 yards, shows how the Parker Gun shoots.
See another column in this
paper showing his marvelous records.

PARKER

Shot at. Brk.
Mallory,
Sr..... 75
58
Pringle: soess< tsi
52
Hdgettercrsee. 60
32
Brownie oe esc +.« 45
31
Stengley soencence 45
30
Waniine ees css. 70
51
Winite le gerteeeies 6 45
31
Thompson ...... 45
22
IDheeee Gracnonec 25
4
RiIGG aca
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7
ATtley i soew less 15
tf
Hemage
ssc. cs 15
9
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100 STRAIGHT
By E. C. CRIFFITH

Club.

Braprorp, Pa., May 10.—We held a shoot on the afternoon of May 7 in honor of Adolph Toepperwein and J.
Mowell Hawkins.
Mr, Toepperwein, shooting with rifle,
pistol and repeating shotgun, pleased a large audience of
ladies and gentlemen, and while the day was windy, it
interfered with the target shooters, but it did not seem to
make any difference with Mr. Toepperwein, as he cracked
walnuts with the rifle as fast as they could be tossed in
the air, and did the same with the smallest marble, which
the kids call pewee.
We were also honored with the presence of H. H.
Stevens, N. Apgar and Jack Fanning, who are very
popular here, and are always. welcome.
These experts
say that our summer tournament, which will be held June
26 and 27, and for which we add $500 in cash, will be the
largest in point of attendance we have ever had, as they
hear the majority of the shooters say that they would
not miss the Bradford shoot.
Come again, gentlemen, and you will always find the
latch string out.
Following are the scores:
Shot at. Brk.
HanMING oo... ses0s 100
80
Hawkins’ ..5..2.. 100
88
PATICATM wot otenss « 100
79
Stevens
........ 125
104
[Ibozarh
eteacre 100
84
Ellsworth
...... 100
68
Conneely
....... 100
84
Russell gies ore. .s 100
68
WWallistuenec sens: 100
53
Mallory, Jr......100
88
WAMSG Meteo dese o's 100
55
BOING
cc seks s115
84
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Colina esse cidee es Te Ss) Aes ll DEBE, dee, eonsuis eine pe
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ScHGrtye
sdaceadsss TRE lees
ASE ieatrickeon, 19°25°.. 5... .. -. ss ce cc ce ce ee
Crateceiyan
eiccscn: TI) RU Niss ao Supe
bres
Nee iar aa
Bercen Beacu, L. I.. May 12.—The scores made at
the club shoot of the Bergen Beach Gun Club to-day
are appended.
Event 7 was at five pairs.
Events:
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Bradford

Emblematic

In a Team

Match

at Watertown,

Mass.,

May

5th,

1906,

The
Griffith had

Shot

DEAD SHOT
SMOKELESS POWDER
New

Bulk

Powder

for Shot

E. C. Griffith, twice winner of the grand American handicap, killed 100 straight.
When

He

killed

75 straight,

interest in his work

increased,

and as he scored

Guns.
;

q

4

kill after kill without

a miss the enthusiasm was intense.
’
;
‘
as
When he took the mark for the last five birds every eye in the crowd, which, by the way, was by far the
largest ever seen at the local range,

As

the scorer called

was on him.

F

;

the remaining kills, everybody was on tiptoe, and as this wonderful

100th bird to pieces a mighty

shout went up.

— Boston

:

shot knocked

the

Globe.

:
ae
ee 9
Have your shells loaded with
“ Dead Shot Smokeless.
Your dealer w:ll gladly supply it. Hf you are in
doubt write to us. Write to us anyway for booklet.

AMERICAN
ST. LOUIS, MO.

SOUL

POWDER
bobby

Cited:

MILLS
CHICACO,

ILL.

812
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Hunter

AND

STREAM.

[May

ONE-TRIGGER

One-Trigger

is Absolutely

Perfect

The mechanism
its action.

is positive in

Parts are large and strong.
-It never balks nor doubles; in.
fact, it does just what we say
it will, and does it every time.

Inter-Club

SEND

SMITH

ARMS

FOR

CATALOGUE.

COMPANY,

GUNS

Fulton,

SHOOT

DAVI S

PRINCIPLE OF OPERATION
SIMPLE AND RELIABLE +z

GRADE “A”
have

WELL

G UN

HIGH-GRADE
MATERIAL

We

N. Y.

made

“DAVIS

GUNS”
Send

N. R. DAVIS

@ SONS,

for

shot

on

the

for

more

than

half a century.

Catalogue

<a]

Usethe Great English Remedy

Me

The Practical Poultry Keeper.
By Louis Wright.
Eight colored plates
illustrations.
Cloth, 311 pages.
Price, $2.

MENNEN'’S
DRUGGISTS, or 93 Henry St., Brooklyn, N. ¥
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STREAM
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87 other
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Shooting

button

off like

and
other

the rolled plat:
plated

in Gold and Sterling.

aged in any way,

exchange

buttons.
If dam-

it for new

one. At all jewelers and haberdashers.
Send for Story of Collar Button.

KREMENTZ

@ CO.,

94 Chestnut St.,
Newark, N. J
i

23 20 16 23.22

ea ceatendtiacie natetresere 17516, 19020.
itsdarasefeicioteislerotersresnrans LZ 15. 16.2

of one piece of metal. Easy to button
Stay buttoned, They outand unbutton,

Try Mennen’s

on

Club.

°

Tue first prize shoot of the season was held on Saturday afternoon, May 5, at 3 o’clock.
One of the silver
spoons presented by Mr. A. L. Aborn was the object of
the contest, and was captured by Mr. John A. Mitchell,
after shooting off a tie with Mr. H. F. Ulmer, who had
a handiéap of 3 targets.
The scores were:.
Mitchell 25,
Ulmer 25, Tafft 23, Austin 23, Post 19, Smith 17, Wells 17.
The general scores were:
;
;
Shot +
Per
Targets:
25 25 25 25 25
at. Broke. Cent.
Mitchell! a oecmtestiatsomae 25: 23h. eee
50
48
96
Pattt.?
gectea veces nas 23 25 coleceee
50
48
96,
Winter: Sateen.
clei tote ee 22 21 Sect
43
86
ROS tat gas tasereee 19 21 23 2g
100
8°
«85

by those who

Giv: s immediate and positive relicf
from PRICKLY HEAT, CHAFING, SUNBURN, and all skin
troubles. Mennen’s face on every
box, see that you get the genuine.
For sale everywhere, or by mail
25c. Sample free.
_f Gerhard Mennen Co., Newark,N.J.

Ciub

twenty-nine men a side, and resulted in a tie. The third
match was again shot on the grounds of the Hamilton
Gun Club, thirty-seven men a side, and was won by
Hamilton by 10 targets.
‘lhe deciding match took place
in ‘loronto, forty men a side, and was won by the Stanleys, by 388 targets.
Never in the history of shooting have two clubs been so
evenly matched at the end of the third match—only 1
target separating the two clubs’ score.
;
‘Lhe Stanleys previous to this year have always been
the losers by a small margin, but this year have successfully turned the tables on their opponents.
It is
mainly due to the active interest taken by the members
of these two clubs that trapshooting enjoys the healthy
condition it holds in Canada to-day.
‘The scores:

Ss

}

the soothing touch of MENNEN’S.

Gun

The interclub matches between the Stanley and Hamilton gun clubs are always looked forward to with interest, more so this year than usual, and are usually
shot best two out of three.
‘Lhe first match this year
was shot on the grounds of the Stanley Gun Ciub, twentyseven men a side, and was won by the Stanleys by 9

Irighant

1¢

Welcome & Refreshing

Staniey

Williams
senceaennats 16
DOr
etc
aera: 15
FLogartit .cee.sscemes 11—802
Atex. Dry,

\ Nis ny

4 POWDER

as the first flowers of Spring is

the

day. ‘Lhe day was tine, light good, with a strong westerly
wind, but owing to the location of the grounds, the
shooter was welt protected from the breeze.
‘Lhe inends of both clubs were out in full force to
cheer their respective clubs to victory.
‘the match was
shot, forty men a side, 25 targets per man, and was a case
of see-saw well through the match.
‘The Stanleys finally

iI) Cr

Lock Box 707, Assonet, Mass., U. S. A.

“GOUT & RHEUMATI >
BLAIR’S PILLSK-¢ py
Safe, Sure, Effective. 50c. & $1.

BORATED

Our

VS

Series.

Toronto, May 14.—lhe deciding match in the interclub series, between the Stanley Gun Club, of ‘loronto,
and the Hamuiton Gun Club, of Hamilton, Can., was

targets.
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19, 1906.
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5.—At

following
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73
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Club.
the

weekly

scores

were

shoot

of the

made:

Targets:
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After the regular
shoot
several
of the boys tried
doubles, with the following results:
C. D. Cook, out of
48 pairs, broke 67; Dick Cole, out of 36 pairs, broke 45;
H. F. Sherman, cut of 24 pairs, broke 23.

May

FOREST

19, 1906.]
Hamilton

Gun

Club.

THamriiton, Ont., May 7.—Herewith I beg to hand
a copy of the report of the remarkable shoot that
place in this city April 30, between the Hamilton
Club and the Stanley Gun Club, of Toronto.
In
shoot, you will notice by the report, the teams
thirty. seven men a side, and the total of seventy-four
shot. a percentage of 82.5.
When you think that

you
took
Gun
this
were
men
these

are

green

all amateurs,

and

that

over

50 per

cent.

of them

AND

Smith's Ideal
18-inch Knee Boot, IDEAL, to-inch lace, and
6-inch Moccasin Shoe — have become the
standard ot all that is good in

Hunting

shooters who have not been out to a tournament, it will
doubtless strike you as one of the events in trapshooting
in this country.
On the afternoon in question we shot
4,275 targets—a rather good day’s work, you will say.
The first match was won by Stanley, 9 targets; second
a tie; third, won by Hamilton, 10 targets.
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Intercollegiate
May

12.—At

annual

New

Haven

intercollegiate

SECRETARY.

Team
to-day

team

shoot,

was

victor

held

on

Yale

grounds.
The conditions were five men per team, 50
targets per man.
The contestants, team and _ individual
scores
were as follows:
Yale 212, Pennsylvania
191,
Princeton 187, and Harvard 179.
The best individual score, 47, was made by Capt. Mann,
of the Princeton team.
Scores:
Yale.—Thompson 40, Alden 42, Pugsley 40, King. 45,
Morrison 42; total 212.
Pennsylvania.—_Smith
35, Way 31, Appleton 40, Williams 41, Prouse 44; total 191.
Princeton.—Mann
47, Wood

22, Sands

42; total

sham

40, Nash

38,

Morton

38,

Mollvaine

187.

Harvard.—Marshall

3,

Kissell

31,

Powers

36,

Wicker-

39; total 179.
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& SON

25 & 27 North (3th St., Philadelphia, Pa.
Exclusive selling agents of Ideal Hunting Shoes, Von Lengerke
& Detmold for New York City and Brooklyn.
Von Lengerke
& Antoine for Chicago, Il.
Sporting goods houses are invited to send for price and terms.

‘Inthe

Maine Woods”
9th Annual

Edition.

GUIDE

Published

BOOK

for

Sportsmen.

Bangor & Aroostook R.R,
192 pages, 133 beautiful half-tone
illustrations, all new.
Cover and
two
insert
pages in three colors,
suitable for framing.
Copy mailed
anywhere upon receipt of 10 cents
in stamps to cover postage.

C. C. BROWN,

Sportsmen

’

Buzzard’s

Bay,

Mass.

WELL STOCKED TROUT BROOK;; ideal Club House
on BUZZARD’S BAY, Mass., to lease; ample game proserves; pond and sea fishing.
[or illustrated booklet of
ota
address
BROOKSIDE
CLUB,
Monpment
each, Mass.

NEWFOUNDLAND
Excellent

Salmon

shooting.

and

Trout

EDWARD
Guide

fishing;

also

General Passenger Agent.

Caribou

Tents, guides, boats provided.
Write
BUNGAL OW, Grand Lake, Newfoundland.

and

SHEFFIELD,

Outfitter,

St.

Anthony,

Idaho.

References.

Come to Round Mountain Lake Camps
For good trout
ticulars address
New

fishing and bear hunting.
For further parDIONO, BLACKWELL, Eustis, Me.
York

Office, 335 Broadway,

Room

29.

Best Black Bass Fishing in Maine
MEDDYBEMPS

LAKE

MEDDYBEMPS,

ME.

Two furnished log camps for rent.
Situated on islands
one mile from village.
One large five-room camp accommodating ten persons, and one large one-room
camp
accommodating four persons.
For particulars, address
E. G. BROWN,
Marblehead,
Mass.

THE

LOG

CABIN,

Spruce’

Brook,

NEWFOUNDLAND
The only Hotel in the interior of the island.
Salmon, Trout,
and Caribou hunting. Complete new outfit, Tents and Canoes.
Sportsmen outfitted and Guides found for any part of tle
Island.
72 hours from New York.
I have five camps on shore of Lake in the Woods,
to the station; one large camp, 11 sleeping rooms,
office, dining room.
Post-office in camp; daily
Other camps have two sleeping rooms and sitting
Fine place for teacher and children to spend their
tion. Fine trout fishing. One large camp on Ebeeme
Fine bass fishing 14% miles to walk.
Write
N. W. McNAUGHTON,
Schoodic,
Me.

by the

Address Guide Book 17, Bangor, Me. ¥
Routes

for

Brookside Club House

of

Hunt-

Manufacturers Shoe Specialties,
Gymnasium and Sporting Shoes.

in the

the

pair

and the practical suggestions of bundreds of
sportsmen.
Catalogue for the asking.

SPORTSMEN’S

Shoot.

Yale

a

Ideal

The product of fifty years’ shoemaking

M. A. SMITH

Hotels
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by thousands — no
lady or gentleman
properly equipped
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STREAM.
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mails.
room.
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booklet.

COME
TO CAMP
RECREATION
for good muskallonge and black bass fishing.
New log camp, beautiful
lakes.
Send for circular.
A.

G.

IRWIN,

Dorset,

Minnesota.

HIGH FALLS HOTEL,
Dingman’s Ferry, Pike Co., Pa
In the midst of the picturesque highlands of the upper
Delaware.
Trout and bass fishing.
Private trout stream.
RKiding

and

driving

horses,

garage.

trains
on _ notice.
Send
FULMER, JR., Proprietor.

THE

for

Automobile

booklet.

CRATER

record

References

required.

WALKER,

Mer.,

for

Champlain, offer the
in a locality with a

healthfulness,

For

circular,

De

Hart

132

F.

CLUB

and Burnham Camps, Essex-on-Lake
attractions of a beautiful lake shore
remarkable

meets

PHILIP

at

moderate

address

Place,

rates.

MRS.

L.

Elizabeth,

N.

B.
J.

NEWFOUNDLAND
Canadian
The New Route to the Far-Famed

and the ONLY

Saguenay

rail route to the delightful Summer

Resorts and Fishing Grounds north of Quebec and
to Lake St. John and Chicoutimi, through the

CANADIAN

ADIRONDACKS.

Trains connect at Chicoutimi with Saguenay Steamers for
Tadousac, Cacouna, Murray Bay and Quebec.
A round trip
unequalled in America, through matchless forest, mountain,
river and lake scenery, down the majestic Saguenay by daylight
and hack to the Fortress City.

Moose

Lands,

QOuananiche

Caribou

Roberval,

the Lordly Caribou
this Railway.
‘lhe
St. John is the finny
Trout of Kenogami
known.

Lake St. John, has accommo2ation

TROUT,

Co.

BASS,

Salmon fishing and Caribou hunting best
Complete outfits supplied.
BAY ST. GEORGE HOTEL, Stephenville

Brookside,
Good

Trout

D.

CRANE,

M.

for 300

guests. Apply in New York to J. Westey Avttson, Vanderbilt
Ave. and 44th St., and to ticket agents in all principal cities.
A beautifully illustrated guide book free on application,
Avex. Harpy, G. P. A.
J. G. Scott, Gen, Manager,
Quebec, Canada.

fishing.

Pocono
Cresco

Mountains.

Station,

Canadensis,

obtainable.
Crossing.

Monroe

D., L. & W.

R.R.

Co.,

20

AND

MASKINONGE.
By

New
Lakes and Rivers that have
never been fished by white men, and yet
Endless Waterways
in the Wild for
Canoe Trips.
Camps and Summer
Home Sites.
Write

ROBT.

KERR,

Pass. Traffic Mgr., Can. Pac. Ry., Montreal.

Roger
Hunt

D.

Williams,

Club;

National

Master

Keeper
Hunt

of Foxhounds,

Foxhound

Foxhunters’

Brunswick

of comparatively easy access.

and Trout.

The Giant Moose of Canadian Forests and
are natives of the territory traversed by
‘‘Ouananiche”’ (fresh water salmon) of Lake
champion of Canadianwaters.
The Brook
and Lake Edward are the biggest and reddest
Hotel

Haunts,

Pacific Railway

Stud

Association;

Iroquois

Book;

Director

Official

Judge,

Club.

“Horse
and
Hound”
is encyclopedic
in all that
pertains to foxhunting.
It has chapters as follows:
Hunt-

ing.

The

Country
Hound.

Breeding
Fox.

Hunter.
Riding.
History

and

Tricks

Schooling

of

Hunters.

Cross:

Falls.
Women
in the
Field.
The
and
Origin
of the American
Hound.

Raising
and

Horses.

Habits

of

The

Kennel.

the

Fox.

Scent.
In

the

‘he
Field.

Hunt Clubs.
The style is clear and crisp, and every
chapter abounds with hunting information.
The work 1s
profusely illustrated.
Price,. $2.50.
FOREST

AND

STREAM

PUBLISHING

CO.

FOREST AND STREAM.
J. KANNOFSKY,
PRACTICAL GLASS BLOWER

814
Kennel
Ads under this
cents in capitals).

Special.

head 2 cents a word a time
Cash must accompany order.

(or

3

[May

—

Western

For Sale.—Full-blood English BEAGLE Hounds, Hunters that are hunted.
OAKLAND BEAGLE KENNELS,
Pontiac, Mich.
Norwegian bearhounds, Irish wolfhounds, deer and cat
hounds.
English
bloodhounds,
American
foxhounds,
Four-cent stamp for illustrated catalogue.
|
ROOKWOOD
KENNELS,
Lexington, Ky.
For Sale.-—Dogs, Hogs, Pigeons, Ferrets, Belgium Hares.
8 cents for 40-page illustrated catalogue.
é: G. LLOYDT, Dept. ‘‘M.,”? Sayre, Pa.
FOR
SALE.—Thoroughly trained pointers, setters and
hounds.
Can furnish you a good one at a moderate price
at any time.
GEO. W- LOVELL, Middleboro, Mass.

St. Louis World’s Fair, 1904:
Paris
Exposition,
1900:

Gold Medal & Highest Award
Gold Medal & Highest Award

SPRATT’S
=

specially

prepared

foods

ie

DOGS,

PUPPIES,

)

CATS,

RABBITS,

ras

BIRDS,

FISH.

Culture,”
with practical
‘Dog
Write for Catalogue,
chapters on the feeding, kenneling and management of
dogs; also chapters on cats.
y
450 Market St., Newark, N. J.

Spratt’s Patent wo shah Se se Peake’ Mo:
(America) Ltd.

1324

Valencia

St., San

BOOK

DOG

TROPHIES.

“Heads and Horns.”

for

POULTRY,
PIGEONS,
GAME,

Wine

YOUR

Write for our Illustrated Catalogue,

It gives directions for preparing and preserving Skins,
Antlers, etc. Also prices for Heads and Rugs, Birds and
Fish, and all kinds of work in Taxidermy.

PATENT

AM. (LTD.)
Manufacture

“
and Manufacturer of
Artificial eyes for birds, animals and manufacturing purposes a specialty.
Send for prices. All kinds of skulls for
the fur trade.
369 Canal St., New York.
Please mention Forrest AND STREAM,

SAVE

Francisco,

Cal.

ON

DISEASES

Ward's Natural Science Establishment,
ROCHESTER,

N. Y.

ROWLAND,

TAXIDERMIST,
A specialty

in mounting Moose, Elk, Caribou
heads.
Call and examine work.

No. 182 SIXTH
Tel.

4205

Near 13th St:

XS FRED

SAUTER,

NEW

Mailed

TO

FREE

Established 1860,
Formerly
No. 3
No. William St.,

FEED.

~
<e=

to any address by the author.

H. CLAY GLOVER, D. V. S.,

1278 Broadway, New York.

DO

YOU

HUNT?

Trained COON, FOX
and
DEER
HOUNDS For Sale. Reasonable Prices
Here in Arkansaw we have millions of
Coons, Foxes and Deer at our door to
train our hounds with, and we train them
too.
They ‘‘ Deliver the Goods.’”’
A few
trained Rabbit and Squirrel Dogs.
Also
untrained Pups.
For particulars address
zz
ANNS

SPRING
RIVER
KENNELS
Box 27, Imboden, Ark.

IMPROVED SPIKE COLLAR,
For use in dog training. Price, $2.00.
mail, $2.10. Send for circular.

By

B. WATERS,
346

Broadway,

New

York.

Have You a Dog?
Then let us send you Polk Miller’s
». celebrated Book on Dogs; How to
Take Care of Them; the eloquent Sen-

gator

Vest’s

masterful

a Dog, and“A
for a Nigger”

Tribute

te

Yellew Dog’s Love
(famous poem). Wewill

send you allof the above for 10c just to advertise

Sergeant’s

Remedies.

DRUG

CO.

Address

Famous
POLK

859 MainSt.

Dog

MILLER

Richmond,

Va.

Canoe Handling and Sailing.
The

Canoe: History, Uses, Limitations and Varieties, Practical Management and Care, and

Relative Facts. By C. Bowyer Vaux(“Dot’’).
Illustrated.
Cloth, 168 pages.
Price, $1.00.
New and revised edition, with additional
matter.

A complete manual for the management of the
canoe.
Everything is made intelligible to the
veriest novice, and Mr, Vaux proves himself one
of those successful instructors who communicate

their own

enthusiasm

FOREST

AND

to their pupils.

STREAM

PUBLISHING

CO.

YORK

Taxidermist.

4A

AND

HOW

Deer

AVENUE,

Chelsea.

eS

and

Removed to
42 Bleecker St.,
cor. Elm St.,
will continue to

please customers
with the best durable work.
Also carry large assortment of Game
Heads, Rugs and attractive groups, for sale and to rent.

Modern Fishculture in Fresh
and Salt Water.
Illustrated.

Price,

At

yellow

perch,

codfish,

Ten

$2.

tomcod,

lobsters.

With

chapters on the parasites, diseases and enemies of fish;
also frog culture, terrapins, number of eggs in different
fish, table of number
of eggs in various fishes, the
working or blooming of ponds, fishways, fishes which
guard their young, how fish find their own rivers, dynamiting a lake, to measure the flow of water.
The purpose of the work is to give such practical instruction as may enable the amateur to build his ponds
and breed his trout or other fish after the most approved
method and with the best possible promise of success.
FOREST

Men

AND

STREAM

PUBLISHING

CO.

I Have Fished With.

Sketches of character and incident with rod and gun from
childhood to manhood; from the killing of little fishes
and birds to a buffalo hunt.
By Fred Mather.
Illustrated.
Price, $2.
It was a happy thought that prompted Mr. Fred Mather
to write of his fishing companions.
The chapters were
received with a warm welcome at the beginning, and have
been of sustained interest.
The ‘“Men I Have Fished
With’ was among the most popular series of papers ever
presented to Forrest AND STREAM readers,
FOREST

AND

STREAM

PUBLISHING

CO.

FILE YOUR FOREST AND STREAM
We

have provided

26 numbers

a cloth file binder to hold

of. FoREST

AND

STREAM.

It is simple,

convenient, strong, durable, satisfactory,
The
successive issues thus bound make a handsome
volume, constantly growing in interest and value.
The binder
dollar.
FOREST

will
AND

be

sent

postpaid

STREAM

on

receipt

PUBLISHING

of one
CO.

North

League.

Cornwall.

live

birds,

$5:

ianselowacaace 222222222210
F Kieker ....2222022222— 9
IResslenicerttes 2222022222— 9
horn
steers 2222020112— 8
Beamsdeffer .0112012212— 8
Barryotce snes 2222200022— 7
Special shoot, 25 birds, $25:
Bhorn:
trace henner 17
Ten birds, $10, one barrel:
Hansell: Gant
oun ecteeeee 9
Targets:
Shot at. Brk.
Ressler is caseeere 50
45
Hanseliye. scsbices 50
47
FH OLN Ueicemiie he 50
34

This work covers the entire field, including the culture
of trout, salmon, shad, the basses, grayling, whitefish,
pike, pickerel, mascalonge, postfish, smelt, crappies, white
perch, pike-perch, wall-eyed pike, catfish, carp, alewives,
sturgeon,

Trapshooters’

A COMPLIMENTARY shoot was held at this place on the
grounds of the North Cornwall Gun Club, Lebanon, Pa.,
at Geo.
S. Trafford’s
Cross Keys Hotel.
The party
entertained were all from Lancaster and Marietta, going
from the latter place by automobiles, under the direction
of Frank and Charles Wright.
A chicken .and waffle
See was served by our esteemed host, Sammy Traford,
The party was joined by Neaf Apgar, and he gave a
wonderful exhibition of rifleshooting, which, in the face
of the high wind, was very good.
Some good scores
were made at the traps, but a number of birds were
carried out of bounds with the aid of the wind.

By Fred Mather, author og ‘“Men I Have Fished With,”
with a chapter of Whitefish Culture by Hon. Herschel
Whitaker, and a chapter on the Pike-Perch by James
Nevin.

Pennsylvania

A

CANONSBURG,
Pa., May 9.—Thirty-three shooters took
part and shot through the entire programme, and under
the laws of the League, all those not winning their entrance fee, less targets, were paid back in full, provided
they were bona fide members in good standing of some
club of the League.
Each event was at 15 targets:
Events:
12.3
4.5 6°77 8 e910 tae
erig
Mathews
easnaecsne 13 15 1415 13 1413 1412141218
‘161
Lawrence
.cccecee 14 13 13 11 13 14 13 12 15 14 13 14
159
JOD StOn ee cesesecr 13 14 11 11 13-14 14 12 15 11 12 14
152
DBelSINg Mareen 14 10 13 12 11 18 12 138 15 14 14 11
152
Clittord ances conte as 13 13 13 13 10 12 15 14 12 14 11 11
151
Kelsey cas cemesicents 11 12 13 12 14 11 15 15 15 10 11 12
151
Grant’ ..c sees
9111413 14141214141115
9
150
BUGhee tuesiate 13 12 18 14 13 15 10 10 14 14 11 10
149
Hickeyas vous acetic 14 910 13 15 11 12 18 13 13 12 18
145
Crow. waveoscdeaisterte 14 10 10 10 11 13 14 13 11 12 13 11
142
Baker gees nctemtes 14 10 10 10 11 13 14 13 11 12 13 11
142
Billemingies sess ane 10 11 13 12 14 11 13 10 12 11 14 10
141
Garlasidleuaje eens 141212 1114 7 13 12 13 12 11 10
141
Giundellinve ssa. 11.13 12 11 TW Ibs AOS aseoeLe
138
Cochranupacssceeae 11, 8 12°13 11 14g
OSs belies
137
Mi cINaty Geecic's cnet
91114 8 11 11 12 10 18 11 14 12
136
George
Wionseseatte 13 12 12 12 11 912111014
910
134
Streams Vein
lovee ciaiele 11 8 11 10 13 13 14 11°13 13:20
134
JM. Prigg........ 10 11 (9:18 Joe OSs toa
ae
128
Henshaw
...
11, 9.11.14 9 12012 Ss aOR
ae
125
SEO paccone
10 18. 8) 7 14 eee
ee
124
Anthony
- 10 11 9.9. 910512 10S MORO
e284
Kockeysye
nce
tee
5 13°11 11 10 135012
Sosa,
119
ADPrigePesasceesee 11 7 1110 9:11 (9510 TO
OREie Geet
Swartzaeeesoeeers
8 9 1011.13)
AON S Sesser
oid eet 15
Hoeyi
tec acteomiene 6.5 8 9.10 1243 59sii2 tied
114
A bbottaiiw aeocnee 8Il 6 7'9 9.9 7S 13512
108109
Crummwececeeeeee
9 611 8 9°79 Ti0NO esas
105
Denny-e
penser eons
6 712 6 8 9°9 8 Sese0 10
101
Andrews .sesceeres
45.6
83°°9) 4b aioe
97
Kane \titeee. ceeceen 10°4.6°8
9 (6. 88GRoo omy
97
Gumbert
Wa. scce
6°56 8.7 76
Oe 9e Geist
96
Leéyle sie eteease nee
5... 6 TOT
Sees
42
Myers
PRP
erry i cnt) (ity
27
Stone's Sas tenen eae cea
mee
9:10. a
eee ae
19
The trade _ was represented by L. Z. Lawrence, J.
Garland and Jas. Lewis.
Owing to a meeting of the Knight Templars in Pittsburg, the next League meeting has been changed to
Wednesday,
May 23, instead of Tuesday,
May 22, as
originally stated.
It will be held on the grounds of the
Herron Hill Gun Club, Davis Island, Pittsburg, Pa.

yy
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19, 1906.

'

Seven

birds,

$10,

one

Runip) sees 2220222020—
Miss Rieker. .0102122020—
Jerseyiews ance 0220121001—
Potes Waicesteues 2102002202—
Bauman.
..... 0001220011—
Jersey

7
6
6
6
5

(<ccnwaraetse
iteseeins 15

Reafsnydets

ca.csjuienmtees

4

Shot at. Brk.
Rieker Sicceseanes 0,
Jersey) iscnpnemer 50
30
EF Riekerscce es 25
21

barrel:

EGR orn Ge sec apeisi-recte 1101111—6

Garfield

Ruuipr

Gun

caseeee ....10/1111—6

Club.

Curicaco, May 12.—The appended scores were made on
the occasion of the fourth trophy
shoot of the fourth
series.
T. L. Smedes won Class
trophy on 19; Stone,
Class B, .on 20; -Dr. Skillman, Class) Ci ony loge tn) the
Dupont cup shoot, 15 targets, Tom Jones won on 13.
The day was an extremely trying one for target’ shooting, as the wind was blowing a small hurricane in the
direction of a right quartering incomer, and the boys
found it impossible to locate the discs with anything
like certainty—consequently the extremely ragged scores
made.
Conditions were so unfavorable that only a few
shooters came out.
Scores:
Events:
1
23454006
Boers
Targets:
25 15. 10 A010
The amo
Pollard
eti-tuaa emetee nee cee 14-9
*67" GSTS
bea
a a
WW Fo)co CPR
OBC OGSOIO UGOCUh , 8
BY (35 °255 be Ae
Smedés? ok. scceccscsetioreccen 19
8° %
—bo oe
eee
George
scwncmece
tsccsiccemente 11‘
9 5
"6" 2
Sees
Skillmatt Wisdate siete detente
eniettae 15"
8 ° 2) “Ot
ee eee
Dr eReynoldsincecesisse seeeeaae 17 10°
.4.) 4
04ers
Pea tom’ ccc acciclaticicsciiseineietsieanarns 10
9
4
2096
eee
Hick S atietaetes westelece cmecnitne 18°
9° "6! Seca
PM OUMAS eealae ceecien cremate pierces 14.69
#2 » 6S
ib etoeeee
Stone! ccee sccm oct exec Gener 20°
T7776
097 a
oe
IMG Donald sr cesaeecttaltscime 18
%
4° 6
(45a
DFP Dusik _ccaneoveseeumoeemn 15
3. 2.
3S
5
Oo roeen
W Binfeldt)catcsccs scnmecnaees 14 11
os
eat eee
Ostendorp Wwe
cs eee celeron
i
eS
soc)
58) eee
D.
Pom “Jonesess.
cee oscaterersch 18913
4. A
eee
No. 1 was trophy event.
No. 2 was Dupont
cup
event.
No. 7 was at doubles.
Dr. J. W. MEEK, Sec’y.
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FOREST
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Piedmont

Gun

AND

STREAM.

815

Small-Mouth Black Bass Successfully Propagated!

Club.

PiepmMont, W. Va., May 12.—The shoot for the Hunter
Arms Co. medal, was won in the shoot-off by Jas. Richards, allowing proportionate handicap.
The medal will
be contested for weekly.
Long went 35 out of last 36
shot at. Dutchy Hoover has not hit his gait ee OF};
promises to be there with top score next week.
SAW etic ah So stele oi8
47
MGKay
mecewene
sss25
44
TIOOVED |vecas cues 8
49
Notes
etartcssoeales
39
Willaims!)
wieciesn 8
46
Veakongeemesert=15
39
RICK ehMac
caaawe <12
50
foneson Seisttscereis 20
43
BrOSG die cars wists 6 ajacace 12
40
ODD ean aces 10
50
RI CHARIS
veae
ages,s 25
50
Stanleviencsucmeud. 25
39
Scores include handicaps.
F. A. Ricker, Sec’y.

Alert

Gun

During recent years discouraging results have followed repeated attempts to
propagate the smallmouthed black bass.
_

We

Club.

duced

Easton,
Pa., May 11.—At the weekly shoot of the
Alert Gun Club, of Phillipsburg, N. J., on May 5, Mr.
Jacob Pleiss made a run of 65 straight targets.
This is
the longest run ever made in this vicinity by either professional or amateur.
ALERT.

June 3.—Cincinnati,
Anniversary and

O., Rifle Association
Silver Jubilee.

Cincinnati

Twenty-fifth

Rifle Association.

Tue following scores were made in regular competition
by members of this Association at Four-Mile House,
Reading Road, May 6. Conditions, 200yds. offhand, at
the standard target.
Hofer was champion for the day
with the good score of 88, which ties his record.
Payne was high man on the honor target with 26
aoe
A strong fishtail wind from 5 to 9 o’clock blew
all
day.
This association
is preparing
to celebrate
its 25th
anniversary and silver jubilee on June 3, it being in
commemoration of the 25th year since it was organized.
Our Indianapolis, Dayton and Lexington neighbors are
cordially- invited to attend, and any others of the fraternity wishing to participate in the festivities will be.
made welcome.
The scores:
TH OTEPIN

Nestler

Payne.

Our

sete waiere88 83 79 78 77

......

87 86 85 84 84

oss. es

86 86 84 81 78

new

provement.

Mr.

Seitz

member,
His

Mr.

70

Peiiag

Getz

Allen,

creates

is also showing

Ohio

a

acess

pwosecns

PANTER

is showing
new

record

a wonderful

Rifle

81 81 80 80 79

79 75 74 74 72

cia brelcis 70 66 59 55 53

quite an imfor

himself.

improvement.

Notes.

At the regular semi-monthly contest of the Outing
Rifle Club, of West Milton, O., a high wind affected the
scores badly.
The contests were at 200yds. and were on
the standard American target.
In the offhand match,
5 shots, possible 50, J. A. Vore was high with 41.
In
another round he scored only 24. W. F. Jay shot three
rounds, scoring 36, 33 and 25. J. C. Anderson also shot
three rounds, scoring 33, 32 and 31.
John Spitler, 31.
In the rest match, 5 shots, on the American
target,
center valued at 12, possible 60, J. C. Anderson was high
with 52. In a second round he made 49; J. A. Vore, 48;
W. F. Jay, 44; Jesse Spitler, 48; J. Detrick, 40; J. Spitler,
38.
The club intends to issue a challenge to one or
more of the neighboring rifle clubs for a four or fiveman team match for a cup or purse.
Provision will be
made for an optional free-for-all for individuals, with
three or four moneys in it.

SIDE LIGHTS

OF TRADE.

Mr. James T. Skelly, of the E. I. duPont Co., writes
as follows:
‘Mr. Jacob F. Pleiss, of Easton, Pa., made
a new record for the grounds at the shoot held on May
5 by the Alert Gun Club, of Phillipsburg, N. J. Mr.
Pleiss’ record was a run of 65 straight, the previous
best record being 55 straight, although the list of expert who have shot over these
grounds include J. M.
Hawkins, W.
H. Heer,
Fred Gilbert,
Luther
Squier,
J. A. R.- Elliott, Neaf Apgar Sim Glover and Jack
Fanning.
Mr. Pleiss’ total score out of 100 shot at was
96 which he followed with 23 out of 26 at 13 pairs.
Mr.
Pleiss is of the opinion that some other shooters could
change their ammunition and shoot the load he uses
with advantage to their scores.”

PUBLISHERS’ DEPARTMENT.
Tue steel fishing rod has come to stay with a great
many fishermen.
It will stand more than any wood rod
in getting through the brush with rod set up.
For such
as insist on a steel rod, we are offering a special bargain
in our June advertisement, it will only appear this month.
Has cork grip, finest quality throughout and only $2.26.
E. Vom Hofe advertisement on page 782.

ANSWERS

TO CORRESPONDENTS.

J. N. D., Boston.—At a recent contest of the Watertown Gun Club, at Watertown,
Mass., a member,
at
the traps, shooting under interstate rules, snapped his
gun at a flying target.
The shell failed to explode.
The shooter opened his gun before the referee was able
to reach him.
On examination, the primer of the shell
was found indented.
The referee adjudged the bird
lost, but the decision has since been questioned.
I have
had pleasure and instruction from your paper for fifteen
years.
[The referee
was
in error.
Under
Interstate rules,
opening the gun, in relation to a misfire, refers only to
live-bird shooting.]

demonstrated

and

delivered

with a remarkable degree of
success.

We have the only

establishment
dealing
in
young small- mouth black

Rifle Range and Gallery.
Fixtures.

have

that these fish can be pro-

bass

commercially

in

the

U.S. A. We offer to those
who desire it this rare opportunity to procure vigorous young bass in various sizes
ranging from advanced fry to 3 and 4 inch fingerlings for stocking purposes.
Also
yellow perch, white perch, sunfish and roach.

WARAMAUG

SMALL-MOUTH

Correspondence

HENRY

invited.

W. BEEMAN,
For

trout.

BROOK
CO., Parksi de, Pa., Henryville Railroad Station

WANTED—SWANS
I desire to purchase a number of American Swans, both
Whistlers and Trumpeters.
G. D. TILLEY, Darien, Ct.

BROOK

two-year-olds,
for
NEW ENGLAND

stocking
TROUT

ee

and

for

stocking

lakes.

for

Sale.

AND

accessible,

where

FOR
SALE—BROOK
TROUT.—FINE,
HEALTHY
Fish of all sizes.
Eyed eggs in season.
Warranted delivered
anywhere,
as_
represented.
Correspondence
solicited.
BAY SIDE TROUT FARM
(A. B. Savary),
East Wareham, Mass.
THE
BROOKDALE
TROUT
CANNOT
BE BEAT
for stocking ponds
and streams.
For the next few
weeks we will make a very low price on young fry and
large fish.
Also fly-fishing.
BROOKDALE
TROUT
CO., Kingston, Mass.

is

a

great

variety

of

salt-water

EDWARD A. SAMUELS,
LOCKEPORT, Shelburne Co.. NOVA SCOTIA
HOTEL

AND DINING ROOM.

For Sale or To Rent.
Islands with permanent camps and summer homes of
various sizes and prices to rent with privilege of purchase
at Desbarats, Ontario, near Sault St. Marie, Canada.
A delightful
summering
spot.
Write, L. O. ARMSTRONG, Canadian Pacific Ry., Montreal.

Brook

trout eggs in any quantity, warranted delivered anywhere
in fine condition.
Correspondence solicited.
THE PLY MOULH
ROCK TROUT, CO:
Plymouth, Mass.

there

fishing, and grand salt-water
bathing on one of the
finest beaches on the coast.
Address for particulars,

CAMP

TROUT.

ages
TROU

Preston, Conn.

If you. wish to purchase for a mere song a most
desirable seaside residence located in the best hunting
and fishing regions on the North Atlantic coast, a region
in which moose and other wood game, wild ducks of
many varieties, wild geese, etc., are in great abundance,
where grand free salmon fishing is within a short day’s
drive, where a number of splendid trout rivers are easily

It will pay you to correspond with me before buying
eggs, fry or yearlings in any quantity.
I guarantee a
safe delivery anywhere.
Crystal Spring Trout
Farm.
L. B. HANDY, So. Wareham, Mass.

BROOK

New

TO SPORTSMEN
ANGLERS.

TROUT.

Eggs, fry, yearlings
and
brooks and lakes.
Address
FARM, Plympton, Mass.

Address

Property

We have constantly on hand
fine supply of Brook Trout, all
sizes for stocking purposes. Also for table use at 75c. a pound
Visitors privileged to catchown

BROOK

=

Sale.

BROOK TROUT FOR SALE.

PARADISE
TROUT

BLACK BASS HATCHERY,

Send for Circulars.

For Sale—Newfoundland.
Ideal site for camp or club house.
Salmon, sea trout
and caribou at camp door.
No trouble to get good head
or best fishing on the island.
Cheap.
PIONEER, care
Forest and Stream.

FOR

SALE.

A share in a well equipped and
and game club.
Management,
hunting,
For

excellent.

Sale.—Fine

fireplace.

‘‘L.,’”

new

Elegant

fishing

and

cheap.

OLIVER

log

care

five-room

location

shooting,

prosperous Canadian
as well as fishing
Forest

with

on
ten

L.- THOMAS,

and

Stream.

summer

beautiful
acres

with

lakes.

Fine

Will

Hubbard

Minn.

WM.

LYMAN’S

25
50
The
saw.

Yards, price, 15c.
Yards, price, 25c.

Lyman

per
per

dozen.
dozen.

’
CanoE RipcGe, Pa.
Targets received.
They are the best I ever
Cuarvtes Kine, Gunsmith.

FOREST AND STREAM PUB. CO., 346 Broadway, New York. |

sell

Co.,
21

Wants

RAPID FOR
FIRING
TARGETS
RIELES.

22

cottage

land.-

Dorset,

fish
and

and

Exchanges.

Wanted.—Second-hand
hammerless,
in good _ condition.
Parker preferred.
State specifications and price.
ALVEY
HORINE,
Myersville, Md.
20

THE POCKET KENNEL RECORD.
Morocco.
Price, 50 cents.
The ‘‘Pocket Kennel Record” is, as its name implies, a
handy book for the immediate record of all events and
transactions which take place away from home, intended
to relieve the owner from the risk of trusting any important matter to his memory.

FOREST

AND

STREAM

PUBLISHING

CO.

For the Shooter.

FINE GUN

For the “man behind the gun” we ever have very extensive

offerings

Commencing
gradual

in the line of his particular

with

degrees

guns

at $425 each, we

of price through

“Shooting-irons”

leaves

that

a vast

no

Other

sport.

Guns

Taken

demand

MAKES

in Trade
Send 6 cents in
stamps for Catalogue and List of
Second-Hand

drop by
variety

ENGLISH

Purdey,
Jos. Lang
@
Son,
(of London), Parker, Smith, Lefever,
Remington, Ithaca, Etc.

Greener,

Scott,

All the Prominent
AMERICAN
and

of

unmet.

We make a specialty of guns for the trapshooter, and
of course
etc.

have

all of the latest traps, targets,

Our stock of “Gun

etc.,

Fodder,” i. e., “ammunition”

is strictly in keeping with the above mentioned lines
that

means

IVER

an

immense

JOHNSON

SPORTING

163 Washington

OUR

Ask for free catalogue.

one.

GOODS

CO.

HIGHEST

GRADE GUNS

Some very light

weights

Also

Latest and Most Modern
Smokeless Shotgun Powder
The best ever

produced

in America.

OSION SMOKELESS
DEAD

SHOT.

A

Address

New

BULK
York

POWDER.

Agents,

VON LENGERKE & DETMOLD,
349 FIFTH
Near

AVENUE

34th

NEW

Street

YORK

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL.
The best shotgun

BALLISTITE:

smoke-

less powder on Earth,atthe

Texas State Shoot, Austin, Apr. 23-24-25-26th, WINS as follows:
Mr. I. J. Dryden, Waco, Tex., individual medal for Live Birds, score 20 straight.
Mr. E. F. Forsgard, Waco, Tex.,
.**
‘‘
for Targets, 2d score 49 ex 50
Messts Dryden & Sons, Waco and Houston, medal for Targets, 3d tie, 48 ex 50

Messrs.

Dryden and Forsgard, Team

med 1 for Targets,

1st score, 48 ex 50

Messrs. Jackson and Nalle,

medal

2d

SHOOT

(dense), and EMPIRE

BALLISTITE

for Targets,

score,

Made in Scotland for the whole world, but barred

Interstate Association because they are foreign.

J. Hi LAU
Sole

Agents

for

the

@. CO}
NOBEL’S

EXPLOSIVES

Send for ‘‘ Shooting

7) cote
New

York

47 ex'50

(bulk).

out of the

Steet
City

CQO., Ltd., Glasgow, Scotland.

Facts.”’

just received.

WM. READ @ SONS

Send for List of High-Grade
Second-Hand Guns.

Street, Boston, Mass.

=

SPECIALTY:

Highest

Quality

Fishing

107 Washington
Established 1826

Tackle.

St., Boston, Mass.
The Old Gun House

GREENER GUNS WEAR.
Durability is a quality that has made the Greener gun
famous for three generations.
The Greener product goes
through the hands of 200 of the highest paid and most skillful workmen it is possible to obtain, and as a result the ©
Greener gun is known all over the world for its careful fit—
ting and general durability.
The following unsolicited testimonial well illustrates this
wonderful wearing quality, and we have had other testimonials describing Greener guns that have been in constant and
effective service for fifty years.
“W. W. Greener, Birmingham,
“My
Dear
Sir—Excuse
me

England.
for taking

extend

my

most

sincere

thanks

and

to

friend.

It

your

gratitude

to

valuable
you

for

time,
the

but

great

I want
pleasure

to
you

have afforded me during the past thirty-five years by making a gun that certainly
has stood the test that'few can equal.
The number of my old No. 10-gauge is
11722.
I bought it of E. E. Eaton, 53 State St., Chicago, Ill., the fall of 1870, and
paid him an even $200 for the gun, case and loading tools; $175 for the gun alone.
“Now that my good and true old horse died a short time ago, my present dog is
getting old, and I, too, am not so young as I used to be, I have laid aside my
good old true and faithful friend, until such time as I am laid to rest, when it
will be in the box with me.
But here goes for a big but true story.
“During thirty-five years my old companion has missed but one season’s shooting; during all these years she has piled up her share of game—ducks, geese,
chicken, quail, pheasants, etc.—and back in the ’70’s she never failed to do her
duty at all shooting matches.
I doubt if ever there was a gun made that has been
used as much as mine, and especially with the heavy loads I have always used,
and to-day it would bother you to find a scratch or mar about her, and her barrels
are as clean and smooth inside as a dollar; and, stranger yet, this old friend of
mine has not cost me five cents for repairs except an extra set of firing pins,
and she looks good for many years to come.
No gun ever made is a harder
shooter than mine.
Never once missed fire, and I do not know, but it seems to
me to be impossible to miss a bird; and only last fall she was just as true as
ever, and never failed to do her duty.
“My brother bought a 12-gauge W. W. Greencr at the same time, and up to his
death, seven years ago, she stood the test.
I bought a 12-gauge Greener about
1875

for

a

present

a

also

proved

to

be

all

right,

although

I

lost

track of it twenty years ago.
“Excuse me for taking your valuable time, but so many times I have felt so
grateful towards you for furnishing me with such a true and faithful companion
that I now feel that I want to thank you a thousand times for the pleasure and
satisfaction you have afforded me in the last thirty-five years.
:
“Your guns may be just as good now as then, but I do not happen to see any
of them since I came to Minnesota twenty years ago.
I do know that none of
the new guns I see that I would exchange my old favorite No. 11722 for to-day.
Very

sincerely

your

friend,
“C,

A,

LauGuHton.”

We have a splendid stock of Greener guns on hand, from
4% lbs. 28 bores, to 22 Ibs. double 4-bores, and a catalogue
describing them is free for the asking.

HENRY
No. 20 Cortlandt

C. SQUIRES
Street,

-

& SON,
New

York

City

A
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FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO., 346 Broadway, New York

A

CAMPING

SPOT—FRENCH
Photo

by Dr.

Andrew

RIVER,
Graydon

CANADA

Bre ee fo Nee York Feet

FOREST

818 |

AND

STREAM.

THE ROBERTS SAFETY LAUNCH AND YACHT BOILER.
TUBE

WATER

SAFETY

ROBERTS

THE

26, 1906.

250 pounds of steam.
Handsome catalogue free.
Nearly 1500 in use.
BANK, New Jersey.
WORKS : RED
Telephone Address: 599 Cortlandt.
Cable Address: Bruniva, New York.

and

39

COMPANY,

BOILER

[May

York.

New

Street,

41 Cortlandt

Col. Sam’s

agg

Holiday.

IN our engineer corps was

Col. Sam

H., a very

modest and refined gentleman of Irish persuasion, and possessing considerable ability, but so
much

addicted

found

himself

to the

on

“rosy,”

the

that

he frequently

supernumerary

list.

He

was acting in the capacity of draftsman, in which
department he possessed considerable skill.
Col.

Sam- stood

morning

patiently

till night

sion, being
them

invited

the following

at his drawing-board

day after

day.

by some
morning

On

from

one

gentlemen

occa-

to join

on a fishing expedi-

tion, I thought I would give Col. Sam a holiday,
so I asked him to take a seat in my buggy.
He
gladly accepted, as he had not had a smell of the
woods for some months.
We started at daybreak,
Motor

Boats

Steel

Mullins

Boats, Row Boats, Hunting and Fishing Boats

Faster,
builtof steel with air chambers in each end like a life boat.
more buoyant, practically indestructible, don’t leak, dry out and are
They
can’t sink. : No calking, no bailing, no
absolutely safe.
Highly endorsed by sportsmen.
Every boatis guaranteed.
trouble.
Catalogue describing our com'The ideal boats for pleasure or sport.
plete line of craft sent free on request.

The

3 1-2and 6
H.P. Single
Cylinder
Two
Cycle
Engine

Street,

Co., 126 Franklin

W. H. Mullins

Salem,

Ohio.

Engines of Quality

Watkins

new, handsomely illustrated and complete

E want to place our brand

catalogue in the hands of every yacht owner who desires to better the
and attractive

going power, reliability, economy

THE

FRANK

Gasoline

Marine

Our

appearance

of his craft.

Engines,

and having driven some
of Monroe,

I had provided a fishing line for Col. Sam, and
when all were busy in preparations I produced it
and handed it to him.
Now Col. Sam had probably never cast a hook in water in his life, nor
pulled a trigger.
He gazed at the line in embar-

rassed surprise, then exclaimed:
ah—I left me glarsses.
ho-o-o-k!’ So Col. Sam

until

when

the

I—

party

assembled

at

the

pan, when their bright and glistening skins speedily became crisp and brown.
Then Col. Sam exhibited his prowess as a fisherman in a manner

Baymiller St., Cincinnati, O.

out to the “big road” before it became too dark.

MOTOR,

town in merry mood, This was the first and only
time that Col. Sam ever essayed to play fisherman,
CoAHOMA.

CO., 526

MANUFACTURING

M. WATKINS

DETROIT
ATDTOMARINE
Noise,

New

Model

from their native element to hot lard in a frying

to excite the envy of all dyspeptics.
We continued our sport in the afternoon until the gathering gloom
Then

1906

organization

Auto-Marine

in various

head.

engines this year,

we

us to get

rattled back to

and

Model

Shops,

LANE, NEW YORK.

Marine Models <u Kinds
SPECIALTY.

Model

Making.
Inventions Developed.
Fittings for Model Yachts.
Late n charge of U. S. Navy Department Model Shops,

but by scientific methods, on a

Gasoline

hitching up our “teams”

105 MAIDEN

testing machine built for the purpose.
From foundry to user, the Detroit Auto-Marine
Motor passes in its various stages under one

are making 10,000

admonished

The H. E. BOUCHER

Friction and Uncertainty reduced to a

rule of thumb,

in the swamp

Mechanical

The result of ahigh standard of manufacturing,
which means, every piece of metal tested, not by

made

noon,

‘““Me feesh!

I carn’t see to bait me
loitered about the woods

camp-fire with a goodly
store
of black
bass,
goggle-eye, bream and jackfish, wriggling fresh
from the water.
They were soon transferred

minimum.

parts

stream

for breakfast.
Having built a fire, boiled a coffee
pot, and broiled over our cold meats of various
kinds, we ate our breakfast with keen relish, and
then prepared for fishing,

THE SMOOTHEST THING THAT RUNS.

assembling

of a pretty

in a swamp, the party of six or eight bivouacked

from 2 to 12 horse power, represent no obsolete styles, but he very newest
patterns, of assured efficiency and strength—weight only where weight is required. Built under the direction of manufacturers of years of cxperience in
a model gas and gasoline engine plant, from the very highest
r"\ grade of material, machined by skilled and careful workmen. Every
i engine carefully tested, from five to ten hours under full load,
before shipment. Fully guaranteed. Write to-day for catalog and
prices which are bound to interest you.

14 H.P.,$33.15, Engine Only
3 H.P., $44.00, Engine Only

We

six miles from the town

La., to the banks

Washington,

D. C.

not merely

factories.

For Stationary Power purposes we equip these engines with the Auto Adjustable Governor at an addition of

$5.00, making one of the most satisfactory gasoline engines for power purposes

the Motor Complete, and Guarantee

WeiManufacture
11-2

H.

iSoy,

me

=

=

44.00,
35 H. P., will develop 4 H. P.,
Write for catalog describing Auto-Marine Motors,

DETROIT
49
95

Liberty

The

Street,

only

New

Congress

Street,

Detroit,

York, F. G. Hall, Mgr.

builders

of

Auto-Marine

1 to 20 H. P.

COMPANY

AUTO-MARINE
East

boilt.

Every Motor We Make.

FOR THE HIGHEST
QUALITY in VARNISH

Mich.

The

Engines

Bourse,

in

Philadelphia

the

world.

FOR HOUSE OR YACHT,

WOODCRAFT.

MODERN

By Nessmuk.
Cloth, 160 pages.
Illustrated.
Price $1.
A book written for the instruction and guidance of
those who go for pleasure to the woods.
Its author,
having had a great deal of experience in camp life, has
succeeded admirably in putting the wisdom so acquired
into plain and intelligible English.

Handling and Kennel Management.
By B. Waters.
IIlustrated.
Cloth, 873 pages.
Price, $2.00.
This treatise is after the modern professional system of
training.
It combines the excellence of both the suasive
and force systems of education, and contains an exhaustive description of the uses and abuses of the spike collar.

FOREST

AND

STREAM

PUBLISHING

CO.

FOREST

be sure each can bears the above Trade Mark,

TRAINING.

AND

STREAM

PUBLISHING

CO.

which stands for seventy-eight years of high
grade varnish making.

EDWARD
59

SMITH

@

COMPANY,

Varnish Makers and Color Grinders,
Market Street,
45 Broadway,

Chicago, III.

New

York.

May

26, 1006.]

Trophies
THERE

of Skill.

is a class of sanguine

and enthusiastic

people, whom no anticipation of danger or diffhculty can daunt, and who are ready enough to go
to the world’s end in pursuit of hazardous undertakings,
but
succumb
readily
enough
when
brought face to face with them.
Several Englishmen of this class went out to Cashmere last
summer, allured by the spirited accounts of hunters, of the glorious sport in pursuit of bears and
chamois, and the spreading-antlered deer of that
favored region,
They were men of means, who
took with them express rifles and all the appliances for camp life and a summer’s sport, and
after a very pleasant trip they reached Scrinuggur, to find that man and nature and especially
women
had conspired to make it the veritable
paradise it had been represented; but three days’
clambering among the rugged mountains in pur. suit of ibex was quite sufficient to take all the
Excelsior out of them, and glad enough they were
to reach Scrinuggur again in safety.
But they were a practical set of men; who,
when they found they could take no comfort out
of mountain
climbing,
applied
themselves
to
achieving one, at least, of the objects of their
journey by other means.
They sat at home in
the bungalow in the Vale of Cashmere, and employed native hunters to bring them the trophies

We originated the

STEEL

FISHING

ROD,

which always has been and always will be the best all around
Rod for the novice, on account

of its durability—for

the expert
Be

angler who appreciates pertect ‘‘hang” and delicate action.
sure to get-a genuine

Rod as there are cheap imitations onthe market, Look for our name
and address stamped on the reel seat of the handle—take no other.
Send for beautiful Catalogue showing Rods for all fishing and
our Combination Reel and Handle, which ts an excellent feature.

THE HORTON MANUFACTURING CO.,

84

Horton

Street,

Bristol, Conn.

PFLUEGER’S

FISHING
TACKLE _
CELEBRATED

of the chase.
Whether these men have done wisely or not
is yet to be proven; they will take their trophies
to England, some they will probably present to
friends, and some they will probably display in
their dens, never pointing to them, but when
questioned about them, simply saying that they
are some of the things that. they brought from
Cashmere when they went there for a shooting
trip. We have heard of one man who thus took
home a lot of purchased trophies from India and
left it to be inferred that they were the spoils of
his own weapon, until at last he had to invent a

history of his acquisition of each trophy in turn

and repeat it, until he was driven ‘to give the
whole lot.away for his conscience sake.
But all
men are not constituted alike; for we know of
another, who, having had a lot of skins given
him by a friend, invented a story of his acquisition cf each, and told them so often and cir-

cumstantially, that he was at length able to tell
them unblushingly and in full detail to the man
who had presented him with them, pointing at
the same time to the holes in the skins to embellish his narratives.—Asian.

STEEL RODS, guaranteed, 3 pieces, cork grip } y 5
BAIT, 6%,
SPLIT

Sl4ft., FLY, 9 and toft.,

“IZ

1/2)

BAMBOO

Fly and Bait,.

AUTOMATIC
TROUT

RODS, 3 pieces, extra tip,

REELS,

aluminum,

FLIES, 6 assorted

live Bait,
Sand Worms.

§$ F

on

Shedder

li
)

15¢

Blood

PFLUEGER’S

and

Send

318-320 Fulton

a

LUMINOUS

If unable to secure our goods’from your dealer, let us
know, and we will send you some interesting information,

THE ENTERPRISE MANUFACTURING CO.

St.,

DISCH, BROOKLYN, N. Y.

for Tackle

test

hooks,
lines,
leaders
reels, and a number of

Mail orders promptly filled.

CHARLES

the

patented specialties that axglers need. If you wish the
most killing artificial bait, spoon, fly or spinner, insist on
having

[2c.

card, dozen,

stood

quarter of a century.
We make al! sorts of
baits, spoons, flies, snell

$3.50

=

Crabs,

has

0

AKRON, OHIO, U. S. A.

THE KELSO

Catalogue.

Something New in
Automatic

Reels

It cannot get out of order, as it has friction relief at both ends of spring.
Capacity 100 yards, H Line.
Will take in about 150 feet of Line without rewinding.
Case of Aluminum, Satin Finished; Steel Bearings; only 6% ounces.
It is both the lightest and strongest Automatic Reel made, and with ordinary care
it should last a lifetime.
The spool is fitted with an automatic tension, allowing
the Line to unreel, even though the spring is wound up ccmpletely.
Can use on
rod either above or below hand.
Guaranteed.

Ask

SY

y/ é
//)

fg
I

(x4
Wy 2

your dealer

for the “‘KELSO”

Price $4.00.
Express paid
The
If he cannot supply you, send the order to us.
“KELSO”
brand LINES, REELS, RODS, LEADERS, FLIES, and HOOKS are
as good as can be made.
Catalogues to trade only.
Manufactured by
21

H. J. FROST
;

;

le

¥ [BRAND, THIS SAUCE IS AT

i

90

aq

Gelephone

His MaJesTY KiNG GEORGE IVAPPROVING THE SAUCE.

MADE BY THE ORIGINAL BRAND WHO WAS FOR MANY
YEARS CHEF TO THAT ROYAL EPICURE.

DELICIOUS WITH FISH, SOUPS, GAME, ETC., AND
PARTICULARLY APPRECIATED ON WELSH RAREBITS,
BROILED LOBSTER AND ENGLISH MUTTON CHOPS.

AA ROVAL RELISH

ROWE’S

2255

Chambers

Street,

Main

& CO.

Cable,

=;

New

Wilsails,

W.

WILSON @ SILSBY
YACHT
SAIL
MAKERS
WHARF,

aA

aA

BOSTON,

York
V.

C.

MASS.

‘We have furnished sails to the following prominent yachts: Constitution, Defender, Volunteer, Jubilee, Colonia,
Independence, Ailsa, Navahoe, Weetamoe, Uncle Sam, Effort, Calyp so, Flirt, Ariadne, Quissetta, Constance,
Vergemere, Resolute, Chanticleer, Senta, Snapper, Raider, Little Haste, Sally VII, Chloris, and many others.

G. R. LILJEGREN,

Gothenburg, Sweden,

Is our authorized correapondent
for all European Countries A

FOREST

822

AND

STREAM.
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The “TUSCARORA” Fly Rod
For Mountain Stream

THREE

CATALOGUES

FISHING - TACKLE
and
33 SUMMER
SPORTS 3 3

FEishing.

GUN
GOODS
and
WINTER SPORTS
No. 3537. Split Bamboo
length, 8% feet; weight,

Ry Rod, oxidized
434 ounces

A Customer
day or two;

says:

Cee

eee snake aes

5. 00
$

One or all for the asking.

‘‘I thought when I bought this rod it would last ae a

however, after a hard summer’s use, during which I caught trout as large

We

have everything in Guns, Fishing Tackle,
Photographic and Athletic Goods.
SUPERIOR QUALITY,
Lowest PRICES.

as 3 pounds, it is straight as a die and as good as new.”

Also a full line of RODS,

LINES,

LEADERS

and

FLIES.

Or if you would prefer our

Send for Trout Booklet Free on application.
Complete Catalog will be sent upon request.

WILLIAM

MILLS @ SON, 21 Park Place, New York, U. S. A.

Sole Agents

for H.

L.LEONARD

THOS.

SPLIT

BAMBOO

and Dealer

28

in

Fine FishingTackle &SportingGoods ohn Street
TARPON, TUNA

MARK.

STEEL

and ALL SOUTHERN

FLY RODS

TACKLE

New

and STEEL

at less than one-half price usually sold for.
E. VOM
HOFEE on fishing tackle has stood

Gold Medal, Buffalo, 1901; St. Louis, 1904.

BAIT

RODS

Since 1867 the name
for highest quality.

HOFE,

-

Fulton

Street, New

ESTABLISHED
Highest Award, St. Louis,

A Patent

Fishing Reel, made

1904.

Gold

of hard

JULIUS
South

Fifth

sheet

York.

Highest Award,

metal, with

an

Street,

Chicago,

1893,

automatic

drag

reel

with

Small

good

HOFE,

-

-

bearings and screws,
durable, well running

STEEL

Profits

Quick Sales

Try our

new

Trial—Send

15 for an assorted Sample dozen. Quality A
c.
Regular price, 24 cents.
30
for an assorted sample dozen.
Cc. Regular price, 60 cents.
60
for an assorted sample dozen.
Cc.
Regular price, 85 cents.

Us
Flies

Braided

| S HING

CENTER
No.

5, 4%c.

per

yard

Size

No,

4, 5%c.

per

yard

yards lengths

TACKLE CATALOGUE FREE ON APPLICATION

Line

of

and

tN

H. H. KIFFE

-

TACKLE,

Fly-Tiers’

CO.

NEW YORK

Snelled

Gangs

Hooks,

and Flies.

CATALOGUE (profusely illustrated) of all grades Fishing

Tackle, Reels, Fish Hooks, Silk Worm
and every requisite for anglers.

and

Rod-Makers’

Gut, Flies, Artificial

Baits

Supplies.

Correspondence with Dealers solicited for Trade Prices.

CHARLES

PLATH

&

SON,

62

Fulton

& Co.

1906

Ze Warren St., New

York.

When a dealer says that some other Spoon
is as good as G. M. is
he eee he
that

Bait
oh

G. M. SKINNER’S
IS THE STANDARD.
For

Sale

by

all

Dealers

A Convenience

in

SPORTING

GOODS.

Appreciated

St., New

Gold an Cocktiils
Delicious Old Blends.
Ready to Serve.

Bass Flies

5

Full

LINE

Size

& Leaders, Minnow

Vivier

Bait

Put up in 20-30-40-50-100

REELS:

Du

SCOTCH

aa

THE

RO DS

ASHORE

a year, isa

Quality B Flies

Anglers send 4 cents in stamps for our large Catalogue.

A

once

Silk Enameled Waterproof

Quality C Flies 523 BROADWAY,

65c. "Rogue price
B4 cents,

Send for catalogue.

RODS

METAL
For

oiled
reel.

3 piece, cork grip
10 foot Fly and 81-2 foot

SILK BODY

Hircoklvas N. Y.

No banch store in any city.

or

CORONET RYE|
1803

1857
Medal,

vom

All genuine reels bear my name.
A

AFLOAT

Phone 5223 Cort.

spool 3% inch diameter. holding 200 yds. ofline, winding line as fast as a mult
and has more power.
The automatic drag, when fish is running, allows no slack
line. Sold for $3.50.
No. 351

We have our own repair shop and do all
repairs to guns and fishing tackle.

KILMARNOCK

Send 4 cents to cover postage on 126-page catalogue.

Gold Medal,

EXCLUSIVELY.

277 and 279 Wabash Avenue,
35, 37 and 39 Van Buren Street,
CHICAGO,
ILL.

Our Steel Fly Rod, 9 to toft.

95-97

GOODS

VON LENGERKE
& ANTOINE

York

and Bait Rods 6, 6%,7EA
Very active—long lived—cork grip—and finest
quality throughout.
Fics p2.20) CAC
estate “whether Fly or Bait Rod is
wanted when ordering. Order to- day. We manufacture and save you jobbers’
and retailers’ profit on everything in fishing tackle line.

E. VOM

SPORTING
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THE: SEA. SERPENT.
nished unending matter for the humorous newspaper writer, but for many years scientific men

have expressed their belief in its possible existence.
Of late years, as has been from time to
time pointed out in these columns, a sea monster
differing from anything known to science, with
a long neck and tail-and a thicker body, has made
its appearance on the coast of Tonquin, where it
has been seen by many people entirely worthy of

and

especially

by a number

officers, cool, clear-headed

men,

who,

of naval
with

abun-

dant time to observe, have made the most of their
opportunities.
Dr. Blanchard, a French physician of eminence, is now endeavoring to induce
the French Government to take steps to capture
specimens of this animal, the nature and relationship of which are quite unknown.
It has many times been suggested that it is altogether possible—not to say probable—that there
may live, near the surface or in the depths of the

ocean, survivors of the reptiles of earlier geological times, and that some of these may be the
singular forms of life which have so often
reported at many times and from many

Such

animals,

destitute

of

the
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taken; no intoxicants are permitted on the boat.

For nearly 100 years the sea serpent has fur-

credence,

YORK, SATURDAY,

blubber

been
seas.

which

The expenses

The

for the day will average

members

power

bring

each

his own

boat will accommodate

fifteen, but the number

fifty cents.

lunch.

The

the entire party of

actually going on a trip

varies.
The rendezvous is at Canarsie, reached
by trolley from New York.
The fishing grounds

aré off Seabright,

Long Beach

or elsewhere,

ac-

cording to the season and fish supply.
All the
fish taken on the trip are cleaned and dressed by

the

steward,

and

the

catch

is divided

equally

among the members, so that every one has an
abundant supply of fish to take home, and may
there claim all the credit for them if he wants to.
This having a definite time and place to go fishing, and congenial companions to go with, has

solved

the problem

bers; and, as we

for the Monroe

have

Club mem-

said, it is a scheme

SiPakhelLie WILD FLOWERS,
Tuts is the season of the year when dwellers
in cities and towns may be seen returning after
holiday excursions,
leaves and branches

stems

by people

them

the beautiful

loaded down
of trees, torn

who

wish

things

with flowers,
off from their

to carry

away

that nature

with

so lavishly

yet to tear them down and carry
them
away
shows a deplorable lack of thought.
The least

Many a city business man who enjoys a day’s
fishing on salt water would go oftener if he knew
just where to go, how to go and whom to go
with.
The determination of these three conditions is likely to be so much of a task and of
perplexity

that the fishing

project

is abandoned,

as the results do not justify the trouble taken to
secure them.
;
A plan which

has

been

devised

and

tested

by

a party of New York fishermen has proved so
successful and yielded so much social satisfac-

tion that it is worthy of adoption by others.
The members organized in 1900 as the Monroe
Fishing Club, “for the purpose,” as their simple
and brief articles of agreement read, “of sociability, recreation and amusement.” Membership is
limited

to fifteen;

and the qualifications

are

that

one shall “love fishing for its edifying, soothing
and healthful influence.”
The officers are a commodore, a secretary and a treasurer.
The annual

dues are $15. This provides a fund for the
charter of a boat for fishing excursions on prearranged Thursdays during the season.
This
year there are twelve such fishing Thursdays. In
addition to his annual dues, each member pays
his pro rata share of the expenses of such trips
as he goes on; that is, for the bait, beverages
and to the steward for cleaning the fish. A rule
of the

Monroes

is that

only

“soft

drinks’

are

numerous

are extinct.

A familiar example is the

trailing arbutus or May flower, which is growing
constantly: rarer.
The Society for the Protection of Native Plants
is one which merits the greatest encouragement
by everyone.
Its aim is indicated in its title, and
its method is so to educate the public that they

shall

see

the

selfishness

and

the

unwisdom

of

wantonly destroying these beautiful things.
It
were greatly to be wished that in every city in
the land there was a large membership in this
Society; and, as no membership fee is required,
there seems no reason why it should not soon become

an important

force in the land.

IDENTIFY

ADIRONDACK

TO

and thus would rarely or never be cast ashore to
be found by man.
PROGRAMME.

for one reason or another are highly admired and
so constantly sought for that they are becoming
very rare, and in places where they used to be

might well be adopted by others.

spreads abroad in the spring. To admire and to
desire to possess these beautiful things is natural,
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which

covers the marine mammalia
and with
heavy
bones, would on death at once sink to the bottom,

A PRACTICABLE

{

informed person, if willing to
for a moment, knows very well
after the twig has been parted
or the flower from its stem,
alike must lose all resemblance
growing thing that inspired the
sion, and

is no

worth

longer

pause and think
that a few hours
from its branch
twig and flower
to the beautiful
wish for possesThus,

having,

hasty act might have given
people for days or weeks.

pleasure

for

one has
for this

the gratification of a passing impulse,
destroyed a beautiful object that but

to

other

It is not uncommon to see people coming from
the country laden with branches of dogwood for
example, four feet long; lilacs are torn down and
defaced, and bunches of more ephemeral flowers
like violets, buttercups and others are wilting in
If people would recognize how fleetevery hand.

ing is the gratification derived from this destruction of the flowers, and how selfish it is, they
probably would not be guilty of it. A well regulated

person

does

not—even

if the

opportunity

occurs—destroy shrubbery in the public parks for
the purpose of carrying away with him the flowers or branches. In towns and cities such an act
is commonly

regarded

as an offense,

and

anyone

found guilty of it is likely to be punished, by a

fine or otherwise.

whether

the

Yet, the principle

destruction

is the same,

is wrought in town or in

country; but in the country the owner does not
attempt to protect his shrubbery or his wild flow-

ers, unless they are close to his house.
There are many wild flowers and plants that

DOGS.

Cuter Protector J. B. BurNHAmM’s successful
prosecution of employees of William Rockefeller
for hounding deer on the Rockefeller preserves
in the Adirondacks invites attention to the antihounding law under which the case was tried.

This is a statute which is unpopular in the North
Woods;

and

its

willingness

enforcement

is difficult.

obstacle is encountered

A common

in the un-

to testify as to the own-

of witnesses

chasing

ership of a dog found

It is ex-

deer,

ceedingly difficult to fasten the possession of the
Witnesses who
dog on the owner prosecuted.

know perfectly well that the dog delongs to the
defendant will evade testifying to the fact, and
what

may

be

otherwise

a

perfect!

good

case,

If,
may for this one weak point fall through.
on the contrary, suitable provision were made
for establishing the ownership of a dog caught

running deer, the law would be much more readily enforced.
the
This end may be gained by adopting in
systag
license
the
e
Preserv
Forest
Adirondack
towns.
tem, which is in operation in cities and
take
to
d
require
be
should
dog
a
The owner of

collar
out a license for it, and to provide for it a
with

a registry

number,

the

collar

to be

worn

identiby the dog when at large for purposes of
to
seek
still
might
rs
Deer hounde
fication.
the
when
collar
the
ng
removi
by
law
the
evade
cation
dog was hunting and so making its identifi
ed
prevent
be
could
this
but.
now;
as
as difficult
requireby going a step further in the license
time of
ment, and compelling the owner, at the
the authorities
procuring the license, to file with
of the animal,
tion
descrip
e
accurat
a:complete and

deer
sufficient to identify it by even after the
r.
protecto
a
by
killed
been
pursuing dog may have
of this character,

A dog license. system

for the

purpose of protecting the deer in the Adiron
require
able
reason
ly
perfect
a
be
would
dacks,
ment;

it would

law-abiding

work

resident;

ally aid the authorities

no

actual

hardship

and it would
to enforce

on

any

very materi-

the deer law.
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In the Lodges of the Blackfeet.
XXVI.—A

Game

of Fate.

WE returned tothe fort early in September,
and shortly afterward Ashton and Diana went
Was
east.
Nat-ah’-ki
for a time
well-nigh

prostrated

over

the

separation,

for

she

fairly

worshipped Diana. Indeed, we all felt sorry to
see them depart, for they were truly, both of
them, very near and dear to us all.
During the summer we had put in a good
stock of merchandise, expecting to have a fine
winter trade at the fort, but now came the disquieting news, that there were practically no
buffalo to the north, the west, or the south of
us.
We could not believe it at first; it seemed

impossible;

somewhere

away

to the

north

we

and in
argued, the great herds still roamed,
due time they would return.
But theory soon
gave way to fact. Save for a few hundred in the
Great
Slave. Lake
country, and a few more
scattered about the Porcupine Hills, the buffalo
had drifted southeastward from the plains of
Northwestern Canada into Montana, and they
never recrossed the line.
This was the winter
of 1878-79, it will be remembered.
At the same
time the herds which had ranged along the

foot of the Rockies

from

Canada

south

to the

Missouri River left that part of the country never
to return.
South of the Missouri to the Yellowstone and beyond, in all Montana, save on the
headwaters of M!lk River, the Marias, Teton and
along Sun River.
and _ into
Dakota,
western
the buffalo were, however, apparently as plentiful as ever.
The Piegars had intended
vicinity of Fort Conrad and
of course they were obliged
plans and go to buffalo, and
pany them to get any trade at

to winter in the
trade with us, but
to change their
we had to accomall. We left it to
the women whether they would remain at home
or accompany us, and all but Nat-ah’-ki elected
to stay at the fort.
Her prompt decision to accompany
me was exceedingly pleasing, for I
had felt that it would be well-nigh impossible to
go alone, even for a few months; that the life
would be unendurable.
Yet for her own sake
I demurred:
“You love this place,’ I said to
her.
“You can be comfortable sitting here before the fire when Cold Maker comes down from
the north.
You had better remain.”
“Ts it because you love me no more,” she
asked, “that you tell me this?”
And when I replied that I was thinking only of her comfort,
she added:
“I am no white woman,
to be
housed up, and waited on.
It is my duty to
go with you and do the cooking; keep the lodge
warm; do all I can to make you comfortable.”
“Oh!” I said, “if that is why you would go,
just because you think you must, why, remain

et!

Ise

Suit

WY

here.
I'll live with Weasel Tail; his wife will
take care of us.”
“How
you can use words!” she exclaimed.
“Always, always you search around with them
and make me say all that is in my mind.
Know
then, if you will, that I go because I must follow my heart; you have taken it.”
“That is exactly what I hoped you would say;
but why could you not have told me at first
that you wanted to go because you cared for
me.”
“Know this,’ she replied:
“A woman does
not like to be always telling her man that she
loves him; she likes to think it and to keep it
deep down in her heart, lest he tire of it. That
would be terrible, to love and have your love
cast aside.”
Many and many a time I have thought of that
talk by the evening fire, and I wonder, I wonder
“e

now,

if all women

are

that way,

chary

of ex-

happened before in the long ago,” he said, “‘so
it is now.
Some evil one has driven them into
a great cave or natural corral in the mountains,
and there holds them in his hate of us to whom
they belong.
They
their captor killed.

must be found and released,
Were it not that I am blind,

I would undertake to do it myself.
start to-morrow and
until I found them.”

keep

on,

and

Yes, I would
on,

and

on,

“Tt may be that your dream speaks truth,”
said Three Suns.
“Have patience; in summer our young men
will go out to war,

missing herds.”
“Ail Ai!” the

and they will search

old

man

grumbled.

for the

“Have

patience! Wait! That is what they always say.
It wasn’t so in my day; was there something to
do, we did it, now it 1s put off for fear of winter’s

cold or summer’s heat.”
White Cali closed the subject by saying that

pressing their innermost thoughts.
Women, I
take it, are generally past men’s understanding;
but I believe that I knew Nat-ah’-ki.
I believe
I knew her.
We pulled out, Berry, Nat-ah’-ki‘and I, with
a couple of four horse team loads, leaving a
man to look after the fort and the women.
Traveling by way of Fort Benton, we were
several days passing the mouth of the Marias.
Just beyond that point the sight of buffalo on
all sides gladdened our eyes, and we found the
Piegan camp, pitched at the foot of the Bear
Paws, red with meat, littered with drying hides.
Nat-ah’-ki’s mother was on hand as soon as we

even if some one had cached the northern herds,
there seemed to be a plenty left.
“And they're
on our own land, too,” he added.
“If any of
the other side people came over here to hunt,
we'll see that they never return; some of them
at least.”
We had been asked to trade, even before we
unhitched our horses, but Berry said that nothing would be done in that line until evening.
The feast over, and our guests departed, people
began to flock in. One for a rifle; another for
cartridges; others for tobacco, or sugar, coffee,
and some, alas! for spirits.
We had nearly-a
wagon load
of alcohol,
which we
diluted, 4

came

to

to

a stop,

and

the

two

women

put

up

our

I, as occasion

sold over

required.

five hundred

Before

dollars’

bedtime

worth

we

of gocds

lodge while Berry and I unharnessed and cared
for the stock. We finally turned them over to a
boy who was to herd for us.
Big Lake’s shadow had sometime since de-

winter, hauling our furs to Fort Benton and re-

parted

turning with fresh supplies

great

for the Sandhills.
leader

and friend

Little

Dog,

another

of the whites,

dead a still longer time.

White

had

been

Calf was now

the head chief of the tribe, and after him, Kunning Crane,
Fast Buffalo
Horse,
and Three
Suns were the principal men.
They were men.

Big-hearted,

brave,

kindly

men,

every

one

of

them, ever ready to help the distressed by word
and deed.
Our lodge was no sooner set up and
supper under way than they came in to smoke
and feast with us, Nat-ah’-ki’s mother having
gone around to invite them.
Also came Weasel
Tail and Talks-with-the-Buffalo and Bear Head
and other friends.
The talk was mainly about

the disappearance
and

west.

Some

of the buffalo
thought

crossed the mountains;

that

in the nortn

they might

that the Nez

have

Percés

or

some other tribe of the other side had found
some means to drive or decoy them to the plains
of the Columbia.
Old Red Eagle, the great
medicine pipe man, declared that his dream had

reliably-informed

him about the matter:

“‘As it

wet and dry, and it was easy to see that Berry
would be kept pretty constantly on the road all
of merchandise.

There was an unusual craze for gambling that
winter.
played

By day
the wheel

the men when not hunting
and arrow game, rolling a

small bead-spoked disk down a beaten path and
trying to throw, or cast an arrow into it as it
whizzed along.
At night the camp resounded
with the solemn, weird, gambling chant from
many lodges.
There the players sat, the two
sides facing each other, and played the “hide the
bone game,” striking with small sticks the outer
rail of the couches in time to the song.
Even
the women gambled, and many were the alterca-

tions over their bets.
In a lodge near us

lived

a young

Fisher and his woman, The Lark.
devoted to each other, and were

couple,

They were
always to-

gether, even on the hunts.
People smiled and
were pleased to see the untiring love they had
for each

other.

They

seldom

went

visiting,

but

were always making little feasts for their friends.
Fisher was a fine hunter and kept his lodge well

May
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supplied with meat and skins, and he was a successful warrior, too, as his large herd of horses

testified.
woman

He was so devoted to his pretty little
that he never

went

out to gamble

of an

evening, nor invited parties to gamble in his
lodge; they played too long. Feasts were well
enough, for they were soon over, and he loved

it was

too cold to sit outside
she

nearest
He

worked,

Fisher

away

played

for

wheel

game

and

quite

expert

at it and

was

quently than he lost.

won

a while.

up with encouraging words, and stories that might

more

fre-

But one evil day he played

against a young man named Glancing Arrow,
and lost ten head of horses.
I was busy trading
in our lodge, but from time to time I got news
of the game, and listened to the comments on
it.
Glancing
Arrow, it seemed,
had himself
wanted to set up a lodge with The Lark.
Her
parents, for reasons unknown—he
was a rich

young man—had
given
so well
Fisher
Arrow

rejected his gift of horses and

her to the Fisher, who was not nearly
off. This had pleased every one, for the
was loved by every one, but Glancing
was a surly, crossed-grained, miserly sort

of a fellow, and had not a single close friend.

He

had never married, and once had been heard to say

that he would yet have The Lark for his woman.
“Fisher is crazy to gamble with him,” said
one of my customers.
‘To gamble with the
best player in the camp,

enemy.

and the man

who

is his

the next morning.

Sore

Yes, he is certainly crazy.”

There was

more

news

over his loss, the Fisher had sought out Glancing

Arrow,

played

the

bone

game

with

him

nearly all night, and he had lost twelve more
horses!
In the course of the forenoon The
Lark

came

over

to visit

Nat-ah’-ki,

and-I

was

called into the conference. The woman was crying and sorely distressed. “He is sleeping now,”

direct her thoughts from her trouble. But she was
not to be amused and kept saying that she felt that
something dreadful was going to happen. Time
and again she went out and stood by the lodge
in which the gambling was going on, listening

and

returning

gressed.

to tell us

“He

has

lost

“Oh!

over

and

talk with

him,’

she continued.

“He thinks much of you; will listen to your
words; go and talk him out of this madness.”
I walked over to their lodge and found the
Fisher still in bed, lying propped up on one arm
and staring moodily at the fire.
“You needn’t

say it,” he began, before I could open my mouth.
“T know why you have come in; she sent you
to ask me

to play no

more,

but I’m

not

until

I have

won

to stop.
I can’t stop
all that I have lost.”

going

back

Otimookeiere,
Ll put in.
© You may lose
more if you keep on, perhaps all you have, for
I hear Glancing Arrow is the most skilful of all
the players.
Just think how much you are risk-

ing; what a shame it would be were you to be
set afoot, no horses with which to move camp,
-not

even

“Oh!

one

that

for your

could

not

woman

to ride.”

happen,”

—

he said

con-

fidently.
“I could not lose them all. No, there
is no use of your talking. I must play again with
him, and I’m sure that I will win.
I shall pray.

I shall make

a sacrifice.

I must win.”

proshe

Once

entreated

me.

“Do

something,

say

something to end it.”
I went, utterly at a loss what to do, quite
sure that I was setting out on a useless errand,
The lodge was crowded, but
but still I went.
room was made and I found a seat well to the
When the
back of it, and near the players.
Fisher saw me, he frowned and shook his head,
as much as to say: “Leave me alone.”
And,
indeed, before that crowd I felt that I was
powerless; that I could neither entreat nor advise him to stop playing and go home.
By the side of Glancing Arrow lay a little
cylindrical sticks,
heap of small, red-painted,
used for markers, and each one represented a
horse that he had won.
I looked over in front
of his opponent and counted seven more sticks.

The

Fisher

had,

but

then,

tween them.

sobs checked her words for a time.

game
horse,’

do go over there and put a stop to it,”

Nat-ah’-ki

listen to me.

shall win back my horses.’
Just think, twentytwo horses are already lost, nearly half of our
band, and to that dog Glancing Arrow!
Were it
any one else who had won them, I would not
care so much; but to him! to him!’
And her

the

she reported that the Fisher had won one back.
“But he’ll lose it in the next game,” she concluded despondingly and began to cry.

“We will play for two
and threw two sticks

All he will say is, ‘I shall play; [

how

another

would say; “they are going one by one.”

she said, “but when he awakes he is going to
play with Glancing Arrow again. I have begged
him not to, but for the first time he refuses to

“Go

and all of the players.

to the

and talk to her

strolled

lest bad luck befall one

The sun had not long set, however, before they
began again, the Fisher and Glancing Arrow, in
the lodge of Heavy Top. A big crowd gathered
there to witness it, and to encourage the Fisher,
whom every one loved as much as his opponent
was despised. The Lark came over to our lodge
and sat with Nat-ah’-ki, who tried to cheer her

the quiet evenings, just he and his woman chatting by the fire after the guests had gone.
Sometimes, when The Lark was chipping a robe, and
while

A howling southwest wind set in before noon,
so there was no gambling w:th the disk and
arrows.
The other game could not be played
in the daytime, according to the ancient custom,

seven

horses

left.

head this time,” he said
out on the ground be-

The other placed a like number be-

side them, and the Fisher took the bones, one
red-painted, the other with with black bands.
They began the song, the onlookers also joining
in and beating time on the couch rail. Manipulating the little bones, the Fisher deftly passed
them from one hand to the other, back and
forth, back and forth, carried his hands with

the robe folded across his lap, while he changed
them there; then, at the conclusion of the song,
he suddenly extended both fists toward his adRaisversary, looking him steadily in the eyes.

ing his clenched right hand, forefinger extended,
Glancing Arrow slapped it down into the palm
of his left hand, the forefinger pointing at the
left fist. The Fisher reluctantly opened it and
exposed to view the black-banded bone.
He had
lost, and had now but five horses.
He picked
up the markers, counted and recounted them,
divided them into parts of two and three, tow
twos and one, and then bunching them, said:
“These are the last. I will play you for the five

head.”
Glancing Arrow smiled; a cruel, sinister smile
it was, and his evil little eyes sparkled.
His
eyes were set unusually close together in his
hatchet-like face, and his large nose was very
thin, and bowed owl-beak-like over his thin lips.

His

countenance

picture

you

see

always reminded
on

tins

of

deviled

me

of the

ham.

He

—

——

ee

=

en

made no comment on this raise of the stakes,
but quickly laid out his five markers, and picked
up the bones.
Again the song began, and
swelling out his. bosom,
he sang loudest of
all, crossed his hands forth and back, up and
down,
fore fingers crookedly
extended.
He
rubbed them together, opened them and exposed the black-banded bone, now in one palm,
now in the other, changing it so quickly that the
observer was bewildered, or made certain that

the bone

still remained

in the hand

where

he

had last seen it, only to find that it had in some
way been slipped into the other one.
It was
the latter ruse which deceived Fisher, for the
instant the song
ceased he
pointed
to
the
player’s right hand, and the losing bone was

tossed to him from it.
“Well,” he said, “I have still a rifle, a lodge,
a saddle, war-clothes, blankets and robes.
I
will bet them all against ten head of horses.”
“Ten it is,’ Glancing Arrow agreed, laying out
ten markers, and again manipulating the bones
as the song was renewed:
But this time the song
was not so strong.
Some, perhaps from the
acute interest they had in this last unusual stake,
or because they wished to show their disapproval, did not sing at all, and those who did
were half-hearted
about
it.
And,
as usual,
Glancing Arrow won, won and laughed wickedly,
loudly.
The Fisher shivered as if from cold,
drew his robe about him, preparing to leave.

“Come

over

to-morrow,”

turn it all over
thing else.”

he said,

to you—the

horses

“and

I will

and

every-

“Wait!” Glancing Arrow exclaimed, as he
arose. “I will give you one more chance; I will
give you the chance to get back everything you
have lost; I will bet everything I have won from
you against your woman.”

Every

one

present

clapped

his hand

to his

mouth in surprise, and there were exclamations,
deep and heartfelt, of horror and disapproval.
him on the
‘Knock
dog!” one said.
“The
“Throw him out!” others
head!” cried another.

exclaimed.
Bue Glancing Arrow did not heed them; he
his
counting
bunching and
sat nonchalantly
markers, the cruel smile still on his lips, the evil
The Fisher shivered
fire in his beady eyes.
to the doorway.
around
passed
and
arose
again,
There he stopped and stood like one in a trance.
Could it be, I wondered, that he was even cuuI arose, too, and went over
sidering the offer?
“Come
with me,” I said.
home
“Come
him.
to
to my lodge; your woman awaits you there.”

“Ves, go, go!’ said others.

“Go

home

with

him.”
But he shook my hand from his shoulder and
“Begin!” he cried
quickly returned to his seat.
We will play
play.
will
“We
adversary.
to his

for her’—and

he added

under

his breath,

“tor

her and another thing.”
did not hear the
Perhaps Glancing Arrow
latter part of the sentence, or, if he did, he made
no sign. He picked up the bones and began to
sing, but no one joined in, not even the Fisher,

and looking at the rows of sullen, scowling faces
staring at him, he faltered, but kept on with it
in a manner to the end, and extended his closed
hands before him.
There ensued a moment ot
Breasts heaved and eyes flashed,
tense silence.
and if wishes could have killed, Glancing Arrow
had died where he sat. I myself, in spite of my
raising, felt an almost uncontrollable desire to
spring upon him, bury my fingers in his throat
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and choke him to death.
Some, indeed, half
rose from their seats, and I saw several hands
firmly gripping a knife handle.

The

Fisher

looked

him

steadily in the eyes

so long and with such an agonizing expression,
that the suspense became
almost unbearable.
Twice he raised his hand to denote his choice,

and twice drew back.

But at last he pointed to

the left fist, and received—the unmarked bone!
Some of the onlookers sprang up; there weie
cries of “Kill him!
Kill him!’
Knives were
drawn; Heavy Top reached for his carbine.
But
the Fisher motioned them back to their places,
and there was that in his expression, something
so quiet, and ominous, and determined, that they
obeyed him.
‘Come to-morrow,” he told the
winner, “and you shall have all that you won.”

“No,”

said

Glancing

Arrow,

doggedly,

‘not

to-morrow.
I will take the lodge and the robes
and the blankets and the woman to-night; the
horses to-morrow.”

“Come

on then, it shall be as you say.”

And somehow we let them pass out into the
darkness.
No one followed, nor spoke.
We
all felt that something was going to happen.
But some of those who had been standing outside listening, did follow, and there were several
witnesses of the end of it all.
The Lark had
been standing behind the lodge, had heard herself put up for the last stake; heard the demand of the winner, and then she had fled homeward.
A
little later, almost as swiftly went

thither
had

the

won

Fisher,

his all.

followed
They

went

by the man
inside,

who

a man

or

two entering in behind them.
“There

she

is!’ the

ing to the couch

Fisher

where

exclaimed,

the woman

point-

THE

lay com-

pletely covered with a buffalo robe.
“There she
is,’ he continued, “but you shall never toucn

And

her. I am going to kill you, to make a sacrifice of you here in her presence.”
His words and the terrible expression of his
face so paralyzed Glancing Arrow that he did
not try to defend himself, but sank to the ground,

crying,

‘Have

pity, pity me,”

even

before

the

Fisher sprang upon him and thrust a knife again
and again, deep into his neck and bosom.
We, sitting in the lodge awaiting we knew not
what, heard the dying man’s screams and rushed
out, tearing the lodge skin loose from its pegs as
we went.
When I had reached the scene, it was
all over.
Glancing Arrow lay dead beside the

fire and the Fisher stood over him.looking down
at his work, a pleased, childish expression on his
face.
“Why, yes, of course,” he said softly, dreamily, “I remember now, he wanted her; he has

always

wanted

her,

my

little woman.

And

|

have killed him.
See, little woman, he is dead,
completely dead; you need fear no more to go to
the river for water, or to the timber for fuel.
Get up and see for yourself; he is surely dead.”

But The Lark did not move, and, bending over,
he drew back her covering, and gave a heartrending,
Covering

gasping
cry.
She, too, was
dead.
herself with her robe, she had grasped

a knife in both hands and pressed it straight
down into her heart. Her hands still firmly held
the
hilt, and if ever a dead face expressed
anguish and horror, hers surely did. The sight
seemed to bring the Fisher to his senses—I
doubt not that
he had
been
demented
for

several
fault, my

days.
fault!

“It is my
But you

am with you yet.”

fault,” he said.

“My

shall not go alone.

I

before

any

of

us

could

interfere,

he

plunged the knife he still held into his own
bosom, and fell over beside her, the life blood
streaming from his mouth.
Oh! it was a terrible
sight, one that often returns to me in my dreams,
and I awake, shivering and bathed in perspira-

tion. We men fled; there was nothing we could
do. Women came and prepared the bodies tor
burial, and in the morning they were taken away
and lashed in their aerial sepultures.
Then we

moved away from the place, eastward to the
next little creek. There was no gambling thereafter for a very long time, the whole camp went
into mourning, as it were, for the two young
lives we missed.
Fortunately, or unfortunately,

as different persons may view it, the Blackfoot
language is exceedingly poor in words for
cursing; but with such as it contains we used
often to execrate the memory of Glancing:
Arrow.
WALTER B. ANDERSON.
[TO BE CONTINUED. |

It is reported from London that the first living
specimen of the okapi has been captured.
It is
also the first living okapi ever seen by a white

The news comes

the Alexander-Gosling

from Captain Gosling, of
expedition

writes that Captain Alexander

in Africa,

who

has secured a liv-

ing specimen of this recently discovered animal.
Although rumors of the existence of the okapi—
its native name—had previously come to Europe,
it was not until about roor that Sir Harry Johnston, the famous African explorer, succeeded in
securing a skin, which was sent to the British
Museum.

The

dish chestnut, the legs and hindquarters being
white or pale cream color striped with black.
Soon after its discovery the Forest AND STREAM
printed a picture of the okapi, which is here reproduced,

okapi is related to the giraffes but looks

not at all like them.
Its neck is short and thick,
its head horse-like and with three short horns,
and its ground color ranges from black to red-

:

Use No Hooks

in Hunting

Ducks.

“Tr there is one thing of which I have absolutely no knowledge it is hunting and fishing,”
remarked John S. Inglis to a representative of the
San Francisco Chronicle. “I never caught a fish
or killed a bird in my life, and I suppose

will.

I never

I couldn’t tell you the difference between a

striped

bass

and

a mallard

duck

unless

it came

in on a platter.

But I have a friend who

sportsman.

never.saw

You

such

a keen

is a

sports-

man in your life. He has a big roomful of guns
and fishing tackle, and all kinds of sporting paraphernalia. He used to worry the life out of me
with his persistent invitations to go hunting and
fishing.
Finally, I agreed to go duck hunting
with him, He provided all the regalia. Among
other things he ordered a lot of shells from a
downtown gun store, and I was to go up and get
the shells and pack them in my grip. I got the
package
Alviso.

A Living Okapi.

man.

OKAPI,

from the gun store and we went to
We were proceeding up a slough in a

small boat in the cool of the early morning when
we ran into a million ducks.
““QOpen that package of shells,’ yelled my
friend.
“T opened the package.
It contained twentyfive pounds of assorted fish hooks. I haven’t been
duck hunting since.”

A Spring Woodcock.
THE

woodcock,

shown

on another

page,

was

a

bird which was discovered by Mr. B. S. Bowdish
last month in a New Jersey field in a condition
so exhausted that it could not fly. It was taken
by Mr. Bowdish to his home and carefully nursed
back

to strength and

rejoicing.

was

then

sent

on

its way
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Pigeon.

The extinction of the passenger

Tue fate of the passenger pigeon—once existing in North America, but now practically extinct
—cannot fail to be ever a cause of profound regret. to every man, woman and child who have a
knowledge of the relentless slaughter which com-

passed its destruction,

who. have a lively appre-

ciation of the beautiful in nature, animate and inanimate; and who have a feeling of commiseration for the misfortunes and tragedies of their
fellow creatures, even though the latter hold rela-

tively a much humbler place in the scale of organic life. This is the sentimental view.
It is
the prevailing view also. It should be honored as
a manifestation

of the best in human

nature,

dis-

sociated from all consideration of dollars and
cents at a time when such consideration is useless.

There

was

an

active

sentiment

long

ago

against the slaughter of the wild pigeon, but it
never invaded the zone of actual slaughter.
There also is a practical’ and philosophical
viewpoint relating to the wild pigeon’s extinction,
Its manner

of life and vast numbers

were

incom-

patible with agricultural interests. The two could
not coexist. It was a bird of the vast wilderness
exclusively, and when the wilderness ceased to
exist, the earth had no place for the wild pigeon.
If the vast numbers were scattered about through

the agricultural community as are the quail and
robin and other birds, its consumption would not
be appreciable or burdensome;

but with such vast

flocks concentrating in certain districts and ravaging the country for hundreds of miles around,
what many years ago was a world’s wonder would

now be an intolerable pest. In view of the encroachments of civilization upon its habitat and
the hostile conditions therewith, the passing out
of existence of the wild pigeon was a foregone
conclusion.

It was only a matter of time, but the

wholesale slaughter hastened the entling.

In time

the denuding of vast forest areas would alone
have caused its extermination, for it needed immense areas for its nesting and for its food

supply,

As a matter

properly
beautiful

of individual

deplore
and so

sentiment,

STREAM.
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Fate of the Wild

AND

we

sudden.

Nor was it inexplicable.

pigeon was

not

There is noth-

ing obscure about it.
The forces which compassed the end of the
pigeon were active through a century.
Great as
were its numbers, its destruction was mercilessly
progressive. The great roostings seen in the ’80’s
immense to the eye of the beholder, were small
compared to those of a few years earlier, and
they in turn were relatively small when compared
to those of a still earlier period. And the slaughter was active a century ago.
It is true that the
pigeon disappeared more rapidly toward the close
of its existence, but it is also true that the forces
of destruction were multiplied then many times
in volume and effectiveness,
The ’80’s saw the
general introduction of the breechloader in the
United States.
There was a vast immigration
which settled the wilderness of public lands; and
many of the settlers, during the first years of settlement, had a precarious time gaining a subsistence. They shot and trapped for market in many
cases.
The forces of destruction were also better
organized.
The telegraph, active correspondence,
the trained eye of the express messengers everywhere, all factors combined in an immense news
bureau, which rendered rest or escape of the wild

pigeon impossible.

More

disastrous

still, it ren-

dered reproduction impossible.
It is obvious that,
if in one year the birds are prevented from nesting, in a later year there will be a dearth of birds
to take up the labors of reproduction. At the same
time, vast numbers of the old birds die from
natural causes.
Vast flocks require vast reproduction to maintain their numbers,
If there had
been no slaughter by man, the whole
race of
pigeons would soon have become extinct from
natural causes if there had been no reproduction.
That reproduction was practically stopped in the

later years

of the pigeon,

hereinafter,

by

facts

set

will
forth

be fully shown
by

Forest

AND

STREAM correspondents.
The ending of the wild pigeon was not sudden.

It was repeatedly indicated by the reports and
predictions of many sportsmen through a term of
years as set forth in the files of Forest AND

STREAM

from its first number

without limit. Much of the destruction was wanton. The people rallied from near and far to
participate, and the means of destruction comprised everything and anything available.
The
habits of the wild pigeon and its low intelligence,

or perhaps its indifference, made it peculiarly subject to slaughter.
It concentrated in immense
numbers in places favoring its destruction, and its
destruction came,
Its nest was flimsy and insecure, nearly flat in shape, and consequently any
vigorous movement of the nesting bird commonly
resulted in an expulsion of the egg or squab from
the nest.
When a whole nesting was invaded
and alarmed and thousands of eggs and squabs
were thrown from the nests, the perpetuation of
the pigeon was impaired accordingly.
At the present day, the passing of the wild
pigeon is learnedly and elaborately treated as a

mystery.

commonplace.

so
of

there is nothing material to regret.
Audubon
estimated that, to feed one flock which he saw in
Kentucky, 8,712,000 bushels of grain per day were
required.
The estimate was carefully based on
the average contents of a pigeon’s crop.
This
enormous
consumption, when restricted to the

wild forests, imposed no hardship on man. With
the destruction of the immense forests which existed at that time, the general settlement of arable
land throughout the one-time wilderness, and the

destructive
encroachments
by domestic
hogs,
poultry, etc., inseparable from a settled- country,
the wild food supply of the pigeon would be destroyed.
If the pigeon still existed, the deficiency
sustenance

necessarily

on the cultivated

force it.to seek

crops,

and

no

argu-

ment is required to prove that its ravages then
would be intolerable.
A species consuming daily 8,000,000 bushels of
corn, wheat, oats, vegetables,

etc., would

be a na-

tional calamity.
It would be too expensive and
harmful to the human race to justify cherishing
from any viewpoint.
Moreover, the vast areas,
once used by the pigeon for roosting and nesting,
with a surplusage at that time far in excess of the
needs

of the

population,

were

for several years thereafter.
of timber

scarcity

and

high

practically

blasted ©

In the present stage
values,

no

owner

would tolerate the injury and destruction to his
forests consequent to a pigeon nesting.
Injury,
whether wrought by a nesting or a tornado, would
be much alike in the financial result.

THE

SUMMER

An

of its decline and

The truth of the matter

affectation

seems

of the tragic and

the unknown gives free play to the vagaries of the
imagination, hence the speculative causes concerning the extinction are various, novel, complex—the fanciful is always manifold and free.
To attribute the calamity to an act of Providence.
however, relieves mankind of much odium, and
is pleasing if such contention can be properly sustained.
Mere trifles, too flimsy and frivolous for
a moment’s serious
thought,
are advanced
in
proof of a sudden extermination.
The facts of

society at large, with the interest of the greatest
good to the greatest number to be considered,

of wild food would

The simple manner

ending is ignored.

may

the extinction of a species
numerous; but as members

to the time of the

final disappearance of the great flocks.
Progressively diminishing flocks, multiplication of destructive forces, and destruction of nesting or
food producing areas are signs unmistakable ro him
who had a perception of cause and effect.
It is
a story of ceaseless wholesale slaughter.
On the
advent of the wild pigeon in any section, men
seemed to be imbued with the sole idea to slay

WOODCOCK.
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- the case are strung irregularly through the files of

ForEsT AND STREAM from its beginning, and were
also a matter of credible tradition through many
prior decades.
There is no mystery, nor is there
any uncertainty about the pigeon’s disappearance.
It is a story of slaughter incessant through a centur

Conidecite the notoriety of the destruction
and the obvious forces which caused it, the absence of accurate knowledge at the present day, in
respect to it, is a marvel in itself.
It is approximately about fifteen years ago when, after a century of incessant slaughter, the public swept their
eyes over the vacant sky and exclaimed, “Where
is the wild pigeon?” The question, becoming more
intermittent as is proper of things fading into the
misty past and oblivion, now is, “What became
of the wild pigeons?”
Quite an interesting discussion of this question
had place in Forest AND STREAM during the latter
part of last year. It was commenced by an interesting contributor, who wrote over the nom de
plume, Noynek.
He accounted for the pigeon’s
disappearance as follows:
“The suggestion here
offered (for what it is worth), which was brought
about by a Welsh rarebit dream, may, if followed
up, give a clue to the whereabouts or fate of the

birds which sportsmen of the last generation will

ever remember as the most graceful and skillful
flyers known.
The dream above mentioned need
not be given in detail, nor could it be at this time;

however, the writer, with the aid of the aforesaid
‘rabbit,’ dreamed of a pow-wow with a venerable
Indian who, when asked what had become of the
pigeons,
stated,
to quote
him
literally
(as
dreamed) that ‘Pigeon heap d—m fool, fly in big
water, meaning Gulf of Mexico, no come back.’ ”’
The dream came true.
Noynek was on the

Gulf coast

afterward

where

an

old negro—“his

aged and gray head was set with bright eyes’’—
in response to a question about the pigeons, re-

membered

their destruction

by

a

norther

and

black fog ‘on dis beach, ’bout twenty-five years
ago.”
Unfortunately for the credibility of the
Welsh rabbit dream with the venerable negro as
a finality, the pigeon in the main disappeared
about fifteen years ago; but a little matter of ten
years variation from the chronological fact, so

well sustained under the rules of evidence otherwise, should not prejudice the reader against the
soundness of the dream
and the complaisant
negro.
It was, however, a remarkable feature of

Noynek’s
several

position

Welsh

writers

rabbit
gravely

dream

that subsequently

discussed

of the subject

in

it as a true ex-

question.

But

the

pigeons were not all in one flock. Assuming one
flock to be destroyed by the negro, what became

of the others?

The purpose of these articles is to deal with
the facts of the case, as set forth in the files of

ForEST AND

STREAM, and, sad to say, they afford

overwhelming proof of the manner in which the
beautiful wild pigeon passed almost wholly from
existence.
It is a recountal of harrying and
slaughtering.
Habitat.
Concerning the habitat of the passenger pigeon,
Wilson, in his “American Ornithology,” states:
“The wild pigeon of the United States inhabits

a wide and extensive
on this side
yond which
their being
they abound
where they

region of North

America,

of the great Stony Mountains, beto the westward I have not heard of
seen.
According to Mr. Hutchins,
in the country around Hudson’s Bay,
usually remain as late as December,

feeding, when the ground

is covered

with snow,

on the beds of juniper.
They spread over the
whole of Canada; were seen by Captain Lewis
and his party near the Great Falls of the Missourl, upward of 2,000 miles from its mouth,

theory

AND

is further

manifest,

STREAM.
if accepted

[May

for the

sake of argument, when it is considered that the
pigeon, one of the swiftest birds and the strongest
of wing, should be blown into the Gulf and all
other forms of bird life should escape.
In common with all other species of the feathered tribes, they undoubtedly had an instinctive

knowledge

of coming

tempests,

and

experience

with actual tempests, and sought shelter accordingly; yet, there is a tradition that the birds were
destroyed on the ocean while migrating, when, as
a matter of fact, they did not migrate south out

of the United States; and this at a time and place
of which no one knows anything, and from an
authority that does not exist.
Of the migrations, Wilson states:
“These migrations appear to be undertaken rather in quest
of food than merely to avoid the cold of the
climate, since we find them lingering in the northern regions, around Hudson’s Bay, so late as De-

cember;

and since their appearance

is so casual

and irregular, sometimes not visiting certain districts for several vears in any considerable numbers, while at other times they are innumerable.”
As further showing .that the pigeons did not

leave the United
referred

to

an

States in winter,

article

published

the reader is

in Forest

AND

STREAM of July 21, 1894, in which reference is.
i
made to a nesting contiguous to the Iron Mountain Railroad, near
months of January

Piedmont, Mo., in the winter
and February.

Numbers

of the

Pigeon.

The attempt to adequately describe the mass of
pigeons which, in steady flow, passed across the
sky hour after hour, seemed to tax to the utmost
the descriptive powers of the old writers.
But,
however
incomprehensible
as a total for the
human mind to realize, they were a finite quan-

titity in the aggregate.
They had their limitations, and the preservation of their numbers was
dependent on an adequate food supply and on the
reproduction of their species.
Referring to the innumerable thousands, Wil-

son,

in his “American

Ornithology,”

states:

“I

have witnessed these migrations in the Gennesee
country, often in Pennsylvania, and also in various parts of Virginia, with amazement, but all
that I had then seen of them were mere straggling parties when compared with the congregated
millions which I have since beheld in our western
forests, in the States of Ohio, Kentucky and the

Indian Territory.
These fertile and extensive
regions abound with the nutritious beech nut,
which constitutes the food of the wild pigeon. In
seasons when these nuts are abundant, corrresponding multitudes of pigeons may be expected.
It sometimes happens that, having consumed the
whole produce of the beech trees in an extensive
district, they discover another at the distance perhaps of sixty or eighty miles, to which they regularly repair every morning, and return as regularly in the couse of the day, or in the evening, to
their place of general rendezvous, or, as it is
usually called, the roosting place. * * * Not

far from

Shelbyville,

in the State of Kentucky,

about five years ago, there was
breeding
places
which
stretched
woods in nearly a north and south
several miles in breadth, and was
ward of forty miles in extent.
In

one
of these
through
the
direction; was
said to be upthis tract, al-

most every tree was furnished with nests, where-

ever the branches could accommodate them.
The
pigeons made their first appearance there about
April 10, and left altogether, with their young,
before May 25.

“The vast quantities of mast which these multi-

hence there would be no basis in fact for the far-

tudes consume is a serious loss to the bears, pigs,
squirrels and other dependants on the fruits of
the forest. I have taken from the crop of a single
wild pigeon a good handful of the kernels of
beechnuts, intermixed with acorns and chestnuts.
To form a rough estimate of the daily consumption of one of these immense flocks, let us first
attempt to calculate the numbers of that above
mentioned, as seen in passing between Frankfort
and the Indian Territory.
If we suppose this
column to have been one mile in breadth (and I
believe it to have been much more) and that it
moved at the rate of one mile in a minute, four

fetched theory that the pigeons
the Gulf while migrating.
The

hours, the time it continued passing, would make
its whole length 240 miles. Again, supposing that

reckoning the meanderings of the river; were also
met with in the interior of Louisiana by Colonel
Pike; and extend their

Gulf of Mexico;
ing in almost

range

as far south as the

occasionally

visiting or breed-

every quarter of the United

States.”

Concerning the above, it may be stated that the
pigeon was rare in Louisiana and Texas in comparison with its frequency in the North.
In any
event, it did not migrate south of those States;

were blown into
absurdity of: the

26, 1906.

each square yard of this moving body comprehended three pigeons, the square yards in the

whole space, multiplied by three, would give
2,230,272,000
pigeons—an
almost
inconceivable
multitude, and yet probably far below the actual
amount.
Computing each of these to consume
half a pint of mast daily, the whole quantity at
this rate would equal 17,424,000 bushels per day.”

The following is taken from ForEsST AND
STREAM of May 20, 1880:
“The weather about
Petoskey (Wis.), was still cold. The bay was

frozen over, the snow was deep in the woods,
the prospect. for good feeding was bad, and after
a day or two of apparent irresolution and many
erratic flights the birds, as if by common consent,
took their course to the neighborhood of Platte
River, in Benzie county.
As a local publication
stated at the time, ‘They came in clouds, millions
on millions.
It seemed as if the entire world of
pigeons was concentrated at this point.
The air

was

full of them

and the sun

was

shut out of

sight, and still they came, millions on millions.’
They spread over an area of more than fifteen

miles in length and six to eight miles wide, and a
prospect for a time was that the nesting would be
the most extensive ever known in the State.
The
news speedily reached all parts of the State, and

it is said that in a fortnight’s time 3,000 hunters
—professionals,

amateurs,

greenhorns—had

in-

vaded the country from all directions, surrounding and penetrating the nesting grounds. It was
noticed, however, by old hunters that the birds
did not settle down to domestic life as quickly as
usual.
The roosting birds—that is, those that
have not yet mated—outnumbered
‘the nesting
birds a hundred to one. Some of the more zealous
and inconsiderate sportsmen entered the nesting
woods and commenced popping away at the nests
themselves, a snow storm followed, high winds
prevailed, and many of the roosting birds, disgusted, postponed their anticipated housekeeping
and scattered.
* * * In some places, owing to

the winds and the constant shooting, the nests
have been deserted before any birds were
hatched.”
Two exterminating causes were here at work;
first, the actual killing accomplished
by 3,000

men;

second, the prevention

of reproduction.
B. WATERS.
[TO BE CONCLUDED NEXT WEEK. ]

Poachers Balked by lowa Supreme Court.
THE daily press prints the following dispatch:
“Spirit Lake, Ia., May 6.—lowa anglers are rejoicing that the seiner of fish will now be roughly
handled by the law when apprehended.
Under a

decision

of the

Supreme

Court,

sloughs,

lakes,

ponds, creeks, lagoons and bayous along the Missouri and Mississippi rivers are wholly in the
State and are under direct supervision of the
game warden, and all persons violating a game
law therein will be handled according to the pro-

visions of the acts passed by the Legislature.
“This

the

will, in a large: measure,

poacher

and

pot-hunter,

do away

with

armed

with

who,

dynamite and long, deep seines, would clean out
the resting places of the fish and thus deplete
aS favorite sporting places of the anglers of the
tate.

“For many

years the State has had to contend

with the problem of dealing with the fishers along
the two big rivers which form the borders of two
sides of the State.
The men asserted the waters
were under the jurisdiction of the Federal Government, and, therefore,
the
State
could
not

prosecute. When the Federal authorities affronted
them they would reverse the claim and order
away

the

Federal

officers

that the State controlled
permitted

with

the

declaration

the water and the law

it.

“Now, the State game warden will appoint men
to aid him in the detection of the poachers and
law violators, and it is hoped that before the
fishing season is far advanced there will be a

larger

number

of the

ruthless

killers

made

to

feel the blunt edge of the sword of justice.
“The waters of the State have been freshly
planted with the finest game fish, and this is the
season when the sport ought to be at its best.
The protection of the fish is hailed with joy by
the sportsmen of Iowa and adjoining States.
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GATE RAG
Camp

Life Near

the Tetons.

One of the most picturesque

sections of coun-

try lies in the valleys and depressions formed by
the Gallatin River where it, winds its way among
the rugged mountains of Montana.
Sometimes the
river steals its way noiselessly through
level
spots, forming
great pools
of clear ‘greenish
water, where ‘the big rainbow trout love to bask
in the sunshine, which the gamy fish love for its
brightness more than its warmth; frequently the
stream challenges the obstructions of masses of
rock,

forcing

its way

with

angry

murmurs

to

its

destination.
Amid such scenes | fell into repose,
while sitting near a large camp-fire; yielding to
the heaviness due to a hearty meal and a long
day’s travel on horseback.
I do not remember
how I managed to make up my rustic bed, or
whether I had anything to do with it at all. i
simply recall the quiet scenes around the campfire, the ruddy faces of my companions as they
caught the glow from the burning fagots and the
wild scene
which
surrounded
us.
I entered
dreamland in the same way everyone else does,
the unreal realm of fancy 1 accepted as a matter
of course, but when the chill of a cold autumn
night gradually revived me to consciousness and
the sullen gloom of the silent forest, only broken
by a murmuring stream nearby, had succeeded
the cheerful camp-fire, I returned to the world
of reality with a feeling of strangeness and wonder.
1 rubbed my eyes to make sure if 1 was
really awake, and lay watching the stars shining
brightly overhead.
The beauty of the night, however, was not sufficient to keep me awake, and
when I had finished my night’s rest it was broad
daylight and my two companions, Jake and Aleck,
were “already astir. .Aleck was the cook and general handy man aoe camp, Jake acted as guidé
and horse-wrangler. These men could take a turn
at helping each other, but each had his special work cut out for him.
In packing, and pitching tents they were mutually helpful; whenever
things went wrong and descriptive language was
required to soothe irritated feelings, their common desire to aid each other developed into a
generous rivalry.
Aleck was busy getting breakfast ready, but the other man was not in sight.
“Where is Jake?” I asked.
“Gone after the horses,’ Aleck answered.
“Do you suppose they are gone far?”
“Oh, maybe a mile, maybe fifteen,’ was the enlightening response.
Horses are an unknown quantity camping out
in the western country.
They are apt to wander over a considerable space in search of good
pasturage which is not easy to find on account of
the extreme dryness of the soil and the difficulty
of any vegetation thriving which cannot shoot its
roots deep into the earth.
Fortunately Jake soon
appeared with the stock.
“We will have the tents up so that you can be
comfortable to-night,’ he remarked with a look
as though he were conveying a most welcome
piece of intelligence, for we had been sleeping
out in the open for several nights.
With the air of one who despised all such
things as enervating luxuries, I replied: “Let
that go to some other time; we want to get an
early start after something.”
“It won’t take long to put up the tents and
then Aleck can get everything else to rights while
we are hunting,’ Jake replied.
I ate a substantial breakfast, and after finishing that meal I ate a substantial lunch before
starting.
Needless to say, I felt in no condition for vigorous exercise which I would be compelled to take when our course led over ascents
too steep to take on horseback.
About lunch
time, however, my capricious and unreasoning
stomach, like some people who are mere slaves of
custom
and routine, demanded
a square meal,

which

was

not to be had.
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Two dogs, which served more as sociable companions about camp than in any other capacity,
accompanied us.
One of the dogs was a large-

sized bull terrier, rather old and at times inclined

to be cross.
This animal answered to
of Major.
Major had a peculiar trait,
is hard to account for. In the evening,
cook pulled out his harmonicon and

the name
which it
when the
began to

perform on it, Major would stick his nose straight
up

in

the

air

and

emit

the

most

doleful

and

lugubrious wail I ever listened to.
The other dog was a fox terrier, named Jack.
Like most of his species, a very animated little
creature, always ready for a scrap.
‘This disposition was a source of annoyance at times, be-

cause Jack had a strong prejudice against porcupines, and on

several

occasions

I have had to sit

on the ground and help pull the quills out of his
hide after one of these encounters.
As I was leisurely riding along some distance
behind the guide, 1 saw him stop on a slight
elevation somewhat in advance, and at the same
time I heard the dogs barking very savagely. Jake
made a sign to me to hurry up. When I arrived
at the spot I saw a couple of coyotes not more
than forty yards away yelping and tantalizing
the dogs.
I dismounted, after pulling my rifle
out of its scabbard and brought it carelessly to
my shoulder,
Jake in the meantime had unsheathed his knife ready to strip the hides.
I fired, and, much to my surprise, both of the
coyotes vanished with startling suddenness.
I

had evidently missed, probably over

shooting.

I

think it was about the worst shot I ever made,
and I never could understand it. A sportsman
will once in a while flinch through some muscular
contraction, which it is hard to account for. The
thick sage brush and intervening hills made a
second shot practically hopeless.
Jake seemed
overcome with emotion, quite as much as myself.
For once his eloquent tongue failed him; the
words appeared to stick in his throat.
His wideopen eyes and his distended jaws, which seemed
to be pried open with a quid of tobacco in one
corner of his mouth, betrayed his astonishment.
In silence we remounted and rode a considerable
space without speaking a word.

Finally Jake opened
the tact of an

Turning

the conversation

accomplished

with all

diplomat.

in his saddle and looking intently at

me, he exclaimed:
“Say, do you know what I
would do if I missed a shot like that?”
“No,” I replied.
“T would take that gun and smash it over the
first rock I came across.”
I quite agreed with him that it was the fault
of the gun, but, strange to say, I did not take his
advice.
I still have the weapon and I can recall
some of its achievements which are not wholly
discreditable.
Several days passed quite uneventfully except
for a rather novel experience.
While. sitting
around the camp-fire one evening our attention
was attracted by the noise of some*animal ‘breaking through the undergrowth.
The sound of...

eyes staring in bewilderment at three rough looking men sitting around the fire like petrified
images.
The deer held his position for some
thirty seconds rigid and immovable, except
the swelling of his sides in breathing, while

for
the

glowing embers brought out in distinct view
every line and muscle of the body against the
dark background

of the forest.

He posed like a beautiful statue with all the
advantage of picturesque and weird surroundings
to set off his perfect figure! ©
What a chance for a photographer to take a
snapshot of the group with a flashlight.
Sad to

relate, the only impression I could take away
with me was that which was photographed upon
my

my

mind.

In place of a photograph

friends

I am

circumstance

compelled

with

but

to show

to

to relate the bare

limited

power

to portray

the scene in words; the imagination of the reader
must

do the rest.

How long the tableau would have lasted I cannot say, if I had not pulled the curtain, so to
speak, by attempting to reach out and get my

rifle, which was

nearby.

I knew

it was

a des-

perate chance, but I was extremely anxious to
secure the head of our handsome guest.
Hardly had I attempted to move my hand in

the direction of the rifle, although very slowly,
than the watchful eyes seemed to become conscious

of

broken.

something

wrong,

and

the

spell

was

With a’single leap the deer cleared the

lighted
forest.

space‘and was lost in the darkness

of the

It is a well known fact that wild animals and
birds are stupefied at the appearance of. artificial
light.
Birds and insects are often attracted by
it, while animals dazed by the strangeness of the

sight and the glare seem to lose at times all power

of motion.
on account

Whether it is because of curiosity or
of the judgment becoming paralyzed

through excessive fear, artificial light of great intensity

seems

to

deprive

a wild

animal

of

his

usual cunning and alertness.
Wildfowl, such as
ducks and geese, are notably affected in the same
way. “Firelighting,’ which it is well known, involves

the

game

birds

destruction

every

of so many

year,

fairly

thousands

illustrates

of

and

proves the foregoing statement.
Insects seem
strangely aitracted by artificial lights and fre-

quently
What

pay

for their temerity

impression

animals

artificial

it is hard

to

with their lives.

light makes

state.

upon

Sportsmen

wild

know

how easily a deer can be taken at a disadvantage
by “jacking,” but this does not account for one
entering the lighted circle of-a camp-fire.
In-

stances

of wild animals

being approached

stupefied by the presence
plentiful, but I have never

when

of artificial light are
known before of any

animal actually invading a camp and standing in
front of the fire.
When we had exhausted comment upon the unusual incident, which was the absorbing theme
for conservation for the balance of the evening,

a good night’s sleep came as welcome relaxation
from the exefcise of the day.
The morning

cracking branches and pattering hoofs seemed to : broke bright

and clear and quite cold.
Breakapproach closer.
- fast was soon bolted down; an abomination.which
“That’s one of the horses, and he seems inAleck called a pancake was the principal article
clined to be sociable,” said Jake as he leaned over
of our repast.
This dish compensated by its size
to lay hold of a good-sized stick to cast at him.
and quantity what it lacked in_ other respects.
The animal presently appeared, coming straight
Even Jake, whose digestion
might
excite the
to the camp-fire, but when fairly revealed by the
envy of an ostrich, hesitated before tackling a
light of the fire, the horse we were about to drive
second one.
Alex, seeing his uncertain
look,
unceremoniously away, developed a splendid set
Ses him whether he would have another pan-

of antlers. We were confronted by a black-tailed
deer which had been attracted by the strange
fascination of the blaze to within several paces

of the fire, where he stood perfectly still.
No
one moved nor uttered a word for a considerable
space for fear of alarming our timid guest.
It
was a charming sight to watch the graceful and

shapely form of the deer, his head crowned with
a perfectly

balanced

set of antlers, the wide-open

cake

“Only

a

small

piece

about | the

foot,” Jake replied.
Having saddled the horses

size

of

the guide

your

took

a

course which led along a rocky defile for a considerable distance.
While looking up at the red

sandstone cliffs. which overhung us, and admiring
the

contrast

their

rugged

outlines

against the clear blue of the sky, I saw

furnished.

a large

May
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climbing

well

into

the

sky,

suddenly

pours

its

golden flood of light in one immense deluge into
the lake. The transition from daybreak to full
daylight is quite abrupt.
The trout in the lake grow to a very large size
and are very gamy.
‘There are a few hot springs
in this locality which, however, do not affect the
temperature of the water, which is very cold the

year round.
The lake derives its main supply
from the melting snows of the surrounding
mountains,

[ concluded to enjoy a morning's sport fishing,
and for that purpose secured a boat from the
ranchman, who threw in his services as well, We
poled up the outlet, which was a very clear and
swift stream, The trout swarmed under the boat at
times'in great numbers and many of them of con-

siderable

size.

Flocks

of wild

ducks

and geese

winging their way to their feeding grounds, broke
the stillness of the early morning, for it was before daybreak that we started, when the stars
were beginning to pale in the sky.
The trout
made their presence quite noticeable, frequently
disturbing the ‘surface of the water, and sometimes a big one would stir up an awful commotion.
I soon had a 7-pound trout on my line,
securely hooked, which I landed as soon as I

ae able to do so, because I wanted a change of
let.

Although I had been in camp for a couple of
weeks I had been unable to get a shot at an elk,
and had only seen one making its way through
the thick timber.
The snow had not fallen as
yet and the ground was very dry, which made
hunting difficult.
It was a welcome sight one

morning

to

look

out

of my

tent

and

see

the

ground covered with snow, and it is, moreover,
surprising to notice what a difference it makes in

hunting.

I had not traveled more than two miles

from camp on foot when I heard a long, loud
whistle—a
sound
most
pleasing
to
me.
I
directed my steps in the direction
whence
it
came, and was rewarded by catching a glimpse
of half a dozen elk disappearing through an opening in the timber.
They were not going fast, and
I do not believe that they saw me.
I followed them as quickly and carefully as I
could until I came to the edge of a steep descent,
and. saw the bunch in the valley below.
There
was a fine bull in the herd who seemed proud of
his authority,
and
occasionally
whistled
and
bugled his challenge to any possible rival disposed to dispute his lordship over the cows he
had assembled around him, which by this time
had considerably increased in numbers.
The distance seemed too great to hazard a shot, and I
thought I would circle around on the higher elevations to secure a closer range and better position.
Although unperceived, the elk began to

move off with a gentle ambling gait, which seems

IN

THE

TETON

bald-headed eagle perched upon a commanding
eminence.
His figure was clearly defined in the
clear atmosphere, and although I knew he was
quite a distance off, I was somewhat surprised
when the guide computed the range at 300 yards
at least.
I reined up my horse and threw the

lines over his head.
take aim, a sort

his face.

As Jake saw

of weary

me

expression

alight to
came

over

He was evidently thinking of the coy-

otes.
After carefully
sighting
the
bird
and
gauging the range according to the estimate I
had received, I fired. .For several seconds the
wings fluttered, as the eagle strove to balance

himself on his perch, and then he collapsed in a
lifeless mass, a few feet below.
Having watched the lifeless shape

onds, I reloaded

the rifle without

signs

or

of emotion

uttering

a few

Sec-

betraying

any

a word.

Although

my eyes were turned in a different direction, I
felt conscious of a penetrating gaze which seemed
to go through me like an X-ray and read my inmost thought.
Turning to mount my horse, I
met the wide-open eyes of Jake staring at me in

astonishment.
Neither of us said a word for
some time, but Jake was thinking, wondering
whether it was an accident or a fair exhibition
of my skill,

The only data he had to work on in

drawing his conclusions was the previous bad
marksmanship in shooting at the coyotes, and the

COUNTRY.

telling recent shot at the eagle, which I seemed to
regard as a matter of course, but I acted the same
way when I missed the coyotes.
Jake displayed the same resourcefulness that a

curious

woman

will

sometimes

exercise

upon

receiving a letter, first she looks at the post-mark,
then at the handwriting of the address and, after

exhausting

all the pros

and

cons

to determine

what the contents of the letter are, finally strikes
upcn a happy idea—she opens the letter and reads
it. After Jake had thoroughly turned the incident over in his mind he finally remarked, in a
tone pitched between an exclamation and an interrogation point:
“I guess you were surprised
when you fetched that bird down?”
My presence
of mind did not leave me; I gave Jake good advice about marksmanship and shooting in general.
He thanked me and said he hoped I would
ceive him some points about guiding and outfitting, as he was trying to learn the business.
Game being rather scarce in this section, we
concluded to move camp and try our luck in the
Jackson’s Hole country.
For a short time I made
headquarters near a ranch on Jackson’s Lake.
This body of water is situated quite close to the

Grand
above

Tetons,

which

its surface;

tower

thousands

of feet

the crest of these great forma-

tions, like a mighty arm stretching a curtain over
the horizon, keeps back the day until the sun,

slow, but if one tries to keep up with it in a rough
mountainous
country, he will find his energy
pretty well taxed.
I soon lost sight of the game
and stopped partly because.
I was
almost
exhausted and also to locate the herd, if it were
possible to hear it.
At first I thought I heard the hoof-beats on
the ground, but presently recognized that it was
the action of my heart, which was beating so

forcibly that I could distinctly hear it.

The high

elevation and the vigorous exercise will produce
that effect upon one who is not used to the climate.
Other sportsmen have had a similar ex-

perience.
After pursuing my course some distance along the side of a steep hill my attention
was suddenly arrested by the sound of breaking
branches in the spruce nearby.
I had not long to
wait before a spiked horned elk stepped out in
front of me not more than twenty-five or thirty

yards

off.

The

large brown

eyes

were

looking

straight at me with a mildness and apparent absence of fear, which
removed
all thought
of
slaughter from my mind, although at that time
I had never killed an elk.
The poor quality of the head as a trophy determined my action.
After gazing a few seconds, I
turned my steps in the direction I thought the
herd had taken its course.
A long, shrill whistle,
ending in a squeal, blended with a bray like a
donkey, soon informed me of the whereabouts of
the bull I was seeking.
Climbing over the crest
of the hill I finally caught sight of the old bull
in the valley with a bunch of cow elk collected
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around him, which had increased by this time to
about twenty-five or thirty.
The bull frequently
threw his head up, giving vent to his peculiar call,
which was answered now and then by several
other bulls on the surrounding
hills, none
of
which seemed willing to venture near him.
I
watched this spectacle for some time, endeavoring to get near enough to obtain a good shot.
Being alone and unaccustomed to the country,
I was unable to gauge
the distance correctly.
When finally I stopped at the nearest point I
could reach to secure a fair shot (I was using
on that occasion a .45-90 Winchester, not one of
the modern high power guns with a flat trajectory).
I fired at the bull without effect and saw
the whole bunch of cow elk come together in a
solid mass and ascend the slope of the neighboring mountain,
The cow elk acted as though
panic-stricken, all striving to get as near the center of the bunch as possible while ascending the

slope

and

interfering

considerably

with

the

movements of one another in so doing.
The bull
remained behind until the cows had gained a considerable start and then followed them up the
mountain.
When I examined the distance from
the spot where I stood when I fired at the bull to
the point where he was located, I found it over
400 yards.
Being unaccustomed to gauging distance at that time, I underestimated the range.
The atmosphere is so clear that objects obtain a

much clearer definition and seem

at times nearer

than they really are.
A mistake in underestimating distance made a greater difference with the
old .45-90, than it would with modern high power
rifles.
I returned to camp burning with a desire
to secure a good trophy.

The next day I went out with Jake.

We

sep-

arated, agreeing. to meet at a certain place,
which, through some misunderstanding, we failed

to accomplish.

I soon ran upon the tracks of a

big bull elk, which

of a mountain.

led directly up the steep side

This

I climbed

for about

six

hundred feet, with some trouble, when I noticed
that the tracks had begun to turn and tended

downward.

I continued

to follow

them

until

they brought me again to the foot of the mountain, within about thirty feet of the point where

I first started to trace them
across my guide again, and
fore his keen eyes picked
tance of about two hundred
visible among some spruce

up. I finally ran

it was not long
out an elk at a
and fifty yards,
trees.
It was a

bedisjust
cow

elk, and I was indisposed to shoot it, but being

reminded of the condition of the larder, I concluded to try my luck.
The crack of the rifle
was followed by the disappearance of the animal in the timber, and I thought I had missed,
but was reasurred to the contrary, and when I
reached the spot where the elk had stood, I saw
a few traces of blood, which shortly led to a
brown form lying among the green spruce trees
—the elk was stone dead.
Standing over Jake,
who was engaged in dressing the elk, I asked
him if he thought I ought to smash the rifle
over a rock.
Looking up from his dirty work,
besmeared with perspiration and gore, he replied with a grin, ““Not when she throws lead

AND STREAM.

tracks, and the rest of the pack joined in the
pursuit.
Following the tracks about a quarter
of a mile, there appeared in the snow signs of a
struggle, and then an impression upon the ground
of a large animal which the elk had evidently
unseated.
The
lion’s
tracks
were
distinctly
visible from this point. for a considerable distance, until he took refuge in a pinyon tree.
It was plain that the mountain lion had jumped
upon the back of a passing elk and had stolen
a free ride, which he enjoyed until his saddle
horse dismounted him.
“That
shows
what
a
wonderfully intelligent animal a dog is,” said
Jake, “just to think
that they should
have
reasoned it out that the lion had ridden off on
the elk, when I was puzzled myself to find out

what had become of him.”

“Do you suppose,” chimed in Aleck, “that the
dogs showed
intelligence because they knew
more than you did?”
E. C. RANDOLPH.
Morristown,

Very

N.

J.

Large

Sheep

off) ; length of right horn, 38 inches; circumference of right horn, 17 inches; length of left horn,
3534 inches; circumference
of left horn, 17%
inches.
As there has been some question heretofore on
the measurements of some of my record game
heads, I wish you would have some representative that you can depend upon, either in Tacoma
or Seattle, come to my place of business.
and
measure these two record heads before they are
mounted, which will probably be two months yet.

F. SHEARD.
Mr. T. Elwood Hofer, then in Seattle, was
requested
to visit Tacoma
and measure
and
report on the heads in question.
Mr. Hofer has
had
a very
large experience
with
mountain
sheep and other Western game, and has also
given considerable attention to the subject of

His report will be
Mountain hunters.
the measuring was
on to us, has been
measure and found

On receipt of your favor of April 28 I hastened

like that.”

down to Tacoma to measure the sheep horns.
I
purchased a tape line for that purpose and send
it along, so you can: find out how true it is by
comparison with some standard measure.
Head
No. 1, one of the finest I ever saw, was from a

My time was drawing to a close, and although
I had abundant opportunities to kill animals

ish Columbia.

with inferior heads, that kind of sport did not
satisfy me, and I left them to die a natural
death, unless some tooth hunter has cut their
existence short.
The final day passed without result, and I
had to leave for a later period a more success-

ful hunt for trophies.
The last night around the camp-fire Jake made
entertaining by relating to me some of his personal experiences.
The following story was told
me as absolutely true: The guide had struck the
trail of a mountain lion, which he followed with

his pack of dogs to a tree where the trail ended.
Naturally he expected to find the lion in the
tree.
Much to his surprise there was no lion in
the tree, and no tracks of a lion leading away
from the tree.
The only tracks discernible were
the tracks of an elk.
Finally a bloodhound in
the pack started off on the elk tracks.
This
seemed very strange. because the dogs had been
thoroughly broken from following anything ex‘cept lions and bob-cats.
The guide tried to call
the dog back, but he continued to follow the elk

around the base a little above the bottom (1%
inches on the outside), 161%4 inches.
So you see
it holds its size.
Measuring all along the base

next

to

the

hair,

following

the

curves,

17%

inches.

The right horn, 1634 inches around
above the
18 inches
the base,
end, 41%

1% inches

base; 1734 inches following the curves;
from the base, 16 inches; 10 inches from
1614 inches; length to outside broken
inches.
This point was more battered

than the left.
broken

I measured to a line even with the

end.

If I had followed

the point with my tape line

I would have gotten an inch or two.
I made out
this horn was battered off more than six ‘inches,
possibly seven and a half, but we cannot measure
what is not there.
Placing the head between uprights and measuring carefully I got 217% inches
over all, These horns had several chunks knocked
out, as all old rams usually have.
They were
rough and very interesting as very old specimens.
Part of the skull of No. 2 was broken away so
to tip.

Rocky Mountain sheep heads to-day measuring
as follows:
.
No. 1 Head.—Spread of horns, 20 inches between points (6 inches of points being broken
off) ; length of right horn, 43 inches; circumference. of right horn, 17% inches; length of left
horn, 44 inches; circumference of left horn, 1734
inches,
No. 2 Head.—Spread of horns, 15 inches between points (5:°inches of points being broken

The tape line with which
done, and which was sent
compared with a standard
correct,
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that it was not in the way in measuring from tip

Heads.

Tacoma, Wash., April 23.—Editor Forest and
Stream:
I have just received two freshly-killed

measuring of big game heads.
read with interest by Rocky

[May

The

left horn was

very badly broken

and

split like a broken stick; some of the splits were
over

two

inches

long.

It looked

as

though

in

falling the horn had caught in a crevice of rock
and broken off; it looked fresh. This accounts
for its being

shorter.

No. 2, from tip to tip of horns outside, 14354
inches; width over all, 215g inches; right horn,
1% inches above the base and counting
from
above eye, 1634 inches; following curves, 17%
inches.
You understand that is along the base
line, which is curved and irregular,
I don’t believe it should be measured that way.
From base
to tip, 37 inches. This horn was not badly broken.
It was like No. 1, battered by rocks; 13 inches

from base it measured

15% inches in circumfer-

ence; 6% inches from base it measured 16 inches
in circumference.
Left horn, 167% inches around

base,

1%

inches

inches

from

above

base;

curve;

1713-16

15!4

inches

inches

around

13
base

following curves; 34%4 inches to broken or battered end.
No. 3 is a very fine head but much younger,
ends

not

battered,

had

not

grown

out

past

the

face or within two inches.
Spread at tips, 15%
inches; over all, 19% inches.
Left horn, 17%
inches close to curves but not following, 183%
inches following curves; 3334 inches long; 9
inches from base, 157% inches. Right horn, 1834
inches following curves, 17% inches above curves
at base; 33% inches long following frontal curve;

9 inches from base, 1534 inches around; both
horns 1634 inches around 1% inches above base
above

eye.

Mr, Sheard had a buffalo mounted which I
measured also. No. 1 buffalo, 25%4 inches from
tip to tip; 324 inches wide over all; 1734 inches
outside length of horn; 127% inches around base.
Mr.

Sheard

wanted

me

to use a tape measure

he

had, thinking mine was not correct; but his was
the kind tailors use.
I made them less than most
of the parties whom he says measured them, but
he appears satisfied with my work as correct.

T. E. Horer.

very old animal, said to have been killed in BritIt surely was

fresh-killed, I should

think not over two or three months ago.
heads 1 and 2 were killed about the same
possibly not over

one

month

Both
time,

ago.

In No. 1 the horns were badly battered at the

Mitchell

Sabattis.

Editor Forest and Stream:
Your note of appreciation of Mitchell Sabattis
in the issue of May 12 must waken response in

ends, as all old rams’ horns used to be in Colorado, Wyoming and Montana in the mountains.
This is supposed to be caused by feeding among
the rocks and fighting;
probably
chiefly from
striking among the rocks.
In measuring the No.
1 horns from tip to tip I had to place the tape
across its skull a bit above the nose.
The line
was almost straight, just a slight bend over the
nose, not enough to make 1-16 inch difference.
By measuring the horns around where they were
not splintered and the same measurements around

many hearts. His passing is the severance of one
more thread in the web of romantic interest that
has so long enwrapped the Adirondacks, and is
of interest to every lover of the woods.
In a
very broad true sense, he was a child of nature.
Those who knew him were fortunate.
Those who
did not have missed something that cannot be

perfect horns

he was

I made

out that the broken

ends

would have been from six to seven inches longer,
as stated, if they could have grown out naturally.
No, I measures from tip to tip of horn outside
19 inches.
The left horn is battered off about
six inches.
Length outside as it now is, 42%
inches; circumference 19 inches from the base,

'6 inches; 9% inches from the base, 16% inches:

replaced.

The writer did not meet him till after

he had ceased

“guiding,”

but it was

a pleasure to

have him at the Adirondack summer home and
listen to his talk. The last time he was there
on an errand

for the Methodist

Long Lake, of which
and

the

earnestness

of his sincerity.

he was

of his appeal

It is a pleasure

photograph that your
manlv face, and that

church

a devout

readers may
the memory

at

member,

left no

doubt

to furnish

a

look on‘ his
of one who

“lived up to his light’? may be justly honored.
JUVENAL,

May

FOREST
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NID ROVER FISHING
Tarpon

Fishing at Boca Grande.

Editor Forest and Stream:
Little did I think when
berry’s

article

should

ever

consider

in your

reading

issue

catch kingfish,

them

“small

much

fish”

Mr.

of Feb.
and

New-

17, that

less come
a

the guides only on one side, and soon became
warped out of shape.
The reel holds six hundred feet of tarpon line,
about as heavy as codfish line and green in

color.

I

to

bother.

and

hook

To-

day there are nailed to my office wall two scales

The leader is six feet of soft steel wire

fastened

to

the

by six inches

usual

of chain.

large

Here

hand-forged

I wish to

make two remarks which the makers of these
justly celebrated reels can take to heart or not
as they please—but they are true nevertheless.

of tarpon taken on the West Coast of Florida—
one of which is from the record fish up to April
I of this year.
On Feb. 24 I went to Florida on the special
with some patients, reaching Fort Meyers on
the West Coast, where we boarded our house-

The reel has three drags; one
ton

to

prevent

backlashing,

small click but-

like

all reels;

one

strong drag on the left side worked by pulling
down on a lever to hold any heavy fish when

boat and spent the next two weeks towing down
the coast, stopping where the spirit moved us,
fishing for small fish and doing some shore bird
shooting.
The river leading down from Fort
Meyers to the Gulf is a wide, rather muddy

stream, and at times contains some tarpon, but
most of the fishing is for small fish. By-that I
mean

one

jackfish,

could

redfish,

catch

grouper,

such

fish near

sheepshead.

New

York

If

it

would be considered splendid fishing, but there
only one fish is considered—namely, tarpon—all

else are

“small

fish.”

The places we
Nigger
Head,

stopped at were
Redfish
Point,

fishing

about in order,
Punta
Rassa,

Estere Island, Big Pine Island, St. James City,

part Spanish, who have always lived here since
the earliest settlement of the State.
Imagine a great inland sea, many times the
size of

Long

Island

Sound,

dotted

shores

with

hun-

are fringed with

the vivid green of the mango and whose centers
are grassy fields, with here and there cabbage
and coaconuts palm trees with their sides to-

ward the Gulf, one long stretch of sandy beach

pounded

by the breakers

and you

have

some

for the sportsman,
Captivi
Island,

in one long line of surf,

faint idea of this paradise
where

we

finally

stopped,

guards one side of Captivi Pass, the other side
being La Costa Island.
At the north end of
Captivi is a pretty cove, not shown on the map,
where we had safe anchorage with one or two
other
yachts
and
the
Government
survey
steamer, Gopher, engaged in survey and geo-

logical work.
While there I saw my first tarpon, caught by
Emma

K., a schooner

ing from

New

built in Florida,

York.

They

had

could.

Before proceeding to the actual fishing and
the different methods, I want to give those of
your readers who may want to try this finest
of all fish next winter some useful hints about

the proper tackle to use for the king.
Tarpon
Two

of the men

Tackle.

of. our

party

East Coast in the neighborhood

had

fished

the

of Palm Beach

for the five years previously, had fished at Matanzas, Cuba, and knew the game thoroughly—
the results proved the soundness of their judg-

ment about tackle.

Our rods were made in two

pieces, a butt about twenty inches long wound
with cane; the tip, of which
each rod had
several, about six feet and made of iron wood,
with a large agate guide at the end and guides
on both sides, so that each day it could be re-

versed

and

so

prevent

bending.

sider

important,

because

rods

used by Englishmen

some

This

I con-

of the

English

fishing near

us had

is a mistake.

bait

de hook,

Methods

©

compliments to them but bitter envy in our
hearts, and vowing if they could catch His
we

and

but hail-

him proudly

hung from the stern, and we passed him each
morning On our way to the fishing grounds with
Majesty,

This

I fastened

the

make

de cast,

coil

de line in de boat and hand him de rod.
Den I
sot on de seat waitin’ for de fun to commence,
and she done commence right soon.
“Presently de tarpon pick up de bait and move
off slow-like.
Den he ask what’s that.
I say,
‘Dat’s a tarpon;
don’t
strike till he jumps.’
Presently up jump de biggest tarpon I see dat
year, and I yells to him to strike.
He sure
struck hard, de tarpon hit de water and run,
and, Doctor, as shure as I sit in dis yer boat,
dat reel bust in free pieces—one of dem nearly
hit his friend fishin’ in de other boat—de line
snarled, de rod broke in half and way went de
tarpon, and dat Englishman
had nothing but
de butt of dat rod in his hand.
Den he turned
*round to me and say, ‘De bloomin’ beast; de
bloomin’ beast; where’s me rod, where’s me reel,
where’s me line?
You never tole me he goin’
to do dat.’
‘No sir,’ I said, ‘I didn’t; where’s
me two pounds?’ ”
To the credit of the Englishman, be it said
that he not only promptly produced the money,
but that he insisted on going to the nearest
telegraph and wiring to New York for an outfit,
and before he returned home he killed twentyfive tarpon.

from which we towed to Captivi Island.
Of the
beauty of the coast only a poet could write,
and only Kipling describes the wild life condition of the people, part colored fishermen,

dreds of islands whose

purpose.

sinker on with my second fish with a piece of
tarpon line, and got the sinker back when the
fish was landed.
The guides also agree with
me on this point.
Tarpon fishing is expensive
enough in all conscience, and any hints to save
the expense are worth while to any of us.
Lest some think
they can take any good,
strong rod, say a salmon rod, for instance, and
catch this fish, I tell the following true story
of what happened to a good sportsman from
England last year.
I will let Julius, my colored guide, tell it:
“Las’ year one of dem English boats come over
and we was engaged to guide one ob dem gentlemen.
I done go on board and ask to look ober
his tackle.
He show me one of dose long
salmon rods .and an English reel, and when. I
asked him what he gon’ do wid dose, he say he
gon’ catch one of dem bloomin’ tarpon.
I done
tell him tarpon break dat all to pieces; and den
he say, ‘Me good man; you put me fast to your
old tarpon, and if he break that, I give you
two pounds.’
I asked him how much dat was,
and he say ten dollars.
Den I knew I had de
ten all right.
De next day I takes him still-

MITCHELL

running,

hand

and an

side,

SABATTIS.

“automatic”

which

stops

the

drag on

handle

the right-

from

re-

volving, making the pull entirely off the spool.
This is an excellent device, but should be made
to work with a lever like the one on the left,
because while it is easily shut off or on when

showing the reel in a store or even with small
fish like kingfish, but when the king rushes it
is sometimes difficult to work, the strain being
so great; in fact, I should probably have lost
my big fish if my guide, Julius, had not reached

over my shoulder and cut the automatic off.
The other hint I wish to give is that the wire
leaders are too thin, and, while they won't
break if not kinked, they kink too easily and
then part.
Take your wire with you and have
your guide make your leaders.
Also the dealers
will impress upon you the need of fastening the
sinker to the leader lightly, so it will be shaken

off by the fish, and

furnish

fine wire

for that

of

Fishing.

There are three ways of fishing for tarpon on
the West Coast.
Still-fishing, trolling in shallow passes without any sinker or only a light
one, and deep trolling with a heavy sinker, as
practiced at Boca
Grande.
I often
used
to
wonder when
some
man
or woman _ proudly
showed me a tarpon mounted at their homes
how the owner ever caught it, especially when,
as often happened, I knew them to be both
rather moderate sportsmen and often weak physically.
I know now that they were caught stillfishing.
In the celebrated old hotel at Punta

Gorda,

now

seldom used, the walls of the main

hall are covered with tarpon scales signed by
the older generation of sportsmen,
some
of
whom
are the great men of our day.
They
used short, very heavy rods, hooked
the fish
in the stomach, and of course in striking tore
the stomach wall, producing severe hemorrhage,
and so killed the fish quickly.
I noticed one

scale there on which the record read:

“Weight

II5 pounds; 7 minutes.”
In this method your
guide rows to some shallow place, where the
tarpon feed, generally in some small bayou near

a channel, anchors the boat, baits the hook with
about

through

half

an

a

mullet,

incision

with

through

the

hook

the back

hidden

of the

FOREST
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strokes, thus getting the fish away from the boat.
Should it be a grouper of fair size, say, 8 pounds,
their bite will remind you of a large blackfish of
our Northern waters, and the fish will make a
short run, even with the automatic on, but only
a short one, and the line will not rise. Then I
cut off the automatic and reel him in, Julius taking the hook out so as not to hurt our small
‘friend and carefully

returns him to the water;

or,

if- you need him to eat, knocks him on the head
and puts him away in the shade of the seat.
Again we bait and start slowly trolling, and
presently comes a quick bite, heavier than the
grouper, and immediately followed by a hard run,
say, of 50 or 150 feet, but not followed by the
quick rising of the line, which comes when the
king has called upon you. Kingfish this time, and
again the automatic is cut off, partly because I
hardly think it fair to use on the plucky fellow,
and partly because, when close to the boat, he has

a way of diving to the bottom, and, should
rod hit the boat with the automatic

WHERE

WE

HAD

mullet; makes a long cast, leaving the bait on
the bottom, and pulls off about thirty feet of
line, which he coils in the bottom of the boat,
hands you the rod, and you sit and wait.
Presently the line begins to run out; at first slowly,
the tarpon, feeding near the bottom, has picked
up the bait just as a black bass does, but has not
yet swallowed it; then he stops and swallows the
bait; you still keep on doing nothing.
The
moment he feels the hook, he jumps, and as he

SAFE

ANCHORAGE,

This
a deep
center.
and the

pass is about one mile wide, and has
channel running through it about the
In places the water is close to fifty feet
tide is like a mill race. When the wind

and tide disagree, you can get up a lovely sea
on short notice, and a tarpon hooked in the
midst of this will keep you very busy. The fish-

ing is mostly

on the north

and a long bar runs

or Gasparilla

out to sea,

over

side,

which

the

It is the

flood tide pours the difference in the depths
of water, it being sharply marked in color. On

most certain, sure and easiest way of catching
a tarpon; but after the strenuous method of
deep trolling, I personally don’t care about it—

the various fish feed at slack water and during
the first of each tide, and here was our fishing

hits the water, you smash

him hard.

the edge of this bar and in the channel

near

all

too easy.

ground.

The moment you are fast to the fish, the guide
picks up his anchor and follows the fish.
It is

trolling, the bait being a piece of mullet about
one inch wide and six inches long, those pieces

the proper way for women

to fish, as it has all

. the excitement without the hard work of ‘the
other methods.
The leader used here is not the
wire one, but is made of soft linen protected
with fine wire.
Of the two ways of trolling, the deep trolling

is the hardest, on account

both of the depth of

water and the strong tide and rough water you
fish in. It was while fishing by this method that
I caught my fish, so I shall describe it in detail:
March 20 found us anchored in Pelican Bayou,

a beautiful little cove on the northeast end of
La Costa Island. This cove is about four hundred yards across, and defended from the main
bay, called Charlotte Harbor, by a sandbar with
a narrow channel through it, and on the south

by a small island, between

which and La Costa

Having

cast

off the

launch,

you

start

having a piece of the mullet’s tail being best to
my way of thinking; but this may be only an
idea of mine.
Your line has a small piece of
white string tied to it at the proper depth, and
you keep this just out of the water as you slowly
go along; this makes the line nearly up and

down and increases the chance of a smashed
tip if you have the automatic on and strike bottom or a jewfish.
Julius carefully baits the hook, throws it over
and starts rowing slowly, while I let out line till
the white string touches the water, thus keeping
the hook just off the bottom.
The automatic is
on, and also the small click—the former because
few men can strike hard enough to hook a tarpon

without it, the latter to tell Julius that a fish has
struck, so that he can give two or three quick

tip is the result, This is what happened with my’
first kingfish. I had got him quite close to the
boat and forgot to take off the automatic.
Suddenly, like lightning, he dove, the tip hit the boat
in spite of all I could do, and I had the butt in
my hands, the tip breaking into three pieces and
some of the splinters going over my head.
I regret to have to say it, but angry at the
breaking of the tip, I hand-lined that unfortunate
fish home, and Julius tapped him on the head
with the “‘killer.”’
Although he tasted deliciously
that night baked and served with brown sauce, yet
I regret he did not escape.

Again we bait up and fish, maybe for an hour,
catching

nothing

but

sunrise,

at times

before

camped

on

the

south

(it depends

entered our respective rowboats with our guide
and, hooking on in a long line to one of the
launches, were towed out to Boca Grande Pass,
about two miles from our anchorage, where we
CAMP

OF

THE

GUIDES

fish, or maybe

a

end

of Gasparilla Island;

and a personal visit to their camp brought the
good news that their men being too busy to fish
were fish hungry and would be glad to get them.
So an arrangement was made whereby they sent
a man down to the dock daily and we loaded him

upon the tide), Julius would appear in his boat
and tap on the door of my stateroom, which
generally produced an immediate response, and
after a plunge overboard (until the weather became warm and we had seen a few black fins of
sharks cutting the water, when we substituted
a few buckets of cold salt water as a bath), followed by coffee and delicious oranges, we each

cast off from the launch and started fishing.

the same

hard pull followed by a heavy fighting fish and
we are fast to a channel bass or redfish. The
largest I personally caught weighed 24 pounds,
and, properly baked, they are very good. Having
five boats fishing, it soon became a problem what
to do with our fish. I regret to say it is the custom of the guides to kill every fish caught. I do
not think they mean to be cruel, but it is because
they are thoughtless and nobody has taught them
better. Our party were shocked when the different boats met on the beach daily to compare notes
to see these beautiful fish thrown out of the boats
dead; and we promptly stopped our guides killing
them, insisting that they be carefully unhooked
and turned loose to grow. Even under this rule
we had too many fish, because some would swallow the bait, and the kindest thing to do was to
kill them.
Fortunately the Atlantic Coast Line was building an extension and had a large force of men

was a small channel leading into a still smaller
bayou, called
Curlew
Bayou,
near
Slaughter
Point, past which lay Sheepshead Bight, another
opening into Charlotte Harbor.
We had about
sixteen people on the old boat, including servants and guides; always two and, at times, three
launches, partly for towing and partly for side
trips about the various bays and bayous.
In
the matter of guides we were fortunate, having
excellent men, two of whom were with Turner
when he made his devil-fish and tarpon records.
They are the men pictured in his book, and were
all that tarpon guides should be.
This is the
way we fish:

About

the

on, a smashed

ON

LA

COSTA

ISLAND.
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the strain possible.

Still the line flew, and sud-

denly, about 100 feet out, a great fish rose to the
surface but did not leap, making only a great
smother of foam.
_ “Leaping shark,” said Julius.
And again the
line was torn off in spite of all I could do. Suddenly, far out from the boat, the great fish shot
into the air and Julius’ shout, “Tarpon! tarpon!”
told that at last my day had come; but, to my
horror, I clearly saw in the sunlight that his head
was free, the hook beine fastened through the
back near the tail.
I told Julius this, and his
reply, “Too bad; neber git him, sir,’ did not reassure me any; but it did make me angry; and I
then determined to stay with that tarpon till the
next freeze came to Florida.
The fish did just
what any reasoning animal would do under the
same circumstances.
Having his head perfectly

free and the hook stinging his tail, he went like
the Dickens with the tide, towing the boat.
I
was firmly seated in the chair with my feet braced
hard across the stern seat, the butt of the rod in
the rest, both forearms braced on my knees and
thumbs on the leather brake, everything on the
reel, and still he took line. At this stage of the
fight it was a question whether I had the tarpon
or the tarpon had me.
Slowly but surely he took
TOWING

DOWN

with fish for the survey and construction gang;
after that we all felt better.
One morning, when fishing close to the bar, I
had a very heavy strike followed by a rush so
hard that I threw on the lever and both thumbs
on the pad brake and still lost line. The line
did not rise and no leap or splash followed, so I
knew one of those beastly sharks had my hook,
and he fought the usual stupid bottom fight of his

kind.

Slowly Julius started for the beach, as all

large fish are beached

here, which,

I think,

is a

mistake,
As we reached shoal water the triangular fin showed what we had. If there is one
thing next to a rattlesnake I have no use for, it
is a shark; so I went for him, pumping and
smashing with both hands, and soon had him
head

on,

and

Julius

gaffed

him

and

hammered

the life out of him with full permission from me.
I did not bother to weigh him; but he was a
small one, about 50 pounds I think, though this
is only a guess,
Our party caught some large

THE

line till I was fairly up a tree, as the reel began

COAST,

eat our lunch and wait for the change, or, hooking on to a Jaunch, tow back to the houseboat for
lunch, returning in the afternoon or even again
at night to fish in the moonlight.
So two weeks
went by spent in hard fishing, being coached by

my faithful Julius in how

to strike, how

not to

give slack and when to smash and pump, and
how to do it. All in preparation of the day when
the king should’ come, and still he came not to
me. He came unexpectedly to oneof our party.
one day when about fifteen boats, fishing from
the different yachts, were slowly trolling in a
circle. The first intimation I had of his presence
was when a great bar of silver shot into the air

near my friend’s boat followed by a white splash
and the guide’s shout of “Tarpon! tarpon!”
was properly struck and beautifully fought

He
to a

finish by my friend, and after repeatedly leaping
into the air, was gaffed and landed.
Then we
hoisted the white flag on the launch and towed to
the houseboat, where the flag denoting a fish was
hoisted to remain up one day.
Then he was

measured and that night we drank to him, standing in silence as becomes the dead,
Truly he deserved it, for had that fish wings no man would

catch him.
like

rage

when

with

I have been asked what does he look
he jumps?

every

blown out from
an angry tomcat

a bucket
think of.
Again,

fin sticking

his head,
on whom

of water
he came

Well,

than

he comes

out

and

out

in a

the gills

and looks more like
someone has thrown

anything

to another

else

of our

I can

party

a day

or two later, suddenly, and after one furious leap

to be painfully empty.
Presently I noticed the pull was not quite so
impossibly heavy and began to try and recover
some lost line.
I then
found
my
fingers
so
cramped that I could not use them, but managed
to turn the handle with my whole fist. Finding
I was actually gaining a few feet I told Julius to
“set me on the beach,” and he, never losing his
head, found a bit of slack water and slowly rowed
me ashore.
Cautioning me not to attempt to land

until

he gave

the word,

he jumped

I took it cheerfully, thankful it was nothing
worse.
Then Julius, reaching over my shoulder,
took the rod and I climbed painfully out of the
boat.
At first there was no feeling in my arms from
the finger tips to the shoulders, but the men from
the life saving station, who had come down to

see the fight, kindly rubbed some life into them
and I enjoyed seeing Julius, with his feet braced
wide apart and the sweat running down his face,
having what I had had for just forty-five minutes.

I could not help guying him as they rubbed
I could

use

my

arms

I took

ing: “Doctor, I jess feel it in ma bones you don

remember

JEWFISH.
ones when

and

still-fishing for tarpon, one consider-

ably over 200 pounds

by the measure

the hook

rule, which

I give, although I suppose most of your readers
know it.
Square the girth, multiplied by the length in
inches, divided by
, equals
the weight
in
pounds.
Example: Tarpon girth 4o inches, length

72 inches; 40x40x72 dtvided by 800 equals 144
pounds weight of tarpon.
When the tide became too strong to fish we
would go to the beach on Gasparilla and rest,

with

Julius

a juicy piece of mullet

(1

it had a piece of the mullet’s tail on)

I settled

down

to the

usual

daily

grind

of

catching ordinary fish. Suddenly I had a very
hard strike and smashed him hard with both
hands.
For just part of a second the line gave a
little and I thought I had missed, but instantly it
was jerked to the bottom and stayed there, so

that I said, “Bottom, Julius. Back her up.” Before he could back I felt the line shake and said:
“T have a fish of some kind.”
‘“Jewfish,” said
Julius. Hardly had he spoken when the line began to go off the reel rapidly in spite of both
thumbs on the leather brake and the automatic,
and I threw on the left lever, thus putting on all

the rod and

we

fought it out till I got him near the beach, when
Julius, making a rush into the surf, gaffed him
through the head at the first attempt and dragged
his majesty ashore in triumph. The time, as taken
carefully by a friend, was one hour and ten min-

gwine to catch one ob dose tarpon.’
Well, I
went, and, being detained by some professional
baited

my

arms and his reply, “Doctor, dis fish shorely am
de debbil,” cheered me wonderfully.
As soon as

blew the hook out and escaped.
Each of us felt
the bitter disappointment of our friend as a personal loss.
So the days went by, the weather
turned cold and I gave up hope of catching him,
though still fishing on.
April 1, 1906, is a day I shall remember for
some time.
It was too cool for fish, or at least
I thought so, and told Julius I would not go; but
he, better sportsman than I, begged me to, say-

work, was late in getting to the ground.

overboard

when we hit the beach and pulled the boat up.
Just then a big wave hit us and partly filled the
boat, wetting me to the skin, but fearing what
that terror on the other end of the line might do,

“THE

HOOK

STILL

IN

FOREST
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utes.
Twenty-five was consumed on the beach,
the other forty-five being before we got there.
Weight, 137 pounds; length, 6 feet 8 inches.
The

Oe
I, 1906.

for the West Florida Coast up to April

Mounted with the hook still in him he rests on
the wall of a friend’s house.
The moral of this

side run

on

STREAM.

the beach,

which

accounts

the long time it took to land him.
the second fish was

Ir inches.

Weight,

after being
he probably

forty minutes.

for

Length, 5 feet

100 pounds and some

to Go for

[May

The time of

out of water twenty-four
weighed a little more.
Where

is, do not hook your tarpon through the back or

ounces

hours,

so

Tarpon.

Should any of your readers be afflicted with a

tail.

The next

three

days were

spent

in the usual

daily grind of catching small fish, but on April
5, at about the same time and place, a tarpon
came again to me.
This fish showed the speed
with which a tarpon can move when he feels the

hook.

when

AND

My line was leading off to the left at the

time, about fifty feet being out, while another man

was fishing about the same distance to my right.
This time I had a fair bite and can now answer
question I asked of many and never could get
any clear answer to, what is a tarpon bite like?
The best way I can define it is to say, it is harder
than a big grouper and not so fast as a kingfish.

That, to my mind, defines it perfectly and will, |
think, to anybody who has caught these fish. Of
course, I hit him as hard as I could, using both
hands with the automatic on and one thumb on
the drag.
The rod buckled pretty well, and the
next moment, to my surprise, a tarpon leaped into
the air just back of the other boat to my right.
I thought the other man had him, but the rushing
line told me that again luck had favored me, This
fish was properly
hooked
in the mouth
and

promptly jumped again.

He took off considerable

line but nothing like the first one, and I soon cut
off the automatic and fought him with the left
drag and thumbs on the brake.
He soon became
rather quiet and I began to get in line and we
started for the beach.
About half way to shore I had recovered all
the line up to the white piece of string, the tarpon
being suspiciously quiet when the line began to
slacken, Julius yelled, “Look out, sir,’ and began
to row hard, and straight for the boat came Br’er
Tarpon, and nothing but hard reeling and the fact
that Julius quickly swung the boat off to the
right saved us, the line missing the stern by a
few feet. When the line tightened out I fetched
him up all standing and he promptly went up in
the air, shaking his head like an angry cat. Once
more he tried the same tactics, but again we luckily dodged him and then he came like the proverbial lamb.
This was too good to last and I
was suspicious of him, and luckily, for he suddenly did the same thing over again. My feelings
were not improved by Julius remarking, “Dat
fish sure raise de debbil when he gets to de
beach.” Surely enough, when he realized we were
taking him ashore he suddenly turned and made
a tremendous run, taking line at a great rate.
I
did not dare try and put the automatic on, because I have said it works hard under much pressure, so held him with the lever and both thumbs
on the brake.
Finally he stopped and again I
got back line and we finally reached shore. Julius
carefully beached the boat and then took the rod,
reaching over my shoulder, and I had a chance
to land and stretch my arms.
Being held close to the beach seemed to enrage
the fish, and during the minute
or two while
Julius was holding the rod, he went in the air
three times, making six jumps in all.
Then I
took the rod and fought him till he became good,
when the idea seized me to try to gaff him myself.
Julius brought him in beautifully head on
and I went quietly to him but he saw me, and
just as I reached him he turned and bolted out,
but the strain of the line made him pass me sideways and I hit at the head, missed and gaffed
him through the tail.
(Reader, don’t gaff your
tarpon through the tail.)
That
tarpon
fairly
pulled me off my feet and rubbed my nose into
the gravel.
Under the next wave we both went,
I hanging on to the gaff fortunately.
When I
came up I got partly to my feet only to be yanked
under again on ‘the next wave, but when that
went back I finally got my feet on the sand and
dragged him ashore, much to the relief of my

friend Julius.
Of the two fish this was much the more fun,
the first being more like hard work, as hooked so
far back he could not jump much and could get a

desire

to catch a tarpon,

the following

age from Lake

and a launch

will tow you

déwn

directions

each morning

and bring you back at night.
As for guides I
would write to Punta Gorda to Julius Whitehead

The agitation

for the

construction of a railroad is so great that in all
probability one will be built at least part of the
way before very long, and in any case the portage
paths will be so improved that it will not be
difficult for anglers to make their way to the many
well-stocked waters intervening between Lake St.
John and Chibagamou, almost all of which are
practically virgin ones.
Prince

will surely get them a fish:
Having outfitted with good tarpon tackle, and
I won’t specify any particular make, though privately I may have my own idea on the subject,
take train to Ft. Meyers, Fla.
There you can
get a small boat which runs to Useppa Island,
where there is a fair hotel, the Useppa Inn, and
you are within three miles of the fishing grounds,

St. John.
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Arthur

has

Some

Fishing.

Fortunately for Prince Arthur of Connaught,
the lakes in the Ottawa country lose their winter
covering much earlier than those in eastern Quebec, and His Royal Highness was thus enabled to
have some very good trout fishing before return-

ing to England. It is said that he was very.much
disappointed, however, to have been unable to
experience the delights of ouananiche fishing at
Lake

St. John.

Sunday,

He spent Saturday,

and part of Monday,

the 5th inst.,

at Lake

St. Ger-

or his partner All, Billy Washington or Stanley.
They are the men who were with Turner, as I
mentioned, and their names are household words

main, seven miles distant from Low

in the world of tarpon. Tell your guide to meet
you at Useppa Island with his boat.
J mention
the Useppa Inn simply because it is the only one

quite a large one.
So greatly did the Prince
enjoy it that he would not be paddled back to

within

twenty-five

miles

of

Boca

Grande

and

looks clean and respectable.
Of course, being on
our own houseboat we were independent of hotels.
Another good and probably less expensive way
would be to go to Punta Gorda and hire a small
bugeye or smack and sail to the grounds and live
on her.
Two men could run her and one do the

cooking,
Coast Chart No. 175, which you can buy at any
chart store on Front street, will give you a good
idea of this country and your place to fish.
Time

to Go

to Florida.

To shoot, go in the months of December, January and February, because the game laws permit
shooting then and because there are no rattlesnakes then. To fish, go from April 15 to June ft.

ADVICES just to hand from Lake Edward are
to the effect that the lake has been only a few

Almost

as soon as the ice dis-

appears, however, or within ten days of it, the
best of the spring fishing is generally to be had.
From Lake St. John a rather peculiar condition
of affairs is reported.
The rising of the lake by
the immense volume of water brought down by
the rivers in consequence of the melting of the
snow has lifted the ice from the shores of the
lake, and ouananiche are already being caughtfrom the wharves
at Roberval
and wherever
there is open water quite close to land. The fishing is, so far, all done by the residents, who fish
entirely with bait; but I see no reason why flies
should not prove successful, and a party of Quebecers intends to make the experiment in a few
days. Meanwhile, the field of ice upon the center
of the lake is still very heavy, and may not break
up for a week or two,

Dr. A. B. Johnson,

of New

York,

and

Miss

Johnson passed through here on the 1oth inst.,
en route for Lac La Peche, in the St. Maurice district, which is now easily reached by a beautiful
series of canoe trips and easy portages from Lake

Edward,

on the lhne of the Quebec

rose

freely to the

camp

for

the

The

fish

fly, and the party’s catch

Pacific Railway.

was

evening

meal

on

Saturday,

until

the fish stopped rising, because of the darkness,
and he rose at an early hour on Monday morning to enjoy more of the sport, before breaking
camp to catch the train, continuing to fish through

quite a heavy

shower

of rain.

The Prince’s father, the Duke of Connaught,
his aunts, Queen Alexandra and the Princess
Louise, and his cousins, the daughters of the

King, and the Prince

of Wales,

are

all accom-

plished anglers, their
favorite
sport, naturally
enough, being salmon fishing. King Edward cares

less for fishing than for shooting, however, and
does not appear to share the success of other
members
a-fishing,

of the

royal

family

the

Season

Need

Does

when

he

does

go

Changing?

Mr. A. A. Wilson, of Montreal, urges a change
in the season for catching pike-perch or doré and

Fish and Fishing.
days clear of ice.

line of the Canadian

station on the

& Lake

St.

John Railway, and to which a new and direct
railway route will be opened next autumn by
means of the La Tuque branch of that line. Dr.
Johnson may have.a few days to wait for good

fishing, but he has splendid camping accommoda-

black bass.’ He declares that he has caught them
full of eggs as late as the end of June, and consequently that they should not be caught before

July 1 in each year.

Doré can now

be taken as

early as May 15, and it is a well known fact that
while fishing for them anglers often catch the
black bass as well.
The attention of the proper

authorities

is being called to the matter.
E. T. D. CHAMBERS.

Fastening the Reel Band.
New Yorx.—Editor Forest and Stream:
It
hardly seems like the proper thing for a fisherman of only one year’s experience to attempt to
write anything that would be of interest to men

who were “fishing when he was a child,” but
when he sees one of the past masters in the art
in trouble and fast on a snag that he has been on

and got off of it is his duty, at least, to, try and
show

him

consisted

the way.

My

education,

so

far, has

in practical work, of one trip a week,

for fifty-one

weeks,

to the fishing banks,

on

one

of the fishing boats, and the book end of it.lies
before

me

now

in fifty-one

copies

of my

found friend, Forest AND STREAM.
Mr. A; St. J. Newberry, a friend whom
met

only

paper,’

through

his

welcome

tells of the trouble

having his reel band
firmest, and wonders

salt-water

letters

new-

I have
to

“my

and aggravation

of

slip just when it should be
why they are not made on

rods to lock, as on a salmon

rod.

I

tion and knows how to enjoy it, whether fishing
is on or not.
In June he will go down to his
salmon river in Labrador.
There is quite-a probability of new northern
fishing waters being opened up to the public in
the near future, through the discovery of rich
mineral deposits at Chibagamou, some 170 miles

can tell him and any other brother anglers who
have had trouble because the reel band slipped
just when it should be firm and solid, how to
fasten it, and so that it will hold, too.
I have

northwest of Lake St. John and within fifty miles

foot line is like rolling in so much pig-iron, and
when the fish is half way up, if your reel is not
solid you'll wish that it were.
In my fishing basket I carry several spools of
tire tape, or more properly insulating tape. Any
hardware dealer keeps it, and it is used by elec-

or so of Lake Mistassini.
Several American and
British capitalists have already become interested
in them, and Captain and Mrs. Machin, of England, have arrived here to visit the locality, which

will have to be done at present by canoe and port-

used this all winter cod fishing, and while I do
not know how hard the big game fish pull, I do
know

that a 30-pound

cod on

the end of a 100-

May

FOREST
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tricians for insulating a splice in electric wires.
It is cloth gummed and rolled.
After the reel
is in place and the lock band shoved up tight,

AND

STREAM.

837

In cod fishing, with a big, heavy wood reel, I
go one better.
I have two little sticks 4% inch
thick concaved so that they fit the reel seat well

fishing, and salmon and trout are on the increase.
In order to prevent the fish from going out at
the lower end of the lake the town authorities
have voted to expend $1,500 in screening the
outlet.
At Clearwater the camps have been filling up
for several weeks.
Late reports attribute good
luck to Dr. Bishop, Mr. Wheeler, of Saugatuck,
Conn., P. E. Whiting, a Harvard student, and
others,
:
Grand Lake Stream is furnishing many salmon,

and just long enough to reach from the lock band
to the raised flange at the end of the reel seat.

but, as usual, they run small. Mr. E. F. Caldwell and friend of New York, in a few days took

wrap the entire distance from the lock band to
the raised flange on the end of the reel seat with
seven or eight thicknesses of tape.
It won't be
in the way, so put on plenty.
It sticks itself, the
heat of the hand softening up the gum.

When

they are laid in place I wrap

them

with

plenty of tape, much the same as a surgeon binds
a splint on a broken arm.
I have never had the

band slip the least bit with them, and I have
never been without them that the band didn’t
slip. It can be put on in five minutes and is, if
put on right, there to stay till taken off at night

after the day’s fishing.
Thanking Mr. N. and my other new-found
friends for what they have done to help me in
my

first lessons

as an

angler,

and

in hope

that

this little wrinkle will be of some use, I am, with
best wishes for yourself and paper,
Harry C. Monr.

Boston

and

174. Carry Pond fishing is improving
the ice went out May to.

On May 11 eight sportsmen with five guides
left for Spauldings Camps on Pierce Pond. They
report eight salmon from 5 to 9 pounds and three
trout from 5 to 6 pounds.
Fishermen at the

Tihonet Club.

the preby _ the

Constant stocking by the club for

several years has been the means of furnishing
good fishing. An attraction for some is found in
the good squeateague and tautog fishing often

found within easy reach of Wareham
Tautog

year.

have

Miss

been

running

Anita

Sands

and Onset.

unusually

large

on Thursday

this

last had

the good fortune to capture one which weighed
10% pounds—the largest taken this season, and
believed to be the largest ever
landed
by a

woman,
From

,
Ashland,

of the largest

N. H., it is reported that two

lake

trout

ever

caught

in Squam

trout

Monday,

the 14th.

of the College of the City of New

York.

In a letter to ex-Governor
Bachelder, published in the “Summer Homes” book of the State,
Mr. Cleveland says:
“It is a subject of unanimous congratulation in our family that, by the
purchase of the Tamworth farm, we are fairly

anchored as summer
New Hampshire.”
Down

Owing

to the low

residents

in the

State

of

steamer,

that has pre-

vailed the season has been unusually backward,
but in some of the more favored sections there

has been good sport.

Good catches are reported

from Greene Lake, from which a week ago in one
day forty salmon and trout were taken, some of

them weighing from 4 to 10 pounds each. Two
Bangor fishermen have taken six salmon and four
squaretail trout,
whose
total
weight
was
50
pounds, from Branch Pond. A planting of 100,000
togue fry has recently been made in Greene Lake.

The

United

place upward

States

Bureau

of a million

of Fisheries

brook

waters within the next few weeks.

than

the William

began to arrive

P. Frye, for Upper

Dam.

Concerning

the

trout

is to

in Maine

Sebago is to

get at least 50,000 salmon; lakes near Farmington 85,000. Sebago will also receive 150,000 trout,
the Rangeleys 100,000, the waters of a dozen
other sections from 20,000 to 30,000.
At Belgrade the first trout of the season was
taken a week ago by the well known Bangor
angler, Adelbert Peavey.
Lake Sebasticook, Penobscot county, has for years afforded good perch

Jackfish.

SHELDON, Vt.—Editor Forest and Stream:
have here in our northern
three
kinds
of pike—the

We

Vermont waters the
maskinongé
(Esox

nobilior), the great northern pickerel, or, as Dr.
Morris

calls it, jackfish

(EZ. lucius), and the com-

mon pond pickerel (EZ. reticulatus).
kinongé and the pond pickerel are

The masconsidered

good food fish, their flesh is white, hard and firm,
but the jackfish is a fresh-water shark, a miserable long, slim, slimy fish with flesh soft and as
rank as Limburger cheese.
It is always on the

feed and will take anything,

from a toad to an

old boot heel.
When our fishermen hook one it
is knocked in the head and either thrown out to
rot on the lake shore or hung up on the nearest
tree as a malefactor.
We have a fair knowledge
and, on the Atlantic,

from Prince Edward

across

to Vancouver

on the Pacific, and the only place that we

Isl-

Island

ever

a good food fish was
There a lady said that

they were preferred to the lake whitefish. Here
in Vermont they are considered at any season of
the year inferior, if possible to be so, to the common black sucker, and one of our wisest laws 1s
that which makes it a misdemeanor, with a fine,
to place them in any waters where they are not
already.

the thermometer
torrid

stroy the feeding grounds of the redhead and
canvasback duck. The jackfish has not kept the
in check

there.

The weights of the different pike in our Ver-

mont waters are:
The maskinongé, from 3 to
50 pounds, average about 12 to 15 pounds; the

jackfish run from 1 to 16 pounds, average weight
5 to 7 pounds; the pond pickerel from % to 5
pounds, average 11%4 to 2 pounds.
We get in
some of our creeks a fish of the ancient Ganoid
family, called a mud or dogfish, that is so rank
that a frypan that is once used to fry one of
these fish in is never used for anything else, as
the flavor eternally clings to it, and still there are
more of the habitants that eat this fish than there

are those who eat the Esowx lucius.
They say
that there is something to the dogfish, while there
is nothing

but

skin,

bones

and

musky

the other fresh-water shark.

flavor

to

STANSTEAD.

WE wish when people go out of town on fishing’ trips that they would go round. the other
way; it is pretty hard under most favorable circumstances

Florence

for us to keep at work

Times.

right now.—

registered 88 degrees.

heat will not last long.

There

This

is

is some-

thing unnatural about hot winds from the northwest and they have not been conducive to good
fly-fishing.
I understand,
however,
that
the
upper reaches of the Neversink are doing much
better than heretofore, but hereabouts the trout
are decidedly off the feed for the time being.
It is too early, apparently, for evening fishing,
as I tried the river without much success after tea
on Friday evening.
My best fish for the week
was 2% pounds on a small quill body fly on
Wednesday afternoon.
All that is required now
is a good thunderstorm to clear the air, which is
oppressive.
THEODORE GORDON.

Lake

Sunapee.

SPRINGFIELD,
Mass.,
May
19.—Editor Forest
and Stream:
I have received several letters during the past week telling me that the fishing at
Lake Sunapee, N. H., is very good this season.
Quite a number of squaretail trout from 2 to 4
pounds have been taken, also Lake Sunapee trout
as large as 4% pounds.
The salmon have not
taken hold very well as yet, although a few have
been taken from 4 to 9 pounds.
Most of the fish have been. taken by trolling,

although still-fishing is the favorite method with

many when they can procure smelt for bait.
The Forest House at Blodgett’s Landing has
been opened for the last three weeks to accommodate the early fishermen, and plenty of bait

can be secured

Gro. H. GRAHAM.

there.

“Angler”

The E. lucius is a common fish in the Canadian

waters of Lake Erie, and where he is the most
numerous, in the vicinity of Port Rowan, Ont.
The German carp has come in in such numbers
as in some localities almost to completely de-

carp

in Maine.

temperature

in a little more

Sportsmen

heard the E. lucius called
once at Port Arthur, Ont.

two summers in Sandwich, and last fall he went
over into the adjoining town of Tamworth and
purchased a couple of hilltop farms, one for himself and one for Dr, John H. Finley, president

Notes.

very unusual at this high altitude, but the spell of

forty-two

Tamworth on Friday and were met by a large
crowd, in which were many prominent citizens
of New Hampshire.
Mr. Cleveland is not apt to

He has passed the last

County

at

got

an hour’s fishing.
From Round Mountain Lake the ice went out
May 10, Rangeley Lake House was opened on

of the northern waters

the early fishing.

Sullivan

Bemis while the ice was solid on the 8th. The
ice broke up and Captain Barker started with his

wharf

Lake were taken by Mr. M. M. Morey, the veteran fisherman of that region, and his friend, Mr.
S. Thompson,
Each weighed 15 pounds.
Ex-President and Mrs. Cleveland arrived at

miss

Stream.

NEVERSINK,
N:
Y., May
21.—My letter in
ForEST AND STREAM last week should have been
dated Neversink,
not Beaverkill.
The fishing
during the first three days of last week was delightful, there was a good hatch of natural flies
and the trout were rising freely.
On Thursday
came a burst of summer weather, with a temperature of 86 degrees in the shade.
On Friday

Boston, Mass., May 19.—Editor Forest and
Streams Several trout weighing from 114 to 2
pounds have been taken this spring from
served
streams
in Wareham
leased

Trout

daily since

Mr. D. E. Adams while at Bemis got a 7%4pound trout fishing from the wharf.
H. H. KIMsatt.

Maine.

The

CLEAR as the icy crystal of its source,
Cool as the molten snowflake by its course.
Leaping like the charger in the race,
Seething at the boiling caldron’s pace.
Jewels sparkling, set in rainbow tints,
Diamonds flashing in the sun rays’ glints.
Somber shadows near the shelving rock,
Threatening
shallows near the torrents shock.
By emerald
fir and pine tree hid from sight,
*Neath mossy fern from rocks obscuring light.
Foaming, rushing, dancing on in glee,
Upon its rocky racecourse to the sea,
Here safe from skillful rod and reel and fly
In Nature’s haunts, game speckled beauties lie.
OnI0,
D. W. McGLenen.

vs.

“Fisherman.”

1
Forest and Stream:
York.—Editor
New
think that it might lend to the “gayety of nations” if you would get some of your piscatorial
readers to theorize, if not explain definitely, as
to the origin of the word “angler,’ and why it
denotes a higher order of fishing than the name
“fsherman’’—as a “rod” is superior to a “pole.”
Does it come from the implement or the user?
Thus Gay, in a poem, writes the line: “Intent,
his angle trembling in his hand”; and so, as the
old histories tell us, England derived its name
from Angel-land, Angle-land, anglers.
Will bamboozlers be the future word to deI know that I have often been
scribe fishermen?
J. E. H1npon Hype.
bamboozled by fishermen.

THE

value

of the Fish

Commission

Bureau’s

efforts to increase the supply of game and food
fishes in the interior waters has been strikingly
illustrated in Colorado, where a number of nonindigenous trouts have been thoroughly estabThe principal fish thus introduced is the
lished.

Eastern brook trout, which is widely distributed
in the State and probably exists there in greater
Colorado has
abundance than in any other State.
now become the Bureau’s chief source of supply
for the eggs of this species, and nowhere else is

it possible to collect such large quantities of eggs
from wild brook trout.

FOREST

AND

STREAM.
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Yachting

Fixtures

for 1906.

Memeers of Race Committees and Secretaries will confer a favor by sending notice of errors or omissions in
the following list, and also changes which may be made
in the future.
MAY.
24. Royal Canadian, 30ft. and 14ft. dinghy class.
25. Yale Corinthian, graduates’ cup.
26. Royal Canadian, 20ft. class.
26. Y. R. A., New Rochelle.
26. Brooklyn, Bermuda race, Lipton cup.
26. Quincy, club.
30. Metropolitan, open, Corinthian Union.
30. Interclub with South Boston.
30. Yale Corinthian, Memorial Day race.
30. Indian Harbor.
30. Y. R. A., Harlem, Bridgeport, Indian Harbor.
30. A. P. B. A., Manhasset Bay, open.
30. South Boston, Y. R. A., open, City Point.
30. Keystone, club.
30. Atlantic, opening.
30. Erie Basin, opening.
30. Seawanhaka, opening.
30. Indian Harbor, opening, special.
30. Huguenot, club.
JUNE.
. Quincy, club.
Boston, City Point.
. Yale Corinthian, graduates’ cup.
. Knickerbocker, annual,
. Royal Canadian, first and 30ft. classes.
. Erie Basin, annual regatta.
. Yale Corinthian, special cup.
. New York, Glen Cove.
N. Y. Y. C. thirties only
. Corinthian, Morblehead.
. Royal Canadian, 25, 16, and 14ft. dinghy classes.
Yale Corinthian, Graduates’ cup.
COCO
wmAIMwmbwhPwrp
. Manhasset Bay, Y. R. A.
10. Erie Basin, race to, College Point.
18.

Yale

14.
16.
16.
16.
16.
18.
21.
28.
23.
23.
28.

New York, Glen Cove, spring cups.
Royal Canadian, 30ft. class,
Larchmont; Ys
Az
Boston, Hull.
Keystone, club.
Boston, Y. R. A., Hull.
New York, 59th annual, Glen Cove.
Corinthian, Marblehead, club, afternoon,
New York A. C., Block Island race, Travers
Corinthian, Marblehead, ocean race, evening.
Royal Canadian.

Corinthian,

23.

Lndian

Harbor,

Commodore’s

cruising

cup.

Island.

races.

28.
24.
25.
28.

Seawanhaka and New York, long distance, Y. R. A.
Morrisania, Corinthian Union.
New York, Glen Cove, New York thirties.
Bek
Soeket, power boat race, Marblehead to New
ork.
30. Y. R. A., New Rochelle.
30. Royal Canadian, 30ft. class.
30. Boston, Marblehead,
30. Keystone, special.
30. Bristol, Bristol-Montauk race.
UG.
. Royal Canadian, Queen’s cup and L. S. S. A.
or 8. American, Y. R. A.
. Shinnecock, Great South Bay Y. A.
. Y.

R.

A.,

Hartford,

Larchmont.

.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.

Corinthian, Marblehead, morning.
Eastern, Marblehead, afternoon.
City
of Boston, City Point.
Indian Harbor, motor boat races.
Morris, open.
Eastern, annual, Marblehead.
Royal Canadian, 25 and 16ft. classes.
New Rochelle, ocean race for B. Y. C. challenge cup,
. Y. R. A., Riverside and New Rochelle, cruising race.
. Toledo, long distance race.
Quantuck-Pan Quogue.
. New York, Glen Cove, Glen Cove cups.
. Eastern, cruise.
. Corinthian, Marblehead.
po
Ppo
SPSS
OSS
TANANNNANANN
. Huguenot, club.
12. Indian Harbor, New York thirties.
14.

Indian

Harbor,

annual.

14. Chicago to Mackinac, long distance race.
14. Royal Canadian, 30ft., 14ft. and dinghy classes.
14. Westhampton, Great South Bay Y. A.
14. Boston, cruise.
14. Corinthian, Marblehead.
14-20.A. P. B, A. cruise.
14. Keystone, club.
14-21. Seawanhaka-Atlantic-Corinthian joint cruise.
21. Corinthian, Marblehead.
21. Winthrop, Y. R, A., Nahant.
21. Royal Canadian, first, 20ft. and 16ft. classes
21. Larchmont, Hartford, Y. R. A
21. Moriches, Quantuck.
21-28. Larchmont race week.
24. Boston, midsummer series, Y. R. A., Hull.
25. Boston, midsummer series, Y. R. A., Hull.
26. Quincy, Y. R. A., Hull Bay.
27. Ouantuck, women’s race.
27. Hingham, Y. R. A., Hull Bay.
28. Larchmont Y. R. A.
28. Boston,

midsummer

series,

Y.

R. A., Hull.

28. Royal Canadian, 30, 25, 14ft. and dinghy
28. Westhampton, Association race,

classes

A

28-Aug. 4. Keystone, annual cruise.
30. Boston, Y. R. A., Marblehead.
31. Eastern, Marblehead.
AUGUST.
1-2-3-4. Corinthian, midsummer series, Marblehead.
2. New York, cruise, rendezvous Glen Cove. .
8. Shinnecock, women’s race.
b
8. First squadron run, Glen Cove to Morris Cove.
4, Second squadron run, Morris Cove to New London.
4. Quantuck, Association race.
4. Horseshoe Harbor, Corinthian of Stamford.
4, Royal Canadian.
4. Knickerbocker, annual cruise.
4-5. Huguenot, club cruise.
5. Erie Basin, ladies’ day.

6. Third squadron run, New

London

to Newport.

6. Manchester, Y. R. A., West Manchester.
7. Astor cups, Newport.
7. Manchester, Crowhurst cup, West Manchester.
8. King’s cup, Newport.
t
9. Fourth squadron run, Newport to Vineyard Haven.
8-9.—East Gloucester Y. R. A., Gloucester.
9-10-11. Shinnecock, Association races.
10-11. Annisquam, Y. R. A., Annisquam.
11. Huguenot, annual regatta.
11. Fifth squadron run, Vineyard Haven to Newport.
11. Harlem, long distance race.
11. Huguenot, Bridgeport Y. R. A.
if: Royal Canadian) 14) Y: Re A:
11. Keystone, special.
13-18. Eastern, German-American trials, Marblehead,
17. Westhampton, women’s race.
18. Pan-Quogue, Association race.
‘
18. Stamford-Hartford, Manhasset Bay, cruising race.
18. Indian Harbor, handicap.
18. Royal Canadian, L. Y. R. A.
19. Corinthian Union, union regatta.
22. Moriches, women’s race.
—
21-22-23. Gold challenge cup power boat races, Chippewa
Bay.
23. Plymouth; Y. R. A., Plymouth.
25. Royal Canadian.
24-25. Duxbury, Y. R. A., Duxbury.
25. Corinthian, Marblehead.
25. Keystone, special.
25. Huguenot, club.
25. American, Northport, Y. R. A.
27-28-29. Cape Cod, Y. R. A., Provincetown.
24. Quantuck, club.
25. Moriches, Association race.
29. Quantuck, women’s race.
31 and Sept. 1. Wellfleet, Y. R. A., Wellfleet.
31. Pan-Quogue, women’s race.

3. Larchmont,

Bay.

III., Commodore

Trenor

have

attention and furnished

good

sport, was the Gravesend Bay Q class of 22-footers. These were boats by several designers, and
rated under the New York Y. C. universal rule.
The five boats which constituted the class, divided
the honors in the races during the summer, and
now three new Q boats are on their way to their

anchorages at Gravesend.
During the past winter Sir Thomas Lipton
offered a cup, to be raced for in Massachusetts
Bay, the object being to encourage the racing of
22-footers under the universal rule, which is the
same rule as obtains for class Q in Gravesend.
In Boston

but one

new

boat

has been

built, but

there are a number of boats that are eligible and
will be raced. A condition on which the cup was
offered

is that

an

owner

winning

the trophy

in

two consecutive years, not necessarily with the
same boat, is to become its absolute owner.
It appears desirable to call special attention to
this

matter

as

one

possibilities, tending
between

that

possesses

to revive

the yachtsmen

interesting

a healthy

of Boston

and

rivalry

New

York

—a rivalry which, with two notable exceptions,
has languished for some years. In the invasion
by Mimosa and Doris, respectively of Boston and
York

waters,

New

York Q

a championship

L.

Park,

The failure was caused by Mr.

Secretary Cormack announced
Lipton had not been heard from

a challenge

sport

last year

there

was

not

de-

which might have been ex-

to any such event

class.

;

Such a culmination, to what promises to be a
good season for this particular class, will tempt
able and competent men to arrange and to bring
to a successful issue a championship race. Such

RRR
New York Y. C. MEEetTiINGc.—On May 17 there
took place the third general meeting of the New
York Y. C., at which Commodore Cornelius Vanrespecting

year attracted much

and

Vernon’s desire to sail for the Manhasset Bay
Cup with an amateur crew, to which Commodore
Park would not agree.

derbilt presided.
that Sir Thomas

of the

races that would be but second

non’s Vivian II., now fitting out at Jacobs’ yard,
Mimosa

annals

on our Eastern seaboard.
There are now three
months in which a programme may be arranged
for the meeting of the champions of the Boston

Mimosa III. WirHout Competitors.—It is regrettable that the races between Mr. S. E. Ver-

will fall through.

in the

meet yachts designed under the new rating rule.
A meeting of the champion boats of the Massachusetts Bay Q class and the Gravesend Bay Q
class at some neutral point, as Newport, late in
the fall would furnish the climax to a series of

Boston, club, Hull.
Royal Canadian, Prince of Wales cup.
Massachusetts Y. R. A., rendezvous Hull.
Seawanhaka,
. Knickerbocker, ladies’ race, power boats.
. American.
23. Williamsburg.
. Brenton’s Reef cup.
G0
S130
SU
S885
|
H9
$929
90
99
& I Cape May cup.
. Haouli cup.
|]
lJ]
88a
2o¢. Niagara cup.
OCTOBER.
boi=). Knickerbocker.
club closing.

and

one

pected, as the boats in question did not necessarily

fall regatta.

Manhasset

memorable

already been referred to.
In the vicinity of New York a class which last

veloped the interest

3-4-5. Detroit Country Club cups.
. Royal Canadian.
. Indian Harbor, ladies’ race and water sports.
. Norwalk, Sachem’s Head, Larchmont,
. Lynn Y. R, A., Nahant.
Keystone, consolation.
Westhampton, Association championships.
. Corinthian, Marblehead, grand handicap.
New York, Glen Cove, autumn cup.
. Larchmont,

RACE?

THE promising conditions that will stamp the
yachting season of 1906 as an interesting and

New

SEPTEMBER.
. Knickerbocker, Vice-Commodore’s cruise.
. Corinthian, club, Marblehead.
. Indian Harbor, Hartford, Larchmont.
Westhampton, open.
ed . Royal
bed
fad
fat
Canadian, first class.
1-2-8. Huguenot, club cruise.
1-8. Erie Basin, annual cruise.

CHAMPIONSHIP

a

for the America’s

Cup.

will not alone promote

and main-

tain agreeable relations between the most important communities of racing yachtsmen, but will
also accord to the new rating rule an attention
which will.tend to demonstrate its entire desirability. This will remove from yacht building a
shadow

which has been but too prominent

of late

years.

MopELS
models

of

OF

THE

the

Shamrocks,

‘THREE

SHAMROCKS.—The
which

Sir

Thomas

Lipton is sending to the Model Committee of the
New York Y. C. for placing in the model collection, are now on exhibition at the Royal Thames
Y. C. in London. The boats are beautiful specimens of the model-maker’s art, and it is reported
have cost in the neighborhood

of $20,000.
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PROFILE
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CABIN

PLANS

of thought

on

plans

of her

owner,

sup-

plemented with ability and long experience on
the part of Mr. Fred Lawley, and the result
shows

a very

neat

craft

that

will,

without

any

doubt, show gcod speed and yet be comfortable
' for the service for which she was designed,
namely, a boat in which her owner could make
good time between New York and Newport in
any weather.
Tringa’s
accommodation

has

been

carefully

thought out to obtain a maximum of room in a
hull capable of being driven, and to so separate
the

accommodations

of the

owner

of these fast boats.

with a sufficient amount

the interesting

the part

VLCTION

srATERoom
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OF TRINGA——DESIGNED

first one

of one of this year’s new launches, Tringa, designed by Mr, Fred D. Lawley for Mr. William
M. Lovering, New York Y.C., which has recently
been completed at the yard of the George Lawley
& Son Corp. Tringa is the outcome of a great
deal

ArTER
ar

Jecrien THROUGH ~sALCor
wecr/an aT %

Launch.

this week

end of
Jecrian
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A

END

‘0

and

guest

as

would be the most convenient and the least disagreeable from a point of view of noise. Outside
the boat resembles a type of vessel that has attracted to itself much attention, and that is well
known as the Scout type, the name borne by the

F. D. LAWLEY

FOR

sheer

is very

BY
The

of freeboard

dry decks
in all but the roughest

is good,

to insure

weather.

The

vide openings of a size as to ‘assure good light
and ventilation.
The forward house, entered on

the starboard after end by a stairway, lands in a
vestibule with large clothes lockers on one side
and the entrance to the galley on the other.
Forward of the vestibule is located the main saloon,

fitted on either side with wide sofas.

Forward is

again, the owner’s cabin, with a toilet room, and
forward of which and separated by, a steel bulk-

head is the oil tank.

The galley is large and well

ventilated and is provided with the usual space
for stoves, utensils and ice.
The engine room,

immediately aft of the galley, will also be the
forecastle for the four men composing the crew.
machinery

consists

of

a

100

horsepower

Standard motor, and a speed in excess of 15
miles is anticipated.
Aft of a steel bulkhead at the after end of the
engine room is located a ladies’ cabin and toilet.
The construction is neat and strong, being double

planked with two thicknesses of white cedar over
steam-bent oak frames. The joiner work below

MR.

WILLIAM

simple

AT FORWARD £nD OF GALLEY
Wecrio® AT °7

2588"
EGE
Tone ks

rion ar ena |or STATEROOTT
sfcriqy aT
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AT FORWARD £72 oF SALOON
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deck erections are of such a height as will pro-

The

£*/

M.

and

LOVERING.

is done

in mahogany

and

white enamel, the workmanship being excellent
throughout.
Outside and on deck Tringa presents

a very

neat

appearance,

due

very

much

to

the attention that has been given to the details
of fittings, such as stanchions, rails and chocks.

The principal dimensions

are as follows:

MengthiMovertallm an waste artnet
ciate cl cls.eets78it. oin.
Wallen
litiewma oiectareuete
cy ene siessiaietels ate71ft. Sin.

Breather

mae mart cia nyatnertcin gsstorie baie Se I1ft. oin.

Weateiinterh aie e stem a metaneentt
tae aces a. 4ft. oin.
THe
Kinc’s
Cup.—lIt has become
generally
known that King Edward VII. will give official
recognition to the race under the auspices of the
New York Y. C., for which he has offered a
cup that will be raced for on Aug. 8 at Newport.
Two British war vessels will be sent over, and

Sir Mortimer

Durand

will be present.

ask Sir Thomas
still

The

and the English

rumor

that the

Embassy

King

Lipton to race Shamrock

unconfirmed.

During

the

winter

will

III. is
there

seemed a probability, but it would seem as if the
time were at hand to put the old racer in shape
if she is to race.
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A Cruise

on

the Southwest

Coast

of Ireland.
GIvEN fine weather, the southwest of Ireland is
as pleasant a yachting coast as one could wish
for.
Snug and pretty harbors abound, but they
must be made in daylight, as most of them are
blind, and do not own such conveniences as leading lights, or, indeed, any lights at all. The wonder is that more English yachts do not venture
there, though the number is increasing year by
year.
The dotting about of good hotels will no
doubt ev entually ‘conduce to the coast being a
happy cruising ground, for the scenery is beyond
all praise, being wild and beautiful,
especially
when one reaches the mountainous coast of Kerry,
A few reminiscences of a recent cruise in a 20ton yawl may be of interest.
We left Youghal at the beginning of August, in
a fresh N.N.W. wind, at 4 in the morning, on
board the most comfortable of cruisers, drawing
about 8ft. of water, and having a crew of three,
including a steward.
The passengers were V., the
owner and myself.
It was an ideal morning to
commence our cruise, and no fears of seasickness
assailed us as we sailed past Cable Island and
3allycotton lighthouse under full canvas, with the

wind abeam.

Our intention was

to make

Castle

Haven before night; if not, we had Kinsale or
Glandore to put into. About noon the wind freshened considerably, and we had to take in our topsail.
Just as we were making the Old Head of
Kinsale we got into a nasty trough of sea, and the
after davit broke, our dinghy dropping her stern
into the water, and a paddle and some sail covers
being lost. I was at the helm to allow the rest to
haul in the dinghy, no light task in a jumpy sea,
but, in spite of my steering errors, they succeeded

in getting her on to the deck. Seeing that the wind
was likely to increase, and knowing we should

have a better chance of effecting repairs in Kinsale, V. decided on putting in there, where we
found a pretty harbor.
An excellent old boat
builder made us a new paddle, and the skipper,
with some purchased wire, repaired the broken
davit.
Kinsale as a’ town reminds one rather forcibly
of a foreign port.
V. distressed one of the inhabitants by suggesting he had Spanish blood in
him, the native man asserting that his ancestors
were true sons of Erin. At Kinsale there are forts
and a Royal Naval Reserve station.
We left Kinsale at dawn the next day, having some trouble
to, make the open sea, as it was very calm inside
under the shelter of the land.
We did not get
abreast of the Old Head for three hours, but then
we soon began to race along past Clonakilty, Galley Head, and
Glandore,
for the wind
grew
stronger every minute, and eventually we ran into

the blind harbor

summer

of Castle Haven

in front of a

gale.

Inside the haven we found a regatta in progress,
and passed a crowd of little r4ft, dinghies sailing
bravely in the squalls.
Two boats were sailed by
ladies, one a young girl of about fifteen, looking
very workman-like without a hat and an abundance of hair blowing about.
They took a severe
dusting with delightful complacence, but then all
the Castle Townshend
people live on the sea.
Right inside, under the little village, we found a
host of small craft and two steam yachts, the latter gaily decked out in flags.
The regatta continued for four days, the hospitality we enjoyed
was beyond all description, and we were loth to
weigh anchor again.
It is a charming spot; the scenery is fine, and
everyone vies with his neighbors in making the
stranger at home.
We left at midnight, “after
changing out of dress clothes—it was the only
chance we had of getting away.
One night there
the yacht dragged her anchor, and she was drifting gaily toward rocks, when the coast guards
saw her light moving and put out to warn the
sleeping crew.
This is not a likely thing to happen, the night in question being squally and the
weather particularly dirty.
We found it difficult

enough

to get out of Castle

dark, and even

troubled

Townshend

then the ugly looking

us somewhat.

V. and

in the

Stag Rocks

I took the first

watch, and toward the end of it we were becalmed
off the Gascanane Sound.
The flapping of sails
and the ominous wash on the neighboring cliffs

AND

STREAM.

are unpleasant sounds at_night, especially if you
are in an Atlantic swell. However, with the dawn
came a breeze, but we had to tack once to make
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Dursey Head, which we did about 3 P. M., and
then began our run up the lovely Kenmare River.
Why it is called Kenmare River I can never
make out, for there is no river of that name. Our
objective was Sneem Harbor, and it looked as if
we would do it easily in daylight; but after pass-

ing the Stickeen Rock the wind failed us.

Still,

it was truly a magnificent evening for watching
the wonderful lights and shadows on the everchanging mass of mountains that seem to compose Kerry.
Far away to the north were the majestic purple Reeks, while all the lesser mountains shone reddish brown in the rich sunset.
Slowly we cut our way through the slightly rippled water, reaching Sharky Island just as it grew
dark.
Knowing something of the harbor, I volunteered to pilot the yacht into it, but was sorry
I did, as I found how difficult it is to pick up the
landmarks at night.
Fortunately, I brought her
to a safe anchorage, if not quite the one
we
wanted.
When the morning came we got up sufficient
sail to take us to a disused mooring buoy that
belonged to the steamer which used to visit Sneem
every week, but now omits to do so to the chagrin
of the local people.
An amusing incident occurred when the skipper got on the large buoy to
make fast; the buoy began to spin round like a
top, first one way, then the other, and the poor
old skipper had to dance round with it or be
pitched into the sea.
We laughed till the tears
ran down our faces when the skipper said rueseblhy
thought my dancing days were over, bad
luck to it.”
That done, we had time to survey one of nature’s pet places, and were lost in admiration of
Gavinish Island and Reena-Furraha’s charming
creeks.
Close to us lay the moorings of the ketch
Kariad, then racing at Cowes.
Lord Dunraven
usually brings her to Gavinish every year.
We
rowed over to the large hotel at Parknasilla for
letters and a newspaper.
For the next two days
we experienced a Kerry downpour, but passed the
time pleasantly in paying visits, which led to many
invitations to dinners and hospitalities ashore, for
which the coast is so justly noted.
One day we sailed a large party up to Dinish
Island and enjoyed a couple of pleasant hours
with the genial owner.
It is not wise to go nearer
to Kenmare than Dinish, for the mud banks are
hazardous, and there is no anchorage near the
town.
Another day we took two venturesome
ladies for a sail round the Bull Rock,
One lady
painted a picture of the rock as we rounded it, in
spite of the rough sea.
Our last few days in Sneem were spent in

Derryquin, the owner very kindly lending us the
moorings of his laid-up schooner.
Fishing was
not a success, as there were no fish in the bay,
though we caught five blue sharks in about as
many minutes one day. Wewere very sorry to leave
such a perfect neighborhood for yachting.
We

found that the charts were everywhere of great
assistance to a boat of our draft.
Our next objective was Baritry, but on leaving
Sneem we got becalmed off Dursey Head. Dursey Sound is a useful short cut, but must not be
attempted by a boat of any size without an absolutely fair wind.
The tide, running three knots,
carried us up to Black Ball Head, and then we

began to drift back. We passed the night hove
to, keeping the Bull Light open to our view. Toward dawn the wind got up, and with it came an
unpleasant wetting mist; but we ran into the
western entrance of Bere Haven all right.
The
day spoilt the picturesqueness of Dunboy House
and woods,

We went into the intricate little harbor of Castletown, where we had to stay two days, owing
to a gale. Castletown has a hotel and good shops’
but it is not a very cheery place.
On the second
day of our stay there I tried my hand at signalling, running up, “What do you think of the
weather ?” Very quickly the coast guards replied,
“Don’t like the look of it.” We left Castletown
for Glengarife, with two reefs taken in and a
snorting northwesterly wind to shove us along.
We fairly foamed past Roancarrig Rocks and
lighthouse and the wild northern shore of Bantry
Bay.
It was a glorious sail, and we were sorry
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Slocum Hand Power Motor.
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MANHASSET

when

we had to anchor in the pretty harbor

of

Glengarife, close to Eccle’s Hotel.
The scenery,
of course, was splendid, but we both found it
tiresome on land, and were always glad to leave
the shore for the yacht.
There appeared to be
any number of hotels, and a good sprinkling of
tourists. After two days there we sailed for Bantry before a rattling breeze, and anchored there
eff picturesque Bantry House.
There we. stayed
for four days, enjoying more hospitality, and indulging in a little racing with another yacht of

similar tonnage.

Bantry Bay is peculiar

for its

absence of tide, a yacht scarcely swinging to it.
Our next point to make was Baltimore, which
we did after an exhilarating sail under shortened
canvas.
We found the race off the Mizen Head
unpleasant, and these turbulent currents would
be dangerous to a small boat.
A friend of mine
who owns a smart three-tonner, thinks little of
negotiating these headlands, but it cannot be very

_ safe.

On this trip we made the eastern channel

of Gascanane Sound, which saved the journey
round Cape Clear.
We passed Crook Haven and
Skull, two useful harbors.
There is a northern

‘entrance from Roaring Water Bay into Baltimore,
but it is a difficult one. We found it hard to turn
to windward into the narrow southern entrance
to Baltimore. The town is only a small place, consisting of a few houses and a fishery school, despite its conspicuous marking on the map.
Next day we headed for Queenstown in nearly
a northerly gale and nasty rain storm which lasted
all the way.
We did a great passage to Roche’s
Point, but took a long time beating from there

up to Queenstown.

The Royal Cork Y. C. made

us very comfortable for a few days, and then we
departed toward Youghal.
There we indulged in
pleasure trips and some sea fishing.
Youghal
without its strong tide and difficult bar would
be an ideal yachting harbor, for it is an amusing
place in the summer.
One day V. indulged in a
race with a cutter of his against another small

open

sailing boat.

Nasty

squalls

were

blowing

from the north, and the little boats had a bad
time of it; but V. won, as the other was driven
on to a lee shore, and had to anchor.

Truly sorry were we when the time came for
the yacht to be laid up in her winter quarters, and
we are both agreed the southwest coast of Ireland, with its bays, harbors and unrivalled scenery, is well worth another cruise in a 20-tonner.—

L. L. H., in London Field.
[It may

is made on the coast of Ireland, on
from New York to Liverpool.—Ep.]

YACHTING NEWS

cruise.
Dr.

With

Mr.

Randolph

R. B. Potter,

Heitlinger.

The

Mr.

York

as

Lothrop

yacht

will

Cowes where Mrs. Randolph,
Mr. Gordon Fellows and Mrs.

D.

MABRY.

ing launch

Elcaya

to Mr. James

Mapes

Dodge,

of Nicetown,
Philadelphia,
Pa., through
the
agency of Mr. Stanley M. Seaman, 220 Broadway,

New York city. The launch has been put in com-

mission and delivered to Mr. Dodge in Philadelphia. She will be used for cruising between there
and Jamestown, R. I., the new owner’s summer
home.

The same agency has sold for Mr. Oliver Harriman

his New

York

Y. C. 30-footer

Carlita

to

Mr. F. C, Swan, of Oyster Bay, L. I. The yacht
is fitted out and in use.
The same agency
has sold the steam
yacht
Impatient for Mr. E. Helwig, New York city, to
parties in Huntington, L. I.
eRe
SALES BY THE SEABURY Co.—The steam yacht
Inia has been sold for Mr. J. A. Rutherford by

the Seabury Co. to Messrs. A. M. and J. C. Stewart.

The

vessel

has been

The same company

renamed

has

Issaquena.

chartered

the

steam

yacht Levanter, Mr. Alfred Marshall, New York
YouC ston Mit ose
Vandercritt. of the same
club, who will use the yacht on the Sound and in
Eastern waters.
The gasolene launch Catch Me has been sold
to Mr. R. E. Slaven and renamed Alfredine. She
will be shipped to Maine, where her new owner
will use her this season.

Ruernr
Boat.—The

SONDERKLASSE

Sonderklasse

boat

designed by Mr.
Crowninshield
and built by
Graves, of Marblehead, for Mr. Francis Skinner,
of Boston, has been launched and named Sumatra,
and during the past week has been undergoing
trials about Marblehead.
The plans of Sumatra
appeared in our issue of May 5.

Rene
Joy

Arrives

AT

GRAVESEND.—Joy,

Childs’, Bensonhurst

Y.

signed

Mower

by Mr.

C. D.

C., class

at City Island

and

Commodore

Q
built

boat,

last Tuesday

Ree
CRUISE ENDED.—Upon
on his steam

de-

at Law-

Boston,
and
after some
overhauling
at
Jacobs’ yard, proceeded to Gravesend Bay.

News

will
and

to

Miss Knowlton,
Burnside Potter

but she will not be put overboard till she is ready
for her sails.
The date of delivery is set for
June 1, and that seems of greater moment than
the launching.

CoronA

from
Mr.

arriving

yacht Tarantula,

Mr, W. K. Vanderbilt, New York Y. C., returned

Randolph

direct

C.

RECENT YACHT SALES.—Mr. H. H. Bhese, of
New York city, has sold his soft. hunting cruis-

TARANTULA’S

his guests
go

MR.

the latter part of August.
RRR

at Newport

NOTES.

BY

will join the yacht.
The itinerary includes Kiel,
St. Petersburg, Stockholm, Copenhagen, Bergen,
Trondjem, Hammerfest
and the North
Cape.
Apache will return to Cowes and proceed to New

a

APACHE
TO
VISIT EurRoPEAN
WATERS.—The
auxiliary bark-rigged yacht Apache, Mr. Edmund
Randolph, New York Y. C., left New York on
last Tuesday morning for an extended. foreign
be Mr.

BUGS——DESIGNED

ley’s, arrived

be interesting to note that the ground

covered by this cruise begins near where the first
landfall
passage

BAY

AND*STREAM.

to New York by special train.
It was reported
that Tarantula had sustained some damage and
was to be repaired, but it was-given out that
such was not the case, Mr. Vanderbilt having decided to abandon the cruise and come north.
RRR,
QurEn’s LAUNCHING.—The date of the launching of Mr. Maxwell’s
schooner
yacht Queen
from the Herreshoff yard has not been settled on,

CoMING

RRR
WeEstTWarD,—Within

a

few

days the schooner yacht Corona will arrive at
the Atlantic Y. C.° Recently, in some trials off
Marblehead, the new rig was found very satis-

factory.
Corona is to meet Elmina and Queen
at the Atlantic Y. C. on June 12.
,
Ree
TuistLE Home.—The schooner yacht Thistle.

ex-Commodore Tod, Atlantic Y. C., returned last
week from a cruise in Southern waters.
Commodore Tod’s guests were Dr. Paul Outerbridge,
fleet surgeon of the Atlantic Y. C.; Mr. Louis F.
Jackson} Secretary ofthe Atlantic
Y* C€., ‘and
Major J. Frederick Ackerman.

Ree
Manuasset Bay Bucs.—We publish above the
drawings and sail plan of the Manhasset Bay
bugs.
The particulars appeared in our issue of

April 28, 1906,

RRR

RHECLAIR IN Dry Docx.—At the yard of the
Burlee Dry Dock Cc., Port Richmond, S. I., the
steam yacht Rheclair,
Commodore
Daniel
G.
Reid, Atlantic Y. C., is having new propellers
fitted and is being painted.
Captain Potter is in
charge.
RRR
ENDYMION
AT
City
IsLanp.—The schooner
yacht Endymion,
Commodore
George
Lauder,
Jima lindiansrarboreys @sinecharge of Captain
Loesh, arrived last Saturday at City Island to
receive her sails, after which she will proceed
to Greenwich, Conn., on May 25 and be placed in
commission.
RRR
La PALtomMa ARRIVES AT SAN FRANcIScO.—The
schooner yacht La Paloma,
Mr. Clarence
W.
Macfarlane, Hawaii Y. C., after a passage of 29
days reached San Francisco.
Rough weather was
encountered and some of the headgear was carried away.
oie
New Cup For THE LAKEs.—It was announced
at a meeting of the Chicago Y. C. last week that

Sir John Nutting, of England, had presented the

club with a handsome perpetual trophy in the
shape of a cup “for the encouragement of yacht-

ing on the Great Lakes.”

The club has decided

to offer the cup in the open regattas for its 18ft.
class, and the first races will be sailed off Chicago in September of this year.
All the yacht
clubs on the Great Lakes in this country and
Canada will be asked to compete for the cup.
RneRre
OPENING oF Manuasset Bay Y. C.—On Saturday last the Manhasset Bay Y. C. went formally in commission.
A race was given for the
New York Y. C. 30-footers, in which Atair, Mr.

George C. Meyer; Dahinda, Mr. W. Butler Dun-

can, and Alera, Messrs. A. H. and J. W. Alker,
were entered. Atair won by a margin of 28sec.
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The

Yachting

Nol €- A. Membership.
MEMBERS

ELECTED.

A. F. Dempewolff,
Atlantic Division—5108,
New
New York city; 5100, H. W. Dempewolff,
York city; 5110, William Barr, New York city.
Shreve,
M.
Henry
Division.—5111,
Eastern
Boston, Mass.

NEW

MEMBERS

PROPOSED.

Atlantic Division—E, A. Barkman, New
;
sity, by J. K. Hand.
Jennings, Grand
: Western Division—A.
ids. Mich., by W. H. Yardley.

Joseph
THERE

Jefferson on the Actor’s
was

a long chat at luncheon,

STREAM.

Trapshooting.

Monthly.

WE have received from the publishers of the
London Field (Windsor House, Breams Building, London, E. C.) the first number of their new
monthly.
As is well known, the Field contains
a weekly report of the happenings in the world
of yachting, more especially in England.
The establisment of this new monthly points unmistakably to the fact that the ground covered by the
Field was not broad enough for a sport whose
growth of Jate years has been
great.
In the
Yachting
Monthly
the following
subjects are
Engineering
Building,
Designing,
with:
dealt
and Marine Motoring, Cruising, Racing, Canoeing, Sailing and Navigation, and the reading matter is supplemented with a profusion of engravings from photographs, sketches and drawings.
is undertaking
A combination such as the Field
in conjunction with their weekly is deserving of
praise, and it will give the yachtsmen a wider
and more interesting view of the sport.

NEW

AND

York
Rap-

Fame.

at Roches-

tion’s Eastern

various

matters

concerning

the

stage,

Scribner.
writes Francis Wilson in the March
who were
men
y
literar
of
knew
he
said
on
Jeffers
“It 1s
envious of the actor’s present popularity.

Handicap

tournament,

under the aus-

pices of the Florists’ Gun Club; $1,000 added
Elmer E. Shaner, Sec’y-Mgr., Pittsburg, Pa.

money.

*July 25.—Scottdale (Pa.) Gun Club.

If you want your shoot to be announced
send @ notice like the following:

here

Fixtures.’
May

24-25.—Wilson, N. C.—North
Carolina Trapshcoters’ Association, Sec’y
May 24.—Edgewater, N. J.—Palisade G. Cy
May
24-25.—Owensboro,
Ky.—Kentucky
Trapshooters’
League fourth annual target tournament, under auspices of Davies County G. C. James Lewis,
Sec’y,
Owensboro, Ky.; F. Pragoff, Sec’y Ky. T. SaL,
May 24-25.—Montreal, Can.—Canadian Indians’ first annual
tournament.
Thomas A, Duff, High Scribe.
shee 24-25,—Ebensburg (Pa.) G. C. W. R. Thompson,
ec’y.
May 24-26.—Spokane, Wash.—Washington
State Sportsmen’s Association tournament.
G. C.
Beck, Mgr.
May “5.—Morgantown,
W.
Va.—Monongahela
Valley
Sportsman’s
League of West
Virginia,
under the
auspices of the Recreation R. and G. C. Elmer F.
Jacobs, Sec’y.
May 29-30.—Pittsfield, Mass.—Oak Hill G. C. J. Ransehousen, Sec’y.
May 29-30.—Rochester G. C.
May 29-30.—Grand Rapids, Mich.—Michigan State Trapshooters’
League shoot, under auspices of Consolidated Sportsmen’s Association.
May 30.—Mechanicsville (N.Y.) Game Protective Associax ees peeear eerie
wears G. Singerland, Sec’y.
ay
30.—Ossining
“SYS
.
C. merchandise
shoot.
C. G. Blandford, Capt.
rete?
May 30.—Englewood, N. J.—Pleasure G. C. Decoration
Day shoot.
C. J. Westervelt, Sec’y.
May 30.—McKeesport, Pa.—Enterprise G. C. tournament.
eo. W. Mains, Sec’y.
May 30.—Lawrence, Mass., G. C., third annual Memorial
Day tournament.
R. B. Parkhurst, Sec’y.
May 30.—Rahway (N. J.) G. C: W.:P. Phillips, Sec’y.
May 30.—Washington,
D. C.—Analostan
G. C.
Miles
Taylor, Sec’y.
ii emeed Ure tes a
(Del.) G. C. shoot.
T. M. Burnett,
Sec’y.
May 30.—North Caldwell (N. J.) G. C. shoot,
May 30.—Sheepshead Bay (L. I) G. C. all-day shoot and
amateur

championship

contest.

30.—Utica, N. Y.—O.
C. S. A. G. C. Decoration
Day shoot.
May _30.—Newport, R. I.—Aquidneck G. C. tournament.
Chas. M. Hughes, Sec’y, 8 Ayrault St.
May 30-31.—Monte Ne, Ark., target tournament.
June 1-3.—St. Louis, Mo.—Rawlins semi-annual tournanot
ment No. 3. A. D. Mermod, Mer.
absurd,” he declared, “for if the actor does The
June 2.—Lowell,
(Mass.) Rod and G. C. prize shoot.
get it?)
‘vet his credit here, where will he
E.
J. Burns,» Sec'y.
alluding to
‘Old Fellow’ [his customary way of
June 5.—Fairmont, W. Va.—Monongahela Valley Sportsexpressed it when he Said, ‘lhe
man’s League of West Virginia, under auspices of
Shakespeare]
on the
Fairmont G. C. Ed H. Taylor, Sec’y.
poor player that struts and frets his. hour
June
5-7.—Lincoln, Neb.—Nebraska
State
Sportsman’s
Yes, sir, there
stage and then is heard no more.
Association’s thirtieth annual tournament.
Geo, L
speaks
Who
actor.
dead
a
as
Carter,
Pres.
useless
is nothing so
t?
Forres
June
5-7.—Newark,
N.
J.—New
Jersey
State
Sportsmen’s
of
porary
contem
a
now of Gus Adams,
Association tournament.
R. Hobart, Sec’y.
it up
An actor with genius—and with art to back
June 5-8.—Dayton, O.—Ohio Trapshooters’
League twenbetter,
Lear,
tus,
s—Bru
tieth annual tournament.
Added money $600.
C. C.
—who played the Roman
a
now
Rayburn,
Pres.
even
not
is
he
Yet
I think, than Forrest.
June 7.—Ol!ney, Ill.—Hustlers’ G.C.
D. P. Moore, Chmn.
comelow
finest
the
,
Look at Burton
tradition,
June 8.—Catskill
(N. Y.) G. C.
Spring
tournament.
Seth T. Ccle, Sec’y.
dian of his time—who lives only in the memory
as
June
8-9.—Wahoo,
Neb.,
G.
C.,
Spring
shoot.
dead
as
1s
(Gee
who
but
act,
of those who saw him
Goucher, Sec’y.
dead can be in the memory of the sons whose
*June 7.—Irwin (Pa.) Rod and Gun Club.
People speak of BetterDean 12.—Bergen Beach (L. I.) G. C.
H. W. Dreyer,
fathers saw him play.
ec’y.
they
ton, Garrick, Kean and Mrs. Siddons, and
June 12-14.—Fairmont, W. Va.—Tenth annual tournament
for
y,
pathwa
ic
mark milestones in the dramat
of the West Virginia State Sportsmen’s Association,
under the auspices of Fairmont
Gun Club; $1,000
they lived at a time when literary men wrote
added to purses.
E. H. Taylor, Mgr.; Ed. O. Bower,
memtheir
sympathetically of the stage, and so
Sec’y-Treas.
people
ories are kept alive; but whom else do
June 12-15.—Warm Springs (Ga.) G. C. tournament.
;
June 12-15.—Baltimore,
Md.—Maryland
County _ shoot.
speak of?”
J. Mowell Hawkins, Mgr.. 1630 John St., Baltimore.
more
“Don’t you think Edwin Booth will be
June
12-16.—Buffalo,
N.
Y.-New
York
State
Sportsman’s
:
;
than a tradition?” I ventured.
Association (C. G. Blandford, Sec’y, Ossining) fortyeighth annual tournament, under-the auspices of the
“Probably—he founded a great club, which will
Infallible Gun Club.
Dr. E, J. McLeod. Sec’y.
serve to keep his memory alive.”
June 13-14,.—Wellington.—Boston
(Mass.) G. C. annual
Joseph
“Certainly the public will remember
invitation team match.
H. C. Kirkwood, Sec’y, 23
Elm St., Boston.
Jefferson,” some one said.
June 13-14.—Fargo, N. D.—North Dakota
State Sports“Don’t you believe it!” replied Jefferson. Then,
men’s
Association’s
twelfth
annual
tournament.
“Well, yes,
after a thoughtful silence, he aded:
Robbins & Bailey, Mgrs.
June 19-22.—Indianapolis,
Ind.—The Interstate Associaperhaps because of my book, which will serve to
tion’s Grand American Handicap target tournament;
Irving will be rerescue me from total oblivion.
$1,000 added money.
Elmer E. Shaner, Sec’y-Megr.,
membered because he was knighted, Booth for
Pittsburg, Pa.
June 21.—Plainfield (N. J.) G. C. silver shoot.
H. P.
the reason I have stated, Mary Anderson because
Vosseler, Sec’y.
of her book, and I, perhaps, because of mine. No,
June 26-27.—Bradford (Pa.) G. C. tournament; $500 added.
believe me, the painter, the sculptor, the author,
Joseph Le Compte, Sec’y.
Tune 28.—Edgewater, N. J.—Palisade G. C.
all live in their works after death, but there is
*June 30.—Sewickley, Pa.—Sewickley Valley Gun Club.
a
is
Acting
actor!
dead
a
as
useless
so
nothing
July 2, Dominion Day.—Sherbrooke, P. Q., annual tourActors must have their reward “ow,
tradition.
nament.
C. H. Foss, Sec’y.
their
If
never.
or
July 2-3.—Stratford, Ont.—Pastime G. C. tournament.
A.
public,
the
of
in the applause
W. Fisher, Sec’y for Com
names live, it will be because of some extraneous
July
3-5.—Shreveport,
La.—Caddo
G. C. tournament.
circumstances.”
Cash and prizes, $1,000.
J. J. Broadfield.
July 4.—Utica,
N. Y.—Riverside G. C. all-day tournament.
E. J. Loughlin, Sec’y.
A certain high school teacher amused his students the
July 4.—Edgewater, N. J —Palisade G. C.
other day during a lecture on chemistry by relating a
July 4.—Richmond, Va., G. C. J. A. Anderson, Sec’y.
story about an old German professor who, in narrating
the fact that cyanide of potassium was a very deadly
July 10-11.—Carthage,
Mo.—The
Missouri
and
Kansas
poison, went so far as to say that ‘‘one drop of this
League of Trapshooters’ tournament.
stuff placed on the tongue of a rabbit would kill the
*July i1.—Monongahela, Pa.—Monongahela City: G. C.
July 17-19.—Philadelphia, . Pa,—The
Interstate
Associastrongest man!”

ter,

over

[May 26, 1906.

July 25.—Consolidated Gun Club Association of Connecticut tournament.
J.—Palisade
G.C.
A.A.
July 26.—Edgewater,
N.
Schoverling, Sec’y.
Aug. 8-10.—Hamilton, Ont.—Dominion of Canada Trapshooting Association’s sixth annual tournament.
W.
P. Thompson, Sec’y-Treas.
Aug. 7-10.—Parkersburg,
W. Va.—Indian
annual
powwow and tournament; added money, $1,000. Address
Mallory Brothers.
*Aug. 8—McKeesport, Pa.—Enterprise Gun Club.
Aug. 13-17.—Kansas City, Mo.—Missouri State Game and
Fish Protective Association twenty-ninth annual tournament.
R. S. Elliott, Sec’y.
:
Aug. 21-23.—Denver, Colo.—The Interstate Association’s
Western
Handicap tournament, under the* auspices
of the Denver Trap Club; $3,000 added money.
Elmer
E. Shaner, Sec’y-Megr., Pittsburg, Pa.
*Aug. 23—Ambridge (Pa.) Gun Club.
*Sept. 5—Brownsville (Pa.) Rod and Gun Club.
Sept.
7-9—San
Francisco,
Cal.—The Interstate Association’s Pacific Coast Handicap tournament, under
the auspices of the San
Francisco
Trapshooting
Association; $1,000 added money.
Elmer E. Shaner,
Sec’y-Mer, Pittsburg, Pa.
Sept. 11-12—Scammon, Kans.—The Missouri and Kansas
League
of Trapshooters’
tournament.
Dr. C. B.
Clapp, Sec’y, Moberly, Mo.
‘
Sept. 13.—Consolidated Gun Club of Connecticut.
Dr.
D. C. Y. Moore, Sec’y, South Manchester.
Sept. 13-14.—Columbus (O.) G. C. fall tournament.
Fred
Shattuck, Sec’y.
;
*Sept. 19.—Pittsburg.—Greater Pittsburg Gun Club.
sOct. 2-4.-—Des Moines, Ia.—Hopkins Brothers’ shoot.
E.
N. Hopkins, Mgr.
*Western

Pennsylvania

Trapshooters’

League.

DRIVERS AND TWISTERS.
Hopkins Brothers, of Des Moines, Ia., announce
they will hold a big shoot on Oct, 2-4.
t4

that

Secretary A. A. Schoverling writes us that the Palisade
Gun Club, of Edgewater, N. J., will not hold a shoot on
. Decoration Day.

R

May

The Plattsburg, N. Y., Gun Club has arranged to hold
a tournament on May 28.
Several of the expert professionals are booked to attend.
td
Because of the large space occupied by large tournament
reports in our trap columns this week, a number
of
club reports are necessarily and regretfully held over for
our next issue.

“

®

The North Caldwell, N. J., Gun Club announces a halfholiday sheot, to be held on Decoration Day.
Competition will commence at 9 o’clock, and prizes will be offered in each event.

bod

The Sheepshead Bay, L. I., Gun Club will hold an allday shoot on May 30, commencing at 10 o’clock.
A
special 100-target event will be held for the amateur
championship of Long Island.

R
The Wilmington, Del., Rod and Gun Club have announced a programme of nine events for their Decoration
Day shoot.
Class shooting, 50, 30 and 20 per cent.
High
average moneys, $5, $3, and $2. Shooting will commence
at 11:30.
Mr. T. M. Burnett is the Secretary.

¥.
By circular letter, Messrs. Schoverling Bros. announce
that they are successors to Schoverling & Welles, at 6
Reade street, New York, having purchased all interests.
cf Mr. Henry S. Welles in the co-partnership of Schoverling & Welles.
Schoverling Brothers will continue business at the above address, and solicit a continuance
of
patronage end good will of their friends and customers.
R

;

In the contest for the English Hotel cup, at Indianapolis, May 19, Dr. O. F. Brittan defeated Mr. Milo
Hershey, the scores being 74 to 73.
The winner was
challenged by Mr. Gregory, of Zionsville, Ind., and May
26 was fixed upon as the date of contest.
4
The programme of the seventh annual team shoot of
the Boston Gun Club, to be held at Wellington, Mass.,
June 13 and 14, can be obtained of Secretary H. C.
Kirkwood, 23 Elm street, Boston.
Eight events at 15 and
two at 20 targets constitute the programme of the first
day.
Events 8 and 9, 30 targets, are the five-man team
match.
On the second day, the programme provides five
at 15 and five at 20 targets.
Events 6-10, total 100 targets,,.
constitute the Interstate five-man team match.
Ship guns
and shells to Kirkwood Brothers, 23 Elm street, in time
to arrive before June 11.

May
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UAC.
GRAND AMERICAN HANDICAP WINS
1893, R. A. Welch,
U. M. C. Shells,
1894, T. W. Morfey, U. M. C. Shells,
1895, J. G. Messner, U, M. C. Shells.
1897,

1898,
1899,
1900,
1900,
1903,

1904,

IT. A. Marshall, U. M. C. Shells,
U.M.C. Shells.
IOP Fulford,
ale Marshall, U. M. C. Shells.
BE, Bates.
mu. Win. Shells.
R. O. Heikes,
U.M. C. Shells.
Atos:
M. Diefenderfer, U. M. C . Shells.
R. D. Guptill,
U. M. C. Shells.

Out of the sixteen Grand American Handicaps ever held, U. M. C. Shells have
been used ten times exclusively by the winners.
This is twice as large as the number
of wins by any other company.
The U. M. C. Grand American Handicap load is as
Arrow Shell, 234 ine 3% drs. of bulk smokeless

follows:

TA) OZ.

or 26 grs. of dense powder,

No. 7% chilled shot.
“VU. M. C. Quality’’ stands the tests when
important money prizes are at stake.

THE

UNION

METALLIC

CARTRIDGE

BRIDGEPORT,
313

Agency,

CONN.,

USS:

COMPANY

A.
New

Broadway,

Neen

York

oesincmciemmsneemiiain nite

City.

eames

it

‘

The Pennsylvania State shoot, at Milton, last week,
was, a conspicuous success.
Milton now has an incomparably broader fame as being the home of Senator Fred
A. Godcharles and the place of the State shoot of 1906.
Mr. Luther J. Squier was cashier and won much deserved
praise for his promptness and accuracy.
The next State
shoot is fixed to be held at Lebanon, and the dates
selected will be with a view to avoid a dry time.

R
The thirtieth annual tournament of the Nebraska State
Sportsmen’s Association, to be held at Lincoln, June 5-7,
has a programme of twelve events for each of the first
two days, eight at 15 and four at 20 targets, entrance $1.50
and $2; $10 and $12.50 added.
The Dickey bird trophy
event is fixed to be shot on the first day; the State
championship event, on the second day.
On the third
day there are six events at 15 and 20 targets and the
Thorpe trophy event, 100 targets, $10 entrance, $100 added,
handicaps 16 to 22yds.
There are valuable merchandise
prizes for high and low averages.
Class shooting.
Ship
guns and ammunition to the Globe Delivery Co.
R
Rawlings’ semi-annual tournament No. 3, to be held
at Dupont Park, St. Louis, Mo., on June 1-3, has a programme which includes competition at both targets and
live birds.
On the first day there are ten events, at 15,
20 and 25 targets, entrance $1.50, $2, and $2.50. The totals
are 200 targets, $20 entrance.
Average of professional and
amateur, $5 each.
On the second and third days respectively, there are five 20-target events, $2 entrance.
On the second day, the Monte Carlo Handicap, 25 birds,
$25; handicaps 25 to 3lyds., and on the third day the
Dupont Handicap, 50 targets, $5, open to all, and the

Rawlings amateur handicap, 20 birds, $10, birds extra, will
be shot.
Shooting will begin at 10 o’clock.
Ship shells
prepaid to Rawlings Sporting Goods
Co., 620 Locust
street.
Mr. Alec D. Mermod is the Manager.

25

td
Secretary Miles Taylor writes us that ‘“‘The Analostan
Gun Club, of Washington, D. C., will hold an all-day
programme shoot on May 30.
‘The shooting will commence at 9 A. M.
The programme will consist of seven
15-bird
events,
entrance
$1.30,
and
two
merchandise
events of 25 targets each, entrance $1. The money in the
sweepstake events will be divided on the percentage plan,
40, 30, 20 and 10 per cent.
All events will be shot on the
sliding handicap system, except the merchandise events,
which will be shot from l6yds. The club has two Legget
traps installed. They are much better arranged than they
were last year for the club’s tournament, and it will be
no trouble to handle a large crowd.
A cordial invitation
is extended to all shooters to attend.
Professionals, of
course, will be barred from contesting for any of the
prizes.”

will be open for practice on June 2. Ship shells prepaid
to Koenig, 845 Broad street, Newark.
RB
The Interstate Association’s first Southern Handicap

x

The programme of the grand annual tournament of the
New Jersey State Spertsmen’s Association can: be obtained of Secretary W. R. Hobart, 440 Sumner Ave.,
Newark.
A feature is the liberality in respect to nonresidents, many of the events being open to all alike.
All the events of the three days are at 20 targets, $1.40
entrance, excepting the special events, as follows:
No. 6
on the first day, June 5, the three-man team championship, 30 targets, $3 entrance; No. 10, the Hunter Arms
Co. gold medal, handicap, 20 singles, use of both barrels,
and 10 pairs, entrance $1.50. June 6, the amateur championship, 50 targets, $2 entrance, and June 7, event 9,

targets,
merchandise
handicap,
are special
events.
There are prizes for amateur and professional averages.
Rose system will govern the division of the moneys.
Programme

target

tournament,

under

the

was

a

will

shooting

auspices
to

at

9:30.

at

Nashville,

of the

trapshooting

will

193

with

out

of 200;

C.

M.

Park
the

grounds

May

15-17,

Gun

Club,

greater

bring

throughout

it already is popular and important
On the first day, the high amateur

The

Tenn.,

Cumberland

undoubtedly

and

success,

pansiveness

held

begin

South,

ex-

where

as a general sport.
was G. M. Collins,

Powers,

H.

D.

Freeman

and

Al, Willerding were second with 192; Guy Ward, G. L.
Of the
Lyon and G. T. Henderson were third with 191.
professionals, C. O. Le Compte and W. R. Crosby were
high with 197; second, W. H. Heer, 195; third, Ed.
On the second day, H. J. Borden, 20yds.,
O’Brien, 194.
and Ed. Foust, 19yds., tied in the Preliminary Handicap on 97 out of 100.
In the shoot-off, Mr. Borden won
with a score of 17 to 16; he presented the trophy to Mr.
In the regular events, J. A. Scannal and Guy
Foust.
were

Ward
man,

97;

tied

third,

98

on
C.

out

O.

of

100;

Prowse,

96.

second,
Of

the

D.

H.

Free-

professionals

W. H. Heer was first with 100 straight; second, Ed.
O’Brien, 98, third; C. G. Spencer and H. J. Borden 97.
On the third day, Charles G. Spencer won the Southern
Handicap with 98 out of 100, from the 20yd. mark.
O. A.
Felger

was

second

with

In the regular events,
A.
son,

M.

Hatcher,

98 out

H.

of 100;

97;

George

third,

averages

the amateur
D.

Freeman

second,

Geo,

and
L,

L.

Lyon,

Woolfolk

Lyon,

97;

96.

First,

were:

Hender-

third.

Guy

FOREST
Ward and A’. Willerding, 96. Professionals, first, W. H.
Heer and C. A. Young, 98; second, C. O. Le Compte, 97;
third, W. R. Crosby, 96. General averages for the regular events of the three days:
Amateurs, first, H. D.
Freeman, 387 out of 400; second Guy Ward, 385; third,
A. M. Hatcher, 384.
Professionals, first, W. H. Heer,
393; second, W. R. Crosby, 389; third, C. O. Le Compte,
387.
BR
The souvenir programme of the Michigan State Trapshooters’ League tournament, to be held at Grand Rapids,
Mich., May 29 and 30, under the auspices of the Consolidated
Sportsmen’s
Association,
is a work
of art.
Twelve events are provided for each day.
On the first
day

there

are

seven

events

at

15

targets,

$1.50

entrance,

57.50 added; the amateur State championship at 25 targets,
50 cents entrance, $2 additional for optional sweepstake;
ihe semi-expert championship, 25 targets, entrance $2.50,
and

a

sweepstake

added.

at

Programme

£5 and

$2.

There

25

targets,

average

are

seven

$2.50

for the
15-target

entrance,

first

day,

events

on

$12.50

$10, $7.50,
the

second

day and one 20-target event, and three 25-target events.
The special events are No. 16, the State three-man team
championship.
No. 1 is the expert State championship
and No. 23, the Evening Press sweepstake.
The averages
of the day are similar to those of the first day.
High
average for the two days, 450 targets, are $15, $10, $7, $6,
$5,

$4, $2.50,

than

the

$2 and

special

$2, a total

events,

of $56.50.

7, 11,

16

All

and

19,

events

are

other

handicaps.

Rose system will govern the moneys.
Ship guns and
ammunition prepaid to Charles M. Greenway, SecretaryTreasurer Michigan State YTrapshooters’ League, Grand
Rapids.
Shooting will begin at 9 o’clock.
May 28 is
practice day.
BERNARD WATERs.

Pennsylvania

State

Shoot.

Tue Pennsylvania State shoot, officially known as the
sixteenth annual tournament of the Pennsylvania State
Sportsmen’s Association, was held at Milton, Pa., May
15-18, under the auspices of the Milton Rod and Gun
Club. The participants declared it a success in every
particular.
Every
part ran
smoothly
and
efficiently.
Good fellowship prevailed throughout.
Words of just
praise were plentifully bestowed on every one of the
cfficers.

Hon.

Fred

A.

Godcharles,

of

the

Milton

Gun

Club, was general manager, and he devoted himself with
unflagging zeal, courtesy and efficiency to the multiplicity of detail inherent in the task.
He was the busiest
man on the grounds, and was in evidence everywhere
throughout the tournament.
How he held his enthusiasm
and energy and urbanity to the end of such an ordeal
is a marvel.
The cashier’s office was in charge of the
famous expert, Mr. Luther J. Squier, of the Dupont
Powder Co., Wilmington, Del.
He conducted the office
with an ease, patience, promptness and precision that
evoked the warmest praise from all the shooters and
from the management.
At the end of each day, soon after
the last gun was fired, the moneys were all ready to be
paid ont.
The magnitude of the task no one can appreciate without a knowledge of the infinity of detail connected
with
so many
different accounts,
events
and
variety of scores in the competition.
Particularly he ingratiated himself in the friendly esteem of the newspaper
men by making excellent manifold copies of the scores,
which in turn is of interest to the public as being official,
comprehensive and correct.
He was ably assisted by Mr.
Bernard Elsesser, of the York Dispatch, York, Pa., an
expert also in office matters pertaining to tournaments.
Mr.

T.

Grove

Tritt,

of

Carlisle,

Pa.,

was

compiler

of

scores, and Mr. Wm. Murdock acted as assistant.
Mr.
Charles North had charge of the five sets of traps, and
traps never worked smoother nor better.
They were as
near perfection as possible.
Apart from the matter of
expert efficiency, Mr. North’s amiable personality added
many more to his long list of friends.
Some idea of
the activity in connection with the target throwing may
be had from a consideration of the number of targets
thrown each day, as follows:
First day, 5,470; second
day, 21,680; third day, 27,110; fourth day, 22,690; total, 76,950.
Mr. Godcharles was also chairman of the tournament
committee, and the tournament matters were much expedited and regulated by committees as follows:
Finance:
John De Haas, Jacob G. Geltz, Dr. W. H.
Follmer, Dr. J. S. Dougal.
Grounds and Labor:
P. Frank Rangler, W. H. Aunkst,
Harry Strine, Wilson Harmon, Wm. Peeler.
Arrangements:
Samuel H. Kock, Geo. W. Strine, Wm.
Whitmire, John M. Hans.
Hotels:
Wm.
H. Harris, Horace Gauger, J. Lloyd
Deihl, Wm. Foust.
Entertainment:
G. Dal Fox, Jas’ S. Krauser, Geo.
Rossel, L. Lowenberger.
Transportation:
Geo. W. Clinger, Wm. B. Godcharles,
Frank A. Seidel.
Auditing: Jacob G. Geltz, Wm. P. Hastings, Robert E.
Hookins,
Handicaps:
Lewis B. Fleming, Pittsburg, Charles H.
Newcomb,

Philadelphia;

Arthur

A.

Fink,

Reading.

The tournament was held on the grounds of Milton Fair
As3ociation, situated a short distance beyond the outskirts of the town, with trolley transportation from the
hotel doors to the gate of the grounds.
There was ample
room for the traps, and the grand stand afforded a cool
and comfortable seat for the spectators, of whom there
was a large attendance.
Some press reports estimated that 4,000 spectators witnessed the live-bird competition on the fourth day. That
was an over-estimate beyond a doubt. vet there was a
large

number,

of

whom

many

were

ladies.

In

this

re-

letion, it may be mentioned that nothing tends more
forcibly to further the legal prohibition of live-bird shoot-

AND

STREAM.

[May

ing at the traps than does a large attendance of spectaicrs, who view it first as a novelty and second as an
object of hostility.
In such attendance was the origin of
tle hostility which finally ended, by statutory prohibition,
live-bird shooting in New York.
The weather as a whole was favorable, though on the
last two days it was extremely hot.
‘Lhe programme was a masterpiece of skill as to arrangement

and

comprehensiveness,

advertisements

in-

cluded.
It was completed fully each day without a balk
or hitch, and is in contrast with many prior Pennsy]lvania State programmes which were too cumbersome to
be completed
in the time allotted.
A glance at the
scores will make clear the manner in which some of the
special events
were
run off simultaneously
with the
sweepstakes, with the consequent saving of time, effort
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The annual meeting was held on Tuesday evening, and
tH Ge Strinecaeess «ene
71.13 13° 7 Tdi
ea eee
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officers
were
elected
as follows:
President,
“
4
Dentker Bic..w one
11 11 10 42 13 oe a
123
Worden,
Harrisburg;
Vice-President, Allen M. Seitz,
Kelsey oeeeevot
ies oe 14 12 12 13 15°14 13 15 15 14 13
150
Glen
Rock;
Secretary,
J. M.
Runk,
Chambersburg;
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ae cae 12 12 12.14 11 10514 7 Io 1498
134
Treasurer,
James
H.
Worden,
Harrisburg;
Directors,
A. Hie Wane! bascaeeee 138141411141315121415
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Arthur A, Fink, Reading; F. A. Godcharles,
Milton;
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Tuesday, May 15, First Day.
There were thirteen events on the programme of the
first day, of which eleven were at 15 targets, $1.50 entrance, a total of 165 targets; entrance, $16.50, with $1
additiorial for the special purse.
Events 6 and 7, 30 targets, constituted the E. D. Fulford memorial event, for which the prize was a $150
automatic shotgun, donated by the Remington Arms Co.
T. B. Pfleger, of Ambler, was the winner, with a score
of 30 straight, and no ties,”
Event 12 was the Milt Lindsley trophy event.
The sweepstakes events, each at 15 targets, follow:
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PROFESSIONALS.
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One hundred and twenty-six contestants participated
in the events of the first day—l09 amateurs and 17 professionals.
The Milt Lindsley trophy is emblematic of the two-man
team
championship
of Pennsylvania.
Conditions,
25
singles and 5 pairs; entrance, $4 per team.
Trophy and
40 per cent. to first; 30, 20 and 10 per cent. to second,
third and fourth respectively.
Twenty-two teams contested.
Four teams tied on 56 out of a possible 70, and
of these, in the shoot-off, C. B. Newcomb
and H. Buckwalter, of Philadelphia, were first: E. Hickey and D. W.
Baker, of Pittsburg, were second; W. H. Stroh and J.
Hess, of Pittston, were third; W. Speiser and G. Howell,
of Northumberland, were third.
The scores follow:
Newcomb ..... 23 4-27
King eesti 17 9-26
Buckwalter ...22 T7—29—56
Kelseyil.ass eee 22 1—23—49
Bale taecette ace 19 8—27
Maurer
...,...16 6—22
lackey iormnes 23 6—29—56
Pleiss: ap eeeueee 18 8—26—48
SDEISeGwcacmeanet23 8—81
Wellington
...20 7—27
Howell
eae. 20 5—25—56
Alan’ \.Seteateiene 18 3—21—48
Elesstenecccnennes 21 T—28
Curtis
nee eee 19 2-21
W #H Stroh...21
T—28—56
Longshore ....20 6—26—47
atheldo
s.r 22 T—29
Herrold
Stas 2 4—26
Shearere cen es 19 7—26—55
Ed. “Stroheecs 16 3—1945
Clifford *c:jeee- 20
26
Santordsseae 6 8—24
Nim Crowsnest 22 6—28—54
Juandis saneteniees 23 4-27
MeCarty.
@oan os 22 5—27—54
Schlicher fy... 21 6—27
Nets) Boatoraachos 20 6—26—53
Mrattords secber. 18 6—24
ore
ELousell
yacecns 20 6—26—50
J. W. Barejeee 14 4—18—38
Stackpole ..... 18 6—24
Godcharles
18 2—20
Speer devveneees20 5—25—49
Rishel® Veeneeee 10 4-14-34
Denny i. .-.en 18 5—23
Prichard
Syae 12 4-16
Bennett ....... 21 5—26—49
Tovey: . deccsee 12 5—17—33
The shoot-off:
Newcomb ..... 22
Buckwalter
-...24
Raker tanicescnns 19
Hickey
acces: 20

3—25
9—33—58
9—28
T—27—55

Hess <.h.cctse 92
W 4H Stroh....19
Svueiser Seeseee 16
Howell
fa. ner 16

T—30
4-23—53
7T—23
9—25—48
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There were forty-three prizes, with a total value of
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AMMUNITION

The proof of the Cartridge is in the shooting:

The United States Army,

by careful tests, have proven the V. S. Cartridges to be the most

accurate and reliable.
MANUFACTURED

UNITED

STATES
LOWELL,

Agencies:

C. Smith

Trophy.

* The L. C. Smith trophy is emblematic of the threeman team live-bird championship of Pennsylvania.
The
_conditions are, three-man teams, 15 birds per man; $25
entrance per team, birds included; trophy and 40 per
cent, to first; 35 per cent. to second; 25 per cent. to
third.
Hansell, Trafford and Bullman, of the Keystone
Gun Club, of Lebanon, were the winners.
King, Kelsey
and Bennett, of the Herron Hill Gun Club, of Pittsburg, were second with 42.
Wellington, Brewster and
Chamberlain, of Harrisburg, were third with 41.
The
scores:
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F Welles

Market

St., San

Analostan
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eSHsssssY

nounced

previous

Ind.,

May

19.—I

would

kindly

advise

all persons who contemplate participating in the Grand
American
Handicap
at Targets,
to be held on
the
grounds of the Indianapolis Gun Club, June 19 to 22,
inclusive,
and who
may
desire to use special shells
and special loads to procure the same in advance, either
from the factory or their dealer.
All standard loads
made by the members of the, Interstate Association will
be

for

sale

on

the

grounds.

Should

any

contestant

de-

sire to have Mr. Armstrong,
Secretary of the Indianapolis Gun Club, procure
such loads, he must place
his order in ample time to procure goods from factories,
in ease dealers should not have them in stock.
Ship all
guns and shells to the Indianapolis Gun Club, 121 West
Washington
street,
Indianapolis,
Ind.
Write
plainly
your full name
and address on the outside of each
package or box.
All charges must be fully prepaid, or
goods will not be received.
All guns and shells so
prepaid will be delivered at the club house grounds free.
Remember
this is the blue ribbon shooting event of
the year, and the largest tournament held in the world,
so do not mar your pleasure by taking chances on
leaving undone the things you should have done_before leaving for the battle ground of pleasure, where
mirth and good-fellowship will while away the hours of
fleeting time in one of the most pleasurable sports there
is on earth.
Wm. ARMSTRONG, Sec’y.

Club.

to

the

commencement

of

the

shooting

interof 15.

Five
members
were
close
after
,him—Barr,
James,
Wagner,
Hunter, Willis and Haze
Keller, a visitor and
representative
of the Peters
Cartridge
Co., each
scored

fourteen
scores

out
in

of

detail

a

possible

of

the

fifteen.

event:

Following

Bauskett,

15;

are

the

Barr,

14;

James, 14; Keller, 14; Wagner, 14; Hunter, 14; Willis, 14;
Coleman, 13; Dr. Taylor, 11; Baker, 11; Kirk, 10; Hall,
9;

Monroe,

9.

Following are the
by the contestants:

scores

made

during

the

afternoon
at.
Shot
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Greeny,

Gun

Gun

that, ‘“‘He was going after his scalp.”
The contest for the Dupont trophy was a very
esting one.
Bauskett won it with a straight score

Goleman?

Indianapolis

Francisco.

WasHINcTON, D. C., May 18.—The Analostan Gun Club
of this city held its regular shoot yesterday afternoon.
The weather conditions were perfect, and good scores
were made.
Uncle Billy Wagner and Jos. H. Hunter
each scored 93 out of a possible 100, and the tie will be
shot off when they come together again.
Mr. Hunter
tried to surpass
Uncle
Billy’s
shooting,
having
an-

Shot
at.

INDIANAPOLIS,
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Event 3 was the John A. Wilson trophy.
An L. C.
Smith automatic ejector, single trigger shotgun, value
$109, was the prize to first high gun, 50 per cent. of purse
to second high gun; 30 per cent to third high gun, and
20 per cent. to fourth.
Entrance $10. This prize was won
by W. T. Speiser, of Dansville, after a long shoot-off
with F. Welles, of Wyalusing, the latter dropping his
23d bird in the tie, while Speiser killed his 28d and won.
This made a contest on 38 birds before the race was

Wellington

CARTRIDGE

497-503 Pearl St., 35-43 Park St., New York.
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Boston

SECRETARY.

Shooting

Association.

THE eighth prize shoot, on the grounds of the Boston
Shooting Association, af Wellington, Mass., on May 19,
resulted as follows:
Events:
ieee
Ollie Seo 10m
(Shot
Targets:
10 15 10 15 25 25 15 15 25 20
at. Brk.
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sc. ssc 1013 8 14 25 24 14 14 23 19
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OM
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50

targets:
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LO Me

ot 19 20°12

1

Kirkwood,

50

3

1lW25, LS

125

107

AG

100

74

LZ

199%
49;

90
Packard,

70
30;

White, 42; Worthing, 46; Roy, 47; Gleason, 43; Gilmore,
84; S. Wood, 44; Freeman, 35; Zerrahn, 39.
Dupont cup, distance handicap, 30 targets:
Kirkwood
(20), 28; Packard
Gleason
(20), 25;

(16), 18;
S. Wood

White
(19), 24; Roy (19), 27;
(19), 22; Freeman
(16), 23.
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At the annual championship tournament of the Indoor .22 Caliber Rifle League of the United States, held at Grand Rapids, Mich., February 12-17, 1906,

PETERS

CARTRIDGES

ESTABLISHED

2481

OUT

THE

RECORD

OF A POSSIBLE
MADE

FIRST

WORLD’S

BY

W.

A.

D5OO

TEWES

HONORS

at Zettler Rifle Club;Open Tournament, New York, March 10-17, 1906.
100 SHOT_MATCH, won by Arthur Hubalek, score 2468.
Seven of the first ten prize-winners ued PETERS .22 SHORT CARTRIDGES.
ZIMMERMAN TROPHY, won by L. P. Ittel.
BEST BULLSEYE,
made by W. Rosenbaum.
L. C. Buss and L. P. Ittel made possible 225 on the Ring {Target.
80% of the contestants in these matches used Peters Cartridges) THE SEMI-SMOKELESS KIND.
If there ever was the slightest doubt in any mind as to the superiority of Peters Cartridges of all calibers, that doubt has been dispelled for all time by the results of
the Sea Girt, Grand Rapids and New York tournaments.
The various winnings and high scores were not the result of accident but may be credited to good holding and
absolutely perfect ammunition.
The inevitable conclusion is that if Peters Cartridges of either large or small caliber, are equal to these most
are the best to use in any kind of shooting, either for Target Practice, Hunting, Police, or Military purposes.
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Bird Grinnell.
And

. Grinnell has for years been on terms of intimacy
ie ‘two of the three tribes which made up the great
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known
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Hunting Without a Gun.

The Story of a Prairie People.
By George
pee 3800 pages.
Price, $1.75.
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STEVENS
“LITTLE

KRAG,”

No. 65 RIFLE

One of our most popular offerings to sportsmen—and a ‘SSTEVENS” in every sense of the word!
inch barrel, blued steel frame, single trigger action.

R. F. cartridges.
peep sights.

Will also shoot C. B. caps, .22 short and .22 long.

Weight,

3%

Has

Oiled walnut stock and forearm, rubber butt plate.

Bead

front

and

rear

pounds:

round,

That all the famous STEVENS characteristics are emphasized

20-

.22 long rifle

.
Price,

in this model (viz: ACCURACY,

$5.00

RELIABILITY

and DURABILITY) goes twwithout saying.
WE

MANUFACTURE
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LINE OF

Send four cents postage

A

e

Rifles,

for our 140-page

iilusttated Catalog of entire output. /

J. STEVENS
CHICOPEE

FALLS,

ARMS

DEALERS)
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York

Office,

OE

98

HAN

Shotguns.
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TOOL

P. O. Box 5668
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New

be

ALL

e

F istols,

-

Chambers
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Street.
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brought
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Tue

Southern

Interstate

Target

Handicap.

Association’s

Tournament

was

first

held

at

Southern

Nashville,

DUPONT

Handicap
Tenn.,

May

15 to 17, under the auspices of the Cumberland
Park
Gun Club.
The tournament was the best ever held in Nashville,
and many experts consider it the best ever held in the
South.
Ninety-five different contestants made entry for
one or more events, among
them
being many
highclass

amateurs;

been

held

in

in any

high-class

fact,

very

section

amateurs

few

tournaments

of the

were

country

present

as

have

where

at

this

so

course,

affords

ample

shelter

ror

200

more

by C. G. Spencer, who

date.

Messrs. Irby Bennett and Charles N. Gilbert, President
and Secretary respectively of the Cumperland Park Gun
Club, and the other officers left nothing undone, and
both

contestants

and

spectators

were

more

than

arranged

for

members

and

visiting

sportsmen

by H. D. Freeman,

C.

M.

Powers,

of

Decatur,

Ill.,

were

the

Birmingham,

Ala.,

and

T.

O.

only

members

and Messrs.
Fletcher, of

Goodbrad,

15,

First

the

tournament

was

on

Years we have
and Jewelry.

loaned

g1

Park

Row,

-

activity

being

transferred

to

the

handsome

shooting

lowing:

Guy

G.

M.

Ward,

N.
C.;
Warren,

Collins,

Walnut

G.
Tf.
Ind.;

Log,

Due

West,

Tenn.;

G.

S.

C.;

L.

P.

Lyon,

C.

and

Durham,

Henderson,
Tampa,
Fla.;
Ed.
Foust,
J. A.
Skannal,
Shrewsport,
La.;
Ed.

Brady, W. H. Joyner and D. Slack, Memphis, Tenn.;
J. F. Fletcher and Lee S. Moody,
Birmingham, Ala.;
C. M. Powers, Decatur, Ill.; Geo. K. Mackie, Scammon,
Kans.;
H.
D.
Freeman
Ga.; Al. Willerding and

R.

C.

worth,
Peirce,

Sauls,

C.

W.

and
T.
B.
Wytheville,

and
B. H.
Worthen,
Atlanta,
G. A. Beard,
Evansville,
Ind.;

Goodlake,

K.

Webb,

F.

and

Justin

Wood-

King,

Bristol,

Tenn.,

and

Hall,

E.

R.

Holt

and

Tate

‘Cartridge & Target Company;
Lefever
Arms
Company,
and
Ballistite Powder Company.
The

programme

of

the

day

Mason,

of

the

Western

called

for

of the
of the

twelve

events,

eight of 15 targets each and four of 20 targets each,
open to amateurs only.
Manufacturers’ agents were allowed to shoot for targets only.
Among the amateurs, C. M. Collins was high gun for
the day with a score of 193 out of 200 shot at.
C. M.
Powers, H. D. Freeman and Al. Willerding were a tie for
second place with 192, and Guy Ward, G. L. Lyon and
G. T. Henderson were a tie for third with 191.
The
other participants were well bunched.
Among

R.

Crosby

the

professionals,

were

C.

O.

a tie for first place,

Le

Compte

with

and

a score

W.

of 197

-

-
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tically useful
library.

six hundred

and

dog

of

244

pages.

and odd hints,

sudgestions fe the

owner,

the

yachtsman,

the outer; in short, for the
varied phases of his activity

has proved

works
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mew catalogue of Outing Goods No. 364.
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¢ -17 WARREN ST.
SPORTING WOODS
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S
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By William S. Wicks.
to Build and Furnish Them.
Price, $1.50.
This work covers the field of building for the woods
from the simplest shelters to the most elaborate cottages,
How

cabins

and

houses.

The

details

and

directions

are

very

specific and easily comprehended, and the illustrations
are sO numerous and so taking that one will be sure to
find in them something to his taste.
Sent postpaid by

others.

Geo. A. Mosher,
H.: J. Borden,

Guns, Diamonds, Watches
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O. Prowse,
Ky.; A. M.

The trade was represented by the following:
C. O.
Le Compte, of the Laflin & Rand Powder Company;
Seoveoune.
«yy. VW. Porter and J. E. Reed, of the
Peters Cartridge Company; J. T. Skelly and Walter Huff,
of the E. I. Dupont Company; J. T. Anthony, W. H.
Heer, J. S. Sanders and Will A. Long, of the Union
Metallic Cartridge Company;
W. R. Crosby, Chas. G.
Spencer, H. B. Money, Irby Bennett, G. H. Millman
and Thomas Cassety, of the Winchester Repeating Arms
‘Company; Ed. O’Brien, Louis Erhardt and Mr. Williams,
of the American
Dead Shot Powder Company;
Harry
N.

-

Earle,
Chattanooga,
Tenn.;
R.
L.
Va.; T. O. Goodbrad,
Mobile,
Ala.;

O. A. Felger,
Grand
Rapids,
Mich.;
C.
Hopkinsville; Ky.; T. D. Riley, Louisville,
Hatcher

H.

on

SIMPSON

One block above

from a racing standpoint, the grandstand, betting ring
and stables presented a deserted appearance, the scene
of

money

WILLIAM

ground,

lodge of the gun club.
Many of the crack shots of the
country, amateurs and professionals, were on hand ready
to compete with lesser lights imbued with the laudable
ambition to shine among the celebrities of the scatter
gun.
Some of the help not putting in an appearance, Manager Shaner refused to start the tournament until the
gun club first secured a man to fill every position; consequently, it was 9:40 o’clock before the first gun was
fired, but from the time the first shot rang out, there was
a constant cracking of the guns and the sound was
music to the ears of the old-timers.
The amateurs were well represented,
many of: those
present having won fame at the traps in hard-fought
battles
decided
in different sections
of the country.
Among
the more
prominent
amateurs
were
the fol-

&

™ 85 STRAIGHT

of Mobile,

historic

SMOKELES

§ A

Day.
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Used
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Ideal weather with balmy breezes from the south just
sufficient to temper the atmosphere without interfering
with the targets, the brightest of sunshine and a large
and enthusiastic crowd of participants and spectators,
were the conditions which ushered in the first day of
the tournament.
Cumberland Park, where many equine
battles have been fought, never
looked
prettier, and
the surrounding hills with their garb of green lent additional charm to the scene which alone was incentive
sufficient to arouse
the contestants
to their greatest
efforts.
While

Mark.

of Atlanta, Ga., who broke 387 out of 400.

DUPONT

“Ala., were selected by the Interstate Association’s Tournament Committee to act in the place of the absentees.

May

broke 98 ex 100 from the 20-Yards

They

by

Custodian Kelly.
The office work, which requires considerable skill and
experience, was efficiently looked after by Mr. George
H. Hillman, of Nashville.
Mr. Hillman had Messrs.
Charles Penfield, of Memphis; Thomas Cassety, of Nashville, and J. T. Skelly, of Wilmington,
Del., as his
assistants.
Chairman
Elmer E. Shaner, of Pittsburg, Pa., and Mr.
of the original Handicap Committee present,
hea
eietce, of VVytheville,
Va.; J. EF.

May 15-17,

delighted

at their reception.
Lunch was served at the shooting
lodge each day at noon.
Also many enjoyed the hospitality of the Country Club where an elaborate spread
was

TENN.,

First Amateur Average Was Won

con-

testants; three sets of traps face the north, with a good
background, and the other appointments are strictly upto

SMOKELESS

The Southern Handicap Was Won

tournament.

or

849

At NASHVILLE,

ever

many

And these amateurs certainly acquitted themselves in a
creditable manner.
It was a most remarkable tournament -in many
respects, and developed
some
of the
highest class shooting ever seen in the South.
The Cumberland Park Gun Club, which has recently
been reorganized into one of the strongest in the country, amply provided for the affair x the way of equipment.
The shooting lodge, located in the middle of the
race
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“This

CO.

Famous

Gun

Oil”

CLEANS
the way ‘'3-in-One’’ is
sold. Look for the big
RED ONE on the label. No
otheroil bearsit. Thereis and
can be only one ‘‘3-in-One,”’ for it is the
first and only oil compound that cleans and
polishes furniture perfectly; lubricates all
things ‘‘oilright’’; prevents rust on every
metal surface. FREE: Generous sample and
new complete book. Write right now.
G. W. COLE CO., 121

Broadway,

N. Y. City

Powder Residue from
keeps bore bright.

Maise *

Guns

and

PREVENTS RUST ON

GUNS.

Write for free sample and test it with
thin oil or any oil you may be using.

6 oz. Can, 2 oz. Bottle,

25 Cents.
10 Cents.

, THE MANY-USE OIL CO.,
New

York

City.

&50

FOREST

“THE FINEST
Guaranteed

smokeless
never

shoot

STREAM.

GUN IN THE WORLD

to shoot all

powders

AND

Spiral
never

and

loose.

top-lever and
to break.

main-spiings

guaranteed

Fewer parts in its mechanism and these parts bigger and stronger than any other. The
only double gun made in America that ever equalled the best imported makes in workmanship, balance, finish and all the fine points of gun-making that go to make up a
strictly fine gun. See one before you buy. Made only by

A. H. FOX

GUN

COMPANY,

Not connected with The Philadelphia

SAUER

Philadelphia,

Pa.

Company

RIFLES

Mauser (latest Model) Action, 20-inch

and 9 m-m.

Arms

barrel—light weight—set

trigger—8 m-m

Finest Shooting, Best Balanced, High Power Rifles made.

Schoverling, Daly @ Gales
302-304

BROADWAY,

-

NEW

YORK.

Trap Shooting Supplies of all Descriptions.
Blue Rock Targets and
Traps.
Special attention given to the securing of special guns, loads
and equipments.

KIRKWOOD
23 Elm

Street,

SOME

-

BROS.,

-

LAFLIN

-

-

Boston,

@ RAND

Mass.

WINS

Nashville,

Tenn., May 15-17 (Interstate Association’s Southern Handicap Tournament)—
First General Average.
Vicksburg, Miss., May 7-8.—First and Second Amateur Averages.
Tulsa, I. T., May 7-9.—First General Average.
New London, la., May 8-10.—First, Second and Third Amateur Averages.
Columbus. O., May 9-11.—First and Second General Averages.

Infallible, New E.C. (improved ) and New Schultze Make Good
Dixon’s Graphite for Sportsmen
A lubricant and preservative; for fishing rods and reels;
for pune and barrels; for row, sail and motor boats.
Booklets ‘‘Graphite Afloat and Afield” and ‘‘Dixon’s
Motor Graphite” free on request.
JOSEPH DIXON CRUCIBLE CO.,_
Jersey City, N. J.

When
AND

writing say you

STREAM.

saw the ad. in Forest

Field, Cover and Trap-Shooting.
By

Captain Adam H. Bogardus, Champion Wing
Shot
of the World.
Embracing Hints for Skilled
Marksmen; Instruction for Young Sportsmen; Haunts and
Habits of Game Birds; Flight and Resorts of Waterfowl; Breeding
and Breaking of Dogs.
Cloth, 444
pages.
Price, be.
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[May 26, 1906.
out of 200 shot at.
W. H. Heer was in second place
with 195, and Ed. O’Brien.was third with 194. The scores
of the first day follow:
Events:
12
68) 4 Ob 6 te 8 co 10
hoe
Targets:
15151515 1515 15 15 20 20 2020
«at.
Brk.
Le Compte. 15 15 15 15 14 15 1415 2019 2020 ° =200
197
T D Riley . 13 13 12 138 1212 181819181614
200
168
G Mosher . 12 18 1212 1012111816151418
200
1658
A Meaders. 15 14 15 13 14141415 201819 20
200
191
R_ Lyles.... 13 18 12 1412 12141314171616
200
166
W_ Porter... 14 14 15 12 10 18 12 18 18 15 2018
200
174
J. Reed .... 1214 13 14 12 13 13 18 2019 1919
2005 5 188
P Ward.... 15 15 18 141415121416 201918
200
18
Guy Ward.. 141413 15 1515141519191919200
191
T B Earle.. 111311
9 9111314161817 16"
“200
stb7
W Hufis.... 15 138 1214 13 14 14 14 19 20 2020
200
188
G Lyon .... 14 13 15 12 14 15 1415 20 2019 20
200
191
Henderson . 15 1415141415 1215192018 20
200
191
G Collins... 14 14 15 15 15 18 15 15 2017 2020
4200
©1938
J Skelly.... 13 18 14 14 14 13 13 11 20 19 19 19
200
183
H N Hall.. 13 15 15 141415141519 2019 20
200
193
L Moody... 15 1512 141513 151418181919
200
187
E Foust.... 11 14 13 14 13 15 14 13 2019 17 17)
2005)
180
G Smith:... 15 12 15 1214141312 20181917
200
181
J Anthony.. 12 18 15 1414141311 20181919
200
182
J Skannail.. 18 1415 141413 151419181919
200
187
E Brady.... 13 15 141414151314191917 20
200
187
J Bryan.....18 15 14141414141518 201720
200
188
W Silack.... 151115 15 1115141519161918
200
188
H
Borden. 15 15 15 1414151515191818 20
200
198
C Powers... 15 15 15 13 13 15 13 14 19 20 20 2
200
192
W Heer.... 15141515 1515141519 2018 20
200
195
R Pierce... 141218 111011141314161815
200
161
J Fletcher.. 13 15 13 15 1413 1413 201919 20
200
188
Ed O’Brien. 14 14 15 15 15 1415 14 20201919
200
194
E Holt...:. 13 18 11 14 13 14.14.1319 bare
T Mason... 10 6 8141115151419 201619
200
167
L Long <...
12.12: 18°14 14 125i
20
eee
160
140
J Henry...12.14.14 14°01 14 ae
eee
105
90
P Eggleston 12 10 15 11 1815 101518191720
200
175
G Mackie... 15 15 1412 1415131119 202017
200
185
H Freeman. 15 14 15 1414151515 20 201916
200
192
Willerding
14 15 15 15 12 15 15 14 20 18 20 19
200 . 192
G Beard... 12 18 18 13-11 11 13 12 17 1318 dope
200 ee 167
J Coulbourn 13°12: 11 10 10) d2e2 2a
oer
140-111
R Sauls .... 12 11 13 13 13 15 13 12: 16°17 16.19)
200)
170
C Goodlake 14 12 18 10111013 1817171917
200
170
K Webster. 12 1414121113 141316171516
200
167
Woodworth
11 13 13 1413 18 1412 20141818
200
193
W Joyner... 12 1415 12 13 14121418161617
200
173
Jes Kine steer 1213 913141110
914151118
200
£149
A Hatcher. 13 14 13 15 15 1513 15 201918 20
200
190
Henderson
13141513 14151513 20201819
200
189
B Worthen. 13 14 14 15 12 1213 1419181918
200
181
H
Edwards 13 13 14 13 15 13 12 12 20171819
200
4179
E Lyman...
7108 12,10 1210 11 16S 1S Geo ue 42
Re Burt eee 11.12 12°91 121
as ae
140 + =109
E Rucker .. 1413 1513 1514111118161617
200
178
G Giltner...919 “9 12
109M
cena
90
58
T Goodbrad 12 14 15 141415131319171819
200
186
JANiOel sae 111414121115
91217181718
200
168
McCutchen
13 15 141418 15151119151517
200
176
D Shanahan ‘14 14 13 15 14 13°13 141915 2018
200
182
W Crosby.. 14 15 15 15 15 15 15 14 20 20 2019
200
197
C Prouse... 1413 141415 14141419191716
200
183
D
Edwards 13 13 1112 12 12 141419181719
200
174
C Young... 18 15 15 141115138 1419 202018
200
187
J Sedberry..; :9° 11 11
22h teen
eee tee
45
31
J Blount... 11 13 12 11 13 15 13 15 19 18 18 18)
2008)
176
A
Lawson. 12 15 1414 14 13 13 1218191819
200
4181
Pennington
91114121211141518151817
200
166
Ewing... 14 18 13 1413 1412 15 15 201818
200
179
FE Allenssscces ss 0s, oe - 9) 1SI
eee
arene
30
22
H Moore... 1016 18 1001) (9s
eee
120
92
G sLogué.
7 TL.
ee eae
45
33
H McComb
910 13 141312121317171718
200
165
J Blanks... 13 18 14°13 13 13 13, 1849, 18S See
0
ei
C. Blackman <.° «0.0L
CS)
eee
30
19
C Gilbert... 1112 15 141415101417181818
200
176
H
Money.. 141513 15 15 14141518 201818
200
189
S North ... 111413 12 1412 18 1418181919
200
177
W > Gerst.... 2. eo. s+ «- 15 1 14 15 SSeS ay el ee
ice
C Spencer.. 15 15 14 15 1413 15 1418 20 2018
200
191
oo es 18°16 1894
80
v0
Wi tiunte ee.
cts 5 LO Daees
60
40
JeeLurnercon

May

16,

Second

Day.

Nothing was lacking when the members of the first
squad took their position at the firing points promptly
at 9+o’clock the second morning of the tournament.
The
sun was shining brightly, but a nice breeze was blowing
and the day was much more
pleasant than the first
day, which grew rather warm during the afternoon.
The shooters were evidently in good spirits, and the
remark was frequently heard after the guns commenced
to crack:
“They’re going some, sure, this morning.”
The pace was kept up throughout the morning, and
when the Preliminary Handicap was called in the afternoon some nice scores had been rolled up.
Among
the amateurs,
in the regular events, J. A.
Skannal and Guy Ward were a tie for first place with a
score of 98 out of 100 shot at; H. D. Freeman was in
ees place with 97, and C. O. Prowse was third with
Among the professionals, W. H. Heer was high with
100 straight; Ed. O’Brien was second with 98, and Chas.
G. Spencer and H. J. Borden were a tie for third with 97.
The Preliminary Handicap was an interesting affair,
and it resulted in a tie between Mr. J. H. Borden, 20yds.,
and Mr. Ed. Foust, 19yds., with a score of 97 our of
100 shot at. Mr. Tate Mason with 96, and Messrs. Chas.
G. Spencer and S. P. North, with 95, were close to the
leaders.
The tie between Messrs. Borden and Foust was
shot off at 20 targets, Mr. Borden winning with a score
of 17 to Mr. Foust’s 16. After winning the trophy, Mr.
Borden presented it to Mr. Foust.
There were 65 entries in the Preliminary Handicap, and
the total purse amounted to $425, divided as follows:
First money, $76.50; second money, $63.75; third money,
$51; fourth money, $42.50; fifth money, $38.25; sixth money,
$29.75;
seventh
money,
$25.50; eighth money,
$21.25;

May

FOREST

26, 1906.]

ninth money, $21.25; tenth money $17; eleventh money,
$12.75; twelfth money, $8.50; thirteenth money, $8.50, and
fourteenth money, $8.50.
‘
The scores of the second day follow:
3

ost

Preliminary
Handicap.
Gil ab
dp. Brk.
21 94
21 89
21 87
21 86
21 83
21 85
20 93
20 88
20 95
20 86
20 92
20 97
20 94
20 85
19 82
19 91
19 80
19 90
19 89
19 91
19 88
19 85
19 93
19 91
19 92
19 97
18 95
18 82
18 74
18 87
18 92
18 92
18 79
18 90
18 88
18 87
18 84
18 82
18 76
18 89
Li Si
17 96
17 87
17 90
17 76
17 82
17 95
17 91
1779
17 89
17 88
17 93
17 90
stg
16 80
16 64
16, 57
16
82
16 87
16 84
16 85
16 84

eee

vents:
6
Targets:
15 15 15 15 20 20 Brk.
WiirheCrospy i cskcessoc 15 13 14 14 20 20)
96
Ce MN POWer fan. careroes 15 15 15 14 19 17
95
WWE MEL COT
crnie crecree.
esis 15 15 15 15 20 20
100
MGA BSIEN Be ceta secs ce 15 15 15 15 19 19
98
Bie Motieyi tn cccve asec 14 12 14 14 17 19
90
PAO OU
elcid
aisGe 15 18 15 14 19 18
94
A M Hatcher ...
.. 14 14 15 14 19 20
96
NV PED tiie
se ceac2
-. 141415142018
95
@ GiSpencer 200... 14 14.14 15 20 20
97
W Henderson
........ 15 15 14 13 19 20
96
GrOnbecompte,...\... 1512141418 20
98
Lil detec (2
151514151919
97
i De Preeman.)..:..:. 15 15:14 14 20 19
97
MMS OTTI SS loss
sc os.e 12 15 14 15 20 20
96
PPRUM VV EC Oeiaar
swrsic«50's 13 15 13 14 20 19
94
16 Int 2 Cll an
14 15 15 13 19 20
96
Crh etlendersonic.ccss. 13 15 13 10 19 16
86
OBI GOM a eisle
ccc acess 14 13 15 13 19 20
94
IRIS gS ee
12 15 15 12 17 20
91
MPIBCCHED. fliicckcees
oc 14 15 15 13 18 19
94
GVEA TS oe 2 Sa
eee 15 15 15 13 19 18
95
WACK ET VaN! oo iuiss sess 6 . 15 15 12 15 19 19
95
PAO MANA
ce ccc dete 15 14 15 15 19 20
98
OR ESTOUYi he iercies bose 12 15 14 13 15 16
85
Al Willerding ......... 151515141717
93
de House: susasedche
sss 131415131818
91
GRE Ward 2.5 sdatsss
ss. 14 15 15 14 20 20
98
Prank Legler ........0. 13 14 15 12 19 16
89
ea
Gasm pelle. scat... 141312121815
84
NPL
EA CEES) is cise dele o'saie 13.13 12 14 18 18
88
ibe ONGood brad). 2s. +25 13 14 13 13 17 20
90
LOWES, BINIEYS
[a(Res
eee 141414141920
95
dc Ee OTs a
14 13 12 12 15 17
83
Te
eokelly oat
cc cscs 13 12 1813818 20 = 89
CROBRTOWSEs. cvctcec
uss 15 15 15 15 18 18
96
DreeShanabatiess 62... 141314131418
91
Wi Ma miaclcin ns ceases. 13 15 14 14 17 18
91
W
ae
Poa ta 100Gb.
79
Ee ee EidwardsS, sew ecs. cc 13 12 12 11 14 16
78
GaGrminithere neces -13 12 14 13 18 19
89
Bie
tlolinnar sec ctesttis> 13° 9°13 12 14 18
74
SUM
ACOn tea
ce saa « 14 13 15 12 19 19
92
JD BAREGOTY 5 cedis ves; 1316 10/1217 20.
87
Peeanloody ss.ceen vu... 12 12 15 15 19 18
91
CANMGilberts... cesses 13 13 13 13 17 19
88
Cmts
eso ste
ose « 12 14 13 10 16 18
83
PE MIN OEE Mee i5 chk Siicig 15 12 15 12 20 19
93
ELEGY pone So clot css 15 12 14 14 16 18
89
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Shot at 80 and withdrew:
R. J. Lyles, 64; J. Noel, 57;

AN
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money,

$90.84; fourth money,

$75.70; fifth money,

$68.13;

sixth money, $52.99; seventh money, $45.42; eighth money,
$37.85; ninth money, $37.85; tenth money, $30.28; eleventh
money, $22.71; twelfth money, $15.14; thirteenth money,
$15.14, and fourteenth money, $15.14.
Mr. Charles G, Spencer carried off first honors by
breaking 98 out of 100 shot at. Mr. Spencer was handicapped at 20yds., and everything considered, his score
was exceptionally good.
In addition to first money, Mr,

Shooting

his

GUN

STATE

It’s the same old story, simply
habit of the LEFEVER GUN.

added

WON

CHAMPIONSHIP.

evidence of the well established winning

Twenty-five years of continued victories at Trap and Field have won for it the
enviable reputation of leader of all hammerless guns.

SHOOT

A LEFEVER

AND IMPROVE

Send

LEFEVER

ARMS

for our

YOUR RECORD.

catalogue.

COMPANY,

~

Syracuse,

The “OLD RELIABLE’
Best that can

“The

Only

N.

Y.

Absolutely

Reliable”

be made

Has none

its equal

Fred Coleman’s score of 47 straight at live birdsin England. as well as 24 out of
25 at 31 yards, shows how the Parker Gun shoots.
See another column in this
paper showing his marvelous records.

PARKER BROTHERS, * 3, 9:3, Sec, Meier, fom
PMB
RETeg LACIE Pe
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Splendid Trout and Black Bass }
re

CA ad ae A
te ee
New York, Ontario @ Western Railway

Day.

Climatic conditions were again perfect the morning
of the third and concluding
day of the tournament.
Shooting commenced
at 9 o’clock, and the indications
were favorable for a successful wind-up of the tournament.
The
visiting sportsmen
were
more
than delighted with their stay in Nashville, and they could not
say too much
for President
Bennett, and the other
officials of the Cumberland Park Gun Club.
The crowd journeyed to Cumberland Park to witness
the shooting of the Southern Handicap; the big event
of the tournament, was much larger than was expected.
During the day more than one thousand people occupied
the seats just behind the traps, and to accept the opinion
of one who is well posted on such matters, this event
has begun more auspiciously than any other of a similar
kind ever given south of the Mason and Dixon line.
In point of entries, the inauguration of the Southern
Handicap
almost
equalled
the first’ Grand
American
Handicap, which was held in New York city in 1900.
The first Grand American Handicap at Targets had .74
entries, and the first Southern Handicap 69. Of the 69
entries in the Southern Handicap, 68 were regular entries at $10, and one was a penalty entry at $15, making a
total purse, with the added money, of $757.
The total
purse was divided as follows:
First
money,
$136.26;
second
money,
$113.55; third

851

AMATEUR,

LEFEVER

Borden, 17; Foust, 16.

May

STREAM.

At Pennsylvania State Shoot, at Milton, Pa., May 17, D. E. Hickey, of Millvale, Pa.,

W. T. Nash, 56.

Ties, shoot-off:

AND

age,

from 100 to 150 miles from New York City. The
Willowemoc and Beaverkill Rivers has been told
bass fishing in the East Branch has no equal in
for copy of “SUMMER
HOMES?” book—a magnificently

J. C. ANDERSON,

Traffic

Manager,

56

A
:

famoustrout fishing in the Neversink, Mongaup,
in song and story.
The small-mouthed black
the East. Send 9 cents in stamps to cover postillustrated pamphlet of 135 pages, to

Beaver

Street,

New

York

City.
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ATTRACTIVE
PAMPHLET,
mountain, is published by the

CENTRAL

full of

the

VERMONT

temptation

of river,

field

and

RAILWAY

under the title, ‘Summer Homes in the Green Hills of Vermont, Islands and Shores
of Lake Champlain, Adirondacks and Canada.”’
It is filled with excellent pictures of
summer-time scenes in places far from the press of city life. There are complete

THE

descriptions of the various resorts, convenient time-tables and lists of the special
excursion rates of which the wise may take advantage.
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x
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Splendid

New

Day Trains

With Dining-Car Service

see announcement in ‘‘Summer Homes.”’
Those who have not yet settled the great
question as to where the vacation shall be spent can hardly do better than consult this
pamphlet,
which may be obtained by sending six cents for postage to A. W.
ECCLESTONE,
Southern
Passenger
Agent,
Central
Vermont
Railway,
385 Broadway, New York City.

When writing say you saw the ad. in Forest AND STREAM.

FOREST

AND

STREAM.
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[May

Spencer received a handsome
trophy from the Interstate Association for his victory.
Mr. O. A. Felger was
a close second with 97, and Mr. Geo. L. Lyon was third
with 96.
Among the amateurs, in the regular events, Messrs.
A. M. Hatcher, H. D. Freeman and Woolfolk Henderson were a tie for first place with a score of 98 out of
100 shot at.
Mr. Geo. L. Lyon was in second place
with 97, and Messrs.
Guy Ward
and Al. Willerding
were a tie for third with 96.
Among the professionals, Messrs. W. H. Heer and C.
A. Young were a tie for first place with a score of 98.
Mr. C. O. Le Compte was in second place with 97. Mr.
Crosby was third with 96. ~
For general average, covering all regular events during

Smith Hammerless and Ejector
Guns: also Hunter One-Trigger
WIN

GOLD
At the LEWIS

Ask

=a

EXPOSITION

catalogue.
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=

three

YORK

Events:
Targets:

Lhe Marlin Firearms Co.21 Wilow Sire, New Haven, Ct

By Louis Wright.
Eight colored plates
illustrations.
Cloth, 311 pages.
Price, $2.
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Freeman...

tongue.
Sold direct to consumers (it cannot be bought in the
shops).
The saving of middle profits and a special rate
from the express companies enables us to supply at a
moderate price the finest and purest tobacco obtainable,
and affords you the luxury of always getting it in. perfect condition.
Full weight, half-pound tins, $1.00, pounds (in polished
wood

boxes),

$2.00,

delivered.

By

arrangement

with

‘our

bank, The American National, they accept small checks
from our customers without charge for collection.
We are constantly receiving assurances that ‘“‘Flower
of the South” is the best and most delicious tobacco
ever smoked.

PLANTATION
639

TOBACCO

F Street,

COMPANY

Washington,

D. C.

by those who know

where they

get the most for their money.
of one piece of metal.
and unbutton.
wear

Stay buttoned.

any other button

never

wears

Also made

off like

JS
‘s

and the rolled plate
other

plated

exchange

buttons.
If dam-

it for new

Send for Story of Collar Button.
KREMENTZ ® CO.,
o4 Chestnut St.,
Newark, N. J
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in Gold and Sterling.

aged in any way,

ap

Easy to button

one. At all jewelers and haberdashers.
The “Army and Navy Journal,” Jan. 13, 1906, says:
“Many pipe smokers know that much of the tobacco
offered for sale is artificially flavored or ‘doctored’ in
some way tc make it appear what it is not, and is therefore injurious to health. Those in search of an absolutely
pure smoking mixture of superb quality should order a
box of ‘Flower of the South.’ ”’
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H Heer ....
JO Brienne.
M Powers
.:
A Young ....
G Spencer...
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and Luxury

A long-cut mixture made from the highest grade, thoroughly ripe, sun-cured, domestic and choicest foreign
leaf and the only tobacco on the market guaranteed .
without artificial flavoring or ‘“‘doctoring’” of any kind.
In blend, rich, mellow, mild and fragrant.
Because of its quality and purity, ‘Flower
of the
South” does. not hurt the heart; does not affect the

amateur
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“FLOWER OF THE SOUTH” SS
And

was

100
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A practical cook book for canoeists, Corinthian sailors
and outers.
By ‘‘Seneca.’”’
Cloth, 96 pages.
Price, $1.

Freeman
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23: 4056
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Jima sSkelly eee.
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Eid) Bradyar dese
ji eBryarn eee

Here is the cheapest good gun yet made. By the omission of the take down feature we have
been able to greatly reduce the cost of production and at the same time have kept the gun up to the
famous high /Zazv772 standard of strength, safet and _durability. Notice the clean simplicity of
this gun.
The workmanship and finish are perfect. The weight is only 7 pounds. The full choke
barrels are especially bored for smokeless as well as black powder and so chambered that 234 inch or
2° inch shells may be used. Several improvements in the operating parts make it the easiest, most
reliable and best working gun in existence. We are glad to make it possible for every lover of guns
and bird shooting to get this high grade repeating shot gun at so low a price.
Have your dealer order it for you.
Send forthe Marlin Catalogue and Experience Book to-day. Free for3 eae

The Practical Poultry Keeper.
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Canoe and Camp Cookery.
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R Crosby....
J Borden...
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FOREST

Mr.

W
H

C O

;

days,

with 387 out of 400 shot at; Mr. Guy Ward was second
with 385, and Mr. A. M. Hatcher third with 384.
For general average among the professionals, Mr. W.
H. Heer was in first place with 393.
Mr. W. R. Crosby
was in second place with 389, and Mr. C. O. LeCompte
was third with 387.
‘The scores of the third day follow:
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for our

HUNTER
FULTON,

the

& CLARKE

-

26, 1906.

Columbia

Gun

Club.

Rauway, N. J., May 19.—The Columbia Gun Club, of
South Amboy, shot a return match with the Rahway
Gun Club, on the grounds of the latter, on Saturday
afternoon.
The weather was all that could be desired,
but a brisk wind made the targets dip in a way annoying to the shooters.
Scores:
:
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for them.
Club Cocktails
are measure
mixed, from fine old liquors and aged until
mellow.
They keep in any climate and are
always ready to serve.
Just strain through cracked ice.
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varieties:

Manhattan,

Martini,

Vermouth,
Whiskey, Holland
Gin, Tom
Gin and York—each one delicious—of all

good dealers.
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fishing and
DION
York

bear

MEDDYBEMPS
Two furnished
one mile from
modating ten
accommodating
E. G.

9th Annual

SPORTSMEN’S

GUIDE

Published

BOOK

by the

Bangor & Aroostook R.R.
192 pages, 133 beautiful half-tone
illustrations, all new.
Cover and
two
insert
pages in three colors,
suitable for framing.
Copy mailed

anywhere upon receipt of 10 cents
in stamps to cover postage.

Address

Guide

C. C. BROWN,

Canadian

Book 17, Bangor, Me.
General Passenger Agent.

Pacific Railway

Co.

BASS.

MASKINONGE.
New
Lakes and Rivers that have
never been fished by white men, and yet
of comparatively easy access.
Endless Waterways in the Wild for
Canoe Trips.
Camps and Summer
Home Sites.
Write

ROBT.

KERR,

Pass. Traffic Mgr., Can. Pac. Ry., Montreal.

Me.

29.

ME.

LOG

CABIN,
Brook,

NEWFOUNDLAND
The only Hotel in the interior of the island.
and

Caribou

hunting.

Complete

Fishing

for any

and
Go

HOTEL

Salmon,

Trout,

new outfit, Tents and Canoes.

Sportsmen outfitted and Guides found
Island.
72 hours from New York.

For

Edition.

Eustis,

log camps for rent.
Situated on islands
village.
One large five-room camp accompersons, and one large one-room
camp
four persons.
For particulars, address
BROWN,
Marblehead,
Mass.

THE

London

Maine Woods”

For further parRoom

LAKE

MEDDYBEMPS,

Spruce’

“Inthe

hunting.

O. BLACKWELL,

Office, 335 Broadway,

Best Black Bass Fishing in Maine

part of the

Shooting

to

WACHAPREAGUE,

Wachapreague,

Va.

Shooting very good the last few days.
Best accommodations as compared to any sporting resort on the coast.
I have five camps on shore of Lake in the Woods, close
to the station; one large camp, 11 sleeping rooms, large.
office, dining room.
Post-office in camp; daily mails.
Other camps have two sleeping rooms and sitting room,
Fine place for teacher and children to spend their vaca-.
tion. Fine trout fishing. One large camp on Ebeeme Pond.
Fine bass fishing 14% miles to walk.
Write for booklet.
N. W. McNAUGHTON,
Schoodic, Me.
COME
TO CAMP
RECREATION
for good muskallonge and black bass fishing.
New log camp, beautiful
lakes.
Send for circular.
A. G. IRWIN, Dorset, Minnesota.

HIFALL
G
SH
HOTEL,

Dingman’s Ferry, Pike Co., Pa.
In the midst of the picturesque highlands of the upper.
Delaware.
Trout and bass fishing.
Private trout stream.
Riding and driving horses, garage.
Automobile meets.

trains

on

FULMER,

notice.

JR.,

Send

for

booklet.

PHILIP

F.

Proprietor.

CRATER

CLUB

and Burnham Camps, Essex-on-lLake Champlain, offer the
attractions of a beautiful lake shore in a locality with a
remarkable record for healthfulness,
at moderate rates.
References
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dainty repast.
The raw guesswork materials
of the bartender form but a sorry substitute
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‘TRAIL a bottle of Club Cocktails astern.
They’ll make your sandwich
lunch a

P. L. Hola-

shooters

Salmon

Tents, guides, boats provided.
Write
BUNGALOW,
Grand Lake, Newfoundland.

EDWARD
Guide

was

breaking 178 out of a possible 185.
A. P, Bigelow, of
Ogden, was second; he broke 100 straight, coming within
one bird of Utah State record of 101, held by J. M.
Browning, of Ogden.

Mass.

NEWFOUNDLAND
Excellent
shooting.

sent spinning through the air in the two days’ sport.
The Rose system was used in the division of spoils, and
Interstate Association
rules governed
the shoot.
A consolation shoot for amateurs out of the money,
but who had an average of 75 per cent. to their credit,
was pulled off after the meet.
A loving cup to the
winner and $20 divided among the next four men.
A
squad of professionals shot for a special prize offered by
the

Bay,

WELL STOCKED TROUT BROOK; ideal Club House
on BUZZARD’S BAY, Mass., to lease; ample game proserves; pond and sea fishing.For illustrated booklet of
particulars, address BROOKSIDE
CLUB,
Monument
Beach, Mass.
>

in-

sured the success of the meet, and the event will be
made an annual one, which will be eagerly looked forward to from year to year by every shooter of note in
the Northwestern country.
Most of the well-known gunners of Wyoming, Idaho
and Utah were on the scene bright and early, all eager
to head the list in slaughtering bluerocks.
Several days
before the tournament local shooters were making some
high scores, and the old-timers looked for the shattering
of records.
Everything was fixed up at the club grounds
before the shoot, in readiness for the opening Wednesday morning, and the events were run off smoothly under
the direction of experts.
Thirty-seven trapshooters were
at the club Tuesday demolishing bluerocks, and many
good scores were made.
Col. Callison broke 97 out of
a possible 100.
Hood
Waters smashed 49 out of 50;
Mackenzie, of Denver, put holes in 46 out of 50. It was
an all day shoot, and from 9 untill 5 the trap boys were
busy putting in bluerocks for the entertainment of the
men behind the guns.
It was estimated that 25,000 targets a day were hurled through the air from the six
expert traps.
That. means
that 25,000 shells were exploded, and as each load carries from one to one and a

for Sportsmen.

Brookside Club House

Sart Lake
City,
Utah.—The
inter-mountain
trapshooting tournament, opened here May 2.
Friendship
ceased (pro tem) among the gunners and a bitter fight
for supremacy among the trapshooters of the Northwest
began.
Entries were received at a mass-meeting at the
Cullen Hotel Tuesday night, and everything completed
for the opening of the tournament at the local gun club.
Between thirty-five and forty-five experts faced the traps.
Five shooters from Ogden arrived early Wednesday
morning to take part in the events, and remained throughout the two days’ meet.
Promoters of the tournament

required.

Megr.,

For

182 De

circular,

Hart

address

Place,

MRS.

Elizabeth,

L.

N.

B.

J.

NEWFOUNDLAND
Salmen

fishing and

Caribou hunting best

Complete outfits supplied.
BAY ST. GEORGE HOTEL,

A

Big-Game

Stephenville

and, Fish, Map

obtainable.
;
Crossing.

of, New,

Brunswick.
We

have

had, prepared

New

Brunswick

ities

where

big

a map

by the official

of, that

game—moose

Province,
and

draughtsman,
giving

the

caribou—are

of-

localmost.

abundant,- and also the streams in which
salmon are.
found, and the rivers and lakes which abound in trout.
Price,

#1,
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SPORTSMEN’S CLOTHING
Sheds Water Like a Duck’s

Back

Combines the advantage of perfect tailoring with protection against rain.
Waterproofed by a patent process, permitting
thorough ventilation, yet rain does not
penetrate in any ordinary storm.
Soft and
pliable; sightly and durable; no rubber or
parafine.
Fit,
finish and
waterproof
qualities guaranteed.
Coat lined throughout the entire body
with same rain-proof material as outside.
Patent bellows under arms give extra ventilation and freedom of movement with
paddle, rod or gun.
Pockets for everything.
Trousers
reinforced
front and
large
doule seat.
Give loose breast measure over garments
to be worn with coat. Waist and leg measure for trousers.

Boston

Made in two colors, light tan and dead
grass green.
Coat, $5.00; trousers,
Express prepaid.

FOR

$3.00;

LADIES’

hat, $1.00.

WEAR

Neatly tailored coat and skirt.
Gives
absolute protection on any outing trip.
Suitable for gunning, fishing, tramping,
boating, climbing. Coat, $5.00; skirt, $4.00.
Express prepaid.
Booklet, with samples
of material and directions for self-measurement sent free.
Special discount to dealers

BIRD, JONES
3 Blandina St.,

Kennel
Ads under this
cents in capitals).

@

KENYON
Utica, N. Y.

DO

Special.

head 2 cents a word a time
Cash must accompany order.

(or

Here

For Sale.—Dogs, Hogs, Pigeons, Ferrets, Belgium Hares.
8 cents for 40-page illustrated catalogue.
é. G. LLOYDT, Dept. ‘‘M.,” Sayre, Pa.
FOR
SALE.—Thoroughly trained pointers, setters and
hounds.
Can furnish you a good one at a moderate price
at any time.
GEO. W
LOVELL, Middleboro, Mass.
Wanted.—Pointers

and

Setters

Cc. F. WATERHOUSE,

West

St. Louis World’s Fair, 1904:
Paris
Exposition,
1900:

to

Manufacture

:

break

‘|

WH
oe

prepared

Then

for

RABBITS,

FISH.

Write for Catalogue,
1
“Dog Culture,”
with practical
chapters on the feeding, kenneling and management of
dogs; also chapters on cats.

450Market St., Newark,
N. J.
74S. uth St St be Moy

DOG

BOOK

ON

Francisco,

Cal.

DISEASES
AND

HOW
Mailed

TO

FREE

TRAINING

FEED.
1278 Broadway, New York.

Remedies.

DRUG

Property

AND

CAMP

PUBLISHING

CO.

Miller’s

eloquent Sen-

HOTEL

CO.

Address

POLK

MILLER

859 Main St. Richmond,

for

Va.

Sale.

AND DINING ROOM.

Islands with permanent camps and summer homes of
various sizes and prices to rent with privilege of purchase.
at Desbarats,
Ontario, near Sault St. Marie, Canada.
A delightful
summering’ spot.
Write, L. O. ARMSTRONG, Canadian Pacific Ry., Montreal.

For Sale—Newfoundland.
Ideal site for camp or club house.
Salmon, sea trout
and caribou at camp door.
No trouble to get good head
or best fishing on the island.
Cheap.
PIONEER, care
Forest and Stream.

FOR
A share
and

vs. BREAKING.
STREAM

Polk

For Sale or To Rent.

in a well equipped

game

hunting,

Practical Dog Training; or, Training vs. Breaking.
By
S. T. Hammond.
To which is added a chapter on training pet dogs, by an amateur.
Cloth, 165 pages. Price, $1.

FOREST

let us send you

WH send you allof the above for 10c just to adMivertise
Sergeant’s
Famous
Dog

to any address by the author.

H. CLAY GLOVER, D. V.S.,

York.

i\jator Vest’s masterful Tribute to
Da Dog, and“A Yellew Dog’s Love
a for a Nigger” (famous poem). We will

‘CATS,

St., San

New

\ \ Take Care of Them; the

PUPPIES,

1324 Valencia

Broadway,

Have Youa Dog?

GAME,

(America) Ltd.

By

B. WATERS,
346

POULTRY,

;
Spratt’s Patent

of

24

DOGS,

BIRDS,

millions

For use in dog training. Price, $2.00.
mail, $2.10. Send for circular.

board.

N. H.

foods

have

IMPROVED SPIKE COLLAR.

(LTD.)

specially

we

SPRING
RIVER
KENNELS
Box 27, Imboden, Ark.

J

PATENT

:

in Arkansaw

i too. They ‘‘ Deliver the Goods.”?
A few
trained Rabbit and Squirrel Dogs.
Also
untrained Pups.
For particulars address

Gold Medal & Highest Award
Gold Medal & Highest Award

SPRATT’S
AM.

yard

Deering,

or

HUNT?

Coons, Foxes and Deer at our door to
j train our hounds with, and we train them

For Sale.—Full-blood English BEAGLE Hounds, Hunters that are hunted.
OAKLAND BEAGLE KENNELS,
Pontiac, Mich.
Norwegian bearhounds, Irish wolfhounds, deer and cat
hounds.
English
bloodhounds,
American
foxhounds,
Four-cent stamp for illustrated catalogue.
|
ROOKWOOD
KENNELS,
Lexington, Ky.

YOU

Trained COON, FOX
and
DEER
HOUNDS For Sale. Reasonable Prices

3

SALE.
and prosperous

club.

Management,

as

excellent.

‘“‘L.,’’ care

Forest

well

and

as

Canadian

fish

fishing

and

Stream.

22

For Sale.—Fine new log five-room summer cottage with
fireplace.
Elegant
location
on beautiful
lakes.
Fine
fishing and shooting, with ten acres land.
Will sell
Weis
OLIVER
L. THOMAS,
Dorset, Hubbard cor
inn,

Gun

Club.

Boston, Mass., May 16.—The Boston Gun Club’s final
shoot of the 1906 spring series was held at Wellington
to-day, and proved to be the most enjoyable shoot for
some time at these grounds, and that is saying a good
deal, as the Boston Gun Club coterie of shooters look
more to the enjoyable part of the programme than to the
business end,
:
The principal interest of the day centered in the prize
match, though we are sorry to say that the runner-up in
the event, Griffiths, was not with us, and while the result
would have been just the same (Roy’s 30 straight being
an impossible score to beat) it always adds additional
interest to any event to have the quiet Pascoagonian
entered.
Both will now have the chance of sporting silee Phe cups, though where they will stow them away is
hard
to tell.
We understand that each intends building
a garage to help out in the matter.
Powers’ win of third prize was a most creditable one,
as he was able to enter in only six shoots and had no
chance to make any re-entries, which somewhat handicapped him, as 9 of his 18 misses were on his two low
scores.
The gold watch fob makes it necessary for Henry
to practice chest expansion, as a win of this kind must
not be made light of in Boston trapshooting circles.
Frank and Dickey understood each other very well,
Frank placing a good 27 to-day, which did the necessary
work, znd now is wondering how he can use the leather
gun case to some advantage in making soles, counters,
etc.
While Dick’s prize was like sending coals to Newcastle, he expects to make it come in useful, though he
did say it was the most expensive powder he ever bought.
As it was his favorite brand, however, some good long
runs of straight breaks will probably result, and the next
series may see a different leader.
P. W. Carver, the newly elected president of the Middlesex Gun Club, thought that the reading of a
good
sportsman’s journal was to his liking, and intends
from
now on to journey Wellingtonward as often as possible,
and then compare scores the following week,
W. E. Johnson, one of Whitinsville’s finest, leads the
doctor just one target, and now cleans out his “old reliable’ with the latest and most complete brass rod.
Dr. Gleason just hung on to last prize, and stands in
well to be “tin-canned,” as the attendance all admitted
that the Doctor looked a good deal out of place.
The
Doctor took it, however, in
good grace, and was heard
to say that the next time with a new gun and load a
week, 90 per cent. would be a mere nothing, and then

the smile would

be on the other side.

is

”

Comer completed his initial year at trapshooting, and
took care of second average to the tune of an even 90
per cent.
If his improvement is as much this year as
during last, it will be all day for the regulars, unless they
put their spurs on.
Gene Reed went away: smiling with a straight 25 as a
wind-up, and was heard chuckling all the way up to
Manchester at the way he had fooled the boys into
going into a sweepstake
with him, and he knew
a
straight was forthcoming.
Other scores:
Targets:
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Rahway

Gun

7°20

Club.

WepneEspAY, May 30, there will be two events of 50
targets each, and twenty handsome prizes in each event.
Any one of the fortv is well worth shooting for. Sliding
handicap has.been adopted as the fairest means of giving
the average shooter a chance to carry home something
besides his gun.
Entrance fee, $3 in each event, or $5
where shooter enters in both.
Events will be shot 15,
15 and 20, and you handicap yourself from the first 15.
A straight score of 15 goes to the 22yd. mark, and so on
down to li6yds.
Grounds open at 9:30.
First event at
10:30 A. M.
Trap loads on the grounds.
Refreshments
will be served by the club.
Take Pennsylvania R. R. to
Rahway and trolley direct to club house.
4
W. P. Puirurp, Sec’y.

New

State

meet.

The members of the Association are very enthusiastic,
and will make every effort to have a large number of
shooters present.
‘
A Socrat TRAMP.

During recent years discouraging results have followed repeated attempts to
propagate

vantage

Fishing
Canada,

of the

wide

and

April

Hunting
14—I

circulation

am
of

Club.
taking ad-

Forest

AND

STREAM to answer, in a general way, numerous
inquiries about the Kippewa Fishing and Hunting Club.
Our preserve consists of nearly 600
square miles, situated on and surrounding Kippewa Lake,. and comprises that portion of the
Province known as the celebrated Kippewa moose
country.
The club house is placed in nearly the
center of the preserve and can be easily reached
by rail and steamboat.
*

The, sportsman’s luggage can be taken direct to
the club house, where he can have a bedroom and
make all necessary changes in preparation for the
bush.
Tents, canoes, cooking outfits and supplies
can be had at the club by paying a moderate price
for them.
In this favored region moose are very plentiful,
and bears, beaver, otter and mink are increasing
at a marvelous rate. Some of the largest moose
heads in Eastern North America have been taken

from this country, and it is no unusual occurrence
for the hunter to see from ten to thirty moose
during a fall hunt.
;
This description of our property is necessarily
short, but any further information may be obtained from me through correspondence.

D. B. RocHeEster, Sec’y,
Care

of Hull

Lumber

Co., Ottawa,

Can.

the smallI-

mouthed black bass.
We have demonstrated
that these fish can be pro-

duced

and

delivered

with a remarkable degree of
success.
We have the only
establishment
dealing
in
young small-mouth black
bass commercially in the
U.S. A. We offer to those
who desire it this rare opportunity to procure vigorous young bass in various sizes
ranging from advanced fry to 3 and 4 inch fingerlings for stocking purposes.
Also
yellow perch, white perch, sunfish and roach.

WARAMAUG

SMALL-MOUTH

Correspondence

HENRY

invited.

BLACK BASS HATCHERY,

Send

W. BEEMAN,
For

for Circulars.

és

New

Address

Preston, Conn.
Tacidermists.

Sale.

BROOK TROUT FOR SALE.

J.

KANNOFSKY,

We have constantly on hand
fine supply of Brook Trout, all
sizes for stocking purposes. Also for table use at 75c. a pound
Visitors privileged tocatchown
trout.

PARADISE
TROUT

BROOK
CO., Parksi de, Pa., Henryville Railroad Station

WANTED—SWANS
I desire to purchase a number of American Swans, both
Whistlers and Trumpeters.
G. D. TILLEY, Darien, Ct.

PUBLISHERS’ DEPARTMENT.
The library of natural history advertised on another
page is especially notable for its great wealth of illustrations.
Of these, there are said to be more than 2,000
in the volume, many of them colored.
The greater proportion of the photographs are from life, and so give
one an excellent idea of the carriage and general appearance of the animal.
Notable in one of the volumes is a
late showing a dozen varieties of birds’ eggs, beautiully colored and very striking.

Ottawa,

855

Small-Mouth Black Bass Successfully Propagated!

Association.

At Pocatello, Idaho, May 11, the Idaho-Utah State
Sportsmen’s
Association
was
organized.
Mr.
W.
E.
Trapp, of Pocatello, was elected President; J. H. Pease,
Salt Lake, First Vice-President; F. Mosley, Idaho Falls,
Idaho, Second Vice-President; L. F. Mollinelle, Third
Vice-President.
The Directors are:
G. L. Becker, Chairman, Ogden, Utah; W. M. Branford, Salt Lake; F. M.
Bybee, Idaho Falls, Idaho; P. J. Holahan, Twin Falls,
Idaho, and Mr. Walton, Boise, Idaho.
The first annual shoot will be held in Pocatello, Idaho,
Sept. 18, 19 and 20, and promises to be a very successful

Kippewa

STREAM.

Tot’l.
169
165

Frank
Dickey
Carver
Johnson
Gleason
“Also-Rans”’:
IPIEVROOCM
deta tae ss ss 0is<nicleesasicWT

26
VA
27
25
25

AND

BROOK

TROUT.

Eggs, fry, yearlings
and
brooks and lakes.
Address
FARM, Plympton, Mass.

two-year-olds,
for
NEW ENGLAND

BROOK

stocking
TROUT
}

TROUT.

It will pay you to correspond with me before buying
eggs, fry or yearlings in any quantity.
I guarantee a
safe delivery anywhere.
Crystal Spring Trout
Farm.
L. B. HANDY, So. Wareham, Mass.
TROU
of
all
ages
for
stocking
brooks
and _ lakes.
Brook
trout eggs in any quantity, warranted delivered anywhere
in fine condition.
Correspondence solicited.
THE PLYMOUTH
ROCK TROUT CO.

TaN
and Manufacturer of
Artificial eyes for birds, animals and manufacturing purposes a specialty.
Send for prices. All kinds of skulls for
the fur trade.
369 Canal St., New York.
Please mention Forrest anp STREAM.

SAVE

YOUR

TROPHIES.

Write for our Illustrated Catalogue,

“Heads and Horns.”
t gives directions for preparing and preserving Skins,
Antlers, etc. Also prices for Heads and Rugs, Birds and
Fish, and all kinds of work in Taxidermy.

BROOK

Plymouth,

THE
BROOKDALE
TROUT
CANNOT
BE BEAT
for stocking ponds and streams.
For the next few
weeks we will make a very low price on young fry and
fish.

Also

fly-fishing.

BROOKDALE

TROUT

FOR

ROCHESTER,

Mass.

FOR
SALE—BROOK
TROUT.—FINE,
HEALTHY
Fish of all sizes.
Eyed eggs in season.
Warranted delivered
anywhere,
as_
represented.
Correspondence
solicited.
BAY SIDE TROUT FARM
(A. B. Savary),
East Wareham, Mass.

large

Ward's Natural Science Establishment,

CO.,

Kingston,

Mass.

ROWLAND.

TAXIDERMIST,
A

specialty in mounting Moose, Elk, Caribou
‘
heads.
Call and examine work.

No. 182 SIXTH
Tel.

SALE..

4205

Chelsea.

FRED

THE

RING-NECKED
PHEASANT
EGGS, $3.00
CHAS. E. WELSH, East Millstone, N. J. 21

POCKET

Morocco.

Price,

KENNEL

to relieye
portant

which

the

matter

FOREST

take

owner
to

Deer

SAUTER,

NEW

YORK

Taxidermist.
Established 1860,

‘ormerly
No. 3
No. William St.,

Removed to
42 Bleecker St.,
cor. Elm St.,
=
will continue to
‘
please customers
with the best durable work.
Also carry large assortment of Game
Heads, Rugs and attractive groups, for sale and to rent.

50 cents.

The “Pocket Kennel Record”
handy book for the immediate
transactions

RECORD.

and

AVENUE,

Near 13th St.

VERY
ELEGANT
CHANDELIER,
12 lights for gas;
made of DEERHORNS.
SPECIMEN
OF ART. 6 ft.
6 in. high.
Appropriate for den or hunting lodge.
J. Furman, 544 East 26th St., Brooklyn.
23
ENGLISH
per dozen.

N. Y.

his

AND

place

from

the

is, as its name implies, a
record of all events and
away

risk

from

home,

of trusting

any

memory.

STREAM

PUBLISHING

Wants

and

Exchanges.

intended

CO.

im-

Wanted.—One good Greener Hammerless abneped: Tos
epee 30x74.
H. W.
FEATHERSTUN,
Senatobia,
Miss.

2

‘Auto

Supplies.

FINE GUN
Scott,

All the Prominent
and
AMERICAN

Purdey,
Jos. Lang
@ Son,
(of London), Parker, Smith, Lefever,
Remington, Ithaca, Etc.

Greener,

Other

As everyone knows, Automobiling (‘“‘motoring” perhaps were
better) has simply taken the face of this old planet by storm, and
with the promise of a boundless further expansion.
‘To supply
the manifold wants of this most elaborate amusement, we carry
an immense stock of supplies, appliances, tools, etc., etc., and
issue a copiously illustrated catalogue that is a positive revelation
of “Auto” helps and needs.
If a “Motorist,” this book

would

most

certainly

interest

ENGLISH
MAKES

Guns

Taken

in Trade
Send 6 cents in
stamps for Catalogue and List of
Second-Hand

you.

It will be mailed upon request.
OUR

IVER

JOHNSON

SPORTING

163 Washington

GOODS

CO.

HIGHEST

GRADE GUNS
weights

Also

Latest and Most Modern

Smokeless Shotgun Powder
The best ever

produced

in America.

BOSTON SMOKELESS
DEAD

SHOT.

A

Address New

BULK

POWDER.

York Agents,

VON LENGERKE & DETMOLD,
349

FIFTH
Near

34th

NEW
WHOLESALE

AND

AVENUE
Street

YORK

RETAIL.

OR TERRITORIES,

BALLISTITE
At Blackwell, Okla., May 3d, ’06, Mr. Tom

wins Tertitorial Championship,

ALL THE SAME.

WINS.
Hartmann, of Deer Creek, Okla.,

score 371 ex 400, and Mr. L. Owen,

Cushing,

just received.

WM. READ @ SONS

Send for List of High-Grade
Second-Hand Guns.

107 Washington

Highest

Established 1826

Quality

Fishing

Tackle.

ful workmen it is possible to obtain, and as a result
Greener gun is known all over the world for its careful

“W. W. Greener, Birmingham, England.
“My
Dear Srtr—Excuse
me for taking your valuable time, but I want to
extend my most sincere thanks and gratitude to you for the great pleasure you
have afforded me during the past thirty-five years by making a gun that certainly
has stood the test that few can equal.
The number of my old No. 10-gauge is
11722.
I bought it of E. E. Eaton, 53 State St., Chicago, Ill., the fall of 1870, and
paid him an even $200 for the gun, case and loading tools; $175 for the gun alone.
“Now that my good and true old horse died a short time ago, my present dog is
getting old, and I, too, am not so young as I used to be, I have laid aside my
good old true and faithful friend, until such time as I am laid to rest, when it
will be in the box with me.
But here goes for a big but true story.
_ “During thirty-five years my old companion has missed but one season’s shooting; during all these years she has piled up her share of game—ducks, geese,
chicken, quail, pheasants, etc.—and back in the ’70’s she never failed to do her
duty at all shooting matches.
I doubt if ever there was a gun made that has been
used as much as mine, and especially with the heavy loads I have always used,
and to-day it would bother you to find a scratch or mar about her, and her barrels
are as clean and smooth inside as a dollar; and, stranger yet, this old friend of
mine has not cost me five cents for repairs except an extra set of firing pins,
and she looks good for many years to come.
No gun ever made is a harder
shooter than mine.
Never once missed fire, and I do not know, but it seems to
me to be impossible to miss a bird; and only last fall she was just as true as
and

never

failed

to do

her

duty.

“My brother bought a 12-gauge W. W. Greener at the same time, and up to his
death, seven years ago, she stood the test.
I bought a 12-gauge Greener about
1875 for a present to a friend.
It also proved to be all right, although I lost
track of it twenty years ago.
“Excuse me for taking your valuable time, but so many times I have felt so
grateful towards you for furnishing me with such a true and faithful companion
that I now feel that I want to thank you a thousand times for the pleasure and
satisfaction you have afforded me in the last thirty-five years.
“Your guns may be just as good now as then, but I do not happen to see any
of them since I came to Minnesota twenty years ago.
I do know that none of
the new guns I see that I would exchange my old favorite No. 11722 for to-day.
Very

sincerely

your

friend,

We have a splendid stock of Greener

The best shotgun smokeless powder on Earth,
Made in Scotland for the whole
world, but barred out of the Interstate Association because it is foreign.

CO)

Send for ‘‘ Shooting

Facts.”

City

guns

on

4% lbs. 28 bores, to 22 Ibs. double 4-bores, and
describing them is free for the asking.

HENRY
York

the
fit-

ting and general durability.
3
The following unsolicited testimonial well illustrates this
wonderful wearing quality, and we have had other testimonials describing Greener guns that have been in constant and
effective service for fifty years.

“C.

TRY BALLISTITE
New

The Old Gun House

Durability is a quality that has made the Greener gun
famous for three generations.
The Greener product goes
through the hands of 200 of the highest paid and most skill-

Okla., wins second, score 369 ex 400, both shooting Ballistite.

J. HALAUl@

St., Boston, Mass.

GREENER GUNS WEAR.

ever,

STATES

:

Some very light

Street, Boston, Mass.
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hand, from

a catalogue

& SON,
New York City
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FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO., 346 Broadway, New York

CARESS
Designed

by the late Geo.

L. Watson.

Photo

by Stebbins,

Boston
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FOREST

AND

STREAM.

THE ROBERTS SAFETY LAUNCH AND YACHT BOILER.
THE

ROBERTS

SAFETY

WATER

TUBE

BOILER

[JUNE 2, 1900.

250 pounds of steam.
Handsome catalogue free.
Nearly 1500 in use.
Ww ORKS:
RED
BANK,
New Jersey.
Telephone Address: 599 Cortlandt.
Cable Address: Bruniva, New York.

COMPANY,

39 and

41 Cortlandt

Street,

New

The

York.

Opossum.

THE habits of the opossum generally resemble
those of the ’coon and fox, though they are less

intelligent

attack

in defending

of an

enemy.

themselves

Knock

an

against

opossum

an

on the

head or any part of the body with a weapon

any

kind,

small

resistance
weapon

or

great,

at all, he will

that hits him

and

if he makes

endeavor

instead

of

any

to bite the

of the agent

using

it. The opossum seems willing to treat the world
as the Frenchman promised the bulldog, “If you
let me alone I won't trouble you.” Put the animal in a critical situation and. he will resort to
stratagem

Mullins Pressed Steel Boats Can’t Sink
Easier

to

Safe

Row—Absolutely

Made of pressed steel, with air chambers in each end like a life boat,
Can’t leak—crack—dry out or sink—lasta lifetime. Every
“The
Sultan”
16 ft. family pleasure
boat,

as

illustrated.

b

boat guaranteed,
The idea] boat for families—summer
resorts—parks—boat
liveries,
etc.
Strong—safe—
speedy.
Write to-day for our large catalog of row

boats, motor boats, hunting
and fishing boats.
The W. H. Mullins Co.,126 Franklin St., Salem, 0.

Com-

plete with 1 pair oars 885.00,

3 I-2and 6
H.P. Single

4
of Quality
Engines

>
Watkins

Gylindoe

Two
Cycle
Engine

E want to place our brand new, handsomely illustrated and complete
catalogue in the hands of every yacht owner who desires to better the
going power, reliability, economy and attractive appearance of his craft.

Our

THE

Marine

Gasoline

Engines,

from 2 to 12 horse power, represent no obsolete styles, but the very newest
patterns, of assured efficiency and strength—weight only where weight is required. Built under the direction of manufacturers of years of experience in
2a
model gas and gasoline engine plant, from the very highest
grade of material, machined by skilled and careful workmen, Every
engine carefully tested, from five to ten hours under full load,
before shipment. Fully guaranteed. Write to-day for catalog and
prices which are bound to interest you.
M. WATKINS MANUFACTURING CO., 526 Baymiller St., Cincinnati, O.

FRANK

REAL LAUNGH AT SMALL
Can be made from an ordinary

Canoe or Row-Boat

Litre SKIPPER”?

“6
MARINE
ENGINE

aes

gasoline engine.
Simplest, strongest, most
powerful and speedy engine of its class—

ENGINE
TINGS

drives Canoe, Row-Boat or 12 to 20 ft. Launch
6 to 10 miles per

hour, or a 35 ft. Sailor

3%

1
Engine

to

’

Yous

WITH
AND

4 miles

:

onl

COMPLETE

BOAT

ACCESSORIES

per

hour

as

an

.

-

FIT-

we

$39

auxiliary.

Reversible—runs in either direction—anyone can install and run it—always safe and
certain to go. SOLD UNDER & YEAR GUARANTEE.

CATALOG

SAINT CLAIR MOTOR CO.,

FREE

of force to elude his pursuers;

cut his flesh and half skin him,-not a muscle will

move; his eyes are glazed and covered with dust,
for he has

no

eyelids

to close

over

them.

You

may even worry him with a dog and satisfy ‘yourself that he is really dead, then leave him quiet
a moment and he will draw a thin film off his
eyes, and, if not interfered with, be among the
missing.
There is another striking characteristic about
the opossum, which, next to its “playing ’possum,” is extraordinary.
The tail is long, black
and destitute of hair, and although it will not
enable its possessor, like the kangaroo, in the
language of the showman, “to jump fifty feet
upwards and forty feet downwards,” still it is of

great importance in climbing trees and supporting
the animal when watching for its prey. By this
tail the ’possum suspends itself for hours to a
swinging limb of a tree, either for amusement
or for the purpose of sleeping, which last he will
do while thus hanging up as sound as if slipping
his hold did not depend upon his own will. This

by installing a

Actual
K Pp

H. D. Baird’s latest and greatest 2 cycle
af

COST

instead

for, if he fiinds escape impossible, he will feign
himself dead in advance of your own charitable
intentions toward him, and when you think you
have given him his quietus and secured him, he
will unexpectedly wake up and be off. This trick
of the little animal has given rise to a proverb
of much meaning among those acquainted with
his habits, of “playing possum,” and probably it
is as good an illustration of certain deceptive
actions in life as can be imagined.
Take an
opossum in good health, corner him up until escape is impossible, give him a gentle tap that
would hardly crush a mosquito, and he will
straighten out as beautiful a “body” as you will
ever see. In this situation you may thump him,

Dept.30 DETROIT, MICH.

tail-hold is so firm that shooting the animal will
not cause him to let go, even if you blow his head

off.

On

until

the

the contrary,
birds

scattered

his carcass

tail will remain

he will remain

of prey

and

the

hung

elements

up

have

to the winds, and yet the

an object of unconquered

attach-

ment to its last object of circumlocuting embrace.
An

The H. E. BOUCHER
Mechanical

and

105 MAIDEN

Model

old backwoods

(Continued

preacher,

who

on page

occasionally

861.)

Shops,

LANE, NEW YORK.

Marine Models su Kinds
SPECIALTY.

Model

Making.
Inventions Developed.
Fittings for Model Yachts.
Late ncharge of U. S. Navy Department Model Shops,
Washington,

EVERYTHING FOR CAMPING
_
Weare prepared to supmeio ply your needs—large or
«7
small,
Our salesmen will
be glad to go over the
4s.
details with you and as-

ai

sist you

in making

your

camp in the woods just as
comfortable as your home,
Tents, Cooking Utensils, Cots, Tables, Stoves,
Boats,
Canoes,
Paddles,
Fittings,
Etc.
Our complete catalogue describing the necessities
and luxuries of a complete camping outfit will be sent
free upon application.
(Send for it to-day.)

JOHN C. HOPKINS & CO.,

119 Chambers St.. NEW YORK

Our NAME PLATE (as above) guarantees correctness of models and quality,
All materials care-

fully selected. _ Construction entirely by skilled men,
Variety of models. Prices from $28, up. Prompt delivery.
Send NOW for free illustrated catalog.

OLD

TOWN
9

Middle

CANOE
Street,

Old

COMPANY

Town,

Maine.

INDIGN MQDFL $ 2.400
Cedar Ribs and Planking, canvas covered
brass bang plate, two cane seats finely finished
in green or red,
canoe specially

SPAR.
temperature.

MANUFACTURED

It’s a strong, steady and fast
priced at $24.00 in place of

EDWARD

$33.00 to introduce our Outing Goods Cataogue 364. Paddles, $1.00 each.

NEw York Sportinc Goops Co a
17

WARREN

ST..NEW

YORK

COATING

A perfect finish for all woodwork, spars and ironwork exposed to excessive changes in weather and

Varnish
59

Market

SMITH

BY

COMPANY,

Makers and Color Grinders

Street,

Chicago, III.

@

45

Broadway

New

Yo

rk.

JUNE

FOREST

2, 1906.]

AND

STREAM.

threw down his lapstone and
awl
and
went
through the country to stir up the people to look

after the consarns of their better end, enforced
the necessity of perseverance in good works by
comparing a true Christian to an opossum up a
tall sapling in a strong wind.
Said he, “My
brethren, that’s your situation exactly; the world,
the flesh and the devil compose the wind that is
trying to blow you off the Gospel tree.
But don’t
let him do it; hold on as a ’possum would in a
hurricane.
If the fore-legs of your passion get
loose, hold on by your hind legs of consciousness, and, if they let go, hold on eternally by your
tail, which is the promise that the saints shall
persevere to the end.”
As an article of food, the opossum is considered by many a very great luxury.
If the animal
is kept up a week or ten days before it is
killed, and fed upon scraps from the table, it becomes very fat, and loses that rank, wild taste,
which is so objectionable to many, and its flesh
then tastes like roast pig.
There are various

ways

of cooking

it.

The

Indians

suspend

Steel Fishing Rods
for many

years

have

maintained

their supremacy

Send for our illustrated color catalogue, ‘*A
description of our combination

THE

HORTON

Lucky

Reel and Handle—An

long before they struck a trail and were

A

Strike.’

You'll like it.

Look on page 28 and read

MANUFACTURING

COMPANY, 84 Horton St., Bristol, Conn.

it on

PFLUEGER’S

FISHING
TACKLE|
CELEBRATED

running

lively.

Rare

fishing, giving

advance in reel making,

a stick by its tail, and in this position they let
it roast before the fire; but to a civilized and
cultivated taste it is coarse and unpalatable, as it
retains so much of its oiliness.
The negroes, on
the contrary, cover the body up with sweet’ potatoes, and, as the meat roasts thus confined, the
succulent vegetable draws out all objectionable
tastes and renders
the
opossum
one
of the
“oreatest delicacies in the world,’ especially to
one who has been gunning all day and eaten
nothing since breakfast.
Almost any breed of dogs will do to hunt opossum, and, as we had all sorts with us, it was not
pretty

for all-around

perfect satisfaction under all conditions.
Their merit is known and acknowledged all over the world.
No other rod combines strength, sensitiveness and backbone as does the “BRISTOL.”
But be
Don’t let the dealer work off on you some
sure you get a “BRISTOL.”
Look for our trademark,
inferior imitation.
Bristol- on reel seat.

A.

Tobacco
French’s

Mixture

isa delicious blend of the cream
of North Carolinagolden leaf with
a superb natural flavor,aroma and
sweetness.
Made
nearly altogether by hand in the old fashion
way.
Purest and highest grade
smoking tobacco manufactured.

Mild,Rich,Fragrant and never
bites the tongue.
Sold only

direct from factory to smoker.
Send Ten Cents for large sample
pouch and booklet.

FRENCH
Dept. D

TOBACCO CO.
Statesville, N. C.

STEEL RODS, guaranteed,3 pieces, cork grip
BAIT, 6%, 7%, 8%ft., FLY, 9 and toft.,

SPLIT BAMBOO
Fly and Bait,
AUTOMATIC
TROUT

Live

REELS,

aluminum,

FLIES, 6 assorted

Bait,

on

Shedder

$3.50

-

(2c.

card, dozen,

Crabs,

hooks,

Blood

PFLUEGER’S

and

by ‘“‘Seneca.’’
$1.50.

Cloth.

THE FRANKFORT, KENTUCKY REEL: * B:C:‘MILAM&SON,
8:CMILAMaSON
IS HAND MADE,STANDARD

Illustrated,

AND

STREAM

PUBLISHING

SINCE

Men
244

pages.

This compilation comprises six hundred and odd hints,
helps, ‘kinks, wrinkles, points and suggestions for the
shooter, the fisherman, the dog owner, the yachtsman,
the canoeist, the camper, the outer; in short, for the
field sportsman in all the varied phases of his activity.
“Hints and Points’ has proved one of the most practically useful works
of reference
in the sportsman’s
library.

FOREST

AKRON, OHIO, U. S. A.

Catalogue.

Hints and Points for Sportsmen.
Compiled
Price,

LUMINOUS

THE ENTERPRISE MANUFACTURING CO.

318-320 Fulton St.,

DISCH, BROOKLYN, N. Y.

MILAM

leaders,

If unable to secure our goods from your dealer, let us
know, and we will send you some interesting information.

Mail orders promptly filled.

for Tackle

lines,

reels, and a number of
patented specialties that anglers need. If you wish the
most killing artificial bait, spoon, fly or spinner, insist on
having

Sand Worms.

Send

Mpm|

has: stood the test a
quarter of a century,
We make all sorts of
baits, spoons, flies, snell

RODS, 3 pieces, extra tip, t 15¢

CHARLES

Vili

od

q 50
$ :

1839.

“44s5£0 70. SEWO CATALOLUE

I Have Fished With.

Sketches of character and incident with rod and gun from
childhood to manhood; from the killing of little fishes
and birds to a buffalo hunt.
By Fred Mather.
Illustrated.
Price, $2.
It was a happy thought that prompted Mr, Fred Mather
to write of his fishing companions.
The chapters were
received with a warm welcome at the beginning, and have
been of sustained interest.
The “Men I Have Fished
With” was among the most popular series of papers ever
presented to Forrest AND STREAM readers,

CO.

FOREST

AND

STREAM

PUBLISHING

CO.

| ie

Gelephone

His Mavesty Kine GEorGE
lVAPPROVING THE SAUCE
MADE. BY THE ORIGINAL BRAND WHO WAS FOR MANY
YEARS CHEF TO THAT ROYAL EPICURE.
DELICIOUS WITH FISH, SOUPS, GAME, ETC., AND
PARTICULARLY APPRECIATED ON WELSH RAREBITS,
BROILED LOBSTER AND ENGLISH MUTTON CHOPS.

AROVWAL RELISH

ROWE’S

2255

Main

WILSON @
YACHT
SAIL
WHARF,

aA

Cable,

Wilsails,

SILSBY
MAKERS
aA

BOSTON,

W.

V. C.

MASS.

We have furnished sails to the following prominent yachts: Constitution, Defender, Volunteer, Jubilee, Colonia,
Independence, Ailsa, Navahoe, Weetamoe, Uncle Sam, Effort, Calypso, Flirt, Anadne, Quissetta, Constance,
Vergemere, Resolute, Chanticleer, Senta, Snapper, Raider, Little Haste, Sally VII, Chloris, and many others.

G. R. LILJEGREN,

Gothenburg, Sweden,

Is our authorized correspondemt
for all Evropean Countries

The “TVSCARORA” Fly Rod T#REE caTALocuEs

_ 862

FOREST
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or |
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AND

STREAM.
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FISHING - TACKLE
and
33 SUMMER
SPORTS 3 3

Fishing.

GUN
GOODS
and
WINTER
SPORTS
No. 3537. Split Bamboo
length, 8% feet; weight,

Fly Rod, oxidized
434 ounces

ree

snake eas

CAMERAS,
KODAKS
and
PHOTOGRAPHIC
GOODS

5. 00
$

One or all for the asking.

A Customer says:
‘‘I thought when I bought this rod it would last a a
day or two; however, after a hard summer’s use, during which I caught trout as large

We

have everything in Guns, Fishing Tackle,
Photographic and Athletic Goods.
SUPERIOR QUALITY,
Lowest PRICES.

as 3 pounds, it is straight as a die and as good as new.’

Also a full line of RODS,

LINES,

LEADERS

Send for Trout Booklet Free on application.
Complete Catalog will be sent upon request.

WILLIAM

and

FLIES.

Or if you would prefer our

SPORTING

for H.

L.LEONARD

THOS.

SPLIT

BAMBOO

and Dealer

277 and 279 Wabash Avenue,
35, 37 and 39 Van Buren Street,
CHICAGO,
ILL.

RODS.

J. CONROY

Manufacturer

28

We have our own repair shop and do all
repairs to guns and fishing tackle.

in

FineFishingTackle
&SportingGoods |20hn
Street
TARPON, TUNA and ALL SOUTHERN TACKLE
New York
STEEL’

FLY RODS

at less than
E.

VOM

one-half

HOFE

on

and STEEL

BAIT

price usually sold for.

Since

fishing tackle has stood

for highest

Gold Medal, Buffalo, 1901; St. Louis, 1904.

AFLOAT

RODS

VOM

HOFE,

-

quality.

Our Steel Ely Rod, 9to toft.

95-97

Fulton

Street, New

1803

1906
Co.
St., New York.

|

York.

A Patent Fishing Reel, made of hard sheet metal, with an automatic drag
spool 3% inch diameter. holding 200 yds. of line, winding line as fast as a mult
and has more power. The automatic drag, when fish is running, allows no slack
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No,
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Delicious Old Blends.
Ready to Serve.

The demand for Gold Lion Cocktails by the Gentleman Sportsman is
such that these goods are now put up

lengths

H. H. KIFFE

CoO.

BROADWAY,

NEW YORK
TACKLE CATALOGUE FREE ON APPLICATION

in protected

packages convenient

to

pack.
HOW 10 BUILD AND FURNISH THEM.
A cut of the Gold Lion marks every
package of the genuine.

for the woods from the Saclect shelters to te most
details and directions are very specific and easily com-”’

prehended, and: the illustrations! are so numerous and so taking that one
something to his taste.
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Regular price, 84 cents.
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METAL CENTER LINE Gold Ligh Cockistes
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Try our new Braided Silk Enameled Waterproof
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60cents,” Quality B Flies
Be. Regular price

A Convenience
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3 piece, cork grip
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STEEL

Small Profits
Quick Sales

For

well

G. M. SKINNER’S

For Sale by all Dealers

H OFE,

-

All genuine reels bear my name.
No banch Hore in any city. Send for catalogue.
A reel with good bearings and screws, oiled once a year, isa

them

&

22 Warren

When a dealer says that some other Spoon Bait
is as good as G. M. Shine he greene (keg
that
o%e
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This
elaborate

Vivier

ESTABLISHED 1857
Gold Medal, Highest Award, St. Louis, 1904.
Gold Medal, Highest Award, Chicago, 1893,

No. 351 South

65c.

Du

Phone 5223 Cort.

Send 4 cents to cover postage on 126-page catalogue.

15c. robin

or ASHORE

CORONET
RYE|
KILMARNOCK SCOTCH

1867 the name

and Bait Rods 6, 6%, 1; Tit. Very ‘active—long lived—cork grip—andfinest
quality throughout. Price, $2.25 each. State whether Fly or Bait Rod is
wanted when ordering. Order to--day. We manufacture and save you jobbers’
and retailers’ profit on everything in fishing tackle line.
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EXCLUSIVELY.

VON LENGERKE & ANTOINE

MILLS @ SON, 21 Park Place, New York, U. S. A.

Sole Agents
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PUBLISHING
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to net in
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B

Seven varieties:
Manhattan, Vermouth, Dry Gin, Whiskey, Tom Gin,
Martini and the American.
To be had in glass only—Large and small bottles.At Hotels, Cafés, Drug Stores and wherever liquors
are sold,
THE COOK & BERNHEIMER CO.,
Makers, New York. -
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The object of this journal will be to studiously
promote a healthful interest in outdoor recreation, and to cultivate a refined taste for natural
objects.

Announcement in first number of
Forrest AND STREAM, Aug. 14, 1873.

wOeHUDSON

BAY

BY

CANOE.

In our issues of next week and the week following, June 9 and 16, Dr. Robert T. Morris will
write of a thousand-mile canoe trip to Hudson
Bay.
The two papers will be illustrated with
photographs.

“A

MIDNIGHT

WADER.”

WE give to-day another one of the remarkable
series of wild game photographs by Hon. George
Shiras,

3d.

This

was

taken

on

Mich., on a night in August.
have been reproduced in our
March 3, April 7 and May 5.
Apart

from

their

Whitefish

River,

Other flashlights
issues of. Feb. 3,

extraordinary

character

as

achievements in pure photography, these night
pictures are notable for two things; first, for the
absolutely real, unstudied and unconscious attitude of the game, and again for the artistic quality, which is as if the animal had been posed by
an artist.
This characteristic, which pervades
all the series, is peculiarly marked in the picture
printed to-day.

THE

WICHITA

GAME

PRESERVE.

Mr. Lacey’s amendment to the Agricultural
Appropriation bill appropriating $15,000 for the
erection of a wire fence and sheds to provide a
range for the buffalo of the Wichita Preserve, recently passed the House of Representatives.
It
will be recalled that the New York Zoological
Society has offered to present to the Government,
to be turned

a herd

out in the Wichita

of buffalo

which

Game

Preserve,

is likely to form

nucleus of a second Government

the

grow rapidly.
The Wichita Game Preserve was established in
January, 1905, as a National game park. It is a
portion of the Wichita Forest Reserve and inmore

than

50,000

acres

of land.

It lies

in the midst of the old buffalo range and it
would be hard to imagine a region better fitted
for

a range

for

buffalo,

The existing life there includes deer, an-

telope, black bears, panthers,
coyotes,
beaver
and
otter.

wildcats, wolves,
The
prohibition

against hunting will certainly protect the deer,
antelope and beaver, while such destructive species as panthers, wildcats and wolves can properly be destroyed by order of the Secretary of
Agriculture as occasion demands.
The Wichita Mountains formerly abounded in
wild

turkeys,

and

prairie

chickens

are

found

some numbers.
There are few birds that need
protection more than the wild turkey, which is
gradually being exterminated,
as is also the
prairie chicken.
Within this preserve are to be found all the
conditions

favorable

to the indigenous

life of the

southern plains region, and, as Mr, Henry W.
Henshaw, of the Biological Survey, has very
justly said, this preserve affords the opportunity
of restoring in Oklahoma practically all the species of big game and game birds which formerly
were abundant there, and of maintaining a permanent

source

of supply

for the

Territory

although,

to

be

sure,

these animals are so adaptable that they seem to
flourish equally well north and south, in the high
mountains and on the burning plains.
The Wichita mountains are low, sparsely timbered hills, well watered and with abundant

VOL.

LXVI.—No.

and

other portions of the United States.

game is eaten by persons who have game served
to them because it is the correct thing, who have
a notien, too, that game to be game must be
“high,” and who eat the bird that is set before
them, no matter how alarming it may be in color

and flavor.

In the light of the Chicago packing

house revelations, the consumer of cold storage
game may not unreasonably view the dish with

suspicion, and refrain from it with prudence,

FISHING AND WATER SUPPLIES.
A New York city water supply project, for
which $160,000,000
will be spent, will involve the
taking of some 18,000 acres of land in the Catskills, the obliteration of several villages, the removal of nineteen miles of railroad track, and the
confiscation of boating and fishing privileges in

many streams and ponds and lakes. This is one
of a rapidly growing number of instances of
water supply extensions which involve the taking
away of rights enjoyed from time immemorial
_ by the angler. In Middletown, N. Y., a war has
been waged for four years over the prohibition
of fishing in the public reservoirs;

THE

WILD

22.

New York.

in

the strife has

split both political parties, made bitter enemies
of life-long friends and caused bloodshed several
times.
In Massachusetts
the Legislature this
year passed a bill permitting fishing and boating
in several bodies of water in the Boston water

PIGEON.

THE cataclysm theory of the destruction of the
wild pigeon is combated in a strong argument in
a paper by Mr. B. Waters, of which the concluding portion is printed to-day.
The records
system, but
Governor
Guild
has vetoed
the
of the former plenitude of the bird and the war _ measure, holding that the lives of a million peoupon it, which is shown to have been sufficient
ple should not be imperilled for the advantage of
to account for its destruction, are described in a few thousands.
large measure from data contained in the files of
this journal,
A note in our issue of May 19
from Mr. John Burroughs reporting the obserAmMeERIcAN food and game fishes have been sent
vation of a flock of wild pigeons in the Catskills
to stock the waters of many foreign countries.
gives hope that the bird may yet be restored in Last year Mr. John W. Titcomb, of the United
such stock as to make good its preservation under
more favorable treatment by its human enemy.

herd, established

under very favorable conditions.
The first herd
set on foot three years ago in the National Park
then numbered twenty animals.
It has already
increased to fifty-four head, of which eleven are
this spring’s calves, A few more calves are expected during the summer.
In other words, in
three years the herd has nearly trebled, and while
it cannot be expected to continue to increase at
this rate, there is no reason why it should not

cludes

grass.

|

1 No. 346 Broadway,
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COLD STORAGE GAME.
startling disclosures of the practices

the meat packers may

well give pause

the

color

of

diseased

flesh

of

to the con-

and

neu-

tralizing the odors of that which is rotten, what
may we not assume to be done in the same direction by the dealers in cold storage game?
As is
well known, immense quantities of game are kept
in the cold storage establishments
for years,

whence the product is removed for consumption
as opportunity offers. Anyone who has ever seen
the stuff in mass knows what a disgusting object
it sometimes

some

is, and will readily

understand

of

Bureau

touring the United

sumers of cold storage game.
If it be the common practice of the packers of beef and mutton
and pork and sausage and canned chicken to use
deadly chemicals for preserving the meats, for
restoring

States

that

of it must be subjected to a meat packer’s

process of renevation before it can be served,
even to the most confiding and ignorant consumer.
Of course, much of this cold storage

Fisheries,

successful

a

made

trip to Argentine with fishes adapted to that
Now the Gaikwar of Baroda, who is
country,
has

so

been

States to study its institutions,

success

by the

impressed

of our

fishcultural enterprises, that he has expressed a
desire to have an expert from the Bureau go to

India to give instructions in fishculture. This is
of increased significance when it is considered
that Great Britain might be expected to supply
her own

in this field throughout

the talent
sessions.

pos-

ad

New

Jersey

has

$350,000

appropriated

fighting the mosquito

pest.

The

for

is to be

sum

spent in instalments of $50,000 per year for seven
Modern study of the life history of the
years,

mosquito has shown very clearly that if undertaken intelligently, schemes for the extirpation of
the pest may be entirely successful; and the time
has

come

be devoted
success

or

when

public

moneys

to such work.
failure

of the

The
New

reasonably

may

experience
Jersey

campaign will be watched with much

and

mosquito

interest.
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In the Lodges of the Blackfeet.
XXVII.—Trade,

Hunt

and

War

Party.

Our trade flourished.
Berry was almost constantly on the road, so I had few opportunities
to do any hunting.
There were days when I saw
a band of buffalo ‘loping swiftly over the distant plain pursued by the hunters, or when some
friend came into our lodge and told of an exciting chase—l
found camp life irksome at such
times, and longed to be able to go and come as
I pleased.
“To-morrow
you shall be trader,’ I said to
Nat-ah’-ki one evening, “and I will go hunting.
I must have a ride.
I am getting weak sitting

here in the lodge day after day.”
“You shall go,” she said.
“Why didn’t you
tell me long ago?
I can trade as well as you
can.
I know just how much to give for everything.
But I will not put my thumb in the cup
when I measure out sugar or coffee or tea.”
“The cup has no handle,’ I interposed.
“But there are other cups of the very same
size with handles.
You and Berry ought to be
ashamed of yourselves, to so cheat these poor
people.
Now, here is the one’—picking up a
new tin one that
Berry had just brought from
the Fort.
“This is the one I shall use.
See, it
has a strong handle and—and’’—— she turned it
over and over, examining inside and outside.
“Why, what a strangely made cup; it has two
bottoms; it will hold only a little more than
half as much as a real cup.
Oh, what rascals
you traders are!”
“Wait!” I exclaimed, “you do not understand.
There is another trader in this camp.
He gives
four cups of sugar for a wolf skin; with this
one we have had made we will give seven cupfuls
or sugar, or four of coffee, or five of tea.
The
people will get just as much for a skin or robe
as they did before, but the other trader has no
false cup; he cannot give as many real cupfuls;
we will drive him out of here and get all of the

trade.”
And that is just what

we did.

As I have re-

marked before, Berry was the man to get trade;
no one could successfully compete with him.
I went hunting in the morning as I had planned.
There were six of us, including Big Plume and
his nephew,
a very bright, handsome,
likable
young man named Moccasin.
There were eight
or ten inches of snow on the ground and the
weather was cold.
Thick, low clouds drifting
southward obscured the sun, and snow fell intermittently at times so fast that we could not see
objects a hundred yards away.
We rode eastward for four or five miles, before we saw anything save a few seattering bulls, and then a lull
in the storm permitted a temporary view of a
large scope of country.
A half dozen bands of
buffalo were in sight, one of several hundred

head not half a mile farther on and across a wide
coulée, a branch of which extended to where we
were.
We sat very still on our horses until anether flurry of snow came down and blotted out
the landscape, when we rode into the side coulée,
down it and across the large one, and climbed the
hill on the other side.
When we topped the rise
we were right in the herd, and then it was every
man for himself.
Jt was all very misty and uncertain chasing the white-covered
creatures
in
the snowstorm, and haif blinded by the stinging
clouds of snow their sharp hoofs threw into our
I trusted to luck to ride safely among the
eyes.
hidden paririe dog and badger
holes,
and
to
bring down the quarry when I fired.
The muffled reports of my companions’
rifles sounded
very far off, my own seemed more like the discharge of a toy pistol than anything else, yet
before I had emptied the magazine I saw three
different victims stop, and stagger, and fall, and
I felt that I had killed my share of the game,

and

brought

my

excited

horse

to a stop.

The

chester repeaters.
They were Assinaboines, of
course, sneaking around in the cold and snow of
winter as usual, and they had met their just deserts.
My Piegan companions
were
for once
quiet over their success, not even letting out a
single shout of victory.
They felt too badly over

the

fall

of

Moccasin,

and quickly scalping and

taking the weapons of the dead, they gathered
around him in mute sympathy.
It was plain
to
be seen that he had made his last run, fired his
last shot.
Cold as it was, beads of perspiration
gathered on his pale face, and he writhed in
pain.
He had been shot in the abdomen,
His

horse had been caught and stood with the others
nearby.
“Help me to get into the saddle,’ he
said faintly.
“I must get home. I want to see

my woman and my little girl before I die. I
must see~them.
Help me up.”
Faithful old Big Plume was crying.
He had
raised the young man and been a father to him.
“T can do nothing,’ he sobbed, “nothing.
Some

of you lift him up.

Some one ride ahead and

others did even better than I, and we were several hours skinning our kill and preparing the

tell them what has happened.”

meat

first; they will learn about it soon enough.

for packing.

Not

that we

that; the hunters’ women
next day, and Big Plume
taken in for one of the

intended

to do

would come for it the
was to have my share
hides and part of the

meat,

It was all of 2 c’clock when we started homeward, after tying to our saddles the tongues and
other choice parts of the buffalo.
The wind had
veered
to west
northwest
and
was
blowing
harder, driving the snow in clouds before it. We
had not progressed more than a mile, shielding
our faces with our hands or blankets, and trusting to our horses to find the back trail, when
some one cried out:
“A war party ahead! Look!

See them

run!”

And,

sure

enough,

there

they

were, a couple of hundred yards distant, five men
running as fast as they could for the shelter of
a nearby coulée.
Moccasin was away ahead of
us and he put the whip to his horse as soon as

he sighted

them,

regardless

of his uncle’s cries

to wait and be cautious.
Long before we could
overtake him he had charged after them, firing
his carbine rapidly, and we saw one of them fall.
They, too, fired at him, and we saw that they
carried muzzle-loaders.
He was now almost on
top of the four fleeing men when the one who
had fallen rose up as he was passing and dis-

charged

a pistol

at him, and

doubling

over

in

the saddle he hung on for a moment, then fell
limply to the ground, his horse turning and running wildly back to us.

Big Plume hurried over to where he lay and
dismouning beside him, raised him up in_ his
arms.
The rest of us made short work of the
war

party.

reloading

One

or

two

of

them

succeeded

in

their guns

and

firing at us, but they

did no damage and fell one after another, riddled with bullets from our Henry and Win-

“No,”
badly

the wounded
hurt,

man

I know,

said, “no one

but

I am

going

shall go-

to

I am
live

to

reach my lodge.”
We got him up into the saddle and one, mounting behind, supported his drooping form.
An-

cther led the horse, and thus we resumed our
homeward way. Twice
he fainted, and we stopped
in a sheltered coulée, spread blankets and laid’
him on them, bathed his brow with snow and fed
him snow when he revived. He was thirsty, calling

for

seemed

water,

water,

continually.’

The

way

terribly long and coming night added to

the general gloom of our party.. We had started
out so happily, had been so successful, and then
in an instant death had come among us, our

swift

home

going

had

been

changed

into

a

funeral trail, a life full of happiness and love
and contentment was going out.
That was the
way of it on the plains; the unexpected was
always happening.
We came to the edge of camp at dusk and filed
in past the lodges.
People gathered and inquired
what had happened.
We told them, and some
ran on ahead spreading the news.
Before we
came,
Moccasin’s wife ran from her lodge tomeet us, sobbing heart-brokenly, cautioning us to
be careful and carry him in as easily as possible.
We laid him on his couch, and she leaned over
and held him to her bosom, kissed him fervently
and called on the Sun io let -him live.
I went
out and to my own lodge.
Nat-ah’-ki met me
at the doorway,
She, too, was crying, for Moc-

casin was

a distant

anxiously

to see

relative.

if there

She looked

was

any

blood

at me
on

my

clothes, and there was, plenty of it, buffalo blood.
“Oh,”

too?

she

gasped,

“and

they

have

Show me, quick, where is it?

for help.”

shot

you,

Let me call

FOREST

AND

STREAM.
planted their little garden and erected a brushroofed | summer house, under which they would
sit in the heat of the day and watch their corn
and pumpkins grow, morning and evening faithfully irrigating
them
with
buckets of water
I passed much time with them there, or
water,
with rude pole and line angled for catfish and
goldeyes in the deep hole nearby, the while listening to their quaint songs and still quainter
Time and again Nat-ah’-ki
tales of the long ago.
would say:
‘What happiness; what peace.
Let
us pray that it may last.”
The Piegans drifted westward from the Bear’s
Paw country and most of them returned to their
agency, which was now located on Badger Creek,
a tributary of the Marias, about fifty miles above
Some, however, encamped across the
the Fort.
river from us and hunted antelope and deer, killing an occasional buffalo bull.
Reports from the
Agency told of hard times up there.
The agent
was said to be starving the people, and they were
already talking of moving back to the buffalo
WALTER B. ANDERSON.
country.
[TO BE CONTINUED, |

A

Summer
BY

CHAUDIERE

Photo

“Tt is nothing,” I told her, “nothing but blood
from my kill.
I am as well as ever.”
“But you might have been killed,” she cried.
“You might have been killed.
You are not’ going hunting any more in this country of war parties. You have no business to hunt.
You are a
trader, and you are going to stay right here with

me where it is safe to live.”
Moccasin, poor fellow, died in less than an
hour after we got him home, and the wailing
of wite and relatives was heart-breaking to hear.
It was a sad time for us all, and made us think
of the uncertainty of life. Three of the kindliest
and best loved ones in the whole tribe had gone
from us in so short a time, in such an unlooked
for manner.
We did not get all of the robes that were
tanned that winter; whiskey traders occasionally

visited

the camp,

FALLS,

by Dr. Andrew

and by giving large quantities

Graydon.

of very bad liquor, bartered for some of them.
The Piegans also made frequent trips to Fort
Benton to trade.
But we did get 2,200 robes, to
say nothing of deer, elk, beaver and other pelts,
and were well satisfied.
About April 1 we were
home again at Fort Conrad, and Berry began at
once to tear up the big bottom with his bull
teams.
-Of nights he used up many a sheet of
paper figuring out the profit in raising oats, sixty
bushels to the acre, and in the pork raising industry, sixteen pigs to the sow twice a year—or

maybe

thrice,

I forget

which;

anyhow,

it all

seemed very plain, and sure, on paper.
More
plows were bought, some Berkshire pigs were ordered from the States, a ditch was dug to tap
the Dry Fork of the Marias..
Yes, we were going to be farmers for sure.

Away
the

Dry

down
Fork

at the end of the bottom,
and

the

Marias

met,

the

where
women

on
DR,

the

ANDREW

French

River.

GRAYDON.

CAMPING among the Canadian Islands had always been in contemplation, and so, when | was
able to close my office doors, in the latter part
of July, 1905, for a five weeks’ vacation, it was
with bright expectations.
The ride over the Buffalo, Rochester & Pittsburg Railroad to Buffalo was full of pleasure and
interest.
It was very enjoyable to sit at the rear
end of the observation car and watch the country unfold before your eyes.
The train service
is good, and car accommodations excellent.
The
mountain scenery
between
Punxsutawney
and
Bradford is fine at many points.
After a short wait and lunch at Buffalo I continued my journey on the Grand Trunk Railroad
and reached Toronto in good time.
The next
morning was spent viewing the many points of
interest in which the city abounds.
It was
Our train left Toronto at 1:45 P. M.
a double-header, filled with passengers and under
The
the care of extremely courteous officials.
Grand Trunk Railroad took us through a_ very
Prosperous farms and
beautiful part of Canada.
thriving towns lying on both sides of the route.
The chain of charming lakes added greatly to the
A pleasing feature of
witchery of the scenery.
this ride is the substantially built stations, placed
smoothly
and
in beautiful settings of flowers
It speaks well for the managetrimmed grass.
ment of the railroad to come upon these eviIt is very refreshing to
dences of good taste.
draw up to one of these little oases, after rushing for miles through the dust of railroad travel.
We reached North Bay in good time for the
comfortable bed we found at the Pacific Hotel.
Sleep would have come promptly to our tired
bodies, had it not been for the fact that a couple
of little bell boys had chosen the hour of midnight
to finish a wrestling bout, in an adjoining room.
The noise of the struggles, clinches, falls, etc.,

kept

me

an

unseen,

reluctant

participator

for

some time,
Let me caution any one going to the French
River to get some pretty good idea of the running
It was wonderful the profound
time of the boat.
After
ignorance on this point I ran up against.
several trips up and down town | learned that
50,
the Hazel B. would not go out that day.
although only a couple of hours from my objective point on the French, I was compelled to reIt
main over at North Bay twenty-four hours.
did not take long to exhaust all the points of
interest about the town, read all the old papers,
Hazel B. was due
and still have time to spare.
to start at 9 A. M., but it was 11 o’clock before
It is a small boat, and fair sailer
we were off.
when the water is smooth. |
a
is a genial, obliging, gzoodCaptain McCall

866
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natured old salt. Takes life easy and smooth,
like his boat. He is supposed to make a daily
trip across Lake Nipissing and down the French
Be a This scheme, however, does not always
work,
The day was bright and clear, the ride on the

party, going down to the water’s edge for a pail
of water discovered smoke in the bush.
He

mand

yelled “Fire,” and ran

for it.

It was

continuing

company

I have

seen

water

fire more

most

delightful.

After

about two and one-

half hours’ running we arrived at Island No. 116,
my

destination,

where

I found

my

friends,

Rev.

Charles A. Bragdon and family, awaiting me.
This island is well located on the main channel
with a natural landing place, also on the route of

the proposed new ship canal.
It contains twentyseven acres, is well wooded and has a pleasing
outlook, with Contentment Island in the foreground,
All in all, it is an ideal spot for a
Canadian summer home.
Situated as we were,
good boating and canoeing was always available,
for if the front channel was rough water, there
was smooth water in the back.

The

delightful

hours

we

spent

floating about

among the Islands, with new vistas of beauty
opening up before us can only be appreciated by
experiencing them.
Being a tenderfoot as to canoeing I had to
have my experience.
It came on my second day.
After a refreshing swim and sun bath we loaded
our canoe to return to camp.
I thought I had
stepped into the center very carefully, but I must
have made the wrong combination, at least my
friend Orrin thought so, as we crawled out of
our second swim with clothes on.
It did not wet
us any more to gather up the cushions, books,
etc., from the bottom of the river.
But the uncertainty of canoeing is not its only pleasure.
The fishing in the French River is good. Bass,
pike, pickerel abound, and maskinongé of large
size are caught in many places.
A fine one of
the latter we saw, weighing 35 pounds, and meas-

uring four feet.

There

is no trouble in keeping

the table supplied with all the fresh fish you
need; indeed, you get tired eating them.
Twelve

or I5 pounds of bass is no uncommoun

one-half

hour’s catch,
Probably the best fishing ground is down at
the Chaudiere Falls.
Toward that part of the
river many of the large camping parties go.
It

is a beautiful

portion of the stream,

with good

facilities for locating camps.
While speaking of
campers it is well to add a word of caution in
respect to fires.
The scant soil on these islands
is largely made up of pine needles, leaves, etc.,
many inches deep.
A fire will smoulder in this
for hours, and long after the party has gone, will
break out and run over the island before anybody

can reach it,

Some very disastrous fires occurred

in this way this summer,
and islands ruined.
Some years must elapse before the growth will
amount to anything,
Captain McCall lost his island and a cottage,
just completed.
He had touched at the island
early in the morning, and when he returned at
noon he found. all devastated.
Another large
one, No. 154, was discovered on fire. A company
of campers had gone from it a few hours before
without thoroughly extinguishing
their
camp-

fire. It came to the surface and burned for quite
a while before seen.
Even after it had been
fought

again

and,

and

supposedly

ruined

beaten

out,

it

half of the island.

started

If every

party would thoroughly drench with water the
site of their fire, and several feet around it, or,
better still, build their fire on one of the many

flat rocks that are scattered about, much valuable
property,

belonging

hospitality
Indeed,

so

to

they are
frequent

somebody

enjoying,
has

become

else,

would

whose

be saved.

this

abuse

of

and commendable

astonishing

with what speed the local fire

responded.

better organized

companies

many

other

get on the scene

of

slowly,

It amazed me, too, to see the large number of
pails that could be unearthed

Our

united efforts were

in a summer

rewarded

with

camp.

success,

and the island saved in spite of a fierce wind.

To

the amateur photographer this region offers many
opportunities.
ee,
We
where

were fortunate in having a
conditions could be tested,

Wynne
be

meter proved invaluable.

provided

broke my

with

some

ground

dark room,
though my

It is better to

extras,

for

instance,

I

glass in the first few days

I

was there, and was forced to do all my work
with a piece of oiled paper.
It answered every
purpose, however, had to in fact, since I could

not get any more
This
a hard

glass.

region is a fine place to recuperate after
winter’s work for the business man, the

housewife and the growing children.
Clear,
bracing atmosphere, air dry, filled with the odors
of pine, of which

Scarcely
and

date

any

refreshing.

himself

trees

flies or
To

the

islands

are

mosquitoes.

the

to primitive

one

covered.

Nights

that can

conditions

cool

accommo-

and

semi-

roughing for the sake of ozonic effects, he will
find a month or six weeks spent on the French
River of great benefit.
It is better to take life

easy, simply soak in the life-giving sunshine and
outdoor

conditions.

tinual “go.”
store

up

rather

than

to be on

a con-

The object of such a vacation is to

energy

for the coming

months

of fiard

work with mind and body.
A delightful method adopted by some is to hire

a houseboat and tug, go where you please, tie up
as long-as it suits you, and the fishing lasts, at
any particular point.
We were fortunate to see
this worked out in the houseboat party of Hon.
John S. Hendrie and his charming wife.
The
pleasant hour spent with them will always be.
recalled and the thrilling “good-by” notes of the
bagpipe heard, when we look on the photograph
taken at the time.
To the lover of nature with his camera and

fishing tackle will come
pleasure

and

Our home

an endless succession

trip out the river was

Falls,

Our boat was the Northern

Clark,

large

and

smoothly

commodious,

in a furious

and with

ease.

Bell, Captain

which

rode

The

wind

the

and

As I had a comfortable daylight trip coming
up, I decided to take a sleeper on the Grand
Trunk for Buffalo.
JI found the berth all that
could be desired and enjoyed a good night’s sleep.
It gives me great pleasure-to add my tribute,
as a physician, to the benefits of a summer on

the Canadian waters.
And it was with satisfaction that I purchased an island on the French
River, expecting to spend future summers there.

Belle Meade

Deer.

THE Nashville, Tenn., Banner of May a1 reports that the Belle Meade deer are now the
property of the people of the State of Tennessee,
and as such they will be protected to the fullest

hospitality, that many owners of islands are seri-

extent of the law by State Game Warden J. H.

ously

Acklen.

considering

the

withdrawing

privileges on their property.
With the thought of mutual
of us

met

together

at Ferguson

of

camping

The formal transfer of the animals took

place this morning,

protection
Lodge

some

and or-

ganized the Nipissing Cottagers’ Association,
shaped after a similar one in the Muskoka region.
After a few convictions at law it will be made
manifest our determination and ability to pro-

J. B. Richardson,

administra-

tor of the estate of Gen. W. H. Jackson, conveying the animals to the Department of Game, Fish
and Forestry, the consideration being funds collected through the Banner from the subscribers

Provincial

to the Belle Meade Deer Fund.
“The Belle Meade herd, thanks to the public
spirit of the Banner and those who have subscribed to such a worthy fund,’ says Col, J. H.
Acklen, State Game Warden, “now belong to the

We had an experience with fire on Dr. Bragdon’s island, which was a very active one for a
half hour or so, while it lasted.
One of our

State.
I am gratified that such a consummation
has been achieved, and the public can be assured
that I shall take pleasure in using every energy
and every piece of legal machinery at my com-

tect our property
We are fortunate

from depredation of all kinds.
and privileged in having Hon.

John S. Hendrie, a member of the
Cabinet, as honorable president.

at present,

and

for two years more, making it a fine
three

months’

imprisonment

for the

killing of a deer. I shall vigorously enforce that law
in each and every instance. I want it to be known
too that half of the $50 fine will in every case
go to the informant, the man who makes known
to me that a deer has been killed. Not only is
it unlawful to kill the animals in the State, but
It is against

the law to run

them

with dogs.”

This is the edict of the State game warden,
and he means what he says and his language will
no doubt set some to thinking. Colonel Acklen
believes that the game of the State should be
preserved for its people, and he believes that
there will be deer in abundance in the Old VolFor
unteer State if it is properly protected.
some time he has entertained the idea that it:
would be a great thing for the State to own and
protect the Belle Meade deer, and now
successful,
has’ been
Banner’s move

Acklen will take pleasure in
noble animals are preserved and
slayer will be stayed in every
will be punished.
The deer, as stated-above, now
tionally to the

State.

All

that the
Colonel

seeing that the
the hand of the
instance and he
belong uncondi-

of the purchase

price

has not been paid, but Mr. Richardson has conveyed them unreservedly, nevertheless,
without
retention of title, and they belong to thé people
of Tennessee. Those who subscribed to the fund
and who have not yet paid up are urged to send
their checks in to the Banner at once. In addition to contributing most cheerfully the sum of
$50 to the fund, Mr. Richardson makes the further contribution of $25 to-day. This fund will
be paid to the Banner and will be used in having
printed several thousand circulars that will be

distributed
people

through

of the

the

country

fact that the

deer and that they cannot
circumstances.
4

State

notifying
now

owns

the
the

be killed under ‘any

The deputy wardens of Colonel Acklen’’ will
distribute these circulars through the country so
that “he who runs may read,’ and all may know

that the Belle Meade deer are abroad in the land
and are not to be harmed.

of

rough water made it impossible to land at North
Bay, as the wharf was not suitable for rough
weather pounding.
|

The

of $50 and

There is a law on

of Tennessee

books

profit.

storm of wind, rain and hail.
We had scacely
gotten on board the boat when it broke upon us,
and kept up till we were.well down to Sturgeon

storm.

to duly protect them.

the statute

2, 1906.

A
SOME

two

years

Stayer.

back

there

lived

in this city

an aged woodsman, who had been given over in
his boyhood days to the sports of gun and dog.
One evening several of his hunting friends were
telling about the running qualities of their dogs,
and

no

doubt

some

the truth was done
each one had given
staying qualities of
the old fellow gave

“Well, boys, some

rather

careless

handling

of

for his special benefit. After
an instance of the marvelous
a certain dog he used to own
them the following:
Rak
of you have had some

pretty

fair dogs, I admit, but before this meeting breaks
up I must tell you of a dog I owned when Ifirst
came

to northern

Wisconsin

in ’72,

He

was

a

handsome and intelligent creature, and had, I
think, the sweetest voice of any hound I have
ever seen or heard. We started out one October
morning, and before going far Zeph was running
a deer. After listening to him a minute, I started

for a runway, where I knew they would
they passed and were far away before I
my stand. .I waited round about for two
hours, when I heard Zeph in the distance,

go, but
reached
or three
coming

closer and closer, though not coming near enough

for a shot. Then they made three more rounds
and I got a shot at the buck, while I noticed Zeph.
was gaining on him.
The next time they got

within hearing I whistled and called to the dog,
but he did not or would not hear, and I started
for home, expecting he would soon follow; but I

went to bed minus my dog.
“Being a little anxious I was out early next
morning, but found no dog; and so I started back
to the woods.
After reaching the spot where I
last saw Zeph I began looking around and calling to him. Soon I heard the old familiar chorus
nearing me, and shortly I saw the buck and Zeph

running for all they were worth

(thoughit was

not very fast), with their tongues

out, Zeph yelp-

ing as usual, but he was about three rods ahead
of the buck!”
W. W. L.

FOREST
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The

Pigeon.

Fate of the Wild
(Concluded from page

The

Nessmuk

AND STREAM

828.)

Destruction.

THE comprehensiveness of the destruction and
the active forces which compassed it, are best
presented in the following, taken from Forest

Ee STREAM.
1880
:
“Late

This is from the issue of April 29,

advices

from

Shelby,

Mich.,

the arrival of the wild pigeons.
seasons

ago,

your

in the same

*

correspondent

*

spent

announce

*

A few

two

weeks

locality, and saw one of the largest

roosts and the business of pigeoning in full blast.
The netters, buyers and pigeons generally arrive
on the grounds at one and the same time, the

course Of the birds being found out by use of the
telegraph.
The netters at once proceed to secure
a good place to set their nets, often paying as

high as $50 for a favored spot where the flight is

good,

or for some

drinking

place or salt marsh,

where the birds are in the habit of going.
buyers

erect

coops

for holding

live birds

The
or

get

together their stock of barrels and ice for shipping dead birds, though a good proportion of the
trappers ship their own birds alive or dead to
New

York

and

Chicago.

I saw

dead

birds

sold

at Shelby for 15 cents, and live for 30 cents per
dozen, though the average

prices are higher.

The

morning and evening hours are the best for catching, as then the flights are on.
I saw 287 taken
at one spring of a single net, over a bed of muck
to which the birds had been baited for some days

by sprinkling salt over the mud.

On these beds,

no decoys are used, the baiting being sufficient.
The pigeons would eat greedily of the salted
muck.
* * * With the first streaks of light

we could hear the flutter of wings as they lit in
the trees about the bed. As the light increased,
they came

faster

and

thicker,

until

some

of the

trees were alive with them, and the woods were
filled with their calls.
Soon a single pigeon
dropped upon the bed, and’ had hardly folded its
wings before others began to pour from the trees
in a stream.

When

they seemed

to be standing

on each other’s backs and you could see nothing
but pointed tails sticking up, and while they were
still flying thickly down to the bed, we both
jerked the line with all our might. There was a
loud swish as the net sprang over, the lead line
knocking

feathers

from

those

wrote

AND

STREAM.

from Wellsboro,

were

Pa., in Forest

May 11, 1882, as follows:

,

still numerous,

years, and that
better organized
netters and salt
posed to such a

twenty-five

Jacobstaff, in ForEST AND STREAM of May 17,
1883, wrote as follows:
“What has become of all the wild pigeons?
The vast flocks almost hiding the sun as they
passed over in their northern flight day by day.
Why, I distinctly remember one flock that crossed
over Chenango Valley that was nearly a half hour

miles

west

of Wellsboro,

speedy extermination

It is the

same old criminal trick of heartless brutality that
has pained and disgusted every humane sportsman and lover of nature for the past fifty years.
Only in this instance the war of extermination is
carried on with devilish skill and a deadliness
that beats the old-time modes of chopping down

trees, shooting and smoking with sulphur.

On at

obscured

They order it

The guns keep up a con-

stant fusilade, and there is a continuous fight going on between gunners and netters.
The latter
cannot get the birds ‘down’ on their salt beds
when they are scared by shooting, and the gun-

for

swept by.

the

are

all

these

birds

retreat

has just returned from the nesting in Potter
county,
Having no authority in that county, the

great.deal

Here

are his words: ‘The nests are placed more thickly
on the trees than I have seen them in previous
nestings, but the roost is not extensive—three
and one-half by one-half mile.
The nets, netters
and salt beds number 500 and more, with others
constantly coming in,
One package of ninety
nets came in just as I left.
No, they are not
making it. There is not a netter there who is

making expenses, for which the Lord be thanked.
The birds are getting scared and wary, and some
old netters fear they will leave in a body.’”’
The foregoing shows that, in 1882, the birds

while

rearing

pigeons?”

to

study

at a nesting place than 100 netters, for this reason:
The pigeons make but a very small nest,
almost flat on the top, and the egg (as they only

The
and

comes

along

and

fires

into

them,

every bird in hearing of the gun gets off from
its nest as soon

as it can, and away

goes the egg

at the same time and the nest is abandoned.”
If not a pigeon was killed by man, the prevention of reproduction thus enforced would in a
very few years exterminate the pigeon species.
The diminishing numbers, and total absence of
the birds

were

now

becoming

apparent.

In the

following year there were inquiries about them.

WELL

FED

‘BEARS

OF

*

Talk

*

*

*

about

Instead

their young

away

wrote

of

THE

beyond

L. H. Smith,

interest in bird life will let us hear from

the

hunter

now?

“Is it possible,”

habits of wild pigeons, especially when on their
nesting grounds. One gunner will do more harm

lay one at a time) is very easily rolled out.

*

of Strathroy, Ont. in Forest AND STREAM
of
May, 1888:
‘That the beautiful passenger pigeon
is becoming extinct?
He has left the East for
good.
I hope some of our friends who take an

still in the air and

of pains

*

the Mississippi, miles beyond a railroad.
The
railroads have done it. When they opened up
through central New York, it did not take long
for the farmers to cut down their woods, for they
had a ready sale; and when the groves with their
beech nuts and acorns were gone, the birds soon
went, too, never to return.”
In 1888 there were importunate queries all substantially in the words, “Where are the wild

nation, How long can it last?”
Noy. 17, 1881, a writer of Champaign county,
Ohio, stated:
“T am a trapper; have followed it for years, and
a

time.

until the last of the
The sun was veritably

those vast nestings in Sullivan county, N. Y., and
northern
Pennsylvania, or even Michigan and
Wisconsin, the birds have been driven for a safe

ners make it a point to shoot with an eye to the
foiling of netters. * * * Our game constable
best he could do was to note and report.

thousands

pigeons, why one spring there were so many, that
is, they came
in such
myriads
by platoons,
brigades, whole armies, that the students of the
university used to stand on the hillside and knock
them down with poles as they swept up from the
valley below.
Pigeon stew, pigeon potpie, pigeon
broils, etc., were the order at the college boarding
hall.
Such high living was never known in all
the annals of any university steward, and this
particular steward*.was a good fellow, and his
jolly face rotunded in proportion.
But where

more wisely now.
Before an egg was laid, there
were 200 salt beds and nets ready for slaughter.
But the roost was rather protected until the incubation was progressing; then the murder commenced.
Three hundred nets are daily spread in
a pigeon roost only three miles long by about

half.a mile in width.

of it is obvious.

from their first appearance
many

least four occasions during the past thirty years,
the pigeons have been driven from their nesting
before the nests were fairly finished by the greedy,
noisy onslaught of all the hoodlums who could

beg, buy or borrow a $5 shotgun.

the forces of destruction were
and greatly increased.
With 500
beds, and a lot of shooters opsmall nesting, the possible and

future season, but it seems there was, and their
enemies are on hand to wage the war of extermi-

taken

in greatly diminished

“I want to exhaust the list of objections and
bitter anathemas on the ‘brutal
heads
of the
featherless pigeon owls—begging the owl’s pardon—who are netting and slaughtering the parent
birds on the roost about the head of Indian River,

in the way of the net.
We rushed from our
cover, and while I stood in astonishment at the
boiling mass under the meshes, the netter proceeded to fasten down the corners of the net and
remove the birds to the coops. * * * I did
not think then that there would be a pigeon left
to lead the way to the woods of Shelby at some

have

though

numbers as compared with the multitudes of prior

YELLOWSTONE

PARK.

them.

FOREST
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Let us hear from Michigan, Wisconsin, Arkansas, the Indian’ Territory and from anywhere this

fine bird may still be staying.” Alas! those States

had been heard from many times in prior years,
but it was a hearing in words of blood and destruction, which clearly stated the doom of the
wild pigeon.
In the face of such obvious extermination it seems like a mockery of sportsmanship to ask, “Where are the wild pigeons?”
In Forest AND STREAM of June 14, 1888, a correspondent (Whitewater, Wis.) replies to L. H.
Smith, as follows:
‘In your last number, a correspondent asks as to the whereabouts of those
beautiful birds. the wild pigeons, which used to
be so abundant a few years ago.
It is thought
here that the wholesale destruction of young and
old at their nesting places has resulted in nearly
exterminating them,
A few years since there was
a roost near Kilbourn City, in this State; and
men, women and children, besides a large number of Indians, spent a week or more in. shooting
the old birds and clubbing down the young.
The
weather was intensely hot and nearly all that
were intended for shipment spoiled; several tons
of young birds which had been brought to the
express office and were found to be unfit to send
off, were thrown into the Wisconsin River,
As
this process is substantially repeated in every
State or Territory where a roost is discovered,
it cannot but soon result in wiping out the entire
race of passenger pigeons, unless soon discontinued.”
Ebeemee,
Putnam,
Conn.,
in
ForEST
AND
STREAM of June 28, 1888, wrote: “While my pen
is at it I want to echo the question, ‘Where are
the wild pigeons?’
In my
boyhood
in New

Hampshire

I used to see fairly large flocks and

be able every year to secure a few, and that was
but a few years after the great flights of which
every one told when these birds were netted by
the thousand.
Now, I doubt if a wild pigeon is
seen in New England.”
A correspondent of Toronto, Ont., in Forest

AND

STREAM

of July 26, 1888, stated:

“Last fall

while shooting in the northern part of Victoria
county, my companion had the luck to kill one
of these beautiful birds, it being the first one
taken in that district for several years, although
they may be seen occasionally.”
Thus, whether the wild pigeon was the last
of his kind, or in countless thousands, the impulse to destroy it was the same.
Where was
the wild pigeon?
Dead in the roosts, fed to the
hogs, consumed as food, shot at in the traps!
Wilson,
referred
to before
herein,
wrote:
“When these roosts are first discovered, the inhabitants, from considerable distances, visit them
in the night, with guns, clubs, long poles, pots
of sulphur, and various other engines of destruction.
In a few hours they fill many sacks and
load their horses with them.
By the Indians,
a pigeon roost or breeding place is considered
an important source of national profit and dependance for that season, and all their active ingenuity is exercised on that occasion.
The breeding place differs from the former in its greater
extent.
)* t= * VAs. soon) as ethess younlen were
fully grown, and before they left the nests, numerous parties of the inhabitants, from all parts
of the adjacent country, came with wagons, axes,
beds, cooking utensils, many
of them accompanied by the greater part of their families, and
encamped for several days at this immense nursery.
Several of them informed
me that the
noise in the woods was so great as to terrify their
horses, and that it was difficult for one person
to hear another speak without bawling in his ear.
The ground was strewed with broken limbs of
trees, eggs and young squab pigeons, which had
been precipitated from above, and on which herds
of hogs were fattening.
Hawks, buzzards and
eagles were sailing about in great numbers, and
seizing the squabs from their nests at pleasure;
while, from twenty feet upward to the tops of
the trees, the view through the woods presented
a perpetual tumult of crowding and fluttering
multitudes of pigeons, their wings roaring like
thunder, mingled with the frequent crash of falling timber, for now the ax men were at work,
cutting down those trees that seemed to be most
crowded with nests, and contrived to fell them
in such a manner that in their descent they might
bring down several others, by which means the

AND

STREAM.
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falling of one large tree sometimes produced 200
squabs, little inferior in size to the old ones, and
almost one mass of fat.
On some single trees,
upward of 100 nests were found,each containing
one young only; a circumstance in the history of
this bird not generally known to naturalists.
It
was dangerous to walk under these flying and
fluttering millions from the frequent fall of large
branches broken down by the weight of the multitudes above and which, in their descent often
destroyed numbers of the birds themselves; while
the clothes of those. engaged in traversing the
woods were completely covered with the excre-

ments

of the pigeons.

*

.*

*

The

nest of the

wild pigeon is formed of a few dry, slender twigs,
carelessly put together, and with so little concavity that the young one, when half-grown, can
easily be seen from-.below.
Great numbers of
hawks and sometimes the bald
eagle
himself,
hover about those breeding places, and seize the
old or the young from the nest amidst the rising
multitudes, and with the most daring affrontery.
The young, when beginning to fly, confine themselves to the under part of the tall woods, where
there is no brush, and where nuts and acorns are
abundant, searching among the leaves for mast,
and appear like a prodigious torrent rolling along
through the woods, every one striving to be in the
front.
Vast numbers of them are shot while in
this situation.
A person told me that he once
rode furiously into one of these rolling multitudes, and picked up thirteen pigeons which had
been trampled to death by his horse’s feet.” * * *
Jan. 17, 1884, a correspondent, concerning a
party of three, writes:
“Near Augusta, Mo., the
roost of pigeons was represented to us to be

‘perfectly enormous,’ and to that point we hied us.
* * * The trees were literally crowded with
them,

every

sometimes

limb

being

filled,

so overload

small

and

they

trees

would

as to break

them down.
They were so thick that it was an
easy matter to kill fifty at a shot.
When they
flew, the sound would resemble a train of cars
near at hand.
Their roost occupies a space of
about five miles long and three miles wide, and
when the pigeons come in at night and leave in
the morning they
actually
darken
the
earth

around.

*

*

*

At daybreak next morning we

all started for Augusta.
counted (three wagons)

When our pigeons
we had 5,415.”

In Forest AND STREAM

of Nov. 26, 1885, in re-

ply to a query concerning

the wild pigeon,

an

were

the growing

scarcity of

editorial reply was

as

fol-

lows:
“There is no mystery about the disappearance of the wild pigeons.
Their flocks have been
depleted by market pot-hunters and by the trapshooting

game

In Forest

protective

AND

STREAM

societies.”

of May

13, 1886, was

the following:
“Wild pigeons have been nesting
in the woods of Forest and Warren counties, Pa.,
this year, and the netters and gunners have been
reaping an unexpected spring harvest.
When the
birds appear, all the male inhabitants
of the

neighborhood

leave

their

customary

occupations

as farmers, bark-peelers, oil scouts, wildcatters
and tavern loafers, and join in the work of capturing and marketing the game.
The Pennsylvania law very plainly forbids the destruction of
the pigeons on their nesting grounds, but no one
pays any attention to the law, and the nesting
birds have been killed by thousands and tens of
thousands.”
From Forest AND STREAM of July 14, 1894, describing methods:
“From 100 to 200 men have
been engaged in netting these birds all the time,
and this number is increased by a great many
local netters wherever the birds happen to nest.
These regular netters are located in almost every

State in the Union, each new nesting seeming to

develop a few new catchers, who make frantic
efforts to get into the ring and find out the news
away from home, and in return give the boys any
local points they may discover.
“In this very large country, there would seem
to be every chance of losing a body of birds and
not finding out where they are.
But a very good
system has been established for keeping track of
them, which is specially looked after by the different express companies and the shippers and

handlers
other

of live and dead

section

of those

birds, who

interested

form

in the

an-

history

of the wild pigeon, before the epicure meets him
at the table.

2, 1900.

“When the body of birds leaves the South, the
local superintendents of the express companies

are instructed

to keep their eyes out for indica-

tions of a nesting,

and

the messengers

are to report on their route.

generally

A correspondence

of an inquisitive nature is carried on by every
regular netter in order that he or his chums may
strike the birds first. One may judge of the importance of the receipts to the express companies
from the fact that a total of 4,000 to 5,000 barrels
of birds are shipped from each nesting, averaging
thirty dozen to the barrel, on which the charges
are irom $6 to $12 per barrel, which sometimes

includes re-icing on the trip. This does not include the State fed birds for later market nor the
live

birds

charges

for

are

the

75

trapshooting,

cents

per

and

crate

of

on

which

seventy-two

birds to $300 per carload, nor the squabs, so that
it is of considerable importance that no nesting
be overlooked.
“The same flock of birds will be reported from
ten or twenty different points, sometimes 200 or
300 miles apart, on their first appearance in the
State.
Then the plot thickens and it becomes a
question, ‘Where is there feed enough to hold a
nesting?’
All probable points are then closely
watched and daylight finds each netter out,. set

and ready to try and hail any passing flock of
scouts and see how well the eggs are developed,

and by the contents of the craw to tell whether
the birds wintered in Missouri on acorns or in

Alabama

on

rice.

In this way

the small flocks

are watched and if they form a roost they are
not disturbed.
Generally the birds pick the best
feed possible in Michigan or Pennsylvania; beech

nuts are their nesting diet, following as the nuts
sprout by budding on the young elm buds.
In
Wisconsin and Minnesota acorns are their main
food.
“Describing a haul of the net, he writes: ‘At

last we

ripped into them

and the net only got

about half way over.
When we got out the birds
were pouring out of the net, so many there were
that they held up the front line.
Dropping flat

on‘it we had the satisfaction of saving 159 birds,
which was our best haul of the day.
Now followed a repetition of the early morning programme, lasting until sun down, and when we got

through we found sixty-one dozen and three birds
to the good.
*
fifteen miles was

* * In every clearing within
a bough house, and each train

was loaded with birds.’ ”
On the matter of decreasing numbers, he wrote:
“Much has been said and done in the way of
criticism of the art of netting birds for trap and
market, and it is the conviction of the ordinary
sportsman that to the net belongs the credit of

the

pigeon’s

extinction.

Much

more

might

be

said on the same side, but this article may possibly explain another way in which their numbers have not been increased.
While in many or
all of the States where the pigeons used to nest
laws originated by both netters and hunters were
passed prohibiting the use of gun or net within
a mile of the place of nesting, yet there are many
States not sc protected where the gun reigns su-

preme.

Now, no provision is made in any State

for the roosting

It may

show

birds,

you

one

and

thereby

hangs a tale.

of the causes

of the de-

crease in numbers and the increased shyness in
what pigeons we may now find in our land.”
The aforementioned
writer then recounts
a
night excursion into the roost by eight mén in
line armed with shotguns and six youths with

grain sacks to hold the dead birds.

He continues:

“In about a half hour a volley of guns sounded
a mile or two away on our left, and the leader,
saying, ‘Now, boys, come ahead; we'll get our
share before them fellers take them all,’ we stole

slowly

along

in line ten

flushed, although we could
of one shrub into another.

small thicket from
that a halt

was

which

called

and

feet apart.
hear
We

their
soon

No

birds

swish out
reached a

so loud a noise came
‘Aim

level, one,

two,

three, fire,’ was quietly spoken by the leader, The
deafening sound was quickly followed by the
breaking out of a large body of birds which left
the thicket only to pitch down
again on the
ground somewhere
else in the roosting.
The

sound

of flapping wings and struggling birds in

the brush was the signal to stack the guns against
a tree and with one or two lanterns and the sacks
our search was commenced.
‘Don’t touch the
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Fr

warm birds, finding many cripples and killing
them, and the boys counted sixty-nine birds out

miles and
tive total
Brewster,
This is

of that bunch brought to bag.
* * * All over
the country we could hear a cannonade and flocks

of which I can find any record. It was a small
affair when compared with antecedent nestings.

cold birds,’ I heard from my neighbor, ‘the boys
will get them to-morrow.’
We picked up all the

were continually settling down,
ignoring the
trees and tumbling into a bunch of grass when
and where they could after being once disturbed.

Of course, this shooting did more to frighten
and drive away the birds than all the netting in
the world.
* * * A _ succession of surprises
such as the one described was the order of the
night until midnight, when we met another party
of neighbors, who had tramped through from the
other side of the roost and who had bagged a

large number of birds.”
Disappearance.
The disappearance of the wild pigeon as large
flocks—many were seen afterward in small num-

bers—appears

to have taken place in 1888.

The

last flock was lost to view in the then unknown
land to the northward of Wisconsin.
An exceptionally instructive article, published in the Auk,
was reviewed in Forest AND STREAM of Oct. 24,
1889, as follows:
“A very interesting
paper
by Mr.
William
Brewster on the present status of the wild pigeon,
in the current number of the Auk, points to the

conclusion

that

this

interesting

bird

is by

no

means extinct, but that driven and harrassed by
the assiduity with which it was pursued in the
tates, it has betaken itself to uninhabited woods
somewhere to the north of the Great Lakes, in

British North America. This argument is mainly
supported by the fact that in the spring of 1888

almost every county in the southern peninsula of
Michigan was visited by large flocks of this bird
passing northward.
A few isolated pairs stopped
to roost in the wooded districts, but the main
army disappeared across the Straits of Mackinaw
about the close of April, much to the disappointment of the old-time netters, who, concluding
that the birds had returned to their old haunts for
the season, got out their nets and made prepara.
tion for the familiar slaughter.
Mr. Brewster,

contained 1,115,136,000 birds, the relaof it and the destruction mentioned by
will be more apparent.
the last account of any large nesting

The flock disappeared going northward, and
no information exists of its return, so far as I
know.
But there are several subsequent accounts
of single birds returning in ones, twos, threes
and very small flocks, scattered here and there
over the United States.
The prevention of the nesting at Petoskey in
1888, probably was the last straw.
Probably then
most of the birds were very aged, because the
persistent breaking up of nestings in previous
years would wholly or largely prevent the necessary recruiting of the flock by young birds, hence
among the old birds the death rate would be
very large and the flock woud rapidly perish.
Scattered and returning in twos and threes or
small flocks, they fell an easy prey to the man
who was ever alert with a gun.
The pigeon even
thus did not become suddenly extinct, for lone
birds here and there through the country have
been seen and reported betimes ever since the

great exodus

of 1888.

This matter of record concerning the disappearance of the last flock to the northward, should
forever dispel all far-fetched theories of the destruction of the birds on the high seas in a gale.
Had the pigeons ever returned as a flock, the
event would have been noted in the contemporraneous literature of the times.
Their failure to
return was noted widely, and deep regrets were
then voiced loudly and earnestly.
The destruction at that day was attributed to its true causes,
slaughter and prevention of reproduction.

The

following

communications

appeared

in

ForEST AND STREAM, and show the shattered condition of the great flock, after
the
Petoskey
massacre.
It also shows that the pigeons did not
disappear suddenly in a mass:
Sept. 5, 1889, George
A. Boardman
wrote:
“After some years we are this summer having

that the birds had arrived

some of our old acquaintances in the way of wild

in large numbers and were preparing to rcost, set
oft at once to learn as much as possible about the
breeding birds, reaching Cadillac on May 8, and

pigeons.
Several flocks have been seen about,
and I hope they may again become abundant.”
C. -E. I, East Templeton, Mass., in Forest AND
STREAM of Oct. 17, 1889, substantiates Mr. Boardman, as follows:
“It gives me pleasure to be
able to report the return of the wild pigeon to
Massachusetts.
I saw three Sept. 23, genuine
Ectopictes migratoria, the first seen since 1879
or 1880.
They were feeding on blueberries and
huckleberries that, although
badly dried, were
persistently hanging to the bushes.”
B. WaATERs.

having been informed

lingered there waiting for information

as to the

nesting site selected, until it was evident that the
birds had gone north.
;
“Here he collected evidence of the flight, principally from Mr. S. S. Stevens, a resident of the
place, a veteran pigeon netter, and one who has
a high reputation for veracity and carefulness of
statement.
Mr. Stevens’ testimony was to the
effect that pigeons appeared that year in numbers neat Cadillac about April 20.
He saw rully
sixty in one day scattered about in beech woods
near the head of Clum Lake, and on another

North

Carolina

Audubon

Society.

of a

Tue Fourth Annual Report of the North Caro-

brook, while a flock that covered at least eight
acres was observed by a friend, a perfectly reliable man, flying in a northeasterly direction. Many
other smaller flocks were reported.
But how do
these figures compare with the flights of fifteen
or twenty years ago?
Mr. Stevens, speaking of
the great nesting of 1876 or 1877, says:
“‘Tt began near Petoskey (Wis.) and extended
northeast past Crooked Lake for twenty-eight

lina Audubon Society has just been received, and
is an interesting document.
All Audubon
Society work may be said to have two aspects, the
educational
and
the
protective—the
teaching

occasion about

miles,

100 drinking

at the mouth

averaging three or four miles wide.

The

birds arrived in two separate bodies, one directly
from the south by land, the other following the
east coast of Wisconsin and crossing at Manitou
Island
We saw the latter body come in from the
lake at about 3 o’clock in the afternoon.
It was
a compact mass of pigeons, at least five miles long
by one mile wide.’
Again referring to the nesting place of 1881, Mr. Stevens estimates that 500
men were engaged in netting pigeons, and that
they secured on an average 20,000 birds apiece
during the season.
This would be a total of
1,000,000.000 birds.”
Brewster’s foregoing estimate of 1,000,000,000
birds destroyed at the roost—the destruction at
only one roosting—probably does not include the
total destruction, that also caused by the loss of

eggs and squabs. However, if we compare this
total with the flock, as estimated by Wilson,
which,

when

on

the

wing,

covered

180

square

that the laws should be obeyed, and the enforcing
of the statutes.
During the past year a vast quantity of educational literature has been distributed
in the State, a very great benefit, and the State
press has lent its aid in educating the people.
Besides this, Mr. T. Gilbert Pearson, the secretary, and Mr. William R. Lord, of Boston, Mass.,
have delivered lectures on the value of birds.
A special service done by the Society has been
the protection of colonies of water birds breeding
in North Carolina, with the result that these colonies have greatly increased.
One of these breeding places, of great interest to all ornithologists
is in Craven county, where about 150 pairs of
cormorants breed in summer,
The
bird
very

rarely breeds

in that latitude.

There

are breed-

ing colonies of herons which under present conditions are increasing.
By far the greatest work, however, has been
the increase in the number of gulls, terns and
black skimmers, which breed on the outer beach
along the coast.
Mr. Pearson conjectures that

the natural population of sea birds for this region

would be about 500,000 gulls and terns, but in the
summer of 1903, when the Audubon Society be-

gan its work, it was found that only five small
colonies of birds were left and the number of
The followeggs deposited was only about 1700.
ing year there was an increase of 1,000 eggs, and
for the summer of 1905 the increase in the number of birds reared is believed to have been nearly
The Audubon Society has a launch, which
7,000.
enables the wardens to cover much ground, and
the work of protecting these sea birds has become
very popular with the fishermen along the coast,
who recognize that the birds are their useful
friends,
There have been eighty-four convictions under
the game
law, covering a large number
of
offenses.
Among these were three convictions
for hunting ducks with fire, one for killing ducks
on a “lay day,’ and one for shipping quail.
The
total amount of the fines collected amounted to
$279.06.
It is often difficult to detect shipments of game
in -violation
of the law.
Boxes
are
labeled
eggs,”
“walnut kernels,
rabbits,’
“bananas,
and so on.
His little dog has been of great assistance to one of the wardens engaged in this
work.
It is interesting to know that at Pinehurst efforts are being made to rear quail in captivity,
and it is said with good results.
If this can be
done regularly and systematically it will do a
great deal for North Carolina and even more for
the sportsmen at large.
Mr. Pearson’s good work for bird protection
has often been adverted to and it continues to
merit high commendation.
“ee
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Plumes.

THE Forest, Fish and Game law of the State
of New York provides that the plumage of wild
birds in general shall not be sold or had in possession for the purposes of sale.
This provision
of the law is now and always has been openly
violated by milliners, and by the wholesale dealers in feathers and bird skins who supply milliners.
Steps are now being taken, however, to
enforce the law, the full text of which is as follows:
‘Wild birds other than the English sparrow, crow, hawk, crow blackbird, snow ow] and
great horned owl shall not be taken or possessed
at any time, dead or alive, except under the authority of a certificate issued under this act.
No
part of the plumage, skin or body of any bird
protected by this section shall be sold or had in
possession for sale.
The provisions of this section shall not apply to game birds for which an
open season is provided in this act.”’
Last week Commissioner Whipple, of the State
Forest, Fish and Game
Department,
served
a
notice on dealers in feathers that the sale or possession for sale of the feathers of wild birds is
illegal and must cease.
Commissioner Whipple
recognizes that there is a considerable trade in
these articles and desires that his enforcement of
the law shall work as little hardship as possible.
It is no doubt with this in view that he has postponed the issuing of this notice until the present
time, when the spring trade is at an end and when
dealers will have three months in which to return
their stock to the persons from whom it was purchased,
Commissioner Whipple’s notice reads:
“T respectfully call attention to our State law
covering the sale or possession for the purpose of
dress or otnament of the bodies or feathers of
wild birds, whether taken in this commonwealth
or elsewhere.
This law covers the skins and
feathers or parts thereof, especially of insectiyorous birds, herons, gulls, song birds, terns, etc.,
whenever and wherever taken.
“Tt is respectfully suggested that you can best
observe the spirit and letter of the law by removing from sale ‘all such feathers and returning

them to the wholesalers; and further, by refusing
to buy or sell such feathers, aigrettes, etc.
Certain dealers are,claiming that the bird laws are
not to be enforced; or that their particular goods,
notably aigrettes,
are
manufactured,
and
are

therefore

not

prohibited

by this

law.

In case

such statements are made, the writer will be
to give an opinion as to whether or not any
ticular feathers come within the scope of the
and whether or not they are liable to seizure
the possessor liable to arrest.”

glad
parlaw,
and
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YEARS

ago—it

Old West.

seems

a great

many

years

ago

to

me—lI decided to take Greeley’s advice and “go
West.”
It required some little nerve for a young
man raised on a farm in New York State to leave
his friends and make a break alone into the then
almost unknown West.
There was a “frontier”
then; now there is none.
I went to Junction City, Kan., and then on foot
south to the Santa Fé Railroad, which was then
just being built, and finally stopped where the
city of Wichita now is. At that time it was a

military post.

I could stand there then, and look-

ing southwest across the Arkansas River, see the
whole country speckled with buffalo as far as the
eye could reach.
I stayed there a few days, and
then went on up the river to what is now Hutch-

inson.

Here I met a man who told me about the

Medicine River country,
miles further southwest.

being a weil timbered

which was about 125
He represented it as

country,

with quite high

bluffs along the streams, and as all the country
where I was then had scarcely any timber, it
looked very dreary to me; besides, I had an idea
of going into the cattle business, so I decided to
go and look at the Medicine River country.

I bought a pony and we
heard of a camp of hunters,
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started.
We had
at the junction of

for some time. There was a man from Pennsylvania by the name of Van Buren with Captain
Griffin at the time. We buried their bones to-

God,

gether,

The Medicine

for game.

River country was an ideal one

The bottoms

were

well timbered,

and

there were plenty of red deer and turkeys in the
timber; the prairies were alive with buffalo and
antelope.
Sometimes the buffalo would mass to-

how long. I have seen a mass of them, say half
a mile wide and perhaps two miles long, all on

the run

in a solid body.

They would

come

to

a stream and go roaring over the bluff and’
through the water, and come in sight on the
other side, and the great black river of living ani-

mals would go pouring on across the prairie.
something

wheel
on

ularmed

those

in. front

they

If

would

like a body of cavalry by the flank, and

they

would

go

in another

direction.

While

this great mass of animals would be sweeping
past, others would be grazing or lying down, and
would not appear to pay any attention to the
galloping herd, unless in front of it, and then

they usually joined the herd and went
The

numbers

were

so great

that

with it.

it simply

went

past the power of enumeration, and one might as
well attempt

to count

the sands

on the seashore.

I saw them once in June so thick that they nearly

camp.

to drink.

I proposed

trail and

follow

it to their

taking along some

provisions,

but my new friends said there was no use buying
or carrying supplies, as we could get all the game

we wanted;

so we went without any provisions.

Well, we started out, and there seemed to be a
break in the buffalo, as there were none in sight,

and we went on all the first day without a chance
to kill anything; and slept that night on the
ground by a “chip” fire, with nothing to eat and

no timber in sight.
ward
quaw

learned
River.

day and

We

were

was the north
The following

killed nothing

on what

I after-

fork of the Ninisday we traveled all

until

night,

when

we

stopped on the south fork of the Ninisquaw, and
I killed a bird about as large as a robin, which
we roasted and divided between us.
The following day we began to see buffalo, and
about noon came to a timbered stream, and within

half an hour

I had killed a big turkey;

think that I never tasted any other
so good as that was.
We camped
timber,
No one knows just what a
ber is to camp in for fuel, until they

and

I

turkey quite
there in the
luxury timhave camped

on the bare prairie and burned chips.
That afternoon my friend killed a buffalo.
I
was. greatly surprised at the size of the animal.
I had seen the buffalo robes that we used in the
East, and which at that time could be bought for
from $5 to $10, but they were small, and I learned
that the large ones were never made into robes,
as their great thickness called for too much work

to dress them.

White men

never dressed robes;

the Indians did that, as their time was worth
nothing.
A squaw would work a month or two
tanning a hide; then her lord and master would
trade it to a white man for a plug of tobacco or
a pint of firewater.
We went on the next day and reached
the
hunters’ camp, which
was
owned
by Captain
Griffin, formerly of Dutchess county, N. Y. The

following fall Captain Griffin was killed by the
Indians about thirteen miles from his camp on

the head of Mule Creek.
He was a fine shot, and
although he had a wooden leg below the knee, he

drank

the

small

streams

dry,

and

poisoned

the

water so that it was almost impossible to get any
The buffalo was a noble animal.
Its habits
differ from those of the deer family entirely;
with antelope, red deer, elk, caribou and moose
there is a similarity in habits of them all, but

the buffalo has no relatives.
When a bull became old and was whipped he became a social
outcast, and was driven from the herd, and no
others would associate with him. He wandered
around

by himself, and finally became

a prey to

the wolves. Wherever there were buffalo there
were wolves. They would hang around the outskirts of the herds and wait for a chance for an
old one or a ccripple or a calf.
:;
A great deal has been written about the wanton waste and destruction of the buffalo, the
substance of which no doubt is correct; but did
you ever stop to think that it would be impossible to operate a farm in a country where
buffalo roamed at will? A herd sweeping down
across the country would stamp the farm into
the ground and a fence would be no more obstruction to them than a spider’s web.
Stock
could not be herded in a buffalo country; they
would stampede the cattle and ruin a cattle man.
They had to go.
The country that they had

used for ages civilization demanded for homes
for civilized men, and they had to, go the same
as the Indians

When

the

had to go.

buffalo

disappeared,

it had

one

blessed effect; it compelled the Indian to keep
near the military post, from whence they drew
their supplies.
When the buffalo was plenty,

they

could

were
their

sure of plenty to eat; they could go on
devilish raids and murder settlers, who,

wander

where

they

pleased,

and

intended

A Snipe Story.
From

the London

Field.

THERE were nine of us in the smoking-rouim
of the one inn of Ballymarsh.
Most of us had
come to different small shooting parties within
driving distance, but without lodges. Naturally
we became pretty friendly over dinner and in
the smoking-room later. After comparing our
bags for the day, we naturally drifted into
reminiscences of other days and other bags.
I daresay one inclines generally to remember
good days and brilliant shots (if one has ever
made any), and to forget bad days and worse
misses. Anyway, there was some good shooting
this night with the long bow,

until a man

recol-

lected one occasion in an Indian paddy field
(he said Ballymarsh reminded him of the paddy),
when, he said, he killed nineteen snipe with
eighteen cartridges, dropping a couple with the
last cartridge, before he went home to breakfast.
Our

Indian

hero,

bigger

things

which

turning

rather

who,

I believe

he never

abruptly

to

had

bragged

the

last

done

about,

comer,

a

hitherto silent, fair-haired little man, whom none
of us knew, asked whether he had come to Ballymarsh to shoot. The little man started, and in
a low voice, with

obvious

shyness,

said that he

had come to try. Then we found that he stammered rather badly, and somehow that madz his .
subsequent

conversation

more

enthralling,

so to

speak.
“Snipe!” inquired my friend B., looking rather
pointedly at the mighty shikari, who
had
previously silenced us.
“I’m going to t-try,”
the little man repeated, nervously swinging a
single eyeglass.
‘Easiest thing in the world,”
said B., airily, “with practice.” ‘I’ve had lots of
practice,” the little man said, meditatively, “‘but
” “Any good bags?” the Anglo-Indian
asked, casually, and the little man

blinked across

at him, and seemed to think hard, fidgeting with
his eyeglass, before replying. “I shot a s-s-snipe
once,” he said at last.
There was a solemn hush, and a little ripple of
movement round the room, as men shifted in
their seats or leant forward to hear better.
“Tell us all about it,’ said B.; “I never get tired
of hearing of good sport.”
The little man

turned, and, putting up his glass, took an earnest
look at B. and then at the other fellows before
answering.
“It was great s-sport,” he said at
last, “I got a lot of fun out of that s-snipe.
But you’re all such crack shots”—here he looked
at the Anglo-Indian—“it would only bore you.”
But we all vowed we were keen to hear about
that snipe, so the little man began. But first he
timidly asked Tim, the waiter, to bring him a
bottle

of whiskey,

lemon,

sugar,

and hot water,

that

leave the room after executing the order, but
hung about, dusting where there was no dust,
and grinning a grin too broad to hide, even by
a fairly large and dirty hand.
_ “Even as a boy,” the little man began, polishing his eyeglass carefully with a silk handker-

contented

pult for myself. I b-broke several windows with
it, and once nearly hit a m-maiden aunt’s cat.”
The Anglo-Indian here broke in with a chuckle,

meat, while at the same time he fed the settler’s
enemy.

His

room

was

needed.

He

roamed

of homes,

there

never

have been wiped off the face of the earth at the
same time.
The buffalo helped the settler to

shells, which

fought

wisdom,

and I couldn’t help seeing that he mixed a pretty
stiff glass for himself, perhaps to give him
courage for conversation.
As I sat facing the

over this continent in millions, accomplishing no

that they had

supreme

with their labor, were striving to make homes
for their loved ones.
The buffalo are gone, and it would have been
a great blessing to humanity if the Indian could

was one of the best horsemen I ever saw. It was
by means of the wooden leg that we were able to
identify his bones when we found his remains.
He had a needle gun, and in the buffalo wallow,
where his bones were, we found about 100 empty
showed

in His

that this vast fertile continent should belong to
a few wandering barbarians when suffering
humanity demanded it as a place for Christian
homes.
HUNTER.

gether and form a vast herd, and when once
started to run, would go for no one could know

the Medicine and Turkey
Creek, who
had a
wagon trail into Wichita.
We went south, so as

to strike the wagon

people.
From the hilltop where the worthless
Indian watched for some one to slay, now rises
the church spire or the flag of the school house.

good,

except

to feed a race

of vagabonds

have left no: trace of their ownership on the
face of the land except the graves of their
murdered victims.
Here, instead, are millions
where

dwell

a happy

and

door I noticed, too, that Tim, the waiter, did not

chief, “I was

fond of s-sport, and made a c-cata-
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and

had

a

reminiscence

to

give

us; but

was

promptly checked, and had to apologize.
“T began to read all the books on sport which
I could get hold of,’ said the little man.
“You've all of you read ‘Daniel’?”’
No one
seemed ready to say that he had not read
“Daniel.”

Two

men

had, and most

of the rest

thought they might have done so, but would not
swear to it. One said he was sure he had been
through the whole of the Old Testament when
a boy, but he was hanged if he could recollect
anything sporting, except the lions.
‘And
Hawker?
You've all read Hawker?”
Three of
us had read Hawker.
The others murmured,
“Oh! yes, Hawker!” “Good man, Hawker!” and
so forth, or were silent. ‘‘Then I read Hutchinson,” the enthusiast told us, “and went on to the

Badminton volumes, and so on, until I was well
up in the theory of the thing, and felt I only
needed experience. Last year, when I happened
to drop into a little m-money, I decided that I
could afford some s-shooting in a small way.
It was late in the year, and I thought I would
get experience cheapest at wildfowl; so I engaged r-rooms at an hotel which advertised
rough s-shooting.’”’ He paused, shook his head,
and, lighting a cigarette, blew a ring and watched
it travel slowly across the room.
“There’s a lot of chance about those hotel
shootings,” said a man by the fire, encouragingly,
as our entertainer seemed lost in thought. “Did
it come

up

to the

advertisement?”

“Ye-es;

I

suppose to,” the little man allowed, dubiously.
“You see, they advertised it as ‘rough,’ and so
it was—very. They said I was too early for the
w-woodcock,

and too late for the g-grouse;

but

g-grouse need heather generally, don’t they?
Though I know what the Encyclopedia of Sport
says about Rochdal:.”
‘‘Heavens!
The man’s
a pocket encyclopedia
himself,’ muttered
B.
under his breath.
_
“No rabbits?” asked the man by the fire.
“VYe-es,’ the little man admitted “there were
some rabbits.
I suppose there are still.”
He
paused and considered, and then turned to me,
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together. I think the explosion made that gun
throw high.”
The

man

who

had

shot

nineteen

snipe

with

eighteen cartridges choked at this point over
his whiskey and soda, and several of us found
his convulsions so humorous that we could not
help joining him. At least, some of us elaborately explained our mirth in that way. But the
little man was mildly concerned, and thumped
our friend on the back to the accompaniment of

soft words of apology for the liberty taken with
a stranger. The sufferer afterward told us that
the words were much

softer than the thumps.

“That evening,’ the stranger continued, “I
went again. But I approached the p-place down
wind, which is sometimes advocated in Scolopaxiana and other authorities, and my da-dastardly setter p-put him up out of range.”
“Most setters are best in the kennels,
if
you're after snipe,’ said the man by the fire.

“IT left him there next day and took a r-retriever,” said the little man.
“Ande
thenr’..
“Theseprute
of
a
bird
took us both by surprise... I never
fired
at all.”
About
this time the means
by
which the ultimate end of the snipe would be
reached became of absorbing interest to us all,
including apparently, Tim, the waiter, who still,
I saw, hovered

in the background,

grinning.

“I

once met a man, before I s-shot snipe,” said our

destroyer of Scolopax, gravely, ‘“‘who told me he
never took out a dog for them. I then tried

I knew

inches

too

short,

I

what those s-scientific

Johnnies mean by protective coloration.
If the
tails weren’t white, perhaps I wouldn’t always
fire at them. I know a story about a r-r-rabbit
—but I said I’d tell you about my s-snipe.”
We
assured him that we should like, above all things,
to hear of the rabbit another time, and he
resumed his story.
“It was on the third day that I was out. I
had missed

two

r-rabbits,

and

I came

bit of ground with a s-spring.

to a soft

I said to myself,

‘This is just a beautiful place for a.s-snipe,’ and

forward to hear how

such a sorry

Nimrod

ar-

rived at a better way.

“Yes. I lay out for it. The thought was quite
original, I believe.”
<A little hum of laughter
and applause ran through the smoking-room,
and the small

sportsman

was

obviously

pleased.

“T think the use of what little b-brains one may

have,’

he

said

modestly,

“must

always

make

away—that

being,

I believe,

about the distance at which my gun gives the
best p-pattern and p-penetration.
I went’ there
in the dark, with a r-rug and my r-retriever, and
I waited until the dawn.
Perhaps,” he added,

turning shyly to the Anglo-Indian, “‘some of you
have lain out all night for game?” And the man
apparently addressed grinned broadly, and said
that he had—for tigers and for thugs.
“Ah!
they’re bigger, and easier to hit than s-snipe—
aren't they?” asked the little man, innocently.
And the yell of laughter which made

our glasses

stopped to put in some number eight cartridges
instead of fives. Do you think eights the best
size for s-snipe?”’ Most of us agreed that eights
were as good as any, if one was ready to lose the
chance of a stray duck, and the little man seemed
much pleased. ‘Theoretically I knew where s-

jingle on the table seemed to startle him, for he

snipe

you

should

be,’

he

said.

“Only

a

moment

later one rose from under my feet.” “And you
dropped him? Hooray!”
“N-no.
I d-dropped
my gun,” apologetically.
“The bird sh-shrieked
so, and made me jump.
Fortunately, I had left
the catch of my single trigger at safe.
Do you

believe in s-single triggers?”
One man yawned. Another solemnly declared
that

his favorite

gun

for

snipe

was

an

8-bore

muzzle-loading Joe Manton.
The little man
apologized gently to the first for not catching
his remark, and, thanking the second, said his
experience

was

very interesting,

and stopped

to

make a note of it.
“IT knew I might find that s-snipe there again,”
he went on, particularly as I had not fired at
him. So I went home and read the subject up.
Badminton says they lie well after a clear moon-

light night.

I looked out three or four times that

night, and saw the moon was nearly full and the
sky clear. I therefore went for that s-snipe just
after breakfast, and was well paid for my
trouble.”
“Killed him that time?’
I suggested, encouragingly.
“N-no; but I got a b-beautiful
shot with b-both barrels—only they went off

took

my

g-glass

again.

That

fully through his single eyeglass, and then refreshed’himself from his tumbler, while from a
shadowed corner of the room came the sound of
a hollow voice.
“Shot it sitting!” said the voice.
‘Yes,” said
the little man, turning in the voice’s direction,
with an air of modest pride; “I believe the feat

is almost unique.”
“Quite, I should think,”
said some one else dryly.
“Did you have it
stuffed?” And the little man forthwith became a

picture of embarrassment.
“The fact is,’ he
stammered ingenuously,
“I hadn’t had my d-dog

fed that morning.
He got the b-bird first, and
—kept it!”
There was a profound silence for a while, and
then the only unpopular member of our party
yawned, and said it was a long tale.
One or
two of us scowled at him, but the little man
seemed merely puzzled.
“One calls pheasants
longtails, doesn’t one?” he asked. ‘The s-snipe’s
bill is much longer than its tail, isn’t it? But that

reminds

me’”—and,

calling

gently

to Tim,

he

we might meet again some
auietly out of the room.

corner. thirty yards

“Six

and

trample on a live wire—it startled me so.
But
at last I thought of a better way.”
A better way!
Even the least interested leant

shooting at a few,

confidentially.

g-gun

S-snipe was there still, but a feather floated
against the tuft of g-grass, and I knew that I
had s-scored at last.”
The little man stopped, beamed upon us cheer-

that, but after treading twice, as you may Say,
on the b-beast of a b-bird, I swore I’d rather

believe,” some one said. ‘More, I think,’ he
decided, after further consideration.
“After sh-

said,

my

s-shivering.
I was ready
should rise;
I put down

asked that his account should be made up over
night, as he wished to start early the next morning. Then he wished us all good-night and good

a difference in the b-bag some time. The s-soft
patch was s-so small that the s-snipe couldn’t
possibly live on it. He must have fed somewhere else in the night. I found a sheltered c-

“Do you know, I find rabbits awfully short,” he

a nip of whiskey, for I confess I was
Then I aimed carefully—and fired.
with my right b-barrel if the bird
but presently, as nothing happened,

took a long swig at his grog before he went on,

which he did at last without
reply to his last question.
“D-dawn

with

gentle
are

waiting

s-sight,”

enthusiasm,

“beautiful

with

d-dew.

No,

he

told

even

us,

when

sir, I do not

mean Mountain Dew, although I took a little
of that with me—to prevent chill.
Dawn is
beautiful, I say, and I enjoyed it. But my ququarry, when he came, made it superb.
I saw
him coming quietly, high over the course of a
little stream. He made a half circle, came right

day, and then slipped

**
*
x
*
*
*
*
“Well,” said the Anglo-Indian, still staring
at the door, which had softly closed behind the
retreating sportsman,
protect the men who

‘‘may all the Irish saints
shoot with that chap to-

morrow!
The birds will be able to take care of
themselves, I fancy—unless they refuse to rise.”
Then, as Tim came forward, with a certain air
of suppressed delight, to pick up sundry empty
glasses, “Tim, where does that gentleman shoot

to-morrow?”
_ “Ballymoy; yer honner, an’ a foine shutin’ it
is—an’ a fine place for shnipes,’”’ he added.
“And a fine time those snipe will have tomorrow,

me.

“Oh!

said the Anglo-Indian,

can’t

use

’em

sotto

the chances that come
properly.

moy before now.”
“Who is the gentleman,

I’ve

voce,

to men

heard

of

;

to

who

Bally-

Tim?” I asked.

“°Tis by the name of O’Brian he goes, sorr,”
said Tim, politely, still collecting tumblers, and

taking orders in a casual sort of way.
“Let

me

recollect,

see,”

I said, considering.

“Don’t

I

in the Field, a report of big bags of

snipe and woodcock made at Ballymoy last year?

It’s Sir Brian O’Brian’s place, I think.

Is Mr.

O’Brian

family,

you

is a beautiful

soaked

for any

sport, hoped that he hadn’t b-bored us, and that

a relative?”

mean?

“Isit one

of the

Not the laste in the world.”

He

dropped a tumbler ruthlessly in the very center
of the room, as if to emphasize his disclaimer.

“°Tis only Sir Brian himself.

And faith, gentle-

men, if it’s the shnipes, then, that’s wanted,
there’s no claner shot at the shnipes than Sir
Brian himself, to me knowledge, born an’ bred
this side o’ the Irish Channel, that is,’ he added,

with

an

ingratiating

present.

smile

which

included

all

d

like a stone on

“Had on toast,” said my friend B., laconically.

it seemed to surprise our hero.
I asked, then,
whether the snipe had dropped to the first barrel
—and
his surprise was
obviously
increased.
“F-first barrel?” he ejaculated.
“Why, I hadn’t

“It’s good they are on toast, too,” Tim agreed
rather irrelevantly.
“I’ve heard him tell that
same story,” he added, still perhaps withqut any
relevancy, “when big bags was talked of’’— and
here, as he edged toward the door with his tray
of glasses, he looked sideways at the Anglo-

reached the ground, but I came prepared for
that.
I had a f-field-glass with me, and I used
it carefully, remembering what I had read in a

stammering affected the situation.
then passing triumphantly through

over my head, and then dropped

his favorite r-resting place.”
There was a loud cheer, possibly of relief, and

fired yet!

book

on

I

lost

stalking

sight

and

of

him

looking

directly

through

he

my

shelter, not over it. It was a quarter of an hour
before I could make him out, but at last I saw

him. He lay flat, head to wind, behind a t-tussock of g-grass. Then I was almost sure that I
had him—if I kept cool.
I hesitated for a
moment which. b-barrel to use, but decided on
my left, because it was slightly choked.
I took

Indian. “Stammers rather badly, too,” said the
man who had spoken of a long tale, as though
But Tim,
the door-

way, heard, and turned upon him. “’Tisn’t with
his gun that he shtammers—belave you that!”
he said, and straightway vanished.
A

few

days

later, when

and a cordial invitation

a humorous

apology

to shoot the Ballymoy

coverts came for all of us, we found, as Tim had
said, that with his gun Sir Brian
did not
stammer,
Riccardo STEPHENS.
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SEA ANID JRINVTETR TFTISTIMING
A Midge-proof

Tent.

As IN the spring a young man’s fancy lightly
turns to thoughts of love, so the thoughts of the
angler naturally and inevitably turn to his favorite sport, and with grateful memories of delightful days in the past, and a still more lively
sense of pleasures yet to come, he overhauls his
fishing tackle in anticipation of the longed for
day when he shall deliver the season’s maiden
cast over some well remembered pool, the scene
of former joys and triumphs, or upon new water,
where he hopes for still better success.
The old rod is jointed and poised (enele
Each ferrule and every wrapping is closely scrutinized, and any suspicion of anything wrong is
carefully corrected.
Reel and line are looked to,
and the stock of flies examined and replenished
with due regard to the waters to be fished.
But
all this, delightful as it is, is only preparatory to
the accomplishment of the angler’s real purpose,
which is, of course, to reach the place where the
trout are, and at a time when they are rising.
All of us who fish with the fly would be glad to
get into the woods and on the stream when the
fly-fishing is in its very highest state of perfection,
but alas! some of us have too wholesome a fear
of the great insect pest to venture far from civil1zation when it is at its worst, and yet this is the
very time of all others to enjoy the acme of flyfishing.
I say ‘‘enjoy” advisedly, for though I
know, as well as most men, what black flies, mosquitoes and midges can and do accomplish in the
way of interfering with the angler’s pleasure, I
know, too, from personal experience, that their
united efforts can be successfully combatted, the
discomfort minimized, and a sojourn in the woods
in fly-time most thoroughly enjoyed in spite of
them.
For more than ten years I have been making
trips into the wilderness after trout, at the season when the flies-—-under which generic term I
include all the various species that bite and annoy
—are most in evidence, and the insect problem
has been forced upon my attention, as it has upon
ihat of many another, and the purpose of this
article is to describe, for the benefit of my fellow
anglers, one of the devices which I have used to
promote
my
comfort,
and
with
pronounced
success.
The great question of protection against flies
may be divided into two parts; the defense of the
person while out of doors, and the exclusion of
flies from the tent, so that sleep, by day or by
night, may be enjoyed in peace and a refuge may
be provided against the eternal attacks of the
persistent and industrious little rascals.
As to the first proposition I could write much
of the various methods I have devised or elaborated, and habitually use in the way of headnet,
gloves and culexifuge (“bug juice,” we call it in
Maine), but all these have received considerable
attention from many sources, while, so far at
least as my knowledge goes, the matter of providing a fly-less shelter, has been greatly neglected
It is my device for this purpose that I
wish to describe.
Let me premise that the idea
is not by any means my own invention, nor even
particularly new.
I saw it first more than ten
years ago on a river in Quebec, where I found it
in use in the tent of a Canadian gentleman whose
camp I visited, but the form in which he used it
has been improved upon by the united experience
and experiments of my wife and myself, until
now we have an arrangement which excludes not
only mosquitoes and black flies, but even midges,
those most annoying of all the insects in the
Maine and Canadian woods, and that with very
little trouble or annoyance to ourselves.
With the aid of five simple diagrams I will
endeavor to make plain the construction of this
fly-proof tent, but must warn whoever reads the
directions for making it, not to be alarmed by

their length.
The construction is somewhat complicated to describe, but I think that if the direc-

tions are read carefully they will be easily understood, and the actual making found not difficult
to accomplish.
First as tc the material.
There is a famous old
receipt for compounding some table delicacy of
whtch the principal ingredient is hare, which begins, “First catch your hare.’ So in this case.
I
searched tor weeks bofore finding what I wanted
and what would satisfactorily fullfil the conditions, and as I have found but the one material,
I may perhaps be permitted to say that I found it
at the store of Mr. John S. Gage, 510 Broadway,
New York, a dealer in mosquito canopies.
He
calls it “Olcott netting.” It was originally made
for him as an experiment, and the tent 1am now
using—and which has been in use, and hard use,
for more than seven seasons, and is still good—
was made from the first piece manufactured.
It
is not unlike cheesecloth in general appearance,
though much stiffer when purchased.
This stiffness, however, soon leaves it when it has been exposed to dampness, and it then becomes as soft
and pliable as cheesecloth, but with this difference, which is vital, that the mesh does not pull
apart easily, as cheesecloth does, and is therefore
a much surer protection.
Should:you have the
misfortune, however, to tear it, it can be readily
repaired with court plaster.
It is six feet wide
—about—and costs 25 cents a yard, and I presume
Mr. Gage will furnish any quantity wanted.
Let us suppose your canvas tent to be 74x74
feet with 7 feet 6 inches ridge and 3-foot walls.
Your inner or fly-tent must then be 64x64
feet with 7-foot ridge and 3-foot walls— 6 inches
smaller all over, except the walls, which are the
same as in canvas tent.
Now refer to the figures,
which are not drawn to scale at all, only about
right.
Fig. 1 shows the head-end of fly-tent.
The ma-

terial is not wide enough to make it full width—
6% feet from A to C—so it must be pieced as
ecard in figure by line MN.
Line AB is 3
feet, EF 7 feet, AC 6% feet.
Fig. 2 shows the front or door end of fly-tent.
A BC
Dis a piece of the stuff the full width
(from A to B) and 7 feet long from A to C.
Cut the corners off this breadth, making cuts EM
and EN at such an angle that lines MD and NC
shall each be 3 feet.
The triangle EBM which
you have cut off is to be sewed on, selvage to
selvage, at MDG, and the triangle EAN at NFC.
The completed piece will then look like Fig. 3,

with seams

at lines ED

and FG.

Having ‘prepared these two end pieces, take
one breadth of your stuff as long as the total
measurements
of lines AB, BE, ED
and DC
(Fig. 1) added together, with 3 inches additional
to allow for three '%-inch tucks across breadth,
one each at B, E and D (Fig. 1). These tucks
will run along eaves and ridge pole respectively,
and in common
with every seam except those
made selvage on selvage, are to be bound with
white twilled tape one inch wide—creased lengthways in the middle to make a half-inch binding—
stitched strongly on machine.
One breadth of the
stuff is not wide enough to make the length of the
ridge—6'4
feet—therefore a part of a breadth
must be added—selvage on selvage—and double
stitched on machine, as shown in Fig. 4, the selvage edges being lapped one inch for the purpose.
This double ‘stitching and lapping will be found
necessary because of flaws occurring along the
selvage.
Having sewn this seam, double the material together lengthwise, and stitch a half-inch tuck
across the breadth at center, which is to lie along
the ridge pole.
Then seam one
edge of this
breadth to back—shown
in Fig. 1—placing the
ridge-tuck at the apex of the back—E in Fig. 1
—and being careful not to stretch the seams in

sewing from E to B and E to D, and making sure
that the tucks for the eaves (which are to be
made and bound same as the ridge tucks), come
exactly at the angles B and D (Fig. 1), and are
sewed all the way across breadth, exactly parallel
to the ridge tuck.
Next sew the other edge of the long breadth
to the front piece—Fig. 3—as you did to the back,
placing the ridge tuck at the point B, You will
find the straight edges shorter
than the bias.
Therefore slope the bottom of the front, as indicated by dotted lines GN and DM, Fig. 3. Seams
joining front and back to roof and walls must be
bound with tape, as already described.
' After you have bound these seams—not before
—bind the ridge and eave tucks as described.
These bindings are absolutely necessary to give
the requisite strength, and prevent tent from
coming to pieces in use.
Sew a half breadth of
cheesecloth around the bottom of tent for a sodcloth, as shown in Fig. 5, leaving the selvage on
the lower edge.
Sew tapes to ridge tuck, as indicated by crosses in Fig, 5—say seven tapes.
These are to tie around ridge pole of canvas tent
when set up.
They should be of half-inch tape,
and about two feet long, to give ample room for
tying, and should be sewed at a point about six
inches from one end of tape.
There will then
be two ends, one 6 inches, and the other 18 inches
long. Tle long end then goes over the ridge pole
and comes down to the short end, and can then
be easily reached to tie. As it is easier in erecting the tent to tie the tape at the head end first,
it is well to have that tape a colored one, that it

may

be readily found.

Sew loops of iape about 4% inch wide and
about an inch long on the eaves tuck of fly-tent—
same number as on ridge tuck, and in correspond-

ing positions (see Fig. 5).

Obtain fourteen pairs

of the ordinary snap hooks and eyes, such as
dressmakers use.
Now make fourteen loops of
the narrow tape about 2 inches long, sewing one
of the above-mentioned eyes on each one, and sew
these securely to the inside of the canvas tent,
just under the eaves on each
side
(that the
needle holes may not come in the roof and cause
leaks), beginning at a point six inches from head
end of tent wall, and placing loops same distance
apart as those on eaves tucks of fly-tent.
Fasten
each of the fourteen hooks to the end of a piece
of the narrow tape about eighteen inches long.

These

pieces of tape are to be tied to the loops

on eaves of fly-tent by bow knots, and when the
fly-tent has been tied to the ridge pole by the
tapes along the ridge tuck, the hooks are snapped
into the eyes on loops sewed at the eaves of the
canvas tent, thus holding the fly-tent in the shape
of the canvas one.
The bow knots on tapes allow
for lengthening or shortening as may be required
in setting up the tent, according as the walls: of
the canvas tent may be stretched apart more or
less.

First,

lay your

rubber

blankets

(rubber

side

down) on floor when the canvas tent has been
set in place.
You should have blankets enough
to cover the floor and about a foot more, so that
at both sides, and at the head, the rubber will
extend about six inches up the walls of the canvas tent.
The sod-cloth of the canvas tent will

then be under the rubber blankets.
Second.

Tie the ridge

tapes

around

the ridge

pole, beginning six inches from head wall of tent,
and snap the catches on the eaves tapes on the
fly-tent, into the eyes on the eaves of the canvas

tent.
canvas

room

Your fly-tent will now be the shape of the
one

and

you

will

have

plenty

of

head

inside.

Third.
Spread the cheesecloth
sod-cloth
of
your fly-tent (on the back and sides, but not on
the front), inward over the rubber blankets, and

lay your bedding over it. We find it advisable to
have an extra blanket the whole size of the tent
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floor, which we spread upon the rubber blankets
and over the cheesecloth sod-cloth of fly-tent
before we lay our bedding down.
This is a great
‘help in keeping midges from coming up from the

boughs you will have under your rubber blankets.
Enter

and leave tent by diving under

ness at the bottom of the front wall.

the full-

While midges apparently could go through the
meshes of this Olcott netting, they do not seem
to do so, and a tent made as-herein described
has proven a perfect protection, even when the

insects of all sorts were most plentiful and san-

en ee
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Notes

OF

on

MIDGE-PROOF

the Black

TENT.

Bass.

Tue black bass has, in many sections, invaded
the haunts of the trout, and is energetically and
constantly seeking new fields.
He is the embodiment of independence, and wherever he finds
a home he locates to stay, provided the murder-

ous

netter

and

the

worse

spawning-bed

thief

leave him unmolested, for he fears no fish that
swims, and is the only one of our so-called game
fish that guards and cares for its young.
He is
pre-eminently the game fish of the people. The
trout streams—greatly diminished
in volume—
still run or trickle through the farm lands of our
sires or grandsires, but the trout took their’ departure soon after the “wood lot” was cleared,
or remain only in story.
Trout and progress
are, im a measure, incompatible.
Naturally secluded in their habits, the constant hacking of the
lumberman’s ax and the screech of the locomotive whistle jar upon their sensitive nerves, and
they retreat before civilization, and the modern
savage—he of the net and spear—and are now
only found, or mostly found,in places that are

inaccessible to the mass

of the people, either by

reason of the distance to the favored location,
the expense necessary for comfortable sojourn
these remote haunts, or lack of knowledge of
comparatively few profitable fishing waters,
want of time for an extended journey, or
combined.

or
in
the
or
all

The black bass, on the contrary, fears only the
net and spear, for he is progressive himself, and
the steamers and sailing craft on our lakes and
rivers are his familiars, and he is on good terms
with the mule-propelled
vessels
in the great
guinary.
You will soon learn the very obvious
precaution of killing such of the pests as enter
with you, upon your clothes or person, and a
moment or two so spent when you first go inside,
will insure you peace.
The mosquitoes fly everywhere, and must be watched and killed, but the

black flies will gather in the upper part of the
tent, while the midges will be found on the front
wall, where it is lightest,
and
always
at the

bottom.
I have written this description in the hope of
helping some of my fellow sportsmen to the same
freedom from insect annoyances while living in

the woods in fly time that I have enjoyed, and
shall be more than glad if I am of assistance to
any.

Though

plex, and

the

the way

description

devious,

may

seem

yet the actual

com-

con-

struction is really simple and the end sure.

IT can only add that if, in my
prolixity, I have omitted

desire to avoid

any necessary

if there is any lack of clearness

detail, or

in my explana-

tions, I am cheerfully at the service of anyone
who cares enough for information to write me

for it.

H. W. VAN WAGENEN.

yclept canals,

He is a game fish, whether found

in the great lakes and

streams,

rivers or small ponds

for he is equally

at home

and

in the still

waters of one and the rapid current of the other.
The latter, however, heightens his game qualities,
so that therein he is seen at his very best.
But

a species

of fish

that

water that will, when

produces

young

in still

two and one-quarter

inches

long, impale themselves on the hooks of a trolling
spoon in their efforts to swallow it, requires very
little heightening of game qualities.
As there are two species of this dusky fish, it
may be well to separate them, and I briefly note
a few of the marked
differences between the
small-mouthed black bass—the Micropterus dolomieu—and
the large-mouthed
black
bass—the

Micropterus salmoides—the adjective in each case
fitly describes -the mouth.
In the former the
maxillary bone or mouth does not extend back
to a vertical line drawn through the posterior part
of the eye; while in the latter it reaches to and
passes such a vertical line. The small-mouth has
also smaller scales, there being eleven rows of
scales between the lateral line and the dorsal fin,

while

the

large-mouth

has

but

eight

rows

of

scales between the same points. The former again
has seventy-five to eighty scales along the me-
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not

only

furnishes

wholesome,

for the sportsman,

but

_to all the lovers of good reading —Oroville (Cal.)
Register.

dian

line, and

the

latter

sixty-five

ae

to

seventy.

The scales 6f the small-mouth are much smaller
on the opercle, breast and back of neck than on

the sides of the fish, and on the cheeks they are

minute.
The scales of the large-mouth are little,
if any, smaller on the breast, back of neck and
gill covers than on the sides of the body.
The
notch between the spinus and soft-rayed dorsal
is deeper in the Jarge-mouth than in the small-

mouth.

As to the game qualities of the two species
Some anglers
there is a difference of opinion.
hold that pound for pound there is no difference
in their activity when on the hook.
Others contend that the large-mouth is not for a moment to
be compared to the small- mouth as a game fish.

Of those who hold the latter view are two members

of the

medical

profession,

well

known

angling writers, each having an experience

as

with

One
rod and line of more than half a century.
Says, in a personal letter: “The big-mouth smells
and tastes of the muck, and we do not fish for

them.”

The other writes:

“I do not bother with

When
the big-mouth, for they will not fight.
hooked they give a flirt, open their mouths and
come in like a log of wood.”
The author of “The

Book of the Black Bass” champions

the cause of

the big-mouth, and considers him the peer of the
Some years ago a prominent fishsmall-mouth.
culturist, in writing me about the black bass of
certain waters, said it was barely possible that
they were a cross between the large and smallmouth, but I have never been able to gather any
evidence that the two fish would cross; on the
contrary, there is every reason to believe they
will not, even when the two varieties are con-

fined in circumscribed
The

bottom,

large-mouth

waters...

thrives

in waters

with

mud

wherein are rushes, reeds and flags; but

the small-mouth delights in clear, cold water,
with a.bottom of rocks, gravel and clean sand, or
resorts, during the heat of August, to the long,
fine grass in deep water.
The large-mouth, if
surrounded by as favorable conditions as to habitat as the small-mouth, might be a more vigorous
fighter than he is by manwv supposed to be, but
I shall hereafter speak only of the small-mouth.
In coloring, the black bass varies from a pale
green to almost black, growing lighter from the
dark back to the dusky white belly, and they are
spotted, mottled and barred, transversely or longtudinally.
I have also seen them when they appeared almost white in the sun as they leaped
from the water.
Color, however, is a very fallacious guide.
If a number of black bass of various colors, or shades of color, are confined to-

gether alive, they will all become, in a short time,
of the

same

hue, and the color

of their surroundings.

This

will be like that

change

takes

place

evidently at the will of the fish, and it is part
of a wise provision of nature that enables them
to thus cloak themselves by assuming a line in
harmony with their abode for the time being.
_ They spawn in running water earlier than in
the still waters of a Jake.
In rivers they generally spawn in May or early in June; but in lakes
or ponds they are on or near their nests with
their young far into July.
The spawn of the
black bass is surrounded by a gelatinous fluid

that causes it to adhere to the stones or gravel
of the spawning beds in ribbon-like strings; and
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for this reason

the bass cannot

profit artificially, and

there

be spawned

is no

necessity

with

for

attempting it. They only require to be left unmolested at the breeding season to thrive and
multiply.
At this season they refuse all food,
but they keep their beds swept and dusted, and
quickly remove any foreign substance that may

fall upon them.

The pot-fisher avails himself: of

his knowledge of their cleanly habits: and drops
a bare hook or hooks into the nest; at once the
bass takes it into its mouth to carry it from the
bed and is ruthlessly snatched out of the Water.
It is this nefarious practice that does more to
destroy our black bass than any other means used
by those who have no fear before their eyes of
the law or an hereafter.
Thousands of fish are
destroyed, while a few mature
bass, unfit for

food, are thus cruelly killed.
I have always to
curb my pen when writing of this vile murder
and those who do it. A fish that affords such
grand sport will be allowed by all honorable men
a bare month, or such a matter of time, in which
to produce their young in peace.
The spawning of a pair of black bass extends
over two or three days, and the parent fish remain with their young until they are ten days or
two weeks old, and the fry prey upon each other
until they are two or three weeks old.
Their
cannibalistic proclivities cease when they have
gained a little discretion, but their pugnacious
qualities grow with their growth.
A black bass
will vanquish a pike of a much larger size than

himself by swimming swiftly under the enemy
and cutting him across the belly with a rigidly
erect dorsal fin.
The black bass grows rapidly
under favorable conditions of water and food,

and reaches maturity at three years of age.

Only

a few years ago a black bass of six pounds was
considered to have attained the maximum weight,
but more recently small-mouthed bass have been
caught of eight pounds in weight for a single fish.
The larger fish—small-mouth—are so extremely
fat, however, that they do not display the activ-'
ity of a two and one-half or three-pound fish.
These weights are, as a general thing, the size of

fish that gives the angler the most sport when on
the rod.
Judging from personal experience, the largest
bass are caught at an early hour in the morning

—the earlier the hour, if it be daylight, the better
the fishing or catching.
When the black bass
have spawned in the shallow of a river, they
move seemingly in a body to swift water on the
foot of a fall, if such there be, and are there
caught in numbers in the down-pour or boil of
the rapids. After a few days in this rough water,
which perhaps reinvigorates them, after the exhaustion attendant upon spawning, they fall back
and disperse, to be found just at the foot of the
rapids, behind some boulder in mid-stream that
forms a little eddy, and along the shores, just in

the edge of deep water.
vances

and

the water

When

becomes

the season

warmer,

ad-

they rest

AND

STREAM.

This is the time to catch the largest fish, and they
are in prime condition.
Let one catch a black
bass in a cold, clear lake, and he thinks it about
the most vigorous fish to be found in fresh water,
but when he catches one of the same fish in the

current of a rapid river, he discovers his mistake,
for river bass afford the finer sport. This is owing, in a measure, to the fact that the swift water,
sunken boulders and possible snags add to the
chances of the bass to escane.
Therefore, the

angler’s satisfaction

is greater

if he succeeds

in

saving his fish after a closely contested fight in
which the chances are nearly equal.
A pound
bass may afford more pleasure in the catching
than one of twice the weight.
To quote my own

words,

used

when

writing of the black bass on

another occasion:
“Tt is the play that the fish affords that warms
the cockles of an angler’s heart, not the fish itself;
and as one looks back over other days, it is the
gamy, hard-fighting fish that rise up in one’s memory like mile stones along a pathway.
Greater
fish there may be between, but they live only like

so many

pounds

and

thrill,

tremor

of

no

beating

ounces,

the

of the heart,

no

and

occasion

muscles, no

particular

After severe cold weather in the
sun

will awaken

them

so that they will take the hook, if it is let down
upon their winter quarters.
During the fishing
season they lie in wait for small fish just off the
rocky shores, or near a weedy or sandy point,
where the water deepens rapidly, or near a weedy
shoal shore that harbors bait fish. They make a
rush into the shoal shore water or weeds, and
grasp their prey and return to deep water only to
repeat the operation as often as hunger demands.
Rocky shoals in midwinter are also favorite
places for black bass in June and early July, and
there they may be found nearly the whole day,
as the water is comparatively shallow.
These are

the places and this is the time for fly-fishing in

lakes

and

deep

rivers.

Nevertheless,

the

bass

will come on to the shoals to get food at morning
and evening

during the entire summer,

little fly-fishing may

so that a

be had at feeding time, al-

though one must be prepared for many disappointments.
In September and October the bass
are moving about in an aimless sort of a fashion,
and may be on the shoals, shores, off the sand
points, or in deep water, or in all of these places.

them. Another wrong is done in retaining small
bass, The law should make the limit a pound,
for bass are so voracious that little ones of an
ounce

I have had excellent sport catching black bass
in the autumn when the water was covered at an
early hour in the morning with a dense fog, and
in no single instance has such a morning failed
of good results.
But one has to choose, T am

of my family, be-

tween the danger of malaria and a good score,
I
can say that to date I have not suffered from

malaria because

of exposure

in fishing.

At the season when the bass are roving I have
had splendid returns from baiting certain fishing
places.
For instance, I save all crayfish that die
on the hook during an afternoon’s fishing; and
just before leaving the lake or river I throw them
into the water at the best fishing places; the next
morning I fish these points and again bait them
for evening.

The baits used for bass are many, including the
artificial fly for casting and for trolling, the troll-

ing spoon

or spinning

bait, the minnow

gangs,

with live minnow and the artificial trolling minnow; the live bait, including all small fish which
are classified as minnows, and small perch which
are best of all, partic: ularly for large bass; the
grasshopper and cricket, live frogs, crawfish or

crayfish, dobsons or helgramite, in both the black
and white state, and the common earth worm. In
still-fishing, a dead bait is useless, and the sooner

it is taken from the hook, and a fresh, lively bait
substituted, the better.
Dobsons
and _ crayfish,
both excellent bait when native to bass waters,

are indifferent or worthless

in waters where the

to feeding on them.

In

bait, and the cricket is of second importance; and
in the other the reverse is the case.
Around the

first lake "hoppers are more plenty than crickets,
and around the second crickets are more plenty
than “hoppers.
I think the greatest pleasure is derived from
casting the artificial fly, and perhaps the next best
mode is casting the minnow.
Trolling or stillfishing is much, if not most, generally practiced.
In trolling with artificial flies, two, three or four
flies of a large, gaudy pattern, are used on a
single leader that terminates in a small fluted
trolling spoon on a small minnow gang, baited

with a minnow.

Black bass are very capricious,

in some waters taking a certain bait with avidity
one day, and refusing it utterly the next.
Of
live baits, the minnow is the standard for the
season through, although at times in the autumn

the crayfish or frog is better.
flies it is necessary

to weight

In trolling with
the leader and sink

the flies when the bass are in deep water in August.

By deep water

I mean

for bass are rarely found

thirty or forty feet,

in water

of

or two

will bite a hook, and many

of less

than half a pound are necessarily injured in taking them from the hook, and in hundreds of
cases there is no pretense of returning under-sized
bass to the water. If the limit in weight was one
pound, there would be less excuse for a person
to keep a two-ounce bass, thinking it weighed
eight ounces.
Many anglers now refuse to bas-

keep the fingerlings.

greater

depth.
The largest bass I ever caught in a lake
where I have fished more or less for twenty-five
years, I took on a pike gang that was trolling

CG.

Sullivan

of pleasure at the remembrance, for there never
was one; nothing—but pounds and ounces.”

two large lakes, for instance, in which the bass
fishing is good, in one the grasshopper is a prime

days of warm

truth is, the bass are not often returned to the
water when so taken; the fisherman argues that
the bass will die anyway, and he may as well keep

The example is good, but the trouble is that
these gentlemen do not fish with the people who

joy or ex-

of winter, they retire to broken rocks or submerged logs in deep, still water, there to become
torpid and hibernate, until released by the warm
a few

with their fry. Many bass are thus caught and
the gang injures the fish, so that if they are returned to the water but few can recover.
The

ket black bass that weigh less than sixteen ounces.

bass are not accustomed

sun of spring.

ing of the shores of lakes and rivers for pike with
gangs at a time when the bass.are either on or
leaving their beds, and are still about the shores

no

in deep pools and eddies, and with the approach

fall,

in forty feet of water, with an eight-ounce sinker,
for pike—E. lucius,
One great wrong to the bass fishing is the troll-

increased

hilaration at the retrospect, except that they may
have beaten some other fellow’s fish. If the mere
pounds and ounces lived, there can be no thrill

informed by a female member
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Editor Forest and Stream:
I had "the pleasure
yesterday of seeing one of the really large brown
trout, whose race, I feared, was almost extinct
in the Neversink, at least in this neighborhood.
It was a male fish twenty-three inches long and
weighed 4% pounds on the butcher’s scales at
Neversink.
I was told that the fish weighed 5
pounds, but knew that it would not go that when
I saw it. In these mountain streams a trout must
be full two feet long to weigh 5 pounds.
One is
always disappointed in the weight for length of
these fish. It was a noble trout, taken with bait.

What

magnificent sport he would have given on

fly tackle.

The weather has been very cool and bright for
the last three days, and I enjoyed my half day
on the river greatly.

caddis

flies were

greatly

favored

were

A good many

hatching,

small

but these

by the trout.

A very

on the water, and I killed my

yellow

were
few

not
duns

trout on a

blue quill. I was told that the trout were taking
the yellow higher up the stream, but think my
informant was mistaken.
I read somewhere, I
think in Francis Francis, that the trout did not
care for a fly called the yellow Sally, because it
was bitter.
I did not try chewing the little yel-

low fly yesterday, as I fancy that raw fly could
not agree with the human interior.
The water
was simply perfect, as clear as the air, bright
and sparkling, little or no sawdust.
Most of my trout were got in places that had
evidently been passed over, because they were
troublesome to fish, on account of bushes, trees,

etc.

I landed a fine pair to begin with, and, hav-

ing only

seen

one

trout

rise, was

considerably

puzzled for a time by the resistance I encountered. These brown, or yellow trout, fight like
mad things when the water is cold.
One fish of
about a pound put up a most extraordinary.
fight
for his inches, and finally got off by hitching the
tail fly in a rough stone.
The trout wanted the
dropper skimmed or dropped in the water, and

I had this fly at least four feet from the point.
The fish did not care for a dry fly yesterday, and
only an

occasional

one

rose

at the stretcher.

I have made a great discovery in wading gear
this spring. namely, snag-proof arctics. They are
the most

comfortable

things

but

so

them

on

the

feet I have

ever worn,
Some way must be found of inserting hob nails securely and they will then be perfect.
The nails in heels and roughing of sole
have worn off mine and they are now slippery,
even

I prefer

to the

heavy

canvas

and leather affairs that always take the skin off
one’s ankle bones. I paid $2.10 for my pair at a
country store, They are solid rubber lined with
strong cloth of some description.
This is the season of rapid development

on all

sides, the trees have rushed into leaf during the
past ‘few days. I think that if one had sat patiently down in the grass he might have seen
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things actually grow
made
some

and expand.

A few hours

a perceptible difference.
How delightfully
of those old-time frontiersmen write.
I

have been enjoying “In the Lodges of the Blackfeet” in Forest AND STREAM so much.
This is
an unwarranted digression, but one thinks of

early days of last July.
that I had looked
there again.

the present advanced

methods

of fishculture there

is no good reason why trout should not be abundant

in all our

pure ‘streams.

past old depleted

For

some

years

New

York

have

afford good

sport.

The

waters

been improving and now

near

cost of restocking is not great and the results are
usually entirely satisfactory.
THEODORE GORDON.

Bass Fishing
New

York,

at Rideau

May

22.—Editor

Lake.
Forest

Stream:
In the Forest AND STREAM of May 19
appeared an article on the effects of motor boats
on fishing, and particularly in regard
to the
Rideau Lakes.
In reading this article one is

Motor

Possibly the experience

of two greenhorns

bass,

and

frequently

siderably

There

and

over

feet.

our

in the same
left

seven

days’

spot twice,

the

hotel

around

Jones

Falls,

never

fished

and

each

ninety

stay we

although

morning,

but

one

occasion did I see any of our fellow-guests until

returned to the hotel at night.
The fish caught were large and small-mouthed
bass, and probably two-thirds of the total were
large-mouthed.
But, on one occasion, we requested our guide to take us to a spot where we
caught nothing but small-mouthed bass, the largThis was.
est of the day weighing 4% pounds.

we

caught by my
twenty

wife after

minutes,-and

it now

a

struggle

hangs

of

in my

about

dining

room.
Our experience at Portland with Lou
Kennedy was on the same lines.
The Kenny family at Jones Falls will do everything possible to make their guests’ stay agreeable and successful. The lakes are beautiful, and
the guides obliging, capable and good cooks, The
boats

are

comfortable

and

supplied

with

all the

necessities for a good dinner on shore at noon.
We brought some canned soups from home and
Joe Kenny supplied young broilers, pork, flour,
eggs, bread, butter, cheese, etc. Our dinner,
cooked by Bill Mason, consisting of green turtle
soup, fried bass, broiled chicken, dessert and

coffee, was certainly satisfying.
tion a very

I forgot to men-

large and pleasing milk pail contain-

ing a cake of ice surrounded by an array of bottles filled with whatever one’s taste dictated.
I don’t know anything of the effect of motor
boats on fishing, but I do know that the Rideau
Lakes are fairly alive with small and _ largemouthed bass. Several parties of Americans at
the Falls last season, who had fished in the Kawartha and Muskoka
lakes, the St. Lawrence
River and various Ontario waters, informed me

that never before had they experienced
cessful

fishing as they had

on

such suc-

the Rideau

in the

swimming

I think,

De Mer.
20.—Editor
Government

Forest
and
publication I

found a note which gives an account of the overlooking of a valuable food product on the Northwest coast.
The case is one of an animal, which
has long been perfectly well known to exist but
whose money value has been quite unknown.
In

a recent

Consular

report

Gen.

Henry

B. Miller

speaks of the export of béche de mer, or trepang,
from Japan to China, and adds the following
note:

“Several Japanese who have lately returned
here from Sitka, southeastern Alaska, report that
on the shores of Baranof Island, on which Sitka
is situated, they found large quantities of trepang, or béche de mer.
The men brought samples with them which they claimed they fished
up on the shores of Whale Bay, Baranof Island.
These samples are of excellent quality, and the
Japanese
who brought them
here
state
that
they exist there in great quantities.
They further
state that no one in that vicinity seems to know
the value of this article, and that no attempt is
made to fish for or collect them.
“Trepang, or, as they are called in this country, /riko, are being caught in large quantities
in this vicinity, and, after being prepared, are
shipped to China, where the present market price

in the vicinity stated, and I have every reason to

the fish fry begin to start out

in life

on their own hook (not the fish hook, whose acquaintance they make later, provided they live)
they frequent these sandy shores, and may be
seen in water one inch or so deep.
If now these
motor boats come along and roll their waves
upon the shores, hundreds and thousands of the
little fry are thrown high and dry upon the sand
and perish, and this happens
every
hour
and
every day for four to six months every year.
I
have seen whole schools of little hornpouts, with
their mother, thrown out on the sand by these

boat waves, and very few regained the water.

Is

it therefore any wonder that the fishing gets poor
if the fry is destroyed by wholesale?

The
and I
boats
effect,

York,
May
In a recent

is about 40 cents in United States gold per pound.

These noisy, ill-smelling motor boats have a
habit of running close to the shore of the lake,
and, going swiftly, throw up ‘quite a wave behind, which rolls up the shore quite a distance.
The shores of the lake are slanting, sandy or
gravelly, and as the lake serves as a reservoir
for a factory and can be drawn. off four feet,
these sandy shores are exposed from the middle
of summer to freezing time.

When

NEw
Stream:

They are from three to four inches long, about an
inch in diametér, and covered all over with short
prickly projections.
The preparation required is
simply to boil them for about fifteen minutes and
then dry them, after which they are packed in
boxes and shipped to Shanghai, where there is a
constant market for them.
If this article exists

in

If you a trip should take
Down to that famous lake,
You may fall in some day,
So pray don’t learn to say
Chargoggagoggmanchauggagoggagungamaugg.
—John Wenzel in Light.

a dozen

on

I have

That name fixed in my head,
Caused it to sink like lead.
Unrescued I’d have been
Devoured by fishes in
Chargoggagoggmanchauggagoggagungamaugg.

until I reached con-

is plenty of water

during

boats

100

or

thor-

If then there had not been
Some boatmen rowing in
Chargoggagoggmanchauggagoggagungamaugg.

reel, and, after a little practice, had no difficulty
eighty

seconds

When I began to sink,
And would have drowned,

bring in a boatload of fish to prove that all had
good sport.
I used a six-foot rod and Redifor
minnow

Beche
as_

Chargoggagoggmanchauggagoggagungamaugg.

largest fish were kept.
They looked for size
rather than numbers, and it was unnecessary to

a fair-sized

I believe to be tenable and which

Three

come to the hotel at night, and I doubtif the fish
brought in would average four to the boat. They
are good sportsmen on the Rideau, and only the

feet and gradually improved

STREAM

One day I thought I’d take
A swim in that old lake,
But scarcely had I been

as

like their brothers, the autos, they have no regard for anybody or anything.
Get out of their
way as quick as possible is the only safety.
I do not doubt at all that the noise and roar
of these boats scares the fish, but their most destructive effect is the killing of the fry.
AN QOtup READER.

Fish.

And for about a week,
That name I used to speak
Five hundred times each day,
Till I could glibly say
Chargoggagoggmanchauggagoggagungamaugg.

many as fifty. Please remember that all fish except the few badly hooked were immediately returned to the water.
I have seen a dozen boats

in casting

and

I sadly needed rest,
And thought it would be best
For me a trip to take
Down to that famous lake
Chargoggagoggmanchauggagoggagungamaugg.

at Kenny’s Hotel, Jones Falls, and engaged Bill
Mason as guide. We remained a week and went
out each day. We had absolutely no previous experience, and on no day during our stay did we
thirty

Boats

poet sings:

the waters and others who contemplate a visit
there.
;
On July 3 of last year myself and wife arrived

less than

all

15 will find me

observed on our lake here, Chargoggagoggmanchauggagoggagungamaugg,
a beautiful sheet of
water of two square miles surface, of which the

at Jones Falls and Portland on the Big Rideau
last year may interest those who are familiar with

catch

proved
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oughly as I used to, when even the advertisements were carefully studied, but when I read
your editorial on “Motor Boats and Fish” I
looked up the two articles referred to, and I
agree with the writers that motor boats spoil the
fishing.
The theories advanced by these writers
are undoubtedly correct for their localities and
conditions, but I desire to state another cause

apt to get the impression that the sport there is
poor.

It certainly

for, and June

Editor Forest and Stream:
I po not read Forest AND

which
and

STREAM.

In conclusion let me say that in my two weeks
on these waters I saw but three motor boats.
James M. GIBLIN.

many things when resting idly by the water side.
I trust. that Decoration Day will be fine.
It is
for many men, and has been for me until this

year, the only day that one could be sure of for
the pursuit of Master Speckles and his wife. With

AND

fishing faine of our lake is fast waning,
lay it entirely to these motor boats. Sailand passenger steamers have very little
as they keep to deep water, but these nasty

little nuisances of motor boats, running along
shore and into every nook and corner, do the
business.
And it seems that every young man
earning $10 a week is bound to have one of them.
They are more numerous
than agreeable, and,

believe it is there in quantities, as the Japanese
who brought the samples here have been at this
office inquiring if they could fish for them or not,
it seems to me that it would be well worth the
while of American citizens in that part of Alaska
to look this matter up, as no doubt a large and
lucrative business can
be “built
up with this
article.”
It has long been known that holothurians or
sea cucumbers were abundant on the Northwest
coast. The animal is not at all confined to Alaska
waters but occurs at least as far south as southern British Columbia, and this fact was mentioned
in your paper something like twenty-five years
ago.
Permit me to quote from page 424, Vol.
XVII., Forest AND STREAM, where in the Tenth
paper of a series entitled “By-ways of the Northwest,” it is said of Burrard Inlet, in southern
British Columbia:
“Here, too, I noticed for the
first time a number of great holothurians or sea
cucumbers lying on the bottom.
One of these,
being brought to the surface
with the spear,
proved to be ten or twelve inches long; an unattractive creature, brown in color, and studded
with great warts.
The Indians eat them, as they
do also the octopus, and pronounce them excellent; but none of our party seemed inclined to try
them.”

These béche de mer, according to the account,

are about three times as long as those found on
the Japanese coast, and therefore might very well
be worth much more money should a market be

found for them.

OLp READER.

[The holothurians—related to the echinoderms,
sea eggs and starfish—are common in temperate
and tropical waters, and are eaten by many peoples dwelling on the shores of the Pacific Ocean. |
“T am not in the habit of boasting of my conquests,”
said Gayboy, ‘but you ought to have seen how I impressed that striking looking woman with the wonderful
eyes and the hair like a raven’s wing at the swell reception last week.
By Jove, she couldn’t keep her eyes
otf me.”
“T noticed it,’ said the other man.
“That was Miss
Linksigh, the female detective.
She was there to watch
the jewelry.”—Chicago Tribune.
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The Log of a Sea Angler.
The

Santa
BY

WE

hauled

west

wind

Barbara

CHARLES
out

F,

to-day

sailed

Islands.

and

under

the

about

strong

100 miles

north, the: lowest of the islands of the Santa Barbara group, and in the morning San Buenaventura was under our starboard bow, and to the left
Anacopa lying low on the horizon.
_The name Anacopa means ever changing, and
is true to life, as every time I looked up there

was

a different

island,

new

peaks

or hills had

come into view. A few hours later we passed the
southern point and found it to be a long, very
narrow ledge of rock rising in some places 400
or 500 feet, possibly, and in others almost broken

in two or beaten by the waves.

On the south end

the mesa sloped down at an angle of 45 degrees;
the sea had made a breach through it, leaving one
portion out in deep water in which was an arch
I estimated at forty feet in height, beautifully
proportioned, a Gothic arch through which the

sea

was

rolling.

The

surface

of this

discon-

nected section had just the angle of the main land
portion, and the entire series was a graphic example of an island going to pieces.
The shore mesa was occupied by a colony of
gray pelicans, and when we fired the yacht’s can-

non they arose in hundreds and went circling into
the air higher than I have ever seen a pelican
go before.
Great schools of bonito were all about us; the
water was a deep and splendid blue, and, taking
in sail, we sent the yacht by power along the
rocky shore, that was everywhere perforated with
caves of all sizes, many were small, and the sea
was constantly rushing in and forcing out the
air with a loud and menacing roar.
‘They were
so interesting that we lowered the boat and rowed

up to one and were almost blown out of the water

by the fierce blast that came out.
A more uncanny coast iine than that of Anacopa it would
be difficult to imagine.

We

found a

anchored

beach.

and

The

little

went

lee

ashore,

rocks were

near

the

landing

north

on

a

end,

small

arched here and the isl-

and was a dismal place; yet, here was a Robinson Crusoe-like herder.
There was not a drop
of water on the island, yet there was a herd of
sheep here.

“What

do they drink,” I asked.

“Why, they get soaked in the fog every night
and are just like sponges, and they lap the dew
from their fleece and get all they need.”
I could easily understand this, as at night ‘a
fog rolled in black and like rain in its density.
Cabrillo, the old navigator, cruised about these
islands in 1545 and has left an account of ‘the
natives and lists of the names of towns and cities
that covered the islands and the adjacent main
land all along shore, but to-day there is not an
Indian to be found that has even a legend telling of the lost races of this land of romance.
We got away in the morning, crossed a nar-

row

channel

with

schools

of bonitos

and

STREAM.

other

fishes always in sight and ran along the shore
of Santa Cruz Island, one of the most attractive
of the group and about as large as Santa Catalina.
The anchorage was midway up the island
but we kept along shore to see the caves, and I
counted a score or more of kitchen-middens or
town sites; in fact, they were strewn along the
entire coast of Santa Cruz, telling of a large and
vigorous population in the long ago.

and

passed—a

climbing up this road of delights, navigating this
river of oaks, then, like Sinbad, came suddenly

Rods were always at hand and a sardine bait
was soon dashing through the blue water and—

though the transformation had been prearranged.
This part of the island, at least, was hollow—a

z-e-e-e-e-e-e, The game was on, and a long, slender pike- like fish “dashed to the surface, shook
its pointed jaw in air and plunged downward,
surging around the boat, making for a few mo-

great pseudo crater in appearance

many

more;

and

as

I

looked

the

changed
and an argus-eyed
throng
school of California barracudas.

Robin

scene

mountains

contrast

to

the

splendid

Bahamian

variety

that is a “solitary” and does not school.
changed rods and soon had a strike on a “machine” that weighed about ten outices.
better, and I was ten minutes landing

This was
the fish.

far exceeding that of the yellowtail or tuna.
Casting again I had a strike of the hurricane
variety and 150 feet of my No. 9 line was off and
away before I recovered.
No scorned _barracuda this; up it came to the surface, darting
around the boat like a meteor—sounding, smashing at the line with lateral blows, seeming from
its head, and giving the most remarkable series
of efforts to escape and demoralize the angler that

I had experienced in many a year; and it was all
or nearly all on the surface.
The minutes slipped
away until twenty had passed and my game was

feet away

and

a friend

in the yacht

was

shouting, “Go in and win,’ but so clever was
this fish that the slightest mistake would have
meant escape, so I took my time, and my boatman had the time of his life keeping the stern
of the boat to that fish.
In time I gained the mastery and soon it came
into view—a splendid silvery, blue-backed creature with a flash of yellow; then it crossed the
quarter and was cleverly gaffed and lifted aboard,
as game a 20-pound fish as anyone could wish.
It was a large bonito.
There are two bonitos
here, one is called the skip jack, is small, plump
and a hummingbird of color; then another also
called bonito, longer and slimmer but robust, with
a powerful head, and this was my game, common
at Santa Catalina in early spring and summer
and a game fish in every sense.
I took several,
as did others, replenishing the larder.
Getting under way we ran along shore in
smooth water, coming to the landing and anchor-

ing.
Santa

Cruz

is much

like

the

south, but this 100 miles makes

ence.

Santa

Cruz

islands

to

the

a noticeable differ-

is better

wooded,

having

a

dense growth of pines in some parts, due to the
drenching fogs which come
drifting in there.
Like Santa Catalina, it was mountainous, deep
ravines coming down to the sea, but few landing
places, no harbors’ proper, and a third less pro-

tected

shore and

heavier

winds.

The island was private property and landing
not permitted, but we had letters and the proprietor, Mr. Claire, a vineyardist of the north, gave

us

graceful

novelist

scheme

and

I should

hearty
take

welcome.
Santa

If I were

Cruz

for my tale, as a more

as

a

the color

fascinating, mys-

lived

yacht rode in deep blue water of the same splendid tint.
There: was a fascination about it, and leaning
over from the skiff I peered down into the faultless depths vainly looking for the “dark unfathomed caves that ocean bears.”
The water was filled with animal life. Myriads
of minute and delicate forms floated in the fitful
currents; long, slender, stalk-like objects seem-

The

passerby
here.

You

would

never

remember

suspect
one

of the

that

which

far as appearances

his men.

We

were

shut

off

the

an

upon

hour
us as

surrounded by

sea,

so

that

we

man

Arabian

went.

But presto and we were in a typical SwissItalian vineyard.
There was the manor house
with its graceful iron work that you knew in
New Orleans
veranda hung

This game has virtues, it is one of the best of
California food fishes and has an economic value

100

and

might have been in the heart of the Sierras, so

ments a very clever fight. But I would reluctantly class this barracuda with the pickerel, a
sad

Hood

into a valley of delights that burst

the sea, so that when

fifty feet from the rocks the

to be a part of one of the

old English plays of the Elizabethan period, and
I was constantly looking for some Rosalind or a
mark on the trees, and should not have been astonished at any moment to have seen Caliban or

or beards of kelp that rolled over and over like
a mass of tawny olive-hued sea snakes.
As at

Santa Catalina, the island seemed shot up out of

stream, how long we followed
its bed I have forgotten, but we seemed

periclinium that here and
there
changed
the
blue to red.
I counted myriads of jellies—that
are supposed not to be known
on American
shores—pyrasoma,
physophora,
paper
nautilus

terious place I have never seen.
From the sea it has a forbidding appearance,
and almost anywhere a ship of the largest size
could run in and smash her bowsprit or cutwater
on the rocky base of the island ranges before
she ran aground, and-there she would sink in
deep water.

Everywhere the coast was perforated with
caves and blow holes, and all along shore fringes

2, 1906.
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ingly of glass, glowing gems in red, blue, scarlet and yellow, graceful tracery, suggesting lace
of nature’s own designing—minute flashes due to

HOLDER.

for Anacopa,

AND

or France, and under the broad
a big French horn, the kind you

wind about the body like a plethoric anaconda.
Nearby was a little chapel with a sun dial worth
a king’s ransom to an art’ lover. .Hard by was
the big roomy quarters of the men and the separate dining room, and all about Italian pines and
trees, poplars of Normandy and groups of splendid Australian eucalyptus whose topmost branches
must have looked down on the ocean a thousand
feet below.

Spreading away were vineyards laden with
grapes of all kinds good for wine-making, masses
of splendid

color

gleaming

beneath

the

resilient

surface of leaves and vine.
Santa Cruz was a vineyard and had a large .
winery carried on by wine-makers from Italy,
Switzerland

and

France,

and

as we

sat beneath

an Italian pine and listened to the soft wind
rustling, jangling the pine needles, it was impossible to realize that we were twenty miles out
at sea and not in Piedmont or somewhere on the
Riviera.
Then the dinner,
Perhaps you know how a
man feels after he has been at sea for several
weeks, and is ashore again. What peculiar things
he will do and. how he craves shore food. [| remember long ago when a midshipman, we made
New
man

York after a three weeks’ run, and every
or boy had funds amply sufficient to last

him all summer.
But what did we do? Nothing
else than march up to Delmonico’s, then, as I
remember, on Fifth avenue and Fourteenth street,
and gave ourselves and friends a banquet that
ruined and broke every lad among us.
There
was “frenzied finance’ in those days, and the
worst of it 1s, perhaps, that I think we were quite
right to this day, though

the “cits” we laid away

under the table probably do not see it in the samé
bright light.
But our dinner at Santa Cruz was not of this
character, and I merely mention it, as our host
said as we drank his health in the splendid wines
made on the island, that everything on the board
but.the champagne was raised in Santa Cruz, and
even
near

the champagne
San Francisco.

came from his vineyard up
In fact, Santa Cruz was a

little principality and its soft, balmy winds, its
air like velvet, its arcades of oaks and pines, its
regaty buildings and acres of smiling grapes
rmed an atmosphere that hung about us for
many

a day like some

subtle perfume.

I climbed the mountain rim of this charming
island and looked out over and upon the blue
ocean, saw the big fog banks lying off shore like
huge krakens, heard the roar of the sea and wild
cries from the rookeries of sea lions, and felt
the full charm of island life. Surely, this love
for the sea is in the blood of those who

to it in ships or live along
rocky shores.
Almost the
was the thunder of the sea
and adjacent shores; then I
on

go down

the indentures
first sound I
on the Nahant
lived five or six

a key, far out on the Florida

reef, an

of its
heard
rocks
years
island

Nights’ tales where Sinbad is carried into a val-

but half a mile around,

ley surrounded by mountains and is taken out
by gigantic birds.
Santa Cruz reminded me of
this as Mr. Claire took us in his carriage and carried us up the cafion to dine at the manor house.

and eternal sea; and as I looked out on the ocean
from the mountain top of Santa Cruz, as I often
had from Santa Catalina, I realized that for me,

We took the bed of the stream
a deep cafion

through

an

arcade

and passed up
of

venerable

oaks which grew on the sides and swayed in the
gentle breeze. How many times we crossed the

beaten

by the constant

at least, there was a strong fascination in the
isolation of island life; but this is not a confessional. The fog was coming in, and as I sat
overlooking the sea I saw the sublime spectacle of
my life. The fog came on black and menacing,
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but as it hit the edge of the mountain

cap some

peculiar suction of the wind caused it to tip
downward and literally flow in a stupendious fall

into the valley. The sun illumined the fall and
changed it into silver, and I looked at a cloud
Niagara, silvery molten metal, flowing, pouring
in soundless billow into the heart of Santa Cruz.

Work

in a State

Fish

“a public
few” ‘has
and been
the mass

of citizens have come to look upon
them
as
axioms.
But there are persons who, having been
behind the scenes
or who
hold offices, have

learned that while there may be occasional snaps
in public office holding, most employes in State
Departments, at least, earn their salaries. Every
one in the Department

of Fisheries

of Pennsyl-

vania, for instance, labors as few people labor in
their private business.
_ It is a fact that there is only about one person
in a hundred

who

can

stand

the

toil and

long

hours which are necessary in the fishcultural establishments of Pennsylvania.
Not long ago a
gentleman

who

was

desirous

of having

his

son

learn the businéss of raising fish, visited one of
the hatcheries and a few days later remarked that
he could not understand how anyone could be

induced to work for the Department.
As
ter of fact, no one will work in a hatchery
he loves the business.
It is safe to say that out of the 365 days
year, every man in the State hatcheries
350,

unless

seldom.

it happens

that

a matunless
in the
works

he is sick, which

There is little difference

between

is

Sun-

days and holidays and regular working days, with
the exception of during the months of August

and September.
This
continuous
unremitting
labor is not the will of a human task master but
the result of absolute necessity.
Fish are like
small children, requiring ceaseless attention, and
fish eggs during the period of incubation, with the
single

exception

of the

brook

trout,

cannot

be

left a quarter of an hour without being watched
and

attended

to,

From

the

moment

the

fish

spawn to the time the little fish are delivered to
applicants there is little sleep and rest for the
employes of a hatchery.
I have known a super-

intendent and his leading assistants to be fuk
days without having time to remove their clothing or go to bed, and at the best had not more
than four hours sleep out of the twenty-four for
a period extending
sometimes
more
than six
weeks.
Even double the regular force of employes could not materially lessen the arduous
unremitting toil. Of course, this is only the case

during the
quantities of
in which the
within a few

eggs.

season for fishes which yield -vast
eggs and within two or three weeks
eggs hatch. The fry must be planted
days after having emerged from the

;

At the Wayne hatchery, for example, over
100,000,000 pickerel and yellow perch eggs were
collected, hatched and delivered to applicants
within twenty days, and nearly 50,000,000 more
eggs were gathered and sent to other hatcheries

to be incubated.

In this work

two

and

some-

times three men drove daily to one or more of
the mountain lakes in the neighborhood and gath-

ered the eggs,
night,

bringing

sometimes

not

them

arriving

But here is the story worded

to the
until

station
10

at

o'clock.

as graphically

as

I can:

On April 18 a telegram arrived at my office in
Harrisburg stating that the ice was off the lakes
and the pickerel might ‘be expected

to spawn

any

day. The appointed spawn-takers arrived at the
hatchery on the 2oth, and the first inspection of
the ponds

commenced

the

following

day in

the

midst of a furious snow storm which covered the
ground to a depth of over eight inches. For three
or

four days there were

no

signs of eggs;

then

suddenly the superintendent. received a dispatch
from one of the lakes stating: “Immense quantity of eggs found. Messenger will bring a carload to the hatchery to-morrow.”
The message was delivered
just as another
messenger was departing with ninety cans of trout

. for applicants

and

fifty more

were

being

STREAM.
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ready for another shipment.
The pickerel eggs
reached the hatchery at 8 o’clock that evening
and

the

entire

available

force

was

immediately

set to work filling the jars in the hatchery.

At °

1 o’clock in the morning the work was completed
but there was no bed or rest for the weary men.
The water flow had to be adjusted so that the

eggs would work properly and not overflow, and
it was daylight before everything was safe and

Hatchery.

_ “A pus1ic office is a public snap” and
job is a gorgeous snap for the favored
been uttered so often by satirical people
printed in newspapers so frequently that

AND

got

then the tired men, after eating a hurried breakfast, had to fill cans with trout for another shipment to applicants, and make ready for another
consignment of pickerel eggs.
About noon they arrived, and’ while these were
being placed in the jarsa telegram came from another spawn-taker,
stating that his messenger
was
bringing
140 quarts 2by train and _ that

he himself was bringing as many more _ by
wagon.
By this time the superintendent and his
men felt that they had about as much work as
they could attend to, but more was to come.
At 11 o'clock that night the last batch arrived,
and by 3 o’clock in the morning every jar in the
battery was filled and there were a large number

of eggs

still unprovided

sent to another

on his way

hatchery

with

for.

A

announcing

the eggs

dispatch

was

a messenger

to that station.

By

this time there were seven men at work for periods
ranging from seventeen to twenty hours daily,
and a stenographer telegraphed for to the central
office in Harrisburg.
In the evening when the night men took charge
of the eggs, the superintendent, with his eyes inflamed with weariness, went to his desk and made
out his list of shipments to be made, and wrote
anywhere from 60 to 100 notices of shipment to
applicants, never completing his task before 12 to
1 o'clock in the morning, and, as he had to be out
and about by 4 at the latest, he simply threw himself on the lounge, dressed as he was, and snatch

what sleep he could.
Ten days. after the eggs were placed in the bat-

tery the little fish began to hatch and the daily
shipments rose to from 50 to 100 cans to from
75 to 150 cans a day, and the messengers on the
road did not have time to reach home but were

compelled to receive their fish at some points distant and’carry them to the applicants.
Three of
the messengers did not have their clothes off for
five days.
All hands had the joyful knowledge that before
the pickerel hatching and shipping would be quite
completed, the yellow perch work would begin

Nesting
[Read

before

of the Loggerhead
the Linnean Society of New
F. E. B. Latham.].

Turtle.
York

by Mrs.

On the beach the turtles commence
to lay
about the middle of May, and the latest date at
which I have observed them was the full moon
of September.
A full moon night is generally selected for a hunt, as at that time the tide is
higher and the turtles seem instinctively to know
that the waves will help them on their journey to
a nesting place.
Closely watching the water, we
often fancy we see a black object nearing the
shore.
If the sea be rough we know none will
land, for they seem to fear being caught by a
breaker and thrown on their back, when they
would be totally helpless.
At last our patience

is rewarded;

creeping up out of the waves,

the

turtle stops and looks around; should anything
now alarm her she quickly slips back into the sea;
but if the coast is clear she laboriously mounts
the sandy beach in a direct line. When near the
barrier she commences to dig. First one hindfoot
removes
some sand, then slightly shifting her
body sideways, the other is used, until a hole
from twelve to twenty inches deep and from fourteen to eighteen inches in diameter is formed, She
now deposits her eggs, covering them loosely with
sand, the whole operation taking from thirty to
forty minutes,
During this time the turtle completely ignores
our presence; her large bulging eyes seem to have

lost all fear in her anxiety to accomplish her maternal

work;

indeed

so

intent

is she

upon

her

task that one may take the eggs in his hands as
she drons them, or may catch them in a bag or
pail, curious as the statement may seem, and the
turtle, apparently unaware of her loss, will pro-

ceed to fill in the cavity, even after every egg has
been removed.
Having scraped the sand back
into the hole, heaping it higher over the nest
than the surrounding beach, she seems in a hurry
to return to her native element.
In returning
they seldom take the same crawl, but ascending
and descending trails generally resemble a contracted letter V
In the earlier part of the season the turtles
seem to feel a desire to nest before the eggs are

developed enough to be deposited.

I assume this

for the reason that I have often found false nests.
that is, where excavations have been made and no
eggs deposited.
As we have no neighbors nearer
than eight miles the nests could not have been
and that it would be fully as exciting and exacttampered with.
I also have found crawls where
ing as the other. Employment in public offices
the turtles had dug from three to five holes on
may be a gorgeous snap in some branches of
their upward journey, and finally placed their
public service, but it would be a difficult matter- eggs in a nest close under the barrier.
to convince the assistants and superintendent and
I have taken great pains to dissect and examine
the employes generally of the fish hatcheries of
the turtles killed since our residence here, and
Pennsylvania that it is true.
After all the work
from evidence furnished by such dissection, |
the men have to do, it is very gratifying to the
have come to the conclusion that these turtles lay
superintendent when a lot of fish has been deseveral nests of eggs in a season,
We have perlivered, to have the applicant telegraph back:
mitted the turtle to deposit her eggs in a nest,
“There was no fish in the water in the cans recover, and leave them; then, on her return to
ceived.
What is the meaning of it?’
It is exher home.
the ocean, “turned” her and taken
pensive as well, because it renders it necessary
From one such specimen we took 300 matured
for the superintendent to telegraph back: “Well,
eggs, end from the nest she had previously made
plant the water, have faith, and see the fish grow.”
we took 140.
I also counted 800 immature eggs,
W. E. MEEHAN,
yolks, and there was also a mass of yolks I did
Pennsylvania Fish Commissioner.
not try to count.
Comparing the length of empty

egg-sac with that which

was filled with matured

eggs, I conciuded that the turtle had already laid
one nest of eggs previous to the one at the time
Massachusetts Trout.
of capture.
- PLAINFIELD, Mass., May 21.—Three newspaper
Our last tutrle, captured in July, I also examined, and the length of empty egg-sac compared
men were on the Mill Stream to-day, Charles
with previous examinations led me to the concluHallock, Collins N. Glee, of the Hampshire
sion that the turtle had already laid three nests
Gazette of Northampton, and Harry V. Radford,
the bright young editor of Woods and Waters.
of eggs, as she contained only 140 matured eggs,
Results showed that this famous old trout brook
and there were no indications of any more eggs
This turtle was
still holds its own, barring what it annually yields
coming to maturity this season.
to the anglers who visit it in force, and has
very fat; from the green fat I made two and a
yielded for more than a century.
Radford led,
half gallons of fine oil, and I could have saved
The contents of its
both as to count and size of fish.
Besides the . more had I cared to do so.
attraction of the fishing Mr. Radford found and
stomach were composed of sea weed and a few
collected a goodly lot of biographical material for
bits of barnacle shells; there was also a quantity
future use relating to the poet Bryant, Charles
of parasitic worms, quite slender in shape and
Dudley Warner, Rev. Moses Hallock, Marcus
about two inches long. A still larger mass of
these was found in the throat.
Whitman,
the
Sandwich
Island . missionaries,
Richards and Rouse, and other Plainfield celeHaving determined to watch the process from
brities.
Mr. Hallock had invited him to be his
laying to hatching, I began to hunt for new nests
that the bears
and to number them, knowing
guest.

|
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would

probably

claim

was accomplished..

their share

To commence

I dated and numbered

ere my

work

with, therefore,

nineteen nests, this within

a distance of three miles along the beach.
Each
day at 3 P. M. I took my six eggs from the nest;
for the first three days I failed to secure an embryo, but the third day, or fourth morning, I procured a few embryos out of 100 eggs, for they
were so delicate that a touch destroyed them.
Thus far the waste of eggs was so great, that |
began to consider how to avoid it. Noticing that

the shell was

changing

from

a

delicate

pink-

white to a dull opaque-white at one spot on the
egg at the age of twenty-four hours, and that

each

succeeding

day increased

the

size of this

spot, I searched there for my treasure and there
I found it.
The collection of each day from the same nest
showed a marked difference in development according to the position of the egg, and this difference continued until the day of hatching.
I
also found in each nest about twenty eggs that
never developed an embryo; this I considered a
wise provision of nature and supposed that these
eggs were in some way useful to the young turtle.
Some nests I found were buried by the drifting
sands deeper than the mother had placed her
eggs, so deep in fact, that without assistance the
young turtles must inevitably have perished; but
the “spirit crabs,’ for the sake of the unfertile
eggs and perhaps young turtles, makes a fine tunnel direct to the nest, and of this the little prisoners avail themselves to effect their escape.
When the turtles unaided leave the nest, they
seem to accomplish the feat by constant crawling
and climbing, dislodging the sand above them
until they emerge on the-beach, and hasten to the
sea.
Of the many young turtles I have liberated,
carrying them as close to the barrier as possible,
not one made a mistake in going straight to the
ocean; and although repeatedly tossed back by
the surf they always righted themselves and made
for the water again.
For an experiment I brought part of three nests
home, handiing them with
great care, placing
them in warm moist sand in the same position
and depth as I had found them, and where they
would. be exposed to the full heat of the sun.
They did not develop as rapidly as the eggs on
the beach and the embryos were poor and feeble.

The first indication of life and movement I found
on the twentieth day, and sixty days from laying
to hatching I found to be the correct time for
the twenty-three nests I have carefully observed.

In New
_ Boston,

Mass.,

May

Stream:
Ex-President
turned this week from

his cottage on the Cape
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one having been twice convicted, making a total
of fifteen convictions for that offense.
Under
the new law owners who feel aggrieved may have
their cases reopened, may demand a hearing be-

fore the Board and, if dissatisfied with the result,
they have an appeal to the Superior Court, which

is given power to annul, alter or confirm the decision of the Commission.
The Board has inaugurated a change in its
regulations to contral fishing in stocked ponds;
in those hereafter stocked the State ponds will
be open to fishing every day in the week from
June 1 to Nov.
1, instead
of on © Mondays,

Wednesdays and Saturdays.
Sunday is a close
eet on ponds that have been stocked by the
tate.

A Scotch

Sea

Trout.

A trout of this variety has recently been taken
from

Craig’s

Pond,

Me., that weighed

Some of this species were
in I9OI,

1902 and

11 pounds.

planted in that pond

1905.

The fishing in Green

Lake, Branch

Pond

and

Phillips Lake has slacked off, hundreds of fishermen returning from those lakes empty handed,

according

to

reports.

One

reason

assigned

is

that owing to high winds the water has been too
rough for trolling.
Enormous catches are reported from Grand Lake, and it is predicted that
there will be twice as many anglers there this

season as there were last.
At

Moosehead

fishermen

are

numerous,

and

while a few have taken fish the feeling prevails
that bettér luck will come with warmer weather.

Among those who have had some success may
be mentioned the Foster and Wildman party of
Boston and A. L. Anderson, of Lynn,
The first salmon of the season taken at the
Union River pools was caught this week by Mr.

French

and

weighed

9 pounds.

Later

he took

one of 10 pounds.
While. many large salmon
have been secured in the weirs at Bucksport’
and
Verona, only a few have been caught at the Bangor pool the present week, but the success of the
weir fishermen forbodes sport with the fly rods
in the near future at the famous pool.
Several good salmon have been taken from
Cobbosseecontee, three that weighed 15 pounds.

At Belgrade L. H. Pelouze, of New York, took
the record fish, a trout which weighed 834
pounds, the largest ever taken at Belgrade it is
said.
It is being mounted by W. D. Hinds, of
Portland, and will help adorn Mr. Pelouze’s den
in Madison avenue.
Other trout caught at Bel-

grade

weighed

from

2%

to 734 pounds.
H. H. Kimsatt.

England.
26.—Editor
James
a two

at

Forest

Russell
weeks’

the

border

and

Reed reouting at

of

the

Sandwich woods.
He reports taking, in a stream
where the fishing is free to everyone, two trout
which weighed 214 pounds each.
In the same
stream he caught several trout of smaller size
and several pickerel.
James H. Young, of the State Association, and
his friend, James Suter, are putting in a few days
at the Tihonet Club, Wareham, where they are
sure to find good sport on the Old Slug and
Frog-foot brooks, on which the club controls the

fishing privilege.
Commissioner
Delano informs
me
that
the
deputies have rounded up quite a number of violators of the trout law for having in their pos-

session trout less than six inches in length.

He

expresses
the opinion that, while the season
opened late, it is proving somewhat better than
that of 1905.
The new sawdust law, he thinks,
will practically put a stop to the work of the
Board
in
preventing
sawdust
pollution
of
streams.
During the past year the Commission
has sent seventeen legal orders to mill owners
to cease from allowing the sawdust to be deposited in streams.
Previous to 1905 there had
been issued 120 such orders.
Unquestionably this
has been of much benefit to fish life, and it is
to be regretted that this line of work—one of
the most important in charge of the Commission
—should be interrupted by untoward legislation.
For violation of orders served in 1903-4 fourteen different owners have been called to court,

Quebec

Congress. Nor was the Congress long enough in
session to take up. any more business than was
actually before it. But the officials of the Congress and of the Fisheries Department have not
failed to make a careful study of the various
communications
received
from sportsmen
and
others, and in compliance with an order of the
Provincial House of Assembly, issued at its recent session, all this correspondence,
together
with a report of the proceedings of the Congress,
will be laid before the Legislature at its next
session.
In the meantime, all the documents are
also before the Minister of Fisheries and his officials.
It is not surprising to find, among
so
many suggestions, some that are quite impracticable.
Others are exceedingly useful, and many
were acted upon by both the Congress and the
Minister.
Others,.no doubt, may be later on.
It is encouraging to intelligent friends of fish

to

observe

the

increasing

and almost every small stream which pour
waters into the great river are now closed
dams in order to furnish power for saw;
and other mills and manufactories, Some are

new but many are fifty years old and over.
Before they came into. existence the fresh water fish

in spawning time swarmed up to the head waters
of these tributary streams to spawn.
In doing
so, they not only escaped the colder and harder
waters of the St. Lawrence, but found plenty of
nutriment for both themselves and their young,
in the vegetable and animal matter brought down

by the water from the higher levels.
The absence of proper fishways in most of these
dams has brought about a sorry condition of affairs. Millions of fish of all kinds seek their
spawning grounds, only to be turned back at the
dams which separate them from the higher and
warmer waters.
Hence they either perish or become the prey of poachers and the more fierce

and better

developed

if the fish do spawn

of their own

kind.

Even

under these unfavorable con-

ditions, the spawn cannot survive. It is either devoured by other fish, or the young fish die for
lack of proper food or become the prey of bigger
ones.

The

attention

of the Department

has been

directed to this important matter by several writers, and it is understood that the Minister has
issued imperative instructions to some of his officers in reference to it.
The method of constructing many of these
dams also requires attention. In the spring time
the water, surcharged with animal and vegetable
matter from the upper levels, pours down stream

to the dam, the sediment mingling there with the
sawdust

and

other

mill

refuse

from

the

neigh-

borhood, until all foreign matter sinks to the foot
of the dam and rots, putrifying the water and
poisoning

all fish life.

It has

consequently

suggested to the Minister that mill dams

been

should

be so constructed as to contain a gate at the foot
which could be raised to flush them at regular

intervals.

E. T. D. CHAMBERS,

Are Manufacturers

Practical Sportsmen?

Boston, Mass., May 22.—Editor Forest and
Stream:
After waiting for many years for reels
and belt buckles to be placed on the market that
do not fairly scintillate with high lights, even on

dull days, while on sunny ones they become regular heliographs,

I have

reluctantly

come

to the

conclusion that the above question may be answered in the negative, though, of course, there
are exceptions.
Most rod-makers, too, seem to
endeavor to trick out their handiwork as brightly
and gaudily as possible, evidently going on the
assumption that the average fisherman wants as

Fishing Interests.

Hundreds of letters containing suggestions of
various kinds for the better protection of fish
and game were received at the Fisheries Department in Quebec in reply to invitations sent out
just prior to the Fish and Game Congress in
Montreal.
It was impossible even to go over
and classify all of them in time for action at the

protection

river
their
with
grist

many different colors in the wrappingsof his rod
as the rainbow contains.
When will they start the movement which, in
the military services, has resulted in the abolishment of brass buttons, gold lace, and all other
conventional gewgaws that tend to draw the attention of the enemy?
How often have we seen

a trout flash out of sight with terror at the glint —
of the back cast of a bright yellow ‘rod that
sparkled

in the

sun.

Surely

steel

and wood and bamboo tinted.

Length

of Silkworm

can

be

blued

Epwarp BrREcK.

Fiber.

AuTHorities and popular works differ greatly
in their estimates of the length of the fiber in
the cocoon of the domestic silkworm, Bombyx
mori.
Published statements of the length of this

fiber could be cited which range all the way from
Even so good an au_ 1,100 feet to eleven miles.
thority as the Encyclopedia Britannica places it

at 300 yards. Recent measurements made in the
Division of Entomology show that with certain
Milanese yellow cocoons raised in the United
States from eggs purchased
from France the
fiber varies in length from 888 to 1,195 yards.

attention

paid to the unfortunate pollution of waters and
the injury caused by dams.
There is no doubt
that the hundreds of mill dams along the banks
of the St. Lawrence are one of the chief causes

of the depletion of our fresh waters, and the constantly growing scarcity of fish. Almost every

“Yes,” said the thin man, munching his apple, <i? ma
strict vegetarian.”
;
’
“You mean you think you are,’ replied the observant
mean.
‘
“What do you mean by that?” —
:
‘
“T mean that I noticed a worm in that bit of apple you
just swallowed.”
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Yachting

Fixtures

for 1906.

Memesers of Race Committees and Secretaries will confer a favor by sending notice of errors or omissions in
the following list, and also changes which may be made
in the future.
JUNE.
. Brooklyn.
eee
club.
oston, City Point.
Yale Corinthian, graduates’ cup.
Knickerbocker, annual,
Royal Canadian, first and 30ft. classes.
Erie Basin, annual regatta.
Yale Corinthian, special cup.
New York, Glen Cove.
N. Y. Y. C. thirties only
Atlantic.
Corinthian, Morblehead.
Boral Canadian, 25, 16, and 14ft. dinghy classes.
Corinthian, Graduates’ cup.
. Yale
R.
A.
SOLO
wropopopopops
Oc
ON Manhasset Bay, Y.
10. Erie Basin, race to College Point.
18. Yale Corinthian, Commodore’s cup.
14. New York, Glen Cove, spring cups.
16. Bensonhurst.
16. Royal Canadian, 30ft. class.
16. Larchmont, Y. R. A. 16. Boston, Hull.
16. Keystone, club.
18. Boston, Y. R. A., Hull.
21. New York, 59th annual, Glen Cove.
23. Atlantic.
23. Corinthian, Marblehead, club, afternoon.
98. New York A. C., Block Island race, Travers Island.
23. Corinthian, Marbiehead, ocean race, evening.
23. Royal Canadian.
23. Lndian Harbor, cruising races.
23. Seawanhaka and New York, long distance, Y. R. A.
24, Morrisania, Corinthian Union.
25. New York, Glen Cove, New York thirties.
28. Knickerbocker, power boat race, Marblehead to New
York,
20. Crescent A. C,
30. Y. R. A., New Rochelle.
30. Royal Canadian, 30ft. class.
30. Boston, Marblehead.
30. Keystone, special.
30. Bristol, Bristol-Montauk race.

JULY.
2. Royal Canadian, Queen’s cup and L. S. S. A.
2or3. American, Y. R. A.
.
. Atlantic.
. Shinnecock, Great South Bay Y. A.
Y. R. A., Hartford, Larchmont.
. Corinthian, Marblehead, morning.
. Eastern, Marblehead, afternoon.
pe
phe
ee
. City of Boston, City Point.
>. Indian Harbor, motor boat races.
4. Morris, open.
6. Eastern, annual, Marblehead.
. Atlantic.
.
. Royal Canadian, 25 and 16ft. classes.
New Rochelle, ocean race for B. Y. C. challenge cup.
Y. R. A., Riverside and New Rochelle, cruising race.
. Toledo, long distance race,
uantuck-Pan Quogue.
ew York, Glen Cove, Glen Cove cups.
. Eastern, cruise.
ANANAAAAA
Marblehead.
~1. Corinthian,
7. Huguenot, club.
12. Indian Harbor, New York thirties.
14. Brooklyn.
14, Indian Harbor, annual.
14. Chicago to Mackinac, long distance race.
14. Royal Canadian, 30ft., 14ft. and dinghy classes.
14. Westhampton, Great South Bay Y. A.
;
14. Boston, cruise.
14. Corinthian, Marblehead.
14-20.A. P. B. A. cruise.
14. Keystone, club”
14-21.
Seawanhaka-Atlantic-Corinthian joint cruise.
21. Corinthian, Marblehead.
21. Bensonhurst.
21. Winthrop, Y. R, A., Nahant.
21. Royal Canadian, first, 20ft. and 16ft. classes
21. Larchmont, Hartford, Y. R. A.
21, Moriches, Quantuck.
21-28. Larchmont race week.
24, Boston, midsummer series, Y. R. A., Hull.
25. Boston, midsummer series, Y. R. A., Hull.
26. Quincy, Y. R. A., Hull Bay.
27. Quantuck, women’s race.
27. Hingham, Y. R. A., Hull Bay.
28. Atlantic.
28. Larchmont Y. R. A.
28. Boston, midsummer series, Y. R. A., Hull.
28. Royal Canadian, 30, 25, 14ft. and dinghy classes
28. Westhampton, Association race,
28-Aug. 4. Keystone, annual cruise.
30. Boston, Y. R. A., Marblehead.
31. Eastern, Marblehead.

AUGUST.
1-2-3-4. Corinthian, midsummer series, Marblehead.
2. New York, cruise, rendezvous Glen Cove.
8. Shinnecock, women’s race.
3. First squadron run, Glen Cove to Morris Cove.
4. Marine and Field Club, championship race.
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4. Second squadron run, Morris Cove to New London.
4. Quantuck, Association race.
4. Horseshoe Harbor, Corinthian of Stamford.
4. Royal Canadian.
4. Knickerbocker, annual cruise.
4-5. Huguenot, club cruise.
5. Erie Basin, ladies’ day.
6. Third squadron run, New London to Newport.
6. Manchester, Y. R. A., West Manchester.
7. Astor cups, Newport.
7. Manchester, Crowhurst cup, West Manchester.
8. King’s cup, Newport.
9. Fourth squadron run, Newport to Vineyard Haven.
8-9.—East Gloucester Y. R. A., Gloucester.
9-10-11. Shinnecock, Association races.
10-11. Annisquam, Y
A., Annisquam.,
11. Bensonhurst, championship race.
11. Huguenot, annual regatta.
11. Fifth squadron run, Vineyard Haven to Newport.
11. Harlem, long distance race.
11. Huguenot, Bridgeport Y. R. A.
11. Royal Canadian, L. Y. R. A.
11. Keystone, special.
13-18. Eastern, German-American trials, Marblehead,
17. Westhampton, women’s race.
.
18. Atlantic.
18. Pan-Quogue, Association race.
18. Stamford-Hartford, Manhasset Bay, cruising race.
18. Indian Harbor, handicap.
18. Royal Canadian, L. Y. R. A.
19. Corinthian Union, union regatta.
22. Moriches, women’s race.
21-22-23. Gold challenge cup power boat races, Chippewa
Bay.
23. Plymouth, Y. R. A., Plymouth.
24-25. Duxbury, Y. R. A., Duxbury.
25. Brooklyn, championship race.
25. Royal Canadian.
25. Corinthian, Marblehead.
25. Keystone, special.
25. Huguenot, club.
25. American, Northport, Y. R. A.
27-28-29. Cape Cod, Y. R. A., Provincetown.
24. Quantuck, club.
25. Moriches, Association race.
29. Quantuck, women’s race,
31 and Sept. 1. Wellfleet, Y. R. A., Wellfleet.
31. Pan-Quogue, women’s race.

OCTOBER.

club closing.

(North

Shrieked

And

Shore).

night, fog-bound, in murky seas we rode
perilous capes and unseen coasts of dread;
vague lights traversed, like dim ghosts in red,
pallid regions round our dusk abode;
moonless tides beneath us ebbed and flowed,
viewless ships, that bolder steered ahead,
weird

and

far like

all night long we

voices

answered

of the

where

we

dead,

rode.

But with the morn the sun came vast and round,
And winds came golden o’er the wide blue sea,
And weighing anchor in a world of light,
We scudded down the main and made the sound
And marked the port, our city of the free,
Low on the purple sky, secure and bright.
—William Ellery Leonard, in Boston Transcript.

Boat

Race.

Any boat in its class that goes the entire

the system

is based,

and the owner

may

conscientiously be proud, if he can carry a limit
pendant at his flag staff. ‘It will not be necessary
for participants to have raced previously, as the
time is based on the rating they receive.”
There is no doubt at this time that the interest
in power boat racing has not reached the point

promised

by its most

enthusiastic

adherents.

_ It

must-be borne in mind, however, that such racing
is comparatively a new field, and in any new undertaking that is to be successful the development
must be slow and the conception of what is to be
accomplished must be perfect, that the means
may justify the end.
No doubt the attainment
of speed has been the sole object, but an errone-

ous one.
The race instituted by the Brooklyn
Y. C. intends to foster good boats, that for their

respective purposes are speedy, and that is the
proper and sensible aim, and will tend to give us
good boats and make the present crazy and dangerous machine a thing of the past.

Sates BY Mr. GArpNER.—Mr.

Everett B. Web-

ster has purchased from the estate of Theodore
R. Hostetter, the steam yacht Seneca.
This boat
is 148ft. over all, 130ft. waterline, roft. breadth,
was built in 1886 and rebuilt in 1903 at a large
expenditure of money.
The boat is a fast and

comfortable

Coastwise.
All
Off
Our
The
The
And

race.

Y. C. Power

Saturday, June 2, the Brooklyn Y. C. will
race for power boats around Staten Island,
50 miles, the race being open to all power
enrolled in a recognized yacht club,
Mr.
Graef, in charge of the race, has this to say
it:
classes will be raced under the American
Boat Association’s new rule, and all boats
measured by the club they represent, in
to avoid any confusion or delay on day of

distance, and runs ahead of its rating time, will
receive a limit pendant, and if winning in its
class, will receive a prize given by the club.
Besides being a race between boats it will also be a
race against
time, insuring
a good
running
engine, properly designed
boat,
well
handled.
This is a new feature long sought to demonstrate
reliability, and create an interest that many claim
is now lacking in power boat racing.
It will not
be necessary for a boat to enter a class, but it
may run over the course alone.
All boats entering (except one-design
boats)
must
send
in
their rating under the new rule, and be signed
by the measurer of their club on or before June
I, and the time limit for each boat will be handed
the owner at the finish of the race.
The time
limit to be taken at an average of past performances of rated boats in the many past races, to
insure a fair and impartial condition.
As, for
example, an autoboat rating at 60, 25 per cent.
of which is 15, consequently the boat will have
to go over the course at slightly over 15 miles
per hour,
This is not the right percentage, but
is only cited to demonstrate the principle on

which

SEPTEMBER.
. Knickerbocker, Vice-Commodore’s cruise.
. New York C. C., championship race.
. Corinthian, club, Marblehead.
. Indian Harbor, Hartford, Larchmont.
. Westhampton, open.
fe
et
pk
kk
. Royal Canadian, first class.
1-2-3. Huguenot, club cruise.
1-8. Erie Basin, annual cruise.
3. Atlantic.
3. Larchmont, fall regatta.
8-4-5. Detroit Country Club cups.
. Royal Canadian.
. Indian Harbor, ladies’ race and water sports. ©
Norwalk, Sachem’s Head, Larchmont,
. Brooklyn.
Lynn Y. R. A., Nahant.
Keystone, consolation.
Westhampton, Association championships.
Corinthian, Marblehead, grand handicap.
New York, Glen Cove, autumn cup.
‘
Larchmont, Manhasset Bay.
Boston, club, Hull.
. Royal Canadian, Prince of Wales cup.
90.00
$©
9029
90
29
99
>9 . Massachusetts Y. R. A., rendezvous Hull.
15. Atlantic, championship.
15. Seawanhaka.
15. Knickerbocker, ladies’ race, power boats,
22. Atlantic.
22. American.
23. Williamsburg.
29, Bensonhurst.
—. Brenton’s Reef cup.
—. Cape May cup.
—. Haouli cup.
—. Niagara cup.
20. Knickerbocker.

Brooklyn
On
hold a
about
boats
E. W.
about
“All
Power
to be
order

cruiser.

Mr. William H. Alley has sold to a Philadelphia yachtsman and member of the New York
Y. C. his auxiliary schooner yacht Oonas, the
name of which will be changed.
She is now
being fitted out at City Island, in charge of CapThe 65ft. launch Lapwing to Mr.
tain Nelson.
C. J. Purdy by the estate of the late Dr. Danne.
The schooner Elizabeth, Mr. E. L.. Woodard,

to Mr. E. Stacpoole.
The houseboat Wah-ta-wah, Dr. E. M. Pierce,
to Mr. Julius G. Hocke.
This boat is now at
Buffalo, and will be brought to New York waters.
The schooner yacht Nirvana, by the estate of

George G. Tyson, to Mr. Edward

S. Reiss.
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British Letter.
THE

cent

Y. R. A. AND

meeting

of the

THE

36FT. CLASS.—At

Yacht

Racing

a re-

Association

certain of the existing classes were given a lease
of a year’s life after the new international .rule
takes effect, that is to say, they will be permitted
to race through the season of 1908 with the new
boats.
Curiously enough, the 36ft. class was not
included, on the grounds that there are no racing
owners in this class.
Mr. J. A. Leckie, owner of
Falcon, has written to the Yachtsman, pointing
out that he is still the owner of Falcon and ready
to race her under certain circumstances, while
Mr. Gance. owns Nyama and is ready to race.
Ma’oona, ex Barabel, is in the market, and Mr.
Leckie says that if anyone would buy her and
race her on the Clyde he would soon join her
with Falcon,
It does indeed seem a strange thing
for the Y. R. A. to bar out one of its own classes
—quite the best of all the small classes—and it is

to be hoped that this decision may

be altered as

soon as possible.
It is a pity that yacht owners
do. not turn up more at the meetings of. the
Y. R. A., or, if they are not members, get somebody who is a member to be present and look
after their interests.
As Mr. Leckie truly says,
the 36ft. class has afforded some of the best sport
of recent years.
If the class is on the wane it
should be nursed, not squashed.

Tue

Bic Crass,—White

Heather

has been out

several times ‘under her new cutter rig, and she
looks very well indeed, but, of course, she has all
the appearance of a good seaworthy cruiser, and
lacks the fine drawn lines of Bona or Kariad.
It
is difficult to see how either she or Nyria can
hold their own with Kariad on ordinary Y. R. A.
time, for not only has the last-named a great advantage in design, but she is of infinitely lighter
construction, which means that she has several
tons more ballast on her keel in proportion to the
other boats, therefore greater stability and more
sail carrying power.
What will probably happen
will be that after a sufficient number of races
has been sailed to enable some sort of judgment
to be arrived at, an extra penalty will be put
on boats which doe not conform to the scantling
restrictions,

The Royal London Y. C. has arranged a handi-

cap for yachts over 100 tons, from Cowes to the
Clyde, on the same lines as those of last year.
The yachts started from off the club house of
the Royal London Y. C. at Cowes on May 24,
which gave them ample time to reach the Clyde
in time for the opening of the fortnight on June 2.
A New YAcHTING MAGAZINE.—A new publication appeared on May 1 from the office of the
Field called the Yachting Monthly, illustrated.
The first number contains an account of the log
of the Sunbeam by Lord Brassey, being an account of the voyage of that yacht across the Atlantic in the German Emperor’s Cup race.
It
also describes the experiences of Mr. Burton as
an Owner in the 52ft. class for ten years.
Mr.
Linton Hope contributes an article on small yacht
sailing on the Upper Thames, and Mr. B. Heckstall Smith gives an account of a race on the
Clyde between Sybarita and Kariad five years ago
round Ailsa Craig in half a gale of wind.
There
are numerous other articles and plenty of illus-

trations.

1B, fall Nisin y

Free

Alcohol

Bill.

THE free alcohol bill was passed to-day [May
24| by the Senate without division.
The Senate
postponed the time when the law. is to go into
effect to Jan. I, 1907.
‘
When the Senate took up the bill Mr. McCumber (Rep., N,. D.) moved to amend by restoring
the date when the law shall go into effect as it
was in the House, three months after the passage
of the act, instead of January next.
Mr. Aldrich, chairman of the Finance Committee, which reported the bill, explained that the
committee extended the time to Jan. I, 1907,
from two considerations, first and principally because the Commissioner
of
Internal
Revnue
recommended it as necessary to prepare for enforcing the law, and secondly, out of consideration of the wood alcohol men, who asserted that
they had a supply on hand that would be value-

less if the law went into effect at once.

AND
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[JUNE

The bill provides that after Jan. 1 next domestic alcohol of such degree of proof as may be prescribed by the Commissioner of Internal Revenue
may be withdrawn from bond without payment

of internal revenue

tax

industries

fuel,

and

for

vided said alcohol

Sere

DAN KIDNEY @ SON, West De Pere, Wis

for use in the arts and
light

and

power;

shall have been mixed

pro-

in the

presence and under the direction of an authorized
Government
officer, with denaturizing material,
which destroys its character as a beverage and
renders it unfit for liquid medicinal purposes.
The law requires the keeping of books subject
to the regulations of the internal revenue bureau.
Penalties are prescribed for persons who withdraw alcohol or use it after its having been so
withdrawn and conceal it to avoid the process of
of

2, 1906.

with a view of making improper

Builders
Gasoline

of fine Pleasure and Hunting Boats,
Canoes,
Launches, Small Sail Boats. Send for Catalogue.

KNOCK DOWN BOATS
Launches, row and
sail boats.
Canoes and Hunting

Of

all Descriptions.

4g

boats,

use

it.

The sum of $250,000 is appropriated to carry
out the provisions of the act. The additional employees under the act for the first two years are
to be appointed regardless of the classified service.
The Secretary of the Treasury is directed
to report to the next session of Congress the
progress of the work.—New York Times.

Crown

Prince

Sails

Angela

Il.

THE first yacht races of the season, which took
place on the Havel last Saturday, in the presence
of the Potsdam members of the Imperial Y. C.
and many well known German sportsmen, proved
an unqualified success, fine weather prevailing
and the participation exceeding all expectations.
Exceptional interest was manifested in all the
races, many new boats taking part for the first
time in the various events on the programme.
The Angela II., the Crown Prince’s new Sonderklasse boat, which is to form one of the nine new
boats representing the German colors at Marblehead this year, excited the greatest interest, espeedie: as the Crown Prince sailed the boat himself.
Under the skillful tuition of Captain Tietgens,
a celebrated Hamburg
yachtsman,
the Crown
Prince has made marked progress in the handling

of a yacht, and the various
performed

evoked

in yesterday’s

many

compliments,

evolutions
light

but

breeze

which
not

enabled

to

win his race with the greatest ease against his
brother, Prince Eitel Fritz, in the Elisabeth, and

three

other

boats.

The Crown Princess, who was on board Alexandria till the conclusion of the race, followed
its different phases with the keenest interest.
Angela II. seems to possess excellent sailing
qualities and is likely to prove a formidable rival

when it arrives “on the other side.’—New
Herald.

TOWN

15 and

York

16 ft.

CANOES

°25.-

Paddles,

|

$1.™ Each

H. H. KIFFE CO., 523 Broadway, New York
Naval

Archictects

ARTHUR

and

Brokers.

BINNEY,

(Formerly Stewart & BINNEY.)

Naval

Architect

and

Yacht

Broker,

Mason Building, Kilby Street, BOSTON, MASS.
Cable Address, ‘‘ Designer,’? Boston.

he
only

him

OLD

BURGESS

@ PACKARD,

Naval Architects and Engineers.
131 State St., BOSTON,

Yacht Bullders,

MASS.

Tel. 4870 Main.

Marblehead Office and Works: Nashua St., Marblehead, Mass.
300-Ton Railway.
Modern Building Shops. Two new
Storage Sheds. 10-Ton Steam Shearlegs. 21 feet of water
off our railway. Large Storage Capacity. Ship Chandlery
and Machine Shop. Repair Work of all kinds quickly
handled,

HOLLIS

BURGESS,

Yacht Broker.
General Marine Agent.
Insurance of all
kinds. Agent for the purchase and sale of Gasoline Engines.
Main Office, 10 Tremont St. Tel.1905-1 Main.

Branch Office, 131 State St. Tei. 4870 Main, BOSTON, Mass,

Joy.
THE interest in the new class QO boat Joy, Commodore W. H. Childs, Bensonhurst Y. C., was
accentuated by the winning, in a good breeze of
wind, her maiden race last Saturday.
Joy arrived from Boston last week, and after a few trial
spins, entered for the Childs trophy, held by the
New York Canoe Club. The other entrants were
among the fastest in the racing last year and
included Mr. F. J. Havens’ Quest, Mr. C. H.

Church’s Saetta, Mr, R. S. Childs’ More Trouble
and Mr. D. D. Allerton’s Miss Judy. The elapsed
time

follows:

LORILLARD

Yacht

‘C. SHERMAN

Montcomery

HOYT

@

ARCHITECTS
17

AND

NAVAL

Place,

NORMAN
15 Exchange

ENGINEERS,

High Speéd Werk:a Specialty. -

Battery

It was expected that Mr. C. F. Reiner’s, Brooklyn Y. C., Ojigwan, and Mr. Y. Penda’s, Crescent A, C., Anona would enter, but it was found
impossible to start them,

H. Crarx.

CLARK,

YACHT BROKERAGE.

The Skene Chock.
The Skene

“T made my first dollar picking up chips,” said the
self-made man.
“And who staked you to the stack you started in on?”
was the interviewer’s ahsentedminded
question.—Cleveland Leader.

41 Wall St., New Yerk City.

Hoyt.

NAVAL

WALKER,

Brokers,

Telephone 6950 Broad.

Elapsed.
Joy, Woe
Childeeesii
cs ves aca sloteete viewlesie el sitennes 200 25
Ouest; BS J, blaviensrs
aids 25 ceceni weeries es eis ercats 2 03 22
Sactta;.(\GieH + Chutelion
s:.e vsectesitentsies ereeileetee 2 04 12
More Trouble Ross enilds..\.. temiaresc
snes steerer 2 05 58
Miss, Judy." Di aD SRA terton ..\<)nts ieematemetseia
crete crete 2 09 08

Mrs. YAcuHT (superciliously)—My husband has
a beautiful yacht.
I don’t suppose your husband
can afford such a luxury, yet!
Mrs. Nacht—No, the best he can do is to hold
the mortgage on the one your husband has.—The
Bohemian.

&

New

L.

York.

SKENE,

The Skene Sectional Boat.
Triple Screw System.

Street,

SMALL
ARCHITECTS.

-

Boston,

Mass.

BROS.
YACHT

No. 112 Water Street, BOSTON,

BROKERAGE.

MASS.

Fast cruisers and racing boats a specialty.

Tel. 3556-2 Main.

THE

RECORD.

POCKET

KENNEL

Morocco,
Price, 50 cents.
The “Pocket Kennel Record” is, as its name implies, a
handy book for the immediate record of all events and
transactions which take place away from home, intended
to relieve the owner from the risk of trusting any important matter to his memory.
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Mast

and

Sail.

MAST AND SAIL IN Europe AND AsiA.
H. Warfington Smith.
E. P. Dutton, New York,
$6.00 net.
“Mast and Sail’ is a delightful and interesting
addition to a subject, the contributions to which,
though many, have not, for one reason or another, been of a kind to command more than a
passing attention from those interested.

“Mast and Sail” is pleasantly written, and with
valuable data little historical facts are constantly
appearing.
The appreciation of this contribution

ZZ2ae.

L227

thee
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bLy
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to sea-lore is certain.
He who has seen these
brave little ships and their hardy crews in port
or at sea, with only the opportunity for a passing glance, which left him to speculate upon their
origin, their development
and their traditions,
can find in “Mast and Sail” some clue to their
identity and history.

Houseboats. :

With our present means of rapid communication, the ends of the seas are well within reach,
and the most indifferent sea traveler will recall
the great variety in hulls and rigs of the small
boats of the harbors on the coasts of Europe
and Asia,
The traveler may not realize the magnitude of the cost of gathering together this great
mass of material and of portraying and describing these boats. Admiral Paris, under the patronage of the French Navy, spent some years cruising around the world.
Upon his return he
caused to be published
reproductions
of his

sketches and detailed drawings of the boats as he
found them.
This is one of the greatest works
ever attempted, and this very fact puts it beyond

the reach of those interested.
The sketches in
“Mast and Sail’ are well done, and possess that
uniformity which is so valuable
the various types.

in differentiating

Had all the chapters been dealt with like that
on the Baltic, it would not have lessened the interest of the layman in the book, and would have
added immeasurably to its value and its. usefulness.
It must be well understoood that to have
attempted and carried out a work such as Warrington Smith’s compels our admiration for the
intensity of the sea-love
which
overcame
the

difficulties

inherent

to such an

undertaking.

SHOULD you be fortunate enough to add to your
library, “Houseboats and Houseboating,” by Albert Bradlee Hunt, it is safe to assert that you
will become thoroughly absorbed in the text and
Ulustrations, and then consider the possibility of
your becoming an owner of a houseboat in which
you can spend the greater part of the summer
months—providing it be, of course, within easy
distance of your place of business.
No one seems
to have given any serious thought to the advantages of houseboat summering until Hunt took it
up in practical form and wrote upon a subject
which he well understands, taking the reader into
his confidence, and visiting with him crafts of
many styles, from the simplest and most unpretentious form of houseboat to the veritable floating palace of the millionaire.
The purpose in publishing this exquisitely illustrated volume, is, as Mr. Hunt says “‘threefold,’ namely: “To make known the opportunitics American waters afford for enjoyment of the
houseboating life; to present
in an
adequate
measure the development which houseboating has
attained in this country; and chief of all to set
forth the qualities ef the houseboat in such truthful picturing that a larger number of people may
be prompted to prove for themselves its advantages and delights.
The field is a broad one. The
houseboat already has a place on many waters of
the United States from Casco Bay to the Golden
Gate, from the St. Lawrence to Lake Worth, and
with every season the boats are growing in numbers and growing in favor.
Permanent popularity
is assured, for the houseboat possesses qualities
which are lasting in their appeal.
Houseboating
is simple and domestic.
In it are combined life
on the water and the home life which we care
the most for.
Thus to make known the attractions, conveniences and compensations of living
on a houseboat, as illustrated
in the chapters
which follow, should mean the enlisting in its
following of a constantly growing host.”
The work, which
is richly illustrated, gives
some interesting history regarding houseboating
in America and in England.
It also gives considerable information regarding the various kinds
of houseboats, the sailing, the steam power, the
gasolene power, a combination
houseboat
and
hunting launch, and the stationary
houseboat.
Then the plans of each are discussed, how to
build, what to avoid, and advice as to interior fittings, etc. Mr. Hunt has evidently no knowledge
of the White River Country in Missouri and Arkansas. with its beautiful placid streams, or he
certainly would have advocated this and other
streams of the West and Southwest as offering

=
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superb advantages of scenery, fishing and hunting
to the houseboater.
Mr. Hunt has gone deeply
into the subject and his views are very practical.
“Whether the houseboat be worth one hundred
or one thousand
dollars,’
writes
Mr.
Hunt,
“there is nothing to limit the pleasure and satisFor all practical purposes
faction of the owner.
a houseboat costing in the neighborhood of $500
has been found to answer every need.
Another
hundred spent for furniture has given the happy
owner a. home that no one need be ashamed of.
When one thinks of how many people there are
who pay this amount or more tor the rental of a
stuffy little cottage at a summer
resort for a
single season, the argument is all in favor of
Owning
one’s
own
houseboat.
Anxiety
about neighborhood is diminished, because, to a
certain extent, your neighborhood can be changed
at will. There can be no haunting anxiety about
drains when the longest one measures two feet
running
six and empties without
a trap into
water.
The twin questions of lawn sprinkling
and grass cutting do not present themselves at
all, and you may moor your boat to your front
door-knob and defy acknowledged thieves as well
as nominal borrowers.
A houseboat may be a reconstructed sailing craft, or a shanty on a scow,
furnished in a style inexpensive or elaborate.”
Dr. V. Mott Pierce contributes an enthusiastic
and detailed account of a simple houseboat, dwellIng upon the question of healthfulness, and the
advantages of living out of doors in the environment ‘of a picturesque stream, for, he says: “One
does not live on the inside of his floating home—
that is there only for sleep.
The outer decks are
the living rooms—right out in God’s open air,
in the midst of sunshine, resting under ample
awnings in luxurious hammocks or easy chairs.
After a hard day’s work there is nothing more
delightful than getting back to one’s home on the
water, where one may enjoy rest and the delightful change from business and the heat and dust
of the city.
At night, the quiet ripple of the
water, the ozone in the air, and perhaps the gentle mction of the boat, lulls one to sleep, and two
months of such restful nights and good air fits
one tor a whole winter of hard work.”
The book is charming in its descriptive matter,
while its illustrations are
very
beautiful,
the
pages being large; the half-tones are, many of
them, full paged.
It should appeal to all who advocate rest while in communion with nature,
It
is becoming more frequent for men engaged in
commercial and professional pursuits in America
to “break down” under the continuous strain of
work.
Probably a flying trip to Europe is suggested as a remedy, a relaxation.
But here the
average American becomes even more strenuous
in his endeavor to get what he calls his ‘““money’s
worth.’”’
Consequently he returns to his native land
on the verge of collapse, and blames everything
and everybody but himself for the result.
He
cannot see that it was his own lack of intelligence
that led him into a sea voyage, and a journeying
in foreign Jands where railway travel—particularly for the semi-invalid—is not as convenient
nor as easy, nor as luxurious as that to which
he has been accustomed on a good suburban road
in his native land, where there is more ozone to
the square yard than is found in the square mile
in the over-populated and often unsanitary places
which he has visited for “change’ and in the
vain hope of securing that which shall restore his
shattered nerves. Many such who read this book
by Albert Bradlee Hunt in combination with the
travel articles and descriptions of some of our
most
delightful rivers and streams—essentially
fitted for the purposes of houseboating—which
appear every month in the pages of the Greater
West magazine, will become
a convertto its
motto, “See Europe if you will, but see America

first!”’
“Houseboats and Houseboating,”’ edited by Albert Bradlee Hunt, is issued by the Forest and
Stream
Publishing Company,
New
York.—The

Greater
New

West.
York

Y. C. ApporlntTMENTS.—Commodore

Vanderbilt has appointed the following members:
Fleet Capt., Grenville Kane, and Fleet Surg., J.
McG.
Woodbury, M.D.,
both appointments
to

take effect at once,
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Third

Annual

Block

Island

Race.

COURSE.
From
Whortleberry
Island to the West Harbor of
Block Island, leaving all buoys and Government marks
on the channel side. Distance, 100 nautical miles.
STARTING LINE.
The start will be over a line between the easterly end
of Whortleberry Island and the black and red buoy off
the southerly end of Green’s Flats.
TIME OF START.
Preparatory signal, one blast of the whistle, at 11 A.M.
Starting signal, one blast of the whistle, at 11:05 A.M.,
when the times of all boats will be taken.
FINISH.
Times of boats on finishing will be taken by the committee steamer flying the club flag, and at night the club’s
night signal (red, white, red), inside of West Harbor,
Block Island, leaving same on either hand.
The crew
five persons
No

CREW.
of each yacht shall number not more than
in all, one of whom may be a paid hand.

restrictions

SAILS.
as to size or number

TIME ALOWANCE,
Time allowance will be 10 seconds per foot per nautical
mile, based on the over all length.
CRUISING
TRIM.
Yachts will be considered in cruising trim when they
tow or carry a boat, two anchors and cables, one preserver on deck, the regulation lights and their cabin fittings, and tanks in their usual places.
RULES.
Unless otherwise specified in this notice, the rules of
the Yacht Racing Association of Long Island Sound will
govern.
,
(gl BB)
It will be high water at Whortleberry Island June 23
at 11:50 A. M.
PRIZES.
First prize, a sterling silver cup, offered by H. Mason
Raborg, Esq., to the value of $1.50. Second prize, offered
by W. L. Marshall, Esq.
Third prize, offered by New
York Athletic Club.
Fourth prize, offered by the yachting

committee.

Soceial prize, offered by F. E. Himrod, Esq., for the
a
ae time made by a yacht owned in the N. Y.
ASIC,
ENTRIES.
Entries close June 20, with the yachting committee of
the New York Athletic Club, Travers Island, Pelham
Manor, N. Y., and must be accompanied with measurer’s
certificate of over all length.
JUDGE.
Captain Orient C. Pinckney, power yacht Alma, of the
Atlantic Y. C. Regatta Committee, will act as judge of the
race, and his decision on all matters will be final.
NOTE.
Steamers léave Block Island daily for Newport, New
London and Greenport, where connections can be made
by boat or rail for New York city.
YACHTING
COMMITTEE
OF THE
N. Y. A. C.
R. W. Rathborne, Chairman, Pelham Manor, N. Y.;
H. A. Jackson, Jr., 289 Canal street, New York;°C. S.
King, 11 Mercer street, New York.

YACHTING NEWS NOTES.
Books REcEIVED.—We
Rudder Publishing Co.,

vised Racing Rules of the American Power Boat
Association
for 1906, containing racing dates,
time allowances and many other details necessary
to the power boat man and race committees. The
price is 25 cents.

From

Edward

Smith

& Co., the well known

varnish makers, we have received their little book
called “Winners,”
containing a record of the
names of winning yachts and their owners in
1905. There are a number of good cuts of yachts
racing, and the book may be obtained by writing
for it either to Chicago or New York.
From the Yacht Racing Association of Massachusetts and the press of A. T. Bliss, 60 Pearl
street, Boston, the by-laws and racing rules of
the Association for 1906.
Between the covers is
to be found a vast fund of interesting data to the
yachtsman and power boatman, also the rules of

the various association fostering special classes
of boats in Massachusetts Bay, and with many
good illustrations. The officers of the Y. R. A. of
Massachusetts are: President, Charles F. Adams,
2d; Vice-President, Sumner H. Foster; Secre-

tary, A. T. Bliss; Treasurer, I. H. Wiley.
nmReR
NeEoLtA AT NEwport.—Mr. E. D. King’s,
York

Y.

Newport

C., bronze

from

sloop

Neola

City Island, where

has

New

arrived

at

she had been

[JUNE 2, 19006.
don and Sweden are to fill orders taken by their
agents, as all the Mullins steel motor boats sent
in previous shipments were promptly sold upon
receipt.
The W. H. Mullins Company reports
a very gratifying export business from all of their

fitted

with

a

agents

races

with

Effort and Weetamoe.

new

mainsail

preparatory

to

her

RRR

SEAWANHAKA CORINTHIAN Y. C.—The commodore has made the following appointments for
the ensuing year:
Fleet Capt. Franklin
A.
Plummer; Fleet Chaplain, Rev. George R. Van
De Water, D.D.; Fleet Surg., Benjamin T. Tilton, M.D.; Signal Officer, Beverley R. Robinson.
RRR
CALYPSO CHARTERED.—Mr.
Richard C. Veit,
New

York

Y. C., has chartered

his steam

Calypso to Mr. Roswell Eldredge,
New York Y. C.
RRR
ISLAND

also

yacht

of the

Rhode

Isl-

and Y. C. will hold a joint cruise this year with
the Hartford and Sachem’s Head clubs.
The
Rhode Island Y. C. fleet will rendezvous at Newport July 28 and run to New London on the 2oth,
Sunday, where the other clubs will be met.
The
cruise thence will be to Shelter Island and Block
Island.
eRe

Gas EncInE & Power
& Co., Cons.—The

power

Co. Anp C. L. SEABURY
houseboat

Kenesaw IL.,

designed

and built by the Gas Engine & Power

Command)

Chassell,

Seabtrya

«Gos

Cons-

mwas

launched last week from their works at Morris
Heights.
Kenesaw II. is for Mr. Charles L.
Weber, of New York, and is of the following dimensions: Length, over all, 68ft.; breadth, 17{t.;
draft, 26in, The machinery consists of a Speedway

motor

of 30 horsepower.

in various

The

oil capacity

foreign countries,

year do the largest
ever done.

export

Sir John G. Nutting, and has decided to offer it
as an annual challenge cup for the 18ft. restricted
class.
The races are open to the members of all

bona fide yacht clubs on the Great Lakes, both in
and the United

States, and the first races

will be held on Sept. 14, 15, 17 and 18, off Chicago.
The Chicago Y. C. will have
as its defenders for this cup the Pequod, which was
launched last year, and Seminole, now under con-

struction.

The club has selected the 18ft. class

for this cup

after most

careful

ticularly adaptable for afternoon sailing. A fleet
of these can be looked after by one man, so that
the expense of up-keep is small and the cost of
their construction varies from $900 to $1,200, depending upon the material used. Under the deed
of gift the title to the cup will always be retained

by the

club,

but

provision

A. C. A.

in the

fall

will

proceed

to

for Mr.

named

F. W.

Kathleen

Kensman,

Jr., and

a 4oft. launch

for Mr. W. J. Flannagan.

The

steam yachts Uvira, Cherokee, Roxana, Hiawatha,
Edithia, Helenita, Vixena, Vitesse, Adroit and a
number of others have been put in commission

and have left the yard.
Lower Bay YAcHT RAcEs.—The official schedule of the Y. R. A. of Gravesend Bay for the seaThe first race was

sailed

on Saturday under the auspices of the New York
Canoe Club for the Childs’ Perpetual Challenge
Trophy, the most costly prize sailed for on the
lower bay. Excepting this race all the regattas
sailed on Saturdays and holidays by the Association will be open.
In all there are 21 race dates for the lower bay
Corinthians.
Ten of the regattas will be sailed

under the auspices of the Atlantic Y. C. of Sea
Gate. The Bensonhurst Y. C. and the Brooklyn
Y. C. will each have charge of four, and the
York

Canoe

Club,

the

Marine

and

Field

Club and the Crescent Athletic Club one each.
Five championship races will be sailed.
The
first is scheduled to take place under the auspices
of the Marine and Field Club on Aug. 4. On the

following

Saturday

the Bensonhurst

Y. C. will

hold a championship regatta, and the Brooklyn
Y. C. will give the third on Aug. 25. The fourth
will be held under the auspices of the New York

Canoe Club on Sept. 5, and the last will be sailed
with the Atlantic Y. C. in charge on Sept 15.
nner

Export oF Motor Boats.—Five carloads. of
motor boats for export in a single day is reported
by the W. H. Mullins Company, of Salem, O.,
and speaks well for the reputation of the Mullins
steel

boat

abroad,

as

Tue Atlantic Division of the A. C. A. holding the annual meeting and camp of the Association this year, no division camp will be held, A
regatta will be held on June 23, off the New

Canoe
Order

well

as

for

the

energetic

management of this progressive concern. A number of shipments of Mullins steel boats have already been made, and the last shipments for Lon-

York

Club, at Gravesend Bay, at 2:30 P. M.
of races will be determined later.
The

following order of races will be held:

1. Elliott Trophy sailing race, 4% miles, open
to canoes carrying not more than too sq. ft. of
sail.

Ree

New

will be made

for suitable reward to the successful boat, and
for the temporary possession of the cup by the
winning club.

and on deck is a house to be used as a social
hall. Kenesaw II. will be delivered in about a
week and be used on Long Island Sound during
and

and

for a boat of this size, which is seafast, suitable for short cruises, and par-

demand
worthy,

Canoeing.

summer,

deliberation,

for the reason that there seems to be a, growing

The arrangement of the quarters is very commodious, and includes staterooms, bath, toilet, dining
saloon, galley, engine room and crew’s quarters,

the

they have

Cuicaco Y. C.—The Chicago:Y. C. has been
presented with a handsome perpetual trophy by

is of 500 gallons and the water tank 800 gallons.

Florida waters.
The Seabury Co. has launched
also a 35ft. hunting cabin launch named Clarich,

and will this

business

RRe
AcATHA Sotp.—Mr. Harry G. Tobey, New
York Y, C., has purchased the schooner Agatha
from Mr. W. S. Eaton. The sale was made direct.
RRR

Canada

Y. C. CruisE—The

son has been arranged.

have received from the
9 Murray street, the Re-

STREAM.

put in shape for the season’s racing. Neola is
now painted black and will be readily distinguished from her sister Weetamoe, belonging to
Mr. Henry F. Lippit, New York Y
Neola
will undergo trials for some weeks and later be

RuHopE

of sails carried.

AND

E

2. McLister Paddling Trophy, one-half mile
straightaway, single, double blade.
3. Unlimited sailing race.
4. One-half mile single paddling, single blades
with turn.
5.

Open

canoe,

sailing, 3 miles.

.

6. Club fours, paddling, single blades, onehalf mile with turn.
7. Double paddling, single blades, one-half
mile
8.

with turn.
Tilting tournament.

Club

on

Entries should be sent to E. A. Bennett,
man of the Regatta Committee, New York
Club, Gravesend Beach, Brooklyn, N. Y.,
before June 21.
:
A sloop will be at the Knickerbocker
Saturday,

June

16, to transport

chairCanoe
on or
Canoe
canoes

from that neighborhood to the New York Canoe
Club.
Members desiring to avail themselves of
it will please notify D. B. Goodsell, New York
Canoe Club.
Canoes from points on the Delaware River,’or south thereof, may either be ex-

pressed direct to the New York Canoe Club or
shipped to New Brunswick, N. J., from which
point they may be transported by launch to the
New York Canoe Club, provided notice is given
prior to June 16.
The privileges of the New
York Canoe Club
will be extended to all visiting members of the
It will be a convenience if members desiring
to dine or sleep at the club will notify W. L.
Sweet, chairman House Committee, so that suitable provision can be made.
;
ates
FE. A. Bennett, chairman, Wm. G. Harrison, H.
C. Allen, Regatta Committee.
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AVERAGE

At the Interstate Southern Handicap
was won by W. H. Heer,
who broke 393 out of 400 flying targets in a field of 80 leading trap shots, with

UAC.

ARROW

SHELLS

H. J. Borden won the Preliminary Handicap with 97 out of 100, with U. M. C.
Guy Ward and G. L. Lyon were among the fof notch Amateurs, shooting
Arrows.
a 96 per cent. clip—and Arrows.

More

U. M. C. shooters faced the traps than any

other kind.

Shoot
THE

UNION

Arrows

METALLIC

at the

CARTRIDGE
313

Agency,

CO.,

G. A.

H.

Bridgeport,

Cono.,

New

Broadway,

U.S.

York

A.

City.

eS
Trapshooting.
If you want your shoot to be announced
send @ notice like the followsng:

here

Fixtures.
June 1-3.—St. Louis, Mo.—Rawlins
semi-annual tournament No. 3. A. D. Mermod, Mgr.
June 2.—Lowell, (Mass.) Rod and G. C. prize shoot.
Fon je burns, Sec’y;
June 5.—Fairmont, W. Va.—Monongahela Valley Sportsman’s League of West Virginia, under auspices of
Fairmont red Gy Ed HH. Taylor, Sec’y.
June 5-7.—Lincoln, Neb.—Nebraska
State
Sportsman’s
Association’s thirtieth annual tournament.
Geo, L.
Carter, Pres.
:
June 5-7.—Newark, N. J.—New Jersey State Sportsmen’s
Association tournament.
W. R. Hobart, Sec’y.
June 5-8.—Dayton, O.—Ohio Trapshooters’
League twentieth annual tournament.
Added money $600.
C. C.
Rayburn, Pres.
une 7.—Olney, Ill.—Hustlers’ G.C. D.P. Moore, Chmn.
une 8.—Catskill
(N. Y.) G. C.
Spring
tournament.
Seth T. Cole, Sec’y.
:
Cc. BR:
June 8-9.—Wahoo, Neb., G. C., Spring shoot.
Goucher, Sec’y.
*June 7.—Irwin (Pa.) Rod_and Gun Club.
Jung 12.—Bergen Beach (L. I.) G. C.
H. W. Dreyer,
ec’y.
June 12-14.—Fairmont, W Va.—Tenth annual tournament
of the West Virginia State Sportsmen’s Association,
under the auspices of Fairmont
Gun_ Club; $1,000
added to purses.
E. H. Taylor, Mgr.; Ed. O. Bower,

Sec’y-Treas.

:

une 12-15.—Warm Springs (Ga.) G. C. tournament.
une 12-15.—Baltimore,
Md.—Maryland
County
shoot.

J. Mowell Hawkins, Mgr., 1630 John St., Baltimore.

June 12-16.—Buffalo, N. Y.—New York State Sportsman’s
Association (C. G. Blandford, Sec’y, Ossining) fortyeighth annual tournament, under the auspices of the
Infallible Gun Club.
Dr. E. J. McLeod,
Sec’y.
June 13-14.—Wellington.—Boston
(Mass.) G. C. annual
invitation team match.
H. C. Kirkwood, Sec’y, 28
Elm St., Boston.
June 13-14.—Fargo, N. D.—North Dakota
State Sportsmen’s
Association’s
twelfth
annual
tournament.
Robbins & Bailey, Mgrs.
June 19-22.—Indianapolis,
Ind.—The Interstate Association’s Grand American Handicap target tournament;
$1,000 added money.
Elmer E. Shaner, Sec’y-Mgr.,
Pittsburg, Pa.
June 21.—Plainfield (N. J.) G. C. silver shoot.
H. P.
Vosseler,

Sec’y.

June 26-27.—Bradford (Pa.) G. C. tournament; $500 added.
Joseph Le Compte, Sec’y.
June 28.—Edgewater, N. J.—Palisade G. C.
*June 30.—Sewickley, Pa.—Sewickley Valley Gun Club.
July 2, Dominion Day.—Sherbrooke, P. Q., annual tournament.
C. H, Foss, Sec’y.
July 2-3.—Stratford, Ont.—Pastime G. C. tournament.
A.
W. Fisher, Sec’y for Com.
July
3-5.—Shreveport,
La.—Caddo
G. C. tournament.
Cash and prizes, $1,000.
J. J. Broadfield.
July 4.—Utica, N. Y.—Riverside G. C. all-day tournament.
E. J. Loughlin, Sec’y.
July 4.—Edgewater, N. J.—Palisade G. C.
July 4.—Richmond, Va., G. C. J. A. Anderson, Sec’y.
July 10-11.—Carthage, Mo.—The
Missouri
and
Kansas
League of Trapshooters’ tournament.
*July
i1.—Monongahela, Pa.—Monongahela City G, C.
July 17-19.—Philadelphia,
Pa.—The
Interstate
Association’s Eastern Handicap tournament, under the ausices of the Florists’ Gun Club; $1,000 added money.
Imer E. Shaner, Sec’y-Megr., Pittsburg, Pa.
*July 25.—Scottdale (Pa.) Gun Club.
July 25.—Hartford, Conn.,—Consolidated Gun Club Association of Connecticut, under auspices of Colt Gun
Club. Dr. D. C. Y. Moore, Sec’y, South Manchester.
July 26.—Edgewater,
N.
J.—Palisade
G.C.
A.A.
Schoverling, Sec’y.

Aug. 8-10.—Hamilton, Ont.—Dominion of Canada Trapshooting Association’s sixth annual tournament.
W.
P, Thompson, Sec’y-Treas.
Aug. 7-10.—Parkersburg,
W. Va.—Indian
annual
powwow and tournament; added money, $1,000.
Address
Mallory Brothers.
*Aug. 8.—McKeesport, Pa.—Enterprise Gun Club.
Aug. 13-17.—Kansas City, Mo.—Missouri State Game and
Fish Protective Association twenty-ninth annual tournament.
R. S. Elliott, Sec’y.
Aug. 21-23.—Denver, Colo.—The Interstate Association’s
Western
Handicap tournament,
under the auspices
of the Denver Trap Club; $3,000 added money.
Elmer
E, Shaner, Sec’y-Mgr., Pittsburg, Pa.
*Aug. 23—Ambridge (Pa.) Gun Club.
*Sept. 5.—Brownsville (Pa.) Rod and Gun Club.
Sept. 11-12.—Scammon, Kans.—The Missouri and Kansas
League
of Trapshooters’
tournament.
Dr. C. B.
Clapp, Sec’y, Moberly, Mo.
Sept. 13.—Hartford, Conn.—Consolidated Gun Club Association of Connecticut, under auspices of Colt Gun
Club.
Dr. D. C. Y. Moore, Sec’y, South Manchester.
Sept. 13-14——Columbus (O.) G. C. fall tournament.
Fred
Shattuck, Sec’y.
*Sept. 19.—Pittsburg.—Greater Pittsburg Gun Club.
Oct. 2-4-—Des Moines, Ia.—Hopkins Brothers’ shoot.
E.
N. Hopkins, Mgr.
*Western
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R
For the Cedar Springs Gun Club, New Paris, O., July
10-12 have been fixed upon as the dates for its second
annual tournament.

FOREST

884
At

Mr.
days

the

Indian

tournament,

J. Mowell
with

389

Hawkins
out

Montreal,

was

high

Can.,

average

May

for

24-25,

the

two

of 400.

Remember that Grand American Handicap entries close
Penalty entries after June 9, and before 5
on June 9.
The early bird catches the
o’clock June 20, are $5 extra.
bargain price.

R

Ilave you made known your craving to be a member
of your State team to win your State team championship
at the Grand American Handicap, June 19-22?
Have you
decided to enter the championship
contest, now
that
there is an opportunity to both talk and act?

Re
The members
of the Prospect Shooting Association,
Baltimore, Md., have planned for an all-day outing on
May 30, at Poplar Grove Shore, on Back River.
President H. H. Brehm and Secretary Samuel Register are
the hosts.
The committee in charge are Messrs. James
E. Clark, Ruth, Lingner and Brehm.

¥.
The cup emblematic
of the championship
of North
Carclina, was won by Mr. George Lyon, of Durham, N.
C., at the State tournament, May 24 and 25. This was his
third win, and the cup is now his property.
He also
scored a win on the cup emblematic of the championship
of Virginia and North Carolina, after a shoot-off with
Wm. Walls, of Wilson and E. Storr, of Charlotte.
And
also his score of 378 out of 400 was high amateur average.

4
The

Colt

five-man

Gun

team

Club
contest,

the

twelve

first

of

a

contestants
series

of

in the

three

held

by the Consolidated Gun Club Association, of Connecticut, at Hartford, on May 22,?, under the auspices of the
Colt Gun Club.
The remaining shoots are to be held on
July 25 and Sept. 13. The individual championship at 100
‘targets, held at’ present by Mr. Herbert Barstow, of
Rockville,

will

take

place

later.

R
Secretary-Manager Elmer E. Shaner writes us as follows:
‘Please be kind enough to strike from your list
of Fixtures the announcement
that the Pacific Coast
Handicap will be held at San Francisco, on Sept. 7, 8
and

9,

as

the

Interstate

Association

has

been

advised

that the San Francisco Trapshooting Association is not
in a position to handle the tournament this year.
The
Interstate Association’s tournament committee will decide
upon some. other place for holding the Pacific Coast
Handicap,,and due notice of the place selected will be
given your readers.”
BERNARD WaATEk&s.

‘Consolidated
HartFrorkpb,

Gun Club Association
Connecticut.

Conn.,

May

22.—The

shoot

of

the

of

Elliott

shoots for the championship,
order of scores as follows:

contestants

had

thirteen

of

second;

three

club

in

Hartford—McFetridge
18, 16; Hollister 14, 17; Newick
14, 17; Dr. Rowe 14, 16; Fernside 17, 17; total 160.
Rockville—White
15, 17; H. Metcalf 15, 16; Turner 15,
17; F. E. Metcalf 17, 15; Burke 16, 14; total 156,

Danbury—W. G. Olmstead 16, 18; E. W. Stevens 16, 17;
W. A, Gregory 12) 13; R. S., Hall 12,163 M.A. Myers
14, 14;

18,

17;

Salsbury

Sanderson

18, 14; total

17, 16;

Fenton

155.

New
Haven—Stevenson
18, 12; Porter 18, 19; Hepburn
18, 12; Lines 12, 10; Smith 17, 13; total 149.
New London—Ockford 14, 19; Prest 12, 15; Muir 12, 19;
Goddard 13, 16; Watrous 14, 14; total 148.
Somersville—McMullen
16,
14;
G.
C.
Finch
18,
16;
A. Cooley 17, 14; A. M. Arnold 14, 16; A. Pease 12, 15;
total 147.

New Britain—Langdon 15, 13; A. J. Reynolds 18, 17;
Cadwell 15, 14; Gill 13, 16; Bassett 13, 13; total 147.
Waterbury—Hart
17, 18; Hall 15, 17; Fitzhenry
McElligott 16, 17; Draher 14, 15; total 146.
Norwich—Mitchell
14, 14; Wells 18, 8; Richards

11,

11;

19,

15;

C.

Y.

Post 16, 13; Tofft 15, 14; total 141.
South

Manchester—George

Johnson

138,

12;

D.

Moore 16, 163).©. B. Treat 16, 15] RO)
Ghemeysy Jr:
16, 14; H. G. Cheney 9, 14; total 140.
Winchester Rod and Gun Club, New Haven—Ed. Kelley 16, 17; -W. R. Coleman 18, 14; Arcy 14, 10; J. Pinkham

11, 16;

Ed.

Bristol—H.
Rockwell
total 139.

L.
Club

17,

Phelps

Mills
14;

16,
W.

16, 18; total

14;
Burns

A.

contestants

H.
14,

140.

Porter
10;

and

and

scores

in
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R. Libbey and other members
of the Colt Gun
had every detail prepared for holding the shoot, and

Western

Penn.

Trapshooters’

The next tournament will be held on the grounds of
the Irwin Rod and Gun Club, Irwin, Pa., on June 7.
The trade was represented by Nie R.- Taylor and Jas.
Repeating Arms Co.; H. H. Stevens,
Lewis, Winchester
WeMS CaCas: Jos. Garland, Peters Cartridge Co.
Those who did not win equal
was
satisfied.
Every one
to their entrance were paid their losses in full, minus
targets:

es.
15 15 15
15 14 14
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maces 14 14 12
.. 15 14 15
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. 14 14 15
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14 14 15
Taylor
. 13 14 12
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15 14 14
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4
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18
13
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14
Stevens
313.9
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Gochtatimie. . 13 12
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First Second
Day Days Ta:
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Montclair

Gun

SOcIAL

TRAMP.

Club.

Monrcrair,
N. J., May 19.—In the shooting to-day
Moffett and Colquitt did the best, Moffett making a run
cf 42 without a miss.
Event No. 1 was for practice.
Event 2 was for seven
prizes, with Moffett the winner of the first prize.
Moffett also won out in event 3, receiving the first prize, a
year’s subscription to Forrest AND STREAM, for breaking
25 straight..
Event 5 was tied for by Colquitt and Motfett, Col quitt winning out in the shoot-off, he receiving
a set of silver teaspoons as a reward.

League.

targets.

Club.

A

te

PitrtsspurG, Pa.—Forty shooters faced the traps in the
Western
Pennsylvania
Trapof the
third tournament
shooters’
League, held on the Herron Hill Gun Club
23.
grounds, Davis Island, on May 23
It was a grand success in every way, and good scores
Kelsey alnd Baker were
were in order during the day.
with 168 out of 180 targets, and the rest of the
high
aye An
was
Each
event
well bunched.
shooters
were

Gun

First oe z
Day. Day.
Bean!
Oaktree 130149
279
Gonfart Gnas 146
168
315
Hirschey ....149
166
315
McMillen ...145
166
311
Plante) geese 1455
S65 nS 0
Becker fess. 141
167
308
Mosley: <3... 147
159
306
Callison
142
158
300
By been seeites 133
162:
295
P) Holahan.-138
163) 9 290
D Holahan..136
154
290
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128
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284
Hes onl Messer 127
4155 © 282
Shane
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«281

ota):
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180
@©189
180
139
RO
aL
180
132
SO
a)
eee
0
ees
180
120
180
113
180
112
180°
212
Redstone
105
70
105
65
90
74
60
43
60
48

PocaTELLo, Idaho.—The traps of the local gun club at
Pocatello was the scene of a tremendous bombardment
May 11 and i2, and the first annual tournament of the
Gate City Gun Club was an unparalleled success.
Members of gun clubs from all the important towns in the
intermuuntain region congregated here to take part in
the tournament, and they were the finest, jolliest set of
men that ever peeped over the Idaho hills.
The visiting cracks arrived Thursday,
and the old
guard put in an appearance Friday morning.
On the 10th the traps of the local club were opened
to give the visitors a chance to familiarize themselves
with the field.
Motecr cars, express wagons, Carriages,
hacks and private rigs carried the shooters from the
hotels to the traps, and admirers of the sport followed on
foot and bicycles. The practice shoot produced no recordbreaking scores, though some good work was done. The
weather on opening day was all that could be desired.
A gentle breeze fanned the sage brush surrounding
the
traps, but the birds flew well nevertheless.
A wind
and
dust storm caused the shooters some discomfort Saturday, but the scores were good, considering the conditions.
The home boys entertained the visitors royally.
Nothing
was forgotten or omitted that would add to the comfort
and pleasure of their guests, and when farewells were
said, all expressed a desire to “‘meet again’? next year.
The memory of Pocatello’s hospitality and kindness will
ever be a pleasant picture in the shooter’s kaleidoscope.
Mr.. E. A. McKenzie, of Denver, and. Mr. E. F. Conarr, have donated medals for the State shoot, Idaho,
Utah, Sept. 18, 19 and 20 at Pocatello.
The scores:

Phelps race cctiiesteeriae
ect tate eae 14171618.

Hawkins was high with 189 out of 200; Mr.
188.
The
club
contest,
the first of a series

13, 14; Jordan

The

STREAM.

Consoli-

dated Gun
Club Association of Connecticut
was held
to-day. the weather was pleasant, though there was a
fluky wind blowing.
Two sets of traps were used, set
Sergeant system.
‘The professionals present were Messrs.
Elliott, Hawkins, Lenoir, Sibley, Fanning, Haight, Butler, Keller and _ Brinley.
Of
the
protessionals, Mr.

20, 16; total 156:
Willimantic—Edgerton

everything worked smoothly
shot for targets only.

Porter

defeated
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_
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May 26.—Events 1, 2, 3, 6 and 7 were for practice.
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Coming Events Cast their Shadows

and

present.

Two
days’
averages
were:
Geo.
A.
Brown,
Falls, first; Chas.
Cottle, Skaneateles
Junction,
R. G. Wheeler, Janesville, third.

Briggs

and

on

16-17,

In the merchandise event the Ithaca gun was won by
H. W. Smith, of Syracuse, and R. G. Wheeler, of Janesville; score 14 out of 15, and 11 straight each jin a’ missand out, and then divided.
This event was a re-entr
contest,
with sixty-six entries.
Ten thousand
targets
were thrown.
This tournament
was a decided success

Messrs.

oA

present.

The Lefever gun in merchandise
event was won
bv
I. Chapman, of Fulton, with the only straight score of 20.
High average was won byCharles Cottle, of Skaneateles
Junction;
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G. Spencer, from the 20-yard mark, with the grand score
of 98 out of 100.

O.A. Felger, of Grand Rapids, Mich.,

an amateur, was

second, breaking 97 targets.

Gun

age with a score of 387 out of 400.
Winchester

Factory Loaded

Targets:

.

NL OGre

All three winners
Shells, and

Messrs.

If you

are

going to the Grand American next month,

don’t fail to shoot Winchester Factory Loaded Shells at
that event, for they are

The Shells that will Win
the Grand
American

Mgrs.
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Spencer and Freeman Winchester Repeating Shotguns.
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InpIANAPOLIS,
Ind., May 19.—Dr. O. F. Britton defeated Mr. Milo Hershey in the contest for the English
Hotel cup.
Scores as follows:
Hershey 73, Britton 74.
Britton was challenged by Gregory, of Zionsville, Ind.
Challenge accepted.
Date of contest, Saturday, May 26.
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Club.

Cotumsus O., May 19.—Mr. Frank Baldwin, of New
York,
made a special visit to Columbus
to see the
Columbus Gun Club, and he is a most congenial gentle-
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Illinois State Sportsman’s Association.
BLoominctTon, Ill., May 23.—The regular annual tournament for the State of Illinois began here to-day under
very favorable circumstances as to weather conditions.
The large crowd of gun enthusiasts were well pleased
when they walked in to the baseball park and there saw
the array of traps and tents and the background, and all
the accommodations
so generously
provided
bythe
members and officers of the McClean cantly Gun Club.
In the first place, the preliminary work necessary in
arranging a programme for these annual meets consumes
much of the time of the secretary and president for a
whole year; then when it comes to the carrying out of
the same and the arrangement of the grounds proper,
there is where the hard work comes in, for which the officers should have proper credit.
For instance, the ball ground was used for a game on
the afternoon of the 21st; this gave but one day for setting up three Leggett traps and putting up a half dozen
tents tor the accommodation of the visitors.
If you had
seen the president wielding the ax and the sledge hammer when his occupation is that of a “tooth doctor,” you
would then realize what an ardent sportsman will do for
the good of his club and the citizens behind it. .
The secretary came also from his desk in a railroad
office, and he was soon brown from the hot sun, and
besides, his hands were so besmeared that you would
not judge him to be the artist with a pen that he is.
Of such stuff is the great army of trapshooters of the
present day made, and to them is all honor due for the
uplifting and upholding of the top-notch outdoor game
of target smashing.
It was a good day to be out, save that the cross-wind
blew up some dust from the sodless diamond, and during
the afternoon the shoot was delayed for a few minutes
by a passing shower.
There were seventy who shot
through the regular events, and as three Legget traps
were in position, there was a total of 275 targets for the
day. First came six 15-target events, then three 20-target
events, followed by a merchandise shoot at 25 targets per
man; concluding by a 100-target handicap race for $100
in gold put up by the McLean County Gun Club, handicaps 16 to 22yds., open to all amateurs.
Here was variety
for all, and the popping of the 12-bore went merrily
on up to the hour of sundown, when the good ones were’
happy and the poor ones tried to be consoled with the
thoughts of how they would line ’em out on the morrow.
There were present all of the best amateurs of the
State, as well as the professional men, with the exception
of Tom Marshall and Lee Barkley.
They were Messrs.
Boa, Vietmeyer,
Crosby,
Cadwallader,
Riehl, Stannard
and Budd.
Shooting representatives were Cummings,
Burton, Graves and Irwin, and they were all busy assisting the management, cashier, squad hustling and assisting when and where anything needed attention.
As to the scores.
Tobacco Bill Crosby was high with
134 straight, and a total of 148 out of 150, losing the two
in

the

last

event.

W.

T.

Craig,

a

blond

Jacksonville

farmer, got away with correct position and never made
a skip until the 114th round and a grand total of 147.
Chan. Powers and R. R.. Barber made 144; Harry Taylor
148, Riehl and Mack 140.
There was a large entry for the merchandise prizes, and
only two tied on 25: W. H. Robbins, Blue Mound, IIL,
and Chas. Bockwitz, a farmer of Mason City; and they
settled that without a shoot-off.
All the other prizes
were

shot

off,

as

there

were

from

five

to

ten

ties

on

each.
The lucky and best shots were:
Guy Burnside,
Knoxville, Ill., Marlin trap gun; Mr. Baxter, case shells;
Thos. Stoner, Mt. Iron, lll., pair hunting boots, and
Chas. Johnson, Chicago, pair shoes.
The handicap 100-target race brought out some surprises
as well as disappointments, viz., Chan. Powers and Harry
Kahler, the young man from Davenport, Ia., tied on 95
and divided the first prize, $60. Then the next men were:
Alex. Mermod, St. Louis; George Roll, of Chicago; Guy
Burnside, Knoxville, and Wycoff, 90; Brown and Barto
89; Willard 88; Taylor and Fuller 86; Linell 85, Merrill
83, Clark 83, Barber 83, Clay 83, Young 83, Baggerman 7,
Kirk

84,

Graham

79,

Winesberg

76,

Blumershine

82,

Manning 79, Gideon 87, Carson 87, Galusha 73, Grey 84,
Curtis 66, McDermand 88.
Several others whose scores
do not appear withdrew, as they had no chance to win.
Scores for first day:
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When the shooters assembled at the ball park they
found, to their satisfaction, that the wind was very slight,
and that the conditions were almost perfect for breaking
targets, hence all were pleased.
But after a few rounds
there was a nodding of heads, and in fact a scratching
of same, and still it remained that No. 2 trap was
a
hoodoo.
The scores will show that from the start to
the finish the targets from that trap were unbreakable.
It runs through the entire day that each shooter lost
more at this one set of traps than both the others put
together.
And another strange thing is that no_one
made a complaint and saw that it was regulated.
It is
an old story that generally thereis one trap that will get
wrong.
Almost the same shooters toed the mark, and yet there
were some new ones.
The shooting for the most part
was very fair.
Crosby got off a little bit, and for the
150, lost 3. Riehl lost 4, Stannard 5, Mermod 6, Mack 9,
Kahler 10.
The merchandise shoot was, as usual, the most interesting, and brought out a large entry.
Scores:
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Merchandise event, 25 targets:
L. C. Smith gun, C.
M. Powers, Decatur, Ill., won on shoot-off tié of 23, with
Winesberg and Rupert.
Stevens hammerless gun:
W. B. Linell, Eldra, Ia.,
won on shoot-off tie on 22 with Merrill and Graham. .
Winchester .22 rifle:
Harry Kahler, Davenport, Ia.,
won on shoot-off on 21 from Mack, Barber, Vangundy
and Sperry.
;
Guy Burnside, Knoxville, won corduroy coat on tie of
20, from Taylor, Gentleman, Bockwitz, Willard, McDermand, Johnson and Riley.
Everett Brown, Rensellaer, Ind., won leather suit, case
on tie of 19 from Barto, Roll and Robbins.
P. E. J. Corrothers, Bloomington,
IIl., won leather
gun case on tie of 18, from Young, Eck, Mermod, Kirk,
Gideon,
Others shooting were:
Hay 17, Jewell 17, Harris 17,
Stoner 17, Wyckoff 17, Manning 16, Martin 16, Craig 13,
Kellar 14, Baggerman 14, Clark’15, Herman 4.

May

25,

Third

Day.

The orders were from the president to announce to all
shooters that the first gun would be fired at 9 A. M.
sharp.
Well, the shooters assembled, but then there was
trouble ahead.
The clouds started «a sprinkle, and then
it became a steady downpour for about two hours, which
made the shooting unpleasant.
As all were anxious to
get on the early afternoon trains, the shoot went ahead
threugh the rain, so that by the time the regular 150
shots had been fired the rain kad ceased, and there was
then a splendid exhibiticn of target smashing.
n summing up the shooting, Crosby was found to be
well to the good with 441 out of 500, Stannard 432, and
Riehl 425. For the amateurs, Powers shot steady, only
a target difference each day, and a total of 485,. Barber
followed with 428, and then Willard came close with 424.
Mr. Fuller was. a very consistent shooter, as he shot
same number first and last day and one more the second
day. .The Smith cup caught most of the best’ off their
guard, as there were poor scores made:
Cadwallader and
J. Graham tied on 24, and Cad. won the decision in the
shoot-off, with Jay on the 21 line to Cadwallader’s 18.
The handicaps were:
Powers, Crosby, Graham 21; Burnside, Boa, Roll, Willard, Riehl and Stannard 20; Barto
19; Mack, Binyon, Clark, Bockwitz, Cadwallader, Youn
18; Kneussel 17; Vietmeyer, Teeple, McDermand, Kir
6.
When
the shooters were departing they took great
pleasure in thanking the officers and gun club for holding
the best shoot for the past five years.
There were few

chances

During

for any kicks, and but few were
the

three

than 125 shooters,
days.
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The most accurate and reliable cartridges are the U. S.,as proven

by careful tests made by the

U. S. Government experts.
MANUFACTURED
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L. C. Smith cup race:
Cadwallader won on 24; shot
out J. R. Graham jon tie; Young 23, Boa 23, Riehl 23,
Stannard 23, Kirk 23, Bockwitz 23, Binyon 99° Clark 99"
Mack 21, Crosby 21, Barto 21, Roll 21, McDermand 21,
Ai
90, Burnside’ 20, Willard 20, Vietmeyer aly Teeple
Bloomington handicap:
Willard 49, Kneussel 49, Kahler
48, Taylor 48, Barto 48, Barber 47, Roll 47, Binyon 47,
Clark 47, Kirk 47, Fullz 46, Young 46, Powers 46, McDermand 46, Gideon 45, Graham 44, Boettger 43,, Burnside 43, Radburn’ 42, Bender. 39, Leary 38.
PROFESSIONAL
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One COS

Board

of Trade

Diamond

146

114-116

a speech and explained the history and standing of the
Association, and dwelt upon the need of a reorganization
and the adoption of constitution and by-laws.
The board of directors had drawn up the latter, and
after same was read by sections it was adopted and
authorized

The

printed.

new

Association

Sportsmen’s

will

Tournament

now

be

Association.

the

Illinois

There

were

State
sixty-

seven members
enrolled, and after roll call the convention
proceeded
to select the place for the next
meeting.
Bloomington
and
Chicago were nominated,
and by vote it was decided’ to ballot on these two places.
Of sixty-seven members voting, Chicago received fortyseven

and

Bloomington

twenty.

The election of officers followed, with the Result that
Dr. Carson, of Chicago, was elected President; Dr. C. A.
McDermand,
Vice-President;
Lem
Willard,
Chicago,
Second Vice-President;
F. H. Teeple, Chicago, Secretary and Treasurer.
On motion, the press and citizens of the city were
thanked for the part taken in assisting in the very successful tournament now in progress.
Coming to the close
the officers and members of the club were thanked by a
rising vote and then three cheers and a tiger.
The meeting was very enthusiastic and harmonious,
and Chicago members who were present promise great
things for next year.

Badge.

Meeting.

eeeeeay
night at 8:15, the convention was called to
order by the president, Drei Cea: McDermand, in the
assembly hall of the Illinois Hotel.
The president made

Garfield

Gun

Club.

Curicaco, May 19.—The appended scores were made on
. our grounds to-day on ne occasion of the fifth trophy
shoot of the first series,
. Smedes won Class A trophy
on 24 out of 25, Stone cd Class B on 20, and. Ford
Class C on 21.
The day was a fairly good one for trapshooting except
for a rear wind, which beat the targets down qquickly,
causing a tendency to overshooting.
However, the scores
were, as a rule, very fair.
Toward
evening the lake
breeze became so chilly as to make it decidedly uncomfortable, especially to those unfortunates who had donned
summer weight clothing during the recent hot spell. Attendance

fair,

considering

weather

conditions,
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MASS.,

435

This is the event of the meeting and the history of
this badge from the time it started at Chicago and paid
the winner $1,500 cash to the present time, would be
very interesting to all Illinois trapshots.
As now, the race is at 100 targets instead of 10 live
birds, handicap distance, 16 to 22yds., and the entries
are small as compared to former years.
This year there
were twenty-three entries, as part of money is divided
among the shooters by per cent. system, being five in all.
Jay Graham, Long Lake, IIl., won the badge and first
money with 94 from the 19yd. mark.
He came near being
defeated by Guy Burnside, who made 48 out of the first
50, and then fell away on the last round, finishing with
23 and winning second alone.
Lem Willatd and A. D.~
geht both good handicap shooters made 92. Johnson,
Chicago, made 91 alone for fourth, while fifth went to
Young and Crosby on 90.
There was considerable wind, that blew in gusts during
this race, and many of the targets were towerers.
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appended scores were made to-day on
the occasion of the sixth trophy shoot

series.

W.

Ejinfeldt

won

in

Class

A

on

of 15;

Stone

also

23

out of 25, Stone in Class B on 21. No Class C shooters
were in attendance.
In the Dupont cup shoot, which followed, W. Einfeldt

again

landed

in

Class

A

on

14 out

won

again in Class B on 10. No Class C shooters in contest.
The day was an extremely trying one for trapshooting,
as.a sharp and very chilly north wind, off the lake, prevailed, which beat down the targets very quickly and
chilled the shooters to such an extent that they seemed
vastly more interested in the stove than-in shooting.
In
fact, conditions were so bad that only ten shooters came
out, which is a very poor attendance.
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Baychester.

New York, May 22.—I inclose the scores of a match
shoot held at Baychester, Saturday last, between teams
of the Melrose Gun Club and the Sugar Hill Gun Club,
the Melrose Club winning by 13 targets,
ATT ett
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Wau. L. ALLen, Capt. Melrose G. C.
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CHAMPIONSHIPS
ILLINOIS.

KENTUCKY.
Owensburg,

May

24,

Won by Mr. Woolfolk

Bloomington, May 24, 1906,
Won by Mr. J. R. Graham,
94 x 100 from t1oyd. mark.

1906,

Henderson,

98 x 100.

USING

Peters Factory Loaded Shells
THE CONSOLATION

HANDICAP—GRAND

AMERICAN, 1905,

In this event two scores of 98, five of 97 and
by Mr. James T. Atkinson, 99 x 100 from 18yd. mark,
four of 96, all using Peters Factory Loaded Shells.

Won

The
THE

Chosen

PETERS

Ammunition

CARTRIDGE
NEW

YORK:

98

of Amateur

COMPANY,
Chambers

-:-

Street,

T.

H.

Expert.

CINCINNATI,
Keller,

Blackfoot Lodge Tales.

Camp Life in the Woods.

and

OHIO

Manager

Hunting Without a Gun.

The

And the Tricks of Trapping and Trap Making.
Containing hints on camp shelter, all the tricks and bait
receipts of the trapper, the use of the traps, with instructions for the capture of all fur-bearing animals.
By
W.
Hamilton
Gibson.
Illustrated.
Cloth, 3800 pages.
Price,

$1.00.

FOREST

AND

STREAM

PUBLISHING

CO.

Story of a Prairie People. bh George Bird Grinnell.
Cloth, 800 pages.
Price, $1.75.
Mr. Grinnell has for years been on terms of intimacy
with two of the three tribes which made up the great
confederation known as the Blackfoot Nation, and having
the confidence of the braves and wisest of the old men,
ee
penetrated deep into the secret history of the
tribe,
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PUBLISHING

ae

a

And

other papers. By Rowland E. Robinson. With illusee
from drawings by Rachael Robinson. - Price,
2.00
This is a collection of papers on different themes contributed to FoREST AND
STREAM and other publications,
and now for the first time brought together.
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Rifle

AND

Telescopes

A GOOD

MANY PERSONS have mistaken ideas of telescopic sighted rifles. They think such arms intended
for target shooting at rest only.
Stevens Rifles, or in fact, any standard make of rifle equipped with Stevens
Telescopes, are used extensively for large and small game shooting by veteran hunters in the roughest country.
Until of late, Rifle Telescopes had been prohibited in
Such an arm is an aid to an eye, a great aid to defective eyes.
It is quite generally admitted that a telescope
some galleries; but to-day, their use is encouraged and sanctioned.
A Stevens Telescope on a Stevens Rifle makes an arm
sight on a rifle prolongs the sport of a rifleman many years.
_ suitable for HUNTING,
and not bad for GOOD

STEVENS

and for FINEST TARGET

SHOOTING

ARMS

AND
P.

AST

O.

Box

TOOL

COMPANY

5668

MASSACHUSETTS

FALLS,
New

ALD

It is good for BAD VISION

TELESCOPES range in price from the ‘‘Favorite’’ at $8.00, to the ‘‘Multiscope’’ at $42.00
ILLUSTRATED CATALOG DESCRIBING ALL STYLES MAILED UPON REQUEST

J. STEVENS
CHICOPEE

Aas no equal.

VISION.

York
A

Office,
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Paskamansett

Gun

Club.

First,

H.

C.

Kirkwood,

$10 in gold,

total

152 out

gold.

Three

shocters

tied

for

the

silver cup;
85, and won

berry

dish

with

82, fifth; W.
seventh;
W.

A.
M.

Whalon,

Reed,

Audette,

and

to

Dring, 81,
Woodward,

P.

sixth; John
79, eighth,

Letendre,

Brown

were,

Baine,

in

order

C.

Laflin & Rand

were

shot

for

in

trophy

Cook,

mentioned,

events

and the Hunter

1, 2, and

3, a

total

from

Arms
of 50

May 15-17,

by C..G. Spencer, who broke 98 ex 100 from the 20—-Yards Mark.

Aldrich, 80,
and
Smith,
9

First Amateur Average Was Won

17,

The

TENN.,

The Southern Handicap Was Won

84:

in the
prize;
Lewis,

Letendre,

SMOKELESS

At NASHVILLE,

G. H.
$10 in

Hodsdon, Getchell and Sheldon, and Sheldon won
shoot-olf.
Kirkwood
and Sheldon
tied for fourth
in the shoot-off Sheldon won the fish-rod; A. W.

889

of

175 targets; second, H. E. Getchell, Woonsocket, 150;
third, Roy Hodsdon, of Boston, 149.
Geo. A. Eggers, of
New Bedford, was first in the merchandise event, with 88
out of 100, and he won
the beautiful
Bowen, of Amesbury, was second with

STREAM.

DUPONT

*New Beprorp, Mass,—The first day of the Paskamansett Gun Club spring tournament was pleasant, and there
was a good attendance of shooters, many of whom are
famous in the annals of competition.
The list of prizes
was specially interesting.
The amateur
high averages
were:

AND

medal!
targets,

and Smith, Aldrich, Baine and Getchell tied on 47 out of
40. Eggers and Shea tied for the Lewis and Bryant cups
with a total of 400. The scores:
Events:
Lerccfomse o 69% 8-9) 10
Targets:
15 15 20 15°15 20 15 15 20 25) «=Brk.
H C Kirkwood, 21...... 13 13 19 12 13 18 12 13 15 24
152
FIVE Getchell, 21.0.0... 13 14 20 13°14 18 12 13 15 19
150
PREY Owe
1Gss 6.5 ice tS
1712.40 181! 14 1727
149

by H. D. Freeman,

of Atlanta, Ga., who broke 387 out of 400.

They
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™ §5 STRAIGHT
Years

and

we

have

loaned

money

Park

Row,

-
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above

ED. O'BRIEN, FLORENCE,
Recent

acquisition

to

the ranks of
trapshooters.

new

arrivals

were

McArdle,

of

Springfield; Griffith, of Pascoag;
and
Cavichici, of Whitman.
McArdle was
ward third.

high

amateur,

Newport;

Fanning,

Griffith

SMOKELESS

professional

Re Hodsdon, 2)......00... 14 12 19 {3 13 16 13 14 15 20
Buttalo Smith, 2h... 15 15 17 11 13 18 13 10 13 22
G
BKegers, 19......... 12 128 15 12 18 16 14 15 18 19
Pe Gr Oueidoper 20 scsi.
ssc 14 18 17 13 11 17 10 15 17 20
Gale Bowen. 18...
12/15 11 12 13 18 13 12 17 23
RUC he Odea
et oe 13 14 2015 11 16 8121817
WeChurchiil 18, 02 uh..3 13 13 13 10 18 18 12°13 18 19
We ras Oring.) ES so...
oeae 14 8 17 18 11 13 12 14 18 19
Pie
weeames 20 ne .. ccs © 14 15 18 13 18 151013
917
PS OW teewiss 17.) 63.00 5 12 138 10 13 13 16 12 11 17 18
NGS
hes
141417131215
6141416
W M Woodward, 18.... 13 10 15 10 12 13 13 14 17 17
PPV AOS
LT sls. ocieeve a 13 9 14 13 12 14 11 1017 18
JeAudette; 16 ...65...66.
7 814101214
91014 14
We ONLIES,, 1G. c sasm
ss cae 10 10 12 11 713 10 10 13 23
© Wetendre, 17.0. c0.<c 12 11 12 12 11 14 10 11 14 19
(pio Coulee tae.re2 tt 12 13 12 10 16 10 11 12 18
G M Wheeler, 21....... 11 13812 6111810
716 19
NCR PIFELDYulOs «ice
oaeva 12 811121215
912 14 18
Wire Brown, 18.2... 0... 14121512
919 710 1016
Pyle CED
ts.g oceate ce b+ « 111118
9101411
61116
rere Brallard aL crsvrcecere
61316111615
912 15 14
Pe Letendre,. 16........2:.0 7 612111015
91217 16
OG. Rennett,..16........0+
8 81813811 1410 81217
HN
tanming, 12 .../<20.. 11 121412
81510
91011
W H Knowles, 16.......
91113
91018
6 81215
eb ONLUrray, (160. 0.0.00. 10.8 8 (1314
710-1313
(pho 0
ee
nee OD Bilstoresisiae
tis: oOme DLE eee
GEEGFARTION
so.cschs
wae ce oe Meera (ANAL
cas Whee SONS tse
Mi Stapleton (2 ..... 02.0.
Oe
as Lotbly LISI Se oe
ere
COME Neto c niece c ce, ele me LOG ete LS) ee
May 23, the second day, was extremely pleasant.

second

149
147
147
147
146
144
142
139
137
135
135
134
131
130
129
127
125
123
123
122
121
121
115
114
112
106
103
oat
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York

City

By Louis Wright.
Eight colored plates
_illustrations.
Cloth, 311 pages.
Price, $2
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37 other
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A NEW BULK POWDER
FOR SHOT GUNS.

Dead Shot Smokeless thoroughly meets the requirements of discriminating sportsmen. Branded
with the name of a house whose goods are most
“known quantity,” unsurpassed in any particular.

Clean Shooting, makes a perfect pattern, high

velocity, safe, is unaffected by climate.

Have your shells loaded with “Dead Shot
Smokeless.” Your dealer will gladly supply it. If
you are in doubt write to us. Write to us any
way for booklet.

winnsr

The
of

York,
Wood-

New

favorably known, it will always be the powder of a

Sigh

Lenoir,

of New

PUBLISHING

DEAD SHOT

KANS.

expert

Bridge

The Practical Poultry Keeper.

A practical cook book for canoeists, Corinthian sailors
and outers.
By ‘‘Seneca.”
Cloth, 96 pages.
Price, $1.

STREAM

~
Brooklyn
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Canoe and Camp Cookery.
AND

SIMPSON

~

One block

FOREST

Guns, Diamonds, Watches

Jewelry.

WILLIAM
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|
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AMERICAN
S|ST. LOUIS,

MO.

POWDER

BOSTON,

MASS., U.S.A.

MILLS,
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“THE FINEST GUN IN THE WORLD”
Guaranteed

smokeless
never

to shoot all

powders

shoot

Spiral
never

and

loose.

top-lever and
to break.

main-spiings

Fewer parts in its mechanism and these parts bigger and stronger than any other.

guaranteed

The

only double gun made in America that ever equalled the best imported makes in work-

manship, balance, finish and all the fine points of gun-making that go to make up a
strictly fine gun. See one before you buy. Made only by

A. H. FOX GUN

COMPANY,

Not connected with The Philadelphia Arms

Mr.

Philadelphia, Pa.
Company

Palisade Gun

W. H. Speiser (amateur), Dansville, Pa., won the John A.
Wilson Live Bird Trophy (killing 38 straight), with his
|

PENNSYLVANIA

STATE

MORAL—If
you are an
you
should have

SHOOT.
amateur—
one.

Schoverling, Daly
302-304

-

BROADWAY,

@ Gales
NEW

YORK.

oO. C. S. A.

Trap Shooting Supplies of all Descriptions.
Blue Rock Targets and
Traps.
Special attention given to the securing of special guns, loads
and equipments.

KIRKWO OD
23 Elm

Street,

SOME

BROS.,

a:

~

LAFLIN

Boston,

@® RAND

Mass.

WINS

Nashville,

Tenn., May 15-17 (Interstate Association’s Southern Handicap Tournament)—
First General Average.
Vicksburg, Miss., May 7-8.—First and Second Amateur Averages.

Tulsa, |. T., May 7-9.—First General Average.

—

New London, Ia., May 8-10.—First, Second and Third Amateur
Columbus. O., May 9-11.—First and Second General Averages.

Averages.

Infallible, New E.C. (improved ) and New Schultze Make Good
Field, Cover and Trap-Shooting.
LEADIN
STICKING OF POWDER, DUST,A
PAPER

SHELLS.

sampi/e

JOSEPH DIXON CRUCIBLE
JERSEY CITY. W.J.

ere

CoO.

By

Captain Adam H. Bogardus, Champion Wing Shot
of the World. Embracing Hints for Skilled Marksmen; Instruction for Young Sportsmen; Haunts and

Habits of Game Birds; Flight and Resorts of Waterfowl; Breeding and
pages.
Price, $2.

Breaking

of

Dogs.

Club.

EpGEWATER,
N. J.—The Palisade Gun Club held its
eleventh successful tournament at Edgewater, N. J., May
24.
The weather was ideal and good for high scores.
High amateur average was won by Uncle Bill Hopkins, of
Aqueduct, L. I. The popularity of these shoots is constantly increasing, and we expect to hold some good
added money tournaments during the summer months.
Our next shoot will take place on June 22
Events:
1208425
Ge. 89
Targets:
20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20
HS
Welles... ctccccy
ccc meme 19 1717 19 17 20171717
R Hendricks 05220.
v unre 19 19 12 11 12 18 15 15 16
Geo. Piercy: ovis feecas seen ‘.... 18 15 18 16 18 17 18 15 16
Fo Truax) oss cas.dsaiesne tesa
13 19 13 18 17 15 18 19 20
C! Richter: . isc je vices Chee eee
16 12 20 15 16 19 15 18 16
L” Colquitt. f.ins200seeteemeeeeme 14 19 13 16 17 18 15 18 15
DraHanterct
wae
¢ uv'es Cavemtete 151016
917 9121114
W. Hopkins (scasncestenecesaeeien 17 16 16 18 16 20 17 18 19
L. Schortemeier 2.25.
tcce eecesionts 15 14 .. 19141617 16 17
Capt Money
eieens
svens cintewarttaies 15 14 12 13 138 14 15 17 19
A UF Porterisvcs
as os oper teenies 14 15 19 11 14 16 12 14 15
C S Minuste
ceil eons peteev c1scstmete steetere manne 621167
FEF Muldoon 6st) ce ston toisioteistecele/steieet
ier aneaee 1814171418 ..
FW > Moffett: oc scasies elects etinels ete mere a Wea
bes by gst ra Wg
J Hendrickson *. .../.<. senescence eens 17 18 18 11 12 18
C Eickhoft 007 ccna cee vce
een
<
9 810129"
6
MW
Wynttes. é. ccccet owes esis samt
meemnee 10 12 14 16 14
Dr Smith |. isveJeosspesees semen
&
Steen lo 15
HL H Avolliny « siccciee cies dees ot Bnrcgiae aly aienegntate Meneame 1 2
A. A. SCHOVERLING, Sec’y.

CHARLES DALY GUN
AT

Buffalo Smith, of Boston, at 18 and 20 yds., won the
$70 Ithaca gun, with 43 out of 50.
Roy Hodsdon won
the $5 gold piece for the high amateur average for two
days; total 298 out of 250 targets.
The sterling silver
cup was won by George A. Eggers, for the highest general average of the tournament for local shooters.
He
scored 293.
First, second and third respectively in the merchandise
prizes were Woodward,
Smith and Aldrich.
Eggers scored a leg for the club gun with 47 out of 40;
Hodsdon made 48 out of 50 for the Laflin & Rand an
Hunter Arms
Co. trophies, with 48 out of 50.
The
scores:
Events:
1 2.3. 4 “O96 eieo ee ale
Targets:
15 15 20 15 15 20 15 15 20 25 ~Brk.
McArdle, 22) eiscas-aiceas 14 14 20 14141811151721
1658
Lenoir, 20 "ese. Se cetareraate 141318 1413171212 2022
155
Griifith 20 te. cence ace 111319 141418111418 21
1538
Powellj) 20) gsscesces snes 13 1516 141319151113 22
152
Woodward, 19 77... 141412131318121519 20
150
Manning acencasauatas
sae 13.12 1918 121713151619
148
Smithte2ligenscmsuin aac 18 14 20121217
8111018
147
Hg rersun 2 ansiesaeaaenes 18 121813 151612141616
146
Flodsdonyaaaminsssentecsele 15 1518 111115131215 21
146
Reed) 20! ticusiasts
swe cease 121319 14111613151418
145
(Aldrich, 16min mecapiecusee 14 11 16 13 13 1713 1349 16
145
GC Metendres U7 ainaistester 12111315121314
81518
136
IBOWGTIG eli ein cles
tr siete 13 14 20121217
8111018
135
Wewise olovrese sae «eee 10 10 141218 1918121519
134
Dring Vi ercedeaccnectce 12 91514131514101715
134
Derby, 20 essere ceeremenee 141515131019
9101216
133
Wheeler lliceace secrete 121113111114
7111418
122
Bullard) 16: neces cess
91113
8141513121313
121
Gavichict, 016 wnncsese
aes 10 915 121217101414..
118
Murtay, 1Gi scams
12 9 910 914 8141419
116
Dow djyl6e acme
asctteates 14.6 11 18 10 16-85 94b &:
101
Shea wlG ie asnecamecemnae 10 914101110
9 91216
109
Knowlesis 1.6 nwassteaertets
412 9116 1209 10Noee
82

Cloth,

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO.
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Utica, N. Y.—On May 18 the Oneida County Sportsmen’s Association Gun Club held a shoot.
The weather
was ideal.
An interesting event was the match, one of
three, between Watts, of the Riverside Gun Club, and
Teesdale, of the home club. Teesdale won by a score of
46 to 32 out of 50. Corfreld won the Hunter medal contest after a tie with J. Wagner.
No. 5 was the match.
No. 6 was the Hunter medal.
The members of the club are circulating a petition for
a 50-target contest for the championship of the county.
It is to be scratch; entrance fee, $1, for a silver cup
engraved with the victor’s name.
Permanent ownership
is contingent upon winning it three times.
The committee in charge consists of Frank J. Jenny, John F.
Teesdale and Charles I. Windheim.
The scores for the day were as follows:
Events:
1 2 3°46
*6hie soo
Targets:
10 10 10 10 50 25 10 10 10 10
Warner
cccss ses son cminaieeeleente 10 9° 6°°O
(25h
eee
Morrisonias oeccles
Sotiee eeaie casters 1010 8 8..
2210 910 9
Corfield ty... 2.025 szcceoneeneeer
9. 8° 8°19) (2a eet ae
Stecletic.s
Ri keoceuamaemieteteieete
810 9-9.
224 Bao
Keeler (23 -ticcccet
coon riot testi 8 7
9.5 18)
see
Srrittha linctententetslevan
cater elaine claceie ete (Gree
Sais Seo
Watts: ves dies epiciis eseiciels vise siete ete cements Te 02 ES SOso een
Teesdale® Giieccisters atecmercisioerslratioee
misters 8 94621
9 910.
Brtinner” aNsecnlac
cores site sie retro elena 10. 9... 22090 oe Sre0
WUEZ
ons cau clebovete-weo cl cieigacrenetey” chejtere titel natananannEnE re Gar faeal
NATIVE.

Champlain

Gun

Club.

Cuamptain, N. Y.—The shoot for the 100-target trophy,
emblematic
of the local individual championship,
was
won by Mr. B,. F. Paine, of Champlain, on May 11. His
opponent was Mr. J. W. H. Holcombe, of Rouse Point,
N. Y.
The shooting was over a magautrap, and the
targets were thrown about 50 to 55yds. The weather was
sunshiny and breezy.
Scores:
Holcomb...21 20 20 w
Paine,” s..ees 23 24 25 28—100
“That big dog
at our house.”

you ‘gave us

actually

does
:

police

duty

So???

“Ves.”
He spends most of his time in the kitchen with
the cook.’’—Detroit Free Press.
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WESTERN
Cincinnati,

TRAP.

O., Gun

Club.

THERE was a very good attendance at the grounds on
May 26.
Those present took part in a 100-target race
shot at various distances from 16 to 20yds., 10 at each
mark; 60 targets shot at over each set of traps.
Randall
finished high with 88, and made a good second with 87.
This shifting distance is. getting to be quite a fad with
the boys, and several matches were shot.
Considerable
practice shooting was indulged
in, preparing for the
championship shoot on Decoration Day. The scores:
One hundred target race:
BEAT AIL Wale Gua kiciens sloeseaee 88
Mai trarde a: sae cette
Jocre 78
BAINES.
cece ss ceesss
ces87.
Bullerdicker
ey vecesese 73
PRICES ieee ekciwisc es ceases 83
PPUte Me redecrcicencs
ccs ot70
COIN Sons
CHES eOn SE 83
TAT CESME een odetine coins 70
Keplinger
......s.0+..0.5 81
IMIGVers. Pte core c skteeleccsve «64
Fifty target race:
BSOVISED ating visu gece ss oe 40
RIchard were ces etaces
tec16
TCE
ATR reise cscs cscs 34
Cotimehamyt
cisecssscene 20

Ohio

Trap

89k

LEFEVER WON HIGHEST
POSSIBLE HONORS, 1905.
American
Handicap—score
99-100
Preliminary Handicap—score 98-100
Canadian Handicap—score 49-50
and is already well started on its

GRAND

VICTORIOUS

CAMPAIGN

OF

1906

AMATEURS
SHOOTING
LEFEVER
Won
Kansas
State
Championship
Won Pewonsylvania State Championship
Won
Montana
State
Championship

Notes.

C. C. Rayburn, of the N. C. R. Gun Club, Dayton,
president of the State League, has charge of the arrangements of the grounds and construction of equipment for the State shoot June 5 to 8. He has done the
work in the most approved style. The firing stands and
traps are in the center of a 100-acre tract of level grass
land, with a perfect sky background.
Five Leggett traps
are in position, and more can be placed if needed.
The
16yd. line will be protected from the sun by temporary
shelter frames, which can quickly be removed for the
handicap events.
His aim has been to make the shooters
comfortable, and the visitors will agree that he succeeded,
The grounds will be open for practice on June 4, and the
tournament closes with the N. C. R. handicap on June 8,
at 100 targets, open to the world, the League adding $100
to the purse.
John L. Theobald, secretary of the State League, will
have charge
of the office force at the State shoot in
Dayton.
‘This is always a position of responsibility and

iA
N D#s EREAM.

Improve

Sour

LEFEVER

Score

by Shooting Lefever Arms Co. Gun.
Send for catalogue.
Syracuse,
N. Y.
COMPANY,
-

ARMS

The “OLD RELIABLE”

“The

Best that can be made

Only Absolutely
Reliable”

Has none

its equal

Fred Coleman’s score of 47 straight at live birdsin England. as well as 24 out of
25 at 81 yards. shows how the Parker Gun shoots. See another column in this
paper showing his marvelous records.

Nese

Pttat

PARKER BROTHERS. ** i), (lucite: Seren sc"
ALOE ESOL I OOOO SOLED OLSON

sNAPA

rebar
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Splendid Trout and Black
D. R. JONES,
Missionary

Fishing may be found in the beautiful streams and lakes of Sullivan

in Ohio,

and

Delaware

Counties,

New

York

State.

Along the line of the

New York, Ontario @ Western Railway

lots of hard work.
Mr. Theobald has arranged a system
which will work accurately and enable him to keep up
with the progress of the shoot, and have all scores and
money awards entered immediately at the close of each

from 100 to 150 miles from New York City. The famoustrout fishing in the Neversink, Mongaup,
The small-mouthed black
Willowemoc and Beaverkill Rivers has been told in song and story.
bass fishing in the East Branch has no equal in the East. Send 9 cents in stamps to cover post-

event,

Tke Northern Kentucky Gun Club, of Bellevue, Ky.,
held their regular shoot on May 20, seventeen members
and visitors taking part.
The programme consisted of
five 25-target events,
La Boiteaux
finishing with 76,
Gould 93, Stuard 85. Out of 100 targets E. Trimble broke
79, Gowling 50. Shooting at 75, Miles, Jasper and Francis
got 53, 60 and 42 respectively; Bleh, Fee, Patton, Walker
and Heidel broke 38, 35, 27, 24 and 20 in order named
out of 50.
Pohlar 17, Sampson -15, E, Altherr 14, and
Bable 6 out of 25. Among the visitors were E. Altherr,
Pohlar, Bleh, Francis and Miles, of the Cincinnati Gun
Club.
The grounds are in fine shape, and as they are
only a few minutes’ ride from Cincinnati,
a number of
the boys are getting into the habit of going over the
river. They never put the scores they do at home, however.
Bleh ought to be gcod for much nearer 90 per
cent. than he got to-day.
Pohlar does better at home,
and E. Trimble is better than a 79 per cent. shooter.
At the regular shoot of the Rohrer’s Island Gun Clib
on May 28, there was a small attendance.
The Class A
certificate was won by Chas, F. Miller with 23 out of 25.
There were no entries in the other classes.
A team
match closed the day’s sport.
Miller and Chamberlain
defeated Ike and Curphey with 170 to 156.
The match
was at 100 targets per man.
In the first round Miller’s
team got a lead of 9 with 46 to 37. The next two rounds
were ties on 41-and 38. In the last round Miller’s team
increased their lead by 5 with 45 to 40. The individual
scores were:
Miller 23, 21, 18, 20;
total 82. Chamberlain 23, 20, 20, 25; total 88; team total 170.
Ike 19, 21,
ee 23; total 83; Curphey 18, 20, 18, 17; total 73; team total
6.
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book—a magnificently illustrated pamphlet of 135 pages, to
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the wise may take advantage.

New

Day Trains

With Dining-Car Service

Those who have not yet settled the great
see announcement in ‘Summer Homes.’’
question as to where the vacation shall be spent can hardly do better than consult this
six cents for postage to A, W.
sending
by
obtained
be
which may
pamphlet,
Railway,
Vermont
Central
Agent,
Passenger
Southern
ECCLESTONE,

385 Broadway,

When

New

under the title, ‘Summer Homes in the Green Hills of Vermont, Islands and Shores
It is filled with excellent pictures of
of Lake Champlain, Adirondacks and Canada.’’
summer-time scenes in places far from the press of city life. There are complete
descriptions of the various resorts, convenient time-tables and lists of the special
excursion

Vacation

Street,

writing say you

New

York City.

saw the ad. in Forest AND

STREAM,
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ONE-TRIGGER.

One-Trigger

is Absolutely

Perfect

The mechanism
its action.

is positive in

Parts are large and strong.
It never balks

nor

doubles;

in

fact, it does just what we say

it will, and does it every time.

Boston

Biratiika

vec. aces

12,

8.15

10: 1510

Te

Se

oat
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81310 1510121013
8 11 10
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SEND FOR CATALOGUE.
<=
ARMS
COMPANY,
Fulton, N.

HUNTER

SMITH

GUNS

Ye
W ELL

SHOOT

GUNS

DAVIS

PRINCIPLE OF OPERATION
SIMPLE AND RELIABLE ~

HIGH-GRADE
MATERIAL

Qo 1S) OW

GRADE
We

Club.

Boston, Mass., May 23.—The regular Wednesday shoot
of the Boston Gun Club was held at Wellington to-day,
twelve shooters in all presenting themselves for the afternoon entertainment.
Frank easily proved to be the right
man in the right place with a 92 per cent. clip for
average, and a 93 in the 100-bird race.
H. B. Temby,
commonly called in this section Count Blowe ’em up,
placed a 90 out of the 100, beating his side partner, Dr.
Gleason, Count Cut ’em up, by 3 targets, and has cause
to be elated over his first 90 per cent. score.
Comer,
with almost 89 per cent., averaged second high, his last
50 in the 100-bird race having a bad effect on an otherwise fine score.
Winfield took care of third average, his
18s being somewhat of a hoodoo on his 15-bird events;
but he was the ring-leader in chiding one of the home
boys, whose efforts with a 16-gauge were painful, to say
the least.
Gleason slipped a cog at the first, but his 101
straight at the ‘end proved the Doctor to be there with
the goods when necessary.
Other scores:
Targets:
15 101510151015 1015101510
#£Av.
Comer
amorrere 13
Winfield
........ 12

ot

Gun

2, 1900.

have

made

“DAVIS

GUNS”
Send

N. R. DAVIS

@ SONS,

for

Our

“A”
for

more

than

half a century.

Catalogue

Lock Box 707, Assonet, Mass., U. S. A.

H,

U.

SPORTSMEN’S

DUXBA

Booklet with samples of material free.

BIRD, JONES @ KENYON,
Safe, Sure, Effective.

3 Blandina St., Utica, N. Y.

50c., & $1.

DRUGGISTS, or 93 Henry St., Brooklyn, N. ¥.

MENNEN’S
TOILET . POWDER

aa

BORATED

M.

PATTERSON,

TALCUM

Colgate

by those who know where they
for their money.

of one piece of metal.

The

Freshness

of Roses

and balmy June days are not more
refreshing than the soothing touch
Gives immediate and positive relief
Heat, Chafing, Sunburn and all
Everywhere used and recommended
and nurses for its perfect purity and

delightful and
of Mennen’s.
from Prickly
skin troubles.
by physicians
absolute uni-

formity.

box.

Mennen’s

face

on

every

See

that

you get the genuine.
For sale everywhere, or by mail, 25c. Sample free.
Gerhard

Mennen

Try Mennen’s

Co., Newark,N.J.

Violet (Lorated)

Talcum.

and unbutton.

Made

Easy to button

Stay buttoned.

They out-

wear any Other button and the rolled plate
never

wears

Also made

off like other plated buttons.
in Gold and Sterling.

MOINES.

Gun

Club.

BALTIMORE, Md., May 23.—Mr. J. H. Moxley was distinguished at the shoot of the Colgate Gun Club by
making a run of 43, and scoring 140 out of 150 targets,
a performance better than 93 per cent.
Each of the six
events was at 25 targets.
Spann was second high with a
score of 123.
Hess made a 25 straight score.
Events:
1 2
Sete
Moxley? ccictestietcehcc
estos 22 24 22 24° 23 23
140
BLCSSO.
ads Sawa esioae
Bier one 20 22 20 19° A. 126
106
Gparitl © Ge wagebuaecase cece 20. 21 22 21) Zin TS
ize
Saith toes tinea cence cinentee
ete 20 20 18.18 2% 39°
116
NicClellan jos sosesterncere trae: 19 ois eae ee
Ore
19
Gent si. eto cae ote canoes 20. 24 Gen xe
cee
44
INGtzels... useh aoe acta
atone 16° 1719) 12)
eee
64
Knopenn
soca nec
Cato ates 10° 12> 2
ae
eee
34
RAULED noel acaictaectectae ttre
10° 13"
See
23
Carl nneeencs
ae Sate ee eee
8.2
20
S Birman neos.. stone ase sien erasisierets AT “16 So
eee
27
Wilson! ase ecu
capes 15 19," 22S
ee
ee
56
ALDESt) celine are.ctorere stovs oteinscunrases
9
9. eee
18

If dam-

aged in any way, exchange it for new
one. At all jewelers and haberdashers,

Send for Story of Collar Button.
KREMENTZ @ CO.,
94 Chestnut St.,
Newark, N. J.

DES

in Wisconsin.

Gleason
@ewndeneee 13 911 911 918 811101510
.860
Powdrell
\ncsmere 14 610 911 9138 913 815 10
847
McPhee
—eneeeere 12).8 13 10 1S Tato SSeS datas
780
Kirkwood
.......
7 2141018
5 4 21651013
97
.693
Temby
Joiisess-h
eee neers 138 814 8141014
9
-900
Peavey:
.. qesecte 14 811. 9:16 9 14 SOR
.890
Worthing.
....... 12° 7 14-913 4014 Oe
eee
.890
Fay: snaceeascemes Ore
JL 7 Alle OSI OS tS 9
810
Woodruff ........ 12, 8 10%
99 Di Sipe
cr
-740
Special 100-bird match:
Pram let srctave feveleisteleta ieietctetele 93
Gleason Rise ca aattiesciees s87
TTEMiDY; Marcciaieicieceletctere,
«metetere 90
Wintield? oic.ccees
csr oes 87
Gomer worse deci ciliniee 89
Pary?ra's
5 cvs eisai eve ast cate81
Powdrelletasucen sasiceneres 89
Woodrutiitae-eeeee tts. 74
Peavey”
faccdeutboe
ne cuits 89
McPI@ey
wraseerctsiicedinae
teste74
Wiorthiirigy
ectesiererseaienetere 89
Kirkwood)
\adecnghitentines 7

é

get the most

OF

C. Missionary

CLOTHING

Just the thing for gunning, fishing,

camping, boating, climbing.

R.

Two smart young men from London once came upon
a respectable-looking shepherd in Argyleshire, and accosted him with:
“You have a very fine view here—you can see a great
way.

“Vu ay, yu ay, a ferry great way.”
“Ah! you can see America here, I suppose?”
“Farrar that that.”
“How is that?”
“Yu jist wait tule the mists gang awa’ and you'll
the mune.”

see
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Bergen

Bercen

Beacu,

L.

Beach
I., May

Gun Club.
26.—Mr.

Fred

Stone,

of the

Wizard of Oz Co., was a visitor at the shoot of the
Bergen
Beach
Gun
Club to-day.
Ex-Sheriff
Creamer
was high in the distance handicap trophy event, with a
score of 21 out of 25 from the 18yd. mark.
Events:

oy

ak Is

CT

Na}

Targets:
:
Bom 20 eee Ont
20
RE ES MMP AG Ra /09 ahs.s,-\cloiciss8 tie.aioe ccsce shes 1B A922
20) AG) =20)
eat ARVMENN fare Occ tela ered.cic victe elesiclesa'e sies 22°20. 20-17 20 18
MPaIMINE
SEAGYMT OPTe afalcics,ds.s{6)c0s 4 a/0-0 oh wiebie,vr0.0 13 15 12
18 15
OUEST?
#5 n6 A Set ageee
16 16 19
Ache wAl
PEPE CEATIMM eae wtaioiele o!aic!cloaioe viciev.d'ec.c 0 see
16 11 19
16 14
SPURT MN MTN
ele ocitnse o'sle\e!Nelca ds siees oicles J) UE YA!
16 15
EPEAT GME Itectars cise olscrckacsis's o siée e.ve.ciove’
oid TBS ie
REINO
cicleiele = seis Sic:dracc vies < we og g 8.0 Ly (se ale)
16 17
“EO
Un Iie
10 ASSO Or ae eee
iis SBS Ae
16 16
OOD E Gaede ape ee eee
nu @ erg
16 14
SUES Gel ue eas Gee eee 3A eR ene AS
BET
at a
cote
Fy
Pe
ATEN DIAPISOM! or. 65508 ccs cn sc eee see's ee 10 25
16) 16
(UES) ug agen CUO Goda
eee eee
pe
Tey Ale
eee
BIBRICTAITEE Mayeloice siavis cc's esse sewn se
aoc
LOS Ta LG! U8
RAMU MEMOIR Mca bleeeiciaicls oes sede cede s ee
Sas Come
LOO
RTI DINIOREIEN Pettit: Ges cicerl desea cee cass
eieadll, ete
me LR: IG
CRAIC (ac Qs. 836 So BRAD De aS
ee come on alGn ele 1G
SG EME
a oie De sieve sd vcs sedisee ees
5
ES Gee Pe) alah 2ild
JAE Ss casGhe ao Cee een eee
ea
ls eal eb) 15
ONSET |6 5 (Gio a aR Ser cei Ace
tae
a ea A ee ae
oly (OOPS GOI AO
Oe an ee eee
Lo abie, ed ta cell 6yan Wd
USE.
vee’ oat ene ctRee
Onset
*Distance handicap of event 5, trophy shoot.
May 26.—The
Bergen
Beach
Gun
Club, of Greater
New York will hold their fifth and final distance handicap prize shoot of the present series on Tuesday, June
12, beginning at 11 A. M., on their grounds, Avenue
N and Seventy-first
street,
Bergen
Beach,
Brooklyn.
Flatbush avenue Bergen Beach trolley from New York
City

Hall,

‘shooters

Brooklyn

welcome.

Bridge,

direct

to

grounds.

;

Visiting

“Vou can’t show me a single reason,’’ blustered the
paterfamilias, “why we should go to the seashore this
summer.”
“What?” cried his wife, pointing to their quartet of
marriageable daughters.
“I can show you four single
reasons.”

Routes

for
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STREAM.

Smith’s Ideal
18-inch Knee Boot, IDEAL,
6-inch

Moccasin

1o-inch lace, and |

Shoe
— have

become

foot-gear.
Now used
by thousands — no

lady or gentleman
properly
equipped
without a pair of
Smith’s Ideal Hunting

SHOES.
The product of fifty years’ shoemaking skill
and the practical suggestions of hundreds of
sportsmen.
Catalogue for the asking.

M. A. SMITH

& SON

Manufacturers Shoe Specialties,
Gymnasium and Sporting Shoes.

25 & 27 North (3th St., Philadelphia, Pa.

“Inthe Maine Woods”
and

the ONLY

Resorts

Grounds

north

Summer

of Quebec aiid

to Lake St. John and Chicoutimi, through the
CANADIAN
ADIRONDACKS.

Lands,

QOuananiche

Caribou

SPORTSMEN’S

ee

ee eee

Haunts,

192

Co.

pages,

133

illustrations,
two

St. John is the finny
Trout of Kenogam1

Pacific Railway

GUIDE

BOOK

|

Mass.

NEWFOUNDLAND
Excellent
Salmon
and Trout
fishing; also
shooting.
Tents, guides, boats provided.
Write
BUNGALOW,

EDWARD
Guide

and

Outfitter,

by the

insert

beautiful

all new.
pages

half-tone

Cover

in

suitable for framing.

and

three

colors,

Copy

mailed

Guide

C. C. BROWN,

When writing
AND STREAM.

BASS.

say you

Passenger Agent.

saw

the ad. in Forest

Hotels

for

Sportsmen.

MEDDYBEMPS
Two

furnished

ROBT.

Wild

LAKE

MEDDYBEMPS,
log camps for rent.

ME.
Situated on islands

THE

LOG

CABIN,

Spruce’

Brook,

NEWFOUNDLAND
The only Hotel in the interior of the island.
Salmon, Trout,
and Caribou hunting. Complete new outfit, Tents and Canoes.
Sportsmen outfitted and Guides found for any part of the
Island.

72 hours from

For

New

York.

Fishing

and

HOTEL

Shooting

to

WACHAPREAGUE,
Va.

Shooting very good the last few days.
Best accommoda,
tions as compared to any sporting rescrt on the coast.
I have five camps on shore of Lake in the Woods, close
to the station; one large camp, 11 sleeping rooms, large
office, dining room.
Post-office in camp;
daily mails.
Other camps have two sleeping rooms and sitting room.
Fine place for teacher and children to spend their vacation. Fine trout fishing. One large camp on Ebeeme Pond.
Fine bass fishing 14% miles to walk.
Write for booklet.
N. W. McNAUGHTON,
Schoodic, Me.

HIGH FALLS HOTEL,
Dingman’s Ferry, Pike Co., Pa.
In the midst of the picturesque highlands of the upper
Delaware.
Trout and bass fishing.
Private trout stream.
Riding and driving horses, garage.
Automobile meets
trains
on _ notice.
Send
for booklet.
PHILIP
F.
FULMER, JR., Proprietor,

CRATER

CLUB
Champlain, offer the
in a locality with a

record
for healthfulness,
at moderate
required.
For circular, address
MRS.

Megr.,

132 De

Hart

Place.

Elizabeth,

rates.
L. B.

N. J.

NEWFOUNDLAND
Salmon fishing and Caribou hunting best
Complete outfits supplied.
BAY ST. GEORGE HOTEL, Stephenville

New Lakes and Rivers that have
never been fished by white men, and yet
of comparatively easy access.
in the

References.

one mile from village.
One large five-room camp accommodating ten persons, and one large one-room
camp
accommodating four persons.
For particulars, address
E. G. BROWN,
Marblehead,
Mass.

remarkable
References

MASKINONGE.
Waterways

Idaho.

and Burnham Camps, Essex-on-Lake
attractions of a beautiful lake shore

AND

Endless

Anthony,

Best Black Bass Fishing in Maine

WALKER,

Canoe Trips.
Camps
Home Sites. Write

SHEFFIELD,
St.

Come to Round Mountain Lake Camps

Book 17, Bangor, Me.
General

Caribou

Newfoundland.

COME
TO CAMP
RECREATION
for good muskallonge and black bass fishing.
New log camp, beautiful
lakes.
Send for circular.
A. G. IRWIN,
Dorset, Minnesota.

anywhere upon receipt of 10 cents
in stamps to cover postage.

Address

Lake,

For good trout fishing and bear hunting.
For further particulars address
DION O. BLACKWELL, Eustis, Me.
New York Office, 335 Broadway, Room 29.

THE

TROUT,

Grand

Wachapreague,

Bangor & Aroostook R.R.}

and Trout.

and Lake Edward are the biggest and reddest known.
Hotei Roberval, Lake St. John, has accommodation for 300
guests. Apply in New York to J. WesLEy Attison, Vanderbilt
Ave. and 44th St., and to ticket agents in all principal cities.
A beautifully illustrated guide book free on application.
Avex. Harpy, G. P. A.
J. G. Scott, Gen. Manager,
Quebec, Canada.

Canadian

a

Bay, Mass.

Go

The Giant Moose of Canadian Forests and the Lordly Caribou
are natives of the territory traversed by this Railway.
‘lhe
‘‘Ouananiche”’ (fresh water salmon) of Lake
champion of Canadianwaters.
The Brook

a

Published

Trains connect at Chicoutimi with Saguenay Steamers for
Tadousac, Cacouna, Murray Bay and Quebec.
A round tiip
unequalled in America, through matchless
forest, moun'ain,
river and lake scenery, down the majestic Saguenay by daylight
and back to the Fortress City.

Moose

Beach,

Saguenay

rail route to the delightful

and Fishing

Buzzard’s

Il.

Sporting goods houses are invited to send for price and terms.

Sportsmen

WELL STOCKED TROUT BROOK; ideal Club House
on BUZZARD’S BAY, Mass., to lease; ample game proserves; pond and sea fishing.
For illustrated booklet of
particulars, address
BROOKSIDE
CLUB,
Monument

Exclusive selling agents of Ideal Hunting Shoes, Von Lengerke
& Detmold for New York City and Brooklyn.
Von Lengerke
for Chicago,

for

Brookside Club House

the

Hunting

FE

The New Route to the Far-Famed

Hotels

' Standard of all that is good in

& Antoine

Sportsmen.

AND

A

for

and Summer

KERR,

Pass. Traffic Mgr., Can. Pac. Ry., Montreal.

THE

SUNSET

INN, Barnegat

City,

N. J.,

is now open for the season of 1906.
Application for
weekly rates made to above address, or American House,
Trentcn, N. J., will receive prompt attention.
JAMES
H. ROMAIN,
Prop.

Big-Game and
Brunswick.

Fish

Map

obtainable.
Crossing.

of New

We have had prepared by the official draughtsman of
New Brunswick a map of that Province, giving the localities where
big game—moose
and _ caribou—are
abundant, and also the streams in which salmon are
found, and the rivers and lakes which abound in trout.
Price;.

$1.
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THE ADIRONDACK
Are now about the most central

RENNER RRAERREE,

New

York,

They

Philadelphia,

Carolina

State

Tournament.

Tue third annual tournament of the North Carolina
Trapshooters’ Association was held May
24 and 25 at
Wilson, N. C., under the auspices of the Wilson Gun
Club.
They proved themselves equal to the occasion
and could have handled twice the number of entries.
It is a great pleasure to meet old friends and form
new acquaintances, as we always do at every shoot. Many
pleasant remembrances are carried home, and we love to
talk over old scores, and how they could have been improved upon if thus and so had been the case.
The
shooters assembled promptly on time, the traps worked
admirably, every one knew when his turn came.
There
was no
confusion;
everything
worked
smoothly
and
nicely; no one could have wished for more.
Twenty-seven
shot through both days, and fourteen participated in
some one or more events.
Two Legget traps were used,
and the regular events of 200 targets were finished by
12:30 each day, leaving ample time for the extra events.
The championship of North Carolina was shot on the

MOUNTAINS

of all the great resorts.

through Pullman sleeping cars from

North

have

Boston,

Buffalo and Niagara Falls via the

first day at 100 targets.

George Lyon, of Durham,

N. C..,

donated a beautiful cup for this purpose in 1903, and was
contested for at the Raleigh Gun Club shoot for the first
time, and won by W. P. Whitaker, of Raleigh; score 93.
The following year it was given to the N. C. Association
wud won by George Lyon; score 96. It was next-won by
J. E. Crayton, of Charlotte; score 95. This year it was
RARRRRNAERNNNRRARRRARRRREERY
again won by George Lyon, and became his property.
He at once made the Association a gift from his young:
est son, another beautiful cup, which will be contested
for in the same manner and under the same conditions
except every one winning it will receive a gold meda!
until it has been won twice by the same
person.
For a copy of “The Adirondack Mountains and How to Reach Them,” which is No. 20 of
Another cup was donated to the Association and conthe New
ork Central Line’s ‘“‘Four-Irack Series,’ containing a fine map of the Adirondack
tested
for
on
the
second
day
of
the
tournament.
It was
Mountains and adjacent territory, with useful information in regard to hotels, camps, lakes,
given by Jas. I. Johnson and George Lyon, of Durham;
rivers, etc., send a two-cent stam
to George H. Daniels, Manager General Advertising Departthe
same
to
be
emblematic
of
the
championship
of
Virment, Room 175, Grand Central
tation, New York.
ginia and North Carolina.
The conditions under which
this cup is given are the same as for the championship
CAE ADALY,
W. J. LYNCH
of the State.
This contest proved an exciting one from start to finish.
Passenger Traffic Manager
Passenger Traffic Manager
It was contested for by many
shooters from Virginia,
New York
CHICAGO
as well as North Carolina.
fter the 100 targets were
shot, it was found that George Lyon, Wm. Walls, of!
Wilson, and Emory Storr, of Charlotte, were tied on
96. In the next 25, Lyon and Walls went straight, Stor:
RRRMRRRRKRKKLLKKKKERELLKAKKE,
UVRRRKKLLUENREKEALAREY,
AREDBERARA BRERA BLAMALRARRARARRMAARARARARRA ARRRARANRARRARARRAARRARR RN
RARARARARAARARALAS
losing one target.
In another 25, Lyon went straigh‘
and Walls dropped one.
This gives Lyon the championship of North Carolina
twice and Virginia once, prong that he has few equals
in the amateur class in the South, and no superiors.
Trained COON, FOX
and
DEER
Lyon also won a beautiful cup for high amateur aver
Ads under this head 2 cents a word a time (or 3
HOUNDS For Sale. Reasonable Prices
age for the tournament;
score 378 out of 400.
Wm
cents in capitals).
Cash must accompany order.
Here in Arkansaw we have millions of
Walls, of Wilson, won second high amateur; score 377
Coons, Foxes and Deer at our door to
winning thé Mahler cup.
J. E.- Crayton, of Charlotte
{ train our hounds with, and we train them
was third high amateur; score 373.
For Sale.—Full-blood English BEAGLE Hounds, Hunt# too. They “‘ Deliver the Goods.’”? A few
The trade representatives present and their standing
trained Rabbit and Squirrel Dogs.
Also
ers that are hunted.
OAKLAND BEAGLE KENNELS,
are given in the order in which mentioned:
Chas.
G
untrained
Pups,
For
particulars
address
Pontiac, Mich.
Spencer 386, Walter Huff 378, Emory H. Storr 371, 1
if
SPRING
RIVER
KENNELS
i. Keller, Jr., 352, Col. J. T. Anthony 329.
Norwegian bearhounds, Irish wolfhounds, deer and cat
he
“|
Box 27, Imboden, Ark.
The fourth annual tournament will go to Charlotte, N
hounds.
English
bloodhounds,
American
foxhounds,
C., 1907.
J. E. Crayton, President, and John Todd
Four-cent stamp for illustrated catalogue.
—
Secretary and Treasurer.
‘The next shoot will be held
ROOKWOOD
KENNELS,
Lexington, Ky.
under the same conditions, everybody l6yds., five moneys
30, 25, 20, 15, 10.
For Sale.—Dogs, Hogs, Pigeons, Ferrets, Belgium Hares.
The members of the Wilson Club were untiring in thei:
8 cents for 40-page illustrated catalogue.
For use in dog training. Price, $2.00. By efforts to give all a good time,
CAG
LLOY DTS Dept Mei oayic, ka:
Geo. Lyon made the longest run during the tourna
mail, $2.10. Send for circular.
ment, 94 straight.
In fact,
he took everything in sight
FOR
SALE.—Thoroughly trained pointers, setters and
Mr.
Lyon made the trip through the country in his fine
hounds.
Can furnish you a good one at a moderate price
automobile.
He is the popular State agent for the Re
at any time.
GEO. W
LOVELL,
Middleboro, Mass.
automobile.
The weather was perfect, with the exception of a stifi
346 Broadway, New York.
Wanted.—Pointers and Setters to yard break or board.
wind the first day. The Virginia boys turned out well,
Cc. F. WATERHOUSE, West Deering, N
F
24
being about ten present, participating through the tour
nament.
Many of our members will be with them i:
Lynchburg Labor Day.
St. Louis World’s Fair, 1904: Gold Medal & Highest Award
Jimmy
Barnes
and Col. Anthony were the life of the
Paris
Exposition,
1900:
Gold Medal & Highest Award
Then let us send you Polk Miller’s
crowd, and if you were. making a bad score just ga
.
celebrated Book on Dogs; How to
where
they
were
and you would soon be made to forge!
mS
Take Care of Them; the eloquent Senyour troubles, and next time go 20 straight.
I believe
Ie; ator Vest’s masterful Tribute to
at our next tournament, some place will be settled upon
AM. (LTD.)
Sh a Dog, and“*A Yellew Dog’s Love
to hold the shoot annually, thereby giving us permanen(
“Nfor a Nigger” (famous poem), We will
Manufacture specially prepared foods for
i Ae JAS send you allof the above for 10c just to adgrounds, well regulated in every particular.
Then we
vertise
Sergeant’s
Famous
Dog
hope to have the Interstate Association to give us the
Remedies.
Address
POLK
MILLER
Southern Handicap tournament.

A night’s ride takes you from any of these places to the center of the
mountains in time for breakfast next morning.

Kennel

DO

Special.

YOU

HUNT?

IMPROVED SPIKE COLLAR,
B. WATERS,

Have You a Dog?

SPRATT’S

PATENT

DOGS,

PUPPIES,

CATS,

RABBITS,

POULTRY,
PIGEONS,
GAME,
BIRDS,
FISH.

°

Write for Catalogue,
“Dog Culture,” with practical
chapters on the feeding, kenneling and management of
dogs; also chapters on cats.
450 Market St., Newark, N. J.
714 S. 4th St., St. Louis, Mo.
(America) Ltd.
1324 Valencia St., San Francisco, Cal.

Spratt’s Patent

BOOK

DOG

ON

DISEASES
AND

HOW
Mailed

TO

FREE

to any address by the author.

H. CLAY GLOVER, D. V. S.,

TRAINING

FEED.
1278 Broadway, New York.

vs. BREAKING.

Practical Dog Training; or, Training vs. Breaking.
By
:
Hammond.
To which is added a chapter on training pet dogs, by an amateur.
Cloth, 165 pages. Price, $1.

FOREST

AND

STREAM

PUBLISHING

CO.

DRUG

CO.

859 Main &t. Richmend,

Va.

Total

Property

CAMP

for

Sale.

HOTEL AND DINING ROOM.
For Sale or To Rent.

Islands with permanent camps and summer homes of
various sizes and prices to rent with privilege of purchase
at Desbarats, Ontario, near Sault St. Marie, Canada.
A delightful
summering
spot.
Write, L: O. ARMSTRONG, Canadian Pacific Ry., Montreal.

For Sale—Newfoundland.
Ideal site for camp or club house.
Salmon, sea trout
and caribou at camp door.
No trouble to get good head
or best fishing on the island.
Cheap.
PIONEER, care
Forest and Stream.

FOR

SALE.

A share in a well equipped and prosperous Canadian fish
and game club.
Management, as well as fishing and
hunting, excellent.
‘‘L.,” care Forest and Stream.
22

When
| AND

writing say you saw

STREAM,

the ad. in Forest

scores

for the tournament:

CG Spencer an csas cess cree 19
George) Lyon ance s+ccbeseiveeten 187
Wm’
Walls /v.cecsctwccse sae 186
Walter: Huff iiacs scareminem 184
Af E: (Crayton tcenecsscsnimeseen 188
mory) EL, \Storres..see eee 184
McLelland:
02 viv. sisterstce
oles ite 187
Simms”.
99s os ses.os ce eke sae 180
Keller Jrawis
Je. ctv settee ceca en ten 178

95
191
191
189
185
187
175
180
174

=¢

378
377
373
3873
igal
362
360
352

Valuable Hunting and Fishing
Club Rights.
FOR SALE.—Two
shares, to close membership of 20
in hunting and fishing club controlling 150 miles o
Canadian wilderness.
Twenty-four hours from New York
Many large lakes, absolutely virgin.
Best small-mout!
black’ bass fishing on North American continent; lak)
trout, brook trout, pike and dore.
Deer and bear numer
ous.
Country never hunted over; swarming with smal
game and fur-bearing animals.
Club is composed of higl
class members, and a gentleman sportsman will find con
genial company.
Address SECRETARY,
care Fores
and Stream.
:
:
2;

FOREST
ovens 173

187

360

I
LCE CC Sects cess eae ndesiecieoeih}
PUGIITONG. das Sods sek ence sens sce 164
LSet? 2 apd eeacpe:
Baap OrOCCOnen 167

PINSON

evi

ides

ucatidee

178
181
177

351
345
344

EREGERICE Sac diafess ire fe iste v'sviele eee ercleia’s 6 168

WUMROIDEC Miia

175

343

caret eltaicive sic 175

166

341

PRTITEAOSNV OP oiepioccheus cc alslela.ciclere
clasts ales164

165

329

BO eeLOLSOTR
IME rattle eisai
RCL
acta cs
PREP AM Mer acclen hen

171
161
167
171

328
327
827
324

aca

sreleish <is.cieieie
si e's157
ecsie ccc ccscene. 166
fteceiinelecie:ved
ows160
vice apie cistices 153

PCRS
OOS MUMS oiste.c.cie/sic(siciovsin
so)sine sisscie's160

161

321

MOTTO
ee iwic ccc secccstccese 149
PI MEMISEE eT ean icisicccls Sieres cae vase 153

169
163

318
316

WIEN ERIE Ve iatcleslcicia'tis s/ece,e.sis'v
eluiecsie vive138

163

301

PAPITIDEE iaiciaice ccc vcs cisieiqieccisppc'es 153
MORTENSEN
citielss civss sis.b osieisias sie 132

148
165

301
297

RMIT OTSOD Gags cscs ssc sescices 145
Shot at. Brk.
at LeLtmiscistas
ss <360
272
OWT
Males ess'eees200
144
DCTIDEBE rater cce'sc «6 200
125
Daughtridge ....200
ALE
[BOD Dtibirecs cess 140
100
NCIC Miles cahoe sa. 100
63
NGOOGED ceiciccsssae 100
45

Delaware

128

STREAM.

895

Small-Mouth Black Bass Successfully Propagated!
During. recent years discouraging results have followed repeated attempts to
propagate the smallmouthed black bass.
We
have
demonstrated

that these fish can be pro-

278

Shot at. Brk
Beyonce acne. 60
41
Cray Rechte
oat pketers 40
19
CrawiGrdarswneas. 40
23
WOOd1E™
loaciewsc640
14
Johnson, Jr..... 20
12
Nadel sence. 20
15
ESaSOtlvecins
coccns 20
13
R. T. Gowan

Championships.

THE match between A. B, Richardson, holder of the
Wawaset Gun Club’s championship
trophy, and Lester
S. German, of Aberdeen, Md., challenger for the trophy,
will take place on the grounds of the Wawaset Gun Club
Twenty-ninth and Market streets, this city, on the afternoon of Tuesday next, May 29. This trophy was won by
Mr. Richardson at the recent Delaware State tournament,
held on the same grounds on May
10, and for which he
was immediately challenged by
Mr, German, the trophy
being open to a challenge from any person who resides
within two hundred miles of Wilmington.
On the same day and at the same time there will be a
match between Mr. Richardson, who is the holder of the
Delaware
State individual championship,
and Edward
Banks, of this city, for the trophy emblematic of the
champicnship.
Mr. Richardson has agreed to shoot both
matches at the same time, his score in the 100 targets
shot at counting in his match .with Mr, German, and
also in his match with Mr. Banks, thus making the contest of more than usual interest.
In addition to the
‘matches above mentioned
there will be practice and
sweepstape shooting, commencing at 1:30 P. M.
Mr. Richardson, as holder of the two trophies, was
entitled to name both place and date for the matches,
and would under ordinary circumstances have chosen his
own grounds at Dover, Del.; but these grounds are now
in control of the baseball club of that town, and having
no other place suitable, he preferred to have the matches
ee on the well appointed grounds of the Wawaset Gun
ub.

SIDE LIGHTS

AND

OF TRADE.

In our trap columns this week are portraits of two
Union Metallic Cartridge Co. representatives.
Mr. D. R.
Jones, for eighteen years connected with the New York
office of that company, has entered upon the duties of
missionary for the State of Ohio, for U. M. C. and
Remington interests.
Mr. Jones has a complete knowledge of factory and trade conditions, has a. personal
geniality which makes friends at every hand.
Mr. H. R.
Patterson, of Des Moines, Ia., has entered the employ of
the Union Metallic Cartridge Co., and Remington Arms
Co., to represent them in the capacity of missionary in
Wisconsin.
Mr. Patterson for the past two years, has
shot regularly at the trap, and attended all the tournaments of note in his neighborhood, including the Grand
American Handicap in 1905. During last year he shot at
5,200 targets, securing for the year’s record the splendid
average of 92.6 per cent.
Mr. Patterson’s experience,
coupled with his attractive personality, should win him a
large measure of success in his new work.

Spratt’s Patent (American), Limited, 450 Market street,
Newark, N. J., has just finished the largest bench show
circuit in the history of the leg alee with a beginning
on another which includes the L.
K. A. of America, at
Mineola, L. I.; the L. K. A. of Mass.; the Taunton,
Mass., Dog Show; the L. I. K. C. at Brighton Beach;
the open air show at South Lincoln, Mass.; the -Wissahickon, Pa., Dog Show; the great Interstate Poultry
Show at Trenton, N. J.; the Barre, Vt., show, and many
others.
Send for their valuable work on diseases of
dogs, cats, poultry, etc.
The new Stephens ten-color lithographic hanger, 15 by
20 inches in size, is a beautiful wall decoration.
It is a
copy of a painting by a well-known artist.
It is furnished free to the hardware and sporting goods trade;
to any one else, six cents in stamps.
Address Stevens
Arms & Tool Co., P. O. Box 5668,
Chicopee Falls, Mass.
In our trap
columns this week, we present a portrait
of Mr. Ed.
O’Brien, who recently joined the professional
‘ranks in the interests of the American Powder Mills, of
Boston, Mass.
He shoots Dead Shot Smokeless.
At the
recent territorial tournament at Blackwell, Oklahoma, he
made high average with 395 out of a possible 400,

duced

delivered

establishment

dealing

in

young small-mouth black
bass commercially in the
U.S. A. We offer to those
who desire it this rare opportunity to procure vigorous young bass in various sizes
ranging from advanced fry to 3 and 4 inch fingerlings for stocking purposes.
Also
yellow perch, white perch, sunfish and roach.

WARAMAUG

SMALL-MOUTH

Correspondence

HENRY

BLACK BASS HATCHERY,

invited.

Send

W. BEEMAN,

a

For

for Circulars.

New

Sale.

Address

Preston, Conn.
Taxidermists.

BROOK TROUT FOR SALE.

J. KANNOFSKY,

We have constantly on hand
fine supply of Brook Trout, all
sizes for stocking purposes. Also for table use at 75c. a pound
Visitors privileged tocatchown
trout.

PARADISE
TROUT

BROOK
CO., Parksi de, Pa., Henryville Railroad Station

WANTED—SWANS
I desire to purchase a number of American Swans, both
Whistlers and Trumpcters.
G. D. TILLEY, Darien, Ct.

BROOK
Eggs, fry, yearlings
and
brooks and lakes.
Address
FARM, Plympton, Mass.

BROOK

TROUT.
two-year-olds,
for
NEW ENGLAND

stocking
TROUT

TROUT.

It will pay you to correspond with me before buying
eggs, fry or yearlings in any quantity.
I guarantee a
safe delivery anywhere.
Crystal Spring Trout
Farm.
L. B. HANDY, So. Wareham, Mass.
ages
for
stgcking
BROOK
TROUT
riaeee
and _ lakes.
Brook
trout eggs in any quantity, warranted delivered anywhere
in fine condition.
Correspondence solicited.
THE PLYMOUTH
ROCK TROUT CO.
Plymouth, Mass.
FOR
SALE—BROOK
TROUT.—FINE,
HEALTHY
Fish of all sizes.
Eyed eggs in season.
Warranted delivered
anywhere,
as_
represented.
Correspondence
solicited.
BAY SIDE TROUT FARM (A. B. Savary),
East Wareham, Mass.
THE
BROOKDALE
TROUT
CANNOT
BE BEAT
for stocking ponds and streams.
For the next few
weeks we will make a very low price on young fry and
large fish.
Also fly-fishing.
BROOKDALE TROUT CO., Kingston, Mass.

FOR

mi
and Manufacturer of
Artificial eyes for birds, animals and manufacturing purposes a specialty.
Send for prices. All kinds of skulls for
the fur trade.
369 Canal St., New York.
Please mention Forest AND STREAM.

SAVE

YOUR

TROPHIES.

Write for our Illustrated Catalogue,

“Heads and Horns.”
It gives directions for preparing and preserving Skins,
Antlers, etc. Also prices for Heads and Rugs, Birds and
Fish, and all kinds of work in Taxidermy.

Ward’s Natural Science Establishment,
ROCHESTER,

FOR
Orders

STOCKING

A

specialty in mounting Moose, Elk, Caribou
heads.
Call and examine work.

No. 182 SIXTH
Tel.

4205

Chelsea.

PRESERVES.

taken till end of July for early fall importation.

Write

for circular.

When
AND

writing say you saw the ad. in Forest

STREAM,

and

Deer

AVENUE,

Near 18th St.

NEW

YORK

axidermist.
Established 1860.
Formerly No. 3

No. William St.,
Removed to
42 Bleecker St.,
cor. Elm St.,

PARTRIDGES
GAME

-

TAXIDERMIST,

VERY ELEGANT
CHANDELIER,
12 lights for gas;
made of DEERHORNS.
SPECIMEN
OF ART. 6 ft.
6 in. high.
Appropriate for den or hunting lodge.
Furman, 544 East 26th St., Brooklyn.
23

HUNGARIAN

N. Y.

ROWLAND,

SALE.

DR. CECIL FRENCH, NATURALIST, WASHINGTON, D.C.
Mr. W. H. Speiser, amateur, Danville, Pa., won the
. A. Wilson trophy at the Pennsylvania State shoot,
with his Daly gun.
In that event, at 15 live birds, he tied
with eight others; in miss-and-out shoot-off he finished
winner in 23d round; total, 38 straight kills.

and

with a remarkable degree of
success.
We have the only

will continue to
please customers
with the best durable work.
Also carry large assortment of Game
Heads, Rugs and attractive groups, for sale and to rent.

When
AND

writing

STREAM,

say you

saw

the ad. in Forest

All

For

the “Camerist.”

F INE
Scott,

GUN

the

and

Prominent

ENGLISH

AMERICAN

MAKES

Purdey,
Jos. Lang
@
Son,
(of London), Parker, Smith, Lefever,

Greener,

Remington,

If that be an admissible title for a photographer, we carry a
superabundance of attractions, such as a goodly company of
“Perfect Snaps,” including those famous kodaks with such
Then, we have no end of
“positive” “negative” capabilities.
things for developing and printing, and for the various operations that go to make up the fascinations of photography for the
amateur.
We also run a well equipped, reliable and competent

Other

Ithaca,
Guns

Taken

Etc.
in Trade
Send

6 cents in

stamps for Catalogue and List of
Second-Hand

Guns.

Developing and Printing Department, and receive fresh Kodak
Unlike mankind, a film cannot be “too fresh.”
Films daily.
Free catalogue.

IVER

JOHNSON

SPORTING

163 Washington

GOODS

CO.

Street, Boston, Mass.

OUR

HIGHEST

GRADE

Some very light

weights

Also

Se
9We

Latest and Most Modern
Smokeless Shotgun Powder
The best ever

produced

in America.

BOSTON SMOKELESS
DEAD

SHOT.

A

Address

New

BULK
York

POWDER.

Agents,

VON LENGERKE & DETMOLD,
349 FIETH
Near

34th

NEW
WHOLESALE

AND

AVENUE
Street

YORK

RETAIL.

WHAT'S

THE

USE?

BALLISTITE
WINS:

The best shotgun smokeless powder on Earth.
Championship and first and second average at the Kentucky State

Shoot,

Owensboro,

May 23-24th.

Mr. Woolfolk Henderson, of Lexington, Ky., champion, score 98 ex 100,
At the Pennsylvania State Shoot, Milton, May 15-18th, in the Will K. Park
Memorial Event, Wins:
st prize, $100, Fox gun; second prize, $95, Smith
gun;

third prize, $80, Lefever gun.

Winners:

Mr. Geo. Hansel, score 48 ex 50

at 19 yards; Mr. R. C. Derk, score 47 ex 50 at 19 yards: Mr. H. E. Buckwalter,
score 46 ex 50 at 20 yards.

TRY BALLISTITE.
Made in Scotland for the whole world, but barred
out of the Interstate Association because it is foreign.
J

H

LAU

°

e

Sole

Agents

®

CO

75
69

for the

NOBEL’S

Send

EXPLOSIVES

CO.,

Chambers
New
York

Street,
City

Lid., Glasgow, Scotland.

for ‘‘ Shooting Facts.”

SPECIALTY :

GUNS

just received.

WM. READ @ SONS

Send for List of High-Grade
Second-Hand Guns.

107 Washington

Highest

Established 1826

Quality

Fishing

Tackle.

St., Boston, Mass.
The Old Gun House

GREENER GUNS WEAR.

Durability is a
famous for three
through the hands
ful workmen it is

quality that has made the Greener gun
generations.
The Greener product goes
of 200 of the highest paid and most skillpossible to obtain, and as a result the

Greener gun is known

all over

the world

for its careful

fit-

well illustrates

this

ting and general durability.

The following

unsolicited

testimonial

wonderful wearing quality, and we have had other testimonials describing Greener guns that have been in constant and

effective service for fifty years.

:

“W. W. Greener, Birmingham, England.
“My
Dear Sir—Excuse
me for taking your valuable time, but I want to
‘extend my most sincere thanks and gratitude to you for the great pleasure you
have afforded me during the past thirty-five years by making a gun that certainly
has stood the test that few can equal.
The number of my old No. 10-gauge is
11722.
I bought it of E. E. Eaton, 53 State St., Chicago, Ill., the fall of 1870, and
paid him an even $200 for the gun, case and loading tools; $175 for the gun alone.
“Now that my good and true old horse died a short time ago, my present dog is
getting old, and I, too, am’ not so young as I used to be, I have laid aside my
good old true and faithful friend, until such time as I am laid to rest, when it
will be in the box with me.
But here goes for a big but true story.
“During thirty-five years my old companion has missed but one season’s shooting; during all these years she has piled up her share of game—ducks, geese,
chicken, quail, pheasants, etc.—and back in the ’70’s she never failed to do her
duty at all shooting matches.
I doubt if ever there was a gun made that has been
used as much as mine, and especially with the heavy loads I have always used,
and to-day it would bother you to find a scratch or mar about her, and her barrels
are as clean and smooth inside as a dollar; and, stranger yet, this old friend of
mine has not cost me five cents for repairs except an extra set of firing pins,
and she looks good for many years to come.
No gun ever made is a harder
shooter than mine.
Never once missed fire, and I do not know, but it seems to
me to be impossible to miss a bird; and only last fall she was just as true as
ever, and never failed to do her duty.
;
“My brother bought a 12-gauge W. W. Greener at the same time, and up to his
death, seven years ago, she stood the test.
I bought a 12-gauge Greener about
1875 for a present to a friend.
It also proved to be all right, although I losttrack of it twenty years ago.
“Excuse me for taking your valuable time, but so many times I have felt so
grateful towards you for furnishing me with such a true and faithful companion
that I now feel that I want to thank you a thousand times for the pleasure and
satisfaction you have afforded me in the last thirty-five years.
“Your guns may be just as good now as then, but I do not happen to see any
of them since I came to Minnesota twenty years ago.
I do know that none of
the new guns I see that I would exchange my old favorite No. 11722 for to-day.
Very

sincerely

your

friend,
“C.

A.

;
LaueHton.”

We have a splendid stock of Greener guns on hand, from
4% lbs. 28 bores, to 22 lbs. double 4-bores, and a catalogue
describing them is free for the asking.
HENRY
C. SQUIRES
No. 20 Cortlandt Street,
-

& SON,
New York

City

ar

TO
VOL. LXVI.—No.

HUDSON

23.

Ol ete Pobitiine Ce

Photo by A. Curtis, Seattle, Wash.

BAY

PRICE,

TEN

BY

CENTS

CANOE
SATURDAY, JUNE 9, 1908.

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO., 346 Broadway, New York

:

ON

THE

SKYKOMISH

Entered at the New York Post
O fice as Second Class Matter

FOREST

898

AND STREAM.

THE ROBERTS SAFETY LAUNCH AND YACHT BCiLER.
THE

ROBERTS

SAFETY

WATER

TUBE

BOILER

[JUNE

Nearly 1500 in use.
Cable Address:

COMPANY,

39

and

250 pounds of steam.

ORKS:

Bruniva,

New

RED

BANK,

York.

41 Cortlandt

Street,

9, 1906.

Handsome

catalugue free.

Telephone Address:

599 Cortlandt.

New

New

Jersey.

York.

Bear and Boot Heel.
In 1878, after Fort Custer was built, I took up
a ranch on the headwater
of Tongue
River,
Mont.
My place was on Wolf Creek, at the foot
of the Big Horn Mountains.
The country being
new and very little hunting done, myself and
John Jacoby had the country to ourselves.
Elk,
bear, buffalo and deer were plentiful.
Jacoby
was one of the best hunters I ever saw. He knew
no fear of man or beast.
You have often heard
of how the President and John Goff killed bear

and

lions with a butcher

knife.

Now,

did you

ever hear of a man killing a bear with his boot
heel?
Well, Jacoby killed our bear, seven miles
up Wolf Creek where I had some little pigs in
a pen,
Bears are very fond of pork, so no mat-

Mull ins Pressed Steel Boats Can't Sink
Easier

to
Made

Prince”
14 foot row boat, as
illustrated.

Row—Absolutely
of pressed steel,

with air chambers

Safe

in each

Charlie,

end like a life boat,

Can’t leak—crack—dry out or sink—lasta lifetime. Every
boat guaranteed, The ideal boat for families—summer
resorts—parks—boat
liveries, etc.
Strong—safe—
speedy.

boats,

Complete

Write

motor

to-day

boats,

for our

large catalog of row

hunting

and

fishing boats.

The W. H. Mullins Co , 126 Franklin St., Salem, 0,

with ore pair oars $80.00,

13 H.P.,$33.15, Engine Only
3 H.P., $44.00, Engine Only

Small

Yacht

Construction

and Rigging.
A

complete

manual

Building.

With

diagrams and
Cloth.
Price,

of practical
two

Boat

complete

details.
$3.
:

By

and

designs

Linton

Small
and

Hope.

Yacht

numerous

177 pages.

The author has taken two designs for practical demonstration, one of a centerboard boat 19ft. waterline and
the other a cruising cutter of 23ft. waterline.
Both designs show fine little boats, which are fully adapted to
American requirements.
Full instructions, even to the
minutest detail, are given for the building of both these
boats.
The information is not confined to these yachts
alone; they are merely taken as examples; but what is
said applies to all wooden yacht building according to the
best and most approved methods.
FOREST

DETROIT;
CONVERT

Au
ew
ROW

YOUR

- MARINE

Manual

MOTOR,

odel, 1906.
BOAT INTO A SPEED

:
LAUNCH.

Engine

only.

3 H.P. will devolop

4 H.P., $44.00 Engine only

For stationary power purposes we equip these engines with the
Auto-Adjustable Governor at an addition of Five Dollars—making
one of the most satisfactory gasoline engines for power purposes
built.
Write for catalog describing Auto-Marine Motors, 1 to 20
H. P., and Auto-Adjustable Governor.
95

DETROIT AUTO-MARINE CO.,
Liberty Street, New York.

49

E, Congress

St.,
The

DETROIT,
MICH.
Bourse, Philadelphia.

The only builders of Auto-Marine engines in the world.

Canoe

Handling and Sailing.

Canoe: History, Uses, Limitations and Varieties, Practical Management and Care, and
Relative Facts. By C. Bowyer Vaux(“Dot’’).
Illustrated.
Cloth, 168 pages.
Price, $1.00.
New
and
revised
edition, with additional
matter,
A complete manual for the management of the
canoe.
Everything is made intelligible to the
veriest novice, and Mr. Vaux proves himself one
of those successful instructors who communicate
their own enthusiasm to their pupils.
AND

STREAM

PUBLISHING

INDIAN MODEL
CANYAS

CANOE

”

NEw
“RITE

FOR

CATALOGUE

WARREN

ST..NEW

YORK

(“Commodore’’).

the help of this volume,

Many

illustra-

aided

by its abundant

plans and illustrations, any boy or man who has
a little mechanical skill can turn out for himself
at trifling expense a canoe alike durable and
beautiful.

AND

STREAM

Jacoby said:

“Look

here,

before night.”
As we were good trailers we soon found our
bear, seven miles up Wolf Creek cafion.
We saw
him sunning himself after his pork chops breakfast.
Jacoby was on the side of the cafidn the
bear was, so we slipped up within 100 yards of
his bearship.
But he saw us at the same time.
The bear was looking at me across the cafion.
Jacoby fired and the bear fell, being shot through
the back.
When the hunter walked up to him
Mr. Bear made a dash for Jacoby.
In turning to
run the latter slipped and fell, his gun flew out of
his hand and the bear after him.
Not being a

fast

runner

the

bear

was

gaining

on

him,

so

Jacoby jumped up on a large bowlder, but the
bear could not climb, as he had only his front
feet.
Consequently he could only make a grab
with one foot at Jacoby’s legs.
I was hurrying
as fast as I could to help him.
There I saw the
most laughable sight that I ever saw in a bear
fight,
Jacoby was standing on the rock with his boot

in one

hand—a

very

heavy

miner’s

boot

with

steel heel taps. He struck the bear square on the
head and stunned him, so that he rolled down
the hill and Jacoby ran and got his gun, still with
his boot in his hand.
I hollered to him to shoot.
He said:
“I won't waste another shell.
I will
kill the bear with my boot heel.’
And before
the bear came to he hammered that bear’s skull
into a jelly.
Now, if any bear hunter can beat
this trot yourself to the front.
That is a true

story,

but

some

will

doubt

it—Cincinnati

En-

quirer.

A NUMBER of martins take delight in hovering
around the electric light.
Friday a couple of
these birds built a nest over one of the suspended

lamps
was
well

on

Commerce

street

and

when

the light

started last evening. the birds were pretty
scorched.
The lamp had to be lowered and

the birds taken out.—Bridgeton

(N.J.)

Chronicle.

PUBLISHING

CO.

Engines and Launches.

Their Principles, Types
K. Grain. 123 pages.

and Management.
Price, $1.25.

By

Francis

Here is a pocket manual indispensable to every man
who uses a motor-boat.
It deals in simple untechnical
fashion with the running of the marine gas engine, and
with the difficulties that the marine gas engineer is likely
to meet with.
These engines are described, some pages
are devoted to launches in general, with practical advice
to the man who contemplates purchasing a power boat.

5 24%

York SportinGc Goops Co
17

Canoe,

This interesting manual of how to build, cruise
and live in a canvas canoe is written by one of the
most enthusiastic of the older generation of canoeists, who has had a long experience of cruising
on the Shenandoah River, and of building the
boats
best adapted to such river cruising.
With

Gas

CO.

in green or red.
It’sa strong, steady and fast
canoe specially priced at $24.00 in place of
$33.00 to introduce our Outing Goods Catalogue 364.
Paddles, $1.00 each.

CO.

tions of designs and plans of canvas caroes
and their parts.
Two large, full-sized working (24x38) drawings in a pocket in a cover.
Cloth..
115 pages.
Price, $1.25.

FOREST

The

Cedar Ribs and Planking, canvas covered,
brass bang plate, two cane seats finely finished
I

PUBLISHING

gone.

I will find that bear and have his hide

Contents:.
Practical
Construction.
Cost.
Specifications.
Working
Plans and Patterns.
Putting on the
Canvas.
Painting.,-Finishing.
Camp Equipment.
Hints
on Cruising and Camping.
Hints on Camp ‘Cooking.

The

FOREST

STREAM

of the Canvas

By F. R. Webb

Do you know you can take any ordinary old row boat and convert
it into a power launchatan outlay that is trifling with a Detroit
Auto=Marine Motor?
Not a mere plaything, but an accurately
‘constructed Engine that will propel a 16ft. boat 7 miles perhour.
A
motor so simple anyone can install it, and operate it, yet built with
the same care as a high-priced engine.
We build complete from
foundry to you—no guess-work—no slip-shod methods.
Weare not
merely assembling parts made in various factories; every piece of
material is tested on a testing machine, and every motor goes to the
user without excuses, under the positive guarantee of the maker.
The DETROIT AUTO=MARINE
MOTOR, New Model, 1906.
11-2 H.P. $33.15

AND

ter how we fixed the pig pen, every morning one
of my pigs was

|

main

feature

of the

book,

however,

is a-clear

TRADE MARK.

FOR THE HIGHEST
QUALITY in VARNISH
FOR HOUSE OR YACHT,
be sure each can bears the above Trade Mark,

descrip-

tion of the difficulties met with in running a gas engine,
their causes and how to remedy them.
In this discussion
all technicalities are avoided, and the author has boiled
down a vast amount of practical knowledge into small
space

and

into

every-day

language.

The

amateur

boat man needs this book, for it will save him much
and trouble, and probably not a little money.
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which stands for seventy-eight years of high
grade varnish making.
,

power

CO.

time

EDWARD
Varnish

59

SMITH
Makers

Market Street,
Chicago, Il.

and

@
Color

COMPANY,
Grinders,

45

Broadway,
New York.
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><; Bill Found Camp.
vr.

(

Austin, Tex.—J. S. Benner, of this city, noted
throughout Texas as a hunter and newspaper
man, got lost while on a hunt for deer ona big
ranchin southwest Texas.
His description says:
“T was hunting away in La Salle county—on
the O’Connor ranch, thirty-five miles northwest
of Cotulla.
I was riding a common old;bay cow
pony, who gloried in the poetic and
unusual
name of Bill. The day was cloudy, and a slow,
drizzling rain was falling, just hard enough to
form big pendant drops upon the dense mesquite bushes, that would
land
gracefully
and
damply all over me at a touch, wetting me steadily to my skin and making me fancy that the saddle seat was an overflowing washtub.
I was very
wet, and every time I held my feet out on Bill’s
hips to avoid the thorns of the prickly pear I
poured from one to seven gallons of very cold
water out of my boot-tops.
“At sundown it grew intensely dark, and I was
three miles from camp.
I was as hungry as a
country boy in a country store, and felt like eat-

for many years have maintained their supremacy for all-around fishing, giving
perfect satisfaction under all conditions.
No other rod comTheir metit is known and acknowledged all over the world.
bines strength, sensitiveness and backbone as does the ‘‘BRISTOL.”
But be

Don’t let the dealer work off on you some
sure you get a “BRISTOL.”
Look for our trademark, <Biistol on reel seat.
inferior imitation.

THE HORTON

MANUFACTURING COMPANY, 84 Horton St., Bristol, Conn.

PFLUEGER’S

ing a raw steak off the big fat buck I had tied
The cattle trails all,
securely ,behind my saddle.
run like the letter S, and I was soon completely

turned around.
where I was.
not recall the
could point to
and looked at

north was

FISHING
TACKLE ~
CELEBRATED

I wasn’t lost, but I didn’t know
I knew where camp was, but could
direction.
I was perfectly sure I
the north, but when I lit a match
my pocket compass it declared that

in an entirely opposite

Look on page 28 and read

Send for our illustrated color catalogue, ‘*A Lucky Strike.’’ You'll like it.
description of our combination Reel and Handle—An advance in reel making,

direction.

“T pulled old Bill around and started toward
camp, but he didn’t want to go that way.
The

old fool would reluctantly obey the rein and spur
as long as I vigorously applied them, but just as
soon as I relaxed my efforts he would circle
around gradually so as not to attract my atten-

tion, and go in a direction which
wrong.

I knew

to be

“For an hour or more I tugged and pulled and
spurred and called Bill names he never heard before, and cast reflections on his parentage, until
I grew desperate.
Then I dropped the reins on
his neck, and said:
‘Now, you blank wall-eyed
relic of a debased ancestry, you can go to the

devil for all I care.

I guess I can ride as far as

you can walk, and I hope by daylight you will
be forty miles north of Pearsall, so I can gallop
you all the way back.
Now, go it, darn your
old cactus-lined hide—go it!’

“As soon as Bill discovered that the ‘buck was

up to him,’ he heaved several sighs of great size
and struck out directly in the opposite directicn
from camp.
He jumped
over
prickly
pears,
swiped me through thorny, water-ladened thick-

ets, until I had half the thorns in La Salle county
sticking in my anatomy, and felt like a pin
cushion.

I only stopped once

long enough

STEEL RODS, guaranteed,3 pieces, cork grip }
BAIT, 6%, 7%, 8%ft., FLY, 9 and toft., § $2.50
SPLIT

BAMBOO

RODS, 3 pieces, extra tip, )

Fly and Bait,

,

AUTOMATIC
TROUT

REELS,

FLIES, 6 assorted

live Bait,
Sand Worms.

CHARLES
Send

to wet

thicket and trotted up to the camp.
“Now the question is, how in the devil did he
find it, especially when he went in the wrong
direction?
The only solution of the mystery is
that, like Columbus, he believed the earth was
round, and went clear around the whole lay-out.
He got there, just the same, and forced me to the

conclusion
far

more

that in some

valuable

than

instances horse sense
man

sense.”—St.

Louis

An Albany watchmaker to whom a watch that
had been dropped overboard on a fishing excursion was taken, found that some of the works
were so badly rusted that they were useless. “If,”
said he, “you had dropped your watch in oil as
soon as you took it out of the water, or, better
yet, have dropped it into alcohol or any kind of

strong liquor, it would

15¢.

DISC

for Tackle

318-320

PFLUEGER’S

.and

Fulton

Compiled
Price,

This
helps,

by

“‘Seneca.’”’

Cloth.

THE FRANKFORT, KENTUCKY REEL
IS HAND MADE,STANDARD

Illustrated,

244

pages.

fisherman,
the dog owner,
the yachtsman,
the camper,
the outer;
in short, for the

field sportsman in all the varied phases of his activity.
“Hints and Points’ has proved one of the most practically useful
works
of reference
in the sportsman’s
library.
AND

STREAM

PUBLISHING

SINCE

Men

compilation comprises six hundred and odd hints,
kinks, wrinkles, points and suggestions for the

FOREST

AKRON, OHIO, U. S. A.

Catalogue.

$1.50.

shooter,
the
the canoeist,

LUMINOUS

THE ENTERPRISE MANUFACTURING CO.

St.,

Hints and Points for Sportsmen.

a

If unable to secure our goods'from your dealer, let us
know, and we will send you some interesting information,

9 BROOKLYN, N. Y.

MILA

test

century,

hooks,
lines,
leaders
reels, and a number of

(2c

Blood

the
a

patented specialties that anglers need. 1f you wish the
most killing artificial bait, spoon, fly or spinner, insist on
having

$3 50

card, dozen,

Crabs,

of

We make all sorts of
baits, spoons, flies, snell

1839.

£445£0

* BC: MILAM&SON,

* FRANKFORT.KY.
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I Have Fished With.

Sketches of character and incident with rod and gun from
childhood to manhood; from the killing of little fishes
and birds to a buffalo hunt.
By Fred Mather.
Illustrated.
Price, $2.
It was a happy thought
to

write

of

his

fishing

that prompted
companions.

Mr.
The

Fred

Mather

chapters

were

received with a warm welcome at the beginning, and have
been of sustained interest.
The-‘‘Men
I Have Fished
With” was among the most popular series of papers:ever
presented to Forest AND STREAM readers.
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CO.

is

Globe-Democrat.

the cleaning.”

on

Shedder

stood

quarter

Mail orders promptly filled.

myself thoroughly on the inside and laboriously
light a cigar after exhausting half a box of
matches.
For an hour Bill plunged straight as
an arrow-head.
When he encountered a bunch of
pears too high to jump, he went through them,
and I carried off the ‘stickers’ in triumph. After
wetting up thoroughly on the inside, I felt better
and was beginning to enjoy the ride, when away
through the thickets I caught the glimmer of a
big fire and numerous lanterns, and in a few moments Bill dragged me through a dense mesquite

aluminum, ~— -

has

have cost you nothing but

Gelephone

ROWE’S

2255

Cable,

Main

WILSON @
YACHT
SAIL
WHARF,

aA

Wilsails,

W.

V.

C.

SILSBY
MAKERS
aA

BOSTON,

MASS.

We have furnished sails to the following prominent yachts: Constitution, Defender, Volunteer, Jubilee, Colonia,
Independence, Ailsa, Navahoe, Weetamoe, Uncle Sam, Effort, Calypso, Flirt, Ariadne, Quissetta, Constance,
Vergemere, Resolute, Chanticleer, Senta, Snapper, Raider, Little Haste, Sally VII., Chloris, and many others.

G. R. LILJUEGREN,

Gothenburg,

Sweden,
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correspondent

for all European Countries
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FISHING - TACKLE
and
33 SUMMER SPORTS 3%

Fishing.

GUN
GOODS
and
WINTER
SPORTS
No. 3537. Split Bamboo
length, 8% feet; weight,

Fly Rod, oxidized
434 ounces

A Customer
day or two;

says:

mountings,

$5.00

snake eal

One or all for the asking.

‘“'! thought when I bought this rod it would last aan) a

however, after a hard summer’s

use, during which | caught trout as large

We

have everything in Guns, Fishing Tackle,
Photographic and Athletic Goods.
SUPERIOR QUALITY.
LoweEsT PRICES.

as 3 pounds, it is straight as a die and as good as new.’

Also a full line of RODS,

LINES,

LEADERS

and

FLIES.

Or if you would prefer our

Send for Trout Booklet Free on application.
Complete Catalog will be sent upon request.

WILLIAM

MILLS @ SON, 21 Park Place, New York, U.S. A.
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REELS
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5
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CHARLES

TACKLE

Co.
St., New
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Silk Enameled Waterproof
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Flies
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22 Warren
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CENTER
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G. M. SKINNER’S
IS THE STANDARD.

Size No. 5, 4%c. per yard

30

65c. ade

oiled
reel.

3 piece, cork grip
10 foot Fly and 81-2 foot

BODY

Brooklyn, N. Y¥.

No branch tore in any city.

bearings and screws,
durable, well running

Small Profits
Quick Sales

, SILK

=

ASHORE

or

When a dealer says that some other Spoon Bait
is as good as G. M. Bema he ge
snd Be
that

For

HOFE,

=

All genuine reels bear my name.
A

AFLOAT

1904.

A Patent Fishing Reel, made of hard sheet metal, with an automatic drag
spool 34 inc1 diameter holding 200 yds. of line, winding line as fast as a mult
line.

We have our own repair shop and do all
repairs to guns and fishing tackle.

Phone 5223 Cort.

postage.

ESTABLISHED
Gold Medal,

277 and 279 Wabash Avenue,
35, 37 and 39 Van Buren Street,
CHICAGO,
ILL.

1803

grip,

1867.

95-97

126-page catalogue
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EXCLUSIVELY. ©

CORONET
RYE|
KILMARNOCK SCOTCH

It is the most unique and complete line dryer ever

brass.
Is absolutely rust proof.
(One rust spot will spoil a line.) Can
table, shelf or tree.
C»nnot collapse when in use.
One revolution takes
Can be set up or knocked down in a jiffy. Knocked down it goes in
six inches long.
Money back after ten days if unsatisfactory.
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VON LENGERKE & ANTOINE

York

invented’
Made entirely of
attach it anywhere door jam,
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STEEL

SPORTING
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The demand for Gold Lion Cocktails by the Gentleman Sportsman is
such that these goods are now put up
in protected packages convenient to
pack.
A cut of the Gold Lion marks every
package of the genuine.
Seven

varieties:

Manhattan, Vermouth, Dry Gin, Whiskey, Tom Gin,
Martini and the American.
To be had in glass only—Large and small bottles.
At ieee Cafés, Drug Stores and wherever liquors
are so
THE COOK & BERNHEIMER
CoO.,
Makers, New York.
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dress parade as the “general public’ and for
whom so much money has been spent in fishculture, it is still a very small fraction of the
population of the State, and has been getting
a full share of the benefits growing out of gen-

eral taxation.”
FISHERMEN

AND

THE

PUBLIC,

BEARS

IN

THE

ADIRONDACKS.

ANGLERS and shooters have so multiplied in
this country that the development of these pastimes has been one of the noteworthy
social
phenomena
of the times.
And
yet, as every
sportsmen’s club and game protective association

THE newspaper stories of the killing of three
black bears by some city boys in the Adirondacks
calls attention anew to the bear law now in force

finds to its dismay

statute

when

undertaking

to enlist

popular sympathy and support, the number of
people in the average community who are actu-

ally interested in game
small part of the whole.

or fish is a_ pitifully
It is for this very rea-

son, of general public apathy toward fish and
game protection, that voluntary associations of
individuals are necessary in order to have satisfactory enforcement of the statutes. Numerous as

they may be, the shooters

and fishermen

are not

the public.
Some extremely suggestive figures
bearing on this were recently brought out in an
argument in a Colorado fish law case by Judge
D. C. Beaman, who had occasion to gather statistics from official and authoritative sources.
We

quote from the brief:
“Those

whose

attention

directed to the matter
small proportion

has

not

been

specially

will be surprised

of the population

at the

that engages

in either hunting or fishing. The resident hunting licenses issued by the Game and Fish Department for this year number a little over 18,ooo, the non-resident licenses about 30. To be
liberal and include those who hunt, but have not
taken out licenses, call the total of both 20,000,

The population

of Colorado

in 1900 was

some-

thing over 500,000; allowing the usual increase
to 1905, the population now is over 600,000. The

ratio of hunters to population is, therefore, but
slightly over 3 per cent. upon the most liberal
allowance in their favor.
Most hunters are also
fishermen, but not all; some people fish who

do not hunt, but not many.
To be liberal, increase the number of hunters by 25 per cent.
so as to include the non-hunting fishermen, and
say the total number of all rod and line fishermen is 25,000, and still we have less than 5 per
cent. of the total population of the State.
This

exceedingly

small

proportion

‘general public’ about whose
torney-General and the Game

constitutes

the

interest
the Atand Fish Depart-

ment are so concerned.
How many taxpayers
are among them we have no means of knowing.
But

assuming

that they are

that

to

call

all taxpayers,

it not

seem

them

the

public”

leaves the other 575,000 without

does

“general
any ap-

propriate designation?
“And if, in order to include all who may be
more or less interested from a food standpoint
in the results of rod and line fishing, we add the
actual number of people who have been put on

in this

State.
bears

Under
may

and September,

not

the

provisions

be killed

in July,

of

the

August

except in Essex county. When the

bear protectors went to the Legislature for a protective law Essex county objected.
The sheep
raisers were unwilling to sacrifice their sheep to
the bears, and protested so strenuously that they
carried their point.
It is the feeling of residents
in the Adirondacks
that
bear
protection
is
foolish.
They profess not to be unwilling to live in a
menagerie, if the rest of the people of the State
are bound to give that character to the North
Woods, but they: do object to feeding the bears
on mutton.
A man who has lost fourteen sheep,
killed by bears, is in no humor to indulge in
sentiment, at all events not in sentiment which
gives bruin immunity.
The bear protective law
in the Adirondacks has no substantial support
there in any conviction of its usefulness or reasonableness.
On the contrary it is regarded as a
“fool law,’ and one unfortunate effect of it is to
bring discredit on game laws in general.
There
is in the North Woods as elsewhere a growing
acceptance of the game protective principle, and
it is a great pity that this silly bear. law should

{
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picturing of this feminine side of the Michigan
outings.
It came, too, at a time when woman was
apt to regard with distrust a suggestion of participating in camp life, and when her brother and
husband and father were likely to look askance
when her company was proposed for an outing.
All that is changed now.
That it is changed is
in large measure due to writers like “Kingfisher,”
who have so enticingly described the camps that
are brightened by woman’s gracious presence.
Mr. Hickman was of that type of busy workers
for whose special benefit, it is a satisfaction to
hoid, the open country offers its resources of
healthful pleasures.
Those
who
followed
in
print his experiences as the “Old Hickory” of

the Kingfishers’ camps

knew

him only as one at

play.
Of the routine of work from which that
play was a grateful rest, long anticipated and
long rehearsed in memory, there was no hint
in the stories of the Michigan playing.
For
many years he was employed in the mailing department of the Cincinnati post office, a branch
of work which was of an extremely exacting
nature,

JUNE.
In June, nature is bedecked in her most beautiful array of the year.
In this latitude no other
month possesses such a wealth of beautiful vegetation deeply fresh and green and lavishly bespangled with the various wild flowers peculiar
to field and forest.
To the eyes, wearied by the constant sight of
city brick walls, no view is more restful and
pleasing than that afforded by the month
of

flowers.
Of all the months, none offer so many popular
be in operation to retard the growth of right
forms of recreation as does June.
The witching
sentiment.
call of the waters and the wild woods in June
finds guick response from the toilers and the
JAMES M. HICKMAN.
idlers alike; for the themes then are of fishing,
boating,
camping,
yachting,
canoeing,
touring,
Worp that James M. Hickman has passed away
forms of
will bring a feeling of tender regret to every » target, all of which are wholesome
all of which are wholesome forms of enjoyment
reader of the “Camps of the Kingfishers,’ that
and recreation.
series of angling and camping papers which at
the time of their publication in this journal excited such wide interest and afforded such unfailing delight.
“Old Hickory” or “Kingfisher,”
as he was variously and affectionately known,

was a most sympathetic and winning writer when
his congenial theme was the innocent joys of fishing and camp life in the Michigan wilderness; and
his chronicles of the sayings and doings of the
chosen and goodly company endeared the Kingfishers to an unnumbered
company of friends
throughout the country,
to whom
the names
were as household words.
A _ feature
of the
“Kingfisher” papers, and a characteristic,of them
which is well remembered after all these years,
-was the generous place given to the women and
the girls who had part in some of the camps, We
recall nothing sweeter in the whole range of our
American angling literature than Mr. Hickman’s

Particularly

is June

dear to the heart

of the

angler, for the fish then are in great abundance
through a great scope of country at every point
of the compass; the waters sparkle with a merry
June glint, denoting that the biggest fish of the
season is but a few steps further on; and there
are beauties of landscape worthy of admiration
at every turn of the stream.
To the campers, every nook by river, lake or
creek,
provided
that it is reasonably
remote
from fixed habitations, is a potential home for
the while that they can escape from the artificial
life of the city.
Pure air, sunshine, song birds
and the pleasing pictures of nature quicken the
energies, restore the fagged mind and body, and
revive the interests in life’s affairs to a degree
far beyond the scope of the medicine man’s nostrums.

FOREST

In the Lodges of the Blackfeet.
Ride.

WEEK after week the Piegans waited for the
buffalo to reappear on the plains of their reservation.
With the hot weather they thought that
some of the herds to the eastward would stray
up to the cooler altitude, and they still believed
that somewhere in the unknown fastnesses of the
Rockies hordes of the animals had been cached,
and that in some way they would be able to return to the open country.
In the meantime the
hunters scoured the foothills in quest of deer and
elk and antelope, finding some, it is true, but
barely enough to keep their families from actual
starvation.
In our ranching work we were no more successful than the hunters in the chase. There were
no rains, with the result that the Dry Fork remained dry, and our irrigating ditch was useless.
Also, the thoroughbred Berkshires we procured
from the States brought with them, or contracted
en route some disease, and all died except the

boar.

He finally succumbed,

after feasting upon

the months-old
carcass of a strychnined wolf.
All this was very annoying to Berry, but I must
confess that I did not feel very badly about it.
T was never cut out for a tiller of the soil, and I
hoped that this experience would prove to him
that he was not, either.
We had a few cattle.
They roamed the bottoms and the nearby hills,
waxed fat on the short gramma grass and increased.
Who would plow, and sow, and reap,
if it rained, in preference to sitting in the shade
and watching a bunch of cattle grow?
Not I.
We did sit in the shade, the women and I.
True, there was cooking to be done, but it was
a matter of a few moments to boil some meat,
bake a pan of biscuit, and heat the contents of a
couple of tins. We did not go in for those things
which require hours of preparation, and make
women
red in the face from heat and loss of
temper.
Washing?
We wore soft things and
none too many of them,
There wasn’t an ounce
of starch in the land, thank heaven!
Long bull
trains trecked down into the bottom, and I sold
the
dust-powdered
bull-whackers
beer,
and
buckskins, and tobacco.
I bought deer and antelope skins from the Indians, but mostly I sat
in the shade.
In June the river was bank full from the melting snow of the Rockies, and our cable ferry was
used by all travelers.
One day I had to cross a
bull train, and for the first trip seven yokes of
bulls were driven on board, all the yokes attached to the long lead chain with which they
pulled the wagons.
I took the wheel, the ropes
were cast off, and we left the shore, the bull-

whacker
was

of the team

a French

standing

STREAM.
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AND

beside

me.

He

creole, a voluble, excitable, nervous

man, as are most of his kind.

When

ee

midway

in

the stream, where the water was deepest and
swiftest, the lead yoke of bulls backed into the
next one, they into the one behind them, and so
on until they were all huddled to the rear of the
boat, and their great weight threw the bow and
upper side of the craft clear above the surface of
the stream.
Water poured into the hold through
the submerged deck, and the increasing weight of
it tilted the bow higher and higher until the bulls
could no longer retain their footing and they began to slide off.
“Oh,

mon

Dieu,”

the bull-whacker

cried,

“it is

that they will drown; that they will in the chains
entangle. Return, m’sieur, return to the shore.”’
But IT could do nothing, the boat would neither
go on nor back, and kept settling deeper in the
water, which gurgled ominously under us.
The
bulls finally slid off en masse, and how they did
rol] and snort and paw, often entirely submerged,
but, strange to say, they drifted down to a bar
and waded safely out in spite of the dangerous
chain to which their yokes were attached. Freed
from their weight the ferry surged the other
way, dived into the stream as it were, and the
strong current bore it down.
“Oh, mon Dieu! Oh sacré!”’ the Frenchman
cried.
‘Save me, m’sieur.
I cannot swim.”
And he ran toward me with outstretched arms.
I sprang backward to avoid his threatened embrace and fell, and, the water sweeping over the
deck, carried me with it.
I didn’t mind that
much, for I knew that the current would take me

to the bar where the bulls had landed.

I looked

back at the Frenchman.
The boat was now deep
under the water and he had perched on the center hog-chain post, which was itself only’a couple
of feet above the surface.
I can see him to this
day, sitting there on top of the post, his eyes
saucer-like with terror, the ends
of his fierce
mustache pointing to heaven, and I can still hear
silei,
as he repeatedly crossed himself, alternately
praying and cursing and calling on his comrades
ashore to save him from the turbid flood.
He
was such a funny sight that I laughed so I could
hardly keep my head above the water.
“Hang on, Frenchy!” cried the wagon boss and
others.
“Just hang on, you'll come out all right.”
He shook his fist at tnemy
“TH Team sink
Ef
am drown,
You maudit whack eet de bull,’ he
answered, “an’ you tell me hang on.
Qh, sacré!
Oh, misére! Oh, mon Dieu!”
I doubt not that he might have let go and sunk

had the boat settled any deeper in the water, but
just then the cable parted and it rose so that the
deck

was

barely

awash,

and

drifted

along

after

me. Down jumped Frenchy and pirouetted around
on its slippery surface, and shouted and laughed
for joy, snapped his fingers at the men who had
jeered him, and cried: “‘Adieu, adieu, messieurs,
me, I am bound for St. Louis, an’ my sweet-

The boat drifted ashore not far below,
heart.”
and we had no difficulty in towing it back and repairing the cable.
Frenchy, however, would not
cross with his bulls, but went over with a load
of the wagons, and he took a plank with him, to

use as a float in case of accident.
In the hot summer
nights Nat-ah’-ki and I
slept out on the edge of a high-cut bank near the
river.
Oh, those white moonlit perfect nights!
They were so perfect, so peaceful, that the beauty
and wonder of it all kept us awake long after we
should have been sleeping
soundly.
An
owl

hooted.

‘“’Tis the ghost

of some

one,’ she would say.
‘For some
his shadow became an owl, and

unfortunate

wrong he did,
he must long

suffer, afraid of the Sun, mournfully crying of
nights, before he can at last join the other shadows of our people who have gone on to the Sand
Hills.”
:
A wolf howled.

“Oh, brother, why so sad?

It

seems as if they were always crying for something that has been taken from them, or that they

have lost. Will they ever find it, I wonder?”
The river now moved and gurgled under the
bank, and roared hollow down the rapid in the
bend below.
A beaver, or perchance a big fish,

splashed
its silvery surface, and she would nestle
closer,

shiver

perhaps.

‘“’Tis

the people

of the

deep waters,’ she would whisper. “Why, I wonder,
was it given them to live away down in the deep,’
dark cold places, instead of on the land and in
the bright sunlight?
Do you think they are happy

and warm and content as we are?”
Such

questions

ability. “The

I answered

of the mountains,”

I said

to her,

the warm, low, bare plains.
of the
on.the

to the best

of my

goat loves the high, cold, bare cliffs

river love its depths,
land as we do.”

“the

antelope

No doubt the people
or

they would

live

One night, after listening to the hooting of a
big owl. up on the island, she said: “Just think
how unhappy that shadow is, and even were it
permitted to go on to the Sand Hills, still it
would be unhappy.
They are all unhappy there,

our people who
shadow,

not

have gone

make-believe

want

to die.

lives.

It is so

from

us, living their

That

cold

there, and your shadow could not
White men’s shadows cannot enter

is why

and

I do

cheerless

be with me.
the home of

the Blackfeet dead.”
I said nothing, and after a little she continued:
“Tell

me,

can

it really

be

true

that

what

the

priests say about the next life, that the good people, Indian

and

white,

will

go away up in the sky

then and live happily with World Maker forever?”
“What could I do but encourage her.
they say,” I replied, “is written in their

book.

They believe

it.

‘What
ancient

Yes, they do believe it,

and I do, toc.
I am glad to believe it. Even
the Indian may enter there; we can still be together after this life is over.”
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Still I had no comment to make, but I thought
of those lines of the old tent-maker:

as were never before known.
Does it pay?
Is it
right that the many must pay for the greed of

the few?

And many a knot unravelled by the way,
But not the knot of human fate.

Once only, during the winter, did I find time
for a hunt, as Berry was on the road much of

But what a beautiful thing it is to have faith.

the time. Nat-ah’-ki

He who has it—that simple, unquestioning, unreasoning faith of our ancestors; why, his heaven
has begun right here on earth.
As the summer wore on the questions of food
became a very serious one to the Piegans, and we

and I went

once

after buf-

falo, camping with Red Bird’s Tail, a genial man of
thirty-five or forty years.
There were few lodges
of us, but many people, and we traveled as light
as possible.
We found buffalo toward the close
of the first day out, but went on until noon of
heard that the more northern tribes of the Blackthe next one, and camped on the head of Armills
feet were also suffering.
The Piegan agent, in
Creek,
I had never seen the buffalo more plentihis annual report to the Department of the InFrom a little
terior, had deplored the barbarism of his charges, _ ful than we found them there.
butte nearby we could see that the prairie was
their heathenish worship of strange gods, but he
black with them clear to the breaks of the Mistold nothing of their physical needs.
“I have
souri, and to the eastward where the buttes of
nothing for you,” he said to the chiefs.
“Take

your people to buffalo and follow the herds.”

Big Crooked

This was in August.
They all moved down
near our place, and while the hunters rode the
plains after antelope, the chiefs conferred with
They finally deBerry, planning for the winter.

in the distance.
The Moccasin Mountains shut
off the view to the south, but westward, whence
we had come, there were also buffalo.

cided to move

to the Judith country,

where

the

buffalo were thought to be still plentiful and
where, of course, there were practically as many
elk and deer, beaver and wolves as ever.
In

September
Woman,

we also trailed out, Berry, the Crow

Nat-ah’-ki

and I, and in a week or more

went into camp on the Judith River, only a mile
or two above the mouth of Warm Spring Creek.
In Fort Benton we had engaged a couple of extra

men, and with their help we soon threw up a row
of log cabins and a couple of rude fire-places. We
were located in the heart of an extensive cottonwood grove, sheltered from the northern winds,

and right beside us ran the river, then fairly
alive with big, fat trout.
According to agreement, the Piegans came and pitched their lodges
near

us,

and

a part

of the

Blood

tribe

moved

down from the north and mixed with them.
certainly

had

enough

hunters,

and

We

if the buffalo

were rather scarce in our immediate vicinity there
were great herds
to the eastward.

country swarmed

of them only a day’s journey
As for the deer and elk, the

with them, and antelope, too.

Up on Warm Spring Creek there was a cattle
ranch which had been located the previous year.
A man named Brooks was its manager, and it
was owned by a great firm which had large mer-

cantile interests in Helena and Fort Benton

and

Fort Macleod, and also the tradership at the
Blackfeet Agency, which the Piegans had left in
This was, I believe, the only
search of game.
cattle ranch at that time in all the vast country
lying between the Highwood Mountains and the
Since then that once rich grassed
Yellowstone.
-country has supported hundreds of such ranches.
And then came the sheep and fed it off. It would
make the old-time hunters weep to see those barI don’t
ren plains and hills as they are to-day.
wish ever to see them again, I prefer to remember them as I last saw them, before they were
despoiled

Just

think

by the

how

white

many

men’s

herds

centuries

and

those

flocks.

rolling

plains furnished sustenance to the countless herds
of buffalo and antelope which roamed them, and
how many more centuries they might have lasted
but for the white man’s greed.
I believe with the
Indian that the white man is a terrible destroyer.
He leaves the grassy plains mere brown wastes;
before him the forests disappear, and only blackened stumps mark where once stood their green

and lovely aisles.
Why, he even dries up the
streams, and tears down the mountains. _ And
with him are crime, and hunger, and want such

“Ha!”

-

Creek

exclaimed

and the Musselshell

loomed

Red Bird’s Tail, who had rid-

den up beside me.
“Who. says the buffalo are
about gone?
Why, it is as it has always been;
the land is dark with them.
Never have I seen
them more plentiful.”
“Remember that we have come
far to find
them,” I told him; “that the plains to the west,

and away in the north, are barren of them.”
“Ah, that is true, but it will not be for long;
they must have all moved eastward for a time,
as our fathers tell us once happened before. They
will go back again.
Surely, the good Sun will

not forget us.”
I had not the heart to destroy his hopes, to tell
him of the vast regions away to the east and
south of us, where there were no longer any
buffalo, where the antelope, even, had been practically exterminated.
5
Red Bird’s Tail was the leader of our party,
We
and the hunters were subject to his orders.

out on to the butte very

had ridden

early, and

after getting a view of the country and the position of the herds, he decided that a certain herd
southwest of us should be chased, as they would
run westward into the wind, and not disturb the
larger ones grazing here and there in other direcWe returned then to camp for our morntions.

ing meal, and

to wait

until

everyone

had

sad-

dled his favorite horse and was ready to start.
It was a warm day, some snow on the ground,
but a mild chinook wind blowing, so Nat-ah’-ki
accompanied us, as well as most of the other
The lay of the land was favorable and
women.

in riding

succeeded

we

right into

the edge

into the wind and up a long slope, an

That gave us
outlying ridge of the mountains.
swift runnot
were
buffalo
the
as
advantage,
an
On a down-hill run, howners on an up-grade.
ever, they could easily outstep the swiftest horse.
All their weight was forward; there was not
enough strength in their small, low hindquarters
huge
chests,
deep
to propel their abnormally
heads and heavy hump with any noticeable speed
when

they went

Nat-ah’-ki

was

up hill.

riding a little mare

it, the animal’s demeanor suddenly changed.
It
reared up under her restraining hand, pranced
sideways with arching neck and twitching ears,
and then, getting the bit firmly in its teeth, it
sprang out into the chase as madly as any other
of the trained runners.
Indeed, that is what it
was, a well-trained buffalo horse, but the owner
had not thought to tell us so.
It was even
swifter than mine, and I felt no little anxiety as
I saw it carry her into that sea of madly-running,
shaggy-backed, gleaming-eyed animals.
In vain
I urged my horse; I could not overtake her, and

my warning shouts were lost in the thunder and
rattle of a thousand hoofs. I soon saw that she
was

not

trying

to

hold

in the

quirting it instead, and once

animal,

but

was

she looked back at

me and laughed, her eyes shining with excitement.
On we went, up the slope for a mile or
more, and then the scattering herd drew away
from us and went flying down the other side of

the ridge.
“What made you do it?” I asked as we checked
“Why did you
up our sweating, panting horses.
get a fall,
would
you
afraid
so
was
I
do it?

perhaps be hooked by some of the wounded.”

“Well,” she replied, “at first I was scared, too,
Just
but it was such fun, riding after them.
quirt!
my
with
them
of
four
struck
I
it,
think of
I just wanted to keep on, and on, and I never
thought of badger holes, or falling or anything
else. And once a great big cow looked up at me
and snorted so hard that I felt her warm breath.
Tell me, how many did you kill?”
I hadn’t fired a shot; uy
“Not one,’ I replied.
had noticed nothing, seen nothing but her as she
rode in the thick of it all, and I was more than
We looked back down
glad when the run ended.
the slope and saw the hunters and their women
already at work on the carcasses of their kill,

which dotted the snow.

But we—we

were meat-

less. It would never do for us to return to camp
without some, so we rode on for a mile or two
in the direction the herd had gone, and then
Up ‘among the
turned off into the mountains.
pines there were deer, both kinds, and here and
there were groups of elk feeding or lying down

in the open

parks.

horse I approached

While
some

Nat-ah’-ki

held

my

of the elk, and by good

luck killed a fat, dry cow.

We

built a fire and

roasted some of the liver, a piece of tripe, and,
after a hasty meal, we rode back to camp with
all the meat our horses could conveniently pack.
WALTER B. ANDERSON.
[To BE CONTINUED. |

of

the herd before they became alarmed, and then
they ran, as Red Bird’s Tail had predicted, south-

westward

=

of gentle

mien and more than quiet disposition, which had
been loaned her by one of our Blood friends for
the trip. All the way from the Judith she kept
plying her quirt and calling it sundry reproachful names, in order to keep it beside my more
But the moment we
lively and spirited mount.
came near the herd, and the hunters dashed into

Yellowstone

Park

Atlas.

Tue notice of the publication of the Geological
Atlas of the Yellowstone National Park, which
7,
appeared in the ForEsT AND StreAM of April
brought
and
readers
few
a
aroused interest in not
us several questions as to where the atlas might
The volume is sold by the United
be obtained.
States Geological Survey, Washington, D. C., for
$3.75 bound in cloth, or for $2.80 in paper covers.
As already pointed out, it consists of twentyfour large sheets which show the topography and
geology of the Yellowstone Park and of the Absaroka Range, together with special sheets coverHot Springs, Norris Basin,
ing the Mammoth
Fire Hole Excelsior and Shoshone Geyser Basin.
There is a sheet which shows the geology of the
The atlas is one
shores of the Yellowstone Lake.
that ought to be in the hands of every good
American, since every good American must feel
a strong pride in the wonderland in whose ownership we all have a part.
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To Hudson
BY

Bay by Canoe.

ROBERT

T,

MORRIS.

PERHAPS we have found the home of the very
biggest brook trout on the continent, and we may
have added the “Nebogatis” to the fly-fisherman’s
list.
Last spring, at about the time when chrysalids
turn over in their cocoons and fishermen do likewise, one of my employes asked about summer
plans.
When I told him that we were going to
Hudson Bay he wanted to know if that was up
above Peekskill.
I answered “yes,” but was unable to give much more information, because my
companion, Charles Wake, and I had been trying
for three months to find out something about the
country.
Most of the information that we collected proved later to have been wrong or misleading.
The reason for this was because few
white men have gone over the region that we
traversed excepting fugitives, prospectors and the
Hudson’s Bay Company people.
The latter do
not care to give much information that is encouraging to visitors, and their position in the matter can be defended.
Rival traders who enter the country are often
irresponsible men who take unfair advantage of
the Indians, and visiting sportsmen sometimes
give the Indians such wages and tips that all of
the rest of the Indians become enthusiastic over
the thought of having the wigwam chock full of
unearned
increment, and they lose interest in
plain white folks who do not carry cash enough
to sink them in case they get overboard.
The Canadian Camp Club, which proposes to
have a stamping ground between Lake Huron
and Hudson Bay, will. be fully in accord with the
Hudson's Bay Company, which for more than 250
years has managed the Indian, understandingly
and kindly and to his very best advantage.
We had considerable difficulty in getting guides
as none of the local Indians cared to take the trip
at the time of their annual bear hunt, and there
seems to be a disinclination for Indians of one
locality to trespass upon the territory of others.
In this primitive region each family has its own
hunting and fis hing eround, and certain lakes
and streams are handed down from father to son
without written agreement, but in that sort of
mutual agreement which is as binding as other
unwritten laws.
We finally secured from North Bay, on Lake
Huron, three Indians. who were unfamiliar with
our proposed route. and of whom we knew little
excepting that two of them had been given bad
reputations hy men who had employed them previously. Our starting point was from Winnebago
Siding, on the Canadian Pacific Railroad, at the
height of land where a stream known as the
Wakami
River was supposed to belong to the
Hudson Bay watershed, and to the Moose River

AND

STREAM.

stream, and we were not taking any pains to go
quietly.
Four of the moose were bulls, and two
of them were very large ones.
All of the first
day’s run was through country
that had been
burned over many times, excepting for the oases
of trees in swampy ground.
If the black locust
will thrive so far north, fire lines could be made
with hedges of locust sown not far from the railroad.
The fallen leaves of leguminous trees and
plants seem to absorb so much moisture that they

are effective in forming barriers against creeping
fires, and if the lines were not far apart they
would check headway of fires that otherwise fill
the heavens with sparks for miles ahead.
We

made the following notes during the first day:
Waters moderately tannated, probably with tannates of both iron and manganese.
Surface temperature. 64 degrees Fahrenheit, noon.
Stream
bottom of sand and rocks, with banks of mud.
Land rolling to hilly, consisting of sandy gravel
with a good layer of humus.
Rocks of gray and
reddish Laurentian granites, with outcropping of
eruptive Huronian at one point.
There were a
few drift boulders. and in all probability a wide
terminal moraine would be found a few miles to
the southward of our starting point, but there
was no one who could give information about it.
Trees.—Jack pine (P. banksiana) predominating, Aspen poplar and balm of Gilead abundant.
Much: black spruce, but little white spruce or

require patience to manage Indians, and one must

be uncritical, considerate and at times human;
but any one who has managed children without
having to take to drink will find little difficulty
in having a royal time in the woods with the sons
of the forest.
It is said that old maids are the
only ones who know how children should be
brought up, and if anyone goes into the woods
with preconceived notions about what Indians
should do he will do better to return to some
hotel] and devote the vacation to writing letters
upon the negro question.
We made only about eighteen miles on the first
day’s run, as the stream was low, with many long
stretches of rocky rapids, and Wake and I tried
to act Jike squirrels among the tops of fallen trees
while the men guided the canoes over a noisy
stream bed. There were some plunging falls, and
a few miles of still water, with tracks of many

yards

of them,

although

the

wind

the

was

down

excepting one brilliantly colored

leopard frog at

Flying ‘Post,

Butterflies were fairly abundant in the open
burned woods, where it was rather difficult to
capture specimens for identification, but the following genera were observed: Argynnis, Liminitis, Papilio, Pieris, Colias, Lycena and Melitea. We saw no other kinds of butterflies on the
whole trip excepting an Oeneis or Satyrus near
a spring on Lake Matagaming.
We were unable
to capture a specimen, although in the attempt
Wake
and
I scrambled
over
windfalls and
through the mud in a manner unbecoming to
great bear hunters and dignified salmon fishermen, and it was difficult to explain to the Indians

just what we were trying to do.

forest.

We take off our

Bold

headlands

of granite

were

softly

ing out a fine rich odor to compete with the spice

FRAGRANT

ARBOR

VIT/E

OVERHANG

THE

BANKS.

of the conifers
burning.
While

and the aroma of birch wood
the fish were turning brown and

juicy we picked a mess of green blueberries and
stewed them with sugar for a delicious dessert,

balsam fir. Tamarack in the marshes.
The tamaracks were dying all of the way to Hudson Bay,
probably from the attacks of the tamarack sawfly, and the natural enemies of the saw-fly cannot
now arrive in time to save any of this forest.
Arbor vite grew along the stream banks. and
added its fragrance to that of the balm of Gileads.
We saw some paper birch and rowan, but these
trees were not at their best here, or at any other

to the delight of our Indians, who, like most of
the Indians that I have known, were unfamiliar
with the nice things to be picked up by the way.

Shrubs consisted chiefly of beaked hazel, red
willow, red dogwood and white bush maple. Occasionally we passed a group of striped maples,
and here and there a thorn bush (Crategus) was

labradoricus.

point along the course

seen,
Animals

of our trip.

or their characteristic signs observed:

Moose, white-tailed red deer, varying hare, woodchuck (A. monax), red squirrel, gray wolf, black
bear.
Porcupines were notably absent, and we
were informed later that few porcupines and no
wolverines are to be found in this whole basin.
Musquash holes were in evidence, and we found
plenty of otter sign.

Birds observed during the day were bald eagle,

During

crawfish, which were extremely abundant, and
one could get a mess for dinner in a few minutes
by turning over loose stones near the bank,
Molluscs casually observed were fresh-water mussels
(Unio) and a rather abundant snail (Physa).
Batrachians were not as frequently seen on the
first day as they were later in the summer, but
we noted the common toad and a frog which I
took to be Rana septentrionalis.
This was the
only species of frog seen during the whole trip

gray and white with caribou moss.
There were
little rocky islets, pretty sand beaches, reedy bays
and all of the features that poets like to find
about the ideal lake.
I named the lake in honor
of my companion, and we soon found a perfect
camping spot on an elevated plateau rising a few
yards above a small sand beach, among fragrant
arbor vite trees, with great towering spruces
and cheery barked red pines for a background. It
was a hot day, and we found right at hand a~
trickling spring in the sphagnum moss, with a
temperature of 42 degrees Fahrenheit.
We spent two days. on Lake Wake and explored an adjoining lake and the forest. The two
trees which we added to the list of the first day’s
trip were red pine and black ash.
The lake was
shallow, and the greatest depth that we found
with the sounding line was eighteen feet.
Fish
were plentiful, and we soon had the fry pan send-

spruce
partridge,
yellow
hammer,
three-toed
woodpecker, Canada jay, rusty grackle, kingfisher,
robin, hermit thrush, water wagtail, red crossbill,
olive-side flycatcher, night hawk, song sparrow,

the banks.

do much looking, and the fish may have acted in
the same way. Crustaceans were represented by

On July 1, the second day of the trip, after a

day we

alone

white-throated sparrow, winter wren, bank swallow and probably the rough-winged swallow.
Fish were not observed, but we did not stop to

long glide through still water and past burned
forest, we suddenly emerged upon a lake of entrancing beauty, surrounded by primeval green

passed six moose and one red deer standing lazily
among the rushes anl lily pads, and some of the
moose allowed the canoes to pass within a few

animals

9, 1906.

hats to the nimble wood butterfly, or at least we
did do so.
Ephemeras of many species were in
greatest abundance, and I do not remember to
have seen this fish food in more profuse supply
anywhere,
:

system.

On June 30—Friday—we started down the unknown river with unknown Indians, for the objective points of Moose River and the Bay.
Let
me say right here that the Indians all proved to
be as good ones as we have ever employed, and
that “badness”
among
men
of various colors
often depends upon ‘who pushed first.”
It does

[JUNE

The

fish that we

captured

were

jackfish

(E.

lucius), yellow perch and suckers (C. catostomus).
Great numbers of whitefish came to the
surface at evening, but we did not happen to
catch any of them on the fly or with our col-

lecting nets. We captured them later on. in the
trip, and found that the species was Coregonus

On July 3 we broke camp reluctantly and passing the outlet of the first two lakes, slid down
stream on a morning that was so quiet that the
stillness was almost oppressive.
It was Sunday
morning most of the time in the woods anyway,
but

on

this morning

the mirror
cat’s paw.

not

a breath

of air ruffled

surface of the water with the tiniest
Pointed firs made reflections in the

water that seemed more real than the trees upon
the bank.
Wagtails were
singing
their clear

notes of supreme joy at being alive right then
and there. The spiritual ecstasy of the voice of
the hermit thrush was mellowed ‘in the forest
depths.
Red crossbills sang their songs of jolly
good fellowship, as the bands of merry fellows
journeyed
together
along
their roads
in the

spruce tops away up high.

The voice of the red
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ashek, or literally “things hung up.”
The Ojibways hang the perforated shoulder blades of deer,
caribou and moose upon branches of trees, and
they erect the skulls of bears and various antlers
upon poles.
The skull of a bear is always perforated with a hatchet before being hung up, in

order to let out the bad spirit.

OJIBWAY

TOKENS—CARIBOU

SHOULDER

BLADES.

crossbill has the timbre of the canary with the
blitheness of the bobolink, and I will defy a man
with music in his soul to think of business or to
commit any other sort of crime while the red
crossbill is singing to him.
Singing to him it is,
and so directly and personally that one could not
if he would escape the inspiration of the sweet.
sweet carol.
Ever and anon caine the call and
response in hearty’ camaraderie
of the whitethroated sparrows.
First one would begin a bar

of the “Lohengrin Wedding

March”

their

then

mating

season),

answer almost

and

a full octave lower.

(for.it was

another

That

would

was

a

morning ever to be remembered, and we were
only just at the beginning of a series of about
seventy miles of lakes and river that had never
been described, and that are not upon any map.
Some. of the lakes were narrow and some were
broad.
The longest one—some fifteen miles in
length—was really no lake at all, for one could
touch the bright yellow sand at any point with
the paddle, and the robust but graceful bulrushes
bent over the middle of the lake as well as in the
bays.
It is a Jake for children to practice in
with canoes, for if they are wrecked half a mile
from land they will simply have to rub their eyes,
get the points of compass and walk ashore.
We
named it Lake No Lake.
All of the lakes of the
series were shallow, and the greatest depth that
we found was twenty-eight feet in one that we

named Lake Curtis.
On the fourth day we added the white pine to
our list of trees.
Families of ravens were about,
and their hoarse croaks were in keeping with the

desolate burned

areas that we passed from time

to time.
We noted the fox sparrow and warbling vireo. Black duck, whistlers and red-breasted
mergansers
scuttled ahead of the canoes with

of their natures

and the fathers apparently less

they carried

a respectable

degree

The little ones were in no danger,

for we would as soon have shot a baby in the
cradle.
Herring gulls circled about
overhead,
and the querulous calls of the loon were weirdly

appropriate to the scenery.
In auiet places we
found a big clumsy snail (Cardium) and another
species of fresh-water mussel (Anodonta).
In
the stiller stretches of the stream the sandy bottom
was
so covered
with
a_ small
mollusc

(Spherium) that it seemed in places to occupy
quite as much space as the sand itself, and moose

their

tokens

of Agoujinung

monsu-

clean, cold spring at the foot of the portage near
the fall, and we found it just the right spot for
luncheon.
In a few minutes we discovered that
we had come to the habitat of another fish, the
pike perch (Stigostedion), and Wake caught half
a dozen of them before the Indians had the campfire well under way.
They were so fat and delicious that after: we had eaten a whole one apiece
Wake went out to the tail of an eddy and captured enough to make sure of our dinner later.
That was an unnecessary precaution, however,
for we found the lake full of fish of many kinds.
Late in the afternoon
we entered
a narrow
channel, which appeared to be the outlet of the
lake, but after paddling ten miles through another and more
beautiful lake we stopped to
camp on a pretty dry knoll above a sand beach,
and sent two of the Indians ahead to find out
whether we were going
up
stream
or down
stream,
They returned at night and reported that
the lake was about eight miles longer yet. and
that we were out of our course.
It may seem
strange that two explorers and three Indians
could not tell for the life of them whether they
were going up stream or down stream, for a
whole afternoon, but this lake received only a
few small streams which emptied through the
outlet into Lake Matagaming with such a gentle
current that the high wind blowing when we entered the channel had pointed the water weeds
all backward and deceived us about the direction
of the flow. .The lake was such a charming one
that I claimed it for myself, with the approval of
Wake, and named some of the beautiful islands

friends

at home.

species
The principal
we wanted.
perch, jackfish, whitefish, lake trout
cush), and ling.
Fresh-water smelts

rent. It was evident that we were in the hunting grounds of the Ojibways, for here and there
passed

SKULLS.

like digging potatoes to go out and get all that

tracks in the bottom were filled with handfuls of
the tiny shelis that had been carried in by the curwe

TOKENS—BEAR

We camped for six days on this lake, for reasons to be stated presently.
The greatest depth
that we found was 134 feet, with a bottom temperature of 62 degrees Fahrenheit and a surface
temperature of 71 degrees Fahrenheit at 11 A. M.
The bottom in deep water consisted of a very fine
silt, but we did not have a glass for determining
its exact character, or the presence or absence
On the banks of the lake ridges covof diatoms.
ered with pines and spruces arose to a height of
about 300 feet, and the flat faces of cliffs overhanging the water were marked with Ojibway
Many
symbols and characters in reddish paint.
rocky islands and peninsulas and bays with sunny
sand beaches made the lake a most attractive one,
Fish were so abundant in the lake that it was

concerned, but I imagine that down in the depths
of solicitude.

OJIBWAY

after

their broods of downy little youngsters, the mothers in great alarm

My idea was that

the bullet let it out pretty thoroughly, but the
Indians want to make sure.
Every now and then we came to an Indian
grave, and noted what we had observed elsewhere, that an Indian grave is situated at a point
from which one can obtain the most beautiful
view of the surrounding country.
Some years
ago I had noticed that whenever we went to examine a grave, we were always stopping to admire the scenery from that point, but it did. not
occur to me until later that there was something
more than coincidence in the fact.
There is apparently a demonstration of nice sentiment in the
selection of sites, and there are many touching
evidences of tender regard for the memory of
lost ones.
The fencing about a grave is laboriously carved in wood in the most artistic way of
which the Indians are capable, and bits of finery
are placed round about.
In Manitoba I remember
two graves, probably of mother and child. side by
side.
The coffins were elevated upon stakes, and
from the little coffin, steps had been made, so that
the spirit of the baby could descend without tumbling. The playthings of the little one were placed
where they would be within easy reach.
Near the
grave of an adult snowshoes are usually hung
upon a tree, and it suggests the belief that the
Indians believe that their future land is one that
will not be without snow.
On July 5 we entered an area of much higher
hills, and the geology changed.
We were now in
the clay belt, and soon came to diabase rocks
with fine cliffs of trap rock rising high above a
large lake that we later learned was Lake Matagaming, more than twenty miles in length, and
figured on the Government maps.
The dominant
tree had now become the white pine, and stately
and sombre pines arose to a height. of 120 feet,
according to our pole triangulation estimate. Fire
had run through much of the white pine, but on
the -cliffs it had been spared.
To the grandeur
of the white pines was added the cheery glow of
the warm colored trunks of the straight red pines,
as though the- forest had been touched by the
brush of a Gifford.
The river takes a running
leap over a precipice into Lake Matagaming, making a grand plunge with clouds of spray, -rainbows, and whirling, seething foam covered currents and eddies below the fall.
There was a

A

JACKFISH.

in the

stomachs

of many

of the

pike
were
(S. namaywere found

fish

that

we
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caught, and they splintered out of the water in‘
glinting slivers at sundown.
The pike-perch rose readily to almost any fly,
and I caught some of them on a light rod, but
they are not heroes when hooked, and we picked
up most of them with the troll, as we were always in the hurry that possesses men who have
nothing to do especially.
The lake trout were a
bit disappointing, as they seemed to lack delicacy
of flavor, and they do not grow to a large size.
The largest one that we
caught
weighed
12
pounds, and the local Indians told us that they
seldom saw much larger ones.
I felt quite put
out about the lake trout, as I have made something of a study of ways for catching the sockdolagers among them, and had promised Wake to
show him methods of cooking them that would
make him stop and spend the rest of his days

a point quietly.

We

of sweet
easily.

From

gale, where
some

we

could

local Indians

we

not
learned

penetrate
that we

were not far from the Hudson’s Bay ‘Company’s
post of Flying Post, and congratulated ourselves
on having made the connection on time, by a
route that was unfamiliar to our Indians, and
that had not been described to us as leading to
Lake Matagaming anyway.
During the previous
winter we had sent word in to the Post, and had

received

word

that we

could have an Indian

to

go through with us to Hudson Bay, to find portages, and give warning about dangerous waters.
After making things snug in camp we ran down
to Flying Post and made the acquaintance of the
big jolly and genial factor, Mr. McLeod.
He
told us that we were expected but that the Indian who was to go with us had gone off somewhere, and left word that he would be around in
a few days.
This was interesting to men who
were fresh from a region of half-minute connections, and who had no time to spare, but we knew
the ways of Indians, and there was nothing to do
but to go back and wait in camp.
It was a great
pleasure to see Mr. McLeod’s neat garden, Gardens are my weak point, and when in New York
my greatest joy is in running out to the farm at
Stamford.
Farming is a little more expensive
than yachting—I have tried both—but it is more
fun.
It is also more exciting than big game
hunting in the chase after scale and blight, borers and aphides, and the hundred and one things
that come up from seeds that you did not buy.
Here deep in the wilderness, in the midst of big
game, was 2 thrifty garden full of vegetables
growing almost without attention, and demonstrating the law of compensation once more. Big
game; no bugs.
Bugs; no big game.
We went back to camp to wait for our Indian,
and at the end of six days he returned to the
Post, but decided that he would not go on the
trip.
That is another Indian trait.
They are
superstitious; and if an Indian steps on two
toadstools at once, or gets some other definite.
sign that he must not go on a certain journey,
nothing can persuade him.
After much parley
we managed to get an old Indian, Nat, to go
with us.
Nat proved to be a jewel, and we got

to be very

fond

of him

before

the Kokateesh
waters,

bottom

was

clay,

and

Hog)

rapids,

portaging

River.

gliding

along

It was

through

a few

short

a

still
trails.

of the range of the sturgeon,
Our reason for
camping so early was because we wanted to
catch sturgeon as soon as possible, and _ be-

cause of the wild beauty of the spot.
The
Indians needed no persuasion to stop and camp
at any and all times. We named the place Flat
Cedar Falls, because of the peculiar development of the trunk of an arbor vite that stood
out of a cleft in the rocks like a broad, flat
board, near

the water.

Flat Cedar Falls is about twenty miles below
Flying Post, and from that point all of the way

STURGEON.

to Hudson Bay and back again, sturgeon
our piece de résistance at almost every
currents

in the

water it evidently stirred up the bottom

and

whenever

the

wind

made

so that

the clay settled all over the water plants and left
them oddly white.
The settling clay also took
all coloring matter down as a precipitate, and
left the water as clear as I have seen it in chalk
streams in England, so that one could hardly
realize that his canoe was floating upon any-

thing more

than a basin full of north wind.

It

seemed as though one ought to be able to see
every fish in the lake, but we saw none until they
were caught.
The lake was alive with fish, and
of such remarkable fatness as I have never before seen in any waters in nearly half
a hundred

years of fishing experience.

The whitefish, pike

perch, and yellow
perch
particularly
were
so
squat and pudgy with fat that they could not
wiggle their tails respectably.
The jackfish as
elsewhere adapted their coloration to the environment, and in this lake were of translucent

light steel blue in ground coloring.

We did not

have time to determine the character of food
that had the effect of producing abnormally fat
fish, but Mr. McLeod knows about the lake, and

if any one
discover

with more

the secret,

time at his disposal can

it will be worth

recording.

We

never

sturgeon

tired

of

had

never

we

them.

before

made
meal.

Such

delicious

eaten,

although

in the intervals between meals Wake argued that
the sterlets that we get in Russia on the Volga
were the crowning point of all known food.
When at dinner under the spruces a pot of boiled
sturgeon was set before us, with musquash and
young
goslings,
mushrooms
and strawberries

for side dishes, nothing was ever said about
sterlets. It was the small lake sturgeon that we

caught

(4. rubicundus)

and

we got none

above

a large fly, as the beaver mice are always

swim-

16 pounds in weight, averaging about like the
jackfish. The sturgeon ran into our collecting
nets at night, and they took bait on set lines.
One even took a small trolling spoon on the
salmon rod one day at noon, and made a long
and praiseworthy fight.
Sometimes we found
beaver mice in their stomachs, and I argued
from that that the sturgeon would probably take
ming about on the surface in reedy places. We
ate sturgeon boiled, broiled, fried, roasted, and
“picked up.” The food upon which any one
sturgeon was feeding seemed to make a diiference in the flavor, for he is a specialist when
feeding, and we usually found one sort of food
exclusively or predominating at any one place

along our course.
upon

crawfish

that choose

were

Sturgeon

that were

the best;

the little clams

next

feeding

came

those

(Spherium),

while

the least desirable were feeding upon the larger
snails (Cardium, Lymnea and Planorbis).

[TO BE CONCLUDED

Carrying

Trout

NEXT

WEEK. ]

to South

Africa.

Trout have been
successfully
acclimated
in
South Africa, where good sport is now to be obtained by the angler on a number of streams, and
an attempt has been made to introduce trout to

the rivers and streams connected with the Zambesi in British Central Africa. For this purpose
15,000 trout eggs were taken out from England
by Sir Alfred Sharp, His Majesty’s commissioner

in Zomba,

The eggs withstood the voyage well,

but owing to the great heat inland it was found
on arrival at Zomba (the Government station of
the British Central
Africa
protectorate)
that
nearly all were dead and decomposed.
The few
eggs alive were placed on the gravel beds, and

it is hoped they have hatched out successfully.
At one period of the journey the trout eggs,
which were in a specially constructed box provided with freezing apparatus, had to be carried

by the natives
the mountains

the end of the

of soft, white

white-

We camped at 4 o’clock near the foot of a roaring fall that Nat said marked the upper limit

night and

day overland

through

for about seventy miles. Sir Alfred

Sharpe thinks that if ova

can be brought out in

the month of June, when the temperature.
on the
Zambesi and Shire rivers does not exceed sixty
or seventy degrees, and provided that a large
block of solid ice could be prepared on the ocean
steamer and carried up with the ova box, the ex-

During our long wait on my lake we had explored the country round about, and discovered
among other things a narrow little lake, not
more
than half a mile long that was
very

The

(Ground

day of running

trip.

peculiar.

taken

it looked like a white Pekin pig ready for the
county fair.
With Nat and Frank in the baggage canoe,
and Aleck and Sol at the stern in the other
canoes, we left Flying Post on the beautiful
summer morning of July 12, and started down

found

caribou tracks in the sand, but caribou spend the
summer days in the marshes, ahd we did not
happen to see a single one during the whole trip,
although they are common enough everywhere in
the region.
The great-horned owls hooted at us
at night, loons were always calling to us, and a
colony of herring gulls apparently had nests or
young on some of the bushy islands in thickets

that he had

Labrador whitefish.
The largest one that we
caught weighed 6 pounds, and was so plump that

The ling in this lake were, on the other hand,
the best fresh-water codfish that I have eaten,
and we enjoyed them very much.
They spent the
day in deep water, but at evening rose to the
surface, and would then take the fly. We took
large ember mullets in the collecting nets, but
they were insipid, and we made only one meal of
these
pincushions.
Broods
of
young
ruffed
grouse- were found in the poplar woods, and one
was likely to see a red deer or a moose at any

rounding

told me

fish of 12 pounds weight in the little lake, and
that is almost an unheard of weight for the

right on the spot where they could be caught.

time when

McLeod

9, 1906.

STOPPING

FOR

LUNCHEON.

periment might succeed—Dundee

Advertiser.
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The

Beautiful

rhododendrons,

Laurels.

no American

of the

shrub is more

beau-

tiful when in blossom than the mountain laurel,
which is widely distributed over the eastern region

of

North

America,

ranging

from

New

Brunswick on the north to Florida on the south,
and extending westward to Ohio and Tennessee.
It is a favorite plant with every lover of the

woods who has been so fortunate as to see it in
blossom, or even to come across the shining green
decorative

leaves

at any

season

of the year.

It

is by no means generally distributed over the
region indicated, being found especially in hilly
localities, but often being only local even there.
It is known to many people who have never seen

it growing wild, from the fact that it is justly a
favorite shrub for ornamental planting and also,

unfortunately, is one of the most commonly
forms

of greenery

for holiday

used

decorations.

The mountain laurel blossoms in May or June,

according to the locality and elevation.
The
good-sized flowers are borne in wonderful clusters, which are sure to attract the attention of all

beholders.

These

clusters

are

grouped

at the

ends of the branches, each consisting of a considerable number of large flowers, the single blossoms being rendered extremely attractive by the

broadly salver-shaped united petals.
The

pollen-bearing

anthers

are caught

in curi-

ous little pockets in these petals in a most interesting way, being so held on their supports that
when

an insect visits the flower

to gather

nectar

these pollen-bearing anthers will be released and
shower

the pollen

By this somewhat
vides

upon

and

the

body

of the

insect.

intricate device the plant pro-

for the carrying

to flower

thus

of the pollen

brings

from

flower

about cross-fertiliza-

tion.

There seems little doubt that this beautiful
shrub is in danger of extermination in many
localities on account of its uses for decorative

purposes.

are

robbed

STREAM.

RAL BUSTORY

BY CLARENCE M. WEED.
the possible exception of some

WitH

AND

When

it blossoms

of the flowers

a great many bushes

for church and home

laurel is also poisonous and occasionally leads to
the death of stock,.so that in regions where domestic animals graze it may be desirable to reduce or exterminate the laurel, but it is not in
such regions that the greatest amount of gathering of the shrubs
for decorative
purposes
is
likely to take place.
Both these plants belong to the genus Kalmia,
the name being given in honor of Peter Kalm,
who traveled in North America during the middle

town in the southeastern part of the Province of
Chiapas, Mexico, when the accident took place
which caused his death.
Mr. Batty was born in
Springfield, Mass., about sixty years ago,
Dur-

is known technically as Kalmia latifolia, while the
sheep laurel is K. angustifolia,
There are various varieties of each of these species.

AT the annual meeting of the American Geographical Society Mr. W. S. Champ, who was
one of the Ziegler Polar Expedition party, gave
this. story of the polar bear Buster, now in the
National Zoological Park in Washington:

of the eighteenth century:

Death
Notice

has

of an
been

The

Old

received

mountain

the

American

Museum of Natural History of the death by the
accidental discharge of his gun of J. H. Batty, a
collector for the Museum.
Many of the older ornithologists of New York
city will remember Batty thirty-five years or more
ago, when he was engaged in collecting birds in
New York, New Jersey and thereabouts.
At that
time he made his New York headquarters at the
shop of John Wallace, in North William street.
Previous to this he had gone west one year with

the Hayden

The

laurel

Collector.
at

ing the past winter he spent some

Survey and had made collections

of

birds and mammals.
Later, he wrote a book entitled “Taxidermy and Home Decoration,’ which
had a considerable sale and is still often called
for.
When the craze for feather millinery came
up Batty became a plume bird hunter and trav-

eled over the Southern States, Mexico and South
America.
Of late years he has been constantly

engaged in making natural
history collections,
and for the last three years has been in the employ of the American Museum of Natural History.

At the time of his death he was making extensive collections
of Mexican
fauna,
and
had
worked through Durango, Sinaloa, Jalisco, Chiapas and was about to begin collecting in Guatemala,
He was engaged in hunting near a small

“To-day

Polar

there

Cub

is in your

will run

away,

bear sat over

but

this

latter

use

of the

plant,

Mr. R. T. Jackson recently wrote:
“In looking at long festoons of mountain laurel
it really is saddening to think of the quantity of
blooms prevented for the ensuing summer and
the

numberless

bushes

mutilated

to supply

even

one large decoration.
When the total amount
used for Christmas greens for a single city like
Boston is considered, it seems that we must call
a halt in this wholesale cutting of laurel, or we
shall have this exquisite plant reduced to relative
rarity in all readily-available localities. I know
of two churches that refrained from using laurel
when their attention was called to the matter,

and if others would follow suit, the demand thereby being greatly reduced, the danger would be
averted.”
A much more generally distributed though less
attractive

species of laurel

is the sheep

laurel

or

lamb-kill, a low-growing shrub that is found from
the Hudson Bay region south to Georgia.
This

plant seldom reaches a greater height than three
feet, and bears rather small flowers, which seem
miniature reproductions of the blossoms of the

mountain laurel, though the color is a deeper red.
The structure of the flower is very similar in
the two

species.

This lamb-kill derives its common name from
the fact that the foliage is poisonous, and when
eaten often leads to the death of sheep and lambs.
It is consequently dreaded in sheep pastures, and,
in fact, has no such claims for preservation as
has the mountain laurel.
There seems to be no doubt that the mountain

Buster.

zoological

in this instance

the mother

are gathered and sold during the Christmas holiConcerning

Mu-

park

a

small bear called Buster,
a polar bear.
This
member was captured by the relief ship and was
presented to the National Zoological Park.
I
want to tell you in a few words the story of his
capture.
To me it appeals strongly, as it occurred after we had been in the pack about
twenty days, or about 150 miles into the pack.
We were enveloped in a very dense fog for three
days, and when the fog lifted on the skyline we
noticed a very large bear with a young
cub.
Everybody on board ship was very quiet when
we went into the pack, though we knew there
was nothing to fear, and we waited to see what
these bears would do.
As a sportsman, I want
to say there is no sport in killing a polar bear;
they come right up to the ship; they do not know
what a human being is, and as a result of their
hunger and curiosity they come right up to you;
this bear had evidently been hunting-for food for
several days.
She encircled the ship entirely and
gradually worked her way up to the ship. In the
meantime, the doctor who was on board and one
of the harpooners and myself went on the ice
and crawled up toward the bear behind a huge
cake of ice, and finally dispatched the old bear.
As a usual thing, when a mother is shot, the cub

decoration, as well as for sale on the city streets,
while, as already indicated, vast quantities of it
days.

weeks in this

city, his headquarters being at the American
seum of Natural History.

MOUNTAIN

LAUREL.

and fought

the young
us off.

We
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fought her with our rifles and I finally sent the
harpooner back to the ship for more ropes and
more men,
We lassoed the cub and brought it to
the ship, and in . efforts to get back to its
mother

it very

nearly

bit

its tongue

off.

“We made it fast to the deck, and that was
about 6 o’clock in the evening.
About 9 o'clock
the little bear was suffering so from distress that
finally I told the captain if he would shoot it it
would be a great relief, but I didn’t want him to

shoot it while I was on the deck or on the ship.
I was going down the gangway when the thought
struck me, if I can get the skin of the mother
to this cub, possibly it will quiet her.
I went on
deck and told the captain to get the skin of the
mother, and the little cub jumped on the skin
and fell asleep.
It slept for about twenty hours;
the only sign of life in the cub was the twitching of its muscles.
“About three days after that I was standing
watching the cub; its tongue was so swollen that
it could not eat anything; it took its mother’s
skin and turned it over and started eating the

blubber, the fat off of its own

mother.

It lived

for eight. days in that way.
After that we put
it in a cage, took the mother’s skin away and
brought it to New York, and shipped the cub to
the park here and that little bear is now in Wash-

ington.”

:

Hummingbird
Last

saw

Eggs.

June,

while

i

fluence, as you know.

|
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Kingbird.

in Montclair,

which

seemed

usual, although

it may

not seem

lovers,
Everyone
common

who

birds,

to me

N.

J., I

very

un-

so to other bird

has observed the habits of our
is, of course,

familiar

daring and pugnacious character

with

the

of the kingbird,

and knows that it does not hesitate to attack,
single-handed, anything on wings, from a crow to
an eagle,
The occurrence to which I allude was
of a somewhat similar nature.
A pair of rubythroated hummingbirds had built a nest in some
vines on one side of our lawn, and, I am pretty
sure, that there were young ones in the nest.
One day, while watching the vines, I saw a cock
sparrow fly into them,
Almost immediately I
saw him quit the shelter suddenly and fly straight
out across the lawn.
.I noticed that one of the
hummingbirds
was following, attacking him in
very much the same manner as a kingbird would
a hawk.
The hummer seemed to have no trouble
in keeping up with the intruder, flying along just
above him, and apparently darting in often and
pecking the object of his anger about the head

and

neck.

He

stuck

to

his

work

until

both

out of sight, and a short time later I saw

“humming”

about

the vines

as if nothing

had happened.

I am very anxious to know whether or not this
is a common

Lonpon, May 20.--Editor Forest and Stream:
Will you allow me to offer correction of a statement made in your issue of May 12?
It is
sometimes affirmed that the eggs of other birds
are offered for sale as substitutes for those of
the lapwing plover, and perhaps the eggs of
some of our smaller gulls might be passed off
oos
as “plover’s
upon
those
ignorant
of
eggs
oology, though the plover’s egg is so familiar
to every one that this seems unlikely.
For a
good many years I have made a point of looking over the displays of these eggs to be seen
in every poulterer’s and gamedealer’s at this
season and have never yet detected among them
an egg other than that of the lapwing.
There
is really no
reason
why substitutes
should be offered.
Notwithstanding the annual
raid that is made upon the lapwing’s nest, this
bird is, fortunately, still very common in many
parts of Great Britain, and the collection of its
eggs is undertaken by men who have become
extraordinarily expert in finding the nests, and
can, in a given time, collect more lapwing’s
eggs than they could‘find of any other species
which might be passed off as “plover’s eggs.
The jackdaw’s cee is so widely dissimilar in
size, shape and coloring from that of the lapwing that it could not impose upon any one who
had once seen an egg of the latter bird.
The only egg that might with any chance of
success be passed off among lapwing’s eggs is
that of its cousin, the redshank, a bird very
much less common
in England.
Any housekeeper or cook who had once seen a lapwing’s
egg would detect a gull’s egg at once by its more
ovate shape.
Though the jackdaw does build
in our chimneys (and does not always wait to
make sure they are disused before doing so), it
cannot be called a semi-domesticated bird, save
in the sense*that those birds which build in
and about our houses like the house martin,
starling or sparrow, are comparatively fearless
of man.
It would indeed, as you say, be a
change for the better if people would eat jackdaw’s eggs instead of lapwing’s.
The jackdaw is
a hardened
poacher;
he stands. convicted
of
eating the eggs of game birds; and in some parts
of England, Northampton for instance, he, by
virtue of his numbers, is one of the most troublesome of the game preserver’s foes.
The character of the lapwing, on the other
hand, is spotless.
So far from being injurious
he is an acknowledged friend of the farmer, the
sworn
foe of the wireworm
and of the tiny
snail which is the “host of the liver-fluke so
fatal to sheep.
In the opinion of some of us, the lapwing’s egg
as a “luxury” is rather overrated; but it is the
fashion to eat it, and fashion is a potent in-

and

something

him

or Plover

STREAM.

Editor Forest and Stream:

passed

Jackdaw

AND

able

to

rout

occurrence.

larger

As

feathered

the

kingbird

intruders

is

princi-

pally by means of his greater swiftness and agility, would it not seem that, on occasion, he might

who sell or hold in possession for the purpose of
sale the plumage of wild birds; in other words,
to milliners and importers and handlers of bird
plumage.
The law is not a new law, but it has never been
adequately enforced.
The dealers have now been
given a thorough warning, and those of good
business acumen “will dispense with the illegal part
of their trade.
A dove ley.

West

CLARENCE

as

BIRDSEYE.

[The hummingbird is a pugnacious and courageous species and its great swiftness of wing
gives it a manifest advantage over many larger
and stronger birds.
Many species of small birds
besides the kingbird attack other birds that venture near their nests.]

The Warning

to Dealers in Bird Plumes.

ALBANY, N. Y., June 1.—Editor Forest and
Stream:
Forest, Fish and Game Commissioner
Whipple’s warning to dealers in bird plumage
who are violating the law has called forth a great
deal of press criticism, and while the majority of
this is favorable to game law enforcement, there
is an undercurrent which reveals an ignorance
or intentional misstatement of the law, which
should not be permitted to pass without comment.
The sections of the law to which Commissioner
Whipple has called attention are section 33 of the
laws of 1900 as amended by chapter 443, laws of
1903, which makes it a misdemeanor and punishable by a fine of $60 and an additional penalty of
25 for each part of the plumage, skin or body
of any protected bird (other than game birds for
which an open season is provided, and English
sparrows, crows, hawks, crow blackbirds, snow
owls and great-horned owls) which are sold or
held in possession for sale; and also section 141
of the Forest, Fish and Game law, which provides that the prohibitions applying to local birds,
game or fish shall apply equally to birds, game or
fish from without the State; and also to the
Lacey Act, which prohibits the transportation by
interstate commerce of game killed in violation of
local laws.
The Commissioner has also called attention to
the decision in the case of the People vs. Henry
Hesterburg, Sheriff of Kings county, in the Court
of Appeals, Feb. 27, 1906, as reported in the New
York Law Journal, March 12, 1906.
The object of the various laws is, of course,
the protection of our native wild birds which

have

not

only

an

esthetic

but

also

York
N.

Wild Pigeons.

Y.,

May

27. —Editor

Forest

probably

containing

thousands

of birds,

is re-

ported to have passed over the city of Kingston,
this State, on the morning of the Ae
I have ‘corresponded with JudgeA. T. Clearwater, of Kingston, about the matter. ‘The Judge
did not see the pigeons, but he interviewed per‘sons who did.
He says: “There seems to be no

doubt that an immense

flock of wild pigeons did

pass over Kingston quite early on the morning
of Tuesday, the 15th inst.
It was seen by so
many people who had seen the pigeons years ago
that it hardiy seems possible they could be mistaken.”
I am going to make an effort to see some of

the persons who saw the pigeons, and if I have
my faith shaken in the truth of the report I will
advise you.
If such numbers of pigeons have actually been
seen, where have they been hiding the past thirty
years?
JOHN BuRROUGHS.

Zoological
Tue
some

London

Society
Times

facts embodied

of London.

has

recently

mentioned

in the report of the Council

of the London Zoological Society, which was presented at the annual meeting held April 30.
At the end of the year 1905 the roll of members
stood at 3702, the largest number in the history
of the Society.
Its income for that year was over
£30,000, and the ordinary expenditures £25,288.

The whole cost of improvement at the gardens:
for the year 1905 were paid out of this balance.
The total number of animals in the collection
Dec. I, 1905, was 2,913, compared with 2,552 at
the end of 1904.
It is interesting to note that
among the monkeys kept in outdoor cages there
were practically no deaths, whereas among those
kept in the house there was a decided mortality.
Important scientific work has been done by Mr.

F. E. Beddard, the prosector, and by Dr. Seligmann, the pathologist.
Dr. Seligmann has carried on the post-mortem examinations
ported on the death of 206 mammals
birds in 1905.

Spare

and
and

re218

the Eagle.

SactInaw, Mich., May 29.—In a recent number
I read an article in which the writer boasts of
having

much

shot

a

bald

to the surprise

guide.

eagle

and

at

about

300

yards,

stupefaction

of

his

I think it is a little out of place for people

to boast

of things

slaughter

of wild

of this

kind.

life continues,

The

no earthly excuse

for anyone

useless

but I am

to say, it is growing less all the time.

committing

happy

There is
so wan-

ton an act as shooting a bald eagle or any other
bird, for no better reason than as a test of marksmanship,
The bald eagle is very scarce.
Last
year one had its nest near
Tawas
Beach,
on

Saginaw Bay, and it was a source of keen enjoyment and pleasure to all the summer visitors. I
think anyone who had shot this bird as a test of
marksmanship would haye fared pretty badly at

the hands of the people, who believe that live
birds are better than dead ones.
W. B, M.

Copperheads

a practical

value in that they perform a service of incalculable benefit as destroyers of insect enemies of
crops, orchards and forests.
Domestic fowls are
not included in the prohibition, and as ostriches
in this country are practically domesticated, it
would hardly meet the intent of the law to prevent the use of their plumage.
Section 33, it will be observed, does not: apply
to wearers of illegal plumage, but only to those

New
Park,

and Stream:
I have more good pigeon news for
you.
<A flock of wild pigeons a mile long and

himself be put to flight by the tiny hummingbird,
which is surely as fast, agile and sharp-beaked
even His Majesty the kingbird?

9, 19006.

in New

Jersey.

WITHIN the past few weeks the local newspapers have published several items telling of the
biting of persons in New Jersey by copperhead ~
snakes.
The last one has to do with a little girl
bitten and at once taken to a place where there
was a suction pump, by means
of which
the

poison is reported to have been wholly removed
from
altriue

the wound.
one,

The

story may

well enough

be
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AND

STREAM.

’GANIE RAG ARID GUN
The
-

Automatic

Gun.

Editor Forest and Stream:
:
The fight against the automatic shotgun is in
one sense creditable to those who are making it.
Their motives: cannot be impugned; they are
trying in an indirect way to protect our game
birds.
They are, I assume, not opposed to the
automatic gun per se, but they seek by prohibiting its use to promote game protection.
The real question is whether
or not this

method is logical and reasonable.
ance

in drink

there cannot

As to temper-

be two

opinions,

yet

as to the regulation of the traffic in intoxicants
there
as to
imity
use of

is the utmost divergence of opinion.
So
game protection there is practical unanof view, yet as to thé prohibition of the
a superior firearm there seems to be very

radical difference of opinion.
There

never

was

hurt by enthusiasm
thusiasm

were

moderation.

not

Now

a good

cause

that

of its adherents
tempered

was

not

if that en-

by

reason

that enthusiasm

and

which

leads

to a break in the ranks of the army fighting for
the protection of game may be deplorable.
The
case should be very clear indeed to justify such
a result.
But the case is not clear, for the pro-

hibition would

be a blow at inventive

skill and

a check upon the development of the art of gun
making,
omitting any
reference to the
convenience and satisfaction of the sportsman in the

use of a better weapon. |
The

lover

of hunting

j

may

regard

the protec-

tion of game as of more importance than any improvement in firearms, but there is a large
ber of men who take the opposite view.
case would be greatly altered if the use
improved gun meant the extermination of
birds, but to assert this is only to go

absurd extreme

numThe
of the
game
to an

and so invite defeat.

We all know that the great majority of sportsmen will not kill game improperly.
The ban

upon the automatic therefore is asked to prevent
the law breakers from increasing by some percentage their already excessive killing.
I suggest the propriety of having the punishment fit
the crime; let the blow fall where it is deserved.

Do

not punish

the

innocent,

the

law-abiding

sportsman,, inventor and manufacturer;
smash
the actual wrong doer.
But let us look at the matter from another
standpoint.
Is the principle of restricting the
sportsman to the use of inferior weapons sound?
Has the great progress made in game protection in recent years been hindered by improvement in weapons?
If the principle of limita-

tion

to the use

why

stop

double

with

barrel?

of inferior
the automatic?

What- about

arms

be admitted,

How

about

the

the breechloader?

Would not a single barrel, muzzle-loading shotgun be about the right thing?
Shall we say,
“No repeating rifles’?
As there seems: to be
no logical bound to be put upon the restriction
once begun, must we not doubt the correctness

of the principle involved?
It is a fact not to be gainsaid that coincidently with the development of the more deadly
long-range, high-power, smokeless rifle, game
has been increasing rapidly in. many districts
where the rifle has been used.
In New Brunswick moose have increased wonderfully in the

last ten years, just when

the black powder

rifle

was going out and the smokeless coming in.
What is the explanation?
Simply a moderately
well enforced game protective law.

The fact is that any style of our present fire-

We must not seek to interfere with the march
of invention, for we shall thereby divide our
forces.
We should not urge the use of the antiquated arms, but should
stand unitedly to
enact good game laws and to compel obedience
to those laws.
M. F. WESTOVER.

A Shot
From

Amelia

B.

oo

at Quail.

een Thousands
Nile.”

Miles

up

the

So THE Painter pitches his tent at the top of
the sand drift, and the Writer
sketches the
ruined convent opposite, and L. and the Little
Lady write no end of letters, and the Idle Man
with Mehemet Ali for a retriever, shoots quail;
and everybody is satisfied.
Hapless Idle Man—hapless, but homicidal.
If
he had been content to shoot only quail, and had’
not taken to shooting babies!
What possessed
him to do?
Not—not,
let us
hope—an_
illdirected
ambition,
foiled of crocodiles!
He
went serene and smiling with his gun under his
arm, and Mehemet Ali in his wake.
Who so
light of heart as that Idle Man?
Who so light
of heel as that turbaned retriever?
We heard

our

sportsman

barley.

his

aim.

It was

was

popping

away

a pleasant

true.,

presently

sound,

“Every

for we

shot,’

in the

said

knew

we,

“means a bird.”
We little dreamed that one
of those shots meant a baby.
It ‘was: a
All at once a woman
screamed.
sharp, sudden
scream,
following
a_ shot—a
scream with a ring of horror in it. Instantly it
was caught up from point to point, growing in
volume, and seeming to be echoed from every
direction at once.
At the same moment
the
bank became alive with human beings.
They
seemed to spring from the soil—women shrieking and waving their arms; men running; all
making for the same goal.
Vhe Writer heard
the scream, saw the rush, and knew at once that
a gun accident had happened.
A few minutes of painful suspense followed.
Then Mehemet Ali appeared, tearing back at
the top of his speed; and presently—perhaps
five minutes later, though it seemed like twenty
came the Idle Man, walking very slowly and
defiantly, with his head up, his arms folded, his
gun gone, and an immense rabble at his heels.
Our scanty crew, armed with sticks, flew at
once to the rescue, and brought him off in safety.
We then learned what had happened.
A flight
of quail had risen; and, as quail fly low, skimming the surface of the grain and diving down
aga.n almost immediately, he had taken a level
aim.
At the instant that he fired, and in the
very
path of the quail, a woman and child, who
had been squatting in the barley, sprang up
screaming.
He at once saw the coming danger;
and, with admirable presence of mind, drew the
charge of his second barrel.
He then hid his
cartrige box and hugged his gun, determined to
hold :t as long as possible.
The next moment
he was surrounded, overpowered, had the gun
wrenched from his grasp, and received a blow
on the back with a stone.
Having captured the
gun, one or two of the men let go.
It was then
that he shook off the rest, and came back to the
boat.
Mehemet Ali at the same time flew to
call a rescue.
He, too, came in for some hard
knocks, besides having his shirt rent and his
turban torn off his head.
Here were. we, meanwhile, with less than half

our crew, a private war

on our hands, no cap-

arms is deadly enough to bring about. the’ extinction of our game.
The greatest game killer
in history, King John George II,, who shot
more than sixty thousand deer,. used a flintlock.
The efficient protection of game depends

tain, and one of our three guns in the hands of
the enemy.
What a scene it was!
A whole village, apparently a very
considerable
village,
swarming on the bank; all hurrying to and fro;
all raving, shouting, gesticulating.
If we had
been on the verge of a fracas at Tafah, here we

enactment

were threatened with a siege.

upon

right public
and

sentiment,

enforcement

and the resulting

of protective

laws.

Drawing in the plank between the boat and
the shore, we held a hasty council of war.
The woman, being unhurt, and the child, if
hurt at all, hurt very slightly, we felt justified
in assuming an injured tone, calling the village to
account for a case of cowardly assault, and demanding instant restitution of the gun.
We accordingly sent Talhamy to parley with the head
man of the place and peremptorily demand the
gun.
We also bade him add—and this we regarded as a master stroke of policy—that if due
submission was immediately made, the Howadji,
one of whom was a Hakeem, would permit the

father to bring his child on board to have
hurts attended to.

its

Outwardly indifferent, inwardly not
a _ little
anxious, we waited the event.
Talhamy’s back
being toward the river, we had the whole semicircle of swarthy faces full in view—bent brows,
flashing eyes, glittering
teeth—all
anger,
all
scorn, all defiance.
Suddenly the expression of
the faces changed—the change beginning with
those nearest the speaker and spreading gradually outward.
It was as if a wave had passed
over them.
We knew that our coup was made.
Talhamy returned. The villagers crowded round
their leaders, deliberating.
Numbers now began to sit down, and when a Nubian sits down,
you may be sure that he is no longer dangerous.
Presently, after perhaps a quarter of an hour,
the gun was brought back uninjured, and an
elderly man carrying a blue bundle appeared on
the bank.
The plank was now put across, the
crowd was kept off, and the man with the bundle and three or four others were allowed to

pass.
The bundle being undone, a little brown imp
of about four years of age, with shaven head and
shaggy scalp-look, was produced.
He
whimpered at first, seeing the strange white faces;
but when offered a fig, forgot his terrors and sat
munching like a monkey.
As for his wounds,
they were literally skin deep, the shot having
but slightly grazed his shoulder in four or five
places. The Idle Man, however, solemnly sponged
the scratches with warm water, and L. covered
them with patches of sticking plaster.
Finally
the father was presented with a Napoleon, the
patient was wrapped in one of his murderer’s
shirts, and the first act of the tragedy was ended.
The second and third acts were to come.
When the Painter and the Idle Man talked the
affair over, they agreed that it was expedient,
for the protection of future travelers, to lodge a
complaint against the village; and this mainly on
account of the treacherous blow dealt from behind at a time when the Idle Man (who had at
once attempted to defend himself) was powerless in the hands of a mob.
They therefore went
‘next day to Assuan; and the governor, charming
as ever, promised that just:ce should be done.
Meanwhile, we moved the dahebeeyah to Philae,
and there settled down for a week’s sketching.
Next evening came a woeful deputation from
Torrigur, entreating
forgiveness,
and
stating
that fifteen villagers ‘had been
swept
off to
prison.
The Idle Man explained that he had no longer
anything to do with it; that the matter, in short,
was in the hands of justice, and would be dealt
with according
to the
law.
Hereupon
the
spokesman gathered up a handful of imaginary
dust, and made believe to scatter it on his head.
“OQ dragoman!”
he said, “tell the Howadji
that there is no law but his pleasure, and no
justice but the will of the Governor!”
Summoned next morning to give evidence, the
Idle Man went betimes to Assuan, where he was
received in private by the,
Governor and Mudir,
Pipes and coffee were handed, and the usual civilities exchanged.
The Governor then informed
his guest that fifteen men of Torrigur had been

BOREST

gl2
arrested, and that fourteen of them unanimously
identified the fifteenth as the one who struck
the blow.
“And now,” said the Governor,
“before
we
send for the prisoners, it will be as well to decide on the sentence.
What does his Excellency
wish done to them?”
The Idle man was puzzled.
How could he
offer an opinion, being ignorant of the Egyptian
civil code?
And how could the sentence be decided upon before the trial?
The Governor smiled serenely.
“But,” he said, “this is the trial.”
Being an Englishman, it necessarily cost the
Idle Man an effort to realize the full force of this

explanation—an

explanation

lime

epitomized

simplicity,

of the judicial

which
the

administration

in its sub-

whole

of the

system

Egyptian

law.
He hastened, however, to explain that
cherished no resentment against the culprit
the villagers, and that his only wish was
frighten them into a due respect for travelers
general.

The Governor
suggest

hereupon

a sentence,

and

invited the Mudir

the. Mudir,

taking

he
or
to
in

consideration, as he said, his Excellency’s lenient
disposition, proposed to award the fourteen innocent men one month’s imprisonment each, and
to the real offender two months’ imprisonment
with a hundred and fifty blows of the bastinado.
Shocked at the mere idea of such a sentence,
the Idle Man declared that he must have the innocent set at liberty; but consented that the
culprit, for the sake of example, should be sentenced to the one hundred and fifty blows—
the punishment to be remitted after the first few
strokes had been dealt.
Word was now given
for the prisoners to be brought in.
The gaoler marched first, followed by two

soldiers.

Then came the fifteen prisoners—I am

ashamed to write it!—chained neck to neck in
single file.
One can imagine how the Idle Man felt at that

moment.
Sentence
being
pronounced,
the
fourteen
looked as if they could hardly believe their ears,
while the fifteenth, though condemned to his

one

hundred

and fifty strokes

(“‘seventy-five to

each foot,” specified the Governor), was overjoyed to be let off so easily.
He was then flung
down; his feet were fastened soles uppermost,
and two soldiers proceeded to execute the sentence.
As each blow fell, he cried, “God save

the Governor

God

the Howadji!”
When the sixtieth

save

the Mudir!

stroke

had

been

Idle Man turned to the Governor,

God

save

dealt,

the

and formally

interceded for the remission of the rest of the
sentence.
The Governor, as formally, granted
the request, and the prisoners, weeping for joy,
were set at liberty.
The Governor, the Mudir, and the Idle Man
then parted with a profusion of compliments,
the Governor protesting that his only wish was
to be agreeable to the English, and that the
whole village should have been bastinadoed, had
his Excellency desired it.

Some

Camp-Fire

Dont’s.

Editor Forest and Stream:
Fire every summer plays havoc in our mountain forests, due, in most eases, to neglected
camp-fires.
By the exercise of reasonable care,
much of this annual waste of timber could be
prevented.
To aid in the work of prevention the Great
Northern Railway Company is sending out to
the press a short article, which is inclosed.
The question of forestry is one of the most
important now before the country.
Many States
nay bounties for planting trees, and the general
Government is beginning to give the matter of
forestry the deep attention it deserves.
A fire
started from the camp of some careless hunter

will do more

damage

in a day or two

than a

whole State can repair in years of time, labor
and expense.
é
Commissioner W. A. Richards, of the General
Land Office, has issued circulars warning the

public

against

carelessness,

inasmuch

as many
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dusk, that I had not the sand to take the chance
of its not being a decoy.
No duck had lit, and
this extra one might easily be a decoy set by the
1. Do not build a larger fire than you need.
shipper in excess of the seven he had told me he
2. Do not build your fires in dense masses of
To solve the problem, I gently rocked
pine leaves, duff and other combustible material, © placed.
the boat in the marsh.
Whir!
Bang! Up got a
where the fire is sure to spread.
black duck and off over the marsh he whistled,
3. Do not build your fire against large logs,
followed by my right barrel, but too late.
The
especially rotten logs, where it requires much
duck must have swam up from some distant part
more work and time to put the fire out than
of the marsh, and so quietly that I had not seen
you are willing to expend, and where you are
fires start from neglected
the following requests:

rarely

quite certain

camp-fires,

and

makes

that the fire is really and

completely extinguished.
4. In windy weather and in dangerous places,
dig a fire-hole, and clear off a place to secure
your fire. You will save wood and trouble.
5. Every camp-fire should be completely put
out before leaving the camp.
6. Do not build fires to clear off land, and
for other similar purposes, without informing
the nearest ranger or the supervisor, so that he
may assist you.
F. I. WHITNEY.

him till he was among the decoys. I didn’t say
anything about my brilliancy to the skipper. He
had no delicacy

of feeling, and would Bae

Camp
My

entire

comprises

Tinware.

outfit for cooking

Park

Game.

MammMotH
Hort Sprincs,
Wyo.,
Editor Forest and Stream:
We have
ceedingly hard winter, but the greater
large game has pulled through in fine
percentage of loss on account of the

was

very

small

indeed.

The

May
18.—
had an expart of the
shape. The
deep snows

alfalfa

field

at

Gardiner proved to be the salvation of the antelope herd.
About roo tons of hay was cut from
this field last summer, and when the snow fell

deeply

this hay was

judiciously

fed out to the

antelope.
Over 1,000 of these beautiful animals
could be seen any day last winter on or near

their feeding ground near
The

elk also

took

Gardiner.

advantage

of the

feed

that

was put out for the antelope, and one day during
the winter I,200 were counted on the flat near
Gardiner feeding on the alfalfa that had not been
eaten by the antelope.
If the Government would
permit the superintendent to purchase a few hundred tons of alfalfa over 1,000 elk could be fed

at any point in this vicinity, and thus could be
kept where they could be readily seen at any
time during the winter by the people who are
interested in large game..
The herd of mountain sheep was fed as usual
at the time when they most needed assistance,
and they have also pulled through the winter in
fine shape.
The buffalo herd has done finely during the last
year, and at the present date we have eleven
calves with a good prospect of three more. This
makes the herd at the present time number fifty-

four animals.

As it started with twenty the in-

crease 1s very encouraging, and the prospect of
perpetuating the species is very good.
Next year
there seems a prospect of having at least twenty
calves, and from now on the herd should increase
very rapidly.
YELLOWSTONE.

Black

Duck

blind, and
ness.

by that time

I was

ready

The dusk was set in and we had had no shots,
and I had been intently watching for any birds
which might fly over, when I glanced at the decoys end saw that the skipper had set more than
he said he had. That is, I thought he said seven,
and surely I counted eight.
My first impulse
was to cover that extra bird, and my gun was at
my shoulder before I happened to think that possibly it might be that he was mistaken, and that
if I filled his decoys full of shot he might not be
filled with happiness; and, besides,
the
laugh

dishes

to make

one

dish as

follows:
Six inches on bottom, 634 inches on
top, side two inches high.
The bottom is of the
heaviest tin procurable, the sides of lighter tin,
and seamed to be water-tight without solder. The
top simply turned, without wire.
The second
dish to be made the same, but small enough to
nest in the first, and also to fit into it when in-

verted as a cover.

Two other dishes made

from

common pressed tinware, with the tops cut off
and turned, also without wire.
They are fitted
so that they all nest, taking no more room than
the largest dish alone, and each of the three

smaller dishes makes a perfect cover for the next
larger.
of the

The other piece is a tin camp-kettle, also
heaviest tin, and seamed water-tight.
It

holds two quarts, and the other dishes nest in it
perfectly, so that when packed the whole take
just as much room as the kettle alone.
I should
mention that the strong ears are set below the
rim of the kettle, and the bale falls outside, so,

as none of the dishes have any handle, there are
no

aggravating

“stickouts’

to wear

and

abrade.

The snug affair weighs, all told, two pounds.

I

have met parties in the North Woods whose one
frying-pan weighed more—with its handle three
feet long.
How ever did they get through the
brush with such a culinary terror?
It is only when I go into a very accessible camp

that I take so much as five pieces of tinware
along. I once made a ten days’ tramp through

an unbroken wilderness on foot, and all the dishes
I took was a ten-cent tin; it was enough.
I be-

lieve I will tell the story of that tramp before I
get through.
For I saw more game in the ten
days than I ever saw before or since in a season;
and I am told that the whole region is now a
thrifty farming country, with the deer nearly all

gone. They were plenty enough thirty-nine years
ago this very month.—‘‘Nessmuk” in Woodcraft.

The

for busi-

eating

This is when

stopping in a permanent camp.
When cruising or
tramping, I take just two pieces in the knapsack.

Shooting.

SEVERAL years since the skipper and myself
pulled down to Great Marsh before sundown to
get a few shots at black duck, which were. striking in quite plentifully.
The skipper set the
stools, while I busied myself in shoving my boat
into the edge of the marsh and covering her with
sedge, so that the birds might not sight me as
I lay in her.
As soon as he had finished the
stools the skipper pulled
away
to a favorite

and

five pieces of tinware.

I get a skillful tinsmith

Yellowstone

to
into

AWDASTREAWIS

Big Game

Mailing Cards.

PitTsFIELD, Mass., May 1.—Editor Forest and
Stream:
The sets of big game mailing cards
which I ordered have just come to hand, and I
am greatly pleased with them.
I do not know
where else can be found such beautiful and natural pictures of some of our great game animals
as you have given us, and these mailing cards
stand out so far in front of any others that I

have ever seen that they are not to be mentioned
in ‘the same month.
I purpose to mail a number of these cards to
my friends who are big game hunters and I shall
be much surprised if you do not hear from some
of them.
Rocky MountTaIn HUNTER.

The
Mr.

JoHN

Desbarats
Rem,

guide,

Country.
is leaving

Desbarats,

Ont., to take a position as a railway brakeman.
All letters about guides for the Desbarats country should be sent to Mr. Y. D. Rose, manager

would never be over with the boys.

of the Hiawatha

I wavered a minute between an impulse to
“turn her loose’ on the outside bird, but he was
so quietly resting on the water without a quack
or perceptible motion to be noticed through the

Reid

will not

Camp

Hotel,

be available.

Desbarats.

Fortunately,

John
several

good new guides will take his place there.
. O. ARMSTRONG,
Canadian Pacific Railway, Montreal, Que.
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portance
have given

ago

the fishing in

the Murray River, which had been badly netted
for a long time before, was almost destroyed.
After the planting of young fish for a number of
years
from
the
government
hatchery
at
Tadoussac, and the careful protection of the
stream, the salmon fishing again became excellent.
The owners of the principal pool in the
river recently brought action against a lumber

company, for $10,000 damages, claiming that they

had injured their salmon pool to that extent, by
blasting operations
in the bed of the river.
The
evidence.
conclusively
proved
that. the
blasting operations had changed the bed of the
pool, and the weight of evidence as to the effect
of the change was that the salmon had been
very much less plentiful there than before the
blasting was resorted to.
. As those who are accustomed to salmon fishing very well know, it is the simplest thing in the
world to cause the fish to desert their ac-

customed

haunts,

even

when

they

still ascend

the same river. The movement of a rock, which
slightly changes a current or removes a shadow,
the action of the ice, or even of a flood, in
filling in a deep hole or changing a shallow one,
or even the removal of an overhanging tree,
will often suffice to destroy a salmon
pool.
Sometimes it is easy to account for the action

of the fish.

lessees

of salmon

of appeal to a higher court.
Anglers

ice left the lake, Mr.

Bay in the middle of the afternoon, in

years

and

in Canada.

Mr. C. H. Simpson, of New York, is settled
for the season at his fishing lodge at Lake
Carolus, in Northern Quebec.
On the day the

time for the evening fishing. The salmon pools on
the river are reached by a drive of less than an
hour from the hotel or the cottages of the sum-

Some

notice

American

Fish and Fishing.

residents.

to proprietors

rivers, but the end is not yet, for the defendants

One of the judges of the Superior Court of
the district of Quebec has just rendered a very
important judgment affecting a salmon river.
The river is the Murray, which runs into the St.
Lawrence at Murray Bay, and is of special value
because of its accessibility.
Leaving Quebec by
steamboat in the morning, the tourist reaches

mer
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pa |SEA AND RIVER FISTING!

The lance and shield in days of old
- Were emblems of the warrior bold,
Who for his love grim death would feel;
But now we have an era new
When landing net and split-bamboo,
With fly-book, line and reel,
Will better please a maiden coy,
And fill her gentle soul with joy,
And often bring her heart to creel.
J. CHARLES Davis.

Murray

AND

At others it is not, for why they

should select certain holes or pools in a river
for resting in while on their way to their spawn-

Simpson

went

out to do

some fishing.
In short time he had killed three
trout, the largest of which was over three pounds
in weight.
Then he stopped fishing.
Mr. Fred
Simpson, his brother, Mr. George Hard, president of the Chatham National Bank, New York;
Hon. Mr. Prevost, Minister of Colonization,
Mines and Fisheries of the Province of Quebec,
and General Henry, U. S. Consul at Quebec,
are at present the guests of Mr. C. H. Simpson.
Fully a dozen other American anglers, including Mr. C. H. Wilson, of Glens Falls, N. Y., and
Mr. Charles Burhans, of Warrensburg, are .at
present fishing the waters of the St. Bernard
Fish and Game Club, at Saccacoma Lake, where
they are about to be joined by the president of
the club, General Henry and party, and where
the annual meeting of the club is to be held on
Monday, June 4.
Remarkable

In a recent

Ouananiche Fishing,

letter,

speaking

of the remark-

able ouananiche fishing enjoyed this spring by
the residents of the Lake St. John country, before the ice had completely left the body of the
lake, I suggested that if there were any one to
try them with the fly, they would no doubt take
it almost as readily as they were taking the
countrymen’s worms and pieces of pork.
The
correctnes of the supposition has now been fully
demonstrated. The village doctor at Roberval has
been surprising his fellow-townsmen by successfully fishing for ouananiche with the fly from the

steamboat

wharf

in front

there

at the

mouth

and

the doctor

has taken

of the

of the

these

hotel.

-Both

Metabetchouan,

fish with

the arti-

ficial fly at the rate of several dozens a day. A
number of local anglers have gone there to try
their luck, and will doubtless return with good
catches, for the sport is crainly by a great deal
the best which has been known at Lake St.
John at this particular season for many years
past.

There

is very

little doubt

that

this condition

of affairs is largely due to the total suppression
of netting this season by the Minister, both in
Lake St. Jolin and in all its tributary waters, the

ing grounds, and invariably pass by others which

fish being thus able to reach the mouths

appear to the angler to be equally inviting, is
one of those things which it is difficult indeed
for a fisherman to understand.
Summoned as an expert witness in this case,
the present writer could only state the broad

rivers without having their way barred by nets.
The water is still very high in Lake St. John,
and I do not expect that there will be any good
ouananiche fishing this year in the Grand Discharge of the lake before the 15th or 20th of
June.
In the bays and mouths of the rivers it
has been good since about the 8th of May, and
against another spring comes around I venture
to assert that the earliest sport with the fish,
and that, too, where they are most accessible,
will not be left entirely to the habitants of the

facts,

that

changes

in a river

bed,

caused

by

blasting, etc., were certainly of a nature to cause

salmon to desert the pools
previously accustomed to
results had been observed
by Mr. J. Willis Bund, one

in
lie,
by
of

which they were
and that similar
himself and also
the leading Eng-

lish authorities,
and the author of “Salmon
Problems,” etc.
The court decided against the lumbér com-

pany and assessed

damages

at $1,000.

The

de-

fense had not only denied the allegations of the
plaintiffs regarding the effect of their blasting
of the bed of the river, but had set up the plea
that the Murray being a floatable river, they

were justified in removing obstacles to the floating of their logs.

The

court held that the river

was not what the law recognizes as a floatable
one, and, moreover, that the blasting had damaged or destroyed the salmon pool in question,
which they had no right to do. It will thus be
seen that the case is one oi the createst im-

of the

country.

Trout

Fishing

is Backward

The trout fishing season is as late as the
ouananiche was early.
The spring is still phenomenally late. When the first Quebec anglers
of the season went out trout fishing this spring,
whatever little water there was in their boats
froze into solid ice while they fished.
It was
almost impossible to coax the fish to look at
the fly at all. Almost all the fish brought in for
the first ten or fifteen days from northern waters

were taken with bait. The water in Lake Edward and the other lakes is still very high, but
since the 26th inst. there has been a change for

the better in the weather, and the higher temperature ought soon to bring the fish up to the
surface.
The camps at Lake Edward and the various
club houses
along the line of the railways,
especially the Triton, the Tourilli, the Stadacona,
the Laurentides
and the Metabetchouan
are
rapidly filling up, and within the next few days
there is little doubt that we shall be in the thick
of the spring trout fishing in northern Canada.
E, T. D. CHAMBERS.

Sullivan

County

Notes.

NEVERSINK, N, Y., May 31.—Editor Forest and
Stream:
Heavy rain in the first two days cf last
week brought down quite a spate and made the
water decidedly dirty.
The sun came out on
Tuesday, but it was only cold with a piercing

north

wind.

Decoration

Day

was

very

fine,

although the wind was still quite sharp, and I
trust that the host of anglers who were out on
the upper reaches and smaller streams had an
enjoyable day.
I know what it is to have but
one day’s fly-fishing during the- year.
How
hard one works, and how frequently we are disappointed.
If we have good sport and can return to the city with a fair basket of trout, we
mark that one day with a white stone and hold
it in grateful memory.
Hereabouts the river was still too much discolored for really successful fly-fishing.
I did
not go out myself, nor did I see many fishermen on the stream.
I am becoming more and
more interested in the natural flies, and if my
friends would only remember to carry a tiny
bottle of alcohol] in their vest pockets, as a receptacle for insects, instead of crushing the
flies in paper, they would assist one materially.
It takes time to imitate a natural fly successfully.
The insect must be studied and many patterns
dressed
before
one can
hope to satisfy the
critical eyes of the trout.
I fancy that the dry fly frightens the fish more
than the wet fly. Our friend the trout has just
taken several tasty natural flies and sees another
sailing down upon his nose.
He rises with the
greatest confidence,
and the supposed
insect
grabs him ferociously, nearly, pulls his head
off and sticks a needle in his jaw. No wonder he
goes wild with fright and races all over the
river.
If the really big fish were as wild as the
ones of half a pound to one pound, I do not
know how we could handle them with much success.
I hooked a trout of about one pound last
week that I would have sworn was at least
double that weight, until I saw it. This fish
fought like a maniac; and if unseen, would probably have been reported by me as one of those
busters that so often get away.
It had such
pluck that I was not really displeased when the
hook lost its hold in a pool way below the one
in which it was hooked.
June is the loveliest month in all the year, but
the fishing is apt to be more difficult than in
May.
The trout have secured quite a good
education in flies and baits by this time, and are
in better condition.
They are not ready to rise
at anything resembling a fly, but will often allow
everything
to go by untouched,
except
the

natural on the ‘water at the time, or an artificial
fly of the same color.
I do not think any one
can fish these streams regularly without becoming convinced of this, and of the great advantage
of imitating this natural insect and carrying a
well stocked fly-book.
If a man fished one
river all through the season he would know just
about what was required, and would not need
a great many patterns; but when he is a lover
of variety and change of scene in his sport, it

is hardly possible to have too large an assort-

ment,

particularly

of small

flies,

duns,

yellows

914
and

FOREST

browns.

He

may

want

orange-bodied flies, also.
An old gentleman hooked

good

a very

red

large

and
trout

on a store fly last week and played it to the
point of exhaustion.
He had no net with him

and led the trout

up to a shelving beach.

he gave the rod into the hands

Then

of his son and

bid him hold it steadily.
Thus far all was well,
but, as he says himself, “I got excited and took
hold of the line just above the leader and tried
to drag the fish ashore; the gut broke and away
went the great fish.”
He knew better, you see,
but he became
excited, lost his head for a

moment and thus lost his trout. Car old friend
thinks that this was surely a five-pcunder. Alas!
alas!
THEODORE GORDON.

The

Tarpon

Season

in Mexico.

which
have
Now
THAT
the kingly tarpon,
afforded so much sport to local and visiting fishermen during the past winter and spring, have
departed northward té make the summer fishers’
hearts glad at Aransas Pass and Corpus Christi,
it may
not come
amiss to place before your
readers the results of the five months from Dec.
tr until May 1, which constitutes the season at
Tampico.
The score, as accurately kept in the hotel office,
of the tarpon fishermen’s headquarters, formerly
known as the Hidalgo, now newly added to and
enlarged and known as the Southern, is as follows:
December, 142; January, 238; February,
293; March, 355, April, 259; total for the season
1,287.
In this winter fishing for the celebrated silver
king, Tampico neither has nor can have a rival,
for latitude and geographical position are things
which no man can change.
When one must take
into consideration the fact that the tarpon season
has entirely closed at Aransas Pass, that famous
Texas fishing resort, before it bégins in the Panuco River at Tampico, and that the best fishing is
when all the Northern resorts are tightly closed
in the grip of the ice king, it may readily be seen
on what
strong grounds the Mexican
fishing
retains its reputation.
When the early summer
rains have colored the great Panuco River to a
muddy brown, and changed its gently flowing
current into a strong seaward-bound tide, then
the tarpon desert their winter feeding grounds
here and depart, returning again about the end of
November.
All through the winter the fishing is good, save
the few days when a chilly so-called norther
sweeps down the Gulf of Mexico, from its starting point in the United States, and then it is but
a short respite that the tarpon obtain, for directly
the warm tropical sun beams forth the fish become ravenous and strikes come to the trolling
fisherman galore.
There
being nearly
twenty
miles of fishing ground, one can always have a
choice and opportunity for changing the daily
routine of his day’s sport.
Fred M. Stephenson, of Chicago, a noted fisherman and slayer of many tarpon, and who landed
thirty-two fine fish this spring during a short
stay, fished from La Barra, at the entrance of the
jetties, as far as Tamos, twelve miles above the
city, and quite frequently had the passengers and
crews of the many ocean-going steamers at the
Custom House dock, at the city’s front, lined up
on the port rail, to watch him land a six-footer.
The writer was engaged in subduing a large tarpon, which was making frantic leaps in mid air,
one evening, as the captain of a foreign steamer
was making for his berth at the dock, and the

steersman

became

so

engrossed

in the

leaping

tarpon on the end of the 200 feet of line, that a
sharp warning was all that saved the vessel from
colliding with the pier.
Mr. and Mrs. H. Whiting and Mr. and Mrs.
C. Coe, of New York, enjoyed fine sport, both

above

Morolia

Bridge,

four miles beyond the city,

and also at the bend of the south shore, about
five miles beyond Morolia.
Mrs. Whiting’s score
of four magnificent tarpon in one afternoon is yet
to be beaten for the ladies’ record.
Mr. M. A. Rice’s party from New York captured thirteen tarpon one day and twelve the
next, and their score would have been considerably larger had it not been a strictly first experi-

ence

for most

of them,

The

numbed

and fre-
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quently barked fingers of many of the newcomers,
and the expressions of regret at losing “my big
tarpon,” and, as one remarked, “I had seventeen
strikes and only landed one fish,” are very common.
The hotel office could repeat many tales of
woe in that line, but silence is golden.
Another fine spot for the tarpon, especially in
late December, is about a mile up the Boca of the
Laguna del Puebla Viejo, where a swirling pool

of swift flowing water at certain stages of the
tide is alive with the gamy “Savolo,” which is
the Mexican term for silver king. This pool is
not over seventy feet in diameter, and one can
hardly troll a bait across it without seeing a huge
form of gleaming silver rise in air and feeling
the vicious tug of the line, which shows the lure
has reached its mark.
And not only are men who

are seeking a strike amply rewarded if they succeed in landing a five and a half or a six-footer
there, but the “Savalos grandes,’
or big tarpon,
are there lying in wait for the passing schools
of mullet, which form their most sought for food.

It was

at this self same

pool that Mr.

H.

St.

able to handle

our

9, 1906.

prize and bring him

to the

concourse of fishermen there for weighing.
Entering the hotel office we were immediately

greeted by a sturdy individual

hailing from our

immediate

of Texas.

neighbor,

the

State

In

a

tone which gave the impression that possibly we
had landed something not out of the ordinary, the
gentleman from Texas said, “Well, where is your
fish?
Did not catch any, did you?”

“My friend,” was our remark, “how much do
you weigh?”
“About 135 pounds,” was the reply.
“All right,” we responded, “if our one fish does
not put down the scales at over a hundred

pounds

more than you can, we will treat the crowd.”
Undoubtedly it must have looked like easy
money to him, for he immediately exclaimed:
“Do you take us for suckers, just because we

come from Texas?”
:
“No,” we said, “nothing of the sort, and as seeing is believing, your party had better come down
to the river at the bridge and help me get him
out of the boat.’
With a good stout rope in my hand we formed
a procession to the river, the “what they would
not say to me’ when they found that we were
fooling them, being the burden of talk from the
Texas contingent.
Arriving at the bridge, incre-

dulity gave place to amazement at the size of the
fish caught on such light tackle, but as this did
not have the effect of weakening their muscular
ability, we made good use of that in hauling our
capture out of the boat and up to the bridge walk,
about six or eight men hauling on the rope which
the boatman made fast in its gills.) Then by the
aid of a baggage truck borrowed from the Mexican Central Railroad, the station of which being
just across the Tamasee, on the turther side of
the bridge, our capture was taken to the hotel
and placed on the scales. In the presence of quite
a goodly number of witnesses it brought down
the scales to the amount of exactly 412 pounds, so
that there was considerably more than the hundrec weight to spare between the weight of our
Texas friend and that of the fish.
Besides the above mentioned
fishermen and
fisher ladies who made a long or short stay at

Tampico during the season just closed, may be
mentioned Mr. E. Spencer Fox, Mr. G, A. Tanquery, Mr. R. E. Gill, Capt. F. T. Middleton and
Mr. T. Kilner Clarke, from London, England;
W. A. Windatt and F.. W. Drury, Winnepeg;

Maj. J. F. Michie and Colonel Robertson, of Tor-

KINGFISHERS

Mr.

Hickman

Clair Boyd, of San

IN

on

onto, Can.; W. B. Jordan, Miles City, Mont.;
A. R. Loomis, Fort Dodge, Ia; N. H. Cartenhour, E. H. Brown, W. H. Dilg, W. A. Jones, all
of Chicago; C. d’Autremont, of Duluth, Minn.;

CAMP.

the

Francisco,

W. J. Abram, Louisville, Ky.; Judge O. M.
Spencer, St. Joseph, Mo.; Daniel Heaton, Wi-

right.

had the strike of

his record fish of the season, and after an hour
and a half of battling with the fish brought it to
the gaff. This was the largest fish of the 1905-06
season, measuring seven feet and two inches in
length with weight of 190 pounds.
The girth
measure of this tarpon was forty-four inches as
compared with the forty-six inches of the record
fish of 1904-05 captured by H. W. Wilson, the
English Vice-Consul
at the port of Tampico.
His fish, which is now in a museum in Liverpool,
was seven feet and two and one-half inches in
length and had a weight of 202 pounds.
It was
a somewhat wider or heavier fish than that of Mr.
LBoyd’s, although the scales only showed
a difference of twelve pounds.
The writer, while fishing for “Savalo,’ in the
tidewater pool above mentioned on Jan. Io last,
hooked a jewfish.
At first my light tarpon outfit

seemed to have met a Waterloo, but by judicious
handling, which Florida and Aransas Pass, as
well as the Panuco fishing had helped to acquire,
the line and rod held good and strong, but it was
considerably over two hours before his huge bulk
adorned the stern sheets of my boat, and fisher as
well as boatman were about all in. Just as the
sun faded out of the day in the western horizon
our boat was made fast at the foot of the landing
steps by the bridge in front of the plaza. Leaving

the

“bogadoro”

in charge

wended our way across
with considerable doubt

“mozos”

connected

of

our

prize,

we

the square to the hotel,
as to the ability of the

with the establishment

being

chita, Kas.; O. L. Smith, Denver, Colo.; F. M.
Shelton, Independence, Mo.; Judge John C. Pol-

lock, Topeka,

Kas.;

C. A. Pierce.

S. C. Davis,

both of St. Louis, Mo.; A. T. Allison, Denver,
Colo.; R. L. Bullington, Wyoming; J. Schaetzel,
Elk Point, Wyo.; F. J. Weber, Buffalo, N. Y.;
Theodore
Foucar, Cincinnati, O.; G. W. Dulaney, Hannibal, Mo.; F. P. Kirkendall, Omaha,

Neb.;

George

Clinton,

Y.;
St.
M.
all

Black,

Ia.;

E.

M.

Hamilton,
Tyler,

O.; C. A. Fay,

Sheepshead

Bay,

N.

S. C. Edgar and his son, and J. G. McNair,
Louis, Mo.; J. G. Artberg, Berlin, Germany;
S. Rosenfield and F. Lewald, A. B. McCall,
of Chicago; C. B. Riker, M. McLeod and

E. Gallagher, of New York;
S. P. Kennedy,
Bradford, Pa.; D. E. Lowry, of Belfast, Ireland;
Max Muller, Chargé d’Affaites of British Legation, Mexico; G. O. Good, Lock Haven, Pa., and
a host of others who had fine sport.
A

SAILor,

in describing

his first efforts

to be-

come nautical, said that just at the close of a dark
night he was

light.

sent

aloft to see

if he could

see

a

As he was no great favorite with the lieu-

tenant, he was

not hailed for some

hours.

“Aloft

there!” at last was heard from the lieutenant.
- Ay, ay, sir.” “Do you see a light?” “Yes, sir.”
“What light?”
“Daylight, by jingo.”
SUBSTANTIAL
NOURISHMENT.
The chief concern of every camper is to obtain substantial nourishment in compact form.
No camp or cabin
is complete without its supply of Eagle Brand Condensed
Milk and Peerless Evaporated Cream.
They have no
equal for Coffee, Fruits and Cereals.—Adv.

FOREST
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Newfoundland

Notes.

“Here’s a shade on the stream where the willows bend
down,
Where the waters sleep drowsy and dim,
And there where the ripples whirl amber and brown,
The lords of the rivulet swim.
Then fling the light tackle with delicate cast,
Let your fly like a cobweb alight;
A dash and a splash, and the victim’s fast,
While your reel sings a song of delight.”’

THIs is about the season of the year that the
spring fret becomes epidemic.
Lots of anglers
have it bad, but most of us have to grin and bear
it. But then, “Hope springs eternal!’
Every dog
has its day, and yours and mine may be not long
delayed.
The more fortunate fellows, at the first
symptoms, gather their tackle and hie them to the
woods and find the cure, “Peace and good health
and much good fish.”
Fortunately, if one has
the time, he has not far to go for fishing, and
perhaps fish.
Quidi Vidi Lake is almost within
the precints of the city, and large catches have
been taken out of it since the season opened.
An
Allan Liner called at the port three weeks ago on
her way to Canada.
She had a large number of

immigrants aboard for the Northwest.

The

ship

was delayed for a couple of days and several of
the passengers
invested in bamboo
rods, and
fished in Quidi Vidi.
Some of them had good
sport, too, and they all appeared to have enjoyed it.
While many anglers go to the lakes near the
city for fishing, those who seek fish go further
afield.
Within a couple of hours’ run on the
railway line there are dozens of ponds and rivers
that afford a full creel for the day’s work.
But
it is not till the salmon and sea trout begin to
run that the fishing (as is fishing) commences.

Then

royal

sport

falls to the lot of the lucky

wight who happens along with his rod and flies.
I know that there is a salmon saving up for me.
I can’t locate him now exactly.
Perhaps he is
in the broad Atlantic
making
shoreward
on
schedule time; perhaps he is in some
estuary

by Dr. J. Max

Muller.

laying around picking up a bit here and there,
and moving
slowly
toward
the
fresh
water.
Wherever he is I know that he is attending to
his end; that he’s feeding judiciously, taking
plenty of exercise and building up brawn and
muscle for the inevitable conflict.
Like the needle
to pole, he’s steering sure as fate, to the pool
“where the waters sleep drowsy and dim” and
“the ripples whirl amber and brown.”
And when
the psychological
moment
arrives,
when
the
spring fret is no longer endurable, I'll gather my
“rods and reels and traces,’ and with a course
as unerring as the salmon’s, I’ll speed me over
hill and dale, cross barrens and marshes, through
woods and waters, till I come to the brink of the
pool wherein my salmon waits me, “and the lords
of the rivulet swims.’
In fancy I have caught
and killed him a dozen times.
Then I “fling the
light tackle with delicate cast’? and—but why pile
on the agony.
Perhaps I’ll hook a 5 or a Iopound salmon; perhaps I’ll land him or perhaps
T’ll lose him.
I don’t care; we have both fulfilled
our missions,
He has cured me as I have scared
him—if I love him.
If he loses I cure him.
We
both have the sport of it, as we both benefit.
If
he escapes Ill libel him persistently for another
twelve months.
I’ll tell the other fellows that he
was a 20-pound salmon and thus get twice as
much pleasure and avoirdupois as if | had caught,
weighed and exhibited him.
This is the way always with me.
If I can’t go
fishing when I feel it coming on me, the next
best thing I know is to unload on somebody else.
I have been reading trouting items in the local
papers and they make me feel that I must get relief somehow.
I’ll quote you a few, and try what
effect ’twill have on other anglers who have it
bad and whose time is not yet:
“At Birchy Cove (Bay of Islands, West Coast)
the rivers and brooks are teeming with trout and
salmon,
Last week a party of three men with
their rods took forty-eight salmon and 150 dozen
roles
“Fifteen dozen fine mud trout were caught on
Wednesday in Middle Pond by Mr. M. Fizzell,

who sold them yesterday
for fifteen cents
a
dozen.”
“There is grand fishing now at Terra Nova.
One angler caught fourteen dozen there a few
days ago.”
“Two dozen large rainbow trout, caught in the
suburban ponds, exhibited in the
window
of
Wood’s West End store to-day were real beautiese?
“M. Shallow, J. Hunt, S. Quick and H. Crawford, who had been trouting at Kelligrew’s since
Saturday last, returned
to the city last night.
They had excellent
sport, catching over
fifty
dozen trout between them.”
And so the story goes.
Items like these make
me uneasy, and make me sigh for the music of the
running reel,
Were

James

M.

Hickman.

CINCINNATI, O., June 3—Editor
Forest
and
Stream:
James M. Hickman died at the National Soldiers’ Home in Dayton, O., on May 27,
aged sixty-five years.
Mr. Hickman was known to the readers of the
Forest AND STREAM as “Old Hickory,” and was
the author of many interesting articles.
A series
that attracted a good deal of attention was entitled “Old Temp’s Dream,” which appeared in
your columns three or four years ago.
He organized the band of anglers known as the Kingfishers, about twenty-five years ago, and was the
club historian, writing accounts of their annual
trips under the title of “The Camps of the Kingfishers.” About three years ago he had a stroke
of paralysis while at the camp in Michigan, and
he never fully recovered.
He had been employed
at the post office here for nearly thirty-five years.
He resigned his position about five weeks ago to
go to the Soldiers’ Home, where he died two
weeks after being admitted.
“Old Hickory” was a dear lover of the woods
and streams.
He was a loyal friend and a most
genial companion in camp.
He was an expert
angler and an authority on the fresh water game
fish and how to catch them.
IDE Mate 1s
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and

Secretaries

will

con-

fer a favor by sending notice of errors or omissions in
the following list, and also changes which may: be made
in the future.
JUNE.
. Corinthian,

Marblehead.

. Royal Canadian, 25, 16, and 14ft. dinghy
. Yale Corinthian, Graduates’ cup.
. Manhasset

Bay,

. Hingham,

O.

Y.

classes.

Atlantic,

.
.

championship.

. Edgewood,
. Lynn,

Royal

sail

. Erie Basin, race to College Point.
. Yale Corinthian, Commodore’s cup.
Crescent

A.

C.,

dories.

.
.
.
.
2
.
.

New York, Glen Cove, spring
Royal Canadian, 30ft. class,
Larchmont,
Y R. A.
Boston, Hull.
Keystone, club.
Beverly, club, Buzzard’s Bay.
Columbia, power boat.
. Bensonhurst, open,

6.

.
».
.
).
7.
.

.
.

cups.

club,

Crow

. Winthrop, run Gloucester to Winthrop.
. Cohasset, club.
. East Gloucester, championship.
20. Atlantic, open, Underwood cup, 3) Pee:
. Portland, start of cruise.
. New York, 59th annual, Glen Cove.
. Corinthian, Marblehead, club, afternoon.
York

. Royal

A.

C.,

Block

Island

race,

Travers

Corinthian,

distance,

Cohasset,

Y.

R.

A.

Marblehead,

ocean

race,

Isles

Gloucester.

run

to

Camden,

run

to

Bar

O.

D.C.

Corinthian,

Buzzard’s

14.

C.

regatta,

3 P.

dinner,

fleet

disbands.

14. Cohasset.
Columbia,

14-21.

interclub.
New
London,

Mass.,

interclub.

Atlantic,

to

M.

New

cruise

A. R., race

to

17.
18.
18.
19.
19.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.

. Newport,

Lorillard

club.

. Hingham,

21.

cups.

. Royal Canadian, Queen’s cup and L.
Newport, Lorillard cups.
or 8. American, Y. R. A.
East Gloucester, championship.
American, annual.
. Shinnecock, Great South Bay Y. A.
Y. R. A., Hartford, Larchmont.
Corinthian,

Marblehead,

Marblehead,

Harbor,

Morris, open.
Wianno, club.
. Hingham, club.
ated
ol
tT
eS
Te

motor

morning.

afternoon.
boat

races.

S. S. A.

Edgewood,

Narragansett, Y. R. A., Washington Park.
Narragansett, Y. R. A., Rhode Island.
Newport.
Narragansett Y. R. A., Prudence Island.
New York, Glen Cove cups.
Narragansett Y. R. A., Fall River.
Kennebec, cruise.
Seawanhaka-Atlantic-Corinthian, at Newport.
Corinthian, Marblehead.
Winthrop, Y. R. A., Nahant.
Royal Canadian, first, 20ft. and 16ft. classes
Larchmont, Hartford, Y. R. A.
Moriches, Quantuck.

. Wianno,

Annisquam.

week,

17. East Gloucester,
championship.
17. A. P. B. A., cruise, fleet at Newport.

Marblehead.

JULY.

joint cruise.

cruise,

15. Winthrop, ladies’.
15. Narragansett Bay, Y.
15. Newport.

.
Mass.,

Bay.

14. American, Newburyport, dories.
14. Winthrop, handicap.
14-21. Seawanhaka-Atlantic-Corinthian

Bay.
A.

Eastern,

O.

DWC.,.

Baysside:

Corinthian,
Buzzard’s
Bensonhurst, open,
Taunton,
power
boats.
Cohasset, club.

Bay.

Narragansett Yee. AeBrrstol.
21:28. Larchmont race week.
’
. Stuyvesant, open.
. Columbia, Mass., ladies’.
. Lynn,

club

. American,
. Newport.
. Boston,

run.

Newburyport,

midsummer

cruise.

series,

Y.

R.

A.,

9, 1906.

classes

AUGUST.
. Atlantic, open, 3 P. M.
1-2 -3-4, Corinthian, midsummer series, Marblehead.
New York, cruise, rendezvous Glen Cove.
Shinnecock, women’s race,
New York, squadron run, Glen Cove to Morris
Marine and Field Club, championship race.
Quantuck, Association race.
Horseshoe Harbor, Corinthian of Stamford.
. Royal Canadian.
Knickerbocker, annual cruise.
Wianno, club.
. Hingham, ©. D: C.,. Bay Side:
Beverly, Corinthian, Buzzard’s Bay.
..Rochester, Brig’s cup, A. P. B. A.
Atlantic, closed, 3 P. M
Stamford
Corinthian, power boats.
Corinthian, Winthrop 18-footers.
—

Taunton,

club.

Beverly,

Royal Canadian, 30, 25, 14ft. and dinghy
Westhampton, Association race,
Wianno, club.
Hingham, O. D. C.
Beverly, Corinthian, Buzzard’s Bay.
Wollaston, ladies’.
Atlantic, open, 3 P. M.
Hartford, open.
Cape May, power boats.
. Cohasset.
. Lynn, sail and power.
. Winthrop, handicap.
. American, Newburyport, daria
. Kennebec, Bath, championship.
. Indian Harbor.
Rhode Island, rendezvous Newport.
28. Aug. 4. Edgewood, cruise.
28-Aug. 4. Rhode Island, cruise.
SeAug. 4. Keystone, annual cruise.
. American, Newburyport, cruise.
. Boston, Y. R. A., Marblehead.
5 Newport.
. Eastern, Marblehead.
. East Gloucester, championship.

club

Hull.

25. Boston, midsummer series, Y. R. _ A.. Hull.
. Quincy, interclub and open, Y. R. A.
> QuiNnCcyee
wk. A., Hull Bay.
26. Wollaston-Quincy, inter-club.
. Quantuck, women’s race.
27. Hingham, Y. R. A., Hull Bay.
. Larchmont Y. a AG
. Boston, midsummer series, Y. R. A., Hull.

ete

Basin,

ladies’

Cove

open,

to New

Lon-

day.

Manchester, Y R. A., West Manchester.
New York, squadron run, New London
Manchester, Y. R. A., open.
Newport.
Manchester,

Cove.

run.

. Cohasset, club.
New York, squadron run, Morris
don.
. Indian Harbor, annual regatta.
d. Hvguenot, club cruise.

Isle.

Harbor.

. Beverly,

. Cohasset.
. American,

Eastern

to

Brooklyn.
Indian Harbor, annual.
Chicago to Mackinac, long distance race.
Royal Canadian, 30ft., 14ft. and dinghy classes.
Westhampton, Great South Bay Y. A.
Boston, cruise.
Corinthian, Marblehead.
Keystone, club.

14,

inter-club.

. Atlantic, open, Crescent
. Crescent A. C., annual.
. Mosquito Fleet, Mass.

Indian

run

Eastern,

Reef.

club.

30. Hingham, O. DEG.
. Beverly, club, Buzzard’s

. Winthrop.
. Newport.

classes.

14.
14.
14.
14.
14.
14.
14.
14.

Shoals.

Y. R. A., New Rochelle.
Royal Canadian, 80ft. class.
Boston, Marblehead.
Keystone, special.
Bristol, Bristol-Montauk race.

. South
Boston,
. Eastern, ocean,

power,

14. Wollaston-Columbia, inter-club.
14, A.P.B.A. rendezvous, Manhasset.

3 P. M.

New York, Glen Cove, New York thirties.
Newport.
. Atlantic, closed,
3 P. M
. Knickerbocker,
power boat race, Marblehead
York.

3 . Wollaston,

16ft,

13.

14.

club.

. Wianno,

and

and

Atlantic, closed, 3 P. M.
Eastern, run to Islesboro.
Indian Harbor, New York thirties.
Eastern, Dark Harbor to Cranberry
Quincy, ladies’,
Indian Harbor, special.

14. Hingham,

23. Edgewocd, Possner cup.
24. Morrisania, Corinthian Union.

.
.
.
:
.

25

sail

11.
11.
12.
12.
12.
13.

14. Wianno,

Taunton, power boats.
. Indian Harbor, cruising race ; to Bartlett’s
. American, Newburyport, dories.
23. Winthrop, handicap.
3.

Island.

Canadian.

23. Atlantic, open,
23. Quincy, club.

cruise

. Eastern,

Point.

sas everly, club, Buzzard’s
Bay.
. South Boston, end of cruise.
. Columbia, end of cruise.

. New

Canadian,

Eastern,

273. Seawanhaka and New York, long
23. Hingham, OF DIE:
Beverly, club, Buzzard’s
Bay.
23. Chicago, power boat.

M.

Corinthian, Marblehead, club.
. New Bedford, cruise to Cottage City.
. Cohasset, club.
Winthrop, handicap.
. Edgewood, Possner cup.
. Eastern, Gloucester to Wood Island, Me.
. South Boston, ladies’.
. Toledo, long distance power boat.
. Eastern, Wood Island to Christmas Cove.
. Newport.

South Boston, run to Marblehead.
Columbia,
Mass., cruise to Gloucester.
Taunton,
dories.
Winthrop, handicap.
Hingham, O. DiGi GrowvPoint.
Rhode Island, ladies’.
Bath, open.
Kennebec,
3oston, run
to Gloucester.
South
Columbia,
Mass., at Gloucester.
Winthrop, run to Gloucester.
Boston,
Ro AS. Hull

. Hingham,

11 A.

[JUNE

.
28.
.
.
.
.

New Rochelle, ocean race for B. Y. C. challenge cup.
Y. R. A., Riverside and New Rochelle, cruising race.
Toledo, long distance race.
Quantuck- Pan Quogue.
New York, Glen Cove, Glen Cove cups.
Huguenot, club.
.
. Wianno, club.
Hingham, O. D. C., Crow Peie
Beverly, Corinthian, Buzzard’s Bay.
. Wollaston, club Sheaninianehips
. Atlantic, open, 8 P. M
Quincy, club.

handicap.
Possner cup.
and power.

. Winthrop,

open,

Corinthian, Stamford pqwer boats.
Red Bank, power boats.
Cape May, power boats.
Tarrytown, power boats.
Yonkers, power boats.
City of Boston, annual, Y. R. A.
City Point.
Taunton, sail and power.
Cohasset.
Kennebec, Bath,
Hartford, sail and power.
Eastern, annual, Marblehead.

.
.
.

. Atlantic, open, annual regatta, 11 A. M.
. Stamford, special.
. Crescent A. C., dories.
. American,
Newburyport, dories.

STREAM,

Beverly, sweepstake, Buzzard’s Bay.
Rochester, power boat, Charlotte.
Indian Harbor, power ‘boat.
Wollaston, power boat.

.

A.

Dae.

club

. Wollaston,

R.

.
.
.
.

AND:

Crowhurst

to Newport.

cup.

New York, Astor cup, Newport.
Narragansett Y. R. A., rendezvous Newport.
Kennebec, Bath, commodore’s cup.
East Gloucester, Y. R. A
Newport, annual regatta.
New York, King’s cup, Newport.
8-9.— Fast Gloucester Y. R. A., Gloucester.
SaaS
DEST
ERE
SAFER
eres
CoCr
-19. Brooklyn,
cruise,
rendezvous
Echo
Bay,
New
Rochelle and Norwalk combined.
9. East Gloucester, open, Y. R. A,
Oe Kennebec, Bath, commodore’s cup.
9; New York, squadron run, Newport to Vineyard.
9-10-11. Shinnecock, Association races.
10. American, Newburyport, cruise to Annisquam.
10. New York fleet at V ineyard Haven.
10-11. Annisquam,
R. A.. Annisquam.
. Bensonhurst, championship race.
~
. Huguenot, annual regatta.
. Harlem, long distance race.
. Huguenot, Bridgeport Y. R. A!
. Royal (Canadiany LasYveReeas
. Keystone, special,
. Wianno, club.
. Hingham, Club.
. Beverly, club, Buzzard’s Bay.
. Wollaston, inter-club.
i nes May power boats.
Lynn, sail and power boats.
. Taunton, dories and power boats.
: Cohasset, club.
. Kennebec, Bath, commodore’s . cup.
. American, Newburyport, cruise.
. New York, Vineyard to Newport and dishand:
. Rochester, N. Y., Fisher cup.
3 American, Newburyport, open.
. Newport.
13-18. Eastern, German-American trials, Marblehead.
14. East Gloucester, championship.
15-18. Atlantic, race week.
. Westhampton, women’s race.
. Pan-Quogue, Association race.
Stamford-Hartford, Manhasset Bay, cruising race.
. Indian Harbor, handicap.
. Royal Canadian, 1.) ¥. Ra AZ
. Wianno, club.
. Hingham, O. D. C., Bay Side.
. Beverly, club, Buzzard’s Bay.
Cape May, power boats.
. Corinthian, Stamford power boats.
. Boston, Marblehead.
Columbia, Chicago, Lipton cup.
. Cohasset, club.
. Corinthian Union, union regatta.
Columbia, Mass., ladies’ day.

JUNE

FOREST
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19. Lynn, club run.
19. Columbia, Chicago, Lipton cup.
19. Newport.
20. Atlantic, open.
21, Columbia, Chicago, Lipton cup.
22. Moriches, women’s
race.
21-22-28. Gold challenge ie
power boat races, Chippewa
Bay
23. Diy ricuth, BY cokes Plymouth.
24. Quantuck, club.
;
24-25, Duxbury, Y. R. A., Duxbury.
25. Moriches, Association race.
25. Brooklyn, championship race.
25. Royal Canadian.
25. Corinthian, Marblehead.
25. Keystone, special.
25. Huguenot, club.
25. American, Northport, Y. R. A.
25. Wianno, club.
25. Beverly, Corinthian, Buzzard’s Bay.
25. Wollaston, club championship.
25. Moriches, association race.
25. Cohasset, club.
25. Lynn, sail and power boats.
25. Hingham, club, Bayside.
25. Rhode Island, regatta, Potter’s Cove.
25. Kennebec, Bath, championship.
25. American, Newburyport, dories.
26. South Boston, ladies’ day.
27. Newport.
27-28-29, Cues Cod, Y. R. A., Provincetown.
28. East Gloucester, championship.
29. Quantuck, women’s race.
30. New Bedford, Ricketson cups, South Dartmouth.
31 and Sept. 1: Wellfleet, Y. R. A., Wellfleet.
31. Pan-Quogue, women’s race.
31. Beverly, open, off Mattapoisett.

SEPTEMBER.
Knickerbocker, Vice-Commodore’s cruise.
New York C. C., championship race.
Corinthian, club, Marblehead.
Indian Harbor, Hartford, Larchmont.
Westhampton, open.
Royal Canadian, first class.
Wianno, club.
Hingham, O. D. C., Bay Side.
Cape May, power boats,
Taunton, club run:
Bristol, regatta.
Kennebec, cruise to Booth Bay.
Sippican, at Marion.
Winthrop, 18-footers.
-2-8. Huguenot, club cruise.
-8. Wollaston, club cruise.
-8. Erie Basin, annual cruise.
Taunton, dory race.
Larchmont, fall regatta.
Tarrytown, power boats.
. Royal Canadian,
Indian Harbor, ladies’ race and water sports.
Norwalk, Sachem’s Head, Larchmont,
Westhampton, Association championships.
Corinthian. Marblehead, grand handicap.
Wianno, club.
Beverly, Labor Day open, Buzzard’s Bay.
Atlantic. open, 11 A. M.
Audubon, power boats.
Red Bank, power boats.
Yonkers, power boats.
Westhampton, association.
lynn, Y.. RA. open.
East Gloucester, club, morning and afternoon,
Corinthian Marblehead, handicap,
Columbia, Mass., cruise, Hull to Gloucester.
. Beverly, open, Buzzard’s Bay.
Cohasset, club.
-4-5, Detroit Country Cluh cups.
Atlantic, closed, 3 P. M.
New York, Glen Cove, autumn cup.
Larchmont, Manhasset Bay.
Boston, club, Hull.
Royal Canadian, Prince of Wales cup.
Hingham, club.
Beverly, Corinthian, Buzzard’s Bay.
Wollaston- Squantum, inter-club.
Atlantic, open, championship Y. R. TaN, of Gravesend
ce
or
tee
ae
foe
te
gine
eee
cd
ee
hh
Ore
rer
Ree
Bay, Seb Mi
Brooklyn.
Keystone, consolation.
Manhasset’ Bay, fall regatta.
Sguantum, interclub.
. Winthrop, 18-footers.Kennebec, Bath, championships.
. American, Newburypcrt, cruise.
p Edgewood, club.
Massachusetts Y. R. A., rendezvous Hull.
sloop
13-15.
Atlantic,
series for special schooner
and
2009090
2890
9090
#2
$0
classes, Sandy Hook.
15. Atlantic, championship.
15. Seawanhaka.
15. Knickerbocker, ladies’ race, power boats.
15. Middletown, power boats.
15. Eastern, Roosevelt cup.
16. Lynn, club run.
19. Atlantic, open, 3 P. M.
22, American.
22. Atlantic, open, fall regatta, 11 A. M.
22. Lynn, club race.
22. Kennebec, Bath, open sweepstakes.
22. Winthrop, handicap.
23. Williamsburg.
29. Bensonhurst, open.
29. Winthrop, 18-footers.
—. Brenton’s Reef cup.
—.. Cape May cup.
—. Haouli cup.
—. Niagara cup.
OCTOBER.
20. Knickerbocker.

club closing.

AND

STREAM.

OWNERS AND BUILDERS.
Decoration Day over and the yachting

Wiru
season

open,

a word

as to the relation

between

owner and builder may conduce to the exercise
of a spirit of forbearance on both sides.
A
perusal of A*sop’s fables supplies many
which have a direct bearing on this

With

the

return

of fall

the

yachting

comes
to a close, yachts are
quarters, and with six to eight

the owner
care

leaves

but scant

season

put in
months

winter
ahead,

directions

of his boat and sees her no

spring.

sermons
relation.

more

for the
till early

;

The adie of sailing and motor driven yachts
of wood is comparatively a simple matter, but

few realize the great amount of time consumed
in finishing, and deliveries of engines for
launches or auxiliaries are often most uncertain.
It is readily

requires
ability

so

admitted

broad

to handle

that

no

field

a knowledge
successfully

the

of activity

and

so

much

endless

detail

as attends the building of yachts.
Repair work has always been credited with
yielding a greater percentage
of profit than
new work, but the continuous work attending
the building of a new boat at a smaller percent-

age is more

remunerative.

Many owners complain at this time that their
orders for alterations are not carried out as
promised, and it is indeed annoying to undergo

the vexation of waiting weeks for a boat with
no satisfaction other than poor excuses.
On
the other hand, to show that builders make
good their promises, some 75 yachts were put
in the water by a single firm and delivered to
their owners on time in one season.

As in all things we have the just and the unjust, and only foresight and a familiarity with the
building and commissioning yachts can remedy

an evil, which,

though

troublesome,

has rather

a tendency to grow less.
A consideration of
the number of new yachts put afloat as compared with other years proves conclusively that
yachting is no longer in an experimental stage.
It will only be when owners require the major
portions of repairs to be done within a I:mited
time after the boat is laid up, at a time when
comparatively
few contracts are let, that an
owner may have the least certainty of sailing
on an early spring day. The builders are more
careful,
more
observant
than they formerly
were, and it is a satisfaction to call attention to
their ability and responsibility and their readi-

ness under conditions of pressure to attempt to
carry out the most sanguine expectations.
When owners realize that they will obtain far
better work if done at leisure in the summer, at
a cost considerably less by giving their commissions in June rather than December or later,
and realize also that the work of a yard cannot
cater to the desires of one owner, but to all
patrons alike, we will have reached a point that

will remove from the business side of yachting
that which has caused to both owner and builder
much
away

worry and dissatisfaction, and has driven
men unwilling to take up a sport that

would add
recreation.

more

to their

cares

than

to their

New Launcu For Mr, H. C. CusHMAN, JR.—
Mr. Charles D. Mower has finished the designs
Ofeaslaunchmrom Mr eb Ge@ushman, Jrs tor use

on Long Island

construction

Rochelle.

engine

Sound.

at the

The

boat

The boat is now

Huntingdon

yard

at

under

will be 25ft. long and

will be of 11 horsepower,

New

the

The

Bermuda

Yacht

Race.

On Saturday, May 26, at noon the Brooklyn
Y. C., after the usual ceremonies, went formally
in commission.
The many yachts off the anchorage, dressed for the occasion, made a fine sight.
The three little racers that were to start on their
long race to Bermuda for the cup offered under

the auspices of the Brooklyn Y. C. by Sir Thomas
Lipton, were the center of attraction, and the assembling of the crews and stowing of stores kept
the tenders and launches busy.
The day was an ideal one, clear with a good
easterly breeze blowing.
Shortly before 3 o'clock
Lila, Tamerlane and Gauntlet got under way,
they crossed the starting line within a few seconds of each other and ‘headed down the Bay.
When off Sandy-Hook Lila met with an accident
in the hard puffs and rough sea, carrying away
her mast about Oft. below the gaff jaws.
A tug
was hailed and Lila was towed back to the Brooklym Y. C. followed “by Tamerlane.
Gauntlet,
somewhat behind the racers, had made to sea
and did not know of the accident.
The race to Bermudais the outcome of the
ocean racing so well fostered in the able hands
of Mr. Thomas Fleming Day, the moving spirit
in the management
of our
contemporary,
the
Rudder.
Mr. Day for many years has advocated
ocean racing as the best way to make men selfreliant and able in small boats, which would also
encourage a phase of yachting that would be far
more beneficial mentally and physically than racing in machines on our many sheltered bodies of
water.
The advocacy of the development of this
side of the sport has done much toward the propagation of Corinthianism and the acquisition of
knowledge relating to the navigation of vessels
over the pathless wastes of the ocean,
The idea that sailing small boats at sea out of
sight of land is foolhardy and dangerous, is altogether erroneous and springs from the lack of
available knowledge on the subject of sea sailing, for this art is in the hands of the fishermen
whose life has been spent on:the bosom of the
deep where a keen observation and watchfulness
are the price of safety.
When it is considered
the number of small vessels putting out from the
coasts of. Europe to the
North
Sea _ fishing
grounds, to the coast of Iceland, and the Frenchmen who regularly cross the Atlantic for the
fishing season on the Grand Banks of Newfoundland, a race to Bermuda at this season of the
year is anything but foolhardy.
It must be placed to ignorance that fears exist
as to going to sea in small vessels, but who has
not read or heard of Captain Slocum’ s voyage
alone around the world; many other instances
could be cited of the safe voyages undertaken in
small boats, who, in light of the present entrants
to the Bermuda race, were very ill arranged and
worse fitted for the work required of them.
Unaly
a seaman with a good boat under him
and an adequate amount of food and water, and
a certain knowledge of navigation, may, if he
desires, visit every corner of the remotest sea in
safety.
The propagation of the art of sailing great distances opens a field of interest for the cruising
yachtsman that has been but thought of with
awe and wonder for all time to the present.
Mr. Day, in development of the Bermuda race,
has been fortunate in finding men that would
own, have the ability, and desire to entet their
boats in the event, and it is regrettable that more
entries were not available.
The distance as the crow flies from New York
to St. David’s Head is about 650 miles, and with
a good chance the boats should take from seven
to nine days; the course will be between the Gulf
Stream and the coast to the latitude of 30°, when
an easterly course will be made for the islands.
Bermuda is reputed to be one of the most difficult land falls there is to make, as the land lies
low, and from the deck of a small boat is an
aggravation of the trouble.
Stories are variously
told of some captains having to return to the
coast

of America

to get proper

bearings,

one

cap-

tain reported on his arrival in Maine, that the
islands had completely disappeared.
The weather that will be encountered on the
way down, says the Herald, the wind will be from
S.E., S. to S.W., with a velocity of 18 to 28

918
miles an hour, with squally weather in the Gulf
Stream.
and
if the
weather
has a_ cyclonic
tendency
the
wind
will haul
N. W., N. and
N. E.
The starters were the Lila, Tamerlane
and
Gauntlet, and as they lay at anchor preparatory to
the start they looked very able and showed that
a great deal of care had been bestowed on making
them fit for their journey.
When they got under
way and were heeled well over it was not a difficut matter to discover that things had been done
in earnest and the bottoms of the little racers
were 1n good condition.
New ropes, new iron
work had been fitted wherever there was a doubt
as ot the strength of the fitting.
The particulars of the little vessels will be of
interest :
Lila is yawl rigged and is owned by Mr. R. D.
Floyd, Brooklyn
Y. C., and was
designed by
Messrs. Small Brothers, of Boston, and built in
Boothbay.
The intention of the owner in building was to obtain a seaworthy vessel for just
such racing as that to Bermuda.
Lila’s length
over all is 4oft., waterline 20ft. 9in., breadth 13ft.,
and draft 5ft. 4in., and a sail area of 1,172 sq. it.
The boat is well put together and staunch, and
her crew of six was composed of Messrs. Floyd,
W. W.
Bieling, Robert A. Shailer, George Cottrell, Clifton Gilbert and James Lounesbury.
Tamerlane was built by the Huntingdon Mfg.
Co. specially for ocean racing, and is owned by
Mr. Frank Mair, New Rochelle Y. C. Last year
Tamerlane
won the ocean
race
to
Hampton
Roads and has proved an able little ship.
Her
dimensions are, length over all 38ft., waterline
26ft., breadth 12ft. and draft 6ft., the sail area
being about 1,000 sq. ft.
The crew was’ composed of her owner, Mr. Mair, Messrs. Thomas
F. Day, Joseph Kerr, Warren Sheppard, E. Caff
and Frank Beling.
Gauntlet is also a product of the Huntingdon
yard and was designed by Mr. Larry Huntingdon
for his own use to enter¢last year’s race to Hampton Roads.
Gauntlet receives a time allowance of
about 13 hours, and Tamerlane something over
an hour from Lila.
Gauntlet is the smallest boat of the trio, and
had a lady, the owner’s wife, aboard’
Her dimensions are, length over all 28ft., waterline 22ft.
2in., breadth toft, 2in., draft 5ft. 6in., with a sail
area of 616 sq. ft. The crew was composed of
Mr. George W. Robinson and Mrs. Robinson,
Messrs. I. L. Dunlap, T. L. Robinson and Henry
Higgins.
There was a question in the mind of the committee on permitting Mrs. Robinson to start, but
with a determination to go and a long experience
in boat sailing Mrs. Robinson won the day. The
crews, taken as a whole, are a fine lot of young
men, and the average age would not go much
over 28. All the men have done much sailing and
are familiar with the sea and all have a very fair
insight in the art of navigation.
The daily newspapers have taken much interest
in the Bermuda race and this can be taken as
nothing else than a desire on the part of the
public to be posted on this event.
It may be
pointed out that some of the stories relating to
ocean racing have been of such a nature as to
mislead and frighten.
Men go down to the sea
in ships every day and come back in safety, and
because three venturesome and hardy boats sail
some 650 odd miles in a race, is it a reason why
exaggerated tales of hardship
and _ privations,
which are purely imaginary, should be printed
about a sport but young in favor and which few
have cared to notice.
As we go to press the news comes of the arrival of Tamerlane at Bermuda, after a passage
of 127 hours,
Tamerlane returned to Gravesend
Bay after the accident to Lila, and after repairs
had been effected, both boats started to attempt
to overtake Gauntlet, that had then a start of 65
hours and a handicap of 16 more, an account of
her small size.
The runs of Tamerlane are as
follows: 138, 138, 170, 136 and g5 to the finish
line. Garntlet arrived on May 4 after a rough
passage, having passed through two severe gales,
but all on board were well but tired with the nine
days’ passage, Lila was blown back from off Hatteras while attempting to cross the Gulf Stream
and put in to Hampton Roads, and the crew has
returned to New York.
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Photo

Joy.
WE are so fortunate to publish this week a
very good photo by Walter, of Brooklyn, of
Joy, owned by Commodore Childs, of the Bensonhurst Y. C., designed by C. D. Mower, who
last year turned out More Trouble for the same

owner.
Joy, as we pointed out last week, is just
from
the yard
of her builders
in
Boston,
and in two races has shown very good form.
Her showing on Decoration Day, from a spectacular point of view, when she was beaten boat
for boat in the P Class but 46s., seemed remarkable, but this was due to the mistaking by
the P boats the turning marks—but that is all
racing, nevertheless.
The fact is, that Joy gives
promise of being very fast. From a naval architect’s point of view Joy is a very fine little vessel,
and Mr. Mower is to be congratulated in having
planned such a sweet and neat vessel, and also
the Lawley firm, who so ably carried out his
instructions.
-The dimensions
of Joy are as
follows:
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by Walter.
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Yacht
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6in.
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Launched.

.

THE twin-screw gasolene yacht, Duchess, designed and built by The Gas Engine & Power
Company, and Charles L. Seabury & Company,
Consolidated; Morris Heights, New York city,
for Mr. Warner M. Leeds, of the New York Y.
C: and
the
Seawanhaka
‘Cor
)YsG@yeawae

launched on Saturday last.

The vessel was christened by Mrs. Leeds, wife
of the owner.
Duchess is 75ft. over all, 64ft.

waterline, 13{t. 6in. beam and draws 4ft.

She has

clipper bow, overhanging stern, and is fitted
with two pole masts, schooner rigged.
The quarters for owner and crew are large
and commodious,
The yacht has trunk cabin
with 2%4ft. waterway, and a very large deck for-

ward

and

aft.

There

is a pilot house,

dining
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saloon,
stateroom,
complete
bath room
and
butler’s pantry.
All joiner work is of hardwood.
Everything
in
connection
with
the
yacht,
tmachinery
and equipment,
is of the highest
character.
The motive power consists of two
four-scylinder, four-cycle, Speedway motors of
30 horse-power
each,
sufficient
to drive
the
‘yacht at a speed of 12 miles per hour.
Duchess went in commission
on
Thursday,
May 31, and will be used by her owner for cruis-

ing on the Long Island Sound and eastern waters.

The

Schooner

will

race

her

in all the

Doris,

designed

and

built

last

Ferris last year

for Mr. F. F.

Brewster, is much of the same dimensions, but is
of the easy bilge type of boat, and, consequently
carrying her displacement
deeper,
it appears
greater than that of Queen.

Mr. Nat. Herreshoff.is much pleased with the

boat, and indeed those that have seen her say
she is a masterpiece, being beautifully formed

and sweet all over.

The spars are of Oregon pine, and Billman,
from Boston, is going ahead with the rigging.
The framework below is yet unfinished, but as
it is reported that Mr. Maxwell will live on the
S. Y. Celt, there would be not much reason to
fit any more joiner than is necessary for racing.

Captain John Hansen will be her skipper.
He has been long in command of large sailing

yachts.

Reports as to the delivery of Queen are

vague, but it is-hoped she will reach New
sometime

between

Boston

Ellinor Jacob, daughter of the builder.

The rig-

gatta of the Atlantic Y. C. on June o.

ternational rating rule.
A comparison with Relance, who was If44ft. over all, reveals how
moderate are the ends of the new schooner.
Elmina II., that was designed by Messrs. A.

and

Launched.

A Boat that since her construction began has
claimed a great deal of interest is the bronze sloop
Effort for Mr. Frank M. Smith.
This yacht was
safely launched on May 30 from the yard of her
builder, Mr. Robert Jacob, at City Island. Effort
was designed by Mr. Henry J. Gielow, who has
designed a number of boats for Mr. Smith, the
last being the fine steam yacht Haouli.
Effort,
upon leaving the ways, was christened by Miss

Queen, designed

year for Mr. S. Reed Anthony by the Herreshoff firm, Queen is designed under the in-

Cary Smith

—ERFORT,

Overboard.

increase her draft about 6ft. more.
sloop

SEOOP

Queen

The event of the season for the big class will
be for the King’s Cup at Newport, which is to
be made quite a social and diplomatic occasion,
as well as the yachting event of the year.
Queen
is built of steel, and, as most of the boats that
come from Bristol, is well braced to stand the
strain and stress of racing.
Her dimensions
are, length over all 126ft., waterline about g2it.,
breadth of 24 to 25it., and a draft of 14ft. roin.
The sail area i8 11,000 sq. ft. Queen is fitted
with a centerboard, which, when lowered, will
the

Effort.

OF

schooner

yards of her designers and builders, the Herreshoff Manufacturing Co.
As has been usual
with large boats at Bristol, they have been
built in the south shop on the cradle of the railway and lowered into the water, a procedure
which, in view of the great depth and high
center of gravity, seems to be a method that is
most safe, and precludes the possibility of ac- cidents.
spueen is the most notable boat to be
launched ths season, and also the largest sailing

Like

PLAN

gers were put to work at once and the finishing
below is nearly completed, and it is assured that
the boat will enter the racing at the annual re-

fot Mr. J. Rogers Maxwell, of the New York
and Atlantic yacht clubs, was launched from the

yacht; Mr. Maxwell
races offered. -

STREAM.

Double
Sane Room

CABIN

On May 28 the new

AND

York

the 1oth and 20th of June.

By courtesy of Mr. Gielow we are able to publish the cabin plan of the new yacht; it must be
remembered,
however, that Effort is a racing
boat, designed under the new rule, and that it
was not considered necessary to jam much accommodation’ below decks other than make her
habitable and comfortable
for her owner
and
guests while aboard.
The boat is plated with
bronze upon steel frames, the lead keel weighing
perhaps 30 tons is bolted outside.
The construction is very neat and simple, but well braced to
withstand the hard racing she will encounter with
the older boats, Neola, Weetamoe and [Irolita II.
It is to be regretted that with metal construction there is no way of obliterating rivet heads,
but apart from this Effort is a very fine looking
boat and compares very well with her older sisters in wormanship.
The deck fittings are very low and simple and
are of mahogany.
Descending the companionway
access ‘is gained to a steerage, to port is located

a good toilet room

closets; overhead

.Boats.—The two
the Eastern Y. C.
of Bristol, are uncompleted in time

there is a skylight.

The next

‘compartment
is given over to the captain and
mate, and will serve also as the passage between
the dining saloon and galley.
Next forward a
galley with the usual ice-box and stove, etc. The
forecastle will accommodate
the eight seamen
carried,
Eleven men compose the crew.
Captain S. B. Howell is the sailing master.

Onekama

Sailing

Club.

Wiru the many fixtures of races to take place
on our eastern coast this season, little attention

centers

in local racing elsewhere

in our

great

country, and that this is a weakness of yachting
is most apparent.
With yacht and boat sailing
clubs dotted over our land, a knowledge of what
others are doing should be of interest, though
the great distances preclude a closer intercourse.
From
Manistee,
Mich., comes
news
of a
prosperous season with the following fixtures:
June 1to—Inside.
June 24—Inside.
July 1—Frankfort or Ludington.
July 4—Inside, Commodore’s cup.
July 15—Outside cruising race.
July 22—Inside.
Aug. 5—Squadron run to Arcadia.

Aug.
HERRESHOFF
SONDERKLASSE
boats ordered by members of
from the Herreshoff Mfg. Co.,
der construction and will be
for the trial races.

and large locker, to starboard

a stateroom of good size, and aft is the owner’s
stateroom or ladies’ cabin, fitted with berths and
sofas on either side.
Forward of the steerage
the main saloon with the usual lockers, sofas and

12—Inside, team race.

Aug. 26—Inside, swap skippers.
Sept. 3—Inside, Canfield cup.

Sept. 9—Inside.
-There
cruising

are several proposals in regard to the
race.
It may
be to Manitowoc, to

White Lake, or to South Manitou Island.

Letter.

THE SONDERKLASSE Boats.—Fifteen boats have
now been ordered for the Sonderklasse, to compete in the American trial races, the last one being placed with Messrs. Small Brothers last week
by a syndicate of members of the Southern Y. C.,
headed. by Mr. S. F. Heaslip.
This makes a total
of fifteen new boats for the class, the names of
the owners and designers of the others having
appeared in a previous
issue of ForEST
AND
STREAM.
Without any doubt this class will be the most
interesting in Massachusetts waters this season,
although most of the races in which the boats
will sail will be at Marblehead.
To add to the
interest that would be shown in the international
event, the boats conforming to the restrictions of
this class have been selected for competition for
the Quincy Cup, now held by the Manchester Y.
C., and it is quite likely that all of them will be
in competition in the trial races for that trophy,
either as possible defenders or challengers.
It is
said that two 18-footers, Hayseed and Moslem
II., will qualify for the class and enter in the
American trial races for the international, thus
making the total of American boats 17.
Sumatra, owned by Mr. Francis Skinner, Jr.,
and designed by Mr. B. B. Crowninshield, who
will sail her, has been in the water for some time
and has had several tryouts with the old champion 18-footer Hayseed.
It appears that Sumatra
beat Hayseed on every point of sailing in light
to moderate
breezes.
In reefing chances
Sumatra proved the better of the two down the wind,
but Hayseed bested her in a turn to windward.
The first opportunity of getting a line on any
of these boats in official competition will be when
they meet for the first time in the club race of
the Corinthian Y. C., of Marblehead, on Saturday, June 9.
Skidoo, ‘built by the Herreshoffs
for Mr. H. M. Sears, arfived at Marblhead from
Bristol last week, and it is expected that she will
be entered in this race with Sumatra.
There is
also a possibility of two or three more boats being
ready, but the completion of the rest of this class
will be strung out until well along in July.
Several cables were received during the week
to the effect that the Crown Prince of Germany
would be present and take part in the racing. This
had added more interest to the coming event and
in the boats that will take part in it, although the
fact that the cup is sponsored by President Roosevelt is sufficient to give the races quite a little
more than passing attention.
With Crass Q.—Although the prospect of taking a leg for a trophy valued at $500 or more,
would seem to be most inviting, only two new
boats have been built for class Q, under the uniform rating rule, this spring; and only one of
these, now under construction, a racer, the other,
according to claim, being a pure cruiser which
fits the class. The result is a gathering of heterogeneous types, a condition that in the end, perhaps, will be best for determining the value of
the rule as applied to the class.
Several of the
old 21-footers have qualified, and the latest aspirant for honors to be announced is the 25ft. knockabout Spinister V., ex Paola, owned by Mr. Louis
M. Clark. The 2t-footers have beaten the cruising
boat built for the class, but whether they will do
the same with the racer remains to be seen.

DorCHESTER

CELEBRATION.—In

connection

with

the 276th anniversary of the settlement of Dorchester, now a district of Boston, there will be
an open handicap regatta, to be sailed under the
joint auspices of the Boston, Dorchester and

FOREST

920
Savin Hill Y. C.’s.
The sailing yachts will be
handicapped on over all length.
The classes are
as follows:
Class A, over 32ft. and. under 4sft.
over all length; Class B, over 21ft. and not over
32ft.; Class D, Cape cats; Class. E, 21ft. and under, over all; power boats, first division, cabin
boats with standing awnings;
second division,
hunting launches and open boats; power dories,
all sizes.

CoRINTHIAN

Y. C. OcEAN

RaAcE.—The

Corin-

thian Y. C. has issued the programme
for its
ocean race from Marblehead to the Isles of Shoals
and return, starting Saturday, June 23, at 7:15
P. M. This race has been very successful in previous years, and it is expected that interest in it
will not be diminished this year.
The race is
open to yachts of any recognized yacht club.
Prize trophies have been offered by Vice-Commodore H. H. Walker, Mr. C. B. Wheelock, Mr.
Samuel] N. Braman and by the club.
In addition
cash prizes will be given in each of the four
classes provided.
WintTHrop Y. C. Firxtures.—The Regatta Committee of the Winthrop Y. C. has announced the
following fixtures for the season:
June 9—Class handicap.
June 16—Class handicap.
June 17—Club
run to Gloucester for special
cup of Vice-Commodore Goudey.
June 23—Class handicap.
June 30—Interclub and class handicap.
July 7—Cl: iss handicap.
July 14—Interclub and class handicap.
July 15—Run to Marblehead.
July

21—Y.

R.A,

open.

July 26—Interclub.
July 28—Class handicap.
Aug. r1—Interclub.
Sept. 1—Special for 18-footers.
Sept. 8—Interclub and special for 18-footers.
Sept, 15—Class handicap.
Sept. 22—Class handicap.
Sept. 29—Special for 18-footers.
RECENT SALES By HoLits Burcess.—Mr. Hollis
Burgess has sold the 30-footer Dorel, owned by
Mr. George L. Batchelder, to Dr. James J. Minot,
and the 22-footer Medric II., owned by Mr. Herbert H. White, to Messrs. S. H Eldridge and J.
Knowles, of the Corinthian Y. C.
Mr. Burgess
has sold his knockabout
Diadem and has purchased the 21ft. raceabout Sintram, which he will
enter in class Q.
Atma
So.p.—The Ca se cat Alma, owned by
Mr, J. G. Arbecam, has been sold to Mr. Richard
Henry Warren, through the agency of Mr. Norman L. Skene.
Alma will be fitted with auxiliary
power and will be used at Chatham.
New LauncHes.—Mr.
Norman L. Skene has
orders for a 2oft. launch of. 4ft. breadth with
6 horsepower engine for Mr. John Tryby, of
Niagara Falls; 31ft. launch of Oft. 3in. breadth
and 20 horsepower engine for Mr. Samuel W.
Howard, of Toronto; 26ft. cabin cruiser of 6ft.
gin. breadth and 6 horsepower engine for Mr.
E. S. Fidler,
cf Talbot, Mich.
SAVARONA
TRIED Out—The
8oft.
waterline
schooner Savarona, built at Lawley’s from designs of Mr. Arthur Binney, for Mr. C. H. Clark,
Jr., of Philadelphia, was given a trial trip on
May 30, which was very satisfactory.
She is
now
completing
fitting
out.
Savarona
was
jaunched on May 9.
TAORMINA
LAUNCHED.—The
65ft.
waterline
schooner Taormina, built at Lawley’s from designs of Mr, Fred D. Lawley for Mr. W. S.
Eaton, was launched on Monday, May 28, and is
now fitting out in the basin.
Mr. Eaton has sold
his 46ft. schooner Agatha, also designed by Mr.
Lawley, to Mr. H. G. Tobey, New York Y. C.
JoHN B. KILLEEN,

Free

Alcohol.

On May 28 the bill known as the Denatured
Alcohol Bill with the Senate amendments
was
agreed to in the House, on motion of Mr. Payne
(New York), its author.
The bill now goes to
a President for his signature.
In view of the
increase in cost of gasolene and the probable exhaustion of the supply, gasolene is no longer a

practical form of fuel from an engineering standpoint.
The Free Alcohol bill, permitting the use
of alcohol in all branches of manufacturing, and
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STREAM.

also where power is needed, after denaturization,
will admit of the development of the motor industry on a basis of a certain full supply dependdent only on the process of conversion of vegetable growth, at a decreasing price, for fuel and
not on a supply from the bowels of the earth,
which at any time, and without warning, may

cease.

The energies that have made the gasolene

motor so efficient a machine, will no doubt before
long produce an alcohol motor, that will be less
expensive for the same power and more simple

in its construction.

Y.

C.

NOTES.

SONDERKLASSE

Boat.—Since

the decision of the Southern Y. C. was made
known to enter a boat for the trial races for the
Roosevelt Cup at Marblehead, much speculation
as to the designer has taken place.
Reports were
current that Burgess and Packard would design
and build, but their plant was so busy at the last
minute that they were obliged to throw the contract over, and it seemed as if one competitor
would be left out of the racing.
Within a few
days Forest AND STREAM received
a_ telegram
from Mr. S. D. Sampsell, secretary of the Southern Y. C., stating that the contract had been
awarded to Messrs. Small Brothers, of Boston,
and the work was then proceeding.

YacutT SALEs.—The

M.

Tinker,

of fine Pleasure and Hunting Boats,
Canoes,
Launches, Small Sail Boats. Send for Catalogue.

KNOCK DOWN BOATS

of the New

York

Y. C.,

1900 from designs of Mr. T. E. Ferris by tpkes
J. M. Bayles & Sons, Port Jefferson, N. Y.
She
is a cruising craft of very heavy construction and
has made many successful trips along the coast.
Her present owner has had her stripped for the
trip through the Erie Canal and is expected to
arrive in Hamilton this week.
She may be considered among the best Eastern built craft now
on the Great Lakes.

mR

Of

sail boats,
Canoes and Hunting
boats,

OLD

°25.-

TOWN

15 and

16 ft.

Paddles,

Rm
SHooTERS’
ISLAND
TO ReEopeEN.—Mr.
W.. D.
Dickey, for the last thirty years a prominent figure in the shipbuilding and repairing business at
Erie Basin, and till now the manager for the Erie
Basin Dry Dock Co., has been placed at the head
of the enterprise
which
will
rehabilitate
the
Shooters’ Island shipbuilding plant, formerly under the management of Messrs. Townsend and
Downey.
Messrs. Townsend and Downey were
forced to abandon their business by reason of

continual strikes, and for a number

Archictects

ARTHUR
Naval

Mr.
Dickey
is well
known
in the _ ship
world of New. York and will bring great ability
and experience to bear on a plant on which no
expense was spared.
The board of directors will
comprise the following gentlemen: Messrs. Henry
P, Davidson, vice-president of the First National
Bank, New York city; R. D. Benson, vice-president of the Tidewater Oil Company ; leap lets AG.
Young, president of ae First National Bank of
Jersey City; PhilipS. Babcock, vice-president of
the Colonial Trust Company; J. F. Frederichs,
cashier ‘of the German- American National Bank;

and

Brokers.

BINNEY,

(Formerly Stewart

Architect

and

& BINNEY.)

Yacht

Broker,

Mason Bullding, Kilby Street, BOSTON, MASS.
Cable Address, ‘‘ Designer,’’? Boston.

BURGESS

@ PACKARD,

Naval Architects and Engineers,
Office and Works:

MASS.

Yacht Bullders,

Tel. 4870 Main.

Nashua St., Marblehead, Mass.

300-Ton Railway.
Modern Building Shops. Two new
Storage Sheds. 10-Ton Steam Shearlegs, 21 feet of water
off our railway. Large Storage Capacity. Ship Chandlery
and Machine Shop, Repair Work of all kinds quickly
handled.

HOLLIS
Yacht
kinds.

BURGESS,

Broker.
General
Marine Agent.
Insurance of all
Agent for the purchase and sale of Gasoline Engines.

Main Office, 10 Tremont St. Tel.1905-1 Main.

Branch Office, 131 State St. Tel. 4870 Main. BOStON,Mass.

LORILLARD & WALKER,
Yacht Brokers,
Telephone 6950 Broad.

C. SHERMAN

41 Wall St., New

Yerk City.

Montcomery

H. CLark.

Hoyr.

HOYT

@

CLARK,

AVAL ARCHITECTS AND ENGINEERS,
YACHT BROKERAGE.
High Speed Work a Specialty.
17

Battery

Place,

SMALL

of years the

plant has been idle.
Yachtsmen will remember
that at Shooters’ Island the German Emperor’s
yacht Meteor, Shenandoah,
Azara,
Neola
and
Weetamoe and the auxiliary schooner Atlantic,
winner: of the ocean race last year, were built.

W. D. Dickey and George B. Case.

Naval

Marblehead

THE
GERMAN
SONDERKLASSE.—The following
names are those of the entrants for the trial races
at Kiel to select a team to be sent to Marblehead
this summer.
We noted some time since the
Mouriscot, belonging to King Alphonso XIII; the
second, Santiago, owned by the Real Sporting
Club.
The German boats are Angela II. the
Crown Prince; Tilly VII., Tilly VIII., Sonderling, Lunula, Paters Hans, Paul, Molch, Glueckhauf, Vallent, Rest, Hannover, Panther and Soca,
a boat from Sweden, in all sixteen boats.

$1.™ Each

H. H. KIFFE CO., 523 Broadway, New York

131 State St., BOSTON,

eR

all Descriptions.

@&

Send for Catalogue.

auxiliary yawl Sayona has

been sold by Mr. F. C. Swan, of the New York
Y. C., to Mr. C. T. Grantham, of the Royal Hamilton Y. C., Hamilton, Ont., through the office of
Mr Stanley M. Seaman,
220
Broadway,
New
York city. Sayona was owned and built for

Henry

Builders
Gasoline

CANOES
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DAN KIDNEY @ SON, West De Pere, Wis

Launches, row and
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NAVAL

ARCHITECTS.

New

York.

BROS.
YACHT

BROKERAGE.

No. 112 Water Street, BOSTON, MASS.
Fast cruisers and racing boats a specialty.
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YACHT For Dr. Pierce.—Within a short time
Mr. Robert Jacob, the City Island yacht builder,
signed a contract with Dr. R. V. Pierce, of Buffalo, for the building and delivering on Oct. 1

next of an auxiliary ketch rigged yacht, from
designs by Mr, Henry J. Gielow. The dimensions
of the boat are as follows: Length, over all, 88ft.
Ain.; load waterline, 77ft. 8in.; breadth, 22ft.;
draft, 2ft. 1oin. ~The machinery will consist of

two 25 horsepower Standard eugines which are
placed in the after part of the vessel and will
drive the yacht at a speed of 9 miles an hour.
The foregoing dimensions point to the fact that
the boat is intended for use in southern waters,

where, upon delivery, she will immediately proceed. The outboard appearance is rather different
from

our

present

long-ended

boat,

the bow

and

stem being short in order to give on a maximum
waterline

the

greatest

accommodation,

The

ar-

rangement below is comfortable and comprises
four large statercoms and two saloons. The cabin
house is fitted with large openings and copper
screens, and good ventilation is assured.
The

‘crew will consist of six men forward and an
engineer.
The boat will be finished both inside
and outside in mahogany. This type of vessel is
becoming quite popular, and this development is
directly due to the great attraction the Gulf and
adjacent waters of Florida possess as a winter
resort.

RemRmeR

ZINITA

Zinita,

IN

COMMISSION.—The

designed

by William

cutter

Fife

yacht

in 1893

and.

that was sent out from the Clyde in 1901, is now
owned by Mr. Hyman Cohen, who, as soon as
the yacht is refitted, will place her in commission.

eRe
VISHNU CHANGES HANpDs.—Mr. John F. Lovejoy has lately sold his 31ft. sloop yacht Vishnu

to Mr. Clyde W. Portlock.
RReR
Extmina.—Mr. F. F. Brewster’s Cary Smith de-

Saetta, Quest, and Ojigwan finished in the order named.
In the 22f:. specials, there were but two competitors—
Careless, -which beat Truant 4m, 49s.
In the Manhasset
D. class, Ahoy, Mr. N. Tornow, was first; Chickeokie not finishing.
At the Seawanhaka Corinthian, after the usual ceremonies and mastheading of the flag, a reception was tendered aboard the flagship Oneida by Commodore Benedict. Assembled in the harbor was one of the largest and
finest fleets that has ever attended the opening of the
club. During the afternoon a race was offered at 3 0 clock
for 15-footers, in which five boats competed, Bobs, Mr.
W. A. W. Stewart winning from Chipmunk, Mr. B. S.
Young, by 2m. 5ls.
The Harlem Y. C. offered races in which there were
twenty-four yachts, divided into five classes.
From the
club house on Belden’ Point, City Island, a good view
could be had of the progress of the race, which was sailed
in a good breeze.
Two contestants sailed in Class N for
sloops,

and

Bedouin,

handily.

No

doubt

the removal

of much

weight that was useless and the addition of some
- tons of lead to her keel has helped her very much,
as last summer in a beam wind she did not seem

to get to any speed.
nue
YACHT SALES By Hotitis Burcess.—The agency
of Mr. Hollis Burgess has sold the cruising sloop
yacht Dorel, owned by Mr. George L. Batchelder,

of Medford,
Boston,

Mass.,

Mr.

to Dr. James

Burgess

has

also

J. Minot,

sold

the

of

racing

sloop yacht Medric II., owned by Mr. Herbert
H. White, of Brookline, Mass., to S. H. Eldridge,
of Boston.

and Mr. J. Knowles,

Decoration

of Cambridge.

Day Racing.

THE races given by the various clubs about New York
were well carried out under ideal weather conditions; and
the entrants in the various classes were quite numerous,
though there was some disappointment that some of the
new boats could not be gotten ready in time.
The Indian Harbor Y. C. went into commission at 12 noon,
and the races began shortly after 2 o’clock, in which the
New York 30s, raceabouts, handicap class, and the club’s
O. D. catboat class took part. The course was 13 miles.
Neola II. carried off the honors in the New York 30s,
beating the second boat, Altair by 16s. In the raceabouts
Cadeaux, Mr. F. C. Swan, won by 2m. 37s. from Chinook,
Mr. R. Mallory.
In the handicap class, with six starters,
Rube, Mr. G. P. Granberry, beat Robin Hood, Mr. G.
FE. Gartland, 15m. 54s.
In the catboat class there were
but two starters—Joe, Mr. C. T. Well beating Nancy,
Mire.

bark,

by. 17s.

The Atlantic Y. C. went into commission at 12 noon,
and at 3 o’clock offered races for the smaller classes. The
27ft. class had three starters, all new boats, and all designed by Mr. Gielow.
They were Crescent,
Jigstep,
and Sue, owned respectively by Mr. J. B. O’Donohue,
Mr. F. J. Havens and Mr. E. F. Luckenbach.
Crescent
won from Jigstep by 4m., and Jigstep from Sue by 45s.
It was unfortunate that a mistake was made in locating
one of the marks, which lost the boats much time and
injured their showing with the next class, a thing that
could

not

be

seen

by

the

onlookers.

There

were

two

entries in the 27ft. class—Sakana, Messrs. Haviland Bros.,
and La Cubana, Mr. J. H. Ives, which did not finish.
The 22-footers proved interesting, though the new boats,
Spider, Mr. H. Chubb, and Soya, Mr. W. A. Barstow,
did not arrive in time.
Joy, the new Childs boat, again
covered herself with honors, sailing a fine race and beating Mary, ex-Cockatoo II., Mr. Max Grunder, 1m. 43s.;

W.

S.

Fowler,

won

from

Vaga-

bond by 3m. 45s.
In Class P, with six starters, Rascal,
Mr. J. J. Dwyer, won from Thelema, Mr. A. E. Black,
by 6m. 7s.; for both these classes the course was 15
miles.
For the Larchmont O. D. class the course was 12
miles, and four starters, in which Houri, J. H. Esser,
won frem Dorothy, Mr. L. G. Spence, but subject to a
protest from Folette, Mr. L. T. Garcey.
In Class O there
were eight starters, Paumonak, Mr. F. P. Currier, winning from Mopsa, Messrs. Sullivan, by 5m. 26s. In Class
R there were four starters that sailed a 9-mile course,
and Tammany,
Mr. F. J. Muhlfeldt, won from Virgin,
Mr. D. J. Levett, by 6m. 9s. elapsed time.
The Metropolitan opened the season with the annual
regatta, and races were offered for both the new and old
30-foot
bagger

classes,
class, a

and
also
class that

one
has

to the open
not raced in

sloop
many

nine

entries,

and

the

race

was

won

by

Mamie,

Mr.

J. W.

Bergen, from Skiddoo, Mr. W. C. Dameron.
One of the
little ships, Cocktail, was upset, but the captain and
crew were rescued.
:
The Manhasset Bay Y. C. offered a race for power
boats.
The club had gone into commission
the previous week with a race for the New York 30s.
The
courses

were

15 miles

and

9 miles,

with

three

entrants

Coopelson,

and

Omeomi,

June

South

Painte
New

II.,

W.

Beam;

Nautilus;
York

and

30s,

Bonnie

Painte

Alera,

Kate,

II. won

Atair,

W.

B.

interclub

for

the

15-footers,

and

Bobs,

Wee

elapsed

Boston

Y. C.

classes

brought

out

the

number

greatest

of

Boston

Y. C.

Boston, Mass.—Wednesday, May 30.
THE first club race of the Boston Y. C. this season
was sailed off the South Boston station on Saturday,
June 2, in fluky breezes, varying from east to southwest.
Marie

L.,

a

new

boat

in

the

22-ft.

class,

owned

by

Mr.

George Lee, had the best of the start, and led around
the course.
Sanderling beat Opitsah II. in Class Q. on
actual time, but it is believed that Opitsah will win on
allowance.
Bonitwo won by considerable margin in the
18ft. class.
Chewink IV. won in the first rating class,
and Idella in the second rating class.

Canoeing.
A. C. A. Membership.

Berkey,

Goddard,

11s.

Neola

Jr.,

In the
II.,

Cara

Mia, and Banzai were entered.
They sailed a 12-mile
course, and Neola II. won, beating Cara Mia 29s. In the
27ft. class sloops, there was but one entry, Rascal, Mr.
J. J. Dwyer.
The raceabout class sailed also 12 miles,
in which there were four starters; but two withdrew—
Chinook and Tartan.
Pretty Quick, Mr. A. B. Alley,
beat Cadeau, Mr. W. W. Swan, 2m. 56s.
The handicap
class had seven starters over a 12-mile course, in which
the following started:
Thelema, A. E. Black; Rube, G.
P. Grariberry;
Naiad, J. B. Palmer;
Firefly, M. B.
Rendas; Kenosha, W. R. Berth; Little Peter, F. M.
Weeks,
and Tillicum
JI., C. S. King.
Firefly won,
beating Rube with her allowance, 13m. 45s.
At the Seawanhaka Corinthian Y. C. there was a series
race

whose

MEMBERS

PROPOSED.

Western Division—S. A. Ainsworth, Minneapolis, Minn., by A. W. Peabody; John De Groff

2.

by 27m,

Dahinda,

Shaw,

boats, this feature of the racing in Dorchester Bay having become quite popular.
The breeze was from west to
Only two 22-footers showed up,
northwest, and puffy.
Tyro and Nutmeg.
They started well with Nutmeg in
the weather position; but Nutmeg soon pulled out and led
Dorchen had
by a short distance all around the course.
things all her own way in the 18ft. class, and Sanderling
won from the new Ghost in Class QO. Tyrant had the
start in the dory class, but Esther soon had the lead, and
finished well ahead.
In the first special class, Wawenock
sailed the course much
and Tacoma
faster than the
others, but as they started ten minutes before their gun,
they were thrown out.
Through an error in the circular
Two boats sailed
two courses were given the Cape cats.
the short course, and ten went the long way.
The committee decided to resail the race.

for

Tue Knickerbocker Y. C. annual race was quite a
lively affair, and though but twenty-five boats started in
the race, thirty-five entries had been received, and the
classes filled nicely.
The N. Y. Y. C. 30s were on hand
in numbers, and attracted much attention.
The prospect is bright.
The enthusiasm and fun derived from
their many races last summer are going to be left away
behind, if the interest so far is any criterion.
At 2:40
the special class was started over a 12-mile course, from
Execution
Light.
The following boats were
entered:
and

E.

Boston, Mass.—Saturday, June 2.
THE yacht racing season in Massachusetts
Bay was
opened on May 30 by the South Boston Y. C., with a
The
Y. R. A. open race, in which there were 68 starters.

NEW

Racing

G.

time was respectively: 3.51.45 and 3,56.45.
In Class P
Shawna, G. C. Sutton, and Cheval Marine, W. T. Talia.
ferro, started, the times being 4.40.55 and 4.36.10 elapsed.

the former, and two for the latter division, while Fox,
Mr. W. Furguson, Jr., was the only boat to finish, as
both Buddie
II. and Katydid were disabled.
In the
small class Nanita IT., Mr. H. Stephenson, won from
Sewanoy, Mr. A. E. Miller, by 9m.

The

°

competitors.
The course was around Stated Island, about
36 miles, and Chum,
an auto-boat, owned
by F. K.
Lord, of Bayonne, covered the course in 2.52.07 elapsed
time.
In Class I, there were two starters—Reliance,
L.

sandyears.

The races were sailed from College Point to Sands Point
and return, 16 miles.
In the sandbagger class Zetes, Mr.
O’Shaughnessy, won; Existence, Mr. T. Deckert, in the
old type 30ft. class, and Dolly, Mr. S. Schmidt, on time
allowance, for the modern type 30-footers.
The Crescent. A.
gave a race in the morning for
their mew class of one-design dories, which will be raced
here and in Gravesend Bay all summer.
There were

signed Elmina IJ. has been stretching sails about
Greenport for some time, and also had a trial
with Mr. W. E. Iselin’s yawl Vigilant, with a
moderate
beam
wind,
she distanced
Vigilant

very

921

Ween,

Flicker,

Marjorie, Fly, and Imp were entered.
Bobs, Mr. W. A.
W. Stewart beat We Ween, Mr. R. L. Cuthbert, 24s.
The Brooklyn Y. C. held a regatta on Saturday, and
offered races for Classes P, O, R, and S, in which there
were about sixteen entries.
A squall broke out just as
the yachts were about to finish and caused a lot of confusion; some boats suffered minor injuries; but it spoiled
the racing somewhat that otherwise would have been of
great interest.
At the start, at 3 o’clock, the wind was
blowing a moderate breeze out of the south, and the
tide was flood.
The Class P boats got off at 3:05, and
comprised Jigstep, Guide, Crescent, Sue, and Sakana.
Jigstep finished first, and then Guide, an older boat.
Sue and Crescent kept away from the line in the squall
to avoid a mishap.
Class © was well filled, and made a
good start.
They sailed an 8-mile course, with seven
entries—Joy, More Trouble, Quest, Ojigwan, Soya (W.
A. Barstow’s new boat), Mary (ex-Cockatoo II.), and
Miss Judy.
The race was close between Joy and Mary,
with Soya for third place, Joy winning from Mary by
55s., and Mary from Soya by 5s. The times of the other
boats were nearly as close. It looks indeed as if the forecast for this class was going to be about right, and keen
racing and close in every contest.
In Class R, Chickeoka
won, Ahoy not finishing.
In Class S., Beta won and
Delta did not finish.
The Brooklyn Y. C. early in the day started a power
boat race, of which we gave some notice in our last
issue, and it seems remarkable that, with the great number of power boats in the vicinity, there were not more

George

St. Paul,
Yardley,

Minn,

Chicago,

by

W.

H.

Ill, by W.

Yardley;

H. Yardley.

THERE was a ful! mecting at the old store, and,
as usual, when this was the case the exercises
were very interesting.
There was a drover present who had a herd of cattle for sale, and many
of the farmers had gathered in to talk over prices
and enjoy a social hour with the boys.
The com
versation was mostly about cattle, and after the
crowd had got warmed to their work the rattling
cross-fire of anecdote, fact and fiction that incessantly poured
forth
was
vastly
entertaining,
amusing and instructive.
Some one incidentally mentioned a fat ox once
owned by him, and with convincing confidence
stated the exact number of pounds of tallow that
the animal had yielded.
This was, to say the
least, very ill advised, for in less than five minutes there was more tallow piled on top of his
poor story than would have fairly lined the ribs
of all the oxen he ever owned.
Crestfallen and
disgusted he slunk into a corner and was men-

tally kicking himself for not waiting for the last
story, when Cud, inspired by the woebegone expression of his countenance, cleared his throat
and remarked:
“Speaking of fat critters reminds
me of a sheep we had when I was a boy. He was
an old ram that father bought at an auction, and
he was so blamed poor that nobody would bid
on him and he was knocked down to the old man
for seventy-five cents.
It was in the fall, and
none of us thought that he would winter, but
we turned him into the barn yard and let him
take his chance.
We didn’t take any special pains
with him, and the fodder wa’n’t first rate, and it
didn’t seem to us that he was taking on fat so
dreadful fast, but when we killed him in the
spring how much tallow do you guess he had?”
After many guesses and much discussion, during which the drover was heard to remark that

if the old ram

panned

ovt more

than a ton he

would quit the business, Cud was asked to state
the quantity.
Drawing down the corners of his
mouth he said:
“He lacked just a pound and a
quarter of having any.”
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at the
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want

your

shoot

to be announced

here

At the second annual tcurnament of the Highland Gun
Club, near Philadélphia, Mr. J. Mowell Hawkins scored
205 out of 210, a performance close to 98 per cent.

send a notice like the following:
.

RZ

Fixtures.
tournament.
Spring
June 8.—Catskill
(N. Y.) G. C.
Seth T. Ccle, Sec’y.
Co R.
June 8-9.—Wahoo,
Neb., G. C., Spring shoot.
Goucher, Sec’y.
*June 7.—Irwin (Pa.) Rod and Gun Club.
:
June 12.—Bergen Beach (L. 1.) G. C.
H. W. Dreyer,
Sec’y.
June 12-14.—Fairmont, W, Va.—Tenth annual tournament
cf the West Virginia State Sportsmen’s Association,
under the auspices of Fairmont
Gun_Club;_
$1,0u0
added to purses.
E. H. Taylor, Mgr.; Ed. O. Bower,
Sec’y-Treas.
June 12-15.—Warm Springs (Ga.) G. C. tournament.
June 12-15.—Baltimore,
Md.—Maryland
County shoot
J. Mowell Hawkins, Mgr., 1630 John_St., Baltimore.
June 12-16.—Buffalo, N. Y.—New York State Sportsman’:
Association (C. G. Blandford, Sec’y, Ossining) fortyeighth annual tournament, under the auspices of the
‘
Infallible Gun Club.
Dr. E. J. McLeod, Sec’y.
June 13-14.—Wellington.—Boston
(Mass.) G. C. annual
invitation team match.
H. C. Kirkwood, Sec’y, 23
Elm St., Boston.
June 13-14.—Fargo, N. D.—North
Dakota
State Sportsmen’s
Association’s
twelfth
annual
tournament.
2
Robbins & Bailey, Mgrs.
June 19-22.—Indianapolis,
Ind.—The
Interstate Association’s Grand American Handicap target tournament;
$1,000 added money.
Elmer E. Shaner, Sec’y-Mgr.,
Pittsburg, Pa.
f
F
June 21.—Plainfield (N. J.) G. C. silver shoot.
Hie Pe:
Vosseler, Sec’y.
June 26-27.—Bradford (Pa.) G. C. tournament; $500 added.
Joseph Le Compte, Sec’y.
|
June 28.—Edgewater, N. J.—Palisade G. C.
June 30.—Sherbrooke, P. Q. annual tournament.
(Oy dal
Foss, Sec’y.
;
*June 30.—Sewickley, Pa—Sewickley Valley Gun Club.
July 2-3.—Stratford, Ont.—Pastime G. C. tournament.
A.
<
W. Fisher, Sec’y for Com.
tournament.
July
3-5.—Shreveport,
La—Caddo
G. C.
Cash and prizes, $1,000.
J. J. Broadfield.
July 4.—Utica,
Y.—ltiverside G. C. all-day tournament.
E. J. Loughlin, Sec’y.
July 4.—Edgewater, N. J —VPalisade G. C.
July 4.—Richmond, Va., G. C. J. A. Anderson, Sec’y.
July 10-11.—Carthage,
Mo.—The
Missouri
and
Kansas
League of Trapshooters’ tournament.
‘
*July i1—Monongahela, Pa.—Monongahela City Ga Ce
July 17-19.—Philadelphia,
Pa.—The
interstate
Association’s Eastern Handicap tournament, under the auspices of the Florists’ Gun Club; $1,000 added money.
Elmer E. Shaner, Sec’y-Mgr., Pittsburg, Pa.
*July 25.—Scottdale (Pa.) Gun Club.
July 25.—Hartford, Conn.—Consolidated Gun Club Association of Connecticut, under auspices of Colt Gun
Club.
Dr. D. C. Y. Moore, Sec’y, South Manchester.
ASA:
GiG
J.—Palisade
N.
July 26.—Edgewater,
Schoverling, Sec’y.
io
Aug. 8-10.—Hamilton, Ont.—Dominion of Canada Trapshooting Association’s sixth annual tournament.
W.
.
P. Thompson, Sec’y-Treas.
}
powannual
WVa.—Indian
W.
Aug. 7-10.—Parkersburg,
wow and tournament; added money, $1,000.. Address

Mallory

h

Brothers.

*Aug. 8—McKeesport, Pa.—Enterprise Gun Club.
Aug. 13-17.—Kansas City, Mo.—Missouri
State Game and
Fish Protective Association twenty-ninth annual tourie.
R. S. Elliott, Sec’y.
nament.
Interstate
Colo.—The
21-23.—Denver,
Aug.
under
tournament,
Handicap
Western

of
E.
*Aug.
Sept.

Association’s
the auspices

Elmer
the Denver Trap Club; $3,000 added money.
Shaner, Sec’y-Mer., Pittsburg, Pa.
23—Ambridge (Pa.) Gun Club.
G. C. Labor Day
N, J.—Alert
3.—Phillipsburg,
Edward

tournament.

target

F.

Chairman,

Markley,

Easton, Pa.
*Sept. 5.—Brownsville (Pa.) Rod and Gun Club.
Sept. 11-12.—Scammon, Kans.—The Missouri and Kansas
League
of Trapshooters’
tournament.
Dr. GOB:
Clapp, Sec’y, Moberly, Mo.
;
AssoClub
Gun
dated
Sept. 13.—Hartford, Conn.—Consoli
ciation of Connecticut, under auspices of Colt Gun
Manchester:
South
Sec’y,
Moore,
Y.
Dr. D. C.
Club.
Fred
Sept. 13-14.—Columbus (O.) G. C. fall tournament.
}
Shattuck. Sec’y.
*Sept. 19.—Pittsburg.—Greater Pittsburg Gun Club.
E.
Oct. 2-4-—Des Moines, Ia.—Hopkins Brothers’ shoot.
N. Hopkins, Mgr.
*\Western

Pennsylvania

Trapshooters’

DRIVERS

AND

League.

TWISTERS.

The Sherbrooke, P. Q., Gun Club, will hold its annual
tournament on June 30, instead of July 2, as announced
previously.
z

shoot
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At Indianapolis, Ind., June 2, Mr. B. E. Gregory defeated Mr. H. W. Denny for the English Hotel cup, by
a score of 84 to 83. The winner was challenged by Mr.
McCrory, and June 9 was fixed upon for the contest.
R
At the shoot of the Buckhorn Gun Club, Pittsburg,
heid on May 31, Messrs. Squier, Stevens and Hickey distinguished themselves by scoring respectively 97, 93, and
92 out of 100 targets.
The grounds of the club are. situated

on

the

Butler

Plank

Road,

back

of Etna.

At Wilmington, Del., on June 2, the North End Gun
Club, of Conshohocken, defeated the Wilmington
Gun
Club in an eighteen-man team contest, 50 targets per
man.
The scores were:
Conshohocken 685, Wilmington
668. This was the second of three won by Conshohocken,

®
Mr. Lester S. German,
of Aberdeen,
Md., defeated
Mr. A. B. Richardson, the champion of Delaware, in a
contest for the Wawaset Gun Club trophy, the scores
being 94 to $3 out of a possible 100.
In the contest for
the
championship
of Delaware,
Mr.
Richardson
defeated the challenger, Mr. Edward Banks.

x
The contest for the McKeesport Gun Club challenge
cup, on June 2, was held under the auspices of the
Duquesne, Pa., Gun Club, on the grounds at Duquesne.
The winner was Mr. L. W. Cannon, of McKeesport.
He
scored 94 out of a possible 100.
Mr. D. E. Hickey, of
Millvale, the State champion, was second with 88.

ad
Secretary-Manager Elmer E. Shaner,
Pittsburg, Pa,
under date of June 2, writes as follows:
‘‘Please announce to the readers of Forest AND STREAM that the
American Powder Mills, of Boston, Mass., and the W. S.
Dickey Clay Mfg. Company, of Kansas City, Mo., have
been admitted to membership
in the Interstate Association.”

R

:

The tournament of the Canadian Indians, at Montreal,
May 24 and 25, was a success in every particular.
Hon.
Tom
<A Marshall has issued a card of thanks in behalf
of the U. S. Indians, which is published in our trap
columns, and High Scribe and Chief of Wampum Thomas
A. Duff provides an excellent report of the tournament,
also published in our trap columns this week.

Re
The invitation target tournament held by the Pittsburg,
Pa., Country Club last week was an unqualified success.
The weather was delightfully pleasant.
The loving cup,
an event at 50 targets, was won by Kelsey with the excellent score of 49, who also won high average for the
day with a total of 144 out of 150, an average of 96 per
cent.
The other high averages were, in order, as follows:
Henry G. 140, Johnson 189, Clifford 187, Fleming 135.

&
The Montclair, N. J., Gun Club announces an all-day
anniversary shoot for June 9. Competition will begin
at 9:30.
Silver cups will be the prizes in the five events
of the morning, and an invitation team race for a handsome silver loving cup will be the event of the afternoon.
Entrance, price of targets.
Three merchandise
events also will be run off, and a handsome silver prize
will be the reward of the contestant who makes high
average for the day.
Mr. Edward Winslow is the Secretary.

R

Indianapolis

of the

Greiff

Gus

The contestants who made high scores in the Trapshooters’ League series will shoot off for the prizes at a
target tournament to be held on June 9, by the S. S.
White Gun Club, at Holmesburg Junction, Pa.

North

a shoot
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for a silver
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Club,

of

June

10,

King
match

Alfonso,
recently,

at Madrid,
killed

29

Spaid,
out

of

in a pigeon
30,

and

the

shooting
‘press

dis-

patches state that ‘“‘the last one fell outside the bounds,
and His Majesty received second prize.’’ It failed to state
how many were necessary to fall dead out to win first
prize. We desire, firmly but kindly, to warn his youthful
Majesty that he cannot possibly buy summer hats for his

9, 1900.

bride, nor even ice cream, out of the proceeds of his
trapshooting winnings on such commonplace scores.
It
is much better to hold his job as King and trust to
luck, than to ‘engage in the certainties of pigeon shooting.

:

Mr.

Geo.

x

E.

Crater,

Jr., 8615

Bay

Thirty-sixth

street,

Bensonhurst, L. I., informs us that articles of incorporation of the Craterdale Rod and Gun-Club were filed with
the Secretary of State at Trenton, N. J., recently, with a
full paid capital stock of $250,000.
Mr. Carter’s private
estate in Sussex county, N. J., consisting of 1,400 acres
of hills and valleys, was converted to the club’s uses.
We are informed that it contains a fine trout stream;
that the covers have been stocked with English pheasants, and has a club house, and that five sets of traps are
now
being installed.
Terms
of membership
can
be
obtained of Mr. Crater by communicating with him, as
per address above.
,a
The West Virginia State Sportsmen’s Association has
issued the programme of its tenth annual meeting and
target tournament, to be held at Fairmont, June 12-14.
Ten 20-target events, $2 entrance, are provided for the
first day, and also a merchandise sweep, 25 targets, $1.50
entrance, for Hunter Arms Co, medal.
Each day for ten
high guns, $25, $20, $15, $13, $12, $10, $10, $10, $5 and $5.
Ten low guns each day, $12, $10, $10, $8, $8, $6, $6, $5,
$5 and $5. On the second and third days the programme
is similar, except that a special event on the second day
is for the State individual championship, 50 targets, $1.50
entrance; and on the third day the two-man State team
champicnship, 50 targets per man, $3 entrance per team.
General average for the three days: $50, $45, $35, $30,
$25, $25, $25, $20 and $20. Average money, $500, for full
three days’ programme, to be divided pro rata among
shooters who do not win their entrance money.
The
annual
meeting will be held on Wednesday
evening.
Ed. H. Taylor is the Secretary-Manager.
June 11 is practice day.

:

cd

The programme of the fourth annual Maryland County
shoot for amateurs, to be held at Prospect Park, Baltimore, June 12-15, provides many attractive events, in
connection with which $500 in purses and prizes are offered.
On the first day, six events at 15 targets, $1.30
entrance; two at 20 targets, $1.40 entrance, and the Baltimore handicap, $1 entrance, are provided.
The latter is
at 50 targets, handicaps 14 to 22yds., with ten prizes for
high and ten for low guns.
On each of the second and
third days there will be ten open events, each at 20 targets, $1.40 entrance.
On the second day, four 15 and
two 20-target events are provided; and also one event at
10 targets, entrance $2, for the county amateur champion-

ship, twenty-five prizes.

On the third day there are four

15 and two 20-target events, and the county three-man
team championship of Maryland, 50 targets per man, $3
per team.
Besides the three silver pitchers, which are
first prize, there are ten merchandise prizes.
The fourth
day has live-bird events for amateurs and professionals.
One event, at 15 birds, is for the amateur State championship.
Class shooting in the regular target events.
Competition begins at 9 o’clock.
Mr. J. Mowell Hawkins is
the manager.
Send shells and guns to the A. G. Alford
Sporting Goods Co., 212 East Baltimore street.

3y way of refreshing the minds of the negligent, we
publish the following conditions governing the entries
of the Grand’ American Handicap:
“Regular entries must
be made on or before Saturday, June 9, and must be accompanied by $5 forfeit.
Penalty entries may be made
after June 9, up to 5 P. M., Wednesday, June 20, by
paying $15 entrance, targets included.
An entry is not
transferable, and entrance money cannot be withdrawn _
after entry has been made.’
The entry fee is $10; handicaps 14 to 22yds.; 100 targets; $200 added to the purse; in
addition to first money, the winner receives a valuable
trophy.
This event is to take place on the third day.
The first day is devoted to amateur competition, ten 20target cvents, $2 entrance, $20 added.
The Preliminary
Handicap, open to’ all, is the event of the second day.
The State team event is the event of the second day;
conditicns, five men per team, 100 targets per man, $35
entrance per team, scratch, high guns.
On the fourth
day the two championships, respectively, amateur and
professional, will be held.
Each is at 150 targets, $15
entrance, 18yds. rise; $100 added to the amateur, and
$50 added to the professional purse.
Secretary-Manager
Elmer E. Shaner, 219 Coltart Square, Pittsburg, Pa.
It
is time to get busy!
BERNARD WATEks.

JUNE

FOREST

9, 10906.]

AND

AN INDIAN
The first Annual

Tournament

STREAM.

92 3

OUTBREAK

of The

Canadian

Indians

was held at Montreal

May.

24-25.
Mr. Walter Ewing proved himself ‘Chief Amateur Goodshot” by ou/breaking
He used
60 shooters at clay targets.

UAL.C.
NITRO CLVB SHELLS

and won the High Amateur Average for the two days, scoring 378 out of 400 targets.
This win entitled Mr. Ewing to the Toronto Cup. Mr. David McMachon, another
on the first day won
Amateur Average by the score of 186-200.
well-known

“Canadian Brave,’

Shoot
THE

UNION

Agency,

Montana

V.M.C.

Sportsmen’s

Shells

METALLIC

313 Broadway,

New

Anaconpa, Mont.—‘Pull!”’
Bang!
‘How in the world
did I miss that one?
It looked like a balloon.
I guess
it was dirigible.”’ This was the talk heard at the traps of
the Anaconda Rod and Gun Club, Friday, May 18, from
early morn until late at night.
More than fifty of the
best shooters in the State enjoyed the target practice
for the opening day of the tournament
of the State
Sportsmen’s Association.
There were more than sixty
gunners in every event, not including professionals, from
the East and West.
Every detail in the way of accommodations
had been carefully looked after by the committee of the local gun club haying the shoot in charge,
and the visitors were entertained like long lost brothers
just returned.
At the grounds tempting lunches were
served, and the best of everything was considered none
too good for the shooters.
‘
Several months ago the club appointed B. D. Mahan,
L. G. Smith and Frank Clinton to look after all details,
and see that everything was attended to in a proper manner.
New traps were put in, and two full carleads of
targets

were

stored

away,

ready

for

use.

The

trap

house has been enlarged, and a perfect system of scoring
devised.
Much praise is due the committee for the smoothness
and

creditable

way

the

shoot

was

conducted.

The big event Friday was the shoot for the Brownlee
medal, at 20 singles, reverse pull.
E. F. Confarr won
the medal at the last State tournament, and received 60
per cent. of the. purse and a chance to win it again; but
luck was against the crack shot, and Smith, of Butte,
and N. McMillan led on 20 straight.
In the shoot-off
at 10 singles, Smith captured the medal with 9, and McMillan had to be content with 7. Mr. M. B. Brownlee,
formerly of Anaconda, but now a prominent banker of
Spokane, the donor of the medal, arrived ‘Thursday, and
tried to win this handsome trophy himself.
Many wished
him success, but his score prevented the capture of the
yrize.
There was perfect weather for the opening day of the
shoot,

but

it was

no

more

perfect

than

the

work

at

the

Grand

CARTRIDGE

of the

Officials, and the two combined
made it a most pleasurable occasion, both for the shooters and the spectators.

American

CO.,

the

Depot,

tournament

officially,

throughout the shoot, the
everybody connected with

from

Jim

Head,

the

general

factotum, to the boys who carried the score sheets to
the secretary’s den, tried hard to do their full duty, and
were

more

than

anxious

to

please.

Secretary

Cochrane

had every detail of the scoring arranged, so that in less
than two minutes cards were posted showing the exact
standing of each shooter, and the amount of money due.
These cards were posted so the spectators, as well as the
shooters, could at a glance tell the winners.
Before the
shooting

for

the

day

was

over,

the

scores

were

complete,

and in less than thirty minutes thereafter the exact
amount due each shooter was placed in an envelope and
ready for delivery.
The
shooting
commenced
promptly
at 9 and lasted until 4:15 in the afternoon.
It was a day
of splendid
sport, but all were
glad to get through
so
early.

Neill

McMillan,

of

Idaho

Falls,

was

high

gun

in the

general average, and F. Moseley, of the same town, tied
for second
place
with
Eugene
Confarr,
of Livingston.

Among the.professicnals, H. C. Hirschy' was high gun,
with Morrison, Plank and Waters grouped together, just
a bird behind.
Drumgoole,
of Anaconda, was not in
good form.
He was under the care of a physician, who
advised
ing and

him not
enticing

to shoot, but the game was
to prevent him from taking

too interesta chance on

his life, and a “‘little thing like that’? did not prevent
from making the other boys go some.
Missoula

with
soula

walked

a score

made
a
Woody
every
from

Handicap.

Bridgeport,

York.

Not a “kick‘* was registered
traps worked splendidly, and

Association.

the Bailey Cup and the Second

)

men
one
Salt

off

of 69.

straight,
managed

did

with

It was

fhe

good

work

three-man

a 25-bird

which
helped
to miss three

some.
targets

race,

team_

and

him
shoot

Forbes

Woodworth
each.
The

throughout

of them
figured in the money.
Lake did creditable work, but

the

shoot,

May

18,

of all the
during the

First

their

scores

Story

Martin®

Westfall

..

Steffens
Plank

Hasley
Kelley
Peckover
.
Woehler
..
Weaver
Ledger
DAalwetites
we
Conyne
...
EF B Smith
Morrison
.
Bartos

Prosser
Owens
Forbes
....
Chingren
.
Brownlee
.
Tuttle

C

H

Smith

and

The shooters
they were
not

Day.

shooters, with
day, follows:

Events:
Targets:
Confarr
..
Moseley
.
Bybee
....
McMillan
.
Waters
...
Blirschy
4

and
Mis-

pleased with the background of black rocks across Warm
Springs Creek.
None of them said a word about it, but
it was plain to all that they had trouble in getting sight
of the birds.
A full list
every contest
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May
the

exception

19,
of an

Second
hour

weather

and

a

few drops of rain, the second day’s shoot was nearly perfect, as far as the weather conditions were concerned.
Everything went as smoothly as clock-work, and the
shooting was considered phenomenal.
Mosely, of Idaho
Falls, was high gun, and in the average events
missed
but two targets during the day.
He won high average,
having shot a little more than 95 per cent. gait for the
two days.
Bybee, also an Idaho Falls man, did some
beautiful shooting, and captured the Brownlee challenge
medal.
He tied with Morley, of Butte, with a straight
score, but in the shoot-off Morley fell down, and Bybee
took the medal home.
The contest for the Klepetke
medal was most interesting.
It was won by Roy E.
Martin, of
Bozeman, Mont., who broke 387 out of 40.
This score was
equaled
by one
man, and that was
Hirschy,

professional,

but

he

of course

was

not

shooting

for the medal.
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20,

Third

Day,

The events of the last day drew the largest crowd that
ever attended a Montana tournament.
M. B. Kelley, of
Anaconda, won first place in the biggest event of the
shoot.
From the 22yd. line, he broke 91 out of a possible
109, and his two closest competitors were Peckover and
Sargent. both members of the Anaconda club.
Don Morrison, the professional, was high gun in the events, with
96, but as he could neither participate in the division of
the money, nor claim the medal, his shooting was only
of interest to those who like to see pretty work.
Hirschy
broke 93, two more than Kelly, but all the others were
behind the Anaconda man.
Events:
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29,

First

Gun

Club.

annual

amateur

tour-

Day,
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Day.

The weather was extremely pleasant.
Good scores were
made.
There were one hundred contestants, and of these
sixty shot through the programme.
Of the professionals, the order of scoring was as follows:
Hirschy 147, Morrison 145, Seymour 134.
Storey,

with
with

144;
136.

of

Duluth,

Cox

and

Algauer

made

high

Jackson
took

third,

were
with

score

of

the

tied

for

134;

Pleiss

115
136
106
106
114
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Nelsonvearssee ana
Stearts seis acreee 60
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9, 1906.
16
46
47
40
8
9

TRAMP.

On the first day there was a high wind and signs of a
storm.
Sixty-four shooters competed.
Mr. Emil Novotny, of the St. Paul Gun Club, made high average,
scoring 134 out of 150 targets.
Each of the events was at
15 targets, $15 cash prize in each, divided Rose system,
5, 3 and 2. Entrance fee, 15 cents.
Professionals were:
Morrison 144, Hirschy 141, Seymour 130.
Amateur high totals were:
EE. Novotny 134,
E. W. Bird 130, Storey’ 129, Pleiss 127, Algauer 126. All
stood at Il6yds.
‘The totals folow:
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Parkers aoc de tates adeeeon abasic
2 20 14 15 11 11 30 20 14 12
Mills) geaa Saaet chicane
seetnm ets 3 18.13 24 12 14 26 20 7 13
Waters)
<isccscne tute camer
SAT 92815 1481-19 Tia
Harschy-) Srisenssacste
et creears
5 19 15 25 15 14 37 25 17 15
Planks | vecsetenewaaeie
<ntcewerses
20 14 23 13 14 34 24 11 15
Morrisoit. 4 eoceetasetiereneres
4 20 14 25 14 15 36 25 14 14
G
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nament of the St. Paul Rod and Gun Club was held on
May 29 and 30, at its shooting park, West Seventh street
and Davern avenue.

18 14 20 15 14 80 2411 13
eae =

BUTS ois Mesh teikalenete® secrets
Wa bidity chscpris.teons spines pcm
sets
L’

St. Paul

Day.

of cloudy

STREAM:

A

le ele

Konkel +nateeceea
dude woke be amet 12 U2 14e2te 1212
Osborne? “a aesen o era soti sited eetnee) Weeks canes 12 eo
Seats

With

Tuttle
ce eeee BiMisoce 1G6ivee
GH Smithiedosen 7s ooo
Morley
..... 435 20 2. ae
Puseueseeccete GUUS AS. 6 ue
Selvidgerc. sence a ce
Woody
..... 2908 16
e
Woodworth... 44 80 14.

Oe tenia
vist Mana

ete cane

AND

amateurs,

second
and

place
Fisher

tied for fourth place with 133, and E. W. Bird and E.
Novotny tied for fifth place with 132. The scores: follow:
Shot at. Brk.
Shot at. Brk.
Cate. de saces sak 150
106
Dothnw eres tte 150
114
E Novotny =... 150
132
Gergens
ere eee 150
121
Pertyn stn
teer 150
127
Kane
oaaaenetieciee 135
90
JONES ineisinassierers 150
126
Brooks ence see 150
113
All eatiers epee cat 150
134
Warr Cyyes cteeceisieeere 150
111
Tonnstote nes seis 150
125
WLEVENSiiace nines 150
105
Mrs Johnston...150
110
Guptell eae 150
131
ealspatiehy .c-rel 150
102
lshOegan sosnne 90
67
ulsdort eee sce 150
120
VO ASO renee 90
74
JOY TO
Utter
as aise 150
134
Platt os nnasatenGr 150
102
Morrison
....... 150
145
Warren Se. oreacak 150
90
Wilkinson
sc.s.0 150
129
Bazil
ence 150
111
Iphoeseobie sageacenr 150
147
MokKayineeranman 150
124
Sprague. sss 150
117
Fredettet. nsec: 135
114
French
113
G@ Headhittere.--. 135
87
E W Bird
132
Murray, Siete oeee 135
lil
Storey
_
144
Weiland
Wienricais 150
119
Jackson
136
Costeliovawwtcees 150
66
IWGb! heeracien erates
99
i Novotnyec se. 90
79
Reichenbach
...150
108
Fullerton <i.0-cs 90
50
‘TREsmier Biche sens 150
110
Slocum
sesteesce105
94
Pansontnpeiececiice 150
111
Fereckits ceases: 120
68
Stemnerdicsccessee 150
113
Greeny. nesciieens 120
93
EL IMaSB txditeascinc 150
108
Shep. senescent 120
94
PITUAS) aleaten teat 120
98
Beck. .teeesnees 150
126
Famechon
...... 150
100
Mckay.erstasceeers 45
20
Pleiss Aness case 150
188
-I Novotny ...:.. 90
68
F S Novotny...150
121
Shotucwemeumessee 45
17
Pirsh @t-a sa a:ctersecstalele 150
133
Ba tone atest 90
71
THES:
cme eroatens 150
115
Wm Kirschbaum 60
45
Marshall iced 135
108
Iotonvdbhne Gagcaosoor 75
43
Headlin€)
jdncens 150
123
Eiildred agence 60
51
Rose. 20.% Nees 150
125
S C Kennedy.... 60
24
Cy Kiester ance 150
i
M F Kennedy... 60
48
Dahl, ic ceeeeee 60
27
Moulton jeanne 90
81
L F Kennedy...150
126
IROPETS o. senmenten 75
35
Cunningham .... 60
35
i (Goopen <e.ccns 30
23
A L Johnson....150
124
EA GOOpeD sc teens 75
64
Schiictingig anne: 150
92
Beckwith
Shc ccs 15
11
Reichelt tine cmeees 150
104
Heidenreich .... 30
26
Mangsett ....... 150
114
JIA osha easie tienes 30
lve
Rago miieeue eames 150
119
Emmerson
...... 30
20
A F Kirschbaum150
117
Bassethy setecnseen 45,
29
Phister, Gaacvetan 150
115
Rosettes onteeusnt 45
29

Gun

Club.

On Saturday, June 9, the Montclair Gun Club will
hold its all day anniversary shoot.
Some five events for
silver prizes, will be run
off in the morning,
commencing at 9:30.
In the afternoon there will be an
invitation team race, for a handsome silver loving cup.
Some fifteen clubs in the vicinity have been invited to
send representative teams of five men each to compete
for the trophy.
No entrance, except for targets, will be
charged.
Some three merchandise events will also be run off,
and the club will present a handsome silver prize to the
man making high general average for the day.
Full
stock of shells on hand..
Refreshments on the grounds.
The club held its annual Memorial Day silver shoot
on the morning of May 30, with fourteen men in attendance.
Events 1, 2 and 3 were for practice, the remaining
being for silver prizes.
Messrs.
Winslow,
Doremus,
Moffett, Boxali and Cockefair were winners of first prizes,
Messrs. Bush, Parke, Hclloway and Moffett captured second prizes.
;
Scores of May 30 follow:
Events:
123
45
6 7-7
91011
Targets:
10 10 15 10 1510 15 H 15
25
Cockelair gale. ante eee
5 9 22 (6S Ste eee
ok
Flolmesy + pense
2eee
eres
Clon oy) lal a
aes
Wanslow: ~saatesiione seer
5 34
9 1DOAL A aeeetpes
eo tp
Bishi. tiiss.ceieame. cements 10° 8\.0 9.13 D6
bs
Go ie
Parke jects
come roan eee vos,
Cd CLS pts medrese Oa:
INOttiis veeioces
dere oe nee
910 810 713 314 0 618
Talbots.
ptm
necceeeee
611. 7 82G 13s ee tb
1b
Doremitis! “a0 tates) eee
4 AES oe eerie
2049
OVierel.. <hismcieieeins
css Weree ners
Bb
Sere arate pokes
Moffett 42.58). netnc cece
eee
9 91012
014 6 8 21
10: tSaseees 1490 a6 e,
cre. WOgitom este) OeeOmereteere
6 $- 315 610 22
avainle.eraserere.e eiele eleie’e. a oy eee
ean 10 xehaeeeee 20
Events 9 and 10 were miss-and-outs.
June 2 was an cft day at the Montclair Gun Club, but
six members being present—probably as no regular events
were scheduled for the day.
Messrs. Fessenden (trade
representative), Colquitt and Cockefair were trying new
guns, and consequently no very high scores were made.
In events 1-6 the gun was held below the elbow till
after the call to pull.
Events 7 and 8 were walking
matches.
Events:
1) 2
(SP eee Seo ea
ees
Targets:
25 25 25 10 26 25 10 10
Colquittolaccastkbie
ste aeeen ite
8 10 20°
4
Winslow
2 Tag
ab: 2G
Fessenden
Gi Ador ls.
ae eG
Cockefair
3. 20-1738)
69
Parke J. ateatinsds ono
ae
SZ
AG"
wf od:
Batten
aaceecs
steerer ieee eee
eS
Tis
oO
Epwarp WINSLow, Sec’y.

Springdale

Gun

Club.

E. Peterspurc,
Pa., May 24.—The
Springdale Club
held an inanimate target shoot this day on their club
grounds.
The club was visited by Messrs. Krick, Bonham, Leaman and Ressler, all of Lancaster.
The shootes yas very good, especially that done by Bonham and
essler.
Events:
1
2
3
4S6eRGeay
as
Targets:
25° 25. 25. 25 25 25°25 25
Ressler
20 25 17 20522625) 21° 22
Leaman
10° 20 14 7 Aoe
Sete y,
Bonham
18.22) $23. 24 9h
ee
ee
FPG
re cccki cies alten ees eee
13.16 "160 Steer
Garschnaucrs
“neamesn aeons
LL 12)» ssteigtes i
e
ee
es
Grok
cece
neater
11 + Ten
Ween.
Gray bill Biteeneleneteeeeneirte
1.
Te 5.
eal ee
ee
Bassler" :.ccc5 scsententaehos
Ge ae 5
4c
ea ies
At 13 pairs: Ressler 17, Leaman 14, Bonham 12, Krick
sh
A. B. Grorr, Sec’y.

Awosting

Gun

Club.

New Pattz, N. Y., May 24.—The Awosting Gun Club
concluded their weekly shooting to-day.
There will be
several special shoots during the summer, but on account
of members
being so busy, regular shooting will not
begin egain until Thanksgiving.
:
The Peters cup and L. & R. trophy contests wound u
to-day, Snyder winning the Peters, and Traver the L.
R. The contest in both cases were close, each averaging
90 per cent., shooting from 16 to 20yds.
The silver tea set in Class
B was won by L. Hasbrouck, and the Layton cup’ was won by W. Hasbrouck,
shocting off a tie with Cassady.
Several of the members are talking State ep hs

Pequea

Gun

Club.

"LANCASTER, Pa., May 26.—Only a few members of this
club were on hand to-day to participate in the weekly
practice shoot.
Mr. Ed. Moorehouse, of Dupont fame,
was on hand and shot well.
Events:
PO238
406
Events:
1 Os
a
Targets:
25 25 25 25 25
Targets:
25 25 25 25 25
Ressler ...... 24 21 24 22 23
Phillipseacste 13 1921 eee
Leaman
.... 22 18 2417 16
Anderson.” 3. 1820525 aeee
Moorehouse.
18 20 23 21 21
Clarks. ics
22 OY toe Seon

Nat. Ressier, Sec’y.
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Come again, boys, we will try and make it pleasant for
ou.
The high wind seemed to have little effect on Thomas
and Gottlieb.
served a new brand of smokeless
Shot Lou
Dead
powder at lunch time, which was highly appreciated by
the management and all present.
,
Eyerybody present reports a good time, and promise
to be present at our next annual.
.
S. Davis, Sec’y.

Benevolence.
A very graceful act of the California Powder Company, the principal Pacific Coast representative of the
DuPont Powder Company, was consummated when the
California Powder Company refused to accept payment
for dynamite used by the city authorities during the
recent conflagration.
Mayor Schmitz asked the company’s manager for the
bill due from the city, which, amounting to $4,000, was
sent in. The Mayor promptly o.k.’d it and sent the bill
back with proper instructions for collection in due course,
The following day the bill was returned to the Mayor
fully receipted, with a note stating that the dynamite
used would be donated to the city. This shows that the
powder corporation is not to be outdone by any other
in generosity to our stricken city.
When the supply of dynamite in this city ran out it will
be remembered how the manager of the company sent
an order by a Government tug to the Point Pinole and
other magazines to give the soldiers all the dynamite
that was needed.
But for this prompt action who knows
but that there would have been but few houses left in
San Francisco.
In connection with the above, we will also mention that
the DuPont officials early sent reassuring messages from
Wilmington to their employees in this city. These words
of cheer were backed up by something more substantial
just as soon as possible after the calamity, and none of
the DuPont employees here were more than temporarily,
and briefly at that, inconvenienced.
A number of the
clerical force in this city lost their homes and all they
contained.—Breeder and Sportsman.

Analostan

Gun

Club.

WasHINGTON, D. C., May 3 0.—The Analostan Gun Club
held a very successful shoot on Decoration Day.
The
day was beautiful, and conditions were such as to make
good scores possible.
The programme was shot under
the sliding handicap system, and this accounts largely
for some of the ups and downs of the shooters.
Following are the scores in detail:
Events:
(eae sea OF Ok tho soem
Shot
Targets:
15 1615 2515 15151525
at.
Brk.
Wiel ALD ietscereleis
ciescine’ 13.1313 23:13:15 18'15 23
165
«140
BASE Unie diraeess s -,. 1415 11 2412131115 21
165 — 186
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14 14 24

155

13 14 12 20 11 14 11 14 20

155

129

IOS ciseGace wit s,s) o> 14,1212 19-1312 13 13 21
Bansikettteresiciscccless 13141019 1015121419
PW eAGeorge: 4,434 .- 12:11 11.2011 101015 23

3155,
155
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125
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UU
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ts. cc..
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nschet:« 141115

Golemart

nine vient

STREAM.

Club.

Lees Summit, Mo., May 26.—The annual spring tournament of the Lees Summit Gun Club, which came off
here as previously announced, was a success as far as
could be expected, twenty-five shooters being in attendance, sixteen shooting through the entire programme.
The trade was represented by Chris. Gottlieb, Jack Gillespie, and Louis Erhardt.
Shooters were present from
Oh aon Hill, Greenwood, Blue Springs and Kansas City,
oO.
The programme originally consisted of 150 targets, but
on account of the late arrival of the Kansas City boys,
the preliminary event of 25 targets was discontinued, so
the shooters could catch an early train.
Targets were
thrown from a set of expert traps, aranged on the Sergeant system.
J. S. Thomas, of Pleasant Hill, Mo., was
high man, with an average of 96.8; Chris. Gottlieb was
second high man with an average of 96 per cent.; J.
S.
Davis, of Lees Summit,
Mo., and W. A. Smith, of
Greenwood, Mo., were tied for third place with an average
of 86.4 per cent.
Five other shooters who shot the entire programme made averages of 80 per cent. or better.
The scores were good, considering the very high wind
which blew quartering across the traps.
Jack Gillespie
and Jack Elliott, of Kansas City, Mo.; had charge of the
office, which is equivalent to saying it was well done.
Events:
Hetero
4 -ouG i Soo)
wohot
Targets:
15101515 2010151015
at.
Brk.
Thomas
5141810151014
125
121
Gottlieb
4142010151014
125
120
Siaiy Spo Quasgenauee
9131417
914 712
125
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IDES 2S) #on Sonneries
ace

AND

191211161223

165

136

132

“259 Straight” —By An Amateur!
Winchester Factory Loaded Shells seem to be working up to a climax, which will be reached when they win
For weeks
the Grand American Handicap on June 21.
the most important winnings have been recorded with
Winchester Factory Loaded Shells, and now comes the
wonderful score of J. A. Flick, of Ravenna, O., made at
the Tuscarawas Gun Club Tournament in Canal Dover,

O., May 25-26, where he made a stra ght run of 235
targets, his score for the second day being a clean one of
200 out of 200.

He used

WINCHESTER
Factory Loaded “Leader” Shells
This would be honor enough for one week, but it isn’t
all; for at the Illinois State Shoot, held at Bloomington,

May 23-25, Winchester Factory Loaded Shells won first

and second professional averages and first and second
amateur averages, as well as many of the special events.
You shooters who are going to the Grand American
Handicap owe it to yourselves to shoot the shells that
will assure your winning, for if merit counts it is practi-

cally certain that Winchester Factory Loaded Shells are

The

Shells

that will Again

the Grand
Van cece DONO

OE LDCS

LARNER

American
LC BALD

8 12 24
ese
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11 12 10 15 12 11 10 13 21
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Sill 22. 13a
1216S
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INE WEE Pec eaaheortcun.
Soman. re 15 10 11 11 12 12
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tts eee
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SG 1014
SRA
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sae
tes mod oa: 19 1457; 13°12 21
tz leromen Oe tented
set
14° Tl
2 14 22
Other scores were made as follows:
Shot at. aie
6
Dre Dayloteecsces 95
COvMeien. <1.
Wralliamis)
necctea's 95
64
etginGece. 2...
O B George..... 85
63
Gree@iieeccicess
WeGartney
ames 80
60
Holmead
....
arnhatnimece cece 70
53
Bitere!= ane
Tairets eteye 70
51
Geo Wise ...
Tamm) cies acteensieis 55
48
Kengians. ses’.
Marellawicee. ey DD
38
Baleeigeeics cous
Wacksonl genome 55
35
McClenahan
OT Grsveces
nee 55
27
Cummings
..
Cooper. nesses 45
36
Helden c+
EL
Ay Gti dine ccreisiess 45
31
Reisinger ...*

155
155
155
155
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110
110
110
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95
95

AEE

EAD

Win

Handicap

EAE

WEE SASS

Events Nos. 4 and 9 were merchandise affairs, and in
the former Wagner, J. H. Hunter, Steubener, Coleman,
Wylie, H. B. George, Funk, M. Taylor, Bauskett, Dr.
Taylor, McCartney,
Ficklin, C. S. Wilson and James
were successful.
In the latter, James, J. H. Hunter,
Wagner,

Funk,

H.

A.

George,

Ficklin,

Wylie, Etzler, M. Taylor, Barr, Nitro,
Coleman, Peyton, Williams, Baker and
lucky shooters.

Topeka

Gun

Hann,

Farnham,

Qrrison, Varella,
Monroe were the
SECRETARY.

Club.

Topeka, Kan., May 26.—Herewith are scores made by
Topeka Gun Club at the first regular shoot held this season.

Hereafter

members
Shot

tried

smokeless,

shoots

some
and

will

be

shells
like

held

loaded
it

very

each

Tuesday.

with

the

much,

it

The

new

Dead

being

quick

and clean, and getting the birds with great regularity.
Lou Erhardt, known and dear to the heart of every
Western
shooter, is interesting the boys in this new
powder,
and he surely seems to make
good his claims
for it. The scores, at a total of 50 targets shot at, follow:

Miortomi tyme cterinnstdssecits 45
Biscoe
Gregg
Marple

Schlegel” .tccnsssee. esse 37
1Shobe
tee Wow cb HOO URC 40
Montgomery ....... ER 44
O. E. Huneate,
Sec’y.
9
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Canadian

Indian

Tournament.

TuE first annual tournament of the Canadian Indians
was held at Montreal on May 24 and 25, and was an
unqualified success.
This tribe was formed only one
year

ago,

but

has

made

much

progress,

and

the

manner

in which the tournament was conducted left nothing to
be desired.
Everything was run with clock-like precision,
and all shooting was over by 5 P. M. each day..
The official headquarters of the band was the Place
Viger Hotel, operated by the Canadian Pacific Railway.
This is one of Canada’s finest hostelries, and here all the
shooters were to be found.
A

very

large

number

of

squaws

and

pappooses

were

present.
and they vied with each other in their efforts
to make the wives and children of the visiting competitors enjoy themselves.
Three sets of Bowron’s traps were used, and his targets
thrown.
Mr. Bowron was on hand and personally looked
after this part of the arrangements.
Expressions of satisfaction at the manner in which the traps worked, as well
as the breaking qualities of the birds, were heard on
all sides.
The tournament
was the best ever held in eastern
Canada, and should do a great deal-to boom shooting in
this portion of the Dominion.
_The trade was represented by Messrs. J. H. Cameron,
Orange, N. J.; J. A. R. Elliott, New York; J. Mowell
Hawkins,
Baltimore,
Md.;
Hon.
Tom
A. _ Marshall,
Keithsburg, Ill.; Mr. John S. Cole, Detroit; Mr. A. H.
Durston,

Syracuse,

N.

Y.;

Messrs.

E.

G.

White,

distributed

among

all

present,

as

well

as

on

the

street

ears and on the streets.
It took the form of an aluminum
Indian about 8%4in. long, on the back of which were these
words:
‘At Montreal.
First Annual Tournament of the
Canadian Indians, May 24th and 25th, 1906.”’
This was
fastened to the coat by means of a silk scarlet cord.
Lae were very much appreciated and eagerly sought
after.
Each competitor, guest, official and squaw was presented with an oxidized medallion representing the head
of an Indian in full dress, and around the edge were the
same words as on the souvenir.
This was fastened to a
crossbar by two small chains, and on the crossbar was
the designation of each recipient.
This
medallion was
pronounced by all present as the finest badge ever presented at a tournament in America.
They were highly
appreciated by every one.

May

24,

First

great

interest

in

all

that

was

done.

The

targets

were

thrown a good 50yds., which made the game a fairly
stiff proposition.
The tournament was run on the handicap system, from
16 to 20yds., but all the professionals were allowed to
shoot from 18yd. mark, as they shot for targets only.
Professional

high

average

for

the

first

day

was

won

byJ. Mowell Hawkins, with 194 out of 200; J. A. R.
Elliott was second with 192; A. H. Durston third with
190, and Hon. Tom A. Marshall fourth with 186.
_Amateur high average, which took with it the handsome
Clarendon
Hotel cup, was won
by Walter H. Ewing,
President Montreal. Gun Club, with 189 out of 200; D.
McMackon, Highgate, Ont., was second, and took the
Bailey cup, with 186, and Thomas A. Duff, J. E. Jennings and P, Wakefield were tied for third place with
185 each.
The following are the scores, with the handicap distance of each competitor:
Events:
L 2. 8
OS be ae 8249 a0
Rargetsiy
20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20
SW SM CGI Se eee oete 13 18 15 16 19 19 20 18 17 18
Ro Plemitizeed
is, wee
12 17 16 15 18 18 16 15 16 16
TA, Dutt, AS vuhtcea 19 16 19 20 20 18 18 18 20 17
GoM Dink 19s
eee 15 18 2015 191917181917
Vivid tly (eee eens 18 18 16 18 17 18 19 201818
SIME Craig 420.7 eens
16 17 1916 171718 1916 20
C G Thompson, 19...... 19 17 16 19 17 20 16 18 20 18
G M Howard, 18....... 17 17 17 18 18 18 20 17 18 18
A W Westover, 20..... 18 201918 1517181819 20
Dr Stockwell, 17........ 171616 15101918131718
WEL Elwin oS cose cata 19 17 19 18 18 19 20 20 20 19
J_ Ht Rainvilley iT Gerscces 18 20 18 18 19 17 19 16 20 20
Ghas Aubin, Gilaeressga 16 16 18 18 19 19 19 18 19 19
C Kenyon fe cenaeanae 17 19 17 17 17 17 19 16 18 14
BG atone 1S cer eacess 16 18 17 19 18 18 18 1819 19
Geo Dumont, 18........ 17 17 18 20 17 15 20 18 20 19
Ry oewis, 8Lic warmers why Oi
fo SisWa WeNp =e,
BY Westlake, 418s es.'te 141618 17141713161818
RB
Hutchison, 1776 19 16 15 17 15 16 19 15 18 20
iy Parsons

1S-.ccmane

D McMackon, 18........
DU pton, 183 naw acca
EugScane; 190 ee essa scene
A W. Throop, 18-2. .5BeASELenry el Gia tr
GeogMcCall it ns .aeneer,
WiitEeCameron, i.0 ee
Revinicki cli
ney
eee
J»Helngham, 1652.00.52
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Je ttoloomb e165 trans
Ge Wibitey LS cree. cere
one Pepi: diese teers
A Montanbault, 17......
F H Conover, 18........
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AT AT A
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1614
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fies.

oe

Brk.
173
159
185
177
180
175
181
179
182
154
189
=.188
181
171
180
184
58
163
170
arohe

19 18 18 18 19 1719 19 2019
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Day.

The early morning was quite wet, and shooting was not
commenced until about 11 o’clock, when it stopped raining, although it was dull and cloudy.
The light was very
bad. indeed, with a somewhat strong east wind.
The
smoke from the Montreal Water Works hung over the
much more difficult than on the opening day.
A feature of tlve afternoon was the score of
5 in event No. 7. This squad was composed
D. McMackon,
Highgate;
Thomas
Upton,
H. Scane, Ridgetown; A. W. Throop and F.

grounds

considerably,

:
squad No.
of Messrs.
Hamilton;
A. Heney,

Ottawa.

They

at, and

broke

all

of

99 out

which

made

of 100 targets

the

shot

conditions

the

missed one was very badly dusted.
“‘That’s going some.”
It. was not at all uncommon to have a squad go out
with 98.
Professional high average for the second day was won
by J. A. R. Elliott with 196 out of 200; J. Mowell
Hawkins was second with 195, and Messrs. Marshall and
Durston tied for third with 188 each.
Mr. Elliott was
unfortunate enough to miss two targets in succession in
the Jast event.
However, he gave a magnificent exhibition

of

shooting.

Amateur high average for the second day was won by
Mr. A. ‘W. Westover, Sutton Junction, P. Q., with a
score of 193 out of 200.
This carried with it the Ithaca
Gun.

Day.

This was Victoria Day.
The sun shone brightly, and
there was a fairly strong wind from the northeast.
All
day the grounds were crowded with spectators, who took
a

)°E fenningsmasee.... ; 19 18 17 18 17 20 19 19 19 19
Geo Beattie, 17.......... 20 18 20 17 2019 18 181716
W Bradennay, 17....... 1617 18 17 18:12 18 20195195
Wi CEL Candie atGee.
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oodds: Lopes <0 16 1618 14171819191819
W P Thompson, 16..... 1919 1916161918141716
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A EY Durstongie.... 2... 19 19 18 2019 1919191919
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Wi AUSiithy, USienee../c 19 1417181817 20181817
Gero Wolfe Ai eee6és. 17 16 19 16 18 18 17 2016 16.
BS. JoMarsh..) somes.«1 18 12 20 17 18 15 1917191

Ottawa,

and Forest H. Conover, Leamington, Ont, and Mr. F.
H. Halford, Montreal
The presence of these gentlemen
added very materially to the pleasure of all in attendance.
The office was in charge of Messrs. J. Mowel Hawkins,
Baltimore, Md. (through the kindness and courtesy of
the Winchester Repeating Arms Co.), Alex. Dey and
George H. Cashmore, Toronto.
These gentlemen gave
the very best of satisfaction.
The Canadian Indians had 1,500 souvenirs, which were

:

Second

amateur

average

went

to

Mr.

A.

W.

Throop, Ottawa, with 191, and he won the cup presented
by Dr. W. J. C. Tomalin, Deloraine, Manitoba; Walter
H. Ewing, Montreal, and Edward G. White, Ottawa, tied
for third place with 189. The scores follow:
Events:
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Bee. Gelb

20
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20
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20

Brk.
184
179
179
178

Wivian> 1: tea ain eats.
Craig: 1S" .doc seman
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18 17
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17 18
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(BI
btseee ls Re Pomiedno
ene oRe
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T8iie
teenie. eecein
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18°19
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168
yy
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algal
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176
182
187
191
167
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157
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189
171
tb
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189
196
188
195
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eT
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§=.1188
178
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45
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Total

scores

for two

[JUNE

9, 1906.

days:
AMATEURS.

First Day.
lg

Second Day.
\

Soe

Shot at. Broke. Shot at.
Equine, wiswidters esse200
189
200
Westover
.:... 200
182
200
Wihites ane seat ees 200
185
2005;
Painet incaches 206
185
200
Damon’
wacec s200
=184
200
Beattie s.cccccss 2
183
200
Scane’ Bieiastasndste 200
183
200
Rainville .......200
183
200
Wakefield ...... 200
185
200
TinroOpid . sens sake200
175
200
McCall Qk... ness 200
183
200
uth
eae een 200
185
200.
C G Thompson.200
= 181
200
Wividittie-aes ostkie- 200
180
200
McMackon
....200
186
200
Uiptony. castes 200
180
200.
Jennings’
...... 200
185
200.
Howards
ests. 200
179
200
MeGillliscaunces 200
«§=6178
200
Craiegee cds 200
site
200
Hatonenssmacseae 200
180
200s
Gonover. aecmsas 200
174
200
Smithy
(e265 sac te0u
176
200
Catrdlishers cscs VAN Ateihe(2)
200
ID er Ry ee dacice 200
177
200
W Thompson..200
173
200
Redman
joss 200
181
200
Hutchinson
...200
170
200
Miarshe seas ssenies 200
170
200
Dod ds Bene csi- eres200
174
200.
Clineiheie. sen 200
167
200
Holcomb
......200
172
200
Kenyon iste sss 200i
meen
200
Pepin) Weencceene200
169
200
Wolf (7250.0
se2200
168
200
piensa ets200
159
200:
Cameron .esc.s" 200
176
200
Wrestlake, Wyaese 200
163
200
neha
ences. 200
172
200
Stockwell ...... 200
154
200
Des
Rivieres..200
172
200,
Penney NG saeareasls200
158
200
Dowtista:cceeee 200
154
200
Montabault
...200
163
200
Bradennaz
....200
169
200
A
sine kesee ettotaeeasete 200
151
200
As (BY Reasstigniss sis
sae
180
AoW RGSS. op gernnare
woe
180.
Jacky Snipe sees
sists
60
Senecali satedoes
ae
60.
Morrowels
cece eees
Eine
40

Total.
\

an

Broke. Shot at. Broke.
=©189
400
378
198
400
= 375
Soe
400
374
«#4189
~400
374
=§=©188
400
372
188
400 9 871
187
400
370
185
400
368
8183
400
368
=.191
400
366
182
400
365
«179
400
364
183
400
364
=:183
400
= 368
3=6176
400
362
182
400
362
177
400 - 362
182
400
361
©9184
400 - 357
182
400
357
arar
400
357
183
400
357
=180
400
356
«177
400
= 356
«86178
400
355
178
400 = 351
168
400
349
178
400
348
=180
400
350
S172
400
345
8177
400
344
172
400
344
172
400 = 348
eh
400
340
1°72
400
340
hrs
400
338
162
400
338
170
400
333
179
400
= 381
176
400
330
7 157
400
329
167
400
325
= 171
400 © 325
159
400
322
153
400
322
165
400
316
134
180
«134
127
180°
9127
45
60
45
32
60
32
34
40
34

PROFESSIONALS.

iawicinSaresecrcr 200 =6.194
200
195
400
389
UUTOE ieseiete settee 200
192
200
196
400
388
ID URStON apiece. 200
190
200
188
400
378
Marshall so6.cce 200
186
200 =:188
400
374
Professional
high
average
for the tournament
was
secured by J. Mowell Hawkins with 389 out of 400; J. A.
R. nt was second with 388, and A. H. Durston third
with 378.
;
Amateur
high average for the tournament
went to
Walter H. Ewing with 3878 out of 400; A. W. Westover
second with 375, and B. F. Paine third with 374.
Mr.
Ewing’s win carried with it the handsome gold and silver
cup presented by the Toronto Indians, and valued at
$200. This cup is of sterling silver, while on the front of
it in solid gold is applied an Indian in full costume surrounded by maple leaves, and below it, also in gold, the
crest of the tribe.

The

Walter

H.

Ewing

Cup.

This was a massive silver cup on a large base, and
was open to Canadian Indians only, who were required
to shoot for it in full Indian costume.
There was one
event of 25 targets each day, the total score to count.
The appearatwe of the members in war paint caused great
amusement to the spectators.
The costumes were varied
and unique, sometimes expensive and sometimes not.
However, it was the event of the meting.
The cup was
finally won by Mr. E. G. White, Ottawa, one of our
popular
Canadian
representatives
of DuPont
powder.
Mr. White made the exceedingly good score of 49 out of
50. Here are the scores:
.

Sah-aw-ko-kin-ap-i

.......49

Tasu-kamend ......cccces
Link-we-kinuk
...... «248
Black Hawk (..esachesser
Ekat derek seesann-ca aneanetae
Eye Opener ........« Sones)
Long Buffalo Horn.....47
Powder Monkey ........
Kang Pint iy asccacaielclscsac
NiamitGal vanes ccieenios
we sista

Annual

Tron Pace

iy sseneteeeeee45

Long Bill w.cscraceeelese 45
Level; Head)... amnnaeee 45
Big’ Duck’ .o. oes
44
Short. Wing): -neaaed 44
Ah -Meek 3.8.
aneeseeeen 44
Holy Smokes... eee 43
Dave Hawk se.eecee
ue .42
Poundmaker
«..c.....:- 42
Pop-ent j.csesseneeeae pn

Meeting.

The annual meeting of the tribe took place in the
Council Hall at the Place Viger Hotel on Victoria Day
at 8:45 P. M.
Every member present at the shoot was
on his log.
High Chief Dave Hawk (Forest H. Conover) was on the big log. The pipe of peace was smoked
by all, the members, and then Dave rose to the occasion
and opened the pow-wow with “heap plenty talk,” in
which he congratulated the members on the success of
the first tournament, as well as upon the good attendance.
At the close of his ‘‘talk’”’ a fleet-footed runner from
the camp, who had been out scouting, announced, that
Chief Long Talk (Hon. Tom A.-Marshall) and Chief
Brook Trout (J. A. R. Elliott), two chiefs from a tribe
of friendly Indians, were approaching the council hall
bearing glad tidings from our brothers to the south.
Chief King Pin was at once sent out to find them, and
he located them in the camp holding conversation with
our squaws.
They were at once disturbed, taken to the
council hall and formally presented to the tribe in due
and ancient form.
Loud were the grunts of approval.
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Agencies:

reply,

and

assured

the

Canadian

tribe

that

his

band

was

at all times ready to help us in peace or in war.
He expressed his pleasure at being present, his surprise at
the perfect arrangements for the shoot, as well as at
the magnificence of the cups and souvenirs, and assured
us that with one year over our heads we had made as
much progress as his tribe had in five years.
Chief Brook Trout (‘Dear old Jim,” he is affectionately called in Canada)
next rose to speak, and was
boisterously received.
Brook
Trout
said. he was too
full (lump in throat) to speak, but wished to say how
pleased he always was to come to Canada.
The -more
he came the better he liked to come.
He also congratulated the tribe upon the progress it had made.
These
two
noted
chiefs
wre
then returnd
to the
squaws
fer safe-keeping until the council
should adjourn, when they would again be taken in hand by the
braves.
Considerable business was disposed of.
Sixteen new
members were elected as follows:
Messrs. J. H. Rainville, and R. B. Hutchinson, Montreal; M. E. Fletcher,
F. B. Vallance and H. A. Horning, Hamilton; George
M. Dunk, Alex. Dey, Dr. George G. Jordan, and C. D.
Ten
Eyck,
Toronto;
H.
Scane,
Ridgetown;
H. des
Rivieres, Quebec; Roy Luck, Point Edward; Dr. H. P.
Stockwell, Sherbrooke; W. G. Doherty, Dr. J. Gunn and
Dr. C. E. Holmes, Clinton.
The Dominion of Canada Trapshooting Association was
presented with a silver cup for competition at its annual
tournament in August next, the cup to be known as “the
Canadian Indians’ trophy.”
No decision was arrived at as to the date or place of
holding the next annual tournament, but it will go to the
city or town whose club offers the best inducements.
The date and place will be decided at a meeting of all
Indians present at the Dominion tournament on Aug.
8, 9 and 10, in Hamilton.
The ‘election of officers resulted as follows:
High
Chief, D. McMackon, Highgate, Ont.; High Vice-Chief,
T. M. Craig, Sherbrooke, P. Q0.; High Scribe and Chief
of Wampum,
Thomas
A. Duff, Toronto;
Council
of
Chiefs,
Thomas
Upton,
Hamilton;
George
McGill,
Toronto; H. Des Rivieres, Quebec; F. A. Heney, C. G.
Thompson,
Sherbrooke;
Walter
H. Ewing,.
Montreal,
and W. A. Smith, Kenperville.
Votes of thanks were passed to the donors of cups and
money prizes, as well as to the retiring officers.

Presentation

BY

CARTRIDGE
U.S.

MASS.,

of Prizes.

On Friday evening the small supper room of the Place
Viger was a blaze of glory and crowded.
The braves and

many
the

of the

squaws

Thomas
opened

first

competitors

were

pappooses

were

and

A. Duff
the

cup

Ottawa.
Canadian
stuff out

was

proceedings

was

with

presented

by

114-116

in

evening

handsomely

requested
an

dress,

while

gowned,

Mr.

to act as toastmaster,

and

address

The

him

to

of welcome,

Edward

G.

White,

This
was
the Walter
H. Ewing
cup, open to
Indians
only.
It was
immediately
filled with
of bottles that make a noise when
the cork is

pulled like a three-dram load of
Conover presented the Clarendon
ter H. Ewing.
More popping.
Marshall,
High Chief American
Mr. D. McMackon,
High Chief
Bailey cup.
In the course of his

DuPont.
Mr. F. H.
Hotel cup to Mr. WalThen
Hon.
Tom
A.
Indians, presented to
Canadian Indians, the
remarks Mr. Marshall

referred

success,

in

glowing

terms

to

our

and

expressed

the hope that in the very near future the American and
Canadian
‘tribes would
hold
4A joint tournament
and
pow-wow.
The Ithaca gun was presented to Mr. A. W. Westover by Mr. F. H. Conover, the Dr. Tomalin cup to
Mr. A. W. Throop by Mr. J. A. R. Elliott, and the
Toronto cup to Mr. Walter Ewing by Thomas Upton,
president
of the Dominion
Trapshooting
Association.
Mr. Upton invited all to the tournament in August, and
thanked the tribe for the cup donated to the Association.
By this time corks were popping like a squad shooting
at the score.
The ladies and children retired, and the
entertainment
proceeded
with
speeches,
songs
and
stories from every one present.
During the course of the
evening Mr. Thomas A. Duff, on behalf of the Canadian
Indians, presented to Hon. Tom A. Marshall for the
American Indians, a silver cup, to be competed for at
their annual tournament
in Virginia in August
next.
Chiefs Long Talk and Brook Trout feelingly and eloquently replied.
From social, as well as sporting points of view, this
tournament was a magnificent success, and we all are
looking forward to the 1907 meet.

Canadian

Arrows,

THE first annual pow-wow of the Canadian Indians was
held in Montreal, Canada, May 24 and 25, and goes down
in history as the red-letter shoot of the Provinces.
The
success with which this shoot has met, is’ a guarantee
that

the

annual

meet

will

be

CoO..,

A.

497-503 Pearl St., 35-43 Park St., New York.

Noses were rubbed and the pipe smoked, whereupon they
were escorted to two logs of honor, which had hastily
been prepared for them.
High Chief Dave Hawk called
upon Chief Level Head to present the address of welcome, which he did, to the great satisfaction of all. High
Chief Long Talk was first to reply.
On rising he .was
greeted with war-whoops,
grunts and other marks of
approval.
He made an eloquent, cordial and friendly

by careful tests made by the

perpetuated,

and

as

the

years roll on, will be looked forward to by not only the
Canadians, but their American cousins, as one of the
features of each year in the trapshooting world.
The Canadian Indians have been organized less than a
year, and this is the first tournament to their credit.
The
organization has for its object the promotion of trapshooting, closely allying the features of good fellowship
and sociability therewith.
The above combinations are
recognized by all true sportsmen as being the fundamental principle that make trapshooting a success, and
recognized as one of the “cleanest”? lines of sport indulged in.
Upon a most cordial and hearty invitation, Mr. J. A.

R.

Market

Elliott,

Chief

Chief

Brook

Talk,

were

Long

Indians.

On

welcome
Viger,
rolled

our

from

handed

us

St., San Francisco.

Trout,
there,

arrival

different

by

the

Tom

A.

Marshall,

representing

the

American

in

and)

Montreal,

sections

courteous

headquarters
for
in, the Canadian

of

postal

the

clerk

of

the Indians.
Indians
and

cards

Dominion

the

of

were

Hotel

Place,

Then, as the trains
Provincial
shooters

arrived, and introductions were
unnecessary.
The glad
hand was extended, peace pipe passed, and smoke rolled
therefrom

been
of the

day

evidence
Trout.

The
flected

day

war

orate,

The
were

set

the

in

in

close

of

this line, the

the
were

Canadian

Many
worn

and

cordial

west;

the

and

east

the

writer

shoot.

refers

if

the

I have

mosning

For

further

to Chief

Brook

a way that certainly rethrough without a hitch.

Indians

of said
with

appeared

costumes

in

were

costume

most

elab-

dignity.

pappooses
and

the

rose

was handled in
credit, and went

squaws
most

sun

succeeded

paint.

and

the

informed,

along
shoot
great

Each

and

until

correctly

were

congenial,

there
and

assistance with the social side.
At a meeting held as an evidence
and regard
for the American
sented by the Canadian Indians,

in number,
were

of

of their

and

material

good

will

Indians,
a cup
was
to be contested for at

pretheir

ennual tournament, to be held in Parkersburg, W. Va.,
Aug. 7, 8, 9, and 10, which will be given for high average
to’

any

contestant.

Nothing was left undone
among friends.
At a love
the second day, in which

to make us feel that we were
feast, held on the evening of
a heart-to-heart talk was in-

dulged, the British and American
flags were
entwined
during the speeches
made,
until it

so closely
seemed
as

if the line between
the two countries known
as the
border, was forgotten.
,
.
who
tribe
Canadian
To enumerate each member of the
was courteous and kind would be to name the tribe as
enteron
The chairman of the committee
an entirety.
tainment,
Tom
Pin),
Duff
King
(Chief
was surely
properly named.
While a giant in stature, he still has
one trouble, his body is not large enough for his heart.
Ex-High Chief F. N, Conover was always much in evidence, and present on all occasions.
High Chief Dave
McMackon,

Chief

council

during

faithful

to

the

Level

Head,

the ensuing

charge,

and

year,
a chief

will

and

be

the

at

I know

for whom

head

of

he will be

the

trail

will

Chas
not of necessity have to be blazed.
,
As High Chief of the American Indians, I desire to
invite you individually, collectively and in family groups
“warriors,
sqquaws and pappooses—also
all
Canadian
shooters, to come and participate in our annual pow-wow
and tournament.
Come and smoke the pipe of peace, and
visit our tepees, hunt with us, pull our latch strings.
Come this year, if possible; if not, come next year.
You
will always be welcome.
Permit me to extend to Canadian Indians, thanks in behalf of the American shooters
in attendance, this inclusive of J. M. Hawkins, A. H.
Durston, J. A. R. Elliott and the writer.
Come and see
us, that we may reciprocate.
Tom A. MARSHALL,
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CHAMPIONSHIPS

KENTUCKY.

ILLINOIS.

Owensburg, May 24, 1906,
Won by Mr. Woolfolk Henderson,

Bloomington, May 24, 1906,
Won by Mr. J. R. Graham,
94 x 100 from t1oyd. mark.

98 x 100.

USING

Peters Factory Loaded Shells
THE CONSOLATION
Won

HANDICAP—GRAND

AMERICAN,

1905,

by Mr. James T. Atkinson, 99 x 100 from 1&yd. mark.
In this event two scores of 98, five of 97 and
four of 96, all using Peters Factory Loaded Shells.

The
THE

Chosen

PETERS

Ammunition

CARTRIDGE
NEW

YORK:

98

of Amateur

COMPANY,
Chambers

-:-

Street,

T.

-:-

H.

Expert.

CINCINNATI,

Keller,

Blackfoot Lodge Tales.

Camp Life in the Woods.

and

OHIO

Manager

Hunting Without a Gun.

The

And the Tricks of Trapping and Trap Making.
Containing hints on camp shelter, all the tricks and bait
receipts of the trapper, the use of the traps, with instructions for the capture of all fur-bearing animals.
By
W.
Hamilton
Gibson.
Illustrated.
Cloth, 300 pages.
Price, $1.00.

FOREST

AND

STREAM

PUBLISHING

CO.

Btery of a Prairie People. a George Bird Grinnell.
Cloth, 800 pages.
Price, $1.75
Mr. Grinnell has for years been on terms of intimacy
with two of the three tribes which made up the great
confederation known as the Blackfoot Nation, and having
the confidence of the braves and wisest of the old men,
he has penetrated deep into the secret history of the
tribe.
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AND
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PUBLISHING

And

other papers. By Rowland E. Robinson. With illusSane from drawings by Rachael Robinson.
Price,

This is a collection of papers on different themes contributed to Forest AND STREAM and other publications,
and now for the first time brought together.
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STEVENS
Sportsmen the world over use and indorse the Stevens and have been equipped

with our sterling make of RIFLES, PISTOLS and SHOTGUNS for
scores of years) WE CHALLENGE COMPARISON and emphatically
affirm that firearm virtues of the highest degree possible are embodied in our line.
Ascertain the secret for the popularity of the STEVENS, by trying our

products.

We

RIFLES,
6
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Box
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catalogue
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Enterprise

Gun

Club.

DUPONT

THE sweepstake shoot of the Enterprise Gun Club, held
at McKeesport,
Pa., Decoration
Day, May 30, was a
grand success, thirty-nine shooters taking part in the
regular programme,
with many outside shooters in attendance.
The different towns represented were Pittsburg,
Monongahela
City,
Brownsville,
Millvale,
and
many other places.
Keltsy, of Pittsburg, was high, with
a score of 171 out of 180 targets, and Westly Hill was
second with 161 out of 180.
Calhoun and Knight were
third with 159. One of the main features of the day was
the prize shoot, in which the first prize was a $70 Ithaca
hammerless
gun, which was won
by Mr. Straub, of
Duquesne, by making a straight score of 25. The team
race was a tie between Enterprise, of McKeesport, and
Duquesne, breaking 109 out of 125 targets.
Herron Hill
Gun Club team broke 108 out of 125.
The trade was
represented by L. J. Squier, H. H. Stevens and James
Louis.

The

scores

are

Events:

as

ea

won

oo.

oo

So

e ficiclacionscis|
v2 ace ue ws Doel

cstehenen

~Brk.
171
161
159
158
157
yi
157
157
157
157
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154
154
152
146
144
137
145
144
137
130
Sse

%

by C.£G. Spencer, who broke 98 ex 100 from the 20-Yards Mark.

Gun

by H. D. Freeman,

Club.

%

Bachanantes cesses 45
90
obi t33 9-9 Gare svescleie’e
ose 40
80
PRU 1D, (Shoah hea \b
See ee 45
90
\iNichiobierboe Go ngadeoe 37
74
BANGER tote tiie 6 s\sixiciesie42
94
Jimmy Ward came out and showed the boys how to
do it on June 2, breaking 45 targets out of a possible 50
in the Hunter Arms Co. diamond trophy shoot at 30
singles and 10 pairs.
Mr. George Buchanan and Stanley
Rhoads tied in the Peters Cartridge Co. trophy shoot
for a fine gold watch fob.
The shooting was of the snappy kind, and although
there was some wind against the targets, the scores
made by Rhoads,
Gross, H. E.
Smith,
Baker,
and
Buchanan show splendid form.
The State shoot at Dayton, from June 5 to 9, will find
‘Columbus boys in attendance.
The improvements added
to the electric traps for doubles was very noticeable, as
everybody got a bird when he called, “Pull.”
The rifle rangs is looming up, and will find a large
number of rife and pistol shots on hand at the opening
date, which will soon be announced.
Wednesday afternoon shoots are becoming very popular.
Rhoads is proud of the new Parker.
Dell Gross looks
at home in Columbus now, and is breaking them.
Mr.

of Atlanta, Ga., who broke 387 out of 400.
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Cotumsus,
O., May. 26.—To-day the first shoot was
held for the fine watch fob presented by the Peters
Cartridge Co., 50 birds to each man, unknown angles,
unknown handicap; necessary to shoot twelve times between May 26 and Noy. 5. Contestants can shoot once
each week on any day, and his twelve best scores to
count.
High average man wins.
The new rifle range at the Columbus Gun Club ground
is building, and it will be ready to shoot over by June 12.
This elegant range will be the pride of Columbus riflemen—200-yard, with disappearing targets, and every firstclass equipment.
Wednesday
and Saturday afternoon
shoots will be a big feature all the summer season.
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Peters Cartridge Co. trophy, 50 targets each man:
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Canoe and Camp Cookery.

The Practical Poultry Keeper.

A practical cook book for canoeists, Corinthian sailors
and outers.
By ‘‘Seneca.”
Cloth, 96 pages.
Price, $1.
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PUBLISHING

By

Eight colored plates
Wright.
Price, $2.
Cloth, 311 pages.

Louis

illustrations.
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The Hartiin Baby Featherweight

AND

Repeater.

STREAM

PUBLISHING

anism
— with

the

newer

sliding

forearm

action

which is so easy to work without spoiling the aim.
The reduction of cost and weight is positively
not at the expense of HZzx/zm quality. The high
standard /Zardie drop forgings are used in the

gun—a

Mardin

37 other
CO.

A new high-grade .22

caliber repeating rifle which weighs only 3 pounds ro ounces!
But this gun is no toy. It is a new and _business-like rifle. It combines all the good old Marlin
features—solid top, side ejection and simple mech-

and
:

feature which

.

all rifle shooters

greatly enjoy.

The Marlin standard of accuracy is maintained
in the highest degree by the most careful boring
and the deepest grooving, which last care gives

the barrel about double
of other rifle makers.

the life of the product

Take a (Zarfin Featherweight on your fishing trip or to
the summer camp.
Take one home to the farm or wherever your vacation finds you, and see what pleasure a good,
breech block, frame and inside working parts.
light .22 caliber repeater can add to your outing.
The rifle has the pleasant Hervé balance.
Both
It is an ideal squirrel rifle and can be relied upon to get all
.22 short and .22 long-rifle cartridges can, by the killing
power there is out of any 22 cartridge in hunting
means of an extra carrier, be used in the same
any sort of small game.
If your dealer cannot supply you write us direct.
A complete description of this
wonderful little rifle is given in our rg06 Catalogue.
Sent FREE for six cents postage.

Lhe Marlin Frrearms Co, 27 Willow

Street, New

Haven, Conn.
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GUN IN THE WORLD

to shoot all

powders

AND

Spiral
never

and

loose.

top-lever and
to break

main-spiings

Fewer parts in its mechanism and these parts bigger and stronger than any other.

guaranteed

The

only double gun made in America that ever equalled the best imported makes in workmanship, balance, finish and all the fine points of gun-making that go to make up a
strictly fine gun. See one before you buy. Made only by

A. H. FOX GUN

COMPANY,

Not connected with The Philadelphia

Mr.

Arms

Philadelphia, Pa.

Company

W. H. Speiser (amateur), Dansville, Pa.. won the John A.
Wilson Live Bird Trophy (killing 38 straight), with his

CHARLES DALY GUN
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SHOOT.

Baker
made
two
straights
Saturday afternoon.
Geo.
Buchanan
is going some; look at his score.
Events:
1'2°°3 14-5556 7 So tOette
Targets:
20 25 25 25 25 25 25 25 15 15 15 10
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Shoot at 10 pairs:
Buchanan 16, Rhoads 18, Ward 17,
Weinman 12, Gross 16, Treat 10, pape Smith 14, Wells
ll, Baker 13.
The Hunter Arms Co. diamond trophy, 30 singles and
10 pairs:
SD
RROAGS
geiiecteteete
cers
Treat ® ccc on cctresionee 28 10—38
Buchanan
HE. Soith- cee. 28 14—42
Ward@
peter seam
J De Wellsaiaearcce 26 11—37
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«,.tvdertec
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GLOSS: Feces peestteee
The Peters Cartridge Co. trophy shoot for fob, at 50
singles:
Broke.
%
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%
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94
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secure. 48
96
H FE Smithton 41
82
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96
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The Columbus Gun Club had a good turnout for the
Decoration Day shoot.
J. H. Smith went straight in two
events.
The boys are getting ready to go to the State
shoot at Dayton, O., on June 5, 6, 7, and 8.
The new rifle range will be the finest in this section of
the country, and will bring riflemen here from all over
to contest for trophies and high scores.
Look out for the revolver range.
Pistol shooting will
be very popular this summer with the facilities that will
be provided,
Events:
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Dixon’s Graphite for Sportsmen
A lubricant and preservative; for fishing rods and reels;
for gunlocks and barrels; for row, sail and motor boats,
Booklets “Graphite Afloat and Afield” and ““Dixon’s
Motor Graphite’’ free on request.
JOSEPH DIXON CRUCIBLE CO.,_
Jersey City, N. J.
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Club.

PHILLIPSBURG, N. J., June 1.—On Sept. 3, the second
annual Labor Day tournament of the Alert Gun Club, of
Phillipsburg, N. J., will be held.
For further information write Edward F. Markley, Easton, Pa., Chairman
Tournament Committee.
The Alert Gun Club.at Phillipsburg, N. J., is so situated along the lines of the different railroads, that ‘t
can
be reached
without
any inconvenience
from any
point.
The grounds are, without question, one of the
finest in the State, with the sky as a background, and
can be reached with trolley, which passes every ten minutes.
Two traps will be used at this tournament, so that
any number of shooters can be taken care of.
At the
first annual
target tournament
last Labor
Day 6,000
targets were thrown.
This year it is expected that 10,000
will be thrown.
Vast preparations are being made to have
this tournament the largest ‘ever held in this section, and
many

items

of

interest

will

be

added

to

make

same

very

interesting and entertaining for visitors.
Lunch will be
served free of charge on the grounds, and all shooters
will ye well taken care of. Programmes will be sent out
as soon as received from the printer.
Keep the date in
mind, and try to come to Phillipsburg.
If you come
once, you will come again.
Epwarp F. MArRKLEy,
Chairman Committee.
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secretary
are

Captain Adam H. Bogardus, Champion Wing Shot
of the World.
Embracing Hints for Skilled Marksmen; Instruction for Young Sportsmen; Haunts and
Habits of Game Birds; Flight and Resorts of Water444

Gun

Club.

BraprorD, Pa., May 19.—The enthusiasm among our
members
is growing, and next Saturday we will hold
our first shoot for the cup which was donated by the
‘Dupont Powder Co., and this will be shot for every two
weeks during the season.
Everything
is moving along smoothly for our midsummer
tournament,
which will be held June 26 and
27, with $500 added in cash.
The programmes are ready

Field, Cover and Trap-Shooting.
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Vicksburg, Miss., May 7-8.—First and Second Amateur Averages.
Tulsa, |. T., May 7-9.—First General Average.
New London, la., May 8-10.—First, Second and Third Amateur Averages.
Columbus. O., May 9-11.—First and Second General Averages.
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A. Shoot.

Utica, N. Y., June 1—The Memorial Day shoot of
the Oneida County Sportsmen’s Association Gun Club
had a large attendance and 4,200 targets were trapped.
George
Wheeler, of Manlius,
was high gun;
Joseph
Knapp, Auburn, second, and Fred Morrison, of Hinckley,
third.
No. 6 event, a handicap match, did not figure in
high averages.
In the sixth event, 50 targets, for Peters trophy, Chas.
Daley, George Wheeler, Steele, and Dee Bee tied on 50
targets. In the shoot-off Dee Bee won with 25 straight.
The visiting
sportsmen
were
Daley, Baldwinsville;
Wheeler, Manlius; Knapp and Arnshaw, Auburn; Flemming and Stanton, Earlville; Steele, Frankfort; Barlow,
Hays and Elliot, of Clinton.
J. H. Briggs, of New
Haven, Conn., made himself useful.
The following were prize winners:
Morrison, Klausner, Corfield, Newton, Wheeler, Daley, Arnshaw, Knapp,
Jenny, Stanton, Watts, Steele, Davidson, Dee Bee, Barlow, Elliot, Hays, Thomas, and Mizner.
The scores:
Events:
Targets:
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ho Wagner
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Gun

targets.

Climax, of Lowell, was high gun, Dean getting second,
while Edwards, also of Lowell, secured third.
In the
local shoot, Parkhurst got first, Piper second, Upham
third, Hamel fourth.
The prizes consisted of gun cases,
cigar cases and watch fobs,
The local high guns were:
Parkhurst 67, gun case;
Piper, second, 59, cigar case; Upham, third, 57, watch
fob; Hamel, fourth, 65, cigar case.
Shot
Events:
eee
to. G6 768 ©9'10 11°12
Ati
brik.
Climax
. 16 138 14 12 12 12-10 13 13 15 13 13
180
155
Dean!
yess 10 13 13 11 13
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Game

Preservation
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90
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Gun

24
21
44
99

Club

Provipence,
R. I.,. May
24.—The
following scores
were made at the shoot to-day of the Providence Game
Preservation and Gun Club.
The weather, was fine, and
good scores were made.
The interest is growing, and
before the season closes we expert to have a longer list
of

shooters

PREWMEET
BGTOV EM
PNVOTICH)
BRAT tn ae
WOHNSON
Cray
Extra

at

the

weekly

Shot at. Brk.
aiesiclebace's 100
92
vcrestscisitisrs' 100
88
ceo k-a.5e 100
86
gaye
a's. s100
85
..... 24% 100
83
less.r.s. 100
79
event,

shoots.

Totals

VICTORIOUS

CAMPAIGN

OF

Improve

Sour

LEFEVER

Score

by Shooting Lefever Arms Co.
Send for catalogue.
Syracuse,
COMPANY,
.-

ARMS

The FIRST and ONLY
Absolutely Reliable.

The

“Old

2

23
22
20

Gun.

Not

-

Reliable”

PARKER -

is the very

(or

that can

BEST

be made.

follow:

Shot at. Brk.
Dr Seymour
...100
79
J Flanagan ..... 100
77
Dr Flanagan....100
70
id}y stekobh Banaon 50
45
H Waldron...... 42
22

YOU

KNOW?

That we are glad to advise with prospective

buyers of shot guns, and are glad to do anything in our power to serve
their interests.
We have been in the exclusive manufacture of shot guns
for over 40 years.
Write us today
31 Cherry

PARKER

BROTHERS,

**

New

Street,

Meriden,

PSDB
Died DOI
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Splendid

EE EVEL

VEIL EI EEE RARER PEER,

Bass

Trout and Black

Fishing may be found in the beautiful streams and lakes of Sulivan
and

Delaware

Counties,

New

York

State.

Along the line of the

New York, Ontario @ Western Railway
@

age.

° l

from 100 to 150 miles from New York City. The
Willowemoc and Beaverkill Rivers has been told
bass fishing in the East Branch has no equal in
for copy of “SUMMER HOMES” book—a magnificently

J. C. ANDERSON,

Traffic

Manager,

56

famoustrout fishing inthe Neversink, Mongaup,
The small-mouthed black
in song and story.
the East. Send 9 cents in stamps to cover postillustrated pamphlet of 135 pages, to

Beaver

RRREREREKRELEEEEEERERERE

x RRPPKKKKKELEPEEEEEEEEEEEE RENNER.
N

Hints
FOR? THE
a
.
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Vacation

PAMPHLET,
ATTRACTIVE
mountain, is published by the

CENTRAL

19
3
2

Two

Splendid

see announcement

PRMMMMRRRMRRAMRRRRRRRRRRR
full of

the

VERMONT

New

in “Summer

temptation

of river,

field and

RAILWAY

Day Trains
Homes.’’

Those

With Dining-Car Service
who

have

not

yet

settled

the

great

question as to where the vacation shall be spent can hard)y d» better than consult this,
which may be obtained by sending six cents for postage to A. W.
pamphlet,
Railway,
Vermont
Central
Agent,
Passenger
Southern
ECCLESTONE,

385 Broadway,

When

City.

York

New

Street,

of Vermont, Islands and Shores
under the title, ‘Summer Homes in the Green Hills
of Lake Champlain, Adirondacks and Canada.”
It is filled with excellent pictures of
summer-time scenes in places far from the press of city life. There are complete
descriptions of the various resorts, convenient time-tables and lists of the special
excursion rates of which the wise may take advantage.

New

———

Dr Flanagan ..... 25
HH Waldron’ o7-. 10
Drinman
cance
5

Conn.

York Salesrooms, 32 Warren St.

York City.

ee
a

a

25 targets:

Johnson
Sayles
J F Flanagan...

1906

AMATEURS
SHOOTING
LEFEVER
Won
Kansas
State
Championship
Won Pe: nsylvania State Championship
Won
Montana
State
Championship

140

¢

6

ih © Barcroit@..
8: 7-<9.:.
SC TCEAO
45
Tierney
aie
Meneses
meee to oS 64
45
NWalitanicmeenee
ee 6 ee 10 10°7 6.5
90
Pamel! «iid
fom
pe ses 1011-710
9
180
R. B..Parkuurst, Sec’y.

Providence

American
Handicap—score
99-100
Preliminary Handicap—score 98-100
Canadian Handicap—score 49-50
and is already well started on its

GRAND

DO

Lawrence, Mass., May 30.—Tke annual Memorial Day
shoot of the Lawrence Gun Club was held at Wingate’s
Grove.
The
contests as a whole were close.
Merchandise prizes rewarded the winners.
Each event was at 15

phan
eee
all
Peace

931

20
18
NATIVE

Club.

19 10 1) 13:12:13

STREAM.

LEFEVER WON HIGHEST
POSSIBLE HONORS, 1905.

Bri:
168

(8:12.47

Davidson
Dee Bee
Barlow

Shot
at.
185
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writing say you

saw the ad. in Forest AND
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Smith Hammerless and Ejector
: Guns: also Hunter One-Trigger
FOREST

6932

-AND

STREAM,

LV
OSL
Pe

RIAL
AT |

At the LEWIS

ent.

Ask

for our

HUNTER
FULTON,
=

PA

LAL

OSL

EXPOSITION

catalogue.

ARMS

COMPANY

-

NEW

Wm.

“This
Famous
Gun
Oil”

Patent Reflecting Lamps
THOMAS

J. CONROY,

CLEANS

28 John Street,
Cor. Nassau St.,

owder Residue from
aa]
eeps bore bright.

New York.

PREVENTS

6 oz. Can, 2 oz. Bottle,

BORE
BRIGHT,
Lupricates

and How

By Parker D. Field.
With
48 pages.
Price, 50 cents.
FOREST

AND

25 Cents.
10 Cents.

New

York

City.

LAMP,

For Night Driving, Hunting, Fishing, etc.
Is adjustable to any kind of dash or vehicle. Sendstamp for Illustrated Catalogue
and address all orders Lamp Department.

Canoes

ON

THE MANY-USE OIL CO.,

} Sun Locks crams. |
| Sears's

tern, etc.

EXCELSIOR

RUST

and

Write for free sample and test it with
thin oil or any oil you may be using.

REVOLVERS

UNIVERSAL
LAMP,
For Sportsmen’s use.
Combines Head
Jack(Front and Top), Boat Jack, Fishing
Camp, Belt and Dash Lamp, Hand Lan-

Guns

GUNS.

f FIREARMS

With Silver Plated
Locomotive Reflectorsand Adjustable
Attachments.

Canvas

YORK

ASL OO

FERGUSON'S

Canoe and Boat Building.

STREAM

A Complete Manual for Amateurs.
Containing plain
and comprehensive
directions for the construction
of
canoes, rowing and sailing boats and hunting craft.
By
\V. P. Stephens.
Cloth.
Seventh and enlarged edition.
264 pages.
Numerous
illustrations, and fifty plates in
envelope.
Price, $2.

to Build Them.

a plan and

all dimensions.

FOREST
PUBLISHING

AND

STREAM

PUBLISHING

CO.

CO.

SMOKE

“FLOWER OF THE SOUTH”
And

Enjoy Health

and Luxury

PLANTATION
639

TOBACCO

F Street,

COMPANY

Washington,

D. C.

COLLAR

BUTTONS)

USED THE WORLD OVER

by those who know where they
get the most for their money. Made
of one piece of metal.

and unbutton.

Easy to button

Stay buttoned.

They out-

wear any other button and the rolled plate
never

|

|

wears

off like other

plated

Also made in Gold and Sterling.
aged in any way,

exchange

Club.

The special

prize

winners

were

C. G. Blandford,

buttons.

If dam-

it for new

Fisher.
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Pawtuxet

Gun

Club.

Pawruxet, R. J., May 26—The wind blew the way it
can in Rhod= Island fo- day, and the birds acted like
bats.
McArdle,
from Narragansett Pier, shot made-toorder, and did not smile at 97 out of 100, when Griffith
got only 87. This is going some.
Ray Sheldon handled
them right for 75, but then he had to handle the shooters,
and it was too much for him.
Wheeler cracked them,
but had to hurry for a train.
Cook and Aldrich shot
finely.
Events:
1. BY 23S
ee
easel
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Delaware

Championship

and

Wawaset

Trophy

WILMINGTON,
Del... May 30.—On the grounds of the
Wawaset Gun Club to-day there was a close, interesting
contest between the renowned trapshooters, Mr. Lester
S. German, Aberdeen, Md., and Mr. Alden B. Richardson, Dover,
Del., for the Wawaset
trophy, and Mr.
Richardson and Mr. Ed. Banks, of Wilmington, for the
championship of Delaware.
The two matches were shot
as one event,
Mr. Richardson
beirlg opposed to his
challengers coincidentally.
The race was closely contested.

A long-cut mixture made from the highest grade, thoroughly ripe, sun-cured, domestic and choicest foreign
leaf and the only tobacco on the market guaranteed
without artificial flavoring or ‘“‘doctoring’” of any kind.
In blend, rich, mellow, mild and fragrant.
Because of its quality and purity, “Flower
of the
South” does not hurt the heart; does not affect the
nerves; does not dry the throat; and does not bite the
tongue.
Sold direct to consumers (it cannot be bought in the
shops).
The saving of middle profits and a special rate
from the express companies enables us to supply at a
moderate price the finest and purest tobacco obtainable,
and affords you the luxury of always getting it in perfect condition.
Full weight, half-pound tins, $1.00, pounds (in polished
wood boxes), $2.00, delivered.
By arrangement with our
bank, The American National, they accept small checks
from our customers without charge for collection.
We are constantly receiving assurances that ‘Flower
of the South” is the best and most delicious tobacco
ever smoked.

Gun

S. K. MacDonald,
Ray Hendricks, J. T. Hyland, F.
Truax, G.. B. Hubbell, A. Bedell, W. H. Coleman, A.
Betti, "Geo. Sutton, J. Willi and W. Fisher.
The scores:
Events:
1 2-894
SUG
eae
Targets:
20 20 20 20 25 20 20 25 20 Brk.
CoG) Blandiordsnsises. eee 15 20 16 18 20 16 16 18 17
156
Ss) Ro MacDonald. eee
16 19 12 14 20 14 17 19 18
149
Ray Hendricks" 5..5.ce-ses 17 14 18 19 20 18 15 21 16
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MEDAL

& CLARKE

Ossining

9, 1900.

Osstntnc,
N. Y., ‘May 30.—Twenty-one
trapshooters
participated in the programme on Memorial Day.
The
sliding handicap,
with
its constant
readjustments
.of
winners, tended to a broad distribution of the winnings.
First high average money was won by Ray Hendricks,
Rye, N. Y.; second was a tie between C. G. Blandford
and
W.
H. Coleman;
third, S. R.° MacDonald,
of
Yonkers.
W. H. Haight was the only professional pres-

WIN

GOLD

[JUNE

Richardson

shot

the

most

evenly,

as

he

scored

three 25s and one 24, though he was defeated by one
target for the Wawaset
trophy, Mr. German
scoring
20, 24 and two 25s, a total of 94. At the end of the 75th
round German was 69, Richardson 70 and Banks 69, so
that it was any one’s race at that stage. Banks had
been exposed to rain and cold on the previous day arranging an exhibit at a local fair, so that he was physically not in the best of condition’ for a long race, being
somewhat stiff. However, it is not likely that the championship is in a state of inertia. The scores:
German
..20 25 24 25—94
Banks¥
Janene 22 22 25 19—88
Richardson .23 24 23 283—93

Garfield

Gun

Club.

Cuicaco, June 6.—Insthe seventh and last trophy shoot
of the first series, McDonald won Class A on 24 out of
25; Stone, Class B_on 16; Ostendorp Class C on 20.
In the DuPont cup shoot which followed, T. L. Smedes
and A. L. Smedes tied in Class A on 14 out of 15; Stone
won Class B on 11; Morris and Ostendorp tied in Class
C on 10.
After that was closed the Smedes brothers chose up
sides and a team shoot was indulged in, which resulted
in a tie, and was not shot off.
The day was an ideal one for target shooting, and a
good crowd
showed up for the occasion, twenty-four
shooters taking part in the afternoon’s sport.
The entire
club will be reclassified for the next shoot.
R.J. W. MEEK, Sec’y.

one. At all jewelers and haberdashers.
The “Army and Navy Journal,” Jan. 13, 1906, says:
“Many pipe smokers know that much of the tobacco
offered for sale is artificially flavored or ‘doctored’ in
some way tc make it appear what it is not, and is therefore injurious to health. Those in search of an absolutely
pure smoking mixture of superb quality should order a
box of ‘Flower of the South.’ ”’

Send for Story of Collar Button.
KREMENTZ @ CO.,
o4 Chestnut St.,

The

St. John

Gun

Club.

Sr. Jonn, Kans., May 24.—The St. John Gun Club held
their iirst shoot of the series of shoots for the: Dupont
trophy, May 23. The six best scores, 25 targets, were as
follows:
C. F. Shepherd 21, Dave Wright 20, F. S.
Vedder 19, Howard
Gray 19, W. W. Hall 18, W. A.
Wilson 17.
Cage SHEPHERD, BeCey..

FOREST

JUNE 9, 1906.]

WESTERN
In Other

a

score

of

95

each

at

the

Hutchinson,

Kans.,

Brookside Club House
Buzzard’s

Brenham,

Tex.,

shoot

last

Gun

Club,

will

soon

start

Dr.

King,

Rochester,

President;

Dr.

grounds

NEWFOUNDLAND
BUNGALOW,

EDWARD
AIL, campers out!—you had better
forget the salt than the Club Cocktails. They take the roughness out of
the roughest fare.
They are real cocktails—just what the
bar mixed drinks are not.
Club Cocktails are mixed by measure from the

finest liquors, then aged in wood.
G
l)

on

the

street

car

line.

marksmen

of

Sandwich,

Windsor

and

Essex

counties,

Ont.
Regular shcots will be held.
Officers are:
Thos.
Wier, President, Windsor; David La Fond, Vice-President; W. C. Donaldson, Captain; J. H. Chapin, Secretary.
There are already thirty members.
This club will
be a great boost to the gun clubs along the border, and
will add much to the rivairy in competition.
One firm
has put up a $400 prize for a live-bird shoot, which will
be held some time this fall.
(Coin)
Harvey
has a farce
out
literature
concerning
the

of stenographers
turning
amusements
to occur
at

Little Rock, Ark.
The first of these will be the tournament to be held this week.
There are many prizes, and
this will be the greatest tournament in the history of the
organization.
If not, then no use to secure a press
agent to push it.

In

"e

best of the guesswork kind.

_ Just strain through cracked
ice and serve.
Seven varieties—each
—of all good grocers and

one delicious
dealers.

_ G. F. HEUBLEIN & BRO., Sole Props.
Hartford

New

York

London

“Inthe Maine Woods”
Fe

Guide

RE

Se

RET Se

Be inES,

San ETT

SEE

TR

eee

and

Outfitter,

Grand

Lake,

Caribou

Newfoundland.

SHEFFIELD,
St.

Anthony,

Idaho.

References.

Best Black Bass Fishing in Maine
MEDDYBEMPS

LAKE

MEDDYBEMPS,
Two furnished
one mile from
modating ten
accommodating
E. G.

portable form, they are
cheaper and better than the

Wilson,

Reguiar shoot of the Elyria Gun Club, Wednesday
last.
Lyons won over \Vadsworth on the tie with 11 to
10, and Lyon was awarded the badge.
With a score of 91 out of 100 Mott was high at the
Parker Gun Club shcot, held Sunday last at Milwaukee,
Wis.
Hunter was second, 88. Jack Horn and Lake tied
for third place.
June 10 there will be a big tournament,
with $150 added money.
Mr. Gion Gibson, Colusa, Cal., won championship on
doubles at the Rocklin shoot, while J. W. Humble won
the championship medal for northern California.
Members of the Youngstown, O., Gun Club meet once
a month to contest for two trophies given by powder companies.
Thursday was the last meeting, and Sanborn
made 41 out of 50, Nutt 39, Osborn 38, Worley 38, Win
sor 28, Daiby 33. Practice shoot, 25 targets:
Sanborn 23,
Osborn 23, Sitts 20, Nutt 18, Worley
17, Mayer 17,
Dalby 12.
Mrs, Butler did some fine shooting at the Missouri
and Kansas shoots, and claims the title of champion
lady trap shot of the United States.
She started in
shooting many years ago at Springfield, Ill., and has
kept up the sport of late years at Chanute, Kans., where
she lives.
;
The Tally Ho Club, New Orleans, La., owns one of the
finest preserves in the South, and last year their target
shoot was such a success that another shoot will be held
June 14, 15 and 16.
Captain Trenchard has just issued
the following invitation: ‘‘Put your pajamas in a bundle;
come and be one of us.’’
No entrance fee; prizes $300.
All shooters who will wear pajamas while shooting in an
isolated spot are invited to participate.
One hundred and
fifty guests will be there for a week.
A gun club of forty members is to be organized at
Mason City, Ia., and weekly shoots will be held.
There
have been many shocts held in that city, and now, with
such a large club, there will be many more.
W. T. Craig, a farmer at Jacksonville, Ill., made the
exceptionally good run of 113 targets and a total of 147
out of 150 at the late Illinois tournament.
At the Greenville, O., tournament, Tuesday last there
was some tall shooting.
The members being handicapped
are willing to attend “late and often.’’
W. M. Limbert
is President;
H. V. Hartzell, Vice-President;
H. A.
McCaughey, Secretary; F, RK. Fouts, Treasurer, and Ed.
Wolf, Captain.
Scores:
Hartzell 50, Limbert 49, Warner
46, Eidson 43, Wolf 48, McCaugher 42, McKeon 42, Huddlee 42, Fouts 38.
Genial Jim Head was lately seen at the Helena, Mont.,
Gun Club grounds.
He was the same old lively Jim.
Scott won the medal with 91 per cent
The Lagoon Park Gun Club has been organized by the

Mass.

Excellent
Salmon
and Trout
fishing; also
shooting.
Tents, guides, boats provided.
Write

a

Secretary and Treasurer: Directors, Edward Faust, W.
T. Nash, William Farrell.
The Columbus,
Ind., Gun Club has been organized
with officers as follows:
Albert W. Phillips, President;
Ira S. Guthrie, Secretary and Treasurer; Ben I. Perryfield, Captain.
Shoots will be held each two weeks on

Bay,

WELL STOCKED TROUT BROOK;; ideal Club House
on BUZZARD’S BAY, Mass., to lease; ample game proserves; pond and sea fishing.
For illustrated booklet of
particulars, address BROOKSIDE
CLUB,
Monument
Beach, Mass.

contest for a fine medal presented them by a cartridge
company.
‘Lhe next annual tournament of the Indiana trapshooters League wil be held at Rochester,
Ind.
Ottcers
elected:

933

Places.

Friday.
M. £&. Atchinson was second, 94, and Lockett
and Lonham third.
Several matches were shot; in one
of them Saxon made 48 to Tucker’s 49 out of 50.
G. N. Blanchard, A. D. Patterson, T. A. Green and
B. H. Love have filed articles of incorporation for a
gun club at Purcell, J. -T.
The

STREAM:

TRAP.

The shoot at Macon, Ga., June 5, will surely be a
good one, as there are many shooters from all parts of
the country who are expected.
A team race is about to be arranged between the gun
club of Milwaukee and Sister City, of St. Paul.
‘Teams
of ten men will be selected, and there will be a shoot at
alternate grounds until the winner is decided.
The Boise, Idaho, Gun Club now has a medal, presented by Mr. Fowler.
lt will be awarded to the shooter
making the highest score out of first 50 targets.
A rod and gun club has been organized at Hornell,
N. Y., for the express purpose, so ‘tis said, of putting
the pot-hunter and the “sooner” out of business.
It has
been thought that an organization of this kind will put an
end to the illegal fishing and hunting, as the services of
' a regularly appointed game warden will be at hand.
Ed. O’Brien, as a professional, remains the same old
Ed., and at the top. At the Tulsa, I. T., shoot he made a
score of 194 out ot 200.
At the last shoot of the Winona Gun Club Dr. F. M.
Norvis made 45 out of 50; George B. Stager 44, Dr. F. S.
James, third with 42.
:
The regular weekly shoot of the Crescent Gun Club
Thursday at Evansville, Ind., was well patronized. Scores
Beard 85, Huddy 75, Small shot at 75, broke 43;
- at 100:
Willering 50, 41; Fuchs 42, Brown 45, Ruhl 22, Kratz 41,
Kohn 18.
Wallace Miller and Troup Saxton tied for high average
on

SPAND

ME.

log camps for rent.
Situated on islands
village.
One large five-room camp accompersons, and one large one-room
camp
four persons.
For particulars, address
BROWN,
Marblehead,
Mass.

THE

LOG
Spruce’

CABIN,
Brook,

NEWFOUNDLAND
The only Hotel in the interior of the island.
Salmon, Trout,
and Caribou hunting. Complete new outfit, Tents and Canoes,
Sportsmen outfitted and Guides found for any part of the
Island. %2 hours from New York.

For

Fishing

and
Go

SSS

HOTEL

Shooting

to

WACHAPREAGUE,

Wachapreague,

Va.

Shooting very good the last few days.
Best accommodations as compared to any sporting resort on the coast.

SPORTSMEN’S

GUIDE

Published

BOOK

by the

Bangor & Aroostook R.R.
192

pages,

133

beautiful

half-tone

illustrations, all new.
Cover and
two insert pages in three colors,
suitable for framing.
Copy mailed
anywhere upon receipt of 10 cents
in stamps to cover postage.

Address Guide Book 17, Bangor, Me.
C. C. BROWN,

Canadian

General Passenger Agent.

Pacific Railway

TROUT,

Co.

BASS,

I have five camps on shore of Lake in the Woods, close
to the station; one large camp, 11 sleeping rooms, large
office, dining room.
Post-office in camp; daily mails.
Other camps have two sleeping rooms and sitting room.
Fine place for teacher and children to spend their vacation. Fine trout fishing. One large camp on Ebeeme Pond,
Fine bass fishing 1144 miles to walk.
Write for booklet.
N. W. McNAUGHTON,
Schoodic, Me.
COME
TO CAMP
RECREATION
for good muskallonge and black bass fishing.
New log camp, beautiful
lakes.
Send for circular.
A. G. IRWIN, Dorset, Minnesota.

HIGH FALLS HOTEL,
Dingman’s Ferry, Pike Co., Pa.
In the midst of the picturesque highlands of the upper
Delaware.
Trout and bass fishing.
Private trout stream.
Riding and driving horses, garage.
Automobile meets
trains
on _ notice.
Send
for booklet.
PHILIP
F.
FULMER, JR., Proprietor.

THE

CRATER

CLUB

and Burnham Camps, Essex-on-Lake Champlain, offer the
attractions of a beautiful lake shore in a locality with a
remarkable record for healthfulness,
at moderate rates.
References required.
For circular, address MRS. L. B.
WALKER,
Megr., 132 De Hart Place, Elizabeth, N. J.

NEWFOUNDLAND
Salmon fishing and Caribou hunting best
Complete outfits supplied.
:
BAY ST. GEORGE HOTEL, Stephenville

obtainable.
E
Crossing.

AND

MASKINONGE.
New Lakes and Rivers that have
never been fished by white men, and yet
of comparatively easy access.
Endless Waterways in the Wild for
Canoe Trips.
Camps and Summer
Home Sites.
Write

ROBT.

KERR,

Pass. Traffic Mgr., Can. Pac. Ry., Montreal.

THE

SUNSET

INN, Barnegat

City,

N. J...

is now open for the season of 1906.
Application for
weekly rates made to above address, or American House,
Trenton, N. J., will receive prompt attention.
JAMES
H. ROMAIN,
Prop.

FOREST

934

AND

STREAM.
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SPORTSMEN’S CLOTHING
Sheds Water Like a Duck’s

eB

Back

Combines the advantage of perfect tailoring with protection against rain.
Waterproofed by a patent process, permitting
thorough ventilation, yet rain does not
penetrate in any ordinary storm.
Soft and
pliable; sightly and durable; no rubber or
paraffine.
Fit,
finish
and
waterproof
qualities guaranteed.
Coat lined throughout the entire body
with same rain-proof material as outside.
Patent bellows under arms give extra ventilation and freedom of movement with

'

ahaa rod or gun.
thing

Pockets

for every-

Trousers
reinforced
front and
large
doule seat
Give loose breast measure over garments
to be worn with coat. Waist and leg measure for trousers.
Made in two colors, light tan and dead

grass green.

Coat, $5.00; trousers,
Express prepaid

$3.00;

hat, $1.00.

FOR
LADIES’
WEAR
Neatly tailored coat and skirt.
Gives
absolute protection on any outing trip.
Suitable tor gunning, fishing, tramping,
boating, climbing. Coat, $5.00; skirt, $4.00.
Express prepaid.
Booklet, with samples
of material and directions for self-measurement sent free.

Special discount to dealers
BIRD, JONES
35 Blandina St.,

Kennel
Ads

under

this

in capitals).

Cash

head

For Sale.—Full-blood
ers that are hunted.
Pontiac, Mich.

KENYON
Utica, N.Y.

DO

Special.

2 cents

must

@

a

word

accompany

a time

(or

order.

Four-cent

stamp

for

illustrated

ROOKWOOD
For

Sale-—Dogs,

8 cents

Hogs,

for 40-page

catalogue.

KENNELS,
Pigeons,

Lexington,

Ky.

Belgium

Hares.

Ferrets,

illustrated catalogue.

CAG,

LLOYD

Deptt

M76

Sayre.

ba:

FOR
SALE.—Thoroughly trained pointers, setters and
hounds.
Can furnish you a good one at a moderate price
at any time.
GEO. W
LOVELL,
Middleboro, Mass.
Wanted.—Pointers

and

Setters

Cc. F. WATERHOUSE,
dogs,

two

West

to

yard

Deering,

break

or

|SPRING

\

foods

DOGS,

a Dog,

DRUG

for

PUPPIES,

Spratt’s Patent!
Ltd.

( 1324

Valencia

BOOK

DOG

St., San

Francisco,

Cal.

ON

DISEASES
AND

HOW
Mailed

FREE

TO

H. CLAY GLOVER, D. V. S.,
When writing
AND STREAM,

FEED.

to any address

say you

by the author.

1278 Broadway, New York.
saw

the

TRAINING

Yellew Dog’s Love

ad. in Forest

OO.

Address

POLK

MILLER

859 Main St. Richmond,

Va.

AND

STREAM

PUBLISHING

DIECES.

: Henry Martens, Oliver Brubaker and J. W. Bollinger
will be the committee to manage the
shoots
at the
Cohen
Gun Club, Davenport, Ia., for the month
of

June.

:

Columbus, Ind., will soon have a gun club. The members are fast enrolling, and as soon as the organization
is perfected there will be grounds selected, and the shooting will be started.

CO.

Gun

Club.

Epcewater, N. J.—The scores made at the shoot
the North River Gun Club shoot on May 26 were
follows:
Events:
12
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SIDE LIGHTS

vs. BREAKING.

Practical Dog Training; or, Training vs. Breaking.
By
S. T. Hammond.
To which is added a chapter on training pet dogs, by an amateur.
Cloth, 165 pages.
Price, $1.
FOREST

FISH.

Write for Catalogue,
1
“Dog
Culture,”
with practical
chapters on the feeding, kenneling and management of
dogs; also chapters on cats.
450 Market St., Newark, N. J.
714 S. 4th St., St. Louis, Mo.
(America)

and““A

for a Nigger” (famous poem), We will
send you allof the above for 10c just to aa
vertise
Sergeant’s
Famous

CATS,
RABBITS,
POULTRY,
PIGEONS,
GAME,
BIRDS,

York.

Then let us send you Polk Miller’s
celebrated Book on Dogs; How to
, Take Care of Them; the eloquentSen| ator Vest’s masterful Tribute to

Remedies.

prepared

New

Have You a Dog?

Boe

PATENT

specially

Broadway,

Panhandle Gun Club, Logansport, Ind., held its first
shoot at Spencer Park, "Saturday afternoon.
Young Harry Kahler, the shooting star of Davenport,
awe had the proud
distinction of tying with Chan.
Powers at Bloomington, as each scored 95 out of the
100 in the big handicap.
Sunday last the contest for the season trophy was held
at Fargo, N. D.
At 25 targets, Yeack broke 18, Goof
19, Burgess 16, Robbins 22, Hoff 19, Nelson 16, Bocks
16, Clemens 25, Vidger 24, Dremert’ hd eal Bocker 19,
Sidnam 20.
The management of the Red City Gun Club, Rockford,
Ill., have decided on July 15 as the date for a big tournament.
During the past seven days there have been
seven new members added to the club.
Trapshooting sportsmen are evidently made of material
that will wear well, in spite of any adverse circumstances.
This cheerful faculty of forcing sunshine through chunks
of adversity has been exemplified by the trapshooters at
San Francisco.
Last Sunday the San Luis Gun Club held
their regular shoot.
J. E. Van Schaick and Charles A.
Younglove and Vicente Estudello were the high guns.
A new gun club, to be known as the Milk River, was
organized last week at Detroit, Mich.
The officers are:
John Blumline, President George Trombly, Vice-President; Peter
Renaud,
Secretary;
Alex, Van
Comberg,
Treasurer; Geore Lan Sera, Captain; William Trombly,
Clerk.
There
should
be a good club, as there are
twenty-two members on the charter roll.
The Richmond Va., Gun Club will hold a tournament
July 4. Many valuable prizes will be given.
Members of the Ironwood, Mich., Gun Club are making due preparations for a ‘great shoot June 27 and 28.
The secretary has heard from so many who are coming
that he places the number at one hundred.
An attempt will be made to have a special meeting of
the members of the Marion, Ind., Gun Club, at which
some of the traveling men will be present and give an exhibition of their skill.
At the Martinsville, Ind., shoot last Wednesday, B. E.
Gregory, Indianapolis, was high, 185; Smoke, second,
182; Henry
Lewis, Martinsville, 176; Dr. Britton, Indianapolis, 169,
Mayor Pursell, Ed. P. Boyer, Wm. McClenaghan and
Howard Sutton, made good scores at the practice shoot
held last Wednesday, at Lancaster, O.
The new gun club at Alpena, Mich., has now a new
automatic trap, and the members will get enthused to
shoot often during the summer season.
Billy Heer was down in old Kentucky last week, and
among many good shooters present scored 197 out of 200.
The prompt action of Clabrough, Golcher & Co., in
saving the guns of many sportsmen during the Frisco
fire will enable a number of shooters to engage in their
favorite sport this fall, and use their favorite fowling

North River

B. WATERS,
346

AM. (LTD.)
Manufacture

Ark.

For use in dog training. Price, $2.00.
mail, $2.10. Send for circular.

Gold Medal & Highest Award
Gold Medal & Highest Award

SPRATT’S

address

KENNELS

IMPROVED SPIKE COLLAR

ae

St. Louis World’s Fair, 1904:
Paris
Exposition,
1900:

For particulars

RIVER

Box 27, Imboden,

24

Virginia.

Cismont,

untrained Pups.

"«

board.

N. H

Two thoroughbred Pointer Pups,
months old.
$10.00 each.
W. E.

HUNT?

Here in _Arkansaw we have millions of
Coons, Foxes and Deer at our door to
train our hounds with, and we train them
too.
They‘‘ Deliver the Goods.’’
A few
trained Rabbit and Squirrel Dogs.
Also

English
BEAGLE
Hounds,
HuntOAKLAND
BEAGLE
KENNELS,

Norwegian
bearhounds, Irish wolfhounds, deer2 and cat
foxhounds.
hounds.
English bloodhounds,
American

YOU

Trained COON, FOX
and
DEER
HOUNDS For Sale. Reasonable Prices

3 cents

9, 1906.

Be

Asa oe el(it UaBePAB ee

OF TRADE.

Shooting Dead Shot Smokeless powder, averages were
scored as follows:
At the Interstate Association Southern Handicap, Nashville, Tenn., May 15-17, Ed. O’Brien
won fourth high average, with 386 out of a possible 400.
At Wilmington, Del., May 9 and 10, E. C. Griffith won
second high average.
At New Bedford, Mass., May 22
and 23, Roy D. Hodsdon won high amateur average.

Valuable Hunting and Fishing
Club Rights.
CAMP HOTEL AND DINING ROOM.
Property

for

Sale.

For Sale or To Rent.
Islands with permanent camps and summer homes of
various sizes and prices to rent with privilege of purchase
at Desbarats,
Ontario, near
Sault St. Marie, Canada.
A delightful
summering
spot.
Write, L.
O. ARMSTRONG, Canadian Pacific Ry., Montreal.

For Sale—Newfoundland.
Ideal site for camp or club house.
Salmon, sea trout
and caribou at camp door.
No trouble to get good head
or best fishing on the island.
Cheap.
PIONEER, care
Forest and Stream.

FOR SALE.—Two
shares, to close membership of 20,
in hunting and fishing club controlling 150 miles of
Canadian wilderness.
Twenty-four hours from New York.
Many large lakes, absolutely virgin.
Best small-mouth
black bass fishing on North American continent; lake
trout, brook trout, pike and dore.
Deer and bear numerous.
Country never hunted over; swarming with small
game and fur-bearing animals.
Club is composed of high
class members, and a gentleman sportsman will find congenial company.
Address
SECRETARY,
care Forest
and Stream.
.
23
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The

Grand

American

Handicap.

Come to the Grand American, boys,
For there you’ll surely greet
The friends you oftimes think about,
But seldom chance to meet.
You'll see the boys from East and West,
And from the South and North,
Come, if you wish to see them shoot
You’d better sally forth.
There’ll surely be a welcome—
Yes, in everybody’s heart,
Beginning with the friends you meet
At any point you start.
.
T.. William, ‘‘Pop,’’ Chan. and Jim,
Harold, Charlie, Tom and Bill,
Luther, Huffy, John, there’ll be,
And probably Fred, who has been ill.
A thousand dollars, trophies, too,
And everything up-to-date,
Is given and provided for
By our good old Interstate.
Of course there'll be a glorious crowd,
That could not be plainer;
Remember, though, five sets of traps,
And dear old Elmer Shaner.
Consider, too, the Indianapolis club,
Where nothing could be better,
Has carried previous programmes through,
Yes, exactly to the letter.
You’)! encounter rounds of pleasure,
Morning, night and noon;
Now, if you wish to be with us,
You’d best arrange it soon.
You're sure to find the funny man
And hear all kinds of jokes;
So again I say, pick up your guns
And be one o’ the merry folks.
You'll see the best in the world compete,
And can note all those at scratch;
You’ll know, when you homeward turn your head
That you’ve been to a shooting match.
You’ll see the winner again declared,
And carried right off his feet,
Then if you care to assist the bunch,
You'll be in on many a treat.
In concluding, I will merely say,
If for good fellowship you care a rap,
You'll get your togs together, boys,
And come to the HANDICAP.
June 1, 1906,
J. Mowert Hawkins.

PUBLISHERS

DEPARTMENT.

The successive advertisements
of the Grand
Trunk
Railway cail attention to the region of marvelous beauty
and great productiveness in game and fish traversed by
that railway line. The Algonquin National Park, with its
wealth of forest lakes and rivers, abounding in game and
fish; the Temagami region virgin territory for the sportsman canoeist and camper, and “the long inland sea voyage
over the great lakes by the Northern Navigation Co.’s
steamers, ‘for persons not up to the work of camping,
present a series of attractions for the summer
season
which it would be hard to equal.
The company
has
agents in Chicago, Pittsburg, Boston and New York, but
all information

Montreal,

can

be

had

from

G.

T.

Bell,

G. P. & T. A.,

Canada.

Whether one is in his comfortable home or in a rough
camp in the woods. cr in the mountains, he needs good
and appetizing food.
In camp we all have one great
sauce—hunger—but even so, our food may be made still
more toothsome by using the best that there is. The
very best of food is improved by the addition of Brand’s
Al Sauce, which is peculiarly delicious with fish, soups
and game.
Every camping party should give this sauce
a trial, and it is well to experiment with it at home, before starting into camp.
;
Almost every week we publish in our “‘Sea and River”
columns notes from Mr. Theo. Gordon, on the unequalled
fishing in Sullivan county, New York.
This is on the
line of the New York, Ontario & Western
Railroad,
which covers such streams as the Neversink, Mongaup,
Willowemoe and Beaver Kill rivers, in which there are
trout of great size and of unequalle d quality.
On the
. East Branch there is bass fishing, we are told, that has
no equal in the East.
The New York, Ontario & Western Railroad, on receipt of 9 cents in stamps, sent to
J. C. Anderson, Traffic Manager, 56 Beaver street, New
York, the applicant for information about the region will
receive a copy of a book entitled “‘“Summer Homes,” a
handsome, illustrated pamphlet of 135 pages.

Ritle Range and Gallery.
Fixtures.
June

13-14—Union Hill, N. J.—New Yorker Schuetzen
Corps’ forty-ninth shooting festival.
B. Kumm, Sec.

Yorker

Schuetzen

Tue forty-ninth annual
Yorker
Schuetzen
Corps:
Park,

Union

titicn

is open

of

events

on

Hill,

N.

to all
ring

J.,

shooting festival of the New
is to be held at Schuetzen
on

June

comers.

The

target

Corps.

and

13

14.

Compe-

programme

consists

bullseye

and

target.

Tickets

unlimited, and premiums.
Shooting on the first day
will begin at 1 o’clock; on the second “day at 9 o’clock.

STREAM.

Kb)

Small-Mouth Black Bass Successfully Propagated!
During recent

years dis-

couraging results have followed repeated attempts to

propagate the smallmouthed black bass.
We have demonstrated
that these fish can be pro-

duced

and

delivered

with a remarkable degree of
success.
We have the only
establishment
dealing
in
young small-mouth black
bass commercially in the
U.S. A. We offer to those
who desire it this rare opportunity to procure vigorous young bass in various sizes
ranging from advanced fry to 3 and 4 inch fingerlings for stocking purposes.
Also
yellow perch, white perch, sunfish and roach.

WARAMAUG

SMALL-MOUTH

Correspondence

HENRY
BROOK

Send

W. BEEMAN,

-

WANTED—SWANS
I desire to purchase a number of American Swans, both
\Whistlers and Trumpeters.
G. D, TILLEY, Darien, Gt

Eggs,

fry,

yearlings

TROUT.

and

two-year-olds,

Address
Mass.

NEW

BROOK
B.

HANDY,

So.

for

ENGLAND

stocking

TROUT

Mass.

FOR
SALE—BROOK
TROUT.—FINE,
HEALTHY
Fish of all sizes.
Eyed eggs in season.
Warranted delivered
anywhere,
as_
represented.
Correspondence
solicited.
BAY SIDE TROUT FARM
(A. B. Savary),
East Wareham, Mass.
THE
BROOKDALE
TROUT
CANNOT
BE BEAT
for stocking ponds
and streams.
For the next few
weeks we will make a very low price on young fry and
large fish.
Also fly- fishin g.
BROOKDALE
TROUT COR Kingston, Mass.

SAVE

STOCKING

When
AND

STREAM,

YOUR

AND

GAME

say you

saw

York.

STREAM.

TROPHIES.

Ward's Natural Science Establishment,
ROCHESTER, N. Y.
ROWLAND,

TAXIDERMIST,
A

specialty

in mounting Moose, Elk, Caribou
heads.
Call and examine work.

No. 182 SIXTH
| Tel.

4205

~

Near 13th St.

FRED

SAUTER,

Si

PRESERVES.
Write

the ad. in Forest

and

Deer

AVENUE,

Chelsea.

NEW

YORK

Taxidermist.
Established 1860.

«

. Formerly No. 3
Yo. William St.,

Removed to
42 Bleecker St.,
cor. Elm St.,

PARTRIDGES

till end of July for early fall importation.

writing

Forest

It gives directions for preparing and preserving Skins,
Antlers, etc. Also prices for Heads and Rugs, Birds and
Fish, and all kinds of work in Taxidermy.

VERY
ELEGANT
CHANDELIER,
12 lights for gas;
made of DEERHORNS.
SPECIMEN
OF ART. 6 ft.
6 in. high.
Appropriate for den or hunting lodge.
J. Furman, 544 East 26th St., Brooklyn.
23

Orders taken
for circular.

mention

“Heads and Horns.”

SALE.

HUNGARIAN

369 Canal St., New

Write for our Illustrated Catalogue,

BROOK
TROUT
°
all
ages
for
stocking
brooke and
lakes.
Brook
trout eggs in any quantity, warranted delivered anywhere
in fine condition.
Correspondence solicited.
THE PLYMOUTH
ROCK TROUT CO.
Plymouth, Mass.

FOR

and Manufacturer of
Artificial eyes for birds, animals and manufacturing purposes a specialty. Send for prices. All kinds of skulls for
Please

TROUT.

Wareham,

Preston, Conn.

J. KANNOFSKY,
PRACTICAL GLASS BLOWER

the fur trade.

It will pay you to correspond with me before buying
eggs, fry or yearlings in any quantity.
I guarantee a
safe delivery anywhere.
Crystal Spring Trout
Farm.
L.

New

Tacidermists.

TROUT PUG SALE.

BROOK

Address

for Circulars.

Sale.

We have constantly on hand
fine supply of Brook Trout, all
sizes for stocking purposes, "AL
so for table use at 75c. a pound
Visitors privileged to catch owr
trout.
PARADISE BROOK
TROUT CO., Parksi de, Pa. , Henryville Railroad Station

brooks and lakes.
FARM, Plympton,

BLACK BASS HATCHERY,

invited.

For

FOR
New

AND

will continue to
please customers
with the best durable work.
Also carry large assortment of Game
Heads, Rugs and attractive groups, for sale and to rent.

When
AND

writing

STREAM,

say

you

saw

the

ad.

in Forest

For the “Royal Game”

FINE GUN
Scott,

Greener,

To the game that takes one “over the hills and far away”

All the Prominent
and
AMERICAN

ENGLISH
MAKES

Purdey,
Jos. Lang
@ Son,
(of London), Parker, Smith, Lefever,
Remington, Ithaca, Etc.
Other

Guns

Taken

in Trade
Send 6 cents in
stamps for Catalogue and List of

without so much as a thought of the weather, and that sets the
red blood a-tingle in the veins of old and young alike, we cater

Second-Hand

with a well-deserved success.

Of golfing goods our line is ever “complete” in the broadest
sense of the word.

Clubs by all of the famous builders, balls of

the best, caddy bags, supplies for the “course” and “green”
are here in detail; in brief, golfing everythings.

Catalogue of

spring and summer sports for the asking.

IVER

JOHNSON

OUR

SPORTING

163 Washington

GOODS

CO.

HIGHEST

GRADE GUNS

Some very light

weights

Street, Boston, Mass.
Also

wart
tN 9b

Latest and Most Modern
Smokeless Shotgun Powder
The best ever

produced

in America.

BOSTON SMOKELESS
DEAD

SHOT.

A

Address

New

BULK
York

POWDER.

Agents,

VON LENGERKE & DETMOLD,
349 FIFTH
Near

34th

NEW
WHOLESALE

AND

AVENUE
Street

YORK

RETAIL.

WHAT’S

THE

USE?

BALLISTITE
The best shotgun smokeless powder on Earth.
WINS:
Championship and first and second average at the Kentucky State
Shoot, Owensboro, May 23-24th.
Mr. Woolfolk Henderson, of Lexington, Ky., champion, score 98 ex 100.
At the Pennsylvania State Shoot, Milton, May 15-18th, in the Will K. Park
Memorial Event, Wins:
1st prize, $100, Fox gun; second prize, $95, Smith

gun; third prize, $80, Lefever gun. Winners: Mr. Geo. Hansel, score 48 ex 50
at 19 yards; Mr. R. C. Derk, score 47 ex 50 at 19 yards: Mr. H. E. Buckwalter,
score 46 ex 50 at 20 yards.

TRY

BALLISTITE.

Made in Scotland for the whole world, but barre

out of the Interstate Association because it is foreign.
J
H
LAU
®,
CO
75
Chambers
e
°
9
New
York
Sole

Agents

for

the

NOBEL’S

Send

EXPLOSIVES

for ‘‘ Shooting

CO.,

Street,
City

Ltd., Glasgow, Scotland.

Facts.”’

SPECIALTY :

just received.

WM. READ @ SONS

Send for List of High-Grade
Second-Hand Guns.

107 Washington

Highest

Established 1826

Quality

Fishing

Tackle.

St., Boston, Mass.
The Old Gun House

GREENER GUNS WEAR.
Durability is a quality that has made the Greener gun
famous for three generations.
The Greener product goes
through the hands of 200 of the highest paid and most skillful workmen it is possible to obtain, and as a result the
Greener gun is known all over the world for its careful fitting and general durability.
The following unsolicited testimonial well illustrates this
wonderful wearing quality, and we have had other testimonials describing Greener guns that have been in constant and
effective service for fifty years.
“W. W. Greener, Birmingham, England.
“My Dear Srtr—Excuse me for taking
your valuable time, but I want to
extend my most sincere thanks and gratitude to you for the great pleasure you
have afforded me during the past thirty-five years by making a gun that certainly
has stood the test that few can equal.
The number of my
old No. 10-gauge is
11722. I bought it of E. E. Eaton, 53 State St., Chicago, Ill., the fall of 1870, and
paid him an even $200 for the gun, case and loading tools; $175 for the gun alone,
“Now that my good and true old horse died a short time ago, my present dog is
getting old, and I, too, am not so young as I used to be, I have laid aside my
good old true and faithful friend, until such time as I am laid to rest, when it
will be in the box with me.
But here goes for a big but true story.
“During thirty-five years my old companion has missed but one season’s shooting; during all these years she has piled up her share of game—ducks, geese,
chicken, quail, pheasants, etc.—and back in the ’70’s she never failed to do her
duty at all shooting matches.
I doubt if ever there was a gun made that has been
used as much as mine, and especially
with the heavy loads I have always used,
and to-day it would bother you to find a scratch or mar about her, and her barrels
are as clean and smooth inside as a dollar; and, stranger yet, this old friend of
mine has not cost me five cents for repairs except an extra set of firing pins,
and she looks good for many years to come.
No gun ever made is a harder
shooter than mine.
Never once missed fire, and I do not know, but it seems to
me to be impossible to miss a bird; and only last fall she was just as true as
ever, and never failed to do her mie
“My brother bought a 12-gauge
W. W. Greener at the same time, and up to his
death, seven years ago, she stood the test.
I bought a 12-gauge Greener about
1875 for a present to a friend.
It also proved to be all right, although I lost
track of it twenty years ago.
“Excuse me for taking your valuable time, but so many times I have felt so
grateful towards you for furnishing me with such a true and faithful companion
that I now feel that I want to thank you a thousand times for the pleasure and
satisfaction you have afforded me in the last thirty-five years.
“Your guns may be just as good now as then, but I do not happen to see any
of them since I came to Minnesota twenty years ago.
I do know that none of
the new guns I see that I would exchange my old favorite No. 11722 for to-day.
Very

sincerely

your

friend,

“C. A. LauGuton.”

We have a splendid stock of Greener

guns

on

4% \|bs. 28 bores, to 22 Ibs. double 4-bores, and
describing them is free for the asking.

j

HENRY

No. 20 Cortlandt

C. SQUIRES
Street,

-

hand, from

a catalogue

& SON,
New

York

City

TO
VOL. LXVI.—No. 24.
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Photo by Irving K. Park

HUDSON

BAY

PRICE,

FOREST AND STREAM

CANOEING

TEN

PUBLISHING

ON

THE

BY

CANOE

CENTS

CO., 346 Broadway,

SUSQUEHANNA

SATURDAY, JUNE

New York

16, 1906.

rar asi cepleaae hie a teddy

FOREST

938

AND

STREAM.

THE ROBERTS SAFETY LAUNCH AND YACHT BOILER.
THE

ROBERTS

SAFETY

WATER

TUBE

BOILER

[JUNE

Nearly 1500 in use.

250 pounds of steam.

Cable Address: ‘Bruniva,

New

WORKS:

COMPANY,

39 and

RED

BANK,

York.

41 Cortlandt

Street,

New

Telephone

New

16, 1906.

Handsome

catalugue free.

Address:

599 Cortlandt.

Jersey.

York.

Ritle Range and Gallery.
High

School

Rifle.

On Friday and Saturday, June 1 and 2, nine of the ten
high schools of the city of New York, which have been
equipped with the sub-target rifle by the Public Schools
Athletic League, competed for the Whitney trophy, at the
Seventy-first Regiment Armory.
There were eight men
on each team, 10 shots each, in strings of 5, at 200yds.
The scores were not up to the average made by the same
competitors on their home targets, but they were very
creditable.
The boys of the Morris High School, as will

ullins Pressed Steel Boats Can’t Sink
1

Easier

to

Row—Absolutely

Made

of pressed steel,

with air chambers

Can't leak—crack—dry

out

in each

Safe
end like a life boat,

or sink—lasta

lifetime.

Every

boat guaranteed,
The ideal boat for families—summer
resorts—parks—boat
liveries,
etc.
Strong—safe—
speedy.
Write to-day for our large catalog of row

**The
Queen”
15 foot row boat, as
illustrated.
Complete

boats,

motor

boats,

hunting

and

fishing boats.

The W. H. Mullins Co., 126 Franklin St., Salem, 0.

with one pair oars $29.90
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x
HENRY J. GIELOW
:
® Engineer, Naval Architect %

é

and Broker

~ 50

Broadway,

x

-

Telephone

PEPER

RRPLRKEKE

-

x

New

York

4673 Broad

7
%
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ARE YOU GOING CAMPING?
Our NAME

ness

PLATE

of models

(as above) guarantees correct-

and quality.

All materials care-

BROOKLYN

fully selected. | Construction entirely by skilled men.
Variety of models. Prices from $28, up. Prompt delivery.
Send NOW for free illustrated catalog,

OLD

TOWN

9

Middle

CANOE
Street,

Old

Bag. a

COMPANY

Town,

7x7 SPECIAL WATERPROOF WALL TENTS, $8.25

Maine.

Our Special Waterproof Wall Tents are the acme of
comfort and convenience.
They are a light brown

EVERYTHING
FOR CAMPING
P

color and do not attract

ang

ply

your

needs—large

THE

or

details

with

‘¢ sist you

you and

in making

as-

Small

your

camp in the woods just as
comfortable as your home.
Tents, Cooking Utensils, Cots, Tables, Stoves,
Boats,
Canoes,
Paddles,
Fittings,
Etc.
Our complete catalogue describing the necessities
and luxuries of a complete camping outfit will be sent
free upon application.
(Send for it to-day.)

Canoe: History, Uses, Limitations and Varieties, Practical Management and Care, and
Relative Facts. By C. Bowyer Vaux(“Dot’’).
Illustrated.
Cloth, 168 pages.
Price, $1.00.
New and revised edition, with additional
matter.

for the management

of the

canoe.
Everything is made intelligible to the
veriest novice, and Mr. Vaux proves himself one
of those successful instructors who communicate

their own

enthusiasm

to their pupils.

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO.
INDIAN MODEL
CANVAS

f\,

i

$ 2.490

CANOE

Cedar Ribs and Planking, canvas covered
brass bang plate, two cane seats finely finished
in green or red. It’sa strong, steady and fast
canoe specially priced at $24.00 in place of

£33.00 to introduce our Outing Goods Cataogue 364.

Paddles,

$1.00 each.

NEw York Sportinc Goops Co
17 WARREN

ST.NEW

YORK

Camp

J. GODFREY
St., New

Yacht

York,

COMPANY,
U. S. A.

Construction

and Rigging.

Canoe Handling and Sailing.

A complete manual

G of

A

jyOHN C. HOPKINS & CO., 119 Chambers St.. NEW YORK

The

CHARLES

111 Chambers

~*~
.%? small. Our salesmen will
'. > be glad to go over the
wim

Catalog

and Canoes, Outfits contains a complete line of canoes,
tents, cots, camp cook outfits, furniture, etc. . Send
for itnow.
Mailed on request.

We are prepared to supa

insects.

“

complete manual of practical Boat and Small: Yacht
Building.
With two complete designs and numerous
diagrams and details. By Linton Hope. 177 pages.
Cloth.
Price, $3.
The author has taken two designs for practical demonstration, one of a centerboard boat 19ft. waterline and
the other a cruising cutter of 28ft.. waterline.
Both designs show fine little boats, which.are fully adapted to
American requirements.
Full instructions, even to the
minutest detail, are given for the building of both these
boats.
The information is not confined to these yachts
alone; they are merely taken as examples; but what is
said applies to all wooden yacht building according to the
best and most approved methods.

FOREST

Gas

AND

STREAM

DAILY

EAGLE

Handsome bronze medal
Greater New York who
target rifles.

PUBLISHING

MARKSMAN’S

BADGE.

given to every boy in
qualifies with the sub-

be seen, won the trophy and the championship of the
city. The competitors were as follows:
Morris High School—A; Holman 45, J. H. Morgan 44,
L. Thompson 45, H. Guion 42, W. W. Welch ce Dm c Oe
Nessler 46, R. Briggs 47, S. H. Black 46; total 359.
Curtis High School—Galloway 43, Streble 45, Wheeler
42, Young 45, Benedict 43, Marlor 44, Fisher 46, Laing 48;
total 356.
High School of Commerce—Arthur 89, Goldberger 45,
Kaiser 44, Fountain 47, Carn 46, Peck 48, Adler 42, Duschness

44; total

355.

De Witt Clinton High School—Karcher 42, Souza 43,
Darke 46, Hauser 43, Seidenberg. 37, Tobias 47, Agramonte 58, Nelson 48; total 354,
Manual Training High School—Scharfenberg 43, Morton 42, Surnee 46, Anderson 44, Danielson 46, Farriet 41,
Bevier 44, Douglass 41; total 350.
Bryant High School—McLaughlin 44, Wilkins 42, Rix
41, Blaum 44, Ruddiman 47, Payntar 43, G. Brundin 46,
E. Brundin 43; total 349,
Erasmus
Hall. High School—Bowes.
44, Dietrich 42,
Nucci 41, Mott 41, Allaire 47, Seymour 42, Munkenbeck
44, Schrunck 47; total 346.

CO.

Engines and Launches.

Their Principles, Types and Management.
By Francis
K. Grain. 123 pages.
Price, $1.25.
Here is a pocket manual indispensable to every man
who uses a motor-boat.
It deals in simple untechnical
fashion with the running of the marine gas engine, and
with the difficulties that the marine gas engineer is likely
to meet with.
These engines are described, some pages
are devoted to launches in general, with practical advice
to the man who contemplates purchasing a
power boat.
The main feature of the book, however, is a clear description of the difficulties met with in running a gas engine,
their causes and how to remedy them.
In this discussion
all technicalities are avoided, and the author has boiled
down a vast amount of practical knowledge into small
space and into every-day language.
The amateur power
boat man needs this book, for it will save him much time
and trouble, and probably not a little money.
FOREST

AND STREAM PUBLISHING
346 Broadway, New York

CO.

SPAR.

COATING

A perfect finish for all woodwork, spars and ironwork exposed to excessive changes in weather and
temperature.
MANUFACTURED

EDWARD
Varnish
59

SMITH
Makers

Market Street,
Chicago, III.

@

BY

COMPANY,

and Color Grinders
45 Broadway
New York.

JUNE

FOREST

16, 1906.]

General G. W. Wingate, the president of the Public
Schools Athletic League, originated the idea of teaching
high school boys to shoot, and has received the commendation of President Roosevelt, who said:
“T am glad that you have installed in each of the boys’
high schools a sub-target rifle practice, and are teaching
the boys to shoot with the Krag, and [I am pleased with
the great success that you have met in this effort.
You
have done an enormous amount, my dear general, in connection with the National Rifle Association and Creedmoor, and all good citizens owe you a debt of gratitude
for what you have thus accomplished.
But, upon my
word, I think that you are doing even greater and more
far-reaching good in connection with this work of the
Public Schools Athletic League.”
To encourage the boys to qualify as marksmen, the
Brooklyn Daily Eagle has offered to present to each boy
making 43 points out of a possible 50 (the qualification
fixed by the marksmanship committee of the League),
a bronze medal similar to that presented to the marksmen of the National Guard of New York State.
It was
made after a design prepared by General Wingate.
A
boy who qualifies the first year in school may win a bar
for each of the three succeeding years.
In the center
of i medal is a copy of the official button of the P. S.
A.

Cincinnati

AND

STREAM.

Steel

erchine

The

shooting

THE HORTON

MANUFACTURING COMPANY, 84 Horton St., Bristol, Conn.

Rifle Association.

house

was

elaborately

PFLUEGER’S

FISHING
TACKLE _
CELEBRATED

decorated,

and what with the display of prizes for the honor target
and the smiling faces crowding around it, certainly was
a festive feature.
Many visitors were present, the most
notable

of whom

were

Look on page 28 and read

Send for our illustrated color catalogue, ‘“*A Lucky Strike.” You'll like it.
description of our combination Reel and Handle—An advance in reel making.

THE following scores were made in regular competition
by members of this Association at Four-Mile
House,
Reading road, June 3. Conditions, 200yds., ofthand, at
the Standard target.
Payne was champion for the day
with a score of 88.
This being the twenty-fifth anniversary of the club, it
celebrated its silver jubilee, and it was made a festive
occasion.

Rods

for many years have maintained their supremacy for all-around fishing, giving
perfect satisfaction under all conditions,
Their metit is known and acknowledged all over the world. No other rod combines strength, sensitiveness and backbone as does the ‘‘BRISTOL.”
But be
Don’t let the dealer work off on you some
sure you get a “BRISTOL.”
Look for our trademark, <@{risfo} on reel seat.
inferior imitation.

Messrs.

Dodge

and

Rohrer,

from

Lexington, Ky., and Messrs. Sanders, Boehner, Weinstein, Sander and Stedman,
of Dayton, O., and Mr.
Dauch, of Indianapolis.
Several old faces were seen
flitting about, that of our old friend Hopkins being the
most prominent.
With plenty of refreshments on hand,
prize shooting, pool shooting and the regular scores
and competitions for the day, the occasion will go down
in the history of the Association as one of extreme satisfaction, as not one murmur
was
heard
that could
possibly detract from the serenity of the celebration.
Mr. Dodge won first honors on the honor target and
the beautiful silver cup kindly donated by the Laflin &
Rand Powder Co., and which was held specially for this
silver jubilee, was presented to and received by him with
much pleasure by the president.
Numerous other prizes
were
donated
by the Powell & Clement
Co., Peters
Arms
Co., Roll,
Crawford
& Brendamour,
all local
dealers in sportsmen’s supplies, and to whom this Association feels greatly indebted for the kind contributions
presented for this occasion.
The following were the winners on the honor target:
Dodge 27, Rohrer 27, Nestler 26, Freitag 24, Bruns 23,
Hofman 23, See 22, Roberts 22.
Regular scores of the dav follow:
1id:hg
88 87 86 84 83
Hofermatecs ocr 80 79 75 73 66
Odell, 255.1. 85 85 75 74 74
BUPNS |S etie'o.ss 82 81 81 76 75
Lys kee SAB es.. 83 81 81 76 75

Hoiman
yi... 78 76 73 66 65
Delteies
sn eacs 75 73 71 70 68
Ailen © aos tee 72 67 64 60 58

Roberts

Drrbe

seace 82 80 79 74 ..

ore: GS:e

eee

STEEL RODS, guaranteed,3 pieces, cork grip } $2 50
BAIT, 614, 7%, 8%ft., FLY, 9 and toft., jf
Dé.
SPLIT BAMBOO

TROUT

RODS, 3 pieces, extra tip, } T5e
)

:

AUTOMATIC

REELS,

aluminum,

FLIES, 6 assorted

Live Bait,
Sand Worms.

on

Shedder

-

$3.50

Send

Blood

318-320

Fulton

for Tackle

Compiled
Price,

by

‘“‘Seneca.’’

the

camper,

the

outer;

in

244

pages.

short,

for

AND

Gelephone

2255

PUBLISHING

ROWE’S
Independence,

Ailsa,

Price,

the

FOREST

CO.

Navahoe,

STREAM

Cable,

aA

G. R. LILJEGREN,

Uncle Sam,

Senta, Snapper,

PUBLISHING

Wilsails,

W.

CO.

V.

C.

SILSBY
MAKERS

aA

Weetamoe,

Chanticleer,

* FRANKFORT.KY.

$2.

AND

Main

WHARF,

Resolute,

* B:C:‘MILAM&SON,
70 SEWO CATALOLLE

I Have Fished With.

trated.

BOSTON,

MASS.

Constitution, Defender, Volunteer, Jubilee, Colonia,

We have furnished sails to the following prominent yachts:
Vergemere,

2445£0

It was a happy thought that prompted Mr. Fred Mather
to write of his fishing companions.
The chapters were
received with a warm welcome at the beginning, and have
been of sustained interest.
The ‘‘Men I Have Fished
With” was among the most popular series of papers ever
presented to ForEST AND STREAM readers.

WILSON @
YACHT
SAIL

UCE
MADE BY THE ORIGINAL BRAND WHO WAS FOR MANY
YEARS CHEF TO THAT ROYAL EPICURE.

AROVAL RELISH

STREAM

1839.

Sketches of character and incident with rod and gun from
childhood to manhood; from the killing of little fishes
and birds to a buffalo hunt.
By Fred Mather.
Illus-

field sportsman in all the varied phases of his activity.
“Hints and Points” has proved one of the most practically useful
works
of reference
in the sportsman’s
library.
FOREST

SINCE

Men

$1.50.

canoeist,

AKRON, OHIO, U. S. A.

IS HAND MADE,STANDARD

This compilation comprises six hundred and odd hints,
helps, kinks, wrinkles, points and suggestions for the
shooter, the fisherman, the dog owner, the yachtsman,
the

LUMINOUS

THE FRANKFORT, KENTUCKY REEL

Illustrated,

of

THE ENTERPRISE MANUFACTURING CO.

St.,

Catalogue.

Cloth.

a number

If unable to secure our goods‘from your dealer, let us
know, and we will send you some interesting information.

Hints and Points for Sportsmen.

DELICIOUS WITH FISH, SOUPS, GAME, ETC., AND

PFLUEGER’S

and

DISCH, BROOKLYN, N. Y.

MILAM

PARTICULARLY APPRECIATED ON WELSH RAREBITS,
BROILED LOBSTER AND ENGLISH MUTTON CHOPS.

reels, and

patented specialties that axglers need. If you wish the
most killing artificial bait, spoon, fly or spinner, insist on
having

I2c.

card, dozen,

Crabs,

.

Mail orders promptly filled.

CHARLES

FRRAND, THIS SAUCE ISAT]

has stood the test a
uarter of a century,
We make all sorts of
baits, spoons, flies, snell
hooks, lines, leaders.

Effort, Calypso,

Flirt, Ariadne, Quissetta, Constance,

Raider, Little Haste, Sally VII., Chloris, and meny others.

Gothenburg,

Sweden,

Is our authorized correspondent
for all European Countries
3°

STREAM.

AND

FOREST

942

The “TUSCARORA” Fly Rod
For

Mountain

Stream

[JUNE

THREE

16, 1906.

CATALOGUES

FISHING
TACKLE
and
33 SUMMER
SPORTS 3 3

Fishing.

GUN
GOODS
and
WINTER
SPORTS
Split Bamboo
length, 8% feet; weight,

Fly Rod, oxidized
434 ounces

No, 3537.

igre se

snake ae

5. 00
$

One or all for the asking.

A Customer says:
‘‘I thought when I bought this rod it would last Me a
day or two; however, after a hard summer’s use, during which I caught trout as large
as 3 pounds, it is straight as a die and as good as new.’

Also a full line of RODS,

LINES,

LEADERS

We

FLIES.

SUPERIOR

MILLS @ SON, 21 Park Place, New York, U.S. A.

Sole Agents

for H. L. LEONARD

SPLIT

BAMBOO

28

Street
ingTackle &SportingGoods on
FineFish
TARPON, TUNA and ALL SOUTHERN TACKLE
New York
THE

and Dealer in

UNIVERSAL

LINE

DRYER

will fill a long felt want in the kit of all true anglers. It is the most unique and complete line dryer ever
invented.
Made entirely of brass. Is absolutely rust proof (One rust spot will spoil a line.) Can
attach it anywhere

five feet of line.

door jam, table, shelf or tree.

Very light.

pouch one inch in diameter by six inches long.
Gold

STEEL
Medal,

E. VOM

FLY OR BAIT RODS.

Buffalo,

1901.

$1.75

-

down

cork grip,

1867.

95-97

any

Gold

Fulton

length,

Medal,

$2.25

Street,

1904,

New

Tackle,

°

York.

QUALITY,

LoweEsT

GOODS

PRICES.

EXCLUSIVELY.

We have our own repair shop and do all
repairs to guns and fishing tackle,

AFLOAT

or

ASHORE

CORONET

RYE

KILMARNOCK

SCOTCH

1803

Each.

St. Louis,

Fishing

277 and 279 Wabash Avenue,
35, 37 and 39 Van Buren Street,
CHICAGO,
ILL.

it goes in

EACH.

best quality,

Established

HOFE,

One revolution takes

Knocked

Guns,

VON LENGERKE & ANTOINE

Money back after ten days if unsatisfactory.

PRICE,

SPECIAL

Cannot collapse when in use.

Can be set up or knocked down in a jiffy.

everything’ in

SPORTING

RODS.

THOS. J. CONROY
Manufacturer

have

Photographic and Athletic Goods.

Or if you would prefer our

Send for Trout Booklet Free on application.
Complete Catalog will be sent upon request.

WILLIAM

and

CAMERAS, KODAKS and
PHOTOGRAPHIC
GOODS

Du

Vivier

Phone 5223 Cort.

& Co.

22 Warren

St., New

1906
York.

126-page catalogue on receipt of 4 cents to cover postage.

ESTABLISHED
Gold Medal,

Highest Award, St. Louis, 1904.

1857

Gold Medal,

Highest Award, Chicago,

1893,

A Patent Fishing Reel, made of hard sheet metal, with an automatic drag
spool 3% inch diameter. holding 200 yds. of line, winding line as fast as a mult
and has more power.
The automatic drag, when fish is running, allows no slack
line.

Sold for $3.50.

JULIUS

No. 351 South Fifth Street,

All genuine reels bear my name.
A

reel

with

good

Try our

65c. I

pai,

aaa

oak

LOG CABINS
This work

covers

Brockiven N. Y.

oiled
reel.

once

RODS
Braided

METAL

a year, isa

Sale

by all

Dealers in

SPORTING

GOODS.

A Convenience

Appreciated

$F -50

Bait

Silk Enameled

CENTER

Size

No.

5, 4%c.

per

Size

No,

4, 5%c.

per yard

Put up in 20-30-40-50-100

Waterproof

LINE

yard

yards

Gold Lion Cocktails
Delicious Old Blends.

lengths’

the field of building

THE

Ready to Serve.

for the woods

H. H. KIFFE!'CO.

from the simplest shelters to the most

elaborate cottages, cabins and houses.
The details and directions are very specific and easily comprehended, and the illustrations are so numerous and so taking that one will be sure to find in
them something to his taste.

FOREST

For

The demand for Gold Lion Cocktails by the Gentleman Sportsman is
Quality C Flies 523 BROADWAY,
NEW YORK such that these goods are now put up
Bass Flies
TACKLE CATALOGUE FREE ON APPLICATION
in protected packages convenient to
pack.
AND
COTTAGES , HOW TO BUILD AND FURNISH THEM.
A cut of the Gold Lion marks every
y By William S. Wicks. Price, $1.50. package of the genuzne.

5c. Rebb cone” Quality B Flies
for an assorted sample dozen.
¢
Regular price, 85 cents.

new

Us

5c. Reade
orice 24 cence” Quality A Flies
60c

-

G. M. SKINNER’S
IS THE STANDARD.

No Banch erate in any city. -Send for catalogue.
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FRANK
Mr.
peper,

Frank

who

29, aged 79 years,

died

in Cul-

was

in many

respects one of the most remarkable men of
his time.
His life, could it have been written,
would

form

a romance

the novel writer.
in unknown

mining

camp

far beyond

the dreams

of

He spent many years traveling

countries, and in desert, in jungle, in

and

of

in city, met

with

adventures

the

passenger
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pigeons

in the

16,
Zoo-

Personally Mr. Thompson was a man of gigantic frame and force, but of a nature so kindly

and benevolent as: to endear him to all with whom

says:

he was

“T plan to try hybridizing hickory, English walnut, black walnut and some of the oaks.
This
latter will be tried at the suggestion of Luther
Burbank, who has taken time in his busy hours
and given me many
valuable suggestions and
points. He says my work promises great interest,
For experiments in securing early bearing dwarfs,
I have purchased from various nurserymen, chinquapins, three dwarf types of oaks, Pterocaryas,
Castenopsis and several European and Asiatic
chestnuts.
I am not sure which stalks will take
the grafts.
I have a fine lot of cuttings from
the prize trees located as the result of the nut
contest last fall.
I am determined to work out
the principles of successful grafting of hickories
and other allied nuts.
I am working along surgical lines, for I am convinced that fermentation
of the sap is a feature which has thwarted the
efforts of nurserymen heretofore.”
Dr. Morris has entered upon a new field, and
one in which there are vast possibilities.
The
result of his work may very well prove to be an
incalculable addition to the food resources of the
country, and a corresponding enhancement of the
value of farm and weodland.

Gardens

brought.

of

in contact.

GAME
AsouTt

Cincinnati.

a month

ago

REFUGES.
Mr.

Smith,

of California,

introduced in the House of Representatives a bill
authorizing the President of the United States
to designate areas in the public forest reserves
within the State of California, which should be

set aside

for

the protection

of game

or

other

animals, birds or fish, and be recognized as a
breeding place therefor.
The bill provided that
when such areas had been set aside, it should be
unlawful to kill or capture animals, birds or fish
on these lands, except under regulations to be
prescribed by the Secretary of Agriculture.
The
act was not intended to protect noxious animals,
nor to interfere with the operation of the local

such as come to few men.
Mr. Thompson was
born in Culpeper, Va., and for a time studied at
William and Mary College.
He left home early
in life, and was for some time attached to a circus, where, perhaps, was laid the foundation for
that great love of animals which always characterEarly in life he became a practical.
ized him.
game laws.
A few days ago Mr. Smith was
naturalist and began to travel and to collect wild
authorized by the Committee on Public Lands to
beasts, and in doing this he covered most of the
submit a favorable report on the bill, and this,
tropics of the old world.
The animals which he
together with a minority report against it, has
collected he sent to zoological gardens, and he
been received by Congress.
early became known as a daring and successful
The number of bills which have been introduced
explorer and collector.
He was in Africa when
in Congress bearing on this subject shows clearly
the Kimberly diamond mines were discovered,
how widespread the feeling for the establishment
and was one of the first to reach the ground.
of game refuges is becoming.
Every one knows
Before and after his diamond-digging experience,
what the preservation of the Yellowstone Park
he traveled over most of South Africa.
He spoke
has done, and the people of certain States,
fluently the French, Dutch and Zulu languages.

During his early life he was

for some

time a

resident of New York, and he was the first husband of Agnes Le Clercq, who afterward became
the famous Princess Salm Salm of our Civil War
days and Maximilian’s
attempt at a Mexican

empire,
Mr. Thompson was so well known as being
better acquainted with wild animals than anyone
else that he was appointed the first superintendent

of the Zoclogical Gardens of Philadelphia, having
been summoned to take that place while traveling
in Australia.
Subsequently he became superintendent of the Zoological Gardens in Cincinnati
and in Buffalo.
Perhaps no other man ever had so great an
experience with the wild game of the tropical
world at large, and with his hunting experience
was mingled a knowledge of the life-habits of
these animals, which, if written out, would make
the adventures of a multitude of famous book
writers of these later days seem insignificant.
Mr.
Thompson
had
been a contributor
to
Forest AND STREAM for a period of more than

thirty years. His writings covered a wide range
of subjects, sometimes describing hunting excursions in Africa, India or Australia, or adventures
in the diamond mines, or observations in natural

history, such as the birth of the sea lion in captivity, the first grizzly bears in captivity, or the

i
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large amount of other material with which he
proposes to experiment this summer.
Something
of the scope of the work undertaken is indicated
in his letter to the Agriculturist, in which he

logical

J. THOMPSON.

J. THompson,

Va., May

breeding

SATURDAY,

becoming discouraged by the tardiness

shown by

Congress in passing the general game refuge bill,
to which we have so often referred, are asking
their representatives to see if they cannot get

special bills passed for their States.

The

senti-

ment in regard to this matter seems to be taking
somewhat ‘the course followed by the feeling for

forestry a dozen years ago.
DEVELOPING

THE

NUT

TREES.

Dr. Ropert T. Morris, who concludes in this
issue the account of his canoe trip to Hudson
Bay in 1905, tells us that this year he has given
up his customary summer expedition to the north,
in order that he may devote the entire three
months of his vacation to an enterprise in which
he is deeply interested—the development of hickory and other nuts by selection and propagation
of choice types.
Last autumn Dr. Morris conducted, through the American
Agriculturist, a
competition which had for its purpose the collection of a series of hickory nuts of superior quality.
Prizes were offered for the best specimens sent
to him, and the competition brought nuts from
many parts of the country, from which six, coming from New Jersey, Connecticut, New York,
Massachusetts and Maryland, were chosen in the
order named as the best and the most promising
for the contemplated experiments.
Dr. Morris
has secured cuttings from the prize trees, and a

Dr. HutcHinson, of London, formerly president of the Royal College of Surgeons, has devoted several years to the study of leprosy, and
in the course of his investigation of the subject
he has made extended tours to all the countries
where the disease is chiefly found.
The results
of his work have been published in a volume,
which may be epitomized in the declaration that
leprosy is not a contagious disease, but may be
traced entirely to the diet of those afflicted with
it, and has its origin in the eating of decayed
fish.
Experiments appear conclusively to have
demonstrated that the disease cannot be communicated by contact, despite the conventional
shunning of the leper by his fellow creatures,
in all ages of the world, and the sequestered
leper colony

establishments

of to-day,

R

It is announced that the Cascade Lake Club,
near Lake Placid, N. Y., of which Gov. Higgins,
Attorney-Gen. Mayer and other prominent State
officials are members, will before long release on
its preserve near Lake Placid a number of elk
and moose.
The elk are understood
to be
some donated by the Austin Corbin estate, while

the last Legislature
purchase

of moose

appropriated
for

the

$2,100

for the

Adirondacks.

said that beaver also are to be introduced.

It is

The

sum of these many efforts toward restocking the
Adirondacks
with the wild animals that were
formerly found there cannot fail in time to have
its effect on the life of that region.
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In the Lodges of
“theBlackfeet.
XXIX.—An

Incident in a ‘Century

of Dishonor.”’

WE made another run the next day.
It was
an auspicious morning.
The sun shone bright
and warm, there was a big herd of buffalo nearby, every one rode out from camp in the best
of spirits.
I had changed horses with Natah’-ki; while mine liked to run as well as hers,
it had a tender mouth, and she could easily control it. Once into the herd, I paid no attention
to any one else, but did my best to single out
the fat cows, overtake and kill them.
I did not
need the meat nor robes, but there were those
with us who had poor mounts, and what I killed
I intended to give them.
So I urged the little
mare on, even after she had begun to show
fatigue, and managed to kill seven head.
When
I stopped at last, no one was near me; looking
back IJ saw the people gathered in two groups,
and from the largest and nearest one arose the
distressing wailing of the women for the dead.
I soon learned the cause of it all; Young Arrow
Maker had been killed, his horse disembowled;
Two Bows had been thrown and his leg was
broken.
A huge old bull wounded and mad
with pain had lunged into Arrow Maker’s horse,
tearing out its flank and knocking the rider off
on to the backs of its close pursuing mates,
whence he had fallen to the ground and been

literally trampled to death by the frantic running
herd.
Two Bows’ horse had stepped into a
badger

hole

and

he

had

been

hurled

to

the

ground with such force that he lay senseless,
his right leg broken above the knee.
Some of
the women’s horses were dragging travois, and
we laid the dead
they were taken

them and
relatives.
We hurried to skin the dead buffalo, some of
the hunters taking no more of the meat than
the tongue and boss ribs, and then we also went
back to the lodges, very silently and quietly you
may be sure.
There was no feasting and visiting
and singing that night.
Instead, women wailing,
men sitting solemnly by the fire, smoking and
thinking
upon
the uncertainties
of life, occasionally speaking praises of their dead comrade and regretting his untimely end.
They buried Arrow Maker in the morning,

placing
wood,
which

and the injured on
to camp
by their

the body in the forks of a big cottonand
took

then we prepared to move camp,
all the rest of the day, as meat was

cut and dried to reduce

weight,

and the many

hides had to be trimmed, the frozen ones thawed
and folded for packing.
There was not a man in
camp
who
knew
anything about mending
a
broken
leg, but we splinted and bound
Two
Bows’ fracture as best we could.
On the succeeding morning
we broke
camp
early
and
started homeward, every one being fairly frantic
to get away from the unlucky place, to end the

unlucky
happen.
fortable
travol.

AND

STREAM.
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hunt before more
misfortune
should
The injured man was made as comas possible on a couch lashed to a

hard that our teeth chattered.
get

really

numb

with

cold,

16, 19906.

But if you ever

try our

way.

You

will get warm much sooner than if sitting before the fire and swallowing hot drinks.

In the afternoon a blizzard set in, a bitterly
cold one, which drifted and whirled the fine
snow in clouds around us.
A few decided to
make camp in the first patch of timber we should
come to, but the rest declared that they would
not stop for anything, but keep on through the
night until they arrived
home.
They
were
afraid to stop; more afraid of some dread mis-

When we awoke in the morning it was nearly
noon, we learned that a woman of our party
was missing somehow—somewhere in the fearful night she had dropped from her horse and
Cold Maker had claimed her for his own.
Her
body was never found.
I related the experiences

fortune overtaking them than they were of Cold

fire in the winter, but leaves it for a hunt out
on the plains, is sure locoed.
Yes, sir, he’s a

of the trip to Berry. “Well,” he said, “I warned
you not to go. A man who can stay close to the

Maker’s blinding snow and intense cold.
Evil
spirits, they reasoned, hovered near them, had
already caused death and suffering, and none

would

be safe

until

the

In

camp

until

the

storm

a

man

named _ Charles

and

Walmsby, en route from Fort MacLeod

Red Bird’s
to keep on.

Tail
We

Benton,

was

could have stopped and found shelter with some
family which turned off into a timbered coulée
to

September

ended

hunt

sacrifices made to the gods.
was one of those who elected

blankety blank, plumb fool.”

would

be

over;

was

found

murdered

between

the

on

two

to Fort

Cut

Bank

Creek,

midway

places.

wagon,

harness and other effects had been partly

His

burned and thrown into the stream.
Suspicion
finally fell upon one, Turtle, and his companion,
The Rider, Blood Indians, who had spent

but

Nat-ah’-ki. declared that she wasn’t in the least
cold and was anxious to get back to our comfortable shack and warm fire-place.
‘‘We can
make it by midnight,” she-said, “and just think

several hundred

They were

in the Blood sec-

how

tion of camp,

and learning

their whereabouts,

the

our

Indian’s heart.

pleasant it will be to eat before our little

fire, and then

sleep

in our

big, soft, warm

bed.

That was a terrible night. There was a moon,
but most of the time it was hidden by the low
flying snow-spitting clouds.
We simply hung
on to our saddles and gave our horses the reins,
trusting them to keep in the trail which Red

for us.

We

could

Benton

not have

guided them had we wished to, for our hands
became so numb we were obliged to fold them
in the robes and blankets which enveloped us.
I rode directly behind Nat-ah’-ki, she next after

our leader,. whose
back

I could

see

often

they were

froze

hands

home.

It was
stiff and

so

While

still some

all I could

do to dismount.
and

cold,

and

I

I had

been on the road
something
like seventeen
hours!
I aroused one of the men to care for
our horses, and we crawled into bed, under a

dozen

robes

and

out

to

arrest

the

first

newspaper

to

be

printed on the plains of Montana.
Previous
to this he had been an Indian trader, and was

he told why they had

to lift Nat-ah’-ki from her saddle and carry her
inside.
It was past one o’clock, and we had

half

Record,

came

him only the under sheriff,
may have been braver men
Sheriff John J. Healy, but
He held the office for I
terms, and owned the Fort

more

and faces.

cramped,

county

snow.

six or eight miles from home, Red Bird’s Tail,
walking ahead of his horse, dropped into a
spring, over which the snow had drifted.
The
water was waist-deep and froze on his leggins
the instant he climbed out of the hole; but he
made no complaint, walking sturdily on through
the deepening drifts until we finally arrived
was

of

in the blinding

Looking

Red Bird’s Tail and many of the other men
frequently sprang from their horses and walked,
even ran, in vain effort to keep warm, but the
women remained in the saddle and shivered, and

some

in Fort

but

sometimes,

hidden

money

one of the leading men of Whoop Up and the
northern trade, one of the “thieves, murderers,
criminals of every stripe,” as Miss Lant calls us.
He and Talbot drove in at our place about
sundown one evening, and as soon as they had

family followed us.
them

sheriff

them, bringing with
Jeff Talbot. There
on the frontier than
I never met them.
know not how many

Don't be afraid for me, I can stand it.”

Bird’s Tail broke

dollars Canadian

Benton for guns and various things dear to the

blankets,

shivering

sa

cared for their horses,
come.
Berry shook his head.

“I wouldn’t attempt to

arrest him here if I were you,” he said. “These
Bloods are pretty mean, and Turtle has a whole
lot of relatives and friends among them.
I be-

l-eve they'll fight.
back and get some
to help you.”
“T don’t

care

Old man, you’d better go
of the soldiers. at the fort

a continental

thousand

friends

claimed.

“I’ve

and

come

d——

if he has a

relatives!”
out

here

Healy

after

those

exIn-

dians, and they’re going back with me, dead or
alive.”’
“Well,”

said

Berry,

“if you

are

bound

to try

it, of course we'll stay with you; but I don’t like
;
it a bit.”
“No,

sir,’ said

Healy.

“This

is my

funeral.

On account of your trade you can’t afford to
mix up in it. They’d have it in for you and
move away. Come on, Jeff.”

JUNE
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They
went,
and
we
passed
about
fifteen
minutes of pretty acute suspense.
We armed
our men and ourselves, and stood waiting to go

to their aid, although we knew that if anything
happened, we would be too late; and again, what
could we few do against a big camp of angry
Indians.
But while we were talking, and you
may be sure keeping a good watch on the camp,
here came Healy and Talbot with their men,

both securely handcuffed.

One they chained to

the center post of our trade

a log wall of the kitchen.

room,

the other

“There!”

to

Healy ex-

claimed, “that is done and I’m tired.
you anything to give a hungry man?

Haven't
I’m just

starving.”’.
Healy spoke good Blackfoot.
When he and
Talbot
went into the camp
he inquired
for

Running Rabbit, the Blood chief, and they were
shown into his lodge, where he quickly stated
his business.
The old chief said that he would
send for them, and they could have a_ talk.

“But,” he concluded,
what

may

happen

“I can’t be answerable for

if you

try to put your

hands

on them and take them away.
My young men
are wild. I can’t control them.”
The women
sent to ask Turtle and The Rider
to the chief's lodge had been cautioned to say
nothing, to give no reason why they. were
wanted, and they came in and sat down quite
unsuspicious, following them a number of other
men, curious to learn the cause of the white
men’s visit. Healy soon explained it.
“T don’t know anything about it,” said Turtle,

“and

I’m not going with you.

I will not

go;

here who

will

Tl fight; I’ve got lots of friends

help me.”
He had

:
no

sooner

spoken

than

Healy,

who

was a very
powerful
man,
seized
him
and
snapped
a pair of handcuffs
on his wrists,
Talbot doing the same with The Rider.
Both

of the Indians
with them
out, “You

let them
we

were

furious,

and

those

sitting

became greatly excited, some crying
shall not take them.”
‘‘We will not

go.”

will do you

“Listen!”

“Take

off those iron things, or

harm.”

said

Healy,

holding

up

his

hand

warningly.
“You all know me; I guess you
know I am not afraid.
I have got to take these
two men with me.
I am going to take them.
If any of you interfere, I will not be the only

one to die.

You

know

how

I can shoot—well,

some of you will die before I do.”
He had not pulled his gun; he stared them
coldly in the eyes, and when he was aroused
those eyes fairly made an evildoer shiver.
“Come!” he said to Turtle, and as if dazed,
the Indian mechanically arose and followed him
out, Talbot and the other following.
None of us slept much that night.
Late in
the evening a Piegan youth came in and told
us that the Bloods were planning to rescue their
friends, some proposing to attack the trading
post, others saying that it would be better to
waylay the officers on the trail next day.
“You

AND

has since been killed
Blackfeet tribes.

STREAM.

by any

Indians

of the

The winter had been pretty hard, and the Indians did not kill so many buffalo as they would
had the herds been nearer camp.
Still, they
were tanning a good number of robes, and had
a large number of rawhides on hand, when, one
evening, a detachment of soldiers under com-

mand

of Lieutenant

Crouse

arrived

from

Fort

Benton.
It was pitiful to see the women and
children run to hide in the brush, their eyes wide
with fear.
They had not forgotten the Baker
massacre.
The
men
said nothing,
but they
seized their weapons and stood about outside
of their lodges, ready to fight if need be, until
they saw the detachment halt and prepare to
camp.
It was not to be war then, they concluded, and called in their wives and little ones.
But the soldiers’ errand was only a degree or
two less serious than would have been a battle.
They had come to escort the Piegans back to
their reservation, where there were no buffalo,
nor game of any kind, and to fight them if they
refused to go.
A council was held.
“Why,
why,” asked White Calf, his face ashen with
suppressed anger, “is this to be done?
By what
right?
We are on our own ground.
It was
always ours, who shall say that we must leave

ied
Lieutenant Crouse told them that he was but
an unwilling instrument, carrying out the order
of his superiors, who in turn had been told, by
the Great Father himself that they must move
the Piegans back to their Agency.
Complaint
had been made of them.
The cattlemen claimed
that they were killing their cattle and had requested that they be sent home.
The Great
Father had
listened
to their
demand.
The
lieutenant was a gentle, kindly man, and did not
like the mission on which he had been sent.

“Listen!”

said White

Calf.

“Years

ago there

came some of the Great Father’s men on a
steamboat to the mouth of the Judith River,
and there they made a treaty with our people.
It was made on paper, which they and our chiefs
put their names on.
I was a young man then,
but I had understanding and I well remember
what was put on that paper in the white man’s
writing.
It said that all the land lying north of
the Musselshell River and the Missouri as far
as the mouth of Milk River, up to the Canadian
Ine, from the Rockies eastward to a line running
north from the mouth of Milk River, all that
country, it said, was ours.
Since that time the
whites have never bought any of it, nor even
asked us for any.
How then, can they say that

we shall not hunt here?”
“We are accused of killing cattle!
We have
not done so.
Why should we when we have
fat buffalo and deer and elk and other game,
fat animals, all whose hides are useful!
We do
not wish to return to our Agency.
The man
there has nothing for us. There is no game in
that region.
If we go, we must starve.
It is a

go back and tell them that I hope they’ll try it,”

dreadful thing to suffer for want

said Healy.
‘‘We’ve got some big Winchesters
and six-shooters and plenty of cartridges, and
we'll have a real good time.
Turtle and The

ovr little children, our women
and our aged
ones.
Go you back to your fort and leave us
in peace.”
Others arose and talked, and their pleas to
be allowed to rema:n in the game country were
truly pathetic.
I believe they brought moisture
to the eyes of many of us. I am sure that there

Rider here will get our first two bullets.”
The prisoners were taken safely to Helena,
and

when

States

the trial came

evidence;

Turtle

the back while he was

off, The

Rider

turned

had shot Walmsley
cooking

supper.

He

in
got

imprisonment for life, and died two years later
in the penitentiary in Detroit.
No white man

of food.

harder for him by refusing to go.
He then
arose and left the council, asking to be informed soon what they concluded to do.
It did not take long to decide.
“Of course,”
said White Calt, “we could kill off the soldiers
here} but others, many
more; would
replace
them.
They would kill off our women
and
children, even the new-born babies, as they did
before on the Marias.
No, we cannot fight
them.
Let us go back to the Agency and try
in some way to procure food.”
A couple of days later the lodges came down,
we packed our robes and various impedimenta
into wagons and abandoned the post, and all
took the trail for the north, escorted by the
This was in March, and the Indians’
soldiers.
stock was so worn and poor that they could
travel only twelve or fifteen miles a day, and
hundreds of horses died along the trail. Heavily
loaded as were our wagons, we made even better time than they, and arrived in Fort Benton
ahead of them.
Our total trade amounted to
eight hundred robes, three thousand deer, elk
and tntelope hides, and I forget how many
beaver and wolf skins.
journeyed
the Indians
Benton
Fort
From
slowly out to our place, Fort Conrad, and thence
straggled on up to their Agency, where the
women tanned their raw hides, and from the
sale of the robes they kept from actual starva-

tion for a time.
And now, here is the true explanation of this
As
unjust and cruel treatment of the Piegans:
of that lone cattle
before stated, the owners
ranch on Big Spring Creek also owned the
traders’ post at the Agency, and they wanted
to have the Indians back there, well knowing
that they would get some hundreds of robes
So they trumped up the charge
from them.
were slaughtering their cattle,
Piegans
the
that
and having powerful influence in Washington,
their complaint was listened to, and_ believed,
They got the robes all right, and, seeing the
successful trade they were doing, they induced
an innocent pilgrim to purchase the tradership
He got an empty bag, for by midfrom them.
summer the Piegans hadn’t a single robe to sell,
nor anything else with which to purchase a
pound of tea.
By right that vast tract of country lying between
the Missouri and Musselshell rivers and from
the Missouri to the Marias still belongs to the
The treaty of 1855 guaranteed it to
Blackfeet.
was taken away by two executive
it
them, but
If
orders of July 2, 1873, and Aug. 19, 1874.
he
case,
the
up
take
would
lawyer
some good
could undoubtedly get redress for them, and a

very

handsome
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DuriNnG the earlier part of the trip we had
seen remarkably few attractive flowers, but we
now began to find the columbines, white water
lilies, polygalas and pogonias,
The
fire weed
(Epilobium)
flamed in the burned grounds, and
pink and white wild roses were in full bloom.
We experimented with various lichens for the
table, but found that the only desirable one was
the tripe de roche of the early voyageurs.
This
lichen made brown and gray ears over most of
the exposed rocks, and we had no difficulty in
getting a mess.
Boiling for an hour reduced
it to the form of a gelatinous potage, and if we
added bacon, wild leeks, salt and pepper, the resulting compound made a nutritious starchy repast, but one that was not remarkable for character, and we had so many better things at almost every meal that we left the lichens for
others.
As we journeyed down river, flowers
became more and more abundant, and we real-

ized that it was because of the advancing season,

AND

made

their

River

STREAM.
way

with

down

[JUNE

part of the

disaster.

We

photo-

graphed some of their smashed canoes that were
strewn along the rapids.
Fine fellows many of
them were, and gentlemen, but not quite husky
enough for a trip of this character.
A Govern-

ment position had tempted them, and political influence had done the rest. They believed that a
transport

canoe

was

being rushed

down

to them

with provisions, rifles, fishing tackle, instruments,
tools and

other necessities

to replace

their

stock

which was strewn along the bottom of various
rapids.
On our return trip we took a photograph of the emergency

canoe.

Both

ends of the

canoe pointed down stream, and the middle of the
canoe buckled up stream, hung on the very last
rock

at the

foot

of a sixteen

mile

rapid.

We

gave the men some of our supplies, and shot a
moose for meat. Although we had the explorer’s
privilege of killing game for food, we had let all

16, 1906.

the table on the return trip, and theré were

species of vetches along the sandy trail.

many

We tried

some of the vetches for soup, but found that the
quality of the soup depended largely upon the
number of good things that we put into the kettle
along with the vetch, and that the latter might
as well be left out.
Our Indians tied up many.
of the loose bundles for the portage with long
roots, and these were found to be the roots of a
sarsaparilla, growing superficially in the humus,

so that one could easily get a “rope” ten feet in
length and very strong.
The long portage lay
almost through a burned jack pine forest, but this
was the limit of jack pine apparently, for we saw
none below along the river.
Redstarts were notably abundant along the trail, and we saw several other warblers which could not be identified
well at a distance.
The only pine grosbeak seen
during the summer was a female in the burned

game alone, and this moose that I shot near the
surveyor’s camp was the only animal that I tried

woods.
A family of long-eared owls, and a pair
of goshawks, were very much interested in our
movements and followed along at a safe distance

to shoot, with the exception of a plump bear that

for awhile.

was

basking

in the water

on the up trip.
provisions

We

were

at that time

near

a blueberry

patch

getting a bit short of

on account

of rapid trav-

At the foot of the eight mile portage the river

thunders

sends

over

the

whirling,

last

reef

of

trap

seething

eddies

AND
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rock,

into two

and

wide

eling, so I shot the bear and we carried all of the
meat

with us.

gami

River,

long stretches

On July 20 we

with

its noisy,

of stillwater.

entered

shallow
Great

the Matta-

rapids and

collections

of

driftwood were caught upon the rocky islands in
the river, and along the banks we saw many of
the landslides that are so common

in clay regions.

Whole hillsides had slipped into the river, carrying with them a confusion of trees.
In the clay
region we found innumerable springs trickling
over the river bank, and whenever
we were
thirsty from long paddling in the sun it was only

necessary to run the canoes near the bank in
order to quickly find a draught of sweet, cold
water.
On July 26 we came to the only very long
portage that was encountered.
It is about eight
miles long, and I believe that at this time of the
year we could have run most of the rapids and
avoided making the long portage, in spite of the
fact that the river was more than a half mile
wide, and the channels rather difficult to choose
on the half second.
Nat, however, had the conservatism of old age, and thought that we had
better take the portage.
We have run much more
dangerous waters successfully in other lands, but
we were a long way from relief in case of accident, and thought best to take Nat’s advice.
One
does not mind getting killed in a country where
the obituary notice will more than compensate for
all loss, but if we disappeared here our friends
would think that we were simply neglecting business for a year or two, and they would not count
it as anything unusual.
The portage winds up

over
GYPSUM

CAVERNS.

rather than from paucity of species at the first
part of the trip.
There were pink and green
habenarias, golden rod, St. John’s wort, lupin,
iron weed, self heal, meadow sweet, and a large
white
ranunculus.
Sweet
gale
made
thick
fringes in the marshes and tall grasses, Calamagrostis, Stipa, Panicum, Bromus and a number
of other genera
grew
luxuriantly along the
river banks.
We added three small fish to our
list; sticklebacks, horned dace and star gazers.
Smaller
animals that we observed
were
red
mice, big-eared mice, and beaver mice.
The
latter were very abundant, swimming about in
shallow water and becoming the frequent prey
of jackfish and pike perch.
In some places almost every pike perch that we caught had from
one to five beaver mice in its stomach.

Signs of beaver were found at the mouths

of

small streams, but we did not stop to look for
houses and dams.
Every now and then a mink
or an ermine would run along the bank, and we
found signs of the marten.
Nat told us that
martens and fishers were fairly abundant.
Lynx
tracks were seen in many places.
Woodchucks
were found all of the way to the bay, and, in fact,
J have seen them as far north as Sandwich Bay
in Labrador.
I wonder if they come out on
Candelmas Day in these latitudes, and become
responsible for six weeks of weather.
On July 19 we came upon a party of starving
surveyors who had come in by way of Biscotas-

a magnificent bluff, from which

we

looked

over the rapids—a mile wide at one point—and
forming a most impressive spectacle.
The silvery
bushes of the buffalo berry grew in profusion

upon the banks, and made the most beautiful foli-

age with which I am familiar among the shrubs.
In some places the buffalo berry shrubs grew in
such masses that the ground appeared to be covered with silvery snow drifts.
The gray willow
began to make much
display along the river
banks, and we were losing the grand forest of
aspen poplars that had stood in majesty along the
middle part of our journey.
This was the first
really majestic poplar forest that I had ever seen.
The straight, white, round trunks stood in stately

columns, surmounted by small heads of bluish
green.
Some of the poplars were more than one
hundred
growing

feet in height,
in full
vigor

and the
among

black
them

spruces
barely

reached to the lower ‘limbs of the poplars.
It is
always a delight to enter a region in which any
one species of plant or animal reaches its highest
type of development, and the aspen forest of the
Mattagami River is one to be remembered.
The
forest is in places so open that one might drive a
carriage through it, although it would be essential
to have a few expletives close at hand for emer-

gency use.
The eight mile portage gave an opportunity to
note a number of things which we might have
passed

by water.

(Asclepias)

were

Bluebells

beautifying

and

butterfly

the slopes.

weed

Blue-

berries, whortleberries and sugar pears were beginning to show what we might expect to add to

NAT

THE

bays. Here the geology changes again, and we
entered a Devonian area extending the rest of
the way to Hudson Bay. At the foot of the last
trap dyke

a brown

we

found

an

outcropping

of iron ore,

hematite, and further down the river a

wide vein of hematite reaching from shore to
shore, and forming the bed of the river. Limestone
cliffs appeared abruptly, and we found some beau-

tiful white cliffs of gypsum, with eerie caves and
fantastic

pillars and columns.

Our

Indians

were

superstitious about entering the caves, but when
Wake and I circled around in one of them for
about one hundred feet and actually came out
alive at a window, the Indians followed, stepping
very gingerly and expressing their emotions with
many

grunts.

In the

Devonian

area

we

found

lignite abundant, and of good quality, but none
of the seams were much more than two feet in
thickness.
We pried out about fifty pounds of
coal one day for the camp fire, but made the mis-

take of piling it up in too large chunks, so that,
instead of getting a good dinner quickly, we
were simply given an impressionist view of Pittsburgh, and had to finish the cooking over a wood

fire. The coal fire was at its best on the follow- .
ing morning after burning all night, and we managed to cook some flap jacks over it for breakfast.
Fossils

were

extremely

abundant,

consisting

mostly of corals of what we took to be the Lower
Silurian

group.

In many

places

the fossils con-

stituted nearly the whole stony bed and banks of
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the river. The forest becomes distinctly dwarfed in
the Devonian area, and apparently because of the
firm character of the clay bed, with shallow
humus, the tree roots not being able to penetrate
the clay freely.
The forest consisted chiefly of
small black spruce, aspen, and tamarack, with no
pines, and this character persisted as far as we
went along the shores of Hudson Bay.

Below

and here and there we saw the solitary sandpiper and the spotted sandpiper.
On tide water
we saw blue herons and bitterns for the first
time on the trip. We found two salt water molluses (Yoldia and Corbula) abundant in the perfectly fresh tide water.
I have not mentioned
mosquitoes
and black flies previously, because
they are able to speak for themselves, but on the
lower Moose River and along the shores of Hudson Bay we found one notable mosquito that we
named the “oat hull.” It was very large and light
colored.
Whenever we landed we would be instantly covered with these mosquitoes as quickly
and:quietly as though a puff of wind had blown
oat hulls all over us.
They were more companionable than vicious.
At one time I set out to
count the number upon the back of one of the
Indians at the bow of the canoe, and by counting the number in a small square and then adding
up the squares I estimated that there were eight
hundred mosquitoes upon his back alone, but out
of the whole covey not more than three or four
were attempting to kiss him at any one time.
On the trip we depended upon the mixture of
one part of carbolic acid and nine parts of
sweet oil to keep off various things that sought

the falls at the foot of the eight mile

portage we came to another fish, the moon eye
herring, called by the Indians “Nebogatis.”
It
was a surprise to run across the nebogatis.
We
had been looking for a fish that Nat called the

“awatoose.”
easily,

and

He
that

said

that

in the

old

it could
days,

be caught

when

supplies

came this way from England for Flying Post, it
was the custom for the men to catch awatoose
whenever they stopped to camp for the night.
We did not manage to capture a single specimen
of this fish, but from the presence of some stone

heap nests that I saw in the river, and the similarity of the name

to “ouitouche”

of the Montag-

nais Indians, I am pretty sure that the fish is the
great dace. One evening while standing near the
river bank after dark I
breaking water in the eddy
the fly rod, supposing that
be captured at last. Instead

heard a strange fish
close by, and got out
the awatoose was to
of that I immediately

our acquaintance.

captured a nebogatis, and it was a great delight.
The nebogatis we found to rise freely to the fly,
and it chose the Parmachenee Belle almost exclusively. It was the most beautiful species of fish
that we

caught on the trip.

Shaped

like a shad,

it has large scales of flashing silver over which

plays an iridescence of lilac, purple, and pea
green.
It is a delicate and evanescent coloring,
very different from the substantial beauty of coloring of the brook trout, but most pleasing in its
surprises of changing iridescence.
The nebogatis

was a delicious fish for the table, with firm, white
flesh, and the brown

tings.

fat characteristic of the her-

It lives in trout water, and promises to be-

come a game fish of consequence, as it makes a
fine fight, dees not know when it is beaten, and
leaps
freely
from
the
water
when _ hooked.
Another beautiful fish that we found in the lower
water was the silvery, red-finned mullet (VM. leu-

seurt), but it was a rather coarse and insipid fish
for eating purposes.
It “would do” on a pinch
for breakfast,

but

on

this trip we

never

depend upon anything that “would do.”
The

finding

of our

(S, fontinalis)
prise.

We

old

friend

in these waters

were

about

the brook

was

fifteen miles

had

to

trout

another surabove

Moose

Post when I stopped to talk with a family of Cree
Indians engaged in smoking fish and rabbits. We
were

now

in the

the hunting

land

of the

and fishing range

Crees

and

out

of

of the Ojibways.

After asking the father of the family about various fish to be found in the locality, I jokingly
said, ‘“Kawin oyi mushamegos,” to which he instantly answered with an affirmative grunt, and

turning to the smoking rack, brought out a brook

LYNX

TRACK,

trout of about six pounds
at Moose
the brook

to a very

people, but with

weight.

On arriving

Post later, we learned not only that
trout was abundant, but that it grew

large

size.

Responsible

men

at the

Post said that specimens of eight or ten pounds
were frequently caught, and that it sometimes
reached fifteen pounds in weight.
I remember
the disturbance that followed the capture of a
ten pound brook at the Rangeleys, and the later
capture of an eleven pound trout in Lake Nipigon.
It is probable that some one is now to furnish us with a bigger one yet for the records.
The largest trout that I caught during our short
stay at Moose Post weighed just three pounds,
“and some
smaller ones in a tributary stream
were as brightly colored as any trout that I have
seen.
They rose to almost any sort of fly, but
we did not have time to work out the haunts of
the big fellows.
It may seem strange to enthusiastic fishermen that one of their number on
record grounds, perhaps, could not stop to look
for fifteen pounders, but we have to consider that
at this point the mighty Moose River is three
miles
wide,
with
rapids,
shallows,
channels,
islands, winds and calms, and that it is difficult

even

to find

one’s

way

without

the

aid of a

compass.
It is different from the Connecticut
brooks, in which I caught trout as a boy, when

we

sometimes

had to stand

A very little of this mixture

on the face and hands was effective.
It is a preparation that I learned to use in Labrador, where
none of the common applications would suffice.
It was on July 30 that we arrived at Moose Post,
situated on the beautiful park-like Moose Island
at tide water.
We made camp on one of the
thoroughfares.
where there was a sand beach
and a fine cold spring. Moose Post is an oasis of
civilization
consisting
of about
five hundred

few

whites.

The

Post

factor,

Mr. J. B. Mowat, made our stay a very agreeable one, and we were entertained by his family.
There is a church with English service, presided
over by Rev. T. B. Holland; an hospital in charge
of a trained nurse, Miss Johnson; and a school
under the care of Mr. Oxley.
At the time of
our arrival the whole Post was engaged in haying.
There was a heavy crop of timothy, with
considerable fescue and agrostis.
The only weed
in the meadows seemed to be one of the common
We saw
‘buttercups, and it was not troublesome,
a handsome herd of Durham cattle, and some
Clydesdale horses..
I did not ask about the flock
of sheep that was feeding at a distance; but they

appeared

to be Shropshires.

owls

do not

I do not know if these old-fashioned

flowers are

really more beautiful than the more gorgeous
modern ones, or if it is simply a matter of first
love.
The pansies are perfectly hardy in this
latitude, and come up every year from self-sown
The mustards that do well in the Post
seed.

up on a bog to see

which way the brook ran.
In the Moose River,
brook trout and white whales actually leap side
by side, and seals raise their heads above the
pools.
The white whale is one .of my favorite
animals, and one never tires of watching the

beautiful

things

roll

out

lazily

from

the

dark

flood.

The entrance of the Abitibi River into the
Moose is a profound spectacle. The Abitibi itself
is a monstrous river, and after impressing the
wilderness with its rearing and running and resting, it finallygives up the fight for identity with
a titanic rush over rapids half a mile wide,
and with a last roar that makes the rocks and
the air and the forest tremble for miles away. |

About ten miles of the lower Moose River is
tide water, but perfectly fresh, as the current is
so great that the sea simply backs it up six or
eight feet on the rising tide.
At high tide, belugas, grampus, porpoises and bearded seals run
up the river as far as the water is set back.

About

the islands

we

saw

many

terns, which

I

took to be Wilson’s and the arctic tern, but they
were evidently breeding and we did not care to
shoot any for identification.
The mellow ringing
A

STORY

WITHOUT

WORDS.

whistle of the great yellowleg snipe could be
heard all day long above the roar of the waters,

do

well at the Post, as they are apt to lose toes,
combs and courage during the long winter, but
we saw a number that looked hardy.
In the
garden we found some dear old flowers, pansies,
rocket, Sweet William, primroses, and others that
were associated with the happy days of childhood.

A

BROOK

TROUT

FROM

LOWER

MOOSE

RIVER.
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receded on the turn of the tide the flats became

gardens are cabbage, turnip, cauliflower and radish, Solanums,
potato
and
tomato.
Various
legumes thrive during the short, hot summer, and
cvrrants and strawberries were right at home.
We were told that few visitors came to Moose
Post, and that sometimes
two or three years
elapsed without a new face being seen in town,
and the visitor was then often some one in hiding.
Our standing was not established by the
clothing that we rigged up for attendance at the
church service, and if we had appeared at a
Fifth Avenue church in that sort of an outfit,
the fire department might have been called to
put us out.
Wake found a pair of blue serge
trousers at the bottom of the bag, which had been
nicely creased by his valet before he left New
York, but in the coat the creases ran the wrong
way.
He also managed to find a necktie, and
with yellow moccasins and a soft cap, looked
These bachelors always
jaunty, if nct devout.
have a way of looking desirable on all sorts of
of family caché the
occasions,
while we men

literally

alive

with

the

snipe,

of

peeps

looked there were bunches
running.

Clouds

Greater and

lesser

and

wherever

one

of the birds flying or
drifted

yellowlegs

kept

past

the

us.

welkin

ringing.
Wisps of red-breasted
snipe slanted
back and forth on swift wings, and Hudsonian
curlew whistled their mellow monotgne.
Turn-

stones

busily poked

away

at the hoies

of little

molluscs and crustaceans, and reluctantly ran a
few steps to one side to let us pass.
The only
ducks that we saw in the marsh holes were dusky
ducks_and gadwalls, and the only geese that we
saw were apparently wavies, but they did not
stay for close inspection.
The Canada
geese
seemed
to prefer the river banks to the sea
shore, and while they were our daily companions
along the Moose and lower Mattagami rivers,
none were seen on the shores of the Bay.
The
Indians told us that the Canada geese came there
in great droves in the spring and autumn, how-

NOBODY'S

LOGS—POTJND

FOR

GREENLAND,

PERHAPS.

season for, them was nearly at an end.
I brought
homea single strawberry plant, with leaves seventeen inches long, including petioles.~ Bushes of
red and of black
currants
grew
in detached
masses on the slopes of the shingle, and there
were
some
exquisitely
sleek
furry patches of
tares.
Perhaps the most interesting feature of
the vegetation was the growth upon the: barrenlooking, elevated shingle ridges, of a tall grass
(Elymus arenarius)
with heads of grain that
would certainly be worth cuitivating upon barren
sands that are now worthless.
The grains were
as large as grains of wild rice, and of excellent flavor.
I intended to bring back specimens
for experimental sowing near New York, but forgot it at the last moment, and have written Mr.
Mowat asking him to send on some of the seed
later.
Judging from my own fields of rye for
comparison, I would say that this grass ought
to furnish half a ton of straw and five bushels
of grain to the acre on land that is now barren

waste.
of

Our last meal before starting up river consisted
wild green peas,
whitefish and strawberries,

with tender and crisp wild leeks for a relish, and

CLAY

BANK

LANDSLIDE.

carefully and tenderly packed habiliments under
the first shelter, and go on with things that are
outlandish,
On July 31 we started for North Bluff, eighteen
miles off, on the shores of Hudson Bay.
It is
not much of a bluff, and is uninhabited, but it is
the site of a beacon
that guides the annual
steamer of the Hudson Bay Company.
Low-lying
marshes, with stunted thickets of spruce and tamarack, make the western horizon.
The bluff rises
a few feet above the water line, and consists of
shingle and sand arranged in concentric semilunar
ridges. with a firm salt marsh full of round,
shallow scoop holes.
A few drift boulders and
much drift wood marks the shores.
At low tide
the receding water leaves a flat hard clay floor, so
broad that when we stood upon the bluff we
could not see the sea at all; and when we were
at the water’s edge at low tide we could not see
the shore line, four or five miles away.
We did
not dare stay long at the water’s edge at low tide
for.the formation of the flats was such that l
feared a bore, and while there was no bore while
we were there, a perigee tide and good stiff levanter might make
a fellow travel toward
high
ground pretty fast.
The tide ran over the flats
on the rise:about as fast as we could walk comfortably and watch the compass for shore.
The beach was covered irregularly with vegetation...
Low spruces and tamaracks grew up to
the. beginning of the shingle.
The lower semisircular depressions were filled with wild straw'derries and wild peas growing in such wonderful
profusion that ,we could pick a mess of green
peas sufficient for camp use almost from a single
seat.
The strawberries were very large, but the

wild roses for a garnish.
We wanted to make
some
currant
flapjacks
with
flour
from
the
grain, but had no means for reducing it to flour

of proper

MUSHROOMS

consistency.

The flat shores of Hudson Bay apparently offer
ideal breeding ground for the Limicolide, with
nesting places on the shingle, resting places on the
hard, salt marsh, and feeding grounds on the
broad flats at low tide. Thousands of these birds
were in motion about us constantly, and it was
a sight worth going far to see.
As the waters

ever.

arriving

FOR

DINNER.

in spring a few

days before

the

breaking up ‘of the ice, and living upon willow
browse in the thickets.
An interesting feature was the color of the
water of the Bay.
As the tide rolls in over the
clay floor it becomes milky white, and so opaque

that one

cannot

see beneath

the surface

at all.

It is not dirty water, for the clay is too nice
in quality, and we shall always remember this
part of our trip as the land of the milky flood.
On August 4 we reluctantly said good-bye to
our friends at Moose Post, and began our return
trip up river, realizing that the summer was ending just after it had begun.
The later season had
its joys, however.
We feasted on blueberries,
whortleberries, sugar pears, raspberries and currants whenever the portages offered opportunity.
Five-flowered
and closed gentians added their

wonderful

blues to the bank colors, and

sweetly

scented ladies’ tresses grew up from the stony
ground left bare by the summer stage of water.
Chelonias
overhung
the; springs, and evening
primroses made bright, “yellow spots on barren
ridges.
By August 7 the young Canada geese
and young black ducks were-vin full flight, but the
whistlers and mergansers could not rise from the

water

leaves

until some
of

changing

poplar,

days later.
birch

to autumn

and

colors.

By August 20 the

hazel

were

Carolina

rapidly

rails and

a few teal ducks jumped out of the wild rice beds
as we pushed through with the canoes.
Two months and a half were required for the
round trip, and we could not have made it more
rapidly with comfort.
There were
few rainy
days, and few days with high winds.
The prevailLANDING

ON

HUDSON

BAY

TWO

MILES

FROM

SHORE,

ing

wind

was

from

the

southwest,

and

the
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weather on the whole rather warm, excepting at
Hudson Bay, when the ice wind would move inland for a few hours at a time. Clouds typical of
the region appeared almost daily. In the morning
the sky would be beautifully clear until about
ten o’clock, when small detached flecks of nimbus
clouds would appear.
These would increase by
two o'clock to large masses of cumulo-nimbus,
and late in the afternoon to form solid banks of.
cumulus, which sometimes spilled over a little.
The trend of the archean rocks seemed to be
east-northeast and west-southwest.
Fluvial erosion was oblique in the archean rocks, and rectangular in the traps.
Pitcher plants and butterworts were~ the only
insectivorous plants that we observed on the trip,
and we saw none of our old and expected. friends.
the sun-dews.
For freedom
from accident of any sort on
the trip we give credit to our tough and shapely
Oldtown canoes, and to our expert Indian canoemen.
After a thousand miles of canoe trip in the
wilderness without mishap,
the porter in the
sleeping car stepped on my toe and nearly laid me

up for a week.

The only misfortune on the trip

was at the outset.
I had laboriously and arbitrarily committed to memory about two hundred
new
Ojibway
words,
with my
canoeman
as

teacher,

when

I suddenly

discovered

teacher stuttered, and the whole
tottered on its pedestal.
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It might be interesting to your readers

to read a few lines from the scene of the recent
severe tremor.
I have been in California fortytwo years, nearly all of which have been passed
in or near San Francisco, and hence in the earthquake belt.
Only one shock in all that time—in
1868—at all approached the recent one in severity.
My present home is in Palo Alto, the Leland
Stanford
University
town,
avout
thirty miles

south

of

San

Francisco.

The

‘quake

was

as

severe here as in the latter place. Doubtless, your
readers have already learned of the destruction of
some of Stanford University’s large buildings,
which were in course of erection.
‘The essential
buildings, mostly one story stone, are comparatively uninjured, so that the full semester will

open as usual with full facilities.
The taller
buildings that were constructed of brick, not re-

enforced, suffered severely.
Those, on the other
hand, built of re-enforced concrete are but little
injured.
Most of the brick buildings of the town
were much injured.
Where the mortar was good
the damage was nominal.
We have about one
thousand modern houses, of which only one or
two went down, though nearly every residence
suffered loss of chimneys at the roof line. Wall
plaster of the first stories was cracked, and I
presume a good team of horses could haul all the
bric-a-brae left whole in the entire town.
Fortunately, no conflagration occurred.
The ’quake was quite short, about forty-seven
seconds, but it certainly “did things” from start
to finish.
My wife, who is a reliable seismograph, and who has experienced hundreds
of

"quakes, awoke

me

crying “Earthquake!

Earth-

quake.”
She seized me convulsively around the
neck, as she habitually does when ‘quakes occur

during the night, and having a dreadful

fear of

them, she uttered frequent notes of terror.
I
spent most of the time of the shake in trying to
quiet her fears. Toward the end all the furniture
in the bed chamber that was on rollers began to
move hither and thither, and I then concluded

that we had better get under the sky.

We rushed

. down stairs and out into the flower garden.
*quake was over, and the roses, carnations,

The
etc.,

in full bloom, were smiling at us, and in the big

oak the linnets and wild canaries were singing
their sweetest.
After getting our breath we re-entered the
house to take stock of damages, and my wife
spent one of the saddest hours of her life picking
up the débris of her most cherished bric-a-brac,
while I anxiously examined the injuries done to
the building.
The upper story was intact, but
the wall plaster of the lower part was badly

cracked in places. The large brick mantel in the
parlor, which was the habitual resting place of
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our choicest knick-knacks,
not being securely
anchored to the chimney, was resolved into its
original components,
and the parlor floor was
littered from
“stem to stern’ with fragments

thereof.

Both chimney tops broke off at the roof

line, cne coming down in a lump on to the lawn,
and the other, breaking up, came down in a
shower of brick and mortar.
My damages are
typical of «he general run of wooden houses in
the earthquake field.

I have visited San Francisco several times since
the great fire. Words can not paint the desolation of the burnt district.
I have lived all my
adult life in that city, and have watched most of
its great buildings go up, one by one, with an almost personal interest.
And now, with one fell
swoop, the fire demon has leveled them all into
ashes, though the residence district, except for
the poorer classes, is still whole.
I understand
that a very large ratio of loss is attributed by
our eastern friends to the earthquake itself. This
is an error.
Possibly one to two per cent. of
the damage arose from this cause.
Had no fire
cecurred any one of half a dozen of our wealthy
men could have repaired all damages out of his
own pocket.
About 150,000 people have left the
city, most of them going to interior points.
Some
300,000 still remain.
The great majority of them
are self supporting, but the destitute are still
counted by thousands.
Cooked food stations are
now supplanting the former custom of dealing
out raw rations, and it will be many a long day
before the last of these poor people becomes selfsupporting.
I have read several statements in eastern publications giving twenty millions as the amount subscribed for the relief of fire and earthquake
sufferers.
Thisis a gross exaggeration.
The
donations have been extremely liberal, but not
one-half of this amount has been given.
All the banks are now open, and the insurance
companies are beginning, though grudgingly, to
pay fire icsses.
Soon will begin the era of débrisclearing,
This ..will take many months.
Then
will begin the rebuildingof “Greater San Francisco.” :Pessimists are aS scarce as hen’s teeth.
Everybody is full of hope and enthusiasm.
We
Californians dearly love our State, and it will
take a much greater catastrophe than that of

April 18-22. to drive us into exile.

Our leading geologists are a unit on the cause
of the local ‘quakes. ,, An old “fault” or rift passes
northwest and southeast for many miles parallel
with the cvast line.
San. Francisco, San Jose,
and other towns recently affected lie a few miles
east of this line, which is clearly traceable ‘from
the coast line north of San Francisco down past
San Luis Obispo, Santa Barbara, Los Angeles,
Yuma, into the Gulf of California.
The earth is
liable to receive a jar at any point in the vicinity

of this rift when adjustments are occurring in
the-earth’s interior.
With reasonable care in the construction of
buildings, there is very little danger to human life
from an earthquake.
Previous to the recent one,
there never was a fatality except by the falling
of some rotten walls and foundations in San
Francisco in 1868.
The considerable death rate
(over 500) in the recent calamity was owing to
the same cause.
An occupant of a _ well-constructed building of any conventional
building
material, having modern patent chimneys, need
have no fear whatever of injury to life or limb
from the severest ‘quake yet recorded.

The danger

from this cause

in California

is a

mere trifle as compared with that of lightning
and cyclones throughout the East or Central West.
which recur regularly every year; for, from the
nature of the cause, a severe quake can be looked

for only once or twice in a hundred years. The
average tremblor is neither terrifying nor a particle dangerous.
:
Personally, I don’t know an individual who has
left the State permanently on account of the
‘quake, though doubtless quite a number have
done

so.

Only about one-fifth of the State was shaken,
and outside of San Francisco business is carried
on

as if nothing

unusual

had

happened.

While San Franciscans, with grateful hearts,
thank the hosts of generous givers of money and
supplies, they are even now up and doing.
Only
50,000 are cared for by the Relief’ Committee

and Red Cross at this writing.
In a few months,
when the insurance companies shall have paid out
scores of millions, there will be work for all; and
in a few short years the metropolis of the Pacific
will again arise and dominate this great and
glorious empire, this richest gem
in the star
cluster of our mighty republic. °
ROEEL.

The Sleigh Dog of the North.
MicairicoteN River, Ont., April 26.—Having
read with interest some articles in your paper on
the sledge dog, or sleigh dog, as we call it here,
I thought that an item from this corner of Lake
Superior might not be amiss.
The sleigh dog is very much in evidence here,
and however contracted his sphere may be getting in the “Great Fur Land,” it is not so here,
and this generation will not witness his “passing.”
In fact, he will be more and more in demand for
many years to come.
While such a trip as Mr. MacFarlane narrates
may be a thing of the past as far as the necessity
existing for it is concerned, it is nevertheless true
that, for a short distance travel, the most effective, and, in fact, the only possible means of
raipd transit and transportation of supplies in
the winter season, over a large section of the
north shore of Lake Superior and the wilderness
adjacent, will be the sleigh dog. The topography
of the country is such that an extensive and ramified road system is impracticable.
Rough and
hilly, short valleys and ridges, and lakes and
streams innumerable, give promise of long life to
the canoe and the sleigh dog.
Mining, lumbering and fishing will always constitute the chief industries of this large section,
and although
points here and there may
be
touched by railroads, the dog will hold his own.
The more
new camps established, the greater
number of dogs will be required.
In fact, the
demand last winter exceeded the supply.
Although we have very few pure-bred huskies,
we have a number of crossed huskie and Indian
dogs, some of them being very powerful.
One
local dog has a record of 500 pounds for two
miles over an ordinary woods trail frozen and
covered with three inches of light snow.
Many of those dogs, otherwise gentle enough,
are savage while under harness.
Their ownership
is transferred so often that they readily forget
the old master for the new, and with few exceptions form the same personal’ attachment to their
owner that a pure bred collie or spaniel does.
The natives believe ‘in a canine application of
the apostle’s injunction, “If a man does not work
neither shall he eat.’
The consequence is that
from the opening to the close of navigation there
are always a lot of hungry dogs scouring the
woods and raiding any unguarded camps and
stores, a curse to everybody and cursed by nearly
everybody but their owners.
And, withal, it is
surprising how few of them meet the just penalty
of their transgressions.
It is rare that one is
either poisoned or shot, as would be the case in
an over-civilized
community.
The
wilderness
breeds the primitive virtues of tolerance and

good will—more power to the wilderness!

A. G.

THE story of the fellow who would not fire
“because he only had one charge of powder and
he wished to hunt all day,’ reminds me of one
that I have heard
told around
the camp-fire,
which may be new to some of your readers.
A
young man from the city, brimful of that nameless fear of firearms, which haunts the dilletante
sportsman who has not pulled a trigger for a
year, went for a few days’ duck shooting with one
of his country cousins.
They got very near to
an immense flock of ducks, which were feeding
in shallow water, near the shore, and it was
agreed that the city man should try a sitting shot,
while the “bushman” took them flying.
To the
disgust of the countryman, the other could not
summon sufficient courage to face the explosion
that must ensue should he pull the trigger, so he
kept aiming and aiming but never firing. “Why
in thunder don’t you fire?” said his friend. “Because, he replied, “the minute I go to shoot, another duck comes swimming right in the way.”
INGLEWOOD.
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NOTICE TO NEWS STAND BUYERS
Give Your

Dealer

Maple

investment

are

notably

and

development.

vigorous

and

hardy,

The

‘trees

thriving

in

rocky cafions, ravines and upon mountain sides
where the land can scarcely be utilized for any

an Order.

After June 30 the Forest AND STREAM will be
tinreturnable by dealers, but will be supplied by
them to regular customers and on order. Readers
at NEWS stands and book
accustomed
to buy
stores should not fail to give their dealers a
standing order in advance, so that they may not
fail to obtain the paper regularly.

California

for

Sugar.

SHasta
Mountains,
Cal., April
30.—Editor
Forest and Stream: I have been much interested
in the article on “Trees in Winter,’ by Clarence
M. Weed, and his description and drawing of the
ash-leaved maple remind me of our California
mountain maple, with which I have experimented,
and have produced sugar and syrup of good

other purpose.
The trees reach a diameter of
from two to three feet in some instances, but
perhaps ten or twelve inches is the average diameter of a mature tree.
Commonly they grow
along water courses, but often upon high and
dry northern slopes.
In inland California they
are native to altitudes above 1,000 feet, and, I
believe, from that elevation to 5,000 or 6,000 feet.

The size of a tree does not determine its flow
of sap, for I have obtained as much from one
six to eight inches in diameter as from the
larger ones.
I have taken from a single tap,
for several sucessive days, six gallons of sap in
twenty-four hours.
This would produce one
and one-third pounds of sugar per day, and with

be made

from

this tree

As it had all the

gathering

which

to

continue

process,

while

methods,

is simple

and

an

evaporator

experiments.

greatly

The

improved

in detail.

The

with

modern
over

old

trees

are

tapped by boring into them about two inches
with a half-inch bit, a metal spout is driven into
the bore lightly, under which a pail is hung.
The pails are provided with covers to keep out
rain and snow
in stormy weather.
The sap
should be gathered at least once a day and evaporated with as little delay as possible.

In my experiments it required about forty
gallons of sap to make one gallon of syrup, of

proper consistency, and twenty quarts of sap to
make one pound of sugar.
This would tend to
show that the sap from the trees here is not so
rich in sugar as it is in Vermont, where, I believe, the sap is claimed to yield a pound of
sugar from sixteen to eighteen quarts of sap,
but I should think that conditions in California

for collecting the sap are much

more

favorable

than in colder regions, and I see no reason

why

the business of maple sugar making should not
assume commercial importance on this coast,
which would have a pleasing result in protecting
from general destruction a beautiful and valu-

able tree.

I would pronounce it a splendid field

the

specimens

he may

mine the species if the tree is now
will

be glad

to

contribute

submitted

be able to deter-

any

classified.

other

I

particulars

that he may desire.

eae P,

[The specimens sent us by our correspondent
appear to be the Oregon maple (Acer macrophyl-

lum). This identification has been confirmed by
Mr. Weed and by Mr. J. G. Jack, of the Arnold

the

plains

Indians

commonly

made

sugar

is favorable, the

Our correspondent’s experiments and the publication of their results ought to bring this subject to the attention of the Pacific coast dwellers.
Here is an industry that is worth following up,
and here is a tree worth tapning.]
:

of this sugar to Mr. C. H.

tank,

and

by which

ington.

Grimm,
of Rutland,
Vt., a manufacturer
of
sugar makers’ equipment, together with some
leaves from the tree.
Mr. Grimm was greatly
interested and wrote me that he could see no
difference in the sugar from that made in Vermont.
He stated that the leaves were like those
of the sugar
maple,
except that they were
larger.
Two years ago I applied to Mr. Grimm for
catalogues and information
as to maple sap
collecting and the process of making the sugar,
spouts,

Weed,

In localities where the season

successfully

later obtaining from him the necessary sap pails,

particulars

Oregon maple produces sap of good quality in
considerable quantity.
The tree is found west
of the Cascades and the Sierra Nevada from the
Canadian line to Southern California. It is said
to prefer a rich soil, and to reach its best development in the river bottoms of Washington
and Oregon. In the census report of 1900 there
is mentioned a very small production—126 gallons of syrup—from Columbia county, Wash-

sweetness and flavor of the best maple syrup,
we were enthusiastic enough to tap about twenty
trees near our home, and as the weather and
season were favorable (February, 1902), I collected about a hundred gallons of sap from the
twenty trees and we reduced it to syrup and

I sent some

these

to Mr.

of

this coast.
Four years ago, while excavating a cellar, I
cut some roots of a tree, and noticing the continued flow of sap from a root; I collected a
pint or so of it, and my wife boiled it down to

sugar.

from the tree.
(5) A sample of the sugar made
by me from the tree.
I will be pleased to have

from that tree.

on

about half an ounce of syrup.

(3) Some of the mature seeds of last
growth.
(4) A chip of seasoned wood

point, although the box elder (Acer negundo)
produces sugar, and in ancient times some tribes

I believe that I am the first to demonstrate that
sugar can be produced from this Pacific Coast
maple.
This year the season has been too warm
for sap flow, but in the past three seasons I have
made considerable sugar and syrup.
I believe

can

ment.
year’s

Arboretum at Boston.
The Oregon maple is the
only far western species that can be considered
as a producer of sugar from an economic view-

quality.

sugar

vantages attending the experiments, I am convinced that maple sugar making upon this coast
can be conducted profitably, and that it will be
when fairly undertaken.
Careers
In a separate parcel by this mail I am sending
you: (1) Leaves of the tree, not yet mature.
(2)
Blossoms, which precede the leaves in develop-
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J. THOMPSON,

FRANK

jointed

favorable weather might continue for several
weeks in the season.
It would seem that maple

orchards
tive

prune

in California

of value

than

orchards,

favorable

her

with

seasons

would

be more

famous

orange,

the probability

would

producfig or

that un-

be very rare, while

the

trees would flourish for many years, and in the
end be valuable

for fine lumber.

My experiments

have been made at an eleva-

tion of 1,200 or 1,300 feet, in Shasta county.
Conditions are more favorable at a higher altitude than this, for the reason that frosts are
earlier and later, and open frosty weather in
January, February and March, is the time the
sap flows at its best.
After the buds burst the
san loses its sugar and becomes bitter.
Sap
flows best with the thermometer between 40 and
50 Fahrenheit.

Our winter of 1905-1906 proved phenomenally mild, and at this altitude in the mountains
of Shasta there was but one freezing night between Jan. 3 and March to.
able to my experiments, as

This was unfavorthe little sap col-

lected was not prime, and the quantity so small
it could not be evaporated to advantage. In my
experiments

I have

made

about

seventy

pounds

of sugar and fifteen or twenty gallons of syrup.
Under

the

circumstances,

and

many

disad-

in general

bodies

Insects.

M.

and

WEED.

Grasshoppers.

are characterized

by having

with jointed appendages,

and by

commenly having in the adult stage three great
divisions of the body—head, thorax and abdomen.
Many of them are also characterized by undergoing curious changes of form and structure dur-

ing their period of growth.

The butterflies are

the most striking examples of insects undergoing
such changes, the adult being a very different

creature from the caterpillar that preceded it. —
The true insects are also distinguished from

the centipedes,
scorpions,
spiders and related
creatures by the fact that they have only six
legs, the others commonly having eight or more.
In the spiders and scorpions, as may be seen from
the picture of one of the latter herwith, the distinction between the head and thorax is not well
marked.
The life history cf the butterflies may very well

be

illustrated

by

the
in

common

butterfly,

from

shown

the

a plate prepared

years

ago

for a bulletin

white

accompanying

under

my

in the

cabbage

direction

New

picture

some

Hampshire

experiment station.
The adult is, perhaps, the
commonest of all our butterflies, being of genera!
whitish color marked on the tips of the front
wings with blackish blotches and near the outer
border with blackish dots.
The females deposit
their small eggs upon the cabbage leaves, generally singly.
Each of these eggs shortly hatches:

into a tiny caterpillar that feeds

upon the greem
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together forming the thorax; back of the thorax
is a part divided into rings—this is the abdomen.
The head varies considerably in shape with
different species of grasshoppers, but in general
it is larger above than below.
From near the
middle of the front side project two slender
feelers or antennz, each of which is composed of
a number of distinct rings or segments joined
together.
Just above the base of each antenna
is a large compound eye, the surface of which
when seen by the unaided eye seems smooth and
shining, but which, under moderate magnification,
is seen to resemble the surface of a honeycomb,
it having a great number of hexagonal divisions—
these are the facets of the compound eyes.
The simple eyes, of which there are three on
the grasshopper’s head—two between the compound eyes and one aboye—are
very different
in structure, being merely small, round, lens-like
objects.

_ substance of the cabbage leaf, eating more voraciously as it grows larger and casting its skin,

or moulting, at occasional

intervals.

After sev-

eral weeks it becomes full grown in this caterpillar state and changes to a pupa or chrysalis,
within which the body is transformed in a most
wonderful way into a butterfly that emerges about
two weeks iater to continue the cycle of insect

existence.
An

insect which

undergoes

so

definite

a series

of changes as these is said to have complete transformations, to distinguish them from the great
group of insects, of which the grasshoppers and
crickets are typical illustrations, in which the life
changes are not so definitely marked, and which
in consequence, are said to have incomplete trans-

formations.
The eggs
of most of our grasshoppers
or
locusts are deposited late in summer or early in
autumn in the ground.
The insects generally
choose for this purpose rather firm soil, such as
that found along roadsides or in upland pastures.
By means of the projections from the end of the
abdomen, the female locust works her abdomen
into the ground, where she leaves a mass of eggs,
the number varying with the species, but there
usually being several dozen.
The eggs are developed in a peculiar mucus that hardens into
a protective covering which shields the eggs from
the wetness of the soil.
Some species lay their

eggs in rotten wood
posts

instead

jects

much

The

curved

or in the crevices

of in the

individual

eggs

longer

than

in the middle.

soil.

are

small

wide,

of fence

yellowish

generally

In the case

ob-

slightly

of most

of

our species they remain unhatched until rather
late the following spring, when the little grasshoppers emerge and feed upon the tender foliage

about

them.

After

several

days

have

passed,

935!
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Locust or Grasshopper.

each has so increased in size that it is too large
for the skin with which it came into the world,
so this skin splits open along the back and the
little hoppers crawl out of it, having previously
developed a new skin beneath the old one.
During the next few weeks this moulting process is
repeated four times, wing pads appearing the
fourth time.
Then a little later. a final moult
takes place and the insect becomes a full-fledged
grasshopper.
In the case of these insects the young hoppers
bear a general resemblance to the adults, although they are smaller and have no wings. They
also remain active and feed during the stage immediately preceding the adult.
Thus the grasshoppers differ greatly from the butterflies,
in which the early stages are not at all
like the adult condition, and in which
there is a quiet pupa or chrysalis stage,
in which the insect is motionless and takes

no food.
If you examine a grasshopper carefully
one of the first things you notice is that
the body is divided into three divisions.
At the front end is the head; just back of
Be it are two parts bearing the legs and wings

the lower

side

of the head

are

the inside

of the mouth

between

the mandibles,

the tongue may be seen.
Below this the second
jaws may be seen; still lower is the under lip.
Directly back of the head there is a large
cape-like segment, bearing no wings, but having
a pair of legs on its lower side. This is the first
division of the thorax—it is called the prothorax.
The remainder of the thorax is made up of two

divisions united to each other.

The front pair of wings are long and slender
and serve as a protective covering to the hind
pair when at rest.
The latter are then folded
in longitudinal
plaits like a fan.
When
the

grasshopper

is flying,

the

front

wings

a, larva;

b, chrysalis; ¢, male butterfly ;,

d, female butterfly.

are

ex-

tended at right angles to the body, and the
hind wings are stretched out.
The abdomen is composed ofa number ofjoints
or segments, which move freely at their points
of contact.
In female specimens the abdomen
ends in four pointed projections, by means of
which the hole in the ground for the eggs is
made—these form the ovipositor or egg-depositor.

Se

The Cabbage Butterfly:

situated

the mouth-parts of the grasshopper.
Beginning
from above, we first see a large, four-sided flap or
lip which moves up and down on a basal hinge—
this is the upper lip. Immediately below it there
is a pair of rather large jaws or mandibles,
attached at the base so as to move sideways, and
having irregular teeth on their outer ends.
On

Scorpion—Photo

by R. H. Verrill.
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A Tramp

West

LerAnon,

and Stream:

1 am

in June.

Me.,

June

spending

4.—Editor

a month

Forest

in Maine

before going to Theresa, N. Y., my regular
summer resort the past few years.
Yesterday I started out for a tramp through
the fields and woods; I had passed through a
deserted farm
and had
entered a_ thicket of
birch and poplars (that had grown up since my
first visit here in 1892).
I had proceeded some
three or four rods, when I saw what I at first
thought was a woodchuck trying to get from
nearly under
my feet; but
on
an
instant I
realized that it was a mother grouse apparently
unable to fly.
I had had other birds try the
same game on me, and I said to the old grouse,
“Vou can’t come that game on me.” I also
saw what looked to be about a dozen brown
leaves rolling in different directions.
You will
see something very similar in the fall when a
grouse gets up from among the dry leaves.
I
gave no attention to the old bird after she had
got ten feet from me, but kept my eyes on the
nearest apparently rolling leaf, which stopped
under another brown leaf within six feet of me..
I made two steps and picked it up.
It made no
more motion than would the real leaf had I
taken it up.
After examining its beauty some
two or three minutes, I put it on the moss and
leaves in front of me, and, without moving my
feet, looked about: me for more of the young
birds, but without success.
I then looked for the
one I had released, and although it had moved
only about six inches (which I saw it do) after
I put it down, I looked more than a minute
before I saw it.
I then walked away about three rods and sat
on a larger stone and watched for the mother
grouse to return.
In less than five minutes |
saw her coming back, when, within about two
rods of where she had left her young, she disappeared from my view.
After waiting several
minutes, thinking she had gathered her chicks,
I returned and found the one I had left had
not moyed.
Noticing what I supposed were old stumps
some three rods away, I thought that I might
find the deserted nest.
On getting near them
they proved to be tombstones; three of them
were rough, brown stones without visible signs
of‘ any inscription;-the other two were marble,
inscribed: ‘‘Daniel Gerrish, died May 15th 1850,
JE. about 75.”
“Sally, wife of Daniel- Gerrish,
djed Nov. 14th, 1892, ZE. 90 years, 3 months.”
One of the marble stones was broken off a few
inches above the ground.
The brown stones
were of the usual ornamental shape of the latter
part of the eighteenth century and stood intact
and solid.
I am located in surroundings quite as pleasant
as if I were camping in the woods.
I am the
only occupant of what my hostess calls “The
Shelter.’
It is 18x32 feet, located about twenty

rods

back

from

the

house

and. 40 to 50 feet

higher, in the edge of-a thicket of birch and
poplars.
There are sleeping accommodations
for ten persons
(one
double
~bed, a_ leathercovered couch and seven single cots, including
two cots on the veranda.
The family and guests
all sleep here during the summer months.
In
one end is a “Franklin
fire-place’ set in a
cobblestone
foundation, 4x4%
feet, 20 inches
deep, with a brick chimney 16 feet high, surmounted with a fancy terra-cotta top.
I have been here two weeks, except on but
a few evenings a fire has-been indispensable for
comfort.
A pair of catbirds have a nest in a clump of

blueberry

bushes

within

two

rods

of my

desk,

and while writing this I have seen the male
twice within ten feet of the window.
It reminds

me

of what

Mr.

Alex.

Starbuck

called, “Some

Homemade
Poetry ‘of My Catbird,”’ published
in FOREST AND STREAM several years ago, and
I can, in truth, quote:
“Nightingale I never heard,
Nor the skylark, poet’s bird.”

Twice, also. I have seen while writing this, a
warbler (strange to me) within a few feet of
the building.
I reached for my field glass and
went outside, but failed to find it.
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Again,
also
twice,
have
I seen
a brown
thrush while sitting here.
A wire fence with a
board at the top runs around three sides of

“The

Shelter’;

on

the edge

of the board

the

thrushes run down to the corner (about two
rods) and back, stopping in front of my window,
and we watched each other, but at the first
motion I made he was gone like a flash.
Excepting the warbler, mentioned above, all
other species that I have seen here occur in
Niagara county, N. Y.
But Maine is fortunate

in not having that parasite, the cowbird.
While two of the young ladies of the family
and my grandchildren
(4% and 3 years) were
driving to the post office several days since, they
saw two deer standing in the road.
They drove
within a few rods of them.
Last week, while
driving over to Rochester, N. H., the boy (4%
years), pointing his finger, said that he saw a
deer.
It was standing behind some low bushes,
and as the ladies could not see it plainly, they
left the road and drove toward it. The deer
stood and looked at them for some time, then
running a few rods, stopped and looked again,
finally disappearing in the nearby woods.
My hostess has asked me to come in October
and go deer hunting; I replied that I hardly
thought that I would shoot a deer if I had a
good chance.
I would prefer the grouse and
woodcock shooting, which must be good here.
I came near forgetting to say that since I
came here I have caught and eaten my first
brook trout.
JL
DAVISONe

The

Fiji Islands.

On Wednesday, June 6, a meeting and smoker
of the Explorers’ Club was held at the club rooms,
23 W. Sixty-seventh
street, New
York.
The
speaker of the evening was
Mr. Charles
H.
Townsend, Director of the New York Aquarium,
who gave an illustrated talk of extreme interest
on the Fiji Islanders and other people of the
South Seas.
The great group
of islands
of which
Mr.
Townsend told constitutes the Oceanica of the
maps, and from the easternmost islands, the Marquesas, west to the Malay Islands, the distance is
more than twice as great as across the Continent
of North America, between New York and San
Francisco, while from northwest to southeast the
distance is as great as from Canada io South
America.
Here is a whole world of extraordinary beauty and interest.
The character of the
islands varies very greatly.
Some of them are
mere coral reefs, built up as the result of years
of labor by millions of coral polyps; others are
volcanic and consist chiefly of high steep mountains.
Lying within the tropics they all abound
in vegetation.
They have practically no large
mammals, the great fruit-eating bats, known as
flying foxes, being the largest mammals found on
them.

Mr. Townsend

described the gathering of cop-

ra—the dried meat of cocoanut—from which oil
is made.
This is the great crop of the South Seas,
the article which brings money to the people.
His
lantern slides showed also the manufacture of
tappa cloth by the native women.
Until recently
this has been the universal clothing of the islanders, and it is so still, except in the localities where

the people are constantly associated
For

a number

of years

Mr.

with whites.

Townsend

naturalist of the U. S. Fish Commission

was

the

ship Al-

batross, which
was
engaged
in sounding
the
depths of the South Seas, and made soundings
which for several years were the deepest yet

made, having reached a depth of five and a half
miles.
It is only recently that this depth has
been exceeded, by soundings extending to a depth

of five and nine-tenths of a mile.

The Albatross

has done by far the deepest dredging ever done.

It

brought up animal life from a depth of four and
a half miles. These creatures live in total darkness,
from

the temperature of the water is not far
freezing, and they are under an ocean pres-

sure of four and a half tons, for it is generally
believed that a mile in depth represents a water
pressure of a ton.
Mr. Townsend’s talk was devoted largely to ex-

plaining
which

the

very

his stcry

was

beautiful lantern
illustrated.

He

slides
showed

with
the

people, their houses, canoes, implements, building

methods, cooking methods,

from

their lives, and

and many
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other scenes

then he explained

how

it

came about that he found himself in Fiji, when
the Albatross had sailed away to other lands.

Many years ago, Admiral Wilkes—of

exploration

collection

expedition—made

of the primitive

a

the Wilkes

very

weapons

complete

of the Fiji

Islanders, which he sent back to the United
on one of the vessels of his fleet.
The

States
vessel

was lost at the mouth of the Columbia River,
and since then no collection of Fiji implements
has been made, and they have become very rare.
It was learned that in the interior of the largest
island of the Fiji group, which is one hundred
miles in diameter, there is a great population
which as yet has not greatly changed from its
earlier ways of living.
The British authorities
thought it altogether possible that Mr. Townsend
might be able to secure from these islanders the
collections which the Smithsonian Institution desired to secure,
and the authorities and the
descendants of the old chiefs of the island made
great efforts to forward Mr. Townsend on his
journey and see that he had everything that he
wanted.
The efforts were successful and the
American had a delightful and successful journey
across the island.
In his journey through Fiji, Mr. Townsend saw
much of the descendants of the most famous of
the old cannibal chiefs of the island.
Cannibalism ceased in this group only about thirty-five
years ago, and Mr. Townsend gave some explanation of the probable origin of cannibalism.

Mr. Townsend’s clear and effective description

of the scenes that he had witnessed, together with
the excellent Jantern slides that he showed, made
his talk one of the most interesting that the Ex-

plorers’

Club had listened to this season.

Shall we Spare the Eagle?
New

York, June 8.—Editor Forest and Stream:

I am much interested in the note which | have
just read in Forest AND STREAM from W. B. M.,
of East Saginaw, Mich., in which he takes to task
a hunter in the Rocky Mountains, who tells of
killing an eagle at 300 yards.
I am more interested in this note, because
a few years I|
should have felt and written just as W. B. M., but.
at the present moment I do not feel at all sure
that he is right.

To people in thickly settled countries an eagle
is a grand bird and ought to be preserved by
stringent laws, yet many people believe that eagles
do a vast deal of harm.
I do not credit the
stories of their carrying away children, which so
frequently appear in the newspapers, nor their

alleged destruction of lambs, but in the wild and
mountain
that they
young of
while it
capture,

country of the west there is no doubt
capture first and last a good many of the
the mountain sheep and mountain goat,
is known also that on the plains they
or

try to capture,

young

antelope.

I have an old hunting partner who believes that
in the present state of things, eagles, like moun-

tain lions, should be killed on sight, and two or
three years ago I so far yielded to his persuasion

as to kill a golden eagle which

gave me a shot

at 125 or 150 yards.

Again, in districts where eagles are numerous,

you will find that persons

ing of fur-bearing

most

destructive

tend with.

animals

enemy

interested

that

regard
they

in the rear-

them
have

as the

to

con-

I have a friend who is interested
in

rearing foxes

for fur in Alaska, and if you speak:

to him of eagles, he at once

falls into language

which, I am sure, it would be useless for me to
repeat here, for you would not print it.
Our asscciations and early training have taught

us to admire and respect the eagle as “the king
of birds,” but I do not know why he is any more
entitled to respect than is a big henhawk, which,
of course, is just what an eagle is. People who
would not in the least object to the killing of a
crow or a raven think that an eagle should be
spared. I doubt it very much.
At all events, it
is evident that in considering whether the eagle
is useful or noxious, we must be governed

conditions which surround him.
the Rockies

by the

I believe that in

and on the west coast eagles do more

harm than good; but personally I am not disposed
to interfere with the balance of nature.
Bic GAME.
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AMD
NOTICE TO NEWS STAND BUYERS
Give Your

Dealer an Order.

After June 30 the Forest AND STREAM will be
unreturnable by dealers, but will be supplied by
them to regular customers and on order. Readers
accustomed
to buy at news stands and book

stores should not fail to give their dealers a
standing order in advance, so that they may not
fail to. obtain the paper regularly.

Camps
“WELL,

of the

Club.

“Ye bet it was.”

were

the last words,

between the guide

nearest the train and the last man to board it of
the Buckskin

Hunting

Club,

as

they

were

leav-

ing for the States and home.
To begin at the start, or rather

beginning,

the

Buckskin

Club’

to start at the

invades

Canada

annually, and has heretofore returned, and I trust
always will, with a clean bill of health and a

feeling of perfect contentment with their share of
deer,

moose,

hundred
The

bear

and

and

small

five was

eight

game.

Nineteen

no exception.

hunters,

who

comprised

the

at Niagara Falls fifty minutes late and Suspension
Bridge fifty minutes to the bad.

From Niagara Falls we were carried past the
great Canadian locks, out through the well-kept,
prosperous farming districts, the best in Canada,

arriving at Toronto in time for dinner.

Clate, it’s over for this year, and it was

a good hunt.”
These

Buckskin

fair size, and given over to a great deal of talk
relating to how hard he had nearly hit some
regular game.
Of the eight, take them by and
larger, and we may say that if you never meet
any more disagreeable folks in your meanderings
through this vale of tears, you won’t cry more
than the average.
The train left the Lake Erie depot on time,
say it again, for that is the last place we ever
were on time.
At Buffalo forty minutes late,

party,

were fit to fight for their lives when the hunt was

We had

about two hours to fuss around the town, see
the House of Parliament and the very much
Americanized English business houses, buy a few
forgotte: items deemed necessary, and we are

again on
Junction.
o'clock

the Grand Trunk bound for Scotia
A diner is attached and we have six

dinner

en

route;

trains

all late; hunters

getting on and off at every stop; most of them
stay, going farther north.
At Scotia Junction,
we transfer to the Canadian

Pacific line, one hour

and forty minutes late, and come rolling into
Rose Point with about that much time on the
debit side of the account.
Everything but hand
baggage had been forwarded two days before and
was across the ferry, in bond and under the care

over, and the total bag was fourteen deer, one
bear and sufficient grouse to go around at the

of the

distributing point in Pennsylvania.
Guides, dogs, tents, the cook and his supplies

to take the boat early Sunday

boat going our way

had

1s where the Major shone fortli and demonstrated

been

assembled

at

Parry

Sound,

Canada, on the 28th of October.
had

been

any

consequence

The

correspondence

experience.

attended

to

by the

omitted

This outfitting

Major,

It was well done.

Ontario,
a man

of

The only item of

was

necessary

a

cross-cut

to make

saw.

complete

customs

officer

at Parry

Sound.

It was

late, almost ten o’clock at night; we were obliged
morning,

for one

week.

the only

Right here

his right to titles and a few medals.

Did he pull

a gun, declare war and swear?
Nay! Nay!
He
quietly located a telephone, called up the officer,
and requested that gentleman to defer retiring

long enough to discuss a little cracked

ice with

arrangements for a well accoutered hunt is no
small task.
On the train leaving the P. & I. E. Depot at

an old friend.
The customs man was the real
candy, and when the Major wac dore telling him

1r

been

P.

M.

Jim).

He

October

27

is the

dean

ambassador,

were

the

of the

representative,

Major

(Uncle

Buckskin

Club,

plenipotentiary

ex-

how fine he was, everything belonging to us had
put on

board

the steamer

Mazeppa.

At the hotel in Parry Sound, we renewed old
acquaintanceship with Mart Fenton, William and

traordinary and umpire.
Sam, the master of the hunt, an office gained

the boss of the string of lumber camps

by experience

hunting

and

ability—the

only reason

is plentiful in this region is that Sam
hunt all the time.
Frank,

the best dressed

man

on

game

does not

the job, when

he was not out in the bush knocking the crown
piece off large deer, he was

attending to the office

of entertainer, and the genial dispensation of good
cheer at his hands is a happy memory.
The three gentlemen just mentioned are repre-

sentatives of the Buckskin Club for this year, the
other

five

men

of

the

party

were

invited

accepted the invitation to join the hunt.

and

It was,

in fact, a consolidation of two separate hunting
parties, going into the same district in Canada
from the same districts in the States.
The advantages to the five ignoramuses who composed
the secondary outfit were incalculable, as the experience of the older hunters was of great service.
These five were tenderfeet, greenhorns; not one

of them had ever shot amything
turkey gobbler,. or fiercer than
However,

larger than a
a jack-rabbit.

“the battle is not always to the strong.”

Charles

Annis,

guides,

and

met

Mr.

Boulanger,

near the

grounds.

Early Sunday morning we went aboard
boat .Mazeppa, Captain Oldfield, master, at
wheel, arranging our bones for a forty-five
voyage to Point Aux Baril.
The 20th day of October in this latitude

the
the
mile
was

ideal—fair wind, care free, two weeks ahead of
untrammeled liberty in the bush, the sun shining,
and teals, mallards, black heads and loon along
the shore, gulls sailing alongside the boat, good

company and sound livers.
Every one of the
party enjoyed it—you would have enjoyed the
trip yourself.

You

say you cannot

afford

son, you cannot afford to miss it.
We

field,

were

welcomed

Sr.;

Dr.

Jack McIntosh,

the city.
that

we

who

Dr.

had

to the

Point

Fundenburg,
each

Fundenburg

not

of

offered

attempted

it—my

by Mr.

Old-

Pittsburg,

and

us the keys to

congratulated
to come

us

in

by way

of

Collingwood; he had been delayed two days; the
storms were so severe that the boats would not

venture

to cross

the

open

Georgian

Bay.

laugh-or-

Our outfit was transferred to the tug Jolly 4;
we piled on and were puffed ten or twelve miles

forever and be contented; Jesse, slayer of one big
buck; Tom, the explorer, who saw more country
this trip than he thought was out of doors; Fred,

shore and left to our own resources.
In a very short time, the two 14x16 tents were
erected, with floors of one-inch pine culls; and

disciple of Sherlock Holmes, who hunted deer on

the cook, Barney Dion, a French Canadian, had
prepared supper, bacon, canned toiiatoes, canned

The
were:

cubs

in the

Alf, a most

order

of their

unselfish,

ready

importance
to

lend-a-hand fellow, and one you could camp with

a book theory of undoubted reliability, and shot
one dead, but sad to relate, he never could locate
the spot; and Mike, I, who ate anything at any
time and all he could, also was successful in

slaying members

of the infant class, a rabbit, of

up

into

Sturgeon

Bay

and

dumped

out

on

the

corn and fish; not quite enough of it, but a credit
to the cook. One of the big things in outfitting
a happy

hunt

is to get

At the place we

a good

landed,

cook.

a staging had

been

built by a lumbering company
and wagon them over to Six
similar landing, where

to land supplies
Mile Lake to a

they were

boat and distributed among

loaded on a flat

the several camps

of

the company.
We made good use of the wagons,
both landings and the flat boat on Monday, and
were rooted and grounded in Camp Magill, three
miles up the lake on the north side at three
o’clock in the afternoon.
The tents were pitched
on a timbered point, level and protected from
storms, selected by T. M. H. (the master of the
hunt) and Charlie.
It was admirably suited for
camping, with deer sign thick all over and about
it; very probably, as was remarked, we were right
on the Grand Trunk Runway.

We

left Alf at the point to wait

for the re-

mainder of the supplies, guides and dogs, coming’
from Waubaushene, carried and towed by a gasoline boat.
The sea had been running high, and
Moose Point held them up.
Alf was a natural
volunteer, always insisting on carrying the heavy
end; some girl is making a grave mistake by not
putting her things in his trunk and living happy
ever after.
Clate, Fred Storms, three hounds,

two tents and provisions, under command
came

in in good order

two

days later.

of Alf,

Everyone

felt relieved when the rear guard did show up
with every person well.
It is not a digression to devote a line or two
to those companionable, good fellows, the guides.
William and Charles Annis; of Arilla, Ont., have

been employed by the Buckskins for twenty years
in their annual hunt, and their continuance in the
service

is all that

to give satisfaction.

need

be

When

said

of their

ability

not hunting or trap-

ping, they are employed in the lumber camps or
in the bush for the government or railroad surveyors.
They each have had numerous adventures in this land of frozen lakes and bays that
would cause an admirer of Gilbert Parker’s writ-

ings to sit up and listen, and for physical strength
and endurance they average up to anything I
have ever come in contact with.
Clayton Gillett says he is a fisherman, does not
know anything about the woods, “That is, I can
find my way like, tell some tracks and the like of
that, but I never hunted much.’
However, if
I were obliged to remain in the bush, it would suit
me fine to have Clate along. He had been a guide
and canoe man on the Magnetawan, Moon, Severn
and
Muskosh
Rivers;
knows
the rocks,
eddies, drops and chutes of those waters and the
steering course of the inside channel, of the north
side of the Georgian Bay, as well as I do the way
to the post office, and when in the bush, reads
the mail of the wild animals like an open book.
Mart Fenton, of Waubaushene, Clate’s partner,
a wiry, tireless hunter, a fine cook and a good
companion;
he and Gillett have been working
together for a number of years.
Fred Storms, of Go Home Bay, Ont., a fine
figure of a man, muscled like a race horse, well
versed in the habits and haunts of the hunted—
beast, bird or fish—and shoots a rifle that weighs
eighteen pounds.
Among the many enjoyable evenings spent in
camp, I recall with great pleasure several that
were passed around the camp stove in the guides’
tent, listening to their varied and interesting experiences.
An adventure, which they all passed
as an unimportant incident, yet by merest chance
was not a fatality, happened on the way up. The
gasoline boat, with Storms, Gillett and the owner

of the boat, Dick Boyd,

were

crossing a broad

bay near Shonegah, when Storms noticed the
hounds were scrapping up in the bow and started
forward to quiet them.
In going around some
boxes and bales of tenting, he lost his footing
and fell overboard into the icy water, the wind
blowing a gale and the sea running high. Clate, at
the tiller, heard the splash, swung the helm hard

aport and reached out and caught him as the
stern came up to him and hauled him in. Had
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Clate failed to grab him, he might possibly have
swum to the boats and canoes towing astern, but
in water at that temperature, it is very likely
he would have gone down before the launch
could be stopped or turned in that sea.
After
being pulled out, he stripped to the hide and put
on dry clothes.
He suffered not so much as a
sneeze for a ducking that would mean pneumonia
to a less hardy man.
November Ist, the first day of the open season,
and the best day in our camp, had.a big spot on
the calendar.
The ‘Governor,’ a buck with fifteen points, eight and seven, the eighth being a
freak horn or spike, was shot by one of the
“oreenhorns,” Jesse.
This buck, when dressed,
weighed
249 pounds
and
was
christened
the
“Governor,” by Noah Pamaguem, who, when he
critically examined it, said, “No good hunt next
year, deers he all go off to lect nes govnoor.”
Far be it from me to wrest any laurels from
the brow of that valiant sportsman, Jesse, but
on the level it was the rankest kind of luck.
What do you think—a man that could not hit a

stationary target thirty inches in diameter at one

hundred yards, the same man with the same gun
walks out into the bush, and in less than two
hours has the prime factor of the district hung up
by the heels, and he never shot his rifle again in
the fifteen days.
My hat is off to you, Jesse; I
am glad you got him, and here’s hoping the next

one

will be bigger and will come into camp for you.

Frank, the Beau Brummel, brought down‘a
fine
large doe early in the morning, and as he got
the first game the camp of 1905 bears his name.
Now, this is the difference between
luck and
-ability.
Frank knows all about hunting from
Esau to President Roosevelt, and this was the
first deer to fall to his rifle after twelve years’
hunting in this region.
He shot her running at
200 yards.
Jesse got his at thirty yards sitting—
that is, the hunter sat, the game waited standing.
Tom
downed a doe, just a trifle larger than

Frank’s,

and

counting

the

fawn

that

he

acci-

dentally shot the day before, made him the limit.
There will always be a question in my mind,
whether it was an accident or the hand of Providence, that delivered that fawn to us a few hours
ahead of the season.
The camp needed meat, the
dogs had not been fed for two days, and bacon is
liable to get scarce forty miles from the nearest
smoke-house.
However,
when
the sun
went
down, the Buckskin juniors had the old guard
three to one when the score was footed up for
the first day’s feast.
‘Thursday,
November
2, it rained,
sleeted,
snowed and froze all morning, and got soft about

noon, followed up by more snow in the afternoon,
Tom took charge of the unorganized mob, and
after swearing tthem all into the Carpenter’s
Union, formed a construction gang, put them at
work building chairs, benches, repairing the table
and putting some windows in the cook house,
while he hung a door. This latter feat of sanitary
engineering was accomplished by selecting a close
woven meal sack, nailing it to the top of the door
frame; then he wrapped a piece of green white
birch in the lower part, and the architect had a
self-closing door that would bang you on the
shins every time you went near it.
A rustic
table was evolved, and a decrepit lantern was
repaired and made serviceable by using some old
tin cans and a wire nail.
In the afternoon we received a call from an
Indian guide, “Joe,” who came through swamps,
rain and slush with moccasins sopping wet, to
borrow one of our boats for use of the Aurora
Ontario Hunting Club, who were camped a few
miles east of us.
The three row boats, being
towed behind the tug that brought the Aurora

extraordinary

AND
and

we
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In the wee

sma’ hours the whole camp was aroused by a deep
voice crying out, “If you move, I fire.”
Frank
and some Swiss cheese were mixing it up with
a burglar in a dream.
Beat the sun up by
Friday, November
3.
half an hour and broke ice to get water for wash-

ing.

That business of washing in ice water is a

dissipation that can be freely indulged in, it is
good medicine and no danger of acquiring the
habit.
Breakfast
of buckwheat
cakes, maple
syrup, fried venison and lots of it; the first time
any one of the junior bunch ever had just all
they wanted.
After eating everything in sight,
the Major remarked as he loosened his belt and
struggled to his feet, “Well, I guess that will do
me until I get a regular meal.”
The air that morning was filled with ozone of
the finest brand and it made you want to walk
a few miles for fun, so that is what we did. Bill
and Charlie Annis took the three thoroughbred
stag hounds, Music, Jim and Victor, and started
due north with the dogs in leash. The rest of the
hunters and guides scattered out, east by north,
northeast, north, northwest and west by north to
occupy
stations
on runways
which
had _ been
allotted to them the night before.
Time allow-

ance of forty-five minutes was made for the men
to get to their places, then a single shot by Sam,

T. M. H., was the signal to loose the hounds.
I arrived

at my

appointed

place with my

hunt-

ing partner, Tom, and one of the guides (to hunt
in pairs
crack of
and not
boomed,

is best), just a few minutes before the
Sam’s rifle was heard from the west,
more than ten minutes later Vic’s voice
bayed and rolled almost due northwest

and seemingly about one-half mile away.
The
hunt was on. My fingers and toes were feeling
cold, but with the first note of Victor’s hunting
song, I got warm all over, and although the air
was sharp and cold, I stayed warm.
Standing ‘“’neath the shade of a tall pine stub”
for one hour and forty minutes, like the statue on
Monument Hill, I listened to the dog’s music as
it came closer, receded and finally worked out
toward the lake on the southwest.
Three shots
from this direction, followed in about five heart

beats by another, were
kill.

The

asked,

first

was

interpreted by Clate as a

shooting,

done

when

he

explained,

the deer

came

when

in sight

down the runway, and the last to put it out of
pain after it was done.
Now he was correct in
his surmise, or partly so.
The first three shots
were fired as the deer came in sight along one of
the sloughs, and were clean misses; the last was
by a guide and it took only one.
The first three
shots were delivered into a charred log, about
fifteen feet in front of the shooter; the deer was
sixty yards in front, yet experienced hunters

have told me the tendency is to shoot high with
greenhorns.

This

Annis brought
also got what

doe was

of good

size;

Charlie

it into the camp that night.
he termed

a fox

with

hoofs.

Bill
He

said he intended bringing it in, but was afraid it
would slip out of his pocket and get lost.
It
was carried in a few days later and was a spring
fawn weighing about ninety pounds.
Good to
eat?
We'll I’m for that.
The hounds failed to
come in that night, and we heard them running
game all night long off to the north.
The next

morning

we

hunted

without

dogs

again—still-

hunting—and all crossed over to the south side
of the lake.
During the entire day we heard Jim,

Music

and Vic trailing

deer on the north

side,

but at no time did they get near camp.
All of
this Saturday was spent in careful stalking and
sharp watching; a number of deer were seen and

me

The weather on Sunday was ideal, reminding
of my experience when a. boy, only a few

years

ago,

the best fishing weather

always

came

on Sunday then.
Dinner

was

an

event.

White

fish,

pickerel,

pheasant, roasted venison, potatoes, rice pudding
with prunes,

with Barney Dion to cook them and

the sauce of appetites developed in the open,
nishes a meal from which to date time.
The Major wanted to go to church, had
ear cocked all morning listening for fhe
sound of the bell, and at noon decided that
preacher had got on
and all of. us, read,

furhis
first
the

the wrong train.
So he,
wrote letters home, told

stories and loafed until evening.
After supper
in the twilight, we sat outdoors and quietly
watched the vaulted dome of the greatest cathedral being illuminated, and when we were ready
to lay us down to sleep, we felt that the service
we had listened to in the absolute stillness of
the wilderness was edifying and the music of the
stars inspiring.
MIKE.
[TO BE CONCLUDED. }

Massachusetts Game.
Boston, June 9—Editor Forest and Stream:
There are some features of the report of: the
State Commissioners on Fisheries and Game that
should be a source of gratification to the disciples
of game protection. The totals of fines imposed is
given as $4,103.59, and the number of convictions
326,

both

of which

are

considerably

more

appear in the report of any preceding year.
while

the number

of convictions

is not

than

And

the only

criterion for judging of the success of any force
of deputies, it is one of the indications of success
or failure of any system of enforcement.
While
enlightenment and moral suasion may accomplish
much, there is a class of hunters and fishermen
that can be reached in no way but by the severi-

ties of the law. For such, laws are.made.
We
congratulate the Commission and deputies on
making so good a showing.
In the number of
arrests, those for Sunday hunting lead in numbers
with 87. Next is violation of shell-fish laws, 52;
hunting without license, 25, which demonstrates
the value of the law of 1905, imposing a fine on
unlicensed foreigners who hunt; fishing in closed
waters caused 24 arrests, and the fishing or
possession of short lobsters, 22.
Sawdust

pollution

caused

15 arrests,

and

the

killing of song birds 20, while for taking short
trout there were 11.
Some of our- Berkshire
friends, I am told by a member of the Legislature
from Pittsfield, are still unreconciled to the Cinch
law

on

trout,

but there

are

not

a few,

even

in

Berkshire
the law.

County, who are strongly in favor of
It would seem as if all fishermen

might

reconciled

be

to

putting

back

trout

six

inches in length, provided they are not hooked in
such a way as to prevent their survival in’ case
they are returned

to the water.

In that case the

trout may as well be retained as any way. There
is no doubt the law limiting the length is difficult
of enforcement,,and

until the
show

deputies

what

he

has

never

can

can

demand

in his

be well

enforced

that the angler

basket

(or pockets).

Probably the eleven convictions are not 2 per cent.
of the violations.
Of the total of fines imposed more than onefifth ($928.96) were the result of arrests made by
unpaid deputies, leaving $3,174.63 derived from
arrests made by the paid deputies, or an average
of $108 each. Allowing 312 working days in the
year, the average per day turned in would be
about 63 cents.
With a judicious search law,

crowd in, had filled and broken loose in Sturgeon

some long shots were taken without success, and
when we gathered in late in the evening, we were
all very well satisfied that the next day was the

in all probability, that amount would be increased
at least I00 per cent., which would be a saving to

3ay. The wind and sea was too high to permit
their recovery until two days later, when they
were reported ashore near Sucker Creek, and Joe
went down and got them.
Along in the afternoon of the second day, we

Day of Rest.
November 5. Sunday morning.—Victor came
home, as sore and sorry a dog as I have ever
looked upon, gaunt, limping on all four feet, toes
cut and bleeding and so stiff he could barely

itable gain that would result in improved protection, which, if estimated in dollars and cents,
would be many thousands more.
As your readers know, a “right of search” law

heard

two

or three

shots off toward

the south,

on the other side of the lake from our camp, but
the weather was too rough, and we stayed at
home.
After supper, a council of war was held
in the big tepee. and it was decided to run the
dogs the next morning on the north side.
After
that conclusion was reached, we smoked the pipe

of peace, Frank fulfilled his office of entertainer

hobble

in.

camp,

three

hounds

Two

Indian

miles

east,

rewarded

with

a silver

had

their

dogs

fed and

ae bowers
ours.

and

the

the lumber
two

and wounds
there

for

and

dresssed,

then they crawled

stayed

other

The boys were

piece by the Major,

feet

rubbed,

from

brought

in a boat that evening.

the
were

boys

into the

forty-eight

the State of more

than $3,000, besides the iney-

was repeatedly urged by the late Captain Collins,
who never gave up the hope of securing it. Dr.
Field calls attention to the fact that the number
of persons arrested in 1905 is I5 per cent. larger
than in 1904, while the number of cases discharged

is considerably

less, which

facts indicate

“increased efficiency” on the part of the deputies.
By the system of paid wardens all fines collected

go into the treasury of the Commonwealth, while
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fines collected from the work of unpaid deputies
are divided equally between the State and the
informer or complainant.

three years later.

The secretary of one of the clubs of Eastern
Massachusetts reports that quail are plentiful in
his section, but, he says, “we are not advertising
them,” so I refrain from mentioning his name

years, and a convention of protectors has been
held biennially since 1899. The new plan of club
membership will provide a constant force for
legislative work and enforcement of laws in which

or that of his town; suffice it to say, it is a region
in which the birds have been well cared for the
past three years, and the result speaks for itself.
There is some difference of opinion among our

bird hunters on the question whether or not the
severely cold rain which fell on the 26th and 27th

also in its re-enactment

as a permanent

The members

statute

of the Executive

Committee of the Central have held office for two

every

club is at all times

represented,

of May (some four and a half to five inches) has
destroyed young partridges.
The general belief

they will be furnished early information in regard

I find to be that few, if any, broods had hatched,

hearings as well as general

but where the nearly hatched eggs were in nests
made in swamps or near the banks of streams,
may have been sterilized by being submerged.

being

In

such

and

a case

bring out

would

the

old

bird

lay eggs

a later brood.

The other morning I had the pleasure of meeting

a goodly

number

of sportsmen

ested in the protection

and

others

inter-

and propagation of game

and fish of the town of Southbridge.
The Rod and Gun Club there has been active
the past season in liberating quail, and is desirous
of stocking the streams, of which there are sev-

eral exceedingly good ones, with fingerling trout
the coming fall. As a result of the meeting, many

names were added to the roll of membership.
Those present manifested a deep interest in President Cheney’s plan to develop an expansion of

' the club’s work and interests.
The officers and members are desirous
veloping fully the
the town, and the

of de-

game and fish resources
club bids fair to become

of
an

important factor in carrying on the various lines
of work which devolve upon the State Association and allied clubs. It has already voted to take
“club

thereby

membership’

being

Committee

in

entitled

for

the

to

State

one

Enforcement

organization,

member on

of

Laws

and

State

on

Association

partridge

in

and

information on
headquarters, is

securing

woodcock

the

either

by neighboring

the

legislature,

news

by the general

States

towards

dates

of

as to what
government

game

or propagation.
Through the liberality of President

is
or

protection

Cheney,

the

Southbridge Club has just installed a new Leggett
trap

on

an

eminence

and I witnessed
Memorial Day.
Mr.

J. P:

owned

by their

good

shooting

some

Love,

of Webster,

president,

there

writes

me

on

anti-

in 1900;

Summer
PertH

Amsoy,

similar bit of news

came

to me

yesterday when I met a well-known citizen of
Hingham, who told me his town voted an appropriation of $250, to be used under direction of a
special committee for the enforcement of fish and

game

laws.

Your

readers

may

recall

the

fact

that three years ago the town of Cohassett made
an appropriation for the purchase of game birds.

In Dr. Field’s report of the work of the State
Commission for 1905, he makes an estimate of the
number of deer at the present in the State as
5,000.
He further suggests an increase, prior

of the restriction

which would. be in the neighborhood of $30,000,
and if 2,000 were killed the crop would net twice
as much, the only expense to the State being
the money paid to wardens for their protection.
In this connection a suggestion in reference to
the care of deer from a correspondent in Hol-

brook may be of interest.
opinion,

some

arrangements

He writes that, in his
should

be made

supply the deer with salt; that last season

to

they

were drawn “into our very yards” looking for
salt, and thus fell a prey to dogs.
He recommends that wardens place a piece of “cow salt”

in the swamps.

Fewer

Fiction.

N. J., June 10.—Editor

Forest

Is this. lawbreaking,

resort fiction?

What

or is it simply

sort of “game”

summer-

may be law-

fully killed in June in the Adirondacks?

|

QUERIST.

that

several dozen quail this spring, and that the
town pays over to the club some money to assist
in fostering fish and game interests.

A somewhat

Resort

and Stream: In a reputable New York evening
paper of yesterday appear these headlines: “Game
Plenty at Elizabethtown.’
Then follows a letter
from a regular or special correspondent, dated
Elizabethtown, New York, June 8, wherein he
says: “The woods and waterways
now afford
the finest kind of hunting and fishing.
Within
the past week considerable game has been taken
in the woods on the Hurricane and other mountains in this vicinity.”

the Rod and Gun Club of ‘that town has liberated

to the date of the expiration,

mittee for Protection of Fish and Game.
The
latter originated as a result of a convention held
in November, 1899, and was a powerful auxiliary
law

done

to

and killing (Nov. 1, 1908), of as many more, and
that, without materially reducing the number, at
least 1,000 might properly be killed, the value of

It is believed that the plan will be even more
effective in promoting the fish and game interests
than that which has been employed for several
years with good results through the Central Com-

of the

presented

the

meeting with much favor among the various organizations in different sections of the State.

sale

bills

one

on the Legislative Committee of the State Association. This plan of forming a close alliance between the clubs and securing
matters of general interest from

to

for the reason that they would remain with their
young in the woods..
We know how eager cattle
are for salt when out in pastures, and that a
“salt lick” is one of the devices of deer-hunters.
H. H. KIMBaA tt.

and this

force should resemble a standing army of regular
soldiers rather than a volunteer militia.
By this
plan the outlying clubs will be able to render
more assistance in the work of education, which
must be constantly carried on, for the reason that

“BUNCH.”

of them would be killed,

An

Alligator’s

Fast.

Sr. AUGUSTINE, June 4.—George Reddington,
proprietor of the large alligator farm at South
Beach, is preparing for an interesting experiment
There are quite
with his collection of reptiles.
a number of ’gators which will begin laying soon
and Mr, Reddington will prepare nests for the
eggs

of

reception

and

attempt

to

raise

young

In the farm there are forty-odd alligators
ones.
ranging in size from the chief, more than nine
The
feet long, to small ones of only a few feet.
largest reptile in the collection was captured just
one year ago in the canal a few miles south
of here and this alligator took its first meal since
This demonstrates how
captivity a few days ago.

long they can

live without

food.

This alligator

farm is one of the largest in existence and is
visited annually by thousands of interested tourists, who also enjoy other features of the zoo.—
Jacksonville Times-Union.

“In

the

SacinAw,

Lodges
Mich.,

May

of the

Blackfeet.”

28.—Editor

Forest

and

Stream:
Is Anderson’s “In the Lodges of the
Blackfeet” to be published in book form?
If so,
I want several copies.
I think it is the best Indian story I ever read and the best thing that
Forest AND STREAM has had for a good many
years, with all due deference to many other able

contributors.

W.

B. MersuHON.

FOREST

Sullivan

County

It is surprising how
running

water

a tiny nameless

small

will support

brooklet

Notes.
a quantity of pure

good

trout.

between

There

this farm

is

and

the village of Neversink, the entire course of which
does not exceed one half mile, yet this afternoon,
when going to the post office after a heavy

shower,

I saw

two

trout

taken

from

which was quite twelve inches long.
after rain this little meadow stream
variably gives several nice fish to a
lives near its source, and who makes a
a few casts with worm bait when the
are favorable.
This is probably the last season for

it, one

of

I find that
almost inman. who
practice of
conditions
fly-fishing

in the lower Esopus, as work will soon begin on
the great dam, which will be built across the
valley some distance below Shokan, I am _ informed.
The millions of inhabitants in New
York City must be supplied with pure water, but
the summer
playground of many thousands of
‘city people will be turned into a great lake. Smiling farms and thriving villages will be covered
with water and the aspect of the country will be
entirely changed.
If the correct view of the
matter be taken by the authorities controlling the
new
lake, there is no reason why fine sport
should not be enjoyed upon it in a year or two
after the vast work to be done is completed.
We have only to look across the ocean to see
what has been done in England and Wales with
the great lakes and reservoirs which have been
created to supply Liverpool,
Birmingham
and
other cities with water.
Lake Vyrmoy, in Wales,
has afforded fine fishing for many years past, and
contains
both
the brown
and
rainbow
trout.
Blagdon Lake is of more recent construction, but
the sport enjoyed during the past two years has
been really extraordinary.
For some time after
the water was opened to anglers, the average
weight of the trout taken was five pounds, and
many larger fish were killed.
These were brown
trout, but the lake now holds large numbers of
fine rainbow trout.
The charge for angling is, I
think, about five dollars.
I forget how long one
is entitled to fish for this sum.
These great
artificial bodies of water become
a source of
revenue, and all the expenses for keepers, watchers, repairs, etc., are paid willingly by fishermen.
In a short time they usually become much like
lakes of nature’s creating, and the angler may
enjoy his sport amid
the beauties
which
so
greatly enhance it.
The Esopus now holds three varieties of trout,
the brown (Salmo fario), the native (Salvelinus
fontinalis), and the rainbow
(Salmo
irideus),
but there are very few of the native fish in the
lower portion of the river.
At one time it was
almost entirely given up to the rainbow trout,
which for many years throve amazingly.
Then
came the stocking with brown trout, which in-
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hard work.
I went down below
afternoon, more with a view to
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Neversink one
the enjoyment

of the lovely open valley, than with the expecta-

tion of catching trout.
I only killed seven trout,
but I did catch a ducking.
There were not many
places where the stream could be crossed; and,
in attempting this at one point, I was almost carried away.
I think that I would have been, but
my wading stockings filled with water, and gave
my slim legs a weighty support just where they
needed it.
It would be no joke to lose one’s
footing in the Neversink when it is high.
One

would
maybe

be carried into the next deep pool and
drowned.
I can. remember two fatalities

of this description in this neighborhood during
the last fifteen years.
In one case the victim was
an athletic young man, who was a good swimmer.
When found in a deep pool three miles above
here, the line was wound around his body and a

half pound

trout

was

still on

the hook.

well, therefore, not to take too many

It is

chances,

al-

though nowadays, during the summer, the river is
aaa

~~

=.

but the shadow of its old time vigorous self.

A

man may wade across the rifts without getting
wet above the knees.
With every freshet the big
pools lose something of their depth.
Here and
there a scour may occur, and a deeper place be
made, but nearly all the changes in the river
for many years have been for the worse and not

for the better.

Black
Tus

Fly, Punkie
is Nessmuk’s

THEODORE

and

GORDON.

Mosquito

Dope.

recipe as given in “Wood-

craft”:
‘Take’ three ounces
of pine tar, two
ounces of castor oil, and one ounce of pennyroyal oil. Simmer all together over a slow fire,

and bottle for use.
Put it on liberally at first,
and after it has glazed over, a little rubbed on
here and there from day to day will be sufficient.
Do not wash until you are out of the woods.
It
is the only safe plan.
A two-ounce vialful, used
economically, ought to last one man a season.’

eee

“AS THE

LORDLY

HUMBER

FLOWS.”

creased in size and numbers with great rapidity.
There are still many rainbows, but they are all
small fish.
I have not seen one of the old fashioned one and a half to two and a half pound fish
of this variety for some years, but some very
large brown trout have been taken.
The new lake will stock itself, but much can
be done to improve the fishing.
All anglers

should

bear this matter

in mind,

and

see to it

that this great lake is not closed to them through
some mistaken notions in regard to keeping the
water pure.
Fishing under proper rules and regulations can not injure the water supply, but
the lake can and should afford grand sport to
the public for many generations to come.
To
keep down the big cannibals, it may be necessary
to allow trolling in the deeps of the lake, but
the shallower portions should be reserved for
fly-fishing, and no spinning or worm
fishing
allowed.
The river was high last week and wading was

where the Marble Mountain in majestic grandeur
reigns
With his shimmering crown of sunlit vernal snows,
Where
the bosky
woodland
verdure
carpets
all the
sylvan plains,
*Tis there serene the lordly Humber flows.

dark dells aglow with fragrant bloom, -perfume the
vibrant air;
While the westering sun limns in the light and shades.
There’s the snow-crown on the mountain all asparkle in
the light,
And the woods their gorgeous vesture there disclose,
With their green and golden bannerets they make a
brilliant sight,
While all serene the lordly Humber flows.

*Tis

Were

Where

the

Humber

And

Flows.

’Tis

there the kingly salmon through the drowsy summer day,
Disport in glee amid the steadies deep,
In the limpid, living waters, how they breach and leap
and

play,

While the eddies onward, seaward, grandly sweep.
There the angler realizes the serenest earthly joy,
As

Like

from

the

reel

his

line

swift

singing

Sane of glinting silver, crazy
his
While ali. serene the lordly Humber

And
And

goes,

fish

flash

round

flows.

the ouananiche and sea trout, and the brook
gambol there,
song birds fill with melody the glades;

trout

it given me my fate to shape ere nearing life’s
release,
we pleasant slopes, fair Humber, my abiding place
*d set;
And in nature’s sweet communion I would seek content and peace,
By all the world forgotten I would all the world forget.
That ray life would glide as calmly as thy placid waters
ow,
M y prayer would rise from dawn till evening’s close,
Till *twould mingle with the ocean,
in the sunset’s
afterglow,
As serenely as the lordly Humber flows.
Wa. Jo GARROLE.
St. Jouns, N. F.
On
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Fish and Fishing.
Fly

Fishing

at Lake

Edward,

So general has been the impression
big red trout of Lake

Edward

that the

do not rise to the

artificial fly, that I know of several excellent
anglers who have not even taken the trouble
to test the matter at all when fishing the waters
of beautiful Lac des Grandes Isles, but have
contented themselves with trolling or bottom
fishing and have crossed over into some of the
neighboring lakes and streams
for their flyfishing.
Kit Clarke and the authorities who

contributed to Mary Orvis Marbury’s “Favorite
Flies”

their

Edward

experiences

were

alike

of fly-fishing

believed

been simply romancing

by many

when

in Lake

to have

they described

the

success of certain surface lures on this lake.
And so because of the growth of this impression
and because of the facts that the big fish in
the lake were so easily beguiled with bait and
troll, and that there was so much easy fly-fishing
nearby in other waters, scarcely. anybody has
even attempted to whip the big lake with flies

for trout

for some

time past, notwithstanding

that big fish are often seen

rising to natural

in-

sects upon the surface of the water. A few days
ago, Captain Capp, of London, England, reached
Lake Edward on his way east from a fishing
tour across the Dominion, which commenced
over two months ago in British Columbia.
A

skillful fly-fisherman, he was not disposed to
accept the popular verdict that it was a waste
of time, energy and skill to fish the surface of
the lake with the fly, but resolutely attempted
to prove the contrary.
He fished with some of
the ordinary casts used by him in other Canadian waters and obtained no rises of any consequence.
He essayed the dry fly and secured

but a few small fish.
been

dry

expected,

This was

for the minute

fly-fishermen

are

chiefly

chalk streams of the old
shallow and clear waters

rather to have
lures

utilized

adapted

to

by

the

country and equally
elsewhere.
Fishing,

one day, where he had seen a big fish rise in
one of the deepest portions of the lake, and
where the surface of the water was rippled by a
gentle breeze, the captain tried a large JockScott of a standard salmon pattern and met with
a favorable response.
He tried again and again

with the same

success.

The big red fellows in

the water below are not to be treated as fingerlings. When they open their mouths it requires

something to fill them.
spect

due

deep

pools

to our

“Treat us with the re-

rank

and

size,”

they seem

to

say, “and offer us as good an article as you
would to a respectable salmon, and we may
entertain your proposition.
Otherwise we have
quite sufficient to engage our attention in the
in which

we

usually

linger

and

ON

are

THE

Photo

not to be seduced by the toy lures which serve

MICHAGAMIE

by Mrs.

Nellie

RIVER.

McCourt.

to amuse and to attract the baby fingerlings.”

Captain Capp has recently sailed for the old
country, but his experiences at Lake Edward
are

worthy

of

recollection

future visitors to the lake.

and

imitation

by

At present there is

quite a rush of anglers to Lake

Edward,

and on

one day last week, no less than sixty guides
were out with different parties in various portions of the lake and of the surrounding country.

Many

of these visitors have been fortunate

enough to see quite a number of heads of big
game in the woods, and from all appearances,
moose, caribou and red deer are very much on
the increase all over that section of the country,
a fact which should excite no surprise in view of
the special efforts which have been put forth
within recent years for their protection... Dr.
Cole,

of New

York,

successful fishing trip
Metabetchouan Fish
that he saw no less
Metabetchouan. Red

who

has

returned

from

a

upon
and
than
deer

the preserves of the
Game Club, reports
five moose at Lake
are becoming more

and more abundant at Riviere-a-Pierre, while
recent visitors to the preserves of the Jacques

Cartier Club, which is also upon the line of the
Lake St. John Railway, report having seen
several fine specimens of both moose and
caribou.”
American

In addition

Anglers

to Dr.

in

Canada.

Cole, already mentioned,

many
home
upon

American anglers have lately returned
from very enjoyable fishing experiences
the limits of the Metabetchouan

Fish. and

Game Club. Dr. Porter and Mr. F. N. Benham,
of Bridgeport, Conn., spent several weeks on
the preserve, and among other Connecticut men
who have been very successful with the trout
of Lake Kiskisink and the surrounding waters,
I may mention Messrs. John Davenport, W. R.
Travers and J. R. Mason.
Mr. Lincoln, of

Pittsburg, and Mr. Fisher, of Washington, have
lately fished the same waters.
Mr. George Burgwin Anderson, Consul of the
United States at Antigua, West Indies, is enjoying the fishing at Lake Edward, and
Wertenbaker, of the U. S. Marine Service,

been

very

in the

successful

Ouiatchouan

in his ouananiche
pool

at

Lake

St.

quite freely from the wharves
the crudest of tackle.

Dr.
has

fishing
John,

a

Salmon

G. Hecksher,
party who

of New

occupied

Cascapedia—the

enters the big lake.
All along the borders
ouananiche
fishing has

anglers.

markaby

good,

and

Mr.

G.

N. -Walker,

Glouster, England, recently took
ful fish in one day at the mouth

the
re-

of

thirty beautiof the Meta-

betchouan River.
Some of these were quite
large, exceeding ‘five pounds in weight.
So
plentiful have these fish been all spring in the
lake, that the small boys have been taking them

with

Running.

The knowledge that the salmon are running
at last into the rivers emptying into the lower
St. Lawrence and the Baie des Chaleurs has
proved
the signal for a number
of salmon
fishermen to start for their angling preserves,
and already quite a number of fishermen are in
their comfortable camps on the shores of the
Cascapedia and Ristigouche rivers.
One day
last week two special cars of the down train on
the Intercolonial
Railway
were
occupied
by
salmon fishermen.
Dr. S. Weir Mitchell, the
famous author, Mr. Cadwalader and Mr. John

little below the falls and close to where the river
of Lake St. John
continued
to be

are

at Roberval,

Mr.

York,

resort

Dudley

were

among

one car on their way

of so many

the

to the

millionaire

Olcott, Colonel

Raymond,

of insurance fame, and his son-in-law, Mr. Maxwell, were among a party of anglers destined
for the Ristigouche,
while on
their way
to

Chamberlain

Mr.

W.

Shoals

Molson

on the same

Macpherson,

stream

president

were

of

Molson’s Bank, Quebec, and Messrs. I. H.
Stearns and Angus Hooper, of Montreal.
Mr.
R. E. Plumb, of Detroit, passed through Quebec
this week en route for the Natashquan, where

FOREST

Ekin
he will be joined by Mr. F. S. Hodges, of
Boston, and Mr. Chapman, who landed at New
York from Europe by the Celtic, on Sunday
last.
Mr. John Manuel, of Ottawa; Mr. Law, of
Montreal, and party, who control the salmon
fishing of the Godbout, have left here for their
river by north shore steamer.

St.

Bernard

The annual

Fish

meeting

and

Game

Club.

of the St. Bernard

Fish

and Game Club took place at the club house at
Lake Saccacoma, on Monday, June 4, and passed
off most harmoniously, General W. W. Henry,
U. S. Consul at Quebec, having been unanimously re-elected president, and Mr. Brown, the
newly appointed postmaster of Montpelier, Vt.,
“secretary.
Early the following morning
the
club house had a narrow escape from destruction by fire.
A small mill close by took fire
and was entirely consumed, and all the members

of the club in camp and all their guides turned
out to fight the flames, thus saving their own

property.
A number of splendid trout weighing between
three and four pounds have already been taken
out of some of the lakes of this preserve this
spring, notably out of Saccacoma and Violon.
The fly-fishing opened very late there as elsewhere in Canada, but is now at about its best.
Mr. R. H. Brown, who has recently returned
home to New Haven, reports the best of trout
fishing at present
on the preserves
of the
Nonantum
Fish and Game Club, of which he

is president.

E. T. D. CHAMBERS.

Massachusetts

Anglers.

A host of Massachusetts anglers have made, or
are now making, trips to Maine and New Hampshire.
One party just back from Roach River
(Moosehead),
Me.,
included
three
prominent
members of the State Association, Dr. M. A.
Morris, the well-known moose hunter; Thomas
H. Hall, “Our Tom,’ as every one calls him,
the author of the celebrated song with which your
readers are familiar, “Just One Bite;” Mr. Frank
Hopewell, leader of the “Hopewell Club,’ and
Mr, Nathan F. Tufts, of Charlestown, who has
usually accompanied Dr. Morris on his moosehunting trips.
Mr. Hall was accompanied by his
wife and his thirteen year old son, Murray F.
Mrs. Morris was of the party, Mrs. Hopewell
and her daughter, Miss Crosby, and Mrs. Bradley.
Tom says, in his usual modest way and with his
accustomed generosity: “For myself, I desire no
mention of the trip, which was in every way
delightful, but I would like everybody to know
we
were
most
hospitably
entertained
by the
Sawyer family at the Roach River House, and
were inspired with a desire to become
more
familiar with the beautiful climate, superb scenery and attractive sports of the place.
All found
the fishing excellent, the squaretails taking the
fly ‘with avidity.
Mr. Tufts took fifteen of them

in one day’s fishing.”
Glowing accounts of the sports at Kineo are
at hand.
On Tuesday, May 29, more than 300
pounds of fish were brought in, and for the week
a total of 2,000 pounds.
A catch of fifty pounds
is credited to the Moose River Reform Club, including Mr. and Mrs. A. B. Waring and others,
of New York; Mr. George C. Brooks and others,
of Boston; and Mr. George Tenney, of Methuen,

Mass.

Among

the

half-dozen

members

of the

“Camp Comfort
Club,” recently returned with
ample spoils, is Judge Wilfred Boster, of Boston.
The Leominster party, headed by A. A. Tisdale,
of that place, made a remarkable record for togue,
eight fish, weighing seventy-five pounds, taken
one morning by three members of the party; one
fish weighed twelve pounds, and one sixteen and
a half pounds.
A merry party of New York and

Boston

gentlemen,

with

their

wives,

has

taken

possession of Camp Sunshine.
Mr. E. H. Outbridge, of New York, with his family, will occupy
his new cottage, just completed.

Mr. N. C. Nash, of the State Association, has as
a companion in his camp at Green Island Mr.
F. A, Seamans, of Salem; Mr. and Mrs. F. S.
Snyder,

of

Winchester,

Mass.,

are

entertaining

as guests Mr. and Mrs. C. C. Smith, of Newton

Centre, at Mr.
west

In the Dead
many

STREAM.
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at North-

master mechanic at the shops which aré near the
pool, thought he would try his luck at the pool

River region the season has been

Wednesday night, and his line had hardly touched
the water before he had a strike and finally
landed his fish, a ten-pound one.’

Snyder’s

Carry.

late, but

AND

private camp

sportsmen

are

going

in now

and

are getting good sport.

One of the old-timers at

this

Bratten,

resort,

Mr.

James

has taken possession

of

of his camps

Philadelphia,

at King and

Bartlett Lakes.
Times are lively at the Rangeleys, but I must defer writing details till later.
The Middlesex Club is to hold a strawberry festi-

val at Winchester

next

Monday

In Newfoundland.
SaLMoN
coast.

evening.

Vice-President A. B. F. Kinney has recently
returned’ from a four days’ fishing trip to the
Bangor pool, where he captured three salmon—
two of them in one day. He fortunately brought
to gaff all he struck.
His largest weighed twelve
pounds; the others ten pounds each.
He says: “I
must confess I never had more enjoyable ex-

have been fairly plentiful around

One

man

in April, who

captured

the

the first

fish in his net, brought it to Government House
and there disposed of it for fifty cents per pound.
He then bought a barrel of flour, a tub of butter,
tea and other groceries for his money—not a

bad morning’s

work

for the fisherman.

Salmon

was selling last week for forty cents per pound;
this week for twelve, and probably next week the
price: for delicious saimon will reach five cents
after game fish than in taking those
The six-foot leader and silver doctor_ and stay there.
During the last session of the Legislature the
have been on exhibition in his store
Inland Fisheries law was amended to enable the
He does admit, however, that when the

perience
salmon.”
fly used
window.

alternative was presented of getting a ducking in
three feet of water or letting go his rod and
losing the salmon, he chose the former.
We
should not expect him to do anything else, knowing him as well as we do.
H. H. KimMBatt.

The

Luck

of a Fisherman.

Governor

in Council

to appoint an Inland Fish-

eries and Game Board that will have sole control
of all game and game fishes.
This is a step in
the right direction.
It will mean the supervision
of the rivers and barrens and the guides and
wardens by a body of independent sportsmen,
who will appoint wardens, etc., free of the con-

trol of the politicians.

ls the days of long ago, when flintlocks were
used on guns, the cow horn was the style of
the ammunition carrier, and sportsmen’s clothing
was not made as now to meet the especial needs
of hunting, there lived in Milford Haven, on the
Chesapeake Bay, retired from the tempestuous
voyages of the ocean, an old sea captain, who
loved to tell the experiences of his sea travels,
and his adventures with his rod and gun.
He was known to be one of the best of fishermen, and rarely came home with an empty basket.
He once related to me a curious story of finding
his hawk bill knife on the day after it was lost
overboard as he was cutting a piece of crab
with which to bait his hook.
He said he little
dreamed of ever finding that knife again, but
mext day, as the tide and wind were moving just
about in the same direction as on the day previous, he went out at the same hour, dropped
anchor in the same spot, and caught the self--same
hawk bill knife with his fishing hook almost immediately on casting his line overboard.
°
As he was returning home, he discovered a
large flock of black ducks feeding on a pond or
inlet near his home, and, as he always carried
his gun with him for any emergency that may
arise, he secreted himself behind a clump of

Under the present system

a fishery or game warden is appointed because
he has a puil with the Member, and not for any

special qualifications for the office, which he may
possess.
The originators of the scheme are all
ardent

sportsmen,

and

if the

selection

of

the

Board is left to these gentlemen it will be strong

and representative. The danger is that ornamental
men may get on it in the beginning, and impair

its usefulness at the very outset.

Crayfishes

Waleo

in Maine.

WintHrRop, Mass.—Qne day last summer on the
Aroostook River (Me.), as we beached our canoes

to prepare

dinner.

I noticed

crawling

about

in the shallow water among the rocks what I
took to be crayfishes. I captured one, and found
it to be as as I thought.
Recently it occurred
to me that I had never before seen crayfishes in
New England outside of aquaria.
That it was a crayfish I had no doubt, for the
crayfish is to me a familiar object, and I know
of no freshwater crustacean with which it is
likely to be confused. Those which I saw in the
water,

and

the one

in my

hand

were

about two-

what

were

bushes to await a more favorable time for getting

thirds the length of the full grown crayfishes of
the West and South.

more than one duck at the shot.
The tide was
up nearly to the top of the bank, and as he lay
down flat on his back, feet foremost, he fired at

Are they found in any other New England rivers
or streams?
Can anyone suggest GB
De

the bunch, with the result

of getting eleven ducks

out of that flock with a single shot.
This was the last shot he made with that flintlock gun, as he found that the charge in the gun
was so strong it blew out the breech, which was

If these

were

-into the Aroostock

St. Croix

In our issue of March
pondence between Dr.

Salmon

Pool.

excepting

this city, and certain fishery officials of Maine and
Canada respecting the St. Croix River, Mr. Hyde
complaining of the existence of conditions inimical

to

the

salmon

supply,

and

the

several

officials displaying a masterly inactivity in permitting the conditioris to continue.
The correspondence is recalled bya note from L. S. Tobie,
A. G. P. A. of the Washington County Railway,
who writes from Calais under date of June 8;
“Referring to your detailed and sundry correspondence relative to the St. Croix salmon pool

in your edition of Saturday, March 31, 1906, it
may interest the sportsmen to know that the fish
have been very plenty at the pool this spring.
On Thursday Mr. Robert C.. Lowry, of New
York,

making

caught

good

three, and

catches.

other

The

parties

have

fish average

been

about

eight to twelve pounds, and I understand one
was taken in the St. Croix Pool this year weigh-

ing twenty-two

pounds.

Mr. A. H. Stupert, our

river?

in the- extreme

mont and Massachusetts

Bluefish
BARNEGAT

31 was printed a corresE. Hindon Hyde, of

they?

[Fishing Industries” says that “no crayfishes”’
have ever been found in the New England States,

never replaced. The old captain passed over the
river many years ago.
C. Foster.

The

not crayfishes,

awakening

City,
to

its

western

parts

of Ver-

and in central Maine.’’|

at Barnegat.
June

8.—Barnegat

wonted

City

summer

is

activity.

Cottages and hotels are open, and guests are
booking for the summer.
Captains are reporting
boats in good order and ready for business. Blue
fish are

in the bay;

reported,

some

very

good

catches

are

JAMES H. RoMaAtIn.

NOTICE TO NEWS STAND BUYERS
Give Your Dealer an Order.
After June 30 the Forest AND
unreturnable

STREAM

will be

by dealers, but will be supplied by

them to regular customers and on order. Readers
accustomed

to

buy

at news

stands

and

book

stores should not fail to give their dealers a
standing order in advance, so that they may not
fail to obtain the paper regularly.
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of Race

Fixtures
Committees

for 1906.
and Secretaries

fer a favor by sending notice of errors
the following list, and
in the future.
16.
16.
16.
16.
16.
16.
16.
16.
16.
16.
16.
16.
16.
16.
17.
17.
17.
18.
18.
18.
18.
18.
.18.
18.
19.
20.
21.
21.
23.
28.
23.
28.
23.
23.
23.
28.
23.
28.
23.
23.
23.
23.
23.
24.
25.
25.
26.
27.
28.

also changes

will con-

or omissions

which

may

in

be made

JUNE.
Royal Canadian, 30ft. class,
Larchmont, Y. R. A.
Boston, Hull.
Keystone, club.
Beverly, club, Buzzard’s Bay.
Columbia, power boat.
Bensonhurst, open,
South Boston, run to Marblehead.
Columbia, Mass., cruise to Gloucester.
Taunton, dories.
Winthrop, handicap.
Hingham, O. D. C., Crow Point.
Rhode Island, ladies’.
Kennebec, Bath, open.
South Boston, run to Gloucester.
Columbia, Mass., at Gloucester.
Winthrop, run to Gloucester.
Boston, Y. R. A., Hull.
Hingham, club, Crow Point.
Beverly, club, Buzzard’s Bay.
South Boston, end of cruise.
Columbia, end of cruise.
Winthrop, run Gloucester to Winthrop.
Cohasset, club.
East Gloucester, championship.
Atlantic, open, Underwood cup, 3 P. M.
Portland, start of cruise.
New York, 59th annual, Glen Cove.
,
Corinthian, Marblehead, club, afternoon.
New York A. C., Block Island race, Travers Island.
Royal Canadian.
Seawanhaka and New York, long distance, Y. R. A.
Hingham, O. D. C.
Beverly, club, Buzzard’s Bay.
Chicago, power boat.
Atlantic, open, 3 P. M.
Quincy, club.
Corinthian, Marblehead, ocean race, Isles Shoals.
Taunton, power boats.
American, Newburyport, dories.
Winthrop, handicap.
Cohasset, club.
Edgewocd, Possner cup.
Morrisania, Corinthian Union.
New York, Glen Cove, New York thirties.
Newport.
Indian Harbor, cruising race to Bartlett’s Reef, 8 A.M,
Atlantic, closed, 3 P. M.
Ol en adda power boat race, Marblehead to New
:
ork.

30. Y. R. A., New. Rochelle.
30.
30.
30.
30.
30.
30.
30.
30.
30.
30.
30.
30.
30.
30.
30.
30.

Royal Canadian, 30ft. class.
Boston, Marblehead.
Keystone, special.
Bristol, Bristol-Montauk race.
Wianno, club.
Hingham, O. D. C.
Beverly, club, Buzzard’s Bay.
Wollaston, inter-club.
Atlantic, open, Crescent A. C. regatta, 3 P. M.
Mosquito Fleet, Mass.
South Boston, interclub.
Eastern, ocean, New London, Marblehead.
Winthrop.
.
Newport.
Cohasset.
American, Mass., cruise to Annisquam.

THE POWER
Ir is rather

early

indicate

that

about

10,000

speed is sufficient to take their owners away for
a day or two with the conviction that if the most
ordinary provision has been made in the filling
of fuel

plication

from

form

power

he may

return

at a certain

of gear,

uncertain

passages,

lack of wind have militated

time,

and

delay

against them,

but, with the advent of the power-driven boat,
thousands
enjoy
scenes
and
the _ recreations
amidst them, wholly unknown ten years ago.

The institution of long-distance cruising power
boat races challenges interest and tends to bring
out the ingenuity and resources of the designer,
of the engineer and lastly of the crew, who cause

the contrivance

to win—or

The greatest
not necessarily

good in power-driven boats
in racing, but in the ability

lose.
is
of

these little vessels to carry safely and happily
their occupants away from the cares of our busy
existence.
If racing will develop the boat that it may be
more

useful

as

a

means

to

the

enjoyment

of

living on the water, let us have racing; but let it
be racing of such a kind as will not invite accident, and will supply the best information

for the

building and handling of able, inexpensive
safe cruising power-driven boats.

British Letter.
CowrEs

TO

CrtypE

RAce.—The

Yacht

Club gave another

Clyde

this year,

Royal

race from

the conditions

London

Cowes

being

to the

the same

as that of last season.
It was a handicap for
yachts exceeding one hundred tons.
Four yachts
started from the club house off Cowes on May
24; the schooners Adela, Mr. Claud T. Cayley,

heavy

Mr.

weather

Norlanda

J. E. Terry,

and

Norlanda,

Mr.

both

the

first

giving

day

up.

or

two,

Evelyn

Adela

and

and

Merry-

maid sought shelter in Portland Harbor for some
hours on the evening of the 24th, and then beat
in a strong westerly wind to the Lizard.
They
met with storms and calms alternately and plenty

boats

were built or are being built for use during this
season, but in the races so far few competitors
have appeared.
Every one accustomed to be on
or near inland or coast waters knows the constant
chug-chug of the boats driven by gasolene engines, and to see a boat propelled by oars is
really becoming almost unusual.

The cruising launch propelled by a machine
consuming gasolene for fuel is the boat par ex-

how Ailsa and Navahoe compare in speed, as this
will be the first time these two have met.
‘The
seven boats are a pretty scratch lot, and it will
tax the resources of the handicappers
to put
them on anything like level terms, but it is a long
course—about 316 miles—and there are always
chances for everybody.
If the wind should be
light and fair, the schooner Sunshine, with her
large sail spread, should have an excellent show;
if strong and foul, the yawls Ailsa and Navahoe
should have the best chance.
THE
Ctypde Fortrnicut.—Class
racing proper

opens this season for the first time on the Clyde.
This has, of course, necessitated a complete revision of all the fixtures for June and July, but
it revives the Irish regattas and Plymouth week,
both of which suffered so severely last year.
There will be a big muster of all classes on the
Scottish firth; the clubs which did not appear
to favor the new scheme when it was mooted
have thrown themselves heartily into it now, and
no pains have been spared to make the fixture a
complete success.
Of the big class all will be
present.
There will be a good muster in the
handicap fleets, and three of last year’s quartette
of 52-footers will be there, Maymon
being in
he sale list.
There is always a big fleet of
smaller yachts on the Clyde and Irish ports,
which give additional local interest to the racing,
and all that is wanted to complete the success

of the Clyde racing is fine weather.
Be He WErtye

and

C. S. Milburn. Of these the first three took part
in the race last year.
The yachts experienced

an

Mr. I. H. Benn, and Sula, yawl, 80 tons, Mr.
Crosier Bailey.
It will be be interesting to see

Boston
Two

of rain.
to

tanks,

thus allowing the maximum period for enjoying
the holiday. Heretofore with sailing craft, a com-

Merrymaid,

BOAT.

in the season

cellence of the time.
These boats, with small
power, are not great consumers of fuel, and their

and Evelyn, Mr. George F. Lett, and the cutters

opinion as to the probable success of the races
under the auspices of the various clubs and associations, for boats propelled by gasolene. In the
past the interest in such races, in many cases
considerable, has not evinced an enthusiasm that
was anything more than ephemeral, and the explanation of the decline of racing of this class
of boat is hard to find. The reports of the last
winter

STREAM.

~ VACHITING

Yachting
Memsers

AND

Merrymaid

opened out a big lead more

than once and then was becalmed, while the
schooner closed up the gap.
The pair were off
Port Patrick on May 27, the cutter being then
about seven miles ahead.
Merrymaid lost sight
of the schooner that evening and got well away

in the light airs.

On

the morning

of the 29th

there was a storm of wind and rain for about
three hours, after which calms and catspaws prevailed till the finish.
The leader entered the
Clyde at 8 A. M., and it took her six hours to do
the last fifteen miles.
Evelyn was still becalmed
off Pladda, when Merrymaid got her winning
eun.
Evelyn took second prize.

THe Dover To HELIGOLAND

for

the

German

Emperor’s

RAcE.—The

cup

race

entries

closed

on

May 21. They are not so numerous as usual,
owing to the absence of British yacht owners,
who have made up their minds to support their
own regattas.
The following yachts are entered
to start on June 16. Ailsa, yawl 102 tons, Mrs.
Hill Lewis; Clara, schooner, 185 tons, Mr. Max
Guilleaume;
Sunshine, schooner, 117 tons, Mr.

A. H. Solomar; Navahoe, yawl, 232 tons, Mr.
G. W. Watjen; Armgard, yawl, 131 tons, Messrs.
Von Brocken and Seebeck; Betty, yawl, 92 tons,

More

Letter.

SonperkKLAsse

Boats.—During

the

week more boats have been announced for the
Sonderklasse to compete in the American trial
races, making the total number of new boats for
the class seventeen.
One of these is now being
built at the Baker Yacht Basin, Quincy, from
designs of Mr. F. T. Wood, an amateur, who is
an inspector in the Boston Custom House.
The

owner’s name is being kept secret, for some reason best known to the designer. This boat, which
is nearing completion, is said to be of extreme
type.
The last new one to be ordered will be
from the board of Messrs. Small, Bros., for Mr.
F. G. Macomber, Jr., who has also ordered a boat
from the Herreshoffs.
This boat will be 37ft.
over all, 20ft. waterline, 6ft. r1in. beam and Sit.
34in. draft.
The dimensions are much the same
as those of the boat turned out by the same
designers for the syndicate of the Southern Y. C.,
but the Macomber boat will be more of a scow.
Mr, Macomber’s Herreshoff boat is about ready
for launching.

PortLAND

Y.

C. Invites

Boston

Y.

C.—The

Portland Y. C. has voted to invite the Boston
Y. C. to become its guest on the annual cruise of
the latter club to the eastward in July.
It is arranged to give a very elaborate smoker in honor
of the visiting club on the evening of the arrival
of its squadron, and to hold races, open to yachts
of both clubs the next day.
The Boston Y. C.
has always visited the Portland Y. C. on its
cruise to the eastward, and the best of feeling
exists between the two organizations.
There is
every reason to believe that the invitation this
year will be accepted.

Uvira

Soitp.—The

steam

yacht Uvira,

ex

Al-

thea, ex Judy, formerly owned by Mr. J. B.
Rhodes, of New Bedford, has been sold to Mr.
Frank Chase, of Waterville, Me.
She is now at
Bath.
Uvira was built by the Herreshoffs in
1890.
She is 102ft. 3in. over all, 86ft. waterline,
I1ft. 5in. beam and sft. 8in. draft.
She has a
speed of about
fifteen
miles an hour.
Mr.
Charles Hayden, of the Boston and Eastern Yacht

Clubs, owned Uvira before he purchased his present

steam

yacht

Wacondah,

ex

Aria.

FOREST
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Last Lipton

Cup Boat

of the four boats

Gone West.—The

built in Massachusetts

last

to com-

pete for the Lipton cup for 21-footers, now held

by the Columbia Y. C., of Chicago, was shipped
West last Friday.
She is Milwaukee, designed by
Mr. Fred D. Lawley and built by the Lawley Corporation.
She was tried out under sail before
being made ready for shipment, and was found
to be perfectly balanced.
Sea Fox Soitp.—Mr. John G. Alden, of the
Boston Y. C., has sold his sloop Sea Fox, formerly yawl-rigged, to Mr. E. A. Edwards, of
Beverly.
Sea Fox was built some sixteen or
seventeen years ago by Williams, of South Boston.
She is 20ft. 6in. over all, 21ft. waterline,
Sft. 3in. beam and sft. draft.
New
Launcues.—Messrs.
Swasey,
Raymond
and Page report the following orders for power
craft: 65-foot twin screw cruising launch for Mr.
H. N. Richards, of Boston; 45-foot hunting cabin
launch, with 25 horsepower, for Mr. Joseph P.
Shattuck, of Springfield, Mass.; 44-foot hunting
cabin launch, with 30 horsepower, for Mr. C.
Donaldson Tower, of Wolfboro, N. H.; 50-foot
twin screw cabin launch, 30 horsepower, for Rev.

John

E.

Keeley,

of

Waterville, Me.;

70-foot

houseboat, 30 horsepower, for Mr. Harry Cemson, of Taunton; 65-foot cruiser, 25 horsepower,

for Mr. Gerald

W.

Kirks,

of Montreal;

65-foot

cruiser for Mr. William
C. Redfield, Atlantic
Y. C., to be used at Marblehead; 45-foot cruiser
for Mr. D. C. Wilson, of New York; 35-foot
steam tender, 60 horsepower,
for Mr. George
PicatteeNieway Oley
sate

LIGHTNING

STRIKES

AT

MARBLEHEAD.—Light-

ning struck the flagstaff surmounting the derrick
at the Stearns & McKay yard, Marblehead, last
Wednesday
and splintered it.
The shock was
sent all over the works and was felt by several
workmen.
Fortunately for all hands, the light-

ning overlooked several barrels of gasolene which
were

at the base of the derrick.

YAcHTs

NEARING

COMPLETION.—At

Messrs.

Burgess & Packard’s yard, Marblehead, the 33rater for Mr. T. K. Lothrop is nearing completion.
The 22-rater for Mr. A. P. Loring is timbered out and is ready for planking.
It looks
as though this boat would stand a good chance
for a leg in’the Lipton cup if she gets the
handling.
The
Sonderklasse
boat
for
Mr.
Lawrence F. Percival will be ready for the water
about June 17.
The 300 horsepower engine for
the fast ferry Pineland is being installed, and
she will probably be ready for her trial trip within
the week.
JouN B. KILLEEN.

Yachts

at

Jamestown.

As one of the features of the Jamestown Exposition it is proposed to hold upon Hampton

Roads

and

Chesapeake

Bay

a series

of yacht

races to include all classes, and in order to be
satisfactory to all the yachting interests of the
country, these rules should be determined by a
congress of yachtsmen representing the various

yachting clubs of the United States and Canada.
An invitation has been sent out for representatives from yacht clubs to meet at Norfolk on
June 22-23, whose functions shall be to devise
rules and promulgate to the world at large the
manner in which such races shall be sailed.
These invitations have been sent to the various
yacht clubs throughout the United States, and
already many have accepted the invitation and
named delegates; others will be represented by
proxies.
The representation promises
to be
large as each day acceptances are being received.

Pau
ONG
Mer. Gen. Press Bureau.

Yachts

Changing

Hands.

Mr. W. E. C. Eustis, of Boston, has purchased
from Mr. Samuel C. Davis the schooner yacht
Quissetta, through the brokerage department of
Mr. William Gardner, and the yacht is now being rapidly put into commission at Greenport,
and will proceed eastward in a very few days.

This

same

agency

has also arranged

sale of

schooner yacht Southern Cross to Mr. John B.
Phillips; knockabout Gadfly, L. C. Ledyard, Jr.,

to Mr.

Leonard

Granger;

sloop yacht Mimosa

AND

STREAM.
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II., Messrs. George Lawley & Son Corporation,
to Mr.

E. F. Cole,

and

charter

of steam

yacht

Kanawha I. to a New York yachtsman, which
boat will be put into commission immediately.

The.sloop yacht Schemer has been sold by
Mr. Frank Gore to Mr. A. Grouzet, of New
York, through the agency of Macconnell
&
Cook.
A gas engine will be installed in the
boat.
The same agency has sold the Gladys to
Mr. P. G, Sedley, also the knockabout Fire Fly
to Mr. M. B. Pendas, and the launch Cavalier
to Mr. Gilbert Ray Haines.
The knockabout Goblin has been sold to Mr.
Richard
Ruff through the agency of W. T.
Douglass.

Builders of fine Pleasure and Hunting Boats Canoes,
Gasoline Launches, Small Sail Boats. Send for Catalogue.
hese
ial Ie
ie
ete

KNOCK DOWN BOATS

Launches, row and
sail boats.
|
Canoes and Hunting

boats.

Of
4

Send for Catalogue.

Atlantic

Y. C.

American

all Descriptions.
;

;

Se TT
~B
—

=

8 FS

Boat & Machine Co., 36517 S. 2nd St., St. Louls, Mo.

THE yachts comprising the fleet of the Atlantic
Y. C. will rendezvous at Oyster Bay harbor at
or -before.5. o’clock..P. Ms Saturday, Jalyatd;
Mets

A cruise in company
Seawanhaka Corinthian

with the fleets of the
Y. C. and the Cor-

inthian Y. C. of Philadelphia will be made to
the eastward, beginning Monday, July 16, and
the ports named below on the dates specified,
unless notice to the contrary is published by

the Regatta Committees of the three clubs under
whose direction the port to port runs will be
made, and who will issue due notice as to the
rules to be observed by competing yachts.
The three fleets will cruise as a unit, the

command being assumed in turn by the commodore of each club, who will display the code
signal “F. I.” while the fleet is subject to his
orders.
As the cruise promises to be of unusual interest in racing and other features, captains are
requested to make every possible effort to participate.
July 16—Oyster Bay to Morris Cove.
July 17—Morris Cove to New London.
July 183—New London to Shelter Island.
July 19—Shelter Island (small boat races, etc.).

July 20—Shelter
B. M.

Island to Newport.

DANIEL G, REDD,
Commodore, A. Y. C.

Wuit tock,

Fleet. Captain,

Four

classes

Mass.—Saturday,

boats

given

by the City of Boston,

auspices

were

of the

provided
Boston,

with

and

under

Dorchester

of Dorchester,

There

was

a fresh

now

S.W.

of
race

the joint
and

Savin

of the settle-

a part

breeze,

of Boston.

and the racing

was good.
Class A was well bunched at the
start, but Alpha soon went out ahead and was
never caught.
In class B, there was a most
exciting
race
between
the
18ft. knockabout
Mirage II., and the arft. raceabout Jacobin.
They started well together and were not more
than 20s. apart at any time during the race.

Mirage

II. finished first by 8s.

Josephine

and

Iris were first and second all around in the
Cape cat class, but Iris lost second place to
Hustler on allowance.
Argo won in class E.
Llewelyn won in the first division of power
boats, Mischief in the second division and Disturber in the power dories.
Sir THomAs

TO

Visir

-

CANOES
Paddles,

enh 3

$1.™ Each

H. H. KIFFE CO., 523 Broadway, New York
Naval

Archictects

ARTHUR

and

Brokers.

BINNEY,

(Formerly Stewart & BINNEY.)

Naval

Architect

and

Yacht

Broker,

Mason Bullding, Kilby Street, BOSTON, MASS.
Cable Address, ‘‘ Designer,’? Boston.

BURGESS @ PACKARD,
Naval Architects and Engineers. ©Yacht Bullders,

HOLLIS
General

BURGESS,

Yacht

Broker.

kinds.

Agent for the purchase

Marine

Agent.

Insurance

and sale of Gasoline

Main Office, 10 Tremont St. Tel.1905-1 Main.

of all
Engines.

Branch Office, 131 State St. Tel. 4870 Main. BOSTON, Mass.

June 9, in con-

the 276th anniversary

ment

15 and 16 ft.

handled.

9.

three

for in the open

Hill yacht clubs, on Saturday,
nection

June

of sailing yachts

power

=

Wgjgleks

151 State St., BOSTON, MASS.
Tel. 4870 Main.
Marblehead Office and Works: Nashua St., Marblehead, Mass.
300-Ton Railway.
Modern Building Shops. Two new
Storage Sheds. 10-Ton Steam Shearlegs. 21 feet of water
off ourrailway.
Large Storage Capacity. Ship Chandlery
and Machine Shop. Repair Work
of all kinds quickly

A. Y. C.

City of Boston.
Dorchester,

Spots!

Sy

AMERICA.—Sunday

LORILLARD & WALKER,
Yacht Brokers,
Telephone 6950 Broad.

C. SHERMAN

Hoyt.

OYT

@

41 Wall St., New

Yerk City.

Montcomery

H. Crarx.

CLARK,

NAVAL ARCHITECTS AND ENGINEERS,
YACHT BROKERAGE.
High Speed Werk:a Specialty.
17 Battery

Place, New

SMALL

York.

BROS.

NAVAL ARCHITECTS.
YACHT BROKERAGE.
No. 112 Water Street, BOSTON, MASS.
Fast cruisers and racing boats a specialty.
Tel. 3556-2 Main.

last,

Mr. R. A. Smith arrived on board the SS. Celtic.
He has been touring Europe, and while on the
Riviera had been the guest of Sir Thomas on
the Erin.
Mr. Smith stated that Sir Thomas
would probably arrange to be in Chicago to
referee the races, for which he is offering a cup.
As to the entry of Shamrock III., nothing definite
could be learned as to whether she would start
for the King’s Cup at Newport.
There is not much doubt that, if Sir Thomas
Lipton comes during the season, many of the
rumors that have been flying about will materialize or be extinguished.
We may certainly expect

the Baronet to do something.

Bs

The H. E. BOUCHER
Mechanical

and

105 MAIDEN

Model

Shops,

LANE, NEW YORK.

Marine Models :: Kinds
A
Model

SPECIALTY.

Making,
Inventions Developed.
Fittings for Model Yachts.
Late n charge of U. S. Navy Department Model Shops,
ashington,
c
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The

Week’s

AND

STREAM.

Racing.

First Race of New York Y. C.—On June 7
the first race of the season was held off the
club station at Glen Cove for the O. D. C. 30-

footers.
Model
man,

The race was for a prize offered by the
Committee, composed of James D. SparkAlbert
Bradlee
Hunt and
Paul
Eve

Stevenson.

Commodore

Alker,

of the

Man-

hasset Bay
Y. C. placed his s. y. Florence
at the disposal
of the
Regatta
Committee.
Owing to the illness of Mr. Oliver E. Cromwell, his place was taken by Mr. Walter C. Kerr.
There were six boats entered for the race over
a 1534-mile course, from Glen Cove, a reach to
Milton Point, from thence a beat to Oak Neck
Point, and a broad reach home.
The boats were

Atair, G. C. and G. E. Mayer; Adelaide

II., Adee

Bros.; Cara Mia, S. Wainright; Dahinda, W. B.
Duncan, Jr.; Neola II., Geo. M. Pynchon, and
Alerah, A: H. and J. W. Alker.
There was a
good breeze from the E., and the boats were
well bunched at the start.
Adelaide II., Cara
Mia, and Alerah got over the line too soon, but
did not heed the recall and were disqualified.
Atair won a good, clean race by 2'%4m. from
Dahinda, the second boat—officially.
Commodore Vanderbilt attended the race in
the North Star, and the 7oft. Rainbow
was
trying ‘out under Capt. Barr.
Mr.
Roy A.
Rainey’s Invader was about tuning up.
On Saturday, June 9, the Manhasset Bay Y.
C. held its annual spring regatta, in which there
were many yachts entered, and the event showed
some
good racing.
The course
was
for all
classes, 10% miles.
The course was laid from
Execution Rock to Parsonage Point buoy, from
thence to the Weeks Point buoy in Hempstead
Bay and home.
In the special sloops, Irondequoit, Mr. H.
M. Raborg, sailed a match race with Regina,

Mr.

F.

G.

Stewart,

defeating

her

handily

by

something like 20m. actual, and 12m. 42s. corrected time.
,
The New York thirties were well represented
by Dahinda, W.
‘B. Duncan;
Banzai, C. D.
Mallory; Minx, H. Willets; Alerah, S. W. Alker;
Cara Mia, S. Wainright; Adelaide, Adee Bros.,
and Atair, G. C. and C. E. Mayer, in which
Cara Mia carried off the honors from Alerah
by Im. 35s.
In the 27ft. class Rascal, J. J. Dwyer, and
The Kid, O. Harriman, competed, the former

winning by 2m. 5Is.

_ The raceabout class, with four starters, Pretty
Quick, A. B. Alley; Cadeau, W. W. Swan; Indian, W. Gardner, and Chinook, R. Mallory, Jr.,
made good racing, the honors being taken by
Pretty Quick from Cadeau by 5m. 8s.
In the Q class Vivyan, D. S. Levitt; Ogeemah,
A. B. Clement; Okee, J. A. Mahlstedt; Panmonak, F. R. Courrier; Wahneta, J. J. Delany,
and Mopsa, W. and J. C. Sullivan, were entered,
Ogeemah winning from Wahneta by 5m. Ios.
The handicap class was well represented, and
it seems as if this class would prove all its
promotors hoped for it, and the following boats

started:

Nadge,

B. R. Stoddard;

Kenosha,

W.

R. Booth; Howdy, Geo. Mercer, Jr.; Thelema,
A. E. Black; Rube, G. P. Granbery; Tillicum
II., C. S. King; Fire Fly, W. B. Pendas.
The

Rube won, defeating Howdy, which she allowed
5m. 20s., by 13m. 44s.
In the Larchmont a2tft. class there were four
Stascers,. ti0uri, J: P. Esser;
Folette, L. J.
Garcey; Vaquero, W. Stump, and Dorothy, L.
G. Spence, Dorothy winning from Houri by
8m. 17s.
In the clipper dory class but two boats started,
in which No. 4, J. L. Laidlaw, defeated No. 6,

W. H. Judson, by 3m.
The Atlantic Y. C. last

Saturday

offered

races for class
M
and
below,
the
weather
was not as good as it might have been, the wind
being full of soft spots.
However, the racing
was keen, and the 22-footers furnished the show.

The

27-footers,

with

Jig Step,

F. J. Havens;

Photo

SOry A.
by Walter.

quite strong.
The first leg to Bensonhurst was
a reach;.a run’to
Fort Hamilton, and some
windward work to the home mark.
In the © class were
entered Joy, W.
H.

Childs;

More

Trouble,

R. Childs;

Soya, W. A.

Barstow;. Spider, Hendon Chubb; Saetta, G. H.
Church;Quest, F. G. Havens, and Mary, Max
Grunder.
Joy soon took the lead, and was for
the rest of the race with the 27-footers.
Spider
made her debut, having but come from City
Island.
Soya, a sister boat, did well, but her
sails were bad, and she could not be kept up.

More

Trouble

was

second

to

Joy,

Soya by IIs.
In the 22ft. special class that sailed
rounds, Careless, Richard Rommel, won.

and

beat

but two
Truant,

F. S. Ayler, did not finish.
In the 18 and 15ft. classes, sailing two rounds,
Beta, Snedecker and Camp; Chickeoka, W. P.
O’Niel, and Ahoy, J. H. Tornow, were entered.
Beta, moving up a class, beat Chickeoka and

Ahoy

boat for boat without her allowance.

At Oyster Bay the 15-footers started over the
inside course.
There were seven competitors,
Marjorie,
H.W.
Warners)
Chipmunk,
E..S.
Young; Sabrina, C. W. Wetmore; Bob, W. A.
W. Stewart; Fly, W. E. Roosevelt; Imp, F. S.
wandons
rate
lickers.
shat. © Henderson:
Marjorie won her first race from Chipmunk by
35s., and Sabrina was third.
It was her first ap-

sue, KE. F. Luckenbach;
Crescent,, J. B. O’Donohue; Sakana, Haviland Bros., and Guide,

pearance in the racing, and the first time she has

Sue by 1m. 12s. The course was 12 miles, three
rounds, in a fluky easterly wind which, toward
the end of the race, came out of the south and

been beaten in two years.
The Crescent A. C. gave a race for their O.
D. dories, in which seven starters turned up for
the third race of the series over the usual 4-mile

W. M. Campbell, started, Jig Step winning from

course.
Zip, sailed by Addison C,. Hanan, won
from Sport, C. W. Smith, by 1m. 8s.The
other
competitors
included
Rooster,
E. A.
Wood;
Mamie, J. A. H. Bergen; Saucy Sal,
D. Bennett; Spray, J. S. Campbell, and Cocktail, J. O’Rourke.
Each of the following have
won a race for the series prize:
Mamie, Spray
and Zip.
—_—_——.

Two

New

Boats.

THE Gravesend Bay Q class has in the last
week had two new recruits added to its numbers.
These boats are Mr. W. A. Barstow’s Soya and
Mr. Hendon Chubb’s Spider.
These boats are
from the same design by Mr. Clinton H. Crane.
They were both built at City Island by Mr. B.
F. Wood, and are very fine examples of the
yacht work of to-day.
They are double-planked
mahogany outside, and are good looking little
vessels that, when they are tuned up should
show good speed.
The bow is of a type which,
with the favor accorded the spoon bow of late
years, has long been a stranger to our small
boats, being very sharp, but in later developments will no doubt be even more
graceful.
In a sea they do not pound or splash, and are
very easy and comfortable, and are fine little
ships for racing and day sailing, being fitted
with little cuddies for shelter in case of rain, or
to change into one’s racing clothes.
The dimensions of both Soya and Spider are:
Length over all, 36ft.; l.w.l., 25ft. “in.; breadth,

7it. 6in., and draft, 5ft. 1o0in.

FOREST

962
Bristol
OprEN

to

measured

Y. C.

all

Ocean

cabin

yachts

Race.

under

Free Alcohol

31ft.

l.w.l.

without crews aboard and enrolled in

any recognized yacht club.
There will be one class for sloops and yawls
of the more pronounced racing type, one class
class for catboats.
A handsome cup, known as
the Bristol cup, presented by James A. Garland,
will be given to the yacht winning in each class.
The race will be sailed under the racing rules of

All entries shall be in writing

STREAM.
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YACHTING NEWS

Bill a Law.

Last week the President affixed his signature
to the Denatured Alcohol Bill, which will take
effect on Jan. I, 1907.

for sloops and yawls of a cruising type and one

the Bristol Y. C.

AND

Bermuda

Racers.

WE reproduce the pictures of the two little
vessels that completed the race to Bermuda for
the cup offered by Sir Thomas Lipton.
The
Tamerlane,
owned
by W. Frank
Maier, and

on blanks furnished by the committee, and must
be received not later than June 23, and no entry

will be received

later than 9 A. M. of the day
B. M. Miter,

Corinthian
Marblehead,

Y.

Mass.—Saturday,

IV.

led Carina

June

by the

passage,

prescribed

he would

pilot

followed

chart

have been more

for

the

fortunate

in

finding the looked-for breezes.
The weather was
not severe, and, with one or two slight mishaps,

the voyage was without incident.

On the day the

II. around

Tiburon, where
to Hawaii.

she will fit out for

RRR

the

PAcIFIC

OCEAN

—Owing
been

RACE TO START From SAN PEDRO.

to the disaster to San Francisco, it has

decided

Ocean

race

miles

down

to

have

changed
the

the

start

to San

coast

of

of

Pedro,

the

Pacific

about

forty

The

start

California.

will be handled by the South Coast Y. C., of
which Mr. Sinclair, owner of the Lurline, is the

with Marie L.’s
breeze Marie L.

Commodore.

The

date

for June

11.

The

boats

schooner

Lurline,

La Paloma.

Q, and led around the course.
Bonitwo was
one of three to sail the right course in the 18ft.
Jap II. sailed alone

The yacht went over to the Corinthian Y.

C. anchorage,
the long race

caught Tyro near the finish and won by 30s.
In the Sonderklasse, Sumatra went around the
course alone.
Opitsah II. got the start in class

class, and got the prize.
the 18-rating class.

had the navigator

route

Gate.

9.

course, but lost on time allowance.
The race
of the day was between the 22-footers Marie L.
and Tyro.
Tyro had the best of the start, and
in the closest kind of racing, led at the windward mark by about 6s. Tyro also led off the

wind, helped by difficulties
spinnaker.
In a freshening

winds, but probably,
the

close, and it was nip and tuck working up from
Pigeon Point, just a few miles below the Golden

C.

season was sailed off Marblehead on Saturday,
June 9, in a light S.W. breeze.
In the 40-rating

Chewink

entered for the Pacific Ocean race, came to an
anchor inside the Golden Gate, after a passage of
twenty-eight days, from Honolulu.
The cause
of the long trip was failure to get the westerly

and the other just two hours after. The finish between the “S. C. Allen” and La Paloma was very

Sec’y.

Tue first race of the Corinthian Y. C. for the
class,

NOTES.

La PaLtoMA ARRIVES AT SAN FRANcIScO.—On
May 13, at.o A..M.,-La Paloma, Hawaii -Y..0%

yacht’ left Honolulu,
two barks,
sugar
laden,
left for San Francisco.
One of the vessels, the
St. Catherine, arrived the day before the yacht

of the race.
Wiuiam

16, 1906.

Photo

has

been

set

that will start will be

ketch

Anemone

and

schooner

There is a possibility of the Maple

Leaf, the Canadian yacht, coming in, although
this is not definite yet. Both the Nixie and Iola,
the San Francisco boats, withdrew after the dis-

TAMERLANE.

in

of starting

by Walter.

aster,

N. Y. A. C. Block
FoRMAL

Island

Race.

entries to date for N. Y. A. C. third

annual Block
23, 1906:

Island race, starting 11 A. M., June

navigated

by Thos.

the honor.
his intrepid
in, but too

Fleming

Day,

carried

off

The Gauntlet, with the owner and
wife and a crew of two men, came
late to save their allowance of 16

Alera, A. H. Alker, Manhasset; Saladin, R.
WerRathborne,-Nie yeaa Ge livers Ul Grey
Enell=oNOny.

Huguenot;

Ace

Cob

Tillicum

lanchewe

bl

II., C. S, King,

Koboldieye

Entries

are

Gauntlet,

also

expected

Tamerlane,

Acushla,-Gaycheen,

Lila,

from

Fire

the

South

showed
put

Y.

and

Imogen,

by

Quincy,

Y. C.

Mass.—Saturday,

Tue first club championship

June

9.

race of the Wol-

laston Y. C., in which there were ten started,
was held in Quincy Bay on Saturday, June 9, in
a fresh S.W. breeze.
The wins in the two
classes provided were quite easy, Eleanor winning in class A, and Swastika in class C.

Hingham

Saturday,

Puzzle won

June

9, in a fresh

her third straight

race.

breeze.

For a one-

design class, the boats seemed to be pretty well
strung

out

at the

finish.

never

as

list when

was

south.

her apparent
any

for Mr.

on

seen

trial

her helm

immediately

It would

hauled

seem

she

was
out

that her:

tenderness

high-speed

over

vessel

was

that exhibited

when

her

helm

is

recklessly.
ene

by Walter.

hours.
Both the Tamerlane and Gauntlet left
Bermuda to race home on Monday, June 11.
They are both entered in the long distance
races soon to take place about New York. It is
expected they will make a good and safe passage.

NOTICE TO NEWS STAND BUYERS

unreturnable

A. L. Lincoln,

which

is entered

for the

Marblehead-New York vower boat race.
The
launch, which has been named Unome, is from a
design by Mr. J. Murray Watts.
It will be remembered that last year Mr. Lincoln owned Woodpile, a boat that, in the College Point-Marblehead
race, finished third. Unome is a very well turned

GAUNTLET,

Photo

After June

S.W.

she

was

waters,

LauncH For A. L. Lincotn.—The Sheldon
shops, at Neponset, Mass., are finishing a launch

Give Your

Y. C.

Hingham, Mass.—Saturday, June o.
ELEVEN boats sailed in the special race of
the Hingham Y. C. for one-design 15-footers

on

and

C.

sailed on Saturday, June 9, in a fresh S.W.
breeze, three classes taking part.
In the 2sft.
class there was a close race between Alpha,
Hermes and Kit.
Alpha finished first, but took
third on corrected time, Noturus being first and
Hermes
second.
Evelyn finished first in the
2ift. class, but lost to Scout
on
allowance.

Wollaston

a considerable

over,

jammed

won in the Crystal Bay class.

Orienta

trip in Southern waters, making the passage outside under her own steam, would prove conclusively that she was absolutely safe and seaworthy,

Nena

Winthrop, Mass.—Saturday, June 9.
THE first race of the Winthrop Y. C. was

Domino

The

in these

until she went

Surprise and others.

Winthrop

Brooklyn.

in commission

Banzai,

Fly,

Orienta has been under charter to the

Republic for nearly a year, doing revenue cutter
service, and is now at the Morse Iron Works,

N. Y. A.

eae katchinges) tm

built by him some years ago at his Crescent ship
yard for Mr. E, H. Ladew, ‘has returned from

Panama.

aaetccencin

Ca
wehbe:
. P. Granbery,
New
Rochelle;
Mopsa, F. C. and W. S. Sullivan, Harlem; Okee,
JicAstand=|7) baeMahistedtaaNaey
sac eremUinicase
W. A. Leib, N. Y. A. C.; Penekeese, H. de F
Baldwin, Huguenot; Io, G. A. Marsland, New

pale
Haas

Ree

ORIENTA HomME From PANAMA.—The
steam
yacht Orienta, designed by Mr. Lewis Nixon, and

little craft, and her outboard appearance is very
neat and well proportioned, and she should be a
good performer ina seaway.
The arrangement be-

low is good, and is’so arranged that the sleeping
quarters, consisting of two staterooms, with lavatory and water closet on port side and galley to
starboard, are away from the engines. Herdimen-

sions are as follows: Length over all, 4oft. oin.;
L.W.L., 36ft. oin.; breadth, oft. oin., and draft,
2ft. 6in. The power will consist of two Barber
engines of 15 horse-power, each driving twin
screws.

Dealer an Order.

30 the Forest

AND

STREAM

A. C. A. Membership.

will be

by dealers, but will be supplied by

them to regular customers and on order. Readers
accustomed
to buy at news stands and book

stores should not fail to give their dealers a
standing order in advance, so that they may not
fail to obtain the paper regularly.

New Memsers’
Proposep.—Central Division:
H. W. Wohlers, Buffalo, N. Y., by R. L. Ball; F.
G..

Winter,

Buffalo,

\N.

“Y.,~

by”

Ristigee

wy ate

Eastern Division: L. E. Zacher and D. J. Morrell,
both of Hartford, Conn., and both by H. L.
Quick.

Western

Division:

Paul, Minn., by W.

F.

H. Yardley.

E.

Hanson,

St.

.
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LINDSEY
Wins

THE

NEW

JERSEY

STATE

CHAMPIONSHIP

With

UAC.
NITRO

CLUB

SHELLS

shooting a Remington gun from the 16 yard mark, score 46-50. MirtalesPastie. of
the Smith Gun Club, won the Hunter Trophy with U. M. C. Arrow Shells, breaking 66 straight out of a tie of 4. This is the second year in succession that
U. M. C. Shells have won the State Championship of New Jersey.
Put

your
for

THE

UNION

confidence
the

METALLIC
Agency,

een

Trapshooting.
If you want your shoot to be announced
send a notice like the following:

Grand

into

American

CARTRIDGE
313

U. M.

Broadway,

Bridgeport,
York

Fixtures.
June 19-22.—Indianapolis, Ind.—The Interstate Association’s Grand American Handicap target tournament;
$1,000 added money.
Elmer E. Shaner, Sec’y-Mgr.,
Pittsburg, Pa.
;
June 21.—Plainfield (N. J.) G. C. silver shoot.
H. P.
Vosseler, Sec’y.
June 26-27.—Bradford (Pa.) G. C. tournament; $500 added.
Joseph Le Compte, Sec’y.
|
June 28.—Edgewater. N. J.—Palisade G. C.
June 28.—Allenton (Pa.) G. C. target shoot.
C. F. Kramlich, Capt.
June 30.—Sherbrooke, P. Q. annual tournament.
C. H.
Foss, Sec’y.
*June 30.—Sewickley, Pa.—Sewickley Valley Gun Club.
July 2-3.—Stratford, Ont.—Pastime G. C. tournament.
A.
W. Fisher, Sec’y for Com.
July 3-5.—Shreveport (L. A.) G. C. amateur tournament.
Ed. Dickson, Sec’y.
July
3-5.—Shreveport,
La.—Caddo
G. C. tournament.
Cash and prizes, $1,000.
J. J. Broadfield.
July 4.—Utica,
N. Y.—Riverside G. C. all-day tournament.
E. J. Loughlin, Sec’y.
July 4.—Edgewater, N. J —Palisade G. C.
July 4—Richmond, Va., G. C. J. A. Anderson, Sec’y.
July 10-11.—Carthage, Mo.—The
Missouri
and
Kansas
League of Trapshooters’ tournament.
.
*July i1.—Monongahela, Pa.—Monongahela City G. C.
July 11-12.—Betterton,
Md.—Malone’s
summer _tournament.
J. R. Malone, Mgr., 2671 Pennsylvania Ave.,
Baltimore.

Conn.,

U.S.

A.

City.

ines Sgt eee ayanane Pac nee

DRIVERS AND TWISTERS.
here

Quality

Handicap.

CO.,
New

C.

The Bergen Beach Gun Club, of Brooklyn, L. I., will
suspend Saturday shooting during the months of July
and August.
td
Messrs. Budd and Whitney announce that they will
manage a tournament at Arnold’s Park, Des Moines,
Ia., on Sept. 46.
x
Owing to the space occupied by reports of large tournaments, a number of reports of club shoots are necessarily
held over till next week
Capt. C. F, Kramlich informs us that the Allentown,
Pa., Rod and Gun Club will hold a shoot on June 28
at the Duck Farm Hotel.
Mr. J. R. Malone, 2671 Pennsylvania Avenue, Baltimore, announces that his twelfth annual summer tournament will be held on July 10-12, at Betterton,

ad
Secretary Wm. Armstrong informs us that the Postal
Telegraph
Cable
Co. will establish
an office on the
grounds of the Indianapolis Gun Club during the week
of the Grand American Handicap.

R
On Monday of last week, Mr. D. Konkle, of Beamsville, scored 46 out of 50 and won the Newman cup, emblematic of the championship of Welland, Lincoln and
Niagara counties, at Niagara Falls, Canada.
There were
fifteen contestants.

eee
At

the

shoot

ne

of

the

ee

North

River

Gun

Club,

held

at

Edgewater, N. J., on June 9, seventeen shooters took
part.
Mr. George Piercy, of Jersey City, scored another
leg on

the

event

for the

Sauer

gun,

silver

while

Mr.

Wyne

did

likewise

in the

cup.

R
Secretary-Treasurer Elmer E. Shaner writes us: ‘‘Please
announce to the readers of Forest AND STREAM that the
Interstate Association’s Pacific Coast Handicap will be
given at Los Angeles, Cal., Sept. 8, 9 and 10, under the
auspices of the Los Angeles Gun Club; $1,000 added
money.”
ad
By an oversight in the make up of Forrest AND STREAM
of June 9, the report of the Canadian Indian tournament
appeared as if signed by Hon, Tom A. Marshall, The
interesting communication having the caption ‘‘Canadian
Arrows” was signed by Mr. Marshall.
The report of
the

tournament

was

written

Toronto,

by

Mr.

Thos.

A,

Duff,

of

ad

Secretary Wm. Armstrong announces that the Indianapolis Gun Club is all ready for the Grand American
Handicap, and that all that is necessary are the shooters
and gocd weather.
‘The list of entries, elsewhere in our
columns,

shows

that

and as for weather,
is the season of clear

the

shooters

will

be

in

attendance,

it is sure to be fine, for
skies and balmy breezes,

now

sd
In the shoot-off
of the
Philadelphia
Trapshooters’
League series, at Holmesburg
Junction, Pa., June 9,
Mr. Harry Fisher, of Clearview, won the prize, a gun

FOREST

964
valued
S. C.

at $100.
Aiman

matches;
$30.

one

Aiman

and

He
and

scored
Daniel

at 25 birds
won

both

49 out of 50.
Killian shot

for $50,

the

by a score

14 to 13 in the second

Also Messrs.
two _ live-bird

other

at 15 birds

of 23 to

match.

22

Each

in the

stood

for
first,

at 30yds.

:

trance,

excepting

event

6, the

five-man

team

race,

which

is $10 entrance.
For highest average, a gold medal.
Also a merchandise event, 10 targets, re-entry, will be
shot.
Guns and ammunition, prepaid, sent to the Secretary, C. H, Goss, will be delivered on the grounds.

sd
The

Montclair,

N,

J.,

Gun

Club

invitation

team

con-

test was held on Saturday of last week.
Most of the
clubs invited have suspended shooting for the summer.
The Crescent Athletic Club responded with a team, and
the results were as follows:
Montclair Gun Club—L.
Colquitt 50, G, Bush 44, A. R. Allan 47, F. W. Moffett

STREAM.

Charles

F.,

Cincinnati,

Dunk,

Geo.

M.,

Toronto,

fee Ace

R:,

MINGW

OXOLIK.

Nin

Xe.

Eck, George, Chicago, Ill.
;
Eastburn, John W., Fowler, Ind,
Ellett, Fred, Keithsburg, Ill.
Erb; Jr, Fred, Lafayette; ind:
Edwards,
F. M., Portsmouth,
Eick, Capt. Ben, Sterling, Ill.
Freeman, H. D., Atlanta, Ga.
Faurote, F. M., Dallas, Texas.

O.

Poston,

Galt,

Crane
which
F.

39;

total

second

36,

Crescent

team-—Boxall

36, Cockefair
shot along:

Butler

226.

G,

A.

45,

C.—A.

Nott

G.

42,

South-

Talbot

40,

40; total 208.
All Professional team
J. A. R. Elliott 40; J. Fanning 47,

R.

Schneider

46,

F.

L.

Barnes

45;

total

218.

x.
The

Shreveport,

target

tournament,

La.,
to

$500 will be added
practice day, and
On

July

events,
Rose

4,

there

system.

will

special

On

July
at

The

merchandise

listed

in

the

be

a

a total

event

a

on

5

is

prizes

a

will

programme.

average,

and

for

Ed.

Dickinscn

the

similar

Pa.,

also

be

that

20-target
divided

programme,

given

$50

with
added.

and

will

shooting

the

least

be

through

amount

Secretary.
BERNARD

of

\WVATERS.

at

to

date

targets,

herewith

for

233

the

all

I

seventh

told.

hand
Grand

You

will

ot course,
understand
that this list will be added to, as
all entries received in envelopes bearing ‘post marks dated
June 9, will be accepted as regular entries.

‘Lhe tour
state

subsidiary

Association

handicaps

for

the

scheduled

South,

East,

by the

West,

and

InterFacific

Coast, have been the means of reducing the entries for
this year’s G. A. H., and the congestion which existed
at G. A. H. tournaments of late years will thus be relieved to a very great extent.
It 1s confidently believed
that this year’s tournament will be the most satisfactory
Grand American Handicap ever he.d.
ikimeR

E,

SHANER,

Alkire, F. D., Williamsport,
O.
Anthony, J: 1., ‘Charlotte, N. GC.
Armstrong,
William, Indianapolis,

Apgar,

Neaf,

Plainfield,

N.

Adams,

C.

Rockwell

City,

B.,

Ind.

J.

Bo

E5

WNutley,

yNe-

Brown,

Everett,

Pleasant

Banks,
Bonser,

Edward,
Horace

Wilmington,
R., Hartwell,

Grove,

Ind,
Ind.

Del.
O.

Bourne, J. C., Louisville, Ky.
Beck, Frederick B., Indianapolis,
Barto;¥ J. Bi, Chicago, Lil
Bennett, R. R., Pittsburg, Pa.
Budd,

C. W.,

Goodland,

Des

Moines,

Ind.

Ind.

Ia.

Bewen, George, Carmel, Ind.
Bray, Daniel, Columbus, Neb.
James

W.,

St.

Louis,

Mo.

Cook, Dr. C. E., New London, Ia.
Crosby, W. R., O’Fallon, Ill,
Clark, G. R., Duluth, Minn.
Curry, Ed., Terre Haute, Ind.
Cadwallader, H. W., Decatur, Ill.
Clark, Hugh
M., Urbana, III.
Clay, Jr., Thomas H., Austeriitz, Ky.
Crawford, J. A., Terre Haute, Ind.
Call, Burton, Montpelier, O.
Connor,

Cole,

A.

C.,

Bayard,

"New

Y ork,

Ne

TY?

ve
Ind.

Give Your
After June

Dealer

30 the ForEsT

unreturnable

by dealers,

an Order.
AND

STREAM

will be

but will be supplied

by

them to regular customers and on order. Readers
accustomed
to buy at news stands and book
stores should not fail to give their dealers a
standing order in advance, so that they may not
fail to obtain the paper regularly.

Pekin,

Thomson,

Ill.

III.

Sec’y-Mgr.

Gross,

D. D.,

Columbus,

Hoon,

Will

Hatcher,

S., Jewell,

A.

Hershey,

M.,

J. M.,

Habich,
Hotsley,
Hearne,

Bristol,

Carmel,

Hawkins,
Humpfer,

Ill.

Tenn.

Ind.
Ind.
Y.

J. Mowell, Baltimore, Md.
Joseph L., Hammond, Ind.

Heer,
W.
H., Concordia,
Kans.
Hirschy,
H. C., Minneapolis,
Minn.

Henderson,
Henderson,
Hickey,

Woolfolk, Lexington,
G. E., Topeka, Ind.

D.

Edgar,

Millvale,

Ky.

Pa.

Humston,
Charles N., Goodland, Ind.
Hendricks, Raymond, Rye, N. Y.
Heikes, Rolla O., Dayton, O.
Hoover,

Jembey

Rochester,

Ind.

H.

N.,

Albany,

Ga.

Johnston, Norwood, Pittsburg, Pa.
Ketter, Fred C., Portsmouth, O.
King, Harry L., Kings Mills, O.
Keplinger, W. E., Cincinnati, O.
Kahler, Harry W., Davenport, Ia.
Keller, Thomas H., New York, N. Y.
Kaufman, Maurice, New Orleans, La.
Charles

B.,

Attica,

Ind.

Ind.
C.

Le Compte,
C. L., Eminence,
Ky.
Linderman, C. D., Cortland, Neb.

Little, Joe, Matthews,
Marshall,

Tom

A.,

Ind.
Keithsburg,

III.

Maust, B. B., Nappanee, Ind.
Money, Capt. A. W., Oakland, N. J.
Moller, Gus, Indianapolis, Ind.
Michaelis, Joe, Indianapolis, Ind.
Morris, M. A., Indianapolis, Ind.
Morgan, Joseph R., Indianapolis, Ind.
Moore, S. H., Indianapolis, Ind.
Morrison, J, i. D:. St: Paul, “Minn?
Maxwell,

George

W.,

Holstein,

W.
H.,
George

Crooksville,
O.
A., Syracuse,
N.

Ind.
Ia.

K., Scammon,

Kans.

H. ise

Memphis, Jee

G.

A.,

Columbus,

Neb.

Verbarg,

Fred,

North

Vernon,

Ind.

Vietmeyer, H. W., Chicago, Ill.
Voris, Ed., Crawfordsville, Ind.
Veach, Wm., Falls City, Neb.
Vivian,- Geo. L., Toronto,-Canada.
Welles, Henry S., New York, N. Y.
Wildhack, W. A., Indianapolis, Ind.
Willard, Lem, South Chicago, Ill.
Waters, Hood, Denver, Colo.
Webster, W., Columbus, O.
Ward, Guy, Walnut Log, Tenn.
Wands, Jas. W., Indianapolis, Ind.
Winters, A. J., Portland, Ore.
Wade, L. I., Dallas, Texas.
Wise, W. N.. Noblesville, Ind.
Wilson, M., Rochester, Ind.
Young, J. S., Chicago, Ill.
:
Young, C. A., Springfield, O.
,
This makes.a total of 233 entries, with seven or eight
good entries on my desk that are slightly irregular.

Paskamansett

Gun

Club,

New Beprcrp, Mass., June 7.—Eggers won finally the
Lewis cup, and also scored a leg on the Huster medal,
the Bryant cup, and the Laflin & Rand cup.
Cup contest:
DF deh. We tO OOIOCODSAC 41
Knowlest ts, titnteesteosite 24
P Letendre
cic
wees ctor33
Stapleton %.2sesee eee 23
Dowd ck codices
Steele sects 11
Murray) iovees oars 06030
Bullard
¥Gaosaeoniceedpot 35
‘
Medal contest:
FUG POLS Love ststeta tnaniecisiere
ntoce44
Knowleés\ i vise enpetsleeientee 22
Dowean-* steko Weamaesle aeree 11
Stapleton Setaeceeee 21
Bullard? estos
ecet steers 36
Mutrays.2/itrese
seeneeiene 33
M. Shea has won the club gun, the contest for this
trophy having been completed at the last shoot of the

club.

E. G. Buiyarp,

Sec’y.

Neb.

Miller, F., Berwyn. Neb.
Meaders, Andy, Nashville, Tenn.
Mallory, J. F., Parkersburg, W. Va.
Mallory, F. E., Parkersburg, W. Va.
Mallory, S. T., Parkersburg, W. Va.
Money, Harold, New Haven, Conn,
Merrill, Richard, Milwaukee, Wis.
Miller, George, Hamilton, Ind.
Moore,
Mosher,

Geo.

Schroeder,

Ia.

Gus,
Indianapolis,
Ind.
Wm.
E., Terre
Haute,
W.
G., New
York,
N.

Tama,

Stanley, Clarence, Indianapolis, Ind.
Southern, Thos. J.. Indianapolis, Ind.
Seymour, B. O., Minneapolis, Minn.
Taylor, John R., ” Newark,
Tripp, Ernest I., Indianapolis, Ind.
Thomas, W. C., Tampa, Fla.
Townsend, W. D: Omaha, Neb.
Trout, Silas W., Franklin, Ind.
Trimble, R. L., Covington, Ky.
Teeple, F. H., Chicago, Ill.
Tesetti, O. L., Chicago, Il.
Thompson, M. W., Lafayette, Ind.
Thomas, J. S.,: Pleasant Hill, Mo.
Upton, Thomas, Hamilton, Canada.
Upson, D. A., Cleveland, O.

O.

Graham,
Edw., S., Ingleside,
Huff,
Walter,
Macon, Ga.

Loring, R. E., Marseilles, Ill.
Lewis, Henry S., Martinsville,
Lyon, George L., Durham, N.

Bryden,
W. J., Monticello,
II.
Bills,. Fred, Milwaukee,
Wis.

Bell,

E.,

NOTICE TO NEWS STAND BUYERS

Lamme,

3inyon,
Claude
E., Chicago,
Ill.
Purnheo,
He. -O., Lowell,
‘ind.
Boa, John
$., Chicago,
Ill.
Barkley, Lee EK., Chicagon
Ti:

George,

Gus

Glover, Sim, New
York,
Gephart, Bert, Otterbein,

Hall,

J:

Bell, J. E., Indianapolis, Ind.
Bindley, jr, EK. H., Terre Haute,
sibbee, Ts S., Elba, Ohio.
Biggs, Jesse, Otterbein, Ind.

Benner,

O.

Hood, H. C., ‘Columbus, Kans.
Hardy, A. ji Lincoln, Neb.
Haley, Ja ‘Gx Ottawa, KKans.

Ia.

3ower, W. C., Sewickley, Pa.
Britton, O. F., Indianapolis, Ind.
Butler,

Barberton,

H. Entries.
10.—Inclosed

received

Handicap

ten

will be eligible in the
will be allowed for low

winning

is the

June

ot entr.es

American

amateur

moneys

$5 entrance,

Amateurs

man

G. A.
list

third

of

added;

50 targets,

money.

you

its

3-5, announces

programme

of $200

the programme for targets only
merchandise competition.
Prizes

Pirtspurc,

for

July

in cash and $500 in prizes.
July 3 is
will be devoted to optional sweeps.

$2 entrance;

also

Club,

held

A.,

Kempton,

W.,

Peterson, John, Randall,
Powers, ‘Chauncey M., Decete Til.
Pohlar, Dan, Cincinnati, Oo.
Rhoads, R. S., Columbus, O,
Rike, E. D., Dayton, O.
Riehl, F. C., Alton, Til.
Ramsey, John C, Manito, Il.
Roll, George J., Blue Island, Mo.
Regers, F. E., St. Louis, Mo.
Riley, T. D., Louisville, Ky.
Reisei, J. H., Goodland, Ind,
Richardson, A. B., Dover, Del.
Richmond, W. L., Kings Mills, O.
Reid, L. H., New Paris,
Skelly, J. T., Wilmington, Del.
Stevens, Henry H., Roselle, N. J.
Sconce, H. J., Sidell, 1M;
Schwartzkopf,
Jr., George, Columbus, Ind.
Squier, L. J., Wilmington, Del.
Sayles, Herman B., Indianapolis, Ind.
Smith, Dan, Indianapolis, Ind.
Slinkard, C. L., Bloomfield, Ind.
Scane, Harry, Ridgetown, Ont., Can.
Scott, Ed., Jacksonville, Il.
Stannard, W. D., Chicago, Il.
Stephenson, Frank B., Brooklyn, N. Y.
Smiley, Joe, Matthews, Ind.
Speer, Ja 8.,0St. Marys, pea:
Shafer, E. D., McConnelsville, O.
Stauber, A. J., Streator, Ill.
Spinney, A. J., Goodland, Ind.
Semple, Chas. B., Louisville, Ky.

Gleffer, H. W. Pittsburg, Pa.
Gottlieb, Chris., Kansas
City, Mo.
Garrett, John W., Colorado Springs, Colo.
Gregory,
B. E., Zionsville, Ind.
Gilbert, Charles N., Nashvilie, Tenn.
Gillespie, E. N., Freeport, Pa.
Greiff,

Gun

be

H.

S.,

A.

Moore, B. H., Indianapolis, Ind.
Miller, Robert, West Allis, Wis.
McDaniel, B. F., Converse, Ind.
McGill, Geo. W., Toronto, Canada.
Neal, Elmer E., Bloomfield, Ind.
Nash, W. T., Indianapolis, Ind.
©’ Brien, Ed., Florence, Kans.
Parry, Tom H., Indianapolis, Ind.
Painter, George E., Allegheny, Pa.
Pfafflin, Charles A., Indianapolis, Ind,
Peck, C. H., Remington, Ind.
Park, Je 1... Brook, nds
Packer, Gibson D., Pittsburg, Pa.
Pontefract, John \W., Pittsburg, Pa.

Canada.

Montclair

Parke

Mackie,

Duff, Thomas A., Toronto, Canada.
Dunnill, Burt, Fox Lake, Ill.
Eames, Frank M., Philadelphia, Pa.
Pilliott,

Bert

Mounsdon,

16, 1906.

McMurchy,
Harvey, Fulton, N. Y.
McKelvey, James A., Hockessin, Del.
McConnell, James D., Osborn, O
McKinnon, M. R., Chicago, Ill.
McHugh, Joseph B., Wilmington, Del.
Morris, T. O., Indianapolis, Ind.

O.

worth 44, Dr: J.. R. Teeter 39) O. GC. iGrinnelly Jrip al
F. B. Stephenson 42, J. S. S. Remsen
48; total 214.

W.

Malone,

Du Pont, Alexis I., Wilmington, Del.
Dickey, O. R., Wellington, Mass.
De Jarnatt, Hale C., Centralia, Mo.
Durston, A. H., Syracuse, Ne Ye
Days) lair. Fort Worth, Texas.

Fuller, Frank G., Mukwonago, Wis.
Flick, John A., Ravenna,
Ohio.
Fanning, J. S., Jersey City, Neel:
Failey, Bruce F., Terre Haute, Ind.
Ford, Orin N., Central City, Ia.
Flinn, Austin S., Wabash, Ind.
French, J. S., Cincinnati, O.

46,

[JUNE

Crayton, J. E., Charlotte, N. C.
Crahan, F. H., Bloomfield, Neb.
Callison, C. T., Salt Lake City, Utah.
Comstock, H. A., Indianapolis, Ind.
Denny, J. O’H., Pittsburg, Pa.
Denny, Harry W., Indianapolis, Ind.
Dittos*@has. . Fl.; Keithsburg,
Il.
Dreihs,

The Sherbrooke, Canada, Gun Club has issued the programme of its annual tournament, to be held on June
80.
Eleven 20-target events are provided, cach $2 en-

AND

Y.

“So you turned down that impecunious nobleman?” interrogated the inquisitive girl friend.
‘‘Was he shy when
he proposed?”
’
“Yes, shy about two millions,’’ replied the daughter of
the multi-millionaire brewer.’”’—Chicago Daily News.
Newberry—Is Sanford of an optimistic temperament?”
Baldwin—I should say he is. I have known him to go
into a restaurant without a cent in his pocket, order a
dozen oysters, and feel satisfied that he could pay his bill
with a pearl.’’—Life.

FOREST AND STREAM.
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Ohio
TuHeE

State

twentieth

League

annual

Scrape

Tournament.

tournament

of

the

Ohio

sets

of

traps

used

by

the

club

for

their
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Decatur,

Ill.;

Ralph.

R.

Trimble,

weekly

Covington,

Ky.;

H. G. Taylor, Meckling, S. D.; C. A. Young, Springfield, O.; Luther J. Squier, Wilmington,
Del.; J. k&.
Taylor,

Newark,

O.;

O.

N.

Ford,

Leon,

Kans.;

E.

M.

Stout,
Ironton,
O.;
H. W.
Kahler,
Davenport,
Ia.;
H. W. Vietmeyer, Chicago;
C. O. Le Compte, Eminence, Ky.; J. D. McConnell and W. E. Leisure, Osborn;D. D.

Gross,

Columbus,

O.;

Ack

Barnett,

2:

Uhrig,

referee;

Loucteaux,

5th,

6th,

and

8th,

divided

$25,

and

5, First

Frank

Foltz

and

H.

4e,0e
20 15
20 14
18 15
20 14
20 13

Oo
15
15
15
15
15

carn

An Amateur!

R.

Bonser,

Cincinnati;

Events:
Targets:
L J Squier
R Heikes..
J. Taylor...
F Foltz....

Lelie
15 15
15 15
13 15
15 15
14 15

seo
20 20
17-20
19 19
19 19
19 20

9
15
15
14
14
13

JOR
15
15
13
14
14

O

Ford....

13 14 19 20 15 15 18 16 14 15 20 19

210

198

R_

Trimble.

15 14 17 19 14 15 19 19 14 12 20 19

210

~=—s-:197

20
20
20
19
19

Ia.
20
20
20
17
19

Shot
at.
~—-210
210
210
210

“Br:
205
199
199
199

at

Dover,

He used

Factory Loaded “Leader” Shells
This would be honor enough for one week, but it isn’t

all; for at the Illinois State Shoot, held at Bloomington,
May 23-25, Winchester Factory Loaded Shells won first
and second professional averages and first and second
amateur averages, as well as many of the special events.
You

shooters

who

are

going

to the

Grand

American

Handicap owe it to yourselves to shoot the shells that
will assure your winning, for if merit counts it is practi-

cally certain that Winchester Factory Loaded Shells are

The

Shells

that

the Grand

will Again

American

Win

Handicap

Day.

E. H. Tripp, Indianapolis; D. M. Swibart, Eaton, O.;
A..W. Kirby, Greenville, O.; W. R. Clark, New Paris,
O.; Fred Shattuck, J. H. Smith and W. Fishinger, of
Columbus, O
L. J. Squier was high gun with 205.
Frank Foltz
was high amateur and tied the professionals,
Heikes
and J. Taylor, for second place on 199.
O. N. Ford
was third with 198.
The scores:
oF
20
19
18
18
18
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WINCHESTER

$10.

The first day of the tournament was cloudy, but with
very little wind to disturb the flight of the targets.
Shooting
began
soon
after 9 o’clock,
with
seventy
shooters entered, and proceeded without a hitch until
noon, when a recess was taken for dinner.
About 1
o’clock a very severe thunderstorm and high wind delayed the renewal of shooting for some time.
Then the
boys shot between
showers
(and in them),
finishing
the programme at 5:30,
Newcomers this morning were:
F. D. Alkire, Union
county;
W. R. Randall,
Clement
county;
Gus Kolk,
Toledo;

Straight”—By

200 out of 200.

Monday,
June 4, was practice day, and, aside from
the heat, the weather was all right.
Quite a number of
the visiting sportsmen
and several of the local men
went out to the grounds and took part in four 25-target
events, in order to get the hang of the grounds and
traps before beginning the real work of the week.
C.
M. Powers finished high gun with 98, which included a
run of 88, his last 2 targets being in the first event.
The two Taylors and Charlie Young broke 96 each.
H.
G. Taylor lost one target in each event.
J. A. Flick,
the one-armed shooter of Ravenna, O., and L. J. Squier
came next with 95, both making a run of 70 straight.
J. D. McConnell made a bad start, but finished pretty
well up, ending with a run of 45.
W. E. Lasure, a
fourteen-year-old
boy,
of Osborn,
O., made
a_ very
creditable showing, breaking 84.
The shooting ended at 5 o’clock, and after supper,
members of the N. C. R., Dayton and Rohrer’s Island
gun clubs entertained the visitors at the Philips House,
and were kept busy welcoming the new arrivals.

June

ttc

O., May 25-26, where he made a stra ght run of 235
targets, his score for the second day being a clean one of

scorer.

$15

a ee

the Tuscarawas Gun Club Tournament in Canal

No. 3: Hammond, referee; Hendrickson, scorer.
No. 4: John Nett, referee; C. Baker, scorer.
John L. Theobald had charge of we office work, and
was assisted by H. W. Carmony, L. A. Baker and W. E.
Randolph.
Mr. Theobald’s system of handling entries,
recording scores proved to be just about right, and
enabled him to pay off winnings each day a few moments
after the last event was finished, and to pay the amateur high average money at once.
C. C. Rayburn looked
after the squad hustlers, and kept them moving. Charles
North attended to the traps, but his services were in
little demand, as they ran smoothly.
The grounds are large and perfectly level, with a good
background,
and the grass had been closely cut on
ten acres surrounding the traps.
Some of the shooters
were a little puzzled by the flight of the targets, which
was a trifle higher than customary at one of the traps,
and lower at another.
Dinner was served each day in the N. C. R. dining
hall, and was free to all. This hall is the largest similar
building in the country, if, indeed, it can be equalled in
the world.
It is 330ft. lang by 100ft. wide, and seats
2,500 persons at one time.
This number can be increased
to 3,000 in an emergency.
The appointments are perfect.
The programme on Tuesday and Wednesday consisted
of six 15 and six 20 target events.
On Thursday the
various individual and team trophies were contested for,
each having an optional sweep, and on Friday the N.
C. R. Handicap, at 100 targets, concluded the tournament.
Ten low guns shooting through on June 5 and 6 were
paid $5 each.
Ten high guns on these days received
$18, $16, $15, $12, $10, $9, $8, $5, $4, and $3.
Purses
divided, 35, 30, 20 and 15 per cent.
Ties divided.
Fifty
dollars given to professionals
shooting all events
on
the

that

wonderful score of J. A. Flick, of Ravenna, O., made

Colum-

bus Grove, O.; J. A. Flick, Ravenna, O.; C. R. Bell
and J. B. Cromley, Asheville, O.
The trade was represented by R. O. Heikes, R. TrimMemipexnetaylor,
D: D. Gross, \C. A. Young,” L...J.
Squier, C. O. Le Compte, H. W. Veitmeyer, Geo. A.
Mosher.
The referees and scorers were as follows:
Trap No. 1: Lee Whitacre, referee; Cain, scorer.
No.

=e

Winchester Factory Loaded Shells seem to be working up to a climax, which will be reached when they win
the Grand American Handicap on June 21.
For weeks
the most important winnings have been recorded with
Winchester Factory Loaded Shells, and now comes the

shoots, made six sets of traps in a line, which could be
used if necessary.
A number of large tents were erected
and afforded ample accommodations for the firing line.
Among the early arrivals were Messrs. C. M. Powers,
of

meen

965

Trap-

shooters’ League was held at Dayton on June 5-8, inclusive.
‘The tournament
was a big success in every
way, except in attendance, and those who stayed away
missed four days of good sport at the traps, besides
various other good things provided by the N. C. R.
Gun Club, on whose grounds the shoot was held.
The officers of the League are:
C. C. Rayburn, President; Rolla O. Heikes, Vice-President; John L. Theobald, Secretary and Treasurer;
Executive
Committee:
Edward Rike, R. S. Rhoads, John Taylor, Edward Cain.
The grounds had been put in perfect condition, and
four Leggett traps placed in position.
These, with the
two
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Meeting.

The twentieth annual meeting of the League was called
to order by President C. C. Rayburn at 8:30, Tuesday,
June 5, at the Philips House.
The records of the
previous meeting were read and, with slight additions,
were approved.
It was moved by J. A. Flick, and seconded by D. D.
Gross, that the record of the trophy winners be added
to the minutes of 1905.
Carried.
The following clubs were represented at the meeting:
Bowling Green; Dayton; Cleveland; Greenville; Marietta;
N. C. R., of Dayton; Newark; Ideal G. C., of Circleville; Portage Co. Gun Club; Ravenna.
It was announced
that the Pickaway Gun Club, of
Circleville, had changed its name to the Ideal.
The following clubs were admitted to membership in
ae
piel
Trenton Gun Club and Chillicothe Gun
lub.

The Columbus made application for the League meeting and tournament in 1907.
The club will give $350
added money, and run the tournament on the lines as
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with 203, which was high amateur score; R. O. Heikes
was third with 202, second
high professional;
Frank
Foltz was second high amateur with 199, which was fourth
high for the day.
;
For the two days H. Kahler was high amateur with
397, and took first average money.
Rolla Heikes and C.
A. Young tied for high score on 401.
L..J. Squier was
second with 398.
The scores:
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Day.

To-day was hot with a strong southwest wind, which
caused the targets to perform all sorts of unexpected
stunts, and kept scores down.
-The attendance was about
the same as on Wednesday,
new comers taking the
places of those who left. H. A. McCaughey, B. Edson,
Limbert, Hartzell, of Greenfield; Arthur Gambell and
W. DuBray,
of Cincinnati, were among
the new
comers.
The League trophies, five in number were contested
for and considerable interest was manifested, especially
in the event having doubles, as this is a kind of shooting seldom seen at tournaments.
A late start was made and the last event was not
finished until past 5 o’clock.
A good many entries were
made to-day in the N. C. R. Handicap, the closing event
of the shoot.
The scores:
L. C. Smith trophy, championship of Ohio, 50 targets, $1 entrance, optional sweep of $5.
:
This cup was presented to the League by the manufacturers of the Smith gun at the annual meeting held
at Galion in May, 1888.
The first contest was held here
at 30 targets and was won
by Rolla O. Heikes, of
Dayton, with a score of 29.
The next contest was in
October of the same year at Dayton, and the conditions were changed to 50 targets.
R. O. Heikes and
George Hart tied on 48. The first shoot-off was a tie
on 47.
In the second shoot-off each broke 49.
By
mutual agreement the final tie was shot at Dayton,

sees

OHIO

TRAPSHOOTERS’

LEAGUE
Photo

the Pennsylvania State shoot; the tournament at Cincinnati last year, and several others.
Their offer was
accepted.
The election of officers followed, and the following
were chosen:
R. S. Rhoads, President; D. D. Gross,
Vice-President; Jesse R. Smith, of Columbus, Secretary
and Treasurer.
Executive Board—Rolla O. Heikes, Dayton; John R. Taylor, Newark; S. S. Saffold, Cleveland;
F. D. Alkire, Woodlyn.
Carried
that at all subsequent
tournaments
of the
League amateurs from outside of the State can be barred.*®
Trade and non-resident representatives to be allowed to
enter for targets only.
The new officers were directed to write to the donors
of the trophies now
in competition, asking them
to
allow

the

winners

in

1907

to

become

absolute

owners,

and in case of refusal, to return the cups to them.
It
was moved by R. S. Rhoads that the officers be authorized to take a part of the added money and buy trophies
for the individual, two-men and five-men team trophies,
in case none are donated.
Carried.
Gross moved that a vote of thanks be given to
the secretary, Mr. Theobald, for the way this year’s
tournament
was given.
Mr. Theobald disclaimed
the
credit, saying that it belonged to the U. C. R. Gun Club,
and me Mr. Finch, of the Welfare Club.
The motion was
carried.

June

6, Second

Day.

Wednesday dawned cloudy, cool and with little wind.
It soon heated up and became almost unbearable, the
wind also increased a little and caused targets to soar
badly at times.
The attendance was smaller than on Tuesday, a few
new men arriving, among them being Harry N. Kirby
and

E.

W.

Holding,

C. A. Young

was

of

Urbana.

high with 204; H. Kahler

was

second

TOURNAMENT,

by H. D. Blauvelt,

DAYTON,

O.,

JUNE

5-8, 1906.

N. C. R.
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Dec. 25, 1888, at 100 targets, Heikes winning with 93 to
Hart’s 90. At Cleveland in May, 1889, Arthur Paul and
Paul North tied on 47. The shoot-off, at 25 targets, was
won by Paul with 24 to North’s 18. At Toledo in May,
1890, and at Findlay in May 1891, George Osborn wen
with scores of 47 and 48 respectively.
At Columbus,
May 12, 1892, M. C. Standford won with 48.
In 1893
W. B.
Pearley, of Columbus, won with 46. In 1894 and
1895 R. O. Heikes won with 49 each year.
In 1896, at
Dayton, Dennis Upson, of Cleveland, won with 47. In
1897, at Springfield, John A. Strong, of that place, won
with 47. In 1898, June 2, at Springfifield, R. O. Heikes
won with 49. June 22, 1899, at Columbus, F. D. Alkire,
of Woodlyn, 49. June 6, 1900, at Columbus, C. A. Young,
of Springfield,
tied with
Heikes on 48, the
former winning the shoot-off.
June 6, 1901, at Cuireleville, Sanford, of Clyde, 50 straight.
June 7, 1902, R.
O. Heikes and A. W. Kirby tied on 48, Heikes winning
the shoot-off.
June 11, 1903, C. A. Young, Waite and
Phellis tied on 48, Young winning the shoot-off.
June
16, 1904, at Akron, C. A. Young and D. A. Upson tied
on 48, Young winning the shoot-off.
June 13, 1905, at
Canton, R. O. Heikes won with 50 straight.
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Department,
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Armory

Army.

TESTED—Ammunition of all the American Manufacturers.
CONDITIONS—1o and 20 shot targets, muzzle rest.
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497-503 Pearl St., 35-43 Park St., New York.

114-116 Market St., San Francisco.
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Presented to the League in 1892 by the State Journal
Co., to be emblematic of the amateur championship of
First contest at Columbus, May 10, 1892, won by
Ohio.
May 9, 1893, C. A, Young,
Paul North, of Cleveland.
of Springfield.
May 8, 1894, Rolla O. Heikes, of Dayton.
May 14, 1895, Perry Easton.
June 9, 1896, at Dayton, D. A. Upson, of Cleveland, 30 straight.
June 2,
1897, at Springfield, R. O. Heikes.
June 1, 1898, at
Springfield, Spross, of Toledo, and Heikes tied on 25,
Heikes winning the shoot-off with 24 to 22 out of 25
Mrs. Myers, of
June 21, 1899, at Columbus,
targets.
Springfield, 30 straight.
June 5, 1900 and June 4, 1901,
L. J. Squier.
June 3, 1902, C. Franklin and W. S.
Bibbers tied and the former won the shoot-off by break-

ing 30 straight. June, 1903, at Cincinnati, Stanley Rhoads,
emcoinnbus,and.C., A, Young, of Springfield, tied and
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the

Press-

Post Co. in the spring of 1899.
First contested for at
Columbus, June 21, 1899, and won by Joseph Vause, of
June, 1900, at Columbus, “Alex,”
Chillicothe, with 24.
June 6, 1901, at Circleville, C. A.
of Cleveland, won.
Young won.
June 4, 1902, at Cleveland, D. A. Upson,
25. June 10, 1903, at Cincinnati, C. A. Young.
June 16,
1904, at Akron, Hull of Akron, Hogen, of Cleveland, and
Ahlers, of Cincinnati tied on 25, Hull winning the shootoff with 25 straight.
June 18, 1905, at Canton,
Lee,
Johnson, Trew and J. H. Smith
Raven, Stout, Galt,
first shoot-off Lee and Raven tied
In the
tied on 25.
on 25. In the second shoot-off Lee broke 24 to Raven’s
23, and won.
15 10
Targets:
15 10
Targets:

Rhoads

MR ISTE] Sle aretaynrs
sbisigiate (sees Calm
(xeA VLOSHEE fa csieiele gies 24

23

Holding

Tryon

Press-Post trophy, 25 targets, 50 cents entrance,

sweep

Canton,

s58e 25
san somber
WAIOWAW
coos Ascesiecles%xtc 25
Ds, Wiattkinse ese apices 25
WE botteniteldin cthacenoe CBee
EP SE Smith aadcseohes Lote
Nie Eo rstithit ores cares 25
WER CGLGRcnctct. «ectas opie
1 CE Se Sano abORH OUR, 25
Riko RE piers vinesone 24

F
arr

King

"44

10—24

*Q N Ford......1410-24

1410-24
*C*H M_G Powers...
Taylor.... 14 10—24
BunVVatitls) caters
*R O Heikes....
Re Sie nOad Sensis
Kahlerten
*H
*C LeCompte ...
Tt AS Galteaesaces
.....
K Johnson
R Randall...
W

14
14
14
13
13
14
14
13

W
H Moore....
ONS IDE Rkerkta he ne
Fred Shattuck ..
*G A Mosher...
orAaB eka
rca
E W Holding....
L Anderson’ ™...:.

15 8—23
13 10—23
14 9—23
14 9—23
13 9-22
12 10—22
13 9—22

10—24
9—23
9—23
10—23
10—23
9-23
9—23
10—23

UY ONmiseseesaie
nets 13 10—23
EL Re BOnser sen. 15 8—23

.... 12 9-21
WieClani
~<A
EX Flvnn....
Udi
govr SEPrpscp- 13 8—291
Bottenfield....

L

C

F

Butler

J G

Bailey

14

7-21

First contest on May 11, 1892, won by Buckeye Gun
Grassy Point Gun Club, of Toledo,
Club, of Dayton.
North Baltimore Gun
challenged and won by default.
Club challenged the holders and were defeated on Aug.
hee ae Sa is Parada =peo
a ee eee
Grass

the

challenged

June

Columbus,

3-31)

Galt

Canton,

Chamberlain ..... 11
*I, J Squier .... 13
BE De Alkire....c5,3 13
VRCWee ee said ss 11
ewEences ce. c. sop 13
JETS Seat aeeddD 11
ARR
EOULS naiaale 11
Bye RIKEY Sas ieiss 3010 12

9—20
7—20
7—20
9-20
120"
9—20
9—20
7—19

PVGELATNESS: .cieess
E D Huddle
...
S McConnell ....
H Mchaughey
..
Wii bampert. i...
H V Hartzell...
A W DuBray ...

919
7—18
7—18
7—17
7—17
6—17
6—17

IMGWEde tierneceeee12719
1) ISG
a5 s885e 10 9-19
10
11
11
10
10
11
11

27,

on

Pes pg

the

1894,

the

Sept.

6.

Oct.

Sherman
Buckeye

ain

In

12.

Gun

City

1893,

Gun

and

Rod
Gun

Club

u

the

at

Club

challenged

In 1902 Heikes and Rike,
and Alkire again won.
Dayton,
In 1903, Rhoads and Young,
yton, won with , 48.

9-91

12 8-20
=Keefe......
JAMD Wartiett
1. sissies 13 7—20

were

and won the cup, 181 to 180.
The Sherman Rod and
Gun Club challenged and were defeated by the BuckAt the League tournament in
eyes, Oct. 5, 152 to 126.
1895, Upson and Wirthington, of the Cleveland Gun Club
won.
June 10, 1896, at Dayton, the Buckeye Club won
with 49 out of 50.
June 1, 1897, at Springfield, the
Buckeye Club won with 49. June 1, 1898, at Springfield,
Phellis and Patrick, of the Mechanicsburg Gun Club, and
Heikes and Rike, of the Buckeye Club tied on 49.
In
the shoot-off the latter won, 48 to 45. In 1899, June 22,
shot off a tie with Young and
Ward and Pumphrey
Strong, of Springfield, and won with 48. In 1900 Rhoads
and
Alkire,
of Columbus,
won,
beating
Squier
and
In 1901, at Circleville, Rhoads
Gambell in the shoot-off,

13)

F C Dial ........12 9-21

Club

oint

and

tournament,

annual
won.

""" 42

iy

man,

per
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50 cents

man,
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26

15 10—25
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25 targets

20

Ring

26

¢ Shepardson

Hulshizer, Heikes, Call and Burns tied on 30 straight,
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*Not eligible.
Shoot-off, 25 targets:
Clark
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... 11
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7
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J
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D
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20
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Shoot-off, 25 targets:
20
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Watki
19°

es case 19
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osc cbeeas
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5. Rhoads

In 1904, at Akron,

.........

Shattuck

Fred

Oa. GeWO
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em VEEL
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3
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Shame
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Krider,

and

Orr and

with

47.

of Barberton,

Hulshizer,

Dayton No. 1.

R O Heikes..... 1013-23
WH

Heikes

......

10 15—25
eS
Se
Rotal Ganon
ee. 10 28—48
Newark No. 1.
Jj
Taylotines ses 10 14-24
9 15—24
ceuececs
Wace.
Kino
=
Totalseee haces 19 29—48
Columbus No. 2

RS) Rhoads..%....
FD
Alkire ....

In

9 15—24
814-22

—-—
—
Totaly
usaeatess/s 17 29—46
Newark No. 2.
Bottenfield
...... 10 13—23
M4Hulshizer
....... 10 13—23
—-—- -—
Totalst
sexs «css 20 26—46

1904,

June

won

with

of Newark,

at

15,

49.

won

of
of

Akron,

In 1905,

at

with 49.

Cleveland.

D A Upson ..... 10 13-28
9 12—21
—-—- —
Total smeecck ces 5. 19 25—44
G. C., Kent.
Portage Co.
Te Wile GG acteros 9 12—21
Tf Premlaitells Gan see 10 18—23
—
-—ese ccne eee Ld 20—44
MOtals
Circleville.
Pie Gt Galtier...

E M Stout...... 10 12—22
Chamberlain ..... 9 12—21

—--—- —
Totals:
etcnc-cs 19 24-43
Columbus No. 3.
Fred Shattuck .. 9 13—22
JE
Smith ios. ccs 10 11—21
--—- —
Totals
.e..eaes 19 2448
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CHAMPIONSHIP

at Dayton, Ohio, June 7, 1906, by Mr. E. W. Holding, score 48 out of 50.

Mr. Holding tied with Mr. C. A. Young and won in the shoot-off.

Both used

Peters Factory Loaded Shells
The Illinois State Championship and the Kentucky State Championship were won

May 24 by Mr. J. R. Graham
Henderson

(score 94 x 100, Ig yards) and Mr. Woolfolk

(score 98 x 100), both using regular factory loaded

PETERS
CARTRIDGE
CINCINNATI, OHIO.

THE

NEW

YORK:

98

Chambers

Street,

T.

H.

COMPANY

Keller,

Blackfoot Lodge Tales.

Camp Life in the Woods.

shells made by

Manager

Hunting Without a Gun.

The

Story of a Prairie People.
By George Bird Grinnell.
Cloth, 800 pages.
Price, $1.75.
Mr. Grinnell has for years been on terms of intimacy
with two of the three tribes which made up the great
confederation known as the Blackfoot Nation, and having
the confidence of the braves and wisest of the old men,
he has penetrated deep into the secret history of the
tribe.

And the Tricks of Trapping and Trap Making.
Containing hints on camp shelter, all the tricks and bait
receipts of the trapper, the use of the traps, with instructions for the capture of all fur-bearing animals.
By
W.
Hamilton
Gibson.
Illustrated.
Cloth, 300 pages.
Price,

$1.00.
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STEVENS

And

other papers. By Rowland E. Robinson. With _illustrations from drawings by Rachael Robinson.
Price,
2.00
This is a collection of papers on different themes contributed to Forrest AND STREAM and other publications,
and now for the first time brought together.
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FIREARMS
Standard

of the World.

The widespread popularity of our products indicates the degree of perfection embodied
in the make-up of STEVENS FIREARMS.
You will FAG arms branded with our
name

wherever

Guaranteed

it is possible to use

Rifles, Pistols

for Quality since 1864, and you can

high-grade reputation of our goods.

RIELES,

We

or Shotguns.

|
The

“STEVENS”

PISTOLS,

SHOTGUNS.

CHICOPEE

Send 6 cenrs in stamps for beautiful

ARMS
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DPD OL
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POD

OP

AND
P.

New
AP

Don’t

fail to send

for

Mailed free upon request.10 color Lithographed

Hanger.

in the Tropics.

J. STEVENS
PAP

means

manufacture

Ask your dealer for our products, and insist on getting them.

illustrated catalog.

STEVENS

rely on our always maintaining the

PAD

OP

York

PIA

O.

Box

Office,
EOP

SD

TOOL

5668
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Dayton No.2.
Anderson
-....... 10 13—23
(Ct
Oe
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8 13—21

Dayton No. 3.
Wile Oicys earnee 10 11—21
LGR Mh Garter viet 9 12—21

Matala
useicuceesr 18 26—44
Ohio River Club.
IReeRTINDIC. oO,eane 10 15—25
LeCompte
.......
8 11—19

EOtal sate techies 19 28—42
Cincinnati.
Rascal bea weereecupe 8 9-17
WOTISCE eh near sere 10 13—23

SEOCAIS ates psc s 18 26—44
Columbus No. 1.
:
D D Gross
....
9 138—22
Ee ore omnith om. 10 12—22

Totaleme.ltsesas 18 22—40
Urbana.
Batley aio. ciewite
eed 9 12—21
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Wessces
7 7-14
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GrY One) <5..00%
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K C Shepardson 19
W _L Spangler.. 17
J Heckman
.... 17
D A Jacoby.... 16
Ky Watkins »....: 18
G A Mosher ... 16
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J D McConnell 17
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mithiss,s 7,

Shattuck... 15
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S
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H S Monbeck... 15
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SOM
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Bridge
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Canoe and Camp Cookery.

The Practical Poultry Keeper.

A practical cook book for canoeists, Corinthian sailors
and outers. By “Seneca.” Cloth, 96 pages. Price, $1.

By Louis Wright.
Eight colored plates and 37 other
illustrations. Cloth, 311 pages. Price, $2,
:
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Run Breaking Without Miss, 213 (winning high average),
Tournament, Blackwell, Okla., May 2, 3.
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O’Brien,
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i. T., May

making

200

7, 1906.

the above

scores,

Chose

to Shoot

DEAD SHOT SMOKELESS
A New

Bulk Powder

for Shot

Guns

Only.

Clean shooting, makes a perfect pattern, high velocity, safe,
is unaffected by climate.
;
Have your shells loaded with ‘“* Dead Shot Smokeless.” Your
dealer will gladly supply it. If you are in doubt write to us.
Write to us anyway for booklet.

AMERICAN

POWDER

ST. LOUIS,

Mr.
E.
C.. Griffith,
Apri
>2.)st-aloOG:)

147

for a stenographer

OUT

OF
Mass.,

CHICACO,

at
Boston
Broke.
(SO,

A
May

MILLS, Boston, Mass.,U.S.A.

MO,

ILL.

Shooting
Association,
being.
at)
20:
yards)

POSSIBLE
5, 1906,

in

a team

match,

450

he

Broke All His Birds, 100 STRAICHT.
He Chose to Shoot DEAD SHOT SMOKELESS POWDER.

id.”

I just wanted

the

of 1905.

1906,

One block above

At Watertown,

“Hours 9 to 6?”
“Yes.
Are you an applicant?”
:
“No; but my nerves are run down, and
to inquire what nerve food you used,”

for

WILLIAM

targets.

Mg

at

=~ 85 STRAIGHT

‘W Watkins ..... 18
84
Chas A_ Sheets.. 16
65
EP CIEL
sees 20
83
E
Lewis.... 16
62
eo
eekHoOAads.... 19
83
GIO
W aie sere fans 16
37
For the two days Harry W. Kahler was high amateur
with 397.
Rolla O. Heikes won high professional average with 490 out of 520, defeating C. A. Young by bo
“YT understand that you advertised
and typewriter at $3 a week.”

sight

LY, VV
OL
OOLECUOULULL,

74

17

in

SMOKELESS

AVENUE
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‘ishvoll 42350" Os meee

North

line

DUPONT

82

20

Bottenfield .. 16
-N, Ford .<...; 19

Sh

in

81
81
81
81
80
80
80
79
77

L O LeCompte. 19
PREVI
elae sis:cfo.e 19

Tok

XKahier

91

SMOKELESS

everything

Get

Day.

89
89
89
89
88
88
88
88
87

999

Grand American Handicap

The weather continued hot on Friday, the closing day.
Very many of the shooters left after the trophy contests, and it is a question if having them shot for on
the same day was not a mistake.
If they had been
scattered through the programme there would have been
a better attendance and more men would have stayed
the four days.
The wind was blowing half a gale most
of the time, and offered some excuse for low scores.
The N. C. R. Handicap was started about 10 o’clock,
and was
finished
about
noon.
There
were
fifty-one
entries.
Horace R. Bonser, shooting from 18yds., won
with a score of 92. He shot very consistently, breaking
23 in each event.
The secretary had everything figured
out and winner paid soon after dinner time.
In the
afternoon a few of the boys remained and shot sweeps
for three or four hours.
Every one who attended the tournament was more
than pleased with the treatment received from the N.
C. R. Club.
<A paper, thanking the N. C. R. for its
efforts to make the tournament a success, was circulated
among the shooters and was signed by every one.
E. M. Stout, of Ironton, was formerly a member of
the gun club at Circleville; he has got into the game
again after a long rest, and enjoys it as much as ever.
The handicapping committee did their work well, and
put every one just about where he belonged.
Messrs.
Rolla Heikes, Ed. Rike, R. S. Rhoads and J. R. Taylor
were the members of this committee, and it is doubtful if four men better fitted for the work could be
selected.
N. C. R. Handicap, 100 targets, $5 entrance, targets
included.
Handicap 14 to 20yds.
Money divided, if 50
entries, 15, 14, 12, 10, 9, 8, 7, 5, 4, 3, 2, 2, 2 and 1 per
cent.; less than 50 entries, 20, 18, 16, 14, 12, 10, 6 and 4
Dee cent.
Added
money
$100.
Open to the world.
cores:
Hdcp.
T’l.
Hdepw
ici
eee
Bonser.2... 18
92
Ge Ma Kerra.cess 17
83
C M Powers... 20
91
Wise Clarks sca. 18
82
K Johnson ..... 18
91
oket Siriaas 16
82
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STREAM.

DUPONT

BED GAlS anes sisisc'cc 19 25—44
FLOtALG ie snlceicictes 16 19—35
Shoot-off, 25 targets:
Dayton No. 1.
Newark No. 1.
RUE CIUIEES sinc sc cclesse 24
IRANI, Scccdteere
cece « 2
PRRELOLKES AN cae cicree s 22—46
FEATOLS vs clans Seene 18—39
Shooting and Fishing Ohio State championship fivemen team trophy, 50 targets per man, 30 singles and 10
pairs; entrance $1 per man; optional sweep of $5 per
man.
Individual score to count in sweep.
The cup
was won at Canton
in 1905 by the Columbus
team,
Alkire, Rhoads, Webster, C. A. Young and Cumberland,
with a total of 214.
Dayton.
Ketiegcdcsntss 14138 7— 34
R Heikes .... 15 15 15— 45
Hulshizer
... 1212 8— 32
RRC AEICS sec a0 15 15 16— 46
Bottenfield
.. 15 14 10— 39
W Watkins . 12 14 12— 38
—-——
E Watkins... 13 13 14— 40
Lotalsay niece. 68 64 51—183
H OM * Carr.... 18 13 15— 41
NaGOR:
eS aa omeiae
By Cain ts sas. 13 11 9— 33
PPOtal Se: sans 68 70 72—210
Brandenberg
12 13 13— 38
Columbus.
W Spangler . 12 12 13— 39
R Rhoads ... 15 13 15— 48
Daly
essesce 10 10 138— 33
EF Alkire..... 11 15 16— 42
H Heikes ... 15 12 10— 37
D Gross ..... 14 15 14— 43
— — — —
H E Smith... 12 14 11— 37
‘botals) vsti 62 58 58—180
J H Smith... 14 10 18— 37
Cincinnati.
---_Trimblew
« f:< 15 14 15— 44
Rotaiss>s 2. 66 67 69—202
Ronseta.
ances 12 13 16— 41
Newark.
SQUIER "ssc cars 15 14 14— 43
J R Taylor... 14 13 18— 40
Randalle-cnece 10 18 12— 35
LS
eae
13 12 13— 38
Di Braver
8 6 w.—
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New

Jersey

State

Shoot.

June 5. 6 and 7 were the dates of the New Jersey
State shoot, held on the grounds of the South Side Gun
club, Newark.
The office matters were ably conducted
by the secretary, Mr. W. R. Hobart.
The annual meeting was held on June 7.
Of the fifteen clubs, seven
were
represented
by delegates.
The reports
of the
committees
and officers were read and approved.
It
was determined that the Association will be incorporated,
and that the next shoot will be held at Phillipsburg.
The list of officers elected is as follows:
President, Dr.
J. B. Pardoe; Vice-Presidents, Dr.
M. Lucky, Dr.

guaranteed

WoL.

Gardiner,

and

E.

A.

Mahnkin;

Treasurer,

Isaac

H. Terrill; Secretary, W. R. Hobart; Board of Directors,
Draenei. ’Pardoe, W. R. Hobart, Gun Day, J. Young,
W. M. Hooey and H. P. Vossler.
Committee on Revision of By-Laws: Lucky, Gardiner, Hobart.
<A special
meeting will be held on July 8.
The programme
of the first day consisted of eight
events at 20 targets, $1.40 entrance, open to all, and two
special events, open to residents af the State.
Of the
latter, No. 6 was the three-man team championship, 30
targets,
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WALSRODE
30 or 31 grains,

14% ounce

7%

chilled

is a fine combination.
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Captain Adam H. Bogardus, Champion Wing Shot
of the World.
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The scores in the 20-target events, open to all, follow:
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Dr.

First General Average.
Vicksburg, Miss., May 7-8.—First and Second Amateur Averages.
Tulsa, |. T., May 7-9.—First General Average.
New London, la., May 8-10.—First, Second and Third Amateur Averages.
Columbus, O,, May 9-11.—First and Second General Averages.
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Trap Shooting Supplies of all Descriptions.
Blue Rock Targets and
Traps.
Special attention given to the securing of special guns, loads
and equipments.
23 Elm

$3,

test at 20 singles, use of both barrels, and 10 pairs, $1.50
entrance.
The team contest was won by the North River Gun
Club, of Edgewater, with a total of 75. The scores:

Fewer parts in its mechanism and these parts bigger and stronger than any other. The
only double gun made in America that ever equalled the best imported makes in workmanship, balance, finish and all the fine points of gun-making that go to make up a
strictly fine gun. See one before you buy. Made only by
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Of these,
There were nine events on the second day.
eight were at 20 targets.
No.
6 was for the Laflin & Rand trophy, and the
amateur championship.
The conditions were 50 targets,
$2 entrance, l6yds. rise; winner to be subject to challenge
every 30 days, and to be returned to the Association for
open competition in the next tournament.
Scores:
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Kansas
State Championship
Pennsylvania State Championship
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Montana
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Eight 20-target events and a merchandise event at 25
targets, entrance $2, comprised the programme
of the
third day.
First prize in the latter was a Marlin Repeating rifle.
The handicap allowances and scores fol-
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DO YOU
KNOW?
That we are glad to advise with prospective
buyers of shot guns, and are glad to do anything in our power to serve
their interests.

for over

We have been in the exclusive manufacture of shot guns

40 years.

PARKER

Write us today.

BROTHERS, * fh, SuiSucreoms, 32.
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Splendid Trout and Black

Fishing may be found in the beautiful streams and lakes of Sullivan
and Delaware Counties, New York State.
Along the line of the

New York, Ontario @ Western Railway
age.

from 100 to 150 miles from New York City. The
Willowemoc and Beaverkill Rivers has been told
bass fishing in the East Branch has no equal in
HOMES” book—a magnificently
for copyrof “SUMMER

J. C. ANDERSON,

Traffic

Manager,

56

famoustrout fishing in the Neversink, Mongaup ,
The small-mouthed black
insong and story.
the East. Send 9 cents in stamps to cover postillustrated pamphlet of 135 pages, to

Beaver

Street,

New

City.

York
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PAMPHLET,
ATTRACTIVE
mountain, is published by the
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the

temptation

of river,

field

and

CENTRAL VERMONT RAILWAY
Splendid

New

Day Trains

With Dining-Car Service

Those who have not yet settled the great
see announcement in ‘Summer Homes.’’
question as to where the vacation shall be spent can hardly do better than consult this
six cents for postage to A. W.
sending
by
which may be obtained
pamphlet,
Railway,
Vermont
Central
Agent,
Passenger
Southern
ECCLESTONE,

385 Broadway,

When

full of

under the title, ‘‘Summer Homes in the Green Hills of Vermont, Islands and Shores
It is filled with excellent pictures of
of Lake Champlain, Adirondacks and Canada,”
summer-timescenes in places far from the press of city life. There are complete
and lists of the special
time-tables
convenient
resorts,
various
the
of
descriptions
excursion rates of which the wise may take advantage.

Two
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Club.

Cuicaco, June 9.—In the first trophy shoot of the
McDonald
second series, the winners were as follows:
won in Class A on 25, T. L. Smedes in Class B on 14,
Ostendorp in Class C on 15.

Bass

writing say you

New

York City.

saw the ad. in ForestaANpD

STREAM.
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AND

STREAM.

ONE-TRIGGER

One-Trigger

is Absolutely

Perfect

The mechanism

is positive in

its action.

Parts are large and strong.
It never balks nor doubles; in
fact, it does just what we say
it will, and does it every time.

[JUNE

16, 1906.

In the DuPont cup shoot, 15 targets, which followed,
Dr. Reynolds won in Class A on 12, George in Class B
on 10, Herr in Class C on 9.
The day was a very unfavorable one for target shooting,
as the wind was very high and gusty, making the flight
of the targets very erratic.
Consequently the low scores
made and the small attendance.
Our grounds, being absolutely unsheltered in any way,
we probably have more to contend with in the matter
of windy days than any other club in Chicago.
Still,
we keep pounding away, and have real sport and a general good time at that.
Dr. J. W. MEEK, Sec’y.

Cripple

Creek

District

Gun

Club.

CripPLE CREEK, Colo.—A sporting event that attracted
much attention among gun artists all over the State was
the initial shoot of the Cripple Creek District Gun Club,
under the auspices of the Pueblo and Arkansas Valley
Sportsmen’s
HU NTER ONE-TRIGGER
fs
.

SEND FOR CATALOGUE.
ARMS
COMPANY,
Fulton,

HUNTER

SMITH

SHOOT

GUNS

DAVIS

PRINCIPLE OF OPERATION
SIMPLE AND RELIABLE -¢

Qo 1S) QI

ah

GRADE
We

WELL

GUNS

HIGH-GRADE
MATERIAL

—

N. Y.

have

made

“DAVIS

GUNS”
Send

N. R. DAVIS

@ SONS,

for

Our

“A”
for

more

than

* GOUT & RHEUMATISM
BLAIR’S

DRUGGISTS,

BIRD, JONES

Booklet with samples of material free.

@ KENYON,

3 Blandina St., Utica, N. Y.

N ¥

MENNEN’S
TOILET POWDER
BORATED

CLOTHING

past the thing for gunning, fishing,

camping, boating, climbing.

50c. & $1.

or 93 Henry St., Brookiyn,

Mass., U. S. A.
SPORTSMEN’S

DUABAK

PILLS

Safe, Sure, Effective.

half a century.

Catalogue

Lock Box 707, Assonet,

se theGreat English Remedy
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TALCUM

REMENT
by those who know where they
get the most for their money. Made
of one piece of metal.

Freshness

aud unbutton.

of Roses

wear

and balmy June d°ys are not more delightful and
refreshing than the soothing touch of Mennen’s.
Cives immediate and positive relief from Prickly
Heat, Chafing, Sunburn and all sk-n troubles.
Lyverywhere used and recommended by physicians
and nurses fcrits perfect purity and absolute uniformity. Mennen’s face on every box. See that
you get the genuine.
For sale everywhere, or by mail, 25c. Sample free.
Gerhard

Mennen

Try Mennen's

never

Talevm.

wears

Also made

button

They out-

and the rolled plate

off like other plated buttons.
in Gold and Sterling.

aged in any way, exchange

If dam-

it for new

one. At all jewelers and haberdashers.

Send for Story of Collar Button.

'

Co., Newark,N.J.

Violet (Dorated)

any other

Easy to button

Stay buttoned,

|

KREMENTZ @ CO.,
94 Chestnut St.,

Newark, N. J.

which
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the
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May

30,

First

Day.
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SETS ON THE

The

Association,

grounds on Mineral Hill, May 30 and 31.
Elaborate
preparations had been made by the local club to make
the shoot a memorable one in every way, and provision
had been
made
for the social entertainment
of the
visiting shooters, as well as for a programme of fine
sport at the club
grounds,
There were
twenty-two
events, eleven each day, for which prizes aggregating
$1,000 were given.
There was a preliminary target shoot
on the 29th.
Mr. John W. Garrett, of Colorado Springs,
was high gun, with 162 out of a possible 200; Mr. A
J. Lawton, of the same town, was second, 116 out of 150.
The first day of the shoot dawned bright and clear,
with a high wind that increased every hour, and by
11 A. M. a perfect gale blew the targets in all directions, dust and pebbles
in the shooters’
eyes,
and
creditable scores
were
impossible, though good work
was done, considering the conditions.
The traps were
not working well.
The Leggett and blackbird broke
frequently, and if there was a lull in the gale for a
second, the traps refused to work.
The shooters had
much to contend with, but they were cheerful, amiable
men, and made the best of trying conditions.
The club grounds have slanting hills for a background,
and are reached by a rocky climb, up hill at an angle
of 45 degrees (I am sure).
The shooters reached the
top breathless and panting, declaring they had rather
spend the night sleeping in the ‘“‘open,’’ than take that
climb next day. Eleven events were run off as scheduled,
and all were closely contested.
Mr. Percy Collins, of
the Pueblo
Gun
Club, was high, with 174 out of a
possible 200.
Mr. Collins is a young shooter, and has
faced the traps only a year.
Uu to that time he confined his skill to field work entirely.
J. W. Price and
A. J. Lawton tied for second place with 172 each.
In
the evening a grand ball was
given to the visiting
shooters by the Cripple Creek Peet Club.
Over one
sortase couples attended, and it was a most enjoyable
affair.
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The weather conditions were much improved the second day of the shoot.
While there was a stiff breeze,
the men had no difficulty
pointing their guns.
J. W.
Price was high average. for the two days.
His second
day’s score was 177 out of 195. A J. Lawton was second,
171. Hood Waters and C. B. Adams, two professionals,
tied on
the two
days’ average,
307 each.
William
Bowman did very ‘good work for a beginner.
Mr. J..
A. Frazer, of the Winchester Repeating Arms Co., had
charge of the office, and filled the position with credit
and satisfaction.
He was ably assisted by Mr. A.
Lawton, of Colorado Springs.
Too much cannot be said
of the hospitality and kindness of the Cripple Creek
shooters, and especially of Mr. J. W. Price, “the man
behind the gun,”’ in social affairs, as well as the leader
at the gun
club.
There
was never
a moment
Mr.
Price was not considering the happiness and pleasure
of others, and he well deserves the reputation he has
at home, of being a ‘“‘prince of good fellows.”
Mr.
Price throughout the entire shoot maintained an averabe of 88.38, being the best and most consistent shooting
one.
The last three events on the programme was a race
for the Dupont cup, total scores to count.
Two 20-bird
races, unknown angles, and five pairs, making 50 birds
to the man.
The trophy was won for the third time by
the Cripple Creek Gun Club.
Out of a possible 150
birds the local team scored 128, the Colorado Springs
team being second, with 122, and the Pueblo team third,
with 110.
Thursday
night a banquet
was
given the visiting
shooters at the National Hotel, followed by a dance.
Friday morning Dick Curry gave a party of his friends
from the East the novel and interesting experience of
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going down in a “cage” more than 900 feet ; in the
All were given a rich and
“Independence”? Gold Mine.
beautiful specimen of gold—a souvenir of a most delightful and
instructive morning.

May
Events:
Targets:
Gearretiiecn:

31, Second

Day.

Teemome
D6. tes O01 LL
20 15 20 20 15 20 20 15 20 2010
Brk.
hie saci
esc 16 12 19 16 1418 19131919
5
170

Fa
RACAVCEGMiche fo eresale 20 14 18 20 141718 181715
RODTErs
eases
deh nw 18 111718 13 18171381916

5
5

171
165

LéBabawton..
ee. 12 10 18 11 12 18 17 1218 15
Matlock
acek b.08 ste: Poste
tt
ielG. Gri2 Al
GOLitt
Sree
cate sieve. 18 138 17 18 1412 1913 1818

5
23
4

148
125
164

Kiingsleys iin veccclceiss
PRI Sa a
scl 26 ok

1411 1415111317
81514
18 141418 1113 1413 1619

6
5

138
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16) 14 191351213519
9 1715,
20 91915131717101618
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8
6
8
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nods ccs 6 19 12 1314
9131711 1518
4
Ela detiretens cecus <5 14111516141515131518
5
Camere
ceie. hisses Tiele Jbettis 19°15 11 16°15
3
As(eh
nivel ne An So ae
14 912
7101014101413
4
MI GTPYS Bernt
ists wate a%e 15 T1717 12:19 16.14.14-.9
7
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EOLA
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2
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150
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A

Monongahela

Valley

SocrtaLt

Sportsman’s

League.

| 18-inch Knee Boot, IDEAL, 10-inch lace, and
| 6-inch Moccasin Shoe — have become the
| standard of all that is good in

Hunting
foot-gear.

Now used

by thousands — no
lady or gentleman
properly equipped
without a pair of
Smith’s Ideal Hunting

SHOES.
The

product

of fifty years’

shoemaking

skill

and the practical suggestions of hundreds of
sportsmen.
Catalogue for the asking.

M. A. SMITH

973

Brookside Club Hous
Buzzard’s

25 & 217 North (3th St., Philadelphia, Pa.
Exclusive selling agents of Ideal Hunting Shoes, Von Lengerke
& Detmold for New York City and Brooklyn.
Von Lengerke
& Antoine for Chicago, Ill.
Sporting goods houses are invited to send for price and terms.

Bay, Mass.

WELL STOCKED TROUT BROOK; ideal Club House
on BUZZARD’S BAY, Mass., to lease; ample game proserves; pond and sea fishing.
For illustrated booklet of
particulars, address
BROOKSIDE
CLUB,
Monument
Beach, Mass.

NEWFOUNDLAND
Excellent
Salmon
and Trout
fishing; also Caribou
shooting.
Tents, guides, boats provided.
Write
BUNGALOW,
Grand Lake, Newfoundland.

EDWARD
Guide

and

SHEFFIELD,

Outfitter,

St.

Anthony,

MEDDYBEMPS

9th Annual

THE

LOG
Spruce

SPORTSMEN’S

GUIDE

Published

BOOK

by the

Bangor & Aroostook R.R.
192 pages, 133 beautiful half-tone
illustrations, all new.
Cover and
two

insert

pages

in

three

Guide

CABIN,
Brook,

The only Hotel in the interior of the island.
Salmon, Trout,,
and Caribou hunting. Complete new outfit, Tents and Canoes.
Sportsmen outfitted and Guides found for any part of the
Island. %2 hours from New York.

For

Fishing

HOTEL

and

Shooting.

to

WACHAPREAGUE,,

Wachapreague,
Shooting
as

very

good

compared

Va.

the last few days.
to

any

sporting

Best accommoda--

resort

on

the

coast.

I have five camps on shore of Lake in the Woods, close
to the station; one large camp, 11 sleeping rooms, large
office, dining room.
Post-office in camp; daily mails.
Other camps have two sleeping rooms and sitting room..
Fine place for teacher and children to spend their vaca-~
tion. Fine trout fishing. One large camp on Ebeeme Pond.
Fine bass fishing 144 miles to walk.
Write for booklet.
N. W. McNAUGHTON,
Schocdic, Me.
COME
TO CAMP
RECREATION
for good muskallonge and black bass fishing.
New log camp, beautiful
lakes.
Send for circular.
A. G. IRWIN, Dorset, Minnesota.

HIGH FALLS HOTEL,

colors,

suitable for framing.
Copy mailed
anywhere upon receipt of 10 cents
in stamps to cover postage.
C. C. BROWN,

LAKE

NEWFOUNDLAND

tions

Edition.

References.

MEDDYBEMPS,
ME.
Two furnished log camps for rent.
Situated on islands.
one mile from village.
One large five-room camp accommodating
ten
persons,
and
one
large
one-room
camp
| arco
ates teareoeeeoae
For particulars, address
|
E. G. BROWN,
Marblehead,
Mass.

Go

“Inthe Maine Woods”

Idaho.

Best Black Bass Fishing in Maine

& SON

Manufacturers Shoe Specialties,
Gymnasium and Sporting Shoes.

Address
for Sportsmen.

STREAM.

Smith’s Ideal

TRAMP.

Farrmont, W. Va., June 5.—The Monongahela Valley
Sportsman’s League held its third regular monthly tournament here to-day with an attendance of twenty-five
sportsmen.
The Fairmont club held this shoot on the
grounds where they will hold the West Virginia State
shoot next week, and they are a vast improvement over
the old grounds of the club.
The team representing the Fairmont Gun Club made
the high score for the DuPont cup, 80 out of 100.
High
score tor the individual championship gold medal was
made by Ed. H. Taylor, of the Fairmont Gun Club, 17
out of 20. The scores:
Shot at. Brk.
Shot at. Brk.
W Wiedebusch.
.200
184
C R Phillips....2c0
141
Bebe eLaylovdas ts 200
176
ihe Ce Long... ota .:<200
136
W T Nichols...200
168
S H Musgrove. .200
136
B F Colpitts..... 200
164
L J Walker..... 200
35
Jin Merrifield s.:)<- 200
164
PA MIOS Py clatee 200
33
G Maiilly=... 3. 200
162
W_ Mawhinney..200
127
J Phillis 2... ... 200
160
T B Wylie.......200
127
RoMiler os. 200
160
Ho Magili .......200
93
C McNeely....200
156
HR Jones... .....200
$9
Ha
Jacobs... 200
156
HipGaines’ 2s. se 100
64
GAN Long... %...: 200
152
A R Warden....100
58
DVPLEitch... 2). 200
149
C G Badgley.... 70
20
A H Donnally...200
143
League team race. five-man, 20 targets each:
*Fairmont G. C.
W
C Mawhinney... 9
W Wiedebusch
..... 19
GR yJones saccaeesaee 10
GENE Die. etiasctiee 14
Tease Wylie ts tees. 17—66
Be WECol pitts. aries ese 16
{Grafton R. & G. C.
Jj; Merrifield ~........ 16
EEN Gaites® Remeqc tae. 17
BM Taylors. svat. «s15—80
Yen Pevwalkery reece nc12
Mannington G. C.
IRN
Da Ci eee. Sac
oe 10
GYEATIZONE oss cues cc 14
A R Warden......... 9
Cy ROPhilips: tc. ucccs 16
S M Musgrove....... 13—61
High score tIndividual League championship made by
E. H. Taylor, 17 out of 20.
*Eligibility of this score in question until strictly amateur standing of one member of team is established.
{This score not eligible, as two members
of team
failed to shoot through programme.
fEligibility of this score in question, until strictly amateur standing of member is established.
Emer F. Jacoss,
Sec.-Treas. M. V: S. League.

Routes

AND

Book 17, Bangor, Me.

Dingman’s Ferry, Pike Co., Pa.
In the midst of the picturesque highlands of the upper
Delaware.
Trout and bass fishing.
Private trout stream.
Riding and driving horses, garage.
Automobile meets
trains
on
notice.
Send
for booklet.
PHILIP
F.
FULMER, JR., Proprietor.

General Passenger Agent.

THE

CRATER

CLUB

-and Burnham Camps, Essex-on-Lake Champlain, offer the
attractions of a beautiful lake shore in a locality with a
remarkable record for healthfulness, at moderate rates.
References required.
For circular, address MRS. L.

Canadian
The New Route to the Far-Famed

and the ONLY
Resorts

Saguenay

railroute to the delightful Summer

and Fishing

Grounds

north

Trains connect at Chicoutimi with Saguenay Steamers for
Tadousac, Cacouna, Murray Bay and Quebec.
A round tip
unequalled in America, through matchless forest, moun:ain,
river and lake scenery, down the majestic Saguenay by daylight
and back to the Fortress City.

Lands,

Ouananiche

Caribou

Hotel

Roberval,

Haunts,

and Trout.

The Giant Moose of Canadian Forests and
are natives of the territory traversed by
‘*‘Ouananiche”’ (fresh water salmon) of Lake
champion of Canadianwaters.
The Brook
and Lake Edward are the biggest and reddest

TROUT,

of Quebec and

to Lake St. John and Chicoutimi, through the
CANADIAN
ADIRONDACKS.

Moose

Pacific Railway

BASS.

WALKER,

Megr.,

132

De

Hart

Place,

Elizabeth,

N.

J.

NEWFOUNDLAND
Salmon fishing and Caribou hunting best
Complete outfits supplied.
BAY ST. GEORGE HOTEL, Stephenville

obtainable.
i
Crossing.

AND

MASKINONGE.
New

never

Lakes

been

and

Rivers

that

have

fished by white men, and yet

of comparatively easy access.

the Lordly Caribou
this Railway.
‘lhe
St. John is the finny
Trout of Kenogami
known.

Lake St. John, has accommodation

Co.

Endless

Waterways

Canoe

Trips.

Home

Sites.

Camps

in the

and

Wild

for

Summer

Write

for 300

guests. Apply in New York to J. WesLtey ALurison, Vanderbilt
Ave. and 44th St., and to ticket agents in all principal cities.
A beautifully illustrated guide book free on application.
Avex Harpy, G. P. A.
J.G Scott, Ger. Manager,
Quebec, Canada.

ROBT.

KERR,

Pass. Traffic Mgr., Can. Pac. Ry., Montreal.

THE

SUNSET

INN, Barnegat

City,

N. J..

is now open for the season of 1906.
Application for
weekly rates made to above address, or American House,
Trenton, N. J., will receive prompt attention.
JAMES H. ROMAIN,
Prop.

FOREST
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Small-Mouth Black Bass Successfully

arene ee

During recent years discouraging results have followed repeated attempts to
propagate

the small-

mouthed black bass.
We have demonstrated
that these fish can be pro-

duced

and

delivered

with a remarkable degree of
success.
We have the only
establishment
dealing
in
young small-mouth black
bass commercially in the
U.S. A. We offer to those
who desire it this rare opportunity to procure vigorous young bass in various sizes
ranging from advanced fry to 3 and 4 inch fingerlings for stocking purposes.
Also
yellow perch, white perch, sunfish and roach.

WARAMAUG

SMALL-MOUTH

Correspondence

HENRY

BLACK BASS HATCHERY,

invited.

Send

W. BEEMAN,

=

For

for Circulars.

Address

New

Sale.

Preston, Conn.
Tacidermists.

J. KANNOFSKY,
PRACTICAL GLASS BLOWER

BROOK TROUT FOR SALE.
We have constantly on hand
fine supply of Brook Trout, all
sizes for stocking purposes. Also for table use at 75c. a pound
Visitors privileged to catchown
PARADISE
TROUT

BROOK
CO., Parksi de, Pa., Henryville Railroad Station

WANTED—SWANS
I desire to purchase a number of American Swans, both
Whistlers and Trumpeters.
G. D. TILLEY, Darien, Cr

BROOK

TROUT.

Eggs, fry, yearlings
and
brooks and lakes.
Address
FARM, Plympton, Mass.

two-year-olds,
for
NEW ENGLAND

It will

pay
fry

you

or

to

TROUT.

correspond

yearlings

in

any

with

me

quantity.

safe delivery anywhere.
Crystal Spring
L. B. HANDY, So. Wareham, Mass.

before
I

buying

guarantee

Trout

a

Farm.

ages
for
stocking
BROOK
TROU
pee
and _ lakes.
Brook
trout eggs in any quantity, warranted delivered anywhere
in fine condition.
Correspondence solicited.
THE PLYMOUTH
ROCK TROUT CO.
Plymouth, Mass.

SAVE

YOUR

Ward's Natural Science Establishment,
ROCHESTRR,

THE
BROOKDALE
TROUT
CANNOT
BE BEAT
for stocking ponds
and streams.
For the next few
weeks we will make a cae low price on young fry and
large fish.
Also fly-fish
BROOKDALE “EROUT CO., Kingston, Mass.

A

#3 ROWLAND.

specialty in mounting Moose, Elk, Caribou
heads.
Call and examine work.

No. 182 SIXTH
Tel.

4205

Chelsea.

E RED

SAUTER,

GAME

NEW

YORK

Taxidermist.
Established 1860.

Formerly
No. 3
No. William St,
Removed to
42 Bleecker St.,
cor. Elm St.,
Se SSS

with the best durable work.

STOCKING

and "Tats

AVENUE,

Near 13th St.

Solid oak gun cabinet.
Daly 80-12 shotgun.
Pump shotgun.
Model 86-33 rifle
S. & W.
revolver, 51837, and other guns,
etc.
VAN
SAUN, “Newton,” 94th Street and Broadway,
New York.
24

PARTRIDGES

N. Y.

TAXIDERMIST,

FOR SALE AT A BARGAIN,

FOR

(2).

Scores:

Events:
1-2)
26
Targets:
10 15 10
Motmetts Sas ssctkevers ocerma
9 13°99
Allah) eves vorbieesccesst
8 -10
8
Bush > pe snaaeceeenaccen
8 12-10
Doremus)
incase aneserecen
9 11
cB
Butler’ ia Nevticcesciat
cone 4.13 10
Parke.
kigsnecrasteeslacciossne
9 14
-7
Glaister My ee teie css tacceinese
8 Zoe
Winslow.
acco ctectse coisiscenie 7
-8 (Db
Colquitt: sn...
sresaiaa eines
9
Lawlert Wiacts ates Ae cacea saete
8
Eliott cates sae snecteeteeseeaneee
8
Stephenson <oeuiasesntes ceitsutee
8
Schneider: °2.).6 seen estcacteese
10:
Barnes).
s.00 ceese
oe eecies
8
Dr Teeter “sxciah
sa case pete
6
Remsen
<chasocaeerces
ccna oe
a
INOUE
Rice ecient
satelech opmer
:
Tal DOE mysjare ccaloversrersieieonre
ws erro aE
Tam nti poe acre alehep iota n oters a eleteate
SOK AL vid clewleretecorsiare
ose elerereraes
Southworth®
cece sccecconae
Cocketain. ti. cscs
tees ceenriete

Heads,

Rugs

and

attractive

SCO Oilll cconttinue to
please customers

Also carry large assortment of Game
groups,

for

sale

and

to rent.

PRESERVES.

till end of July for early fall importation.

Write

DR. CECIL FRENCH, NATURALIST, WASHINGTON, D.C.

When
AND

writing say you saw the ad. in Forest

STREAM,

4) Sb h
eee
20 20 10720) 25 =15
18-16
SSG
ores
AT ass
19°18.
Sie
45
ibe
es
‘16° Jb.
=GS46e sr 21
O17 CTO
aes
ee
ara ris
1435100
Sapa
20 15°
~8) 19> 35 15
17 -1622s
14
20: doe
Secondo
1
14-17
8-36 744-13
17 AT
9194s
14
TTab
Oe
orin cas
15-14-6099
17 “105-20. 214
rep peri fpesi: 0sFrei)
8 17 15.8
9 19 14 lL
9 20 14 14
10) aka 13 A.
se dloe 0 33

Wand eveer te consrmeme nieces

spldawke

<9

Crane. 3 a.eoaneteese
teas
Grennell
oie 0 ob Rao ss orSe eye tn eae
ers
WANED dallas swastesmisie'’s
rrr
er
oe Sy
a8}
Stebly oss Ne scien
chiotee sisteee
am
Sap ate
LL
Event .No. 10, team race, 50 ‘targets:
Crescent Athletic Club.
Montclair Team No. 2.
Southworth
“22.2. - 44
Boxall «chr easeeeee 45
Dr eeters
wiee.cric 39
Nott. ©i2c¢geseeescee 42
41

Talbot?

Gi casener eee

40

Stephenson ........ 42
Crane) 2 Asner
36
Remsen ei eieacceeve 48—214
Cockefair: 4i nceseees 40—203
Montclair Team No. 1.
Squad No. 4
Colquitt at ses caeesie's 50
Elliotts istetncaeeie 49
HEPC Gesnonqoasuecec 44
Panning oi.2.eseene 47
Allan
Piracresseenese 47
Butler’ *..séenecemene 31
Moffett Seonptce deat 46
Schneider freaceson: 46
Parkes cescccesionsis 389—226
Barnes).
...ccte smut 45—218
Note that the shooting of Mr. Louis W. Colquitt was
particularly good to-day, he breaking 19 out of 20 in
event No. 7; 15 straight each in events Nos. 8 and 9,
and 50 straight in event No. 10—the team race—a total
of 99 out of 100 fired at.
This is the best record ever
made on the Montclair Club grounds.
It might also be noted that in event No. 7 the gun
was held below the elbow till after the target appeared.
EpwarRpD WINSLow, Sec’y.

New

It gives directions for preparing and preserving Skins,
Antlers, etc. Also prices for Heads and Rugs, Birds and
Fish, and all kinds of work in Taxidermy.

mel
emi
ceEa

Orders taken
for circular.

TROPHIES.

“Heads and Horns.”

FOR
SALE—BROOK
TROUT.—FINE,
HEALTHY
Fish of all sizes.
Eyed eggs in season.
Warranted delivered
anywhere,
as_
represented.
Correspondence
solicited.
BAY SIDE TROUT FARM
(A. B. Savary),
East Wareham, Mass.

HUNGARIAN

Colquitt

The event of the ‘day was a team race of five men
each, at 50 targets, unknown traps, unknown angles, for
a prize of a handsome silver cup, donated by the Montclair Club; no entrance except price of targets.
Some
three teams entered, the Montclair team No. 1 winning
out with a score of 228 to the Crescent Athletic Club
score of 214.
A fourth team, composed of the trade representatives,
Messrs.
Elliot,
Fanning,
Butler,
Schneider
and
Mr.
Barnes, of the N. Y. A.
., shot along for targets.
Over 4,000 targets were thrown during the day, and
every one went home satisfied.

Write for our Illustrated Catalogue,

BROOK
eggs,

stocking
TROUT

a
and Manufacturer of
Artificial eyes for birds, animals and manufacturing purposes a specialty.
Send for prices. All kinds of skulls for
the fur trade.
369 Canal St., New York.
Please mention Forrest AND STREAM.

Club.

Monrcratr,
J., June 9.—The Montclair Gun Club
celebrated its pce anniversary by holding an all-day
tournament.
Nine events for silver prizes were run off
during
the
day, the winners of first
prizes
being
Moffett,
Park,
Busk,
Colquitt,
Allan,
Remsen
(2),

Grentieliatecnseceer

trout.

Gun

16, 1906.

Haven

Gun

Club.

New
Haven,
Pa.—The
opening shoot of the New
Haven Gun Club was held on its ground, in Greenwood, on Decoration Day.
Aside from a slight shower
of rain at the commencement of the shoot, the day was
almost perfect.
Twenty shooters faced the traps in the
jack rabbit events.
The only exciting feature of this
race was the fight for first, second and third place between the Metz
brothers
of Mt. Pleasant and Phil.
Pendleton of the home team.
The result gave F. Metz
first place with a score of 58 out of 70; Pendleton took
second honors by breaking 58 out of 70 piste, with J.
Metz a close third with a score of 52 out of 70.
Chain, of Scottdale, won
the applause of many by
making’ a clean score of 25 straight in the handicap
shoot, winning first prize, a leather gun case; Fred
Roher, of the home
team, second prize, a shooter’s
jacket: J. Wigger, of Greensburg, third prize, a Tomlinson gun cleaner, and C, QO” Neil, of the home team, fourth
prize, a red rubber recoil pad.
The club is in a very flourishing condition, and with
its comfortable club house, conveniently located along
the trolley line, there is every prospect for another shoot
on a larger scale sometime during Céntennial week in
ugust.

Events Nos. 1, 2, 3 and 4 were jack rabbit system.
No. 5 was a handicap at 25 targets.
Events:
pi
ts ct re
Targets:
10 15 20 2 H.2
McLaughlin cccen csicenntiecivesictisciemine
6
Ieee?
0. a7
Wiser. foo cdeicleicles
ecisieislsiecelstsleiieseiteters ie (ieee
eh ie Wi AL
LOWE
Mae cs dewalcca stone ementcier ema
<. Oh G3 l tome Oeaae
POGle sii be cise ctestocnieieteters
etclaiatereieie <ctobieteiets 3°62
Te i,
rete
Donahoe gic sacha. tte eons ature aeetecamtes 7_°b
2b se6eR0r az
S Metz iainces oascss cnfauhi delete es cmtaaiee 5 10,46. (2h
018)
RCE. Laughregy innnccchiescmscsmiaetees
8°10 12" 18a
Géarhart \iecisce tone ocean © e snamepite 6> 7 3b Sita
Roher
5 .SSae decide clave selec c otseissjsietsioreisre At
i
al Aly
Pendleton’?
Zea... cesaccs senor ee aaron
{ 12-15 319
30" 19
FY Metz xc tock eet cctare Caen cine sect neon
712-17
22
0916
Mensteth.f.
St ucneaceoeceiamec
dade Wfee Fen Joebf
ak!) el
D O*Neil 's.65%. Gos coc etitadee a tole wcsitte 4.11 od >22)
S06.
FLarith cic cosas asietelos ldelentemiete
orate einaiee 8
28 4213
ae
Pierce, cho. csieaabiets aueitnseedastupe tome 3 10,
-633t
id
G Patterson icticasocm
ec amnrreatceesitetasa
6- 6b 1% 17)
OF i12
Vabnrer pccccon ans nncttecaetreales
item taieier 8. 791510
eee
He Datighreys cassia
snenar as cae eeaniee 210
10 23
0 14
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Autoloading
THE

MODERN

Experts and amateurs as well

GUN

ShotGun,
AT

THE

TRAP.

are proving their ‘“‘best scores” with the Autoloading Shot Gun,

It has

won

HIGHEST
GENERAL
AVERAGE
AT OHIO
STATE
SHOOT
and THREE
TROPHIES
IN ONE
DAY.
Mr. Heikes, the veteran shooter. was the winner of the highest average, while all of the three trophies were won by amateurs.
The Remington powerful
shooting qualities are combined with the ease in handling and lessened recoil features of the Autoloading action.
Trap Grade, $50. subject to dealers’ discounts.
It represents Shooting Comfort.
THE

REMINGTON

ARMS

MSU IMEIOC Mie acl ciid sisice 0.0 cca e cce ces
ORT) |Sec GR BEE SSDS eS acer
Chain
Harry

COMPANY,

Sarah
BD
és.

Temas
rte
246.
oe

ILION,

3)
=
25
16

Shaffer
Burns

14

N.

Y.

Agency;

Kennel
Ads under
in capitals).

315 Broadway,

New

York City.

Depot:

DO

Special.

this head 2 cents a word a time
Cash must accompany order,

For Sale.—Full-blood English BEAGLE
Hounds, Hunters that are hunted.
OAKLAND BEAGLE KENNELS,
Pontiac, Mich.

Boston

Gun

Club.

Boston, Mass., June 6.—The last preliminary shoot to
decide places on the Massachusetts team in the coming
interstate team match was held at Wellington to-day,
and proved to be as the former one, a most successful
and enjoyable occasion,
The 100-bird match, which was the interesting event
of the afternoon, gave Roy a chance to show his mettle
which he did _to perfection, placing a 93 to his credit
after missing 5 out of his first 40.
Worthing was a good second with 92, just one 15-bird
event being otherwise than of the championship order.
Dickey with 94 had the high score for the 100, but was
not eligible to shoot for prizes.
Much interest was taken in the 88 per cent. work of
Flinn, whose shooting for some time'past has been somewhat under the weather, and to see Charles in his oldtime form was appreciated by all.
All in all the shoot was a good one for high scores,
with six of the eleven averaging over 90 per cent. Scores:
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Norwegian bearhounds, Irish wolfhounds, deer and cat
hounds.
English bloodhounds,
American
foxhounds.
Four-cent stamp for illustrated catalogue.
ROOKWOOD
KENNELS, Lexington, Ky.
For Sale.-—Dogs, Hogs, Pigeons, Ferrets, Belgium Hares.
8 cents for 40-page illustrated catalogue.
é. G. LLOYDT, Dept. “M.,” Sayre, Pa.
FOR
SALE.—Thoroughly trained pointers, setters and
hounds.
Can furnish you a good one at a moderate price
GEO. W. LOVELL, Middleboro, Mass.
at any time.
Wanted.—Pointers and
Cc. F. WATERHOUSE,

St. Louis World’s Fair, 1904:
Paris
Exposition,
1900:

Mr. Lou Erhardt writes us that Mr. Ed. O’Brien,
shooting Dead Shot smokeless powder won first average
in a field of one hundred entries at the Nebraska State
shoot, Lincoln, Neb., June 5, 6 and 7. scoring 470 out
of 500, and 97 out of 100 the last day in high wind.

At the Ohio State shoot, held at Dayton last week,
the veteran trapshooter,
Mr. R. O. Heikes, using a
Remington auto-loading shotgun and U. M. C. shells,
made high general average, the particulars of which are
set forth in full in our trap columns this week.
The
three main trophies were won by amateurs, who also
used auto-loading shotguns.

¢

.

prepared

, Have You a Dog?
Then let us send you Polk Miller’s
celebrated Book on Dogs; How to
‘|Take Care of Them; the eloquent Sen|| ator Vest’s masterful Tribute to

a Dog,

DRUG

for

DOGS,

PUPPIES,

CATS,

RABBITS,

POULTRY,
PIGEONS,
GAME,

BIRDS,

FISH.

450 MarkersSt Newark Wi
ALS, fase Se ee Mo

1324 Valencia ’St., San

BOOK

DOG

Francisco,

Cal.

AND
Mailed

TO

FREE

FEED.

CAMP

1278 Broadway, New York.

Black Cocker Spaniels
Sands Point, Port Washington, Long Island a
In

enenien

vs. BREAKING.

Practical Dog Training; or, Training vs. Breaking.
By
S. T. Hammond.
To which is added a chapter on training pet dogs, by an amateur.
Cloth, 165 pages.
Price, $1.

STREAM

Address

POLK

MILLER

859 Main St. Richmond,

for

Va.

Sale.

Islands with permanent camps and summer homes of
various sizes and prices to rent with privilege of purchase
at Desbarats, Ontario, near Sault St. Marie, Canada.
A delightful
summering
spot.
Write, L. 0. ARMSTRONG, Canadian Pacific Ry., Montreal.

For Sale—Newfoundland.
Ideal site for camp or club house.
Salmon, sea trout
and caribou at camp door.
No trouble to get good head
or best fishing on the island.
Cheap.
PIONEER, care
Forest and Stream.

BOX (British Columbia).

House containing three sitting rooms, six bedrooms,
bathroom,
to be let, furnished,
for September
and
October,
or
duck, goose,

Columbia.

AND

OO.

longer if required,
together with first-class
grouse, prairie chicken and rabbit shooting

Grizzly,

black,

brown

and

cinnamon _ bear,

kouga, caribou, moose, deer, etc., in easy reach,
Splendid climate.
Two hundred pounds (£200) per month.
Apply for full particulars to G. L. WATSON, 108 Mile
Ranch, Caribou Road, near Ashcroft, British Columbia.

Kinley Kennels,Meadow Farm

FOREST

Yellew Dog’s Love

over 8,000 acres, carefully preserved;
also magnificent
fishing, comprising
lake trout, speckled and ‘rainbow
trout on the place, and salmon in the vicinity.
Boats,
canoes and punt, saddle horses, driving horses and carriages
provided,
small
extra
charge.
The
house
is
situated in the heart of the big-game country of British

THOROUGHBREDS

TRAINING

and“A

HOTEL AND DINING ROOM.
For Sale or To Rent.

SHOOTING

to any address by the author.

H. CLAY GLOVER, D. V. S.,

Property

ON

DISEASES

HOW

York.

\ for a Nigger” (famous poem). We will
\ send you all of the above for 10c just to ad3) vertise
Sergeant’s
Famous
Dog

Write for Catalogue,
“Dog Culture,” with practical
chapters on the feeding, kenneling and management of
dogs; also chapters on cats,

Spratt’s Patent

B. WATERS,
Broadway, New

Remedies.

foods

PUBLISHERS’ DEPARTMENT.
The Remington auto-loading shotgun advertised by
the Remington Arms
Co., of Ilion, N. Y., seems to
present great advantages for trapshooting.
It must certainly be a great time-saver, and many motions are saved
in handling it. The record of Mr. Heikes at the Ohio
State shoot the other day is a strong testimonial in favor
of the gun at the trap.

346

board.
24

PATENT

specially

SINE
RIVER
KENNELS
Box 27, Imboden, Ark.

For use in dog training. Price, $2.00.
mail, $2.10. Send for circular.

AM. (LTD.)
Manufacture

HUNT?

IMPROVED SPIKE COLLAR,

Gold Medal & Highest Award
Gold Medal & Highest Award

SPRATT’S

See pages 938 and 941 for Rifle news,

OF TRADE.

or

Sb

A few extra good young setters just right for next fall’s
use, by Tony’s Count.
FRANK FORESTER KENNEL,
Warwick, INGEN
26

(America) Ltd.

SIDE LIGHTS

Setters to yard break
West Deering, N. H.

YOU

Cal.

Here in Arkansaw we have millions of
oons, Foxes and Deer at our door to
train our hounds with, and we train them
too.
They‘‘ Deliver the Goods.”?
A few
trained Rabbit and Squirrel Dogs.
Also
untrained Pups.
For particulars address

WOOHRNWOo:
oO

a

Francisco,

Trained COON, FOX
and
DEER
HOUNDS For Sale. Reasonable Prices

(or 3 cents

= oO

S Patterson
Kay
Hoffman

San

PUBLISHING

CO.

NORWAY.
Salmon
fishing to let on the following well-known
rivers:
Lardal, Valdalen, Stryen (about 60 hours from
London).
Apply, Consul Johan Gran, Bergen.
26

When
AND

writing say you saw

STREAM,

the ad. in Forest

All the

Dog “Toggery.”

FINE

Scott,

GUN

Greener,

and

Purdey,

Jos.

Lang

Other

Guns

Taken

all con-

things for the dog under any
that leaves no requirement unsatisfied.
stock
ditions—a
Collars in “no end of styles,” leads and leashes, blankets
and clothing, muzzles, chains, whips, bells, brushes, soaps,
embracing

ENGLISH

MAKES

@

Son,

(of London), Parker, Smith, Lefever,
Remington, Ithaca, Etc.

We carry a truly wonderful stock of canine outfittings,
and

Prominent

AMERICAN

in Trade
Send 6 cents in
stamps for Catalogue and List of
Second-Hand

foods, medicines, shipping crates—everything to decorate
the dutiful dog, or to discipline the derelict one, will be

A veritable encyclopedia of “Dog-gy”

found in our stock.

goods will be mailed you on request.

CO.

GOODS

SPORTING

JOHNSON

IVER

OUR

Latest and Most Modern
Smokeless Shotgun Powder
produced

in America.

DEAD SHOT SMOKELESS
A

BULK

AVENUE

34th

NEW

Street

YORK

RETAIL.

‘MOTHER,

PIN A ROSE ON ME!”

BALLISTITE
The
Breaks

Canal

best

shotgun

the World’s

Dover, Ohio,

smokeless powder

Amateur

Record

May 25.

on

Earth.

for a continuous

BALLISTITE.

Shot by Mr. John A. Flick, of

Made in Scotland for the whole world, but barred

Sole

Agents

for the

@
NOBEL’S

Send

WM. READ @ SONS

Fishing

107 Washington

Tackle.

St., Boston, Mass.

Established 1826

The Old Gun House

GREENER GUNS WEAR.
Durability is a quality that
famous for three generations.
through the hands of 200 of the
ful workmen it is possible to
Greener gun is known all over
ting and general durability.
unsolicited

has made the Greener gun
The Greener product goes
highest paid and most skill-.
obtain, and as a result the
the world for its careful fit-

testimonial

well illustrates this

CO.

75 Chambers)
New

EXPLOSIVES

CO.,

York

sincerely

your

friend,
“C.

A,

LauGcuron.”

We have a splendid stock of Greener guns on hand, from
4% |bs. 28 bores, to 22 Ibs. double 4-bores, and
describing them is free for the asking.

a catalogue

Street,
City

Ltd., Glasgow, Scotland.

for ‘‘ Shooting Facts.”’

“W. W. Greener, Birmingham, England.
“My Dear Sir—Excuse
me for taking
your valuable time, but I want to
extend my most sincere thanks and gratitude to you for the great pleasure you
have afforded me during the past thirty-five years by making a gun that certainly
has stood the test that few can equal.
The number of my
old No. 10-gauge is
11722.
I bought it of E. E. Eaton, 53 State St., Chicago, Ill., the fall of 1870, and
paid him an even $200 for the gun, case and loading tools; $175 for the gun alone.
“Now that my good and true old horse died a short time ago, my present dog is
getting old, and I, too, am not so young as I used to be, I have laid aside my
good old true and faithful friend, until such time as I am laid to rest, when it
will be in the box with me.
But here goes for a big but true story.
_ “During thirty-five years my old companion has missed but one season’s shooting; during all these years she has piled up her share of game—ducks, geese,
chicken, quail, pheasants, etc.—and back in the ’70’s she never failed to do her
duty at all shooting matches.
I doubt if ever there was a gun made that has been
used as much as mine, and especially with the heavy loads I have always used,
and to-day it would bother you to find a scratch or mar about her, and her barrels
are as clean and smooth inside as a dollar; and, stranger yet, this old friend of
mine has not cost me five cents for repairs except an extra set of firing pins,
and she looks good for many years to come.
No gun ever made is a harder
shooter than mine.
Never once missed fire, and I do not know, but it seems to
me to be impossible to miss a bird; and only last fall she was just as true as
ever, and never failed to do her duty.
“My brother bought a 12-gauge W. W. Greener at the same time, and up to his
death, seven years ago, she stood the test.
I bought a 12-gauge Greener about
1875 for a present to a friend.
It also proved to be all right, although I lost
track of it twenty years ago.
“Excuse me for taking your valuable time, but so many times I have felt so
grateful towards you for furnishing me with such a true and faithful companion
that I now feel that I want to thank you a thousand times for the pleasure and
satisfaction you have afforded me in the last thirty-five years.
:
“Your guns may be just as good now as then, but I do not happen to see any
of them since I came to Minnesota twenty years ago.
I do know that none of
the new guns I see that I would exchange my old favorite No. 11722 for to-day.

at

from the Interstate Association because it is foreign.

J. H. LAU

Quality

Very

run

Ravenna, Ohio; 234 without a miss.

TRY

Highest

The following

York Agents,
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AND
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just received.

wonderful wearing quality, and we have had other testimonials describing Greener guns that have been in constant and
effective service for fifty years.

VON LENGERKE & DETMOLD,
WHOLESALE

weights

POWDER.

Address New

Near

GRADE

Also

THE
——

The best ever

HIGHEST
Some very light

Send for List of High-Grade
Second-Hand Guns.

163 Washington Street, Boston, Mass.

——

SPECIALTY:

HENRY C. SQUIRES
No. 20 Cortlandt Street,
-

& SON,
|
New York City

LODGES

OF THE BLACKFEET = MATANZAS
IN THE TREE TOP WITH A CAMERA
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FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO., 346 Broadway, New York
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THE ROBERTS SAFETY LAUNCH AND YACHT BOILER.
THE

ROBERTS

SAFETY

XZ”

WATER

TUBE

BOILER

[JUNE

Nearly 1500 in use.

250 pounds of steam.

Cable Address:

New

COMPANY,

39

and

WORKS:

Bruniva,

41 Cortlandt

RED

BANK,

York,

Street,

Zz

New

Telephone

New

23,

1906.

Handsome

catalugue free.

Address:

599 Cortlandt.

Jersey.

York.

Columbus

Gun

Club.

Cotumsus, O., June 16.—Mr. Jake Evans made high
score in the Hunter Arms Co. diamond trophy shoot
with 44 out of 50—30 singles and ten pairs.
Jake would
pee them all, but he tells a short story between each
shot,

Mullins

Steel

Boats

Motor Boats, Row Boats, Hunting and Fishing Boats
Faster,
built of steel with air chambers in each end like a life boat.
more buoyant, practically indestructible, don’t leak, dry out and are
absolutely safe.
They
can’t sink.
No calking, no bailing, no
trouble.
Every boatis guaranteed.
Highly endorsed
by sportsmen.
Catalogue describing our com‘Theideal boats for pleasure or sport.
plete line of craft sent free on request.

The

W. H. Mullins

Co., 126 Franklin

Street,

Salem,

Ohio.

DETROIT
MOTOR
MUTOMARINE, New Model, 1906
Convert Your Row

Boat into a Speed Launch.

Do you know you can take any ordinary old rowboat and

, convert it into a power launch at an_ outlay that is trifling
| with a Detroit Auto-Marine Motor? Nota mere plaything,
but an accurately constructed Engine that will propel a 16ft.
at
boat 7 miles per hour.
A motor so simple anyone
ii

f=

can install it, and operate it, yet built with the same

care as a high-priced

to

foundry
from
methods.
We

We build complete
guess-work—no
slip-shod

engine.

you—no

are not merely assembling parts made in
various factories; every piece of material is tested on a

testing

machine, and every motor goes to the user with-

out excuses,

under positive guarantee of the maker.

The DETROIT AUTO-MARINE MOTOR, New Model,1906
3H. P., will develop 4 H. P.,
P $ 44.00, Engine Only.
:
141.50, Engine Only.
6H. P.,:Twin Cylinder,
For Stationary

Power purposes

we equip these engines with the Auto Adjustable Governor at an addition of

$5.00, making one of the most satisfactory gasoline engines for power purposes
Write for catalog describing Auto-Marine

DETROIT
F.

G.

Hall,

Manager,

The

Motors,

built.

1 to 20 H. P., and Auto-Adjustable Governor.

AUTO-MARINE
49

East

95

Liberty

only

Congress
Street,

Builders

New

Street,

COMPANY

DETROIT,

MICH.

York.

The

of Auto-Marine

Engines

in the

IF YOU ARE BUILDING
and

want

the greatest

possible

Bourse,

Montclair
Montcrair,
N.
targets each were

Gun

Club.

J., June 16.—Some five events at 25
run off to-day, nine members being

present,

Event 1 was for practice.
Event 2, 25 targets, handicap,
was won by Batten.
This was the July
event for the
Sauer Gun.
Event 38, 25 targets, fancies gun held
below the elbow, was also won by Batten.
This event
was the second of a series of similar contests for the
Colquitt prize of a field gun.
The Forest AND STREAM prize, event 4, 25 targets, handicap, was won by Colquitt, with a perfect score of 25.
In event 5, Bush and ros tied for first place.
Events:
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speed, as

Philadelphia.

Mr. Geo. B. Buchanan
is high man in the Peters
Cartridge Co. trophy with 47 out of 50. George and the
new gun seem to be old pals now.
J. T. Wells gets 43 out of 50 in Hunter Arms Co. shoot.
G. C. Pancake
was a welcome visitor to-day.
Mr.
Henderson, of Springfield, was out and broke 25 straight
and gave a very excellent account of himself.
He is a
friend of Charley Young.
The fine new
rifle range and pistol range will be
finished in a very hort time.
Then look out for the
fun.
Mr. Alsbaugh and Barnethause,
of Upper Sandusky, were out Friday afternoon and shot a good clip.
Both are very pleasant gentlemen and sportsmen.
Al Corrodi came out Friday afternoon, and did some
good shooting.
Events:
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well as

BOAT
comfort and

pleasure, or if you have a boat which has not developed the
pace you expected, buy a new 1906 model

CUSHMAN

ENGINE.

It never disappoints. It always makes good. Simplest and most
powerful engine. Valveless: cylinder, water jacket and head
cast in one piece. The Cushman Motor holds many speed
2H. P., 75 pounds.
records.
Single and double cylinders, 2 to 20H. P. Send for
jllustrated descriptive booklet of this remarkable engine.
CUSHMAN

MOTOR

COMPANY,

Comprising its complete scientific and life history,
together with a practical treatise on angling and flyfishing, and a full description of tools, tackle and implements.
By James A: Henshall, M.D.
Illustrated.
Cloth, 470 pages.
Price, $3.
Dr. Henshall’s monograph is the standard work on the
black bass and all that relates to it.

STREAM

PUBLISHING

f

Lincoln,

Neb.
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Book of the Black Bass.
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HENRY J. GIELOW
Engineer, Naval Architect
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50 Broadway,
New York x
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TRADE MARK.

FOR THE HIGHEST
QUALITY in VARNISH
FOR

-

and Broker

EDWARD
59

HOUSE

OR

YACHT,

be sure each can bears the above Trade Mark,
which stands for seventy-eight years of high
grade varnish making.
.
:
SMITH

@

COMPANY,

Varnish Makers and Color Grinders,
Market Street,
45 Broadway,

Chicago, III.

New

York,

JUNE

23,

1906.]
Bergen

Beach

Gun Club.

Bercen
Beacu,
Le I., June 12.—The
monthly prize contest, point and distance
cap, resulted as follows:

TIF OVEEY

Handicap.
cht tee pciiecaeex
cag16
4

fifth and last
sliding handiTotal
points in
3 best
scores.
3
8
3

Points
made,
1
3
1

Score.
34
36
29
32

aU

A

number

of

extra

events

North

River

also

were

Gun

shot.

Rifle Association.

Tue regular shoot of the club took place on June 17,
200yds., offhand, at the Standard target.
Hofer was declared champion of the day with a score of 87, and
Nestler was high man on the Honor target with a score
of 25 in 8 shots.
Foilowing are the scores:
Eloferiis.c.tn :87 77 76 69 ..
GIA
Satan
adave 79 78 74 71 71
Nestler ...... 84 84 83 83 81
Alerts cen 63 08 57 51 49
Freitag ......80 80 77 76 76
ies Count.)7 sO) beet sous os
RES
SERE

SE

SL

STEEL FISHING RODS 2.45

Jointed

steel

rods, with

German

silver

guides, full nickel mountings, solid reel
seats, either fly or bass style; 2.45 each.
Guaranteed.
Ask for catalogue No. 364.
Split Bamboo Rods,
-75 to 9.00
Featherlight Reels,
.65 and 1.00
Automatic Reels, self winding,
Eis
WYbe
Aluminum Fly Boxes
- .50
Aluminum Leader Boxes
.20
Trout Flies, fine, quality, doz.,
- 35

NEW

YORK

SPORTING

1¢ Warren St., near B’way,

GOODS

Their merit is known and acknowledged all over the world.

bines strength,

CO.,

New York.

No other rod com-

sensitiveness

and backbone as does the ‘‘BRISTOL.”
But be
Don’t let the dealer work off on you some
sure you get a “BRISTOL.”
inferior imitation.
Look for our trademark, <Btistol
Sto} on reel seat.

You'll like it.
Send for our illustrated color catalogue, “*A Lucky Strike.”
description of our combination Reel and Handle—An advance in reel making,

THE

HORTON

MANUFACTURING

Look on page 28 and read

COMPANY, 84 Horton St., Bristol, Conn.
a:

PFLUEGER’S
CELEBRATED

FISHING
TACKLE

Yi

STEEL RODS, guaranteed,
3pieces, cork grip } $9 50
BAIT, 6%, 7%, 8%ft., FLY, 9 and toft., §
'
SPLIT

BAMBOO

RODS, 3 pieces, extra tip, )

Fly and Bait,

T5¢

J

FLIES, 6 assorted

Live Bait,
Sand Worms.

on

Shedder

Blood

PFLUEGER’S

and

for Tackle

AKRON, OHIO, U. S. A.

THE FRANKFORT, KENTUCKY REEL: 8<MiLAMaSON,
IS HAND MADE,STANDARD

by ‘‘Seneca.”
$1.50.

Cloth.

Illustrated,

244

pages.

Gele COHone

AND

STREAM

2255

PUBLISHING

70. SEWO LATALOLUE

I Have Fished With.

It was a happy thought that prompted Mr. Fred Mather
to write of his fishing companions.
The chapters were
received with a warm welcome at the beginning, and have
been of sustained interest.
The “Men I Have Fished
With” was among the most popular series of papers ever
presented to ForREST AND STREAM readers.

CO.

FOREST

AND

STREAM
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Sketches of character and incident with rod and gun from
childhood to manhood; from the killing of little fishes
and birds to a buffalo hunt.
By Fred Mather.
Illustrated.
Price, $2.

This compilation comprises six hundred and odd hints,
helps, kinks, wrinkles, points and suggestions for the
shooter, the fisherman, the dog owner, the yachtsman,
the canoeist, the camper, the outer; in short, for the
field sportsman in all the varied phases of his activity.
“Hints and Points’ has proved one of the most practically useful
works
of reference
in the sportsman’s
library.
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Men

Hints and Points for Sportsmen.
Compiled
Price,

LUMINOUS

THE ENTERPRISE MANUFACTURING CO.

Catalogue.

MILAM

leaders,

If unable to secure our goods from your dealer, let us
know, and we will send you some interesting information.

CHARLES DISCH, 3322.55;
Send

lines,

reels, and a number of
patented specialties that axglers need. If you wish the
most killing artificial bait, spoon, fly or spinner, insist on
having

2c.

card, dozen,

Crabs,

hooks,

1

$3.50

AUTOMATIC [REELS, aluminum, — TROUT

has stood the test a
quarter of a century.
We make all sorts of
baits, spoons, flies, snell

Mail orders promptly filled.

Club.

Epcewater,
N. J., June 16—The leg on the Sauer
gun was won by Mr. A. A. Schoverling.
Scores:
Targets:
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for many years have maintained their supremacy for all-around fishing, giving
perfect satisfaction under all conditions.
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Absent to-day and points in three best scores: Kelley
9, Frank Meier 5, Wellbrock 5,- F. Thier 3, Kroeger 3,
Mesloh 3.
Twenty-seven men qualified in three out of the five
contests
Value of prizes, besides the first prize, the Fred
Stone silver cup, $119.10.
:
Scores of those who shot along -to-day, but could not
qualify, the first-named being donor of cup:
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Number of entries in competition, 1906:
February 20,
March 34, April 31, May 26, June 21; total 132.
Number
of targets shot at in these contests, 6,600
(qualified entries).
Number of targets shot at, including sweeps and prize
contests, 18,265.
The targets were thrown from 50 to 70yds.
The average distance and per cent. of the total series
were as. follows:
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We have furnished sails to the following prominent yachts: Constitution, Defender, Volunteer, Jubilee, Colonia,
Independence, Ailsa, Navahoe, Weetamoe, Uncle Sam, Effort, Calypso, Flirt, Ariadne, Quissetta, Constance,
Vergemere, Resolute, Chanticleer; Senta, Snapper, Raider, Little Haste, Sally VII., Chloris, and many others.

G. R. LILJEGREN, Gothenburg, Sweden,

Is our authorized correspondent
for all European Countries
J?
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The “TUSCARORA”
For Mountain

No. 3537. Split Bamboo
length, 8% feet; weight,

Fly Rod,

Fly Rod

Stream

$5.00

Send

for Trout Booklet

Complete

Catalog
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and
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request.

MILLS @ SON, 21 Park Place, New York, U. S. A.

Sole Agents

for H. L. LEONARD

THOS.

SPLIT

BAMBOO

and Dealer
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FineFishingTackle &SportingGoods 20h" Street
TARPON, TUNA

THE

and ALL SOUTHERN

UNIVERSAL

will fill a long felt want in the
invented.
Made entirely of
attach it anywhere door jam,
five feet of line. Very light.
pouch one inch in diameter by
Gold

STEEL
Medal,

E. VOM

FLY OR BAIT

Buffalo,

New

LINE

DRYER

RODS.

1901.

$1.75

Established

HOFE,

:

cork grip,

1867.

95-97

any length,

Gold

Fulton

Medal,

$2.25

Street,

277 and 279 Wabash Avenue,
35, 37 and 39 Van Buren Street,
CHICAGO,
ILL.

We have our own repair shop and do all
repairs to guns and fishing tackle.

AFLOAT

1303

1904,

New

EXCLUSIVELY.

or

ASHORE

KILMARNOCK

Each.

St. Louis,

GOODS

PRICES.

CORONET RYE

EACH.

best quality,

LowEsT

VON LENGERKE & ANTOINE

York

kit of all true anglers. It is the most unique and complete. line dryer ever
brass. Is absolutely rust proof (One rust spot will spoil a line.) Can
table, shelf or tree. Cannot collapse when in use. One revolution takes
Can be set up or knocked down in a jiffy. Knocked down it goes in
six inches long. Money back after ten days if unsatisfactory.
PRICE,

SPECIAL

TACKLE

QUALITY,

SPORTING

RODS.

J. CONROY

Manufacturer

have everything in Guns, Fishing Tackle,
Photographic and Athletic Goods.

SUPERIOR

Or if you would prefer our

Free on application.

CATALOGUES

GUN
GOODS
and
WINTER
SPORTS
CAMERAS,
KODAKS
and
PHOTOGRAPHIC
GOODS
We

as 3 pounds, it is straight as a die and as good as new.”

LINES,

1906.

One or all for the asking.

however, after a hard summer’s use, during which! caught trout as large

Also a full line of RODS,

THREE

23,

FISHING
TACKLE
and
33 SUMMER
SPORTS 3 3

Fishing.

mountings, 7 snake cees

oxidized

[JUNE

434 ounces
“| thought when I bought this rod it would last only a
says:

A Customer
day or two;

ER EAWE

York.

Phone

Du

SCOTCH

Vivier & Co.

5223 Cort.

22

Warren

St.,

New

1906
York.

126-page catalogue on receipt of 4 cents to cover postage.

When a dealer says that some other Spoon
ESTABLISHED
Gold

Medal,

Highest Award, St. Louis,

1904.3

is as good as G. M. pe

1857

Gold Medal,

Highest Award,

Chicago,

1893,

A Patent Fishing Reel, made of hard sheet metal, with an automatic drag
spool 334 inch diameter. holding 200 yds. of line, winding line as fast as a mult
and has more power.
The automatic drag, when fish is running, allows no slack
line. Sold for $3.50.
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No.
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Fifth
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Street,

All genuine reels bear my name.
A

reel
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Quality A Flies

d

.

50c. Reine price
60 cons,” Quality B Flies
60c

for an assorted sample dozen,
Regular

price, 85

cents.

Quality C Flies

THE

and

CENTER LINE

Size

No.

5, °4%c.
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{Size

No,

4, 5¥%c.
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H.

H.

Line
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Fly-Tiers’

and
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lengths!
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NEW YORK
Snelled

Gangs

Hooks,

and] Flies.|

Rod-Makers’

Supplies.

Correspondence with Dealers solicited for Trade Prices.

CHARLES

PLATH

&

SON,

62

Dealers

in

SPORTING

GOODS.

A Convenience

Appreciated

Fulton

St.,

New

Gold ied Cocktails
Delicious Old Blends.
Ready to Serve.

KIFFE||CO.

TACKLE,

Leaders, Minnow
Full

isa

aba eat a aS E Apeosseny illustrated) of all grades Fishing
Reels,
Hooks, Silk Worm Gut, Flies, Artificial Baits
a osoe eects for anglers.

Anglers send for Catalogue.

by all

Bait

523 BROADWAY,’

REELS

A

a year,

TACKLE CATALOGUE FREE ON APPLICATION

re esd cents, Bass Flies
650. Ree

Sale

$%.00

Put up in 20-30-40-50-100

e

G. M. SKINNER’S
IS THE STANDARD.

Braided Silk Enameled Waterproof

METAL

Us

ee

N. Y.

Send for catalogue.
once

RODS

3 piece, cork grip
10 foot Fly and 81-2 foot

BODY

Trial—Send

oiled
reel.

Bait

that

For

Breccia

No branch store in any city.

Trout Flies
/
a

=

bearings and screws,
durable, well running

Quick Sales

SILK

H OFE,

-

he pace

York.

The demand for Gold Lion ace
tails by the Gentleman Sportsman is
such that these goods are now put up
in protected packages convenient to
pack.

A eutof the Gold Lion marks every
package of the genuzne.
Seven eet
Manhattan, Vermouth, Dry Gin, Whiskey, Tom Gin,
Martini and the American.
To be had in glass only—Large and small bottles.
At roe
Cafés, Drug Stores and wherever liquors
are so
‘
THE COOK & BERNHEIMER CO.,
akers, New York.

Forest

and

Stream

Copyright, 1906, by Forest and Stream Publishing Co.

NE Wey ORKSSAULURMWAY.-

Terms, $3 a Year. 10 Cts. a Copy. t
Six Months, $1.50.

ROBERT

B. ROOSEVELT.

Rosert B. RoosEvELtT died at his country home,
Lotus Lake, Long Island, on June 14. He was
in his seventy-seventh year.
A many-sided man,

having conspicuous
affairs

and

part in social and political

engaging

in

literary

pursuits,

Mr.

|UNE-22,

into such a contract with the Province, nor the
only one whose members feel keenly the injustice of the additional payment required of
them if they would continue in the enjoyment

of their club privileges.

While the amount

volved is not large, and may

even

to some,

It was

by many American visitors to Canada.
We have
been assured by the president of a large elub

to have

had for indulg-

ing his tastes in this direction such opportunities
as have now become memories to be rehearsed
in the reminiscent moods of old men, or enviously

to be read of in the entertaining books Mr.
Roosevelt contributed to the literature of the field.
The volumes comprise:
“The Game Fish of
North

America”

in 1860,

“The

Game

Birds

of

the North” in 1866, and later “Fish Hatching
and Fish Catching” and ‘Florida and Game
Water Birds.”
|
Although in those earlier years the game and
the fish were in such abundant and seemingly
inexhaustible
‘supply;
Mr.
Roosevelt
was
among the first to realize the necessity of curbing indiscriminate killing and of providing protection; and he was identified with the earliest
movements to secure protective laws and their
enforcement.
He was one of the organizers

and for many years president of the New York
(City) Association for the Protection of Game.
In 1867 he helped to establish the New York
Fish Commission, and served long on the board.
He

was

one

of the

founders

of the

American

Fishery Society; and later of the Ichthyophagous Club of pleasant memory.
To the
causes of game protection and the conservation
and

propagation

of game

and

food

fishes

Mr.

Roosevelt contributed in many ways and in a
most substantial degree.
One of the strongly
impelling motives which controlled his life was
the wish to secure to others who should follow
him some measure of the resources of field and
stream and shore and woodland, in which he
had found so much of pleasure and recreation.
Bae QUEBEC LICENSES.
WE print on another page a spirited communication from Mr. Wm. R. White, of Pembroke,
in reference to the license taxes for shooting

and fishing imposed by the Province of Quebec
on all non-residents whether

or not they may

be

members of clubs leasing shooting and fishing
privileges in certain territories.
In a nutshell
Mr. White’s
contention
is that when
the
Province leased to him his club territory the
contract then entered into between
the two
parties was that in return for a stipulated sum
per annum the club members should enjoy the
shooting and fishing rights on the leased district; and subsequently to demand of the mem-

bers

an additional

payment,

in the guise of a

non-resident tax, was, on the part of the Province, a violation of the contract.
It is difficult to view the action of the Quebec

authorities in any other light.
Mr. White’s
club was not the only’ one which had entered

which

conducts

its affairs

sufficient

in-

trivial

Roosevelt was all his life a devoted sportsman.
his good fortune

it is nevertheless

appear

on

a basis

to be felt

of rigid

economy, that this new exaction would prevent
many members from making their usual summer

trip to camp this year.
A PASSING TYPE.
Tue Minorcan fisherman’s dugout, to which
Dr. DeWitt Webb makes reference in his interesting story of a trip to Matanzas, is interesting as a survival of one of the primitive types
of American water craft.
It has a place in

southern waters corresponding with that of the
birch bark canoe of the north.. The dugout was
clearly derived from the Indian.
The French
artist DeBry, who was in Florida in the sixteenth century, has left pictures of the hollowed

out log as it then existed; in the DeBry

draw-

I

go

6

.
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ENFORCING THE LAW.
FoLLowING Commissioner Whipple’s

warning

to dealers in feather millinery, by which attention was called to the law on the statute books,
a raid was made a few days ago on certain concerns in Rochester,
a quantity of prohibited
goods was
seized
and
the proprietors were
arrested.
Suits have also been brought against
certain taxidermists for violation of the game
laws, and at least one taxidermist is reported to
have been found guilty of having game in possession and to have been heavily fined. The law
will, no doubt, be thoroughly tested in the
courts, and if carried far enough, the situation

will be cleared up.
After a law has been long on the statute
books without being taken
seriously by the
officials, whose duty it is to see that its provisions are carried out, its sudden enforcement
alway seems a hardship to those who suffer by
it, and not only a hardship, but an outrage.

The

indignation

of

such

sufferers,

however,

should be directed not against the officials who
enforce the law, and who thus fulfil the oath of

office which they have taken, but against the
Legislature which passed the law. If the statute

is obnoxious and does not represent the popular
ing reproduced the dugout is shown with square
conviction and the popular will, enforcement of
ends.
The Seminole Indians of to-day hollow
out their cypress log boats; a picture of them | it will develop the fact and lead to its repeal.
But so long as it exists on the statute books
will be found in our issue of Feb. 3, of this
it must be assumed to be alive; and executive
year.
These have the pointed bow and the
officers have no option but to enforce it. We
rounded stern like the Minorcan canoes.
assume that Commissioner Whipple means to
Dr. Webb tells us that the Minorcan craft
execute the law as he finds it. We have had in
are long lived.
He might have added that the
times past game commissioners who have openly
_type is passing, along with the Minorcan fisher-

man himself, who is giving away before the new
conditions.
Formerly one of the characteristic
figures of St. Augustine
waters,
laboriously
throwing the cast-net for mullet, or sitting long
hours patiently fishing for drum, the man in the
dugout has been supplanted by the crews of
fishermen who employ modern methods and outfits more adequate to meeting the enlarged demands of a growing
market.
And
as the
Minorcan canoeman is losing his occupation, the
canoes are no longer made.
The only boats
now on St. Augustine waters are old boats.
As
they wear out no new ones are provided to take
their places.
The type should not be allowed
utterly to disappear.
Dr. Webb, who is the
leading spirit of the local historical and scientific society, would do well to secure a good

decried certain statutes as foolish and have announced

that

they

did not

propose

to

enforce

them.

HAPPY

LABRADOR.

We know Labrador as a field of summer sport
and adventure, and a country inviting to exploration and often associated with hardship
and suffering.
Of the inhabitants the outside

world

has

only vague

conception;

it hears

of

to

them chiefly at the times of periodic famine,
when because of the failure of the fisheries the
people are reported to be starving.
In a report
of an official visit to the Labrador seaboard in
the summer of 1905, Sir William MacGregor,
Governor of Newfoundland, of which Province
Labrador
is a dependency,
is given an extremely favorable picture of the character of
the people.
Labrador has some 10,000,of whom
3,500 are white, settled along the south coast;
the rest being Indians, half-breeds; and 3,000
Eskimos in the north.
It is visited in summer
by 20,000 Newfoundland fishermen.
Yet there
is no court nor jail, magistrate nor policeman,
nor any other officer of the law on this 1,000
miles of seaboard, where all these people are

his care, and of the large-minded way in which
we may expect the affairs of the department to

wrestling a subsistence from the ocean.
For
thirty-three years there has been no session of

be administered.

court held.

specimen of the dugout and place
society's museum for preservation.

it in the

' FORESTS, FISH AND GAME.
THE paper on “Forests, Fish and Game’’ by
Commissioner Whipple is noteworthy not only as
an able and cogent exposition of the subject, but
as an evidence of the Commissioner’s apprecia-

tion of the value of the interests committed
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In the Lodges of the Blackfeet.
XXX.—Crees

and

Red

Rivers.

“let us stay right

or months, we might be obliged to take the trail
to buffalo again.
Berry made a flying trip through the buffalo
country in May, and upon his return we made

preparations to establish a trading post on the
Missouri at a place named Carrol, something
ton.

Steele

“Diamond

portation

and

and

R.”

fifty miles

below

Broadwater,

outfit,

company,

which

Fort

partners

was

Ben-

in the

a great

trans-

had started the place some

years before with the view of hauling freight
from the steamboats there directly to Helena,
but for various reasons this plan had failed, and

their

buildings

had

ever-encroaching

long

river.

since
We

fallen

chose

into

the

the

location

because it lay south of the Little Rocky Mountains, north of the Snowies, had good wagon
roads leading out of it, and above all because
it seemed to be in the very center of the remaining buffalo country.
We sent a trusty Indian
north into Canada to notify the Blackfeet and
Bloods of our intention, and they agreed to

move down there as soon as possible.
So did
our near neighbors, the Piegans.
We counted
on having a big trade, and as it turned out, we
were not mistaken.
It was about the first of July (1880) that we
embarked on the
Berry, the Crow

Red Cloud at Fort Benton,
Woman,
Nat-ah’-ki and I.

There

us also a French

went

with

half-breed,

named
Eli Guardipe, the best rifle shot, the
best buffalo runner and all-around hunter I ever
knew.
He was six feet two in height, rather
slender, and I never saw any one who could
keep up with him walking or running, for he

had the wind and the muscle to endure.
mouth

of the Judith we

came

any
that

fine big ram

At the

to the buffalo, the

bottoms covered with them, the river black with
them swimming across, some north, some south.
And we saw herds of deer and elk and: antelope,
and on the bare cliffs and buttes many a flock
of bighorn.
The sight of all the game gladdened our eyes, and astonished the tenderfeet
passengers.
‘They made a rush for their rifles
and shotguns and toy pistols, but the captain of

shooting.
he would

He
told
like to eat

saddle, and gave him perSoon afterward we saw a

standing

near

the top of a butte

watching us.
It was at least three hundred
yards away, but a moment after Guardipe’s rifle
cracked it toppled over and rolled and bounded

down

into the river with a mighty splash.

The

captain reversed the big stern wheel, and waited
for it to float alongside, when the roustabouts
drew it on deck. That was about as difficult a

shot as I ever saw made.
The tenderfeet
gathered around Guardipe, and stared at him in
open-mouthed

But I told her, as I had before, that we could
not always do as we wished; that in a few weeks,

like a hundred

forbade
however,

some roast bighorn
mission to kill one.

Home again at Fort Conrad.
Somehow Natah’-ki and I liked that place better than any we
had
lived
in.
The
river,
murmuring
and
gurgling
by our
window,
the lovely
green
groves in the grassy bottoms, the sloping rise
of the valley,
the rude
room
itself built of
massive logs, cool in summer, warm in winter
and alight with the blaze in the hearth, seemed
to us all that we could desire.
“Let us never

leave here again,” she said;
here in peace and comfort.”

the boat
Guardipe,

We
We

arrived
had

tons

wonder.

at Carrol
and

tons

late in the afternoon.
of trade

goods

aboard,

and it was wonderful to see how quickly the
deckhands put the stuff ashore.
Berry’s bull
train had preceded us,
had already put up a

cabin, which was

overland, and the men
commodious
two-room

to be our kitchen

and dining

room.
We took possession of it at once, and
the women cooked us a good meal.
By the middle of September we were in good
shape for the. winter, having built a large log
store and warehouse
4ox125 feet, a smoking
house for curing buffalo tongues, and a row of
sleeping quarters.
True to their promise, the
Blackfeet and Bloods came down from the north,

and a little later came about two thousand
Canadian Crees, under Chief Big Bear. There
also trailed in a large number of Red River
French and English halfbreeds with their awkward,
creaking,
ironless,
two-wheel
carts.
Surely, we were not going to lack for customers.
An opposition trader had started a small store

about

two

hundred

yards

above

us.

He

had

never been in the Indian trade, but boasted of
his commercial successes in the States, and said
that he would soon put us out of business, even

if he didn’t have such a large stock of goods.
When the Blackfeet appeared on the opposite
side of the river, he went

across

and invited the

chiefs to feast with him. They all got into his
boat and came over, but the moment they
stepped ashore a bee-line was made for our
place, and

the welcome

they well knew

awaited

them.
The
trader
was
about
the
most
chagrined man you can imagine.
We made
things interesting for him before the winter was
over.
The north Blackfeet were friendly with the
Crees; had intermarried with them to some extent. The two tribes camped side by side in the botThe Bloods,’ however,
toms near us all'winter.

were

not so friendly to them,

and hunted

out

south of the river, along the foot of the Snowies.

The chiefs of the two tribes made a sort of
armistice, agreeing that for the winter, at least,
there should be no trouble between them. But
the Piegans would not meet their long-time

enemy,

and hunted

in the country

of us, occasionally

sending

out

to the west

a war

party

to

kill a few of the Crees and drive off their stock
We got none of their trade.
Nat-ah’-ki and the Crow Woman were highly
indignant when they saw the Crees pull in from
the

“By

what

“are

north.

they here?

The

them

back

to feast, you

in war

asked

the

ought

swamps.

latter,

to drive

It is wrong

to kill the buffalo and other game
our people.”
dog-eating dogs!” Nat-ah’-ki exyou are going to ask their chiefs

the cooking, for I
word. Seeing how
English halfbreed
mess.
Nat-ah’-ki
uncle

soldiers

to their brush

to allow them
belonging to
“They are
claimed.
“If
in here

right,”

can

find some

one

to do

will not.” And she kept
she felt about it, I found
family to take charge of
had lost a brother and

with

the

Crees,

and

I could

her
an
the
an
not

blame her for feeling as she did toward them.
The Piegans, however, had always beaten the
Crees, as they were braver, better armed, and
better horsemen.
Where the town of Lethbridge, Alberta, now. stands, they once had a
battle with them in which two hundred and forty
of the Crees were
killed, and many more
drowned while attempting to escape by swimming the river.
:
I cannot explain why I also had a deep
hatred for the Crees unless it was that Nat-ah’I am
ki’s enemies were naturally mine, too.
ashamed to say that I did hate and despise
them,

their

language.
different

looks,

I soon
articles

manners

learned
of trade,

and

even _ their

their words
but would

for the

never

use

them, pretending that I did not understand, and
obliging them to tell me what they wanted either .
in Blackfoot, which most of them spoke, or by
means of the sign language.
Their chief, Big
Bear, was

a short, broad,

heavy-featured,

small-

eyed man, with a head of hair which seemed
never to have known the comb.
Why he was
a chief I could never learn. He did not seem
to have even ordinary intelligence, and his war
record did not compare with that of the average
Blackfoot.
:
Even more than the Crees, I disliked their
half brothers,
the French-Cree
Red
River
breeds. They were not dark, but actually black
skinned like the negro, and they dressed in black,
both women and men, the latter wearing a bit
of color, a bright red sash around the waist.
The women’s kerchiefs even were black, And
then the men had such a despicable way of wearing their hair, cut straight off just above the
shoulders, and standing out around the head like

a huge mop. But it was not for their looks that
I disliked them so much as it was their habits
and customs.
They ate dogs, for one thing;
they pretended to be faithful and zealous members of the church, but were the worst set of

liars and thieves that ever traveled across the
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plains; they hated the Americans as much as
they did the English, and in their vile bastard
French cursed us until, one day, I could stand

telling them that the Canadian-English were few} Wdaily horde of hunters rode out to slay them.
and inexperienced, and that in a very few weeks a I went once, with a number of the Red River
they could subdue them by force of arms. Asked}}} M breeds.
We sighted a herd soon after passing

it no

for our opinion, we told them that they had no
earthly chance to win, and so did a Catholi
priest, Father Scullin, who lived with us.
Th
Bishop of Edmonton had sent -him there to loo

longer.

struck one
stinging

I jumped

over

the

counter

of them, a fellow named

blow

in

the

cheek

and

Amiott

which

sent

a
him

sprawling to the floor, and it was all I could do
to keep from kicking him when he was down.
“That

is for your

told him.

low

down

cursing

“I will not hear

this place.
others here

of us,”

any-more

I

of it in

If you don’t like it, you and the
go and heel yourselves and come

back.”
Strange to say, we did not lose any trade by
this.
The very ones I had called down re-

mained

our

customers,

were, too.
Louis Riehl!

knew

him,

of 1885

in Canada,

quiet

:
well and

How

he who

and

ones

yet how

led the halfbreed
you.remember.

they
little I

rebellion
He

was

a

fine looking man, even if his bright black eyes
were a bit shifty and uncertain in their gaze;
and

he had

such

courtly

manners.

When

still

thirty or forty yards away he would remove his
wide sombrero with a ground sweep and approach you bowing and smiling,
air with high-flown compliments.

and filling the
He had a fine

education; the Jesuits having trained him for
the priesthood; but certain lapses had prevented
his ordination.
It was his education, I believe,
which caused his downfall, for he overestimated

after the spiritual welfare of the different tribes
He spoke Cree, and Blackfoot, and the Canadia
French fluently.
Had the buffalo lasted, | doub
if Riehl would have succeeded in getting the|
Red Rivers to revolt.
But when they could n

longer

live by the chase, and began

have

made,

and

Riehl

was

tried,

condemned

hung for treason.

and

afterward.

Also,

it may

be

that in his estimate of himself, his people and
his position, he was mentally unbalanced.
He
came to us with his people from the plains of
the north and
soon
got into
Berry's
good
graces, for he was an exceedingly smooth and

persuasive

talker.

credit with which

He wanted

some

goods

to trade in his camp,

on

and got

her, but she told them to go about their business
leave

her

alone.

“I

don’t

want

no

more

skins.

cane mans, me.”
Long John Pape and Mike Duval fought over
her, and the former was badly whipped.
Mike
thought then that he had her sure, and was
begging her to name the day, when, lo! one
morning,
Billy Burns walked into her cabin,

liquor more than any other people I met on
The Blackfeet liked it, but not well
the plains.
enough to impoverish themselves for it. The

picked her up in his arms

without a word, and

carrying

her

place,

vanished

her

before

of seven hundred
“Well,”

said

sun

and sun,

a balance

know

but what

“I

don’t

He must have bowed to us

about seven hundred times, and I reckon that
such grand and low bows as those are worth

about a dollar apiece.”
‘Do you know,” Riehl once
people
Israel,

feet

over

to

the

our

astonished

he

set

her

priest.

on

“Just

hitch us up,” he said, ‘“‘and be quick about it.”

dollars.

Berry,

we are about even.

owing

told me,

“these

of mine are just as were the children of
a persecuted
race
deprived
of their

heritage.
But I will redress their’ wrongs; I
will wrest justice for them from the tyrant.

“T won't!’ Amelie screamed, giving him a resounding slap in the face. “I won't!
Go way
from

me, you bad mans!

Let me

alone!”

“Oh! well,” said Billy, “if you won't, of course
you won't. I thought you kind o’ liked me.”
He turned away abruptly and started for the
door, but Amelie ran after him and grasped his
arm,
‘Come back you big fools,’ she commanded, with a stamp of her pretty moccasined

foot.

“Come back! Me,.I’m only make it joke;

I will be unto them a second David.
Yes, I
can compare myself to the great leader of the
Jews.
I, too, am writing psalms,
Riding at

course

the head of our columns, by the evening fire, in

married them then and there.
Such a blowout as there was that night!
The
dancing and drinking were something to be remembered!
Long John and Duval not only
made friends, but when Nat-ah’-ki and I looked
in for a moment, they were weeping on each
other’s shoulder.
Billy and Amelie had fled.

the stillness of the night, I think them out and
put them on paper.
Some day I shall have them

printed.”
None of the Red River halfbreeds, save Riehl
had the slightest conception of the power of
the Canadian, and back of that, the English

band of wild horses, wilder by far than the game
with which they mingled.
Along the foot of the
Snowy Mountains, in which the Flat Willow
has its source, there were immense herds of elk
and deer, and we bought large numbers of their

French mans,” she told us. “I don’t want no
H’Injun, no H’Englis mans.
I want Ameri-

them. We kept an open account with him for
nearly two years.
It is still open, for he left,
between

terrible

“Why, to the good God, most certainement.”
“But after you prayed you cursed your horse;
Far different from the French, were the Eng-,
ou used terrible oaths.”
lish and Scotch Red River breeds, who came 4% “Ah! but that was in the excitement; to speed
down to us. They were neither negro hued nor * the ill-born brute.
The good God knows I
black hearted, and it was a pleasure to trade
meant no disrespect; most certainement.
My
and associate with them.
The women were
—what you call him—soul would have gone to
mostly
fair haired,
blue-eyed,
rosy-cheeked
the pleasant place.”
dames, and the men
great
muscular, sturdy
To accommodate the Bloods, and a large camp
specimens of manhood, good to look upon.
But
of Red Rivers, late in the fall we established a
hold!
I must not utterly condemn the French
branch post on Flat Willow Creek, a tributary
breed women.
I remember that some of them
of the Musselshell.
I rode over there several
were exceedingly lovely, even in the sombre
times during the winter, through great herds
and outlandish garb they wore.
There was a
of buffalo, and antelope, and once I saw a
and

bought off by the Canadian
ever

and cursing them with the most

aths at their command.
Some, who found not
they became desperate and broke
sufficient of them in their own tongues, swore
was four years after the matter was first de-{ also in broken English.
The whole body t#
bated there on the Missouri.
“Paul,” I said to one of them after the run,
of them, Crees and Red Rivers, did not put up ‘had you been killed in the chase, where would
as good a fight as a handful of Blackfeet would}
your soul have gone?”

certain Amelie X., for instance, whose husband,
a Frenchman,
was killed in a buffalo chase.
Every young French breed in camp was courting

live in wealth

madly

to starve,
That}
out.

himself and his power.
Still, I was never able
to determine whether he really believed in his
cause and his power to right what he called the
wrongs of his oppressed and defrauded people,
or whether he got up the row, expecting to be

Government and to

he rim of the valley and, screened from their
ight by a sharp rise of ground, my companions
ismounted, removed their hats, fell upon their
nees, crossed themselves, and one old patriarch
ffered up a long prayer, asking for a successful chase and that no harm befall them or their
orses in the run.
Then they sprang up into
ye saddle and were off, quirting their horses

I marry you; you got blue h’eyes.”

They stood again before the father:
go, then?” he asked them.
It was,

“It’s a
and he

people.
But he knew, for he had been eastward
to Ottawa, Montreal and Quebec, and from his
reading had acquired an all-round knowledgge

Having provided the cabin, the musicians, the
solid and liquid refreshments for the party, they

of the world in general. Yet there at our place
he held meeting after meeting and wrought his
people up to the highest pitch of enthusiasm,

away down the river to the camp of a friend.

hitched

a

horse

to

a halfbreed

sled

and

sped

The buffalo remained in our vicinity and their
numbers did not seem to diminish, although a

I think that the Crees and Red

however,

former,

would

Rivers loved

sell anything they had

to obtain it, even their women, and it was rare
for a family to have more than half a dozen
Many of the Crees were obliged to
horses.
moving camp, packing their few
walk when
They were not lazy, however,
effects on dogs.
and killed and tanned a great many robes which
for liquor, tea, and tobacco,
they exchanged
There were nights
seldom buying any finery.
when at least a thousand of them would be
drunk together, dancing and singing around little
fires built down in the timber, some crying

foolishly,

some

making

love,

others

going

through all sorts of strange and uncouth antics.
There was very little quarreling among them,
not half a dozen being killed in the whole winter.
More than that number froze to death, falling
on their way in the night and being unable to
rise and go on.

WALTER B, ANDERSON.
[TO BE CONTINUED. ]

A BERLIN paper tells of a new device that
A microphone,
makes herring fishing easy.
which magnifies sounds, is plunged into the sea
A wire
to ascertain if fish are passing that way.
connects the submerged microphone
with an

ordinary receiver, with which one listens to what
is going on in the depths of the sea. Excellent
results

have been

obtained

the invention for signaling
herring shoals.

in the North
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oe

is much

more a frequent trip than up North River, and
one can camp anywhere along its course, and
cross the narrow barrier which divides it from
the Beach.

On a fine morning in early summer, with favor-

ing wind and tide, if you go by sailing yacht, or,
paying no attention to either, if you go by launch,
you bid good bye to St. Augustine from the
Central Wharf, where there are always loungers
énough to tell you good bye, and you sail away
blowing a conch to warn the bridge-keeper to
open the draw.
The site of the wharf from
which we sail is, without any doubt, one of the
very oldest landing places on the Western continent, and a number of dugouts, still used by
many of the fishermen, serve to take us back to
the primitive inhabitants of thousands. of years
ago.
For these dugouts are of the primitive type,
the first boats made by prehistoric man, and
to-day they ride at anchor alongside of the latest
products of the evolution at the beginning of the
twentieth century, of all the forms of the small
boat propelled by all the various devices for
controlling the forces of naphtha, steam and electricity.
And the men who sail away for a few
days on the river and in the camp are but harking back for a glimpse of the life of those men
of five thousand years ago, who grounded their
returning dugouts on the beach where the wharf

now stands.
The signal of the conch for the bridge-keeper
to open the draw is answered by its swinging
open, and after various maneuvers,

wind

and tide

favoring, the draw is safely passed, and with all
sails set, the beautiful city of St. Augustine begins to fall behind.
On the other side of the river. on Anastasia
Island, are seen Oglethorpe’s batteries, from which
he vainly bombarded the fort in 1740.
The lighthouse and the mast of the wireless telegraph
station are not far away, and thus the past and

present join hands, with the world’s history for
more than one hundred and fifty years between.
Soon we are opposite the mouth of the Marsh
Creek, down which all the coquina rock was
floated to build Fort Marion and the old town.
At the head of the creek is still the landing made
of the coquina itself, with the old chain, now
nothing but rust, that held the lighters while
loading.
The quarries are not far from the landing, and will repay a visit.
Indeed, it pays one
at his leisure to follow many of these marsh
creeks to their heads, if one has archeological
taste, for he will often be rewarded by finding
a shell heap, marking the dwelling place of a

long-forgotten

race.

Next we come to Fish’s Island, a part of Anastasia where Nicholas Fish lived in revolutionary

days,

and

to whom

was

granted

almost

all of

Anastasia Island.
The old house was long ago
burned, but the driveway and remains of the
wharf still remain.
And further away the old
family tomb, which some vandals have sought to
destroy, and have succeeded in making a ruin.
Before the Civil War runaway slaves found

MATANZAS

refuge during
Augustine.

Moultrie

Oglethorpe’s

Point,

at

the

bombardment
mouth

of

FORT

of St.

FROM

THE

NORTH,

of its length among the navigators as the “Devil’s °
Elbow,” and is so crooked that none but an ex-

Moultrie

perienced navigator can sail it without grounding.

Creek, is the next point of interest.
All along
from Fish’s Island to Moultrie the fishing is good.
Moultrie Point has long been a favorite place
for picnics, as the wide spreading oaks and great
variety of trees, with ground clear of undergrowth, make it an ideal place for wood wander-

In the distance rises over the marshes the old
fort at Matanzas on an island opposite the bar,

ing.
From
Moultrie down to Matanzas Inlet the
river is very crooked, with wide marshes and
oyster beds, which are out of the water at low
tide, affording plenty of food for the great blue
heron and the white egrets, as well as many other
variety of birds, for man is not the only biped
that deems the oyster a most delicious morsel.
The Bird of Plumage Law, and the at least
partial enforcement of it, has done much to repeople the marshes with the graceful forms of
the heron family.
And the pictures they present
as they stand on the shore, or gracefully float
through the air, fix themselves in the memory.

When we have sailed twelve miles from St.
Augustine, we reach the Divide, or Dividings, as
some call it, where the tide from the Matanzas
Inlet meets the tide from the bar at St. Augustine. But the tide from Matanzas, because of the
smaller inlet, is only able to run six miles before
it meets the stronger flood. The crooked channel,
just after passing the Divide, is known for a mile

erected in 1741, the year following Oglethorpe’s
attack, as a guard in the future, for he kept a ship
anchored off the bar all through the siege of St.
Augustine in the summer of 1740, and on an

island just south of that on which the fort now
stands established.a barracks.
And now we come to a most interesting and
important spot, the neighborhood of the tragedy
of the early settlement of St. Augustine, for here

somewhere

within

occurred in the
the massacre of
400., The exact
but as. we stand

the

sphere

of

have

a

good

view

of

the story as told by the companion

Across

fort is known

as Massacre

Bluff, because

unanswered question.
One of the skulls, showing
a very high intellectual development, is now in

the

fishermen.
All the way down to Moultrie Point
we pass these fishermen, and very often hear beneath our boat the “boom,” which has given the
fish its name, and which does, indeed, sound like

a muffled drum beat.
Fish’s

River,

Island,

the

at

the

Spanish

mouth

galleys

of

the

sought

FACE

OF

OBSERVATION

several

skeletons have been found there. Whether these
skeletons belonged to Ribault’s men or not is an

accounts for their popularity among the old-time

Opposite

of Menendez.

the river and directly opposite the old

ancient city from the south, and can understand
how well it was protected in the old days from
attack by its natural position between two rivers.
This is one of the best places along the river
for drum fishers, and the number of dugouts we
pass anchored shows how good the sport is just
now.
I take it that the dugout is rare now at
any place except St. Augustine and its vicinity,
where it is still common, and is most skillfully
handled.
The life of one of these boats is sometimes more than forty years; some now at St.
Augustine are said to be of that age, and this

Sebastian

A clump
the only

clump anywhere.in the vicinity would seem better
than any other locality to fulfill the conditions of

ing by plaiting baskets, which were smuggled into
the city and sold by their friends.
We pass the mouth of the Sebastian River, and

backward

vision,

in the present inlet and the place of the second
inlet, where Summer Haven now stands.
of live oaks near Summer Haven, and

their hiding-places on Anastasia, and made a liv-

looking

our

early days of September, 1565,
Ribault’s men, numbering over
spot has never been determined,
upon the old fort, our eye takes
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The fishing at Matanzas bar has always been
very good, and you can pitch your tent on the
very good, and you can pitch your tent on thte
sands and be certain of not casting your line in
vain, either in tthe surf on the beach only a few
hundred yards away, or inside the bar and along
the river front.
Just below the fort is what is known as Rattlesnake Island, where an enthusiastic young dog
of mine came near losing his life, as he ran his

nose

into a thick bunch

of grass

to identify

a

strange smell which met his nose.
I called him
sharply out and none too soon, for the whirr of a
rattler whose siesta he had disturbed was heard

at once.

Driven

out and dispatched,

the snake

measured six feet.
This was the first and last
indiscretion of the kind of which the dog was
ever guilty.
He seemed to realize, from the
actions of his men friends, that he had escaped
some great danger, and he never after came to
a point on a rattler.
As is well known, this is
the way many a valuable dog loses his life in

Florida. .
The old fort at Matanzas

is well worth

for, although it is now a ruin, it was once
planned structure built with a finish equal
of Fort Marion at St. Augustine, and
hold a garrison supposed to be equal
emergency.

that

might

arise,

as

the

a visit,

a wellto that
able to
to any

shallowness

of the bar (only about four feet) would effectually prevent any vessel from crossing it. Two
old cannon still remain of its armament, and a
brass cannon, supposed to have been lost overboard in landing, is said to be buried in the

sand not far from its front.
Until a comparatively recent date there were
two inlets. The one near what is now known as

MATANZAS

FORT

Summer Haven was closed by a storm in 1839.
This complicates the search for the massacre, but ° For this mound covers thirty acres at least, while
like all mysteries, adds interest to the quest.
the shell fields stretch southward for miles.
In
All of these points are of the greatest historic
the morning, those who love fishing get busy,
interest when one can stop at his leisure, somewhile those of an archeological turn of mind set
times staying on board the little yacht, sometimes
out on the quest for implements of shell and
pitching his tent on the shore and sometimes
utensils
of pottery.
The
pottery
shows
the
occupying an abandoned cabin.
One of the demeasure of their art, and the implements of shell
lightful things about camping in Florida is that
their way of living, while the refuse heaps of
you always find plenty of dry firewood and plenty
shell and remains from the hearths give us the
of water, and can, with a little wood wandering
record of the sources of their food supply.
to some farm house, find plenty of eggs.
From these old hearths we learn that, rude as
The changing currents of the inlet are underthey were, they were yet able to catch all kinds
mining the foundations of the old fort, and the
of fish, including sharks and dolphins, and all
aid of the War Department has been invoked for
the birds and animals now known in Florida, and
its repair and preservation, but thus far without
in addition we know that they were cannibals, for
result. It would be a great pity if it should bewe find human bones along with those of the
come an utter ruin through neglect, as a few
deer, bear, coons, etc., scattered in the ashes of
piles driven along the east and north front would
the ancient hearths.
A good part of the mound
effectually stop the cutting away of the foundation
is being removed to shell the roads and streets of

by the current of the river.

FROM

THE

WATER,

St. Augustine, and the dwellings of the laborers
employed in the excavating and loading on the
lighters are, no doubt, practically a reproduction
of those of the ancient dwellers, a simple frame
of easily procured timber covered with a thatch
of palmettos, giving a good protection against
wind and storm.
A few days here and we break camp and
enter the canal now in progress of construction.
It will soon be completed, and then there will be
unobstructed navigation from St. Augustine to
Key West by an inside water route, safe for the
sinallest craft.
On our left as we enter the canal are the forests of live oak and pine, and on our right
stretches
away
the broad
expanse
of marsh,
affording the best of snipe hunting, while the
ponds scattered over it are the resort of all varie-

ties of ducks.

The canal is sixty feet wide, and

We sail from the fort, and soon pass a shell
mound, its summit twenty-five feet above the
ground being a sharp peak, with a ditch which
would answer for a covered way running from
the base to the top, and protecting the sentry as
he crawled up to peer over the top to view the

wide spreading country and observe the approach
of the

enemy.

Behind

this

observation

mound

are many acres of shell fields and shell heaps,
showing how thickly it was inhabited.
Next comes

Summer

Haven, a hamlet

stretched

along a very narrow ridge that separates the
river from the sea. At one point, as I have said,
there was, until recent years, an inlet now

closed.

It is so narrow for a mile or so that a stone can

easily be thrown

from the river into the sea, and

the surf in fall storms often in places dashes
over it.
The fine fishing here, in both sea and river,
makes it quite a resort in summer for those who
live in the interior.

Fine channel bass are caught

in the surf, and a great variety of fish from the
river.

From

Summer

Haven

to Du

Pont’s

mound is only two or three miles.
mound is an ideal place for a camp.
it as the sun draws near its setting.
member of the party has his hands
pitching its tent, gathering the wood,
fireplace, and cooking the supper,
skipper is making his boat snug for
Camp

fire stories

and

speculations

shell

This shell
You reach
and every
full with
fixing the
while the
the night.

as to the life

of the prehistoric dwellers, who made this their
home thousands of years ago, take up the evening.
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A

Relic

of Prehistoric Times.

When the white men first penetrated the interior of this continent, they found at various
points great earthworks

relics

of

a

appeared.

former

It was

was a civilization

which they believed to be

civilization

long a popular

that equalled

that

had

dis-

belief that here

that of ancient

Egypt, that people which had attained a degree
of culture far higher than that of the Indians

who lived in this region, and had left behind them
these

monuments,

time could
believed
Putnam,

which

only

destroy and

the work

efface.

of long

All this is now

not to be true.
The investigations of
Thomas, Brinton and a host of other

ethnologists

point

to

the

conclusion

that the

mounds and other earthworks that have so stimulated the public imagination were built by Indians, people not unlike those whom we have
known in the historic period, and the evidence
points strongly toward the ancestors of tribes
still existing.
Although great numbers of these
earthworks have been destroyed by the opera-

tions of civilization, some

of the large ones

remain.
One of the largest of these mounds

at

Miamisburg,

O.,

eighty

feet

parties

has reduced

measures

high,

some

and

but

the

was

is situated

originally

digging

of

it to sixty-seven.

still
some

exploring

The base

8oo feet in circumference.

Years

ago a shaft was sunk into the top, but the workmen were frightened from their work by a peculiar hollow sound which came up from below.
It
was feared that the interior of the mound contained a hollow chamber like the one at Grave
PALMETTO

SHACK—HOME

OF

THE

MODERN

DWELLER

ON

THE

Creek,

MOUND.

and

might

possibly

cave

in.

In 1869 a

second party dug down to the base, where they
found a solitary skeleton in a sitting posture fac-

ing the east.
of nearly six feet in depth.
Its value to the
dwellers along the shores when it is completed
can hardly be estimated, as the boats which will
ply along its course will afford a ready water

communication

with

all points.

Tourists

who

would enjoy to the full the climate of Florida,
either in winter or summer, may make the sailing
yacht or launch their home for a week or for
months, when, far from thte madding crowd if
they wish, and in its very midst at any time
in a very few hours if they so desire, the tired
worker, or the equally tired devotee of pleasure,
may find rest and recreation at little or much
cost, as they may elect.
We pitch our new camp not far from where
the dredge is working, and in the distance can
see the smoke of its companion coming towards
it. When they have dredged the few intervening
miles, the work will be completed.
Our camp is under the spreading oak, while
for many miles away stretch the open wood,
where the cabbage palmetto vies with the oak
in height, and the vine of the wild grape shows
its vigor in climbing to the sunlight in the oak’s

a man must have acquired in Florida to recover
from such an assault and to live for many years
after.

The bones were allowed to remain

undisturbed and the shaft was filled up.
At the time of its discovery the mound was
found to be covered with forest trees.
Most of

apace, and

these were cleared away and an orchard planted,

the breeze is falling too, and so the remainder
of the voyage is rather slow.
Indeed, before the
lights of the town appear, ‘an “ash breeze” had to
be inyoked.
Indeed, he would be accounted a
careless skipper who should start on a voyage
without a good, stout pole, whose incantations
never fail to raise an “ash breeze,’ and so save
many a party from an all night’s anchorage miles
away from home.

Myers made strenuous efforts to induce the State
to purchase the famous relic, but without success,
and it still remains a neglected relic of a van-

By this time the sun is going down

but of late years the forest is once more reclaiming it. This mound has always been an object of

interest

for

visitors,

ished race.

and

Representative

CLARENCE

A, VANDEVEER.

Finally, tired and happy, we arrive at the wharf
of St. Augustine,

our

voyage

ended.
De Witt

“My dog took first prize at the cat show.”
“How was that?”
“He took the cat.”’—Judge.

Wess.

top.

The path is carpeted with leaves and our tread
is silent.
Each morning the members
of the
party divide as fancy and taste dictate for the
day’s work, called diversion.
When
we are ready to start for home, we
leave, after an early breakfast for our return
trip of nearly forty miles, for we.seek favoring
wind and tide, and have several stops on the
way.
We stop at Washington’s for a look over
a shell heap, and at Du Pont’s to get some
Indian relics that must have been brought from
North Carolina, because in Florida there is none
of the material of which they are made, and at
Summer Haven to return a borrowed skiff.
We
stop for a few hours’ fishing for sea bass at
Matanzas inlet on our way, with a reward of
one catch of a twenty-pounder.
There was told some years ago in FOREST AND
STREAM the story of the tragedy at the Divide,
when a woman was shot and. killed, and a man
shot three times in the neck and shoulder, then
pounded on the head with a bunch of oyster
shells, and then, with his throat cut, thrown in
the water to drown, yet lived to tell the tale as
the receding tide left him out of the water.
All
this had been related on the voyage by one of
the party, who had looked up all the facts in the
case, and so we stopped to look over the scene,
and to speculate as to what kind of a constitution

J. C.

FLORIDA

INDIANS

CARRYING

THEIR

CROPS

TO

THE

STOREHOUSES,

From a drawing by the French artist Le Moyne in 1563.
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starlings from the adjacent groves or thickets.
A
brief search among the fresh loam suffices to fill
their beaks with worms, then off they are in a
straight, unerring line to their callow young.
A
winding band of green at the bottom of the fields
invites you, so you continue your walk and find
the creek.
The tall reeds are glistening in the
sunlight and among them you
hear
the
redwinged blackbirds and the sedge warblers voicing their joy in the lovely spring weather.
By
following the watercourse
you reach the salt
marshes,
now
covered
with
fine lush grass,
through which you must walk warily.
Here you
will put up snipe not a few, but vain will be your
search in all probability if you attempt to find
their nests, for with the snipe as with the woodcock, protective coloring is a fine art.
Perhaps
you will also surprise a brood of young waterfowl in some quiet pool, but presto! no sooner
seen than gone beneath the surface.
You like to linger in these salt marshes so
fresh and cool, with the full, uninterrupted sweep
of the ocean breezes, and nowhere about the flatlands are you reminded so much of old’ Holland.
Is it any wonder, you ask yourself, that the Dutch
settled
hereabouts?
Their
hearts
must
have

jumped with joy at sight of the land.
nearly
plenty,

passing

two
centuries
of primitive
they or their descendants

away,

or

betaking

But, after
peace
and
are rapidly

themselves

to other

scenes of our broad land, and soon, alas! the
picturesque old houses will have passed, too, and
their places be usurped by modern rows of flats!
FRANK MOooNAN.

Forests, Fish and Game.
Address
Delivered by J. S. Whipple, Commissioner of Forest, Fish and Game, at Buffalo,
N. Y., June 8, 1906, on the Necessity for
the Preservation
of the Forests, Fish and
Game of New York.
,
Tue benefits derived by the propagation of
fish and game birds, by the protection of fish,
game and forests, and by reforesting, are inFor the present purpose they may
-~numerable.
be classed as follows:
First—For commercial purposes.
Second—From the sportsman’s standpoint.
Third—For preserving and restoring health.
Fourth—For pleasure and recreation.
For

Commercial

Purposes.

Propagation, protection, preservation and reforesting are so connected and essential one to
the other that a failure to observe any one ot
them, will, in a large degree, if not entirely,
destroy the others.
To illustrate:
There is no

use
EXPLORING

FLORIDA

A

In the Flatlands.

build.

THERE is a charm about the flatlands, by the
shores of Jamaica Bay, Long Island, which is
not equalled, I think, by that of a hilly country.
They are so airy, so free! You can stand, and,
looking

around,

have

an

uninterrupted

view

in

any direction for miles. Yet, they do not suggest
the prairies with their vague sadness—their loneliness as
abundant

of the ocean.
Here there is variety—
cultivation and the warmth of human.

homes.
As to the latter, it would be difficult to find
anything more picturesque than the old Dutch

farm houses. Low and rambling, with their concave roofs and their high chimneys, they harmonize admirably
true
delight
to

is

sure

beloved

to
of

with
‘the

have
the

the landscape
eye.
Each

some

yellow

old
warblers

SHELL

trees
and

and
of

are a
them

about

it,

preacher

birds, whose blithe notes echo all day long.

And

behind the trees is the barn, gray and hoary with

age, where the swallows love to build. You will
see them sweep through the open door, and, if
you choose to enter after them, you will see some
busily engaged upon their nests and others twit-

tering cheerily on the rafters. You look around
amid piles of hay and farm implements and your
eye, perchance, lights on a wagon of antique

MOUND.

This

is the vehicle which

duce to market when

denly

something

risen

from

cackling.
As

the

New

makes
hay

York

you

and

set

conveyed

pro-

was young.

Sud-

start!
up

A hen
a

has

tremendous

She has laid an egg and is proud of it.

she leaves

the barn

she picks

throws them about her, as though

up

straws

and

she would

be

building a nest.
You follow her out and hear
her lord and master congratulate her with a resounding “Cock-a-doodle-doo !”

The

little

garden

attracts

you—a

tangle

of

weeds and flowers, with a decaying beehive in a
corner, Imagination can picture the timve—ere the
strenuous age began—when it was trim and neat
and the bees droned about the hive, the only

sound ‘that broke the stillness of the summer’s
day.
From the farm house you stroll down through

the fields where the men and women are hoeing.
How long and innumerable the drills are.
You
wonder how people had ever the patience to make,
or sow them.
At length you reach the workers.
All. roughly dressed, but hale and contented looking.
No anemia here—no carking care.
O fortunatus

nimium,

sua si bona

norient, Agricolas!

The crows, which were much in evidence in the
early spring, have now
disappeared.
In_ their

place we have occasional

grackles, or robins, or

in propagating

and distributing

either

fish

or birds if they are not protected, and their
destruction limited to an extent that a stock
of each may always be kept on hand.
To fail to preserve the forests by prohibiting
improper cutting or neglecting to reforest denuded lands would practically destroy all the

other conditions: to wit, the cover for birds and
the opportunity for them to increase; the drying
up of the sources of the rivulets, creeks and
rivers, thereby destroying the fish as well as
the commercial usefulness of the great streams
whose sources are in the mountains and deep woodlands.
Therefore, this subject may be discussed from at least the four standpoints first
mentioned,
any one of which would furnish
adequate reasons for the expenditure of the
money that is used by the department.
Still,
to understand the subject fully, we must speak
of it as a whole, and try to understand all of its
values, the aggregate of which, if they could be
accurately computed,
would
be greater
than
the total value of any other interest possessed
by the people of the Empire State.
There is a surprising lack of knowledge among
a great majority of our people in relation to
this subject.
Few of us—even those who love
to fish, hunt, camp and roam about the woods—
ever think of the question of values in this con-

nection.
To make it perfectly plain, let us examine in
a general way, the commercial value of the fish
that are produced within the jurisdiction of the

FOREST
State. While it cannot be accurately determined,
let us figure it out this way:
There are about 8,500,00 people; divided into
families of five, there would’be 1,700,000 families
in this State.
It is fair to assume that each
family, on the average, has fish upon its table
once a week; and it isequally fair to assume that
the cost for each family per week for this article
of food is at least fifty cents—making the total
value of the fish consumed in a week $850,000.
As there are fifty-two weeks in a year, the
value of the fish used by the people of the State
of New York, in one year, would be $44,200,000.
From the best information obtainable, at least
two-thirds of the fish product thus used is taken
from the waters within the jurisdiction of the
State, and amounts in value to $29,466,666
As fish are a necessary and inexpensive article

of food,

it is evident,

even

if there

were

no

AND

STREAM.
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which go to supply the needs and demands of
the people and furnish the finest food we have,
amount

in

the

of $30,955,000.

aggregate

to

the

enormous

sum

These facts make the importance

of this subject clear, and ought
every citizen his or her plain

to indicate
duty, even

to
if

prompted only by the desire to preserve and
continue the food supply derived from these
sources. ©
To go yet further with the commercial side of
it, take

the

question

of

forest

preservation—

just that part of the forests owned by the State
in common,
not private property.
In round
numbers the State owns about 1,450,000 acres
of land, the commercial value of which is not

less than $15,000,000.
That value is constantly
and rapidly increasing, and will increase as time
goes on if the State’s property is properly pro-

tected and managed.
All of this immense value,
or a large portion of it, can be wasted and destroyed by the encroachments of unscrupulous
men and by disregard of the danger of fire. It

other object obtainable, no other result accomplished, that the money appropriated annually to maintain the Department of Forests
Fish and Game is well invested and yields an
enormous revenue to the people of the State.
Numerous as the fish are in the waters of the
State, if the laws to protect them were not
rigidly enforced by this department, if a new
supply of from 150,000,000 to 200,000,000 artificially produced each year, were not provided
for and the waters of the State replenished with
them, if the sources of our streams were not
protected by the preservation of the forests, it
would be only a short time before the amount
taken in a given year would dwindle to an in-

even be destroyed by the destruction of bird life
in the State.
It is a well known fact that if
there were no bird life, no insectivorous birds,
the forests would be destroyed by worms, bugs,
beetles and countless insects that attack them.
Birds protect the trees by destroying these
enemies.
For this reason, if for no other, the

significant

beautiful idea of preserving the birds on account

quantity.

The mere statement of this fact ought to be
sufficient.
Yet, if proof is required, I would call
attention to the fact that, because of improper
regulation and lack of restrictions in the shad
fishing on the Hudson River, where too shad
were taken ten years ago scarcely one is taken
now. Itisa well known “fact that any trout brook
may be depleted in a single year, and the trout
exterminated in three years by improper and
illegal fishing, and by a failure to restock its
waters.
Any lake within the State may have its
fish supply practically exhausted
in a single
year by improper netting, and without this department or some similar organization to enforce the law,
the extinction
of food
fish
throughout the waters of our State would certainly ensue.
Let us look at the subject further from a commercial standpoint, ace out all other considerations.
Take for illustration the shellfish
industry
.in the waters of the Hudson
River,
Long Island Sound and adjacent bays.
A very
large and profitable industry has grown up under
the provisions of the law as now enforced, and
through the protection and management of the
Shellfish Department of the Forest, Fish and
Game
Commission,
until the annual product
amounts to $10,000,000 yearly.
With these great
commercial values involved, these necessary and
finest of food products at stake, still a great majority of our people give little attention to the
subject, and many stand supinely by giving no
encouragement or support to the enforcement
of the laws.
If there were no other considerations, these are well worth the money expended,
and should command the careful attention and
support of all the people of the State.
To go further with commercial values:
In
the Adirondack and Catskill forests there are a
great many thousand deer—the finest of game
animals.
Venison is valuable and highly prized,

a nutritious and desirable food.
The annual
product taken by the hunters in this State, leaving out the question of exercise, health, ’pleasure and all things except commercial value,
amounts to $150,000 a year.
There are many
game birds also. The value of the ruffed grouse
taken, as nearly as can be ascertained, amounts
to $300,000; other game birds $200,000; black
bear,
$5,000, and
other
fur-bearing
animals

$100,000. All of these last named values, the
animals and birds from which the values come,
can

be

would

destroyed

become

in

extinct

a

few

short

if restrictive

years

laws

and

were

not enforced and every precaution taken to
preserve them that they may multiply and continue their species.

The

total of these for a single year,

all of

is claimed by scientific men that our forests may

Audubon
every

service

who

helps

to

protect

the

birds,

that

goes

beyond

the

esthetic

and

of their plumage and sweet songs.
Let us go yet a little further with the commercial value of the question.
The work that
is being done to preserve the forests, to replant
forest trees, goes to the root of the whole
question, and in itself acts to a large degree as
a protection to all other insects.
I cannot illus-

trate it better than by asking the question:

What

do you suppose would occur if the entire tree
growth of the State were swept away in a single

night

barren
of the

and

the whole

surface

of the State

left

of covering?
It takes no great stretch
imagination to see the picture, and to

understand the results of such a fearful catastrophe. The land would be bare; the sources of
water

lake for trout or bass; the health and happiness
derived from
being
out—in
going
back to
_ nature.
These, not values, are the things sought

after.

Yet

supply

uncovered

and

unprotected;

cover for all bird life gone; the home

the

and pro-

from them

can never be measured

all come

benefits

by commercial

that

estimates.

If they could be counted

by dollars and cénts

they would

the commercial

so far exceed

value

that the latter would be discarded and forgotten.
No person has so well described the joy of
living out in the open as Professor VanDyke.
No

one

can

make

as he can.

you

see the camp-fire

gleam

No one has painted word pictures of

woods, fields and streams equal to his.
in them the rich pleasures of health,

He finds
rest and

happiness that make the money spent by this
State to foster and protect these interests a
mere bagatelle. Hundreds of thousands of men
and women

go afield every year, and their num-

bers are increasing rapidly. A million or more
went to the Adirondacks last year. I hope the
number will be doubled this year.
We are coming back to our own; we are beginning to under-

stand its importance.
We are beginning to
understand what the poet meant when he wrote:
“T’m so tired of noise and bustle,
Want to hear the green leaves rustle,
Let’s go after waterlilies,
Where the winds blow cool.”

societies of the State and nation, and

person

are rendering a greater service than they know
—a

ing down the stream or around the margin of a

Of the beneficial
State

care

results

of the forests

derived

and

.

from

streams,

much

the
is

due to the sportsmen who have interested themselves in the work.
They are legion in the
State.

Over

45,000 are now

organized

in clubs.

In ‘addition there are many thousand men and
women who are members of Audubon societies,
and

thousands

more

belonging

to

no

society

who are lending their aid in protecting the birds.
From the sportsman’s standpoint, there is no
money invested by the State that brings so
great a return, that affords so much healthful
pleasure, that does so much good to the mind ©
and body. If the entire expense of this department were borne by the sportsmen alone, it
would be but small burden to each one.
Preservation

and

Restoration

of Health.

Disregarding for the moment all the considerations heretofore stated in favor of forest

preservation, and assuming that the forests were
tection of every woodland animal swept away;
to be preserved for a public park on account of
the streams would dry up, and where rivulets, health alone, would they not be well worth the
brooks and rivers now bless and beautify the
careful consideration of this department and of
land, there
would
be dry, unsightly
waterall the people?
Few if any can work all the
courses.
But when great storms occur, there
time.
Health and strength will surrender after
would be raging torrents, accompanied by a
a while to the effects of work and worry.
There
destruction of life and property, and conditions
must be some let up—some rest.
It was long
breeding pestilence
and
disease.
When
the
since conceded that there is no place for an
water subsided, the streams would again be
invalid or wornout person so good as out of
worthless for commercial or industrial purposes.

So,

after

all, much

of our

prosperity

and

happiness depends on the preservation of our
forests.
All of this may be urged from a purely
commercial standpoint.
Is not the propagation
of fish and game, the preservation and reforesting of our woodlands, of sufficient importance

to command
challenge

the attention

his most

From

ardent

of every citizen and
and faithful

the Sportsman’s

support?

Standpoint.

Disregarding for a moment the considerations
just presented, we will examine the importance
and value of the forests, fish and game from
the sportsman’s standpoint.
Every year a large

doors.
There is little use in spending time to
argue that proposition.
Thickly populated districts

are

unhealthful,

even

to

strong,

robust

people; to the sick and weak ones unable to resist attacks, much more so.
In the great woods
of the Adirondack region there is little or no
impurity in the air.
Water is uncontaminated.
The summer breeze, sweeping across a hundred

miles of mountain

land, covered with pine and

spruce and fir, brings health and strength to all
who inhale its balsam-laden air.
“There’s healing in our northern
There’s iron in our pines. cf

winds,

Woods, lakes, mountains and running streams

proportion of our people go to the woods, fields
and streams to hunt and fish. Those who hunt

and pure air, all combine to make this region
an ideal health resort.
It is in close proximity

and fish are not men alone; many women handle
the rifle and shotgun well and are expert anglers.
Nearly all the game fish, birds and animals are
taken by those who, in the first instance, love the
sport for the sake of sport.
The enormous

and easily accessible to, the great centres of
population; in fact, to all the people in this
State and to the several adjoining States. Its

value of the grand total is not thought of.

It

is the desire to live out of doors in the open;
the exquisite pleasure caused by the thrill along
the line and rod when a fish is hooked; the

satisfaction
deer

for

felt when

a day

or

you

more,

have

still- hunted

matching

your

a

skill

against that of the deer in a fair and manly way,
and have at last been successful; the pleasure
derived from a hunt through the fields, along

creek or river bank for game birds; the drift-

altitude,

neither

too

high nor

too

low,

at once

proves its great value and the necessity for its
protection.
In addition,
the fish and game attract many thousands to the fields and woods
who would not otherwise take this kind of rest
and recreation.
Therefore, for these reasons and many more
that well might be stated, on the ground of
preservation

and restoration

of health alone, the

annual appropriations are a wise expenditure of
the people’s

money.

Much

more

could be eco-

nomically used to enlarge the State’s holdings
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and to increase still further the supply of fish,
fowl and game.
For

Pleasure

and

Recreation.

As already suggested, any one of the three
reasons given furnishes the most
excellent
ground

for the work

of the department

and the

expenditure of money by the State.
If none
of them existed, and the argument was based

solely upon the question of pleasure

and recrea-

tion, still there would be warrant for its entire
cost. Some idea may be obtained of the number

of people,

fish and camp
diversion,

men

and

women,

who

hunt

and

for pure pleasure, recreation and

because

they love nature

and

believe

in keeping in close touch with it—some idea
I say may be formed when it is known that there
are 10,000,000 shotguns in use in this country,
and that 500,000 new ones are made and sold

every year. Then when it is considered that at
least a tenth of the entire population of the
United States lives in the Empire State, and
that the Adirondack forests may be reached
from

its remotest

part in twelve

hours;

that the

that

all over

State abounds in ponds, lakes, creeks and rivers,
the waters of which are inhabited by nearly
every

species

of game

fish;

and

the State are covers for the ruffed grouse and
woodcock—it is easily understood why so many
of our people take advantage of the opportunities thus offered for pleasure and recreation of
this kind. The State preserve, or park lands of
the State, are in the Adirondacks and Catskills,
and furnish the great central playground for our *
people.

It is not

overdrawing

the

picture

to

say that the Adirondack Park is one of the finest
forest preserves in the world, richest in all the
conditions that are desired for camping, fishing,
hunting and health.
In the national parks and other resorts there
are mountains that rear their heads higher, there
are deeper gorges and some
nowhere on the face of the

State

use

or national forest

of the

people

that

larger lakes; but
globe is there a

preserve

equals

kept for the

the

State

lands

in the Adirondack Mountains.
Other preserves
are further from the people who would frequent
them; they are much less accessible; their altitudes are too high or too low; they lack the
abundant

spruce

and

pine

and

fir that

furnish

much of the health-giving qualities found in the
Adirondack atmosphere.
Here we have 6,000
square miles of mountains, lakes and streams
wherein

are

the

sources

of many

large

rivers

flowing north, south, east and west. From that
great forest covered watershed they supply
power

plants,

mills

and

factories,

and

furnish

water for the millions of people living within
the State. Its deep forests, its land-locked lakes
fringed with spruce and pine, its cafions, grottoes and hundreds of waterways connecting one
lake with another, make a charming picture—
in nature

unsurpassed

anywhere.

Here

the

handiwork of the Maker has been most skillfully displayed.
We find there the “forest
primeval” with its secreted ponds and streams
undisturbed

by

the

habitation

of man.

Here

also we find displayed hundreds of half hidden
structures dotting the water fronts or peeping
from the evergreens—artistic abodes, beautiful
and comfortable.

In many

places, also, may

be

found a woodland Venice.
The placid waters
of the lakes, around which the half concealed
cottages are built, are dotted in the summer
evenings by the American gondola, each with
its neatly dressed, healthy and happy occupants.
They ply from shore to shore and around the
margin

of the lakes, enlivening and beautifying the

places cast in nature’s mold, and thus made useful and enjoyable by the arts of man. Here the
wild deer live in abundance; here the speckled
trout enrich the streams

for our

use, furnishing

healthy sport and recreation to all who seek
this woodland paradise.
Camps, cottages and
hotels are filled each succeeding year by both
rich and poor, all having free access
recreation park, which is maintained

State for the benefit of its people.
This

rich

inheritance,

now

sought

to this
by the

to be pre-

served and improved by the State through this
department, is so valuable, so necessary to the

health, wealth

and prosperity

of the people that

no man’s hand should be raised against it, Its

PREHISTORIC

MOUND,

value cannot be calculated in dollars and .cents.
It is priceless to us, and if preserved will be an
inestimable boon to all succeeding generations.
It should be cherished and enlarged with unstinting hand; it should be protected with sleep-

less watchfulness and constant care.
It should
be visited, studied and enjoyed by all until public
sentiment is so thoroughly aroused and well defined that no man

Recovery
Monawk,

will dare to do it injury.

from
Fla.,

Rattlesnake

June

6.—Editor

Stream: It may be of interest
ForEST AND STREAM to know
guides, George Hardin, was
diamondback rattlesnake about
lives to tell the tale.
George
with his brother-in-law.
A

Bite.

Forest

and

to the readers of
that one of my
bitten by a large
ten days ago, and
was hog hunting
hog ran
into a

thick bunch of palmettos, and George after it.
The snake, which was lying there, struck him
without warning on the bony part of the knee,
to one side and just below the knee cap. George,
of course, was very much frightened, but had

presence of mind enough to kill the snake,
which measured about six feet long.
He then
corded his leg above the knee, and examining
the bite, found that the snake had struck him

a glancing blow.

Very likely the bone caused

the fangs to glance.
There were two wounds
or scratches about an inch apart; one of them
an inch or more long, the other not so long.

George
scratches,

sent

took

his

causing

his brother

knife

and

the blood

in to town

scraped _ these

to flow.

He

for whiskey,

then

and

began to chew and swallow tobacco juice. When
his brother got back he was very sick (how
much the tobacco juice had to do with it, I
cannot .say).
After a time he eased up the

MIAMISBURG,

(See page

OHIO,

the accepted

988.)

antidote to-day is a one per cent.

solution of chromic acid injected into each fang
wound and in the tissue surrounding the wounds
with a hypodermic syringe, first of all cording
the leg or arm above the wound, using a little
whiskey, or an injection of a weak solution of
strychnine with the hypodermic needle, to keep
up the heart action.
I always carry these things
with me in the woods in case of necessity; but
up to this time I have yet to see a live rattle-

snake,

GVHESSTOKES:

“In the

Lodges

OAKLAND,

Stream:

Cal.,

of the

May

Blackfeet.”

26.—Editor

Forest

and

Nothing finer has ever been published

in your excellent paper than the series of articles
by Walter B. Anderson, “In the Lodges of the

Blackfeet.””’

I was

upon the Gallatin and Madi-

son rivers as early as 1864, when the very name
of Blackfoot was a terror to the hunters and
prospectors throughout all that region, and we

were

familiar

with

the many

lively

encounters

that Carson, Bridges, Williams and other contemporaries had experienced with that splendidly

hostile foe; and with my own

knowledge

of the

section and race in question, coupled with the
fact that for thirty years the Forest AND STREAM
has been a weekly visitor to my lodge, I think I
can make the above assertion with a fair degree
of confidence.
The temptation to embellish and
exaggerate in cases of this kind is usually so
strong that it is seldom entirely resisted, even

though men

who

subject

detect

can

are perfectly familiar with the
any

deviation

from

the truth

instantly; but if there is anything but the plain,
unvarnished

truth capitally handled

of articles I confess my

in this series

inability to discover
ForkKep

it.

DEER.

cord on his leg, when he felt prickly sensations
all over his body and became
mutch sicker
from this time on for the next forty-eight hours;
he drank quarts of whiskey, which, he says, he
did not feel, thought he continued very sick,

after which he began to feel very much better.
Many of your readers who have hunted with
George will be glad to know that to-day he is
none the worse for his experience.
This is the first actual rattlesnake bite that
has come under my own observation in a residence of seventeen years.
reader of Florida papers,

that the average
two snake bites
variably occur in
I suppose that

I have been a close
and I do not believe

for the whole State would be
a year; and these almost inthe summer months.
sportsmen generally know that

NOTICE TO NEWS STAND BUYERS
Give Your Dealer an Order.
After June 30 the Forest AND STREAM

will be

unreturnable by dealers, but will be supplied by
them to regular customers and on order, Readers
accustomed

to

buy

at

news

stands

and

book

stores should not fail to give their dealers a
standing order in advance, so that they may not
fail to obtain the paper regularly.
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In the Tree-tops

with

a Camera.

THE camera enthusiast, who engages in natural
history picture-making, soon finds that tree-top
photography is the most exciting part in the
game.
The larger birds of prey generally nest as
high from the ground as possible, and it is never

an

easy

matter

to manipulate

a camera

in the

tree-tops.
The photographer should be equipped
with stout climbing irons, ropes, straps, a good
supply of nerve and a steady head.
The
nesting
positions
that are selected by
hawks, owls and eagles make it difficult to secure
photographs of the eggs and young in the natural
home site.
The problem of getting successful
snaps at the parent birds has rarely been solved.
Again and again, we have tried to picture the
larger birds of prey by hiding the camera in the
tree-tops and attaching a long thread to the
shutter, but such birds are always suspicious.
Persecution at the hands of man for generations
of bird life has made these creatures wary of

AND

STREAM.

RAIL [UISTORY
protection of larger species.
I have seen a house
finch build its home and rear its family in the
side of a red-tailed hawk‘s nest, where both birds
were less than a foot apart when setting on their
eges.
I have also seen house finches living in

the side of a great blue heron’s nest.

A sparrow

hawk, that we found, was nesting in the tree adjoining, and not more than thirty feet from the
aery of a golden eagle.
We watched and studied
these two pair of birds, but never noticed the
least interference on the part of one with the
other.
The entratice to the sparrow hawk’s nest was
about twenty-five feet from the ground, and the

nest was two feet below the entrance.

The birds

were accustomed to light on a branch near the
nest, so we selected this as a target and fastened
our camera in an adjoining tree focused at the
perch.
We carefully concealed the instrument
with branches and sticks, so as to make it as
much a part of the surroundings as possible.
This was a task not easily performed, and re-

every strange object and has bred a suspicion in

quired half a day’s work.

them that strategy can scarcely overcome.
« The difficulties of picturing one of these birds
of prey ‘are well illustrated in our efforts to get

hand, attached to the shutter, we took up our
watch in some bushes about fifty feet away.
Although well concealed, as we thought, the suspicious new object in the tree prevented the birds
from approaching the nest.
So the camera had
to be removed.
Our next step was to arrange
a biind for the camera further away, but at this
distance only the telephoto lens could be used.
Since the telephoto lens requires a longer exposure than the regular lens, the chances for a

photographs of a sparrow hawk at its home.
found
more

this

little hawk

nesting-in

a hollow

We

syca-

tree.

It is generally the case that each pair of raptorial birds select a nesting and hunting ground
from which all others of the same species are
rigidly excluded.
The owner is a sort of a baron
in his own estate.
I have often noted exceptions in the cases of smaller hawks, or other
small birds, nesting, as it were, fairly under the

[JUNE 23, 10906.

good picture

were

lessened

Then,

tion in overcoming the many difficulties. There
is a smile of deep satisfaction that: sweeps over
the face
the dim,
chemicals
etch out
_of higher
looks at

of the photographer as he stands over
red-lighted bench and sees the magic
transform the white-colored glass and
a wild bird or beast.
Is it not a feeling
pleasure than comes to the hunter as he
his quarry?

But the chief source of satisfaction in a camera
study of bird life comes not in the odd-time
chances of observation; it comes in a continued

period’of leisure, when

he may spend his entire

time about bird homes, just as he takes a month’s

vacation in the mountains.
One cannot take a
camera, no matter how expensive it is, and snap
off good

bird pictures

during the spare

moments

of a busy day. He might, however, fill half a
dozen note-books with valuable odd-time observations. To be sure, the joy of nature comes to

with thread in

considerably.

Birds

generally move just at the wrong instant, and the
second day passed without a single
successful
plate.
By the third day the birds had become accustomed enough to the camera to permit us to place
it nearer the nest and to focus it on the door
of the home.
We were then sure of getting
chances for exposure, but had new difficulties to
face. The movements of the birds were so rapid
that they were in and out of the door before we
could click the shutter.
Only the most rapid snap
could catch such a picture, and only the brightest
light was sufficient.
But the entrance to the nest
was shaded.
To overcome this, we arranged a
mirror so that the sun was reflected on the spot,
and the object was then to click the shutter at
the instant one of the birds passed through the
rays of light. The results of such shooting generally showed either a blank plate or the tail of a
retreating bird.
The difficulty of getting a good
bird photograph is not alone in making a wing
shot, but in shooting the bird in a position that
affords the make-up for a picture.
There is an
intense excitement in shooting such subjects with
a camera, but not till one enters the dark room,
does he know of his failures and successes. >The
successful shot is always a real victory.
Hunting and fishing have their moments of intense excitement.
Occasionally I like to go back
to the more primitive way, by taking to the trail
for two or three weeks, and hunting and fishing
for a living.
It sharpens the senses to live as
the Indian lived. I have waded mountain streams
and whipped the ripples for trout.
I have hunted
the woods for a dinner of grouse and quail.
There is not a moment of more intense excitement that comes to the fisher or hunter than
comes to the photographer, as he lies hidden in
the bushes, camera focused and bulb in hand,
waiting for some sly creature to come into position.
I am inclined to think that a capture with
the camera puts his cunning to a severer test and

denotes a higher development in the inherent love
for hunting.
If
wing of a flying
jump, it takes a
movements that
click the shutter
NEST

OF

GOLDEN

EAGLE

AND

PHOTOGRAPHER,

it takes
quail, or
skilled
are too
at the

a good shot to clip the
to catch a buck on the
hand to anticipate bird
rapid for the eye, and
exact instant.
It often

takes unlimited patience; but there is a fascina-

JIN THE

TALL COTTONWOOD, SHOWING
NEST AND PHOTOGRAPHER,

RED TAIL’S
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his home.
We snapped over a hundred
5x7
plates, exposed at every available view of the
stronghold, from terra-firma to tree-top.

Our

work

at the eagle’s

nest

ilustrates

well

the necessity of a good series of lenses when

is photographing

in the tree-tops.

The

one

camera

was fastened in a crotch of the tree where it
could not be moved either forward or back. By
adjusting the wide-angle lens, we could get a
view of the nest and surrounding limbs, and at
the same time have a depth of focus that, showed
the outline of the valley lying miles below.
By
the useof the regular lens, the nest was brought
nearer the camera, and still the sweep of the
rocky sides of the canyon was retained.
The
single rear lens gave a different picture, narrowed

down to the outer end of the limb containing the

nest. Our telephoto lens had the power of bringing the nest as close as we cared to photograph
it, fully covering a 5x7 plate and giving a clear
definition of the eggs and the lining of the nest.
_ One cannot help feeling the dangers of climbing about the limbs of a tall tree, but it always
doubles his caution when he has to maneuver
in the topmost boughs, carrying a camera that has
cost him over two hundred dollars.
One day we
narrowly escaped an expensive
accident.
We
were hoisting our camera, and half way up one
of the lines parted.
Fortunately, I was below,
ready for such an emergency, and as the camera
shot downward, I spread my hands in the nick
of time to stop the fall. It knocked me backward,
and the camera would have bounded over the
edge of the bank and been smashed on the rocks
fourteen feet below had my fingers not closed on
the piece of rope as it slipped through my hand.
Wituiam L. FINLey.
PoRTLAND,

Oregon,

Fate
Birds about grown.
(This ; photo
Finley ‘and Bohlman at work with reflex camera at the aery of golden eagle.
taken by themselves with second camera in the treetop, by attaching a thread to the shutter and pulling it.)
Photo by Bohlman and Finley.
Getting photos of the young eagles near at hand.

“the amateur,
not to the professional;

but, to be

‘a successful amateur bird photographer, one has
fairly to make a business of lying in wait for his
subjects hour after hour, day by day, and, may-

be, week after week.
We have found few nests that are absolutely
beyond human touch, but it las taken’a deal of
scheming and a risk of life or limb to reach some
‘of them.
We schemed for three different summers after we found the aery of a red-tailed
hawk in the top of a tall cottonwood over on the
bank of Columbia river before we finally succeeded ii leveling our camera at the eggs.
The
nest-tree measured over fourteen feet around at
the bottom.
The nest itself was lodged just one

hundred

and twenty

feet up.

It was

out of the

question to clamber*up such a tree with climbers,
ropes, or anything else, but we had another plan.

We

had

spotted a young

cottonwood

just fif-

‘teen feet away.
This might serve as a ladder, so
we chopped at the base till it began to totter.

With ropes we pulled it over.

The crown lodged

in the branches of the first large limb of the
nest-tree fully forty feet up.
This formed a

shaky,

aerial

bridge

up

which

we

clambered

a

third of the distance to the nest.
We lassoed
upper branches, dug our climbing-irons into the

bark and worked

slowly up.

We found a stack of sticks the size of a small
haycock.
They were not pitched together helterskelter.
A big nest like a hawk’s or heron’s used

to give

me

the

impression

that

it was

easily

thrown together.
I examined ‘this one and found
it as‘carefully woven as a wicker basket.
It was

Strong

at every

point:

length

and

as

worked

some

Sticks

big as

over

your

a yard

wrist

were

in
all

into a compact mass.

How could we ever secure a good series of
pictures at such a distancé from the ground?
It
looked impossible at first, but a careful examina-

tion revealed a rare arrangeinent of nest and surroundings. If we could but hoist our equipment

“a

coming from the right direction.
The rub came
in focusing the instrument.
One hundred and
twenty feet is not such a dizzy height when you
stand on the ground and look up, but strap yourself to the limb of a tree and dangle out backward over the brink.
No matter how strong the
rope, there’s a feeling of death creeping up and
down every nerve in your body the first time you
try it.

Perhaps

the

most

difficult

task

we

have

at-

tempted in tree-top photography was the taking
of a series of pictures of golden eagles in their
native haunt.
For several years we had known

of a pair of these birds that nested

in the Coast

Mountains of California.
We had been growing
impatient to try our cameras on such royal subjects.
The chance came in the spring of 1904.
From Oakland we took the train for a small sta-

tion thirty miles south.

Then,

ascending

out of

the cultivated district, we followed a trail for
several hours till we reached the highest shoulder
of the range and crossed over into the main

canyon.
At the very top of the range the mountain
breaks abruptly off into the head of the big

canyon.

This is the native haunt of the golden

eagle.
A large sycamore is rooted in the bed of
the stream.
Four good-sized trunks rise from
the giant roots.
To the branch bending toward
the valley, above the steep, rocky slope, the eagles
had carried a small cartload of limbs and sticks
and worked them into the forks, where they
branched horizontal to the ground.
It was a platform five feet across, not carelessly put together.
but each stick woven in to add strength to the

whole structure, as the stones are built into a
castle.
Climbing one of the other trees, the photographer put up a tiny platform in the topmost
branches, where the camera was fastened and
aimed downward at the aery twenty feet away.
It was not an easy matter to photograph in the

there was no question as to photographs.
Fight
feet below
the aery, the trunk
of the tree
branched and spread in such a way that we could

top limbs of that sycamore,

that

to get a series of pictures of this wild bird and

climb to a point just above the nest on the opposite limb. We strapped the camera in a crotch
seemed

built

for the purpose,

with

the

sun

where

an ill-judged

movement might land camera and all in the bed
of the canyon.
But we made six long mountain
trips with our heavy camera equipment, extending over a period of almost three months, in order

of the

Wild

Pigeons.

SPRINGFIELD,
Mass., June
11.—Editor
Forest
and Stream: | was vety much interested in reading the article contained in the natural history
department
of the
Forest
AND
STREAM
on
the “Fate of Wild Pigeons,” and agree with the
author in his conclusions that the probable cause
for these birds’ disappearance was their slaughter
and the prevention of reproduction.
But I fail to see the force of his suggestion
that wild pigeons, at the present day, would be
incompatible with agricultural interests, at least
as far as New England is concerned.
There is
less cultivated land here now than there was
thirty years ago, and without
any complaint
against them, for two hundred years and more
they were plentiful in this section.
After the
primeval
forests
were
destroyed,
the pigeons
flourished from the food they obtained in the
region covered by the second growth.
As far as
grain was concerned, they were simply gleaners
and quickly converted abandoned grain and nuts
into a fertilizer, not leaving it to remain decaying vegetable matter. [ am sure that wild pigeons
would be welcome back to the region by everybody.
As an article of food, they were a great

benefit

to the people.

Old

account

books

show

that here in the Connecticut valley in 1725 they
were sold as low three pence a dozen.
In 17090
they were up to nine pence, and for twenty-five
years next, before their disappearance, they sold
for from seventy-five cents to three dollars per
dozen.
1876 was the last year that wild pigeons
were plentiful in Massachusetts.
For a few years
after that an occasional flock was seen.
In May,
1884, I well remember seeing a wild pigeon for

the last time.

Rosert O. Morris.

NOTICE TO NEWS STAND BUYERS
Give Your Dealer an Order.
After Juné 30 the Forest

AND

STREAM

will be

unreturnable by dealers, but will be supplied by
them to regular customers and on order. Readers
accustomed
to buy at news stands and book
stores should not fail to give their dealers a
standing order in advance, so that they may not

fail to obtain the paper regularly.
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GAMIbRAG ANID GUN)
Camps

of the

Buckskin

(Contiuned from

page

Club.

54.)

Monpay, Nov. 6.—T. M. H. decides to run
the cross-bred dogs.
These are the best, they
will run a track for a mile or two and come
back.
A thoroughbred eee will run as long
as he can keep on his feet, unless baffled by the
deer taking to the water.
The day we had the
big hounds out, three bucks and a doe crossed
the lake in sight of camp.
The smaller dogs
were owned by Fred. Storms and Mart. Fenton.
They had their feet case hardened by being
worked
in harness, drawing wood,
etc., and
could stand the traveling over rocks and in the
swamps better. They were good dogs of a good
kind; one of them, Bowser, a youngster, broke
his tether one night and ate part of a hide; his
appetite was about two sizes too large for him,
but being generously provided with digestion,
he showed not a sign of indisposition at breakfast time, the next morning.
The other two
Jack and Fide, were seasoned, had hunted before
and
were
expected
to make
the running—
Bowser was there for his education.
The south
side was selected, the runways were better defined on that side of the lake.
Mart, Fred and
Clate took the dogs, and the rest of us scattered along the south shore in canoes and bore
straight into our appointed places.
In a very
short time, after we were all located, the dogs
started a buck and tongued very much like a
Pennsylvania rabbit dog.
Bowser, being very
eager, forged ahead of the older dogs and bayed
as loud as any of them.
A snow rabbit, hearing
what he presumed was a runaway automobile
bearing down on him, took a side step over
a couple of rods
of thimble
berry bushes.
Bowser saw him, mistook him for the buck,
redoubled his pace and his vocalization, the other
hounds
hearing the “running-by-sight”
tone,
cut across lots ‘and all took up the rabbit trail.
I was located near a swale among a thick
growth
of tamaracks,
the chase was coming
down on my runway, my heart was thumping
like a Silsby fire engine.
I heard the splash!
splash! and the crack of small twigs; a scared
rabbit almost ran over me, but the splash was
coming nearer.
Oh! where was it Bill Annis
told me to shoot them?
Was it in the neck?
Or in the lungs, or. paunch, or not?
Fudge,
or something
stronger,
here came
that fool
Bowser chasing that dinkey rabbit.
Well, I
tried to stop the dogs, but their lives evidently
depended on getting closer to the bunny, and
the hare was just ambling along; if it had extended its strides, the pup would think he was
tied to a tree.
Three guides came out of the
bush, hurrying along in an endeavor to head off
the rabbit hunt, and blamed me for not shooting the rabbit or the dog.
I did not tell them
that I almost shot a deer before it came in sight,
and they went on to outflank the chase.
I moved
back and crossed from the ridge.
I was on to
another
that looked
better.
In crossing,
I
used a small rise separating two swamps and
connecting two higher ridges.
I noted an upturned pine tree, and a hole
under the roots; a light snow the night before
covered
everything,
no tracks about the old
roots, and I passed on.
After locating on the
other side, I saw the boys coming back with
the dogs on leads.
I directed them to the way
to get over dry-shod: they each had. trouble
getting the dogs past the pine root, Bowser
insisting on an immediate investigation.
Mart
pulled, “hauled, and at last got mad and kicked
the pup a tap, and the pup yelped; and when I
looked, I saw three strong men pulling at three
strong dogs, who were pulling the other way,
and a small black bear rollicking down through
the bushes as if he had an engagement and was
somewhat late.
They tell me I yelled some-

thing.

I know

wrere in line.

I could

not

shoot,

for the men

Storms saw me raise my gun and

ducked.
Then he untied Jack; Clate and Mart
let go the tether of Fide and Bowser, and the
chase was'on.
Jack went into the hole first
to see that they were all out, and it was a
splendid thing for his peace of mind that they
were.
When Bruin topped the ridge I had just
left, I shot and singed him, changing his course;
over the ridge he went, out of sight, but the
dogs had a hot trail, so we played bv ear and

could

have

emptied

his

magazine

into

it while

it was standing on the ridge; but he was showing

first

me

the

chance.

hunting

There

and

he

are

few

figured

guides

I had

so

the

con-

siderate and thoughtful in matters of this kind.
We went back to camp after loafing around
some time, viewing my first deer as it hung on
a pine tree nicely cleaned.
We heard the reports of the other hunters.
William Annis bagged a doe; Sam had some

fresh wolf tracks,

Fred
a

had followed

the fawn, broke its back, and ran to get a shot

The

other

dogs

had

gone

on,

but had

away

into the distance

was

after

it, but

never

the

bullet

astounding.
caught

up.

doe

at the doe-as she circled—he

and

bear

After six hundred yards of as hard, fast and
rough going as I have ever indulged in, we met
Bowser coming back trying to figure out the

trail.

he

and

tracks

stopped tonguing.
Bowser got the scent again
and ran it a short distance and came _ back.
Then Clate sighted the game up in a pine tree
and insisted that I shoot him.
I shot, so did
Storms and Fenton; only one ball hit, and I
am willing to. swear that it was not mine.
I
had come the last quarter mile in eighteen seconds by my own count, over fallen trees, through
a tamarack swamp, around granite rocks, birch
thickets—I could not hit a barn if I had been
inside and the door shut.
The bear came down and began to cry; now,
this time I did hit him.
I walked up to within
a respectiul
distance
(never
crowd
the injured) and shot him through the head.
We all
went back to the lake, taking the bear with
us, and I felt so big and heavy that I wanted to
wait for the scow to take me over to camp.
We
had heard some shooting, and were not surprised to find Fred had brought in a doe.
Bill
also got one that was hung up in the bush.
Tuesday.—Snow
in the night; wet and sott;
ev erything soggy.
It does not get muddy where
there is no soil.
Eom, Clate and I started out
with the avowed intention of keeping together,
or.at least within whistle call of each other, and,
as usual, the explorer got back into No-man’sJand and never was seen until dark.
I stuck
to Clate for fear of getting lost.
We worked
back carefully south and west, but did not see
a tail
How about it?
Hunting hard-for six
days early and late and never sighted a deer.
Sign thick, fresh, but nary a hoofed critter to
gladden our hearts with a look at it. About 2
o'clock we heard a shot, a short pause and four
more shots in as many seconds—Sam’s automatic.
Then a yell and three toots on a policeman’s whistle.
Wants help.
We answer two
toots—I am coming; and Clate and I start on
the jump in the direction the whistle sounded,
running and whistling.
An answering toot off
to the left proved to be Bill.
After going several hundred yards, we met Sam, out of breath,
and pointing to a.slough, he gasped, “A big
buck in there!
I hit him, but I do not know
how hard.”
Into the swamp we went, and out
came the buck, bleeding but running well and
pointed toward camp.
We were following the
blood trail, and it was plain that the deer was
hard hit.
After jumping the game out of the
swamp, he ran two hundred yards and laid. down.
We put him up again, and Clate shot at him,
using buckshot out of a 12-gauge shotgun.
I knelt again, thinking I would just pile up a
few deer on that moss-covered rock while I was
at it. The dogs were still running, and the deer
came up at the same spot as the other, but
swung over a little, got behind two pine trees,
and stopped to look back toward the sound of
the dogs.
I could see not a bit of it but one
ear and part of its nose; I wondered why Clate
did not shoot it—it was in plain sight to him, and
I had two tree trunks to get around.
I waited
as long as I could stand it, and then let go at
the waving ear. Well, the way that animal faded

until

routed

note.

fawn,

shot

got bewildered

and

could not find his way back to the slough where

he left the wounded fawn.
That evening was welcomed;
and glad to get to bed early.

The

next

morning

it was

we were

snowing

all tired

hard

and

not good hunting.
We brushed around camp
and gathered in some grouse.
The weather
eased off a litle about noon, and Tom, Clate and

I made

a sortie ove

rtoward

the Badlands

due

north.
We did not go very far. After we came
back, we loafed around camp, greased our guns,
boots, knives and a good part of the bedding
with bear’s oil. Every one told some wornout
stories, and we turned in, feeling that the day
was not fraught with accomplished ends.
MIKE.
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Mr. Alfred Pelland’s

Forest

and

letter has just been

brought to my notice, and I ask the privilege of
replying to it.
From Mr. Pelland’s

opening

remarks

I pre-

sume he wishes your readers to infer that I have
been guilty of discourtesy to the Minister in, as
he says, “attacking the Hon. Mr. Prevost during his absence from the country.”
Those who
know me best will acquit me, I think, of any
wish to attack any one under a disadvantage.
I was not aware of the Minister’s absence, and
I was not attacking him personally, but simply
criticising a piece of Quebec legislation, for
which, no doubt, he was primarily responsible,
but for which
the Quebec
Government
and
Legislature are now equally responsible.
I discussed the question publicly with the
Minister, both at Montreal and Ottawa, and I
wrote him at least two letters on the subject,
to which he did not reply, but afterwards gave
me permission to publish.
I have the highest respect for both the Hon.
gentleman and his office, but where legislation
that adversely affects my private rights is initiated and carried through by him, despite my

protests,

I know

of no tribunal before which I

can

him

appear

cite

to

except

before

the

bar

of public opinion; nor do I know of any divinity

I shot

that doth hedge the Minister, or prevent his
actions from being publicly criticised by the
meanest subject in the land.
I therefore hope
I may be adjudged “not guilty’ of the high
crime and misdemeanor of being discourteous
to a Minister of the Crown.
Having said this
much in personal explanation, let me _ briefly
reply to Mr. Pelland’s letter, and the extracts
given by him from the Minister’s speech.
To the argument based unon the high licenses
charged in some of the States of the Union,
and in the Province of the Dominion, I can
only say, as I have said more than once before,
that the cases are not at all analogous.
The Province of Quebec leases rivers, lakes
and lands for fishing and hunting, and has done
so for years; none of these States or Provinces
do so.
The Province of Quebec received as

Clate

rental from these leases during 1905, $66,037.27,
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to the Minister’s

report.

Appendix

17, page 66. In addition, each lessee was compelled by the terms of the lease to employ and

pay

a guardian

to protect

the fish and

game

And when we consider that, ouside of individual
leases,
187 clubs are incorporated
and_ hold

leases, and that the guardian must be employed
from Jan. t to Dec. 1, each lessee cannot
less than $350 per annum
for game and

pay
fish

protection.

Thus, the lessees pay $70,000 in addition to
rent, which, under the circumstances, the Government would have to pay; and as to the game,
no sane man will say that birds and beasts protected on the 6,400,000 acres under lease, scattered over the whole Province, does not practically protect the game in the whole Province.

This is amply borne out by the fact that the
salaries paid to all “fishery” and “game and fishery”
overseers

employed

by the Government

do not

aggregate more than $12,000 per annum—leaving
the

Government

of

Quebec

in

round

figures

$54,000 of cash surplus besides $12,000 worth of
patronage.

You will easily realize therefore the great
difference between the States and Provinces,
quoted in Mr. Prevost’s speech, and his own
Province.
Briefly

put,

the

only

source

of

revenue

for

‘game and fish protection enjoyed by those States
and Provinces is the license fees, whatever they
may be, and against whoeyer chargeable.
-In Quebec the lessees pay $66,030.27 for the

right to hunt and fish within certain limits, and
$70,000 for protecting game and fish for the
whole Province—or a total of $136,030.27—and
the Government pretends to protect the game
and fish in the rest of the Province by spending $12,000.
Surely

citizen

these

figures

of Quebec

should

wonder

make

why

an

any

honest

additional

burden of $15 per annum should be placed upon
the non-resident lessee, a tax which should pro-

duce

a revenue

annum,

of from

making

lessees

$25,000 to $30,000 per
pay

annually

a_

total

of $166,030.27.
This does not take into consideration the cost of buildings, of constructing
roads and bridges (the latter of enormous value

to both settler and Jumbermen), which would
probably foot up to an annual outlay of $30,000

more.
To the Minister’s argument based on articles
-1415, 1416 and 1417a, I have only to say that
when he admits the passage of the Order-inCouncil of June 1, 1901, he admits my whole
case. When my lease was obtained that Orderin-Council was in force, and the law then was
and my bargain then made was, that for a certain specified sum payable annually.
my club

should enjoy the hunting and shooting rights
pertaining to the lands leased.
The facts and
the law were well known to both the contracting parties, and I say that the contract was made
under the law as it then existed, and I and my

associates are entitled to hunt on that territory
during the existence

I never
confiscate

denfed

of the lease.

the power

my property,

of Parliament

take away

my

to

rights, or

do any other arbitrary act Parliament may do
under our Constitution.
But, I have surely the
right to protest against Parliament doing so, and
to insist that in strict justice, and with a due
“regard for the preservation of its own honor,

the Crown should not invoke the powers of
Parliament to deprive me of the rights the same
Crown has granted me, so long as I faithfully
observe my end of the contract.
As to the small amount received from non-

resident licenses ($2,561), is it not apparent that
the Government would have received much more
for such licenses if it had not adopted the policy
of leasing instead of licensing?
And does not
the Province receive actually from people who

are almost wholly non-residents a total of $138,584, out of which the Province expends about
$12,000?
Does any other State or Province
have such a revenue and give free hunting and
fishing to its own citigens?
The Minister admits that the Order-in-Council was based on the

ground that clubs paid a considerable revenue to
the Province;

does

not that argument

still hold

good? The Minister goes on to say that, owing
to increased demands, better means of com-
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munication,
etc., the value of the territories
under lease has much increased, and therefore
the payment of the license fee must be exacted,
and that it is quite permissible for the Province
to take advantage of the “letter of the law,”
not the spirit or the principles of justice, but
“the letter of the. law.”

Well, if the Minister is content to violate the
leases made with me on Aug. II, 1905, and
Oct. 24, 1905, and plead such reasons as justification, all I am preparcd to say is that his ideas
of fair play and mine co not coincide.
The Minister cites the resolution passed by the
Fish and Game
Congress
called by him at
Montreal.
I have heretofore
refrained from
saying much with reference to this “so+called

congress.”
facts,

so

I am
that

now

your

compelled

readers

may

to. state

the

judge’ of the

value to be placed on any such resolution.

In response to an invitation generally sent
out by the Minister to the lessees, at least fifty
presidents and other officers of clubs residing
in Ontario attended that congress.
Probably
a dozen were Americans, and the rest were residents of Quebec—many of whom were not club
members or lessees.
The motion to appoint the
committee
to strike the standing committees
was moved by a resident of Montreal, and the
name of an Ontario man did not appear on this
committee.
In a few minutes this committee
brought in its report, and upon not one of the
committees did the name of one of the fifty
Ontario men present appear.

I then presumed

to ask the

Hon.

Minister,

who was presiding, what our position and rights
were at that congress, and all who were present
will bear me out in saying that I had to ask
the question three times before I obtained any
answer

from

The

the Minister.

Committee

on

Big

Game

subsequently

brought in a recommendation to charge nonresidents $25 license fee for hunting deer on
their leased territories, and as it became evident
to all that the congress was under control of
residents of Quebec, and agents of the transportation companies, many of us, after protesting
as strongly as we were allowed, left the meeting
in disgust.
Even then the resolution was only
carried by a few votes, and indeed some who
were present claimed that the chairman’s adding
machine slipped a cog when the votes against
the resolution were being counted.
It must have been apparent to every one that
the lessees as a body were opposed to the resolution, and I can only wonder at the Minister

quoting it in his justification under the circumstances.

As

to his election

to the presidency

of the

American Fish and Game Association, which he
quotes as evidence of the Americans’ approval
of the measure, the Hon. Minister must remember that this honor was conferred upon
him while he was only meditating upon this
breach of contract, and before he had actually
committed it. May it not have been that this
great honor was thrust upon him in the hope
that it might dull the keen edge of his enthusiasm to destroy our rights. It is well known
that people of a certain type adopt such methods
—I regret that I can neither understand nor
practice them.
The contention of the Minister, that, if Governments could not break their solemn- contracts, or alter them, all Government would be
at an end, can only elicit the reply, “Perish all
Governments that deliberately break their contracts.”
I never held that my lease was forever—it is only for a specific term of years; as
soon as that term expires, my contract is at
an end; all the duty the Government owes to
me then is to allow me to renew on such terms
as to price and other conditions as the Government may fairly impose.
If I find the price too
high, or the conditions too onerous, I would
probably decline the renewal, and the Government could then lease to any other person who,
under the law, and my arrangement with the
Minister would pay for my permanent improvements, and take my place.
There is no ‘forever’ about it. I only ask that for the period
my lease are in force, the bargains therein set

out should be respected both by the Crown
the lessee.

and

The Minister says I have not read my lease.
That statement is not true.
I have read it carefully, and with a view to find a justification for
the Minister’s position, and I am unable to
find it.
He cites clause 2 of the lease, compelling the
lessee, in the exercise of his rights, to conform
to the provisions of present and ‘future game
laws.
Does that justify the Minister or Parliament in altering the leases which allow my club
to hunt and fish on paying $120 per year, changing the contract by act of Parliament and making our club pay $225 additional per annum?
If

$225, why not, when the Province needs the
money, make it $2,250?
It is only going a
cipher more at the right end of the bill. I cannot conceive that the Minister is serious when

he sets up this pretension.

Is this law not
a law for revenue only?
Wherein is it a game law?
Unless he refers to
one game in which I believe they sometimes
raise the “limit”; but even then it must be a
matter
of agreement
between the high contracting parties.
Does not this clause mean only that I shall
observe the laws and regulations made from
time to time for the protection of fish and game,
observe close seasons, limitations of catch of
fish, or number of heads of game to be taken,
or any other law or regulation passed for the
reasonable protection of game and fish?
I give
the Minister credit for not being quite serious
in setting up this argument.
As to the clause permitting the Government
to cancel the lease on one month’s notice, I beg
to state most
emphatically
that the hunting
lease to my club contains no such clause, and: I

will give $100 to any charity the Minister

may

name, if he will find such a clause in the lease
of hunting rights to the Nekabong Club, dated
Oct. 24, 1905.
Even if such a clause existed, no
Government worthy of the name would exercise
its rights without good reasons and in the public
interest.
I never pretended that even if there were no
restrictions in the lease, the Legislature had not
the power to wholly cancel it by act of Parliament.

What I have argued, and what neither the
Minister nor his apologists have successfully
combatted is, that the Crown has, for certain
money payments and the performance of certain
covenants and agreements by him granted the
lessee certain rights, and I say that it is highly
improper, unjust, and dishonorable on the part
of the Crown to take away these rights, or prevent the lessee from exercising them, unless he
pays twice or three times the original consideration agreed upon, for no better reasons than
that the Crown
wants
money,
and that the

privileges granted have become

(in the opinion

of the Crown) more valuable.
And just here let me say that in my case, less
than a year ago my club agreed to pay $120
per anum for hunting and fishing rights; to-day
our fees payable to the Crown will be $345, and
our assessment to pay guardian, and for pro-

tection of game and fish is $425—a considerable
increase in less than a year.
Coming now to my own particular lease.
I
obtained it in 1904.
My club expended about

$500

in cutting

roads

and

building

a hunting

lodge
and
other
improvements.
It never
entered the minds of either party to the bargain
that

any

change

was

contemplated,

or

would

be made, and I submit that having for over
fifteen, years had certain rights over part of the
property, I was entitled to expect and believe
that the forms of leases being the same, I should
have the same rights during the pendancy of
the new leases.

I may

say that the amount

of the rental was

fixed by the Minister, and agreed to by me.
We have since put several hundred bass fry
into Calumet
Lake, and no doubt when the

lease
The
get,

falls in there

will be good

bass

fishing.

Government of that day will probably forhowever, that we have made a valuable

asset of what was worthless when it came
our hands.

The

Honorable

Minister’s

into

threat that at the

expiration of my leases he will raise the rental
sufficiently to afford me complete satisfaction,
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is, to say the least, unworthy both of the Minister personally, and of his position as representing the Crown.
It would be most unfair if
the Minister would, to personally punish me for
daring to question his public invasion of my
private rights, punish fifteen or twenty other
gentlemen members of the same club, who may
not all share my views, as certainly some of them
think I am unwise in so openly expressing them.
But I am a man, free-born, and of mature age,
and have strong opinions, and believe I have
the right in this free country to express them.
Anyway, I shall express them, notwithstanding
the Minister’s threat.
I can only assure him
that I alone am responsible for my opinions, and
for the language in which I voice them, and no

man

living—whether

Minister

member of my club—can
shall speak or be silent.

The

of the Crown,

or

dictate to me when
Wm. R. WHITE.

Automatic

I

Shooting
PENNSYLVANIA

AND

STREAM.

Hawks

by Decoys.

[JUNE

once had a bounty of fifty cents

per head for hawks.
The most successful hawk
killer was an old hunter named Jerry Clark, and

for quite a time the boys failed to get
methods of capturing them; but by
wait they finally discovered it. On
range of hills commanding a wide

on to his
lying in
an open
extent of

country, where the hawks were pretty thick,
he set a post in the ground, and across it, working on a pivot, fixed a sweeping pole about ten '
feet long.. On one end of this pole was_a treadle,

to which a blue pigon was tied; at the other end
a string was attached, run through a spool set
in a short post fixed in the ground immediately
beneath it and then carried to a bough house
about ten yards away.
A person in this bough
house, by pulling the string, could raise the treadle

several jeet in the air, and by lowering it slowly

could cause the pigeon to flutter, thus
the attention of the hawk.

Gun.

attracting

The majority of those interested in the preservation of game birds will, I feel assured, cor-

The way old Jerry did it was this: Sitting
in his house of boughs, he would catch sight
of a big chicken hawk soaring in circles on a

rectly size up the argument of Mr. M. F. Westover in ForEsT AND STREAM of June Q as a clever

head was

Editor

Forest

sophistry.

and Stream:

In

brief,

the argument

is that

the

automatic gun is a superior firearm, and that the
great majority of sportsmen armed with it will
not kill game impropertly; therefore it would be
unjust to the manufacturers
and inventors to
limit or forbid its use.
My experience leads me to believe that the
second premise is incorrect.
It is nearer to the
truth to say that the small minority kill game
properly, especially when it is abundant.
The pump gun has been an important factor in
the decrease of the quail supply of south, and the

automatic
sinister

is becoming a still more

factor,

A

half

dozen

menacing and

quail

down

on

a

scattering covey rise in a palmetto rough with
small probability of recovering more than half;
a 24-in. barrel automatic to turn loose on any
and everything that jumps up; 200 doves to one
gun in a day—these are a few of the facts coming to my own knowledge or observation.
Who cares if the lawful limit is exceeded? Not
the so-called
sportsman,
because
he is gamehungry and is after records; not the hotel man,
for he wants guests and his guests want birds;
not the townspeople, for they want visitors and
their money.
Nothing in this country must stand in the way
of the manufacturers.
Our infant industries must
be protected, we must endure a thousand and
one trusts, have our pockets lightened, our bodies
poisoned, our moral sense perverted, all for the
sake of our infant industries.
And now they are
after the game, with Mr. Westover as apologist.
If it is proper to bar dynamite and limit the
use of nets and gang hooks for the taking of fish,
to forbid the use of punt guns against wild fowl,
to limit the speed of automobiles for public safety,
why should it not be equally just and expedient
to limit the delivery of fire against the rapidly
disappearing game?
Aside
from other
reasons,
humanity
alone

should be sufficient for prohibiting the use of the
deadly

automatic,

auto-loading

gun.
Rep

or

self-loading

T. H. Grant.
Bank,

N. J., June

Southern

16.

Mexico

Deer

Season.

TAPACHULA, Chiapas, Mexico, May 22.—Editor
Forest and Stream: I ‘notice in your issue of
April 28 that you call attention to the fact that
President Diaz was out deer hunting during that
month.

April is about the best time to hunt deer down
here in Southern Mexico, as all the tall grass and
brush have been trampled down by the cattle,
and it is the end of the dry season.
In May and June the rutting commences, the
fawns are dropped in December and January, although I have seen fawns in every month in the
year, but not often,
I have lived here in Mexico for many years,
and would never have known that our much

admired President was a follower of the fair
Diana had I not been a subscriber to the dear
old Forest AND STREAM.
GUATEMALA,

lookout

for

his

dinner,

and,

pointed toward

waiting

until

his

him, would cause the

pigeon to flutter.
At once the hawk would see
it and would come
straight for it until but
several hundred feet away, when it would settle
to the ground, approached under cover of a

small

tree

over

its

quarry.

a few yards

top

and

from

the pigeon,

like

lightning

dart

skim

on

the

Old Jerry would be ready with his gun

cocked, yell like

a Comanche,

thus attracting the

attention of the hawk for a moment, and as the

latter rose to make off would give him the
tents of one barrel, rarely failing to bring
down.
It is a fact that one afternoon he in
hours killed thirteen hawks at his post,

conhim
two
and

taking their heads to the nearest Justice, made
affidavit and got his six dollars and fifty cents.
“Yes, I sometimes lost a pigeon,” said the
veteran. ‘Now and then, while I was watching
one varmint,

another

would

sneak up and strike

my decoy, but I never lost one in fair fight.”
“That air bounty would be on now,” continued the old man, “‘if it hadn’t been for the
greed of
cents for
brought
we often
whole, as

the Justices.
Ye see, they got twenty
every affidavy, and when we hunters
in a bunch of a dozen or twenty, as
did, instead of swearing us to the
they might have done, they made out

an affidavy fer each one, and took their fee for

each, making such a drain on the treasury that
the legislators up to Harrisburg got alarmed

and repealed the law.”

Ca Boat

Hat

Feather

Seizure.

COMMISSIONER

WHIPPLE

has

firms of Rochester.

raid is to make

test cases

followed

The purpose
to determine

did

not

believe

porters’

there

Feather

he had a big stock
would be selling it
All his feathers, he
He had noticed no
agitation began, and

would

be

Association,

any.

The

of which

Im-

he is a

member, Mr. Adelson said, had decided
a fight against the enforcement of a
seemed to them unjust.
There will be
ing of the association next week.
Mr.

to make
law that
a meetAdelson

said he did not see how the law could affect the
feathers of birds killed outside of the United
States.
Most of his aigrettes were from white
herons killed in China and Japan.

Newfoundland Notes.
For the benefit of sportsmen

who go shooting.

with gun or camera, I append some caribou items.
The great northern migration has now started, so

that herds of deer are seen daily crossing the.
railroad track going north to their summer feeding grounds.
“On Sunday Mr. Wareham, who lives in the
valley just east of Mount Moriah (Bay of Islands), was surprised to find a caribou browsing
close to his house.
On several occasions of late
caribou have been known to come out among the
houses on both sides of the Humber Arm.”
“When
Saturday’s express was crossing the
Gaff Topsails several caribou were seen, among ©
the head being a fine buck, and the passengers
were much interested in the sight.”
“Passengers who passed over the line to and
from Port au Basques last week say that deer
were seen in hundreds crossing the track between

Grand Lake and Badger Brook.”
From
“try

this

trains

out,

will

has become

passengers

see

on

the cross

caribou every

a_ recognized

trip.

institution

coun-

In fact, it
when eee

ing through the deer country, for the engineer
to give a couple of toots to draw attention of the
passengers to the passing caribou, in order to |
enable them to get a snapshot, if they possess ~

cameras.
The St. John’s Rifle Club have published their
programme. for the coming season.
The fine
range on Nagle’s Hill is opened for practice now.
The first match was held June 7 and was between
the officers and crew of H. M. S. Calypso and

the St. John’s Rifle Club Juniors, range 200, 500
and 600 yards.
Every week hereafter until Aug. 30 matches
will be shot. The prizes are medals, cups, badges
and certificates.
I dare say any visiting shooters
that would happen along would have the hospi-

tality of the club extended

to them.

As I am

not a member I cannot say for certain what their
rules are on that head, but I am safe on saying,

up

his

warning to dealers in bird feathers by causing
the seizure of a quantity of wings, feathers and
plumes in the stocks of four of the large dry

goods

plumage.
As for himself,
on-hand and had been and
until women ceased to buy.
declared, were imported.
falling off in sales since the

aa} 1906.

of the
the ap-

from my knowledge of the personnel of the club,
that strangers

would

Newfoundland

Where
CARDINAL,

be welcomed with good old

hospitality.

Va.,

are
June

pe TAGs

the

Deer?

14.—Editor

Forest

and

plication of the law .to feathers imported into
the State. The statute reads:
“Wild birds other than, the English sparrow,
crow, hawk, crow blackbird, snow owl and great

Stream:

horned owl shall
any time, dead

of the old fields into truck patches and the huts
of negroes, scattered about the country, prevent

not be taken or possessed at
or alive, except
under
the

authority of a certificate issued under this act.
No part of the plumage, skin or body of any
bird protected by this section shall be sold or
had in possession for sale. The provisions of
this

section

shall

not

apply

to

game

birds

for

which an open season is provided in this act.”
It is contended by dealers in millinery goods
that this does not apply to feathers brought
from other States or from abroad.
The New
York Sun has interviewed dealers in this city;
and reports:

“Feather dealers were practically united in
making light of or disregarding the agitation
against the sale of the feathers. They said that
none of the big stores of the boroughs of Manhattan and Brooklyn had paid any attention to
the law.
Philip Adelson, of Adelson & Bro.,
625 Broadway,
who
make a
specialty of
aigrettes, said he
dealers had been

regretted to say that some
frightened by the Audubon

Society into giving up selling a certain kind of

Where

are the deer that «used to be seen

along the Virginia coast?
Not more than a.
few years ago deer could be seen in the thickets ©
and old fields almost any time. The changing ~
them from coming in. The forest, where deer ~
could hide from the hunter, too, is fast disappearing,
and
innumerable
boys,
principally

negroes, may be seen at this season of the year .
parading with guns and shooting at anything in
‘sight.
In this district summer
is the negro boy’s

holiday, when he rests from
oystering,

and

with

him

his winter’s toil of

in summer

“ebery

day

am Christmas.” and he seeks the pleasure of
fishing, crabbing, hunting and water-millioning.
It is believed that, if these boys with their guns
were excluded from the forests and old fields
in summer, deer would return again; but the enforcement of the law for the protection of game
in this district would be a rather difficult matter
to deal with. Song birds, such as the mocking
bird,

robin

and

red bird,

as well

as

game,

are

being killed by these terrors of the forests and
old fields under pretense

sparrows.

of hunting the English

B. C. Foster.
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Fish’ and Fishing.
More

Salmon

Taken

in

Lake

St. John.

Two or three salmon, at least, are already reported to have been taken in. Lake St, John this
spring by parties fishing for ouananiche.
Whatever doubts there may have been as to the iden-

tity of some. of those reported, there can be no
mistake about the last one, of which I have been

notified. This fish weighed over. ten pounds, and
no ouananiche that has been taken within my time

has exceeded
From

the

there

seems

seven

number

or eight pounds

of

salmon.

which

in weight.
have

now

been taken in Lake St. John and tributary waters,
to be no doubt

ported family now
Whether

or

not

that

the

newly

im-

in that lake are there to stay.
they

will

propagate

there,

and

if they do; whether or not they will return to the
lake if they do run down to sea, are problems
that have yet to be solved; but there is now no

doubt that so long as the fry from the hatchery
continues to be prudently planted in the water
of streams running into the lake, there will be
adult fish in the neighboring waters for some
years thereafter. ,
Early ouananiche fishermen ‘have certainly had
no cause of complaint this season, the sport in
the lake having been quite good up to a week

ago,

At present thte water is falling and the fish

have consequently moved into the upper part of
the Discharge, where the best sport of the season
ought soon to be had.
The Island House was
opened a few days ago and Mr. Donaldson, of
Pittsburg, and. a party of friends have started
for “the chosen waters.”
The Island House is
under new management this year, Mr. Marcoux,
the former manager, having been retained at the

Hotel Roberval, in charge of the guides, the outfitting and the sportsmen’s intelligence department.
As all recent visitors to Lake St. John will
admit, something of this kind has long been
needed there.
Just as surely as the ouananiche season comes

round again, | am inundated

with letters inquir-

ing about the best localities for taking the fish,
the names of the most tempting flies, with the

most useful sizes of the same and the names of
some of the best guides.
I have tried to reply
to as many of these inquiries as possible by personal letters, though
it consumes
considerable

time, and

if any

have

been

overlooked

I -hope

they will accept the general information on the
subject that | endeavor to furnish in this column,
being assured, as I am, that there must be many
sportsmen looking for exactly the same information as others have written about. ,In regard to

locality, I do not advise any angler to spend time
fishing for ouananiche in Lake St. John itself,
after the date that this article will have appeared
in print, unless

it be off the mouths

of some

Between
Isle
and among the

Ronde
islands

and the Island
at the head of

the Discharge, there will doubtless be fishing for
some weeks to come, as well as in the heavy
rapids and swirling pools immediately below the

big falls or Grand Chute of the Grand Discharge.
The

last week

of July are

of June

considered

and the first three

the best

weeks

for this sport,

and later the fish may be followed further down
the Discharge or up the rivers Peribonca, Mis-

tassini, Ashuapmouchouan, or some of their many
tributaries.
For the June and early July fishing in and

of the rapid’ or pool which is being
the water in the latter be very heavy
iri color, and the weather cloudy, the
be as large in the early part of the
number three.
For clearer water and

brighter weather I prefer my flies tied upon ‘number five and ntimber six hooks,’
season I have often had the

number

eight.

Sometimes

and later in the
best’ sport with |

the ‘ouananiche

is less

of an epicure than his ¢lose congener, the salmon
of the sea, and will’ even ‘prefer a well+tied professor,
grizzly-king’ or
‘brown-hackle
to
the
Forrest- made’ salmon flies’ that cost’ as much per
fly as the others’‘do per dozen.
Particularly’ is
this true of the’ midsummer and later! fishing ‘in
Of course, the’ advantage’
the Grand Discharge.
of employing’ salmon flies howadays in the Lake
St. John waters is the chance that always occurs

the clearness of the water and the

King Edward,

which

leaves Quebec

every

Wed-

nesday for Natashquan and intermediate points,
and the Aranmore
sails every alternate Saturday for Sydney and Halifax, calling, both going
and feturning, at Esquimau
Point and_intermediate points.
On her last trip from Quebec
the Aranmore carried over twenty salmon fishermen.
The Natashquan party included Mr. F. S.
Hodges, of Boston; Mr. and Mrs. Chapman, Mr.

and

Mrs.

Carman

and

Mr.

J. K.

Williams,

of

New York, and Messrs. J. W. and R. W. JohnIt is' a difficult task to attempt to give the | son, 0f New Brunswick, N. J., while Messrs. Geo.
Clarke and C. S. Davison and Miss Davison are
names of the best guides at Lake St.’ Johni. ‘Th
the first place they are divided into two classes. _on'their ‘way to fish the Riviere a la Truite, near
Moisie. Morton Paton, of New York, and party
At Roberval,’ the gttides who are usually secured
there for ascending the various rivers flowing’ are bound for the Trinity, and A. G. Nesbitt and
party, of New York, are going to the Mingan.
into the lake, are chiefly Montagnais
Indians.

At Grand Dischatge, on the other hand, they are

Mr.

W.

B. Mershon,

with his son

and

party,

have gone down to the Metapedia fishing grounds.
Others who have left for the same waters are
Mr. ‘Phillip Schuyler, of New York, and Mr, C
G. Carteaux, of the Polytechnic School, Beat
lyn.
Mr, Gard T. Lyon and the Rev. Dr. Henry Van
Dyke are now on their preserves on the Marguerite River.
Last year'these two gentlemen were
the most successftil members of the Ste. Marguerand trustfulness of John Morel and his sons,
ite Salmon Club.
Dr. Van Dyke killed thirtyJohn Lessard, the Savards and others at the
eight fish in three weeks, only seven of them durGrand Discharge, while among the Indians of
ing his first week’s fishing.
Mr. Lyon, who
Roberval I have had faithful service from Prosarrived a little later on the river, killed just the
pere Clairey, Patrick Clairey, John Minnegouche,
same number of fish as the doctor during the next
Joseph Simeon, Noe Nepton and others whose
two weeks, namely thirty-one.
names I do not at present recall.
Mr. Walter M. Brackett, who leases the north
A Monster Fish.
branch of the Ste. Marguerite, called in to see me
on the 13th inst. on the way down to his river,
A monster fish got tangled up the other day in
where he is accompanied by Mr. Henry Russell,
one of the.salmon nets on the opposite side of
The
thirteenth
was
the veteran
Its length ; of Detroit.
the Baie des Chaleurs from Dalhousie.
angler’s birthday, and thirteen has not turned out
was about ten feet and its weight in the vicinity
to be at all an unlucky number for Mr. Brackett.
of a thousand pounds, and it was dead when
It was his 83d birthday, and he was as bright
found.
I have not’ been able*f6 obtain a very
and happy and alert at the idea of getting off to
good description of it, but some of those who
his summer camp for a counle of months as any
have seen it express the belief that Heise Tate
what (Monodon monoceros), sometimes called’ a schoolboy could be on the eve of his holidays.
He certainly does not look a day older than he
sea unicorn, from the fact that it often has a tusk
half as long as itself. The animal ts seldom met ' did ten years ago. Mrs. Brackett, as usual, accompanies her husband to camp.
with so far south as the Baie des Chaleurs, being
E. T. D. CHAMBERS.
an inhabitant of the Arctic seas, and rarely found
even as far south as the Shetland Isles, though
occasional specimens have been seen in British
Cayuga Lake Fishing.
all French-Canadians.
I know many good men
in both classes, but I have reason to believe that
numbers. of others’ are jttst aS’ good as’ those
whom I'am best acqtiainted with, and so I prefer not to run the risk of doing injustice to anyone, even inadvertently, by designating any of
them as better than’ others.
I may say, “however,
that I have had good proof of the skill, ability

waters,

More

‘Salmon

Fishermen.

A distinguished party of anglers passed through

here a day or two ago on their way to Metis
to fish the salmon waters of Lord Mountstephen
at that point,
Jn the party were Mr.. W. G.
Rockefeller, son of Mr. William and nephew
Mr. John D. Rockefeller; Mr. J. A. Bloss,

of
of

New. York; Mr. G, Farrer, of London, a member
of the banking firm of Baring Bros; and Mr. Ig
W. Sterling, who represents Lord Strathcona and
Lord Mountstephen in New York.
.
The Moisie party left. for its camp,on the river
by the. steamer King Edward on the 13th inst.

Mr.

Ivers. W.

Adams,

of Boston,

the lessee of

the river, was accompanied by Mr. Henry Sampson, of New. York.
Later on, Mr. Sampson will
be joined by his son; Henry Sampson, Jr., and
about the Grand Discharge, I am a believer in
medium-sized salmon: flies of any of the standard © Mr. Adams by his two sons, Ivers and. Walter.
Mr. Peter Mackenzie has leased the fishing of
patterns, but preferably the Jock-Scot,
silverthe Little Trinity for the current season to. Addoctor or silver-gray.
The size of the fly must
miral ,Montgomery.
largely depend, of course, upon the brightness of

the weather,

Detroit, who sailed by the King Edward on the
13th inst: for the Natashquan, most of the party
whofish that famous river only left Quebec by
the steamer Aranmore on the 16th inst., and expect to be there in plenty of time for the first
run of fish.
The steamer service to the north
shore of the Gulf is much improved this year,
being performed by two’ regular steamers, the

of hooking a salmon.

of

the northern feeders of the lake, or within a
comparatively short distance of the Grand Discharge.
House,

character
fished.
It
and dark
flies may
season as

With the exception

of Mr.

R. E. Plumb,

of

Apvices from Cayuga Lake, New York, are to
the effect that some of the largest pike and pickerel taken at the Ithaca end of the lake in years
have been caught there the past spring.
Pike of
16lb. weight have been taken upon ordinary fishing tackle.
At Union Springs perch have been
biting freely, and not a few good creels of pike
and pickerel have been taken, with the prospect
that the fishing will grow better as the season
advances.
M. CHI.

Adirondack

Trout.

3LUE Mr. Lake, N. Y., June 12.—The fishing
has been magnificent in this vicinity, both in the
lakes and in the streams.
Many fine catches. of
trout are reported.
A young lad caught a talb.
lake trout on a light red, and not having a net in
the boat pulled ‘the big fellow alongside, and
putting his fingers in_the trout’s mouth, hauled
him into the boat.
Result, sore fingers, but a
proud boy.
Just now the weather is very cool,

and some are joking about winter.

JUVENAL.

FOREST
Massachusetts

Anglers in Maine.

Boston, June 6.—Editor Forest and Stream:
Dr. L. T. Foss, of Boston, who has been passing
several months at his cabin, the “‘Witherlick,”
on Cupsuptic Lake, was a welcome caller upon
your correspondent yesterday.
When
he left
Boston for the lake, he felt obliged to give up
business
for a time on account
of impaired
health.
He looks brown and strong, but says
he must put in a few more weeks in the woods
before resuming work.
The doctor tells me the
opening of the season for fishing was late, and
until within the last ten days or so has the
weather been such as to promote the taking of
good catches.
But now things look bright, and
prospects of the usual life about the lakes are
encouraging.
Billy Soule, at Pleasant Island
camps is the doctor’s near neighbor when at his
camp.
Mr. John G. Wright, the well-known wool
merchant of Boston and a member of the State
Association, with three other Bostonians report
excellent fishing while at Grant’s Camp for a
week.
Mr. Frank C. Brown, of Boston, with
friends from New York city and Worcester, are
also enjoying the sport at Kennebago.
The fishing records at Rangeley compare favorably with those of last year.
The guests of one
hotel in the first two weeks of fishing in 1g05
registered 53 trout and salmon that weighed
from 3 to 84% pounds.
During the same period
this year the record shows 74 fish from 3 to 9
pounds—of these
the largest
square-tail
was
taken by a New Yorker and weighed 5% pounds.
The 9-pound salmon was caught by W. W. Lee,
of Malden.
Five of the salmon ranged from
6 to 9 pounds each.
Mr. and Mrs. W. F. Medding, of Malden, are
the guests of Mr. and Mrs. C. P. Stevens at
their private camp.
Mr. Medding is one of
Beausant
Commandery
of Knight
Templars,
who, to the number of 100, made an excursion
from Malden to Rangeley last Saturday.
Prof. W. A. Packard, of Princeton, and his
brother, Dr. C. W. Packard, of New York city,
are making their yearly trip and enjoying good
sport.

Dr. S. O.
Baldwin, of South Framingham,
with
Ed.
Hinckey
as guide;
Mr.
Taft, of
Whitinsville, with Emery Haley as guide; H.
H. Chandler, of Boston, with John Wilbur as
guide, have all brought in handsome trophies
of their skill.
Rev. and Mrs. Fred A. Noble and their son,
P. F. Noble, of St. Louis, as is their custom,
will spend much of the summer at the Rangeleys.
Mr. Willard Nye, Jr., of New Bedford, re-

house

dock one

3 to

5%

pounds,

and

a 3-pound

trout.

It is a favorite side trip for Rangeley visitors
to the Oquossoc Hatchery, and Superintendent
Briggs shows them every courtesy.
When asked
what was the largest salmon he ever saw, he
replied that he weighed and returned to the
water a pair, the male weighing 18% pounds and
the female 17%.
Possibly this may explain why
leaders, lines and rods are often broken by big
fellows that are not landed, and gives some color
to the oft-told tale of the biggest fish getting

away.

Mr. J. B Watkins, of New York, with Ernest
Grast as guide, has taken a 9-pound salmon and
one of 6 pounds at the Upper Dam.
At Sweet’s Pond, New Vineyard, Mrs. F. L.
Dyer is high line with a 7-pound salmon.
The Megantic club house at Spider Lake and
the numerous other camps on the preserve have

been

put

in running

order

by Superintendent

A. A. Berry, and are fast filling up with members and their families and guests.
At the club

STREAM.

of the guides landed a square-

tail trout recently that weighed 5% pounds, and
one of 34% pounds.
Good luck fell to a New
York angler and his wife, who took 46 trout
one day on Baker Stream, 62 another day on

Spencer, besides quite a number on King and
Bartlett lakes.
Clearwater records show for C. S. Robertson,
of Boston, a 13-pound laker and for another
Bostonian a 10-pound salmon.
Persons particularly desirous of netting big
salmon will do well to put in a few days at

Lake Auburn, where fish have been taken weighing 10 pounds and upward.
Some very good catches

Newfound

and

Asquam

are

lakes

reported

in New

from

Hamp-

member of the State Association, is spending a
few days at his Vermont farm and getting all
the trout he needs from % pound to a pound
each from his private preserves.
Through the
courtesy
of the Vermont
Congressmen
and
former Commissioner
J. W. Titcomb, of the
Fisheries
Bureau, the Colonel has been able
to keep his brooks and pond well stocked for
several years.
Besides what trout he receives
from the Government, he has been in the habit
of buying liberally from the Plymouth
Rock
Hatchery for stocking.

Last Monday evening was a gala night for
the Middlesex Sportsmen’s Club, which held a
strawberry

festival

in the

elegant

Calumet Club at Winchester.

house

of the

President Edward

S. Barker was master of ceremonies, and kept
things moving at a lively pace throughout the
evening.
The members and their friends turned
out from the neighboring towns to the number
of 300 strong.
Former President N. J. Hardy
showed a large number of pictures on the screen,
being from photos taken by him on various
trips to the North Woods, which elicited much
applause.
Dr. J. C. Hindes gave several songs,
and Messrs. W. G. Ailman, E. H. McHugh and
Stanley Nichols gave pleasing specialties.
This
club is rapidly increasing its list of members.

During

the past week

the State

Association

has sustained a great loss by the death of two of

its best-known

members.

Hon.

R. B. Roose-

velt, of New York, has been on the list of
honorary members since the formation of the
society, and Hon. Roland C. Nickerson for some
fifteen years or more.
The names of such men
are pillars of strength to any organization, and
their places will not easily be filled.

H. H. KImMBALt.

On

the Neversink.

NEVERSINK, Sullivan County, N. Y.—I was beginning to grumble that the water was becoming
warm and that the trout would soon get lazy,

losing their

splendid

sporting

proclivities,

when

a storm swooped down upon us on Sunday afternoon.
The air grew much cooler, and on Monday night light frosts occurred in some of the
valleys.
Jt is not pleasant to be so cold in the
morning when one jumps out of a warm bed, but
this change in the weather should prolong the

time of good fishing and reduce the temperature
of the water considerably.
I was having a delightful time on Saturday
afternoon,
when
a
frightful storm of wind and rain came up behind
me and drenched me to the skin before I reached
home, a mile away.
No one was near to bother
me, and I was so much interested in several trout

that were

rising, that I did not notice the dark,

angry clouds gathering at my back.
A big nobby
dead weed grabbed my fly as I was skurrying
over rocks and stones in the drenching rain, and
held me fast for several minutes.
I would not
sacrifice that fly, no, indeed; the hackle (legs)
is too rare and hard to get. I love our beautiful
native brook trout, but have to acknowledge that
the fishing is far better, much more interesting,
since the brown trout has been introduced into
these mountain streams.
The fish average much
larger than in the old days, and there is always
that chance of hooking something immense that
adds so much to the sport. As to game qualities,
the brown trout is the peer of any fish that

swims

as
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that they become lazy in summer.
ago a
sink;
taken
native
inches

long as the water

is cold.

I admit

23,

1906.

Twenty years

pound trout was a big fish in the Neverthe largest I ever heard of was 2lb. 50z:,
by hand in a_ bennie-kill.
The biggest
trout I ever saw here was a female, 16
long, taken in July, 1898, by myself.

I have not fished a great deal this season, yet
l have killed three trout of 2% to 2™%lb. In old
times I could not have done this in the Neversink
in ten years’
fishing.
All the trout of my
acquaintance—fontinalis,
fario and irideus—are
gentlemen of the best breeding, high-spirited and

brave.

I think

them.

shire by anglers from several towns and cities
of Massachusetts.
Col. E. B. Parker, a Civil War veteran and

cently returned home from a trip to Kennebago
much pleased with his outing.
It is difficult to imagine anything that would
prevent Alexander Jackson
from making his
annual pilgrimage to the lakes.
He has Jess.
Ross for his guide, and is taking his share of
fish,
Mr. James A. Baker, of New York, was so
much pleased with his trip last year, that he
takes his family, and will have his own launch
this season.
Mr. M. B. Damon, of Fitchburg, has returned
home, having made a record of 11 salmon from

AND

I only

it absurd
wish

to decry

that

the

any

angler

one

who

of

speaks

slightingly of the brown and rainbow trout could
hook a 2-pounder of either species in the month
of May on light tackle. He would have a lively,
interesting

after.

time,

and

respect

the

species

ever

The sport, when the trout lie on the rifts,

is far better than any lake fishing can afford
is true, also, of black bass fishing.

This

This is my last letter from the Neversink; soon

I will see the old Beaverkill once more, but I
will arrive on that lovely river teo late for fishing. In one respect the Neversink ranks all other
streams.
No lakes, nor swamps. drain into it,

and the water

is pure

as air, bright and spark-

ling; not a stain of vegetable matter in a course
of many miles.
Many of the streams in this part
of the country have suffered severely from great

freshets.
The Big Indian is sorrowfully unlike
itself. Some of the large pools in the Neversink

have disappeared entirely; others
and filled up until the bottom

plainly visible.

Why

have narrowed
everywhere is

is it that the changes

are

always for the worse?
The streams become more
like moutain torrents, and partake less of that
form where pool and rift alternate, and where
a mile of water affords abundant scope for a good
day’s fishing.
However,
no disparaging word
should be uttered.
How we love those names—
Neversink, Beaverkill, Willowemoc.
Thousands

of anglers know
their hearts.

them

and bless them with all
THEODORE GORDON.

In Memory of Jas. M. Hickman.
WHEN

the autumn

winds begin to shower the

rustling myriad of crimson aid russet leaves
upon the forest-clad earth, and when the first

snow

flakes steal noiselessly down,

is a

premonition

of

the

death

we know

that

will

it

soon

environ nature’s failing forces, yet we do not
realize fully the great change till the last hope
fades in bare trees
whistling
dismally
slopes.

and the dirge of the wind
across
the
snow-covered

Thus it was when intelligence of the death of
James
M.
Hickman—“‘Old
Hick,”
“Jeems
Mackerel” or “Kingfisher,” as he was familiarly
known to his camp comrades—came to me a
few days ago.
Anticipating fatal result from
his failing physical powers, the news that he

had crossed the “Great Divide,” as he was wont
to call it, fell as a great

shock

upon

his camp

comrades in this locality, and upon none more
than the writer.
Twenty-one years ago we made our first camp ~
together at the mouth of Sweeny’s Creek, on
the Intermediate Lakes, as the result of a sixteen-page descriptive letter of invitation he had
given

me,

a total

stranger,

with the Kingfishers.
then tented
Sloan, Lou

crossed
where

the “Great
in the

ranks,

and

mess

of six who

and fished together, Uncle Danny
Snyder and Hickman
have now
far

Divide.”
west,

Old Sam alone remain.
Kelpie, who were from
the

to camp

Of the band

and

the table with

as

Windler

if alive,

Kingfishers

Old

is some-

and

Furr

and

Eight others, including
time to time added to

Hick,

gathered

and with

around

him

fished

the waters in the great North Woods, will all,
save one who is dead, tell the story of his

kindly qualities, his genial traits, his devotion
to the angling art, and will each feel a grief that
cannot

be spoken.

James

M.

Hickman

was

a born

angler.

He

was never so happy as when busy overlooking
his tackle boxes preparatory to a trip, or when

seeking to entice
from

his home

an

old bronze-back

in the hidings

warrior

of the lake shore,

or when telling a tale of former battles with the
gamy denizens of the depths.
He despised a
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STREAM.

fish-hog, and was always averse to taking any
“under-holts” on the finny tribe.
He was always

that I caught six bass to-day, and the largest
one must have weighed nearly 2lb.”
For over twenty years I fished the Rideau

escaped, he had no sorrow to express, but only
congratulations for the gallant conqueror.
He
coined many mystic words and phrases that be-

Lakes and Canal, and I think I know nearly
every guide and every bit of fishing water from

ready for a fair fight to a finish, and if the fish

came

household

words

in the Kingfisher camp.

Short of stature and compact in physical build,
he had unbounded endurance in plying the oars,

and

was

nimble

as

a deer

and

tireless

as

a

panther in following the blazed trail or leading
a way out through the trackless woods.
As an
adept in selecting a camp site, a veteran in
arranging the details of tent pitching, dining and
kitchen
paraphernalia,
and sifting of
“camp
calamities,’ was unexcelled.
His love for pure
cold water was so pronounced that he was always the first to hear the ripple of a spring in
the woods or see the sparkle of water stealing
into the lake along the bank.
He was always at
home in the camp neighborhood, making friends
with the oldest and the youngest.
By the campfire at night, he was
brimming
with social
humor, ready for a prank, a joke, or an enjoyable account of the day’s adventures.
His
ideas of life were practical and devoid of orna-

mental

adornment,

as

his

writings

bore

evi-

dence, without being intrusive.
He was the
recognized head of the Kingfisher band, and our
association as camp comrades during the fourteen years from the first camp
at Sweeny’s

Creek,

to the last at Hubbard

Lake,

when

the

Kingfishers virtually disbanded, form a rich halo

of precious memories

that cannot die.

His last

letter expressed the belief that he was nearing
the “Great Divide,” yet the full meaning of that
expressive belief can only be realized in the
knowledge that our camping and angling days
are ended, and his rod and reel will never again

feel the touch of his familiar hand. OLp
A
As

Tribute

Kentucky

from

Old

members

Sam.

Comrades.

of the old Kingfisher

Club, we desire to unite in the tribute of “Old
Sam” (Samuel R. Smith) to the memory of
James

M.

Hickman,

who

has answered

call and crossed the “Great Divide.”

the last

While his

death has touched our hearts with profound
sorrow, it has also vividly recalled his many
excellent traits, and the social virtues that distinguished his character and made delightful our
camp
life beside the northern
waters.
The
cordial
‘‘shake’
that
accompanied
his
outstretched
hand, the aptly coined
words
and
phrases that illustrated the happenings of camp
life, the patient philosophy with which he met
every difficulty, the “hilarity” he provoked from
the group around the camp-fire, his love of the
woods and waters, and the genuine spirit of the
true angler that was ever reflected in his life,
we can never forget.
As the years go by, and

one by one

our old camp

comrades

drop from

the ranks, the bonds of friendship grow tighter,
and
the recollections
of camp
life
become
sweeter and more precious.
CeCe hurR:
RicHARD Morris,
Gro. L. PAYNE,
FRANK G. STAGG,
F. C. Cannon.
FRANKFORT,

Ky., June 12.

Bass

Fishing

at Rideau

Lake.

PENNSYLVANIA,
June 9.—Editor
Forest
and
Stream:
If the correspondent in your issve of
June 2, writing of fishing in Big and Little
Rideau, and who says he is a greenhorn, had
cast his lines in those waters twenty years ago;
he would have a different idea of what he calls

good fishing.
He may be of a feather with a certain New
York politician whom
I met a few years ago
while trying out the waters
of the Belgrade
Lakes, and who had probably never wet a line
unless off the docks of New York City.
He
arrived with enough tackle to start a small store
and heavy enough for deep sea fishing, and the
next doy spent the whole day on Long Lake.
That night, on the arrival of a friend of his, he
was telling him of the glorious sport he had had
with the bass.
“Why,” said he, ‘do you know

Kingston to Ottawa; and while the fishing there
is fairly good there is no comparison between
that of to-day and the fishing of earlier days,
and I still maintain that the injury has been
done largely by the motor boats.
In the waters
not much disturbed by the boats, and where the
large-mouth bass abound, there is not so much
diminution of the sport, but what angler would
waste his time with large-mouth bass when he
can find the small-mouth variety, which are the

Yankees

of the fish world.

TOHICKON.

The Webster

Trout.

THE.thriving little city of Patchogue out on
Long Island is the center of a trout district that
before the day of private preserves could not be
beaten either for big fish or ease in getting at
them.
Even now sport can be had there if
one knows where to go.
Almost every male

in the town

is a trout fisherman,

but the chief

by common
consent is Judge A. H. Carman,
president of the Carman
River Fishing Club.
The Judge can tell a good story well, as witness
the following:
“This region was the favorite fishing ground
of Daniel Webster.
He would begin at the bay
and fish our streams back to their source in the
middle of the island, ten or twelve miles.
Henry
Clay sometimes fished with him.
There was a
big trout in Carman’s River they could never
get to take the hook; neither could any one
else, though scores had seen him, and according
to the stories told he was as big as a small
whale.
“One hot June day, when all the townspeople
were at church and the minister had just got

to

his

sixthly,

Carman’a

little

nigger

is in the hole!

The

big trout

is in

the hole!’
All knew what hole was meant.
It
was a spring under a big willow tree, where
Carman’s dairy house had once stood, and sent
a little brook into the river.
So every man and
boy in the house was on his feet in an instant.
“ “Hold on, brethren,’ shouted the parson, who

was

a fisherman

himself,

‘let’s all have

a fair

start.’
Then they made a rush across the fields
for the old spring hole, the women and girls
tagging after. Arrived there, their first thought
was to stop up the entrance, then they got out

Carman’s

old menhaden

seine

that hadn't

which I agreed to pay.
Well, we got there, and
there was my boy with a dry-goods box full of
frogs, and a cheese cloth over them to keep
them from hopping out.
He had enlisted all
the small boys and scoured the country for
miles around.
It cost me five dollars to settle
the bill.”
OB iele

Fly-Casting

Rites:

tditor Forest and Stream:
In view of the ancl
increasing interest in
fly and bait casting tournament or contest work,
it is believed by the Chicago Fly Casting Club
that many of your readers would be gratified to
know that this club will be glad to send, free of
charge, to anyone interested in this delightful adjunct to the sport of angling, a copy of its constitution, rules and events,
on application
to
George A. Davis, secretary and treasurer,
24
Sherman street, Chicago.
This book is the result of fourteen years’ experience and careful compilation and_ revision.
It is believed
these rules represent
the best
modern methods in the events enumerated, and
that the events conform, as far as possible, to
the most largely practiced methods of scientific
angling in America.
This is attested to by the
fact that many clubs that have been organized
since the Chicago Club (the first to organize),
started, adopted ‘the constitution, rules and events
verbatim, except for necessary. changes due to
local name, ele,
This offer is made solely to promote the very
enjoyable sport of tournament or contest work
and a more widespread knowledge of prevailing
methods, and it is sincerely hoped you will give
the matter as wide publicity as you think its importance warrants.
H. WHEELER PERCE,
Chairman Committee on Rules.
9909
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CoLony

BuiLpInG,

boy

rushed in, mouth open, eyes bulging, one hand
holding up his baggy trousers, and yelling, ‘The

big trout

999

seen

the water in ten years and was full of holes, and
wrapped it round and round the sides and bottom of the hole, while the big trout made the
water boil as an accompaniment.
“At last, having him hard and fast, they went
back and completed their devotions.
Next day >
some one sent a telegram to Webster, and he

First
Prince’s

Weakfish

at Prince’s

Bay,

Island,

our oldest residents.
“Webster took the trout to New York, invited
in all his friends and made a grand banquet of
it in the Astor House, where he always stopped
when in the city.
The feast was held in the
northeast room, second floor, the Vesey street
and Broadway corner.

“There is a boy at Artist Lake, where I some
times go fishing for black bass,” continued the
Judge, “who will be a millionaire if he lives.
It
is a pretty little sheet of water several miles
cast of Ronkonkoma, and I usually have better
luck there than at the larger and better known
lake.
One day when I was going up I wrote
to this boy in advance and told him to have all
the small frogs he could get at the lake on a
certain day.
He demanded two cents apiece,

N.

Bay.

Y., June

6.—

On the last of the flood tide, Henry George, of
this place, to-day caught the first weakfish of the
season with shrimp bait.
Mr. George caught his
fish on what we call the “flats” near Prince’s Bay
light house.
It was a fish eligible to be in the
“tide runner class.”
Before this news is read by
the public, we shall have some good fishing for
these tide runners if conditions stay right, but it
is only the good fisherman that can catch these
large fish in three or four feet of water on the
flats.
Tom, Dick and Harry would better not
try it with their ten pound sinkers and wooden
windlass; they will catch nothing but bad luck.
This is a little late to record the first weakfish,
but we are always a little later here than some
other places near by, but when they get here the
fish of Prince’s Bay are the best in size and quality around Staten Island.

sent back a check of ten dollars for the trout,

and ordered him held alive until he arrived.
He came as soon as the stage coach could bring
him, and in his presence the trout was taken
out, laid on a broad oak plank and his outline
carefully
drawn
with
chalk.
From
this a
weather vane was cut out and swung on Sam
Carman’s mill for years; or until a West India
cyclone came up the coast and split it so it fell.
It is still in existence, however, and you will
find it in the shop of Nathaniel Miller, one of

Staten

One

Angler’s

Ideal.

A rop, a brook; a pipe, a book;
These leave naught for which to wish,
Except, of course, a sign of fish!
WALTON,

JR.

NOTICE TO NEWS STAND BUYERS
Give Your
After June

unreturnable

Dealer an Order.

30 the ForEST

by dealers,

AND

STREAM

will be

but will be supplied by

them to regular customers and on order. Readers
accustomed
to buy at news stands and book
stores should not fail to give their dealers a
standing order in advance, so that they may not
fail to obtain the paper regularly.
STIMULATION

WITHOUT

REACTION

After a day of enjoyable sport, it is wise to choose a
drink which helps to restore the vital powers rather than
one which tends to deplete them, as in the case with
many drinks.
Borden’s Malted Milk is delicious, concentrated nourishment, invaluable to the camper, made
ready for use by adding water, hot or cold.—Adv.

FOREST

AND STREAM.

WACHTING
Yachting
23.
93.
23.
23.
23.
23.
23,
23.
23.
23.
23.
23.
23.
23.
23.
24.
25.
25.
26.
27.
28.
30.
30.
30.
30.
30.

Fixtures
JUNE.

for

Corinthian, Marblehead, club, afternoon,
New York A. Oe Block Island race, Travers Island.
Royal Canadian,
Seawanhaka and New York, long distance, Y. R. A.
Hingham, O. D.
Beverly, club, Buzzard’s Bay.
Chicago, power boat.
Atlantic, open, 3 P. M.
Quincy, club.
Corinthian, Marblehead, ocean race, Isles Shoals.
Taunton, power boats.
American, Newburyport, dories.
Winthrop, handicap.
Cohasset, club.
Edgewocd, Possner cup.
Morrisania, Corinthian Union.
New York, Glen Cove, New York thirties.
Newport.
Indian Harbor, cruising race to Bartlett’s Reef,.8 A. M.
Atlantic, closed, tees
Knickerbocker, power boat race, Marblehead to New
York.
Y. R. A., .New Rochelle.
Royal Canadian, 30ft. class.
Boston, Marblehead.
Keystone, special.
Bristol, Bristol-Montauk race.

30.

Wianno,

Hingham, O. D. C.
Beverly, club, Buzzard’s Bay.
Wollaston, inter-club.
Atlantic, open, Crescent A. C. regatta, 3 P.
Mosquito Fleet, Mass.
South Boston, interclub.
Eastern, ocean, New London, Marblehead
Winthrop.
Newport.
Cohasset.
i
;
American, Mass., cruise to Annisquam.

club.

BIG

YACHT.

M,

t

RACING.

So far as the season has shown in the early
races, the most sanguine forecast of early spring
“has not been overdrawn.
Saturday the feeling
among the owners seemed to be clearly against
risking their boats
in the bad weather
and
jeopardizing their sails, which, through Weeks
of careful tuning up, have been gotten in good
shape.
The schooner class will have
the entry of Queen, and much

in the next races
will be expected

of her, though she will have been away from her
builders but a short time, while the others in the
class have been put through the stiffest kind of
tuning subsequent
to alterations last. winter.
That Queen is going to be fast, there is no
doubt, and as near as may be judged from her
appearance, she is every inch a racer; she is the
finest product of ‘the famous Bristol yard, and
the beauty of her hull above water is supplemented with rigging and deck work that are

admirable.

.

The news from abroad,-in regard to’a cup
contest, receives wide circulation in the press,
and the type of boat’ most often mentioned is
a schooner,
Of late years some very fine vessels
of this type have been built in England, but
they followed as a result of a number of American schooners being sold abroad, and. these have
revived an interest that had waned.
In. sour
own waters schooners have always been’looked
upon with favor as good, handy vessels that
made
good
sport
in the racing.
Whatever
transpires later on the experience gained in the
racing of Queen, designed under the international rule; Corona, an ex-cup defender,: and
Elmina,
which represents
the old rule; will

be

valuable,

there
tainty

and

in view

will be added
pointed
out

of the

cup;

Atlantic Y. C. Regatta.

‘cup under a ‘challenge by a schooner ‘should,
after this season is over, somewhat relieve the

1906.

30.
30.
30.
30.
30.
30.
30.
30.
30.
30.
30.

ys
4
))
§K
==i
y
il
Yi ma

rumors

interest, and the unceras
to
the
fate
of the

anxiety, supposed
in general,
Committee

to. be tormenting

and. the New.
in particular.

°

York
|

Y.

yachtsmen
C.

Regatta

THE

first big event

classes

Boston
WITH.

THE,

SONDER

Letter.

*

Boats,—It

to

Sandy

Southwest

Hook,

Old Orchard,

has.

been,

an-

of the season

was

sailed

on the Lower Bay, by the yachts sailing in the
Atlantic Y.-C. regatta. .The course. for: the
larger vessels was to Southwest Spit and around
the Scotland Lightship, 26 miles; the smaller

has

17%

Spit,

Southwest

prevailed

an

the

miles,:and
idea

bell

buoy

off

the Q ‘class

Spit, 1514 miles..

that. the

to

There

racing

of big

nounced that the Sonderklasse boat, building at /yachts in the Lower Bay had beén abandoned
the: Baker. Yacht Basin from designs, of. Mr. .F. -In the case of:one club, at least, it Has; sascit
was held that the traffic interfered too much.
T. Wood. an. inspector of customs at the port of
However; the promise of the Regatta, Committee
Boston, is for. former. Commodore B..P., Cheney
of the Atlantic Y. C. was well kept, and there
and Mr. Charles D., Lanning, of the Boston,Y. C.
was a good attendance of fine racing yachts. .
She is expected to ‘be launched the: last, of the
The racing itself was of an interesting, and
week.
rine

The boat built at Bristol for Mr. F. G; Macomber, Jr., started around the Cape last Thursday
for. Marblehead.: She will be thoroughly tuned
up by her: owner before she is raced.
This boat
‘ts about thirty-five. feet.over all, and is not extreme in form.
-She will undoubtedly get. good
handling:
‘
Sumatra, owned by Mr. .Francis Skinner, Jr.,
has had weight. added to her keel, with the result
that she: handles very. much
better in strong
breezes.
She has been in the water longer than
any other boat in the class, but has had _ little
chance to prove what ‘she can do:m actual racing.
Most: of her tuning. up: has been in company with
the 18-foot knockabout Hayseed:
Il., owned by
Mr.-H: L,. Bowden, which has been made to conform to the restrictions of the Sonderklasse.

Sumatra

is probably

more

conservative,

in point

of dimensions, ‘than any other boat in the class.
Some believe that the boats of moderate dimensions will make the best average showing, but the

majority

believe

that the extreme

boats

‘will be

fastest.
:Sumatra will be favored in the handling
by being sailed by her dgsiaier, Mr. B. B. Crowninshield.
Mr. ‘George Wightman: is- having a boat built

at Fenton’s::

yard;

Mancheste:.,

from

designs

of

Mr, B.. Bse'Crowninshield.
His boat will be called
Bonidrei;: his two. 18- footers having been called
Bonito: and: Benitwo.
Lipton: CUP: FOR Creston description of the
eup offered by Sir Thomas Lipton for competition in class Q has been received. ‘The:cup, which
is one of the largest: ever offered in these waters,
is 3ft.: 6in. high: and is: valued at. nearly $1,000.
The stem of the cup is formed by two female
figures,’ representing Great Britain and America,
with emblems of: the two countries to distinguish
them.
The body of the cup rests upon a globe,
on which is a:chased figure of'a yacht under sail,
the globe resting upon the upraised hands of the

symbolic

figures.

‘Lhe

base of the cup and the

handles-are chased in bay leaves.
The cover is
decorated ‘with four heads, representing the four
winds, and the whole is surmounted by a figure
of Vietory, supported by four small figures representing sea nymphs.
On one side of: the cup is
a shield surmounted by the British and American flags, bearing the words: ‘‘The Sir Thomas
Lipton’:
championship.
‘cup
for
Massachusetts
Bay, 1906.”
Under this shield are the private signal ‘of Sir ‘Thomas-:and the flag of the Boston

PY RGN

enamel.

+iOn

the

reverse’

side

is the

spectacular kind, the finishes being close..

The

wind was fluky and uncertain; but seven that
was not able to spoil the racing.
The greatest
disappointment was in the non-appearance
:of
new boats: whose presence had been: promised.
' The 7o0-footers sailed an interesting race, and

the schooners Elmina’
Il. and Corona furnished
a most exciting finish.
The race.of the 27footers was not conclusive in regard to the
New York one-design boat, Cara Mia, that came

down

from

the

Sound.

In

the

Q

class

Joy

met her first defeat at the hands of last: year’s
champion Saetta.
The times follow:
Sloops—57 to 84ft.—Course 26 Miles—-Start 11:10.
Finish. . Elapsed.
Rainbow, C. Vanderbilt..... santo etessentonrs 4 28°49
5 16 49
Yankee, H.7 D> Maxwelliccu.
2c eeeenee 4 3415
- 4 22 15
Neola;'E%:D. King...... WAGE setae
eer 5Ye4 46 56
5 34 56
All boats handicapped Sine Corrected. time:
pei
5.16.49; Neola 5.21.57; Yankee 5.22.15.
Schooners—90- footers—Course 26 ‘Miles— Start alsbe20,
Corona, A,
o LUKE. neces
cen eecee eee 4 33 04
5 13 04
Elmina,
433/13
5 13 13
. Corrected time: Corona 5.10.43; Elmina 5.13.13..
Schooners—55-footers—Course 26 Miles—Statt 11:25.
Quickstep. E.. Hy avens.cu-ees sees 62518;
70018
Andromeda, C. W. Nason..... Fig nieioisiela 6 27 37
7,02 37
Corrected time:
Quickstep 7.00.18; Andromeda _6.57.47.
Special Class—Yawls
and’ Sloops—Course. 17% Miles—
Start 11:30.
Athion;:J...BY Probst) cscteesnane Lvidiete tte 44255
6 12 55
Sakanqg, Haviland, Bros: ..n2.¢..
se eee 5 11 14
5 41 14
Lotowana, E. EE. Malcolm... eee Did not finish. |
Corrected time: Sakana 5.00.11; Athlon 5.12.55.
Sloops—27 ‘and = Footers—Course 12 Pai
be 17-35.
Vivian II., S.
Vernon. :f.anoscentae 4 33 57
4 58 57
feacente, I Be ‘O’Donohue.........
005
ba 3446
4°59 40
Jigstep._F J. Havense.is
sc: vse nent 43504
5 0004
Cara
Mia, S. Wainwright...
ose vesenne 4 39 16
5 04 16
Sue, E. F. Luckenbach........0........ 44417
| 50917
Corrected time: Crescent 4.50.07; Jigstep 4.50. 25; Cara
Mia 4.54.87; Vivian IT. 4.58.57; Sue 4.59.38.
Sloops—22-footers—Course 151% MoS
ee 11.40. .
Saettas G, He" Church... ..0seneeeeerine
4 25 45
45
Spider, Hendon Chubb....c.cceu. teeter 40658
4 26 58

JOY; We Fi Childs t cew .cesietnee meena 40855

4 28 55

Mary, Max Grunderss.2.0n.
os
een 4 10 03
Questchs Jes Havensc-c.cocsene cee 41730

4 30 03
417 30

The

winners’

Andromeda,

were:

Corona,

Rainbow,

Sakana, Crescent, Saetta.

TAMERLANE:

HOME

FRoM

BerMubDA.—After

a

passage of 5 days 14 hours, the yawl Tamerlane,
Commodore Frank Maier, who won the Lipton

cup
York

in the
on

race

June

at the Brooklyn

16.

to Bermuda,
The

cup,

arrived

in New

which has arrived

Y. C., will soon

be presented

official insignia of the Yacht Racing Association
of Massachusetts.
This is decorated by the same
arrangement Of: flags ‘as the obverse side.
The
base’is ebony, to which are attached numerous
silver shields, on which the names of yachts win-

to the winner, but it is thought it will not be
accepted but ‘offered as a perpetual challenge
cup for races from New
York to Bermuda.

ning

' THE QUEEN DELIVERED TO Mr. MAxWELL.—The
Herreshoffs.
delivered
on
Saturday
last the

legs

for

the cup

will

be inscribed.

The

cup becomes the property of the owner in class
Q:of the Y. R. A. first winning two championships.
It is now finished, and will be’ shipped in
a few days to this country, when it will be exhibited at the various stations of the Boston Y. C.

‘

Joun

B. KiLteen.

RRR

.

schooner Queen, and under tow of the steam
yacht Celt, left for Oyster Bay, where Mr. Maxwell has a country place. Queen will be under
sail at every

opportunity

for the summer’s

races.

to try out and prepare

JUNE

Larchmont
Tue

FOREST

23, 1906.]

bad

Spring

weather

Regatta,

of Saturday

June

Bensonhurst

16.

kept the

big

boats that had gathered at Larchmont for the
racing at anchor, and it is expected the race
will be postponed till next Friday, June 22,
when it will be sailed off.
The biggest boats
to start were two N. Y. Y. C. 30-footers, the
raceabouts, the two classes of handicap yachts,
Rascal in the 27ft. sloop, 22-footers and 18footers.
The
winners
were:
Atair, Pretty
Quick; Tillicum II., Howdy, Houri, Paumonak
and Vivyen.
The summary follows:
Course

15%

1:00.
Finish.
Elapsed.
tat
OOTOMINUCYCL eine cee veccce veces 3 32 88 = 2 82: 38
PA rane
ACCT a cs orsisineisio
cece eisia nesists3 33 45
2 33 45
Raceabouts—-Course 11 Miles—Start 1:05.
Pretty dick, oA. Dalley... ..<o.5-24- 24509
1 4009
Cadeaux, William Swan.......... aaaietere 2 45 53
1 40 53
(Quik, 18, IN GUD GsAA see eersa neonate 25230
1 42 30
Handicap Class—First Division—Course 11 Miles—Start
1:10.
eieeme Gree GYAUDCEYn caress
cnc dese seine. 2 47 33
1 387 33
Shinicinan) TES AOR IS a1 G hn¥ah areca 2 50 40
1 40 40
Thelema, OE
a
ae
5 56 56
1 46 56
Corrected time:
Tillicum
II. 1.35.48; Rube
1.37.33;
Thelema 1.41.05.
Handicap Class—Second Division—Course 11 Miles—Start
L110;
Howdy, George Mercer, Jr.........:... 301-24
A 51 24
INaegeee
etre StOddart 2.0 o 5 se detec
ena 308 45
1 58 45
HCEMESSUIV YS CINE PES CLES fie.cs orclele os 10 cs.0 0: > 3 08 47
1 58 47
Corrected time:
Howdy 1.50.18; Kenoshi 1.54.55; Nadje
1.56.33.
27ft. Class—Course 11 Miles—Start 1:15.
Pea
SeAte em
Sere MeMW YTS cles ceisiesieicins
y= Withdrew.
Larchmont
One-Design
Saar
eis
11 Miles—Start
Bs

Nor
tease
meDGS I= Nercle wicicccccis'e
tortie sae 3 06 53
1 51 53
larat
hy eta
OP ENICE g. sreisis's sisieiea oes 3 14 01
159 OL
Vaquero, William Stump............... Did not finish.
22ft. Sloops—Course 11 Miles—Start 1:15..
Patumoraes bn eo) Currier. soc eccsccs
50s 3 1/ 07
2 02 07
Oveemanr jn be Giements.......-..«5-- Withdrew.
18ft. Sloops—Course 11 Miles—Start, J: 20.
Walsrapretion Ler liv Use Watt. icc stelclcists'sere
ese 3 252
2 052
Arizona, George W. Keariw....:... 00008 Withdrew.

Columbia

Y. C. Power

Boat

Races.

Cotumsia Y. C. Power Boat Race.—The

races

scheduled for Saturday, June 16, at the Corinthian Y. C. on the Hudson, were, considering the
nasty weather, well attended, and the continuous
racing was well attended and interesting, the
finishes being in some cases quite close.
It was
unfortunate that the Dixie had a mishap on the
way to the club previous to the race, and could
not enter.
Had the weather been fair, the meet-

ing would have been, considering

the number

of

beats entered, a notable one.
The summary follows:
Class H. and I.—Start 12:35—Course 8 Knots.
Finish.
Elapsed.
MiammaLy ae\ebme LOLLENCE sis. cse's.
csc ese12700
O4517
re POEL or SOU LE totelerais aa ciate Saisieiatejere'sicteseore1 27 46
0 32 28
Nanita, Grae
LEP HeISOte scene
vss ce osilB
Pips
0 57 52
Omeomi, GES
OHAW germ cc cca Mee sees 1 39 47
0 58 01
Kit allowed.
Corrected time:
Tormary 0.22.53; Kit
0.32.28; Nanita II. 0.87.34; Omeomi 0.34.31.
Class A and B—Start 2:15—Course 8 Knots.
Beldame, Hl. A. Lozier, Jr...ccessecces. 2 59 45
0 44 15
Peicaiiaee We}. SLEWlett, Jf. ss ccivecesos3 08 30
0 59 45
Sineaypey, (oe ak, (Gyre loreeoreacecer
ren 2 11 00
1 07 10
Beldame
allowed.
Corrected
time:
Beldame
0.44.15;
Lucania, Jr., 0.53.00; Shawana 0.55.30.
Class C and D—Start 11:35—Course 8 Knots.
Mosse ie.
Munsmiths..... 0-50... Feel 193
1 43 06
Cate NTT ULACIA aes cei sss Seis, ies s16it oisis cies14633
©6211 33
Corrected time:
Dossi 1.33.06; Scat 2.02.58.
Knickerbocker Sea Skunks—Start 4:00—Course 4 Knots.
VanICCCr EeVVig OlsD LAINALG sc cies oe hee cos 4 34 10
0 34 10
Classes O, P and Q—Start 4:35—Course 8 Knots,
Toyerty, “Uh TESs.18 rey Kall(ey2s
ee
ec aee 4 57 35
0 25 32
RUSE Eire Newel
nsROS Gitese coarelyee. sibleleeis00ir0 4 59 55
0 29 55
Simplex LVce A. 2 P; Smith.........; 5.02 07
«0.31.33
Dixie allows.
Corrected time: Den 0.21.47; Brushby
0.24.07; Simplex IV. 0.26.21.
Classes Reo and T—Start 5:26—Course 8 Knots.
Coloniawhs Ge Bournes ccc esuestcsccine 60000
0 34 38
PATIOat Pope oaIRAMICY oe vercisanicaes «siccerees 6 O01 35
0 46 35
Twentieth Century, L. K. Pettie...... 6 02 20
O37 be
MOT eaten MeN MLO eee tits erat aie,sesauetotey
fatate6 03 38
0 53 47
Corrected time:
Colonia 0.33.38; Anona 0.35.13; Twentieth Century 0.36.04; Chum 0.47.16.

Race

for Crescent

Cup,

June

and

J. H.

honors.
Fourth

The

Bergen’s
summary

Mamie

carried

off

the

is as follows:

Crescent Cup Race—Start 12:50—Course
Finish.
Vea rates Jag bas WV meDCEO Clie ermetneteatemts:«/ 1 49 09
New Moon, Cire
Lane don parses... =1 49 50
SpraysO- S.. Camplyelleiyy oss ncee .
1.6449

414 Miles.
Elapsed.
0 59 09
0 59 50
(1 04.49

IOOI

DAN KIDNEY @ SON, West De Pere,Wis

16.

Sue was the only

starter in the 3oft. class.
The Q class sailed a
close race, but the two Childs boats fouled, and
so were out of it; but on the last leg of the
course it was anybody’s race. The winners were:
Sue, Saetta and in the catboad class, 18-footers,
Cygnus won.
The summary follows:
Sloops—27-footers—Start
Suey

ies

be

oiuuckenbach.....

3:20—Course 11 Miles.
Finish.
Elapsed.
vader

peaed

08 38

(ATO
Tlanmev ie ceD OAS.,..s cacmlesislgek
scape micas 5 19
eae Cubanaye).< Ey. Lvesmerntseste
cis.urlaqeeioet: 5 35
Sloops—22-footers—Start 3:25—Course
Sacttan Gu He Churehaac.n
cence sct suena 5 03
Trois AERP mo Gelyt Es Ieee oe ome
yer Buc Coe 5 04
SOVa aeNViee oie MESA
ESCOW tials sretete stele siete ditereyets 5 04
*More Trouble, “Richard Child......... 5 04
Spider endorse @hilbbes
star ecteivenec 5 06
Mary

Miaxe

Grundetcn

1 48 38

26
1 59
56
215
11 Miles.
26
2 38
00
2 39
38
2 39
50
2 39
53
2 41

sss. sciesras
cae statics 5 O07 34

26
56

Builders

of

Gasoline

Launches,

fine

Pleasure

Hunting
Boats,
Canoes,
Send for Catalogue.

and

Small

Sail Boats.

KNOCK DOWN
Launches, row and

Of

BOATS

all

Descriptions.

sail boats,
Canoes and Huntin;
boats.

Send

for Catalogue.

52
00
38
50
53

2 43 34

*Disqualified for fouling.
Catboats—18-footers—Start 3:35—Course 514 Miles.
IVa
bive Vice heer oe VLOLS serge cirtelsterenielas 5 40 03
1 05 03
Cygnus, Dillingham & Southey........ 5 41 43
1 06 43

Pavonia

Y. C. Annual,

June

regatta, and it proved to be a very successful
affair.
The yachts sailed a 9-mile triangular
course off Bayonne.
The summary is as follows,
but the yachts not all having been measured, it
is impossible to specify the winners:
First Division—Sloops—Start 3:06—Course 9 Miles.
Finish.
Elapsed. Correct’d
THOTHIS (toe tens dence ac dihohnas awe sty
Shane
babh a
IN ATATET C3triaye steraleessaate
steas s'steiqnae sc4 21 42
1 15 42
1 15 30
Second Division—Sloops—Start 3:06—Course 9 Miles.
(Greta e Gate sie cite fes.« sow teenies 43600
13000
1 28 00
Oia
arto ee era ersererei ashia 4 34 25
128925
1 28 10
Open Cats—Start 3:06—Course 9 Miles,
TRONEE cts ects @lerstere staacesisters vie 31 00
1 25 00
1 19 00
INWIaTaN Siete eses wale watene viet we esc 4 27 00
1 21 00
1 21 00
Yawls—Start, 3:06—Course 9 Miles.
PFiOLAIGA @aha cistisiere taiseaiorwie es 4 slays4 36 38
1 30 38
1 30 38
VD OUTIIA ES yapye cae nrecserss
ae vere ore4 36 55
1 30 55
1 30 55
Auxiliaries—Start 3: Pes Course 9 Miles.
Gretehen

acetates
ota sams 4 58 21

Atalaritaarsescctscicct
cee soee ae4 58 46
PATITIA MED) Baettaaias
eke neteint sitie'sAeeg 4 58 53
Cabin Launches.
BUNCOMeedaeee
tite eceweettie
sie: Sail-over.

1 52 21

Cao

1 52 46
1 50 53

Ce tera

OLD TOWN
15 and 16 ft.
CANOES
Paddles,

Naval

Naval

Architect

15-footers—Start 3:80.
Finish.
Elapsed.
Dabrinamece Wiew VW ElMOLer esi iecsesdess 5 07 40
1 37 40
Wieem Weal ine ce GuthDELrte.s
ces eeiesres 3 10 05
1 40 06
Hicker Gu Gasrlenderson..
sis cssae. 5 11 04
1 41 04
Miarytories lle ain MV aSQOD «.<cinsiecistte ojs-crers 5 12 40
1 42 40

16, from

B.

F. Wood’s yard at City Island was launched Mr.
Alfred
Hennen
Morris’
new
4oft.
sloop
Gardenia, designed by Mr. William Gardner.
Gardenia will race in the same class as Mr. H.

M.

Raborg’s

Irondequoit

and

Mr.

E.

Burton

Hart’s
Kestrel.
Though
the
launching
of
Gardenia is so late, she was launched finished,

with her mast stepped, and all that was

neces-

sary was to bend the sails.
Gardenia is a very
pretty boat, double planked
mahogany
over
steel frames, and the work was well and neatly
carried out.

RRR

Drxie Starts SoutH.—Last week the power
yacht Dixie left the yards of her builders, the
Electric Launch Co., of Bayonne, for Galveston,
Lex hereanome port. Dixie was built on the
order of Mr. R. Waverly Smith.
The dimensions of the yacht are:
Length over all, o3ft.;

13ft. 6in., and depth, 7ft.
consists

of

two

110

The

engine

horse-power

Standard motors, which, on trial, gave the yacht
a speed of 15 miles an hour. Dixie is very well
constructed and fitted, the owner’s quarters being forward.
These are finished in mahogany,
the outside joiner being entirely of teak.
Dixie,
to reach Galveston, is going by way of the
Hudson
River, through the lakes, down the

Mississippi and through the Gulf.
ny

and

Brokers.

& BINNEY.)

Yacht

Broker,

Mason Bullding, Kilby Street, BOSTON, MASS.
Cable Address,

‘‘ Designer,”’?

Boston.

@ PACKARD,

131 State St., BOSTON,

Y. C.

June

and

BINNEY,

(Formerly StEwarT

BURGESS

Corinthian

LAUNCHED.—On

Each

Naval Architects and Engineers. ©Yacht Bullders,

‘

Tue weekly race of the 15-footers was sailed
last Saturday in spite of the easterly storm.
The
race was won by Sabrina, C. W. Wetmore, with
Wee Wean, Mr. R. L. Cuthbert, sailed by C.
Sherman Hoyt, second.
The summary follows:

GARDENIA

Archictects

ARTHUR

Marblehead

Seawanhaka

°1.—

H. H. KIFFE CO., 523 Broadway, New York

anes

Not timed.

Seawanhaka-Corinthian

°25.-

17.

THE Pavonia Y. C. held on Sunday its annual

installation

Tue fourth race for the Crescent A. C. was
sailed off Bayridge on Sunday in a light wind,

Y. C. Open, June

Gate and home, twice around.

breadth,

17.

STREAM.

Out of twenty-five entries only eleven materialized, owing to the bad weather.
The races
were sailed over the inside course
from off
Bensonhurst to Fort Hamilton; thence to Sea

Miles—Start

a1

AND

MASS.

Office and Works:

Tel

Nashua

4870 Main.

St., Marblehead, Mass,

300-Ton Railway.
Modern Building Shops. Two new
Storage Sheds. 10-Ton Steam Shearlegs. 21 feet of water
off our railway. Large Storage Capacity. Ship Chandlery
and Machine Shop. Repair Work of all kinds quickly
handled.

HOLLIS
Yacht
kinds.

BURGESS,

Broker.
General
Marine Agent.
Insurance
of all
Agent for the purchase and sale of Gasoline Engines.

Main Office, 10 Tremont St. Tel 1905-1 Main.

Branch Office, 131 State Si. Tel. 4870 Main. BOStON,Mass.

LORILLARD & WALKER,
Yacht Brokers,
Telephone 6950 Broad.

C. SHERMAN

NAVAL

41 Wall St.. New

York City.

Montcomery

H. Crark.

Hoyt.

HOYT

@

ARCHITECTS

YACHT BROKERAGE.
17

Battery

AND

ARCHITECTS.

ENGINEERS,

High Speed Werk,a Specialty.

Place,

SMALL
NAVAL

CLARK,
New

York.

BROS.
YACHT

No. 112 Water Street, BOSTON,
Fast cruisers and racing boats a specialty.

BROKERAGE.

MASS.
Tel. 3556-2 Main.

The H. E. BOUCHER
Mechanical

and

105 MAIDEN

Model

Shops,

LANE, NEW ae

Marine Models.:Kinds
A

Model
Late

SPECIALTY.

Making.
Inventions Developed.
Fittings for Model Yachts.

n charge of U. S. Navy

Washington,

Department

D. C.

Model

Shops,

FOREST
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AND

STREAM.
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i

A New

Launch.

TuHE launch illustrated above has lately been
delivered to her owner, Mr. Eben Stevens, of
Lawrence,

Sis.

Long

Island,

and

has

been

named

The design was made by Mr. E. B. Shock,

of our contemporary, The Rudder, and shows.
a nice little boat, well adapted for the work she

will have to do. Sis is entered in the Marblehead-College
Point race, starting from the
former place on June 28. Sis was built at the
yard

of the

Electric

and

is very

nicely

Launch

Co.

finished.

at Bayonne,

Her

dimensions

and particulars are as follows:

Length—
Over

valley
oe cere 4oft.

Weaterlinet.

Breadin

cutscenes
te rere

yi oe prs gators Mein pe

ee

35it.

ee

10ft

Draft
$0
Breeboard eee ca vent ener en Bee eee
J CaSt wes piuasine eens Cena
oe eae:

Sites
4it. gin.
2it.. 6in.

IA TE rears ec nere ieee ete och
et SIT
Engines), ... ee. keg Cynder slosh eayaeraie

YACHTING NEWS

The races are all open,
is being made to make

isuccesstul.

NOTES.

Power Boat OcEAN RAce.—The

list of entrants

for the power boat race from Marblehead to New
York, closed last week, shows fifteen entries, a
number which must be very gratifying to the
Knickerbocker Y. C.
The course is about 280

miles in length around
bring

out

the

abilities

Cape Cod, and is one to
of the contestants,

SIS—-ENTERED

which

the race of a year ago, and they are
a whole, more fit for their work, from
design, than when these races were inIt is in this class of boat that the
of the greatest number of yachtsmen

or boatmen
their

are centered, and properly

development

means

more

toward

so—for
obtaining

a good reliable boat and engine at a proper price
and that is also comfortable

kind of racing is the one

heartiest

and seaworthy.

that should

support:

have

This

the

;

‘The following are the entries:
Richard Hutchinson’s Davy Jones, Corinthian
Yacht Club of Marblehead; 21 horse power Jaeger engine.

Alfred

L. Lincoln’s

Unome;

30 horse

power

Barber.

A, A. Low’s May, Knickerbocker

Yacht

Club;

30 horse power New York kerosene engine.
R. H. Curry’s Yo-ho, Chelsea Yacht Club; 2
horse power Brown-Talbot.
J. B. Valentine’s Valotta, Fall River Yacht

Club; 24 horse power Lamb.
E. N. Tarbell’s Taru, Boston
horse power Jaeger.

Yacht

Club;

20

. L. Mansen and E. P. Lincoln’s Gabrielle,
Boston Yacht Club; 18 horse power Lamb.
Francis C, Welch’s Whew, Boston Yacht Club;
17 horse power Murray & Tregurtha.

: Drnold Schlat’s Aranca;
ard.

15 horse power

Stan-

The

Yacht Club; 20 horse power Lamb.

Sidney Williams’s Alice J., Edgewood Yacht
Club; 15-horse power Hasbrouck,
A. L. Swasey’s Sarapa, New York Yacht Club;
20 horse power Buffalo.

Eastern

Rue
Y. C. Power

power boat racing offered for some
by the Eastern Y. C. at Marblehead

Races.—The
years past
has been a

feature in Massachusetts Bay, and the Regatta
Committee has done good and thorough work

to avoid the disappointments to which this sport
has been subject.
This year the club is planning an active campaign, as last year there was

not the interest,

arrival

of

boats

by reason
coming

of the delay in the

from

distant

points.

The interest in this class of racing is growing,
and

the number

of fast boats

would

well

make

it worth while for the New York flyers to make

the journey to Marblehead.

and every inducement
them interesting and

Eastern

22301 BJM:

Y.-C,

course

is one

YORK

RACE,

Tue

Hanpicap

Crass

L. I. Sounp.—The

Sound,

han-

since its in-

‘follows:
First

‘Division—G,

P..

Dyer’s

Granberry’s

Huntress,

Rube,

1 per cent.;

'F. M.. Weeks’s Little Peter, I per cent.; Man‘uel B. Pendas’s Firefly, 314 per cent.; C. S.
iPalmer’s Naiad, 5 per cent., and Dr, A. E. Black’s
Thelema, 6 per cent.

Second

Division.—H.

C. Pryor’s

Grasshopper,

scratch;
Warren
Murdock’s
Scamp,
% _ per
cent.; George Mercer, Jr.’s, Howdy, 1 per cent.;
R. R. Stoddard’s Nadje, 2 per cent.; George E.
Voltz’s Kenoshi IL, 214 per cent., and W. R.
Berth’s Kenoshi, 314 per cent.
;
RRR
Errort HAs First TrrAL.—On June 14 the new
bronze sloop, Effort. designed by Mr. Henry J.
Gielow for Mr. Frank M. Smith, and built at Mr.
Robert Jacob’s yard, City Island, hada
trial.
The day was bad from a sailing point of view,
the wind being light, but the boat behaved well,

and was satisfactory.

Effort will proceed imme-

idiately to tune up for the races, in which she
will meet Commodore Clark’s. Herreshoff’s boat
Trolita IT., Mr. H. F. Lippit’s Weetamoe, and Mr.

ID) BINS

INGE

eR
YACHTS
CHANGING
HANpSs.—The_
9go0-ft: auxiliarv
schooner
Whim,
owned
by
Mrs.
T.
McGregor
Terry. has. been chartered
to Mr.
‘Walter R. Herrick,
New
York City, for the
season by the Seabury Company.
The same firm have also sold the 6o0ft. boat
Edmee to the Hon, Lermweh E. Quigg.
Both of these boats are now in commission, and
left Morris Heights a few days ago.
ee RR
TRANSPACIFIC RACE.—There were three starters
in the Transpacific race to Honolulu that left San
Pedro, Cal.. on Tune 11 on the 2,100 mile race

to

Honolulu.

The.boats

of the race is to be at Diamond

are:

La

Paloma,

schooner, representing the Hawaii Y. C., Commodore MacFarlane; length over all, 4oft. ° She
carries a crew of five men, and receives an allowance of twenty-seven hours.
Turline, schooner,
represents the South Coast Y. C., Commodore H.
H. Sinclair; her length ‘over all is &3ft., carries
a crew of six men, andiré¢eives an allowance of

eleven hours. Anemone, ketch, New York Y. C.,
jMr. Charles L. Jutt, of Colorado Springs;.length
a

Head,

Honolulu,

and the Hawaii Y. C. offers a $500 prize. It is
e~nected that it will take about twenty-one to
thirty days for the boats to reach their destination.
Ree

NEWPORT

30-FOOTERS

James

anchorage

ception this spring, has in its few races brought
out a strong contingent.
The continued success
‘of two boats has led to a decision of the’ com‘mittee to divide the boats into two classes, as

scratch; Leonard

over all, 112ft., load water line, g1ft. Captain
Linderberg, who brought the yacht out from New
York, will be in charge, with a crew of eleven
men.
Anemone is the scratch boat. The finish

Mr.

RRR

‘dicap class on Long Island

I

Eben Stevens’s Sis; 18 horse power Craig.
J. B. Schmelzel’s Sussie, Knickerbocker Yacht
Club; 15 horse power Murray & Tregurtha.
George
C. Sutton’s
Shawna,
Bergen
Beach

THe

MARBLEHEAD-NEW

‘of the best on the coast.
It is a triangular one,
shaving very easy turns, and is well protected by
‘islands.
The Motor Boat Committee is com‘posed of W. B. Stearns, chairman, Marblehead;
pAe AL Packard, “rt, Je. Bowden, Gish leymane
jGeo. »1b, =Batcheldetay
secrétarya
swacess
ware
‘scheduled as follows: July 4, 10.30 A. M.; July
126, 27 and 28, 10:30 A. M.; Aug. 11 and Aug 25,

have undergone a change by reason of knowledge
gained in
to-day, as
a point of
stituted.
attention

FOR

Photo by Robinson.

SPCeEd trex ohwass orn bes 9% to Io miles
Rating Bit sea nent arit,
iSisplacements
am sets 650 tons
Plank? aecsc
ven mice yin. cedar
Oak frames ..
.....134X134xI2in. centers

broke

A.

GETTING

Garland’s

READy.—Hera,

30-footer,

is

at Potter’s Cove, Carolina,

Jones;

Ruck,

Mr.

at

her

Mr. Pem-

E. D. Morgan,

and Va-

quero, Mr, Harry Payne Whitney, are completing their overhaul and will soon be. in racing
trim.

Ree
GAUNTLET
Home.—The
sloop Gauntlet, the
smallest competitor in the Bermuda race, sailed
for New York on June Io and crossed the bar
at Sandy Hook at 10.30 on the morning of the 18th,
proceeding to an anchorage off the Brooklyn Y. C. ~
The voyage back was safely accomplished.
Mr.
Robinson’s crew, Messrs. Dunlap and Higgins,
returned by steamer, and a Bermudian was
shipped

to bring

the boat

home.

Mr.

Robinson

and his plucky wife seemed to have enjoyed
the trip very much, though it was somewhat
rough,

and

are much

reception accorded
Garntlet will refit
ocean race.

elated

at the very

them in
and. enter

pleasant

Bermuda.
Thethe Marblehead
sie
wd

RRR
SALES
AND
STEVENS —The

Mr.

Walter

chartered

CHARTERS.
By
Messrs.
Cox
steam yacht Charavi, owned

Hawxhurst,

for the summer

&
by

of this city, has been
to Mr. Cordova,

who.

will use the vessel on the St. Lawrence River.
Bae ae North will be made by way of the Erie
anal.

P

A

The auxiliary schooner yacht Alsacienne, formerly the Norseman, built for the Goelet family,
and now the property of Mr. W. T. Van Brunt,
of this city, has been chartered by Mr, Bacon, who will spend the summer on the boat cruising
between

New

York

and Nova

Scotia.

.

The auxiliary schooner yacht Edris, property
of Mr. Huston Wyeth, has been chartered for the
summer. to Mr, Thayer, of Boston, who will use.
the boat in Eastern waters, and also for occa-

sional trips to New

York.

The

Edris has just

returned from a cruisein the West Indies,
has shown herself an excellent boat.

and

NOTICE TO NEWS STAND BUYERS
Give Your Dealer an Order.
After June 30 the Forest AND STREAM will be
unreturnable by dealers, but will be supplied by
them to regular customers and on order. Readers

accustomed

to buy at news

stands

and

book

stores should not fail to give their dealers a
standing order in advance, so that they may not
fail to obtain the paper regularly,

FOREST

AWAY

OUT

AND

STREAM.

IN NORTH

DAKOTA,

where sportsmen have been educated from boyhood to recognize
guns and ammunition which sum up to make “ winning quality,”

the differences in

UAC.

SHELLS WON EVERYTHING.
The win occurred at the North Dakota State Shoot, held at Fargo, June 13 and
14. Practically every honor in the programme was won by some Dakota amateur
shooting U. M. C. Arrows or Nitro Clubs. The list follows:

North Dakota State Championship,

-.

. -

won by D. C. Rand.
Special Handicap,
won by H. D. Barnard.
Special Trophy Shoot,
See
e
- George Davis, High Gun.
Highest Amateur Average,
B
d
won by C. R. Wilkinson.
Highest General Average, won by J. L. D. Morrison.
Put

THE

UNION

your

confidence

METALLIC

in

“Winning

CARTRIDGE

Agency,

313

CO.,
New

Broadway,

‘Ogee

Quality.”’

Bridgeport,
York

TRENT

ciation of Connecticut, under auspices of Colt Gun
Club.
Dr. D. C. Y. Moore, Sec’y, South Manchester.
26.—Edgewater,
N.
J.—Palisade
G.C
A. A.
Schoverling, Sec’y.
Aug. 8-10.—Hamilton, Ont.—Dominion of Canada Trapshooting Association’s sixth annual tournament.
P. Thompson, Sec’y-Treas.
Aug. 7-10.—Parkersburg,
W. Va.—Indian
annual
powwow and tournament; added money, $1,000.
Address
Mallory Brothers.
*Aug. 8.—McKeesport, Pa.—Enterprise Gun Club.
Aug. 13-17.—Kansas City, Mo.—Missouri State Game and
Fish Protective Association twenty-ninth annual tournament.
R. S. Elliott, Sec’y.
Aug. 21-23.—Denver, Colo.—The Interstate Association’s
Western
Handicap tournament, under the auspices
of the Denver Trap Club; $3,000 added money. Elmer
E. Shaner, Sec’y-Mgr., Pittsburg, Pa.
*Aug. 23—Ambridge (Pa.) Gun Club.
Sept. 3.—Phillipsburg,
N. J.—Alert G. C. Labor Day
July

If you want your shoot to be announced
send a notice like the following:

here

Fixtures.
June 26-27.—Bradford (Pa.) G. C. tournament; $500 added.
Joseph Le Compte, Sec’y.
June 28.—Edgewater, N. J.—Palisade G. C.
June 28.—Allenton (Pa.) G. C. target shoot.
C. F. Kramlich, Capt.
:
June 30.—Sherbrooke, P. Q. annual tournament.
C. H.
Foss, Sec’y.
’
*June 30.—Sewickley, Pa.—Sewickley Valley Gun Club.
July 2-3.—Stratford, Ont.—Pastime G. C. tournament.
A.
W. Fisher, Sec’y for Com.
;
July 3-5.—Shreveport (L. A.) G. C. amateur tournament.
Ed. Dickson, Sec’y.
July
3-5.—Shreveport,
La—Caddo
G. C. tournament.
Cash and prizes, $1,000. J..J. Broadfield.
July 4.—Utica, N. Y.—Riverside G. C. all-day tournament.
E. J. Loughlin, Sec’y.
July 4.—Edgewater, N. J.—Palisade G. C.
uly 4.—Richmond, Va., G. C. J. A. Anderson, Sec’y.
uly 10-11.—Carthage, Mo.—The Missouri
and
Kansas
League of Trapshooters’ tournament.
*July j1.—Monongahela, Pa.—Monongahela City G. C.
Md.—Malone’s

summer

tourna-

ment.
J. R. Malone, Mgr., 2671 Pennsylvania Ave.,
Baltimore.
:
July 16-17.—Duluth, Minn.—Duluth
Central G, C. tournament.
A. A. Farrington, Pres.
July 17-19.—Philadelphia,
Pa.—The
Interstate
Association’s Eastern
Handicap tournament, under the ausices of the Florists’ Gun Club; $1,000 added money.
Imer E. Shaner, Sec’y-Mgr., Pittsburg, Pa.
*July 25.—Scottdale (Pa.) Gun Club.

July 25,—Hartford, Conn.—Consolidated

U. S. A.

ES

Trapshooting.

Tay 11-12.—Betterton,

Cona.,

City.

Gun Club Asso-

target
tournament.
Easton,
Pa.

Edward

F.

Markley,

Chairman,

Sept. 3.—Fall River, Mass.—Labor Day shoot of Westport Factory G. CC.”
A. W. Lewis, Sec’y.
Sept. 46.—Des Moines, Ia., tournament.
Budd & Whitney,

money.

Elmer

E,

Shaner,

Sec’y-Mgr.,

Pittsburg,

Pa.

Sept. 11-12.—Scammon, Kans.—The Missouri and Kansas
League
of Trapshooters’
tournament.
Dr. C. B.
Clapp, Sec’y, Moberly, Mo.
Sept. 13.—Hartford, Conn.—Consolidated Gun Club Association of Connecticut, under auspices of Colt Gun
Dr.

D.

C. Y.

Sept. 13-14.—Columbus

Shattuck,

Sec’y.

Moore,

(O.)

Sec’y,

South

to

,

Pennsylvania

Trapshooters’

League,

Fred

ad
The O. C. S. A. won the Dean Richmond trophy with
Mr. Ray Hendricks won the
a score of 70 out of 75.
first merchandise prize, a $125 L. C . Smith gun, with a
first

of

24 out

of

score.

high

John

25.

Martin , of

New

York,

won

average.

amateur

sd
Mie
York

ee

Ar

State

Re

Elliott

won

high

shoot

last

week,

and

average

at

compete

on

Tuesday,

the

first

the

consequently

winner of the New
York
City cup.
Mr.
R.
was
high for the last three days, not being
day.

New

was

O.

the

Heikes

allowed

to

:

®
The
day

Middlesex

Gun

Club

tournament,

July

27-28,

ington,

which

are

announces
on

equipped

its

with

a

ington

street,

Boston,

midsummer

grounds,

one

traps, one set Sergeant system, and a
out events.
The
Secretary
is Robert

set
trap

at

of five

Lex-

expert

miss-and-

for

Smith,

two-

East

163

Wash-

Mass.
td

The
ten

E.

TWISTERS.

visitors,

Manchester.

G. C. fall tournament.

*Sept. 19.—Pittsburg.—Greater Pittsburg Gun Club.
Oct. 2-4-—Des Moines, Ia.—Hopkins Brothers’ shoot.
N. Hopkins, Mgr.

*Western

AND

ES

Secretary
T. Benton
King
writes
us that on June 11
the Brownsville,
Tenn.,
Gun
Club
was
organized,
with
thirty charter members,
and that shoots will be held on
every Friday afternoon.
A cordial invitation is extended

Mgrs.

*Sept. 5.—Brownsville (Pa.) Rod and Gun Club.
Sept. 8-10.—Los Angeles, Cal.—The
Interstate Association’s Pacific Coast Handicap tournament, under the
auspices of the Los Angles Gun Club; $1,000 added

Club.

DRIVERS

lie PRESETS

Avon,

15-target

Pa.,
events,

Gun

Club

provides

$1 entrance,

for

a

programme

its shoot,

to

be

of
held

A special feature is the match which is
on June 28.
announced to take place between Mr. Geo. Hansell, of
Lebanon, and Mr. Ressler, of Lancaster, for $100 a side,
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The contest for the championship of the State of New
Hampshire, of which the Peters trophy is the emblem,
was held on the grounds of.the Derryfield Gun Club,
Manchester,

recently.

The

contestants

Gross, of Henniker, and Mr.
Gross scored 91 and won.

Elmer

were

Mr.

E. Reed,

W.

C.

the holder.

We consider that the authoritative letters on the duties
of manufacturers’ agents, published in our trap columns
this week, will do inestimable good in correcting many
concerning
them, or some of them.
misapprehensions
These
letters are well worth
reading
by those
who
shoot, those who expect to shoot, and those who belong
to the growing class which has shot.

x.
decision of the Court
1 June 18, the long pending
of Errors and Appeals of New Jersey was rendered in
the case of Messrs. Charles W. Davis and Rudolph F.
Harned, members of the Riverton Gun Club, who were
the principals in a test case of the act prohibiting live
bird shooting from the traps in New Jersey.
The court
affirmed the decision of Supreme
Court Justice Fort,
confirming the conviction of the appellants.
This finally
sets at rest the status of live bird shooting in that State.

Bw,
Capt. C. G. Blandford writes us’ that “The regular
practice shoots of the Ossining, N. Y., Gun Club will
be discontinued during the summer months.
The property upon which the grounds are situated has been sold
to be cut up into building lots.
A new site has’ been
secured, which provides a better background (sky light)
than the old.
The new property is on the trolley line,
and the club house will be moved at once.
A grana
stand will be erected for the accommodation of spectators, and during the latter part of the summer there will
be .a tournament and house-warming.
It is hoped that
the old-time interest in this finest of sports will be revived, and the ninth year of the Ossining Gun Club will
be more active than any preceeding it.”

td
Programmes
of the Interstate
Association
Eastern
Handicap are ready for distribution.
This great event,
the first of the subsidiary handicaps to be held in the
East, is fixed to take place on the grounds
of the
Florists’ Gun Club, July 17-19, at Wissinoming, Pa. The
Interstate Association and the Florists’ Gun Club add
$1,000, of which $150 is reserved
to purchase a $100
trophy for the winner of first in the Eastern Handicap,
and a $50 trophy for the winner of first money in the
Preliminary
Handicap.
Other moneys
allotted as _follows:
Eastern
Handicap,
$200, Preliminary
Handicap
$100, seven amateur high guns in regular events (handicaps

excluded)

will

receive

$10,

$9,

$8,

$7,

$6,

$5,

$65.

Among the amateurs who shoot in all the regular events
(handicaps excluded), and who fail to win the amount
of their entrance, $500 will be divided pro rata.
The $500
will be further increased by the $1 per day charged to
each amateur who contests.
If there is any surplus of
this fund, it will be divided among the amateur high
guns, one money for each $10 surplus.
On the first day
twelve 15-target events are provided.
On the second
day there will be six 15-target events, $1.50 entrance;
Preliminary

Handicap,

100

targets,

$7 entrance,

handicaps

14 to 22yds; high guns; open to all. There is a like programme for the second day, except that the special event
will

be

the

Eastern

Handicap,

100

targets,

$10

entrance,

handicaps, 14 to 22yds.; high guns; open to all.
Ship
guns, etc., prepaid, to V, V. Dorp, 816 Chestnut street,
Philadelphia.
Any information
will be cherrfully furnished by E. T. Coleman, Secretary Florists’ Gun Club,
Camden, N. J., or by Elmer E. Shaner, Secretary-Manager, Interstate Association, 219 Coltart Square, Pittsburg,
Pa.
BERNARD

WATERS.

NOTICE TO NEWS STAND BUYERS
Give Your Dealer an Order.
After June 30 the Forest AND STREAM

will be

to

buy

at

news

stands

and

book

stores should not fad to give their dealers a
standing order in advance, so that they may not
fail to obtain the paper regularly.

Representatives.

To the foregoing we received replies as follows:
New Haven, Conn., May 22.—Editor Forest and Stream:
Answering your favor of the 17th inst., in which you
ask us to outline the duties of our shooting representatives and tell you about how we expect their work conducted, we wish to say that the primary object of the
shooting force is to maintain and promote a healthful
and sportsmanlike
interest in trapshooting.
This can
only be accomplished by having in mind for first consideration at all times the best interests of the amateur
shooter.
We want the friendship of our amateur friends,
and. we want them to make the best possible showing at
the traps.
We like to see them slip in and win “high
average’’

away

from

our

representatives

wherever

they

can, because this only helps to demonstrate the possibilities of the sport from an amateur standpoint.
You will,
of course, understand that we desire our shooting representatives to make a good showing, but it is understood by all of our boys that the score itself must be
secondary to the general welfare of the sport, and it is a
fact that no Winchester shooting representative was ever
called to task by this office on account of a low score.
As proof of the policy of our men in matters of this kind,
we have only to cite the number of tournaments
at
which Messrs. Hawkins, Trimble, Taylor, Hirschy and
others have assisted in office work, to the detriment of
their averages; and it is, of course, a well-known fact
that no one can attend to the details in connection with
the management of a tournament and at the same time
do himself justice at the traps.
We cannot feel that the complaints brought to your
attention represent the true sentiment of our amateur
friends in general.
We are receiving daily requests for
the attendance and help of our representatives, and our
files hold conclusive proof that the efforts of representatives like F. C. Whitney, L. A. Cummings,*Ward Burton and others, who will take charge of a tournament
and conduct it in a businesslike manner without cost to
the club, are appreciated to a degree entirely commensurate with the heavy expense which their long jumps
to different secticns of the country necessitate.
As regards professionals appropriating for themselves
favored positions in the first squad, and making unjust
claims upon the referee, we cannot recall that any report
of

this

kind

regarding

our

men

has

reached

us

either

directly cr ind ctly. Certainly there can be no mercenary incentive, because our men are instructed not
to shoot for the money unless it is necessary for them
to do so in order to make their entry, and they need have
no fear of complaint from headquarters on account of the
lost average,
because
we believe
every
man
in our
employ will do his best for the company, and do it in a
gentlemanly

unreturnable by dealers, but will be supplied by
them to regular customers and on order. Readers
accustomed

Manufacturers’

HEREWITH we publish a circular letter sent by Forest
AND STREAM to several distinguished manufacturers.
New York, May 18.—We have substantial reasons for
believing that trapshooting amateurs in general have extremely imperfect knowledge and false ideas about the
duties of manufacturers’ agents who act as missionaries
or shooters.
We think that the particular purposes of
the manufacturers in sending out agents are misunderstood very materially.
The professional shooter is generally supposed to have a dominant intention to make high
scores for himself and for his consequent benefit, which
scores in turn are used for advertising purposes by his
employers.
There is also a notion that the permanency
of the shooter’s business position is contingent on his
making high scores day after day.
It is a matter of
rumor that to maintain their scores some professionals
do not hesitate to browbeat the referees at local shoots,
and attempt to score doubtful targets as broken targets.
Also that they are insistent on having place in the first
squad at such shoots, thereby avoiding a bad light at the
end of the day and a late stay at the grounds, etc.
These are mentioned as mere rumors, concerning which
as to their value you are undoubtedly better informed
than we are.
We do not attempt to pass upon the question at all.
Our purpose is only to assist as far as we
may in placing the professional shooter in a true and
good light in relation to his company and to his fellows
when participating in the shoots generally.
It goes without saying that such gossip as we have
referred to cannot but unfavorably affect the sport of
trapshooting, and incidentally must injure the business
interests relating to it.
It has occurred to us, then, that a full statement of the
duties enjoined on manufacturers’ agents by their employers, in so far as they may be directly interesting to
clubs and trapshooters, would be of much benefit to all
concerned.
‘Thereby trapshooters at large would be relieved of groundless apprehension;
there would be a
check upon unwarranted presumption, if there should be
any; and the public would at all times know precisely
what is sanctioned by the manufacturers in respect to
their agents and what is not.
The full scope of our position and purpose in presenting it are obvious, we trust, without further elaboration.
We believe that the fullest publicity is the true remedy
in all such matters.
We would be pleased to publish a
letter on this subject from you, if you deem it advisable
to convey to the public the information suggested, with
such further information as you may care to present
therewith.

manner,

and

when

they

lose

out,

we

have

the satisfaction of feeling that they have done their best.
We should consider any attempt to secure a high average by unjust claims upon the referee a direct effort to
deceive this office; but this is something which will never
give us uneasiness.
We know our men pretty well, and
do not believe they would ever resort to anything of this
kind.
It is our opinion, however, that the management
of different tournaments, in their desire’to feature professionals and secure a good record for their grounds,
often arrange to give the professional shooters good
positions;

and

this

is

only

natural,

because

they

come

as an advertised attraction, and the crowd turns out to
see them.
This is something, of course, which rests
with the management of the tournament, and we know
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that in a great many cases the professional does not
even select his position on the programme, but has _it
assigned to him by those in charge of the office.
We
think it is safe to say that a shooting representative who
would lose sight of his own and his company’s interests
sufficiently to crowd out the amateur, will not long remain in the game.
We believe that the hundreds of
sportsmen who have written, thanking us for the services
of our men, and expressing approval of their gentlemanly
conduct,

are

sincere

in

their

statements,

and

if this

is

a

correct deduction, we have reason #0 feel that the majority of our friends in the trapshooting world are satisfied
with the present condition,
Wincuester Repeatinc Arms Co.
(S. G. Lewis, Sales Mgr.)

New York, May 31.—Editor Forest and Stream:
Replying to your recent letter, in which you asked us for
information regarding the duties of the professional trapshooter, and his relations to amateurs, would say we are
pleased to note that you have brought this matter up,
and we shall be glad to make a stament of the facts,
believing that it is for the interest of amateurs, professionals and the shooting public to know what we expect of the U. M. C. experts, and publicity seems to be
the popular remedy of the day.
Our shooting representatives are chosen not altogether
for their score-making abilities, as we expect our men
to be, above all, true sportsmen in the best sense of
the word, and thoroughly conversant with modern business methods.
By their expertness they command the
attention and respect of amateur sportsmen, who seek
their -advice
on shooting
subjects and emulate
their
scores.
We wish our men to belong to the sporting
fraternity, for there is a bond between every sportsman
and lover of dog and gun, and we believe that each one
of our representatives has the password.
The modern
dealer who supplies the demand for guns, shells, etc.,
can only be approached by a thorough business man,
and we expect our experts to be able to advise with
dealers as to what shells are in demand and every detail
not covered by our regular salesmen.
On the shooting ground the professional is always glad
to do everything within his power to make the shoot a
success—to aid the manager with advice or assistance
when necessary, to vie with the expert amateur, and to
coach the beginner; in fact, to exert every honest effort
to promote the sport of trapshooting.
Our men do not compete for money prizes, and it is
a mistaken idea on the part of some shoot managers
that it is necessary to offer a special cup, badge or purse
_ to attract
professionals.
The several
sporting goods
concerns are only too glad to send their professionals
where there will be a large attendance of amateurs.
To
secure a large attendance of professionals, therefore, it
is advisable
that the money
purses
should be large
enough and divided by an equitable system such as the
Rose system,
for example, which gives some
of the
money to every one who has made a respectable score,
instead of dividing it into two or three purses for the
“‘top-notchers,”’ who are thus benefited at the expense of
a large number of average shots.
U. M. C. professionals are never expected to claim any
doubtful targets.
They always accept the decision of the
referee as final, as they are hired for the purpose of
creating business, not friction.
They are expected to
make as high a score as possible, but to never let this
interfere with an opportunity to give advice or assistance.
We do not believe that it is usually necessary for experts to shoot in the first squad in order to finish early
and leave the grcunds before the shoot is over, nor do
we ‘encourage
‘“‘shooting up’’-—that is, shooting faster
than other competitors, and thus permitting them to
come late to a shoot or leave early.
This is very apparently unfair to the other competitors, who have faced
weather conditions occasioned by wind, rain, bad light,
etc.—such important elements in target shooting.
We do not expect our representatives to refuse difficult
targets under any conditions.
This is never permitted
at the Grand American Handicap, and should it occur
at any shoot, the matter should be immediately brought
to the attention of the shoot manager.
In conclusion, we wish to repeat that every shooting
representative employed by the Union Metallic Cartridge
Company is expected to have as his one object, the promotion of the manly sport of trapshooting.
Nothing
unfair or in any way unsportsmanlike will be tolerated
by either the company or its representatives.
THe Unton METALLIC CarRTRIDGE Co:
(A. C. Barrell, Adv. Mer.)

Witmincton, Del., June 9.—Editor Forest and Stream:
Your letter regarding the very general misapprehension
that exists as to the duties of trade representatives at
tournaments is timely, and if you can do anything to
correct that misapprehension, it surely ought to be appreciated.
The subject is not an easy one to handle,
but we will do our best to set forth our views in this
communication, and if you care to use the whole or part
of it in any article you ‘may contemplate writing, the
same is at your disposal.
In

selecting

merely

an

expert

shooter

one

would

natu-

rally look around for only a topnotcher—one who can
stay there all the time, and who by his censistent work
with the shotgun must surely direct attention to the
‘regularity”’ of the ammunition that he is using.
And
“ammunition,”
from our point of view means
“shotgun smokeless powder.”
But to fill the bill according to our ideas of what a
first-class ‘“‘trade representative’? must be, excellence of
marksmanship, although of course much to be desired, is
a secondary consideration.
In selecting our corps of
trade representatives, gentlemen who attend tournaments
and

club

shoots,

we

look

for various

qualifications.

They

had-to be gentlemen, energetic in securing information
and able and willing to sit down after a long, hard day
at a tournament and send in a written statement of conditions, trade and otherwise, as they had found them.
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They had to be men well known and popular, capable of
retaining that popularity (no easy matter, by the way),
and willing at all times and under any conditions to jump
in and help out the management of any tournament that
was in need of such assistance,
This latter quanfication
ought

to

set

at

rest

once

to do

work

and

for

all

the

idea

that

the

one aim of trade representatives is to make high scores.
Of course, they all want to be as near the top as possible; but every shooter knows that it is given to few, if
any,

to be able

at a tournament

and

shoot
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WINCHESTER
—

sat

jist

cbensesenaeisesnmeabil

well

at the same time.
Judging from the number of applications that reach
us, all looking for an engagement as trade representative
or “shooter,” the position must be looked upon by very
many as somewhat of the nature of a cinch.
As a cold
matter of fact, the very opposite would be a correct
estimate.
Long, tedious railroad journeys, the exposure
to all kinds of weather, the fact that they ‘‘have to shoot,”
whether they want to or not, the gathering of useful information and the reporting of the same, as well as
the necessity of always being willing to hear ‘‘troubles”’
and being “pleased to meet you,’? not matter how tired
out they may be as the result of a severe schedule of
tournaments
and club shoots that they have had to
attend, shows that the real work is not easy, and that
a trade representative worthy ef the name must be at
least a diplomat as well as a worker.
There are indeed
many thorns that beset the path of a trade representative,
but there are also some roses, and a great big rose is
the certainty that, no matter where the shoot is to be
held, he is absolutely certain te meet at that point as
fine a lot of gentlemen and good fellows as anybody could
possibly wish to meet.
It might, perhaps, be correct to say that primarily our
idea in sending out trade representatives is to gather
business information of value, and also to show the excellence of our powder by shooting it so well as to call
attention to that excellence by reason of high scores and
long runs.
But there are hundreds of places and tournaments where such attendance is not needed from a
strictly business standpoint, but-to which we send our
men largely out of friendship for the local club’s management or as a proof of our firm belief in the good
American definition of what constitutes reciprocity,
With
our comparatively
small corps of representatives,
we
are of course unable to be represented at every tournament, particularly at the present time, when such events
are scheduled in larger numbers than ever before in the
history of the sport of trapshooting.
The routes of our
representatives have to be planned well ahead, and due
recognition has to be given in arranging those routes to
railroad schedules.
Very many times we have to apparently neglect some of our friends owing to previous
engagements and inconvenient train service.
Again, the
human

frame

is not

a

machine,

and

needs

to

be

rested

.22 CALIBER AUTOMATIC RIFLE.

up oftener than an engine of finely tempered steel.
We
willfully neglect none of our friends, but it is an impossibility for us to be represented at every tournament.
Reverting again to the subject of high seores.
You
state in your letter that “there is also a notion that the
permanency of the shooter’s business position is contingent on his making high scores day after day.’’
We
believe that we have shown above that we not ‘only do not
expect anything of the kind from our representatives,
but place more value on their ability to make and retain
friendships, and to gather in and furnish to us data of
value to the home office from a business standpoint.
You further state:
‘It is a matter of rumor that to
maintain their scores some professionals do not hesitate
to browbeat

doubtful
have

referees

targets

some

at local

shoots,

as broken

grounds

for

and

targets.’”’

its

existence,

attempt

Such
but

to

score

a rumor

may

we

doubt

CrncinnatTI, O., June 9.—Editor Forest and Stream:
Replying to yours of the 18th, no complaint has been made
to us as to the action of any of our men in attendance
and

we

do

not

believe

we

have

a man

in

our employ against whom any such complaint could be
urged.
This question has never been called to our
attention, and we have not deemed it necessary to issue
any instructions in reference to it.
As to the permanency of representatives’ positions depending upon their high scores, we have not a man on
our list who is not there for good and sufficient reasons
other than his shooting ability.
High scores, of course,
are always pleasing to the advertising department.
F. C. Turtye, Sec.-Treas. Peters C. Co.

handy little take-down

rifle, like history,

repeats itself. As a means of pleasure and sport it is as far
ahead of any other .22 caliber as an automobile is ahead of
the historic one horse shay. ‘True lovers of sport find great
fun with it shooting moving small game where shotguns
have heretofore generally been used. After loading this rifle,
all that it is mecessary to do to shoot it ten times is to pull the
trigger foreachshot. Although automatic in action, it is simple in construction and not apt to get out of order. For city,
country or camp it is the gun of the day. To get the best
results alway use Winchester make of cartridges in this rifle.

it

very much,
Our experience leads us to be of the opinion
that “‘professionals” are least of all sinners in that direction,
Certain no such behavior on the part of any of
our representatives would be tolerated for an instant.
No hint or indistinct murmur of any such complaint has
ever been received by us, and we have. sufficient confidence in our representatives to feel that the rumor which
reached you did not dally with their names.
As to being “‘insistent on having a place in the first
squad at such shoots,’’ as a rule club managements are
generally themselves glad to get a “reliable squad’’ for
No. 1, so as to insure each event being promptly started,
and a squad of ‘experts’? make an ideal No, 1 squad
Again as a rule, ‘“‘experts’”’ or trade representatives are
early on the grounds, and make their entries promptly
“for all day.”
This, more than anything else, perhaps,
accounts
ior the appearance
of trade representatives’
names near the head of the lists.
This, however, does
not hold good at all shoots.
Witness the order in which
the names are published in the reports of many recent
shoots.
As to “avoiding * * * a late stay at the grounds,”
this enters largely into what constitutes a full day’s
work for a trade representative.
An early arrival on
the grounds ought to warrant an equally early departure,
unless thereis more work to be done.
This latter
point
is of necessity left largely to the good judgment of our
representatives, and we know that we are safe in so
leaving it.
Furthermore, let no man imagine that our
trade representative’s day’s work is done when he leaves
the shooting grounds.
The most valuable results are
frequently obtained after the last gun has been fired and
long after all is quiet out at the scene of the day’s
friendly rivalry,
E. I. pu Pont Company.
(Per J. T. Skelly.)

at tournaments,

This handsome,

_Ask your dealer to show you one.
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Duluth,

Minn.,

Central

Gun

Club

announces

its twelfth annual shoot will be held on July
and that $350 will be added.
Class shooting.
A. A. Farrington writes us that ‘‘We expect
event for the State of Minnesota individual
ship, but are not yet sure of this feature.
will be one of the old-timers, percentage
which the good and the bad shots take their
landing in the lucky hole.”
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_Cuicaco, June 15.—There had been extensive preparations made to receive and entertain a iarge crowd at the
shoot here June 14 and 15.
It was the thought of the
management that many Western men would stop for a
couple of days practice, as they were on their way to
Indianapolis for the G. A. H.
In this they were mistaken.
The western delegation did not arrive, and the
attendance was limited to thirty-five all told.
There was
a good turnout of traveling men, as Boa, Gottlieb, Heer,
Budd, Vietmeyer, Stannard, Steenberg and Driehs were
on hand.
_
The weather was unfavorable—cloudy and windy, with
heavy, lowering smoke from the railroad shops in the
background, causing many a target to fall to the ground
untouched.
With all the array of traveling men present the scores.
for the first day show that the three high amateurs were
higher than the three professionals.
Now, there was Jay
‘Graham, with his Milwaukee eye and luck, who landed.
‘in first ‘place with*a loss of but 6 for the entire programme of 200 targets.
Mr. Lem Willard ran him an
even race to the last event, where he missed one and.
went out with 7. A close third was Kit Shepardson, of
La Grange, Ind., who has been a “‘top-notcher” for
years.
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Test.

:

.The office was in charge of L. A. Cummings, and with
Fred Teeple for manager, all went along smoothly and
fast, and there was time for shooting a 50-target handicap, all at 18yds.This brought»out some fine scores,
There were many 47s and 48s and a straight score made:
by ‘fold man Budd.”
Scores:
Amateurs: Graham 194, Willard 193, Shepardson 192, Barto 189, Sperry 189, Merrill 189, Bills 188,.
Vance 186.
Professionals:
Heer.191, Stannard 189, Boa 183, Greiff
188, Budd 182, Gottlieb 180, Vietmeyer 175.
Scores:
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The weather was dark and drizzly for the most part.
‘The cross wind was not so strong.
In some instances the
scores were not so good; in others, much better.
Silent
Billy Heer came on strong and never made a _ skip until

the 200 had all been put in the ‘‘game bag.’”’ He made a
run of 256 straight, and out of the 400 targets lost 9, and
the queerest thing about that was the missing of three
straight

in

one

event.

The day’s shooting resulted in some changes in the
high men, as Mr. Fred. Billsf'of Milwaukee, ran out with
196, with Joe Barto, Chicago, 1938, and Flewellyn 190.
Those with 188 and 189 were numerous.
There was Boa
189, Greiff 182, Vietmeyer 161, Steenberg 180, Stannard
189, and Budd 184.
It will be noticed that Jay Graham
fell away and missed 15, with Willard 12.
Shepardson
went

down

to

180,

showing

that

all

the

leaders

of

the

first day fell away on the second.
There was no weather
condition to justify them in so doing, There were twentyfour shooting through, and twenty-one shot 90 per cent.
or better; that is, all the way up to 98 and 100.
Only
‘three men were below the 90 per cent,

The totals for both days
were Heer 391, Stannard
Boa 372, Budd 366, Greiff 365, Gottlieb 362, Vietmeyer
Bills

384,

Barto

382,

Willard

381,

J.

Graham

379,

378,
336,

Sperry

378, Merrill 377, Flewellyn 376, Shepardson 372.
The office was run by Mr. Al. Cummings, and all went
along like clockwork,
while Mr. Teeple kept things
going on the outside,
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NOTICE TO NEWS STAND BUYERS
Give Your

Dealer an Order.

‘After June 30 the Forest AND STREAM will be
unreturnable by dealers, but will be supplied by
them to regular customers and on order. Readers
accustomed
to buy at news stands and book
stores should not fail to give their dealers a
standing order in advance, so that they may not

fail to obtain the paper regularly.
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PE TERS
LOADED

FACTORY
USED

AND

BY WINNERS

OHIO STATE CHAMPIONSHIP,
ILLINOIS STATE CHAMPIONSHIP,
KENTUCKY STATE CHAMPIONSHIP,
HIGH AMATEUR AVERAGE,
DuPONT TROPHY,
SMITH TROPHY, .
:
HIGH GENERAL AVERAGE,
HIGH GENERAL AVERAGE,
HANDICAP TROPHY,

OF THESE

SHELLS

RECENT

VICTORIES:
E. W. Holding,
48 out of 50
J. R. Graham (19 yards), 94 out of 100

Dayton, O., June 6-8,
Bloomington, IIl., May 24,
Owensboro, Ky., May 24,
Columbus, O., May 8-11,
Columbus, O., May 8-11,

Woolfolk Henderson,

R. S. Rhoads,
R. S. Rhoads,

98 out of 100

4

555 out of 600
96 out of 100

Bloomington, IIl., May 24,

H. W. Cadwallader,

Idaho Falls, Idaho, May 8-9,
Louisville, Ky., May 30,
Louisville, Ky., May 30,

C. T. Callison,
Woolfolk Henderson,
Woolfolk Henderson,

24 out of

25

386 out of 400
250 out of 260
49 out of 50
20 yards.

THE CONSOLATION HANDICAP at the 1905 Grand American was won by Mr. Jas. T.
Atkinson, from 18 yards, score 99 out of 100, using Peters Factory Loaded Shells.

THE

PETERS
NEW

CARTRIDGE
YORK:

And the Tricks of Trapping and Trap Making.
Containing hints on camp shelter, all the tricks and bait
receipts of the trapper, the use of the traps, with instructions for the capture of all fur-bearing animals,
By
rs
amilton Gibson.
Illustrated,
Cloth, 300 pages.
Price, $1.00.

AND

STREAM

Chambers

Street,

T.

H.

Keller,

Blackfoot Lodge Tales.

Camp Life in the Woods.
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98

CoO., CINCINNATI,
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Hunting Without a Gun.

The Story, of a Prairie People.
By George Bird Grinnell.
Cloth, 300 pages.
Price, $1.76.
Mr, Grinbell has for years been on terms of intimacy
with two of the three tribes which made up the great
confederation known as the Blackfoot Nation, and having
the confidence of the braves and wisest of the old men,
fewbes penetrated deep into the secret history of the

And

PUBLISHING

V

other papers. By Rowland E. Robinson. With illustrations from drawings by Rachael Robinson.
Price,

This is a collection of papers on different themes contributed to ForEsT AND
STREAM and other publications,
and now for the first time brought together.

tribe.
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Boston

G. C. Tournament.

Boston, Mass., June 13.—The finest kind of weather
greeted the seventy shooters who attended the first day of
the Boston Gun Club’s seventh annual tournament, held
at Wellington to-day, and proved without a doubt that
the trapshooters of Boston and vicinity were held in high
esteem by the weather man and his helpers.
It being
the first two-day tournament held in Boston for some
time, it was looked forward to by the regulars with a
good deal of pleasure; and the many interesting events,
such as team shooting and individual prizes, went a lon
ways toward making the shoot the success that it prove
to be.
,
Not a little of the success came from the shooters
themselves, as never was there a shoot where the contestants kept tabs on the shoot and were always ready
when their squad’s turn came about.
The club surely
must be congratulated on having such friends, as it is
a most useful adjunct to a shoot when the entire attend:
ance seem to want to help in any way they can toward
furthering the interests of their favorite sport.
:
Another part of the tournament that was worthy of
special mention was the trapping.
More perfect trapping could not be imagined, and in most cases the
shooters were astonished to see squad after squad shoot
through an event without the semblance
of a hitch.
That the trappers were kept busy can be judged by the
fact that 23,000 targets were trapped during the two days,
no shooting being done till 9:30, and all being finished
at 5 P. M.
This arrangement was appreciated by all, as
it allowed those shooters who came from a long distance
ample time to reach home in good season.
To enumerate who was there would necessitate writing
a book; but the prominent visitors were G. M. Wheeler,
O. R. Dickey, J. E. Burns, E. E. Webber, A. E. Sibley
and S. B. Hebbard, all connected with the trade, and
the following members of the Dyed-in-the-Wool Enthusiasts’ Association: S. G. Miller and N. C. Tozier, of
Haverhill; J. W. Hay and F. Hilliard, of Lynn; H. S.
Edgerton, of Willimantic, Conn.; E. E. Reed and Elmer
Reed, of Manchester, N. H.; E. C. Griffiths and J. McArdle, of Rhode Island; P. H. Powell, C. M. Hughes
and J. G. Derby, of Newport; Geo. Eggers and E. G.
Bullard, of New Bedford; T. F. Rice and E. A. Staples,
of South Framingham.
While there were many bright stars of the shooting
game present, Climax seemed to be the particular one,
as his two days’ average of 97 per cent. eclipsed anything seen
in this section
for many
moons.
That
Jimmy delivered the goods goes without saying, and
every one was pleased with the iron, as this Lowell expert stands on the top rung of the good fellowship
ladder in the hearts of Boston trappists.
Second average on the first day was won by Griffiths, just one bird ahead of his side partner, McArdle,
who in turn led Dickey one target.
As just seven shot
better than 90 per cent., winning an average was no smal]
thing to do, and a usual high average of 88 per cent. was
lost in the shuffle.
;
In the team match the contest proved to be closer than
ever before since the club started, six teams ending within
six birds of the high scores, with four of these tied for
first and second places. The Derryfield and Paskamansett
boys had the honors, with 130 each, the highest score the
match has ever been won with.
Watertown and Boston
were a tie, two birds behind.
The Watertown boys were
looked upon as the likely winners, but Roy, usually their
strongest shot, was considerably off color, not coming
within six birds of the standardd he has set for himself
of late. In shooting the tie off, the Paskamansett team
being incomplete, the two captains, Eggers and Mayor,
shot it out, with the latter winning on 25 straight breaks
to Egger’s 20.
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Canoe and Camp Cookery.

The Practical Poultry Keeper.

A practical cook book for canoeists, Corinthian sailors
and outers.
By “Seneca.’’
Cloth, 96 pages.
Price, $1.

By Louis Wright.
Eight colored plates
illustrations.
Cloth, 311 pages.
Price, $2.
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The Zarlin Baby Featherweight Repeater.
A new high-grade .22
caliber repeating rifle which weighs only 3 pounds ro ounces!
But this gun is no toy. It is a new and business-like rifle. It combines all the good old Mardin
features—solid top, side ejection and simple mech— with the newer sliding forearm action
anism
which is so easy to work without spoiling the aim.
The reduction of cost and weight is positively
not at the Cx PSN

of Mlaxclin quality.

gun—a Merdig feature which all rifle shooters
greatly enjoy.
The Marlen standard of accuracy is maintained
in the highest degree by the most careful boring
and the deepest grooving, which last care gives
he barrel ab
d
i
ad Cee aaa
oer
esota the. produ

The high

Take a (Zarfin Featherweight on your fishing trip or to

standard Marlin drop forgings are used in the
breech block, frame and inside working parts.
Thetites hassthe pleasant Martin balance.
Both
g
;

the summer camp.
Take one home to the farm or wher¢ver your vacation finds you, and see what pleasure a good,
light .22 caliber repeater can add to your outing.
It is an ideal squirrel rifle and can be relied upon to get all

.22 short and .22 long-rifle cartridges can, by
means of an extra carrier, be used in the same

the killing power there is out of any 22 cartridge in hunting
any sort of small game.

If your dealer cannot supply you write us direct.
wonderful little rifle is given in our 1906 Catalogue.

lhe Marlin

Firearms G.,

7 Willow

A complete description of this
Sent FREE for six cents postage.

Street,; New

Haven, Conn.
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Fewer parts in its mechanism and these parts bigger and stronger than any other. The
only double gun made in America that ever equalled the best imported makes in work-

A. H. FOX

GUN

COMPANY,

Not connected with The

Shoot

Philadelphia

Shells

Arms

loaded

Philadelphia,

Pa.

with

WALSRODE
30 or 31 grains,

1% ounce

7%

chilled

Schoverling, Daly @ Gales
302-304

BROADWAY,

NEW

YORK.

Trap Shooting Supplies of all Descriptions.
Blue Rock Targets and
Traps.
Special attention given to the securing of special guns, loads
and equipments.

KIRKWOOD
23 Elm

Street,

SOME

-

LAFLIN

Nashville,

BROS..,

-

-

@

Boston,

RAND

Mass.

WINS

Terin., May 15-17 (Interstate Association’s Southern Handicap Tournament)—
First

General

Average.

Vicksburg, Miss., May 7-8.—First and Second Amateur Averages.
Tulsa, |. T., May 7-9.—First General Average.
New London, Ia., May 8-10.—First, Second and Third Amateur Averages.
Columbus. O., May 9-11.—First and Second General Averages.
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Dixon’s Graphite for Sportsmen
A lubricant and preservative; for fishing rods and reels;
for
gunlocks and barrels; for row, sail and motor boats.
Booklets ‘‘Graphite Afloat and Afield’”’ and ‘Dixon’s
Motor Graphite”’ free on request.

JOSEPH

DIXON CRUCIBLE CO.,_

When writing
AND STREAM,

say

you

saw

-

Jersey City, N. J.
the ad.
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Field, Cover and Trap-Shooting.
By

Captain Adam H. Bogardus, Champion Wing
Shot
of the World.
Embracing Hints for Skilled
arksmen; Instruction for Young Sportsmen; Haunts and
Habits of Game Birds; Flight and Resorts of Waterfowl; Breedin % and Breaking of Dogs.+ Cloth, 444
pages.
Price,

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO.
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Derryfield Gun Club.
Mayor. ce.ces 13 1427
Reed tiasecscees14 1428
A J Reed
11 12—23
Bowen. ..cas. 15 11—26
Allen
...,....13 15—28—130
Paskamansett Gun Club,
Big sersi taceses 12 12—24
Lewis) far. sess 12 14-26
McArdle ..... 14 14-28
Powell
Peters 14 1428
ETUehes ase 11 13—24—130
Watertown Gun Club.
OV Me caeeract 11 11—22
Hebbard ..... 11 14—25
Woodard
13 15—28
Gleason
..... 12 18—25
ifertekr,
Soucaoc 13 15—28—128
Boston G.-C. No. 1.
Branic alee acer 12 13—25
Woodruff
... 9 14—23
Bell
.........14 12—26
Muldown
....12 13—25
Kirkwood
...14 15—29—128
Stoughton Gun Club.
Worthing ....14 14—28
F Cavicchi...12 14—26
E Cavicchi ..12 12—24
Bakerwcciecsst11 13—24
Taylor Sadelesters 12 12—24—126

June

is a fine combination.
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manship, balance, finish and all the fine points of gun-making that go to make up a
strictly fine gun. See one before you buy. Made only by
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match:

Cole Station Gun Club.
Griffiths as 14 15—29
Cook
........138 14—27
Straw! eseces 10 14—24
Wheeler
.....11 12—23
Cole. iikaesnes 9 18—22—125
Haverhille Gun Club.
Clingaxaiipenee 14 15—29
Rule Cosseacner 13 15—28
‘Tozier Becmaree 12 12—24
Miller” t.asee« 7 11—18
Childs" 4taeees 10 13—23—122
Boston G. C. No. 2.
Keeler ».iiccens 14 13—27
Comer aaannwes 12 13—25
Blinn ........11 11—22
Butns ee aceen 8 18—21
Parkhurst
...11 9—20—115
So. Framingham Gun Club
Bayi, sccaasaes 14 12—26
Rice Manse
. 11 183—24
Shillaber ..... 9 11—20
W L Bowen. 8 12—20
Staples
cneses 12 12—24—114
Whitinsville Gun Club.
Newton (aces. 12 14—26
Haselden
11 13—24
Johnson ..... 9 12—21
Nutter ces-ses 9 6—15
Searles ....... 10 11—21—107

14, Second

Day.

The second day’s shoot proved to be even better than
the first one in many ways, conditions being still more
favorable and the attendance but little less. The Rhode
Island boys were strengthened by the arrival of Getchell,
Bain, Sheldon and Reiner, any one of whom seem to
always find their way near the top of the average list.
Maine
also was
represented
by Messrs.
Foster and
Adams,
who had gone to considerable trouble to be
present and were more than disappointed upon the nonarrival of their fellow team mates, who promised their
help in the Interstate team match.
New
Hampshire
also received a boost when
Goss,
Perley,
Green
and
Corson
arrived,
which
gave
the
Manchester -boys a chance to feel easy, as it was rather
doubtful about their getting their best five in shape for
this shoot, in view of Mayor having to return after yesterday’s shoot was over.
After dinner the team match was started, Rhode Island
starting in with a 5-bird lead on the first 100, and increasing it to a 10 at the end.
Grif and McArdle certainly intended to rush matters on the beginning, both
securing 98; and to these two shooters belong all the
honors of a well-earned victory, as the Massachusetts
boys, while not doing any phenomenal work, were saw:
ing wood in good shape, and averaged very close to 88
per cent.
New
Hampshire’s second man was considerably off form, and a usual reliable man to put in a
score very close to the highest.
The club’s special events for 70, 80 and 90 per cent,
shooters had as participants fifty shooters, and brought
forth the best work of the day. In the 90 per cent. class,
Hughes,
Dickey, Woodard
and Kirkwood
tied on 25
straight, the former winning on the shoot-off with a
well placed 24. In the 80 per cent. class, Edgerton had
things easy with a 24, and in the 70 per cent. class A. J.
Reed proved he was the real thing with a 25 straight,
though Sibley pushed him hard with a 24 out-of the 25.
Griffiths and McArdle had a merry time to-day, “*Mac”
getting back the one Grif had on him yesterday, and a
tie up for first and second average money resulted with
Rule in line for third.
Cole won the Consolation, his last 20 helping him
amazingly, though Letendre all but got it.
Events:
Targets:
Climax.
Stkac sees
McArdle. <2...
Griththis eee ae
Kirkwood:
aectecsts
Rilo ves salea eats
Dickey!
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Interstate team matcn, five men per team, 100 targets
per man:
.
-Rhode Island.
caer awa rots,seretare
wSietere's 82
Gries Meson seeks oh 98
Gomera.
oases eae 81
MGATdIemiecccners >98
Gleason Ganstasee 93—439
Sheldoneice cues lnc 84
New Hampshire.
1p bts Coane Antaoteette 85
IEE
Naive, veleeemiobas 2
IRGINEH wire selewicee
ees 84—449
Ame) BReednascctctiests 74
Massachusetts.
OSGMienaeeenaeits
«te95
TROYaectreire distance isters cress93
IBOWI Wciec astielstelgoes 89
Woodatd
7.006. Se. 5 90
Perley sig ancdeee
eve. 84—424
Averages for the two days:
Ist
2d
Ist
2d
:
Days, Days 1
Day. Day. T’l
Climax
iene... 150 171—322
RGEds ests
eesiecire 134 148—282
Griffiths \.)..0.. 150 168—318
Na letters tccicists 127 153—280
McArdle e..5..% 149 169—318
Comer wvesesee 135 1483—278
Kirkwood .....152 166—318
Wheeler
...... 134 142—276
Dickey tate ecs 148 161—309
Allene aesevice ..136 138—274
Ruleh centresss146 163—309
Keeler gnsaesiss 128 146—274
Gleasoneeniets«: 147 160—307
Newton .....+s 134 134—268
Woodard
*..... 148 158—301
leibeuw hk.Aardeane: 122 140—262
Hebbarde Jac... 142 158—300
IA J Reed incccn 120 127—247
hughes fess. 135 161—296
IDErDyates ress120 127—247
Bowen sicccsas 138 158—296
Sibleyeam seeder 105 1383—235
Powelstenteccs: 142 152—294
Wawsorntecesses 105 129—234
Worthing ..... 135 158—293
© Richardson ...103 128—231
OV
Gates ose 135 158—288
Wetendre sees 116 110—226
ratlkeevares «tes 143 143—286
Coleen cewat 110 111—221
BULNS cis clsce is 1384 152—286
“Mayor” was warmly congratulated on his win in the
team match tie, and certainly he deserved it, as George
Eggers is a good one to beat in a race of that kind.
Charlie Hughes now has a chip on his shouldet, which
he intends to “Billy Bowler’ and P. H. Powel to knock
off. “Nothing like winning in the 90 per cent. class to
make a shooter feel good.
“The Boston Gun Club trappers and scorers take the
cake for trapping,” said one of the visitors, and then the
boys smiled.
;
Will Goss had some 70 straight in the Interstate, and
then slipped a cog on a right-quarterer.
However, 95 is a
good score, and was high on his team.
The light lunch served by Capt. Robert in the dining
hall had the biggest entry list of all. No handicap was
asked by even the smallest; therefore every one had a
chance to win.
Gille Wheeler was the most pleased man in the crowd
when his company’s goods (with the help of a good shot)
won the team match on the first day. Three of the winning team thought his goods “Ideal.”
Some said, “Everybody worked but Freddie.’’
Others,
“Nobody worked but Sibley.””
Ask each of them why?
Roy Hudson had an off time and never struck his
gait. “Wait till South Framingham on the Fourth,” he
said, ‘and then.”’
Well, it is hard to think just what he
meant.

H. H. Francis claimed the honor of the oldest shot on
the grounds—seventy-five years, and just as young as
he used to be.
Handled his 10-gauge then to the tune
of close to 75 per cent.
He was somewhat disappointed
on not seeing his old friend, Dr. Gerrish, of Exeter, and
have a chat about old times.
Both of these shooters
would like to see some of the old methods taken up
again, particularly holding the gun below the elbow, a
position the Doctor still adopts.
Frank and Lawlor got in their work on Thursday,
making repairs on the trap stand, and smiled when
the traps worked
to perfection.
It takes
a leather
merchant and a bridge builder to run a trap shoot, anyway.
N. E. Sibley says there is nothing like an automatic
gun, and certain kinds
of smokeless
powder for increasing scores,
T:
Rice, South
Framingham,
was
present with
special hangers relating to their third annual on July
4. Present ifidications point to a larger attendance than
last year, which was close to one hundred.
But the South
Framingham boys know how to run a shoot, and can
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LEFEVER WON HIGHEST
POSSIBLE HONORS, 1905.
American
MHandicap—score
99-100
Preliminary Handicap—score 98-100
Canadian Handicap—score 49-50

GRAND

and is already well started on its

VICTORIOUS

CAMPAIGN

OF

1906

AMATEURS
SHOOTING
LEFEVER
Won
Kansas
State
Championship
Won Pennsylvania State Championship
Won
Montana
State
Championship
Improve

Sour

Score

by Shooting Lefever Arms
Send

LEFEVER

ARMS
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Co. Gun.
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Syracuse,

The

The FIRST and ONLY
Absolutely Reliable.

“Old

N.

Y.

Reliable”

PARKER
is the Yery
that can

BEST

be made.

DO YOU
KNOW?
That we are glad to advise with prospective
buyers of shot guns, and are glad to do anything in our power to serve
their interests. We have been in the exclusive manufacture of shot guns
for over 40 years.
Write us today.

PARKER

BROTHERS.

“™

31

Cherry

New

York Salesrooms, 32 Warren St.

Street,

Meriden,

Conn.
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Splendid

Trout and Black
‘Fishing may be found

and Delaware

Bass

in the beautiful streams and lakes of Sullivan

Counties,

New

York State.

4%

Along the line of the

New York, Ontario @ Western Railway
age,

from 100 to 150 miles from New York City. The
Willowemoc and Beaverkill Rivers has been told
bass fishing in the East Branch has no equal in
HOMES?” book—a magnificently
for copy of “SUMMER

J. C. ANDERSON,

Traffic
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Manager,

56

famoustrout fishing in the Neversink, Mongaup ,
The small-mouthed black
in song and story.
the East. Send 9 cents in stamps to cover postillustrated pamphlet of 1385 pages, to

Beaver

New

York

City.
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BIG-GAME

Street,

MAILING

CARDS.

At the present time a great many people are interested in picture cards for mailing, and
_
many different scenes and subjects have been chosen to adorn such cards.
Some of the big-game pictures, which from time to time have appeared in the FOREST
AND STREAM, are gcod subjects for such mailing cards for the big-game hunters, and we
have prepared a set of half a dozen which cover:

The Moose.
The Elk.

The White Tail Deer.

The Mountain Sheep.

The Prong Horned Antelope, and

The Mule Deer, or Rocky Mountain Black Tail.

These sets, printed with great care, are in two colors, and with sufficient margin for a few
words of writing, will be sent post free on receipt of 25 cents.
CO., 346 Broadway, New York.
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Smith Hammerless and Ejector
Guns: also Hunter One-Trigger
WIN
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At the LEWIS & CLARKE EXPOSITION
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“This
Gun

Patent Reflecting Lamps

CLEANS

J. CONROY,
28 John Street,

SS

Cor. Nassau St.,

Powder Residue from
keeps bore bright.

New York.

PREVENTS

6 oz. Can, 2 oz. Bottle,

Canoes and How

FOREST

AND

f New

to Build Them.
all dimensions.

PUBLISHING

FOREST

CUT IT IN HALF
all other Collar Buttons,

The One-Piece

and Luxury

KREMENTZ
is double thick,
strength
shank.

it,

TOBACCO

F Street,

COMPANY

Washington,

D. C.

The “Army and Navy Journal,” Jan. 13, 1906, says:
“Many pipe smokers know that much of the tobacco
offered for sale is artificially flavored or ‘doctored’ in
some way to make it appear what it is not, and is therefore injurious to health. Those in search of an absolutely
pure smoking mixture of superb quality should order a
box of ‘Flower of the South.’ ”

Not

a weak

the

spotin

Made‘oflone piece only.

shape

Sold direct to consumers (it cannot be bought in the
shops).
The saving of middle profits and a special rate
from the express companies enables us to supply at a
moderate price the finest and purest tobacco obtainable,
and affords you the luxury of always getting it in perfect condition.
Full weight, half-pound tins, $1.00, pounds (in polished
wood boxes), $2.00, delivered.
By arrangement with our
bank, The American National, they accept small checks
from our customers without charge for collection.
We are constantly receiving assurances that ‘‘Flower
of the South” is the best and most delicious tobacco
ever smoked.

where double

is needed—in

Hammered

tongue.

639

STREAM:

and youfwill see that, unlike

A long-cut mixture made from the highest grade, thoroughly ripe, sun-cured, domestic and choicest foreign
leaf and the only tobacco on the market guaranteed
without artificial flavoring or “‘doctoring” of any kind.
In blend, rich, mellow, mild and fragrant.
Because of its quality and purity, ‘‘Flower of the
South” does not hurt the heart; does not affect the
nerves; does not dry the throat; and does not bite the

PLANTATION

AND

CO.

“FLOWER OF THE SOUTH”
Enjoy Health

York

City.

A Complete Manual for Amateurs.
Containing plain
and comprehensive
directions for the construction
of
canoes, rowing and sailing boats and hunting craft.
By
W. P. Stephens.
Cloth.
Seventh and enlarged edition.
264 pages.
Numerous
illustrations, and fifty plates in
envelope.
Price, $2.

SMOKE

And

25 Cents.
10 Cents.

Canoe and Boat Building.

a plan and

STREAM

ON

THE MANY-USE OIL C0.,

EXCELSIOR
LAMP,
For Night Driving, Hunting, Fishing, etc.
Is adjustable to any kind of dash or vehicle. Sendstamp for Illustrated Catalogue
and address all orders Lamp Department.

By Parker D. Field.
With
48 pages.
Price, 50 cents.

RUST

and

GUNS.

UNIVERSAL
LAMP,
Ay
For Sportsmen’s use.
Combines Head
Jack (Front and Top), Boat Jack, Fishing,
Camp, Belt and Dash Lamp, Hand Lantern, etc.

Canvas

Guns

Write for free sample and test it with
thin oil or any oil you may be using.

With Silver Plated
Locomotive Reflectorsand Adjustable
Attachments.

RSS

Famous
Oil’”’

button

into

that makes

and

graceful
it easy to

unbutton,

21

models for ladies and gentlemen,

Gold, silver, or rolled

plate. Free booklet. ‘‘The
Story of a Collar Button,”
gives

entertaining

tion.

Want
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N. J.
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take care of any number
of shooters;
therefore the
larger the attendance, the better the shoot.
John Bell was welcomed by his old team mates, and
made good with a vengeance in the first day’s team
match.
As this was his first real shoot for two years,
his score certainly was a good one.
Dr. Gleason came late both days, but on the last day
had to be placed in a squad not quite up to date, and
scores were considerably lower than usual.
After one of
the home boys changed with him, he ran his 145 targets
with only 9 misses, which is going some,
George Prest, New London, shot like an expert at first
and then stubbed his toe, with the result that he could
not quite regain form.
‘
Chester Doten, of Worcester, shot a 90 per cent. clip
and was a decided help to the management of the shoot.
Any one desiring help at shooting tournaments should
write him. for further particulars.
This was his first visit
to our grounds, and we are in hopes it will not be long
before we again have the pleasure.
Congratulations are due to the Boston Gun Club on its
efficient office help, which consisted of one lady, who
took entire charge of the cashier’s end, and compiled
complete scores, giving out the names of the winners immediately upon the last event being shot.

Nebraska

YORK

OS

FERGUSON'S

THOMAS

—

NEW

23,

State

Shoot.

Lincotn, Neb.—Everything was in readiness Monday,
June 4, for the State shoot, which commenced on the
5th and lasted three days.
A number of noted professionals from all over the country were registered at the
Lindell Hotel, including Bill Heer, who shot at_ 38,680
targets since April and broke 96.8 per cent.; Hood
Waters, of Baltimore, also a noted trap shot; Charlie
Plank (the Mexican Pintail), George Maxwell, the onearmed man from Holstein, whom the Kansas. shooters
took for a ‘cane rack” until they shot in the same squad,
and M. F, Sharp, who ‘‘cashiered” the shoot.
President
Carter and Secretary Mockett
have been exceedingly
in shipwas
everything
and
busy for the past week,
shape for the opening day of the meet.
Two
automatic traps, recently manufactured, were used, and the
grounds were opened for practice at 9 A. M.
‘
Gus Schroeder, of Columbus, the oldest shooter in
This
attendance, was high gun, scoring 96 out of 100.
was remarkable, owing to his age and the fact that he was
shooting a “$20 gun with a $25 trigger.”
The
thirteenth annual
tournament
of the Nebraska
State Sportsmen’s
Association
opened Tuesday morning, June 5, at the shooting park of the Lincoln Gun
Club.
It was:an ideal morning for shooting, and some
good scores were made.
Eighty marksmen.of more or
less experience were on hand to contest for prizes.
At
noon the match of the morning was less than half completed.
Russell Klein, of Spirit Lake, la., was high
man, having broken 60 bluerocks without a miss.
W.
H. Heer, of Concordia, Kans., and A. W. Hardy, of
Lincoln, tied, making a score of 59 each out of a possible
60.
Captain Hardy made a run of 144 before he missed
a shot.
He was much chagrined when the target sailed
by, as he hoped to. break former records.
In the amateur
ranks
Gus
Schroeder
and
Dan
Bray,
both
ot
Columbus, tied for first place, 59 out of 60.
Bray and
Schroeder are veterans,
having reputations as expert
marksmen
long before many of the other contestants
were large enough to handle a gun.
Heeris considered
the fastest trapshot who has ever been to Lincoln.
He is
quick as a flash, and holds the second best record in
the world for consecutive runs in trapshooting.
At Des
Moines recently he made the remarkable score of 327.
The center of admiring eyes was Howard Harlan, the
thirteen-year-old contestant from Kansas’ City. He shoots
like a veteran, and has won more than one hard match
where rival marksmen have been adults of long experience.
While the lad has faced the traps only a year he
won the gold medal last season at the meet of the Missouri State Gun Club, killing 170 live birds out of 200.
Young Harlan also won the Laflin & Rand trophy at
Kansas City in December in trapshooting, with twentyeight marksmen contesting, hitting 495 bluerocks out of
500. He is of slight physique, but game to the core.
Mrs. A. W. Butler, of Chanute, Kans., and Mrs. Nellie
Bennett, of Denver, two women experts, were contesting for honors and prizes.
Other marksmen
of note
were Tom Marshall, Hood Waters, Russell Klein (brother-in-law
of Fred
Gilbert,
a top-notcher
among
the
American shooters), N. F. Brookings, who has sprung
into prominence in the last year, Chris. Gottlieb and
Louis Erhardt.
:
:
Owing to the great number of entries the events were
shot off slowly.
The first four (15 targets each) were
completed about noon.
The last two events of the propromme were 20 targets each.
Squad No. 8, composed of five Nebraska crack shots,
easily distanced the other squads.
These five men were
A. H. Hardy,-of Lincoln; Dan Bray and Wm. Veach, of
Columbus; Gus Schroeder, of Falls City, and Dick
Linderman, of Courtland.
Out of a possible 100 bluerocks,
Hardy broke 96, Veach 95, Bray 98, Schroeder 98, and
Linderman 97. This team also broke the world’s record,
smashing 494 out of 500.
Crack marksmen on the firing line the second day of
the shoot kicked hard on the wild activities of the elements, which interfered with good shooting. At times the
wind was so high that it sent the targets flying in such
an erratic manner, poor scores were common,
‘There
were two one-armed marksmen contesting—G. W. Maxwell, of Holstein, and Dolf Clark, of Campbell.
Mr.
Maxwell has been doing tournament shooting for about
three years, and has been very successful.
He has made
consecutive runs of 136 and 157. Mr. Clark has not been
in the business very long, but has also made some good
records,
At a very late hour Wednesday night, or, rather, an
early hour Thursday morning, the result of Wednesday’s
shooting was given out for the first time.
The work of
tabulating and compiling the scores of the one hundred
and one individual shooters, all of whom shot in the
twelve events, 100 targets each, was a considerable task.
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DeSaREAM:

Brookside Club House

In the professional class, W. H. Heer, of. Concordia,
Kans., was high gun, 191 out of a possible 200.
Ed.
O’Brien, Florence, Kans., was second, 189. Chris. Gottlieb, Kansas City, was third, 188, and Captain Hardy,
Lincoln, fourth, 184.
In the amateur class George Mackey, of Scammon,
Kans., was high, 190; George Maxwell, from Holstein,
and T. Hood, of Columbus, Kans., tied for second place
with 188, and C. H. Meyer, of Red Oak, Ia., broke 186.
C. D. Linderman, of Courtland, and H. Dickson, of

Joplin, Mo., tied on 185.
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MARTIN:

Excellent
Salmon’ and Trout
fishing; also Caribou
shooting.
Tents, guides, boats provided.
Write
BUNGALOW,
Grand Lake, Newfoundland.

Cocktails

EDWARD
Guide

THE

crowning
freshness
of the
ride tismiare GC laLLB
COCKTAIL.
CLUB COCKTAILS are measured
from the finest liquors then aged.
Every bottle is perfect and uniform,
S

and there is no hap-hazard
De as in a bar cock-

Seven varieties—each one delicious
—of all good grocers and dealers.

_G. F, HEUBLEIN & BRO., Sole Props.
Hartford

New York

London

Big-Game and
Brunswick.

Fish

Map

of New

We have had prepared by the official draughtsman of
New Brunswick a map of that Province, giving the localities where
big game—moose
and
caribou—are
most
abundant, and also the streams in which salmon are
found, and the rivers and lakes which abound in trout.
Price, $1.
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CO.

Canoe Cruising and Camping.
By Perry D. Frazer.

Illustrated.

Cloth, 95 pages.

Price

$1.00.
This interesting little volume is a practical guide for the
cruising canoeist—the man
who wishes
to start away
from the city and for a short time to make his canoe
his home.
With this in view, Mr. Frazer, who regards
canoeing as a healthful and economical method of passing away leisure hours, has written briefly, but attractively, of canoes, camping outfits, clothing, firearms and
ammunition, fishing tackle, photography, and in general
of cruising, camping and all that pertains to this phase
of outdoor life.
Contents:
Pleasures and Advantages of Canoes; Materials of Construction; Paddles; Air Tanks; Sails; Steering Gear; Fittings and Duffle; Camping Outfits; Tents
Without Poles; Recipes for Waterproofing; Sleeping
Bag;
Camp
Axe; Duffle Bagi A Portable Range; Selecting
Food; What To Wear;
Firearms and Ammunition; Fishing Tackle; Camera; How to Cruise.
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PUBLISHING

CO.

Sportsmen.

85

403

60

347

ADIRONDACKS

185
190
185

93
88
89

468
466
463

HOME-LIKE HOTEL ON A BEAUTIFUL LAKE.
CONVENIENT TO R.R. TERMS REASONABLE.
COTTAGES TO RENT.
WRITE FOR BOOKLET.
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182

91
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188
181
188
178
180
177
183
174
182
168 ©
171
186
174
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89
79
63
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79
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442
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438
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434
430
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425
423
419
416
412
411
405
399
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OTTEOlterseakeye
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SHEFFIELD,
St.

Anthony,

Idaho.

References.

LAKE

MEDDYBEMPS,
ME.
Two furnished log camps for rent.
Situated on islands
one mile from village. One large five-room camp accommodating ten persons, and one large one-room
camp
accommodating four persons.
For particulars, address
E. G. BROWN,
Marblehead,
Mass.

THE

LOG
Spruce’

CABIN,
Brook,

NEWFOUNDLAND
The only Hotel in the interior of the island.
Salmon, Trout,
and Caribou hunting. Complete new outfit, Tents and Canoes,
Sportsmen outfitted and Guides found for any part of the
Island. 72 hours from New York.

For
A

Outfitter,

MEDDYBEMPS

tail.
_ Just strain through cracked
ice and serve.
:

and

Best Black Bass Fishing in Maine

morning’s
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Linderman

Buzzard’s

WELL STOCKED TROUT BROOK; ideal Club House
on BUZZARD’S BAY, Mass., to lease; ample game proserves; pond and sea fishing.
For illustrated booklet -of
particulars, address BROOKSIDE
CLUB,
Monument
Beach, Mass.
:
t

‘

The shoot Wednesday was the largest in the history
of the Association.
Three traps were in use all day, and
more than 20,000 shots were fired.
One of the events of
interest Wednesday afternoon was the exhibition of fancy
rifle and revolver shooting by Capt. Hardy, although his
work was not up to the standard, owing to the intrusion
of too many spectators.
First a drove of interested pigs
walked over the road, momentarily stopped, then three
men on wheels came into sight, and the shooting again
stopped.
Finally an automobile got in the way, and
for fear he might hit it, the captain gave up in disgust.
One of the little stunts he did was to hit nine half-inch
marbles, thrown in the air, with a .22cal. rifle without a
miss.
Under more favorable conditions, Capt. Hardy
made a run of 388 of these tiny pebbles.
Smiling skies, brilliant
sunshine
and
cool
breezes
greeted the third and last day of the most successful
meet
in the history
of the yearly contests
of the
Nebraska State Sportsmen’s Association.
Again, however, artists skilled in trapshooting complained of the
furious spurts of wind which, they declared, cut down
their averages Wednesday.
Twelve squads of five marksmen competed, making sixty individuals engaged in the
last contest of the meet.
As yesterday, squad 3, composed of A. H. Hardy, Gus Schroeder, Dan Bray, Dick
Linderman and Wm. Veach, carried off the honors.
The
squad missed but 2 out of 75. Gus Schroeder, a veteran
of many a hard contest, made a run of 30 straight in a
high wind.
When this squad of Nebraska men stood on
the line they were the admiration of many eyes, experts
as well as individuals.
Each man is a crack shot, and
has made remarkable individual records in the past.
The Dicky Bird trophy was won by Maxwell, from
Holstein, Neb., with a straight of 20. Mrs. Bennett and
Mrs. Butler took part in all the events.
Mrs. Bennett is
used to shooting in high altitudes, and said she could
not do herself justice here yesterday.
She suffered much
with the heat, but was plucky, and never refused to shoot
at a target, even if it wasn’t to her liking.
Mrs. Butler
made a run of 20 straight when her squad was called.
She and her husband are from Kansas, and are right at
home in hot sunshine and stiff breezes.
Ed. O’Brien made the highest average for the three
days, breaking 470 out of a possible 500.
H. Dixon
mdae the high amateur average, scoring 473 out of 500.
The wind made the shooters roll their eyes, and considering the conditions of the last day, showed phenom.
enal work.
'
Capt. Hardy will head the squad of Nebraska trapshooters who will take part in the G. A. H.
The team
will be composed of Wm. Veach, Dick Linderman, Dan
Bray, Wm.
Townsend and Adolph Olson.
Last year,
with a picked team from this State, fourth prize was won.
Totals for the three days, 500 targets shot at: Marshall
403, Heer 468, Bennett 347, Maxwell 456, Waters 428, Plank
423, Adams 448, R. Myers 419, C. E. Williams 411, William Veach 460, Hardy 448, Schroeder 422, Dan Bray 449,
Linderman 463, A. W. Butler 341, Mrs. A. W. Butler 392,
Anderson 436, F. Miller 392, Mackie 446, C. H. Myers
430, O’Brien 470, P. Hurd 448, Sieverson 405, Cox 441,
Winko 377, H. Dixon 473, S. C. Ball 398.
Wednesday night a meeting of the members of the
State Sportsmen’s Association was held in the Lindell,
where “election of.officers was held and other business
transacted.
The election of officers resulted in D. Mor-’
rill, of South Omaha, being made President, and Frank
Dworak, of the same place, Secretary and Treasurer;
Dan Bray, of Columbus, was chosen Vice-President.
The next tournament will be held at South Omaha, the
date to be set by the first of next year by the officers.
The Association paid a nice compliment to the retiring
president, George L. Carter, of Lincoln, indorsing fully
the excellent work he has done as State game warden.
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Fishing

and

Shooting

Go to

HOTEL

WACHAPREAGUE,

Wachapreague,

Va.

Shooting very good the last few days.
Best accommodations as compared to any sporting resort on the coast.
I have five camps on shore of Lake in the Woods, close
to the station; one large camp, 11 sleeping rooms, large
office, dining room.
Post-office in camp; daily mails.
Other camps have two sleeping rooms and sitting room.
Fine place for teacher and children to spend their vacation. Fine trout fishing. One large. camp on Ebeeme Pond.
Fine bass fishing 1% miles to walk.
Write for booklet.
N. W. McNAUGHTON,
Schoodic, Me.
COME
TO CAMP
RECREATION
for good muskallonge and black bass fishing.
New log camp, beautiful
lakes.
Send for circular.
A. G. IRWIN, Dorset, Minnesota.

HIGH FALLS HOTEL,
Dingman’s Ferry, Pike Co., Pa.
In the midst of the picturesque highlands of the upper
Delaware.
Trout and bass fishing.
Private trout stream.
Automobile meets
_ Riding and driving horses, garage.
PHILIPS
FE,
trains
on _ notice.
Send
for booklet.
FULMER, JR., Proprietor.
———

and Burnham

THE CRATER
CLUB
Camps, Essex-on-Lake Champlain, offer the

attractions of a beautiful lake shore in a locality with a
remarkable record for healthfulmess,
at moderate rates.
References required.
For circular, address MRS. L. B.
WALKER,
Mgr., 182 De, Hart Place, Elizabeth, N. J.

NEWFOUNDLAND
Salmon fishing and Caribou hunting best
Complete outfits supplied.
BAY ST. GEORGE HOTEL, Stephenville

obtainable.
:
Crossing.

TROUT BROOK CAMPS
Ladies and
Good fly-fishing all through the summer.
gentlemen, don’t let your rods lie idle for the want of
fish; there is abundance of trout and salmon around
here.
Bring your rifles the first of October for moose,
deer, bear, and good duck shooting.
Safe rowboats at
command;
good, clean camps, and a first-class table.
Two passenger trains daily.
Rates reasonable.
Write
for information to ROBERT WALKER, Mackamp, Me.,
via Jackman P. O., Somerset Co., Me.
25

| am on the line of the National Park.
If you wish a good hunt, write me.
I guarantee shots
at
big game or no pay.
GEO. W. DOWNING,
Rocky
Mountain Guide, Ishawood, Wyo.

THE

SUNSET

INN, Barnegat

City,

N. J.,

is now open for the season of 1906.
Application for
weekly rates made to above address, or American House,
Trenton, N. J., will receive prompt attention.
JAMES
H. ROMAIN,
Prop.
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Small-Mouth Black Bass Successfully Propagated!
During recent years discouraging results have followed repeated attempts to
propagate the smallmouthed black bass.
We have demonstrated
that these fish can be pro-

duced

and

delivered

with a remarkable degree of
success.
We have the only
establishment
dealing in
young small-mouth black
bass commercially in the
U.S. A. We offer to those
who desire it this rare opportunity to procure vigorous young bass in various sizes
Also
ranging from advanced fry to 3 and 4 inch fingerlings for stocking purposes.
yellow

perch,

white

WARAMAUG

perch,

sunfish

invited.

sizes for stocking purposes,

p

PARADISE BROOK

J. KANNOFSKY,

PRACTICAL

v

CO., Parkside, Pa., Henryville Railroad Station

WANTED—SWANS

BROOK
Eggs, fry, yearlings
and
brooks and lakes.
Address
FARM, Plympton, Mass.

TROUT.
two-year-olds,
for
NEW ENGLAND

stocking
TROUT

BROOK

BROOKS TROUT

ei
and Manufacturer of
| Artificial eyes for birds, animals and manufacturing purposes a specialty.
Send for prices. All kinds of skulls for
the fur trade.
369 Canal St., New York.
Please mention ForEsT AND STREAM.

SAVE

TROUT.

fe

ie

alle

f

eee

i

trout eggs in any quantity, warranted delivered anywhere
in fine condition.
Correspondence solicited.
THE PLYMOUTH
ROCK TROUT CO.
Plymouth, Mass.
FOR
SALE—BROOK
TROUT.—FINE,
HEALTHY
Fish of all sizes.
Eyed eggs in season.
Warranted delivered
anywhere,
as_
represented.
Correspondence
solicited.
BAY SIDE TROUT FARM
(A. B. Savary),
East Wareham, Mass.

pair of silver
silver fox.
No. 1.

HUNGARIAN
STOCKING
taken

for circular.

foxes.
W.

These

are

AMORE,

It gives directions for preparing and preserving Skins,
Antlers, etc. Also prices for Heads and Rugs, Birds and
Fish, and all kinds of work in Taxidermy.

Ward’s Natural Science Establishment,
ROCHESTER,

fine

ROWLAND,

TAXIDERMIST,

AND

No. 182 SIXTH
Tel.

4205

Chelsea.

Near 18th St.

RED

SAUTER,

XS

Deer

399

80

393

160
156
157
149
146

79
68
76
77
64

392
384
380
377
358

Biitlerse

144

49

NEW

‘

YORK

Taxidermist.
Formerly
No. 3

2 No. William St.,
*
Removed to
42 Bleecker St.,
cor. Elm St.,
will continue to

Write
with the best durable work.

Heads,

Rugs

When

and attractive

Also

carry

groups,

please customers
large assortment of Game

for sale and to rent.

writing say you. saw the ad. in Forest
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A Socrtat TRAMP.

WESTERN
Cincinnati,

TRAP.

O., Gun

Club.

June 16 was a fine day for shooting, and there was a
good crowd at the grounds, several visitors taking
part in
the sport. Besides the two 100-target races, a few
oubles
were shot.
W. Kohier, of Davenport, Ia., broke-17 out
of 12 pairs; Bonser, of the home club, shot at 12 pairs
and breke 21; Fultz got 10 out of 9 pairs.
Bonser defeated Kahler by 1 target with 185 to 184 out
of 200 targets.
The boys were getting a last bit -of
practice before the G. A. H.
The final shoot for the Crater trophy will be held at
the club grounds on July..
Supt.
Gambell is going to
try something new, and ,wants every member to come
and bring a friend.
There will be ten 15-target amateur
events, entrance $1 each.
Five events for merchandise
prizes and five events for sweepstakes.
Each squad will
be classified, and high score in each squad will receive
a prize, or the entire sweep for that squad.
In other
words, each squad will be competing among shooters of
equal skill for one prize or one money.
Let that soak
in. There will also be a prize for the high gun of_the
day, and also consolation prizes for the five low guns
shooting the entire programme and not winning a prize.
Competition will begin at 1:30 P.

Ohio

Trap

Notes.

The Cleveland
Gun Club’s eleventh contest for the
Greater
Cleveland
amateur
championship
of northern
Ohio was held on June 9. The last of the twelve events
will be held on the second Saturday in July.
Doolittle has shot in nine of the eleven contests, and ha’
won seven of them.
To-day he won with 95 out of 100,
and during the day broke 140 out of 148 targets, almost
5 per cent.
The club will hold a grand prize shoot on
July 4, beginning at 10 A. M.
:
The Northern Kentucky Gun Club held its regular
shoot near Dayton, Ky., on June 10. Fourteen shooters
Gould was high man with 88 out of 125;
were present.
Hill second with 82, Frances third with 68 out of 100.
Shafer and Jones shot at 75, breaking 46 and 35 respecStacy and Heiges broke 32 and 18 respectivel
tively.
out of 50. Schreck got 25 out of 125. Jasper shot at
The others shot at 25, breakand missed only 3 targets.
ee
ing less than 10 each.
The Here He Goes Gun Club, of Cincinnati, O., held
their third regular shoot on their grounds at Price Hill,
part in the
June 10, fifteen members and visitors taking
Storey was
J.
contest for Peters trophy at 50 targets.
ae
high man with 43.
The Highland Gun Club held its first shoot at Mt.
very
was
affair
the
and
10,
June
on
Cincinnati,
Airy,
successful, though high scores were few.

Garfield

Established 1860.

PRESERVES.

till end of July for early fall importation.

and

AVENUE,
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writing say you saw the ad. in Forest

STREAM,

specialty in mounting Moose, Elk, Caribou
Call and examine work.
heads.

PARTRIDGES
GAME

N. Y.

ave

DR. CECIL FRENCH, NATURALIST, WASHINGTON, D.C.

When

TROPHIES.

“Heads and Horns.”

A
THE
BROOKDALE
TROUT
CANNOT
BE BEAT
for stocking ponds and streams.
For the next few
weeks we will make a very low price on young fry and
large fish.
Also fly-fishing.
BROOKDALE TROUT CO., Kingston, Mass.
For Sale.—A fine
specimens
of the
Lafayette, O.
Rt.

YOUR

Write for our Illustrated Catalogue,

It will pay you to correspond with me before buying
eggs, fry or yearlings in any quantity.
I guarantee a
safe delivery anywhere.
Crystal Spring Trout
Farm.
L. B. HANDY, So. Wareham, Mass.

Orders

GLASS

;

I desire to purchase a number of American Swans, both
Whistlers and Trumpeters.
G. D. TILLEY, Darien, Ct.

67

155

Preston, Conn.

Al-

so for table use at 75c. a pound
Visitors privileged tocatchown
trout.

(tes Goh

Address

Tacidermists.

Sale.

We have constantly on hand
fine supply of Brook Trout, all

FOR

for Circulars.

New

BROOK TROUT FOR SALE.
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BLACK BASS HATCHERY,

Send

W. BEEMAN,
For

TROUT

roach.

SMALL-MOUTH

Correspondence

HENRY

and

Dantels Fos checnsitacondje169

Gun

Club.

Chicago, June 16.—In the second trophy shoot of the
second series McDonald won in
Class A on 24, George
in Class B on 22, and Ostendorp in Class C on 17.
In the Dupont cup shoot, which immediately followed,
McDonald and Thomas tied in Class A on 14 out of 15,
George won in Class B on 14, and Ostendorp in Class C
on 11.
Thomas and Dr. Reynolds then captained teams formed
by choosing sides, and two matches were shot, Thomas
winning first by 4 targets, and Reynolds the other by 2
targets.

The day was a
pleasantly cool and
counter attractions
preparations for G,
appearance for the

fine one for target shooting, being
but little wind.
Notwithstanding the
of a ball game, the yacht races, and
A. H., eighteen shooters put in an
afternoon’s sport.
Dr. J. W. MEEK, Sec’y.

In Other
Ed. O’Brien is coming
Monte Ne, Ark., he shot

Places.

fast.
They do say that at
at 295 targets, and just two
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Experts and amateurs as well are proving their ‘‘best scores” with the Autoloading Shot Gun.
HIGHEST

GENERAL

AVERAGE

AT

OHIO

STATE

SHOOT

and

THREE

TROPHIES

Mr. Heikes, the veteran shooter, was the winner of the highest average, while all of the three trophies were won by amateurs.

It has

won

IN

ONE
DAY.
The Remington powerful

shooting qualities are combined with the ease in handling and lessened recoil features of the Autoloading action.
Trap Grade, $50, subject to dealers’ discounts.
It represents Shooting Comfort.
THE

REMINGTON

ARMS

COMPANY,

measly ones slipped (he te the bottom, eh, Ed.
At Monte Ne, Ark., Sept. 3, 4, 5, 6 and 7, a shoot will
be held.
The
residents
report
that the lake there
abounds with trout, and that White River can furnish
the bass.
Such a combination of sports is not often the
lot of the traveling man, who gets weary of life in the
hotels of the big cities.
Hutchinson, Minn., has a gun club that is fast coming
to the front.
Another wonder fast coming to the front is John A.
Flick, Ravenna, O.
Shooting with one hand, he made
a run of 285 targets at the Canal-Dover tournament last
Friday, and shooting the entire programme of 400 with a
loss of but ten.
He and Mr. Maxwell would make a
team of two that would beat the world.
William Corson, Ann Arbor, Mich., won the State
championship at the Grand Rapids shoot week before
aa C. B. Kelly won the semi-expert trap with 23 out
of 25.
Fort Wayne, Ind.; has a new gun club, the Broadway,
with the following officers:
President, J. R. Dennison;
Secretary, Theodore Clark; Treasurer, Martin Leonard.
The club intends to hold shoots each two weeks.
At the Rochester, Ind., shoot Dr. M. Wilson outshot
Gus Moller and won the State championship with 23 to
21 out of 25.
At the Texas State League shoot, Hubby shot at 300
and scored 286; Dick Jackson 267, Dryden 258, Merrill
255, Cook 246, Bennett 282.
Colorado Springs took second place at the Cripple
ae tournament, as the home team made 128 to their
Neal McMillan, Idaho Falls, gave the experts a close
run at the shoot, as he was tied for high man up to the
last event, when he lost out.
’*Gene Confarr, of Livingston, Mont., with 315 out of 385, won the medal.
Caen Robbins, who is in charge of the North Dakota
State shoot is particularly desirous that the beginners
should attend the shoot and learn how to handle the gun.
. That is the promoter who promotes.
The next meet of the Montana Sportsmen’s Association will be held at Billings.
The second tournament of the Dyersburg, Tenn., Gun
Club was held Thursday last.
W. a Joiner, Memphis,
was high with 110 out of 125, D.
Edwards, Union
EL 108; J. ‘Canalle, Memphis, 103; * Brady, Newbern,
The annual meeting of the Iron River, Mich., Gun
Club was held recently.
Officers elected: Joseph Kiely,
President; L. A. Johnson, Vice-President; Chas. Coon,
Captain; D. B. Henly, Secretary.
There is to be a tournament about Sept. 4, 5 and 6, at
Arnold’s Park, Lake Okoboji, Ia. The Hotel Company
will add $300 or more.
__At Davenport, Ia., the newest club is the East End.
'The officers are:
Ben Gerdts, President; Carl House,
‘Secretary; Money Hageman, Treasurer; Herman Gott:
schalk, Captain.
The annual tournament of the Fresno, Cal., Gun Club
was very successful.
The best men from San Francisco
did not get much show on the money.
The best scores
were made by Bokersfield, Rudly and the Valley shooters.
Fred Stone was high with 90 per cent.
Lou
Holdersden and George Stone were second and third.
There were dinners and entertainments
galore during
the evening, and all agreed that the day was well spent.
Fred Bills was’ high gun with 117 out of 125 at the
Parker Gun Club shoot last Sunday at Milwaukee. Horn
made 115, Hammersmith 114. The grounds will be open
for practice Saturdays hereafter.
After a lapse of several years the Anniston, Ala., Gun
Club has been revived, and their first shoot was held
last Saturday.
The club starts out with a membership
of thirty. and there is much enthusiasm among the new
bunch of shooters and would-be shooters.

For further Trap news see pages 978 and 981.
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HUNT?

Trained COON, FOX
and
DEER
HOUNDS For Sale. Reasonable Prices

(or 3 cents

Here in Arkansaw we have millions of
Coons, Foxes and Deer at our door toa
train our hounds with, and we train them
too.
They‘‘ Deliver the Goods.’?
A few
trained Rabbit and Squirrel Dogs.
Also
untrained Pups.
For particulars address

For Sale.—Full-blood English BEAGLE
Hounds, Hunters that are hunted.
OAKLAND BEAGLE KENNELS,
Pontiac, Mich.

Be

RING
RIVER
KENNELS
Box 27, Imboden, Ark,

Norwegian bearhounds, Irish wolfhounds, deer and cat
hounds.
English bloodhounds,
American . foxhounds.
Four-cent stamp for illustrated catalogue.
ROOKWOOD
KENNELS, Lexington, Ky.

IMPROVED SPIKE COLLAR,

For Sale.—Dogs, Hogs, Pigeons, Ferrets, Belgium Hares.
8 cents for 40-page illustrated catalogue.
é G. LLOYDT, Dept. “M.,” Sayre, Pa.

For use in dog training. Price, $2.00.
mail, $2.10. Send for circular.

FOR
SALE.—Thoroughly trained pointers, setters and
hounds.
Can furnish eu a good one at a moderate price
at any time.
GEO.
- LOVELL, Middleboro, Mass.
For Sale.—Full-blooded Dachshunde.
| 639 Superior St., Cleveland, O.

DR.

FOLKENS,

A few extra good young setters just right for next fall’s
use, by Tony’s Count.
FRANK FORESTER ey
Warwick, N.
St. Louis World’s Fair, 1904:
Paris
Exposition,
1900:

Gold Medal & Highest Award
Gold Medal & Highest Award
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to any address by the author.

H. CLAY GLOVER, D. V.S.,

1278 Broadway, New York.

Poultry Magazine,
Monthly, 50 to 100 pages, its writers
are the most successful ‘Poultrymen
and women inthe United States. Itis

The POULTRY TRIBUNE,

oh nicely illustrated, brimful each Saad
<*¢
of information on How to Care for
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Training

vs.

Breaking.

By-

is added a chapter on trainCloth, 165 pages.
Price, $1.

STREAM

Property

with practical
Write oe
sipsteraahs Pht ys Culture,”
(
chapters on the feeding, kenneling and management of
dogs; also chapters on cats.
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or,
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S. T. Hammond.
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AM. (LTD.)

PUBLISHERS’ DEPARTMENT.
The Cushman engine, manufactured by the Cushman
Motor Co., of Lincoln, Neb., and especially the new 1906
model of that engine, is reported to have those most
desirable qualities, simplicity and power.
It is valveless,
and has cylinder water jacket and head cast in one piece.
The makers claim that for speed as well as for comfort
and pleasure, it is the best.
An illustrated descriptive
booklet of this engine will be sent on application to the
Cushman Motcr Co., Lincoln, Neb.

315

Fowls and Make the Most Money with

o-=

them.
In fact so good you can’t afford
to be without it. Price, 50 cents per year. Send at once
for free sample and SPECIAL OFFER TO YOU.

R. R. FISHER, Pub., Box 51, Freeport, Ill.

CAMP

HOTEL

AND DINING ROOM.

For Sale or To Rent.
Islands with permanent camps and summer homes of,
various sizes and prices to rent with privilege of purchase
at Desbarats, Ontario, mear Sault St. Marie, Canada.
A delightful
summering
spot.
Write, L. O. ARMSTRONG, Canadian Pacific Ry., Montreal.

For Sale—Newfoundland.
Ideal site for camp or club house.
Salmon, sea trout,
and caribou at camp door.
No trouble to get good head,
or best fishing on the island.
Cheap.
PIONEER, care.
Forest and Stream.

SHOOTING BOX (British Columbia).
House containing three sitting rooms, six bedrooms,
bathroom,
to be let, furnished,
for September
and
October, or longer if required, together with first-class
duck, goose, grouse, prairie chicken, and rabbit shooting
over 8,000 acres, carefully preserved; also magnificent
fishing, comprising
lake trout, speckled, and rainbow
trout on the place, and salmon, in the vicinity.
Boats,
canoes and punt, saddle horses, driving horses and carriages provided,
small
extra
charge.
The house _ is
situated in the heart of the big-game country of British,
Columbia.”
Grizzly, black, brown, and: cinnamon bear,
kouga, caribou, moose, deer, etc., in. easy reach,
Splendid climate.
Two hundred pounds (£200) per month,
Apply for full particulars to G. L. WATSON, 108 Mile,
Ranch, Caribou Road, near Ashcroft, British ‘Columbia.
NORWAY.
Salmon
fishing to let on the following well-known
rivers:
Lardal, Valdalen, Stryen (about. 60 hours from
London).
Apply, Consul Johan, Gran, Bergen.
26
GAME
AND FISH
PRESERVE.—Forty-three thousand
acres in Florida, fenced; keeper’s house; roads and trails;
on river; railroad three miles; no hunting three years;
bear, panther, deer, turkey, quail; salt and: fresh-water
fish.
$40,000.
Terms.
H. L. ANDERSON,
Owner,
Ocala, Fla.

All
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MAKES

Purdey,
Jos. Lang
@ Son,
Greener,
(of London), Parker, Smith, Lefever,
Remington, Ithaca, Etc.

We carry a truly wonderful stock of canine outfittings,

Other

Guns

Taken

embracing things for the dog under any and all conditions—a stock that leaves no requirement unsatisfied.

in Trade
Send 6 cents in
stamps for Catalogue and List of
Second-Hand

Collars in “no end of styles,’ leads and leashes, blankets
and clothing, muzzles, chains, whips, bells, brushes, soaps,
foods, medicines, shipping crates—everything to decorate

the dutiful dog, or to discipline the derelict one, will be
found in our stock. A veritable encyclopedia of “Dog-gy”
goods will be mailed you on request.
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PIN A ROSE ON ME!”

BALLISTITE
The
Breaks

Canal

best shotgun

the World’s

Dover, Ohio,

smokeless

Amateur

Agents

for the

powder

Record

May 25.

on

Earth.

for a continuous

ah

EXPLOSIVES

for ‘‘ Shooting

sincerely

your

friend,

a
. A.

at

LaucHton.”

We have a splendid stock of Greener guns on hand, from
4% lbs. 28 bores, to 22 Ibs. double 4-bores, and a catalogue
describing them is free for the asking.

ee
New

Send

b

Never once missed fire, and I do not know, but it seems to

Very

run

Shot by Mr. John A. Flick, of

CO
NOBEL’S

The Old Gun House

grateful towards he for furnishing me with such a true and faithful companion

TRY BALLISTITE.
Made in Scotland for the whole world, but barred
from the Interstate Association because it is foreign. |

Sele

St., Boston, Mass.

that I now feel that I want to thank you a thousand times for the pleasure and
satisfaction you have afforded me in the last thirty-five years.
“Your guns may be just as good now as then, but I do not happen to see any
of them since I came to Minnesota twenty years ago.
I do know that none of
the new guns I see that I would exchange my old favorite No. 11722 for to-day.

Ravenna, Ohio; 234 without a miss.

J. He DAU

Tackle.

me to be impossible to miss a bird; and only last fall she was just as true as
ever, and never failed to do her duty.
“My brother bought a 12-gauge
W. W. Greener at the same time, and up to his
death, seven years ago, she stood the test.
I bought a 12-gauge Greener about
1875 for a present to a friend.
It also proved to be all right, although I lost
track of it twenty years ago.
“Excuse me for taking your valuable time, but so many times I have felt so.

RETAIL.

“MOTHER,

Fishing

“W. W. Greener, Birmingham, England.
“My Dear S1r—Excuse
me for taking
your valuable time, but I want to
extend my most sincere thanks and gratitude to you for the great ere ts you
have afforded me during the past thirty-five years by. making a gun that certainly
has stood the test that few can equal..
The number of my old
No. 10-gauge is
11722.
I bought it of E. E. Eaton, 53 State St., Chicago, Ill., the fall of 1870, and
paid him an even $200 for the gun, case and loading tools; $175 for the gun alone.
“‘Now that my good and true old horse died a short time ago, my present dog is
getting old, and I, too, am not so young as I used to be, I have laid aside my
good old true and faithful friend, until such time as I am laid to rest, when it
will be in the box with me.
But here goes for a big but true story.
“During thirty-five years my old companion has missed but one season’s shooting; during all these years she has piled up her share of game—ducks, geese,
chicken, quail, pheasants, etc.—and back in the ’70’s she never failed to-do her
duty at all shooting matches.
I doubt if ever there was a gun made that has been
used as much as mine, and especially with the heavy loads I have always used,
and to-day it would bother you to find a scratch or mar about her, and her barrels
are as clean and smooth inside as a dollar; and, stranger yet, this old friend of
mine has not cost me five cents for repairs except an extra set of firing pins,
and she looks good for many years to come.
No gun ever made is a harder

shooter than mine.
AND

WM. READ @ SONS
107 Washington

effective service for fifty years.

VON LENGERKE & DETMOLD,
WHOLESALE

just received.

POWDER.

New

Near

weights

Send for List of High-Grade
Second-Hand Guns.

Durability is a quality that has made the Greener gun.
famous for three generations.
The Greener product goes
through the hands of 200 of the highest paid and most skillful workmen it is possible to obtain, and as a result the
Greener gun is known all over the world for its careful fitting and general durability.
The following unsolicited testimonial well illustrates this
wonderful wearing quality, and we have had other testimonials describing Greener guns that have been in constant and

Smokeless Shotgun Powder

A

GRADE GUNS

GREENER GUNS WEAR.

Latest and Most Modern
produced

HIGHEST
Some very light
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—— "THE
——

The best ever
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THE ROBERTS SAFETY LAUNCH AND YACHT BOILER.
THE

<ooe

ROBERTS

oh

SAFETY

41 Cortlandt

39 and

“The
Sultan”
°
16 ft. family pleasure

b

rest all cry “sque-ock;’’

boats, motor boats, hunting
and fishing poats.
The W. H. Mullins Co.,126 Franklin St., Salem, 0.

Com-

Our NAME PLATE
ness of models and
fully

selected.

Variety of models.
Send

NOW

OLD

entirely

by

skilled

men.

illustrated

Middle

catalog,

CANOE
Street,

Old

Maine.

To introduce our Outing Goods

EVERYTHING FOR CAMPING
>

put together or taken apart in half a minute. The
best: tender for small yachts, as it is readily carried
aboard
Also very desirable for inland fishing as it
is easily carried in a light wagon. Strong, durable
and a good carier. Send for booklet.

SECTIONAL

BOAT

be

glad

to go over

CO.,

and luxuries of a complete camping

free upon application.

outfit

- $1.00
CANOES.

Paddles, all lengths,
WHITE’S OLDTOWN

We are exclusive New York agents for E. M.
White & Co., makers of the best-known canvas canoes,
Ask any Maine guide what canoe he paddles—ten to

the

one it’s a ‘White.’

details with you and assist you in making your
camp in the woods just as
comfortable as your home.
Tents,Cooking Utensils, Cots, Tables, Stoves,
Boats,
Canoes,
Paddles,
Fittings,
Etc.
Our complete catalogue describing the necessities

15 Exchange St., Boston, Mass.

Depart-

ment we offer a special lot of canvas-cover-

.ed canoes at $24.00 each.

Pic
Weare prepared to supia
Z at
ply your needs—large or
g
|
*) small. Our salesmen will

a

The only practical stowing boat, made in three
separable watertight compartments, and can be |

in

CANOES, °24.

COMPANY

Town,

“‘scow”’

singularly bleached grass and asclepias bark, lined

Prices from $28, up. Prompt delivery.

for free

TOWN
9

(as above) guarantees correctquality.
All materials care-

Construction

she answers

a low tone.
We are pleased to note that the
persecution of these interesting birds has nearly
ceased; except when they disturb trout farms
they are rarely shot. Their nest is a flimsy structure, a mere platform of loose twigs, seemingly
of such unsubstantial character that it could not
last through one season’s use. Six light-blue eggs
are about the usual number; we once found nine
and have known of only four being laid.
These
birds arrived here April 25.
Not seeing many birds that seemed to have anything on their minds, we entered the woods and
followed the swamp; a thrush was singing in the
maples.
Imagine a musical sound produced or
accompanied with something like marbles poured
slowly through a reed.
This bird, while fond of
swamps, chooses dry ground for its resting place.
The tawny thrush builds a nest in open woods,
where grass grows, and lays four light blue eggs.
It is later in coming than its handsome cousin,
the wood or song thrush.
A pair of tiny, peculiarly-marked birds seemed
very much distressed by our approach, and we
soon located their nest in the fork of a low mock
huckleberry bush.
It was a dainty structure of

The ideal boat for families—summer
boat guaranteed.
resorts—parks—boat
liveries,
etc.
Strong—safe—
Write to-day for our large catalog of row
speedy.

plete with 1 pair oars ®85.00,

SKENE

York.

JUNE BIRDS’ NESTS.

Made of pressed steel, with air chambers in each end like a life boat.
Can't leak—crack—dry out or sink—lasta lifetime. Every

illustrated.

New

Street,

(Continued from page 1030.)
herself of the labor and sorrow which follows
the hatching of cow bunting’s eggs.
While, as
a rule, the character of the eggs laid by any species
of bird is nearly constant, there is now and then
a striking variant.
We once found a yellow
warbler’s
nest with eggs which
were
spotted
around the small ends in confluent rings.
Eggs
so marked are uncommon.
We intended to look in the swamp for cusha’s
nest, but the overflow from the pond prevented
this.
This family of herons are regular. summer
visitors, and’ we recognized one who had been
here before; she (?) has a peculiar voice; the

»'

Easier

as

1900.

250 pounds of steam.
Handsome catalogue free.
Nearly 1500 in use.
WORKS:
RED
BANK,
New Jersey.
Bruniva, New York.
Telephone Address: 599 Cortlandt.

Sink
Steel Boats Can’t
Mullins Pressed
Safe
to Row—Absolutely
boat,

30,

Cable Address:

COMPANY,

BOILER

TUBE

WATER

[JUNE

Prices

begin

at $28.00.

Tents, Camp Stoves, Sleeping Bags, Fishing Outfits,
Hunting Clothing, shoes and all kinds of outing goods.
Let us send catalogue No. 364.

NEW

YORK
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GOODS

New

CO..

York.

will be sent

(Send for it to-day.)

JOHN C. HOPKINS & CO., 119 Chambers St.. NEW YORK

Houseboats and Houseboating
BY

ALBERT

BRADLEE

HUNT.

A volume devoted to a new outdoor field which
has for its purpose three objects:
First—To make known the opportunities American waters
afford for enjoyment of houseboating life.
which
Second—To
properly
present
the development
houseboating has attained in this country.
Third—To
set forth the advantages
and pleasures
of
houseboating in so truthful
a manner that others
may become interested in the pastime.
The

RRERRRUENEEUERERES RERUNEEE

HENRY

J. GIELOW

a
cf

Engineer, Naval Architect =
and Broker
:
50 Broadway,
New York
RRRLRNNAY.
Telephone 4673 Broad
»
RRR RERVLRREREL, REVVER EY,

:

book

owners

contains

and

designers

forty

specially

of

well-known

prepared

articles

houseboats,

and

by
is

beautifully illustrated with nearly 200 line and _ half-tone
reproductions of plans and exteriors and interiors.
A
most interesting chapter is devoted to houseboating in
England,
The book has been carefully prepared by Mr. Albert
Bradlee Hunt.
The work is printed on extra heavy coated paper, and is
bound in olive green buckram.
The price is $3 net.
Postage 384 cents.
FOREST

AND

STREAM

PUBLISHING

CO.

TRADE MARK.

SPAR.

COATING

A perfect finish for all woodwork, spars and ironwork exposed to excessive changes in weather and
temperature.

EDWARD
Varnish
59

MANUFACTURED BY
SMITH
@ COMPANY,
Makers and Color Grinders

Market Street,
Chicago, Il.

45

Broadway

New

York.
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with
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fibers.
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STREAM.

four eggs,

noticeably short in their proportions and rather
delicate white, with light-brown spots, a chestnut-

sided warbler’s.
Having in mind a shy, graceful species whose
nest is a gem among works of bird architects, we
began to look for bunches of hanging moss, and
in a few minutes were rewarded by seeing a bird
slip softly out from the very nest we were seeking.
She would not suffer us to approach within
two rods, and almost immediately disappeared.
This nest, like all others we have seen belonging
to this species, was suspended in hanging moss
and constructed of the same material, and nothing else used.
The five eggs were so deep down
in the sack that we had to look twice to see
them. .They were tinted white, with light-brown
spots, and were as long as those in the chestnutsided warbler’s nest, but smaller.
The tinting in
all these tiny eggs arises from the color of the

contents showing through the translucent shells.
The owners, a pair of blue yellow-backed warblers, did not put in an

appearance;

they are
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feet from the stub and
of the most beautiful of

as

heslay

his nocturnal

there
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Look on page 28 and read

ex-

hole, and reaching a hand up to examine this,
out popped a flying squirrel.
He struck on a liv-

about two
He is one

on reel seat.

MANUFACTURING COMPANY, 84 Horton St., Bristol, Conn.

THE HORTON

birch stub which was about six feet high and
four inches through. Just below the top was a
ing birch
flattened.

<Bristol

You'll like it.
Send for our illustrated color catalogue, ‘*A Lucky Strike.”
description of our combination Reel and Handle—An advance in reel making,

ceedingly shy and retiring in their habits. _As we

Rods

for many years have maintained their supremacy for all-around fishing, giving
perfect satisfaction under all conditions,
Their merit is known and acknowledged all over the world. No other rod combines strength, sensitiveness and backbone as does the ‘‘BRISTOL.”
But be
Don’t let the dealer work off on you some
sure you get a “BRISTOL.”

large

habit, and the

bright light so dazzled them that he paid no atten-

tion to us.
fur and the
so perfectly
suaded him

We admired the silky softness of his
protective coloring that harmonized
with dead wood or bark. We perto climb the tree, and by jarring in-

duced him to fly; he came down at a sharp angle
two-thirds of the way, and then made a graceful
sweep, turning slightly to one side and catching

on to a small tree head downwards.
He was so
gentle we were almost tempted to clap a hat
over him.
We have seen these little animals in
the same tree with birds, each having their own
nest. This fellow was solitary, and his nest was

like that of a mouse, made of fine bark, all
shredded like oakum.
Our short walk was a reminder of many pleasant days spent in the woods

now

lies in far-away

tramps

were

in

with

California.

Virginia,

some

a brother, who

Some

of our

in Washington,

but mostly in dear old Plymouth Woods.
WALTER B. SAVARY.

STEEL RODS, guaranteed, 3pieces, cork grip
BAIT, 614, 714, 8%4ft., FLY, 9 and toft.,

($9.50

SPLIT BAMBOO
Fly and Bait,

t 75¢.

AUTOMATIC

RODS, 3 pieces, extra tip,

REELS,

aluminum,

TROUT FLIES, 6 assorted
Live Bait,
Sand Worms.

on

Shedder

-

card, dozen,

Crabs,

Send

for Tackle

MILA

$3.50
2c.

Blood

Compiled
Price,

Fulton

by ‘Seneca.’
$1.50.

‘ Cloth.
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THE ENTERPRISE MANUFACTURING CO.

St.,

AKRON, OHIO, U. S. A.

Catalogue.

THE FRANKFORT, KENTUCKY REEL: &¢MILAMaSoN,
IS HAND MADE,STANDARD

Illustrated,
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Men
244

pages.

PUBLISHING

WHARF,
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70-SEWO CATALOGUE

I Have Fished With.

It was a happy thought that prompted Mr. Fred Mather
to write of his fishing companions.
The chapters were
received with a warm welcome at the beginning, and have
been of sustained interest.
The “Men I Have Fished
With” was among the most popular series of papers ever
presented to ForREST AND STREAM readers.

FOREST

AND

STREAM

Cable,

Main

YACHT

1839.

Sketches of character and incident with rod and gun from
childhood to manhood; from the killing of little fishes
and birds to a buffalo hunt.
By Fred Mather.
Illustrated.
Price, $2.

CO.

WILSON
ROWE’S

lines,

If unable to secure our goods from your dealer, let us
know, and we will send you some interesting information.

jrock yy.

318-320

This compilation comprises six hundred and odd hints,
helps, kinks, wrinkles, points and suggestions for the
shooter, the fisherman, the dog owner, the yachtsman,
the canoeist, the camper, the outer; in short, for the
field sportsman in all the varied phases of his activity.
“Hints and Points” has proved one of the most practically useful
works
of reference
in the sportsman’s
library,’

AROVAL RELISH]

PFLUEGER’S

and

Hints and Points for Sportsmen.

BROILED LOBSTER AND ENGLISH MUTTON CHOPS.

hooks,

reels, and a number of
patented specialties that anglers need. If you wish the
most killing artificial bait, spoon, fly or spinner, insist en
having

Mail orders promptly filled.

CHARLES DISCH,

ETBRAND, THIS SAUCEIS Al
iit
His MaJesty KinG GeorGe IVAPPROVING THE SAUCES
MADE BY THE ORIGINAL BRAND WHO WAS FOR MANY
YEARS CHEF TO THAT ROYAL EPICURE.
DELICIOUS WITH FISH, SOUPS, GAME, ETC., AND
PARTICULARLY APPRECIATED ON WELSH RAREBITS,

has stood the test a
quarter of a century,
We make all sorts of
baits, spoons, flies, snell

@

SAIL
ia

PUBLISHING

Wilsails,

W.

CO.

VU. C.

SILSBY
A

MAKERS
BOSTON.

MASS.

We have furnished sails to the following prominent yachts: Constitution, Defender, Volunteer, Jubilee, Colonia
Independence, Ailsa, Navahoe, Weetamoe, Uncle Sam, Effort, Calypso, Flirt, Ariadne, Quissetta, Constance
Vergemere, Resolute, Chanticleer, Senta, Snapper, Raider, Little Haste, Sally VII., Chloris, and many others

G. R. LILJEGREN,

Gothenburg, Sweden,

Is our authorized correspondent
for all European Countries
3°
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“TUSCARORA” Fly Rod
Fo!
or

Mountains

Stream

[JUNE

THREE

30, 1906.

CATALOGUES

FISHING
TACKLE
and
33 SUMMER SPORTS 3 3

Fishing.

GUN
GOODS
and
WINTER
SPORTS
No. 3537.

Split Bamboo

length, 8% feet;

Fly Rod,

weight,

Cee

snake ee

$5. 00

434 ounces

A Customer
day or two;

oxidized

says:

One or all for the asking.

‘“‘I thought when I bought this rod it would last hee a

however, after a hard summer’s use, during which I caught trout as large

We

have everything in Guns, Fishing Tackle,
Photographic and Athletic Goods.
SUPERIOR QUALITY.
LoweEsT PRICES.

as 3 pounds, it is straight as a die and as good as new.’

Also a full line of RODS,

LINES,

LEADERS

will be sent upon

Catalog

WILLIAM

and FLIES.

Or if you would prefer our

Send for Trout Booklet Free on application.
Complete

request.

MILLS @ SON, 21 Park Place, New York, U. S. A.

Sole Agents

for H.

L.LEONARD

THOS.

SPLIT

BAMBOO

and ALL SOUTHERN

THE UNIVERSAL

TACKLE

LINE

DRYER

five feet of line.

door jam, table, shelf or tree.

Very light.

Can be set up or knocked down in a jiffy.

pouch one inch in diameter by six inches long.
PRICE,

SPECIAL
Gold

STEEL
Medal,

E. VOM

FLY OR BAIT RODS.

Buffalo,

Cannot collapse when in use.

1901,

best quality,

=

Knocked

down

cork grip,

1867.

95-97

any length,

Gold

Fulton

Medal,

$2.25

st. Louis,

Street,

Gold Medal, Highest Award, St. Louis,

1904.3

New

York.

JULIUS

Gold Medal.

Highest Award, Chicago,

VOM

1893,

reel

with

good

,

SILK

durable,

Trout FlieS
15c. Shores

tery ae

B

]

e

e

5c. f Raasorted dozen. ents,

Bass Flies

LOG

AND

CABINS

screws,

oiled

well running

Try our new

Send for catalogue.

once

reel.

a year, isa

Size

No.

5, 74'%4c. per yard

Size

No.

4, 5%c.

something

Put up in 20-30-40-50-100

yards lengths

H.

H.

523 BROADWAY,

KIFEE

-

CO:

NEW YORK

TACKLE CATALOGUE FREE ON APPLICATION

AND

1906

St., New

York.

is as good as G. M. Se
that
0%

he ac

aUmaeEe’?

G. M. SKINNER’S
IS THE STANDARD.
For

Sale

by all

Dealers

A Convenience

in

SPORTING

GOODS.

Appreciated

Gold paad Cocktails
The demand for Gold Lion Cocktails by the Gentleman Sportsman is
such that these goods are now put up
in protected

packages convenient

to

ack,
COTTAGES: HOW TO BUILD AND FURNISH THEM,
A cut of the Gold Lion marks every
y By William$.Wicks, Price, $1.50, package of the genuine.

to his taste.

FOREST

& Co.

22 Warren

Delicious Old Blends.
Ready to Serve.

per yard

This work covers the field of building for the woods from the simplest shelters to the most
elaborate cottages, cabins and houses,
The details and directions are very specific and easily comprehended, and the illustrations are so numerous and so taking that one will be sure to find in
them

Vivier

Phone 5223 Cort.

Braided Silk Enameled Waterproof

METAL CENTER LINE

THE

Du

SCOTCH

$):00

Flies

60c. Regular price, 85 cents, Quality C Flies
f

and

Us| :

Quality A Flies

30c. for an assorted sample dozen. Quality
Regular price, 60 cents.

Brooklyn, Naa Ks

STEEL
RODS
3 piece, cork grip
10 foot Fly and 8 1-2 foot Bait

BODY

For Trial—Send

-

No branch store in any city.

bearings

Small Profits
Quick Sales

HOFE,

-

All genuine reels bear my name.
A

ASHORE

When a dealer says that some other Spoon Bait

1857

Sold for $3.50.

No. 351 South Fifth Street,

or

CORONET RYE
1803

Each.
1904.

A Patent Fishing Reel, made of hard sheet metal, with an automatic drag
spool 334 inch diameter. holding 200 yds. of line, winding line as fast as a mult
and has more power. The automatic drag, when fish is running, allows no slack
line.

AFLOAT

KILMARNOCK

126-page catalogue on receipt of 4 cents to cover postage.

ESTABLISHED

We have our own repair shop and do all
repairs to guns and fishing tackle.

it goes in

Money back after ten days if unsatisfactory.
$1.75 EACH.

Established

HOFE,

One revolution takes

EXCLUSIVELY.

277 and 279 Wabash Avenue,
35, 37 and 39 Van Buren Street,
CHICAGO,
ILL.

John Street
New York

will fill a long felt want in the kit of all true anglers. It is the most unique and complete line dryer ever
invented.
Made entirely of brass. Is absolutely rust proof (One rust spot will spoil a line.) Can

GOODS

VON LENGERKE & ANTOINE

28

and Dealer in

Fine FishingTackle & Sporting Goods
TARPON, TUNA

SPORTING

RODS.

J. CONROY

Manufacturer

attach it anywhere

CAMERAS,
KODAKS
and
PHOTOGRAPHIC
GOODS

STREAM

PUBLISHING

COMPANY

Seven varictiee:
Manhattan, Vermouth, Dry Gin, Whiskey, Tom Gin,
Martini and the American.
To be had in glass only—Large and small bottles.
At eye
Cafés, Drug Stores and wherever liquors
are so
THE COOK & BERNHEIMER CO.,
Makers, New York.
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NOTICE TO NEWS STAND BUYERS
Give Your Dealer an Order
After this issue the Forest AND
=.

-

STREAM

will be

-unreturnable by dealers, but will be supplied by
‘them to regular customers and on order. Readers
accustomed to buy at news stands and book
stores should not fail to give their dealers a
standing order in advance, so that they may not

fail to obtain the paper regularly.

the several other races composing the new nation
no representation whatever.
A much fairer plan
in this respect would have been the adoption of
the device for the shield which was proposed to
the committee by a French West Indian artist,
whom they had called in to assist them and who
urged that the arms of the United States should
include suggestions of all the European countries
from which the colonies had drawn their people—
the rose for England, the thistle for Scotland, the
harp for Ireland, the fleur-de-lis for France, the
imperial eagle for Germany and the crowned lion

for Holland.
was

Forest

and

Stream

on

THIS issue completes the first volume of the
-ForEST AND STREAM in the new form and style
adopted for it at the beginning of the year.
The
change was all in the direction of convenience
and an increased attractiveness; and the welcome

sup-

‘port and a growing popularity.
Beginning with
‘the issue of next week, July 7, the Forest AND

StrEAM will not be returnable by newsdealers;
“but the paper will still be distributed by the
-American

News

Company,

and readers

who

have

been accustomed to obtain it through the newsdealers should have no difficulty in continuing to
do so, if only the simple precaution be taken of
notifying the dealer to supply the paper.
Tell the dealer who has been supplying

continue to procure Forest AND STREAM

FRANKLIN

AND

you

to

for you.

THE EAGLE.

In his entertaining remarks on the eagle as
-an emblem, Mr. E. F. Randolph recalls that Ben-

|jamin Franklin once made an ingenious plea for
the selection of the wild turkey
in place of the bald-

“headed

eagle as the national bird.

Itis true that

| Franklin did thus champion the wild turkey, but
this must have been an afterthought, for there is
no record to show that the sage himself did anything to put the suggestion into effect on a

he had

certain occasion, when
portunity for doing so.
When

the new-born

nation

an

excellent

bethought

op-

itself of

providing a coat-of-arms, the task of selecting
the design was entrusted to a committee which
consisted of Benjamin Franklin, John Adams and
The several devices recomThomas Jefferson.
mended
afford an interesting insight into the

thought of the period.
Choice of Hercules, as

Adams
depicted

proposed the
by an Italian

artist, representing the hero resting on his big
tick, with Virtue pointing to her rugged moun-

tain and

Sloth

inviting to her flowery

Manifestly with such a jumble, this

psychological

he entertained

the Stands.

‘then accorded has been followed by a warm

the

paths of

Jefferson suggested for the face of the
pleasure.
seal, the Children of Israel in the Wilderness led

by the cloud by day and pillar of fire by night;
and for the reverse the Saxon chiefs Hengist and
Horsa, from whom the English colonists claimed
their illustrious descent.
This would have given

ing a wild

bird

any

moment

strong

for a totem

for

Franklin.

convictions

If

concern-

for the new

nation,

this manifestly was the time for him to talk turkey.
But instead of this he followed Adams back’ to
Egypt, and found his inspiration in the exodus
of the Jews from bondage; and his device was
Moses lifting up his wand and dividing the Red
Sea, and Pharaoh and his chariot overwhelmed
with the waters, while up in the sky the eye of
Providence illumined the scene.
The result of the work of the committee was
a grotesque combination of Moses and Pharaoh
and the several heraldic emblems of European
monarchies.
But Congress would not have it.

Various

other

designs

for the arms

were

sub-

mitted from time to time by other committees,
only to be rejected by the saving common sense
of Congress, until after several years choice was

made of a design prepared by William Barton, of
Philadelphia, in which the American bald eagle
had the central and conspicuous place it holds today.
The
eagle
appears
to have
suggested
itself to Barton because it was a familiar and
conventional
heraldic.
device,
emblematic
of
power and might, and the American bald eagle
was chosen as specially appropriate.
Some years
before this the State of New York had adopted
the eagle in its coat-of-arms, but it had been
simply an heraldic eagle, and had no reference to
the American bird.
Barton gave to the eagle, to
be held grasped in his talons, the thirteen arrows
and the olive branch as symbolizing the power of
peace and war under the control of Congress;
and he omitted heraldic “supporters” for the bird
for the reason, as he said, that the American
nation must stand or fall by its own inherent
virtues without depending on any outside aid.
And

so

freedom,

the

eagle

to decorate

became

our

America’s

State

bird

papers,

of

to be

sculptured on our public buildings, to surmount
our million flagstaffs, and to gleam and glitter
on the standards and guidons of our troops in
battle—fancy the wild turkey as an emblem to
inspire valor in any but trenchermen; to be engraved on our currency and minted on our coinage—even Franklin was never known to have refused good American money because it bore the
eagle’s stamp instead of that of the turkey; and
to inspire our

Fourth

of July orators

to cloud-

piercing excursions into the empyrean, rivaling
that of the bird of Job himself.
In illustration
of which and in certification thereof, let us hear
Col. P. Donan, of Fargo, North Dakota, who in
the course of much else of the same exuberant
nature in a Fourth of July oration, said:
eagle
“Then
shall
proud
Columbia’s
pet
(which is being so numerously and diversely
squeezed until he squawks to-day), perched upon
the loftiest pinnacle-crag of the royal-cre-ribbed
Rocky
Mountains,
spread
his
cloud-bathed
wings from the multifloral rainbows and frostwrought
splendors
of
the
Aurora-Boreaiic
realms, to where the billowed sunshine of Hondurian

gulfs chants
its ceaseless
anthem
to
gold, and
and
green
of everlasting
shores
trumpet forth in universe-reverberating tones

‘Cock-a-Doodle-Yankee-Doodle-Doo’

his

of

exultation and defiance to all the world and the
Earth’s two greatest oceans,
rest of mankind.
miles apart, shall roll up in
three thousand
thundering oratorio their echo of the high and
glad refrain; the mightiest gulf and grandest
lakes in all creation shall join the chant; river
after river, huge, rolling floods, shall conspire
to sweal the giant pean; Superior’s waves, old
Mississippi’s torrent, Niagara’s misty thunders
shall roar it far and wide; the hurricane crashing
through ten thousand mountain gorges, from
the Alleghenies to the Cordilleras, and from the
Adirondacks to the Sierras, shall chime it; the
raging blizzards, hurling six-inch hailstones on
sky-bound Nebraskian plains, shall whistle and
shall shriek it, the
rattle it; the catamount

prairie-wolf shall howl it, the lone owlet hoot it,

and the grizzly bear shall growl it; and the
burden of it shall be, America for Americans!
One country, one flag, zwei lager, from GreenJand’s icy mountains to Darien’s golden strands!
E pluribus unum, now, henceforth and forevermore, world without end—Amen PP
Under the spell of which soaring eagle flight

we can

only exclaim

* 4 curse

on the hand

with

Eliza

that’would

MIGRATORY

Cook:

build him a coop.”

WILDFOWL.

TuHat open letter by Mr. Sydney G. Fisher to
Congressman Lacey deserves and will repay careMr. Fisher reviews the situation as
ful reading.
it exists in these days of inefficient State protection, and finds the remedy in Federal protection warranted by an amendment to the ConstiSuch an amendment he believes to be
tution.
necessary, because, in his view, Congress now has

no jurisdiction

for the exercise

of the

required

police power. It will be recalled that Hon. George
Shiras 3d introduced a measure in Congress fora
Federal game law applicable to migratory fowl,
and that he contended for an authority already
Mr.
existing for such Federal police power.
a
in
subject
the
reviewed
recently
has
Shiras
brief, which, we trust, may soon be laid before
our

readers.
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In the Lodges of the Blackfeet.
XXXI.—The

Last

of the

Buffalo.

WHEN spring came the Blackfeet and Bloods
moved back into Canada in order to get their
treaty money from the Government.
They in-

tended to return in the fall, but now crossed the
line again.
The Crees and Red Rivers remained with us. Our trade for the season footed
up four thousand buffalo robes and about an
equal number of deer, elk and antelope skins.

For the robes we received $28,000, for the skins,
some beaver and wolf pelts about $5,000 more.
That

was

our banner

season,

and the biggest one

Berry had ever experienced.
It was remarkable
in that it occurred when the buffalo were so near
extermination.
We were looking forward to a quiet summer,
as usual, when orders
Agency
Indian traders

came
from
of Dacotah,

the Sioux
and
from

firms in the Northwest Territory of Canada for
pemmican and dried meat.
The letters all had

side, he came

from

the

landers, and

from

the La Roches, a noble French

family, some
of whom
early emigrated
to
America. His father, Thomas Jackson, had taken
part in the Seminole and other Indian wars of
1832; his great grandfathers on both. sides had
fought in the Revolution. No wonder, then, that
he took to war as a profession, enlisting at an
early age as scout in the U. S. Army.
The summer previous to his enlistment he made
He
a name for himself by killing three Sioux.
and his mother went berrying in the breaks of
the river north of Fort Union, and when four or
five miles away they saw five Sioux sneaking
down on them, following a deep coulée running
parallel with the ridge upon which they were
The Sioux were just entering a big
riding.

of their

annihilation,

for

when

when

evening

came ‘Jackson

about

through

the watch

She cried and objected,

saying that if he was to be killed she wanted to
die with him.
But he finally assured her that

he could take care of himself for a time and she
started back as fast as the horse could run.

Jack-

son at once went up to the top of the ridge, peering

over

it very

carefully.

In

a

moment

the

Sioux mounted and burst out of the brush full
tilt after his mother. There was his chance, and
kneeling

Henry

to get a more

rifle a number

steady

aim,

he fired

his

of times, dropping two of

the enemy. But that did not stop the others, who
came swiftly up the ridge, so he mounted his

man

his foe. Finally, when the Sioux had lessened the
gap between them to about a hundred yards,
Jackson stopped his horse, and jumping off, knelt
down and took a careful aim at his pursuer.
He
must have been a very brave Sioux, as he never

the Sioux

his, the other two not so swift.
former
loader

One of the horses

rode proved to be a better annimal than

The rider of the

kept gaining on him, firing his muzzleas fast as he could, and Jackson kept

shooting back at short intervals, failing also to hit

stopped, but whipped his horse harder than ever.
Jackson fired twice at him; the second shot hit
him fairly in the breast and he instantly rolled off
to the grounds where he lay perfectly still. Then
Jackson remounted and rode on, the remaining
two Sioux pursuing him for a half mile or so,
when they stopped, seemed to talk together for a

Sioux

charged,

they

ventured

out,

took

sufficient leggings and blankets from the enemy
lying about, and when they had dressed themselves in the leggings and moccasins, and wrapped
blankets

as swiftly as she could.

the

held their ground for a time, to give the soldiers a
chance to retreat across the river and up on the
hill, where they were nearly overcome several
times by the enemy. Jackson was finally cut off
from the command with Lieutenant DeRudia, Interpreter Guard, and a soldier. They lay in the
thick brush all that day, and the next, and then

that they and their horses

two, and told her to ride back to the fort for help

de-

tailed to accompany Major Reno. Had they accompanied Custer, they would have undoubtedly
shared his fate. As it was, they did what they
could—at the expense of the lives of most of
them—to save Reno and his command from utter

Jackson kept on a little ways,
had not been seen.
gradually riding off to the west side of the ridge
and out of sight of the enemy.
Then he told
his mother what he had seen, made her take his

horse and took the back trail.

uates of the army.
He introduced himself as
William Jackson.
The name seemed familiar, but
I could not place him until he said that he was
sometimes called Sik-si-kai-kwan—Blackfoot Man.
Then I knew.
How often I had heard old man
Monroe mention him, his favorite grandson; of
his bravery and kindness of heart. I couldn’t help
shaking hands with him and saying; “I have long
mnuped to meet you, Sik-si-kai-kwan; your grandfather has told me much about you.”
Well, we
became lasting friends; friends to the day of his

care

June 25, 1876, he, with the other scouts, was

On his mother’s

There came to our place one day in midsummer
a tall, slender man, who from his face and the
black, sharp, ended-up curling mustache he wore
reminded
one
of pictures
of
the
old-time
Spanish cavaliers.
He spoke English, pure English, much better, indeed, than that of any white

Point grad-

to take

stance.

Monroes, a notedly brave family of Scotch High-

horse, which was the strongest and swiftest of the

around, better than many West

back

Jackson was a favorite with the army officers,
especially Generals Custer and Miles.
On the
morning of the battle of the Little Big Horn,

no time in beginning to hunt.

which we sold at a good profit.

turned

sins.
No one can make me believe that there is
nothing in heredity. There was Jackson, for in-

thicket and imagined

Everything went

and

dead,

the same story to tell, “The buffalo are gone.”
They said, “Send us as many tons of the stuff as
you can for our trade.”
The Crees and their half
brothers were happy when we told them that we
would buy all they could bring us, and they lost
that was meat—poor cows, old bulls and perhaps
crippled horses.
The meat was dried in wide,
thin, flat sheets, and done up in rawhide thonged
bales.
Pemmican
was made by pounding the
dried meat into fragments and mixing it with
tallow and grease extracted from the animal’s
bones.
It was packed into green hide, flat, oblong
bags, and the covering shrunk so tightly over the
mass as it dried that a package of it had the
solidity and weight of a rock.
I do not remember how much of the stuff we got during the
summer, literally cords and cords of the dried
meat and hundreds of bags of pemmican, all of

moment,

death, and I hope that together we accomplished
some measure of good in penance for our many

themselves,

fires

he

led

of the

them

Sioux

comrades up on the hill.
Only once
accosted.
“Who goes there?” asked
sitting by a small fire roasting meat.

right

to their
were they
some one

Jackson, who spoke Sioux perfectly, replied, “It
is only us, we’re going over here a little way.”
“Well, go where you’re going,” said their questioner. “I’m going to sit right here and eat some
meat.”
At the

time

he came

to the store

at Carroll,

Jackson was trading with the Indians out near
the Judith Mountains.
I was sorry to part with
him. I hardly expected to meet him again, but I
did some years afterward, where al! of we
“squaw men,” as we were called, were driven by
the tenderfeet,

the “pilgrims,”

ways of doing business.
Winter came again, and

with their five-cent

the

Crees

and

Red

River breeds were still with us, but the buffalo
were not so plentiful as they had been the previous winter.
Their range was also smaller, ex-

tending from the mouth of Judith River eastward
to the Round Butte, on the north side of the
Missouri, a distance of one hundred and twentyfive miles, and back from the river not more than
forty miles. They were far more plentiful on the
south side, between the Missouri and the Yellowstone, but so were the hunters.
They were
hemmed in on the east by the Assinaboine and
Yanktonais Sioux, on the south by the Crows,
and a horde
of white skin hunters that the

Northern
the

Pacific,

Yellowstone,

then
had

being
brought

In the midst

of the herds

Red

The

Rivers.

white

constructed
into

were

hunters

the

our
were

along

country.

Crees

and

the most

destructive of all, and piled up more than one
hundred thousand buffalo hides along the Yellow-
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stone that winter, which they sold for about two
dollars

each to eastern

tannery

buyers.

We

got

buffalo have congregated and from whence they
may return?”
“There is no place in the whole land,” I replied, ‘‘north, south, east or west, that the white

twenty-seven hundred robes, about a thousand
deer, antelope and elk skins, and the rest of the
men have not traveled, are not traveling right
traders along the river, all told, had about as
many more.
Most of the robes we got Were
now, and none of them can find buffalo.
Do not
believe, as many of your people do, that they
killed in the early part of the winter.
As the
season advanced the hunters had to ride further _have driven them away in order to deprive you of
and further to find the game.
There was no
your living. White men are just as anxious to
doubt but what the end of the trade was
kill buffalo for their hides and meat as you are.”
near.
“Then, that being the case,” he said with a deep
sigh, “misery and death are at hand for me and
In February we ran short of trade blankets,
and I went to a trading post up at the mouth of mine. We are going to starve.”
On our way homeward the next morning, I saw
the Judith after more, taking Nat-ah’-ki with me.
a lone buffalo calf—almost a yearling then—standThe river was solidly frozen, so we took that
ing dejectedly, forlornly, in a clump of rye grass
route, each driving a pony hitched to a Red River
near the river. I killed it, and took off the hide,
sled. It was pleasant, traveling up the familiar
horns, hoofs and all. The Crow Woman tanned
river over the smooth ice. The weather was not
it for me later and decorated the flesh side with
too cold, and it neither blew nor snowed.
We
gaudy
porcupine quill work.
That was my last
traveled the first day to the foot of the Dauphin
buffalo.
Along in the afternoon we startled
Rapids, and camped in the cabin of some wood
something like seventy-five head which had come
hawks, temporarily absent.
They had left the
to the frozen stream in search of water.
They
latch string out and a notice on the rude table
scampered wildly across the bottom and up the
which read: “Make yerself to hum, stranger, an’
slope of the valley to the plains. That was the
shet the door when you leeve.”
last herd of them that Nat-ah’-ki and I ever
We did make ourselves “to hum.”
Nat-ah’-ki
saw.
cooked a. good meal in the hearth, and then we
The little woman fad I had been homesick for
sat long before the pleasant fire in the most comsome time. While we loved the great river, its
fortable of chairs.
They were merely green
lovely valley and fantastic bad lands, we did not
buffalo hides stretched over a pole frame work,
like the people temporarily there. We were ever
but they had been used as the skins dried, and
talking and dreaming of our home on the Marias,
fitted perfectly; every part of the body had just

|

the proper support.
The

next

day we

reached

our. destination,

and

on the following one started homeward with our
loads of blankets.
It was about four in the
afternoon

that

we

saw

some

buffalo

scurrying

southward across the river, and heard some firing
back in the breaks. A little later we saw a large
camp of Indians file down into a bottom below us.
I was

not a little

uneasy

at first, for I feared

and so one May morning, we embarked on the
first boat of the season for Fort Benton, and
thence to Fort Conrad.
And thus we bade good-

by forever to the old plains life and the buffalo
and the Indian trade.
Berry soon followed us, leaving a man

of our place, which

Nat-ah’-ki

what we

I told him of the conditions

us, that there were
the

few

bctween

south and east of

no buffalo anywhere,
us

and

the

except’

Yellowstone,

and

even there no herds of more than a hundred or so.
“Are you sure,” he said; “sure that the white
men

have

seen

all the land

which

they say

lies

between the two salt waters? Haven't they overlooked some big part of the country where our

in charge

a loss—for

an-

mostly

“Att aboard Northwestern
Line,
Twilight
Limited
for Lake
Elmo,
Stillwater,
Hudson,
Deer Park, Clear Lake, Cumberland, Shell Lake,
Spooner, Silver Lake, Superior, West Superior

Duluth,

first track to the right.”

That is

our train, and out we go with the crush and
jam, and it seems as if there would be a terrible
jam, for the entire crowd at the St. Paul Union
depot seems bent on going out on that one
train.
They are
soon
distributed,
however,
throughout the long train and there proves to
be ample room for all. The bell rings and the

wheels begin to ring and chime along the polished

steel.

Through

smoke

and

are

whirled

yard and suburb, we
long twilight ride.

grime,

switch-

away

on

our

the smoke of the cities behind, it is nearing the
rim of the horizon and soon drops below the
level of the wooded hills. In a car of long distance passengers,
they will often
sit silent
throughout a long, hard day, but when twilight
comes, they will revive and begin to talk; they

are not less disposed to talk when
twilight;

and

there

was

a

starting out

grand

Babel

of

voices out of which we got something like the
following: | “Twenty-nine
two-pound bass in
an hour out of that little lake.” “Two big bucks
in

one

station.”

afternoon

only

a

mile

back

of

the

forty-one pounds; an hour
“Beautiful lake on the right
‘out of the water.”
there, that’s where Tom Small made his famous
record.”

dressed.”

“Weighed
“Two

hundred

and

fifty § pounds

“Spit out the hook after I had him in

the landing net; well, if that wasn’t luck!”
4

got aboard with rod, reel

was

seated, the angler

unlimbered

his linguis-

tic machinery, and began to tell us
bass struck, and how that big fellow

how this
took out

all his. line and left him with an empty reel with
the fish still going; how a cool head and steady
hand

turned

almost

certain

defeat

into victory;

together with a lot more of the stuff anglers
have reeled up ready for willing listeners. We
closed

our

outward

eye

looking

as to say we understand,

wise,

as indeed

as much

we

do un-

derstand, far too weil to believe a fish story.
That fellow had gone out into the woods and
whittled those fish out of a basswood log. He
could not have got them any other way, as there
was no fish market where he got on nor yet

any small boys loafin’ round.
A ruffed grouse rising near the track and darting away into the shadow, gavé the bird hunter
just behind his inning.
It was a lone cock, being the nesting season, but enough to start the
flow of memory, and the nimrod began:
“Those
wooded hills there afford great ruffed grouse
shooting in the ‘season, that half timbers, half
open country is the ideal place for that kind
of thing, and the grouse are there too.
Any
one who is not afraid of a little recreation, can
get a pair of an afternoon if he tries, that is,

if he can shoot at all. I do the trick every season and sometimes two or three times.
A pair!
That reminds me that several years
ago, I came over this same route in November,
and saw every station platform piled with deer
and grouse.
Then they talked of grouse in
three numbers, and of deer in at least two.
Now
a pair of grouse is a proud boast, and the question is, “Did you get your deer?”
Not how

deer. did you

get!

This

reminds

us

in

are crowding the wild things in nature through
ever
narrowing
limits
to extinction.
When
will the rebuilding process be begun with equal

energy?

When

will reforesting

and

irrigation

be begun in a commen sense way?
When shall
we see each swale, ravine and gulch turned
into reservoirs
throughout
hill and mountain
country, holding in check and controlling floods
and increasing rainfall alike and opening the
way to reforesting besides.
The amount expended in destruction during the Spanish War
would advance the work to that extent, that
all would understand how practical and simple
it was.
That would insure the finish.
.
But why expect humankind
to understand

such a subject by a less process

Though the sun is quite high when we start,
by the time we have passed Stillwater and left

at

station, a young man

and basket containing a dozen fine bass.
We
had turned the seats the better to converse, and
the seats being mostly filled, we made room for
the fisherman and his basket of fish; indeed,
they were good to look upon.
As soon as he

turn that as the farmer and ranchman crowded
the buffalo from the western plains, so are farmer and dairyman crowding the deer from the
forest; the wildfowl
from the marshes.
To
make room for more, the ax and the dredge

The Twilight Limited.

and

and though we are not on a fishing excursion
and most of the passengers are on ordinary
business bent, such scenery will cause the man
who never fishes to talk of fish and fishing and
his eyes will bulge and sparkle like those of the
small boy looking over the circus tent from the
top of an adjacent box car.
At a small way

many

WALTER B. ANDERSON.
[TO BE CONTINUED. |

had best do, drive

on as rapidly as possible, or stop and camp with
them. She gazed at them intently for a moment;
they were already pitching fheir lodges,-and a
painted lodge skin was just then elevated and
spread around the poles. “Oh!” she cried, with
a happy catch of the breath which was almost a
‘sob, “Oh, they are our people. See! that is the
buffalo medicine lodge they have put up. Hurry!
let us go over to them.”
_ They were indeed some of the Piegans under
Red Bird’s Tail, with whom we camped that
night. They were as pleased to meet us as we
‘were them, and it was far into the night when
-we reluctantly went to bed, the supply of lodge
fuel having given out. “We are near the end of
it,” Red Bird’s Tail said tome. “We have hunted
‘far this winter, along Milk River, in the Wolf
Mountains (Little Rockies), and now over here
on the Big River, and we have just about had
meat enough to eat. Friend, I fear that this is
our last buffalo hunt.”

ran—at

other year, getting only three hundred,
bull robes, the last winter, 1882-3.

that they might be Assinaboines, and they had
recently killed a woodhawk, and committed other
depredations along the river. I stopped my horse
and asked

we

We are now in a land of green wooded hills
dotted and freckled with silver lakes between,

than the slow

growth of a thousand years?
Truly, we don’t
understand much.
We bewail*the loss of the
buffalo we have killed and want them back that
we may continue to kill, never stopping to reflect that if they were restored in their greatest
numbers to-day, there are enough people on the

old ranges to kill them off again at one volley.
The man returning empty-handed from the Wisconsin woods (a thing not at all necessary in

this day and age)

gnashes his teeth in rage at

wanton
destruction of game—his
game—never
stopping to reflect that ten times the animal
life is maintained on the same territory now,
that was maintained there in its primeval state.

The

millions

who

have benefited by the dis-

placement of the game are not going to lie down
and die because we are displeased.
Preserve,

reserve,
course.

restock

But

what. great

and
flare

rebuild

is

of lights

the

only

is that

re-

show-
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ing to swear that the world’s supply of moose
would never be exhausted.
In that wood are
ten thousand lakes where all manner of fishes
are
swimming
about
in countless
numbers.
Ruffed grouse have their home there, and the
schoolboys kill them in season with their target

rifles.

Anywhere

outside the city limits the for-

est is full of deer.

something

else

mind.
In the

All this is true, but there is

I wish

cities

and

to impress

towns

around

upon

the

your

head

of

Lake Superior, and all within sight of where we
now stand, there are ten people for every deer
there is in the woods for fifty miles round.
Each of these people are as much entitled to a
deer

as

you

are.

Leaving

half

for restocking,

it is twenty years yet before you can lay special
claim

to a deer.

Adding

to this

the

fact

that

likely your skill is not more than 50 per cent.
of the average, shoves the date back another
twenty years.
If then, after a couple of days
of shiftless wandering in the wood, you fail to
score, don’t come back howling about some one
having stolen your share and demanding
the government catch and punish the thief.

that
The

ambition to kill a deer is not a very laudable one
at best, unless

you

really need

the deer, and

it

is forty years yet before the government is in
justice bound to catch a deer and lead it back
and forth in front of you until you can shoot it.
Meanwhile, remember that
“There

And
vost

ing through

i

the gloom

x

CHESTER

ahead.

Someone

says

fierce battles between

warring tribes have been

Superior, but surely we can’t be at Superior so
soon.
A glance at the watch, however, shows
9.10 P. M., and we rumble into the town of
Old Superior, then West Superior and on across

waged within its confines, while all about are
deserted caverns and robber camps.
But the
opening of the path above, has let in such a

the long trestle over St. Louis Bay into Duluth.
Duluth as a tourist point, is more happily
situated in its relation to wild nature at least,
than any city of its size in the United States.
With all the adjuncts of metropolitan life, it is

driven

in the untamed wilderness:
Deer and moose obstruct its street car traffic; bear amble about
its parks and streets.
Its parks are almost in

their primeval
building to
vard, fifteen
world.
Its
where.
An
this city of

state, with just enough

of road

make then accessible.
Its boulemiles long, has no parallel in the
lakeshore drive is unexcelled anyhour’s walk toward the hills from
sixty thousand souls, takes one out

of sight of the works of man in the tangled wood.
To

the

battlements

east

sparkles

Lake

of the Wisconsin

Superior

with

the

hills dimly show-

ing beyond.
But let us take a ramble on the
boulevard.
We will follow Superior Street to
15th Avenue, east, which leads up to the eastern
loop of the drive.
After leaving the business part behind, we are
constantly passing stately mansions of the finest
architecture and grounds most beautiful, but
our eyes constantly turn to the lake and its
shipping.
Ships are constantly coming and going to and from Two Harbors, Port Arthur,
Chicago, Toledo, Cleveland and Buffalo.
Com-

ing, they

center

at Duluth.

Going

out

they

scatter like the frighted covey and are lost in
obscure places.
Fifteenth Avenue is the first that leads up to
the drive, but we will turn off on 4th Street between 13th and 14th Avenue and make our way
up through the Chester Creek Grotto. This is reserved as a park, and with the exception of a
path along the north wall, is still in a state of
nature.
This path is cut through the wood half
way up the wall and comes out here and there
on
cleared
plateau
and
dome _ overlooking
Walterfall and other picturesque parts of the
Grotto.
We will keep to the bottom, however,
and make our way up over the tumbled mass of
stones.
Waterfalls greet us at every turn with
sparkling pools beneath.
Though we keep in
the very bed of the stream, we are climbing all
the way.
Here we swing round some projection; there we climb a rock wall with only a
slight nick cut for a foothold.
:

Up to last year, this Grotto
vous

of street gamin

was the rendez-

and school-boy;

and many

flood of light, that they of dark deeds have been
to

the

next

school-boy

midnight

grotto

back,

still mingle

revelry

on

where

in war

pleasant

gamin

dance

Saturday

and
after-

noons.
We

will

snap

our

kodak

here

and

there,

we pass along, but only under the most

as

favor-

able atmospheric conditions can we hope to get
anything of a picture, and in no case will the

camera

do

justice.

Ah!

there

is the

bridge

where the boulevard crosses Chester Creek
we climb out to the level of the drive.

and

We are now five or six hundred feet above the
lake, and it looks as if we might cast a stone
into the water, but the effort to do so will show
a great error in judgment.
We will now walk
westward along the drive for five miles.
Being

nearly to the top of the bluff, the country
the right is more

level.

Blue

grass

dotted

on
with

white clover; hillside and wooded knoll.
It is
all out-door country on that side. To the left
and below, is the panorama of city, lake and

rambles

as we

have taken this morning are limit-

great body of ice water acts as a refrigerator and

keeps you cool.
Excursions by water can be
taken any time. To Two Harbors, Port Arthur,
Isle

Royal

and

all points

on

the

freight boat

loaded

with

iron

ore

long and not more than
wide.
It almost reaches

in that line, that gap

in the woods

away

to the

Lac,

the

oldest

settlement

at the

head

of the

lake.
There John Jacob Astor maintained a
trading post in the old fur trading days. All up
and

down

the

woodlands,
still

be

found.

filled you
jammed

you

mountain

side

faint tracery
And

and

through

of ye olden

now,

young

man,

it in so solidly, I think I may

over

downward

the

days can
having

so full of light and airy matter

and

safely cast

the bluff, and that you will zig zag
like

a feather

and

drop

in Superior

street so softly as not to damage a single paving
block.
I shall go. down by the incline railway
and

thus we

shall save

one

fare.

is answered

two hundred
and touches

killed inside the city limits of Du-

luth. This is a matter of record.
Moose are in
that wood in greater number than elsewhere in
the West.
If you had been round and counted

in their native haunts, you would be will-

shore,

west marks the course of the St. Louis River;
the faint glimmer through the break is Fond du

fingers with a similar reef pointing out from the
other side.
Here the drive passes between two
artificial lakes, and dividing, skirts the base of
a steep hill either way.
Let us climb the hill
and take a look.
Whew! it makes us puff, but here we are at
last at the top.
There to the north and west is
the forest primeval; that wood on whose border
we now stand extends westward to the Red
River Valley.
Northwestward to the Roseau
country and north to the borders of the eternal
snows, wild game is through it all.
Bear are
plenty.
Indeed, we are likely to meet some on
any of our rambles.
But hold! you need not
run away, as likely they are somewhat less than
formerly; they must be, as last year upwards of

twenty were

north

where the trout fishing exceeds anything known

by the scream of the tug coming out to tow her
in; that long finger pointing out across the bay
there is a sand reef dotted with pine. It is eight

them

Vifies

less. It is coolin summer. Lake Superior doesnot
give up the last of its ice crop until June; that

shipping.
Away to the northeast, the smoke of
an incoming vessel hangs
darkly above the
water.
Below the hoarse bellow of a great

miles
yards

tt

exercise,”

But the main object in bringing you here is to
point out the possibility of the place for a
summer vacation; the opportunities for such
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SHAREAM.

where

the rural deities sleep

fields and meadows

June.

in the

Or all months, June awakens most our. pastoral and Arcadian spirit.
It has the youth of
spring, the ripe glow of summer, and the drowsy

sweetness

AND,

of midsummer.

There

is an

immor-

tal health on the cheek of the landscape, and the
skies lap the horizon’s rim with azure serenity.
No wonder the old grow young and the young
wise. The bards sing and the symphony of light
and air, music and birds, poets and flowers is

complete.
In winter a certain cold, dry stimulus often takes possession of us, vitalizing our
perceptions; but the influences of summer are

elusive and perennial.
They
come
and _ go,
touching our fancy and imagination and inclining our poetic senses to a finer and more

white

cumuli

shrines

of

We

Vertumnus

would visit daily the

and

Pomona,

there

to

over

the

heavens,

or
soar
on
the
pearly
sprays’ rayed
along
the horizon,
there
comes
the rapid, copious
melody of the bobolink.
Watery timbrels and

sun-bathed

bubbles

seem

to float out in an un-

controllable flood, and his perfect abdndon is
thoroughly regaling.
It is remarkable
when
one thinks. of it, the way in which different bird
voices affect us.
Our hearing becomes attuned
to the sentiment expressed by each individual
and never
deceives
us.
Perchance
this is a
conclusive
proof of
our
affinity
with
the
one

great

sentiment;

the

universal

soul.

Just as the lyrical rhapsody of a purple finch
arouses the rural levity in our natures, so do
the full, rich notes of the rose-breasted gros-

CHESTER

acutely vibrant note.

wafted

beak
Both

CREEK

the day; that stimulates a new form of existence
and opens a fresh page before the eyes.
Persons reveal to us in some way or other the unexpected workings of the spirit of beauty.
The
most practical, unresponsive, materialist, gives
himself away by listening to the voice
of a
thrush at sundown.
Man may clamp his feet
to the earth, build himself.a dwelling and work
with his eyes downcast, but if he chance to look
up, to look westward at the close of day, he
confronts
forever the
immensity
of infinite
deeps.
“We hug the earth.
How rarely we
mount.” Yet there are times when the elemental forces literally seize and bear us up; when
we shake the commonplace like dust from our
feet.
For a transitory period, all is swept onward before
the
inviolable
currents
of the

CASCADES.

give rise to sanguine woodland
have somewhat the same tenor

reveries.
of voice,

miraculous.
Summer
is invested
with
these
shocks and revelations that refuse to be passed
by. A thunder storm dispels our lack of faith,
It replies to the lightning within us.
Usually the first intimations of a coming storm are

offer some token of our love and reverence.

yet our

June,
above
all, is a passive
and
ruminating season, buoyant and again langorous; but
the languor has a sweet A®*thiopian flavor, the

ent.
The same is true with
thrush, veery and hermit

never fails to awaken a twilight serenity, and its

signalled by cloud masses

most

strain impresses our musical senses as a sunset inspires our spiritual vision.
The union of
beauty seems to overflow the aerial seas of contemplation, when we behold the one and listen
to the other.
Ifa lyre were submerged in some
intangible and ethereal fluid, and the strings
gently played on, a similar melody to that of the
veery, I think, would be conveyed to our ears.
We imagine such a songster must have frequented the Vale of Tempe or sung near some
sacred fane or hallowed place, for its notes
have an almost slumbering and mythological
character.
The hermit thrush is of all the most
shy and retiring, and has a song, imbued with
the sweetest essence of the wilderness.
Heard
afar just at dusk, it announces a celestial quality
of tone such as might have issued from some
instrument of divine origin.
In fact these three
may be considered the true lyrists of June, the
spirits of dripping dawn and evening; the vocalists of an unutterable equanimity.

way up from the horizon, piling dome

any

delectable
of the

essence

latter’s

broil

of midsummer
or

ennui.

without

Horace

on

his Sabine farm, with his Falernian wine, Hymettian honey and content of mind, well illustrates

this

peaceful

characteristic.

The

very

face-of the country, fruit dowered,
radiant
and blooming, serves to break up any too brittle
or materialistic ideas. We become more plastic,
yielding and naturally eager in our mental activities.
What a wholeness and rectitude is
suggested by every expression of nature.
Life
seems as well. more free, vigorous and untram-

meled.
We awake to smell the perfume of
warm bedewed grasses, and at evening the fragrance of ripe foliage and roses, transports us
to some
Hesperides
of thought.
How often
the warble of the red-eye fits our mood; a noonday madrigal sung from cool beach groves as
though Pan himself dozed in their shade and

awoke

to blow his lute with unwearied

fervor.

Whether imagination or reality, it is hard to
say, but the songs of birds heard during June

sound

unusually

rich and melting.

From

bushy

response

toward

either is quite differregard to the woodthrush.
The first

It is an influence similar to this that pervades

and

takes

possession

of almost

every

hour

of

that slowly work their

of aerial billows into the zenith.

after dome

Those

farthest

away, faintly tinged with roseats, present a dim,
wonderful aspect, and such, we imagine, are the
pinnacled
meadows
and
cloudy
pasturelands
where Apollo tends his immortal herd.
Toward
nightfall they appear suddenly conjoined, and the
landscape grows darkly vivid and intense.
Now
and again a seam of molten fire splits the onrolling murky depths, followed by vague mutterings as eddies of wind commence whirling
and puffing across the water.
It is a transcendant moment when we would all fain become
transcendentalists.
The world
lies. still, and
sounds are hushed as though everything waited.
Then come those first huge, splashing drops;
the wrathful tears of Jove himself, and during
the next few moments
man
and beast alike
scurry into their burrows.
The retreat of a storm at night is almost as
sublime as its advance, the lightning appearing to burst and rend with white fire every
crevice of the tremendous cloud temples that
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are passing from sight.
We stand in a drenched fragrant purity and watch them leave us.
A
red glow burns serenely in the west as though
the fumes of chaos having been dispersed, cternity were revealed.
The sweetness of syringa,
heavy and rain-soaked, fills us-with a multitude
of living dreams, and the moon, its sphere washed and radiant, seems but the consummation of
an enticipated vision.
What an acceptable and deliciously natural
phenomenon
is night, and especially June or

summmer

nights.

They

have

been

breathed

irom the lips of poesy; from the shores of a
stellar and lunar sublimity, whose magnitude
yearns to draw near and Ceciunieern
Under
this
gentle
all-consuming
swell,
the clangor

of existence

sinks into a pool of quietude.

It

is the one shadow which rejoices us, and when
we are able to be abroad, to press our thoughts
literally against its tide of peace, listening to

the dull throb of insect voices and
warm
immutable
darkness
fiow
through

nature’s pulses,

it becomes

feeling the
tranquilly
an influence

whick translates daylight into an illumination
of mind.
At times our relationship with the
beaverly bodies and the heavens themselves is
more eminently apparent than at others,
It is
a mutual transmigration that often takes place

just at twilight

when

an

indescribable

hue

is

settling on the mountains and we behold the
lamp of some great planet swung in the green,
paling
sky, faintly
molten as though
it had
passed through a celestial fire.
Evening is all
sou].
It is the time when humanity aspires.
Thus, “we will have a dawn
and
noon
and
serene sunset in ourselves.
“
4
**
So
let our
life stand
to heaven
as some
fair
sunlit tree against the western horizon, and by
sinrise be planted on some
eastern
hill to

glisten in the first rays of the dawn.”
The early morning prelude of the birds in
June constitutes one of its chief delights.
If
we chance to awaken and hear their rapturous
micdly in the damp cool hours of dawn, we unccrsciously feel that the day will be the fuller
and the better for it. After the sun rises, what
an elysium of verdure and color is presented
to the eye!
One loves to see the beams piercing the woods in smoky golden shafts and averflowing with clarified light the bosky «uplards.
There is such infinite youth and promise on
earth and
sky!
the health and delicacy of a

serene and delicious temperament.
The landscape is immutable, and we have only to nourish ourselves with ‘melody of song and beauty.
The clouds and sun-bathed roses, the warm
sweetness of bloomy fruits and moonlit gardens;
the dancing fireflies starred against night- enshrouded hills, and above all the. hour of sunset!
Late into twilight the crimson flush lingers and
reflects its hue _on glazed meres and tranquil
river marges.
These slowly departing moments
are ineffable and beatified, as though an eternal
affinity were suddenly revealed.
If we seek
restoration, a new lease on life and fire with
which to rekindle spiritual flame, let us embrace
this immortal hour of sundown when at the end
of a June day we receive its closing benediction.
PAULINA BRANDRETH.

The

Eagle

as an Emblem.

Editor Forest and Stream:
In a recent communication addressed to your
periodical which has been called to my attention,

I notice

headed

a criticism

of my

having

shot a bald-

eagle.

The author

of this

criticism,

who

gives

his

initials as W. B. M., of Saginaw, Michigan,
curiously jumbles his remarks in suggesting what
might happen to one who should molest an eagle
located at Tamus Beach, which is carefully protected by the people in the vicinity.
Perhaps
the author does not mean to insinuate that one
who has shot an eagle in the far west which was
under no sort of private care, would meditate the
destruction of one which is protected.
The carelessness with which some people express them-

selves gives rise to a good deal of misunderstanding as to what is meant.
If the author does
not mean to say that, he has made a statement

which is not warranted by the facts; it would be

IN

THE

CLOSE

SEASON.

Photo by J. B. Burnham.

no doubt induced the Romans to affix his image
as absurd to say that as it would be to infer that
to their standards.
a sportsman who has shot wild ducks from a
The European nations which have accepted
blind would kill domestic ducks in a poultry yard.
In regard to the sentiment expressed concernthat emblem have probably derived it from that
ing the killing of an eagle, another idea is in- - source, and very likely the general custom has
volved.
I will not dwell upon the question of
exercised its influence in determining its adopwhether this bird should be protected in common
tion as our national symbol.
The eagle is a

with other game,
is not clear.

to

piratical bird and preys indiscriminately upon its

of the
respect

weaker neighbors.
In a primitive age, when
piracy was ‘considered an honorable calling, the
fierce and rapacious nature of the eagle commended itself to the savage temperament.
There

because that does not seem

be the reason advanced by the authar
criticism, although his statement in that

The adoption of some emblem, ani-

mate or inanimate, to typify a nationality, is quite
universal, and descends from a period, “whereof
the memory of man runneth not to the contrary.”
The eagle is more frequently used for such a purpose than any other specimen of bird or animal.

The most notable exceptions are the Russian
bear and the British lion. If sentiment is to ex-

tend a general protection to a national emblem,
then no patriotic Russian should slay a bear, and

seems no way to explain a devotion to the bird on
its own account as distinct from its being a
national emblem, except as illustrating a case of a

“throw-back.”
Slavish devotion to a symbol
‘carried to the extent of treating the bird-or anima] selected for that purpose, as being sacred, is
not in accord with the enlightened spirit of the
age.

loyal Englishmen should permit the king of
beasts to roam unscathed in the jungles of Asia
and the African wilderness.
It is well known
that Benjamin
Franklin
wanted to substitute the wild turkey for the eagle
as our national bird. We should be thankful that

the eagle as a national emblem, as there is in
respect to the flag. The eagle is an emblem in
common use, and is no more suggestive of the
United States than it is of any other nation that

this did not happen, for think what a deprivation
it would have been had patriotic sentiment. forbidden our killing and eating the wild turkey.

stripe or a star without a meaning;

The thistle was one time the emblem
land,

and

it might

be

suggested

to

the

of Scotthrifty

Scot, who loves his country’s glorious past, that
that obnoxious weed be allowed to flourish and
overrun his fields if the national emblem is always to be spared.
Passing from national to religious sentiment,
the lamb is emblematic of the Christian religion.
If sentiment must
intervene to preserve
that

which

typifies

its highest

ideal,

how can

you

reconcile the slaughter of sheep and lambs with
an adherence to the faith?
Enough!
Sentiment
is praiseworthy, but it must be leavened with

common sense.
In making selections from the animal creation
to typify certain ideas, the imagination seems to
exercise more influence than the judgment.
The
striking and comanding appearance of the eagle

There

is nothing

particularly

distinctive

about

has adopted it as an emblem.
The American
flag embodies an historical idea; there is not a
emblem;

each

new

star

appearing

it is a living ~
upon

its blue

firmament attests the national growth, which
makes for the welfare and happiness of mankind.
E. F, RANDOLPH,

NOTICE TO NEWS STAND BUYERS
Give Your Dealer

an Order.

After this issue the FoREST AND STREAM will be
unreturnable by dealers, but will be supplied by
them

to regular customers

and on order.

Readers

accusiomed to buy at news stands and book
stores should not fail to give their dealers a
standing order in advance, so that they may not
fail to obtain the paper regularly.
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Wild

Pigeons,

Beaver

and Other

Things.
New York, N. Y., June 13.—Editor Forest and
Stream:

Some

weeks

ago you

published

several

articles on the wild pigeon, which interested me
very much, as I have always hoped and believed
that with the better protection which birds enjoy
nowadays, we should be able occasionally to see’
some of the birds again.
The passenger pigeon
is characteristically American, and the wanton

destruction of these noble birds, which, unlike
that of the buffalo, might have been prevented,
will forever

remain

a blot upon

our civilization.

I am now pleased to report that I saw a pair of

passenger

pigeons

yesterday.

There

is not

the

slighest doubt that they were our wild pigeons,
and not doves or any other birds. They were
seen

also by Mr.

George

Church,

an

old timer,

who has seen thousands of them in his younger
years,

and

he and

I drew

the

attention

of the

others to the birds at the same time. The birds
came from the south, and flew directly over the
lawn surrounding Stag Lodge.
To make iden-

and the potatoes look as well as any I have seen,
so the crow seems good for something after all,
although I have had doubts as to this. Two years
ago the crows got on to the egg stealing racket, and
they got away with some hundreds of duck eggs

and destroyed many duck nests around the lake.
With a good glass I often watched them in the
act, but could not prevent their depredations, as
the ducks
insisted
upon
laying where
they
pleased. As there was little cover, the foliage not
being out yet, we succeeded in killing but few
until I got my owl and learned to call them and
to talk ‘to them, and since that time a live crow
is a vara avis at Stag Lake, and for some distance
around the place.
I give some hawks quarter,
but never a crow.
I consider the crow one of

the greatest game

and bird destroyers we

have

and a nuisance in general.
Five years ago red squirrels only were observed in the immediate vicinity of Stag Lodge.
The “kids” were turned loose on the “reds,” and

this

year

They

have

only

gray

squirrels

now

taken

possession

pied little farm house, which

were

observed.

of an

unoccu-

formerly was

the

approaching the Jake, and after having been out

home
of red squirrels.
Last fall one
black
squirrel was seen, but purposely not killed, the

of sight for a few seconds, and while we excitedly
talked
about
them,
the
birds
came

the country.

tification

again

doubly

sure,

they

into plain view,

distance,

and

we

turned

almost

all had

west

within

a chance

when

northwest

to

some

twenty

Lake.

I have seen in

years.

Reports are coming in that the young ruffed
grouse are doing well.
While driving to the

station last night, an old hen with some voung,
the size of half-grown quail, started close to the
horses from the bank along the road, and I had
to pull the horses in short to prevent hitting
one of the young brood, which flew across the
road.
How many there were I could not tell,

as they scattered well.

I have heard

of other

full broods, and as an old turkey hen, roaming
the place with eleven young chicks, has gone

through: the last wet spell without losing any,
I don’t think that the wet has hurt young
grouse.
Last fall I planted wild rice in some parts of
Stag

Lake.

In

can be found
finely, growing
water.

In

some

places

no

sign

while in others
in from four to

pulling

up

some

of

of

rice

it is doing
five feet of
the

grass-like

plants, the seeds were found attached to the
roots, so that there is no chance of mistaken
identity of the plant.
Some of my friends in
Sussex

County,

N. J., have

never

been

ful with the planting of wild rice.

success-

About thirty

years ago, I planted wild rice in the Hackensack
marshes, and the same may now be found scattered
all along
the Penborn
and
Cromakill

Creeks for miles.
Beavers are doing well, judging from fresh
signs.
I never knew that woodchucks could climb
trees.
The other
climbed a young

day
oak

I found one which had
tree, bare of all lower

limbs and as smooth as a mast.
was

hanging

on

by placing

The little chuck

his

head

and

one

paw over a little branch about twelve to fifteen
feet off the ground, while two strange hounds,
whose barking had attracted my attention, held
watch

below.

I climbed

up

and

took

him

to

the lodge alive, after sending the dogs home.
Crows

and potatoes

are a funny combination.

I keep a live great horned owl, which we use
to decoy crows and hawks, and by means of
which

we

kill

hundreds

of crows

and

a good

many hawks during the winter and spring.
of my potato

of crows.

fields is the graveyard

They were

plowed

under

One

of hundreds

in spring,

New

York,

Stream:

ever

heard

of in our

Justus

The

observe

of Stag

These are the first wild pigeons

I have

shooting

them again plainly.
The birds seemed to be
looking for a place to light, which I feel sure
they did in the woods

only one

Sad

Von

part of

LENGERKE.

Penguins.

May

30—Editor’

Forest

and

The world is full of people who, travel-

ing along their own
believe

little rut in the road of life,

that all who

theirs are wrong.

follow

any

other

path

than

The stature of such peopleis

not great enough to enable them to see over the
sides of their own particular rut.
Their horizon
is bounded by these sides and, like the ancient
Greeks, they regard as barbarians all who are
not of their way of thinking and acting, and feel
for them an honest contempt, or a sincere pity.

We see this feeling about us constantly, though it
must

be

acknowledged

twenty-five

or

that

thirty

years

within

the

the

last

world

has

broadened a good deal.
At the same time there
are to-day many millions of people whose out-

look is just as narrow

as I have said.

It seems

to be a quality of human nature to wish to
persuade others to do and think as we ourselves
do and think, and yet as the conditions that surround no two men or women are wholly alike,

it is obvious that what will do for one will not do
for another, that what is one man’s meat, may
well enough be another man’s poison.
The people who feel sorry for others who live
under conditions which they themselves believe
that they would not
enjoy,
may
be broader
minded than the first class, but are hardly less
numerous.
We see frequent examples of this

feeling in literature, for instance, in the familiar
stories of Mr. Hamlin Garland and Miss Mary E.
Wilkins.
Garland used to write harrowing tales
about

the

sufferings

of

the

poor

settlers,

who

lived out on the Dakota prairies, where the wind
blew all the time, where the ground was level and
there was nothing to see except the earth and

the sky.

Miss Wilkins

drew moving pictures of

elderly widows or spinsters, who inhabited little
New England villages, and who, from her point
of view, had a frightfully bad time.
As a matter

of fact the sufferings of Dakota settlers and New
England
tion of

spinsters existed solely in the imaginathe writers.
Mr. Garland thought it

would be mighty hard on him if he had to live out
in the flat prairie, with nothing particular to look
at; Miss Wilkins had lady-like hysterics over the
sufferings that she would
have .endured in a
monotonous New England town.
Neither author
for a moment considered the real feelings of their

heroes and heroines, nor realized in the least that
those

characters

were

having

just about

as

good

and just about as bad times as other human
beings have, wherever they may be situated.
The absolute inability to put oneself in the
place of another human creature is responsible
for a great deal of suffering on the part of those

who

read

books

of the

imagination

and

take

them seriously.
You published some weeks ago an article by
Mr. Frank Moonan entitled, “Penguins of the
Antarctic.”
I have read and enjoyed many contributions by Mr. Moonan in the Forest AND
STREAM, and I certainly never expected to see
him put himself down on paper as he did in this
article.
Of the penguins, he says:
“For three or four months following they (the
penguins) haunt every bay and headland, usually
sitting idly with an expression of profound sadness.
Can we wonder they are sad, seeimg they
are doomed to live among such scenes.
By all
accounts the Antarctic in the crude horror of its
desolation beggars description.”
_ I will not do Mr. Moonan
the injustice to
imagine that he means anything like what he
says.
No doubt he wrote what sounded to him
like a well turned
sentence without
thinking

whether it meant anything or not.

It is of course

inconceivable that he should have intended to
say what he did, for he could not suppose that
the penguins are familiar with the tropics or the
temperate zone, or with country houses or with
city flats or with automobiles.
If the penguins
were saddened by their surroundings, it was—

according

to

these

words—because

they

were

comparing their
present
condition
with
some
happier and more enjoyable existence of which
they were aware.
What was that condition?
The penguins, so far as I can learn from
popular natural history works, are hatched and
spend their lives on the borders of the ice, in a
land which happens to strike Mr. Moonan
as
desolate and forbidding.
What reason has he to
believe that penguins regard their native land as
desolate and forbidding?
If they do so, why do
they not go away?
They might follow up the
coast of South America and swim up the Amazon
or go into the Caribbean Sea.
“The world is all

before them, where to choose.”
Mr. Moonan and I might think it a dreadful
hardship if we were obliged to live for a few

years

with

Alaska
Eskimo

the

Eskimo

of northern

Labrador,

or Kamtschatka;
but would not these
regard it as just as great hardship if they

were obliged to come to New York and live like
Mr.

Moonan

or me?

And

if we didn’t like it up

there, or they didn’t like it down
we and they move

here, wouldn’t

out, where it would be possible

to look cheerful?
There

are other animals—and

people—who

live

in situations and under conditions that might
seem very disagreeable to Mr. Moonan and to
me.

What

does Mr.

Moonan

think of the brant,

many of which are reported in the spring to go to
breeding grounds far beyond those reached by explorers, places where the horror of the desolation
of the Arctic is probably quite as crude as that of
the Antarctic?
Does he imagine that the scenes
which surround these brant make them sad? The
white goat, or goat
antelope,
spends its life
among the rocky peaks and far-reaching snow
banks of the high mountains of the west.
It is
said to be a slow, unsuspicious and rather dull
animal and might even be called sad.
Are the
scenes
which surround it responsible for this
sadness?
I trow not.
My experience of penguins is probably about as
extensive as that of Mr. Moonan; in other words,
I have.seen three or four of these birds in
menageries; but I am quite sure that I have read
—though I should be hard put to it if I were
asked for the reference—that they are as gay,

lighthearted and playful as any birds.

Cynic.
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Birds’

Nests.

Mass., June 3—Editor Forest

East WarEHAM,

and Stream: Some forty years ago, in the sixties,
when I was a boy of twelve, I “began the study
Like most boys, I was much interested
of birds.
in their nesting jor ‘and in the great problem
of bird architecture
as well as in collecting
For ten years I gave all my spare
specimens.
time

in

the

nesting

season

to

this

favorite

pur-

suit, keeping notes and memoranda of each colAfter becoming of age, my time
lecting trip.
was taken up with more serious affairs; the love
but the opportunities
for
for birds remained,
their study came but seldom.
To-day, feeling somewhat of the old fever, I
asked my son to take a short walk and see what
birds were nesting about our home.
It may be
said in passing that we are short on species right
at this point.
Birds which should breed here,
and do breed within ten miles, are almost unknown to us.
It may be that the deep indenture
of Buzzard’s Bay, at the head of which we are
situated, has something to do with it. The Eng-

lish

sparrow

is, no

doubt,

responsible

for

the

purple martin’s ‘absence.
We seem to have but
two swallows—barn and white bellied.
The cliff
swallow has gone with the destruction of the
large train sheds at Bourne, for they used to
build in the old railroad station there.
The bank
swallow used to breed in some sand cliffs along
the Onset Bay shore, but the influx of summer
residents has driven them away.
We have seen
a few swifts this spring.
No night hawks for two
seasons; never a wren or bobolink, so far as we
know; and the same may be said of many other
birds that should be common,
Starting out with
the Brook swamp
for our objective point, we
make quite a circle, taking in all the nests we
have already found, and looking for more.
The first nest belongs to our tenants, the whitebellied swallows. - For nine years a pair have
utilized a box in the barn gable, which is reached
through an auger hole.
That the present occupants are the original pair is very doubtful.
It is
also singular that, while there are two apartments
and two apertures to the box, one side was never
used until this season:
We think the other side
became filled with nesting material, and did not
give them enough room to work in. The birds
seem to have an idea that quantity is an essential
feature of a proper nest, and will carry in an
‘immense amount of material if there is a place

to put it.

These tenants arrived April 7.

They

were about a week late.
The second nest is not yet finished, and when
done will be inaccessible to us.
It is of the
familiar old stocking type, and is the property
of Mr. and Mrs. Oriole.
They have not failed to
use one of the two silver maples in our front
yard.
These birds came on May 13, about the
time the yellow flowering currant blooms, the

flowers of which seem to have a great attraction
for them.
Both birds would sit in the currant
bush and take the blossoms in their bills, and
seemed to extract something—insects, perhaps—
from them.
Beautiful, pleasant-voiced and beneficial, the orioles should always be encouraged
to

remain

with

us.

The third nest is in the largest of our two
apple trees; it occupies a cavity reached through
a tiny hole, and belongs to a black-capped titmouse, or chickadee.
The titmice are residents,
and are very cheerful and happy at all times.
We encourage
their presence in the fall and
winter with sunflower heads and suet, the first on

their own stalks in the garden, the last tacked up
out of pussy’s reach where the birds can find it.
This they soon do, and other birds come
to
share it with them.
The chickadees commenced
their
operations
some
three
weeks
ago
and
the little mother is sitting.
We were working
under and near this tree all the time the little
architect
was
clearing out her domicile,
and
could watch her quite closely.
She could make
about three trips in five minutes, and did not
drop her waste material near the tree, but fiew
to a cherry standing over in the swamp, perhaps
two reds away, and wiped her beak on its twigs
and then came back.
The entrance is about five
feet from the ground, just right to look into:
she did not seem to mind our presence and kept
at work even when we were within a few feet of
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her.
She would work steadily for a while and
then go off for some hours.
We did not see her
carrving in the nesting materials, but she filled
the cavity nearly up, so we can now see her
little black and white face, and by placing an

quickly that we were not able to tell its name.
Her nest was under a fallen limb, and was unusually small and slightly built for a sparrow.
It
comained
four semi-ovate,
flesh-white, lrowinspotted eggs, and belonged to a ground robin or

ear to the hole and tapping on the tree, a decided

chewink.

objection can be heard.
The number of eggs
is a matter for conjecture, but, as chickadees are
liberal, we may expect eight or ten little birds.
The fourth nest is ona “limb of the same tree.
It is made of fine straws and grass roots.
The
roots are tough and at, the same time pliable,
and readily take the shape desired.
A quantity
of dry sod was shaken to pieces and piled up
dvring our gardening, and the birds appropriated
it ex masse; all came for it and carried off whole
hunks at a time.
This nest belongs to Mrs.
Chippy, and has a fine soft lining of hairs; hence
the name hair sparrow.
The little mother and
her mate are very tame, and run around our feet
almost.
They seem to find small insects among
the plants and on the ground and are very beneficial birds.
Another pair have a nest in a small
pine just over the fence.
These last have four
young birds whose eyes are not yet open; nevertheless, they have grown to nearly fill their cradle.
Like all altrices, they are at first helpless and
homely, not quite so ‘ungainly and hopeless- looking as young woodpeckers, who certainly require
the darkness
and seclusion
of their cell-like
birthplace.
While the chipping sparrow,
field

with us, and one of the most attractive looking.
The nest was merely a depression filled with pine
leaves, nicely fitted to accommodate the bird; a
few stalks of flyaway were arranged to screen

sparrow, song and swamp sparrows are seemingly as plentiful as ever, will someone arise and

black-green

tell

Mrs. Mimus.
She was a late
May 7.
Our ninth find was rather an

us

why

sparrows

the

bay- winged

are so rare?

We

and

savannah

have not heard the

vesper song of bay-winged sparrows this spring.
The chippys came in early April.
The fifth nest is in the top of the second apple
tree.
It is made of coarser materials, with a lot
of dry roots worked in, and is possibly lined with
feathers.
It is the property of a pair of kingbirds, and was almost blown from its foundation by a recent gale.
It got a list to one side,
but the owners built it up level.
Kingbirds are

always welcomed by the farmer and poultry-man,

because they make it so lively for stray hawks
and crows.
They do not bother the cushas
(green herons) that are continually flying back
aid forth over our place as they travel from
the pond to the creek.
How many people know,
or better said, how few know, of the flamecolored tufts of tiny feathers that the kingbird
bears on his crown.
The bird must be held in
hand to see them.
Is Circe responsibe for these
feathers as well as for the red crest of Picas?
Did they once have a use?
Perhaps there is a
reason.
That lazy fish, Lophius, has an attraction on his head that interests small fishes and
lures them within reach of his steel--trap jaws.
Perhaps the red feathers sometime in the far
hack were on the head of an ancestor of Tyrannus. who could not fly with any grace and
had to decoy insects within his reach.
The Iengbirds build a good-sized, well-constructed nest, and their clay-cream colored eggs,
with black over lilac markings, are very pretty.

These

birds arrived

May 4.

This is the largest sparrow that breeds

the contents from too plain exposure.

What boy

does not recollect this insinuating grass, with its
habit of crawling up one’s trouser legs on the in-

side? How many of us, when bare- footed boys
and running across the fields, have had to reach
into our waist bands and pull out the annoying
stall,

The chewinks came May2.

The sparrows form a very
and often sweet-singing, but

class of birds.
the

present

dressed.

large, interesting,
generally humble,

There are some

species,

The

where

allied

exceptions,

the

male

grosbeaks

birds, so are the purple and
indigo and. painted buntings.

are

lazuli

like

is

gaily

beautiful

finches,

the

Our eighth nest is about five feet from the
ground, in a_ thick hedge of bushes, intertwined
with cat briars, and belongs to a cat-bird. It is
built strongly of twigs, briars, dead leaves, grape
vine bark and grasses and lined with dark fibrous
roots.
It contains four rather longish, ,deep
eggs,

vines overhead.

and has a fine canopy

of briar

It is in a well-chosen

spot for

comer,

arriving

unusual

variety,

and was placed in the sand at the end of a welldefined broad crawl; it contained 42 eggs, each
round and white, with a tough shell, showing a
slight dent, as though not quite filled.
This
mother we ‘did not see; she has no father’s care
for her nest and will never know her own off-

spring. Pugnacious and intrepid, a nearby pond
is her home, and her ugly head, with its strong
jaws, is occasionally seen. In June the snapping
turtle comes out, and finding a suitable place—
generally a sand bank—begins to excavate a hole;

holding herself

up by her fore legs and helped

by the slope, she uses her hind

and digs a hole a foot deep.

feet one at a time

In this she deposits

her eggs and presses them in tightly; she then
covers all and packs the earth so carefully that

the

exact

spot

where

her

deposit

lies

is not

easily seen.
This done to her satisfaction, she
wastes no further time and returns to the water.

We

have

turtles

no

in our

fancy
duck

for

the

presence

pond,

and

once before

fered with probably this same
these eggs

into another

one.

of mud

We

inter-

moved

place.

We climb a stone wall and are in the
this is a shady country lane, almost
follows the margin of a pond for a
The water is high and fills the banks,
surrounded on three sides by fields; on

highway;
ideal, and
few rods.
which are
the fourth

a swamp drains into it, and the tall oaks
maples
are beautifully
reflected.
Around

and
the

edge is a margin of bushes—alder, swamp huckle-

berry, swamp azalia, birch and soft maple.
An
The sixth nest is in the top of a thick currant
bush, and is of the same general construction
old wall is built out into the water and makes a
as most sparrows’ nests, and belongs to a pair
corner where some riparian Owner once watered
his stock.
These stones are a favorite resting
of song sparrows.
They, too, used a good share
spot for birds, and in times past here> we
of dried fibrous roots and grapevine bark, as
have noted the great blue heron (“harn’), night
well as some white twine that had been strung
heron (‘‘quank’’), bittern (“‘poke”’), green heron
up to keep away crows and hawks.
This nest is
invisible until the leaves are pulled aside, and
(“cusha”’), kingfisher, solitary sandpiper, goldencontains its full complement of five tinted eggs
eye duck, dusky duck and red-breasted merganser.
The fringe of bushes is a fine place for
with cinnamon-colored spots, which, at the large
birds, especially warblers and vireos, and oneaS are confluent, making a brown patch.
These
ges are not quite so covered with spots as the
tenth of the nests are found right alongside the
eggs of their near relative, the swamp sparrow. _ road, so near it could be examined from a carriage. The sitting bird leaves reluctantly, flying
The nests of both species are quite similar and
are well built, standing the wear and tear of a
only at the last moment.
Her nest contains five
greenish-tinted, black spotted eggs, and belongs
whole year, but are only used once.
This particular nest has a thick cushion of black horseto a yellow warbler. It is neatly built of various
soft grasses, paper, lint from plants and fine
hair for the eggs to rest on.
Melodia sometimes
builds her nest on the ground, and likes a locaravelings.
It is well placed in the forks of a
tion in the meadow on the bank of a ditch where
small bush, where four limbs divide the stem.
This species always chooses a good foundation,
blackberry vines grow.
They are early arrivals,
and some seem to spend the winter.
All are
where her structure will withstand the fiercest
cheerful, lovable birds.
storms.
A sample of their work was shown in
Just over the garden fence, in a field that is
a recent issue of ForEStT AND STREAM, which illusfast growing up .with small pines, we started
trated the successful attempt of the maker to rid

a bird

which

flew

so low

and

disappeared

so

Continued on pages to18 and 1021.
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of the

Buckskin

to Clate

Club.

[By an unfortunate transposition

if he would

not say anything;

he said,

“You keep your gun, and don’t tell one me.
a saw off.”
When
we came to examine

(Concluded from page 994.)

of the types,

It’s
the

clump of bushes, we found we had been shooting

pointing to a slough, he gasped, “A big buck in

where we held, but the deer was standing on a
raised rock behind the leaves and we had been
cutting the branches and sod at her feet.
We
also found a little blood and each thought he had
hit, but neither said a word.
After following
the trail a short distance, we lost it and came
back, probably a slight wound in the leg, and
that might mean good for fifty miles.
We located at the same spot. The dogs were tonguing,
and presently I saw a fawn coming over a ridge,
straight towards me. I froze and on it came down
into the swale that lay in front, out of sight, but
I could hear the tump, tump of its feet on the

there!
I hit him, but I do not know how hard.”
Into the swamp we went, and out came the buck,
bleeding but running well and pointed toward

sights of the gun on it to a hair.

the concluding circumstances of the pursuit of
Sam’s deer on Tuesday were omitted.
The account runs :]
AgsouTt 2 o’clock we heard a shot, a short pause
and four more shots in as many seconds—Sam’s
automatic.
Then a yell and three toots on a

policeman’s

whistle.

two toots—I

am coming;

the jump
running

Wants

help.

in the direction
and

whistling.

yards,

we

answer

the whistle

An

met

sounded,

answering

to the left proved to be Bill.
hundred

We

and Clate and I start on
toot

off

After going several

Sam,

out

of breath,

and

camp. We were following the blood trail, and it
was plain that the deer was hard hit. After
jumping the game out of the swamp, he ran two
hundred yards and laid down.
We put him up
again, and Clate shot at him, using buckshot out
of a 12-gauge

shotgun.

The

deer made a valiant

run of 175 yards and lay down again.

The next

time he was routed, he only ran 50 yards, stopped

a shot from Bill’s rifle and went
swamp and was not able to get up.

down in a
The guides

went

to drive

in on

toward

brush

shore.

bridges

and

tried

Clate cut a long switch

it

from

a

sapling, struck the deer several times, a snort and

shake of the head showed a willingness to repel
any familiarity, but the game old fellow had
spent his strength. Sam used his last cartridge
to finish him.

We

dragged

logs, dead

wood

and

branches, built a bridge, and pulled out a fat
buck deer, weighing 230 pounds dressed.
His
head now adorns one of the banking institutions
of the city of Pittsburg.
Relating in detail the killing of this buck is
done for no other purpose than to show the
tenacity of life of the red deer of this section of
Canada.

The

first shot

fired

struck

him

in the

neck and brought him to the ground. He was up
and away in a flash, running in a circle to get his
bearing toward the lake. As he straightened out
in his course and made off through the birches
and tamaracks, he was hit again, the shot passing
entirely through him from end to end, coming
out a little left of the center of his breast. Either
one of these wounds was a fatal one, yet his
animal vitality and nerve carried him nearly a

mile. He was shot through twice with buckshot,
and once with a Snyder .35, before being finally
put out by his original trouble, .38-40 Win-

chester hammerless-automatic, in the hands of his
original troubler, Sam of many hunts and kills.

Wednesday, Nov. 8.—South side of the lake
again and big dogs. We propose an early start
and having previously honored Fred by _ unanimously electing him fire builder (he did not vote;
modest), we arranged to get him up between
times.
Barney hit the breeze before daylight,

and had almost

enough

breakfast cooked

before

we all got the ice combed out. of our hair, after
the plunge.
The morning was fine.
Thermom-

eter 22 deg. Fahr.,
dogs were

and very

little wind.

sent in and we took our stands.

The
The

ball opened early, big Music bayed and bellowed,
and game began to move.
Clate and I were together and thought to change our position and

get over

in front of the dogs.

Clate turned

to

give me the direction, and he beheld a doe standing forty feet to his left. In raising his rifle, he

startled the deer, and it ran about fifty yards and
stopped

among

some

brush

Clate shot five times and

and

dead _ leaves.

I’m certain

of shoot-

ing four times, and the doe left for parts unknown, carrying with her a very poor opinion

of our marksmanship.

I offered to give my gun

rocks; then its ears and head showed up not fifty
yards

away,

up

into

full view,

and

I have

the

It stops and

looks right down my throat. I fired, and my first
deer went down on the moss, hit in the left
breast, near the neck.
As I arose to my feet, having knelt to shoot,

another small deer came bobbing over the ridge
and out of sight into the swale, evidently following the track of the first one.
I knelt again, thinking I would just pile up a
few deer on that moss-covered rock while I was
at it. The dogs were still running, and the deer
came up at the same spot as the other, but
swung over a little, got behind two pine trees,
and stopped to look back toward the sound of
the dogs.
I could see not a bit of it but one

=

Se

:—

Camps

VY
Vy

tents, and when the five men were all on board,
there was barely enough side showing to make
navigation safe.
The packing up and breaking
up of the party, took the edge off the hunters
who remained.
The day was spent in making
short trips in quest of the two small hounds, Jack
and Fide, who had followed the example set by
the big fellows, and failed to come in the night
before.
The men going out, picked up the strays
at Sucker Creek camp, five miles southwest, and
took them home with them.
Camp was rather

lonesome

that

Saturday

night,

but

the sleeping

was still good.
Sunday
Morning,
Nov.
12.—After
eating
venison steak and buckwheat cakes to the limit,
and figuring the wind and clouds for signs of
hunting weather for the morrow, the Master of
the Hunt, Sam, discovered that the supply of coal
oil, salt, baking powder and salt pork was running low. Clate and I agreed to go to the lumber
camp for the supplies.
We took a canoe and
stopped at the Aurora camp on the way up, and
took pictures of their string of game, which included a three-year-old bull moose, and arrived

at Mr. Bolanger’s

headquarters

at 11 o’clock.

The boss was away in the bush, and while we
waited, we took various views of the outfit—the
stables, bunk house, cook house and the interior
of the cook house with the serious-looking Indian
cook and his wife in the background.
The boss
did not show up, and dinner was announced, and
we were invited, yes urged insistently, to sit and
eat.
We made a feeble protest while walking

toward

the table.

ear and part of its nose; I wondered why Clate
did not shoot it—it was in plain sight to him, and

of one

of the tables, and

I had two tree trunks to get around.
as long as I could stand it, and then

mess shack, Bolanger is going to have a big run
of logs on the spring drive. We had boiled beef,
a quart of tea a piece in a pan, beans, currant
pudding, biscuit and cake.
Every once in awhile,
one of the lumber jacks would get up and leave the
table.
I did not pay any attention to this, until

I waited
let go at

the waving ear. Well, the way that animal faded
away into the distance was astounding.
I shot
after it, but the bullet never caught up.
Friday, Nov. 10.—I had an engagement to hunt
the north side early with Alf. He had not killed
a deer yet, and consequently was not allowed to

shave.

He

was

going

out

of the

bush

next

morning and wanted to slick up some, but the
are inexorable.
Jesse went down to
‘rules
Sturgeon Bay to make arrangements for trans-

portation

to

Point

Alf,
Fred
Storms
the arrangements all

home.

Aux

Baril

and
right,

Mart.
He
made
but forgot the way

for

himself,

Charlie Annis was out looking for the big

dogs and found him about two
trail, quarreling with his compass.

bush—“Do

not

fight: with

your

miles off the
Moral of the

compass.”

Alf

and I came back to camp after an unsuccessful
still-hunt in time to join the party with the small
dogs going in on the south side.

We

hung
small

took our

up.
doe

got it.

stand near

where

With some

deer was

a
I

help from Alf, I carried this

deer a few feet and had

it swung

tree the other was

This

spot.

my

We had hardly got settled, when
came along out of the slough, and

on.

Nothing else came

from

was

our way

the same

evidently
and we

my

moved

along. Alf had a try at two deer, but the shooting was not open and he scored two blanks. We
had hunted carefully and hard from daylight
until dark, in the endeavor of getting some game
in Alf’s way, but the hunting gods were not with
him, although every one in camp was working

his rabbit’s
- morning

foot for his success.

without

the

satisfaction

Alf left next
of

having

downed big game, but he is firmly convinced that

he will put the kibosh on to a whole lot next
season.
That night we enjoyed “the kind of
tiredness that makes you want to spread, like
molasses on country bread, and jest drip off those
dreams that never come again.”

The next morning, the party going out loaded
one boat and one canoe with their dunnage and

I had a fine seat at the head
if those

to their knitting in the bush

fellows

attend

as they did in the

I happened to look about, and found that only one
man beside Clate and myself remained.
He was
a red-whiskered,
red-cheeked
picture-of-health
fellow, and finally he heaved a sigh and resigned.
We were champions, having eaten down a lumber
camp,
There is some glory in that and La Valley.
The cook told Clate on the side that the last
man to leave the table before we did, was considered a feeder of no mean dimensions.
We
bought our supplies from the clerk and paddled
home against a head wind; all conversation was
cut out; it took all our puff to keep moving
against the breeze.

Nov.

13.—As

Plupy

Shupe

says,

“brite

and

fare’ it did not last.
We had only fairly. got
started in when it came on to snow with a change
of wind.
The weather turned cold, and a gale

, blew

up, very

suddenly.

I had

not

anticipated

a cold snap and was not dressed for it. Deciding to go back to camp, I told Clate, and started;
went about twenty yards when he called me, and

told me I was going directly away from camp,
and when I looked at my compass, I fully agreed
with him.
It is a very simple feat to get completely lost in this bush, in broad daylight and

a snow

storm,

shifting winds

and no sun _ will

help change your course most effectually.
After making such a fluky start, I was not
anxious to try for the lake alone, and decided
to stay and shiver.
Clate found a narrow rift in

the

ridge,

gathered

some

birch

and

deadwood,

and started a little Indian fire, and we sat up
close and got warm.
In the course of forty of
fifty minutes, the storm blew itself out and we
left for camp.
On the way a doe started up near
us and blew a note of alarm.
Clate shot twice
at the noise; being unable to see the deer for
dense growth of tamarack, and believing in the
philosophy that, “The load in the gun _ never
killed any game,”
he blazed
away.
In fact,
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neither
to run.

of us saw the animal until she started
Then I had her in full view for forty

yards of her course, but the man
was

not

in the

my

rifle.

Now

right place.

behind the gun

Clate

was

to camp, that we could hear the ax being wielded

left antler shot off, although the Major contended that the one still on the head was the left.
of the fellows

had got the limit; some

had

not, and like the little boy and the jam, “I ain’t
goin’ to tell.”
Frank shot a beauty of a buck as it came up
a runway, nosing a doe track; the first shot
struck near the base of the horn, dazed it and set
it crazy.
It leaped straight up in the air and
turned somersaults, tore up the ground and cut
up such antics that it was quite difficult to place
a second shot to put it down and out.
The fourteenth was the last day for hunting,
as we were going out on the 15th. We had all the
game we wanted, and the law is out on the 15th.

Sam had a trip to make over to the south side to
get his hand ax left sticking in a log the day before.
I went along to shoot partridges. I had seen birds
a plenty when hunting deer, but when I carried

with

malice

aforethought,

they were

as scarce as hen teeth.
Oh well, I got enough.
That night we sang the doxology and closed the
season, packed our guns, and game and made
final arrangements
for the start home on the
morrow.
Every time anyone mentioned home,
it sounded all right to me.

The fifteenth was blustering and freezing.
cached

our

stove,

all

the

lumber

and

a

We
lot of

heavy stuff and got the rest of the outfit boxed
or sacked, and carried down to the shore by eight
o’clock, and waited for the scow to come along.
Nine o’clock no scow; ten o’clock same thing.
We loaded the two boats and two canoes with all
the dunnage we could pile on, and rowed and
paddled down to the portage, keeping well to the
south shore to avoid the rough water that a

heavy wind was kicking up.

When

we got near

the landing in the quiet bay at the end of the
lake, we saw the scow
frozen
in, about
one
hundred yards from the staging.
We pounded
the shore ice until we made a landing, and pulled,
carried and dragged dunnage, game and ourselves
up to the wagon road.
William and Charlie took

a boat and a canoe and went back for the rest
of the stuff.
By the magnetic influence of a
kindly

eye, a persuasive

birch and a heavenly

tongue,

some

balsam

smile, the Major

of

got the

driver to hop around on his wooden leg, and we
were carried over to the Sturgeon Bay end of
the portage and in sight of the Owen
Sound
camp.
The steamer was to meet us there.
We
arrived, but the steamer did not.
It rained, and
rained real rain, too.
The Owen Sound camp

opened its arms

it not

out of the woods

part of the pleasure

would
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for the ties, that

and

home,

a large

be lost.

MIKE.

all that saved the deer from an

by someone who had evidently lost his nerve and
gone to work.
Selecting a soft looking granite
ledge, we sat down and reviewed the hunt; and
after discussing it thoroughly, we decided that
it was a good game and fairly well played.
Two
bucks came into camp that night; one had the

a shotgun

ing to the full, but were

bring me

STREAM.

carrying

early and sudden death, was the fact that I did
not have the gun “meb-be.”
We were so close

Some

AND

and took us in, warmed

us, fed

us, ate us, drank us and slept us that night;
and in the morning, when the steamer did come,
and our troubles were over, we dared them to
come to Pittsburg, dared them to a man.
I am
going to like any man that ever lived in Owen
Sound, and if his name even is Owen, it will

sound all right to me.
The Captain, Milligan,
Creighton, Barney, Harrison, Campbell, Johnny
and Alexander and the whole dang kit an’ bilin
uv ye; it’s a foine bunch of hearty lads ye are,
an’ here’s hopin’ success will carry ye on the
top uv its shoulders.
And finally, they came
down to the shore to give us God speed.
Halloos
were shouted from boat and shore; caps were
waved, and we steamed out of Sturgeon Bay and

on to Parry Sound.

We

put up at the Kipling

Hotel, shipped our baggage and game.
The next
morning, early, we bid farewell to the guides and
took the train fer the States, arriving at Pittsburg Saturday morning, November 18, at home.
There is more similarity about home and hap-

piness than the initial letter.

One

of the most

pleasant features about a trip of any duration
or extent, is the home coming.
I enjoy the hunt-

An Open Letter to Congressman Lacey
PHILADELPHIA,

June

My dear Sir: Your
Postscript—William Annis, one of the tried
and trusted guides referred to in the early part
of this account, died from freezing, about the
last of January of this year.
From all the evidence obtained, he had been drawing wood with
a team of horses, working by himself, and had
been struck on the head “by a piece of timber,

knocked

off from

the load

rendered

unconscious.

The

into the

road

day

cold

was

and
even

for that country and he was frozen to death before he regained consciousness.
He

was

true’to

industrious.
known Land

his

friends,

honest,

sober

and

I trust that his guide in the Unhas brought him safely Het
JE Age
eile

cess

in game

come scarce of late years, I do not claim to have
made an original remark.
We all know that even
the most stringent of game laws, and the most
earnest endeavors of sportsmen have not materially changed the conditions.
Many of us, however, can remember the time
when partridges were neither so scarce nor so
wild as they are in these times, and we have
noted this change with deep regrets.
Nowadays
whenever I hear a sportsman remark as to the

scarcity of partridges,

I am

Doubtless

experiences,

reminded

others

could

of an ex-

relate

and enjoy a hearty laugh

similar

over

the

recollection.
Three or four of us had been
beating
the
covers around Exeter, New Hampshire, for about
two weeks one autumn some years ago—and we

found it pretty dry work.
The woodcock

season

had not arrived,

and the

few partridges we found hardly paid for the time
we

used.

We

got together

one

evening

and

talked

the

situation over, and while thus engaged, one of
the villagers dropped in; he was a friend of ours
but made no pretensions to being a sportsman.

He listened to our story of failure, then he
said, “The trouble with you boys is this, you
know that the ground about
death.
You ought to go over

here is hunted to
and try Epping’”—

a town some ten miles back.
“Nobody hunts
there, and you can get more partridges there in
one

day than

you

can

know all about Epping.
would

find here

in a month.

I was born there and I

be glad to go over

there

with you.”

It was at once agreed that we procure teams,
and make the trip to Epping the next day. So
we

went taking our friend Dow along:
Upon our arrival he showed us his old home,
and then started out to pilot us to the “promised
land.”
After a couple of rough miles; we came

to a large piece of dense woodland—mostly heavy
pines and hemlocks,
us at work.

and

here

and

there

he set

I remarked that we usually find more partridges
among

the smaller

growth,

and that they do not

as a rule frequent heavy timber.
place is simply alive with
what I am talking about.”

Dow said, “This

partridges.

I know

We left him sitting on an old log, and we
spent two good hours in that piece of woods without seeing a feather.
Finally Dow joined us.
‘It was a hot day, and as he came up mopping
his face, he said, “It’s deuced queer—I can’t un-

derstand this at all—I never came into this place
without starting at least fifty partridges.”
Then it occurred to me
that had been overlooked.

F. Lacey,

well-known

protection,

interest and suc-

and your

recent

inter-

an amendment to the Constitution of the United
States, giving Congress the power to protect
the migratory wild fowl and possibly other game
all over the country in the same manner as it
now

has power to protect the game in the Terri-

tories and in special national districts like the
Yellowstone Park or the District of Columbia.
This may seem at first like too large a suggestion in the interest of nature lovers and sports-

men. But, with increasing education, the nature
lovers are likely to include the whole people;
and, as we have amended the Constitution to
give an alien colored race the right to vote, and
possibly in the future the right to put us out of
power

in eleven

States

in the

Union,

I do not see why we should’not amend the Con-

Old Days.

WHEN I say that our best game birds have be-

perience.

John

esting article in ‘Outing,’ encourage
me to
write to you about the possibilities of securing

political

In the Good

21.—Hon.

House of Representatives, Washington, D. C.—

to ask him a question
I said, “When was it

Mr. Dow, that you last saw those birds here?”
“Why,” said he, 1t was when I was a boy! The
woods were not so heavy then; as you said before

perhaps partridges don’t like to stay in heavy
timber !”
I asked, “How old are you, Mr. Dow?”
He
replied, “Well, I’m about seventy!’
JoHN FOotTTLer,

stitution in order to save the wild fowl, which
will be forever a source of beauty, pleasure and

food supply to us, and never do us any harm.
In no other way can the wild fowl be preserved. They are rapidly approaching extinction.
They were fewer this past winter than ever before, and never

before

were

the State

laws

their protection so openly set at defiance.

for

They

were netted, night hunted and sold by thousands

in States which

forbid those methods.

On the

Virginia coast, where I belong to a club, these
practices were notorious; and a so-called game
warden told the treasurer of the club that he

knew all about it, but could not stop it.
Freely translated, his words mean that he does
not intend to try to stop it. Anyone acquainted

with State politics and State feeling, knows that
no State laws for the protection of wild fowl.
can ever be enforced. They will remain a farce
as they always have been. No man who earns
a living by wholesale or any kind of destruction
of wild fowl will ever be restrained from exterminating

them

and

destroying

his own

source

of livelihood as well as the profit, pleasure and
health of the rest of the community.
If, however, there was an act of Congress

on

the subject which could be enforced by a United
States

Marshal,

and

the

uniform

and

fearless

power of the National Government, we should
be in a different atmosphere and have a different story to tell. We could then have one uniform act for the whole country. As it is now,
we could not have a uniform

law without obtain-

ing united action by fifteen or twenty State
legislatures, which would be more difficult than
obtaining an amendment to the Constitution.
Without a uniform law among fifteen
or twenty.
States, no one State will punish its own people
by heavy fines and imprisonment in order to
save ducks which the next day may fly to a
neighboring State where the people are free to
exterminate them.
Bills have been introduced in Congress professing to protect migratory game; but every
lawyer knows that they are useless. They are
merely advisory or recommendatory.
No one
could be fined or imprisoned under them, be-

cause, without

an amendment

tion, Congress has no power

to the Constituto pass a game law

which can be enforced by fine and imprisonment.
Every man arrested under such an attempted law could be discharged, and only by
fine and imprisonment, rigorously administered,
can any game law be enforced, especially when
the game has such a money value as wild fowl.
To protect the ducks by a game law rigorously enforced in one State would be useless
when

all other States were allowing free extermi-

nation.
Nothing will save the ducks but uniform protection at the bayonet and pistol point
along the whole Atlantic seaboard from New
England to Florida, round to Texas in the Gulf
of Mexico, and up the Mississippi and Missouri
valleys to the Great Lakes, Minnesota, the Dakotas and Nebraska.
That seems like a vast
undertaking;

but unless we accept it and grapple

with as such, we have seen the last of the wild
Jr.

fowl

in

America,

and

our

children

will

‘have

FOREST
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fewer

pleasures

and

less

healthful

than their fathers.
But if we could protect the
throughout all that region
States by an undeviating and
fines and imprisonment, which

recreation

migratory game
of some twenty
equal system of
only the national

Government
can wield, the wild fowl would
rapidly become numerous again, and within ten
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fowl than were here one hundred years ago, for,

years, and the hundred sportsmen would employ

when

as many boatmen, besides spending considerable
money in other ways in the locality of their
sport.
The market shooter, night hunter and
netter is both a fool and a criminal.
He is
exterminating his own source of livelihood for
the future, killing the goose that lays the golden
egg, and destroying the profit and pleasure of

given proper

protection

and

the shooting

judiciously regulated, certain kinds of game
thrive better near civilization than in a wilderness.

This

is notoriously

true

of quail, which

are at their best when protected in a cultivated
country

which

contains

a

certain

amount

of

years the American people would have an asset
worth hundreds of millions of dollars in money

cover.
Experiments with wild mallards seem
to indicate that they would also come within this
rule, which, in my mind, receives an additional

and

illustration

food

value

and a

still greater

number

of

millions in pleasure, health and beauty.
We do not want this country to become
mere civilized desert, filled with mere
like China, a materialized population

a

numbers
that can

do nothing but trade, eat and sleep, without
appreciating and enjoying nature, or the cpportunity

for

such

enjoyment.

But

it is towards

that Chinese civilization that we are tending.
The wonderful bird and animal life of the
continent is as much a value in the long run
as the coal mines, and if the cultivation of
human

character

tellectual

it is well

and

animals

its spiritual

sides is as important

supposed,

labor

in both

worth

difficulty

by an

of

and

in-

as is generally

upholding

saving

the

by

the

birds

and

to

have bought up great tracts of marsh

laws

for

the

lands

protection

of wild

fowl,

the cunning millionaires buy up certain marsh
feeding grounds, appoint and pay capable men
to police the ground,

keep

off all intruders

and

scatter corn over the marsh. The birds shot and
tormented night and day in every part of their
flight, come to these millionaire havens of
refuge

in great

become
after

numbers,

feed on

the

corn

and

so tame that when within a few weeks

the

season

club come
chundred

opens

down,

a few

they can

members

of the

kill sometimes

one

in a day.

tidal

creeks

leading

into

the

marsh

were

fenced across at the mouth with a gate in the
middle, padlocked, and the key in the pocket of
the

gamekeeper,

so

that

no

one

but

members

could enter the creeks.
About two hundred
bushels of corn had been distributed that year.
The men on guard were of a good class in the
community,

quantities

of

game I saw some years ago in the Nile Valley in
Egypt in the midst of a teeming population
which has been there for thousands of years.
I might go on illustrating the subject from the
enormous supplies of game still found in England, where there is to-day 100 per cent. better

shooting and at less expense than in America;
and I might show how this has added to the

value of land in that country, as can easily be
seen by reading the advertisements of “Shoot-

ings to rent” in The London

Field.

There are

apparently several real estate firms who devote
themselves to renting these shooting privileges,
which are often more valuable than farming, and

in many cases bring in a revenue

in addition to

regulating
like

has

in the Territories

the

Yellowstone

begun

and tracts

Park,

where

game

of land

Congress,

having by the Constitution full jurisdiction, can
make game laws and impose fine and imprisonment for disobedience of them.
ready attended
these
efforts,
natural step is an amendment to
constitutional power to pass laws

Success has aland
the next
give Congress
protecting and

regulating the shooting of migratory

over

the country,

laws should

be put in charge

possibly

Department

the

game

and the enforcement

all

of these

of a department,

of Agriculture.

The fitness of the national over the State gov-

ernments for this purpose is obvious because,
among other reasons, migratory birds are inter-

state birds, and
Constitution,

merce.

Congress

given

was, by the original

power

over

interstate

com-

Every railroad running out of one State

into another,

and every pound

of freight carried

courageous

and

respectable,

well

armed and well paid and fulfilled their duties to
the letter. No living soul could enter that pre-

agreement

Two

among

of them

themselves

on such a subject.

might possibly

agree;

but if the

freight should be carried through five or six of
them, agreement would become impossible; and
when
it is carried
across
the continent
an
attempt at agreement is absurd.

I suppose I shall be laughed at for comparing

ducks to business enterprise.

But let us see.

pair of canvasbacks

from

coming

their

A

breed-

ing place in Alaska at the rate of eighty miles
an hour, crossing the State lines of the Dakotas,

serve unauthorized.
It was in February when I
visited the club and they showed me the record

Minnesota, Illinois, Indiana, Ohio, Pennsylvania and alighting in Chesapeake Bay, are a

of game that
hamely, five
twelve active
This is not

commodity of definite money value, for, when
shot, they are worth in the Philadelphia market

‘mere

trap

had been shot since November,
thousand and nine head, by the
members of the club.
preserving.
It is nothing but a

to

entice

game,

persecuted

every-

where else, into one place where it can be tamed
and exterminated by twelve men.
All isolated
nstances of preserving will have the same effect.
Nothing

but

a

general

system

cwenty States of the Union
any real benefit.
Let us follow the example

covering

can

about

possibly be of

of the millionaires,

(out extend it in a more democratic way. Let us
jave game wardens like theirs, who know

\1either fear nor favor, in twenty States of the
Union
\oeautful

to preserve
bird

and

the wild
animal

towl

and

life of the

all the

continent,

1ot for twelve rich men, or for a few score
»xterminating

shooters,

but

for

the

of

whole

American people to have in it their regulated
ind continuous share of pleasure and profit for
over.
It can be done. If they can preserve game in
Zurope,

we

can

do it in America.

In

fact, the

uuccess which has attended the protection of
vild fowl in the north of Europe leads one to
‘uppose that, by proper

laws and protection, we

night in this country soon have even more wild

Any other duck would be as good an illustration as the canvasback.
The poor little ruddy
duck, called a greaser in the Chesapeake, and
twenty years ago thought not worth shooting, is
now,
I find, called a breakfast
duck, and a
restaurant had the goodness to offer me one
very much dried up in the cooking for the
extravagant sum of one dollar and a half.
Figure it out any way you like on the canvasbacks, the redheads, the black ducks, the mallards, the broadbills or the sprigtails, it is all the
same thing.
Every year they are passing through
the air going from or returning to the north,
crossing scores of State lines, flying freight, the
fastest in the world, worth from two dollars to
seven dollars a pair in fixed value, and perhaps
$50 or $100 a pair in the other value which I
have
mentioned.
Multiply
these
figures by
hundreds of thousands, ‘or whatever you decide
the numbers of the annual flight to be. Do you
mean to tell me that when shiftless, unthinking
or criminal persons threaten to destroy and exterminate all this value on its interstate passage
in the air, that there is any less reason for giving Congress authority to protect it than for

giving

them

authority

to

at least $7 for the pair. They weigh about ten
pounds and cost no freight from Alaska to the
Chesapeake.

They

cost

merely

the

expense

of

shooting them; and I doubt if any interstate railroad hauls much freight except gold dust and
diamonds

that pound for pound is more

valuable

than these interstate birds.
But they have a still greater value of indefinite
amount.
For our sins or the mistakes of our
ancestors,

thousands

in the cities where

of us

we

live sedentary

turn ourselves

lives

into old

regulate

interstate

freight carried along the ground?

But I have already taken up too much of your
time

in giving my

which you know

own

more

impressions

of a subject

about than I do.

I am

writing merely to suggest that. as a statesman,
you will not forget to consider the remedies for
the situation, for on such men as you the poor

sportsmen
little

and nature

pleasure

that

lovers must

may

be

left

country.
I am sure you will understand

rely for the
them

in this

my motive

in

addressing you, and I have the honor to remain,

SypNnEy G. FISHER,

out of one State into another, can be regulated
by Congress because the framers of the Constitution clearly saw over a hundred years ago

that the States could not in practice come to an

I once visited one of these preserves, in which
the

enormous

the

into which they decoy the few remaining ducks
by baiting the ground with corn.
I have seen some of these great preserves.
They are not what I mean by preserving. Under
the present conditions, in which no State will
enforce

the

Constitution . that of the farming.
people.
Our national
Government

amendment

for the benefit of the whole
As it is now, the wild fowl are for the benefit
of only two classes; (1), a very limited number
of market gunners who are willing to exterminate them and then turn to something else;
and (2) a still smaller number of millionaires
who

from

hundreds for the sake of the gratification of one.

“Forest

and

Stream”

Prize

Heads.

For moose and deer heads taken in 1905, the
ForEST AND STREAM offered prizes of $20, $10 and
$5 respectively for the best moose heads, and $15,

$10 and $5 for other’heads.

The prizes have been

awarded as follows:
Moose heads: First prize, J. B. Townsend, Jr.,
Philadelphia; second, James Lyle, Washington,
Pa.; third, W. C. Witherbee, Port Henry, N. Y.

“Deer heads: First, E. M. Wixon, Wayne,
N, Y.; second, Francis Lee Jaques, Aitkin, Minn. ;
third, E. Graves, Haddonfield, N. J.
The winning moose head will be illustrated in
our next issue, and the other heads in following
numbers.

NOTICE TO NEWS STAND BUYERS
Give Your Dealer an Order.
After this issue the Forest AND STREAM will be
unreturnable

by dealers, but will be supplied by

women writing letters and backing documents
For the sake of - them to regular customers and on order, Readers
to be shoved into pigeon holes.
restoring our manhood and knowing once more
accustomed
to buy at news stands and book
the zest of real life, we are willing to spend a

very considerable

sum

of money

every year on

boats, decoys, guns and general outfit, and employ men at good wages in order to be near
enough to hear the swish of wings and restore
our nerves by the sight of what is, on the whole,

perhaps
world.

the

most

wonderful

wild

stores should not fail to give their dealers a
standing order in advance, so that they may not
fail to obtain

the paper regularly.

life of the

We are not anxious to kill great numbers, like
the market shooters.
The number killed by one

market shooter in a single season would keep
over a hundred sportsmen going for several

4
CAMP
SUPPLIES.
The camp supplies to be complete
should
include
Borden’s. Eagle Brand Condensed Milk, Peerless Evaporated Cream, and Borden’s Malted Milk, all of which
contain substantial nourishment in compact form, and
supply every milk requirement.—A
dv,
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SEAAND IRIE FISTING
Sullivan
Liperty,
We
have

County

away at the last moment.
By this time dark
clouds had covered the sky and the light was bad.

Notes.

Sullivan County, N. Y., June 23.—
been having rainy, muggy,
uncom-

fortable weather for a week.

Something unusual

for Sullivan County in the month of June.
This
week one or two days have been first rate for
fishing and I have no doubt that excellent sport
has been had.
<A fine basket of native trout,
weighing 14 pounds, was brought back from the
Willowemock above Malt Decker’s, last week, by
a resident of Neversink.
A very fine trout was

killed on the lower Esopus, recently.
This fish
was 22 inches long and weighed within an ounce
or two of four pounds.
It took an artificial fly
near

the head

of a big pool and

before it was landed.

gave

fine sport

June is the month

for big

trout, particularly after a rise in the water.
|
hear that pickerel are taking well in the Stevensville ponds, west of Liberty.
A fine string was
caught
on Wednesday;
largest
fish
about 4
pounds.
The country is very lovely now, yet but
few city people have appeared at the resorts for
the summer.
They never turn out in force until
July.

I have had my

soled

and

snag-proof

hobnailed

and

wading

they

are

shoes half

now

perfect.

This is one of the best ideas I have struck for
a long time, and I shall bring it to the attention
of all of my fishing friends.
I fancy they will
be first rate for shooting also, as I wore them last
fall when out with the gun, and found them

comfortable.
I have not heard of many broods of ruffed
grouse, but know that a large stock of birds

wintered

well.

woodcock

on

I have advice of two broods
one

small

brook;

are many, as there are
grounds in this country.
A

Mother

Grouse

and

some

doubtless

good

breeding

Demon

of II] Luck.

I HAD a queer experience with a ruffed grouse
yesterday when on my way to the post office.
had taken the rod and was fishing near the head
of a long shallow pool opposite a steep bank,
which was covered with evergreen timber, rhododendrons, etc., when I heard a very strange noise.
I could not imagine what it was until a fine hen
grouse came creeping along the bank, giving vent

constantly

to

what

were

certainly

the

oddest

sounds I ever heard a bird make.
If you have
heard a dog whine when in great pain, that is
something like it. Of course, the bird’s nest, or
her young, were on that bank, but I was on the
opposite side of the stream, and at least twentyfive yards away.
She scuttled along with me for
about sixty yards, and gradually her moaning,
heart-rending notes died away.
I have seen many
mother grouse with little ones, but none ever

behaved like this one. Woodchoppers had been
felling trees just above the pool. Is it possible
that they had taken the bird’s eggs or young
grouse?
I fancied that possibly the herribly noisy
reel I was using may have alarmed the hen.

She was in great distress, evidently.
It was

an

afternoon

was surely with me.
there

was

sawdust

of

misfortunes;

ill-luck

I did nothing going down;
running.

After

getting

my

mail; I returned to the pool behind the post
office. All this water is fished to death, and my
chances
jammed

more

seemed
slim indeed.
Then
the line
on that miserable reel, with ten yards or

out, and I spent the best part of an hour

clearing it. At last the sawdust let up a trifle,
and a trout rose here and there.
I put up a
small quill and by hard work killed five trout of
no great size. Tramping up stream, I found two
fish rising and lost them both; then found that
the barb of the small hook was gone.
Put up
another fly and put it over what I thought was
the rise of a smallish trout, hooked it and found

it was a good one.

After a fight, the hook came

Linton

says:

“The

worms

are

ex-

Cestodes, and may for the present be callec
Tenia sp. I have never seen this species before

cept one place where a boy, fishing with bait, had
been smashed by a large trout.
As a last forlorn

have really done very little work on the entozoz

hope I went there, and soon made

of fresh-water

not see my

fly in the water.

There

nothing promising between myself and home

where

the fish must

up my mind

lie, if still at home

in the

same spot. In order to see the fly I tied on a
larger quill, which floated beautifully.
At the
second cast I saw Speckles come at the fly, which
she took fiercely; then away she went with a

mad rush.
The stiff click on my reel made
the situation a dangerous one, particularly when
the fish turned and went down stream.
The
stream was swift and a heavy rapid began just
below.
The aged Leonard bent double to meet
this

last

danger

and

turned

the

trout.

I got the lady into a backwater
lovely,

golden

yellow

trout

At

last

and landed

of

over

a

21%\lbs.

This was one of the crazy fish I have mentioned
as being common this year. I was satisfied that
I had, by hard work, beaten the demon of misfortune for that day, at any rate.
I fished no
more, but went home as fast as my legs could
carry me,
When

we have good luck we come

home

conditions, but if we

are.

We

Sullivan County,

Parasites
New
1895

YorK.—Editor

I was

chased

do win out, how pleased

we

really believe that we can fish.
THEODORE GORDON.

NEVERSINK,

attracted

property

N. Y.

of Black
Forest

Bass.

and

to Culver

cupied by city folks.

erected

In

N. J., by

bass fishing, and at once
and

pur-

the first house

oc-

Fishing continued fair until

a couple of years ago. Last year it was very poor
—this season much poorer.
I have never lost
faith in the fish being there, but natural food be-

ing so plentiful and increasing each year, I’ve attributed the poor fishing to that cause.
Last Sunday afternoon a neighbor caught four
bass, ranging in weight from 1 to 134 pounds.
He presented them to me. I put them in the icebox over night and cleaned

them

Monday

morn-

ing. It is a custom with me to examine the
stomachs of fish and birds for information, and
I was much surprised to find the stomachs of
these four bass in a much congested state, so
much so, that none of the organs were distinct;

and in each there appeared small white objects
about 3-16in. to %4in. long which, to the naked
eye, looked like worms.
If worms, they were
without life—did not move. The flesh seemed to
be in fine condition, and my friend said the fish
had given him a nice fight. With the bass was a
yellow perch and catfish, their organs being. in
normal condition.
There are about sixty houses now occupied,
with others in contemplation. Every one is complaining of poor bass fishing, although

perch and

pickerel have been much more abundant.
Is it likely that the bass have some disease and
are

sulking

in deep

water,

and

is not

least

not

this ¢on-

Eos condition mentioned the disease, and what

in this
fish.

immature

condition,

Furthermore,

but,]

there has

no’

been much done by any one on the life history 0:
the Cestodes of fishes. I have found in Fundulu:
majalis at Beaufort larval Tenie whose adul
stage is found in certain fish-eating birds; but dc
not like to venture an opinion as to the final hos’
of these in the bass.”
Fundulus majalis is the common bass killy
striped killifish, or striped mummichog of th«
east coast. It does not follow that the larval tap«
worm referred to would develop if it should ac
cidentally pass into the alimentary tract of man
it may belong to a kind which matures in one 0
the water birds. The final identification of thi:
worm involves a great deal of iriterest for the
angler.

Unfortunately,

our

best

game

fishes

ar¢

often attacked by such pests, and the study of the
subject ought to receive more attention than 1
has obtained hitherto.]

In New

Hampshire.

BrETton Woops, White Mountains, N. H.—The
fame of the White Mountains as a fishing grounc
was for many years widespread. Fifty—yes, eve
twenty-five—years ago its splashing rivers anc
deep, swift-running brooks were teeming witl
gamy speckled trout that rose with equal vorac
ity to fly or bait or the red flannel of the smal
boy.

Stream:

Lake,

at

early;

otherwise we stay late and fight it out.
How
often we are defeated!
Everything goes against
us and we struggle in vain to conquer adverse

fine small-mouth

the

Professor

was

I could

of

there

Edwin Linton, of Washington and Jefferson Col.
lege.

Then

came

a period

when

the invasion

c

the forest by the man with the axe worked havo:
and

saw

mills sprung

up on every

stream

of an)

size, to choke it eventually with its vomiting o
saw dust and drive the trout from their old-tim:
haunts.

Now, however, the trouting section of New
Hampshire is less infested with the mills anc

their

fish-killing

dust,

but

another

danger

ha

succeeded the former, and despite the yearl)
stocking of streams during the past decade wit!
fingerlings and minnows, pot-hunters and idler
are depleting the streams for want of somethin;
better

to do.

The village ne’er-do-well is constantly figurin;
in fiction, with the traditional fish pole over hi.
shoulder and his only energy that displayed ii
the filling of his spacious creel.
What Nev
Hampshire needs now is a reasonable protectio:
from such fishermen, say the hotel proprietors i
general, and to make the mountain streams th

best agents for filling the small hotels and board
ing houses

with

early

season

guests.

Many

:;

man likes to place his family at a farm or smal
hotel where he may come to spend the week en¢
and get a good day’s fishing.
The
trouble is that at the moment
thi
fishing season opens all the men and boys whc
for constitutional or other reasons, have been un
able to remain in useful employment, at onc:

get busy in taking out the best fish regardless o
.the

real

rights

of those

who

have

stocked

th

streams and perhaps protected and fed the fis!
Poachers in posted waters can be arrested fo
trespass, but the fine is not severe enough, an:
they suffer little beyond annoyance and costs.

1s 1tf

Fishing for market prevails among certai
districts of northern New Hampshire.
Thi
should be stopped, and buying or selling mad
an offense punishable by law.
The positiv
assurance of good fishing would bring early bus!

under obligations

ness, and the railroads and small resorts of Ney
Hampshire would benefit accordingly in a wa

Our lake is a beautiful piece of water, with
rocky shores, with no lilies and but little swamp.
It will be of great interest to have an intelligent explanation, and will place many of us

if you can give it.
JAMES L. Ropinson.
[The parasites above described were recognized as tape worms or flat worms of some kind,

and were examined by one of the most eminent
specialists on internal parasites of fish, Professor

that would be worth far more to them than th
privilege of buying trout for the large hotel tabl«
and the small houses could and probably woul
be supplied free of cost by their own guests. |
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As remarked by one of our hotel men who has
been

active

in

the

development

of

the

North

country, “the present law is an example of class
legislation.’’’

It allows

a man

to fish when

his

box is empty on his neighbor’s place, and take out
his best fish that the neighbor has perhaps hatched,
protected and fed; but it will not let the neighbor

in return take the thieving fisherman’s chickens, °
which have, perhaps, gained half their living

scratching in the neighbor's garden.
These protected waters are of the greatest value
to the public, as they form sources of supply from

which the
streams.

fish go

out

into all the

connecting

One of the most popular resorts in northern
New Hampshire serves trout to its guests daily
from the opening of the hotel until the close

season begins.

Why?

Because for five years au

artificial lake on the property was kept closed,
stocked from the State and a private hatchery,
watched by an efficient game-keeper and the trout
systematically fed.. To-day the lake is swarming
with great trout, weighing from an average of a
quarter pound up to big fellows weighing two or
three pounds, with half a pound the average

weight of the tamest.
done by guests who
breakfast and nearly

The fishing is almost
like the sport,
every luncheon

on the table for those who wish it.
the

waters

what

they

were

should

watched,

protected

be—a

legitimate

every
trout

and

made

All because
source

supply, and incidentally a great revenue,
satisfied guests, to the hotel.

Fishing
New
and

Lonpon,

Stream:

issue, “Are

Mr.

all

and
sees

of

through

Reels.

Conn.,

June

Edward

manufacturers

7.—Editor

Breck

asks

practical

Forest

in a late

sportsmen?”

and seems to be of the opinion that they are not.
I quite agree with him.
I have made a collection

of sixty-five of the best and most costly American
fishing reels, not one of which is, in my opinion,
fit to fish with on account of the following reason,

which, if the makers were practical sportsmen, they
would

have

discovered

and

All the reels I have seen

remedied

in America

years

have

ago.

the

plates as sharp as a knife on the inside, consequently, when a three to five dollar line is put
on the reel, it’s no time at all before the beautiful
finish or enamel is completely scraped off and the
costly line completely ruined.
Indeed, I have had

them

cut clean in two

as by a knife

with

this

sharp edge.
If a person always pulled the line
off the reel straight in the same direction the
rod pointed, there would not be so much damage
done, but it is quite natural, in taking line from

the reel, to pull it to the left, then it is sure to
pass over the sharp edge of the reel plate and be

ruined.
Some

of our reel makers,

not content

with the

knife-like edge of their reel plates, mill or check
the edges and top sides of the plates, thus making
matters much worse.
This is particularly true of
the otherwise
fine reels
made
in Kentucky.
Reels, under all the circumstances,
should be
made perfectly smooth on the edges of the plates.
I have, however, never found but one firm, and |

that an English firm, that seemed to appreciate
this fact and made them smooth.
The rest of
the English makers make them as badly in this
respect as Our own.
F. C. Fow er.

The Depleted

Mirimichi.

List to the woebegone!
It is sad to read the story of reprisal, selfishness and neglect which hangs like a pall over
this beautiful river. How different the recitals
in Gov. Gordon’s “Wilderness Journeyings”
forty years ago, in the days when our few surviving salmon anglers of the old guard who used
to fish its broad and streaming waters, and of
which the still lusty wielder of the two-handed
rod, Mr.

Charles

Hallock,

wrote

so charmingly

and accurately in his “Fishing Tourist” a third
of a century ago! Here is the picture of the
river to-day as presented by Wm. H. Venning,
of Sussex, New Brunswick, who was Fishery
[ Inspector
for the Province for twenty-eight
years:
“The Southwest Mirimichi when I used to fish

A FAIR

ANGLER

OF THE

it was, all things considered, the most beautiful
and the best salmon river in New Brunswick

(and I have fished them all), and the best
stocked with fish—both salmon, grilse and sea
trout—from
Boiestown to the Forks above
Mirimichi Lake.
It now belongs to the past.
For some years the clubs, proprietors and
lessees of the pools have not visited them, and
the whole stream, from Renous to the Forks,
has been an open poaching ground for nets,
spears and traps.
My old warden wrote me
last month that only two small salmon were

caught

with the fly at Burnt

Hill Pools

(four

in number), and none at all at the Rocky Bend
and Clearwater pools, once so famous.
There
are six fine pools at these places, and here Jefferson
-had his bungalow, now rotting down.
“You will ask, why this state of things? It is all

very

simple.

When

the

Fisheries

Department

Photo

SKYKOMISH.

by A. Curtis,

Seattle.

controlled the inland fisheries, two overseers and
six wardens were on the river from Docktown
upward, and all the clubs had their own guardians
as well. When the decision of the Privy Council
of England gave the inland fishings to the several
provinces, the department no longer protected
them.
As all the fishings on the Southwest Mirimichi from Beauchar’s Island to its sources were

in riparian ownership, the provincial government
would not pay for protecting private property,
and so the only guardians on the whole river
were those paid by the clubs (Jefferson paid two),
but the whole river between Boiestown was a
poaching ground, and no fish, or very few, ever
got up to Boiestown, where the angling commenced.
As the private guardians could not en-

force the law below, and as the provisional gov-

ernment

would

not,

pools that it was

so

few

not worth

salmon

reached

the expense

the

to go
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AT
there, and so they were seldom visited by any
one but poachers, and these thronged the whole
river, principally the settlers along its banks, and
thus it has come about.
My happiest angling memories cluster around
the southwest.
There I killed my first salmon
and there my last!
There I met the Primes,
father and son; the Habershams, of Georgia; the
Abbotts and Higginsons, of Boston; Governors
Head and Gordon, General Dashwood and Major
Grant, Captains Power and Coventry, of the 15th;
Thad.
Norris
and Dr. Wood,
Jim Lonergan,
Charlie Couldock, and poor old Jim Chubb, not
one of whom is now living.
Dashwood died last
June; Major Grant some eight or ten years ago.
If you write anything about ‘the river, you cannot
praise it too highly, nor can you exaggerate its
beautiful scenery, its ideal pools, nor the abundance of salmon that used to frequent them.
Alas!
Ichabod, Ichabod!!
VENNING.”

and

treatin’

trash.
stidden

me

“‘Now,

ef you-all

From

Silcox
the

New

Goes Fishing.
York

Evening

Post.

Lewis Silcox, farmer, of Bluff Springs, fortyfour
miles
north
of Pensacola
in Stanley
County. Fla., after having been shanghaied and
forced to turn sailor fourteen months ago, found
a haven to-day at the American Seamen’s. Friend
Society, No. 74 Wall street, and expressed his
thanks with fervor when he learned that’ he was
to be sent back to the farm and mother.
“T expect,” he said, emphasizing the pronoun
in true Florida fashion, “that I sure am about the
gladdest man to set foot on American soil that
you-all ever seen.”
Then he took stock of his surroundings and
was moved to point a moral.
“And to think this yere thing wouldn’t never
have happened
if only I’d remembered
that
promise I sure made to my old mother.
Yes’s,
when my father up and died ’way back so long
ago I done clear forget the year, I takes a look
at ma, and she sure was too derned pretty for
any widder woman.
So I reckoned to have

some conversation with her, and I sure did.
“*Ma,’ I says, ‘you’re too dern good-lookin’.’

“Why, what does you-all mean?’ she says;
but she don’t show like she’s mad to speak on.
***T means,’
I says, ‘that 1 sees a stepfather
in this yere house right smart, ef something

ain’t done.
have

no

Now, see yere, ma, I ain’t agoin’ to
over-ridin’

young

stepfather

turning

this yere house and this yere farm upside down,

I was

no-account

‘ll promise

white

stop

me

right

solemn

not

to set up with any other fellow old or young in
this yere township, I sure will promise never to
leave you-all, but to stay right yere and work
for you-all until one or the other on us catches

up to dad,’ I says.
“She promised, and she sure kept her promise,
but you-all can jest reckon that I broke mine,
and I expect I was punished right smart.

“Tt was

this-a-way.

In the middle

of April,

1905, I went down to ’Cola to spend a few
days with some friends and buy me a new pair

of reins for the buggy.

Soon

’s I steps off at

the de-pot, a feller they calls a runner

arm.
““Vou-all would look healthier
trip on a fishin’ boat,’ he says.
**Maybe,’

Louis

like

This yere thing’s got to
before it begins,’ I says.

grabs my

for a one

I says, ‘but I ain’t troublin’ none

ef

I don’t

get it, I «says.

“‘Not
Mobile,

a run ‘long the coast, no further nor
with $25 a month and four suits of

clothes?’ he says.
“That sure did sound

good,

and

I done

set

THE

SEVENTH

GRA)

““Fixcuse me, captain, I says, ‘but I sure never
did hoist a sail in my life.’
‘Damn it,’ he says, ‘do they call you a firstclass sailor?” he says.
“ “Ef they do,’ I says, ‘they call me a whole

heap out of my name.’
“T never seen land after the next day for two
months, when we entered the England Channel,
and day after that we anchored at Antwerp and
discharged our cargo of lumber.
These yere

deal planks was
“Captain, he’s
ef he allows me
class sailor, and

the only fish in our hold.
right smart at figgers. He says
half-pay, me not being a firstthen takes out $16 for clothes,

T’ll have five francs for myself in foreign money.

“Wasn’t quite five francs, he reckoned, but
when he was settlin’ with me in the Swedish
consul’s office, the consul he up and says, ‘Give
him the five francs,’ he says, ‘he needs it.’
“Five francs don’t pay board very long in
Antwerp; so I went to the Workman’s Home,
where I spent two or’three months.
Then I
was turned over to the Police Church Home,

where they kept me for eight days, and then
they got passage to London for me and shipped
me over there to try my luck with three francs

right down there on the de-pot platform to
think it over.
.But he says, ‘Come up to the
boardin’. house and. see the captain,’ he says,
‘ard»maybe he’ll offer you more’n that,’ he ‘says.
“Reckoned
’tweren’t "going to do no great
harm nohow, so I went rightsalong,
He*was a
right agreeable feller, this yerer runtiet’man; for
when we got to the boarding house and the captain wasn’t there, he bought lots to drink.
But
I ain’t sech a particular kind of fool that Floridy
*d be likely to disown me, and I seen he was
a-trying to get me drunk, so I jest stayed plumb

“Well, he says, ‘you can’t expect to draw
many dividends on three frances,’ he says. ‘You
had better eat,’ he says, ‘and then come back
here and we'll talk things over.’. I went and had
a meal, but I never got back. Lost my way and
wandered all over London for three days with

sober.

nothin’ to eat, lookin’

“Anyways, he sure bought a fine supper.
But
he done watch close on me and two young
fellers he had at the boarding house.
Never let
his eyes off’n us all night.
In the mornin’ he
says for us to come down to the wharf and see
the captain.
We gets into a row-boat and first
thing I know I’m out in mid-stream on the furmaster Dhwar Jefley, Captain Jefley.
The mate

was hungry those days. .
“Then J got a few pennies and started to walk
to Bristol, where someone had told me there
were lots of sailing vessels on which I could get
to America.
I was three weeks on the road,

he says ther’s a paper for me to sign, and [
sure signed it, but I told ’em I wanted to explain to the captain.
“Didn’t see the captain none until the next
day, when we had hoisted anchor and was on
our way to Antwerp.
Then the captain he sees.

me and
says.

he says, “Go

aloft and hoist sail,’ he

that

they

gave

me.

“Were you-all ever in
take less notice of you
other town I know.
I
Bridge, and pretty soon
told him

and

had

my

London? They sure do
in that city than in any
had got off at London
I met a policeman and

story.

another

for that policeman.

right

hard time

when

I sure

I done

went without food for three days.”
Disappointed in his quest, Silcox started on
another long tramp. At Worcester, he obtained
one

or

city for
case

was

two

odd

jobs,

a month.
called

and

he remained

in the

At the end of that time, his

to the attention

of Capt.

Hurry,

of the Worcester Police Court Mission, who
opened correspondence with the sheriff of Pensacola in regard to the case.
After several letters had been excienaed,
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AT

TARGETS,

Seamen’s

Friend Society were

show

his

arrival.

Ine

was secured
Letters to

for
the

given to him to

one

of these,

Capt.

Hurry says, that there is no doubt that Silcox
was greatly wronged by Capt. Jefly, when he
was discharged at Antwerp.
“And when I get home,”

says

Lewis,

fer-

vently, “I’ll sure stay there.
And ef you-all
should ever come to Bluff Springs, I’d be right
glad to see you—ef you don’t talk fishin’.
99?

Trout

for Massachusetts

Stocking.

Boston, June 23.—Secretary Henry H. Kimball
has sent to clubs throughout the State this notice:
“For the last two years the Massachusetts

Fish

and Game Commission has been unable to furnish
one-half

the fingerling

trout

that

have

been

ap-

plied for, although the Sutton Hatchery—the only
one in the State where trout can be reared to the
fingerling stage—has been worked to its utmost

capacity.

In view of these facts there seems to be

no way of supplying the deficiency for the coming fall planting except by the united efforts of

the sportsmen’s clubs.
“The State Association stands ready to adopt
a plan for doing this work like the one which has
met with signal success in supplying quail, in case
the allied clubs signify a desire to co-operate.
“We can supply fingerlings for streams, wholly
or in part open to public fishing, for one-half the
cost (as we did quail).
“By placing a large order

soon

we

are able to

fix the price at less than one-half what private
parties have to pay. This price covers the cost
of transportation, but no order for less than one
thousand

will be accepted.

The Association

must

place its order early in July, so you will see that
immediate action on the part of clubs that desire
to avail themselves of this opportunity is imperative.”

gum strips, which he says does
than five minutes to apply, and
steady in its shoes.

I want to call attention to a spiral steel spring

size reel and as rigid under

berry, in
annoyance

strain of
write him
to do so,
C. Mohr

which
of a

he
reel

the
the

a big fish. I intended at the time to
how this can be avoided, but neglected
and now, in your last issue, Mr. Harry
tells of his appliance, wrapping with

all strain as if the

I will send one, and he will no longer use gum

bands,

screw

bands,

or

tie on

with

an

old

line.

Dr. Holder wrote me that if it worked as well
as I expected, it would improve the niorals of
who, when

Reel Clamp.

incidentally mentions
working loose under

and is a peritself to any

reel and its seat were one.
They only cost a few
cents.
After trying all sorts of devices, none
satisfactory, and asking fishing tackle men to devise a simple, cheap, easily attached, easily disengaged reel band lock, I was told to give them
some easier conundrum.
I then made this spring
lock, a simple coil of piano-wire, with the ends
bent into a, hook, to use on usual band seat,
punch a hole with the handle end of your file
in the upper and outer edge of the immovable
shoe, insert one of the hooks, and with your
pliers draw (stretch) the coil and engage the
other hook under the movable or sliding shoe,
and there you are.
I and many others have used
this real fastener right along for the past two
years and a half, three fishing seasons.
It is
perfectly secure, holds the reel just as steady with
a hundred pound tarpon as with a six-inch pig_ fish. I only want to say to tarpon and tuna fishermen and those who iike to sweat over the
kingfish and the jack, that it is their own fault
if they have any trouble with loose reels.
I sent
some of these springs to Mr. Aflalo, of England;
to Mr. Waddell, of Kansas City; and Mr. Holder,
of Pasadena, but have not heard from them as
to use, which simply: means, I take it, that it
ihe Wek
_appears to be too simple to be good.
however, not only a good safe reel seat lock, it
is perfect; that is the verdict of our Galveston
Fishing Club.
If any reader wants to try it write me and

fishermen

GALVESTON, Texas, June 5.—Editor Forest and
Stream: I noticed some time ago in your valued
paper a good article from Mr. A. St. John New-

not take more
holds the reel

that can be applied in five seconds
fect lock, automatically adapting

the reel falls off, are

to go off into bad words.

A Simple
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money was sent, and a passage
the man on the Westernland.
on

AND

Man

Eaters

liable

Try this spring clamp.
G. E. Mann,

Dislike

Power

Boats.

Honotutu,
Havana.—Editor
Forest
and
Stream:
I have read with interest the observations of fishermen in reference to sea fish leaving
their natural haunts because of the power boats,

and it may be of interest to some of your readers
to know the effect they have on fish 5000 miles
from your side of the continent,

For a great many years sharks were plentiful
about the entrance of Pearl Harbor, situated
seven
miles down
the coast from
the city of
Honolulu.
We could be sure of catching during
the night one, at least, and have caught as high

as four man-eaters,

big ones, too, measuring

10,

II, I2 and 13 feet from tip of nose to end of tail.
We usually fished for them at night with a large
hook, well baited, and allowed to rest on the bottom in ten fathoms of water.
Sharks were caught
sometimes
four miles up the lochs, and were
frequently seen about the entrance.
About three years ago the Pearl Harbor bar
was dredged from a depth of 9 feet to 33 feet.
This contract took a year, and I presume that
the noise of the huge suction dredge, pounding
under water, and of the power boats going to and
fro was very disquieting to the shark family, and
they seem to have
abandoned
their favorite
haunts.
We
have fished repeatedly
for them
without results, and have never seen even a “fin”
of this dreaded sea wolf.
What effect the power boats have had on the
smaller fish, I am not prepared to state. We have
only a few launches here, and as they cruise outside the barrier reefs, the fish in the shoal waters
inside are undisturbed.
The off-shore fishing
grounds are very deep.
Some fishing is done in
depths of 900 feet, and, of course, this would
prove a good muffler of the noise of the useful

power craft.

ALBERT DELMAR.

PUBLISHERS’ DEPARTMENT.
Tt seems but a few years since the use of concrete as a
building material began, and now it is employed for a
multitude of things.
Pavements, huge city buildings, cottages in the country, parts of the great New York Subway are all made of concrete.
This fact and the further
fact that the use of concrete seems only in its infancy
lends an especial interest to the Pettyjohn concrete block
machine,
as manufactured by the Pettyjohn
Co., 608
North
Sixth street, Terre Haute,
Ind.
Persons who
contemplate the building of a home may well enough
consider and inquire into this machine and its uses.

Ever since the Forrest AND STREAM
has been published there have appeared in it advertisements of portable boats.
Sometimes they were of tin and in sections;
sometimes of rubber; again of canvas or even wood;
but sportsmen have always required and still need a
good, light, portable boat.
The Skene sectional boat is
made in’three sections, with separable water-tight compartments, and can be readily put together or taken
apart; this work occupying, it is said, only half a minute.
It may serve as a tender for small yachts, and may easily
be carried in a wagon.
Persons requiring anything in
the nature of a portable boat, will do well to write to the
Skene Sectional Boat Co., 15 Exchange St., Boston, Mass.
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Members of Race Committees and Secretaries will confer a favor by sending notice of errors or omissions in
the following list, and also changes which may be made
in the future.
JUNE.
30. Y. R. A., New Rochelle.
30. Royal Canadian, 30ft. class.
30. Boston, Marblehead.
30. Keystone, special.
30. Bristol, Bristol-Montauk race.
30.

Wianno,

club.

30. Hingham, O. D. C.
30. Beverly, club, Buzzard’s

Bay.

30.

Wollaston,

30.
30.
30.
30.
30.
30.
30.
30.

Atlantic, open, Crescent A. C. regatta, 3 P.
Mosquito Fleet, Mass.
South Boston, interclub.
Eastern, ocean, New London, Marblehead.
Winthrop.
Newport.
Cohasset.
American, Mass., cruise to Annisquam.

inter-club.

M.

Corinthian, Stamford power boats.
Red Bank, power boats.
Cape May, power boats.
Tarrytown, power boats.
Yonkers, power boats.
City_of Boston, annual, Y. R. A.
City Point.
4. Taunton, sail and power.
4. Cohasset.
4. Kennebec,

4.
6.
7.
7.
7
7.
7.
7.
7.

club.

cruise

7. New

run

to

Marblehead,

Bedford,

cruise

7. Cohasset, club.
7. Winthrop, handicap.
7. Edgewood,
Possner
8. Eastern, Gloucester

to

City.

Island,

14. Wollaston-Columbia,

Me.

Bay.

inter-club.

A.P.B.A. rendezvous, Manhasset.
Eastern, dinner, fleet disbands.
Cohasset.
Columbia, Mass., interclub.
American, Newburyport, dories.

14. Winthrop,

handicap.

14-21. Seawanhaka-Atlantic-Corinthian

D., C.,° Bay’

Long distance

length.

racing then must. be adapted to the

foster

to a particular course

By following
the growing

of excessive

this principle,

interest

Bay.

in this most

healthy

our amateurs and our boats, and will guarantee
the greatest number of contestants.

21. Taunton, power boats.
21. Cohasset, club.
21. Narragansett Y. R. A., Bristol.
21-28. Larchmont race week.
22. Stuyvesant, open.
22. Columbia, Mass., ladies’.
22. Lynn, club run.
22. American, Newburyport, cruise.
23. Newport.
24. Boston, midsummer series, Y. R. A., Hull.
25. Boston, midsummer series, Y. R. A., Hull.
25. Quincy, interclub and open, Y. R. A.
26. Quincy, Y. R. A., Hull Bay.
26. Wollaston-Quincy, inter-club.
27. Quantuck, women’s race.
2. Hingham.) YR
Ay Hull Bay:
28. Larchmont Y. R. A.
28. Boston, midsummer series, Y. R. A., Hull.
28. Royal Canadian, 30, 25, 14ft. and dinghy classes
28. Westhampton, Association race,

Motor

Boat

Club of America
mission June 30.

in Com-

THE alterations being made to the large houseboat, which
is to be used
as the temporary
quarters of the Motor Boat Club of America are
progressing rapidly and nearing completion.
Arrangements are being made by the club to go
into commission on Saturday, June 30, at 3 P.
M., the fleet to rendezvous at Fearon’s shipyards,
Glenwood, Yonkers, N. Y.
After declaring the
club in commission, the houseboat will proceed to
her mooring at 112th street and Hudson River
accompanied by the fleet.
The weather of the
past week has greatly retarded the completion of

club.

28. Hingham, O. D. C.
28. Beverly, Corinthian, Buzzard’s Bay.
28. Wollaston, ladies’.
28. Atlantic, open, 3 P. M.
28. Hartford, open.
28. Cape May, power boats.
28. Cohasset.
28. Lynn, sail and power.
28. Winthrop, handicap.
28. American, Newburyport, dories.
28. Kennebec, Bath, championship.
28. Indian Harbor.
28. Rhode Island, rendezvous Newport.
28-Aug. 4. Edgewood, cruise.
28-Aug. 4. Rhode Island, cruise.
28-Aug. 4. Keystone, annual cruise.
29. American, Newburyport, cruise.
30. Boston, Y. R. A., Marblehead.
. 30. Newport.
31. Eastern, Marblehead.
31. East Gloucester, championship.

the work.

The first races of the season will be

held on Saturday afternoon, July 7, and will be
open for all types of boats.
On Aug. 4 the start
will be made for the cruise to Newport, Rhode

Island, arriving in time to take part in the Newport Carnival and especially the motor boat races
which are to be held on Aug. 9, and in connection

with which the following members have been appointed a committee to act in conjunction with the
Newport committee:
Messrs. Charles P. Tower,
Chairman; E. A. Stevens, Jr.. M. M. Whitaker,

Walter J. Hewlett and Hugh S. Gambel.
It is
also intended to make the week of Sept. to the
gala week

of the season,

and

DISTANCE

during which. time

RACING.

the last five years long distance

sailing

yachts

has

again

come

into

favor.

joint cruise.

of the fixture lists. With a revival of racing
over long courses in which a yacht must carry the
gear necessary for cruising, interest has not been
confined to large vessels, but has included boats
whose waterline length was even less than 2oft.

Theoretically

long

distance

racing

is the

best

there is, and while the majority of boat owners
have the inclination to participate, their business
engagements are usually of such a nature as to
prevent their sailing in long distance events that
under fair conditions of weather require a week

or more.
The sentiment as expressed by the number of
contestants in two races for small boats that have
taken place this year
shows very
clearly the
desire to race, but shows also the greater popularity of the short time as against the long time
race.
The longer race showed but two contestants to finish, while the short race showed

twenty-two.

As

we

go

to press

a third

The

rqcing

long

Tue
dates

Sonderklasse

Race

Eastern

Y.

C. has

which

the

races

on

Dates.

received

for the

the

official

Roosevelt

cup

will be held at Marblehead.
The races will be
five in number, the prize going to the boat first
winning three races.
There will be other cups
awarded to competing boats, according to their
standing. The trial races are scheduled for Aug.
13-18, and the German and American contestants
will meet

WE

on

Sept. 3 to 7.

reproduce

the. photos

Sonderklasse

boats

Marblehead.

The

completed

for

the

that

of two

are

now

fifteen other
races

that

of the new
tuning

up

at

boats: are being
will

~

we shall

kind of racing, with the result that it will develop

Side.

Buzzard’s

down, the course being less than a hundred miles
and the entries numbering twenty-six,
os
Thus deep sea racing in the United States can
never be generally popular, until the ‘conditions
of life and -business here are radically changed.

the contestants

There have always been-races for large yachts,
but they have not, as a rule, been a yearly feature

club.

14, Hingham, O. D. C.
14. Beverly, Corinthian, Buzzard’s

O:

race is being sailed, and the listed entries include
many famous yachts from the largest schooners

time at the disposal of the contestants rather than _

club.

Beverly, Corinthian,
Bensonhurst,
open.

for

South Boston, ladies’.
Toledo, long distance power boat.
Eastern, Wood Island to Christmas Cove.
Newport.
Eastern, run to Camden.
Atlantic, closed, 3 P. M.
Eastern, run to Islesboro.
Indian Harbor, New York thirties.
Eastern, Dark Harbor to Cranberry Isle.
Quincy, ladies’.
Indian Harbor, special.
Eastern, run to Bar Harbor.
Brooklyn, off Bensonhurst.
Indian Harbor, annual.
Chicago to Mackinac, long distance race.
Royal Canadian, 30ft., 14ft. and dinghy classes.
Westhampton, Great South Bay Y. A.
Boston, cruise.
Corinthian, Marblehead.
Keystone, club.

14. Wianno,

Wianno,

LONG

club.

cup.
to Wood

21.

WITHIN

Gloucester.
Cottage

cruise.

[JUNE 30, 1906.

the National Motor Boat Carnival will take place.

Hingham, O. D. C., Crow Point.
Beverly, Corinthian, Buzzard’s Bay.
Wollaston, club championship.
Atlantic, open, 3 P. M.
Quincey, club.

7. Eastern,

14,
14,
14.
14.
14.

power,

Bath.

7. Corinthian,

8.
9.
9.
9.
10.
11,
11.
12.
12.
12.
13.
13.
14.
14,
14.
14.
14.
14.
14.
14.

and

Hartford, sail and power.
Eastern, annual, Marblehead.
Royal Canadian, 25 and lbft. classes.
New Rochelle, ocean race for B. Y. C. challenge cup,
Y. R. A., Riverside and New Rochelle, cruising race.
Toledo, long distance race.
Quantuck-Pan Quogue.
New York, Glen Cove, Glen Cove cups.
Huguenot, club.

7. Wianno,

7.
7.
7.
7.
7.

sail

Iwennebec,

Seawanhaka-Atlantic-Corinthian, at Newport.
Corinthian, Marblehead.
Watathropy Yo Ke AL. Nanant.
Royal Canadian, first, 20ft. and 16ft. classes
Larchmont, Hartford, Y. R. A.
Moriches, Quantuck.

28. Wianno,

4. Wollaston, power boat.
4. Atlantic, open, 11 A. M.

4.
4.
4.
4.
4.
4.

20.

20.
21.
21)
21.
21.
241.
21.
21.

S. S. A.

STREAM.

14-21. Atlantic, cruise.
15. Winthrop, ladies’.
15. Narragansett Bay, Y. A. R., race week, Edgewood.
15. Newport.
17. East Gloucester, championship.
17. A. P. B. A., cruise, fleet at Newport.
17. Narragansett, Y. R. A., Washington Park.
18. Narragansett, Y. R. A., Rhode Island.
18. Newport.
19. Narragansett Y. R. A., Prudence Island.
19. New York, Glen Cove cups.
20. Narragansett Y. R. A., Fall River.

21. Hingham,

JULY.
1. Newport, Lorillard cups.
2, Royal Canadian, Queen’s cup and L.
2. Newport, Lorillard cups.
2 or 3. American, Y. R. A.
3. East Gloucester, championship.
3. American, annual.
4. Shinnecock, Great South Bay Y. A.
4. Y. R. A., Hartford, Larchmont.
4. Corinthian, Marblehead, morning.
4. Eastern, Marblehead, afternoon.
4. Indian Harbor, motor boat races.
4. Morris, open.
4. Wianno, club.
4. Hingham, club.
4. Beverly, sweepstake, Buzzard’s Bay.
4. Rochester, power boat, Charlotte.
4. Indian Harbor, power boat.

AND

be

provided

during the summer.
The dimensions of Sumatra
we published with the drawings in the May5 issue,
but those of Skiddoo, a Herreshoff production,
have not as yet been made public. Both photos
are by Jackson, Marblehead.
RRR
AMERICAN (NEwsuryporT) Y. C.’s NEw PRIZE.
—Mr. H. W. Eaton has presented the American
Y. C., of Newburyport, a silver punch bowl, to
be awarded to the champion one-design dory by a
point system in a series of ten races. The club
has a fleet of sixteen boats that are about 18ft.
long over all.

:

©
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reached, that they have withdrawn, or if sheltering, they
are expected to report by wire, if possible.
A bulletin of the progress of the various yachts in the
race will be kept posted at the Chicago Y. C.
Time Limit.—The time limit in each class will be 48
ae from the finishing time of the first boat in that
class.
Club topsails.—Yachts will only be permitted to carry
their regular working topsails.
Prizes.—Chicago
Y. C.-Mackinac cup and shield, for
yacht making best time on time allowance, regardless
of size or rig.
Sloops.—First
prize, silver cup;
second prize, sideboard set.
Yawls.—First prize, silver and Bohemian glass claret
pitcher; second prize, Chelsea ship’s bell clock,
jpeoomer ssHurst prize, silver cup; second prize, silver
plate.
The prizes will be awarded by the judges at Mackinac
Island, but the formal presentation will take place at
the Mackinac cup dinner, to be held at the club house
of the Chicago Y. C., Thursday, Sept. 13, 1906, to which
all club members will be invited, and at which all the
crews of the yachts finishing in this race and the officials, will be the guests of the club.
This dinner will
be an annual event.
As this race is the longest fresh water cruising race
in the world, and is the most important event of its
kind on the Great Lakes, it is hoped many entries will
be received.

Rogert

G. Goutp,

Sec’y.

Vision
AUCTIONED
OFrFr.—The
steam
yacht
Vision, which for some three years has been
laid:up at the yard of Robert Jacob, was sold
to him last week by Deputy Sherriff Metzger,

under

Plans

SUMATRA—SONDERKLASSE.

in issue May 5, 1906.

Cruising Race

Photo

to Mackinac

by Jackson.

an execution

of judgment

in the sum

of

$1.178.
Mr. Jacob acquired the boat for $1,500.
Vision was owned by J. Edward Addicks, of Delaware, and played a part in the schemes, political
and financial, in which her owner was interested.
The steam yacht Vision was designed by J.
Lorillard in 1883 and built at Greenpoint.
Her
dimensions are:
Length over all, 10oft.; waterline, 86ft.; breadth, 16ft.
In her time she was
a most luxuriously fitted vessel.

Island.

THE Chicago Y. C. will hold its annual open
cruising race to Mackinac on July 14, 1906.
Chicago Yacht Club-Mackinac cup, a perpetual challenge trophy, valued at $1,000, which is offered for this
event, to be awarded to the yacht making the best time
on time allowance.
There will be valuable first prizes
for sloops, yawls and schooners, and second prizes tor
all classes in which four or more entrants start.
This challenge cup will remain in the custody of the
club represented by’ the winning yacht under the conditions of its deed of gift; when it is to be returned to
the Chicago Y. C., the title to the cup remaining in this
club.
A suitable souvenir prize will be given yearly to
the winner of the cup.
Start.—From the Van Buren street gap, Chicago, on
Saturday, July 14; yawls at 2 P. M.; schooners at 2:10
P. M. and sloops at 2:20 P. M.
i
.
Finish.—Across
an imaginary line
between.
Round
Island Light House, and a flagstaff on Mackinac Island,
bearing N.N.W. from the lighthouse, which flagstaff will
ot
white flag by day and three vertical red lights by
night.
Yachts approaching the finish line after nightfall will
burn the Chicago Y. C. white-red-white-green
Coston
signal when two miles from the finish line, which signals
must be repeated until answered by the same signals
from the shore. These Coston lights will be furnished by
the Regatta Committee at cost.
Yachts not complying
with this condition may be disqualified.
Crews.—No maximum limit as to crew, but no yacht
will be allowed to start that, in the judgment of the
committee, is undermanned.
Measurement.—Any yacht of 25ft. waterline length or
over, belonging to any bona fide yacht club on the Great
Lakes, can compete, provided the cwner thereof files the
enclosed entry, accompanied by the measurer’s certificate,
with the Chairman
of the Regatta Committee
of the
Chicago Y. C., Mr. T. H. Blodgett, Heyworth Building,
Chicago, not later than July 1, 1906.
Yachts must be
measured under the L. M. Y. A. rules.
Equipment.—Each yacht entering must be ready for
inspection at 10 A. M. on the day of the race, July 14,
fine4be provided with a serviceable dinghy, anchors and
cables, compass and charts, Coston signals, lead line,
fog horn, ship’s bell, International Signal Code, life preservers for each member of the crew, side lights, and a
full cruising equipment, together with a list of the crew,
and any yacht considered unseaworthy or otherwise unfit
for the race will be disqualified by the committee.
All engines will be sealed at that time by the committee,
and such seals must be intact on arrival of the yacht at
~ Mackinac,
;
Reporting.—Each yacht will be given a racing number
and also assigned a code signal, which must be displayed when passing within signalling distance of any
lighthouse or life-saving station on Lake Michigan.
Through the courtesy of the Inspectors of the U. S.
Lighthouse District and. Life-saving Service, the keepers
of these lighthouses and stations will report by wire the
passage of yachts, so signalling, to both the Chicago
Y. C. and the judges at Mackinac Island.
The captains of yachts withdrawing from the race for
-any cause are requested to wire the Chicago Y. C. and

the

judges

at Mackinac

Island

from

the

first harbor

SKIDDOO—SONDERKLASSE,

Photo by Jackson,
[ss

°
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New York

York

Station of the New

Cove

Glen

held off the

was

June 21, there

Thursday,

On

Shortly after

Y. C. Regatta.
Y. C. the

Much inspring regatta for the Bennett cups.
terest was manifested, as it was to be the debut
of some of the new craft—Irolita II., owned by

Commodore

Y.

Corinthian

Philadelphia,

Clark,

C.; Mr. J. R. Maxwell’s Queen, and Effort, beThe weather was
longing to Mr. F. M. Smith.
delayed two hours,
fluky, and the start was
when a light air sprang up, which, unfortunately,
did not see the race through for the New York
There was somewhat of
thirties till quite late.
a disappointment in Queen and Irolita not showing up better; but Effort covered herself with
glory in her class. The summary follows:
Schooners—Class

Elmina,

F. F.

B—Course

Start.
Brewster...... 1 56 06

Miles.

Nautical

1 56 43

Polke. aii

Gordnaqen.

20%

°

Finish.
4 25 13

Elapsed.
2 29 07

4 41 02

2 44 19

2 34 15
4 31 15
Queen, J. R. Maxwell........ 1 57 00
Corrected time: Elmina 2.29.07; Corona 2.43.19; Queen
2.33.12.
Elmina beat Queen 5m. 8s. elapsed and 4m. 5s. corrected time, and beat Corona 15m. 12s. elapsed time and
14m. 12s. corrected.
Yawls and Sloops—Classes G and H—Course 20% Miles.
2 30 19
4 36 45
Vigilant, W. E. Iselin........ 2 06 26
Yankee, H. L. Maxwell...... 2 10 49
2 65 17
5 06 06
2 52 10
5 03 07
Rainbow, C. Vanderbilt...... 2 10 57
Corrected time: Vigilant 2.30.19; Yankee 2.50.43; Rainbow

2.47.43.

Vigilant beat Rainbow
corrected time; Vigilant

and

20m.

24s.

corrected

21m. 5ls. elapsed and 17m. 24s.
beat Yankee 24m. 58s. elapsed
time;

Rainbow

beat

Yankee

3m.

7s. elapsed

and 3m. corrected time.
Sloops—Class 3—Course 201: Miles.
Trolttd,s Woe wer, Clarkson sects 21607
538437
£318 30
Bitort Pe IV pomlth secs siesta 51639
5 26 12
3 09 33
Weetamoe, H. F. Lippitt....2 16 52
5 30 45
3 13 53
Neolat
sD) Rano en Searie 21700
53538
318 38
Corrected time: Irolita 3.14.10; Weetamoe 3.13.53; Neola
3.18.38.
Effort beat Weetamoe 4m. 20s. elapsed time, and beat
Trolita 4m. 3s. Effort has not yet been measured.
Sloops—Class K—Course 20% Miles.
Isolde, F. M. Hoyt...........2 2000
5 39 56
3 19 56
N. Y. Y. C. One-Design 30-footers—Start 2:25—Course
20% Miles.
Neola I 1.; (GoM Pynchon... '...\.esendeas 6 30 15
4 05 15
Caramia,, S26 Waltwrishti iach sie tae seni 6 30 45
4 06 45
Dahinda,’
Adelaide.

(Ata sdJe
NlerassA
Gaprice;
Phrytie;
Neola

W*
BB: Duncan;
Jie. ones.
Adee *Brosii.
oc cc cece ses eo

6 45 36
6 35 36

4 20 36
4 10 46

Hien Gel CaMVL CUED stectetets nisin Shee6 39.3
4 14 30
Sila ScayivN s eC KChamsgiccdac:26Did not finish.
AUG, Viatiderbilts creme cies > 6 42 25
417 25
“GC. W. VWietmoresaccesssmaeres6 31 36
4 06 36
wins, beating Caramia 30s.
FOR

THE

BENNETT

REGATTA

CUPS.

Schooners—Course 20% Miles.
Finish.
Elapsed. Corrected:
UO)Ciabiel: NN HeRMBRO
COL DBGIE. IOs 4 25 13
2 29 07
2 29 07
COLOtia
Menkes
nsttpie selon ents 4 41 02
2 44 19
2 43 19
Elmina beats Corona 14m. 12s. corrected time.
Queen was not entered in time for the Bennett cup
for schooners.
For Single-Masted Vessels and Yawls—Course 20% Miles.
Mil oilatitiniem tls» cetkcebista
sietepiaeistes =4 36 45
2 30.19
2 30 19
Vane @acae css
cegs ate neet 5 06 06
2,65 17
2 50 43
Rainbow ees on wcisa seein bis cesniar 5 03 07
2 52 10
2 47 43
Trolitasiies
& dociad viet.cobk
cae ea 5 34 37
3 18 39
2 57 30
PR HOLE et en dewaddagaecls
onesies 5 26 12
3 09 00
bey ae
WieetamOes ounscsiceces
cbse cast 5 30 45
3 13 53
2 57 14
WNieGlay ss acts alaractertewtee sicecnn ns5 3b 3)
3 18 38
3 01 59
ESOVD Es Sets cue strc pita elects re 5 39 56
3.19 56
eens
Niolaitle ecsad
Reece satetions's 6 30 15
4 04 15
2 53 03
Cara oMiavs...04: secrwepee meee: 6 30 45
4 05 45
2 538 33
Dakinidat.

fic. 0h ween oceninusenss6 45 36

4 20 36

3 08 24

Adelaide’ ifeaan vss-coia
tia entisels 6 35 46
4 10 46
2 58 34
Ata Oe isaiic dice cot Meudon oem Not timed.
Caprice hinkecos deackereeuree ce 6 42 25
417 25
3 05 13
PRP Vahed tae sietes:s weet stones brake sare 6 31 36
4 06 36
2 54 24
*Not measured.
Thus Vigilant beats Rainbow for the cup 17m. 24s.,
and coming down to the 30-footers, which Vigilant allowed 1h. 12m. 12s., she beats the best of them,’ Neola II.,
22m.

Block

Island

Race.

June 24.
THE running of the race Jast Saturday and
Sunday from Huckleberry Island to Block Island

demonstrates
boatmen
for the

the

lively interest

in the sport.
third race of

Club was gratifying.

taken

by small

The large list of entries
the New York Athletic

The boats are rated under

an over all measurement, and must be less than
31ft. waterline.
Various types of boats were
represented, and all had an equal opportunity to
win.
The weather proved to be very fluky and

broke into rain storms and thunder squalls.

The

course was eastward to the end of the Sound,
through Plum Gut, and from thence to Block

Island—a

run of 110 miles.

STREAM.
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6 A. M., Sunday, the boats began

to arrive, having made but little slower time than
last year.
The mark boat was anchored inside
of the Salt Pond, from which the times were
taken till 11 o’clock, when the committee proceeded to the anchorage, the time allowances
having expired and eighteen boats having arrived
at the anchorage.
After the times had been made
up and the winners declared, the prizes were
awarded, which conforms to an unwritten law of
the club, to the effect that a contest cannot take
place until the prizes are secured and delivered
at once to their winners.
The Block Island race was a sticcess.
Small
boat racing is popular, and this contest brought

out a fine lot of men that some day will find their
way to larger vessels. The length and time of the
race allow men actively engaged in business to
race and get home in time Monday, and Block
Island is not surpassed, in point of interest and

picturesqueness,

by any

point

within

an

equal

distance of New York.
The winners are named in order, the Okee winning two prizes—one regular and one special.
Finish.
Olcee. as. ccatecie orsareaieevel alseuerer eles Inveserovar oer 8 21 00
Marguerite
T 17 30
WinGast ic scd anes ct oieone Suelsieisions oot ote 9 34 40
Little Rhody ..
8 00 00
Mopsar h..s26. seer
80250
Rabe ty, tase eee inet aoe Saree e'satelier. 7 30 40
Pr
Gi yo esc wk cee ater eaten oe erie: <emene 8 04 20

Corrected.
4 23 53
5 27 47
5 34 34
5 37 37
5 39 47
5 50 40
6 06 17

Natads

Seni Ses ceeeooeen?.
sats cae eee 8 22-20

6 10 23

Aleeta

iio: sicicp ee clee ee s's Shere Ohiaemn 6 11 40

6 11 40

Priscillav

Tillers
Blanche

tot, cesar

sd Ty,

tel oie9 MMe
lsPNM erhare 8 42 40

6 36 17

eaarcaeee
iste ss iceehe nroeeciers 7 51 20

6 37 53

yose.0s teeters
caleens see anne TERY,

Anonnay
hte ep cere ees s+ eee ee eee 8 25 00
Saladin’ 4mtAcatetoseeee
si os Mtonc- shee 82920
Hl vier SLTS4
Gasper steer:
ste ous 9 40 00

6 51 57

7 37 47
7 49 03
8 19 60

379th

Regatta

of the Beverly

Y. C.

The Beverly Yacht Club sailed its second race
of the season on Monday, June 18. The event
was the 379th race of the club.
The weather was even less kind than on the

opening day, the previous Saturday.
had

moved

around

to

the

The wind

northeast,

was

light and

variable,

and rain constantly

ened,

did

actually

but

not

come.

very

threat-

Two

more

yachts appeared than on the previous Saturday;
one more

21-footer,

The 21-footers
ballooners

and one more

15-footer.

first ran with spinnakers

and.

to Bird Island, then had a close reach

across the Bay to Scraggy Buoy No. 8, from
which point they had.a good beat home.
Mr.
Crane

got

away

first in his Amanita

III,

and

rapidly drew away from the fleet, so that by the
time leeward

mark

was

reached,

he had

a com-

fortable lead. The other boats were bunched as
far as the leeward mark. Considerable trouble was
experienced at the first turn owing to a sudden
shift of wind. The boats were planning to carry
ballooners across the Bay, but the wind hauled
suddenly

to the eastward,

and

it became

neces-

sary to take these in and set the No. I jibs.
The various boats made different successes of
this

change,

somewhat

so

that

strung

after

the

turn

they

were

out, with the Barnacle in the

rear, and Mr. Crane in the lead.
On the windward work, the boats spread out even more,

some going in shore towards Scraggy Neck, and
others standing out into the Bay. Amanita III.
kept her lead throughout, but at times it looked
as though

Arethusa,

who

stood

out far into the

Bay, might get up close to her. Illusion and
Terrapin had an especially close race for second,
in which Terrapin won by only a few seconds.
The 18-footers and the 15-footers were, as before, sent over the same course, which was twice

378th

Regatta

of the

Beverly

Y.

C.

The Beverly Yacht Club opened its season’s
racing on Saturday, June 16, with its 378th regatta.
In spite of the -rather unfavorable
weather, southeast wind, thick air and rain, a
good number of yachts put in an appearance for
the first race.
The first class to be sent away were the 2I1footers, in which there were five entries, one of

which,

the “Owl,”

is a new

boat, designed

by

Messrs.
Burgess & Packard, for Mr. F. C.
Paine, the youngest son of Gen. C. J. Paine, of
America’s Cup fame.
The boats ran across the
bay to Dry Ledge
with spinakers set, then
turned on the wind and beat to Scraggy Buoy
No: 8. They again set spinnakers to run back
to:-Dry Ledge, and then came home on a close
fetch.
All the boats rounded Dry Ledge in a
bunch, with Mr. Crane’s Amanita III. slightly
in the lead.
On the windward work, Barnacle
at once began to move up and took the lead
considerably before Scraggy Buoy was reached.
She continued to increase her lead throughout
the race, and finished a little over five minutes
ahead of Amanita III., the second boat.
The
new Owl ran well, and on the last close fetch
to windward made a good showing, but her first

attempt at windward work was something of a
disappointment.
There were two entries in the 18-foot class,
and five in the one-design 15-footers, hoth of
which classes were sent to Bird Island and back.
The Wanderer won in the 18-foot class, and

Miss Codman continued her last year’s practice
of winning in the 15-foot class.
Mrs. R. W.

44s.

The

AND

Emmecns’
new
Tinker, sailed by Nelson
mons, was second in the 15-footers.
The times in detail follow:
21-footers—Course

13 123g

Em-

Miles.

Barnacle: Woe
Cay Bastiswinss
tes ards toot mecca 1 4
‘Amanita, CLE . Joshua Cratienness: aclteciceeeeeton ce1 54
Terrapin, Jn con Dabney sasmreciutie
«velo scwelentelnne st1 55
Owl, Fev Gav Paine can ccla- cietncettnemesk
nae cence cioen 1 56
Tilusion; Ci Ma. Baker sonnet
one «canis siareneionn eck 2 00

42
56
38
18
15

18-footers—Course 21, 5% Miles.
WianderernA: 75-m VVgtin Gamma
«eine aeareas 1 02 Ot
jap): Ga Ee Gardier ssire cceregerey
cace necticatecettre 1 05 06
15-footers—Course 21, 534 Miles.
Valu, Miss! Margaret:.Codimany..< s.s'crs
doa setnesls one1
Tinker: Mirsautt. Wi) Hemimons 2d. 2c cactcieeine
ns on 1
Ranzo, W: HoOoRichardsony Uitsie. csus succes 1
Mlickantarooy Ca Ey Lveliier ca 5.2 ncaa comets. 1
Whitecap, Wm. Vredenburgh & S. Minot....... 1

05
07
07
08
08

20
06
54
09
24

around the triangle from the club house to
Mosher’s Rock, to B. Y. C. Buoy No. 2, and
return.
The Wanderer won in the 18-footers,
and Miss Codman took first in the 15-footers;
Tinker

was

second.

The times in detail follow:
21-footers—Course 16, 854 Miles.
Amanita TII., Joshua ‘Grane ynase oe cseass eee
Terrapin, -L. S. Dabney.-.ce
sree cue
erent
Illusion,
C. M:
‘Baker}.%
Gist eccuitcisstateeeeetee
Arethusa, D. DL. Whittemore: .cc.e.
eee seoneenees
Owl, F, C. Paine...
«ia: deine ne to omee eee
Barnacle, W. E.. C.. Eustissiso.esneses
ae eee

1
1
1
1
1
1

44
49
49
51
62
58

16
15
38
43
17
53

18-footers—Course 19, 6% Miles.
Wanderer, A. S. Whiting...
oss aces aeeeeneeee 1 42 52
Jap, G. P. Gardner; .Jr....c.shes
ese ose
1 46 47
15-footers—Course 19, 6% Miles.
Yalu, Miss Margaret Codmanc.o.-4 seueeeeeeenee 145s
Tinker, Mrs. H. W. Emmons, 2d0snseeeeeeeeemee 1 46 17
Flickamaroo, Walter Helliers:ccses.es
mee ceeeme veel 48 38
Ranzo, M. H. Richardson, Jrccceeesse
ten eee 1 50 01
Fiddler, Mrs. F. L. Dabney..... aoe 0s 3 creleleeg nee 1 51 04
Whitecap, Wm. Vredenburgh & S. Minot......... 1 53 56

Atlantic

Y. C. Regatta.

ATLANTIC Y. C. Recatra.—Ou Saturday, June
23, in the Atlantic Y. C. Regatta, the racing was
spoiled by a very severe storm after the boats
had been away about an hour.
The course was
to Bensonhurst, Fort Hamilton, Craven Shoal and

Sea Gate. Jig Step, Joy and Ahoy won
classes.
The summary follows:
Sloops—Classes

N and sieery pelc 3:00—Course

in their

9.6 Nautical

11es.

:
Finish.
Jig Step, F. J. Havens. 2... .senceqsesae 42550
Sue, E. F. Luckenbachii:t>.:csesseeeee 42748
Crescent, J. B. O’ Donohueé:.7, ss.cees ..Did not
Sakana, Haviland: Bros.cscrce sneer 4 3406.
Vivian D1., So EB) Vernone..-..essaeee Did not
Guide; W., M. ‘Campbell-.5---4.cecmeee Did not

;

Elapsed.
1 25 50
127 48
finish.
1 34 06
finish.
finish.

Corrected time on Sakana, 1:29:44.
p
Sloops—Class Q—Start, 3:05—Course 9.6 Nautical Miles.
Toy, Wa Hie Childs. cscte surttactdesieemite 43357
1 28 57
Soya, We JAS Barstow2c.. scsececenettenm 43448
1 29 48
More Trouble, R. S. Childs..
..-4 3451
129 51
Mary,. M. Grundner..........
43850
1 33 50
Ojigwan, G. Eo Reiners.1......s seein 44200
138700
Saetta, .G. Hes Churchtitcnancecss
sete ee Did not finish,
Quest, <E.. J, SH avenss)catecicsiecece steer Did not finish.
Sloops—Special Q Class—Start, 3:10—Course 9.6 Miles,
. Ondas, J: As Montantaaneassesactecameet Did not finish,
Spots; RisGs Veils. Sactinnes
se tees rigeiese Did not finish,
Truant, VA.;; Alyeadcs
scone atveuvecasuancbe Did not finish.
Careless, (R. JRummell i yicecn<ssics
cise rece Did not finish,
Sloops—Class R—Start, 3:10—Course 9.6 Miles,
Ahoy, eh: Ws Dornowsinecase-ee rian 51101
2 01 O1
Chickeoker, Wan
O{Nell Siecesssraseere Did not finish.
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Seawanhaka
THE

Corinthian

Seawanhaka annual

Annual

Race.

regatta was sailed on

June 23 in very fluky weather off Oyster Bay.
The new beats met again, but no conclusions
could be drawn as to their performances.
The
Rainbow,
Weetamoe,
Gardenia,
Mimosa
III.
Phryne, Paumonak, Chinook, and Chipmunk were
the winners.
The summary follows:
Sloops—Class H—Course 1514 Miles—Start, 12:45,
inish.
Elapsed.
Rainbow, C. Vanderbilt salads Huse shes 5 14 12
4 29 12
antec
wetianise Maxwell, oclisscccce
dees 51740
4 32 40
Sloops—Class
J—Course 154% apt ertTE
12:50,
Weetamoe,
TyoAA Be Gabe OCOeE
2 36
4 32 26
Pe tHe
INS oice sc ceeics viecicecieisste2 28 45
4 36 45
GRP
D eMC OTIICH) 5 scicciecicics eseacees 5 3454
4 44 54
.
Sloops—Class M—Course 151% aR aera 12:55,
eareeriaene) Eis) WMOTTIS. 50. ccc cescnesee's
6 03
416 03
Irondequoit, H. M. Raborg............. 2 18 20
4 23 20
Sg
aa adee
alas 1514 Ere ape $1:00.
Mimosa III.,
i
Park
03
410 03
Regina, F. G “leer
4 23 30
SUISUN
OWLEE. cc ccaccsscesinnssee Did not finish.
N. Y. Y. C. 30-footers—Course 1514 ep oaey 1:05.
iPhryne, Gol WwW.) Wetmore... ...........f
4 07 43

Dahinda,

W.

B, Duncan,

Jr.......... 3 1 37

4 08 37

Cara Mia, he Wainwright Wate setsicee«,s 52354
418 54
ATanreapemtsoroc Ure Go MOYES. os icc scenes 52005
41506
Danedtete ls EMA OLY sedis
vec cc cae tncnn561729
412 29
PSO
Nis MEWRCHOI9 focdcescccceccevs.s 5 14 36
4 09 36
PAC EIUIGEPACCENBLOS: cocrecccnscceecaces 5 25 48
4 20 48
Sloops—Class P—Course 13 og elgede TsO!
PER MPIIG OO OE ATTIMAN , o.0cccccsseesess
38
411 38
Sloops—Class
Q—Course 13 Ril est 1:15,
pate
ieee
GUITICT 0.0 cocdscc tase 5 27 51
4 12 51
Qgeemah, F. B. Clements...:........... 5 34 27 «=4.19 27
Raceabouts—Course 13 Mince atrts 1:20.
Rascal a Doman
TOW KING |. -se'screncse's
is6:0551118
35113
GRINGO Re MALLOTY® wives ccccccecccene 50853
3 48 53
Indian, we RADUCES Parduht ts/aiccecices
sss0e 51347
3 53 47
Jolly Roger, T. ee BSICECKCIU daca
nessics5 11 55
3 51 55
Bretty @Ouick AwwB. Alley... ..0+scc0ce. Withdrew.
Handicap ee
13 amie
Me 1:25,
Thelema, 4 E. Black
42
Nadje, E
E
Stoddard
owdy,
merece. Bltates ata cet es ec! 6.6
Huntress, L. C
S.C. Y C. 15-footers—-Course 6% eye years ‘1:30.
Petr amene MEP TLCV OF Ksss'e visas scie cisease ens
2 34 15
Chipmunk, Be young...
i 09 i0
2 39 10
Divs, Boeke Coudert,.....6..
Did not finish.
Flicker, E. C. Henderson...
41015
24015
We Wean,.R. L. Cuthbert.
41244
2 32 44
Marjorie, H. W. Warner......
43011
38011

Atlantic

Y. C., June

sailed

on

Wednesday

a

race

for

the

cup

ton and Bensonhurst, twice around, making the
course 10% miles.
There were but three com-

petitors that started in a moderate southeast
wind. At the end of the first round there was
but a difference of a few seconds between the
On the second

round,

off Fort

Hamilton,

More Trouble lost her tiller, and was put out of
the race, Joy winning from Saetta by 57s. The
summary

cation.

The

Regatta

Harbor: Y. C. is
Jones,
Chairman,

Charles

the press of Thompson

street, and can be had

F.

Committee

Kirby,

and

YACHTING NEWS

NOTES.

New Auxiliary YAWL For Mr. LeEpiiz—The
firm of D, Crosby & Son, of Osterville, Cape Cod,
have finished an auxiliary yawl for Mr. Charles
H. Ledlie, of St. Louis, who
at Marblehead.

&

upon appli-

of the Indian

composed
of Frank
29 Broadway,
New

Charles

Bowne
York;

E.

Simms.

Measurer, Morgan Barney, 36 East 28th street,
New York.
We
have
recently
received
from
the _ secretary of the British Y. R. A. their year book,
containing rules and time allowances for 1906;
also the minutes of the meetings during 1905-6.
The book is very well done, and is in very con-

venient form for ready reference. The data contained as to the new rule, list of owners and
many other things, are important to the yachtracing owner.
The book is neatly bound, and

from the press of Harrison
Lane,

London.

From

Andrew

& Son, St. Martin’s

light and ventilation to the quarters below.
The
dimensions are, over all 75ft.; L.W.L., 62ft. 6in.;

breadth, 1oft. 6in. Freeboard amidships is Sit.
and 8ft. at the bow. Draft, without the centerboard, is 4ft.; the sail area will be 3,500 sq. ft.
A gasolene engine of 25 horse-power will supply
auxiliary power, which will drive the boat at
‘ about five miles an hour in still water.

RRE
Books ReceiveD.—The racing rules, code signals and time allowance tables of the Indian

of fine Pleasure and Hunting Boats, Canoes,
Launches, Small Sail Boats. Send for Catalogue.

KNOCK DOWN BOATS
Launches, row and
sail boats.
Canoes and Hunting

Of

Wes WieiIG HLL bore

boats.

Send for Catalogue.
American

all Descriptions.

42

of ae

Boat & Machine

rns
5

Co., 3617 S. 2nd St., St. Louls. Mo.

Thompson, A.I.N.A., the yearly
yachting guide for 1906 contains
much
data
respecting yachts.
The book is published in
connection with Mr. Thompson’s brokerage office
at 50 Pall Mall, London, S. W.
Price, Is.
RRR
DEATH

OF

ARCHIBALD

ej

WatTT.—On

June

luxurious.

Mr. Watt was a descendant of James

Watt, whose

name

———

19

Archibald Watt, an ex-commodore of the American Y. C., passed away at his family’s old homestead in Harlem.
Mr, Watt at the time of his
death was about 42 years old.
Mr. Watt was
well known in yachting by reason of his having
designed and built the steam yacht American,
that did not prove to be a success in point of
speed, her appointments,
however,
were
very

29.

OLD TOWN
15 and 16 ft.
CANOES
Paddles,

$1.—

Each

H. H. KIFFE CO., 523 Broadway, New York

is so closely linked to the de-

velopment of the steam engine.

Naval

Archictects

and

Brokers.

RRR
CANADIAN
LAUNCH
DeEsSTROYED.—On June 15
Lady Gray was one of the finest boats in the
Parkdale,
Toronto, was
destroyed by an explosion.
There was no one aboard at the time.

ARTHUR

reported

AMERICAN

Naval

dories

was

held

on:

June

This was

the first of a series of ten races

23.

that

will be sailed during the summer.
There are
twelve boats in .the class, and they will be rated
on a point basis for the award of the prizes.
American Dories—First Race—Start, 4:25.
Finish.
Elapsed
Ue Vie
ewCUMNOCK matinee:
ss tagieaetan 4 59 24
0 24 24
aUpOe
Crs. Daa
Vincents
cacck cee 4:59 47
0 24 47
Martini Norman, Warner. ... 0c serene 4 59 50
0 24 50
Skidoo. Philip Marquand............... 5 00 19
0 25 19
Bumbles Hs J seberinaties... sa vetsete5 01 25
0 26 25

RRR
Y.

C. OcEAN

Race.—The

tauk Pcint, proceeding outside of Long Island
to the northeast lightship off Cape May, will be
started from Echo Bay on July 7. The list of
contestants so far include the three boats that
started from the Brooklyn Y. C. to Bermuda,
Tamerlane,
Gauntlet,
Lila and Mopsa,
Guide,
Grace II., and Fair Wind.

BURGESS

Marblehead

Broker,

@ PACKARD,

Office and Works:

MASS.

Tel. 4870 Main.

Nashua

St., Marblehead, Mass.

300-Ton Railway.
Modern Building Shops. Two new
Storage Sheds. 10-Ton Steam Shearlegs. 21 feet of water
off ourrailway.
Large Storage Capacity. Ship Chandlery
and Machine Shop. Repair Work of all kinds quickly
handled.

HOLLIS
Yacht
kinds.

BURGESS,

Broker.
General
Marine Agent.
Insurance of. all
Agent for the purchase and sale of Gasoline Engines.

Main Office, 10 Tremont St. Tel.1905-1 Main. B

Branch Office, 131 State St. Tei. 4870 Main.

Telephone 6950 Broad.
C. SHERMAN

41 Wall St., New

Yerk City.

Montcomery

H. CLark.

Hoyt.

OYT

@

L ARCHITECTS

YACHT. BROKERAGE.
17

Battery

June 24 the schooner
Coast
The

NAVAL

CLARK,

ARCHITECTS.

AND

ENGINEERS,

High Speed Werk:a Specialty.

Place,

SMALL

yacht Lurline, Commodore Sinclair, South
Y. C., passed Diamond Head, Honolulu.

M

Boston,Mass.

LORILLARD & WALKER,
Yacht Brokers,

RRR
RAcE.—On

Yacht

4co

wile race, from the New Rochelle Y. GC. to Mcn-

TRANSPACIFIC

& BINNEY.)

Mason Building, Kilby Street, BOSTON, MASS.
Cable Address, ‘‘ Designer,”? Boston.

to

first race of the

Y.

RocuHettt

and

Naval Architects and Engineers. ©Yacht Bullders,

American

New

Architect

131 State St., BOSTON,

Y. C. Dortes.—The
C.

BINNEY,

(Formerly Stewart

Lady Gray, a launch belonging to Mr. Larkin, of
local waters about Toronto, and was
have cost about ten thousand dollars.

spends his summers

Mr. Ledlie wished a boat of maximum accommodation on the waterline length, and Mr. Ralph
Crosby has made a handsome vessel, with houseboat accommodations.
The yawl is fitted with a
'. centerboard, and a cabin-trunk will permit good

Builders
Gasoline

Price, 2s. 6d.

follows:

Underwood
Cup-—Course 10.5 Miles —Siart, 3:00.
Finish.
Elapsed.
OWA aeETE CIUAG yes ccicicg be os slsas cress ee 503 09
2 03 09
Saetta, George hee CHurene is. Seeeewats 504.06
2 04 06
Moxreltronble,R2 S: Childs.......0.00. Disabled

[

From

STREAM.

RRER

presented by Mr. F. D. Underwood, Atlantic Y.
C., for the Q class of 22-footers. The course was
inside, from Sea Gate, Buoy No. 13, Fort Hamil-

boats.

Y. C.

Co., 9 Murray

20.

UNDER the auspices of the Atlantic Y. C. there
was

Harbor

AND

New

York.

BROS.
YACHT

No. 112 Water Street, BOSTON,
Fast cruisers and racing boatsa specialty.

BROKERAGE.

MASS.
Tel. 3556-2 Main.

time taken by Lurline to sail the 2,100 mile course
to Honolulu was twelve days
Anemone and La Paloma are

five hours.
The
still to come in,

but at this time the allowance limit is not past,
and it is not yet possible to name the winner.

and

105 MAIDEN

nee
‘New SAILING YACHT FoR Kine Epwarp.—It is
rumored that the Denneys, of Dumbarton, the
famous
Scotch shipbuilders,
will build a new

yacht for the king, which

The H. E. BOUCHER

Mechanical

will take the place of

the Britannia, designed by the late George Lennox Watson.
The new boat is to be a fast cruiser

and khave good cruising accommodations.

Model

Shops,

LANE, NEW aes

Marine Models an
: Kinds
SPECIALT
;
peti
Developed:
Model tieg.
Fittings for Model Yachts
Late n charge of U. S. Navy Department Model BapPs:
*

ashington,

*

FOREST
AND Sore Ave

1042

Trapshooting.
Grand
THE

American

seventh

Grand

No. 2 trap:
Albert E. Ballweg, Indianapolis, referee;
Glen Forbis, Muncie, scorer; Fred Williams, Indianapolis, squad hustler.
No. 3 trap: D. C. Morris, Indianapolis, referee; Arthur

Handicap.

American

Handicap

of the

Inter-

state Association,
held at Indianapolis,
Ind., under
the
auspices of the Indianapolis Gun Club, June 19-22, was a
pronounced success in every particular.
It ran with marvelous
smoothness
from
start to finish.
There
was
no

flurry,

no

ment,

with

and

readjustment,
each

no

sub-division

its fellow

with

breakdown.

Each

of a department,

all the

smoothness

depart-

co-ordinated

displayed

in the

movements
of a fine chronometer.
3ut there
is, after
all, nothing
inherently
easy
in the
management
of a
large tournament.
It is a most
complicated affair, with
manifold
interdependencies,
so important
to each
other

that if one breaks down the whole thereby is rendered
inoperative.
The secret of success in the management
consists in amply providing beforehand for every particular,

be

it small

expert

talent

method,

but

or

for

great,

Secretary-Manager
tournament

with

and

every

it is the

engaging

It

successful

Elmer

the

then

position.

only
skill

FE.
and

is

competent,

an

expensive

method..

Shaner

conducted

smoothness

for

the

which

he

is famous.
To say now that Mr. Shaner manages
a
tournament is accepted as the equivalent of saying thar
it is managed in perfection.
To recount the words of
praise and admiration bestowed on Mr. Shaner for conducting skillfully such a large and complex competition
so smoothly
and pleasantly,
would
those who bestowed
such generous

severe

of critics,

wrong

from

not

slow

negligence

or

to

fill a volume.
praise are the

censure

numbers,

there

being

connection

with

prior

several

hundred

scores,

J.
an

K.

Starr,

oftice

of

which

at

G.

in

A.

its

has

filled

at previous G. A. H. and other
Reed
Shaner, of Pittsburg, was
scores.
Although this was Mr.
ance at the G. A. H., he had
inary training, and
fitted into

H.

was

Philadelphia,
he

member-

with

and

other

compiler
signal

ot

ability

tournaments.
Mr. E.
assistant compiler or
Shaner’s first appear-

a most
complete
prelimthe office with ease and

efficiency.
Neat legible copies of the scores were provided to the reporters each day.
Mr. Bernard Elsesser,
of

York,

Pa.,

was

chief

Muncie,

Ind.,

clerk.

He,

too,

is an

expert

in

tournament office work, and was up-to-date in every detail.
In short,
every one
was
selected
because
of
ability to fill the office and more, too, if necessary.
The
others were:
Ray C. Fox, Indianapolis,
Ind., clerk;
Anton. Stick, Indianapolis, clerk; John McGinniss, Indianapolis, transcribing clerk; Chas. A. North; Cleveland,
bulletin board
manager:
Frank
Barrows,
Indianapolis,
squad sheet boy.
No. ‘t trap: W. T. Hill, Indianapolis, referee: Claude
Stephens,

apolis, squad hustler.

scorer;

W.

3B.

Blair,

Jr.,

squad

Wallace Grabiel, Lima, O., general utility man.
Undoubtedly
the
discipline
established
at
previous
Grand
American
Handicaps
added
much
to the ease in

handling so many contestants.
When a man knows that
he is responsible for his own negligence, and that, if he
is not present within a reasonable time after he is called
to compete, he will be out of the competition, his alertness and promptness are a certainty.
The squads were handled after the manner devised by
Mr. Shaner, which is so perfect in its working, and so
equitable in theory and practice that it leaves no room
for further improvement.
His method is to divide the
total number of contestants into squads, which in turn
are divided into five groups called sections.
Each section
starts in simultaneously, one section at No. 1, one at
No, 2 set of traps, and so on to ahd including No. 5 set.
When each squad of a section has shot, then the sections
move in a body to the next set of traps, and so on, till

goes

and
tranquillity
which
are a
which
are so well known
in

doings

tournaments.

Mr.

Cincinnati,

incompetency.

ship.
Truly this presents a forceful plea, for the subsidiary handicaps
cover
all the field which
formerly
was the itinerary mission of the G. A. H. itself.
With
the inauguration of the subsidiary handicaps, the neea
of the itinerary feature of the G. A. H. was thereby
eliminated.
There is much cogency to all these reasons,
and there is no doubt but what the Interstate Association will give the matter of a permanent location all the
careful consideration which it so justly merits,
The list of Mr. Shaner’s assistants at the G. A. H.
was quite large.
Mr. Fred C. Whitney, of Des Moines,
Ia., acted as cashier, and executed the difficult task with
the promptness,
accuracy
feature
of his work,
and

Gambell,

hustler.
No. 4 trap: Matt Harris, Muncie, referee; Frank Shaffer, Indianapolis, scorer; Geo. H. Steele, squad hustler.
No. 5 trap: Geo. H. Kerr, Bridgeport, Ind., referee,
Homer W. Brayton, La Grange, Ind., scorer; Earl Chase,
Indianapolis, squad hustler.

And
most

if anything

In respect to the appreciation of Mr. Shaner’s good
work, a beautiful Masonic emblem was presented to him
on the third day, the particulars of which are more fully
set forth elsewhere in the account of that day.
Several members of the Indianapolis Gun Club were
in constant attendance, helping to welcome the visitors
and to assist them in their preparations for the contest.
In particular, the secretary of the Indianapolis Gun Club,
Mr. Wm. Armstrong, was in evidence everywhere, extending a welcome, giving information, springing a joke,
and looking after the general interests.
He preserved his
gracious affability and unselfish activity to the end, a
feat of no small magnitude in itself.
Several of the Interstate Association officers were on
hand also, and graciously and efficiently attended to all
affairs which had to do with the Interstate Association
interests, besides welcoming and entertaining visitors.
The attendance
of spectators
was large and _ select.
Many ladies were present, charmingly gowned, lending
beauty, grace and vivacity to the gathering.
The assemblage thus of hundreds of beautiful ladies and nicely
groomed
gentlemen
contributed
a social
feature
immeasurably to the greater prestige and pleasantness of
the tournament.
The grounds were all that could be desired—beautiful
to look upon and equipped with care to the most minute
detail.
The five sets of traps were in complete working
order, and so perfect was their mechanical condition that
at the end they were working with the same promptness
and efficiency displayed in the beginning.
The club grounds. a field, level and a vivid green in
color, is an ideal place for the G. A. H., and so far as
a matter of grounds is concerned, it fills the requirements in every particular.
The question of locality, as it relates to the next Grand
American Handicap, that of 1907, was given much consideration
by many
present.
Indianapolis
informally
made a strong bid for it again.
Besides the excellence ot
that city as a place in which to hold the Grand Amertcan Handicap, it was further urged that the Interstate
Association
should provide the G. A. H. with a permanent abiding place; that Indianapolis was the place
of all places for it, inasmuch as in it there were ample
hotel accommodations,
transportation from every point
of the United States and Canada; grounds whose scope
and
equipment
are
perfection,
a club
which
is responsible, permanent, influential, enthusiastic and large
in
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scorer:

George

George,
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MR,
President

J. A. HASKELL,

the

Interstate

Association.

each section has shot at each set of traps.
This establishes an equity in respect to light, weather and waiting
that is fair to all alike.
The number of targets thrown each day is an index to
the activity.
On practice day, Monday, 18,000 targets
were
thrown.
On Tuesday,
42,000.
On
Wednesday,
28,000.
On Thursday, 26,800.
On Friday 18,300.
A total
of 133,000 targets. The programme, as a rule, was finished
early in the afternoon.
Tents were plentifully provided for shelter, and were
amply provided with chairs for rest and comfort.
A
reporters’ tent, for the use of visiting news gatherers,
was a novelty.
It was an evidence of the kindly thought
and act of the Indianapolis Gun Club.
The scores:

June
The
target

was
ing
lost;
The
stake

programme
events,

19,

of the

First

Day.

first day

$2 entrance,

$20

significance,

of a warming-up
following days.

and

the

The

competition

affair for the more
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open to amateurs only.
There was a delay-in startowing to a rainy morning, about a half hour being
but the day’s programme was run off in good time.
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V.M.C. WINS ONE FIRST
Four Seconds and has a Majority of the Winning

GRAND

Illinois State Team at the

AMERICAN

HANDICAP

The American Amateur Championship
was

won

by Guy Ward, 20 years old, by a score of 144 ex 150.

H. W. Kahler, 18 years old, broke 142, taking second.
Dr. Franklin

Edwards

was

shooting off the tie at 94.

second

in the

Preliminary

Handicap

after

George Lyon broke 93 in the Grand American, dropping into second place.
Rollo Heikes was second high in the Professional Championship, breaking 143 ex 150, shooting his new Autoloading Gun.

William Heer, from Windy Kansas, defeated all the heavily handicapped
Shooters in the Grand American, breaking 91 from 21 yards ina

gale of wind with his Remington.

U. M. C. ARROW

Note.—The

SHELLS

won

all the above

events, proving their excellence,

U. M. C. Co. takes this opportunity to thank the Amateurs of America
Jor their greatly increased patronage at the Flandicap.

THE

UNION

METALLIC

CARTRIDGE
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w.
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:
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€.)
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J. Thompson, Chris. Gottlieb, F. H. Graham, $5 each.
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A high wind prevailed
the shooting difficult. |
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C. M.
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Contest.

The conditions governing the State team event were
as follows:
Five-man teams, the members to be bona fide
residents of the same State which their team represents
or of a Province of Canada; 100 targets per man; $35
entrance; high guns.
The winner was Illinois,
No. 2,
the members of which were Messrs. H. Dunnill and B.
Dunnill, of Fox Lake; Mr. B. T. Cole, of Thomson;
Mr. C. M. Powers, of Decatur, and Mr. J. R. Graham.
The members of the winning team received a trophy.
‘The scores:

Ohio No. 1.
Poltz icecerne 96
Bonsefescensce 87

De ASUpsonraisecte 94

Ge By Painterce-eer: 93

MEGS

V OTIS

re nisieistelete 90

7 MSE MBSoya a4Jonsoke 79
Chas: Pecktcnrcueccs 89—429
Pennsylvania No. 2,
SWiiG Bower-beeceen. 89
R R Bennett....-.. 86
J W Pontefract..... 78
SEW)
Gilléspicive.. 84
BE FEM Oores tec teac 83—420
Illinois
tl Dunnelleee eect 95
Mss eiDiebebetstly Ao eonsanaan
so:90

Iowa No. 1.
O. Ni Pordserenceoste 95
H W NKahblerict. vc: 97

Ji Peterson

eoscasss 91

A Blickieeseeerees 85

Geo

Maxwell

...... 93

W D Townsend....91
C D Linderman....88—452
Illinois No. 1.
S Young cceenee 89
B Bartoscnescwances 87
Geo. Rolly ctwenaser 96
TL. Willard Gicteeeeee 93
A.J Staaberiic.-.ae 91—456
No. 2
hea
B T Colesh acces 94
CM. Powerssscnccsste 98—470

J R Graham....-.......- 92
:
é
A
June 21, Third Day, Grand American Handicap.

The great event of the shoot, so far as the holding of
public interest 1s concerned, was the Grand American
Handicap, the programme competition of the day.
It
was the best-known event of all. Years of knowledge
concern:ng it have conferred on it a prestige, importance
and public appreciation which the championship events,
to teke place on the following day, do not yet posses:.
The G. A. H. winner was Mr. I. E. Rogers, of St.
Louis
He scored 94.
The weather conditions were distinctly unfavorable for
high scores.
As a rule, the scores were on lower levels
than those of last year; yet, it is a fair assumption that
the scores of this event, difficulties of weather conditions considered, were far superior to those of last year,
notwithstanding that the highest score of this year was
equal only to the low scores of last year, which were in
the money.
Last year the winner was Mr. R. R. Barber,
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WINCHESTER
Loaded

Shells

or

Repeating

Shotguns

WON FIRST PLACE IN EVERY EVENT
At The

Grand

American

Handicap

tells a convincing story of wonderful

aR
Ae
a

‘t

Tournament

“=Lhis great victory for Winchester Factory Loaded Shells and Winchester Repeating
Shotguns

eb
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marksmanship

and stamps Winchester
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a
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shells and guns as being as near perfect as brains and ingenuity.can make them. The
winnings by Winchester shells or guns in each event in the greatest tournament of the
year follow:

FR
me
MR
MRM
IR

GRAND
AMERICAN
HANDICAP:
Won by F. E. Rogers, an amateur, shooting Winchester
Factory Loaded “Leader” Shells.
Score 94 ex 100.
SECOND. Geo. J. Roll, shooting Winchester Factory
Loaded “Leader” Shells, and Geo L. Lyon, shooting a Winchester Repeating Shotgun.
Score 93 ex 100.

PRELIMINARY

HANDICAP:

Won by an amateur, shooting Winchester Factory Loaded “Leader”

Shells from the 20-yard mark.
Score 93 ex 100, and 20 straight in the shoot-off.
SECOND, F. M.
Edwards, shooting a Winchester Repeating Shotgun.
THIRD, Ed. Voris, shooting Winchester Factory
Loaded “Leader” shells,

PROFESSIONAL

CHAMPIONSHIP:

Won by Walter Huff, shooting Winchester Factory Loaded

““Leader’”’ Shells.
Score 145 ex 150. THIRD, W. R. Crosby, shooting
“Leader’’ Shells, and Jno. R. Taylor, shooting Winchester Factory Loaded
chester Repeating Shotgun, tied. Score 140 ex 150.
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AMATEUR CHAMPIONSHIP:

Winchester Factory Loaded
“Leader” Shells and a Win.

Won by Guy Ward, shooting a Winchester

Repeating Shotgun.

Score 144 ex 150.

TEAM

RACE:

Highest individual score in this event was made by an amateur shooting Winchester ©

Factory Loaded “Leader” Shells.

99 ex 100.

HIGH

AVERAGE:

PROFESSIONAL

be

J.

A.

R.

Elliott,

shooting

Loaded ‘Leader’ Shells and a Winchester Repeating Shotgun, and Walter Huff,
Factory Loaded “Leader” Shells, tied with one other shooter.
Score 193 ex 200.

HIGH AMATEUR AVERAGE:
“Leader” Shells. Score 192 ex 200.

LONGEST
Shells.

STRAIGHT

RUN:

Won

ah
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a
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A
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by Lester German,

shooting

Winchester
shooting

Winchester

Factory

Winchester

Factory

Loaded

Luther J. Squier, shooting Winchester Factory Loaded “Leader”

139 straight targets.
“That’s All,” for there weren’t any more events to win!

Winchester

Shells
Made

and

Winchester

only by the Winchester
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Guns

Repeating

Arms

Win
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SEC

Responding

to Dr.

Y-MGR.

ELMER

Moore’s

E,

presentation

with

those

Mr. Barber this year
score of 99 last year.
The

day

opened

of

last,

made

clear

it

may

a score

and

pleasant,

be

of the

observed

that

of 84 as against
but

windy.

STREAM.
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MR.

SHANER.

of Paulina, Ia., who scored 99, but the weather conditions then were almost ideal.
As indirectly bearing on
the matter of the relative value of the scores of this year
compared

AND

lis

It was

Masonic

against the success of those who shot in slow time.
A
vard under the existing conditions was a real handicap.
Not only was the shot. drifted to an important degree
whenever taking a flight across wind, but the speed of
the targets being much accelerated, was equivalent to
shooting under ordinary conditions at a 60 or 70 yard
target.

speed very much and shifted the flights so suddenly and
acutely that many a shot, aimed well at the moment of
firing, resulted in a goose egg at the moment of passing

The handicaps this year were quite satisfactory, there
being but a trifling number of complaints as compared
with those of previous years.
No one was placed closer
than the i6yd. mark, and no one was placed back of
21.
This was as it should be. Any one whose absence
of skill warrants a 14 or 15yd. mark, is out of place in
the Handicap, for, no matter of a yard or two nearer
the traps, can compensate for the utter inefficiency in
the matter of skill. A shooter must have attained a reasonable degree of skill before he is worthy to enter at all.
On the other hand, the back marks have been founa
rather beyond the capabilities of the best of the contestants, so that making 2lyds. the back mark was a move
in the right direction.
On this point, last year, Forest
AND STREAM remarked as follows:
‘‘The records of the
G. A. H. show, however, that the well-known experts
are
too
heavily
handicapped.
With
the continually
growing odds due to the greater number of entries, the
generally higher average of the scores, and the general
increase in public knowledge concerning all the technical
points of the competition, 22yds. is too far back for any
shooter to stand and compete against the skill and odds

the

and _ particularly

of the

HANDICAP—HOMEWARD

BOUND.

a wind which disconcerts the most skillful shooters.
It
was what rifle shooters would designate as a variable
wind, shifting from 6 to 8 o’clock.
For the information
of those who may not have learned the technique of rifie
shooting, it may be mentioned that, to designate the direction of the wind, the rifle shooter assumes that he is
standing in the center of an imaginary clock dial, end
facing the 12 o’clock figure.
Thus, he would be facing
a 12 o’clock wind, and his back would be toward a 6
o’clock wind.
The wind was gusty and variable.
It picked up the
dust and cinders in swirls, irritating the eyes, lodging in
ears, hair, collars and clothing of the shooters, and
disturbed their balance and consequently their steadiness
of aim while at the firing points.
It was a boisterous,
powerful, shifting wind, some moments a gale in force;
at other moments,
a gentle wind.
The targets were
thrown about 50yds., which is a fairly swift target, but
the

powerful

target.

wind

It

blowing

was

a

AFTER

from

day

THE

the

rear

seriously

accelerated

the

present

F.

E.

ROGERS,

Responding

emblem.

day,

even

if such

back

marksmen

are

THEies

the

G.

AY

His)

WINNER;

to the presentation.

invincible Crosby and Gilbert.’’
The conditions governing competition in the Grand
American Handicap were as follows:
One hundred targets, unknown
angles, $10 entrance, targets included;
handicaps 14 to 22yds.; high guns; $200 added to the
purse.
The division of moneys in the purse was based
on two places for each ten entries or fraction thereof, up
to 250.
Fifty-five participated in the money.
Mr. Rogers, the winner, received the cup and first
money, $267.40.
Geo. Roll, of Blue Island, Ill., and Geo. F. Lyon, ot
Durham, N. C., tied on 93 and received each $227.25.
L. I. Wade, Dallas, Tex., broke 92 and received $187.15.
Those who broke 91 and received $96.10 were W. H.
Heer, Concordia, Kans.;
*Brien, Florence, Kans.;
John R. Taylor, Newark, O.; Geo. E. Painter, Allegheny,
ea D. A. Upson, Cleveland, O.; W. S. Hoon, Jewell,
owa.

Those who broke 90 and received $53.45 were: R. Miller,
West Allis, Wis.; W. R. Crosby, O’Fallon, Ill; J. M.
Hawkins, Baltimore.
Those who broke 89 and received $32.05 were: J. Peterson, Randall, Ta.; ¢
- Powers, Decatuce Iii.
Crayton,
Charlotte,
N. C.; J. W.
Hoffman,
Basking
Ridge, N. J., and C. B. Lamme, Attica, Ind.
Those who broke 88 and received $26.70 were:
F. M.
Edwards,
Portsmouth,
O.; G. R. Mackie,
Scammon,
Kans.; L. H. Reid, New Paris, O.; D. P. Moore, Olney,
Ill.; Neaf Apgar, Plainfield, N. J.; H. W. Cadwallader,
Decatur,
IIl.;
N.- Ford, CentraliiGitvealaraeke
iss

WINNING

ILLINOIS

TEAM

AND

TROPHIES.
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The proof of the Cartridge is in the shooting. The United States Army,
by careful tests, have proven the VU. S. Cartridges to be themost

accurate and reliable.
MANUFACTURED

UNITED

STATES
LOWELL,

Agencies:

Rhoads.

Columbus.

F.

O.;

BY

CARTRIDGE
MASS.,

U.S.

497-503 Pearl St., 55-45 Park St., New York.

C.

Riehl,

Bell,

St,

Ill.;

Alton,

CO.,

A.
114-116

Market

St., San Francisco.

Chris.

Gottlieb, Kansas City, Mo.; J. L. D. Morrison, St. Paw,
Minn.; C. F. Moore, Brownsville, Pa.; W. Richmond,
Kings

Mills,

O.;

J.

W.

“Louis,

Mo.;

1.

H-

Clay, Jr., Austerlitz, Ky.; H. D. Jarnatt; Turner Hubby,
Waco, Tex.; Walter Huff, Macon, Ga.; C. D. Linderman, Cortland, Neb.
Those who broke 87 and received $19.25 were: H. W.
Kahler, Davenport, Ia.; R. R. Barber, Paulina, Parsee
J. Squier, Wilmington, Del.; Harry Scane, Ridgetown,
Ont.; W. D. Stannard, Chicago; J. S. Young, Chicago;
J. B. Barto, Chicago; T. H. Parry, F. E. Foltz, McClure,
O.; G. R. Clark, Duluth, Minn.; R. Dunnell, Fox Lake,
Ae RY illiott) New York; F. G. Fuller, MukMote
wanago, Wis.; Sim Glover, New York; W. Henderson,
Lexington, Ky.; G. W. Maxwell, Hastings, Neb.; Edward Banks, Wilmington, Del.; T. A. Marshall, Keithsburg, Ill
There were a few who
There were 264 contestants.
There were forty-four post entries, as follows:
forfeited.
Alsop, W. T., Owensboro, Ky.
Atchison, M. E., Giddings, Texas.
Burkhardt, J. L., Louisville, Ky.
Ballou, M., Boston, Mass.
Burnside, Guy, Knoxville, Ill.
Carr, H. M., Dayton, O.
Garson, C. W., Chicago, IIl.;
Calkins, H. H., Bloomfield, Ind.
Dark, Edward H., Indianapolis, Ind.
Du Pont, P. F., Wilmington, Del.
Doolittle, H., Fox Lake, Ill.
Ewing, Walter H., Montreal, Canada.
Foltz, F. E., McClure, O.
Felger, O. A., Grand Rapids, Mich.
Grobe, Ed., Fowler, Ind.
Gleason, Edw. F., Boston, Mass.
German, L. S., Aberdeen, Md
Griffith, E. C., Pascoag, R.: I.
Hoffman J. W., Basking Ridge, N. J.
Hubby, Turner, Waco, Tex.
Jones, F. M., Marietta, O.
Lyon, Arthur, High Point, N. C.
Lawrence, L. Z., Haddonfield, N. J.
Myrick, F. W., Chicago, Il.
Moore, C. F., Brownsville, Pa.
Moore, D. P., Olney, Ill.
Markman, F. W., Toledo, O.
McArdle, James, Narragansett Pier, R. I.
Noel, John, Nashville, Tenn.
:
Pyle, Philip S., Pittsburg, Pa.
Steenberg, Geo. A., Chicago, Il.
Smith, S. A., Hartley, Ia.
Jamblyn, W. H., Cleveland, O.
Thompson, G. D., Brownsville, Pa.
Thompson, R., Cainsville, Mo.
Volk, George, Toledo, O
Werts,

Ed.,

Winesburg,

Vercna,

A.

A.,

O.

Chicago,

Ill.

Sert Dunnill

J. R. Graham.

ILLINOIS

H. Dunnill.

WINNING

TEAM,

B. Cole.

C. M. Powers.

\
ie

FORRST AND STREAM.

——
FACTORY
USED

pe

PETERS
LOADED

BY WINNERS

OHIO STATE CHAMPIONSHIP,
2
ILLINOIS STATE CHAMPIONSHIP,
KENTUCKY STATE CHAMPIONSHIP,
HIGH AMATEUR AVERAGE,
.
:
DuPONT TROPHY,
:
:
:
SMITHS CRURD
Ye
:
;
5
HIGH GENERAL AVERAGE,
:
;
HIGH GENERAL AVERAGE,
.
:
HANDICAP TROPHY,
;
;
;

:
;
.
:
:
:
:
;
;

OF THESE

SHELLS

RECENT

Dayton, O., June 6-8,
Bloomington, Ill., May 24,
Owensboro, Ky., May 24,
Columbus, O., May 8-11, _
Columbus, O., May 8-11, _
Bloomington, Ill., May 24,
Idaho Falls, Idaho, May 8-9,
Louisville, Ky., May 30,
Louisville, Ky., May 30,

id

VICTORIES:

3
.
.
.
.
.

:
.
:

E. W. Holding,
‘
48
°J.R. Graham (19 yards), 94
Woolfolk Henderson,
98
R. S. Rhoads,
;
555
R. S. Rhoads,
:
96
H. W. Cadwallader,
24
C. T. Callison,
:
386
Woolfolk Henderson,
250
Woolfolk Henderson,
49

:
;
:
:
:
;

‘
é

out
out
out
out
out
out
out
out
out

;

of
of
of
of
of
of
of
of
of

50
100
100
600
100
25
400
260
50

20 yards.

THE CONSOLATION HANDICAP at the 1905 Grand American was won by Mr. Jas. T.
Atkinson, from 18 yards, score 99 out of 100, using Peters Factory Loaded Shells.

THE

PETERS
NEW

CARTRIDGE
YORK:

98

CoO., CINCINNATI,

Chambers

Street,

Camp Life in the Woods.

Blackfoot Lodge ‘Tales.

And

The Story of a Prairie People.
By George
Cloth, 3800 pages.
Price, $1.75.

7

the

’

Tricks

of Trapping

and

Trap

Making.

Con-

T.

H.

Keller,

W.

for the capture

Hamilton

Price,

$1.00.

Gibson.

of all fur-bearing

Illustrated.

Cloth,

animals.

300

By | confederation

known

Manager

Hunting Without a Gun.
ul

as the Blackfoot

s

Bird Grinnell.
And

taining hints on camp shelter, all the tricks and bait
Mr. Grinnell has for years been on terms of intimacy
receipts of the trapper, the use of the traps, with in- | with two of the three tribes which made up the great
structions

Nation,

other papers.

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO.
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STREAM
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SHOTGUN,

Small

Made in .22 and .32 calibers.
No.

17,

excepting

smooth

themes

THE THING FOR
SMALL GAME.
Safe,

similar to Stevens

16 respectively;

Specifications same
-

as our Favorite

=

=

and

Durable—the

Rifles Nos. 15 and

except,

equipped

with smooth bore barrels.

Rifle

Price,

Price, No. 15%, .22 Caliber, $3.00
Price, No. 16%, .32 Caliber, $4.00

$6.00.

Send for 140 Page
Catalog.
TAKE DOW!"

~

Ss

J. STEVENS
CHICOPEE

|

No. 1672

FALLS,

our

Dealer.

ARMS

AND
P. O.

New

wT
an
ae im

AA sK

ey

-

York

Box

Office,

-

TOOL

5668

98

-

Chambers

illus-

Price,
con-

and other publications,

Stevens-Maynard, Jr., No. 154 and
the Stevens Crackshot No. 16% are

Price.

bore,

on different

Shotguns

No. 20.

at a Nominal

STREAM

Nn

Accurate,

Shotgun

of papers

AND

With

Robinson.

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO.

CO.

JUST

A Small

E. Robinson.

for the first time brought together.

ASSL
SI AS

FAVORITE

By Rowland

trations from drawings by Rachael
$2.00.

pages. | the confidence of the braves and wisest of the old men, | tributed to FoREST
he has

OHIO.

Street.

COMPANY
MASSACHUSETTS

)
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White, Edw. G., Ottawa, Can.
Warner, D. J., Greenville, O.
Wilkinson, C. R., St. Paul, Minn.
Willerding, Al., Evansville, Ind.
Gaines, Jr., A. B., Indianapolis, Ind.
In respect to the entry-as it relates to the success of
‘the shoot, it was ample in number.
There were contestants enough for any great tournament,
and quite
enough to exercise the efforts of the manager and his
assistants.
As a matter concerning the falling off from
last year in the entry of 335 contestants, the SecretaryManager, Elmer E, Shaner, cites the subsidiary handi‘caps as one cause.
He had received letters from some
former contestants, residents of different sections, who
thad explained that, as there would be a handicap in their
vicinity, they would as a consequence not attend the
G. A. H. at Indianapolis.
There was also an important
number of entries lost by the adoption of the new ruling
of 1905, which enjoins that every contestant shall formally
‘declare his amateur standing, in default. of which he shall
be classed as a manufacturer’s agent.
There was a cer‘tain number of shooters who did not care to sign a certificate of amateur standing under such formal and portentous conditions.
Undoubtedly they were gainers by
wefraining from such declaration, and no doubt also but
what they conferred benefits by refraining from cometition, inasmuch as a wolf, parading as a meek and
owly lamb, possesses certain potentials of harm to sport
-as viewed from an amateur standpoint.
There was a large attendance of spectators, ladies and
gentlemen.
The keenest interest was manifested in the
competition.
The fluctuations of the scores in the early
spart of the race precluded any possibility of a runaway
‘contest.
In a comparative’ sense, there was no way to
predict. intelligently who was who.
But it came to be
noticed along about the fourth round that Mr. F. E.
Rogers, of St. Louis, was picking all kinds of targets
with impartial consecutiveness from a forceful, swirling
satmosphere.
When he had shot at 80, Mr. Rogers had
collogated 76, which was a fast pace.
It was also observed that if he finished at the same rate, there was a
serious problem: for other parties at interest.
In his
last 20, he scored 18, with a net result of 94.
It was a
specially trying finish for a contestant’s nerve, for the
spectators had rallied around him, prompted by the instinctive recognition of prowess and the inarticulate feeling pervading the air that there was a crisis and that
the finality was about to happen.
Mr. Rogers justified
all the signs and emotions, for he finished strong, with
the

excellent

score

mentioned.

Then

it was

quickly

L.

1902.—Chas.

W.

Floyd,

New

York,

at

Interstate

Park,

I., from 18yds.; 94.
1903.—M. Dieffenderfer, Wood River, Neb., at Kansas
City, 19yds.; 96.
1904.—R. D. Guptill, Atkin, Minn., at Indianapolis, Ind.,
19yds.; 96.
1905.—R. R. Barber, Paulina, Ia., at Indianapolis, Ind.,
19yds.; 99.
It_will be noted from the foregoing that “The Daddy
of *Em All” won from a mark 3yds. further back than
the winners placed furthest back, other than himself. His
nearest fellows in the winning list were at the 19yd. mark.
The presentation of the cups was next in ‘order, and
was
due

the most sensational
time, after the G. A.

episode
H. was

DuPont

of the afternoon.
In
finished, the presenta-

tion of the cups was announced, and the crowd assembled
in front of the club house to witness the concluding
ceremonies.
Mr. Wm. Armstrong began them by introducing the officers of the Indianapolis Gun Club in a
neat, effective speech, after which President J. A. Haskell,
of the Interstate
Association,
took
the. dais, and
after

it in a few

well-chosen

words

to

Mr.

Rogers,

fault

is his, not

mine,

Wins

THE

AMERICAN HANDICAP
OF 1906.

THE GRAND AMERICAN HANDICAP was won by Mr. F. E. Rogers, of
St. Louis, Mo., with 94 ex 100, using DUPONT SMOKELESS.
Second, Third and Fourth moneys in the Grand American Handicap
were also won by shooters using DUPONT SMOKELESS.
HIGH
THE
THE

AMATEUR

AVERAGE, won by Lester S. German,

PRELIMINARY HANDICAP,
PROFESSIONAL CHAMPIONSHIP,

Also High Individual Score

in the

won

by Mr.

State Team

of Aberdeen, Md.
Walter

Huff with

145

ex

150.

Race—9g9 ex 100.

DUPONT SMOKELESS
All

the

Abowe

‘Records
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Canoe and Camp Cookery.

The Practical Poultry Keeper.

A practical cook book for canoeists, Corinthian sailors
and outers.
By “Seneca.”
Cloth, 96 pages.
Price, $1.

By tLouis Wright”
“Bight colored plates’
illustrations.
Cloth, 311 pages.
Price, $2.
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At Watertown,

I. T., May 7, 1906.
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MR. E. C. GRIFFITH, at Boston Shooting
Association, April 21, 1906, broke (30 being at
20 yards)

(winning high average) 213

possible

150

Mass., May 5, 1906, in a team

match, he

above

scores.

Both

Broke

Ghose

all

his

birds,

100

straight

to Shoot

DEAD SHOT SMOKELESS
A New

Bulk Powder

for Shot

Guns

Only

Clean shooting, makes a perfect pattern, high velocity, safe, is
unaffected by climate.

Have your shells loaded with “ Dead Shot Smokeless.”

whereupon

Ladies and Fellow Shooters:
My performance at the traps in the last few days has
demonstrated the fact that I can’t shoot with my gun,
and now our genial friend, Secretary Armstrong,is determined to make me demonstrate the fact that I cannot
even shoot with my mouth; but if you can stand it, I
can—the

Smokeless

GRAND

expressing the Association’s thanks for the kind treatment accorded by the Indianapolis Gun Club, the apprsciation of the support given by the shooters, etc., he proceeded with the presentation of the trophies.
The firs
one to be presented was that of the Preliminary Handicap, won by Mr. C. M. Powers.
Mr. Powers happened to
be absent at the time, therefore Mr. Irby Bennett was
appointed to take charge of the trophy, a beautiful piecs
of plate, for him.
Mr. Bennett made a brief but witty
speech, which was received with much applause.
The
trophies of the winning team were handed out to each
member amid applause.
The G. A: H. trophy, a silver
pitcher, beautiful in design and intrinsically valuable,
Was next in order of presentation.
Mr. Haskell presented
there were many friendly calls for a speech.
Mr. Rogers,
after much urging, arose and stated that he was from
Missouri, and had never made a speech in his life. Still,
he had shown them how the deed was done, even if he
did not choose to tell them how to do it.
The surprise of the meeting came next in order.
Secretary Armstrong, who is a born orator by the way, aadressed the assemblage, and called attention to the merits
of the Secretary-Manager, Mr. Elmer E. Shaner, which
was received with enthusiastic applause.
He then introduced Dr. S. H. Moore, president of the Indianapolis
Gun Club, who, after a short introductory eulogy of Mr.
Shaner, read the following address:
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AT

dis

‘covered that Mr. George J. Roll, of Blue Island, IIl.,
had broken 74 out of 80, and that by breaking his last
‘20 straight, he could tie the winner.
He also in turn became the center of interest, had an admiring gallery
watching his every performance, and justified his admmirers’ anticipations of what was a possibility by breaking 19 out of 20, finishing with 93. This was a tie with
Mr. Geo. F. Lyon, of Durham, N. C., who broke his last
‘20 straight earlier in the day, and who, after losing 4
out of his first 20, finished also with 93 in second place.
Thus the wins of the seventh G. A. H. became a matter
-of record. The prior six wins were made as follows:
1900.—R. O. Heikes, Dayton, O., at Interstate Park,
‘L. I., from 22yd. mark; score 91
1901.—E. C. Griffith, Pascoag, R. I., at Interstate Park,
Lot eyds.;3 95;

AND STREAM.

Your

dealer will gladly supply it. If you are in doubt, write to us.
Write to us anyway, for booklet.

AMERICAN

POWDER

ST. LOUIS,
Nebraska State Tournament, held at Lincoln,
Neb., June 5, 6, 7, MR. ED. O’BRIEN won
high average,

470

Both

out of a possible

Chose

to Shoot

500

MILLS, Boston, Mass., U.S.A:

MO.

CHICAGO,

GEO. MACKIE,
Scammon,
high amateur average with

466

DEAD

out

ILL.
Kan.,

of a possible

SHOT— Why

won

2d

500

not you?
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“THE FINicST GUN IN THE WORLD”
Guaranteed

smokeless
never

to shoot all

powders

shoot

Spiral

and

top-lever

never

loose.

to break

and

main-springs

And now I first want, in behalf of the Indianapolis
Gun Club, to thank the members of the Interstate Association for their kindness in holding the Grand American Handicap for the third time on the grounds of the
Indianapolis Gun Club, and to invite them to come again.

guaranteed

also

want

And

GUN

COMPANY,

Not connected with The

Philadelphia

Arms

square

Philadelphia Pa.
Peas

SAUER-MAUVER

$50.00
.315, or 9mm.

RIFLES

Matted Barrel

Length of Barrel, 22 inches.

bullet) Point Blank Range, 300yds., Muzzle Velocity 2000 feet.

Penetration

52

inches

wood

(steel

ners

Double Set Triggers, Pistol Grip Stock,

The

Weight, 63/Ibs,

Schoverling, Daly
302-304

BROADWAY,

@ Gales

-

NEW

YORK.

Trap Shooting Supplies of all Descriptions.
Blue Rock Targets and
Traps.
Special attention given to the securing of special guns, loads
and equipments.

KIRKWOOD
23 Elm

Street,

SOME

=

LAFLIN

Nashville,

Tenn.,

May

BROS.,

=

=

=

@

Boston,

RAND

Mass.

WINS

15-17 (Interstate Association’s Southern Handicap Tournament)—

First General Average.
Vicksburg, Miss., May 7-8.—First and Second Amateur
Tulsa, |, T., May 7-9.—First General Average.

Averages.

New London,

Amateur

Ia., May 8-10 —First,

Second

and Third

Averages.

Columbus. O., May 9-11.—First and Second General Averages.

Infallible, New E.C. (improved )and New Schultze Make Good
Field, Cover and Trap-Shooting.
By

; STICKING OF POWDER, DUST, AND
PAPER SHELLS:
sampin wack

} JOSEPH

DIXON

JERSEY

CRUCIBLE

co.

2

Captain Adam H. Bogardus, Champion Wing
of Bie World.
Embrscne te for Pain
men;

Instruction

for

oung

Sportsmen;

aunts

Shot
ake
an

Habits of Game Birds; Flight and Resorts of Waterfowl; Breeding and Breaking of Dogs.
Cloth, 444

pages.

Price, $2.

CITY,N

FOREST

shooters

present

for

their

gen-
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now,

Mr.

Elmer

E.

Shaner,

while

I do

not

wish

PUBLISHING

CO.

deal.”

Moore

then

presented

the

emblem,

a beautiful

work

of art and intrinsically valuable.
Mr. Shaner responded
feelingly, pertinently and appropriately.
It was a combination badge, with- emblems of the
Commandery, Consistory and Blue Lodge, with a beautiful diamond
set in. the side.
The value of it was
several hundred dollars.
In it was an appropriate inscription.
The suggestion came
from Secretary Armstrong, and in a short time a long list of names was
attached to a preface as follows:
“We. the members of the Indianapolis Gun Club and
Titerstate
Association,
with the contestants
and participants in the Seventh Grand American Handicap, do
subscribe the amounts opposite our names for the purpose cf purchasing a Masonic charm properly inscribed,
to be presented to Mr. Elmer E. Shaner, in appreciation
cf his past services as secretary-manager of the Interstate
Association, and a sportsman worthy of our esteem te
in ccnimemoration of this event, the seventh G. A. Ii.”
Hearty congratulations were the order of the day, win-

Net.

.354. Killing range, 3000 yards.

the

There has been a revolution in the methods of conducting tournaments all over the country in the last few
years, and it is greatly due to the lessons you have given.
And now the members of the Indianapolis Gun Club and
your loyal and grateful scholars and participants lere
assembled, wish not only to assure you of their friendship and_ good wishes, but also to present you this magnificent Masonic emblem as a slight token of their appreciation of your efforts to elevate the sport of trapshooting, and with it go their best wishes for your
future happiness and prosperity.
And every time you
take this emblem in your hand may you be reminded
that all over this land, in every State and in almost
every city there is located some shooter who has contributed to its purchase, and whose best wishes will
surround it with a halo of glory which will never fade.
Dr.

Calibers—S8mm.

thank

to be too personal in my remarks, still I want to address a few remarks to you personally.
The shooters of
America have for the past few years been attending a
great school, and you have been their teacher, and you
have not only proven yourself a genial gentleman, but a
past-master in managing a shooting
tournament.
No
man has ever attended a shooting tournament managed
by you without carrying away with him new ideas of how
a shooting tournament should be conducted.
Every one
knows when he attends a tournament conducted by you
that there will be no favorites, but that everything will be
conducted on the square, and that every one will have “‘a

Fewer parts in its mechanism and these parts bigger and stronger than any other. The
only double gun made in America that ever equalled the best imported makes in workmanship, balance, finish and all the fine points of gun-making that go to make Hi a
strictly fine gun. See one before you buy. Made only by

A. H. FOX

to

erous patronage, and to assure them that the latch-string
will always be on the outside at the grounds of the Indianapolis Gun Club, and they will always be welcomed
with open arms.
I want, in behalf of the Indianapolis
Gun Club, to especially thank the ladies for gracing this
occasion with their presence, and to assure them they
are more than welcome, and to hope they will come again
—and often.

end
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LEFEVER WON HIGHEST
POSSIBLE HONORS, 1905.
American
MHandicap—score
99-100
Preliminary Handicap—score 98-100
Canadian Handicap—score 49-50
and is already well started on its

GRAND

VICTORIOUS

CAMPAIGN

OF

Improve

Sour

Score

by Shooting
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LEFEVER

ARMS

for

Lefever

Arms

Co.

Gun.

catalogue.
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that can

BEST

be made.

DO YOU
KNOW?
That we are glad to advise with prospective
buyers of shot guns, and are glad to do anything in our power to serve
their interests.
for over 40

We have been in the exclusive manufacture ofshot guns
years.
Write us today.

PARKER

BROTHERS.

*

DAVIS

31

Cherry

New

Street,

Meriden,

Conn.

Yerk Salesrooms, 32 Warren St.

GUNS

HIGH-GRADE
MATERIAL

PRINCIPLE OF OPERATION
SIMPLE AND RELIABLE

met Qo 1 O

GRADE
We

have

made

“DAVIS

GUNS”
Send

N. R. DAVIS

@ SONS,

for

Our

STREAM

PUBLISHING

for

more

than

CO.

half a century.

Catalogue

WwM .

A Complete Manual for Amateurs.
Containing plain and comprehensive directions for the
construction of Canoes, Rowing and Sailing Boats
and Hunting Craft. By W. P. Stephens. Cloth.
Seventh and enlarged edition. 264 pages. Numerous illustrations, and fifty plates in envelope.
Price, $2.00.
AND

iS

Lock Box 707, Assonet,

Canoe and Boat Building.

FOREST

“A”

Mass., U. S. A.

LYMAN’S

RAPID FIRING TARGETS
The
saw.

25

Yards,

price,

I5c.

per

dozen.

50

Yards,

price,

25c.

per

dozen.

Lyman

Targets received.
They
CHARLES

Canoe RIpGE, Pa.
are the best I ever
KinG, Gunsmith.

FOREST AND STREAM PUB. CO., 346 Broadway, New York.
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HUNTER ONE-~TRIGGE,
LARD'S PATENT
OO

SMITH cots
GUN
GRAND AMERICAN HANDICAP AGAIN
The

Smith

Automatic

HUNTER

Ejector fitted with the Hunter One-Trigger is a magnificent
combination.
Send for Art Catalogue.

ARMS
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-
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N.
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SPORTSMEN’S

DUABAK

Booklet with samples of materialfree.

BIRD, JONES
@ KENYON,

:

CLOTHING |

Just the thing for gunning, fishing, || WHarryT Alson
L King............-0+....... veired?16

camping, boating, climbing.
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refreshing than the soothing touch
Gives immediate and positive relief
Heat, Chafing, Sunburn and all
Everywhere used and recommended
and nurses for its perfect purity and
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18-inch Knee Boot, IDEAL, 10-inch lace, and
6-inch Moccasin Shoe — have become the

standard of all that is good in -

Hunting
foot-gear. Now used
by thousands — no
lady or gentleman
properly equipped
without a pair of
Smith’s Ideal Hunting

SHOES.

187988

Day.

This was the day allotted to the two championship
events, the amateur and professional.
Each excluded the
other; that is to say, only professionals could compete
in the professional event, and only amateurs
in the
amateur event.
They competed all together, however,
as in one event.
The conditions governing each were: 150 targets, unknown angles, $15 entrance, 18yds. rise; high guns.
To
the amateur purse, $100 were added; to the professional
purse, $50 were added.
The winner of each championship received a trophy.
:

The
In

the

Amateur

amateur

Championship.

championship

there

were

The product of fifty years’ shoemaking skill
and the practical suggestions of hundreds of
sportsmen.
Catalogue for the asking.

M. A. SMITH

con-

25 & 2] North (3th St., Philadelphia, Pa.
Exclusive selling agents of Ideal Hunting Shoes, Von Lengerke
& Detmold for New York City and Brooklyn.
Von Lengerke
for Chicago,

II.

Sporting goods houses are invited to send for price and terms.

testants.

The winner was Mr, Guy Ward, a young man from
Walnut Log,.Tenn.
He scored 144.
He shot a race of
Tare excellence, and defeated a field of skillful shotgun
shooters, whose like in excellence the world could not
duplicate.
Mr. Ward has been known as a skillful shot
in prior tournaments, and his magnificent win was conceded to be on its merits.
The winners and moneys in this event were as follows:
Guy Ward, $156.15.
H. W. Kahler and D. A. Upson, $122.
Lem Willard and C. M, Powers, $82.25.
D. E. Hickey, $68.30.
O. N. Ford, $58.55.
L. S. German and J. W. Bell, $48.80.
J. E..Crayton,
B. Dunnill, G. Maxwell and G. K.
Mackie $31.70 each.
’
_ Merrill, M, E. Atchison and C. R. Wilkinson $19.50
each.
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MAKE

$10.00 A DAY

One man and one machine can dothis witha

PETTYJOHN
Concrete

Block

Machine

An opportunity
to start
a BIG
PAYING
BUSINESS
with small capital.
If you are
going to build a home you should have it.
Whole outfit costs only $125.00.
Sand, Water
and Gement only materials required.
One
man can make 200 blocks daily.
Machine
sent on trial.

j

WRITE

FOR

PARTICULARS.

THE
PETTYJOHN
CoO.,
608 N. 6th St.,
Terre Haute, Ind.

Canoe Cruising and Camping,
By Perry D. Frazer.

Illustrated.

1053

Brookside Club House
Buzzard’s

NEWFOUNDLAND
Excellent
Salmon
and Trout fishing; also Caribou
shooting.
Tents, guides, boats provided.
Write
BUNGALOW,
Grand Lake, Newfoundland.

EDWARD
Guide

and

Price

$1.00.

Outfitter,

FOREST

AND

STREAM

PUBLISHING

CO.

Book of the Black Bass,
Comprising its complete scientific and life history, toether with a practical treatise on anglin
and flyfshing, and a full description of tools, tackle and imIllustrated.
plements.
By JamesA. Henshall, M.D.
Cloth, 470 pages.
Price, $3
Dr. Henshall’s monograph is the standard work on the
black bass and all that relates to it.

FOREST

AND

Hotels

STREAM

for

PUBLISHING

Anthony,

Idaho.

MEDDYBEMPS

References.

LAKE

MEDDYBEMPS,
Two furnished
one mile from
modating ten
accommodating
E. G.

ME.

log camps for rent.
Situated on islands
village. One large five-room camp accompersons, and one large one-room camp
four persons.
For particulars, address
BROWN,
Marblehead,
Mass.

THE

LOG

CABIN,

Spruce

Brook,

NEWFOUNDLAND
The only Hotel in the interior of the island. Salmon, Trout,
and Caribou hunting. Complete new outfit, Tents and Canoes.
Sportsmen outfitted and Guides found for any part of the
Island.
%2 hours from New York.

For

Fishing

and
Go

HOTEL

Shooting

to

WACHAPREAGUE,

Wachapreague,

Va.

Shooting very good the last few days.
Best accommodations as compared to any sporting resort on the coast.
I have five camps on shore of Lake in the Woods, close
to the station; one large camp, 11 sleeping rooms, large
office, dining room.
Post-office in camp; daily mails.
Other camps have two sleeping rooms and sitting room,
Fine
place for teacher and children to spend their vacation.
Fine trout fishing. One large camp on Ebeeme Pond,
Fine bass fishing 1% miles to walk.
Write for booklet,
N. W. McNAUGHTON,
Schoodic, Me.

TO

CAMP

RECREATION

allonge and black bass fishing.

lakes.

Send

for circular.
A.

This interesting little volume is a practical guide for the
cruising canoeist—the man
who wishes to start away
from the city and for a short time to make his canoe
his home.
With this in view, Mr. Frazer, who regards
canoeing as a healthful and economical method of passing away leisure hours, has written briefly, but attractively, of canoes, camping outfits, clothing, firearms and
ammunition, fishing tackle, puotoErsDay, and in general
of cruising, camping and all that pertains to this phase
of outdoor life.
Contents:
Pleasures and Advantages of Canoes; Materials of Construction; Paddles; Air Tanks; Sails; Steering Gear; Fittings and Duffle; Camping Outfits; Tents
Without Poles; Recipes for Waterproofing; Sleeping
Bag;
Camp
Axe; Duffle Bag; A Portable Range; Selecting
Food; What To Wear;
Firearms and Ammunition; Fishing Tackle; Camera; How to Cruise.

SHEFFIELD,
St.

Best Black Bass Fishing in Maine

COME

Cloth, 95 pages.

Bay, Mass.

WELL STOCKED TROUT BROOK;; ideal Club House
on BUZZARD’S BAY, Mass., to lease; ample game proserves; pond and sea fishing.
For illustrated booklet of
particulars, address BROOKSIDE
CLUB,
Monument
Beach, Mass.

& SON

Manufacturers Shoe Specialties,
Gymnasium and Sporting Shoes.

& Antoine

73

AND STREAM.

G.

New

IRWIN,

for good

log camp,

Dorset,

musk-

beautiful

Minnesota.

HIGH FALLS HOTEL,
Dingman’s Ferry, Pike Co., Pa.
In the midst of the pictazeaqe highlands of the upper
Delaware.
Trout and
bass fishing.
Private trout stream,
Riding and driving horses, garage.
Automobile meets
trains
on
notice.
Send
for booklet.
PHILIP
FE.
FULMER, JR., Proprietor.

THE

CRATER

CLUB

and Burnham Camps, Essex-on-Lake Champlain, offer the
attractions of a beautiful lake shore in a locality with a
remarkable record for healthfulness,
at moderate rates.
References required.
For circular, address MRS. L. B.
WALKER,
Megr., 182 De Hart Place, Elizabeth, N. J.

NEWFOUNDLAND
Salmon fishing and Caribou hunting best
Complete outfits supplied.
:
BAY ST. GEORGE HOTEL, Stephenville

obtainable.
‘
Crossing.

CO.

Sportsmen.

OTTER LAKE HOTEL,
ADIRONDACK

Otter Lake, N. Y.

HOME-LIKE HOTEL ON A BEAUTIFUL LAKE.
CONVENIENT TO R.R. TERMS REASONABLE.
COTTAGES TO RENT.
WRITE FOR BOOKLET.

| am on the line of the National Park.
If
you wish a good hunt, write me.
I guarantee shots
at his game or no pay.
GEO. W. DOWNING,
Rocky
Mountain Guide, Ishawood, Wyo.

THE

SUNSET

INN, Barnegat

City,

N. J

is now open for the season of 196.
Application f
weekly rates made to above address, or American How:
Trenton, N. J., will. receive prompt attention,
JAMES H. ROMAIN,
Prop

FOREST

1054

AND

STREAM.

[JUNE

Small-Mouth Black Bass Successfully Propagated!
During recent years discouraging results have followed repeated attempts to
propagate the smallmouthed black bass.
We have demonstrated
that these fish can be pro-

duced

and
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delivered

with a remarkable degree of
success.
We have the only
establishment
dealing in
young small-mouth black
bass commercially in the
U.S. A. We offer to those
who desire it this rare opportunity to procure vigorous young bass in various sizes
Also
ranging from advanced fry to 3 and 4 inch fingerlings for stocking purposes.
yellow perch, white perch, sunfish and roach.

WARAMAUG

SMALL-MOUTH
invited.

W. BEEMAN,

2

Correspondence

HENRY

For

WANTED—SWANS
I desire to purchase a number of American Swans, both
Whistlers and Trumpeters.
G. D. TILLEY, Darien, Ct.

BROOK

two-year-olds,
for
NEW ENGLAND

stocking
TROUT

TROUT.

ages
for
stocking
3ROOK
TROU
Rpoks
and _ lakes.
Brook
rout eggs in any quantity, warranted delivered anywhere
1 fine condition.
Correspondence solicited.
THE PLYMOUTH
ROCK TROUT CO.
Plymouth, Mass.
OR
SALE—BROOK
TROUT.—FINE,
HEALTHY
ish of all sizes.
Eyed eggs in season.
Warranted derered
anywhere,
as
represented.
Correspondence
licited.
BAY SIDE TROUT FARM
(A. B. Savary),
ist Wareham, Mass.
IE

BROOKDALE
TROUT
CANNOT
BE BEAT
stocking ponds and streams.
For the next few
tks we will make a very low price on young fry and
ze fish.
Also fly-fishing.
BROOKDALE TROUT CO., Kingston, Mass.

a

Z

\"

and Manufacturer of
Artificial eyes for birds, animals and manufacturing purposes a specialty. Send for prices. All kinds of skulls for

369 Canal St., New

SAVE

mention

ForREsT

YOUR

York.

AND

STREAM.

TROPHIES.

“Heads and Horns.”
It gives directions for preparing and preserving Skins,
Antlers, etc. Also prices for Heads and Rugs, Birds and
Fish, and all kinds of work in Taxidermy.

Ward’s Natural Science Establishment,
ROCHESTER,

N. Y.

ROWLAND,

TAXIDERMIST,
A

No. 182 SIXTH
: Tel.

4205

Chelsea.

Near 13th St.

FRED

SAUTER,

NEW

STOCKING

Established 1860.
=

# taken
vular.

PRESERVES.

till end of July for early fall importation.

will continue to
please customers

with the best durable work.
Write

Formerly No.3
No. William St.,

Removed to
42 Bleecker St.,
cor. Elm St.,

PARTRIDGES
GAME

YORK

Taxidermist.

OR
EXCHANGE.—Leonard
trolling
rod,
Cost
$30.
Will
sell
for
$20.
Address
care Forest and Stream.
26

UNGARIAN

Deer

AVENUE,

26

SALE
twice.
AMAN,

and

specialty in mounting Moose, Elk, Caribou
Call and examine work.
heads.

ring-neck, choice stock, $2 per
PHEASANTRIES,
Bedford

Vite

X

‘OR

=

Write for our Illustrated Catalogue,

BROOK

FfEnglish
BLUERIDGE

J. KANNOFSKY,
PRACTICAL GLASS BLOWER

Please

It will pay you to correspond with me before buying
eggs, fry or yearlings in any quantity.
I guarantee a
safe delivery anywhere.
Crystal Spring Trout
Farm.
L. B. HANDY, So. Wareham, Mass.

eggs,

Conn.

Preston,

New

the fur trade.

TROUT.

Eggs, fry; yearlings
and
brooks and lakes.
Address
FARM, Plympton, Mass.

Address

Taxidermists.

We have constantly on hand
fine supply of Brook Trout, all
sizes for stocking purposes. Also for table use at 75c. a pound
Visitors privileged to catchowr
trout.
PARADISE BROOK
TROUT CO., Parkside, Pa., Henryville Railroad Station

ing.

for Circulars.

Sale.

BROOK TROUT FOR SALE.

asant

BLACK BASS HATCHERY,

Send

Heads,

Rugs

and

attractive

Also

carry large assortment of Game

groups,

for

sale

and

to

rent.

saw

the ad. in Forest

When
AND

writing say you

STREAM,

saw the ad. in Forest

GUY

WARD,

of Amateur

OF

WALNUT

Championship;

LOG,

score

TENN.,

144 out

of 15

Gus Moller i. js.cewan.as 1113 13 10 111412151310
eee
eee
Wr Ji, Brydentascantennete 15 12 13°43
as UW Belle ortecec 1513 1215151314131414

The

Professional

1
1

Championship.

Tl
There were forty-nine contestants in this event.
winner was the popular trade representative Mr. Walt
Th
He scored 145 out of 150.
Huff, of Macon, Ga.
the winners of the two events were but one target apa
the difference being in favor of the professional.
The winners and moneys in this event were as follow
W. Huft, $140.35.
nA
R. O. Heikes, $114.80.
W. R. Crosby, W. D. Stannard and J. R. Taylor, $79.
each.

H.
$44.65

ECIL FRENCH, NATURALIST, WASHINGTON, D.C.

1en writing say you
STREAM,

MR.

Winner

C. Hirschy,

L. E. Barkley

and

J. L. D.

each.

J. S. Boa, J. M. Hawkins; T. E. Hubby
Young, $11.15 each.
d
The presentation of the trophies followed

these events were completed.
sentations

in

his

usual

Morriso

Cx .

and
soon

aft

Mr. Haskell made the p:

felicitous

manner,

and

the

a
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Autoloading
At

GRAND

STREAM.

Shot Gur,

the

AMERICAN

HANDICAP

R. O. Heikes, in the Professional Championship Match, broke 143 ex 160, winning second
place with his Autoloading Shot Gun.
This new gun is a proven success at. the trap.
Wm. Heer, shooting a double barrel Remington, beat all back mark shooters, breaking
gi

from

THE

plause

was

present.

Targets:

EO Bee

hearty,

The

Mores

21

yards.

REMINGTON

and

scores

approval

of

the

Send for literature.

ARMS

was

COMPANY,

manifested

professional

event

by

CE

PAP TTS canteen
oie us 1eulaete

PSM

5swae 14151113
ERO eis lercfsc 6.011006

Sots

13 15.13

Y.

Cash

must

15

13

15

13

14

14

15

11

elleSe cs ocnmbe.

OVID
TMD

oe

Depot:

D

12 14 14 14 13 14 14 12 14 13

Y O U

Here

COON,

H U N T? ?

FOX

in _Arkansaw

Coons,

ers

that

are

English

hunted.

BEAGLE

OAKLAND

Hounds,

BEAGLE

and

Foxes

we have

DEER

and

Deer

millions of

at our

door

to

Hunt-

Se

ST

ae

trained Rabbit and Squirrel Dogs.
tile

140

Pups.

For

particulars

Also

address

KENNELS

RIVER

Box 27, Imboden, Ark.

P

D §

IKE

COLL AR.

ee

. G. LLOYDT,

1387

untrained

| SPRING

DS

ee

ee

A few

They‘‘Deliver the Goods.”

too.

KENNELS,

i

5

134

i

O

Cal.

HOUNDS For Sale. Reasonable Prices

order.

132 | For Sale-—Dogs, Hogs, Pigeons, Ferrets,
139 | 8 cents for eeeaee illustrated catalogue.

W. ReGrosbysccce.. sss 13 1414 14121415141515

Francisco,

Trained

132 | Norwegian bearhounds, Irish wolfhounds, deer and cat
139 | hounds.
English bloodhounds,
American
foxhounds.
117 | Four-cent stamp for illustrated catalogue,
_
4
©1382
ROOKWOOD KENNELS, Lexington, Ky.

OME
Re e-icn Ae. 12 1212 12131414141513
EKO, 5 ics2.chafais
«a.<'s 14141511131514141514

San

train our hounds with, and we train them

125

13 42) 13 13 11 13°16 11 12 12

Weti@lieensc.s0.cc.6s. 13 15 1312 101314151413
Fe @ Pirschy .......... 1215 1414141415141413
MIEB tildes
se wcrc. a 1411131010 1113121211
PerseeNiaestalllsycs a-.2k.-)-'= 15 1312.13 151211 13:18 15
1X6 it GARG SIS

accompany

:

126 | Pontiac, Mich.

11. 12 13 13 13 1410 11141313

Ed C White.
EUV

15

City.

Special,

138

138

13

York

136

121414151515

J

.

New

,

128
494 | For Sale.—Full-blood

Hawkins.

Broadway,

2

12121312181414
18 12 12
13 1311
o's+ 12
Ses tisicin'sicc
SHEMET
PIMPLE
ie.
=...
14 12 10 12 13 15
M

315

Ads under this head 2 cents a word a time (or 3 cents

123 | in capitals).

1214

Agency;

Kennel

Brk.

915.13 13.15 13

N.

all

follow:

45 1515 15.15 1515151515

eres
en « 43.13 12\12

ILION,

Belgium

Hares.

Dept. “M.,” Sayre, Pa.

For
:

use

in dog training.
x
:

mail, $2.10.

Price,

$2.00.

By
4

Send for circular.

ee

see Se
ounds.
Can

ea
pha ae pointers, peccers and
furnish
you a*good
one at a moderate price

B.

at any time. GEO. W LOVELL, Middleboro, Mass.
For Sale.—Full-blooded Dachshunde.
639 Superior St., Cleveland, O.

DR.

FOLKENS,

A few extra good young setters just right for next fall’s

use, by Tony’s Count.
Warwick, Nees

FRANK

FORESTER

KENNEL,
6

: World’s, Fair,
: 1904: Gold Medal & Highest
:
St. Louis
Award
:
one
Dy
:
Paris

Exposition,

1900:

Gold Medal
& Highest Award

S P R Atel:

S

AM.
aie ieli

PATEN

T

prepared

foods

DOGS,

HORSE

| By Roger

AND

HOUND

D. Williams,

Master

of Foxhounds,

Hunt Club; Keeper Foxhound: Stud
National Foxhunters’ Association;
Brunswick Hunt Club.

Iroquois

Book; Director
Official Judge,

and Hound”
is encyclopedic
in all that P per:“Horse
:
MGLO8
tains
to foxhunting.
It has chapters
as follows:
Hunting.
The Hunter.
Schooling
of
Hunters.
Grose!

for

PUPPIES, | profusely illustrated.

CATS,

WATERS,

Broadway, New York.

Country
Riding.
Falls.
Women
in the Field..
The
Hound.
History and Origin of the American Hound.
Breeding and Raising Horses.
The Kennel.
Scent. The
Fox.
Tricks and Habits of the Fox.
In the Field.
Hunt Clubs.
The style is clear and crisp, and every
chapter abounds with hunting information.
The work is

(LTD.)

specially
:

346

RABBITS,

FOREST

Price, $2.50.

AND

STREAM

PUBLISHING

CO.

POULTRY,

Oe
—

re

a
ae

BIRDS,

FISH.

AMP

Write for Catalogue, “Dog Culture,” with practical
MR. WALTER HUFF, MACON, GA.
chapters on the feeding, kenneling and management of
Professional Champion of America. Score 145 out of 150, | dogs; also chapters on cats.
peepee,

Ladianapolis,

Jane-22,

1906.

Spratt’s

Patent

:

450 Market

St., Newark,

N. J.

HOTEL

C

F

0

Islands with

714 S. 4th St., St. Louis, Mo.

S

or

Sale.

for

Property

GAME,

PIGEONS,

-

33

=

AND D
N

I
Jale

T

or

permanent

INING
R
ent.

0

camps

and

ROOM.

summer

homes

of

various sizes and prices to rent. with privilege of purchase

TUR eR eiles...+.-...... 16 1914 15 15 14.15 14 15.13

14g |_ (America) Ltd.)

1824 Valencia St., San Francisco, Cal. |at Desbarats, Ontario, near Sault St. Marie, Canada.

nS

15 121414151515121114

187

BOOK

7 peer ‘pie alla

es " a ie a = 13 14 13 14

133

W _D Stannard......... 13151415 141415121315

140

orrison....... 2151315 141515141313

139

Chris Gottlieb ......... 13 14111413 1311131414

130

PRepiritibters, ssc wcesic0's 13 141414111315141413

135

WSO

Teicha

Repel

4010

Sage yao Baer

INIGtts

eee

14 15 14 14 15 13 15 15 15 15

st:5.50.0
«<\ 13 15 11 14 12 13 13 13 14 15

USES eesge

134

138

MiCuGrifth..civcck,... 13 15 12 1413 1415131312

12 15 12 12 12 14 15 15 14 15

136

Cl Onize

Tt 14

129

ee

Compte:

eee

3%......

Mapierenrote.....,

9 14 12 14 15 15 12 13

12 14 15 1818 1212141415

H McMurchy .......... 1015141215 1413131411

DOG

13

HO

9

128

11 14 12 13 12 13 14 14 12 15

131

13 15 43 14 14 14 13 15 15 11
13 15°12 10 12 13 15 11 14 13

137
128

W

Money

7

Ae

15

1413

141013121414

d@Banks

eh

ccc. ........

a

Sal. Se
A HH: Mardy... SebARGG

14 13 1313-18 1415121213

Practical

a:
Neaf

13
18

Saat
...........<

12 15 13.43 11 14 14 12 13:13
14 13 10 43 15 12 15 12 13 11

D PP Geoeiees...... ile 14.11 12 15 101313 131213

J S&S Pantiney.......52.2

14 13 14 1412 1011121415

or,

containing

ctober,

or

over

vs.

POCKET
:

Morocco.
Price, 50 cents.
The “Pocket Kennel Record”

BOX

three

if

.

(British Columbia).

sitting

let, aes

longer

ee

a

o48

required,

rooms,

six

together

wit

bedrooms,

ws Sentemiar

grouse, poms chicken eS hie oo
acres,

careiully

preserve

also

ond

rst-class

perp

trout

on

the

place,

and

salmon

in

the

magnincen

vicinity.

canoes and pee page horses, eaviny eg

riages provided,

small

extra charge.

e

oats

ca

house |

situatedin the heart of the big-game country of Briti:
Columbia.

Breaking.

Cloth, 165 pages.

PUBLISHING

KENNEL

Lae

a

fishing, comprising lake trout, speckled and rainboy

1278 Broadway, New York.

Training

eee

is be

By

kouga,

Grizzly,

caribou,

To which is added a chapter on train- | did climate.

FOREST AND STREAM

«133
|THE
197

Apgar

Training;

ing pet dogs, by an amateur.

CH AW=-Cadwallader......
fYoung.....°....... 141518deetegs
141115 141315
911 141115131313

H'Wmeeered......-36 15 12.9412 141415 121313
Ro Hii
ecaeed
..5... Hae 117216 911
811 91314
Jas| T Skelly: -..... 033. 13 13 14 13 11 14 15 12 1415

Dog

124 | S: T- Hammond.

House

duck,Fine

vs. BREAKING.

130

132

FEED.

H. CLAY GLOVER, D. V. S.,

A

L Z Lawrence.......... 1313 814121214111512

TO

Rh

SP

Olek

i

14 |TRAINING

e

SHOOTING

emigede ye camer Sores by tha sqthor.

Pe @eVaylor.z.....:... 13 15 1412 15 1415 131415
GaWVEBudd rose netecrce.. 15 18 1118 151212111414
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134
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ee
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DISEASES

145

15 15 1214151412121415

Es Al SSREs eae
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Price, $L

CO.

Apply

brown

deer,

and

etc.,

in

cinnamon

easy

be

reach.

Sple

for full particulars

to G.

L.

WATSON,

108

M

Ranch, Caribou Road, near Ashcroft, British Colum}
Sal

RECORD.
| (322
:
* | rivers:

is, as its name

black,

moose,

Two hundred pounds (£200) per mon

Roth

"Lanta

NORWAY
1
Ral

“valdalen, Stryen
Stryen

Lardal, Valdalen,
London).
Apply, Consul

implies, a

Johan

follows

1-k

(about 6) boure ff

(about 60 hours
Gran, Bergen.
=
3

199 | handy book for the immediate record of all events and |Sctestin Porida, fenced; keepershouses
roads
andt
493 | transactions which take place away from home, intended | 6n river: railroad three ot ae nonunion
cee
134 | to relieve the owner from the risk of trusting any im- | hear, panther, deer, turkey, quail; salt and {resh~

126 | portant matter to his memory.

=.129

FOREST

AND

STREAM

PUBLISHING

fish. '$40,000.. Terms.

CO.

Ocala,

Fla.

H. L. ANDERSON,

O

Dog “Toggery.

99

FINE GUN
Scott,

All the Prominent ENGLISH
and
AMERICAN
MAKES
Purdey, Jos. Lang @ Son,

Greener,

(of London), Parker, Smith, Lefever,
Remington, Ithaca, Etc.

We carry a truly wonderful stock of canine outfittings,
embracing things for the dog under any and all conditions—a

Other

Guns

Taken

stock that leaves no requirement unsatisfied.

in Trade
Send 6 cents in
stamps for Catalogue and List of
Second-Hand

Collars in “no end of styles,” leads and leashes, blankets
and clothing, muzzles, chains, whips, bells, brushes, soaps,

foods, medicines, shipping crates—everything to decorate
the dutiful dog, or to discipline the derelict one, will be
found in our stock. A veritable encyclopedia of “Dog-gy”
goods will be mailed you on request.

IVER

JOHNSON

OUR

SPORTING

GOODS

CO.

just received.

Send for List of High-Grade
Second-Hand Guns.
Also

VON LENGERKE & DETMOLD.
549 Fifth Avenue,
NEW

One door from cor. 54th St.

YORK

Highest

Quality

Fishing

High-Grade
Sportsmen’s Supplies
Croquet
Fishing Tackle
Base Ball
Athletic Goods
Rifles |
Foot Ball
Kodaks
Golf
Revolvers
Tennis
Fencing
Fine Leather Goods Archery
Cutlery
Fine Field and Opera Glasses

Guns

SOR
ST
AT
LNT
NS
ORRIN
SI,
A

PIN A ROSE ON ME!”

BALLISTITE
The

best shotgun

smokeless

ireaks the World’s Amateur Record

powder

on

Earth.

for a continuous

Durability is a
famous for three
through the hands
ful workmen it is

BALLISTITE.

Made in Scotland for the whole world, but barred

WH
vle

Agents

LAU!
for

the

O60...
NOBEL’S

Send

EXPLOSIVES

for ‘‘ Shooting

2 oe
New

all over

the world

for its careful fit—

als describing Greener guns that have been in constant and —
effective service for fifty years.
“W. W. Greener, Birmingham, England.
“My Dear Srir—Excuse me for taking
your valuable time, but I want to
extend my most sincere thanks and gratitude to you for the great pleasure you
have afforded me during the past thirty-five years by making a gun that certainly
has stood the test that few can equal.
The number of my old No. 10-gauge is
11722.
I bought it of E. E. Eaton, 53 State St., Chicago, Ili., the fall of 1870, and
paid him an even $200 for the gun, case and loading tools; $175 for the gun alone.
““Now that my good and true old horse died a short time ago, my present dog is
getting old, and I, too, am not so young as I used to be, I have laid aside my
good old true.and faithful friend, until such time as I am laid to rest, when it
will be in the box with me.
But here goes for a big but true story.
“During thirty-five years my old companion has missed but one season’s shooting; during all these years she has piled up her share of game—ducks, geese,
chicken,
quail, pheasants, etc.—and back in the ’70’s she never failed to do her
duty at all shooting matches.
I doubt if ever there was a gun ‘*made that has been
used as much as mine, and bi ea aot with the heavy loads I have always used,
and to-day it would bother you to find a scratch or mar about her, and her barrels
are as clean and smooth inside as a dollar; and, stranger yet, this old friend of
mine has not cost me five cents for repairs except an extra set of firing pins,
and she looks good for many years to come.
No gun ever made is a harder

shooter than mine.

Never once missed fire, and I do not know, but it seems to

me to be impossible to
ever, and never failed to
“My
brother bought a
death, seven years ago,
1875 for a present to a
track of it twenty years

miss a bird; and only last fall she was just as true as
do her duty.
12-gauge W. W. Greener at the same time, and up to his
she stood the test.
I bought a 12-gauge Greener about
friend.
It also proved to be all right, although I lost
ago.
.

“Excuse me for taking your valuable time, but so many times I have felt so .
grateful towards os for furnishing me with such a true and faithful companion
that I now feel that I want to thank you a thousand times for the pleasure and
satisfaction you have afforded me in the last thirty-five years.
“Your guns may be just as good now as then, but I do not happen to see any
of them since I came to Minnesota twenty years ago.
I do know that none of
the new guns I see that I would exchange my old favorite No. 11722 for to-day.
sincerely

your

friend,

og

ete
As

UGHTON.”

We have a splendid stock of Greener guns on hand, from
4% lbs. 28 bores, to 22 lbs. double 4-bores, and a catalogue
describing them is free for the asking.

mee
York

City

CQ@., Ltd., Glasgow, Scotland.

Facts.”’

The Old Gun House

ting and general durability.
The following unsolicited testimonial well illustrates this
wonderful wearing quality, and we have had other testimoni- _

Very

m the Interstate Association because it is foreign.

St., Boston, Mass.

quality that has made the Greener gun
generations.
The Greener product goes
of 200 of the highest paid and most skillpossible to obtain, and as a result the

run at

‘anal Dover, Ohio, May 25. Shot by Mr. John A. Flick, of
avenna, Ohio; 234 without a miss.
RY

Tackle.

WM. READ @ SONS
107 Washington
Established 1826

GREENER GUNS WEAR.
Greener gun is known

“MOTHER,

:

HIGHEST GRADE GUNS
Some vary light. weights

163 Washington Street, Boston, Mass.

Opposite The Waldorf-Astoria.

SPECIALTY

HENRY C. SQUIRES
No. 20 Cortlandt Street,
-

& SON,
New York City
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